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The members of Associated Producers predict tor the
new year tremendous prosperity in all lines of business,
including the morion picture theatres, despite necessary
readjustment of industry and standards of living.

->

Those who would seek at this rime to "talk a depression into being" are fools and the enemies of this,
the greatest and most prosperous country the world
has ever known.
J. PARKER READ, JR
THOMAS H. INCE
MACK SENNETT
MARSHALL NEILAN
ALLAN DWAN
GEORGE LOANE TUCKER
MAURICE TOURNEUR
C GARDNER SULLIVAN
ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS, INC.
T29 SEVENTH AVENUE NEW YORK CITY
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If ever
a

See Your
Moving Picture Weekly
of This Week,
for complete
Exploitation
Settspaper Ads.
Posters and
Press Mailer.

I '4

or

never

Serial —

play

you've
this one

played
now!

I Traversal will bet its bottom dollar that
here is a Chapter-play which will
fascinate and thrill any kind of an audience anywhere in the land — big house or little-neighborho'xJ or bright lights. The reason lies in its
beautiful heroine, the most daring of all the
Screen s beautiful women — and in the freshness
of its tremendously varied scenes and thrills.
Knowing, however, that no words can tell you as
much as your eyes Universal asks you to get a
date from your Universal Exchange within the
week for a showing of some of the episodes of
"THE DIAMOND QUEEN". You'll see a serial
that is better than fifty percent of the so-called
"features" that you pay big money for.

The
time
to
book
is when
the
trade
are

talking

LEWIS

about

a
star's
pictures
and
public
him

J.SELZNICK

Presents

CONWAY

in

Directed

ELAINE

TEARLE

STERNE'S

WILLIAM

'THE ROAD

P. S . EARLE

OF AMOTION"
MADE
BY SELZNICK
For Distribution T h r o u r h
NATIONAL PICTURE THEATRES, INC.
and Available at All
SELECT

EXCHANGES

She saw him first in the heat and glare of a
veritable Inferno.
There was the boom and clatter of a Modern
Vulcan's forging and shaping the steel that'
enables the race to live and move in comfort.
To her he seemed only one of the gnomes of
darkness that flitted strangely here and there.
Then came a snapping of two rough men's
nerves. She saw him a demon unleashed. He
fought like a being possessed and battered his
opponent into helplessness.',
His cause was just — but she didn't know.
This was the creature who asked her to marry
him.
The mill scene had filled her with a lasting
horror. She could remember the-millman with
nothing but repugnance.
And yet she married him —
Bill v Matthews was every inch a man. His
early environment had only affected the surface, of his being.
More wonderful than the transformation of
baser metals, which he invented to win his
fortune, was the inventor's own transformation'
in the magic crucible of love.

"THE ROAD
OF AMBITION"
Is Refreshingly Different

J. I XDOTIIINGHAM
presents

era
v.

'

$

0

EMEDSON

BESSIE

si;

JOSEPH
SAM

DE
A

HOUGH

BAERISCAIG

PAUL
SCADDON
VI TH A POVCRPUL CAST INCLUDING
KILGOUR,

GRASSE

Picture

With

MAPGUEDITE

ARNOLD
Unlimited

Your patrons know Paul Scardon as one
of the greatest directors of the present
day: Emerson Hough's name is known
wherever the printed word is circulated:
the cast seen in Miss Barriscale's support is as strong a one as has ever been
assembled for a single production.

DE

GREGG,
Exploitation

LA

LLOYD

MOTTE,
BACON.

Possibilities

And so you see that whatever we tell
you —and you in turn tell yourpatrons,—
about this really great production must
be true. It's a picture on which you
can 'go the limit',— both in exploitation
and in advertising. It's a sure-fire
money-maker for you.

Distributed by
W.HODKINSON CORPORATION
527 Fifth Avenue. New York City
thru PATHS Cxchangr, he

HUGO

• Presents

BALUN

^Jhe artistic genius of l-luqo Baffin, coupled
with his infinite understanding of human
nature, has created o picture as true as it is

/Pom the storu
THE

HONOURABLE

GENTLEMAN

ACHMED
ABDULLAH
Produced, by J-luqo JBallin /Productions. Iric

beautiful
',-— a thing which compels by its
ueru simplicity.
Gs4 fperfectly balanced cast qiues a most intelligentstory.
interpretation of/Jchmed Abdullah's
fascinating

W.W. HODKINSON CORPORATION
527 Fifth Avenue. New York Gty
Distributing through PATB£ LcchangeJncorporaSed

BENJ. B.HAMPTON
PICKS
ANOTHER
WINNER!

Harry Leon Wilson, author of "The
Spenders" is the newest addition to that
ever-growing group or great authors whose
works Benj. B. Hampton is bringing to the
screen via the W. \V. Hodkinson Corporation.
Mr. Wilson's humorous classics "Ruggles
Of Red Gap," "Ma Pettingill" and his
many other stories, published in book
form and in "The Saturday Evening Post"
have established him as one of the leading
writers of America.
"The Spenders" is one of his greatest
books and Mr. Hampton has treated it in
a characteristically masterful manner,
giving it so splendid a production as to
make it a strikingly strong link in the
chain of Benj. B. Hampton pictures that
are being offered to the exhibitor.

Jl

A
HODKINSON
RELEASE =

Benj. B.Hampton

*Ihe

fyoduaion

from
the N
novel
bif
S
PE
D
ERS

Harry
With

Joseph

Leon

an

Ml

Star

Wilson
Ca&

including

Dowling'Niles

-s*

Welch

mm

^

Claire
Adams
* Robert
Mc Kim
binded by Jack Conway Produced by Great Authors Pictures. Inc.
Distributed, by
W. HODKINSON CORPORATION
527 fifth Avenue New torkGty

Benj. B. Hampton
DESERT GOLD

Productions Now Being Booked Through W. W. Hodkinson Corporation
THE SACEBRUSHER
THE WESTERNERS
RIDERS OF THE DAWN
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SERVICE

for short subAROUND
OP
WHY jects SH
te
to comple
your program when
you can get the highest type of every
kind of picture you
tional Film Exchanges, Inc.?

need

from

Educa-

And — you can get whatever you want not only
for a single week, but for every week in the year.
Where

else but

from

Educational

can

you

get ^

choice of three types of scenics and travel pictures,
and of six distinct kinds of comedies, plus ''specials"
— each the leader of its class and obtainable on a
basis of two hundred
Where

have

you

and thirty releases a year?

ever been

able

casional short reel features as Man
Race

of the Age" — except from

That

is the

which

broad

is enabling

scope

to get such
O' War

in "The

Educational?

of Educational

exhibitors

oc-

everywhere

their programs a year ahead and devote
of their time to running their theatres.

Service
to plan

all the rest

EDUCATIONAL
FILM
EXCHANGES,
E. W. Hammons, President

INC.
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QUALITY

O TROUBLE
or expense is ever spared
which will help to make each Educational
Picture the best of its kind.

Educational' s success

proves

that this policy pays.

Audiences don't like any old kind of a scenic, but
all audiences like Educational Scenics. Audiences
don't

like any old kind of a comedy, but all audiences do like Educational Comedies — and so on

throughout the Educational Repertoire.
it with dollars" at the box office.
Box

They

"say

office dollars are the sincere kind of apprecia-

tion which pleases exhibitors.
Film Exchanges, Inc.

And — Educational

No effort will ever be spared to make
Pictures merit such appreciation.

Educational

EDUCATIONAL
FILM
EXCHANGES,
E. W. HammotiSy President

INC.

'Presents
GOLDVVYN
PAULINE
FR
CI l

oods Cfrotable Success
3
ROADS

OF
DE
STINT
U/rUien bu Cloourolna Pollock
y
(Suqqcsled hy O./fenry's oAcy-f'
pf
smtxe name )^\
Franrc

E OFcastD1S'jpHK
TINYDICwere
anil David Marsh took one of
the fork roads/ (Would
his fate have been' different had he taker/ another
road? This great question
of life itself is the' theme
of "Roads of Dest in y,-!'
O.Henry's big story which
made C.hanning Pollock's
bigf^play and now Gold

m

M

J1 1 AME
ST ASX"IN Pauline
"MADV rede rick plays a charcter role in "Roads of
_" ^Destiny," an adventuress
who manipulates the roulette wheel in a gaming
den. Exhibitors will find
that "Roads of Destiny"
has just the romantic heroic flavor that makes for
crowded houses and crowded lobbies.

I

A

NEYT
J*EN
CK
MA
COMECr- DRAMA
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/Wt*

any-DOL
made I'
WN
novor
J0
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Maek:
Lth) has5
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f
thing so ffiajpendoue a? this* before
/.
-and neither0 hos anyone else

Sennett's

Mack

"A Small Town
Idol"
[A Plot Glori6ed With Girls]
It takes a youth, removes him, innocent, but in disgrace, from his
small town home; it sets him adrift
in a great city, gives him a job in
a motion picture studio and a leading woman to adore; it releases the
tongue of slander at home and
breaks the heart of his trusting
country girl ; it restores him as a
mighty screen hero of a Western
melodrama and composes all his
difficulties in a romance of tender
beauty. All this is garlanded
with a thousand girls of typical
Sennett beauty perfections. Such,
in faint, inadequate synopsis, is this
latest six-reel achievement from the
hands of the maker of " Mickey."

Featuring
BEN

TURPIN

MARIE

PREVOST

CHARLIE
PHYLLIS

MURRAY
HAVER

The Comedy King has come by his title by virtue of
the default of competitors. There is only one Mack
Sennett. Beginning with the first rays of light projected
through Biograph film and continuing in the van of
picture making, Mack Scnnett is a figure unique. It
isn't accurate to say that
ness;" the business grew
full stature of a matured
first time as a producer

"he grew up with the busiup with him, and now in the
perfection, he appears for the
distributing through his own

releasing agency — ■ Associated Producers. Signalizing
this epochal event is a production, "A SMALL TOWN
IDOL," that is the last word — the ultimate expression —
of a genius for devising drama in pictures, riotious comedy in motion and realized visions of extravagant beauty.

THOMAS
GEORGE

H.INCE - MACK

LOANE TUCKER

- MAURICE

SENNETT

- MARSHALL

TOURNEUR

Associated

~ J. PARKER

NEILAN

- ALLAN

DWAN

READ JR.- C GARDNER

Producers

SULLIVAN

Inc.

HOME OFFICES ■• 729 SEVENTH AVE., NEW YORK CITY
ARCO PRESS, NEW YORK
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S
PICKPORD'
MARY
^ Jmi? 9^'cture-to be Released (January'Jfoitfi
the

LOVE

LIGHT
Written and Directed by
Prances Mai ion
Photographed by Charles Cosher
and Henry Cronja^er

The untold millions who love Mary
Pickford for all the sweetness and
happiness that she has brought into
their lives will hail "The Love Light"
as a great picture — perhaps the greatest of all the wonderful Mary Pickford
productions.
Miss Pickford has never screened so
beautifully, nor has her exquisite
talent ever been offered greater scope.
The story, now rich in humor and
now tense in its hold on the heart,
could stand alone as a splendid offering, but with the beauty and art of
Mary Pickford it should prove an
overwhelming box-office triumph.
NOTE
advertisement
written
This Is not the
usual without
•blind"'
the opportunity of an actual view
of the picture The roan who
wrote this advertisement went to
California for the specific purpose of pre-vlewlng "The Love
Light" and
this opinion.
Is a sincere expression of his

UNITED
ARTISTS
CORPORATION
D.W GRIFFITH
MARY PICKFODD
CHARLIE CHAPLIN ■ DOUGLAS FAlQbANKS
HIRAM
ABRAMS, PRESIDENT
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The World's Record
We thought we realized the incomparable
popularity; and box-office value of Douglas Fairbanks ; we felt that his new production "The
Mark of Zorro" was indeed a great picture but
we were unprepared for the amazing demonstrations that are takingAplace'wherev:er*the^picture
is being shown.
For example, in one week's showing, the
Capitol Theatre, New York, established a world's
record with "The Mark of Zorro" by playing to
94,501 admissions and j box-office total of
$48,103.43.

'IZotm0

%om idkiill 9ton/~Weekly jjooel
"9fe
Curse of
J/ofinston
JicGapist
Culleyratio' by
Directed

by Tied

Jlibh

UNITED

ARTISTS

CORPORATION
MARY PICKFORD- CHARLIE CHAPLIN
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS • DW GRIFFITH
HI DAM AO. RAMS, PRESIDENT

We

are

Are

ready!

you?

jo be released

immediately

jlmeriam-maac

2o-episode

serial

~

F&ntomas
from
the yforU
]-famous PIERRE
mysterySOUVE8TRE
stories of
MARCEL
ALLAIN

Book

it

Today!
Sceyi4}rio and
Diredkion hy
EimJ^D

3&
O'XiyC
SERIAL

SEDGWICK,

ts

William

Fox

(presents

WILLIAM

RUSSELL

J

Cheater

Story by Jules Cj. Furthman
(^\^
(Directed
by Scott
Dunlap

<P
Cjaierlacnmenls

STOLL
CORPORATION

Through

THE

FILM
OF

AMERICA

ts
presenExchange
Paihe
,Inc.,

LURE

Ivy

Duke

OF

WATER"
Marion
Hill

From
the
Novel
by
CROONING
Featuring'

II
IB

and

Guy

NTewaLl

It's a story of the stage, of midnight suppers
and nerve racking life, and of green fields
and

the charm

who

under

of the country, of an

actress

the spell of rural surroundings

fills

in love -with a married man, only to repel him
when her persistence breaks down his reserve.

The

Unconsciously the^/oman
has fallen in love with an,
Ideal

with

a Man

only utterly disregards

her

hut who

seemingly

long* as he is not like other
men she has known ."When
he yields he becomes in her

is

insensible of proved fitnmine
charms,

eyes common clay . the halo
that surrounds himrades into

o/ie whose indifference

she interprets

as devotion,

to honor, home

and fidelity

So

she

sends

^vv&marijhis
"He

is your

him

fellow
man

thin air ''and her fautl'ty
outlook is instantly righted
back

to the

Greater

toiler, the Mother:

. I haven't

harmed

rise jDomesiic^Trayedy
Jhr

(Svery

Day

lasts only so

long as he is cold to her , so

wko

not

infatuation

J~fuman

STOLL

FILM

CORPORATION

OF

him"

of and

J^eings

AMERICA

George Kin^ - President
130 West 4% th Street N.YC.

Released.
|fJanuary

Q

\
^

a'The Hundreth Jj
■L

Chance"

Am

■
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Exhibitors!

Certain self-appointed individuals and interests at Washington are threatening the existence of the
future, and the stability of the entire motion picture industry by means of legislation to establish
what is known as

To prove that
the Americanue
people have no desire to eliminate happiness and legitimate recreation
"Bl
Sunday"
for the one day in seven which is devoted to rest and peace- that the American people have no
desire to enter either a mental, spiritual or physicial slavery at any man's dictation — we must submit
at once a written protest of American citizens who will demand that they be not denied the privileges
of the free air of God on the golf course: neither will they be denied the Sunday newspapers and
magazines on their own veranda — nor shall any legislation be enacted which will deny them the
privilege of silently witnessing a screen production of the master authors or artists of the world.
No legislation will ever enforce or impose
RELIGION
or BELIEF
which must and does come from the soul.
Personal petition blanks for the forwarding of protests of

1 6,000,000
law-abiding and respectable citizens to their Congressional representatives in Washington have been
prepared and are readv for
YOU
without cost or expense to yourself in forwarding the protest of your patrons to Congress assembled.
Write

Wire

FITZPATRICK
202

SO. STATE

Phone

&

ST.

McELROY
CHICAGO,

Join the

Sole

16,000,000 Club
Today

Representatives

ILLINOIS

Join the
Today
16,000,000 Club

of

Ford

Motion

Picture

Laboratories

1.
January

1921

EXHIBITORS

HERALD

January
Production
Maurice
"The Tourneur's
Bait"
with Hope Hampton
Production
George
Melford's
"The
WallaceJucklins"
Reid
in
"The Charm School"
Billie Burke
in
"The Education
of
"Inside theProduction
Cup"
Cosmopolitan
A Thomas H. Ince
Production
Elizabeth"
Douglas inMacLean
"The Rookie's Return"
Production
William
DeMille's
"Midsummer Madness"
Production
George Fitzmaurice's
"Paying
Piper"
Thomas theMeighan
"The Frontier of the Stars"
in
February
Roscoe "Fatty" Arbuckle
"Brewster's Millions"
Dorothy Gish
in
"The Ghost in the Garret"
CecilProduction
B. DeMille's
"Forbidden Fruit"
Douglas MacLean

Only

a

Can

of

Film —

Or —

?

WHENmean theto expressman
delivers your day's show, what does it
you?
Is it just a can of film?
Or is it the combined genius of an author of world-wide fame,
actors of sterling excellence, a director of the highest quality — backed
by the unlimited funds and resources of an organization which — because of its unquestioned greatness, the public has come to trust and
rely on for entertainment?
If it's only a can of film — keep quiet about it!
But — if it's that bigger thing —
Then, in your ads, in your programs and in your lobby tell the
people that you are showing A Paramount Picture!
Because the people are on the lookout for Paramount Pictures.
learned that the theatre that advertises them always gives
aThey've
good show!

Thos. H."Chickens"
Ince Production
"The
Passionate
Pilgrim"
Cosmopolitan Production
in
Production
Charles
Maigne's
"ThaMonte
Kentuckians"
Blue
Ethel with
Clayton
in
"The
A HughPriceFordof Possession"
Production
March
Production
in
George
"The
FaithMelford's
Healer"
Wallace
in Reid
'The Daughter
of a Magnate'
Thomas Meighan
"The Easyis theRoad'
"Straight
Way"'
Cosmopolitan
Production
William inS. Hart
"O'Malley of the Mounted"
Mae
Production
Robert
Z.Murray
Leonard's
"The Gilded Lily"
Dorothy Dalton
"The Teaser"
An Ince-Vance
Specia
"The Brass Bowl"

paramount

(pictures

20
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Exhibitors

Must

Get

This

Fact—

The

Trade

Must

Get

This

Fact —

The

Stars Must

Front

The

Rank

Big

Get

Directors

This

Fact —

Must

Five

Get

This

Fact

Productions

will have the capital and experienced management

to produce

most

or acquire

of the biggest

the market

productions

for the coming

on

year.

Arrangements will soon permit of detailed announcements.

THE

BIG

FIVE

PRODUCTIONS

AM
GEORGE W E, ATKINS, first vtcC-PPESioeNT

If MM 0*
■artit) this
apowi
tftac i

1920 DEC 15 PM 9 21
MINNEAPOLIS MINN 15
IJ S WOODY
IGENERAL MANAGER REALART
IFOR OPENING ATTRACTION

PICTURES

CORPN 469 5TH AVE NEW YORK NY

AT GARRICK THEATRE ST PAUL WE SELECTED THE

W D TAYLOR SPECIAL THE FURNACE BECAUSE WE KNEW IT WOULD BRING THEM
IN STOP IT HAS EXCEEDED

EXPECTATIONS

STOP HAVE DONE CAPACITY BUSIN-

ESS STOP HEARD PATRONS SAY BEST DRAMA OF REAL LIFE I EVER SAW STOP
GREATEST EMOTIONAL

ACTING EVER SEEN HERE STOP EXCEEDINGLY

(WITH SHOWING AND LOOK FORWARD TO WONDERFUL
MI NNEAPOLI S COIIGRATUL AT I ONS .

BUSINESS

PLEASED

SOON IN

EXHIBITORS
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SULLY

MADE

*

1

Great
Another
Picf urized to Live

'Way

Down

Kentucky''

East
and

9f a^e
Forever

"In

"The

Success

with

Old

Old

Homestead'

Heai'f-lnf
has

eresf

packed

fov Twenty
Preakin<3

that

Theatres
Record Seasons.

Perfect ly

Cast

Powerfully

Played

Elaborately
Every

Detail

Addveccall
to
HERMAN

Produced
Perfect

Inquiries
J.GARFIELD

1QD9 Times Bldtf .
NEW YOQ.K.

L

GABLIK

STUDIOS

24
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The Prosecuting Attorney was relentless — a Crusher of Women's
Souls whose one God was the God Success — She Was Friendless —
Circumstantial Evidence was Against Her — She Sealed Her Lips to
Shield Another — He Sent Her to the Penitentiary — And Then —
He Fell Madly in Love With Her!

SUNDISE

PICTURES

CODPOMTION

prosonts
PEGGY

\7h

"At

HYLAND

from the famous
SILENCE"
& novel
PMCE

Mercy of Tiberius"
The
by Augusta J. Evans Wilson

A human interest story that bares the
soul and heart of a noble woman under the
most trying circumstances. Swift, clean
and replete with tense dramaticjmoments.
An Independent Super-Special that
will soon be the talk of the country because of its beauty and unusual theme.
To be sold on a State Right Basis with
the exception of Greater New York and
Northern New Jersey which will be distributed
by Sunrise Exchange.

FOR

QUICK

ACTION

"WIRE

OR WRITE

1I11II1M11I1IIIHIIIIIIII1IIIIII

2 2 O "WEST

SUNRISE^
PICTURES
ON
CORPORATI
NEW
42nd ST.

Sunrise Pictures Spread
J^ays of Happiness
{
.uHllllfllli

YORK

CITY

January 1, 1921
STATE

EXHIBITORS

RIGHT

JOY

FILM

HERALD

BUYERS
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ATTENTION!

DISTRIBUTING

CO.,

INC.

—PRESENTS—

THE

FOLKS

WAY

DOWN
Produced
Photodrama

Motion

IN FIVE

A

PICTURE

WITH

117 West

FILM

Picture Co., Inc.
REELS

HUMAN

BILLY
FILM

Available

46th St., N. Y.

THE

INTEREST

DISTRIBUTING

Now

JOY

EAST

By

State Rights Now
JOY

FROM

Booking

FOLKS
RUGE

FROM

Phone

For New
WAY

CO.,

Inc.
Bryant 0248

York

DOWN

EAST

COMEDIES— TOPICAL

HIS ENEMY'S DAUGHTER
CO., 117 W. 46th St., N. Y.

TIPS
Phone

Bryant 0248

E XHIBITORS

2d

HER

A L D
January 1. \l)2l

MR. EXHIBITOR:
What's your
forward to grab?

idea

It's the picture
The picture that will

of the picture

you are just

with the ready-made
bring a line before

leaning

audience, isn't
the box office

without forcing a publicity campaign.
It's the picture
a NAME backed by a favorite director and popular stars.
First

time

you think

of it, ask your

wife

or your

it?

with
mother

if

she has read ' 'Lavender and Old Lace. ' ' Ask her too, if she's
going to see the photoplay of that famous story when it appears
locally.
Millions of women — and men too — have laughed
and wept with the white haired sweetheart of Myrtle Reed's
wonderful love epic.
The book went into forty editions. You'll
find it is known and loved in nearly every home in America. —
There's your audience!
Renco gave ' 'Lavender and Old Lace' ' to a director of
national reputation, Lloyd Ingraham.
His name is enough.
Renco also gave this picture a real ' 'all star' ' cast — Marguerite
Snow, Seena Owen, Victor Potel, Louis Bennison, James Corrigan
and Lillian Elliott.
You know them and the photoplay throngs
know them.
''Lavender and Old Lace'' means
one of the big pictures of the year.

packed

houses.

President
RENCO
New York
223 West

Address:
52nd St.

Telephone :
Circle: 4205.

FILM

COMPANY

It's

Hal

Roach
presents

Harold
in the Comedy

Lloyd
Special

"Number,
Please?"
Produced by ROL1N
Directed by HAL
A

certain

ROACH
sensation

in every house

oyd —
Llon
long
laughs

Harold
in

the

Lloyd

Comedy

Special

"Number,

Please?"

first of the Lloyd Comedy
THE
Specials was issued only twelve
months ago.

■

Within the year it has become evident both to exhibitors and the
public that Lloyd has become the
leading screen comedian of the world,
and Hal
comedy

Roach

the greatest of all

directors and producers.

Furthermore, and this is very important, these two have shown that
pure comedy is possible without
vulgarity; and that true art in acting,
direction and story is better than
crude slapstick.
It would be tine if it were possible to
show

you the hundreds of enthusiastic exhibitor letters,— the multitude of highly laudatory newspaper

and magazine clippings on the subject
of these comedies.
It is impossible, but they exist. They
agree that the Lloyd Special Comedies are the best on the market today.

D^^ibuto^

Lloyd —
take
The

world's

him

by

greatest

and

large

screen

comedian
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H. P. Thompson, Liberty Theatre, Pardeeoille, Wis.
"We are more than satisfied with our franchise. The longer
one lool(S at the franchise the belter it looks. It surely is a guarantee ofgood goods at honest prices. There are no poor First
National pictures."
THAT'S ANOTHER REASON WHY
Hherell

"Get

be a Franchise

This

Gyeryivhere

Picture

at

Yoin

That's what Wid's says, and the
concensus of reviewers' opinions
is that it is her best picture.

Speaking

of
Joseph M. Schenck's presentation of

CONSTANCE

TALMADGE
in

"Dangerous
Adapted

by

John

Business

Emerson

and

Anita

From Madelaine Sharp Buchanan's
story, "The Chessboard"
Directed by R. William Neill

Photographed by Oliver.Marsh
Technical Director, Willard M. Reineck
A

FIRST

NATIONAL

ATTRACTION

Foreign Representative, David P. Howells, Inc.
729 Seventh Avenue, New York City

Loos
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W. C. Sears, Lyric Theatre, Boonville, Mo.
"I certainly believe the First National franchise is the best buy
made in regard to pictures." THAT'S ANOTHER
have ever WHY
IREASON
'There'll be a Franchise

e}wy

where

9 9
arliest
Her Best Picture
"Trying to gain an entrance into the
Strand Theater Sunday night was dangerous business simply because everyone else
was trying to do the same thing.
" 'Dangerous Business' is Constance Talmadge's latest and best picture. There are
many moments of suspense when you wonder just how far the young man intends
to go before he marries the girl. John
Emerson and Anita Loos have made the
story and it is extremely well done, with
all of their well-known humor and nice,
human titles.
"Miss Talmadge appears to be more fascinating than ever before, but maybe this
is only because one forgets between pictures just how fascinating she can be. We
wish to state right here that if any other
ingenue did what Miss Talmadge does we
should hate her, because she would probably be acting, and-Constance never is. What
is, you don't think she is."
to sayTribune.
mean York
—we New
It's Lots of Fun
"Lots of fun in another Talmadge-Emerson-Loos concoction. A spicy and well
produced bit of amusement. Good laughs,
it is really funny, and you laugh in spite
of yourself. The titles provide humor in
themselves. Constance Talmadge seems to
enjoy every minute of the picture and she
flirts her way through the five reels as
though she were really having a good time.
Kenneth Harlan is the handsome hero and
a mighty likable one. Perhaps the cutest
baby yet seen in pictures. You will do the
right thing to get hold of this at your first
opportunity. It's a good, live comedy offering. The star, the titles and nearly all the
situations are fun makers." — Wids.
Snap, Pep and Ginger
"Constance Talmadge is at the Strand
this week, which is equivalent to saying
that snap, pep and ginger are prevailing
characteristics of this week's program.
"Constance Talmadge has a delicate and
graceful fashion of doing the very things
which, in less skilfull hands, could be very
offensive. As it is, she has her audience
all ready to hold up their hands in holy
horror and then she glides away skilfully
and amusingly until she has sufficient time
to get them all on edge again and then she
starts all over again. John Emerson and
Anita Loos, those past masters in agile
comedy, have a lot to do with it. They
have provided for her such light, breezy
material.

Opportunity!
"Speaking of new clothes, Miss Talmadge
sports the usual array and she shakes a
wicked bob cut as the worldly heroine.
William Neil has directed the picture deftly.
Joseph M. Schenck presents it, which is
the same thing as saying that nothing has
been spared in the production of the picture and that it is everything that good
taste and Telegraph.
skill can make it." — New York
Morning
Her Maddest Play
"Madcap Constance is at her maddest in
'Dangerous Business.' Miss Talmadge evidently enjoyed every minute of the making
of this picture, for she has never flirted so
devastatingly or raged so tempestuously.
The story is amusing." — New York Daily
News.
Her Best Performance
"An engrossing
picture.
along
nicely,
never delves
into Itthebreezes
psychology
of the situation, abounds in good acting
and pleasing sets. The titles are amusing.
Miss Talmadge has never looked prettier
nor given a prettier performance. Her
costumes are especially tasteful. She is a
genius at grasping and exploiting those
little nothings that make up a young girl's
brain, and is easily the best overgrown flapper on the screen." — -New York Mail.
Prettier Than Ever
"This feature photoplay at the Strand
theatre furnishes an unusual opportunity
for Miss Talmadge to display her talent,
and she makes the best of it. Miss Talmadge looks prettier and more robust than
ever, and Kenneth Harlan plays the conTelegram. quering hero masterfully." — New York
Makes Folks Happy
"Constance Talmadge at the Strand this
week has another of those madcap roles
with which she makes other folks and her
bank roll happy. It is 'Dangerous Busiaproduction
Emerson
Anita ness,'
Loos,
with allbytheJohn
shrewd
turns and
and
pleasing
captions
with
which
these
producers make the movie world go round. Miss
Talmadge handles her moments delicatelv
and feelingly, running up a high score with
her eyes. With the concerted efforts of
George Fawcett, Matilda Brundage, Jack
Raymond and Kenneth Harlan, it is a
diverting comedy." — New York Sun.

—Wid's
Top Notch Picture
" 'Dangerous Business' is a John Emerson-Anita Loos production, and that means
it is written for the screen by those who
know how. Besides its unqualified merits
of construction, it has the vigor and originality so often lacking in adaptations, and
it presents one thing the public will be
grateful for — a Real Man.
"Constance Talmadge is most fortunate
in appearing where she has bright opportunity, that is in comedy able to stand on
its own legs. She enters into the mood of
the play with such spirit and swift intelligence that she does the best acting of her
career. In the high situations her face is
a veritable revelation of conflicting emotions and ideas. It is her great interpretation which tops off and completely finishes
a comedy which held a vast audience at
the Strand theatre under a spell of fascination. She is ably seconded by Kenneth
Harlan as the Real Man, with a support
in general above reproach. 'Dangerous
Business' is a top-notch performance of its
class." — Moving Picture World.
Ideal Comedy-Drama
"This may be called an ideal comedydrama for Constance Talmadge, since it exploits her to the limit with her unique
methods of impersonation. By developing
it in this manner, John Emerson and Anita
Loos have not erred, for in nearly every'
scene Miss Talmadge holds the stage.
Some of the incident is rich in humor and
considerable spice. There is quite a tingle
under the skin. The final shot will appeal
to feminine audiences, since it shows the
young married couple giving the baby a
bath. Its last two reels carry a healthy
punch. Kenneth Harlan is good as the youth
who found his manhood in the war. The
titles
Missseemed
Loos' to
bestenjoy
style. itTheimmensely
Strand,
New are
York,
and the Picture
audienceNews.
chuckled approvingly." —
Motion
Romps Through Part
"Constance Talmadge plays 'Dangerous
Business' at the Strand this week with
unusual ease and nonchalance. She romps
through her part." — New York Globe.
Thrills, Gasps, Giggles
"There are several gasps, many giggles
and a few thrills." — New York American.
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W. S. Butterfield, Bijou Theatrical Circuit, Michigan:
"J consider the First National franchise for my chain of theatres
good business
REASON
WHYinsurance policies" — THAT'S ANOTHER
Hherell

Money

be a Franchise

Making

everywhere

Attractions

!

Special feature dramas and comedy productions that no exhibitor
can afford to overlook. Your audiences are watching for them and
they are 100 per cent patronage builders.

"Habit"
A big fashion show and the dramatic story of a woman
who lived only for finery until —
with
Mildred

Harris

"The
Scoffer"
A powerful drama of a man who defied God
thrills and smashing scenes.
An

Allan

Dwan

Full of

Production

Presented by Mayflower Photoplay Corporation

A Louis B. Mayer Special

"Unseen

"Love,

Forces"

The strangest love story ever screened — the unseen forces
that draw mate to mate.
A Sidney
Presented

A. Franklin

Honor

and

Behave"

A Big Special in 5 Riotous reels — more than a slapstick.
A Mack

Sennett

Production

Production

by Mayflower Photoplay Corporation
Constance

Talmadge
m

Lionel

Barrymore
in

"Dangerous

Her most charming and peppiest comedy-drama.

n
"The

Devil's Garden

Adapted by John Emerson-Anita Loos

One of the most thrilling and powerful dramas of the year
and a Whitman Bennett special.

" Toonerville's
"The

Punch

A Henry

of

Lehrman

the

Irish"

Comedy

one that carries a punch in every foot.
2 — Riotous

First

A Fontaine

Fire
Fox

Brigade"

Comedy

The famous cartoonist's characters in real life — not animated cartoons — presented by Betzwood Film Companv.

Reels — 2

National

Business"

2 — Rollicking Reels — 2

2 fflfflr a

Attractions
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H. Browning, Grand Theatre, Middlcton, Conn.
"Through our First National Franchise we are able to offer our
patrons a most comprehensive array of super-special attractions."
— THAT'S ANOTHER REASON WHY
There'll be a Franchise

2

Months

everywhere

Business

in

1 Week!

That's what

with the famous continental star, POLA NEGRI
"PASSION"
did at the Capitol Theatre Dec. 12 to 18.
4

Months

Business

in

2

Weeks!

That's what
"PASSION"

is doing at the Capitol now.

Held

Over

Another

Week

by special request of thousands of
persons who were unable to get seats
S.Jay Kaufman in the New York Globe inquires why a great big productionlike" Passion"
is not played at a legitimate playhouse for an indefinite run.
Jlere^s the answer:
CAPITOL THEATRE
First Class Legitimate Playhouse
5,000 Seats
5 Shows a Day

1,500 Seats (average)
2 Shows a Day

25,000 Persons daily
7 Days
175,000 Persons
Every

A

Seat

3,000 Persons daily
58 Days
174,000 Persons

Filled at
establishing

New
World's
A FIRST NATIONAL
SPECIAL

Every

Show

Record
ATTRACTION
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MARTIN J. QUIGLEY
Publisher & Editor

Let's

Make
It a
Real
By MARTIN
J. QUIGLEY

X/TR. WILLIAM A. BRADY was at a rather
* serious disadvantage in replying to the
recent vicious verbal assault upon the industry
and its people which occurred in Washington.
Mr. Brady, intending his reply for dissemination through the public prints, had to forego a
type of language which would more properly fit
the circumstances than that customarily used
in polite controversy.
Similarly, we are at a disadvantage in attempting to make consistent comment on the
situation, being estopped by the knowledge that
many of our subscribers have cultivated the
practice of removing this journal from their
place of business to their homes for more leisurely perusal, thereby admitting it to the gaze
of the feminine and adolescent members of the
family.
* * *
This attack of that group of vicious meddlers, flanked by the activities of their bigoted
co-workers in the cause of Blue Sunday, subjects the patience and the forbearance of this
industry to an unreasonable test. A determined
and unswerving counter-attack now becomes
the proper business of this industry.
Regardless of any extraneous issues that
may be dragged in, this fact must be kept in
mind: The real basis of this entire Blue Sunday
agitation is to either club the motion picture
industry into the relinquishment of some of its
power into the hands of the assaulters or, failing to do this, to so harass and annoy the industry that its sphere and influence shall be cut
down.
The persons behind this Blue Sunday agitation are professional manipulators of public
opinion. Their business is to so tamper with
public opinion that they will be enabled to fasten
their own opinions of custom and conduct upon
the people. No agency that might help them in
their work of meddling has long remained un-

Fight

touched. And it is no wonder that the motion
picture which they feel could be made the greatest agency of intolerance should escape their
notice.
The position the motion picture occupies in
the lives and the hearts of the American public
is no longer a matter of argument or controversy. And this industry would be false to the
public that has made it if it did not rise up and
smite these political tricksters who masquerade
as Christian reformers but whose methods are
as base and as pagan as those of a marauding
head hunter.
XTOTHING

but the redbloodedness of this industry stands in the way of these sinister
forces getting a grip upon the motion picture in
order that they may poison the minds of the
public with their propaganda of bigotry and intolerance or,failing in this, getting in a position
where they can dictate to the public as to just
when and where it may view motion pictures.
If only this latter position is attained at this
time it doubtless would promptly be used as a
stepping stone to another of greater authority
over
the destiny of motion pictures and the industry.
Upon the exhibitor who is in immediate,
daily touch with the public falls the burden of
the necessary defense. Upon other occasions it
has been said that the exhibitor has been slow
to awake to action. Let there be no opportunity
of repeating this charge on this matter. It is a
fight of the entire industry but it can be won
only through the messages told to the public
upon the screens of the country.
The industry has been viciously attacked.
A dastardly effort has been made to blacken
its reputation and saddle it with smothering
legislation.
Let's make it a real fi?ht.
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WlNFIELD R. Sheehan, general manager
of Fox Film Corporation, registered at
the La Salle Hotel, Chicago. Saturday, and
spent a couple of days at the local office.
* * *
W. \V. Hodkinson is making his first
trip in the field since founding the Hodkinsou Corporation three years ago. He
visited the Chicago exchange last week
and before returning to New York will
have paid a visit to the various exchanges
through which the Hodkinson product
passes.
* * *
Watterson K. Rothacker is in New
York. He will return to Chicago for
Christmas.
* * *
Fred Warren, general manager of Associated Producers, Inc., dropped into the
Chicago exchange on Saturday, Dec. 18,
and after being closeted with Sid Goldman, the local manager, lor -everal hours,
went on his way.
* * *
Maurice Tourneur has returned to the
West Coast. He passed through Chicago
Sunday, Dec. 19.
* * *
H. J. Roberts, general manager of Special Pictures Corporation is in Chicago on
business for his company. Louise Fazeuda,
Special Pictures comthe newlyedienne,acquired
was also registered at the La Salle
Hotel during the week.
* * *
Max and Harry Ascher, of the Ascher
theatres, made a flying trip to New York
last week.
* * *
Mary Mii.es M inter, the Realart star,
stopped off in Chicago. Monday. Dec. 20.
She was en route to Manhattan for the
holidays.
* * *
Allen Holubar. director-producer, is
recovering from a severe attack of appendicitis athis home in Los Angeles. He
edited
cut "Man.First
Woman.
Marriage,"
his
firstandAssociated
National
picture,
while lying flat on his back in bed, using
a projection machine to throw the picture
on the ceiling.
* * *
Christmas week will witness the opening
of two handsome new theatres in the Middle West. At Kansas City the New Doric
theatre
showing
for
its first opened
attraction.
This "Earthbound"
$65,000 remodeled
house belongs to Harding Brothers, owners of the Liberty theatre. The New Capitol, at Davenport, Iowa, a $1,000,000 house
seating 2,900 persons, opens Christmas day
with "The Penalty," another Goldwyn picture. J. Harry Blanchard is manager of
this house. Davenport capitalists built the
theatre on the site of the American theatre.
It covers almost an entire city block.
* * *
C. L. Chester, head of C. L. Chester
Productions, Inc., has returned to Los Angeles after spending some time in New
York in consultation with E. W. Hammons.
president of Educational Film Exchanges.
* * *
Wilfred Buckland, for six years art
director with Famous Players, has joined
Allan Dwan and will shortly present a
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series of pictures to be known as Wilfred
Buckland productions. Mr. Buckland is an
old stage director, having made the original production
"The starred
Little Minister,"
in which
Maude ofAdams
and with
Richard Walton Tully put on "Omar the
Tent Maker" with Guy Bates Post, another
success.
» » *
Eddy Eckels, president and general
manager of Independent Films Association, is recovering from a severe attack
of pneumonia that confined him to hihome for some time.
» » *
Pail Brunet, president of the Pathe
Exchanges, Inc., passed through Chicago
Saturday, Dec. 18, en route to the West
Coast. He was accompanied by Mrs.
Brunei. They will go through the Grand
Canyon on their way West. Anton Selzer
and wife, American representative for a
large French drug firm, accompanied
Mr. and Mrs. Brunet.
* * *
A. S. Aronson, vice president and general manager of Goldwyn, stopped off in
Chicago on Friday, Dec. 17, en route to
Detroit. Mr. Aronson has been on the
Wrest Coast and visited several large
exchange centres west of the Mississippi.
He was enthusiastic over the coming
Goldwyn products, and very well pleased
with the showing that Goldwyn pictures
are making throughout the country.
* * *
Charles R. Rogers, district sales manager of Select, left for New York on
Wednesday, Dec. 10. after spending several
days in Chicago.
* » *
Roy B. Dickson, former manager of the
St. Louis Film exchange, has accepted an
offer from the Independent Films Association, Chicago. He will have charge of the
production department.
* * *
P. N. Brinch, general sales manager of
W. W. Hodkinson Corporation, has promoted A. W. Smith, Jr., to assistant general sales manager.
* * *
H. A. R. Dutton, president and general
manager of Exhibitors Supply Company,
Chicago, is taking a much-needed vacation
in San Antonio. Texas, with his family.
This is the first brief respite Mr. Dutton
has taken in about six years.
* * *
S- J. Rollo. secretary of Clark-Cornelius
Corporation, is making a circuit of the
large cities in the interests of his concern.
He will visit his brother, who is ill in Cincinnati, before returning
* * * to New York.
Hewlings Mumper, a partner in the Benjamin B. Hampton enterprises, which include Federal Photoplays, Great Authors
Pictures, and Zane Grey Pictures, is in
New York on an extended business trip.
He will confer with W. W. Hodkinson
and the Pathe organizations concerning
plans for advertising the Hampton output.
* * *
Walt
Hill
packed
his boxthem
of over
pencils at the Fox office andup moved
to the Selznick offices, where he will bat
out two and three-column head stories
alongside "Randy" White.

Re-Takes
□

Newt

By J. R. M.

□
It's a great time for messages, isn't it?
Well, here's ours: "May 1921 be a prosperous, happy, scrumptous, contented,
*
beautiful year."
looks likesays
a bigso,year
though,
doesn't
it?ItBlackton
so does
Lasky
and
Goldwyn, while William Fox declares
motion pictures have overtaken and
passed all other amusements.
•
Hiram Abrams says there is plenty of
cause for real cheer, which is seconded
by J. D. Williams, A. S. Kirkpatrick,
Richard A. Rowland. Paul Brunet, John
S. Woody, Doc Shallenberger, E. W.
Hammons, Marshall Neilan, Edgar
Lewis, Ralph Proctor, and a lot of others,
while Lewis J. Selznick is for hanging
anyone
who shouts *"depression."
'em in oil.
Hanging's too good f-r 'em. Let's boil
*
And while we've got the oil hot, let's
drop in a few of those Puritanical Sunday agitators. They expect everyone to
*
like their "nut Sundays."
Crank 'Er Up —
See where Henry Ford is going to
make pictures. Well, if they run like
his flivvers a lot of exhibitors will
have a rattling good
program.
*
Ever Hear One —
"What is sadder than an overture
a three-piece
rendered
asks
W. L.by Hill.
Universaleorchestra?"
new Chicago
P.
A.
Well,
the score of an
sad.
opera played on a piccolo is pretty
*
Pome
The little Boy Blues
Are blowincr their horns.
But the crowds in the lobbies
Will trample their corns
to butt in on their faIf they ever
voritetry
amusement.
Didja Hear It
That long, loud, mournful wail in
the East was a chorus of New York
exhibitors crying over the resignation
of Ellen O'Grady.* the picture censor.
Yes, it was.

attracted considerable atThis sign
tention last week oh Madison street,
offers BeauChicago: "Carl Laemmle
*
tifully Trimmed All-Star Cast."
Watson, What Do You Make of This —
In a New Orleans motion picture
theatre a couple was married to advertise the week's* feature. The picture was "In the Heart of a Fool."

ar Pulmotor —
Regul
The following catch-line for Alma
Rubens' latest picture, "Thoughtless
Women." caught our eye as we skimmed
the press book: "It will move the heart
hearted.
through the eye." * Step up. ye sluggish
Chaplin is wearing a
—
lry ItemHarris
JeweMildred
divorce
ring.
What's
a divorce
It's a little black band with
a wider ring?
band
of brilliants or diamonds right alongside.
Latest thing, Mildred says.
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Operators
to Theatres

After Year's Strike
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
OKMULGEE, OKLA., Dec. 21.— The
strike of motion picture operators and
stage hands which has been effective
since January 1, 1920, has been settled.
All Okmulgee houses now are employing
union help.
The local union of operators and stage
hands has been reorganized. A new
charter has been granted under the name
of Local No. 41, International Alliance
of Theatrical Stage Employes and Motion Picture Operators. The refusal of
theatre managers to deal with Walter
Stoppelmann, business agent of the old
union, was partial cause for the strike.
The new wage scale provides for $40
a week for operators and stage hands;
$35 for electricians; $35 for grips; $35 for
flymen; $25 for property men, with overtime paid at the rate of 85 cents on the
basis of an eight hour day.
Pola Negri Signs to
Play a Series for
Ben Blumenthal
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Dec. 21.— Ben Blumenthal, president of Export and Import
Film Company, has cabled his New York
offices from Berlin that he has signed
Pola National
Negri, the
star of now
"Passion"
First
attraction
playing theat
the Capitol theatre, to appear in a series
of productions to be made by him.
According
to the
company's
here
it is not
known
whetheroffices
Mr.
Blumenthal has made any story selections for his star or whether the pictures
will be made here or abroad.
Griffith to Build
Theatres in East
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
SCARSDALE, X. Y. — Scarsdale has
been selected by David Wark Griffith as
one of the three places in Westchester
for the building of part of his chain of
community motion picture theatres. Pelham Manor and Larchmont are the other
two locations.
The purpose of the theatres, according to representatives of Griffith, will be
to provide community settings for the
better grade of photoplays for which he
has become famous. The theatres will
be built with a seating capacity of about
400.
Mrs. Ellen O' Grady
Quits Police Force
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK. Dec. 21.— Mrs. Ellen A.
O'Grady. whoto has
beena active
in several
movements
obtain
state censorship
law, has resigned from the New York
police force. She claimed she was
"hampered" in trying to enforce the law.
Peru

Theatre Owner
Plans Modern House
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
PERU, IND., Dec. 21. — S. Dale
Loomis, owner of the new Liberty theatre, has been inspecting cooling and
ventilating and aisle lighting systems in
Chicago theatres with a view of installing
similar systems in the Liberty.

Declarations
Arouse
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President Brady Bitterly Denounces Agitators— Legion
Posts to Fight Blue Laws — Clergy Opposes
Radical Movement
No reform movement directed at the motion picture industry since the national censorship fight two years ago has been
so spontaneous or has aroused such vigorous opposition both in
and out of the industry as the present blue law campaign.
Only a few weeks ago leaders of various reform organizations made
public their intentions of seeking a return of the Puritanical Sunday, an
official of one such society declaring that the final goal was the abolition
of the motion picture theatre.
Many Developments Are
Noted in Blue Campaign
Since that time developments have been many.
They follow :
Lobby of the International Reform Bureau votes to rescue the motion
picture industry from "the hands of the devil and. 500 un-Christian Jews"'
md to '"convert it into an instrument for propagation of the Bible."
Joint movement of the Motion Picture Theatre ( hvners of America
and the National Association of the Motion Picture Industry against
passage of blue law legislation.
Determination of the Jewish Sabbath
among clergymen, American Legion
Alliance of America to combat the blue posts, newspapers and the public.
law campaign.
Launching of a campaign by the
Statement or President William A. Knights of Columbus against bolshevism
Brady of the national association that
"blueism."
"if these slanderers and Jew baiters and and
Crafts Activities Are
Catholic haters are not silenced we pro- Denounced by Many
pose a fight to a finish and with no
The action in Washington, D. C, of
the lobby of the International Reform
Statements Issued
Bureau in voting to rescue the industry
quarter."
Are
Contradictory
from "the hands of the devil and 500 unIssuance of contradictory statements
Christian Jews" created, perhaps, the
by the reform people, some declaring that most vigorous opposition and brought
forth
many acrimonious statements from
the campaign will be conducted and
others stating that the blue laws are not clergy, leaders in the industry, prominent
It was
aca part of this year's program, "except Jews tionand
of the many
bureau,others.
of which
Dr. this
Wilbur
educationally."
F. Crafts is the superintendent, that
A declaration from the reformers that Brady.
their congressional campaign would be prompted the heated retort of President
halted for the present because of the op"The decision of the lobby maintained
position which had developed.
the International Reform Bureau in
Announcement that the reformers had by
Washington to remove what they are
$1,000,000 to spend within the next three
pleased to describe as 'the menace of the
years
laws. in seeking passage of puritanical movies,' and the vote taken by that organization on Friday nignt to rescue the
Declaration of the Anti-Saloon League
that it is not interested in the blue Sunmoving picture industry from the 'hand^
of the devil and 500 un-Christian Jews,'
day movement.
is a fit subject for laughter," declared
Creation of opposition to the reformers
the
A. itM.notP. represent
I. president,
more,N, did
the "and
latest little
and
most blatant outpouring of Billingsgate
from the small self-appointed guardian
Ford Aiding Fight
angels who have taken it upon themselves
to endeavor to regulate and set to their
on the Blue Laws
own satisfaction the minds, morals and
mode of life of this commonly considered
Henry Ford has already comfree country.
pleted plans for an aggresive fight
"The statements of Dr. Crafts and the
against any blue Sunday legislaRev. Edward E. Clark stand in a class
tion and the "paid job holding
by themselves as admirable examples of
censorship of motion pictures in
bigoted fanaticism run riot. And these
self-styled reformers, whose ChristianThis announcement was made
like qualities are self-evident in the,ir
simultaneously
with a declaration
general."
profiteering in morality, demonstrate
that the Ford motion picture labconclusively the lengths to which they
oratories have been enlarged and
will go and the means to which they will
equipped in every manner known
stoop to accomplish their ends when
to the motion picture industry,
they attempt, as they are now doing, to
with the idea of enlarging his acarouse race prejudice against the Jews.
tivities in motion pictures.
Hot Retort Issued
The two announcements were
made in answer to a rumor which
By President Brady
an eastern theatrical paper printed.
"When these self-appointed saviors of
the nation state that there are any mini-
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ber of immoral pictures being exhibited
in this country, they are saying that
which is not so, and they know it.
"By what
rightpropose
does the
International
Reform
Bureau
to dictate
to the
American worker how he shall spend the
one day in the week that he has to himself for pleasure? The members of the
bureau are simply profiteering in morality, attempting to force their narrowgauge views down the throats of the public which is not paying enough attention
to its personal liberty.
"They the
slander
at will.of They
attack
character
the carelessly
men and
women of the theatre and screen without
reason or restraint. We desire to inform
them they have now got to stop. Our
women are as dear to us as their wives
and daughters may be to them, and we
propose to protect them against the
spleen of rabid fanatics running wild under the guise of religious agitators."
At the International meeting in WashDr. Crafts declared
that "the
step iningtonremoving
the menace
of first
the
movies is to appeal for the aid of the
Catholic church and having secured that
powerfulbyally"
crash into
congress
hacked
everyto Christian
church
and
reform organization in the country.
"That's
the only way
defeat the $40,000,000
slush wefundwilltheevermovie
men
have come
to Washington
with," he
declared.
In his
statement, President
Brady emphatically denied existence of
this fund.
Pastor Is Bitter in
Denunciation of Films
The Rev. Howard E. Clark, pastor of
the Congregationalist church of Plainfield, N. J., was bitter in his denunciation
of motion pictures in a talk at the International meeting.
"The movie theatre today is the byproduct of prohibition,"
stated. "The
degenerates
and whitehe slavers
were
driven by us from the back rooms of the
saloon and they have taken refuge in the
darkened movie theatre.
"The men who own the movies have
$100,000,000 to fight us with. Morgan &
Co. are behind Marcus Loew; Kuhn.
Loeb we& are
Co. going
are behind
Lasky's.and That's
why
to congress
have
federal control exerted."
Before the meeting adjourned Dr.
Crafts told of witnessing the performance in a motion picture theatre of a
vampire. He said:
"That vampire woman seduced a
banker. Later in the play she seduced
two young men, and before the play
ended she had seduced a billionaire.
"I would rather have my son stand at
a bar and drink two glasses of beer than
have him see that vampire woman. He
may get over the effects of the beer in a
week, but he could not forget that vampire woman until he was eighty years
An indication that the industry is
old." to the "menace of the reformers"
awake
is the action taken by a joint committee
of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of America and the national association.
While both organizations had formulated plans, it was not until the joint
meeting in New York during the week of
December 13 that concerted action was
decided upon. Just what the plans of the
industry are has not been divulged.
Crafts Now Seeking
Cooperation of Jews
An tudeexample
of the iscontradictory
attiof the reformers
the letter written
to the Jewish Alliance by Dr. Crafts following the Washington meeting of the
International. He declared to the officials
of the organization that he desires their
cooperation. He also said that so far as
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blue Sunday discussion is out of proportion with the importance of the matter.
As we see it, the country is nervous and
distraught over the enactment of prohibition, and has the feeling that almost
anything
might be 'slipped over' without
much trouble.
"Such is not the case. There is a
basic difference between the prohibition
of liquor and the prohibition of newspapers, soft drinks and motion picture
performances. Humorists and a few who
are rabid against prohibition of alcoholics
confuse the purposes of those who
wished to remove something which sane
authorities held injurious, and those who
are
innocent amusements in a
blind,attacking
bigoted way.
"It is always to be remembered that
all such proposals must be submitted to
law-making bodies before they can be
made legal. Let none fear that the majority of our legislators will ever mistake
such Sunday activities as the publication
and sale of newspapers, the sale of soft
drinks and the exhibition of motion pictures as things which are deadly in
morale and harmful to our civilization."
Geraghty

i on ( HAHB1
A » "lllnck Mike" In the I'nlvernnl-Jewel
production.
"Outnlde
I'rlarlllii Ilcnn
stun. (he l.nw,'' In which
he was concerned he had no prejudice
against the Jews.
That the clergy of the country are not
all in favor of a closed Sunday is indicated in the statement by the Rev. Dr.
WilliamtarianL.churchSullivan
All that
Souls*theUniof New ofYork
reformers are the "Black Battalion; the
clerics
to the must
masses,"
against
which oppressive
human liberty
be on
the
watch.
Concerning the reformers, Pastor Elmer E. Franke, in an address at the
Broadhurst theatre in New York, decoopviolence
up in prison
man
who has clared:
done"Why no
and leta such
men as these (the reformers) go free?
They ought to take the place of Debs,
and I am no Socialist either."
Opposition to the movement for a blue
Sunday has aroused the ire of the Rev.
Harry ance,L.one Bowlby
of the radical
Lord's ofDaytheAlliof the most
reform agencies. He declared that in the
future he will make his plans in secret
and announce them "in my own good
Grand Jury to Pass
On Blue Resolutions
time."
A group of resolutions have been presented to the grand jury at Rochester,
Minn., asking that all amusement houses
be closed there on Sunday "so that the
people may have the pleasure of attendtheir respective
worship."
The ingresolutions
also places
ask forof censorship
of motion pictures.
That the blue law campaign is not as
threatening as might be suspected is inferred in a statement made by A._ S.
Kirkpatrick, general manager and vicepresident of Robertson-Cole Distributing
Corporation. He says:
"We are inclined to think that the
prominence which is being given to the

Director

Of Lasky's Studios
In Eastern State
Thomas J. Geraghty, has been appointed supervising director of eastern
production activities of the Famous
Players Company.
Geraghty will have general supervision
over the scripts and direction of all Paramount pictures made in the east, holding
the same position in the new studio that
Frank E. Woods holds over all pictures,
except
specials, in the Lasky studio in
Hollywood.
He is one of the best known scenarists
in the profession. He became production editor of Paramount's eastern
studio late in the summer and immediately put into effect several ideas looking to the establishment of a big permanent staff of trained continuity writers.
He recently adapted "Too Much Johnson" and "Burglar Proof" for Paramount
and "Always Audacious," the successful
picture starring Wallace Reid.
Luna

Company

Buys

Logansport Lease
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LAFAYETTE, IND., Dec. 21.— The
Luna Amusement Company of this city,
has bought
Frank atBellinger's
the
Nelson J.
theatre
Logansport.lease of
The Luna Company will expend $5,000
in alterations and new equipment for the
house. F. M. Kendall, director of presentation and music for the company, will
be in charge of the house until it is ready
for opening after which time a resident
manager will be named.
The Nelson makes the sixth theatre
under the management of the Luna
Amusement Company which is capitalized at $400,000 and operates houses in
this city, Ft. Wayne and Kankakee, 111.
The company now has under construction in the city the Mars theatre, a vaudeville and legitimate house to seat 2,000
persons, and cost approximately $250,000.
Theatre Completed
The
newBALTIMORE,
Rivoli theatre MD.,
at GayDec.
and 21.—
Fayette
streets, being built by the Wilson Amusement Company is nearing completion.
George C. Wilson and J. W. Hoover,
president and secretary of the company
have taken up offices here. Guy L.
Wonders
will manage the new $1,000,000
house.
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Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America and
National Association Work Harmoniously on
Internal Problems Affecting Relations
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Dec. 21.— The committees appointed by William A.
Brady to represent the National Association of the Motion Picture Industry
and by Sydney S. Cohen to represent the Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of America met here last week and in a spirit of purposeful cooperation
took constructive steps to present an united front against foes of the industry and to arrive at solutions of those internal problems affecting the
relations between exhibitors, producers and distributors.
The first session was held at the Hotel Claridge on Tuesday, with
Mr. Brady presiding. Before the committees got under way Herbert
Hoover appeared and made a plea for the support of the motion picture
industry in his efforts to raise a fund of $33,000,000 to save 3,500.000 starving children in Central Europe. A resolution was passed to give Mr.
Hoover the aid he requested and committees were named to cooperate with
him.
Sew Haven, Conn, film exchange building
which will be completed soon for occupancy.
New Haven Exchange
Nearing Completion
Building Is to Be Ready for
Occupancy By Concerns
On February 1
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW HAVEN, CONN., Dec. 21.—
With the completion of construction
work on the new film exchange building,
film companies here will realize their
ambkion of many years in having a
building of their own.
Details to Be Completed
A few details still left to be finished
for the complete equipment of the building will be in order within the next
month. It is expected that the entire
structure will be ready for occupancy by
February 1.
The new building is located at South
Orange and Meadow streets. The owner
is John Kilfeather. Every care has been
taken to make the structure fireproof and
one of the most modern buildings in the
city.
Building Has Eight Stories
The building is eight stories high, built
of reinforced concrete faced with grey
Virginia brick and trimmed with stone.
It will be equipped with sprinklers.
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation has
taken the entire second floor, Universal
the first floor, Metro the fourth floor and
Pathe the sixth. Others are negotiating
for space.
Hobart Henley Is to be
Seen at Boston Showing
(Special to Exhiibtors Herald)
BOSTON. MASS., Dec. 21.— To
augment the auspicious opening of the
Selznick special. "The Sin That Was
His,"Park
starring
William
Faversham,
a$
the
theatre.
Boston,
during the
week of December 27, Hobart Henley,
the director, will make a personal appearance at the big Boston show house.
Charles McClintock, director of exploitation for Selznick, is already in Boston and has planned a big advance exploitation campaign for the production

Harmony Exists Between Two Organizations
A resolution declaring the two organizations to be of harmonious purpose was adopted and following it committees of eleven were appointed by
Sydney Cohen for the theatre owners, and William A. Brady for the
national association, to confer on matters pertaining to both organizations.
The committees appointed were :
For the Theatre Owners — Sydney S. proposition: For the theatre owners,
Cohen, ex-officio; G. G. Schmidt, A. W.
Sydnev S. Cohen, chairman; C. E. WhiteSteffes, H. H. Lustig, E. T. Poter, A.
M. Fay,
L. O'Reilly,
S. I.
Berman.hurst, E.For
the C.
national
association:
Julian
Brvlawski,
C.
L.
O'Reillv,
Oscar
A.
Price,
chairman;
C.
C.
PettiJ. H. Rhode, J. C. Ritter, H. B. Varner,
john. William Wright, Lewis Innerarity,
Joseph Hopp and Joseph Mogler.
H. M. Berman, J. R. Quirk and Arthur
Other Committees Named
James.
For the National Association — William
Meetings of these committees were
held on Wednesday, Thursday. Friday
A. Brady, ex-officio; Percy L. Waters,
Richard A. Rowland. E. J. Ludvigh. Wil- and Saturday, when reports were made
liam Fox, William Wright, A. S. Kirk- to the whole committee. After the reports
patrick, Gabriel L. Hess, Lewis Innerar- were rendered the following _ official
itv, R. H. Cochrane, J. D. Williams and
statement was issued by William A.
C. C. Pettijohn.
Brady,
president
national
assoCommittees appointed to deal with the
ciation, and Sydneyof S.theCohen,
president
different issues before the meeting were:
of the theatre owners:
Business Relations (Equitable ConLeaders Feel Encouraged
tracts and Advance Deposits) — Representing theatre owners: A. W. Steffes. J.
"At the end of the week's work by the
Manheimer, Joseph Hopp, E. M. Fay. various committees appointed by both
Joseph Stern, L. J. Dittmar, E. T. Peter, organizations to deal with all the problems before the industry, the leaders^ of
Leo Brecher, Joseph Rhode, L. Goldman
the National Association of the Motion
and John Evans. Representing national
Picture Industry and of the Motion Picassociation, E. J. Ludvigh, Lewis Innerture Theatre Owners of America, feel
arity, Galbriel L. Hess and C. C. Pettigreatly
encouraged
the definite progress
that
has been by
made.
john. Handle Legislative Matters
"Joint committees appointed by both
Committee on Legislation (Censorship,
have been in frequent sesSunday Opening and Taxation) — For the organizations
sion during the week following the first
theatre owners: G. G. Schmidt. M. Pouzmeeting of the representatives of both
bodies at the Claridge on Dec. 14.
zner,
C. L. O'Reilly,
A. J.
H. B. Varner,
C. T. Sears.
S. LBrvlawski,
Berman,
the Committees — The committee
H. H. Lustig. J. C. Ritter, Joseph Mogler on "All
business relations, the committee on
and Joseph Herman. For the national as- co-operation with Herbert Hoover, and
sociation: Richard A. Rowland, William
Fox. William Wright. Garbriel, L. Hess, the committee on legislation — have reported satisfactory progress. A spirit of
R. H. Cochrane, J. D. Williams and C. C.
harmony and co-operation is in the air
Pettijohn.
and
is
being
Committee to act on the Hoover prop- committees. reflected in the work of the
osition:
For the theatre owners: Sydney S.
Complete Report Delayed
Cohen, chairman; Leo Brecher. C. T.
"Inasmuch as none of the committees
Sears, C. E. Whitehurst, L. Goldman, J. have completed the work before them,
Evans. S. Bullock, S. I. Berman and E. it is impossible to give any authoritative
M. Fay. For the national association:
and complete statement of what they
Oscar A. Price, chairman; William Fox. promise to accomplish. Both Mr. Cohen
Carl Laemmle, Richard A. Rowland. C. and Mr. Brady and their associates,
C. Pettijohn, Jules E. Brulatour, Wil- however, feel confident that the ultimate
liam Wright. J. R. Quirk. Arthur S.
the committees'
Friend, H. M. Berman. Lewis Innerariry result
in and when
have -reached
the finalreports
stages areof
aad Arthur James.
adoption,
will
be
acceptable
to all
Subcommittee to act on the Hoover
branches of the industry."
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Special Pictures Star Interviewed in Chicago
Tells of Her Aspirations in Films — Tour East
Is Brief Vacation Before Starting New Series
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By DORIS

CLAIRE

"13 C 'I where is the big dog?"
*-* So perfectly familiar did Louise
Fazenda appear as she walked down the
length of a Hotel La Salle parlor toward* a representative of the Exhibitors
Hek.au>. during her recent visit to Chicago that the question came spontaneously to the lips of the caller. The
screed association of this lively feminine
iunniaker and the Great Dane. Teddy,
compels the coupling of them always
when the attention centers upon either.
It would have seemed the most natural
thing in the world to have greeted them
together.
Teddy, however, was not included in
this tour, which is taking his pal over
the country on the first trip that has
ever taken her more than half a hundred
miles or so away from Los Angeles since
she went there at the indifferent age of
three months. That there will be no indifference on this journey is assured.
Keen for the last detail of the succession
of interests that it is offering alert to its
every enjoyment opportunity, frankly
fascinated and delighted with all that
has been seen and done so far on the
trip and all that the rest of it promise?
little is escaping her this time.
* * »
IT is this natural freshness and frankness of youth, co-mingled with an
honest sensibility that most attracts in
Louise Fazenda. Picture importance has
not spoiled her. She affects no airs or
boredom nor superiority. She does not
seek to make a studied impression. She
is wholly and delightfully herself — a girlish, confiding and companionable young
person more interested in Christmas
shopping, the horrifying difference in
prices between the Los Angeles and Chicago shops, the novelty of hotel life and
the mysterious mazes of hotel elevators

and corridors than in the exploitation of
little face veil duplicating a worn one
purchased in Los Angeles cost nearly
twice as much in the Windy City. Picture talk was interpolated with hits of
philosophy that showed a mind open
and tolerant of the world and its people
— business rivals included.
She has no hesitancy in confessing
that she first aspired to work in feature
pictures and was a failure. Then some
director, watching her in a role that had
a comedy suggestion, hit upon the idea
of putting her directly into comedy, and
the right note was struck then and there.
She aspires *o better grade fun and expects to have the opportunity to produce
it when she begins picture making for
the Special Corporation. Dorothy
Gish's brand of comedy is Miss
Fazcnda's ambition. And Teddy, by the
way. will go with her to the company
with whom she signed late this year.
* * »
MISS FAZE X DA'S affectation of that
"spit big
curl,"
the weird
calicocharacteristic
costumes with
buttons
and
the ridiculous little round hats with
streamers, appears to be confined to the
screen. She is a daintily groomed and
costumed young person in reality, curly
haired and blue eyes.
She was accompanied to Chicago by
her mother. They spent several days
here visiting exchanges and shopping.
They left December 18 for Detroit, expecting to go for the Christmas holidayto visit
Lafayette.
Ind.,They
Louise's
birthplace,
to
relatives.
will visit
other
cities
before
returning
in
mid-January
to
California.
Miss Fazenda has signed with the Special Pictures Corporation to head her
own company in a series of two-reel
comedies, expected to be available in
October, 1921.
Defer Action

on Film

Regulation Ordinance
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
MILWAUKEE. WIS.. Dec. 21.— Action on the ordinance providing for regulation of the motion picture theatres henhas been deferred by the judiciary committee of city council. The measurewould require exhibitors to report films
to be screened to the mayor and the motion picture commission three days prior
to exhibition. Exhibitors declare the
ordinance unnecessary.

ZENA 1\ I I : i 1
rhc Selznick star meets Chicago's Chief
of Police,
and receives a keyCharles
to the Fitzmorris,
city.

Fire Scare Calmed
In Indiana Theatre
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
ANDERSON. IND.. Dec. 21.— During
a late afternoon picture at the Riviera
theatre, the fire department was called
to extinguish a small blaze in the basement caused by some cinders that had
been dumped on a pile of papers.
Smoke entered the auditorium, but
only a few persons left their seats after
they were
assured that
fire auditorium.
wall separated the basement
from a the
There was no loss.

I'Iii>Iiik tin- leml In the second IIiikii Hfllltn
independent
production.
"Kilt Lynnc,"
rrhleh
iioiikiiixm
"in iiatrlfcvte.
Phenomenal

Record

Is

Made by "Passion" at
Capitol of New York
(Special to Exhiibtors Herald)
SEW YORK,
Dec.National
21.— "Passion."
the
\-M>ciatt-d
First
attraction
starring Pola Negri, established a phenominal record at the Capitol theatre
last week, according to a statement issued by the theatre management.
The receipts for the first six days had
equalled the amount drawn by the previous record holding picture. "The Mark
of Zorro."
in seven
It is
understood that the
receiptsdays.
for the
week
ran
close to $60,000.
Receipts for Sunday, December 12, the
first day of showing, was $11,687. It is
estimated
106,000 and 110.week.personsthatsawbetween
000
the picture during the
Theatre

Men

Help

Pathe News Plans
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
FT. WAYNE, IND., Dec. 21— M.
Marcus, manager of the Strand and Jefferson theatres, and Thomas E. Hahn,
director of the Ft. Wayne Community
Council, are co-operating in making arrangements for the taking of Pathe News
pictures munity
of activities
the city's
comorganization. of
Special
gatherings
and community sings will be staged for
the motion picture men.
Fined

for Crowding Aisle
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
ST. LOUIS, MO., Dec. 21.— Walter
D. Schaffer. manager of the Liberty theatre, 3627 Delmar boulevard, was fined
$100 bylatingJudge
a charge persons
of viothe law Mix,
whichon prohibits
from standing in the aisles when all seats
are filled.

Advertising

Wisdom

Swift and certain attainment of a preeminent position _ in a
competitive field is invariably the result of vision, initiative
and a very fair measure of commonsense administration.
In the motion picture industry there is not a more graphic
example of the swift and certain attainment of a preeminent
position in its chosen field than that instanced by the
Educational Film Exchanges, Inc., in the division of short
subjects.
In perfect accord
administration

with

upon

the vision, initiative and
which

the

splendid

commonsense

Educational

organ-

ization has been built is the Educational 's plan, just announced,
of confining its advertising to EXHIBITORS HERALD and one
New York medium.
After

a thoroughly intelligent and conscientious analysis of advertising media and circulation facts the executives of the
Educational Film Exchanges, Inc., have entered into this
arrangement which enables them through EXHIBITORS HERALD,

supplemented by one other' national medium, to cover the entire
motion picture trade in the United States and Canada completely and at a minimum cost through the elimination of
additional media
distribution.

of

lesser

reader's

interest

and

smaller

Educational is to be complimented upon this thoroughly constructive move which obtains for it an advertising schedule
arrangement which assures a complete and thorough distribution
of its advertisements among the exhibitors of the United States
and Canada on a basis which effects a substantial saving which
is of a very pertinent interest to Educational^ customers as
well as to the company.
Educational

has proved

its right of leadership

in the field of

short_ subjects and in the plan just embraced it assumes an
intelligent leadership in the important work of clarifying the
facts relative to motion picture trade papers and circulations.
Martin J. Quigley,
Publisher
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Hoover to Carry Plea for Support
of Movement to the Public

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Dec. 21.— Following the plea of Herbert Hoover, at the
joint meeting of committees representing the National Association of the
Motion Picture Industry and the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
America at the Claridge hotel, for the support of the motion picture industry in raising a fund of '$33,000,000 to save 3,500,000 starving children in
Central Europe, committees were appointed by William A. Brady and
Sydney S. Cohen to cooperate with Mr. Hoover in rendering the aid requested.
As a result of the meetings of these committees, the two organizations
will undertake to raise $2,500,000 through the showing of specially made
pictures incorporating "The Invisible Guest" idea as suggested by Mr.
Hoover. These pictures have been made and are being shipped for showing in New York and nearby cities before Christmas. They carry a plea
to the public for support of Mr. Hoover's movement.
Special Appeal to Be Made on January 29
The committee also designated January 26 as the day when the public
will be asked to attend motion picture shows and help each exhibitor raise
funds to feed whatever number of starving children is assigned to him as
his quota. Producers and distributors will also contribute their quota to
the general fund.
ated from 15,000 to 17,000 local instituMr. Hoover's speech in part follows:
tions in Europe, and now represents
"Knowing
as
I
do
the
service
the
motion picture industry did during the war
3,500,000 children.
and has done since, I feel that I should
"Three million, five hundred thousand
children in Central Europe will face
ask for their co-operation again because
starvation unless we can secure renewed
I believe that this goes further than any
individual — that it involves the national
help from the American public and those
honor of the United States.
institutions must close their doors within
sixty
days.
Many Children Saved
Will Diminish Number
"Upwards
15,000,000 hands.
childrenInhave
been
saved byof American
the
is a problem
care of
over tothetakewinter
and3,500,this
winter of 1919 there were as many as 000"It children
8,000,000 children in American charges
number should be diminished by one-half
and in the process of building up an or- to two-thirds by next summer.
ganization that would meet that situation
"We, the one and only natioi. in the
world, set ourselves out to save the lives
— four institutions in particular have creUNITED ARTISTS OFFICIAL AND TWO STARS

(Left to right) Douglas Fairbanks, Mary Pickford and Paul W. Lazarus, the latter
sales promotion manager of the United Artists.
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of these children should carry it through.
It is a chapter in American history.
"We are not called upon to pay any
American money out and use it for overhead expenses or waste. We have gone
to every possible effort to reduce expenditures to a minimum. We require
$33,000,000 to carry these children over
until next harvest. Ten dollars contributed through the European Relief
Council will save the life of one child.
Influence Is Great
"There is no influence that comes in
contact with the public better than the
motion picture industry. We need the
co-operation of all of the men in the
country to help us organize that support.
In such organizations, one man, a half
dozen or thirty men cannot carry these
things out themselves, they must appeal
to a medium that can carry it through.
"I appeal
gentlemen
certain
numberto you
of these
childrentoastake
youra
wards and devise ways and means how
they will be supported. Allocate to the
different corporations in the industry
some definite portion of this problem.
I would suggest that this industry undertake to care for from 150,000 to 200,000 of the unfortunate children."
Larkin Will Direct
Pickford Publicity
Former Mayflower Official
Also to Handle P. A.
for Fairbanks
Mark Larkin, who for the last year
has been director of publicity and advertising for Mayflower Photoplay Corporation, will go to the West Coast
shortly after the first of the year to
take active charge of publicity for Mary
Pickford and Douglas Fairbanks.
Former Pickford Employe
Up until the time Larkin assumed
charge of Mayflower's press and advertising department, he was in the employ of Miss Pickford as her personal
publicity representative.
The post of publicity director for
these two stars is admitted to be one
of the most important positions of its
kind. Never before has the task of handling personal publicity for two stars
of their magnitude been undertaken by
one man, but because of his previous experience inthe Pickford organization and
his wide acquaintanceship in the Fourth
Estate, Larkin is believed to be fully
qualified to fill the place.
Salary Not Mentioned.
No mention is made of the compensation he will receive, but it is understood
that the salary is one of the largest
ever paid
for deal
publicity
tions for the
were work.
made byNegotiaBennie
Zeidman, manager of the Mary Pickford
company, resenting
andMr. Fairbanks.
Dennis F. O'Brien, rep"We regret very much to lose Mr.
Larkin," said John W. McKay, general
manager
sider himoftheMayflower,
best man "because
in his linewein conthe
business.
It
was
because
of his during
excellent record with Miss Pickford,
which he designed the famous Pickford
Liberty Loan poster and was responsible
for making Our Mary 'America's Honorary Ace'was
and 'Little
the Navy'
that he
engagedSister
by ofMayflower.
While with our concern he continued his
splendid work by putting over the national salesgirl beauty contest."
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Exhibitor

Officials

New

Hampshire

Reduction

Demanding

of

Film

Rentals

President C. H. Bean at Meeting Held in Boston
Appoints Grievance and Legislative
Committees for Organization
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
BOSTON, MASS., Dec. 21. — Condemning "efforts being made to increase film rentals in the face of serious business depression," the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of New Hampshire in convention here last week
demanded "that a reduction of prices to more truly meet the changed
conditions be made in order that the business may be sooner established

Left to Right — C. C. Griffin, Oakland, Cal.,
vice-president, M. P. T. O. A.; J. Lustig,
prominent member of the Southern California association; H. J. Siler, Whittier,
chairman recent convention in Los Angeles, and Glenn Harper, Los Angeles,
secretary.
Salesman Expenses
Exempt From Tax
New Regulations Are Issued
By the Commissioner of
Internal Revenue
(Washington Bureau, Exhibitors Herald)
WASHINGTON, D. C, Dec. 21.— Effective on January 1, film salesmen paying their own expenses will be permitted
to claim exemption in preparing their
income tax reports for board and lodging
while on the road to the amount by
which such expenses exceed the sum
which would ordinarily have been expended for such purposes if at home,
under a new ruling made by the bureau
of internal revenue.
Where traveling expenses are paid by
the employer, the salesman will be required to include in his return an amount
equal to the ordinary expenditures
which would have been required for
meals and lodging if at honie, which is
held to be taxable as additional compensation.
If an allowance is received for board
and lodging, he will be permitted to deduct any excess of the actual cost of
such meals or lodging over the allowance, plus the ordinary expenditures,
which would have been required for such
purposes at home, but must consider as
taxable income any excess if the amount
spent was less than the allowance plus
what would have been expended at home.
Complete information as to expenses
on the road and expenses at home will
be required by the bureau in . claiming
exemptions of this nature.
W. C. T. U. Denies

It

Seeks
Sunday
(Special to"Blue"
Exhibitors Herald)
CARTHAGE, MO., Dec. 21.— Officials
of
the deny
Woman's
Temperance
Union
that Christian
the petition
they are
circulating asking for state censorship
includes an appeal for a closed Sunday.

on aOther
staple matters
basis." of importance to the general welfare of the exhibitor
were discussed. The advance deposit question and uniform contracts in
particular received the attention of those present.
Grievance and Legislative Committees Named
Two important committees — grievance and legislation — were appointed by President Charles H. Bean, of Franklin. The grievance committee includes Michael White, David Adams, A. M. Graves and A. L.
Courtere. On the legislative committee are George Barrett, J. E. CharCoutere, A. H. Davis, D. J. Adams, A. M. Graves, C. C. Baldwin and
John Eames.
Final decision on the question of ed- and immediately after the ceremony Mr.
ucational reels was not made at the meetSmith not
left announced.
for a two week's trip,
their Mrs.
itinerary
ing. Following the reading of a letter and
from Sam Bullock, executive secretary
Miss Page accepted an offer from
of the Motion Picture Theaters Owners
Vitagraph about three years ago to play
of America, a committee was named to in the O. Henry series. She was advanced
take the matter up with the national comto stardom about a year ago and semittee at a meeting here today.
lected as the
star ofto "Black
Beauty,"
which
will
be offered
the public
early
Met With Committee
in
the
coming
year.
Mr.
Smith
was
one
President Bean and Vice-President
of the Vitagraph ComCharbonneau are here today to discuss of the founders
He divides his time between the
the subject of educational reels with the eastern pany.
and western studios of the comnational body. It is not indicated what
and a short time ago purchased a
action the exhibitors of New Hampshire home pany,
at Pasadena, California. He also
will take in the matter.
maintains a summer home at Oyster Bay,
More than twenty-five exhibitors at- Long Island.
tended last week's meeting.
Logansport Nelson
Sold to Bellinger
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOGANSPORT, IND., Dec. 21.— H.
R. Byerly has sold his lease on the Nelson theatre to J. Frank Bellinger, after
having had charge of the theatre for two

Vitagraph Head Wed
To Miss Jean Paige
Miss Jean Paige, screen star, and Albert E. Smith, president of the Vitagraph
Company of America, were married at
the
home of the bride's parents at Paris,
Illinois.
The wedding was an unelaborate one,

years.

WAaf

Exhibitors

Jive

^EXHIBITORS

Saying \Abouf

HERALD

"Enclosed please find my check covering a subscription to EXHIBITORS
HERALD for two years. I regard it as one of the resources of my business." —
Elmer E. Gailey, manager, Crystal theatre, Wayne, Neb.
9 9 9
"We certainly find EXHIBITORS HERALD to be a live one and containing
lots of interesting and valuable information concerning our business." — E. J.
House, manager, House & Justice Amusement Enterprises, operating Grand and
Oasis theatres, Marion, N. C.
"I value Exhibitors Herald very much. It is a big help to me in my
booking." — J. Greene Mackenzie, The Picture House, Atlanta, Mo.
"EXHIBITORS HERALD is certainly good. It's the one we use most of the
time out of the three trade papers we take. Keep it up. You satisfy us." —
O. W. Jastram, manager. Strand theatre, Pecatonica, 111.
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Method of "Supervised By" Is a Thing of Past
With Independent Directors Centering Their
Attention on One Picture at a Time
By JAMES D. WILLIAMS
(Manager Associated First National Pictures, Inc.)
The ability to make the big, successful
FROM
thirty-five reels a week to
eighteen reels a year is a far drop, productions is not given to everyone
any more than are the natural instincts
but they are taking it.
that make for a successful and famous
That, to exhibitors, is the result of surgeon, or a big, popular author, or a
producer desire for independence, and
painter of note, the common possession
of the people at large who are members
this evolution of ideas, methods, and amthese various professions. Production
bitions for personal accomplishment by of
output for next season and all seasons
the independent stars and directors
to come of the competent directors and
reaching to every producing industry
producers will be limited by their respechas a very important meaning to the intive, personal capacities for creation as
dependent theatre owner.
individuals, and not as supervisors with
Where two years ago the trade comtwo, three or more assistant directors
monly accepted statements that such and
trying with but half success to put into
such centralized producing units would
their work the touch of genus possessed
provide a total of from twenty-eight to alone by the masters. The thing that
thirty-five reels of film a week, we now
makes a great surgeon is the genius
find the majority of producers, stars and
which enables him to perform certain
directors making plans for 1921 with an
major operation better than anyone else.
average output of eighteen reels a year.
» * *
This is probably the most drastic and
complete change in production policy
And so it is with the successful prothat the industry has ever witnessed in a
ducer of today and tomorrow. His productions must be the result of his persingle season. It opens to debate and
sonal efforts and not the genius-lacking
prediction a score of vital and purse-hitting questions of what the result will be product of assistants working under his
supervision.
to
exhibitors and to the producers themselves.
. As recently as two years ago a num* * *
ber of popular stars and directors whose
Production standards have reached the pictures today are in greater demand
point where the method best known a* than ever before, made and released an
"supervised by" is no longer safe and average of eight attractions a year.
successful. It has been a frequent pracN'ow we find their schedules of activity for 1921 literally cut in half with
tice for directors and producers who have
plans for three and not more than four
achieved individual success to try and
pictures to be made in the coming twelve
extend their inherent genius simultanemonths. It means that each release
ously to the activities of two or three
from the capable, recognized production
separate production units. As a consequence, the pictures made under this leaders will receive more time, more
method of general supervision instead of thought, more attention to -detail, and
far more care in the actual course of prospecific, personal direction did not come
ductions, with the result that the finished
up to the quality of those releases which
attractions
are bound to reveal an unhad given the "supervisors" their reputations.
precedented degree of entertainment
quality as the result of an amazing curtailment in productions volume with an
equally amazing increase in production
quality.
* * *
Mr. Joseph M. Schenck will produce
but four pictures next year in which
Norma Talmadge will be starred, and
but four pictures in which Constance
Talmadge will be starred, in contrast to
six productions from each of the girls
during 1920.
Charles Ray will make not more than
four pictures during 1921. Marshall
Neilan is perhaps one of the greatest
present-day exponents of limited volume
and quality results. He has made but
four pictures in 1920, and it is neither
exaggeration nor inappropriate publicity
to say that there is no director who as a
producer giving his personal attention to
every detail of every release for which
he is responsible has forged ahead more
rapidly or has risen to greater heights
in the estimation of exhibitors and public than the man who directed "The
River's End." "Don't Ever Marry," "Go
and Get It," and "Dinty."
Mr. ducer
Louis
Mayer the
is another
who hasB.deserted
folds of prothe
Beeves Eason <left>. Universal direetor, six and eight a year adherents and who
showing Lucien Hubbard, scenario chief, is going to limit his productions for 1921
and Douglas Doty, film from his latest
to not more than four pictures.
Universal picture, "Two Kinds of Love."
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Central

Labor

Union

Of Indianapolis,

Ind.,

Opposes Closed Sunday
(Special to Exhiibturs Herald)
1M.HAXAPOLIS, IND.. Dec. 21.—
The Central Labor Union here has voted
opposition to the closing of motion picture theatres on Sunday on the ground
that Sunday amusements have become a
necessity to working people.
A resolution was adopted declaring
that
there istoa demand
movement
"by
certainalthough
organizations
legislation prohibiting motion picture shows on
Sunday, these exhibitions do not interfere withthat
anyone's
opportunity
to attend
church;
Sunday
amusements
have
become a necessity to the working people; that the prohibition of Sunday performances would deprive these people of
their means of recreation and also that
the closing of Sunday exhibitions would
deprive many members of the motion
picture operators' organization of their
means
livelihood."also states that the
The of
resolution
Sunday shows do not deprive machine
operators of their hours of recreation.
The legislative committees of the Indiana
State Federation of Labor and the Central Labor I'nion are requested to oppose
any -blue law legislation.
New

Incorporation

in

Whiting, Indiana
/Special to Exhibitors Herald)
WHITING, IND.. Dec. 21.— The A. J.
Obreshk theatre company has been incorporated with a capital stock of
$100,000. The directors of the company
are
J. Obreshk, Alta Obreshk and
ChrisA. Petrof.
Rushville

Mystic

Being Remodeled
(Special to Exhiibtors Herald)
RCSHV1I.1.K. IND., Dec. 21.— The
Mystic theatre is being remodeled and
the lobby is being made a part of the
auditorium.

ALFItF.D WALKER
for the
of production
Director
World general
Motion Picture
Corporation.
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Pioneer Motion Picture Man Returns to Chicago
After Vacation in Europe. Where He Also
Made a Study of the Film Situation
Neither London nor Paris has a first-class motion picture theatre,
according to Aaron Jones, member of Jones, Linick & Schaefer, who has
returned to Chicago following a vacation abroad. While in Europe the
pioneer theatrical man had occasion to observe the development there of
the motion picture industry.
"In London a restriction has been placed on the building of theatres
until the present housing condition has been rectified. However, English
theatres and music halls never were conspicuous for their exterior beauty.
You could pass them without knowing they existed, because they use no
electric light display, and no billboard or newspaper advertising.
Admission Prices Are Higher in England
"In England the admission charged for motion pictures ranges from
two to six shillings which equals 40 cents to $1.20 in American money.
Their pictures are six months to two years old, a condition caused by
the booking agencies who have an established policy of booking pictures
at least a year in advance. Several theatre managers showed me their
booking sheets completely filled until November, 1921.
Casino De Paris is as naked with its
the"They
comfortareofmuch
patronsmore
and thoughtful
every pictureof revue. I was startled to say the least.
house in London has tea rooms where
The night life of Paris is curbed at midnight. The war tax on tickets in France
patrons may loll and sip tea when they
is collected by special person.
tire of looking at a picture.
"Both in England and France 98 per
Change Twice Weekly
cent of the motion pictures shown are
'"Sir Oswald Stoll secured Hammermade in America. Their greatest favorites are Mary Pickford and Douglas
stein's
playing atwice
picturea
policy theatre
changingandhisis pictures
Fairbanks, although Chaplin is much in
week, much like we do at our Orpheum.
demand. Fatty Arbuckle was in Paris
A full week policy is unknown. Col. making a tour of France and England
Levy is the first American to invade the when I left, and no doubt his pictures
London field of motion picture exhibi- will take a jump in popularity. We are
tion, and is said to have secured the twenty years ahead of Europe in the
Palace. The Allen Brothers. Canadians,
making and exhibiting of motion pichave bid for the Empire. The Famous
tures, although the Famous Players are
Players have secured the site upon which
now working two or three companies in
the old Tivoli stood and will build when
their new London studios.
the restrictions are removed.
"I met William Morris in London and
casually suggested he would be probably
"I
ran
up
to
Glasgow
just
to
see
how
the Scotch took the pictures. I arrived
knighted by the British for his exploitation of Sir Harry Lauder, but Bill said
there in the evening and while riding to
my hotel I noticed long lines of people that he would be satisfied with a single
standing in the streets between the curb
and the street car tracks waiting for ad- Saturday night in Paris."
mit ance to motion picture theatres. The Southern Film Co.
law will not permit them to stand upon
the sidewalk. Glasgow has fifteen picOpens Offices in
ture houses charging an admission fee of
from two to four shillings, 40 cents to 80
Charleston, W. Va.
cents in our money.
The Southern Film Exchange has
Charge for Programs
opened offices in Charleston, W. Va.. and
high class state right at"Throughout England every theatre, in- will distribute
tractions in the West Virginia territory.
cluding picture houses, charges for programs, the charge being equal to 6 cents.
General Manager E. R. Custer, forNo matter how small the theatre the
merly Paramount sales representative
usher always expects a few pennies tip and manager of Metro's Cincinnati exchange for two years, will have executive
when she escorts you to your seat.
"The condition in France is about the charge ciousof quarters
the company's
have been activities.
obtained inSpathe
same. Picture houses charge a smaller
fee, four francs, equalling about 25 cents. Kanawha County Bank building and a
Some of the bigger houses in Paris ask model exchange outfitted. Several productions have already been contracted
eight francs, or 50 cents. It is a universal system in France also to charge for for and Custer intends paying New York
film
row
a flying visit to line up a few
programs and to expect tips. In France
independent publications.
the prices chirged for low-priced vaude- more
Pat F. Liddy, manager of the Plaza
ville is double what we ask in America.
The legitimate houses get about the same theatre, Charleston, and Phil C. Tacks,
prominent local capitalist, are associated
prices that we do.
in the enterprise.
Revues Are Startling
"The Bergere
Paris revues
startling.
The
Open New Rose, Tacoma
Follies
has a are
chorus
of twenty
girls, absolutely nude. And after the
TACOMA. WASH.— The New Rose,
show or between the acts you can go up Tacoma's newest photoplay house, sitto the top floor and see an old-fashioned
uated in South Eleventh street, opened
kooch show. In the lobby an Hawaiian
recently. J. Robert McKinnell is proband plays soothing melodies. The
prietor.

AARON JONES
Member of Jones, Linick & Schaefer of
Chicago Tvho has returned home after
spending some time in Europe.
Injunction Bars Use
Of Scenes in Weekly
News Reels Cannot Exhibit
Pictures Shot As Part
of MacDonald Film
Following the public warning to news
weeklies by Katherine MacDonald Corporation to the effect that the special airplane pictures shot in Los Angeles for
the star's forthcoming Associated First
National attraction, "Stranger Than Fiction," must not be used by the news
weeklies, an injunction has been obtained
in the coast city against Pathe News,
enjoining it from using or showing in
any way the exclusive scenes, the shooting of which was arranged privately and
carried out in the line of private business. Following this, a further injuncNews.tion was obtained against International
One of the principal airplane scenes in
"Stranger Than Fiction" is regarded as exceptional, as it shows an airplane making a start from atop an office building.
The fact that much trouble, time and
expense were put into the arrangements
whereby
"Stranger
coulda
be
the first
motion Than
pictureFiction"
to present
new advance in aviation makes the
Katherine MacDonald Corporation especially desirous of protecting its rights.
When it learned that the First National
production was to have an unusual airplane feature, great interest was aroused,
and the news weeklies had their cameramen on the trail. They were warned of
the infringement in paid advertising and
news stories, and advised to keep off.
Injunctions were then obtained against
Pathe, and proceedings filed against all
other companies who shot the MacDonald stunt. These injunctions are expected to be granted immediately.
Open Royal, Fayetteville
FAYETTEVILLE, ARK.— More patrons than could be accommodated attended the opening of the Royal theatre
here recently.
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Greetings Extended to
Theatre Men of U. S.
by Richard Rowland,
Presidentof Metro
Pictures.
By RICHARD A. ROWLAND
us profound pleasure to exIT gives
tend to the exhibitors of the country
our heartiest Christmas greetings. We
are desirous that the bonds of personal
friendship and business entente be
strengthened more and more between us
and the men who display our work of
the screen to the public. We hope that
the coming year will be rich with rewards for you, and on 'our part we will
do everything humanly possible to bring
about such a consummation.
Metro welcomes this Yuletidc with an
optimism that is unbounded. It is well
known that Metro as an organization is
a confirmed optimist. It has always
clung to its faith in the brightness of
the future and even in darkest times has
refrained from joining any chorus of
pessimism. This faith, we believe, has
carried us through the period of the
war and is carrying us now through the
era of reconstruction, with vision unimwith hopes high
shakeablepaired, confidence
thatand1921withwillan beun-a
year of unprecedented prosperity for
everybody in our industry.
* * *
The year that is passirg has seen the
beginning of the fruition of some of our
most important plans. We have successfully launched our campaign for bigger
and better pictures, and the quality of our
output has convinced exhibitors and public alike that when we announced this
innovation there was more to our promise
than idle words. Our supervising directors, our directors, literary staffs, stars
and featured players have given of their
best to uplift and maintain at the highest standard every Metro picture placed
before the public. Theirs has been a
conscientious labor of love.
It is noteworthy that even as Christmas comes, with its universal message
of peace and good will among men, that
the clouds of the mighty conflict are
fading in the distance. Each day they
seem more distant and therefore less
threatening. And while we are experiencing an economic readjustment that
all thinking men had anticipated, the
people are meeting it w'ith the spirit of
cheerfulness and hope in the future that
demonstrates to the world those qualities which have made us, as a nation,
great.
* * *
Motion pictures, which for long people
have been declaring in their state of infancy, have progressed wonderfully,
until now they hold the fullest confidence,Americans,
respect and admiration
■ of art
all
classes of
and the new
has fitted snugly into the niche that it
has been destined to occupy.
The growth of the industry is reflected
in a million ways; in the astonishing
number of new theatres that are springing up throughout the length and
breadth of the country, in communities
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Greetings

forand Exhibitors"
large
small; in the public support
that is so eagerly extended to all that is
finest and most artistic in the way of
better pictures; in the accession of more
players of recognized talent and experience and in the steady influx to the
ranks of filmdom of the foremost crewriters of
'world, whoof with
reserveativethat
is the
characteristic
them,a
had not at first joined the colors of the
industry until the art should have proved
itself worthy of their considered contributions.
As it looks to Metro, this is the best
Christmas that we have ever had. And
we are confident that exhibitors will discover itis the precursor of the best year
that they have ever known — the coming
year of 1921. Metro again wishes the
season's
where. best to every theatre man everyMany

Celebrities

at

Opening of Branford
Gov. Edwards Heads List of
Notables Attending the
Fabian Affair
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEWARK, N. J., Dec. 21.— The formal opening of Fabian's Branford theatre, which has been under construction for the last two years, was held on
Thursday evening. December 16. It
was one of Newark's biggest social affairs, with many state and theatrical
notables present.
Governor Edwards of New Jersey
and Mayor Gillen of Newark were
among the personages which filled the
1.000-seat house.
Opens With
"Passion"
The Branford
opened
on Friday to
the general public, playing First National's "Passion," which had its world
premiere at Fabian's Garden theatre,
Paterson, N. J., some time ago.
Theatrical New York was well represented at ^the formal opening, Joe Lee
declaring, following the performance,
that it "looked like the Astor lobby that
evening."
Talmadge and Norma
George and
BebanConstance
were among
the stars in the boxes.
A. M. Fabian Managing
At the formal affair A. M. Fabian,
managing director of the new cinema
palace, was master of ceremonies. Jacob
Fabian is president of the theatre company.
Newspapers have referred to the
Branford as the finest and most beautiful theatre in the country. Alth,jgh
one of the largest structures in the
country, there is not a supporting pillar
in the building.
Gray Directs Advertising
The Branford Symphony Orchestra
furnishes one of the big features of the
entertainment. Jacob L. Rittenband is
conductor. Warren Yates is organ master. The instrument installed represents
an expenditure of $50,000.
Paul Gray, well known in the industry, is director of advertising and pubmanager. licity. A. Gordon Reed is production

PMdtari

MM II Mill A. ROWLAND
of Mrtro I
• Corporation

David R. Blythe
Made Manager of
Realart in K. C.
David R. Blythe, formerly assistant
manager at Realart's Detroit office, has
been appointed manager at Kansas City,
according to an announcement by John
S. Woody, Realart's general manager.
Blythe assumed his new duties on December 20.
Blythe
became4, 1919,
connected
with Real-at
art on October
as a salesman
the Detroit office. He was made assistant manager early in 1920. Previous to
that he had been engaged in the business
industry.
and producing ends of the theatrical
His first experience in motion pictures
was in handling productions on a state
rights basis. Later he served as salesman with Fox and Metro and as manaFilm Exold Tri-State
ger with
change,the
Four Square
Pictures and United
Exhibitors Booking Corporation — all of
Michigan.
Film

Beauty Spots
Of South Bend, Ind.
(.Special to Exhibitors Herald)
SOUTH BEND, IND.. Dec. 21 —
Ezra Rhodes, manager of the LaSalle
theatre, has arranged with the Tisdale
Industrial Film Corporation to come to
South Bend with their entire equipment
and spend two weeks filming the various
points of interest. Cornell T. Malone of
Pittsburgh is in the city planning the
details of the feature film.

Thorburn Is Managing
MARSHALL, MINN. — Barrymore
Theatre Company took possession of the
local theatre recently. Neal Thorburn is
now the manager.
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of

Is

Keen

HERALD

Student

Psychology

By HUNT
STROMBERG
A PROFESSIONAL romance that and "humanness" in all things. He
began at the copy desk of a St. worked with him day in and day out,
demonstrating the salient rePaul newspaper and migrated to practically
quisites for the construction of the script,
the literary realms of motion picture- the evolution of the plot that grips and
sustains interest, and the Ince-made,
dom, has been culminated in the appointiron-clad rule for realism that fairly
ment of C. Gardner Sullivan — ace of bites!
creative screen scribes and continuitists
* * *
— as an active member of the famous AsSullivan's adeptness was little short of
sociated Producers, Inc., the crusading
marvelous. From that trail-blazing time
alliance which boasts the best efforts of until the present era, he has evidenced
a graphic understanding of realities, and
Thomas H. Ince, Mack Sennett, George
a masterful knowledge of technique and
Loane Tucker, Allan Dwan, Marshall
"mechanics" that are equaled only by his
Neilan, J. Parker Read, Jr., and Maurice
rare creative talents, and the surpassing genius to transfer his thoughts into
Tourneur.
rapid-fire screen language.
The trade in general and the exhibitors
In private life, in the studios and out,
Sullivan is the acme of refinement and
in particular, having seen the line "By
C. Gardner Sullivan" emblazoned across
the title sheet of Thomas H. Ince productions may have drawn their own
mental conclusions of the personality
and character of this latest welcome entrant into the producing field, yet few
have had the opportunity to study the
"man behind the screen," and to know his
qualifications and credentials for the responsibility bestowed upon him by the
seven producers who unanimously
elected him to their independent ranks.
Sullivan is, first of all, a keen student
of psychology. He absorbed that in the
world's greatest university for intellect,
quick wits and strong will — the modern
newspaper office. He reads mankind and
its offspring — the universe in general —
not with the theoretical eyes of one who
gropes in blind fantasies — but with the
practical, human vision of one who has,
himself, traded in the realities of life,
and who knows— from the heart out — the
experiences, emotions and passions
which govern real people in any community of the globe.
< . Gardner Snllivan and Thomas H. Ince
* * *
talking
it over at the Ince studios in
Culver City.
Some ten years ago, when he was
grabbing copy hot off the wires of the
culture, with a sympathetic understandAssociated Press, slapping- scare heads
ing of his fellow beings that ranks him
on it, and rushing it upstairs to the comas
one of the best liked, most highly
posing room, he got a hunch that he
esteemed men accredited to the industry.
could write scenarios. That same night
Of <a retiring, modest nature, shunning
— action following impulse — he retreated
the spotlight, speaking of anything and
to his room which cost him six-fifty per.
everything but his own accomplishments,
burned the midnight bulbs, and several
days later there submerged in Uncle
his mannerisms splendidly reflect the sinSam's mail box a very fat envelope ad- measure.cerity and breeding which are his in extra
dressed post haste to "Thomas H. Ince
Exhibitors are well aware of the sigStudios,
Canyon,
California."
nificance of C. Gardner Sullivan titles
SeveralSanta
weeksYnez
elapsed
before
a letter,
and subtitles. They are short stories,
with a check for $50 enclosed snugly
therein, arrived to reward his efforts, and
novels and scenarios in themselves, exsubsequently inspire additional contripounding depth, substance and atmosbutions which several months later
pheric "color" equaled, it is generally
brought a telegram from Thomas H. conceded, by no other title-writer in the
Ince in which the youthful author of profession.
these wild Western Indian dramas was
As the eighth member of Associated
instructed to board a train for the Producers, Sullivan brings to the fore
that union of story-values and technical
eagerly
sought "staff
job." course under
Then followed
a private
excellence which promise glowing rethe personal tutorage of Thomas H.
sults for all concerned. Like most exhibitors, he coincides with the belief that
Ince, who, with characteristic perception
and conception of ability, quickly comthe
hour
of the "big story" is at hand —
prehended amentality that worked like to stay and
His will
specialnotproductions fortoA.prosper.
P. release
be
a human dynamo. He invested his proconfined
to
anv
one
class,
but
will run
tege with his own spirit of "atmosphere"

New A. P. Member
Absorbed Knowledge of
Mankind in the World's
Greatest University — the
Modern Newspaper

the course ofOffice
dramatic requirements on
a broad scale.
* * *
In the words of Thomas H. Ince in
his address of welcome:
"C. Gardner Sullivan's advent into the
Associated Producers means, among
other things, that the story and its full
relations to the successful photodrama.
will be foremost at all times. In my
opinion, which is based, of course, upon
his years of association with me, he is
the most prolific, creative screen author
of all time, with an understanding of
plot fundamentals and values that permit of the very best, most comprehensive production. His stories are always
vital; never exaggerated; strictly to be
depended upon for the interest and delightaudience.
they will carry to the motion picture
"Mr. Sullivan is a fine showman as
well as an artist. He knows the public
because he has studied every phase of
humanity as it exists everywhere. I confidently expect his productions to establish a standard that will contribute their
full share to the advanced artistry for
which all of us are striving."
And, in Mack Sennett's address of
welcome:
"It seems to me that the addition of
C. Gardner Sullivan to the ranks of the
Associated Producers gives our organization arounded completion and a balanced harmony of contrasted types that
every kind of picture creawill compass
tion possible to the screen. To use an
ancient phrase which resumes its original meaning to this connection — 'the enis now
human emotions'
tire gamut inof the
Asthe
compassed
sociated Producers. repertoire
We are nowof equipped
in members to make all types of pictures
that are worthily addressed to the great
* * *
Marshall Neilan welcomed Sullivan as
follows:
"No one associated with the motion
picture
public."enterprise can fail to realize the
fact that with the formation of C. Gardner Sullivan's Productions, the industry
finds itself enriched with an important
factor in its future development. The
individual achievements of Mr. Sullivan
in the past must impress upon everyone
the thought that his own productions to
come will compare favorably with the
best and establish him among the fore-,
producers in the business."
most
Among the well-known C. Gardner
Sullivan stories produced by Thomas H.
Ince are "The Coward," in which Charles
Ray scored his first marked success;
"Hell's Hinges." "Civilization," "The
Flame of the Yukon." "Peggy." a Billie
Burke vehicle of great popularity; "Step"The
pinginOut,"
and innumerSuitcase,"Tracks."
the"Wagon
Woman
able others.
The first C. Gardner Sullivan special
for Associated Producers will be a big
story of modern America, embodying,
according to the advance data I gather
from Mr. Sullivan, a distinctly new and
vital theme and accompanying action
which should establish it promptly and
faithfully as typical of the Sullivan style
and appeal.
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Arthur S. Kane and Charles Ray going over plans for new pictures for First
National distribution in 1921.
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Serials

Claire Council Also Requests Exhibitors to
Eliminate All Scenes of Crimes — Law
Is Effective on January 1
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
MILWAUKEE, WIS.. Dec. 21.— City officials at Eau Claire and
Superior have placed a ban on the exhibition of serials.
Provision also is made in the resolution adopted by city council of
Eau Claire for censorship, the law requesting exhibitors "to eliminate from
all pictures exhibited, all scenes of crime and violence to the greatest
possible extent." The law is effective on January 1.
Action Prompted by School Board Resolution
The action taken by the Eau Claire council follows presentation of
a petition by the Parent Teachers Association and the adoption of a resolution by the board of education. Members of the board declared it their
opinion that serials were partially responsible for the wave of banditry in
the city.
The resolution adopted by the board of suitable for children,
education follows:
Recommendation Is Made
"Whereas,
the
board
of
education
of
the
"Be it,
therefore, recommend
resolved that
the
city of Eau Claire deems the action of board
of education
to the
the mayor of the city of Superior in for- mayor and the common council of the
bidding the presentation of moving pic- city of Eau Claire that they take suitable
ture serials in the city of Superior a and,
action to forbid the showing of moving
move for the betterment of civic condi- picture serials in the city of Eau Claire,
tions in that city, and,
Want Strict Regulation
"Be it further resolved that the board
"Whereas, the board of education further of education recommend to the mayor
believes that the moving picture serials and the common council of the city of
Eau Claire that they urge the moving
prove a detriment, especially to boys and
girls, because of their tendency to excite picture theatre management of this city
the lower, more brutal elements in human
to regulate the performances so that all
nature, and,
objectionable features be eliminated and
"Whereas, the board of education further only the highest type of pictures be
believes that the character of the moving
picture performances for Friday, Saturday and Sunday, at which times in parshown."
Open Fall River Theatre
ticular children are present, should be
strictly regulated so as to eliminate all
FALL RIVER, MASS.— The New
objectionable features and so as to guar- Park theatre at Globe Corners was formally opened recently.
antee only the highest type of pictures

Shattered

During Pathe Drive
Winners of Pearson Month
Are Announced by Paul
Brunet, President
All organization records for new business and collections were shattered during the $10,000 Pearson Month competition in November, according to a statement just issued by Paul Brunet, president of the Pathe Exchange, Inc. He
announces the winners in the four competing districts as follows:
Western — San Francisco, W. W. Kofeldt, branch manager.
Centralmanager.
— Cleveland, Paul H. Tessier,
branch
Eastern — Albany, B. M. Moran, branch
manager.
Southern — Oklahoma City, Fred B.
Pickrel, branch manager.
Seattle Wins Prize
When the terms of the contest were
drawn up, it was determined to give a
full prize to the branch finishing second
with the national high average, and this
award was won by Seattle, Paul G.
Lynch, branch manager.
San Francisco recorded an aggregate
increase in new business and collections
of 113 per cent. Seattle, which finished
second, scored a 100 per cent increase.
Oklahoma City had a 49 per cent increase. Albany returned a 97 per cent
increase, while Cleveland registered an
aggregate improvement of 82 per cent.
Men on Winning Teams
The winning: trams were composed as follows:
San Francisco — W. W. Kofeldt, branch manager;
<i Olosser. booker; O. W. Helwig, cashier; H.
Henriouellc. W. C. Green, M. A. Hulling and
R. Pielow, salesmen.
Oklahoma— Fred B. Pickrel. manager; EL R.
Falls, booker; L. C. Sipe. cashier; P. D. Fielding.
March Wood, G. Lancaster, and E. S. Olsmith,
salesmen.
Albany — B. M Moran. manager; J. H. Krause,
booker; Wilhelmina Weniel. cashier; J. H. Loughborough, J.L. Rose, A. R. Hummell. L. Carboni,
W. L. Elliott, and S. Hochstim, salesmen.
Cleveland — Paul H. Tessier, manager; O. J.
Ruby, assistant manager; Henry S. Laws, booker;
D. E. Pratt, cashier; L. S. Fleischer. D. Stearns,
B. F. McCoy, W. H. Windsor, H. E. Smith. W.
S.
Ainsworth, R. A. Morrison, and K. E. Flagler,
salesmen.
Seattle
— Paul G.Mrs.Lynch,
manager;
L. A.cashier;
Samuelson, booker;
H. E.
Manogue,
F. N. Haas, and F. W. Normand, salesmen.
The order of finish in the diffjrent divisions
was as follows: Western — San Francisco, Seattle.
Spokane, Portland, Denver. Salt Lake City, and
Los Angeles. Southern — Oklahoma City. Atlanta,
Dallas. Charlotte, Little Rock, New Orleans. Cincinnati. Kansas City, and St. Louis. Eastern —
Albany, Philadelphia. Boston, Newark, Pittsburgh,
New York. Washington, and Buffalo. Central —
Cleveland,
Detroit,
kee. Omaha,Chicago,
Des Moines
and Minneapolis,
Indianapolis. MilwauWith adverse conditions to be overcome in many territories every member
of the Pathe organization worked like
arecord
Trojan
to make "Pearson Month" a
out thewrecker,
contest. the slogan used throughHalf Million Theatre to
Be Erected by Grubels
SPRINGFIELD, MO.— E. J. and F.
C. Grubel, who operate a chain of motion picture houses, with headquarters in
Kansas City, Kan., have awarded confor thetheatre.
building of a new Minnesotatractsavenue
The new house will represent an investment of half a million dollars, of
which more than $400,000 will be put
into the building. Construction will begin about February 20. The new house
is expected to have a seating capacity
for 2,000 patrons.
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BENNETT
Says WHITMAN
sort
of exhibitor science seemed to have
Whitman Bennett is the producer
disappeared.
The man who through bitwho is making seven specials for First
ter experience had learned that decent
National, four of these featuring films, an orderly house, and well thought
out exploitation and advertising were
Lionel Barrymore. He has incorposaw competitors disrerated in the following article his views indispensible,
money. garding all of these
things and coining
on business conditions as they affect
* * *
the theatre.
Such a state of affairs of necessity
'THE exhibitor who feels alarmed bebegan the work of disintegrating the
cairse he has noticed a perceptible
magnificent organization of exhibiting
drop in attendance at his theatre within
that had made the American people the
the past few weeks is either one who
greatest motion picture fans in the
world. The whole industry depends uphas a very short memory or else one who
on the efficiency of the exhbitor in the
has entered the business of exhibiting
final analysis, and when the business
during the abnormal period which has of showmanship started to be discarded
because it appeared as unnecessary, the
persisted over the past thirty months.
The experienced exhibitor knows that whole industry was threatened. The
a general dein normal times there is always a lull in hysteria whichmoralizationpresages
had begun to show itself.
attendance before the Christmas holi- We had the $10 picture on Broadway,
days and these exhibitors were surprised
and the question of year runs of pictures
the same thoroughfare was seriously
when it did not come last year or the on
discussed.
year before.
The brake has been applied just in
This mid-season lull has been ex- time. The American pubic has served
notice on the motion picture theatre that
plained in various ways, but the most
plausible one lies in the fact that the if is once again living on a normal basis.
Real showmanship will once more come
business of preparing for the celebrainto its own and the man that knows
tion of Christmas is an occupation that the science of exhibiting is the one who
allows but scant time for theatre at- will be rewarded for his efforts. The
ones who will suffer are not those who are
tendance. Retail trade is on the boom
but mere owners or manespecially in the evening. Clerks, ac- real showmen,
agers of motion picture theatres. The
countants and other store employes are
public will be once more responsive to
tied up at their places of business. They well thought out exploitation.
* * *
themselves are not only prevented from
Naturally there are some cases where
attending the theatre, but the members
the new order, or rather the restored
of their families stay home to be present
order, will present difficulties to the real
when they return from work. A great
exhibitor. The craze of theatre building
many of those who are not forced to has
caused congestion of attractions in
work in the evenings employ the hours
some places that the population does
used at other times for theatre attendnot warrant. The adjustment in these
ance to do their Christmas shopping or cases
will have to be made, but it will
else take the opportunity of earning additional money by the many extra temporary positions that are open to them
for their evening * hours.
* *
The fact that the lull has been discernible this year should be a source
of confidence to the exhibitor. It is the
surest indication that could occur to
show that the country is getting back
on a basis of normalcy. The American
people have once more taken up the
business of living sane and safe lives
when the occupation of preparing for
Christmas is widespread enough to be
felt in the motion picture theatre. The
hysteria of war is gone. The carelessness of private extravagance engendered
by the recklessness of all the governments of the world, recklessness which
caused the people to disregard all customs of normal living, is gone and it is
for the benefit of all legitimate businesses that it is gone.
Exhibitors have made money during
the past two years, but the cost in danger to the entire motion picture industry
is beyond computation. The necessity
for good showmanship disappeared.
Hodge podge selections and presentations drew packed houses as easily as
did the most efficiently managed shows.
Films, that from the method and nature
of their production merited small patronage, made phenomenal records of
WHITMAN BENNETT
money gathering. The necessity of care Who is producing
seven specials, four
in presenting pictures, care in selection
starring
National. Lionel Barrymore. for First
of them, and in fact the value of any
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be the better showman who will win out.
The men who are a detriment to the
business of popularizing and the showing of motion pictures will be driven out
through the working of the law of the
survival of the fittest.
As tion
a toproducer
I welcome the
normal conditions,
and restorabelieve
that those exhibitors, distributors and
producers who are working toward the
goal of better pictures are with me in
this greeting. The better grade of pictures will, in the future, receive more substantial recognition from the public than
in the -period of indiscriminate theatre
going. Extravagance must go and in
its place will come sane costs. All in
all, the return to normalcy presages the
beginning of another era of real prosperity for the producer and exhibitor
alike, which. I feel certain, will transcend
anything which is past.
"Way Down East" Is
Shown 200 Times in
New York Playhouse
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK., Dec. 21. — D. W. Griffith's "Way Down East," has reached its
200th performance at the Forty-fourth
Street theatre.
The event will be appropriately celebrated throughout the week, or at least
long enough to allow various members
of the cast to appear in person at different times. On Monday evening, Lillian
Gish and Richard Barthelmess were the
guests of honor. Griffith also was present and spoke on Monday evening. On
Tuesday evening the guests include
Vivia
intosh. Ogden, Kate Bruce and Burr McAlltion present
contracts
for the
occupa-in
of the theatre
have been
cancelled
order main
to there
allow
the Griffith picture to reindefinitely.
Women's Clubs Are
Aiding Endorsers
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
INDIANAPOLIS, IND., Dec. 21.—
Motion picture endorsers have received
recognition from the General Federation
of Women's Clubs in the appointment
of a chairman of the motion picture department, itwas announced at a recent
meeting
of the Indianapolis Endorsers of
Photoplays.
A letter was read from the newly appointed chairman, Mrs. Wood Allen
Chapman of New York, expressing her
readiness to co-operate with the local
organization in its work. Announcement
was made at the meeting that a series
of special matinees for children would
be given during December under the
auspices of the Parent-Teacher associations.
Fred Sanders Buys
Indianapolis Apex
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
INDIANAPOLIS. IND., Dec. 21.—
Fred W. Sanders, owner of the Fountain Square theatre, has bought the
Apex, Virginia avenue and Pine street,
and will take possession January 1.
The theatre seats 850 people, is in a
brick building built exclusively for the
theatre.
This within
purchase
two
theatres
six places
blocks Sanders'
of one
another. The Fountain Square theatre
considered one of the leading neighborhood playhouses of the city rank?
close to the leading downtown houses.
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Fox

Fireproof Structure Taken Over1 for Period
of Twenty Years to Meet Needs of Rapidly
Expanding Production Interests
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
William Fox has leased for a period of twenty years- the new fourstory and basement fireproof structure erected by Kelly-Springfield Tire
Company at Tenth avenue and Fifty-fourth street, New York. Fox announces that this transaction was necessary to meet the needs of his
rapidly expanding production interests.
Only recently this company announced the million dollar expansion of
the Fox studios in Hollywood, Cal.
Addition Being Made to Main Studio
Also included in the immediate enlargements of the Fox establishment is the new construction at the southeast corner of Tenth avenue and
Fifty-sixth street, where Mr. Fox lately purchased a four-story building,
demolished it and is now erecting an addition to his main studio building,
which, with the addition, extends an entire block on Tenth avenue, from
Fifty-fifth to Ffty-sixth streets, and runs back 275 feet along Fifty-fifth
street and 150 feet on Fifty-sixth street.
At the time the Fox New York studio
fill the Tenth avenue frontage for an en-,
was constructed it was presumed that tire block.
its 150,000 square feet of floor space
Work Being Rushed
would betivities ample
to
accommodate
the
acWork
is
being rushed to prepare the
for some time to come. When the
"Annex" at Tenth avenue and Fiftybuilding was officially dedicated on May
fourth street for occupancy as soon as
24 of this year, it already had been dempossible. Some of the space already has
onstrated inthe thr^e months it has been
been taken over by certain sections of the
occupied that more room was needed.
various departments that will ultimately
Not Under One Roof
!>c shi Iter. . I in the newly acquired KellyBuilt to encompass the activities of Springfield building.
The temporary discouragements that
5,000 employes, the Fox studio never has
been able to hold all the units of the in many instances have halted progress in
some lines during the reconstruction
organization. The scenario department
and the print and sign shop and vari- period seems to have left Mr. Fox unaffected. Plans that will be announced
ous other departments are in buildings
later are all set for action in 1921. and
scattered around town. The KellySpringfield Tire building is only one
Mr. Fox expects to give to picture showblock south on Tenth avenue from the
men a line of money-makers that will
main plant. Mr. Fox has taken this supplement his large achievements in
modern fireproof structure, occupying a production.
site 100x175 feet and containing more
The legal end of the deal for the Fftythan 50,000 square feet of floor space,
fourtfa street building was handled by S.
on le^se for twenty years at an annual
K. Rogers, general counsel for Fox, and
rental of $47,000: the gross sum involved
by Henry L. Moses for Kelly-Springfield
Tire
Company. A. S. Kempner and John
in the lease period totalling practically
$1,000,000.
C. Eisele handled the negotiation for
The new construction at Tenth avenue
Fox so far as the real estate phase of
and Fifty-sixth street will provide fur- the transaction was concerned, and L. J.
Phillips and A. H. Gitterman represented
ther accommodation for the expansion
the tire concern.
oi the Fox interests, and will completely

of the WEEK
Censoring the Movies
(From San Diego Union)
Censorship of the motion picture industry is beginning to be again a subject of review and discussion. It is even
proposed by the radical reformers that
a federal board of censorship shall be
established whose authority shall be supreme and final.
The "movement," * * * while ostensibly
for the "moral welfare" of the nation, carries with it a peril far more subtle than
is alleged in the charge that the moral
censor is sure to infringe the constitutional rights of the picture producers by
misjudging
the "moral"
effectcensorship
of many
of the pictures.
A federal
would be likely to transcend its specific
purpose by including in its scope what
the censors might be pleased to call "the
public interest." The phrase would be
subject to an almost illimitable interpretation, and inclusive of judgment
upon suepractically
every question
before the people
or likelyand
to isbe
presented.
Examples illustrative of this possibility arc not wanting among the four legal
censorship
existent * *the*
These boardsboards
* * *already
have overstepped
bonndlboard
of their
* * picture
* One
state
deletedauthority
from a news
scenes and subtitles which concerned a
political
opponent,
* * The
real purpose
behind this
action * was
all too
evident,
yet it was taken in the name of "the
As a interest."
matter of* fact
* * it is no more adpublic
visable that a censorship should be exercised over the moving pictures than
over the publication of a newspaper of
the utterances of a public speaker. * * *
Certainly, no censorship "in the public
interest"
stances. would be tolerated in these inGet New Organist
At Elkhart Orpheum
(Special to ExhibiUrt Herald)
ELKHART, IND., Dec. 21. — Haden
Reed of Louisville. Ky., has been employed as organist at the Orpheum
theatre. He is a musician of wide experience.
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Big Producer
in West
Has
Under
Its
Control
Chicago Concern
Several
of the Well-Known Directors and
Stars on the Coast
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Dec. 21. — Russell-Greiver- Russell have effected a
combine with a large and prominent producer on the Coast. The Chicago
concern will handle for national distribution all of the pictures put out
by tbis organization. Five reel features of practically every type, special
productions, comedies and all other films produced by the Coast concern
are effected.
It is understood that Russell-Greiver-Russell by taking this step have
brought under their control several of the well-known directors, producers
and stars in the West.
Russell Says Transaction Has Been Completed •
AVhen questioned by a representative of this paper regarding the
matter, Bernard D. Russell, the West Coast representative of RussellGreiver-Russell, issued the following statement : '"It is a fact that such
a combination has been completed. The producing organization is second
to none on the Coast, and has long been known for the pictures it puts out.
Russell, when questioned concerning the
"Workknown
of several
of theto popular
and above
rumors stated that while they
better
stars comes
us through
would verify the rumor, they did not
the step we are taking.
at this time to disclose with whom
"I will add that undoubtedly the ar- care
rangements entered into will mean that the negotiations had been made. The
Russell-Greiver-Russell will step into the combination has been effected and work
front rank as a producing-distributing
has been going on for some time, according to William D. Russell, president
organization."
of Russell-Greiver-Russell. Mr. RusDetails of Deal
sell's statement says:
Are Not Disclosed
"Within a short time we will have
The Chicago office of Russell-Greiverread}- a series of pictures incorporating
Theatre Manager
Home from Europe
(Special to Exhiibtors Herald)
EVANSVILLE, IND., Dec. 21.—
Philip Skora,. owner of the Columbia
theatre, who went to Palestine last June
as a member of the American Zionist
Commission, has returned to the United
States and will be in Evansville in about
a week.

PARM'M the Clyde
In VVestover
a scene WILLIAM
from
Scuttlers."
story,"Thedirected
for William
Fox by J. Gordon Edwards.

Christie
During 1920
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Ahead

the work of stars of the first water —
stars who now are appearing in pictures
put out by some of the best known producing organizations in existence. Nof
only will we control several series of
star pictures, but this agreement likewise brings to us for distribution a
brand of comedies already established,
and several other interesting films. We
were not quite prepared for the news to
be sent broadcast so early in the game,
but as long as the rumor has been started
to a certain extent, I will verify it to a
certain extent. When the time comes,
which I anticipate will be very shortly,
the full announcement will be made
through the trade papers."
Fairbanks

The next of the six-reel comedydramas has been made. It is "See My
Lawyer," from the Broadway play by
Max Marcin, and will be issued early in
the new year, presenting T. Roy Barnes
and Grace Desmond, who made a hit in
"So Long
augmented by a list of
other
stellarLetty,"
players.
Greater than these accomplishments,
Al Christie points to the new two-reel
comedies which Educational is publishing at the rate of two a month, which
are characterized by the same quality in
short lengths as Christie has produced during the year in the feature pictures.
"The demand for more comedies of a
high grade this year has been met by a
comedy which is at least 50 per cent
better in merit and pulling power than
at this time last year," says Christie.
"Not ony that, but the comedies in the
single-reel brand which have now been

Trip

Is Definitely Announced
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Dec. 21.— It has
been definitely announced that Douglas
Fairbanks will produce "The Three
Musketeers" in Europe. Previous to going abroad he will film "The Nut," his
current production; then Owen Wister's,
"The Virginian."
Directors and Writers
Adverse to Blue Laws
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Dec. 21.— The Motion Picture Directors' Association and
the Screen Writers' Guild of the Authors'
League of America have gone on record
in opposition to the blue laws.
of

Schedule

the Company Has Broadened
of Feature Productions

HAVING kept pace with an unusually
great impetus in its producing activities within the year, the Christie company is entering 1921 with picture production well in hand to take care of
forthcoming publications of the winter
months and early spring.
Marked not only by a broadening out
into six-reel comedy-dramas, but also
an increase in the quantity of its shortsubject offerings, 1920 has been a big
one for the Christies, who now enjoy
the distinction of having their first big
feature acknowledged as a tremendous
success.
* * *

European

Out Into Field

introduced as Vanity comedies are bearing the same stamp.
* * *
"The end of the year is said to be characterized by a general slump in production, but we are going right ahead with
the two-reel and single-reel schedule,
now making the comedies which will be
released through Educational exchanges
in March and April of 1921."
Mr. Christie is working on a two-reel
special which will present Neal Burns
and Dorothy Devore with a cast of five
supporting players from the large stock
company. William Beaudine and Frederic Sullivan are producing one-reel
Vanity comedies with the stock company of players which has been set aside
exclusively for this one-reel subject.
Legion

Department

Laws
es Blue
Oppos
(Special
to Exhibitors
Herald)
WASHINGTON, D. C. Dec. 21.—
Representatives from every American
Legion post in this city attending the annual meeting of the District of Columbia
department voted to oppose the Sunday
blue laws in Washington. A committee
also was appointed to fight such regulations should a hearing be held before
congress.
The blue law fight centers on the
Temple bill now before the District of
Columbia committee.
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An

Accomplished

Fact

January 1, 1921
Repair

Fire Losses
In South Bend, Ind.
(Special to Exhibitors Herald;
SOUTH BEND, IND., Dec. 21.—
Work has been started on the reconstruction of the Auditorium theatre which
was gutted by fire December 7.
(Jeorgc Hines, manager, expects the
house to be open again in five weeks.
Authorities have been unable to ascertain the cause of the fire which damaged four other places of business in
addition to the theatre, at a total loss of
$131,900, fully covered by insurance.
Hues says his loss was reduced by
the proper functioning of the sprinkler
system.
The operator's
steeldecorations
cage was
not damaged.
All the seats,
and musical instruments, the latter including a $10,000 organ and $1,000 baby
grand piano, were badly damaged. The
organ has been sent back to the factory
for repairs. Loss to the theatre alone
was $30,000.

Sydney S. Cohen Declares that the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of America Now Has Nearly 12,000
Members, With the New Association Still Growing
^tiit inil .mi mil ijij i:m ini ljli[im jilii::iu n .11:nil :nii in i;: aui ir ljiii■iiti ' n 11. :i:i:iu i. l: l'[im ntj liisiiiiin iini;u; l.l.lI l.:ii; ,l.l.l:n:i 1.1 .m .11.i.^ Li., lij :: .i iiiiiiiiiniiiniiiinii::i .
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By SYDNEY S. COHEN
body of men who seek the legitimate protection of their interests and who have
(President, Motion America)
Picture Theatre Owners of
been the relentless foes' of all forms of
THE past year has amply proven that injustice and crooked dealings.
In all national campaigns, the organorganization of motion picture theaization acts through its congressional
tre owners is an accomplished fact. The
units,
which we believe is a very effective
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
method. The representatives of the conAmerica today are fully organized
gressional units are the shock troops of
throughout the country totaling a memour organization.
bership of about 12,000. The organization is still growing apace and before
long almost every exhibitor will be an
Pass Bogus Bill at
active member. All the state organizations subscribe to the platform and prin• An Indiana Theatre
ciples adopted at the National Conven(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
tion
this
past
June
at
the
city
of
Cleveland.
ELKHART, IND., Dec. 21.— The old
Report Gives Two New
Perhaps the most striking part is the swindle game of passing a raised bill was
participation in organization affairs by played successfully at the ticket office of
Theatres to Troy, N. Y.
the
Orpheum
theatre
recently
when
a
the big exhibitors, the men whose inTROY,
N. Y.— Troy may have two
bogus
$20
bill
was
accepted
in
payment
vestments are large and varied. Herelarge motion picture theatres. One house
tickets.
tofore, the little exhibitor played the part forThe
bill had been raised from a $5 already is assured and the other is unof Prince Rupert in organization matdersto d to be in the planning. M. and J.
bill. A suspect was arrested, but later
ters, and the debt we owe to him can
Weinstcin, comprising the firm of Weinnever be repaid. The zeal of the so- was released when the theatre manager,
Mrs. Harris, failed to recognize him as stein Brothers, have purchased the twocalled
small as
exhibitors
organization"
story brick building at 22-24 Fourth
the guilty person.
is
as great
ever andfornow
we have
street, expecting, it is reported, to build
joined to this zeal the material resources
a
theatre on the site.
of the substantial exhibitors. It is a
Gaspare Battaglia has purchased the
union of forces which I think has al- Lansing Arcade Expected
To be Operating Shortly
Milo Smith property at 2359 Fifth aveready proven irresistible.
* » *
nue, to construct a theatre there, underLANSING, MICH.— The Lansing
stood to be planned to accommodate
I have been told by many of my fel- Arcade theatre will open here about Jan- 1,000 patrons.
low exhibitors that they have joined
uary 85, if the obtaining of materials is
the organized ranks because the plat- not delayed.
Pittsburgh Theatre Open
form and the demands enunciated at
Labor troubles and materials shortage
Cleveland were both constructive and
have delayed the completion of the buildPITTSBURGH, PA.— The New theaing, begun last March. The theatre will
tre owned by Harry Davis Enterprises
conservative.
On problems.
this platform'Exhibitors
we propose to meet all
be operated under the management of was given formal opening on December
the W. S. Butterfield circuit.
want to be fair and just in their deal1. John P. Harris is general manager.
ings with every other element in the industry.
As a matter of history I might point to
TOUCHING SCENE FROM "THE FOREIGNER'
the achievement of various state organizations inliberalizing the old Puritanical
Sabbath and ■defeating other forms of
repression, such as censorship. These
things I know are striking and conspicuous, but they do not in themselves
constitute the strength of an organization. They are rather the fruits than the
seeds of organization. The real test of
all organization is the benefit to the rank
and file.
Within the organization known as the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
America, all benefits accruing from organization, are shared equally by all and
no advantage is enjoyed by reason of
organization which the rank and file do
not fully share with the men who may be
the officers and leaders
* * *for the time.
The Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of America organization has stood this
test. Today the smallest exhibitor, directly and indirectly, feels the benefits
of organization. The organization is in
receipt of letters from every part of the
country stating complaints and grievances and seeking redress. The officers
of the organization are doing their utmost to justify the faith of these exhibitors.
The very existence of our organization
has created a better atmosphere in the
industry. Men with plans and schemes
for aggression and exploitation of the
exhibitor have been inspired with a
wholesome fear. They realize that even
the most powerful individuals are not
beyond the reach of a strong united

Adapted from the story by Ralph Connor and produced by the Winnipeg Productions, Ltd.
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AMERICAN exhibitors will experience hoarseness on the morning of January 1, 1921, due to replying, "The
same to you," to the thousands of patrons who wish them the conventional "Happy New Year" on the day
and night of December 31, 1920. It is not likely that many will grasp the full significance of the rejoinder.
* $ 4
IT is true that many of the greetings received will be conventional.
It should not be true that the theatre man's
response will be of like spirit. The significance of the interchange lies in the sincerity of the exhibitor.
Unless he is honest in his good wishes he cannot expect his own year to be altogether "happy."
* * *
THE most important resolution that the exhibitor can make at the beginning of the new year is one to the
effect that he will exercise every faculty to insure his patrons against the slightest "unhappiness" while
within his theatre. That simple resolution embraces all the requisites of a successful business year.
* * *
IF the resolution is made with sincerity and kept in mind after the passing of the holiday it follows that the
theatre man will select attractions with greater care than formerly, will advertise them more intelligently and
effectively and present them under the best circumstances that can be created.
* * *
THE exhibitor who has in the past depended upon the stock phrases and cuts of the press book, in short has
echoed the promises of producers and distributors writing for a hypothetical "average audience," will take
steps to voice his own promises in his own language to the clientele that he knows and understands.
SUCH a- man .will give to newspaper advertising the attention its effectiveness warrants.
He will consider
each display and each word of copy his personal message to the public and take corresponding interest in
its quality. That means better advertising, and better advertising means better business.
* *
IE will reconsider the proposition of extra exploitation. He will come to realize that it is better to reach
H a greater public by utilizing every avenue of communication and play to larger attendance than to appeal
to
a limited number and exhibit to a "safe profit." Success dates from that realization.
PRESENTATION' will be contemplated in the light of a new understanding. If he has discarded the idea
as . impractical or incompatible with theatre construction or the class of patronage appealed to, he will
discover a number of truths that were formerly overlooked and learn that he may have been mistaken in his
decision.

open that line of thought is to drive straight to the conclusion that the best in presentation is not too
good for any audience in the country, and to fully appreciate that fact is to determine at once to introduce
the most modern methods regardless of the expense or temporary inconvenience which may be involved.

TO

THE sum total of these and similar changes that will ensue upon the making of the designated resolution is
simply a better theatre for 1921 than for 1920. This despite the best efforts that have been made in the past
to approximate perfection. Nothing is ever so good that it cannot be surpassed.
* * *
THE direct profit can be measured in dollars and cents. The business increase will be of sufficient magniThere are no other varieties. No genuine distude to more than offset any imaginary disadvantages.
advantage can be encountered in an enterprise which is undertaken in the interests of progress.
* * *
It is
A "Happy New Year" from the patron attending the Midnight performance may mean little or much.
to be hoped that it will be properly motivated, but another consideration is of vastly greater importance.
The exhibitor's "The same to you" is the essential thing. His success for 1921 is measurable by its sincerity.
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Showmanship

Indians in war paint may be used in
street work for "The Last of the
Mohicans,"
Mauriceproduction,
Tourneur's and
Associated Producers
an
Indian prologue can be easily arranged
to precede the screening. Direct identification of the story with the novel
should be scored in every case.

Suggestions

in

the

Stills

With the general acknowledgment of short subject importance the demand for
special exploitation and presentation becomes daily more pronounced. A
good opportunity to begin this type of work comes to hand with the publiby Special The
Pictures
Chester cation
Conklin.
above Corporation
still suggests ofthe "His
stage Model
setting Day,"
and thefeaturing
general
type of prologue proper for the occasion. It may be treated humorously
or in the approved manner of the fashion revue — but the important point
is that this and other short subjects should be presented with special introduction.

Gladys Walton, as she appears in the 'Down Home," Irvin Willat's first production for Hodkinson distribution, is
a story of small town life in New England. The still gives an idea of the
Universala feature,
Business,"
provides
direct cue"Risky
for presentation.
class of characters prominent in the cast and suggests a vehicle which may
Tabloid musical comedy or local talent
be used to advantage in exterior exploitation. Characters and vehicle are
may be utilized, or a versatile ingenue
within the power of every exhibitor to approximate for showmanship
purposes.
can remodel her act to fit the purpose.
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RECENT developments in musical composition are attributed by Hugo Riesenfeld, managing director of the Rialto, Rivoli
and Criterion theatres, New York, to the influence of the motion picture. His prologues at the theatres under his direction
have been uniformly meritorious and rank high in artistic finish and effectiveness among the presentation works of
theatre history, which adds weight to his comments upon the subject in the accompanying article.

Hugo

Riesenfeld
Music

Sees

Benefited

By HUGO RIESENFELD
Managing Director, Rivoli, Rialto
and Criterion theatres, New York.

IT may come as a shock to some
people to be told that the motion
picture has brought life to music,
but the fact is true nevertheless.
Photoplays have, probably' more than
any other form of entertainment, injected so much new life into music
and aroused interest in so many people
who knew little about music and cared
less, that it has become a force to be
reckoned with. And, vice versa,
music has helped in the development
of photoplay exhibition.
Music, like all the art's, has a tendency to stability as opposed to fluidity
and life, and it is often through some
outside influence that the art develops.
There is a movement in music
which is brought about by the especial
needs of photoplays. Music, to be
effective in photoplay presentation,
must not be a mere neck-and-neck
race between the orchestra and the
photoplay on the screen. It is not
that the ear must be intrigued with
sounds while the eye is being entertained through pictures. There are
some people, I know, who think that
we play music in our three theatres
just to keep them from talking, but
the regular patron knows better. And,
may I add in passing, our regular

Motion
by

Picture

Theatre

patrons — even though they are not
interested in music when first they
visit us — soon become regular music
"fans."
The especial need of the photoplay,
since it has developed from a mere
series of scenic studies or a comedy
made up of racing mobs, has had an
influence on musical composition in
that, with the growth of dramatic
themes in pictures, there must be a
correlated musical theme. It will not
suffice to play a composition as loud

and

Combination
as possible for tense situations and
soft for love scenes — there must be
an emotional relationship between
music and picture if the blending is
to be artistic and effective.
To play a heavy and complicated
composition as a musical accompaniment to a comedy or, vice versa, to
play a light composition as accompaniment to a highly dramatic screen
story would be to defeat both picture
and music. The music must be temperamentally of the same psychological significance as the picture — if
possible, the story told by the com-

"At the Roadside" was the name given the presentation feature used for the Rivoli
engagement of "The Testing Block."
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Two episodes in the elaborate special feature used during Thanksgiving week at the Rivoli. "Falstaff's Dream" was the apX propriate title given one phase of the feature, the spirit of which is conveyed in the right view of the stage The direct
identification with the holiday was scored in the "Thanksgiving Ballet," the stage setting for which is seen at the left.
tions until the incidental music to
poser must be almost the same as that the Criterion theatre. Some forty
told by the photoplay director.
composers, I think, were drawn on for "Midsummer Madness" resembles an
different selections. Some of the excellent symphonic concert.
It is possible to draw heavily upon
NOTE: — Mr. Riesenfeld stands
the master composers for a large part more important pieces used in the
of the incidental music, but very often "scoring" are the second and fourth out as a distinct personality in
American exhibitordom. He coma special pictorial theme demands a parts of Tschaikowsky's "Nutcracker
special musical theme. The leit motiv, Suite," the parts known as "Danse
bines with his justly famous musiwhen not available in our music
Arabe" and "Danse Russe-Trepak."
cal ability a values.
keen showman's sense
of
theatrical
library, must be created. This special Tschaikowsky's "Dornroeschen" ballet
music
was
also
made
use
of.
The
As managing director of the
theme is one of 'the forces which I
Rivoli, Rialto and Criterion theatres,
referred to in the opening paragraph
last movement from J. Xicode's
New York, he has scored achievewhen I said that the photoplay is "From the South" suite ; H. Wieniowments that have prominent place in
bringing life to music. After the leit ski's "Romance" and G. Karganoff's
motiv has been created, it becomes a "Romance" are still other selections the history of the progress of the
which were played during the progress motion picture theatre.
matter of bringing around it selections
from those masters whose works are of Mr. DeMille's picture. Three
His present discussion of the influence of motion pictures upon
Arabian songs and three French
in sympathy with the central theme.
Yet, even after the leit motiv and melodies were interwoven, as well as music and the counter-influence of
the other selections have been more than a score more of larger or music upon the photoplay is of vital
smaller compositions.
concern to the progressive Ameriarranged, there remains the problem
All these fine compositions were
can showman and a worthy contriof accenting the incidental music in
bution to theatre archives. . ::: :rj
woven
together
with
special
composisuch a way as to be dramatically perfect. We often slow up certain 1111111111111111
moods or speed up others — re-creating the compositions to serve our
That
Midnight
Show
purpose, but we never offend by doing violence to the music. In short,
Practically every theatre in Chicago has announced a special
we try to create the same harmony
Midnight performance for December 31, listing special talent for the
between our pictures and our music
occasion that represents an outlay out of all proportion to the probthat the author of an opera creates
able receipts calculated upon a basis of capacity attendance.
between his lyrics and his score.
The explanation, sought by the myopic, is to be found in the
How do I find themes? That is a
fact that the right thinking exhibitor does not concern himself
question I have often been asked.
unduly as to the profits to be gained from such a performance.
The question of how a photoplay
The occasion is an ideal one upon which to provide patrons with
creates a musical response in me is
much like the question which is asked
a genuine
"treat."system has become firmly established in American
an artist when he hears music. Artists
The bonus
tell me that musical tones create color
industry. Its merits have been set forth repeatedly and its general
adaptation proves it practical.
tones to them — and I can say that
colors, even black and white — create
Why not consider the New Year's Eve show a bonus to your
tonal colors for me. I don't find
patrons
themes — they seem to find me.
Why? not make it a reward for faithful attendance during the
A glimpse of the great variety of
To make it pay for itself should be sufficient.
music that is used in "scoring a film,"
year?The American exhibitor has attained a position which warrants
that is, in bringing together the incidental music for a photoplay, can be
and calls for an occasional enterprise of this nature.
gained by listing some of the compositions played during the showing
And like all worthwhile exhibitor enterprises the New Year's
Eve performance qualifies as excellent advertising.
of "Midsummer Madness," the William DeMille special production, at
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AN innovation of some significance was scored during the run of "Humoresque," the Paramount production, at the Tremont
Temple theatre, Boston, Mass. An auto-playlet, hitherto unknown in street work, was employed with success. The idea
suggests almost unlimited variation and amplification and should be given the serious attention of progressive American showmen.

Auto

for
Evolved
Playlet
Is Practical
Mobile

The evolution of exploitation is the
most interesting subject in modem
theatricals. To trace the course of
the various standard methods in use
from their embryonic crudity to present day efficiency is to observe in detail the march of progress.
An idea is bom, no matter how.
It is weighed in the balance of reason
by the showman and promptly discarded or adopted according to its
merit.
Ideas that are adopted are speedily
improved and developed.
Thus showmanship is built.
WALTER P. LINDLAR, assistant exploitation director at
the home office of the FamousPlayers-Lasky Corporation, personally conducted the campaign for
"Humoresque" at the Tremont
Temple theatre, Boston, Mass. He
evolved, in the course of that campaign, the auto-playlet type of exploitation
Accompanying illustrations show
the idea in the concrete. With no
other guidance than this individual
exhibitors can apply the principle to
local conditions and adapt it to other
attractions.
Mr. Lindlar's
did not
center
about thecampaign
stunt indicated.
Two dozen cooperative window dis-

"Humoresque"
Exploitation
Device

plays were obtained, and the town
was plastered with paper and cards.
The newspapers were also given attention and good results gained in
this direction.
But the auto-playlet stands out as
the genuine accomplishment of the
campaign.
It was engineered in simple manner. A youth who had appeared at
numerous affairs as a violin soloist
was employed, and a young woman
was attired to represent a character

A close-up of the auto-playlet as conducted in Boston.

from the picture. The composition
that shares the title of the picture
was brought into use and the final
touch was applied by affixing to the
automobile a card announcement of
the engagement.
Simplicity is one of the big merits
of the stunt. With this it possesses
mobility, novelty and adaptability.
These three qualifications are sufficient to recommend any exploitation enterprise to the theatre advertisers of the nation. All the estabthem. lished methods of exploitation have
The device will be improved and
elaborated as time goes on and
showmen contribute their individual
touches to its development. Much
may be expected of it, and the exhibitors who seek the modern and productive will not fail to produce.
Such is the course of progress.
Practically every advertising stunt
in common use had a similar
beginning. Each was practical, or
at least promised practicality, and
exhibitors seized upon it with the
natural result.
The auto-playlet is the best innovation of the week.
It is one of the best innovations
of many weeks. To Mr. Lindlar,
responsible for the idea, great credit
is due. There can be no doubt that
the immediate future will see showmen everywhere following his lead.
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"Kismet'' is standing the test.
The observations of showmen accorded advance views of the Robertson-Cole picturization of Otis Skinner's famous stage success, to the
effect that the production should prove
an exploitation and presentation
sensation, arc being substantiated.
Tzvo more box oMce records have
gone into the discard during "Kismet"
engagements.
"J" at
HE theworld
premiere
"Kismet,"
Strand
theatre,ofNew
York,
resulted in a new hox office record for
that theatre. A like precedent was
established the following week at the
Strand in Brooklyn, N. Y., where
Edward L. Hyman adapted and elaborated the exploitation and presentation methods used by Joseph Plunkett
for the initial engagement.
The Academy of Music and the
Audubon theatre, also New York
houses and catering to distinct types
of patronage, are most recently reported as having established new box
office records with the picture.
The outstanding point of interest
from the exhibitor advertiser's angle
lies in the piling up of evidence to
establish the uncontested claim that
exploitation and box office receipts are
the most intimately related theatre
elements. In every engagement thus
far reported the advertising campaigns utilized were but slightly less
precedential than the box office marks
recorded.

THE immense advertising promise of "Kismet," Robertson-Cole's picturization of
Otis
Skinner'sengagements
famous stagethroughout
play with the
thatcountry
star in as
the may
leading
role, inis being
fulfilled in various
be seen
the above
photographs showing crowds at the Academy of Music and the Audubon theatre,
New York. A happy combination of circumstances is revealed. The picture gives
the exhibitor ample material with which to plan his campaign. The attraction has
history and a star warranting such exploitation. The result of the whole is business. There is no better theatre tonic. Reports thus far received regarding actual
performance are uniform in regard to exploitation and attendance. In every instance greater exploitation than hitherto accorded any attraction has been
used and in every case new box office records have been established. In addition to
the interest that attaches to these reports as relative to the individual attraction
attention is drawn to the never old fact that advertising is the direct and authentic
box office barometer.

The methods employed at the
Academy of Music and the Audubon
theatre are consequently interesting.
Ben E. Jackson, manager of the
Audubon theatre, an enthusiast in
exploitation, centered his efforts upon
the lobby type of advertising. He
planned to practically recreate the
Oriental atmosphere of the story in
his theatre, reasoning that this would
be one of the most effective means of
instilling in patrons the desire to see
the picture.
A canvas of property studios and
curio shops revealed the fact that outright purchase of the necessary materials would entail prohibitive expense. Cooperation came to the
rescue, and an arrangement was
entered into whereby the most desir-
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THE lobby and foyer of the Audubon theatre, New York, weie richly decorated with Oriental hangings and special art work
for the
"Kismet" therun.
The photographs
give awill
clearbe idea
of the The
effectvalue
gained
and serve
excellently
as example
other
theatres
throughout
country
where the picture
exhibited.
of such
a display
in connection
with anfor attraction of the calibre need not be emphasized.
able effect could be gained without
cost.
Rich Turkish and Arabian draperies
were obtained. Silk, hand-woven
"pull downs" twenty-five feet in
length, were draped about the columns
and hand embroidered drapes were
suspended across the ceiling. Artistic
signs were skillfully worked into the
general decorative scheme and especially painted boards, forty by sixty
inches, were made up for the occasion.
One big sign in red, gold and purple
covered a space forty by four feet in
size, seen in the accompanying illustration.
The oil paintings provided by
Robertson-Cole were prominently displayed and also used for cooperative
window displays in various locations.
Incense burners and other Oriental
paraphernalia occupied prominent
position in the lobby, and a girl in
harem garb distributed literature to
patrons.
This display was made up six days
prior to the opening of the engagement and its effect upon those attending the theatre during that time cannot
have been other than productive. But
the mailing list was also brought into
use, and a newspaper campaign was
conducted with cumulative effect.
At the Academy of Music one sign
that was used measured almost 100
feet in length. This was displayed
on the exterior of the theatre three
stories above the ground. Smaller
signs were displayed below it, all being attached to fire escapes. Again
the campaign was started a week
prior to the opening.
Walter David, manager of the theatre, concentrated also on his lobby
and foyer, exceptionally spacious
display places. The gold mounted
frames with which the huge foyer is
equipped were used for special cards,
practically all of which bore the head
of Otis Skinner in character. And

smaller cards were placed at every
point of vantage. Twenty-five thousand throwaways of post card size
were then distributed throughout the
neighborhood.
At the Academy of Music, as at the
Audubon, and as at the two Strands
before that, the biggest business in
history was experienced during the
run!
This is what may be expected of
the picture throughout the country,
providing that exhibitors accord it
the treatment it deserves. The exploitation and presentation possibility
is present. It but remains for the
theatre man to put into the advance
campaign and the exhibition the work
that is warranted. Showmen will see
that this is done.

Report of the Academy of Music
and Audubon theatre engagements
does not mention presentation. Yet
it remains true that every theatre
should do something in this line in
behalf of the picture. Even where the
music alone must be depended upon
for the gaining of effect exceptional
opportunity
ties exists. for characteristic specialW ith the engagements described in
these pages now and in the past as
guidance, and with the voluminous
and meritorious printed assistance
available in the excellent press book
compiled by Robertson-Cole, the exhibitor has ample material with which
to work out a method of procedure
which cannot be otherwise than successfully employed.

A section of the Academy of Music, New York, lobby prior to the opening of the
picture, showing the artistic advance display used.
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MARQUARD, manager of the California theatre, Venice, Cal., scored great success with his exploitation campaign for "Peaceful Valley,'' Charles Ray's First National attraction, though only such materials
as are obtainable by any and all exhibitors were used. A goat, a mule and farm implements are easily procurable in any section of the country. They may be enlisted for the campaign, in most instances, at practically no
expense. Overalls for the theatre attendants, as well as for those who go upon the street, and a rural lobby
display likewise may be produced with little difficulty. With pictures of this type plentiful at all times, particularly at present, the exhibitor frequently has recourse to this type of campaign, which is its own assurance
of success.

to whom credit is due for some of the greatest presentations in the history of the American
theatre, staged a colorful feature in connection witn the showing of "The Testing Block," William S. Hart's
Paramount production. Theodore Kosloff's troupe of dancers, the entire company numbering twenty, appeared
in an offering called "A Dance of Southern Russia." Following this the Griffin Twins, talented juveniles, exexcuted a military number, after which a male soloist in costume patterned after that worn by the star of the
picture sang a characteristic selection which finished with a sudden flashing of six-shooters just prior to the
screening. Though few exhibitors are in a position to exactly duplicate Mr. Grauman's splendid stage features,
his enterprise in this direction and the skill with which he adapts presentation to feature is of general value to
the exhibitor field.
SID

GRAUMAN,
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S. L. Rothapfel, managing director of the Capitol theatre, New York, staged one of the most elaborate prologues in the
history sion.ofThe that
playhouse
for the
the big
presentation
"Passion,"
the First
National attraction, using the dramatic style of expresphotograph
shows
moment ofof the
introductory
feature.

Capitol
Extends
"Passion"
Run
Following
Seven
Days
of Broken
Attendance
Records
"They say" costume pictures can't
be successfully sold to the American
theatre audience.
"They say" there is danger of a
business depression; that it is felt in
some quarters at this time.
"Passion," the First National attraction, acostume play, broke all box
office records at the Capitol theatre,
Neil1 York, during the zveek of December 12-18 and was held over for
a second zvcek.

THE significance of the event is
unescapable. The picture* is
frankly a period production. It has
not even the name of a. big star to
discount this alleged disadvantage.
Pola Negri, the leading player, being
unknown to American theatregoers.
Yet the largest motion picture theatre
in the world broke precedent to give it
a second week because of the attendance it drew.
Additional interest attaches to the
announcement when it is further disclosed that due to the press of crowds
seeking admission no tickets were
sold after 6:30 p. m. on the Sunday
of the opening, and that on the following Monday the box offices were
closed at even an earlier hour.
The Capitol record was broken on
Sunday. And on Monday a still
higher mark was recorded. Report is
to the effect that each subsequent day

of the week saw a duplication of this
performance.
Accompanying illustrations show
the presentation accorded the picture
by S. L. Rothapfel, managing director,
and the crowds standing outside the
theatre awaiting admittance. The
two are intimately related.
The occasion warranted such a presentation affort as the photographs
show was put forth. And the performance, in keeping with the pre-

sentation throughout, warranted the
attendance indicated.
Greatest importance attaches, however, to the fact that a costume picture
scored this triumph at what may be
termed the psychological moment.
In that should be a body blow to
the calamity howler and the anti-costume picture agitator. The refutation
of the arguments presented by these
elements is one of the greatest services
than can be rendered the industrv.

^ST

00

IF'*0

The electric sign of the Capitol, New York, and a view of the crowds attracted to
the "Passion" engagement.
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at Hamilton,
Ohio,
Campaign
Cooperative
Then a special showing was arranged for the members of the Lions Club, the secretary of which sent out
a letter to the membership announcing the event and
urging all to be present.
When the opening day arrived the big splash was
made.
Every taxicab in Hamilton appeared with a circular
banner displayed on its spare tire rack. The photographs reproduced herewith give an idea of the effect

Hamilton, O., taxicabs were utilized in the cooperative campaign for the Palace theatre run of "Get Out and Get
Under."
FRED S. MEYER, managing director of the Palace
Theatre, Hamilton, Ohio, whose exploitation activity has placed that city in a position of exceptional
prominence theatrically, announced in a recent contribution to the "What The Picture Did For Me" department that he had experienced such marked success with
the showing of "Get Out and Get Under," Harold
Lloyd's Pathe comedy, that he had planned a "Lloyd
Tribute Month" during which time he would repeat
five of the early comedies featuring that star. He included in his report the suggestion that exhibitors playing the picture effect a tie-up with local taxicab companies.
The details of the event and the manner of its
handling are of great value to the exhibitor field. The
ideas are essentially practical. They should be widely
adapted.
The initial announcement of the "Get Out and Get
Under" showing was made in the house organ, in a
herald of exceptionally effective make-up and through
a newspaper advertisement occupying almost a quarter
of a page and practically reproducing the herald.

A jeweler's window utilized to good advantage in the Palace
campaign, a stunt that can be applied to all Harold Lloyd
comedies.

In addition to this, posts at all points where motors
gained.
park were decorated with cards bearing the essential
information of the engagement.
Readers will recall Mr. Meyer's statement regarding,
the attendance during the three days of the run. Every
house record was broken. The Palace, which seats 800,
accommodated 4,000 paid admissions the first day,
Thanksgiving. Though *'A Broadway Cowboy," another Pathe production, was exhibited in connection
with "Get Out and Get Under," it was upon the latter

The Ford dealer in Hamilton, O., did not fail to make the
most ment
ofof the
the Pathe
opportupity
comedy.presented in the Palace engagethat Mr. Meyer concentrated and based his remarkable
special month.
In the newspaper announcement and in the herald
and program were listed the five comedies, "Why Pick
On Me?" "Ask Father," "Hear 'Em Rave," "Bees in His
Bonnet," and "Two Scrambled," which were to be repeated during the month. With this announcement was
Pol"Snub"
Harry
announcement
the Daniels
givenlardalso
and Bebe
appeared that
in each
of the
comedies.
The significance of that move will not be lost sight
of. Both of the players mentioned have since been
featured, and the opportunity thus accorded Palace
patrons to see the three players in pictures which, Mr.
Meyer's announcement intimated, were responsible for
their subsequent achievements is of no little importance.
The "Lloyd Tribute Month" is an innovation.
Furthermore, it is an innovation which any exhibitor
can easily adapt to local conditions and his own requirements.
It can be utilized with other comedians than Harold
Lloyd, and with other attractions than comedies. Its
straight willvalue as an enterprise is great. American showmen not neglect the opportunity presented.
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Harrisburg Youths Share
Benefits of Exploitation

EXPLOITATION is worth while for itself alone.
When it is combined with charity it takes on added
significance. Incidentally, it gains in the association.
Eli M. Orowitz, Famous Players-Lasky exploitation representative at the Philadelphia, Pa., exchange,
recentlv conducted an exploitation campaign that was
also a charitable enterprise of note.
"Humoresque" was to open at the Victoria theatre,
Harrisburg, Pa., and Mr. Orowitz determined to make
the opening a big event. Accordingly, he invited the
newsbovs and orphans of the city to a special showing.
Then he proceeded to make the most of the occasion, gaining the assistance of the Navy Recruiting Band
and the cooperation of the press.
aid beThe latter was especially willing to give
cause of the fact that the mayor had been persuaded
to permit publication of the theatre invitation under
on, the finishing touch to a well conhis proclamati
ducted campaign.
The youngsters were gathered at a vantage point
and arranged in marching order. Then the letters
spelling ''Humoresque'" were given to the boys in the
front rank, who displayed them in the proper order.
Other signs contained the necessary words to make up
the sentence, "We're going to the Victoria theatre to
It's a Paramount picture."
see 'Humoresque.'
The net result of the enterprise was a series of newsand the establishment of a new box office
the Victoria.
at articles
record paper
Another result that should not be underestimated
was that the hundreds of 'boys who attended the showan opporing, bovs who would not otherwise have had
tunity of seeing the picture, were given entertainment
of a high order.
This is charity.
It is also exploitation.

The Chicago "Evening American'' is providing
exhibitors with one-sheets in red and green
and holly border with which to advertise the
fifth annual "Go-To-Movie Week." sponsored
by that publication and given wide publicity
in its pages. The poster reads, ' Coming.
Christmas to New Year's. Fifth Annual GoTo-Movie Week. Arrange now for a Go-ToMovie Week party. The greatest picture of
the whole year will be shown here for your
entertainment. Go-To-Movie Week. Christmas to New Year, has been made a Chicago
institution by the Chicago Evening AmerThomas A. Brady, manager of the Associated
Producers, Inc., exchange at Buffalo, N. Y.,
arranged a showing of "The Last of the Moican." hicans" before the members of the New York
State Teachers' Association, in convention at
Rochester, gaining for the picture the endorsements of those present. At New York City,
Boston, and Johnstown, Pa., the precedent has
been duplicated with similar success.
The Ascher Brothers theatres in Chicago designated the matinee performance of Friday. December 24. Kiddies Christmas Party and provided crackerjack and other good things for
the little ones, a specially selected program
being presented.
Fifteen models wearing creations of a New York
modiste were employed in a fashion show at
the DelMonte Theatre, St. Louis, Mo. A concealed speaker linked the successive figures in
a dramatic dialogue in which he posed as the
fashion arbiter, the climax coming when
juveniles in wedding array brought from him
the confession that he had no control over this
type of dress. The revue gained strength by
reason of the dramatic treatment.
H. K. Robinson, manager of the Terminal Theatre. Newark. N. J., utilized the stills from
Pearl White's Fox production, "The Thief," to
induce eighteen merchant advertisers to take
special space aggregating three pages in which
the photos were used as illustrations in advertising furniture, pianos, talking machines,
watches, paints, automobiles, weather strips,
drugs, screens, rugs, corsets, millinery, silverware and gowns. The biggest Sunday business
in Terminal history was one of the results.
W. H. Ostenburg, Jr., manager of the Orpheum
Theatre, Scottsbluff. Neb., sent to his mailing
list postcards bearing no marks save a reproduction of the brand applied to the wife's flesh
in Goldwyn's "The Branding Iron." At the
psychological moment he sent another card
giving the dates of the engagement and the
other essential facts. The results more than
warranted the double expense.
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These were headliners in the embryo ten years ago. Reading from left to right:
Gladys Hulette, Lillian Ross, Yale Boss, Tommy McGlynn and Edna May
Weicke.
Art

Institute

Offers

For Best Still
A still photography contest is to be
conducted by the Maryland Institute of
Fine Arts of Baltimore under the auspices of the Associated Motion Picture
Advertisers between February 1 and
April 16. A gold medal is the high
award.
This contest is the outgrowth of the
recent visit to New York of Professor
Alon Bement, director of the institute,
at which time he was a guest of the
A. M. P. A. In a talk he voiced a desire
to do something that would aid in winning substantial recognition for motion
pictures as a distinctly American art
Three Awards Offered
The medal will be awarded to the
cameraman or still photographer actually
engaged at a studio. Judgment will rest
on the following pictures submitted:
The best two artistic pictures — one soft
focus if the photographer chooses, and
one a straight photograph — for magazine publication. One picture should be
of the leading lady or star and the other
should be a study of several characters
and should tell a story.
Five Judges Chosen
The best two pictures for newspaper
reproduction. These should be clear and
contrastive, with every line sharply de-

Gold

Medal

on

Any
Production
fined. One should picture the star or
featured players and the other should
picture not more than three figures. They
should have news value.
The best set of six pictures for lobby
display. One must have poster qualities
and the others should show the pictorial
features of the production.
The merits of the photographs will- be
passed upon by James Montgomery
Flagg, Baron DeMeyer, W. Z. Curtis.
Otto Kurth and Arthur James.
Fay Tincher and Ed Barry
Will Co-Star in Comedies
Two featured players appear in "Dining Room, Kitchen and Sink," the latest
Christie comedy to be issued through
Educational exchanges.
Fay Tincher and Eddie Barry are the
two players, each of whom has heretofore been featured alone. However, a
point is being made by Educational that
the new Christies do not rely for their
interest or quality on single players but
that in all of them there are a group of
players of unusual ability and with strong
fan following. It is announced that this
policy
ductions.will be pursued in all future pro-
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Urges Film Titles in
Foreign Languages
U. S. Agent Says Pictures
Are Great Factor in
Instructing Aliens
Commissioner of Immigration Frederick Wallis at the last luncheon of the
Associated Motion Picture Advertisers,
made an earnest plea that embryoAmericans be given a deeper and more
sympathetic understanding of American
ideals through the medium of the motion picture.
Proposition Is Considered
Acting on the commission's statement
that a big step in this direction would be
made if the pictures at present shown
at Ellis Island were titled in foreign
language?, a committee of the A. M. P. A.
has puttionaltheAssociation
proposition
Naof the before
Motion the
Picture
Industry and the committee on Americanism. It is expected that definite action will be taken immediately.
Commissioner Wallis forcefully
brought home the need of a more sympathetic reception at our gates of aliens.
He explained the psychological condition
in which they arrive here — not knowing
just what to expect, ready for anything,
and sincerely anxious to know more of
this country at the earliest possible
moment.
Two Languages Understood
"There are two languages that everybody can understand, no matter what his
tongue,"
commissioner.
are music said
and the
pictures.
Down at"They
Ellis
Island the thousands of immigrants are
swayed irresistibly by music and motion
pictures. But more than anything else
they understand and feel motion pictures.
They are human — hungry for knowledge
of their new home and for attention. The
screen could be a wonderful educator to
these home-hungry thousands. The even
more widespread inculcation of American
ideals into motion pictures would redound immeasurably to the benefit of
the country at large.
"Virtually every nationality has a
large representation at Ellis Island at
all times. And they actually go crazy
over the pictures, so eager are they for
information and the universal human
sympathy they get from these movies.
Imagine, then, how much wider and
deeper and more lasting would be the
appeal of the films if the titles were in a
language that a large number would understand." Scenarioist, Now
Jenks,
With Metro Writing Staff
George Elwood Jenks, author of the
screen versions of many of the big special productions filmed by Jesse D.
Hampton, has joined the story producing
department
at Metro's West Coast
studios
in Hollywood.
As his first task under the contract just
negotiated by Bayard Veiller, director of
production
at Hollywood,
he has
completed a screen
version of John
Fleming
Wilson's "Uncharted Seas," a story of
the frozen North, in which Alice Lake is
being starred. He has been a writer of
scenarios and original stories for the
screen for seven years. His best adaptations are "The Trail of the Axe," for
Dustin Farnum; "A Woman of Pleasure,"
starring Blanche Sweet; "The Man Who
Turned White" and "The Pagan God"
for
H. for
B. William
Warner, Desmond.
and "The Parish
Priest"
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Berman Manager of
Sales in New York
New Executive Only Recently
Made Tour of United
Artists Branches
Hiram Abrams, president of United
Artists Corporation, has appointed Abraham C. Berman sales manager of the
New York branch of the corporation.
At the inception of United Artists, Mr.
Berman was given charge of the Canadian offices, and recently made a tour of

ABRAHAM C. HERMAN
AppointedBranch
Sales ofManager
the New York
United ofArtists.
the eastern and middle west branch offices for Mr. Abrams, being called to
New York recently to handle the business of this territory.
Mr. Berman is a member of the Massachusetts bar and his entrance into the
motion picture business was marked
when he joined United Artists two years
ago, except that prior to that he represented many . theatrical and motion picture interests in a legal manner in and
about New England.
"Their Mutual Child" in
Wide Demand, Is Report
It is reported from the offices of
American Film Company that "Their
Mutual Child," a comedy drama adapted
from a P. G. Wodehouse novel, is assured of 100 per cent bookings, with
every print booked solidly for many
weeks.
From all sections of the country letters
are reaching the American branches, it
is claimed, from exhibitors eager to book
this subject with Margarita Fisher in the
leading role. Some of the bookings
lately received are American of Breckenridge, Tex.; Strand of New Bedford,
Mass.; Elite of Kalamazoo, Mich.;
Orpheum of Kalamazoo, Mich.; Dreamland of Columbus, O.; Odeon of Savannah, Ga., and Music Hall of Pawtucket, R. I.
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of the Mohicans"
Labeled
Picture Classic by Police Censor

Detroit Official Declares Tourneur Has Portrayed
Successfully and Triumphantly the Wonderful
Characters Which Cooper Created
to say that the board of education will
After viewing Maurice Tourneur's
consider it a privilege to cooperate with
"The Last of the Mohicans," from James
in the city desiring to exFenimore Cooper's famous Indian novel, any theatre
Last toofnotify
the Mohicans,'
and
Royal A. Baker, Detroit police censor,
we willhibitbe'The glad
parents in any
community in the city, through the
wrote the following letter to the Detroit
office of Associated Producers:
schools, concerning special dates for
showings. I believe this film to be one
"It
is
not
with
unexpected
surprise
that Maurice Tourneur has made the
of especial
value."
first motion picture classic, for it was
Recommends
Production.
merely by a hair's breadth that he failed
Thomas E. Johnson, superintendent
in reaching this point in 'Treasure
of the department of public instruction
for Michigan, who has his headquarters
Declares It an Achievement
Island.'
in
Lansing, wrote as follows: "I believe
" 'The Last of the Mohicans' is de- that the children seeing this picture will
have a much more accurate idea of Incidedly acinematographic achievement —
dian warfare than they ever possessed
not a small achievement, but a far reachbefore. The massacre scene was well
ing one. The wonderful characters crehandled, and I can heartily recommend
ated by Cooper,
probably
greatest
historicalin novel
have America's
been by the picture to people interested in seMaurice Tourneur so successfully and
curing the proper films for students of
triumphantly portrayed, that the dreams
junior
and
senior high school age."
of fiction have stepped out of the book
in living, breathing human beings, with Educational Trade Mark
their trials, tribulations and romances.
Will Be Made Familiar
the story
savage,
and"The
neverherofor ofa second
are iswea allowed
By a Special Campaign
to forget that fact; because of this, never
Educational Film Exchanges, Inc., has
for a second is our intelligence shocked
announced that it has adopted a trade
or insulted by the love that the savage
mark that will appear on all of its films
portrays for the heroine of the story.
and in its advertising.
New Path Is Opened
For the design the Greek lamp which
has
been identified with Educational has
"All this goes conclusively to prove
that motion pictures are still in their been retained. In case of titles on the
infancy and that Maurice Tourneur has films themselves these will be animated
opened a path to a field which seemed to with the smoke spelling out the words
"Educational Pictures." All of the postbelong
exclusively
to the novel."
Another
commendatory
letter was reers, lobby photos, etc., will a4so bear the
ceived from J. H. Wilson, supervisor of design and a campaign will be conducted
visual instruction for the board of edu- through the trade papers to familiarize
exhibitors with the new trade mark.
cation in Detroit, who said: "Permit me
IN THE

HANDS

OF TREACHEROUS

REDSKINS

Dramatic scene from "The Lastduction
of madetheby Mohicans,"
the Associated Producers proMaurice Tourneur.
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White's "The
Thief9' Booked in
Large and Small Cities of Country

That showmen got a good line on Pearl
White as star of features in the William
Fox presentation of the former serial star
in "The White Moll" and "Tiger's Cub"
is demonstrated by the quality and quantity of bookings on "The Thief" that the
Fox contract department has reported.
Aside from countless bookings in smaller
towns, the Fox organization has contracted "Theto Thief"
from Coast
Coast. in every large city
Miss White made her appearance in
her third Fox production on Sunday following Thanksgiving. The picture proved
to
be
"just
the ticket"
who
in that booking
are saidfor toshowmen,
have warded
off the slump in box office takings that
generally follows a holiday period. Reports are still coming in from all directions confirming the contention of Mr.
Fox that Pearl White would be an even
better "draw" when she became established as a one-presentation star than
she was in serials.
Off for a Record
And with "The White Moll" and
"Tiger's
Cub" insheboxbecame
as
demonstrated
office established
takings in the
printed expression of editorial opinion,
and in the manner audiences received
her presentations. Now comes "The
Thief," an offering that is said to be off
to a better start than either of its predecessors.
The showing
"The Thief"
Terminal
theatre,ofNewark,
N. J., at
wasthea
success to such an extent that house records fell despite strongest opposition, according to statements issued by H. K.
Robinson, manager. This was the earliest report on any engagement played bv
"The Thief."
Launches Ad Campaign
Manager Robinson made the Pearl
White production the basis of some active
hustling which resulted in an elaborate
'THE COUNTY

local newspaper campaign. He went personally to local merchants, in co-operation with the advertising staff of the
Star-Eagle, and put stills from "The
Thief" into every advertisement that was
included in the resulting three-page
ing.
spread preceding the photoplay's openL. Markowitz
Thief" atin
hisM. Strand
theatre,plays
San "The
Francisco;
Chicago the H. C. Moir Company plays
Misston White's
one at and
its Rowland
Rose, Bos-&
and Alcazarnewtheatres,
Clark have contracted their Savoy thePittsburgh, in
for the
"Thelarger
Thief."
Among
other atre,
showmen
cities
who
have booked Scoville
Miss White's
latest
af*:
Plays It
W. D. Scoville, Idle Hour, Kansas
City; Empire Amusement Company's
Regent,
Indianapolis;
Ike Lison's
Louisville;
the Liberty,
Tcrre Strand.
Haute;
N. S. Silverman's Barceli, Schenectady,
and Keith's Boston theatre.
E. W. Fay will play "The Thief" at
Fay's
Rochester;
Seifert
will Saxe
have
Miss White
at theJohn
Rialto,
Dayton;
Amusement Company will show her at
the Princess, Milwaukee; while E. M.
Fay's Knickerbocker, Philadelphia; E. C.
Buckius' Miles
Valentine,
Canton,
Ohio; C. and
H.
Miles,
theatre,
Cleveland,
Kuthenburg's
Globe,of Flint,
Mich.,
are
among
the listings
contracts
already
confirmed in the Fox home office.
Buy N. J. Theatre Site
JERSEY CITY, N. J.— A site for a
new playhouse has been purchased by
States Theatre Corporation at Bergei:
avenue and Newkirk streets, running
through to Dick street. Work on the
building will begin immediately. The
house will have a seating capacity for
2.400 patrons.
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A NOTABLE
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PEGG1 HTLAND
W li<>»<- flint NunrUr
I'lrlnrr wtSl lie
"Thr Plica of Silence."
Kelley

Now

Covering

: + Country for Sunrise
Expects to Close With the
Independent Exchanges
On Output
Coincident with launching the exploitation and teaser campaign on the initial
Sunrise Pictures Corporation publication,
"The Price of Silence," starring Peggy
Hyland, Winfield F. Kelley, general sales
manager, will start on a tour of the important film centers to close with independent exchanges on the picture. Kelley
also may close on future Sunrise productions.
Will Aid in Advertising
Through an arrangement perfected by
Nat Dorfman, director of publicity and
advertising, state right buyers will be
aided in their exploitation of "The Price
of Silence," both from New York and
by a personal visit to the various exby either Mr. Dorfman or anotherchangesnewspaperman.
President Max Carnot announces that
the Sunrise company is just as anxious
to sign up independent buyers for future
pictures as the company is desirous o?
disposing its first Peggy Hyland feature.
Story Is Wholesome
"State right buyers," said President
Carnot, "will get a true insight into the
style of production which Sunrise will
release from its initial production, which
is taken from the world famous novel,
'At the Mercy of Tiberius.' This story,
to my mind, is one of the cleanest,
wholesomest and one of the most interesting that I have ever read, and it
even makes a more exciting film. It
should prove
the biggest buyer
money-in
makers offeredonethe ofindependent
The company plans to open its own
exchange
for the Greater New York and
many years."
northern New Jersey territory within a
fortnight. Local exhibitors who book
"The Price of Silence" will be aided by
twenty-four
sheet stands which will
blanket
the city.

Edith Chapman and Helen Jerome Eddy in a tense bit of action from the screen
version
of Neil Burgess' famous stage play being distributed by Guy Croswell
Smith.

Open the Court, Dallas
DALLAS, TEX.— The Court theatre
in Jefferson street was recently given formal opening. W. B. King is the manager.
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First scenes from Mary Pickford's next United Artists Corporation picture, "The Love Light."
Miss Pickford's support
Mary

Pickford's "The
Love
Light"
Is to be Published
on January

Production

Was

Written

and

Directed

Marion — Third "Big Four" Film
The Star Has Made
Mary Pickford's third "Big Four"
production, "The Love Light," will be
published on January 9, Hiram. Abrams.
president of United Artists, announces.
"The Love Light" was written and directed by Frances Marion.
This Frances Marion story is entirely
different from any in which the star has
appeared. She is said to have been given
unusual opportunities :o display her exceptional talents,
andherin glory,
it she with
"returns
to the screen
in all
her
wealth of golden curls, her smile and her
inimitable personality.''
Impression Is Lasting
Concerning this production a United
Artists official says, " 'The Love Light'
will doubtless go down as the big picture of 1921, principally because of the
wonderful and lasting impressions this
exceptional production will make upon
everyone who sees it and takes to heart
its message. The story is filled with delightful humor, pathetic appeal, and has
a wealth of character and keen artistry,
in the title role of which Miss Pickford
attains heights she has never before
reached."
Miss Marion obtained the material for

9

by Frances
That

this production while in Italy in company with Miss Pickford. The entire
plot was worked out in Europe. Because
of the nature of the story, the star
brought
pla\-ers from abroad for several
of
the roles.
Europeans Support Star
Among those coming from Europe
who support the star* are Jean De Briac,
once Sarah Bernhardt's leading man,
Raymond Bloomer, Edward Phillips, Albert Prescott, Evelyn Dumo and George
Rigas. Charles Rosher and Henry Cronjager handled the photography. Stephen
Goosson supervised the art work.
The story follows: Angela and her
brothers live in a fishing village near the
sea. The brothers and another she loved
go to sea and Angela is left to tend the
lighthouse. Then comes an imposter
into the village. Angela loved and
trusted him. the self-seeker using this
love to further his operations, thereby
bringing catastrophe into the village,
and
in thelosthavoc
and wreckage Angela's
brother
his life.
Husband Is Cast Off
Realizing the type of man she had
married, Angela cast him off. But the
village did not realize her innocence and

Jean De Briac appears in

they made her an outcast and took her
baby from her. After wandering about
the old familiar scenes and haunts for a
time she met the woman to whom her
child had been given. The foster mother
who had come to love the baby feared it
would be taken from her and she hurried aboard a fishing vessel.
A storm cast the boat back onto the
rocks, the lighthouse signal failed and
Angela in desperation fired her own
home as a rescue fire. The baby was
saved and then, secure in the love of the
boyhood sweetheart who had returned,
she and her little one found a haven and
great happiness.
Christie Comedy Shows
View s of Film Colony
"Movie Mad," a two-reel Christie comedy, which will be issued through Educational exchanges early in January, is
said to be the first comedy ever made
that is really based on "kidding" film
comedies.
It is based on the admiration of a visiting young woman in Los Angeles for
a comedian and the desperate means to
which her sweetheart resorts to cure her
of the infatuation. The picture opens
with aeroplane views of the film colony,
showing the various studios. The picture
marks the resumption of the work of
Dorothy Devore in two-reel comedies
after having been loaned to Charles Rajas his leading woman in "Forty-five Minutes From
Broadway."
the other
featured
player. Xeal Burns is
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TWO-REELER

Two scenes from "Torchy Mixes In," the latest laugh producer issued by the Educational Exchanges
Modesto Strand Opened
Moore, O'Brien and A 11- Star Films
With Big Entertainment
MODESTO, CAL. — Formal opening
Are on Select's January Schedule
of the Strand theatre, a $250,000 picture
Three productions are announced for The scenes were taken at Warrenton,
house, recently completed here by M.
Va.,
a
famous
fox
hunting
rendezvous,
January publication by Selznick Pictures
L. Markowitz of San Francisco, was
and among the society members who
Corporation, and these include "The
took active part in the picture were the made occasion of a program at which
Drexel Biddies, the Belmonts, Sterling 100 San Francisco motion picture and
Chicken in the Case," in which Owen
Moore is seen in another of his farcical
Larabee, Mrs. Robert Hitt, Mrs. Madge
Stone, Courtland Smith and others
newspaper people were guests.
characterizations; "Worlds Apart," star- equally prominent in the social world.
The Modesto Chamber of Commerce
ring Eugene O'Brien, and "You Can't
host for the day to the guests, and
Playing
opposite
Mr.of O'Brien
isinclude
Olive was
a
committee
headed by Mayor George J.
Tell.
Other
members
the
cast
Kill Love," an enthralling story of love,
Florence
Billings,
Arthur
Houseman,
Ulrich met them at the bay and escorted
romance and adventure interpreted by a
Warren Cook, Louise Prussing and Wm.
them in parade into the city. In early
strong array of screen talent.
H. Tooker. Alan Crosland guided the evening a banquet was given, and the
"The Chicken in the Case" is an orig- latest O'Brien production to the screen.
opening performance followed. A speinal story written and directed by Victor The story was written by John Lynch
cial feature was the organ recital by
Eddie Horton of San Francisco. After
Heerman, and picturized by Sarah Y. and adapted for the screen by R. Cecil
the theatre there was a dance for the
Mason. Mr. Moore, following his suc- Smith. The publication of "Worlds
guests at the Winter Garden.
Apart"
is
set
for
January
30.
cess in the current Selznick picture, "The
Poor Simp," is declared to romp home a
Florida City Establishes
DeNune Buys In DeWitt
box office winner in his latest starring
vehicle. He portrays the role of a gay
DeWITT, IA.— G. L. DeNune, who
Exploitation by Pictures
man about town.
operated the Majestic theatre here for a
JACKSONVILLE, FLA.— At least
number
of
years,
has
purchased
the
conMiss Perry in Lead
1,000 motion pictures taken in and about
troling interest in the DeWitt opera
In the supporting cast are Katherine
Jacksonville will be made the nucleus of
house, buying the stock of the Langan
interests. He will remodel the house.
Perry, famous Ziegfeld Follies girl and
the motion picture service bureau that
well-known beauty, in the leading
the
local Chamber of Commerce is esfeminine role; Teddy Sampson, Vivia
tablishing here. The plan is for the adOgden, Walter Walker and Edgar Nelvertisement ofthe city and its surroundson. The production is scheduled for
Christie Players Get
ing locations and will be an aid to locapublication on January 10.
Vacation
at
Full
Pay
tion menof seeking
picture locations in that
The age old philosophy that love is
section
the South.
indestructible and that its holy flame
So far ahead of schedule is the
burns forever is given a new angle in
Christie Film Company on its one
To Build Second Theatre
"YoutonCan't
and two-reel comedies issued
George. Kill Love," directed by Burthrough
Educational
Exchanges
PORTLAND, MICH.— The Duncan
Heading the cast are Hedda Hopper,
that Al Christie, director general,
Kennedy building has been sold to Oscar
who plays the leading feminine role, and
has
decided
to
give
every
member
S.
and Sarah C. Rice, owners of the TemWilliam B. Davidson, in the leading male
of his companies a unique Christple theatre. They plan the erection of a
part. Maurice Costello, Betty Hilburn,
mas present
new motion picture house.
at full
pay. — a full week's vacation
Charles Gerard, Warren Cook, Patrick
Hartigan and Red Eagle are the other
Work will stop on all pictures
members of the cast. Michael J. PhilCreedon Plans Theatre
Christmas eve and then the annual
lips wrote the story and it was picturized
studio tree will be illuminated with
CHILLICOTHE,
MO— Ed Creedon
by Edward J. Montagne. "You Can't
one of the actors playing Santa. At
expects to build a motion picture theatre
Kill Love" is set for January 20 issue.
the end of these festivities the
in the building he recently purchased,
Shoot Picturesque Scenes
studio doors will close, not to be
formerly occupied by the Linhoff store.
Construction will begin in the Spring.
opened again until the morning of
"Worlds Apart" reveals Eugene
January 3.
O'Brien
in
the
role
of
a
young
man
who
is spurned by his best girl because his
Prints on both the one and twofortune is not as great as that of his
Acquire Nevada Theatre
reel comedies to fill the schedules
rival. Many picturesque exteriors form
NEVADA, IA. — The management of
through
January
already
have
been
a striking background to the producthe local motion picture theatre has been
received in the New York offices
tion, and one of these shows a realistic
of Educational.
taken over by Ruth O'Neil, Wayne Tisfox hunting scene in which a number
dale, Golden Cummings and Agnes Wilof prominent society people participated.
son.
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MOTION PICTURE PRODUCER'S CREED FOR THE
COMING YEAR
By J. PARKER READ, JR.
(Member of the Associated Producers, Inc., and
Producer of the Louise Glaum Specials.)
I believe that the Producer and the Exhibitor are the joint Guardians of the
Greatest Medium known to the World
for influencing the Thought of the
People — the Motion Picture.
I believe that this Guardianship should
be held as an Expression of a National
Confidence and that we be able to give
a Worthy Account always of that trust
reposed in us.
I believe that everything in Lite that is
sincere and worthy merits our most
earnest efforts of portrayal.
I believe that the Screen through its Universal Humanity should be made to
reach and speak to all Men and all
Nations.
I believe that since the World is our
Stage we should be unhampered by
narrow prejudice.
I believe that our Creative horizon expands so rapidly that what has been
done in the Past but faintly foreshadows the Possibilities of the Future.
I believe that with the co-operation of
the People, both Exhibitors and Producers will give to the World greater
and more uplifting benefits that will
contribute to the realization of the
Great Ideal of the Screen.
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"Cowboy Jazz" Proving
Popular, Producers Say
"Cowboy Jazz," the special two-reel
Western feature which S. & E. is distributing on the state right market, has
proved one of the most popular short
subjects of the year among independent
exchange men, its distributors claim.
Shenfield & Ennis report the sale of
"Cowboy
Jazz"Fitzer
for Upper
New York
State to Ben
Productions.
BufN. Y.Louisville,
; First National
Circuitfalo, of
Ky., forExhibitors'
Kentucky
and Tennessee, and to Reliance Film Exchange of Washington,
C, for
Ma'ryland, Delaware,
VirginiaD. and
Washington, D. C. Contracts %re pending for
Texas, Oklahoma and Arkansas. New
England and Washington, Oregon.
Idaho and Montana.
TWO

LAUGHS

"The

Spice
Slogan

Launches

of the Program"
Is
of Educational
Exchanges

a Campaign

to Impress

Upon

Exhibitors

That Company Can Supply Everything
But Features and News Weekly
call upon this collection for
With the adoption of the slogan "the York, often
that have been exhibited, but
spice of the program," Educational Film pictures
which
are
deemed
worthy of repeating.
Exchanges, Inc., has started an intensive
Specialize in Field
campaign through all of its exchanges to
"We are doing this," says President
impress upon exhibitors that it does not
E. W. Hammons,
"to ofbring
to the
stand in the position of an organization exhibitor
realization
the home
fact that
he
able to supply this or that brand of short has in us an organization that supplies
subjects, but that it can supply every por- everything he needs except the feature
tion of the program except the feature and the news weekly. We believe that
now firmly established the qualand the news weekly every week in the we have
ity of every one of our releases, but at
the same time it is true that exhibitors
This plan has been adopted since it was have gotten in the habit of shopping
year.
found that some exhibitors have not real- around for their various productions
ized the immense growth that the organi- without realizing that they can get them
zation has had in the past year and the all in one exchange, in exchanges that
immense increase in the product that it specialize in this particular field and that
has handled. Rather than an effort to can furnish them better product for all
make immediate sales the exchange men
their needs and better service with it than
throughout the United States and Canada any other organization.
will be instructed to devote their time to
"Most exhibitors do not realize that we
explaining to exhibitors the variety and are now working on a basis of 230 rethe volume of pictures that it is now
leases a year. We mean to bring home
handling.
to the showman who makes money out
of this or that brand of two reel comePublish Chester's Monthly
other product means as
In the two reel comedy field Educa- much diesto thathisourtheatre.
To do that we have
tional is now publishing a Christie every had to maintain the same
high standard
two weeks and a Chester, a Mermaid and
of
product,
and
we
feel
confident
that we
a Torchy comedy every month. In single reel comedies it now has a weekly have done that."
issue, the Vanity and Gaiety series alternating. The Bruce Scenics Beautiful and Salesmen Are Added to
the Chester Outings will hereafter alterAlexander Film Staff
nate, affording a weekly publication. In
addition there will be a number of other
"Eddie" Bell and Abe Levy of Special
scenic pictures, while the company will Pictures Corporation, Jerry Wilson and
continue its policy of announcing specials in one or two reels whenever a pic- Arthur Gershwin of New York Indeture is held to possess the highest degree
pendent Sales and Matty Cahan, forof box turesoffice
Other
picmerly with Select, have resigned their
such as power.
the Rufus
Steelspecial
two reel
respective positions to join the sales
dramas will be distributed.
force of Alexander Film Corporation.
In addition to this Educational claims
The latter has recently taken over the
to have the largest library of any short
entire output of Triangle Film Corporation, which includes 150 features and
subject organization and in many territories a large share of these have not
fifty-two single and two-reel comedies
been shown, while leading theatres such
for distribution in Greater New York
as the Rialto, Rivoli and Capitol, New
and northern New Jersey.
FROM

A CHRISTIE-EDUCATIONAL

COMEDY

Scenes from "Dining Room, Kitchen and Sink," theutedlatest
Christie,
featuring Fay Tincher and Eddie Barry, to be distribthroughtwo-reel
Educational
exchanges.
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COMEDIES

At the left is George Clarke, star in the Paragon Comedy series, and at the light, Billy Franey sneaks into a harem in
"The Dancer."
1921

Will

Be

a Banner

Year

for

Reelcraft Pictures Corporation
Nineteen-twenty-one is to be a banner part of the United States, and many
thousand feet of film made in foreign
year for Reelcraft Pictures Corporation,
countries
have been received. Each reaccording to the announcement of Presilease is to picture the beauty spots of
dent K. C. Cropper.
nature with a thread of continuity
"Xineteen-twenty-one is to be a big throughout that will maintain the interest, for instance "The Spirit of the Trapyear for Reelcraft," says Cropper." Startper," a"WindcastGoddess"
and throughout
"Crater Lake"
ing January 1 we will release a new se- all have
of players
the
ries of releases for each week in that Scenic views.
month. First will come the series of Al
"The third week brings to the exhibitChristie produced single reel comedies,
ors our long promised series of single
featuring Betty Compson and Billy reel comedies featuring little Bud DunRhodes, made for the Mutual program
can indies.his
Buddies"
comeand now reissued by Reelcraft.
It has"Bud
takenandsixHismonths
to arrange
and perfect this series. We expect this
Scenic Series to Start
series to be a record breaker.
"The Nature
following
week series
the will
Reelcraft
Scenic
Beautiful
start
Introduce New Comedian
on a weekly release schedule. This se"The
last week in January will introries has been nearly a year in the making,
our new comedian, George Clarke,
cameramen have covered nearly every in a duce
series of fifty-two single reel slap
stick Paragon comedies. Slap stick is to
be the
est kind.rule throughout, and of the broad"All of the above represent our beginning for the new year. For February we
have two more series of two reel comedies now being prepared. March will
also introduce additional product.
distributing
also
be"Our
increased
duringorganization
the comingwill year,
and more offices opened to care for our
rapidly increasing business."
Lists Players to be Seen
In Selig Animal Serial
Following are some of the people to
appear in the massive animal serial that
Col. William N. Selig is now producing for Warner Brothers: Irene Wallace,
Genevieve Berte, Mrs. G. E. McCormack, Ben Haggerty, Al Ferguson, Wilbur Higby, Frederic Peters and John
George. Reports received from the Selig
studios on the Coast give assurance that
nothing is being spared to make this one
of the biggest serials yet filmed.
DAVID It. BLYTHE
Who leaves the position of assistant
branch manager at Detroit to become
Realart's branch manager at Kansas
City.

Speed New Texas Theatre
COMANCHE,
new
picture theatre is TEX.—
expectedGustine's
to be ready
for opening soon. It will have a seating
capacity for 400 patrons.

Inter-Ocean Reports That
Foreign Trade Is Heavy
Despite the fact that there is what
some local motion picture exporters decry as "a period of inactivity in the foreign market," Tnter-Ocean Film Corporation, specializing in the distribution of
American-made films in foreign film markets, reports a decided briskness in trade.
In a statement issued recently, Gus
Schlesinger, manager of the department
of foreign film sales, makes mention of
the fact that the company has disposed
of numerous productions for many choice
foreign territories. Prominent among the
sales listed is the disposition of the series
of Black Diamond comedies to one of
the largest film renters operating in China
for physical distribution throughout the
Chinese
republic.
"Below also
the Deadline,"
the
Ascher
production,
has been
sold for territorial distribution throughout China. The same picture is reported
as having been disposed of at a record
figure to a well known film renter operating in the Japanese territory for disKorea. tribution throughout Japan, Formosa and
Hank

Mann

Comedies

Proving Popular Abroad
Hank Mann's popularity as a comedian
among the foreign film fans, is attested
by the number of sales recently closed
for the Arrow-Hank Mann comedies.
Guy R. Hammond, general export
manager, announces that the entire series
of twenty-six two-reel Mann comedies
were sold to Suzuki of International Motion Picture Company, who bought the
series for Japan; Diaz, representing Gonzales of Porto Rico for Porto Rico, Santo
Domingo and Haiti, and Joseph K. Lamy
for Cuba.
Business Men to Build
HEMPSTEAD, N. Y.— Rivoli Theatre
Corporation has been organized by
Hempstead business and professional
men to erect a theatre on the site west
of the village building in Fulton avenue.
It will have a seating capacity of 2,000.
Salvatore Calerdone, proprietor of the
Strand,
will probably be manager of the
new
house.
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"Little 'Fraid Lady" Has
Elaborate Press Book for
Exploitation Suggestions
To herald to American exhibitors the
return to the screen of Mae Marsh in
"The Little 'Fraid Lady," a special production, Robertson-Cole has published
an attractive press book in purple, orange
and black.
On the front cover of the book is a
profile of Miss Marsh made from her
latest picture. On the inside of this page
are the artistic posters which have been
conceived and executed for the
outdoor exploitation of the feature. -The largest of them, the 24
sheet, sets forth the fact that this production isbased on "The Girl Who Lived
in theton Cooke
Woods,"
famous
Benstory, a and
that itMarjorie
was directed
by John G. Adolfi. The back cover shows
the lobby photographs which the company is publishing for use by exhibitors
all over the country.
The press book is one of the most
elaborate which Robertson-Cole has published, and one which is of value to all
exhibitors.
Norwich Society Views
"Last of the Mohicans"
Forty members of the Norwich Society, an organization of former residents
in the Connecticut home of Uncas, the
hero of Cooper's famous Indian story,
"The
Lastatofa the
Mohicans,"
guests
recently
private
showingwerearranged
by Associated Producers of Maurice
Tourneur's
this story. motion picture elaboration of
The showing, which was held at the
Miles projection room in the Candler
building, was generously applauded by
those present, among whom were Judge
William H. Barnes, former state senator
of Connecticut, and at present a judge of
the city court in Norwich; Edwin C. Ely.
president of the society; Arthur T. McWilliams, secretary, and Howard C.
Russ, treasurer. The showing followed,
the annual smoker of the society held at
the University club.
"Moonshine" Will Be Next
Mermaid Comedy Offering
"Moonshine" is the title of the latest
of the Mermaid comedies starring Lloyd
Hamilton which is being completed at
the Glendale, Cal., studios under the supervision of jack White.
According to advices to Educational
from the Coast the picture will prove
Hamilton's greatest effort to date. In this
picture he has the role of a young moonshiner. Beatrice Monson, who scored a
hit as his leading woman in "April Fool."
is again seen opposite him, this time as a
rustic maiden. "Moonshine" will be a
January issue, "High and Dry," featuring Jimmie Adams, being the Mermaid
for December.
State Rights Buyers
Visit Arrow Offices
Arrow records the following state
rights men as recent visitors:
H. A. Kylor of Supreme Photoplav
Service of Denver, Harry Charnas of
Standard Film Corporation of Cleveland.
J. L. Friedman of Celebrated Player.1
Film Corporation of Chicago, W. G. Underwood of Specialty Photoplavs Company of Dallas. S. V. Grand of Federated Film Exchange of Boston, C. T.
Moorehead of Morart Film Company of
Baltimore and A. E. Salomon of Interstate Film Service of Chattanooga. Tenn.
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and

in Series

Tearle
of

to

Selznick

Films

Pictures Featuring Both Players Have Been
In Production, the Former for Publication

Put

In March, the Latter in February
Martha Mansfield and Conway Tearle ance was made in support of Eugene
are to be starred in a series of produc- O'Brien in the Selznick picture, "The
Perfect Lover." Later she played an
tions by Selznick, according to an an- important
role in the picturization of
nouncement byLewis J. Selznick. Each
player will make four pictures in the first
series, the initial ones now being in production.
Miss Mansfield's first will be published
on March 30 and Mr. Tearle's on February 20. Alan Crosland is directing Miss
Mansfield and the Tearle subject, "Society Snobs," will be a Hobart Henley
production.
Public Demanded Change
The addition of Miss Mansfield and Mr.
Tearle to the Selznick array of stars,
which includesandEugene
Hammerstein
Owen O'Brien,
Moore, Elaine
is the
outgrowth of a popular demand on the
part of exhibitors and public, according
to Selznick.
Miss Mansfield, long hailed as one of
America's
prettiest tomagazine
coveralmost
girls,
endeared herself
the public
over night. She was born in New York,
and, following her first stage appearance
in William A. Brady's big spectacle, "Op
'O My Thumb," which was produced
some six years ago at the Manhattan
Opera House, was besieged by noted
artists for sittings. For two years she
gave up the stage. She then returned to
the footlights and was cast for a role
in the Ziegfeld-Dillingham production,
MARTHA MANSFIELD
"The Century Girl." Max Linder, fa- A neiv stellar
light
banner.under the Selznick
mous French screen comedian, then engaged her asReturns
his leading
lad}-.
to Stage
Later she returned to the stage to play
a prominent role in A. H. Woods' play,
"On With the Dance." Following the
New York run of that play she appeared in both the Ziegfeld Follies and
the Midnight Frolic.
Miss Mansfield's next public appear-

"Civilian Clothes," and John Barrymore
selected her as his leading lady in the
screen version of "Dr. Jekyll and Mr.
Hyde."ance inMiss
Mansfield's
appearSelznick
picturelatest
is opposite
Eugene O'Brien in "The Wonderful
Long in Theatricals
Conway Tearle has long been assoChance."
ciated with the screen, following a successful stage career in plays starring Sir
Charles Wyndham. Ellen Terry, Billie
Burke, Ethel Barrymore, Viola Allen and
others.
The screen plays in which Mr. Tearle
has played prominent roles include "The
Fall ofReason
the Romanoffs,''
Maris,"
"The
Why," a "Stella
Select picture;
"Virtuous Wives," "A Virtuous Vamp,"
"Mind-the-Paint
Girl,"
"Twodramas.
Weeks,"
and
other successful
screen
Theatre for Wellsboro
WELLSBORO, PA — Plans are being
drawn for a new fireproof theatre to be
erected next spring by A. B. Roberts and
son, managers of the Bache auditorium,
in Main street.

COJiWAY TEARLE
Who will star in Selznick.
series of productions tor

Leases Oregon Theatre
JUNCTION,
The D. street
A. Mason
theatre building ORE.—
in Greenwood
has
been leased to L. W. Meyers of Portland, who has charge of the Rialto picture theatres of Halsey, Harrisburg and
Junction City. Ed M. Brown has been
made local manager. The house, previously known as the Crescent, was managed by H. V. Waldron.
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A scene from one of the laugh makers which are being distributed by the Federated
Film Exchanges.
Reynolds

Opens

New

Renco to Exploit
H. J. Reynolds, president of Renco
Film Company, has arrived in New
York for the purpose of establishing a
permanent New York headquarters for
the
of Myrtle
Reed's
novels,
for exploitation
which he has
exclusive
rights
and
which will be produced as features in the
near future.
"Lavender and Old Lace" has been
completed under the able direction of
Lloyd Ingraham, and Mr. Reynolds is in
New York for the purpose of ascertaining the best method of marketing this
Myrtle Reed product. The attractiveness of the story is evidenced by the fact
that many offers have already been received.
Reynolds Makes Statement
Being interviewed, Mr. Reynolds is
quoted as follows:
several years
I have for
considered
the"For
wonderful
possibilities
motion
picture material of Myrtle Reed's books,
especially her best known book, 'Lavender and Old Lace,' but up to last year
I felt that the public taste was not quiteripe for a picture of this sort.
"My observation has been that the
public has more or less grown weary of
sex problem productions; also, the big,
spectacular and costly productions very
often mean little to the average audience,
and I firmly believe that the time has
arrived when a sweet and refreshing
story with heart interest would appeal
strongly to the public taste.
Appeals to Every One
"In 'Lavender and Old Lace' we have
a picture that not only appeals to
women, but on account of its laughter
provoking comedy appeals just as
strongly to men and children. This is
a demonstrated fact and not theory.
"Before ofproducing
picture,
10.000to
synopses
the bookthiswere
mailed
persons representing all walks of life.
A questionnaire was enclosed and from
the returns we were able to ascertain
an average of 80 out of every 100 per-

York

Office

of

Myrtle Reed Novels
sons consulted have read this book. We
have also received thousands of answers
from ministers and school teachers pledging their moral support to this production on account of its elevating influence."
Theatre Men Active
Since L. A. Meeting
Exhibitor Officials Execute
Plans Formulated at
State Gathering
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Dec. 21.— Officia's of
the Southern California and Arizona exhibitors association are decidedly active at
present earning out the plans formulated
at the recent convention held here, when
$11,000 was subscribed to the national and
local treasuries.
Although the organization now has a
large membership it is believed that the
enthusiasm displayed at the convention will
be lasting and will serve in greatly
strengthening the league.
Siler Names Committees
Committees named by President H. J.
Siler at the convention follow:
Greivance Committee — J. L. Lazarus,
chairman ; C. E. Walker, G. A. Bush, J.
Sams. W. A. Williams, D. H. Schuman, W.
J. Fahey.
Resolutions Committee — W. W. Whitson, chairman ; L. L. Bard, Frank Shaffer,
B. H. Lustig. S. U. Anderson.
Finance Committee — D. B. Vanderlip,
chairman ; G. Vanderberg, F. A. Grant, J.
M. Young, G. S. Bell.
Legislation
Committee — George W.
Bush, chairman ; H. B. Breckwedel. Fred
A. Miller, J. A. Cook, G. F. Cody.
Pearl Merrill, Chairman
Membership Committee — Pearl Merrill,
chairman ; J. S. Lustig, R. H. Pagenkopf.
D. S. McCarty, W. Wyatt.
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Entertainment Committee— J. Sams,
chairman; C. E. Walker, J. L. Lazarus, J.
L. F. O'Donnell,
H. J.
M. Young,
Pearl
Merrill,
D. Siler,
B. Vanderlip
, J. S.
Lustig, Glenn Harper.
Registration Clerks— C. H. Graff, Joseph
Graff.
The convention committee as a whole included T. L. Tally. J. Sams, C. E. Walker,
J.
L. Lazarus, H. J. Siler, Fred A. Miller,
Pearl
Merrill, B. D. Vanderlip, J. M.
Young. J. S. Ltrstig, Michael Gore, Glenn
Harper, L. F. O'Donnell, L. L. Bard.
Federated Film Will
Issue Ford Weekly
Laboratories for Producing
Educational Reels Have
Been Enlarged
Fitzpatrick & McElroy, representatives of Ford Motion Picture Laboratories, announce that on and after January 9, 1921, Federated Film Exchanges
of America, Inc., will be the exclusive
distributing agency of the Ford Educational Weekly products.
Increase Distribution Points
The reported demand for the products
of the Ford laboratories and its activities of the future will be such that it has
been considered advisable to establish
the distribution points in a great many
cities which have not heretofore been
covered
zations. by national distributing organiLaboratory facilities have been enlarged and every known device for the
proper production and perfection of motion pictures has been installed and the
future product of Ford Educational
weekly and Ford Educational Library
will be of a standard which can only be
attained by the best artists and finest
equipment. Eastern offices have been
opened in the Candler building 220 W.
42nd street. New York City.
Personnel Is Larger
On account of the enlarged activities
of the Fitzpatrick & McElroy organization, which has for a number of years
conducted an extensive circuit of theatres, but who in the past several months
has made material additions to their
holdings, and with the present facilities
which are afforded by Eastern representatives and a much larger personnel, expect in the future, to be very aggressive
factor in the industry.
Executive offices will still be maintained in Chicago — Century building,
Adams and State streets, with B. W.
Alberts in charge.
Louise Huff a Mother
(Special to Exhibitors HeraliJ
LOS ANGELES, Dec. 21.— A son has
been born to Louise Huff. In private
life she is the wife of a New York business man. Miss Huff expects to return
to picture work within a few months.
Will Build in Spring
POTSDAM, N. Y.— Sylvester Nicolette will erect a theatre on Fall Island
in the Spring. Work will begin as soon
as the weather permits.
New Playhouse for Olean
OLEAN, N. Y.— Charles T. Nickum
is erecting a new playhouse at West
State and First streets. It will seat 500
people.
Open New State, Eureka
EUREKA, CAL.— Loew's New State
theatre was
cember 16. opened to the public on De-
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Fischer Picture to be
Ready for Trade Show
Last Part of December
Reports that "In the Shadow of the
Dome" has been sold have been denied
by a representative of Fox-Fischer Masterplays, Inc,
No attempt will be made to market
David G. Fischer's eight-reel special production of life in the national capital until a trade showing is held, he reports.
Fischer, who is cutting the picture personally, estimates that not until December 26 will it be ready for a private showing, and in all probability the trade will
not have an opportunity to view' it before
the first of the year.
Among the features of "In the Shadow
of
the toDome,"
which
required
five
months
complete,
are scenes
in and
around the national capitol, the White
House, the Corcoran Art Gallery, in
Washington; one scene showing the
house of representatives in session; another showing a Southern town during
a political campaign, and many scenes in
New York City. Exteriors were taken in
five states, and interiors were made during a period of seven weeks in the
Fischer studio in Brooklyn. There are
1,000 persons in the cast, which is headed
bv Dixie Lee.
Master Films Enlarges
Independent Master Films of Detroit
contracted last August for the Neal Hart
series, and has participated in the advertising campaign on these pictures. Recently this company purchased the entire business of Joe Horwitz Productions
in the Film Exchange building. The
purchase price was not disclosed.
Complete Highway House
CHICAGO HEIGHTS, ILL— The
Lincoln-Dixie theatre at the junction of
the famous motor highways here, is
nearing completion. The house cost is
$400,000 and it will seat 1.800 people.
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Tribute to Company 's President.
November, 1920, has passed into his- show exhibitors that his proposition was
tory as the record month for sales since one which had for its basic principle a
deal for the exhibitor.
the inception of W. W. Hodkinson Cor- square
A
comparison
of Hodkinson publicaporation. The total sales for the month
tions during 1919 and during 1920, when
in actual figures showed an increase of such pictures as "Sex," "Riders of the
80 per cent over any previous month.
"Love Madness," "Down Home,"
This is considered a tribute on the part Dawn."
and "The U. P. Trail," were offered to
of the sales organization to Mr. Hodkin- exhibitors, will show the progress which
son and a tribute on the part of ex- had been made in the production line.
While new product was being obtained
company.hibitors to the president of the distribution
a sales organization was being welded
Divide Into Districts
together ,an organization which knew Mr.
Starting out on the first day of No- Hodkinson's plans and knew that they
must
be successful.
vember, with the slogan "Nothing Can
Praise Supervisors
Stop Us," the members of the Hodkinson sales organization proceeded to jusA great slice of the credit for the suctify this slogan. The country was di- cress
of the Hodkinson month drive is
dived into three major and four minor due to the district supervisors. Joe
districts, each district assigned to a Bloom. Kansas City supervisor; H. S.
supervisor.
,
Beardsley. Atlantic division supervisor,
P. N. Brinch, sales manager, outlined and
W. F. Seymour, Chicago district
to his organization the lines along which
supervisor, had remarkable success in
the drive was to be conducted and quotas aiding
the men obtain business. Workwere assigned to each district. As an
ing with R. Melcher, Omaha represenadded incentive to put the Hodkinson
tative,
Joe Bloom signed up $9,000 worth
month drive over the top, gold watches of contracts
the first week of the drive;
suitably engraved were offered for the
working with Hurn of Cinhighest percentage of sales, and a silver Mr. Seymour
cinnati, signed up a $5,000 contract in
cigarette case was offered to each memColumbus. Ohio; and H. S. Beardsley,
ber who reached the quota of sales as- working with Mr. Hand of Buffalo,
signed to him in collections.
signed
up a $5,000 contract with the PalCash Commission Given
ace theatre.
A liberal cash commission was also
All
the
figures
now O.in Edmunds
for Hodkin-of
son month,
and are
to W.
offered to each branch reaching a fixed
quota. This commission to be shared by San Francisco goes the gold watch for
the greatest volume of sales during the
the representative and sales force.
drive. To R. Melcher of Omaha, the
The trend of exhibitor opinion seemed
to be Hodkinson-ward, it is said. Let- gold watch for the greatest increase in
ters from exhibitors to branches and di- cash collections during the month. Twenrect to the main office and reports from
ty-seven members of the organization
the field indicated this. Mr. Hodkinson
qualified for a silver cigarette case, and
had been since the inception of this cor- commission
branches qualifier* for big
poration, waiting just such a moment to twenty-two checks.

W. W. HODKINSON

OFFERS

TWO

DRAMATIC

PICTURES

At the left is a scene from "The Broken Gate," the J. L. Frothingham production from the story by Emerson Hough. In the picture (left to right) are Lloyd Bacon, Alfred Allen and Bessie Barriscale. At the right is a scene from J. Parker Read, Jr.'s,
production, "The Brute Master."
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Day's Stories of Maine
Will
Be Produced
for Pathe Publication
Millions of Americans who have read Lake, Dead River, Lake Umbogog, the
Upper Penobscot and the Kennebec
River.
the stories of "Down East" by Holman
Day, the Maine bard and literateur, will
Pictorial beauty will be a great factor
soon see his works picturized.
in the Holman Day series, as well as
Pathe Exchange, Inc., announces the the stirring dramatic vein of the stories.
Nowhere in the United States, or, in
acquisition of "The Holman Day Series." fact, in the world, is the grandeur of
This series is to be composed of tworeel productions starring Edgar Jones, nature more pronounced than in Maine.
and will be based upon the stories writ- Giant trees, shimmering rivers, magnificent lakes, in fact everything that
ten by Mr. Day around his experiences
goes for scenic splendor, are to be found
in the Maine woods.
in rock bound Maine.
Publishes Books of Poems
For twenty-five years Holman Day
has been writing these stories, and he Exhibitors Provide
has had published three books of poems
about Maine, and the quaint people of
Music for Concerts
"down quent
east";
eighty
short
stories,
fre(Special
to Exhibitors Herald)
articles in the Saturday Evening
KOKOMO, IND., Dec. 21. — Martin
Post, stories in Red Book and Country
Gentleman, the Captain Sproul sea Greunewald, manager of the Victory
theatre, and Ivan Arnold, proprietor of
stories, and other literary efforts.
Isis and Grand theatres, have donated
A number of his stories have appeared the
the services of their musicians for the
in motion picture form. "The Red municipal Christmas concert. This inLane," Maclyn
"Squire Arbuckle
Finn," a novel
produced
on Christmas eve the city will
with
as the
star; be ablesures that
to present at two concerts the
"King
Spruce," with
Mitchell
Lewis,areandto largest orchestra ever heard in the city.
other celebrated
outdoor
pictures,
Mr. Day's account.
The Holman Day series will be pro- New Argus Quarters
duced in the actual country wherein the
author found his atmosphere and his
In Omaha Are Opened
characters. Edgar Jones Productions,
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
Inc., has established headquarters at
Augusta, Me.
.OMAHA,terprises,NEB.,
Dec. opened
21.— Argus
EnInc., formally
its new
Use Well-Known Locations
and enlarged
.quarters
and
Western
trict offices in Omaha on December dis15.
Of the pictures that have been completed, such nationally known places F. A. Van Husan is western district
were used for location as Moosehead
manager.
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Holman

Norma

Talmadge

Entertains

Her

Director

The First National star serves luncheon in her dressing room to Chet Withey,
her director, Constance Talmadge, Kenneth Harlan, Eddie Maunix, Studio Manager, Harrison Ford and "Lilly."

J. I.. KHOTIIINt.il \ M
I it tl i' 1*4* fide ii t rroiliM'i-r Who Hum Outlined
Blakwmtc MMttib for U8L,
Elaborate
Plans
Edward

Production

for 1921
Sloman

Made

Will Direct

Four Specials Filmed
By Frothingham
Elaborate production plans for 1921
have been outlined by J. L. Frothingham,
who recently entered the ranks of independent producers. During a recent trip
to New York, Mr. Frothingham signed
a contract with W. W. Hodkinson Corporation for a series of four specials to
be directed by Edward Sloman.
The first of the specials will be a picturization of "The Other Woman," a
novel by Norah Davis. The others will
be announced later.
Jane Novak in Cast
In
the
cast
of "The
are Helen Jerome
Eddy,Other
JaneWoman"
Novak,
Jerome Patrick, Joseph J. Dowling,
Frankie Lee, William Conklin and Aggie
Herring. Tony Gaudio, until recently
with the Allan Dwan Company, wellknown cameraman, has charge of the
photography, and David Howard is Director Sloman's right-hand man.
Mr. Frothingham is no newcomer in
photoplay production. For nearly three
years he has been producing at the Brunton studio, of which he is a member of
the board of directors. He produced several series of photoplays starring Bessie
Barriscale.
Produced Two Specials
Early in the fall, he entered into an
arrangement with W. W. Hodkinson for
the
making appeared,
of two' specials
in which
Miss
Barriscale
the first
of which.
"The Broken Gate," a picturization of
Emerson Hough's novel, was a December publication. The other is an adaptation of a magazine story, "The Living
Child." by Mary Lerner, the film version
of which has been named "The Red
Add Theatre Equipment
Horizon."
WASHINGTON, ILL.— The Lyric
theatre has installed a new modern motion picture machine.
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Unusual

Shots

of the

of Liberty for News
Reel
Included in the Final Issue of the

Tenth Anniversary Celebration — Other
Interesting Scenes Are Screened

You'll
him infrom"Fantoinas,"
Fox
serial,seeadapted
the I. MareeltheAllain
and Pierre Souvestre stories, beings directed by Kdnnrd Sedgwick.
Fifty Big Theatres
Show Bruce Scenic
Educational Declares That This
Represents Record for
Short Subjects
According to a statement from Educational Film Exchanges, Inc., more than
fifty of the principal first run theatres
of the country recently gave over a portion of their bill to Bruce Scenics Beautiful. This occurred without any special
effort, excepting a general sales drive
being put forward for that result.
Record Is Made
says inEducational,
"represents
a "This,"
new record
the short subject
field
and is the best possible proof of the
growing popularity of these pictures. In
most cases these pictures have been
mentioned in the newspaper advertising
and almost without exception they have
been given special musical settings, on
many occasions serving as prologues for
features or being shown in connection
with special vocal numbers or dances.
growth pictures
of the use
scenics
such
as "The
the Bruce
andof the
attention
given their presentation has been one of
the
strikingto developments
of the
year,"
according
E. W. Hammons,
president
of Educational. "I believe that another
twelve months will see every manager in
the country who is really running his
house to please his patrons and who is
building business for the future, using a
carefully selected single reel scenic or
some special picture of the sort with
every bill.
Place on Quality Basis
"The
great
troublethat
withhasthese
picturesin
has been the same
prevailed
every other class of pictures — the unwil ingnes to put them on a quality
basis. I would never ask a salesman
of ours to sell one of these pictures
merely to supply length on a program.
I want every exhibitor to show these pictures because they mean something to
his theatre, because I know that if they
attempt to produce this result they will
soon be bringing new patronage to their
houses because of these pictures."

Nobody but Bartholdi, the immortal sculptor of America's noblest and
most picturesque monument, ever has enjoyed as intimate a view of the
Statute of Liberty as is shown in Pathe News No. 99, which is the final
issue of the period of the tenth anniversary celebration.
In a most spectacular manner "Miss Liberty" becomes the heroine of
the "stunt" feature of this issue. By special permission of the United
States army, she submitted to the attention of human pygmies who
scrambled about over her classic features and made hazardous journeys
among the folds of her draperies, while cameramen took close-ups of the
proceedings.
Hugeness and Beauty of Statue Is Shown
As never before, the statute of "Liberty Enlightening the World" from
its splendid position in New York harbor is made familiar to the masses
throughout this country, emphasizing the hugeness and beauty of France's
great gift to her sister republic. Men are seen climbing down the statue's
arm from atop the torch, which is 305 feet from the surface of the Bay.
Several find ample room to rest in the shallow of the neck.
From this flash one gains a clear idea with King Albert of Belgium. The endof the immense size of the statue, whose
ing of the
biggest
war ofin the
history
is indicated in the
signing
Treaty
of
total weight is 450,000 pounds. One high Versailles,
on June 28, 1919.
climber gets the first close view ever
Following publication of the last issue
shown of the scroll, which is encircled by several camera "correspondents" met in
New York with Emanuel Cohen, editor.
a forefinger five feet in circumference.
Upon the crown there is ample room to Among those at the supper party were
following from the home staff: A. Richseat twenty people.
ard, Henry di Siena, John Bartone, Al
Wetzel, Bert Green, cartoonist; H.
Other Events Pictured
Men are seen standing high above the Blauvelt, Harry Harde. And from other
cities: Jake Coolidge, Boston; Tom BaltWashington, and C. W. Chapman of
harbor on tips of "rays." From every zell,
Chicago.
possible point of view, "Miss Liberty" is
shot — from the top down, and from the
pedestal upward. The film itself is the
best demonstration of the thoroughness
with which the Statue of Liberty is thus
SERIOUS WORK
made familiar to millions of people who
share in the gift which France made to
the United States.
For graphic representations of world
events, this number of Pathe News more
than sustains the reputation which its
service has earned during the ten years
of its existence. In Mexico the ceremonies of the inauguration of President
Alvaro Obregon are pictured. The president and members of his family are seen
leaving for their home.
In England, for the benefit of the War
Memorial Hospital, horses with their
riders are seen in daring feats of leaping
through high spurting flames.
Harding Makes Speech
For the first time President Wilson
submits his message to congress through
a representative. His successor, Senator
Harding, is pictured making his farewell address to the senate. He is the
first president-elect to speak on the floor
of that body.
A magnificent panorama of the Italian
city of Naples with Vesuvius in the
background is pictured from a dirigible,
from which is photographed Pompei
from a height of 3,000 feet.
Party Held in New York
Theodore Roosevelt is seen speaking
while On his nation-wide tour for pre- Sossue Hayakawa takes his golf as seriparedness. The arrival of President Wilously as anything he ever tried. A
son at Brest, France, on December 13,
picture
of the
popular
star
at play
on the
links. Rohertson-Cole
1918, is pictured. He also is pictured
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Discusses Importance
Of Music to Program
Synchronized Official Says Good
Music Has Aided in Theatre
Development
In a discussion of the relative importance of music and motion pictures in
the theatre of today an executive of the
recently organized Synchronized Scenario Music Service, G4 East Jackson
boulevard, Chicago, draws interesting
comparison between the theatre of the
present time and that of a decade ago.
"Today," he says, "a theatre standing
is determined almost solely by the quality of its musical entertainment."
Aided in Development
To support that statement it is pointed
out that the early attempts to establish
motion picture theatres in downtown
districts and in direct competition with
legitimate houses could not have succeeded had not a superior class of music
been offered.
The fact that the same pictures may
be obtained by all classes of theatres is
designated as responsible for the important part that music has in the success
of the present day playhouse, the conclusion being that the exhibitor who supplies the best music is practcally certain
to attract the crowds.
Demand Is Supplied
It is upon this principle that the new
concern bases its activities. It is to
supply the demand for better music in
connection with motion picture presentation that the company was organized.
Under the direction of Carl Edourade,
musical director of the Strand, New
York: James C. Bradford, formerly of
the Broadway, New York, and C. J.
Breil, who arranged the score for "The
Birth of a Nation," music scenarios are
made up for every production published
by any concern.
These arc supplied in book form to
exhibitors and used by orchestra leaders or single accompanists as direct
musical translation of the picture.
Directors Go East
LOS ANGELES. Dec. 21.— Marshall
Neilan, Al Kaufman. Allen Holubar and
Dorothy Phillips (Mrs. Holubar). left
here Sunday via Sante Fe for New York,
where they will spend the holidays.
TWO
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Exhibitor Committee
Is Named to Confer

Curwood Production
Establishes Records

With M. P. Operators
At the last meeting of the Chicago unit
of the Illinois Exhibitors Alliance and
the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
America a committee was appointed by
President L. L. Brumhild to confer with
officials of the operators' union, whose
contract with the theatre men expires
shortly.
Permanent executives were elected as
follows: L. L. Brumhild, president;
Paul Sittner, treasurer; Adolph Powell,
financial secretary, and \\ illiam Sweeney,
secretary.

"Back to God's Country" Is
Considered Successful from
Many Angles
"Back to God's Country" has established five distinct records as a result of
its
success
as a special First National attraction.

Arc-Controls Sold
To Lubliner & Trinz
Exhibitors Supply to Furnish
All Accessories for New
Chicago House
Exhibitors Supply Company, on the
first day of a thirty-day sales drive on
Peerless Automatic Arc Controls, sold
the Lubliner & Trinz chain of theatres
in Chicago thirty-four of the Arc-Controls.
Chain Is 100 Per Cent
This makes the Lubliner & Trinz
chain 100 per cent on this article. They
are installing them in every one of the
theatres they operate, and have ordered
them for the new 4,650 seat theatre nearing completion at Kedzie and Madison
streets.
Exhibitors' Supply is not only furnishing the new theatre with Arc-Controls,
but is installing 3 type-S Simplex Projectors, 2double hundred Transverters,
a 25-foot Minusa Screen, 3 Simplex
ticket selling machines, 3 Keenolite Lens,
and the complete equipment for the projection room which will be one of the
most complete in the middle west.
Has Three Ticket Machines
The house will have a three-window
box office, with three girls selling tickets
which necessitates three ticket selling
machines.
According to President Dutton of
Exhibitors'
its policy
of service
and courtesy Supply,
in the supply
business
pays,
as is evidenced in the business received
from Lubliner & Trinz.

HIGH

POINTS

IN "MY

LADY'S

First, it established Canada as a successful producer of motion pictures and
paved the way for other big successes to
follow. It placed James Oliver Curwood, the author, on a royalty earning
basis which is bringing him an average
of from $35,000 upwards a picture. It
proved that David M. Hartford was a
successful director providing he got the
managerial co-operation. It demonstrated that Nell Shipman in her two
previous Curwood successes, "Baree,
Son of Kazan" and "God's Country and
the Woman," were not accidental. As a
star of outdoor productions Nell Shipman stands paramount.
It proved
that Ernest
Shipman's
judgment in selecting
the author,
the story,
the star and the director was good judgment and opened the door to a success
which has repeated itself many times
within the current year.
In addition to these five records it has
earned for the exhibitors of the United
States and Canada over half million dollars and has rolled up foreign contracts
which have seldom been surpassed with
any feature picture in recent years.
The great value of this outdoor classic
is that it is repeating again and again,
having been rebooked as many as seven
times in some neighborhood houses, with
an increase of business on almost every
reappearance.
Manager's Father Dies
WASHINGTON, D. C. Dec. 21.—
Louis Reichert, Realart manager here,
has been called to New York, account
the death of his father, George Reichert,
aged 69.
Burglars Active
BUFFALO, N. Y— Robbers broke
into the Canadian Universal Exchange.
257 Franklin street, on December 10 and
*tole two films "West is West" and "A

Fishy Story."
LATCHKEY"

Scenes from Katherine MacDonald's latest starring vehicle to be published as a First National attraction.
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PICTURES

OF

THE

WEEK

rpllK present week U notable in that the first of
the Stoll films has been brought from England

generous supply of thrills and excitement and deals
with the capture of an American girl by Spanish

and shown to exhibitors by the Stoll managers located in the various Pathe exchanges.

revolutionists and her rescue by an American lover.

Although there have been British pictures on exhibition in America before, this is the first com-

June Caprice, Marguerite Courtot, George B. Seitz
and Harry Semels carry important parts.

pany to establish headquarters here and become part
and parcel of the film industry of the U. S. A.

"RED FOAM" (Selznick) presents Zena Keefe
in a small-town romance that is appealingly natural

Heretofore American exhibitors have treated Eng-

and human. Good local color, interesting and en-

lish pictures lightly, being inclined to laugh at the

tertaining. Harry Tighe gives a notable performance in the role of a traveling salesman.

comparatively small amounts of money spent on
them. The complaint has been made, too, that the
English films are too slow in action and altogether
lacking in those qualities which the American audience loves. It will be interesting to watch the reception ofthe first Stoll production at the hands of
American exhibitors.

"SQTJANDEKED LIVES"
the first of the English-made
through Pathe exchanges in
interesting story of English

(Stoll Films Corp.),
films to be exploited
America, presents an
society life. Lavish

sets and remarkably beautiful scenes aboard a houseboat are outstanding features of the picture. Ivy
Duke and Guy Newall play the leads.

"THE

JUCKLINS"

(Paramount) is an Opie

Read story featuring Monte Blue, moderately interesting. Good atmosphere and attractive settings.
Plot well developed and will please the general patronage.

"BEAUTIFULLY TRIMMED" (Universal) offers Carmel Myers in the role of one of a trio of
crooks whom the love for a good man reforms. Concerned with a bogus oil deal that turns the tables on
the schemers. Star good, but limited in opportunities.

"BROADWAY

AND

HOME"

(Selznick) stars

is the pictorial summary of revolutionary Ireland's
struggle for freedom. It was photographed by Capt.

Eugene O'Brien in a humanly appealing story of
small town and metropolitan life. Scenically interesting and attractively staged, but vehicle is rather

Edwin Weigle of the Chicago Tribune, and is at-

weak.

"IRELAND

IN REVOLT"

(Chicago Tribune)

Will please O'Brien fans.

tested the first complete authoritative pictorial review of events there. A high-grade special production and one that should be universally popular.

"THOUGHTLESS WOMEN" (Goodman-Pioneer) isa human and realistic story excellently presented with Alma Rubens as the star. Derides the

"ROGUES AND ROMANCE" (Pathe) is a
story of love and intrigue set in actual Spanish surroundings which sre most attractive. It carries a

mother who barters her daughter in marriage.
Melodramatically tinged, but altogether absorbing
and interesting.

ZEXA KEEFE IN
RED FOAM
(SELZNICK)
A play which has its greatest value
in the novelty of its trend. A valuable item is the characterization
of a traveling salesman by Harry
Tighe.
Abundant
small town
stuff, well produced. Absorbing,
interesting and entertaining. Directed by Ralph Ince.
All the high lights peculiar to the small
town, particularly as the city dweller
visions them, are introduced into this
drama of village life that carries good
entertainment value. There are the
depot at train time, the church social, the
inevitable game of checkers in the country store, the
the ladies'
aid society
and village
the townoracle,
scandalmongers.
There are other details, too, all carefully
presented to make an interesting background for the romance threaded through
it.
Harry Tighe as Andy Freeman, traveling salesman, glib and jovial, oily of
tongue and clever at deception, gives a
performance that is really notable.
Prime mover in the little village to
which
brings his
wife," So
he
soon he
becomes
the"dear
locallittleleader.
smoothly does he put it over the good
folks of the village, that they hardly
realize that things are happening before
they have reached their climax in his
murder. Arnold Driscoll, a recent comer
to the village, who has been seen in the
company of Freeman's wife, is the logical
suspect. The confession of a local poolroom keeper, whose wife the salesman
has lured away with him on a trip,
exonerates Driscoll, and there is evidence
that a union with the young widow will
reward him.

also carries an important part, that of a
Spanish dancer in love with the rascally
outlaw, Pezet,
The American girl, Sylvia, infatuated
by the Spanish leader of revolutionists,
is led by him into serious danger at the
time
the capture
riot resulting
from his band's
effortsof to
the governor.
They
are foiled in this, and only succeed in
holding the girl until her American lover
fights his way to the frightened and disillusioned sweetheart There are fights
and chases aplenty, realistic and sensational in their staging. Atmosphere is
capitally caught and the picture has an
educational value in its setting. Lighting
is very good and photography is excellent

portant character than she has interpreted in other pictures. She gives
good performance.
Scenes in the Alabama mountain country are excellent in their local color. The
incident, familiar in so many stories of
two generations ago, of the bullying of
the country school teacher, the part
played by Blue, is very well worked out.
A spectacular destruction of the schoolhouse by fire is a high point in excitement,
and a suspected murder supplies mystery
until the trial at the end clears this in
a wholly unexpected manner. However,
the play has enough points of attractiveness to please the general patronage, and
the
factlend
that itMonte
should
value. Blue is a "comer"

SPECIAL CAST IX
THE JUCKLINS
(PARAMOUNT)
An Opie Read story of the Alabama mountain country brought
to the screen with good local
color, but presented by a mediocre cast. Monte Blue gives
good interpretation of the leading
role, but lacks good support. Good
entertainment value. Melodramatic tinge. Directed by George
Melford.
The most promising item of this
screen adaptation of an Opie Read story
is the encouraging work of Monte Blue
in the leading role. Despite the handicap of a cast that lacks sufficient strength
to give the play the impress that it
could have, the new star makes as much
as possible of the role and is highly
attractive. Mabel Julienne Scott has the
leading feminine role, less of an im-

REST IN PEACE
(EDUCATIONAL)
A husband who plays poker and snores
— the former because of the latter, combined with being out late at night — supplies the unit of action in this one reel
comedy as purveyed by the Gayety
players. Unable to resist the temptations of persuading friends, the husband
hires a fellow clubman, who also has a
reputation
"sawing
sleeping, to for
substitute
for wood"
him. Towhile
the
spare room to which the husband was
ostracized and where he left his friend
slumbering as he stepped out, comes the
wife to surprise the sleeper. The tables
are turned, insofar as the surprise is
concerned, and things move lively until
the husband, accidently stumbling onto
a safe robbery as he sought to sleep in
his office, establishes an alibi that clears
him of blame and restores domestic
harmony. Man- Wynn, Harry Edwards
and Herbert Murdoch have the leading
parts. The whole is good fun. speedy of
momentum and a good laugh generator.

SPECIAL CAST EN
ROGUES
AND
ROMANCE
(PATHE)
Replete with thrills and exciting
happenings, beautiful of setting
in the Spanish city and hill country, rapid of action and a mystery
plot well developed. Written,
produced and directed by George
B. Seitz, who is also a member
of the cast.
The beautiful mountain country of
Spain and its cities and sea edges have
been made the locale for this lovely tale
of love and intrigue which holds thrills
replete and will provide enough excitement for any patronage. The intrigue
of a Spanish outlaw and revolutionist and
the love of an American girl in Spain
form the focus point of the story. The
familiar dashing American hero, once the
girl's fiance,
thenrogue,
discarded
fasci-of
nating Spanish
forms forthethethird
the leading trio of players.
June Caprice impersonates the girl,
Harry Semels is the outlaw and George
B. Seitz the hero. Marguerite Courtot

A scene from "Red Foam," the
the Selznick-Ralph
leading feminineInce
role.production with Zena Keefe in
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the home and eventually returns home
to
Tempted
to meet
take her
her mother's
own life, rebuffs.
she is dissuaded
by the reappearance of Basil and Hare
and in an exciting climax she is cleared
of theft attributed to her by the motherin-law, Basil is returned to a woman
with whom he has previously lived, and
Hare
Annie's
comforter.
The proves
play moves
evenly
and with force,
although it is not particularly exciting.
There is excellent moderation of dramatic
trend, continuity is good and action is
spontaneous.
EUGENE O'BRIEN IN
BROADWAY
AND HOME
(SELZNTCK)
The theme of forgiveness developed
in an appealing story with human
touches. A high spot is the depicting of a New England coast
storm. Will please the general
patronage. Directed by Alan
Crosland.

Carmel Myers in a scene from "Beautifully Trimmed" (Universal).
ALMA RUBENS IN
CARMEL MYERS IN
BEAUTIFULY
THOUGHTLESS
TRIMMED
WOMEN
(UNIVERSAL)
(GOODMAN-PIONEER)
A human document with natural
The story of three crooks who went
trend that carries a moral not too
crooked, one who went straight
and a man whom fortune favored
strongly stressed, but forceful.
Dramatically forceful, but not
at the expense of the three. Moderate in entertainment value, well
highly exciting. A straightforsuspended interest, but the whole
ward, convincing story of a
rather weak. Star very attractive,
mother who jeopardized her
but limited in opportunities. A
daughter's soul in bartering her
in marriage.
well ordered production directed
The
appeal of the human and natural
by Macel de Saro.
The pleasant record established by trend of this drama is the outstanding
good point of its many worthy qualities.
Carmel Myers in "In Folly's Trail" will Alma Rubens plays a role new to her in
suffer in comparison with "Beautifully
Trimmed." The vehicle itself is too luke- the opening scenes of the picture, that
a young lady of Poverty Row. Later
warm to admit of her displaying any par- of
ticular ability, although she does take she blossoms into the beautiful society
woman that lovely clothes can make her.
good advantage of the several emotional
In both characters she is charming.
scenes. Pell Trenton is a new masculine
The cast supporting her does able
lead playing with her in the part of work
and includes Marceita Esmond as
Captain Chris Gibbons, while Irving Mrs. Marnet, the girl's mother; Lumsden
Cummings
and George Williams im- Hare as John Hewitt. Robert Williams
personate the crooks. Miss Myers ap- as Basil Boulton, and Mrs. Brundage and
pears as their associate, Norine Lawton.
Gladys Valerie as his mother and sister.
The three have framed a plan to sell
The story, written, directed and probogus oil stock to Captain Gibbons, a
duced by Daniel Carson Goodman, has
young aviator representing post-war the theme thread in the indictment of
charities. The girl draws the captain into the modern mother who would barter
the trap by a feigned personal interest. her daughter in marriage. The girl in
This soon grows to love on her part and the story, Annie Marnet, is urged into
she is ready to withdraw from the marriage with Basil Boulton by a soscheme. One of the crooks seeks to
cially aspiring mother, a cheap boarding
hold her by his love for her, but fails house keeper. Boulton has wealth and
to do so. Even before she warns the social prestige, and he becomes easy
captain of the worthlessness of his in- prey to rid himself of the girl his mother
vestment, however, he has discovered it. has chosen for him in their own circle.
Then, as one suspects from the first, oil Snobbery that is nothing short of
is struck and the stock held by the brutality meets Annie when she is intro"victim"lars. Inmakes
him ofworth
dolthe finds
household
of her
husband's
true trend
such aa million
screen tale,
family.duced toShe
a friend
in Hare,
who
he also gets the girl, and the two crooks deserts his attention to the sister to
are sent packing.
champion Annie. Disillusioned, she leaves

Eugene
O'Brien
Michael
Strangeof
heads
the cast
that asplays
this story
society and humble home contrast that
is well developed and attractively appointed, but of no particular convincing
force. It will please, however, for the
work of the star and the support is good.
There is a storm and rescue scene along
the New England coast that is reproduced vividly and graphically at the
story's climax. The lighting might have
been tistic
better,
but the photography is arand good.
The tale deals with Michael Strange,
a young man, the son of a New England
clergyman, reared in a seacoast village
and deserting it for the city. He has a
patron in Richard Grayson, late of
Broadway,
to re-a
turn thitherwho
withpersuades
him. In Strange
New York
young woman, t Laura Williams, comes
upon the scene. Strange knows her as
a friend of Grayson's until after he has
wooed and won her. Then comes excitement when Grayson, determined not
to give her up, discloses the circumstances of her complete financial dependence upon him. Unable to forget
this. Strange deserts the girl as he was
about to marry her. Persuaded by a
clergyman friend of his father that forgivenes is due her, he returns to her
to find that she has killed Grayson because of the latter's threat to kill Strange.
He hurries her away as his wife to the
village of Rest Haven from whence he
came, but officers pursue them. Strange
aids in the rescue of the representatives
of the law as they battle with the storm
at sea, realizing that their coming means
the conviction of Laura, who lies seriously ill in his cottage home. As the
law is about to close about her, she is
taken by death. The ending is one of
the best points of the play, its tragedy
well modulated.
"Gasoline Alley" Ready
For January Publication
Work on the animation of "Gasoline
Alley," the new animated cartoon to be
presented
by Russell
- Greiver has
- Russell
about
the middle
of January,
been
started.
Five scenarios are in the hands of the
animators. The first one will be ready
for showing the early part of February.
An extensive publicity campaign going
direct to automobile owners in the country is being mapped out as a preliminary
to the first publication.
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IVY DUKE AND GUY XEWALL

IN

SQUANDERED
LIVES
(STOLL FILMS CORP. OF AM.)
A British made film, with British
actors, filmed in the original locale
of the story. A decidedly novel
and cleverly handled story,
adapted from Cosmo Hamilton's
novel "Duke's Son," showing careful, thoughtful direction. It is in
six parts.
'"Squandered Lives," the first offering
of the Stoll Films Corporation of
America, presents an interesting picture
of" society and the life of titled Englishmen, across the water. The featured
players are Ivy Duke, in the role of Joan
Lambourne; Guy Xewall, as Lord Delamere; Edward O'Xeil. as Adolphus, duke
of Cheshire; Philip Hewland. as Lord
Tarporley, older son; Tonie Bruce, as
Mary, sister of Delamere: Hugh C.
Buckler, as Sir Robert Sheen; Sadie
Jerome as Lady Halesowen and C. Lawford Davidson, as Charles DenbighSmith. Perhaps the most notable work
of this splendid cast is that of Mr. O'Xeil.
He acts with more vitality and convincing force than the others, and injects
spirit into the final reels.
The interior sets are especially beautiful and the houseboat scenes present
a unique feature of English life. In its
titling the picture is far superior to many
American products editorially. The onq
objection is their great number and
length. The home life of our brothers
across the Atlantic is presented without
any artificiality. There is realism in settings and every detail has been carefully
looked after.
The story is woven around Francis
Delamere, second son of the Duke of
Cheshire, who is cut off from his allowances Lacking the courage to face poverty, he joins
"second atson"
exploiting
theiranother
acquaintances
cards.in
At the death of his father Francis marries Joan Lambourne. who previously,
through her sharpness at cards, is able

Ivy Dnke and Guy Xewall in n scene
from "Squandered Lives" (Stoll i.
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to keep up appearances in her set. The
two apparently without income, maintain acomfortable home. Denbigh-Smith.
Joan's former admirer, detects the two
cheating at cards and he tells Joan the
price of his silence. Francis throws him
out. The two are exposed at a house
party and they attempt suicide. They
are
land. restored, however, and leave EngCLYDE COOK IX
THE

HUNTSMAN
(FOX)
''The Huntsman." while not as funny
as "Kiss Me Quick," Cook's first Fox
comedy, still this contains many bits of
genuine comedy and should prove a good
draw for any house.
In this two-reeler Cook poses as a
count, whose clothes he purloins in a
Pullman car. The distinguished guest at
a country club, he goes through the
paces at a fox hunt, staged especially for
the count. Here is introduced the
comical situations of trapping, riding, and
considerable slapstick about logs and
stumps. The best laugh in the picture
is where he captures the "fox" and displays it to the assembled hunters — a
skunk.
The serious faced, loose-jointed comedian introduces his specialty of bending himself into all sorts of shapes and
does his loose limbed dance as of yore.
J. S. Blystone directed "The Huntsman."
IRELAND
IN REVOLT
(CHICAGO TRIBUNE)
An unbiased, pictorial summary of
events in revolutionary Ireland
taken by Capt. Edwin F. Weigle,
Chicago
Tribune
war photographer, in the autumn of 1920.
Illuminating, educational and entertaining, and a feature that
should be one of the biggest drawing cards among current issues.
Here is a special feature more resembling an elongated news reel than
anything else, which should bring to
theatres the country over some of the
season's heaviest patronage. It is one of
the most intelligently assembled features
of the sort ever issued. It has a systematic continuity that threads it on a
string of events logically sequenced and
capitally organized.
There is nothing
tiresome about it. for extreme care has
evidently been taken in presenting contrasts in scenes that keep it from growing monotonous.
Views of Ireland, its cities and its
beautiful lake region open the feature.
There are some charming effects in cloud
and water scenes and reflections. Then
the first movements of the Sinn Fein, the
Irish rebel body standing for Nationalism, are recorded and the history of the
present struggling between Britain and
Ireland is traced with succeeding events,
raids, riots, reprisals, sacking, burials
and burnings. All are remarkably caught
camera results and acquaint the viewer
in thoroughly clear and intelligent way
with the matters in Ireland made so
prominent of late in the newspapers.
Much valuable information is given in
titles and text accompanying.
Terrance MacSwiney. photographed
just previous to his arrest, and his funeral
following his death from starvation, is
shown in excellently caught scenes. Arthur Griffith, leader of the Sinn Fein, is
shown. The R. I. C. (Royal Irish Con-

Clyde Cook in one of the funny incidents
in "The Huntsman," the Fox comedy.
stabulary),
or the "Blacks
and Tans,"
police
representing
British
rule, the
are
shown in their activities and barracks,
and many other people, places and events
of great interest are filmed.
While the timeliness of the picture
should in itself draw universal interest,
the exhibitor should not fail to exploit
this feature, particularly working with
schools to interest children. Irish societies should be brought into co-operation
with the theatre, and every assuranc?
can be offered its booker that it will
more than meet his every expectation.
VANITY

PLAYERS

IX

HIS

FOUR
FATHERS
(EDUCATIOXAL)
Irene Dalton and Laura La Plante
lead a bevy of unusually pretty girls
through parts of a one reel comedy offered by the Vanity pla\-ers. Xeal Burns has
the important male role. The story is
centered about the romance of the young
couple impersonated by the latter and
by Miss La Plante. The match is forbidden by the father of the prospective
bridegroom, who believes the bride-elect
to be the daughter of a former enemy.
To hurry the apology demanded from
the
bridegroom's
father day,
by the
father,
also the wedding
Missbride's
Dalton. clad in the habiliments in which
she is to appear in amateur dramatics,
comes to ask the pardon. So does Burns,
impersonating his father. The complex
situation comes with the meeting of the
two. but all is cleared when the fathers
discover that they have been mistaken in
one another's identities. The action
moves briskly, the parts are well played
and the idea is well worked out.
Madlaine Traverse Seeks
Three More Good Stories
Before beginning work on "The Ivory
Disc." from the novel by Percy Brebner. which will be the first of a series
of special productions with her own
company. Madlaine Traverse is in search
of at least three more stories of similar
high
calibre.
There
will be at least four of the
Madlaine Traverse photoplays made during 1921 and the star is desirous of obtaining the stories now so as to avoid
any delays in production.

1921

Wesley Ruggles, the Metro director, is a regular story
teller, we take it, from the expressions on the faces
of "Itchey" Headrick and Alice Lake, who are making
"Mother Love."

Rubye De
Love,"
Helleu,
woman
.^illllll!ll!ll!INII!!llmillllllllW

Wanda Hawley, the Realart star, says "be sure and
write it 1921," which most of us won't do for a
couple of weeks of the new year.

Remer, the star of "The Way Women
an Arrow production whom M. Paul Viola Dana, the clever Metro star, wants to prove she's clever with j
the artist, declares is the most beautiful the cleaver, but Gareth Hughes doesn't want his appendix re- |
in America.
moved that way.
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••ALWAYS AUDACTOl "S." Paramount, with Wallace Reid . Nov- 13
"AMATEUR
DEVIL. Washburn
AX," Paramount.
with Bryant
Dec. 18
-ARE ALL ME\ ALIKE?" Metro, with May Allison \ov. 20
"BAIT,
Paramount,A." with
-BEGGARTHK,"
IX PURPLE,
Pathe.Hope
withHampton:"a special cast. . . Dec.
Dec. 25
11
"BEHOLD MY WIFE." Paramount, with a special cast... Oct. 23
"BLACKBIRDS." Realart. with Justine Johnstone Nov. 27
"BLACKMAIL," Metro, with Viola Dana
Oct. 16
"BODY
A\"D SOIL,"IHO\,»
Metro, Goldwyn,
with AlicewithLake
"THE BRANDING
a special cast. . Oct.
Oct. 30
23
"BROADWAY
BUBBLE.
THE."
Vitagraph.
with Corinne Griffith
Oct. 23
"BRUTEwithMASTER.
THE," Hodkinson.
Hobart Bosworth
Deo. IS
"BUBBLES," Pioneer, with Mary Anderson
Oct. 9
••BUNTYwithPULLS
THE cast
STRINGS," Goldwyn,
a special
Dec. 23
-BURGLAR PROOF," Paramount, with Bryant Washburn . Nov. 6
"CHALLENGE
OF THE
LAW, THE," Fox,
with William
Russell
Nov. 20
"CHARM SCHOOL. THE." Paramount, with Wallace Reid Dec. 25
"CITY SPARROW. A." with Ethel Clayton
Oct. 2
"CLOTHES." Metro, with a special cast
Oct- 2
"CONRAD
QUESTMeighan
OF HIS YOUTH." Paramount,
with IXThomas
Xov. 27
"CRADLE
THE." Paramount.
with OFWm.COURAGE,
S. Hart
Oct. 2
"CUPID.withTHEWillCOWPUXCHER."
Goldwyn,
Rogers
Oct. 2
"CURTAIX," First Xational, with Katherine MacDonald . Oct. 25
"DAXGEROUS
BUSIXESS."
First
National.
with Constance Talmadge
Dec. IS
-DAUGHTER
PAYS.Hammerstein
THE." Selznick,
with Elaine
Dec. 4
-DEADwith
MEXa TELL
XO
TALES,"
Vitagraph,
special cast
Dec. 4
"DEEP WATERS." Paramount, with a special cast Xov. 6
"DEVTL'S
GARDE
X,
THE,"
First
Xational,
with Lionel Barrymore
Xov. 13
-DEVIL TO PAY. THE." Pathe, with a special cast Xov. 27
"DICE OF DESTIXY," Pathe. with H. B. Warner
Dec. 25
"TJIXTY," First National, with Wesley Barry
Nov. 20
"DOWN HOME," Pathe, with Leatrice Joy
Dee. 11
"DRAG HARLAN." Fox, with William Farnum
Nov. 13
"EVERYBODY'S
Selznick,
with Olive SWEETHEART."
Thomas
Oct. 30
•FACE with
AT aYOUR
THE," Fox,
specialWINDOW,
cast
Dec. 11
"FABIOLA." Italian, with a special cast
Xov. 6
"FATAL HOUR. THE." Metro, with a special cast
Nov. 13
"FELIX O'DAY," Pathe, with H. B. Warner
Nov. 6
"FLYING PAT," Paramount, with Dorothy Gish
Dec. 4
"FOOD FOR SCANDAL." Realart, with Wanda Hawley. . Oct. 30
"FORBIDDEN
THING,cast
THE," Associated Producers,
with a special
Nov. 27
"FORBIDDEN VALLEY," Pathe, with a special cast Nov. 6
"FRISKY
THE," Paramount,
with MRS.
BillieJOHNSON",
Burke
Dec. 11
"FROM NOW ON," Fox, with George Walsh
Oct. 16
••FULL HOUSE, A," Paramount, with Bryanr Washburn . . Oct. 9
TURN"
ACE,
THE."
Realart,
with a THE,"
special Goldwyn.
cast
Nov. 20
"GIRL with
WITHMadge
THE Kennedy
JAZZ HEART,
Nov. 13
"GOOD REFERENCES." First National,
with Constance Talmadge
Oct. 16
"GILDED DREAM. THE." Universal, with Carmel Myers . Nov. 27
"GIRL OF MY HEART," Fox. with Shirley Mason
Nov. 27
"GODLESS MEN," Goldwyn, with a special cast
Dec 4
"GREAT LOVER. THE." Goldwyn. with a special cast. ..Dec. 11
-GREAT REDEEMER. THE," Sletro. with a special cast. Nov. 13
"HALF A CHANCE." Pathe, with Mahlon Hamilton Nov. 20
"HARRIET
AND THE
PIPER." First National.
with Anita
Stewart
Oct. 9
"HEADIN'
HOME."
Kessell
& Bauman.
with Babe Ruth
Oct. 9
•HELD BY THE ENEMY," Paramount, with a special cast. Oct. 9
"HELIOTROPE," Paramount, with a special cast
Dec. 4
"HELP WANTED, MALE." Pathe. with Blanche Sweet ... Oct. 9
-HER with
BELOVED
VILLIAN,
Realart,
Wanda Hawley
Nov. 20
"HER with
HUSBAND'S
FRIEND," Paramount.
Enid Bennett
Nov. 13
"HIS OWN LAW," Goldwyn. with Hobart Bosworth Nov. 20
"HITCH! N* POSTS," Universal, with Frank Mayo
Oct. 9
"HONEST HUTCH," Goldwyn, with Will Rogers
Oct. 23
-HONOR BOUND." Universal, with Frank Mayo
Dec- 4
"HOUSEwithOF J. WHISPERS,
THE." Hodkinson,
Warren Kerrigan
Nov. 13
-HUSBAND HUNTER. THE." Fox, with Eileen Percy Oct. 2
"IDOLS OF CLAY." Paramount, with Mae Murrav Dec. 4
"TN
FOLLY'S
TR.UL,"
Universal,
withNational,
Carmel Myers Oct. 16
-IN THE
OF Acast
FOOL," First
withHEART
a special
Oct. 23
"IRON RIDER. THE." Fox. with William Russell Dec. 25
"ISOBEL." G. H. Davis, with a special cast
Dec. 11
■IT MIGHT
TO YOU." S. & E.,
with a HAPPEN
special cast
Xov. 27
"JUST OUT OF COLLEGE." Goldwvn. with Jack Pickford Dec. IS
"JUST PALS," Fox, with Buck Jones
Dec. 11
-KENTUCKY
COLONEL.
THE." Hodkinson.
with Joseph
Dowling
Oct. 30
-KISMET," Robertson-Cole, with Otis Skinner
Nov. 13
"LAST OF THE MOHICANS. THE." Associated
Producers, with a special cast
Dec- 4
"LEOPARD
WOMAN,Glaum
THE," Associated Producers,
with Louise
Oct. 9

of

Reviews

"LIFE." Wm. A. Brady, with a special cast
Dee. 4
"LIFE with
OF THE
THE," Paramount.
RoscoePARTY,
Arbuckle
Nov. 27
"LITTLE
LADY, THE." Robertson-Cole,
with 'FRAID
Mae Marsh
Dec. 25
-LITTLE WANDERER, THE." Fox. with Shirley Mason . Oct. 9
-LOVE." Associated Producers, with Louise Glaum
Dec. IS
"LOVE a FLOWER,
THE."production
United Artists.
D. W. Griffith
Oct. 2
"LOVE, HONOR AND OBEY," Metro, with a special cast . Oct. 9
"LOVE'S FLAME," Fidelity, with Vivian Osborne Dec. 11
"MADAME PEACOCK." Metro, with Nazimova
Oct. 16
"MAN with
WHO Jack
HAD Pickford
EVERYTHING. THE." Goldwyn.
Oct. 2
"MARK OF ZORRO, THE." United Artists,
with Douglas Fairbanks
Dec. IS
"MAROONED HEARTS," Selznick. with Conway Tearle. . .Oct. 9
-MARRIAGE PIT. THE." Universal, with Frank Mayo. . . .Nov. 8
"MEN AND WOMEN." Sherman, with a special cast Dee. 4
"MERELY MARY ANN." Fox. with Shirley Mason
Oct. 9
"MID- CHANNEL," Equity, with Clara Kimball \onne . Oct. 2
-MIDSUMNIER MADNESS." Paramount.
with a special cast
Dec. 11
-MILESTONES," Goldwyn, with a special cast
Dec. 11
-MISS 139," Sherman, with a special cast
Dee. 4
"MOUNTAIN GIRL, THE," Arrow, with a special cast . Oct. 16
"NEW YORK IDEA, THE." Realart, with Alice Bradv Nov. 13
"NOMADS
THE NORTH."
First National.
with OFa special
cast
Oct. 16
"OFFICER 666." Goldwyn. with Tom Moore
Nov. 6
"OH! LADY, LADY!" Realart, with Bebe Daniels Dec. 25
"OLD DAD." First National, with Mildred Harris Chaplin Dec. 4
"OLD with
FASHIONED
AN." Paramount.
Charles BOY.
Ray
Oct. 23
"ONCE A PLUMBER." Universal.
with Eddie Lyons and Lee Moran
Oct. 23
-O.XCE with
TO EVERY
Universal,
Dorothy WOMAN."
Phillips
Oct. 16
"OUT OF THE SNOWS." Selznick, with a special cast. . Oct. 16
"OVER THE HILL," Fox. with a special cast
Oct. 9
"PAGAN LOVE." Hodkinson. with a special cast
Dec- 11
• PALACE
DARKENED
WINDOWS, THE." Selznick. Nov. 27
with OFa special
cast
"PASSION." First National, with a special cast
Nov. 6
"PEACEFUL VALLEY." First National, with Charles Ray . Oct. 30
-PENALTY. THE." Goldwyn. with Lon Chaney
Oct. 2
"PHANTOM FOE. THE." Pathe, with George B. Seitz Oct. 23
"PINK TIGHTS." Universal, with Gladys Walton
Oct. 23
"PLUNGER. THE," Fox, with George Walsh
Dec. 4
-POOR SIMP. THE," SeJnlck, with Owen Moore
Oct. 2
"PRICEwithOF Bert
REDEMPTION.
THE." Metro.
LyteU
Oct. 2
••RESTLESS SEX. THE," Paramount, with Marion Danes Oct. 9
•RIDDLE: WOMAN. THE." Associated Exhibitors.
with Geraldine Farrar
Oct. 23
"RISKY BUSINESS." Universal, with Gladys Walton Dec. 25
"R03IANCE
PROMOTERS.
THE."
Vitagraph,
with Earle Williams
Dec. 11
-ROMANTIC
ADVENTURESS,
A," Paramount,
with Dorothy
Dalton
Oct. 30
"SAPHEAD, THE," Metro, with a special cast
Nov. 20
"SCOFFEJX, THE," First National, with a special cast Dec. 11
"SHE PLAYED AND PAID." Joan, with Fanny Ward Nov 20
"SILK HOSIERY," Paramount, with Enid Bennett
Dec. IS
• SINS with
OF ROZANNE,
THE," Paramount.
Ethel Clayton
Oct. 30
• -SIN THAT
WAS HIS.Faversham
THE." Selznick.
with William
Dec. IS
"SKYFIRE." Pinnacle, with Neal Hart
Dec. 25
-SKYWAYMAN. THE." Fox. with Ormer Locklear Oct. 16
"SLAVE OF VANITY. A." Robertson-Cole,
■with Pauline Frederick
Dec. IS
"SO LONG LETTY." Robertson-Cole, with a special cast.. Oct. 16
"SOMEONE IN THE HOUSE." Metro, with a special cast Dec. 25
"SOMETHING
THINK production
ABOUT." Paramount,
a Cecil B.TO DeMille
Oct. 9
••SOUL OF YOUTH, THE," Realart. with a special cast. . . .Oct. 30
"STEALERS. THE." Robertson-Cole, with a special cast Oct. 2
"SUNDOWN SLIM." Universal, with Harry Carey
Nov. 6
"TESTING BLOCK. THE." Paramount, with Wm. S. Hart. Dec. IS
"TEXAN, THE." Fox, with Tom Mix
Nov. 13
"39 EAST," Realart. with Constance Binney
Oct- 16
"THOUSAND
TO ONE,
A," Associated Producer-.
with Hobart
Bosworth
Dec. is
"THUNDERBOLT JACK." Arrow, with Jack Hoxie Nov. 27
-TIGER'S CUB." Fox, with Pearl White
Oct. 23
"TO PLEASE
ONE WOMAN,"
Paramount.
with a special
cast
Dec. U
"TRUTH.
THE," First
Goldwyn.
with Madge Kennedy
Oct. 2
"TWIN BEDS,"
National,
with Mr. and Mrs. Carter DeHaven
Nov. 20
-UNCLEwithSAMa special
OF FREEDOM
RIDGE," Levey.
cast
Oct. 16
"UNTAMED. THE." Fox, with Tom Mix
Oct. 2
"UP IN BETTY'S BEDROOM." Special, with a special cast Oct. 16
-U. P. TRAIL, THE," Hodkinson. with a special cast Dec. 25
-VELVET FINGERS." Pathe, with George B. Seitm Dee. 4
"VICE OF FOOLS. THE." Vitagraph. with Alice Joyce Nov. 13
"WONDERFUL CHANCE. THE.' Selznick.
with Eugene O'Brien
Oct- 23
-WOMAN UNTAMED. THE." Pjramid, with Doraldina Nov. 13
-WANTED
AT
HEADQUARTERS."
Universal.
with Eva Novak
Xov. 27
"WEST IS WEST," Universal, with Harry Carey
Dee; IS
"WHAT withHAPPENED
TO
ROSA."
Goldwyn.
Mabel Normand
Dec. 25
"WOMAN'S MAN." Arrow, with Romaine Fielding Oct. 2
"YOU NEVER C*.N TELL," Realart. with Bebe Daniels
Oct. 23
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"Lone Hand Wilson"
Capital Production Receiving
Ample Advertising Space
In Larger Cities
All evidence received at the offices
of Capital Film Company indicate that
"Lone Hand Wilson" is receiving an
abundance of good advertising. Wherever the picture is shown, a flood of
24 sheets precedes its coming.
24 Sheets Posted
Following is a partial list of the
towns that have fallen in line on the
24-sheet poster campaign:
Kansas City, Milwaukee, Cleveland.
Los Moines.
Angeles, Utica, Minneapolis and
Des
"Lone Hand Wilson," from its showing some weeks ago, has stepped into
the front ranks of recent Western production. Cuneo, in his first stellar picture, has elbowed his way into the inclared.ner circle of Western stars, it is deRecord Is Sought
Those who have viewed "Lone Hand
Wilson" are reported to be anxiously
awaiting the arrival of the second Cuneo series, "The Ranger and the Law,"
now being photographed at the Doubleday studios at the Coast. It will be
ready around the first of the year.
Spurred on by the wonderful reports
received from points where "Lone
Hand Wilson" has been played, the
•.tudio is enthusiastically stepping out
to break the record established by the
:'ir st Cuneo picture.

A scene from "The
Bebe

Coast
which is being distributed by the
W. of
W. Opportunity,"
Hodkinson Corporation.

Daniels

and

Wanda

Hawley

Star

In Realart's December
Publications
Two important productions — one the role of Christina Elliot, wealthy,
beautiful and carefree, who, by helping
adapted from a musical comedy success
and the other based on an Alice Duer her cousin out of an unfortunate love
becomes involved in several unMiller story — constitute Realart's De- affair usual
and exciting situations.
cember publications.
Patrick in Support
These pictures are included in the quota
of thirty-six productions offered under
She is supported by Jerome Patrick,
the Re"alart star franchise.
who will be remembered for his fine actOne Stars Bebe Daniels
ing in "The
issue.
OthersFurnace,"
in the casta current
are Nell Realart
Craig,
The first is "Oh. Lady, Lady," adapted
Lucien
Littlefield,
Jay
Eaton,
Helen Dunfrom the play of the same name by Bolbar. Herbert Standing, Edwin Stevens,
ton and W'odehouse. Bebe Daniels, the Margaret Morris, Ann Hastings and
"good little bad girl," is featured, while John MacKinnon.
a strong supporting cast includes HarriMiss Hawley as Christina Elliot has
son Ford. Walter Hiers, Charlotte
the role of a typical American girl, one
Woods, Lillian Langdon and Jack Doud.
that seems particularly suited to her.
It was directed by Major Maurice
Through her desire to assist her rather
Campbell and the scenario was by Edith irresponsible cousin, Gerald, she goes to
Kennedy.
call on the woman of his choice. While
The story is full of humorous incidents
there she meets Adrian Maitland, who
and furnishes Miss Daniels one of the is on a similar mission, as his younger
best roles she has had. Realart officials
brother
to the
believe.
charms ofhas'
the also
womanfallen
who victim
has ensnared
Gerald. Adrian mistakes Christina for
Offer "Her First Elopement"
the "other woman" and decides to use
Realart's second December offering is original methods in saving his brother.
Wanda Hawley in "Her First Elope- He does — and the results furnish much
ment," a story by Alice Duer Miller. amusement and many exciting moments.
Miss Hawley starred in "Food for Scandal" and "Her Beloved Villain," both recent Realart publications. Her first picLogsdon Buys Playhouse
ture for Realart was "Miss Hobbs."
SULLIVAN, ILL.— George L. Logs"Her
First
Elopement"
was
directed
by Sam Wood and the scenario is by
don, Wabash station agent here, has
Edith Kennedy.
Miss Hawley carries
purchased Senior's Photoplay theatre.

"Devotion" Will Be Next
Vehicle for Vera Gordon
Vera Gordon, the famous mother of
" I f umoresque," will soon be seen as the
-.tar of "Devotion," a forthcoming Harry
Rapf-Selznick special, which sjives this
actress another role of the type with
which she has become associated.
Since "Humoresque" established her
as one of the greatest film finds in several years. Mrs. Gordon has been seen
in "The North Wind's Malice" and has
recently been headlining in vaudeville as
the star <n "Lullabv."
S & E Sells "Cowboy Jass"
And Markets New Midgets
S. & E. Enterprises has sold "Cowboy
Jass,"
the two-part
special Western
production,
for Washington,
D. C,
Maryland, Delaware and Virginia to Leo
Garner of Reliance Film Company,
Washington.
The new Shenfield-Ennis organization
is also marketing a series of eight twopart beMidget
Theseonly.
pictures
will
sold oncomedies.
a series plan
Postpones Construction
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
ANDERSON, IND., Dec. 21.— StandTheatresinCompany's
for isa
new ard
theatre
Anderson project
apparently
not to be realized for the present, inasmuch as the company has returned to
the city water department a bill for
water rent, together with the explanation that the ground in Meridian street,
between Eleventh and Twelfth, has been
leased until such time as the company
is ready to begin the erection of its proposed building. The company operates
theaters in Clinton and Evansville.
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Free Lancing

C. Alfred Karpen, Who Formerly
Was With Pathe and Others,
Will Do Title Writing

C. ALFRED KARPEN
C

ALFRED KARPEN. formerly with
• Universal. Realart and Pathe. has
entered the free lance field as rilm editor
and title writer. It would be impossible
to estimate the number of productions
which
hands forhave
final passed
editing, through
embracing,Karpen's
as they
did, dramas, comedies and serials, as well
as industrial and educational subjects,
covering a period of nearly ten years.
While with Pathe. Karpen prepared
many canforeign
market. productions
He also hasforhadt.hea Ameribroad
training in the advertising and publicitv
fields.
Karpen's
first was
berthasin advertising
the motion picture industry
and
publicity manager for Eclectic Film
Company, which later generated into
Pathe Exchange. Inc.. where he became
branch advertising manager. One of
Karpen's recent assignments was to write
the titles for "The Stealers," which Cabanne produced for Robertson-Cole.
Karpen will be associated with Leon
Schlesinger, who is well known throughout the trade as the head of Film Service
Bureau of 130 West Forty-sixth street,
located at the Miles Studio's. New York.
Elinor Lynn Is New Star
Of the Mermaid Comedies
Elinor Lynn is the latest addition to
the list of leading women playing in the
two reel Mermaid comedies which Educational isissuing. Miss Lynn first appeared in pictures when successful in a
contest conducted by Thomas H. Ince.
She remained with Ince for a time, later
going to the Sennett studios.

Proctor
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Managers

Seek

Honors

in

Fair"
"County
Tourneur'
Exploitin
stages setting
shall be given a cash prize.
Starting
on January 16.gan exploitation
"The
manager
obtaining
largest
contest will be conducted among the amount of free publicity and the
advertising
managers of the Keith, Proctor and B. S.
for "The
Moss theatres in Greater New York.
cash
prize. County Fail ' shall receive a
"Any
manager may capture one or
Maurice
Fair" all threeoneprizes,
regardless of the size
has
been Tourneur's
booked over"The
the County
entire circuit.
On December 14, General Manager
or location of their respective theatres."
Hart of Proctor Enterprises, assembled
his managerial staff at the Simplex pro- Leonhardt Film Pictures
jection room in New York for a review
The Life of Jenny Lind
of the production. Manager Hart and
Harry Leonhardt. president of Allied
S. Barret McCormick talked on practical
Independent Attractions, Inc., announces
exploitation. In case two or more manthat Allied has entered into a contract
agers tie for the prizes equal amounts
with P. B. Lyon, general manager of
will be distributed. Concerning the contest Mr. Hart says:
Jenny Lind Photoplay Company, to produce, distribute and manage a feature
Set Aside Cash Prizes
production of the never-to-be-forgotten
"After our entire circuit had booked
"Swedish
Nightingale."
It is understood
that the greater part
'The County Fair.' I desired to try
something at least orginal in the way
of production
work
will beindone
California with shots taken
Xewin York
of a contest where every manager of
our twenty theatres would have a fair where Jenny Lind appeared under the
of P. T. Barnum and in Bosand equal chance regardless of the seat- direction
ton and Xorthampton. Mass.. where the
ing capacity or location of his theatre
and hit upon this s-cheme as one that diva was married to Otto Goldschmidt.
The production is said to lend itself to
would satisfy all managers.
"The Keith offices have set aside a afrom
charming
of Jenny
early romance
childhoood
to her Lind's
death life
at
certain amount of cash prizes to be contested for by the various managers of Malvern Hills, in England.
the Keith, Proctor and B. S. Moss theatres in Greater New York. It is purely
Feinman Will Free Lance
an exploitation contest.
Three Prizes Offered
As Advertising Counsel
A. L. Feinman. for the last ten months
"So on January 16 an exploitation contest, the first of its kind in America, associated with Inter-Ocean Film Corstarts for the Keith exploitation contest
poratiovertising
n as theand company's
director of adwhich offers three prizes, to be awarded
publicity, announces
his
as follows :
resignation.
He will hang out his shingle as a mo"To the manage: who shall conceive
tion picture advertising and publicity
the most attractive, novel but inexpensive lobby display shall be awarded one counsel at 218 West Forty-second street.
Xew York, and will cater to the foreign
cash prize.
producer and distributor as well as to
"To the manager who shall conceive
the most artistic, novel and inexpensive domestic trade.
A PICTURE

WITH

A "PULL"

TO IT

Chester Conklin in "His Model Day," which is being distributed by Special Pictures
Corporation.
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Predict

First Zeigfeld Film Will Be
One of the Finest Made
This Year
Dramatists and others associated with
every one connected with his new venthe legitimate theatre are said to be
ture has been successful on the stage in
looking forward eagerly to the first showthe same capacity they are being used in
ing of W. K. Ziegfeld's initial screen pro- pictures, for even the supers in the large
duction, now being completed at the scenes were supplied by the Actors
Peerless studios, Fort Lee.
Equity, who sent only people who have
This offering, which gives every promhad stage experience."
ise, it is said, of being one of the finest
photoplays produced this year, is of par- Reelcraft Salesmen Plan
ticular interest to playwrights, as its entire personnel is composed of people who
Special Drive in January
have been successfully identified with the
The salesmen of the New York exspoken drama.
change of Reelcraft Pictures Corporation
Florence Reed Stars
have
set
aside January
as "Singer
month"
With Florence Reed, whose acting in in the territory
of Greater
New York
and
"The Mirage" is creating a sensation, in Northern New Jersey, and are endeavorthe stellar role, and Emile Chautard, foring to obtain 100 per cent representamer director-general of the Theatre Retion of the four new series offered by
jane, as director, W. K. Ziegfeld provided
Reelcraft during the month.
his first offering with a group of promiThis effort has been planned by the
nent players.
salesmen themselves as a testimonial to
Among these are, in addition to Miss Julius Singer, manager of the New York
Reed, Tyrone Power, Norman Trevor, exchange. The sales force expects to
place the New York exchange at the
Earle Foxe, Henry Stephenson, William
Roselle, Mile. Dazie, Paula Shay, the fa- top of the Reelcraft list and establish a
mous French team of Breon and Bour- new selling record.
bon, Muriel De Forrest, Wanda Laurence, Alison Bradshaw, Camilla Lyon,
Carol Ray, Ernest Lambert, Halbert Frank Mayo Starred in
Brown, Florence Moore, Jeanette Dietrich, Charles Jackson, Mabel Olson and
Universal's "Colorado"
others.
"Colorado," Augustus Thomas' melodrama of the mining country, is being
Scenario by Bartholomae
motion picture by UniThe scenario, based on an original producedversalasFilmaManufacturing
Company.
story by Ethel Donoher, was written by
Frank
Mayo
will
have the leading role.
Philip Bartholomae, the noted dramatist,
Production has begun at Universal City.
author of "Very Good Eddie," "Over
In the cast also are Gloria Hope, Lillian
Night," "When Dreams Come True," the West, Charles LeMoyne, Leonard Clapfirst edition of the "Greenwich Village
ham, Charles Newton, Dan Crimmins
Follies," and a score of other successful and Rosa Gore. Reaves Eason will direct.
plays.
Ziegfeld's
entry
intoBartholomae
the motion looks
pictureon field
with enthusiasm.
Tuttle's Theatre Is Sold
POSTVILLE,
IA.— Luver Schultz
"To myis knowledge,"
"W. K. has purchased the Postville
theatre from
Ziegfeld
the first onehetosays,
consistently
use nothing but talent recruited from the George S. Tuttle who has conducted it
dramatic stage in his picture work, for for the last seven years.
THE

THREE

LEADS

IN "BOB

HAMPTON

run. ii' ii LRTHOLOSI \ I :
\\ Im ■fUlljllfl
K. /.IrKfHd'x
(riuiniih\V. fur
the- NMIi move an
Rockcliffe Fellowes Lead
Opposite Ethel Clayton
Rockcliffe Fellowes, who will be seen
opposite Ethel Clayton in "The Price
<>f Possession," the new Paramount picture, is completing his part in the new
screen offering. Hugh Ford directed.
Fellowes, who has played leads since
his screen debut, has appeared with Miss
Clayton in many of her most successful
photoplays and the combination has always proved a happy one. "The Price
of
Possession"
adapted
the
screen
from the was
Winifred
Boggs,forstory,
Fellowes portrays a dual role.
Rialto, Missoula, Ready
MISSOULA, MONT.— The new Rialto
theatre will be open for the holiday season.

OF PLACER"

(Left to right) James Kirkwood, who takes the title role, Marjorie Daw and Wesley Barry, who head an all star cast in Marshall
Neilan's new production for First National.
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"What
the
Picture
Did
For
VERDICTS
ON FILMS
IN LANGUAGE
OF EXHIBITOR

Me"

Copyriihi, 1919
You are especially invited to contribute regularly to this department.
It us a co-operative service FOR THE BENEFIT OF EXHIBITORS.
TELL US WHAT THE PICTURE DID FOR YOU and read in the HERALD every week what the picture
did for the other fellow, thereby getting the only possible guide to box office values. Address "What The
Picture Did For Me." EXHIBITORS HERALD. 417 S. Dearborn St.. Chicago.
First National
The Branded Woman, with Norma
Talmadge. — This is very good. A 100 per
cent entertainment. Played two days to
good business. Boost it strong as it
will satisfy practically all. — George O.
Monroe, Gilbert theatre. Beatrice. Neb.
The Yellow Typhoon with Anita Stewart.— Good. Everybody says it is great.
You know lots of people read the story
in the Saturday Evening Post, and that
was a good advertisement for me. — Willam G. Atkinson. Star theatre. Rockingham. X. C.
Curtain, with Katherine MacDonald. —
A good picture. Pleased only about 50
per cent. — Peter Krauth. Denison theatre. Denison, la. — Xeighborhood patronage.
A Splendid Hazard, with Henry B.
Walthall. — If you value your business do
not play this. Xothing in the story to
recommend it. — Custer Carland. Victoria
theatre, Frankfort, Mich.
PASSION'S PLAYGROUND,
with Katherine MacDonald. — A
great picture. We would be glad
to get her every day for a while,
as she gets the business when you
put her name in front of the theatre. They say she is the greatest star in the world here. — William G. Atkinson, Star theatre,
Rockingham, N. C.
The Family Honor, a King Vidor production.— A good, interesting program
picture. — W. H. Creal, Suburban theatre,
Omaha. Xeb. — Xeighborhood patronage.
The Love Expert, with Constance Talmadge.— Got over fairly well. — Giacoma
Bros.. Crystal theatre. Tombstone, Ariz.
— General patronage.
Polly of the Storm Country, with Mildred Harris- Chaplin. — Just fair. The
people of this town do not like her so
well. Just fair business. — William G. Atkinson. Star theatre, Rockingham, N. C.
The Inferior Sex, with Mildred Harris
Chaplin. — Nothing to it. Did not please.
— Peter Krauth. Denison theatre, Denison. Ia.— Neighborhood patronage.
In Search of a Sinner, with Constance
Talmadge. — This picture along with
Shoulder Arms broke box office records
here. Connie pleased at least 90 per
cent of my patrons. Book this one if
you want to stand them up. — Paul L.
Turgeon. Rex theatre. Green River, Wyo.
— Neighborhood patronage.
Two Weeks, with Constance Talmadge.— Good business. Everybody likes
Constance Talmadge here. One reason is
that all the theatregoers here like comedy-drama better than any other kind of
a picture. Big house for matinee and
night. — William G. Atkinson. Star theatre. Rockingham. N. D.
The Inferior Sex, with Mildred Harris Chaplin. — A fair program picture.

Better than we expected, but has no
particular drawing power. — W. H. Creal.
Suburban theatre, Omaha, Neb. — Neighbrohood patronage.
The Greatest Question, a D. W. Griffith production. — The poorest Griffith
picture yet. People do not wish to see too
much of the gruesome and revolting.
Besides, spiritualism is being a little too
freely handled in films considering what
little is known about it. Mental telepathy
is granted, but the father seeing the dead
son is illogical as led up to in this picture. The mother could have imagined it
very logically. — Jean Lightner. Regent
jr
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The following accompanied m
[ a subscriber's initial contribu- jj
| tion to this department :
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This department has |
| HERALD—
1 helped me a number of |
1 times and I have never j
I helped it. O.Here's
a start. j
|
R. Nation,
Strand Theatre. |
Davis. Cal. 1

theatre, Alameda. Cal. — Neighborhood
patronage.
The Greatest Question, a D. W. Griffith production. — This picture sure is
different. Holds attention. Some enjoyed
it and some did not. You should run a
comedy with this one. — Peter Krauth.
Denison theatre. Denison, Ia. — Neighborhood patronage.
In Old Kentucky, with Anita Stewart.
— This is great. Any house should bt
proud of putting on a picture like this. —
Hoffman Bros.. Happy Hour theatre.
Burke. S. D. — Neighborhood patronage.
Heart 'o the Hills, with Mary Pickford. — An old picture, but a good one.
Mary still draws them in and pleases. —
W. H. Creal. Suburban theatre. Omaha.
Neb. — Neighborhood patronage.
Back to God's Country, with Nell
Shipman. — A type of picture that will
appeal
all because
a lot of toanimal
interestit'sthatclean
will and
get has
the
children. Worth
exploitation. — C. E.

Power,
Power's theatre,
Minn. — Country
patronage.North Branch,
Daddy Long Legs, with Mary Pickford. — A very good picture for small
towns. Ran it two days with good results.— L. M. Rothweiler. Palace theatre.
Bison, Kan. — Small town patronage.
Midnight Romance, with Anita Stewart.— To Stewart fans this picture will
certainly please. The photography is
good and the story very" pleasing. A
good everyday program picture. — C. E.
Power.— Country
Power's theatre.
Minn.
patronage.North Branch.
Fox
The Little Grey Mouse, with Louise
Lovely. — This is a good picture. We gave
it to a Saturday audience and they liked
it. Miss Lovely is a comer. — Harry M.
Palmer. Liberty theatre. Washington,
Ind. — General patronage.
The Little Wanderer, with Shirley Mason.— A very good picture. Pleased the
big majority. — Adolph Kohn, Pastime
theatre. Granville. N. Y. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Just Pals, with Buck Jones— A splendid picture. Pleased a large crowd. Buck
Jones is a favorite with us. — James A.
York, Auditorium theatre. Monroeville.
Ala. — Neighborhood patronage.
Sunset Sprague, with Buck Jones. — A
good Western. If your patrons like them
good and rough this is it. — W. H. Creal.
Suburban borhood
theatre.
patronage.Omaha. Neb. — NeighLeave It to Me, with William Russell.
— This tures.
pleased
as of
do the
all best
Russell's
Russell one
bets. —picG.
W.
Johnson,
Mvstic
theatre.
Marmath.
N. D.
WHILE
NEW
YORK
SLEEPS, with a special cast. —
From a box office standpoint this
is one of the biggest features we
have played in many a moon. If
the* other fellow gets it you are the
loser. It pulls them back the second night. Excellent satisfaction.
— Harry M. Palmer, Liberty theatre, Washington, Ind. — General
patronage.
Beware of the Bride, with Eileen
Percy. — A fair comedy, but not as good
as The Husband Hunter. Went over with
a serial crowd, and got several laughs. —
W. H. Creal. Suburban theatre. Omaha.
Neb. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Man Who Dared, with William
Russell. — A seven-reel crackerjack of a
picture. One that you can advertise to
the limit. Special attention should be
given to the music in the scenes where
Russell, the "hard-boiled." experiences
the change of heart. — Harry M. Palmer.
Liberty theatre, Washington, Ind. — General patronage.
A Sister to Salome, with Gladys
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Carol llolluwuy ami !.<•<• Mill in a KCCM
from HThe Deceiver," an Arrow Film
Corporation ft-aturr.
Brockwell. — Very ordinary picture. Did
not please. — Adolph Kohn, Pastime theatre, Granville, N. Y. — Neighborhood patronage.
Molly and I, with Shirley Mason. —
Shirley Mason is a dandy little star and
is coming forward by bounds and jumps.
Book her series, as she will please.
All her stories are fine. — G. \V. Johnson.
Mystic theatre, Marmarth, X. D.
The Tattlers, with Madlaine Traverse.
— Another of those fool dream scenes.
When they
can'tit and
do anything
else dams
some
authors
dream
the audience
it. — Giacoma Bros.. Crystal theatre.
Tombstone, Ariz. — General patronage.
Three Gold Coins, with Tom Mix. —
As good as any Mix picture I have ever
lively Western. Good atshown. Story
tendance.— Edward Lindsey. Lindsey
theatre. Industry, 111. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Merely Mary Ann, with Shirley Mason.— Good picture. Shirley getting bet-

In the
ihadow
of the
Dom^

A David G. Fischer
Production
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ter all the time. — E. E. Gailey, Crystal
theatre, Wayne Neb.
Evangeline, with Miriam Cooper. —
Fair production, but name put it over.
Put it through the school and broke
house record. — R. O. Rhoades, Orpheum
theatre. Converse, Ind. — Small town
patronage.
Sacred Silence, with William Russell. —
This is a fine picture and worthy of
praise. Agnes Ayres does great work
in this and should be starred in pictures
of her own. — G. W. Johnson, Mystic
theatre, Marmarth, N. D.
The Untamed, with Tom Mix. — A
good Western. Mix popular, but drew
only fair business. — W. H. Creal, Suburban theatre, Omaha, Neb. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Iron Heart, with Madlaine
Traverse. — A very good picture. Pleased
a large Saturday night crowd. — Adolph
Kohn, Pastime theatre, Granville, N. V.
— Neighborhood patronage.
The Manhattan Knight, with George
Walsh. — Very poor Walsh picture.
Walsh good drawing card here, but this
one failed to register. — R. O. Rhoades.
Orpheum theatre. Converse, Ind. — Small
town patronage.
The Husband Hunter, with Eileen
Percy. — Fair comedy drama. Lots of
good laughs and should please. — E. E.
Gailey, Crystal theatre, Wayne, Neb. —
Genera] patronage.
The liamJoyous
Farnum. — Troublemakers,
This was extra with
fine,Wilbut
Farnum don't take well here. The costume pictures killed him. Let's have him
in outdoor pictures. — G. W. Johnson,
Mystic theatre, Marmarth. N. D.
The Man Who Dared, with William
Russell. — A melodrama different. It will
hold attention, but may not please a
general audience. — Peter Krauth, Denison theatre, Denison, la. — Neighborhood
patronage.
The White Moll, with Pearl White.—
A good picture, and pleased Pearl White
fans. Drew better than average, but
nothing big for a special. — W. H. Creal.
Suburban borhood
theatre,
patronage.Omaha, Neb. — NeighThe Texan, with Tom Mix. — This is a
good comedy Western, and will pull them
in. Business good. — Spalding Bros., Gem
theatre, Taylorville, 111. — Neighborhod
patronage.
The Winning Stroke, with George
Walsh. — Very good picture. College
story. Want some more of this class. —
Autitorium theatre, Carleton, Neb. —
Small town patronage.
The Strongest, with a special cast. —
Rented as a big special and proved to be
not even as good as an ordinary program picture. Fox ought to be arrested
for this. — Harold Daspit, Atherton thearonage.tre, Kentwood, La. — Neighborhod patLove Is Love, with Albert Ray and
Elinor Fair. — Good comic farce. — Auditorium theatre, Carleton, Neb.= — Small
town patronage.
The Lost Princess, with Albert Ray
and Elinor Fair. — A fine picture sure to
please. — G. W. Johnson, Mystic theatre,
Marmarth, N. D.
The —Girl
My Heart,
withandShirleyMason.
Bestof Mason
to date
each
one better than the last. A very good
picture
that should
everyone.
W H. Creal,
Suburbanplease
theatre,
Omaha.—
Neb. — Neighborhood patronage.
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Goldwyn
The Penalty, with a special cast. — A
most excellent production from every
standpoint, and one that you can boost
to the skies. Unsolicited, our patrons
came to us and said it was the best picture in the house in quite a while. — Harry
From the
EXHIBITOR'S
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Larry Semon
in "The Suitor"
V1TAGRAPH
"This master fun maker leads a cast
through the liveliest stream of fun that
has flowed across the screen in many
weeks. It is a comedy to be put into a
class by itself and the exhibitor who
passes it up is missing something

From
Photoplay Magazine
good."
"THE SUITOR"
V1TAGRAPH
"For boys and girls of all ages.
When we saw it, a family of three —
staid middle-aged father, decorous
younger mother, and a son of eleven —
had mutual hysterics from mirth, although Isuspect
the to
small
enthusiasm penetrated
his boy's
parents.
Larry Semon
isn'timproved
standing hisstill,
that's
certain.
He has
methods
of funmaking immeasurably in the past
months, and this two-reeler is packed
with bright bits of business, clever
clowning, and all-around good sense in
sets and story. For there is a story —
all about a band of plotting dynamiters
who are hounding the rich father of the
lovely heroine, deftly played by Lucille
Carlisle. A few more like this and
Semon will be in the front rank of the
silent comedians."
From the
Motion

Picture

News

"The Suitor" — two-reel
comedy featuring Larry Semon
Released by Vitagraph
"For wins
unalloyed
reeler
medals. slapstick this two"Fast action and novelty gags in
which the cleverest kind of trick
photography is used to advantage
characterizes the picture throughout.
"Larry Semon as the star again apparently takes many chances of breaking his neck with his tumbling stunts
and in this connection is ably supported
by a good cast of 'knock - about'
comedians."
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M. Palmer, Liberty theatre, Washington, Ind. — General patronage.
The Little Shepherd of Kingdom
Come, with Jack Pickford. — A dandy
play. Pleased all classes. Book it. Sixsheets will do. Have civil war music. Get
public schools interested. Highly educational with strong heart interest.
Charged 30c and 15c. — Philip Rand, Rex
theatre, Salmon, Idaho. — Neighborhood
patronage.
The Strange Boarder, with Will
Rogers. — Just a fair picture. Rogers
could not show to advantage in this
story.— Custer Carland, Victoria theatre,
Frankfort, Mich.
Stop Thief, with Tom Moore. — A good
picture full of pep and will please everyone. A good laugh getter and every foot
interesting. — H. G. Stettmund, Jr., Odeon
theatre, Chandler, Okla. — General patronage.
The Little Shepherd of Kingdom
Come, with Jack Pickford. — An excellent
picture, but failed to draw the business
we expected. Probably due to slump in
business and cold snap which hit us at
the same time. — W. H. Creal, Suburban
theatre, Omaha, Neb. — Neighborhood
patronage.
The Great Accident, with Tom Moore.
— Certainly not a picture for the family circle There is absolutely no excuse
for some scenes that are shown, and I
was ashamed to look my patrons in the
face when they came out of my theatre.
It is pictures of this type that are causing the country to be flooded with censorship petitions today. — Harry G.
Weaver, Gem theatre, New London, Mo.
— Neighborhood patronage.
Double-Dyed Deceiver, with Jack
Pickford. — A good little picture which
pleased. — Custer Carland, Victoria theatre, Frankfort, Mich.
Almost a Husband, with Will Rogers.
— Good picture. Have found Goldwyn
pictures to average better in story and
photography than any other. Rogers a
good actor, but does not draw here. —
H. G. Stettmund, Jr., Odeon theatre,
Chandler, Okla. — General patronage.
The Silver Horde, with a special cast.
— One of the 100 per cent pictures. Patrons commented truly on this. — W. W.
Wales, Yeomen theatre, Seneca, S. D. —
Neighborhod patronage.
Dollars and Sense, with Madge Kennedy.— A pleasing little comedy-drama
that will satisfy most any audience. —
George O. Monroe, Gilbert theatre,
Beatrice, Neb.
Toby's Bow, with Tom Moore. — Very
good. First picture of this star. Patrons
seemed well pleased. — Merle Rhoda, Palace theatre, Royalton, Minn. — Small
town patronage.
The Hell Cat, with Geraldine Farrar.
— Just an ordinary picture with nothing
to it. Fair business. — G. F. Rediske, Star
theatre, Ryegate, Mont. — Small town
patronage.
Flame of the Desert, with Geraldine
Farrar. — An elaborate production, and
one that sustains the interest throughout,
but did not get the business for some
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VISITS EDDIE

POLO

While PolothewasMetro
filming
King ofwiththe theCircus,"
Universal serial,
star scenes
droppedforin"The
and posed
entire his
company.
unknown reason. — George O. Monroe,
Gilbert theatre, Beatrice, Neb.
Duds, with Tom Moore. — This may
have been a fair picture, but my patrons
wanted their money back. — Custer Carland, Victoria theatre, Frankfort, Mich.
Baby Mine, with Madge Kennedy. —
Here is a sure pippin and patrons said
so.
Best Lyric
we've theatre,
seen forOrange
a long City,
time. la.
—
C. Hales,
— Neighborhood patronage.
Lord and Lady Algy, with Tom
Moore.
Best comments
yet of thisof star's
pictures.
Heard —many
its excellence.
— Merle Rhoda, Palace theatre, Royalton, Minn. — Small town patronage.
Just for Tonight, with Tom Moore. —
A fair picture. Good crowd, because of
star. Tom Moore is our favorite. — Jno.
I. Saunders, Cheney theatre. Cheney,
Kan. — Neighborhood patronage.
Upstairs, with Mabel Normand. — Not
very good. — Hoffman Bros., Happy
Hour theatre. Burke, S. D. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Loves of Letty, with Pauline
Frederick. — Star very popular. However,
this picture did not please as did her
first one, Bonds of Love. Photography excellent, as is the case with all Goldwyn
films. — Merle Rhoda. Palace theatre,
Royalton, Minn. — Small town patronage.
Metro
The Heart of a Child, with Nazimova.
— Good. We have run six of the star's
pictures and we find this one to be the
best yet. My Star
people
like her.
— Willam
G.
theatre,
Rockingham,
N. Atkinson,
C.
The Mutiny of the Elsinore, with a
special cast. — Very poor. Did not please.
Lost money on this. Stay away from this.
— G. W. Johnson, Mystic theatre, Marmarth, N. D.
Dangerous to Men, with Viola Dana. —
A goqd one. Pleased everybody, young
and old alike. Book this one. — Spalding
Bros., Gem theatre, Taylorville, 111. —
Neighborhood patronage.
The Dana.
Chorus
Girl's
Viola
— Fine.
Got Romance,
in money with
and

pleased. — O. R. Nation, Strand theatre,
Davis, Cal. — Neighborhood patronage.
A Chorus Girl's Romance, with Viola
Dana. — Very good crowds for two days
and every one much pleased with picture.— John Hafner, Princess theatre,
Donora, Pa. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Cheater, with May Allison. — Fine
in any community. Something on the order of The Miracle Man. Advertise it
big. — Hoffman Bros., Happy Hour theatre, Burke, S. D. — Neighborhood patronage.
Old Lady 31, with Emma Dunn. —
Pleasing and a change from ordinary run
of stuff. — Giacoma Bros., Crystal theatre, Tombstone, Ariz. — General patronage.Fair and Warmer, with May Allison. —
Very good. Excellent. Much better than
Don't Ever Marry. Book it, you can't
go wrong. — Lang & Smith, Opera House,
Cobb, Wis. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Best of Luck, with a special cast.
Very poor picture. Did not please and
patrons told me so. Had to put it over
with a Lloyd comedy. — G. W. Johnson,
Mystic theatre, Marmarth, N. D.
The Mutiny of the Elsinore, with a
special cast. — Did not do well. My people do not like such pictures as this.
Too much fighting in the picture. — William G. Atkinson. Star theatre, Rockingham, N. C.
Paramount
The Copperhead, with Lionel Barrymore. — This is absolutely one of the most
wonderful pictures ever made. Star is
undoubtedly the greatest living actor
and is blessed with a story full of American patriotism. — W. H. Creal. Suburban
theatre, Omaha, Neb. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Love Insurance, with Bryant Washburn.— Good. Star unknown here. All
well pleased. — Lang & Smith, Opera
House. Cobb, Wis. — Neighborhood patronage.
Told in the Hills, with Robert Warwick.— Six reels that will make one wish
for six more like it. A kind of oicture
that will please all classes. — J. B. En-
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dert, theatre, Crescent City, Cal. — General patronage.
Burglar Proof, with Bryant Washburn.
Very good picture. Patrons highly
pleased. Photography very good. — James
D. Kennedy, Alhambra theatre, Indianapolis, Ind. — Downtown patronage.
Sand, with William S. Hart. — Best
thing Hart seen in here. Big business.
Top price 30c. — Giacoma Bros., Crystal
theatre. Tombstone, Ariz. — General patronage.
The Toll Gate, with William S. Hart.—
A dandy good Western and as good as
any Hart picture yet. — G. W. Dickinson,
Home theatre, Markell, Neb. — Neighborhood patronage.
Wagon Tracks, with William S. Hart.
— Very good. We did a wonderful business on this. Hart's the boy that brings
home the bacon for us everytime. — J. B.
Endert, Endert theatre, Crescent City,
Cal. — General patronage.
You're Fired, with Wallace Reid.— A
fine picture and pleased 100 per cent. — G.
W. Johnson, Mystic theatre, Marmarth.
N. D.
23i/£ Hours' Leave, with Douglas McLean and Doris May. — Certainly an excellent comedy-drama. Wish there were
more of this class. — Merle Rhoda, Palace
theatre, Royalton, Minn. — Small town
patronage.
Quicksand, with Dorothy Dalton. — A
little above the average of its kind. These
domestic problem stories are usually dry
entertainment for us Western folks. —
J. B. Endert, Endert theatre, Crescent
City, Cal. — General patronage.
Selfish Yates, with William Hart—
Went big. Ran Mack Sennett comedy
with Selfish Yates. Everyone pleased.
Business good second run program. —
William Thacher, Royal theatre, Salina,
Kan.
The Girl Who Stayed at Home, a D.
W. Griffith production. — Not a word of
the war scenes did we breathe in our advertisements, but how those audiences
did "eat 'em up." The guy who said that
war pictures were dead is off. Griffith's
name got 'em in and they left more than
pleased with this picture. — Harry M.
Palmer, Liberty theatre, Washington,
Ind. — General patronage.
String Beans, with Charles Ray. — One
of
Ray's— W.
best H.andCreal,
pleased
a good theatre,
Sunday
crowd.
Suburban
Omaha, Neb. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Lady of Red Butte, with Dorothy
Dalton. — The poorest picture I ever ran.
Stay away from this one. — G. W. Johnson, Mystic theatre, Marmarth, N. D.
Let's Elope, with Marguerite Clarke.
— Just missed being a clever comedy.
From

The New

York Tribune

" 'Dead Men Tell No Tales'
is thrilling drama on the
screen. It follows Hornung's tale
closely, and reel follows reel without the slightest drop in interest.
It is a fascinating story from first
to last, much nicer, we think, on
the screen than in book form. The
picture is one of the best of its
kind that we ever saw. It is perfect in every detail, and the burning of the ship at sea is so realistic
that you have to exercise great
self-control to keep from jumping
on the stage and joining in the
rescue."
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And "Hub White," hi- aon, with Helen
Jerome Kddy, In "One Mnn In ■ Million,"
the l.c»»fr production.
Fair only. — Philip Rand, Rex theatre,
Salmon, Idaho. — Neighborhood patronage.Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm, with
Mary Pickford. — It's a revival of one of
Mary Pickford's
pictures, have
and ifabout
you
think
that your best
audiences
forgotten it, then try it and you will be
surprised at the results. People came
who had seen it before but wanted to see
it again. — Harry M. Palmer, Liberty
theatre, Washington, Ind. — General patronage.
HUMORESQUE, with a special cast. — This picture is worthy
to
show
you the
don'tpleasure
make
anything even
on it,if for
you will have hearing pleased remarks from your patrons. — John
Hafner, Princess theatre, Donora,
Pa. — Neighborhood patronage.
Happy Though Married, with Enid
Bennett. — Good comedy. Pleased all.
Bennett is popular in comedy dramas. —
J. B. Endert, Endert theatre, Crescent
City, Cal. — General patronage.
Branding Broadway, with William S.
Hart. — Not a very interesting picture.
A few more like this would make us
feel we wished our contract was played
out. His old Triangle pictures better than
some of the ones we are now using. — J.
J. Kudlacek, Swan theatre. Swanton,
Neb. — Neighborhood patronage.
Path(
The Broadway Cowboy, with William
Desmond. — A fine picture that pleased
100 per cent. This is the kind of picture
that pleases. — G. W. Johnson, Mystic
theatre, Marmarth, N. D.
Man and His Woman, with Herbert
Rawlinson. — Absolutely fine. May McAvoy tifulisof screen
withoutactresses.
a doubt Will
the most
beaubook every
picture she ever played a part in. You
can't go wrong on this picture. If this
girl won't make 'em talk, there's no
hope. — Benjamin F. Sharp, Tumble In
theatre, Sinton, Tex. — Rural patronage.
Rio Grande, with a special cast. — A
real feature. Good story well acted. Went
over big. — Community theatre, Greenwood, Ind. — Neighborhood patronage.
My Husband's Other Wife, with Sylvia Breamer. — This is a class A picture
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that pleases the majority.— G. W. Johnson, Mystic theatre, Marmarth, N. D.
The A, B, C, of Love, with Mae Murray.— A swell picture. Book it for a good
program. My patrons liked it.— Midget
ronage.
theatre, Metamora, 111. — Small town patThe Deadlier Sex, with Blanche Sweet
— A popular star. Plenty of tense moments and action. Drew well and pleased
all. It will stand all the boosting you can
give. — Community theatre, Greenwood,
Ind. — Neighborhood patronage.
HALF A CHANCE, with Mahlon Hamilton. — Brother exhibitors,
just a chance to show your showmanship. You have here an extraordinary, awonderful picture.
Pep up. Get that feeling. You got
the attraction. Build a lobby front
or get out plenty of photos. Get
busy with your papers. Use prestige of Hamilton appearing in an
important role in EARTHBOUND. The women will go
wild over him. He's also a real
man's man. Get out of the old rut
Forget
it. Ill
gamble New
you'llPrincess
cash. I
did.
— Bert
Goldman,
theatre, St. Paul, Minn. — Transient
patronage.
Our
Better Selves, with Fanny Ward.
— Lay off this one. Old war picture that
ought to be dumped into the sea. They
walked out on this one. — G. F. Rediske,
Star patronage.
theatre. Ryegate, Mont. — Small
town
Brothers Divided, with Frank Keenan.
Strong play. Keenan a wonderful actor.
Careful as to details and true to life. A
popular star here. You cannot go wrong
on a Keenan picture. — Community theatre, Greenwood, Ind.
Realart
Nurse Marjorie, with Mary Miles Minter. — Mary Miles Minter is a favorite
with our patrons and has made more
friends here since playing this picture.
Fine. — Hoffman Bros., Happy Hour
theatre, Burke, S. D. — Neighborhood
patronage.
The New York Idea, with Alice Brady.
— Picture very weak. No action, no
punch, just a lot of tommyrot. Picture
too long. Photography very bad. — James
D. Kennedy, Alhambra theatre, Indianapolis, Ind. — Downtown patronage.
A Cumberland Romance, with Mary
Miles Minter. — Gave universal satisfaction. First Minter picture here. — O. R.
Nation, Strand theatre, Davis, Cal. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Robertson-Cole
The Notorious Mrs. Sands, with Bessie Barriscale. — A good production that
will please anywhere. — Custer Carland,
Victoria theatre, Frankfort, Mich.
The Turn in the Road, with a special
cast. — Very good. A picture that you can
have announced in church and one that
anyone would like to see. — Hoffman
Bros., Happy Hour theatre, Burke S. D.
— Neighborhood patronage.
The Gray
Ghost, picture
with H. and
B.
Warner.
— GoodWolf's
program
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VIRGINIA VALLI
Who created the role of Lady Alice in
"Sentimental Tommy," the Famous
Players-Lasky production.
gave satisfaction. — G. F. Rediske, Star
theatre, Ryegate, Mont. — Small town
patronage.
The Flame of Hellgate, with Beatriz
Michelina.- — Just fair. Have never made
money on any R-C program pictures except Walthall. — O. R. Nation, Strand
theatre, Davis, Cal. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Devil's Claim, with Sessue Hayakawa. — Picture failed to give satisfaction.
Star not liked here. — Custer Carland,
Victoria theatre, Frankfort, Mich.
A Fugitive From Matrimony, with H.
B. Warner. — Very good program picture.— Hoffman Bros., Happy Hour theatre, Burke, S. D. — Neighborhood patronage.
Diane of the Green Van, with Alma
Rubens. — Pleased small Sunday night
crowd. — G. F. Rediske, Star theatre, Ryegate, Mont. — Small town patronage.
Josselyn's
withhasBessie
cale.
— Poor. Wife,
Barriscale
never Barrisdrawn
a crowd or pleased an audience here.—
O. R. Nation, Strand theatre, Davis, Cal.
— Neighborhood patronage.
A Sagebrush Hamlet, with William
Desmond. — Fine little Western picture.
— Hoffman Bros., Happy Hour theatre.
Burke. S. D. — Neighborhood patronage.
Selznick
The Figurehead, with Eugene O'Brien.
—Great. Ran this one just before election and it went over with a bang. Patrons howling for more. — R. O. Rhoades,
Orpheum theatre, Converse, Ind. — Small
town patronage.
The Woman God Sent, with Zeena
Keefe. — The best Select picture we have
had. Story good and interest well sustained.— Mrs. Lloyd Junkin, Queen theatre, Aspermont, Tex. — Small town patronage.
Footlights and Shadows, with Olive
Thomas. — A splendid picture. Will please
every woman who sees it and virtually
everyone else. — Adolph Kohn, Pastime
theatre, Granville, N. Y. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Sooner or Later, with Owen Moore. —
Poorest picture we have had in years.
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Nonsensical stalling around to use up
footage. Starts off good, and then gets
so people come out and tell you you
ought to be prosecuted for running such
a picture. — H. G. Stettmund, Jr., Odeon
theatre, Chandler, Okla. — General patronage.
The Point of View, Elaine Hammerstein. — Good picture to poor business.
Star does not seem to draw here. — R. O.
Rhoades, Orpheum theatre, Converse,
Ind. — Small town patronage.
The Country Cousin, with Elaine Hammerstein. — Miss Hammerstein is a good
drawing card for us. This is a good
program picture at regular price. — Mrs.
Lloyd— Small
Junkin, town
Queenpatronage.
theatre, As'permont,
Tex.
The Glorious Lady, with Olive Thomas.
— A fair picture, but drew unusually well
on account of star's death. People still
seem anxious to see her pictures. — W. H.
Creal, Suburban theatre, Omaha, Neb. —
Neighborhood patronage.
She Loves and Lies, with Norma Talmadge. — A very good picture. This will
please all the ladies. — Adolph Kohn,
Pastime theatre, Granville, N. Y. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Greater Than Fame, with Elaine Hammerstein.— Good program picture. The
star is popular here. This story was
good. Many favorable comments. — Mrs.
Lloyd Junkin, Queen theatre, Aspermont, Tex. — Small town patronage.
His Father's Wife, with June Elvidge.
— A splendid comedy-drama. Rented as
an ordinary program feature, but is better than a lot of specials. — Harold Daspit,
Atherton theatre, Kentwood, La. —
Neighborhood patronage.
The Lesson, with Constance Talmadge.
— Don't be afraid of this. It is a good
one. — W. H. Gilfillan, Lotus theatre, Red
Lake Falls, Minn. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Broken
His Wife's
Money
and A Melody,
Perfect Lover,
with
Eugene O'Brien. — Too much indoor
scenery here.
for our
isn't
popular
Too patrons.
much of O'Brien
the he-vamp
to please. — Mrs. Lloyd Junkin, Queen
theatre, Aspermont, Tex. — Small town
patronage.
The Death Dance, with Alice Brady. —
Fair picture. Nothing to boost it. — E.
Dewhirst. Beverly Picture theatre, Beverly, Kan. — Small town patronage.
The Praise Agent, with a special cast.
— A very amusing and well acted comedy-drama that will please the average
crowd. — Harold Daspit, Atherton theatre, Kentwood, La.— Neighborhood patronage.
The Poor Simp, with Owen Moore. —
Some said good, others not, according to
their taste for farce comedy. Personally
I think it fairly good. — W. H. Creal, Suburban theatre, Omaha, Neb. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Last of His People, with Mitchell
Lewis. — Splendid book of the Northwest.
Wonderful scenery and good acting.
Pleased a large audience. — Mrs. Lloyd
Junkin. Queen theatre, Aspermont, Tex.
— Small town patronage.
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friends if your patrons like Westerns. —
W. W. Wales, Yeomen theatre, Seneca,
S. D. — Neighborhood patronage.
Sundown Slim, with Harry Carey. —
Just a fair picture. We're still waiting
for Carey's return to a real Western. —
W. H. Creal, Suburban theatre, Omaha,
Neb. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Girl in the Rain, with Ann Cornwall.— This picture was a surprise. A
good crook picture. Title misleading.
Book it. — Herman Meyer, Xiles Center
theatre,
Niles, Center, 111. — Neighborhood patronage.
Burnt Wings, with Frank Mayo. — A
strong plot, but bold treatment of sex
problem. Many said they liked it. Would
not select this, but am taking Universal
service, would not cancel it either.
Played with Lonesome Hearts and Loose
Lions, a poor comedy. Price 30c and 15c.
— Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon,
Idaho. — Neighborhood patronage.
Under Crimson Skies, with Elmo Lincoln.— Pleased 90 per cent. Good entertainment. Storm scenes not much. —
Custer Carland, Victoria theatre, Frankfort. Mich.
The Devil's Pass Key, with a special
cast.- — Broke all records except The
Miracle Man, and would have broken
that but for downpour of rain. — O. R.
Nation, Strand theatre. Davis. Cal. —
Neighborhood patronage.
The Brute Breaker, with Frank Mayo.
— Book it if your patrons like action,
thrills and gorgeous scenery. The lure
of the North country is strong in this
and it will certanly not disappoint you.
— Mrs. Lloyd Junkin, Queen theatre, Aspermont, Tex. — Small town patronage.
The Devil's Pass Key, with a special
cast. — Advertising with 24-sheets
brought them in. Fifty per cent enjoyed
it. Not a great super, but holds attention. Played it two nights at 40c and 20c.
Three hundred adults, 24 children. Got
safely by. — Philip Rand, Rex theatre,
Salmon, Idaho. — Neighborhood patronage.The Petal on the Current, with Mary
MacLaren. — A good picture for one
showing, butsubstituted
don't want itittwice
all the intime.
Universal
six
weeks. — G. L. Deady, Palace theatre,
ronage.
North Rose, N. Y. — Neighborhood pat-
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Beautifully Trimmed, with Carmel
Myers. — If your patrons like clever
crook plays, run this one. Is a good one.
It has human interest and a lot of thrills
and suspense will satisfy any audience.
— Ed L. Wegener. Lyric theatre. Valley
Junction, la. — Neighborhood patronage.
Bare Fists, with Harry Carey. — Most
any house could use this and make
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them all.-— Peter Krauth, Denison theatre, Denison, la. — Neighborhood patronage.
The CountySpecials
Fair (Tourneur), with
Wesley Barry. — A wonderful picture that
gets the business and pleases 100 per
cent. A great drawing card. Book it. —
Owen McKinett, Bijou theatre, Racine,
Wis.

The Inner Voice (American Cinema),
with E. K. Lincoln. — A-l in every way
How ever. Desert Gold got lots more
money for me.— O. R. Nation, Strand
ronage.
theatre, Davis, Cal— Neighborhood patThe Desert Scorpion (Arrow), with a
special cast. — Very good for a program
feature.— C. Hales, Rivoli theatre, Alton,
la. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Golden Trail (Arrow), with Jane
Novak. — Wonderful cast and story. Big
days' capacity. — B. A.
business.
Warmold. Two
Marquette
theatre, La Salle,
IN. — Downtown patronage.
Eyes of Youth (Equity), with Clara
Kimball Young. — A pleasing picture. —
Peter Krauth, Denison theatre, Denison,
la. — Neighborhood patronage.
Staking His Life ( W. H. Productions),
with William S. Hart. — Book it boys and
clean up. 1 should have played it for two
days. Will bring it back.— B. A. Warmold.
Marquette
theatre, l.a Salle, III. —
Downtown
patronage.
Serials

There is a touch of romance in the latest of the comedies from the stories by Sewell
Ford, starring Johnny Hines, to be distributed by Educational.
The Sleeping Lion, with Monroe Salisbury.— Good Western. Just a program
picture. — Lang & Smith, Opera House,
Cobb, Wis. — Neighborhood patronage.
Bullet Proof, with Harry Carey —
Good, but have seen him do better. Not
the picture that is Masked Men. Business only fair on this one. Think it would
be good idea for exhibitors to say what
prices they play the pictures for. Price
10c, 20c. — William Thacher, Royal theatre, Salina, Kan.
Masked Men, with Harry Carey. — The
best Western we have played. We played
it two months ago and many are asking
when we are to have Carey again. — Mrs.
Lloyd Junkin, Queen theatre, Aspermont,
Tex. — Small town patronage.
Everything But the Truth, with Eddie
Lyons and Lee Moran. — A good rive-reel
comedy. Newlyweds and newlyweds-to
be will appreciate it. — Hoffman Bros..
Happy Hour theatre. Burke, S. D. —
Neighborhood patronage.
The Great Air Robbery, with Ormer
Locklear. — Unusual
picture whicli
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brought good business and gave satisfaction.— Custer Carland, Victoria theatre,
Frankfort, Mich.
Honor Bound, with Frank Mayo. — A
good picture, but not in the same class
as
the Mayo
star's fights
formera picture.
Hitchin'
Posts.
duel in this
picture that will get your patrons on the
edges of their seats. — W. H. Creal,
Suburban theatre, Omaha, Nebr. — Neighborhood patronage.
Vitagraph
Trumpet Island, with a special cast. —
Exceptionally good, and everybody
pleased, at advanced prices. — Peter
Krauth, Denison theatre, Denison, la. —
Neighborhood patronage.
The Prey, with Alice Joyce. — While
this picture gave satisfaction, yet it was
a bit too slow. Joyce fans will like it.
but better bolster up the program with
a peppy comedy. — Harry M. Palmer,
Liberty theatre. Washington, Ind. —
General patronage.
The Gauntlet, with Harry T. Morey. —
A picture of the Cumberland Mountains
and moonshiners. It gave satisfaction. —
Peter Krauth, Denison theatre, Denison,
la. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Courage of Marge O'Doone, with
a special cast. — Very good Northern
story. terest.
TheDid not
bears
givebusiness
it an added
indo the
it should
haveit satisfied
done, butall not
as
who the
came.picture's
— Georgefault,
O.
Monroe, Gilbert theatre, Beatrice, Neb.
The puller
Courage
O'Doone.
— A
good
and offullMarge
of action.
Pleased

Ruth of the Rockies (I'atlu), with
Ruth Roland. — Ruth comes back with a
wallop in this new serial. In fact it promises to be as good, if not better, than
The Tiger's Trail. If you are out for a
good
zippy,
peppy M.
serial,Palmer,
this is the
one
for you.
— Harry
Liberty
theatre. Washington, Ind. — General
patronage.
Ruth of the Rockies (Pathe), with
Ruth Roland. — Have played eighth episode. Average serial. Business falling
off. Just finished Black Secret, which was
a drawing card with slightly better business on each episode. — H. C. Stettmund.
Jr.,
Odeon
theatre, Chandler, Okla. —
General
patronage.
The Silent Avenger (Vitagraph), with
William Duncan. — A good serial. All
William Duncan serials have given satisfaction here. — Adolph Kohn, Pastime
theatre, Granville, N. Y. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Daredevil Jack (Pathe), with Jack
Dempsey. — This serial is a house packer.
Book it if you have dull business as it
will bring them in regardless of weather.
— G. W. Johnson, Mystic theatre, Marmarth, N. D.
The Lost City (Warner Bros.), with
Juanita Hansen. — We run this serial on
Wednesday of the week, and we would
like to say that we are getting some
crowd with it, too. — William G. Atkinson, Star theatre, Rockingham, N. C.
The Hawk's Trail (Hallmark), with
King Baggott. — Positively the best serial
I ever played. A serial that will appeal
to adults as well as children. You can't
go wrong on this.— J. Rathyle, Norton
Park hoodtheatre.
patronage. Cicero, III. — NeighborThe Lost City (Warner Bros)., with
Juanita Hansen. — This serial proved a
money getter for me and every episode
proved a winner. One of the best serials
today. Book it. — G. W. Johnson, Mystic
theatre, Marmarth, N. D.
Daredevil Jack (Pathe), with Jack
Dempsey. — A good serial. Full of action.
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Dempsey will draw. — Adolph Kohn.
Pastime theatre, Granville, X. Y. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Ruth of the Rockies (Pathe). with
Ruth Roland. — On 12th episode. Holding up good. — E. E. Gailey, Crystal theatre, Wayne, Xeb.
Bride 13 (Fox), with a special cast. —
Good serial, but too many negroes in this
picture. You know people down here do
not like negroes much anyway. — William G. Atkinson. Star theatre. Rockingham. N. C.
The Lost City i Warner Bros. *, with
Juanita Hansen. — In my opinion the best
money making serial now being booked
Kept crowds coming for 15 weeks on
poorest night. Book it. — Adolph Kohn.
Pastime theatre. Granville. X. Y. —
Xeighborhood patronage.
Thunderbolt Jack (Arrow), with Jack
Hoxie. — It sure opened in my house like
a thunderbolt. Broke all records. My
advice is to book it. It's a money maker.
— John Allen. Lyric theatre. Chicago. 111.
— Xeighborhood patronage.
Lightning Bryce ( Arrow), with Jack
Hoxie. — This serial is among the best,
and a good business getter thaf holds up
all the way through. — G. W. Johnson,
Mystic theatre. Marmarth, X. D.
Hidden Dangers (Vitagraph). with
Joe Ryan. — Very poor. Impossible stuff.
Business worse with each episode. All
other Vitagraph serials, however, have
been good. — Adolph Kohn. Pastime theatre, Granville. X. Y. — Xeighborhood patronage.
Short Subjects
Get Out and Get Under (Pathe). with
Harold Lloyd. — This is as good as all
other Pathe two-reel comedies and Harold is absolutely the best. — Hoffman
Bros.. Happy Hour theatre. Burke. S. D.
— Xeighborhood patronage.
Kiss Me Quick, (Fox), with Clyde
Cook — This sure is some comedv. Get
From

The New

York Globe

Dead Men's Tales.
"Dead Men Tell No Tales." the
cryptic advertisement which has
decorated the recent dailies in huge
black splashes, is now revealed as a
harmless, necessary movie at the
Broadway this week. This will be a
relief to those nervous souls who were
•startled by its sinister implication
under pastry ads or patent medicine
announcements. Our own Globe Trotter assures us that he even saw the
notice if an excellent physician with
the traditional "office hours from 11
to 2 and by appointment," and under
it the laconic prophesy "Deau Men
Tell Xo Tales."
But the picture is here and all is
forgiven because it is an excellent example of a mystery melodrama of
pirates and bo;tles of rum and beautiful Spanish women rescued at least
six times for every reel. Most of the
burden of these rescues fall on Percy
Marmount. as the dauntless hero.
Catherine Calvert makes a vivid and
flashing senorita, who is not too proud
to be saved The film is combined
with the usual Broadway vaudeville
bill, although it is quite strong enough
to carry the programme alone.
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them. — John Hafner. Princess theatre.
Donora, Pa. — Xeighborhood patronage.
Young Buffalo Series (.Pathe). with a
special cast. — Have run four of them.
Havelastoneone.more
to run.
Sure glad
that's
the
Xothing
to them.
Xo action,
no star, no nothing. Lay off of them. —
William
Thacher. Royal theatre Salina.
Kan.
Rolin Comedies (Pathe). with Snub
Pollard. — These one-reel comedies are
all good. The little darky who appears
in many is very clever and causes many
laughs. — Adolph Kohn. Pastime theatre.
Granville, X. Y. — Xeighborhood patronage.Kiss Me Caroline (Educational), with
Bobby Vernon. — Best comedy I have
ever played. — Custer Carland, Victoria
theatre, Frankfort. Mich.
Vod-A-Vil (Spanuth). with a special
cast. — Am still boosting the Vod-A-ViL
They will go good in any class house.
You
go wrong.
Thacher.
Royalcan't
theatre.
Salina.— William
Kan.
Monkey Comedies (Universal), with
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Martin — All good
up-to-date. We have only to advertise
Joe Martin and the monkey draws the
crowd. — Mrs. Lloyd Junkin. Queen theatre. Aspermont. Tex. — Small town patronage.
Shoulder Arms, i First Xational >. with
Charlie Chaplin. — This is an old subject,
but it sure is a peach. Drew fine, although Chaplin isn't popular here. If
you haven't played this do so at once,
as it will get you the money. — Paul L.
Turgeon. Rex theatre. Green River.
Wyo.
Strand Comedies (Robertson-Cole). —
These cannot be beat for one-reel comedies. They are nice and clean and each
has a good moral. — Hoffman Bros..
Happy Hour theatre. Burke. S. D. —
Xeighborhood patronage.
Barnyard
< Universal"!,
with
a Aspecial
cast. —Comedy
A comedy
that is really
funny. Our patrons are well pleased with
Century comedies. They marvel at the
animal acting. — Mrs. Lloyd Junkin.
Queen theatre, Aspermont. Tex. — Small
town patronage.
The Head Waiter ( Vitagraph). with
Larry Semon. — You know, this is the
best comedy. We have 12 booked and
we think they will be the best cards we
have to get the crowds with. — William
G.
Star theatre. Rockingham,
X. Atkinson,
C.
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THIS

BLANK

Box
Story.Office Reportt Tell the Whale
Join in This Co-operative Service
Report Regularly on
Pictures Yon Exhibit
And Read in The Herald
Every Week What Ptctare*
Axe Doing for Other Exhibitor*
Fill in this blank now and tend
to Exhibitors Herald, 417 S. Dearborn St., Chicago.
Title
Star
Producer
Remarks

Title
Star
Producer
Remarks

Edgar Comedies (Goldwyn-*. — We
have played all six of these and everyone was good.— Hoffman Bros.. Happy
Hour theatre. Burke. S. D. — Xeighborhood patronage.

V •- .

..

<J. Special .

'In the
Shadow
of the
Domex
A David G. Fischer
Production

Exhibitor
Name of Theatre
Transient

or Neighborhood Pat-

ronage
City
State
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Business,

Declares E. W. Hammons
have been open and brought
"There is not the slightest sign of busi- exchanges
forward larger orders for the future.
ness depression shown in our bookings,"
Educational's
production
plans areAllsetaccording to E. W. Hammons, president
tled for many months
to come.
of
the
various
producing
units
are far ahead
of Educational Film Exchanges, Inc., "In
fact, every month is showing a marked of schedule and actual prints are being
increase over the month preceding. No- received in the New York office weeks
that all advertising and exploitavember far surpassed October and the re- ahead tionso material
can be completed.
ports received for December business inWhile there may be no further increase
dicate that the month will show a bigger in product by Educational, the company
also announces that there will be no depercentage gain over November.
crease in the number of offerings.
Contracts Cover Series.
"Not only is this true, but practically Forman Gives Picture
all of these contracts cover entire series
Machine to Sing Sing
of comedies and single reel pictures. It
is the more significant when it is stated
In appreciation of the help and cooperation ofSing Sing officials during the
that this has been brought about without
increasing product and that no special filming of scenes at the prison for "The
Meighan's
latest
Paraproductions are responsible for this gain. Quarry,"mountThomas
picture, Tom
Forman,
director
Still more important is that these con- has given the prison a motion picture
tracts show faith in future business for
the theatres. It indicates to us that the projection machine for use in the "death
Forman spent a week at Sing Sing
theatres of the country arc on a much
sounder business basis than ever before. taking
exteriors and interiors for the pichouse."
ture and while there he was struck with
Only a short time ago managers would
have been in a panic at rumors of busi- the utter hopelessness of -the inmates of
ness depression. Now they know that the "death house." He inquired if it
their affairs are being conducted on a would be possible to show motion pictures to these men and was told that a
sound basis they refuse to be frightened
projection machine was most necessary.
by Mr.
rumors."
Hammons added that this was a He made immediate arrangements to
particularly important statement because have a machine sent to the prison.
in case exhibitors did feel that they had
to retrench that they would be inclined Gordon Standing on Stage
to contract for cheaper product instead
of the higher, both in features and in
Starring in Barrie Play
short subjects.
Gordon
H. Standing, who plays a
Survey Is Conducted
prominent
part
in "The Foreigner," the
This statement was made not only on Ralph Connor story, and other screen
the reports of bookings from the ex- successes, has forsaken temporarily the
changes, but on a survey of conditions silent drama to play the leading part on
generally made through the home office. the speaking stage in a Barrie playlet,
This embraced an examination into the "Half an Hour."
Standing has not been seen on the
steadiness with which the prints were
working and the demand for posters, pho- speaking stage for more than five years.
tographs and advertising material. All He has been devoting himself during
of these showed a marked increase over most of this time to motion pictures except for his army service.
the whole period that Education's own
BUSY

SCENE

AT PARAMOUNT'S

STUDIO

Skirts may rise or skirts may fall, but
men will rubber ever. — Pelican.
My ma says : "Now you're a big girl,
Bess,
you'll haveTimes.
to wear a knee-length
dress."and
— Louisville
If the girls continue wearing their snappy
styles — the low neck and the high skirt will
soon be within hailing distance of each
other. — North Adams (Mass.) Herald.
* * *
If skirts keep going up, stockings will
Press.
have a hard time following. — Cleveland
* * *
Teacher: "Johnny, can you tell me what
they raise in Mexico!'" Johnny: "I know
what you want me to say, ma'am, but maw
told me not to talk rough." — American Legion Weekly.
» * *
Extravagance: Where a shapely girl
wearing a short skirt buys an expensive
hat, 'cause that isn't where men look. —
The Sun-Dial.
» * *
In its MEN-tal appeal, the narrow onepiece short skirt of the winter season is
on a parallel with the snug-fitting one-piece
bathing suit of last summer. — Rutgerson.
* * *
Girls may carry concealed arms! but
many of them surely do not carry concealed
legs. — North Adams
Herald.
» *(Mass.)
»
"Have you frog's legs?" asked the man
in the restaurant. "No, I ain't, smarty !
My shorttheskirts
makes— New
'em look that way,"
snapped
waitress.
* * * Castle Herald.
Teacher: "Do you know the population
of New York?" "Not all of them, ma'am,
American
we've onlyBoy.
lived here two years." — The
» * *
Teacher : "Swarms of flies descended
upon the Egyptians, but there were no
flies on the children of Israel." Smart
News.
boy
: "There ain't now, either." — Cleveland
* * *
Teacher : "Give me a sentence from a
dead language." *Pupil
"What are you
* »: Traveler.
going to have ?" — Boston
Teacher : "Tony, form a sentence using
'disarrange'." Tony : "When my father
goes to light the stove, he say, 'Damma
dissa range'!" — Washington
* * * Times. ■
It's a York
long Globe.
skirt that causes no turning.
— New
* * *
"REPEAT the words the defendant
used," said the lawyer. "I'd rather not.
They were not fit words to tell a gentleman." "Then," said the attorney, "WhisFarmer.per them to the judge." — Progressive

Interior view of main studio floor at the Long Island City plant of Famous PlayersLasky Corporation. Scenes for "The Price of Possession," "The Teaser,"
"The Quarry" and "The Gilded Lady" are shown.

Green Bay Improvements
Are Planned by Goldman
GREEN BAY, WIS.— Henry Goldman,
manager of the Grand and Colonial theatres, will double the size of the latter house
and make it one of the best theatres outside Chicago. Work will begin in the
spring and is expected to be completed by
autumn.
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for Bermuda this week for a holiday trip.
Mr. Crane will return to the stage after
his vacation, for a road trip with "Opportunity," inwhich he is starring, while Miss
I Brady will
Year
New
the
choose a new play in which she
Welcoming
is
to
appear
next spring,
With J. B.
; . ::u . . :J ju ■•
on a new feature.
» * »
and many other screen players, will opeu
This is the week for the New Year handM. Jay
Casey,
president
of thewho
Art-Oshake. It's all right to shake the hand in Chicago early in January' in "It's Up Graf
Film Company
of Denver,
are
to You," a musical comedy in which he producing
but don't let the *loot* slip.
features, was a visitor at the
*
is playing the lead.* * *
Arrow offices. The Art-O-Graf recently
La jos Shuk, cellist, assisted by Mischa
Joe F. Lee, the human dynamo behind produced "The Desert Scorpion" and
Levitzki,
is
packing
'em
in
at
Aeolian
Hall
* * *
Moistewitsch, soloist, is warbling to packed
"The County Fair" advertising and exploi- "Wolves of the Street"
tation, isa man in a million. If he makes
houses at Carnegie Hall. Bernardo DoolJ.
E.
Maple,
general
manager of the
a bet on headgear he overlooks the overshansky is also a tenor of high note who
Northwestern Film Company of Sheridan,
brings home the bacon at Carnegie Hall.
head and pays his bets "pronto." Thanks.
Wyoming, was another Arrow visitor. Mr.
Bon-Ami is not "Polish" but Hebrew and is Joe,
that's glory.
a fine Stetson. In fact, it's my
crowning
Maple recently produced "Before the White
*
*
*
making
a
clean-up
at
the
39th
Street
Man Came" for Arrow.
theatre.
» * *
* * *
W. Christy Cabanne arrived in New
The activity of foreign buyers is indi- York with his second Robertson-Cole speAnd if there's anybody we've missed with
cated in a statement issued by the Arrow
cial "What's a Wife Worth." Don't know,
but Justice Mauchauser of Westchester re- a "Happy New Year" greeting, we hereFilm Corporation in which Guy R. Hamwith apologize and hasten to add "a proscently handed down a decision to the effect
mond, general export manager, states that
the following pictures, four special five-reel that a wife was entitled to whatever she fellows. perous new year" for all the regular
features starring Jack Hoxie, the first of might get from her
» husband's
* *
pockets.
which is "A Man from Nowhere" and "The
Deceiver," were purchased by Neus-Hesslin
Maurice Baron, whose "Triumphal
& Company for Argentine, Uruguay, Para- Overture"
was considered second best in Charge Two Exhibitors
the recent prize contest in which Hugo
guay, Chile, Peru, Bolivia and Ecuador.
With Misrepresentation
* * »
Riesenfeld offered §500 for the best original
American overture, will conduct the Rialto
Rod LaRocque closed last week in Alice orchestra
In Exploiting Pictures
next Sunday when the orchestra
Brady's Rocque
play,
"Anna
Ascends."
Mr. La-in will play it for the first time in public
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
has been
working
continuously
pictures and on the stage throughout 1920 as the principal orchestral number of the
NEW YORK. Dec. 21.— James Blinkov
week's
program.
* * *
and will take a brief holiday vacation beand Samuel Crystal, proprietors of the
fore returning to the screen.
Strand motion picture the* * *
Eggs fell twelve cents last week without Templeatres atand
Union Hill, N. J., were sumbreaking.
Harry
Ben
jos
of
the
New
RoMonte Banks arrived on the Aquitania chelle
moned
before
Magistrate Hauenstein of
Laboratories fell off a chair and
on Sunday. December 12.
Union Hill police court on Monday,
broke his wrist, all of which reminds us the
* * *
6, and held in S500 bail each
that night falls without breaking and day December
Paul Mooney had a birthday December
to await the action of the grand jury on
breaks without falling.
12. Which one nobody knows.
a charge of falsely advertising D. W.
* * *
* * *
James Crane and Alice Brady will leave Griffith's production of "Wav Down
. .William "Bill" Haddock, chief director
The theatre owners described Thomas
for the Hemmer Productions, left for New
England on Saturday, December 18. Mi.
H.
Ince's "Homespun Folks" as "A Story
Haddock expects to return from the yule
of "Way Down East,' " displaying the
log party on December
27.
title of the Griffith picture in letters fif* * *
Neighbors
teen to twenty times as large as the name
of East."
the Ince picture actually being shown,
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Lewis, who have
and spreading the false advertising
been doing their Christmas shopping in
New York for the past four weeks, left
throughout the tow-n of Union and neighboring sections in an effort to give the
for their home in Los Angeles on Thursday,
December
16.
The
Lewis's
are
alimpression
East"
ways popular, at home as well as abroad
being shown.thatThe"Way
courtDown
ordered
that was
an
and a host of friends were sorry to see
officer
be
placed
in
the
lobby
of the
them depart.
theatre and announce to patrons that they
* * *
Harry
Wilson,representative
one of Los and
Angeles'
best
in theD. special
publicity line, is still arranging _ appearances,
for George Beban in New York. Harry
speaks Spanish "like a de deuce" and is
using
exhibitors in great
shape. it on 'the Jersey
* * *
Carl Laemmle returned from the coast
in time to meet a number of exhibitors who
are serving on the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of America committee meeting with
the National Association of the Motion Picture Industrv.
* * *
Paul Oscard. the young French dancer
who has charge of the choreography in the
Rivoli, Rialto and Criterion theatre group
under the direction of Hugo Riesenfeld has
opened a studio at 223 West 70th Street
with children as his specialty pupils.
* * *
Ben Wilson, who is producing a series
of five real western features starring Jack
Hoxie for the Arrow Film Corporation,
returned to the coast this week after having completed several important deals in
the east. An announcement of several new
producing
underin Mr.
supervision willunits
be made
the Wilson's
near future.
* * *
Vincent Coleman, heretofore best
known as a screen leading man for Constance Talmadge, Alice Calhoun. Dixie Lee

were done
not to see "Way Down East" This
was
three days.throughout the engagement of
Wesley Barry Playing
In MacDonald Picture
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK. Dec. 14.— Wesley
Barry. Marshall Neilan's freckled-iaced
star of "Dinty," published through First
National, has been loaned by the producer-director to the Katherine MacDonald Companv for "Trust Your

Above — New residence of Arthur 9. Kane,
at Larchmont, X. Y. Below — John P.
Fritts" home, Larchmont, Realart executive.

Lillian Gish Features
Will Be Independents
Announcement is forthcoming from
Wife."
the Frohman Amusement Corporation
that the productions to be made by it
and in which Lillian Gish will star, will
be distributed under franchises to be
awarded independent buyers.
This announcement, it is expected, will
cause a radical change to be made with
respect to the special productions to be
made by other stars and is indicative of
the trend which producers will follow
with respect to big productions.
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write the story for the production which
I shall do following my Knoblock story;
Elinor Glyn, who is now writing an original story starring Gloria Swanson;
Avery Hopwood, Henry Arthur Jones
and others of the group of famous authors whom Mr. Lasky has enlisted to
the service of the screen.
"The day is soon coming, I earnestly
believe, when our best authors will write
for the screen first, and think afterward
about writing for the stage or magazines.
Moreover, authors are coming to realize
that a good book or a good play does
not necessarily make a good picture, and
are turning more and more to the screen
to learn its technique first hand."

New

Ticket

Offered

Chopper

by Newman

Wood Replaced by Steel in
Body of Model Which Is
Now Being Marketed
\\ hat has been termed the biggest improvement over existing styles of ticket
choppers was recently put on the market by the Newman Manufacturing Company of Cincinnati, Ohio, manufacturers
of theatre accessories.
The new product is marketed under
the name of the "Newman Steel-Clad
Ticket Chopper." It is constructed
cold - rolledof
steel, heavily
braced at the
joints
and
r e i n f o reed
through out.
The finish is
a correct reproduction of
ll o g a n y,
grained maenameled
and

Marguerite Clark, who has entered the independent producing field. "Scrambled
Wives,"
first production,
is to be distributed through Associated First
National her
Pictures,
Inc.
William

DeMille

Confines

Effort

To Proaucing Original Scenarios
William DeMille announces that in the different. It is a new art form, and authors who hope to see their stories or
future he will confine himself to the production of original stories because of the plays on the screen must realize that
impossibility of successfully adapting fact. They must realize that if they are
plays or novels.
going to have their works put into moEdward Knobloch. who is at the Lasky
tion pictures they must go into picture
studio in Hollywood, is completing the studios and learn their new medium.
script of an original story which will be
Must Learn Technique
Mr. DeMille's next production for Paramount.
"I have adapted several plays in the
past, and novels, too, but I am convinced
Screen Is New Art Form
that the maximum of success can only
when the author learns moThe producer of "Midsummer Mad- he achieved
tion picture technique and works in close
ness"
explained
his
decision
to
abandon
adaptations as follows:
cooperation with the continuity writers
and directors.
"Although
there
are
several
good
plays and novels available they are good
"This is what Mr. Knoblock is doing
merely as stage productions or as books. now. When he arrived in Hollywood he
went at once to our studio, literally took
They are rarely of any use as motion
picture material, for the reason that they off his coat, rolled up his sleeves and
were written to be produced on the stage started to learn the craft from the botor to be published between covers.
tom up. This is the same procedure being
"The motion picture medium is entirely followed bv Sir Gilbert Parker, who may

Opposite

PALISADE
FILM
West 129th St. Ferry

QUALITY
F. DOUBLIER, General Manager
The Pioneer of Motion Picture Industry

highly polished. The
t r i m m ings
cludein-the
which feet,
handles,
wheels, etc,
are nickeled.
It is similar
tion to the
in construcsubstantial wooden chopper of recent
years, the patent mechanism having
been slightly changed and a steel body
replacing the wooden box.
What has always been considered a
strong feature of the Newman chopper
— the automatic ticket feeder has been
supplemented by the installation of
lateral-cutting knives.
Just a few tickets are fed at one time
to the mutilating knives, making, it is
claimed, the clogging of the machine
an impossibility.
Parker Back With Lasky
Max Parker is the new art director of
the Lasky studio, succeeding Wilfred
Buckland. Two years ago he resigned
ford.become art director for Mary Pickto

LABORATORIES,
Morsemere 621.
nd

INC.
PALISADE,

N. J.

O. W. BIARMER, Special Representative
220 West 42tld Street
Telephone Bryani
SMS
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■ By Harry Hammond Beall
The executive offices of Gore Bros, and
Dacmar Godowsky, daughter of the
Sol Lesser have been literally flooded with
world famed pianist-composer Leopold requests
from leading stars, directors and
Godowsky, who has appeared in a number
producers for allotments of seats for the
of Universal pictures, is confined in a opening performance of the new Ambassador Hotel theatre, which will take
hospital in Los Angeles suffering from an
attack of appendicitis. Miss Godowsky re- place during the latter part of Januarycently played the part of a native South
Jos. M. Schexck has just concluded neAmerican girl in ''Honor Bound" with
gotiations for the film rights to Andrew
Frank Mayo.
* * *
Soutar's
dramatic
according to word receivedstop'
from"Courage,"
Sidney Franklin.
Prohibition officers recently came near
* * *
being involved in a pistol duel with Frank
Jaxe Novak, who met with considerable
Lawrence, chief film editor at Universal
success as a result of her characterization
City, as he was returning to Hollywood
in "The River's End," and Charles West
in his car through a blinding rain. The who played the role of a dope fiend in the
officers ordered Lawrence to open the back same production, will return to the
portion of his car in order to inspect it. Marshall Neilan standard in "Not a Drum
* * *
Lawrence refused as he had a roll of Was Heard."
Sol Lesser returned from Chicago this
valuable film in the compartment. His
over thefranchise
meeting holders.
of Asrefusal was the cue for the officers to week enthusiastic
sociated First National
reach for their guns. He insisted that Among other
matters
that
claimed
Mr.
they get in the car and accompany him
attention
during
his
Eastern
visit
to the Hollywood police station, where he Lesser's
was the arrangement of the George Beban
drove the car in out of the rain and showed
them the film. He was taking it home to tour of the important cities of America
with his latest production "One Man In a
do some toeditorial
and didn't
* * *
propose
have itwork
ruinedon toit satisfy
the
curiosity of prohibition pussyfooters.
Mito
Seki,
a
prominent merchant of
Million."
* * *
Japan, was a recent guest of Sessue HayaEddie Polo, Universal star, together with kawa. He was extremely interested in
watching the Japanese star film his latest
J. P. McGowan, his director, and Magda
Lane and Inez MacDonnell, who will play story under the direction of Colin Campbell.
represents a number of promiopposite
Polo will
in "The
Seal ofagainst
Satan,"thea Mr. Seki
nent American concerns in Japan and has
serial which
be enacted
historic backgrounds of Moro Castle and been asked by the Industrial Board of the
San Juan Hill, have made application for Japanese government to report on the motion picture industry upon his return.
passports
tion there tothisCuba
week.and will leave for loca* * *
Twenty-five Goldwyn players, headed by
Adolph Zukor, president of Famous
Director Reginald Barker, left Los Angeles
Players-Lasky Corporation, has returned to December 1 for Banff. Canada, to make
New York
City, was
following
a twoin having
weeks'
exterior
"Snow Burt.
Blindness," a
stay.
Mr. Zukor
fortunate
storv bv scenes
KatherineforNewlin
the weather remain most pleasant during
his visit, which added immensely to his
enjoyment.
Mason N. Litsox, who has been direct* * *
ing the Booth for
Tarkington
seriesa
of
comedies
Goldwyn,"Edgar"
will take
Katherine MacDonald, ''The American
month's vacation following the completion
Beauty,"
will
enjoy
a
few
weeks'
rest
before starting on her ninth production for
Day's Diet" the eleventh comedy of
the "A
series.
Associated First National. She has just of
* * *
returned from, a hasty trip to New York
where she visited her mother and sister.
A
shiver
of
horror
went through the
* * *
Christie studios recently when T. Roy
David Rerklaxd will direct Mary Pick- Barnes, "So Long Letty" star, who had
ford's
next picture.
He in
has the
beendirection
associatedof gone duck-hunting with "Bill" Beaudine,
with Henry
Lehrmann
wired to Al Christie as follows : "Beaudine
the
latter's
comedy
productions
for First forgot his moustache wax. What shall I
National.
do. Wire reply." Upon receipt of this

One of the one sheets beinc distributed by
>. K. Enterprises for "It Might Happen
to Von," a five-part comedy.
harrowing message it is said that Al
Christie swooned and upon recovering
burst into tears.
* * *
Neely Edwards, the comedy star, has
been loaned by Special Pictures to play
"Toto" the clown in the Avery Hopwood
story now being done as a Mary Miles
Minter production.
* * *
Will M. Ritchey, retiring as supervising
director of the Realart Studio on account
of ill-health, will take a vacation this
month preliminary to assuming new duties
as a writer for Paramount Pictures on
Frank Woods' staff.
* * *
A new arrival in Los Angeles is Rupert
Hughes, the Goldwyn author. He is accompanied byhis wife and daughter. His
first original screen story'. "Mr. and
Miserable
Jones," isofnowE. inMason
production
under the direction
Hopper.
While in Los Angeles Mr. Hughes will
make an intensive study of motion picture
technique.
* * *
Milton Sills, who has one of the leading
roles in the new Metro production, "What's
the
Matter with
has purchased
a beautiful
new Marriage?"
home in Crescenta
Park
Hollywood. His home is but a few doors
removed from the residence of Nazimova.
Dustin Farnum is also a neighbor. A
swimming pool and a large garden will be
two interesting features of this popular
player's new place.

MORRIS KLINE, Pres.

PHONE: HARRISON 4744-4745

TWENTY- LTN^ "«?r SEVENTH ST.
CHICAGO
OFFER THE
SURE FIRE STARS WHO PACK YOUR THEATRE
Wm.
20

RUSSELL— MARY
MILES MINTER— HELEN HOLMES
5 REEL FEATURES RELEASED ONC EVERY MONTH
BEN
TURPIN
KNOCKOUT
COMEDIES
TWO REELS EACH— RELEASED TWO EACH MONTH

20
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says-

Treat

Her

Well

A good wife is the sunshine of home .
An intoxicated husband is the
moonshine of a home.
All women are good, but the wife
is a little better.
When she becomes a Mother she
is still better.
All women are better, still.
Some wives talk all the time.
All wives talk some of the time.
A wife is the first person to find
double use for a rolling pin.
A wife hears more alibis than a jury.
A wife can make or break a husband.
She usually does one or the other.

Will give you many a chuckle
and satisfy many.
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ILLINOIS
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INDIANA
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OTHERS
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MONEY
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N.
VANISHING

SELIG'S
SUPER
SPRI /\
AIL
JL1\1

Featuring

Wm.

Farnum

TRAILS
and

Mary

Anderson

THE
STRONGEST
SERIAL

«•

OF

THEM

LURKING

With

ALL

Anne

Luther

PERIL

and

Geo.

Larkin

A
REAL

VEILED

MYSTERY

MYSTERY
SERIAL

GAUMONT'S
MYSTERY

Will

IN

Keep

Them

THE

Guessing

Until

CLUTCHES

SERIAL
SUPREME

Come

OF

THE

In and Let Us Explain
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&
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FILM
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End

YOUR PEOPLE
HAVE NEVER
SEEN ANY
THING LIKE
IT BEFORE

to You

CORPORATION
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Ave.
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More

Than

Thirty

Contribute

to

Authors

Goldwyn

H E RALD

More than thirty prominent American
writers, in addition to the list of eminent
authors, either have contributed stories
for Goldwyn's fourth year program or
are now preparing stories for it.
Rex Beach, Gouverneur Morris, Rupert Hughes. Leroy Scott, Mary Roberts
Rinehart and Gertrude Atherton are the
six Eminent Authors.
Tarkington Contributes
Among the others contributing is
Booth Tarkington, author of a series of
two-reel comedies of boy life known
collectively as "The Emotions and Adventures of Edgar Pomeroy." The
twelfth of the series is being filmed.
Tarkington will contribute original
scenarios for feature productions the
coming year.
Ben Ames Williams is represented by
four pictures, Will Rogers, "Jubilo";
Tom Moore's, "The Great Accident";
.lack Pick ford's "The Man Who hatl
Everything," and Reginald Barker's
production, "Godless Men," produced
from "Black Pawl."
Rogers in Cobb Story
Katherine Newlin Burt's first success,
"The Branding Iron," will be followed
by "Snow Blindness." Reginald Barker
directed both. Irvin S. Cobb is represented by Will Rogers' "Boys Will Be
Boys." Peter Clark MacFarlane also contributes a Rogers vehicle, "Guile of
Women." Madge Kennedy's "The Highest Bidder," was picturized from Maximilian Foster's "The Trap."
Mabel Normand's "The Slim Princess"
and
"Just Out by
of College"
wereJack
fromPickford's
stage successes
George
A GLIMPSE

AT ONE

New

Now

Program

This Is in Addition to the Half Dozen Writers
Comprise Eminent Authors— List Is Made
Up of Novelists of Note

Who

Ade. Ralph E. Dyar's stage success,
"A Voice in the Dark," has been done
for the screen by Frank Lloyd, Graham
MofTatt, a Scotchman, contributed
"Bunty Pulls the Strings"; Herman
Bahr, a Viennese, "The Concert," and
Maurice Maeterlinck, the Belgian dramatist, is writing one feature scenario a
Others Are Represented
year.
Wallace Irwin contributed "Trimmed
With Red" for Madge Kennedy; Garret
Smith, "Honest Hutch," for Will Rogers;
Carlylc Moore, "Stop Thief," for Tom
Moore; Pearl Lenore Curran, "What
Happened to Rosa," for Mabel N'ormand:
Catherine
"Prisoners
Love,"
for
Betty Henry,
Compson;
Frank of
Brownlee,
"His Own Law," for Hobart Bosworth:
Edgar Allan Woolf, "Head Over Heels,"
from Nalbro Bartley's story of "Shadows." for Mabel
N'orniand;
Leo Ditrichstein and
Frederic
ami Fannv
Locke
Hatton by "The Great Lover," Augustin
MacHugh and Winchell Smith by "Officer 666." William J. Hurlbut by "Made
in Heaven," Charles Kenyon by an original Buchanan
scenario, "The
Alibi," Rice,
while members
Thompson
and Elmer
of the Goldwyn staff, are writing original
scenarios.
Adapt Other Stories
Among the authors no longer living
who are represented are J. G. Holland,
whose "Seven Oaks" formed the basis
for "Jes* Call Me Jim," for Will Rogers;
O. Henry, whose "The Roads of Destiny," as transmuted into a stage drama
by Channing Pollock, formed a stellar
vehicle for Pauline Frederick.
OF THE

STOLL
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Rothacker

Plant

To Open in February
Laboratory Chief and Staff
Will Attend the Formal
Affair in Hollywood
When Watterson R. Rothacker returned to Chicago after a fortnight upon
the Coast, he brought with him the contractor's promise to have the Hollywood
laboratory completed
in January. The
formal opening is planned for February.
Mr. Rothacker and members of the
executive staff will attend.
Sees Holubar Picture
"While in Los Angeles I saw Al Kaufman's super-feature, "Man, Woman, Marriage,' which is one of the most expensive and portentou
s pictures of the year
and which will play an important part
on the First National program of 1921,"
said Mr. Rothacker. "This picture was
directed by Allan Holubar with Dorothy
Phillips in the leading role.
"I was among those present at a delightful dinner given by Arthur S. Kane
in honor of Charles Ray, at the Beverly
Hills hotel. The dinner was marked by
wonderfully enthusiastic predictions concerning the future of First National and
Associated First National. We will begin printing Ray's coming production,
"The Old Swimmin' Hole," in the Chicago laboratory the first of the year.
De Havens at Work
"I found Mr. and Mrs. Carter De
Haven hard at work at the Chaplin
studios finishing their next First National release. Louis B. Mayer is particularly enthusiastic about Anita Stewart's picture, 'Sowing the Wind,' which
soon will be published through First National. At the Mayer studies Edwin
Carewe was making progress on 'The
Tornado,' starring Anita Stewart.
"Mr. Fineman of the Katherine MacDonald Company, told me that Miss
McDonald's next First National picture
will be the biggest ever, replete with
thrills and big moments.
"I was a guest at a delightful dinner
party given by Gloria Swanson, on the
occasion of the birthday of her husband,
Herbert Somborn."
Special Christmas Film
Issued by Ford Motor Co.
Ford Motion Picture Laboratories have
produced a special Christmas film for issue during the holidays, a one-reel drama
portrayed by actors.
The film is entitled "Christmas
Thoughts" and is described as bearing
the real message of the Christmas spirit.
This film is published so that it can be
used in the theatres of the country during thecontribution
holidays. "Christmas
Thoughts"
is the
of the Ford
laboratories and Fitzpatrick & McElroy of Chicago, representatives, to the good fellow
movement of the holidays.
New

A tense scene from "The Hundredth Chance," one of the strong features with which
the Stoll Film Corporation of America is opening its exchanges. Wearing the
hat is Dennis Neilson Terry as Lord Saltash.

Loring, Minneapolis,
Books All Educationals
The Loring theatre, located at Nicollet
and Fourteenth streets. Minneapolis, was
opened Saturday, Dec. 3. Its seating capacity is 1,200. Architecturally it is one
of the most modern of theatres. "Torchy
Turns Cupid" was featured on the opening bill, and with the first change of
program
Lloyd
Simp,"
a Mermaid,
wasHamilton
included.in "The
The theatre
has announced the policy of showing all
the Educational comedies.
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If you want something to blot those
Xmas checks just drop in at the Vitagraph office and get a handful of those
"Dead Men Tell No Tales" blotters E. F.
Tarbell is handing out.
* * *
D. D. Rothacker. manager of the industrial division of Rothacker Film Mfg.
Company,
is spending
tion in North
Carolina. his holiday vaca* * *
Joseph Hopp made a flying trip to New
York City to attend the joint meeting of
the N. A. M. P. I. and M. P. T. O. A.
He returned to Chicago Sunday.
* * *
W. D. Burford left on Monday. Dec.
20.
for he
a three
weeks'in trip
California,
where
will bask
the tosunlight
and
mingle with the picture stars on the
West Coast.
* * *
W. D. Russell of Russell-Greiver-Russell will leave for California the day after
Christmas to inspect a new plant just
taken over.
* * *
Rvlph T. Kettering is wearing a typical
Santa Claus smile these days over the
success of his new play, "When It Strikes
Home," which opened to big business in
Milwaukee Dec. 13. Mr. and Mrs. Kettering sojourned to Milwaukee Saturday.
Dec. 18, to give it the once over for the
second time.
* * *
C. E. Maberry, manager of the Goldwyn exchange, is spending a ten days
vacation in Oklahoma City, his old home
town.
* * *
M. J. Mintz. Celebrated sales representative, has just returned from an eastern trip for his company.
* * *
Gollos Enterprises is arranging for a
special showing of the Comrnonweath
Films ringproduction
"Hidden
starDolores Casinelli,
whichLight,"
they have
just purchased for this territory.
* * *
E. F. Tarbell, local Vitagraph manager, is all set to move into ■ his handsome new exchange on South Wabash
avenue. The building will be completed
about Jan. 1. and the offices will move
down street in about three weeks.
* * *
And speaking of exchanges and new
quarters, Clyde Elliot, president of
Pioneer Film Corp of Illinois, says they
will move to 810 South Wabash about
Jan. 15. where they will have 2,400 square
feet of room devoted to shipping and inspection rooms, general offices, etc.. all on
the ground floor. The Associated Producers and Goldwyn will occupy the
same building. * * *
Tommy Maloy, business manager of
the motion picture operators union, has
taken to horseback riding, according to
the Chicago Tribtttie, and Mr. Maloy now
wants council to establish a brick-proof
bridle path in the neighborhood of Fortythird and Stewart avenue, where he is
wont to canter. It seems the boys are
a little rough in that vicinity when
equestrians make their appearance.
* * »
Over at the Illinois Exhibitors Alliance
headquarters they maintain a blackboard

Two More $50 Checks
H. J. Aldous, treasurer of the
Rothacker Film Mfg. Company, is
a busy man these days writing out
$50 checks for holiday babies. Carl
Coverdale, laboratory developer,
proudly announced the arrival of a
girl last week and claimed the $50
reward, and W. H. Strafford, another Rothacker employe, put in a
claim the next day for Enid Adair
Strafford.

upon which exhibitor-members who are
too modest to contribute to the Exhibitors Herald "What the Picture Did
for Me" department write their own
have run. Here
opinions of pictures they
is one that struck a responsive chord.
of Joliet:
Rubens
J.
M.
by
It was written
" 'Dinty' — it is to the Irish what 'Humoresque'
Maurie. is to the Jews." Pretty good.

Goes to Celebrated

Aaron Jones. Adolph Linick and Peter
J. Schaefer believe in spreading the
Christmas cheer over the whole year and
this week will present each employe
under the J. L. & S. banner with a life
insurance policy, premiums paid. Those
who have been in the firm's employ six
months get $1,000 policies and they run
from that on up to So. 000, according to
the length of service. Each $1,000 policy
increases $500 per year until it reaches
S5.000. Every doorman, projection machine operator and stage hand, as well
as stenographers, will receive his or her
policy this week. * * *
L. Y. Crump, popular film salesman,
transferred his effects from Pathe to
Select on Saturday. Dec. 18.
* * *
Don man,R.bid the
Davis.Chicago
Pathe'soffice
star road
fond salesadieu
last Saturday and left for St Louis,
where he will sell Pathe films hereafter.
Don's home is in Arkansas. Hence the
move. He will be succeeded by Eddie
Quinlan,
'late advertising man with the
Chelton publications.
* * *
An endurance pinochle contest was
staged in Galesbury. 111., last week by
"Dutch" Myers, H. Weisman. Harry
Grant and A. F. Hickox. Madison
Square's
recentcompared
six-day bicycle
race was
a tame affair
to it. according
to
participants. Yes. "Dutch" copped
the thedough.
* * *
Oscar Florine, Pathe salesman, is looking for a plate glass window for the
sidedoor of his fliv. Who'll contribute?
Jas. Gulick has become an oil magnate.
How Stineburg
do these had
Pathehis men
* *
Abe
handsdofullit?last* week
piloting Zena Keefe. the cute little Select
star,
around
theatres.
But
Abe put
it overChicago's
in fine style.
Got lots
of
spacesays
andtheeverything.
* * serves
Paul the
G.
Smith
Stratford xHotel
best halibut in town. Everyone else at the
M. P. Press Club meeting thought it
was pork. How * about
* * i. P. G.?
Harry Rice, business manager of Independent Films Association, is back in
Chicago after a three weeks' trip through
the east. Harry says he has a real sensation to spring on an unsuspecting film
world in a few days. "Nothing like it
has
ever Well,
been weattempted,"
according
Harry.
shall see what
we shallto
see.
Melba

RUSSELL C. SMITH, for the last
three years and a half service manager at the Chicago office of Universal,
has resigned to join Celebrated Players
Film Corporation, J. L. Friedman, president. Smith entered the industry as
branch manager for Paramount at Pittsburgh, later joining the Goldwyn staff
in Chicago. He was promoted to assistant manager and subsequently manager. From Goldwyn. he transferred to
the Universal office in Milwaukee, coming later to Chicago as service manager.

Theatre, Canton,

Opens With Big Crowds
f Special to Exhibitors Herald)
CANTON, O., Dec. 21— Canton witnessed the opening of a new theatre recently when the Melba. a 632-seat house,
opened its doors for the first time. The
Melba began under the most favorable
circumstances with second-run pictures,
playing
to capacity
"Humoresque."
Because Frank
Lupson,on owner
and manager, is a man of considerable business
experience but with no experience in the
motion picture field, F. E. Walters, exploitation representative at the Cleveland exchange of Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation, was called in to put over
the opening show.
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saloncalamity.
with "Mitch" absent is verily
ainglocal

SHOTS

AND

MISSES

Didja notice the extraordinary projection at Woods
where them
Griffith's
"Way Down
East"theatre
is packing
in?
Well
if
you've
been
there
you've
noticed
it, and right here we want to tip
you

=By Mac
Someone informed us the other day midst. Yes siree, no other than the
that a certain exhibitor was using full genial Sid Goldman, manager of Asso- off as to who is responsible for it. It's
ciated Producers. He is now a member
none otherof than
our old friend
"Jack"
page ads in the Danville Beacon Light.
Williams
the Mid-West
Company.
So be it. Our hat's off to the subtle of the freshman squad at Postle's. One
Tom Ronan, manager of the Terrace the- of the cunningest stunts Sid puts over
Commencing this week Universal is
atre. Mebbe Tom owns the hull darn is the Neapolitan dip. In other words,
village.
you are to stand rigid, bending from the holding regular weekly trade showings
waistline and touching the floor with at their projection room in the Consumers building. These will be held
Sam Rieger is now covering the Chi- your finger-tips without bending the
every
Wednesday
at 1 o'clock, according
cago territory for the Illinois and In- knees. Just now Sid is giving his own
diana exchange, and must be putting it version of how to do it, and take it from to postcard notices which I. L. Leserman
over by the way he is carrying that us, 'tis a veritable gem in calisthenics. has just sent out.
perpetual smile with him these days.
Writes Titleless Feature
Max Rqth and Frank Marshal, diLook what the wind blew in. We have
vision managers for the Special Picfures
Philip Van Loan, director general of
Corporation, arrived in Chicago to at- National American Film Corporation,
aArdmore
programtheatre
from stating
ManagerthatApplebaum's
tend the conference arranged upon the
the evening of Dec. 18 he will offer Fannie Ward
arrival of H. J. Roberts, general sales since completing "Forbidu^n Love," is
reported to be engaged upon a novelty atin "She Played and Paid," also a "2 R manager, Dec. 17.
traction, which it is believed, will arouse
Mule-Ostrich Com." Listen, "Appie,"
great interest in the world of filmdom.
are you holding out on us? You might
J. O.tative Campbell,
city sales
represenat least let us in on any NEW ones you
is entitled
"The Soul
of thetitles.
Violin."
for the Associated,
is busy
these andIt will
be produced
without
offer your clientele.
days accepting the congrats of his fellows salesmen upon his successful arThe Only Way
While stopping off for a brief visit en
rangement with Manager Brown of the
route to New York from California, H. J.
Roberts, general sales manager for Spe- Moir theatre enterprises to play his comp roc films
cm of and
conservation
ofMy new
effective
pany's offerings for exclusive loop runs.
cial Pictures, was given a most agreeable
renovating
assures
the
boy,
"O.
B."
we
knew
you
had
exhibitor
n
film
in ptrftct
surprise upon his arrival at the Hotel Thata
it in yer.
condition to his patronage.
Sherman when Frank H. Marshall,
Increased earnings to
central division manager, presented him
exhibitor and producer.
M. De Berri formerly associated with
A. TEITEL
with a gorgeous silver cigaret case, gold theE. Da-Lite
screen of this city, passed
112 N. La Salle St., CHICAGO
lined, as a token from the central division
through
Dec.
16
on
his
way
from
Iowa
managers of Cleveland, Pittsburgh, De- to New York. Ed has been trying his
troit, Cincinnati and Indianapolis.
ability as a salesman for the Philadelphia
CAMERA BARGAINS
Select Pictures, resigning reMotion Picture Cuicru at otth
The ol1 bowling howls are in the branch centlyofto accept
an
affiliation
with
one
atmosphere once again. Jim Salter, Ed of the big studios east in the laboratory
laving prices. Special profeaaioaaJ
discounts
on UN1VER9AL9.
Rowley, Ed Lansing and Bill Brimmer
Imwflart*
dalhaarr
all modala.
OaBrW.
DoFYariBa.
umQJ> man,
claim to be the best bowlers of local department
«lrac*d
Tn ourPaOra
showroom.
Standttlun
for ourtea
«•>
plot* catalog at ok*, frao on raojoaat.
filmdom and are anxious to take on any
BASS CAMERA COMPANY
combination in film circles that care to
Ivan French, former film salesman
Oapt.H, 1 09 N . Dearborn St., Chicago, IN.
around this territory, has forsaken the
dispute the claim for any amount.
films and is now publicity manager for
We arise to comment on the advent
'Stepping
Around,"
the you
Sunshine
ARCHITECTS
Bathing Girls.
Regretwithlosing
Ivan,
of a budding Apollo Belvidere within our
AND
but have to admit you are SOME picker
BUILDERS
when it comes to switching jobs.
J. B. DIBELKA COMPANY
From The New York Tribune
Parkway ELBA.
I. Maynard Schwartz, manager of the
2743 CHICAGO
West 22nd St.
Educational, hailed us the other day in
the mess hall of the Winter Garden,
'"Dead Men Tell No Tales'
and after singing us a couple of operatic
is thrilling drama on the
arias, we finally concluded that Maynie
screen. It follows Hornung's tale
has added another cycle to his accomwithplishments and we may expect any day
closely, and reel follows reel
GUARANTEED
to see his nomer mixed with Rosa Raisa,
out the slightest drop in interest.
Giacomo da Rimini, Caruso and the rest
It is a fascinating story from first
of those songsters.
to last, much nicer, we think, on
the screen than in book form. The
With the charming Louise Fazenda
Mailing Lists
picture is one of the best of its
departing eastward last week, the handsome Pat Dillon, manager of Special
kind that we ever saw. It is perMOVING PICTURE THEATRES
Pictures, can be paged at the Dillon
Er.rr St. tar-total, 21,170 by Start**), $5.00
fect in every detail, and the burncastle most any time from now on.
1219 Film Enhaqgaa
%XM
ing of the ship at sea is so realistic
M
313 maciuf acturera and aUldioa Per4,00
that you have to exercise great
36S machlnaand aupply daalaca 4.00
With Tom Mitchell again hovering
self-control to keep from jumping
Further Particulars:
about the Film Exchange building, havon the stage and joining in the
A. F.WILLIAMS. 1« W. Ate SI, GHOU
ing returned to the Doll-Van exchange,
No. 207 again looks natural. The smokrescue."

1044 CAMP ST., NEW ORLEANS. LA.

255 NO. 13-5T., PHILADELPHIA PA.

64 W. RANDOLPH

ST.. CHICAGO. ILI
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STATE RIGHTS ISSUES
AMERICAN FILM COMPANY
Distributed Tkreugk Pot hi Exchanges.
FLYING "A" SPECIALS
"The Valley of Tomorrow," six reels, with William Russell.
The Honey Bee," six reels, with Margarita Sylva.
"Dangerous Talent," six reels, with Margarita Fisher.
"Slam Bang Jim," six reels, with William Russell.
"The Thirtieth Piece of Silver," six reels, with Margarita Fisher.
"The House of Toys," six reels, with Seena Owen.
"Feggy Rebels," six reels, with Mary Miles Minter.
"The Week End," six reels, with Milton Sills.
"A Live-Wire Hick," six reels, with Wm. Russell.
"A
Woman," sixsixreels,
reels,with
withMargarita
Helen Jerome
"TheLight
Gamesters,"
Fisher. Eddy.
"The Blue Moon." six reels, with Pell Trenton and Elinor Field.
"Their Mutual Child," six reels, with Margarita Fisher and Nigel Barrie.
ARROW FILM CORPORATION
"Fool's Gold," six reels, with Mitchell Lewis.
"The Law of Nature," with Vincent Coleman.
"Wnen the Desert Smiled," five reels, with Neal Hart.
"The Mysterious Mr. B-rowning," five reels, with Walter Miller.
"The Profiteer," six parts, with Alma Hanlon.
"The Sunset Princess," five parts, with Majorie Daw.
"Miss Arizona," five parts, with Gertrude Bondhill.
"Wolves of the Street," six reels, with Cobb and Johnson.
"The Desert Scorpion," six reels, with Cobb and Johnson.
"The Chamber Mystery," five reels.
"Circumstantial Evidence," five reels.
"The Wall Street Mystery," five reels.
"The Unseen Witness," five reels.
"The Trail of the Cigarette," five reels.
"The Bromley Case," five reels.
"Woman's Man," five reels, featuring Romaine Fielding.
"Love's Protege," five reels, featuring Ora Carew.
"The Black Lagoon," five reels, with all-star cast.
"The Golden Trail," five reels.
•
"Bachelor Apartments," five reels, with Georgia Hopkins.
"Tex," feature series, five reels.
ARROW-HANK MANN COMEDIES
Owe issued every other week.
MURIEL OSTRICHE PRODUCTIONS
Two-reel comedies, one each month.
BLAZED TRAIL PRODUCTIONS
Oae issued every other week.
LONE STAR WESTERNS
One every other week.
ARROW-NORTH WOOD DRAMAS
"The Strangers," two reels.
"Breed of the North," two reels.
"A Fight for a Soul," two reels.
"Beloved Brute," two reels.
"Quicksands," two reels.
"Border River," two reels.
"In the River two reels.
"Three and a Girl," two reels.
"Raiders of the North," two reels.
"Looking Up Jim," two reels.
"A Knight of the Pines," two reels.
"The Man of Brawn," two reels.
ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
Distributed through Pathe Exchanges
Oct. I— "The Riddle Woman," six reels, with Geraldine Farrar.
ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS, INC.
THOMAS H. INCE PRODUCTIONS
"Homespun Folks," six reels, with Lloyd Hughes.
"Lying Lips," six reels, with House Peters and Florence Vidor.
J. PARKER READ, JR., PRODUCTIONS
The Leopard Woman," seven reels, with Louise Glaum.
"A Thousand to One," six reels, with Hobart Bosworth.
"Love," six reels, with Louise Glaum,
ALLAN DWAN PRODUCTIONS
'The Forbidden Thing," six reels, with James Kirkwood.
MAURICE TOCRNEUR PRODUCTIONS
The Last of the Mohicans," six reels, with James Kirkwood.
SIACK SENNETT PRODUCTIONS
"A Small Town Idol," five reels, with Ben Turpin.
AY WON FILM CORPORATION
"Up in Mary's Attic," six reels, with Eva Novak.
"Woman Above Reproach," six reels, with Florence Chase.
"Evolution of Man," six reels.
"Woman of Mystery," five reels, with Grace Cunard and Francis Ford.
"When Quackel Did Hyde," five reels, with Charlie Joy.
"Thirty Years Between," five reels, with Vera Stewart.
CAPITAL FILM COMPANY
FRITZI RIDGEWAY PRODUCTIONS
"Bandit of Hell's Gap," two reels.
"A Traitor's Vengeance," two reels.
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Pictures
SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS

The
the West,"
"AlmostGirlanofOutlaw,"
two two
reels.reels.
The
Avenging
Trail,"
two
"Western Rays," two reels. reels.
"Shadows of the Past," two reels.
"A Fight to a Finish, two reels.
LESTER CUNEO PRODUCTIONS
"Lone Hand Wilson," five reels.
C. B. C. FILM SALES
SCREEN SNAPSHOTS
Bi-Monthly Newt Reel of Filmland.
HALL ROOM BOY COMEDIES
Aug. fi— "Some Champs."
Aug. 19 — "Clever Cubs."
Sept. 2— "All Balled Up."
Nov. 15 — -"Hired and Fired."
Dec. 1 — "A Close Shave."
FEATURES
"The Victim " state rights feature, six reels.
"Dangerous Love," six reels.
STAR RANCH WESTERNS
Dec. 1 — "The Mormon Trail," two reels.
Dec. 15 — -"The Man Hater," two reels.
CELEBRATED PLAYERS FILM CORPORATION
GUMPS CARTOON COMEDIES
"Andy Plays Golf."
"Andy
On
a
Diet."
"Andy's Wash Day."
"Andy's Night Out."
"Andy and Min at the Theatre."
"Andy Visits the Osteopath."
"Andy on Skates."
"Andy's Mother-in-Law Pays Him a Visit."
"Andy's Inter-Ruben Guest."
"Andy Redecorates • Flat"
"Andy the Will
Model."
"Accidents
Happen."
"Militant Min."
"Andy
Fights
the H. C. L."
"Ice Boxand
Episodes."
"Wim
Wigor."
"Equestrian."
"Andy, the
Hero."
"Andy's
Picnic."
"Andy, the Chicken Fancier."
"Andy, the Actor."
"Andy on Bent"
the Beach."
"Pleasure
"Andy on Pleasure Bent"
"Howdy,
"There's aPardner."
Raisin."
"Ship Ahoy!"
The Toreador."
The
Broilers."
"Flicker,
Flicker, Little Star."
"Mixing Business with Pleasure."
"Up
She
"WestwardGoes."
Ho."
"A Hunting We Will Go."
"Get to Work."
"Best Promoters."
of Luck."
"The
CLIMAX FILM CORPORATION
"Love's Battle," five reels, with Joe Moore and Eileen Sedgwick.
"The Fourth Face," five reels, with All-Star cast
CREATION FILMS, INC.
"For the Freedom of Ireland," five reels.
EDUCATIONAL FILMS CORPORATION OF AMERICA
Distributed through Educational Film Exchanges, Inc.
CHESTER COMEDIES, TWO REELS
"Four Times Foiled."
"An Overall
Hero."
'"The
Big Show."
"A
of Trouble."
"TheTrayful
One Best
Pet."
CHRISTIE COMEDIES, TWO REELS
"Kiss Me, Caroline." (Bobby Vernon.)
"A Seaside Siren." (Fay Tineher.)
"Out for the Night." (Eddie Barry.)
"Seven Bald Pates." (Bobby Vernoru)
"Don't Blame the Stork." (Harry Gribbon.)
"Striking
Models."
"A Homespun
Hero."
"Shuffle the Queens."
"Going
Through the Rye."
"Mr. Fatima."
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TORCH T COMEDIES, TWO REELI
"Torch?." (Johnny Hines.)
'Torchy Cornea Through." (Johnny Hines.)
"Torchy
High." (Johnny
"Torchy'sinMillions"
(Johnny Hines.)
Hines).
"Torchy Turns Cupid (Johnny Hines).
MERMAID COHBDIBI, TWO REELI
"A Fresh Start." (Jimmie Adama.)
"Duck Inn." (Lloyd Hamilton.)
"Dynamite." (Lloyd Hamilton.)
"Nonsense " < Jimmie Adama.)
"The Simp." (Lloyd Hamilton.)
SPECIALS
"Modern Centaurs."
"ValleyRuth
of —10,000
"Babe
How Smokes."
He Knocks Hia Home Runs "
"Art of Diving," with Annette Kellerman.
"The Race of the Age" (Man O' War).

CHESTER -OUTING SORNICS. ORB KR1L
"The Tamer the Wilder."
"The Trail to Wedontcarewhere."
"Too Much Overhead."
"Seven League Booters."
"Balling the Junk."
"Collectors of Craniums."
"Pipe
Pengum."
"Mad the
Hatters."
"Lovely
Maoriland."
"Frozen Thunder."
"Ignazu the Exquisite."
"Getting a Polish."
CHESTER SCRKKMCS. ONE REEL
"Chosen Waters" and "South Sea Naiads."
"They All Turned Turtle" and "Family Trees."
"Through
"Mules andWinding
Gobtalk."Wells" and "Climbing Cataracts."
"Sea Planets" and "Apartments for Rent."
"Fine
"Out ofFeathers"
the Past."and "They Forgot the Town."

MONTY BANKS COMEDIES
"His
Naughty
Night,"
two reels.
"A Rare Bird," two reels.
"A Flivver Wedding," two reels.
"Nearly Married," two reels.
"The Kidnappers' Revenge," two reels.
"A Bed Room Scandal," two reels.
"Where Is My Wife," two reels.
"His First Honeymoon," two reels.
"His Dizzy Day," two reels.

The Married
Virgin,"
"Frivolous
Wives,
six six
reelsreels.
FILM MARKET, INC.
Tha Hoaac Without Children," asvea reels, with KJshard Traaara.
FIRST NATIONAL EXHIBITORS' CIRCUIT. IMC
"Go and Get It," seven reels, Marshall Neilan Production.
"The Perfect Woman," five reels, with Constance Talmadge.
"Notorious Miss Lisle," five reels, with Katherine MacDonald.
"Jack-Knife Man," five reels. King Vidor special.
"Forty -five Minutes from Broadway," six reels, with Chas. Ray.
"Good References," six reels, with Constance Talmadge.
"In the Heart
a Fool,"
reels, MacDonald.
Allan Dwan special.
"Curtain."
fiveofreels,
with seven
Katherine
"Harriet and the Piper," aix reels, with Anita Stewart.
"The Branded Woman," seven reels, with Norma Talmadge.
"The Master Mind," aix reels, with Lionel Barrymore.
"What Woman Love," aix reels, with Annette Kellerman.
"The Kick in High Life," two reels, an H. Lehrman production.
"Toonerville Trolley," two reels, with Dan Mason.
"Peaceful Valley." six reels, with Charles Ray.
"Nomads of North," six reels, Curwood production.
"Twin Beds," fivs reels, Mr. and Mrs. Carter DeHaven.
"Old Dad," six reels, with Mildred Harris Chaplin.
"Wet and Warmer," two reels, Henry Lehrman production.
'The Devil'i Garden," six reels, with Lionel Barrymore.
"Dangerous Business." five reels, with Constance Talmadge.
"Love, Honor
and with
Behave,"
MackCast.Sennett comedy.
"Unseen
Forces,"
A!) Star
"Dinty," seven reels, with Wesley Barry, a Marshall Neilan productoin.

PICTURES

PLAYERS-LASKY

COMPANY

FORWARD FILM DISTRIBUTORS,
"Youth's Desire," five reels.

"Keep to the Right," six reels, with Edith Taliaferro.
"Whispering Devils," seven reels, with Conway Tearle.
"Midchannel," six reels, with Clara Kimball Young.
"Hush," five reels, with Clara Kimball Young.
FAMOUS
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FEDERATED EXCHANGES
SPECIALS
"Nobody's Girl," five reels, with Billie Rhodes.
"Bonnie May," five reels, with Bessie Love.
'The
"Man Midlanders,"
o' War," one five
reel. reels, with Bessie Love.

FIDELITY PICTURES

roiikkt ( . Hiti ci: -s( i:\k s iiivViTin i„" o\i: ki;i;i.
"Solitude."
"Falling Waters."
"The Great
Hope ofMirror."
Adventure."
"The
"The Log of Laviajera-"
"The Song of the Paddle."
"Wanderluat."
"Solitude."
"The Castaway."
"By Schooner to Skagway."
Tropical
Nights."
'The
Banana
Special."
"The Explorers."
"The Isle of Desire."

EQUITY
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CORP

PARAMOTJNT-ARTCRAFT PICTURBS
Sept. — 'The Right to Love," seven reels, with Mae Murray.
Sept — 'The Village Sleuth," five reels, with Charles Ray.
Sept — "Lady Rose's Daughter," five reels, with Elsie Ferguson
Sept — "What's Your Hurry?" five reels, with Wallace Reid.
Sept. — "Hurooresque," six reels, with Alma Rubens.
Sept — "Half an Hour," five reels, with Dorothy Dalton.
Sept. — "Civilian Clothes," five reels, with Tboa. Meighan.
Sept.— "Little Miss Rebellion," five reels, with Dorothy Gish
Oct. t— "Something
duction. to Think About," seven reels, Cecil B. De Mille proOct. 8— "The Jailbird," five reels, with Douglas MacLean.
Oct
sevenreels,
reels,M. with
Roscoe production.
Arbuckle.
Oct 1010 —— 'The
"Deep Round-Up,"
Waters, five
Tourneur
Oct 17— 'The Cradle of Courage," five reela, with William S. Hart.
Oct. 17 — 'The City Sparrow," five reels, with Ethel Clayton.
Oct. 24 — "Held by the Enemy," six reels, with all-star cast.
Oct. 24 — "A Full House." five reels, with Bryant Washburn.
Oct. 31 — "The Restless Sex." seven reels, with Marion Davies.
Oct 31 — "An Old-Fashioned Boy," five reels, with Charles Ray.
Nov. 7 — "Behold My Wife," seven reels, Geo. Melford production.
Nov. 7 — "Sins of Rozanne," five reels, with Ethel Clayton.
Nov. 14 — "Always Audacious," five reels, with Wallace Reid.
Nov. 14 — "Her Husband's Friend," five reels, with Enid Bennett.
Nov. 21 — "The Frisky Mrs. Johnson," five reels, with Billie Burke.
Nov. 21 — "Burglar Proof," five reels, with Bryant Washburn.
Nov. 28 — "Idols of Clay," seven reels, George Fitzmaurice production.
Nov. 28 — "A Romantic Adventuress," five reels, with Dorothy Dalton.
Dec. 6— "Conrad in Quest of His Youth," six reels, with Thomas Meighan.
Dec. 5— "Flying Pat," five reels, with Dorothy Gish.
Dec. 12 — "The Life of the Party," five reels, with Roscoe Arbuckle.
Dec. 12 — "Heliotrope," six reels, Cosmopolitan production.
Dec. 19 — "To Please One Woman," six reels, Lois Weber production.
Dec. 19 — "An Amateur Devil," five reels, with Bryant Washburn.
Dec. 26 — "The Testing Block." six reels, with William S. Hart.
Dec. 26 — "Silk Hosiery," five reels, with Enid Bennett.

INC

FOX FILM CORPORATION
FOX SPECIALS
"The White Moll," with Pearl White.
"If I Were King," with William Famum.
"The Skywayman," with Lt Ormer Locklear.
"While New York Sleeps." with All Star Cast.
'The
at Your
with All Star Cast
"Blind Face
Wives,"
with Window,"
All Star Cast.
"A Connecticut
Yankee
King Arthur's
Court," with All Sasr Cast
"Skirts,"
six reels,
with inSpecial
Cast.
WILLIAM FARM M SERIBS
"Drag Scuttlers."
Harlan."
'The
PEARL
'The
Tiger's Cob."
"The Thief."
'The Mountain Woman."
TOM
'The Untamed."
"The Texan."
'Prairie Trails."
WILLIAM
•The Man Whs Dared."
'The Iron
Challenge
"The
Rider."of the Law."
SHIRLEY
"Chin Toy."
"Flame of Youth."
"Girl of My Heart."
"Merely Mary Ana."
GEORGE
"From
New
On."
"The
Plunger."
"Number
17."
'Dynamite Allen."

WHITE SERIES
MIX SERIES
RUSSELL SERIES

MASON SRRUSS

WALSH SERIES

EXHIBITORS
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2*TH CENTURY BRAND
"Firebrand Trevison," with Buck Jones.
"The Husband Hunter," with Eileen Percy.
'The Little Grey Mouse," with Louise Lovely.
"Sunset Sprague," with Buck Jones.
"Beware of the Bride," with Eileen Percy.
"Trails to Two Moons," with Buck Jones.
"Just Pals," with Buck Jones.
"The Land of Jazz." with Eileen Percy.
"Partners of Fate," with Louise Lovely.
FOX NEWS
Twice a week.
FOX SERIALS
"BTide 13." in 15 episodes.
"Fantomas" twenty episodes.
SUNSHINE COMEDIES
"The Cow Punchers."
"Home Sweet Home."
"Napoleon."
"The Song Birds."
"Mary's
LittleWasted
Lobster."
"A
Waiter's
Life."
"His Wife's Caller."
"Farmyard
"Chase Me."Follies."
'An Elephant's Nightmare."
'Hold Me Tight."
'His Noisy Still."
'Pretty Lady."
"Her Doggone
Wedding."
"Pals
and Petticoats."
"The Slicker."
CLYDE COOK COMEDIES
"Kiss Me Quick."
"The Huntsman."
"All Wrong."
MUTT AND JEFF CARTOONS
"League of Nations."
"A Tight Rope Romance."
"Farm Efficiency."
"The Medicine Man."
"Home Brew."
"Gum Shoe Work."
"A Hard Luck Santa Claus."
"All Stuck Up."
"Sherlock Hawkshaw & Co."
"Northwoods."
"On the Hip."
"The Papoose."
"The Hypnotist."
"The Parlor Bolshevist."
"Hot Dogs."
"The Merry Cafe."
"The Tailor Shop."
"The Brave Toreador."
"The Politician*."
"The High Cost of Living."
"Cleopatra."
"Flap Jacks."
MURRAY W. GARSSON
"A Dream of Fair Women."
GEOGRAPHICAL FEATURE FILM CORPORATION
"America Wonderlands," every week.
GOLDWYN PICTURES CORPORATION
OOLDWYN STAR PRODUCTIONS
"Out of the Storm," five reels. Eminent Authors Special.
"Jes'
Jim," fivefivereels,
"The Call
Great MeAccident,"
reels,withwithWillTomRosen.
Moore.
"The Slim Princess," five reels, with Mabel Normand.
"Roads of Destiny," five reels, with Pauline Frederick.
"Double-dyed Deceiver," five reels with Jack Pkkford.
"The Truth," five reels, with Madge Kennedy.
"Scratch My Back," five reels (Eminent Authors).
"Officer 866," five reels, with Tom Moore.
"Cupid, the Cowpuncher," five reels, with Will Rogers.
"Man Who Had Everything," five reels, with Jack Pickford.
"Girl With the Jazz Heart," five reels, with Madge Kennedy.
"It's a Great Life," five reels, (Eminent Artists) "The Revenge of Tarzan," five reels, with Gene Pollar.
"Going
Some,"
five reels. five
Rex reels,
Beach with
production.
"Cupid the
Cowpuncher."
Will Rogers.
"The North Wind's Malice," five reels, Rex Beach production.
"The Penalty," five reels, with Lon Chancy.
"Earthbound,"
sevenreels,
reels,withwithTomAll Moore
Star Cast
"Stop
Thief." five
"Madam X," six reels, with Pauline Frederick.
"The Branding Iron," seven reels, Special Cast.
"His Own Law." six reels, with Hobart Bosworth.
"Honest Hutch," five reels, with Will Rogers. ■
"Milestones," six reels, with Special Cast.
"What Happened to Rosa," with Mabel Normand.
"The Song of the Soul," with Vivian Martin, a Messmore Kendall production.
FORD KDUCATIONAL WBKatl.v
"Having a Circus."
" 'Air'-istocracy."
"In the Glorv of the Past."
"Between Friends."
"For the Future."
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START

THE

YEAR

NEW

RIGHT

Present Your Attractions to Your Patrons
During 1921 in the Most Inviting Manner
OUR NEW
LOBBY
DISPLAY FRAMES
Give That Inviting Look
MEAN

BIGGER

BOX

OFFICE

RECEIPTS

All frames made from the highest grade material,
reinforced by corner-irons. Will withstand long and
hard wear under all weather conditions. Furnished
in any finish desired — Gold — Green-filled — Oak.
We build to order. Send us dimensions of frames
you want. We will submit blueprint and estimate
for your approval.
The 1921 Booking Book Is Ready — Send For Our Catalog
ixhibitors Supply Company
St. LouisInc
Milwaukee
3316 Lindell Blvd.
Minneapolis
133 Second St.
Chicago
Produce Exchange Bldg.
157Indianapolis
N. Illinois St.

845 S. Wabash Ave.
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CAPITOL, COMEDIES
"The Little Detri," two reds, with Cuter De Havens.
"A Sure Cure," two reels, with Cuter De Harass.
BENNISON STAR SERIES
"High Pockets," fire reels, with Louis Btnoiaon.
"A Misfit Eul," nra reela. with Louis Bcaaiaoa.
OOLDWTN-BBAT PICTOGRAPHt
"In Far Away New Zealand."
"Girl Pottery
of {he Cariabeans."
"Taos
Indians Makers
"
W. W. HODKINSON CORPORATION
Distributtd tkrtugk tki Putin Eic\a*gt
ZANE GREY PICTURES, INC.
"The U. P. Trail," six reels.
BENJAMIN B. HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS
"The Dwelling Place of Light." by Winston Churchill.
J. PARKER READ. JR.. PRODUCTION!
"The Brute Master," with Hobart Bosworth.
"Love Madness," with Louise Glaum.
DEITRICH-BECK. INC.
"The Harvest Moon," su reek, with Doris Kenyon.
DIAL FILM CO. PRODUCTIONS
"The Tiger's Coat," with Myrtle Stedman and Lawson Butt.
LOUIS TRACY PRODUCTIONS
"The Silent Barrier." six reela with Sheldon Lewis.
ROBERT BRTJNTON PRODUCTIONS
"No. 88," five reels, with J. Warren Kerrigan.
"The Hreen Flame. five reels, with J VVarren Kerrigan.
"The House of Whispers," with J. Warren Kerrigan.
NATIONAL-BILLIE RHODES PRODUCTIONS
"The Kentucky Colonel," with Joseph J. Dowling.
JOSEPH LEVERING PRODUCTIONS
"His Temporary Wife," six reels, with Special Cut.
I It V I \ V. WILLAT PRODICTIOXS
"Down Home," an All Star Cast.
INDEPENDENT FILMS ASSOCIATION
NEAL HART 8ERIKS
Oct- 1 — "Hell's Oasis," fire reels.
Nov. 16 — "Skyfire," five reels.
Jan. 1 — "The Lumberjack," five reela.
DAMFOOL TWINS COMEDIES
Nov. 16— "Cedarbrook Farm," two reels.
Dec. 1 — "Don't Never Marry," two reela.
JANS PICTURES, INC.
"Madonnas and Men," six reels.
"Love Without Question," seven reels.
"A Woman's Business," five reels.
"Wings of Pride," five reels.
VICTOR KREMER

PRODUCTIONS

"Voices," six reels, with All Star Cast.
"Mad Lore," five reels, with Lina CavwUeri.
BERT LUbxN
"Honevmoen Ranch," five reels, State Rights Feature.
METRO

PICTURES CORPORATION
METRO SPECIALS
"Clothes." six reels, with All Star Cast.
"The Saphead," six reels, with Crane-Keaton.
"Blackmail," 9ix reels, with Viola Dana.
Oct. 25 — "Body and Soul," six reels, with Alice Lake.
Nov. 1 — "The Fatal Hour," six reels, with All Star Cast.
Nov. 8 — "Are All Men Alike?" six reels, with May Allison.
Nov. 15 — "Someone in the House." six reels, with All Star Cast.
Nov. 29 — "The Misleading Lady," six reels, with Bert Lytell.
Dec. 18 — "Hearts Are Trumps," six reels, with All Star Cast.
Dec. 20 — "Polly With a Past," six reels, with All Star Cast.
Dec. 27 — "Cinderella's Twin," six reels, with Viola Dana.
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NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS
The Heart of a Child," seven reels, with Nuimova.
"Madame Peacock." seven reela, with Naztmova
"Billions," six reels, with Nazimova.
MAURICE TOURNEUR PRODUCTIONS
Sept. 27— "The Great Redeemer," six reels. All Star Cast.
S. L. PRODUCTIONS
Sept. 6 — "Love, Honor and Obey," six reels, with All Sttr Cast.
ROBERT HARRON PRODUCTIONS
"Coincidence." six reels, with Robert Harron.

BUSTER KEATON COMEDIES
Sept. 1 — "One Week," two reels.
Oct. 27 — "Convict 13," two reels.
Dec. 22— "The Scarecrow," two reels.
PATHE EXCHANGE. INC.
EDGAR LEWIS PRODUCTIONS
Aug. IB — "Lahoma," seven reels.
No. 7 — "A Beggar in Purple," six reels.
J. STUART BLACKTON PRODUCTIONS
Sept. 6— "Bouse
the Tolling Bell," six reels, with Bruce Gordon aa«
May ofMcAvoy.
Oct. 10 — "Forbidden Valley," six reels, with Bruce Gordon snd May McAvar
JESSE D. HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS
Aug. 15 — "The Girl in the Web," six peels, with Blanche Sweet.
Sept 12— "Felix O'Day." five reels, with H. B. Warner.
Sept. 26 — "Object — Matrimony." five reels, with Blanche Sweet.
Oct. 24 — "Half a Chance," seven reels, with Mahlon Hamilton.
Nov. 21 — "Her Unwilling Husband," five reels, with Blanche Sweet.
Dec. 6— "Dice of Destiny," five reels, with EL B. Warner.
Jan. 2 — 'That Girl Montana," five reels, with Blanche Sweet.
ROBT. BRUNTON PRODUCTIONS
<iov. 28 — "The Devil to Pay," six reels, with Fritzi Brunette and Roy Stewart.
PHRBBT PIOT1 RES, UN
Dec. 19 — "The Empire of Diamonds," six reels.
GEORGE B. SE1TZ, INC.
Dec. 26— "Rogues and Romance," six reels, with Geo. B. Seitz and June
Caprice.
PIONEER

FILM CORP.

Thoughtless Women," six reels, with Alma Rubens.
"TheLove.
Place of Honeymoons," six reels, with Emily Stevens and Montaga
"Where Is My Husband?" six reels, with Jose Collins and Godfrey Tearle.
"What Women Want," five reels, with Louise Huff.
"Finders Keepers," five reels, with Violet Mersereau and Edmund Cobb.
"Midnight Gambols," six reels, with Mane Doro and Godfrey Tearle.
"Bubbles," five reels, with Mary Anderson.
"The Inner Voice," six reels, with E. K. Lincoln.
"His Brother's Keeper," six reels, with Martha Mansfield.
"A Moment's Madness," six reels, with Marguerite Namara.
"Out of the Depths," five reels, with Violet Mersereau and Edmund Cobb.
"Empty Arms," five reels, with Gail Kane and Thurston Hall.
"Idle Hands," five reels, with Gail Kane and J. Herbert Frank.
"A Good Woman," five reels, with Gail Kane and J. Herbert Frank.
"Nick Carter Series," two reels.
LUKE McLUKE'S
One-Half FILH-OSOPHY
ReeL
SONNY
SERIES
• Two Reels.
REALART PICTURES
SPECIAL FEATURES
"Deep Purple," six reels, R. A. Walsh production.
"The Law of the Yukon," six reels, Chas. Miller production.
"The Soul of Youth," six reels, a Taylor production.
"The Furnace," seven reels, a Wm. D. Taylor production.
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STAB PRODUCTIO*
"Jenny Be Good," five reels, with Mary Mile* Minter.
"Miss Hobbs," six reels, with Wacda Hawley.
"A Cumberland Romance," six reels, with Mary Milei Mister.
"A Dark Lantern," five reels, with Alice Brady.
"39 East." five reels, with Constance Binney.
"Sweet Lavender." five reels, with Mary Miles Minter.
"Food for Scandal," five reels, with Wanda Hawley.
"Eyes of the Heart," five reels, with Mary Miles Minter.
"Her Beloved Vitlian," five reels, with Wanda Hawley.
"Her First Elopement," 5 reels, with Wanda Hawley.
"Yon Never Can Tell," six reels, with Be be Daniels.
"Oh Lady Lady," five reels, with Bebe Daniels.
"The New York Idea," six reels, with Alice Brady.
"Blackbirds," five reels, with Justine Johnstone.

When the patrons of your theater exclaim over the wonderful
screen effects, they are paying a
tribute not only to the director and
producer but to the quality of the
film that makes such pictures pos-

REELCRAFT PICTURES
BILLY WEST COMEDIES
"That Dreamer," two reels.
"Hands Up," two reels.
TEXAS 6DDUI WESTERNS
"The Desert Vulture," two reels.
"The Girl of the Rancho."
ALICE HOWELL C03IEDIES
"Convict's Happy Bride," two reels.
"Squirrel Time," two reels.
WILLIAM FRAXEY COMEDIES
"The Bath Dub." one reel.
"The Cameraman," one reel.
"The Thief," one reel.
"The Messenger," one reel.
"The Lawyer," one reel.
"The Taxi Driver, one reel.
GALE HENRY COMEDIES
"Her Honor the Scrublady two reels.
"Stung." two reels.
ROYAL COMEDIES

sible—
EASTMAN
FILM

EASTMAN
KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER. N\ Y.

Sept. 15— "The Plucky Hoodoo," two reels, with Billy B. Van.
Sept. to — "Where Are Your Husbands?" two reels, with Billy B. Vtm.
Oct. 15— "When the Car's Away," two reels.
Oct. 30 — "Married to Order," with Bebe Hardy and Rosema-y Theby.
Nov. 8— "Oh Bony," with Sammy Burns.
Nov. 22 — "He Looks Like Him," with Tucker Twins.
Dec. 1 — "I'll Say He Forgot." with Otis Harlan.
Dec. 12 — "Welcome Home," with Otis Harlan.
MILBURN MORANTI COMEDIES
"Barber Shop Gossip," two reels.
"Double Trouble," two reels.
"Lazy Lem," two reels.
MATTY RQUBERT
"She's a Vamp," two reels.
"Circus Days," two reels.
"A Bold Bad Pirate," two reels.
"Summer Days," two reels.
"Sunshine," two reels.
ROBERTSON-COLE PICTURES
SUPERIOR PICTURES
"Devil's Claim," fire reels, with Sessue Hayalaw*.
"Notorious Mrs. Sands," five reels, with Bessie BarriscaJe.
"Uncharted
Channels,"
five reels,fivewithreels,
H. B.
June
29 — "Heart
of Twenty,"
withWarner.
Zasu Pitts.
SPECIALS
The Wonder Man." seven reels, with Georges Carp en tier.
"Li Ting Lang," fice reels, with Sessue Hayakawa.
"Moon Madness." six reels, with All-Star Cast.
Aug.
"Life's Twist/'
reels,reels,
with with
BessieSessue
Barriscale.
Aug. 151—— "Arabian
Knight,"six five
Hayakaw
Aug. 29 — "Big Happiness," l even reels, with Dustin Farnmn.
12 — "Oecasionally Yours " six reels, with Lew Cody.
"Xismet," nine reels, with Otis Skinner.
MARTIN JOHNSON PICTURRS
"Lonely South Pacific Missions."
"Recruiting
in theOldSolomons."
"City
of Broken
Men."
"Marooned in the South Seas."
ADVENTURE SCENICS
"Ghosts of Romance."
May 2— "Outlaw of WJderness," one reel
May II — "The Lone Trapper," one reel.

Let the theatre
ventilation
Heating
ilr A-ritJrv/ENTILATIMi
1

specialists
Sendyou
today
howfor —
tell
Booklet 10

rAPN5PPtN ^PPLINQ 5y3TEM,iNc.NEWyC7RK
BRANCH -1525 V1ME. 5TT PHIL A- PA
, 70 w. *5!S3T.

MIMU/A
Gold Fibre Screens
Typify as ever, the best in construction and
reproduction.
The dominating factor in correct projection.
Distributors Everywhere
Samples and literature upon request
M1NUSA CINE SCREEN CO.
St. Louis, II. S. A.
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RUSSELL-GREIVER-RUSSELL
T181X COMEDIES
Dec. 20 — "New Ralgia," one reel.
Dec. 27 — "A Slick Detective," one reel.
Jan. 3 — "Buried Alive," one reel.
Jan. 10 — "From Kitchen to Throne," one reel.
Jan. 17 — "Wild Women," one reel.
S. & E. ENTERPRISES
"It Might Happen to You," five reels, with Billy Mason.
"Cowboy Jass, ' two reels, stunt novelty.
LEWIS J. SELZNICK ENTERPRISES
SELZNICK PICTURES
Distributed by Select Exclutmget.
"Panthea," five reel), with Norma Talmadge.
"Darling Mine," five reels, with Olive Thomaa.
"The
Point Simp
of View,"
"The Poor
" five five
reeli.reels,
with with
Owen Elaine
Moore.Hammeratein.
"The Wonderful Chance," five reels, with Eugene O'Brien.
"Everybody'a Sweetheart." five reels with Olive Thomaa.
"Dangerous Paradise," five reels. Special Cast.
"Red Foam," five reels, Ralph Ince production.
"The Daughter Pays," five reels, with Elaine Hammeratein.
SELECT PICTURES
Distributed by Select Exckaugt,
"The Seeda of Vengeance," five reels, with Bernard Durning.
"lust Outside the Door." five reels, with Edith Hallor.
"Man's Plaything," five reels, with Grace Davidson.
"Children Not Wanted," five reels, with Edith Day.
"Mountain Madness," five reels, with special cast.
SELZNICK NEWS
Twice a week news reel.
HERBERT KAUFMAN ■ A STEM PI EC B
"Pity the Poor." one reel.
"Society Bad-Man," one reel.
"Dictionary
of Success,"
one reel.
reel.
"A
Certain Rich
Man one
•The Battler
'Bottler,"
one re«l.
"Who
Threw and
the the
Brick?"
one reel.
"Johnnie." one reel.
"Little Red Riding Hood." one reel.
NATIONAL PICTURES
Distributed by Select Esckongei
"Out af the Snows." five reels, with Ralph Ince.
"The Palace of Darkened Windows." five reels, with Special Cast.
"Marooned Hearts." five reels, with Conway Tearle.
"Who Am I?" five reels, Special Cast.
KINOGRAMS
Twice a Week News Reel.
PRIZMA PICTURES
"Death, Where Is Thy Sting?" one reel.
D. N. SCHWAB PRODUCTIONS
"Fickle Women," five reels, state right feature.
"Girls Don't Gamble," five reels, state right feature.
SPECIAL PICTURES CORPORATION
COMICLASSIC
Oct. 8 — "Up in Betty's Bedroom," two reels, with Charlotte Merriara.
Oct. 17 — "A Pajama MatTiage," two reels, with Neely Edwards.
Oct. 81 — "A Seminary Scandal," two reels, with Charlotte Merriam.
Nov. 14 — "Watch Your Husband." two reels, with Merriam and Edwards
SUNSET BURRUD SCENIC STORIES
One Each Week, One Reel.
CLAYPLAY COMEDIES
One Each Week, One Reel.
MORA NTI COMEDIES
Oct. 8 — "Almost," one reel.
Oct. 17 — "Guilty," one reel.
Oct. 81 — "Kids," one reel.
CHESTER CONKLIN
Oct. 7 — "Home Rule." two reels.
Nov. 14 — "Who Am I?" two reels.
STOLL FILM CORPORATION
Jan. 2 — "Squandered Lives."
UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
[une 18 — "Mollycoddle," six reels, with Douglas Fairbanks.
June 27 — "Suds," five reels, with Mary Pickford.
Sept. B— "The Love Flower." seven reels. D. W. Griffith production
Dec. 4 — "The Mark of Zorro." eight reels, with Douglas Fairbanks.
UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. COMPANY
UNIVERSAL FEATURES
"Alias Miss Dodd," five reels, with Edith Roberts.
"Human Stuff," five reels, with Harry Carey.
"The Red Lane," five reels, with Frank Mayo.
"The Girl in the Rain," fire reels, with Ann Cornwall.
"La La Lucille," five reels, with Lyons and Moran.
"Under Northern Lights," five reels, with Virginia Faire.
"Blue Streak McCoy," five reels, with Harry Carey.
"In Folly's Trail," five reels, with Carmel Myers.
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JEWEL PRODUCTIONS
"The Breath of the Gods," six reels, with Tsuru Aoki.
"The Devil's Pass Key," seven reels, with special cast.
"Once to Every Woman," six reels, with Dorothy Phillips.
VITAGRAPH
ALICE JOYCE SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS
'The
Vice ofsixFools,"
"The Prev."
reela. five reels.
"Cousin Kate," five reels.
KARLE WILLIAMS PRODUCTIONS
"A Master Stroke," five reela.
'The Romance Pramotors," five reels.
'The Purple Cipher." five reela.
CORINNE GRIFFITH PRODUCTIONS
'The
Broadway
Bubble," fivefivereels
reels.
'The Whisper Market."
"It Isn't Being Done This Season."
ALII i: < AI.HOI N PRODI CTIONS
"Princess Jones," five reels.
\NIOMO
"Three Sevens," five reels.

MORENO PRODUCTIONS

VITAGRAPH SUPER-FEATURES
'The Courage af Marge O'Doone." seven reels (James Oliver Curwood)
"Dead Men Tell No Tales," seven reela (Tom Terrias Production), All Stai
Cast. seven reels, all-star cast (Tom Terrias Production)
"Trumpet Island."
"Black Beauty," Jean Paige and All-Star Cast.
LARRY SEMON COMKDIR*
'The Suitor," two reels.
"The Stage Hand." two reels.
"The Sportsman," two reels.
JIMMY AUBREY COMEDIES
"The F)rcorat«r."
Back Yard,"twotworeelareela.
"The
"His Jonah Day," two reels.

State Rights for Sale
— SIX-REEL IRISH MASTER-PICTURE —
A Classic of Irish Catholic History
A picture that will bring back to the older people the traditions
of their youth, with lasting pleasure. For the young it will be a
sourcelore ofoftheirinspiration
as well as a pride in the history and folkrace.

ApprovedbishopbyCilmartin,
Cardinal
Logue, leading
Primatea ofpilgrimage
Ireland, and
ArchTuam,
to Croagh
Patrickthe
Mountain,
inof County
Mayo.St.
Patrick"
of
Days
In
Supervised by the REV.W. McSWEENEY, of Dublin
It is strictly
religious production
life of Ireland's
Saint.
It is aauthoritative.
It is notof athepropaganda
play andpatron
has
absolutely nothing of a political nature in it. It is one of the
greatest
Irish
stories
ever
produced
on
the
screen.
Seeing
this
picture of other days will encourage the Irish people to hold up in
their present trials.
For Catholic Churches, Schools, Colleges and Societies
No other episode from the past is, perhaps, so beautifully and
solemnly impressive as the coming of St. Patrick to Christianize
the people he had come to love as a slave herd boy. You see
the costumes and people of the time of St. Patrick. You realize
his
over thethe Druids
when you
mountin
the God-given
hill of Slanepowers
and kindle
first Paschal
Fire seein him
Ireland,
defiance
of
the
King's
order.
There
is
an
epilogue
showing
the
sacred places upon which St. Patrick trod as they are today.
The picture is inspiring in all its details.
Fifteen to Twenty Million Catholics Is Your Field
Every
family Saint.
will be waiting to see this masterpiece of Ireland's
own patron
Should Be a Big Money Maker for Live Wire Distributors
WRITE OR WIRE FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
MATRE'S LIBRARY OF FILMS

e
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Outlook

tor

Optimists
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on America

The members ot Associated Producers predict tor the
new year tremendous prosperity in all lines of business,
including the motion picture theatres, despite necessary
readjustment of industry and standards of living.
Those who would seek at this time to "talk a depression into being" are fools and the enemies of this,
the greatest and most prosperous country the world
has ever known.
J. PARKER READ, JR
THOMAS H. INCE
MACKGEORGE
SENN'ETT
MARSHALL
NEIL
AN
ALLAN DWAN
LOANE TUCKER
MAURICE
TOURNEUR
C GARDNER SULLIVAN
ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS, INC.
T29 SEVENTH AVENUE NEW YORK CITY

XII, No. 2
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Entered at second-class matter, August 10, 191J. mt the Post OMce mt Chicago, HI., under the Act of March 3, ttff,
Published weekly at 417 South Dearbo'n St. Chicoge. Subscription, t-' •: • year.
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doesn't

EILEEN

care

HERALD

what

3
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does!

SEDGWICK

//>/
Universal'*
Strange
by
Directed
//)Q

and
Startling
Kull
Edward

Serial
ii

DIAMOND

QUEEN
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PHOTOGRAPHED BY
CHARLES ROSHER AND
HENRY CRONJAGEPL»

WRITTEN AND
DIRECTED BY
FRANCES MARION

Jfew ProductionRY
MA

RD'
CKFO
PI
be released
(January
Mntfi S

"THE
LOVE
LIGHT"
jl Picture that will Carry to your screen all the beauty,
charm and ait that have made Mary Pickford the most
beloved girl in the world.
MARY

UNITED
ARTISTS
CORPORATION
D W. GRIFFITH
PICKFORD - CHARLIE CHAPLIN • DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS
HIRAM A6RAMS, PRESIDENT
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It

took

a

picture

like

HERALD

Vh

if"
to do
of Zorro'
Mark
says Mr. Schenck
of the
Marcus

Loew

Offices

4x, Hiram At>rams, Pres,
United Artists Corporation
)

739 Seventh
Dear Mr.

Avenue, Hew York

City-

Abrams;1 nave

just returned

to my office

from a screening of Douglas Fairbanks' new
picture "The Mark of Zorro", and I cannot
refrain from telling you that I think it is
really the most wonderful picture he has made.
We believe the picture is so big
that we have decided to play this feature in
our theatres a full week instead of our usual
!\policy which has always been to play everything
jVthree or four
"Mark

days.

of Zorro"

It took a picture
to do it.
Best

wishes

like

and kindest
Yours

A WEEK
INSTEAD

AT
Of

THE

MARCUS

THE

USUAL

the
regards.

very truly,

LOEV

THREE

OR

THEATRES
FOUR

DAYS-

nevest picture
KS'
FAIRBAN

LAS

rr
From
the
Story
Weekly*
Novel
Curse
of No"
Capistrano
of "TheZo
rk
Johnston
McMa
Cuiiey
. . Directed
by
FQED
IBlO
e 'All
Th
UNITED
ARTISTS
CO15P0PATION
MARY PiCKFOQD • CHARUE CHAPLIN • DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS • D.W. GRIFFITH
HiRAM A&8AMS , PRESIDENT
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fyoduaion

SP
RS
from EN
the novelDE
bif

Harry

Leon

Wilson

With an All Star Casl including —*

JOS.J.DOWLIND

Joseph

Dowling

- Niles Welch

Claire Adams * Robert Mc Kim
tencted by Jack Conway Produced by Great Authors Pictures. Inc

A

Splendid

Story With

A

Superlative

ROBT. Mc

Cast

Harry Leon Wilson's name is one that will attract many extra
admissions to your box-office. And no less strongly appealin
g
is the fact that this, —the greatest of all his sparkling comediesis enacted by a superlative cast— a cast that is more than capable
of doing it justice.
Joseph J. Dowling, the man who made "The Miracle Man"
famous,— Claire Adams, starred in many past Benj. B. Hampton
successes,— Robert McKim, "the best-loved villain on the
screen," — Niles Welch, voted by many the most popular juvenile
of the present day,— these stars are a real attraction for your
patrons.
Distributed by
W.W. HODKINSON CORPORATION
527 Fifth Avenue. New York Gty
thru PATH£ Eatuingr.hc

Benj. B. Hampton
DESERT GOLD

Productions Now Being Booked Through W. W. Hodkinson Corporator
THE SAGEBRUSHER
THE WESTERNERS
RIDERS OF THE DAW-

EXHIBITORS
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HERALD
by

I

HOBART

BOSWORTH

.PARKER
EADJR.

Thousand

RODUCTION
To

One

Directed by R.V Lee
Personally

supervised

J.PARKER
READ
JR.

J. Parker Read, Jr., has achieved, in "A
Thousand to One," starring Hobart Bosworth,
a melodrama that is different. Though
much of the action transpires in a Western
setting, neither a six-shooter nor a two-gun
bad man, black curses of the "Western
movie," is visible.

J.PARKER
GEORGE

LOANE

READ JR. - MACK
TUCKER

- MAURICE

SENNETT
TOURNEUR

In his newest Associated Producers picture,
this young producer demonstrates that
the message of the clean, upstanding story
of a moral coward who conquered an
evil self may be told on the screen without a foot of hokum or a breath ofbombast.

MARSHALL
- THOMAS

N EI LAN - ALLAN
H.INCE

Associated
Producers
HOME OFFICES = 729 SEVENTH AVE.. NEW YORK CITY

DWAN

- C GARDNER

Inc.

SULLIVAN

Remember

Everybody
greatest

Untamed!?

said
Mix

It's got

to

it vPas
picture

take

the
eter

second'

-plaee noiOi
7>r here

is

TOM

MIX
in

Ohe

William

-pro

cLxlc

Oboe

tioti

PRAIRIE

TRAILS
J greater picture A itl etierif
sense of the \0ord, than his
previous

record

breakers.

In it this star -portrays the
finest character in the biggest
start/, v)ith the most
romance,

heatitiful

of any of his pictures.

Story lij James B Hendryx*
Directed hy (jeorge Jfarshall
^Jox

Entertainments

—

Second

(?ccoRD$MAJi)i

Second

showing

of

Robertson

1

-cole:

- Z7riumph

-

"NSTlTVJTlON I

el oa of »>•
Di
16rt00 Bro»Cl4^tT',
Se Torttiemeo:
den

{ So»e«°" £4, theatre.
d
Pitt, etattere

nearly P«"
cloture.
W XBTbl, oonoitio*
paialy*e4

• i>y~ Edward

ffooblock

by~>
Vireched
GASMIER

■

■

was

lost in a

wit-

dream, with Rogers
hiss still warm
on,
her

lips , and

wonderful
love
her

his

appeal

of

still ringing
■**
ears

in

FORBIDDEN
FRUIT

\
\
\\

a
(paramount
picture

I

/
I
I

roaLuctiort,

Jesr^ly

GeGil

B.

DeMilles

r

BY. cJ ELAN IE MACPHERSON
TO

those aspects of modern life of which he is admittedly the greatest master, Cecil B. DeMille has again
turned for material, and the result is a drama of love and
marriage that excels, in strength of story, in acting, in
wealth of production, and in living, breathing humanness,
both "Male and Female" and "Why Change Your Wife?"
CAST INCLUDES
Agnes Ayres
Kathlyn Williams
Theodore Roberts
Forrest Stanley
Shannon Day
Clarence Burton
Theodore Koslofp
Julia Faye

SB

S PUOf-RS-lASKS' CORPORATION {

THE

ARTIST

WHO

USES

A

CAMERA

TELLING 'a motion picture story without actors is an
art that has made Bruce. First he selects a story,
writes a scenario, then wanders around the four corners
of the world to get pictures that will tell his story
without

the use of actors. Bruce's works

"The Spice of the
EDUCATIONAL
FILM
729 Seventh Avenue,
E. W. Hammons,

are a part of

Program'
EXCHANGES,
New York
President

Inc.
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the

father
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punishes

death

of

betrayal

his idolized

HERALD

with

—

daughter

m
•

On the "family of the betrayer the revenue
the crafty Oriental is swift, seemingly

S

sure

and

doubly

5

c4

of

diabolical

It is founded
upon
the a^es
ciple of an Eye for an Eye

The

death

old

yfoman

prin-

for

a

%TomaYi

Mother, trapped, knowing
submission to Wu
will prevent
her sons
ex

ecution

If Wu
restore

chooses

a

Spartan
m

death

m

MrWu,

a moment

g

takes

from

6

soned

cup of tea that will save

the

hand

of

"What

|

Go

does

to the

local

he

dall&ntry

of the Mother

drinks it the tapping of a ^ong"
to liberty Mother
and son

S
m

serene

do

Pathe

the poi-

her family's honor

will

?
Exchange

and

asL

J. the Stoll manager to show you "MrWu' that
for yourself you may see this thrilling deJ
|
•

nouement
and the fast-moving action leading"
up to it. Then we are confident you will agree

f

with

S

cMr

us

that

lYu"

Is a

Sfiowmans

CORPORATION
GEORGE
130 West

OF

Picture

AMERICA

KING, Presidents
46th Street . itf. Y C
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YOU WILL BE IN GOOD COMPANY WHEN YOU BOOK "THE FURNACE"
The Great William D. Taylor Production Adapted
/vers, From the Novel by "Pan"
Crawford
by is Julia
This lilt
a continuation
of the booking* appearing in previous adi. in this paper
Broadway
THEATRE
CITY
THEATRE
CITY
Richmond. Va.
Alexandria, Va.
....
Richmond
Sandusky
Salina. Kan.
Strand
Atlantic City
Bijou
Cozy
Schade
Bangor -----Opera House
Scranton
Bath. Me.
----Opera House
Regent
Strand
Bridgeport
Poll's
Springfield, Mass.
Vaudette
Charleston.
W. Va.
Strand
Springfield. III.
Washington
Chester,
Topeka
Wilkesbarre
Danville Pa. Terrace
Strand
Decatur
Bijou
New Garrick
Duluth
CIRCUITS
Easton, Pa.
Third St.
Chicago
TERRITORY
Emporium, Kan..
NAME
Royal
Gary
Erie, Pa.
Columbia
Ascher Brothers Iowa
Blank Circuit
Iowa and Nebraska
Orpheum
Grand Rapids
Hostettler
Majestic
Liberty
New York
Hartford
Capitol
South
Kansas City, Mo.
Lynch
-Enterprises
Loew's
Keokuk
Grand
Lynch-Hulsey
Sojth
Connecticut
Lancaster, Pa.
Poli
...
Hippodrome
Minnesota
Lima, O.
Rubin
CSi
Finkelstein
Academy of Sigma
Music
Lynchburg,
Va.
Rex
Oshkosh. Wis.
St. South
Louis
Saenger
Skouras Brothers

Realart Pictures

Corporation,

469 Fifth cAvenue,

New

York

City~

why

a

Franchise

in

RODUDTIDN

means

the

BIG

MONEY

Independent
Each
Office

attraction
Quality

No Advances

for

Exchange

release of Guaranteed

Premier

Box

-

or Assessments

of any kind

required

-

No Payments to be made by Franchise -holders until
positive prints are delivered — then only pro-rata
share of net production cost *
Lithographs , lobby display, and

all accessories, strictly

at cost, with liberal trade paper advertising" campaign
on all releases paid for by Sherman Productions
Corporation *
0\uml>erC

Reduction of initial cost to all Franchise -holders
through participation in profits 6n sale of foreign
rights *

&>$ery day
more people say

,N0

SOME
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THE.

PI

CHARLES
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EPWTOC30MIN6

0

COITH

C(WTK
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o
mm

LARRY
l WEED

RICHARDSON'

' -

You know whatjyoif did.with:
• The Silent Avenger"
"Smashing Barriers"
"The Man of Might"
•A Fight for Millions"
and the Woman'
"Vengeance
"The Ftehtina Trail"

, Walter

4|l 6 ROD6ERS

C.L.
DWD50N

1

FORD
WEST
Jack

I1
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Christmas

by

Photoplay

Corporation

Stocking!
Two

Allan

"Soldiers
"Luck

Dwan
of

Fortune"

and

of the Irish" — also a

Chautard
Mystery

Picture
of

the

Room" — and
Miller

Walsh

"The

Yellow

a Charles

Offering,

Law of the
besides
an

"The
All

Productions

"The

Yukon"
R. A.

Production

Deep Purple"
released by

R e a 1a r t .
First
will

And

National

supply

following:
Allan

Three

Dwan
ductions— "xA

Hazard,"

the

ProSplendid

featuring

*In the Heart

Henry

of a Fool,"

B. Walthal,

with

James

Kirkwood,

and "The
Scoffer" also
featuring Kirkwood;
A
Sidney
A.
Franklin Production
featuring
Sylvia

Breamer

in

the

title

role.

r

HITTING

ON

SE1ZNKK

L

UP

ALL

SIX!

!5

THE

BURNING

ROAD*

THEY'RE
LEWIS

J.9ELZNICK

Announces

TTUA1I1I1

IN
FOUR
SPLENDID
PRODUCTIONS
Bein^i Sold in. Series
Initial Release'
"SOCIETY
SNOBS
A HOBAKT HENLEY PRODUCTION

!

:

ZNICK

LEWIS

STAR§

J.§ELZNICK

Announces

FOUR

SPLENDID
PRODUCTIONS
Being Sold in. Series
Initial Release
AN ALAN CROSIAKD PRODUCTION
Ready Mar. 30

1

known
Both Conway Tearle and Martha Mansfield are widely
past
nous
mento
ely
extrem
of
e
to the photoplay public becaus
for
mates
g
runnin
worthy
make
will
They
.
mances
perfor
Elaine Hammerstein, Eugene O'Brien, and Owen Moore.

r

Bushels

PICTURES

of

lefegrams

^upport

THE

Our

and

Contention

Letters

That

This

Is

BIGG

^S

LEWIS

J. SELZNICK
PRESENTS

WILLIAM

FAVERSHAM

"THE SIN THAT WAS HIS"
A H06ART HENlEy PRODUCTION
By

FRANK

L. PACKARD

nctuR^s

HAMMERSTEIN
VheStar

/

(Without a ^lailufG

\

ELAINE

in JOHN

HAMMERSTEIN

LYNCH

"PLEASURE
Scenario
Directed

Book

'S

SEEKERS"

"by EdWard J. Montagne
by George Archainbaud

the

1920-1921

Series

Surpassing
its Original Success
'
JOSEPH
M.SCtlENCK
presents

mom
in

antnea

By

Monckion

DIRECTED

By ALLAN

Hoffe
DWAN

Worthy to be mentioned in any company. The
master work of a truly great screen artist, made
in her palmiest days during her spectacular development bythe Selznick organization.
Everything new — new titles, new prints, new
paper, new advertising accessories.

Louis
Presents

ANITA

B.

His

Mayer
First

Annual

STEWART

ANNIVERSARY

WEEK

To comply with so mam unsolicited requests from exhibitors in large and small towns all over
the country I have, at their demand, inaugurated, and feel very proud to present, my first Anita
Stewart Anniversary W eek commencing January 16th, which 1 will make an annual event.
The product in which I have presented Anita Stewart, coupled with her popularity, has reached
a pinnacle far surpassing my fondest dreams and this remark was made to me by one of the most
prominent executives of First National : '* Mayer, in my opinion, you have been the most consistent shooter in First National and I congratulate you."
My ambition is a full ioo*^ representation in the United States. Main exhibitors «of the
smaller towns have not. to date, played all the Stewart Productions. Every exhibitor has played
one or more but I want a full ioo'o representation!
First National branch managers have received instruction^ relative to revised price list which
I am sure will meet with the approval of all exhibitors to such extent that T will gain the object of
this campaign, namely, a full ioo^ representation of the Anita Stewart product in every town.
Exhibitors by the score have repeatedly told me that the cost and worth of my productions
upheld my predictions and you will please me greatly by making my fir^t annual Anita Stewart Weekcommencing January 16th a great big success.
1 thank -V°ULOUTS P>. MAYER.

LOUIS B. MAYER

11 If more pictures were made
like this one exhibitor's trouble?
would be over." — -Pfeiffer Bros.,
Kenton, 0.

" Every theatre should run
this picture."— E. E. Bonham.
Prairie Dusat . JJ'is.

"This is a 100% picture

" Great picture. Any exhibitor who can't cash in
on this one better close up

100 er Simmo
businens,
ss-getAvon.
ter."
—andQeorq
III.

shop. Turned 'em away 3
days.'' — /. F. Foss, Oaden.
Utah.

" Great House record
broken." — //'. C. Cleeton,
Highee. N. D.
" Immense. Will stand

" Great picture. Pleased
100%. Charged 25, 35,
50c."— J. P. Adler, Marshfield, JVis.

advanced .prices."
R.
Anderson
Twin— A.
Falls.
Idaho.

u Fine picture. Capacity
two days at advanced
prices." — L. Broune, Ponca
City, Okla.
" Class A. Boost it big as
you will not be overrating it
Get out the
to your patrons.
ropes when you run it." — Chas.
Ryan, Garfield Then.. Chicago.

" Played a two nights re-E.
turn to big business."
E. Hodgeson.
Kahoka. —Mo.
'" 100r;
picture. Packed
'em in in spite of rain. Ad—

E.
Diller,
Xeb.
this one."
vanceAnderson,
vour prices on

A
S
K
ANYBODY-ANYWHERE

Presents
Week

of
His

Jan.

An

16th

Louis
Anita

B.

First
nual

Mayer

in

Sfewa»rt

WIVES"
MISSOURI
McClure and Faulkner,
Director-* lenerals,
Goiraque,

VIRTUOUS
KtW \
TEXAS
Webster and Waggoner,
Louis I'rana,
Director-Generals,
Pastime,
Managing-Director,
Miami. Texas:
Olympic.
Virtuous
good ( almar. Iowa:
drawing
card forWives
small 'towns.
" Pleased them all."
Will please everyone !"

Jarriesport,
Mo.: most satis" Best andfactory special ever in our
house.

( Irab it now ! *'

The criticisms of these men mean volumes because each and every one of then,
has had years of experience and know whereof they speak. — Hook " Virtuom
If ires " and Convince Yourself.'
yy

Lwart

» "A

KENTUCKY
W. T. Hayes,
1 )irector-( ieneral,
Dreamland.
Providence, Ky. :
I had more good remarks
on this picture than any one.
It is a classy picture in every
way."

MIDNIGHT

ROMANCE
NORTH DAKOTA
O. Froyer,
1 )irector-< leneral,

ILLINOIS
C. T. Metcalf,
Managing-1 >i rector,
Opera House,
Greenfield, 111. :
" Enjoyed by all.
satisfy any audience."

Lyric.
Rugby, X. D. :
" Good picture. Packed the

Will

| house.

It's Inn .

Book it." d

Smashing criticisms from those who know/ You can't afford to keep "Midnight Romance " from your patrons!
Hook A owl
Anita
Stewart

in
"MARY

NEW YORK
John A. Wade.
Director-General,
Wonderland Theatre,
Madrid. X. Y :
" Have shown first three
pictures of Anita Stewart.
Book them for winners."

REGAN'

MINNESOTA
II. II. Billing,
^ I anaging- Di rector,
Pleasant Hour,
Pine Island. Minn. :
" Best Stewart picture T
have ever used. Pleased all."

MONT IN \
Star,
G. F. Rediske.
Director-t ieneral,
Ryegate.
" Good Montana:
picture to go<
husiness. Anita Stewart ge
us the husiness."

You can't go against a consensus of opinion as strong as this! Th
quality and drawing power are proven. Please your patrons. Boo
Now!

For

Full Particulars

FIRST

Write —

NATIONAL

Wire —

Phone

EXCHANGE

Anniversary
Anita

Uita
tewart

Week

Stewart

"HUMAN

PENNSYLVANIA
:>hn Hatner,
(aliasing Director,
'rincess,
)onora. Pa. :
" Human desire made a bigger hit and got
lore business on second day than ' Virtuous
.Yives ' despite strong opposition. It sure
leased our patrons."

DESIRE"

WISCONSIN
Beth Drew Guhl.
Director (ieneral,
Pastime,
Delavan, Wis, :
" The people who said unkind" things about
this picture were prejudiced. I found it to be
an entirely satisfactory offering. It pleased
our patrons immenselV."

' hese exhibitors tell the story/ V othing could be m> re plain.'
Desire " Xou/

St

^

- "HER

Book " Human

KINGDOM

OF

MISSOURI

TEXAS

L. V. Henhart.
Director^ ieneral.
Benton. Kansas City
" W onderful
picture

PI. A. Kempen.
Managing-Director,
Queen,
Xixon. Texas :

DREAMS"

MICHIGAN
Dunhan and Stych.

to

'" Picture 100% patronage. : capacity houses at advanced
Well pleased."
1 prices."

Managing-Director.
Regent. Mich. :
Alleean,
"Better pictures can't be
made. Pleased patrons. Also
box-office."

Criticisms that count.' You'll be of the same opinion.' Book " Kingdom
Dreams " V oto!

» "MIND
OHIO
S. C. Vale,
Managing-Director,
Pictorium.
Dennison. Ohio:
" Star good. Picture good."

THE

PAINT

ILLINOIS
Wm. Tafft,
Director-General,
Vaudette.
Sterling. 111.:
" Storv good. Business
good. Stewart pictures all
O.K. W ill say book 'em if
you, can."

See what

Tafft says?

Book

'em if you can."

GIRL"
IOWA

R. K. Stonebrook.
Managing-Director,
Windsor,
flampton. Iowa:
" Great picture. Went over
big. People liked it fine. Star
never made a better picture."
Get busx right nou

and book 'em!
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of

LOUIS

B.

Presents
Anita

His

Stewart
Anita
Stewart

MAYER
First

Anniversary

SHEPHERDESS"
MISSOURI
McC
lure and
l-'aulkner,
Director-(
ienerals.
Comique.

FIGHTING

THE

C. P. Buswell.
Managing Director,

Jamesport, Mo. :
" ' Fighting Shepherdess ' almost as good as ' Old
Kentucky.' This is some good Western. Have to hand it
to Anita when it comes to real acting on the screen. She is
there with the goods and then some. Send us more like it."

Empress. [a. :
Akron,
" Good!

Book it!

Everybody

Agrees!
Back

in

"THE
MEXICO
Sudie I. Haney,
Director-General,
Liberty,
Des Moines, N. M.:
" Very good thriller,
Pleased my patrons immensely. Book it ! "

YELLOW
CONNECTICI T
C. Frederick.
Managing-Director,
( )1\ mpia,
New 1 Iaven. Conn. :
" Rroke all house records.
Fine picture. College not yet
open, but business phenom-

or Wire

Your

First

Your
Us

Up!

National
Book

Exchange

Will

Now!

TYPHOON"
MICH it; \\
J. E. Stucker,
Myrtle Theatre,
Detroit. Mich.
" ( iood melodrama. Extra
good business for two davs."

enal "!
Write, Phone

Week

.

i<>\\ \

Stewart

Annual

First National

Anita
Stewart

Exchange

for Dates

.
"HARRIET

AND

THE

PIPER"

For
Once
They
All
Agree!
N. H. Gordon. Boston. Mass.
J. D. Williams, New York City.
Turner & Daiinken. San Francisco, Cal.
Balaban & Katz. Chicago, 111.
E. Mandklbalwi, Cleveland and Cincinnati, O. Moe Mark, New York City.
Hakkv T. Nolan, Denver, Colo., and Salt H. O. Schwalbe, Philadelphia, Pa.
Rowland & Clark Enter., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Lake City. Utah.
Ferrandina.
Richmond,
Va., and
A. H. Blank. Des Moines. la.. Kansas City. FrankCharlotte,
N. C.
Mo., and Omaha. Neb.
R. D. Craver, Atlanta, Ga.
John H. KuNSKY, Detroit. Mich.
Skovras Brothers, St. Louis, Mo.
Robert Lieber, Indianapolis. Ind.
Tom Boland. Empress Theatre, Oklahoma
Gorf. Bros. & Lesser, Los Angeles. Cal.
City. Okla.
Colonel Fred Levy, Louisville. Ky.
Jensen & land,Von
Ore. Herberg. Seattle and PortThomas Saxe, Milwaukee. \Yis.
Harry
Crandall.
W ashington, D. C.
Ruben &• Finkelstein, Minneapolis. Minn.
W. P. Dewees, Vancouver, B. C.
Jacob Fabian, New York City.
Allen Brothers. Toronto, Canada.
E. V. Richards, Tr.. New Orleans. La.

Write —
FIRST

Wire —

Phone

For

NATIONAL

Full Particulars
EXCHANGE

Advertising

Wisdom

Swift and certain attainment of a preeminent position in a
competitive field is invariably the result of vision, initiative
and a very fair measure of commonsense administration.
In the motion picture industry there is not a more graphic
example of the swift and certain attainment of a preeminent
position in its chosen field than that instanced by the
Educational Film Exchanges. Inc.. in the division of short
subjects.
In perfect accord
administration

with

upon

the vision, initiative and
which

the

splendid

commonsense

Educational

organ-

ization has been built is the Educational's plan, just announced,
of confining its advertising to EXHIBITORS HERALD and one
New York medium.
After

a thoroughly intelligent and conscientious analysis of advertising media and circulation facts the executives of the
Educational Film Exchanges, Inc., have entered into this
arrangement which enables them through EXHIBITORS HERALDsupplemented by one other national medium, to cover the entire
motion

picture trade in the United States and Canada completely and at a minimum cost through the elimination of

additional media
distribution.

of

lesser

reader's

interest

and

smaller

Educational is to be complimented upon this thoroughly constructive move which obtains for it an advertising schedule
arrangement which assures a complete and thorough distribution
of its advertisements among the exhibitors of the United States
and Canada on a basis which effects a substantial saving which
is of a very pertinent
well as to the company.

interest to Educational's

customers

as

Educational has proved its right of leadership in the field of
short subjects and in the plan just embraced it assumes an
intelligent leadership in the important work of clarifying the
facts relative to motion picture trade papers and circulations.
Martin J. Quigley.
Publisher
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29
29
30
30
31
31
32
33

val 15
Maryland Governor Refuses Request to Remove
Censors
36
Spiegel's
New
Playhouse
Is
One
of
Beauty
and
Novelty
37
First National Franchise Is "Fair Document."
Says Ralph H. Clark
38
Goldwyn Is Finishing Four Productions at Culver
City
39
Mayer Scouts Slump: Says Fewer, Better Films
Cause Curtailment
40
REVIEWS

"Something
Different," Realart, with Constance 75
Binney
"Theland
Price of Silence," Sunrise, with Peggy Hy- 73
"You'll Be Surprised." Educational, with Chester
Players
73
"TheWarren
Coast of
Opportunity,"
Hodkinson.
with
J,
Kerrigan
76
"Mr. Fatima." Educational, with Christie Players 76
"Her First Elopement." Realart. with Wanda
Hawley
76
"The Empire
of
Diamonds."
Pathe,
with
a
Special Cast
76
"Torchy
Turns Cupid." Educational, with Johnny 76
Hines
"The Land of Jazz." Fox. with Eileen Percy....
"White Youth," Universal, with Edith Roberts..
"813," Robertson-Cole, with Wedgwood Nowell .
"Mind Your Business," Educational, with Vanity
Players
Volume XII
Prim
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NEWS OF THE WEEK
Tax Burdens Bring Protest from Oregon Theatre Men
Membership Meeting of Indiana Executives to
be Held After Holidays
Educational Opens Two More Branches to
Handle Business
American Federation of Labor to Wage AntiBlue Law Fight
Christmas Stunt in Charleston Nets Theatre Men
$15,000
Milwaukee Priest Attacks Plan to Sabbatize
Towns
Carl Laemmle Scoffs at Cry of Theatre Business
Depression
Theatrical Association and Exhibitors Unite in
Rhode Island
Atlanta to Repeat in 1921 Success of 1920 Festi-

Subscription

HERALD

77
77
77
77

LIS

ALL EDITORIAL
COPY AND
BUSINESS CORRESPONDENCE SHOULD
BE ADDRESSED TO
THE CHICAGO
OFFICE
LOS ANGELES OFFICE
5 90SBRQJtDnoir ■ til .66010
HER.

EDITOR

"TheMartin
Song of the Soul." Goldwyn, with Vivian 77
"The Thief," Fox, with Pearl White
78
"TheTell
Wrong Women," Independent, with Olive 78
"Fighting Fate," Vitagraph, with William Duncan 78
"The Rookie's
Paramount, with Doug- 78
lasReturn,"
MacLean
"Mr. Wu," Stoll, with Matheson Lang
79
DEPARTMENTS
Exhibitors Advertising
41 to 53
With the Procession in Los Angeles
66
New York Notes About Film Folk
72
What the Picture Did for Me
81 to 87
Chicago Trade Events
91, 92
Guide to Current Pictures
94 to 98
ADVERTISERS
Associated Producers
1, 7
Bass Camera Company
92
C. B. C. Film Sales Corporation
68, 70
Celebrated Players Film Corporation 88, 89
J. B. Dibelka Company
92
William Duncan
16, 17
Flastman Kodak Company
93
Educational Films Corporation
11
Exhibitors Supply Company
93
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation
Insert
First
National
Exhibitors
Circuit,
Inc
David G. Fischer
82, 83, 84, 85, 2.">,
86, 2C
87
Fox Film Corporation
8, 9
Goldwyn Pictures Corporation
Insert
W. W. Hodkinson Corporation
6
Matre'sB.Library
of Films 19, 20, 21, 93
Louis
Mayer
22
Mayflower Photoplays Corporation
18
Monsoon Cooling System
98
N. A. M. P. I. and M. P. T. O. A
Insert
Palisade Film Laboratories, Inc
92
Pathe Exchange, Inc
100
Dorothy Phillips
99
Pioneer Film Corporation of Illinois
90
Realart Pictures Corporation
14
Robertson-Cole Distributing Corporation
10
Rothackcr Film Manufacturing Company
93
Selznick Enterprises
Insert
Sherman Productions Corporation
15
Stoll Film Corporation of America
12, 13
Typhoon Fan Company
92
United Artists Distributing Corporation 4, 5
Universal Film Manufacturing Company
2, 3
Vitagraph Inc
54, 56, 58, 60, 62. 64, 66, 68, 70, 72. 82, 86, 91, 92
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C. R. Glenn, Queen Theatre, Hendersonville, N. C.
'The First National Franchise is a clear, clean-cut proposition
and one of the best buys a theatre can mal^e. And I k^nou I am
in a company that is not trying to place a theatre in the town
against me." — THAT'S ANOTHER REASON WHY

Hherell

It's

be a Franchise

Literally

eveiywhere

a

Marshall

Whirlwind!

Neilan

presents his story

Wesley

"D

IN

Barry

TY

Watch
First
New

for

National

in

the

Franchise

Nearest

Theatre

Chicago

York

Brooklyn
Boston
Dallas
Detroit
Los Angeles
Milwaukee
New

Results

Philadelphia

St. Louis
Buffalo
Denver

Atlanta
Cleveland
Des Moines

Indianapolis
Louisville

Kansas

Pittsburgh
San Francisco
Toronto

Omaha
Salt Lake

Seattle
Ottawa
Scenario

by

FIRST

City

Washington
Vancouver
Marion

Fairfax

Photographed by David Kesson
A

City, Mo.

Kansas City, Kansas
New Haven

Minneapolis
Oklahoma City
Richmond

Orleans

in

NATIONAL

ATTRACTION

Foreign Representative: David P. Howells, Inc.
729 Seventh Avenue, New York City

Art Director, Ben Carre
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C. F. Hancock., Lyric Theatre, Stuart, Fla.
"I hate yet to lose money on any Associated First National
Franchise picture I hate played. As for drawing power and
quality
REASONof prints
WHY they lead the field.' 'THAT'S ANOTHER

Ihereyi

Is

a

Quick

be a Franchise

Marriage

everywhere

a

Happy

\our

One?

Patrons will want

to see this

picture to find out

(Catherine Mae Donald Pictures Corp'n
presents
KATHERINE

Mac

DONALD

The Most Beautiful
Woman in the World
in

My

Lady's
a thrilling Latchkey
tale of
Mystery, Romance
and Adventure

A Stirring Plot. Exquisite Gowns.
Fine Acting.
Gorgeous Settings. Lavish Production.
Beautiful Women.

From the Novel "The Second Latchkey"
by C. N. and A. If. Williamson
A

FIRST

NATIONAL

ATTRACTION

Foreign Representative, David P. Howells. Inc.
729 Seventh Ave., New York City

Directed by Edwin Carewe
Senario by Finis Fox

MARTIN J. QUIGLEY
Publisher
& Editor
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By MARTIN
A S THE motion picture industry launches
into the New Year there is an unusually imperative necessity for a sane and thorough
understanding- of the conditions affecting the
business.
In the present period of readjustment that
already has here and there evidenced serious
manifestations the position of the motion picture industry is unique among those of the great
industries of the country. As every observer
knows various types of business alreadv have
been hard hit in the process of readjustment.
Others that have thus far escaped will eventually be touched before the process terminates
because no business which comes within the
province of the readjustment will be able to
evade the working out of the natural laws of
commerce.
The pertinent question is, just what is the
position of the motion picture industry in this
process of readjustment? and the answer is that
it is not concerned in it at all.
THE readjustment that is now going on,
which is variously misconstrued as a business depression or the beginning of one, is
simply the re-establishment of commodity production upon a normal basis and the wiping out
of artificial values in merchandise. The late
war and every other war of history has resulted
in a system of financial pyramiding which carries with it inflation of values. Very obviously
this pyramiding cannot go on indefinitely, and
when the limit of the natural law is reached the
process of deflation automatically ensues.
The working out of this process is thoroughly equitable, even though it is difficult for
those concerned to view it that way. Those
businesses which are inordinately benefited by
the inflation of values are the ones to feel the
sting of the. readjustment. Those producers of
commodities who first have the advantage of
abnormal demand must later bridge the lean
period wdiile an even balance is being re-established.
The motion picture industry gained noth-

21

t 1

J. QUIGLEY

ing incidental to the burst of commercial activitv
during and immediately following the war.
And, consequently, it has nothing to repay; no
readjustment to be undergone. The progress of
the motion picture industry during the years
since the commencement of the European war
has been normal and even and has not been due
to the occurrence of those things in business
which must now be compensated for.
THROUGHOUT
the war and since the
A Armistice this industry has given its customers^— the public — honest values for every
dollar received. This industry has no stocks to
be depreciated. This industry faces no shutdown through an over-production of its product.
And of greatest importance is the incontrovertible fact that there is nothing in the existing
situation that even suggests the possibility of a
lessening in box office receipts.
The product that has been and is now being
offered the public in the motion picture theatres
of the country is the biggest and best value that
is now or has been given to them for thenmoney. And any industry, whether it be that of
motion pictures or anything else that can substantiate asimilar claim, need have no fear of
the readjustment that is now going on, because
it simply does not concern it at all.
The problems and perils that this industry
faces at the outset of the new year are those of
an internal nature, which are peculiar to the
industry itself and are entirely foreign to the
general business and financial situation. Anv
effort to link up this industry with those businesses which must now settle down and settle
up after a wild orgy of inflation, pyramiding
and profiteering — in which excesses it has had
no part — is predicated on a serious lack of
knowledge of the true facts.
On a basis of fact and not hollow optimism
it may be unqualifiedly declared that for 1921
this industry faces a period of no uncertain
progress and prosperity.
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Marshall Neilan paused in Chicago on
December 22 between trains, en route to
New York from the Coast. Other notables
from the film colony who passed through
the same day were Dorothy Phillips, Allen
1 folubar and Al Kaufman.
* * *
Jesse L. Lasky, first vice-president of
Famous Players-Lasky corporation, who
has been on the West Coast for two months,
is expected in New York January t. He
will remain in the Kast for several months,
* » *
Joe Brandt, president of the C. B. C
Film Sales Corporation, shook hands with
Chicago friends on December 24. He is
making a special sales trip through the
Southwest.
* * *
Chari.es Schwerin, the well known stale
righter, was another Chicago visitor last
week.
* * *
Chester A. Clegg, business manager for
J. Stuart Blackton, sailed on the Imperator.
Dec. 23, for London, to open the Blackton
offices and start the new international film
producing organization.
* * *
Tom Terris, director of the Tom TerrisVitagraph productions, addressed 5,00u
students at the Stuyvestant High school.
New York, on Dec. 24, at their Christmas
exercises.
* * *
Fred C. Quimiiy left New York on Sunday, Dec. 26, for Los Angeles where he will
be engaged for a month completing arrangements for the next Jack Dempsey
serial.
* * *
George A. Blair, sales manager for Eastman Film department, visited the Kothacker
laboratories, Chicago, last week. Other visitors during the week were Louis B. Mayer,
John M. Stahl and \V. H. Leahy, all of the
Mayer productions.* * *
According to all reports from the West
Coast "The Lour Horsemen of the Apocalpyse" will kick up as much dust when
released as "The Queen of Sheba" or "Foolish Wives" which *is *going
* some.
CLARA WHIPPLE, one time World Film
Corporation star, who recently married
James Young is to return to the screen underpearheras Clara
husband's
direction. She will apYoung.
* * *
Ellis Berg, manager of the Strand theatre, San Francisco, has resigned to become
manager of the Rialto. He succeeds E. A.
Smith, who took *Berg's
* * place.
Ten quarts of fresh milk are being used
every day to paint the screen at the Woods
theatre. Chicago, according to D. \\ . Griffith's press agent, and to back up his assertion he points
to the the
stagemilk
carpenter's
fat
kitten.
We suppose
is to give
"Way Down East"* the
proper
atmosphere.
* *
"Broncho Billy" Anderson, after strayingturnfrom
screen
to histhe first
love.for six years, is to re* * *
Roscoe Arblckle returned from a sightseeing trip of Paris on the Olymphic, Dec.
22. David P. Howells. Wm. N. Vogel and
Mr. and Mrs. George Fitzmaurice were also
on board.
* * *
On Satnrdav. Dec. 25, Miss Ruth Leser-

m an, daughter of I. L. Lcserman, manager
of the Chicago Universal exchange, was
wedded to Theodore, Schlanger, one of the
Universal salesmen, at the home of Dr.
Schemferber.
* * *
Oliver Morosco is to personally direct
"The I !alf-Breed," a picture in which William Desmond will star supported by Francis X. Bushman, Beverly Bayne and Ann
Little. The production will be made on
the Coast.
* * *
1.01 is Sm ruin, former New York dramatic critic, who has lieen connected with
the Goldwyn Los Angeles studios, has resigned.
* » *
ll begin* to li ok ;i* though Douglas Fairbank* and Mary Pickford would have to
defer that European trip until the former
catches up on his production schedule. An
elaborate production of "The Virginian" is
planned besides "The Mclancholiac" a Bob
W agner story, which in turn is to lie a sequel to ' The Nut."* * *
Pete Smith, who is used to the swirling
winds of Times Square, says it's pretty
windy in Los Angeles and he ha* to u"
around with a pillowful of shot in each
pocket to keep from being blown over the
Studio roof. Some wind.
* * ♦
Harry Sherman is back in New York
and has opened offices in the Fitzgerald
building.
* * *
George H. Hamilton has opened offices
in the Film building, 72!) Seventh avenue.
New York, where he will handle twenty-six
pictures during the coming year.
* * *
Sarah Y. Mason, the Selznick continuity writer, has renewed her contract.
» * *
ETHEL Clayton passed through Chicago,
en route to California and the Lasky studios, Tuesday. Dec. 28.
* * *
What we'd like to know is how a new
theatre
break "all records" the tir - 1
week it can
is opened?
* * *
Katherine Hilliker. who years ago immortalized "Phoebe Snow" and the Lackawanna Railroad
"the roadtheof subtitles
anthracite."
is credited
withas writing
for
First National's stellar attraction. "PasFlorenz Ziegfeld, Sr., has been made
a brigadier general by special order of
Frank S. Dickson, adjutant general chief
of staff, on the command of Governor
Lowden of Illinois, for his twenty years of
"meritorious service as assistant inspector
general of the Illinois state and National
* * *
< iuards."
J. Warren Kerrigan is the latest actor
to announce the formation of his own company. He will work at the Hollywood
studios and his company will be known as
J. Warren Kerrigan Productions.
* * *
W. Somerset Maugham is the latest of
the big authors to join the film colony on
the West Coast. He is on his way around
the world and only stopping briefly in Los
Angeles. •
.
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Re-Takes

£

News

By J. R. M.
□
OPENING PAEAN
There was a man in our town
And he was real astute;
At getting the kale this fellah
Was considered quite a beaut.
Hut some slickers came along
And offered him a chance
To buy some moving picture stock
And he nearly lost his pants.
* * *
A Few Statistics
The year 1920 will probably go down
in history
as the greatest in the life of
the
fifth industry.
Over 10,465 big deals were put over.
About 10,455 of them fell through.
•Negotiations were completed for the
purchase of 26 studios in the U. S. A. by
English capital.
Twenty-six denials immediately followed.
If every star who was reported to be
going to Europe had gone it would have
taken all the boats of the White Star
line three years to take them across.
Four hundred and seventy-six directors made pictures that were "knock
outs," "second Birth of a Nations" or
"my finest work."
Sixty-five producing companies congratulated themselves on the cleverness
of
and their
theirtitles,
extras.their stars, their director*
* * *
Shoot Him at Sunrise
Colin Campbell, the director, must have
his little joke, even at the expense of his
fellow workers in these high and dry —
particularly dry — times. He says he
knows a place where you can get eightyear-old Scotch whiskey at six bucks a
quart and then slips you this address:
"John MacKenzie. 241 East First street,
* * *
Glasgow, Scotland."
What's the Answer?
"See 'The Misleading Lady' and learn
what it is that makes some men rough
and what can be done with a girl who
won't behave," is a Metro catch-line. We
know what makes some men rough, but
what's the answer to the other?
* * *
"Wes" and His Freckles
Wesley
the other
Marshall
Neilanan
star,
was Barry,
asked the
day by
admiring
youth
how
he
came
by
his
freckles.
□

"Well, yuh see. I was on a roof one
day and got my face wet and then the
sun came out and* I *just* rusted.".
Hot Stuff
They are making a picture on the
coast called "Tobasco." That ought to
put pep into any program.
* * *
Big Time Coming
The "soup and nuts" suits will have
to be grabbed away from the moths
again next week for scenery at the Theatre Owners'
at the
Astor Chamber
January 5.of Commerce ball
* * *
Bring Your Lunch — Film
That Italian production in 77 reels
that takes fifteen hours to run ought to
be a sufficiency for the patron who thinks
exhibitors skimp their shows.
* * *
1921.
By the way, don't forget to write it
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Membership Meeting of
Indiana Executives to
Be Held A fter Holiday
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
INDIANAPOLIS. IND.. Dec. 28.— Gustave G. Schmidt, president of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of Indiana, has announced that a meeting of the executive
committee of the organization will be held
in Indianapolis immediately following the
holiday season, to determine plans and
methods for obtaining a full membership
in the organization.
Ways and means of financing the organization and plans for an intensive campaign
of publicity also will be taken up, according to Mr. Schmidt who recently returned
from the meeting of exhibitors in New
York with the officers of the national association.
"There
is no question
in mywill,
mindwithin
but
what
the exhibitors
of Indiana
the next few months, have an organization
of great power." Mr. Schmidt said.
Coast Film People Spend
Christmas in New York
NEW YORK. Dec. 2^.— Trains arriviug
here the last few days have been bringing
an extraordinary number of Coast luminaries to Broadway. Among those who are
East for the holidays are Marshall Neilan.
whose visit is one for pleasure only : Al
Kaufman, who brought with him a print of
the Allen Holubar production "Man.
Woman and Marriage." starring Dorothy
First National is to disPhillips, which
tribute: and Irving Lesser, who will confer
with Eastern distributors regarding his
Western Picture Exploitation Productions.
to return to the Coast imAll are planning
mediately after the first of the year.

Virginia League Meets
In Washington, Jan. 12
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
VirRICHMOND, VA_ Dec. 28.— Thehold
a
ginia exhibitors organization will
convention at the Harrington Hotel in
Washington, D. G. on January 12 and 13.
of the league, an-to
president vital
Take Wells,nounces.
importance
Matters of
the exhibitors of the state will be discussed.
New

Paramount

House

at St. Louis
Opened
Is (Special
to Exhibitors Herald)
ST. LOUIS, MO., Dec. 28.— The Criterion theatre, Broadway near Olive
street, was opened December 26. It :s
operated by Famous Players Missouri
Corporation, which owns the Missouri.
Delemonte, Kings. Pershing and other
theatres in the residence districts.
Cosmos

Club to Aid

in

Fight for Censorship
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
CARTHAGE. MO., Dec. 28.— The
Cosmos Club has voted to cooperate with
the
Christian
Temperancein
Union Woman's
and other reform
organizations
their effort to establish censorship of motion pictures.
$1,000,000 House Opens
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
DAVENPORT. I A.. Dec. 28.— The
new Capitol theatre Manager Blanchard
in charge, was opened to the public on
Christmas day. The house represents a
million dollar investment.

Tax

HERA

Burdens

From

29

I. I)
Bring

Oregon

Protest

Theatre

Men

Letter

Addressed to Members of Congress Asks
That the Revenue Bill As It Affects
the Exhibitors Be Reconsidered
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
PORTLAND, ORE.. Dec. 28.— The Motion Picture Exhibitors League
of Oregon at a recent meeting in the Benson hotel addressed a letter to the
members of congress asking that the revenue bill as it affects theatre men
be reconsidered.
The petition declared that at present the government taxes are too
great a burden for the owners of the smaller houses. An effort will be
made by the Oregon association to have similar action taken by the exhibitors of Washington.
Secretary Houston Recommends an Increase
"Secretary Houston." declared Melvin G. Winstock. vice president of the
organization, "in his final report as a public official has seen fit to recommend
an increase, not only on the incomes of moderately paid men and women, who
can least afford added tax burdens, but has recommended in addition a doubling
of the theatre admission tax. and an increase in the 5 per cent taxation on the
amount of film rentals.
/
"The amusement people of the United
but the most complicated cases to WashStates, embracing the drama, opera,
ington.
In the past it has been the inflexible rule
musical comedy and motion pictures,
of the post office department that all claims
should
be referred to Washington, where
so far from submitting without protest to increased taxation, are going to they were made the subject to investigations
such intensity that it was frequently a
congress in a body in an attempt to of
matter of many months before the sender
have the theatre taxes altogether abolof the parcel received his insurance money.
This procedure
naturally
much will
unished,Point
or. at least
substantially
modified."
favorable criticism.
The aroused
new orders
Out Tax Burdens
result
in
materially
speeding
up
the
settleThe tax burdens now shouldered by
ment of such cases.
the exhibitors were detailed to those
present. It was pointed out that under Stockholders Visit
the present regulations of the revenue
bill an occupation tax is levied on each
Terre Haute Houses
seat in a theatre. In a house seating
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
250. the federal tax is $50 a year, and
TERRE HAUTE, IXD.. Dec. 28.—
$200 for a 2.000 seat theatre. This ratio
is believed by film men to be unjust Stockholders of Consolidated Realty and
to the small exhibitor.
Theaters
from Evansville
visited TerreCompany
Haute recently
to personally
One requirement is that this tax must
of inspect the new Liberty theatre which
be paid by a new owner,paidregardless
opened Christmas Day. They visited
previously.
the fact that it had been
the Capitol theatre which opened at
ex- also
the
by
believed
is
This provision
Clinton Christmas eve. The Capitol is
bill.
hibitors to violate the spirit of the
under
Ask Tax On Gross Receipts
linger. the management of Russell BrentIn the petition to congressmen the
men suggested that the admistheatre
sion tax be made on the gross receipts Slayer of Exhibitor
instead of on the separate ticket. It
To Hang February 11
was pointed out that when the scale
tax
of price is 15, 25 and 35 cents, the cent
Eddie
Brislane. confessed slayer of Wilper
13
ately
approxim
amounts to
liam Mills, manager of the Crawford theabecause each individual admission is
tre. Chicago, will hang on February 11, the
taxed.
Supreme Court having sustained the action
rental tax is considThe 5 per cent
court. Brislane, in his conthe of the lower
ered a great burden, in view ofupon
fession, blamed drink. He said he went
fact that the exhibitors are called
to the theatre on the night of the murder
to meet numerous other taxes.
to rob the box office. When Mills confronted him. he fired.
Government Rules Local
Postmasters Can Settle
$1,000,000 Theatre
To Be Built in Dallas
All Parcel Post Claims
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
(Washington Bureau. Exhibitors Herald)
DALLAS. TEX, Dec. 88. — A theatre to
be one of the largest in the South will be
WASHINGTON. D. C. Dec. 25.— Motion
begun in Elm street by J. T. Jones of Dallas
picture men and others who* use the parcel and
Jesse Jones of Houston. Its cost is
post service for the transportation of films,
paper, etc., need no longer send their claims approximately estimated at $1,000,000.
for the loss or damage of insured parcels
to Washington.
Begin New York Theatre
L'nder orders just issued by the postmasSPRINGFIELD. X. Y. — Plans have
ter general, postmasters at all of the larger
drawn for a motion picture theatre
offices are empowered to receive such claims, been
here and work has been begun upon its
investigate and pass upon them and make building.
payment of indemnity without referring any
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Educational

Opens

Branches
One

Will Be Located

to

IB I TORS
Two

Handle

at Albany,

N.

TI E RALD

More
Business
Y., While

the

Other

Will Be at Salt Lake City— This
Will Give 29 in This Country
A FTER completing its own exchange
the opening of our first office," says
system with twenty-seven offices in President E. W. Hammons, "it is quite
pleasing
to find that we now have to go
the principal distributing centers in the considerably
beyond our original schedUnited States and at the six focal points
ule. The demand for Educational product has exceeded our original estimates
in Canada, Educational Film Exchanges,
so greatly that we have had to establish
Inc., announces it will immediately add
these new branches. They deserve to
two additional branches in order to care
be considered largely service stations.
for the demand for its product.
The demand for our pictures has grown
One of these will be in Albany and
so great that we do not consider our
offices
so much from the standpoint of
located at 398 Broadway. It will care
for the middle portion of the state as sales as from that of service to the exhibitor. Vet that very point we are making the foundation of our success, for we
far south as Westchester county's northern limits and the territory below that are endeavoring to give the local manof the Buffalo office. A considerable
ager a degree of co-operation that has
not been known before in this field.
portion of this territory has not been
"With the opening of these two new
developed for sales and an intensive
offices we take third rank among all the
campaign will mark its opening.
motion picture organizations of the
Although the last branch to open. country in the number of our branches.
We will continue to open them with
Manager E. J. Drucker of the Denver
every demand for service. We estabterritory has found the demand for Edulished this organization as specialists in
cationals so strong that he is opening
the short subject field. We promised to
a branch in Salt Lake City early in give the utmost in exhibitor co-operation,
and there is no limit to the extent to
January. He already has made numerwhich we will go to meet every demand
ous bookings in Salt Lake, including
for the theatre managers."
showing of all of the comedies and most
of the other product at the American
theatre. A separate office in Salt Lake
Jackson to Build Large
will afford better shipping facilities and
Theatre in Lebanon, Pa.
will enable more continuous use of tinsame prints.
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
According to the home office every exLEBANON, PA., Dec. 28.— John A.
change isshowing the effects of the yearJackson has purchased a site on the
end drive just started, which is evi- northwest
corner of Eighth and Spring
denced by the demand for additional
Streets on which he will erect a 2,500
prints on many subjects. Since each seat theatre. Present leases on the propoffice is charged a certain amount against
erty expire on April 1.
each print and therefore seeks to conduct its bookings with the least number
possible for efficient service, this is said New Jersey Legislature
to be a certain indication of increasing
business. Service is one of the chief
Not to Adopt Blue Law
points stressed by Educational to its ex(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
changes and this point is being especially
NEWARK. X. J., Dec. 28.— It is underemphasized during the present drive.
stood from reliable sources that passage
* * *
of a blue law measure by the next legislature is not now considered.
"With barely six months passed since
American

Federation

of Labor

To Wage Anti-Blue Law
(Washington Bureau. Exhibitors Herald)

Fight

WASHINGTON, D. C, Dec. 28.— Plans are being made by the
American Federation of Labor to fight reformers of the country who
are seeking passage of blue laws which will prohibit what the agitators term a "commercialized" Sunday. It is understood that in all
probability the labor organization will join with the Anti-Blue Law
League in its campaign.
William L. Mann, leader of the League, has been in Washington
conferring with Samuel Gompers, president of A. F. of L. and other
labor officials, and is understood to have been promised the co-operation of Gompers.
It is planned to distribute buttons to the patrons of the motion
picture theatres and to use other propaganda in the nature of screen
slides. The work of the labor organization probably will consist of
propaganda distributed among its members.
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Management of Victory
at Evansville to Be in
Hands of Brentlinger
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
EVANSVILLE, IND., Dec. 28. - The
new Victory theatre is to be under the direct
management of A. F. Brentlinger, general
manager of Consolidated Realty and Theatres Corporation, operating the Liberty
theatre, Terre Haute ; Orpheum, Ft. Wayne;
Murray and Murrett, Richmond; Capitol,
Clinton, and soon to operate the Wayne at
Ft Wayne as well as the Victory here.
Mr. Brentlinger is planning for an orchestra
of twenty-one pieces in the Victory.
In 1914 Mr. Brentlinger sold the Orpheum theatre to Bankers and Merchants'
Theatre Company, of which F. H. Gruncberg. Sr., was president. Mr. Brentlinger
was then elected vice-president and general
theatre manager. With the Orpheum as a
foundation the company branched out to
buy and build theatres and today it is consolidating al of its holdings into Consolidated Realty and Theatres Corporation,
which is now having plans drawn for the
Wayne theatre to seat 3,125 persons. The
corporation holds a First National franchise.
Martin

Succeeds

Hinsey

As Manager for Blank
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
BOONE, I A., Dec. 28.— J. P. Martin
has assumed the management of the A.
H. Blank Rialtc theatre, succeeding Herbert Hinsey. The former has been connected with Blank Amusement Enterprises for the last two years. He comes
from Columbus, Neb., where he managed the Blank house. He was previI )odge. ously at Mason City, Clinton and Fort
Theatre

Threatened

By Tank Explosion
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW ALBANY, IND., Dec. 28.— John
I. amb., Jr.. 17 years old, dropped a lighted
match into a gasoline tank in an alley in
the rear of the Grand theatre.
An explosion followed that caused a panic
in the theatre but in the rush from the
building no one was hurt. The youth was
severely burned, but will recover. The
theatre «a> not damaged.
Discovery Averts Fire
In Indiana Theatre
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
PETERSBURG, IND., Dec. 28.— Virgil
McGowen, proprietor of the Princess theatre at Otwell, ten miles east of here, recently detected the odor of smoke when he
was leaving the building after the last show.
He found that the sill under the front doors
bad been burned in two. It is believed the
lire originated from a cigaret.
Bergstrom Resigns as
Secretary of League
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
MINNEAPOLIS,
MINN., has
Dec.accepted
28. —
William
A. Steffes, president,
the resignation of John Bergstrom, Jr., secretary of the United Theatrical Protective
League since its organization. To Mr. Bergstrom goes a great share of the credit for
the progress of the association and its many
achievements.
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$15,000

Priest Attacks Plan
To Sabbatize Towns
Men

Should Go to Church
Sundays Then Choose
How to Spend Time
Religious atavism prompts the movement
to Sabbatize the north shore suburbs of
Chicago, according to the Rev. Father Du
Pensea of Milwaukee, who spoke in the
Church of the Immaculate Conception of
Waukegan cn Sunday, December 26.
Agitated by Fleming
The priest's attack was prompted by the
address delivered by Dr. W. S. Fleming at
a recent meeting of the Church Community
Council, which represents seven north shore
churches, at Waukegan. Dr. Fleming advocated a revival of the old New England
blue laws.
In his attack. Father De Pensea declared
that "Sunday was made for humanity, not
humanity for
MenSunday."
Should Choose
"Certainly men should go to church," he
continued, "but after worship they should
be permitted to spend their time as they

Carrier Brothers Place Gift Book on the Market,
the American Legion, Red Cross and Others
Aiding in Big Holiday Sale
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
CHARLESTON. W. \ a., Dec. 28. — An enterprising exploitation stunt
smacking of the holiday spirit was concluded on Christmas day by the management of the Strand theatre, Jimmy and Eddie Carrier.
As a result of "their ingenious scheme of placing "amusement" on sale as
a staple commodity in competition with the retail stores, the Carrier
brothers realized $15,000 in an advance sale of tickets to their theatre.
Two Styles of Gift Books Are Provided
Two styles of gift books, on the covers of which was a picture of
Santa Claus and a holly design in red and green, were placed on the market. One style contained ten admission tickets for children and sold for SI.
war tax paid. The other had five adult admission tickets and retailed at
S1.50.
To herald the stunt, two styles of one
ticle of clothing. Two morning performances were given. Oscar A. Kantner. mansheets were posted throughout the city.
ager of Paramount, arranged the program.
Twenty-four sheets as well as window
Entertains Orphans
cards also were used to spread the new>
On Christmas Day
of the gift book idea.
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
10,000 Are Printed
Twelve towns — Wilmette. Evanston. Kenilworth. Indian Hill. Winnetka, Hubbard
Ten thousand of the gift books were
CRAWFORDSVTLLE, IND., Dec. 28.— Woods.
printed originally, but before Christmas
Manager Stroh of the Arc theatre enterchoose." Glencoe. Ravinia. Highland Park.
Lake Forest. Lake Bluff and Waukegan —
tained the children of the Orphans Home
had arrived a rush order for 5.000 addion Christmas day. The affair was given are involved in the blue law campaign on
tional hooks was given to the printer.
Chicago's north shore.
advance notice at all cf the Sunday schools
Aiding in the disposal of the gift books of the city.
were the American Legion, the Red Cross,
Lord's Day Alliance
Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts, White Cross Girls. Palace Gives Xmas
Is Busy in Missouri
Ladies' Auxiliary, other clubs and lodges Shows in Superior
and one of the largest book stores here. A
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
special display of the gift books was made
ST. LOUIS, MO., Dec 28.— An attorney
in a conspicuous window in the book store.
SUPERIOR, WIS., Dec. 28.— The annual
Christmas shows given by the Palace thea- has been employed by the Lord's Day AlliLegion Is in Charge
ance of Missouri to prepare a bill providing
tre for all children in Superior occurred
The American Legion took active charge
for a closed Sunday for presentation at the
and today. Four shows were
of the sale, receiving 15 per cent of the yesterday
next
legislature. The Rev. David Reiter.
gross receipts in return. Within a week given, two each morning. Manager Brown
aalliance.
Presbyterian minister, is secretary of the
had
for
his
feature
film
"Mrs.
Wiggs
of
the
after the sale started a city-wide campaign
had been launched. The Legion prevailed
upon every society to distribute its quota of Cabbage Patch."
CARRIER BROTHERS STAGE XMAS CAMPAIGN
gift books.
A booth was erected on the post office
steps by the Legion, girls being posted
throughout the day to handle the sales.
Other girls organized a house-to-hcuse camcommunity.paign covering every section of the
Allowing 15 per cent for overhead for
printing gift books, stands, window cards,
etc.. the total of sales would amount to
$15,000. Allowing for the loss of a certain
percentage of the gift books, the Carrier
brothers believe the ultimate profit of the
campaign will be considerably larger.
Marion Davies Brings
Cheer to 2,000 Kiddies
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Dec. 28— On Christmas
day 2,000 children ranging in age from 4 to
12 years, were entertained by Marion Davies
at the International studio at 247S Second
avenue. The star presented each child with
a gift from a huge tree. Pictures, contests,
dancing
and refreshments were a part of the
entertainment.
lsis Collects Gifts
For Poor on Xmas
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
INDIANAPOLIS. IND., Dec. 28.— Fruit,
vegetables and clothing were collected for
the Salvation Army by means of a special
program at the lsis theatre arranged for One of the many small box offices placed in the busiest spots of Charleston, W. Va.,
children under 16 years of age. Admittance
to help boost the sale of Strand theatre Christmas books.
was for an apple, orange, potato, or an ar-
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DEPRESSION

Says Industry Will Be Affected Least by Unrest Because
It Did Not Profiteer
conditions to fhe film industry, Mr.
'"PHERE is too much calamity howling
Laemmlc said:
among motion picture men, in the opinwrong.
"This cry of business depression is all
ion of Carl l.aemmle, president of Universal, who recently returned to New
"I won't
deny that
therein iscommercial
a certain
amount
of business
unrest
Vork after a survey of the California
lines, but there never was a period in
production centers and of the condiwhich the motion picture business was
tions in the various film exchanges from
in a more flourishing condition than it is
Coast to Coast.
today, and there has never been a time
when exhibitors were more prosperous.
The film official believes that the mo• * »
tion picture industry has less to fear
"Naturally there is a slump in some
from the present general business unrest
lines, but any thinking person knows
than any other industry. Motion picture
that this slump had to come sooner or
producers and exhibitors, he contends,
later, and the surprising fact is that it
did not profiteer during the war and im- did not come sooner.
mediately afterwards, and consequently
"During the war everybody made a lot
have no inflation to unscramble and no
of money. Some saved a little, but tinbig majority did not. While the people
fictitious prices to reduce.
were making the highest wages they
* * *
ever earned in all their lives, they did
The Universal chief predicts there will not stop to consider the price of anything, and the profiteers maddened by
be much less production during the coming months. This state of affairs he profits, thought they would continue to
gouge
the keep
public.
welcomes as a much needed correction
" We'll
it up as long a* we can,
for the great over production of the past
and when we can't we'll can the idea,
get backThen
to earth.'
is the began
way theyto
months. It is his opinion that both tin- and
reasoned.
the people
producer and the exhibitor will be awaken to the fact that they could get
brought successfully through the coming
along without certain things which were
costing them twice or three times as
year, by lessened production and conmuch as they were worth, and suddenly
centration on big pictures with high exploitation value.
they quit buying. They left the market
goods which had been ortilled with
He urges that all film men, producers,
dered at the very highest prices, and in
distributors, exhibitors and others, turn
the merof their stocks
dispose
order to chants
and manufacturers
had to get
their faces away from general business
normal.
amuselike
the
that
recognize
prices down to something
conditions and the
last that will suffer
"I'm not trying to argue an economic
ment field is
from the pinch.
you
question. I simply want toor show
whatever
how business uncertainty,
Discussing the relation of the present
a thing to
hasn't business.
vou choose to call it,picture
do with the motion
• * »
"Like other commodities the price of production of motion pictures doubled and
trebled during the past three years, but
inunlike other lines the tremendous
crease in the cost of production was not
carried on to the ultimate consumer, as
was done in other lines of business.
Rentals are higher now than they were
is
three years ago, but the increase
increase which was made
like the lines.
nothing
in
commercial
"Exhibitors may have made slight increases in admission prices, but they did
not go wild and put the price up so high
that they now have to make radical reductions" People may refrain from buying suits of clothes for $75 or $100 that
are worth $25 or $40. but they are not
up attendance at picture theatres,
giving
the admission prices of which are IS
cents, 25 cents or 50 cents.
"As a matter of fact, even if business were as bad as it is painted in
some quarters, it would have very little
effect on the amusement business generally, or the motion picture business in
particular. Nothing short of a panic can
HOBART BOSWOR.TH
stop the public from seeking amusement,
Who scored distinct triumphs in the two
and as moving pictures are the most
Thomas II. lnce special.*, "Behind the popular of all forms of amusement, the
Door" and
"Below
the Surface,"
turned to lncc
supervision
and has
will rehe people are going to continue to enjoy
presented during the coming year in their favorite entertainment regardless.
for Associated
special productions
"All this squawking doesn't do the inducers. The first of these,
a story ofProthe
dustry any good, and the sooner it is
South Sea pearl fisheries, has been comstopped the better it will be for all condate. pleted and will be published at an early
cerned."

January X. \<)2\
Joseph Conrad Is to
Write Original Script
For Paramount Films
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Dec. 28.— Joseph Conrad, the famous British author, has
signed a contract in London to write
original stories for Famous PlayersLasky Corporation, according to Jesse
L. Lasky, vice president of the company.
Mr. Conrad, whose long list of books
includes such famous works as "Lord
Jim," "Victory," "Chance," "Heart of
Darkness." "Youth" and "The Nigger
of the Narcissus," by signing his contract joins the group of authors whom
Mr. Lasky, on his trip to Loudon last
summer, persuaded to write directly for
the screen.
Mr. Conrad, it is announced, will soon
go
Paramount
work into
out the
one of
his famousstudio*
storiesandin
cooperation with a prominent director
and a trained
decision
to writescenario
motion writer.
picture Conrad's
originals
brings to the screen one of the most picturesque figures among English writers.
Born in Poland, Conrad did not learn
the English language until nearly 20
years
writing.old. Despite this handicap he has
become one of the greatest stylists now
Madame

Paul Buys

the Marysville Bijou
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
MARYSVILLE. WASH.. Dec. 28. —
Madame Paul, formerly of the Strand theatre, Olympia, Wash., has purchased the
Bijou here.
Rolfe

Returning Abroad
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK. Dec. 28.— B. A. Rolfe has
returned here for the Christmas holidays.
He will sail again for the other side after
the first of the year to make B. A. Rolfe
Productions.

A scene from "A Traitor's Yeneeanee," a
Fritzi Ridgewny, a two reel Western
published by the Capital Film Company.

>
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Advisability of Films
In Churches Debated
Woman's
Republican
Club in
Minnesota
Town Favor
Censorship
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
KOKOMO, IND., Dec. 2S.— One taction
in the First Baptist church here wished motion pictures displayed in the church at
various times. Another faction didn't. To
avoid friction the pastor submitted the
question to a debating team and the side
that opposed the pictures wen. It was
argued that the use of films in religious institutions would commercialize the institutions. Prominent citizens acted as judges.
Republican Women at
Le Seur Want Censor
(Special to Exhibitors Herald J
LE SEUR. MIXX., Dec. 28.— The Republican Woman's Club here has gone on
record as favoring motion picture censorship. The women would operate legal regulation under a law prohibiting gun play,
robbery, safeblowing, murder and other
crimes. Passage of such a law at the next
legislature is advocated.
Auditorium Committee
Favors Sunday Pictures
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
ATLAXTA. GA., Dec. 2S.— The auditorium committee of the city council has reported favorably on the proposition to include motion pictures in the free entertainment to be given at the City Auditorium on
Sundays during the Winter. Vigorous opposition was voiced by representatives of
the clergy and the \V. C. T. U.
Sensational Serials
Omitted from Program
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
CROOKSTOX. MIXX.. Dec. 2S.— Following the movement started by the woman'sgramsclubthe to
fromserials,
theatreonepromoreeliminate
sensational
of
the local managers cancelled a chapter play
already advertised. The exhibitor said,
however, that he would not eliminate all
serials.
Exhibitors Unopposed
To Legal Regulation
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
VIRGINIA, MIXX., Dec. 2S.— Local exhibitors, while of the opinion that a local
board of censors could accomplish nothing,
declare they are not opposed to it and will
co-operate with such a board. Citizens here
have expressed themselves as favoring censorship.
Duluth Now Faces
Censor Ordinance
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
DULUTH, MIXX.. Dec. 28.— A proposal
ha5 been made here that a censorship ordinance be adopted by the city council.
Herbel Goes to Canada
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
PITTSBURGH, PA., Dec 28. — H. M.
Herbel, for two years office manager of the
local Universal exchange, leaves Pittsburgh
Saturday evening, January 1, for Toronto.
Canada, where he will join Herman Stern,
general manager of all Canadian exchanges,
in the formulation of a special sales campaign for that territory.
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I.

Preparations Made at Convention to Collect Public
Sentiment on the Proposed Blue Laws and
Other Legislative Questions
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
PROY1DENXE, R. I., Dec. 28. — The outstanding feature of the convention of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Rhode Island, in session
here for one day, was the approval of the arrangement by which the
Theatrical
Managers'
Association
Rhode with
Island,
the legitimate theatres
of the state,
becomes of
affiliated
the representing
exhibitorial body.
By the affiliation the two organizations pledge themselves to act as one
in all legislative matters affecting the interests of the two most important
factors in Rhode Island amusement.
Selection of Congressional Representatives Is Made
Selections of congressional district representatives were made from
the membership rolls of both organizations. These representatives will
establish close contact with their individual legislators and apprise them
of the state of public sentiment in respect to all proposed legislative movements touching upon the business of the two bodies. Preparations will be
made immediately to collect public sentiment on the proposed blue laws
and other legislative questions.
The convention elected E. M. Fay
tion over to Federated Film Exchanges
president of the organization, and H. of America and announced that we
Herzberg. secretary and treasurer.
would confine our activities to production only, a rumor was started that we
Sydney Cohen Present
Mr.
Craig.
were
to invade the feature field," says
Sydney S. Cohen, president df the Motion Picture Theatre»Owr.ers of America,
"Later when two feature companies
reported to the convention the result of
the meetings in Xew York between the leased space at our studio and started
joint committees of the national body
producing, this report gained further
credence, for a weekly Los Angeles film
and the Xational Association of the Motion Picture Industry. He offered the magazine carried a story to the effect
Rhode Island exhibitors the full support
that these companies, namely the John
of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Gorman productions, and a unit which
America in all their undertakings.
Jesse D. Hampton is directing, were a
part of our organization. It is not true."
Denies Special Pictures
Is to Enter the Field
Indiana Syndicate
Of Feature Production
Increases Capital
The report that Special Pictures Cor(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
poration was to increase its scope and
enter the feature field as well as the
IXDIAXAPOLIS, IXD, Dec. 2S.— Central Amusement Company, of which C. M.
domain of comedies and other short subOlsen
is president, has increased its capital
jects, has been denied by C. C. Craig,
business manager of the \Vest Coast pro- stock from $50,000 to $500,000. The comducing organization.
pany operates the Alhambra. Isis and Lyric
"At the time we turned our distribu- theatres here.

What

Exhibitors

Jive

Saying

=>EXHIBITORS
HERALD=
"Am enclosing some reports on films shown here recently which I trust will
help make still better the best department of the best trade paper it has ever been
my pleasure to read. EXHIBITORS HERALD is truly the exhibitors' herald." —
R. O. Rhoades, Manager, Orpheum Theatre, Converse, Ind.
* H- H"Enclosed please find reports for 'What the Picture Did for Me." Will
send reports in from time to time from now on as this department is certainly
a great aid, especially for small-town exhibitors in booking pictures." — Adolph
Kohn, Manager, Pastime Theatre, *Granville,
* * N. 1 .
"I have left Ashland, coming here and putting in a modern house. Business isgood, but I can't depend upon my memory any longer. I must have
'What the Picture Did for Me' if I expect to keep using the S. R. O. sign. Am
enclosing a check for two years' subscription." — Mack Jackson, Manager,
Strand Theatre, Alexander City, Ala.
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Evil Is Depicted

RE-CHRISTENING

the

VILLAIN

In the Films Not
For the Sake of
the Evil But to

By REGINALD

CL URB \\ INDSOH
v find ni I. nis Weber, \>ln> playa Hie fi-mInlne lend in "To Please Oae U'omi,"
carrenl
prootaetlea pafcllafced bj
Panmoa \\ri>«-r
nt.
Mayflower

BARKER

Hi T7 HERE'S talk of reforming the screen
J- villain." remarked Regina Barker,
the ace of Goldwyn directors. ld"Wheth
er
it's part of the blue law reform movement
I don't know. Some say once a v ill tan, always a villian.
"1
one comment by Hey wood Broun
that read
dramati
sts have a perfect passion for
reformitise.
ng Nowadays,
people;'along
and about
decryin
the practheg third
act.
the evil characters enlist in the war or get
religion at home or become wealthy through
honest effort. Mr. Broun said, and he reentered lisbelief in the verity of this to life.
* * *
"But why take a stand on cither side?
The studio is not a factory, it is a laboratory. And drama has no fixed formula anv
more than life has. There is a great deal
of good in the worst of us. There is bad in
the very best of us.
"The villain who is continually and consistently evil is not believable. His villanj
is mid-Victorian. It isn't being done.
Bertha the*Beautiful Sewing Machine Girl'
of its* ilk* have
and metiers
* licen forgotten.

Outlines

Big Program Under
Reorganization Plan
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Dec. 28. — A reorganization
of Mayflower Photoplay Corporation is being effected and under it an ambitious program will be undertaken during the coming
year. An announcement of the corporation's policy and plans will be issued shortly.
The corporation, which is responsible for
"The Miracle Man," whose gross receipts
to date are reported to have reached nearly
$1,200,000, has five new productions ready.
Among them are George Loane Tucker's
new picture and R. A. Walsh's "Idols,"
which is said to be an extraordinary product.
About January 15, according to present
plans, Mayflower will begin production of a
screen version of "Aphrodite," made from
the book of that name published here.

"We depict evil in the film.-, not for the
sake of the evil, but to illustrate good.
"In 'Godless Men' the principal character would be erroneously termed the villain, although his actions are frequently
those attributed only to villains. I would
rather call him a tragic hero. Tangled by
Fate in a net of his own weaving, his reaction, true to character, is a heroic and
tragic solution. * * *
"So call
why him
try that?
to reform
villain?
Why
even
Playsthethat
have come
down to us from thousands of years ago
have as principal characters men who would
be target for gallery hisses under Theo-

HARRY

LEON

WILSON

Illustrate Good

dore Kremer standards. Now, still in their
own '>etty decade, Krerner's thrillers and
those of Drury I.ane are well nigh forgotten.
"So we won't reform the villain
chriiten him — a tragic hero."

we'll rc-

Vignola Takes Cast
To Bahama Islands
i Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW Y < IRK. Dec. 2».— Robert G.
\ ignola has taken his company to the
Bahama Islands to film the exteriors
for his next Cosmopolitan -Paramount
production,
"Redemption
Cove,"
the interiors of which
have been
completed.
This fourth Vignola production was
scenarioized by Doty Hobart from Donn
Byrne's story.
With Vignola are Phil Carle, assistant
director; E. K. Lincoln and Scena Owen,
who play the male and female leads respectively; Al Liguori, chief cinematographer, and a large staff of players,
technical men, camera men, property
men, etc.
Saengers Give Eighth
Annual Xmas Banquet
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW ORLEANS, LA., Dec. 28.— The
eighth annual Christmas banquet of
Saenger Amusement Company, Inc., will
l>e held tomorrow night at Fabacher's
Rathskeller. Many prominent film men
will attend.

NOVEL

REACHES

SCREEN

Koens

Purchase New
Salem Theatre Site
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
SALEM. MASS., Dec. 28.— The Haynes
property, Essex street, has been sold to
John E. and William H. Koen, local
theatrical men, who own million dollar
theatre investments that include five
houses in Salem, Haverhill and Brockton.
Resigns as Manager
Of the Fox Theatre
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW"
28.—
Harry B. BRITAIN,
Dean, who CONN..
has been Dec.
the manager of Fox's theatre here for the last
year,
resigned and is succeeded by
CharleshasBoone.
Building to House Theatre
PERRY, FLA.— The first floor of the
new Masonic building here will be outfitted
as a theatre.

Robert McKim and Niles Welch in ' The Spenders," a Benjamin B. Hampton production from the widely read story. It will be distributed by W. W. Hodkinson.
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Atlanta

to

Repeat

Success

of

in

HERALD

1921

1920

Festival

Exposition Given Under the Auspices of Exchange
Managers Association May Become Annual
Affair in Southern City
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
ATLANTA, GA., Dec. 28. — The Southeastern Motion Picture Exposition
was a huge success, and already, but two weeks after its close, plans are being
made for another next year. It is hoped that it will be possible to have an
exposition every year, just as Atlanta has Grand Opera once a year.
The stars
attendedLillian
the Walker,
expositionLouise
were DuPre,
EugeneHelen
O'Brien,
Martha
Mansfield,
MurielwhoOstriche,
Gardner,
and
Willie Mae Carson, leading lady to Charles Hutchison, in "The Fortieth
Door."
New York Executives Attend the Exposition
\ arious executives of Xew York offices attended, among them being C. C.
Pettijohn and Charles McClintock of Select Pictures, W. F. Tobias of World
Motion Picture Corporation. Charles Geigerich. president of Fan Film Corporation, which is starring Miss DuPre, Mrs. Garnette Sabin. producer of the
Muriel Ostriche Comedies, J. Dannenberg of Wid's Daily, and others.
The exposition was held under the auspices of the Film Exchange Managers' Association,
every
big company
offices Fox,
in Atlanta
had booths.
Among and
the practically
most beautiful
booths
were Firstwith
National,
Select,
Realart, Goldwyn, Paramount.
In the Fox booth, which was draped
heart of these stars tiny electric globes,
in rose color with a delicate touch of in red. white and blue, glowed merrily.
Behind Miss Columbia were life sized
gold, there were potted plants and beau- photographs of Mr. and Mrs. King
tiful tinted pictures of various Fox peo- (Florence) Vidor. Mildred Harris, Marshall Xeilan and Mr. and Mrs. Carter de
ple. At the top of the booth was a sort
of pedestal on which was a cage, con- Haven in welcoming attitudes, extended
taining abeautiful live fox. Just above their hands in greeting.
this cage was a photograph of William
Pictures Welcome Visitors
Fox, president of the company. A sign
In
the
next booth was a big book in
read, ''He's a live one," and a hand
which visitors were invited to register.
pointed to Mr. Fox, with another pointing to the little animal.
In this booth life sized pictures of Norma
and Constance Talmadge and of Charles
Souvenirs Given Out
Ray and Katherine MacDonald welcomed
The chief feature of interest in the people to the booth. The third booth
was . a huge framed map of the states
Realart booth was a giant palette — trade
mark of the company — with the colors
which are served by the Atlanta-Richof the rainbow, artistically lighted from
mond offices of First Xational — Georgia,
behind. Photographs of Realart stars
Florida, Alabama. North and South Carowere also in evidence, and were given
lina and Tennessee — with tiny electric
away as much prized souvenirs.
globes reporting the towns where there
were First National franchises.
First Xational had three booths, in one
of which was Miss Columbia, dressed in
The Goldwyn booth was perhaps the
red, white and blue, with silver stars
richest booth of all. for the three-piece
sprinkled over her bodice, and making a suite of furniture in it was valued at
coronet around- her peaked cao. In the $3,000. being loaned to Goldwyn through
THREE

OF THE

ELABORATE

BOOTHS

AT THE

One of the First National booths at the
Atlanta exposition, which was occupied
by Miss Columbia and pictures of the
stars.
the courtesy of the Empire Furniture
Company of Atlanta. The suite was of
antique mahogany, upholstered in tapestry of gold and warm browns. There
were three very fine oils, scenes from
"Earthbound," and in the center a
placard which announced that screenings of Goldwyn pictures would take
place the following morning in the Goldwyn projection room. Each day a small
card
day. was added to this placard, telling
what picture would be screened the next
Select Booth Crowded
The Select booth was decorated in
white and gold, with wicker furniture.
Since field
Eugene
O'Brien
and Martha
spent most
of their
time inMansthis
booth, any further decoration was unnecessary. And this booth was the most
crowded one at the Auditorium, too.
The Paramount booth was backed in
(Continued on page 40,}

ATLANTA

CARNIVAL

1 jMotoe
E
1

I

m

Reading from left to right: Booth of Select Pictures, with Walter R. Liebman, manager of the Atlanta office of Selznick,
and Helen Gardner, star, seated on either side of the Eugene O'Brien photograph; Fox booth in center, and on the
right the Goldwyn booth, in which are seated O. P. Hall, special representative, and Mrs. Anna K. Sessions, who during
the exposition was promoted to manager of the Goldwyn office at New Orleans.
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Maryland

Governor

Refuses

Request
to Remove
Censors
(Special to Exhibitors Herald J
lines you suggest of a five-member board
BALTIMORE, MD., Dec. 28.— Gov- or whether other lines seem advisable.
"The legislature does not meet again
ernor Ritchie has declined to comply
until 1922, and I think that the intervening year can best be utilized by a study
with the request of the Parents' Club of
Forest Park for removal of the present
and consideration of what legislation is
really best rather than by attempting to
members of the state board of censorship, and for a general reorganization of formulate it at this early date.
Removal Not Justified
that body.
"I do not feel that the situation justifies
The
Parents'
Club
alleged
improper
censorship by the present board. The
the removal of the members of the preschief executive, however, declared that
ent board, as you suggest should be done.
are all people of excellent standing
he did not feel that the "situation justifies They
the removal of the members of the pres- in the community and, as I said before,
are doing the best they can in the
ent board" for they "are all people of they
face of many difficulties, and I think
excellent standing in the community."
they are doing quite as well as any other
Governor Makes Reply
three members who might take their
The governor's reply follows:
"I cannot help but feel," says the govin his replycriticism
to the club,
muchbe
of the ernorpresent
should"that
fairly
Elsie Ferguson Back From
places."
directed at the failure of the law to proAbroad and Working Again
vide a sufficiently adequate system of inAfter six months of restful travel in
spection, rather than at the board.
Europe and the Orient, Elsie Ferguson
"I feel that the members of the board
are conscientiously doing the best they has resumed work before the camera.
can, but with a confessedly inadequate
inspection system the enforcement of Immediately after her arrival in Los
Angeles she started in the star role of
their rules is often very difficult. There
are probably other respects in which it "Sacred and Profane Love," from Arnold
might be well to amend the law, but all
Bennett's
play. Itfor
is a Paramount
William D. Taythese matters, as you know, must await
lor production
with
the next legislature.
scenario
prepared
by
Julia Crawford
I vers.
Will Advocate Change
"When
the too
nextglad
legislature
meets,
shall
be only
to advocate
suchI
legislation as may be practicable and
effective in giving the people the highest
and best standards in moving pictures,
whether such legislation follows the
"I DON'T

WANT

Playing the leading male role of
Emilio Diaz is Conrad Nagel. Thomas
Holding has been chosen for the role of
Ispenlove. Helen Dunbar appears as the
aunt of Carlotte. Mrs. Sardis is interpreted by Clarissa Selwyn.
YOUR

FLOWERS"

George Loane Tucker
Recovering Following
A Serious Operation
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Dec. 28.— George Loane
Tucker, producer
"The Miracle
Man,"per-is
recovering
from of
a serious
operation
formed three months ago. The operation
was performed privately and followed several years of intermittent illness. Only
closest friends of the producer knew of the
operation.
Only recently Mr. Tucker was permitted
to leave his home. He immediately began
the work of finishing the editing of his second production,
Must Live,"
will be
published "Ladies
about February
1. which
Work on this picture was started in the
Fall of 1919, but was stopped in August of
this year, owing to his failing health. A
New York theatre will be leased for the
premiere of the production.
Educational Specials
On N. Y. Holiday Bills
"The One Best Pet," fifth of the Chester
comedies featuring "Snooky, the Humanzee," is given a prominent place on the
holiday bill at Rivoli theatre. New York.
Following the policy unbroken since the
showing of the first of the scries, this picture will be shown at the Rialto the week
following. At the Brooklyn Strand Johnny
Hines is appearing in "Torchy Turns
Cupid,"
of thebytwo-reel
made
from thefifthstories
Sewell comedies
Ford. Agnes
Martin, a Broadway favorite who was seen
in "Daddy
"Rio Grande"
and
"The
Brat" Long
on theLegs,"
legitimate
stage, makes
her film debut in this picture. "Lots-a
Yodel," Chester Outing picture of the Swiss
Alps, is or the program at the Strand.
De Guibert to Manage
JACKSON.
MICH. — purchased
Majestic-Colonial Theatre Company
the
Olwyn theatre and took possession on
December 20. Ora De Guibert, who
has been manager of the Colonial theatre for three years, will have charge,
while Mrs. De Guibert will remain as
manager of the Colonial. The Olwyn
will
Rialto.be remodeled and reopened as the
Rockwell

to Build Strand

RICHLAND,
WIS.
— Rockwell's
Strand
theatre will
be erected
on the
grounds
of Cologoand's
new addition
and
is expected
to be completed
five months
after ground is broken for it in the
spring. The old Orpheum will continue
under Rockwell's management.
Hansen Buys Property
ANTIGO, WIS.— Harvey E. Hansen,
manager of the Palace theatre, has purchased the James McHale property at
Fifth avenue and Edison street and will
erect a theatre there. It is expected to
cost better than $100,0000.
Takes Charge of Lyric
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M. — Joseph
Barnett has purchased the Lyric theatre
in West Central avenue from Fred Cameron and has assumed charge.

Jean Paige, as Jessie Gordon, and Bobby Mack, as Derby Ghost, in a scene from
Vitagraph's production of "Black Beauty."

Remodeling Is Completed
LITTLE ROCK, ARK.— The rebuilt
Royal theatre
is opening
completed
nouncement of the
dateand
will anbe
made soon. Manager Harris estimates
the cost of construction at $75,000.
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Left to Right: Interior view of new playhouse operated by Newark Rialto Theatre Corporation, of which Max Spiegel is
president. Center: Auditorium of theatre which is said to be the prettiest and coziest in state, and front of new house.

Spiegel's
New
Playhouse
Is
One
of Beauty
and
Novelty
Rialto in Newark Was Designed by Thomas R. Lamb
of New York— Strand and Newark Both Are
Controlled by Eastern Showman
{Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW"applied
ARK. toN. the
J., Newark
Dec. 28. —Rialto
Beauty,
novelty
and safety
terms
thathere,
can
be justly
theatre,
located
at 915 are
Broad
street
another link in the large chain of theatres controlled and directed by Max
Spiegel, of the Mitchell-Mark Corporation of New York. Newark Rialto
Corporation consists of Max Spiegel, president, and William RatFerty of Syracuse. N. Y.. secretary-treasurer.
Mr. Spiegel has great faith in Newark as this is the third house built by
him in this city. His first was the Strand, a modern playhouse in every detail,
and later the Newark theatre, then came the Rialto.
New York Architect Designer of Playhouse
by Thomas
Lamb
New ToY'ork.
Rialto"s
main
entrance
is in Designed
Broad street,
oppositeR. the
city ofhall.
gain the
access
to the
auditorium,
one passes through a lobby more than 100 feet in length. The walls of this
lobby are covered with Sienna marble, with numerous columns breaking what
would otherwise be a monotonous surface. Opening at right angles from the
west end of the corridor in a broad foyer extending under rear of the auditorium as far as the north wall of the house.
structed on the interlocking arch plan, the
From this two gently sloping aisles lead
to the center of the auditorium, the rear sections of the arches narrowing as they
rise upward to the central ventilator from
seats which can be reached not only from which
a handsome chandelier is suspended.
them, but from two broad and easily Mural paintings adorn the half circle spaces
mounted stairways, which, besides the utili- formed by the arches as they spring from
sidewalls, and the flat surfaces below
tarian purpose, help to impart the dignity the
them are covered by velvet embossed satin
and beauty to the foyer. Midway in the hangings
in panel effect and maroon in
latter and extending under the rising floor color, which contrasts well with the ivory
of the auditorium is a lounging room and silver tinting used elsewhere in the
decorative scheme.
equipped
and other furnishings that'with
invitea fireplace
rest.
Half Circular in Shape
Floor Continues Up
The stage, half circular in shape, is
It is in the auditorium itself that the given a dignified and stately appearance by
architect has carried out his ideas of results the groups of columns bordering it and
that give a novel and pleasing aspect to supporting the curved ceiling. In the center of the orchestra pit is the console of the
the place. Instead of erecting the usual
balcony and gallery, he has used the space organ built by the Austin Company of
that might be occupied by them as a con- Hartford, Conn., and equipped with three
tinuation of the main floor. From the manuals, twelve steps and twenty-three mechanical combinations. The pipes have been
orchestra pit the seats rise upward to a
broad and central cross aisle, back of which placed in fireproof chambers back of the
they again rise by easy graduations to the walls on both sides of the stage. There is
rear wall. By this arrangement the audi- an orchestra of fifteen men. with George H.
ence ismade to appear as a unit and no sec- Morgenroth of Newark as director.
tion of it can feel that it is wearing the roof
The projection booth which overhangs the
for a bonnet or that it lacks breathing rear of the auditorium is one of the most
space.
complete in the state. There are three
The ceiling over the auditorium is con- Simplex machines used, which throw a pic-

ture 20 by 20 on a Mirroroid screen. The
throw is 130 feet James Young and Gus
Brenner are the chief projectionists. All
lighting and electrical work was done
by
Newberger Electrical Company, of
Brooklyn.
Frank L. Smith, for a number of years
publicity promotor for the Max Spiegel
Enterprises, is managing director of the
Rialto. with Albert Barber, formerly assistant conductor of the Brooklyn Strand theatre as house manager. Alex H. Sherman,
formerly connected with one of the largest
advertising agencies in the state, is in
charge of the publicity.
Donald MacGregor
Is Indiana Manager
SOUTH BEXD, IND.. Dec 2S.— Donald
MacGregor, manager of Electric Service
Company, has been appointed general manager of Blackstone Theatre Corporation.
He succeeds J. H. Handelsman who resigned, he said in order that more South
Bend men might be given places on the
board of directors and in the general management of the theatre.
MacGregor announces the Blackstone
will open during the first or the second week
in January. Final plans have been made
for music, film rights and other things connected with opening show. The theatre, it
is
said, will be South Bend's most costly
Plavhouse.
"Movie Mad." Christie
Comedy, to Come Soon
Predicting that it will break all records
for two-reel comedy exploitation. Educational Film Exchanges. Inc_ has issued a
number of suggestions to exhibitors on
"Movie Mad." a two-reel Christie comedv
to be issued early in January.
Imitation contests, special teaser campaigns and a street stunt which includes the
pretended making of comedies in the street
which are interrupted by a young woman
throwing her arms around the actor and
then crashing him through the crowds, are
included. In addition Educational is supplying its usual full volume of paper and
newspaper advertising.
Southampton Wants Films
SOUTHAMPTON. N. Y.— A committee has been appointed by the Yiilage
Improvement Society to consider ways
and means towards erecting a motion
picture theatre and community house.
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National

Franchise

H E RAM)

is

"Fair
Document/'
Says
the franchise
Luncheon Tendered
to he had been opposed to Clark
plan, but that the success of the idea appeared so spontaneous that he had been
Official at Iroquois Hotel
led to investigate, with the result that
he had become a sincere believer in it
In Buffalo by Rennie,
as the only course for any exhibitor to
Manager of the Latter
adopt who values his independence.
Messrs. Marsey, Ullman, Walter
Branch
Hayes, Weinberg and other non-franA LUNCHEON was tendered to
chise and franchise holders spoke of
various matters connected with the
*■ Ralph H. Clark, general manager
franchise proposition. Harry Rose, of
and treasurer of Associated First Nathe Flash theatre, Tonowanda, was
tional Pictures of New York, Inc., at the among the last speakers as a non-franIroquois hotel, Buffalo, on December 20,
chise holder and summed up the expressions of those who originally had not
by Hugh Rennie, manager of the Bufbeen favorably disposed toward the
falo First National offices.
franchise
proposition, in these words:
Exhibitors from Northern New York
"To
say
that I was opposed to the
attended, some being franchise holders
franchise proposition would be stating
and others not. According to reports
it
a littlenotbit interested.
strong," he Isaid.
merely
felt "I
thatwas I
there was not a non-franchise exhibitor
knew
what
it
was
without
asking
for it,
present who did not file an application
namely,
another
attempt
to
stifle
the
exfollowing the meeting.
hibitor. Ididn't want to know about it
After a brief resume of the founding
and wouldn't listen. What I have heard
of the First National Exhibitors Circuit
today has sold me on the franchise proposition and I start work today on trying
Mr. Clark took up the reasons for the
formation of the association.
to procure a sub-franchise for my the* * *
"The exhibitors who were franchise
holders in the circuit," said Mr. Clark,
"realized the
advantagesbuying
of a strong
association of exhibitors
their own
pictures direct from independent producers and stars and felt that an enlargement of the idea would not only
be for the benefit of every exhibitor
member of it, but that each additional
member would be a further guarantee to
every independent star and independent
producer; that there would be a big market for their wares just as long as they
kept them up to the standard. It was
the only possible protection on the industry against the monopolizing of the
industry and the throttling of all independence out of it by moneyed interThe speaker reviewed the many facests."
tors which had to be considered in the
preparation of a plan for extending to
exhibitors generally a share in the benefits which the organizers had derived as
the First National Exhibitors' Circuit, in
order that the arrangement might be
equitable both to the independent producers and the independent exhibitors.
"I state to you just as earnestly as it
is possible for a man to speak," Mr.
Clark
continued,
"that it First
is my National
sincere
belief that
an Associated
franchise is a wonderfully fair document. It is surety to the independent
producer that there is an adequate reward awaiting him for every good production he may make while to the exhibitor itmeans he gets much more out
of it than he could* ever
* *put in."
Mr. Clark concluded by stating that
there are but forty towns of a stated population in the United States and Canada
not represented by an Associated First
National franchise.
Moe Mark, of Mark Strand Enterprises, followed Mr. Clark and spoke of
his reasons for enfranchising all his theatres and the benefits he had gained
by it.
Jule Michaels of the Regent theatre.
Buffalo, expressed the sentiment that, for
him, every last lingering doubt as to the
value of a franchise was removed. Harold B. Franklin told of becoming a
franchise holder. He stated that at first

Buys Brooklyn Site
atre."
BROOKLYN. N. »Y. — C.lenwood
Theatre Company has purchased a lot
at Myrtle avenue and Decatur streets to
be the site for a theatre to seat 2,000
persons. Construction will tie started
about January 15.
Open New Dirigo Theatre
ELLSWORTH, ME— The new Dirigo
theatre was opened to the public on
December 22.
MONTE

BLUE
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Ft. Wayne Industry
Gets Noon Picture
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
FT. WAYNE, IND., Dec. 28. — E. R.
Moeller, welfare director of the Edison
lamp works of this city, is providing motion picture entertainments for the employes
of the plant every Thursday noon.
Paramount Has Completed
"Sentimental Tommy'Tilm
The John S. Robertson special production of Sir James M. Barrie's "Sentimental
Tommy," made from a combination of the
world-known Thrums books, has been comThis is the first special production Robertpleted.
son has made for Paramount.
Gareth Hughes, who is under a starring
contract with Metro, was loaned to Paramount for the role of Tommy Sandys.
In ths role of Grizel is May McAvoy, who
recently won admirable notices for her
work in "The Truth About Husbands."
Mabel Taliaferro, for years a star of the
stage and screen, returns to pictures after
several years' vacation in the important role
of "The Painted Lady." George Fawcett,
Virginia Valli, Harry L. Coleman, Leila
Frost, Kempton Greene, Kate Davenport,
Alfred Kappeler and Malcolm Bradley are
others of the cast.
Victory Nears Completion
HOLYOKE, MASS.— The new Victory
theatre is expected to be ready for opening
soon. It is under the management of the
Goldstein Brothers, managers of the Broadtheatre in Springfield, and of other
show wayhouses.
Will Open in January
HOLYOKE, MASS.— The new Strand
theatre will open its doors in January. It
has a seating capacity for 1,600 patrons.
Albert W Anders is managing director.

BECOMES

A PEDAGOGUE

"We want tor.a Here
school
filledinstructed
with kids,"by said
the casting
they room
are being
the George
producerMelford
for theirto scenes
in thedirecnew
George Melford production for Paramount, "The Jucklins," adapted from Opie
Read's story. Monte Blue plays the teacher.
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Is Finishing

Productions

at

Four

Culver

City

They

Are "Don't Neglect Your Wife," ' 'Dangerous
Curve Ahead, " "A Tale of Two Worlds"
and an 1 'Edgar" Comedy
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
CULVER CITY, CAL.. Dec. 28. — Four important productions at the
Goldwyn studios here will be completed within the next week. They are :
"Don't Xeglect Your Wife." "Dangerous Curve Ahead," "A Tale of Two
Worlds," and the twelfth in the series of Booth Tarkington's "Edgar"
comedies.
"Don*t Neglect Your Wife" is Gertrude Atherton's original screen story
which Wallace Worsley is directing, assisted by the author. Prominent in the
cast of this domestic drama of life in San Francisco in the late sixties are
Lewis S. Stone. Mabel Julienne Scott. R. D. MacLean. Arthur Hoyt, Kate
Lester, Josephine Crowell and Charles Clan-.
Hughes Devises Lighting Effects for Picture

IRYIX F. WILLAT
Well known director who made "False
Faces," '-Behind the Door,"' -Below the
Surface," "Down Home," and is filming: his second independent production,
"Partners
of the Tide." (or publication
by W. W. Hodkinson.
Gladys Walton

to Star in

Play Written
forat"Mary"
Production
has started
Universal
City on "Rich Girl. Poor Girl." a modern
screen version of "The Prince and the
Pauper,"
in which
rect Gladys
Walton.Harry Harris will diThe story was originally written by
J. G. Hawks for Mary Pickford and was
intended
Pickford's
production, butasherMiss
European
tripnext
altered
the
plans and Universal purchased the story
for Miss Walton. "Rich Girl, Poor Girl"
calls for two masculine leads opposite
Miss Walton, who plays a dual role.
For her lover in the slum scenes Antrim
Short has been signed, while Harold
Austin plays opposite as her moneyed
suitor. Others in the supporting cast are
Scotty McGregor. Joe Xeary. Wadsworth Harris and C. YV. Hereinger.
Take Over the Livingston
PONTIAC. ILL. — Blackstone Theatre
Corporation, now managed by Mr. McCullough of Chicago, has taken over the
Livingston theatre, managed by A. L. Orr
and son. The lease has been taken for ten
years.
Rillings Manage Liberty
STAXWOOD. WASH. — Paul Rilling
and sister. Miss Rilling, have taken over
the management of the Liberty theatre in
East Stanwood. It will be run hereafter
separately from the Folly with which it
previously has been connected.
Orpheum Formally Opened
MEXASHA. WIS.— Formal opening
of
the Orpheum theatre took place recently
Remodel Two Playhouses
WEBB CITY. MO. — The Blake and
Mystic theatres are undergoing improveformer. ments. Frank Wison is manager of the

"Dangerous
Curve Chadwick
Ahead" iscarrying
Rupert the
Hughes'
for
the screen,
with Helene
leadingstory
role.written
Directordirectly
E. Mason
Hopper announces that the photography on this production will be completed
during the week. Mr. Hughes, who has been assisting in the producing of the
picture, has devised many intricate lighting effects. In the cast are Richard
Dix, M. B. ("Lefty") Flynn, James Xeill, Edythe Chapman and Kate Lester.
"A Tale of Two Worlds." Gouverneur
Banff with the cast filming "The MagnifiLiar." based upon Katherine Xewlin
Morris' first original scenario, is being di- Burt's centserial
"Snow Blind," has been
rected by Frank Lloyd. The story has its compelled by novel.
the lack of snow to charter a
inception in the Boxer uprising in China, train every day
to transport the company
but is shifted to the Chinese quarter of San to Lake Louise.
Francisco. Leatrice Joy has the principal
Tom Moore is practically in hiding these
role while others in the cast are J. Frank days so far as any social life is concerned,
Glendcn, Wallace Beery and Jack Abbe.
for he has grown sideburns of the sort
affected in the late seventies and early
New Director Working
The twelfth in the series of Booth Tark- eighties for his role of Mr. Barnes in
ington's two-reel comedies of child life Archibald Clavering Gunter's "Mr. Barnes
known as "The Emotions and Adventures
of Edgar Pomeroy." which bears the work- of New York."
ing title
"Ole. theunder
Hand,"
be com-of Valuable Additions Made
pletedof
on Saturday
the will
direction
To Lasky Electric Outfit
Paul Bern, staff.
a new member of Goldwyn's
directorial
Xew electrical lighting equipment to the
new ofstellar
be value of $10,000 has been received at the
a Will
screenRogers'
version
an O.vehicle
Henrywilltale.
Lasky studio in Hollywood.
"'Whistling Dick's Christmas Stocking."'
This addition is made, in preparation for
The picture will be issued under a different title. Production was started this week
the big production schedule now planned
under the direction of Clarence G. Badger.
for Paramount pictures to be made at that
studio. The standard lighting equipment at
Rogers Aids Charity
A short time ago Rogers announced that the studio consists of Klitglights and spot
he would appear at every benefit given for lights, and the new purchase included
a worthy cause up until Christmas and
twenty double Klieglights and twenty-five
practically every evening since he has been
spot lights. This is the second time during
swinging his lariat and cracking jokes in the year that the studio electrical equipment
has been increased. Frederick S. Mills is
the cause of charity. His appearances have
brought many dollars into the holiday funds
electrical illuminating engineer at the Lasky
for children, in particular.
studio. Claud Harding is chief electrician.
Director Reginald Barker, who is in and Clvde Ewing is shop foreman.

New

Year

Messages

By SAMUEL GOLDWYN
(President, Goldic'yn Pictures Corporation}
We want our authors to give the
same time and care to their photoplays that they give to their books
and spoken
plays.to Progressive
ers have come
realize thatwritthe
screen furnishes a distinct medium of
artistic expression as varied and powerful as that of the written page or
the spoken play. In order to get the
close supervision by the authors over
their stories we are willing to pay
handsomely and to give their scenarios
an artistry of production of which
they will be proud.

From

Goldwyn

By ABRAHAM LEHR
City) of Production at
(Vice President Cniver
in Charge
In the new year we shall bend all
our efforts to the making of photoplays with strong, human, appealing
stories, acted by well-rounded casts
of competent players. Our goal will
be fewer and better pictures. We have
learned that the public wants logical,
sensible plots that appeal to intelligent
people. shows
The success
releases
us that of
we our
are onrecent
the
right track and we intend to stay
there. We have merely been borrowing dramatic pages from life itself.
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Fewer,

Curtailment

Producer Lauds Associated First National and Its
Officers, Declaring They Stand for Individual
Quality Rather Than Volume
That the motion picture industry is to say that I would become a menace
going through a crisis is the opinion of by
tures.spending so much money on picmany of the financiers and promoter!
in the country. Looking in from the
it were
not for
Mr. J.probably
D. Williams
outside, they see some of the studios and"IfFirst
National,
I would
never
idle, they notice that productions aro have seen my pet idea on production put
not being turned out as frequently as into practice. Mr. Williams saw the wisdom of concentrating effort and finances
in the past, and naturally they conclude
that the business is struggling through
on good pictures rather than just grinda period of depression.
ing out films for release dates, and in
First National he had an organization
Louis B. Mayer, producer, publishing through Associated First National,
consecrated to the work of making each
places an optimistic construction upon
production stand up alone.
the recent curtailment of activities in
Concern Fundamentally Right
"This policy is the foundation on
which the industry is now settling. Associated First National is fundamentally
light.
"Associated First National fosters
merit. It accepts only good productions
and through its system of distribution a
picture's
soarsthatin aproportion
its
worth. success
This means
producer canto
afford to put the best in a picture for Associated First National release. It spells
'fewer anrl better pictures,' and explains
the present curtailment in production at
Studios that turned out volume rather than
individual quality."
ATLANTA WILL HOLD
EXPOSITION IN 1921
(Continued from page 35)
cloud-blue draperies against which were
sprinkled silver stars, and a cutout of the
Paramount trade mark, attractively
mounted, stood just in front of this starsprinkled sky. The effect was beautiful
and
ment. caused no end of favorable comLOUIS B. MAYER
Who deelnreN th:it curtailment of production is only a xicn thnt "fever and better" pp. iiiii - nre being made.
some of the Coast studios. In a recent interview he sard:
Will Advance Industry
"The old slogan of 'fewer and betis finally
into its
own.ter pictures'
For years
it hascoming
been bantered
about the trade with semi-humorous intent, regarded rather as something to
talk about than as something to strive
for. But its day has finally come, and
I believe that it represents a sound,
healthy development in the advancement
of the industry.
veral years
ago, when
sold out
my"S'theatres
and entered
the Iproduction
field, I had the idea that money spent
plentifully, even extravagantly, to insure a good production would be wise
expenditure in the long run. My plan
included securing stones that had
strength and real merit, casts that represented the cream of the acting profession, and directors of proven abiU
ity.
Idea Scoffed At
"The first two men I talked to on
the proposition laughed at me. They
were both successful producers and
prominent figures in the industry, but
they labeled my plan as ridiculous. They
even went so far in their criticism as

The exposition came to a close on Saturday night amid song and color and
flashy costumes.
Atlanta'sof
prettiest
girls donnedSixty
the of
costumes
their favorite stars in competition for a
cup
awardedWilliams,
by Eugene
O'Brien.
Miss
Katherine
dressed
as a chorus
girl, won this prize.
Girl Wins Chaplin Prize
Prizes offered by the local film exchanges for the most appropriately
dressed Charlie Chaplin and Harold
Lloyd were won by Miss Belle McBride
as Chaplin and Arthur Tew as Lloyd.
One of those responsible for the success of the affair was Anna Eugene
Aiken of the IVeekly Film Review, who
handled the publicity for the arrangements committee. Local exhibitors under the direction of Willard C. Patterson, managercredit
of SigforSamuels'
Criterion,
also deserve
their cooperation.
Film Men Sponsor Fete
The following members of the Film
Managers'
sponsors of Association
the carnival: were the official
A. C. Bromberg, of A. C. Bromberg Attractions;
U. T. Koch, branch manager Consolidated Film
and Supply
Company;
William J.John
Jenkins,
prise Distributing
Corporation;
Ezell EnterE. &
H. Film Company; C. R. Beacham. First National
Exhibitors' Circuit, Inc.; George R. Allison, Fox
Film Corporation;
Kahn.E. Capitol
FilmMetro
Distribution Company;John
Charles
Kessnich,
Pictures Corporation; J. A. McWherter, Pathe
Exchange, Inc.; Arthur Dickinson, Goldwyn Distributing Corporation; O. K. Bourgeois, and M.
Mitchell, of Quality Film Service; Joseph L.
Marentette, Enterprise Realart Pictures Corpora-

OOHO I'll l DB1 ORB
\ |»|M'li riiiK in 1 lii 1 — 1 1 1 com«-di«*H |>ubll*hed
through l-:d lien 1
1 I 1 1 in I'lchnncrn.
tion; R. M. Savini, Savini Films. Inc.; W. R.
Leibman, Select Pictures Corporation; Oscar Oldknow, Southern States Film; J. R. Simpson. Southern Enterprises, Inc.; Charles C. Krani, Southeastern Pictures Corporation;
W. R. Wassman, of
W. & S.
_
Many Guests Present
The following
out-of-town
men Percy
were
among
those whoprominent
visited the
exposition;
Wells, of Charlotte, N. C, president of the Motion
Picture Owners of North Carolina; C. D. Cooley,
head ofveteran
the Florida
Exhibitors'
Jake
Wells,
theatrical
magnate;Association;
H. C. Farley,
of Montgomery, Ala., president of the Alabama
State
Exhibitors*
League;
and Sudekon,
Mrs. Louisof
Kalbneld,
nf Palatka,
Fla.;Mr.Tony
Nashville. Tcnn.; F. Y. Silvertooth, of Fayetteville,
Tenn.; Carl Kettler, of West Palm Beach, Fla.;
Max Bryant, of Rock Hill. S. C. ; R. D. Craver,
of Charlotte. N. C. ; L. R. Joel, of Jacksonville,
Fla., and many others.
All in all, the Southeastern Motion
Picture Exposition was the most successful event in the film annals of the South
and will long be remembered.
Typhoon

President
Is Touring South
(Special to Exhibitor] Herald)
NEW YORK, Dec. 28.— Ernst Glantzberg, president of Typhoon Fan Company, accompanied by Mrs. Glantzberg,
is spending six or eight weeks looking
over the Southern territory. The trip
will take in Atlanta, New Orleans, Memphis and other large cities.
Reelcraft Adds Another
Exchange in Kansas City
With Harthill in Charge
Reelcraft Pictures Corporation has established abranch office and exchange
for the distribution of its exclusive short
subject
at 928 Main street. Kansas City,program
Mo.
This is the seventh city to house an
exclusive short subject exchange of
Reelcraft, the others being New York
City, Chicago,
Milwaukee,
dianapolis andCleveland,
Minneapolis.
Reelcraft In-is
also represented in every other important
distributing center of the United States
by independent allied exchanges.
The Kansas City branch will be under
the jurisdiction of Carl Harthill, district manager of the central states for
Reelcraft. The exchange manager will be
announced later.
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The motion picture theatre can advance only as rapidly as the
motion picture exhibitor. The man makes the institution.
The great temples that have been erected for the housing of
the silent drama were made possible by great men who worked with
institutions of lesser magnitude so well as to prepare the way for
the super-theatre.
The average American motion picture theatre is not, however,
the super-theatre, and it is only by dealing in averages that representative conditions may be ascertained. The average motion picture
theatre is the determinant of the average motion picture exhibitor,
and the average is high.
None familiar with the remarkable development of the motion
picture can belittle the intelligence of the men responsible — nor fail
to wish that that development were even more rapid.
Men who have at heart the best interests of the theatre advocate
enlightenment in any form that will tend to raise the standard of
American showmanship above even its present level.
Thinking men do not urge the elimination of such types as hinder
progress. Education is the vastly superior measure, and the setting
down of hypothetical utterances characteristic of these types is undertaken in the light of these conclusions.
The "Class"
Exhibitor
"I can't use exploitation. I've got
a high class audience and extra advertising ofany kind brings in a lot
of people from the street that they
don't like. All the society people
come here when they go anywhere.
Sometimes I have them twice in the
same week. No, it doesn't pay in
the long run. I may get more people but it spoils the atmosphere'
of my theatre."
He Hates
"Vaudeville"
"Presentation? You mean vaudeville. It's small time stuff camouflaged. No, I got into the picture
business to get away from 'play or
pay' bandits, agents' commissions
and temperamental soubrettes. Not
any for mine. I show pictures. If
the people want actors let them go
where actors are. If a picture isn't
good without presentation it isn't
good enough for my theatre."
Showmanship
"Doesn't Pay"
"Don't talk to me about show-

manship. I've tried everything. It
doesn't pay. I put on a style show
and the women's clubs got busy and
panned me. The newspapers wrote
it all up on the front page. too.
Crowds? Sure I had crowds. They
broke three plate- glass lobby frames
for me. No, I'm cured. Never
again. I'm playing safe hereafter."
The Chronic
Obstructionist
"The trouble with everybody in
this business is that they always
want to be doing something new.
They all think they can make more

it would get me anything. You see
— I'm an old timer. This is one of
the oldest theatres in this part of
the state. Everybody knows me
and knows my show. I don't need
to
Theadvertise."
Contract
Exhibitor
"Advertising is alright. I advertise every day. I've got a contract
with the newspaper that runs clear
through the year and all I have to
do is telephone down to the office
every change and tell them what the
new show is. They fix up the type
and put in the cuts if they have one
of the star that's on that day. Yes,
I advertise right along. It's good
Features
Exclusively
stuff."
"I feature my features. The rest
don't matter much. Short subjects
are alright for filler. Some people
like them. And they make the show
seem longer. N'o use in advertising
them, though, because my people
come to see the big pictures. I've
been playing the same stars for
three years now and I'm getting by
nicely when all things are considered. Don't see why I should make
t> splurge over a slapstick comed-

Do
and
I've
got

The Theatre
Progressive
"Give us new stuff. I'll try anything once. Then I'll try it again.
I'll ian."
keep right on trying it until I
find out whether it's good or not.
The world is moving and we have
to move with it. Exploitation built
up my business. I built up my program and bought another theatre.
Presentation eliminated the only
vaudeville opposition I had. The
pictures are better. The theatre has
got tomentbe
the The
managehas tobetter,
make and
it so.
only

around to try it out. Don't think
much of it. though. Don't see where

way to get anywhere is to keep
moving. And that takes new stuff."

money some new way, and they've all
been making a good living for year?
the old way. What's the use? Let
well enough alone. That's ray
"I'm AnAnd I've been running this
motto.
house for ten years on that basis.''

Ol"Have
d TimeIr"tried exploitation?
you mean floats, parades, bands
all that sort of stuff? Well, no.
read a lot about it but never
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Showmanship

Bryant Washburn poses as a waiter in
"An Amateur Devil," his Paramount
production, and the table scene which
is pictured in the still contains humor
adaptable to prologue purposes. A
similar situation is developed in numerous stage farces of the past and present
which provide ample working material
for the exhibitor who utilizes the
dramatic style of presentation.

Richard Dix in one of the three characters he portrays in "Parrot & Co.",
Sidney Franklin's production for First
National distribution, the make-up for
which serves adequately as model for
street exploitation. With shotgun,
pack and parrot, all easily obtainable
materials, a highly attractive street figure can be evolved.
fuimnnHuiiMffliwwmNimiiniiiinnninimiiNiiiinmiiiiim

Suggestions

in

the

Stills

A cabaret
Mixes In,"The
distributed
by Educational,
which
gives ascene
directfrom
cue "Torchy
for presentation.
stage setting
may be devised
with little fessional
difficulty,
amateurs
can benumber.
used for "atmosphere" and one properformer for
the feature

Imagination is not taxed to give an impression of the humor which prevails
in the above
scene from
Lady,"
Bert Lytell's
forthcoming
Metro
production,
which "The
may Misleading
be presented
following
a prologue
utilizing
the indicated stage setting and a script modeled after any of the short
farces circulated in book form and obtainable at any public library.
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Contribute

Prologue- Presentation
Exhibitors who haz e booked "Dinty."
lan's
First account
Nationalof attraction,
will profit
follozcing
its presentation
and
ftco Edward
of America's
leading
showmen.
L. Hyman. managing director

Marshall .\ eiby
rcadiny the
exploitation
by

of the Strand.
Brooklyn, A . Y., is responsible for the best straight exploitation stunt yet applied to the picture.
Edzcard J. Weisfeldt, managing director of the Next
Strand.
contrived value.
an effective prologue
that zuas Milwaukee.
also strong IIin'is.,
exploitation
Both men haz e been identified with the progrcssiz :
showmanship nezes of the past two years and their combined assistance to the field in proz'iding this practical
presentation-exploitation model is of no little noment.
THE United States Navy gave Mr. Hyman invaluable
assistance in his campaign for the strand showing of
the picture. The accompanying illustration shows the
plane which was loaned for the work and the aviator who
went aloft to spread the news of the engagement throughout the drawing territory of the theatre.
Mr. Hyman conceived the idea two days before the
opening of the picture. He went promptly to the commanding officer of the naval publicity department in Xew
York and outlined his plan, stressing the effect that it
would have upon enlistments. A letter was given him
which was presented to the flight commander at Belle
Harbor, L. I., who ordered a hydroplane into the water
and a pilot into the plane.
With one hundred thousr.nd heralds securely placed
in the machine the pilot invited Hyman to occupy the forward cock-pit and personally manage the distribution.
Declining the invitation in favor of a C. P. O.. Hyman
watched the plane hop off and return some time later with

Model

Practical
for

"Dinty"

< )ther advertisements were for a Chinaman and a little
colored boy.
The newspaper co-operated by running publicity
>tories acters
eachmentioned.
day illustrated
with stills showing "the charSo many boys replied to the advertisement that it
became impossible to select one without offending others,
so a special screening was arranged and all the newsboys
of the city invited to attend.
This was given in the morning and the house wa>
jiacked with youngsters. After the showing of the pic-

Ed. L. Hyman. managing director of the Strand theatre.
Brooklyn, N. Y., used a hydroplane in his exploitation
campaign for "Dinty."
ture each boy was called to the stage to show how he sold
papers, the ones that received the most applause being
selected for participation in the prologue.
The latter opened with newsboys seated on the ground
in front of a brick wall engaged in the pastime which is
theirs
by tradition.
Soonthethestage
lad who
"Dinty"
came to
the front of
and represented
sang a rejuvenated
newsboy song beginning. '"Dinty. Dinty. Dat's de Salute
This was followed by various other musical numberGimme."
Dey bits
and
of comedy, after which the picture was screened.
Exhibitors using the attraction should experience
great success by combining the precedents outlined. Mr.
Hyman'sin airplane
stunt itself.
should When
createthisdesirable
public
interest
the attraction
is followed
up
Stage setting used by Ed. J. Weisfeldt. of Saxe's New Strand
theatre,
Milwaukee,
Wis., for "Dinty." Marshall Neilan's
First National
attraction.
the indicated amount of literature sprinkled over
Brooklyn.
The newspapers made good use of the story and the
" Dinty" engagement
is reported from the Strand as "a
wonderful
week."
The Milwaukee treatment was entirely different.
Mr. Weisfeldt started operations by advertising in
the newspaper for a boy who looked like Wesley Barrv.

with the newspaper advertising for prologue characters
and publicity stories the original impression will be materially heightened.
The prologue may be adapted with little if any change
bv practicallv any exhibitor. And there is no better way
of capitalizing it than by use of the special performance
idea, though this may in some cases of short engagements
be combined with the opening performance.
With such material as a starting basis exhibitors
everywhere should find their "Dinty" engagements immensely profitable.
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Accommodate
"Mark

of

Crowd

Zorro99

Run

"The Mark of Zorro," Douglas
Fairbanks' United Artists production,
has made history in Los Angeles, production center and home of enterprising showmen and theatres extraordinary.
That is a reliable indication as to its
future theatre record.
It has been demonstrated repeatedly
in the past that the picture which
creates a furore in- Los Angeles will
duplicate that performance throughout the country.
The New Mission theatre engagement of the new Fairbanks attraction
is reported as a furore of no mean
magnitude.

TliH New Mission selected "The
Mark of Zorro" as its opening attraction. Robert E. Wells, managing
director, then proceded to do all in
his power, which was considerable, to
make the opening -an event of precedential magnitude.
The opening night was attended by
film personalities whose presence
alone, properly advertised, should
draw to any theatre epochal patronage.
Douglas Fairbanks was there, with
his wife, Mary Pickford, Mrs. Charlotte Pickford and Fred Niblo, director. Others present were Enid Bennet, Charles Murray, "Bull Montana,"
Ben Turpin, John Stephen McGoarty,
Earle Williams, Nazimova, Mack Sennett, Allan Dwan, Mary Miles Minter,
Thomas H. Ince, Jesse L. Lasky, Cecil
B. DeMille, Lew Cody, Allen Holubar, Dorothy Phillips, Sidney Franklin, Chet Franklin, Charles Ray, Carter DeHaven. Mr. and Mrs. Edward
A. Dickson, Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Lee Wolvine, Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Jevne and M. P. Snyder, mayor of
Los Angeles.
As automobiles drew up to the curb
they were met by attendants in costumes patterned after that worn by
Douglas Fairbanks in the picture.
Within the theatre the ushers and
other attendants were similarly attired.
Floral decorations were used
throughout the theatre to create an

The New Mission theatre, Los Angeles, was decorated with flowers for the record
run of "The Mark of Zorro," Douglas Fairbanks' United Artists attraction.
atmosphere suggestive of "The Golden

with prices from fifty cents to one

AgeA of
fewCalifornia."
doors from the theatre the
window of the Western Costume

dollar
Muchandof fifty
the cents."
exploitation planned
for the run was abandoned when it
was found that the theatre was not going to accommodate all that sought admittance as a result of the advance
campaign and newspaper notices.
These latter were uniform in praising
the picture and of course powerful
in influencing attendance.
The outstanding point of the engagement, despite the presence of the
notables mentioned, is the fact that
midnight shows were necessary to take
care of the crowds.

Company, which provided the costumes worn in the picture, was used
for a cooperative display which is reproduced herewith.
Photographs presented upon the opposite page show the attendance which
was experienced on the opening night
of the run. But more significance attaches to the statement that business
increased during the week to such proportions that on Saturday and Sunday
nights midnight performances were
given to accommodate patrons who
could not gain admittance at other
times.
Mr. Wells has the following to say
about the event :
"Los Angeles believes that The
Mark of Zorro' is Douglas Fairbanks'
greatest picture, as evidenced by the
fact that since our New Mission
theatre, the finest appointed theatre in
the world, was opened, we played to
absolute capacity, with midnight shows
added both Saturday and Sunday. We
have established world's attendance
records during these past four days

That is good news to the trade. Pictures that create that sort of patronage when properly exploited are the
pictures the exhibitors want.
They warrant the type of advertising that every showman likes to sponsor, and this performance gives
ground to the belief that "The Mark
of Zorro" is such a picture.
While the advertising done by the
New Mission is not especially remarkable, it is advertising such as can be
done by any and every exhibitor.
Coupled with the newspaper work outlined and provided for in the excellent
press book furnished with the picture
the New Mission stunts should produce an altogether satisfactory result.
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[Doormen attired in bandit costumes such as worn by Fairbanks in the
a
picture welcomed auto parties.

Interior of the New Mission Theatre, Los Angeles, on the opening
night of the **Mark of Zorro" run.

Charles Ray and Carter DeHaven were amon« those present.
plainly seen in the photography

Ray is

Douglas Fairbanks leaving the New Mission theatre after the first show
on the opening night.

A co-operative window supplied by the company that furnisned the
costumes worn in the production.

Immense crowds were
to seeautomobile.
film notables present. Fred
Niblo attracted
seen entering

Motion

Picture

Attend

On

Notables

Opening

Night
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'Difficult

Attraction'

Problem

Green and purple shades were used
during this and when the figures resumed their original position the bluewas restored, after which the picture
was screened.
The prologue staged at the New
Garrick theatre, Minneapolis, Minn.,
was somewhat more expensive in that
it employed eight persons, but like the
Detroit feature it served its purpose

Classic dancers and an artistic stage setting in black and white were used in presentation for "Idols of Clay" at the Broadway-Strand theatre, Detroit, Mich.
The American exhibitor progresses.
colors employed in the setting. The
Problems arise to confront him in curtain rose to reveal the stage in cold
every department of his business. He blue flood. As this changed to rose the
solves them, at once or ultimately, and
figures took on lifelikeness and the
dancers moved into their measures.
procedes on to new triumphs.
That has been the record of the
motion
ning. picture theatre since the beginThe showman's ability to overcome
seeming difficulties is responsible for
his present high standing among the
business men of the world.
NOT all pictures published are easily exploited. Even fewer possess in satisfactory degree the qualities that make for good presentation.
The exhibitor has evolved a means
of overcoming this difficulty.
The interpretative dance, the classic
if you will, lias advanced in surprisingly short time from a sort of parlor art to a practical and dependable
theatrical property. It solves the problem of the 'difficult' picture.
Two photographs reproduced herewith show stage settings and players
who have figured in prologues used
thereupon. They serve excellently as
illustration for the -present discussion.
When "Idols Of Clay." the Paramount production, was shown at Phil
Gleichman's Broadway-Strand theatre,
Detroit, Mich., interpretative dancers
working about an immense reproduction of the statue which has been associated with the picture in all its advertising produced the desired effect.
Black and white were the only

excellently,
introducing
"Twin starring
Beds,"
the
First National
attraction
Mr. and Mrs. Carter De Haven.
The pliability of the interpretative
dance is its strong point. By intelligent direction it can be made to express whatever moods may be required
for a given attraction. By the proper
use of stage setting and lighting this
effect can be emphasized.
As regards expense, also, this type
of prologue is at once economical and
desirable, a happy combination. Practically every city has its schools where
classic dancing is taught, and enthusiastic students provide a source
of material which should not be overlooked by the exhibitor who does not
see fit to pay the prices charged by
professionals. In this type of work
the amateur compares with the professional more favorably than in any
other.

of "Twin Beds," at the New Garrick
the interpretation
Eight dancers participated intheatre,
Minneapolis, Minn.
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EXPLOITATION
and presentation
kept in balance
for thevaluable
"Kismet"
engagement
the Grand theatre,
O.,
where Will D. Harris,
exhibitor were
extraordinary,
contributed
additions
to the atshowmanship
history Columbus,
of this muchexploited attraction. The above photographs show the prologue company in ensemble. The description of the prologue is
valuable as revealing the simplest and most adaptable presentation yet devised for the production.

Stage
Stars
Attend
"Kismet"
Screenings
During
Record
Run
at Grand,
Columbus,
Will. D. Harris, whose skillful management ofthe Grand theatre at Columbus, O., has gained him a position
in the front rank of American showmen, contributes the most recent report
of a record-breaking "Kismet''
engagement.
His treatment of the RobertsonCole production starring Otis Skinner
contains points of .interest to all advertisers and suggestions that xvill be applied byother exhibitors screening the
attraction.
The record for Monday business
ivas exceeded during the "Kismet" run
by $200.
MR. HARRIS opened his campaign for "Kismet" several
weeks before the opening day of the
run. He first employed lobby cards
of special design to give general notice
of the coming attraction.
Three weeks before the showing he
opened his newspaper campaign, carrying for two weeks three-inch advertisements in his characteristic style.
This space was doubled for the third
week, which closed with two full page
displays, one in color and the other
in black and white, the former of
which has been adopted by RobertsonCole for national use.
For the proper presentation of the
picture a special stage setting was prepared, showing a scene in Bagdad,
and nine persons were rehearsed for
work in the prologue.
The curtain ascended to reveal the
setting in the glow of dawn, with
'Hajj," the beggar, seated in the middle distance. As the light increased
a gong sounded and a troupe of
harem dancing girls came upon the
stage, the theme song of the picture,

"Kismet," being used as accompaniment. As they assumed natural positions aTurkish woman appeared and
sang "Allah's Holiday." after which
the beggar came on and followed his
chant, ''Alms for the love of Allah,"

O.

But it is interesting to add that special midnight performances were given
for Ed Wynn and the members of "Ed
Wynn's Carnival," then appearing in
Columbus, and for Chic Sale and his
associates as well.
Mme. Schumann-Heink, unknown
to Mr. Harris, stood in line for an
hour awaiting a chance to purchase a
ticket. When her presence was discovered she was promptly escorted to
a position of vantage within the auditorium. Her comment upon the picture was of such a nature as to have
the best possible effect upon publication.
Mr. Harris, whose enthusiasm in
advertising is exceeded only by his
ability, surpassed former efforts in behalf of "Kismet." The business experienced during the run was in keeping with the work done in its behalf.
Another link has been added to the
chain other
of the
picture's
success.
contribution
has been
made An-to
the already remarkable story of its
exploitation
and presentation by exhibitors.

Thethe impersonator
posedprologue
as "Hajj,"
beggar, in thewhoGrand
for
"Kismet."
with a dramatic monologue having a
bearing upon the story of the drama.
The closing words of his recitation
were the words of the first subtitle,
which flashed upon the screen at the
moment of their utterance, thus bringing the introduction up to the very
opening of the picture.
The box office record established
has been duly mentioned.

That story promises to become a
dominant chapter in the book of
theatre development.
Mr. Harris' presentation impresses
as the most readily adaptable that
has been used for "Kismet" to date.
In its simplicity lies promise of wide
adoption.
The talent required should be obtainable inthe majority of American
cities. Dramatic clubs and dancing
academies should be appealed to for
support, and it is more than probable that almost no expense will be
met with in staging the feature.
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Twin

Sisters from

Seattle Exchange in
Exploitation Coup
The humorously inclined will find
their material for pointed paragraphs
in the exploitation coup scored by the
Seattle, Wash., exchange of the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation and
the Misses Frances and Carmel Muremployes
of that
branch,
in behalfphy,
of the
Strand
theatre
showing
of
"Behold My Wife," the George Melford special production. Put there is
more than humor in the event.
Thewithphotograph
reproduced
shows the motor
in whichherethe

"Passicn" proved
attractive was
title relied
at the Broadway theatre, Charlotte, N. C, where
stockan material
upon for lobby advertising.

Novelty

In

and

Title

"Passion"

"Passion," established a record at
the Capitol theatre, New York. Good
presentation was used, with exploitation in keeping. But both good presentation and good exploitation are
characteristic of the Capitol.
The lobby display presented herewith, that of the Broadway theatre,
Charlotte, N. C, represents more
authentically the type of advertising
that will be done for the feature
throughout its American theatre circulation. The display provides its
own description.
That it is powerful in drawing
power is obvious. The reasons for
this power are more interesting than
the fact itself. They are the strong
points of the feature as an advertising attraction.
In the first place the title is essentially "alive." It attracts attention.
Prominently displayed in front of any
theatre, in any newspaper, on any
street exploitation device that may be
used, it will excite comment that cannot have effect other than that of
bui'dingf business.
In the second place, the investigation prompted by the title reveals to
potential patrons that the picture is of
foreign imke. of German production,
and that Pola Negri, a star of whom
the man in the street knows nothing
but of whom much may be said in advertising copy, is the featured player.

Appeal

Advertising

There's novelty in that combination
of circumstances.
That novelty, with the punch of the
title, are the points that American exhibitors will emphasize in advertising
the attraction. They are points that
should produce business in keeping
with that experienced during the Capitol engagement.

twins, one "doing straight" and the
other "redskin," toured the city while
the picture was in engagement.
The stunt is good. The twin element
gives it added strength, but the Indian
angle is the outstanding one and one
that may be used where twin sisters
arc not obtainable.
The sight of the vehicle with its
strangely assorted occupants is reported as having had distinctly beneficial effect upon the ticket sale during the run. It may be added for the
benefit of those who believe that Indians in full regalia are more plentiful than traffic policemen West of the
Mississippi River that Seattle pedestrians flocked about the car whenever
it stopped at a corner and took in the
not too obviously displayed information borne upon the card affixed to the
automobile.
"Which is the wife?"
That's the question inspired by the
vehicle.
That's a good question to set
up.

twin en.plcyes of the Seattle exchange of the Famous Players-Lasky Corp. parcipated in athenovel
and theatre,
effectiveSeattle,
street Wash.
stunt for "Behold My Wife," recently
exhibited tiat
Strand
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wwOver

the

Hill

National
POST CARDS

HERALD

FOR VISITORS

Gains

Fame
IN NEW

YORK

CARRY

by
NEWS

Mail
OF FILM

TO ALL PARTS OF THE COUNTRY— OUT-OF-TOWN MOTION PICTURE
ENTHUSIASTS ACTI VE AS ENGAGEMENT ENTERS FOUR TH MON TH

LI

Patrons

Sign

Printed

Card

When "Over the Hill," the Fox
Special production now entering the fourth month of
its exclusive showing' at the
Lyric theatre. New York,
goes to the exhibitors of the
nation it will benefit by the
national publicity being given
it through a device which
has practical qualities.

\Jram tAe VlLLIAM R)X jrroducticn
OVER THE HILL

Out-of-town visitors to the
Lyric are being given picture post cards provided especially for the occasion
upon which appear scenes
from the play and, upon the
reverse side, suitable messages for the home folks.
One of the cards reads, "We
are here enjoying 'Over the
Hill' highly. The acting in
it is marvelous. It is Bimply wonderful and you must
be sure to see it. Wish you
were here."

4

Though not many exhibitors
have opportunity to use the
stunt exactly as handled at
the Lyric, it offers unusual
advantages for the protracted run of any attraction
exclusive in the territory.
The cards may be distributed upon the opening night
of the engagement to be
signed and directed by patrons and later collected and
mailed by the theatre.
Four of the post cards used at
the Lyric are reproduced
herewith. They serve as
models for exhibitors who
wish
locally.to make the experiment
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Son
of Tarzan
Proves
Free

y Showing
Show
Theory

Free matinees lor the purpose of introducing serials to the largest
possible patronage have been reported from various sections of the
country. In each instance this department has gone on record as advocating that method of inaugurating the chapter play.
The wisdom of the stunt is now demonstrated beyond question. An
exhibitor has reported its success as indicated in the attendance record
of the second episode of the serial concerned.
When J. Howard Lichtenstein, managing director of the Sedler
theatre. East Pittsburgh, Pa., screened the first episode of "The Son of
Tarzan," the David P. Hovvells serial, he invited all the youngsters in the
neighborhood to a free matinee. The photograph shows the number that
responded to his invitation.
The important point of the event is revealed in Mr. Lichtenstein's
statement that the second episode of the serial, for which no free exhibition was given, scored bigger business than the first.
There's
the "proof
The children
who of
sawthethepudding."
first episode, in connection with which
several comedies were also screened, undoubtedly talked about the event

Auspices /buise Glaum
NATIONAL CHARITY TAG DAY
Every penny for a local cause

"Love"

Tag Day

Is Exploitation
For Glaum Film
An immense promotion propaganda
for "Love," the Louise Glaum special
being published nationally by Associated Producers, which promises to
have the support of the Hearst newspapers throughout the United States
a> well as the cooperation of the
Newspaper Enterprise Association,
was launched by J. I'arker Read Jr.,
the producer, through Sig Schlager.
A series of "Louise Glaum Tag
Days"
are the basis
for the
promotion,
l ive hundred
thousand
Louise
Glaum

enthusiastically during the ensuing week. The unfortunates who did
no attend the free matinee were duty regaled with colorful accounts of
what transpired, and the serial was undoubtedly praised as the best
ever.
Of course all those who saw the first episode saw the second
also if possible, and children work hard to make such things possible. And with them they brought others. And others who had
heard of the serial came alone.
Undoubtedly many parents were also influenced to become followers of this particular chapter play. And through the voluminous
and widespread discussion which was aroused the following experienced
natural growth.
The psychology of the stunt is correct.
The wonder is not that it succeeds as well as it does but that
more exhibitors do not employ it than have done so in the past. .
Mr. Lichtenstein, who was formerly manager of exploitation for
Selznick Pictures in the Pittsburgh territory, deserves thanks for demonstrating beyond possibility of doubt the efficacy of the free matinee
as an introduction for the serial. His evidence will undoubtedly be

lags are being distributed to Associated Producers exchanges under the
direction of F. B. Warren, general
manager of distribution. These tags
will be disseminated in downtown districts the day previous to first run —
and
subsequent
of "Love"
by clubwomen,— showings
society buds
and
school folk to aid local charity or, in
such communities where the "Community Chest'' or other charity is arranged for. The tags will merely be
distributed — that is, people will be
"tagged" — the suggestion embodied in
the heart-enclosed portrait of Miss
Glaum underlined with the star's name
and the line — "In the Name of
'LOVE' " — being inescapable and
therefore constituting an ace of an exploitation stunt.
Jack Smith of the New York American Christmas Fund pledged his cooperation and proceeds of the tag day
or days held in New York went to the
American Christmas Fund, making a

weighed by exhibitors' throughout the nation and many tests will follow.
They should prove uniformly successful.

New York first run of "Love" distinctly valuable from an exploitation
angle to the P>roadway exhibitor.

J. Howard Lichtenstein, manager of the Sedler theatre, East Pittsburgh, Pa., introduced "The Son of Tarzan" with a free matinee, and attendance at the second
episode surpassed that accorded the opening.
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Comic

Opera

Characters

Exploitation

of

Participate

"Good

A live exploitation cast of five members.
The grand finale of a comic opera of yesteryear surpasses in no way as regards assortment of characters the
exploitation automobile which appeared on New York
streets during the run of "Good References." Constance
Talmadge's First Xational attraction, at the Sist Street
theatre.

in

References"

Run

of the theatre at night it stopped passers-by like a conflagration.
The title is sufficient justification for the stunt. And
the application is obvious.
Other American exhibitors will doubtless approximate the enterprise in connection with the picture. It is
not necessary to employ so many characters where circumstances do not warrant the required expenditure. Yet
it is advisable to use as many as possible, and it is interesting to speculate upon the results that would follow the
use of more.
The idea is the big thing.
Many pictures are published weekly with titles that
possess more promising exploitation angles than "Good
References." Many attractions with less advertising opportunity in subject matter are placed upon the market
every seven days.
The exhibitor who confines himself entirely to direct
identification overlooks many possibilities.
In this case the characters are counterparts of those
that appear in the picture. Yet the stunt would not lose
in value were this not the case.
The '"reverse English"' treatment is comparatively new
in exploitation. It has possibilities which will not be
missed by men engaged in the work. These will be brought

The stunt is so well illustrated in accompanying photographs as to require little direct description, but the idea
it represents is of greater consequence.
It is brilliant. Better, it is adaptable.
FRANK

GERARD and Eddie Lewis, manager and exploitation manager respectively, deserve great credit
for their originality and industry in creating the exploitation stunt pictured on this page. Nothing just like it has
been done before, though it is safe to say that many things
bearing marked similarity to it will be done in the future
by exhibitors who recognize merit when they see it.
The automobile carried a convict, a vamp, a prison
guard, a Broadway beauty and a bellboy. Surely the assortment is sufficiently unique to attract sharp attention
anywhere in the world.
Appearing upon the streets of the city, and going
through the pantomime which was enacted, it created
voluminous comment.
And when transferred to the front

A lobby stunt that is easily duplicated.

A motor exploitation unit that drew attention.
out and rapidly developed to a degree not comprehensible
beforehand.
The present campaign is excellent for use as a model.
After it may be patterned countless others of similar
ground design and provocative of similar results.
A motley gathering of any sort attracts attention.
And the characters taking part in practically any production include widely asserted types that may be arbivariety. trarily grouped together for use in a stunt of this
The method of exposing such a gathering to the
public may be varied according to 'oca! requirements.
The automobile is the obvious vehicle. An ox-drawn
cart such as may be seen in the Ozark country would
add another unique touch. In various sections of the
country the locomotion may be arranged to get better
results.
The incongruity is the essential thing. In that lies
the chief merit of the trick.
The more unusual the attraction created the more
attention it will draw. And the progression proceeds
with steady development of productivity.
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Of Th» n.gr«ar Cl*>» A/» SKowr, Ai Th*
Wayne

\

National

Transient Patrons
Drawn to Theatre

Theatre

The male quartette is perpetually
popular. Attend any vaudeville performance including one and observe
the enthusiasm with which it is received and the reluctance with which
it is allowed to close its act.
It follows that the male quartette
should serve prologue purposes well
where the attraction is such that an
introduction of this type can be used
with desirable effect.
Joseph I'hinkett, managing director
of the Strand Theatre, New York, has
demonstrated that the quartette can
be successfully and artistically employed in connection with at least one

Card

Exhibitors operating theatres in
cities of moderate size are prone to
consider transient patronage of little
importance. It is regarded as a thing
of no great moment, odd business that
will take care of itself.
Kenneth Sink, manager of the
Wayne and National theatres, Greenville, O., thinks differently. And the
card which he has caused to be affixed
to the inside surface of every apartment door in the James Hotel shows
the value he attaches to advertising
calculated solely to draw transient
patronage to his playhouses.
The card is reproduced herewith.
The cost of the cards and the privilege of posting them represents an expenditure no greater than that which
would have been involved in placing
a single announcement in the register carriage at the hotel desk.
The effect, obviously, is worth many
times the effect which would have
been obtained by such an advertisement.
In the hotel room the card has the
advantage of being displayed alone
and at a time when the reader is in
the properly receptive mood.
No better device than this has been
suggested for the purpose of appealing directly and exclusively to the
transient patron. There can be no
doubt of its efficiency and economy.
The two virtues are sufficient guarantee for any advertising medium.
The transient patronage, it may be
pointed out, while not in the majority
of cases essential to the support of
the theatre is universally desirable. It
represents what the gambler terms
"velvet." And when it can be obtained by means so simple and practical as the present it is apparent that
no exhibitor should neglect the opportunity to avail himself of its benefits.
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Employs Unique
Vocal Prologue

TONIGHT?
PO YOV KNOW TH£B£ 1$ A

By Exhibitor

RS

Hars ten's Special
Poster Has Strong
Copy

Composition

The ability to write logical advertising copy is strikingly revealed in the
special poster pre pared in yellow and
red and used by Al Harsten, owner
of the Regun theatre. New York, for
"The Leopard Woman," Louise
( rlaum's J. Parker Read, Jr., production for Associated Producers. The
reproduction presents the copy in oriform.
No ginal
superfluity
of words weakens
the power of the poster by clouding
the writer's meaning.
No extravagant phrases are introduced to detract from the forcefulness of the whole by raising a barrier
of doubt as to its sincerity.
The crisp, concise lines stand out
individually, each representing an
idea, each advancing the thread of the
The ability to write copy like that
appeal.
is a priceless exhibitorial possession.
The man who has it need concern
himself little about the future. It is
the kind of copy that insures him his
share of whatever patronage exists.
Logic is its essential strength. I^ogic
is the strength of any advertising.
Where it is not. neither is there force
or conviction. Seldom is there succc>>.

Joseph Plunkett, managing director of
the Strand theatre, New York, staged
a fireside quartette in novel manner as
prologue for "The Truth About Husattraction, "The Truth About Husbands." distributed by First National.
The photograph reproduced herewith shows the method used at the
Strand in staging the feature, a grate
fire effect obtained with the singers
facing the auditorium.
A good many road quartettes would
do well to copy the Strand method of
staging. Though the quartette is popular it is in spite of rather then because of its stage appearance. The
Plunkett idea is good.
By use of this type of presentation
practically any picture can be properly
prepared for. In the library of available vocal selections can be found material to express any desired sentiment, to create any preferred mood.

An exhibitor recently went on record
as saying that he wrote every advertisement just ten times as long as he
wanted it, curtailing the copy by critical elimination until he had reduced
it to the desired size and increased it
to the desired effectiveness.
The basic principle of that process
is right, though it requires time.
warning;
HELL

HATH NO FURY
LIKE A WOMAN SCORNED
THE LEOPARD WOMAN
WAS SCORNED'
AND
AND LOVED
HE KNEW
SHE
HIM- IT!
HE LOVED HER■UT SHE DIDN'T KNOW IT1
LOVE was HER master
DUTY was HIS
WHICH WAS THE STRONGER?

LOUifllTuM
THE LEOPARD WOMAN
I AT THE
REGUN THEATRE
FRL SAT. SUN.
DEC. 101112
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Competition
STUNTS

By CHARLES R. ROEDIGER
Advertising Manager Rialto, Colonial, Strand, Victory
and Colonial Theatres, Tacoma, Wash.
Advertise so that every star on every dollar expended
will be made to twinkle !
This thought should be ever present in the mind of
exhibitors and advertising managers.
Theatre managers have something to sell to the
public the same as a merchant.
And upon the quality of their sales argument, and the
frame in which they present it in the newspaper or other
advertising mediums, depend to a large measure the
amount of money they toddle off to the bank with the next
day.
Large copy and plenty of white space do not guarantee
the success of a motion picture for an exhibitor.
The ads must contain a punch — a healthy wallop —
and be so constructed as to attract the attention of the
public.
Newspapers in the West today carry big space. Page
ads from department stores, clothing merchants, shoe
stores, and half and quarter pages from dentists, tobacco
firms and many other lines of business are by no means
a novelty.
How to compete, and make our advertisements stand
out above the others, is the question that confronts the
exhibitor.
It's easy ! The only thing necessary is to "jazz" up an
ad. Use plenty of rules and white space and art displays,
and above
a.l. 'copy that
compels the attention of the vast
army
of newspaper
readers.
Advertising that doesn't offer a sales talk is about
as worthless as a handsomely equipped thirst emporium in
town. It isn't sufficient to merely advertise
atheprohibition
name of the star, the name of the picture, and the
theatre. An advertising man should take the stand, I
number of picture fans didn't
believe, that probablylasta large
feature in which the star appeared,
particularly like the
and that now is the chance to sell 'em on the current attraction. Then, too, maybe the fans are displeased with the
star. Well, the way to get them is to offer some good
sales talk in the ad and create a desire on their part to see
this particular star and this particular feature.
Exhibitors who don't advertise are due for an early
business demise.
One exhibitor — by the way, he's in Tacoma now, and
b anxious to sell his theater — once said to me: "Well, the
theater is, and if they
people know where the
want to come, they can."
Bright remark, wasn't it?
Today this exhibitor has no patronage. True enough,
was, but he didn't
his theatre
faastoknew
picturethem
the
in their mind to partake
a desire
createwhere
go after
he's ready to sell out for a
of hisofpicture
pottage.menu. Hence,
mess
He fell before the onslaughts of the enterprising H.
T. Moore, general manager of the Jensen-Von HerbergMoore theatre* in Tacoma, and one of the heaviest stockholders in the company.
Mr. Moore is a liberal buyer of space, contracts for
pictures and serves them up to the picture fans in
good
such a manner as to make them like it.
In addition, Mr. Moore believes in theatre fronts.
He has in the person of H. Wellington Woodin, assistant
general manager of the Jensen-Von Herberg theatres, the
Rialto. Colonial, Strand, Victory and Sunset, a master
mind when it comes to building and designing fronts.
Novelty fronts are Mr. Woodin's strong point, and you can
depend upon them to bring home the bacon.

I i
Fred W. Green, exploitation representative for
Famous Players-Lasky at the Denver, Colo.,
exchange, co-operated with the "Denver
Post" and the Princess, Rialto and Queen's
theatres, presenting Paramount pictures, in
duplicating the donation matinee stunt used
just before Thanksgiving by A. G. Stolte,
manager of the Des Moines theatre, Des
Moines, la., the apples, oranges and other
good things collected supplying Christmas
cheer to 3,000 poor children of Denver.
Edward L. Hyman, managing director of the
Strand, Brooklyn, N. Y., used orchestral and
vocal Christmas music, notably "Come All Ye
Faithful," "Silent Night" and Gounod's "Ave
Maria," in his program for last week. The
setting was so arranged that the singers were
visible as though through a church window.
Ole Nelson, manager of the Majestic theatre,
Grand Junction, Colo., maintains a standing
invitation to all delegates to conventions held
in the city. At a recent teachers' conference
fifteen hundred attended the Majestic in a
body, saw "The Jack Knife Man," King
Vidor's First National attraction, and passed
a resolution praising the management and the
picture. A ten per cent increase in matinee
business has been credited to that endorsement.
A ghost story contest was "sold" to the Seattle,
Wash., "Star," by J. W. Rankin, exploitation
representative of the Goldwyn exchange,
which necessitated the printing of the synopsis of "Earthbound" in a front page box for
the guidance of contestants.
Allen B. Newhall, manager of the Strand theatre,
Lynn, Mass., conducted a literary contest in
which a season's pass was offered as first
prize. The co-operation of a prominent drug
store was obtained by signifying that essays
upon the title, "Why I Like to Visit the
Strand," be left there, and a special window
display was obtained. Two hundred contributed, the mayor and two newspaper men acted
as judges, and the winning essay appeared in
all Lynn newspapers.
nwwnnnneiHiHnimwaHinniwiiniranimiiiHHmiimnmniuninnraiiiii!
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Members
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to Open

"Kismet"
at Ziegfeld, January 29
"Kismet," the Robertson-Cole special Club members, are enthusiastic in their
featuring Otis Skinner, will have its Chi- praise of "Kismet," declaring it one of
cago premiere at the Ziegfeld theatre on the finest productions they have viewed.
They are one in holding the opinion that
January 29, under the direction of Rod- everyone
should see it, and they express
erick Ross, well-known business man
and prominent in film circles, and ten the belief that the picture will make new
other members of the Hamilton Club.
friends for the motion picture.
To Run Indefinitely
This feature will have an indefinite run
at the Ziegfeld, following which it will 22 Productions on
Americanism Listed
These Supplement Catalogue
Published by National
Review Board

IIDDKRKK ROSS
Who with othrr mem Ii«tk of ike Hamilton Club In Chicago will direct the run
of "Klunirt" nt the 7.lrtcf«-l<l th«-ntre.
go into the Castle for two weeks, then
the Alcazar for another fortnight. It
will then play the chain houses, Ascher
Brothers and Lubliner & Trinz having
booked it for their circuits.
Robert A. Lucas, manager of the Chicago office of Robertson-Cole, reports
that approximately every key city in
Illinois has booked the production.
Endorsement Is Unusual
That the picture will have its first
run in Chicago under the direction of a
prominent club is an indication of the
approval given it by the public. It is an
endorsement seldom given a picture.
Mr. Ross, with the other Hamilton

A list of twenty-two selected pictures
on Americanism to December, 1920, has
been prepared by the National Hoard of
Review of Motion Pictures. This list
supplements the board's catalogue, "The
Best Motion
Pictures
issued
in February,
1920.on Americanism,"
Another list prepared by the board
covers
thirty-eight
"dramatic
photoplays
on standard
literature,
American
poetry,
American and French history," produced
during 1920-1916.
Both these lists may be had freely on
application to the National Board of Review, 70 Fifth avenue, New York City.
The following is a list of selected pictures on Americanism to December,
1920:
"Dinty," First National; "The Mark
of Zorro," United Artists; "Face at Your
Window," Fox Film Corporation;
"Everybody's Sweetheart," Select Pictures Corporation; "Japanese Question in
California," Pantex; "U. P. Trail." Hodkinson; "Deep Waters," Famous PlayersLasky Corporation ; "Over the Hill,"
Fox; "Courtship of Miles Standish,"
Argonaut; "Uncle Sam of Freedom
Ridge," Harry Levy, Inc.; "Way Down
East," United Artists: Griffith; "Jack
Knife Man," First National; "Homespun
Folks," Associated Producers; "Humoresque," Famous Players-Lasky : Paramount; "The Soul of Youth," Realart;
"Held by the Enemy," Famous PlayersLasky: "Paramount; "Unchartered Channels," Robertson-Cole; "King Spruce,"
Hodkinson; "Dangerous Days," Goldwyn
Pictures
Corporation; Ford
"Duds,"
Goldwyn
Pictures Corporation;
Weekly
No.
194, Goldwyn Pictures Corporation;
"Shore
Acres," Metro Pictures Corporation.
Snowy Baker Productions
To Come to Screen Soon
Snowy Baker, former Olympic hero
and millionaire sportsman of Australia,
will shortly be seen as the star of a
series of five and six-reel pictures to be
known as Snowy Baker Productions.
The statement containing this announcement comes from the Selig Studio,
where the pictures will be filmed. Colonel
William N. Selig and Sam Rork, both
veterans of the film production, are associated with Baker in the enterprise.
Break Ground in Corning
CORNING, N. Y.— Ground has been
broken for the new Liberty theatre to
be erected on the Thomas property in
East Erie avenue by a company composed of James J. Kelly, Fred Gerber
and C. V. Stowell. It is expected to be
ready for opening by April 1.
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DeMille Films Scene
In Plate Glass Set
When it was announced that
Cecil B. DeMille would film one
important episode — the Cinderella
fairyland vision — of "Forbidden
Fruit" in a stage setting built of
glass the scoffers pointed out that
it couldn't be done.
so.But Cecil DeMille didn't think
The objectors pointed out that
it would be impossible to light
such a set satisfactorily, that its
cost would be prohibitive and that
it justsuchwasn't
film
a set.possible to build and
thing.
But Cecil DeMille did this very
The set was made in the famous studio tank at an enormous
outlay. It required two days and
the greater portion of one night to
film this episode of the story, but
it is declared that the results more
than justify the time, money and
labor expended.
Weeks of work, endless planning and tremendous expense
were required in filming the scene,
yet in the finished production the
scene flashes across the screen in
three minutes.
S. J. Rollo Concludes
Effective Sales Trip
For Clark-Cornelius
What is considered one of the most
successful sales expeditions in recent
months in the state right field was consummated by S. J. Rollo, secretary of
the Clark-Cornelius Corp., who just
returned from a sales trip, during which
he closed with ten territories for his production, "The Devil's
Angel,"
Helen Gardner.
Mr. Rollo
was starring
out for
two weeks. In the majority of these territories he also sold "Love's Battle" and
"The Fourth Face." A great ma.ny of
the exchanges also purchased the Tom
Moore
Westerns.Dramas and the Wallace Coburn
Among the exchanges whom he sold
were: Boston Photoplay Company,
Boston, "Devil's Angel," "Love's Battle"
and "The Fourth Face," New England
states; Merit Films, Inc., Detroit, Mich.,
"Devil's Angel" for Michigan; Middle
West Film Amusement Company, Cin-i innati, "Devil's Angel" for Ohio and
Kentucky; Pearce Films, New Orleans.
"Devil's Angel" for Louisiana and Mississippi; Wassman and Stephens, Atlanta,
"Devil's Angel" for North and South
Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Alabama and
Tennessee: Empire Film Company, Chicago,W.Devil's
AngelService,
for Northern
Illinois;
I. Film
Indianapolis.
"Love's Battle," "Fourth Face." Tom
Moore Dramas
and Wallace
Coburn's
Western
for Indianapolis;
Wayne
Film
Service, Indianapolis, "Devil's Angel" for
Indiana; Famous Pictures Sales Com"The
and York;
Battle"New
Buffalo, "Love's
Fourthpany,Face"
for up state
Royal Pictures, Inc., of Philadelphia.
"The
Devil's Angel" for Eastern Pennsylvania.
Begin Indiana Theatre
FRANKLIN, IND.— The work of construction has begun on the Artcraft theatre to be built in Main street opposite
the Star building. Arthur Owens is secretary of the new playhouse company.
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PICKFORDS

NEW

PRODUCTION

sppears in the leading male

'The Love Light," is Miss Pickford's next United
Raymond
role, isArtists
seen inpicture.
two views
above. Bloomer, who
Aschers Book G olios Film
Throughout Their Circuit
Following Trade Showing
Gollos Enterprises has closed a deal
with Ascher Brothers for the showing
of the special feature, "Whispering
Devils," throughout the Ascher circuit
of theatres in Chicago.
The Aschers booked the feature following a private showing, for a run in
the following theatres: Adelphi, Columbus, Cosmopolitan, Kerwood, Metropolitan, Oakland Square, Crown, Midway,
Chateau, Calo, Commercial, Frolic, Lane
Court, Milford, Peerless. Terminal, Forest Park, Palace and West Englewood.
Special features in the way of one,
three and six sheets, lobby displays and
other advertising accessories are being
provided by Gollos Enterprises which
controls the Illinois and Indiana rights
to the production.
Monte <Blue Will Star in
Next Allan Dwan Feature
Monte Blue has been engaged to play
the leading role in Allan Dwan's second
Associated Producer's feature, "The Perfect Crime," recently started at the
Hollywood studios.
Dwan will direct. The story is by Carl
Clausen and originally appeared in the
Saturday Evening Post. Jacqueline Logan,
a Ziegfeld girl imported from the Follies
by Dwan. will play the leading feminine
role. Lyman Broening will photograph
the production, assisted by Gordon Pollock, while James Ewens will assist the
director. Alfred Cheney Johnston, the
New York photographer, will make a
series of special stills on the production
which will be used for lobby displays.
Bullinger Buys in Iowa
DYERSVILLE, I A— J. X. Bullinger
has become owner and manager of the
Cozy theatre in West Main street, established some years ago by J. E. Grim.

Unusual

and

Mary

Clever

Pick

ford

An unusual and clever cast of players
will support Mary Pickford in her next
United Artists' production, "The Love
Light," which has been announced for
publication by Hiram Abrams, president
of the corporation, on January 9.
Entirely new faces will be introduced
to fans, for in this production, which has
its locale in Italy, Miss Pickford was so
particular about the characters to be
portrayed that she chose practically all
of the principal members of her cast
while abroad.
Bloomer in Lead
Raymond
Pickford's
leading
man, Bloomer,
although Miss
he has
played
many roles in America, was obtained by
Miss Pickford in France. Mr. Bloomer
had just returned from playing an engagement in one of the leading theatres
in Rome. Mr. Bloomer has appeared on
the speaking, stage in America in support
of John Barrymore in "Richard the
Third," and also appeared in "Fair and
Fred Thompson is one of the two
Warmer."
Americans appearing in the picture and
will be remembered as the chaplain of
the 143d Field Artillery, of which Miss
Pickford was godmother.
De Briac in Cast
Jean De Briac, who plays Antonio
Carlotti, was born in Paris, and for two
years was leading man for Sarah Bernhardt. When obtained by Miss Pickford
he had just finished an engagement with
an Italian picture company, where he
was seen as leading man with Rita
Jolivet and F. Bertini.
Albert Prisco was born in Italy and
has spent practically all his life on the
stage. He has been in pictures for some
time, but recently appeared on the stage
with Louis Weller in "Discovering
America," and with Blanche Bates and
Robert Edeson. In his spare moments
Mr. Prisco has written a number of
scenarios and has translated a number of
plays from the Italian and appeared in

Cast

Supporting

in Jan.

9 Publication

them as star. Jeanette Prisco, his wife,
who is seen in this production, is of
training.
Russian descent and has had stage
Was Previously With Star
Evelyn Dumo, who plays the role of
Maria, was brought up on the stage in
Italy, and for a number of years was
the best known Madonna type for artists
in Italy. She appeared with Miss Pickford in "Poor Little Pepina." She also
appeared with Xorma Talmadge, Anita
Stewart and Alice Brady.
Georges Rigas is another importation,
for while he was engaged in Italy, he
was born in Greece, where he was a
member of his father's coiipany, having
played
"Romeo onandtheJuliet."
and "Ghosts"
Greek "Redemption"
stage.
Edward X. Phillips, now known as
"Phillipi," is the energetic young American who made himself up as an Italian
and was clever enough to deceive both
Miss Pickford and Miss Marion as to
his nationality. Phillips appeared in
"The Copperhead" with Lionel Barrymore and was also seen in "Seven Days
Leave" and "The Wanderer."
Gordon Standing Author
Of Book of War Memoirs
Gordon H. Standing, who plays a
prominent
part ofin the
"ThebookForeigner,"
the
screen version
by the same
name written by Ralph Connor, is comarecordcorps
of theunit
workattached
of the Americanpilingmedical
to the
Second
Division,
with
which
he served
in France.
The tentative title of the book is "The
Caduces
at the
so called
the insignia
whichFront,"
the medical
corpsfrom
of
the United States army wears. At the
present time he is playing the leading
male role in a Barrie playlet, "Half an
Hour." He expects to return to screen
work as soon as this engagement has
been completed.
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Sees

"The Parish Priest"
Picturization of Old Stage
Success Is Screened at
Wi.kes-Barre, Pa.
Herman J. Garfield has returned from
Wilkes-Barre, where his production of the
famous old stage success, "The Parish
Priest," had its out-of-town try-out. Garfield brought to New York glowing accounts of the three-day showing. At the
last performance more than 3,000 people
crowded into a 2,500 capacity house.
While the picture version of Daniel L.
Hart's popular drama was not opened in
W ilkes-Barre with any thought of the
linancial returns but was one of the stages
of the preparation of the big picture for its
New York premiere, all records for theatre
attendance in the city were broken, it is
declared, and the screen version of the play
gives
of even
surpassing the stage
versionpromise
in drawing
power.
It was with a view to trying out the elaborate music score by M. Winkler, and the
atmosphere-producing effect of the unusual
prologue, in addition to studying the effect
of the different scenes upon an audience,
that the out-of-town showing before people
who had paid high prices for their scats
was given.
Will Desmond, as the parish priest,
scored a personal triumph. A telegram
wbirh he sent from Los Angeles to the
audience was flashed upon the screen following each showing ot the picture, and
received a storm of applause.
Theatre for Two Harbors
TWO HARBORS, MINN. — K. O.
Olson has plans under way for the construction of a modern picture theatre to
be built next year. He has provided a
street.
site for it at Second avenue and Cedar'
Florence
of theproduction
sensationalforchurch
scenes Producers.
from "Lying
Lips,"
the
ThomasVidor
H. in
Inceonespecial
Associated
House
Peters
appears in support.
Shallenberger
State

Announces

Right

Arrow

Will

Thirteen Romayne
Films
consists of Greater New York and northern New Jersey; New York state (north
of Westchester county); southern New
Jersey and eastern Pennsylvania; western Pennsylvania and West Virginia;
Delaware, Maryland, District of Columbia and Virginia; North and South Carolina, Georgia, Florida and Alabama;
Kentucky and Tennessee; New England;
Ohio; Michigan; southern Illinois and
Indiana; Wisconsin; Minnesota, North
and South Dakota; Iowa and Nebraska;
western Missouri and Kansas; eastern
Missouri and southern Illinois; Louisiana
and Mississippi; Texas, Oklahoma and
Arkansas; Colorado, Utah, Wyoming,
New Mexico and southern Idaho; Washington, Oregon, northern Idaho and
Montana;
Canada. California; eastern and western

W. E. Shallenberger, president of Arrow Film Corporation, announces the
company has arranged to distribute on
the state rights market a series of thirteen
Romayne corned es, now being produced
at Culver City, Cal., in the studio of the
Romayne company.
The first ten of these comedies have
been produced and Charles Avery is at
work on the eleventh, which will be entitled "Rhinestone and Robbers." Following thisAre
will inbe Two
"DaffyReels
House."
These comedies are in two reels and
are of the slapstick variety. One of the
principal comedians in the series is Dot
Farley, who has often been called the
female Ben Turpin of the screen, due to
the ability to cross her eyes at will, thus
giving her a striking resemblance to this
comedian.
The ten comedies already completed
are "Hicksville," "Beachnuts," "Peaceful
Valley," "Keyhole Reporter," "Stale Eggs
and Sweethearts," "The Villain Still
Pursued Her," "Shot in the Kitchen,"
"Underground Romeo," "Twenty Legs
Under the Sea," and "Sewerside."
Territories Are Sold
Arrow states that all territory except
the following has been disposed of. This

Buys Rex, Chadron, Neb.
CHADRON, NEB.— The old Rex
theatre, reopened under the name of the
New Strand, has been purchased by E. J.
Waugh, of Ewing, Neb., from Smoke &
McDowell. George W. Curran, of Omaha, an experienced moton picture man,
assisted by Irwin Butler, of Ewing, has
assumed the management.

Open Minneapolis Loring
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. — The Loring theatre, built by Twin City Amusement Trust estate, to be operated under
management of Finkelstein & Ruben,
with C. Toery the managing director,
was formally opened December 4.
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Author Cooperates
On Baker Picture
Anna Q. Nilsson and Robert
Frazer Have Leads in
Production
Calvin Johnston, the Saturday Evening
Post author, has arrived in New York
to work with George D. Baker in the
production of Mr. Johnston's story,
"Temple Dusk," which Sawyer and
Lubin are presenting as a special George
D. Baker production.
The first thing that Mr. Johnston did
upon arriving in New York from his
home in Kansas City was to congratulate
Mr. Baker upon his continuity of the
story, which greatly elaborated upon the
fiction version as published in short story
form.
In "Temple
Bakerdirectorial
has the
most
unusual Dusk"
story Mr.
of his
career. The dramatic scope swings from
a gambling house to a famous modiste
shop, and from there it switches to a
church on the lower East Side of New
York.
Mr. Johnston has long been an admirer of the work of Anna Q. Nilsson
and Robert Frazer, and after seeing them
work
to writein a"Temple
novel in Dusk"
which he
theyhaswilldecided
figure
as the principal characters. After Mr.
Baker has cut and assembled the firm it
will be tried out before a city audience, in
order that its audience appeal may be
correctly gauged.
An extensive advertising campaign has
been laid out by Mr. Sawyer to aid the
exhibitors in the showing of "Temple
Dusk."
Lasky Adds Warehouses
In Eastern Expansion
At Long Island Studio
Two new warehouses for the storage of
scenery and props are being built under
the supervision of Arthur V. Smith, general manager of the Eastern studios of
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, on
the large plot of ground at the rear of
the new Long Island studio.
The warehouses are one-story frame
buildings covered with corrugated iron,
16 feet high and 25 by 50 feet, costing
$6,000 each. They are located on the
Sixth avenue, side of the studio and are
very accessible to the big stages.
Though the big studio provided amply,
it was supposed, for the storage of a large
quantity of scenery and props, the expansion of production activities which
accompanied the opening of the studio
necessitated the leasing of two floors of
60 by 125 feet each in a building across
the street from the studio. This space
will be retained in addition to the new
warehouses.
Territories Sell Rapidly
On "Madonnas and Men"
Following the recent announcement that
the Aliens had obtained the Canadian rights
to
the will
Jans bespecial,
and Men,"
which
issued "Madonnas
in the Dominion
immediately following the special runs arranged for it in the legitimate theatres at
$2 top, comes word that three more important territories have been disposed of.
F. Goldfarb of Climax Corporation
signed a contract for Greater New York,
George Jacobs of the Masterpiece Pictures,
Inc., of Cleveland, for the State of Ohio,
and northern New Jersey was bought by
' Jans Film Service, Inc.

King

Sails
Stoll
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President of American Company Also Will Complete
Arrangements for Bringing His Family
Back to This Country
George King, president of Stoll Film the Stoll international organization, subCorporation of America, sailed for Eng- script. jects that have been and will be photographed wherever called for by the
land Tuesday, December 14, to be gone
a month. Mr. King's trip is partly for
"The head of the British Famousthe purpose of describing in person to
the officials of the Stoll Film Company,
Lasky Company remarked in the course
Ltd., the excellent progress made in the of an address last week that in London
were only two large studios, of
United States by the American corpora- there
tion, the first publication of which, which one was owned by the company
of which he is the chief. Answering an
"Squandered
on January 2.Lives," will go to exhibitors
inquiry later as to whether the other
There is also a domestic angle to Mr. was a Stoll studio he said it. was.
Don't Catalogue Films
King's ceivedvisit.
November
he rea cable Ondispatch
stating10 that
on
"The Famous Players is an internathe day before there had been born to
organization — just as is the Stoll.
him a son and namesake. Mr. King also And totional
make a passing reference to anwill complete arrangements for bringing
other expression that is not new to the
back with him his family. Just before
American exhibitors, will subsailing he became a householder on Long ears of
jects produced by the Famous Players
Island, having purchased a residence in in London
and in India or on the ContiBay Side.
nent of Europe be catalogued in this
Company Is American
as 'foreign'?
"I submit
that they should not be so
"As president of the Stoll Film Cor- country
catalogued. I submit that the motion
poration of America," said Mr. King picture
is international, is universal, in
before sailing, "I desire to address the
exhibitors of the United States regard- its scope — that, like Benjamin Franklin,
it
is
a
citizen
of the world. A screen
ing the plans and policy of this company, the initial release of which will be story tense with humanity searches as
available for showing January 2 next.
deeply into the heart of the peasant
woman of Russia as it does into the heart
"In
the
first
place
I
want
to
impress
of the woman of Central Park West.
on exhibitors the fact that this company
Will Produce in U. S.
is just what its name implies — it is an
American concern. A perusal of the
"Stoll
pictures
made wherever
personnel of its executives and its office the author has seenwillfit be
to place the locale.
force, of its sales managers and its sales"Right now there are awaiting production several stories in the World
men, will suffice to convince even 'the
man
from
Missouri'
that
this
statement
is exact.
Famous Authors' Series that have an
American atmosphere. So we are lookIs International Organization
ing for studio facilities in this country
"The Stoll Film Corporation is arrang- for the adequate making of these subing to distribute pictures produced by

Making

a

New

Year's
jects."

Wish

Jerome Storm and Lillian Gish use the turkey wish-bone — all that was left of the
holiday dinner which Mr. Storm gave on the studio set — to start the new year
with.
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PLAY

Douglas Munro, an old Edison character actor, in a scene from the Stoll Films'
production, "Squandered Lives."
World

Director

General

For Questionable
The current agitation regarding the
blue laws and the so-called cleaning of
the motion picture industry has brought
to light a discussion of whether the exhibitor or the producer is to blame for
the country-wide criticism.
That the exhibitor is in no \\a\ to
blame and that he should not be condemned either by the newspapers or tinpublic is the thought expressed by Alfred Walker, director-general of World
Motion Picture Corporation. On the
other hand, if there be any room for
criticism the cause itself should be laid
at the door of the producer of pictures,
he declares.
Criticism Is Unreasonable
Mr. Walker holds that it is unreasonable that the exhibitor should bear the
burden or the brunt of the now prevalent criticism. Mr. Walker calls attention to the fact that nearly 80 per cent
of the picture showmen of the country
book pictures and pay for them in advance, without seeing the productions
until they are offered on their own
screen to their patrons.
This condition has caused the exhibitor to force upon the public at various times, he contends, pictures which
have not met with the approval of the
public in general. Inasmuch as the theatre patron and the newspaper editor
are closer to his local exhibitor than to
the producer, all complaints are sent to
the exhibitor first.
Producer Is Responsible
Mr. Walker contends that the producer alone can rectify all wrongs relative to questionable pictures. It is within
his power to produce pictures that the
public cannot criticise yet of such entertaining powers as to bring the exhibitor
a maximum amount of revenue. Mr.
Walker says that although the general
outcry against the picture industry is unwar anted itis admitted that too many

Places

Films

on

Blame
Producers

pictures with vulgar themes and questionable scenes have been offered to the
exhibitors under the guise of spectacles
and advanced art. The producer responsible for such productions is to be
criticised in that he has prostituted one
of the greatest dramatic mediums — the
motion picture. He predicts a time
when the members of the industry will
take action against any such producer.
Predict Airship Will
Become a Factor in
Producing Exteriors
The results of Marshall Xeilan's experiments uith the dirigible used in the production of big scenes for his newest picture.
"Bob Hampton of Placer," were viewed recently on the screen at the Xeilan studio by
a number of prominent producers. The
effects obtained excited considerable enthusiasm and. according to reports, the
"ship"
soon work.
become an important factor
in all will
exterior
Neilan is said to be the first producer to
use an airship in taking scenes of action on
the ground, from the sky, in connection with
the filming of a photoplay. The aeroplane
has been used in this way but has been
found wanting where continuous action
shots by the camera men above were required, as an aeroplane travels too rapidly.
The blimp took the place of a movable
camera platform, traveling in the air at
will and saving many hours of work in
erecting camera stands on natural heights
where travel was difficult and in the building of gigantic platforms on level ground
such as are necessary in the picturization of
these scenes.
Buys Comedies for South
Arthur C. Bromberg Attractions, 73 Walton street, Atlanta, Ga., has purchased the
Hallroom Boys comedies for Tennessee,
Georgia. Florida and Alabama from C. B. C.
Film Sales Corporation of New York.

January 8. 1021
First Gertrude Olmstead
Feature Is Now Completed
Gertrude Olmstead, the winner of the
Middle West beauty contest held last sumin. r by the Chicago Klks, is making good
in motion
versal City.pictures, it is reported at UniThe Illinois school girl was engaged by
Carl I.aemmle to appear in a series of Universal pictures and eventually to be starred.
"Tipped Off," the first picture in which she
appear.-., recently was completed at Universal City and now is being distributed
through the various Universal exchanges.
It is a two-reel Western, in which Miss
Olmsuad plays opposite Hoot Gibson, popular cowbov star.
Morosco
CastApproves
Above An'Ideal'
All Star
In these days of "all star" casts in film
productions, Oliver Morosco, the theatrical
chief who is entering the film industry on l
$2,500,000 scale with Oliver Morosco Productions, Inc.. believes that the solution of
the
"better
pictures"
will be in
ideal casts rather
than problem
all star makeups.
"I have some very definite ideas regardsaid Morosco recently.
we ing
arethis,"over-influenced
in casting"Ofttimes
by the
weight of names. I want to see a picture
made with the 'ideal cast' idea regardless
of whether the makeup is all star or half
unknown."Great Moment" New
"The
Title of Glyn Scenario
According to information received
from the Coast, the title of the story
Flinor Glyn is working on for Gloria
Swanson, originally called "The Sheltered
Daughter," has been changed to "The
Production
this picture
Great
Moment."
mount will be ofstarted
as soon foras ParaCecil
B. DeMille completes his super star proof 'Theunder
Affairswayof Anatol,"
which
is now ductionwell
at Hollywood.
Sam Wood is said to be slated to be the
director.
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Gets "Ireland in Revolt
Disposal to State Right Men
Was

Made

by Capt. Edwin

F. Weigle.

Chicago Newspaper Photographer— Film
Meeting With Hearty Response
Negotiations have been closed whereby business streets, factories burned to the
American Film Company has taken ground and the smoking ruins of homes
Among the more important cities
over "Ireland in Revolt." the film made
by Capt. Edwin F. YVeigle. Chicago visited by Captain Weigle were Cork,
Dublin.
Belfast, Trim, Galway, Lisburn
Tribune photographer. The announcement was made by Samuel S. Hutchin- and Mallow. In a number of these
son, president of American, who said that places he had difficulty in establishing
the energies of his entire organization his neutrality and was the target of cobblestones thrown by civilians who aligned
would be directed toward disposition of
him with the constabulary.
the picture on the state right market.
The picture is having its premiere at
Although Mr. Hutchinson did not make
the Randolph theatre, Chicago, and is
public any details concerning the prog- said
to be all that Capt. Weigle claims
ress thus far made in disposing of the
films to the state righters, it is under- for it.
stood that the picture has met with a
hearty response.
Moreno's New Feature,
Spends Months in Ireland
The film was made by Captain Weigle
"Three Sevens," Nears
who, with his wife, spent four months
Completion in West
in the north and south of this stormy
Antonio Moreno is nearing the end of
part of the British Empire. The same
<"-A.pt. edwix f. avkigle
er of Chicago Tribune, dauntless courage which enabled Weigie production
War
on "Three Sevens," his newwho photograph
took pictures of the raids, riots and
present the first motion pictures of feature, and the picture will be complete
reprisals in Ireland and which are being to
within
another
two weeks. Chester Benthe
world
war,
has
again
been
displayed
nett is the director.
exhibited under the title "Ireland in Re- in this latest sensational exploit.
volt."
The
picture
carries
a thread of prison
The pictures vividly portray the raids, reform throughout, but
is essentially a
riots, reprisals and destruction in gen- melodrama with a love story. The exeral which are daily occurrences in IreUse Prizma Color in
teriors were taken at Florence, Ariz.,
land. They are actual photographs of
real events — in a word, Irish history in where the governor of the state gave the
Paramount Feature
the making.
Yitagraph players every privilege. Three
hundred convicts were permitted to be
Shows True Conditions
Process Is Incorporated in
turned loose outside the walls in a daring
Through
"Ireland
in Revolt."
is said, escape for the picture. Both Jean CalMae Murray Vehicle,
true
conditions
as they
are init Ireland
houn and Beatrice Burnham have leadtoday are faithfully portrayed. There
ing roles.
"Gilded Lily"
are
actual
views
of
the
now
famed
The rest of the supporting cast inFor the first time in the history of
"Mustard Pot" of Belfast, armored
cludes "Bull" Montana; who played such
Paramount picture making in the East motor cars and barbed wire barricades.
a terror inspiring gorilla in Marshall
scenes made by the Prizma process in Evidences of havoc wrought by clashes
Neilan's "Go and Get It";- Emmett
between civilians and the Royal Irish King, Dewitt C. Jennings, Edwin J^
natural colors have been incorporated
Brady. Thomas Jefferson, Hector V.
into a Paramount feature picture. This constabulary, known as the "Black and
Sarno. Starke Patterson, Virginia NightTans."
are
plainly
visible,
in
the
store
windows boarded up along the main
was for "The Gilded Lily," the first proingale. Jeffery Webb and others.
duction made for Paramount by the combination of Mae Murray, star, and her
NO WAY TO TREAT A HUSBAND
husband, Director Robert Z. Leonard,
which has just been completed at the
Long Island City studio.
Director Leonard in explaining the reason for combining Prizma shots with the
regular motion picture photography, said
that "The Gilded Lily" lent itself especially to colored photography, for the
opening of the picture and that by use
of it the main theme of the story could
be
more convincingly and effectively introduced.
The colored shots were used only for
the introduction to the picture itself. All
of the work was done in the Long Island
studio by a cameraman from the Prizma
studio.
Lily" It
is an
storyof
by'The
ClaraGilded
Beranger.
tellsoriginal
the story
a dancer in a New York club and gives
Miss Murray unusual opportunities to
display both her histrionic ability and
her skill as a dancer.
The cast is composed of Lowell Sherman. Jason Robards. Charles Gerard.
Leonora Ottinger and Mrs. Pauline
Dempsey. Ernest Haller was the cameraman.
Remodel Alabama Theatre
GALAX, ALA.— The Galax theatre,
occupying the site of the former Colonial
in Second avenue, has been reopened
after being redecorated, remodeled and
enlarged.

A scene from the Fox production, "Why Trust Ycur Husband," in which Eileen
Percy stars.
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Universal

Contends

Chaney

Has

HERALD
His

Most Convincing Role in Dean Film
Lon Chaney, recognized as one of the It is here his ability as an actor reaches
its highest point.
screen's greatest character actors, is said
Tod Browning, who wrote and diby Universal to have the most convincrected "Outside the Law," wrote the part
ing role of his career in "Outside the of "Black Mike" especially for Chaney.
Browning
and Chaney are old friends,
Law," the new Universal Jewel production starring Priscilla Dean. Universal and the director consulted Chaney conpart, even before he put it
officials unite in saying that Chaney has on paper.cerning theSimilarly,
the leading role in
outdone himself in clever characterizathe
story,
"Molly
Madden"
was directed
written
tion.
for Miss Dean, whom Browning
in "The capabilities
Virgin of Stamboul"
anddoes
whose
Chaney plays an underworld part en- screen
he knows as
no
tirely unlike any he has handled hereto- other director.
fore. It is not as a hopeless cripple,
"Outside the Law" now is in the last
his remarkable role in "The Miracle
stages of editing and titling. Every exhibitor in the country is expected to feel
Man," or as a legless king of criminals,
such as he played in "The Penalty." In the effects of the gigantic advertising and"Outside the Law," Chaney is "Black publicity campaign already under way,
Mike Silva," accepted leader of San Fran- under the direction of P. D. Cochacters. cisco's gangsters and other shady charCreates Virile Role
Day Series Will
In "Black Mike" Chaney has created Holman
Come in Alternate Weeks
the most virile and unscrupulous role of
his many screen villainies, it is claimed.
The publishing schedule determined
"Black Mike" is a malicious figure whose
sole motive in life is revenge. He has no upon by Pathe Exchange, Inc., for the
fear but one, that for his former chief, scries of dramas portraying life in the
Maine woods as it has been familiarized
"Silent Madden," who has turned straight.
His fear is so compelling that he goes
to countless readers of the colorful tales
to every possible extreme to rid himself
written by Holman Day, and announced
of it, by putting "Madden" and his clever
as
the "Holman Day Series," is to offer
daughter,
"Silkylatter
Mollcharacter
Madden,"is out
the way. This
playedof one picture every other week commencby Priscilla Dean.
ing January 30.
Chaney is no cripple in "Outside the
These plays, produced by Edgar Jones
Law" but sourceful
a powerful
fighter,
and
a
reProductions,
Inc., arc being produced in
bad man. As the leader of the actual Jocations
in the
his gang, he heads them in several tights scenarios and the casts, provided
save for the printhat lack nothing in fierceness and fury.
cipal roles, will present many characters
Ability Reaches High Point
born and bred in that country. The first
His best work comes when he is at picture of the series has been completed
and will be issued under the title.
bay, however. It is when "framed" by
"Lochinvar of the Line." "Single Handed
"Silky Moll" and her companion, "DapSam" will be second of the Holman Day's
per Bill," that he is enabled to portray
the fury of the trapped beast. Later, as and "The Black Ace" is number three.
the victim of an un-Christian and a terri- The Santachi features will be published
on alternate weeks, commencing January
ble punishment, meted out to him "out- 23.
This arrangement does not merge
side the law" by one of the characters
the two series into one as each will be
he has wronged, Chaney is called upon
to exhibit all the tortures of the damned.
maintained distinctively as the Tom
Santschi Series and the Holman Day
Scries, respectively.
Price Promises to Show
Trade His Latest Film
C. B. Price, president of Pricefilms Inc.,
is preparing to give a trade showing of his
latest production, "Your Daughter — and
Mine" immediately after the first of the new
This is expected to be held in one of the
year.
big hotels with an invited audience including many of the big women organizations
of the city. The play was written by Stanley Houghton and produced on the legitimate stage by William A. Brady under the
title of "H indie Wakes."

ALICE CALHOUN^
a VITAGRAPH
•kV?L STAR
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"Dog-Gone Mix-Up" Fourth
Hallroom Boys Comedy
"A
Dog-Gone
the title ofBoys
the
fourth of the newMix-Up"
series ofis Hallroom
comedies, published by C. B. C. Film Sales
Corporation of New York.
The Comedy was directed by Herman C.
Raymaker, under the supervision of Harry
Conn. Sid Smith and Harry McCoy do
some startling w-ork on the roof of a high
building, upon a flagpole surmounting this
roof, and. upon a narrow board spanning a
twenty-foot gap between two buildings.

"Chesty"

H HEKLEH OAKBCAH
On Ike uniidx of >«iiiiIii Monlcn. CaJL He
will lie »eeii In a lending role In "1'ecU**
duction.
IIikI Boy," Hie I.eMfr l''.n»er|irl»ei< pro"Is A Mother to Blame?"
Presents Ethical Problem
Announced as a dramatic paradox and
entitled "Is a Mother to Blame?" a new
drama from the pen of Andre Van Remoortal with the scenario by R. A. Wagner, which is said to offer unusual oppordiately. tunities for wide exploitation, has been
completed and will be launched imme"Is a Mother to Blame?" was produced
by A. L. Gilbert and staged by Roy
Sheldon with Walter R. Sheridan as assistant director. The plot of the story is
said to present an interesting study in
ethics and deals with a mother who is
forced by poverty, due to the actions
of a dishonest husband, to give up her
baby daughter. She is forced to decide
whether it is better to raise her girl in
poverty, giving her the added disadof her father's
name, her
or
make thevantagegreat
sacrifice bad
of giving
up, never to see her again. The girl is
a beautiful young debutante when the
tangled threads of her fateful life are
at last unravelled and she is saved by
the mother who innocently placed her
in dangerous hands.

Ascher
to Open
House
in 'sJanuary
Plan Peoria
PEORIA, ILL.— Ray W. Swan, pubBrothers'
Ascherpreparatory
thePeoria
for in
licityhas
directorbeen
theatres,
to the opening of the New Palace theatre
at Main street and Madison avenue. It
is expected the new theatre will open
shortly after January 1.
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Descendants of Noted
Actors in New Picture

"Day of Cleaner Films Has Arrived"
George Beban Will Discuss This Subject During His Tour

"second bygeneration''
castA hasnotable
been assembled
Whitman
Bennett
tor
"Jim.
the
Penman,"
the
fourth Lionel Barrymore production
for distribution by Associated First
Xational Pictures, Inc. No less than
four direct descendants of actors
who were prominent a generation ago
are included in the cast.
Lionel Barrymore, as is generally
known, is a son of Maurice Barrymore. He will have the title role.
Doris Rankin, who will portray the
part of Nina Bronson. is the daughter
of the illustrious McKee Rankin.
Arthur Rankin, who has been cast as
Lord Drelincourt, is a grandson of
the same actor and a son of a sister
of Doris Rankin. Charles Coghlan
is the last of the quartet member of
families famous on the stage. He is
a nephew of Charles Coghlan who
for many
years was
one of stars.
the foremost American
dramatic
He
will have the part of Redwood the
detective.

Of the Country With His Latest Production, "One Man
In a Million" — Star, Houeter, Will Not Preach to Public

THE day for better and cleaner photoplays has arrived. Public demonstration has more than proved this.
So claims no less an authority than
George Beban, who is about to begin a
Coast to Coast tour making personal appearances with his new picture, "One
Man in a Million." In the talk he will
make from the stages of the biggest silent
drama edifices, Beban will make a plea
for the uplift of pictures and the curtailment of sex and vice productions.
Advance publicity on the sexless film
question which Mr. Beban has derived
has caused no little stir throughout the
country', it is said.
During the last few weeks he has received letters, telephone messages and
has talked with persons who ask just
what his motive is in so emphatically
denouncing the problem photoplay of today. Several well-known film men have
gone so far as to intimate that the
cleaner and better pictures and general
amusement presentations would suffice
for the $2 and $3 attractions but not for
the general motion picture theatre public. To which Mr. Beban makes answer, "Since when has the price in a
man's pocket governed the measure of
his intelligence?" * * *
During the booking tour that Mr.
Beban and Sol Lesser made, covering
every important exchange center from
Los Angeles to New York, they screened
Beban's
latest
film prodtict
the benefit of local
exhibitors
who for
contemplated
booking the dual attraction of the film
and Beban's personal appearance.
In nearly every case, local censor representatives were present and Mr. Beban
claims that in no instance was mention
made of any suggestiveness or the possibility of any eliminations throughout
the entire 5,600 feet of footage. And to
further prove that a clean and wholesome love story will "get over" with the
so-called "hard-boiled" exhibitors as well
as with the fans. Beban states that he and
Mr. Lesser arrived in New York City
with a full 100 per cent booking record.
Mr. Beban wishes to announce that he
is showman enough to govern his routine
of talk and advance exploitation and
publicity so as to erase all signs of socalled
he has"preaching."
so arrangedButhisMr.talkBeban
that says
the
"cleaner and better" pictures subject will
be meshed in so that it will be "put
over" with more force and effect than
were the tour depending solely upon that
vein.
* * *
A few catch lines of Beban's talk on
the better picture movement are as follows: "I have never made a vice or sex
photoplay and never will be a party to
the making of one." "I aim to produce
pictures that your son and your daughter— your sweetheart, mother and sister —
can witness and come out of the theatre
with their minds clean." "If the time
should arrive when I am called upon to
make problem plays, then I will quit
making pictures and drive a truck."
Mr. Beban commences a twenty-week
personal tour with "One Man in a Million"
the first of the year, opening at the Branford theatre. Newark, and from there

working westward to the Coast. This
tour will take until early in May to consummate, after which the star will resume his work at his Hollywood studios.
While in New York Mr. Beban contracted for several stories which are nowbeing revised into scenario form and
which will be ready when he resumes
productions.
Several Eastern stage producers have
endeavored to obtain Mr. Beban's services for footlight productions for the
coming season, but Mr. Beban stated
that he had been won over, once and for
all, to the clicking camera in the silent
drama studios.
Tucker Brothers Circuit
Shows Extended to Texas
Starting immediately Tucker Brothers
Road Picture Shows, which have been
exploited successfulh' in Oklahoma and
Arkansas for the past forty weeks, will
be circuited into Texas and traverse the
entire three states.
The road show plan is somewhat of a
new idea, having been worked on a onepicture plan before, but in so far as is
known, never on such a large scale as
what might be termed a road show circuit, the dates being booked for a number of weeks ahead and played consecutively. Advance agents go ahead
and blaze the trail and the circuit stands
for an in-definite period. A new show
follows along each week piloted by an
experienced road show manager. All
road shows are played on a percentage
basis with extraordinary advertising
stunts and publicity aids necessary to
put the attractions over.
GEORGE

BEBAN

"Honeymoon Ranch" Sale
Is Practically Complete
According to Bert Lubin, producer of
"Honeymoon Ranch." the state rights
market is in excellent shape, in so far
cerned.
as
moderate priced productions are conLubin reports that there are now but
three open territories on his Western
stare rights feature, this despite the fact
that it is just two and a half months
since he first offered territory for sale.
The latest sale announced is the Indiana territory to Maurice Less Attractions of Indianapolis. Lubin expects to
make a definite announcement regarding
his second picture next week. This is
tentatively
"Crossed
will
be readyentitled
for issue
soon. Trails," and

IN "ONE

MAN

IN A MILLION"

A scene from the latest production starring the famous impersonator of Italian
types. It will be distributed by Sol Lesser.
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Houses Play Torchy
Pictures Same Week
According to Educational a greater
exhibitor interest in Torchy comedies is
being shown than in any other series on
the market. The New York office declares that every week sees a number
of important first run theatres added to
the list showing the pictures made from
the stories by Sewell Ford and starring
Johnny
Hines. incident is reported from
An unusual
Chicago where Balaban and Katz's splendid Central Park theatre showed "Torchy
in High" after it already had been shown
in the downtown district. During the
same week the Randolph theatre was
showing "Torchy's Millions." It was a
regular Educational comedy week in Chicago for the Riviera, the other Balaban
and Katz house, had "A Homespun
Hero," a Christie, and Barbee's Loop the
latest Chester, "A Tray Full of Trouble."

Of course he chooses Elaine Hammerstein in the end, but when this scene was
snapped,
it looks doubtful A glimpse at "Pleasure Seekers," the star's new
Selznick picture.
Sherman

Takes

Larger
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Quarters

for

Expansion of Corporation's Activity
Anticipating the widening of its propendent distributing group in the northwest, so you can see that Mr. Sherman
ducing and distributing activities Sheris now only content with the leading live
man Productions Corporation has moved
independent organization in each terriits New York office from the Longacre
tory to handle our productions.
building to larger quarters in the Fitz"They control a string of theatres
through the states of Minnesota, Wisgerald building at 1482 Broadway.
consin and North and South Dakota.
With all but a few of the territories
Handle Six States
in the United States and Canada disposed of, only a few details remain to be
"In New England, Boston Photoplavs
completed before the company will be Company
have secured exclusive disready to publish its initial attraction.
tribution rights for all Sherman pictures.
"Man and Woman," written and di- Fred B. Murphy, general manager of
rected by Charles A. Logue, probably will Boston Photoplays Company, will handle
be the premiere Sherman publication al- the Sherman productions in Maine, Masthough another now in process of prosachusetts, Vermont, New Hampshire,
duction may be selected, if it fulfills its Connecticut and Rhode Island.
present
promises as a box office attrac"Messrs. Richards & Flynn, one of
tion.
the leading independent exchanges of
Announce Dates Soon
Kansas City, Mo., have secured the
franchise for Kansas and Missouri. In
"Man and Woman" is a big dramatic
story of three beachcombers and a so- the middle west, Harry Weiss and Fred
ciety girl and their adventures on an Aiken of Superior Screen Service, Inc.,
island in the South Seas. It presents a of Chicago, hold the exclusive rights for
situation decidedly novel in character, the release of all Sherman productions
and brimming with heart interest and in the states of Indiana and Illinois."
suspense.
The publication dates for this picture,
together with two others which are ready Educational Reports Big
and two more in the making, will be anHoliday Sale of Comedies
nounced soon after the first of the year.
Two Chester comedies, issued through
M. E. Mazur, special representative
for Sherman Productions Corporation in Educational exchanges, were selected by
the east, has been placed in charge of the Dr. Hugo Riesenfeld as features of the speNew York office during the absence of
Christmas and pantomime program
President Harry A. Sherman, who is in which cial
he arranged for 2,000 tiny charges of
the middle west on a business trip.
the United Hebrew Charities at the New
More Franchises Granted
York Rivoli theatre, on four successive
According to Mr. Mazur, Mr. Sher- mornings.
man will leave early in January for the
Educational reports that there has been
West Coast, where he will obtain a studio a demand for its product from all sections
for the exclusive production of Sherman
of the country for use at these special holi- '
pictures.
day showings and cites a list of thirty principal cities in which its pictures have been
"The latest franchise to be granted." selected
from the whole available product
says
Mazur, "is toMinn.,
Finkelstein
Rubin Mr.
of Minneapolis,
who are& as having especial appeal at this season.
the largest and most influential inde-

large

Chicago

Organize New Equipment
Company in New Orleans
Wyndham Robertson, formerly of Wyndham Robertson Moving Picture Supply
Company of Houston, Tex., and for the
last two years manager for H. K. Barnett
Theatre Supply Company of New Orleans,
has severed his connection with this firm to
join J. H. Majeau, a New Orleans business
man, in establishing a theatre equipment
and supply business in New Orleans under
the firm name of General Theatre Supply
Company, Inc. It is capitalized at $40,000
with J. H. Majeau, president; Carroll B.
Walmsey, director, and Wyndham Robertson, secretary and treasurer. Offices are
located at 300 Dauphine street. This company will covei* as its territory Louisiana,
Mississippi, Arkansas, South Texas, Georgia, Alabama and Mexico.
Open Texas Playhouse
COMANCHE, TEX.— The Sunshine
theatre recently was opened to the public.
M
Hi
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Herald

Holubar

Film

As

a Sensation

"Man, Woman — Marriage" Is the Result of Many Months
Of Actual Shooting, Two Years in Study for Completion
Of the Story, and Weeks Spent in Editing and Titling
Siinim hhiuiuuiii i iiHiiiii mi iniuiiiini'iiiiiiiii n iiiiiiiuiuiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiii i mm iiiiiiiiimiHiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiii mi ammo mm£
By JACK NEVILLE
Woman," tionshMarriage"
ip of man and deals
woman.withIt the
does relanot
WHAT is the biggest film sensation
idly skim the surface of the sex probof the year?
lem, but digs deeply beneath the surThose who have been fortunate
face where it lays bare the human soul.
enough to obtain a glimpse of Allen
It does not preach the false doctrines
Holubar's production. "Man. Woman,
of sex attraction with its accompanying
Marriage," starring Miss Dorothy Philsuperficialties, but attacks the problem
lips,ofare1920
agreed
Holubar'sthat
onlyhonor
pic- from a hitherto overlooked source — sex
ture
will that
be awarded
antagonism.
* * *
by America's fan millions.
For years it has been generally conThe
story
does
not advocate the cause
ceded by those in close touch with picthe emancipation of woman on the
ture production that Allen Holubar has of
grounds that she has progressed to a
the requirements of a master director
point where she no longer need remain
and that the charming Dorothy Phillips
will some day be acknowledged as the under the dominance of man. "Man,
greatest dramatic actress of the screen.
Woman, Marriage"
most conclusively,
and elaborately
proves
Holubar created and Miss Phillips in- entertainingly
that woman has always been the equal
terpreted the leading role of "The Heart
of man and that the most shameful page
of
thought
many
be in the history of the human race has
the Humanity,"
best war picture
turnedby out
whileto the
world was ablaze. Their "The Right been man's treatment of woman.
is nothing
the "new
to Happiness" and "Once to Every
in There
this gripping
story.of The
heroinewoman"
never
Woman" did much to add to Holubar's
for
a
single
instant
harnesses
her soul
reputation as a creative genius and Miss
with
a spirit and
of militancy
against man's
Phillips' career as* a *dramatic
actress.
domination
cruel treatment.
She
*
remains
feminine
and
refined
With these big successes to their all trials and tribulations and throughout
attains her
■credit and with the time auspicious for goal by means of the strongest weapon
a tremenduous picture production from
divinely forged — faith.
some one of the young producers HoluWoman.
is destined
bar's disciples declare "Man, Woman,
to "Man,
do much
towardMarriage"
revolutionizing
the
Marriage" to be the sensation the film silent drama. With its exposition it
world has expected during the last sevwill create a demand for worthwhile piceral years.
tures— pictures which teach a powerful
"Man,
Woman.
Marriage."
Holubar's
human lesson in an entertaining and
one production of 1920, is the result of and
artistic
manner. It is a death blow at
many months in actual shooting, two
clap-trappery
and the dawn of
years in study for the completion of the superficial
a new screen
era.
story, several months consumed in editing and titling and an expenditure of
$400,000.
Poor Grade of U. S.
"Man, Woman,
Marriage"
a cinematographic inovation.
It is theis work
of
Films Exhibited in
a great rectorcreative
genius and master
diand the collaboration
of a star
China, Says Consul
who must be acknowledged as a master
(Washington Bureau, Exhibitors Herald)
interpreter of a role requiring an exWASHINGTON, D. C, Dec. 28.— The
tremely wide range of acting and the
utilization of a great amount of ability type of American motion pictures now
shown in China is very poor, according to
along emotional lines.
Vice-Consul Price, reporting to the departAs the title would indicate "Man.
ment of commerce from Foochow, and some
of the films are very old, often dating back
ten or twelve years. In addition, the majority of pictures gives an erroneous idea of
American life and standards.
Users of films in Foochow are trying to
get better films, it is declared, but thus far
without success. What is true of Foochow
is representative of the vast majority of
places in China where motion pictures are
exhibited to Chinese audiences, it is pointed
out.
The report states that a good American
film exchange, covering all the China coast,
with headquarters at Shanghai, furnishing
up-to-date films that would be a help instead
of a hindrance to the advancement of a better understanding between East and West,
would undoubtedly be successful financially.
Films could be sent over a regular circuit
by registered insured mail and under contractual arrangements, whereby the temporary lessee became responsible for the
films in his possession.
RICHARD DIX
In "Parrot duction
& soon
Co.,"
a Sidney
Franklin
proto be
presented
by Albert
Kaufman through Associated First National.

Reopen Menasha Playhouse
MENASHA, WIS. — The Orpheum
theatre was recently reopened under the
management of John Herziger.

MARK LARKIN
Who leaves Mayflower Photoplay Corporation to take charge of publicity for Mary
Pickford and Douglas Fairbanks.
Special Enlarges Its
Production Schedule
With Federated Handling the
Distribution, Concern Will
Double Its Activities
A greatly increased production schedule for 1921 has been arranged by Special Pictures Corporation, following the
turning of its distribution over to Federated Film Exchanges of America and
the elimination of its own exchange
With the money that formerly has
system.
been used in maintaining its own distribution organization Special Pictures
will be enabled to more than double production activities at its studios in Hollywood.
Will Double Output
According to Louis W. Thompson,
president of Special, the output of Comiclassics will be doubled. Instead of publishing one every two weeks there will
be one issue a week. Such well-known
stars as Ford Sterling, Neely Edwards,
Charlotte Merriam, Stanley Laurel and
Eddie Baker will be seen in the Comiclassics, of which Reggie Morris will
continue as director-general.
Louise Fazenda will return from her
nation-wide popularity tour early in 1921.
and all will be in readiness for her to
start production within a week after her
return. An internationally known comedy director has been engaged to handle
her two-reelers, which are to be sponsored by the A. L. Hart productions,
the producing unit that has been responsible for the Chester Conklin comedies.
Will Start Expedition
"Dick" Burrul, creator of the SunsetBurrud series of scenics, will start on
another expedition early in 1921, while
the best part of the travel pictures obtained during his "Tia Juana, Mexico to'
Nome, Alaska" jaunt are yet to be published.
Two two-reel Western companies will
be working at the Special Pictures
studio, the Art Acord company of which
S. M. Piercy is president, and the
"Broncho Billy" company, with G. M.
Anderson at its head.
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Emerson

and

Loos

Take

Company Into
Mexico for Scenes
(Special to Exhibitors Herat i)
LOS ANGELES, Dec. 28.— A special
train carried John Emerson and Anita
Loos, with the entire company with
which they are making "Wife Insurance," their first special production. They
will make scenes at Tiajuana and the
surrounding country in the Kingdom of
Bunkonia, which is the locale in their
new satire upon romantic melodrama.
Victor Fleming, who made "The Mollycoddle" and "When
the Clouds
Roll By"
for Douglas
Fairbanks,
will direct
the
picture. Agents in Mexico and San
Diego have for the last week been rounding up the personnel of two armies. One
of these armies is composed of Mexicans, while the other is negro.
The party includes Basil Sydney, the
noted Irish actor, who came from London to play the leading part; May Collins, ingenue in the stage success, "The
Outrageous Mrs. Palmer" last season;
Frank Lalor, Roy Atwell, Olive Valerie,
M. S. Epstin, business manager for
Joseph M. Schenck, and James A. Creelman of the Emerson-Loos organization.
A portion of the crowd that flocked to see the First National attraction during its
run at the Capitol theatre, New York City, where it piled up new attendance
records.
Mayflower

Now

Preparing

to Begin

Work on Production of " Aphrodite"
One of the early features to be made
will be finished and ready for the director by January 1.
by Mayflower Photoplay Corporation in
It is predicted by Mr. McKay that
1921 will be "Aphrodite," according to
will be one of the sensaGeneral Manager John W. McKay, who "Aphrodite"
tions of 1921. The production will be
stated that the film rights to this spectacle lavish and stupendous, and no expense
be spared in procuring talent or in
along with the screen privileges of sev- will
building sets. The Mayflower general
eral other big offerings had been obtained
manager intimated that this picture
some time ago when Mayflower was as- might be the only one, other than those
sembling its production plans for 1921. already contracted for with Tucker and
Preparatory work in connection with Walsh, that the company would finance
next year. Present plans are to spend
the filming of this feature is under way, half
a million
of
this
offering. dollars in the preparation
Mr. McKay states. Within a short time
he expects to announce the leading members of the cast. The Mayflower manager also said that for the present he Paramount "Magic Week"
Brings Excellent Results
preferred not to say who will direct this
classic.
At Boston Headquarters
Negotiates for Three Plants
"Magic Week" did magic business for the
Mr. McKay stated that the company
Boston exchange of Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation, it is reported. The exchange,
producing "Aphrodite" would be divided
into three units, each working separate
under the direction of Harry G. Ballance,
and apart from the other in three differ- district manager for Paramount's New
ent studios, but all under the supervision
England territory as well as acting branch
of the director-in-chief. The studios that manager for the Boston exchange, staged a
Mayflower has negotiated for are the week's drive recently. It was christened
"Magic Week" because of the effect it was
Paragon, Solax and Biograph.
expected to have in counteracting rumors
"The reason for dividing up the work of business depression and in the
stimulain making this picture," Mr. McKay extion of record sales for Paramount pictures
especially.
plained,
"is
so
that
the
utmost
speed
may be maintained. Because of the great
The week offered an easily adaptable
number of sets required and the limited
capacity of the eastern studios it is very remedy for the so-called pre-holiday slump,
disproving the antiquated theory that businecessary that this method be pursued."
ness around Christmas and Thanksgiving
Cleveland Prepares Script
or other holidays must necessarily be dull
for exchanges. The Boston exchange did
scenario
for "Aphrodite"
in The
process
of preparation
for has
the been
past a business of more than $48,000 for the
two months by Val Cleveland, author of week, compared with an average weekly
business of about $30,000. The record for
"The tionScoffer,"
an Allan
producwhich is credited
by Dwan
the press
with the week exceeded the record that the exbeing one of the most powerful pictures
change established during Paramount Week
of the year. It is expected that the script last September.

Goldburg Is Leaving
Frohman Corporation
Jesse J. Goldburg, secretary and general manager of the Frohman Amusement Corporation, has resigned from
that organization. His successor has not
been named.
Mr. Goldburg is one of the pioneer
motion picture executives, having organized the first independent or stateright producing organization, and was
thereafter connected with the various
progressive movements connected with
independent production and distribution.
Hale at Mayo Hospital
Albert W. Hale, who has been in Florida
with American Bioscope Films, passed
through Chicago on Friday, Dec. 24, en
route to Rochester. Minn., to be treated at
the Mayo Brothers hospital. The director
has lost partial control of his left side and
thus far specialists have been unable to
diagnose his case.
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Devil" With
Arliss Will Have
World
Premiere
at Strand Jan. 16

Elaborate Prologue Is Being Prepared by Plunkett
and Moe Mark— Picture Booked by Other Large
Theatres Throughout the Country
Associated Exhibitors announce that special arrangements are being made for
exceptional presentation of the picture
"The Devil," starring George Arliss, to
Shea'sCity
Hippodrome
at Buffalo,
at the
be distributed by Pathe Exchange, has at
Kansas
theatres of
Sam Harding,
been booked by Moe Mark for a pre- at J. H. Cooper's magnificent new house
in Oklahoma City and at a theatre to
release showing at the Strand theatre
in New York City, and that he also has be selected by Mr. Libson in Cincinnati. Negotiations are under way for its
closed contracts insuring presentation of
the picture in several other houses in exhibition in several other leading thewhich he is interested.
atres and in several cities long runs are
The world premiere of the picture will planned for the picture. It will go from
the
Strand
theatre in New York to the
take place at the Strand theatre beginStrand in Brooklyn.
ning January 16 and plans have been
Cast Virtually All Star
completed by Joseph Plunkett, the managing director, for its presentation on a
The
Stevens
version of the play was
magnificent scale.
the farcical delineation of the character,
Rehearse Elaborate Prologue
but Mr. Arliss presented the bantering,
One of the most elaborate prologues
cynical devil. He was the well-groomed,
ever arranged for the Strand has been
well-mannered drawing room character,
with
his discreet smile and his clever,
put into rehearsal and a special exploitation and advertising campaign is crafty suggestions which made him
being arranged.
plausible and fascinating. It is this attractive, magnetic character that James
"It istonot
the policy
of the Strand
theatre
indulge
in extravagant
claims
Young, director of the picture, has put
for any picture before it has been shown
upon the screen.
to its clientele and has had its approval
The cast is virtually an all-star one,
Sylvia Breamer, Lucy Cotton,
registered at the box office," said Mr. including
Edmond Lowe, Roland Bottomley and
Mark, in signing the contract, "but in Mrs.
Arliss.
the case of 'The Devil,' I want to say
that I regard this picture as the very
finest photo dramatic triumph of the
Wisners to Build Theatre
year. Associated Exhibitors have succeeded in turning out the very best piece
MIDDLETOWN, N. Y.— Thomas W.
of dramatic entertainment which it has and Clinton W. Wisner will erect a
been my privilege to see this season. I modern motion picture theatre at Greenam absolutely certain that it will be one
wood Lake. They have purchased a site
of the biggest public favorites. I am
glad to congratulate the Associated Ex- from the Windermere hotel company
hibitors on this exceptionally fine pro- and work has been started on the construction of the house, which will have
duction."Plunkett Is Enthusiastic
a seating capacity for 350 patrons.
Mr. Mark is giving his personal attention to the forthcoming presentation
at the Strand.
BAKER DIRECTS SCENE
Mr. Plunkett is equally enthusiastic,
and promises the New York public a
great surprise and a real treat in the
prologue and musical introduction and
accompaniment to the picture. He is
of the belief that the photoplay will
equal, if not eclipse, the tremendous success of enjoyed
the stage'
playthein longest
which Mr.
liss
one of
runs Ar-in
theatrical history.
"The Devil" was first shown in Budapest and then in Vienna and created a
sensation. The following season it was
shown in the theatres in every capitol in
Europe. It created as big a sensation
when it reached this country and after
its long run in two theatres on Broadway it was shown in all the principal
cities throughout the country.
Exhibitors Endorse It
The most satisfactory feature of the
Associated Exhibitors production, from
the standpoint of all who have seen the
picture, is that the producers, Harry
Leonhardt and Andrew Callaghan, were
able to get Mr. Arliss to consent to perpetuate on the screen his masterly interpretation of the character of Dr. Muller.
The measure of the result is to be
seen not alone in the action of Mr. Mark
in seeking the picture just as soon as it
was completed, but in the enthusiastic
endorsement which the picture has received from the other big exhibitors
who have seen it.
George D. Baker directing a scene for the
be distributed by Metro. Anna
In addition to the Strand showing.

Lasky Executives
Attend Opening of
Atlanta Playhouse
ATLANTA, GA. — A party of Famous
Players-Lasky executives attended the
opening on Monday, December 13, of the
Howard
in
Atlanta.theatre, S. A. Lynch's new house
The formal opening ceremonies included addresses by Governor Hugh
Dorsey, Mayor Key and other prominent
Atlanta men, all of whom paid tribute to
the enterprise of S. A. Lynch and Troup
Howard, the Southern financier, for
whom the theatre was named and who
was largely instrumental in its financing.
The Howard theatre, costing more
than a million dollars is one of the best
edifices of its kind in the South. It seats
2,700 people and its interior, decorated
after the Italian Renaissance period is
richly beautiful. The opening attraction
was Wallace Reid in "Always AuBesides the Paramount executives and
uacious."
numerous other prominent film men of
the South, the entire sales force of Southern Enterprises, Inc., the Paramount distributors in that territory, was present.
Those from New York representing
Paramount were H. D. H. Connick,
chairman of the finance committee; Al
Lichtman, general manager of distribution; S. R. Kent, general sales manager;
R. W. Saunders, comptroller; Lee Counselman, representing President Adolph
Zukor; Ralph Kohn, assistant secretary,
and Jerome Beatty, director of publicity
and advertising.
Missouri Theatre Reopens
KIRKSVILLE, MO. — The Liberty
theatre recently reopened its doors following repairs made necessary by a fire
on December 4.
FOR

"TEMPLE

DUSK"

Sawyer and Lubin production, which will
Q. Nilsson has a prominent role.
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4—
With

the Procession

in Los

Angeles

By Harry Hammond Beall
Gertrude Norman, who is playing the has announced that Priscilla Dean's latest
part of Grandma Baker in Irvin VV. Wil- Jewel feature 'Outside the Law," produced by Tod Browning, will have its
lat's second independent production, "Part* * Angeles.
ners of the Tide," was injured in an auto- world premiere in* Los
mobile accident recently and has been confined to a hospital. Her condition has
Work is expected to start on "Fatty"
been reported as serious, but hopeful.
Arbuckle's new story by Frank Condon,
* * *
"Three Miles Out," at the Lasky studio.
Tsuri Aoki, who has a role opposite her Jan. 17. Mr. Arbuckle is expected back
famous husband, Sessue Hayakawa, in his from Furope soon.* » *
latest production, is also assisting Art DiWilliam C. De Mille, who has been
rector Bob Ellis in appointing some of the
magnificent Oriental sets in the picture.
spending several weeks in New York re* * *
viewing new plays, will return to the Lasky
studio sometime during January, and will
Miss Margaret V. Sherlock, secretary
on a Paramount Production, the naof the Prison Reconstruction League of start ture
Seattle, Wash., has invited Marshall Neilan nounced. of which has not as yet been an* » *
to stage a picture based on prison reconstruction. Every facility for the presentaLila Lee spent the Xmas holidays in
tion of such a story is tendered the proNew York She will return soon to Los
ducer by a group of prominent prison auAngeles,
as she has been cast in an imthorities. Whether Mr. Neilan will accept
the invitation or not remains to be seen.
portant
role in a new Paramount production.
* * *
* * *
C. Shari-e Minor, premiere organist, has
William Webb has been retained by Wilbeen engaged by the Mission theatre to sucliam Fox to direct the new Fox star Harold
ceed lesse Crawford, whose eastern contract prevented him from remaining longer Goodwin at the West
* » Coast
♦ studios.
at this Los Angeles playhouse.
According to a cable from Havana, Eddie
* * *
Polo has begun work on his forthcoming
Mary Miles Minter, who has completed
Universal serial "The Seal of Satan," scenes
the circus
story is"The
Littlea much
Clown,"
are laid in the tropics. Inez McAvery
Hopwood,
enjoying
neededby of which Donnell
and Madge Lane are supporting
rest. Miss Minter has worked continuously since the first of September and has the star as leading » women.
* »
richly earned a vacation.
* * *
Word was received in Los Angeles this
week that Robert Vignula, who is directing
After four days of illness, Harry Carey
Cove,"York
a Cosmopolitan
prohas returned to Universal City and has re- "Resurrection
duction atthe New
studios, will leave
sumed work on "If Only Jim," which photo- shortly after Christmas, with the cast for
play is based on Phillip V. Mighles well- Florida and the Bahama Islands, where sevknown story "'Bruvver'
* * * Jim's Baby."
eral weeks will be spent. The cast includes
Seenaothers.
Owen, E. K. Lincoln, Henry Sedet
Carl Laemmle, president of Universal, and
* * *
Two pretty and most promising ingenues,
Helen Howard and Margery Prevost have
been cast for parts in the Metro all-star
production of "What's the Matter With
Mary picture,
?" Philip
E. Rosen,with
who theis directing
the
is charmed
work of
these two girls and predicts a brilliant future for both of them.
* * *
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Production
of "The
Kid,"
which
was delayed
when Millionaire
its star, Gladys
Walton and Antrim Short, her leading
man, were injured, is again in full swing at
Universal City. Harry Harris is directing
the picture, the story for which was origPickford.inally written by J. C. Hawks for Mary
* * *
Hampton Del Ruth is now engaged in
writing an original story at the Mayer studio, through special arrangement by Louis
B. Mayer. This picture will be filmed for
Associated First National distribution,
either as an all-star production, or as a
starring vehicle for Anita Stewart. It is
said that the theme is of melodramatic nature, surcharged with heart interest touches
and many sensational scenes.
* * *
Word was received here that "Lavender
and
the first
of the
RencoOldFilmLace,"
Company
is toproduction
be distributed
by
Ernest Shipman and associates. H. J. Reynolds, president of the concern, will remain
in -New York for some time personally
directing the exploitation campaign.

9

BDD I \ I.. UOLL.1 \\ OOD
\»noelnted
with <;. A. w tvhlrh
. ■< k. Inla Camrood
Picture* Corporation,
to make
for diMtrlbullon by W. \\ . llodklnnon
four prodm ilona a year. Irene Caatle U
to be the featured player.
Pauline Starkk has been suffering from
a serious infection of the eyes. While the
company, directed by Reginald Barker,
which is filming "Snow Blindness" for
Goldwyn at Banff, Canada, she was suddenly afflicted. A strange feature in this
connection is that Miss Starke plays the
part of a girl who goes blind. Russell
Simpson, Mary Alden, Cullen Landis and
H. Milton
of the allstar
cast. Ross, *arc * members
*
Metro has engaged Forrest Stanley,
matinee idol and hero of many picture
plays, to play opposite May Allison in
"Big Game," her newest production.
Dallas M. Fitzgerald has started filming
this story of the far northwest woods
at the Metro studio.
* » *
All writing records have been broken by
Arthur Somers Roche, the latest acquisition of Metro's colony of famous writers,
by producing a complete comedy drama in
one week. The picture will be filmed in the
near
in it. future and May Allison will be starred
* * *
Bayardduction,Veiller,
chief formerly
of prohas selected Metro's
Al J. Kelly,
a Metro assistant, director to direct Viola
Dana in "Home Stuff," an original story by
Agnes Johnstone and Frank Dazey.
Edna

Shipman Combines
Holiday Play With Work
Edna Shipman, the charming little star
of Legend Film Productions, Inc., left New
York to spend Christmas with her parents
in Los Angeles.
Edna Alexander, another Legend player,
accompanied her to the coast. Miss Shipman's trip will combine business with pleasure, as a number of special exteriors for a
forthcoming Legend production will be
filmed during her stay in the West. The
initial Legend specials, "A Million — More
or Less." and "Wanted — A Girl," are being
made ready for early issue.
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Proven Friend of the
Motion Picture Industry, Is
TREASURER

OF THE

HOOVER

MOVEMENT

From

the fullness of his knowledge, resulting from important service abroad during the late World War, Mr.
Hoover is passing on to the American public the grave
necessity of stretching out a helping hand to innocent
sufferers from the Holocaust of Hate.
He pleads in the name of charity first. Three million, five
hundred lives will be snuffed out before another harvest is
garnered unless aid is rushed.
life!

Ten Dollars will save a

The movement is of almost equal importance because of
its relation to international affairs. Starving millions on
one side of the Atlantic mean disordered millions on the
other.
Think of this as a charity of necessity !
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BIG

DAY

WELFARE

ORGANIZATIONS

Covering Every Community in the Country
WILL

HEARTILY

CO-OPERATE

The American Relief Administration, the American Red Cross, the
American Friends' Service Committee, the Jewish Joint Distribution
Committee, the Federal Council of Churches of Christ in America,
the Knights of Columbus, the Young Men's Christian Association, the
Young Women's Christian Association, and the Literary Digest Appeal
have been enlisted in the tremendous drive for funds which is to be
made on Motion Picture Day.
These organizations will work out the details for the work of mercy
in conjunction with each and every motion picture man who gets in
touch with them.
There will be speakers of prominence to help arouse interest. There
will be a general plan of operation suggested in Motion Picture Trade
Papers later. Any plan which may be devised to collect plenty of
money will be considered a good plan.
There are 250,000 Lives to Save. There Must Be Ten Dollars for
Every Life. Our Goal Is Two Million, Five Hundred Thousand
Dollars.
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DEMANDS

PROJECT

YOUR

SERIOUS

ATTENTION

The Motion Picture Industry is essentially "of the
people" — or of the masses. Figuring only in the
most practical and sordid way, it would be good
business for the motion picture industry to spend
Ten Dollars to save the life of any child. The per
capita expenditure for motion pictures these days is
a lot higher than Ten Dollars in seventy years, the
normal lifetime.

"THE INVISIBLE GUEST"
is an interesting, entertaining, and highh
convincing tabloid feature (150 feet in
length), which has been prepared for usi
in motion picture theatres to tell th<
Starving Children story to the public
Prints are available through the various
distributing companies for the territories
designated :
DIVISION OF
COMPANY
DISTRIBUTION
SELECT
Boston,
Indianapolis,
Charlotte

In a higher plane, what industry owes more to the
people — and to the children? It's the genuine hearttug between motion pictures and the people that has
resulted in the tremendous development of our
business. We're the people's dearest friend — it's
their right to come to us for help.

PARAMOUNT

And from still another angle — and you motion picture folks everywhere ought to give this a lot of
thought: — The time is at hand when the motion
picture industry ought to welcome any opportunity
to prove its tremendous strength, either for public
welfare or for its own protection.

(signed)

WILLIAM A. BRADY,
President. N. A. M. P. L

ROBERTSON-COLE

NewAtlanta
York, Des Moines,
City
Albany,
Kansas City,
Milwankee

UNIVERSAL

LosCityAngeles, Oklahoma

GOLDWYN
VTTAGRAPH

Detroit, Omaha, Denver
Buffalo, Dallas, Salt Lak

PATHE

Pittsburgh, San Francisco, Portland
Philadelphia, St. Lonis,
Washington, D. C.
Cincinnati, New Harer
Cleveland, Seattle
Chicago, Minneapolis,
New Orleans

METRO
FOX
REALART
FIRST NATIONAL

Emergency Prints at the Following Cities :Butte, Spokane, Wichita, Sioux Falls, Fort Smltl
Memphis — from the Universal Film Mfg. Co.

We're with you in the drive for the Starving
Children of Europe and the honor of our industry.
Count on us for full support.

Get a Print Now and Run It at Every
Show From Now Until January 26.

(Owner or Manager)
(Theatre) .

here's

(Address) .

tne

Si$n

Mail this coupon to
Hoover Relief Motion Picture Division
West 49th Street, New York City

I

dotted
NOW!

line-
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Arrow

Big Contract

Syndicate Gets "Before the
White Man Came" for
14 States
What is said to be one of the largest contracts ever closed for a single
picture in the independent field has been
negotiated between Gardiner Syndicate
and Arrow Film Corporation for that
company's special all-Indian feature
"Before the White Man Came."
To Road Show Picture
Gardiner Syndicate has obtained thq
distribution rights for this production
for Missouri, Kansas, Colorado. Utah,
Wyoming, New Mexico, California,
Arizona, Nevada. Louisiana. Mississippi,
West Virginia. Western Pennsylvania,
Greater New York and Northern New
Jersey.
Gardiner states that it is its intention to put out road companies with
this picture in each of the territories accompanied by an all-Indian band of
twenty pieces and a full carload of exploitation help, scenery, lobbv display,
etc.
Attraction is Profitable
The syndicate has been handling thii
picture in the upper New York territory- for some time past and states that
it is one of the most profitable attractions that they have ever had. It is said
to be the only feature production ever
made which is enacted entirely by Indians, no white man or woman appearing in the cast.
The story is one of the chapters in
the history of the Crow nation, and is
a faithful picturization of the picturesque
lives led by the original Americans before the white man came. It contains
a strong love story. And. in addition,
has a distinct value as an educational
and historical document.
Open Bellingham Theatre
BELLINGHAM, WASH.— The New
Liberty theatre has been opened for business. Jensen and Yon Herberg are the
owners of the house and Manager Finkelstein is in active charge.

Popular
In
Several

Cast

Film

Supports

Marking

of the Actors

Have

Mae

Return
been

Marsh
to Screen

Starred

Right Manv Times— Prominent in "The
Little Traid Lady" Is Marshall
The cast chosen by Robertson-Cole to a graduate of Oxford, who was on the
stageBiograph
fifteen years,
leaving it to act for the
support Mae Marsh in 'The Little 'Fraid old
company.
Lady." which is based on the Marjorie Benton Cooke novel. "The Girl Who Lived in
Nephew in Support
the
production
by screen
which
MissWoods,"
Marsh and
has the
returned
to the
George Bertholon, Jr., the nephew of
after an absence of two years is a distin- Miss Marsh, a child of 5, also is seen in
guished
one.
It contains several actors who have been "The Little 'Fraid Lady," as well as
III. a bull dog which formerly was
starred in their own right, and who now Jacques
in vaudeville.
lend their finished work to support "the
This group of actors move before a
whim girl of the screen," as Miss Marsh broad and diversified background in workis designated in the press book which Robing out the story of "The Little 'Fraid
ertson-Cole has issued to aid the exploita- Lady."
All the way from the North
tion of this picture.
Woods to Greenwich Yillage, runs the
course of the story, which has to do with
Marshall in Cast
the adventures of a girl who runs away
from the
city to live in» the wilds of the
Pre-eminent in the cast is Tully Mar- North
woods.
shall, well known character actor. Mr. Marshal , amember of the older school of actRobertson-Cole, in publishing "The Little
ing, won his way to legitimate recognition 'Fraid
Lady." feels that it is a production
through a long career of one-night stands which affords the exhibitor a splendid opand stock engagements, during which he
portunity todraw a maximum business for
supported such notables as John McCul- several reasons.
lough, Joseph Jefferson, Fanny Davenport,
Clara Morris and Lotta Crabtree.
Also in the cast is Gretchen Hartman,
Duluth Firm Leases the
who has behind her all the traditions of
Best Theatre, Brainerd
acting, having been the daughter of an
actress, made her debut at T, and started
BRAINERD, MINN.— William P. Myers and J. B. Clinton of Duluth have
at 9 to play juvenile roles in Shakespearian
repertoire. Miss Hartman has been a taken a fifteen-year lease and purchase
star, and has supported many actors.
option on the property of the Best theatre building owned by J. M. Hayes. It
Meredith in Lead
has been remodeled and redecorated and
Another actor in support is Charles
opened for the Christmas holiday patronage.
Meredith, who is the leading man. Mr.
Myers and Clinton head a syndicate
Meredith graduated to screen acting from
the narrower circle of the Washington
controlling and operating a dozen theatres and motion picture shows in DuSquare players and Oliver Morosco's comluth, Proctor and Superior, Wis.
Kathleen
Kirkman.
who
has
been
seen
in
panies.
many pictures of note, is another member
of the cast. She has the part of Mrs.
Plan Opening in Moline
Helen Barrett, who is the mother of Bobby
Barrett, a child whose affection for the
MOLINE. ILL. — The new Capitol
the Kahl building, is exleading character in "The Little 'Fraid theatre,pectedin
to be opened to the public soon.
Lady"
is
responsible
for
drawing
the
latter
into all sorts of adventures.
J. H. Blanchard will be manager with
Herbert Prior, who has a leading role, is Earl Killion for assistant

A POPULAR

Own
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Two scenes from "The Little ''Fraid Lady'," the Robertson-Cole special starring Mae Marsh.
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SHE'S
A "GOOD
LITTLE
SCOUT"
Lila Lee Is a Pleasing Combination of Eager,
Enthusiastic Youth and Capable, Clever Woman
Who Is a Joy to Meet, Declares Doris Claire
i.'l .ill N'l llll Mil IIIIIIIIMi.-'.imiiwiuuwiwiuwiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiii mi : iiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiuiiii iiiiiiiii i!ii.ui!iiiii ilium
By DORIS

CLAIRE

"
LITTLE
A "GOOD
and done and
is saidSCOUT.
After all
remembered about Lila Lee, the
youthful Paramont star, who recently
visited Chicago, that is the predominant
impression.
A delicious combination of eager, enthusiastic youth and capable, clever
woman,
this
screenis celebrity
is a joy to "little
meet.girl"
There
genuine
friendliness in the little hand that gives
you a straight-from-the-shoulder grip in
welcome. There is an honest frankness
in her conversation that charms. There
is a witchery abcfut her naive security in
the world's as
magic
that demands
admiration
the poise
and lack asof much
selfconsciousness with which experience has
tempered her graces.
SHE is 16 years old. The matter of
age is one of apparent disturbance to
her, and she worries a bit as she explains
that in giving her age she usually places
it at 18. She exercises the logic that thi*
number of years will satisfy the majority.
Those who would have her Hi, might
accede her another two years. Those
who "know" her to be 20, might make
a concession of two years, she believes.
She is essentially youthful in appearance without
beinghealth
"kiddish."
She haswell
an
enviable
robust
and vigor,
rounded, sturdy form, boyishly bobbed
brown hair and clear skin and shining
brown eyes. Her hands, which, by the
way, are the ones appearing in the majority of features where cutins show

ALICE
CALHOUN
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Mail and Female

hands alone, are noticeably beautiful and
she wore no rings nor adornments ot
any sort on occasion of her visit with
the Exhibitors Herald scribe.
It was a highly interesting study i.i
contrasts. One minute presented Lila
Lee, a little girl brimming with excitement at the prospect of leaving for New
York the following morning. She could
"hardly wait" to be on her way! The
next minute there was Lila Lee, the professional woman in concentrated, serious
consideration of her job — past, present
and future. Then there was girlish little Miss Lee again, expressing pleasure
in having a friendly visit with press people. Then there was tempermental. mature person, railling at someone who had
offended
justice in
a bus'-to
ness dealherofsense
the of
morning,
trying
soothe her own raffled feathers.
SHE has ambitions, of course, and
they are set toward the heavy in
screen drama, with Norma falmadge her
lode star. She waxes radiantly enthusiastic over her own appraisement of Miss
Talmadge and longs to duplicate her
success in vehicles similar to those in
which Miss Talmadge plays.
She aspires to the feature of the sort
of "Midsummer Madness," declaring its
making her happiest screen experience.
It was rather by accident, she explained,
that she was cast in the part of the young
wife of Conrad Nagel. for she was used
in an emergency to fill the place of a
star whose type did not permit the response to the part sought b> the director. What her next feature will be,
she declares a matter of ignorance to
herself and the rest of the world. Nothing
definite is in immediate prospect, she
says. Meanwhile she is off on the lark
to New York to acquire a supply of
gowns that shall meet her needs for
some time, as she does not expect to pass
this way again very soon.
Her Chicago visit was a part of her
first vacation in two years and a half,
she said. She was in the city for a week,
spending much of the tim. with her parents, who live here, but making her
headquarters at Hotel Sherman. She
was
Lee. accompanied by her sister, Peggv
Pioneer Film Man Plays
With Sessue Hayakawa
Charles West, one of the pioneer actors of pictures, but still a young leading man, has been added to the cast of
Sessue
latestthefeature
whichof
he
is nowHayakawa's
filming under
direction
Colin Campbell.
West was for a while with the old
Biograph Company and played with
Mary
Pickford first
in the opened
"olden days"
when
the Biograph
East Coast
studios. The other well-known players
in the cast supporting the Japanese star
are Tsuru Aoki (Mrs. Hayakawa),
Myrtle Stedman and Henry Hebert.

(International Film Srr;-icc, Inc.)
The l*ariiiiit>unt lll.v
utnr In i.i-'.i-:
n hlnful of rDU|i<inn
of
t-onlrxt rondurtrd bj
the n tmotion
hirntco plrturr
llenild-Kxumlner.
Celebrated

Will Issue

Special Short Reelers
To Concentrate Effort
On Saturday. December 18, Celebrated
Players Film Corporation of Chicago began the distribution of the short reel
subjects of the Special Pictures Corporation. The local Special Pictures exchange
has beenwasclosed.
The move
made, according to
Louis W. Thompson, president of the
Special Pictures, to better facilitate the
distribution of Special pictures and in
the belief that there are too many exchange systems in the business now, rein lost cost
motion,
duplication
fort andsultingadded
to the
exhibitor. ofTheefsubjects that Celebrated will distribute
under this new arrangement are: The
Chester Conklin comedies, Ford Sterling
comedies,
with There
Neely Edwards andComiclassics,
Louise Fazenda.
will
be four a month or one comedy a week.
Buys Corsicana Ideal
CORSICANA, TEX.— H. T. Smith
has purchased the Ideal theatre from
M. L. Levine and will assume management immediately. The latter will continue for a time his management of the
Majestic, another local theatre which he
owns.
Plan New Year Opening
ROCK ISLAND, ILL.— The new Fort
Armstrong theatre at the corner of 19th
street and Third avenue is expected to
be ready for opening about January 1.
Joe Quinn,
manager of the Majestic, will bepresent
in charge.

EVERYBODY
KNOWS c
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Dorothy Farnum Is
Bennett Scenarioist
Transfer Is Made by Special
Arrangement With Joseph
M. Schenck
Dorothy Farnum has been obtained
as scenario writer for the Whitman
Bennett productions for publication
through Associated First Xatonal Pictures. Inc.. by a special arrangement between Mr. Bennett and Joseph M.
Schenck. who has Miss Farnum under
contract.
Last Fall, after Miss Farnum had completed the script for "Good References"

DOROTHY FARMM
Scenario writer whose services ax con.
tinuity writer have been secured by
Whitman Bennett for his Associated
First National productions, through an
arrangement with Joseph M. Schenck.
which was produced starring Constance
Talmadge, arrangements were made
whereby Miss Farnum took over the
work of preparing the continuity for
"The Great Adventure" and "'Jim. the
Penman," two Whitman Bennett productions starring Lionel Barrymore.
Mr. Bennett's desire to have her prethe continuity
for "Salvation
which parewill
be the second
Whitman Nell,"
Bennett production for distribution by Associated First Xatonal Pictures. Inc..
made it mandatory that she be relieved
of her work on the Schenck productions
if she was to do the work for the Bennett productions. The arrangement was
then made which resulted in her transfer to the Whitman Bennett studio in
Yonkers.
"Salvation Nell" will be the most pretentious production that has been
planned by Mr. Bennett up to date. Miss
Farnum has advanced enough on the
scenario, so that the date of beginning
production has been set for January 17.
Pennsylvania Men Will
Build Big York Theatre
YORK. PA— Jacob and Isaac Silverman, of Altoona, and Nathan Apell. of
this city, have acquired valuable downtown properties for the erection of a
theatre and arcade, representing an investment of close to $500,000.
The theatre will have exits on
George street, Philadelphia street and
Cherry alley.
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Reports Declare That More Than 2.000 Persons
Appear in Film, Which Is Said to Be the
Biggest Ever Attempted by Producer
News of the production of a mammoth film in which more than 2.000 persons appear and which has been going
on quietly for the last four months, is
disclosed in the initial announcement
concerning this film, issued by Marshall
Xeilan.
Work on this film ha< been in progress
simultaneously with the production of
"Dinty" and "Xot a Drum Was Heard."
Story by Parrish
The production, which is nearing completion under Mr. Xeilan's personal direction, presents a visualization of "Bob
Hampton
of many
Placer."
by Randall
Parrish, whose
popular
books have
placed him among the foremost writer*
of western stories.
Laid in Montana and Wyoming in
1876 shortly after the close of the Civil
War when the Indian uprisings startled
the entire country, this subject offers
Mr. Xeilan the biggest production he has
ever attempted to portray on the screen.
Custer Fight Reproduced
One of the great dramatic features of
the story which serves as a spectacular
climax, is the famous last stand of General Custer against the Sioux. In planning the reproduction of this episode, it
was Mr.version
Xeilan's
ambition
stage a
screen
of the
famousto massacre
so that it would stand out at all times
as a genuine accomplishment in motion
pictures and serve as a striking tribute
to the American frontiersmen. Scouts
were sent to all parts of the west to
obtain data involving locations and
photographic tests and months of advance preparations were made before a
single scene had been shot.
Arrangements for the engagement and

handling of thousands of persons to, on
and from distant locations and plans for
the transportation of several carloads of
technical apparatus in addition to thousands of uniforms, supplies, horses, ammunition, immense generators for night
photography and other paraphernalia
took much time and labor, especially in
view of the unpopulated plains and mountain locations with difficult approachesBalloon Is Used
The use of a dirigible blimp in photographing the big scenes for this picture
proved a great help in overcoming the
problem of obtaining the desired effects
for the screen in wild country.
All in all. the ambitions of Mr. Xeilan
were more than realized, according to
those sultswho
have already
seenthatthesome
reon the screen.
It is said
of the most beautiful views ever photographed by a motion picture camera are
included in the prairie, mountain and
river
scenes. reproductions included in these
Prominent Players in Cast
Another feature of the exceptional
merits of this picture, it is pointed out.
is the cast. James Kirkwood, in the title
role; Wesley "Freckles" Barry in a part
specially written into the scenario; Marjorie lery
Daw.
Pat O'Malley
and Tomplayers,
Galare among
the prominent
each a star in his or her own right, who
portray the characters of the story.
Marion Fairfax worked for months on
the script. Ben Carre was technical
director, and at the cameras are David
Kesson, Jacques Bizeul, Victor Milner,
Lyman Broening and William Horwitz.
The picture
be distributed
by Associated Firstwill
Xational
soon after
the
first of the year.

Marshall Neilan recently scoured the city of Los Angeles for a freckle-faced partner
to appear opposite Wesley Barry in a scene. Here's the result. There are
579 freckles in the bunch. Count 'em.
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Bessie
Will

Love

Stories

Exploit

Picture

Star's "Good Night" Tales Are
To Be Published to Advertise New Film
Bessie Love may be about to fortsake
children's roles in pictures, but she appears to be in no peril of losing her hold
on the affections of the little folks. It is
reported that her "good-night" stories,
published in book form, are to be used
of "Penny of.Tophill|(
exploitation
in the
she
is now
which
Western picture in
theengaged.
Trail,"

Projection room at Ascher Brothers' Portage Park theatre in Chicago, equipped
with two Simplex machines by Exhibitors Supply Company through one of its
dealers, the Mid-West Theatre Supply Company. George Mock is the projectionist.
Exhibitors

Supply

Company

Installs

Type-S Machines
in Ascher House
cated
up to the point of expecting conAscher Brothers' Portage Park theatre,
stant and brilliant illumination on the
Chicago, which opened on December 11,
through the untiring efforts of George screen, two Peerless Automatic Arc-ConMock, the expert Ascher projectionist,
trols were installed — one for each machine.
has one of the most complete equipped
A large room, very well ventilated,
projection rooms in the Middle West.
houses the projectors; and one of the
Exhibitors Supply Company, Middle things that strikes the visitor upon enterWestern representatives of Precision Maing, is the clean, ship-shape appearance of
chine Company, through one of its deal- this important unit of the theatre. Everyers, Mid- West Theatre Supply Company,
thing has been arranged and so located that
operator can give the finest projection
equipped the theatre with two Type-S Pro- the
jectors. These were considered by Mr. with the least difficulty.
Mock to be the best machine to us to get
Room Is Fireproof
a good clear picture in a throw of 1.32 feet.
Arc-Controls Installed
The projection room has had special attention in respect to fire risk. It is posiRealizing that the public has been edutively fireproof. The openings are equipped
with fireproof drop shutters. No detail as
to the temporary storage of films has been
neglected.
The Princess and Phoenix theatres at
La Porte, Indiana, in order to meet the
demand of the theatregoing public for projection on the screen of a clear, distinct,
clean-cut picture, have installed Simplex
Type-S Projection machines. According to
Mr. Joseph Duffy, Chicago branch manager of Exhibitors Supply Company, this
makes La Porte 100 per cent on Simplex
machines.
Pollard Goes to Baumer
Harry Pollard, who directed Madge
Kennedy in "The Danger Game," and
has made many features for American.
Universal and Triangle, has been engaged by Baumer Films, Inc., producers
of educational and industrial films, to
supervise the production of several feature single reelers.

"Penny" will follow "Bonnie May
and "The Midlanders." The former is
soon to be published by Federated, under
the contract entered into with that organization byAndrew J. Callaghan ProPicductions, Inc., and Arthur S. Kane from
tures Corporation. Information
is to the effect that the proHollywood
duction of "Penny of Tophill Trail is
satisfactorily, and that, diprogressing
rected by Arthur Berthelet and with
favorites as Wheeler Oaksuch screen
Patricia Palmer and Ray Cannon
man
in important roles, this picture promises
to maintain the very high standard set
by the two which it is to follow.
ng demands of prothe pressi
Despite duction,
Miss Love never permitsng anyat
interference with her Friday eveni
s in the neighborhomes" to the kiddieCanyo
n house. At
hood of her Laurel
are reguests
little
the
ons
functi
these
their
chocolates, while
galed with taffy orthem
her
from
rs
chapte
hostess reads to
ups
grown
own delightful stories. Just as
are in the habit of calling Bessie Love
"the Princess Charming,' the kiddies
have named her "Lady Bountiful.
er of adults have been priviA numb
it is
leged to see some of the stories andthem,
in response to the demand from
the enthusiasm of the chilas welldren as
that it has been decided to print
The stories are
the tales in book form.
be charming romances,
to
ared
decl
cleverly told.

ng
Longer Runs the Thi
American Managers Say
American is realizing its aim of longer
to branch managersc.t.ere-.
according
runs, ports
on the bookings . " the larger
St. Louis,
Reports from New York,other
points
San Francisco, Dallas and
based on contracts signed for the latest
MuTheir
Wodehous
, from
P. G."The
Bluee'sMoon
specials,
tual Child";
David Anderson's novel of the same
in ''The
r ome
and
EddyGame.Jer
name; Marga
HelenFishe
sters," andrita
n
Charles Clary in "A Lightm Woma
the conAmerican's faith
show that
tinued and cumulative drawing power ot
its productions in each neighborhood is
justified.
Open Shelbyville Theatre
SHELBY VI LLE, ILL — The new motion picture theatre recently csmpleted
on the lot west of the Shelby County
State bank was opened to the public on
December 16. It was built at a cost of
$40,000.
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Arrow's Unique Posters
For Sport Pictorials
Arrow officials call attention to the
unusual posters which they are supplying exhibitors on their short subjects
and call particular attention to the posters
on Sport Pictorials, a series of one reel
productions produced by Town and
Country Films under the editorship of
Grantland Rice. As much care, and atten-

George
Pioneer

HERALD

Hamilton
to State Right
Pictures for Various
Producers
Showman

Now

Has

Three

Films

to Place

On the Market— Will Sell Twenty-Six
Subjects During the Year
George H. Hamilton, one of the oldest passenger liner blown up at sea. The
star is beautiful Hedda Xova, and she
showmen in the picture business, who
is ably supported by Jack Holt in a dual
was responsible for the selling of "The role that calls for the utmost in acting.
Son of Tarzan" for David P. Howells,
"Hey Rube" is a five-reel comedy in
has started in business for himself with which a circus train is wrecked in a
village. There are more than
offices at 729 Seventh avenue, Xew York. country
500 animals in the picture, including
Because of the rapid manner in which lions, tigers, leopards, elephants, bears,
he disposed of the states rights for "The monkeys and all the rest of the animals
constitute a regular circus menagerie.
Son of Tarzan," selling the entire United that
When this crowd of wild animals breaks
States in a period of six weeks, the own- loose
in a country village there are all
ers of the three pictures which he is now- sorts and kinds of amusing complications to mention.
handling induced him to handle their
Mr. Hamilton expects to handle a total
product.
of twenty-six pictures a year on the state
Handles Curwood Film
right market. He will deal direct with
The three pictures for which he has the producer, obtaining full and complete
rights to the pictures which he
taken over the distribution, offering them selling
will handle. His unusual record as a
on the states rights market, are:
showmanthatof hemany
surety
will years'
handle standing
nothing isbuta
"Kazan," by James Oliver Curwood,
box
office
winners.
Mr.
Hamilton
exstarring
Jane Novak;
"TheHedda
Mask,"
by
Eugene Hornblow.
starring
Xova,
pects to have the entire country sold on
THE SPORT PICTORIAL
A F*a adrtcd b<i Grantland Rice
Jack Holt and Mickey Moore, child ac- these three pictures in less than one
tor, and a five-reel comedy, "Hey Rube." month's time.
Those who have seen the Curwood picture state that it is the greatest story
that* has ever appeared on the screen
"The Purple Riders" Is
from the pen of this well-known writer.
Story of Old Frontier
Kazan is a savage and ferocious dog
Designed to be a great classic of the
sired by a wolf, who hates men with all
the hatred of his savage forbear. The West that was and made by men who
first kindness he ever received in his life lived in that same West in that day,
came from the hands of a woman and
Purple
Riders,"
Vitagraph's
new
tion is given to the preparation of these he becomes her staunch friend and pro- "The
Western
serial,
is scheduled
for issue
shortly
after
the
new
year.
posters as any special feature production.
tector, finally saving her from worse than
Joe Ryan plays the lead in the new
As an illustration the poster on "Girls death.
Will Be Boys," one of the latest releases
chapterciatedplay
andareis some
directing
it. wildest
AssoProduced by Selig
with him
of the
on Sport Pictorials, is reproduced above.
The scene is laid in the far north and is riders and ropers the West can offer,
These posters are made by the Ritchey
Lithograph Company, and are said to be an absorbing and thrilling story of red- it is said.
most effective box office aids. The Ar- blooded men and women. The picture
Elinor Field appears opposite Ryan.
row advertising department claims that was produced by Col. William X. Selig Joseph Rickson personifies "The Black
and directed by Bertram Bracken.
Shadow." Ernest Shields' work is well
the
time iswill
past do.
whenIt "any
old kind"
a poster
contends
that ofit
"The Mask" is an exciting society known in Vitagraph serials and he has an
is just as essential to prepare a special drama replete with action from start to important part in this production. Albert
poster
for- a single
reel issubject
is finish. The scene is laid in California E. Smith and Cleveland Moftett wrote
for a feature,
and this
carried asoutit in
and the diamond field of South Africa. the story- Seven episodes have been seen
all Arrow attractions.
One of the big smashing scenes is a at Vitagraph's Eastern executive offices.
SCENES

FROM

TWO

NEW

WILLIAM

FOX

PRODUCTIONS

At the left is one of the high points in "Wing Toy," which stars Shirley Mason and at the right a dramatic scene from "The
Cheater Reformed," in which William Russell has the leading role.
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About Film

Folk

— By J . B —
liven the concrete walks around the animal
New York City, Dec. 28. 1920.
cages were bought up. Some bidder got
'Tis a genuine pleasure indeed to extend
them for $11. He made little ones out of
reciprocal greetings for a merry Christmas
big ones and carried them away. The stucco
and well wishes for a Happy and Prosfence that faced the plant on Main street
perous New Year to those of our friends
sold for ten cents a foot. I don't know
whose cards with expressions of holiday what the buyer wanted with the fence, but
he
paid forthing
it so I I'm
The isonly
sentiment came as a snowfall to form drifts
remaining
own satisfied.
on the lot
the
upon our desk. Ours was a white Christlaboratory building, which I'm going to
mas, truly a white Christmas that was al! move myself. You see, I'm going to reissue some of my productions, the Cub
the more beeautiful because of the spirit Comedies,
the Crane Wilbur Features and
that made it so, and to wade through the the Bostock Wild Animal pictures. And
drifts was a matter of unalloyed delight.
In acknowledgment we heartily thank the I guess I'll be producing
* * * again."
following :
After the first of the year Fred Sghader
will leave for the Pacific Coast to take
Mr. Lesley- Mason, Mr. and Mrs. MERUIT Crawford, Mr. and Mrs. J. Ray Mur- there.
charge Heof hasVariety's
advertising
business
been connected
with the
same
ray and Helen. Mr. Martin J QuiGLEY
publication
in
New
York
for
ten
years.
Mr. Hill Yearsley, Mr. C. Lang Com. Jr
* » *
Mr. Larry Keii.. Betty and Howard Diftz'
Mr.
G. W arren Landon, Mr. Oscar Cooper!
"Exhibitors should never neglect their
Mr. Edmund C Grainger, Mr. C. C Burr
equipment,"
the aequipment
men say, house
"and
the
time to have
perfectly equipped
Miss
Trixik
Rough.
Regina B. Kri h"
Mr. Al Cormie
r, Mr.MissNorber
is right now, when there is so much talk of
t Li sk Mr
John F. Chalmers. Mr. M. Lowell C\sh
slow business. The exhibitor with the perMr. and Mrs. W. Ray Johnston, Miss
fectly equipped house is bound to win out
Elaine Ivans, Mr. Harry H. Xichoi s Mr
over the one with the neglected equipment
E. J. Hudson, Mr. Age Berry, Mr J D
for the reason that when competition is keen
Williams, the Realart Pictures Corpora
the
publicthisgoes
the l>est."
tion, Mr. M. J. Mazi r, Mr. R. \\ JUrf-Perhaps
logic where
is one it
of gets
the reasons
for
more, Mr. Sydney S. Cohen. Mr. William
the large number of orders now being
McCoRMAGK. Miss LlLLIAN R. GALE, \r- placed with S. S. Cassard for Powers prothur S. Kane Pictures Corporation! Mr.
Samuel Goi.dwyn, Mr. Mai rie Meyers
Robertson-Cole Corporation, Mr. James 1
Ormsby Rfn'ud Mr
Kenneth
Hoff. Mr.
Harry
Levey.
Mr. Arthur
James, Mr and
Mrs. Bert Adler. Mr. and Mrs. Tom
North. Mr. Frederick H. Elliott Mr
Wai.ly Van, Mr. Joseph S. Ma. Henry.
Mr. Bert L. Glennon, Mr. Jules Cowles.
Mr. and Mrs. James B. Kelly, Mr. George
G. Shor. Misses Norma, Constance and
Natalie Talmadge, Mr. Alfred VVai ker
Mr. John H. Knief, Miss Hope Hampton, Mr. Rutgers Neilson. Mr. Charlie
Collins, Mr. George Clifford and Harry
D. Wilson.
* * *
Over at the Friars Club, where he rnako
his headquarters whenever he reaches New
York, David Horsley is telling the story of
the sale at auction of his Los Angeles studios and effects. The sale was held a month
ago,
shall tell init
we appeared
know,hasn't
far asthewestory
print,butso since
now. The pioneer producer's lease on the
ground having expired he was left with
choosing the alternative of retaining ownership in the buildings and equipment and
removing everything from the site, or selling out and letting the buyers do the moving. He decided upon the latter course —
a sale at auction. The Horsley plant was
a largo one. occupying two square city
blocks. On it were two stages, with dress:ng rooms, business offices, laboratory, each
fully equipped with necessary appurtenances. The sale was a success. Office fixtures, scenery, rugs, properties went at
handsome figures. Stage and dressing room
equipment was gobbled up by ready buyers
who did not think of hemming and hawing
over prices. The lumber and steel, of
which the stages and dressing rooms were
constructed, went quickly under the auctionALICE
CALHOUN
eer's hammer. "They fought for everything," the producer said, "and the fact that
VITAGRAPH
STAR
didn't
I paid which
me double
paidExcept
they
laboratory,
for thewhat
matter.
I wanted to keep, the whole lot was cleared.
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jectors. Anyway, as vice-president and
sales manager of the Nicholas Power Company, Mr. isCassard's
volume
projectors
larger than
ever. of orders for
* * *
Ad Kessel, of Kessel and Bauman, left
last Tuesday for the Coast. He will be
gone five weeks. * * #
Chet Withey and Constance Talmadge, with the supporting cast, have returned from Miami, where Mr. Withey
made exteriors for "The Man from Toronto." Th ■ picture is now being cut and
titled in the Talmadge studios. When the
work is completed Mr. Withey will commence "A Butterfly in Harness" by Frederic and Fanny Hatton, the next First National feature in which Constance Talmadge
will be starred. * * *
Virginia Withey, wife of Chet and creator of the captivating heroine of "Flying
Pat," also returned from Florida in time
to see her picture at the Rialto theatre. The
picture
hailed
a "screaming
comedy."in
DorothywasGish
doesas some
clever acting
the leading role. * * *
Lawren.e A. Urbacoh, who for the past
four years has been associated with the
Motion Picture News and the Exhibitors
Trade Review, has been engaged by the
Motion Picture Journal as advertising manager. "Larry" made his first entry into the
motion picture industry in 1916 as assistant
studio manager for the Solax Film Corporation. He then went to the Motion Picture
News to get his first training in the advertising branch of the industry and when the
Exhibitors Trade Review was founded he
joined hands with their advertising staff
to further carry on his activities and services to the advertisers. After three and onehalf years of faithful service on the Review
Mr. Urbach left to enter the producing
field. Things did not turn out as he expected and the new year finds him back
again in the trade paper field.
* * *
Lu( iLle Lee Stewart and Julia Swayne
Gordon have been added to the all-star cast
now engaged in filming the Walsh-Fielding
Production
Corporation's
der the personal
directionfirst
of feature,
Thomas un-B.
Walsh, at the Gleudalc Studios. The others
include Montagu Love, Barbara Castleton,
Macey Harlam, Edwards Davis and Victor
Gilbert.
* * *
A. II. Fischer, film producer and owner
of the studios bearing his name at New
Rochelle, sailed this week for Europe. He
will be gone about a month.
* * *
Robert Sghable vows he has been the
victim of about the meanest joke there ever
was. "Bob" returned from the studio where
he had been shooting some closeups of
"Temple Dusk," a George Baker production
in which he plays the heavy lead, to find a
beautifully engraved flask awaiting him.
No name was signed to a card reading:
"merrio. merrie, cheer!!!" What was in the
beautiful flask? Lemonade! "The only
thing to do now is to make the 'lemon aid":
sighs Bob.
Decatur Crescent Added
To an Illinois Circuit
DECATUR. ILL— The Crescent theatre, 1460 East William street, has been
sold to Morrow & Milligan and they
have taken possession. It was formerly
owned by the late A. R. Stevens.
The new owners control a string of
three theatres in other towns and in the
Spring mentsplan
makehouse.
extensive
to the tolocal
C. E. improveMorrow
is the manager.
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Alvin Wyckoff, director of photography
at the Lasky studios, Los Angeles.

People

Who

Make

Picture

Plays

Popular

They're both Madge Kennedy. It is a scene from "The
Girl
with she
the plays
Jazz Heart,"
her latest Goldwyn feature,
in which
a dual role.

Bessie Barriscale,
star of "The
Gate," a W. W.
Hodkinson
currentBroken
production.

Alfred Hollingsworth and Thomas Jefferson in The Universal feature, "White Youth," starring Edith Roberts.
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PICTURES

1*7 ARLY reports indicate unprecedented activity
on the part of American exhibitors in providing
special programs for the Christmas Holiday. And
advertisements from all parts of the country indicate
that more theatres will be the scene of Watch
Parties on the night of December 31, 1920, than
in any previous year.
The news is interesting as proof of the constantly
advancing position of the theatre in national life.
The tendency is toward the institutional as opposed to the merely individual. The benefit that attaches to the increasingly marked estate is obvious.
When the public speaks and thinks of the theatre
as on a par with the oldest established civic institutions the exhibitor has advanced accordingly.

"THE SONG OF THE SOUL" (Goldwyn) presents Vivian Martin in an exquisite role. Human
story, deeply appealing and heartreaehing. The story
of a wife's decision to remain blind that her husband's dread might not be realized when she sees
his scarred face. Florida Everglades setting, highly
colorful. An excellent investment.
"THE COAST OF OPPORTUNITY" (Hodlrinson) is a story of the mining country of Mexico and
the struggle of adversaries to keep a young American engineer, J. Warren Kerrigan, from claiming
land containing valuable deposits. Atmosphere well
caught. Interesting and entertaining.
"THE WRONG WOMAN" (Independent) is a
society drama of melodramatic tinge starring Olive
Tell that will meet general approval. Rapid of action, dramatic of sequence, absorbing and entertaining. The story of the love affairs of two sisters
sought in marriage by the same man.
"THE LAND OF JAZZ" (Fox) offers Eileen
Percy in a delightful role and a deliriously nonsensical vehicle that will relieve the most jaded fan. A
riot of humorous situations, lively and highly entertaining. The romance of a pretty girl and a young
doctor in an "insanitarium."
"WHITE YOUTH" (Universal) brings Edith
Roberts in rather a weak vehicle, but redeemed by the
good work and prettiness of the star. Effective atmosphere, set in the Louisiana country. Humorous
touches and lively action.
"FIGHTING FATE" (Vitagraph) is a fifteen
episode chapter play — a novelty in the serial line.
Action kept exciting without exaggeration. New

OF
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THE

WEEK

stunts for excitement, and locale largely in Mexico.
A superior serial.
MI!. WU" (Stoll) is a gripping five part drama
taken from the stage success by II. M. Vernes and
Ha/old Owen. Maurice Elvey directed the screen
Pension. Matheson Lang gives a powerful portrayal
of a strong man seeking revenge for an injury
done his daughter.
"THE PRICE OF SILENCE" (Sunrise) in
which Peggy Hyland is the featured player is an
adaptation of Augusta Evans' novel "At the Mercy
of Tiberius." Miss Hyland gives a sympathetic portrayal of the much persecuted heroine and the support is good. The film is interesting although lacking in atmosphere.
THE THIEF" (Fox) is a society drama packed
with mystery and suspense, starring Pearl White
in exceptional performance. She wears gorgeous
tiothes, a point to be stressed in exploitation. The
story of a woman who steals from friends that she
may dress to keep her husband's love, the one thing
important to her. Should score heavily everywhere.
TIKK FIRST ELOPEMENT" (Realart) gives
Wanda Hawley opportunity to play a society girl
wherein she qualifies capitally. Fresh and wholesome and entertaining. Will he generally liked. The
money.
story of the frustrated scheme of an actress to marry
"THE ROOKIE'S RETURN" (Paramount) stars
Douglas MacLean in a lively comedy drama of youthful frolicking. Ordinary of merit, but entertaining.
Attractive setting. Deals with the plot by servants
to claim a legacy entrusted to a returned soldier.
"THE EMPIRE OF DIAMONDS" (Pathe) is a
typical French mystery feature with cast including
both American and French actors. Scene in France.
A story of the chase through Europe of diamond
ing.
counterfeiters by American dealers. Highly absorb"SOMETHING DIFFERENT" (Realart) adds
another laurel to Constance Binney's wreath, presenting her in a Central American romance with locale
effectively photographed in Cuba. Exciting and entertaining and thoroughly artistic.
"813" (Robertson-Cole) is an Arsene Lupin story
of mystery and adventure, high class production of a
highly exciting theme. It concerns an international
plot against European power and is decidedly clever
and of finished art.

CONSTANCE

BINNEY

IN

SOMETHING
DIFFERENT
(REALART)
A picture that will please every type
of audience and delight the following of this clever young star.
It has excellent exploitation possibilities in its Spanish atmosphere. It provides excitement
and entertainment and is artistic
in every way. Directed by R. William Neill.
Here is exceptional opportunity for
exploitation of a feature certain to meet
with the favor of every audience everywhere. It is not a "big" picture, in the
sense of the spectacular, but it is romance and youth and liveliness of action
that includes a rebellion in Central
America. Constance Binney is rapidly
growing in skill as a screen actress and
has a following that is increasing correspondingly. In this feature she is a
willful, very pretty American girl meeting with adventures in Central America.
The scenes were shot in Cuba, and the
settings are uncommonly artistic and
highly interesting. The Spanish atmosphere that colors it suggests interesting
and effective exploitation out of the
beaten track. The title should have good
box office value.
Wearied of the monotony of existence,
a young heiress and sweetheart of a
cousin intermittently proposing, Alicia
Lee seeks "something different" in a visit
to Rosa Vargas, a school friend in Central America. En route she learns that
the latter's husband is hostile to the
president and is suspected of being the
leader of revolutionists. Informed that
all Calderons were brutes, when she accidentally falls into the care of Don Mariano Calderon, leader of the republic's
army, she is unable to see his real kindness and his worth until she has had an
exciting and romantic term of imprisonment in his home, and falls in love with
him. Once again back in Newport she
meets him again, shorn of his power, and
capitulates to her love for him.

satisfactory entertainment by the majority of picturegoers. The plot is familiar, that of a girl maintaining stonysilence in the face of a murder charge
in order to protect a weak-charactered
brother whom she believes to be the
murderer, but through the introduction
of a mystery element a bit of suspense
is developed and the interest fairly well
sustained throughout. Inconsistencies,
mechanical twists and faulty titles rob
the picture of some of its value. A surprise scene is used for the climax in
order to substantiate the girl's innocence.
This scene is the finding of an impression of the
murdered
man's being
figuremade
on the
window
glass,
the impress
by
the lightning which caused his death.
Handled as it is, the scene is hardly
convincing.
The story obtained its original title
from the chief male figure. Lennox Dunbar, who, as district attorney, pursued
the self-sacrificing heroine with the unmercitulness of the Roman. And as
relentlessly as he had pursued her so
he fought for her when he believed her
innocent.
As for the acting, each member of the
cast serves satisfactorily. Peggy- Hyland
plays the tortured heroine, with Tom
Chatterton appearing opposite. Campbell Gyllen is the murdered Colonel.
Fred Leroy Granville directed.

CHESTER
YOU'LL

PLAYERS

IN

BE

SURPRISED
(EDUCATIONAL)
A lively turtle — yes, there can be such
a thing, this two-reeler proves — joins
the group of clever juvenile and animal
funmakers in this latest Chester comedy. It carries the same merit of the
previous Chesters — "Four Times Foiled,"
a "Tray Full of Trouble" and others —
and they have established enviable
favor, meeting with the greatest enthusiasm everywhere.
The turtle springs the trick that caps
the climax in this story, crawling beneath a wall and setting fire by means
of a candle attached to his back to explosives within the fortress of the kidnappers of the baby. The baby is this
time a different one from the little one
who has been seen with the Chester
players before, but he is clever.
Snooky, the monkey, appears this time
as a hobo and puts over more of his
amazing tricks and comedy. Ida and
the burro, the horse and the collie dog,
provide other interesting touches. The
Chester comedies are gold mines for the
exhibitor and he who passes them up is
missing one of the season's hits.

PEGGY HYLAND IN
THE PRICE OF SILENCE
(SUNRISE PICTURES CORP.)
A six-reel drama based on Augusta
J. Wilson's novel, "At the Mercy
of Tiberius," with Peggy Hyland
appearing as the heroine who
demonstrates her willingness to
sacrifice herself to save her
brother, whom she believes to be
guilty of the murder for which
she is held. A generally acceptable offering.
"The
Priceandof will
Silence"
is anbe acceptable picture
probably
found

Constance Binney and Ward Crane in a scene from "Something Different" (Realart).
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J. WARREN KERRIGAN IN
THE COAST
OF
OPPORTUNITY
(HODKINSON)
The name of the star will carry the
greatest weight in the advertising
of this feature. A stirring story
of Mexican copper mining, rapid
of action, suspense well sustained
and characterizations good. Atmosphere well caught. A Robert
Brunton production directed by
Ernest C. Warde.
A feature that holds excitement and interest well, although not reaching any
uncommon heights, is offered in this latest feature of J. Warren Kerrigan's,
valuable in large part because of his popularity. The whole is pictorially effective. Eritzi Brunette and Flo Hollister
play two feminine parts in able way.
Eddy Hcarn and William V. Mong are
among others in the cast.
The story is that of Dick Bristow, an
American mining engineer, who discovers a rich vein of copper in Mexican
property apparently worthless. He obtains an option on it from Juhen Marr,
an unprincipled railway owner. The
property is owned by the latter's niece,
Janet. Marr learns the land's value and
attempts
to obtain
throughcomes
unscrupulous methods.
The itclimax
when
Janet takes a hand and orders the uncle
to go through with the deal when Bristow demands the purchase. Bristow also
wins the love of Janet and all ends happily.
CHRISTIE PLAYERS

IN

MR. FATIMA
(EDUCATIONAL)
Eddie Barry in the role of an Oriental
dancer, vampire and the hit of the boardwalk on a California beach. He assumes
the role to earn money to get home to

HERALD

his sweetheart, the coin having been refused him by a father whose patience
and generosity have been exhausted. A
pal in the same boat financially and sentimentally aids in the deception and the
entertainment that the two stage is good
for many a hearty roar of laughter. The
picture is one of dash and spirit and
should make a great hit wherever
shown. Two pretty girls play the parts
of the sweethearts and others of the
cast are as skillful as they.
WANDA HAWLEY IN
HER FIRST
ELOPEMENT
(REALART)
First-class comedy cleverly played
and attractively presented. Fresh
and wholesome and highly entertaining. Capital cast headed by a
thoroughly attractive and skillful
star.
Should
please generally.
Wanda Hawley has established a reputation for a certain sort of high-grade,
attractive comedy that she well sustains
in this latest of her features. It is of
refreshing character, sprightly of plot,
smooth and rapid of action and is excellently presented by a cast including
other well-known screen actors, among
them Herbert Standing, just returned to
the screen after a long illness. Interesting
examples
of California's
of
scenery
are offered
in artistic diversity
settings.
The star wears pretty gowns, as do the
other women of the cast, among them
Nell Craig, who gives especially good
--upport as Lotta St. Regis.
The plot concerns two families, both
of whom strive to break the hold of a
notorious actress on the younger men of
the clan. Adrian Maitland seeks to save
his younger brother from her wiles by
kidnaping the actress and taking her to
sea aboard his yacht. Christina Elliott,
in sympathy for a young cousin who is
infatuated with Lotta, decides to befriend her. Going to her cottage she

J. Warren Kerrigan
"The Coast
Bninton production,
being in
distributed
by of
W. Opportunity,"
W. Hodkinsona Robert
Corporation
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meets Maitland, and, to reward him for a
past indifference towards her, she allows
him to believe her to be Lotta. He makes
off with her on the yacht and discovers
after several hours' voyage that he has
the wrong lady. Complications pile up to
make much fun, and the disentanglement is cleverly brought about with a
novelty of working.
A SPECIAL CAST IN
THE

EMPIRE
OF DIAMONDS
(PATHE)

A picture sumptuously set in France
and in and about the Casino at
Monte Carlo, worth stressing in
advertising. Abounds with mystery and the dramatic, while it is
delicately and artistically presented. The cast includes both
American and French actors. Directed by Leonce Perret.
A feature particularly refreshing of
setting, for its scenes were made in
France and at Monte Carlo and are beautifully caught by the camera. It should
please universally because of the varied
points of appeal that are embodied within
it Whlie the dramatic force is strong
and the mystery element good, there is a
delicate artistry about the whole that
will appeal to the discriminating.
The tale deals with diamond counterfeiters and the effort of American dealers
to trace them that their own reputation
and business might be saved. Matthew
Yersigny, head of the American house,
discovers that for years they have been
buying and selling spurious stones. He
goes to France to trace the fraud, and
his search takes him to London, Paris,
Nice, Monte Carlo, Mentone and other
European places. As he is about to corner the guilty man they spring a trap
on him and place the blame of their
illegal trade upon him with the aid of
his sister and her fiance, Paul Bernac, a
special agent of the French secret service, Versigny is cleared and the real
villain caught and forced to confess.
Scenes that show capitally the Flower
Carnival at Nice, an annual foreign
event of note, are among the many beautiful shots that make the picture uncommonly good scenically.
JOHNNY HINES IN
TORCHY
TURNS
CUPID
(EDUCATIONAL)
The inimitable and agile Torchy, trying his best to run a particular portion
of the universe and incidentally storing
up troubles for himself, appears in this
fun picture. His smoothness disentangles
him from the situations that pile up
about him, and the wedding of his
friends, which is climax of his selfstarted romance, finally is brought about
after a stream of interruptions.
Somebody steals — or is believed to have
stolen — a diamond bracelet from among
the bride's gifts. A detective is employed
to find it. The bride's brother, who
comes, rumor has it, from the penitentiary, is kept out of the way by Torchy
until the time comes for the ceremony.
He is hailed by the bride as the chaplain
at the prison and Torchy's machinations
bracesuffer temporary collapse. allThe
ends merlet is discovered at last and
rily. The Torchy comedies are first rate,
wholesome, bright fun and should score
with the general audience everywhere.
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EILEEN

PERCY

IN

LAND
OF JAZZ
(FOX)
Absurd ncnsense that will refresh
and entertain the most jaded of
picture patrons. Distinctly novel
of trend, highly imaginary. A
riot of fun, lively and pleasant.
Directed by Jules Furthman.
Nonsense as delicious as that of Carroll's "Alice in Wonderland" — of the impossible, imaginative sort, highly exaggerated and highly humorous — is dispensed in this comedy-drama, which is
refreshingly novel. It portrays excitement about a sanitarium on "Nut
Island," with Dr. Carruthers in charge.
His patients suffer from illusions, and
the manner in which the insanity idea is
handled should not give offense.
To persuade Dr. Carruthers to change
his opinion about her friend, Nancy Lee
(Ruth Stonehouse), who is his fiance,
and whom he believes unfaithful, Nina
Dumbarton (Eileen Percy) makes her
way to this "insanitarium" and poses as
a patient. The excitement that this affords her has a climax in an intoxicating
fling of dancing to jazz music indulged in
by
variousthe"freaks"
of the place,
and
thenthecomes
party seeking
to rescue
Nina. All ends, as it is carried from the
first, in delightfully foolish vein, and in
the mating of the Doctor and Nina.
Herbert Hayes makes a most likable
Dr. Carruthers.
Titles are clever enough, and carry
such humor as the words put into the
mouth of the patient who imagines himself Jack, the Giant Killer, when he says:
"I've heard the beansalk about you."
Scenes are set in attractive surroundings, the shore scenes making especially
effective setting.
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EDITH ROBERTS IN
WHITE
YOUTH
(UNIVERSAL)
A romance of the Louisiana country
interestingly set, moderately entertaining. The good work of the
star is the biggest value. A humorous tinge. Excellent impersonations. Directed by Norman
Dawn.
The patronage that is educated to the
good screen work of Edith Roberts, who
established herself strongly in favor with
her
in "An
Adorable
Savage,"
shouldskill
be drawn
by the
use of her
name
in advertising this feature. It will altogether approve of the art she manifests
in this new character of Alicia Belame,
although it may be disappointed in the
exaggerations of the story given her for
vehicle. The atmosphere of the FrenchCreole country of the South is well
caught. A scene depicting the festival on
the Feast of St. Anne is especially inter«sting. Arthur Gregg plays the part of
Burt Striker in attractive way.
The story takes Alicia Belame home
from school in a convent to meet the man
her grandfather has chosen for her to
wed. Ignoring his insistance that she
marry the aged friend as he dictates, she
gives her heart to Burt Striker, a young
man retained by the grandfather to install alock on his wine cellar door. An
elopement planned by the two meets with
interference of the father and would-be
fiance, but the wedding is finally effected
and all is happily brought to an end.

Two patients at Dr. Carruthers' sanitarium imagine they are having a few drinks,
in "The Land of Jazz," (Fox).
WEDGWOOD NOWELL IX
single friend makes a date to meet him
in a cafe. Unknown to her he sends a
813
friend and the fun is on.
Misunderstandings come, of course,
(ROBERTSON-COLE)
the married folks getting deep into difThe master crook of fiction, Arsene
ficulties with the wife's belief that her
Lupin, in a play of mystery and husband did fall victim to another's
adventure,
delicate and subtle, charms, and the trouble tangles until all
is cleared and the single folks brought
cleverly twisted, thoroughly ab- into one another's arms and happiness
sorbing plot. Trick photograghy.
restored the married ones. Helen
Directed by Scott Sidney.
Darling, Dorothy Devore and Eddie
Baker supply the bulk of fun.
The cleverness of the characteristic
Lupin mystery story has been caught
VIVIAN
MARTIN IN
by the camera with fidelity in this screen
transcription of one of the well-known
THE
SONG
OF
stories. The inability to anticipate a
THE
SOUL
single and
move theof intelligence
Lupin's keepsbaffled
the interest
tense
to the
(GOLDWYN)
very end of the feature. Clever trick
photography adds a great deal to the An exquisite picture of high grade,
feature. A delicately injected romance is
certain to make vivid and unforanother pleasant point of production.
Wedgewood Xowell plays the lead easily
gettable impression upon all who
and agreeably.
Kathryn Adams is a
view it. One of the most worthbeautiful feminine
lead as Dolores
Castleback. The support is admirable.
while productions of the year.
In the story Robert Castleback, the
Star beautiful, story human and
"Diamond
King,""
returns
to
France
from Africa. He schemes to give power
appealing, a tinge of humor and
to a certain prince by means of his great
exciting climaxes. Directed by
wealth, and make him a ruling force in
Europe. The plans, outlined on paper,
are concealed in a place known only to
John W. Noble.
himself. Lupin begins a search for the
Vivian Martin in "The Song of the
papers in the interests of France. Ger- Soul" is one of the outstanding pleasman agents are also looking for them.
antries of the season's picture. She is
Castleback is found murdered under cir- givenful, athatpart
appeal
forceof a with
blindangirl,
and most
her natural
cumstances convicting Lupin. Mysterisweetness and youthfulness contribute
ous messages
refute
Lupin's itguilt,
authorities
do not
recognize
until but
the much to her charm in the role. The
locale is that of the Florida Everglades,
real murderer is found at the story's end. an interesting touch of educational value.
Camera and art work are uncommonly
VANITY PLAYERS IX
excellent in every way. One of the rarest
characterizations is given by Ricca Allen
MIND YOUR BUSINESS
in the part of Jinny, and there is a baby
who
is completely captivating. The feaar newly
The popul(EDU
' squed
) burle
ture should be a strong drawing card.
ONALare
CATIweds
in this bright bit of fun. The one-reel
The
story, adapted from William J.
comedy introduces first two young
Locke's "An Old World Romance," is
women friends, one married and one that
of the meeting of Barbara Seaforth,
the blind girl ,and Jerry Wendover
's
s nd,
single.
the former
ete The
compl
faithlatter
in herscorn
husba
and the
(Fritz Leiber) in the backwoods of the
two hatch a plan to put him to test. The
Florida swamp country. The latter res-
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were shown the trade and if their appeal is any criterion the whole will score
a great hit. It is clever, logical drama,
as it producers assert, and it has been
their aim to make each chapter a feature
of its own kind, and lead the whole to a
dramatic climax, with proper balance.
The story deals with Kern Lambert,
who, when wrongly suspected of murder, determines to prove his innocence
and destroy the Black Circle gang into
which he has accidentally been thrown.
He steals from them a map showing
where the late Russian Czar's treasures
are hidden in Mexico, and travels
there with Josephine, posing as Judson
Cross, a dead gangster. His special
train is stolen by the gang and Josephine
carried away. Kern follows by airplane and rescues her, and is again attacked. The gangsters, reaching Mexico,
obtain the aid of bandits and Kern and
his friends are imprisoned. Josephine
succeeds in escaping. The escape of
others of the party from prison brings
a strong climax which is worked out
with exciting and absorbing sequence to
the conclusion.

cues her from alligators and their friendship ripens to love and marriage. Ideally
happy with her husband and baby, there
comes to the girl the opportunity to have
her sight restored by a specialist in eye
surgery, who comes to the home during
a hunting trip. The operation is completely successful, but a horror to the
husband, who has a lividly scarred face,
the mark of a fight with fire in his boyhood. His great fear that he will be repulsive to her when she sees his face is a
haunting terror. The crisis arrives, and
she, after impressing upcn her mind the
features of her beloved baby as she
sees him for the last time, she willfully
shatters
results
and goes
back intothethe operation's
darkness for
the great
love
of the husband.
\yHITE IN
THIEF
(FOX)
Pearl White in the role of a society
woman, wearing gowns that will
catch the feminine eye. A lesson
for married couples told in terms
of woman's weakness and man's
carelessness. A picture that
should meet enthusiasm everywhere. Excellently presented and
thoroughly absorbing. Directed
by Charles Giblyn.
A feature that should score high in
popularity among the season's society
dramas has mystery thrown in for good
measure and offers Pearl White in a role
quite different from those she has previously played.
Of particular interest to the feminine
patronage will be her display of gorgeous
gowns, and this point should be made
much of when the picture is exploited.
Miss White plays with as much grace
and beauty as she does daring and energy
in her serials and pictures of less conventional settings. There is no doubt
but that she will add considerably to her
popularity with this new appearance.
The feature is luxuriously set and
others of the cast give excellent support.
Miss White is cast as Mary Vantyne,
wife of Andrew. The two are making
their home temporarily with Mr. and
Mrs. Linwright, the latter a former
school
Mary's,
that
theirfriend
hostessof keeps
in a when
librarymoney
table
drawer begins to disappear. Detectives
are hired and they trace the thievery to
Linwright's son, a youth passionately in
love with Mary. His insistent attentions
to her have had important part in his
conviction, but the proof is established
with Mary's confession that she stole
the funds to buy clothes, that she might
keep her husband's love, and that the
boy is innocent.
The plot has been worked out with
decided cleverness. Unexpected turns
and twists keep it fascinating and its
outcome a mystery, even to the very last.
Action speeds with agreeable rapidity.
OLIVE TELL IN
THE WRONG
WOMAN
(INDEPENDENT)
A society drama that will meet the
approval of the general patronage.
Action rapid, colorful dramatic sequence and the climax a tragedy
of error. Absorbing, interesting
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PEARL
THE

DOUGLAS
\ which
i n.- Thomnn
from "The
Hnokle'n
Heturn,"
H. Ince
preMentx
DuukIiinIn
Mncl.mn, n Paramount picture. lioriM
K HJ MpjpcMf in Mupport.
and entertaining. Directed by
Ivan Abramson.
Romance with a melodramatic tinge
is brought to the screen in this feature,
which holds high entertainment value and
absorbing interest. Backgrounds are
palatial, action is swift and the one regrettable fault is the stilted wording of
titles.
It takes the romances of two girls —
one the daughter of William Marshall
(Montagu Love), a composer, by name
Doris (Regina Quinn); the other Viola
Sherwin, his ward, interpreted by Miss
Tell. Franklyn White (Wilfred Lytell)
is betrothed to Doris until he believes
himself madly in love with Viola. Her
discovery of his change of heart results
in the disappearance of Viola and her
own serious illness. Viola goes to Philadelphia to take up newspaper work and
meets and marries a waster, Harold, the
wedding being kept secret. Leaving her
for a visit to his mother, Harold meets
Doris, then recovered, and makes love
to her. The climax comes in the discovery that he is trifling with two girls of
one family, and in his shooting. Evidencesathatsurprise
point toending
Viola'swherein
guilt the
are
cleared in
real slayer is proved the husband of a
friend, madly
of his Doris
wife's and
apparent interestjealous
in Harold.
Franklyn at last find their happiness together.
WILLIAM DUNCAN IN
FIGHTING
FATE
(VITAGRAFH)
A fifteen-episode chapter play presenting William Duncan and
Edith Johnson in a serial that
really is "different," according to
the first three reels. A play acclaimed to contain no exaggerations and only logical action. A
topnotch production. Directed by
William Duncan.
The
chapter
play"latemakes
its
bow to "logical
the screen
with this
offering
of Vitagraph, starring William Duncan
and Edith Johnson.
Three episodes

MACLEAN

IN

ROOKIE'SRETURN
(PARAMOUNT)
A comedy-drama giving Douglas
MacLean and Doris May opportunity for youthful 'rolicking well
met. Wholesome and entertaining, but not out of the ordinary in
any way. Rather new of plot, attractive ofsetting and well photographed. Directed by Jack Nelson for Thomas H. Ince.
The favorable reputation that this
young and popular star established in his
excellent performance in "23
Hours
Leave" is the most valuable point to be
stressed in advertising this latest of his
features. It is regrettable that better
vehicles than this cannot be found for
the star, for he has the ability, the looks,
the pep and the popularity to put over
features that carry more distinction than
this one. However, there is nothing to
be condemned about it except its commonplace production, and it should certainly not be passed by. It will provide
wholesome entertainment and a number
of laughs. Its action proceeds with an,
agreeable rapidity and it is lively and
length.
peppy through practically its whole
Douglas MacLean as the rookie comes
back from war to find that his aunt has
left instructions in her will that four
servants be given legacies immediately
if the death of the nephew, to whom she
leaves everything, occurs within the year.
He is reported dead, and when the discovery comes that he is alive, the servantsmissalevolve
a plan
forceof their
disto hasten
the togifts
the aunt,
THE

nephew's
of thewhen
eventthem
which were,
survival,
to inbe thegiven
they
leave. Meeting the father of Alicia, a girl
whom he previously has met and loved, he
persuades him, learning that he is a
lawyer, to aid him in adjusting domestic
difficulties. Dad's family believe him
the rookie'sta
he learns
kidnaped.
determines
he of
daughter,
love for hisWhen
suitor,
Another
together.
them
bring
and
jealous of the girl's favor, interferes,
things move lively in effort to prevent
the meeting. All ends happily, however,
with the reunion of the lovers and the
return of Dad to the bosom of his family.
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WU

(STOLL FILM CORP. OF AM.)
A gripping five-reel drama, starring Matheson Lang, the eminent
English actor.
"Mr. Wu" was
originally a highly successful
stage play, also starring Mr.
Lang, written by H. M. Vernon
and Harold Owen. The screen version was made under the stage direction of Maurice Elvey, chief
of the Stoll directorial staff, and
Barry Bernard, art director.
Mr. Wu, or Wu. Li Chang, is the
dominating power in Kowloon, China.
Matheson Lang in this role renders a
powerful portrayal of a strong man
seeking revenge for the iniquity against
his daughter, Nang Ping, by the young
Englishman, Basil Gregory, son of Arthur Gregory, trader and financier. The
closeups of Mr. Lang and the semicloseups are excellent. Here is skillful
histrionic ability taking the place of
sumptuous
scenery and crowds of
people. To see the play of emotions
sweep across Mr. Lang's expressive face
is a treat, a rare treat, one that cannot
fail to enlist universal admiration by its
very artisticness.
The lightings are for the most part
good and the direction is adequate. Although the location is China, most of
the people can be singled out as AngloSaxons, despite their Oriental garb. But,
strange to say, this is not a defect. The
acting of Mr. Lang so dominates the
entire production that such a thing as
an Anglo-Saxon attempting to be a
Chinaman is a mere trifle.
Lillah McCarthy as Mrs. Gregory is
also excellent. She is convincing and
sincere as the mother of the erring son.
Meggie Albanesi, as Nang Ping, daughter of Mr. Wu, does good work, and
Teddy Arundel, as Arthur Gregory, does
commendable work.
For the extremely particular, -Mr. Wu
may seem to be an exaggerated story
of the conflict between a powerful Chinese house and the Anglo-Saxon house
which has done wrong to the Chinese
house. But to those chiefly interested
in dramatic situations and artistic dramatic acting, this picture will be welcomed. All in
all, "Mr. Wu"
lendsdueitself
to unusual
exploitation,
partly
to
the relationship of China to the rest of
the world at this time, and is a good
box office attraction.
Briefly, the story has to do- with Wu
Li Chang, influential and wealthy Chinese merchant of Kowloon, and the slow
but sinister schemes for revenge which
he puts into motion against the Gregory'
family when he believes that young
Gregory has outraged his only daughter.
According to the custom of China. Wu
puts his daughter to death, thus expiating
her sin. He puts the boy in prison.
Mrs. Gregory, alarmed by her son's
all-night absence, seeks her husband's
aid. She suspects Wu, having an inkling
of her son's romance. Wu appears at
Gregory's office, when summoned, smiling and inscrutable. Because he says he
has been insulted by Gregory, he refuses
to permit him to enter the house, say-

"Breezy"

and

"Mickey"

Give

Thanks

kkTJREEZY" EASON and his dog in a scene from "Two Kinds of Love," the
JL) Universal feature. "Breezy" is the young man who was sent to Sunday
school with a nickel recently, and as each one deposited his coin he was supposed
to quote a verse of scripture. The little fellow ahead of "Breezy" said "The Lord
loveth a cheerful giver." As the plate came to "Breezy" and his coin tinkled in
the depths from which no money returns, he said: "A fool and his money are
soon parted."
ing Mrs. Gregory and her servant alone
ness, having a standout on the last day
shall come that night, at which time he,
Wu, will seek to find her son.
of a seven-day
run." Comment
Wins Special
Mrs. Gregory is given a bottle of poiIllustrating how deep an impression
son by her faithful maid. She pours it
into a teacup when Wu disappears into "Something to Think About" made in
the adjoining room. He, seeing her pre- his city, Mr. Robinson transmits a clipparing the drink, seizes the cup with
ping from the Peoria Journal-Transcript,
mock gallantry, demanding that he be being the leading article under "Talk of
by W. J.is asLeach,
permitted
to drink
cup. the
writer.Town,"
His comment
follows:special
The
poison
seizes from
him.hisHeguest's
staggers
"Peoria has not had a better sermon
around the room, swinging his sword at
Mrs. Gregory. The sword strikes the in many days than the one preached at
the Madison theatre during the past
gong, which is the signal for young
Gregory to be freed. All the doors of week under the title. "Something to
Wu's house are opened and the Greg- Think About.' It is a moving picture
orys, accompanied by the maid, rush play with a religious teaching in which
all the cookies are on the very bottom
out to safety. The next day they sail shelf.
for home.
"Big religious truths have been put
into plays before, but not often has the
truth
been put so simply. In such plays
DeMille's Picture
as Charles Rand Kennedy's 'Servant In
the House' and Jerome K. Jerome's
Is Called "Sermon"
'Passinghasof gotten
the Third
Back,'
the
Peoria Newspaper Writer
author
at bigFloor
spiritual
truths,
but
they
have
seemed
a
bit
too
poetical
Urges Attendance in
for the average man or woman. They
Special Comment
savored a little of 'high brow' effort.
Good for Church People
"One of the best ways to combat any
disposition on the part of hometown re"In the picture play which has just
formers to force anti-motion picture leg- been shown at the Madison the same
islation isto play pictures of such merit great spiritual truths are applied in the
simplest possible way to the solving of
and fine appeal as to demand the praise the
commonest and more perplexing
of even the most rabid reformer." says problems of everyday life. Had I known
Dee Robinson, owner of the Madison
of this story a week ago, I should have
glad to advise all my friends in all
and other theatres in Peora, 111. "I feel been
the churches to take advantage of the
that in playing Cecil B. DeMlle's Para- show.
"Ministers could do their congregamount production, 'Something to Think
tions a great service by keeping an eye
About,' I have done much to gain supout for these good things and informing
port from the best element in Peoria.
And it is gratifying to say that, while
their congregations when there is something so well worth while. It is a servplaying such a fine picture of lofty sentiment, Ialso did a very splendid busiice young people especially need."
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Jack Pickford in a scene from the adapted George Ade story
"Just Out of College," being distributed through Goldwyn.

A unique pose of Universal's winsome star. Gladys
Walton, appearing in "Risky Business."

William A. Seiter, veteran actor and director, who has just
signed with Thomas H. Ince to direct Douglas MacLean in "Bellboy 13" for Paramount.

Latest portrait of Betty Compson, whose first personally produced picture, "Prisoners of Love," is being distributed
by Goldwyn.
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"What
the
Picture
Did
For
VERDICTS
ON FILMS
IN LANGUAGE
OF EXHIBITOR

Me"

Copyright, 1919
You are especially invited to contribute regularly to th ia department.
It 10 a co-operative service FOR THE BENEFIT OF EXHIBITORS.
TELL US WHAT THE PICTURE DID FOR YOU and read in the HERALD every week what the picture
did for the other fellow, thereby getting the only possible guide to box office values. Address "What The
Picture Did For Me." EXHIBITORS HERALD. 417 S. Dearborn St., Chicago.
First National
45 Minutes from Broadway with
Charles Ray — Very good picture. If
your patrons like Ray, get this one. —
T. C. Burr, Orpheum theatre, Lancaster, Wis. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Perfect Woman, with Constance
Talmadge. — This proved to be one of
the star's best bets. Drew big and satisfied them all. — Pfeiffer Brothers, Opera
House, Kenton, O. — General patronage.
45 Minutes From Broadway, with
Charles Ray. — A good story and a good
star, and then it did not draw. — O. R.
Haus, Scenic theatre, Hastings, Minn. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Yes or No, with Norma Talmadge. —
This is a good picture. Good acting.
Norma plays a dual role. Pleased audience.— W. W. Woltz, Star theatre, Lake
City, Ia. — General patronage.
Go and Get It, a Marshall Neilan
production. — Absolutely the best picture ever shown in my house, and I consider that I have used a lot of good
ones. — Grafton Nutter, Royal theatre.
Republic, Kans. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Fighting Shepherdess with Anita
Stewart. — One of the best Stewart pictures I have played. Should draw well
anywhere. — B. C. Bacon, Star theatre,
Yiroqua, Wis. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Notorious Miss Lisle, with Katherine MacDonald. — This is a good picture, as are all First National,
but Katherine MacDonald isn't as
widely known as the Talmadges, but a
good actress. — W. W. Woltz, Star theatre. Lake City, Ia. — General patronage.
A Temperamental Wife, with Constance
Talmadge. — A dandy picture that will
stand a little raise in admission. Didn't
know it was so good until I saw it. Will
please any crowd. — Grafton Nutter,
Royal theatre. Republic, Kans. — Neighborhood patronage.
Tarzan of the Apes and The Romance
of Tarzan, with Elmo Lincoln. — Biggest
money-making picture in my eight years
experience. Have played repeats on both
in three houses. You can't go wrong. —
J. B. Stine. Gem theatre, Clinton, Ind. —
General patronage.
Her Kingdom of Dreams, with Anita
Stewart. — Good in every way. Lost
money on account of local conditions.
Ran at 10 and 20 cents. Only disappointment was that Wesley Barry had
such a minor part. — J. J. Kudlacek. Swan
theatre. Swanton, Neb. — Neighborhood
patronage.
In the Heart of a Fool, an Allan Dwan
production. — This is really a big picture with a good cast. — Crystal theatre,
Burlington. Wis. — General patronage.
45 Minutes from Broadway, with
Charles
— My
patrons sodon't
Ray in aRay.
rube
character,
this like
one

suited them. — W. H. Mart, Strand theatre, Grinnell, Ia.
Back to God's Country, with • Nell
Shipman. — One of the really big pictures
of the year. Very good drawing power.
Very good. — F. Zimmerman, Rex theatre, Aurora, Minn. — Small town patronage.
GO AND GET IT, a Marshall
Neilan production. — This is a dandy,
boys. Book it and boost it. One
lady stopped at the box office and
said, "I've seen thousands of picbesttheatre,
I ever saw."
— W. tures,
W. but that's
Woltz,theStar
Lake
City, Ia. — General patronage.
In Wrong, with Jack Pickford. — The
best Pickford we have had excepting
Little Shepherd of Kingdom Come. Use
as little stock advertising as possible
as it is misleading. — Hardin Enterprise
Company, Odean theatre, Hardin, Mo. —
Neighborhood patronage.
45 Minutes from Broadway, with
Charles Ray. — A good box office attraction. Did not please the majority. Role
not suitable to Ray. — Crystal theatre,
Burlington, Wis. — General patronage.
The Jack Knife Man, a King Vidor
production. — Good. Something different.
Pleased my patrons 90 per cent. — C. P.
Buswell, Empress theatre, Akron, Ia. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Auction of Souls, with Aurora Mardiganian. — Very good, but did not draw

SHIRLEY MASON
In star.
a sceneWilliam
from Fox
"Flamepresents
of Youth,**
which
the. littlein

at this time. Conditions against putting this kind of picture over. — S. J.
Osika, Burley
theatre, Burley, Idaho. —
General
patronage.
In Old Kentucky, with Anita Stewart.
— We have not had a picture before
or since that we did the record breaking business on as we did with this.
The exhibitor who does not book this
is
losing North
money. Branch,
— C. E. Minn.
Power,— Country
Power's
theatre,
patronage.
Mary Regan, with Anita Stewart. —
Extra r"ood picture. Pleased a mixed
audienci.. — H. DanieN. Gram! theatre,
Oswego, Kan.
Go and Get It, a Marshall Neilan production.— A wonder. Many said it was
the best picture they ever saw. — Crystal
theatre,
tronage. Burlington, Wis. — General paRomance of Tarzan, with Elmo Lincoln.— Held up good for two days. Almost equal to Tarzan of the Apes.
Crowd larger. — George E. Taylor, Idle
Hour theatre, Dunlap, Ia. — Neighborhood patronage.
A Burglar by Proxy, with Jack Pickford.— Good picture. — Electric theatre.
Garden City, Kan.
Fox
. The Scuttlers, with William Farnum.
— A good picture. Good comments.
Played on Sunday. Good for any theatre.— Spaulding Brothers, Gem theatre.
Taylorville, 111. — Neighborhood patronage.Just Pals, with Buck Jones. — Here is
one that surely pleased our audiences.
Just the kind that your patrons will
like. Packed houses. — A. H. Schurr.
Grand theatre, St. Marys, O. — General
patronage.
Sunset Sprague, with Buck Jones. —
A very good picture. Will please all
Western fans. — George E. Taylor. Idle
Hour hood
theatre,
patronage. Dunlap, Ia. — NeighborTHE HUSBAND HUNTER, with
Eileen Percy. — One of the snappiest
comedies we have shown in some
time and oh, man, Eileen can shake
a wicked shoulder. This star is coming with a rush Book this one and
clean up on a clean comedy. —
Smith Read, Patriot theatre, DeKalb,
Tex. — Small town patronage.
The Thief, with Pearl White.— This
one is as good as The White Moll.
Don't be afraid to go the limit on advertising and see your box office grow.
G. M. McClain, Star theatre, Barry. 111.
— Small town patronage.
Lost Money, with Madlaine Traverse.
Good clean story and enjoyed by patrons.— Auditorium theatre, Carleton.
Neb. — Small town patronage.
Eastward Ho, with William Russell.
This one got many good comment*.
Russell always pleases here. — L. A.
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Hasse, Majestic theatre, Mauston, Wis.
The Lincoln Highwayman, with William Russell. — Good one. Had them all
guessing to the last minute.— Auditorium
theatre, Carleton, Neb. — Small town patronage.
The Joyous Troublemakers, with William Farnum. — Fine picture. Farnum
puts it over good. No crowd for some
reason. — Alvin S. Frank, Jewel theatre,
Lafayette, Colo. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Last of the Duanes, with William
Farnum. — Fine picture. Pleased those
who "-do not like westerns" as well as
those who do. The best western ever
run. — C. D. McConnell, Grand theatre,
Prattville, Ala. — Neighborhood patronage.
Forbidden Trails, with Buck Jones. —
No name for it. Mr. X. you may do as
you like. This is enough tor me. I am
off of Fox for life. — W. F. Baker, Boone
Way theatre, Mt. Vernon, Ky. — Neighborhood patronage.
Girl of My Heart, with Shirley Mason.— Very good, but 1 have had her
in several better than this one. — George
E. Taylor, Idle Hour theatre, Dunlap,
la. — Neighborhood patronage.
The White Moll, with Pearl White.—
A peach of a picture. Don't be afraid
of this one. Book it and see for yourself.— G. H. McClain, Star theatre, Barry.
111. — Small town patronage.
Wolves of the Night, with William
Farnum. — Fine picture. Pleased ninety
per cent, which is going some. Better
than many specials. — C. D. McConnell.
Grand theatre, Prattville, Ala. — Neighborhood patronage.
Love's Harvest, with Shirley Mason.
— I thought this was one of the best
program pictures I ever ran. Attendance good. Photography very good. Fox
service O. K. — F. Zimmerman. Rex theatre, Aurora, Minn. — Small town patronage.
Girl of My Heart, with Shirley Mason.— A good picture with a good moral.
My patrons came out with a smile and
said, "Fine."— W. W. Woltz, Star theatre, Lake City, la. — General patronage.
The Adventurer, with William Farnum.— Patrons who like costume plays
enjoyed this. A visitor in town from
Madrid, Spain, severely criticizes the
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poor. — G. G. Bandy, Rex theatre, Hutchinson, Minn. — Small town patronage.
Almost a Husband, with Will Rogers.
— A clever picture. Full of wit and will
please all. — G. M. McClain, Star theatre,
Barry III. — Small town patronage.
The Silver Horde, a Rex Beach production.— This is a splendid production.
You will make no mistake. Some fuss
about the fish scene being too long, but
that is no detriment to it at all. — Mrs.
James Webb, Cozy theatre, Union, Ore.
— Small town patronage.
Through the Wrong Door, with
Madge Kennedy. — Pleased all. — L. A.
Hasse, Majestic theatre, Mauston, Wis.
Sandy Burke of the U-Bar-U, with
Louis Bennison. — This is good and most
everybody pleased. You will make no
mistake in booking it for a program
picture. — Mrs. James Webb, Cozy theatre, Union, Ore. — Small town patronage.Upstairs, with Mabel Normand. — Not
much to it. Too silly for my people. —
L. A. Hasse, Majestic theatre, Mauston,
Wis.

< LARA HO li To \
\ow with Olnl Kllm Compnny, iilnylnsc
Ingenue lend In "The Light In (he ClenrInK," directed by T. Ilnycs Hunter.
types. The comedy vein throughout the
play saves it.— O. R. Nation, Grand theatre, Davis, Cal. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Orphan, with William Farnum. —
When you say William Farnum, enough
said. Get ready for a house full. This
is what he has always done for me. —
Harry Woodruff, Palace theatre, Willow City, N. D. — Neighborhood patronage.
Goldwyn
Honest Hutch, with Will Rogers. —
This is one of the finest. Rogers is an
artist. Played this with an Educational
comedy, A Fresh Start. People declared
it splendid. — Mrs. James Webb, Cozy
theatre,
ronage. Union, Ore. — Small town patHonest Hutch, with Will Rogers. — Up
to the usual high standard set by Will
Rogers. Business very good. — Pfeiffer
Brothers, Opera House, Kenton, O. —
General patronage.
Double Dyed Deceiver, with Jack
Pickford. — Here is a mighty clever little
picture. — Alvin S. Frank, Jewel theatre,
Lafayette, Colo. — Neighborhood patronage.
Stop Thief, with Tom Moore. — Business good, but picture considered silly
by some people. — John Hafner, Princess
theatre. Donora, Pa. — Neighborhood
patronage.
The Truth, with Madge Kennedy —
This is a light comedy drama. Fair.
Pleased about 80%. — Mrs. James Webb,
Cozy theatre, Union, Ore. — Small town
patronage.
The Racing Strain, with Mae Marsh.
— Poor picture. Horse race only redeeming feature. No story. — G. G.
Bandy, Rex theatre, Hutchinson, Minn.
— Small town patronage.
The Man Who Had Everything, with
Jack Pickford. — This is a peach. Pickford is coming back with some real pictures. Keep up the good work, Jack;
we're for you. Business big. — Pfeiffer
Brothers, Opera House, Kenton, O. —
General patronage.
The Woman on the Index, with Pauline Frederick. — Leave this one alone.
No good.
Poor story and star very

Hodkinson
King Spruce, with Mitchell Lewis —
Not much of a picture. — Herman Blomeke,
House, Springfield, Minn.
— Home Opera
patronage.
A Thousand to One, with Hobart Bosworth. — A powerful melodrama with
Bosworth displaying unusual skill in
several fights of the rugged people of
the Northeast. It is a thriller and will
please all. Played a pre-release showing
for two days. — T. M. Davidge, Queen
theatre, Durant, Okla. — General patronage.Riders of the Dawn, with a special
cast. — Splendid picture. Held its own in
the face
a bigthefair.
Patrons of
who read
bookGood
said cast.
it hardly
followed it at all, but the picture is
mighty good entertainment. — Alvin S.
Frank. Jewel theatre,
Lafayette, Colo. —
Neighborhood
patronage.
Number 99, with J. Warren Kerrigan.
— The best one we have had of Kerri-
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son theatre, Gibson, N. M. — Mining camp
patronage.
The Right of Way, with Bert Lytell.
— Great picture. Greater actor. Froze
'em to their seats for entire length of
picture. Get it and boost it. — O. E.
Pierce, Theaterium theatre, Portland,
Ind. — General patronage.
The Mutiny of the Elsinore, with a
special cast. — Good. Pleased 95 per
cent. — A. A. Spradling, Opera House,
Merna, Neb. — Small town patronage.
Fair and Warmer, with May Allison. —
A good picture. Kept audience laughing. Not just the right kind of picture
in the prohibition times. Good business.
— A. H. Schurr, Grand theatre, St. Marys,
O. — General patronage.
Madame Peacock, with Nazimova. —
Very poor. — L. M. Kuhns, Gibson theronage.atre, Gibson, N. M. — Mining camp patThe Four Flusher, with Hale Hamilton.— Good program picture. — Alvin S.
Frank, Jewel theatre, Lafayette, Colo. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Nothing But Lies, with Taylor Holmes.
— This was as poor as the other two
Taylor Holmes pictures, and we are glad
we are through with this would-be star.
Business more than picture deserved. —
Pfeiffer Brothers, Opera House, Kenton,
O. — General patronage.
Alias Jimmy Valentine, with Bert Lytell,
— I wish I could get the business on
Metro that their pictures deserve. This
one is splendid entertainment. — Alvin S.
Frank, Jewel theatre, Lafayette, Colo. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Paramount

ticularly good. His two-reel comedies
are much better. — L. M. Kuhns, Gibson
theatre, Gibson, N. M. — Mining camp
patronage.
The Six Best Cellars, with Bryant
Washburn. — Here is a peppy lively comdandy. Rex
Don'ttheatre,
miss
this edy
one.throughout.
— G. G. ABandy,
Hutchinson, Minn. — Small town patron-
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gans, but don't go too strong on it. —
Herman Blomeke, Opera House, Springfield, Minn. — Home patronage.
Riders of the Dawn, with Roy Stewart.— Picture well received, but was not
the knockout I expected. No comments.— Custer Carland, Victoria theatre, Frankfort, Mich.
The White Man's Chance, with J.
Warren Kerrigan. — This would be good
if you could read the title. Poor photography.— Herman Blomeke, Opera
House, Springfield, Minn. — Home patronage.
Metro
The Cheater, with May Allison. — May
Allison always goes good here. This
one proved to be one of her best. Business very good. — Pfeiffer Brothers,
Opera House, Kenton, O. — General patronage.
Love, Honor and Obey, with a special cast. — Good picture. A few out of
focus closeups, but few pictures have
any better scenes. — A. A. Spradling,
Opera House, Merna, Neb. — Small town
patronage.
The Cheater, with May Allison. — Fine
picture. Pleased large crowd and will
stand out as one of star's best to date. —
Smith Read, Patriot theatre, DeKalb,
Tex. — Small town patronage.
The Misfit Wife, with Alice Lake. —
Great pieture. Story fine. Acting is immense. Play it and boost it.— Alvin S.
Frank, Jewel theatre, Lafayette, Colo. —
Neighborhood patronage.
ALIAS JIMMY VALENTINE,
with
It's a pippin
right
from Bert
the Lytell.
home —orchard.
Splendid
production that drew heavy increase
in business the second night. Book
it
promise
anything.
theandshow
thatthem
brings
home It's
the
bacon. Auditorium
Gee, but it's
good. —Neligh,
J. C.
Jenkins,
theatre,
Neb. — Neighborhood patronage.
Held in Trust, with May Allison. —
Splendid picture with star in heavier role
than previous pictures. Story will hold
attention of almost any audience and
please them. — Smith Read, Patriot theatre, DeKalb, Tex. — Small town patronage.
Madame X., with Pauline Frederick. —
Since we played this picture we have
received so many requests that we have
booked it back for a return engagement.
We consider it one of the year's greatest.
— Pfeiffer Brothers, Opera House, Kenton, O.— General patronage.
The Best of Luck, with all star cast. —
Rather melodramatic, but not so as to
hurt. No particular draft for second
night, showing in small town. Ending
rather disappointing, due to fault of director. He had an opportunity, but
slipped a cog. It's all right, but don't
advance your prices. — J. C. Jenkins,
Auditorium theatre, Neligh, Neb. —
Neighborhood patronage.
A Chorus
Girl's Romance,
Dana.
— Excellent.
Broke our with
house Viola
record for attendance. — L. M. Kuhns, Gibin

the
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Humoresque, with a special cast. —
They boosted this better than any picture the house has shown in past four
years. — W. H. Mart, Strand theatre,
Grinnell, la.
The Cradle of Courage, with William
S. Hart. — Good picture. Will please
nearly everyone. — Homer Thompson,
Ruby theatre, Three Forks, Mont.
The Round Up, with Roscoe Arbuckle. — Pretty fair picture, but Fatty
hasn't much of a part and is not par-

age.String Beans, with Charles Ray. — Excellent. Pleased them all. Ray always
packs them in for us. — J. B. Endert, Endert eral
theatre,
patronage. Crescent City, Cal. — GenEasy to Get, with Marguerite Clark. —
An extra good picture. Very entertaining and pleased all. This charming little
actress is a favorite here. — C. H. Cartnon,
Gem theatre, Kouts, Ind. — Neighborhood
patronage.
RUSTLING A BRIDE, with Lila
Lee. — Very pleasing Western romance. Strange to say, Western subjects are more pleasing than any
others. Our city is on the most western point on the Pacific Coast. When
we advertise a Western story we
count on big business. — J. B. Endert,
Endert theatre, Crescent City, Cal. —
General patronage.
The Dark Mirror, with Dorothy Dalton. — Miss Dalton is about finished as a
star and a drawing card in this burg. —
John Hafner, Princess theatre, Donora,
Pa. — Neighborhood patronage.
On the Quiet, with John Barrymore. —
Excellent comedy-drama. As a character actor, Barrymore is without a peer. —
J. Herbert Talbert, Legion theatre, Norwich, Kan. — Small town patronage.
The Silver King, with William Faversham. — Paramount special of a high
class. Such picture as this does credit
to the producer as well as the house
that runs it. It's a safe bet that it will
please. — J. B. Endert, Endert theatre,
Crescent City, Cal. — General patronage.
Held By the Enemy, with a special
cast. — This theme is too old. People
do not like war pictures. — Homer
Thompson, Ruby theatre, Three Forks,
Mont.
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Pathe
Felixa flier
O'Day,
with one
H. and
B. Warner.—
We
took
on this
it went over
fine. More productions of this class and
Warner is made for us. Corking business three days. — W. A. White, Hippodrome theatre, San Jose, Cal. — Downtown patronage.
Rio Grande, with a special cast. — A
fair picture. Nothing to rave over.
Good Western and Mexican entertainment.— G. G. Bandy, Rex theatre, Hutchinson, Minn. — Small town patronage.
Sherry, with a special cast. — Pathe has
sure got a winner in this one. It is one
of the best pictures we have run to
date. Fair business. Deserves better. —
A. H. Schurr, Grand theatre, St. Marys,
O. — General patronage.
Rio Grande, with a special cast. — An
extra good picture. Will take well with
any audience. — G. M. McClain, Star theatre, Barry, 111. — Small town patronage.
The A. B. C. of Love, with Mae Murray.— Fine picture. A good house. Good
picture. — J. S. Holmes, Perry theatre,
Perry, Ark.
My Husband's Other Wife, with a
special cast. — A picture that will briiiK
the crowd. Pleased everyone. — Community theatre, Greenwood, Ind. — Neighborhood patronage.
Twin Pawns, with Mae Murray. — I
can't
say much
this but
one,docs
as itnotis end
not
so good.
A fair for
story,
right. Seems as if it was a bit off in
the middle. Should add more to it.— A.
H. Schurr, Grand theatre, St. Marys, O.
— General patronage.
The Little Cafe, with Max Linder.— If
you like American comedy lay off thi>
one.
Star iscomedy.
good, —butG. patrons
don't
like French
M. McClain.
Star theatre, Barry, III. — Small town
patronage.
The Cry of the Weak, with Fannie
Ward. — Good picture. Full house. — J. S.
Holmes, Perry theatre, Perry, Ark.
Realart
Eyes of the Heart, with Mary Miles
M inter. — A very good and pleasing picture. Miss Minter is a favorite here. —
Peter Krauth, Denison theatre, Denison,
la. — Neighborhood patronage.
Eyes of the Heart, with Mary Miles
Minter. — The moral is good, but the
picture did not please our patrons. — Hardin Enterprise Company, Odeon theatre, Hardin, Mo. — Neighborhood patronage.
Her Beloved Villain, with Wanda
Hawley. — Here is a dandy good picture
and Wanda Hawley and Tully Marshall
are certainly fine. Plenty of laughs. Fair
business. — A. H. Schurr, Grand theatre,
St. Marys, O. — General patronage.
Her First Elopement, with Wanda
Hawley. — Good program picture. — Herman Blomeke, Opeia House, Springfield,
Minn. — Home patronage.
Sweet Lavender, with Mary Miles Minter.— All-star cast makes a dandy, clean
picture. — O. E. Pierce, Theatorium theatre, Portland, Ind. — General patronage.
The Deep Purple, with a special cast.
— A-l picture, although 1 did next to
nothing on it. It's sure a fine production. Plenty good enough for any theatre. Book it. — O. R. Haus, Scenic theatre, Hastings, Minn. — Neighborhood
patronage.
39 East, with Constance Binney. — This
is a great picture. Patrons remarked
how good it was. Will stand a raise in
admission. Capacity house to raised
prices. — A. H. Schurr, Grand theatre, St.

CONWAY TKAKLK
\» h<- iipprnra In "The Hoad to Ambition,"
a Srlznlrk picture.
Marys, O. — General patronage.
The New York Idea, with Alice Brady.
--Pleased, but our patrons do not like
Brady as well as other Realart stars. —
Hardin Enterprise Company, Odeon
theatre, Hardin, Mo. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Soldiers of Fortune, with a special
cast — Picture good, but business poor.
— L. R. Ledou, Isabel, Kan. — Small town
patronage.
The Luck of the Irish, an Allan Dwan
production. — A picture with a punch.
Will please any audience. — Crystal theatre, Burlington, Wis. — General patronage.
Oh Lady, Lady! with Bcbe Daniels. —
A good picture. — Herman Blomeke,
Opera House, Springfield, Minn. — Home
patronage.
The New York Idea, with Alice Brady.
— A pretty picture, that's all. No good
for small town patronage. — Peter
Krauth, Denison theatre, Denison, la. —
Neighborhood patronage.
The Mystery of the Yellow Room,
with a special cast. — Too much crime to
please most people. Requires close attention to get anything out of it. — Hardin
Entertainment Company, Odeon theronage.atre, Hardin, Mo. — Neighborhood patSoldiers of Fortune, with a special
cast. — A very good South American picture in seven reels. Held up all the
way.
go wrong
this one.Minn.
— O.
R. Haus,Can't
Scenic
theatre, onHastings,
— Neighborhood patronage.
A Cumberland Romance, with Mary
Miles Minter. — A very pleasing picture.
In fact, all Minters are a success here. —
L. R. Ledou. Larabee Opera House,
Isabel, Kan. — Small town patronage.
Sweet Lavender, with Mary Miles
Minter. — A good little star in a fair
picture. It made a hit with the ladies. —
Herman Blomeke, Opera House, Springfield. Minn. — Home patronage.
Robertson-Cole
Seeing It Through, with ZaSu Pitts. —
Just an average little program picture,
but clean and a nice picture for Sunday. Not big. — O. R. Haus. Scenic theatre, Hastings, Minn. — Neighborhood
patronage.
All of a Sudden Norma, with Bessie
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Barriscalc.— This did not take well. Endpoor. I'dWebb,
advise Cozy
to leave
it alone
Mrs. ingJ ames
theatre,
Union.—
Ore. — Small town patronage.
The Prodigal Liar, with William Desmond.— Very nice picture. Good comedy
in it. — Alvin S. Frank, Jewel theatre, Lafayette, Colo. — Neighborhood patronage.
Just Squaw, The Flame of Hellgate,
and The Heart of Juanita, with Beatriz
Michelena. — Three fine Western subjects
well produced. Good stories and a
pleasng capable star. Made money on all
three. — J. B. Stine, Gem theatre, Clinton,
Ind. — General patronage.
Mints of Hell, with William Desmond.
— Fair picture. Settings are certainly
pretty. It's an outdoor picture that will
please a majority of fans. — Alvin S.
Frank, Jewel theatre, Lafayette, Colo. —
Neighborhood patronage.
A Heart in Pawn, with Sessue Hayakawa. — The star good as usual. He and
his wife do some wonderful acting. This
is tragedy, so did not take well here.
— Mrs. James Webb, Cozy theatre,
Union, Ore. — Small town patronage.
The Heart of Juanita, with a special
cast. — It didn't register very well because the story was queer. — Alvin S.
Frank.
Jewel theatre,
Lafayette. Colo. —
Neighborhood
patronage.
Selznick
Darling
Mine,
with Olive
Olive Thomas
Thomas.has
—
This is about the best
produced. Business was, of course, great,
as she had plenty of publicity just prior
to our showing this picture. — John Hafner, Princess theatre, Donora, Pa. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Out of the Storm, with Barbara Castleton. — I thought it was very good, but
comments on it were not too favorable.
— Alvin S. Frank, Jewel theatre, Lafayette, Colo. — Neighborhood patronage.
Children of Destiny, with Edith Hallor. — Pleased about 50 per cent. Too
mushy for small town patronage. — Peter
Krauth, Denison theatre, Denison, la. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Panthea, with Norma Talmadge. — This
is the best reissue I ever played. Story
has a low moral, but they all came. —
T. M. Davidge, Queen theatre, Durant,
Okla. — General patronage.
Romance and Arabella, with Constance
Talmadge. — Constance Talmadge is a
great favorite here, and this picture
pleased. I would call it a good program
picture.
— Mrs. Lloyd Junkin, Queen theronage.atre,
Aspermont, Tex. — Small town patA Pair of Silk Stockings, with Constance Talmadge. — Was a whirlwind.
F.veryone liked it. This star draws for
us.— W. H. Gilfillan. Lotus theatre, Red
Lake Falls, Minn. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Last of His People, with Mitchell
Lewis. — This is very good picture of the
great Northwest. It holds attention to
the very last. — Peter Krauth, Denison
ronage.
theatre, Denison, la. — Neighborhood patThe Death Dance, with Alice Brady. —
Was good picture. Well liked by all. —
Inthe
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IRENE RICH
Clary in the
Ippearing opposite Cnarles
American Film Co. production, -Sunset
Jones."

W. H. Gilfillan. Lotus theatre. Red Lake
Falls. Minn. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Oakdale Affair, with Evel>n
Greelv. — Full of action from beginning
to end and will give satisfaction to the
— Harold
average middle class audience.
theatre. Kentwood. La.
Daspit. Atherton
— Neighborhood patronage.
United Artists
Douglas FairThe Mark of Zonro, with ut.
The best
banks.— A regular knocko
he has done. Costume angle did not
hurt it Snowstorm killed second day.
—Ia.W. H. Mart. Strand theatre. Gnnnell.
THE MARK OF ZORRO, with
Fairbanks.— From every
Douglas
picture Fairthe best
point ofbanks view
I charged 15 and
ever made.
35 cents, but it's worth 25 and 50.
loser.
you'res thetheatre.
book, itEmpres
Buswell
—If C.youP.don't
ge.
patrona
Akron. O.— Small town
Roll By, with DougWhen the Clouds
las Fairbanks.— Although a great amount
ion
of money was spent on this product
it is not up to Fairbanks standard. Liked
per cent of our patby onlvrons.about
Business50fair.— Pfeiffer Brothers.
Opera House. Kenton. O.— General patronage.

Douglas Fair-The Mollycoddle, with busine
ss and
banks.—Brought good
ks
pleased most all of them. Not Fairban
ctory.— Custer Carland.
best, but satisfa
Victoria theatre, Frankfort, Mich.
Down on the Farm, with a special
cast— Nobody liked it, but the little
folks, but had a good house.— Edward
Lindsey theatre, Industry', HiLindsey
Neighb,orhood patronage.
Down an the Farm, with a special
not like it at all.
cast.— Mv patrons did pulled
it off after
Booked for two days,
theatre.
Strand
Mart.
H.
W.
day.—
first
Grinnell. Ia.
Down on the Farm, with a special
cast.— Have plaved many two-reel Mack
Custer CarSennett's that were better—
land. Victoria theatre. Frankfort. Mich.
Universal
MyThe Gilded Dream, with Carmelreturn
ers.—Big business. People liked Birds.
Blue
in
good
of this star. Did
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theatre, ToImperial
Sturgiss.
\Y. G.ronto, Ont.
hood patronage.
— Neighbor
In Folly's Trail, with Carmel Myer>.
— Good picture to fair Sunday business.
— J. B. Stine. Gem theatre, Clinton, Ind.
— General patronage.
The Red Lane, with Frank Mayo. — A
fine human interest story that pleased
my patrons. Will go over big in small
towns. — B. C. Bacon. Star theatre. Yiroqua. Wis. — Neighborhood patronage.
Hitchin'
with picture
Frank inMayo.
This
is an Posts,
exceptional
which—
Frank Mayo shines. The race horse
scene is especially good. If you want
action as well as real entertanment. book
it. — I. T. Hicker, Star Theatre, Des
Moines, Ia. — Transient patronage.
Once to Every Woman, with Dorothy
Phillips. — A wonderful picture for a
large town and people educated to this
sort of thing, but not a picture to make
a reputation for a small town exhibitor.
Made money on it, but not what I
should have made. — W. C. Whitt. Home
theatre. Anderson. Cal.
Blue Streak McCoy, with Harry Carey.
— Harry Carey always makes good. This
is not Carey's best, but the people think
he is all right. — Herman Blomeke. Opera
House, Springfield. Minn. — Home patronage.
Blue Streak McCoy, with Harry Carey.
— This was a crackerjack Western with
our favorite Carey. Broke all of my
house record*. Give us more like this. —
I. T. Hicker. Star theatre. Des Moines.
Ia. — Transient patronage.
Under Crimson Skies, with Elmo Lincoln.— A picture that should have gone
big in my town, but didn't. Lost more
second day than it made the first. Picture is a thriller, but a good one. — J. B.
Stine, Gem theatre. Clinton. Ind. — General patronage.
Wanted at Headquarters, with a special cast. — Extra good business. Pleased
wonderfully account Canadian Northwest Police Story. — W. G. Sturgiss, Imperial theatre. Toronto, Ont.— Neighborhood patronage.
Locked Lips, with Tsuru Aoki. — One
of the poorest we have ever run. A few
more like this and we would close up.
No more Universal programs for us.
Business very poor. — Pfeiffer Brothers,
Opera
ronage. House, Kenton. O. — General patThe Brute Breaker, with Frank Mayo
— Lots of action. — George E. Taylor, Idle
Hour theatre. Dunlap. Ia. — Neighborhood patronage.
Blue Streak McCoy, with Harry Carey.
A fair picture, but I do not think it up
the standard
of Carey's pictures.
ato full
house. Everybody
seemed toHadbe
satisfied. — Spalding Brothers, Gem theatre, Taylorville, 111. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Human Stuff, with Harry Carey. — The
same old story. Carey always pleases
for us. — Mrs. James Webb, Cozy theatre. Union. Ore. — Small town patronage.
Fixed By George I Universal), with
business. Patrons liked it very much. —
Eddie Lvons and Lee Moran. — Good
W. G. Sturgiss. Imperial theatre, Toronto, Ont. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Red Lane, with Frank Mayo. —
Good outdoor story. Full of pep and
action. Played to fair Sunday business.
Gem theatre, Clinton, Ind.
J. B. Stine.
— General
patronage.
The Red Lane, with Frank Mayo —
Verv good program picture. Mayo getwith each picture. Unimore popular
new star series is A-l. — T. C.
versal's

Burr. Orpheum theatre, Lancaster, Wis.
— Neighborhood patronage.
Fixed By George, with Eddie Lyons
and Lee Moran. — Good program picture.
BloComedy is fair in spots. — Herman Minn.
Opera House. Springfield.
— Homemeke,patronage.
Gun Fighting Gentlemen, with Harry
Carey. — This is a splendid production,
and will pack them in. I thought it
better than Overland Red. — Mrs. James
Cozy theatre. Union. Ore. — Small
Webb. patronage.
town
Everything But the Truth. La La Lucille and Once a Plumber, with Eddie
Lvons and Lee Moran. — First one failed
to draw. Second did slightly better.
Third one drew fair business. But they're
real
knocks comedies.
on them, butYou've
if your read
patronssome
are
human they'll like them.— J. B. Stine.
ronage.
Gem theatre. Clinton, Ind. — General patForbidden, with Mildred Harris Chaplin.— Title might be misleading. Picture
and castfailcan-to
of star Never
and work upon.
very notgood
be improved
draw with Mildred. Wish we had more
like her— P. G. Thielen. Orpheum theatre, Manitowoc. Wis. — General patronage.The Sundown Trail, with Monroe Salisbury-.— Verv fine. Salisbury' tans will
like it— A. L. Hepp. Idylhour theatre.
Greeley. Neb.
The Adorable Savage, with Edith Robdrawing card Edith Roberts.—ertsBiggest
has made. Played to fair Sunday
business and pleased 100 per cent. You
can't go wronsr on this one. — J. B. Stine.
ronage.
Gem theatre. Clinton, Ind— General pat-

Carey. — ExBullet Proof, with Harry big
favorite
tra good business. s.Carey
here. — W. G. Sturgis Imperial theatre.
Toronto. Ont.— Neighborhood patronage.
Vitagraph

Earle WilThe Purple Cipher, with
liams A mvsterv play that holds attention and pleased.— Peter Krauth. Denison
age. . Denison. Ia.— Neighborhood
Patrontheatre

The Garter GirL with Corinne Gritnth _\ dandv picture. First reel is
excellent throughnovelv and
lly- Evervbod
especiaout
pleased. Title is good

dial
'In the
Ihadow
of the

Domex

A David G. Fischer
Production
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picture. Did not hear any favorable
comments. — J. A. Wright, Lone Star
theatre, Ovalo, Tex. — Small town patronage.
Serials
The Flaming Disk (Universal), with
Elmo Lincoln. — Very good serial. You
cannot go wrong on this one. Elmo
Lincoln a big drawing power. — E. M.
Storey, Overland theatre, Chicago, 111. —
Neighborhood patronage.
The Lost City (Warner Bros.), with
Juanita Hansen. — I run this serial on
Saturdays and get a packed house on
each episode. My patrons all like the
fighting Irishman in this serial. — J. A.
Wright, Lone Star theatre, Ovalo, Tex.
— Small town patronage.

The climax in the new feature being distributed by the Arrow Film Corporation
drawing card. — C. H. Cannon, Gem theatre, Koutz, Ind. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Garter Girl, with Corinne Griffith.
— A good picture. Patrons like this one.
— T. C. Burr, Orpheum theatre, Lancaster, Wis. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Courage of Marge O'Doone, with
a special cast. — A-l. Big business. First
class. Play it up big. It will satisfy
everybody. — Homer Thompson, Ruby
theatre, Three Forks, Mont.
The Purple Cipher, with Earle Williams.— As cleverly arranged a mystery
story as The Thirteenth Chair, and you
can advertise and boost this one. — T. M.
Davidge, Queen theatre, Durant, Okla. —
General patronage.
The Island of Regeneration, with Antonio Moreno. — Very poor. — L. M.
Kuhns, Gibson theatre, Gibson, N. M. —
Mining camp patronage.
Specials
Honeymoon Ranch (Lubin), with a
special cast. — Played to standing room
three days here. Strong posters pulled
in crowds. Allene Ray pleasing as star.
Picture very well received. Best Western show here for long time. Patrons
asked for others like it. Full of action
and suspense and the kind that draws
crowds back to see more of the same
kind. Allene Ray looks like a sure bet
as publicity she is getting as Fame and
Fortune winner is adding to her popu-

A David G. Fischer
Production

larity. — E. M. McDavitt, Key theatre,
Houston, Tex.
Up cialIncast. Mary's
Attichave
(FineallArts),
spe— It will
the baldheaded men standing up in order to get
in. It is a box office winner. — T. M.
Davidge, The Queen theatre, Durant,
Okla. — General patronage.
The Unknown Ranger (Aywon), with
Rex Ray. — Poor. — O. R. Nation, Grand
theatre,
ronage. Davis, Cal. — Neighborhood patThe Sacred Flame (Schomer), with
Emily Stevens. — This is one of the best
I have ever run. Pleased everyone. — J.
A. Wright, Lone Star theatre, Ovalo,
Tex. — Small town patronage.
The Chamber Mystery (Arrow), with
a special cast. — Many good laughs in
this one. Patrons said the best show
in five years. Kept the audience in an
uproar from beginning to end. — W. F.
Baker, Boone Way theatre, Mt. Vernon,
Ky. — Neighborhood patronage.
When Arizona Won (Arrow), with
Shorty Hamilton. — This is splendid. A
touch of war. A good Western and
some society. — Mrs. James Webb, Cozy
theatre,
ronage. Union, Ore. — Small town patEyes of Youth (Equity), with Clara
Kimball Young. — I liked it, but it
showed to poor crowds, and opinion was
divided. — Alvin S. Frank, Jewel theatre,
Lafayette, Colo. — Neighborhood patronage.
Sky Fire (Pinnacle), with Neal Hart.
— Not as good as expected, too slow and
draggy. Consider this a class B picture.
— G. W. Johnson, Mystic theatre, Marmarth, N. D.
For the Soul of Rafael (Equity), with
Clara Kimball Young. — This picture
shows that a lot of money has been
spent on it, but Young is dead. She
will not draw any more. — T. M. Davidge,
Queen theatre, Durant, Okla. — General
patronage.
The Blindness of Youth (Garsson),
with all-star cast. — This is just a fair

Bride 13 (Fox), with a special cast. —
Too gruesome and too much objectionable language in connection with it
People refused to allow children. Came
out after several episodes has been
shown. — Auditorium theatre, Carleton,
Neb. — Small town patronage.
Hidden Dangers (Vitagraph), with
imJoe Ryan and Jean Paige— Ato very
be holdpossible story, but it seems
— A. H.
BusinessSt. good.
good. theatre,
ing up Grand
Schurr,
Marys, O.—
General
patronage.
Hidden Dangers (Vitagraph), with a
special cast. — Not worthy of the name
Vitagraph. I am on the 5th episode
and now wish I had never seen the first
episode and looking forward to the last
of it. It is without doubt a foolish production, to say the least of it. — L. C.
Gelbird, Gem theatre, Springdale, Ark.
The Lion Man (Universal), with Jack
Perrin. — On the 10th episode. Full of
ginger and attendance picking up. — O. E.
Pierce, Theatorium theatre, Portland,
Ind. — General patronage.
Ruth of the Rockies (Pathe), with
Ruth Roland. — Am on second episode.
It is starting out real interesting. — W.
Woltz, Star theatre, Lake City, la. —
General patronage.
The Whirlwind (Republic), with a special cast. This does not draw for us.
Have run 12 episodes. Had to put on
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another serial to hold them. Lay off so-called high class comedies. If booking again would use Convict 13 first. — O.
this— Spalding Bros., Gem theatre, Tay- R. Nation,
Grand
theatre, Davis, Cal. —
lorville, 111.— Neighborhood patronage.
Neighborhood
patronage.
Jack
Daredevil Jack (Pathe), with
The Garage (Paramount), with Roscoe
epi- Arbuckle. — Here's a real comedy. Put
the thirteenth less
Dempsey.— Am on
on Arbuckle comedies to pull up Hidden
side and it has dwindled down to
than expenses. Dempsey may be all Dangers serial and they are life savers.
on the This is the best one yet. — C. D. McConright between the ropes, but not
screen for me, although he is sard to be nell. Grand theatre, Prattville, Ala. —
going strong where they appreciate good Neighborhood patronage.
things. Hurrah for Jack.— J. C. Jenkins,
One Week (Metro), with Buster KeaNeligh, Neb.— Neighton.— Certainly is good. Buster is all
Auditoriumborhoodtheatre,
patronage.
there. — Alvin S. Frank, Jewel theatre,
Lafayette, Colo. — Neighborhood patronFIGHTING FATE (Vitagraph),
age .
with William Duncan. — Just contracted for FIGHTING FATE, Bill
Fox Sunshine Comedies, with a special cast. — They sure please the people.
Duncan's new serial, after screeningit
the first two episodes. Consider
Can't be beat. Clean and entertaining.
—Iowa.
A. J. Steggal, Opera House, Fayette,
first-class in production, story and
thrills. The bear and mule fight is
Bear Skin Beauties (Universal), with a
a scream in episode 1. I am running two serials on Wednesday and
special cast. — Good comedy that has pull
Saturday
for
second
a
this makes
if you display photos. — O. E. Pierce,
Theatorium theatre, Portland, Ind. —
night— Harry Threde, Scenic •theGeneral patronage.
atre, Holstein, la.— Neighborhood
patronage.
The Grocery Clerk (Vitagraph), with
The Veiled Mystery (Vitagraph), with Larry Semon. — Positively the very best
that we ever run. You can
Antonio Moreno.— On seventh episode comedy
boost it to the sky, and it will hold up
and holding up good in spite of money
any program. — A. H. Schurr, Grand
conditions. Is pleasing all— George E. with
theatre,
St. Marys, O. — General patronla.—
Dunlap,
theatre,
Hour
Idle patronage.
Taylor,
age.
Neighborhood
Toonerville Trolley (First National),
Bride 13 (Fox), with a special cast. —
a special cast. — A good two-reel
Poor serial after the censors here got with
picture. Not slapstick. Had many comthrough cutting. About twelve hundred
pliments on it.— W. Woltz, Star theatre,
feet in each chapter.— E. M. Storey,
Lake City, la. — General patronage.
Neigh111.—
,
Chicago
theatre,
d
Overlan borhood patronage.
His Royal Slyness (Pathe), with Harold Lloyd. — All the Lloyds are fine.
The Veiled Mystery (Vitagraph) with
You
can't beat' Lloyd. — Alvin S. Frank,
and
great
up
Antonio Moreno.— Holding
Jewel theatre, Lafayette, Colo. — NeighStores close in time
borhood patronage.
pleasing everyoneto. see
last show. Note
to allow clerks
The
Hobo
of Pizen City (Pathe), with
features
in
Vitagraph putting Moreno
good special cast. — Why do they make these?
which is good move, as Tony is too
no excuse for them. Absoa star to be in serials.— Harry Threde, There lutelyisthe worst
Westerns I ever played.
Holstein, la.— NeighborScenic hoodtheatre,
— T. M. Davidge, Queen theatre, Durant,
patronage.
Okla. — General patronage.
Daredevil Jack (Pathe), with Jack
Father's Close Shave (Christie), with
Dempsey.— Am on my 15th episode and
will say I never saw a serial hold up as Johnny Ray. — Not much good. — R. O.
Baker's Electric theatre, McCune,
strong as this one. If you get off with Baker,
Kan. — Small town patronage.
you won't have
the right foot in starting
Star theFather's Close Shave (Christie), with
any trouble.— G. M. McClain,
atre, Barry, 111.— Small town patronage.
Johnny
Ray. — Great disappointment.
The Veiled Mystery (Vitagraph), with Thankful that I have but one more of
Good,
serial.
fine
Very
Moreno.—
these to play. — O. R. Nation, Grand theAntonio
atre, Davis, Cal/ — Neighborhood patronHave played -seven epiclean picture.
sodes and interest increases. Vitagraph
age.
theGem
Cannon,
H.
is a sure bet.— C.
The Grocery Clerk (Vitagraph), with
Ind.— Neighborhood patron- Larry Semon.— Best Semon I have yet
age. atre, Koutz,
played. — Alvin S. Frank, Jewel theatre,
Colo. — Neighborhood patronLafayette,
Short Subjects
age.
Up In Betty's Bedroom (Special).—
This comedy proved to be distinct from
exanything being made now. They are subceptionally clever comedies and
titles are pleasingly humorous. — T. M.
HP
A Gemnne-.
Durant, Okla —
Queen theatre,
Davidge, patronage
.
General
c/. Spedial
An Eastern Westerner (Pathe), with
Harold Lloyd.— Good Lloyd comedy.
In the
Helped get the people in here. — E. M.
Orpheum theatre, Pelican RapCowles,
Jhadow
ids, Minn. — Neighborhood patronage.
of the
Baby Osborne—
Marie's Roundup
with
Marie
The best (Pathe),
of the three
comedies. Sunshine Sammy is a good
actor. The people sure did laugh at this
R. O. Baker, Baker's Electric
picture—McCune,
theatre,
Kan. — Small town patA
ronage.
One Week and Convict 13 (Metro),
m1 1 1 ' • A David G. Fischer
with Buster Keaton. — First a riot. SecProduction
ond not so good, but better than other
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Everybody was so busy last week chasing
out to buy Christmas cards to answer those
received from people they didn't expect to
write that Chicago's
him rialto was more
rialtovescent
than usual.
Clyde Eckhardt, manager of the Fox
film exchange, was overcome with emotion
last week when one of his admiring employes presented him with a box of Wrigley's juicy fruit gum.
Speaking of Fox. the Chicago office will
occupy its new building at 910-12-14 within
a week or ten days and everyone is aglow
with excitement.
To celebrate Christmas, Eckhardt called
all the salesmen off the road December 23,
giving them two days for Christmas shopping before the holiday. Dave Macbeth,
the Shakesperian cashier, went to New
York for the Holidays and Jack Lorextz,
of the office force, beat it for St. Paul.
District Manager Wolfberg. Local Manager Block and Exploitation Expert Doob
of the Paramount, received highly valued
Christmas presents in the form of desk sets
made at Great Lakes from aeroplane parts.
The cards bore the compliments of Lt.
Commander E. E. Wilson.
All employes of the Famous Players exchange here were made happy by Christmas
bonuses — that is all except two. These unfortunate individuals are regarded by the
Chicago office as being from the home of-

rice, and by the home office as being atstory- tached to the Chicago office. It's a long, sad

First Film

James H. Costox gave himself a Christmas present by adding the New Regent
theatre, 69th and Halsted, to his string of
south side houses, which includes the
Drexel, Lexington, Imperial and Harvard.
And Lila Lee. Paramount star, played
"Santie"' to several exhibitors by making
personal appearances and attracting record
houses. Among the theatres down state
who benefited are the Decatur Bijou. Peoria
Madison, and Rock Island Majestic.
J. F. Dittmax. well-known Freeport theatre owner, selected Christmas day as an appropriate occasion to announce to his patrons that he will build a new 1,500-seat
house there.
Richard Fox. who covers Indiana for
Blackstone Pictures, booked Mary Miles
Minter and William Russell features into
a score of houses for the holidays.
Peter Kitchos, well-known west side exhibitor, was struck by a taxicab a few days
ago.
At
Ann's hospital
that he hadSt. sustained
a brokenit was
leg. found
Eddie Brichetto has been made Indiana
salesman for Stoll films, and E. C. Davies
has been shifted to Illinois, where he will
confine his efforts to the key cities.
Walter Seymour, district manager for
Hodkinson, who has been out of town for
weeks, arrived back in Cnicago just in time
to spend Christmas.
Joe Lyon*, who resigned the Chicago managership of the American Film Company
to join the Hodkinson sales force, is burning things up on the new job.
R. E. Xehls. formerly of Cincinnati, is
the new Chicago manager for American and
has started auspiciously making an enviable
record in his first few days.

L. A. Rozelle. assistant manager of Rob"Kismet"
ertson-Cole, reports that
every
booked in practically
key cityhasinbeen
his
territory and the exhibitors booking it are
planning record exploitation stunts.
Sid Gqldmax. the guiding genius for Associated Producers, will be in his permanent
offices within a short time. In his temporary quarters, he has been smashing sales
record and when he gets all set with steam
heat — watch him.
Morris Klixe. president of Blackstone
Pictures, is clearing up his work so that he
can get to New York a few days after the
first of the year to purchase pictures.

ALICE CALHOUN
VITA GRAPH
STAR

Finishes

Mayer, of Superior Screen Service, has
found a novel means of keeping the panhandlers out of the office. He polished up
his
"cruelty
star willies
and pinned
on his vest. toAllanimals"
the weary
wanderit
right by now.
The boys at the Pathe office, together
with the clerks, raised a pool of $35 on

GERTRUDE
OLM STEAD
The winner of a Chicago $10,000 beauty
contest, who has completed "Tipp-ed
Off,"
InitialBoot
Universal
It Is
in twoher reels.
Gibson picture.
la the male
lead.
Friday, called up the Tribune Goodfellows
editor and sent four baskets of good things
to worthy families. The boys delivered the
baskets personally and left a whole year
full of good cheer behind.
Bex Beadell is just exuding the Christmas spirit these days. Stoll pictures are
going over fine, but what tickles Ben most
is the fact that he has booked "Squandered
Lives" in at the State-Lake theatre, against
still competition, five other big pictures having tried to nose the Stoll feature out
E. F. Tarbell was the happy recipient of a
beautiful watch fob on Christmas, the gift
of the employes of the Yitagraph office.
W. L. Hill up at Universal is preparing
a mammoth advertising campaign for "Outsideture.
the Law"
Folks whotheridenewthePriscilla
I. C. andDean
read feathe
papers are going to see a lot of Hill's stuff.
The next meeting of the Motion Picture Press Club will be held at the Stratford Hotel on January 7. at which time
an interesting session is promised.
Harry C. Moir, operating the Rose, Alcazar and Boston theatres, presented all of
the employes with life insurance policies as
Christmas gifts.
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recent importation from York State, b'gosh,
and city.
he is .Miller
Jack's junior!
baby brother. Welcome to
onr

SHOTS

AND
~By Mac

Edwin Silverman, manager of the Select
exchange tells us three new representatives
have been added to the local sales, E. W.
Johnson, formerly of the Universal, will
cover the north side, L. Y. Crump, the popular ex-Pathe expert on the south side, and
Ben Weissenbach, erstwhile Associated
purveyor to watch affairs on the west side.
over."
"onct of
carelessrecords
personnel
Giving
they allthelook
fit to asmash
all
sorts.
* * a
Didya notice that snappy IxKjk-mark thai
Charlie Ryan, manager of the Garfield
theatre is dealing out to his patrons for
Xmas week. Looks like "Chick" is getting
them lined up for some big features for the
coming year. You know, the kind that have
been read by seven hundred million in book
before Los *Angeles
formthem.
on
* * started to workCecil Maberrv, manager of the local
Goldwyn exchange, packed the of grip for
a trip to Kansas City enroute to his home at
Sayre, Okla. Be careful. Cecil, to pick out
one of those "tame" bronchos after the
Yuletide
feast. You'll enjoy your ride with
more
comfort.
* * *
Del Goodman of the local United Artists

MISSES

exchange pulls a pippin this week. It seems
that Chas. Smith (an of vet in the game,
ahem!) had the pleasure of a conference
with Del, who he claimed to know well, but
forgot his monacker. After a brief chat,
manager Smith of the Grove theatre, Elgin,
dismissed the intrepid Goodman with,
"Sorry
we Ican't
but sayand—
where can
book use
thoseyour
new stuff,
Fairbanks
Pickford features." I-atest reports state
that Del came to several hours later. Looked
like a close call with the F.lgin state hospital
nearby, at that. * * *
B. T. Phelps of the Unity Photopla>s
screened the Fritz ie Ridgway and Thunderbolt Jack productions at the Manhattan
theatre
for theclients.
benefitForof a his
many Hoosier
spellcompany's
it looked
as though Phelps would have to wire Manager Frank Flaiikrtv for assistance to
help him gather in the contracts. Fair
* * *
T."
"B.
enuff,
Rumors have been heard hereabouts that
Lee Woodyat of the Select exchange is
taking up a course in bacteria medica so it
looks like Lee will soon carry the prefix
"Doctor." Merc's hoping he will practice in
Chicago. Madison and Clark streets would
make a good
assured
by Irv"location,"
Mack thatandhe we
can have
have been
any
numlR-r ment'sofnotice.prescriptions printed at a mo* * *
Frank
YOUNG, one was
of Goldwyn's
sales
representatives,
caught thebusiest
other
eve lugging home an entire railroad system
for junior Young to ruin the hardwood
floors of the Young domicile during the
Yuletide week. Why not buy M. K. T. or
C. & Gt. West. Stocks might go up someday, besides, you will have happy neighbors
and save the rugs *and* hardwood
floors.
*
With the debonnair L. A. Ballard returning to United Artists, after a brief
stopover with the Stoll Films, looks like
that recent "rumor" with regard to Cress
Smith, manager of the United Artists exchange resigning that someone guessed
wrong. We knew all the time that Cress
just couldn't forsake
* *the * Windy City.
Yes, we know that Jack Miller of the
Plaisance theatre is married, but that's no
reason the youngster managing the Park
theatre needs call him Daddy. To get this
straight for all time, the new manager is a

Opposite

FILM
PALISADE
West 129th St. Ferry

Director Is Enthusiastic
About New Arrow Feature
Word has been received by Arrow
Film Corporation from Dramafilms that
Will Bradley, the director of "The Tame
Cat," has just returned from Charleston,
S. C., where he shot the final scenes on
this production, which is now being cut
and titled and will be ready for early
publication.
Bradley states that he believes this
will be one of the most remarkable productions seen in some time, as it is an unusual story which affords an opportunity
for remarkable photographic effects and
good character delineation.
Opened on December 27
AX SO NT A, CONN.— The new Capitol
theatre, which was built by J. J. Hoffman,
opened its doors December 27. The theatre
has been under construction for the last
year and its cost runs close to $200,000.
CAMERA BARGAINS
Motion Picture Camera* at ceafc
aaving price*. Special a» o/netana)l
diecoupto
ERSALS.
hnB»HSi« diltwi
<x> mm
111 Vm*Ulm.
faOMon andUNI
MII^M IftwU.
M»
SMd
tm mm MB■ Alt CaMCKa COHPRIT
o«a«. m . ie* m.
at., eaten. ■■.
AND
ARCHITECTS
BUILDERS
J.B. DIBELKA

COMPANY
Blo*.tr.
2743Parkway
Wot 22nd
CHICAGO

GUARANTEED

Mailing Lists
MOVING PICTURE THEATRES
Ever? State— total, 21,170 by Stat**,^*&M
1219 Film Exchangee
*7.M
313 manufacturer* and etucUo* 4.00
36S machine and eupply dealer* 4.00
Further Particulars:
A. F.WI LLIAMS. M W. Mws St, Care*,

LABORATORIES,
Morsemere 621,

INC.
PALISADE,

IM. J.

SERVICE
and
QUALITY
BIARMER, Special Representative
W.
O.
F. DOUBLIER, General Manager
Telephone Bryant^
220 West 42nd Street
The Pioneer of Motion Picture Industry
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Ha 250 Requests for Bookings
H
M
In One Week from 41 States
M
hM That's the Record of Acknowleged Merit Set by
M
H
M
M
"In
the
Days
of
H

A SIX-REEL CLASSIC OF IRISH CHURCH HISTORY
Patric
m Supervised by the St
REV. .
W. McSWEENEY. of k"
Dublin
Approved by Cardinal Logue. Primate of Ireland, and Archbishop Gilrr.artin. of Tuam, leading a pilgrimage to Croagh
Patrick Mountain, in County Mayo.

g For Catholic Churches, Schools,
Colleges and Societies
Q
It
is
strictly
a
religious
productionIt isof notthe a life
of Ireland's
^
It isnothing
authoritative.
M patron
and has Saint.
absolutely
of a political nature propaganda
in it. It is play
one
^ of the greatest Irish stories ever produced on the screen. See^ ing this picture of other days will encourage the Irish people to
^ hold up in their present trials.
h Fifteen to Twenty Million Catholics Is Your Field
Every family will be waiting to see this lasterpiece o: Ireland's
own patron Saint.
Live Wire Distributors — Now Is Your Opportunity!
WRITE OR WIRE FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
76-78 West Lake Street
Chicago, 111, U.S.A.
sIIIIIIIIXXZIIITZITTXTTTTTTITTTTITXTIITT^
MATRE'S LIBRARY OF FILMS

Bargains
Projection

in

Rebuilt

Machines

All machines have been rebuilt to give long
and efficient service — Priced low for quick
sales. If you want low-priced equipment
that will give years of service — this is your
opportunity.
4-1918 Motor driven Motiographs : high pedestal, outside shutter. Price, each
S250.00
2-1918 Motiographs. motor driven: short pedestal: outside shutter. Price, each
S250.00
2-1914 Motiographs. motor driven: outside shutters:
short pedestal. Price, each
$200.00
4-Powers. 6-A Motor driven: each
$250.00
2-6B Powers, motor driven; head mechanism: 6 months
old. Price, each
S3 7 5. 00
2-6A Powers: hand driven: each
$175.00
2-1916 Simplex Bell c< Howell lamp houses; each $300.00
Price on all machines above includes lenses,
condensers, slide carriers, etc.
SEND FOR OUR CATALOGUE OF SUPPLIES
Exhibitors Supply Company Inc.
Milwaukee Minneapolis St. Louis
133 Second St. Produce Exchange BIdg. 3316 Lindell Blvd.
Indianapolis Chicago
157 M. Illinois S:.
545 S. Wabash Ave.
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When the patrons of your theater exclaim over the wonderful
screen effects, they are paying a
tribute not only to the director and
producer but to the quality of the
film that makes such pictures pos-

sible—
EASTMAN
FILM

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, NT. Y.

brilliance
HpECHNICAL
is just as much a factor in
the production of a picture as
in the making of Rothacker
Prints. Fortified by the
knowledge

of the requirements

of producer and exhibitor
alike, it is obvious that
Rothacker Prints enjoy a
prestige for quality difficult to
measure in mere dollars.
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AMERICAN FILM COMPANY
Dutributtd Tkriugk Paths Esckamatt.
FLYING "A" SPECIALS
The Valley of Tomorrow," six reels, with William Russell.
The Honey Bee," six reels, with Margarita Sylva.
"Dangerous Talent," six reels, with Margarita Fisher.
"Slam Bang Jim," six reels, with William Russell.
"The Thirtieth Piece of Silver," six reels, with Margarita Fisher.
"The House of Toys," six reels, with Seeoa Owen.
"Peggy Rebels," six reels, with Mary Miles Minter.
"The Week End," six reels, with Milton Sills.
"A Lire-Wire Hick," six reels, with Wm. Russell.
"A Light Woman," six reels, with Helen Jerome Eddy.
"The Gamesters," six reels, with Margarita Fisher.
The Blue Moon." six reels, with Pell Trenton and Elinor Field
"Their Mutual Child," six reels, with Margarita Fisher and Nigel Barrie.
ARROW FILM CORPORATION
"Fool's Gold," six reels, with Mitchell Lewis.
"The Law of Nature," with Vincent Coleman.
"When the Desert Smiled," five reels, with Neal Hart.
"The Mysterious Mr. B-rowning," five reels, with Walter Miller
"The Profiteer," six parts, with Alma Hanlon.
"The Sunset Princess," five parts, with Maiorie Daw.
"Miss Ariiona," five parts, with Gertrude Bondhill.
"Wolves of the Street," six reels, with Cobb and Johnson.
"The Desert Scorpion," six reels, with Cobb and Johnson.
"The Chamber Mystery," five reels.
"Circumstantial Evidence." five reels.
"The Wall Street Mystery," five reels.
"The Unseen Witness," five leels.
"The Trail of the Cigarette." five reels.
"The Bromley Case," five reels.
"Woman's Man," five reels, featuring Romaine Fielding.
"Love's Protege." five reels, featuring Ora Carew.
"Tho Black Lagoon," five reels, with all-star cast.
"The Golden Trail," five reels.
"Bachelor Apartments," five reels, with Georgia Hopkins.
"Tex," feature aeries, five reels.
ARROW-HANK MANN COMEDIES
Ome Issued every other week.
MURIEL OS ntn Hi: PRODUCTIONS
Two-reel comedies, one each month.
BLAZED TRAIL PRODUCTIONS
One issued every other week.
LONE STAR WESTERNS
One every other week.
ARROW-NORTHWOOD DRAMAS
The Strangers," two reels.
"Breed of the North," two reels.
"A Fight for a Soul," two reels.
"Beloved Brute," two reels.
"Quicksands," two reels.
"Border River," two reels.
"In the River two reels.
Three and a Girl." two reels.
"Raiders of the North." two reels
"Looking Up Jim," two reels.
"A Knight of the Pines." two reels.
The Man of Brawn," two reels.
ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
Distributed through Patht Exchanges
Oct (— "The Riddle Woman," six reels, with Geraldine Farrar.
ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS, INC.
THOMAS H. INCH PRODUCTIONS
"Bisin>us Folks," six reels, with Lloyd Hughes.
"Lying Lips," six reels, with House Peters and Florence Vidor.
J. PARKER READ, JR., PRODUCTIONS
The Leopard Woman " seven reels, with Louise Glaum.
"A Thousand to One, six reels, with Hobart Bosworth.
"Love," six reels, with Louise Glaum.
ALLAN DWAN PRODUCTIONS
Forbidden Thing," six reels, with James Kirkwood.
MAURICE TOURNEUR PRODUCTIONS
The La* of the Mohicans," six reels, with James Kirkwood.
MACK SENNETT PRODUCTIONS
"A Small Towm Idol," five reels, with Ben Turpin.
AYWON FILM CORPORATION
"Up
aa
Mary's
Attic,"
six reels,
with Eva
""Wooaan
Reproach,"
six reels,
with Novak.
Florence Chase.
"EvolutionAbove
of Man,"
six reels.
"Weaaa of Mystery," five reels, with Grace Cunard and Francis Fori.
"Wk*« Ouackel Did Hyde," five reels, with Charlie Joy.
Thirty Yean Between," five reels, with Vera Stewart.
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CAPITAL FILM COMPANY
FRITZI RIDGEWAY PRODUCTIONS
"Bandit of Hell's Gap," two reels.
"A Traitor's Vengeance," two reels.
"The Girl of the West," two reels.
"Almost an Outlaw," two reels.
"The
Avenging
two reels.
"Western
Rays,"Trail,"
two reels.
"Shadows of the Past." two reels
"A Fight to a Finish, ' two reels.
LESTER CUNEO PRODUCTIONS
"Lone Hand Wilson," five reels.
C. B. C. FILM SALES
SCREEN SNAPSHOTS
Bi Monthly News Reel of Filmland
HALL ROOM BOY COMEDIES
Nov. 15 — "Hired and Fired."
Dec.
1 — 'This
"A Close
Dec. 15—
Is theShave."
Life."
FEATURES
'The Victim " state rights feature, six reels.
"Dangerous Love," six reels.
STAR RANCH WESTERNS
Dec. 1 — "The Mormon Trail," two reels.
Dec. 15 — "The Man Hater," two reels.
Dec. 24 — "A Desperate Tenderfoot," two reels.
CELEBRATED PLAYERS FILM CORPORATION
GUMPS CARTOON COMEDIES
"Andy Plays Golf."
"Andy OnWash
a Diet."
"Andy's
Day."
"Andy's Night Out."
"Andy and Min at the Theatre."
"Andy
V isits
the Osteopath."
"Andy on
Skates."
"Andy's
Mother-in-Law
Pays Him s Visit."
"Andy's Inter-Ruben Guest."
"Andy Redecorates a Flat."
"Andy the Model."
"Accidents Will Happen."
"Militant Min."
"Andy
the H. C. L."
"Ice BoxFights
Episodes."
"Wim and Wigor."
"Equestrian "
"Andy, s the
Hero."
"Andy
Picnic."
"Andy, the Chicken Fancier."
"Andy, the Actor."
"Andy on Bent"
the Beach."
"Pleasure
"Andy
on
Pleasure Bent"
"Howdy,
"There's aPardner."
Raisin."
"Ship
Ahoy!"
"The Toreador."
"The Broilers."
"Flicker, Flicker, Little Star."
"Mixing Business with Pleasure."
"Westward
Ho."
"Up She Goes."
"A
We Will Go."
"Get Hunting
to Work."
"Best of Luck."
"The Promoters."
CLIMAX FILM CORPORATION
"Love's Battle," five reels, with Joe Moore and Eileen Sedgwick.
'The Fourth Face," five reels, with All-Star cast.
COMMONWEALTH PICTURES COMPANY
Vod-A-Vil Movies, one reel series.
Billy Whiskers, one reel series.
"Holy Night," one reel.
CREATION FILMS, INC.
"For the Freedom of Ireland," five reels.
EDUCATIONAL FILMS CORPORATION OF AM ERIC*.
Distributtd through Educwtumal film Bsckmmf*!. In*.
CHESTER COMEDIES. TWO REELS
"Four Times Foiled."
"An Overall Hero."
"The Big Show."
"A
of Trouble."
"TheTrayful
One Best
Pet."
"You'll Be Surprised."
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CHRIS TIK COMEDIES, TWO KUU
Oct 31 — "The Restless Sex." seven reels, with Marion Davies.
Oct 31 — "An Old-Fashioned Boy," five reels, with Charles Ray.
Nov. 7 — "Behold My Wife," seven reels, Geo. Melford production.
"Kisa
Me,
Caroline."
(Bobby
Vernon.)
"A Seaside Siren." (Fay Ttaeher.)
Nov. 7 — "Sins of Rozanne," five reels, with Ethel Clayton.
"Out for the Night." (Eddie Barry.)
Nov.
14 — "Always Audacious," five reels, with Wallace Reid.
•'Seven Bald Pate*." (Bobby VernonO
Nov. 14 — "Her Husband's Friend," five reels, with Enid Bennett
"Don't Blame the Stork." (Harry GrifcbM.)
Nov. 21 — 'The Frisky Mrs. Johnson," five reels, with Billie Burke.
"Striking Models."
Nov. 21 — "Burglar Proof," five reels, with Bryant Washburn.
"A Homespun Hero."
Nov. 28 — "Idols of Clay," seven reels, George Fitzmaurice production.
"Shuffle the Queens."
Nov. 28 — "A Romantic Adventuress," five reels, with Dorothy Dalton.
"Going
Through the Rye."
Dec. 5— "Conrad in Quest of His Youth," six reels, with Thomas Meighan.
"Mr. Fatima."
Dec S— "Flying Pat," five reels, with Dorothy Gish.
"Wedding Blues."
Dec. 12 — 'The Life of the Party," five reels, with Roscoe Arbuckle.
"Back From the Front."
Dec 12 — "Heliotrope," six reels, Cosmopolitan production.
"Dining Room, Kitchen and Sink."
Dec. 19 — "To Please One Woman," six reels, Lois Weber production.
Dec. 19 — "An Amateur Devil," five reels, with Bryant Washburn.
TORCH! COMEDIES, TWO REEL!
Dec. 26 — "The Testing Block." six reels, with William S. Hart.
Dec. 26 — "Silk Hosiery," five reels, with Enid Bennett
Jan. 2 — "The Bait." Maurice Tourneur production, six reels.
'Torchy." (Johnny Hinea.)
Jan. 9 — "The Jucklins." George Melford production, six reels.
"Torchy Comes Through." (Johnny Hinea.)
Jan. 9 — "The Charm School," with Wallace Reid, five reels.
"Torchy is High." (Johnny Hinea.)
'Torchy's Millions" (Johnny Hines).
'Torchy Turns Cupid (Johnny Hines).
FEDERATED EXCHANGES
"Torchy's Double Triumph."
SPECIALS
MERMAID COMEDIES, TWO REELS
"Nobody's
Girl,"
five
reels,
with
Billie Rhodes.
"A Fresh Start." (Jimmie Adama.)
"Bonnie May," five reels, with Bessie Love.
"Duck Inn." (Lloyd Hamilton.)
'The
Midlanders,"
five
reels,
with
Bessie Love.
"Man o' War," one reel.
"Dynamite."
(Lloyd Hamilton.)
"Nonsense." (Jimmie
Adama.)
"The Simp." (Lloyd Hamilton.)
MONTY BANKS COMEDIES
"April Fool."
"High and Dry."
"His
Naughty
Night,"
two reels.
"A Rare Bird." two reels.
nuu
"A Fliwer Wedding." two reels.
"Modern Centaurs."
"Nearly Married," two reels.
"Valley of 10,060 Smokes."
"The Kidnappers' Revenge," two reels.
"Babe Ruth — How He Knocks His Home Runs."
"A Bed Room Scandal," two reels.
■"Art of Diving," with Annette Kellerman.
"Where Is My Wife," two reels.
"The Race of the Age" (Man O' War).
"His First Honeymoon," two reels.
"His Dizzy Day," two reels.
ROBERT C. BRUCE "SCENICS BEAUTIFUL," ONE REEL
"Solitude."
FIDELITY PICTURES COMPANY
"Falling Waters."
"The
Hope
of
Adventure."
"The
Married
Virgin,"
"The Great Mirror."
"Frivolous Wives,
six six
reels.reel*.
"The Log of La via j era."
"The
Song of the Paddle."
"Wanderlust."
FILM MARKET, INC
"Safirude."
'The Castaway."
"By Schooner to Skagway."
Tha House Without Children," Mvea reels, with liahard Traverm.
Tropical Nights."
The Banana Special."
"The Explorers."
FIRST NATIONAL EXHIBITORS' CIRCUIT, QIC
'The Isle of Desire."
"The Business of Camping."
"Go and Get It," seven reels, Marshall Neilan Production.
"The Perfect Woman," five reels, with Constance Talmadge.
CHESTEB.-OUTINO SCEN1CS, OKU RERL
"Notorious Miss Lisle," five reels, with Katherine MacDonald.
"Jack-Knife Man," five reels, King Vidor special.
The Tamer the Wilder."
"Forty-five Minutes from Broadway," six reels, with Chas. Ray.
"The Trail to Wedontearewhere."
"Good References," six reels, with Constance Talmadge.
"Too Much Overhead."
"In the Heart of a Fool," seven reels, Allan Dwan special.
"Seven League Booters."
"Curtain," five reels, with Katherine MacDonald.
"Balling
"Harriet and the Piper," six reels, with Anita Stewart
"Collectorsthe ofJunk."
Craniums."
'The Branded Woman," seven reels, with Norma Talmadge
""Pipe
the
Pengum."
"The Master Mind," six reels, with Lionel Barrymore.
"Mad Hatters."
"What Woman Love," six reels, with Annette Kellerman
"Lovely Maoriland."
"The Kick in High Life," two reels, an H. Lehrman production.
"Frozen Thunder."
'Toonerville Trolley," two reels, with Dan Mason.
"Peaceful Valley," six reels, with Charles Ray.
"Ignazu the Exquisite."
"Getting a Polish."
"Nomads of North," six reels, Curwood production.
"Swat the Landlord."
"Twin Beds," five reels, Mr. and Mrs. Carter DeHaven.
'There Is No Santa Claus."
"Old Dad," six reels, with Mildred Harris Chaplin.
"Wet and Warmer," two reels, Henry Lehrman production.
"Rookeries and Squawkeries."
'The Devil's Garden." six reels, with Lionel Barrymore
"Crowning King Blizzard."
"Dangerous Business." five reels, with Constance Talmadge
'Trivolous Fijis."
"Love, Honor and Behave." Mack Sennett comedy.
CHESTER SCREENICS, ONE REEL
"Unseen Forces," with All-Star Cast
"Dinty," seven reels, with Wesley Barry, a Marshall Neilan productoin.
"Chosen Waters" and "South Sea Naiads."
'They All Turned Turtle" and "PamUy Trees."
FORWARD FILM DISTRIBUTORS, INC
"Through
"Mules andWinding
Gobtalk."Wells" and "Climbing Cataracts."
"Youth's Desire," five reels.
"Sea Planets" and "Apartments for Rent."
'Tine
"Out ofFeathers"
the T^jst."and "They Forgot the Town."
"Then Company Came," and "Art Is Everything."
FOX FILM CORPORATIOM
"No Hope for the Drys" and "Silver Silences."
FOX SPECIALS
EQUITY PICTURES
"The White Moll." with Pearl White.
"If I Were King," with William Farnum.
"Keep to the Right," six reels, with Edith Taliaferro.
'The Skywayman," with Lt Ormer Locklear.
"Whispering Devfls," seven reels, with Conway Tearle.
"While New York Sleeps." with All Star Cast
"Mtdchannd," six reels, with Clara Kimball Young.
'The Face at Your Window," with All Star Cast
"Blind Wives," with All Star Cast
"Hush," five reels, with Clara Kimball Young.
"A
Connecticut
Yankee
King Arthur's
Court," with All Star Cast
"Skirts,"
six reels,
with inSpecial
Cast
FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY CORP.
WILLIAM FARM it SERIES
PARAMOUXT-iHTCHAFT PICTURES
"Drag Scuttlers."
Harlan."
'The
Sept. — 'The Right to Love," seven reels, with Mae Murray.
PEARL WHITE SERIES
Sept.— "The Village Sleuth," five reels, with Charles Ray.
Sept — "Lady Rose's Daughter," five reels, with Elsie Ferguson.
"The
Tiger's
Cub."
Sept.— "What's Your Hurry?" fire reels, with Wallace Reid.
"The Thief."
Sept — "Hurooresque," six reels, with Alma Rubens.
'The Mountain Woman."
|ept
—
"Half
an
Hour,"
five
reels,
with
Dorothy
Dalton.
Sept — "Civilian Clothes," five reels, with Thos. Meighan.
TOM MIX SERIES
Sept — "Little Miss Rebellion," five reels, with Dorothy Gish
Oct*
—
"Something
to
Think
About"
seven
reels,
Cecil
B.
De
Mille
prs_ _
duction.
"The
Texan."
The Untamed."
Oct s— 'The Jailbird," five reels, with Douglas MacLean.
'Prairie Trails."
Oct 10— 'The Round-Up," seven reels, with Koscoe Arbuckle.
WILLIAM RUSSELL SERIES
Oct 10— "Deep Waters, ' five reels, M. Toumeur production.
g*
IT—
"The
Cradle
of
Courage,"
five
reels,
with
William
S.
Hart.
•The Man Who Dared."
9* "
citT Sparrow." five reels, with Ethel Clayton.
'The Iro»
Challenge
Uct 2i — 'Held by the Enemy," six reels, with all-star cast
'The
Rider."ef the Law."
Oct 14 — ' A Full House," five reels, with Bryant Washburn.
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SHIRLEY MASON iKHUtl
"Chin Toy."
"Flame of Youth."
"Girl of My Heart."
"Merely Mary Abb."
GEORGE WALSH SB RIB*
"From Now Ob."
"The
Plunger."
"Number
17."
'Dynamite Allen."
2*TH CENTURY BRAND
"Firebrand Trevison," with Buck Jones.
"The Husband Hunter," with Eileen Percy.
The Little Grey Mouse," with Louise Lovely
"Sunset Sprague." with Buck Jones.
"Beware of the Bride." with Eileen Percy.
"Two Moons," with Buck Jones.
"Just Pals," with Buck Jones.
"The Land of Jazz." with Eileen Percy.
"Partners of Fate," with Louise Lovely.
FOX NEWS
Twice a week.
Fox SERIALS
"Bride IS," in 16 episodes.
"Fantomas" twenty episodes.
SUNSHINE COMEDIES
"The Cow Puncher* "
"Home Sweet Home."
"Napoleon."
"The Song Birds."
"Mary's
LittleWasted
Lobster."
"A Waiter's
Life."
"His Wife's Caller."
"Farmyard Follies."
"Chase Me."
'An Elephant's
■Hold
Me Tight"Nightmare."
'His Noisy Still."
"Pretty Lady."
"Her
Wedding."
"Pals Doggone
and Petticoats."
"The Slicker."
CLYDE COOM COMEDUM
"The Huntsman "
"All Wrong."
"Don't Tickle."
MUTT AND JEFF CARTOONS
'League of Nations."
"A Tight Rope Romance."
"Farm Efficiency. "
"The Medicine Man."
"Home Brew."
"Gum Shoe Work."
"A Hard Lack Santa Claus."
"All Stuck Up."
"Sherlock Hawkshaw ft Co."
"Northwoods."
"On the Hip."
"The Papoose."
"The Hypnotist"
"The Parlor Bolshevist."
"Hot Dogs."
"The Merry Cafe."
"The Tailor Shop."
"The Brave Toreador."
"The Politicians."
"The High Coat of Living ~
"Cleopatra."
"Flap Jacks."
MURRAY
'A Dream of Fair Women."

W. GARSSON

GEOGRAPHICAL FEATURE
"America Wonderlands," every week.

FILM CORPORATION

GOLDWYN PICTURES CORPORATION
GOLDWYN STAR PRODUCTIONS
"Out of the Storm," 6ve reels. Eminent Authors Special.
"Jea"
Jim," fivefivereels,
"The Call
Great MeAccident."
reels,withwithWiUTomRoger*.
Moore.
"The Slim Princess," five reels, with Mabel Normand.
"Roads of Destiny," five reels, with Pauline Frederick.
"Double-dyed Deceiver," five reels with Jack Pickford.
"The Truth." five reels, with Madge Kennedy.
"Scratch My Back," five reels (Eminent Authors).
"Officer 866," five reels, with Tom Moore.
"Cupid,
Cowpuncher,"
"Man Whothe Had
Everything,"fivefivereels,
reels,withwithWill
JackRogers.
Pickford.
"Girl With the J*xx Heart," five reels, with Madge Kennedy
"If* a Great Life." five reels, (Eminent Artists).
"The Revenge of Tarzan," five reels, with Gene Pollar.
"Going Some," five reels. Rex Beach production.
"Cupid
the Cowpuncher."
reels,
Rogers.
"The North
Wind's Malice,"fivefive
reels.withRexWillBeach
production
"The Penalty," five reels, with Lon Chaney.
"Earthbound," seven reels, with All Star Cast
"Stop Thief," five reels, with Tom Moore.
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"Madam X," six reels, with Pauline Frederick.
"The Branding Iron," seven reels, Special Cast.
"His Own Law," six reels, with Hobart Bosworth.
"Honest Hutch," five reels, with Will Rogers.
"Milestones," six reels, with Special Cast.
"What Happened to Rosa," with Mabel Normand.
"The Song of the Soul," with Vivian Martin, a Messmorc Kendall production.
FORD KDUCATM iMi
""Having
'Air'-istocracy."
a Circus."
"In
the Glory
of the Past."
"Between
Friends."
"For the Future."

MKKII i

UAPITOL
t'UMKUIKP
TheSureLittle
Dears,"
De Havens
'A
Cure,"
two two
reels,reels,
with with
CarterCarter
De Havena.
BBNNISON STAR SBRIK*
High
Pockets."
five
reels,
Louis Benalaon
Bcnniaon.
"A Misfit Earl," nva reeks, with
with Louis
QOLDWTN-BRAT PICTOGRAPHt
in FarPottery
Away Makers
New Zealand
'Girl
of the "Caribbeans."
Taos Indians "
W W. HODKINSON CORPORATION
(Httrtbuttd lkr»uffk las P«4*< Btekamf
M N K liRKT PICTrRKB. IV)
The U. P. Trail," six reels.
BENJAMIN
B. HAMPTON PHOOUf TMsKjt
"The Dwelling Place of Light." by Winston Churchill.
J. PARKER READ. JH. PRODUCTION*
"The
Brute
Mailer,"
Hobart
"Love Madness," with with
Louise
Glaum.Bosworth.
DEITHK ll-BEl H. INC.
The Harvest Moon," six reels, with Doris Kenyoa.
DIAL FILM CO. PRODUCTION a
"The Tiger's Coat," with Myrtle Stedman and Lawson Butt.
LOUIS TRACY PRODUCTIONS
The Silent Barrier," aix reels with Sheldon Lewis.
ROBERT BRUNTON PRODUCTION*
'No. »8 " five reels, with J. Warren Kerrigan.
"The Green Flame." five reel*, with J. Warren Kerrigan
"The House of Whispers," with J. Warren Kerrigan.
NATIONAL-BILL1B RHODES PRODUCTION*
"The Kentucky Colonel," with Joseph J. Dowling.
JOSEPH LEVERING PRODUCTIONS
'His Temporary Wife." six reels, with Special Cast.
IB YIN V. WILLAT PRODUCTIONS
"Down Home," an All Star Cast.
INDEPENDENT FILMS ASSOCIATION
NEAL HART SERIES
Oct 1— "Hell's Oasis," five reels.
Nov. 16— "Skyfire," five reels.
Jan. 1— "The Lumberjack," five reels.
DAMFOOL TWINS COMEDIES
Nov. 18 — "Cedarbrook Farm," two reel*.
Dec. 1 — "Don't Never Marry," two reels.
JANS PICTURES, INC
"Madonnas and Men," six reels.
"LoveWoman's
WithoutBusiness,"
Question,"fiveseven
"A
reels. reels.
"Wings of Pride," five reels.
VICTOR KREMER

PRODUCTIONS

"Voices," six reels, with All Star Cast.
"Mad Love," five reels, with Lina CavaUeri.
BERT LUexN
"H*nevmo*n Ranch," five reela, State Right* Feature.
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PICTURES CORPORATION
METRO SPECIALS
'Clothes," ax reel*, with AH Star Cast
The
Saphead,"
"Blackmail,"
fix axreelsreels,
withwith
ViolaCrane-Keaton.
Dana.
Oct. t& — "Body and Soul," six reels, with Alice Lake.
Not. 1— 'The Fatal Hour." six reels, with All Star Cast.
Nsv. 8— "Are All Men Alike?" six reels, with May Allison.
Nov. 16 — "Someone in the House." six reels, with All Star Cast.
Nsv. II29—— "Hearts
"The Misleading
Lady,"sixsixreels,
reels,withwithAll Bert
Dec.
Are Trumps,"
Star Lytell.
Cast.
Dec SO— "Polly With a Past," six reels, with All Star Cast.
Dec 17 — "Cinderella's Twin," six reels, with Viola Dana.
NAZIMOVA PRODUCTION
"The Heart of t Child." seren reels, with Nsxunova
"Msdame Peacock." seven reels, with N aximo va.
"Billions," six reels, with Nasimova.
MAURICE TOURXEUR PRODUCTIONS

HERALD
REALART PICTURES
SPECIAL FEATURES

METRO

Sept. 27 — "The Great Redeemer." six reels. All Star Cast.
S. L. PRODUCTIONS
Sept 6— "Love, Honor and Obey," six reels, with All Star Cast.
ROBERT HARRON PRODUCTIONS
"Coincidence. " six reek with Robert Ha iron.
BUSTER KEATO.V COMEDIES
Sept 1— "One Week," two reels.
Oct 17 — "Convict 13," two reels.
Dec 12 — "The Scarecrow." two reels.
PATHE EXCHANGE. INC.
EDGAR LEWIS PRODUCTIONS
Aag. i) — "Lahoma," seven reel*.
No. 7 — "A Beggar in Purple," six reels.
J. STUART BLACK TON PRODUCTIONS
Sept (—"House
the Tolling Bell," <ix reels, with Bruce Gordos as«
May ofMcAvoy.
Oct 10— "Forbidden Valley," six reels, with Bruce Gordon and May MeAvw
JESSE D. HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS
Aug. 15— 'The Girl in the Web," six reels, with Blanche Sweet.
Sept 12 — "Felix O'Diy," five reels, with H. B. Warner.
Sept M — "Object — Matrimony," five reels, with Blanche Sweet.
Oct 24 — "Half a Chance," seven reels, with Mahlou Hamilton.
Nov. 21 — "Her Unwilling Husband," five reels, with Blanche Sweet.
Dec 5— "Dice of Destiny," five reels, with H. B. Warner.
Jan. 2 — That Girl Montana." five reels, with Blanche Sweet
ROBT. BRU>TON PRODUCTIONS
<ov. U — "The Devil to Pay," six reels, with Fritzi Brunette and Roy Stewart
PERRET PICTURES^ IXC.
Dec 19 — 'The Empire of Diamonds," six reels.
GEORGE B. SEITZ, IXC.
Dec Caprice.
26 — "Rogues and Romance," six reels, with Geo. B. Seitz and June
PIONEER

FILM CORP.

Thoughtless Women," six reels, with Alma Rubens.
The Love
Place of Honeymoons." six reels, with Emily Stevens and Montags
"Where It My Husband?" six reels, with Jose Collins and Godfrey Tearlc
"What Women Want," five reels, with Louise Huff.
"Finders Keepers," five reels, with Violet Mersereau and Edmund Cobb.
"Midnight Gambols," six reels, with Mane Doro and Godfrey Tearle.
'Bubbles." five reels, with Mary Anderson.
The Inner Voice," six reels, with E. K. Lincoln.
"His Brother's Keeper," six reels, with Martha Mansfield.
' A Moment's Madness," six reels, with Marguerite Xamara"Out of the Depths," five reels, with Violet Mersereau and Edmund Cobb
"Empty Arms," five reels, with Gail Kane and Thurston Hall.
"Idle Hands," five reels, with Gail Kane and J. Herbert Frank.
"A Good Woman," five reels, with Gail Kane and J. Herbert Frank.
"Nick
Carter Series," two reels.
LUKE McLUKE'S FILM-OSOPH Y
One-Half ReeL
SOXXT SERIES
Two Reels.

"Deep Purple," six reels, R. A. Walsh production.
'The Law of the Yukon," six reels, Chas. Miller prod actio o
"The Soul of Youth." six reels, a Taylor production.
"The Furnace," seven reels, a Wm. D. Taylor production.
STAR PRODUCTIONS
"Jenny Be Good," five reels, with Mary Miles Minter.
"Miss Hobbs," six reels, with Wanda Hawley.
"A Cumberland Romance," ax reels, with Mary Mile* Mister
"A Dark Lantern," five reels, with Alice Brady.
"39 East." five reels, with Constance Binney.
"Sweet Lavender," five reels, with Mary Miles Minter.
"Food for Scandal," five reels, with Wanda Hawley.
"Eyes of the Heart," five reels, with Mary Miles Minter.
"Her Beloved Villian," five reels, with Wanda Hawley.
"Her First Elopement," 5 reels, with Wanda Hawley.
"You Never Can Tell," six reels, with Bebe Daniels.
"Oh Lady Lady," five reels, with Bebe Daniels.
"The New York Idea," six reels, with Alice Brady.
"Blackbirds," five reels, with Justine Johnstone
REELCRAFT PICTURES
BILLY WEST COMEDIES
That Dreamer,"
"Hand*
Up," two two
reel*.reels
TEXAS
The Desert Vulture," tw»
The Girl of the Ranch*."
ALICE
"CoBviet'j Happy Bride," two
"Squirrel Time," two reels.

GULNAN WESTERNS
reels.
HOWELL
reel*

COMEDIES

WILLIAM FRAXEY COMEDIES
Bath Dub." one reel.
Cameraman,"
one reel.
Thief,"
one reel.
Messenger," one reel.
Lawyer," one reel.
Taxi Driver, one reel.
GALE HENRY COMEDIES
'Her
Honor
the
Scrublady,"
two reel*.
'Stung," two reels.

"The
'The
"The
'The
"The
"The

ROYAL COMEDDZS
Sept
Hoodoo,"
two reels,
Van.B. Vast
Sept 1510 —— "The
"Vi herePlucky
Are Your
Husband*?"
two with
reel*,Billy
with B.Billy
Oct. 15 — "When the Cat'* Away," two reel*.
Oct 30— "Married to Order," with Bebe Hardy and Rosemary Theby.
Nov. 8— "Oh Bony," with Sammy Bums.
Nov. 22 — "He Looks Like Him," with Tucker Twins.
Dec. 1— "I'll Say He Forgot" with Otis Harlan.
Dec. 12 — "Welcome Home," with Otis Harlan.
MILBURN MORA.NT1 COMEDIES
'Barber Shop Gossip," two reel*
"Double Trouble" two reels.
"Laxy Lem," two reels.
MATTY ROUBERT
"She'* a Vamp." two reels.
"Circus Days," two reels.
"A Bold Bad Pirate," two reels.
"Summer
two reels.
"Sunshine,"Days."
two reels.
ROBERTSON-COLE PICTURES
SUPERIOR PICTURES
"Devil'* Claim," fire reels, with Sessue Hayakawa.
'Notorious Mrs. Sands," five reels, with Bessie Barriscale.
"Uncharted Channels," five reels, with H. B. Warner.
June 10 — "Heart of Twenty," five reels, with Z**u Pitts.
SPECIALS
The Wonder Man." seven reels, with George* Carpentiec
"Li
Lang," ficesixreels,
Hayakawa.
"MoonTingMadness."
reels,withwithSessue
All-Star
Cast
Aug. 1 — "Lafe'» Twist/' six reels, with Bessie Barriscale
Aug. 15— "Arabian Knight" five reels, with Sessue Hayakawa.
Aug. 29 — "Big Happiness, teven reels, with Dustin F am arm.
Seirt. 12 — "Occasionally
six reels, with Lew Cody.
"Kismet"
nine reels, withYours
Otis" Skinner.
MARTIN JOHNSON PICTURMI
"Lonely
South
Pacific
Missions."
"Recruiting
in the
Solomons."
■City
of
Broken
Old
Men."
"Marooned in the South Seas."
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1DVENTCRB SCENIC*
"GhosU of Romance."
May 3— "Outlaw of Wilderness," one reel.
May ltt— "The Lone Trapper," one reel.
RUSSELL-GREIVER-RUSSELL
TUSUN COMEDIES
Dec. 20 — "New Ralgia," one reel.
Dec. 27 — "A Slick Detective," one reel.
Jan. 3 — "Buried Alive." one reel.
Jan. 10 — "From Kitchen to Throne," one reel.
Jan. 17 — "Wild Women," one reel.
S. & E. ENTERPRISES
"It Might Jass,
Happen
You,"stuntfivenovelty.
reels, with Billy Mason.
"Cowboy
' cwo toreels,
LEWIS J. SELZNICK ENTERPRISES
SELZNICK PICTURE!
Dutnbuted by Stltd Eickamgu
"Pantbea." five reels, with Norma Talmadge.
"Darling Mine," five reels, with Olive Thomas.
The Point of View," five reels, with Elaine Hammeratcin.
"The Poor Simp " five reels, with Owen Moore.
"The Wonderful Chance," five reels, with Eugene O'Brien.
"Everybody's Sweetheart," five reels with Olive Thomas.
"Dangerous Paradise," five reels. Special Cast.
"Red Foam," five reels, Ralph Ince production.
"The Daughter Pays." five reels, with Elaine Hammerstein.
"Broadway and Home," with Eugene O'Brien.
"The Road to Ambition," with Conway Tearle.
"Pleasure Seekers," with Elaine Hammerstein.
SELECT PICTURES
Dutnbutrd by Stltct Etckamgtt
"The Seeds of Vengeance," five reels, with Bernard Durning.
"Tnst Outside the Door." five reels, with Edith Hallor.
"Man's Plaything," five reels, with Grace Davidson.
"Children Not Wanted," five reels, with Edith Day.
"Mountain Madness," five reels, with special cast.
SELZNICK NEWfl
Twice a week news reel.
HERBERT KAUFMAN MASTERPIECE
"Pity the Poor " one reel.
"Society Bad-Man," one reel.
"Dictionary
one reel.
reel.
"A Certain of
RichSuccess
Man " one
The Battler and the Bottler," one r*eJ
"Who Threw the Brick?'' one reel.
"Johnnie," one reel.
Tittle Red Riding Hood." one reel.
NATIONAL PICTURES
Ditlributtd by Stltct Bmchamft
"Owt of the Snow*," five reels, with Ralph Inee.
The Palace of Darkened Windows." five reels, with Special Ca*L
"Mareoned Hearts." five reels, with Conway Tearle.
"Who Am 11" five reels. Special Cast
KINOGRAMS
rwiM a Woeh New* RecL
PRIZMA PICTURE*
Whor* I* Thy Stinf f" sat reel.
D. N. SCHWAB PRODUCTIONS
Tickle Women," five reel*, state right feature.
"Girl* Don't Gamble," five reels, state right feature.
SPECIAL PICTURES CORPORATION
COMICLASSIC
Oct. 8— "Up in Betty's Bedroom," two reels, with Charlotte Merriara.
Oct. 17 — "A Pajama Marriage," two reels, with Neely Edwards.
Oct. 81 — "A Seminary Scandal," two reels, with Charlotte Merriam.
Nov. 14 — "Watch Your Husband," two reels, with Merriam and Edwards.
SUNSET BURRUD SCENIC STORIES
One Each Week, One Reel.
CLAYPLAY COMEDIES
One Each Week, One Reel.
MORANTI COMEDIES
Oct. S — "Almost," one reel.
Oct. 17 — "Guilty," one reel.
Oct. 81— "Kids," one reel.
CHESTER CONKL1X
Oct, 7 — "Home Rule," two reels.
Nov. 14 — "Who Am I ?" two reels.
STOLL FILM CORPORATION
"Squandered Lives."
"The Hundredth Chance."
"Mr. Wu."
"The Lure of Crooning Water."
UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
Fune 18 — "Mollycoddle," six reels, with Douglas Fairbanks.
June 27 — "Suds," five reels, with Mary Pickford.
Sept. 6— "The Love Flower." seven reels. D. W. Griffith production
Dec. 4 — "The Mark of Zorro." eight reels, with Douglas Fairbanks.
Jan. 9 — "The Love Light," eight reels, with Mary Pickford.
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UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. COMPANY
UNIVERSAL FEATURES
"Alias Mias Dodd," five reels, with Edith Roberts.
"Human Stuff," five reels, with Harry Carey.
"The Red Lane," five reels, with Frank Mayo.
"The Girl in the Rain," five reels, with Ann Cornwall.
"La La Lucille," five reels, with Lyon* and Moran.
"Under Northern Lights," five reels, with Virginia Fair*.
"Blue
StreakTrail,"
McCoy five
" five
HarryMyers.
Carey.
"In Folly's
reels,reels,
withwith
Carmel
JEWEL PRODUCTIONS
"The Breath of the Gods," six reels, with Tsuru Aoki.
"The Devil's Pass Key," seven reels, with special cast.
"Once to Every Woman," six reels, with Dorothy Phillip*.
VITAORAPH
ALICE JOYCE SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS
The
Vice ofsixFool*."
"The Prey."
reel*. five reel*.
"Cousin Kate," five reels.
EARLB WILLIAMS PRODUCTIONS
"A Master Stroke," five reels
"The Romance Promotor*," five reels.
The Purple Cipher," five reel*.
CORINNE GRIFFITH PRODUCTIONS
"The Broadway Bubble," five reels.
"The Whisper Market." five reels.
"It Isn't Being Done This Season."
ALICE CALHOUN PRODUCTIONS
"Princess Jones," five reels.
ANTONIO
MORENO PRODUCTIONS
"Three Sevens," five reels.
VITAGRAPH SUPER-FEATURES
The Courage of Marge O'Doone," seven reels (James Oliver Curwood)
"Dead Men Tell No Tales," seven reel* (Tom Terns* Production), A
Cast. seven reel*, all-star east (Tom Tcrris* Production).
"Trumpet Island,"
"Black Beauty," Jean Paige and All-Star Cast.
LARRY SBMON COMEDIES
"The Suitor," two reels.
"The Stage Hand." two reel*.
"The Sportsman," two reels.
JIMMY AUBREY COMEDIES
"The
Back
Yard."
two
"The Decorator." two red*reel*.
"Hi* Jonah Day," two reels
CURRENT

SERIALS

ARROW, Thunderbolt Jack." with Jack Home.
ARROW, "The
"Lightning
Hoxle,Lurpsn.
ARROW,
LurkingBryce,"
Peril," with
with Ann
Anne Little
LutherandandJackGeorge
ARROW. "The Fatal Sign," with Claire Anderson.
FOX, "Bride Thirteen." with All Star Cast.
HALLMARK, The Screaming Shadow " with Ben Wilson and Neva Gertxt
PATHE, "Daredevil Jack," with Jack Dempsey.
PATHE. "Trailed by Three." with Frankie Mann and Stuart Holme*.
PATHE, "Ruth of the Rockies." with Ruth Roland.
PATHE, "The Third Eye," with Warner Oland and Eileen Percy.
PATHE, "Pirate Gold," with G. B. Seita and Marg. Courtot.
PATHE, "The Phantom Foe," with Geo. B. Seita.
PATHE, "Velvet Fingers," with Geo. B. Seitz and Marguerite Courtot.
REPUBLIC Pictures, "The Whirlwind." with Chas. Hutchinson
REPUBLIC Pictures— "Branded Four," with Ben Wilson and Neva Gerher.
UNIVERSAL, The Moon Riders." with Art Acord.
UNIVERSAL. "The Vanishing Dagger." with Eddie Polo.
VITAGRAPH. The Silent Avenger," with William Duncan.
VITAGRAPH,
"HiddenVeiled
Danger*,
with with
Joe Antonio
Ryan andMoreno.
Jean Paige.
wTT»nv APH. "The
Mvsterv."
VITAGRAPH, "The Purple Riders," with Joe Ryan and Elinor Field.
VITAGRAPH, "Fighting Fate," William Duncan and Edith Johnson.
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CW-Afew
&
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and

vbCUlDiflzm
SAYS WID: "The first episode starts
off with a bang — it's fast, and there is
an abundance of thrills throughout the first
two episodes reviewed which give promise
of more to come. The story is a good one
— and the picture has been well made.

Suspense is sustained admirably."
"A Red Hot Thriller"
"If your patrons like red hot thrillers, this
one "looks as though it will fill the bill excel ently. Itis a good one.*'

TJJSXVEJRJSAL

® STAAVCE
AND STARTUKG
STARRING

DIRECTED

BY"

EDWARD

K-lXtit.

SURTAX

etth

bson
\jDTn
/HE rapture of firstlove; the agony of disillusion; the peace that
is bred of pain— all these
are blended in Betty

Compson's marvelous
performance of the
beautiful Blanche
Davis

rrif

in "Prisoners

artery

p

Caikernne
^Jlenr*J
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fietty Comhfor
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Me,

!

December 19th, 1920
Mr. Sidney Goldman,
c/o Associated Producers, Inc.,
808 South Wabash Av„,
Chicago, 111.
Lly dear Sidney:
Just a few words in l-egard to the way in
which I have put over the Maurice Toumeur production, "The Last of the Liohicans".
First allow me to thank you for writing
our Superintendent of schools here and for sending me a copy of your letter to him. That gave
me a "lead off and if you don't thin}: I took advantage of it you should have seen my business on
the opening, yesterday. Also allow me to thank
you for sending me the print three days in advance
so that I could get an advance showing.
when the print arrived I got busy and phoned
the leaders of the following:
The IJinisterial
Alliance, Women's Club, Y.W.C.A., Y.U.C.A. .Schools,
City Officials, Board of Educction, Public Library and St. Vistor's College. They all responded
at the private showing and when the picture had
finished I uerely handed them the enclosed card
which I had printed for the occasion. Within
twenty four hours they all had returned their
cards with THEIR OP III I Oil written on it. That was
all I needed — I went from there I Heavy on the
newspapers, my screen and lobby. The results were
wonderful.

52 H FiH 30 COLLECT 2 IXTl-A
NORWICH COEII 425^ DEC 17 1920
W. J£ffl<ER
HOTEL ASTOH HEW YORK NY
RECORDAT ?0R
SI^SHED
Oi- I10HICAHS
LAST
EVERYATTEOTTICKETS
SELLINGEVERY
TO STOP
ABCE FORCED
10 ASSOCIATED
BBRPOHUAUCE COHiRATULATIOIIS
S AHD liURICE TODRHEDR OH THIS SPLETOIE
pioDUCEEON
PRODUCTI
U. J.BRKTO
ZUCKEB1AB
THEATRE
450P

Friendly competitors told me to lay off of
'Last of the Mohicans'", in fact I was skeptical
myself but I knew from critic Isms that the production was there and also know if I could get the
folks interested in the education of the community
brsy, that the picture would please and believe me,
Sidney, that's the answer!
It did please them end
too.
it pleased the kids that crave "LNJU1I PITCHERS n
Show this letter to exhibitors and they can
use the same ideas and clean up the same as I have.
Huch success to you.
Sincerely,

MAURICE
TOURNEUR
presents

Last

The
Jn

American

of
Drama

GEORGE

LOANE

READ JR. - MACK
TUCKER

- MAURICE

TOURNEUR

SENNETT

Mohicans

By James

Eternal

Directed by MAURICE
J. PARKER

the

- THOMAS

Cooper

L.BROWN

and CLARENCE

- MARSHALL

TOURNEUR

Fenimore

MEILAN

- ALLAN

DWAN

H.INCE - C GARDNER

Associated
Producers
HOWE OFFICES' 729 SEVENTH. AVE . f^ETV YORK CITY

Inc.
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"THE
LOVE
LIGHT"
Jl Picture that will carry to your screen all the. beauty,
charm and ait that have made Mary Pickfbrd the most
beloved girl in the world.
MARY

UNITED
ARTISTS
CORPORATION
D W. GRIFFITH
PICKFORD ■ CHARLIE CHAPLIN ■ DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS
HIRAM A&RAMS, PRESIDENT
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a
Mark
says

of
Mr

picture
Zorro'

Loew

7

like
to

Schenck

Marcus

HERALD

do
of the

Offices

<£r. Hiram Abrams, Pres,
United Artists Corporation
729 Seventh
Dear

Mr.

Avenue, Hew York

City-

Abrams;-

1 have just returned to my offioe
from a screening of Douglas Fairbanks' new
picture "The Mark of Zorro", and I cannot
refrain from telling you that I think it is
really the most wonderful picture he has made.
We believe the picture is so big
that we have decided to play this feature in
our theatres a full week instead of our usual
^policy which has always been to play everything
;hree or four days.

"Mark

of Zorro"

It took a picture
to do it.
Best

wishes

like

and kindest
Yours

the
regards

very truly,

limum
A WEEK

INSTEAD

AT

OF

THE

THE

MARCUS

USUAL

newest

LOEW

THREE

OR

THEATRES

FOUR

DAYS-

pi

rro*
of "TheZo
The
From
the AW Ma
Story rk
Weekly* Novel
Curse of Capfstrano'by
Johnston Mc Cuffey.
Directed
by- FQED NI5LO
UNITED
ARTISTS
CORPORATION
MARY PJCKPOCD • CHARUE CHAPLIN * OOU<GLA$ FAIRBANKS * D.W. OOJFFITH
—- — ,
i ,11 i
: HiRAM AfrRAMS , PRESIDENT

I
I
i

WoBETOoN^B,™lRt>

OTIS"

J-MOWIMS

OF

•

miracle

"

JkI/M£R

Directed

by

GAMIER

RECEIVED AT 225 WEST 520 STREET, NEW YORK CITY
93FY FEC 45 3 EXTRA
CA WASHINGTON DC 1157A NOV 27 1920
A S K I RPART I CK
ROBT COLE DIST CORPN NEWYORK
POPULAR DEMAND COMPELS TO KEEP KISMET OVER FOR INDEFINITE RUN ,
^BIJSINESS LARGEST IN HISTORY R I ALTO^TR I BUTE AND COMMENTS VERBAL AND
BY LETTERS FROM THE PUBLIC MEANS ADDITIONAL PRESTIGE FOR OUR THEATRE
AS WBLl AS YOUR PICTURE WE ARE THOROUGHLY PLEASHD
TOM MOBROE
PRES R I ALTO THEAIHE
1246P
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Realarts

JOKER.

BECAUSE

Risk!

THERE

IS NONE

Five big Mayflower Specials — five of the most lavishfeature productions of the year —
No advance payment — no percentage —
Play the pictures — then pay Realart what the pictures prove they are honestly worth.
Your box office is the jury —
Realart takes the risk !
CONSULT

Realart

THE

NEAREST

BRANCH

Pictures Corporation,

469

OFFICE

FOR

Fifth Avenue,

DATES

New

York

Booking

Brains

t
unu
ramoyo
Pa
N
WHE
you

are booking

okurea
bo
Pict
a staff of

advertisers;

publicity experts, artists and exploitation men, to prepare

your advertising
publicity and put
show over.
A

staff that

in the world
to hire
?iothing!
And

—

—

no

theatre

could
you

more

and
your

afford

get\for

than

that —

you're getting the ri^ht to use
a trade-mark that has alreadycost over a million dollars — and
is worth it, to you!

I'd

Book

W

IT
IN

"THE

6ecause

ROAD

OF

AMBITION"

I know that Conway Tearlc is a corking good actor and has a whale of a following
among the folks who attend my theatre.

Borm*0 I know that "THE ROAD OF AMBITION" has a story which will strike home
vvUUvJv in any community. It has an unusual breadth of appeal. There is inspiration for the
man who works with his hands. There is real satisfaction for those who know the modern society
atmosphere and all too often see it completely lost on the photoplay screen.

that "THE ROAD OF
belicf
[t is mv
DPC
U C AMBI
" has in it those balance!
UU3US
TION
elements of interest which will make it appeal with
equal strength to both men and women — and there are
not many pictures that do this.
R

e's
ay sTearl
Conwbring
^ tnat
inccprod
' am conv
uction
work
in this
to the
UCC3USC
screen a type of motion picture hero that is just a little
different — and just a little more pleasing — than any I
have seen in a Coon's age.
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of people who

were slow to acquire "the
motion picture habit " are crowding theatres everywhere to see
this mighty masterwork "THE
SIN THAT WAS HIS" is making new picture patrons. It affords
a golden opportunity for every
exhibitor to prove once and for
all the power of the screen to
provide real drama that is at once
elevating and entertaining.
Faversham. "foremost motion
picture actor in serious roles," has
been given a wonderful vehicle
in this Frank L. Packard story
faultlessly brought to the screen
under
Henley. the direction of Hobart

MARTHA
MANSFIELD
Selznick

Star

Will make four big productions in her
first Star Series.
For months we've been preparing for
these productions. The stories have
been carefully chosen to suit this "most
girl in the world."
photographed
They're
modern society dramas with a
punch, each one possessed of a brand
new idea.
The first, ready March 30, will be an
Alan Crosland Production.
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Senders

Distributed by
HODKINSON CORPORATION
527 Fifth Avenue. New York Gty
thru PAIdE Exchange, Inc.

A

Benj.

B.

Hampton

Production
V

fie

Spenders

Benj. B. Hampton,
"The

producer of "Desert Gold,"

Sagebrusher,"

"Riders

of the Dawn,"

"The U. P. Trail;" Harry Leon Wilson, author
of "Rubles

of Red Gap," "Bunker

Pettingill;" Jack Conway,

Bean," "Ma

director of "Riders

of the Dawn" and "The U. P. Trail;" Claire
Adams, Robert McKim, Niles Welch, Joseph
J. Dowling, — these are the people who

helped

to make "The Spenders" the perfect piece of
screen entertainment that it is.

W.HODKINSON CORPORATION
527 Fifth Avenue, New YorkGty
Distributing through PATRE Exchange, Incorporated
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Torchy Comedies
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Vanity
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Celebrated

Novel

by

MARGARITA
AND
NIGEL

BARRIE

HARVEY

CLARK
Personally

Love
were

played a minor

Directed

Wbdehoufle

FISHER

MARGARET
MASTER
by George

role in the making

CAMPBELL

PAT
L. Cox

of the match.

married because "Aunt Lora" thought them
mens— fit mates by all the laws of eugenics.

MOORE

Kirk and

Ruth

perfect physical speci-

An ideal cast. A spicy story. A celebrated author. Superb direction.
Lavish stage settings. A super-attraction for your theatre. Hold an open
date for it.
American Film Company representatives at all
Pathe Exchanges are now accepting bookings
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WOMEN

MEN

By Charles

LOVE

T. and Frank Dazey

The Premier State-Right Feature of 1921
with
WILLIAM
MARTHA
EVAN

DESMOND

MANSFIELD

BURROWS

FONTAINE

MARGUERITE
and

DENTON

ft
ft

Directed by Samuel R. Bradley

Seven Territories Sold in Seven Days

ft
ft

For Particulars Communicate with SYD ROSENTHAL
in Association with
SIMMONS, DOUGLAS
& SCHEUER
117 West 46th Street
New York City
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Harry Hellman, Royal Theatre, Albany, N. Y.
"I have received my franchise and consider it some Christmas
present as I know my theatre is insured to the limit for the finest
pictures
that money,
brainsWHY
and organization can buy." -THAT'S
ANOTHER
REASON

A

Round

the

World

Albert A. Kaufman

Sidney

A.

presents a

Franklin

"NOT

Dramc

Production

GUIL

TY

Adapted from the story "Parrot & Company"
By Harold McGrath

A

picture that will lure your audiences

Western

World

strange lands.
unique

Oriental

from the

across the Seven Seas into many
They

will see strange sights of

dances,

thousands

of women

bathing in the Sacred Ganges; they will experience
wild and thrilling adventures,
and romance.

A

First National

spiced with love

Attraction

Foreign Representative, David P. Howells, Inc.
729 Seventh Ave., New York City
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George A. Mitchell, Orpheum Theatre, Darlington, Wis.
"I consider the Franchise the best buy I ever made. I am more
and the price." — THAT'S
with the pictures
than pleased REASON
ANOTHER
WHY

Hherell

Of

be a Franchise

everywhere

Tremendous

ation. where
edge W ofest,ckiliz
themeets
ON East
the man who had
fled, an outlaw, from a Western
civilization, was battling for life with
Eastern cut-throats seeking to rob him of
the Rajahs diamond, when suddenly,
like an apparition from another World.
She appeared — the woman he loved, the
woman he had renounced, the woman he
had never hoped to see again. His hands
slipped from the bandit's throat and —
One of the many smashing scenes that
will hold your patrons spellbound.

Power
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With which is incorporated MOTOGRAPHY

PUBLISH

Baby Show Yields Big Returns at Commerce, Ga.
First National De Luxe Films Rated as "Big
Five"
English Film Official Guest at Laeminlc I>inner
in New York
Sir Gilbert Parker and His Studio Activity
Motion Pictures Attacked by Club Women of
Illinois
Shallenberger Appoints C. M. White and T. A.
Curran to Sales Force
W. R. Rothacker Cuts Stock Melon for His
Employes
SternExchanges
Made District
Manager of L'niversal's
in Canada

&-> EDITOR

33
33

Exhibitors Advertising
41 to 55
New York Notes About Film Folk
71
What the Picture Did for Me
81 to 87
Chicago Trade Events
91, 92
Guide to Current Pictures..:
94 to 98

33

ADVERTISERS

33

American Film Corporation
16, 17
Arrow Film Corporation
14, 15
Associated Producers
1, 5
Ay won Film Corporation
90
George D. Baker
72
Bass Camera- Company
92
George Beban
73
C. B. C. Film Sales Corporation
79, 90
Celebrated Players Film Corporation 88, 89
Lew Cody
99
Eastman Kodak Company
93
Educational Films Corporation
11, 12, 13
Exhibitors Supply Company
93
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation
10
First National Exhibitors Circuit, Inc. 24, 25, 27, 28
David G. Fischer
82, 83, 84, 85, 86, 87
Goldwyn Pictures Corporation
4
Edward Hcmmer Productions
18
W. W. Hodkinson Corporation
Insert
Minusa Cine Screen Company
98
Monsoon Cooling System
98
New York Institute of Photography
98
Palisade Film Laboratories, Inc
92
Palmer Photoplay Corporation
93
Pathe Exchange, Inc
100
Realart Pictures Corporation
9
Robertson-Cole Distributing Corporation
8
Rothacker Film Manufacturing Company
93
Selznick Enterprises
Insert
Sherman Productions Corporation
20, 21
Simons, Douglas and Scheuer
19
Stoll Film Corporation of America
Insert
Top Notch Producing and Distributing Company. 22, 23
Typhoon Fan Company
92
United Artists Distributing Corporation 6, 7
Universal Film Manufacturing Company 2, 3
Vitagraph, Inc
71. 72, 78, 82, 84, 86. 92
A. F. Williams
92
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36
37
39
40
56
58
59

60
Robertson-Cole is to Distribute "One Man in a
Million"
61
Industry Leaders Certain that Hoover Fund will
be Raised
63
REVIEWS

"Blind Wives," Fox, with Special Cast
"Nineteen and Phyllis," First National, with
Charles Ray
"The Scuttlers," Fox, with William Farnum
"Hearts Up." Universal, with Harry Carey
"The Silver Lining." Metro, with Jewel Carmen.
"Number 17." Fox. with George Walsh
"That Girl Montana," Pathe, with Blanche Sweet
"Habit," First National, with Mildred Harris....
"The Sportsman," Vitagraph, with Larry Semon.
"Billions," Metro, with Nazimova
"The Torrent," Universal, with Eva Novak
"The Hundredth Chance," Stoll, with Special
Cast
"Flame of Youth." Fox, with Shirley Mason....

Price)

EH.

DEPARTMENTS

OF THE WEEK

Organization is Completed by Wyoming Ex-

Subscription

ALL EDITORIAL
COPY AND
BUSINESS CORRESPONDENCE SHOULD
BE ADDRESSED TO
THE CHICACO
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LOS ANGELES OFFICE
5 90SBROADn*r ■ TEL OoOlO
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Spoor Perfects Stereoscopic Camera Alter Years
of Study
31,
Police Bar Sunday Charity Concert in Atlanta
Theatre
Fire Destroys Lieber building in Indianapolis...
Saxe and Grauman Lease Three Theatres in Chicago From Moir
District of Columbia, Maryland and Virginia Exhibitors to Meet on January 26 and 27
Three News Weeklies will be Merged by Edu-
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Earl Snell, Majestic Theatre, Reno, Nev.
•'The First National franchise is the best investment offered by
anu branch of the motion picture industry. I know our future
THAT'S ANOTHER REASON WHY
is insured by if

Hherell

Sets

Holiday

he a Franchise

Crowds

everywhere

Rocking

with

Laughter!

1
kly1to
Broo
tresandcrow
ded
York
Stra
New Thea
Big nd
the doors to see Arthur S.
Kane's presentation of

Charles

Ray

in

"19

and

Phyllis"

Critics Call His
Latest Independent
Production His
Best Picture

Patrons Give Picture
Tremendous Ovation
By Frederick Stowers
Directed by Joseph DeGrasse

m national m

A First National
Attraction
Foreign Representative.
Inc. David P. Howells
729 Seventh Ave.. New York City
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C. A. Smith, Star Theatre, Chillicothc, Ohio.
"Alt IFirsl National pictures are top notchers. All franchise
holders know that they do not have to hid for the service next season
after establishing
the WHY
product in his house.'' THAT'S ANOTHER REASON

t2here7I be a Franchise

evem

THIS
is a Miss
picture
of the screen's
mostreproduced
delightful from
come-a
dienne,
Constance
Talmadge,
still from her newest picture, "Mamma's Affair." We
think it is the most ravishingly beautiful, the most
fascinating and enticing picture of this winsome screen
star. It speaks for the photoplay. The picture is a
Joseph M. Schenck production, adapted by John Emerson
and Anita Loos from the famous stage success by
Rachael Barton Butler and directed by Victor Fleming. It
is a First National Attraction.

MARTIN J. QUIGLEY
Publisher
& Edit or

Ad

HHH E next few months

ISSUE

mission

By MARTIN
will see considerable

discussion of the subject of admission prices.
There will be some misinformed and timid theatremen who will be inclined to view the schedule of admission charges that has been put into
effect during the past three years as equivalent
in its own sphere to thirty-five cent sugar and
twenty-four dollar shoes.
In any consideration of current automobile
prices the public mind will not turn back t<>
what the motor car manufacturer received when
he was making one and two cylinder cars. The
one and two cylinder car would not be wanted
today at any price. This situation strikes very
close to the real truth of the exhibitor's admission price problem.

OF «•
15. 1921

p rices

J. QUIGLEY
cannot be sold to the public at prices which
obtained when the average picture cost from
twenty to twenty-five thousand dollars to produce. And this fact is the crux of the entiresituation: The huge increase in production
costs is attributable in the main to the public's
demand for better pictures which obviously cost
more money to make.
For example: Some time ago the public was
content with stories which could be purchased
from hack writers for a few hundred dollars.
Today,
in world
order is
to combed
meet theforpublic's
the entire
the bestdemand,
brains
in the writing profession and internationally
famous authors are set to the task of writing

Theatre admission prices — referring only to
the motion picture theatre — have not been inflated. The exhibitor did not leap upon a public

for the screen. This is the industry's answer
to the demand for better stories. Certainly the
public does not expect the industry to be purely
philanthropic in its efforts to answer this
demand.
* * *

accustomed on every side to being robbed during recent abnormal times and levy an excessive tribute. Admission prices have merely kept

OETTINGS

pace with the public's demand for better and
more costly motion picture entertainment. The
one cylinder motion picture is not wanted by
the public today at any price and it neither
wants nor expects current picture values at
nickelodeon prices. J?: 4>
TN

certain instances the public may feel that
admission prices have increased merely in

sympathy with commodity prices and consequently with commodity prices dropping theatre prices will follow the same course. It is
very pertinently to the exhibitor's interest as
well as being his duty to the industry at large
to conduct a campaign of education and enlighttnent to correct this impression.
It does not require an expert in economic>
to understand that regardless of any readjustment taking place in the general commercial
structure of the country motion pictures that
cost one hundred thousand dollars to produce

must be constructed today with

^ absolute fidelity to the real. W hen stories
require it journeys of hundreds of miles must be
made to locations where genuinely applicable
backgrounds may be obtained. Players who in
other days were sufficiently strong to carry productions as stars now find places in the cast,
adding immeasurably to the total effectiveness
of productions and also adding greatly to the
cost.
An indispensable element in the production
of a good picture is time — and a lot of it. And
time means expense. Curtail on this expense
and the chance of producing a great picture is
minimized. Practically without exception there
has been a period of time expended in the making of great pictures that is hardly understandable by anyone unfamiliar with the intricacies
of the art.
Your public should know these facts. Do not
permit them to become inclined, through ignorance of the truth, toward an attitude which
would tend to rob them of acceptable screen
entertainment.
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Re-Takes

Heraldgrams
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Fred B. Warren, general manager of distribution of Associated Producers, Inc., is
planning upon returning to Los Angeles
within a short time.
* * *
George H. Davis who has disposed of
practically
all of the
territorytoforthe"Isobel"
is contemplating
returning
West
Coast, where he will remain for several
months.
* * *
Hunt Strom bekg, exploitation chief of
Thomas H. Ince, is expected in Chicago this
week where he will stage a special exploitation stunt for
"Lying feature.
Lips," a forthcoming
Associated
Producers
* * *
John C. Racland, general manager of
Arthur S. Kane Pictures Corporation, is
back in New York after spending the holidays at Louisville, Ky.
* * *
W. C. Hermann, special representative of
Universal Film Mfg. Company, has just
completed a three months tour of the "Big
U" exchange and returned to the home
office.
* » *
A.
"Way
house
day.
cago.

H. Woods viewed D. W. Griffith's
Fast" theatre
from theon rear
the
atDown
his Woods
New ofYears
He spent Dec. 31 and Jan 1 in Chi* * »
Rex Ingram is expected to arrive in New
York this week with the first print of
Metro's big production of "The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse."
* * *
Bf.be Daniels, the Realart star, spent her
Christmas holidays at her old home in Dallas, Texas. Old time friends in the Texan
city arranged several parties in her honor.
Her next picture will be an adaptation of a
Saturday
Evening Post story by Nina Wilcox Putnam.
* * *
Joe Hopp, who is one of the big men in
the film business in the Central West, expects to open his Fort Armstrong theatre, at
Rock Island, 111., early this month. The
house seats 1,700 and in its decorative
scheme carries out the Indian traditions.
Victor Herbert has been prevailed upon
to
write the
Broadway
revue.music for Mack Sennett's
* * *
Dorothy Dalton, the Paramount star,
has returned to Los Angeles. Miss Dalton
has been away from sunny California for
over two years.
* * *
Everything is all set for the Theatre
Owners Chamber of Commerce ball to be
held in the Astor Hotel, New York, Jan. 5.
More than 1000 tickets had been disposed of
on Saturday.
* * *
Hobart Bosworth to properly celebrate
the Christmas season took unto himself a
wife. The Thomas H. Ince star was wedded
to Mrs. Cecile Percival, at San Diego. She
was formerly connected with the research
department of the *Ince* studios.
*
Mrs. Tod Browning, wife of the Universal director, was stricken seriously ill a
few days before Christmas and Mr. Browning was unable to come East with the print

of "Outside the Law" the Universal-Jewel
production.
* * *
Thomas Buchanan who recently resigned as associate editor of Goldwyn Pictures at Culver City, has joined the Jesse
Lasky forces where he would be associated
with Frank E. Woods.
* « *
After three weeks spent on the Western
Front
supervising
"Wife
their
initial special
feature
whichInsurance"
Victor Fleming is directing, John Emerson, Anita
Loos, and James Creel man, their special
publicity representative returned to New
York.
* * *
Watterson R. Rotuacker left on January 3 for New York where he expects to
remain for a week.
* * *
That A. P. story sent out from New
York stating
that had
the "fewer
betteractors
pictures movement
thrown and50,000
out of work and closed down all the big
studios
in the
endthat
of
trouble for
the country,"
producers.caused
Storiesno like
do immeasurable injury to the industry and
to state that the producers have cut down
their working forces fifty per cent is rediculous upon its face. All of the big companies were mentioned in the news item.
* * *
Sylvia Bkf.amer has signed a contract to
appear in Rubaiyat productions under director general Lloyd B. Carleton. She has
been
appearing
in Sidney A. Franklin
features.
* • *
W. W. Home in snx completed a tour of
the exchanges in the Central West and returned to New York last week.
* * *
Julius Laemmle, the thirteen-year-old
son and heir of the president of Universal
Film Mfg. Company, spent his holidays in
Chicago. At the Universal exchange he discussed pictures and the different phases
of the business like a veteran. A chip off
the old block.
« * *
The Jacksonville, Florida, Chamber of
Commerce has taken over ten thousand feet
of film in and around that city which it will
use to advertise the city and surrounding
country.
* * *
M. E. Mazue, special representative of
Sherman Productions Corporation, has been
promoted to treasurer of that company.
* * »
Jesse L. Lasky, vice-president of Famous
Players-Lasky, was registered at the Blackstone Hotel, Chicago, two days last week.
* * *
Vera Gordox. who played the mother in
"Humoresque." entertained the inmates of
Sing Sing
on NewStockton
Year's Day.
ginia Valliprison
and Edith
aided Virher
with the program.
* * *
George Perry, vice-president of Perry
Plays, Inc., has signed Robert Z. Leonard
to direct the first production for that company. It will be started about January 10.
* * *
Mar's- Mii.es Mixter is in the east enjoying a brief vacation. On her return to Los
Angeles, she will make plans for an elaborate home to be built on property which
she recently purchased in Laughlin Park.

□

News

By J. R. M.
1921
That's the way to write it.

Try it on your Woodstock, remington, underwood or corona.
*
They're
putting but
stripes
the street
cars
in Chicago,
the onstraphangers
would rather see the tractioji officials in
stripes.
•
That $10 presidential inauguration
won't make a very big hit with the bootleggers.
*
Those congressmen who want to further burden the film business with a
lot of taxes, probably think because it
is the silent drama *it won't say a word.
The "ax" of tax certainly hit the business in the neck. Having pulled all the
feathers out of the goose that laid the
golden
eggs, they want its wishbone
and
drum«ticks.
*
By the way, I wonder if that new picture of Marshall Neilan's '"Not a Drum
Was Heard"
Sunday
boys. is propaganda for the Blue
•
If it refers to snare drunrs in our orchestra pits. I'm sure it is.
Those birds are certainly going to
make it pleasant for us, are they not.
You said it. They are not.
•
On
the
level,
how'd
to have
a Blue Inspector wake you
you like
up out
of a
nice slumber on a Sunday morn and trot
you off to church, just because the Sunday previous you had walked through
the park without your blue glasses.
*
Stick to Your Stick, Babe.
Babe runs
Ruth this
saysseason.
he's going
get 100
home
Lastto year
he
dropped $37,000 in the picture business
and he got 54 home runs. He probably
figures that if he devotes his whole time
to b.b. he can double* last year's record.
If Congress is going to build any
more ships they ought to limit the
profiteers to one-half of one per cent.
*
But Don't Get Anywhere
Dear A. J.. M. P. World: I see you
printed "Martin Quigley says the World
moves." I asked M. J. if he thought that
and he replied, "Yes,* 'round in circles."
Pleased the Ladies
Didja notice what pretty bands the
Xmas cigars had this year? Those manufacturers certainly know the value of
good printing.
*
Wrong Again
"Slight Earthquake
headline.
Must havein Los
beenAngeles"
someone—
shaking for the drinks. Earthquakes are
unkflnown there. A native son told me
*
so.
Cause for Worry
Harding seems to be worrying a lot
about the cabinet Boies Penrose is going
to pick for him.
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[Copyrig-ht by Exhibitors Herald: 1921]

Photography

Stereoscopic photography is a reality.
George K. Spoor, president of the Essanay Film Mfg. Co., signalizes the opening of the new
year with an announcement that marks a sensational advance in photography.
Undaunted by the declarations of scientists that stereoscopic photography is an impossibility, Mr. Spoor steadfastly pursued a series of experiments over a period of eight years, finally
achieving success just before the close of last year.
Directly responsible for the invention which represents the one step of mechanical progress
which has been made since the motion picture has been developed to its present stage of perfection
is P. John Berggren, a native of Sweden, who has been intensively engaged in study and experimentation looking to the discovery of stereoscopic photography for twelve years.
Financed by Mr. Spoor and working under his supervision at the Essanay laboratories in
Chicago, Mr. Berggren has been engaged for four years in the series of experiments which have
just culminated in success.
The story of the successful production of stereoscopic photography — which is too long for
the limits of this article — is one of absorbing interest.
The idea and the feasibility of its attainment was
breadth. Occasionally in very fine photography upon
the screen an impression of stereoscopy is suggested
first conceived by Mr. Spoor eight years ago. Mr.
through lighting and composition but the resulting
Berggren has been working on the new system of
picture is not actually stereoscopic and only gives a
photography for twelve years. About four years ago
stereoscopic impression in a very minor degree.
Mr. Spoor determined to abandon all other motion
The Spoor-Berggren process attains a natural
picture activities and centralize his interest upon the
vision picture. That is, the picture upon the screen is
development of stereoscopic photography which he
not one which has been robbed of its natural characbelieved would revolutionize the motion picture, addteristic of depth but is a true reestablishment of the
ing immeasurably to the public's interest in pictures
original view just as it would be seen by the human
and to the industry's profit.
Various Principals Are Tried
eye. The ordinary camera, photographing only with a
single lens or eye, can only fix upon the negative an
At that time Mr. Spoor had widespread interests
image as viewed with a single human eye which is
in motion pictures which he immediately put in the
not stereoscopic because the stereoscopy which is atprocess of liquidation, finally entirely suspending protained inhuman vision is based on the optical arrange
duction and distribution in order that he might give
ment by which the eyes being set apart focus upon an
his undivided attention to hastening the successful
object from different angles.
issue of the experiments which had already been
begun.
Two Images Are Obtained
Various principles upon which it was hoped to
The Spoor-Berggren camera has two lenses which
achieve stereoscopic photography were tried, carried
for the purpose of this description may be compared
through to the final stage and then abandoned. The
with the two eyes of an individual. Two images from
latest experiment which worked out successfully was
slightly different angles are photographed. When
based on the original idea entertained by Mr. Spoor
such a picture is correctly projected it reestablishes
eight years ago.
upon the screen an image exactly as seen by human
vision and the difference from the usual flat picture
The additional cost of the new process as compared with the cost of plain photography is very small,
may be compared with the difference between a street
representing only a small additional expense on the
scene that is painted on a canvas drop and a street
positive prints.
scene that is actually built.
Mr. Spoor explains that the ordinary camera may
The stereoscopic feature of the Spoor-Berggren
development is not merely comparative ; the third
be equipped for the making of binocular vision pictures by the adding of a compact attachment. This
dimension — depth — is actually made visible upon the
applies similarly to the projector which may also be
screen. In fact, the method now being employed emreadily equipped for stereoscopic projection.
ral vision.phasizes the stereoscopic feature beyond that of natuThe Spoor-Berggren announcement represents
the attainment of one of the two things necessary for
What Spoor and Berggren have achieved, plainly
stated, is as follows :
the reestablishment upon the screen of natural vision
exactly as seen (Continued
by the human
The one thing
Up to the present time photography, motion or
on page eyes.
34)
still, has been flat, consisting only of length and
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Close-up of George K. Spoor (left) president of Essanay Film Manufacturing Company, and P. John Berggren, inventor of the new binocular vision camera, which is shown in the illustration.
Objects

on

Screen

Natural

Forms

The writer believing that the trade will
be chiefly interested in being acquainted
with what the natural vision pictures
actually look like upon the screen will attempt adescription of what is seen rather
than a technical explanation of the system which is provided for elsewhere in
this issue.
Through the courtesy of Mr. Spoor a
private demonstration of the natural
vision pictures was given at the Essanay
laboratories on Monday. January ii. In
addition to Mr. Spoor, Mr. Berggren, the
inventor. Blair Coan and the writer were
present.
Natural Lighting Used
The views projected consisted of miscellaneous shots made recently at various points about Chicago. In each instance the scene reproduced was one
photographed at a distance of from
eighty to 100 feet from the camera. No
attempt at artificial lighting of any of
the scenes had been made and only the
natural illumination of typical Fall days
in Chicago with overcast skies was
availed of.
The character of photography projected upon the screen under the SpoorBerggren system was decidedly different
and better in every respect than any ever
viewed previously. The first impression
registered with the observer is that the

Assume
and

Outlines

scene is beautifully lighted and that the
definition is perfect. Immediately objects in the scene, animate or inanimate
assume natural form, outline and solidity
and stand out as if in relief upon the
screen.
A distance
appears radically
ferent than oneviewis accustomed
to in difflat
photography. Looking ahead over a
roadway, for instance, the road does not
shoot upwards in the picture, but
merely takes a gradual incline at the
start and then stretches out in exact reestablishment of such a view in reality.
An outstanding characteristic of the
Spoor-Berggren natural vision pictures
is that they forcibly convey a suggestion
of the effect of a fine oil painting in
which the artist has been able to so arrange his lights and shadows that the
objects stand out with great fidelity to
the reality. The picture upon the screen
retains its correct proportions and definition regardless of what position in front
of the screen it may be viewed from.
The picture is plainly and clearly visible
from a position three feet away from the
screen and three feet to the right or
left.
There is a noticeable absence of eyestrain which is accounted for by the sciprinciple upon which the new system isentific
based.
In any consideration of the entertainment value and general interest to the

public of the pictures produced under
the Spoor-Berggren system they naturally fall into comparison, photographically, with such shots as are visible, for
instance, in D. W. Griffith's, "Way Down
F.ast" which, it will be generally admitted, compare favorably with the best
photography
in theatres. that has yet been projected
Despite the obviously careful and intelligent attention to lighting and corapositon that very apparently has been expended to obtain the screen result in the
Criffith picture, it is at a decided disadvantage, photographically, when compared with the casual results that Mr.
Spoor is able to demonstrate with the
new system. This, we believe, suggests
very forcibly what may be conservatively
expected in the way of photographic advancement from the new system.
Great Advances Offered
It is to be noted that the stereoscopic
feature of the natural vision picture is
not gained through the loss of any of
the qualities attained in the best flat
photography. In fact, the stereoscopic
feature is but one phase of the general
photographic
obtained
under
the new improvement
system.
Aside from its scientific signiheance.
the new system, in a practical test, demonstrates beyond question that it is a
development that offers great advances
for screen photography. Its appeal and
interest to the public is practically beyond question and it should make for the
motion picture substantial artistic progress, meanwhile contributing in a very,
certain manner to widening the scope
and influence of screen entertainment.
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Lieber

Police
Bar
Sunday
Charity
Block in Indianapolis
Loss to Building Placed at
Concert
in Atlanta
House
$160,000. Film Vaults
Not Destroyed
Action Is Assailed by Clergy and Public— Prohibitory
(Special to Exhibitors HcraidJ
INDIANAPOLIS, IXD.. Jan. 4.— Fire
which started on the third floor of the f
Steps Prior
Not Taken
by City
Officials
Until' Day
to Affair
at Howard
Theatre
building occupied by H. Lieber Compam .
24 West Washington Street, and extended
{Staff Correspondent, Exhibitors Herald)
to the fourth floor resulting in $160,000
ATLANTA. GA.. Jan. 4. — Atlanta is still roiled over the action of
damage, nearly destroyed the property of
Associated First National Pictures. Inc.. for Mayor James L. Key and Chief of Police Beavers in prohibiting the charity
which H. Lieber holds the Indiana
concert which was to be held at the Howard theatre on Sunday. Decemfranchise.
ber 19, under the auspices of the Associated Charities.
Discovered in Morning
This concert in the past has been an annual function here, conducted
The tire was discovered early in the
morning on Wednesday. December 29. It for the purpose of receiving donations for ten especially deserving cases,
was brought under control before it reached
labeledChristmas
the "ten opportunities"
by the Associated Charities, or
the film vault on the fourth floor. Furniture which
for thearegeneral
fund.
and advertising matter of the exchange
Function Generally Held at Atlanta Theatre
were destroyed but records of orders were
merely scorched and were readily copied.
The entertainment usually consists of some dramatic reading, or a
The H. Lieber Company are art dealers.
musical program, and is given in either the Atlanta theatre, a legitimate
In accordance with plans adopted some
time ago the First National exchange i^ house, or the Auditorium. But this year, the beautiful new Howard theatre
being moved to the old Rauh building in had only been open a week, and thousands of people who had attempted
West New York Street. It is a two-story
to visit it during its first week had been turned away foi lack of room.
building formerly occupied by General The head of the charitable organization knew that to hold their annual
Film Company and has a brick and con- entertainment in the Howard would double their crowd, and would work,
crete film vault.
All Orders Are Filled
in every way. to the advantage of the poor and needy who would benefit
Floyd Brown, manager, says the fire has by the donations.
not prevented the exchange from filling all
Trcup Howard, and his brother, C. B. ope* Sunday afternoon for charity. No
orders on schedule time. Immediately following the fire he accepted an offer of Howard, of the Howard theatre, gladly of- matter how good the cause to which they
office and storage space from the local
fered the theatre free of any charge, the propose to donate the money raised, this ;s
against the city ordinance, introbranch of Famous Player-Lasky Cor- big thirty-five piece concert orchestra, and positively
duced by Councilman W. F. Buchanan, and
poration.
the two star soloists who are features of passed by council in 1917.
Theatre Destroyed
passage of this ordinance was after
the Howard's program. Enrico Laide, con- a "The
long hard fight had been made to close
in $125,000 Blaze
ductor cf the orchestra, arranged a program
half a dozen theatres in this city that oper(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
of high-class music, some sacred music, and
ated on Sunday, under the guise of charity.
Miss Alma Dcria and Herbert Waterous.
It developed that charity received only a
NEWPORT. ARK.. Jan. 4.— The Strand soloists,
prepared
special
numbers.
theatre and nearby buildings were destroyed
very small per cent of the receipts from
most of these entertainments, and the good
by a tire which had its origin in the
Is Widely Advertised
playhouse and which entailed a loss of
Slides were used in all the local theatres people of Adanta, through council, put a
$125,000. The theatre, managed by A. C.
stop to Sunday shows.
Wilkerson. was a total loss. Insurance advising people that the Howard had been
"The proposition and argument for openloaned to the Associated Charities, and that
amounting to $20,000 was carried, whereas
ing the Howard theatre tomorrow is idenwith the case of the other theatres
the damage was estimated at $40,000. Sev- the big concert orchestra and two star solo- which tical
were closed bv the ordinance referred
eral reels of First National film were in
ists would be a part of a musical program
to.
the building.
of a high order of merit.
"I call on you and urgently request that
Frankfort, N. Y.,
John A. Manget, prominent Atlanta cit- you forbid the opening of the Howard
Theatre Burned
izen, who during the war served as head of Theatre in violation of the city law."
Mayor Issues Statement
a committee on Fair Prices, took the mat(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
A copy of this letter was also sent to
ter up with the chief of police late SaturFRANKFORT. N. Y.. Jan. 4.— The
day afternoon — after advertising had been Mayor James L. Key of Atlanta, who made
Grand theatre in Litchfield Street was deall over the city for the entire
stroyed by a recent fire. Loss is estimated displayed
week,
and when it was too late for the the following statement to the press. Saturat $20,000. The theatre was operated by charitable
:
organization to find some other
Ernest Folts and George Warner.
"Myday nightattention
has been called to the
opening
of
the Howard theatre, tomorrow.
place
give the
concert.
Mr. Manget's
letter to Chief
of 'Police
Beavers
follows:
Sunday, and also my attention has been
called to the Sunday closing law of 1917.
District of Columbia,
"Dear Sir:Letter Sent to Chief
and it is my opinion that the opening of this
Maryland and Virginia
(Concluded on Page 4>)
"The Howard theatre is advertised to be
Exhibitors to Convene
WASHINGTON. D. C. Jan. 4.— The
exhibitors of Maryland, the District of
Columbia and Virginia will hold a joint
meeting here on January 26 and 2T.
Attention has been called to the postponement of the Virginia convention
which was claied for January 12 and 13.
Postponement was made in order that
the combined meeting the latter part of
this month might be held.
Mayo

Is Going Abroad
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES. Jan. 4.— Frank Mayo
is planning to sail for Europe next
August, at which time he will make a
picture in England.

Saxe

and

Grauman

Theatres

Lease

in Chicago

Three
From

Moir

Saxe Amusement Company of Milwaukee and Jack Grauman.
who has resigned as Chicago manager for Metro, have leased the
theatre holdings in Chicago of Harry Moir. The transaction involves
the Boston. Rose and Alcazar, all downtown houses. Harry Hart,
who has been managing the Princess theatre in Milwaukee, has been
appointed manager of the three Chicago houses.
It is understood that the rental of each of the theatres taken over
by Saxe & Grauman will be $30,000 a year. The length of the lease
on the theatres was not announced. Neither has it been announced
whether a new policy will be adopted in the operation of the houses.
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Natural
Is

Vision

Explained

Invention

by

Inventor

P. John Berggren Gives Statement
To "Exhibitors Herald" on System
Which May Revolutionize Pictures
iiiiwm— ■■iiiiiintuomi wmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmiamm mmmmmmmmmmmmmmn
At the request of Exhibitors Herald. P. John Berggren,
inventor of the system of natural vision photography, has given in
plain language the following brief explanation of the invention:
Natural vision photography is the mechanical reproduction of the
human system of vision.
To accomplish this the objects must be viewed or photographed at a
parallax. The ordinary parallax used in viewing objects being the interpupillary distance. In reproductions upon the film for a greater distance
the parallax should be increased according to a certain relation between the
distance between the two lenses and the distance of the object from the
camera.
For that reason the camera is equipped with an adjustable parallax to
compensate for the difference between a close-up and a distant view. It
an object should be photographed under an unproportional parallax the
image would not be a true picture of the object as seen by a person with
two eyes, which is the fundamental principle for the use of this instrument.
In viewing farther away objects an increased parallax will give a stronger
stereoscopic effect than seen in natural vision, something similar to the
experience of looking through a binocular.
This photographic system has for its foundation the combination of
three sciences — elementary physics, of the optical system in photographing
printing and projection ; the physiologic features involved when seen by
the eye on getting the two different images under corresponding angles
into the eyes in relation to the photographic angle and finally the psychological judgment of the experience in the illusion.
This entire system is based on a new photographic principle. Up to
the present time all photography has been a reproduction of a monocular
view and consequently has been limited to two dimensions. To be able
to reproduce the third dimension or a suggestion of depth a system of
angular photography must be used. Angular photography gives a double
perspective and also a double angular reflection of light of the objects
photographed. To obtain these two different and separate images, erect
them back and focus them both over a common photographic plane, it is
necessary to use the new system of light ray selection which I have
designed.

Stereoscopic Camera
Perfected by Spoor
(Continued from Page 31)
remaining to be developed is natural
vision color. Of the two, binocular vision photography unquestionably means
more to the public and consequently
more to the industry. There may be
some grounds for argument as to the
value and desirability of color photography but none as to the benefits of reproducing upon the screen objects as
they are actually seen by the human
eyes as to form, structure and position.
Mr. Spoor, who is accustomed to success and progress, having amassed a
considerable fortune and built up one of
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the largest producing and distributing
organizations, which was set aside in order that he could devote all his time to
assisting the inventor in bringing about
natural vision pictures, is quietly jubilant over the invention.
He points out that it is the one radical
departure since the original development
of photography. As a contribution to
the popularity and the commercial progress of the motion picture, he believes it
is of overwhelming importance and that
its influence will be very great upon the
immediate future of the industry.
Mr. Spoor owns basic patents on the
optical instruments and mechanical devices which produce the natural vision
pictures.
He states that he has several plans
under consideration for the commercial
exploitation of the development but will
make no decision or no announcement
for some time.

Get- Rich-Quick Pair
Face Jail Sentences
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
INDIANAPOLIS, IND., Jan. 4 —
Ernest
formerly
manager ("Curley")
of the Isis Hodgett,
theatre here,
and
Claude Walker, formerly ticket taker at
the same theatre, have been bound over
to the grand jury on a charge of embezzlement. The charge was preferred
by the Central Amusement Company,
owners of the theatre. Both of the men
were arrested at their homes in Newcastle, where they had gone to spend
Christmas.
It is said the men pleaded guilty. They
were released under $500 bond each. According to Hodgett, the embezzlement
will not exceed $210. Detectives say the
defendants operated a ticket-selling system whereby special tickets printed
solely for them were sold together with
the regular tickets. It is said that each
day when they checked up they deducted
for themselves the amount gained from
the sale of their special tickets.
Joseph

Stern Will
Build Two Theatres
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEWARK, N. J., Jan. 4— Joseph
Stern, a member of the executive committee of the M. P. T. O. A., has announced plans to build two additional
theatres. He will erect a 2,500-seat house
on Orange street, Roseville section,
Newark, N. J. It will be built on the
stadium plan; will have a lobby entrance
of 25 by 125 feet and an auditorium 100
by Another
185 feet. theatre which Mr. Stern will
build will be in Irvington, N. J., at Irvington center, Clinton and Springfield
avenues. This theatre will seat 2,000,
also on the stadium plan; will have a
lobby 37 by 90 feet and an auditorium
95 by 176 feet. Mr. Stern is contemplating the erection of two more houses
in this vicinity.
Ch icago Police Chief
Bars Crime Pictures
Chief of Police Fitzmorris of Chicago
has issuedsorshipinstructions
city's cenboard to issueto nothepermits
for
pictures showing criminals at work.
"I gave orders to the censors three
weeks ago to put the lid on all crime
pictures,"
the chiefwhether
stated. "It
make
no
difference
the will
criminal
shown is a hero or a villain. Even the
showing of a policeman disguised as aburglar is taboo. The producers have
been notified of my order and no subterfuges or excuses will avail them of permits for such pictures."
Pioneer Film Man Dies
Chris Whelan, pioneer film man of
Chicago, died suddenly on Friday, December 31. As an exhibitor, exchange
man and sales representative, Mr. Whelan was well known through the Middle
West. When an exhibitor he was prominently associated with the old state exhibitors league in Illinois. Recently he
had been in the oil business.
Peacock Productions Move
The executive offices of Peacock Productions, Inc., controlling branches in
Kansas City, St. Louis. Dallas and Oklahoma City, are being transferred to the
Film Exchange building, Kansas City,
Mo.
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Short Subject Company Has Obtained the Product
of Gaumont, Another Concern and Kinograms
to be Issued Under The Latter Title
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Jan. 4.— Educational Film Exchanges, Inc., has acquired the product of three news weeklies for merger into one reel for
se:ni-weekly publication.
This agreement includes the acquisition of the forces making the
Kinograms and Gaumont Weekly publications, whose product will be combined in the first news reel to be available in theatres on January 30. One
month later another weekly News product will be incorporated in the new
offering.
Will Retain All Cameramen of Three Concerns
Every cameraman employed by these three organizations and every
important employe will be retained. The product of these three entire
staffs will be available for the selections desired by Educational in its
issue. According to the plans announced the offering to exhibitors will
represent the very cream of news service and a selection of product that
is now possible only to the theatre who contracts for several services and
makes his own choice of scenes.
"Kinograms" will be retained as the name
of the semi-weekly service, since it has
established such a high standard of quality and does not conflict with the name of
any other producer. At the same time exhibitors will be reminded through the subtitles that these news pictures represent the
standard of Educational in recording the
events of the day. The pictures will be subject to the same rigid rule of the production board which passes on all other publications through Educational exchanges.
40 Staffs Maintained
It is announced that cameramen are to
be retained in forty of the principal centers
of the world, especially including the
countries which are most prominent in current news. In addition to these staffs will
be kept at various pivotal points so that
photographers may be dispatched to any
scene of special news incident without disturbing the normal routine. Still further,
contracts have been signed which will give
the new Kinograms cameramen exclusive
pictures of several important expeditions
and scheduled news features.
Coincident with the announcement cf
Educational's
acquisition
of thesehadpictures
came
the news
that contracts
been
signed with the entire U. B. O-Keith circuit
for the showing of Kinograms in every
theatre on the circuit. This will not prevent, however, the general publication of the
pictures to all theatres and the wire announcements of the new service are reported to have brought Educational numerous requests for the services from scores of
theatres in every principal city of the
country.
Other Propositions Offered
"We have taken over these three news
service products." said E. W. Hammcns,
president of Educational, "because we believe that it furnished us an opportunity to
put the Educational standard into this field.
We will have the product that has been heretofore released through three different companies and representing the work of unquestionably the greatest combination of cameramen that has ever been presented to the exhibitor.
"Various propositions to acquire news
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services have been presented to us before,
but we have hesitated to simply enter this
field with a competing series of pictures and
to give the exhibitor just one more that he
would have to buy to include in his selection of the very best news pictures of the
day. With these three products there is
little occasion for the exhibitor to go outside this single reel, twice weekly to be sure
that he is covering even' important event
that his patrons want to see on the screen."
Los Angeles Will Use
Films for Advertising
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS AXGELES. Jan. 4.— Plans are
being considered by the Chamber of
Commerce for the use of films in advertising Los Angeles and the output of its
factories. The films will be used to increase foreign trade.

Organization

Completed

By Wyoming Exhibitors
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
CHEYEXXE. WYO, Jan. 4.-The Wyoming State Exhibitors Association was
perfected at a recent meeting at the Plains
Hotel. Officers elected for the ensuing year
are T. F. Lynch, Laramie, president; G. B.
.McKay, Greybull, vice-president : A. Little.
Laramie, secretary-treasurer. The executive
committee comprises Benn Collier, Sheridan ; Harry Brennan Casper : Mrs. LeeMote, Riverton ; Tom Love, Hanna ; G. W.
Whitten, Kemmerer. and M. H. Todd,
Cheyenne.
Lesley Mason Resigns
From Trade Journal
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK. Jan. 4.— Lesley Mason,
who has been with the Exhibitors Trade
Review since 1916, has resigned as editor
and vice-president. The resignation of
Albert Cormier as advertising manager
also has become effective. Additions to
the advertising staff of the publication
are R. M. Yandivert and McCoy Taylor.
Arthur Friend Opens
Law Offices In N. Y.
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Jan. 4 — Arthur Friend,
whose resignation as an official of Famous Players-Lasky Corporation took
effect Saturday, has opened law offices
at 366 Madison avenue. Mr. Friend continues as a stockholder and a member
of the board of directors of Famous
Players.
Gores and Sol Lesser
Distribute Gift Checks
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS AXGELES, Jan. 4.— Gift checks
were distributed during the holidays by
Gore Brothers and Sol Lesser to the
employes of their various theatres.

"What Exhibitors Jive Saying \About
=-EXHIBITORS
HERALD
"Am enclosing a check to renew my subscription for two years. Yours
is indeed the real exhibitor's guide." — George W. Taylor, Manager, Idle Hour
Theatre, Dunlap, Ohio
* * ¥
"I am pleased to renew my subscription to your helpful Herald. It is
always full of good and helpful matter and of great assistance to the small-town
exhibitor."
— John W. Schatt, Manager, Gowanda Opera House, Gowanda,
N. Y.
* * %■
"Here I am, a new subscriber, but I want to say this: If every copy of
EXHIBITORS HERALD is as good as the first one I received, I don't see how
any exhibitor can afford to be without it." — W. Lloyd Beebe, Manager, Opera
House, Manito, 111.
jji if.
"I feel that EXHIBITORS Herald is worth $10 per year for its 'What
the Picture Did for Me' department alone." — Raymond Schneider, Manager,
Midget Theatre, Metamora, 111.
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"BIG FIVE" GROUP

SHOW

( harles Chaplin

Dorothy Phillips

Commerce, Ga.,
Exhibitor Gives
Loving Cup to
Most Beautiful
BIG
RETURNS
Child Entered
(From Staff Correspondent)
tures, and that the final votes would be
counted and the prizes awarded. The
COMMERCE, GA., Jan. 4.— Any man
was packed, and the S. R. O. sign
is brave who stages a baby show — with house
had to be dusted off and hung outside
prizes and everything— and who has the the box office. Three men from a neighcourage brazenly to say that one
boring town had been persuaded to come
over and count the votes, and one of
woman's infant is more attractive than them
— a minister — announced the prize
winners.
another woman's. For it's a well-known
* * *
fact — so well known as to be platitudinThere was considerable excitement
ous— that every woman believes her own
when the lucky babies were brought to
baby has at least ten points in advanthe stage to receive their prizes.
tage of every other baby on earth.
But the effects of the contest were
But Manager Arnette Aiken of the felt for several days after, as the prize
Colonial theatre here is entitled* to credit winning babies gave theatre parties to
not only for his bravery in staging such thank their friends for working for them,
and then the babies who didn't win
a show, but for his ingenuity in robbing prizes,
not to be outshone, gave parties
it of any sting whatever to the dis- as well for those who worked for them,
gruntled, parents who did not win!
they didn't
He announced that a beautiful silver even
Andif perhaps
the win!
part that Mr. Aiken
loving cup, the actual cost of which was likes best about the whole thing is that,
baby show was a very ex$55, handsomely engraved, would be though the
pensive one, for his theatre, it has been
given to the most beautiful baby in Com- a good investment. He is on terms of
warmest friendliness with half of the
merce; and two smaller prizes would
children in town, and all the solid, subbe given to the next two prettiest.
stantial business people got so thor* * *
oughly interested in the baby show that
they formed a habit of going to the
He arranged a coupon system, whereby
each ticket bought entitled the holder to theatre, which habit Mr. Aiken wisely
makes permanent by running the best
one vote; a book of tickets, for the entire pictures
available.
two weeks of tbe contest, admitting two
Exploitation like this is a good investment and pays big returns over and over
people to each day's show, carried a corresponding number of votes.
again. (For illustration see page 64)
He had a photographer come down
from Atlanta for the pictures. When a
Milligan Has Resigned
mother wished to enter her baby in the
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
contest, she filled out a blank, giving
NEW YORK. Jan. 4. — The resignation
the baby's name, age and weight, and of James Milligan. for the last year general
sales manager of Typhoon Fan Company,
mentioning an hour at which the baby
Saturday. He has not anmight be photographed. The photog- went into nounceffect
ed a new affiliation.
rapher got the pictures and slides were
made of each baby so that at every performance the slides, by numbers, were
Mulder- Ruhaak on Coast
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
run and people in the house might vote
as they liked.
LOS ANGELES, Jan. 4.— G. H. MulOn the last day of the contest he an- der-Ruhaak and wife of The Hague.
Holland, were visitors recently at the
nounced that he had obtained "A Twilight Baby" as one of the feature pic- West Coast studios of Metro.
BABY
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McCormick

to Publish

Ambassador Magazine
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Jan. 4.— S. Barret
McCormick, managing director of the
new Ambassador theatre here, has concluded arrangements for publishing the
Ambassador Weekly Magazine, which,
it
said, will represent the last word
in is
printing.
The magazine will be a distinct departure from the usual theatre program.
Its cover and general makeup will be
one of the striking features of the printer's art. A shipment of type faces is to
be
own.obtained to give it character of its
Brown

Is Elected Head

Of Electrical Engineers
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOSnual ANGELES,
Jan.of4.—
the anelection of officers
theAtElectrical
Illuminating Engineers of the Motion
Picture Industry, Harry Brown was
chosen to succeed F. S. Mills as president; Louis L. Kolb was pamed vicepresident; T. E. Young, secretary, and
Joseph Reynolds, treasurer.
Key

Company

Produces

(Special
to Exhibitors
"Life"
From Herald)
Stories
NEW YORK. Jan. 4.— The motion picture rights to all copyrighted material appearing in Life have been obtained by Key
Holding Corporation, according to Charles
Dana Gibson, president of Life.
The Key corporation is now producing a
series of one reel features, based on the
material from Life, for weekly publication.
There will be an exploitation tieup between
the producing company and the magazine.
Brunet

Confers

With

Coast Representatives
(Special to Exhibitors Herald) %
LOS ANGELES, Jan. 4.— Paul Brunet,
president of Pathe, has been in conference here with Coast representatives of
the company. It is believed that his
mission here presages high promotion
for some one.
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First

National's

De

Luxe

Films
Rated
as "Big Five"
"Passion", Chaplin's "The Kid", Holubar's "ManWoman-Marriage" and Other Specials Are
Included in First Group
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Jan. 3. — Conjecture as to the identity of the "Big Five
Productions" was dissolved at a dinner tendered tonight to the members
of the trade press at the Hotel Astor.
Announcement was made that the advertising appearing recently in
the trade journals was sponsored by Associated First National Pictures,
Inc., as a teaser campaign on a group of pictures believed by J. D. Williams,
general manager of the company, to so overshadow the general run of
screen output as to merit special attention.
First Group of "Big Five" Series Announced
The first series of "Big Five Productions" will include such de luxe pictures as "Passion," Charlie Chaplin's "The Kid"; the Albert A. KaufmanAllen Holubar nine-reel drama eternal "Man, Woman, Marriage," starring
Dorothy Phillips ; R. A. Walsh's masterpiece, "The Oath," and the Louis
B. Mayer special "Sowing the Wind," featuring Anita Stewart.
The teaser campaign conducted by teaser campaign was the receipt of hunFirst National proved a great success,
dreds of applications for positions. None
for despite conjectures no one guessed of these were opened by Frank Hughes
of J. B. Muller Advertising Agency,
the identity
"Bigof Five,"
National
was ofin the
receipt
hundredsFirst
of through which First National conducted
its
campaign.
inquiries asking for information, but
Announcement also was made at the
none was given. The trade paper offices
also had many queries in their mail.
dinner that Lesley Mason, former ediMeets With Success
tor of the Exhibitors Trade Review, has
First National as an observer and
This campaign, which created no lit- joined
tle stir in film circles from Coast to field scout for pictures of the magnitude
"Passion" and others included in the
Coast, was the pet idea of J. D. Wil- of
first group. He also will edit and title
liams That it has met with immediate
and
write special publicity articles.
success is indicated in the surprise oc- However,
his work will be primarily to
casioned by the divulgence of the iden- look out for
prodigious productions.
tity of the "Big Five."
Will
Complete Contract
An important meeting of First National officials is scheduled for January
First
National's
Five" information
announcement is the first"Big
definite
10 and 11 at the Congress hotel in Chicago for the purpose of deciding on
concerning the disposition, of Chaplin's
"The Kid." Although the special has
methods of distribution for the "Big
been
generally accepted as a First Na"Five"
pictures.
tors from
all over Representative
the country haveexhibibeen
tional publication, it was uncertain up
invited to attend. At this time the pro- to this announcement just what disposition would be made of it.
ductions inthe first group will be shown.
It was announced at the meeting toWith
disposal of "The Kid" and Chapnight that one of the results of the
lin's return to the Coast the way is
ALSO

R. A. Walsh

MEMBERS

OF THE
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"BIG FIVE"

Pola Negri

cleared for the completion of the remaining four of the series of eight two-reel
comedies
calledcontract.
for under
Chaplin's
First National
The comedian
is now working on his fifth subject.
While the precise terms on which
"The Kid" was obtained are not forthcoming, they aretransaction.
understood First
to constitute a record
National's statement relative to the publication of the picture is of special interest to exhibitors generally and particularly to those holding contracts for the
original eight. "The Kid" being a special and entirely distinct from the original eight short subjects, First National
states that it is not obligated to issue it
under the same terms as apply to the
short comedies.
Give First Consideration
It has been decided by the board of
directors, however, that to afford every
benefit possible to those exhibitors who
hold contracts for the original eight to
give such theatre men the first consideration in determining conditions of publication. For other exhibitors the Chaplin special will be available as one of the
"Big Five" grouped together for exhibition under the or
special
"season
plan"
now announced,
it may
be booked
separately on rental terms corresponding to the determined exhibition value
the special will call for.
The revised and recut print of "The
Kid" is expected in New York this week.
The remaining four pictures of the original eight will be produced at the Chaplin Studios in Los Angeles. While Chaplin leased his plant to the Carter DeHavens some months ago, he reserved
the right to resume work on his own
productions at any time during the term
of lease. The studio, however, is commodious enough to permit both companies to work simultaneously.
Attending the dinner tonight were
Lesley Mason, C. L. Yearsley, Earl
Hudson and Horace Judge, all of First
National: William A. Johnston, Motion
Picture News; C. S. Sewell, Moving Picture World; Charles R. Boynton and M.
W. Sohn, the latter the new editor of
Exhibitors Trade Review; Joseph Dannenburg
and Jack
Frank
J. Hughes,
J. B.Al'cote,
MullerWid's;
Advertising
Agency; O.(Concluded
E. Anderson,
New
York
on page 56)
GROUP

Anita Stewart
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Wives"
"Blind
With
Again
Scores
Absorbing Story Presented With a Wealth of
Detail That Makes for Good Entertainment.
Estelle Taylor and
Well- Chosen Cast.

William Fox's latest special production is"Blind Wives." The picture is an adaptation by Charles J.
Brabin, who also directed, of Edward
Knoblock's stage plav, "My Lady's
Dress."
The story's theme is brought out in
a foreword from Ruskin, who says
that as long as there are not enough
blankets in the world for the naked
there should be no lace. The treatment accorded the theme is episodic,
and in the same form as that followed
by the same producer in "While Xew
York Sleeps." It gives the picture a
tone of novelty for, as it stands, it tells
five stories in one. Estelle Taylor,
Marc McDermott and Harry Sothern,
who appeared in "While New York
Sleeps," have the principal roles in
"Blind Wives."
The main story, on which all the
episodes rest, deals with a woman
who, as the subtitle says, clothes herself not to live but lives for clothes.
At Jacqueline's she runs up outrageously high bills and though her
wardrobe is bulging with clothes she
declares she hasn't a gown she can
wear at the Horse Show ! Her husband cuts off her account at Jacqueline's and rather than go without a
new dress she allows another man to
buy one for her. This leads to an
effective dramatic scene when, in the
midst of a quarrel with her husband,
the gown arrives. The husband utters
Ruskin's statement and shows his wife
what her craving for clothes means in
the lives of others. She lies out of
the situation by saying she bought the
gown before the cancellation was
given, but the ordeal unnerves her and
she takes a tablet to produce sleep.
She wants to appear at her best at the
Horse Show. But her husband's
words have made an impression upon
her and in her sleep she visualizes
the tragedies brought about in the
lives of the workers who slave to supply the selfish wants of those such as
herself.
Then follows four distinct and
separate episodes, each one telling,
like a complete short story, a tragedy
that is closely knit to the theme of the
main movement.
The motivating

Marc McDermott Head the
Charles J. Brabin Directed It.

figures in these tragedies are a little
hunch-backed flower girl who makes
the flowers for the dresses ; a trapper
who supplies the sable furs : a weaver
whose loom furnishes the fine silk, and
the
models.mannequin who parades the
Of the four the story of the
weaver is the most effective. In
fact, it is a classic in itself. The
character of the drunken weaver,
who makes the bottle his bride after
he has lost to another the girl he
loves, is a fine, human study. Beneath a mask of jollity he is heartbroken. The natives of the French
village consider him bad ; in fact
when the good priest tells him he
will come to no good end he answers gaily: "Xot come, father; I
have already
He isyeton when
probation to the gone."
silk buyer,
he finds that the girl he loves has
worked in place of her cough-racked
and dying husband and has turned
out a crude piece of silk, which
means greater deprivation, he slyly
substitutes his own perfect product.
The buyer pronounces the piece he
himself offers as worth only quarter
pay. The girl attempts to speak but
the drunkard compels silence. And
then, when the buyer speaks the
dreaded words to him "No more orders from me," the drunkard accepts the verdict with outward sang
froid. But out in the tree-lined
road, with the girl behind him, his
steps pointed in the direction of the
unknown beyond, he buries his head
in his arm and sobs. What a tragedy is born that my lady may have
her dress! With Marc McDermott,
as the drunkard, and Estelle Taylor,
as the wife, contributing nothing
short of perfection in delineations,
the episode strikes a deep, vibrant
cord.
The episode of the flower girl
who sacrifices her luxurious hair so
that her sister can be married ; that
of the trapper, Ivan Ivanovitch. a
dreamer, sensitive and fine, who
finds his wife, a woman of the earth,
in the arms of his foreman when he
returned unexpectedly from a hunting trip ; and the episode of the
mannequin, who falls into the hands
of a brutish employer who refuses
to allow her to leave her work to
see her mother before death because
in refusing to accept the attentions
of an influential buyer she had lost
him a customer. These episodes
while individually holding a modi-

cum of interest are overshadowed
by the one referred to in the preceding paragraph.
The mannequin episode, has one
outstanding dramatic moment, that
wherein the mannequin's mother is
shown dying and the physician and
the switchboard operator make
frantic efforts to reach the mannequin over the telephone. Judicious
cutting of the film at this point has
been most effective.
Then, having visualized these epi-#
sodes in her sleep, the wife awakes
to realize the truth of her husband's
arguments and when the home
wrecker
hersheabout
her
dress 'phones
she tellstohimaskthat
has
sent
back her
to in
Jacqueline's.
finale itshows
a cozy cornerTheof
the house with her husband in lieu
of a visit to the Horse Show.
Taking the picture as a whole,
some interesting material is presented and while it is not presented
flawlessly the defects are never
glaring. The production is ambitious and in the sequence in which
the opening and the closing of the
story is told the settings are most
pretentious. They are of the inof Jacqueline's.
the main
story ateriorfashion
show isInstaged.
By contrast, the locales of the
other episodes are switched from
Jacqueline's
-to the
tenement
of New York,
thence
to thesection
snow
bound wastes of Russia, then to
what seems to be a village in France]
and back to Jacqueline's again.
The novelty of presentation, the
appeal in the theme, the luxuriousness of production, and the dramatic
strength of the weaver episode, with
fair dramatic worth in the other
episodes makes "Blind Wives" a
pleasing picture.
William J. MacGrath
Joins Stoll Ad Staff
William J. McGrath, for the past two
years assistant publicity and advertising
director of Vitagraph, has resigned to
join the advertising and publicity staff
of the Stoll Film Corporation of America whose offices are at 130 West Fortysixth street. Mr. McGrath's resignation
at Vitagraph became effective January
1, and he assumed his new duties with
the Stoll organization on January 3.
His efforts there will be confined to the
creation of press books and other exploitation material.
James Englander, who has been his
assistant at Vitagraph, will go with him
to the Stoll
to aid in exploitation andorganization
publicity work.
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English
At

Film

Laemmle

Official

Guest

Dinner

Banquet Attended by Prominent Men
Business Associates of Universal
and Employes of Company

in

N.

Y.

In Industry,
Chief

Arthur Clozenberg, managing director of Film Booking Offices, Ltd.,
of London', was officially welcomed into the ranks of the Universal orgairzation recently at a dinner given in the Waldorf-Astoria, New York
City, by Carl Laemmle, president of Universal Film Manufacturing Company. Mr. Clozenberg, whose corporation is the British distributor of the
Universal product, came to this country to get acquainted with Universal
executives, methods and management.
The dinner was attended by prominent fdm men, editors of the trade
press, business associates of Mr. Laemmle, and by half a hundred Universal
department heads, executives and employes. The affair was a "handsacross-the-sea" tribute to Mr. Clozenberg and his associates of the F. B. O.
who entertained Mr. Laemmle royally during his visit to London last
summer.
Expresses Admiration for Universal Organization
The feature of the evening was a short talk by the guest of honor, in
which he expressed his admiration of the Universal organization built up
by Mr. Laemmle, and the appreciation the F. B. O. officials feel for the Universal chief, and for George E. Kann, Universal's export manager, who
visited England prior to Mr. Laemmle, to negotiate the preliminaries of the
big F. B. O. -Universal tieup.
Mr. Clozenberg was greeted with great trip. The tour will include all the points
applause when he announced that long ex- of interest in Great Britain, and possibly a
tended investigations on the part of the F. visit to the Continent. It is understood that
B. O. organization had proved that there is Universal will accept the offer and award
no more popular brand of film shown in the plum to one of its prize salesmen.
England than Universal pictures.
Mr. Laemmle recounted to his employes
Mr. Laemmle Talks
and friends present at the dinner the surprise he received at the hands of the British
With a view of cementing closer relationship between the Universal organization organization when he arrived in London,
in America, and the F. B. O. organization in where he found an elaborate banquet awaitGreat Britain. Mr. Clozenberg announced
ing him, and his astonishment at the
that he would pay the entire expenses of progressiveness of the F. B. O., which he
likened to an American film organization
any Universal representative Mr. Laemmle
in its alertness and systematic methods. R.
chooses to send to England on a pleasure

fill
I l< i litis
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II. Cochrane, vice president of Universal,
voiced the sentiments of the Universal executives in appreciation of the genial personality of the guest from across the ocean.
Gulick Is Toastmaster
Paul Gulick, publicity director of Universal, whose reputation as a toastmaster
gained added weight during the evening,
called
E. H.to Goldstein,
Universal's
general upon
manager,
tell the visiting
Englishman something about the Universal organization.
Among other things, he said that in the
distributing field alone, in the United States,
Universal has forty-four separate branches,
with forty-four branch managers, 300 salesmen and 1,200 other employes. These
figures, he made plain, do not include the
Universal home office force, nor the production staff and employes at Universal
City. tory
He runstold
Universal's
Fort than
Lee facat how
an output
of more
two
million feet of film each week. He added
that
weekly payroll amounts to
more Universal's
than $135,000.
Interesting Talks Given
Interesting talks also were given by Harry
M. Berman, general manager of exchanges,
Mr. Kann, and Harry Reichenbach. Among
those present were Messers William A.
Johnston, James Beecroft, New York manager for the Exhibitors Herald; Joe Dannenberg, P. D. Cochrane, exploitation manager for Universal ; Edward Moffat, advertising manager ; Vernon R. Carrick, of
Fairmount Feature Film Company of PhiladelphiaLouis
;
and Oscar Jacobs of Century
Film
Corporation
; I. N.Repro
Landauer,
and Alvin Mayer of Photo
Company.
Among the Universal executives and employes also present were John Ohrt, controller ;John Ward, Charles Rozensweig of the
Big "U" exchange and his two associates,
George D. Uffner and W. C. Herrmann ;
Sam Sedran, Universal purchasing agent;
Joe tiveMayer,
special exploitation
representa;Ben Grimm,
F. W. Talbert,
Henry
Clay Bate, Paul E. Perez, Harry Zehner,
George
Brown, F.George
L. I. Kutinsky, Robert
Roden, Perkins,
Sidney Singerman,
J. A. Levinson,
Bert
North,
Irving
man, Phil Hodes and Alexander StockKroll.

MM

Welcome dinner tendered Arthur Clozenberg, managing director of the Film Booking Office, Ltd. of London, by the Universal Film Manufacturing Company, at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, New York, Dec. 29.
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SIR

GILBERT
and

HIS

HERALD

PARKER
STUDIO

ACTIVITY

Famous

English Author Worlds Daily at Hollywood Studios
of Famous Players-Lasfay
stories for magazine publication which have
(~\
significant
* *
^-^ NE
the of
pasttheyear
has hecndevelopments
the attractionof had an enthusiastic* following.
to screen writing of a number of worldMany of Sir Gilbert's stories have been
famous authors. Conspicuous among these produced
upon the stage and as long as
is Sir Gilbert Parker, who has been re- twenty years ago he worked in collaboration
with the leading dramatists of England in
siding for several months at the Beverly
connection with the production of these
Hills Hotel, Beverly Hills, Cal., while he stories.
has been working daily at the Hollywood
Of especial interest in connection with
motion picture work is the fact that
studios of Famous Players-Lasky Cor- his
the
subject matter of the greater number
poration.
>{ his stories affords excellent picture mau-rial ; he has written stuff of a character
Sir Gilbert's writings have had a very
NOTED

BRITISH

AUTHOR

IN CALIFORNIA

January 15, 1921
fiction, general experience and demonstrated ability better qualified them for sigParker. nificant screen work than Sir Gilbert
The matter of picturizing the works of
celebrated authors is in no way a recent
development but has been frequently attempted for many years. In many of these
instances the producer and director have
either worked independently of the author
or have had only half-hearted assistance.
Usually the author has been unable to offer
any constructive .help, being unfamiliar
with the technique and the peculiar requirements of picture making.
Again, there has been a sort of a condescension on the part of certain authors
who have apparently approached screen
writing reluctantly evidencing a manner
that suggested that they felt they were
doing the motion picture a decided honor
by recognizing it. These efforts have been
uniformly unsuccessful and the results in
practically every instance may be attributed to the fact that the authors were
not sufficiently impressed with the mission
they were undertaking to equip themselves
with the technical knowledge necessary to
insure the successful translation of their
fiction to the screen.
Nothing of this attitude is evidenced by
Sir Gilbert. In a recent conversation he
said : rating
"I hisam
out here
studying."
attitude
he made
it very Elaboplain
that he has approached the work of writing
for motion pictures in a thoroughly serious
manner with full realization that he is confronted with the task of mastering a new
medium of expression.
Sir Gilbert has been spending several
hours daily at the Lasky studio, studying
production methods and meanwhile preparing an original story which will be produced under his personal supervision.
Constance

Sir Gilbert Parker and Lady Parker, photographed in the gardens adjoining the
Beverly Hills hotel, Beverly Hills, Cal. Sir Gilbert has been in California for
several months studying production and writing a story which will be produced
under his personal supervision.
great vogue in the United States, Canada,
England and Australia for the past twenty
years. He has come to be known to millions of readers as one of the outstanding
figures in the sphere of virile, romantic
fiction. In addition to his reputation and
prominence as an author Sir Gilbert has
exerted wide influence in parliamentary and
administrative circles in England for many
years.
Among his best known literary works
which have met with tremendous popularity are "The Right of Way," "The
Weavers"
and "The
Judgment
He
has produced
a large
numberHouse."
of short

that readily lends itself to picturization.
One of Sir Gilbert's earliest efforts is enand His
siststitled,
of a "Pierre
number
of People,"
tales of and
the conFar
North.fort to These
tales
comprise
the
first
efActionize the adventuresome and
romantic country of the Canadian Northwest and have been followed by a host of
popular writers. Incidentally, stories of
this nature have supplied the material for
many of the most successful motion pictures,and
includingmany
"The others.
River's End," "The
Spoilers"
There are probably few of the noted
authors now living whose particular field of

Talmadge,

Dorothy Gish Marry
At Double Ceremony
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Jan. 4.— Constance Talmadge and Dorothy Gish became brides
in a double wedding before Justice of
the Peace Albert S. Mead, at Greenwich,
Conn., on Sunday, December 26. Miss
Talmadge is now Mrs. John Pialoglou
and Miss Gish is Mrs. James Rennie.
The
two film stars acted as each other's
attendants.
The double wedding came as a complete surprise to friends. It was to have
been kept
secret,
mony leaked
out. but news of the cereMr. Pialoglou is a wealthy tobacco importer with offices here. Mr. Rennie is an
actor
now playing
in "Spanish
Love" at
the Maxine
Elliott theatre.
He supported
Miss Gish in "Flying Pat," the screen
star's latest production. During the war
he served as a captain in the Royal Flying Corps. He is a Caradian.
Offers Screen

to Aid

Boy Scout Movement
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Jan. 4.— William Brandt,
president
of the
York Theatre
ers Chamber
of New
Commerce,
who wasOwnone
of the speakers at the last weekly meeting of the Associated Motion Picture
Advertisers, offered Daniel Carter Beard,
chief master of the National Scout Commission, another speaker, the use of the
screens in New York theatres for advancing the Boy Scout movement.
Severaly amendments to the A. M. P.
A. constitution, dealing mostly with routine matters and the board of directors
meetings, were adopted.
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sand have
' got your audience educated up to expecting it. An
CONSISTENT progress is made by easy stages. The
organ's better, in my estimation, but
not worth what they want for them.
spectacular success is usually a "discovery." Suddenly
revealed at the height of his power he assumes the
Xow I get along nicely with a piano.
aspects of the prodigy or genius, but his unrecorded past
Jennie cues the pictures, and that's
what it takes. She's been with me for
invariably includes struggles, defeats, readjustments of
five years now and even-body can tell
view and revisions of operating method which are altogether
normal.
what's on the screen whether they're
looking
at it or not just by what she's
No man takes up the management of a theatre perfectly
playing.knowShe's
the Yes.
right ofidea,
and
people
her got
style.
course.
qualified to direct it unswervingly to instantaneous, sensaI might get a little more business with
tional success.
an orchestra or organ, but it would
Thought, study, correction of natural though false
take a long time to pay the first cost.
assumptions, elimination of wasteful policies and cultivation
As long as I've got somebody like
of productive methods, all are necessary.
Jennie to cue the pictures I'm going
"Civ
to stick
mye way."
ic to
Issues that confront all business men. and in addition
Prid
s
to these the peculiar problems that the exhibitor alone faces,
must be considered intelligently and disposed of.
"Here's a funny one. They want
Right basic principles are essential to a business policy
me to join the Rotary Club, the Chamwhich will produce lasting success and insure consistent
ber of Commerce and become a candiAll Bun
election to the City Council.
date for k"
progress.
Can you imagine that? Where would
Characteristic utterances indicative of more or less
I get time to attend any of the meetprevalent misapprehensions are set forth herewith, supplethat,
tell a'emspeech
then, atwhen
ings? Andback
mental to those presented in a previous issue.
me Iwith
they come
about civic pride and all that rot.
They even say it'll be good for my
old jobs trimming shoe store windows.
"I Get by
business, that the town supports me
Co-operation? Where do they get and I ought to do my share in return.
Alone"
that stuff? It's hard enough to get Yes. it does ! They come to my show
along with exchanges when you fight
can't
fellow's
at "Ithis
ad get
he this
spends
real drift.
money Look
for.
anyto. Can't
have would
em. I wouldn't take a chance on this becausewherethey
if theygocould,
else. They
Tells the people he's a member of the co-operation idea. It looks phoney."
'cause they don't like me. Xo. this
1 own s
state exhibitors'
the "The
national
body as organization
well. Wonderandwhat
civic pride's all bunk. I'll plav a lone
Too Small
he
to gain
it. that
It don't
"Charity Don t
meanexpects
anything
to thebyman
buys
"Y'know I'd kind o' like to have a
the tickets at the box office. Here he theatre in a town where I could do
says the organization is dedicated to
some of the stunts I read about. I've
"They tell me a lot of exhibitors
keeping the screen clean and the the- got a lot of ideas that nobody has tried
hand."
gave
potato matinees and free shows
atrebodyuptoto
standard.
I
don't
need
anyout
yet.
but
they
don't
do
me
any
good
just before Christmas to get things for
do that for me. I get by alone. out here in the sticks. The business
Buy Film'
My people know I'm responsible.
the poor to eat. That's good — for the
don't warrant trying them out. I can
Looks foolish to me."
figure just about how many will be poor — but I don't see where the exhere
to see every star I play, so I just
with that
anything.Ill
"Where Do Th ey
bet most hibitorsofgot away
the kids
came and
figure bookings and advertising acsaw
their
shows
for
an
apple
or
an
Get That Stuff"
cording
to
that.
I've
got
"Here
orange
would
have
come
and
paid
the
"Exhibitor-exchange co-operation
Tonight'
withandeven.of
my eye ! What exchange ever gave their
namesbanners
on them
I buyoneclose
regular admission if they'd had to.
enough
to
leave
me
my
percentage.
I'm not knocking the idea. It's all
anybody
anything
didn't over?
have
to
pay for
two or that
threehe times
right for those that can afford it. I
Yes. I'd like to try some of them
can't. Charity don't buy film. I gave
I don't want any roll top desk exa check to an organized society, but
things, but the town's too small."
ploitation expert telling me how to run
"Jennie Cues
my show. I made money before any- the Pictures
I don't
believe They
in mixing
and
business.
paid tosentiment
see my
body ever heard of one and I'll make
monev when thev're all back in their
"An orchestra's alright if vou're
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A TORCHY COMEDY
■ OY ' ' •
The character portrayed by Johnny
Hines in the series of Torchy comedies
distributed by Educational is readily
adaptable to exploitation purposes. In
many theatres the ushers are customarily uniformed in such manner as to
effect with little difficulty a comment
creating identification with the screen
character, an ushers' prologue being
one of the outstanding possibilities.

'Mr.above
Wu," scene,
presented
the Stoll
Film all
Corporation
of America,
contains
the
which bygives
pictorially
the data required
by the
exhibitor
in tf e composition of his lobby display.

May Busch, as Pr.'ncess Olga in "Foolish
Wives," Erich Von Stroheim's Universal-Jewel production, a still which gives
an idea of the material the picture provides for co-operative advertising or
window displays featuring ladies' wear, A scene from "The Deceiver," a forthcoming Arrow production, which may be
an agle which also suggests the style
approximated in stage setting for presentation purposes. A western proshow type of presentation.
be modeled
after the synopsis and the three characters seen
in the logue
stillmay used
in the cast.
SiiiminHuiiiiuiimiiiiuiminiiiin minium miiiimmmiiimiiimii iMliiiiriniiiiillillilMlJilliiMlliliMiiiltiLiiiiiiTiiiliMiHHiiiiiillliliMiliHiJMMiiririiiiiMiiiiiiiHiuiiiiiMijiiMiiii iiimuii minim mimuiiiiiiiimiimiiiiiiiiiii miimiiiiiimiiiiiiiiim mi lumimmiiimiiiniiiiiiiimiiimniiiiiiumiiumnjiiii
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Albright's
Previous

Original

Showmanship

"Kismet"

cited !
ALL
Hereex it is !
It's B-I-G!
1,440 sq. ft. compo board,
1,000 lin. ft. 1x2 lumber.
500 lin. ft. 1x3 lumber.
30 pieces 2x4x12 lumber,
6 lbs. brilliant gold bronze
— were some of the material used
in the construction of the biggest
lobby display, I believe, to date —
anywhere !
From sidewalk to topmost part,
22 ft.; width, 24 ft.; depth, 12 ft.
Quite some display!
Done in brilliant gold with the exception of the stone which was in
natural color.
The title lettering, three feet in
height, in white with a wide black
outline — catch lines in pale green.
Lighted by night with big flood
lights.
That's the "WORLD'S GREATEST FRONT"— but, not the extent
of the exploitation !
"EXPLOITING EXP LOITATION" — for a moment,
— a week before the building of
the front, Butte was interested in its
construction. (See Building Plans
that ian in papers.)
By shouting about the gigantic
false front I, in a subtle maner, impressed the magnitude of the film
production.
After the erection of the display
it was photographed and again ran,
as a follow up.
The frame was built a day before
the walls were added, thus giving
me a chance to let it soak in, and to
tack up signs explaining to the inquisitive that this was the framework for the BIGGEST THEATRICAL DISPLAY EVER
ERECTED.
By the time of the real opening
of "Kismet" folks were as much excited over the front as they were
the picture. But, way back in their
minds was old Sy Colledgy hammering away, ever telling them that this
elaborate display was merely the reflection ofthe genuine "Kismet."
Mention needn't be made of the
screen advertising indulged in — nor
the regular newspaper ads. You already know I'm strong for both.
All in all, the lobby display was
gorgeous !
Imagine the gratifying feeling
that was mine while standing on the
opposite side of the street. Everyone passing the theatre was com-

HERALD

Exhibitor

Surpasses
Exploitation

Albright's "Kismet" front in completed form.
fro through my gilded palace?
Nay — so well decorated was the interior with convincing propaganda
that it must have seemed as though
"fate," that which the poets call
"Kismet," demanded their viewing
the performance.
H. A. Albright.
American Theatre, Butte. Mont.

pelled to enter my Mosque. No matter if they passed up the show or
whether they didn't the effect was
there, it looked as though they were
going into the theatre. Their exit
from the other end gave the impression of their leaving.
And, could I overlook the chance
to advertise to those passing to and

ELABORATE LOBBY DISPLAY FOR LOCAL SHOWING OF "KISMET"

\ /7/zg Photoplay

of the ybar '

'Speciat 1Supreme

IO60Y
j. BrtPLAYfm
- 21- Znt'-JCl«m«r
American Theater to Srect Huge false Front Foir Qua
Skinner Film, Butte Learni How It a DoneE In l>H|l
Mr G*o-t
u<
cD4atnc
« parpoaa of caJlfUg eloalnc
Uia (sorting , Tie
rt rapartm,
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w
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A four-column news story the front produced.
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Aschers* Merrill
Cutout Display Is
Effective Appeal
Ruts are dangerous.
Truck drivers know it.
Not all exhibitors do.
The cutout art has fallen into a
rut and responsible exhibitors are
for the most part ignoring the fact.
Something
ought to be done
about
it.
A few are doing it.
The lobby display made up of

With a little ingenuity and some perseverance any exhibitor can construct a satisfactory approximation of the lobby decoration used by the Loyalty theatre,
International
Falls, Minn., for "Nomads of the North," a First National publication.

Stuffed
Factor

Animal

Display

in Comment

Comment, known to the trade as
"word of mouth advertising," is at
once the cheapest and most productive exploitation.
Though cheap, it is not easily obtainable at will.
Though productive, it cannot be
accurately measured.
Experience has proved its value,
however, to the satisfaction of all,
and the exhibitor of today asks not
what it will do, but how it can be
created.
Here's one good way.
S. L. Knapp, of the firm of Knapp
& Devereaux, operating the Loyalty
theatre, International Falls, Minn.,
created widespread comment rethe North,'"
"Nomads ofAttraction,
the Firstgarding
National
by
constructing for the period of the
engagement a lobby display which
"causedducedtalk."
herewith. The same is reproThe forest was invaded for the
hewn logs used as the groundwork
and for the log cabin. Cotton was
used with these to give the impression of snow, and pine trees completed the natural display.
To this was added an assortment
of guns, hunting knives and powder
horns and bear traps to carry the
primitive suggestion.
Stuffed animals were then obtained from a local taxidermist and
set into the display as naturally as
possible to give the finishing touch.
"The exploitation packed in the
crowds at the first show," said Mr.
Knapp, "and then the picture did
the rest. Word-of-mouth advertis-

Big

Campaign

ing kept them coming. We did the
biggest
business
in history."
The work
involved
was obviously
worth while. It is more than justified by the business reported. And
it is work of a nature that every exhibitor will do well to emulate.
The materials used are within the
reach of all.

cutouts
and Milwaukee,
used by Aschers'
rill theatre,
Wis., isMernot
of the "rut" variety. The reproduction shows the general effect gained. And it is not a
hazardous statement to say that
the box office record of the Goldwyn attraction, "The Revenge of
Tarzan," showed the work involved
worthy of the effort put forth.
litre the conventional treatment
was discarded. The lobby frames
may have been fitted out with
>ingle cutouts in the approved
Ascher style, but the work was carried beyond that point. The bigger
paper was used and a lobby mask
was constructed that cannot have
failed in its purpose.
There ought to be more work of
this nature.
The conventional lobby frames
should by no means be discontinued, nor the one and three sheet
boards, but there is no excuse for
limiting the work to these confines.
If a little paper is good advertister. ing it follows that a lot of it is bet-
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recently opened Branford theatre, Newark, N. J., contributed importantly to the archives of showmanship when "Passion,"whotheuse
FirsttheNational
attraction,
was staged
a historicalcharacters
prologue from
whichtheshould
exhibitors
production.
A sextette
made upwith
to represent
story serve
gave with
dancesentire
and satisfaction
vocal numbers
of
period represented.
It isbasic
to every
exhibitor's
interest
to familiarize
the the
accompanying
story, as the
idea may
be applied
to many
attractions.himself with the details of the event set forth in

Branford9 s Personification

Sympathetic
The Branford theatre, Newark,
N. J., zvhich opened recently with
trade notables present, combined with
its entry into American thcatredom
advance to the front rank of sliowmanship.
"Passion," the First National attraction, was the opening attraction,
and the personification presentation
staged by R. J. & Crawley , manager
of the theatre, offers exhibitors who
use the picture many practical suggestions.
Advertising exhibitors will welcome
the newcomer in the progressive theatre field. In the light of the initial
program many distinctly worth while
contributions to the archives of exploitation and presentation may be
expected from ihis quarter.
THE Branford prologue was staged
without special scenery other
than a great drop, a sheer surface,
such a drop as every theatre should
possess in view of its suitability for
many forms of presentation.
Two juveniles, dressed in keeping
with the period in which the play is
laid, introduced the feature by parting the drop. Through the opening
then came the vocalists and dancers
impersonating characters in the play.
Poli Negri, the star of the picture,
was impersonated by Ruth Kellog
Watts, soprano, Louis IV by Wilfred
Glenn, baritone, Armond by Leon
Mario, tencr, and a sextette of dancers completed the cast.
The musical numbers given were the
Jewel Song from "Faust," "The Vision Fugitive" from "Herodiate" and
an aria from Massenet's "Manon."
Following the singing the sextette

Presentation

Introduction

moved into the stately measures of the
minuet and the picture followed immediately.
By this prologue the sharp transition from present day modernity to
the period in which the action is laid
was effected with grace and charm, the
audience being subtly but thoroughly
prepared for the opening scenes. In
this manner much of the burden which.

for

"Passion"

commonly falls upon the early scenes
of the period play was removed, highly
entertaining diversion being supplied
simultaneously.
In order that the opening might be
so well attended as to insure the satisfactory scoring of the presentation
full page advertisements were used
prior to the initial screening. In these
the portrait of Poli Negri in characwas given central position. All the
work was done by a specially employed artist, no hand set copy being
used.
A house organ of unusually artistic
design was also used, and in this the
only space given over to advertising
other than that of the theatre was a
page devoted to First National stars
and attractions, this the back cover.
Mr. O'Crawley experienced highly
satisfactory results with his initial presentation atthe Branford. It is highly
probable that his method will be
adopted, at least in part, by other exhibitors throughout the country. The
theatre opening is a doubly notable
event because of this service rendered.
from "The
Devil'swere
Passused
Key,"in
theStills
Universal
production,
a layout for a four-color page in the
"Nashville Tennessean," Nashville, Tenn.,
prior to the showing at the Elite theatre,
which
house. established a record for that playTwo
United
Hugo
York,

One of the Brandford lobby stands as
carded for "Passion."

thousand children, charges of the
Hebrew Charities, were guests of
Riesenfeld at the Rivoli, New
during Christmas week.

P. F. Schwie, manager of the Duluth
theatre. Duluth, Minn., with the "Duluth
Herald," gave a free matinee and gifts
of candy, nuts and toys to the children
of that city on Friday, December 24.
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Yacht

Aurora

Borealis

Ideal

for

Setting

Curwood

Deck

Of Kinema
Story

For

Scene
Prologue

Talmadge

Film

The most earnest students find
little of really practical value in the
biographies and autobiographies of

The best stage setting yet contrived for "Nomads of the North," the First National picturization of Jame s Oliver Curwood's story.
"Nomads of the North," the film the body of the picture and up to the
where the forest fire which proversion of James Oliver Curwood' s point vides
the punch of the play occurs.
novel, is one of the comparatively
At this juncture a rich commingling
fexv attractions which may be presented almost as forcibly by means of of reds and yellows may be applied efstage setting and lighting as by use of
fectively, with orchestral accompaniment and mechanical effects in symplayers.
The Empress theatre, Laramie,
pathy.
The whole, when carefully reWyo., recently demonstrated this genhearsed and brought into harmonious
erally important fact, the above illustration showing as well as may be continuity, should provide for the
shown without color the attractive and picture as satisfactory a prologue as
adaptable setting used.
any that might be produced.
Exhibitors who contentplatc an exhibition ofthe picture should study it
closely.

variations possible with the
THEAurora
Borealis used as the basis
of the setting are practically unlimited.
In no natural phenomenon are colors
more beautifully combined. Human
artifice can at best but approximate
the original.
With such a setting as used at the
Empress, therefore, the electrician is
at liberty to employ color without restriction. Ifhe is normal he should
seize anxiously upon the opportunity
to demonstrate his ability.
The result should be a still opening
with impressively moderated musical
accompaniment, the scene representing
an arctic sunrise. The score should
be carefully studied to mirror every
change and gradation of color, culminating ina rousing introduction as
the first scene of the picture is revealed.
The lighting should then be dimmed
but the activity maintained through

great
men. are different.
Theatres
In the- history of every theatre
that attains greatness one who ap- 1
plies even passing attention may
discern without difficulty and with
considerable profit at least the outstanding reasons for that greatness.
The Kinema theatre, Los Angeles,-i admittedl) < me of the great
theatres of the nation. In its exploitation, presentation, its general
activity, it warrants the standing it
has been accorded among the leading American playhouses.
One event which indicates the
management principle which is in
large measure responsible for the
Kinema's position is illustrated
herewith. It was the prologue
staged for the showing of "Good
References,"
Eirst NationalConstance
attraction. Talmadge's

the theatrcm
Consider
t, , thefrom
the
cost ofan's
probable
viewpoin
setting used. It is not slight. It
is, in fact, such an expenditure as to
not conshowman
any the
give pause
shadow of a
vincedtobeyond
doubt that presentation is worth
and, more important, worth
while
real money.

the Kinema theatre,
The yacht deck setting provided for
Los "Good
Angeles.References" at
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ONE of the best window displays in recent exploitation was arranged for the showing of "Humoresque," the Paramount production, at the Fuller theatre, Madison, Wis., by the Hook Bros., managers, co-operating with Oscar A. Doob, exploitation representative of the Paramoune exchangeat Chicago. Few productions in theatre history have attained the standing as
exploitation successes that has been won by "Humoresque."

Paramount
Strong

Exploitation

Support

Despite plentiful evidence to the
effect that American theatremen have
progressed as a body rather than by
class or section, much is heard of the
"small town exhibitor," much that is
no more complimentary than justified.
Consequently interesting are stories
showing that showmen whose theatres
are located in cities the size of which
is popularly regarded as thus classifying them are in reality among the
most enterprising and original advertisers in the country.
Theatre history of "What's Your
Hurry?" and "Humoresque," two of
the outstanding Paramount exploitation successes of 1920-21 reveals at
least two such stories.

was
que"
e,
r theatr
Fulle
theores
shown at"Hum
WHEN
Madison, Wis., several months after
publication and after hundreds of reports had shown it an exploitation success, the Hook Brothers, managers,
co-operating with Oscor A. Doob,
Paramount exploitation representative
for the territory, utilized window displays and other co-operative stunts on
a plane with those used in behalf of
the attraction in other sections of the
country and in cities many times as
large as Madison.
Thus one "small town exhibitor."
Exra Rhodes, manager of motion

by

Successes
Town"

"Small

picture theatres in Elkhart and South
Bend, Ind., added further to the fund
of information proving that not all
the "big stuff" is staged in the
metropolises of the country when he
evolved a distinct innovation in advertising the much-exploited "What's
Your Hurry ?" The illustration shows

INTER NATIONAL

MOTOR

WALLAC
E IN
USED
WHATS
YOUR
LASALLE

Given
Showmen

the truck with the revolving banner
which traveled over 300 miles during
the campaign, using 80 gallons of
Mr. Rhodes estimates the addigasoline.
tional business produced by this device
at $500.
The point is obvious.

TRUCK

CORP

REED
HURRY
CASTLE "ft

Ezra Rhodes, managing theatres in South Bend and Elkhart, Ind., added a novel
contribution to "What's Your Hurry?" exploitation by use of a revolving banner.
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Blind Campaign for
Serial Creates Wide
Interest in Dun lap

Advertising

Novelty in any department of advertising is advisable.
Where standard methods may be relied upon to produce certain
results, methods novel in conception or execution may' be depended upon
to perform the required service as well or better.
W. R. Rowell, manager of the Gem theatre. El Dorado, Kans.,
adopted the novel stunt shown in the accompanying illustration for the
exploitation
"The Branding
thefloat.
Goldwyn production. The picture providesofadequate
descriptionIrpn,"
of the
Mr. Rowell states that the device "put 'The Branding Iron' over."
The statement is ample. Any device which puts any picture "over"
is decidedly worth the time and money it takes to produce it and put it
into operation.
The same time and money might have been devoted by Mr. Rowell

The chief merit of variety in exploitation isthe fact that it can be
introduced by innumerable methods.
Any attempt to accomplish the
unique is worth while. When, as in
the serial engagement recently advertised by George E. Taylor, manager of the Idle Hour theatre, Dunlap, la., novelty is introduced in
every conceivable phase of the event,
an exhibitor triumph is scored. Mr.
Taylor's
follows: letter regarding the event
"I know you are interested in advertising stunts so I will contribute
mine. 1 ran 'The Silent Avenger,'
a Vitagraph serial, in one week.
First, I placed cards reading, 'Beware !The Silent Avenger Is Coming to Town,' on the pool halls in
the n;ght.
"They thought that the State
Agents were warning them and beme they kept clean shop for
a few lieve
days.
"Then I had the janitors of the
schools tack up one on each room
entry and the kids' ideas were
legion. Some thought that the
board had spies watching their conduct. Others thought of airship
bombarding
squadrons,
W. W.'s,
German
anarchists
and I.everything
imaginable.
"Then each night the city night
watch placed two or three on store
fronts.
revival wasA onLatter
in the Day
park Saints'
and some

An unusual street device used by W. R. Rowell, manager of the Gem theatre.
El Dorado, Kans., in the interest of "The Branding Iron."
to newspaper or billboard advertising, or to the type of exploitation
which has been accorded this production in other cities But it is doubtful
if by any standard methods he could have obtained quite the same results that were netted. Not all of these results were mentioned in the
communication which accompanied the photograph.
No mention was made, for instance, of the comments which undoubtedly were made relative to the originality of the man who sent the
vehicle out upon the street. No estimate was hazarded as to the number
of times the theatre name was mentioned by persons who saw the float.
These items are none the less important.
Were it a demonstrated fact that the box office performance recorded
would have been precisely the same had standard methods been used, it
would still be true that the novel stunt employed was preferable because of
the added comment which applied solely to the Gem theatre.
Joseph R. Denison, manager of the Family Theatre, Monroe,
Mich., obtained a mailing list of four thousand names by a device
which any exhibitor can employ as successfully. He began by conducting apopularity ballot between Norma and Constance Talmadge,
booking a First National production of each for the week marking
the close of the voting. Ballots were passed out at the door, and the
announcement that the person whose vote for the winning contestant
was first drawn from the box by a blindfolded person on the night of
the counting would receive an autographed photograph of the star at
his home address assured correct names and addresses.

thought they were warning the people to come to church.
"The City Clerk thought of I. W.
W.'s and went to the mayor for extra police protection. The town was
in an uproar the week before the
date of playing. I mailed notices to
everyone.
"I had in the local papers for two
weeks before the opening just the
words, "The Silent Avenger."
"I opened with the Babe Ruth
Slow Motion picture to get the ball
fans, and believe me I packed them.
"I crammed them for a solid week
and with my last episode of this
serial .1 started another, 'The Veiled
Mystery,'
I didn't
getstarting
off on
both
feet noandoneif ever
did in
a new serial, and of course my advertising bill on the second serial
was nothing, for I did not let anyone know I was going to run it. The
serial, while old, is a dandy, and my
audience was thoroughly .pleased.
They even boast that they were the
first to see a complete serial in a
George E. Taylor,
Idle Hour Theatre.
Dunlap. Iowa.
week."
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Exploitation
Becomes
Feature
Adds
to Box

Standard
Office
History

"Kismet," the Robertson-Cole special production
featuring Otis Skinner, star of the famous stage play from
which the picture was made, is reported from various sections ofthe country as establishing box office records zvith
unusual regularity.
Coincident with the box office reports come accounts of
"Kismet" exploitation which shozv general adherence to
the standard set in the early history of the attraction.
A notable exception is duly recorded on a preceding page,
but the consideration of the moment is none the less important.
REPORT from the Seattle, Wash., branch of RobertsonCole is to the effect that Clemmer & James, after

selecting "Kismet-' as the opening attraction of their new
Winter Garden theatre, contemplate holding it over for a
third week. "Wonderful business" is the characterization
given the box office performance for the first part of the
engagement.
At San Francisco, Cal., where the picture is about to be
given its premiere, special showings have been accorded the
pr< ss and voluminous pre-publication publicity has been obtained.

Lobby of the Strand theatre, Milwaukee, Wis., as decorated
for "Kismet."
characteristic touches, as this enterprising management
may always be depended upon to do, but in the main the
same principles were observed.
A comprehensive story of the theatre experience of "Kis
met" should be compiled and retained for reference. The
early history of the picture stands out from the background
(if motion picture records as sensational in its exploitation.
Such a history would be, in effect, a valuable treatise
upon the general subject of motion picture theatre
advertising.
The Robertson-Cole press department, from which
come some of the most remarkable campaign books and
showmanship suggestions given exhibitors, should be
encouraged to compile such a history. It would be a
aluable document and one to be treasured by progressive
xhibitors

Lobby of the Crotona theatre, New York, showing attendants
in "Kismet" costume.
In Los Angeles, where the picture will be shown at
Tally's Broadway theatre shortly, the prolific writers who
conduct the amusement sections of the daily newspapers
have been generous in praise of the coming event.
E. O. Weinberg, manager of the Strand theatre, Buffalo,
X. Y., who has contracted for the picture, published advance notice, duly signed, in which he calls the engagement
"The Event of the Year" and describes the production enthusiastically.
During the engagement at the Crotona theatre, NewYork, W. D. Waldron. manager, utilized practically the
same methods as were used by the Audubon theatre for an
earlier showing and recorded in these pages.
The management of the Strand, Milwaukee, Wis., added

Crowds waiting for "the
next show"
Milwaukee,
Wis. at the Strand theatre,
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Denver

Exploitation

Seizes

Odd

Fred V. Green, Jr., exploitation
representative of the Denver, Colo.,
exchange of the Famous PlayersLasky Corporation, has demonstrated
effectively his showmanship insight
and his ability to make the most of
existing opportunities. In fact recent
events indicate a knack for making
capital of seemingly unpromising material little short of phenomenal.
Business had been at low ebb in
Sterling, Colo., when Mr. Green arrived in that city to assist the management of the America theatre in advertising "An Old feature
Fashionedstarring
Boy,"
the Paramount
Charles Ray. Many mines were
closed, more were working short
hours, and the biggest bank in town
had recently failed.
The Chief of Police was accordingly
anxious to assist in anything that
promised prosperity of any kind and
therefore gave his consent when it
was proposed that intersection semaphores directing traffic be altered to
read, "To the America theatre to
see 'An Old Fashioned Boy'."
The stunt seemed promising, so the
idea was applied with slight alterations to prominent street locations,
where the sign read, "Parking allowed
here if you are going to the America
to see 'An Old Fashioned Boy'."
At Trinidad. Colo., working in behalf of the Strand theatre engagement of "The Jailbird," Paramount's
recent production starring Dougla*
MacLean. Mr. Green duplicated his

HERALD
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Lion Collar Lion
And Souvenir Dolls
Start Off Serial
A stuffed lion with animated head
and tail gave novelty and life to the
lobby display used by N. V. Darley,
manager of the Alpha theatre, Atlanta, Ga., at the opening of "The Son
of Tarzan," the National Film Corporation serial.
A "Geeka" doll, fashioned after
that which is treasured by the little
girl in the picture, free to each child
ing.
accompanied
by a parent, added
another significant touch to the openThe promise of the campaign as
outlined was such as to convince the
manager that he should play this
attraction for two days instead of the
customary
one, and experience justified his decision.

Intersection semaphores were used at
Trinidad, Colo., for "The Jailbird."
Sterling triumph. Here a cigar store
Indian was made to direct passersby
to the Strand, semaphores were again
given attention, and a new stunt was
evolved.
The latter consisted of street work
in which boys led a blind man and
a burro about the street bearing signs
which bemoaned the fact that the former could not see the picture and that
the latter was not going to see it for
the obvious reason.
The chief point of interest, aside
from the unusual ability of Mr. Green
to see and grasp opportunities, lies
in the fact that the cost of the Sterling
and Trinidad campaigns totaled, together, just $10.50.
It pays to watch the corners.

The lobby display is shown in the
accompanying photograph. Cutouts
were extensively and effectively employed, but the novelty that attaches
to the history of the stuffed lion is
worthy of individual mention.
The original habitat of the animal
was a clothing store window, where,
with tossing head and lashing tail, he
advertised Lion Brand Collars. His
first professional appearance was in
company with a tiny animated mouse
of "The Lion
advertising a showing"Tarzan
of the
and the Mouse."
Apes" was next given the benefit of
and later on "Polly of the
its appeal,
was exploited in like manner.
Circus"
The "Geeka" doll angle of the Alpha
most valuintroduction is probably the as
well as
able. It brought parents
it prochildren into the theatre, and
duced an excellent publicity story.
Both are excellent for serials.

"If You Don't Like 'Civilian Clothes'
Join
the Navy"
was the
co-operative
line effectively
employed
by Harry
Swift,
Paramount exploitation representative at
the Albany, N. Y., exchange, on behalf
of the picture's run at Proctor's Grand.
The Bobbs-Merrill Company, publishers of "The Tiger's Coat," picturized by
the Dial Film Company and distributed
by the W. W. Hodkinson Corporation,
has announced a special edition to number 500,000 copies. Numerous bookstore
tie-ups should result.

Taxi stands were carded in Sterling,
Colo., for "An Old-Fashioned Boy."

Charles C. Perry, manager of the New
Lyric theatre, Minneapolis, Minn., published newspaper reproductions of Wesportrait,
offering
rewards
$10 ley
forBarry's
correct
counting
of the
freckles.of
"Dinty." Marshall Neilan's First National
attraction, profited by the stunt.

Street view of the Alpha theatre, Atlanta,
Ga., during the opening of "The Son
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Scope

of

Card

and

Snipe

Illustrated

in

Exploitation

Saginaw,

Mich.,

Drive

Cards variously used haze long
been productive of excellent box off ice
results.
Cards arc not expensive. And their
present cost could be materially lessened by increasing use of them to the
proportions
-warrantedbuilders.
by their effectiveness as business
A single exploitation campaign in
which cards and snipes played prominent part may serve to emphasize the
inexplicably beclouded point.

EXPLOITATION" that rambled
over every yard of the beaten
path and still was distinctly not of
the ""beaten path'' variety, marked the
ance of "What's Your Hurry?"
appear
when the picture played in Saginaw,
Mich.
The exploitation, which was staged
by Leslie F. Whelan. held representative at the Detroit Exchange of
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation,
offers an indication of what "What:Your Hurry ?" can be expected to furnish the exhibitor in exploitation possibilities where the big truck parades
are not available.
W helan tied up the whole city with
the picture. Then he tied up the picture with even." lamp post, store and
automobile in Saginaw.
Because there were no facilities in
the community for a big truck demonstration, or safety first campaign.
Whelan decided to concentrate on
•automobiles, stores and telephone
posts, etc.
The first intimation Saginaw had

'"What's Your Hurry?" a window title.
of the coming attraction consisted of Your Hurry ?"' in which holes had
been punched to facilitate tying them
a teaser campaign. Pastboard cards
were posted in all stores : "What's
Your
Hurry?
Look at of
thisgenuine
Window."
It offered
an example
exploitation where the motion picture

onto
the posts.
These were "planted"
throughout
the city.
As the final step in the teaser cam-

expertfit. The
didn't
take all the
storestrygotto attention
frombenethe
cards and co-operated all the more
readily as a result.
Then the exploitation man got after
the lamposts and telegraph poles. He
had cards printed: "Drive Careful
What's Your Hurry?" and "Turn to
the Right.
Drive Slowlv. What's

Whelan sniped
tags : stationary
"What's
Your paign.
Hurry?"
on every
automobile in the city. With the aid
of two assistants he sniped these exclusive locations as the owners were
indoors, having parked their machines
i t the curb. More than 200 of these
placards were tied onto standing machines.
Forget the name ot Saginaw.
Apply the exploitation to any town
where conditions fail to warrant a
truck parade or some other sensational
stunt. See how the fans will pile in
if their interest is aroused by just
such a simple campaign as Whelan
has outlined.
A four-page newspaper, called the
'"Broadway-Strand News." made up and
printed in exact compliance with publication tradition, has made its appearance
in Detroit, Mich. The stories and illustrations throughout are publicity for
Paramount pictures, so cleverly contrived
as to pleasantly deceive and subsequently
entertain the reader.

A logical "spot" for snipe cards.

One thousand newsboys paraded the
streets of Des Moines, la., advertising
the Des Moines theatre engagement of
"Dinty."tionalMarshall
Naattraction. A Neilan's
speciallyFirst
prepared
newspaper, the entire front page of which
was devoted to stories concerning the
picture, with a streamer reading, "NewsRescue." was also used by A. G.
Stolte.boy inmanager.
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Endorses

Letty"

Prologue

"So Long Letty" was a stage success.
Al Christie produced the motion picture version tor Robertson-Cole
distribution.
What could be a more logical form of presentation, then, than a tabloid stage reproduction of the original farce ?
The Kinema theatre, Los Angeles, utilized that form. The accompanying illustration shows the setting used, a duplication of the twin
bungalows which were occupied by the two young married couples whose
matrimonial misadventures make up the action of the play.
Oliver Morosco, producer and co-author of the stage original, supervised the prologue, which should be ample guarantee of its veracity in relation tothe play.
The four principles enacted in pantomime the action which transpires outside the bungalows when the husband who demands culinary
perfection and the husband who wants style exchange homes and wives.

Frudenfeld
Juvenile

Controls
Patronage

By His Advertising
X. N. Frudenfeld, publicity director of the Sun theatre, Omaha, Xeb.,
accomplished in recent advertising for
"While Xew York Sleeps," the Fox
"The aSoul
of Youth,"of
aproduction,
Realart and
picture,
regulation
juvenile patronage which is of interest
to exhibitors generally. The accompanying illustration shows one of the
advertisements used for the former
production, the white space carrying
clearly worded copy.
The skeleton scenario of "So Long Letty," applied to prologue purposes.

song hit of the stage original, "So Long Letty," added
of the
The singing
to optical.
appeal
auditory
Entering the houses, as the prop moon sank below the scenic horizon,
shades were lowered and the pantomime continued in siltranslucent
houette.
Though not every exhibitor can avail himself of the personal supervision accorded the Kinema management by Mr. Morosco, the Los Angeles presentation provides material for the staging and direction of similar prologues wherever required. The musical score of the play may be
utilized, of course, wherever the picture is used, and it should be incorporated into the accompaniment in all cases.
A new step, this personal supervision of presentation features by
of original plays ; and one which may be merely a forestage producers
runner of great things to come.

The "Wichita Daily Eagle," Wichita, Kans., recently carried a two-column
head (of which but two are included in an edition) reading, "Beheld at a
'Movie' With another Man," the ensuing story being a genuine account of a
local event which terminated in a fight between the husband and his wife's
escort and led to the bar of justice. "Behold My Wife," at the Palace when
the discovery was made, provided the basis for the headline and was featured throughout the story. Stanley Chambers, manager, comments, "Fortune sure was with us on the exploitation of this picture."

The advertising was based upon the
belief that the picture was excellent
adult entertainment but that the following attraction was better suited to
the demands of the juvenile mind.
Accordingly, direct statements to this
effect were made in the advertisements
used, the advice being given parents to
bring their children to see "The Soul
of Youth" upon the day following.
The result of the plan was in every
sense satisfactory. The Fox picture
established a new Sunday record for
the house on the day of its opening.
And when "The Soul of Youth" was
offered the children were found standing line awaiting entrance at eleven
o'clock in the morning, which
volume of patronage was experienced
throughout
that and the succeeding
two days.
An eminently satisfactory regulation of patronage, a regulation which
doubtless resulted in bigger gross
business" than would have been experienced otherwise.
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"Shorter
In

Pictures

Newspaper

Coming
Displays,"

By R. E. PRITCHARD
Director of Publicity, Educational Films Corporation

Into

A Seminary Scrape at the Strand
Sandwiches and Kissfea. in
Dormitory at Midnight!

"No— I doi
Know Him,
0>m*atMmtktall!"
«o«Da****trott/a*AMrtf*oi» .
W4 lament out

Mildred
Chaplin
■Ma« uniuiui rwtHarris
.ncludinf
Si • ;MyrtUandStedman.
"Old

4W OU £W>

» Firil Kihonil

Dad"
Itfrietisi

Extra! Oh, Boy!
"MR.
FATIMA"
I HILARIOUS
CHRISTIE COMEDY
IX TWO SPASMS OF JOY
EXTRA No. 2 FOX NEWS Cbnral** M«* 1
I OAYS—
Lui Time T<xU<
SMARTING
TOMORROW STRAND
TRANP COMCER1 ORCHESTRA — ERNESTO NAT1ELLO. Cood«eior
N»«t Weeh-Charies Rayln "Peaceful Valley"

Their

Own

Says
Pritchard
BF- STRAND

UNQUESTIONABLY one of the most notable developments of the past
year has been the increased attention given the one and two-reel pictures by exhibitors. It is a healthy sign, too, because it indicates surely
that the theatre manager has realized the importance not only of offering a
program that is worth while, down to the shortest subject, but that he has also
determined to make each unit of his program prove its worth.
That means an abandonment of the "filler" idea. It marks the end of
padding an entertainment for mere length. It means, too, that the exhibitor
is no longer going to be content with accepting "a scenic" or "also a comedy"
for his program.
When Educational Films Corporation established its own exchanges and
began the release of two-reel comedies, it did so with the belief that the comedy
is an essential portion of the program. It had seen scores and scores of cases
in which the comedy had "saved the show." But in most of these cases the
comedy had not been made to bring a single additional person to the theatre
because
of the failure of the theatre to advertise — to make the film do its part
of its work.
WHEN we started the release of these
pictures we began to issue press
books in which we sought to honestly
advise the exhibitor as to the exact appeal of each comedy. We did not follow the stereotyped advice of "play this
above
your feature,"
we did
insista
upon these
comediesbutbeing
given
chance to show what they could do. We
frankly told exhibitors that if these pictures did not bring additional business
to their theatres they should not book
them — that they should be content with a
cheaper grade of pictures — with "also a
remedy."
There has been a wonderful response
to this advice. Every time the Rialto or
Rivoli in New York plays a Christie or
a Chester comedy, it is sure to be in the
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electric lights. The Euclid theatre in
Cleveland broke its rule never to mention a comedy in its advertising when it
started to show the Mermaids and other
Educational releases, and now mention
of the picture and the brand is sure to
be found prominently in its displays.
The Jensen and von Herberg theatres,
which have pursued the consistent policy
of putting all the emphasis on the feature production are doing likewise.
These are not exceptions. The same
policy is being followed through the
country. In a mass of advertising clippings on my desk today I find that every
theatre except one is mentioning the
comedy by title and giving the brand
name. That single exception says merely
"Also a Christie Comedy." Though that
is unsatisfactory, it is an advance from
the "also
comedy"
versal but aa few
monthsline,
ago. almost uniANOTHER
city insmashed
which theis old
time
rule has been
Denver.
The ads of the more important theatres
there are now giving a share of the
space to these pictures, often balancing
the displays with that on the feature.
In Cincinnati such houses as the Lisbon chain are taking the trouble to draw
into their ads sketches from these pictures. In New Orleans the Saenger circuit makes it a point to draw attention
to them. Every important Chicago theatre advertises them by name and by
title, often with a few words of descriptive matter. Even in Boston, where the
double feature evil has so long prevailed,
several of the houses have dumfounded
tradition by giving them attention.
Illustrated on this page are instances
of the attention given these two reelers.
The Strand theatre, Louisville, Ky., one
of the best advertised houses in the whole
country, now regularly devotes a share
of space to the comedies. When this
theatre played "Peaceful Valley" as the
feature, it gave a full one-third of the
spacetertocomedy.
"The Slightly
One Bestless
Bet,"space
a Cheswas
given
to
"Mr.
Fatima."
along
with
new Mildred Harris picture, here the
the
contrast being made of the appeal of the
story of seminary life and the college
boy story, though the ad could have been
improved considerably by having coupled1
the two ideas the stronger.

XTRA!
SNOOKY
The
Who
DoesAnimal
Everything
but talk to you!

"THE ONE
In
A
CHESTER
IN PET"
BESTCOMEDY
2 REELS
STRAND ORCHESTRA— Ernesto Natiello, CmtactM
Next Week: Wm. S. HART in 'TRABIi OF COUSAGE
THIS
beingExhibitors
followed
down same
to the policy
smaller iscities.
Herald has published numerous ads showing that exhibitors are willing to give
the comedy as much or more space than
the feature. They are provided with the
material with which to do this advertising. We make it a point to study each
comedy as carefully as we would a feature and to give the same care to the
preparation of the press books and advertising material. We have tried to depart from the cut and dried reading
notice that is apparently written merely
to fill space and to provide something
that is really interesting to the newspapers. We already have a clipping book
more than a foot thick containing such
notices, as printed by newspapers.
This is true, although too many of the
managers have not realized the importance of making the most out of every
element of their program. Every comedy
has a degree of advertising value and
exploitation possibilities. Yery often it
is greater than that of the feature. We
do not undertake to simply urge the
manager to play the comedy the stronger,
but we do attempt to point out the strong
points of each picture and its particular
For instance, a comedy like "The Big
appeal.
Show" was made the subject of stage
displays in a number of theatres. All
of the Torchy Comedies offer individual
appeals that are being used in many
cases.
A picture
Mad," ana
coming release,
will like
give "Movie
the exhibitor
angle of advertising that he has never
had before, one we believe that will draw
a large number of additional people to
his theatre.
^
* * *
THERE
has been that
a marked
increaseis
in the evidence
the exhibitor
studying his whole program and that he
is attempting to make every element of
it mean something. We believe that the
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day is close at hand when he will demand
that there is some reason why he books
each unit.
The comedy can no longer be classed
as a filler. It is a necessity. Often it is
the biggest part of the entertainment.
The same conditions are found with
our specials. We have here an instance
where the Strand theatre, Houghton,
Mich., has devoted its entire display to
"The ject
Race
Age," aalltwo-reel
subwhich ofhasthebroken
advertising
records for a picture of equal length, as
evidenced in its twinning in the advertising of the StrandL New York, and
across
countrythe towhole
Grauman's,
Los
Angeles,thewhere
show was
built around it. To a slightly less degree the same attention has been given
every
leased. special that Educational has re* * *
THE scenic and travel pictures have
not the same degree of advertising
possibilities as the comedies and specials, but exhibitors are beginning to
realize that the presence of a Bruce
Scenic Beautiful or a Chester Outing on
their bill will decide the uncertain patron
in favor of their house and against the
theatre that does not announce such an
offering.
The better theatres are announcing
these in their ads, title and brand name,
and in every case where it has been done
it has been found so profitable that it is
now a "must" order to the advertising
department.
There is no such thing any more as
a "filler" to the house that jealously
guards its offerings. There should be no
picture shown that is not worth while,
and there should be none shown that
does not mean something to the box office and does not contribute notably to
patron satisfaction.
That day is rapidly approaching.
Post cards of regulation design, with
an aperture of the required size framing
a bit of film showing a scene from the
picture and printed copy describing it
upon the reverse side is being used as
advance advertising for "Lying Lips,"
Thomas
H. Ince'sInc.,
forthcoming
ated Producers,
production. AssociaiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiuiiiiiiiiiniimin iiiiiiiniiminiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiimiiiimiiiiimtiiinrg
j Lumberjacks See
Paramount Films
j| published
The "Chicago
recentlyof j
a page Tribune"
announcement
| an arrangement whereby the lum- |
j berjacks employed at the Shelter |
j Bay logging camp in Northern j
| Canada maintained to assure a |
1 steady supply of print paper were |
j to witness motion picture exhibi- j
| tions free of charge during the |
j four months of the closed season j
| by the courtesy of the Famous |
1 Players-Lasky Corporation.
|
District Manager Harris P. Wolf- I
| berg of the Chicago office effected |
| the arrangement which would take |
| 25 prints out of circulation for j
| four months and the films went to |
| the camp on the last day of open |
| navigation.
|
This is newspaper-exchange co- 1
| operation of the best type and 1
| should not be without effect upon |
| the policy of the "Chicago Tribune," I
| which has occupied prominent |
| place among American newspapers 1
| in its opposition to the motion pic- |
| ture and the motion picture ex- S
| hibitor.
RiiMii!iinii3iiiiini iiiMiirirititiiiTMiJMtiiifniiiiiiiiiniiiiuj|][iriTrtiiituiiiiriiir]xniriJ|[iniriiiiiiiiiiiiu3unaiuf
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CELEBRATING THE FIFTH ANNIVERSARY OF THE
STRAND WITH THE GENIAL MANAGER "AL" NEW HALL

Theatre

Banqm it Produces

Strand

Pi lblicity

Spread

Any clean publicity is good for the theatre. Exhibitors who strive to
"get over" publicity realize the fact.
They realize, also, that the "getting over" process requires something
more than dreaming out a yarn and telling it to a reporter.
Some few exhibitors have followed out their attempts to get publicity
in the daily press to the conclusion that the best way to get it is to do
something worthy of it.
These men succeed.
Allen B. Newhall, manager of the Strand theatre, Lynn, Mass., is such
a man. The above illustration is a reduced reproduction of the cartoon
which was used in four column width by one of the Lynn newspapers
following Mr. Xewhall's banquet to his theatre employes on the occasion
of the Fifth Anniversary of that playhouse.
To obtain this free and altogether desirable publicity, Mr. Newhall
simply included in his plans for the affair invitations to members of the
newspaper staffs of the Lynn publications. No attempt was made to
"sell them the idea." It was wholly the good will of the gentlemen
in attendance and the merit of the event as a news feature that producd it.
The incident points out at least one way for exhibitors to obtain worthwhile mention in the press. Anniversaries are but annual in occurrence,
but other events of equal importance and productive of equally desirable
results occur from time to time in the theatre
The thing to do is to keep the newspaper people in mind throughout
the year. It will be found decidedly worth any exhibitor's time to do so.
Martin F. Gruenwald, manager of the Victory Theatre, Kokomo,
Ind., co-operated with the "Kokomo Daily Tribune" in conducting
a charity matinee free admission to which was accorded all who
brought potatoes, oranges, apples or other good things that would
bring cheer to the needy on Christmas Between 2 and 6 p. m. 2,500
youngsters attended the theatre, bringing 48 pecks of potatoes, 185
apples, 95 oranges, 58 cans of fruit, 52 cans of corn and peas and 33
cans berofovershoes.
jellies, as well as one package containing a pair of child's rub-
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Western

Showmanship

According

Best,

to E. L. Hyman
STUNTS

By EDWARD L. HYMAN
Managing Director, Mark Strand Theatre, Brooklyn, N. Y.
MY EXPERIENCE as a theatre manager in Denver leads me
to the declaration that the western policy in the management
of motion picture houses is the bed rock in the stabilization and
permanency of the industry.
I refer to the trait so dominant in the westerner — the trait
of friendliness, the desire to make you feel at home. That atmosphere has been burnished into the theatres, has given them character
and longevity. The plain, homely things, the things we have in
our everyday lives minus the sham and glitter and pretense,
dominate the policy in the West. The handshake that every
theatre ought to extend to every patron every day and not only
at such holiday times as these is making theatres institutions which
are as much a part of the community as are parks and churches
and schools.
New York and such eastern cities as Brooklyn are learning
the western methods in showmanship. The on-the-level, yourmoney's-worth
and the ballyhoo.plan is rapidly being substituted for the hokum
I always had felt that personality had to be implanted into
a house and I learned things from the Denver people while in
that city which I find are helping to drive the Brooklyn Strand
into the front ranks of theatres. But I am not writing an essay,
merely a message of good will for brother showmen in the West.
The outlook for 1920 is not promising. It is assured. It is
an outlook that will solidify the industry, that will standardize
it along lines that are honest and clean.
The motion picture business is no longer a haphazard business.
The coming year will, I think, herald a continuance of the era
of prosperity that we have been through. But to maintain it the
industry will have to give cent for cent in quality. High prices
and poor shows will not survive. Equitable prices and good
shows will.
The manager without ideas for novelties in the presentation
of his show is going to have a hard row to hoe. If he does not
study the opportunities for surprises in his program the man up
the street will get his patronage. More and more are the people
of
the East
a "different"
sort the
of manager
performance.
indeed
hard demanding
to meet this
craving and
often Ithasis
sleepless nights trying to think up new stunts.
Days in the preparation of musical programs instead of a
quick rehearsal on Monday morning loom up on the horizon.
The manager will work even harder than he has, and he will
sleep less. A manager in order to hold his own will have to
become a deep student of music and musical values, of the public
taste, and must be alert to hop onto every avenue that opens up
new paths of exploitation and advertising for his house.
* * *
I also believe that there will be more care in the selection
of short subjects, due to the careless selection of such subjects
in the past. Thos% managers who have exerted care in their selection have had unusual success in holding patronage.
The comedy problem is another that we must face. The
offering in comedy form of some of the best written humorous
stories offers the solution. The humorous characters of fiction
are now crowding the slap stick artists off the screen. The public
wants laughs but they are content to take it without having it
shoved down their throats. Above all I believe that the coming
year calls for thoughtful solemn judgment which will tend to
bring overhead in theatre administration down to a reasonable
plane, a basis which will not be in keeping with the reckless
months we have had to pass through.
* * *
The conservative progress of the west assures stability. I
feel that to the west I owe a new vision in the ways and means
of running a house.
Western friendliness still has plenty of room in some of
our eastern houses, but we back east are learning quickly.
May I presume to wish the picture men of the west the very
best kind of a New Year?
An unusual effect was gained by the management of the
Pastime theatre, Marmaduke, Ark., in a novelty program recently issued covering the attractions of a week. A cheap yellow stock was used, all copy, text and advertising, being written with a typewriter upon both sides of the paper, a mimeograph supplying the reprints. Dots were used instead of rules
to- separate the matter and a rubber stamp with the name of
the theatre was applied at the top of the front page, making
each copy seem an original.

11
|
|
|
|
|
I

The Ascher Brothers chain of theatres in
Chicago, long accustomed to the use of film
announcements of coming feature attractions,
have adopted the policy recently advocated in
this department of including in such announcements the titles of short subjects and news
reels.

§
|
§
|
|
\

|
|
|
|
|

Judge Henry M. Titus, owner of three motion picture theatres in Florida and a first
National franchise holder, has experienced excellent results in program selection by submitting all attractions to his wife and daughters
before booking them.

\
|
|
1
|

Newspaper motion picture reviewers of
Toledo, C, were given a private screening of
Goldwyn's "The Branding Iron" a week before
its opening at the Pantheon theatre, which foresightedness resulted in daily appearance of
original publicity stories during the interim.

Two

$2.50 gold pieces were hidden near

the public square in St. Mary's, Pa., a city of
8,000 population, and the public invited to "Go
And Get It." Practically the entire population attempted to and the First National atshowing. traction was well attended at its Temple theatre

New Year's Eve watch parties given by
motion picture exhibitors throughout the nation |
materially advanced the institutional standing |
of the American theatre.
I

When a live lion was found unavailable for
float exploitation of Goldwyn's "The Revenge
of Tarzan" during its run at Loew's. Casino
theatre, Denver, Colo., a cutout substitute was
constructed and a youth concealed in the bed
of the truck operated a roar imitation with
startling effect.

|
|
|

The Babcock theatre, Billings, Mont., decreased the customary waiting line 75 per cent
without lowering box office results by advertising prominently the starting time of performances.
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Attacked

Illinois

Club

Women

Mrs. Guy Blanchard, Prominent Agitator, Leads in
the Discussion— Other Members Denounce
State and National Censorship
Motion Pictures were denounced and literally, torn into shreds at
tl c fourth biennial session of the Illinois Woman's Legislative Congress,
winch met in Chicago recently.
The discussion was led by Mrs. Guy Blanchard, long an agitator for
eJ.iict censorship in Illinois. While there were those who assailed pictures
from every angle, other club women attacked the proposal for rigid state
and national censorship. Mrs. H. Hamburger declared:
Censorship Is Denounced by Mrs. Hamburger
"You can legislate out of a film the vamp scenes, or any particular
bit that is obviously indecent. But it requires other tactics to eliminate
entire stories carrying frightful propaganda in the crook heroes and the
pretty country girls enticed to the city by villains, but always coming
out safely.
free speech, the right of assemblage, a
free press, and all precautions be made
to safeguard citizens from arrest and imprisonment for expressing opinions on
industrial and political subjects."
Censorship Ordinance
Framed in Saginaw
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
SAGINAW, MICH.. Jan. 4.— An ordinance providing for the suppression of
motion pictures which "might have a bad
effect
and others" Green
is beingof
framedonbychildren
Miss Williamina
the social welfare department. She announced that she did not wish to create
a formal board of censors, for "I do not
think that the movies are improper very
"Whereas, People can only act intelli- . often as it is."
gently when all sides of an issue are publicly discussed; therefore be it
Frohman Co. Which
"Resolved, That the legislature be requested to repeal all legislation limiting
Stars Lillian Gish Goes
Into Hands of Receiver
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Jan. 4.— Frohman
Amusement Company, of which William
L. Sherrill is president, has been placed
in the hands of a receiver. Judge James
C. Knox, in the United States district
court, appointed Louis Frankel and H.
Maynard Kimberland receivers in equity.
The complaint was filed by Powers
Film Products Company, which claims
$31,082. The assets of the company are
given as $240,200 and the liabilities
$67,075.
The bill states that the company is engaged in the production of motion pictures starring Lillian Gish, and that after
spending $.ri4,000 on "The World Shadthe first the
picture,
it findsbecause
itself un-of
ableows,"
to finish
production
the lack of necessary cash. Because of
this condition Miss Gish threatens to
cancel her contract which would mean a
loss of that part of the picture already
made. It is understood that Miss Gish is
under
company.a three-year contract with the

"If virtue
triumphant noin matter
the end, how
the
movie
is notis censored,
insidious or vicious the story may be in
itself. If moving picture corporations
know in advance what the public will not
tolerate, they will censor their own pictures before they are made, and a board
of intelligent persons, not political appointees, who review the finished work,
will on that basis be able to pass the entire production."
Resolution Is Proposed
Despite the urgent need of censorship
by many of the club women, the following resolution concerning free speech
was proposed:
"Whereas, There
is agreat
worldwar,crisis
readjustment
after the
and of

Tom Terriss and Catherine Calvert under an old bell at Washington, Miss.,
where the Vitagraph director was making scenes for "The Heart of Maryland"
with Miss Calvert starring. / /

Murray Is Santa Claus
At Football Reception
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES. Jan. 4.— Charles
Murray. Sennett comedian, was Santa
Claus at the reception and Christmas
tree party given the visiting Ohio State
football team at the Hotel Raymond in
Pasadena.
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NATIONAL SPECIALS

ARE RATED
AS "BIG
(Continued from
Page J7)FIVE"
Telegraph, and James Beecroft and
Harry H. Poppe, Exhibitors Herald.
Speaking of the reasons of group-booking of what
Associated
Firstof National's
directors
believe
to be five
the most
pre-eminent productions yet made, executives of the company state: "As a result
of the circuit's encouragement of independent producers to put forth their best
efforts, coupled with the general public
demand for bigger and better pictures,
we have obtained a class of attractions
which we feel must be handled in a new
manner in order that the maximum of
results may be gained with a minimum of
effort and expenditure.
Look for New Records
"After many conferences between our
executives, prominent franchise holders
and exchange managers, it was decided
to launch boldly into the undertaking of
putting out super-specials in groups instead of singly. Having assured oursuccess
of 'Passion'
the
results selvesofof the
trying
out the
Poli Negrias feature in Pattersoiii Newark and New
York, in every case to record breaking
business, we proceeded to select from
special merit completed productions a
yroup of five which we believe will revolutionize box office receipts and set new
records in exchange history.
"It will be observed that a wide range
of entertainment will be provided by the
assortment of subjects included in the
Big Five.dramatic
'Passion,'period
for instance,
afirstpowerful
spectacle;is
'The Oath' is one of the most virile domestic dramas yet produced for the
screen; 'The Kid' is without doubt the
greatest screen comedy ever produced;
"Sowing the Wind' is a most remarkable
woman stcy; and 'Man, Woman, Marriage' is in many
traordinary of therespects
group.theAllmost
are ex-in
which oris more
six reels.
eight
reels except "The Kid,"
Lessens Advertising Expense
"The expense and exhibitor effort
necessary to the exploitation of these five
subjects individually would be very
heavy. Advertised, however, as a group
the expense and labor for the individual
offering is largely absorbed, for the genadvanceeffective
campaignthewill,
we believe,make eralmore
exploitation
of
the individual productions. Our great
effort will be to convince the public, in
advance, of the remarkable season of entertainment tobe presented and thus to
pave nesstheof thewayindividual
and enhance
the effectiveproductions.
The
plan is being perfected in every possible
detail and we believe it will have a far
reaching influence on existing distribution and exhibiting methods and carry
immense benefit to exhibitors.
"Necessarily, the thousands of holders
of First National Chaplin contracts will
get 'The Kid' independently of the group
should they so desire. Equally certain
it is that all Associated First National
franchise holders will get the other four
of the Big Five, and for those unable,
because of contract complications, to
secure the Chaplin feature, we may include a fifth release of equal caliber.
F.xhibitors, however, will not be obligated
to book the series, and may choose one
or any number of the Big Five.
"This plan of group releasing and season exhibition is designed purely to obtain maximum returns for both exhibitor and producer. Exhibitors booking
Big Fivethemay
find ofitthe
advantageous totheincrease
length
runs, or
possibly raise the admission price.
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Sunrise Negotiates
For Three Hylands

Selznick

"Price of Silence" May Be
Followed by Others
Starring Peggy
Max Carnot, president of the Sunrise
Pictures Corporation, 220 West 42nd
Street, New York, announced that a deal
is pending whereby the company will acquire three or more productions in which
Peggy Hyland will star.
Receive Many Inquiries
Scores of inquiries have come in to
the Sunrise home office in connection
with the state-rights sale of its first indeoffering, "The
Price of J.Silence,"
from thependentnovel
by Augusta
Evans
Wilson, in which Peggy Hyland is the
star.
"It is because of this great demand
and
of Peggyof Hyland,"
said
Alfredpopularity
Timen, treasurer
the company,
"that we are planning to sign up Miss
Hyland for at least three more pictures.
We feel as one of the trade paper's resaid, 'that
struck herviewersreal
stridePeggy
and isHyland
certain hasto
give the present day film topnotchers a
run
for ispremier
Peggy
Hyland
an old honors.'
star and While
is beloved
by
countless thousands of admirers, she is
a revelation in this picture and will win
thousands of new admirers by her artistic portrayal."
Seek Book Store Tie-up
"The Price of Silence" is taken from
one of the popular novels of the day,
"At
and theis
name the
of Mercy
Augustaof J.Tiberius,"
Evans Wilson
believed to warrant a book store tie-up
and in connection with this, Nat Dorfman, director of advertising and publicity, is formulating plans.
Winfield F. Kelley, general sales manager, returned from a short trip to Philadelphia, Baltimore arid Washington, reports several deals on, with prospects
of a Sunrise Exchange in Baltimore.
Mr. Kelley is preparing for a swing
around the country about January 10
and
expects to close on the bigger territories.

In Raising "Empty atre recently
Stocking
Fund"
was given formal
opening.
While in attendance at the Southeastern Motion Picture Exposition in At- Abe Levy and A. H. Hamner are owners, the former managing it.
recently Eugene
Marthalanta, Ga.,Mansfield,
SelznickO'Brien
stars, and
entered with fine spirit into the campaign
the Atlanta Georgian was then waging "Five Kisses" Is Title of
to boost that newspaper's "Empty StockDeMille's Production of
ing Fund."
Throughthethepoor
effortskiddies
of thoseof
screen
luminaries
"The Affairs of Anatol"
Atlanta benefited to the extent of about
"Five Kisses" is the title selected for
$500.
Cecil B. DeMille's forthcoming producAnnual Drive Is Made
tion founded on Arthur Schnitzler's play,
The Georgian makes an annual drive
for funds to brighten Christmas for chil- "The Affairs of Anatol."
The all-star cast includes Wallace Reid,
dren of the poor who might otherwise
Gloria Swanson, Elliott Dexter, Theogo without
the
"fillings"
for
their
stocking and the little presents and cheer
dore Roberts, Wanda Hawley, Bebe
that means so much to every juvenile in Daniels, Monte Blue, Theodore Kosloff,
the land. Charles McClintock, exploitation expert for Selznick Enterprises,
Agnes mond
Ayres,
Dorothy
Cumming, RayHatton and
Julia Faye.
aided in the drive.
The
scenario
was
entrusted
to the most
At "Five Points," the busiest corner
in Atlanta, a motor truck was parked by talented writers on the staff of the Fathe Georgian as the center of activities
mous Players-Lasky organization. Stage
for its drive. There was a piano player settings are the work of M. Paul Iribe,
and singers to jazz the assembled crowds
famous French artist, working in collaboration with Howard Higgin. Alvin
and \vjiile the enthusiasm thus stirred
Wyckoff and Karl Struss are responsible
was
kept
at
high
pitch,
Mr.
O'Brien
and
for the photography and Culler. Tate is
Miss Mansfield appeared as the main
attraction.
Cecil B. DeMille's assistant.
Result Is Satisfactory
The Georgian had seen to it that citi- "Tiger True" to Be the
zens of Atlanta would know about the
Next Frank Mayo Picture
Selznick stars being on hand. Quantities of space was given to the advance
An important production entitled
heralding of the event, with pictures of "Tiger True" now ready for publication is announced by Universal.
Mr. O'Brien and Miss Mansfield promiThe story is by Max Brand, the feature
nently displayed. The result was satisstars Frank Mayo. Jacques Jaccard who
factory in every way; thousands crowded
around the motor truck and formed an
recently directed Mayo in "Honor
enthusiastic and liberal assemblage for Bound"
also supervised this production.
the picture stars to work upon.
Fritzi Brunette playes the feminine lead;
Walter Long, Al Kaufman, Herbert Bethew, Eleanor Hancock, Charles BinOpen the Strard in Waco
ley, and Willis Robards are others of
the
cast.
WACO, TEX.— The new Strand theSELZNICK STARS HELP A WORTHY CAUSE

Canadian

Stars

Aid

Atlanta

Paper

Rockies Shown

In Ford's "A Fairyland"
Artistic scenes follow one another in
the Ford Educational Weekly, No. 1,
"ATheFairyland,"
aver. it the
film, tintedit's inproducers
sepia, giving
soft tones of an old etching, shows scenes
in the Canadian Rockies. Rugged mountain peaks and waterfalls, deep ravines
and winding trails and roadways are
pictured. Beautiful Lake Louise is
shown, and the picture ends with a glori"A ofFairyland"
the first of
the ous
fifthsunset.
series
the Ford is Educational
Weekly, and the first to be distributed
by Federated Film Exchanges of America, Inc.. under the new contract recently
entered into with Fitzpatrick & McElroy.
"Criterion" Is Name of
New Oklahoma Playhouse
OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA. — The
motion picture theatre in West Main
street, formerly know-n as the Cooper,
has been renamed the "Criterion." C. C.
McCollister is the manager.
The house is expected to be ready for
opening in February. William Jacobs,
formerly with the Loew theatre circuit,
and former manager of the Garden
theatre in Kansas City, will be assistant
manager.
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Martha Mansfield and Eugene O'Brien paraded up and down the streets of Atlanta,
Ga., in a truck soliciting money for Georgia's Empty Stocking Fund.
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Before Being Assigned to Territory— Rights
To Picture Disposed of in Atlanta
W. E. Shallenberger, president of the the latter obtains the special production.
Arrow Film Corporation, announces the "Bitter Fruit," for North and South
Carolina, Georgia, Florida and Alabama.
appointment of two additional special
The announcement further states that
representatives to the sales force of the quality is going to conduct a big local
Arrow organization.
advertising campaign in exploiting this
picture and that a great deal of interest
In accordance with the recently an- is
being manifested by the exhibitors in
. uouncfd policy of expansion of the corproduction largely due to the fact
poration an increase in the sales force this
that the greater portion of the picture
became necessary and appointment of was filmed in Florida and that exhibitors
Thomas A. Curran and C. M. White was
throughout that territory are eagerly
the first step preparatory to handling the contracting for it and in their advertising
are playing up strongly the local appeal
greatly increased output of Arrow dur- of a picture made in locations with which
their patrons are familiar.
ing 1921.
Both Experienced Men
"Bitter Fruit" is a production made
Both Mr. White and Mr. Curran ar<
by
Will Drama
Bradley.Films, Inc., and directed bv
experienced film men, who are especially
well fitted for the work they will have
to do in their new positions. Mr. White
was for a number of years connected
Elks Membership Drive
with Caumont and has had a great deal
Conducted at Studios
of practical motion picture experience.
Mr. Curran acquired most of his motion
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
picture experience in Australia.
LOS
ANGELES, Jan. 4.— The pa**
Both Mr. White and Mr. Curran will
word of the Elks eventually may become
spend some time in the New York of- the countersign at Universal City. The
fices of Arrow familiarizing themselves
with the business details of the organiza- Los Angeles lodge is conducting a drive
tion before going to their respective ter- for membership and Universal workers
ritories.
are joining in large numbers. Emil
To Conduct Big Campaign
An announcement is made by the sales Finkenstein, owner of the tobacco shop,
department of Arrow of the closing of and Harry Brown, chief electrical en:> contract between Arrow and Quality
gineer, are -directing the drive at Universal headquarters.
Film service of Atlanta, Ga., whereby
To Build Third Theatre
PETALUMA. CAL.— Dr. J. A. Mc■Near,
manager
of the
locala theatres,
will build
a third
housetwowith
capacity
for 1,500 patrons, located in lower Main
street Work will be started in January.

C. M. WHITE
of the Arrow Film
Special representative
Corporation.

Top
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Notch

Company

Policy

THOMAS A. < I KH \ \
Special r*prenen«ntl» e of the A rron Film
Corporation.
Wray Physioc Company
Organized in New York
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Jan. 4.— Wray Physioc
Productions, Inc., has been formed here to
produce motion pictures. Offices have been
opened at 1470 Broadway.
Announces

in Marketing

Top Notch Producing and Distributing Company of Cleveland, O., announces what it declares to be a new
policy for handling its product in the
independent field. It announces the establishment of methods similar to those
adopted by manufacturers and jobbers
of staple articles.
Mr. Hecht, the treasurer of the corporation, states that film is just as staple
an article as food or clothing and that
an inexpensive amusement like that
which is afforded by the motion picture
is just as necessary to every day living.
If film is not considered a staple article
it is merely because the film buyers and
producers themselves mismanaged the
industry and did not gain the deserved
recognition for their product, he states.
Reason Is Cited
"There is no reason whatsoever for
the fact that all substantial business men
look sneeringly at the whole film industry," states
Hecht.joke"They
this
business
a huge
and consider
a bank will
laugh at any film buyer if he should ask
for a loan and would offer a five-reel
feature or half a dozen short subjects as
collateral. You may be able to show
that the cost of your production ex$30 on ceeded
it. $30,000, but you couldn't borrow
"That is the reason the Top Notch
company, when releasing their new series of two-reel semi-slapstick comedies.

New

Its Comedies

made the ruling that made the whole industry stop and think and no decision
was made as yet whether this new exdirection which ploitation
aims method
to will
make lead
the infilmtheindustry
equal to other substantial organizations, or whether it will be a wasted effort to put the business on a basis that
differs from its present policy.
Cancellation Is Possible
"This company does not screen their
pictures when selling, but are selling
twenty-six two-reel comedies and guarantee to deliver one every second week
for one year, and give the right to the
film buyer to cancel their booking on
instant notice should they at any time
be disappointed with any one shipment.
This company does not accept any deposits on their contracts, but the buyer
merely pays for each shipment as the
bookings are scheduled. Furthermore,
there is no charge made for state or
territorial rights on Top Notch releases,
but the buyer merely pays for as many
prints
there is a demand created for
on
theiras territory.
"Finally a nation-wide publicity campaign is advertising
a great title
test,
whereby the producers
of conTop
Notch comedies are offering seventyeight $100 cash prizes for the three best
titles on this series, suggested by theatre patrons, thus aiding the exchange
men and theatre owners in securing a
drawing card for these comedies."
The isfirst
publication
entitled1-5."Movie
Mad"
scheduled
for January
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"WOMEN

MEN

LOVE'

William Desmond, star of the Bradley Feature Film Corporation production, in the picture's most dramatic moments.
Reviews

Generally

First

Two

Favorable

Films

Issued

W.

to
by

Stoll

Ralph Proctor Declares American Exhibitors Are
Accepting English Pictures As Readily As
U. S. Productions Are Received Abroad
have in this country characterized and
In assembling the reviews of motion
frequently
as ashown
costumethatpic-a
picture critics on the company's first two
ture. Mr.stigmatized
Rothafel has
publications, "Squandered Lives" and costume production, if the story is 'there,'
"Mr. Wu," Stoll Film Corporation an- will go and go big.
nounces that the reviews have been gen"I am bearing so heavily on this phase
erally favorable and have confirmed the of this particular question because Stoll
will release at the end of January 'The
expectations of the company's officials.
Tavern Knight,' adapted from the book
The sales forces of Stoll, which are by
Rafael Sabatini, a picture I am
anxious
for all exhibitors, first run and
operating from thirty-three Pathe exchanges, now have been in the field over others, to examine critically. I believe
they will find in its unusual exteriors and
a month. That these managers and even
remarkable interiors something out
salesmen have received substantial en- of the ordinary. And these factors are
couragement from exhibitors in their ter- entirely subordinated to the love and
ritories isattested by the reports being adventure elements of the story.
received by General Manager Ralph
Will Expand Activities
Proctor.
"So
you
understand exhibitor
why it is will
we
feel here may
the American
Fair Play Prevails
continue
to
accept
pictures
regardless
of
"The word that comes to us from our
branch managers uniformly indicates their nativity so long as they are good.
what I always have claimed that the And it is because of this open-minded
spirit encountered by our sales force that
spirit of fair play is just as strong among
the exhibitors of this country as it is the production chiefs of the Stoll company abroad have determined materially
among those in England," declared Mr. to expand
their picture-maknig activProctor. "The former are accepting
English pictures just as readily as American pictures are accepted in England.
They are displaying a spirit of absolute Arbuckle
Is Expected
ities."
reciprocity. The bookings have been not
only beyond our anticipations; they have
Back on Coast Soon
been a revelation.
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
"That the American market is as cosmopolitan as is any other in the world
L"OS ANGELES. Jan. 4— Roscoe
is proved by the reception accorded 'Pas- (Fatty) Arbuckle. Paramount star, who
sion' at the Capitol in New York. It
on a vacation, is exmay have remained for Samuel L. Roth- has beenpectedinback Europe
on the Coast shortly. Work
afel to demonstrate this fact as he has
on "Three Miles Out" is scheduled to
demonstrated other things in a show- begin
on January 17 under the direction
man way before, but there can be no
question he has proved there is always of James Cruze.
room in this country for a picture made
outside the boundaries of the United
Theatre for Hoopeston
States when the production is a worthy
HOOPESTOX, ILL. — J. Rosslyn
one.
Boorde will erect a motion picture theCostume Play Will Go
atre in East Main street at a cost of
"
'Passion'
is
not
only
a
subject
made
$.50,000.
in another country, but it is what we

R. Rothacker Cuts
Melon for Employes

Distributes $14,000 Stock
Among Twenty Faithful
Fellow Workers
Shortly before the Chicago laboratories
of the Rothacker Film Manufacturing
Company closed down, on the afternoon
of December 31, Watterson R. Rothacker
called a group of his fellow workers
into his office and made them his fellow
partners by presenting them with stock
bonuses.
In all, $14,000 of Rothacker Company
stock was distributed, according to the
terms of service.
Appreciation of Service
"You have earned a partnership," Mr.
Rothacker told them. "This stock is not
a present. I am giving it out the same
as one would give out anything in appreciation of loyalty and service. I look
forward to the time when every one of
my present business associates shall have
become
my business
The entire
Chicagopartners."
force gathered in
the studio where Mr. Rothacker spoke
as follows:
Addresses His Employes
"Almost every Industrial plant in the
United States is laying off workers or
cutting salaries. The Rothacker Film
Company has no desire to do either of
these. We want you to earn more than
you are now, if possible. We want to
increase the number of workers instead
of laying off some.
"We want to continue paying the best
salaries possible. But, in order for us
to do so, you must continue to give the
company 100 per cent of your efforts
Our customers say we are making the
best quality prints in the country. With
your continued co-operation, we shall
keep right on turning out quality work."
Buys Canadian

Rights

To(Special
the to"County
Exhibitors Herald)Fair"
NEW YORK, Jan. 4.— Charles L. Stephenson, president of Charles L. Stephenson
Attractions of Toronto, now visiting here,
has closed a deal for the Canadian rights
to "The County Fair.".
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for More Than Five Years — Headquarters
Will Be Maintained at Toronto
Harry M. Berman, general manager of versal records show. Stern celebrated his
exchanges for Universal, announces that first half-year as Pittsburgh manager by
an important shift in the sales personnel winning Universal's anniversary sales contest, for the best business increase in sixty
of Universal Film Exchanges, Inc., Herman Stern being promoted to district man- days. Universal reports that he has placed
ager in charge of a% Canadian territory. Universal film products in every theatre
Stern has been manager of the Pittsburgh in the territory.
branch for two years.
Feted by Managers
The growing importance of Canada as
\\
hen
he
announced his intended departa market for Universal films has prompted
ure from Pittsburgh he was toasted at a
Universal officials, it is explained, to pro- special banquet arranged in his honor by
ject a broadened sales activity in that the F. I. L. M. Club. Employes of the
territory, and to establish it as a separate Pittsburgh Universal exchange gave a dinsales district.
ner and dance in Stern's honor several
Headquarters at Toronto
nights later at the Fort Pitts hotel, at
J. Herrington, exhibitor orStern's new district will embrace the which Fred
ganizer, was the principal speaker.
Canadian-Universal offices in Toronto,
The
new
Canadian
chief has been in New
Montreal, St. John, Vancouver, Winnipeg
and Calgary. The principal Canadian-Uni- York City for the past two weeks, laying
an extensive sales and exploitaversal film branch is in Toronto, and is per- planstionforcampaign
be will inaugurate in
sonally supervised by Clair Hague, gen- the Canadian which
territory shortly after the
eral Manager of Canadian Film Exchanges,
first of the year. The main efforts of the
Ltd.
ronto. Stern's headquarters will be in To- coining campaign will be centered around
The new district manager has been with the two big new Universal Jewel producUniversal for more than five years, starting
tions, "Outside the Law," starring Priscilla
Dean, and "Foolish Wives," the new Erich
as a salesman in the old Universal ex- Von
Stroheim
picture.
City. change in Twentv-third street. New York
In the time that Stern has guided the
Universal policies in the Pittsburgh dis- Nazimo
ille*'
in "Cam
(Special
Herald)
vato Exhibitors
trict, the exchange has jumped from a
mediocre position to one among the
LOS ANGELES, Jan. 4.— Nazimova's
leading exchanges in the country, I'ni- next Metro offering will be "Camille."
Josephson With Goldwyn
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Jan. 4.— Samuel
Goldwyn announces that Julian Josephson has joined the Goldwyn staff to
specialize in adapting stories for Will
Rogers and Tom Moore.

HERMAN" STERN
New Universal district manager for all of
the Canadian territory.
He was formerly Universal branch manager at
Pittsburgh.
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Titles

for

( II V II I I > II I T( III \ SON
\\ k*M in n serial "Double Adventure" has
been Jiinuiir.i
announced2X by I'nlhe for dlslrlballon
Bebe Daniels Guest at
Social A ffairs in Dallas
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
DALLAS, TEX., Jan. 4.— Bebe Daniels. Realart star, spent the holidays in
Dallas, her birthplace. While here she
was the guest at many social affairs
arranged by old-time friends.

Latest

Pathe

Serial, "Double
Adventure," Given
makingPathe
up episode
the exhibitor
Accorded the honor of first place on with
plays. service issued
Pathe's serial program for 1921, "Double
Featured as Stunt Serial
Adventure." the stunt thriller starring
In all advertising and announcements
Charles Hutchison, continues to take a
"Double Adventure" is featured as a
leading place, among the most active stunt serial. The star scored his greatsubjects, booking at Pathe branches, and
est success in Pathe's "The Great
as the date of publication. January 23, Gamble," the serial in which Hutchison
performed some thrilling feats of daring.
draws near increasing demand is reProduced by Robert Brunton and diported to prevail among exhibitors long
rected by W. S. Van Dyke, the latest
identified as serial showmen and those
Pathe serial promises to set new standards for serial production, especially with
who formerly did not include the episode
regard to scenic investiture.
plays in their billings.
Titles Are Announced
The scenario and editing department Ben Beadell Is Host
of Pathe has completed the titles for the
To His Sales Force
episodes and the list of fifteen chapter
Ben Beadell, manager of the Chicago
titles is as follows: Episode one, "On office of the Stoll Film Corporation of
the Trail of Fate"; two, "The Harbor Ban- America, entertained the members of his
dit"; three, "Hearts of Stone"; four, "The
force at a New Year's dinner at
Gun Runners"; five, "The Rebel's Nest"; sales
the Hotel Brevoort, December 31, as an
six, "Trouble Trail"; seven, "War In. the appreciation of the record they have
Oil Fields"; eight, "The Grill of Hate"; hung up on sales in the first month the
nine. "The Black Whirlpool"; ten. "The office
has been open.
Devil's Bargain"; eleven. "The Danger
Guests
were Charles Chase, John DellLedge"; twelve. "Hazzard Heights";
son and E. C. Davies, who cover Illinois
thirteen. "By Air and Sea"; fourteen.
outside of Chicago: Ed Bricketto, in
"The House in the Canyon"; fifteen, charge
of sales in Indiana, and W. S.
'The Wages of Crime."
Altland.
south side, and Julius Alcock,
The Pathe organization has completed
all details preparatory to the publica- north side salesman in Chicago.
tion of Double Adventure." A number
of special presentations of the film are
Open Brainard Lyceum
being arranged at the various branches,
which some time ago received prints and
BRAINARD, MINN.— The Lyceum
theatre, formerly the Best, recently was
complete sets of the paper, campaign
book, press sheet and other material opened here.
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Is to

HERALD
Loew

Distribute

Beban's
"One
Man
in a Million''
Included in Contract Is $100,000 in Advance Bookings in Several Cities, Which Include
Personal Appearance of Star
Robertson-Cole announces the acqui- rushed by Robertson-Cole, in the expectation that a general publication will
sition of George Beban's "One Man In a be an event for early in the year. After
Million" for distribution. The produc- a careful study of the production. Robtion was written and directed by Mr.
ertson-Cole executives have ordered the
Beban. who also stars in the piece.
most complete and elaborate press book
Included in the contract is §100,000 and exploitation campaign possisble.
The cities and theatres in which the
in advance bookings in a score of American cities which will include the personal
Beban picture has been booked, and
appearance of Mr. Beban, who holds a which will be supplied by Robertsondistinctive place in the American heart Cole, in addition to the thousands of
through his long and notable success on other bookings which the distributing
the legitimate stage and in vaudeville, company will immediately start to get
where his types of the good-natured for- through its own organization, are:
eigner struggling for success in the
Many Bookings Received
"Melting Pot" have met with favor.
Xew Branford theatre, Fabian interests,
Sign With Beban and Lesser
X. J.; Howard, Lynch interests.
Robertson-Cole executives signed the Newark, Orpheum,
Crescent Amusement
contract which gives the right of distri- Atlanta;
Company. Xashville, Tenn. : Strand,
bution to the company with Mr. Beban
Tenn.; Strand. Col. Fred Levy,
and with Irving M. Lesser. The latter Memphis,
Ky. ; Circle, Robert Lieber,
represented Sol Lesser, who has been Louisville,
Indianapolis; Metropolitan and Strand.
interested in Mr. Beban's screen ventures. With this picture Sol Leser is Cleveland (day and date ) ; Riviera and
leaving the held of production, and his Xew Tivoli, controlled by Balaban &
Katz,
Chicago.Chicago; Ascher Brothers' circuit,
brother, Irving, who signed the Robertson-Cole contract, henceforth will look
after production work.
John managed
H. Kunsky's
Madison, & Detroit;
State,
by Finkelstein
Ruben,
"I
cannot
express
my
satisfaction
at
Minneapolis;
Capital,
Finkelstein
& Ruhaving obtained distribution through
ben. St. Paul: Liberty, controlled by
Robertson-Cole," said Mr. Beban, after Jensen & Von Herberg. Seattle; Tivoli.
the
"Above ofallthisI Turner & Dahnken. San Francisco;
desirecontract
dignifiedwasandsigned.
fair handling
and D. theatre, Turner & Dahnken.
production which I consider the best T.
thing I have ever done. I feel certain Oakland: Kinema. Gore Brothers and Sol
Los Angeles, and a leading thethat the Robertson-Cole organization is Lesser,
atre at San Diego.
exactly the right one to do this. I have
Mr.
Beban
is supported by Helen
watched closely the type of picture Rob- Jerome Eddy, Irene
George Beban.
ertson-Cole is releasing, and have in- Jr.. who is five years Rich.
old; Lloyd Whitlock
quired into its plans for the immediate
future. These searching looks into the and a number of others.
future and present, together with my
knowledge
of that
the company's
convinced me
my greatestpast,
workhaveis
Ethel Clayton in West
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
in proper hands."
LOS AXGELES, Jan. 4.— Ethel ClayPublished in January
has arrived here to begin production
"One Man in a Million" will be pub- of tonher
next Paramount production.
lished on January 8, in Newark. X. J.
After this it is booked solidly for four "Sham." by Elmer Harris and Geraldine
Bonner,
under
the direction of Thomas
months. Meanwhile work on advertis- Heffron.
ing material and accessories is being
GEORGE

BEBAN

IN "ONE

MAN
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Sets Precedent

Playing Picture Week
Three and Four Day Shows
Abolished for Doug's
"Mark of Zorro"
Marcus Loew has established a precedent for his theatres by booking Douglas
Fairbanks' "The Mark of Zorro," United
Artists' picture, for a week's run at his
houses. Heretofore it has been the policy
of the exhibitor never to book a production for more than three or four days.
Concerning this change, Nicholas M.
Schenck of the Loew offices declares
in a letter to Hiram Abrams, president
of United Artists:
Schenck Issues Statement
"I have just returned to my office from
a screening of Douglas Fairbanks' new
picture.
"Thefrom
Marktelling
of Zorro,'
and I I think
cannot refrain
you that
it is really the most wonderful picture he
has made.
"We believe the picture is so big that
we have decided to play this feature in
our theatres a full week instead of our
usual policy, which has always been to
play everything three or four days.
"It took a picture like 'The Mark of
Zorro' to do it."
Done First Time in History
In the official organ of Loew enterprises, which is published weekly, its editor, Xelse Granlund, said that this time
was the first time in the history of their
theatres that this had been done and
that "Mr. Loew feels that this Fairbanks
picture is so unusual that his patrons
will want to see it twice. Also, he predicts that everyone who wants to see it
will be unable to get in if played only
three or four days. He thinks it the
greatest screen entertainment ever
offered,
it is predicted
records forand
attendance
will be that
brokenall with
Thepicture."
picture is considered far the greatthis
est Fairbanks ever made, and it shows
him in two roles, the weak-kneed son of
wealth, in the days of old California, and
a daring bandit, who protects the weak
and punishes the unjust. He is a master
swordsman, and leaves on his victims
with his skilled blade a "Z" cut in their
forehead, which becomes known as "The
Mark of Zorro."

IN A MILLION"

Two scenes from the Beban production which will be distributed by Robertson-Cole, opening in Newark, N. J.
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Realart

Offers
Series

Three

for

of

HERALD

POLICE HALT ATLANTA
CONCERT FOR CHARITY
(.Continued from Page 33)

Star

January

Publication

Productions Star Bebe Daniels, Constance Binney
And Alice Brady, Who Have Strong Roles
In Their

Respective Vehicles
she is mentally un"Something Different," featuring Con- father. Hebalanceddecides
and takes charge of her, with
stance Binney; 'She Couldn't Help It," many highly complicated developmentwith Bebe Daniels, and "Out of the Cho- that furnish thrills and suspense up to
rus," starring Alice Brady, are a trio of the very climax.
pictures which Realart offers for January
Bebe Daniels has a particularly efective role in this picture. Emory Johnpublication under its star franchise.
son plays opposite Miss Daniels. Others
The first is adapted from the popular
in the cast are Wade Boteler, Helen
novel, "Calderon's Prisoner," by Alice Raymond, Vera Lewis, Gertrude Short
Ruth Renick. The director is MauDuer Miller. "She Couldn't Help It," is and rice
Campbell. Douglas Bronston is the
based on the successful book, "In the scenarioist.
Bishop's Carriage," by Miriam MichelStory of Chorus Girl
son, while "Out of the Chorus" is an
Out of the first row of the chorus into
adaptation from "Voice of the Blood," a a first family of New York — that is the
story by the well known writers, Harry
theme of "Out of the Chorus." featuring
Chandlee and William D. Laub.
Alice Brady. It treats of a popular chorus girl who elopes with the son of an
Constance Binney Stars
aristocratic family. After the marriage
The story, "Something Different,"
his friends and relatives predict he will
deals with the fortune of a wealthy so- soon tire of her. His relatives do more
ciety girl, Alicia Lee, who tires of the than predict — they plot to bring it about.
And although she proves to be true blue
monotonous round of social affairs and
to her husband and to her ideals, they
the attention of the rich idlers who court
play their cards to discredit her in his
her, and who longs for "something dif- eyes. For a time they almost succeed,
ferent." She accepts the invitation of a but eventually fate takes a hand in the
former school friend to visit in the Re- game, and, in a gripping climax, brings it
a happy conclusion.
public of Santiago. From the moment of to Miss
Brady has many splendid chances
her arrival things happen with startling
for strong emotional acting in "Out of
rapidity. How she finally gets home and
Chorus."
Playing
star
what happens before and after form a the
is Vernon
Steel,
Charlesopposite
Gerard.theEmily
story which is declared to have unusual
Fitzroy,
Edith
Stockton,
Richard
Carcharm.
lyle, Constance Berry and Ben Probst.
Constance Binney, as Alicia Lee. has
Herbert Blache directed the picture.
a strong role. Supporting her are Crane
The scenario is by Coolidge Streeter.
Wilbur, Ward Crane, Adolph Millar.
William Riley Hatch, Gertrude Hillman
and Lucy Fox. The picture was directed
Eagerly Await Kipling
by R. William Neill. The scenario is by
Kathryne Stuart.
Script at Pathe Office
New Daniels Vehicle
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Jan. 4— The first sce"In the Bishop's Carriage" furnished
nario written by Rudyard Kipling for
the
"She Couldn't
It."
The story
Miriamfor Michclson
story Help
is known
Pathe with the assistance of Randolph
to many thousands who have read the
book. It centers upon the adventures
Lewis of Pathe's New York staff, is
being awaited eagerly at the- Pathe ofof a little girl who is taken from an orfices. Mr. Lewis went to England some
phanage and trained to be a pickpocket.
On one occasion when she is suspected
weeks ago to advise with the famous
of aiding in a robbery, she hides in the
British novelist on motion picture technique. He is expected to remain abroad
carriage of a bishop. He finds her there
for another six weeks.
and she pretends to think he is her
THREE

SCENES

FROM

"SUNSHINE

HARBOR,"
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A NEW

theatre, however laudable the purpose, is in
violation of the ordinance."
Following receipt of Mr. Manget's letter,
Chief of_ Police Beavers conferred with
Mayor Key, and then issued a statement,
warning the Associated Charities that to
give the proposed concert would be in direct
violation of the law, and that if the concert
was held as advertised, he would consider it
his duty to arrest whoever was in charge,
and, after the first arrest, which would
lodge the question in court for adjudication,
ii the doors were not promptly closed, the
police would forcibly close the building to
the public if it took every member of his
department to carry out his orders.
When this notice was served. Chief
Beavers was asked if it would not be satisfactory tomake merely the arrest this afternoon so that the case could be passed upon
by the courts, and permit the concert to go
on.
"No," replied Chief Beavers, "That would
be temporizing with the question, for it
would be absurd to make an arrest and then
let the violation of the law go uninter uptedly on." Oppose Action
Clergy
The absurdity of the situation was considerably heightened when the "powers that
be" said that the concert might be given
either at the Auditorium, or at the Atlanta,
and when Chief Beavers was asked why he
would permit a show at the Auditorium and
forbid it at the Howard, he said that the
difference was that it was specifically provided in the city ordinance that motion picture houses or similar places of amusement
customarily operated for profit could not be
opened for public services on Sunday, while
nothing was said about other public gathering places where motion pictures are not
regularly displayed.
A number of the most prominent ministers in town have taken a strong stand
in
favor
the Howard's
and are
violently ofopposed
to the position,
action taken
by
Chief Beavers. Dr. C. B. Wilmer, rector of
St. Marks'
mademorning,
it the
subject
of hisEpiscopal
discourse Church
on Sunday
and from the pulpit, had this to say:
Dr. Ashby M. Jones, pastor of the Ponce
de Leon Avenue Baptist Church, and one of
the most influential men of the Church in
the South, went on record as saying that
he feared the sane observance of the Sabbath was being threatened by the extreme
attitude of some.
Open Davenport Capitol
ing.DAVENPORT. IA.— The new Capitol
theatre was recently given formal open-

INDEPENDENT

PRODUCTION

Margaret Beecher is starred in this Edward Hemmer Production written by Jerome Wilson.
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Theatre Men Enthusiastically Join in Movement
Bring Relief to Three Million Starving
Children in European Countries
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

to

NEW YORK. Jan. 4. — The motion picture industry's campaign to
save 250,000 of Europe's starving children is well under way. An enthusiastic response from every branch of the industry has answered the call
of Herbert Hoover, chairman of the European Relief Council, through
which organization the funds are to hnd their way in the form of sustaining
food to the hungry little ones across the sea.
Confident $2,500,000 Will Be Obtained
There is no doubt in the minds of the picture men who are devoting
their time and energy to the campaign that at least $2. 500.000 will be
turned over to the Hoover Fund through the activities of the several
branches of the motion picture industry. The joint committee which
represents producers, distributors and exhibitors of motion pictures in
America, has opened headquarters in the Hotel Bristol on Forty-ninth
street near Seventh avenue and is holding daily meetings, laying the
groundwork for the active campaigning by every branch of the industry
from Coast to Coast.
I The men whose names are household words in picturedom are daily
visitors at the committee's headquarters, offering suggestions and practical
aid to the end that this, the picture industry's first big drive for a humanitarian cause, shall be attended by unqualified success.
William A. Brady, president of the
ever feasible, give a special performance
National Association of the Motion Pic- for children, tickets for which will be
sold in advance by representatives of the
ture Industry, and Sydney S. Cohen,
European Relief Council. These early
president of the Motion Picture Theatre
for the children are exOwners of America, have both taken off morningpected toshows
produce a large revenue for the
their coats and are devoting their driv- fund. A plan is under consideration
ing power to starting the big ball rolling. whereby the film companies will furnish
gratis
200-Foot Film Prepared
children.to the exhibitors suitable films for
. As a forerunner to the actual camMany Organizations Aid
paign of raising funds a 200-foot film,
The organizations through which tickentitled
"The
Invisible
Guest."
produced
ets for the morning performances will
especially to rivet the public attention in
a graphic way to the conditions in be sold in behalf of the Euronean Re.Europe and to emphasize the necessity
for immediate relief to starving children
there, has been sent to the exchanges oi
'Hoover Dolls' Are
twelve of the biggest film distributing
companies and will shortly be seen by
Sold by Exhibitors
picture audiences throughout the counA novelty idea in the motion pictry. This film is of tremendous heart
ture drive is to save the lives of
interest. It is furnished exhibitors without charge and they are requested to
Europe's starving children is the
"show
to 'their patrons during the
sale of "Hoover Dolls" at picture
month it ofdaily
January.
theatres. The plan was suggested
The crest of the picture drive to aid
the starving children will be reached on
by a group of New York theatre
January 26. This day has been set apart
owners, who intend purchasing rag
-by the European Relief Council as "Modolls and selling them to their patPicture
Day." 26Throughout
rons on Motion Picture Day —
countrytionon
January
the patrons the
of
picture theatres will be asked to give
January 26th.
liberally to the fund. Addresses will be
each doll's
made in every picture theatre by promiwlilThebe price
$10. upon
It represents
the head
cost
ent men and women of national, state
of
feeding
one
child
a
meal
a
day
or local celebrity. These speakers will
draw word pictures of conditions as they
until next year's harvests in Central and Eastern Europe, bringing
now exist in those sections of devastated Europe where need for relief is
ing
relief
to the three million chilgreatest.
dren who are now starving there.
Governors to Assist
The committee representing the
Governors, mayors, senators, conmotion picture industry in the
gressmen, educators and others have
drive for funds for the European
been drafted for this work. Every charitable and relief organization which is enRelief Council, of which Herbert
rolled in the starving-children campaign
Hoover is chairman, urges every
under the Hoover banner will cooperate
exhibitor
in the country to adopt
with the picture theatres on "Motion
the "Hoover Doll" plan and to sell
Picture Day." and the actual collections
will be made by representatives of these
as many as possible to picture patorganizations.
rons.
On the morning of January 29 it is
planned to have picture theatres, wher-
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lief Council
are theAmerican
AmericanRedFriends'
Service
Committee,
Cross,
American Relief Administration, Federal Council of the Churches of Christ
in America, Jewish Joint Distribution
Committee, Knights of Columbus, Young
Men's Christian Association, .and Young
Women's Christian Association. It is
anticipated that many wealthy citizens
will purchase outright the entire seating
capacity of certain theatres and will then
donate the tickets thus purchased to
schools or charitable organizations so
that children
may attend the performances free of charge.
An extensive poster and correspondence campaign will be inaugurated imby the significant
picture men's
tee to bringmediatelythe
facts commitin connection with the drive to the attention
of every picture theatre owner in the
country and to the public at large.
Put Names on Honor Roll
As an incentive to theatre owners and
managers to exert every effort in raising
funds, the committee is considering the
advisability of offering prizes for the
theatres which turn in the largest amount
of money to the fund in proportion to
their seating capacity. Mr. Hoover has
also offered to place upon the Honor
Roll of the European Relief Council the
name of every theatre which actively
participates in the raising of funds.
Honor Roll certificates will be issued
and forwarded to all such theatres. The
picture committee has requested the owners and managers of all motion picture
theatres to offer suggestions for unique
and effective methods of centering the
public attention upon the drive.
The personnel of the Motion Picture
Committee which is handling the drive
on behalf of both the National Association of the Motion Picture Industry
and the Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of America is as follows: Oscar A. Price.
William A. Brady. C. C. Pettijohn. William Wright. H. M. Berman. T. R. Quirk.
Arthur Tames. Svdnev S. Cohen. Leo
Brecher. C. T. Sears. C. E. Whitehurst.
S. I. Berman, E. M. Fay. John Manheimer and C. L. O'Reilly.
Goldwyn Defends
Films in Wire

to

Blue Law Leader
Samuel Goldwyn, president of Goldwyn
Pictures Corporation, has sent the following telegram to Dr. Wilbur F. Crafts, superintendent of the International Reform
Bureau. Washington. D. C. :
"The movement to close motion picture
theatres on Sunday fostered by your organization isa dangerous encroachment on
the liberties of the people and is an effort
to take away from them beneficial entertainment. Imaintain that motion pictures
have a tremendous influence for good on
thf nuHic. I ask you in all fairness to
reflect for a minute en the motion pictures
which you have seen. Is it not a fact that
right and
virtue oftriumph
in even,play, the basis
all dramas
beingphotothat
the sympathy of the audience must be
aroused? And this can be done only by
a sympathetic, that is a good, character.
A thousand moralists in a thousand lectures could not drive heme their lessons
with as much force as these film stories."
Morgan Building House
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
YORKYJLLE. O.. Jan. 4.— W. H.
Morgan,
proprietor
of Morgan's
ment store,
is erecting
a motion departpicture
theatre here. The house will be 40 feet
bv 120 feet.
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Against

for

Barring
U. S. Film
against the showing of American films
Howells Says That Only
there. If they cannot compete in their
own home market what chance have
Producers of Poorer
they in the American market? In view
of their stand . taken before their own
Pictures Would Make
government how much basis is there to
the oft-reiterated fact that the American
Demands for Counter
producer must beware or he will find
his own market taken away from him by
Action.
foreign films manufactured at a cost far
By DAVID P. HOWELLS
lower than he could hope to approach?
As a matter of fact there is only one
CRIES for reprisals against Germany
and one star in a foreign coundue to the edict there against the director
try that can hope to break into the
showing of American films should not American market in direct competition
be taken seriously by the trade in this with the best of the producers here with
any hope of success. The star is Pola
country. The demands for the barring
Negri and the director is Ernest Luof German films by this country is raised bitsch.
They work together and the reaby the uncertain producer, the maker of
son why they have a chance of breaking
into
American
is because Mr.
pictures in America, who is not certain- Lubitsch has territory
adopted the American
that his production can hold its own
method of careful production, and in
against competition.
Miss Negri is a star who has the inThe action in Germany is one that
herent ability to rank among the leaders
anywhere in the world.
would not be tolerated here inasmuch
"Passion," now being distributed in
as it is a direct attack by producers to
force the exhibitors there to take films this country by Associated First Naof home manufacture that are of less
tional Pictures, Inc., is a striking example of their combined work. Its univervalue to them than others that they
sal appeal is well shown by the hordes
could procure. The producers there
found that they could not compete with that have crowded into theatres in this
American films and because it is vitally country where the production has shown.
necessary for Germany to foster all pos- The establishment of a record at the
sible industry within its borders the gov- Capitol theatre in New York is viewed
ernment issued the edict prohibiting ex- with alarm by those producers who do
hibitors there to show American films. not know of conditions in France, Italy
Instead of being taken by producers here and Germany and all other European
productions.
as an insult to America, or as unfair tac- centers of motion* picture
* *
tics on the part of another country, it
should be accepted as a surety that there
Lubitsch and Miss Negri work on
is nothing in the bug-a-boo about the theMr.same
comparatively slow basis that
American market being flooded with for- is
now characterizing the production of
eign films at a cheaper price than the
the leading producers and stars of AmerAmerican producer can manufacture.
ica. They realized that time must be
• » *
taken for a big production and on reGerman manufacturers have found
suming work immediately after the conclusion of peace they adopted a schedule
that they cannot compete with the
of not more than four productions a
American films in their own home market. They admitted this when they year. Four foreign productions a year
joined in the application for the writ from this source that can compete with
American made films carries no great
threat to the American market.
Other producers in Europe are beginning to realize that hasty slip-shod work
gets the motion picture producer nowhere and the frantic haste to get production onto the market which was so
marked when the resumption of motion
picture production was possible with the
ending of the war is fast disappearing
and there is a chance that other European stars or directors may solve the
problem of productions with a world
wide appeal in the same manner as have
Ernest Lubitsch and Pola Negri. Before
they can accomplish this, however, they
must accept the dictum which these two
have already adopted of very few productions a year, so that even if every
producer of any account in Europe
should hit the mark of American taste
in the same
way could
"Passion"
the
American
market
not be has,
flooded
merely because of the small product a
careful schedule naturally entails.
That is the foreign position in a Hutshell as far as it concerns the American
producer, but from the standpoint of the
American exhibitor an attempt to bar
German films should be fought tooth
and nail. The exhibitor of the United
States has already made known his
VIRGINIA LEE
in regard to foreign films through
Displaying her favorite smile. She is now views
the resolution adopted at the Cleveland
playing in Clark.
"Scrambled Wives" wild convention
last June.
Mareuerite

Box office of Colonial theatre. Commerce,
<.n., at the window of which Is ihoni
the lovInK cup nnnrdrd during; his baby
show exploitation stunt.
$ 1 ,000 Divided

Among

Three "U" Exchanges
Buffalo Manager Wins First
Honors of $500 for
Increased Sales
Universal has just divided $1,000 in
cash prizes among the three exchanges
winning in the Christmas sales contest,
according to H. M. Berman, general manager of exchanges.
Maurice A. Chase, manager of the Buffalo exchange, walked off with first
honors, amounting to $500. The prize
was won for the largest percentage increase in business during the period November 6to December 11, over a similar
period last summer.
Brill Takes Second Place
Dave Brill, the newest Universal exchange manager in the United States,
took second place. He is in charge of
the Portland, Ore., office. His prize
amounts to $300, which he won by topping all other exchanges in the percentage of collections on sales during the
contest period.
C. L. Theuerkauf, manager at Los Angeles, was the third place winner, getting
$200 in his Christmas stocking for being
good and showing the smallest percentage of exchange
•business
done. expenses compared with
Starting with the first week in January, each salesman will be put on his
mettle to strive for record-breaking sales
between now and the first of June.
Will Get European Trip
Carl Laemmle, president, plans to send
his
five salesmen
on apaid
six and
weeks'
trip best
to Europe,
all expenses
on
full
salary.
They
will
visit
the
principal
countries in Europe.
Mr. Laemmle's next five best salesmen
will get a trip either to New York City
or to Universal City, as they may choose.
This will be a three weeks' trip. As on
the European jaunt, all expenses will be
paid and salary will run on.
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Vitagraph
Shows
a 112
Business Increase

Per Cent
in Two
Years

Receipts for 1920 Are 35 Per Cent Greater
In 1919—97 Per Cent of the Theatres

Than

Have Played Company 's Films
John M. Quinn, general manager of
ter Vitagraph pictures have been in part
Vitagraph, has announced figures show- the result of greatly increased facilities
Brooklyn studios, in labing that the company's 1920 business was at Vitagraph's
oratory and stage space, and in a big ad112 per cent greater than in 1918, and 32
dition in acreage to the Vitagraph lot at
per cent greater than in 1919. The latter Hollywood, Cal.
Vitagraph has gone further than the
may be increased to 35 per cent as five
material end, Mr. Quinn explains, and
days were yet to be considered when
the experience
one ofinto
filmdom's
piothe report was made.
neers has been of
injected
productions
An interesting sidelight shows that by the constant and close personal supervision of Albert E. Smith. Mr.
during 1920, all but 3 per cent of all
Smith made more trips between the
motion picture theatres throughout the Eastern
and Western studios during the
United States and Canada used some
last year
ever will
before,
and in
thesuch
reVitagraph pictures during the year.
sults of histhan
counsel
be seen
Pictures Are Popular
productions as "Black Beauty," which
The harvest of Larry Semon book- will be published early in the coming
ings, the interest in the wake of William
Outlook Is Encouraging
Duncan's new form of chapter play and
the record success of such special pro- year.
Mr. Smith will continue to divide his
ductions as "Dead Men Tell No Tales"
time in supervising production in the
were said to be a big factor in the East
and West during 1921, and to that
achievement of this position.
The statement of Mr. Quinn, who has end has acquired a residence at Pasadena, Cal. His summers will be spent
been atutingtheorganizations
helm ofsince
Vitagraph's
distrib- mainly at Oyster Bay, Long Island, and
1918, attributes
he will supervise such special producthe extraordinary growth in the volume
tions as will be made in the East. Both
of business done by Vitagraph in the Mr. Smith
and Mr. Quinn are optimistic
last two years and its constantly increas- over the outlook
for 1921, and are posiing favor with the exhibitors and picture
tive in their prediction that Vitagraph
lovers, to the decided increase in the will have
quality of the productions offered.
history. the most successful year in its
Facilities Are Increased
As the figures show, the Vitagraph
While recognizing the great value of product cannot be shown in many more
proper sales and exploitation methods
houses than have already presented it
and the importance of the personnel in during 1920, but it is believed that such
charge of these matters, he is firm in his productions as "Black Beauty," "The
belief that the first cause is in the proHeart of Maryland," George Randolph
duction end. On the material side, bet- Chester's "Son of Wallingford" and
"DOUG"

AND

MARGUERITE

IN "MARK
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OF ZORRO"

other big special productions on the 1921
calendar will hew the way to still
brighter results.
Enlarge Branch Offices
Notwithstanding provisions made in
the past for meeting a constantly increasing demand on the exchanges, plans
are
being
to increase
Vitagraph's
distributingmade
system
still further,
and
these plans have reached the goal of
fulfillment in Oklahoma City, where an
additional Vitagraph building will be
opened for business on February 1. This
region was formerly served by the Dallas office, which only recently was enlarged. The first of the 1921 additions
built by Vitagraph is located on South
Hudson avenue at the corner of West
olis.
Reno avenue in the Oklahoma metropAeroplane Scenes in
New MacDonald Film
Heralded as Amazing
Katherine MacDonald's latest film
story, "Stranger Than Fiction," promises
enough airplane thrills to give the most
blase picture fan a real tingle.
B. P. Fineman, production manager
of the Katherine MacDonald studio and
Western head of the corporation, recently startled the aviation world by
engaging
"take
in a buildCurtiss biplanea flyer
from to
a ten
storyoff"office
in Los
Angeles'
business
center.to
Then,ing as
if this
were not
sufficient
start the thrills chasing up and down
the spine of fandom, the company burned
a plane in mid-air and filmed the aviator
as he dove head first from the flames.
E. C. Robinson, who made the daring
dive, was equipped with a parachute.
As the aviator left the plane a dynamite
bomb was exploded in the gasoline tank
and the plunging plane became one vast
roaring - flame. shooting earthward
Cameras in balloons and other airplanes
caught the action, which is said to be
amazing.
Allan Dwan

Selects Cast

For "The Perfect Crime"
Following his policy of choosing an
evenly Dwan
balanced
ratherthethan
a "star,"
Allan
has cast
selected
players
who
will
in "TheProducers
Perfect Crime,"
secondappear
Associated
picture. his
Monte Blue has been chosen to play
the leading role, having been borrowed
from Famous Players for the production.
Jacqueline Logan, a former Follies girl,
is entrusted with the leading feminine
part; Stanton Heck is the villainous
Thaine of the story, and Harde Kirkland will have a character role. The
story requires very few important players and is described as "one of those simple human tales which Dwan best enjoys making."theLyman
Broening
photographing
production,
assistedis
by Gordon Pollock.

Fairbanks in the character of the bad-good man, and Marguerite DeLaMotte, his
leading lady, in his latest United Artists picture.

Al J. Kelley Is Promoted
To Be Director for Metro
Al J.director.
Kelley is
nowfour
a full-fledged
Metro
After
years with
Metro as an assistant director he has
been selected by Bayard Veiller, director
of
production
at Metro's
studios
in Hollywood,
Cal., toWest
handleCoast
the
megaphone for Viola Dana's next starring picture. "Home Stuff." an original
Dazey.
story by Agnes Johnston and Frank
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Jockey,
Picture

"The

Killer" Will Be Published by Pathe Exchange
On January 30— Adapted From Novel by
Stewart Edward White
People who are heard now and then — who is a trainer associate of his old
racing days — to ride across the desert
to inquire, "What has become of Tod
and summon aid to save the heroine of
Sloan?" will find themselves answered in the piece. When conducted to the stall
a very interesting way by the picture
where his mount is ready he is affectionscreens which shortly will show Benately
"Stalwart,"
horse
he greeted
had by
ridden
to victorythein very
the
jamin B. Hampton's production of "The
"Futurity."
Killer," adapted from Stewart Edward
White's novel with the same title.
Gives Synopsis of Story
"The
publicaThe meeting and the memory are too
tion by Killer"
Pathe onis announced
January 30.forThis
will poignant
— Tod bows his head to the stall
be any
Tod significance
Sloan's firstsince
publicthereappearance
rail and his shoulders heave while the
of
great royal mare
nuzzles
You rather expect tc
and aristocratic personages of the Eng- see Tod Sloan him.
crossing that desert like a
lish turt turned 'thumbs down" on him.
streak, hunched up, as of old, on the
Affer that he glided into the obscurity
neck of his mount. But what you really
which has held him for nearly a half do
see is still more dramatically effective.
score of years.
Tod is in a morning coat with derby
Works With Determination
hat and white spats.
In that time he has grown a chubby
Thus attired, and carrying a gripsack
containing deadly evidence against the
and rather grave-looking Tod Sloan —
not at all the figure of a jockey any more,
villain, he canters leisurely and unsusbut as a screen actor, and still easily
pected to his destination, and returns to
recognizable in spite of added weight
the same fashion, "bringing up the reand years. He goes about his picture
in cowboy villain
regalia, toin his
timelastto
work in a businesslike way that i> good bring theserves," allmurderous
account.
for "ThethatKiller"
it suggests
the
thought
Tod iswhile
putting
his best foot
Benjamin B. Hampton has made of
forward with the determination to win "The Killer" a most impressive and thrilback as much as possible of the million
ling picture dealing with the unmitigated
dollars he won on the turf and spent in villainy of the master villain and his
wildcat ventures and luxurious living.
henchmen whose tyrannical and homicidal practices are furthered by the cirIn "The Killer" Tod Sloan shows himcumstance that their ranch headquarters
self a good enough actor to rise effectively to a moment of pathos. He has are
der. located close to the Mexican borconspired with the villain's stable man
Open Crystal in Gilmer
GILMER, TEX. — The new Crystal
theatre in the new Croley block was
recently opened here.

EDITH STOCKTON
An appealing photograph of n girl whose
benuty and charm have brought her to
the front rank of film leading women.

Fox

News

Number

To Argument
Believing that the proposal to revive
the Puritan Sunday by means of blue
laws as stringent as those of ancient
Salem is a serious menace to the motion
picture industry. William Fox has devoted nearly one-half of the issue of
Fox News No. 23 in the second volume
to a telling argument against the killFox News gives exhibitors opposed to
joys.
such
legislation
the Lord's
Day oppressive
Alliance and
other as
organizations
are trying to impose upon the American
people an opportunity to bring home to
their audiences what the Puritan Sabbath would really mean.
Is Realistically Depicted
All the significance of a blue law Sunday is realistically depicted in a series
of scenes directed and acted by professionals. Each irritating feature of the
Sabbath gloom is shown. There will be
no ball games in the afternoon, even for
those who spend the morning in church;
it will be a crime to take the wife and
children on an automobile ride; there
will be no public conveyances or traffic
lines in operation; you cannot visit friends
unless they are in walking distance —
and even then you may have to explain
what you are doing on the street on Sunday: no candy, no ice cream sodas, no
entertainment — not even motion pictures.
People will learn to hate and dread the
Sabbath instead of loving it, and longing
for it as a day of recreation.
"If you want these conditions to oc-

UJCB CALHOI N
I hi- in >» \ luiKmph slur In her flrnt xtrllar
role, "Prince*"! Jonew."
Rob St. Louis Theatre
ST. LOUIS, MO.— The outer door of
the safe
in theat office
the Grand
Grand-Florissant theatre
2142 ofEast
avenue
was blown recently and $2,000 taken.
23

Is Devoted

Against

Blue

Laws

cur," says the but
Fox ifNews
title, "that
your business;
you believe
in th?is
right of all Americans to personal liberty, protest as hard as you can against
these traducers
the Land
Will ofCarry
Weightof the Fre'."
The Fox News plan, more than all
the talk in the world, will bring home to
the people what a terrible menace the
proposed blue laws are. Audiences will
laugh at the picture of the discomfiture
of the man without his Sunday paper
and the family arrested for autoing, for
they will se the ridiculous side of legislation that proposes to treat men and
women as children. But they will resolve
hibitor.
to fight, and their fight will help the exJack Truitt Takes Second
Theatre in Sedalia, Mo.
SEDALIA, MO.— Jack Truitt of the
Sedalia theatre has leased the New Lona
and has
s" Heandwillwillcon-b,c
tinue to taken
operatepossession,
the Sedalia
assistedsistant
by manager
L. ofA. theMoraii
former asNew Lona.
Buys Moline Theatre Site
MOLINE, ILL— A. C. Woodyatt,
owner of the Bio theatre at 1615 Fifth
avenue, has purchased the building and
property on which it is built from R. J.
Montgomery, of Mason, Miss. He plans
at some future time to erect a modern
theatre there.
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of Depression

Distributor Returns to New York After a Trip to
His Exchanges, During Which Time He
• Personally Met
Alter which
a two time
weeks'he trip
in the
field
during
visited
Chicago,
Milwaukee, Cleveland, Cincinnati, Dayton, Columbus and other cities, W. W.
Hodkinson, head of the organization
which bears his name, has returned to
Xew York.
Concerning his trip, he said:
"While
talk we
lately
would
seemalltotheindicate
thathear
conditions
bordering almost on panic prevail
throughout the United States, nothing
that I observed during my trip would
serve to substantiate such a fact. The
exhibitors, as I have seen it, are prospering greatly.
Theatre Conditions Vary
"It
is
are
bad that only
the where
theatreslocal
feelconditions
the reaction.
For example, in Akron some of the theatres are closed, which may be accounted for by trie fact that the rubber
industry is in a state of great unrest,
but in the majority of the other towns
where the manufacturing interests are
diversified, the theatres, as I have said,
.are in a prosperous state.
"The purpose for which I went out in
the field in this trip of mine were manifold. First of all, I wanted to get to
know the men who go to make up our
organization and, too, I wanted to get in
personal touch with the showmen of the
United States. I did so, and I am particularly delighted to see with my own
eyes that exhibitors everywhere are
learning more and more the full significance of the name Hodkinson and all
that that name implies.
Company Attains Position
"My organization is beginning now to
take exactly the place to which the quality of its service and the quality of its
FIRST

Theatre Men
product entitle it. It is my contention
always that a square deal meets with a
square deal in return. And when you
back that square deal up with an unequalled line of product achieving the
result for which you strive is only a
matter
of time." with this square deal
In connection
policy Mr. Hodkinson has dispatched a
letter to the various members of his
sales force. It follows in part:
"Be a Missionary"
"Always remember that you are more
than a salesman, you are a missionary.
You sell not only pictures but ideas.
The more you sell the man on the
soundness of the Hodkinson system the
better will be your sale on Hodkinson
pictures. If you convince the exhibitor
of the benefits of the Hodkinson system
you will have him for a permanent
patron and a Hodkinson booster.
"The Hodkinson system is simplicity
itself. We book the best material obtainable through the open market, we
have access to every promising source
of production. We are not under compulsion to sell the inferior picture on
the strength of the superior picture. We
let the producer take the risk and if a
producer fails the cost of his failure is
assessed against him and not against the
exhibitor or the public. The Hodkinson
organization is not buying theatres to
come into competition with the exhibitor
in his own chosen field.
Benefit to Exhibitor
"Is jt not clear that every exhibitor
supporting the Hodkinson organization
is directly benefiting himself? Bystrengthening the hands of an independent distributing agent the exhibitor is
not only sure of a constant supply of

SCENES

FROM
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good pictures but he automatically
checkmates the producer-distributor and
the producer - exhibitor organizations
which are looking to absorb the exhibitor's theatre in the assets of their
respective organizations.
"Don't fail to give this thought the
first place in your mind and if you can
explain it to the exhibitor he will look
upon you not only as a salesman but as
a friend whose interests are the same as
While in Cleveland on his trip around
the country one of the newspapers there
highly praised Mr. Hodkinson for his
unassuming and convincing manner and
his democratic attitude toward exhibitors.
N. his."
Y. Will Get Premiere
On Marion Davies' Latest
The publication date of "Buried Treasure," Marion Davies' newest Cosmopolitan production, has been advanced. The
public in Xew York will soon view the
feature at a Broadway premiere and
shortly thereafter it will be given general
issue throughout the country.
"Buried Treasure" is a story of the
psychic, based upon reincarnation. Production was begun in New York last
spring and completed in California during the summer at a cost of a quarter of
a million dollars, it is said. Periods of
time from the stone age to the present
are comprehensively revealed largely by
the costumes of Miss Davies imported
for the occasion. George D. Baker
directed "Buried Treasure" from the
story by F. Britten Austen, which appeared in Hearst's Magazine.
Dixie Co. Incorporated
In Oklahoma City, Okla.
OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA. — Dixie
Film Company has been capitalized at
$3,000 by Joe S. Morris. Other officers
are B. H. Henderson, W. H! Holman
and Walter Benson, all of this city.

"MAN— WOMAN— MARRIAGE"

Two dramatic scenes from the Allen Holubar production starring Dorothy Phillips, which
through Associated First National.

Albert

A. Kaufman presents
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First Neilan

Issue in

1921 Is Parrish Film
Said to Be Most Ambitious
Picture Yet Staged by
This Producer
Marshall Neilan's initial publication for
1921 will be his spectacul
ar visualization
of Randall Parrish's book, "Bob Hampton of Placer," the big
n of
America's frontier days inproductio
1876, which
has
been
in
productio
n
since early last
summer.
Undoubtedly the most ambitious picture yet staged by this producer, this
film will mark the beginning of an active
year for the Neilan producing organization. Upon his return to Hollywood
from New York, Mr. Neilan will finish
this production for early issue.

Scene from "The Mysterious Stranger," a forthcoming Vitagraph comedy.
Unique
Street Exploitation
Stunt
Outlined
for Owen
Moore
Picture
Select Production, "The Chicken in the Case," Is
To Be Published on January 10— Campaign
Book Details Good Lobby Display
one side removed and a wire netting put
An unusual street stunt particularly
in its place. Place a young chicken in
adaptable .for the Selznick picture, "The
Chicken in the Case," starring Owen
each case, and a card reading: "See
Moore, which is scheduled for publica'The Chicken in the Case' at the Select
tion on January 10, is outlined in the ex- Theatre Now." This stunt can be elaborated upon or modified to suit indihibitors'
campaignproduction.
book issued The
in convidual ideas, and is calculated to be a
junction
with the
idea
sure-fire
publicity getter.
is The
basedexhibitor
on "the is
chicken"
case. an
advisedin totheobtain
For an attention arresting lobby display that can be gotten up practically
attractive young lady, fashionably attired, and provide her with a suit case, without cost it is suggested that the exhibitor obtain a quantity of newspapers
on the inside of which place a live
chicken. Have the young lady walk down
without regard to place or date of pubyour main street to the busiest corner
lication, and clipping therefrom all the
of the town. When she arrives at the stories or articles relative to such matbusy spot have her unfasten the straps
ters as "Millionaire's Son Weds Chorus
or lock of the suit case, and at an op- Girl," "Jersey Minister Elopes With
portune moment release the bird inside. Pretty Organist." "Society Woman
Will Get Press Publicity
Names Stenographer
as Co-respondent,"
"Romance
Hinted Between
Prince of
This will create a great deal of comand
American
Girl."
and
motion, as there will be many gallant Wales
stories in which there is a womanotherin
gentlemen who will endeavor to retrieve the
case.
the hen for the young woman. Have
Assemble All Clippings
her appear visibly embarrassed, but reAssemble
these upon a three-sheet
fuse to volunteer any information what- board, and all
place this in front of your
ever. This should land a good newslobby or on the sidewalk, where it will
paper story, although it will do no harm
attention. Across the whole layto tip a reporter off to the fact in ad- attract
out have painted diagonally in bold black
vance and have him write it up as a
chance occurrence.
script letters the words, "The Chicken in
Arranged
material
Repeat this stunt a day or two later, the
have Case."
production
stills with
of thethephotoplay
using a different young lady, but this and
other
publicity
matter
pertaining
time have a card the size of the interior this Owen Moore production. Acrossto
of the suitcase arranged so as to be the bottom of the stand have a snipe or
visible when the bird is released and the
case opened. On the card have merely streamer reading. "There's Always a
Chicken in the Case."
the works: "The Chicken in the Case."
The supporting cast in the picture inCan Elaborate on Idea
cludes Katherine Perry. Ziegfeld Follies
On the day of the first showing of the beauty, in the leading feminine role;
picture have several young ladies around
Teddy Sampson. Walter Walker, Edgar
town, all carrying suit cases, wThich have Nelson and Vivia Ogden.

Will Produceof "Penrod"
The picturization
Booth Tarkington's famous "Penrod" will then be
started by the Neilan company with
Wesley Barry again in the starring role.
This film will be staged in the East in
order to give the picture its proper settings. Albert Payson Terhune's "The
Lotus Eater" is also scheduled for early
production.
For "Rob
Hampton
of Placer"
the
producer
has used
1,500 men
and horses
of the Tenth Cavalry stationed at Fort
Huachuca, Ariz. In the production of
these spectacular military effects the
entire fort was turned over to Mr. Neilan.
A thousand Blackfoot Indians in their
picturesque attire are also shown and
many night views with novel lighting
photographed by David Kesson and
Jacques Bizeul at the head of a corps
of cameramen are said to present the
most
of Mr. Neilan's
careerartistic
of tenconceptions
years in the producing
branch of the industry.
Script by Marion Fairfax
Marion Fairfax worked for months on
the
of "Bob
Hampton"
with the
idea script
of making
this her
best achievement.
James Kirkwood, Wesley Barry, Marjorie
Noah Neilan
Beery,
CharlesDaw,
WestPatandO'Malley,
other popular
players are assembled in the cast.
Costume Ball Feature of
Elaine Hammerstein Film
One of. the largest and most colorful
costume ball scenes yet staged for a
Selznick production was recently filmed
at the Fort Lee studios for the forthcoming Elaine Hammerstein production,
"The Girl From Nowhere." under the
direction of George Archainbaud.
The big scene represents the days
when booted cavaliers paid homage to
bare-kneed girls, and Corsican bandits
ran wild with Norman peasants. The
supporting cast includes William B.
Davidson in the leading male role, Huntley Gordon, Louise Prussing. Colin
Campbell and Al. H. Stewart. The story
was written by Bradley King and picturized by Sarah Y. Mason.
Adams

Circuit Books all

Hodkinsons Through Iowa
The Adams Theatre Circuit, which controls a string of theatres in Towa, has
booked practically all of the Hodkinson
productions to play over their circuit ;
Joe Bloom, Hodkinson supervisor, is
responsible for the statement that the
Adams people say that they are always
assured of a good patronage whenever
oneoneof ofthetheir
Hodkinson
in
houses. subjects is shown
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Many

Translations of Stories Make Chapter Play
Popular in Foreign Countries— Issued
In U. S. on December 19
The second William Fox serial, with newspaper advertising and publicity text. The first campaign book is
"Fantomas." issued under date of December 19. is circulating in its first episodes printed on twenty pages, including handthroughout . the country. Prints have
somely lithograpned covers done in atbeen shipped abroad, and especially
tractive colors in strikingly effective degreat prosperity for both American and sign.
foreign exhibitors is expected in that the
Proofs of newspaper cuts, in single,
Marcel Allain and Pierre Souvestre
double and triple column display, scene
stories, on which the serial is founded,
cuts, portraits of the principals in the
have been translated into all continental
cast, and especially written and designed
languages and have been read worldnewspaper advertisements supply the
wide.
showmen with an extensive selection of
Mr. Fox purchased the right to film attention arresting illustrations. When
twenty-six volumes of the Allain and and how to use all these aids is covered
Souvestre works for what he describes
in full detail of explanation by expert
writers who speak from experias his "1921 American serial in 20 epir publicity
ence.
sodes."
twenty thrills
two-reel
as filmed,Intothethegreatest
in thechapters,
entire
Story Is Outlined
collection of stories have been packed
In the text matter each of the five epiby Edward Sedgwick, who created the
sodes now ready for exhibition are given
serial and also directed the chapter story in synopsis form, together with an outfor the screen.
line of the story these episodes relate
Five Episodes Complete
as a whole. Then. too. the text carries the
Five episodes have been completed,
cast, advertising catch-lines and a detitled and distributed to Fox branches
list of thechapters.
"high spots" and thrills
in the tailed
several
throughout the world. The preliminary
The
principal
players
include Edward
work on five more chapters was comRoseman. who plays Fantomas: Edna
pleted before "Bride 13" the serial which
"Fantomas" succeeds, had finished its Murphy, the heroine: Eve Balfour, chief
to Fantomas; Johnnie Walker. Rene
last
episode. asThat
justified aid
Parker. Lionel Adams. John Willard.
its inception
the "Bride
means 13"
of bringing
the Fox organization for the first time Irving Brooks and Ben Walker. Edward
into the serial field is declared to be Sedgwick wrote the scenario and directs the serial, with Horace Plympton
pr"oved in the bookings with which
"Fantomas" starts off in 95 per cent of as his photographer.
the theatres where "Bride 13" ran serially. "Fantomas" will be shown, and in Dial Prepares Campaign
five more episodes than its predecessor.
has •'beenof equipped
with
For ''Light in Clearing"
an "Fantomas"
unusual complement
lobby, window
By special arrangement with J. J. Curand billboard paper and a special camtis, vice-president of Bobbs-Merrill Pubpaign book has been issued by the Fox
lishing Company of Indianapoli* and
press department carrying details of an New York.
Film Company announce
extensive exploitation program, together a big tieupDial
with the publishers of the
Irving Bacheller novels wherein a special
100.000 edition of the author's latest
novel.
"Thefilmed
Light byin the
Clearing,"
which
is being
Director
T. Hayes
Hunter, will be put on the press in time
for simultaneous distribution with the
picture.
A newspaper campaign on the part of
the publishers equal to that planned by
Dial Film Company and W. W. Hodkinson Corporation, who will distribute the
screen version of the book, will be
launched by Bobbs-Merrill Company.
This
edition color
of Bacheller's
will contain
plates of literary
scenes work
from
the filming of the book, together with
other interesting data on motion picture
production.

CAHMEL MYERS
In a scenenew
fromVniversal
"Beautifully
Trimmed," a
feature.

Exploitation Book on
"Blind Wives" Ready
"Blind Wives." the picture spectacle
that Fox Film Corporation has just pubHshed. is accompanied by an attractive
exploitation book.
Amone the most striking features of
the book are a double-page spread of the
fashion show that takes Dlace in the
story, with
Duff-Gordon1)
entire
corps Lucile's
of models(Lady
wearing
the set of
stunning gowns that were made expressly for this production by the famous
modiste. There is a page devoted to
scenes from "My Lady's Dress." Edward Knoblock's internationally famous
play from which "Blind Wives" was
made.
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Universal Film Outfit
Accompanies Royalty
Large Unit Goe< With Duke
of Connaught on His
Trip to India
Arthur Clozenberg, managing director
of Film Booking Offices, Ltd., of London, who arrived recently in America to
study the film field here, has announced
that by special tieup with the British
Admiralty, the F. B. O. and Universal
Film Manufacturing Company are sending a complete motion picture outfit with
the Duke of Connaught. the uncle of
King George of England, on his trip toIndia. U. K. Whipple, expert cameraman, is in charge of the unit.
Travel Aboard Warship
The Duke of Connaught. his staff and
entourage, and the film representatives,
are now aboard the British warship Malayo proceed'ne to India by way of the
Suez Canal. Wh:pple sailed from Xew
York on two days' notice and caught the
warship at Marseilles. France. The
Duke is going to Ind:a to officiate at the
opening of the government house.
It is expected that the ceremonies attending the official function w:ll be the
most lavish staged in India since the
ascension of King George to the throne.
Clozenberg Arranges Mission
Mr. Clozenberg arranged the exclusive
motion picture rights for the expedition
with the admiralty. At his suggestion
the naval authorities set aside a large
space in H. M. S. Malayo. in which experts from the F. B. O. built a film laboratory. Whipple and his assistants will
develop their films as they are taken.
Once a week exposed film will be reto London
the king's
ger-and turnedthen
to Xewby York
by the messenearliest
boat.
Buys Theatre in Kansas
OSAWATOMIE.
KAN".purchased
—The Emi ress
theatre has been
by
Kelly.
W.
H. Carson from former Manager

J V( K GRA1 HAH
AVho, with «»a\e Amusement Company of
Milwaukee. ha>> leased the Boston, kixr
and Alcazar theatres in ''hicago.
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Review
Hayakawa's
Year
As His
Most Notable
In Whole Screen Career
A review of this last year for Sessue
Hayakawa means the passing of the
most notable year in the Japanese dramatic star's motion picture career.
The first two pictures made during
1920 were "Li Ting Lang" and the
"Arabian Knight." Early in the spring
of
last year
signed pictures
a' new
contract
callingHayakawa
for four special
every twelve months. The first of these
photoplays was "The First Born," from
the pen of Francis Powers, and will be
ready for publication shortly.
Colin Campbell, who directed Hayakawa in "The First Born," also handled
the megaphone in the Oriental star's
last two pictures, "Where Lights Are
Low" and "Black Roses." In the latter
story, by E. Richard Schayer, Tsuru
Aoki (Mrs. Hayakawa) returns to the
screen
after a year's
to play
a prominent
role. retirement,
Myrtle Stedman,
Henry Hebert, Andrew Robson, Charles
West and Harold Holland support Hayain thisnotpicture.
featurekawa has
yet beenHayakawa's
chosen and next
the
scenario editor of the company welcomes
original scripts which place the star in an
Occidental atmosphere.

If you think it's easy to get "long shots" of a battle scene, gaze on this. Marshall
Neilan took a blimp with him to Montana to take scenes for "Bob Hampton
of Placer."
Four- Cornered Tieup
"Jack- Knife
A big four-cornered tie-up conducted
through the columns of the Los Angeles
Express preceded the opening of King
Vidor's First National attraction, "The
Jack-Knife Man," at Tally's theatre.
The contest began with the issue of December 8 and continued to Christmas
day.
In addition to the wide advance publicity given the picture, the contest netted
the newspaper 1,000 new subscriptions.
So large were the opening crowds that
T. L. Tally plans on an extended run
of from three to five weeks. Ted Le
Berthon, director of publicity for Yidor.
planned the affair.
Every boy in Southern California was
invited to join the contest, which was
participated in by the Express, B. A.
Dyas
Company.
theatreSporting
and the Goods
King Vidor
studio.Tally's
All each boy had to do in order to win
a jack knife from the sporting goods
company and a ticket to a special presentation of the picture at Tally's was to
bring in one one-month paid-in-advance
subscription to the Express.
Special Prizes Are Given
Special prizes were given to the ten
boys who procured the most subscriptions. Each of the first ten received a

on

Vidor9

s

Man"
a Big Success
beautiful de luxe jack knife, as many
tickets
to Tally's
as corresponded
the number
of subscriptions
obtained with
and
a closeup film of himself with his name
on a sub-title. The films were made at
the Vidor plant.
The films of the winners were screened
at the theatre, after which they were
presented to the parents of the boys.
Le Berthon Will Cooperate
The prizes were presented at a special
performance on December 24, when more
than 700 jack knives were awarded.
Throughout the contest layouts in the
Express ran from three to five columns
wide daily, the length of the page.
Photographs of King and Florence
Vidor, Fred Turner, Bobby Kelso, Harry
Todd and other members of the cast
were printed daily.
Publicity Director LeBerthon will cooperate with exhibitors over the country
in conducting a like contest. The studio
phase of the affair would not be necessary
to its success.
To Reopen Gem, Guthrie
GUTHRIE. OKLA.— The former Gem
picture theatre is being renovated and
will be opened about January 15 by Mrs.
Jack Horner.

"Over the Hill" Moved
Again in New York City
But Keeps Popularity
"Over the Hill" has made its fifth
leap and landed this time from the Lyric
into the Broadhurst theatre. New York.
Thus far the film has five theatres to its
credit: the Astor, the Nora Bayes, the
Central, the Lyric and now the Broadhurst. Its story has brought crowds
nightly into every theatre in which it has
played. Moving on in each case because
of previous contracts for occupancy of
the house, "Over the Hill" has destroyed
for all time the ancient theatrical superstition that it was impossible to pick up
the crowd again when an attraction that
was doing well moved to another theatre.
Newark Exhibitor Stages
Good Japanese Prologue
F. L. Smith, manager of the Rialto
theatre, Broad street, Newark, N. J., recently won praise from his patrons because of a Japanese prologue staged with
his last week's run of "The Breath of the
Gods," the Universal-Jewel picture starring Tsuru Aoki, the Japanese wife of
Sessue Hayakawa.
The prologue was built up around the
popular
ballad,
which was
sung"The
by aJapanese
coloraturaSandman."
soprano
in Japanese costume. The presentation
proved a valuable asset to the picture,
which anese
is ascenes,
realistic
life andreproduction
customs. of Jap"'Sunset' Jones"

Will Be

Ready Shortly for Issue
American Film Company has completed and shipped to its New York exchange "'Sunset' Jones," which will be
issued shortly.
The complete roster of players in
" 'Sunset' Jones" comprises Charles
Clary, who scored a success in "A Light
Woman;" Irene Rich, Kathleen O'Connor, James Gordon. Robert Walker, Jack
Brammall, Alfred Ferguson, William Elmer, Jack Morse.
Cosgrove. Phillip Ryder and
Hamilton
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tion and Director Neill expects to start the
cutting process in *the* very
* near future.

I New

York

Webster Campbell is now a full fledged
Campbell is remembered as a
\ director.
leading man and a production expert. For
several months he has been devoting his
time to the business end of production.
J. B. — ■
Now, he has been signed as a director by
Vitagraph and his first picture will be "The
pany's
home
offices.
A
section
of
floor
with Corinne Griffith. Opspace was cleared of desks, chairs and other Correspondent"
posite Miss Griffith* will
office fixtures to make room for a Christ» *be Percy Marmont.
mas tree and a couple of counters piled
Hope Hampton, whose latest pictures are
high with gifts. Work was suspended in
"'The Bait" and "Passion's Penalty." is
the early afternoon so that every member
of the staff could be present at the party. making the most of a few weeks' respite
Judging from the gathering in the room it from studio responsibilities. "It's nice to
is safe to say that no one in the organiza- be home all hours of the day, for a
tion missed the proceedings. J. D. Wil- change," asserts Miss Hampton, smiling
liams was brought from his office to mount
contentedlv.
* * »*
a box beside the tree and make a speech.
It was extemporaneous and it was sincereBert Lytell's powers of "thoughtful
He felicitated the assembled employes on
are again in demand. With the
their loyalty and said that even if all were speech"
opening
of another big Loew house in New
broke there was a chance of their achieving Jersey, Bert
has been called upon to be
success so long as they remained loyaL He "master of ceremonies" or something else
was applauded vigorously — every one was
in accord with him. Then Father Kris, just as
During this time "The
up. interesting.
Messenger
from Mars." starring LytelL. is
enacted by no other than Arthur Leslie. held
* * *
got busy. There was a gift for everybody
accompanied by good natured prods preClara
Beranger,
scenario writer and
pared beforehand by the bewhiskered dispenser of good cheer. It was typically i playwright, is busy adapting plays for the
First National affair, which means that the screen for Famous Players, writing originals for this company and others, and
spirit of good fellowship pervaded it.
» » *
"ThcshortMaestories.
several
completing
Painted Lily,"
starring
Murray, diAmong the Calif ornians now in New
rected
by
Robert
Z.
Leonard
and
now
York is L L. Baxter, manager of the the course of completion at Famous Play-in
Marshall Neilan West Coast studios. He is
ers' Long Island studio, is an original story
conferring with "Jimmy" Grainger. Mr. from Miss Beranger's
* * *prolific pen.
Neilan's eastern representative.
* * *
F. Fallon, who wrote "The
Thomas"The
The Rivoli theatre is celebrating its third Shark."
Plunger" and "Dynamite
anniversary this week with an elaborate Allen"
and whose latest story- written m
festival program built around the Cosmo- collaboration with Max Marcin and J.
politan production. "The Passionate Pil- Searle Dawley. is now being made as a
STim." with Matt Mocre and Rubye De- Pearl White Special, is laid up for at least
Remer. Cecil B. DeMille's "Forbidden another week with a badly ailing knee.
Fruit," cipal
which
was scheduled
to bethethe Rivoli
prin- Just for recreation while convalescing. Tern
screen attraction
during
is writing another original storyanniversary week, will be shown during the
week of January 23.
* * *
"Love"
The New Series of Hallroom Boys Louise Inspir
Glaum'
y Drive
ess Charit
comedies, has been bought by Bromberg
More
than
100
pretty
girls of the
Attractions. Atlanta, for Georgia, Florida,
street on
Alabama and Tennessee. North and South Chonis Equity invaded Wallbetter
than
December 22 and collected
Carolina have been bought by Premiere
Pictures Corporation of Charlotte, N. C. $3,000 selling Louise Glaum "Love
New lork American
to aid
announces C. B. C. Film Sales Corporation Tags"
Christmas
fund.the
of New York.
* * *
J. Parker Read. Jr.'s. latest producMay McAvoy. who scored a big hit in J.
tion starring Louise Glaum. "Love." wasin
ion for "Tag Day"Sanheld
Stuart Blackton's "Forbidden Valley" and the inspirat
FranWhitman Bennett's "Truth About Hus- Boston. Pittsburgh.andChicago.
New York. \ incisco. Los Angeles tions
bands." has completed work in Barric's ous charity
up
called
were
organiza
"Sentimental Tommy." a John S. Robertson
production, in which she portrayed the role on to supply girls to make the collecof Grizel. Miss McAvoy fairly romped
theatres
tions andthethetags.
papers
Hearst "Love"
The playing
supplied
through
childhoodanddays,
character Grrzel's
tactics changed
she then
made her
of aided in each of these cities.
Grizel a dignified young lady, very much
in love with Sentimental Tommy. When
Tommy broken.
forsakes
the girl
is heartHer sorrowher.becomes
a mania
ar.<i
she loses her mind. With the finding c:
Tommy, however, her mind becomes normal
and her life one of perpetual happiness.
This is indeed a role requiring charm, poise
and skill. According to Director Robertson
and Miss Josephine Lovett, scenario writer,
the
to Barrie's own
heart.petite May is *a . Grizel
» *

Notes
— By

New York City. Jan. 4. 1921.
Jim
Milligan
"Typhoon"
from his name hasanddropped
now the
desires
to be
known as Mr. Milligan. His resignation
became effective December 31.
* * *
Dr. J. Victor Wilson goes out ahead oi
George Beban the first week in January in
order to determine whether there is any
novocherkask stegomia (.sleeping sickness)
in the is
theatres
before
George"s
there
any Dr.
Wilson
knowsarrival.
the pepIf
recipe and will slip it over.
* * *
Gretna Green has moved a bit to the
North and is now located in Greenwich.
Conn. Constance and Dorothy galloped
into the quiet little village astride a couple of
foam-flecked steeds, grabbed off a couple
of husbands and retired. They said it
was a surprise and it sure was.
* * *
At Cormier, who just resigned as advermanagerofof thethenon-theatrical.
'"T. R.." will It
soonis
join thetising
ranks
rumored that Al will have his own publication. Best of luck,
* *Al. * we're with you.
Frank Mattison is wearing that time
worn smile but one which never grows old
because Frank's better half presented him
«rith a bouncing nine-pound baby last W ednesdav. Both mother and child are doing
* * *
well. '
The spirit of harmony and . eager cooperation with which the First National
folks seem to be innoculated was prevalent
again Christmas eve when an old-fashioned
Christmas party was staged at the com-

JACK HOSIE
1» » MUtpublished
from -Athrough
Man from
Arrow.Xowlif rf."

About Film

Folk

Roy Neill. after completing "Dangerous
Business."
starringPlayers
Constance
Talmadge.
went
to Famous
to take
charge
of "The Teaser." with Dorothy Dalton.
This is a gripping Alaskan drama, enacted
with skill by the star : directed with artistry
and sympathy by Mr. Neill. A rare combination. The picture is nearing comple-
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ment regarding the showing will be
made shortly after which the picture will
be ready for the general market.
The cast numbers 1,000 persons. Sets
include replicas of the house of representatives, the Capitol, the Corcoran Art
Gallery. The featured player is Dixie
Lee. Other headliners in the cast include Donald Hall, Eulalie Jensen, William Parke. Jr., and Marguerite Gale.

"In Shadow of Dome"
Not Political Film
David G. Fischer Explains
His Treatment of the
National Problems
David G. Fischer, director of "In the
Shadow of the Dome," the new FoxFischer Masterplays, Inc., eight reel feature drama, emphatically states that his
latest production is not political propaganda in any sense of the word. The
locale of the photoplay is Washington
and the story deals with the social activities of our national lawmakers and the
intrigues of the House.
No Political Issue
Mr,notFischer's
treatment
the great
play
does
take sides
in any of
of the
political issues of the day, he says. Nor
does the play criticize the method of
law making as it is accomplished in
Washington. It merely states the problem and showscanhow'
the well-meaning
Congressman
overcome
the efforts
of insidious lobbies and create beneficent
laws.
"Ip the
Shadow
of the
Dome" is Mr.
the
result
of five
months
production.
Fischer supervised everything from scenario to cutting, which is just being
completed. According to an announcement made this week, Mr. Fischer intends to show the picture to the entire
trade at once.
Confident of Results
His own faith in it is such that he believes it can take a position beside any
other picture made this year in story,
acting, quality of photography and the
power of gripping drama. An announce-

Dominant Corporation
Enters the Independent
Field in New York City
Announcement is made of the formation of Dominant Pictures Corporation,
a new entrant into the independent field.
This comes simultaneously with the
resignation of Jacques Kopfstcin as gen
eral sales manager of Victor Kremer En
terprises, who has resigned to assume
the general managership of the new company. Offices have been rented at 13
West 44th street. New York. and. according to Kopfstein. the new company will
be prepared to take care of the requirements of the independent exchangeman
and the state rights operator.
The company will specialize in the
production and distribution of high-grade
independent offerings, including everything
from a one reel subject to a five reel
spectacle. A series of twenty two reel
Western subjects to be issued as the
"Western Star Dramas" is announced for
distribution by the corporation. The
first, of the scries is "The Cowboy's
Sweetheart" which features Art Acord
and Edythe Sterling. The second and
third are "The V ulture of the West" and
"West Is West" respectively, and in
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Guarantee
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these two productions the leading roles
are essayed by Dorothy Davenport, Art
Acord, Crauford Kent, Fritzie Brunette
and Rupert Julian. Dominant also announces for ready issue in the state
rights market a series of twelve one reel
comedies featuring Rosemary Theby, to
be known as "The Newlywed Series."
"Dog-Gone Mix-Up" Will
Be Next Hallroom Comedy
"A Dog-Done Mix-Up," the next Hallroom Boys comedy, issued by C. B. C.
Film Sales Corporation, is the first of
several stunt comedies in the new series
in which Harry McCoy and Sid Smith
arc accredited with exceptionally clever
work on the roof edges of high buildings,
providing
combination of sensational thrills
witha comedy.

PRODUCTIONS
Satisfaction
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THERE was a line in "Business Before Pleastire'' that always got a laugh, to the effect that
the making of photoplays is not a business — it is a
dissipation. And, unfortunately, in the past there
was considerably more truth than humor in the
remark. But the past year has seen fewer "dissipations" and the future will probably witness still
fewer examples of misguided judgment on the part
of manufacturers who stake immense sums on poor
stories, acted by poorer artisans, and directed by
inferior directors.
The idea that any story is suitable for adaptation
to the screen is gradually being dispelled by the
success being met by the original stories written by
the most successful authors of present day fiction.
People have long since tired of choosing their evening's screen entertainment because of the fact that
the book from which it was taken was one of the
"six best sellers." Screen literature is becoming
more and more distinctive and peculiarly typical of
the screen. Big men in all lines are entering the
lield, as writers, directors and heads of departments
responsible for artistic titles, sets and camera work,
all of which makes for permanency of this useful
art and dispels the idea that it is a mere passing
diversion.
"BLIND WIVES" (Fox) is an adaptation of
Edward Knoblock's stage success, "My Lady's
Dress." Charles J. Brabin adapted and directed it
with excellent effect. Marc McDermott and Estelle
Taylor have the principal roles. The story is divided into several episodes, each telling a complete
story, a tragedy that is closely knit to the main
theme. (Reviewed in full on page 38.)
"THE SILVER LINING" (Metro) is a crook
story following a conventional trend, but made interesting through incidents which demonstrate
methods employed by pickpockets and confidence
workers. A surprise twist at the finish adds considerably to the picture's value. A splendid cast
appears in Jewel Carmen's support.
"NINETEEN AND PHYLLIS" (First National) gives a unique portrayal of life in a small
town, with Charles Ray contributing his usual
finished performance. The story holds one's attention
from the start and sparkles with amusing situations.
Clara Horton appears to advantage opposite Ray
as Phyllis.
"THE TORRENT" (Universal) presents Eva
Novak in a rather far-fetched melodramatic tale of a
marooned couple on a desert isle. Picturesque

backgrounds and splendid night photography are
the picture's outstanding points ami it will make an
acceptable program feature.
"THE HUNDREDTH CHANCE" (Stoll) is a
pleasing presentation of the triangle plot, simply
but interestingly told, with an anti-climax that will
thrill the most blase. A picture that should find
general favor in any theatre.
"HEARTS UP" Universal), with Harry Carey
in the leading role, that of a rough Westerner w hose
bigness of heart gets him into a peck of trouble. A
worthy follow-up on Carey's previous pictures.
"FLAME OF YOUTH" (Fox) presents Shirley
.Mason in a highly refreshing romance as a little
Median (lower girl. Especially inteiesting setting
that oiler- exploitation po.-sibilit ie>. A feature certain to please everywhere.
"MILLIONS" (Metro) offers Nazimova in a
role entirely different from any she has previously
Assumed. A society drama,
which she appears as a Russian
The play is a comedy and the
great >kill. Attractive settings

typically F'rench, in
princess in America.
star a comedienne of
and gowns.

"Til AT GIRL MONTANA" (Pathe) is a plain
story of the West, a love story, told simply and intere>t imrly. Blanche Sweet and Mahlon Hamilton
have leading roles. Exceptionally attractive scenic
background. A romance of the gold country. A
good picture.
"THE SCUTTLERS" (Fox) brings William
• Farnum to the screen in characteristic role, this
time as a sailor adventurer seeking evidence of lawbreaking on the high seas. Exciting and pictorially
<;ood. Smooth and finished. Will especially appeal
to men and boys.
"NUMBER 1?" (Fox) presents George Walsh
in a mystery melodrama in which Manchurians riot
with other Chinese and with American opposition.
Walsh has the role of a young writer gathering data
for an expose of crime. Better than other late
Walsh pictures.
"HABIT" (First National), featuring Mildred
Harris, is a story with a moral. The moral is not
to let the tiny chains of habit enmesh you until you
cannot break them. It presents a pleasing little
drama of present day life with a small but excellent
cast in support of the star. A fashion show of unusual beauty is one of the outstanding points of the
picture.

CHARLES
NINETEEN

RAY IN
AND

PHYLLIS
(FIRST NATIONAL)
A fine representation of small town
life in a broadly treated romantic
tale which, though short on plot,
sparkles with amusing Ray
touches. So well done that interest never lags.
Followers of Charles Ray will find in
this production an enjoyable morsel. It
hasn't much plot — it's just the story of
Andrew Jackson Cavanaugh, nineteen,
in debt, and in love, seeking to win
Phyllis Laurin against his rival Jimmy
Long, who owns a car and has the only
dress suit in town. But it has delightful
Ray touches and these make the picture
scintillate.
The introduction finds Andrew calling
to take Phyllis, the granddaughter of
Judge Lee Laurin, to a dance. With his
eye
on the
asks
Andrew
howgirl's
muchfuture
he the
earnsjudge
a week.
Eighteen dollars! Andrew had said it
proudly, but a moment later his voice is
quavering as he repeats the information.
But he takes Phyllis to the dance where
Jimmy
appears. Phyllis.
Jimmy's Sodress
suit
and the Long
car impress
Andrew
has a rival. The party, except for Jimmy,
who has the machine, returns in a sort
of a Fontaine Fox street car, in charge of
a motorman-conductor of uncanny trading ability, when a bandit who has been
terrorizing the neighborhood appears on
the scene. The experience makes Andrew
realize all the more forcibly that he
ought to have a car for Phyllis, especially since the girl is to take driving
lessons from Jimmy.
He has asked Phyllis to marry him.
but she decides they are too young to
marry. She agrees, however, to become
engaged to him. The next day he begins
to look for the ring. His eyes rest on
a $100 one, but the girl, who accidentally
joins him, prefers the $500 one she sees
in the window. He buys the $500 ring on
the deposit plan, hoping to pay for it
out of the $1,000 he will get if he can capture the burglar. The fun is well under
way when, driven to desperation to get
money, he spends his evenings searching
for the burglar.
The comedy is sustained when Andrew
picks out a dress suit pattern from a
mail selforder
and bit
measures
himfor it. catalogue
It is a clever
of business.
But before it arrives he is piqued because
of
Phyllis'
friendship with
for Jimmy
andthat
he
makes
an agreement
his uncle
he is to be sent to bed if he tries to
leave the house for the dance. Then the
dress suit arrives and temptation is irresistible. He is all dressed up but his
uncle won't allow him to leave. He tries
all sorts of methods, finally climbing out
on the roof in his dress suit, topper and
sneakers, with top coat and cane on his
arm and shoes in his hand. Shoes and
cane slide down the inclined roof; his
top hat gets in the way of the eaves. The
sequence is rich in broad comedy. But he
scrambles on to the apex where he is

suddenly seized by a burglar. There is a
fight on the roof until the two roll down
and crash into the shrubbery, Andrew
on top of the burglar. The dress suit
is ruined, but Andrew has caught the
burglar. He rushes him to the dance
hall, where he knows he will find not
only the judge but Phyllis and-Jimmy.
And Jimmy has the ring on which Andrew had paid a deposit. He arrives
before Jimmy proposes, is acclaimed a
hero and the winner of the reward, but
as the honor is empty without Phyllis,
he sneaks away, ties Jimmy to his car
and then goes back for Phyllis. The
motorman-conductor sounds his bell, but
Andrew and Phyllis fail to hear it from
their cozy spot in the porch swing.
The whole production has an air of
luxury about it. The photography is exceptionally fine, while the titles, appearing in a sort of a picture frame with soft
out-of-doors backgrounds, are well done.
Clara Horton plays Phyllis and Lincoln
Stedman appears as Jimmy Long.
WILLIAM FARNUM
THE

IN

SCUTTLERS
(FOX)
A melodrama of the sea, graphically scened, highly absorbing and
entertaining. William Farnum
in a characteristic role. Jackie
Saunders in the able cast supporting. Vivid night scenes at sea.
A good picture. Directed by J.
Gordon Edwards.
There is dramatic and spectacular value
in this feature and the fact, with its pic-

torial worth, should make it popular, particularly tothat patronage inclined toward
the melodrama. While its romantic trend
is moderated, the adventures of Farnum as
a bold, brave seaman are allowed wide
berth, and a high pitch of excitement rises
in the climax and remains until the feature's
end. It is smoothly presented with graphic
photography, particularly the night scenes
of the ship at sea. Its holding qualities
are good. The work of the supporting cast
is gratifying and the atmosphere of the
sea suggests exploitation employing sailor
ushers and other nautical ideas.
The story is that of a venturesome, fearless adventurer who, for the excitement of
the dangerous task, signs up to be of the
crew of a ship carrying contraband cargo
of ammunition to store on an island for
Mexico. Furthermore, there is suspicion
that the ship, the "Dorothy May," will be
"scuttled" during the voyage for the insurance. Captain Machen (Harschell Mayall)
is compelled by a bullying first mate (G.
Raymond Nye) and absent former associates to carry on the lawbreaking business,
and the presence of his daughter (Jackie
Saunders) on the ship is expected to prevent danger from attack. Farnum as Jim
Landers becomes good friends wjth the
girl and when he, defending a bullied steward, is put in irons and into the ship's hold,
she serves as "go-between" in his connivings to get the evidence that shall place
guilt on the proper parties. The captain
himself directs the scuttling and the ship is
sunk amid vivid proceeding, and the conclusion ends in the London office of Lloyds
where the affair is cleared up and the girl
brought to the arms of the sturdy Jim.

Charles Ray in a scene from "Nineteen and Phyllis," a Ray-First National feature
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Two scenes from Harry Carey's latest Universal feature, "Hearts Up." Mignonne Golden Appears in support.
HARRY CAREY IN
fEWEL CARMEN IN
pocket. On the elevated train — excellent scenes by the way — she nips a pasHEARTS
UP
THE SILVER LINING
senger's watch. A detective catches her
( UNIVERSAL)
(METRO)
in the act and arrest confronts her until
The story of a rough Westerner
A crook melodrama, purporting to the victim does the suprising thing and
denies ownership of the watch. The sitwhose attempt to shield a homebe based on fact, and dealing with
uation has considerable dramatic worth.
less little orphan girl gets him
the question of whether crooks be- The girl is released and when she leaves
the train the victim follows and stops
into a peck of trouble. The plot
come such through heredity or en- her. He suggests they -dine together,
is trite but the action is well susbut she refuses, saying she is only a
vironment. Story follows a contained and the night photographic
The victim laughingly explains
ventional trend, but is made inter- crook.
that he is also a crook, but that he works
shots especially beautiful. Val
a high-class confidence game. The two
esting through incidents which
Paul directed it from an original
form a partnership and go to Havana.
demonstrate crook methods emThere they set a trap for the author
story by the star.
the first girl has rejected. The second
ployed by pickpockets and confi"Hearts Up" is the familiar story of the
dence workers, the use of real girl — the pickpocket — falls in love with
big-hearted westerner who comes upon a
the author and by demonstrations supletter notifying his dead pal of the arrival
backgrounds,
and the surprise
plies him with information as to crimin the West of his daughter ; of his weaktwist
for
the
finish.
inal methods that help to make his newness to inform her that her father is dead,
est
book a success. It is clear what is
Roland West wrote and directed this
and in his dilemma is about to sacrifice his
going
to happen. And the expected hapranch to avoid telling her the truth.
production, which Metro is distributing
pens. At the last moment the girl crook
finds she cannot fleece the author and
Carey is credited with writing the story. for the Iroquois Film Corporation. His
It is presented with a small but adequate
she tells him who she is. Simultaneously
cast, and Val Paul's direction brings out work is a melodrama in which he dis- the first girl appears on the scene to
the high points of the_tale in masterful
win back the author. The second one,
cusses the question of whether the crimimanner. Mignonne Golden appears in the
nal tendencies in crooks are the result of
fearing
she love
mightfor wreck
the author'sto
role of Lorelei Drew, the orphaned daugh- heredity or environment.
shams
her confederate
Failing to life,
ter of a ne'er do well, Jim Drew, ably come , to a decision with two debating
send the author away. The plan works.
But she confesses her true feelings to
portrayed by Arthur Mille'tt. Charles Le- characters, he introduces John Strong,
her confederate and he, it develops, calls
Moyne
has isthethe villain's
role and inFrank
Braidwood
young engineer,
love a secret service man, who says he will back
the author and quits the country,
with Lorelei. Some especially fine photog- tell a true story and let the two decide
leaving behind a note to the girl saying
raphy is introduced in the prairie night
he is going straight. So the author and
scenes,
of San
night for themselves which is right. A foreword
the girl pickpocket are reunited.
life are and
well those
handled.
ThereFrancisco's
are two fights,
by
the
author
also
announces
the
story
The secret service man emphasizes the
one between Millett and a halfbreed Indian to be based on fact.
fact
that he hasn't
names,when
but
and one in which Carey engages with Lethe audience
knows mentioned
who he means
Moyne, that lend a thrill or two to the
The
answer
to
the
question
isn't
quite
the
guests
of
honor
appear.
They
are
the
story.
clear, but the story the secret service author and the reformed girl crook. The
David Brent, following the death of his man tells, while following conventional
surprise twist comes when the two. who
Drew's
from that
letter
finds athe
Jim Drew,
pal,
daughter,
informing
latter
she routine and of obvious outcome after the have heard the tale, ask for proof of its
would soon be coming home. To shield premise is laid, except for the final twist, authenticity. Then the secret service
man reveals himself as the former conLorelei
city'sthepitfalls,
interesting-. The discussion takes
to
meet from
her andthelacks
courageBrent
when goes
she is
federate of Mrs. Ellington. It is an explace
at
a
reception
where
Mr.
and
Mrs.
rushes into his arms to inform her that
cellent punch and adds immeasurably to
Robert Ellington are to be guests of rule
he is not her dead father.
the strength
of an otherwise rote and
story.
At the ranch Brent tells his servant 10
honor,
and
the
secret
service
man's
subThe production is not as polished as
call him "Drew" thereafter and everything
jects are two girls from an orphanage,
it might be and gives the impression of
goes well until Harding, a neighbor, threat- one of them to live in a wealthy home,
ens to expose him unless he leaves the
it is adequate.
the other to become the protege of a lacking substantiality. But
one with such promilarge
a
is
country.
He
goes
to
Harding's
ranch
and
cast
The
nent names in it, besrdes Jewel Carmen,
whips him in a hand-to-hand fight. Brent
then discovers she knows of his deception, pair of pickpockets. Years later the first as Leslie Austen. Coit Albertson, Virgirl is engaged to an author, but the entells her the truth and is about to go away,
ginia Valli, Julia Swayne Gordon, Gladwhen she informs him she is in love witii
gagement is broken through the girl's
den James and Arthur Donaldson. Each
him and not the civil engineer.
frailty. The second girl becomes a pick- gives a satisfactory performance.
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GEORGE

WALSH

NUMBER

IN
17

(FOX)
This feature will reawaken interest
in George Walsh by reason of its
improvement upon his late picture. Trite of plot and commonplace of setting, but exciting, interesting and entertaining. Will
score a hit with Walsh admirers.
Directed by George A. Beranger.
To the timeworn trend of the melodrama, when the Oriental devil pursues
the fair young Occident, Fox has gone
for the idea of this late George Walsh
feature. It is valuable, however, in the
fact that it is a better vehicle than that
star has had for some time. It should
regenerate interest in his work. The
story is exciting and the suspense carefully carried. It will please the' majority of patrons there is no doubt, although it will score no great weight except with Walsh devotees.
As Frank Theydon, a young writer,
who exposes the ways of the underworld, Walsh undertakes the troubles of
the Forbes family. New York society
folks. With the murder of a Mrs. Lester the suspicions point to Mr. Forbes,
father of Evelyn, the girl Theydon loves.
The tragedy is connected with Chinese
plottings, the murder of the woman an
outcomethe of
dealingsa
against
race.her
The husband's
Young Manchus,
Chinese tong. is the villain, and an opposing tong in the end proves the rescuers of the Forbeses and the hero,
who are led through thrilling experiences
in a Chinese den before all is ended happily.
George Walsh is breezy and brawny
and thoroughly likable in the role of
Thedon, but the supporting cast is not
up to standard. •'
BLANCHE SWEET IN
THAT

GIRL

MONTANA
(PATHE)
A Western picture that departs
enough from the stilted ways of
the average one to be' refreshing
and highly interesting and entertaining. Blanche Sweet in a role
different from the usual. Beautiful scenic background. Mahlon
Hamilton and others of the supporting cast play excellently.
Directed by Robert Thornby.
Here is an uncommonly good western
feature — not spectacularly so — and there is
nothing about it to particularly distinguish
it from others set in that locale, but its
very straightforwardness and simplicity, the
fact that it is a plain little love story well
told in highly attractive pictures and with
smooth continuity, make it interesting.
Views of fresh, clear, sparkling water?
playing at the foot of a great pine-covered
mountain heights instill a peacefulness that
is refreshing.
The story has to do with Montana Rivers,
reared by a rascally father and taught to
wear boy's Inclothes
and aidHolly,
his robbing
and
cheating.
one skirmish
the father,
is driven
life, but he
turns
up
again from
when the
shegirl's
is becoming
adjusted
to, new and honorable ways of living. Jim
Harris also comes into her life and she
learns that he is really her father. A geld
Tush brings Holly back, also the wife of
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Dan Overton and the man Montana loves.
Holly and the worthless wife plan to rob
Harris and Dan of their mine, but both are
killed and the way to happiness is cleared
for Dan and the girL
Blanche Sweet makes the part of Montana an attractive one. Mahlon Hamilton,
a favorite with many patrons, plays the part
of Dan with much capability and good
looks. Frank Lanning as Harris, Edward
Peil as Holly and Kate Price as Mrs. Huzzard
work. are others of the cast doing notable
MILDRED HARRIS IX
HABIT
(FIRST NATIONAL)
A story of what habit did for one
woman ; a lesson in sartorial
adornment. The old triangle theme
with considerable footage devoted
to an extensive display of rich and
costly gowns and wraps. A small
but competent cast assist the star.
Edwin Carewe directed this Louis
B. Mayer production.
Thereindulgent
is a moral
behind
for
those
parents
who "Habit"
grant their
offspring their every wish. It tells the
story of a pampered child, of her desire
for -automobiles and pretty clothes and
a father who has reached the end of his
resources, of two suitors for her hand,
one wealthy, the other a struggling architect and of her -decision to marry the
poor man and give up some of her expensive tastes.
Miss Harris has the role of the spoiled
daughter of wealth. She imparts to the
role the needed aristocratic touch and
Cameraman Robert Kurrie has given her
some especially pleasing close-ups. Ethel
Grey Terry plays with spirit the part of
Mary Chartres: Walter McGrail is a
splendid heavy; William Lawrence an
ideal choice for the suitor opposite Miss
Harris, and Emmet King convincing as
Fletcher, the father. Throughout the
pla\- there is an allegorical spirit of
"Habit." Here is some excellent double
photography. A great deal of footage is
devoted to introducing the theme, and

as an added punch a train wreck is
shown with the engineer, a victim of the
habit of gambling, asleep at his post.
The style show which is introduced
in a logical manner is one of the features
of the production and will no doubt attract and hold the attention of female
patrons by reason of its gorgeousness.
Richard Fletche, having reached the
end of his resources, informs his laughter Irene that she will have to curtail her
charge accounts. She reproaches him
and in a pique trips and falls down the
staircase, injuring her head. While awaitthe physician's
she dreams
she
has ingmarried
Johnarrival
Marshall,
a young
architect, having refused the hand of
Munson, aMarshall
wealthy goes
designer
of women's
clothes.
to Washington
to sell plans for a bungalow, meets with
an accident and is confined to a hospital
for four months, during which time his
mind is a blank. Munson wins Irene's
confidence, tricks her into ordering expensive gowns and invites her to his flat.
It is here her husband finds her when
his memory" returns. She attempts to assist her husband in the struggle that
follows and kills Munson. Just at this
tense moment she awakens and finds her
father and suitor by her side. She is
cured of her habit of extravagance by her
dream and agrees to wed Marshall.
LARRY SEMON IN
THE

SPORTSMAN
(VITAGRAPH)
A sultan's palace and harem give many
possibilities for -the wild and strenuous
play of fun in which Larry Semon and
fellow players customarily wallow, and
offer a comedy that will bring a succession of guffaws from the devotees of
screen humor. The picture begins with
Semon's vain efforts to bag a jackrabbit.
There are exciting scenes about a floor
trap that leads to subterranean regions,
and when a lion comes to the fore, things
move even more speedily. It is the usual
mad. melee that follows — the pursuer and
pursued alternating in their successes at
escaping this trap and then that. The
end is a distinct surprise.
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NAZI MOV A IX
BILLIONS
(METRO)
An adaptation from the French presenting Nazimova in a society role
and one entirely different from
any previously carried by her. Interesting for the diversity of skill
she displays. Entertaining and
attractively set. Directed by Ray
C. Smallwood.
Because it contains a curious combination
of characteristics that will please the popular fancy and at the same time delight
the intelligent, high grade patronage which
will catch the amount of subtle humor that
underlies Nazimova's acting throughout
this feature, its appeal should be more universal than some of her more spectacular
vehicles have proved. For one thing, it is
peculiarly French drama. It is less dramatic— tragically dramatic — than anything
the star has yet essayed, for she assumes
the role of a comedienne. Humor tinges
the whole play. The star herself is the
usual fascinating person, a creature of
varying moods and graces, enigmatical
and strangely lovely in her fantastic
gowns that would approach the barbaric
if affected by another type of woman.
Nazimova carries the role of a Russian
princess. At a California beach colony she
meets Owen Carey Krakefeller, a millionaire,- about whose pleasure everything at
the resort appears to revolve. Piqued by the
apparent reverence for his millions, she
refuses his offer of marriage, informing
him that her wealth is measured in billions
against the millions that he has to offer.
She discovers in him a poet whom she
patronized in his attic days of poverty.
When a compromise threatens him, the
plot of conniving parents to make him
marry their daughter, she shields him, but
escapes from the Mountain Inn wherein the
party has been sojourning, knowing that her
identity has become known. Later she
learns that he has returned to his attic,
having lost his fortune, and visits him to
compel him to recognize their real love for
one another. The billions that stand in the
way of his pride are removed by a convenient confiscation by the government, and
all ends romantically and happily.
EVA NOVAK IN
THE

TORRENT
(UNIVERSAL)
A five reel program picture handicapped with a familiar melodramatic tale based on the marooned
couple on a desert island idea,
somewhat inexplicable and brutal
in spots, but helped considerably
by the director's efforts at repression and his selection of picturesque backgrounds and the cameraman's well lighted night scenes
A generally acceptable program
offering.
"The Torrent" was begun with the handicap of the old story of two young people
who became marooned on a deserted island
and after falling in love escape and return
to civilization to find that one of them is
not free. The story was written by George
Rix and was published in Telling Tales
under the title of "Out of the Sunset."
Considering the picture in the light of the
handicap under which it was begun Director
Stuart Paton has done well. Much of the
action
is necessarily
the "wild"
but
by repression
the of
director
has sort,
injected
enough of life into some of the characters
to make them at times recognizable and.
therefore, moderately interesting figures in
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their tribulations. On the other hand, the
subject got out of bounds on several occasions. The torturing of both the hero and
the heroine by the illicit distillers of whisky
on the island is not only beyond the bounds
of logic, but it is brutal. There seems to
be no reason for the head of the distillers
making the hero a captive and then thrusting firebrands under his nose to make him
tell where the girl is hiding. Nor does
there seem to be any reason for the murder
of "Red Mike" by the gang head.
Also it does not seem feasible that the
heavy — the gang head — should resort to
such means as roping the hero at hands
and
feettheto rising
four stakes
at the
water's
so that
tide will
engulf
him edge
just
to verify a suspicion that the hero is a
federal agent. Yet these things occur. And
the picture suffers accordingly. As long as
the story sticks to digestible occurrences it
is palatable.
Carefully chosen backgrounds give the
production a picturesque atmosphere and
help it along considerably. The artistic
night photography is also an aid. The acting of Eva Novak as the heroine, and Jack
Perrin as the hero satisfies. Withal the
story's
and itsto"wild"
incidents
too muchtriteness
of a burden
overcome
and are
the
picture cannot be said to be more than a
satisfactory program offering.
SPECIAL CAST IN
THE 100TH CHANCE
(STOLL FILM CORP. OF AMERICA)
A pleasing, well rounded production
of a triangle play, simply but interestingly told and carrying an
ante-climactic thrill with some
good shots of a steeple chase
race. Should find general favor.
The third release of the Stoll Film Corporation of America, "The Hundredth
Chance," is a six-reel picturization of Ethel
M. Dell's
story of thelord,
efforts
men,a
one
an unscrupulous
and ofthetwoother
roughly hewn groom, to win the love of a
sensitive girl. Driven to despair by the
tactics of her brutish stepfather, the girl,
to help her invalid brother, marries the
groom, but stipulates that no love shall come
between them until all doubt as to her love
for him is dispelled from her mind. She
is again thrown in contact with the lord
and then begins the battle between the two
men seeking to win her, a battle that gives
the story the major part of its action. In
England, where the story is laid and where
class distinctions are made, this conflict
has extra dramatic weight.
Yet the story, while simple and without
any really great moments, is always interesting, largely because it is so carefully
handled. First the groom has the upper
hand, then the lord. Meanwhile doubt beclouds the girl's
Her The
indecision
givesis
the story
its mind.
suspense.
climax
reached on the day of the steeplechase
race, which, by the way, has a thrill or two.
The heroine is drugged by the suave lord,
but is rescued when the groom comes to
report the winning of the race by the horse
named "The Hundredth Chance." And as
the
indecision
end,in the
groom
winsgirl's
his second
100 istoat 1 anshot
a day.
A great factor in the building up of the
story's
is thewhich
exceptionally
smooth
running interest
continuity,
develops the
plot
without obvious effort and makes the most
of its dramatic values. The exterior scenes
are quaint and colorful and, having been
made in England, agreeably harmonious.
The interiors strike one as lacking somewhat in the quality of substantiality.
The cast is made up of English players.
Mary Glynne is the heroine, and though
from the American viewpoint she makes
the character too sweetly pathetic, she
gives the impression of possessing an uncommon amount of innate ability which.
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under vigorous direction, would help her
develop into a first rate screen personality.
Sydney Seaward is big and virile as the
groom, while Dennis Neilson Terry, son
of Ellen Terry, is a polished and unctuous Lord Saltash.
SHIRLEY MASON IX
FLAME
OF YOUTH
(FOX)
A Belgian love story with the star
in captivating role and the whole
highly meritable and certain to
please everywhere. Wholesome
and tender romance set in background uncommonly attractive
and picturesque. Directed by
Howard M. Mitchell.
Enough of the elements of the ideal photoplay arc blended in this feature to assure
its universal appeal. Youth and romance
prop<yly purveyed seldom miss the popularity mark with any patronage. They are
here in tenderness and pathos and as sweet
and clean and natural as the little star
herself.
Her success
in "Merely
left a doubt
that there
wouldMarysoonAnn"be
found for Shirley Mason another vehicle
as good. This picture proves that it can be
and has been done. The role that she
carriestionsisin which
ideal for
ingenue impersonashe the
excels.
The star appears as Bebee, a flower girl
of Belgium, surrounded by several live pets
who will delight juvenile patrons. Bebee,
on her seventeenth birthday anniversary,
kneeling at the grave of her foster father,
captivates Victor Fleming, an artist from
the Latin Ouartcr of Paris. A peasant
neighbor, Jeanot, is also devoted to her. The
artist wins her love and in a crisis impelled
by the visit of a Parisian woman who loves
him, to beseech Bebee to give him back to
her, he spurns the city woman for the little
peasant girl. Bebee points the way to
happiness for Margaret, the woman, and
believes the promise of Fleming that he
will soon return for her. After months of
vain waiting, believing that he is ill, she
goes to him in Paris. She comes upon him
in the midst of a mad studio orgy, is disillusioned, and returns with the faithful
Jeanot to her home. There is promise that
in time the heart wounds of Bebee will be
soothed by love for Jeanot.
The atmosphere of the Belgian country in
peace time is caught in a picturesque way
for background. Scenes are staged in the
Brabant region, a country so familiar to
ex-soldiers of the World War that they
offer a point worth stressing in advertising
and exploitation. Flashes of "The Angelus" and a Bethlehem manger scene, used
at the opening of the feature, shown brief
and beautifully, are particularly noteworthy.
Philo McCullough plays the part of
Fleming in an able way. Raymond McKee
gives an exceptionally good performance in
the role of Jeanot, and Betty Schade is
attractive as Margaret.
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Yourself"

"What You'll Sea" and "Catch Lines" Are Used in
Scores of Ads Received at Home Office — Make
Special Effort for Marsh Film
In its triple advertising line service, dog.
woods with no company other than a
such as is illustrated in the press book,
"The adults talked of her, but it was
which it has just published on "The
Little 'Fraid Lady,"
Marsh,to the baby boy's intuition that his ' 'fraid
Robertson-Cole
addsstarring
to its Mae
services
lady, was nice' that put them on the right
the exhibitor. The R-C idea is that the dis- track.
tributor is only half done when he has
"To most girls a thousand dollars
delivered the picture. Along with it would mean new dresses, etc., but to the
must go a complete advertising and ex- "Little 'Fraid Lady" it meant that much
ploitation service if the full duty of the
distributor is done.
"The Little 'Fraid Lady" is a screen
adaptation of the novel, "The Girl Who
Two New Pages Offered
food."
in the John
Woods."
by Marjorie
Realizing the need of a great variety Livedton Cooke.
G. Adolh
directed Benit.
of advertising lines, which will pull busiThe story deals with the adventures
ness, Robertson-Cole is now giving the of a little girl who attempts to run away
exhibitor, in addition to the regular from
the world's, wickedness. With her
three full pages of display advertisements,
dog as her sole companion, she takes
refuge in an old shack on a large estate
two other pages known as "What You'll
See" and use
"Catch
They Hearemayof and there tries to earn her living by skill
broadest
to theLines."
exhibitor.
as an artist.
draft them for his newspaper ads, his
Miss Marsh is surrounded by a cast,
lobby displays, his special posters, his including Tully Marshall, Kathleen KirkPRISCILLA DEAN
program or his house organ.
ham, Charles Meredith, Herbert Prior.
The Universal star thanking: CoL John S.
Week after week, as the advertiseGretchen
Hartman
and
George
BertheI
rb
j
,
surveyor
of customs of the port of
ments used by exhibitors all over the lon, Jr.
San Francisco, for turning over the
country come into the Robertson-Cole
water
front
for
scenes for "Outside the
office proof is given of the effectiveness
Pearl
White
Has
an
of these two auxiliary pages. Ad after
ad contains lines, phrases, whole paraArthur Clavering of
Exciting Sea Chase
graphs, at times, from them. In nine out
of ten instances the press-book ads, supOn Christmas Voyage
Law" London Honor Guest
plemented by the "What You'll See"
Pearl
White
was
among
the
passenAt Laemmle Banquet
and
gers who arrived in New York on Destood."Catch Lines," were utilized as they
Arthur
Clavering, managing director
cember
24
on
board
the
Victoria
from
So far there has not been a single
Booking Offices, Ltd., of Lonadvertisement which has completely lost Bermuda. Miss' White caught the of Film
don, arrived in New York aboard the
steamship eight miles at sea in order
its identity as established in the Robkeep a promise to be in New York
Olympic on December 23, for an exertson-Cole press book. In a majority to
tended visit. This is the British film
her Christmas dinner.
of the newspaper insertions the exhibit- forMiss
White told friends she would be man's
first avisit
more
than
year.to the United States in
ors gave "What You'll See" and "Catch
back from the island on Christmas day
Lines" the prominent position.
Shortly
after
Christmas, he will be the
without fail. Her family prepared an
List "What You'll See."
elaborate dinner for her at her Bayside guest of honor at a dinner given in the
by Car! Laemmle, presiFor "The Little 'Fraid Lady," Roberthome. In order to keep her appoint- Waldorf-Astoria
dent of Universal.
ment it was necessary for her to sail
son-Cole used the following as "What
During the remainder of his stay in
from Bermuda at noon on December
You'll See."
22. The Victoria sailed all right, but New York, Mr. and Mrs. Clavering wil]
Marsh,
the elf-girl whimsicalities.
of the screen,
in "Mae
a story
of fascinating
Miss White was not aboard. Director be guests at a series of social affairs being arranged by friends. Laemmle will
J. Searle Dawley completed his last
"How
a
refugee
from
the
make-believe
of a big city found adventure and love in scenes on the island for "Woman or be their principal host. During the latthe heart of the country.
Tiger," Miss White's next picture for ter's recent London visit he was royally
"How caused
the friendly
play of ofa heroic
dog Fox, at exactly 11:30 o'clock, and the entertained by the Claverings and was
nearly
the death
a lovable
company was several miles from the the guest of honor at two large dinners
child.
given by F. B. O. officials and attended
pier. Then began a race by automobile
for the boat. When Miss White dashed by leading British motion picture and
"The peculiar situation when a man
unknowingly offers as a present some of up to the pier the smoke of the steamer newspapermen.
was just disappearing in the distance.
the girl's own handiwork. m
She had turned back to her hotel when
"How an evil father can think evil of
Roanoke Rialto Opened
his innocent daughter.
two majors arrived with the proffer of
ROANOKE,
VA.— The Rialto, Roa"How rum-runners smuggle their a British monoplane to take the star to
goods
the ship at sea. When the aeroplane
noke's newest theatre, situated in East
ficer. and how they killed a revenue of- with
Campbell avenue, recently was opened.
the two Majors and Miss White
on board, came in sight of the craft, it The house is the twelfth link in the chain
Little
Lady'man.dared
to "How
face an'The
armed
and 'Fraid
vindictive
let down a rope ladder. Miss White
of theatres operated by Harry M. Crandall of Washington, D. C. Allen Jena mask ball given climbed down into the lifeboat, and was
by"The
artistswildandscenes
their atmodels.
kins is the manager.
put aboard the ship eight miles out at
sea.
"How a girl, detained as a witness,
escaped from the home of a judge.
Jack Moore in St. Joe
"The intense courtroom scene where
Complete Park, Waukesha
surprise succeeds surprise and the mysST. JOSEPH. MO.— Jack P. Moore,
tery is revealed."
WAUKESHA. WIS.— Work on the formerly manager of the Sedalia theatre
new Park theatre at Wisconsin and at Sedalia. Mo., has assumed manage"Catch Lines" Are Given
ment of the Electric theatre here. He
Grand avenues is nearing completion and
Some
lows : of the "Catch Lines" read as fol- will be ready for opening soon, accordsucceeds
who has gone to
Oklahoma Fred
City.Cosman,
.
ing
to
Manager
L.
F.
Thurwachter.
sought
the make-believe
of "She
a great
city,tobutescape
the city
followed her
in all its disquietude.
a living,with
but her
she could
not"Shebuypainted
a dog forcracker
earnings.
"For what mysterious reason could a
young girl want to bury herself in the
BOYS'
'c^feHALLROOM
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Two-Reel

Pickfords

Arouse Big Demand
Ay won Reports Independents
Enthusiastic Over Its
Announcement
Melvin Hirsh, manager of Aywon Film
Corporation's
York
announces that theNew
first of
the exchange,
Mary Pickford
two-reel features to he published are "The
Beast at Bay." "The Mender of Nets."
"The Informer" and "Friends." These will
he put out and exhibited in the order
named, the first to be ready for public
presentation within a very short time.
Many Offers Received
The series of fifteen Mary Pickford pic tures to be issued by Aywon, present the
world-famous star in pictures that first
brought her fame and fortune and will
undoubtedly prove of unusual interest to
the film fans of the country.
Hardly had the announcement been made
that Nathan Hirsh. president of the Aywon,
was to issue these pictures than he was
literally besieged with offers and inquiries
from state rights buyers in all parts of
the country. Already considerable territory
has been sold and bookings have been made
with many of the largest theatres and
circuits.
Territories Are Sold
Hirsh also reports that much of the territory on the success series of short subjects
in which many of the most prominent stars
appear, has been sold together with territorial rights on the E. K. Lincoln feature.
"The Man
Courage," and many of the
other
Aywonof features.
A complete list of exchanges where bookings can be made on the Mary Pickfoid
series, the success series and "The Man of
Courage" will be published within a shoit
time.
"Women Men Love" to
Play Simultaneously
At Cleveland Houses
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK. Jan. 4.— "Women Men
Love," the first of a series of feature
productions to be made by Bradley Feature Film Company, has been booked for
simultaneous showings in the Metropolitan and Strand theatres, the two premiere houses of Cleveland, Ohio, for the
week of January 8. The picture stars
William Desmond, who is supported by
Marguerite Marsh. Martha Mansfield anil
Evan Burrows Fontaine. It was made
by Samuel R. Bradley, of "Where Are
My Children"
Charles
T. and fame,
Frank from
Dazey.the story by
Distribution will be made on the state
right basis, with sales in charge of Syd
Rosenthal, formerly a district manager
of exchanges and a Cleveland exchange
man. Mr. Rosenthal is making his NewYork headquarters in the offices of Simmons, Douglas & Scheuer, Inc.. at 117
West 46th street, who are associated with
him in his new enterprise.
The second picture to be offered by
the
company
is "Dangerous
by
Edmund
Goldin£r.
It already Toys,"
has been
completed. William Desmond. Margaret
Clayton and Frank Losee are in the cast.
Reopen The Ray Theatre
DICKINSON, N. D. — The Ray theatre, which has been closed for the last
eighteen months, has been leased to Mr.
and Mrs. J. Leonberger and has been
reopened. The proprietors are the
former owners and managers of the old
Bijou theatre, closed in 1916.
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Seitz Opposes Miller
As the 1921 Head of
Directors Association
(Special t* Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Jan. 3.— The annual
meeting and election of officers of the
Mot on Picture Directors' Association
wi I be held on .January 4.
The following are nominees to serve
during 1921: On the regular ticket:
Charles F. Miller, director; Ashley Miller, assistant director; Robert G. Vignola, technical director; Charles M.
Seay. «cenarioist ; C. J. Williams, treasurer; Robert Ellis, inner guard; George
A. Lessey, outer guard; James Vincent,
trustee for three years.
On the opposition ticket: George B.
Seitz. d. rector; S. E. V. Taylor, assistant director; George Archainbaud, technical director; William F. Haddock,
scenarioist ; C. J. Williams, treasurer;
Robert Ellis, inner guard; John J. Harvey, outer guard; George Irving, trustee
for three years.
First National

Xmas

Party Held in N. Y.
Headquarters Stall Meets at
Invitation of High
Executive
Christmas spirit was in ample evidence
at Associated First National offices on
the holiday eve, when as many of the
big staff as could find room on the
*pacmu« seventh floor and corridors leading thereto gathered at the invitation of
Manager James D. Williams in a festive
party which included a number of the
editors and representatives of the trade
journals as invited guests.
Addresses Assemblage
Mr. Williams, in response to the
spontaneous applause which greeted his
entrance, mounted the dais alongside a
burly Santa Claus, admirably impersonated by Arthur Leslie of the publicity
department, and expressed the evident
pleasure it gave him to see such a large
First National gathering, "a family, the
sizeCommenting
of which I onhardly
realized," hegrowth
said.
the wonderful
of the organization, Mr. Williams
thanked and congratulated the whole
body of employes assembled for the wonderful spirit of loyalty and cooperation
which permeated the whole organization
and to which every individual employe
whole-heartedly contributed.
"Work for Highest Results"
"When I say 'employes,' " continued
the are
manager,
remindworking
you that
we
one and"I allwould
employes
for
the h:ghest results in one great organizaWith Mr. Williams' address went seasonable tokens of regard to each member of the organization. In the spirit of
good
fun
tion." and merriment, C. L. Yearsley
and other heads of the department followed Mr. Williams on the dais. Placards
with
humorous
"copy"
and sketches,
touching on popular
personalities
among
First National entourage and with quips
at the various trade papers, adorned the
walls. Good cheer was dispensed,, a
mistletoe bough played havoc with Old
Doctor Formality and two hours of
Christmas eve fun came to a close with
hearty
handshakes and happy wishes for
the holiday.
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Advertisers

Gridiron

Banquet in February
Tickets for Brilliant Affair
In N. Y. Practically
All Sold
The Associated Motion Picture Advertisers will give their famous annual Gridiron dinner the latter part of February at
the Biltmore hotel. This is considered the
most brilliant affair of the year in the
activities of the A. M. P. A. It bears
the same relation to this organization
that the
Gambol
and Friars'
Frolic
is toLambs'
the Lambs
and Friars
Clubs.
Tickets Are Limited
This function is patterned after the
famous Gridiron dinner of the Press
Club of Washington, D. C, which is
attended each year by the president,
senators and congressmen. At this affair the famous men in Washington are
caricatured by the members of the club.
Only a limited number of tickets have
been issued for the dinner. It will be
attended by many of the biggest men in
the motion picture industry. While
tickets were distributed to the members
at their last weekly meeting they are aladunprocura
dented. ready
vancepractically
demand for
them ble.
was "The
unpreceEntertainment Is Lavish
rhe entertainment this year will be
even more lavish than previous efforts.
Preparations for this affair have been in
progress for the past six months. For
brilliancy and elaborateness, it is believed itwill outdo anything ever offered
in the motion picture industry.

Educational

Reports
Big Demand for Steele
Industrial Pictures
Educational reports that strong demands
are coming from all sections of the country
for the two-reel comedy dramas, with the
industrial life of the nation as their
background, which have been written and produced by Rufus E. Steele, Saturday Evening Post writer. The first two of these
pictures,
in two
reels,d are
Bigr, Idea,"
which was
publishe
in "The
Decembe
and
"The Kick Back," scheduled for January.
There have been many applications for
these pictures from large employers and
from various community organizations, but
all of these have been declined for the
present by Educational since the organization believes that theatre owners should
have the benefit of their patronage asset.
It is declared that these pictures will appeal
to every man in the community who works
for wages and salaries and that they will
be as fully appreciated by employers and
all who are concerned with the industrial
prosperity of the country.
Unionism or the open shop does not
enter into the pictures, it is said, but they
are aimed against Bolshevist unrest and
un-Americanism.
Beban Re-Leases Studio
On Hollywood Boulevard
George Beban has renewed his lease on
his Sunset boulevard Hollywood studio.
Regardless of the fact he will not be
home for five months, the star aims to
have nothing interfere with his holdings
in the West. Beban has plans for big
film production activities on which he
will commence immediately upon the
termination of his "One Man in a Million" Coast to Coast tour.
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Me"

Copyright, 1921
You are especially invited to contribute regularly to this department.
It is a co-operative service FOR THE BENEFIT OF EXHIBITORS.
TELL US WHAT THE PICTURE DID FOR YOU and read in the HERALD every week what the picture
did for the other fellow, thereby getting the only possible guide to box office values. Address "What The
Picture Did For Me," EXHIBITORS HERALD, 417 S. Dearborn St.. Chicago.
American
The Gamesters, with Margarita Fisher,
— This picture absolutely pleased beyond all expectations. Has everything.
Wonderful business. — Casino theatre,
Salt Lake City, Utah. — Transient patronage.
The Blue Moon, with a special cast. —
Another one of those good book stories.
More than pleasing to patrons and box
office. — N. B. Grossman, Rex theatre,
Pocatello, Idaho. — Neighborhood patronage.
A Light Woman, with a special cast.
•— Good picture. Something different.
Good business. Cast excellent. Book this
one. — Casino theatre, Salt Lake City,
Utah. — Transient patronage.
The Gamesters, with Margarita Fisher.
— A good Eastern-Western production.
This one drew a big business. Book it.
■— N. B. Grossman, Rex theatre, Pocatello, Idaho. — Neighborhood patronage.
Associated Exhibitors
The Riddle: Woman, with Geraldine
Farrar. — This went over big for us, and
truly more than pleased. Miss Farrar
a wonderful actress' and story sure the
goods. The whole cast was superb. —
Mrs. J. A. Dostal, Ideal theatre, Omaha,
Nebr. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Riddle: Woman, with Geraldine
Farrar. — This one went over big for me.
Used a stunt which cost me practically
nothing, and I stood them out for four
days. — W. A. White, Hippodrome theatre, San Jose, Cal. — Downtown patronage.
Associated Producers
The Last of the Mohicans, a Maurice
Tourneur
— Don't
passamong
this
one up. By production.
some special
publicity
the schools this created interest and all
the public schools turned out to see it.
I'll say thePlayed
children
they S.came
droves.
two saw
fullit,days
R. O.in
matinees and nights. People and village
school children came from miles around.
It is a tory of true Indian life, with settings of nature complete. Tourneur had
a great knowledge of Indian life when he
made this true classic. Enough cannot
be said of the merits of this picture. It
was the talk of the town when being
shown here. We must have more big
ones like this. It is more than a safe bet.
— T. M. Davidge, Queen theatre, Durant,
Okla. — General patronage.
Homespun Folks, a Thomas H. Ince
production. — A fine picture. It is all
there, nothing lacking. My patrons all
liked it. If all the A. P. pictures are as
good I won't be sorry I booked them. —
W. W. Woltz, Star theatre, Lake City,
la. — General patronage.
Homespun Folks, a Thomas H. Ince
production. — Only good program picture.
Nuf sed. — John Hafner, Princess thea-

tre, Donora, Pa. — Neighborhood patronage.The Forbidden Thing, an Allan Dwan
production. — This is a real picture of
people, of their hardships and temptations. Allan Dwan has proven a winner
in this one. This picture more than
pleased and all came to see it. — T. M.
Davidge,
Queen* theatre, Durant, Okla. —
General patronage.
The Leopard Woman, a J. Parker
Read, Jr. production. — This would be a
poor picture even on a regular program.— John Hafner, Princess theatre,
Donora, Pa. — Neighborhood patronage.
A Thousand to One, a J. Parker Read,
Jr., production. — A powerful melodrama
with Bosworth displaj'ing unusual skill
in several fights of the rugged people of
the Northwest. It is a thriller and will
please all. Played a pre-release showing
for two days. — T. M. Davidge, Queen
theatre, Durant, Okla. — General patronage.
First National
Harriet and the Piper, with Anita
Stewart. — Anita has made better pictures,
but this one pleased those who saw it. — ■
W. M. Roob, Grand theatre, Port Washington, Wis. — General patronage.
Curtain, with Katherine Macdona'd
— A very good picture of its kind. — Raymond Gear, Mayflower theatre, Florence,
Kans. — General patronage.
The Perfect Woman, with Constance

GEORGE B. SEITZ
As he appears In the first episode of the
Pathe serial, "Velvet Fingers."

Talmadge. — One of the classiest pictures
we ever ran and pleased all classes. Book
it. You cannot go wrong. — Pfeiffer
Bros., Grand Opera House, Kenton,
Ohio. — Neighborhood patronage.
Two Weeks, with Constance Talmadge.— -Pleased everybody. Connie
always pleases here. Had two packed
houses. Give us six more reels like this.
Brother X, book it. You can't go wrong
on this one. — W. F. Baker, Boone Way
theatre,
ronage. Mt. Vernon, Ky. — General patIn Search of a Sinner, with Constance
Talmadge. — The combination of John
Emerson and Anita Loos and Constance
Talmadge is hard to beat. — Raymond
Gear, Mayflower theatre, Florence, Kans.
— General patronage.
THE JACK-KNIFE MAN, a
King Vidor production. — A picture
that is different and will grip the
heart of any audience. Little Bobby
Kelso plays a big part. Tell your
patrons before showing and it will
draw and please. — S. Olson, Pastime
theatre,
Delavan, Wis. — Neighborhood patronage.
Two Weeks, with Constance Talmadge.
— This is a dandy comedy-drama. Many
favorable comments on this. Connie
always pleases. — C. N. Bartow, Opera
House, Medora, 111. — Small town patronage.
Forty-Five Minutes from Broadway,
with Charles Ray. — Very good picture
to pleased audience. Ray not very popular as yet. — VV. M. Roob, Grand theatre.
ronage.
Port Washington, Wis. — General patThe Family Honor, a King Vidor production.— Here is a real picture that will
stand much advertising and make good.
Fine storv, cast and production. — F. L.
Clarke. Cozy patronage.
theatre, Hazen, Ark. —
Neighborhood
The River's End, a Marshall Neilan
production. — A picture that will please
100 per cent. — T. Nelson, Amuzu theatre.
Grand Meadow, Minn. — Neighborhood
patronage.
The Turning Point, with Katherine
MacDonald. — Good program. My people all like Katherine.— H. W. Jeffries,
Majestic theatre. Huntington, Ark. —
Neighborhood patronage.
The River's End, a Marshall Neilan
production. •— • Remarkable. — Clarence
Langacher, Opera House, New Glarus,
Wis. — Neighborhood patronage.
Her Kingdom of Dreams, with Anita
Stewart. — This picture a little old. but
awrong
good onone.
You can't
go
this. Pleased.
— C. N. Bartow,
Opera
House, Medora, 111. — Small town patronage.Heart of the Hills, with Mary Pickford. — A good picture. Played to a large
crowd two days and gave satisfaction. —
T. Nelson. Amuzu theatre. Grand Meadow, Minn. — Neighborhood patronage.
A Daughter of Two Worlds, with
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Norma Talmadge. — Very good. Played
to good house. — H. W. Jeffries, Majestic
theatre, Huntington, Ark. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Yes good
or No,
with toN'orina
—
Very
picture
poor Talmadge.
houses both
nights. Snow storm first night, zero
weather second. Will play return date.
— W. M. Roob, Grand theatre. Port
Washington, Wis. — General patronage.
Back to God's Country, w ith Nell Shipman. — A-l picture. Pleased 100 per cent.
Good clean picture. Plenty of action.
Animals pleased children. Don't pass it
up. — C. N. Bartow, Opera House, Medora. 111. — Small town patronage.
The Hoodlum, with Mary Pickford. —
Good picture which pleased excepting
those who expected too much account
of our increasing admission to 50 cents.
— J. J. Kudlacek, Swan theatre, Swanton,
N'ebr. — Neighborhood patronage.
The River's End, a Marshall Nolan
production. — Good, but did not please
like Go and Get It. However, good business.— H. W. Jeffries, Majestic theatre.
Huntington, Ark. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Beauty Market, with Katherine
MacDonald. — This is a good picture. The
best MacDonald picutre we have
run to date. — C. N. Bartow, Opera House,
Medora, 111. — Small town patronage.
The Perfect Woman, with Constance
Talmadge. — Patrons know the kind of
plays Connie puts out and they certainly
enjoy them. — W. M. Roob, Grand theatre.
Port Washington, Wis. — General patronage.
Bill— Gave
Apperson's
Boy, satisfaction.
with Jack Pickford.
excellent
Not
in the ordinary run of pictures. A welcome change. — George E. Taylor, Idle
Hour theatre, Dunlap, la. — Neighborhood patronage.
Heart o' the Hills, with Mary Pickford. — Like
all aMary's
good.
Pleased
record pictures
breaking this
crowdis
at advanced price. — C. N. Bartow, Opera
House, Medora, 111. — Small town patronage.
The Fighting Shepherdess, with Anita
Stewart. — Big business. Top price 35c.
Everyone pleased. — Giacoma Bros., Crystal theatre, Tombstone, Ariz. — General
patronage.
Go and Get It, a Marshall Neilan production.— Positively the best picture we
have ever shown. Get it. Advertise it
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big, and you will reap results. First
National pictures are our best bet. But
get a franchise. — S. Olson,. Pastime thearonage.tre, Delavan, Wis. — Neighborhood patFox
The Challenge of the Law, with William Russell. — A good picture. Pleased
majority of my patrons. — W. W. Woltz,
Star theatre. Lake City, la. — General
patronage.
The Challenge of the Law, with William Russell. — Too much desert stuff.
My patrons almost smothered to death
befcre the players could get across the
desert. — J. G. Varnell. Princess theatre.
Piedmont, Ala. — Small town patronage.
Twins of Suffering Creek, with William
Russell. — Passing, but audience did not
enthuse. — Giacoma Bros., Crystal theatre. Tombstone, Ariz. — General patronage.
From Now On, with George Walsh. —
From a box office standpoint very poor.
Picture didn't please. — S. A. Heffernan.
Perfect theatre, Huntington, Ind. —
Neighborhood patronage.
The Square Shooter, with Buck Jones.
— As fine a Western as you could ask
for. Good crowd for me. — F. L. Clarke.
Cozy hood
theatre,
patronage. Hazen, Ark. — NeighborMerely Mary Ann, with Shirley Mason.
— This is a poor picture. The plot is
an old worn out one. — J. G. Varnell.
Princess
theatre, Piedmont, Ala. — Small
town
patronage.
Twins of Suffering Creek, with William
Russell. — Not much to this one though it
went over. Russell's best work for Fox
is Sacred Silence. — F. Zimmerman, Rex
theatre,
ronage. Aurora, Minn. — Small town patThe Manhattan Knight, with George
Walsh. — An ordinary picture. Pleased
about 50 per cent. — E. Blinglaub, Cozy
theatre, Nebo, 111. — Small town patronage.
The Last Straw, with Buck Jones. —
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A live Western play. Just what our
patrons ask for. Good puller. — A. J.
Steggal, Opera House, Fayette, la. — College town patronage.
Leave It to Me, with William RusmB,
— A fine comedy-drama that will please
them all. — F. L. Clarke, Cozy theatre,
Hazen, Ark. — Neighborhood patronage.
Desert Love, with Tom Mix. — One of
the best Mix pictures ever run yet, and
we've had some good ones. — G. W. Dickinson, Home theatre, Maskell, Nebr. —
Neighborhood patronage.
The Little Wanderer, with Shirley
Mason. — A splendid picture. Pleased
everyone who saw it. — J. G. Varnell,
Princess
theatre, Piedmont, Ala. — Small
town
patronage.
Thieves, with Gladys Brockwell. — This
picture pleased about 50 per cent. Below
the average. — E. Blinglaub, Cozy theatre, Nebo, 111. — Small town patronage.
Heartstrings, with William Farnum.—
Picture is all right. Star's acting is all
right, but Farnum is not the actor for
this play. He handles a gun much more
satisfactorily than a violin. — George E.
Taylor, Idle Hour theatre, Dunlap, la. —
Neighborhood patronage.
The Orphan, with William Farnum.—
Here is a Western that you can push to
the limit. It will certainly make good.
Farnum fine in this. — F. L. Clarke, Cozy
ronage.
theatre, Hazen, Ark. — Neighborhood patThe Untamed, with Tom Mix. — A ret)
good picture. Have seen this star in
better pictures. However, he never made
a poor one. — J. G. Varnell, Princess theatre. Piedmont, Ala. — Small town patronage.The Hell Ship, with Madlaine Traverse.
— I consider this a fair program picture.
I have run worse pictures than this. —
Ed.
Cozy theatre, Nebo, III. —
SmallBlinglaub,
town patronage.
The Square Shooter, with Buck Jones.
— A splendid Western picture. Very exciting, and interesting. Will please any
audience. — J. G. Varnell, Princess theatre. Piedmont, Ala. — Small town patronage.Black Shadows, with Peggy Hyland. —
Just a fair program picture- — A. J. Steggall, Opera House, Fayette, la.
Broken Commandments, with Gladys
Brockwell. — I would advise small town
exhibitors to leave this kind of picture
alone. Enough said. — E. Blinglaub, Cozy
theatre, Nebo, 111. — Small town patronGoldwyn
age.
What Happened to Rosa, with Mabel
Normand. — Very good, but riot as good
as The Slim Princess. Star draws well
and always pleases. — B. F. Sharp.
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Tumble In theatre, Sinton, Tex. — Neighborhood patronage.
It's a Great Life, with a special cast.
— A good high brow picture. Pleased
the better class. — Pfeiffer Bros.. Grand
Opera House, Kenton. O. — Neighborhood patronage.
JES' CALL ME JIM, with Will
Rogers. — If anything more was
needed to clinch our claim that
Rogers is the idol of the screen out
here
the short
grassit.country
CALLin ME
JIM did
Rogers JES'
has
again endeared himself to my patrons as no other star has ever done.
Clarence Badger, who directs Rogers, has added another plume to his
headgear by the masterful manner in
which he directed this production.
There is no mush, no slush, no improbable situations, no sickening
love scenes, no strangle holds,
nothing but 100 per cent entertainment and 100 per cent satisfaction.
Rogers
even layCana finger
on
the lady didn't
he married.
you beat
it? That's the kind of a picture sensible people want. Will other directors please take notice? When you
beat Will Rogers, Irene Rich and
LittletheJimmie
Get
pictureyou
and don't,
play that's
it for all.
an
extended run at advanced prices. It's
worthy of your best efforts. — J. C.
Jenkins, Auditorium theatre, Neligh,
Neb.
i
The Revenge of Tarzan, with Gene
Polar. — Patrons disappointed with this.
Does not come up to the Tarzan of the
Apes and The Romance of Tarzan. Cannot understand when the title comes in.—
Hoffman Bros.. Happy Hour theatre.
Burke, S. D. — Neighborhood patronage
The Woman and the Puppet, with
Geraldine Farrar. — Fair program picture,
but not a special. — H. T. McBeth. Gem
theatre, Ord, Nebr. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Brand, with Kay Laurell. — The
Brand proved to be a good business getter tor me. Very good, opinion of audience. Photography good. — F. Zimmerman. Rex theatre, Aurora. Minn. — Small
town patronage.
Hodkinson
The U. P. Trail, with Roy Stewart.—
Another good Zane Grey story made into
pictures. A truly Western .type that
pleased. — Raymond Gear. Mayflower
theatre, Florence, Kans. — General patronage.
Live Sparks, with J. Warren Kerrigan.
— A fair program picture. — Herman
Blomeke. Opera House, Springfield.
Minn. — Home patronage.
Riders of the Dawn, with Roy Stewart.
— This went over big and is a big picture. Kept them to their seats as if
glued and brought them in the second
night. Roy Stewart a big favorite for
our house. — Mrs. J. A. Dostal. Ideal
theatre, Omaha, Nebr. — Neighborhood
patronage.
The Westerners,
Roy run.
Stewart.
—
Dandv.
owed thiswith
second
Busi-
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Muriel Ostriche in "Betty the Vamp," her latest production by her own company.
ness very good. Zero weather and
Christmas week Price 10 and 20c. — Wfliam Thacher, Royal theatre. Salina. Kans.
The Joyous Liar, with J. Warren Kerrigan.— Not much to it. — Herman BloOpera House. Springfield. Minn. —
Home meke,
patronage.
Metro
A Chorus Girl's Romance, with Viola
Dana.
— Fullit ofto pep.
Will —please
all.
Advertise
the limit.
Jack 'em
Cairns.
Brooklyn theatre. Detroit. Mich.
Dangerous to Men, with Viola Dana.
— This is the kind of picture that pleases.
Good photography, story and lots of
comedy. Everyone pleased. Good all
the way through. — Hottman Bros.. Idle
Hour theatre. Burke, S. D. — Neighborhood patronage.
Should a Woman Tell? with Alice
Lake. — Good picture. Good business. —
Pfeiffer Bros.. Grand Opera House. Kenton. O.— Neighborhood patronage.
Shore Acres, with Alice Lake. — Excellent work. Big business. More such
pictures would help business. Top
price 35c. — Giacoma Bros.. Crystal theatre. Tombstone. Ariz. — General patronage.
The Best o' Luck, with a special cast.
— A good picture of lighter type with
plentv of action .Photography exceptionally good.
Book Wis.
it. — B. C. Brown. Star
theatre.
Viroqua.
Parlor, Bedroom and Bath, with a
special cast. — A little spicy, but pleased
all. Business g,reat. People liked it
better than So Long Letty. Book it. — J.
Paul Swickard. University theatre. Los
Angeles. Cal. — Neighborhood patronage.
Alias Jimmy Valentine, with Bert Lytell. — Bert Lytell is a comer and acts
this picture in great style. Will please
the majority. — G. W. Johnson. Mystic
theatre, Marmarth. N. D.
Shore Acres, with Alice Lake. — Had
many good comments on this. — S. Olson,
Pastime theatre, Delavan. Wis. — Neighborhood patronage.
Alias Jimmy Valentine, with Bert Lytell.— Top price 35c. Stars, cast and
photography excellent, but story has
Improbable. — Giacoma
ending.
poor

Crystal
theatre. Tombstone. Ariz.
—Bros..
General
patronage.
Old Lady 31, with Emma Dunn. — A
charming picture. Cannot be fully appreciated by those under 25. but how it
does please the old people. So refreshing
from the usual scenario material, and it
is well worth advanced admission prices.
You must use the old airs in music to
complete its atmosphere. — Jean Lightner.
Regent theatre.
borhood patronage.Alameda. Cal. — NeighOld Lady 31, with Emma Dunn. — One
of the most interesting pictures in
months. — Giacoma Bros.. Crystal theatre.
Tombstone, Ariz. — General patronage.
Paramount
The Testing Block, with William S
Hart. — Very good picture. Lots of pep
and excitement. Wonderful scenery.
Sure to please everyone. — Jas. D. Kennedy, Alhambra theatre. Indianapolis
Ind. — Downtown patronage.
Sick Abed, with Wallace Reid. — Amusing. Bebe Daniels a hit. — Giacoma Bros..
Crystal
theatre. Tombstone, Ari. — ■ General patronage.
Flying Pat,
with
— Entertaining value
100 Dorothy
per cent.Gish.
Used
on
Christmas Day and kept them howling.
— S. A. Heffernan. Perfect theatre. Huntington. Ind. — Neighborhood patronage.
The City of Masks, with Robert Warwick.— Splendid program picture. — Jean
Lightner. Regent theatre. Alameda. Cal.
— Neighborhood patronage.
It Pays to Advertise, with Bryant
Washburn. — It's fair. Did not go crazy
over it. Nothing to brag about. — Raymora. mond
111. Schneider. Midget theatre. MetaThe Dub, with Wallace Reid. — One of
Wallie's best and pleased a good crowd.
Wallie well liked here— W. F. Baker.
Boone Way theatre. Mt. Vernon. Ky. —
General patronage.
Excuse My Dust, with Wallace Reid.
— Good picture. Can get a house on
Wallace Reid any day.— H. T. McBeth.
Gem theatre. Ord, Nebr. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Hawthorne of the U. S. A., with Wal-
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lace Reid. — A very timely picture with
the papers full of news that American
money will have to restore foreign countries. Pleased. — W. M. Roof), Grand,
theatre, Port Washington, Wis. — General
patronage.
The Love Burglar, with Wallace Reid,
— A good picture. Reid never made a
sorry one. — J. G. Varnell, Princess theatre. Piedmont, Ala. — Small town patronage.
The Sins of St. Anthony, with Bryant
Washburn. — A clean and interesting
comedy well cast. — Giacoma Bros., Crystal theatre, Tombstone, Ariz. — General
patronage.
Remodeling Her Husband, with Dorothy Gish. — -Good picture. Drew well and
pleased all. — H. J. McBeth, Gem theatre,
Ord, Nebr. — Neighborhood patronage.
Shark Monroe, with William S. Hart. —
Good. Fine snow scenery. Picture good
all way through. No gun plays of any
kind in this one. Went big. Business off
account of Christmas shopping. Price
10 and 25c. — William Thacher, Royal
theatre, Salina, Kans.
ON WITH THE DANCE, with
Mae Murray. — I wish I could tell
all small town exhibitors how fine
a production this play really is. It
afforded an evening of rare entertainment. Am showered with compliments. The company sent out
preliminary letters to my patrons.
An orchestra helped wonderfully.
Charged 50 and 75 cents. Mae Murray's dancing was worth the price
of admission. — Philip Rand, Rex
theatre, Salmon, Idaho. — Small town
patronage.
Mary's Ankle, with Douglas McLean
and Doris May. — Pleased Saturday,
Sunday audience. Played this with Arbuckle's Coney Island which is a scream.
These make excellent laughable combination.— Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon,
Idaho. — Small town patronage.
Counterfeit, with Elsie Ferguson. —
Were warned against this one, but our
patrons liked it, and many said so. Not
Ferguson's best by any means, but was
fault of story, not star. — S. Olson, Pastime theatre, Delavan, Wis. — Neighborhood patronage.
Away Goes Prudence, with Billie
Burke. — Time wasted. Another effort
gone wrong. — Giacoma Bros., Crystal
theatre, Tombstone, Ariz. — General patronage.
The Toll Gate, with William S. Hart,
— First appearance of Hart here in six
months. Did a big business and this
was by far the best Hart ever did. Perfect photography in all Paramount stuff.
F.^ Zimmerman, Rex theatre, Aurora,
■Small town patronage,
he Girl Dodger, with Charles Ray.
Excellent laughable college comedy.
BLACK
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\ ItnKrnph xerliil Ntar made n fnv IHkIM*
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every
Pleased all. Ray a real boob. Get your
high
school
interested
if you
haven't toa
college.
Notify
all college
graduates
drop around and have a good laugh. 30
and 15 cents. — Philip Rand, Rex theatre,
Salmon, Idaho. — Small town patronage.
The Miracle of Love, with a special
cast. — This was good, but did not draw.
Would have drawn better if stars had
been featured. — S. Olson, Pastime thearonage.tre, Delavan, Wis. — Neighborhood patThe Woman in the Suitcase, with Enid
Bennett. — Very good picture. Pleased
100 per cent.— H. J. McBeth, Gem theatre, Ord, Nebr. — Neighborhood patronage.
Riddle Gawne, with William S. Hart.—
This picture pleased a good sized crowd.
Hart is a drawing card here. — E. Blinglaub, Cozy theatre, Nebo, 111. — Small
town patronage.
Quicksand, with Dorothy Dalton. —
Failed to register. — J. Herbert Talbert,
Legion
theatre, Norwich, Kans. — Small
town patronage.
The Six Best Cellars, with Bryant
Washburn.
— Most of
Bryant's
were disappointed
in this
one. admirers
Nothing
to it.— W. W. Woltz, Star theatre, Lake
City, la. — General patronage.
The City Sparrow, with Ethel Clayton.
— Very good picture. Ethel Clayton always pleases patrons here. — Homer
Thompson,
Ruby theatre, Three Forks,
Mont.
A Lady in Love, with Ethel Clayton.
— Good picture and good crowd, and
everybody satisfied. — John Hafner, Princess theatre, Donora, Pa. — Neighborhood patronage.
Wagon Tracks, with William S. Hart.
— Did not please here and they told me
so. Personally I liked it, but it had a
poor ending. — C. D. McConnell, Grand
theatre, Prattville, Ala. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Mary's Ankle, with Douglas MacLean
and Doris May. — Good to my mind,
ow storm and attendance below averNo doubt would have had full
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house had weather permitted. Good picture, however. — F. Zimmerman, Rex theatre, Aurora, Minn. — Small town patronage.The Narrow Trail, with William S.
Hart. — Got
business,
as all
pictures
do.good
A fine
Western
playHart's
that
pleased big Saturday crowds. — J. B.
Stine,eralGem
theatre, Clinton, Ind. — Genpatronage.
Fuss and Feathers, with Enid Bennett.
— Nothing to it. — L. A. Hasse, Majestic
theatre, Mauston, Wis.
Girls, with Marguerite Clark. — Very
good picture. Everybody enjoyed it.—
Auditorium theatre, Carleton, Neb. —
Small town patronage.
The Squaw Man, with a special cast.
— This is worthy of the name special.
Six reels of excellent entertainment.
Don't be afraid to book The Squaw
Man.— J. B. Endert, Endert theatre.
Crescent City, Cal— General patronage.
The Final Close Up, with Shirley Mason.— Very good program. — C. P. Bustheatre, Akron, la.—
Empresspatronage.
well,
Neighborhood
Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch,
with Marguerite Clark— This is very
satisfactory. Everybody pleased. Mrs.
theatre. Union, Ore.
—James
Small Webb,
town Cozy
patronage.
Luck in Pawn, with Marguerite Clark.
— Marguerite Clark always pleases. Her
are light and easy entertainment.
pictures
Alvin S. Frank, Jewel theatre, Lafayette,
Colo. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Make Believe Wife, with Billie
Burke. — No one else like Billie. The
Boys all rave over her. Story of picture
adapted to portray fascinating charm of
star.— J. Herbert Talbert.— Legion theronage.atre, Norwich, Kan. — Small town pat-

The Round Up, with Roscoe Arbuckle.
when
— My patrons gave me a cross look
they had seen this. I know they were
fell
disappointed and I was. Business
flat the second night.— W. W. Woltz,
Star theatre, Lake City, la.— General
patronage.
Full House, with Bryant Washburn.—
One of Washburn's best pictures. Washonly does fair here. — Homer
Mont. burn
n, Ruby theatre, Three Forks,
Thompso

The Roaring Road, with Wallace Reid.
that pleased all.
— Very good picture
Theodore Roberts deserves much credit
an,
for making it a success.— F. Zimmermtown
Rex theatre, Aurora, Minn. — Small
patronage.
Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm, with
Mary- Pickford.— Old re-issue, but would
recommend it for any small town. Made
any picture
more money on this one than
ever run.— W. C. Whitt, Home theatre,
Anderson, Cal.— Small town patronage.
The Firing Line, with Irene CastleNothing extra. Fail to see how this can
, Empbe called a special.— C. P. Buswell
ress theatre, Akron, la.— Neighborhood
patronage.
The Tiger Man, with William S. Hart.
standHart's
up to
not been
—This ard.picture
if colored
better
Would have
film had not been used. This made it
Inthefhadow
of L
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tion.—T. Nelson, Amuzu theatre, Grand
Meadow, Minn. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Flame of Hellgate, with Beatriz
Michelena. — Good. Ran it two nights.
Held up second very good. — William
Thacher, Royal theatre, Salina, Kans. —
Neighborhood patronage.
The Tong Man, with Sessue Hayakawa. — A better Jap picture than average. Plenty of action and will please
an audience wanting thrills. — B. C.
Brown, Star theatre, Viroqua, Wis.
The Flame of Hellgate, with Beatriz
Michelena. — Disgusting picture. Has lots
of action, but does not enthuse anyone
with it. — Memic & Stromes, Auditorium
theatre, Stillwater, Minn. — Neighborhood
patronage.
The Long Lane's Turning, with Henry
B. Walthall. — A very good program picture.— Clarence Langacher, Opera
House, New Glarus, Wis.

One of the dramatic scenes from "Heliotrope," the Cosmopolitan production of
Richard tributed
Washburn
Child's story, disby Paramount.
all too dark. — Mrs. James Webb, Cozy
theatre. Union, Ore. — Small town patronage.
Arizona, with Douglas Fairbanks. —
Never a dull moment in this picture.
Star always popular. — J. Herbert Talbert. — Legion theatre. Norwich, Kan. —
Small town patronage.
Realart
You Never Can Tell, with Bebe
Daniels. — This is a very clever picture,
which highly pleased very good business
on a two-day run. Miss Daniels is a
coming good bet for box offices. — Mrs.
J. A. Dostal, Ideal theatre. Omaha, Nebr.
— Neighborhood patronage.
Jenny Be Good, with Mary Miles Minter. — This is a very good picture. All
Realart pictures are good. — Pfeiffer Bros.,
Grand Opera House, Kenton, O. — Neighborhood patronage.
YOU NEVER CAN TELL,, with
Bebe Daniels. — Great. But why not?
It's a great
Realart,
and Broke
that's our
sufficient.
Bebe
in this.
house
record. — J. Paul Swickard, University theatre, Los Angeles, Cal. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Sweet Lavender, with Mary Miles Minter.
quiteallupMinter
to Minter's
standard,
but —itNot
pleased
fans. The
story
had no pep or action, being a little too
slow in parts. However, we did a nice
business, but disappointed as to drawing
power. — Mrs. J. A. Dostal, Ideal theatre,
Omaha, Nebr. — Neighborhood patronage.
Rob ertson-Cole
Her Purchase Price, with Bessie Barriscale. — The women seem to like her
pictures, but I cannot see why they do.
This picture was only fair to my viewpoint of story. — Clarence Langacher,
Opera House, New Glarus, Wis.
The Flame of Hellgate, with Beatriz
Michelena. — If your patrons like the oldtime Western drama, book this one.
Plenty of pep.— O. Rodgers, Colonial
theatre, Ellensburg, Wash. — General
patronage.
The Man Who Turned White, with
H. B. Warner. — Did not give satisfac-

Select
The Sin That Was His, with William
Faversham. — Fine picture. Capacity business at advanced price. Select never disap oints.— S. C. Hagan, Palace theatre,
Mound City, 111.
Marooned Hearts, with a special cast.
— Our patrons liked it. Conway Tearle a
good drawing card. We like Zena better
in Out of the Snows. Both are good pictures. Don't be afraid to advertise them.
■— S. Olson, Pastime theatre. Delavan,
Wis. — Neighborhood patronage.
Everybody's Sweetheart, with Olive
Thomas. — Big business for a two-day
run, and right in the heart of Christmas
shopping. Pleased 100 per cent of the
people and a tonic for a rundown box
office. — Mrs. J. A. Dostal, Ideal theatre,
Omaha. Neb. — Neighborhood patronage.
THE WONDERFUL CHANCE,
with Eugene O'Brien. — I ran all of
the 1920 and
O'Brien
and wasin
satisfied
so werepictures
my patrons,
fact on all Select pictures. Yet this
new 1921 picture proved to be a
wonder. — E. O. La Roche, Vialta
theatre, Clifton, 111. — Small town
patronage.
The Poor Simp, with Owen Moore. —
Will please. The colored guy was the
"whole cheese." I just played The Desperate Hero and this fellow Moore had
better get busy. — Jack Cairns, Brooklyn
theatre, Detroit, Mich.
The Flapper, with Olive Thomas.—
Olive is always good to watch and this
is no exception. Some dandy shots and
good
through.
— W. M.
Roob, photography
Grand theatre,all Port
Washington,
Wis. — General patronage.
Darling Mine, with Olive Thomas. —
Good picture. Business great. Could not
handle the people. — J. Paul Swickard,
University theatre, Los Angeles, Cal.—
Neighborhood patronage.
The Daughter Pays, with Elaine Hammerstein. — This is my first 1921 picture
of Elaine and the comments were the
best. Was surprised to find that so
many patrons had read the story. — E.
L. T aRoche. Vialta theatre, Clifton, 111. —
Small town patronage.
Out of the Snows, with a special cast.
— A fine picture. Snow scenes are great.
Zena Keefe takes the part of the Indian
maid, and does some good acting. — S.
Olson, Pastime theatre, Delavan, Wis. —
Neighborhood patronage.
United Artists
Romance, with Doris Keane. — Very
high-class production. Great care and
expense have been lavishly bestowed on

this story, but it will not get money for
the small house. It would cost too much
for advertising the play, and, of course,
there is always a limit. — Jack Cairns,
Brooklyn theatre, Detroit, Mich.
Suds, with Mary Pickford. — This drew
big for one day. Fell horribly the second.
The ending killed the whole picture, as
otherwise it pleased. Pickford still one of
the big "aces" in the game. — Mrs. J. A.
Dostal, Ideal theatre, Omaha, Neb. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Universal
Pink Tights, with Gladys Walton. —
Very clever program picture. Above the
average. People > pleased and business
good. — J. Paul Swickard, University theatre. Los { Angeles, Cal. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Honor Bound, with Frank Mayo. —
This did not please. Naked pictures the
public cannot and will not tolerate. At
least the better class. No wonder we are
continually fighting censorship. It is the
business' own fault when such as this
are put out.— Mrs. J. A. Dostal. Ideal
theatre, Omaha, Neb. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Pink Tights, with Gladys Walton. —
Fine. This little star does some great
work in this feature. If she keeps this
up Universal has a gold mine in her.
Excellent story and entertainment. — F.
L. Clarke, Cozy theatre, Hazen, Ark. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Sundown Slim, with Harry Carey. —
If Carey thinks he can write stories for
pictures he has another thought coming.
His last three pictures show it. I'm
through. — Jack Cairns, Brooklyn theatre, Detroit, Mich.
Hitchin' Posts, with Frank Mayo. —
Good picture and good acting. — S. Olson
Pastime borhood
theatre,
patronage.Delavan, Wis. — NeighThe Girl in the Rain, with Ann Cornwall.— Good, but didn't draw for me. But
picture is good. Stat unknown. — William
Thacher, Royal theatre, Salina, Kan.
Human Stuff, with Harry Carey. — Fine
picture in every respect. — Hoffman Bros.,
Happy Hour patronage.
theatre, Burke, S. D. —
Neighborhood
Hitchin' Posts,, with Frank Mayo. —
Would
call scenes
this Mayo's
best picture
to
date. River
are beautiful
and the
action holds throughout. Fine business
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Vitagraph
The Garter Girl, with Corinne <iriflith. — Good little picture. Will please 90
per cent. — H. W. Jeffries, Majestic theatre, Huntington, Ark. — Neighborhood
patronage.
The Romance Promoters, with Earle
W illiams. — Good of Williams and produced hearty fun for all. A good all
around picture for any house. Good business for the two-day run. — Mrs. T. A.
Dostal, Ideal theatre, Omaha, Neb. —
Neighborhood patronage.
The Whisper Market, with Corinne
Griffith. — Only fair. Wardrobe will please
the ladies. A rather poor picture as a
whole. — B. F. Sharp, Tumble In thearonage.tre, Sinton, Tex. — Neighborhood patThe Spark Divine, with Alice Joyce, —
Very
program
picture.
— H. W.
Jeffries,good
Majestic
theatre,
Huntington,
Ark. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Vice of Fools, with Alice Joyce.—
This highly pleased both men and
women. Beautifully photographed and
Robert Gordon highly pleasing. Good
business for the two-day run. — Mrs. J.
A. Dostal, Ideal theatre, Omaha, Neb. —
Neighborhood patronage.

Mack Swain in a scene from the Perry comedy produced by Herald Productions,
Inc. It is called "A Moonlight Knight."
Amuzu theatre. Grand Meadow, Minn. —
on this one. — J. B. Stine, Gem theatre.
Neighborhood patronage.
Clinton, Ind. — General patronage.
Wanted at Headquarters, with Eva
Once a Plumber, with Eddie Lyons
and Lee Moran. — Nothing to it. Not in Novak. — Eva Novak drew good and she
the same class with La La Lucile. Very
is a very pretty girl. Story a little too
rough for her type. — Mrs. J. A. Dostal,
poor comedy drama. — F. L. Clarke, Cozy
Ideal theatre, Omaha, Neb. — Neighbortheatre, Hazen, Ark. — Neighborhood
hood patronage.
patronage.
Sundown Slim, with Harry Carey.—
Wanted at Headquarters, with Eva
Good business, but picture not up to
Novak. — Cheap melodrama type. A tworeel episode of serial type of story pad- star's standard. Too slow for Harry
Carey. — J. Paul Swickard, University
ded out to five reels. People not very
theatre,
Los Angeles, Cal. — Neighborwell pleased. Star capable of better
hood patronage.
things. — J. Paul Swickard. University
theatre, Los Angeles, Cal. — NeighborBlue Streak McCoy, with Harry
hood patronage.
Carey. — A good Western. Pleased majority of audience. — B. C. Brown, Star
Pink Tights, with -Grace Walton. —
theatre, Yiroqua, Wis.
This is one of the "sweetest" pictures
we have ever shown. Very, very pleasBonnie, Bonnie Lassie, with Mary Mcing to all and Breezy Eason is a star by
aren.— Pleasing picture. Some scenes
himself. Give your patrons a treat and rather Ldark.
Advertised as comedy drama.
show this picture.— Mrs. J. A. Dostal.
While amusing was not funny. — C. H.
Ideal theatre, Omaha, Neb. — NeighborCannon, Gem theatre, Koutz, Ind. —
hood patronage.
Neighborhood patronage.
Hitchin' Posts, with Frank Mayo. —
Rouge and Riches, with Mary McA good program feature that will please
good program picture. Not as
the average audience. — F. L. Clarke, good asLaren.— Asome
of her others. Will get by.
Cozy theatre. Hazen, Ark. — Neighbor- — T. Nelson, Amuzu theatre, Grand
hood patronage.
Meadow, Minn. — Neighborhood patronage.
Overland Red, with Harry Carey. —
Just a fair program picture. Carey has
The Secret Gift, with Gladys Walton.
no drawing power here. — Pfeiffer Bros., — Just
an ordinary program picture that
(iraiul Opera House. Kenton, O. —
will get by if not advertised too strong.
Neighborhood patronage.
— F. L. Clarke, Cozy theatre, Hazen, Ark.
— Neighborhood patronage.
Overland Red, with Harry Carey. —
This is about as good as Harry has done.
The Path She Chose, with Ann CornWill satisfv anv crowd. — T. Nelson,
to a loss
I drdn't
blamewall.— Played
my patrons
for and
saving
their
money. A slow, draggy, tiresome picture,
and what is a worse feature for the exIn the Ih adow
hibitor, a star that is unknown? — J. B.
Stine,eralGem
theatre, Clinton, Ind. — Genpatronage.
o/ 1 thel
The Brute Breaker, with Frank Mayo.
— A good picture. Star does good work.
v
e
m
o
>
Beautiful scenery. As a whole a picture you need not be afraid to book. —
T.
Nelson, Amuzu theatre. Grand
A David G. Fischer
Meadow, Minn. — Neighborhood patronProduction
age.

Mid-ChannelSpecials
( Equity), with Clara
Kimball Young. — Just a fair program
picture. Not a special, and not a picture for children. — S. Olson, Pastime
theatre. Delavan, Wis. — Neighborhood
patronage.
The Sport of Kings (Buffalo), with a
special cast. — Sure was a clean up. Bigtwo days' business
since race
I ran horse
Birth
of a gestNation.
Wonderful
scene. Packed house at raised admission.
— Lawrence Watkins, Strand theatre,
Petersburg, III.
Silk Husbands
and Calico Wives
(Equity), with House Peters. — Program
picture. Don't put it out as a special.
Photography very poor. — Hoffman Bros.,
Happy Hour patronage.
theatre. Burke, S. D. —
Neighborhood
Sky Eye (Lesser), with a special cast.
— No good. Lay off, brother exhibitors.
— H. W. Jeffries, Majestic theatre, Huntington, Ark. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Confession (Pioneer), with Henry
B. Walthall. — Grand. Don't fail to book
it. It's one of the greatest pictures.
Walthall sure plays his part 100 per
cent. Don't overlook this picture, boys,
because it's a little old. — Raymond
Schneider,
Midget theatre, Metamora.
111.
Bubbles (Pioneer), with Mary Anderson.— A fine picture of a star that ought
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to be better known. Ran with Luke
McLuke's
Filmoscphy.
good. — Cal.
W.
C.
Whitt, Home
theatre, Both
Anderson,
— Small town patronage.
Serials
The Dragon's Net (Universal), with
Marie YValcamp. — These people have a
new way of producing serials. Poor.
Lay off of this one. — E. M. Storey,
Overland theatre, Chicago, III. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Moonriders (Universal), with a
special cast. — Run first episode. Went
big.
pleased. Some
Looks real
likegood
it's
going Everyone
to be a winner.
stuff in it. — William Thacher, Royal theatre, Salina, Kan.
The Vanishing Dagger (Universal),
with Eddie Polo. — I am on the third
episode and like this serial very much.
Polo always makes good serials. Enough
excitement to make it interesting. — J. G.
Varnell, Princess theatre, Piedmont, Ala.
—Small town patronage.
The Moon Riders (Universal), with a
special cast. — This is a good one and
we have run 17 episodes. It held up well
all the way through, and I think will go
good anywrhere they like Westerns. —
Spalding Bros., Gem theatre, Taylorville.
111. — Neighborhood patronage.
Ruth of the Rockies (Pathe), with
Ruth Roland. — One of the best serials
for drawing them in for a long, long
time. Interesting even to the high-class
audience. — Mrs. J. A. Dostal, Ideal theatre, Omaha, Neb. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Phantom Foe (Pathe), with
George B. Seitz. — This is a serial in fifteen weeks and is a good one. I have
run three episodes and business getting
better all the time.— E. Blinglaub, Cozy
theatre, Nebo, 111. — Small town patronage.
Bride 13 (Fox), with a special cast. —
I am on the fifth episode and am very
much pleased with this serial. Exciting.
Wonderful ocean scenery. — J. G. Varnell.
Princess theatre, Piedmont, Ala. — Small
town patronage.
TheEddie
Vanishing
Daggerserial.
( L'niversal),
with
Polo. — Good
On 12th
episode, falling off. Kids not coming for
this one. Eddie gets the worst of .everything, and the kids don't like that. Have
lost the kids on this one, but must say
the serial is good. — William Thacher.
Royal theatre, Salina, Kan.
Ruth of the Rockies (Pathe), with
Ruth Roland. — This star is a very good
drawing card. You cannot go wrong on
this. — E. M. Storey, Overland theatre.
Chicago, 111. — Neighborhood patronage.
Short Subjects
A Fresh Start (Educational), with a
special cast. — One of the best comedies
ever put out. Wish we could get more
like it.— J. G. Varnell, Princess theatre.
Piedmont, Ala. — Small town patronage.
A FRESH START (Educational),
with a special cast. — If the next ones
are as good as this one we will have
to re-nail our roof. — W. M. Roob,
Grand theatre, Port Washington,
Wis. — General patronage.
A Flivver Wedding, (Federated), with
.Monty Banks. — A good one, and will
get the laughs. — S. Olson. Pastime theatre, Delavan, Wis. — Neighborhood patronage.
Good Night Nurse (Reelcraft). with
Alice Howell — This is a good one. Went
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big.
— William
Salina,
Kan. ' Thacher, Royal theatre,
Captain Kidd's Kids (Pathe), with
Harold Lloyd. — Lloyd gets them. This
and Haunted Spooks are a good bet, as
they will get the laughs. — T. Nelson,
Amuzu theatre, Grand Meadow, Minn. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Duck Inn (Educational), with a special cast. — A very poor comedy. — J. G.
Varnell, Princess theatre, Piedmont, Ala.
— Small town patronage.
The Toonerville Trolley (First National), with a special cast. — A good
comedy. Get it and laugh with your
patrons. — S. Olson, Pastime theatre,
Delavan, Wis. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Prohibition Monkey (Universal),
with Joe Martin. — The best comedy ever
shown in our house. A scream from start
to finish. Ran it Christmas and then Sunday and could run it again. For a
drawing card you miss the best bet in
comedy field. — Mrs. J. A. Dostal, Ideal
theatre, Omaha, Neb. — Neighborhood
patronage.
One Week (Metro), with Buster Keaton. — Picture great. Star better. All
pleased. Keaton next to Lloyd as a
comedian. — J. Paul Swickard, University
theatre, Los Angeles, Cal. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Lone Ranger (U niversal), with a
special cast. — Good Western. Universal's
two-reel Westerns all good. Fnd them
to be the best on the market. — William
Thacher, Royal theatre, Salina, Kan.
Four Times Foiled (Educational),
with a special cast. — Here's a comedy
they all raved about, especially the kids.
— W. M. Roob, Grand theatre, Port
Washington, Wis. — General patronage.
Captain Kidd's Kids (Pathe), with
Harold Lloyd. — Harold Lloyd has become the topnotch comedian of the day.
Big business one day. Billed it over the
feature. — F. Zimmerman, Rex theatre,
Aurora, Minn. — Small town patronage.
Get Out and Get Under (Pathe), with
Harold Lloyd. — This in combination
with You Never Can Teli broke all our
house records. Best comedy Lloyd has
made. — J. Paul Swickard. University
theatre, Los Angeles, Cal.— Neighborhood patronage.
Grinning Granger (Universal), with
Hoot Gibson. — Hoot always good.
Everyone likes him. They call him "Smiling Hoot." — William Thacher, Royal
theatre, Salina, Kan.
The Scarecrow (Metro), with Buster
Keaton. — One of the best comedy bets
on the market. If you have a weak feature put this on with it and it will go
over. — S. Olson, Pastime theatre, Delavan, Wis. — Neighborhood patronage.
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Jimmie Adams in a scene from "High and Dry," a Mermaid comedy, published
by Educational.
A.

P. Has

Disposed

Australia,
Australasian

New

Films,

of

Rights

Zealand,

Ltd.,

Procures

for
Tasmania

the

Exclusive

Distribution in This Territory— Contract
Is Signed With Fred B. Warren
Fred B. Warren, general manager of
productions, "Homespun Folks," an
distribution for Associated Producers, four
Ince
"Thestarring
LeopardLouise
Woman,"
Read picture;
production
Glaum;a
announces the first large foreign contract
for the output of the company.
"The Forbidden Thing," an Allan Dwan
Australasian Films, Ltd., of Sydney, picture, and "The Last of the Mohicans,"
N. S. VV., has procured Associated pic- Maurice Tourneur's picturization of
tures for exclusive distribution in Aus- James Fenimore Cooper's famous Indian
story, have been shipped to Australia,
tralia, New Zealand and Tasmania.
where the first will be exhibited in
Warren and Johnson Sign
February.
The contract was signed by Mr. War"Ever since I have been in the motion
ren with Millard Johnson, American rep- picture business," said Mr. Warren, "it
resentative of Australasian Films, after has been my pleasure to be affiliated in
Mr. Johnson had made a trip to Los
the distribution of pictures with this
Angeles from New York to perfect de- great motion picture organization. It
tails of the deal. His company, the old- is a source of gratification to me that this
est and most powerful theatre-owning
relation is to be continued with Assoand distributing corporation in the Anticiated Producers."
podes, exerts a practical control of the
Operates Large Circuit
theatre field in its territory.
Australian
Films today leases and owns
W. A. Gibson, O.B.E., is its managing
sixty-one theatres, mostly in the capital
director, and Stuart F. Doyle, Edwin
Geach and F. W. Thring are directors. cities of Australasia. More than 2,000
Its head offices are in Sydney and it has employes are on the payroll of the combranches in Melbourne, Adelaide, Perth pany.
Films, Ltd., exists solely
and Brisbane. Its foreign offices are in forAustralasian
the purpose of contracting for the
Singapore and Sourabaya, Dutch East
world's best productions to be handled
Indies, and its buying offices in New
by Union Theatres, Ltd., its sister comYork and London.
pany. At this moment new theatres are
First Four Published
projected upon plans similar to those of
Associated Producers, Inc., comprises the Capitol theatre. New York, in each
Thomas H. Ince, Mack Sennett, Marshall
of the principal cities of Australia — SydNeilan, George Loane Tucker, J. Parker
ney, Melbourne, Adelaide, Perth and
Read, Jr., Maurice Tourneur, Allan Brisbane. Work has been begun in Sydney and Melbourne.
Dwan and C. Gardner Sullivan. Its first
EVERYBODY
KNOWS c

IN

"THE

MAN

A Tremendously
COURAGDramatic
E"
and
Thrilling Western
Story of Unusual
Office Value.

Box-

Territory Selling
Get Yours

Ay won Film Corp.
729 Seventh Avenue
New York
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Clyde Eckhardt, Fox manager, promises
that the opening of the new Fox exchange
will be an event which will be long remembered in local film circles.
* * *
F. W. Fisher, manager of the LaSalle
theatre at LaSalle. 111., is proudly showing
copies of the Daily Post of LaSalle in
which the announcement that he booked
"Humoresque"
streamer on the brought
first page.anTheeight-column
only other
times the Post carried an eight-column
streamer was when McKinley was assassinated, war on Germany was declared and
Harding was elected.
* # *
"Squandered
Lives,"
the release
first Stoll
picture, was given its Chicago
showing
at the State-Lake theatre and booked the
week of January 2 at seven Lubliner and
Trinz houses, the Woodlawn on Sixty-third
>treet. the Liberty at Davenport, the Academy at Waukegan, the Court at Kankakee,
and a score of other smaller houses.
* * *
O. J. Lambiotti of the Temple. Mishawaka. and Manager Deardorff of the Princess, Kendalville. Ind.. were among the exhibitors shopping for pictures in Chicago
during Christmas week.
* * *
"Chick"success
Keppler,
who effort
has been
battlinga
without
in an
to obtain
3at, is considering pitching a tent on the
lake -front. It has its advantages — plenty of
ventilation and no rent, but .
* * *
Oscar Florixe and Joe Lyox deny the
report that they are to leave for the coast
early in February to appear in mob scenes
in several super-special
* * comedies.
*
Harry Marks, former manager of the
Majestic theatre at Louisville, Ky., has
joined the staff of Balaban and Katz and
is reported to be in line tor the assistant
managership of the new B. & K. theatre,
the Ambassador, in the loop.
* * *
"The Charm School" has been held over
a second week at the Randolph theatre as a
result of the crowds it attracted the first
seven days of its run. It is to be followed
by "Mid-Summer *Madness."
* *
Bex Beadall, managing the Stoll office,
was pleasantly surprised Christmas eve
when the salesmen presented him with a
eold-mounted can ing set and a merchandise
check. Considering that the Stoll office has
only been open a month, it is apparent that
Ben makes friends rapidly.
* * *
Mavrie Rubexs of Joliet, after signing
up for a block of Paramount pictures, tried
to take someone in the Paramount office to
dinner. Every one had a date that couldn't
be broken. It was tough luck, as a good
many exhibs would have expected to be
taken out to dinner instead of acting as
host.
* * *
L. A. Rozelle is back at the RobertsonCole office after closing a contract which
assures the showing ef . "Kismet" over the
Enterprise Theatre Company circuit houses
in South Bend. Elkhart and Michigan City.
The price paid is said to be the highest in
the history' of the theatre company. "Kisshown at the Oliver in South
Bend met"atwillSibe top.
* * *
L. L. Ballard is back peddling the output

of United Artists. Xot a new line for L. L.,
for he formerly — before gong to the Pathe,
to be exact — talked up the merits of the
"Big Four."
* * *
Everybody
shouldon have
met Cecil
Maberry
at the train
his return
last week
from Oklahoma.
He'sor a two
sharpshooter
and
returned
with a mess
of quail. The
Goldwyn manager looks none the worse for
his sojourn in the oil regions.
* * *
You have to catch Carl Harthill between jumps these days. The home office
of Reelcraft spotted a good man in Carl
moons ago and since then they have been
giving him added territory to supervise.
The latest addition is Kansas City. Last
week he did a turn around Milawukee.
* * *
Eddie Silvermax last week was hiking
through Indiana closing some prosperous

Princess.
SiouxDesCity,
on January'
16 ; at the
Des
Moines,
Moines,
on January
23,
and at the Colonial, Lincoln, Xeb., on January 30. This schedule will complete the first
runs in this district.
* * *
This bit of news from the Hodkinson
office, W. F. Seymovr, central supervisor,
reports that Lubliner and Trinz have closed
atheir
contract
play "The
entire tocircuit.
Xot Broken
so bad, Gate"
Phil. over
* * *
Just to remind you that E. C. Jexsex,
former district supervisor for Goldwyn,_ is
still active in the game. Decidedly active
now as head of the Xew York office of
Fitzpatrick & McElroy.
* * *
Xo wonder Saul Optxer presented Sales
Manager Steve Moxtgomery and the force
at Paramount with a few boxes of good
cigars the day following Christmas. A new
eight-pound boy is nothing to sneeze at.
Simultaneously with the arrival of the stork
Saul played the first Paramount production
on the new first run contract he has signed
for the Hyde Park theatre.
* * *
Cressox Smith has been showing the
town to C. Trowbridge, assistant general
sales manager of United Artists. The latter
spent a week in the Windy City, going from
here to Buffalo to* open
* * a new office.
"Red" Johxsox is now covering the
Xorth Side for Select. The new member of
Al Gallas' staff resigned recently from the
office of Milt Simon.
* * *
E. Bixger has wired the Goldwyn office
that he will open his new theatre at Fort
Madison. Iowa, on or about January 35.
The message would indicate that the fans
of the Iowa town -can expect a Goldwyn

R. the
C. "Chub"
Florine.
manager
Milwaukee
oflieewhoof iva*
Speeial
Picturesof
Corporation
when
the
latter
organization closed with Federated Film Eidaaga of America for the distribution
of the Special output, has joined Pioneer
Film Corporation
of Illinois,
with street,
headquarters at 537 South
Dearborn
Chicago, as sales manager of the short
subject department.
contracts. Such is the life of the Select
manager.
Indianapolis
town,
neither is Fort
Wayne : inisn't
fact, athebadHoosiers
themselves aren't half bad.
Everybody's glad to hear of _H. A.
O'Briex's recovery" and welcomes him back
illness
two months'
street. aAfter
thedisplayed
to B.
O.
real comeback
by turning
in four Paramount contracts on the first
day. Germs nor nothing else can keep a
good man down. * * *
Harry Lorch is going to leave us soon :
not for good, however; just going to show
'em out in Omaha, Des Moines and Sioux
Citv how to get S. R. O. crowds on Goldwyn's
"Earthbound."
picture 9;opens
at
the Rialto
in Omaha The
on January
at the

program.
When you see Joe Hopp rushing down
the street or skidding in and out of doors,
don't interfere with his progress. He's a
newdays.
these at
busy man theatre
mightv
Fort Armstrong
RockHisIsland.
111., will be opened to the public on either
January 19 or 26. For his opening performance he will present either William
DeMille's "Mid-Summer Madness" or Cecil
DeMille's "Forbidden Fruit." The event
probably will attract
* *several
* Chicagoans.
A little enemy flew into the offices^ of
Independent Films the other day. His first
point of attack was Eddy Eckels, the president, who went to bed with a slight attack
of flu. Xo sooner did the president resume
his duties than Harry Rice, business manager, 'phoned
office that the grippe
necessitated
his the
absence
* » *from the office.
Alfred Parker, the Rothacker Film Manufacturing Company publicist, spent several
days indoors last week nursing a bad cold.
He's back on the job again now, however,
and was among those present at the dinner
given bv Watterson R. Rothacker to the
staff at the Edgewater Beach hotel on the
evening of December
* * 29.*
Jones. Linick & Schaefer, just to start the
new year right, have added to the vaudeville program at McVicker's theatre the
First Xational comedy feature, "Married
Life." And it's getting a big hand at every
performance, too.
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Mac
Tofflerready
was toa become
busy mana past
as ol'event
'20
wasArtgetting
by moving the Selected Films exchange to
their new location at 207 South Wabash
Ave., so all would be settin' pretty, bright
and early for the rush of set-ins arranged
for their big serial with the arrival of
Incidentally
we suppose
is1921.
bringing
some more
good betsMilt
fromSimon'
New
York, where he has been spending the past
week.
♦ * *
E. F. Tarbeli., manager of the local
Vitagraph exchange, was a busy host
December 29-30 entertaining Frank Redfield, manager of the Pittsburgh office, and
Tom Delaney, manager of the Omaha office. Nothing doing. We tried our best
to keep them here for the New Year's eve
'em. being staid benedicts the '"home call''
frolic,
prevailed
with our best wishes agoin' with
* * *
Contrary to prevailing rumors. Manager
I?rown himself informs us that the Moir
theatres would continue under his management. Seeing as possession is nine point ■
of the law, looks like this argument in
settled right here for keeps.
Jack McFarland, manager for the
American Film exchange at Detroit, spent
the week-end, or rather the year-end, visiting his many Chi him pals and tells us
Detroit looks better every day to him and
that general conditions in his territory register a healthy normalcy.
/
.
BLACKvBEAUTY

With lion,
Joe through
Lyon holding
"64300"banks,
the
British
the Canadian
w-as prevailed upon to contribute to the
popular Celts bank-roll. We hope it wss
plenty, Joe, for with the heap of bargains
being offered along State Street now, it
takes no dough at all to buy a couple of
neckties, etc.
* * *
"Chub" Florine is back again with us.
Understand he take> charge of the short
subject department for Pioneer Film Corof Illinois. forBestyouro' holiday
luck, "Chub,"
and much porationgratitude
felicitations, they were surely the creation of
master minds of the bygone days.
* * »
The charming Miss Evelyn Zambreno,
who
for the benefit
of the
bund,danced
at Evanston,
December
88, Orphans'
was acclaimed by all present at the Town and
Country club the premier star of their
popular program. This little five-year-old
Miss danced with such professional technique, the critics of the big Chicago papers
offered homage to her.
* * *
• With U of California slipping some considerable pile over the Buckeye champs of
the Western Conference it seems a pity thai
we let Capt. Frank Marshall get back to
Cleveland without booking him for a few
leaves of the green. All right, Frank, see
vou next game. * * *
After carefully perusing the casualty list
of
eve
we the
are Green
felicitousMillto sector
note noNew
film Year's
dignitaries
were present during the zero hour. Guess
Oscar Florine's
at cracker
men were the
the devouring
most ofparty
bunko
and milk
diet as purveyed.
* » *
FsANK Hammond of the Hammond
Amusement F.nterprises. just arrived in Chi
in time to celebrate, having concluded his
several weeks' sojourn in the Bermudas.
With his usual loquacity, Frank says, "It's
the coat
fromwoolen
judging
and back,
sodieheplace."
tan
brought
heavy
seekso'
and galoshes are taboo!
J. H. Rowley in Durant
DURANT. OKLA.— J. H. Rowley of
the Rob and Rowley Theatre company,
which operates motion picture shows in
Oklahoma and Texas, has arrived here
from Dallas and assumed charge of the
Libertv theatre.

Opposite

FILM
PALISADE
West 129th St. Ferry

January 15, 1921
Fox Reports Heavy Sales
On Pearl White Picture
Sales records of Fox Film Corporation list among the most heavily contracted subject by exhibitors I'earl
White in Henri Bernstein's great drama,
"The Thief." Considering the long run
"The Thief" enjoyed as a play at the
Empire theatre. New York, its successful
tours and the frequency of its presentation by stock companies throughout the
L'nited States, the staying power of this
remarkable story stands out notable
among the events in filmdom. When
"The Thief" was first produced as a
play, it was so eminently successful that
its immediate translation into almost
every language of civilized peoples gave
itNow,
a hearing
in allexchanges
the world'sreport,
big cities.
the Fox
the
smallest and most remote hamlets of
America are recording heavy business
with this seemingly persennial attraction.
Takes Lease in Houston
HOUSTON. TEX. — H. Silberberg,
proprietor of the Crown theatre, has
leased a lot at COG Main street, between
Texas and Capitol avenues.
Form Louisville Company
LOUISVILLE. KY.— Modern Amusement Company has been incorporated
here with capital stock of $150,000 by
M. Switow. Samuel Switow and R. A.
McDowell.
CAMERA BARGAINS
Motion Picture Camera at cub
taving
price*.
profeaticoaj
diecounts
on Special
UNI
Imm.<i[rt. drltarr
ox *l VERSAJLS.
m»d.U. D»Brta.
t>l--r«nn..
P.Oto
mad
nut,
oxbar.
*l,.-.o.iTn
for ourdminm
plat* o,our. »tabowroom
once , fr.. asS*ndrtqwtt.
BASS CAMERA COMPANY
Dept. H. 109 N. Dearborn St., Chicago. ID.
G UAR

ANTEED

Mailing Lists
MOVING PICTURE THEATRES
E».ry State— total, 21,170 by Stat.., $5.00
1219 Film Exchanges PerI7-**
M
313 manufacturer, and atudloa 4.00
363 machine and supply dealer. 4.00
Purther Particulars:
A.F.WILLIAMS, IN W Abbs St., Cilt*.

LABORATORIES.
Morsemere 621,

INC.

PALISADE,

N. J.

SERVICE
and
QUALITY
BSARMER, Special Representative
W.
O.
er
Manag
General
F. DOUBLIER,
Telephone Bryantga
220 West 42nd Street
The Pioneer of Motion Picture Industry
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Can

You

Qualify

for

Screen Authorship
?
A nation al educational institution to train photoplaywrights by correspondence during spare
time at home has been established in Los Angeles to
meet the needs of the motion picture industry.
This institution is directed by experienced w riters
sponsored by Cecil B. DeMille, Thos. H. Ince and
other prominent producers.
The field for photoplaywrights is lucrative and
applicants drawn from every walk of life respond
to the call.
Only persons naturally endowed with the gift of
creative imagination and dramatic insight, however,
can hope for success in this profession, and applicants must be selected accordingly.
All applicants, therefore, are requested to apply
bv mail to Frederick Palmer, Director of Education,
for the Palmer Home-Test Questionnaire to determine their fitness to undertake this course of
vocational training.
This fessor
questionnaire,
compiledformerly
by Pro-a
Malcolm Shaw scientifically
MacLean. A.M..
Northwestern University instructor of English composition, in collaboration with H. H. \ an Loan,
noted photoplay author-producer, is the first rest of
its kind ever adopted by an educational institution.
The purpose of this questionnaire is to help
applicantsinationdetermine
of creative imagpossessed by the
themdegree
and consequently
their
eligibility to enroll in this curriculum.
If successful in making this home test, the Palmer
Plan ableofto you.
Instruction
is availAddressin allPhotoplay
inquiries Writing
to
FREDERICK PALMER, Director of Education
Palmer
sou I.Photoplay
W. Hellman CorporationBuilding
Los Angeles, Cal.
(1"15)
/^ryr?
'.:>""•: T;;"i:T'^l:

Opera

When the patrons of your theater exclaim over the wonderful
screen effects, they are paying a
tribute not only to the director and
producer but to the quality of the
film that makes such pictures pos-

sible—
EASTMAN
FILM

EASTMAN
KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

a

FRANCES

IT is not the desire
of this organization
to make all the prints in
the country, but we
are
justly proud of the constantly
increasing number of clients
who are enthusiastic in praising
our efforts. Rothacker Prints
are made with the same care

has no superior.
This chair can be
bought at a reasonable price. Service
and quality guaranteed

and precision, and under the
same merciless scrutiny as that
which distinguishes the works
of the most successful producers.

Chairs
Fo r a chair
that combines

3

beauty, comfort and long
wear, the

The "Fr

Send for prices on
chairs you need.
Send for complete
catalog of Opera
Chairs.
Get out catalog of supplies

Exhibitors Supply Company Inc.
St. Louis
Indianapolis
3316 Lindell Blvd
157 N. Illinois St. Chicago 133Milwaukee
Second St.
Minneapolis
S45 S. Wabash Ave.
Produce Exchange Bldg.

EH
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AMERICAN FILM COMPANY
Distributed Threugk Pathe Exchaugei
FLYING "A" SPECIAL!
"The Thirtieth Piece of Silver." six reels, with Margarita Fisher
"The House of Toys," six reds, with Secna Owen.
"Peggy Rebels," six reels, with Mary Miles Minter.
"The Week End," six reels, with Milton Sills.
"A Live-Wire Hick," six reels, with Wm. Russell.
"A Light Woman," six reels, with Helen Jerome Eddy.
"The Gamesters," six reels, with Margarita Fisher.
"The Blue Moon," six reels, with Pell Trenton and Elinor Field
"Their Mutual Child," six reels, with Margarita Fisher and Nigel Barrie.
ARROW FILM CORPORATION
"The Chamber Mystery," five reels.
"CircumstantiaJ Evidence," five reels.
"The Wall Street Mystery," five reels.
"The Unseen Witness," five teels.
"The Trail of the Cigarette," five reels.
"The Bromley Case," five reels.
"Woman's Man," five reels, featuring Romaine Fielding.
"Love's Protege." five reels, featuring Ora Carew.
"Bitter Fruit," five reels, all star cast.
"The Golden Trail," five reels.
"Bachelor Apartments," five reels, with Georgia Hopkins.
"Tex." feature series, five reels.
"A Man from Nowhere," five reels, with Jack Hnxie.
"The Way Women Love," five reels, with Kubye I)c Kemer.
"I. usury, " six reels, with Rubyc I)e Remcr.
"The Deceiver," five reels, with Carol Holloway.
"The Tame Cat." five reels, with all star cast.
"The Man Who Trifled." five reels, with all star cast.
"Before the White Man Came." five reels, all Indian cast.
SPORT PICTORI \ l.s
"Girls Will Be Boys." one reel.
"Making Man Handlers," one reel.
"How Do You Get Your Exercise?" — one reel.
AHROW-.\OHTHWUUII DRAMA*
"Border River," two reels.
"In the River" two reels.
Three and a GjrJ," two reels.
"Raiders of the North," two reels
"Looking Up Jim," two reels.
"A Knight of the Pines," two reeh
"The Ran of Brawn," two reels.
ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
Distributed through Patht Exchange*
Oct. I— "The Riddle Woman," six reels, with Geraldine Furax.
ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS, INC.
THOMAS H. I XT. PRODUCTIONS
"H«aoe*pun Folks," six reels, with Lloyd Hughes.
"Lying Lips," six reels, with House Peters and Florence Vidor.
J. PARKER READ, JR., PRODUCTIONS
The Leopard Woman," seven reels, with Louise Glaum.
"A Thousand to One," six reels, with Hobart Bosworth.
"Love," six reels, with Louise Glaum.
ALLAN DWAN PRODUCTIONS
"The Fsrbidden Thing," six reels, with James Kirkwood.
MAURICE TOURNEUR PRODUCTIONS
"The Last of the Mohicans," six reels, with James Kirkwood.
MACK SENNETT PRODUCTIONS
"A Small Town Idol," five reels, with Ben Turpin.
CAPITAL FILM COMPANY
FRITZI RIDGE WAY PRODUCTIONS
"The Avenging Trail," two reels.
"Western Rays," two reels.
"Shadows of the Past," two reels.
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"A Fight to a Finish," two reels.
"Trail of the Buzzard," two reels.
'.\ Fugutivc from Justice," two reels.
LESTER CUNEO PRODUCTIONS
"Lone Hand Wilson." five reels.
"The Ranger anil the Law," five reels
C. B. C. FILM SALES
"The Victim," six reels.
■'Dangerous Love," six reels.
HALL ROOM BOY COMEDIES
Nov. 15 — "Hired and Fired."
Dec. 1 — "A Close Shave."
Dec. 15— "This Is the Life."
FEATURES
"The Victim," state rights feature, six reels.
"Dangerous Love," six reels.
STAR RANCH WESTERNS
Dec. 1 — "The Mormon Trail," two reels.
Dec. 15 — "The Man Hater," two reels.
Dec. 24 — "A Desperate Tenderfoot," two reels.
CELEBRATED PLAYERS FILM CORPORATION
GUMPS CARTOON COMEDIES
"Accidents Will Happen."
"Militant Min."
"Andy Fights the H. C. L,"
"Ice Box Episodes."
"Wim snd Wigor."
"Equestrian "
"Andy, the Hero."
"Andy's Picnic."
"Andy, the Chicken Fancier."
"Andy, the Actor."
"Andy on the Beach."
"Pleasure Bent"
"Andy on Pleasure Bent"
"Howdy, Pardner."
"There's a Raisin."
"Ship
Ahoyl"
"The Toreador."
"The Broilers."
"Flicker, Flicker, Little Star."
"Mixing Business with Pleasure."
"Up
She Goes."
"Westward
Ho."
"A Hunting We Will Go."
"Get to Work."
"Best of Luck."
"The Promoters."
COMMONWEALTH PICTURES COMPANY
Vod-A-Vil Movies, one reel series.
Billy Whiskers, one reel series.
.
"Holy Night." one reel.
CREATION

FILMS, INC.

"For the Freedom of Ireland," five reels.
EDUCATIONAL FILMS CORPORATION OF AM ERIC*
Distributed through Educational film Exchanges. Ime.
CHESTER COMEDIES. TWO REELS
"Four Times Foiled."
"An Overall Hero."
"The Big Show."
"A Trayful of Trouble."
"The One Best Pet."
"You'll Be Surprised."

-
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CHRISTIE COMEDIES, TWO REEL,!
"Striking Models."
"A Homespun Hero."
"Shuffle the Queens."
"Going Through the Rye."
"Mr. Fatima."
"Wedding Blues."
"Back From the Front."
"Dining Room, Kitchen and Sink."
TORCH! COMEDIES, TWO REELS
"Torchy." (Johnny Hines.)
"Torch? Comes Through." (Johnny Hints.)
"Torchy in High." (Johnny Hinei.)
"Torchy's Millions" (Johnny Hines).
"Torchy Turns Cupid (Johnny Hines).
"Torchy's Double Triumph."
MERMAID COMEDIES, TWO REELS
"A Fresh Start." (Jimmie Adams.)
"Duck Inn." (Lloyd Hamilton.)
"Dynamite." (Lloyd Hamilton.)
"Nonsense." (Jimmie Adams.)
"The Simp." (Lloyd Hamilton.)
"April Fool.""High and Dry."
SPECIALS
"Modern Centaurs."
"Valley of 10,000 Smokes."
"Babe Ruth— How He Knocks His Home Runs."
"Art of Diving," with Annette Kellerman.
"The Race of the Age" (Man O' War).
ROBERT C. BRUCE "SCEN'ICS BEAUTIFUL," ONE REEL
"The Song of the Paddle."
"Wanderlust."
"Solitude."
"The Castaway."
"By Schooner to Skagway."
Tropical Nights."
The Banana Special."
"The Explorers."
"The Isle of Desire."
"The Business of Camping."
CHESTER-OUTINO SCENICS, OM5 RBSL
"Lovely Maoriland."
"Frozen Thunder."
"Ignazu the Exquisite."
"Getting a Polish."
"Swat the Landlord."
"There Is No Santa Claus."
"Rookeries and Squawkeries."
"Crowning King Blizzard."
"Frivolous Fijis."
CHESTER SCREENICS, ONE REEL
"Sea Planets" and "Apartments for Rent."
"Fine Feathers" and "They Forgot the Town."
"Out of the Past."
"Then Company Came," and "Art Is Everything."
"No Hope for the Drys" and "Silver Silences."
EQUITY PICTURES
"Keep to the Right," six reels, with Edith Taliaferro.
"Whispering Devils," seven reels, with Conway Tearle.
"Midchannel," six reels, with Clara Kimball Young.
"Hush," five reels, with Clara Kimball Young.
FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY CORP.
PARAMOUNT-ART CRAFT PICTUKM*
Oct. t — "Something
dnction. to Think About," seven reels, Cecil B. De Mille preOct. 8— "The Jailbird," five reels, with Douglas MacLean.
Oct 10 — "The Round-Up," seven reels, with Roscoe Arbuckle.
Oct lO— "Deep Waters," five reels, M. Tourneur production.
Oct 17— "The Cradle of Courage," five reels, with William S. Hart
Oct 17— "The City Sparrow," five reels, with Ethel Clayton.
Oct 24 — "Held by the Enemy," six reels, with all-star cast.
Oct 24 — "A FuH House," five reels, with Bryant Washburn.
Oct 81 — "The Restless Sex," seven reels," with Marion Davies.
Oct 81 — "An Old-Fashioned Boy," five reels, with Charles Ray.
Nov. 7 — "Behold My Wife," seven reels, Geo. Melford production.
N°v- 1 — "Sins of Rozanne," five reels, with Ethel Clayton.
Nev. 14 — "Always Audacious," five reels, with Wallace Reid.
Nov. 14 — "Her Husband's Friend," five reels, with Enid Bennett.
Nov. 21— "The Frisky Mrs. Johnson," five reels, with Billie Burke.
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\ov. 21 — "Burglar Proof," five reels, with Bryant Washburn.
Nov. 28 — "Idols of Clay," seven reels, George Fitzmaurice production.
Nov. 28 — "A Romantic Adventuress," five reels, with Dorothy Dalton.
Dec. S— "Conrad in Quest of His Youtb," six reels, with Thomas Meigban.
Dec. 6— "Flying Pat," five reels, with Dorothy Gish.
Dec. 12 — "The Life of the Party," five reels, with Roscoe Arbuckle.
Dec. 12 — "Heliotrope," six reels, Cosmopolitan production.
Dec. 19 — "To Please One Woman," six reels, Lois Weber production.
Dec. 19 — "An Amateur Devil," five reels, with Bryant Washburn.
Dec. 26— "The Testing Block," six reels, with William S. Hart.
Dec. 26 — "Silk Hosiery," five reels, with Enid Bennett.
Jan. 2 — "The Bait." Maurice Tourneur production, six reels.
Jan. 9 — "The Jucklins," George Melford production, six reels.
Jan. 9 — "The Charm School," with Wallace Reid, five reels.
FEDERATED EXCHANGES
SPECIALS
"Nobody's Girl," five reels, with Billie Rhodes.
"Bonnie May," five reels, with Bessie Love.
"The Midlanders,"
"Man
o' War," one five
reel. reels, with Bessie Love.
MONTY BANKS COMEDIES
"His Naughty Night," two reels.
"A Rare Bird," two reels.
"A Flivver Wedding," two reels.
"Nearly Married," two reels.
"The Kidnappers' Revenge," two reels.
"A Bed Room Scandal," two reels.
"Where Is My Wife," two reels.
"His First Honeymoon," two reels.
"His Dizzy Day," two reels.
FIRST NATIONAL EXHIBITORS' CIRCUIT, INC
"Go and Get It," seven reels, Marshall Neilan Production.
'The Perfect Woman," five reels, with Constance Talmadge.
"Notorious Miss Lisle," five reels, with Katberine MacDonald.
"Jack-Knife Man," five reels, King Vidor special.
"Forty-five Minutes from Broadway," six reels, with Chas. Ray.
"Good References," six reels, with Constance Talmadge.
"In the Heart of a Fool," seven reels, Allan Dwan special.
"Curtain," five reels, with Katberine MacDonald.
"Harriet and the Piper," six reels, with Anita Stewart.
"The Branded Woman," seven reels, with Norma Talmadge.
"The Master Mind," six reels, with Lionel Barrymore.
"What Woman Love," six reels, with Annette Kellerman.
"The Kick in High Life," two reels, an H. Lehrman production.
"Toonerville Trolley," two reels, with Dan Mason.
"Peaceful Valley," six reels, with Charles Ray. '
"Nomads of North," six reels, Curwood production.
"Twin Beds," five reels, Mr. and Mrs. Carter DeHaven.
"Old Dad," six reels, with Mildred Harris Chaplin.
"Wet and Warmer," two reels, Henry Lehrman production.
"The Devil's Garden," six reels, with Lionel Barrymore.
"Dangerous Business," five reels, with Constance Talmadge.
"Love, Honor and Behave," Mack Sennett comedy.
"Unseen Forces," with All-Star Cast.
"Dinty," seven reels, with Wesley Barry, a Marshall Neilan productoin.
FOX FILM CORPORATION
FOX SPECIALS
"The White Moll," with Pearl White.
"If I Were King," with William Farnum.
"The Skywayman," with Lt Ormer Locklear.
"While New York Sleeps," with All Star Cast.
"The Face at Your Window," with All Star Cast
"Blind Wives," with All Star Cast.
"A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court," with All Star Cast.
"Skirts," six reels, with Special Cast
WILLIAM FARNUM SERIES
"Drag Harlan."
"The Scuttlers."
PEARL WHITE SERIES
"The
Tiger's Cub."
"The Thief."
"The Mountain Woman."

TOM MIX SERIES

"The Untamed."
"The Texan."
'Prairie Trails."
WILLIAM RUSSELL SERIES
"The Man Whs Dared."
"The Challenge of the Law."
"The Iron Rider."
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SHIRLEY MASON ".KUDOS
"Chin Toy."
"Flame of Youth."
"Girl of My Heart."
"Merely Mary Ann."
GEORGE WALSH HBRIEI
"From Now On."
"The Plunger."
"Number 17."
'Dynamite Allen."

HERALD
"Prisoners of Love."
"The Concert."
"Guile of Women."
"Bunty Pulls the Strings, seven reels.
"Hold Your Horses," five reels .
"The Voice in the Dark," live reels.
"Boys Will Be Boys."
FORI)

ZfrTH CENTURY BRAND
"Two Moons," with Buck Jones.
"Just Pals," with Buck Jones.
"The Land of Jazz," with Eileen Percy.
"Partners of Fate," with Louise Lovely.
POX NEWS
Twice a week.
POX SERIALS
"BTide 18," in 15 episodes.
"Fantomas" twenty episodes.
SUNSHINE COMEDIES
'An Elephant's Nightmare."
Hold Me Tight."
'His Noisy Still."
'Pretty Lady."
"Her Doggone Wedding."
"Pals and Petticoats."
"The Slicker."
CLYDE COOK COMEDIES
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■ Circus."
""Having
'Air'-istocracy."
"In the Glory of the Past."
"Between Friends."
"For the Future."
CAPITOL i < i n I . Dl t. «
1 he Little Dear*," two reels, with Carter De Haven*
"A. Sure Cure," two reels, with Carter De Havens.
BENN1SON STAH SERIES
liU Pockets," five reels, with Louis Benniaon.
A Mi* Bui,' 'it* reel*, with Louis Benniaon
i.oi.nw i \-iut \ \ in TOGB \ i-iis
"The Island of the Mist," one reel.
"Through the Earth," one reel.
"What Is Your Body Worth?" one reel.
"A Paradise for Birds," one reel.
"Venice of the Orient."
"Action of the Human Heart."
"The Riveter."
"The Human Voice."
W. W. HODKINSON CORPORATION
Dutnbuttd tkrtugk tkt Patht Eickmmf
/AM. GREY PICTURES. INC.
"The U. P. Trail," six reels.

"The Huntsman."
"All Wrong."
"Don't Tickle."
MUTT A.\D JEPP CARTOONS
"On the Hip."
"The Papoose."
"The Hypnotist "
"The Parlor Bolshevist."
"Hot Dogs."
"The Merry Cafe."
"The Tailor Shop."
"The Brave Toreador."
"The Politicians."
"The High Cost of Living."
"Cleopatra."
•"Flap Jacks."
GOLDWYN PICTURES CORPORATION
liOLUwV.V STAR PRODUCTIONS
"Out of the Storm," five reels. Eminent Authors Special.
"Jes' Call Me Jim." five reels, with Will Rogers.
"The Great Accident." five reels, with Tom Moore.
"The Slim Princess," five reels, with Mabel Normand.
"Roads of Destiny," five reels, with Pauline Frederick.
"Double-dyed Deceiver," five reels, with Jack Pickford.
"The Truth," five reels, with Madge Kennedy.
"Scratch My Back," five reels (Eminent Authors)
"Officer 666," five reels, with Tom Moore.
"Cupid, the Cowpuncher," five reels, with Will Rogers.
"Man Who Had Everything," five reels, with Jack Pickford.
"Girl With the Jazx Heart," five reels, with Madge Kennedy.
"It's a Great Life," five reels, (Eminent Artists).
"The Revenge of Tarzan," five reels, with Gene Pollar.
"Going Some," five reels, Rex Beach production.
"Cupid the Cowpuncher," five reels, with Will Rogera.
"The North Wind'i Malice," five reels. Rex Beach production.
"The Penalty," five reels, with Lon Chaney.
"Earthbound," seven reels, with AH Star Cast.
"Stop Thief," five reels, with Tom Moore.
"Madam X," six reels, with Pauline Frederick.
"The Branding Iron," seven reels, Special Cast.
"His Own Law," six reels, with Hobart Bosworth.
"Honest Hutch," five reels, with Will Rogers.
"Milestones," six reels, with Special Cast.
"What Happened to Rosa," with Mabel Normand.
"The Song of the Soul," with Vivian Martin, a Messmore Kendall producti
"Godless Men," seven reels.
"The Great Lover," six reels.
"Just Out of College." five reels.
"Roads of Destiny."
"The Highest Bidder," five reels.

BHPJJAMM
B. HAMPTON PROOI'ITIONS
"The Dwelling Place of Light," by Winston Churchill.
J. PABKEB BEAD. J It-. PRODUCTIONS
"The Brute Master," with Hobart Bosworth.
"Love Madness," with Louise Glaum.
DEITBICH-BECK. INC.
The Harvest Moon," six reels, with Doris Kenyon
UIAL PILM CO. PRODUCTIONS
"The Tiger's Coat," with Myrtle Stedman and Lawson Butt.
I. ill 1« TBACY PRODUCTIONS
The Silent Barrier," six reel* with Sheldon Lewis.
BOBEBT BBUNTON PBODUCTIONA
No. 99," five reels, with J. Warren Kerrigan.
'The Green Flame," five reels, with J. WarTen Kerrigan.
"The House of Whispers," with J. Warren Kerrigan.
NATIONAL— BIL LIE RHODES PHODUUTIUkl
"The Kentucky Colonel," with Joseph J. Dowling.
JOSEPH LEVEHINIi PRODUCTION*
Un Temporary Wife," six leels, with Special Cast.
IRVIN V. WILL AT PRODUCTIONS
"Down Home," an All Star Cast.
INDEPENDENT FILMS ASSOCIATION
NEAL HART SERIES
Oct. 1 — "Hell's Oasis," fire reels.
Nov. 16 — "Skyfire," five reels.
Jan. 1 — "The Lumberjack," five reels.
DAMFOOL TWINS COMEDIES
Nov. 161 —— "Don't
"Cedarbrook
Dec.
Never Farm,"
Marry."two tworeels.reels.
JANS PICTURES, INC.
"Madonnas and Men," six reels.
"Love Without Question," seven reels.
"A Woman's Business," five reels.
"Wings of Pride," five reels.
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VICTOR KREMER

PRODUCTIONS

"Voices," six reels, with All Star Cast.
"Mad L*ve," fire reels, with Lin* Cav»«eri.
BERT LDuxN
"Hsnevmcon Ranch," five reels, State Sights Feature.
METRO

PICTURES CORPORATION
METRO SPECIALS
Oct. 26 — "Body and Soul," six reels, with Alice Lake.
Hot. 1 — "The Fatal Hour," six reels, with All Star Cast.
Nov. 8— "Are All Men Alike?" six reels, with May Allison.
Nov. IS — "Someone in the House," six reels, with All Star Cast.
Nov. 29 — "The Misleading Lady," six reels, with Bert Lytell.
Dec. II — "Hearts Are Trumps," six reels, with All Star Cast.
Dec 20 — "Polly With a Past," six reels, with All Star Cast.
Dec. 27 — "Cinderella's Twin," six reels, with Viola Dana.
NAZIMOVA PHODtCTlONl
"Madame Peacock." seven reels, with Nazamova.
"Billions," six reels, with Nazimova.
MAURICE TOURNEUR PRODUCTIONS
Sept. 27— "The Great Redeemer," six reels, All Star Cast.
9. L. PRODUCTIONS
Sept. 6— "Love, Honor and Obey," six reels, with All Star Cast.
BUSTER KEATOX COMEDIES
Sept 1— "One Week," two reels.
Oct. 27 — "Convict 13," two reels.
Dec. 22 — "The Scarecrow," two reels.
PATHE EXCHANGE. INC.
EDGAR LEWIS PRODUCTIONS
Aug. 29 — "Lahoma," (even reels.
No. 7 — "A Beggar in Purple," six reels.
J. STUART BLACKTON PRODUCTIONS
Sept. {—"House of the Tolling Bell," six reels, with Bruce Gordom am*
May McAvoy.
Oct. 10 — "Forbidden Valley," six reels, with Bruce Gordon and May McAvtf
JESSE D. HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS
Oct. 24 — "Half a Chance," seven reels, with Mahlon Hamilton.
Nov. 21 — "Her Unwilling Husband," five reels, with Blanche Sweet.
Dec S— "Dice of Destiny," five reels, with H. B. Warner.
Jan. 2 — "That Girl Montana," five reels, with Blanche Sweet.
ROBT. BRUNTON PRODUCTIONS
4ov. 2! — "The Devil to Pay," six reels, with Fritzi Brunette and Roy Stewart
PERRET PICTURES, INC.
Dec. 19 — "The Empire of Diamonds," six reels.
GEORGE B. SEITZ, INC.
Dec. 26— "Rogues and Romance," six reels, with Geo. B. Seitz and June
Caprice.
PIONEER

FILM CORP.

"Out of the Depths," five reels, with Violet Mersereau and Edmund Cobb.
"Empty Arms," five reels, with Gail Kane and Thurston Hall.
"Idle Hands," five reels, with Gail Kane and J. Herbert Frank.
"A Good Woman," five reels, with Gail Kane and J. Herbert Frank.
"Nick Carter Series," two reels.
REALART PICTURES
SPECIAL FEATURES
"Deep Purple," six reels, R. A. Walsh production.
Tne Law of the Yukon," six reels, Cha*. Miller production.
"The Soul of Youth," six reels, a Taylor production.
"The Furnace," seven reels, a Wm. D. Taylor production.
STAR PRODUCTIONS
"Sweet Lavender," five reels, with Mary Miles Minter.
"Tood for Scandal," five reels, with Wanda Hawley.
"Eyes of the Heart," five reels, with Mary Miles Minter.
"Her Beloved Villian," five reels, with Wanda Hawley.
"Her First Elopement," 5 reels, with Wanda Hawley.
"You Never Can Tell," six reels, with Bebe Daniels.

HERALD
"Oh Lady Lady," five reels, with Bebe Daniels.
"The New York Idea," six reels, with Alice Brady.
"Blackbirds," five reels, with Justine Johnstone.
REELCRAFT PICTURES
WILLIAM FRANEY COMEDIES
"The Bath Dub," one reel.
"The Cameraman," one reel.
"The Thief," one reel.
"The Messenger," one reel.
"The Lawyer," one reel.
"The Taxi Driver, one reel.
GALE HENRY COMEDIES
"Her Honor the Scrublady," two reel*.
"Stung," two reel*.
ROYAL COMEDIES
Nov. 8— "Oh Bony," with Sammy Burns.
Nov. 22 — "He Looks Like Him," with Tucker Twins.
Dec. 1— "I'll Say He Forgot." with Otis Harlan.
Dec. 12 — "Welcome Home," with Oris Harlan.
MILBURN MORANT1 COMEDIES
'Barber Shop Gossip," two reels.
"Double Trouble," two reels.
"Lazy Lem," two reels.
MATTY ROUBERT
"She's a Vamp," two reels.
"Circus Days," two reels.
"A Bold Bad Pirate," two reels.
"Summer Days." two reels.
"Sunshine," two reels.

ROBERTSON-COLE PICTURES
SUPERIOR PICTURES
"Devil's Claim," five reels, with Sessue Hayakawa.
"Notorious Mrs. Sands," five reels, with Bessie Barriscale.
"Uncharted Channels," five reels, with H. B. Warner.
June 20 — "Heart of Twenty," five reels, with Zaau Pitta.
SPECIALS
"Kismet," nine reels, with Otis Skinner.
MARTIN JOHNSON PICTURMt
"Lonely South Pacific Missions."
"Recruiting in the Solomons."
'City of Broken Old Men."
'Marooned in the South Seas."
ADVENTURE SCENIC!
'Ghosts of Romance."
May 2— "Outlaw of WJderness," one reel
May 16 — "The Lone Trapper," one reel.
RUSSELL-GREIVER-RUSSELL
TUSUN COMEDIES
Dec. 20 — "New Ralgia," one reel.
,
Dec. 27 — "A Slick Detective," one reel.
Jan. 3 — "Buried Alive,'' one reel.
Jan. 10 — "From Kitchen to Throne," one reel.
Jan. 17 — "Wild Women," one reel.
S. & E. ENTERPRISES
"It Might Happen to You," five reels, with Billy Mason.
"Cowboy Jass," rwo reels, stunt novelty.
LEWIS J. SELZNICK ENTERPRISES
SELZMCK PICTURES
Distributed by Select Exchanges
"Everybody's Sweetheart," five reels with Olive Thomas.
"Dangerous Paradise," five reels. Special Cast.
"Red Foam," five reels, Ralph Ince production.
"The Daughter Pays," five reels, with Elaine Hammerstein.
"Broadway and Home," with Eugene O'Brien.
"The Road to Ambition," with Conway Tearle.
"Pleasure Seekers," with Elaine Hammerstein.
SELECT PICTURES
Distributed by Select Esrchomgei.
"The Seed* of Vengeance," five reds, with Bernard Durning.
"Just Outside the Door." five reels, with Edith Bailor.
"Man's Playthine." five reels, with Grace Davidson.
"Children Not Wanted," five reels, with Edith Day.
Ttxrantaia Madness," five reels, with special east.
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-I I /..Mi K NEWS
Twice a week news reel.
HERBERT KAUFMAN MASTERPIECB
"Johnnie," one reel.
"The Battler and the Bottler," one reel.
"Who Threw the Brick?" one reel.
"Little Ke<l Riding Hood," one reel.
NATIONAL PICTURES
Diilribvttd by Stlrct Exchongu
"Out of the Snows." five reel*, with Ralph Ince.
"The Palace of Darkened Windows." five reels, with Special Cast.
"Marooned Hearts," five reels, with Conway Tearle.
"Who Am I?" five reels. Special Cast.
D. N. SCHWAB PRODUCTIONS
"Fickle Women," five reels, state right feature.
"Girls Don't Gamble," five reels, state right feature.
SPECIAL PICTURES CORPORATION
COMICL.A9S1C
Up
in
Betty's
Bedroom,"
two reels, with Charlotte Merrtam.
8—'
Oct.
Marriage," two reels, with Neely Edwards.
Oct. 17——'' AA Pajama
Seminary
Scandal,"
two
reels, with Charlotte Merriam.
81
Oct. 14— "Watch Your Husband."
Nov
reels, with Merriam and Edwards.
MOKA VTItwo< OMEU1KS
one reel.
reel.
Guilty, one
Oct. 17S——' ' Almost,"
Oct. 81
Kids,"
one
reel.
Oct. —'
< III s | |.|( < ONKI.IN
Oct. 7 — "Home Rule," two reels.
Nov. 14 — "Who Am I?" two reels.
STOLL FILM CORPORATION
January — "Squandered Lives."
January — "The Hundredth Chance."
January — "Mr. Wu."
January — "The Lure of Crooning Water."
UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
lune 18 — "Mollycoddle," six reels, with Douglas Fairbanks.
June 27 — "Suds," five reels, with Mary Pickford.
*ept. 6 — "The Love Flower." seven reels. D. W. Griffith production.
Dec. 4 — "The Mark of Zorro." eight reels, with Douglas Fairbanks.
Jan. 9 — "The Love Light," eight reels, with Mary Pickford.
UNIVERSAL FILM MFG COMPANY
UNIVERSAL FEATl HEB
"Alias Miss Dodd " five reels, with Edith Roberts.
"Human Stuff," five reels, with Hairy Carey.
"The Red Lane," five reels, with Frank Mayo.
"The Girl in the Rain," five reels, with Ann Cornwall.
"La La Lucille," five reels, with Lyons and Moran.
'Under Northern Lights," five reels, with Virginia Faire.
"Blue Streak McCoy," five reels, with Harnr Carey.
"In Folly's Trail," five JEWEL
reels, with PRODUCTIONS
Carmel Myers.
"The Breath of the Gods," six reels, with Tsuru Aoki.
"The Devil's Pass Key," seven reels, with special cast.
"Once to Every Woman," six reels, with Dorothy Phillips.
VITAGRAPH
ALICE JOYCE SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS
"The
Vice ofsixFools,"
"The Prev."
reels. five reels.
"Cousin Kate," five reels.
EARLE WILLIAMS PRODUCTIONS
"A Master Stroke," five reels.
"The Romance Promotors," five reels.
"The Purple Cipher," five reels.
CORINNE GRIFFITH PRODUCTIONS
"The Broadway Bubble," five reels.
"The Whisper Market five reels
"It Isn't Being Done This Season."

MIMU/A
Gold Fibre Screens
Typify as ever, the best in construction and
reproduction.
The dominating factor in correct projection.
Distributors Everywhere
Samples and literature upon request
MINUSA CINE SCREEN CO.
St. Louis, U. S. A.
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ALICE CALHOUN PRODUCTIONS
"Princess Jones," five reels.
ANTONIO
MORENO PRODUCTIONS
"Three Sevens," five reels.
VITAGRAPH SUPER-FEATURES
"The Courage of Marge O'Doone," seven reels (James Oliver Curwoad)
"Dead Men Tell
Cast. No Tales," seven reels (Tom Terriss Production), All Stat
"Trumpet Island." seven reels, all-star cast (Tom Terriss Production)
"Black Beauty," Jean Paige and All-Star Cast.
LARRY 8 EM OK COMEDIES
"The Suitor," two reels.
"The Stage Hand." two reels.
"The Sportsman," two reels.
JIMMY AlUHEY COMEDIES
"The Back Yard," two reels.
"The Decorator." two reels.
"His Jonah Day," two reels.
CURRENT SERIALS
ARROW, "Thunderbolt Jack." with Jack Hoxie.
ARROW, "Lightning Bryce." with Ann Little and Jack Hoxlt.
ARROW, 'The Lurking Peril," with Anne Luther and George Lurpin
ARROW, "The Fatal Sign," with Claire Anderson.
FOX, "Bride Thirteen," with All Star Cast.
PATIIE. "Daredevil Jack," with Jack Dempsey.
PATH E, "Trailed by Three," with Frankie Mann and Stuart Holmes.
PATIIE, "Ruth of the Rockies." with Ruth Roland.
PATHE. "The Third Eye." with Warner Oland and Eileen Percy.
PATHE, "Pirate Gold," with G. B. Seiti and Marg. Gsurtot.
PATHE, "The Phantom Foe," with Geo. B. Seiti.
PATHE, "Velvet Fingers," with Geo. B. Scitz and Marguerite Courtot.
REPUBLIC Pictures. "The Whirlwind." with Chas. Hutchinson.
REPUBLIC Pictures— "Branded Four," with Ben Wilson and Neva Gerbet.
UNIVERSAL. 'The Moon Riders." with Art Acord.
UNIVERSAL. "The Vanishing Dagger." with Eddie Polo.
VITAGRAPH. "The Silent Avenger." with William Duncan.
VITAGRAPH, "Hidden Dangers," with Joe Ryan and Jean Paige.
VTTAC.RAPH. "The Veiled Mvstery." with Antonio Moreno.
VITAGRAPH. "The Purple Riders," with Joe Ryan and Elinor Field.
VlTAIiRAPH. "Fighting Fate," William Duncan and Edith Johnson.
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MOTION-PICTURE PHOTOGRAPHY
A COMPLETE COURSE
A practicable, usable, standard treatise for
both the professional cinematographer and
those without experience. About 500 pages—
400 pages
of text
100 pages
of illustrations— bv New
York and
Institute
of Photography.
Edited by Lieut. Carl L. Gregory, F. R. P.
Chief Instructor in cinematography for the
Government
Signal Corps
School with
of Photography, at Columbia
University,
special
chapters by Charles W. Hoffman, formerly
CONDENSED COURSE IN
Feature-Photographer
for
Thanhouser,
Photography
Motion Picture
son, Pathe, and World Film Companies, Ediand
by Research
Laboratories of the Specialists,
Eastman Research
Kodak Company.
REFUNDED if
PRICE $6.00 MONEY
not satisfied with this
course after five days' examination.
NEW YORK INSTITUTE OF PHOTOGRAPHY Also at leading dealers.
Dept. 6—145 W. 36th St., New York. Dealer's terms on request.
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The most sensational box-office success in the motion
picture theatres of the nation at this time is
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MOHICANS

By James Fenimore Cooper
It is literally packing in audiences everywhere. "Once
or twice a year someone makes a perfect picture.'
This is surely one."
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J. PARKER READ, JR.
THOMAS H. INCE
MACK-SENNETT
MARSHALL NEILAN
ALLAN DVt'AN
GEORGE LOANE TUCKER
MAURICE TOL'RNEUR
C. GARDNER SULLIVAN
ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS. INC.
"29 SEVENTH AVENUE. NEW VQR K CITY
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l'The most amazing American
Melodrama ever screened" is
the right way to characterize this
' p-to-thcpicture. Vbreathless
tremendous
minute and absolutely
in its action, it will give your
people the biggest thrills of their
lives in a production de luxe in
which not a singledctail has been
neglected. Here is one picture
you can book without viewing.
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Successful

on Sunday?'"
play cards
you motor
"Do you
"Do
on Sunday?"
"Do you work on Sunday?"
"Do you dance on Sunday?"
AfterTthese had been on the boards
four weeks another 24-sheet was posted announcing Priscilla Dean in "Outside the Law."

PRISCILLA

by

Most

Bill-posting

Over
Put
ever
saw these
York
For four weeks all New
of the
only
thought
and
—
posters
of
talked
and
Laws—
proposed Blue
nothing else. When the advertisement
"Outside the
was disclosed, that title,their
minds as
Law," had been fixed in
nothing else has been fixed for years.j
It will work exactly the same way in
you arc, whatever th(
your town,of wherever
its people. See your Universal! |
character
Exchange today as to these tremendousl}
successful posters. A complete description o|
in your Help 1 1
will inbethefound
the campaign
mail.
which is now
book,

Exploitation
Universal has done it again! Has de-in
veloped an exploitation idea that will work
just exactly
every town and citv of the country
York — and it nearly
in New
as it worked
scared
New York
to death!
A seri^ of four posters was used:
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SEDGWICK
The action in this serial is nearly all
out of doors, covering sky, sea and land, and
most of the drama is staged in Ameridh*
That is what makes its breathless adventures
seem still more strange. One look at any
episode of this startling serial at your Universal Exchange will show you its
tremendous power.
DIRECTED

BY

EDWARD

KULL
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Mohicans

Jn American Drama Eternal
By James Ferumore Cooper
Directed by MAURICE TOURNEUR and CLARENCE L.BROWN
Made new
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E-ve. Mail: Once or twice a year a
"perfect" picture. This is one.
iun: A picture to be welcomed
Evening Telegram: An exciting
beautiful
beauty.
by all. drama.
Evening Post: Scenes of breathless

Heavy business both houses Monday night.
Tuesday: Business growing bigger.

Morning enceTelegraph:
Kept the auditense with excitement.

Wednesday : Business still building.
Thursday and Friday: Capacity.
Saturday: You know the answer.

pictures the
we ever
saw. because
Times: ingHolds
interest
it means something.
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has its moments ol delightful humor— the quaintest
comedy touches imaginable — human bits that will
find a response in hearts everywhere.
thereH
are T"
IG
LAnd
E
V
O
bits of L
pathos — moments of real heart-searching
tragedy— and again, scenes of tremendous melodramatic
force.
And withal, the radiant beauty and exquisite dramatic
genius of Mary Pickford herself, the foremost artiste of
the screen.

>

"The Love Light" is indeed a picture to be remembered.

4J

Written and DirtcUd by FRANCES MARION
- Photographed in CHARLES ROSHER and HENRY CRONJACER

UNITED
ARTIST?
CORPORATION
MARY PICKFORD
CHARLIE CHAPLIN
DOUGLAS FAIR5/4NKS
D.W GRIFFITH
HII^AM ABRAtvV
R. evident'
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From the 'All Story Weekly'
Novel 'The Curse of Capistrano'
By Johnston Mc Culley
Directed by Fred Niblo

UNITED

ARTISTS

CORPORATION

MARY PICKFORD ■ CHARLIE CHAPLIN
DOUGLAS FAIR6ANKS D.W.GRIFFITH
HIRAM ABRAMS; President"
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MauriceTourneur
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Hope

WITH
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Hampton

photoplay of the lights and shadows of
life — of the upper and under worlds of
two continents. The drama of a girl forced
into a life of crime and rescued by love.
A

And — from start to finish — action — the kind
of action that makes the breath catch and
the hands clench.
By Sidney Toler

d
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WALLACE

presents

The

Charm

School

inherits a girls'
e salesman
automobil
A SNAPPY
decides to run it himself
— and
boarding-school
— according to his own ideas of what girls should be
taught. And Wally Reid is the live-wire pedagogue.
It was a hit on Broadway as a play, and in the
Saturday Evening Post as a story. But wait till
you see it on the screen !
'^By Alice Duer Miller, Scenario by Tom Geraghty
Directed by James Cruze
C£ (paramount

Cpicture
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HERALD

PLAYERS^CXf
CORP,
Presents I£\Q

Inside
of
the.Cup^
Ttom the novel by "Winston ChUlChlll
f /
PaxmaiiY Dhtcted. bj Albert Capellani .
A COSMOPOLITAN
PRODUCTION
HE novel made the whole world sit up and
T gasp when it was published a few yeers ago.
The picture is so astounding and so rmrvelous
that it will be one[of the big hits of the year.
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Adolph Zukoi
Billie

Burke

(By Aiiangennfiivt. with Fioren3 Zie^feld . Jx ~)
BILLIE BURKEis the slangy chorus
girl who has to be educated to marry
into a "best family." And the picture's
one of the jolliest and cleverest comedies she's ever been in.
By Roy Horniman. Directed by Edward Dillon.
Scenario by Elmer Harris
d
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(paramount (picture
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MONTE
BLUE

THE homespun romance of a fighting schoolmaster who
cleaned up a whole township, saved his friend from
jail and won the best looking girl in Carolina. A book
that millions have loved, presented with a notable cast.
From the novel by Scenario
Opie Readby and
the Condon.
play by Augustus' Thomas,
Frank
CC (paramount
j. famous plavers t
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The Spice of the cProgratn
TORCHY
A

Monthly

Series From

COMEDIES

the Famous

SEWELL

FORD

STORIES

with JOHNNY MINES as "TORCHY"
laugh heartily at his every antic.
"Torchy," the famous red-headed office"Torchy" — a sort of super office-boy,
boy, has a 100 c/o appeal to motion picwith all the readiness of boys for a fight
ture audiences. His creator, Sewell Ford,
or a frolic, all the quickness of wit, the
has been writing about him for 10 years in
love of fun, and the sense of honor so
leading magazines such as "The Saturday
of our American youth. His capers
typical
Evening Post," in leading newspapers,
ring true — and yet have all the fun of
also in seven books — all "best sellers."
Over 2,000,000 families in the United
the funniest farce. "Torchy" Comedies
are CLEAN, FINE FUN.
States and Canada know him and
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(SUPER)

RAMS
TWICE-A-WEEK

Some

KINOGRAM

KINOGRAMS
was the first
news reel to show a picture
of the League of Nations in
session.
KINOGRAMS

had

a picture

of the parade of the 27th Division on the screens of New
York City theatres before
the tail of the parade had
passed 42nd Street.
President Wilson landed at
Boston on his return from
his first European visit. Before noon next day KINOGRAMS was showing his
landing in 28 theatres in
Washington, New York, and
Boston — showing

Get

it in Wash-

Your

THE

EDUCATIONAL

FILM

ington as the President himself was entering the Union
Station at the National Capitol. KINOGRAMS beat the
President
self.

OF

EXCHANGES.

home — with

him-

KINOGRAMS
had the only
motion picture camera man
with the Naval Board of Inquiry in Haiti.
In

fifty key

world's

centers

of the

news — camera
porters are scrambling

reto

send

in to their three organizations which make
up
(SUPER) KINOGRAMS,
novel
news shots — for you.
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Picture
CHAMBER

Industry

OF

COMMERCE

Announces
ESTABLISHMENT

FINE

OF

ARTS

CITY

More than 700 acres of ground in Jacksonville have heen purchased by Fine
Arts Pictures, Incorporated, of New York.
Over $1,000,000.00 will he spent transforming Camp Joseph K. Johnston into a
spot of beauty.
Coast.Florida's unusual advantages in producing motion pictures win over the Pacific
Murray \\ . Caisson, President of Fine Arts Pictures, Incorporated, starts
work immediately erecting 20 complete unit studios. These studios, capable of accommodating 40companies, will he the finest in America. Fach unit distinct and
separate. Every studio will give each company an entirely separate working space
from all other companies using Fine Arts City.
The streets already built in Fine Arts ( ity are paved with brick. A complete
sewerage system covers the entire city; fire pumps are on every street, close enough
to each other to limit fire hazard and assu c perfect safety to the entire city.
In Fine Arts City there is being built a "Western City" for filming Western
pictures; slums typical of Chinatown quarters; and outdoor sets of every description are being built for filming big produc.i<>ns. A fireproof laboratory complete in
every detail is being erected.
Fine Arts City* will stand for greater efficiency in the production of motion pictures."
Plus this wonderful motion picture city where complete service will be given
producers, the City of Jacksonville and in fact all the people of Florida, stand behind
this gigantic movement ready to extend the motion picture industry their service
and a hearty welcome. This welcome means that producers will be treated in the
kindest way; we assure you it will not be necessary for you to form your own buying units; we pledge ourselves to work with you hand in hand in making your productions a success from both an artistic and financial standpoint.
For Complete Information
Address
Jacksonville Chamber

of Commerce

Motion Picture Committee
W. R. CARTER, Chairman
JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA
27 hours from New York — White Sand Beaches — Seashore Bungalows — Hotels with Amusement Features —
Large Oaks — Pine Forests — Palm Hammocks — Nile River Scenes with African Desert — Caves — Jungle — Hilly
and Flat Farm Land — Water Mills — Falls — Lighthouse — Northern Farms — Southern Plantations — New England Fishing Villages — High Bare and Wooded Foot-H ills— Japanese — Chinese — Italians — Greeks — Spaniards
— Cubans — Moonshiners — Lumber-Jacks — Cowboys — Fishermen — Soldiers — Big League Baseball Teams —
One Night's Ride from Jacksonville to Miami— Palm Beach— Key West or to the Mountains in Georgia or
Ashevilte, N. C. — One Night and a Day to Cuba — Two Nights and a Day to Jamaica.
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My

blame

it on

the

HERALD

Girl?

Like mother, like daughter. When mama worships "Who's
Who" and the Social Register, her daughter will be a snob.
And when daughter gets out into the world and begins
practising her snobbery, she's going to find that it takes
more than sniffs to conquer said world.
The Realart Star Franchise Picture

HE
Featuring
"T

**
SNOB
Wanda
Hawley

is the story of 'one snob agin the world' — only the world
happened to be an american college with a real football
game, a college prom and a college boarding house.
Here is a picture that is brim-full of youth, laughter and
cheers. It radiates laughs as the sun radiates heat — that's it's
nature ! It's as typically American as the Statue of Liberty?
Your theatre needs "THE SNOB." It's death to the
Gloom bug. (Adapted from the William J. Neidig story in the
Saturday Evening Post by Alice Eyton. Directed by Sam Wood.)
liALART PICTURES

CORPORATION.

469 Fifth Avenue, NEW

YORK
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backbone

the twelve months to come the Famous

to the Exhibitors of America

(

Players-Lasky Corporation will deliver

more record-breaking productions than in any similar

period of its history.
These productions will continue to prove the backbone of the Motion Picture Industry in sustaining the prestige and building up the business of the wide-awake
exhibitors of America.

and progressive

Their superiority from the production standpoint will be as marked in

the future as in the past.
The following list contains a portion only of the tremendous attractions that will be set in
for release by Famous

Players-Lasky during the season to come :

Paramount
l'i

Super-Specials

"The Affairs of Anatol."
The world famous play by Arthur Schnitzler, with the incomparable cast of Gloria Swanson, Wallace Reid, Elliott Dexter, Wanda Hawley, Bebe Daniels,
Julia Faye, Theodore Roberts, Theodore Kosloff, Agnes Ayres, Dorothy
mond Hatton, Monte Blue, and extraordinary settings by Iribe of Paris.

2.

dimming,

Ray-

America's most popular play of the last twenty years, George Hobart's "Experience."
super-production directed by George Fitzmaurice with a cast of great stars.

A

3. The long awaited epochal film, Sir James M. Barrie's "Peter Pan."
4. Morris Gest's spectacular triumph. "The Wanderer," a Cecil de Mille Super-Special.
5. The greatest sensational success of the Paris stage in the last twenty years, "Montmarte,"
-with a great cast, including Dorothy Dalton.
6. Cecil B. de Mille's next sensational picture, adapted from the greatest of all Leonard Merrick's stories, "Laurels and the Lady."
7. George Loane Tucker's "Ladies Must Live." by Alice Duer Miller.
8. The greatest triumph of the Barrymore's — "Peter Ibbetsen," by Gerald de Maurier.

9aramount

EXHIBITORS
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Melford's super-production. "You Can't Fool Your Wife.''

10. E. Phillips Oppenheim's greatest story, to be produced as a Melford Special. "The Great Impersonation."
11. Another great special, Belasco's sensational farce. "Is Matrimony
Dexter and Violet Heming.

a Failure?" with Elliott

12. Henry Arthur Jones' newest play. "The Lifted Veil." with a big cast.
13. Cecil B. de Mille's "Forbidden Fruit."
14. "The Faith Healer," a George Melford Production.
15. A sensational novelty. "The End of the World." with all-star cast.
Authors Who Are Writing for Paramount
and Some of Their Plays and Books:
SIR JAMES M. BARRIE

—Plays— "The Little Minister." "What Every Woman Knows.1'
"Quality Street." "Dear Brutus." "Mary" Rose."
ARNOLD BENNETT —Plays— "Sacred and Profane Love."
JOSEPH CONRAD
—Books— "Chance.'' "The Golden Arrow.'' "The Rescue."
E. PHILLIPS
—Books— "Mr. Crex of Monte Carlo." "The Mvsterv Road," "Jean
OPPENHEIM
of the Marshes." "The Devil Traitor."
AVERY HOPWOOD
—Plays— "Fair and Warmer." "The Gold Diggers." "The Bat,"
"The Little Wife."
HENRY ARTHUR JONES— Plays— "The Lie." "Saints and Sinners." "The Silver King." "The
Dancing Girl," "The Masqueraders."
COSMO HAMILTON
—Books— "Midsummer Madness" (from "His Friend and His
Wife""), "The Blindness of Virtue," "Scandal."
RITA WEIMAN
—Books— "Mme. Peacock." "Curtain." "The Acquittal." "The Watch
EDWARD KNOBLOCK
—Plays— "Kismet." "Tiger. Tiger." "One," "Ladies' Dress. "
W. SOMERSET
MAUGHAN — Plavs— "Ladv Frederick." "Too Manv Husbands.' "Cesar's Wife. "
"
SIR GILBERT PARKER —Books—
My Wife" \ from "The Translation of a SavDog."Behold
ave"). "The Right of Way."
ELINOR GLYN
—Books— "Three Weeks." "Why." "The Career of Katherine Bush."
World's

Greatest Authors in Paramount
And more to come !

Studios
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HELEN

GIBSON

PRPDUCTION5

Present

HELEN

GIBSON

Adapted forthe Screen

buFordLBebee

from bhe shrifh/Ly. Jefferson

Directed

by

ViayneMack
£
LeoMaloney
Distributed through

f\35QClf\TEO
I!

Pfl0T0'PLAV5
I NC-

See our franchise

Holder in your krrih

w
Associated

Exhibitors

Inc.

presents

Mr.

George

Arliss

in

"The
The

Devil"

Sen sat 10 ti of Two
Directed by JAMES

Com 'incuts

YOUNG

"/ am the good friend 'who visits your home —
the friend whom women dote upon and husbands trust —
and I am but one in the legion of Hell among you always!

The Associated Exhibitors announce
this masterly creation in the utmost
confidence that it will receive from
exhibitors the enthusiastic reception
which its superb artistry warrants. Mr.
Arliss, in his screen debut, has endowed the cinema with a flawless,

ASSOCIATED

brilliant and indelible characterization.
Chosen on merit, and after inspection, by The Strand, New York, for
its premier presentation.
Highly recommended
itor, everywhere.

EXHIBITORS,

25 West 45th Street, New

PATHK

Distributors

York

to every exhib-

Inc.

IN

1921,

a Sherman

Franchise

JL will be the Lest introduction
salesmen
TORS

can

in YOUR

as contrasted

have

your

to the Exhibi

TERRITORY,
with

-

for in cost,

box office quality,

Sherman
Productions will be in '
an attraction class by them s elves *
Dorit take this for granted, or
wait for the other fellow to demonstrate itfor you
/Jto
I

investigate

.s may

Last

!

be your

opportunity!

Wire

todays

SHERMAN
PRODUCTIONS
C ORPORATION
Harry A- Sherman, president
1487
Broadway,

(DVery day more people say

for
on

New

coming'
stars

York

>

announcements

and

releases

!!
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n
MR.

/TATE

RIGHT

BUYER

DON'T
THEfE
AWAY

YOU

—

LET
GET
PRO/A

!! "

Sunrise Pictures Corporation
presents

in
Hyland

Peggy

from the
novel
Pric
e famous
of
Silence"

"The
At

the

Mercy

By Augusta

of Tiberius

J. Evans Wilson

State Right Buyers will find this the one big independent release they will all want.
Wire, phone[or write

SUNRISET
^PICTURES
CORP
OR
ATI
ON
220 WEST 42nd ST.
NEW
2
3
3
3
BRYANT

YORK

CITY

?7
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Productions

important

production

By booking

announcement

standpoint ever made

from a financial and

to exhibitors.

the Big Five Productions

reap bigger profits through
value.

Will

in a series you will

their cumulative

box office

{Booked individually if desired)

Every

Play

One

Them

Five powerful

reasons

IhereVI

in

in

the

a

Million

"Grand

why

be a Franchise

everuurfwre

Dollar

Pictures

Clats

Seasoi'
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Revolutionize

Associated

Film

First National
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History

Pictures, Inc.,

presents

"A

Grand

Pictures

Charles Chaplin
in

Man-Woman-Marriage
An Albert A. Kaufmann Presentation of
An Allen Holubar Production
Starring
Dorothy

Season"

The

Phillips

A most extraordinary presentation of the eternal
drama of mother-right from the dawn of the
world through the ages of barbaric splendor
down to the present.

Kid

Written and Directed by Charles Chaplin. This
is without doubt the greatest screen comedy ever
produced. Six reels of joy, on which the worldfamous comedian worked for more than a rear.

The Oath

Passion
With the famous continental actress

An R. A. Walsh Production

Pola Negri

with an all-star cast

The picture which amazed a nation in setting a
new world's record by showing to more than a
quarter million people in two weeks at the Capitol Theatre, Xew York.

One of the biggest and most virile domestic
dramas yet shown on the screen, and one of the
year's great super specials.

Anita Stewart

Sowing

A Louis B. Mayer special and a most remarkable
story that hits the vital spot of the most tremenous issue of man and woman today.

First National
Attractions

le

Public

iv powerful

Will

reasons

Hherell

the Wind

Flock

to Something

why

tea

Franchise

everywhere

FIRST M^<
•M PICTURES
m national -m
First National
Attractions

New

and

Big!

KXII
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TERRITORIES

STILL

OPEN
IN

MIDDLE
NEW

To

make

the

WE

WEST,

EASTERN

ENGLAND

Popularity

ACCEPT

of

AND

STATES

our

Brand

YOUR

OWN

Instantaneous —

TERMS

For our Franchise on our c2(i Two-Reel

TOP

NOTCH

JVIRE

COLLECT

COMEDIES

FOR

OUR

OFFER

The

Top

Notch Producing & Distributing
1879 W. 25th St.. Cleveland, Ohio

THE

MOST

SUBSTANTIAL
ON
FIDELITY

INDEPENDENT

Company

ORGANIZATION

EARTH

PICTURES CO., 117 W. 46th St.
Xew York Representative
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P. J. Schlossman, Schlossman Amusement Co.,
Muskegon, Mich.
"I look ou' a franchise because I believe thai First National can
supply me With the best pictures as cheap or cheaper than any
other
WHY distributing system."— THAT'S ANOTHER REASON

Iftere'll be a Franchise

e$wy

Making

Money

where

Attractions!

Dramas that will hold your audiences thrilled — comedies that will make 'em all laugh,
every one a big box office attraction

The

Truth

About

Husbands

A smashing
dramaPinero,
adaptedandfrom
"The byProfligate,"
Sir
Arthur Wing
directed
KENNETHby
WEBB.
Whitman Bennett Production

Dinty
A Marshall Neilan Production
With Wesley Barry
A great, big picture that every one will love — full of thrills,
laughter, sunshine and tears.

Love, Honor

and Behave

A Big Special Comedy Feature in 5 riotous reels.
Something more than a slapstick.
A Mack Sennett Production

The

Scoffer

A Mayflower Photoplay Corporation presentation of
a powerful drama of a man who defied God.
An Allan Dwan Production
Lionel Barrymore

Unseen

Forces

A Mayflover Photoplay Corporation presentation of
the strangest love story ever screened.
Sydney A. Franklin Production

The

Punch

of the Irish

A comedy that carries a punch in every foot. Two
rollicking reels of riotous laughter.
A Henry Lehrman Comedy

First

National

in one of the most thrilling and powerful dramas of
the year, and a Whitman Bennett Special directed by
Kenneth Webb.
The Devil's Garden
Toonerville's Fire Brigade
Not animated cartoons, but the famous artist's characters inreal life, presented by Betzwood Film Company in 2 reels.
A Fontaine Fox Comedy

Attractions

26
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John T. Gelgar, Gaiety Theatre Co., Bluff ton, Ind.
'We are highly pleased icith our franchise.
Your standard of
productions has been high, and best of all pleasing to our patrons."
THAT'S ANOTHER REASON WHY

Hherell

One

of

everywhere

be a Franchise

the

Pictures

Best
of

Audience

the

Year!

Because it's a flash of truth,
big, bold, fascinating, with
smashing scenes that will
thrill and hold them!
Every girl will
Every youth will
Every matron will
Every man will

see
see
see
see

it!
it!
it!
it!

A Louis B. Mayer
Special Production

"HABIT"
with
Mildred

Harris

Every Element of Appeal
Love — Romance — Intrigue
and a Great Fashion ShowDirected by Edwin Carewe
Adapted by Madge Tyrone from the drama by
Tom Barry, Photographed by Robert B. Kurrle,
Tech. Director, Rex Weston, Edited by Edward
McDermott.

A First National
Attraction
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The

Spoor —

Berggren
By MARTIN

d over
THE motion picture industry the worl
Mr.
and
may join with Mr. George K. Spoor
P. John Berggren in rejoicing over the arrival
of stereoscopic photography. This discovery
alone represents a development of sufficient importance togive forever to the present year a
conspicuous place in the annals of the motion
picture art.
Stereoscopic photography has long been
of those who have looked forward to
dream
the
the artistic and commercial possibilities of this
long step toward the mechanical perfection of
the motion picture. Years of effort and large
sums of money have been expended in the search
not only by those whose efforts have been
crowned with success but also by many others
both here and abroad.
The absence of the suggestion of depth in
motion pictures as they have been known has
been generally regarded as an obstacle that
would eventually have to be overcome if the
logical effectiveness of the motion picture was
to be achieved. Despite the most stupendous
efforts with present equipment it has been
apparent even to the casual observer that a
great deal has been lost in the transference of
the view from reality to the screen. Many expedients of more or less recent invention particularly within the scope of lighting have done
much to offset the disadvantages of two dimension photography, but even these have fallen
far short of achieving the desired result.
XJO passing encomium of the moment will add
much to the lustre of the attainment of
Mr. Spoor and Mr. Berggren. Through the
achievement of stereoscopic photography these
names have been assured of a perpetual position
of prominence in the history of photographic
developments. It will remain for the historian
of science to write the final judgment of just
where this discovery ranks in the list of significant achievements of the age and to provide for
Mr. Spoor and Mr. Berggren the credit and
fame to which their work entitles them.
Mr. Berggren, now unknown

to the indus-

Achievement

J. QUIGLEY
try, will not long remain so when the product
of his thought and effort of the past twelve
years comes before the trade for study and inspection. At the moment it may be remarked,
however, that the success which followed Mr.
Berggren's efforts in the field of stereoscopic
photography comes in a most logical manner:
For twelve years he has labored religiously at
the task, disregarding the assertions of optical
experts the world over that stereoscopic photography isan impossibility. With the true scientist's disregard for everything save only the
goal of his experiments, he followed his labors
under such conditions of long hours and confinement that he finally laid his health as a sacrifice at the feet of Science.
AYhen ordered by his physician to give up
his work in Chicago and go to another climate,
he replied: "I could take my body away but
my heart would remain here in the laboratory
with my experiments/' He stayed and within
the year he accomplished the task he had set
before him.
OIMILARLY

logical is it that Mr. Spoor

^ should participate in the fame and credit of
the invention. Unlike Mr. Berggren, Mr. Spoor
is far from unknown to the motion picture industry throughout the world. Mr. Spoor is a
valid pioneer of the industry, having been
wholehearted in motion picture work before
there were motion picture theatres and exchanges and long before the industry as presently constituted was known. Just as he battled through the manifold obstacles of those
early days of pioneering when there were prejudices and difficulties of a magnitude that are
almost inconceivable at this time, he carried
through on his determination to put the third
dimension on the screen.
Under such circumstances mere congratulations seem a feeble thing to offer, but we do
congratulate Mr. Spoor and Mr. Berggren and
in doing so we feel sure we are expressing the
wish of the motion picture industry the world
over.
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it is proper to permit a mention of
illegitimacy to creep into a film, or
whether or not it is the thing to have
tidies on the parlor chairs are a usedustry.less expense and a drag on the in-

EXHIBITORS

A good policeman, blind to bribes,
is all the movies need.
* * *
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An Associated Producers advertisement which lias been appearing on
our front cover carries a paragraph
containing an uncommonly fine and
timely paragraph which we take the
liberty of reproducing :'
"Those who would seek at this time
to 'talk a depression into being' are
fools and enemies of this, the greatest
and most prosperous country the
world has ever *known."
* *
W ith pardonable pride, we are sure,
we may point to the exclusive publicationhibitors
in last Herald
week's
of Exof a issue
correct
and
comprehensive account of the development of stereoscopic photography
which represents, undoubtedly, one of
the most important stories ever
printed in a motion picture trade
paper.
The Chicago Tribune says:
Boards of fusty censors squabbling
over the length of a kiss or whether

IN
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Reviews
of First National "Big Five" 37
Pictures
Review of Mary Fickford"s "The Love
Light"
32
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Fanatics Must be Silenced Warns
Nathan Burkan
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Milwaukee Pastor Assails Blue Law
Agitators
Minnesota Exhibitors Defeat Radical
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Dry Goods Association Urges Theatre
Tax Repeal
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29
30
31
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The First National Exhibitors Circuit, Inc., has a publicity department
which very definitely justifies its
name. Its latest feat is the announcement of the "Big Five" productions,
the first intelligence of which came as
the climax to a very mysteriously conducted blind-ad campaign which attracted to itself and consequently to
the "Big Five" pictures an extraordinary amount of attention.
* * *
The Illinois Woman's Legislative
Congress, at a recent session, proceeded in the traditionally consistent
manner of the feminine mind : At one
stage it passed a resolution urging the
legislature to allow the freest indulgence of "free
and free
press"
and later
urged speech
censorship
of motion
pictures.
Ralph
of the
America,
pictures,
ment :

* * *
O. Proctor, general manager
Stoll Film corporation of
distributors of British-made
declared in a recent state-

"The word that conies to us from
our branch managers uniformly indicates what I have always claimed that
the spirit of fair play is just as strong
among the exhibitors of this country
as it is among those of England. The
former are accepting English pictures just as readily as American
pictures are accepted in England.
They are displaying a spirit of absolute reciprocity. The bookings have
not only been beyond our expectations: they have been a revelation."
We commend this to the consideration of the capable managers of the
Kincmatograph lVcckly, London.
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Re-Takes

£

Newi

□

By J. R. M.
■ □
The wives arc having their innings just
at present. We have "Foolish VVives,"
"Blind Wives" and "Virtuous Wives."
Hut later we are to have "The Truth
About Husbands." *
The First National crowd which held
a conclave in Chicago this week met in
the English room of the Congress Hotel.
What do you make of this, Watson?
*
James Gibbons Huneker, the "AmericantainsShaw."
whose book
"Bedouins"
conmuch brilliant
wit and
satire, refers
to our good friends, the publicists, as
"passionate press agents."
*
"Jim
the
Penman"
ought
to be able to
write its own ticket, eh,
what?
*
And our old friend Walthill comes to
bat with this wheeze:
"Just as March 4 approaches and he is
getting out of the game, along comes a
film called 'Lone Hand Wilson'! If the
producer plays his cards as well as Woodrow has he'll get a lot of publicity," adds
Walt.
*
Those Misleading Signs
According to a sign 6n Madison street,
"Carl Laemmle offers Two Kinds of
Love " Which kind * will you have?
An efficiency expert placed in charge
of a Los Angeles studio immediately fired
salary.)
half the actors. (Presumably so the company could pay the efficiency expert's
*
Pathe has a picture called "The Killer."
That ought to knock 'em out of their
seats.
*
Prison Too Good for Him
And I'm for any lawmaker that passes
a statute making it life imprisonment
for the jamas
laundryman
who and
tearssends
one's back
palimb from limb
two dust rags for one silk shirt.
*
She Comes Back Strong
Who Anyone
'•aid Mary
can't come
back?
who Pickford
mixes brains
with
their acting — and Mary does that — will
maintain her front rank position, despite
all the popularity contests the country
papers conduct. The trouble with the
fans is they don't vote
* as they think.
"Zukor to enforce economies at
Studios." — Headline. Watching the waste
line, as it were.
*
Helping
See where Hoover Hoover
has appointed S. L.
Rothafel to aid in the drive for starving
European children. Well, if "Roxey"
can't
get it outkickof in'emandnobody
let everyone
do his can.
bit. Now
"North of Amendment 18"
Reginald Barker, who has been directing scenessays
for "Snow
Banff,
Canada,
he hadBlindness"
difficulty atkeeping
his company on the job. The women
wanted to go shopping for furs and dry
goods, which are cheap and plentiful up
there,notandforthedrymen
also went shopping —
but
goods.
*
Let's make it a Snappv
New Year.
*
All right. Let's go.
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Frisco on Feb. 8
The annual meeting of Federated Film
Exchanges of America. Inc., will be held in
San Francisco on February S. according to
J. L. Friedman, executive head of the organization and president of Celebrated
Players Film Corporation. Chicago.
It is planned now to charter a special
section tor members and their families living East of Chicago which will leave the
Windy City on February 4. Mr. Friedman
has asked that any one desiring reservations communicate immediately with him.
During the last few months Federated
has expanded rapidly, having obtained distribution rights to the C. L. Chester comedies, the productions of Special Pictures
Corporation, the Bessie Love specials and
other subjects. Although no announcement
has been made concerning the acquisition
of additional product, it may be expected
that the San Francisco convention will
develop big things.
New Exchange Alliance
Now Being Organized
According to Reports
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Jan. 11.— Prominent
state right buyers are interested in the
organization of another national exchange alliance now in the process of
formation. The idea was conceived by
men competent in the field of distribution. Although organization has been
somewhat slow, the leaders in the movement have progressed with such precision and certainty as to assure a
permanent association. State right men
interested in the proposition are among
the more prominent in their respective
territories.
Two

Associations to
Resume Conferences
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Jan. 11.— It is understood that the joint committees of the
National Association of the Motion Picture Industry' and the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of America, appointed
at the meeting of the two bodies here on
December 14, will reconvene within the
next ten days. No definite date and
meeting place has been decided upon.
Besides the Hoover committee, there are
joint committes on business relations,
embracing equitable contracts and advance deposits, and legislation, dealing
with censorship, Sunday opening and
taxation.
Orphans Entertained
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
EVAX5YILLE. IND., Jan. 11.— Manager Homer Greer of the Strand, played
host to the orphans and poor children of
Evansville by entertaining them at a 10
o'clock showine of Douglas Fairbanks in
"The Mollycoddle."
R-C Get Linder Film
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Jan. 11.— Robertson-Cole
has taken over for distribution the latest
Max Linder picture in five reels, "Seven
Years Bad Luck."
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Known Attorney, Addressing Associated
tion Picture Advertisers. Declares Present
Situation
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Is Extremely
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Serious

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Jan. 11. — "Motion pictures are doomed unless steps are
taken at once to combat and curb the lying fanatics who are maliciously
attacking
the screen."
This warning,
sounded by Nathan Burkan. well-known film attorney,
at an informal address of the Associated Motion P'icture Advertisers at a
luncheon Thursday. January 6, has created a profoud impression throughout the East and has acted as a stimulant to renew the campaign to arouse
every branch of the industry to the danger threatening.
Says Unanswered Attacks Win Credence
Mr. Burkan declared that even though the many published attacks on
the screen are discounted by the majority of people who read them, the
thoughts expressed take root in some minds and these minds influence still
others, creating a situation which rapidly is becoming dangerous.
"This spreading of detrimental and are made beautiful because of their deft
unjustified propaganda against motion
treatment and constructive motive.
pictures must be stopped at once," he
Crime Necessary to Interest
said. "I believe this can best be done
Mr.
Burkan pointed out the fact that
by an intensive and far-reaching campaing of education and truth. These to strip these masterpieces of the crime
men and women who force their bigoted element would be to strip them of interest. In motion pictures, as in other
and misguided ideas on others must be
literature, virtually everything depends
fought with intelligence. The public on
the
treatment
and the motive, he said.
must be brought completely to a knowlMr. Burkan told the advertisers that
edge that their motives are neither sin- they
could be the great crusaders in a
cere nor constructive; the public must
further be educated to an ever deeper campaign on education and truth regarding
pictures, and that such a campaign
belief in the motion picture. We in the
would silence successfully the narrowindustry
must act
at once." the efforts minded bigots who seek to foist their
The speaker
characterized
warped and unjust beliefs on a public
directed against the screen as a menace
entertainment
to the right of the motion picture to that wantsstruction inonly
a clean,
modern form.and inpropagate modern literature. He cited
the fact that, if the bare plot of Shakespeare's "The Merchant of Venice" was Blaisdell Leaves Stoll
modernized, the producer of such a picture would have coals of fire heaped on
To Publish Film Paper
his head — he would be accused of cre(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
ating race prejudice and of depicting
NEW YORK. Tan. 11.— George Blaiscrime and of any number of other
dell has resigned as director of adverthings.of This
also holds
true of "Othello"
tising of Stoll Film Corporation of
and
countless
hundreds
of other
America
to publish and edit The Screen,
masterpieces of literature — stories that a new non-theatrical
film magazine. The
journal will be published weekly.
The Screen will be devoted to the interests of non-theatrical pictures, such
as those produced
for industrial
NOTICE
izations, schools, churches
and organsocial
organizations. He will have the coExhibitors Herald directs
operation of an advisory editorial board
of business men and church workers.
attention to the fact that the
matter printed in the department,
Canadians Reorganize
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
"What the Picture Did for Me,"
CALGARY, ALTA.. Jan. 11.— Motion
Pictures. Canada. Ltd.. has completed
is protected by copyright.
plans for a reorganization. Broadened
Permission for republication of
activities of the company will include
production of educational, industrial,
matter originally appearing in the
scenic and advertising films. R. T. Williams, former newspaper man. has joined
department, with proper credit to
the company as general manager. X. F.
Sutton, formerly of Chicago, is in charge
Exhibitors Herald, will be
of production, and Dan Campbell is technical director.
granted upon application to the
publisher.
Unauthorized use of the
matter is unlawful.

Gideons Favor Blue Law
'Special to Exhibitors Herald)
ATLANTA. GA.. Jan. 11.— Objection
to Sunday motion picture shows was
voiced in a resolution adopted recently
at the Atlanta camp of Gideons.
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Milwaukee Minister Says
That Reformers During
the Last Thirty Years
Have Had 160 Bills in
Congress
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
MILWAUKEE, WIS., Jan. ll.-Declaring that Sunday must be observed from
reason and conviction and not by force if
it is to be beneficial, the Rev. M. C. Guild
of the Seventh Day Adventist church here
denounces the blue law menace as destructive toman's natural rights.
"I am decidedly in favor of Sabbath and
Sabbath
keeping,"
says, "butit to
be be
of
any
benefit
to an heindividual
must
observed from reason and conviction and
not by force.
Legislation Is Destructive
"If the religious organizations who are
making such strenuous efforts to get religious legislation ever succeed the foundations of our government will be destroyed.
This legislation will be destructive of the
natural rights of men, rights that have been
so dearly bought by the blood of our ancestors.
"Duringhave
the introduced
last thirty more
years than
religious
societies
160
bills in congress to compel people to observe Sunday as a religious institution. But
so far congress has remained true to the
constitution and has refused to legislate on
this subject.
Cites Grant Belief
"If congress can compel the individual
to rest on Sunday because the church demands it, it can likewise compel him to go

R.

Rothacker

as

Sunday
Destructive

Exhibitors in France
Threaten to Close If
Taxes Are Not Lifted
PARIS, Jan. 11.— Exhibitors
of France through the Society
of Motion Picture Proprietors
have issued an ultimatum,
warning the government that
unless the taxes are greatly
modified motion picture theatres in France will be forced
to close. The exhibitors declare that the burden of the
present taxes is causing operation at a loss.
to church on Sunday. If it can prescribe
one obligation it can regulate them all.
"We believe with George Washington
that every man who conducts himself as a
good citizen should be protected in worshipping God according to the dictates of
his conscience. General Grant has wisely
said,church
'Leave and
religion
to the school.
family altar,
the
the private
Keep
the state and the church forever separate.'"
Blue Bill Is Introduced
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NASHVILLE, TENN., Jan. 11— A
blue law measure has been introduced in
the senate. It would eliminate all buying
and selling on Sunday, and close all
theatres.

Dines

His
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Methodists Object
To Manner Clerics

Legislation

Observance

W.

HERALD

Aids

Are Being Depicted
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
WASHINGTON, D. C., Jan. 11— The
public morals board of the Methodist
Episcopal Church has announced that it
would open temptuous
a campaign
to "stop
contreatment of the
Protestant
ministry by some cartoonists, writers
the stage and in motion picand "On
actors."
tures," the board's announcement said,
"the Protestant
is seldom
sented except as minister
an effeminate
fool.repreThe
members of the Protestant churches are
exhorted to be liberal, to take humor as
humor and be slow to wrath. But the
members of the Roman Catholic Church
do not tolerate such treatment of their
priesthood, which is always represented
on the stage
in a" mostis
favorable
way,andandelsewhere
whose religion
treated with consideration. The Catholics are to be commended. The time
has come also when Protestants should
not tolerate any other than courteous
treatment
of their
ministry."
The board
addedreligion
that theandmatter
was
being called to the attention of ministers
of all denominations and their congregations, with a request that "any violation
of ordinary courtesy" be reported to the
board, which would make them public.
Quebec

Bars Showing

Of(Special
"Way
Down
to Exhibitors
Herald)East"
NEW YORK, Jan. 11.— Advice has
been received at the D. W. Griffith offices here that the board of censors of
the Province of Quebec has declined to
permit the showing of Mr. Griffith's
"Way Down East" in that province.
is not known what action the Griffith of-It
fices will take in the matter.
The action of the Quebec censors is
inexplicable to the Griffith offices in the
face of the fact that hundreds of commendatory letters have been written to
Mr. Griffith by people prominent in all
walks of life during the showing of the
picture here.
Sunday

Charity Shows

Opposed by Ministers
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
HUNTINGTON, IND., Jan. 11.— Following areport that one of the theatres of
the city had offered a club interested in
charitable work all receipts from Sunday
shows above operating expenses, the Huntington Ministerial Association adopted a
resolution opposing Sunday shows for charitable purposes. They expressed fear that
such shows would lead to desecration of the
Sabbath. It was agreed also that all the
churches devote the services of Sunday,
January 10, to the question of Sabbath
observance.
Order

Left to right around the table: Walter Mittlacher, Edmund Bertram, G. J. Kilgore, A. L. Parker, George Gibson, Wildred. Aldous, A. K. Anderson, J. C.
Richardson, Chas. Biglow, J. G. Mammoser, Douglas D. Rothacker, L. C. Boone,
C. P. Tobin, H. J. Aldous, J. G. Hahn, Watterson R. Rothacker, Chas. Pain,
F. G. Conklin, J. W. Camrick, W. H. Strafford, E. H. Seifert, A. P. Miller, S. J.
Stoughton, Paul Cavagnaro, R. K. Aitkin, E. O. Blackburn, J. A. Freese, F. W.
Kraemer, Frank Sheridan, Edgar Hopp and Harry Brown.

Theatre

Windows

Opened Between Shows
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
INDIANAPOLIS, Ind., Jan. 11.—
Theatre managers here have been instructed by the City Board of Health to
open all windows and doors between
shows and thus permit fresh air to enter
the theatres. The board of health has
instructed its members to see that all
theatres are properly ventilated.
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Dry Goods Association
Asking for the Repeal
Of Tax on Admissions
(Washington Bureau, Exhibitors Herald/
WASHINGTON, D. C— The repeal of
the tax on admissions is recommended in
plans for the revision of the revenue law
which have been submitted to the house
committee on ways and means by the tax
committee of the National Retail Dry
Goods Association. The committee also
recommends the repeal of the excess profits tax. the surtaxes on individual income, the taxes on transportation, insurance, etc., the tax on nonalcoholic
beverages, the so-called luxury and other
excise taxes, the special and capital stock
taxes and the stamp taxes!
Under the retailers' plan, single persons
would have an exemption of §2,500 in computing their income tax and heads of families $5,000, with an additional $500 for
each minor child or dependent.
Temporary
Directs

Receiver
Affairs of

Wark Producing Co.
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Jan. 11— A receiver has
been appointed to take charge of the affairs
of Wark Producing Company. 1476 Broadway. W. S. Seligsberg of Seligsberg, Lewis
and Strouse is the receiver.
Wark Producing Company owns the
rights to "The Fall of Babylon" and '"The
Mother and the Law," two pictures from
D. W. Griffith's "Intolerance." It is a
separate organization from D. W. Griffith,
Inc.
The petition was made by stockholders
to recover moneys due on loans and is a
friendly protective measure. The company
is said to be on a solid basis and the receiver's position therefore temporary only.
Ottawa Theatregoers
Object to Ticket Tax
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
OTTAWA, CANADA. Jan. 11.— Theatre patrons were surprised when asked
to pay the amusement tax following the
abolition of the federal luxury tax.
Cashiers hadGovernment
to explain to
that theto
Dominion
hadthem"
nothing
do with the amusement tax, which is a
provincial institution.
Mayor Church of Toronto has applied
to the Ontario Government for removal
of the ticket tax on the ground that it
has outlived its usefulness and is a burden for the poor.
Associated Photo-Plays
Opens New York Offices
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Jan. 11.— Associated PhotoPlays, Inc., has opened New York offices at
25 West 45th street with Victor B. Fisher,
general sales manager, in charge. S. H.
London, general manager, has gone to the
Coast to supervise production. Bertha
Schwartz will handle foreign distribution.
May

Tax Theatre Sign
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Jan. 11. — As a means
of increasing the state revenue, it has
been proposed at Albany that the theatre signs along Broadway be taxed.
It is estimated that such a levy would
net a large annual income.

Radical
Is

Blue

Law

Defeated
By

Overwhelmingly

Exhibitors

Have

Been

Censor
Would

Detriment
Men

of

Waterville
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
WATERVILLE. MINN.. Jan. 11
— Blue law and censorship agitators
in the Northwest have gone down
to their first defeat.
An ordinance which would have
made the theatres of this town dark
on Sundays has been defeated three
to one.
Censorship Defeated
A rider which would have been as
detrimental to the business of the
exhibitors as the ordinance proper
also was lost. The rider provided
that theatre men be compelled to
screen
their program
at 3 o'clock on
the
afternoon
of the showing.
Had this become a law it would have
meant that should the censors decide
day.
that any picture was unfit for presentation the theatre would remain dark that

of Commerce

Considered Big Victory
Defeat 61 this measure is considered
the greatest victory attained by the exhibitors of the Northwest in some time.
Had
the
Christian
Temperance
Union andWoman's
other such
organizations
who
were sponsoring the law been successful
here, it is thought that similar legislation would have been sought in other
Minnesota towns.
William A. Steffes. president of the
U. T. P. L. directed the fight
The exhibitors and exchange managers were given every possible aid by
the National Association of the Motion
Picture Industry" through Chairman
Gabriel L. Hess of the censorship committee; Charles C. Pettijohn, chairman
of the legislative committee and in
charge of Sunday opening matters.

Opposes Blue Law Bill
{Washington Bureau, Exhibitors Herald)
WASHINGTON, D. C, Jan. 11.— Blue
laws for the District of Columbia were
emphatically opposed by the Washington Chamber of Commerce on January 5,
when the question of the Temple bill
stopping everything in the city on Sundays was brought up. It was voted to
instruct a special committee of three to
oppose sional
the committees
measureand before
congresalso totheoppose
any
other bill introduced "aiming to restrict
the liberties of the residents of the District on bill
Sunday
as theyto now
exist."
The
Temple
is asserted
be the
measure
favored by Dr. Wilbur Crafts, head of
the International Reform Bureau.

Exhibitors

Minnesota

to the Theatre

NEWARK, N. J., Jan. 11.— Exhibitors of Newark have been notified by Director of Public Safety
William J. Brennan that motion
pictures depicting crime or criminals at work will not be permitted
on the screens of Newark.
"During the past few months,"
declares Brennan, "a most careful
investigation has been made into
causes of the crime wave, especially concerning crimes of a spectacular nature, and my deduction
has been that photoplays and stage
productions have in a measure
been a source of inspiration to
those
Policecriminally
Lieutenantinclined."
Frank E. Brex.
director of the censorship bureau,
declared that he expected no difficulty in enforcing the ruling. Both
Brex and Brennan stated that they
had inerviewed many criminals
before arriving at the conclusion
that pictures had a great influence
on criminal minds.

What

in

Measure Carried
Provision Which

Films Which Depict
Crime Prohibited by
Officials of Newark

Chamber

Ordinance

Jlre

^EXHIBITORS

Saying \Abouf
HERALD

"EXHIBITORS HERALD is my best bet." — George Osborne, manager.
Star theatre, Westminster, Md.
* * ¥
"Enclosed find a check for the renewal of my subscription to EXHIBITORS
the best of all." — A. W. Eiler. managei.
paperWash.
I like your
HERALD. theatre,
American
Wallatrade
Walla,
¥ * *

"Enclosed please find my check for two years' subscnption to EXHIBITORS
HERALD and I assure you it is the biggest buy I ever made for the money.
There are just two things that I cannot get along without in this hard, cruel
commercial world to earn a living, viz: My eye glasses and your most valuable
periodical." — Bert Goldman, manager. New Princess theatre, St. Paul. Minn.
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Pickford's
"Love
Light"
A
Winner
United Artists star scores in entirely human story, very well
acted, with humorous and pathetic touches that are sure to appeal. Settings are noteworthy, with beautiful sea pictures and

rugged inland scenery. Frances Marion's direction effective.
harmony of the least detail, has dihfc/TfJJH Love Light," in which
rected the acting and planned the
J. Alary Pickford returns to the
Cast of "The Love Light"
backgrounds, is evident. Scenes
screen after a protracted absence,
Angela — Mary Pickford
along the sea coast, in the Italian
Maria — Evelyn DuMond
will quickly re-establish her in the
homes, villages and gardens, groups
Joseph — Fred Thompson
hearts of any whose affections for
of children and pet animals, convent
Mario — Edward Phillips
scenes and other contributing items
the world's most popular screen star
Pietro — Albert Frisco
are employed to a picturesque rehave lapsed in the past few months.
Giovanni
— Raymond
sult. Lighting has been given careThe picture, although a trifle
Bloomer
ful attention and scenes on cliff
long, it is in eight reels, is remarkpeaks and during a storm at sea are
Tony — Georges Riga
able in several respects. Here we
arrestingly excellent.
Antonio— Jean de Briac
have Miss Pickford in a more maThe story is of the heart-gripping
Written
and directed by
sort with romance and motherhood
Frances
Marion
ture role than any heretofore esthe outstanding themes. The griefsayed by her; it was written and
tortured little mother grieving for
directed by a woman, Frances Maher
baby, maddened by her sorrows,
bearing wounded soldiers back to
rion, and unlike most of her former
is made so vibrant and living a chartheir homes, among them her beacter that this alone could make the
stories is laid in a foreign country.
loved Mario. Joseph admits his picture powerful. It stands now
It is moreover excellent drama, full
presence as a German spy, she one of the strongest of the elements
gives him into the hands of the law. contributing to a feature that is of
of dramatic "punch" without straining for effect. Seldom has a more
Nut he escapes by way of the sea
prime importance among the new
direct appeal to the heart been so and goes out of her life forever.
year's
publications and of the highest worth.
effectively put over in a picture. Its When her baby is born, interfering
Several Italian players are cast
villagers deprive her of the child,
success should be instantaneous.
with Miss Pickford, the majority of
doubting her mental soundness, and
The story presents Mary Pickford
she lives the life of a recluse. She
them new to the American screen.
in an Italian role. Her rippling,
makes a home for Giovanni, a vil- Raymond Bloomer, the leading man,
was found in France and has played
lage youth who has loved her from
curling tresses, her long-lashed eyes
childhood, who was blinded in bat- on the stage in Rome. Jean Dethat sparkle so bewitchingly through
Mriac, Albert Prisco and Georgas
tle, and ultimately happiness comes
tears, her winning ways of mimicry
to them after a shipwreck tragedy
Rigas are foreign-born and fameand all the other elements that in- which restores her baby to her.
made, and Evelyn Dume, who plays
That
an
artist,
sensitive
to
the
the role of Mario, is Italian.
trigue one's heart, are to be seen.
It was a wise hand that guided her
from the romping girl of the opening scenes to the young Madonna
part that she carries so excellently
in later reels.
She plays with all the captivating
graces and the undisputed skill that
has previously established her so
pre-eminently among screen artists.
She has proved her right to praise
for versatility, for the character is a
distinct departure from any she has
heretofore assumed.
She appears as Angela Carlotti,
first mothering two lively brothers,
the younger, Mario, obviously her
favorite. War comes and the elder
brother goes and gives his life.
Mario follows and Angela is left in
charge of the lighthouse on the
rocky coast. There comes into her
home and her heart, Joseph, whom
she hides from the law, believing
him a deserting American seaman,
and whom she eventually marries.
Sending, at his request, a love beacon
over the waves one night by means
of the lighthouse lamp, she is horrified to learn later that it was the
signal for the destruction of a ship
Mary Pickford in a scene from the United Artists production, "The Love Light."
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Theatres Signifying Their Intention of Giving
All or Part of Receipts on January 26
to the European Relief Council
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Jan. 11 — Exhibitors over the country are directing their
attention toward arranging programs for January 26, when a concerted
drive will be made by motion picture interests to raise $2,500,000 to save
250,000 starving children in Europe.
Theatre men in letters to headquarters of the committee at 122 West
49th street have signified their intentions of donating all or a part of their
receipts on Motion Picture day to the Herbert Hoover cause. In some
communities exhibitors will be aided by churches and relief organizations.
Will Give Series of Special Benefits
Various means of raising money have been adopted by exhibitors. Some
exhibitors will give a series of special benefit performances culminating in
a special morning matinee for children on Saturday, January 29. Tickets
for these special matinees will sell for $1, with the entire proceeds going
to the relief fund.
Among the exhibitors pledging cooperation are : C. I. Gresham & Son, Art Craft
theatre. Mcoresville, X. C. ; C. F. Kunz,
Y. M. C. A. theatre, Spray, N. C. ; J. D.
ELEK J. LUDVIGH
Jameson,
Broadway - Odeon theatre, CoElected treasurer of Famous PlayersLasky to succeed Arthur S. Friend. Mr.
lumbia,
M. D. Paul
Vv'omack,
Colonial Lyric
theatre, Jasper,Mo.;Ala.;
D. Overton,
Ludvigh was formerly secretary and
general counsel for the Famous Players.
theatre, Winchester, 111.; J. S. Lee, Strand
theatre, Oskaloosa, la.; Alfred Lundquist,
Palace theatre, Grand Marais, Mich.;
Ludvigh Succeeds
Harry E. Bleich, Empress theatre, Owensboro, Ky. ; S. S. Stevenson, Princess theArthur S. Friend
atre, Henderson, N. C. ; O. J. Miller, Lyric
St. Clair, Pa. ; S. A. Lambert,
Elek J. Ludvigh has been elected treas- theatre,
Fotosho theatre, Suffolk, Va. ; Charles G.
urer of the Famous Players-Lasky Corpora- W ells Opera House, Elkton, Ind.
tion to succeed Arthur S. Friend, resigned.
Exchange Donates
Mr. Ludvigh has been secretary and genThe first contribution from exchange
eral counsel for the corporation since its men has come to the committee in the form
organization and prior to that was as- of a $50 check from the Metro film exchange of Philadelphia. Robert Lynch is
sociated with Adolph Zukor as secretary
He stated he would call a meetand general counsel of the Famous Players manager.
ing of exchange managers in Philadelphia
Film Company, one of the predecessors of to devise ways and means of concerted
the Famous I'layers-Lasky Corporation.
action in obtaining big results in the Philadelphia territory.
A sample of the hearty spirit of cooperaMadison Playhouse
tion from exhibitors is shown in the following letter from E. D. Heins of Roanoke,
Gives Hoover Show
Va., who operates the American, Isis,
(.Special to Exhibitors Herald)
Princess, Roanoke and Jefferson :
MADISON, WIS., Jan. 11.— Manager
"I think this is a splendid spirit that is
H. J. Donovan of the Fuller Opera being shown. We have five theatres at
House recently gave two performances your disposal. We have already paid for
for the benefit of the Herbert Hoover two full page insertions on this subject in
the Roanoke papers, and we gave our Roancampaign for the starving children of
oke theatre several Sundays ago for a free
at which $800 was collected for this
Europe. "Pink Tights" was exhibited concert
relief work at one performance. We are
through the courtesy of the Universal
exchange of Milwaukee. All proceeds again going to give the theatre this coming
were turned over to the fund.
Sunday for the same purpose and will have
several more in January. This is a suggestion that can be followed in cities
Farmers to Show Films
where no Sunday shows are given. We
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
also suggest that receptacles be placed in
FRANKFORD, Ind., Jan. 11.— The all lobbies where donations may be made."
Special Performances
Clinton County Farmers' Association has
voted to purchase a portable motion pic- Scheduled in Indiana
ture projector to be used in showing edu(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
cational and recreational pictures at the
INDIANAPOLIS. IND., Jan. 11.— E. H.
monthly meetings.
Bingham, one of the owners of the Colonial
theatre, has announced that all Indiana motion picture theatres will be called on to
Jules Cowles Married
give special performances on Saturday
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
morning, January 29, the total receipts from
NEW YORK, Jan. 11.— Jules Cowles,
reliefchildren
counthe character actor, and Mrs. Lavilla which
cil to will
buv gofoodto the
for European
the starving
Ruth Seibert, an actress, were married of Central Europe. Theatre owners in InFriday
at a special meeting pledged
Cruise. by Deputy City Clerk Michael J. their supportdianapolisof
the campaign and agreed

to give January
the special
o'clock
29. shows from 10 to 12
Gustav G. Schmidt, president of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Indiana,
sent an appeal to all exhibitors in the state
to cooperate in the campaign.
Mr. tional
Bingham,
as a member
of the
naexecutive committee
of the
Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of America, has
been appointed by Herbert Hoover, national
chairman of the relief council, to have
charge
Indiana. of the motion picture campaign in
McNally Dies After
Strokes of Apoplexy
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW ARK, N. J., Jan. 11.— J. B. McNally, manager of the Newark theatre, a
Max Spiegel house, died last week following two strokes of apoplexy. An old showman and an energetic worker, he made hundreds of friends here. He was 48 years
old and is survived by his widow, two
daughters and one son.

V

J. B. M'NALLT
Prominent \cwark
slioumiin whose death
follows two strokes «>f apoplexy.
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PUBLIC
Otto Bollman
Today

TIRES
Declares

OF

That Motion

HERALD
FADS

Picture Patrons

Are Demanding

Plain Substantial Productions
the substantial drama and am ready to
Dial Company President Believes
spend every penny necessary to make
That Stories of a Conservative
the production fit for presentation in the
houses,
I amin and
always
Nature Will Take Place of Sex country's
have been best
a firm
believer
advertising
and exploitation of a high quality.
Dramas and Daring Serials
* * «
nT NNOVATIONS are often huge
"We will maintain a department of
successes and serve to relieve the exploitation
whose duty it will be to
situation at times. But the puhlic soon
pay particular attention to trade paper
tires of fads. They are demanding a advertising and publicity, as well as the
newspaper and fan propaganda which
steady amusement diet."
issued." organized Dial Film
In this pointed statement Otto Boll- willMr.be Bollman
Company more than two years ago.
man, president of Dial Film Company,
Previous to his entry into the cinema
gives his views on motion pictures,
realm, he was the successful head of
gained during an extended survey of the one of the largest piano businesses in
industry.
the country. Prior to his retirement
from the world of music, the organiza"The highly flavored sex dramas and
tion founded by his ancestors more than
daring serials," he continues, "all have a century ago was recognized as one of
their brief space in satisfying the public the staunchest institutions in America.
appetite, but I firmly believe that the
Mr. Bollman's business associates and
books and tales of a more conservative
competitors alike attributed his success
in
no small measure to his knowledge
element will appeal more and more
strongly to the public taste as time of "what the public wants."
* * *
goes on."
The Dial Company is sponsoring the " Behold the Man" Is
Opened in New York
production of Irving Bacheller's "The
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
Light in the Clearing," for distribution
by W. W. Hodkinson Corporation. T.
NEW YORK, Jan. 11.— "Behold the
Hayes Hunter is supervising the picture. Man," a modern adaptation of Pathe's
Bacheller's works were chosen by Mr. feature, "The Life of Our Savior," opened
Bollman because the themes chosen by at the Apollo theatre in West 42nd street
the author and their treatment are in on Sunday. A series of Sunday presentations will be given.
accord with Mr. Bollman's theories.
A majority of the film is finished in
Mr. Bollman says:
"In pursuance with my convictions, natural colors. An unusual musical accompaniment aswell as realistic settings
our organization will utilize for the presfeature the presentations. Among the
ent, in an endeavor to see if my deductions are correct, the published works soloists are Harriet Lark, coloratura
of established authors, such as Irving >oprano, and Elda Arlando Boyer, baritone. It is said that the production in
Bacheller's 'The Light in the Clearing.'
"I never wish it to be said that I am a the new form is a vast improvement
stand-patter or an advocate of strict con- over the original.
servatism, because while I am strong for
Nathan

Signs for

Special Publicity
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Jan. 11.— In the news
of the week, along film row, it is learned
that Maurice Nathan, who up to recently
was associated with William Fox, has
left that organization and is making his
headquarters with the new publicity firm
of Cook & Shay.
It is understood that he will for the
present do some special publicity work
for Cook & Shay while he is developing
a new process for the improvement of
studio "stills," designed for photo-engraving, photogravure and litho processes.
Minneapolis

OTTO BOLLMAN
President Dial Film Company which will
distribute through Hodkinson

Loring

Opened to Public
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.. Jan. 11.—
Finkelstein and Ruben. First National franchise holders for the Northwest, have
opened the Loring. the attractive new suburban theatre at Nicollet avenue and Fourteenth street, here. It has a seating capacity
of 1.200. It took more than a year to complete and cost in excess of $250,000.
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New Appointee
Former Editor Joins First National
to Fill Newly Created Office
of a Consultive Nature —
Will Also Do Publicity Work

LESLEY MASON

editor and
LESLEY
ident of former
vice-presMASON,
Exhibitors Trade
Review, has assumed his new duties with
Associated First National. His appointment by J. D. Williams, general manager, was announced at a recent dinner
tendered the trade press by First National, when announcement also was
made of the "Big Five Productions"
proposition.
In making the announcement in behalf of Mr. Williams, C. L. Yearsley
stated that while Mr. Mason's editorial
experience would prove of high consultive value, his activities would be
directed to other departments of work
as well as that of the publicity department. Mr. Mason's knowledge of pictures will prove beneficial in the selection of productions for "Big Five"
groups.
Abrams, O'Brien and
Larkin Go to Coast
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Jan. 11.— Hiram
Abrams,
Denis
O'BrienSaturday
and Mark
Larkin left
here F.together
for
the Coast. Mr. Abrams as general manager of United
Artists conferences
and Mr. O'Brien
as counsel
will attend
in the
West. Mr. Larkin will take up his new
duties as director of publicity for Mary
Pickford and Douglas Fairbanks. He
was formerly advertising and publicity
manager for Mayflower Photoplay Corporation. I
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Leaves

Conduct
Appointed

Famous

Own

General

Business

Manager

Distribution

by Adoiph Zukor— Retiring Official Will
Announce His Plans Shortly
(Sfvcial to Exhibitors Herald) '
XEW YORK. Jan. 11. — Al Lichtman, who has been associated with
Adoiph Zukor for a number of years, has resigned as general manager of
the department of distribution of Famous Players-Lasky Corporation.
The resignation is effective immed:ately. S. R. Kent leaves the position
of general sales manager to succeed Lichtman.
Mr. Lichtman leaves Famous Players to fulfill his ambitions to go
into business for himself. Plans for his future activities will be announced
shortly.
Joined Famous Players Some Years Ago
The retiring executive joined the sales department of Famous Players
AX LICHTMA.V
Film Company at "the time of its organization by Adoiph Zukor. He
Who has resigned from Paramount to subsequently organized Aico Film Company of which Metro is the sucenter business for himself
cessor and in a few months he built up a big organization. When Artcraft
was formed he became general manager and has been a leading executive
of Famous Plavers-Laskv since that time.
Merger Big Four
Mr. Kent's rise has been rapid. He Southern islands to film exterior scenes for
entered the industry four years ago with Donn Byrne's story, ""Redemption Cove."
And Big Eight Is
he is making as a special production
General Film, working with former which
for
Cosmopolitan-Paramount.
party
Postmaster General Frank H. Hitchcock left Xew York on December 25. The
Rumored
in West
arriving at
Xassau
on
December
3L
in
liquidating
the
affairs
of
the
company.
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
In addition to Yignola, the party includes
agoofheFamous
joined the
adminisLOS ANGELES, Jan. 11.— Rumor has Three years
Phil Carle and Russell Mathias. assistant
trative bureau
in the
Xew
persisted here that a merger of United
Artists and Associated Producers is to York office. Two months later he be- directors; Al Liguori, chief cinematoa staff of camera men and techcame a special representative in the dis- grapher;
be effected. Though nothing authentic
experts, and E. K Lincoln and Seena
has been learned, the news that Hiram
tribution department. He was later ap- Owen, nicalwho
play the leads.
pointed district manager of the Kansas
Abrams. president of the Big Four, would
City territory, which position he held
arrive here from New York tomorrow
has served only to heighten the rumor. 'until May, 1919, when he was called to
.fhe home office to become general sales
manager.
Schedule for 1920
Neither F. B. Warren, general manager of Associated Producers nor Abrams
Is Aggressive Executive
S. R. Kent, new general manahas commented on the "reported conConcerning Mr. Kent. President
ger of Famous Players, announced
solidation.
the following
big pictures fcr proZukor said: "I look upon Mr. Kent as
duction this year:
one
the most inaggressive
and As
kee'nest
Pioneer Has Omaha Office
THF. AFFAIR*
OF AXATOL —
sales ofexecutives
the industry.
gensales manager he applied to the sales
Writtenduced by
Arthur
Sehnitzler;played
proPioneer Film Company has opened a officeeral of
by Cecil
B. DeMille:
Paramount Pictures the same
bv Gloria Swanson. Wallace Reid.
local exchange at 1324 Howard street,
Elliott Dexter. Wanda Hawley. Bebe
Omaha, under the direction of I. J. stable methods which have begg so sucDaniels.
Julia Faye.
Robcessful in other industries." C "*
erts. Theodore
KoslofT.Theodore
Agnes Ayres,
("Bud")butionBarsky.
It
will
be
the
districenter for Iowa and Nebraska.
Dorofhy Cumming. Raymond HatKent in Chicago
ton. Monte Blue.
Announces Plans
EXPERIENCE — Written by
George
Hobart; directed by George
Fitzznaurice.
S.
R.
Kent,
the
newly
appointed
genParting Tribute
eral manager of Paramount, was in ChiM PFTFR
Barrie. PAX — Written by James
cago on January 10 and 11. at which
In resigning as general manTHE
WANDERER — A Cecil B.
time he announced the production plans
DeMille special adaptation of Morager of the department of
for Famous for the next twelve months.
ris
Gest's
spectacular triumph.
Mr. Kent was en route to the Coast.
MOXTSAKTK — Famous French
distribution of Famous Players
s?ae-»
in
cast.play; Dorothy Dalton will be
Considering
of
Paramount,thehe "bigger
said: picture" policy
-Lasky Corporation. Al LichtLAIREL*
AND produced
THE LADY
— By
raan paid the following tribute
"During the twelve months to come
Leonard Merrick;
by Cecil
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation will
B. DeMille.
to President Zukor :
deliver to the exhibitors of America more
LADIES
LIVE —byBy George
Alice
Duer
Miller:MUST
produced
record-breaking productions than in any
Loane Tucker.
"It will be like leaving home
similar
period
in
its
historyThese
proand a wonderful home at that.
PETER IBBETSOX — By Gerald de
ductions will continue to prove the backMaurier.
bone of the motion picture industry in
I consider Mr. Zukor the outVOL CANT FOOL VOIR WIFE —
A Melford speciaL
sustaining
the ofprestige
and" building
np
standing genius of the motion
the business
the wide
awake and
THE GREAT IMPERSONATION —
By E.ford Phillips
Oppenheim; a Melpicture industry. But to me
progressive exhibitors of America."
speciaL
he will always be more than
I*
MATRIMONY
A FAILURE?—
•ng.
Bi-lasco's
sensational farce: in cast
Vignola Company in
are Elliott Detxer and Violet Hemthat — he is my best friend.
The Bahama Islands
Much as I regret leaving him.
THE LIFTED VEIL — By Henry
(Special
to Exhibitors Herald J
Arthur Jones.
however, I do not feel justified
FORBIDDEN ERtTT — A Cecil B.
XEW YORK. Jan. 11.— Cabled advices
DeMille picture.
in turning down the opporreceived in Xew York this week announce
THE FAITH HEALER — A George
Melford speciaL
tunity which has been prethe arrival at Xassau. Bahama Islands, of
THE END novelty.
OF THE WORLD — A
Robert G. Vignola and his company.
sensational
sented me."
Yignola. accompanied by a large staff of
technical assistants and players, is in the
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Franchise
"The Oath"
"The Oath," R. A. Walsh's
production, which is one of
First National's "Big Five,"
will be reviewed in the next
(January 29) issue of EXHIBITORS HERALD.
Annual

Fiesta to be

Held in Los Angeles
Sid Grauman Is Chairman of
the Committee on Special Events
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Jan. 11.— The Los
Angeles
Theatres'
the new
organization
recentlyAssociation,
formed, composed
of thirty downtown theatres, is planning a gay festival to be known as the
Annual Fiesta of the Los Angeles Thebeststars
littleatres'
pictureAssociation,
cutupswith
and allallthe the
present.
Date Is February 5
The initial fiesta will be given the
evening of February 5 in the ballroom
of the new Ambassador Hotel. A grand
march by picture stars, a bal masque
and program will be the allure for the
crowds.
Sid Grauman is the chairman of the
committee on special events, which
would seem to promise that they will
be very special indeed. The grand
march will be participated in by picture
stars, all in costume. Prizes for wearers of the most interesting and beautiful costumes will be awarded at 1
o'clock, following the unmasking.
Plan Historical Pageant
Another feature will be a pageant revealing the history of motion pictures as
they have developed from the beginning. Side shows are also promised.
Press agents will likewise be turned
loose to write the stories, each of his
own picture theatre.
The committee in charge of the affair is composed of Mr. Grauman as
chairman. Alexander Pantages. L. E.
Behvmer. Fred A. Miller. Sol Lesser,
W. T. Wyatt. W. H. Clune, Harry
David of the new Mission Theatre. H,
D. McBride and W. R. Payne. The details are in charge of Francis Woodward, secretary of the association.
Laemmle Goes West
For Rest of Winter
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES. Jan. 11.— Carl Laemmle
is expected here this week to spend the rest
of the Winter at Universal City.
Brockell Moves Up
Floyd M. Brockell breezed into Chicago from Dallas, Texas, on Sunday to
attend the First National conclave at
the Congress Hotel. Mr. Brockell went
to New York with the officials and will
hereafter be connected with the home
office.
Polish Star Is Due
NEW YORK, Jan. 11.— Pola Negri,
star of "Passion," will arrive in this
country this week, to start work on her
first Famous Players-Lasky production.
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Members

Shown

"Big Five"
First National's
With Home Office Officials at Convention
in Chicago on Methods of Distributing
Group of Special Productions

Associated First National's initial group of "Big Five Productions"
have been pre-viewed and approved by franchise holders, a number of subfranchise exhibitors and other film men.
These specials to which First National executives have attached special significance because of the anticipated box-office value, were shown
privately, along with other new pictures which the company has not yet
published, at the Congress hotel on January 10, 11 and 12.
Producers and Star Are in Attendance
All franchise holders were in Chicago to attend the showings and in
addition to confer with the home office officials on further details relating
to the distribution of the "Big Five."
Between fifty and sixty exhibitor members and officials, as well as
other film men whose business associations are closely related with First
National, were in Chicago during the convention. Marshall Neilan, Dorothy Phillips and Allen Holubar, First National producers and star, were
present
at theJanuary
showing11.of The
the three
Holubar
feature,
W oman,
on Tuesday,
notables
were"Man.
en route
from Marriage,"
New York
to the Coast.
The advance notices given the convention
and pre-views attracted good crowds to
the showings. The room at the hotel used
for projection purposes was far too small
to accommodate the crowds, many exhibitors being turned away.
"Big Five" Listed
Included in the first group of "Big Five
Productions" are Charlie Chaplin's "The
Kid;" "Passion," the foreign picture starring Pola Negri, the Holubar-Phillips special, "Man, Woman, Marriage;" Louis B.
Mayer's feature starring Anita Stewart,
"Sowing the Wind," and R. A. Walsh's
picture.
"The announcements
Oath."
No public
were made
:oncerning the business transacted at the
executive sessions. Tentative plans for
distribution of this series had been framed
by executives. It remained for franchise
holders to ratify these and reach some
Pre-View

Program

Fiveschedule
Productions"
andThe
the "Big
pre-view
at the
Chicago convention of Associated
First National follows:
"The KlD," Charlie Chaplin's
multiple reel comedy; exhibited at
2:30 o'clock Monday afternoon,
January 1 0.
"PASSION," the foreign spectacle
starring Pola Negri ; shown Monday evening at 8:30.
"Sowing the Wind," the
Louis B. Mayer special featuring
Anita
; shown at 1 1 o'clockTuesdayStewart
morning.
"Man, Woman, Marriage,"
the Allen Holubar-Dorothy Phillips
special; 2:30 Tuesday afternoon.
"THE Oath," produced by
R. A. Walsh ; shown Tuesday.
Wednesday was given over to the
screening of other new productions
not included in the special group.

agreement
certain
phases had
of the
osition on on
which
settlement
not propbeen
reached.
Members Enthusiastic
Franchise holders are highly enthusiastic
in commenting on the "Big Five" proposition.
First National executives franchise and
subfranchise holders and other film men
who :attended the Showings are listed
below
J. D. WILLIAMS general manager. New York.
ROBERT LIEBER. president, Indianapolis.
H. O. SCHWALBE. secretary-treasurer, New
York.
W. J. MORGAN, contract department, New
York.
E. B. JOHNSON, legal department. New York.
TOM NORTH. Louis B. Mayer representative.
PAULB. Maver
J. MOONEY,
Louis
Productionsgeneral
Inc. sales manager,
WILLIAM M. YOGEL, exporter, handling the
foreign rights on the Chaplin films.
J. C. Neilan.
GRAINGER, eastern representative of
Marshall
SPYROS
and CHARLES SKOURAS. St.
Louis.
JULIAN SAENGER, New Orleans.
E. V. RICHARDS. Jr., Saenger Amusement
Company,
New Orleans. Cleveland.
E. MANDELBAUM
WALTER LUSK. Cleveland.
A. L. FRIEDMAN Cleveland.
JACOB and S. FABIAN. Paterson, N. T.
R. H. HAINES, Cincinnati.
R. H.tionalCLARK,
Exchange. manager, New York First NaMOE MARK, New York.
NATHAN GORDON, Boston.
JOHN
Philadelphia.
HARRY McGUIRK.
CRANDALL.
Washington.
LIEUT. JIM ANDERSON. Washington, D. C.
Exchange of First National.
R. D. CRAVER Charlotte, N. C.
JAMES B. CLARKE. Pittsburgh.
JOHN H. KUNSKY, Detroit.
GEORGE TRENDLE, Kunsky Theatres, Detroit.
SOL LESSER, Los Angeles.
A. H. BLANK. Des Moines.
COL. FRED LEVY. Louisville.
M. F. FINKELSTEIN. Minneapolis.
I. RUBEN. Minneapolis.
J.FLOYD
G. VONM. HERBERG,
BROCKELL. Seattle.
New York office of
First National.
JULE and HERBERT ALLEN, Toronto. Canada.C. W. MASON. Bankers & Merchants Theatre
Company,
Fort Wavne Ind. Bankers & Merchant*
A. F. BRENTLINGER,
Theatre Companv, Fort Wavne.
TACK BOLAND, Oklahoma Citv.
JOHN J. GARDNER. Toledo. 6.
JOHN
KUMLER. Toledo.
FRANK F. NEWMAN.
Kansas Citv. Mo.
DAVID BARRISH, Philadelphia.
(Continued on Page jS)
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Kid"
Is
Chaplin's
Greatest
Exhibitors and press, at private view in Chicago, pronounce
famous comedian's latest contribution to First National the
best he has ever made; pathos and humor nicely balanced in
unusually

Well handled

story — All

comment

CHARLES CHAPLIN'S widely heralded and long awaited feature length
production, "The Kid," was exhibited for the first time at a meeting of
leading exhibitors and executives of the First National Exhibitors Circuit,
Inc., at the Congress Hotel, Chicago, on Monday, January, 10.
"The Kid" leaves little room for argument ; there will be few if any who
will not regard it as one of the greatest box office attractions since the commencement of pictures. Even stripped of the world-wide popularity of the
celebrated star it would be a production that would be remembered; it is that
type of picture that can return again and again.
There are many auspicious details able pictorial importance is Miss Edna
concerned in the production : It rep- I'urviance who is exceedingly beauti
resents the return to the screen of ful in many views and who carries
through a legitimate acting part in a
Charles Chaplin, the greatest comedian the motion picture has produced, very creditable manner. It is probafter a long absence. It is the first
ably the finest work of her career by
stellar appearance of Chaplin in a a wide margin.
feature length production. And it is
is a real story in "The Kid":
a picture almost totally different from AnThere
infant waif is left by an unmarried mother in a luxurious motor car
anything in which Chaplin has previin front of a palatial home. The car
ously appeared.
is stolen in the absence of the driver
"The Kid" is an extraordinary
medley of pathos and humor, accomand when the identity of their passenplishing in no uncertain manner an
ger is discovered by the thieves the inamount of strength and heart interest
fant is roughly deposited alongside of
that is seldom seen. It is unlike any- an ash can in a back alley of the tenething that has ever previously been
ment district. The infant is discovdone. It fits under no known classiered by Chaplin, who is a half comic,
fication. Itstands alone. Unless all half tragic figure of the district. He
indications fail, this Chaplin feature first tries to rid himself of his charge
will be a sensational box office attrac- but then decides to take the youngster
home.
the public's to his impoverished
* * *
favor tion,
forwinning
manyanda holding
year.
There is not a great deal of the
W hile the child grows to boyhood
Chaplin of old in this picture. To a the mother becomes a famous theatrigreat extent he has put his old-time
cal star and devotes herself to misbag of tricks away and goes in for a
sionary work in the slums, meanwhile
great deal of very nearly legitimate carrying on her search for the child
acting. While not much of the Chap- that she would now recover. A sterllin of old is visible there is still very
ing devotion is built up between Chapmuch present those whimsical moods,
lin and the child and their ministrations to one another in their destitute
apparent here and there in previous
Chaplin pictures which strike very little home have a very great heart inclose to really great acting.
terest. Chaplin battles the county
* * *
authorities that would remove the
The picture being really different child to an orphanage and is beset
than those that have gone before will with other attempts to separate him
elicit a very sharp surprise from the from his charge to whom he has become devoutly attached. Eventually
public, but while it is different the
Chaplin showmanship genius has re- the child is restored to his mother's
tained init just enough of those bits of home — and Chaplin with him.
The outstanding characteristic of
horseplay for which the veteran Chaplin fan will be looking.
"The Kid" is human appeal and real
Chaplin shares a large measure of heart interest. The public will in turn
the honors of the performance with laugh and weep and as the finale is
flashed on the screen they will regret
Jackie Coogan, that delightful youngster who in this picture registers so that the picture is ended — which to
convincingly that many will acclaim our mind is just about the acid test of
him the real star of the play. The. a great picture. The comedy and burlittle fellow's scenes are certainly manner. lesqueInis in
inimitable
its Chaplin's
customary style
it is
sure-fire. In the name part he contributes tothis picture one of the very highly amusing and laugh-producing.
Chaplin returns to the screen in his
best juvenile bits that has yet been
seen in motion pictures. Of consider- greatest picture, great as a comedy

favorably

"Passion"

Shown

At Chicago Meet
"Passion," the spectacular German-made production starring Pola
Negri, which established a new box
office record at the Capitol theatre,
New York, in its American premiere, and has been grouped with
"The Kid," "Sowing the Wind,"
"The Oath" and "Man — Woman —
Marriage" as the first unit of attractions composing the "Big Five,"
recently launched by Associated
First National Pictures, Inc., was
shown to the members and franchise holders of that organization
in convention at the Congress
Hotel, Chicago, on January 10. A
number of guests were included
in the audience.
The picture was reviewed in the
November 6 issue of EXHIBITORS HERALD, the view being
obtained at the initial New York
screening for the trade press.
Several stories describing the exploitation and actual box office performance of the feature, substantiating the advance review, have
appeared in the "Exhibitors Advertising" department in recent issues
of this publication.
and great as a drama. In it he is a
master of dramatic as well as comedy
situations.
"The Kid" hits the bull's-eye as a
box office attraction. M. J. Q.
FIRST

NATIONAL MEETING
(Continued from Page J7)
DAVID P. HOWELLS, handling First National
pictures
foreign field. Kansas City. Mo.
T. M. inHF.NNEBERRY.
C. A BARBIAN, Akron, O.
JOHN
J. GLEK HMAN,
MAX BALABAN,
Balaban Detroit.
& Katz, Chicago.
-AMI hi. KATZ Kalaban ,\ Kat7, Chicago.
R. C. SEERY. manager, Chicago exchange of
First National.
WATTERSON R. ROTHACKER, president.
Rothaker Film Manufacturing Company.
W. K. HOLLANDER, exploitation director,
Balahan & Katz.
Among others attending the showings
were : W. E. Shallenberger, president, Arrow Film Corporation ; Leo Salkin, Chicago ; Aaron Jones, Jones, Linick &
Schaefer, Chicago; H. J. Lange, Chicago;
Harry A. Sherman of New York; A. S.
Aronson, vice-president and general manager, Goldwyn Pictures Corporation;
Cecil Maberry, Chicago manager, Goldwyn; L. M. Stein, Chicago; Fred Schaefer, Chicago; Colvin Brow:n, editor of
Kinograms, New York.
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Marriage"

of
Screen's
Greatest
O Allen Holubar belongs the credit of creating in

Is

One

Attractions

T '"Man, Woman and Marriage" a really great production— great in spectacle, drama and heart interest; it is one of the clearly outstanding pictures since
the beginning of the art.
Viewed from the box office angle, it is a truly
marvelous woman's picture and on this basis it becomes
an unusually significant attraction carrying with it
extraordinarily broad commercial possibilities. It is a
picture that will keenly interest women and will receive
their fullest approval and endorsement.
WHILE the picture may correctly be termed an unusually
good woman's attraction it is by no means exclusively
gauged to hold the feminine attention ; although the dominant
motive is feministic it nevertheless is crammed full of fundamental spectacle, drama, and emotional interest, the appeal of
which is universal.
The comprehensiveness of the title — "Man, Woman and
Marriage" — accurately suggests the breadth and scope of the
subject: The story and action is centered upon a modern
narrative depicting graphically the matrimonial experiences
of two persons of a certain class. While the story is focused
upon two individuals of a particular class it nevertheless has
a broad application to the marital lives of men and women
the world over and as such the leading characters may be
interpreted as typical of modern man and woman.
At occasional intervals in a very natural and convincing
manner the action carries back to pre-historic, matriarchal
and medieval times. It is in these instances that there are
natural opportunities for introducing the spectacular incidents
which on the whole represent as fine an achievement along
this line as has yet been put upon the screen. A conspicuous
example of the stellar qualities of this work is to be had
(Concluded on page 40)

Two scenes from ''Man, Woman — Marriage"
the Allen Holubar production which Albert A.
Kaufman presents through First National.
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Sowing
theStarring
Wind"
Strong
Drama
Mayer Production
Anita Stewart
and Directed by
John
M. Stahl Featured by Powerful Situations and Fine Characterizations

Louis B. Mayer production of "Sowing The
Wind" there comes to the
screen a splendidly produced
and excellently enacted drama
of compelling strength. John
M. Stahl, the director, has built
into this picture a thoroughly
convincing story of striking in's
of passion
a tale carries
tensity. Itiswhich
with
retributions
IN THE

it a singularly significant
preachment and drives home
unswervingly a moral that
many pulpits aim for but do
not hit so effectively.
The production throughout is in
keeping with the established Louis
B. Mayer standards of rich and elaborate investiture and a cast of great
competence. Miss Anita Stewart is
called upon to enact a role of heavy
dramatic exactions and she succeeds
in registering almost the entire gamut
of emotions in a manner of such certainty that her work in "Sowing the
Wind" probably touches the uppermost point of the dramatic attainments
of her career. In various close views
she is exceedingly beautiful. In the
big dramatic moments — and there are
many of them — she effects a sincerity
of characterization that will yield to
her a very great sympathy.
* * *
Mr. 'Stahl has accomplished in
"Sowing
the ofWind"
a theme.
masterful
dramatization
a difficult
He
has woven into the picture a story
that grips the sympathy of the spectator and frequently quickens the heartbeats in effectively registered scenes
of unusual dramatic intensity. "Sowing the Wind" as a drama of its type
ranks very high. It is suggestive of
a wealth of exploitation possibilities
and has an innate strength that will
justify bis promise.
A notable feature of the production
is the work of Miss Myrtle Stedman.
It is with difficulty that one may comment with any degree of restraint upon
her work which is extraordinarily fine,
capable and effective. Miss Stedman
has a big acting part and every opportunity has been seized upon and
handled adroitly. .Another sincere,
natural and a!toeeth?r satisfactory
characterization is that of James Morrison. Other roles of a rather numerous cast are all well executed. Acting-wise, there is little to be desired
in "Sowing the Wind."

The story is of that stuff which
strong, intense drama is almost necessarily built of. It was once a familiar
and very popular narrative in its original form. In its translation to pictures nothing of its power has been
lost. Of considerable importance is
the fact that many situations of poi<
riant strength involving conflicts of
rexes have been carefully and judiciously handled.
The story, long familiar upon the
speaking stage, relates the tale of he
who shall sow the wind shall reap the
whirlwind ; that with every outraging
of the social code a retribution shall

"Man,

be visited upon the guilty. Miss Steadman plays the errant mother and Miss
Stewart the daughter who upon leaving a convent school learns of the life
into which the mother has lapsed. The
code of double morals finds expression in the advice of the guardian of
the daughter's suitor, the girl having
become an actress is pointed to as a
man's plaything. The innate decency
of the young man eventually rides
down the bad advice and the story
ends with the happiness
the girl
.of with
J. Q.the
and her suitor assured -Mand
wages of sin tolled out to the guilty.

Woman — Marriage"
Of

Is One

Screen's
Greatest
(Continued from
patjc J9)

in the Amazon battle sequence in
which there is staged upon horseback between men and women a
Conflict of fiery intensity, producing
a telling spectacular effect meanwhile raising the spectator's interest
to a high pitch of enthusiasm.
I n every scene where elaborate
settings are required the production
has been built in a lavish manner.
Throughout there is much proof of
the fact that a great deal of money
was judiciously expended. And in
no instance is there evidence of
lavish expenditure for no definite
purpose ; every lavishly appointed
scene and every huge set has a good
reason for existing just where it is
found as the story is unfolded. The
photography excels the average to
a noteworthy degree.
' The leading role of the production is carried by Dorothy Phillips
and Miss Phdlips does it in a manner that should place her securely
upon a very lofty pinnacle of prestige. The individual efforts of Miss
Phillips are no less extraordinary
than the production itself as a
whole. In scene after scene she
registers effectively a delightfully
sincere, wholesome and convincing
personality. Pictorially she is at
her very best — which is saying a
great deal — and histrionically she
evidences a mature and competent
ability for tense emotional appeal.
Miss Phillips is thoroughly splendid
as the leading player and beyond
that she very apparently has contributed much in collaborat'on with
her husband, Mr. Holubar, to the
upbuilding and the sustaining of

Attractions

the theme. The competent and
polished James Kirkwood submits
a very excellent characterization in
the leading masculine role. Also of
prominence and importance in the
cast is J. Barney Sherry.
"Man, Woman and Marriage"
tells the story of a girl and a man
who marry for love and embark
confidently and joyously upon their
matrimonial voyage. As the years
progress the man loses faith and
confidence in his ability to succeed.
He becomes inattentive to his wife
and out of sympathy with her overwhelming interest in home and
children. Eventually he yields to
the advances of a dishonest political
chieftain who later sees to his election to the United States senate.
With the political position comes
wea'th and luxury and in their wake
follow riotous parties and other
borderline excesses of society in the
new mansion home.
Subsequently the wife rebels,
leaves her husband and strkes out
into the world to do constructive
work, ruling her own destiny and
rearing carefully her two children.
As the story unfolds historical parallels depicting thought movements
related to the various problems confronting the woman are fixed upon
the screen, connecting up graphically with the modern story the
unceasing struggle of womankind
today.
which has brought her to her present place in the civilized world of
"Man, Woman and Marriage" will
now take its place as a document
of
importance
in the
of the
world.— M.
J. Q.film libraries
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"Picture City" Plans
Largest
Production Center
Ambition of Boosters
in Jacksonville
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
Jacksonville, Fla., Jan. 11. — Purchase
of 700 acres on the site formerly occupied
by Camp Joseph E. Johnston by the Fine
Arts Pictures, Inc., is hailed by local newspapers as the first step toward the erection of "the world's largest motion picture
production center."
The Florida Times-Union devotes nearly
a page of type to the story and a half page
to a sketch of the proposed "Fine Arts
City."
A million
to be spent
on thedollars,
site. it announces, is
Murray Garsson Interested
Murray W. Garsson of Fine Arts Pictures Corporation, New York City, is
president of the Fine Arts Company. He
has been in Jacksonville for the past thirty
days wprkiner on the proposition.
According to the Times-Union, laboratories, immense costume and property
houses, office buildings, several immense
studios, and other buildings are to be
erected. The water front, it is declared, is
to
be beautified and dockage facilities provided.
Fine Arts to Produce
Fine Arts Pictures, Inc., the newspaper
states, has laid out a program of production calling for forty-six pictures classified
as follows: fifteen two-reel comedies; fifteen two-reel westerns ; twelve "superproductions" and four special productions.
Charles

F. Miller
M. P. D. A. Head
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
New York, Jan. it.— The Motion Picture Directors Association, at its annual
election last week, chose the following officers to serve during 1921 : Charles F.
Miller, director; S. E. V. Taylor, assistant
director; Robert G. Vignola, technical directorCharles
;
M. Seay, scenarioist ; C. Jay
Williams, treasurer; Robert Ellis, inner
guard : George Lessey, outer guard.
Additions to the membership roll were
John Emerson, John W. Noble and Charles
Maigne.

Industry
On

Nears

Uniform

Contract

Plan

Draft Drawn Up by the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of America and Representatives of
the National Association
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Jan. 11. — The draft of a uniform contract which is considered fair and equitable to both the exhibitors and the distributors has been
partially agreed to by the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America and the
National Association of the Motion Picture Industry. The most significant
phases of the new form follow :
Exhibitors shall pay 5 cents a foot for film burned, damaged, lost or stolen.
Exhibitor to receive copy of application from salesman.
Exhibitor to receive damages totaling double the amount of rental price
whenContract
exchangemust"breaches
in a theatre."
specify protection
if picture isgiven
reissued.
Contract must be cancelled by home office before picture can be offered to
competing exhibitor.
Clause one has been tentatively adopted and reads '"That where film is
burned, damaged, lost or stolen, recovery to be made at 5 cents per lineal foot.
No charge for loss to be made."
ture of the exhibitor to this contract
Clauses two, three, four, seven and
eight have been practically agreed to. shall make it binding unless canceled by
the home office within (thirty days to
They follow:
2 — That an exhibitor's copy of every points West of the Mississippi and fifapplication signed by him to be given by
teen days to points East) days, and it is
salesman at the time the contract is further agreed that the distributor or
producer shall not offer this picture for
signed.
Contract Made Void
sale to any other exhibitor in the zone of
the
contract exhibitor until such exhi3 — That where an exchange breaches
bitor shall be notified of the rejection of
its contract on one picture, in contract,
where remaining pictures are to be used, this contract by the home office.
meetings of the exhibitors and
the entire contract is void at the option theFurther
national association will be held to
of the exhibitor.
ratify the proposition.
■i— That where an exhibitor breaches
protection (Jve-n in a theatre, balance of
contract may be voided by exhibitor and
exhibitor is to be paid damages double Lyons and Moran Again
amount of rental price paid for particuProducing Two Reelers
lar picture or pictures thus wrongfully
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
used. Such protection and run must be
specificallv stated in contract.
NEW YORK. Jan. 11.— Eddie Lyons
7 — In case of any picture sold under and Lee Moran have returned to the production of two-reel comedies for Unithis contract shall be reissued or recreated pictures, same must be stated on
versal. Their last five-reel feature is "A
the face of the contract.
Shocking Night," which was published
8 — It is hereby agreed that the signa- yesterday.

"Confidential"

Reviews

An interesting discussion is being carried on in England as to the
intrinsic value of "confidential" reports on pictures as compared with
the reviews printed in the trade papers. The English exhibitors are
being beseiged to subscribe to the
various "confidential" services. In
this country it is not quite so bad.
But the point is are these reports
of any real value?
We quote from the Kinematogra[>h Weekly, a London publicafollowstion,: which sums the matter up as

CHARLES MILLER
Popular director who was elected chief
executive of the Motion Picture Directors' Association on January 4.

Agreement

"The word (reviewer) is generally taken to refer to a newspaper
representative, and the point in
dispute in this case is not the reliability of press reviews of filns
but the competence or incompetence of professional
— a
very different
matter. 'viewers'
The methods of the pressman and the compiler of 'confidential' press reports
are as the poles asunder. The one
works in the open; his opinions are

Are

Derided

on public record and can be challenged by anyone who fails to
agree with them, whereas the other
sends under cover a private report
to a limited number of personal
clients. He is no more entitled to
be called a reviewer than any other
•individual trader who writes a personal opinion of a film to a friend.
"The competence of the average
'viewer' is a matter of opinion, but
one can feel some sympathy with
the trade prejudice against any
critic who has not sufficient belief
in his opinions to publish them
openly. The pressman at least
stakes his
views. If hereputation
blunders, onhe his
can rebe
exposed and his paper's reputation
severely
'viewer'
on
the other shaken;
hand can the
easily
cloak his
blunders. He cannot easily be compelled by criticism to justify any
of
his judgments.
these that
circunstances
it is no Inwonder
the general competence of the class
is doubted by readers and by exhibitors who think for themselves."
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H. Kunsky Was One of the First in Michigan
To Piace the Motion Picture on a Basis of
Commercial Entertainment

THE

recent election of directors and officers oJ Associated First National Pictures, Inc., of Michigan, brought into the
limelight of the industry again seven men
who have reached the top after a steady
up-hill climb. They are:
John H. Kunsky, George W. Trendle,
Harry Scott, of Detroit, H. S. Gallup, Marquette, Michigan, Herbert L. Weil, Port
Huron, W. S. Butterfield, Battle Creek, and
Blair McElroy, Chicago.
Of the seven John H. Kunsky's name is
perhaps the best known. Mr. Kunsky has
the distinction of being one of the first men
in Michigan to place the motion picture on a
commercial entertainment basis. Starting
back in the days of the penny arcade, he
built one of the first picture theatres in the
state and one of the very first in the
country. It was a small house seating
about 200. From that modest beginning Mr.
Kunsky has seen growth in capacity to
the size of the present Adams, Madison
and other fine theatres throughout
the city of Detroit, while his new Capitol,
with a capacity of 4,250 will be recognized
as one of the largest and most magnificent
palaces in the country. Mr. Kunsky, who
began his motion picture career only thirteen years ago, attributes his success not to
fortune, nor to following in the footsteps
of others, but to foresight and the ability
to put his conceptions into concrete facts,
lie has built up his present organization
through hard and indefatigable work.
« * *
George W. Trendle, bears the distinction
of being one of the youngest executives at
the head of a major amusement enterprise
in the United States, and secretary and general manager of the John H. Kunsky, Inc.,
and of the chain of Kunsky theatres, as

GEORGE W. TRENDLE
H im :s one of the youngest executives at
the headprise inofthe a United
major States.
amusement enter-

well as personal attorney for Mr. Kunsky.
Mr. Trendle occupies a position of prominence and responsibility in the theatrical
world.
Walter Scott Butterfield is head of Bijou
Enterprises,
with headquarters in'theatrical
Battle Creek
and theatrical
interests
in close to a dozen of the largest Michigan
cities, besides others in Ohio, Illinois and
Wisconsin. Mr. Butterfield began life a
poor
boynewspapers
and often discusses
days wh-n
he sold
and foughtthebattles
with
his rival newsies to maintain his rights.
Later settling in Battle Creek, he purchased
a vaudeville house and from that time on
his holdings began to grow.
H. S. Gallup, a leader of motion picture
activities in the Upper Peninsula, makes his
headquarters in Marquette, where a good
yhare of his time is taken up with local
politics and other lines of business to which
he has in late years extended his holdings.
Gallup has been instrumental in bringing
many large industries into the upper peninsula and is firmly regarded as one of the
strongest boosters that section of the stale
boasts.
* * *
Blair McElroy of the firm of Fitzpatrick
& McElroy, with headquarters in Chicago,
is the executive head of a string of nearly
a score of motion picture theatres in Michigan, Illinois and Wisconsin and his success,
like all of the others, dates from the time
the motion picture industry came into its
own. Mr. McF.lroy became associated with
Kenneth Fitzpatrick. The partners met with
continued success with their venture from
the start. Their Michigan holdings now include theatres in Benton Harbor, St. Joseph,
Three Rivers, St. Johns, Allegan, Big
Rapids, Ludington. Manistee, Cadillac.
Traverse City and Alpena.
Herbert L. Weil, head of Port Huron
Theatrical Enterprises, is recognized as one
of the most progressive of types, always
alert for work that will be to the best
interests of the industry in general and not
to the individual in particular. His holdings in Port Huron include three motion picture and a legitimate house, all of them
looked upon as among the best paying institutions itfthe
Mr. Weil's
brotherin
is editor of
the state.
only daily
newspaper
Port Huron, but it has been through no influence exerted by the brother on the news
columns of the paper that the theatrical interests have thrived. Herbert Weil's career
started as a newspaper reporter on the Detroit News, from which position he climbed
to copy editor and state editor.
Harryrector of Associated
Scott, general
a diFirstmanager
NationalandPictures
of Michigan, took charge of the Michigan
territory two years ago after successful experience inorganization and sales work with
other
film
companies.
Mr.with
Scott's
career
has been closely
associated
the amusement business. For several years, he was
press representative for Ringling Brothers
Circus.timateMr.
in the legiand theScott's
motionexperience
picture industry
has
served him in excellent stead with the policy
he has instituted in operating the Associated
First National Michigan exchange.
Let Oconomowoc Contract
OCONOMOWOC. WIS.— The building contract has been let for the new
theatre under construction in Milwaukee
street.

JOHN H.ivhoKl'NSKY
Pioneer exhibitor
warn one of the
Hr*i men in Michigan In place motion
plclurcx on n commercial entertainment
baila.
2,200

SeatRivoli

Is

"Opened in Baltimore
"Passion" Is Screened for
Guests at the Initial
Performance
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
BALTIMORE. MD., Jan. 11.— Baltimore's newest theatre, the Rivoli, which
in architectural
beauty
one of the
finest in the country,
was isformally
opened
on January 3. State and city officials
and prominent film men attended. The
theatre seats 2.200 patrons.
Invited Guests Attend
No special program was presented for
the invited
guests,
who included
Governor Ritchie.
William
F. Broening,
mayor of Baltimore, J. D. Williams, manager of Associated First National, and
others.
On the program for the opening week
were included an overture by the Rivoli
symphony
orchestra
and "Passion,"
the
First
National
production
starring Pola
Negri. Williams Gives Banquet
Following the performance, the guests
were entertained at the Hotel Enerson
at a banquet tendered by J. D. Williams,
Guy L. Wonders is manager of the new
house, which is owned by Wilson Amusement Company of which George C. Wilson is president and J. W. Hoover, secretary-treasurer.
Addresses were given by Mr. Williams
and Mr. Wonders and H. O. Schwalbe,
secretary-treasurer of First National.
Everett Maxwell

to

Write Fun Satires
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS well,ANGELES,
Jan. 11.—
well known writer,
has Everett
signed Maxwith
Eminent Pictures Corporation to write fiftytwo satire comedies, to be produced at the
Francis Ford studios. Roscoe Karns and
Alma Bennett will be featured; George
Jeske will direct ; Earl Reynolds is production manager, and T. J. Tabor, business
manager.
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GEORGE
MOORE
FOR ten years has been
Orpheum manager in Chicago

4,000

Theatres
First

More

Than

of

Will

News

Fifty Cameramen
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Show
Kinograms

Will Be

Retained

by

Educational — In Addition Special Expeditions Will Cover Big Events

On January 13, George H. Moore will
celebrate the tenth anniversary of his
appointment as manager of the Orpheum
theatre in Chicago, a Jones, Linick &
Schaefer house. He entered the exhibition field in 1907 when the Orpheum
was opened. For four years he was assistant manager, following which Aaron
manager's
the associated
promoted
Jones
chair. Mr. Moorehimhasto been
with Jones, Linick & Schaefer for
eighteen years at the start he was special policeman in penny arcades operated
by the company.
Thompson Buchanan
Will Assist Woods
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
New York, Jan. 11. — Upon his return to
Hew York, Jesse L. Lasky, vice-president
of Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, announced that Thompson Buchanan, playwright and ex-newspaper man, had been
appointed to share with Frank E. Woods
the position of supervising director at the
big Hollywood plant.
The increase in production resulted in the
necessity of dividing up the labors of the
department, and Thompson Buchanan, from
the fact of his all-round knowledge, his
success as a dramatist and his judgment of
film values, was adjudged the man for the
position. He has signed a long-term contract and entered upon his duties.
Rice Will Manage
Independent Films
Harry Rice, who recently joined the
Independent Films Association, has been
placed in complete charge of the home
office in Chicago and all departments
operated there as well as the Mid-West
territory.
Eddy Eckels, president of the company, will make his headquarters in Los
Angeles to supervise productions. Richard Robertson, director of advertising
and publicity, will also go to the coast.
Mr. Belford will remain in Chicago as
sales manager.

Four thousand theatres showing the first issue of the super Kinograms is the mark set by Educational Film Exchange, Inc., following the
announcement that with the week of January 30 it is to take over this
bi-weekly news service which will absorb Gaumont News and one month
later will include a service being handled by a third organization.
Publication of Kinograms will mark the completion of Educational's
plans to afford exhibitors everywhere full service of everything for their
programs with the single exception of the feature. It marks the fullest
accomplishments of the organization's plans, including the establishment
of exchanges through the United States and Canada in less than eight
months time.
Entire Resources of Three Will Be Used
Stress is placed on the fact that the absorption of these three news
pictorials is not simply a combination of three different services, but the
acquisition of their full resources and their full possibilities. Each of the
three will continue its forces in the field and the merged editorial departments will select from everything available the cream of the material and
these pictures will be issued twice weekly under the name of Kinograms.
More than fifty camera men, placed in change man is instructed to emphasize this
the key centers of the world, will be re- specialization in short subjects as an adtained and in addition special expeditions
ditional guarantee that the exhibitor will get
will be sent to cover world events. A numthe very news weekly that he has contracted
ber of contracts have been made which will for, and on time.
assure exclusive news pictures of important
"We are putting our whole guarantee behappenings from Kinograms. Each camera
hind Kinograms," commented E. W. Mampost is given liberal advance funds so that
mons, president
"We takeit
advantage can be taken of every sudden the utmost
prideofinEducational.
this service because
happening without the delay incident to now enables us to offer the exhibitor everycommunication with the home office and
thing for his program fifty-two weeks in
awaiting authorization.
the year with the exception of the feature,
a
field
which we have not and will never
Service Is Emphasized
enter. We are confident that the super
Service on Kinograms will be one of the Kinograms will prove the greatest news
points emphasized in Educational. Since weekly that has ever been put on the marthe company has devoted its entire atket, but in offering these pictures we are
tention to one and two reel subjects the not content
with merely promises of supervarious branch managers have been inior quality, but stress the point of superior
structed tocall attention of exhibitors that service.
the fact that its own record guarantees that
Quality Is Required
each exchange will devote the same at"From the beginning of this organization,
tention to the handling of the single news
even on its rather conservative basis, we
reel as it does with everv comedy, scenic have
made the point of requiring quality
and special that it handles. Each ex- as the basis of our every release. Our success has been largely founded on that
point. We feel confident that exhibitors
generally will recognize that we have taken
over these three combined news services
under the name of Kinograms because we
are confident that they will maintain our
standards."
Exhibitor's Secretary
Held on Theft Charge
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
TORONTO. CANADA. Jan. 11.— John
Doughty has been indicted by the grand
jury on a charge of stealing $105,000 in
Liberty bonds from Ambrose J. Small,
the theatre magnate whose disappearance
a year ago has remained a mystery. The
jury did not report on the charge that
Doughty, towho
wastheSmall's
secretary,
conspired
kidnap
exhibitor.

J. PARKER READ, JR.
Jfow producing
the he
Associated Producers,features
Inc., offorwhich
is a
member.

Rembusch Plays Santa
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
COLUMBUS, IND., Jan. 11.— Frank
Rembusch, owner of the American theatre, gave each employe a substantial
check as a Christmas gift. All the employes of Mr. Rembusch's eleven Indiana
theatres were similarly remembered. 1
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Me"

Need
of Exploiting
desired the public had not learned about it,
Famous
Department Is did not know what the theatre had to offer and consequently failed to be interested
Pointed to as Basis of
in a sufficient degree to bring the exhibitor
Urging Exhibitor to the returns he should have had.
* *
Push Pictures
It remained for the deft artistry of the
exploitation representative to wave his
By Claud Saunders
wand of experienced showmanship
(Exploitation Director, Famous Players- magic
Like Mahomet he was obliged to force
Lasky Corporation )
the picture upon the mountain of public
k w A GOOD picture and a good star ; and opinion, since public opinion did not volthen it did not draw."
unteer to come to the picture.
If the phrase occurs once, it occurs half
The
appearance
of the trained exploitaa dozen times in a recent issue of Exhibitors
tion representative is in no sense a reflecHerald in the "What The Picture Did for
tion upon the ability of the theatrical manMe" section. Perhaps the wording of the
ager. Very often the latter is too occupied
thought is not always the same. Sometimes
with detail work to give exploitation the
attention it should have. Again, what the
the phrase reads : "The picture deserved
theatrical manager would have to do
better at the boxoffice," or, "A-l picture al- through
his own intuition, initiative, and
though Idid next to nothing on it."
knowledge gleaned from the trade papers
(iranted that the story is good, the di- the exploitation representative accomplishes
rection competent, the cast capable and the with experience gained in every section of
photography clear, there is absolutely no the country. He is the consulting specialist
has devoted his entire time and energy
reason why the exhibitor should not be who
in publicizing an attraction and putting a
able to show a substantial profit on a pic- show over with the people.
ture. The exhibitor who is fair enough to
When Famous Players- 1 .a sky Corporation organized its exploitation staff more
the producer to admit that the picture was
not at fault if the boxoffice receipts looked than a year ago it was with three definite
shabby, should be fair enough to himself purposes in mind :—
1. To
let the public know a good showto insist that his showings bring him every when
it came.
2. To bring the exhibitor every cent of
cent they are worth.
revenue out of every Paramount picture he
The sentence which opens this article booked.
3. To make the exhibitor a synonym for
sums up the "why" and "wherefore" of an
exploitation department to put Paramount
"good entertainment"
* * in * his community.
pictures over with the public. It had ocPictures that fail to draw will always
curred often that audiences seeing a cerPictures that spell S. R. O. in one
tain production had nothing but praise for exist.
section
of the country and flop in another
too
was
it
saw
who
it ; and still the number
continue to be in evidence. With the innovation of the modern exploitation man,
small to leave any monument of appreciation at the boxoffice. The truth was that however, there is no reason why a picture,
while the picture was everything to be admittedly satisfactory in every respect,
Reflects

TWO

POPULAR

SCREEN

STARS

IN A NEW

January 22, 1921
should fail to spell profits for the exhibitor
if he is willing to tell the public what he has,
through the versed training of the skilled exploitation man. Failure to do this is simply
permitting so much good cash to slip
through one's fingers "by default" and can
be likened to selling a satin gown at gingham prices simply because the buyer does
not
know
it isfact.
satin and the seller hasn't
impressed the
The "What This Picture Did for Me"
section of Exhibitors Herald is the greatest testimony in existence of the need of
keen exploitation. If this one need is supplied Iam willing to assert that the tragic
reportbe: eliminated
"Good picture,
but the
didn't
will
and that
box draw"
office
receipts and the value of a picture will always bear a close relation to each other.
C. B. C. Gets Picture
In Color to Market
C. B. C. Film Sales Corporation of
New York has obtained "Heidi." a dramatic film presented in colors, for the
state right market. The Prizma picture
features Madge Evans. In a review one
critic declared that " 'Heidi' marks an
epoch in motion picture production in
that it is the first real indication that
the black and white photography with
its limited tintings is ultimately to be
superseded by colors for dramatic subThe production was on the Christmas
program at the Capitol theatre in New
York. The little star made personal appearances, and in appreciation of this
she was presented with a silver loving
cup by S. L. Rothafel.
jects."
Scientists
at Rivoli Show
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK. Jan. 11.— Hugo Riesenfeld
gave a tists,
private
beforeexplorers
noted sciencollege showing
instructors,
and
newspaper representatives, of motion pictures taken by the Vandenbergh-Paramount
Expedition, at the Rivoli theatre, January 7.
Dr. Leonard J. Vandenbergh, missionary
and explorer, who headed the eleven
months' expedition into East Africa and
Cganda, personally lectured on the pictures.
PRODUCTION

Marguerite Snow and Louis Bennison in two scenes from the Renco Production of "Lavender and Old Lace
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SUCCEEDING pages of this department contain illustrated accounts detailing several of the most remarkable events in theatre history, conducted by enterprising
showmen during the recent holiday season. The opportunity
to combine the doing of good with the advancement of
theatre interests was properly grasped by the majority of
American exhibitors.
Another opportunity of similar nature and as great or
greater promise is presented in the Hoover Fund, detailed
plans for the raising of which were published on page 63 of
Exhibitors Herald for January 15.
A clear understanding of the proposition is essential to
every exhibitor, and such an understanding is imparted in
the story referred to. The primary object of the drive is
made clear, the raising of funds to relieve the sufferings of

| starving children in Europe, and the exhibitor's part is out| lined.
No less essential than this information is a clear under| standing of the reasons why exhibitors without exception
| should devote every energy to the task of raising the
| $2,500,000 which the industry is expected to contribute to
| the cause — and this understanding involves consideration of
| the advertising phase of the proposition.
^wiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinim
Participation in the campaign to
raise the designated amount is excellent advertising for the individual
and the industry. That does not mean
that any exhibitor should enter into
the work with selfish interests as his
only reason for so doing, but it does
mean that the enthusiasm with which
the work is undertaken will be materially greater because of the fact.
Charity -Advertising
Charity and advertising have been
demonstrated compatible elements in
scores of exploitation campaigns conducted in the past and described in
these pages. The free matinees given
orphans in connection with the Fox
production, "The Orphan," the newsboy matinees conducted in connection
with Neilan's "Go And Get It," the
special screenings at naval training
stations of various Paramount productions, all have demonstrated beyond question that the two purposes
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do not conflict and that each interest
is furthered by the other.
Sincerity Vital
The theatre man who wholeheartedly supports the Hoover Fund
devotes his energy and the resources
of his institution to a worthy cause.
None will question that.
The theatre man who does everything in his power to attain the desired
quota simultaneously contributes to
the elevation in the eyes of the world
of the industry as a whole. He can
give time and effort to no more essential work than that.
Every exhibitor, be his theatre one
of the mammoth palaces spoken of in
whispers within the industry and regarded as a new wonder of the world
by those who patronize it or a 100seat house in the smallest community,
is popularly rated with the motion picture. The individual who considers
the motion picture in its true light, a
great and constantly developing art-

Pi

ctures

science, regards the exhibitor as a
business man of a class apart from
the general mass of tradesmen.
Status Improved
The man who does not accord the
motion picture its proper place, the individual occasionally encountered who
refers
to theit theatre
"a movie"
and
classifies
with theaspenny
arcade
of a decade ago, has another opinion
of the exhibitor. To him he is a sort
of mountebank engaged in dispensing
a fad to which for some unaccountable reason a majority of the public is
addicted.
Participation in any worthy cause
tends to dispel this impression, an impression which operates as a brake
upon progress even in its present
limited prevalence.
The many Christmas funds raised
by American theatres in December,
1920, were not without a dual profit.
The poor of the cities in which such
campaigns were conducted benefited
directly. In most cases newspapers
cooperated in the work and the effectiveness of the enterprises was thus
heightened.
But the theatre benefited also. And
even that benefit was of dual nature.
Simply as advertising the work was
productive. It carried the theatre
name to far corners in connection with
news which inspired respect. And inspiration ispeculiar in that it operates
two ways, its effect being as marked
upon the inspiring party as the inTheatre men gained confidence in
spired.
their power when their plans were
seen brought to brilliant . fruition.
They learned that the resources at
their command were capable of producing something more than a financial profit for themselves. They
learned that people would come to
them with hands outstretched and
congratulations upon their lips, incidentally with a healthy respect for
theatre and exhibitor firmly founded.
Opportunity Promising
In the present instance the exhibitor has another opportunity to bring
{Concluded on page 72)
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Showmanship

Suggestions

in

the

Stills

With the introduction of stunt humor in
the Hallroom Boys comedies distributed by the C. B. C. Film Sales Corp.,
a new exploitation opportunity is provided.

Edith Roberts, featured in "The Fire Cat," a Universal production, appears as
in the above still. The costume is one easily obtainable for any exhibitor,
and a horse resembling that used in the picture may be procured in any
locality. The sight of such a horse and rider is unusual enough to draw
attention upon any street and create comment. Used several days before
the opening of the picture, without direct identification, a local mystery of
considerable interest should be created. A newspaper taken into the secret
should be willing to contribute valuable free publicity.

r&

2

"The Baby," a forthcoming Fox comedy,
offers splendid opportunity for an exploitation baby show such as conducted
by Arnette Aiken at the Colonial theatre, Commerce, Ga., and described
in full on page 36 of EXHIBITORS
HERALD for January 15.

"Man — Woman — Marriage," Allen Holubar's production starring Dorothy Phillips and presented by Albert A. Kaufman through First National, has
scenes representative of many periods in the world's progress. The above
still, showing a Roman setting, offers one suggestion for stage setting and
prologue. A dramatic tabloid presentation of the final scene between Marc
Anthony and Cleopatra, beginning with the defeat of their forces by
Caesar's fleet and culminating in the death of the famous lovers, should
prove effective. Shakespeare's "Julius Caesar" or any good history of the
period provides ample working material.
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Four- Act

Christmas

Previous
Joseph Plunkett, managing director
of the Strand theatre, Brooklyn,
N. Y ., is knozvn throughout the width
and breadth of this country as a presentation expert and a progressive
exhibitor.
The expertness and the progressiveness are seen at their best in his
Christmas Frolic, staged during the
holiday season of 1920, which surpassed previous Strand stage features.
There is significance in the fact that
the greatest Strand feature was in behalf of the Strand theatre and not a
motion picture production.
THE Strand Christmas Frolic was
presented in four scenes, one of
which was a film transition the basic
idea of which may be utilized by exhibitors everywhere in presentation of
similar features. Special scenery was
used for each setting, the whole feature being staged exactly as is the
Broadway stage production for which
a road tour is contemplated.
Scene I, "Toyland," is illustrated
by the upper photograph upon this
page. It opened with Santa Claus
prepared to take the audience through
his quarters, a song conveying that
promise, after which dolls seen in the
illustration left their boxes, sang
their numbers and returned to their
original positions as the stage became
dark.
Scene III, "Over the Housetops,"
was a film novelty especially made
for the occasion which showed Santa
Claus en route from his traditional
home to the roof of a pretentious
dwelling. Landing upon the latter he
made his way .to the chimney and as
he disappeared into the opening the
screen disappeared and stage lights
came up to disclose —
Scene III. "Christmas Eve." The
other illustration upon this page
shows the fireplace supposed to lie at
the base of the pictorial chimney.
Here Santa Claus approached the four
stockings hung in readiness for him,
a singer's head appearing at each as
he reached to open them for gifts.
The four singers constituted a quartette which gave suitable selections,
concluding with "Holy Light."
Scene IV,
resented the "Christmas
exterior of Night,"
a churchrep-at
night, with snow falling and a soprano
attired in suitable black sang "In a
Manger
Lowly,"feature.
a fitting conclusion
to an effective
The bare scene plot does scant justice to the reality. The careful rehearsals were reflected in the final
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Feature

Presentation

Surpasses
at

N.

Y.

Strand

The opening scene indirector
"A Yuletide
Frolic," theatre,
staged New
by Joseph
of the Strand
York. Plunkett, managing
stage delivery.
reception ac- from three news reels were listed on
corded the feature The
was enthusiastic.
the program.
Exhibitors will not fail to grasp the
And all of this expense, all this
preparation, for a feature that was
significance of that point. The presentation was of the Strand theatre,
not intended to emphasize a screen attraction. This despite the fact that not of a picture, and the beneficial
effect it had will benefit the playhouse
a Chester Scenic, an Edgar Goldwyn
rather than a single picture or brand
comedy, Charles Ray's most recently
published production and selections of picture.

Another setting utilized in the Strand Christmas feature, one of the most effective
reported.
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Exploitation men at the various
branch offices of Famous PlayersLasky Corporation distinguished
themselves during the recent holidays
by their unflagging endeavors to make
successful the charitable enterprises
conducted by theatrcmcn in their territory.
As a result of the splendid work
done by exhibitors and exploitation
men in close cooperation thousands of
poor children enjoyed Christmas as
they could have enjoyed it through no
other arrangement.
The work constitutes a step forward for both exhibitor and exchange
man, as well as for the industry as a
whole.
TWO instances which typify the
general work done in this connection are illustrated upon this page, the
charitable campaigns conducted in
Denver, Colo., and Indianapolis, Ind.,
by theatres and exchanges in those
cities.
In Denver the Rialto, Princess and
Queen's theatres were engaged in the
work, the three theatres using Paramount pictures, "The Testing Block,"
"Idols of Clay" and "The Sins of
Rosanne." The Denver Post contributed cooperation which was highly

Santa
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Men
Claus

effective in spreading news of the
event.
For more than a week before the
actual donations were receivable the
newspaper devoted whole columns of
front page publicity to the enterprise.
And thus it came about that when the
three houses were thrown open for a
special performance, the only admission for which was an apple, orange
or similar contribution, their several
capacities were taxed to their limits
to accommodate the well intentioned
people who came with arms and
pockets laden.
Prominent people donated their
services in distributing the presents,
and isolated cases of poverty and want
were sought out and given the benefit
of the event.
On the day following the free performance and the distribution of the
good things collected the newspaper
followed through and carried a full
account of the work done.
Fred W. Green, Jr., Paramount exploitation man, was largely instrumental in obtaining for the theatre
management the cooperation of the
newspaper, cooperation which
obviously was of great service in
spreading the doctrine of charity. To
him, to the theatre management and

A vault of the Indianapolis, Ind., exchange of the Famous Players-Lasky
Corp., during the Christmas charity
campaign.
the newspaper everlasting credit is
due.
In Indianapolis the Isis theatre,
playing "The
the Party."
operated withLife
Oscarof Kantner
of cothe
Paramount exchange in similar manner. All the newspapers gave readily
of space, and society people were interested tothe extent of taking active
part in the management of the two
special performances given and subsequent distribution of the gifts thus
obtained. The accompanying illustration shows one of the Paramount
exchange vaults pressed into service
as a storehouse pending delivery.
Window displays were also donated
by merchants, who otherwise gave of
their support.
Kantner and Green, whose names
have been identified with enterprising
exploitation frequently in the past,
have never done better work than in
behalf of their respective communities
during the holiday season. Their
work was unselfish, the fruits of their
labors are of the enduring variety.
It will be remembered when the motion pictures shown upon the separate
occasions are forgotten.
The theatres involved, the newspapersdeserved
and the credit
exchanges,
all prestige
will receive
and the
that goes with it for the work done.
Though this consideration is secondary to the actual good accomplished
it should not be underestimated.
"Exploitation with a heart" is the
term applied to the Indianapolis event
in the report received. It is difficult
to improve upon that phrase.

Front of the Rialto theatre, Denver, Colo., at 9:30 A. M., on the day of the charity
Christmas party conducted by the theatre, the Famous Players-Lasky exchange
and the "Denver Post" in close cooperation.

A. W. Eiler, manager of the American
theatre, Walla Walla, Wash., advertised
passes as -Christmas gifts and placed
specially designed blanks upon sale at
the box office. Provision was made in
the composition of the same to accommodate the signature of the giver and
passes were made for one or as many
admissions as were desired.
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Prospers

During

Atlanta

Charity-Exploitation

Drive

In the days zihen the biggest feature
■zvas published in single reel length
every producing company published
at least one Christmas picture every
year.
The custom has been abandoned,
and many exhibitors succeeded admirably zinth attractions hazing no direct
identification ziith the holiday season
in scoring creditable triumphs in 1920.
George B. Schmidt, manager of the
Alamo Xo. 2 theatre, Atlanta, Ga..
experienced great success until a picture eminently suited by reason of its
title for holiday uses, American Film
Company's production, "The House
of Toys." Mr. Schmidt's method of
procedure merits highest praise.
THE photographs reproduced upon
this page give a clear idea of the
.Alamo front during Christmas week,
but the setting of the miniature stage
set up in the lobby is not shown in detail, and the details are important.
The scene presented was one wholly
in keeping with the season, a rolling
panorama of snow covered hills, with
American's Alamo
"The House
of Toys"Atlanta,
was theGa.,fitting
program
selection
No. 2 theatre,
for the
Christmas
season.made by the
miniature electric trains so incorporated into the arrangement as to make with the theatre when it was anment big newspaper publicity was
complete circles of the setting at proper
nounced that two Christmas trees had
intervals. Effective realism was im- been erected upon the stage and that given the theatre, stills from fhe picture being used as illustrations for the
parted to the whole by smoke curling children bringing toys for the trees various
stories used and a photograph
out of the chimney which was
of
Mr.
Schmidt accompanying the
would
be
admitted
free
of
charge
dur
mounted upon the fireplace setting.
ing the week of the showing, and by final announcement of the results of
The Atlanta Georgian, sponsoring Thursday evening of that week the the enterprise.
the
Stocking
each trees were heavily laden with gifts.
Mr. Schmidt's choice of attraction
year, "Empty
was brought
into Fund"
cooperation
for the occasion was excellent. The
As a consequence of this arrangetitle gave him additional material for
advertising purposes and perfected
the identification of the theatre with
the season and the project.
Aside from the altogether desirable
results accomplished for charity, the
m
theatre established itself as an institution of the highest class, dedicated
to the best civic interests.
Mr. Schmidt deserves great credit
for his enterprise and the skill with
which he executed his campaign. The
general effect of the whole cannot be
otherwise than beneficial.
' :
The current demand for calendars has
Jut*
fv<
been met by A. L. Hepp. manager of the
n
Idylhour theatre. Greeley. Neb., who has
published a card, eleven by fourteen
inches, containing the dates for January
with number.
each day'sStarattractions
in within
the
portraits boxed
were used
making up an attractive border and a
hole
ient. at the top renders hanging conven-

A percentage of children
box office
receiptstoyswasweregiven
to the free
''Empty
Stocking Fund" and
bringing
admitted
of charge.

Aaron Shustermao, manager of the
Strand theatre. New Brunswick, N. J.,
profited during the holiday season by
illuminated arrows on downtown electrolier supports pointing the way to the
theatre.
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Crossing

Warning

Made Exploitation
in Utica
Device

Lobby of the Wizard theatre, York, Pa., as decorated for the showing of the
Goldwyn production, "The Revenge of Tarzan."

"Mr.

T.

R.

Receipts

Zan"
of

Doubles

Wizard

Theatre

"T. R. Zan," the fictitious gentleman brought to active life by
Harry Reichenbach when the Goldwyn production, "The Revenge
of Tarzan," was' introduced to New York, visited York, Pa., recently
and doubled the box office receipts of the Wizard theatre during
the engagement of that attraction. The incident proves many things.
The Wizard theatre is accustomed to two-day runs, and it
had not been considered possible that an attraction could be retained
for a "longer period. James W. Kelly, manager, was frank in his
statement that it couldn't be done.
W. R. Ferguson, Goldwyn traveling exploitation representative,
demonstrated that it could, and to make the demonstration he
impersonated the above mentioned character.
The first step was to book the attraction for four days instead
of the customary two. The lobby was next given attention, and
every available material suggestive of the jungle atmosphere was
included in the display.
Next an advertisement was placed in York newspapers for a
local person who would serve as guard upon the arrival in the city
of the lion being brought by Mr. T. R. Zan. The advertisement
was replied to from many quarters, the replies being utilized to the
best possible advantage in stimulating interest in the coming event.
The city was widely papered, the b'gger sizes of paper being
augmented with special novelties prepared for the purpose, and when
Mr. Ferguson stepped from the train to assume personal charge of
the campaign he found everything in readiness for the finishing
touch, which was the revelation of the identity of the expected
personage and the announcement that the lion was one of the
important items of the picture.
When a colonial interior was reach ed in "The Last of the Mohicans," the
Associated Producers production, at the Strand theatre, Brooklyn, N. Y.,
Managing Director Edward L. Hyman caused the projection to cease while
a stage setting fashioned after the scene was revealed and a colonial madame
with her harp gave a solo. This was followed by a tenor selection given
by a bestockinged gentlemen of the period, after which two dancers properly
costumed danced "The Pavlowa Gavotte." The picture was interrupted for
only a few minutes and at a period in the continuity which was opportune.

Harry Swift, Paramount exploitation representative at the Albany exchange, specializes in popular movements. His ability to swing sentiment
into line as support for advertising
drives is one of the little wonders of
modern showmanship.
But when Mr. Swift went to Utica,
X. Y., to exploit the New DeLuxe
theatre showing of "Something to
Think About," Cecil B. DeMille's
Paramount production, he found the
city apathetic generally and no civic
movement in progress which could be
converted to exploitation purposes.
Thus given pause, he resorted to
the revival of a topic which had formerly been given wide discussion, the
attempt made by the police department to correct the habit of crossing
streets at points other than intersections and in defiance of traffic regulations.
Coining a pat phrase, he visited the
mayor of Utica and obtained written
permission for the posting of warnings at vantage points worded in such
manner as to attract and hold attention, incidentally delivering the title
of the picture with telling effect.
The accompanying illustration
shows one of the warnings posted.
In its trick wording lies its strongest
point. That is the novelty which
gives it distinction.

A curiousty stimulator utilized at various
points on the streets of Utica, N. Y.,
by
the Paramount exploitation representative.
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RJ. O'Crawley, manager of the Branford theatre, Newark, N. J., utilized a miniature countryside stage setting for the pre• sentation of "Peaceful Valley," Charles Ray's First National attraction, lights in the setting being managed in such manner
as to give the impression of depth and reality. Five players w ere employed for the musical element of the prologue which
was enacted against this setting.

Branford3
Vivid

s "Peaceful
Valley"
Prologue
Reproduction
of Rural
Atmosphere

R. J. O'Crawley, manager of the new Branford
theatre, Newark, N. J., recently demonstrated to the satisfaction ofall his ability as a presentation producer. His
"Passion" prologue was one of the big events recorded in
this department last week.
Additional evidence of his skill and indication that
high class contributions to the archives of exploitation may
be looked for from- this source is presented herewith in
photographic testimony proving the insight and showmanskip sense of the man.
"Peaceful Valley," Charles Ray's First National attraction, was the picture for which the present prologue
zvas instituted, and the eminent suitability of the feature is
plainly discernible in the illustration.
THE rural scene which formed the background of the
Branford prologue was obviously constructed at considerable expense. The effect, however, was certainlv
worth the expenditure. With a lighting system and involving color effects and dimmers, such as are in use at the
theatre, unlimited possibilities are presented by such an
arrangement.
The five players appearing in the prologue staged
against this background included a male quartette and a
feminine soloist. The former is especially important in
that it proves practical in presentation a form of entertainment which for reasons undisclosed exhibitors have
avoided using.
The male quartette is one of the most popular acts
in vaudeville. In the musical comedies that have incorporated such an act it has invariably proved an important
factor in the success of the whole.
People like male voices. Exhibitors should give people
what they like.
In presentation the quartette is especially serviceable
because of the versatility of the members. Practically any
musical number that has been written can be delivered
effectively by an individual of the organization or in group.
The musical library may be resorted to without restriction when the person planning the program knows
that any composition selected will be found practicable for
presentation purposes, the additional freedom thus assured

The players used in the Branford theatre presentation of
"Peaceful Valley."
being
feature.one of the strong arguments for this form of stage
The Branford, in its short history, has contributed
two valuable precedents for American showmen.
An advertisement disguised as a magazine feature,
measuring one column wide and one inch high and
containing bits of philosophy attributed to "Movie
Mabel," is being carried on the second page of Toledo,
O., newspapers by Harold F. Wendt, manager of the
Rivoli theatre. Two lines of agate black face occupy
the bottom of the space and refer to the current attraction at the theatre, while the regular display advertisement is carried upon a page further back. Readers
quickly become accustomed to seeking a feature of this
type, and the obvious productivity of the space, out of
all proportion to its cost, strongly warrants adoption.
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The special, report issued by the National Board of Review approving "Passion," the First National special attraction which is listed as
onp of the productions included in the recently announced "Big Five,"
was utilized to good advantage by the management of the Garden theatre, Paterson, N. J., when the picture was exhibited at that playhouse.
The accompanying illustrations show the front of the Garden theatre with patrons standing in line awaiting turn to purchase tickets. The
photograph also discloses the prominent position accorded the National
Board of Review report, a report familiar to the trade and a strong argument for attendance at the theatre showing the picture.
The idea is excellent.
The National Board of Review is a body of standing in the public
estimation. Every motion picture bears its stamp of approval and the
public has learned in the period since the inauguration of the policy to
attribute much of the credit for good motion pictures to the national
body.

The semaphore idea applied to the lobby
of Proctor's Schenectady theatre
Schenectady, N. Y.

Traffic Semaphore
Directs Passersby
To View Screening
Indicative of how a simple little
twist can transform an old exploitation stunt into something new and
novel, is the latest report on a plan to
exploit "What's Your Hurry?" The
stunt was planned and executed by
Harry Swift, representative at the
Albany exchange of Famous PlayersLasky Corporation in connection with
the
picture's run
at Proctor's theatre,
Schnestady,
N. Y.
The use of police semaphores is not
new to exploitation men, who adapted
them for the exploiting of Wallace
Reid's picture by topping the "Stop"
and "Go signs with a circular disc
bearing the warning, which was also
the title of the picture, "What's Your
Hurry
Swift?" adapted the idea by simply
removing such a transformed sign
from the street intersection to the
lobby of the theatre. A bobby, sent
down to handle the crowds, operated
the semaphone so that passersby were
warned by the sign to "Stop." Above
them was the querv : "What's Your
Hurry?"
Once the pedestrian had been
stopped the uniformed policeman
slowly turned the semaphore so that
the sign, pointing to the boxorfice,
registered "Go." And, so report says,
they went.

Exhibitors do well to utilize the reports in advertising. They are
without exception complete in appraisal of the productions reported upon
and worthy of reproduction in all cases where the attraction merits
praise in the estimation of the board.
Any exhibitor can avail himself of this oportunity by requesting the
board to provide him with copies of the reports given out each week. The
great majority of these can be utilized to good advantage.
When the public has learned to depend upon these reports to the
degree that they warrant, it may be added, a noticeable change may
be discernible in the general attitude in regard to censorship.
When George K. Turner, manager of exploitation for the Star Amusement Company, operating the Everett theatre, Everett, Wash., constructed
an icicle lobby for "The North Wind's Malice," the Goldwyn attraction, he
accomplished only the effect that many other exhibitors have obtained. When
he added fir trees and a snow scene interior for the lobby that effect was only
improved. But when he placed a thermometer registering 20 degrees below
zero he attained realism of the highest order. That's an accomplishment.

The special report of the National Board of Review was prominently displayed by
the Garden theatre, Paterson, N. J., in behalf of "Passion," the First National
attraction.
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T-HE exploitation
presentation
givenwith
"Kismet,"
Robertson-Cole
production,
at at
Saxe's
Strand theatre,
waukee. Wis., wasandwholly
in keeping
the highthestandards
establishedspecial
by that
organization
the Alhambra
theatre Miland
now transferred to the Strand. Above photographs show the stage with the prologue in progress and one of the window
displays used

Reports
Show
"Kismet"
Exploitation
and
Box

Duplicating
Early
Office
Performance

FROM all parts of the country are
coming to the home office of
Robertson-Cole new evide»ce that

hearts of children. On the head of
this elephant was placed the figure
of a rider, and on the body a large

'"Kismet," the Robertson-Cole production, starring Otis Skinner, is being
exploited vigorously and widely. Exhibitors in all quarters are out-doing
themselves in their extraordinary
efforts to bring "Kismet" to the attention of the public.
Letters, wires and the spoken word
of exhibitors to the Robertson-Cole
sales organization in the field are reported as proving that the managers
putting on such exploitation are being
repaid for their work. The recordbreaking
course among
of "Kismet"
continues
uninterrupted
the .first
run
towns of the country.
Exhibitors of the East, such as the
managers of the Strand theatres of
New York and Brooklyn. Moore's
Rialto, W ashington, the Goodwin theatre, Newark, and other big houses
exploited "Kismet" to the limit. But
other exhibitors keep coming in with
new and varied stories of how they
put "Kismet" over.
For instance during the Christmas
shopping season in Milwaukee, the
manager of Saxe's New Strand theatre, took advantage of the very condition which is said to make picture
business dull just before Christmas.
He tied up with a big Christmas
window display in a most effective
manner. The Gimbel store in Milwaukee was making a big display on
toys. In their window they planned
to place a large elephant.
It was a toy several feet in height,
to be placed in the center of a most
alluring group of dolls, animals, toy
carriages, and other things dear to the

poster reading: "Otis Skinner in
"Kismet' now at Strand theatre."
Thousands saw that sign every day.
Doubtless many of them went to the
Strand as a direct result. At least re-

'* Kismet' playing fourth day Tudor
theatre. Breaking all records at advance prices each day. Gross showing
big increase. First production to ever
accomplish this feat. Arranging to
accommodate extended run. Bids
to establish record long to stand. Unquestionably largest production ever
Congratu
made.
" the Strand
Howard F. lations.
Brink of
theatre, Buffalo. N. Y., is another who
has reported capacity business on
'"Kismet" to Robertson-Cole. His
wire said :
"Capacity
on 'Kismet'
Strand
theatrebusiness
yesterday.
Crowds
standing in line ever}- performance today. .Anticipating record breaking
week. Patrons all verv enthusiastic."
Harry Watts, manager of the Strand
theatre, Omaha, Neb., obtained excellent
results with the initial comedy of the
Tconerville Trolley series distributed by
First National when be gave the comedy
feature position in his advertisements,
the "Orriaha World Herald," co-operating by focusing public attention upon the
fact that it carried the cartoons from
which the series takes its name.

The inStrand
advertising
"'Kismet"
lights,front,
posters
and banners.
ports of the business which was done
at the Strand indicated that the interest in "Kismet" was universal.
In addition to the many accounts
which are coming in of unusual exploitation on "Kismet."
reports
of
record-breaking
business done
by the
feature are still pouring in to the
Robertson-Cole home office.
From New Orleans the J. E. Pearce
Enterprise wired Robertson-Cole :

William Goldman, managing director
of the Famous Players Missouri Corporation theatres, has instituted a policy of
oromise at the Missouri theatre, St.
Louis, Mo. No one is admitted to the
auditorium during the progress of any
feature, short subject, stage performance
or overture.
Five thousand poker chips, red and
blue, upon both sides of which were
printed details of the Luna theatre engagement of "Pastor's
Katherine MacDonald's
FirstPl->v?"-ound,"
National attraction, were distributed in Lafayette.
Ind., by Manager Herbert H. Johnson.
Twenty-five chips, it was advertised,
would be accepted as good for one admission to the theatre.
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Star's Gown in
Prominent Window
Draws

Patronage

A bit of exploitation that aided in
producing the extraordinary results
enjoyed during the showing of "The
Devil's Angel" the Clark-Cornelius
production at the Hippodrome in
Pottsville, . Pa., was the display obtained in the largest department store
of that town of one of Miss Helen
Gardner's gowns in their window.
Miss Gardner is the star of the production and made a personal appearance in connection with the showing
of the picture.
Charles Hausmann, manager of
the Hippodrome is considered one of
the livest showmen in Pennsylvania
and his exploitation stunts are studied
with a great deal of interest by many
other exhibitors in his vicinity.
In presenting "The Devil's Angel"
he pursued the same high class showmanship as has characterized his previous efforts. The advance billing
consisted of well written and attractively laid out newspaper ads — with
plenty of white space — window cards
and specially written stands throughout the city.
This stroke of exploitation brought
crowds not only in front of the store
window, but also to the theatre and
within a very few hours the news
swept through the city that a two
thousand dollar gown was on display
in the department store. Mr. Hausmann considers the showing of "The
Devil's Angel" and its exploitation
one of the outstanding successful
events of his show career.

A cooperative window display used for
"The nelius
Devil's
Angel,"
the Clark-Corproduction,
at Pottsville,
Pa.

An airplane made daily trips about the streets of Denver, Colo., during the week
preceding
the showing
at the Princess
theatre. of "Flying Pat," Dorothy Gish's Paramount production,

Dorothy
Over

Gish's
City

as

Doable
"Flying

Flies
Pat"

Airplane
exploitation
put "Flying
Pat," Dorothy
ring vehicle above
everything
else in Denver
when theGish's
picturelatest
madestarits
appearance at the first run house, the Princess theatre, in that city.
Fred V. Green, Jr., exploitation representative at the local exchange for
Famous Players- Lasky Corporation put the picture over by a sensational exploitation stunt in which a plane, the Princess theatre, the CurtissHumphreys Airplane Company and a dead ringer for Dorothy Gish all
figured.
The exploitation started a week before the picture made its opening.
Plans had already been laid with the result that a tie-up with the CurtissHumphreys
Company
in the loan
one was
of all
the charged
company'sto
machines together
withresulted
an experienced
pilot.ofThis
publicity and advertising as far as the Curtiss Company was concerned and
didn't cost the theatre a cent. The Curtiss company got its share of the
publicity that exploited the Gish picture.
Contrary to what might have been expected, not a single newspaper
story heralded the advent of the plane. Green had thought the matter out
logically with the result that when an airship suddenly circled above Denver, without any knowledge as to how, when or where, curiosity was
sharpened. The papers took it up, hailed it as a great stunt, forgot such
words
stories. as "free advertising" and popularized the airship in front page
A plan to extend invitations to various entrants who claimed a
resemblance to Dorothy Gish had to be cancelled because of the alleged
risks for which the company refused to assume responsibility. The
dolled up, wool wrapped waterproof Dorothy Gish of Denver, however,
made all flights with audacity.
The plane made its daily trips throughout the entire week before
"Flying Pat" played. On the picture's opening day the plane was taken
through the streets of Denver before the door of the Princess theatre where
it attracted huge crowds. In the rush to get a sight of the plane the advertising sign "Flying Pat" — Princess Theatre" was torn away until only the
frayed edges were left. However, the exploitation engine had done its
work. The plane was taken in half and the fore half was hung up in the lobby
of the theatre where it remained throughout the week that "Flying
Pat" played.
,
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Effective

"Peaceful

Valley"

male singers. Their costumes were
the typical blue jeans and straw hats
and cowhide boots.
Just before the curtain lifted, the
orchestra played a melody which included instrumental imitations of
familiar farm animals and changing
into the vamp of "Hayseed Jazz," as
the stage was disclosed. The orchestra vamp was continued for a
period of about thirty seconds to give
the audience time to fully view the
stage before the trio began the singing. Following the conclusion of this
number, the trio sang "The Chicken
Rag"
doing a rooster
through
the choruses.
A real dance
old fashioned
break down dance by the trio concluded the prologue.

The Majestic theatre, Portland, Ore., decorated for the engagement of "Twin Beds,'
Mr. and Mrs. Carter DeHaven's First National attraction.

A CLEVER combination of new
and old songs; with a stage setting of a farm vista including hay
mows, wood piles, and other farmyard decorations, comprised the prologue for "Peaceful Valley," starring
Charles Ray and distributed by First
National Exhibitors' Circuit, Inc.,
which caused cheering among the
audiences at the Liberty theatre, Portland, Oregon, where it was presented.
Paul G. Noble, manager of the theatre, who has created quite a reputation for the house through the prologues he has originated during the
past several months, declared the
"Peaceful
presentationas towell
be
one
of theValley"
most economical
as successful prologues ever used at
his theatre.
The stage setting consisted of three
drops each depicting a rural landscape.
Two of these were used at the sides
of the stage, set back a few feet from
the curtain opening, and the third was
used at the back. The effect was one
of unlimited space, especially when
contrasted with the props.
Directly across the front of the
stage was a picket fence which Mr.
Noble had gone to the trouble of buying from a farmer some distance out' side Portland. He desired the
weather-beaten appearance and knew
of no cheaper way to procure the real
thing. Near the back of the stage on
. the right side he had piled about two

cords of split and sawed wood with a
few uncut logs and a saw-buck and
saw to give the required atmosphere.
To the left rear was a hay mow made
up of real hay borrowed for the week
from a local feed store for the cost of
carting to and from the theatre.
Three actors were used in the prologue. They constituted a trio of

Harold Eschbach, manager of the LaSalle theatre, La Salle, 111., who recently
inaugurated exploitation when assisted
by Dan Roche, Paramount exploitation
representative in the territory, in adver"Idols of Clay,"
succeeded
so well
that hetisingfollowed
up that
precedent
by
persuading the woman editor of the
"Daily Post" to run a seven-column
streamer on the front page devoted to
the story of his "Humoresque" booking.
Bernard Depkin, Jr., manager of the
Wizard theatre, Baltimore, Md., sent out
New Year's card in white, black and
color
the but
copy itreading,
is
onlyto apatrons,
little card
carries "This
a big
Thank You for your business during the
past year and cordial wishes for the New
Year, Bernard Denkin, Jr., Wizard theatre." A page of advertising might have
been purchased for the expenditure that
would have been less beneficial.

The rural prologue used by Frank Lacey, managing director of the Majestic, for
Charles Ray's "Peaceful Valley."
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Blind Man

Figures

InPublicity
"Idols of
Clay"
Campaign

"I am blind" was the statement
that appeared on the hat of a sandwich man who paraded the streets of
Denver preceding the opening of
George Fitzmaurice's third special for
Paramount, "Idols of Clay" at the
Kialto theatre of that city. "Hut I
would give $10 to see Mae Murray in
'Idols of Clay' at the Kialto theatre
Sunday," concluded the signs, two of
which he carried, one on his chest and
the other
hoo style. on his back in regular bally-

The cutout of the violinist was so constructed that the arm drew the bow back and
forth
across the
at
Muscatine,
la. violin strings in this window display used for "Humoresque"

Animated

Attract

Cutout

for

The much pitied blind man, it
seemed, was in full possession of his
sight. As one Denver paper pointed
out, he claimed the redeeming feature
of one man gifted with perfect eyesight who made a pretense of blindness without endeavoring to mulct the
public for charitable purposes. The
whole stunt had been devised by
Fred V. Greene, Jr., exploitation representative atthe local exchange of
Famous Players - Lasky Corporation,
to promote interest in the run of
"Idols of Clay" at the Rialto.

Windows

"Humoresque"

Two of the most original and striking window displays advertising
the Paramount production "Humoresque," that have come to general
notice were designed by Ludy Bosten, manager of the A-Muse-U theatre,
Muscatine, Iowa. Ludy is essentially original, so when he booked
this picture he made up his mind to make the people of Muscatine
sit up and take notice.
One of the windows, shown in the accompanying photograph,
was
Store ofin the
the three
most sheet,
conspicuous
locationfromin
town in
andSchmidt's
consisted Music
of a cutout
several scenes
th picture in rich gold frames and for the piece de resistance a big
record twelve feet in diameter cut out of compo board and painted
black with a blue center like a record, which was attached to a concealed motor and kept revolving at a speed similar to that of a
Victrola.
The other window was on the opposite side of the main street,
where the populace was shown a cutout of the twenty-four sheet
showing a boy playing a violin, with a girl by his side. The cutout
itself meant little but after Ludy had sawed the boy's arm off at the
elbow, put it on a pivot, attached a motor and bands and touched it
off and the boy began to "fiddle" as though his life depended on it
the crowds around this window stopped traffic. Ludy is a firm
believer in exploitation stunts, particularly those which show action.
This is the second or third case on record of an animated window
display and shows what a little investment of time will do, for both
windows required nothing more than two electric fan motors, two
old bicycle wheels, some leather bands, the cutouts and a little
"elbow grease," as Ludy put it.
Dan Roche, Paramount exploitation man from the Chicago exchange, was on the ground to assist and he saw to it that both music
stores carried big ads in the newspaper calling attention to "the
biggest record every made" and "the giant fiddler" in their' respective
windows.

//v
Mm: Murray
IDOLS

ofCUY

A novel street figure used by the Rialto
theatre, Denver, Colo.
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Dinty"
Characters
Impersonated
During
Criterion
Engagement
of Neilan
Feature
Marshal Neilan. his company, his
previous productions, etc., and fremention was
and its quent
youthful
star. made of "Dinty"'
Thirty days before the showing, he
began running a trailer which called
attention to the picture, advertised as
"Coming Soon," and which called attention to Xeilan's previous successes,
all of which have played at the Criterion, and also to the youthful star,
who has been exceedingly well-liked
in "Don't Ever Marry" and "Go and

W. C. Patterson's "Dinty" characters.
When Manager Willard C. Patterson, of the Criterion theatre, Atlanta, Ga., bestirs himself to an unwonted degree to exploit a picture,
one may be pretty sure that he counts
that picture' a winner, and also that he
will do the job in a thoroughly efficient
manner.
His drive for First Xational's
"Dinty'' began six weeks ahead of the
showing of the picture, with brief
stories, newsy little paragraphs about

A trio
It." of boys — "Dinty,"
and
— all "Chinkie"
creditable
Get "Watermillions"
imitations, were dressed up and sent
out to work the streets, carrying placards on their backs which read "See
Dinty — Criterion today."
Twenty-five people in cigar-store<
and cigar-stands in hotels had been
engaged to speak a good word for
"Dinty" and the results were eminently satisfactory. This word of
mouth exploitation was most unusual,
and it bore the stamp of originality —
therefore, it was successful.
Also, on opening day, one thousand
booklets
the story
Barry's
life were giving
given away
to theof first
one
thousand children ; and two hundred
newsboys wore a little tag. reading
"Go and see 'Dinty' at the Criterion —
you'll
like himwere
— he'sso 'one
of us'."in And
the newsies
interested
the
picture, which, they were told, was
about a newsboy, that the older boys,
leaders of the newly formed Newsboy

Any exhibitor can use the idea.
League, called on Mr. Patterson and
asked him to arrange to let them see
it.
A special stage set which depicted
a snowy landscape — snow-covered
hills — with a wee cottage nestling in a
tiny grove of snow-covered fir-trees in
a valley. Warm lights shone from
the windows of the tiny cottage, and
<moke came from the tiny chimney. A
double row of snow-covered pines led
from the little cottage down across the
hill to where, just at the left of the
stage, the chimney of a cottage on the
lower slope of the hill was just visible.

Auditorium view of the Criterion theatre, Atlanta, Ga., during the "Dintv" engagement ably exploited and presented by Willard
C. Patterson, managing director.
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The

Riddle:

Woman"

Series- Scenario

II K R ALD

Basis

of

Newspaper

Much of the complaint which is
heard almost daily relative to the reluctance ofAmerican newspapers to
accord proper cooperation to the motion picture exhibitor undoubtedly is
due as much to the failure of the exhibitor to cooperate as to any one
reason.
A campaign which advances the
theatre's interest without benefiting in
some degree the ncivspapcr which
sponsors it is seldom executed in such
manner as to insure its wholly satisfactory fruition.
It is an advertising event of interest
that calls attention to these facts, an
event which holds high position among
the time.
cooperative cxploitatiotr*sitt)its of
all

responsible for the series-scenario
contest which 'kept the name of the
Awjciated Kxhibitors production starring (ieraldine Farrar, "The Kiddle:
Woman,'' on the front page of the
Pes Moines Capital fur twelve day-,
accompanied each day with a twocolumn photograph, a box of black
type and editorial matter in single
columns below. Accompanying illustrations show the space gained on the
fir>t and twelfth days of the drive.
A scenario contest formed the basis
of the campaign, and stills from the
picture were utilized as illustrations.
There are many novel angles which
should be generally appreciated, and
the whole stunt is eminently adaptable.
With the publication of the first
appeared the details of the
manphotograph
sales
re
G • MEYE
ager R,
of thefeatu
Des Moines, la., contest. The prizes offered aggrebranch of Pathe Exchange, Inc., is
gated $100 and were so scaled as to
Stimulate general interest, postal regulations, of course, being complied
bjelp The Capital Shape a ,
with.
Scenario— $100 in Prizes
It was announced in that space that
tor the Best—Now Get Busy
twelve photographs would appear on
twelve consecutive days, that a synopsis similar to, but not identical with
that which outlines the plot of "The
Riddle: Woman" would accompany
the photographs and that contestants
were to write original scenarios or
synopses which were illustrated by the
photographs published.
The contributions were to be delivered tothe newspaper office and the
announcement specified that Pathc
reserved the right to purchase any
that were considered practical for
ion purposes upon payment
product
" to
the author.
So much for the bare outline of the
stunt. The outline is sufficient to give
exhibitors everywhere working data
upon which can be modeled individual
contests of similar nature and productivity.
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The outstanding merit of the idea,
aside from its obvious novelty, is the
fact that the newspaper profited by
the space devoted to the daily box and
photographs. The amount of comment that was created cannot be estimated with any degree of accuracy.
But the imagination is not called upon
to perform the unprecedented in
the conclusion that the numreaching
ber of times the title of the picture
and the name of the newspaper were
mentioned in the twelve days and in
the intervening period before the announcement of prize winners more
than justified the efforts and money
expended in perfecting and executing
the enterprise.
The series-scenario is a new form
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Adaptable
Exploitation

Here*
io; a
All
Scenar
for rsFadeojut Autho
the Ready
Get Busy for Those Prizes

no elort** Itaar-d on tbe pVturn
U- l»limited
lo 3*t
ml i.ami
*t>'f T.cbands
pb-n<
<■•)■•rdltwr
CapitalofwoidslawyI
The
first
prise
a
111
b»
|!(,
oad »eaj
S|l. lew
ihlrdTw114. ■and
'web asr-fortw
. f: UticU
theaain. . Hullo
.HHh.ojIihtaur
prist mv ... ei«o ■<* give*
L t'a I' yeast »r?uarto
of theatre-newspaper feature. It can
be applied to numerous other features
now on the market and others that
will be produced. The title of the
production which formed the basis of
the original campaign was especially
suitable, but the idea should outlive
the picture and the persons involved
in its making. It has practicality,
adaptability and dual productivity.
dure.
Ideas possessing those elements en-

To Mr. Meyer, creator of the idea,
credit is due.

To the newspaper which published
the series credit is also due for insight
ly acse ofnotthe common
and enterpri
corded the press
nation.
To the spirit of cooperation, which
made possible this campaign and
through it the many similar events
which will follow, both theatremen
and newspapermen owe much of their
success. It is by this agency that
worthwhile works are accomplished.
Louis K. Sidney, managing director of
William Fox's Denver, Colo., theatres,
adopted the double program during the
holiday season to offset possible business
and
Life"
sharply
the Rivoli,
Asn, Eve"
"Even
usingat"Married
depressio
contrasting First National attractions.
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STUNTS
Balaban & Katz, Chicago, obtained a two
column photograph of two Riviera usherettes

CRAND ALL'S
METROPOLITAN
SUNDAY

—
=
=
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Bell's Reverse Campaign
Produces Capacity Week
NELSON B. Bell, in charge of advertising tor
the Crandall theatres in Washington, D. C. and
vicinity, reversed customary procedure and produced
patronage for "Nomads of the
capacity
of First
week' the
aNorth,"
National attraction picturizing James
Oliver Curwood's novel.
The teaser form of preparatory campaign is customarv in the Crandall organization.
In behalf of "Nomads of the North" this course of
action was directly reversed, the campaign opening on
the Monday before the Sunday of the opening with a
statement signed by Harry Crandall regarding the
merits of the picture, this display measuring double
column width in the original.
Another such box appeared upon Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday, the four chief points of interest
in the story being brought out in the printed comments.
After Thursday the bear tracks which were used
Country''
of "Back
in behalf
so effectively
were
brought into
play and
utilizedto asGod's
shown at the
top of this column. With the Sunday splash display the
campaign reached the maturity of the standard Crandall advertising.

this »«t present,
ALTHOUGH our Motropolitan Theater «nrpu»
In. entertaina bill that s - season Is not aut to
ment valne, 'next week's feature Is in all respects so
d to
unique th«t I .-all abandon a P-Uey rigidly adhere
tation and
throne* »•« than a decade of photoplaydeempresen
It, distinctive
endeavor Tersonally to set forth what I
elements of appeal and the reason. It should not be. missed
by any lover of the best in silent drama.
The picture to wile. I refer U -1SOMAOS OF THE XORTH,Flrst National, masterful Sim vemtnu of the greatest story
„f „G<,d.. country" ever written by Jame. Oliver Norwood.
It will be shown at the Metropolitan for one week only,
brstanlns »«* Sunday.
HARRY M. CRANDALL.

and a publicity story in the "Herald and Examiner" bystating that they had not been able to
locate in the vicinity of the new Tivoli theatre,
soon to open at 63rd st. and Cottage Grove Ave.,
young women beautiful enough to hold similar
positions at the new playhouse and inviting competition from North and West. A good publicity
stunt which may be adapted to local conditions
by any exhibitor.
Excerpts from "Topics of the Day" are being
published in the excellently made up twentypage house organ distributed by the Saenger
Amusement Company for its New Orleans, La.,
theatres.
The manner in which stunt exploitation has
been utilized in London, England, is well illustrated in the December, 1920, issue of "The
Goldwynner," published by Goldwyn Limited.
A prize of $100, with smaller prizes in proportion and the usual provision made for tying contestants, is being conducted by Hugo Riesenfeld, managing director of the Rialto, Rivoli and
Criterion theatres, New York, for letters from
husbands giving their opinion of the husband in
"Midsummer Madness."
Perfume and sachet bags are being provided
at the Chicago exchange of Famous PlayersLasky Corporation in connection with the exploitation of"Heliotrope." The story told of one
exhibitor, that he sampled the perfume at the
exchange, went home with the scent on his lapel
and had to book the picture to substantiate his
story of its origin, suggests the manifold uses
to which the material may be put by exhibitors
playing the picture.
The lobby stage for display purposes recently
erected by the Garrick theatre, Los Angeles, and
discussed recently in this department has been
classed in and made permanent, providing opportunity for attractive displays and exploitation
playlets.
A teaser campaign of unusual scope has been
started in Chicago to prepare the way for "Outside the Law," forthcoming Universal feature.
The title offers unlimited liberty to the exploitation man.
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"Good

of
Music

Co.

Resigns From Celebrated Players Films Corporation
Where He Has Had Charge of State Rights
Department for Ten Months
Mr. Mintz resigned from Hallmark to beM. J. Mintz has resigned as sales mancome district manager for Republic. Then
ager of Celebrated Players Film Corporation to assume the office of general sales Mr. Friedman obtained his services.
Supply Musical Settings .
manager of Synchronized Scenario Music
In
his
new field of endeavor, Mr. Mintz
Company of Chicago.
will have charge of sales for Synchronized
Mr. Mintz has had charge of the state Scenario Music Company, which is suprights department of Celebrated for the
complete musical settings for every
last ten months and has made a canvas of feature.plyingThese
are especially arranged by
the Eastern and Western field handling the foremost musical directors of the
country.
"The Gumps"
cartoon
for rights.
which
Celebrated
Players
holds series
the world
Such well known musicians as Carl
Edouradc, leader of the New York Strand
Books Broadway Houses
James C. Bradford, for seven
He was successful in disposing of most orchestra,
director of music at the Broadway
of the territory for these cartoons and for years
a time was located in .\ew York City where theatre, New York, and C. J. Breil, who
composed the score for "The Birth of a
Nation," are on the professional staff of
Synchronized.
Mr. Mintz is preparing an itinerary that
\\[\\ take in all the large exchange centers
of the country.

H. J. MINTZ
Has been appointed general NaleM manager
of Synchronised Scenario Hnnte Company.
he placed them in several of the first run
Broadway houses.
J. L. rriedman, president of Celebrated,
in commenting
upon Mr. Mintz' resignation
said
:
Mintz Ihas
beenhimwitha
me"While
for tenMr.months,
haveonlyfound
very capable executive and it is with regret that I accepted his resignation. We
are still the best of friends and were it not
for the fact that his new proposition is so
big and of such tremendous possibilities,
I would try to persuade him to remain with
Celebrated."
Was With Hallmark
Mintz is one of the best known figures
in Chicago filmdom. With Frank Zambrino he started U.-ity Film Exchange and
for three and a half years was manager
of that progressive Chicago exchange. He
resigned to accept the management of the
Chicago exchange of Mutual Film Corporation three years ago and held that
position until the Hallmark Company
took over Mutual. Frank Hall then
promoted him to serial manager, having charge of the entire United States.
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Chicago M. P. P. Club
Shows Steady Growth
From a chance meeting of a trio of
Chicago publicists has grown the Chicago Motion Picture Press Club, and a
goodly gathering of publicity promoters,
trade journal men and film critics, bear
bear witness to the stability of this new
organization. Not a single Chicago person of prominence in the picture promotion game has been left out of the fold.
The new club gives semi-monthly
noonday dinners to which prominent
men and women from every walk of life
are invited and where the discussion of
schemes, dreams, and realities take place.
Richard Robertson, the president,
is ably supported by Barney G. Ziv as
secretary and Irving Mack as treasurer.
The roster includes Frederick W. McQuigg (Rob Reel) of the American; W.
K. Hollander of the firm of Balaban &
Katz; L. H. Mason, Chicago manager
for the Motion Picture News; T. RayMurray, of Exhibitors Herald; Ralph
T. Kettering, general representative Jones,
Linick & Schaefer; Paul G. Smith, publicity manager for Capitol Film Company; Roy Swan of Aschcr Brothers;
George E. DeKruif, Abe Steinberg, A. J.
Scharik and Paul C. Hinz.
Paramount Opening
Second Sales Class
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Jan. 11.— The second
class of the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation'sthetraininghome
schooloffice
for salesmen
will open at
Monday,
January 17. Fred F. Creswell, field sales
.supervisor, who conducted the first class
which terminated in November, will
again be in charge, and the sessions of
the class will run through a period of
four weeks as before.
Thirty-four carefully selected men
have been notified to be in attendance
at the opening session Monday morning.
Of these, the great majority are from
within the Paramount organization, although more than 300 applications were
received from outside men. The latter
were subjected to the most rigid entrance
requirements, with the result that only
the best qualified were accepted.

Pictures

Will

s"
s Get
JoeAlway
Brandt
Says Crowd
Depression
Will Not Affect Good
Box Office Films
When you have a good box office attraction no matter what the business conditions may be people will patronize and
buy, in the opinion of Joe Brandt of C.
B. C. Film Sales Corporation who has
just returned to New York from a five
weeks' trip through the Middle West and
South.
Many Contracts Made
This opinion is declared to be borne
out by the number of contracts obtained
on George H. Davis' feature, "Isobel, or
the Trail's End," which recently had a
successful presentation at the Strand
theatre, New York.
The contracts on "Isobel" far exceeded
Mr. Brandt's expectations and he was
practically swamped with offers for terrion James Oliver
artistic andtoriesspectacular
storyCurwood's
of the rugged
and
virile Great Northwest which features
cast.
House Peters, Jane Novak and a notable
Announce Territories
The First National has closed for Wisconsin, Minnesota, North and South Dakota, Chicago, Michigan, Colorado, Utah,
Wyoming and New Mexico, Washington, D. C, Maryland, Virginia, New England, Northern New Jersey and New
York; Sol Lesser for California, Arizona
and Nevada; De Luxe Film for Washington, Oregon, Idaho and Montana;
Hoestelatcr Enterprises for Iowa and
Nebraska; Excel Amusement Company
for Western Pennsylvania and West Virginia; Royal Film Company for Eastern
Pennsylvania and Southern New Jersey:
Federated Film Exchange for Texas,
Oklahoma and Arkansas; Phil Selznick
Productions for Ohio; Allen Brothers
for Canada, and Jacob Glucksman for
the foreign rights.
Clinton

Capitol Is

Opened in Indiana
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
CLINTON, IND., Jan. 11.— The new
Capitol theatre recently opened its doors
to the Clinton public with a holiday
week
by "Twin
Beds,"
starringprogram
Mr. andfeatured
Mrs. Carter
De Haven
and distributed
by
Associated
First
National Pictures, Inc.
The Capitol holds the local sub-franchise
with Associated First National Pictures,
and is preparing a series of vigorous exploitation campaigns to accompany the show
of many Associated First National issues,
among the first of them Norma Talmadge
in "The Branded Woman."
Silas Seadler

Marries

Miss Dora A. Gelbin
Silas F. Seadler of the publicity department of Arthur S. Kane Pictures Corporation, and Miss Dora A. Gelbin, secretary to
Jay A. Gove, assistant general manager of
Realart, surprised their colleagues on New
Year's eve, when, on leaving for a few
weeks' vacation, they announced that the
outing was to be in the form of a bridal
tour.
were started
marriedmoreon than
November
24.
TheThey
romance
a year ago
when both were in the Realart office. Both
have many
young
friends persons
to wish are
thempopular
much and
happiness.
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Will

Convene

in

Washington
January
26-27
Theatre Men From National Capital, Virginia and
Maryland Are Scheduled to Attend Meeting
to Be Held at Washington Hotel
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
WASHINGTON, D. C, Jan. 1 1.— Everything is set for the annual convention in Washington of the exhibitors trom the District of Columbia,
Virginia and Maryland, except the tables and the management of the
Washington hotel has promised that even they will be ready on schedule
time. Local exchange managers and theatre owners and managers have
prepared
26
and 27.an elaborate program of events running over two days — Tanuarv

Theis none
gentleman
in theoar"Bill"
Hart scenery
other than
old friend
Wesley
Barry, as he appears in the Marshall
Sfeilan-First National special feature,
"Bob Hampton of Placer."
New

York Film

Attended

Ball Is

by Prominent

Members of Industry
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Jan. 11.— Almost everybody listed in the "Who's Who" of the
motion picture industry in New York attended the ball of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners Chamber of Commerce
held at the Hotel Astor last Wednesday
night. Mae Murray, Louise Fazenda,
Clara Kimball Young, Sheldon Lewis,
Virginia Pearson, and Texas. Guinan were
among the stars present.
The boxholders were First National,
Robertson Cole, Famous Players-Lasky,
Goldwyn, Fox Film Corporation, Select
Pictures, Pioneer Film Corporation, Realart.
Stoll Film Corporation of America, W. H.
Productions, - Merit Film Corporation,
Universal Film Manufacturing Co., Marcus
Loew and Pathe.
Preceding the dinner a vaudeville show
was staged. The midway did a thriving
business.
Porto Rico Company
Joins N. A. M. P. I.
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Jan. 11.— The Porto
Rico Photoplays, Inc., was elected to
membership in the Producers' Division
of the N. A. M. P. I., N. J. Baumer,
president of Baumer Films, Inc., being
designated as the company's representative in the counsels of the national association. Lee Counselman was named
chairman of the finance committee to
succeed Arthur S. Friend, resigned.
William A. Brady, president, has been
designated as national councillor to represent the association in the United
States Chamber of Commerce, with
Frederick H. Elliott as alternate. He
will attend the meeting called in Washington January 27 and 28.

Committee appointments have not yet been completed, but President
George Fuller of the Washington Exchange Managers' Association, has
put a number of his fellow managers to work and results are beginning to
show. Abe Dresner has been selected chairman of the entertainment committee. Associated with him are Sidney B. Lust, vice-chairman ; W. A.
Mack, S. A. Galanty, Jules Levy, W. L. White and Paul E. Krieger.
Rosenthal as vice chcairman, and ClarThe report
of the entertainment committee is as follows:
ence L. Linz, Edward A. Sherwood and
Abe Dresner as members.
January 26, 12 o'clock noon, congreOther committee appointments will be
gate at the Washington hotel, at Fifteenth and F streets, where the members
announced by Mr. Fuller. Invitations
will
be sent to each exhibitor in the
of the greeters' committee will be on Washington
territory within the next
hand to sayWill
"Howdy."
week or ten days and it is estimated that
Tour the City
there will be upwards of 200 visitors in
At 1 o'clock an automobile parade will town for this event.
be formed for a tour of the city.. Visiting exhibitors and exchangemen are
urged to be on hand promptly so as not Children Swell Strand
to delay the game.
Box Office Receipts
Three to 5 o'clock will be devoted to a
general meeting and get-together gather('Special to Exhibitors Herald)
ing. There will be informal talks by men
NEW YORK, Jan. 11.— The Strand theprominent in the industry and in the
atre had exceptionally good business last
public eye.
week with Maurice Tourneur's production
The day's big event transpires at 8 of "The Last of the Mohicans." The adult
o'clock. Get your tickets from Abe attendance was considerably swelled by the
Dresher. Don't tell your wife about this presence of children, most of whom came
part of the program, but, confidentially, in groups from different oublic schools in
the tickets are for a burlesque show. All New York and vicinity. Seats were reof the exhibitors who attended the theserved for some of the out-of-town parties.
atre party last year can tell you whether
or not it's worth while.
Will Be Strand Guests
The morning of January 27, until 1
o'clock, is to be left open to permit the
visitors to call on their exchange manager friends in the offices of the latter
and talk shop if they want to. The period until 3 o'clock is left open for meeting purposes but at that hour and' until
5 o'clock the visitors will be welcome
guests at the Strand theatre, Ninth and
D streets, where they will be the guests
of Manager Linkins. A good vaudeville
show is booked for that week.
You won't have to put your glad rags
on for the big event of the evening.
All you need is a _good appetite and a
ticket which will be gladly supplied by
Chairman Dresner. A lot of surprises
are promised and the exhibitors will
meet some men who can tell them about
national legislation and other timely topics of interest. In addition, there will be
something worth while in the way of entertainment.
Big Fund Collected
To make this all possible, the finance
committee, under the leadership of Lester Rosenthal, has collected from the exchanges afund that in dollars represents
four figures. Mr. Rosenthal has associated with him Jean Crandall, vice
chairman, and Abe Dresner, G. R. Ainsworth, Louis Reichert, Sam Flax and J.
ROBERT SCHAIILE
H. Beavers.
in "Temple HeDusk,"
George
The executive committee has as its Appearing
Baker production.
wax a the
heavyD.
lead in "Blind Wives," the Fox special.
chairman
George
W.
Fuller, Lester
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A notable cast appears in support of the Arrow Film Corporation
star, including Walter Miller, Henry W. Pemberton, Rose
Mintz and others.
Federated
of

Signs

for

Chester

Distribution

Comedy
Productions
a
two-reel
comedy
of the parlor type, of
Negotiations have been closed by Federated Film Exchanges of America and similar quality to the Chester comedy. This
C. L. Chester Productions, whereby Fed- comedy will be known as the 'Federated
erated will obtain the present Chester pro- Chester Special.'
To Make Single Reeler
gram and additional short subjects for dis"Federated
have also contracted for a
tribution.
single-reel comedy each week, which promises to be the highest grade single-reel
In making this announcement J. L. Friedparlor comedy ever offered to exhibitors.
man, president, declared :
"Both exhibitors and producers are fast
"Mr. Chester, up to the present time, has learning
that Federated is not only the most
only been making one two-reel comedy a logical film distributing organization in
month, which, undoubtedly, has gained the America, but, at the same time, has the
logical method of distribution. The
reputation of being the highest grade two- most
contract with Chester, following closely the
reel comedy ever put on the market. Fed- contract with Special Pictures Corporation,
erated will not only secure this comedy,
the contract with Fitzpatrick & Mcbut in addition, have contracted with C. and
Elroy for their Ford Weeklies, is convincL. Chester Productions to take from them
ing proof that the large producers recognize the splendid distributing facilities of
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiinnii IHHBMMMMMHQ
Federated, and by their selection of Federated for their product, they pay testi| Special Setting for
monial to the most logical method of buyEducational Scenics
ing and distribution ever devised.
Offer Large Assortment
| More than forty special presenta- |
"The Chester comedies are too well1 tions have been accorded regular |
require
any comment,
be1 single reel scenic pictures by prin- j knownlieve ittoa fair
statement
to make and
thatwewhen
1 cipal theatres through the country j
starts distribution of these comj within the past thirty days, ac- j Federated
edies, they will be able to honestly say
I cording to an announcement by |
not only the greatest as| Educational. One of the latest of | that they sortoffer
one and two-reel comedies on
| these pictures to get unusual at- | the market,ment ofbut
unquestionably the largest
1 tention from exhibitors has been |
quantity and the best quality of one and
"The Quaint
Marken,"
|1 Holland
scenic, Isle
whichof was
featureda g| two-reel comedies ever offered by any dis| on many programs. Recently the |
tributing organization in film history."
I New Garrick theatre, Minneapolis, I
1 used a special setting showing [
Award Big Contract
1 Dutch -windmills and including a |
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
1 dance by two little girls as a pre- |
TERRE HAUTE, IND., Jan. 11.— The
lude.
|
I Educational is now issuing for | Indiana Theatre Company has awarded
| exhibitor benefit special sales talks | the contract for the new Indiana theJ I on these pictures which make some |
atre to John Eberson, the Chicago deI interesting suggestions concern- |
and builder who erected the Terre
i ing musical accompaniments and | Haute signerHippodrome.
The cost of the
| their particular service in connec- | building is to be approximately $500,000.
| tion with features.
The site at Seventh and Ohio streets
^mranntimimiiiiiiniiiii m ininimnHiinimiiiim^mmninimimnmnmnnnnminifBimamani^ represents an outlay of $140,000.

Rubye DeRemer Gets
Valuable Advertising
From Coast to Coast
When Rubye DeRemer, Arrow star,
was selected by Paul Helleu, the celebrated artist, as the most beautiful
woman in America, the story was syndicated through various newspaper syndicates in the United States, with the
result that stories about the star and her
pictures have appeared in more than two
hundred newspapers in the United
States, in many instances on the front
page. This publicity has been widethat nation-wide
interest spread,
haswith the
beenresult
aroused
among the
motion picture fans and the exhibitors.
In addition to this publicity, the advertising department has succeeded in
effecting tie-ups with several national advertisers who will use Miss DeRemer's
photograph in their advertisements appearing in magazines and newspapers
during the coming year. The cost of
this advertising will exceed more than
one million dollars, it is claimed, and it
will cover a period of a year. All this
advertising will be in addition to the
advertising being done by the Arrow
for these pictures in the trade papers.
Loot Theatre Safe
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
11.— More than
BEDFORD,
$300 was stolenIND.,
fromJan.the safe of the
Stone City Opera House, it was learned
when employes made preparation for the
Monday night show. The money had
been placed in the safe Saturday, but
the
combination had been worked in the
meantime.
Plan Improvements in
Fond Du Lac Theatre
FOND DU LAC. WIS. Improvements to cost several thousands of dollors will be made in the early year at
the Bijou theatre. They will include retilatingdecorating
system.and a new lighting and ven-
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Scalpers Work in
Crowds at Newark
"Passion" Showing
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEWARK, N. J., Jan. 11.— The success which was accorded "Passion," starring Pola Negri, the continental actress,
distributed by Associated First National
Pictures, Inc., came prominently to public notice during the showing at the New
Branford theatre, here. For the last
seven days of its ten days' showing there
the theatre management was forced to
employ special watchmen to guard
against ticket speculators who had secured supplies of seats calling for reserve
chairs in the balcony.
The production opened there on December 16 as the first attraction at the
new theatre and the following Sunday
when the theatre was doing turn-away
business on the attraction the first complaint of "scalping" was received by the
management. The New Branford reserved about 200 selected seats in the balcony and it was the tickets calling for
the majorityin ofgetting.
these that
"scalpers"
succeeded
Thisthe speculation
in theatre tickets in Newark is unprecedented, so that on Saturday the purchasing of blocks of these seats by single individuals did not arouse particular suspicion.
The charge made by the theatre for
these seats is 75 cents, and the speculators, who drifted through the crowds
waiting for admission, were asking from
$2 to $3 each for them and doing a good
business, for as near as the management
could determine they succeeded in disposing of all of their tickets for every
performance.
Wyoming Theatre Is
to Give Presentation
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LARAMIE, WYO., Jan. 11.— The Empress theatre has been reopened after
a thorough renovation which took over
two months. The theatre was erected
about eight years ago and the present
renovation was for the purpose of enlargingarranging
the seating
capacity' and
rethe stage, originally
planned
for stage attractions, to make it more
suitable for the presentation of motion
picture prologues.
"The Inferior Sex," starring Mildred
Harris Chaplin and distributed by First
National, was selected by Manager J. A.
Lynch for the reopening attraction. Miss
Harris is a native of Laramie, her parents still living there and the occasion of
the showing of any of her pictures is
always a big event.
South Bend

Theatre

to Open January 22
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
SOUTH BEND, IND., Jan. 11.— The
Blackstone theatre on South Michigan
street will be opened to the public on
or before January 22 with a fifteen-piece
orchestra, according to the announcement of G. E. Berkson of Gary, who has
taken up his duties as manager of the
new house. The theatre has a seating
capacity of 2,039 all on one floor. The
shows are to average two hours. A pipe
organ is being placed in the theatre.
Manager Berkson is a brother-in-law of
Abe Frank, formerly owner of the Oliver
hotel.
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Maugham,
Noted
English Author,
Joins Paramount
Staff on Coast
Writer

Already

Has

Started

Work

on His First
Players-

Story for Production by Famous
Lasky Corporation in West
W. Somerset Maugham, author of threw himself heart and soul into writing.
"The Land of Promise," "The Moon and Having proved successful as a novelist he
Sixpence," "Penelope," "Smith" and other wrote and produced "The Man of Honor,"
noteworthy books and plays, is the latest a serious play that, as he says, "nearly
ruined my writing chances." For while
famous British author to join the staff of successful
was serious
and of"highbrow,"
and
made itdifficult
the sale
the light,
Paramount pictures, according to announcefrothy domestic comedies which were to
ment by Jesse L. Lasky, first vice-president bring
his later triumphs.
of Famous Players-Lasky Corporation.
His
play, "Jack picture
Straw," byhasWilliam
been done
as a Paramount
De
"Mr. Maugham has already started work
on his first story," said Mr. Lasky, "and has Mille. "The Explorer" also, has been filmed
become a regular member of the West by Paramount.
Served During War
Coast literary colony which already inDuring the early part of the war Mr.
cludes Sir Gilbert Parker, Edward
Maugham served as a doctor and ambuKnoblock, Elinor Glyn and Avery Hop- lence
driver, bringing back wounded from
wood.
the Western front. His knowledge of EngKnoblock Praises Him
lish, French, German, Spanish, Italian and
Edward Knoblock, for years a close Russian made him invaluable for the Intelligence Service in which branch he spent
friend and writing associate of Mr.
years of the war in SwitzerMaugham, says of his contemporary: "I the remaining
land,
the
United States and Russia.
know of no one who writes more intensely
Since
the
Armistice,
Mr. Maugham has
human and completely likeable studies of
done
a
serious
play,
"The
dealhumankind. Maugham will bring to moing with the effect of warUnknown,"
upon religion,
tion pictuies a clarity of viewpoint, a
"Too Many Husbands," a matrinonial
knowledge of people, that should prove of and
farce, both of which have achieved success.
An
idea of his views on motion pictures
inestimable value."
W. Somerset Maugham was born Jan- follows :
uary 25th, 1874, in Paris, France, where he
"I look upon motion pictures as a new
lived until the death of his father, a memwonderful method of expression with
ber of the British embassy. Before he was 18 and
in many ways beyond those of
years of age he had completed a course in possibilities
and novel. What I shall do with the
philosophy at the University of Heidelberg, play
new technique, whether it will be comedy
aftertal,which
Thomas'The hospiserious drama, depends upon m" own
London ashe a entered
medical St.
student.
urge or
to authorship however would not dow»i and reaction to the profession as I learn it at
as the young interne jolted on ambulance
calls about London he gathered material the studio."
Anita Stewart Company
for his lished
firstwhen novel,
he was"Liza
21. of Lambeth," pubEnd Its Truckee Work
Leaves Medical Profession
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
The novel was successful and it was not
strange that after completing his medical
LOS ANGELES, Jan. 11.— After a
work and receiving his doctor's degree two week in the frigid, snowbound region of
years later, he renounced medicine and Truckee, the Anita Stewart company has
returned to the Louis B. Mayer studio
to resume work on interiors for the star's
latest
Mayer
vehicle,
"The Tornado,"
for
issue
through
Associated
First National. With a couple of powerful wind
machines to stir up the snow, which is
over three feet deep at Truckee at the
present time,
Carewescenes
obtained someDirector
realisticEdwin
blizzard
while on location.
In addition to Miss Stewart and Director Carewe, the company making the
trip included: Rudolph Cameron, manager; Madge Tyrone, scenario writer;
Walter McGrail, Herbert Rawlinson,
Grace Morse, Robert Kurrle, cameraman; Al Greene, his assistant; Wallace
Fox, assistant director, and a number of
extras. The story is an original by Jane
Murfin. Anthony Paul Kelly prepared
the scenario.

W. Somerset Maugham, noted English
author, and Jesse L. Lasky, vice-president of Famous Players-Lasky. Mr.
Maugham is the latest author to join
the West Coast picture colony.

Blumenthal Returning
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Jan. 11.— Ben Blumenthal, president of Export and Import
Film Company, who signed Pola Negri,
the star of First National's production
of "Passion," during his stay in Germany, is expected to return here about
the middle of the month. Announcement as to his plans for Miss Negri will
probably be issued at *hat time.
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Publication to "The
Devil" on Feb. 6
aids will be utilized for the first time.
According to an announcement from
Associated Exhibitors has contracted for
the offices of Associated Exhibitors,
a large quantity of portable electric
"The Devil," starring George Arliss, will signs. These signs are 36 by 22 feet,
be published to exhibitors throughout
set in a portable box and carrying a
the country on February G. Practically
celluloid poster in four colors. Eight
every leading theatre in the country has switch lights of various colors are set in
negotiated for the production following
the box and the ever-changing color behind the celluloid screen gives a beautiful
its pre-release showing at the Strand
theatre, New York, the week of January
and striking effect.
1G, it is reported.
Several exhibitors throughout the
Several exceptional - presentations arc
country have been shown the signs on
assured, and long runs in important cities their visit to the Associated Exhibitors in
New York and have rented them for use
are expected. Scores of contracts are
daily pouring into the home offices of in their theatres during the showing.
Associated Exhibitors and Pathc for approval. Mark Houses Booked
Brennecke Winner
The entire sales force of Pathe,
Of Sales Contest
through which the picture will be distributed, reports that the exhibitors who
S. B. Brennecke, office manager of the
have seen the production have spread the New York City branch office of Educaword of its
tional Films, was announced this week as
nomenalmerit
success. and they predict phethe winner of first prize for the largest
Practically all of the houses con- volume
of bookings during December. This
trolled by the Moe Mark interests will
was inaugurated to stimulate sales
give the picture special presentation with contest
what is regarded as the worst month
prologue and musical program. Ar- during
in the year and it is reported that its
rangements arc under way for presentaresult was to bring in the largest total
tions in Boston, Buffalo, Brooklyn. Newof business in the history of the
ark, Chicago, Cleveland, Kansas City and amount
exchange.
I -os Angeles.
Another
of Mr. recently
Brennecke'sto activUse Advertising Signs
ities was result
his dispatch
New
Orleans,
where
he
will
assist
in a special
With
the
premiere
of
"The
Devil"
at
drive through Louisiana and Mississippi.
the Strand theatre, unique exploitation
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"Black Beauty" Reaches
New York and Is Shown
To a Special Audience
The film of "Black Beauty" reached
Vitagraph Brooklyn studios recently and
Lillian and George Randolph Chester
have finally completed its editing.
The first public showing of this film,
which features Jean Paige, and has an
all star cast, was at the Hotel Astor
ballroom on Wednesday, January 5. Albert E. Smith, president of the company; Jean Paige and Lillian and George
Randolph Chester, who have been in
charge of its editing, were present.
"Black Beauty" was made at Vitagraph's rection
West
CoastSmith,
studioseveral
under months
the diof David
having been spent on the production.
Essentially, as written by Anna Scwell,
the story was the autobiography of a
horse. The dramatic incidents were
present, but the human element was
slight. Mr. and Mrs. George Randolph
Chester have supplied the human story.
Clune Has "Toreador"
For Western Territ
Irving M. Lesser, general manager for
the Western Pictures Exploitation Company in Los Angeles, and who is now
in New York, desires to correct a statement that was given the trade papers
through his Western offices to the efthat "The Toreador,"
from fectRomayne
Super Filma production
Company,
was distributed in California. Nevada and
Arizona by the All-Star Features Distributors.
The above statement, which was inserted in the Lesser advertisements, and
which appeared in the reading notices of
all
trade journals,
is an error,
"The
Toreador"
is distributed
in theas above
mentioned territory by Clune Film Exchange of Los Angeles, who have charge
of the distribution of same for many
months.
Bracken

Establishes
Record in Production
Bertram Bracken has established a
record for versatility in the production of
"Kazan" as a Selig special.
He is said to have written the scenario
as he went along, filmed all of the scenes
in twenty-seven working days, and cut
and
titledto the
rush
was due
the picture.
fact that Bracken's
the dog teams
used throughout the picture had to be
back in snowbound Truckee on a certain
date to start in on a hauling contract.
"Kazan" is a picturization of the famous
James Oliver Curwood wolf-dog story
of the same name. The showing of a
positive print, brought to New York by
W. Wainwright recently, is claimed ;o
have started a vertiable avalanche of ofture. fers for the American rights to the pic-

A pleasing portrait of Irene Rich, the Goldwyn player, whose latest picture is the
screen adaptation of the stage success, "A Voice in the Dark."

Branch Managers Present
Gifts to Selznick Heads
As a manifestation of appreciation, affection and esteem the branch and division
managersSam
of theE.Selznick
tion
tendered
Morris,organizageneral
manager, Charles Rogers, sales manager,
and
J. J.valuable
Rotchford,
assistant
manager,
holiday
gifts. general
Morris was given a green gold and
platinum
Rogers
a beautiful brasswatch;
desk set,
and received
Rotchford
was
the recipient
traveling
bag. of a handsomely fitted
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Is Shopping
Pictures,

Sales

CHARLES ROGERS
Sales manager of Selzniek Pictures Corp.,
who has just completed a tour of the
country in the interests of his company.
New George D. Baker
Film "Temple Dusk"
Considered His Best
The completion of the first George D.
Baker Production is announced by Sawyer and Lubin who are presenting "Temple Dusk" as an elaborate special feature
on the Metro program. The completed
feature is declared by many who have
seen it to be the best George D. Baker
Production that has so far been made.
"Temple
Dusk"Anna
was Q.enacted
a cast
which
included
Nilsson,by Robert
Frazier, Charles Lane, Tony Ross, Frank
Currier, and Kate Blanke. Andre Barletier,
who photographed
"Earthbound,"
was engaged
by Mr. Baker
to take
charge of the camera work on "Temple
Dusk."
The story, which was written by Calvin Johnston, has had the most costly
production ever given to any feature directed by George D. Baker. The interiors range from a gambling palace to a
Bowery church and from a fashionable
modiste shop to a rounder's apartment.
Begins Scenes of Moore's
"Divorce of Convenience"
First scenes for the forthcoming Owen
Moore production, "A Divorce of Conshot recently
the direcSelzniek Fort venience,"
Lee were studios
under atthe
tion of Robert Ellis.
"A Divorce of Convenience," which
follows in the wake of Moore's recently
completed production, "The Chicken in
the Case," is declared to provide the star
with many mirth-provoking situations. In
the supporting cast are Katherine Perry,
playing the leading feminine role; Anita
Naldi, George Lessey, Frank Wonderlee, Charles Craig, Dan Duffy and Matthew Betts. The story was picturized
by Sarah Y. Mason. Edward Sturgis is
assisting Director Ellis.
Escondido Has New House
ESCONDIDO, CAL.— The new Kinema theatre was recently opened here by
A. H. Nelson and N. O. Emert. The house
will seat 1,000 patrons.

Manager

Rogers
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Selzniek

Declares

There

in
Official
Is No

Real

Depression in the Theatre Business— Claims
"Star" Films Are Here to Stay
Charles Rogers, sales manager of Selz- tions. Stars build the clientele of the theatre
niek Pictures Corporation, following a tour the same as a merchant builds a clientele
The exhibitor is asof the exchange centers, declared that he with merchandise.
sured of a certain amount of business on
found the public shopping for value in pic- 'stars' which he cannot depend upon with
tures the same as in other lines of comspecials.
mercial enterprises.
"The greatest proof in the world that
He also declared that he found no real 'stars' are the thing is the fact that when
you approach an exhibitor with a special
depression in the theatre business. "Con- the very first question he asks you is : 'Who
ditions were satisfactory," he said, "and is in it?' Stars are here to stay and we
any little lull the exhibitors were having are for them. Every branch that I called
upon had written business on the new
Tearle and Mansfield series the very day
was on account
Stars ofHerethe toholiday
Stay season."
the wire announcing them was received.
He pointed out that the great number of
"Big drives were on for volume business
fine theatres springing up over the country and every branch has some particular week
designated as 'Sam E. Morris Week,' or
evidenced a general movement of greater
prosperity among exhibitors. Mr. Rogers is 'Jubilee Week.' or 'Sam E. Morris Jubilee
lirmly
that this,
the "stars"
have come
to
stay.convinced
Confirming
Mr. Rogers
cited
that following the announcement of the Dorothy Dalton Goes
making of two new Selzniek stars, namely,
Week." West for Production
Conway Tearle and Martha Mansfield, the
(Special to Exhibitors Herald J
Washington branch office of fhe Selzniek
organization signed sixteen theatres in one
NEW YORK, Jan. 11.— Dorothy Dalton has departed for Hollywood, Cal.,
day to show the new star series of productions.
where she will be starred in a George
"I also found," said Mr. Rogers, "that Melford special for Paramount. It will
wherever worth while pictures were shown
be an adaptation of Sir Gilbert Parker's
the exhibitor
was doing
a 'real' for
business
and
that the public
is shopping
value "The Money Master." James Kirkwood
will
be the chief male support. This
in pictures the same as in other lines of
commercial enterprises. A very shining will be the first time in nearly two years
that Miss Dalton has worked on the
example of this condition was called to my Coast.
attention while in one of the big Southwestern cities, where one of the largest film
organizations in the business has built a First Run Houses Book
beautiful theatre. They had one of their
pictures on view. The picture was playing
American's "Blue Moon"
to about a dependent
'corporal's
inRecent first run bookings for "The
exhibitor, aguard.'
half while
block anaway,
Blue Moon," including the Royal of Des
was holding them out to capacity business
Moines, la., the Nixon of Erie, Pa., the
with a picture produced bv an independent
Broadway Pantages of Los Angeles, Cal.,
distributing and producing organisation.
the Strand of Battle Creek, Mich., the
Will Outlive Specials
Orpheum of Detroit, Mich., and Loews
"The exhibitors all over the country, large Garrick of St. Louis, Mo., are being
steadily followed by multiple contracts
or small, received with great enthusiasm
from these and other territories, the
our message that we were going to con- American
Film Company reports.
tinue to feature and produce our 'star
Blue Moon" is an adaptation of
series.' They are convinced that 'stars' are the"The,
popular novel by David Anderson,
the thing and will outlive special produc- and the
book has gone through numerous
editions and has been run serially in
2^11 :[!li[ii!:irr I!(l1"M[|I|i|1L1(;i'[.[:hlh.i.!;' 11m ■imu n rM :111:1!■u fir i•i:. I; ■i1lii!i^|r seven
hundred newspapers in the United
States. Daniel F. Whitcomb made the
| Productions Shown in
adaptation of the story and George L.
Sing Sing Death House j Cox directed the production, which is a
romantic picture of Life in the flatwoods
| A dozen condemned men had | of
Indiana.
| the privilege this Christmas of see- |
I ing the first motion picture ever f
I exhibited in Sing Sing's death | "You Can't Kill Love"
| house as the result of the kindness I
Has Northwest Locale
1 of Thomas Meighan, Paramount |
1 star, and his director, Tom For- |
"You Can't Kill Love," a tale laid in
| man, who recently presented a pro- | the Canadian Rockies, on Lake Louise
I jection machine to the prison,
and International Park, directed by
i The ill-fated men, who receive 1 Burton George, is scheduled for January 20 publication by Selzniek Pictures
| few privileges, enjoyed their pic- |
| ture show far more than the other | Corporation. The story was written by
| convicts did their more elaborate | Michael J. Phillips, and adapted for the
screen by Edward Montague.
| Christmas entertainment.
1 As the death house is small, the |
Included in the all-star cast are Hedda
| machine had to be placed twelve | Hopper, who played the feminine lead opI feet from the screen. The reels i
posite William Faversham in "The Man
| were run off twice so that the | Who Lost "Himself," William B. David| twelve men could see them through | ,
son, Betty Hilburn, Maurice Costello,
1 the steel-barred doors of their § Charles Gerard, Warren Cook, Patrick
Hartigan. and Red Eagle, the full
blooded Indian actor.
| cells.
liiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiitiiiiiimiiiii
iiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimi'mim'.niiiiffliiiiiiiiiiraiiimiiMrif
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"Every Man's Price" the
First J. W. Film Feature
Ready for Distribution
E. S. Mannheimer, one of the organizers of Paramount and known for many
years as the "Serial King," the producer of "The Branded Four" and "The
Crimson Lash," is the general manager
of the newly formed J. W. Film Corporation, with offices at 130 W. 4Gth street.
New York City.

Dramatic incident from the Pathe Hutcheson
serial, "Double Adventure," starring Charles
Shallenberger
Will

Says

Curtailment

Increase

W. E. Shallenberger, president of Arrow Film Corporation, commenting on
an article published in a New York newspaper in which stress was laid on the curtailment of production by national distributing and producing organizations,
stated that he did not consider this serious from the standpoint of the exhibitors.
He states that while this undeniably
would lessen the number of features
available through national distribution
organizations it would not injure the exhibitors for the reason that they would
be able to obtain just as good pictures
and just as many on the independent
market.
Means Additional Producers
Mr. Shallenberger further states that
this would be met and overcome by the
independent producers and distributors.
In his opinion it will mean perhaps the
entrance of many producing companies
who will is^ue on the independent market and it will mean a tremendous increase in the volume of business of the
states rights distributors throughout the
1 United States.
"Exhibitors will turn more and more
to the independent distributors," he says,
"and
there volume
is no question
but iswhat
this
increased
of business
merited
by the independents for years past they
have battled courageously against heavyodds to make their way in the field,
starting from the time when it was extremely difficult to get a good motion
picture for independent distributors up
to the present date when the pick of the
finest motion pictures are offered on the
independent plan.
Seek Open Market
"The
state
buyer to
has consistently
never lost
heart but has right
continued
work for a condition which has now come
about, that is, the absolute open market
whereby an exhibitor can book such pictures as he feels are suitable to his house
without let or hindrance, without being
forced to take a number of mediocre pic-

State Right Sales
tures to go along with one good one, but
simply choose his product and give his
patrons
the best of entertainment."
Mr. Shallenberger
is optimistic over
the situation and states that as further
evidence
faith producers
in the bright
future of of
the Arrow's
independent
and
distributors it is adding additional representatives to its organization and
spreading out in many ways rather than
curtail.
"The

Message" is Title
Of New Ford Weekly
The history of the transmitting of messages from the time of the Indian runner
to thirty minutes from America to Europe,
is told in the Ford Educational Weekly
No. 2, "The
Message," Film
whichExchanges
is publishedof
through
the Federated
America, Inc., on January 16.
"The Message" goes on to tell pictorially
how telegrams arc sent, received, sorted,
routed. delivered, how operators are
trained. It also shows how these almost
unbelievable records are made, such as
eleven minutes for a message from New
York to San Francisco, and the even faster
special stock quotations sent across the continent in forty-five seconds, and the speed
of cablegrams, how wireless is sent and
received and how the radiophone and heliograph are operated.
Frothingham

Assembles

Cast for "Other Woman"
J. L. Frothingham, who is making for
distribution by W. W. Hodkinson Corporation aseries of four productions, has
announced a change in the cast of "The
Other
Two Woman."
additions have been made in Kate
Price and Lincoln Palmer. The cast
also includes Jerome Patrick, Jane Novak, Helen Jerome Eddy, William Conklin, Joseph J. Dowling and Franklie Lee.

The corporation will devote its energies for the present to supplying elaborate productions of a special nature to
independent exchanges. Mannheimer,
who has been operating on a large scale
in the foreign market, controlling the
foreignEvil
rights
"The Fatal
Great Sign"
Gamble,"
"The
Eye,"of "The
and
"The Mystery Mind," has been preparing
for some time to become active once
more .in the producing and distributing
fields. The new corporation comes into
being with its first production ready for
immediate issue and four other special
features rapidly nearing completion.
The initial offering of the new organization is a Burton King production,
"Every Man's Price." Grace Darling is
the star and will be given the backing
of an advertising campaign worthy of
the excellent work she is said to do in
this latest vehicle.
Monkey Impersonator in
Boston Exploits Picture
A unique publicity tieup was recently
put over in Boston by Harry Asher of
American Feature Film Company, distributor of Universal pictures, upon the
occasion of the issue in that territory
of the two reel Universal Jewel, "A
Prohibition Monkey," featuring Joe Martin, the orang-outang.
Patrick Walshc, known in theatrical
circles as the best
"monkey-man"
in thein
impersonation
field,
was appearing
Boston at the time. Asher arranged a
trade showing, and then the simultaneMonkey"
Prohibition
of "Aleading
ous appearance
in three
of the
theatres,
the
Beacon,ern. AtLoew's
Orpheuin,
and
the
Modthe same time he planted an
eight-column spread in the magazine
section of the Boston Sunday Post, comparing Walshe and Joe Martin, with
pictures and interviews of each. The
publicity story caused much amused
comment in Boston and assured crowded
houses for the three theatres.
Conway

Tearle Feature
Is Staged Elaborately
An elaborately appointed reception
room, with a conservatory and a big
drawing room was one of the big sets
built and filmed for the forthcoming Conway Tearle production,
which
Henry"The
KolkerFighter,"
at the
Selznickis directed
Fort Leeby studios.
In addition to this large set, a twelve
piece jazz orchestra provided music, and
more than 100 extras took active part
in the scenes. Two soloists from the
Metropolitan Opera Company imparted
the vocal touch. The cast includes Winifred Westover, Warburton Gamble, Robert Ellis, George Stewart, Warren Cook
and Helen Lindroth. Albert Payson
Terhune wrote the story, and the RCecil Smiths picturized it. Harmon
Weight is assisting Director Kolker and
Jake Badaracco is in charge of the
photography.
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Curwood in Warning
As to Screen Rights
Urges Producers to Consult
Him Before Purchasing
Any of His Novels
James Oliver Curwood is urging the producers of the country to get into direct
communication with him, or with his authorized agents, Robert H. Davis Corporation, when screen rights to stories of his
are offered from outside sources.
"Such caution may possibly save legal
troubles and expense for the producer,"
says Mr.
Curwood.
"In several
trade journals recently
appeared
the announcement
that the E. P. Hermann Corporation had
the screen rights to four of my novels.
When called upon to explain, E. P. Hermann wired :
Wire Is Received
" 'In reply to your wire Joseph Ziden,
New York City, offered us four of your
stories written before 1910 but deal fell
through.'
"I have never heard of Joseph Ziden, and
he has no screen rights to novels of mine.
There have, however, been several attempts
to foist upon producers old, original one
and two reel scenarios of mine, and old
short stories, which have been advertised
by their vendors as 'novels' and 'big feature
stories.' Wants An Understanding
"Theto producers
my situation,
friends. and
I wantto
them
understandare the
get into direct communication with me or
my authorized agents, or with my attorneys
either in New York or Los Angeles, before
considering stories of mine from outside
sources. We will give prompt and honest
facts in every instance, facts which may
save the producer a great deal of money
and trouble, and which cannot be a detriment to any honest and legitimate sale."
"Parish Priest" on Stage
Forerunner for the Film
While Herman J. Garfield is seeking
to make arrangements whereby his
screen version of the famous old Dan
Sully vehicle, "The Parish Priest," which
opened just twenty years ago this month,
and is still paying big royalties to its
author, Daniel L. Hart, can enjoy a run
on Broadway, the stage version is drawing its usual big crowds to a New York
theatre.
On this occasion the twentieth successive season of this remarkable play's
appearance in New York, "The Parish
Priest."
is being
presented
the Yorkville theatre.
Where
the filmatversion
will
be presented will depend upon what arrangements Garfield makes for a Broadway house, as he is particularly desirous
of finding a theatre where the drama
will be allowed to run without interruption as long as its proven popularity
promises that it will run. Whether "The
Parish Priest" will be handled like "Way
Down East" and presented in all of the
large cities for runs before being distributed in the regular manner is now
being seriously considered and an announcement will be forthcoming at an
early date, it is promised.
Mannings of Minneapolis
Incorporate to Produce
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. — Norman
Manning Production Company has been
incorporated with a capital of $100,000 to
eneraee in the production of films.
Charles A. Hedding is president; Louis
Martinson is vice-president, and E. F.
Pomeroy is secretary and treasurer.
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at Universal

Continue
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at Capacity

Will

for

Months

Priscilla Dean Now Making "False Colors" Under
the Direction of Stuart Paton — Other
Star Engaged on Adaptations
Dangerous
and to
willthebeCoast
playedfromby
As
a
result
of
President
Carl activities
Laemmle'sat her
as soon Moment''
as she returns
recent visit to Universal City
the studios have taken on more vigorous a short vacation. Marcel de Sano will be entrusted with the production.
life and production promises to continue at
When Edith Roberts has finished her
capacity
for
months
to
come,
Universal
announces.
"The sheFirewillCat,"
Priscilla Dean, who recently finished presentduced photoplay,
by Norman Dawn,
appearpro-in
"Outside the Law," produced by Tod "Three at the Table," adapted from a magazine story by Bennett Cohen.
Browning,
"FalseandColors,"
For the use of Gladys Walton, who is
an
adaptationhasby begun
Lucien on
Hubbard
Doris
Schroeder of a story by Edwina Levin. In now appearing in "Rich Girl, Poor Girl,"
this play Miss Dean will portray a dual under
the direction of Harry Harris, Unirole. Stuart Paton is directing.
versal
has procured John Colton's fascinatNew Story for Carey
comedy drama,
Squab,"
whiching should
fit this "The
star toBobbed
perfection.
As soon as Harry Carey finishes "If Only
Select Novak Vehicle
Jim," based on Philip V. Mighel's appeal"The Girl and the Goose," a story by
long story,
Jim's
Baby," the
he best
will Emma Bell Clifton, has been obtained as
begin
on what"Bruvver
Universal
considers
a vehicle for Eva Novak after she has
Carey story since "Marked Men." It is
finishedproduced
her current
feature,
"Plain Folks,"
called "Everybody for Himself," and was
by Leo
McCarey.
written by George C. Hull. Jack Ford re- being
About
two
months
will
be
required to
turns to Universal to produce this photop,ay. .
finish Erich Von Stroheim's "Foolish
Frank Mayo, who is now engaged in
New serials. Westerns and comedies also,
filming "Colorado," adapted from the stage will he filmed co-incident with the special
Thomas, will next ap- attractions and Jewels.
play by
pear inAugustus
an original story of the snow
Wives."
countrv. "Blood Brother to the Pines," by
Begin Florida Building
J. G. Hawks.
Adapt Magazine Story
CLEARWATER, FLA.— Work has
been begun on the Capitol theatre being
Douglas Dory has written a story espebuilt by H. Pittman. He has also leased a
theatre
at Dunedin.
Myers. It is called "The
theatrecially foratCarmel
Punedin.
Texas

Guinan

in West

to Produce

Western Plays for Victor Kremer
Texas Guinan. who recently signed in the place, and winning the confidence
with Victor Kremer to appear under his of the conspirators manages to get hold
papers, in their place subexclusive management has arrived in Los of the spurious
stituting- blank ones.
By
adroit
action
she manages to lead
Angeles to begin work on the series of
the band into a trap, and having secured
eight Western dramas to be published
absolute evidence against them uses her
during the present year.
office to advantage, turning the tables
The first of the series, "The Girl Sherupon
them. Ford will direct.
Francis
iff," from the pen of Eugenie Kremer.
with the continuity by Winifred Dunn,
is built upon an actual happening in
California some years ago.
Story of Picture
As the heroine of the story Miss Guinan appears as the oldest of a family of
eight children whose only inheritance
left by their father is his office, that of
sheriff of the little lawless mining town
in which they reside, and some property
the title of which is in dispute.
her father's ofassumes
Thefice daughter
and undertakes
to bring order out
of chaos by enforcing the law and preventing the customary way of meting out
justice through the methods adopted by
Lynch. a great favorite with both
Judge
She becomes
the orderly
and learn
the lawless
element, who inresidents
short order
to respect
her wishes.
Ford Is to Direct
A company of Easterners arrive at the
little mining town and undertake to seize
the property left by her father, using for
DIXIE LEE
the purpose forged documents. In order
to foil them and protect the children left And Donald Hall in a scene from "In the
Shadow of the Dome," a David G. Fischer
in her care she visits a local dance hall
special production.
in the guise of one of the girls employed
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Will

Have Strand Premiere January 30
The first of a new series of specials,
fore devastated by the earthquake, called
for much research work and a big out"The Tirst Born," which Sessuc Hayakawa is producing for Robertson-Cole,
fect. lay of money, but the settings are perwill have its premiere at the Strand theColin Campbell Directs
atre, New York City, on January 30.
Colin Campbell directed. There is a
The picture will he put on by Joseph
great diversity of locale in the story.
Plunkett, managing director of the But at no time did Mr. Campbell find
Strand, with an elaborate campaign of anything "made to order" for him.
was always some building to be
exploitation, so that its opening will be There
done or some landscape to change. In
comparable to that of "Kismet," the the interior settings, in Frisco's ChinaKobertson-Cole special, which also had
town, there Is a wealth of decorations,
its initial showing at the same theatre.
props, etc., all of which were brought
direct from China, to effect an atmosAdvertising To Be Realistic
The picture is elabAll the rich Oriental atmosphere and
oratephereon ofarealism.
large scale.
the human appeal of "The First Born"
Following the usual custom, Robertwill be utilized in the advertising and exson-Cole has not given the public a picture which contains only a star and a
ploitation, sothat its New York showing
may not only commend it to the pub- good story, but an excellent cast as well.
Supporting
Hayakawa
several
welllic, but exemplify to exhibitors what can
known
screen
actorsareand
actresses.
be done with the picture from the showHelen
Jerome
Eddy
plays
the
woman
man's angle.
lead opposite Hayakawa; Marie Pavis
"The First Born" is adapted from the has an important role; Wilson Hummel
stage play of the same name which was
is strong in a character portrayal, and
written and acted by Francis Powers.
the two Japanese actors, Goro Kino and
No expense or effort was spared on
Frank Seki are highly entertaining.
"The First Born," and plenty of time
Charles Willard, "Sonny Boy" Ward,
was given to its preparation, in order
the little 5-year-old chap who appears
that it might be a wonder of artistic and
First Born," gives a worthdramatic merit. The difficulties of de- as "The
while performance.
picting, in California, the scenes in the
quaint fishing villages along the shores
New Cook Comedy
of the Hoang-Ho river in China, were
surmounted through patience and perse"All Wrong," a new Clyde Cook spcverance. The scenes reproducing San coal comedy, was published by Fox Film
Francisco's Chinatown as it appeared be- Corporation January 9.
TONY

GOES

OVER

THE

SCRIPT
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Hodkinson Exchange
Men Meet in N. Y.
Declare Conditions in Their
Respective Territories
Are Prosperous
Six of the branch representatives of the
W. W. Hodkinson organization of the
Atlantic division, who were in New York
at Christmas time, formed the basis of an
informal meeting at the Hodkinson office.
Those attending were W. H. Dunbar of
Boston, H. E. Thompson of Albany,
Norman II. Moray of New York, S. A.
Galanty of Washington, John R. Lynch
of
lotte.Philadelphia and J. G. Fater of CharEach of these has made a splendid
record in his field. Mr. Dunbar and Mr.
Thompson
have years.
been Hodkinson "standbys"
for several
Tell of Southern Conditions
Mr. Moray was formerly manager of
the New York exchange for Select. Mr.
Galanty, who was salesman at the Hodkinson Washington branch, was promoted to representative last summer.
Mr. Lynch, who was previously with
Pathe in Pennsylvania, took charge of
the Philadelphia branch last June. Mr.
Fater, formerly a "special" with Benjamin I!. Hampton, later represented Hodkinson in Baltimore and was made
branch representative at Charlotte, N. C,
last fall.
The views of Mr. Galanty and Mr.
Fater as to conditions in the South are
interesting. Both say that business has
been affected in spots only; that in the
large towns and cities the maximum
volume of motion picture attendance
continues.
Confer With Hodkinson
Mr. Thompson and Mr. Dunbar report the same general state of affairs in
N'ew York state and in New England.
Each of these representatives report
that the demand for Hodkinson productions is steadily increasing, particularly
.imong the largest exhibitors.
W. W. Hodkinson held conferences
during the week with these representatives and they were entertained by H. S.
Beardsley, supervisor of the Atlantic
division.
•
Levey Begins Work

Antonio Moreno, Jean Calhoun and Beatrice Burnham, in a scene from "Three
Sevens," a forthcoming Vitagraph production.

On His
Enlarging
Space'
of
New York
Studios
Work has begun on the enlargement of
the Harry Levey studios at 230 West 38th
Street. New York City. An entire new
floor is being added, making the building
one of the largest and most fully equipped
modern studios in New York City.
The property is directly opposite the site
upon which the new Times Square post
office is being erected, and new inventions
and contrivances are being installed in the
new floor of the Levey studios to facilitate
the study of the big businesses and educacializes.tional problems in which the company speNew executive offices, production departmentmentoffices,
rooms,
editing
roomscutting
and rest
rooms
are departbeing
installed.
Another distinguishing mark of the
Levey studios is a special room for the
building
contrivance
invented of
and"mechanigraphs,"
perfected by the aHarry
Levey
Service Corporation. Much of the work
of the company lies in showing on the
screen the mechanism and operation of
various kinds of machinery.
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Lewis
Of
Gladys

"The
Sage Hen"
Tops
List
Pathe
Issues for January
23

Brockwell Plays Title Role in Production
Which Was Adapted From the Story
Written bv Harry Solter

Pathe Exchange, Inc., in accordance
with its plans for bigger productions for
the new year, has scheduled the new Edgar Lewisitsproduction,
Sageweek
Hen,"of
to head
schedule "The
for the
January 23. Like a majority of Edgar
Lewis' Pathe features, "The Sage Hen"
is an outdoor drama with a powerful
emotional appeal. Arizona in the days
of
'SOs furnishes a background for
the the
story.

WILL. ROGERS
All dressed up for his part in his new
Goldwyn feature, "Boys Will Be Boys."
Graduates of New York
University in Film Field
Organize Writers' Guild
The N. Y. U. Writers' Guild, an organization composed of graduates of
New York University, who are engaged
in the motion picture, theatrical, newspaper and magazine fields, was started
at a recent luncheon held at the Cafe
Boulevard, New York City. The organizers are I. Martin Stern and Rutgers
Neilson, both identified with the film industry.
As they affect the picture business, the
aims of the organizations are to give the
N. Y. U. its rightful place in the motion
picture field as the alma mater of men in
the business; to bring together for mutual benefit to all N. Y. U. workers in
the film field; for the exchange of ideas;
to promote sociability; to advance the
interests of members in the industry; to
institute courses at New York University
in various phases of the motion art, and
scenario writing and advertising.
The guild has as its nucleus: Deems
Taylor, magazine writer and playwright,
who was elected chairman: I. Martin
Stern, film publicity man, elected secretary; William Le Baron, production
manager of International Film Corporation; Rutgers Neilson, news editor of
"Topics
of the Day"
Films; Thomas
Gerety, publicity
department,
W. W.
Hodkinson Corporation; Victor Shapiro,
exploitation manager of Pathe Exchange.
Inc.; Paul Sloane, scenario department
of Fox Film Corporation; Edward Marin,
exploitation department. Famous Players-Lasky Corporation; Seymour Fabian.
First National Circuit; Edward P. Smaney, scenario department, RobertsonCole, and Arthur Schwartz.
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"Sage Hen" was a term applied to
women of doubtful character in the days
of the Old West. Such a reputation had
unjustly been given to Jane Croft, played
by Gladys Brockwell. who courageously
suffered every persecution of spirit, mind
and body and faced every sacrifice. First
for the protection of her own son. and
then for a young girl over whom her
wonderfulTheme
mother's
heart Love
yearned.
Is Mother
Mother love is the theme that throbs
throughout the story, written by Harry
Solter, humanized and visualized by Edgar Lewismarkableand
cast of characterized
feature players.by a reThe action of the production transpires in Arizona from 1880 to 1900. when
towns thrived only when there was gold
in the hills and grazing land for the
cattle. Accordingly the picture is filled
with the virile atmosphere of the plains,
of the dance hall, the gold rush and the
lawlessness of the old West. The entire
company camped out at Searchlight.
Nev., and there Mr. Lewis and everyone
concerned
the picture's
imbibed the inatmosphere
that production
they have
so successfully transferred to the screen.
Fine Cast Chosen
Edgar Lewis, who maintains that a
chosen cast is the best recipe for a successful photoplay, has outdone himself in
selecting players for this new Pathe feature.
The role of the young mother affords

GEORGE BEBAX
And Helen Jerome Eddy in a seene from
"One Man in a Million." which will be
distributed by Robertson-Cole.

Miss Brockwell's emotional ability great
opportunity. Lillian Rich, whose charm
was greatly in evidence during her support of H. ofB. Destiny,"
Warner in
and "Dice
and"Felix
with O'Day"
Mahlon
Hamilton in "Half a Chance," upholds
the romantic end of the story. Wallace
MacDonald,
star ofplays
"Trumpet
and
other pictures,
the part Island"
of the
grown-up son of the "Sage Hen." As
a child this part is played by little Richard Headrick. Others playing important parts in the large cast are Helen
Case, James
Mason, Alfred Allen and
Arthur
Morrison.
Charles Edson

Praises

"The Old Swimmin'-Hole'
"It's as big a thing in celluloid as
Riley's
literature."
This poem
is theis in
valuation
placed upon
Charles Ray's picturization of the
Hoosier poet's classic, "The Old Swimrr.in'-Hole," by Charles L. Edson, well
known versifier and newspaper paragrapher. His estimate of this particular
film is of special value because, in addition to his literary qualities, Mr. Edson
is himself a child of the soil, born and
bred on a Kansas farm, and knows the
rors.
life that "The Old Swimmin'-Hole" mirMr. Edson was one of a party that
had a pre-view of this fourth independpicture of Mr.byRay's,
which the star ently-produced
is presented
Arthurin
S. Kane, for First National. The picture
has been set for February 7. It was the
unanimous verdict of those that saw the
film that in this vehicle the popular actor
is "destined to score a knockout."
Sargent Will Direct
New directed
Star
George Vitagraph's
L Sargent, who
Corinne Griffith in her last three Vitagraph
productions, "The Broadway Bubble," "The
Whisper Market" and "It Isn't Being Done
This popular
Season,"of among
most will
successful
and
all her the
pictures,
direct
Alice Calhoun in her next Vitagraph production, on which work has begun.
Miss Calhoun, who was recently raised
to stardom by Albert E. Smith, president
of Vitagraph, already has completed one
picture as a star. This was "Princess
Jones," which was made under the direction
of Gustave V. Seyffertitz, and which will
be published early in the new year.
Al Christie Directs
Single Reel Comedy
As evidencing the attention that is beir.g
paid the single reel Vanity comedies which
are alternating in weekly release with the
Gayety brand. Educational announced this
week that Al Christie himself is directing
"Hubby. Behave," which will be released
late in January. Irene Dalton, Earl Rodney, Bessie Delitch, Henry Murdock, Harry
Edwards and Francis Feeney are in the
cast.
According to Educational the demand for
Vanity and Gayety comedies promises to
establish a new record among single reelers.
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Mary
O'Connor
Sails for London
to
Join Famous
Players Scenario Staff
Hollywood. Really, Los Angeles has beMary H. O'Connor, formerly scenario
come quite set up about it, what with the
and film editor in the Lasky studio in
presence
of such notables as Elinor
Hollywood, Cal., sailed from New York
Knoblock, Sir Gilbert Parrecently for London, where she will Glyn,ker,Edward
Avery Hopwood, Elmer Harris, W.
Somerset Maugham, Pcnrhyn Stanlaws
join Robert E. MacAlarney's staff at and
Paul Iribe.
Paramount's
new London
studio. She
will
remain abroad
several months.
"It's rather amusing to see the way
some of the people of Los Angeles, who
"The biggest event in Los Angeles
have been in the habit of more or less
film the
circles
in years,"
said Miss
at
Hotel
Algonquin
beforeO'Connor
sailing, looking down upon film people, now try
to become acquainted with some of our
"was
announcement
by policy
Jesse L.
Lasky the
of the
new Paramount
of literary lions. And the fact that all of
merging its production department into these people are together in the Lasky
a vast stock company, and the visual evi- studio makes Is very chesty, indeed."
dence of the inauguration of this policy
in Cecil B. DeMilleSs new picture,
Max Roberts Will Be Star
'Five Kisses,'
in which
Mr. Wallace
DeMille Reid,
has
assembled
a cast
including
Of the Pinnacle Comedies
Gloria Swanson, Elliott Dexter, Agnes
Eddy
Eckels, president of the IndeAyres, Theodore Roberts, Wanda Hawpendent Films Association, announces
ley, Bebe Daniel, Dorothy Cumming
the
obtaining
of a contract to distribute
Monte Blue, Raymond Hatton, Theodore
Pinnacle comedies, starring Max RobKosloff and Julia Eaye.
erts, French comedian. The company has
Interested in Progress
produced four two rcclers thus far, and
upon
resumption of production will work
"The film colony in Los Angeles is
looking at the progress of this picture with a view of delivering one comedy
with a greater interest than has been
every two weeks.
shown in any production ever made on
The Pinnacle company is headed by
the Coast, and everybody is expecting
Samuel Klein and Julius Heinsius as
that Mr. DeMille will produce a picture vice-president and treasure^ Production
which will be the most sensational thing will be resumed upon his arrival at the
Balshoffor studio, where the Neil Hart
in the history of the screen.
productions are made.
"There
has
been
nothing
but
praise
among all the film people I know, for Mr.
Lasky 's decision
maketo super-star
Ginsburg Tours Exchanges
pictures.
Everybodytoseems
think that
the future of the motion picture as an
Henry Ginsberg, manager of the doart . has been asured by this radical mesitc sales forces of Educational Film
change in policy.
Exchanges, Inc., is visiting the Boston
and New Haven branches. In each city
"The formerly
literary Boston,
center of
he will hold meetings of the sales forces
States,
and the
laterUnited
New
York, Chicago and Indianapolis, has once and outline some of the new plans of
more moved westward and is now in the organization.
THOMAS

H. INCE GETS

KEY

TO LOS ANGELES

Rivoli Observes
Its Third Birthday

Programs
at N. Y. Theatre
Have Taken Forefront
in Artistry
(Special to Exhibitort Herald)
NEW YORK, Jan. 11.— The Rivoli theatre, Hugo Riesenfeld, managing director, last week celebrated its third birthday, having been opened on December
27, 1917.
Because of the holidays the celebration
was postponed one week. Last week
Cecil B. DeMille's "Forbidden Fruit" was
presented on the birthday program. In
conjunction a special festival program
was also represented.
Style Copied Over U. S.
When the Rivoli, a sister theatre of
the Rialto, opened in 1917, an audience
composed of the most famous figures in
American literature, music and the stage
and photoplay were present. The house
has been copied in all parts of the United
States and Canada. The Rivoli has set
not only the standard for photoplay theatre construction, but has created proartistry. grams which have taken the front in
To the Rivoli falls the honor of housing some of the most progressive movements in photoplay presentation under
the direction of Mr. Riesenfeld. It was
at the Rivoli that the ballet had its first
showing in a photoplay theatre. Special
stage settings, not only for soloists but
also for orchestral overtures, a pretentious innovation, also had their birth at
the Rivoli. Selections from grand opera,
with costumes and special appropriate
settings, are still another institution
which found full development under the
direction of Mr. Riesenfeld.
Will Present New Dance
The development of the dance, reflecting all nations and periods, has reached
such a stage at the Rivoli that Mr. Riesenfeld has been planning the next step,
that of introducing masks with the
terpsichorean art. He has been working
out a series of mask ballets with W. T.
Benda, the noted artist. The first of the
mask ballets will be shown in about a
month.
Martha

Mansfield Soon

To Begin Star Feature
Martha Mansfield, who was recently
added to the Selznick array of screen
stars, will shortly begin work on her first
starring vehicle. Alan Crosland will
direct her.
According to present arrangements she
will begin work as soon as a forthcoming
EugeneMansfield
O'Brien ispicture
completed.
Miss
playingis the
leading
feminine
role in for
the which
O'Brienwereproduction,
exterior scenes
taken in
and
around
Miami
and
the Everglades of
Florida.
C. H. Rosenfeld

Mayor Meredith M. Snyder, representing the city of Los Angeles and Executive
Committee of the Chamber of Commerce, presenting a solid gold key to the
city to the well known director in recognition and appreciation of civic spirit
and enterprise in making a three-reel special feature, "A Trip Through the
World's
Greatest
Motion
Mayor Snyder
stands
at thePicture
right ofStudios"
Mr. Ince.and a novel fire prevention film.

Forms

New State Right Firm
Charles H. Rosenfeld has formed the
Tri-Star Pictures Company with offices in
the Hooven Building, 117 West 46th street,
New him.
York. Murray F. Beier is associated
with
Their first offerings to the state right
market will be two five reel features produced by McClure Productions, Inc., featuring Alice Mann and Donald Hall, and a
series of two reel Ko-Ko-Knutt comedies.

January 22, 1921
Educational Reports
Increasing Business
On Vanity Comedies
With the Vanity and Gayety series of
single reel comedies offered to exhibitors
less than a month ago, Educational Film
Exchange, Inc., reports that the bookings have already exceeded first estimates
and that each exchange is reporting increased business with each week.
One of the strong points cited by Educational isthat the same theatres which
have been showing the two reel Educational are contracting for the greater
portion of the single reelers. Where
there are two or three houses under the
same ownership, in the greater portion
of the cities, both one and two reelers are
being booked by the same circuits and
given a first showing at one of the houses
in competition with the longer pictures.
Production of these pictures is well
ahead of schedule and prints of the various pictures are in all of the exchanges.
The Vanitys which are available include
"Tea For Two," "Without a Wife," "His
Four Fathers," "Mind Your Business"
and "Ouija Did It." Among the first
Gayetys are "Aint Love Grand." "Sand
Witches," "Rest in Peace" and "Blondes."
Sells New
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York Rights

To "The Devil's Angel"
Following his trip in which he disposed
of ten territories on the Lejaren Hiller
production,
"The S.Devil's
Angel"
starring
Helen Gardner,
J. Rollo,
secretary
of
Clark-Cornelius Corporation, which is distributing this picture on the state right
basis, disposed of the rights for New York
state to Benjamin Weiser & Company of
Utica. This sale did not include the cities
of Buffalo and Albany, which will be handled by Jelver Exploitation Service of 117
West 46th Street. New York City.
The Weiser Company also purchased
from Mr. Rollo the rights for the same
territory of Climax Film Corporation production. "Love's Battle," starring Joe Moore
and Eileen Sedgwick. Benjamin Weiser
Company is one of the newer state right
exchanges operating in the state of New
York
and itpublication
selected "The
Angel"of
as
its initial
to theDevil's
exhibitors
the state.
"It Might Happen to You"
Has New Haven Premiere
"It Might Happen to You," the five
part comedy sponsored by S. & E. Enterprises, began an
at Poli's
Palace theatre,
Newengagement
Haven, the
week
of January 2.
This engagement marks the initial presentation of "It Might
to You"
in New England.
The Happen
presentation
will
be marked by an especially staged prologue under the direction of O. H. Edwards, manager of the Palace theatre,
together with an extensive publicity campaign in the New Haven newspapers.
The picture played at the Palace theatre, January 2, 3, 4 and 5.
Fred Harris Successor to
Reed at Lasky Plant
Fred Harris, for four years location
director at the Realart studio in Los
Angeles, has been appointed to the same
position at the Lasky studio, succeeding
Walter Reed.
Harris began work at the old Morosco
studio when it was known as the producing plant of Bosworth, Incorporated,
when Hobart Bosworth was a producer.

Anthony Paul Kelly, sitting opposite Anita Stewart going over a scene for "The
Tornado"
a Louis
B. Mayer-Associated
First National feature, while Director
Edwin Carewe
calculates
effects of expression.
New

Vehicle

Filmed

for

Shirley

in Chinatown

Mason
in Los

Is

Angeles

Howard M. Mitchell Directing Story Written by Pearl
Doles Bell — Production Will Be Published
As "Wing Toy"
Mason in the part of Wing Toy has had
When "Wing Toy," Fox Film Corporto undergo his close scrutiny as well beation's newest vehicle for Shirley Mason,
fore being filmed.
is published the public will get a 100 per
Is Choice of Fox
cent Chinese subject done in 100 per cent
The selection of the role of a supChinese style, according to Fox officials.
posedly Chinese girl for Shirley Mason
With most of the action transpiring in was, according
to advices from the Fox
Chinatown, the Los Angeles Chinatown
offices, the choice of William Fox himself, who figured that the locale of an
has been the target of a battery of Fox
cameras for several months, with many American Chinatown, so long a goal of
big city slumming parties and curiosity
real Chinese players, wearing costumes
seekers, would be particularly attractive
imported
from
China
solely
for
this
proto the theatre-going public.
duction.
The action of "Wing Toy" is not conHoward M. Mitchell, who has had
fined entirely to Chinatown, but sufcharge of the direction, enlisted a local
ficient of the narrative is placed in
Chinese intellectual at the outset of the
Chinese
surroundings to make it disfilming to pass upon every bit of busitinctly a Chinese picture and to afford
ness and detail in order that the produc- its charming
little star an opportunity
tion might be consistent throughout. The
appearing in a role absolutely unique
result is said to be one of the most of
on screen annals.
correctly staged pictures ever offered to
As many of the scenes depict life in
an exhibitor.
Chinatown's gambling dens and haunts
Written by Miss Bell
of the illicit dealers in habit-forming
Pearl Doles Bell, who wrote Shirley drugs, with plenty of melodramatic action in the way of fights between the
Mason's two greatest successes, "Her
Elephant Man" and "Love's Harvest," almond-eyed denizens, it was necessary
wrote
for "Wing Toy"
has to use a large corps of Chinese auxturned the
out book
an exceptionally
strongandstory.
iliaries. This was the cause of great difJames Wang, the Chinese entrusted
ficulty by filming.
Director Mitchell at the outset of the
with the selection of the Oriental players used in the production, scoured the
nearby Pacific Coast for several weeks
Leaves Marshfield Trio
prior to the filming and gathered a corps
MARSHFIELD, WIS.— R. W. Johnof players embracing all the most exson, manager of the Trio theatre since
perienced and intelligent of the Chinese
mummers. Every piece of .lettering, used last July, has given up the management
in the signs and decorations of the dif- of that house and returned to Minneferent sets passed under Wang's critical there. apolis to assume charge of a theatre
eye, and every bow and nod" of Miss
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fold. An interesting announcement of her
New York City, Jan. 11, 1921.
next production will be made within a few
Times are hard and money is so tight that days.
* * *
Sandow
couldn't
rais'e actor
a nickel.
the
famous
character
Jules However,
Cowles,
Gordon Cooper, who has been responsible
being a particularly optimistic young man,
took unto himself a wife on January 6. for the splendid direction of the Chief
Lavilla Seihert was the girl of his choice. Flynrj series and the Benny Leonard serial,
Jules and Lavilla are each on their second has completed his contract for the direction
matrimonial leg. What could be sweeter of three features for the West Art Film
than to have them settle down on a farm Company. Mr. Cooper arrived in New
York a short time ago and is listening to
and raise a large family of Jules?
some interesting offers, the decision on one
* * *
of which will be made within the next
few days.
"When is Martin going to be in town?"
* * *
is a question frequently asked of late.
If I am any judge of the signs of the times
Lucv Cotton, whose loveliness has been
Martin's arrival will be as welcome, to transferred
to the canvas by such celesome,
as
the
life
buoy
is
to
the
man
overbrated artists as Harrison Fisher, who proboard.
nounced
her the ideal type of Southern
* * *
beauty,
Charles
Gibson, Christy,
Alonzo posed
Kimcare
take
to
ready
Just by way of getting
ball and HowardDana
Chandler
of the added volume of business they exlast
week
for
K.
O.
Hoppi,
the
noted
pect during 1921, the International Variety
English artist whose work and visit here
Theatrical Agency, Inc., and the Interna- in
America is creating considerable favtional Photoplay Distributors. Inc.. have
orable comment.
moved to new and more spacious quarters
at 218 West 42nd street.
* * *
Webster Campbell started to shoot
James Milligan, whose resignation as scenes for his first directorial venture "The
sales manager of the Typhoon Fan ComCorrespondent." which stars Corrine Grifpany took effect January 1, returned to the
fith at Vitagraph's * studio.
* *
advertising staff of the Moving Picture
World last Monday.
Joe's Charade
* * *
Her first is in prrtty, but never in cute.
Robert Scharle, whose work in a big Her second is always in dear,
In movie her third, is a part of the word.
episode
of "Blind
a specialof Fox
picture, has
won theWives,"
commendation
the And her fourth is in sweet, never fear.
critics, has completed work as the heavy
Her fifth you will find, in cunning and cute.
her sixth must lie used for a thrill,
lead in "Temple Dusk," a George D. Baker And
Her seventh ami eighth, are in will and in well
production. Sellable plays the role of a And
her ninth comes in packages still.
man about town, a gentleman gambler, and
a deal of polished acting is demanded. He Now her tenth is in darling, and likewise in
delivers in his usual style. Ten years of Her dreams
eleventh is a part of a meal,
stage experience as stage director for John
twelfth of her name is in shadow and sane.
Drew, and association in a similar capacity The
Her last is in knoll, not in keel.
with Ethel Barrymore, Marie Doro, Annie
Her whole is a name that is famous around
Russell, Nazimova, and others, in addition
sweet. star
to several years in motion pictures as a The
Now world,
what isforthe she's
name pretty
of thisandbeautiful
director and actor prove of especial value to Who has millions of fans at her feet?
Schable in his work today. Among the
* * *By J. H. Mayer.
latest productions in which he plays prominent roles are "On With the Dance." "The
Louise Fazenda is in New York. She is
Romantic Adventuress," "The Stolen Kiss,"
"Paying the Piner," "Blind Wives," and
lastly, "Temple Dusk."
* * *
Vincent Coleman, leading man for
Constance
Talmadge
References"
and
for Alice
Calhounin in"Good
her first
starring
vehicle,
"Princess
Jones,"
is
back
in NewYork. Vincent hints at something
big.
to be announced very shortly.
* * *
Bert Lytell expects to complete work
this
week byin Maxwell
"The Messenger
directed
Karger, from
to be Mars,"
issued
by Metro as a Maxwell Karger Production
starring Mr. Lytell. The other day at the
studio Bert was all mussed up. He rescues
the girl from a burning house. A closeup
was to be taken of the dramatic event.
Which explains Bert's
* * appearance.
*
Lucretia Belle, whose work with Norma
Talmadge
in much
"The favorable
Branded criticism,
Woman"
brought forth
has been spending most of her time in
entertaining at the city hospitals with some
character songs and dances of her own
origination, and now that the holiday season
is over Miss Belle is coming back to the

VIOLA DANA
from
"Cinderella's
(Metro).

January 22, 1921
to appear in a series of pictures for Special
Pictures, Inc.
+ * »
N. L. Natkanson of the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation of Canada, with
headquarters at Toronto , is among the
visitors to Film Row this week.
* * *
Mark Larkin, who left Mayflower
Photoplay Corporation of New York, last
Saturday to become publicity representative
for Mary Pick ford and Douglas Fairbanks,
with headquarters on the Coast, was tendered a farewell dinner by a group of his
friends on Friday night. Among those
present were Pert Adler, C. L. Ycarsley,
Karl Hudson, J. W. McKay, Paul Lazarus
and A. W. Stobler.

Help

Hoover
And Pictures
(CoHttncd from page 45)

credit
upon himself, his theatre and
his industry.
January 2<> has been set aside by
the European Relief Committee as
Motion Picture Day. Speakers will
be provided, special motion pictures
will be available, numerous equally
promising provisions have been made.
The exhibitor who realizes fully the
import of the opportunity will start
now to pave the way for the event.
He will first obtain from his newspaper agenuine news story such as he
has probably never been given in the
After that every advertisement that
he uses will contain at least a line regarding the approaching date. And
this line will increase in size and impast.
port daily until the date settled upon.
Within the theatre announcement
will be made upon the screen and, by
the more progressive showman, by
that immensely more effective method,
personal announcement.
Enthusiasm Essential
Where the preparatory campaign
is properly
conducted
the amount
obtained for charity
on January
26 and
January 29, when it is planned to hold
special matinees for children, will far
exceed present expectations.
A record like that is good for the
industry. It is worth striving for and
should be striven for by every individual exhibitor and every chain management in the field.
The credit that reflects upon the motion picture will more than justify
the effort involved. And every individual will share in that reflection.
Charity will be served. That is the
first consideration. But it will be
served more adequately by reason of
the enthusiasm with which the exhibitor has worked, an enthusiasm directlyupon his appreciation of
dependent
the facts outlined.
The motion picture will be advanced.

The exhibitor, the industry and the
world will benefit by that.
Twin*
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Sloll Film Corporation Soon Will Publish Picture
the Story of Which Deals With the Cromix ellian
Period in England — Eille \oraood Has Title Role
By George Blaisdell
TN THIS changeful world the old becomes the new every so often.
This is a fact that the motion picture exhibitor of America has overlooked in his
long sustained belief that the American
picture public would not patronize costume
plays.
It remained lor S. L. Rothafel to demonstrate the falsity of this theory in convincing fashion by playing the spectacular
costume
production
two
weeks straight
at the "Passion-'
Capitol, NewforYork,
selling out every performance, and breaking all house records.
* » *

sales mannews tional
ANDER
RA.
r SON',
• manage
of the Interna
Film
ere
somewh
is
Service in New York City,
in the west, dodging the profuse congratulations offriends. January 5, Miss
Ruth Alexander, one of the executives
of the New York office of the S. A.
became Mrs. AnderEnterprises,
Lynchson, the
ceremony being performed by
Dr. Stephen A. Wise.
Immediately after the ceremony the
young couple left for Los Angeles with
the intention of seeing Universal City
and then visiting the important exchange
centers.

"The Tavern Knight," a picturesque love
story of the Cromwellian period, when Puritan hordes were ravaging under direction
of the lord protector and the lives of men
were cheap, is underlined for early publication by Stoll Film Corporation of America
under its cne a week schedule.
The title role is played by Eille Norwood, a widely known and capable actor,
while Cynthia is acted by Madge Stuart, a
beautiful woman of the English speaking
stage. The drama is superbly set and its
locale involves some of the most wonderful
scenery in the world. Historical accuracy
vey.
has been obtained by Director Maurice ElThe huge battlemented castles and vaulted
interiors of the Stuarts, displayed in this
picture are the real scenes in which the
SCENE

FROM

"TAVERN

fighting and lovemaking depicted actually
took place, and the staunch old walls have
hardly changed at all since 1600. The
photography by Paul Burger may be said
to equal any ever seen on the screen.
♦ * *
The play is one of those roystering
romances of a period when battles were
fought with swords and pikes, and the coat
of mail was still the most essential part of
every
gentlemen's
wardrobe.
romance
of
those
riotous days
lives on The
through
the
centuries,
and
"The
Tavern
Knight,"
by
Rafael Sahatini, presents it after a fashion
that is certain fo prove delightful to the
present generation, for the whole world
loves a lover, and the photodrama directed
by Maurice Elvey is above all a love story.
Most of the action takes place in and
about storied Worcester, and has to do with
the fortunes of Roland Marleigh, Lord of
Marleigh Castle, who has suffered the loss
of his young wife through the Puritan
assassins and, who, bent on revenge, offers
his sword to the king for greater freedom
of action in pursuit of his private
vengeance. The story follows "The Tavern
Knight," as he came to be known, through
a series of wild adventures, imprisonments,
escapes, duels and battles, to the romantic
climax which follows his long lost son's
tragic clares
death,
the lovehher lovewhen
for him
and no Cynthia
other. deThe cast includes, aside from Mr. Norwood and Miss Stuarx, Conway Booth, who
plays Cromwell with intelligence ; J. E.
\Vickens. Cecil Humphreys, Gifford
Heatherly. Teddy Arundel, Lawrence Anderson. C. H. Croker-iving and Lionel
Scott.

KNIGHT."

NEW

STOLL

FILM

Only the Cheaters
Should Worry Says
Chicago Chain Head
"Nineteen twenty-one holds no place
for calamity
howlers,"
said Linick
Aaron J.
Jones,
head of
the Jones,
&
Schaefer string of theatres.
"The howlers are their own worst
enemies because they are experiencing
a condition of affairs which does not
apply to those who legitimately sell entertainment to the public. We have
reached an era when the general public expects and demands full measure.
To those who are honest with the public, the predicted slump will prove no
bugaboo. The cheater will suffer just
as he has always suffered in the past.
"I look forward with great anticipation to a most prosperous year for the
American stage and screen. During my
recent sojourn in England and France
I became convinced that the American
amusement industries are twenty years
ahead of Europe. In spite of our preeminence, the houses on the continent
give greater consideration to the comfort of their patrons. This thoughtfulness is seeping through and in all American theatres we find a tendency to improvement in the manner of atmosphere
and comfort for patrons."

Unusual exteriors and beautiful interior sets are but one of the features of this
adapted screen play made from Rafael Sabatini's book.
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PICTURESo/rAeWEEK

/""I OLDWYN
Pictures ha.- introduced soiix-t liin.ir novel
in its presentation of "The North Wind's Malice"
that will doubtless meet with the approval of the majority
of motion picture patrons.
Heretofore it has been the universal practice to use
up the first hundred feet of each picture introducing the
various characters and their relation to the other characters. 1In "The North Wind's Malice'' the entire cast
appears at the end of the feature, after the final fade-out
and the story has been told.
In many of the large New York theatres this extra
footage i- eliminated b\ |>rintin<.' the easts, director's name,
cameraman, author and other matter in the program. Of
course, those theatres that do not print programs have to
carry the casts on the screen, but what company will go a
step further and carry the extraneous footage devoted to
the art title writer, the assistant to the assistant director,
and the assistant cameraman at the end of each feature
instead of at the beginning where it only tends to confuse
the audience and dull interest in what is to follow.
'THE LOVE LIGHT" (United Artists) returns
Mary Pickford to the screen in a winning romance of war
and Italy. An eight-reel production crowded with exciting
incident and thoroughly wholesome entertainment. Star
unquestionably captivating in every way. A feature that
will more than please and certain to go big everywhere.
(A full review of this feature will be found on page 32.)

through fine playing, excellent direction and unique technical handling.
"THE BANtJEB AND THE LAW" (Capital) is a
typical Western feature carrying a generous measure of
those elements of speed, bitterly contested fights and beautiful exteriors, which delight followers of this class of picture. Lester Cuneo is the star.
"THE MISLEADING LADY" (Metro) brings Bert
Lytell forward in the role of "cave man" hero. Lively and
humorous, and concerned with a man's revenge for a
trifling sweetheart. Lucy Cotton leads a capable supporting cast. Should score a hit universally.
"WHEN WE WEBE TWENTY-ONE" (Pathe) presents H. B. Warner in a society feature. Story of a guardian's sacrifice for his ward when the two love one girl.
Star's popularity should make it go big. A well played,
smoothly developed drama.
"THE PLEASUBE SEEKEBS" (Selznick) with
Elaine Ilammerstein at her prettiest. A comedy-drama
of youth and romance played with sound and wholesome
humor by an excellent cast. The story of a young bride's
triumphs over the objections of a stubborn father-in-law.
Attractively set, and should please everywhere.
"SHE COULDN'T HELP IT" (Bealart) is a screen
translation of "In the Bishop's Carriage." A society story
starring Bebe Daniels. A pleasantly presented romance
of a young woman crook redeemed to become a successful

"TWO KINDS OF LOVE" (Universal) is a Western
"thriller," crude in spots, but redeemed by others, amon's
them the work of a juvenile, "Breezy" Eason. The story
of a woman's misplaced love and her rescue by a manly
hero and sweetheart. Scenieallv good. Offers excitement
and interest.

"HUSH" (Equity) is Clara Kimball Young's interpretation of the conscience-tortured wife who reveals a
secret of her past to a jealous husband. Star beautifully

"THE LUBE OF CBOONING WATEB" (Stoll)
presents the English stars, Ivy Duke and Guy Newall in
a simple but human triangle story that becomes absorbing

gowned and exceedingly attractive of looks and art. Luxurious settings. Capable cast. Will be received with enthusiasm by the star's wide following and will please
generally.

"Big

Five"

artist. A brisk and bright feature that should be universally acceptable.

Reviews

Reviews of the "Big Five" pictures to be distributed by First National will be found on pages 36 to 40,
which are devoted to a complete account of the recent convention of that organization in Chicago.

ELAINE HAMMERSTEIN IN
THE PLEASURE
SEEKERS
(SELZNICK)
The story of the marriage of a rich
youth to a poor girl against his
father's approval. A brisk domestic comedy drama with romance a-plenty. Star at her
prettiest, with a splendid cast.
Much heart interest. Directed by
George Archinbaud.
Here is a picture — simple of itself and
played in straightforward, unassuming
manner — that an audience at the StateLake theatre liked so well that they applauded at its end. It is wholesome,
realistic romance; the love story of two
typical American young people. The lad
chose to marry the ward of a poor
clergyman when death bereaved her of
his care, and by so doing lost the favor
of his father, who refused to meet the
bride. To help finance the home that the
lad establishes in defiance of the father's
attempt to buy his desertion of the bride,
she takes a position as the elder man's
stenographer. He fails to learn her identity until the youth falls into the clutches
of a swift set with whom he moved behis marriage.
. Then
the towife's
loyaltyfore and
worth are
revealed
the
father and his favor turns to her as he
learns effects
of the boy's
escapade. It isafter
he
who
the reconciliation
threatened disruption of the happy home,
and all comes to a happy ending.
Comedy touches are delicious and
afford effective contrast to the serious

scenes. The work of the star is of the
highest grade and she is winning of
ways and beautiful of person. Closeups
reveal this latter fact very welL Settings are well chosen and titles are good.
The plot develops easily and naturally
and action is brisk. Webster Campbell
makes an appealing young husband.
H. B. WARNER IN
WHEN
WE WERE
TWENTY-ONE
(PATHE)
A society drama excellently enacted
by a good cast. Star has fewer
opportunities than in past roles,
but plays with his usual appe^
Warner's growing popularity
should make this go well, particularly with the high-grade patronage. Christine Mayo. James Morrison and Claire Anderson are in
the cast. Henry King directed.
A stage play made successful by Nat
Goodwin comes to the screen in this late
H. B. Warner vehicle. This star, growing more and more solid as a screen idol
each day, particularly with feminine
patronage, achieves the unique accomplishment ofmaking the rather conservative role excellent when opportunities
offer, but does not stress their limitations.
James Morrison, in the part of Richard
Audine. is more frequently the central
figure than the star, and he plays
creditably.
The star appears as Richard Carewe,
uncle and guardian of Richard Audine.
His desire is to bring about a romance

between the lad and Phyllis Ericson.
She is really in love with the elder
Dick, but, desiring to make him happy,
pledges herself to the younger man. The
youth's wild ways lead him to a marriage with an actress siren who spurns
him when she discovers his reputed
wealth is not in his own control. Discovering the marriage, the uncle, to
shield the boy, allows suspicion to fall
upon himself. The lad awakens at last
to his folly and the uncle learns that the
girl has loved him, rather than the young
man, the whole time.
The settings are attractive and there
is an air of luxury about the whole. The
title and opening birthday party suggest
the employment of a candle-lighted
birthday cake in advertising and exploitation.
THE

LURE OF
(METRO)

YOUTH

Theefforts
story toof find
a worldly
wise through
actress"
happiness
helping an unsophisticated country boy become a successful playwright. Has some effective dramatic moments and human comedy
touches, which make the offering
fairly pleasing but not wholly
satisfying.
Luther Reed, who is credited with having written the original story and scenario
for this picture, seemingly wished to draw
the moral that success without love is not
really success at all. His approach to this
point, if indeed it is his point, is involved
and the end leaves one in a quandary as

Elaine Hammerstein and support Ln two scenes from her latest Selznick picture. "The Pleasure Seekers.'
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George McDaniels, Ted Brooks, Reaves
Eason, Jimsy May and others are in the
supporting cast.
CLARA KIMBALL

YOUNG

IN

HUSH
(EQUITY PICTURES)
An elegantly produced picture with
a domestic entanglement theme.
Should score success with every
patronage and be received with
great enthusiasm by the star's
devotees. Star is exceptionally
beautiful, elegantly gowned, and
in certain bits does what is probably the best work of her career.
Strong cast affords excellent sup-

Scene from the Universal production, "Two Kinds of Love," presented with a
special cast.
to his true purpose, and not wholly satisfied
with what he has written.
Yet, in the disillusioned actress, the
jaded man-about-town, and the unsophisticated country boy, the three principal
figures in the story, he has created three
characters who are essentially human.
They are all seeking happiness. Because
of her dissatisfaction with life through the
absence of love, the actress at the suggestion of the man-aliout-town, goes to a
country village to rest. There she meets
an unsophisticated youth of twenty-one
who is trying to write plays when he isn't
helping his father in the town drug store.
The drug store, by the way, is the background for good touches of small town life.
The comedy element is sustained when
the youth and his country neighbor and
sweetheart call on the actress while the
man-about-town is present. The selfconscious diffidence of the youthful pair
is genuine'- funny. The boy reads his play
and the actress sees a latent spark of
genius
parents intohim.
allowSheherprevails
to takeupon
him the
to boy's
New
York for development. The man-abouttown demurs as do the youth's parents and
his sweetheart, but they are finally won
over. Then the point of the story becomes
perplexing. The man-about-town brings
on
the vouth's
to induce
boy to
return
home. parents
Their efforts
are thea failure
so the man-about-town stages a scene to
make the actress appear as an adventuress.
The actress permits the youth to leave
thoroughly convinced of her shallowness.
In the country town he resumes writing
plays which embody his developed knowlof life.
The would
subtitlehavethenpined
saysaway
"In
novels edgethe
heroine
but as this is a story of a woman's life she
did otherwise — she got drunk." The title
jars. Anyway, the man-about-town realizing what he has done, seeks out the youth
and tells him that the actress is not what
he thought her to be. He also offers to
finance the youth's new play.
There is an episode of the first night performance, which has a good moment when
the young author responds to the call of
the audience. After the performance he
visits the actress and offers his love. She
rejects it, after speaking some hazy titles
about idols with feet of clay, presumably

meaning that the boy is worshipping the
god success to the exclusion of love, which
she now craves. A few moments later she
accepts the man-about-town by handing
him her latchkey and telling him that he
can duplicate it if he places a band of gold
around it. It is a puzzling business.
Technically it is satisfactory. Geo
Madison, William Conklin and Garcth
Hughes are respectively the actress, the
man-about-town and the vouth. Thev pive
good performances. Lydia Knott. William
Courtwright and Helen Wear contribute
good bits as small town types. The production isin six reels.
SPECIAL CAST IN
TWO

KINDS OF LOVE
(UNIVERSAL)
A Western with many of the tricks
of the trade of the old five-cent
show days. Interesting, despite
its triteness, with "Breezy" Eason,
a juvenile actor, carrying off the
honors. Distinctive scenery. Directed by Reaves Eason.
About the work of a little fellow, Reaves
Eason,
billed and
as "Breezy"
Eason,of most
of
the Jr.,
interest
appreciation
this
feature will be centered. It is a Western,
but not as well presented a picture of that
type as the average offering of the day. It
has a semblance of the old days of the
crudely made picture but, for all that, has
its redeeming qualities.
It tells the story of the Watson family
who have migrated to the West. They
seek shelter on the plains in the cabin of
a worthless miner and make it their home.
Their host proves a villain, and the interventions of the youngster several times
save the woman from harm. It develops
that she is a sister of the man. and an
aunt of his boy, when his death occurs.
Ben Mason, a miner, is brought along to
redeemandthem
the rascally
miner's
power
therefrom
is buried
treasure dug
up
conveniently at the end to financially establish the new family.
The work of the youngster is exceptionally good, and that of the cast is pleasing.

Followers of Clara Kimball Young— and
they are legion — will doubtless accept with
uncompromising enthusiasm this latest of
herport.
features. It is one which her producers
claim her masterpiece. Certainly it is as
compelling a role as she has lived on the
screen in the course of her career. The
gorgeous gowns for which she made a
special trip to New York last summer,
especially for this production are displayed
— a great many of them. This is a point
not to be ignored in advertising. Miss
Young has an elegance of person and
dress which appeal strongly to the average
feminine patron, and they are presented to
excellent advantage in this production.
The story of the picture centers about
the question of the wisdom of a wife keeping silence about past experiences that
would
her husband's
respectto for
her. A endanger
marital disaster
subsequent
the
disclosure of an early indiscretion is the
basis for the crucial scenes of the picture.
The disturbing element in the married
tranquility of Vera Stanford, played by
Miss Young, i9 a compromising element
of her past, an incident of a May fete. Her
torturing conscience compels confession,
against the advice of a friend. Womanlike she tells only part of the secret, withholding the identity of the man in the case,
thereby magnifying the suspicions of a
jealous husband until they grow to intolerant proportions, meanwhile involving an
innocent friend. Vera leaves her husband,
who believes her to be still associating with
the man whom he wrongly suspects to
have been her partner in the pre-marriage
incident. When he learns that she has
been living with a woman friend, through
persuasion of the latter and of his own
enlarged vision, he seeks her out to beg
forgiveness.
newed love. There is reunion and reSettings are particularly ornate and attractive. There is one that impresses with
the beauty of a Maxfield Parrish picture —
a scene set for a society tableau. Backgrounds in homes of wealth and their surrounding gardens are highly artistic and
richly done.
The star carries the emotional role of the .
conscience-tortured wife with an appealing grace and skill. T. Frank Glendon as
the husband is unusually agreeable in every
way. Kathlyn Williams supplies excellent
contrast and support as the woman friend,
and others of the cast,, who play with
ability, include Bertram Grassby, Jack
Pratt and Gerard Alexander.
There is an excellent advertising suggestion in the
question
problem
: when
to talkraised
and by
whenthe tostory's
keep
silent. A parrot is prominent in the picture and could be used in interesting exploitation.
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be disappointing at times to audiences
who laughed over its abundance of humor
on the legitimate stage, there is no
doubt but that it will be well received
by those who enjoy a good laugh.
The story is that of a young bachelor.
Goaded to sudden decision by the confession of the girl to whom he had proposed, that she had encouraged him only
to win a wager, he makes off with her
to his cabin in the mountains and tames
her, by "cave
man" admits
methods,
mission. She finally
her into
real sublove
for him when he is injured through her
means, and all ends as happily as the
usual screen romance.
Some of the best humor is supplied by
the nearby insane asylum patients. One
who believes himself to be Napoleon
Bonaparte is the stellar comedian of the
lot.

No sooner are introduced the butterfly
musical comedy star, the phlegmatic rustic
and his work-hardened wife, than one
knows that the author is dealing with the
triangle. But these three characters are
so well contrasted and at the same time are
so readily recognizable as of the flesh that
they immediately catch the interest. And
they hold it except for an instant when an
unnecessary sequence is drawn in to mark
time while the butterfly briefly explains
how she became a woman of "lights and
laughter," as the sub-title puts it As it
somewhat flaunts the orthodox triangle
formula the story has a twist to give it a
new start after its temporary lapse.
The conflict that is to develop between
the musical comedy star and the imperturbable rustic gets a capital start when the
musical comedy star arrives at Crooning
Waters to recuperate from a breakdown.
is angered to
Pampered and spoiled she
run across a man who is so indifferent that
commands.
her
he refuses to even listen to interest
her.
After a while he begins to
He is different than any of the men she
has ever met. So she proceeds to arouse
him. tie sees the difference between the
London woman and his own over-worked
wife. At last he can no longer contain
And in a forcehimself. He capitulates.tells
his wife that
fully dramatic scene he
he loves the actress, that his soul has been
his new
awakened, and that he will follow
found lcve to the end of the earth. The
scene is excellently done. But his blind
physician
actress's
the of
whensort
haltedwhat
battle
has
a woman
shows ishim
woven him into a net and he returns to his
contrite, but as phleghome, thoroughly
matic as ever. And then the actress tries
to right a wrong— she reaches Crooning
further disthe household ofis the
Waters when illness
children.
of one
turbed bv the
had almost
she
life
whose
Beside the woman
bedchild'sunder
overhatethevanish
watches of
ruined side.sheAll thoughts
relief
But
trouble.
greater
the moment's
ccmes when the child is pronounced out ot
danger. And after it thoughts of the
"Take him back,'
earlier trouble return.
the actress pleads to the wife. "HeTheis your
final
harmed him."
man: isI ahaven't
reconciliation.
touch
Ivy Duke. Guy Newell and Mary- Dibley
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LESTER CUNEO IN
RANGER
AND THE LAW
(CAPITAL FILM CO.)
This is a typical Western, carrying
a very generous measure of those
elements of speed, bitterly contested fights and beautiful exterior views which delight the followers of this class of picture. It
is well produced
and acted
throughout and through his work
in it Lester Cuneo leaps into a
conspicuous position among the
stars of Western pictures.
The initial Capital Film Company feature offering "The Ranger and the Law"
is a very' creditable production of its
type. Exhibitors with patrons yearning
for red blooded fistic encounters, swiftly
and decisively enacted, will find in this
picture just what they are looking for.
Lester Cuneo demonstrates considerable physical prowess which works in
very satisfactorily with the unfolding of
the story which has to do with the adventures of the son of a Chicago meat
packing magnate who deserts the office
and slaughter house for the freedom and
excitement of the life of a forest ranger.
Cuneo is a good type for the role he has
essayed and he succeeds in injecting a
great deal of slam-bang action into the
production. Francelia Billington, a featured player of considerable prominence,
plays the feminine lead and is the only
woman part in the picture. Miss Billington's
workin isa ofgreat
a highmeasure
order and
contributes
to she
the
total effectiveness of the production.
roles a are
andTheon nv'nor
the whole
verycapably
excellentportrayed
quality
of photography is offered. The production should have a strong appeal for certain classes of house, as it ranks well up
with recent productions of the type.
The story in brief concerns Dick Dawson, who goes West as a forest ranger.
During an argument with Slim Dixon, a
whiskey runner, Dick knocks him down
and incurs his undying enmity. Dixon
makes the acauaintance of Ann Hobbs.
daughter of "Red" Hobbs, the leader of
another wh:skey-running gang. Hobbs
tells his daughter that unless she stays
away from Dawson he will punish her.
and she attempts to warn Dawson, but
is discovered. She i« bound and thrown
into a mine, where Dawson goes to rescue her. He blows up the cave, frees
Ann and in a bitter fight bests five bootleggers. Three more roughs attack him
as he escaoes to the mountains, and in
a fight with Hobbs they roll down the
mountain and into a river, where Hobbs
is drowned. He wins Ann's hand and
all ends happily.

THE

The star plays with a vigor and vim
that is most effective and will increase
his popularity despite the fact that the
role is a widely different one from any
in which he has previously been cast.
Lucy Cotton does good work as the leading feminine player and others of the
cast lend able support. Scenery is an
item worthy of note and the cave man
idea suggests exploitation that should
command attention.
IVY DUKE AND GUY NEWALL IN
THE LURE OF
CROONING
WATER
(STOLL FILM CORP. OF AM.)
A simple but human triangle story
that becomes absorbing through
fine playing, direction and technical handling.
It is to the credit of the players and
the director and his technical assistants
engaged in producing "The Lure of
Crooning
Water" anthatabsorbing
this newest
picture becomes
story.StollA
measure of praise belongs to the author,
Maricn Hill, because she has dealt with
human beings and not puppets. Yet her
work is so simple that without the eloquent
acting and direction and the appropriately
colorful backgrounds that dominate the
offering, the story never could have made
itself as forcefully felt as it has.

BERT LYTELL IN
THE

MISLEADING
LADY
(METRO)

A comedy-drama that gathers speed
as it progresses and will provoke
a succession of laughs anywhere.
Bert Lytell has a "cave man" role
and Lucy Cotton appears in the
feminine lead. The scenery is a
noteworthy item. The picture
was directed by George Terwilliger and George Irving.
While this is an adaptation from the
stage play by the same name, and may

scenes from "The Ranger and the Law."
Lester Cuneo in one of the dramatic
(Capital)
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contribute capital performances as the members of the triangle. The rest of the cast
are excellent. The English settings are
all that can be desired while in other technical respects the work is most satisfactory.
"The
of picture.
Crooning Water" is a
first rate Lure
program
BEBE DANIELS
SHE

IN

COULDN'T
HELP
(REALART)

IT

Screen version of "In the Bishop's
Carriage," a popular novel of ten
years ago. Story of a girl made
a thief by one man and an artist
by another. Society setting. Interesting and entertaining. Star
is clever and pretty and plays excellently. Good supporting cast.
Directed by Maurice Campbell.
Here is a pleasantly presented picture in society setting that brings Bebe
Daniels to the front in a role of which
she makes a great deal. The vehicle
itself, a screen translation of "In the
Bishop's
Carriage," offers
nothing
more
than
a commonplace
little tale
of a young
girl, Nance Olden, trained to clever
thievery by Tom Dorgan, expert crook.
Simulating an unbalanced mind, she permits herself to be taken into the home
of the Ramseys, society people, following a theft from the man of the house
in which she has been an aide. In the
Ramsey home she meets Latimer, Nellie
Ramsey'sandfiance.
He her,
learns
her true
position
befriends
inspiring
her
to exercise talent that she has displayed
for art, until she achieves success in an
honest way. With Dorgan's escape from
prison
his comingNance
to Nance's
studioof
comes and
the climax.
is accused
theft, a plot framed upon her by the
envious Nellie. She is cleared of the
suspicion, however, and finds happiness
in Latimer's love for her.
Emory Johnston, Herbert Standing
and Ruth Renick are others of the cast
which gives capable support. Settings
are artistic. Bebe Daniels is a favorite
with picture patrons and her good looks,
smartness of costuming and skillful work
will carry the feature's popularity far.

Capital
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Predict

Cuneo

Rapidly

With two pictures already completed and
ten more on the way, officials of the Capital
Film Company predict that Lester Cuneo
will be one of the most popular western
heroes on the screen within the course of a
few months.
"Lone Hand Wilson," the first of the
series, was regarded as more or less of an
experiment. It exceeded the expectations
of the Capital officials. "The Ranger and
the Law" is hailed as an even stronger
attraction.
Is Veteran in Pictures
Cuneo entered pictures while they were
still in the early stages of development. He
made his debut with the Selig Polyscope
company doing bits in various types of pictures.
He was selected as the leading male support of Kathlyn Williams, then the "star
of stars." After three years with Selig, he
went with Essanay Film Company to appear with Bryant Washburn and Francis
X. Bushman.
When Bushman left Essanay to go to
Metro, Cuneo also went to Metro.
Serves in The War
Cunco's climb towards stardom was interrupted bythe world war. He enlisted
in the United States army and fought in
France, returning to this country gassed and
wounded after the battle of the Somme.

in Popularity

After he recovered, he returned to pictures and rapidly rewon the place he gave
up at the time of entering service.
Get Allston Theatre Site
ALLSTON, MASS.— Harris Eilenberg
and associates, who have plans under
way for a motion picture and vaudeville
theatre to seat 2,000 people, have purchased a site on Comonwealth avenue,
near Harvard avenue.

LOUISIANA

THEATRE

D«ceraber 20,1920.
Vitagraph, Inc. ,
City.

Attention :/.r.Ira P . Stone , rianager

Gentlenen :
We had- the fortune to play •DEAD UffH TELL NO
TALES", for one week, beginning Sunday December 12th, and are
pleased tgaaj that we broke tn^j^cox^
The title was a
very good one, which remitted a lot of publicity which
ordinarily could not be obtained.

The piv.ure itself was

full of thrills and surprises, the action being of a superior
kind, ana the acting of a high order.

The campaign you

carried out was, indeed, very commendable , and if oroducers
with the proper pictures would manipulate tneir featuree
as you have done in thie instance.lt would prove a great
advantage to the exhibitor.
1 will be very glad to negotiate with you at
any time you have a real feature, and I am able to use it at
the Louisiana Theatre.
Yours very truly.

BEBB DANIELS
And Wade Boteler in a scene from the
Realart play "She Couldn't Help It."

Arthur B.Leopold,
Lanager , Loui siana Theatre .
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"

What
the
Picture
Did
For
VERDICTS
ON FILMS
IN LANGUAGE
OF EXHIBITOR

Me"

Copyright, 1921
You are especially invited to contribute regularly to this department.
It is a co-operative service FOR THE BENEFIT OF EXHIBITORS.
TELL US WHAT THE PICTURE DID FOR YOU and read in the HERALD e very week what the picture
did lor the other fellow, thereby getting the only possible guide to box office values. Address "What The
Picture Did For Me." EXHIBITORS HERALD. 417 S. Dearb orn St., Chicago.
First National
Dangerous Business, with Constance
Talmadge. — We certainly packed 'em in
on this picture. Everybody was pleased
with it and said it was Connie's best so
far. Every house should play it. It's
peppy, but not vulgar at all. — C . E.
Power, Power's theatre, North Branch,
Minn. — Country town patronage. •
Twin Beds, with Mr. and Mrs. Carter
DeHaven. — Seemed to please, but did not
draw for us. — S. S. Stevenson, Princess
theatre, Henderson, N. C. — Small town
patronage.
Old Dad, with Mildred Harris.— A
good picture and pleased. — Peter
Krauth, Denison theatre, Denison, la. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Polly of the Storm Country, with Mildred Harris. — The big storm scenes get
this picture over. Pleased most all the
crowd. — Fred Frisbie, Croxton theatre,
Angola, Ind. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Jack Knife Man, a King Vidor
production. — A most delightful picture.
A real picture for real people. Used
this forpicture
our Christmas
program.We It'sneed
an
ideal
for the season.
more of such prctures as this. — L. C.
Farquhar, Opera House, Guide Rock,
Nebr. — Family patronage.
THE FAMILY HONOR, a
King Vidor production. — I really
take pleasure in presenting pictures like THE FAMIY HONOR.
I have used all that King Vidor
has made up to this one and do not
think he has made a poor one.
Moreover, there is something to
them. They are real, and not just
a flickering piece of celluloid. —
Sudie L. Haney, Liberty theatre,
Des Moines, N. M. — Small town
patronage.
19 and Phyllis, with Charles Ray. —
—patrons.
Here's a Apicture
that took well with
few improbabilities
sort ourof
marred it. — C. E. Power, Power's theatre,
North Branch, Minn. — Country town
patronage.
Nomads of the North, with a special
cast. — Excellent. Patrons praised it on
all sides. For the ten years this theatre
has been operating, Curwood's Back to
God's Country holds the record for attendance. Used years ago.- — S. S. Stevenson. Princess theatre, Henderson, N. C.
— Small town patronage.
Old Dad, with Mildred Harris. — Very,
very good. In fact we thought it
pleased them all. It's a pleasure to play
this kind. — C. Hales, Lyric theatre, Orange City, la. — Neighborhood patronage.
45 Minutes From Broadway, with
Charles Ray. — Seemed to please 95%.
Used a Chester Outing with it, which
certainly is all one could expect. — L. A.
Alby, Strand theatre, Waterford, Wis. —
Neighborhood patronage.
The River's End, a Marshall Neilan
production. — 100%
picture. Pleases

Exhibitor
"Pulled

Reports

trie Crowd

Should a Husband Forgive?
(Fox) with a special cast. —
Made slides of exhibitors' reports from Exhibitors Herald
and showed them for two
weeks ahead of picture. Sure
pulled the crowd, and a crackerjack picture. Horse race is
great. Boost it strong. Prices
20 and 35 cents. — C. H.
Thomas, Community theatre,
Galva, la. — Small town patronage.

everyone. Can't boost it or praise it too
high. — W. W. Wales, Yeoman theatre,
Seneca, S. D. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Virtuous Vamp, with Constance
Talmadge. — The kind of a picture my
people like. It is a dandy. Book it. — E.
Saunders Palace theatre, Harvard, 111. —
General patronage.
The Love Expert, with Constance Talmadge.— Connie is sure good in this one.
One ofReynolds,
her best.
good. —
Olen
PearlThey're
theatre,allHymera,
Ind. — Neighborhood patronage.
A Virtuous Vamp, with Constance
Talmadge.— Good comedy-drama. — Clarence Langacher, Opera House, New
Glarus, Wis. — Neighborhood patronage.
45 Minutes From Broadway, with
Charles Ray. — I liked this myself, but
my patrons said they had seen Ray in
pictures they liked better. — W. W. Woltz.
Star theatre, Lake City, la. — General
patronage.
Nomads of the North, with a special
cast. — Played two days to packed houses.
Our patrons go many miles to see Curwood's pictures of this type. They certainly
like them. Branch,
— C. E. Power,
Power's
theatre, North
Minn. — Country
town patronage.
The Fighting Shepherdess, with
Anita Stewart. — This is a dandy program. Pleased all. — H. W. Jeffries, Majestic -theatre, Huntington, Ark. —
Neighborhood patronage.
In Search of a Sinner, with Constance
Talmadge. — A good entertainment. Well
directed and good photography. — B. C.
Brown, Star theatre, Viroqua, Wis.
Don't Ever Marry, a Marshall Neilan
production. — A good comedy-drama and
will please. Weather was against me so
did not have big crowd. — H. J. Longaker, Howard theatre, Alexandria, Minn.
— Neighborhood patronage.
Go and Get It, a Marshall Neilan production.— This sure is a good picture.

Boost it big, it's worth it. — W. W. Woltz,
Star theatre, Lake City, la. — General
patronage.
The Idol Dancer, a D. W. Griffith production.— Fairly good, but more was expected. Pleased about 75%. — Olen Reynolds, Pearl theatre, Hymera, Ind. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Back to God's Country, with Nell Shipman. — Excellent picture. — H. B. McFarling, Tokio theatre, Morehouse, Mo.
— Neighborhood patronage.
Her Kingdom of Dreams, with Anita
Stewart. — A real good picture. Anita
always good. Book this one. Admission
10 and 30c. — P. G. Held, Sterling theatre,
Fairmont, Nebr. — Neighborhood patronage.Virtuous Wives, with Anita Stewart. —
This picture is only fair. My patrons
liked the star and thought the play was
poor. — B. E. Hippler, McCloud theatre,
McCloud, Calif. — Neighborhood patronage.Go and Get It, a Marshall Neilan production.— If you have not booked it, you
better "go and get it," as it is one of the
best. People still commenting on it. It
holds attention from start to finish. —
H. J. Longaker, Howard theatre, Alexandria, Minn. — Neighborhood patronage.
Daddy Long Legs, with Mary Pickford. — Some picture. Pleased 100%. Book
it brother exhibitor, and clean up. — H. W.
Jeffries, Majestic theatre, Huntington,
Ark. — Neighborhood patronage.
Human Desire, with Anita Stewart. —
This star is a drawing card for us. Had
to turn them away. — Max Davitts, Dixie
theatre, Winona, Miss. — Neighborhood
patronage.
In Old Kentucky, with Anita Stewart.
— Although we did only a fair business
on this one, we received more compliments on In Old Kentucky than any
picture that we have ever run. — Will F.
Taddiken, Elite Theatre, Morganville,
Kans. — Neighborhood patronage.
Human Desire, with Anita Stewart.
Only a fair picture. The casts make the
star fall down. — B. E. Hippler, McCloudpatronage.
theatre, McCloud, Cal. — Neighborhood
The River's End, a Marshall Neilan
production. — A type of picture that always goes over big with our patrons.
We did an excellent business on this. —
C. E. Power, Power's theatre, North
Branch, Minn. — Country town patronage.
The Inferior Sex, with Mildred Harris.— A clever picture of married
perplexities. Pleased my audience and
I was a little afraid of it, on account of
some unfavorable opinions. — George E.
Taylor, Idle Hour theatre, Dunlap, la. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Back to God's Country, with Nell
Shipman. — An average special. Excellent fight scene. — Clarence Langacher,
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Opera House, New Glarus, Wis. —
Neighborhood patronage.
A Temperamental Wife, with Constance Talmadge. — Like all of Connie's
it was good and the- aid it.— C. Hales,
Lyric theatre, Orange City, la. — Neighborhood patronage.
Fox
The Thief, with Pearl White.— This is
a very good picture. Played on Sunday
and it snowed all day, but I did a nice
business in spite of the weather. — Spalding Bros., Gem theatre, Taylorville, 111.
— Neighborhood patronage.
Sunset Sprague, with Buck Jones. —
This is a good Western. Lots of pep and
without the usual dance hall business. —
P. Krauth, Dcnison theatre, Denison, la.
— Neighborhood patronage.
THE ORPHAN, with William
Farnum. — I could feel the sway of
the stage coach as J. Raymond Nye
swung the six around the turns on
the trail. Bill's there, too, as usual.
Say, Western,
boy, here'sif you
a real-honest-toGod
want Westerns. They eat it up. — Dr. F. M.
Childs, Cozy theatre, Villisca, la. —
Neighborhood patronage.
From Now On, with George Walsh. —
It's another
for George
Walsh,
and
should triumph
receive special
advertising
from any exhibitor who has it under contract. It is in seven reels, and really
could be called a special. Pleased a New
Year's audience. — Harry M. Palmer, Liberty theatre, Washington, Ind. — General
patronage.
The World of Folly, with Vivian Rich.
— A good picture. Good acting, fine
gowns. No kicks on this one. A picture
that your audience will follow. — J. A.
Wishard, Wishard theatre, Bloomfield,
la. — Home patronage.
The Feud, with Tom Mix. — Excellent
picture but Mix no star for this kind of
picture. — H. B. McFarling, Tokio theatre,
Morehouse, Mo. — Neighborhood patronage.
Firebrand Trevison, with Buck Jones.
— Everyone was well pleased with this,
but it seemed to flicker on the screen. My
patrons like Buck Jones. — W. W. Woltz,
Star theatre, Lake City, la. — General
patronage.
Molly and I, with Shirley Mason. —
Shirley
is astar
little
The
sweetest Mason
little lady
Foxdarlin'.
has. With
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the right kind of stories she is a winner. Molly and I was much better than
Her Elephant Man. — L. C. Farquhar,
Opera House, Guide Rock, Nebr. — Family patronage.
The Husband Hunter, with Eileen
Percy. — A nice little picture of good entertainment value. — George E. Taylor,
Idle Hour theatre, Dunlap, la. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Skywayman, with Ormer Locklear. — Got stung on this. Booked it as a
special. Ordinary program picture. —
E. A. Baradel, Palace theatre, McGehee,
Ark. — Small town patronage.
The Plunger, with George Walsh. —
This did not please people at all. — W. W.
Woltz, Star theatre, Lake City, la. — General patronage.
The Manhattan Knight, with George
Walsh. — Satisfied a fair Sunday night
crowd. — G. F. Rediske, Star theatre, Ryegate, Mont. — Small town patronage.
Sunset Sprague, with Buck Jones. — A
very good five reel Western, that is a
little different. Pretty good story, and
acting. No
quite
asomefewgood'
compliments".
— H.kicks
A. and
Wishard,
Wishard theatre, Bloomfield, la. — Home
patronage.
Love's Harvest, with Shirley Mason. —
Very pleasing, as her other two. This
star is good. — Olcn Reynolds, Pearl
theatre, Hymera, Ind. — Neighborhood
patronage.
The Adventurer, with William Farnum.— Best costume play we ever had.
Subtitles give it fine humor. — W. C.
Clecton, Gem theatre, Higbee, Mo.
The White Moll, with Pearl White.—
This is not a very pleasant picture, but it
sure holds attention to the last. — Peter
Krauth, Denison theatre, Denison, la. —
Neighborhood patronage.
The Texan, with Tom Mix.— The best
Western play we had in six months. Book
it. — Max Davitts, Dixie theatre, Winona,
Miss. — Neighborhood patronage.
Her Honor the Mayor, with Eileen
Percy. — A timely picture, since women
can now vote and hold office. — George
E. Taylor, Idle Hour theatre, Dunlap,
la. — Neighborhood patronage.
Untamed, with Tom Mix. — A corking
good Mix picture, and I should have done
a big business, but was rained out. You
can advance price on this. — E. A. Baradel, Palace theatre, McGehee, Ark. —
Small town patronage.
The Speed Maniac, with Tom Mix. — A
very good picture. Mix is a real Western actor. Do not fail to book this picture. It's a good bet. Admission 10 and
30. — P. G. Held. Sterling theatre, Fairmont, Nebr. — Neighborhood patronage.
From Now On, with George Walsh. —
A picture of the underworld. Full of action. A bit brutal at times. Gave satisfaction.— Peter Krauth, Denison theatre,
Denison, la.
The Orphan, with William Farnum. —
When you play this feature go after it
strong as it is sure a good picture and
will sure get you some money. He sure
does for me. — A. E. Berlin, Jr., Grand
theatre, Rock Falls, 111.
The White Moll, with Pearl WhiteTake Pearl back to serials where she belongs. This is nothing but an eight reel
spasm, and they boost it like a feature. —
S. A. Heffernan, Perfect theatre, Huntington, Ind. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Flame of Youth, with Shirley
Mason. — This is a serial program picture
and not liked as well as Girl of My
Heart.
People Star
didn'ttheatre,
like the Lake
ending.
—
W. W. Woltz.
City,
la. — Neighborhood patronage.
Flames of Flesh, with Gladys Brock-
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well. — Average crowd. Picture absolutely tainted
go here has
or any
any
other
place junk.
where Don't
an exhibitor
respect for his patrons. 100% dissatisfaction. Brockwell is off my screen forever.— G. F. Rediske, Star theatre, Ryegate, Mont. — Small town patronage.
Beware of the Bride, with Eileen
Percy. — A dandy good five reel comedy.
Don't be afraid to boost it. They will
like it. — H. A. Wishard, Wishard theatre,
Bloomfield, la. — Home patronage.
Riders of the Purple Sage, with William Farnum. — Very good program.
Poor crowd on account of cold weather.
— John Steechen, Aurora theatre, White
Lake, S. D. — Neighborhood patronage.
From Now On, with George Walsh. —
If Fox is going to play him in this line
of
junk pictures.
"from now Anon,"allI'll
dispense
Walsh
crook
play with
and
leaves a dark brown taste in your
mouth. — George E. Taylor, Idle flour
ronage. Dunlap, la. — Neighborhood pattheatre,
THE LITTLE GREY MOUSE,
with Louise Lovely. — Another one
ot
Lovely's
goodlumberman,
ones. My said,
old
critic,
the old
"Best dam picture you ever had in
the house," and he is always about
right. — H. A. Wishard, Wishard
theatre, Bloomfield, la. — Home
patronage.
Justmas Pals,
with Buck
— A up.
Christday audience
fairlyJones.
ate this
By
the use of extra heavy publicity we have
made Buck Jones one of our best drawing cards. You can do it too, if you just
light in. — Harry M. Palmer, Liberty
theatre, Washington, Ind. — General
patronage.
Wings of the Morning, with William
Farnum. — Very good picture but I just
can't get crowd out to see William
Farnum — H. E. McFarling, Tokio
theatre,
Morehouse, Mo. — Neighborhood patronage.
Twins of Suffering Creek, with William Russell. — A good picture with a
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good story. Enough Western to make it
exciting. Will please the average audience.— H. A. Wishard, Wishard theatre.
Bloomfield, la. — Home patronage.
The Manhattan Knight, with George
Walsh.— Regular Sunday night crowd.
Gave satisfaction. — G. F. Rediske, Star
theatre, Ryegate, Mont. — Small town
patronage.
The Texan, with Tom Mix. — Mix has
made better stuff. This no good. Had
no pep. — Hackett & Krauss, Hackett's
theatre, Port Gibson, Miss. — Neighborhood patronage.
Prairie Trails, with Tom Mix. — This
is a good picture all through. Mix fans
will rave over it and it will please all. —
W. W. Woltz, Star theatre, Lake City,
la. — General patronage.
The Texan, with Tom Mix. — Where
Tom Mix is a favorite as at our theatre,
this picture will go over strong and is
worthy of extra advertising. — Harry M.
Palmer. Liberty theatre, Washington,
Ind. — General patronage.
The Orphan, with William Farnum. —
Excellent picture. Farnum good only in
Westerns in my etsimation. — H. B. McFarling, Tokio theatre, Morehouse, Mo.
— Neighborhood patronage.
The Deadline, with George Walsh. —
Good enough, though plenty of blood and
thunder action. Good of the child and
dog. — Olen Reynolds, Pearl theatre,
Hymera, Ind. — Small town patronage.
The Man Who Dared, with William
Russell.-"-This is one of the best pictures
Russell ever made. Good story. Good
support. If you like pictures with a
punch, here is one. — Smith Read, Patriot
theatre, DeKalb, Tex. — Small town patronage.
The Lone Star Ranger, with William
Farnum. — No question about it. It's
splendid picture. Farnum is probably
the best of the Western actors. — Alvin
S. Frank, Jewel theatre, Lafayette, Colo.
— Neighborhood patronage.
The Scuttlers, with William Farnum.
—satisfaction.
Good picture
with Krauth,
lots of Denison
action. "Gave
— Peter
theatre, Denison, la. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Little Grey Mouse, with Louise
Lovely. — Louise Lovely is a favorite star
in this town and in a good picture,
pleased all. — G. M. McClain, Star theatre, Barry, 111. — Small town patronage.
The Speed Maniac, with Tom Mix. —
This picture is all right. Just a little
too much hero stuff, but will make good
anyway. — Herman Blomeke, Opera
House, Springfield, Minn. — Home patronage.
Forbidden Trails, with Buck Jones. —
Fairly good Western. — Homer Thompson, Ruby theatre, Three Forks, Mont.
The Little Wanderer, with Shirley
Mason. — A good clean picture. Fine
entertainment. We can always get the
crowd with Shirley Mason and she delivers the goods. — A. J. Steggal, Opera
House,
ronage. Fa3'ette, la. — College town patThe Twins of Suffering Creek, with
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Scene from "The Chicken in the Case," a Selznick picture with Owen Moore.
William Russell. — A very fine Western
program picture. Pleased about 85% or
more. Russell all to the good. — O. R.
Haus, Scenic theatre, Hastings, Minn. —
Neighborhood patronage.
The Untamed, with Tom Mix. — If Mix
is a favorite star with you, play this one
strong. You can knock them cold. Go
the limit on it as the picture is fine. —
G. M. McClain, Star theatre, Barry, 111.
— Small town patronage.
The Untamed, with Tom Mix. — Like
all Mix pictures, a good bet. Go strong
on the horse and dog. Put this on at
25 cents. It's worth the money. — A. A.
Spradling, Opera House, Merna, Neb. —
Small town patronage.
Sunset Sprague, with Buck Jones. — A
very good pcture. Will please all Western fans. — George E. Taylor, Idle Hour
theatre,
ronage. Dunlap, la. — Neighborhood patRose of Nome, with Gladys Brockwell,
— This sure is no picture for a small
town to run. I was ashamed to look
my patrons in the face. Immoral is
right. Why do they do it. — O. Haus,
Scenic theatre, Hastings, Minn. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Terror, with Tom Mix. — A dandy
picture. One of Mix's best. — W. H.
Creal, Suburban theatre. Omaha, Neb. —
Neighborhood patronage.
The Husband Hunter, with Eileen
Percy. — A light comedy. Not much to
it. — Peter Krauth. Denison theatre. Denison, la.— Neighborhood patronage.
Goldwyn

'Inthefhadow
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Madame X, with Pauline Frederick. —
The best picture we have ever run. Will
please any classthis
of patronage.
can't
over-advertise
picture. A You
superfine
GREATEST

SINGLE

'Screen

production that broke the box office
records for us. — B. F. Sharp, Tumble In
theatre, Sinton, Tex. — Rural patronage.
Stop Thief, with Tom Moore. — Sure
pleased all. It is fast and furious. Fully
as good as the spoken version. — C. T.
Metcalf,
Opera
House, Greenfield, 111. —
Small town
patronage.
Almost a Husband, with Will Rogers.
Our first Rogers, and it is a good one. —
Fahrney & Elson, Electric theatre, Curtis,
Nebr. — Country town patronage.
DOLLARS AND SENSE, with
Madgedow Kennedy.
with table —setI put
for intwoa winand
good things to eat, a doughnut on a
card and gave a dollar to the person giving the correct answer to
"Why is the hole in the doughnut?" Got 'em, I'd say. — Dr. F. M.
Childs,
Cozy theatre,
Villisca, la. —
Neighborhood
patronage.
The Cup of Fury, with a special cast. —
A good picture, but I did no good. Hardly
broke even at 13 and 27c. Seven reels.
Guess people are tiring of anything that
has a war story, still I received lots of
compliments. — H. A. Wishard, Wishard
theatre, Bloomfield, la. — Home patronage.Out of the Storm, with Barbara Castleton. — Patrons liked this so far as acting
was concerned, but plot had peculiar
twist that did not set well. — E. A. Baradel, Palace theatre, McGehee, Ark. —
Small town patronage.
The Truth, with Madge Kennedy. — A
picture for the entire family. Our people
liked it. — C. T. Metcalf. Opera House,
Greenfield, 111. — Small town patronage.
Strictly Confidential, with Madge Kennedy.— An A-l production. Patrons enthusiastic.— W. H. Harman, Strand theaREEL
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tre, Kingsport, Term. — Neighborhood
patronage.
The Little Shepherd of Kingdom Come,
with Jack Pickford. — Good picture. Average puller. — Will F. Taddiken, Elite
theatre, Morganville, Kans. — Neighborhood patronage.
Bonds of Love, with Pauline Frederick.— Picture was well received. Some
good thrills, but did not pull. Admission
10 and 20.— Will F. Taddiken, Elite
theatre, Morganville, Kans. — Neighborhood patronage.
The City of Comrades, with Tom
Moore. — One that is bound to please. An
excellent story to begin with. Tom
Moore's acting and personality to back
it up. Support and direction good. —
Sudie I. Haney, Liberty theatre, Des
Moines, N. M. — Small town patronage.
Jubilo and Water, Water Everywhere,
with Will Rogers. — The fellow that
passes up Will Rogers is losing a good
bet. Jubilo and Water, Water Everywhere are both exceptional pictures that
will please. — Dr. F. M. Childs, Cozy
theatre, Villisca, la. — Neighborhood
patronage.
The Woman in Room 13, with Pauline
Frederick. — We call this a wonder picture. The sort that makes friends for
you.
Frederick's
best House,
in a longGreenfield,
while. —
C. T. Metcalf, Opera
III. — Small town patronage.
The Kingdom of Youth, with Madge
Kennedy. — Just an average offering. Star
seems to be very clever. — New Cozy
theatre, Winchester, Ind.
Flame of the Desert, with Geraldine
Farrar. — Good picture. Some good scenes.
Star well liked.— Will F. Taddiken, Elite
theatre, Morganville, Kans. — Neighborhood patronage.
Jubilo, with Will Rogers. — Better than
many that are sold as specials. Rogers
getting more popular. — W. C. Cleeton,
Gem theatre, Higbee, Mo.
Duds, with Tom Moore. — Although this
film did not contain the usual amount of
comedy
star's former
took veryin well.
A fine releases,
detective picture
story.
Star draws better with each release. —
Merle E. Rhoda, Palace theatre, Royalton, Minn. — Small town patronage.
The Misfit Earl, with Louis Bennison.
— This star always pleases. He is exceptionally good in this one. Goldwyn
pictures are always good. — L. A. Hasse,
Majestic theatre, Mauston, Wis.
The Slim Princess, with Mabel Normand. — Just an ordinary picture. Mabel
falling down. — Verner Hicks, Family
theatre, Marion, 111. — General patronage.
Sandy Burke of the U-Bar-U, with
Louis Bennison. — I like Louis Bennison.
So do my patrons. Business fell off very
much. Hard to get them in. This is no
time
Haney.to stop trying, however. — Sudie I.
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tective story and affords Kerrigan a good
role. In our opinion it is one of his best
of recent release. — Harry M. Palmer,
Liberty
theatre, Washington, Ind. — General patronage.
The Westerners, with Roy Stewart. —
Excellent picture. Had good crowd but
didn't make anything. — H. B. McFarling, Tokio theatre, Morehouse, Mo. —
Neighborhood patronage.
The White Man's Chance, with J. Warren Kerrigan. — This is a good picture. I
played it on my best day and it went
over big. Everybody liked it. Do not
be afraid to book it and advertise it
strong. It will make you money. — A. E.
Berlin, Jr., Grand theatre, Rock Falls,
111.99 and The Green Flame, with J. Warren Kerrigan. — Both are good. Star not
so popular here now. — Olen Reynolds,
Pearl patronage.
theatre, Hymera, Ind. — Small
town
King Spruce, with Mitchell Lewis. — An
extra good Northern picture that will
please.
be Cozy
afraidtheatre,
to advertise.
Dr. F. M.Don't
Childs,
Villisca.—
Ia. — Neighborhood patronage.
Riders of the Dawn, with Roy Stewart.
Good picture, but failed to get a crowd.
Pleased majority. — E. T. Craffits, Pastime
ronage. Seelyville, Ind. — Small town pattheatre,

PRISCILUA DKAJI
The l/nliemnl alnr In iclwn the UC of In
I'ranrlsro'n Milter front for »cTnr» for
the l,nn, by Col. John S. Irby,
•"Oatalde
uatoma anrvryor.
Libertytowntheatre,
Des Moines, N. M. —
Small
patronage.
The Brand, with a special cast. — 100%
picture. More like them will help the
picture
packed house.
—
W. W. game.
Wales, Played
Yeomento theatre,
Seneca,
S. D. — Neighborhood patronage.
Lord and Lady Algy, with Tom Moore.
My patrons sure enjoyed this one. Dandy
race
go wrong
on this
one.
Book scene.
it.— F. Can't
M. Childs,
Cozy
Theatre,
Villisa, la. — Neighborhood patronage.
Jinx, with Mabel Normand. — Seemed
to take well. First showing of star. Good
puller.— Will F. Taddiken, Elite theatre,
Morganville, Kans. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Girl From Outside, a Rex Beach
production. — A picture well liked and
drew a good house. — E. Saunders, Palace
theatre, Harvard, 111. — General patronage.
The Strange Boarder, with Will Rogers.—Good picture.— Will F. Taddiken,
Morganville, Kans. —
theatre,
Elite
Neighborhood
patronage.
Hodkinson
The Lone Wolf's Daughter, with
Louise Glaum. — Music did it. Tied up
with local dance hall; sent 150 miles for
live piece orchestra. Christmas Eve and
Christmas night. 50 and 25 cents.
Cleaned up. Play drags, hard to follow
at first with melodramatic serial kind of
ending. Go slowly on this unless you
pull some stunt. It pleased 75%. There
are better supers. Louise Glaum neither
pretty nor great. — Philip Rand, Rex
theatre,
ronage. Salmon, Idaho. — Small town patRiders of the Dawn, with a special
cast. — A good one. Two days to fair
business against holiday competition.
Can boost it and not be afraid. — O. W.
Jastram, Strand theatre, Pecatonica, 111.
— Small town patronage.
The Green Flame, with J. Warren Kerrigan.— Booked this to replace another
Sunday feature which failed to arrive,
and found that The Green Flame pleased
our audiences very much
It is a de-

Metro
Milestones, with a special cast. — This
picture with a Harold Lloyd comedy
made a dandy Christmas offering. — Peter
Krauth, Denison theatre, Denison, Ia. —
Neighborhood patronage.
The Price of Redemption, with Bert
Lytell. — This is hardly a small town
picture, yet I think it pleased 75%. Personal opinion, wonderful. A picture you
don't forget the minute you leave your
seat. — Sudie I. Haney, Liberty theatre.
Des Moines, N. M. — Small town patronage. SHORE
ACRES,
with Alice
Lake. — When
the film peddler
tells you "This is a wonderful production,— a — a wun-der-full produckshun," he will be telling the
truth in this case. — Fahrney & Elson, Electric theatre, Curtis, Neb. —
Country town patronage.
The Great Redeemer, with House
Peters and Margery Daw. — This we consider one of the greatest we have shown
in a long time. Many favorable comments. — Fahrney
& Elson, Electric
theatre, Curtis, Nebr. — Country town
patronage.
The Misfit Wife, with Alice Lake —
This is a good picture, and I think will
please everyone. Comments on this picture were good. Played to a fair house.
—villc,
Spalding
Bros., Gem theatre,
111. — Neighborhood
patronage.TaylorBlackmail, with Viola Dana. — An excellent picture. Many comments on this
one. Viola Dana a favorite here. Book
it.— Dr. F. M. Childs, Cozy theatre, Villisca, Ia.— Neighborhood patronage.
Dangerous to Men, with Viola Dana.
— A very good picture for the class and
am sure there are plenty of folks like
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Book it and laugh with a full house. —
W. L. Beebe, Opera House, Manito, III.
— Neighborhood patronage.
The Island of Intrigue, with May Allison.— Old. Will do for one night. Entertaining, clean crook play. May Allison pleased all. — Philip Rand, Rex
theatre, Salmon, Idaho. — Small town
patronage.
A Favor to a Friend, with Emmy
Wehlen. — Light comedy-drama that
registered fairly well. — Alvin S. Frank,
Jewel theatre, Lafayette, Colo.
Peggy Does Her Darndest, with May
Allison. — Best May Allison picture I
ever ran. People came out in the rain
to see it and said it was worth a soaking.— W. C. Whitt, Home theatre, Anderson, Cal. — Small town patronage.
Paramount

CATHERINE CALVERT
The Vitagraph star and Tom Terriss, her
director, under an old bell at Washington, Miss., where scenes for "The Heart
of Maryland" were filmed.
this kind. — New Cozy theatre, Winchester, Ind.
The Hope, with a special cast. — Verygood picture. Good as lots of specials. —
B. E. Hippler, McCloud, theatre, McCloud, Cal. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Walk Offs, with May Allison.—
We wonder if Metro or the Gold Dust
company produced this picture. — Fahrney & Elson, Electric theatre, Curtis,
Nebr. — Country town patronage.
Should a Woman Tell? with Alice
Lake. — Little suggestive, though well
acted drama. — Hackett & Krauss, Hackett's theatre, Port Gibson, Miss. —
Neighborhood patronage.
The Right of Way, with Bert Lytell.—
Bert Lytell does some mighty fine acting
in this and it should go over in any
theatre.
— New Cozy theatre, Winchester,
Ind.
Parlor, Bedroom and Bath, with a
special cast. — Plenty of pep in this, but
some patrons thought it was silly. Business fair. — John Hafner, Princess
theatre, Donora, Pa. — Neighborhood patronage.
Parlor, Bedroom and Bath, with a
special cast.— Good. Pleased good audience for me. — Hackett & Krauss,
Hackett's
theatre,
Port Gibson, Miss. —
Neighborhood
patronage.
The Right of Way, with Bert Lytell—
Good picture, but speed up your projectors to about 80 per. — Fahrney & Elson ,Electric theatre, Curtis, Nebr. —
Country town patronage.
Fair and Warmer, with May Allison. —
Some show, gentlemen. Ran here at a
par with Parlor, Bedroom and Bath.

Humoresque, with a special cast. —
One of the very best shown in this town.
Crowd small due to cold weather.
Charged 25 and 50 cents. — Merle E.
Rhoda, Palace theatre, Royalton, Minn. —
Small town patronage.
Double Speed, with Wallace Reid. —
Most everyone who say it stopped to tell
me how good it was. One of the most
clever pictures I ever saw. Wanda Hawley is some leading lady, too. Beats the
specials a mile. — Alvin S. Frank, Jewel
theatre, Lafayette, Colo. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Excuse My Dust, with Wallace Reid. —
Comedy-drama takes here. Reid a favorite. Play very good indeed. Pleased
100%. Ran Goldwyn Edgar series, Edgar's Jonah
Day.after
Mildusing
but Universal
pleasing.
Welcome
relief
slap stick travesties. — Philip Rand, Rex
theatre, Salmon, Idaho. — Small town
patronage.
The Six Best Cellars, with Bryant
Washburn. — This is not as good as some
I've played. People didn't like the way
it ended. — W. W. Woltz, Star theatre,
Lake City, la. — General patronage.
The Romantic Adventuress, with Dorothy Dalton. — The first Dalton that has
ever gotten any business for me. Well
liked and patrons did not hesitate to say
so. Holiday of course helped business
to some extent. — S. S. Stevenson, Princess theatre, Henderson, N. C. — Small
town patronage.
It Pays to Advertise, with Bryant
Washburn. — A well liked comedy. Go
to it. Book it. — Hackett & Krauss,
Hackett's theatre, Port Gibson, Miss. —
Neighborhood patronage.
A Girl Named Mary, with Marguerite
Clark. — Star good and story good although not the most happy. Too many
scenes showing grief. — A. G. Welshimer,
Auditorium theatre, North Lewisburg,
O. — Neighborhood patronage.
Sand, with William S. Hart. — Everyone
said they
it wasliked.
the only
of Hart's
that
It is picture
not a special,
but
a very good picture in my opinion.
Hart's pictures
intelligent.
Haney,
Liberty aretheatre,
Des— Sudie
Moines,I.
N. M. — Small town patronage.
The Lottery Man, with Wallace Reid.
— Excellent comedy-drama in every respect. Drew unusually large crowd on
poorest night. — Merle E. Rhoda, Palace
theatre, Royalton, Minn. — Small town
patronage.
It Pays to Advertise, with Bryant
Washburn. — A dandy good comedy. Well
liked. — A. G. Welshimer, Auditorium
theatre, North Lewisburg, O. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Copperhead, with Iionel Barrymore. — A real good seven reel picture.
Good acting, good scenes, but my people

are tiring of war pictures, and war
stories. Business second night less than
half what it was first. — H. A. Wishard,
Wishard theatre, Bloomfield, la. — Home
patronage.
.83
Sick Abed, with Wallace Reid.— Picture very good, so was star and support.
Business only fair. — Sudie I. Haney, Libtheatre, Des Moines, N. M. — Small
town erty
patronage.
Why Change Your Wife? a Cecil B.
De Mille production. — Poor crowd after
big advertising. My patrons did not like
it as well as Male and Female. Lay off
this production in small town. — W. L.
Beebe,
Operapatronage.
House, Manito, 111. —
Neighborhood
Why Smith Left Home, with Bryant
Washburn. — A comedy-drama above the
average. The train wreck, the fire, the
earthquake, are all good climaxes. Good
acting, lots of comedy and a dandy all
round picture. — C. H. Thomas, Communronage.
ity theatre, Galva, la. — Small town patString Beans, with Charles Ray. —
Nothing to it. Would quit Paramount
if I didn't have a big deposit up. Poorest service I am using. — L. A. Hasse,
Majestic theatre, Mauston, Wis.
Stepping Out, with Enid BennettFair picture. Nothing to rave over. —
Hackett & Krauss, Hackett's theatre,
ronage.
Port Gibson, Miss. — Neighborhood patWhat's Your Husband Doing? with
Douglas MacLean and Doris May. Very
good comedy-drama. — Merle E. Rhoda,
Palace theatre, Royalton, Minn. — Small
town patronage.
Mary's Ankle, with Douglas MacLean
and Doris May. — Good. Pleased large
audience for me. — Hackett & Krauss,
Hackett's
theatre,
Port Gibson, Miss. —
Neighborhood
patronage.
Mirandy Smiles, with VivianMartin. —
A good little comedy. Pleases the kids
and a few grown-ups, but too light for
the average fan. Some real good comedy
though. — H. A. Wishard, Wishard theatre, Bloomfield, la. — Home patronage.
Male and Female, a Cecil B. DeMille
production. — Played two nights at advanced prices. The most critical pronounced it the best picture they had
seen. — Colonial theatre, Troy, Mo. —
Small town patronage.
A Romance of Happy Valley, a' D.

i;vi4 GeriuineV.
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one of the new comed'es being produced
Corporation.

W. Griffith production. — Good picture to
good business. A story that will stick
in one's mind longer than the ordinary
picture. — J. D. Endert, Endert theatre.
Crescent City, Cal. — General patronage.
You're
Fired,much
withbetter
Wallace
—
Rcid
has made
picturesReid.
than
this one. — Alvin S. Frank, Jewel theatre, Lafayette, Colo. — Neighborhood
patronage.
What's Your Husband Doing? with
Douglas Mac Lean and Doris May. —
Great. Don't pass this up. — Hackett &
Krauss, Hackett's theatre. Port Gibson,
Miss. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Square Deal Man, with William S.
Hart. — An excellent Western drama. Had
a full house. Patrons well pleased. —
R. O. Baker, Baker's Electric theatre,
McCune, Kans. — Small town patronage.
The Miracle Man, with a special cast.
— A splendid picture. Everyone well
pleased. Played two nights and one matinee.— Colonial theatre, Troy, Mo. —
Small town patronage.
Turning the Tables, with Dorothy Gish.
— This is a splendid program. Lots of
comedy and Gish is some actress in this
picture. Book it for a good program.
— Midget theatre, Metamora, 111.
The Secret Garden, with Lila Lee. —
Get this picture advertised in your
schools, and you will get a crowd. It
is a fine picture, and pleases old and
young. — H. A. VVishard, Wishard theatre, Bloomfield, la. — Home patronage.
Branding Broadway, with William S.
Hart. — Good picture of Hart, but his
popularity is waning. — J. H. Talbert,
Legion theatre, Norwich, Kans. — Small
town patronage.
For Better, For Worse, a Cecil B. DeMille production. — As in all of Cecil B.
DeMille's pictures, this one displays
artistry of a high degree. — C. T. Metcalf,
Opera House, Greenfield, 111. — Small
town patronage.
A Girl Named Mary, with Marguerite
Clark. — Excellent picture from start to
finish. Pleased 95%.— S. E. Brooks, Bell
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theatre, Kansas City, Mo. — Neighborhood
patronage.
The Blue Bird, with a special cast. —
This was played for a club as a Christmas play for children. Special matinee
for school which let out at 2 p. m. Big
crowd. An allegorical fairy type of play.
Not the best kind for children; too deep.
Beautiful picture, however. No complaints. Harold Lloyd's Heap Big Chief
saved the day. — Philip Hand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho. — Small town patronage.
Pathe
A Beggar in Purple, an Edgar Lewis
production. — This was good and something different than we have been showing. Pleased to good business for a
two-day run. — Mrs. J. A. Dostal, Ideal
theatre, Omaha, Neb. — Neighborhood
patronage.
The U. P. Trail, with Roy Sjewart.—
Pleased the mere and boys, but the
women didn't care for it. A real Western.— Hardin Enterprises Company,
Odeon theatre, Hardin, Mo. — Neighborhood patronage.
The U. P. Trail, with a special cast. —
Played three days to try three-day runs.
Saved us on account of bad weather second day. A great picture, sure to please.
— Verner Hicks, Family theatre, Marion,
111. — General patronage.
Other Men's Shoes, an Edgar Lewis
production. — This sure is a good one.
Book it and raise admission. Can't boost
it too much. — L. A. Hasse, Majestic theatre, Mauston, Wis.
The Empire of Diamonds, with a special cast. — A good mystery picture which
just fairly drew. Cast unknown. I blame
title also. — Mrs. J. A. Dostal, Ideal thearonage.tre, Omaha, Neb. — Neighborhood patA Broadway Cowboy, with William
Desmond. — This is a good picture, good
acting, good story. — W. W. Woltz, Star
theatre, Lake City, la. — General patronage.
The 13th Chair, with a special cast. —
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This one seemed to please. Photography
and acting good. — L. A. Hasse, Majestic
theatre, Mauston, Wis.
Other Men's Shoes, an Edgar Lewis
production. — Here is a dandy picture and
will help build up patronage. We need
more like it. Many exhibitors had
knocked this feature, and I received a
pleasant surprise. — H. J. Longaker, Howard theatre, Alexandria, Minn. — Neighborhood patronage.
Rio Grande, with a special cast. — Excellent picture. Two days to fair business. Suited everyone. — O. W. Jastram,
Strandtowntheatre,
patronage. Pecatonica, 111. — SmallFighting Cressy, with Blanche Sweet.
— A good program picture. My patrons
like this star. Admission 10 and 25c. —
P. G. Held, Sterling theatre, Fairmont,
Neb. — Neighborhood patronage.
Realart
Eyes of the Heart, with Mary Miles
Mintcr. — Just a fair picture, but poor for
Minter. — S. A. Heffernan, Perfect theatre, Huntington, Ind.
Food for Scandal, with Wanda Hawley. — As usual, never yet a complaint on
a Realart picture. Wanda Hawley can
come to my house any time. — C. T. Metcalf, Operapatronage.
House, Greenfield, 111. —
Small-town
BLACKBIRDS, with Justine
Johnstone. — Not a new story and
don't have the punch you would
expect. However, we had big business by putting blackbird cutouts
in the lobby and live blackbirds
in cages. — New Cozy theatre, Winchester, Ind.
You Never Can Tell, with Bebe
Daniels. — A high class comedy-drama.
Will please any audience anywhere.
Promise your patrons a treat. — Jack
Cairns, Brooklyn theatre, Detroit, Mich.
— Neighborhood patronage.
39 East, with Constance Binney. —
This pleased them all here. — W. L. Hamilton, Mazda theatre, Aldcn, Kan. — Small
town patronage.
Food for Scandal, with Wanda HawYou onecan't
thanley.—this
and get
my better
patronsentertainment
were highly
pleased
with
it.
—
New
Cozy
theatre,
Winchester, Ind.
The Deep Purple, with a special cast.
— This drew better than we expected.
Pleased. Entertainment
Played at regular
admission.
Hardin
Company,
Odeon—
theatre, Hardin, Mo. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Judy Minter.
of Rogue's
Harbor,
with much
Mary
Miles
— Good.
Pleased
more than Anne of Green Gables. — Sudie
I. Haney, Liberty theatre, Des Moines,
N. M. — Small-town patronage.
The Stolen Kiss, with Constance Binney. — This is the poorest Realart we
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have L.had,
but theyMazda
can't theatre,
all be good.
—
W.
Hamilton,
Alden,
Kan. — Small-town patronage.
The Law of the Yukon, with a special
cast. — Business poor for us on this one.
No fault of the picture as it is finely produced. Should call for higher admission and heavy publicity. — C. T. Metcalf,
Opera House, Greenfield, 111. — Smalltown patronage.
Soldiers of Fortune, with a special cast.
— A good picture, but not any better
than Realart's star productions. Hardin
Enterprises Company, Odeon Theatre.
Hardin, Mo. — Neighborhood patronage.
You Never Can Tell, with Bebe
Daniels. — Bebe has not disappointed me.
Watch her come. Pictures like this one
are what keep us in business. Play it. —
C. T. Metcalf, Opera House, Greenfield,
111. — Small-town patronage.
You Never Can Tell, with Bebe
Daniels. — The classiest picture to date.
We don't want anything better than this
one. — New Cozy theatre, Winchester,
Ind.
The Deep Purple, with a special cast.
— This is a good one. Pleased all. Realarts all good. — W. L. Hamilton, Mazda
theatre, Alden, Kan. — Small-town patronage.
39 East, with Constance Binney. —
Played this picture on New Years and
I do not think I could have picked a better one. Pleased all class of patrons. —
E. Saunders, Palace theatre, Harvard,
111. — General patronage.
Sweet Lavender, with Mary Miles Minter. — Just a pretty little love story.
Pleased all. — Jack Cairns, Brooklyn theatre, Detroit, Mich. — Neighborhood patronage.
Miles MinwithbutMary
Be Good,
ter.Jenny
— A mild
offering,
Minter pleases
theatre, Winmy patrons.
chester, Ind.— New Cozy
A Cumberland Romance, with Mary
Miles Minter. — A good picture and any
do well to book it.—
picture house would
E. Saunders, Palace theatre, Harvard.
111. — General patronage.
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I played this picture for a benefit which
brought out people who do not go to
theatres very often, and it pleased them
all. — E. Saunders, Palace theatre, Harvard, 111.— General patronage.
The Heart of Juanita, with Beatriz
Michelena. — A picture that draws well
and pleases. — E. E. Bonham, Bonham
theatre, Prairie du Sac, Wis. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Flame of Hellgate, with Beatriz
Michelena. — Not the style of a Western
that
here.
Will Cozy
get bytheatre,
and that's
all. — pleases
Dr. F. M.
Childs,
Villisca, la. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Lamb and the Lion, with Billie
Rhodes. — Cute little program picture. —
Alvin S. Frank, Jewel theatre, Lafayette,
Colo.
Modern Husbands, with Henry B.
Walthall. — Good program picture based
on the old triangle, society, etc. — Clarence Langacher, Opera House, New
Glarus, Wis.

Footlights and Shadows, with Olive
Thomas. — Olive Thomas is popular here,
and patrons said this was her best picture. Nothing heavy about it, however.
— C. E. Power, Powers theatre, North
Branch, Minn. — Country-town patron-

age.Youthful Folly, with Olive Thomas.—
Good cast, good picture. Work of star
excellent. — E. A. Baradel, Palace theatre,
McGehee, Ark. — Small-town patronage.
Marooned Hearts, with Conway
Tearle. — Select has a good one in this. —
Verner Hicks, Family theatre, Marion,
111. — General patronage.
The Country Cousin, with Elaine Hammerstein. — One of the best pictures ever
played at our house. We want more
like this one. It went over big. Popularity of this star is growing. — C. E.
Power, Powers theatre, North Branch,
Minn. — Country- town patronage.
A Regular Girl, with Elsie Janis. — If
your patrons know anything about Elsie
Janis
and her fame as an entertainer for
Selznick
Uncle Sam during the war, this picture
ought to go over big, for it is certainly
His Wife's Money, with Eugene
splendid. — Mrs. Lloyd Junkin, Queen
O'Brien. — This is the best O'Brien pic- theatre. Aspermont, Tex. — Small-town
ture we have played. The others, Perfect Lover and Broken Melody were not patronage.
up to the standard, but this one is fine.
Darling Mine, with Olive Thomas. — A
Acting good and scenery very fine. Many
very good picture. Star shows by her
favorable comments. — Mrs. Lloyd Junwork sincerity of purpose. — New Cozy
theatre, Winchester, Ind.
kin, Queen theatre, Aspermont, Tex. —
Small-town patronage.
Everybody's Sweetheart, with Olive
Thomas. — A fine picture, but not liked
The Daughter Pays, with Elaine Hammerstein. — Comment good on this one. by all classes like Darling Mine. — New
— Verner Hicks, Family theatre, Marion,
Cozy theatre, Winchester, Ind.
111. — General patronage.
The Broken Melody, with Eugene
O'Brien. — I was afraid of this from some
The Point of View, with Elaine Hammerstein. — Good picture and good busi- reports, but it went over good for us. —
C. T. Metcalf. Opera House, Greenfield,
ness. Elaine drawing better with each
111. — Small-town patronage.
new picture. — John Hafner, Princess
theatre,
ronage. Donora, Pa. — Neighborhood patShe Loves and Lies, with Normal Tal■nadge. — Absolutely one of Norma's best.
SEEING IF THE TORTURE CHAMBER WORKS

Robertson-Cole

So Long Letty, with a special cast. —
This is the kind of picture that makes
them stop on the way out and say, "Some
picture." — E. Saunders, Palace theatre,
Harvard, 111.— General patronage.
The Heart of Twenty, with ZaSu Pitts.
You can't go
— Very pleasing picture.
wrong in booking this one.— Fred FrisInd. —
Angola,
theatre,
Croxton
bie,
Neighborhood
patronage.
Bare Fisted Gallagher, . with William
of Desmond's
The bestbyoneRobertson-Cole.
Desmond. —released
features
suspense and
of
amount
Has the right
comedy to hold the attention and please.
— L. C. Farquhar, Opera House, Guide
Rock, Neb. — Family patronage.
The Sagebrush Hamlet, with William
Desmond. — A very good live Western.
Is all right. — George E. Taylor, Idle
Hour theatre, Dunlap, la. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Flame of Hellgate, with Beatriz
Michelena. — Just fair. — Alvin S. Frank,
Jewel theatre, Lafayette, Colo.
Just Squaw, with Beatriz Michelena.
— This picture was good from the viewpoint of story, but the photography
could have been better in places. — Clarence Langacher, New Glarus Opera
House, New Glarus, Wis.
Big Happiness, with Dustin Farnum. —

Frank Lloyd, the gentleman on his stomach in the foreground, is the Goldwyn
director making a scene for the Gcuverneur Morris story, "The Water Lily."
The ceiling crushes the victim in this scene.
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Book it. — Max Davitts, Dixie theatre,
Winona, Miss. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Poor Simp, with Owen Moore. —
Best liked picture Owen ever appeared
in. Drew good business. — John Hafner,
Princess theatre, Donora, Pa. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Glorious Lady, with Olive
Thomas. — Gave general satisfaction.
Good program picture. — L. A. Alby.
Strand theatre, Waterford, Wis.— Neighborhood patronage.
Broadway and Home, with Eugene
O'Brien. — Failed to please. — Verner
Hicks, Family theatre, Marion, 111. — General patronage.
Greater Than Fame, with Elaine Hammerstein. — A good picture and good
photography. This star is a comer with
our patrons. — C. E. Power, Powers theatre. North Branch, Minn. — Country-town
patronage.
The Gift Supreme, with Bernard
Durning. — A very interesting picture. —
P. Krauth, Denison theatre, Denison, la.
— Neighborhood patronage.
Girl of the Sea, with a special cast. —
Special. It is the best feature of its kind
I ever ran. More than pleased all. Broke
all house records. Get it. Boost it. —
George Eberwine, Auditorium theatre,
Marblehead, O. — Small-town patronage.
The Heart of Wetona, with Norma
Talmadge. — Dandy. We got this as a
program picture, and if we had known it
we would have played it two days as a
feature because it took so well. Photography is good. Play it.— C. E. Power,
Powers theatre, North Branch, Minn. —
Country-town patronage.
The Undercurrent, with Guy Empey.
— Very good picture, although a propaganda picture. Some companies would
have called it a big special. — H. B. McFarling, Tokio theatre, Morehouse, Mo.
— Neighborhood patronage.
Everybody's Sweetheart, with Olive
Thomas. — A nice little picture that
should please. — Verner Hicks, Family
theatre, Marion, 111. — General patronage.
The Poor Simp, with Owen Moore. —
Great comedy. Patrons asking when
we are going to have another Owen
Moore picture.— F. G. Shaw, Alhambra
theatre, Minneapolis, Minn. — Neighborhood patronage.
The One Way Trail, with Edythe
Sterling. — A dandy good picture. Will
go over big in any town. Pleased 100%.
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— George Eberwine, Auditorium theatre.
Marblehead, O. — Small town patronage.
The New Moon, with Norma Talmadge.— Good picture. Good cast. Best
business we have had in two months. —
F. G. Shaw, Alhambra theatre, Minneapolis, Minn. — Neighborhood patronage.
Youthful Folly, with Olive Thomas.—
A picture that is put over entirely by
the star. It satisfied a Saturday crowd.
— C. T. Metcalf, Opera House, Greenfield, I I.— Small town patronage.
A REGULAR GIRL, with Elsie
Janis. — Played this picture on
American Legion benefit and it
certainly had the right atmosphere.
We packed them in at big increase
in admission and everybody was
pleased and smiling. — C. E. Powers, Powers theatre, North Branch,
Minn. — Country town patronage.
The Poor Simp, with Owen Moore. —
One of the best comedy-dramas I ever
played. Pleased all but one or two confirmed grouches. — O. R. Nation, Strand
theatre, Davis, Cal. — Small town patronage.
The Point of View, with Elaine Hammerstein. — A dandy picture. My audience liked it and it drew well. — E. Saunders,patronage.
Palace theatre, Harvard, III. — General
United Artists
The Love Flower, a D. W. Griffith
production. — Say, when it comes to putting out something beautiful as well as
interesting, you gotta hand it to D. W. G.
Go to the head of the class, Dave. —
Fahrney & Elson, Electric theatre, Curtis, Nebr. — Country town patronage.
The Love Flower, a D. W. Griffith
production. — Oh boy, what a treat. Away
from the
know
what
it is,so-called
but theresuper's.
is a bigI don't
difference,
and so many people who praised it as
they passed out, and the big record business for two days. The picture is wonderful, that's all. — Jack Cairns, Brooklyn
theatre, Detroit, Mich. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Down on the Farm, a Mack Sennett
production. — Pleased about 75%. Is good
if they like slap stick comedy, but as a
play
rathertheatre,
disappointing.
ton. isGem
Highbee,— W.Mo. C. CleeWhen the Clouds Roll By, with Douglas Fairbanks. — Good business to a fair
picture.
Doug's
besttheatre,
by any Marion,
means.
— Verner Not
Hicks,
Family
111. — General patronage.
The Mollycoddle, with Douglas Fairbanks.— Just a medium good picture. Not
as good as I expected it to be. American
Legion put this play on at 25 and 50
cents admission. — P. G. Held. Sterling
theatre, Fairmont, Nebr. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Pollyanna, with Mary Pickford — A
great picture. Played this on Christmas
Day and pleased everyone. The end
came all too soon. — A. G. Welshimer,
Auditorium theatre, North Lewisburg,
O. — Neighborhood patronage.
Universal
White Youth, with Edith Roberts. —
Just a fair program picture. — Jack
Cairns, Brooklyn theatre, Detroit, Mich.
— Neighborhood patronage.
The Girl in the Rain, with a special
cast. — One of the best program pictures
I ever played. Think it pleased all. —
O. R. Nation, Strand theatre, Davis, Cal.
— Small town patronage.
Fixed By George, with Eddie Lyons
and Lee Moran. — This is great. You
can't go wrong on this. Book it and
boost it up. The picture is there. — T. N.
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Magruder, Elite theatre, Iola, Kans.—
Neighborhood patronage.
La La Lucille, with Eddie Lyons and
Lee Moran. — Played this one Christinas.
This one is the best of their first three.
Average picture. — E. T. Craffits, Pastime theatre, Seelyville, Ind. — Small town
patronage.
West Is West, with Harry Carey.—
Good of Carey and will bring this back
as bad storm and Christmas failed to
bring them in.— Mrs. J. A. Dostal, Ideal
theatre, Omaha, Nebr. — Neighborhood
patronage.
La La Lucille, with Eddie Lyons and
Lee Moran. — Pleased about 75%. Several left during first two reels which
dragged. Seems as though patrons are
loath to accept Lyons and Moran in five
reel stuff. — O. R. Nation, Strand theatre,
Davis, Cal. — Small town patronage.
Hitchin' Posts, with Frank Mayo.—
Good picture. However, Southern dialect in titles overdrawn. — E. A. Baradel,
Palacepatronage.
theatre, McGehee, Ark. — Small
town
Gun Fighting Gentlemen, with Harry
Carey. — Good comedy-drama. Everyone
pleased. — H. B. McFarling, Tokio thetronage.
atre, Morehouse, Mo. — Neighborhood paA Tokio Siren, with Tsuru Aoki. —
Might go fine in Japan, but my house
and patronage is in the good old U. S. A.
One you
of mya dime
regulars
"I wouldn't
give
for said,
a carload
of her
pictures," and I'll not raise his bid. —
J. B. Stine,
Gem theatre, Clinton, Ind. —
General
patronage.
The Virgin of Stamboul, with Priscilla
Dean. — Opinion divided. Some liked it
very well, others said it was poor. Personal y Ido not consider it a superspecial. It had good actors in it, but
the general atmosphere was not such as
the average fans enjoy. It may have
cost a half million dollars to produce,
but the cost of a picture is no indication
of its merit. I have played other Universal specials that in my opinion beat
it a long ways. For instance, Paid In
Advance was a far better picture. — Alvin
S. Frank, Jewel theatre, Lafayette,
Colo.
An Adorable Savage, with Edith Roberts.— An unusually good program picture.— W. H. Harman, Strand theatre.
Kingsport, Tenn.
Once a Plumber, with Eddie Lyons
and Lee Moran. — Not up to their previous release, La La Lucille. As a feature the picture was a good two-reel
comedy. — E. A. Baradel, Palace theatre,
McGehee, Ark. — Small town patronage.
Under Crimson Skies, with Elmo Lincoln.— Played to very poor crowds. Second night business terrible. It has lots
of action, but Elmo's name did not strike
the public taste, I guess. — Alvin S.
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Frank, Jewel theatre, Lafayette, Colo. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Alias Miss Dodd, with Edith Roberts.
— Just a program subject. Not bad, but
by no means a knockout. Miss Roberts
a pleasing and capable player but for
some reason has no following. — J. B.
Stine, Gem theatre, Clinton, Ind. — General patronage.
The Peddler of Lies, with Frank Mayo.
Mayo not a drawing star here. This
caused many a sore patron.— E. A. Baradel, Palace theatre, McGehee, Ark. —
Small town patronage.
Under Crimson Skies, with Elmo Lincoln.— Action, lots of it. And will please
those looking for action. — Verner Hicks,
Family theatre, Marion, 111. — General
patronage.
Marked Men, with Harry Carey. —
Fair play, but rather bold on sex problem.— John Steechen, Aurora theatre,
White Lake, S. D.— Neighborhood patronage.
The Marriage Pit, with Frank Mayo.
— No kicks and no praise. Just ordinary
feature. — L. A. Alby, Strand theatre,
Waterford, Wis.— Neighborhood patronage.
A Little Brother of the Rich, with
Frank Mayo. — Although the acting was
splendid, this picture failed us for any
story which twists things around so a
winsome lass marries a dissipated old
man, instead of the handsome young
man, must always disappoint and when
—
that is done the picture is a failure.
Mrs. Lloyd Junkin, Queen theatre,
Aspermont, Tex— Small town patronage.
ONCE TO EVERY WOMAN,
with Dorothy Phillips.— If all pictures were as good as this one we
would have nothing to worry about.
a doubt Miss Phillips'
Without work.
greatest
Played two days to
capacity business at advanced
they are still talking
prices,it.andNever
about
had a production
giving more general satisfaction.
Book it.
watch
'em
come
in. — Boost
Vernerit and
Hicks,
Family
theatre, Marion, 111. — General patronage.
Shipwrecked Among Cannibals, with
a special cast. — An unusual subject that
has considerable merit. I billed it like
a circus and it went over like a circus
the first day, and fell flat the second. —
Gem theatre, Clinton, Ind.—
B. Stine,
J.
General
patronage.
The Heart of Humanity, with Dorothy Phillips. — Production old and war is
over, but the people still come to see
it. No one will make a mistake in booking it.— J. W. Lumpkin, Cupid theatre,
Miles, Tex. — Neighborhood patronage.
Human Stuff, with Harry Carey.—
Not as turegood
the rest
Carey's
pics. Ithink asCarey
has aofpoor
director.
Admission 10 and 30. — P. G. Held, Sterling theatre, Fairmont, Nebr. — Neighborhood patronage.
Everything But the Truth, with Eddie
Lyons and Lee Moran. — Good comedydrama. — John Steechen, Aurora theatre,
White Lake, S. D. — Neighborhood patronage.
Human Stuff, with Harry Carey. — Not
the best of Carey, but good and worth
playing. — E. E. Bonham, Bonham theatre, Prairie du Sac, Wis. — Neighborhood patronage.
Rogues and Riches, with Mary MacLaren. — Fairly good, but too much old
time theme. — Olen Reynolds, Pearl theronage.atre, Hymtra, Ind. — Neighborhood patThe Right to Happiness, with Dorothy
Phillips. — Brought a "get-by" crowd
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through the Tain. Something that never
happened to us before. — J. W. Lumpkin,
Cjpid hoodiheatre,
patronage. Miles, Tex. — NeighborMarked Men, with Harry Carey. — ■
Good, but name changed from Three
God Fathers. By name being changed
caused me to run a repeater, not right.
It used to be a Bluebird. — S. C. Hagan,
Palace theatre, Mound City, 111.
The Day She Paid, with Francelia Billington. — Fair program picture. — John
Steechen, Aurora theatre, White Lake,
S. D. — Neighborhood patronage.
Lasca, with Frank Mayo. — Excellent
Western picture. Everyone pleased.
Photography a little too dark. — H. B.
McFarling, Tokio theatre, Morehouse,
Mo. — Neighborhood patronage.
Riders of the Law, with Harry Carey.
— Good as all of his pictures are. You
will make
no mistake
on this
pictures.— Olen
Reynolds,
Pearlstar's
theatre,
Hymera, Ind. — Neighborhood patronage.
Human Stuff, with Harry Carey. — I
find Carey a safe, dependable star. His
pictures
never
draw.
ture went
over fail
fineto and
it isThis
sure picto
please all lovers of Western plays. — J.
B. Stine, Gem theatre, Clinton, Ind. —
General patronage.
Vitagraph
Dead Men Tell No Tales, with a special cast. — A good picture with excitement and thrills. — Verner Hicks, Family
theatre, Marion, 111. — General patronage.
The Whisper Market, with Corinne
Griffith. — A good program picture.
Holds attention. — Peter Krauth, Denison
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ronage. Denison, la. — Neighborhood pattheatre,
The Sporting Duchess, with Alice
Joyce. — This picture pleased. Our patrons are getting to like Alice Joyce
more and more. — C. E. Power, Powers
theatre, North Branch, Minn. — Country
town patronage.
The Courage of Marge O'Doone, with
a special cast. — A very good production.
Not a big picture, but one that pleased
nearly everyone. A good story. Photography only fair. — L. C. Farquhar,
Opera House, Guide Rock, Nebr. — Family patronage.
Over the Garden Wall, with Bessie
Love. — Mild entertainment. — New Cozy
theatre, Winchester, Ind.
The Climbers, with Corinne Griffith. —
Beautiful drama. Miss Griffith appears
in well suited drama. — Hackett & Krauss,
Hackett's theatre,
Port Gibson, Miss. —
Neighborhood
patronage.
The Fortune Hunter, with Earle Williams.— Unusually fine. Suits them all.
— W. C. Cleeton, Gem theatre, Higbee.
Mo.
In Honor's Web, with Harry Morey. —
A real good picture. Northern pictures
always please my patrons. Admission
10 and 25c— P. G. Held, Sterling theatre, Fairmont, Nebr. — Neighborhood
patronage.
The Gamblers, with Harry Morey. —
An average picture. — New Cozy theatre,
Winchester, Ind.
The Wolf, with Earle Williams.— This
was a good picture, and took well with
our
like outdoor
C. E.patrons.
Power, They
Powers
theatre, stuff.
North—

Walter McGrail and Bessie Barriscale in a scene from "The Breaking Point," a J. L.
Frothingham production, published through W. W. Hodkinson Corporation
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feature. A good moral in this. — C.
Hales, Rivoli
theatre, Alton, la. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Inner Voice, (American Cinema
Corp.) with E. K. Lincoln. — A good
production but some kicked on it. —
Verner Hicks, Family theatre, Marion,
111. — General patronage.
Hell's Oasis, (Pinnacle) with Neal
Hart. — If we must run Western pictures
give us more of this stamp. A good
moral, full of action and well directed.
Get it and boost it. — Jack Cairns, Brooklynhoodtheatre,
Detroit, Mich. — Neighborpatronage.
Bubbles, (Pioneer) with Mary Anderson.— Fair little picture, but nothing
wonderful. Good business, but don't
boost it too heavy. — O. W. Jastram,
Strand theatre, Pecatonica, III. — Small
town patronage.
The Spoilers, (Selig) with a special
cast. — This picture had remarkable drawing power for me. It is not the best
Northern story filmed, but holds the
interest. Should be cut down to seven
reels as eight is too much of one story.
— E. E. Bonham, Bonham theatre. Prairie
du Sac, Wis. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Boomerang, (Pioneer) with Henry
B. Walthall. — A mighty good picture
that gave fair satisfaction. — Verner
Hicks, Family
General
patronage.theatre, Marion, III. —
Blind Love, (Aywon) with Lucy Cotton.— Upholds the reputation of its
author. Max Marcin. Splendid photography and good settings. — G. P. Morris,
Kimbark borhood
theatre,
patronage. Chicago, III. — Neigh-

Juanita Hansen.— Certainly a splendid
serial. Opened it free to women and
children and in spite of a hail storm
just at opening time, we had a crowded
house. More men than women. — Mrs.
Lloyd Junkin, Queen theatre, Aspermont, Tex. — Small town patronage.
The Hawk's Trail, (Burston) with
King Baggott. — Positively the best serial
we ever had in my theatre. 100% serial.
— B. Krene, Orpheum theatre, Cuba, III.
Ruth of the Rockies, (Pathe) with
Ruth Roland. — First episode was fine.
Second not quite so good. Good business, if it holds up.— L. C. Farquhar,
Opera House, Guide Rock, Nebr.— Family patronage.
Ruth of the Rockies, (Pathe) with
Ruth Roland. — Only a fair picture. Attempt to inject comedy into this picture
was a failure. Not enough action or
thrills^ Poorly directed.— H. B. McFarling, Tnkio theatre, Morehouse, Mo.—
Neighborhood patronage.
The Lion Man, (Universal) with a
specialsmall
cast. —town.
Not real'
but a pulling
dandy
for
Hasnew,some
power.— W. W. Wales, Yocinen theatre,
Seneca, S. D. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Lost City, (Warner Bros.) with
Juanita Hansen. — Started with 20% increase over past serial. Quit with 100%
increase. Nuff sed.— J. W. Lumpkin,
Cupid hoodtheatre,
patronage. Miles, Tex. — NeighborThe Veiled Mystery, (Vitagraph) with
Antonio Moreno. — Tenth episode and
still holding up and pleasing. — George
E. Taylor, Idle Hour theatre, Dunlap,
la. Neighborhood patronage.
The Lost City, (Warner Bros.) with
Juanita Hansen. — Brings them back. Far
greatest serial we ever ran. Broke Saturday box office records four times in
five
weeks.
safetheatre,
on this Marion,
one. —
Verner Hicks,You're
Family
111. — General patronage.
Ruth of the Rockies, (Pathe) with
Ruth Roland. — Almost finished and is
a good serial. — W. C. Cleeton, Gem theatre, Higbee, Mo.
King of the Circus, (Universal) with
Eddie Polo. — Very good. A hundred
per cent serial. On third episode. Going bigger every week. Mr. X, book
this one and clean up. — E. M. Storey,
Overland borhood
theatre,
patronage. Chicago, 111. — Neigh-
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Branch, Minn. — Country town patronage.
THE BROADWAY BUBBLE,
with Corinne Griffith. — Here is one
of the most satisfying dramatic
productions we have used recently.
We believe that Griffith is going
to be one of the best girl stars in
1921, and with that impression we
waged a big advertising campaign
for this, our first Griffith picture. —
Harry M. Palmer, Liberty theatre
Washington, Ind. — General patronage.
The Fighting Colleen, with Bessie
Love. — A real good program picture. It
is rather old, but it pleased my patrons.
Admission 10 and 25c. — P. G. Held, Sterling theatre, Fairmont, Nebr. — Neighborhood patronage.
Pegeen, with Bessie Love. — A dandy
little picture. Clean, wholesome and
humorous. It was well liked here. — C.
E. Power, Powers theatre, North Branch,
Minn. — Country town patronage.
The Sins of the Mother, with Anita
Stewart. — This picture teaches a good
moral lesson. A real good picture. Admis ion 10 and 25c. — P. G. Held, Sterling
theatre, Fairmont, Nebr. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Specials
For the Soul of Raphael, (Equity) with
Clara
Kimball
My before
patronspicture
don't
like this
stuff. •Young.
Many — left
finished, and they didn't hesitate to express their opinion that Young was miscast. Receipts less than the cost of
picture. — S. S. Stevenson, Princess theatre, Henderson, N. C. — Small town patronage.
Fickle Women, (D. M. Schwab) with
David Butler. — Best special we ever ran.
Everyone had a good word for it. A
fine clean comedy-drama with plenty of
comedy. Fine for the small town. We
played it for New Year's at 20 and 35c.
— Mrs. Lloyd Junkin, Queen theatre,
Aspermont, Tex. — Small town patronage.
Blind Love, (Aywon) with Lucy Cotton.— Dandiest picture I have run for a
long time. Audience was well pleased.
We should have raised our admission
prices. — L. Blume, Monarch theatre,
Chicago, 111. — Neighborhood patronage.
Once to Every Man, (Frohman) with
Jack fherrill. — So good was this picture
that we were asked by our patrons to
replay it, which we did to good business
both
times.
an old
a dandy
just the
same.It'sSold
by one,
state but
rights
now.
— C. E. Power, Powers theatre, North
Branch, Minn. — Country town patronage.
The Birth of a Race, (Birth of a Race
Co.) with a special cast. — Wonderful
picture. Showed to two big houses at
advanced prices. Book this one. — Fred
Frisbie, Croxton theatre, Angola, Ind. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Youth's Desire, (Alkire) with Joseph
Bennet. — Patrons well pleased. Ran on
Sunday and did a good business. The
picture is a feature of the highest type.
— G. P. Morris, Kimbark theatre, Chicago, 111.
Staking His Life (W. H. Prod.) with
Wil'iaTi S. Hart. — Fairly good program
In the
of i

f hadow

theDomes

A David G. Fischer
Production

Serials
Ruth of the Rockies, (Pathe) with
Ruth Roland. — Go to it like a house afire.
It's what exhibitors want these days.
Our people are crazy about it. Showed
last episode Thursday. It sure is a puller.
Made us good money. Showed it with
Pirate Gold, which is another knockout.
Will start Velvet Fingers next Thursday. Pathe has 'em. — McClure & Faulkner, Comique theatre, Jamesjiort, Mo. —
Neighborhood patronage.
The Lion Man, (Universal) with a
special cast. — I swore off six years ago
running serials. I broke my pledge and
am on the sixth chapter of The Lion
Man. Is getting the business and pleasing all. My receipts have doubled and
are getting better with each episode. —
George Eberwine, Auditorium theatre,
Marblehead, O.
Bride 13, (Fox) with a special cast. —
On sixth episode and absolutely dead.
Am trying to get my Monday patronage
back by adding attractions. Action too
slow
people Palace
used totheatre,
pep in McGehee,
serials. —
E. A. for
Baradel,
Ark. — Small town patronage.
Vanishing Trails, (Selig) with Franklyn Farnum. — Poor serial. Not convincing, not true to life. Too many impossible situations. — H. B. McFarling,
Tokio theatre,
Morehouse, Mo. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Veiled Mystery, (Vitagraph) with
Antonio Moreno. — Have run nine episodes and holding up fine. A mighty
good serial that surely brings them back.
— O. W. Jastram, Strand theatre, Pecatonica, 1 1.— Small town patronage.
The Branded Four, (Republic) with
Ben Wilson and Neva Gerber. — Starts
out good. These stars are popular here
due to Voice on the Wire serial. — Olen
Reynolds, Pearl theatre, Hymera, Ind. —
Neighborhood patronage.
The Lost City, (Warner Bros.) with

Ruth of the Rockies, (Pathe) with
Ruth Roland. — I have played four episodes and it has proven very satisfactory. Ruth is a good actor. — W. W.
Woltz, Star
theatre, Lake City, la. —
General
patronage.
The Screaming Shadow (Hallmark),
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with a special cast. — We are on the tenth
episode and has held up good so far. —
Hardin Enterprises Co., Odeon theatre,
Hardin, Mo. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Flaming Disk, (Universal) with
Elmo Lincoln. — Played the first episode
and think it will go very good. Seems
to have plenty of action. — Spalding Bros.,
Gem theatre, Taylorville, 111. — Neighborhood patronage.
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Tokio theatre, Morehouse, Mo. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Huntsman (Fox), with Clyde
Cook. — A very good comedy. Star unknown here and drawing power not
good. I predict he will soon be known.
— H. J. Longaker, Howard theatre, Alexandria, Minn. — Neighborhood patronage.
West Is West, with Harry Carey. —
One
of Carey's
best. Universal
Packed 'emhasin the
all
day with
this one.
pictures.
—
T.
N.
Magruder,
Elite
theShort Subjects
atre, Iola, Kan. — Neighborhood patronThe Toonerville Trolley (First Naage.
tional), with a special cast. — Have
A Fresh Start (Educational), with a
played the first two and have given good
special cast.— Delighted old and young.
satisfaction. It's a change from most
We have yet to see a better comedy. —
comedies. — W. W. Woltz, Star theatre,
W. H. Harman, Strand theatre, KingsLake City, la. — General patronage.
port, Tenn. — Neighborhood patronage.
An Eastern Westerner (Pathe), with
Brownie's Busy Day (Universal), with
Brownie. — As good a comedy as we
Harold Lloyd. — Simply great. Lloyd
could wish. Pleased grown-ups as well
has them all beat for good clean comas the children. The dog, Brownie, is
edy.— Alvin S. Frank, Jewel theatre, Laa real wonder as they claim. — Mrs.
fayette, Colo.
Lloyd Junkin, Queen theatre, AsperNonsense (Educational), with a spemont, Tex. — Small town patronage.
cial cast. — This is sure a good one. More
stunts and real laugh producers than
Rolin Comedies (Pathe), with Snub
Pollard and Sambo. — Best one-reel comyou can find in twenty of the usual comedies on the market. Please big and
edies.— H. J. Longaker, Howard theatre, Alexandria, Minn. — Neighborhood
small, old and young. — Olen Reynolds,
patronage.
Pearl theatre, Hymera, Ind. — Small
town patronage.
Star Comedies (Universal), with a
cast. — Usually very poor comLloyd's Two-Reelers (Pathe), with special edies.
Some have a few laughs. — H. B.
Harold Lloyd. — Play them with anyMcFarling, Tokio theatre, Morehouse,
thing, they will make you money. PaMo. — Neighborhood patronage.
trons ask for more. — W. W. Wales,
Yeomen theatre, Seneca, S. D. — NeighHis Royal Slyness (Pathe), with Harborhood patronage.
old Lloyd. — This was the poorest comedy we have had this year. Not as good
Going Through the Rye (Educational), with Bobbie Vernon. — This one
as
his
reels. HeLloyd
can'tusgeta
his single
reputation.
handed
of the best two-reel comedies that I by on old
have ever run. Educational is sure put- real leinon in this one. Leave it alone. —
L. C. Farquhar, Opera House, Guide
ting out some good two-reel comedies.
You cannot go wrong on booking them.
Rock, Neb. — Family patronage.
— A. E. Berlin, Grand theatre, Rock
Hank Mann Comedies (Arrow), with
Falls, 111.
Hank Mann. — Have run quite a bunch
of
them. Find them very good. My
Hank Mann Comedies (Arrow), with
Hank Mann. — All that we have used audience likes them. Running today
hrve been fine. Are running them with
Naughty Nurses. Good. — William
The Lost City and they surely get the Thacher, Royal theatre, Salina, Kan.
laughs. — Mrs. Lloyd Junkin, Queen theYoung Buffalo Series (Pathe), with
atre, Aspermont, Tex. — Small town
a special cast. — Poor entertainment.
patronage.
Furthermore, on account of mechanical
Convict 13 (Metro), with Buster Kea- defect, the picture jazzed and shimmied
on the screen in a most disagreeable
ton. — This is good, but not in a class
with One Week. — John Hafner, Princess
manner. — Fahrney & Elson, Electric
theatre, Donora, Pa. — Neighborhood
theatre, Curtis, Neb. — Country town
patronage.
patronage.
Century Comedies, with a special cast.
Betty's Romeo (Arrow), with Muriel
— Good as the average comedies on the Ostriche.— This was the first one run.
market. — Olen Reynolds. Pearl theatre, They ate this one up. Nice clean comHymera, Ind. — Neighborhood patronedy. Subtitles are great on this one.
age.
Wilpicture. —Salina,
as thetheatre,
as bigRoyal
They went
liam
Thacher,
Young Buffalo Series (Pathe), with a Kan.
special cast.— Very, very poor. No star,
no director. Patrons laugh at them. I
am ashamed to face my audience after
the show. — H. B. McFarling, Tokio the5
atre, Morehouse, Mo. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Jester Comedies, with Twede Dan. —
Very good slapstick comedies. Patrons
always come to see Twede Dan. Can
recommend highly. — Peter Lapina,
the
Pete's
International,
Chicago,111.
—
Neighborhood patronage.
jhadow
The Price of a Good Sneeze (Fox),
of the
with Mutt and Jeff. — These cartoons
have run to shimmy nude and otherwise
degenerated to the coarse and vulgar.
R
Dome*
No longer fit to be seen by children.
Formerly good clean entertainment. —
Fahrney & Elson, Electric theatre, Curtis, Neb. — Country town patronage.
Filmsophy (Pioneer), with a special
A David G. Fischer
cast. — A dandy filler. Gets more lausrhs
Production
than most comedies. — H. B. McFarling,
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BLANK

Box
Story.Office Reports Tell the Whole
Join in This Co-operative Service
Report Regularly on
Pictures You Exhibit
And Read in The Herald
Every Week What Pictures
Are Doing for Other Exhibitors
Fill in this blank now and send
to Exhibitors Herald, 417 S. Dearborn St., Chicago.
Title ....
Star
Producer
Remarks

Title
Star
Producer
Remarks

Exhibitor
Name of Theatre
Transient

or Neighborhood Pat-

ronage
City
State

NINE

VIEWS

OF NEW

MISSION

THEATRE,

LOS

ANGELES,

CALIFORNIA

Top (left to right) — Fountains in lobby; stage and orchestra pit; general view of lobby. Center — Facade showing spacious
looby entrance; cascade with running water one on each side of screen; view of interior. Bottom — Ladies' rest room;
another view of the lobby and section of auditorium, showing Spanish style of architecture and interior decorations.
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EQUIPMENT

THEATRE

Mission

Equipment
Progress
Theatre equipment means in
a word — the theatre.
Few things outside the films
themselves and the advertising
accessories are provided for
the exhibitor by the producing
companies.
The balance, the big task of
providing the theatre with
practically everything that has
given the public the comforts
it now enjoys and the exhibitor the countless devices
which facilitate his business,
has been left to the equipment
industry.
These manufacturers have
been alive to this situation.
They have been "on their
toes'' designing equipment
which, in addition to appealing
to the eye, has a practical
money value to the exhibitor.
New theatres always reflect
improvements for the comforts
of patrons and also the latest
devices, designed by the equipment industry.

Is
Film

New

Motion

an

Innovation

in

Theatres

Picture House Erected in Los Angeles Was
Designed by H. O. Davis

In the construction of the Mission
Theatre in Los Angeles, its management
believes that something new has been
produced in the realm of cinema activity— something hitherto not realized
has been accomplished wherein to use
a metaphor, the frame has been made to
fit the picture.
A building has been completed that
has been designed for the one purpose
of housing motion picture audiences and
exhibiting motion picture productions in
an atmosphere congenial to the former
and appropriate to the latter.
"Formerly," points out H. O. Davis,
who conceived, designed and supervised,
the construction of the Mission Theatre,
"motion picture playhouses were crudely
made over or out of theatres designed
for the spoken drama, just as in the beginning, automobiles borrowed the form
of horse-drawn vehicles. It took some
time for the automobile to assert its own
form and to discard its inherited; so it
has taken
some
time for the
the form
motionof picture theatre
to discard
the

This new department of Exhibitors Herald will, therefore,
set before the exhibitor, from
time to time, photographs and
descriptions of the latest innovations in theatre construction
showing the possibilities and
progress in this connection.
Exhibitors Herald feels that
it can be of distinct service in
this connection, presenting the
activities of this important
branch of the industry in a
crisp, readable manner in such
a way that the busy theatre
man may, in a glance, obtain
information of this nature.
This, in brief, is the thought
back of the inauguration of
our new department "Theatre
Equipment."
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H. O. DAVIS
Former director general of San Diego Exwho conceived
designed
the Missionposition,Theatre,
Los and
Angeles,
Cal.,
and supervised its construction and
installation of its equipment.

so-called
legitimate theatre and assume
its own identity.
Break Attendance Records
This, it is claimed, is the accomplishment of the Mission Theatre. Its success as a theatre, aside from its opening
presentation,
"Douglas
Mark of Zorro,"
has beenFairbanks'
acclaimed"The
for
a period of three weeks by audiences that
have broken all existing records.
"Most
theatres,"
"de-a
feat themselves
and Mr.
theirDavis
own added,
object by
garish display, a loud color appeal and an
ostentatious show which, combined, rob
the visitor of powers of concentration on
the picture, diverting thought rather than
leading it and bewildering the attention
rather
centering
it on theexcept
screen."
In itsthan
exterior,
the facade,
for
the marquise, might be that of an historic
Spanish-Mexican Mission. Richness and
plainness conjoin. The lobby accentuates
ancient American and Mexican features
since it presents a triple fountain designed after extant remains of Aztec
architecture. Inside, the charming foyer
is colored in soft, rich browns and reds,
emanating richness without severity and
a senre of hospitality without noisy display. Lobby Lends Atmosphere
The scheme of Mr. Davis was to lead
attention through the lobby with its Aztec fountain, through the foyer with its
beautiful colors, into the theatre proper.
This latter might be compared to the
great banquet hall of some Don Carlos
of Baja California. Its walls are pierced
at intervals between the large pilasters
with latticed windows through which
light, changing in hue to follow the
scheme of day from dawn till dark,
streams softly into the theatre. The casements are paneled to suggest the thickness of old adobe walls. Thus the attention of the visitor is drawn from the
lobby through the foyer into the theatre and there becomes focused on the
glowing pair of curtains whose function
seems not so much to reflect as to give
forth color.
With the drawing of the curtains the
whole scheme stands revealed and the
visitor's attention has been drawn as was
planned, from the activities of the street
into the quiet of a house devoted to the
presentation of the masterpiece of the
picture
art.
The orchestra
is situated immediately
behind the ornamental pool of water that
reaches clear across the theatre. Into
this pool two cascades flow in graceful
curves from hidden sources on either
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NOVEL

PROJECTION

BOOTH

Palace Theatre at Hamilton, Ohio, Has
Several Innovations for Convenience of
Operators
In designing the projection room of
the Palace Theatre, Hamilton, Ohio, both
Managing Director Meyer and Architect
Frederick G. Mueller have taken into
consideration size, comfort and handiness, which all make for the best efficiency of the man behind the shutter.
The size of the projection room itself
is most surprising, the length being 24
feet the depth 13 feet, with a nine-foot
ceiling. It is built of hollow tile and
concrete with sand finished walls. The
projection room equipment consists of
two latest model, type S, Simplex Projector, a Martin Rotary Converter with
a capacity of lx/i k.w., or in other words,
giving an amperage range of from 60 to
100 amperes per arc. The converter is
also equipped with an emergency A. C.
Service that can be brought into use
merely
switches, by
which throwing
has effect double-throw
on one arc
lamps.
independently or the entire number of
Efficiency of operation is combined with comfort in the projection room equipment
of the Palace theatre, Hamilton, O., equipped with two Type S. Simplex Projectors, afireproof Gilmore safety film cabinet and an exhaust fan similar to
the larger type for auditorium use manufactured by the American Blower
Company.
side of the proscenium arch. The beds Theatre, Akron, Ohio; Plaisance Theof the cascades are set with jewels which
atre, Chicago, 111.; White Eagle Theatre,
glow in multicolored beauty as they re- Chicago, III.; Lake Theatre, Chicago,
flect the changing, shifting hues of lights 111.; Brokaw's Theatre, Angola, 111.;
Garden Theatre, Peoria, 111.; Lomax
set beneath the opalescent watercourse.
Opera House, Lomax, 111.; Paramount
From this fairyland emerges first the music of the orchestra and of the soloists, Theatre, Logansport, Ind.; Scenic Thecompleting the influence which the theatre,lumbia
Waupun,
Wis.;
Arcade Theatre,
Theatre,
Columbus,
Miss.; J. CoW.
atre till then mutely asserted to carry
the mind and the vision forward to the Buchanan, Romarten, Tex.; C. G. Kiser,
Sylvester, Tex.; Myles Salt Company,
screen — the heart of the picture which
the Mission Theatre exquisitely frames.
Weeks, La.; John Kellerlain, Wadena,
la.; L. B. Buckholz, Dorchester, Wis.
MOTIOGRAPHS

INSTALLED

Enterprise Optical Manufacturing Company Reports Activity in Demand for
Machines
Considerable activity is reported by the
Enterprise Optical Manufacturing Company of Chicago, manufacturers of the
Motiograph. Some of the recent installations include the following houses:
LaSalle Gardens, Detroit, Mich.;
Broadway Strand, Detroit, Mich.; Allen

Opposite

IMPROVE
POSTER FRAME
Improvement of its combination easel
poster frame, a product of the Newman
Manufacturing Company of Cincinnati,
is announced by that firm. By hinging
the backings to the frame proper it is
not now necessary to remove the backings when inserting posters. The improvement saves considerable time and
much aggravation when inserting a
poster and saves tacking. A poster can
be inserted and removed quickly under
the new arrangement.

PALISADE
FILM
West 129th St. Ferry

A crescent spot lamp, equipped with
six space color wheel, is also part of the
equipment. Films which go to make up
the performance for any particular program are kept in air-tight, fireproof Gilmore safety film cabinet. This film cabinet has been improved in a novel way.
The original film cabinet was one of
the hanging wall type, but believing that
this would be slightly unhandy, the following feature was added. A special
stand was secured and the film can fastened to the top of this stand, thereby
allowing the projectionist to roll this
cabinet to any part of the projection
room where it is to his best convenience.
It usually stands directly behind and
between the two projectors.
Above the projection room there has
been installed an exhaust fan similar to
the larger type manufactured by the
American Blower Company for auditorium ventilation. To this fan is connected a 12xl4-inch metal pipe, which
in turn conects with the projection
room and also the lamps on the projectors, thereby delivering all of the heat
from the projection arcs and the room
itself to the roof of the building. As a
result of this feature it is no common
thing for the projectionists to be on duty
in white shirt, collar and tie.

LABORATORIES,
Morsemere 621,

INC.
PALISADE,

IM. J.

SERVICE
.and
QUALITY
O. W. BIARMER, Special Representative
F. DOUBLIER, General Manager .
The Pioneer of Motion Picture Industry
220 West 42nd Street
Telephone Bryant^S

1044 CAMP ST., NEW ORLEANS. LA.

255 NO. 13-ST., PHILADELPHIA PA.

64- W. RANDOLPH

ST.. CHICAGO. ILL.
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REPORTS

MANY

SALES

Exhibitors' Supply Company Will
Furnish Complete Equipment for
The New Mars Theatre
GUMM

MANAGING

HERALD

Ventilating
Inspects New

Lights

Firm

Invents

A Unique Projection
Device That Saves Film
Plans are being completed by the
Exhibitors Machine Corporation, Chicago, for the presenting of their new
projection device to the trade within a
short time This device will be adaptable to both portable and .professional
machines and embodies many new features that are the result of over six
years of experimenting.
The principal advantage of the patent
is the reduction of tension on film as it
is run through the machine. The pull
on the film is reduced to less than onequarter of a pound through the use of a
double sprocket, and double contact intermittent. The intermittent sprockets
are actuated by pinwheels, which engage with a separate cam, the two cams
being driven from one shaft, insuring
perfect synchronization, as the pinwheels engage two of the pins in each of
the two slots of the cams.
All friction on the film is done away
with by the use of two intermittent
sprockets with three-eighths of an inch
play between them, up and down. The
lower sprocket is stationary, and the
upper one held normally apart by means
of a coil spring. The film is threaded
in the usual way, the two sprockets are
pressed together and the film engages
with the teeth of the lower sprocket.
The film is held taut by means of the
spring and there is no chance of surface rubbing. Pictures and a complete
description of the device will be pubHerald. lished in an early issue of Exhibitors

Factory

Quarters Imperative

Says Prospects for Business in Indiana
Are Good

Chicago

New

Constant and Rapid Growth of
Concern Make Modern

BRANCH

Robert Guram, manager Indianapolis
branch of Exhibitors Supply Company,
announces unprecedented sales of motion
picture equipment during December. One
exceptional sale was made to Luna
Amusement Company of Lafayette for
the complete equipment of the Mars theatre, which opens on about January 15.
The equipment includes a large Minusa
Gold Fibre Screen, 2 Type-S Simplex
Machines, also a 3-Unit ticket-selling
machine.
The Mars will be one of the finest theatres in Indiana, as it is being built at a
considerable expenditure of money and is
equipped with the finest and most modern theatre equipment, making for the
comfort of its patrons. Luna Amusement Company operates the Luna at
Lafayette, the Lyric at Fort Wayne, Ind.,
the Luna at Kankakee, 111., and the Nelson at Logansport, Ind.
In addition to selling this equipment
to Luna Amusement Company, Mr.
Gumm reports that he has just delivered
a Minusa Gold Fibre Screen to the Arc at
Lafayette, and two Simplex machines to.
the Wallace. The last two Simplex machines mentioned are replacing two other
projectors of well-known make.
Mr. Gumm can see no reason for the
pessimistic outlook for 1921, as he claims
the prospects for business in the Indiana
territory are extremely good for the next
year.

Takes
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Exhibitors Are Invited to Visit New
Factory in Crawford Avenue
The Ilg Electric Ventilating Company, which has held its line of manufacturing entirely to ventilating apparatus, and which is known as the largest
exclusive manufacturer of ventilating
machinery, is now established in its new
plant
Chicago.at 2850 North Crawford avenue,

Adolph Zukor, president of Famous
Players-Lasky Corp., looking over new
lighting equipment, said to have cost
$10,000. Frederick S. Mills (right),
electrical illuminating engineer, explaining new spot light.
TOURS

THE

NORTHWEST

Minusa Supervisor of Distributors
Makes Extended Trip in Northwest in Interests of Company
EQUIPMENT
IS DEMANDED
Projection
Screens Are Marketed
Through Authorized Branches
and Dealers
Exhibitors of the northwest are keenly
interested in the latest and most modern theatre equipment, according to
Grant Heth, supervisor of distributors
of the Minusa Cine Screen Company, St.
Louis, who recently returned from an
extended trip through that territory.
Mr. Heth says that he found the exhibitors of this section willing listeners
in connection with his product, the Minusa Gold Fibre projection screen, and is
optimistic over the outlook for the year.
"Minusa Gold Fibre Projection screens
are marketed through authorized disappointthedealers,"
said Mr. tributors
Hethwho inin turn
explaining
policy
of hissible forcompany.
"This
makes
it
posthe exhibitor to consult a Minusa representative with little or no inatre is located.convenience regardless of where his the"While Minusa screens have always
been an exclusive product and constructed from a scientific standpoint, it
is not generally understood that each
and every screen is of special construction which is determined by light conditions that are created according to the
dimensions and architecture of the theatre in which the screen is to function.
"Nevertheless, this is the concrete constructive foundation of the Minusa product and the several interesting discoveries of their research department in this
direction justifies the present heavy demand for this particular projection surface."

Business of the company developed to
such an extent that late in 1919 plans
were drawn up for the new plant and
removal from the old home of the company, Whiting and Wells streets, took
place early in December.
Latest Type Structure
Erected at a cost of $400,000, the building presents the latest type of structure
in the manufacturing world. It is of
solid concrete, 300 by 200 feet, two
stories in height, and contains 100,000
square feet of floor space. It occupies
a thirteen-acre tract of land which leaves
ample space for additional buildings as
business requires more space.
It is estimated by officials of the company that with the new quarters it will
be enabled to double the 1920 output
Firm believers in employes' welfare,
the Ilg Company has incorporated in its
new building many conveniences and
comforts for the workers. Included in
these are shower baths, grounds for
athletic events, baseball, tennis, club
rooms and motion pictures. A cafeteria
where employes may obtain meals at
cost is also in operation.
Visitors
It is the Open
earnesttowish
of the officials
of the business that those interested in
the motion picture industry take the time
to visit
new plant.
visitor's
route
has
been theestablished
and A men
competent
to explain the manufacture of ventilation equipment are available to accompany guestsof through
the establishment.
Officers
the company
are S. W.
Weis, dent
president;
J.
M.
Frank,
vice-presiand general sales manager,
and
Robert A. Ilg, treasurer and general
manager. The company was founded by
Robert A. Ilg, who is inventor of the
various Ilg patents, and began business
in Chicago in 1906. The history of the
companysistenthasbusiness
been
one of steady, congrowth.
CATALOG
FOR ARCHITECTS
The National Plastic has issued a catalog especially designed for architects
and decorators.
"While modest in size," reads the foreword, "our work as herein illustrated is
of the highest grade and best quality and
evidence of merit being the fact that our
efforts have withstood the test of time, as
we have added many new patrons to our
constantly increasing list.
"Careful study has been taken to give
to the architects and decorators a book
of ornaments that are more and mostly
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clair, N. J., for the erection of a motion
picture theatre on Valley road between
Bellevue and Lorraine avenues.
THEATRE

L. Kaufman of Bluefield, W. Va., has
closed a contract for the erection of a
theatre
in Princeton avenue.
Activities
*
Gunder Anderson has the contract for
the construction of a theatre in Milwaukee
New Projects
street, Oconomowoc, Wis.
Malcomb Theatre Company is erecting
Remodeling
a new $250,000 theatre in North Walnut
Manager F. R. Smith of the Bijou theatre,
street, Mt. Clemens, Mich.
Fond Du Lac, Wis., has completed plans
Twenty thousand dollars will be ex- for the remodeling of his house.
pended by Broad Street Theatre Company
Fires
in the construction of a theatre addition to
Fire destroyed the theatre of A. A. Cluett
the property at 1302 North Third street,
at Tupper Lake, N. *Y.
Harrisburg, Pa.
The Strand theatre of Newport, Ark.,
The new $50,000 Casino theatre at Sac
City, la., owned by Walford W. Watt and 'the property of A. C. Wilkerson, was destroyed by fire.
J. J. Harter, has been opened. It seats 750
*
patrons.
*
The Grand theatre in Litchfield street,
Frankfort, N. Y., was burned to the
Brcnnan Brothers of the Orpheum
theatre, Jersey City, N. J., have purchased ground. The loss is estimated at $20,000.
Ernest Folts and George Warner operated
property at Five Corners and will erect a the
house.
2,500-seat house.
*
Organ Installation
Fred Mertens of the Dan forth theatre,
Danforth avenue, Jersey City, N. J., will
A $10,000 Bartola organ has been instal ed in the new Lyric theatre, Huron, S.
build the Fulton theatre at Fulton and Jackson avenues.
D., by S. A. Goethcl, proprietor.
*
The new Phoenix City theatre, owned by LATEST THOMPSON DEVICE
Roy Martin, has been opened at Columbus,
Ga. It was built at a* cost of $35,000.
Manufactured by Minneapolis Firm to
Take Place of Announcement Strips —
Attach to Poster Frames.
Plans have been drawn for the new
theatre to be erected at DeLand, Fla., by the
The S. R. Thompson Company of
DeLand Moving Picture
Company.
*
Minneapolis, manufacturers of a new
Edward D. Ring has received a permit
admission price sign featured by its
adaptability to theatres where prices
from the board of commissioners at Mont-
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& COLTON

BROCHURE

Organ Manufacturers Issue Handsome
Booklet Devoted to Descriptive Matter and Photos of Product.
A new and attractive brochure containing adetailed description of the New
Era organ, the product of Marr & Colton
Company,
Warsaw,
Y., has been
iscompany.
sued and given
wide N.circulation
by that
One of the features of the booklet
worthy of notice is a page devoted to
the policy of the company, in which the
prospective
buyer
takenbuild
into the
the New
confidence of the
menis who
Era.
Some
of
the
vital
points
mentioned
are:
"To build an instrument so simple to
play that anyone with a knowledge of
the piano can render beautiful music
without special instruction.
"To sell you quality, service and human ingenuity. Our product is not put
on the market in the experimental stage.
"To cooperate with theatre owners in
arranging deferred payments for our instruments where desired."

Bargains

ventilation
v/eNtilatins

January 22, 1921
vary frequently, announce in the course
of preparation a new device.
It is a small metal cabinet with a glass
front in which is contained two rollers.
On these rollers is attached a belt made
of light window shading on which is
printed the various days of the week,
"Coming," "Today," "Tomorrow," "Tonight," "Special,"
The new
deviceetc.is designed by the
Thompson Company to take the place
of announcement strips and can be
attached at the top of any poster frame
on the wall or, in fact, any place. It
believed it will be placed on the market
early this year.

in

Rebuilt

Projection
Machines
All machines have been rebuilt to give long
and efficient service Priced low for quick
sales. If you want low-priced equipment
that will give years of service — this is your
opportunity.
4-1918 Motor driven Monographs; high pedestal, outside shutter. Price, each . $250.00
2-1918 Motiographs, motor driven ; short pedestal outside
;
shutter. Price, each.. 250.00
2-1914 Motiographs, motor driven; outside
shutters; short pedestal. Price, each.. 200.00
4-Powers, 6-A Motor driven; each
250.00
2-6B Powers, motor driven; head mechanism;
6 months old. Price, each
375.00
2-6A Powers; hand driven; each
175.00
2-1916 Simplex; Bell & Howell lamp houses;
each
300.00
Price on all machines above includes lenses,
condensers, slide carriers, etc.
SEND FOR OUR CATALOGUE OF SUPPLIES
Exhibitors Supply Company Inc.
Milwaukee Minneapolis St. Louis
133 Second St. Produce Exchange Bldg.
3316 Lindell Blvd.
Chicago Ave.
157Indianapolis
N. Illinois St.
845 S. Wabash
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SCOOP!
WM.

FAY

S. BASTAR,

Presents

TINCHER
In Conjunction With Her Greatest
Two-Reel Comedy

IN

PERSON

"SEA-SIDE

BY PERMISSION OF THE CHRISTIE
WILL MAKE A SIXTY DAY TOUR
MONOLOGUE
— —
—

OF

STUDIOS MISS TINCHER
GIVING AN INIMITABLE

STUDIO EXPERIENCES— TEN
HILARIOUS
FUN
^
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A

Battle

of

Wits
Tell

Against A
Mysterious Death Dealing
Band, In Which the
Best Man
Wins!

to

your

get

some

SPEED! ACTION! THRILLS!

ready

for

big

deposits

if you've

booked

WM.

N.

big

VANISHING

banker

SELIG'S
serial

TRAILS
Featuring

FRANKLYN
If you haven't booked it
tell your banker to get
ready for your competitor who will clean up if

FARNUM
and

MARY

ANDERSON

you don't!

CELEBRATED
ILLINOIS
&
INDIANA

PLAYERS

FILM

CORPORATION
207 S. Wabash Ave.
CHICAGO,

ILL.
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SERVICE

presents

MARY

PICKFORD
In a Series of

Fifteen

Productions

Specially selected from her
Finest pictures and directed by
D. W. Griffith

THE

THE

SUPREME
STAR
IN

THE

GREATEST
WORLD'S

ROLES
THAT

BOX

MADE
OFFICE

HER
FAMOUS

15 Pictures

ATTRACTION

that will pack

every

theatre

that shows

Two Reels Each — One every other week
Reserve

Your

Booking

Dates

Now

Shoot a Wire to
INTERSTATE
FILM
402 Consumers Bldg.

SERVICE
Chicago,

111.

them

CHICAGO

Carl Harthill

Names

Reelcraft Managers
Lou Anger Will Have Charge
at Milwaukee With Stiles
at Kansas City
G. L. Stiles has been transferred from
Milwaukee to Kansas City as manager
of the branch office of Reelcraft Pictures
Corporation. Carl Harthill, district
manager, with headquarters in Chicago,
has appointed Lou Anger to succeed
Stiles as manager at Milwaukee.
Stiles is well known in the picture industry, having entered through the position of location manager for the old Vitagraph Company in Brooklyn over twelve
years ago. Later on he was transferred
to the executive force, and eventually
into the sales department, serving both
as exchange manager and district manager for several large distributing companies. Two years ago he was selected
by R. C. Cropper for the management
of the Bee Hive exchange in Milwaukee.
Anger has been star salesman of the
Indianapolis office, where he helped to
establish several new records for that
office that enabled it to keep close to
the top of the Reelcraft list. He has
been with Reelcraft ever since its organization.
Goldwyn Staff Guest
Of Manager Maberry
At New Year's Dinner
The Chicago office of Goldwyn
ushered in the New Year in an auspicious manner when Manager Cecil E.
Maberry called in all his salesmen and
played the host at a luncheon and get-together meeting at the Winter Garden
on Monday, January 3.
After participating in a general talk
and excellent luncheon, topped with
cigars donated through the courtesy of
F. J. Godsol, chairman of the executive
board and general manager of Goldwyn.
Manager Maberry announced that his
personal prize for the best scrapbook
made up by a member of the sales force
had been awarded to Frank Young, Chicago city salesman.
Those present were Sales Manager
Charles E. Knickerbocker, Ben Reingold. Sam Shurman, Harry Charness, R.
A. Alberts, W. E. Weinshenker, J. E.
Armgardt, Frank Young, H. E. Schottmueller and Publicity Manager Harry S.
Lorch.
Burglars and a Fire
Hit Frank Zambreno
Frank Zambreno, owner of the Unity
Film Exchange, who is also interested in
a number of wholesale and retail meat
markets, sustained two losses shortly
after the arrival of the new year.
Early
New West
Year'sMadison
day, a street,
retail market at 1637
was
broken into, the burglars obtaining $1,200
in cash and taking about $700 worth of
hams. January 5, a fire inflicted a damage of $35,000 on three packing companies at Sangamon and Fulton streets.
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Lee Herz Purchases
Two Reel Pick fords
And Three Features
Lee Herz, president of the Interstate
Film Service, has opened the new year
with the announcement that he has obtained rights to a series of fifteen tworeel pictures starring Mary Pickford and
three feature productions, purchased
from Aywon Film Corporation.
The Pickfords are selected from her
early pictures directed by D. W. Griffith, and in them she is supported by a
number of people who today are stars in
their own name. The titles have not
been changed. Art subtitles have been
inserted. Mr. Herz will offer the first
of the series. "Beast at Bay,'' January 31.
Rights toFlorence
"Woman Chase
AboveandReproach,"
featuring
William
Finiey; "The Woman of Mystery." with
Grace Cunard, and a five-reel comedy,
"When Dr. Quackel Did Hide," with
Charlie Joy and the Miami bathing beauties, a travesty satire on "Dr. Jekyll and
Mr. Hyde" have also been obtained.
These features will be published later.
Paramount's Advertising
Appropriation Increased
Paramount's advertising campaign for
1921 started off with a big shot on Sunday, January' 9. w-hen a full page advertisement appeared in the Herald and
Examiner. Several hundred theatres,
booking Paramount pictures for the
week, were listed in the ad, which announced the attractions and policy of
Paramount for the coming year. It is
said Paramount's advertising appropriation for the new year has been made
twice as large as last year's.
Unity Sales Force

Aschers

Open

West

Englewood Theatre
Playhouse Costing $800,000
Attracts Record Crowd
On Opening Night
The opening of Aschers West Englewood Theatre, which was erected at a
cost in excess of $800,000, marks an
epoch in the theatrical history of Chicago. This big new house, declared to
be second to none and the most beautiful and up-to-date theatre in Chicago, is
located on 63rd street at Ashland avenue.
The opening performance of the West
Englewood Theatre was attended by upwards of 6,000; those compelled to wait
formed long lines, which at times
stretched from the theatre entrance to
Ashland avenue.
Convenient and Beautiful
Convenience and beauty are combined
in the West Englewod Theatre to make
it one of the most attractive amusement
places on the south side. The building
is a handsome three-story structure of
trick and terra cotta.
Nate, Max and Harry Ascher, Lewis
P. Newhafer, general manager of Ascher
Bros., Harry Beaumont, booking manager, and Walter Russell, resident manager, acted as a reception committee.
Many Flowers Received
A feature of the opening was the profusion of floral decorations, consisting of
elaborate set pieces and baskets and
vases of flowers — the gifts of admiring
friends and exchange people in Chicago.
Telegrams
congratulation
were received all of
through
the performances
from all parts of the country from
friends who could not attend the opening performance in person.
At 6:45 p. m. every seat in the theatre
was occupied. Leon Strieker and his
fifteen-piece orchestra started the performance with a syncopated overture.
The steel curtain was raised and the
dedicatory film was projected. Then
came the feature picture: George Ade's
"Just Out of College," featuring Jack
Pickford.
D. M. Vandawalker Has
Blood Poisoning in Hand
D. M. Vandawalker, Jr., general manager of Doll-Van exchange, Chicago, has
been suffering from blood poisoning in
his right hand. Spreading of the infection has been stopped, and Mr. Vandawalker expects to remove the bandages
soon.

These boys are more or less familiar to
every exhibitor In Chicago. But for
the benefit
those left
who todon't
knowJ.
them
we listof them,
right:
Munaush. J. G. Fra nliraan, B. T. Phelps.
L. A. Schiff and Prank J. Flaherty.

Tribute to Wolfberg
Harris P. Wolfberg, district manager
for Paramount, is the recipient of a New
Year's testimonial of appreciation and
loyalty from the staff at the Minneapolis
exchange. The greetings were signed
by
entire staff, headed by Manager
PhiltheReisman.
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^=By Mac=
Ed Bricketto of the local Stoll Films 1921. Tells us the film boys were all happy
exchange has just returned from his prima up there when he left and that he saved
trip through the Hoosier territory and if money. What's the idea — thought $7.50
pint was the union price throughout the
that bundle of contracts that he brought per
Mid-West.
back to Manager Beadell signify anything,
♦ * *
it looks like the Stoll product has gone
over with a vengeance.
Harry Weiss, president of the Superior
* * *
With the return of Sam Riecer to the Screen exchange leaves January 10 for
trip through Illinois and InInterstate Eilms exchange as city salesman, an extended
diana covering the key centres of this terthe fourth floor of the Consumers Building
ritory with the usual Weiss efficiency.
looks like olden days again. This should
give Eddie Herz an opportunity to pack
his grip and get out
J. L. Friedman, president of Celebrated
* in* the
* "sticks" again.
Players is busy these days arranging for
C. R. Redlich, district rep. for the the
removal of his exchange to the new
Special Pictures and C. S. Smith were a
South Wabash Avenue, Febbusy duo the past week getting the Special quartersruary LonShould
the new building not be
prints and various advertising accessories
ready for occupancy by this time, the relocated in their new home at the Celebrated
moval will be postponed pending tne arexchange, which is now releasing all Sperival of Mr. Friedman from San Erancisco,
cial comedies.
where
he
will be in attendance at the big
* * *
convention of the Federated Exchanges,
Harry Jones, son of Louis Jones, manager of the Randolph theatre, has made his leaving here Feb. 4.
* * *
debut to the film business, affiliating with
the short subject department of the local
With a $35,000 fire and the light fingered
gentry hitting the safe for a couple more
Reelcraft
exchange.
here's
the
youngster
will soonWell,
mount
the hoping
ladder thou,
Frank Zambreno, president of the
of success with a seat up along side of his Unity Photoplays admits this joyful New
will known uncle, *Aaron
Year will never slip his memory.
* * Jones.
We note the arrival of George Levey,
who is to cover the southside for the CeleJoe Trinz is the proud possessor of a
brated Players exchange, having resigned
as secretary of the Famous Features Film thoroughbred lobby hound. This peculiar
Co. of Indianapolis,
* *Ind.*
From
With the Orpheum theatre, Clinton, and
EXHIBITOR'S TRADE REVIEW
the H. Lieber & Co. building of Indianapolis visited by serious fires, looks like
the Hoosier state rushed old 1920 out with
excitement plenteous.
* * *
With the recent acquisition of "Madonnas and Men," Perry comedies featuring
"Ambrose" Mack Swain and the Minta De
Free (Mrs. Roscoe Arbuckle) comedies,
Weiss and Aiken of the Superior Screen
GEM
exchange anticipate a considerable array
Men Tell No Tales"
"Dead
Feature,
of bookings for these live subjects from
(Vitagraph).— Positively the best picture
the Indiana and *Illinois
theatremen.
this house this season. Busibookedness atinto
* *
opening was ordinary, but picked
for week was set.
up until box office record
Frank J. Flaherty, manager of the
of thrills
plenty
with
picture
A great
in manyanda
had
has
house
this
bet
best
the
Unity Photoplays, had his sales organizalong
day.
s
tion in for a special sales conference durExploitation.— Tif^^^lilocal
ing the week of Dec. 26. Sort of getting
plans completed for their next big serial,
"Mystery 13" which follows "Thunderbolt
Jack" serial now playing. The first episodes will be ready in early March. Manager Flaherty further states, his company
has acquired the Star Ranch Westerns
from the C. B. C. Film Sales Corp. These
snappy two reelers. have nothing but action
from start to finish.
* * *
Didya lamp Jimmie Murtagh of the
Unity all dolled up ariding that waterwagon thats been traveling about the Loop
since tingJanuary
foist.
Understand
he's getone hundred
bucks
for the job.
For
areward
coupleis of
weeks
worth
it ! ride we'll admit the
* * *
Max Schwartz of the Masterpiece Film
exchange has beer receiving oodles of well
wishes from his host of friends the past
week or so. Yes, a certain young lady arrived at the Schwartz domocile on the eve
of Dec. 30 and has agreed to have all mail
addressed to her, Miss Flora Jane
Schwartz. * * *
Vincent De Lorenzo of Celebrated
Players went up to Milwaukee to greet
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animal is about two feet and a half long
by six inches high and is covered with a
luxuriant growth of silky golden hair. He
can scent a picture fan for a block and
retrieve a roll of bank notes in any box
office of the L. & T. houses. Some dog.
Ask Joe about him. Or Emile Stern.
Free Show Christmas
Is Present to Patrons
H. H. Wilson,
of Sherman's
Theatre,
Sullivan,manager
Ind., gave
two free
shows Sunday, December 26, as a Christmas gift to his patrons.
Sunday performances at which admission is charged are prohibited in Sullivan.
Mr. Wilson gave his shows at 2:30 and
6 P. M.
"Everybody's
ring Olive
Thomas, wasSweetheart,"
the feature starand
a Mermaid
Comedy, "Duck Inn," the
added
attraction.
Extend Randolph Run
Jones, Linick & Schaefcr are holding
over "Midsummer Madness," the William DeMille-Paramount production, for
a second week. It is possible that the
run will be extended to three or four
weeks.

1 THROB
r
REEL*
A

STATE RIGHT OWNERS
We are in the market for highclass attractions. Address
E. R. CUSTER, General Manager
SOUTHERN FILM EXCHANGE
Charleston
Wnt Virginia
"ONLY STATE RICHTER IN W. VA."
CAMERA BARGAINS
Motion Picture Cameras at caah
savins
prices.
professional
discounts
on Special
UNIVERSAL3.
Immediate
delivery
ell model*.
De Brie,
DeFrmnrie.
Pa ■howroom.
the andon murr
other*
■baied
To
our
Send
for oardemoev
—
pleie cataJos at once, free on request.
BASSH, 109CAMERA
Dept.
N. Dearborn COMPANY
St., Chicago, 1ft.
GUARANTEED

Mailing Lists
MOVING PICTURE THEATRES
Every State— total, 21,170 by State,, *5. 00
1219 Film Exchanges
S7.50
313 manufacturers and studios 4.00
368 machine and supply dealers 4.00
Further Particulars:
A. F.WILLIAMS. Id W. Abas St, Chit*.
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— By Harry Hammond Beall — ■■■■■■
Frank Lloyd, the Goldwyn director, be cast in one of the forthcoming Metro
thinks the Venice fire was a lucky episode productions.
* » *
for him. He was just concluding shots
Robert
Thornby,
who has recently been
of a "boxer uprising" in his new Chinese
play, "Thecurred.Water
oc- added to Universal's directorial staff, will
He dashedLily,"
therewhen
with the
his fire
extras
make his debut at the "Big U" studios by
and his camera men, Don Short and Nor- producing a feature with Frank Mayo in
bert Breden, and secured several thousand the stellar role. * * *
feet of fire film which he will use for the
The Anita Stewart Company has left the
"burning temple" *scenes
* * in his picture.
Louis B. Mayer studio tor Truckee to film
snow and blizzard scenes for the star's
Approximately on February 7, Frank
Urson will commence work as director of latest Mayer offering through Associated
First National.
* * *
Wallace Reid in a picture entitled "Watch
My Smoke," for Paramount. This is anGeorge Blair, the original Montana kid
of Byron
Morgan'sthatfamous
stories, and famous as the fastest two-gun man in
and itotherwill
be recalled
Mr. Morgan
world, visited Harry" Carey at Universal
has written a number of Mr. Reid's the
City the other day and showed the popular
previous starring successes
* * * for Paramount.
star a few new tricks in quick drawing.
his fame early in life and was
Ruth Ann Baldwin* of Metro's scenario Blair gained
sheriff of Douglas County, Montana,
department, has joined the ranks of South- made
when he was fifteen years old. He is a
ern California's author-ranchers. Miss Bald- personal
friend of Jacques Jaccard, who is
win has sought the isolation considered sc
desirable by writers on a desert ranch a directing Carey in* "If* Only
*
Jim."
mile long and nearly
* * as* wide.
Edward Laemmle is preparing to start a
series of two-reel Western photodramas,
William Worthington, the well known
starring Jack Perrin. Laemmle has just
director
who
has
been
added
to
Universal's
finished
directing Hcot Gibson in a snappy
formidable list of producers, is already
busying himself on the manuscript of western drama, "The
Maverick."
* * Little
*
"Three
Table,"Roberts
a story isbytoBennett
Cohen
in
whichat Edith
be
starred.
A cablegram from J. P. McGowan, com* * *
manding the Universal Expeditionary
Edward Connelly, veteran Metro char- Force which is in Cuba to film "The Seal
acter actor, has been granted special per- of
Satan," an Eddie Polo serial, states
mission by Metro to enact one of the lead- that the Cuban authorities and business
people are giving them every assistance in
ing roles in the Anita Loos-John Emerson
and that they have already seproduction
of "Wife
Insurance." which their work
cured many scenes that are sure to be
Victor Fleming
is directing.
* * *
knockouts. Polo is being supported by Inez
McDonnell and Magda
Edward Cecil, one of the prominent
* * »Lane.
members of the Metro stock company, has
Life is a pipe — one after another — to
returned from a two weeks' visit in his
home town, San Francisco. Mr. Cecil will William Duncan now. He received a set
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of seven in a neat case, one for each day
of the week, from the members of his
cast as a holiday token.
* * *
Casting one last mournful, lingering look
at the sunlit landscape, Jesse Lasky, first
vice-president of Famous Players-La'.ky
Corporation, returned to New York, where
he will spend several weeks looking after
the affairs of his company. Mr. Lasky has
timed his eastern visit so as to arrive in
the Long Island studio just at the beginning
of a period of activity there, an activity
which he says will increase through the
months to come. * * *
In using ata dirigible
'"blimp"Montana,
as a camera
platform
Glacier Park,
recently for the production of "Bob Hampton
of Placer," Marshall Netlan gave his
players and photographers a few thrills.
To get a particular effect, Mr. Neilan, with
two of his players and a cameraman, flew
to a high mountain ledge on a perpendicular
wall with no trail leading to it. The players
were landed on the shelf and with the
camera set up in the body of the ship, the
dirigible flew off to a distance of some
two hundred feet when the motor was
killed, allowing
the "blimp"
to remain
stationary directly opposite
the scene
of action.
Thisthe gave
the and
photographer
a clear new
"shot"in
at
players
offered something
motion picture production, eliminating
many hours of preparation in the building
of ladders, camera platforms, etc.
* » *
Alice Lake, Viola Dana, Buster Keaton, Madame Doraldina and Ora Carew
were the Metro celebrities who participated
in the Christmas benefit recently held for
the poor children of Los Angeles.
* * »
Robert Chandler has been engaged by
Metro for an important part in "Home
Stuff," was
Violawritten
Dana's especially
new starring
vehicle
which
for her
by
Agnes Johnston and Frank Dacey.
* * *
Even Japanese maidens have fallen for
the charms of the Mack Sennett beauties.
Miss Sanjiro Kawaguehi, who gives her
address as No. 51 Minamikatsushika-gun,
which is somewhere hidden in a Tokyo
street, writes her sentiments "To the ManSennett" tothus
: "Allow
the
libertyagerofMack writing
you.
I have mehonor
to here the expension of your company. I
am found of collection photographs of
famous to shall them is it albam. I believe
that many famous actress attach to you cf
company. As I want photographs of them
to make my album complet and handsome,
please give me of your company famous
beautiful actress of photograph Marie
Prevost, Phyllis Haver, Harriet Hammond
and Ben Turpin.
"I am obliged
humble
servant, to you to remain your most
"Miss Sanjiro Kawaguchi."
Sac City Casino Opens
SAC CITY, IA. — The new Casino
theatre opened its doors to the public
recently. The proprietors, W. W. Watt
and J. J. Harter, erected it at a cost of
S50,000. The house has accommodation
for 750 patrons.
New Theatre for Newark
NEWARK, N. J.— E, Caroukas has
purchased the block occupied by the
Nicholas hardware store in South Main
street and will erect a motion picture
theatre.

The mezzanine floor foyer at the Strand theatre in Seattle, Wash., which has just
undergone an entire change of furnishings and decorations at a cost of
$30,000.

Devereaux Opens House
NEW ROCKFORD, N. D. — The new
theatre erected by L. L. Devereaux, owner
of the Blackstcne. was opened on tec. 20.

AMERICAN FILM COMPANY
Dxstrtbuttd Tkrimgk Paths Exchsmati
PLYING "A" SPECIAL*
"The Thirtieth Piece of Silver," six reela, with Margarita Fisher.
"The House of Toys," six reel*, with Seen* Owen.
"Peggy Rebels," »ix reels, with Mary Miles Minter.
"The Week End," six reels, with Milton Sills.
"A Live-Wire Hick," six reels, with Wm. Russell.
"A Light Woman," six reels, with Helen Jerome Eddy.
"The Gamesters," six reels, with Margarita Fisher.
The Blue Moon," srx reels, with Pell Trenton and Elinor Field.
"Their Mutual Child." six reels, with Margarita Fisher and Nigel Barrie.
ARROW

FILM CORPORATION

"The Chamber Mystery," five reels.
"Circumstantial Evidence," five reels.
"The Wall Street Mystery," five reels.
"The Unseen Witness," five leels.
"The Trail of the Cigarette," five reels.
"The Bromley Case," five reels.
"Woman's Man," five reels, featuring Romaine Fielding.
"Love's Protege," five reels, featuring Ora Carew.
"Bitter Fruit," five reels, all star cast.
"The Golden Trail," five reels.
"Bachelor Apartments," five reels, with Georgia Hopkins.
"Tex." feature series, five reels.
"A Man from Nowhere," five reels, with Jack Hoxie.
"The Way Women Love," five reels, with Rubye De Renter.
"Luxury," six reels, with Rubye De Rcmer.
"The Deceiver," five reels, with Carol Holloway.
"The Tame Cat," five reels, with all star cast.
"The Man Who Trifled." five reels, with all star cast.
"Before the White Man Came," five reels, all Indian cast.
SPORT PICTORIALS
"Girls Will Be Boys," one reel.
"Making Man Handlers," one reel.
"How Do You Get Your Exercise?" — one reel.
ARROW-NORTH WOOD DRAMAS
"Border River," two reels.
"Ip the River" two reels.
"Three and a Girl," two reeU.
"Raiders of the North," two reela.
"Looking Up Jim," two reels.
"A Knight of the Pines," two reeh.
"The Man of Brawn." two reels.
ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
Distributed through Paths Exchanges
Get. I— "The Riddle Woman," six reels, with Geraldine Farrar.
ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS, INC.
THOMAS H. INCE PRODUCTIONS
"Hoaneapun Folks," six reels, with Lloyd Hughes.
"Lying Lips," six reels, with House Peters and Florence Vidor.
J. PARKER READ, Jit., PRODUCTIONS
"The Leopard Woman," seven reels, with Louise Glaum.
"A Thousand to One," six reels, with Hobart Bosworth.
"Love," six reels, with Louise Glaum.
ALLAN DWAN PRODUCTIONS
"The Forhidden Thing," six reels, with James Kirkwood.
MAURICE TOURNEUR PRODUCTIONS
IV Last of the Mohicans," six reels, with James Kirkwood.
HACK SENNETT PRODUCTIONS
Tows Idol," five reels, with Ben Turpin.
CAPITAL FILM COMPANY
FRITZI RIDGE WAY PRODUCTIONS
"The Avenging Trail," two reels.
"Western Rays," two reels.
"Shadows of the Past," two reels.

"A Fight to a Finish," two reels.
"Trail of the Buzzard," two reels.
"A Fugutive from Justice," two reels.
LESTER CUNEO PRODUCTIONS
"Lone Hand Wilson." five reels.
"The Ranger and the Law," five reels.
C. B. C. FILM SALES
"The Victim," six reels.
"Dangerous Love," six reels.
HALL ROOM ROY COMEDIES
Nov. 15 — "Hired and Fired."
Dec. 1— "A Close Shave."
Dec. 15— "This Is the Life."
FEATURES
'The Victim." state rights feature, six reels.
"Dangerous Love," six reels.
STAR RANCH WESTEHISS
Dec. 1 — "The Mormon Trail," two reels.
Dec. IS — "The Man Hater." two reels.
Dec. 24 — "A Desperate Tenderfoot," two reels.
CELEBRATED PLAYERS FILM CORPORATION
GUMPS CARTOON COMEDIES
"Accidents Will Happen "
"Militant Min."
"Andy Fight* the H. C L"
"Ice Box Episodes."
"Wim and Wigor."
"Equestrian."
"Andy, the Hero."
"Andy's Picnic"
"Andy, the Chicken Fancier "
"Andy, the Actor."
"Andy on the Beach."
"Pleasure Bent"
"Andy on Pleasure Bent"
"Howdy, Pardner."
"There's a Raisin."
"Ship Ahoy!"
"The Toreador."
'The Broilers."
"Flicker, Flicker, Little Star."
"Mixing Business with Pleasure."
"Up
She Goes."
"Westward
Ho."
"A Hunting We Will Go."
"Get to Work."
"Best of Luck."
"The Promoters."
COMMONWEALTH
Vod-A-Vil Movies, one reel series.
Billy Whiskers, one reel series.
"Holy Night." one reel.
CREATION

PICTURES COMPANY

FILMS, INC.

"For the Freedom of Ireland," five reels.
EDUCATIONAL FILMS CORPORATION OF AM ERIC*
Distributed through Educational Film Eschamfti. lma.
CHESTER COMEDIES.
"Four Times Foiled."
"An Overall Hero."
"The Big Show."
"A Trayful of Trouble."
"The One Best Pet."
"You'll Be Surprised."
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CHRISTIE COMEDIES, TWO HEEL!
"Striking Models."
"A Homespun Hero."
"Shuffle the Queens."
"Going Through the Rye."
"Mr. Fatima."
"Wedding Blues."
"Bade From the Front"
"Dining Room, Kitchen and Sink."
TORCH! COMEDIES, TWO REELS
Torchy." (Johnny Hines.)
.
'Torcay Comes Through." (Johnny Hines.)
"Torchy in High." (Johnny Hine*.)
"Torchy's Millions" (Johnny Hines).
"Torchy Turns Cupid (Johnny Hines).
"Torchy's Double Triumph."
MERMAID COMEDIES, TWO REELS
"A Fresh Start." (Jimmie Adams.)
"Duck Inn." (Lloyd Hamilton.)
"Dynamite." (Lloyd Hamilton.)
"Nonsense." (Jimmie Adams.)
"The Simp." (Lloyd Hamilton.)
"April Fool."
"High and Dry."
SPECIALS
"Modern Centaurs."
"Valley of 10,000 Smokes."
"Babe Ruth— How He Knocks His Home Runs."
"Art of Diving," with Annette Kellerman.
•The Race of the Age" (Man O' War).
ROBERT C. BRUCE "SCENICS BEAUTIFUL," ONE REEL
"The Song of the Paddle."
"Wanderlust"
"Solitude."
"The Castaway."
"By Schooner to Skagway."
Tropical Nights."
The Banana Special"
"The Explorers."
'The Isle of Desire."
"The Business of Camping."
CHE§TEt-0m\8 iCEMCS, ONE REEL
"Lovely Maoriland."
"Frozen Thunder."
"Ignazu the Exquisite."
"Getting a Polish."
"Swat the Landlord."
'There Is No Santa Claus."
"Rookeries and Squawkeries."
"Crowning King Blizzard."
"Frivolous Fijis."
CHESTER SCREEMCS, ONE REEL
"Sea Planets" and "Apartments for Rent"
'Tine Feathers" and ' They Forgot the Town."
"Out of the Past."
Then Company Came," and "Art Is Everything.-'
"No Hope for the Drys" and "Silver Silences."
EQUITY PICTURES
"Keep to the Right," six reels, with Edith TaliaferTo.
"Whispering Devils," seven reels, with Conway Tearle.
"Midchannel," six reels, with. Clara Kimball Young.
"Hush," five reels, with Clara Kimball Young.

Oct

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY CORP.
PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT PICTURES
-"Something
duction. to Think About,' seven reels, Cecil B. De Mille prs-

Oct S— 'The Jailbird," five reels, with Douglas MacLean.
Oct 10 — 'The Roond-Up," seven reels, with Roscoe Arbuckle.
Oct 1ft— "Deep Waters," five reels, M. Tourneur production.
Oct 17— 'The Cradle of Courage," five reels, with William S. Hart.
Oct 17— "The City Sparrow," five reels, with Ethel Clayton.
Oct 24 — "Held by the Enemy," six reels, with all-star cast
O**- **— "A FuH House." five reels, with Bryant Washburn.
Oct 81— "The Restless Sex." seven reels, with Marion Da vies.
Oct 31— "An Old-Fashioned Boy," five reels, with Charles Ray.
Nov. 7— "Behold My Wife," seven reels, Geo. Melford production.
Not- 7— "Sins of Rozanne," five reels, with Ethe! Clayton.
Nov. It— "Always Audacious," five reels, with Wallace Reid.
Not. 14— "Her Husband's Friend," five reels, with Enid Bennett
Nov. 21— "The Frisky Mrs. Johnson," five reels, with Billie Burke.
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Nov. 21— "Burglar Proof," five reels, with Bryant Weshburn.
Nov. 28 — "Idols of Clay," seven reels, George Fiumaunce production.
Nov. 28 — "A Romantic Adventuress," five reels, with Dorothy Daltom.
Dec. 5— "Conrad in Quest of His Youth," six reels, with Thomas Melgnao.
Dec 5— "Flying Pat," five reels, with Dorothy tn».
Dec. 12 — "The Life of the Party," five reels, wim Koscoe Arbucklc.
Dec 12 — ''Heliotrope," six reels, Cosmopolitan procrucuon.
Dec. 19 — 'To Please One Woman," six reels, Lois Weber production.
Dec. 19 — "An Amateur Devil," five reels, with Bryant Washburn.
Dec 26— "The Testing Block," six reels, with William S. Hart.
Dec. 26 — "Silk Hosiery," five reels, with Enid Bennett
Jan. 2 — "The Bait." Maurice Tourneur production, six reels.
Jan. 9— 'The Jucklins." George Melford production, six reels.
Jan. 9 — "The Charm School," with Wallace Reid, five reels.
FEDERATED EXCHANGES
SPECIALS
"Nobody's Girl," five reels, with Billie Rhodes.
"Bonnie May," five reels, with Bessie Love.
"The Midlanders,"
"Man
o' War," one five
reel. reels, with Bessie Love.
MONTY" BANKS COMEDIES
"His Naughty Night," two reels.
"A Rare Bird," two reels.
"A Flivver Wedding." two reels.
"Nearly Married," two reels.
"The Kidnappers' Revenge," two reels.
"A Bed Room Scandal," two reels.
"Where Is My Wife." two reels.
"His First Honeymoon," two reels.
"His Dizzy Day," two reels.
FIRST NATIONAL EXHIBITORS' CIRCUIT, LUC
"Go and Get It," seven reels, Marshall Neilan Production.
'The Perfect Woman," five reels, with Constance Talmadgc
"Notorious Miss Lisle," five reels, with Katherine MacDonaML
"Jack-Knife Man," five reels, King Vidor special.
"Forty-five Minutes from Broadway," six reels, with Chas. ft*/.
"Good References," six reels, with Constance Talmadgc
"In the Heart of a Fool," seven reels, Allan Dwan special.
"Cui-ain," five reels, with Katherine MacDonald.
"Harriet and the Piper." six reels, with Anita Stewart.
'The Branded Woman," seven reels, with Norma Talmadgc
"The Master Mind," six reels, with Lionel Barrymore
"What Woman Love," six reels, with Annette Kellerman.
"The Kick in High Life," two reels, an H. Lehrman production.
'Toonerville Trolley," two reels, with Dan Mason.
"Peaceful Valley," six reds, with Charles Ray.
"Nomads of North," six reels, Curwood production.
'Twin Beds," five reels, Mr. and Mrs. Carter DeHaven.
"Old Dad," six reels, with Mildred Harris Chaplin.
"Wet and Warmer," two reels, Henry Lehrman production.
'The Devil's Garden," six reels, with Lionel Barrymore.
"Dangerous Business." five reels, with Constance Talmadgc.
"Love, Honor and Behave." Mack Sennett comedy.
"Unseen Forces," with All-Star Cast
"Dinty," seven reels, with Wesley Barry, a Marshall Neilan productoin.
FOX FILM CORPORATION
FOX SPECIALS
'The White Moll." with Pearl White
"If I Were King," with William Famum.
"The Skywayman," with Lt Ormer Locklrar,
"While New York Sleeps," with All Star Cast.
"The Face at Your Window," with All Star Cast
"Blind Wives," with All Star Cast
"A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court," with All mm ■ r,
"Skirts," six reels, with Special Cast
WILLIAM FARNUM SERIES
"Drag Harlan."
The Scuttlers.'
PEARL WHITE SERIEJ
"The
Tiger's Cub."
"The Thief."
"The Mountain Woman.'1

TOM MIX SERIES

The Untamed."
"Tie
Texan."
'Prairie Trails."
WILLIAM RUSSELL 9ERE2S
■The Man Whs Dared."
The Iron
Challenge
'The
Rider."of the Law.'
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SHIRLEY MASON SEElfil

"Chin Toy."
"Flame of Youth."
"Girl of My Heart."
"Merely Mary Ann."
GBOB6E WALSH xKUIKS
"From Now On."
The Plunger."
"Number 17."
'Dynamite Allen."

2*TH CENTURY BRAND
"Two Moons," with Buck Jones.
"Just Pals," with Buck Jones.
"The Land of Jazz," with Eileen Percy.
"Partners of Fate," with Louise Lovely.
FOX NEWS
Twice ■ week.
FOX SERIALS
"BTide 18," in 16 episodes.
"Fantomas" twenty episodes.
SUNSHINE COMEDIES
'An Elephant's Nightmare."
•Hold Me Tight."
'His Noisy Still."
'Pretty Lady."
"Her Doggone Wedding."
"Pals and Petticoats."
"The Slicker."
CLYDE COOK COMEDIES
"The Huntsman."
"All Wrong."
"Don't Tickle."
MUTT AND JEFF CARTOONS
"On the Hip."
"The Papoose."
"The Hypnotist."
'The Parlor Bolshevist."
"Hot Dogs."
"The Merry Cafe."
"The Tailor Shop."
"The Brave Toreador."
"The Politician*."
The High Cost of Living. "
"Cleopatra."
"Flap Jacks."
GOLDWYN PICTURES CORPORATION
GOLDWYN STAR PRODUCTIONS
"Ont of the Storm," five reels. Eminent Authors Special
"Jet" Call Me Jim." five reels, with Will Roger*.
The Great Accident." five reels, with Tom Moore.
"The Slim Princes*," five reels, with Mabel Normand.
"Roads of Destiny," five reels, with Pauline Frederick.
"Double-dyed Deceiver," five reels, with Jack Pickford.
The Truth." five reels, with Madge Kennedy.
"Scratch My Back," five reel* (Eminent Autkors)
"Officer 666." five reels, with Tom Moore.
"Cupid, the Cowpuncher," five reel*, with Will Roger*
"Man Who Had Everything," five reel*, with Jack Pickford.
"Girl With the Jara Heart," five reela, with Madge Kennedy
"It'i a Great Life," five reels, (Eminent Artist*).
"The Revenge of Tarzan," five reels, with Gene Pollar.
"Going Some," five reel*, Sex Beach production.
"Cupid the Cowpuncher," five reel*, with Will Roger*.
The North Wind'* Malice," five reels, Rex Beach production
The Penalty," five reels, with Lon Chancy.
"Earthbound," »even reels, with All Star Cast
"Stop Thief." five reel*, with Tom Moore.
"Madam X," six reels, with Pauline Frederick.
The Branding Iron," seven reels. Special Cast.
"His Own Law," six reels, with Hobart Bosworth.
"Honest Hutch," five reels, with Will Rogers.
"Milestones," six reels, with Special Cast.
"What Happened to Rosa," with Mabel Normand.
"The Song of the Soul," with Vivian Martin, a Messmore Kendall production.
"Godless Men," seven reels.
The Great Lover," six reels.
"Just Out of College." five reels.
"Roads of Destiny."
"The Highest Bidder," five reels.
"Prisoners of Love."
"The Concert."
"Guile of Women."
"Bunty Pulls the Strings, seven reels.
"Hold Your Horses," five reels .
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"The Voice in the Dark," five reels.
"Boys Will Be Boys."
FORD BDUO ATIOM A I
a Circua."
""Having
'Air'-istocracy."

1

"In the Glory of the Paat."
"Between Friends."
"For the Future."
CAPITOL COMEDIES
The Little Dears," two reels, with Carter De Haven*
'A Sure Cure." two reels, with Carter De Havens
"Ged Ap, Napoleon," two reels, with George Bunny.
"You'd Better Get It," two reels, with George Bunny.
BENNISON STAR SERIES
tivo Pockets," five reels, with Louis Benniaon.
A Misfit Earl.' nv» reel* with Louis Bennison
l-OI.II" ^ \-IIH \1 I'H I Ot.lt \ I II".
"The Island of the Mist," one reel.
"Through the Earth." one reel.
"What Is Your Body Worth?" one reel.
"A Paradise for Birds," one reel.
"Venice of the Orient."
"Action of the Human Heart."
"The Riveter."
"The Human Voice."
"Seeing Things on the Orinoco," one reel.
"Gypsy Scientists," one reel.
COLDW1 \-l \ 1 ERNATIONAL COMICS
"Oil."
"Yes, Dear."
"Too Much Pep."
"Fatherly Love."
"The Chicken Thief."
W. W. HODKINSON CORPORATION
Distributed tkrtugk tk, Pttht Esck—f
KANE GRRT PICTURES, INC.
"The U. P. Trail," six reels.
BENJAMIN B. HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS
"The Dwelling Place of Light," by Winfton Churchill.
J. PARKER READ, JR. PRODUCTIONS
"The Brute Master," with Hoi. art Bosworth.
"Love Madness," with Louise Glaum.
DEITRICH-BECK. INC.
Th* Harvest Moon," six reek), with Doris Kenyon.
DIAL FILM CO. PBODUCTIONS
"The Tiger's Coat," with Myrtle Stedman and Lawson Butt.
LOUIS TRACY PRODUCTIONS
The Silent Barrier," six reel* with Sheldon Lewi*.
ROBERT BRCNTON PRODUCTIONS
"No. 99," five reel*, with J. Warren Kerrigan.
The Green Flame." five reel*, with J. Warren Kerrigan.
"The House of Whispers," with J. Warren Kerrigan.
NATION AL-BILLIE RHODES PRODUCTIONS
"The Kentucky Colonel," with Joseph J. Dowling.
JOSEPH LEVERING PRODUCTIONS
"HI* Temporary Wife," six reel*, with Special Cut.
IRVIN V. WILL AT PRODUCTIONS
"Down Home," an All Star Cast.

Oct.
Nov.
Jan.
Nov.
Dec.

INDEPENDENT FILMS ASSOCIATION
NEAL HART SERIFS
1 — "Hell's Oasis," five reels.
16— "Skyfire," five reel*.
1— The Lumberjack," five reel*.
DAMFOOL TWINS COMEDIES
161 —— "Don't
"Cedarbrook
Never Farm,"
Marry,"twotworeel*.reela.

JANS PICTURES, INC.
"Madonnas and Men," six reels.
"Love Without Question," seven reels.
"A Woman's Business," five reels.
"Wings of Pride," five reels.
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VICTOR KREMER

PRODUCTIONS

"Voice*," cfac reels, with All Star Cast.
"Mad Lore," five reels, with Una CavnUeri.
BERT LUBIN
"Honevmoon Ranch," five reels. State Rights Feature.
METRO

PICTURES CORPORATION
METRO SPECIALS

Oct. 26— "Body and Soul," six reels, with Alice Lake.
Nov. 1— "The Fatal Hour," six reels, with All Star Cast.
Nov. 8— "Are All Men Alike?" six reels, with May Allison.
Nov. IE — "Someone in the House," six reels, with AH Star Cast.
Nov. 29 — "The Misleading Lady," six reels, with Bert Lytell.
Dec. 18 — "Hearts Are Trumps," six reels, with All Star Cast.
Dee. 20 — "Polly With a Past," six reels, with All Star Cast.
Dec. 27 — "Cinderella's Twin," six reels, with Viola Dana.
NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS
"Madame Peacock." seven reels, with Nazimova.
"Billions," six reels, with Nazimova.
MAURICE TOURNEUR PRODUCTIONS
Sept. 27 — "The Great Redeemer," six reels, All Star Cast.
8. Ii. PRODUCTIONS
Sept 6— "Love, Honor and Obey," six reels, with All Star Cast.
BUSTER KEATOX COMEDIES
Sept. 1— "One Week," two reels.
Oct 27 — "Convict 18," two reels.
Dec 22 — "The Scarecrow," two reels.
PATHE EXCHANGE. INC.
EDGAR LEWIS PRODUCTIONS
Aug. 18 — "Lahoma," seven reels.
No. 7— "A Beggar in Purple," six reels.
J. STUART BLACKTON PRODUCTIONS
Sept -"House of the Tolling Bell," six reels, with Bruce Gordom •»<
May McAvoy.
Oct 10 — "Forbidden Valley," six reeli, with Bruce Gordon and May McAvsr
JESSE D. HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS
Oct. 24 — "Half a Chance," seven reels, with Mafalon Hamilton.
Nov. 21 — "Her Unwilling Husband," five reels, with Blanche Sweet
Dec 6— "Dice of Destiny," five reels, with H. B. Warner.
Jan. 2— "That Girl Montana," five reels, with Blanche Sweet.
ROBT. BRUNTON PRODUCTIONS
iov. 28 — "The Devil to Pay," six reels, with Fritzi Brunette and Roy Stewart.
FERRET PICTURES, INC.
Dec 19 — "The Empire of Diamonds," six reels.
GEORGE B. SEITZ, INC.
Dec 26 — "Rogues and Romance," six reels, with Geo. B. Seitz and June
Caprice.
PIONEER

FILM CORP.

"Out of the Depths," five reels, with Violet Mersereau and Edmund Cobb
"Empty Arms," five reels, with Gail Kane and Thurston Hall.
"Idle Hands," five reels, with Gail Kane and J. Herbert Frank.
"A Good Woman," five reels, with Gail Kane and J. Herbert Frank.
"Nick Carter Series," two reels.
REALART PICTURES
SPECIAL FEATURES
"Deep Purple," six reels, R. A. Walsh production.
"The Law of the Yukon," six reels, Chas. Miller production.
"The Soul of Youth," six reels, a Taylor production.
"The Furnace," seven reels, a Wm. D. Taylor production.
STAR PRODUCTIONS
"Sweet Lavender," five reels, with Mary Miles Minter.
"Food for Scandal." five reels, with Wanda Hawley.
Eyes of the Heart," five reels, with Mary Miles Minter.
"Her Beloved Villian," five reels, with Wanda Hawley.
"Her First Elopement," 6 reels, with Wanda Hawley.
"You Never Can Tell," six reels, with Bebe Daniels.
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"Oh Lady Lady," five reels, with Bebe Daniels.
"The New York Idea," six reels, with Aliee Brady.
"Blackbirds," five reels, with Justine Johnstone.
REELCRAFT PICTURES
WILLIAM FRAXEV COMEDIES
"The Bath Dub," one reel.
"The Cameraman," one reel.
"The Thief," one reel.
"The Messenger," one reel.
"The Lawyer," one reel.
"The Taxi Driver, one reel.
GALE HENRY COMEDIES
"Her
Honor
the
Scrublady,"
two reels.
"Stung," two reels.
ROYAL COMEDIES
8 — "Oh Bony," with Sammy Burns,
22 — "He Looks Like Him," with Tucker Twins
1 — "I'll Say He Forgot," with Otis Harlan.
12 — "Welcome Home," with Otis Harlan.
HILBURN MORANTI COMEDIES
"Barber Shop Gossip," two reds.
"Double Trouble," two reels.
"Lazy Lem," two reels.
MATTY ROUBERT
"She's a Vamp," two reels.
"Circus Days," two reels.
"A Bold Bad Pirate," two reels.
"Summer Days," two reels.
"Sunshine," two reels.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.

ROBERTSON-COLE PICTURES
SUPERIOR PICTURES
"Devil's Claim," five reels, with Sesstte Hayakawa.
"Notorious Mrs. Sands," five reels, with Bessie Barriscale.
"Uncharted Channels," five reels, with H. B. Warner,
fune 29 — "Heart of Twenty," five reels, with Zasu Pitta.
SPECIALS
"Kismet," nine reels, with Otis Skinner.
MARTIN JOHNSON PIOTURBI
"Lonely South Pacific Missions."
"Recruiting in the Solomons."
"City of Broken Old Men."
"Marooned in the South Seas."
ADVENTURE SCENIC'
"Ghosts of Romance."
May 2 — "Outlaw of Wdderness," one reel.
May 16 — "The Lone Trapper," one reel.
RUSSELL-GREIVER-RUSSELL
TUSUN COMEDIES
Dec. 20 — "New Ralgia," one reel.
Dec. 27 — "A Slick Detective," one reel.
Jan. 3 — "Buried Alive," one reel.
Jan. 10 — "From Kitchen to Throne," one reel.
Jan. 17 — "Wild Women," one reel.
S. & E. ENTERPRISES
"It Might Happen to You," five reels, with Billy Mason.
"Cowboy Jass," two reels, stunt novelty.
LEWIS J. SELZNICK ENTERPRISES
SELZNICK PICTURES
"Everybody's Sweetheart," five reel9 with Olive Thomas.
"Dangerous Paradise," five reels, Special Cast.
"Red Foam," five reels, Ralph Ince production.
"The Daughter Pays," five reels, with Elaine Hammerstein.
"Broadway and Home," with Eugene O'Brien.
"The Road to Ambition," with Conway Tearle.
"Pleasure Seekers," with Elaine Hammerstein.
SELECT PICTURES
"The Seeds of Vengeance," five reels, with Bernard Durning
"Just Outside the Door." five reeli. with Edith Hallor.
"Man's Plaything." five reels, with Grace Davidson.
"Children Not Wanted," five reels, with Edith Day.
'Mountain Madness," five reels, with special cast.
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UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. COMPANY
UNIVERSAL FEATURE!
"AJia*> Miss Dodd." five reels, with Edith Robert*.
"H«mu Stuff," five reels, with Harry Carer.
"The Red Lane," fire reel*, with Frank Mayo.
"The Girl in the Rain," fire reels, with Ann Cornwall.
"La La Lucille," five reels, with Lyons and Moran.
"Under Northern Lights," five reels, with Virginia Fairc.
'Blue Streak McCoy," five reels, with Harry Carey.
"In Folly's Trail," five reels, with Carmel Myers.
JEWEL. PRODUCTIONS
"The Breath of the Gods," six reels, with Tsuru Aoki.
"The Devil's Pass Key," seven reels, with special cast.
"Once to Every Woman," six reels, with Dorothy Phillips.

film that makes such pictures pos-

VITAGRAPH

When the patrons of your theater exclaim over the wonderful
screen effects, they are paying a
tribute not only to the director and

sible—

EASTMAN
FILM

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

SELZNICK NEW K
Twire a week news reel.
HERBERT KAUFMAN MASTERPIECR
"Johnnie," one reel.
"The Battler and the Bottler." one reel.
"Who Threw the Brick?" one reel.
"Little Red Riding Hood," one reel.
NATIONAL PICTURES
"Out al the Snows," five reels, with Ralph Ince.
"The Palace of Darkened Windows," five reels, with Special Cast.
"Marooned Hearts." five reels, with Conway Tearle.
"Who Am I?" five reels. Special Cast.
D. N. SCHWAB PRODUCTIONS
"Fickle Women," five reels, state right feature.
"Girls Don't Gamble," five reels, state right feature.
SPECIAL PICTURES CORPORATION
COMICLASSIC
Oct. 8— "Up in Betty's Bedroom," two reels, with Charlotte Merriam.
Oct. 17 — "A Pajama Marriage," two reels, with Neely Edwards.
Oct. 81 — "A Seminary Scandal," two reels, with Charlotte Merriam.
Nov. 14 — "Watch Your Husband," two reels, with Merriam and Edwards
MORANTI COMEDIES
Oct. S — "Almost," one reel.
Oct. 17 — "Guilty, one reel.
Oct. 81 — "Kids," one reel.
CHESTER CONKLIN
Oct. 7 — "Home Rule," two reels.
Nov. 14 — "Who Am I?" two reels.
STOLL FILM CORPORATION
"Squandered Lives."
"The Hundredth Chance."
"Mr. Wu."
"The Lure of Crooning Water."
UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
fune 18 — "Mollycoddle," six reels, with Douglas Fairbanks.
June 87 — "Suds." five reels, with Mary Pickford.
Sept, 6— "The Love Flower." seven reels, D. W. Griffith production
Dec. 4 — "The Mark of Zorro," eight reels, with Douglas Fairbanks.
Jan. 9 — "The Love Light," eight reels, with Mary Pickford.

January —
January —
January —
January —

HERALD

ALICE JOYCE SPECIAL. PROIIUCTIO.M
"The Vice of Fools," five reels.
"The Prey." six reels.
"Cousin Kate," five reels.
EARLE WILLIAMS PRODUCTIONS
"A Master Stroke," five reels.
"The Romance Prsmotors," five reels.
"The Purple Cipher." five reela.
"Diamonds Adrift," five reels.
CORINNE GRIFFITH PRODUCTIONS
"The Broadway Bubble," five reels.
'The Whisper Market." five reels.
"It Isn't Being Done This Season."
ALICE CALHOUN PRODUCTIONS
"Princsss Jones," five reels.
ANTONIO
MORENO PRODUCTIONS
"Three Sevens," five reels.
VITAGRAPH SUPER-FEATURES
"The Courage sf Marge O'Doone," seven reels (James Oliver Curwood).
"Dead Men Tell No Tales," seven reels (Tom Terriss Production), All Sta>
Cast. seven reels, all-star cast (Tom Terriss Production)
"Trumpet Island,"
"Black Beauty," Jean Paige and All-Star Cast.
LARRY SEMON < i>Mi nn «
"The Suitor," two reels.
"The Stage Hand." two reels
"The Sportsman," two reels.
JIMMY AUBREY COMEDIES
"The Back Yard," two reels.
"The Decorator." two reela.
"His Jonah Day," two reels.
"The Mysterious Stranger." two reels.
"The Nuisance," two reels.
VITAGRAPH SPECIALS
"Black Beauty." with Jean Paige.
"Dead Men Tell No Tales" (Tom Terriss), special cast, seven reels.
"Trumpet Island" (Tom Terriss), special cast, seven reels.
CURRENT

SERIALS

ARROW, 'Thunderbolt Jack." with Jack Hoxie.
ARROW, "Lightning Bryce," with Ann Little and Jack Hoxie.
ARROW, "The Lurking Peril," with Anne Luther and George Lurpin.
ARROW, "The Fatal Sign," with Claire Anderson.
FOX, "Bride Thirteen," with All Star Cast.
PATHE, "Daredevil Jack," with Jack Dempsey.
PATHE, "Trailed by Three," with Frankie Mann and Stuart Holmes.
PATHE, "Ruth of the Rockies." with Ruth Roland.
PATHE, "The Third Eye," with Warner Oland and Eileen Percy.
PATHE, "Pirate Gold," with G. B. Seitz and Marg. Ceurtot
PATHE, 'The Phantom Foe," with Geo. B. SeiU.
PATHE, "Velvet Fingers," with Geo. B. Seitz and Marguerite Courtot.
REPUBLIC Pictures, "The Whirlwind," with Chas. Hutchinson.
REPUBLIC Pictures — "Branded Four," with Ben Wilson and Neva Gerbei
UNIVERSAL, "The Moon Riders." with Art Acord.
UNIVERSAL, "The Vanishing Dagger," with Eddie Polo.
VITAGRAPH, "The Silent Avenger," with William Duncan
VITAGRAPH, "Hidden Dangers," with Joe Ryan sad Jean Paige.
VITAGRAPH. "The Veiled Mvstery." with Antonio Moreno
VITAGRAPH, "The Purple Riders," with Joe Ryan and Elinor Field.
VITAGRAPH, "Fighting Fate," William Duncan and Edith Johnson.
VITAGRAPH, "The Silent Avenger."
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In all the motion picture theatres of the Nation
where ■ big pictures and good pictures are being
shown — there you find patronage heavy and exhibitor profits assured.
In every city where the amusement business has
been 'off" it has been in the #2.00 or #3.00
theatres, and not in the motion picture theatres
Out of 2,000 Associated Producers' exhibitorcustomers we have not heard twenty complaints of
poor business.
J. PARKER READ, JR.
THOMAS H. INCE
MACKGEORGE
SENN'ETT
NEILAN
ALLAN DWAN
LOANE MARSHALL
TUCKER
MAURICE TOURNEUR
C GARDNER SULLIVAN
ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS, INC.
729 SEVENTH AVENUE, NEW YORK CITY

MARTIN
J. QUIGLEY,
PUBLISHER
Entered mj second-class matter. August x, 1917, at the Pest CHBce at Chicago. IlL, under the Act of March 3, itTf.

.
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JVTEVER BEFORE! Anywhere for any picture!
* ™ Not less than four of Broadway's biggest houses
oDenin? on one-and-the-same night, Sunday, Jan.
16th, with Priscilla Dean in "OUTSIDE THE LAW". |
A startling opening a more-than-startling picture —
the most amazing American Melodrama ever screened.
How do you know that we know that such an unprecedented first-showing is worth while?
Read the paragraph immediately below.
Any picture that can make two dollars grow where
only one dollar grew before is worth showing in every I
theatre on Broadway
and yours, first of all.

The

94661

Most. Amazing
/AMERICAN
MELODR4H4
ever
Screened

ONE year ago, at the Superba in Los Angeles, "The
Great Air Robbery" grossed the unequalled total
of $5,259.00 for 670 seats in only one week. This year, week endJan. 1st, "OUTSIDE
THE for
LAW"
same ingtheatre.
In other words,
everygrossed
dollar $9,466.15
you took inin the
on
"The Great Air Robbery," that great record-smasher of a year
ago, you stand to gross two dollars on "OUTSIDE THE LAW".
Look up your receipts — get out your pencil — wire your Universal ,
Exchange
today. nowYouandcan't
this book down
get work
busy! too fast on this thing. Put

PRISCILLA

DEAN'

ilis^k

dust
One
Goroeous
Thrill
After
Another
Sku,

Sea.

Land

and

Underground.

HEY

"
EEN K
EIL
C
I
W
SEDG
Universal^
Adventure

&Pie

Strangest
'Serial

*

say that serials are made for

young folks, but here's one that
wil grip you, the old showman, just as
tight as it grips the younger generation.
And — it's clean as a whistle. Don't
tell us that serials can't be made absorbing without torture and crime —
see any episode of "The DIAMOND
QUEEN" and you'll see how Universal
makes a serial pull. And over it all —
the superb beauty of Eileen Sedgwick,
most
daring
of all
serialUniversal
screen's
beautiful
stars.
Seetheyour
Exchange today.
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What

is

store

in

for

the

exhibitor

in

1921

?

Earthbound,

Madame

X, The Penally, The North

Wind's Malice, The Branding Iron and Scratch My
Back have meant extended successful runs in 1920

NOW

watch ductions
1921!
Study Goldwyn's
profor January,
just to start

things off.

ANEW
star — the beautiful, the talented
Betty Compson is introduced. Her first,
personally produced vehicle, is Prisoners of
Love , a tense drama of sex . Reginald Barker's
production, Godless Men, is also featured.
Godless Men has been styled by advance reviewers as "the greatest sea story ever filmed."
Right!

significant productions for immeOTHER diate
showing are Tom Moore in Hold
Your Horses, Frank Lloyd's A Voice in the
Dark, Reginald Barker's Bunty Pulls the
Strings. Pauline Frederick in Roads of Destiny
(remember Madame X), Will Rogers in Guile
of Women, Vivian Martin in The Song of the
Soul (Kendall-Chambers), Mabel Normand in
What Happened to Rosa, Frank Lloyd's The
Great Lover, Will Rogers in Irvin Cobb's
famous yarn, Boys Will be Boys, Jack Pickford in Just Out of College, and a big all
star production from the great stage success,
The Concert.
GOLDWYN

PICTURES

CORPORATION

thing's
very
oing

teat

WILLIAM

FAYERSHAM
in

'THE SIN THAT WAS HIS"
A HOBART HENLEY
PRODUCTION
By FRANK

L. PACKARD

'RED FOAM"
A RALPH INCE
PRODUCTION
"THE

PALACE

OF

DARKENED
All-StarWINDOWS"
Cast
EUGENE inO'BRIEN
"Worlds Apart"
"Broadway and Home"
ELAINE HAMMERSTEiN
in
"Pleasure Seekers"
"The Daughter Pays"
OWEN MOORE
in

Wq

Point

with

Pr/de

"The Chicken in the Case"
"The Poor Simp"
CONWAY TEARLE
in
"The Road of Ambition"

We're

Throw

Our

in
g
in

Hats

The
A

ND

this means
and

^

all of us — in the offices of the chief executives,

in the home

States

throughout

where

office, in the thirty-odd

the Selznick

the foreign

field where

organization
Selznick

exchanges

rubs

product

at the studio

throughout

shoulders
is rushing

with

the Unite<

exhibitors,

on to new

an<

heights o

power.
Managers,

salesmen,

cameramen

and

loyal "extras"

And there's the most
conduct.
The

Selznick

stenographers

splendid

organization

and

office boys

are shouting.

Actors,

director*

are wild in their elation.
reason

in the world

for this more

or less undignifie

has struck its stride.

We're hitting on all six and going tike hell I
We've worked
success.

out the system.

We've

We've caught
another.

the pulse of our buying

found

public.

the way

We're

that makes

registering

7
9

&
v

for rip-snortiiu

one bull's-eye aft<

We're making the kind of pictures that pull at the box office— and we're reaping a
golden harvest of appreciation from exhibitors everywhere.
Selznick Stars are winning

new laurels with each production.

We've found the type of stories best suited to EUGENE O'BRIEN, most popular photoplayer of his time. ELAINE HAMMERSTEIN is daily proving our contention that
here is a "screen beauty who can act." OWEN MOORE is giving the cinema world a
kind of comedy entertainment that is equally acceptable in the million-dollar theatre
and in the "shooting gallery." CONWAY TEARLE and MARTHA MANSFIELD
been made Selznick Stars because the public wouldn't have it any other way.

have

We're making "specials" what are "specials"! It will be years before the all-around
success of WILLIAM FAVERSHAM in "THE SIN THAT WAS HIS" is eclipsed.
"RED FOAM" has already created more interest as a Selznick Picture than it did as a
feature story in the Saturday Evening Post with its millions of circulation.
And we're just coming to bat with VERA GORDON in "THE GREATEST LOVE,"
and "THE HIGHEST LAW," a Ralph Ince Production with Mr. Ince as Abraham Lincoln. This pair will give the industry and the general public two more high tension
shocks of genuine pleasure.
And

what does this all mean

to you?

Well, it's the best business in the world to be hooked

up with a live one!

The exhibitor with the Selznick Pictures habit will sleep a lot better nights during
this Happy New

Year of 1921. He'll know

that are being made — and he'll know

that he's in line for the best screen products
that he's dealing with an organization

that

SELECT!

LEWIS
Presents

,j))PICTURES

J.SELZNICK
~

THE

MOTHEi?

Gil
THE STORY— the last jword in
selection for a player with Miss
Gordon's talents. Offeringabundant opportunity for character
acting, but swift and tense in its
dramatic movement. An excuse
for tears a-plenty and laughs
galore. A perfect picture in light
and shade. An appeal as sure as
sunshine.

1

XNrftie
in

Greatest^Mother'

theAwiusementVJorld'

Directed
Picturized

by
by

HENRY
EDWARD

KOLKER
J. MONTAGNE

Selznici^
Star
Pictures
are
the
Anchor

to

For Any
Theatre

Motion
in
the

ZfoeyVeA

Series
Sure

Wind^ardL

Business

Pic tare
VorldL

Guarantee

Big special productions
real specialshave their well-deserved place on every
worthwhile program.
But the producer who makes both high-grade
specials — real specials— and a program of Star Series Productions
of uniform excellence is the one
who provides the exhibitor
with all the wares necessary
to the successful conduct
of his business. That's
why Selznick Pictures
form the biggest single unit of photoplay service on
day.
the market to-

MANSFI
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r>t:
MICHEL H MARK

•ten. H

1921.
1921
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Exceptional
Photoplay:
Issued by
great white rings, lil
The National Board of Review
cobra's hood, painted
of Motion Pictures
true fashion, we imagil
riors; but behind the|
70 Fifth Avenue - - - New York City
an Indian does not loq
iNiMiiiiiixiinimmiminmmiini
thing tenderloinish
expects to see him
than
a tomahawk; in
The Last £ Mohicans"
it is easy to imagiri
Adopted by Robert A. Dillon from the novel down over one eye|
self, he has about j
of James Fenimore Cooper.
looking college ch
Directed
by
Maurice
Tournenr
and
Clarence
L. Bronun.
at the beachesof Mr. Tourneurj
Produced, by Associated Producers.
Indian — eloquent
THE story of "The Last of the Mo- duskiness in whicti
hicans" istoo well known to need re- is patient and stq
sketching for the purpose of this noble primitive
review. To the many who have read ways
imagined
James Fenimore Cooper's romance, Mr. They help to co
Toumeur's motion picture will bring an added picture where
pleasure, and to those who have not, the pic- rather rotund j
ture should appeal as an exciting excursion
the wildg
into an adventurous period of American his- to
sinc^
tory with which one will be glad to be ofbodies
hero
acquainted. To both divisions of its audience,
the picture should come as something fresh.
For in many ways the screen story is nev>i
and decorative of the book on which
based.
.Besides, its narrative

Maurice

Tburneur

presents

THE

LAST

OP

THE

MOHICANS
An

American

Drama

Eternal

by James Fenimore Cooper
Directed By Maurice ^ourneur
and Clarence L.Brown

J. PARKER READ JR. ~ MACK SEN NEXT ~ MARSHALL
GEORGE LOANE TUCKER - MAURICE TOURNEUR - THOMAS

NEILAN - ALLAN DWAN
H.INCE - C GARDNER SULLIVAN

Associated
Producers
HOME OFFICES: 729 SEVENTH AVE., MEW YORK CITY

Inc.

COMING/

LarruSemon
U

IN

"TheSporhman"

Larry
The Sportsman
The Suitor
The Stage Hand
Solid Concrete

Semon

Comedies

School Days
The Fly Cop
The Grocery Clerk
The Head Waiter

Now

Dew Drop Inn
Dull Care
Between the Acts
The Simple Life

VITAGRAPH
ALBERT £. SMITH 'president

Available
His Home Sweet Home
The Star Boarder
Passing the Buck
Well I'll Be—!
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a Picture

Never

Was

Never

Before

TULES
J

Was

E.

exhibitor
before

Praised

So

a Picture

MASTBAUM,

Company,

controls

in America,

given

an

HERALD

So

we

of Praise!

president

of

theatres

than

any

other

that he

has

never

more

and

Deserving

believe

endorsement

nature. About " Forbidden

of a picture
Fruit "

he

the

over

has

Stanley

his sig-

wired

follows :

"I have just had the pleasure of witnessing
CECIL B. DEMILLE'S
Paramount masterpiece, 'FORBIDDEN FRUIT'.
"It is the unanimous opinion of the directors
of the Stanley Company and myself that it is
the crowning achievement of the cinema art.
"It is therefore gratifying to inform you that
we will open our magnificent $2,000,000 Stanley Theatre with this production for an extended run, as a fitting and appropriate testimonial
to this picture, which, we believe, reaches the
pinnacle of art in motion picture production."
JULES E. MASTBAUM
Jesse

Cecil

L. Lasky

presents

DeMille's
B.
production

"Forbidden
Fruit"
By Jeanie Macpherson
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Some
Exhibitors Say:
IT would not he doing the right thing
were I to let the year end without sending a few words of commendation for
Famous Players and what their pictures
have done for this theatre.
We have tried to divide our programs
among the better class of producers and I
find after going over my records that
Famous Players pictures have dominated
each month. There is but one answer:
Paramount Pictures are in a class by themselves and for that reason, and no other,
this house has shown Paramount Pictures
to the exclusion of practically all others.
I wish to be placed on record as one exhibitor who can conscientiously advocate
the exploitation department for exchanges.
Your assistance has materially helped in
many ways, and I firmly feel that without
your timely assistance results would not
have been so good.
With every best wish for Paramount
Pictures, every employee of Famous Players and the hope that 1921 will see your
success even greater than you have
dreamed. t?
. ~
rsANX A. Salisbury,
Manager Theatre Visalia, Cai..
LET me congratulate you on the great
productions you have given me during
the last year. We have had a year of topnotch success and we attribute much of our
profits to Paramount Pictures. Without
them we could not satisfy the demands of
our public for high class pictures. We cannot refrain from commenting on the splendid quality of your "first 26" pictures.
"Humoresque" and Wallace Reid in
"What's Your Hurry" set
we will
have a hard job of beating. records
Such beautiful
pictures as George Melford's "Behold My
W lfe" make new friendstures. .for
_ moving picVVm. A. Caderet,
La Petite Theatre,
Kankakee, III.
A

BRILLIANT box-office achievement!
That's my reason for insisting upon
a consistent showing of Paramount Pictures at our ten theatres in Toledo.
Flere's wishing you and your organization a year of prosperity in 1921.
G. A. HtJPEN BACKER,
Associates Theatre.
Toledo, Ohio.
(paramount

(pictures

J

THOMAS

H.INCE

DOUGLAS
presents .
Mac

LEAN
in

"Thei^pokie's

"Twenty-thre
IN Hours'
saw
you a Half
Leavee" and
*
nlast
his
onr
a rookie
MacLean as R
etu
day before sailing. This is a
ccmpanion piece. The title
alone will bring the people in —
the picture will bring them
back.
By Archer McMackin
Directed by Jack Nelson Photographed by Bert Cann
A Thos. H. Ince Production
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EXHIBITORS

HERALD

Some

Exhibitors

Say:

THAXKS to Paramount pictures I am
beginning on the New Year with
confidence that Paramount will carry me
through another successful year. I have
found the past year, when I showed a
Paramount Picture and said so, I made
money. My patrons know the Paramount
trade mark means the ljest pictures. \Yhen
we are to have better pictures Paramount
will make them.
ROYAL THEATRE.
MILFORD. I A.
I"HE
Paramount
program istaken
as a
whole,
in my estimation
the most
consistent for quality and box office receipts of any pictures on the market today.
The program features are as good as
other companies so-called specials. And
when I p'ay a Paramount Special I just
naturally have the confidence in the picture that I am not afraid to advertise to
the limit ; but even go so far as to
guarantee the production or refund the
admission price. And I have the first
patron yet to step up to the box office and
want the refund ; and believe me we have
some people in Rocky Ford that would
avail themselves of the opportunity.
Paramount pictures are my one best
bet. One thing which is certain in this
little city, we must put on clean pictures
and when I have a Paramount on the
program I can feel at ease. They are all
clean and there is something in each and
every one of them that is entertainment
of the highest degree.
After all, th^ box-office is the best
referee ; and the receipts on Paramount
days hand all other programs a knockout.
Just tell the Paramount bunch for me
to keep them coming in the future as they
have been coming in the past year, and
we won't n?ed any red ink.
CHAS. DECKER.
GRAND OPERA HOUSE
ROCKY FORD. COLO-

Cparamount

Cpidures
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(flaying
This" Advertisement Appears in
SATURDAY EVENING POST
Jan. 22
LADIES'
JOURNAL
February
CHRISTIANHOMEHERALD
Feb. 12
VANITY FAIR
March
MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE
April
PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE
April
PICTUREPLAY MAGAZINE
April
THEATRE
March
SHADOWLAND
March
FILM FUN
March
MOTION PICTURE CLASSIC
April
Total Circulation . . 5,520,389
Estimated Readers .27,601,945
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here

now

!

one of the magaCLIP this advertisement out of
zines listed here. Draw a ring around the
picture you're showing and stick it up in your lobby.
Then the people who pass will know you're showing the pictures they've read about in their favorite
magazine.
That's one way of getting the benefit of the millions
we're spending to send people to your theatre.
•J FAMOUS PHI r.RvLV-Itt < ORCORATION
VIA*',
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UNITED ARTISTS
CORPORATION
.MARY PICKFORD • CHARLIE CHAPLIN - DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS -D.VGRIPPITH
HIRAM. A5RAMS PRESIDENT
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CASTS
y

SNOB'*
HE
featuring WANDA "T
HAWLEY
with such distinguished support as
Walter Hiers. Sylvia Ashton, Edwin Stevens. William Lawrence
and Julia Faye — is a fair example of the productions included in the
Realart Star Franchise.
You will admit when you see this genuine American comedy of
youth and love and college spirit that here is a picture perfectly cast.
And yet the cast is only one of the essentials of a Realart Star
Franchise entertainment.
Capable direction, a fitting story, clever titles, adequate photography— all these plus the cast help to make "THE SNOB" and other
Realart Star Franchise productions capital entertainment for the fans.
("<C/»r Snob" is adapted from the William J Neidig itory in the
Saturday Evening Post by Alice Eyton. Directed by Sam H ood.)
REALART

PICTURES

CORPORATION
469 Fifth Avenue
New York
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highest
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Quality

is the minimum
guaranteed
to FRANCHISE
HOLDERS
in

i

RliyiTJIMI
I

(3

'HERMAN FRANCHISE -HOLDERS pay only
their pro-rata share of each pictures actual
manufacturing cost . when the prints are delivered «
Theatres booking Sherman Productions are assured,
therefore, not only of obtaining attractions of high entertainment value, but oifair and reasonable rental charges.
because Sherman Franchise -Holders do not have to
pay an arbitrary or exhorbitant profit to the producer ^
Every picture released by SHERMAN PRODUCTIONS
CORPORATION, under a definite agreement with its
franchise-holders, in cost, as compared with pulling potcer
at the box office .will be in an attraction- class by itself .
These are only a few of the reasons why SHERMAN
Franchise Holders and theatres booking SHERMAN
Productions

are going' to find 1921

CTjfinal allotment
remaining
Sherman
14 82

a banner year-

of franchises

in

territories is now being madeProductions
Harry A- Sherman

Broadway

Corporation
president
New

York*

Sherman

\5 riaht"

ATTRAC

NOW
TWO
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READY
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CROONING

"SQUANDERED
IVY

DUKESsGUY

WATEP

LIVES"
NEWALL

GEODGE

-that have met everywhere

vith enthusiastic

favor and praise— exhibitors declaring that their
audiences have been delighted with the nev
faces and charmed by the fresh and interesting
locales in vhich the action is laid.
The reviewers have pronounced both productions
as forceful and artistic interpretations presented
by players equipped

STOLLFILM

with genuine talent

CORPORATION
GEORGE KING President

OF AMERICA

130 Vest Forty-sixth Street NYC
DISTRIBUTED THROUGH PATHE EXCHANGES
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let us discuss
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will astonish
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We Are Already Releasing These Famous
SPECIAL

COMEDIES

LOUISE
FAZENDA
2 Reel Comedies. One A Month.

f

CHESTER
2 Reel Riots.

CONKLIN
One A Month.

FORD
STERLING
2 Reel Comedies One
Every Four Weeks.
COMICLASSICS
With Neeley Edwards.
Two A Month.

CELEBRATED
ILLINOIS

&

INDIANA

PLAYERS

FILM

CORPORATION
207 S. Wabash Ave.
CHICAGO,

ILL.
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IS
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AND

BOOMING

THAT

HAVE

BOOKED

BIG

N.

SERIAL
SELIG'S

VANISHING

TRAILS

FEATURING

FRANKLYN

A BATTLE OF
MYSTERIOUS
BAND. SPEED!

WITS AGAINST A
DEATH DEALING
ACTION! THRILLS!

CELEBRATED
ILLINOIS
&
INDIANA

PLAYERS

FARNUM

IF YOU HAVEN'T ALREADY BOOKED
THIS GREAT SERIAL — DON'T HESITATE COME IN TODAY AND BOOK IT!

FILM

CORPORATION
207 S. Wabash Ave.
CHICAGO,

ILL
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Profits!

these big pictures, like a

season.

in succession

or at regular, stated intervals.

pictures will focus the eyes of the whole

community

on

your theatre.
It will add untold prestige to your house.
You

will reap bigger profits by advertising the five productions

in a

specified season.
There's cumulative

value in such advertising.

Here's a chance for a clean-up.
new and big.

The public will flock to see something

Man — Woman-

-Marriage
Passion
with
the
famous
continental star
Albert -A. Kaufman's
presentation of
Pola Negri
An Allen Holubar Production
starring
The picture that amazed a nation by
Dorothy

Phillips

A most extraordinary picture of the eternal
drama of mother-right

setting a new world's record, showing to
a quarter of a million persons in two
weeks at the Capitol Theatre, New
York

Anita Stewart in Sowing

the Wind

A Louis B. Mayer Special and a most remarkable story
that hits the vital spot of the most tremendous issue
of man and woman today. Directed by John M. Stahl.

We

Can

Vouch

for

the

Super

Quality

of Eve

EXHIBITORS
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it "A

Grand

Five

Big,

Pictures

Smashing

Every one in 8 or more
reel special.
Passion took in $55,000
smashing

reels except

in one week

Pictures!

the comedy

which

is a

6

film of 1921.

than a year in the making.

The Oath is so big and strong it will make

These

Season"

at the Capitol Theatre, N. Y.,

the wonder

Kid is a super comedy — more

Sowing

33

a world's record.

Man — Woman— Marriage,
The

HERALD

them

gasp.

the Wind — A big star in a soul stirring picture.
Big Five pictures will amaze

and -astound the whole

country.

Charles Chaplin
The Oath
in
An R. A. Walsh Production

With Ail-Star Cast

The Kid
Written and Directed by Charles Chaplin.
Six Reels of joy and and without doubt

One of the biggest and most virile domestic dramas yet shown on the screen and

the greatest screen comedy ever produced.

one of the year's great super-specials.

First National
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in this magnificent
persons

Lounge

For Bookings Communicate

in comfort.

and

with

Miss
Edith
Koch
17 West 42nd St., Neiv York City
• orAllen Theatres, Ltd.
Allen Theatre Bldg., Toronto, Can.

Rotunda.
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H. A. Schwann, Eau Claire, Wis.
"If First National continues to put out the record smashing
pictures it has been doing, UNDOUBTEDLY

Hkerell

"Barrymore

be a Franchise

everywhere

Proves

Genius

in

— New York Sun.
Comedy"

BARRYMORE AT HIS BEST
"A
dip
into
high
comedy,
with a with
good cast
supporting the star, who
is at extremely
his best. well
Cleverdone,
situations
just
enough of the serious to balance the humor and make the plot convincing.
Barrymore will add to his popularity. The — titles
New are
Yorkextremely
Evening clever."
Mail.
MOST AMUSING
"Ban\more proves his genius and is most amusing and convincing.
A most amusing screen comedy with a savor of humanity that keeps it
on the right side of the ledger."
— New York Sun.
A DISTINGUISHED TRIUMPH
distinguished
triumph.
hope more,
for a the
lot more
this"Aone.
You do notfilmknow
which toWeadmire
acting asofgood
Lionelas
Barrymore, the perfectly human titles or the continuity. A delightful
vehicle. Barrymore is a happy thought in the lead as is also the entire
cast. A picture which cinema experts may safely recommend. No one
— New
can help_en joying it and it sets a standard difficult
to liveYorkup Tribune.
to."
BARRYMORE GREAT ARTIST
"Lionel Barrymore plays with great —art."
New York Evtning Telegram.
SHOWS MUCH HUMOR
"Barrymore plays his part with much humor. Doris Rankin is a
fetching young widow."
— New York Herald.
MOST AMUSING PLOT
"It is funny ! It follows the outline of one of the most amusing plots
we "ever read."
—-New York Morning Telegraph.
IT'S REALLY FUNNY
— New York World.
"It is reallv funny. Yes, Mr. Barrymore is a comedian."
SUCCESSFUL IN NEW ROLE
"Lionel Barrvmore successful in pleasant comedy."— New York Post.
That's what

the newspaper

critics think of

Whitman Bennett's
personally supervised production
LIONEL

A First National

Attraction

Foreign Representative, David P. Howells, Inc.,
729 Seventh Ave., New York City

BARRYMORE
in

"The
Great
Adventure"
Adapted from Arnold Bennett's famous comedy
Directed by Kenneth Webb
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Guy L. Wonders, Rivoli Theatre, Baltimore:
"Any exhibitor who does not own a First National Franchise
has lost something from his theatre he cannot replace. It is the
best proposition from every angle that any theatre man can get." —
THAT'S ANOTHER REASON WHY
Hherell

Her

Husband

be a Franchise

a Thief ! Her

everywhere

Bridal

Gift

a Stolen

Jewel!

Picture a bride, her heart filled
with love and romance, awakening
to learn this startling truth!
One of the thrilling moments in
this stirring picture of mystery,
love, intrigue, romance and
venture.

ad-

Katherine MacDonald Pictures
Corporation

Presents

KATHERINE
MacDONALD
The Most Beautiful
Woman in the World
in

"My Lady's Latchkey"
From the novel "The Second
Latchkey," by C. N. and
A. M. Williamson.

Directed by Edwin Carewe
Scenario by Finis Fox
A First National

Attraction

Foreign Representative, David P. Howell*. Inc.
729 Seventh Ave., New York City
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MARTIN J. QUIGLEY
Publisher
& Editor

The

One

By MARTIN

immediate prosperity of the motion picture industry depends upon one thing and one
thing- alone: Theatre attendance. It is well to
bear this indisputable fact in mind in the midst
of a great deal of loose conversation on the subject that is now going about.
If any substantial lessening in theatre attendance in the country as a whole occurs it will be
the exhibitor that may be held to accountability.
The producing branch of the industry has created
a calibre of production that is now available to
the exhibitors of the nation which represents the
one indispensable thing necessary to maintain and
even advance theatre attendance under existing
circumstances.

THE

Largely through certain newspaper accounts
of glaring inaccuracies the exhibitor in various
places has gathered the impression that the producing centers; notably Los Angeles, have been
plunged into the depths of a practical shut-down.
This is interpreted to mean that hard times has
overtaken the producing branch of the industry
and that it is gradually creeping up on the other
factors of the business.

THIS publication reported accurately the change
in the Las Angeles situation last Fall when it
took place. In our survey of the Los Angeles situation at that time no indication of a financial
smash-up was apparent and none is apparent
now. The change in the producing situation that
has taken place simply means that producers very
wisely have taken steps to see that the volume of
production is kept within the limits of the visible
demand. Any other course simply leads to disastrous overproduction and the fact that such a
thing has been avoided is a hopeful rather than a
discouraging indication.
Aside from a few centers which have been
hit by a severe readjustment affecting those industries upon which these centers almost exclusively
depend, the exhibition business never was in a
better or a more encouraging condition. During
the past few weeks attendance records and receipt
records have been broken in man}- places.
Theatres opening recently have found huge readymade audiences waiting to get in. If these are in-

Danger
J. QUIGLEY
dications of a panic they are wearing odd disThere
has been no depression
guises !
bition branch of the industry and the
now open is concerned with whether
is likely to be one. This question
answered bv the future actions of

in the exhione question
or not there
can only be
exhibitors.

'T'HE public is gradually recovering its normal
•*- buying attitude. The wild spending days of
the period immediately following the war is past.
From now on the public will spend, but it will
spend more wisely. The theatre that will maintain and build up its patronage is the one that will
improve and better its program. The one great
danger that faces the exhibitor is the temptation,
in the face of the general business readjustment
that is taking place, to retrench by cheapening his
program. This is a course that inevitably will
lead to disaster in the present situation.
Instead of retrenchment, instead of looking
for cheaper pictures the wise course for the exhibitor is to overlook no opportunity to give to his
patrons the very best obtainable. There are certain presentation expenses that may be curtailed
without danger but a cheaper picture will be found
to be the more expensive eventually.
Fortunately there are now available for exhibitors an unusually strong list of attractions of
exceptional drawing power. These attractions
constitute the one necessary protection of the industry against any possible depression. These pictures and many that already have been before the
trade constitute, at the theatre prices customarily
charged, the best value the public is able to obtain
for its monev — and that is just what it is looking
for.
Again, the exhibitor is the crux of the situation. Any laxity, any apprehension that finds
expression in cheaper shows will constitute a real
menace for the entire industry. On the other
hand, it is within the power of the exhibitor by
maintaining and improving the quality of his
show, and thereby maintaining and improving
theatre attendance, to safeguard and advance the
interests of the entire industry even during a
period when general business faces the tasks of
readjustment.
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It is appropriate that the First National Exhibitors Circuit. Inc. be
complimented upon being able to
marshal together a quintet of truly
exceptional pictures, individually and
collectively. This group of pictures,
exhibited in Chicago last week, including "The Kid," "Man, Woman
and Marriage,"' '1'assion," "Sowing
the Wind" and "The Oath." probably represents the strongest aggregation of attractions that has yet been
offered at a single time.
* * *
The German -made production,
"Passion." discloses a calibre of technical handling, acting and lavish investiture that will be an inspiration
to the American producer. Whether
such a picture be made in Germany.

IN

HERALD

in the Congo or elsewhere it is entitled to the acclaim of the world.
* * *
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"Why the Small Town Exhibitor Is
a Failure," by Leo Peterson
42
William J. Gaynor's Famous Message
on "Censorship"
45
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Oore Brothers. Lesser and Bamish
Effect Big- Merger
Abrams
Merger of B'g Fonr
and A. Declares
P. "Is Off"
Samuel Sax Named Sales Manager of
Selznick Er.terprises
Protests Against Films Lodged With
Washington Commissioners
Law and Order League Enjoin Charity Program on Sunday

39
39
39
40
41

While on the subject of foreign
pictures the question might be asked:
Is there «any common sense basis for
the amount of space certain trade
papers are devoting to the purpose of
permitting persons who seem to enjoy
the limelight to predict blatantly that
the artistry of the foreign producer
will excel that of the American producer and as a consequence American
supremacy will be lessened if not destroyed ? This is an understandable
attitude to be assumed by a foreigner
but in the case of a native what good
purpose is served
* *is not
* plain.
The combination of three news
weeklies into the new Kinograms
is>uc. to he distributed by the Educational Film Fxchanges, Inc.. is a
development of im]>ortance to exhibitors. The appeal of a news weekly,
properly made and properly edited, is
tremendous. The preparation of this
feature necessarily entails a vast organization of practically world-wide
extent. To achieve its greatest effectiveness itmust have the advantage
equipment and must be
extensive
of
backed by strong resources. The
combination of three single issues into
feature is therefore sigone greater
nificant toexhibitors everywhere.
* * *

In the face of a picture of unusual
merit exhibition precedents mean
nothing. W itness the announcement
from the Marcus Ix>ew offices that
"The Mark of Zorro" will play each
of the several Loew houses for a
week. The merit of a picture and not
predetermined policy of a house
any
must determine the run. This, and
is the
thisliconly,
will back
up. policy which the pub-
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Re -Takes
J. R. M.
Don't forget the starving kiddies. The
week of January 24 is Motion Picture
Week everywhere.
*
With the hlue-nosed Sunday reformers
attacking in the rear and the censorship
advocates springing up on all sides the
days.
infant industry has its hands full these
*
Assistance! Assistance!
It's going to take a pretty good cameraman to photograph "A Voice in the
Dark." with
George
Spoorcamera
had hetter
along
that new
of his. hurry
*
Stars Are Slipping
It begins to look as though the star
system must go. Vitagraph is featuring
a horse in "Black Beauty" and a French
company has a film, "The Rose of the
Kail," in which a locomotive is the
heroine.
•
More Women
Add to the "Women" films "Thoughtless Women" (Pioneer) and "Reckless
Women" ( Independent Films).
*
P. A.'s Are Eligible
The Northwestern University conthe degree of course.
"B. S." on graduates
of itsfers journalistic
*
Tells All About It
Zion City officials have printed a
complete
"Handbook
and Guide
which they
will be pleased
to to
sendHell"tc
anyone contemplating making the trip.
*
According
the handbook
"a drinker
will
pass histoterm
of purification
in a
natatorium filled with beer, wine and
whisky."
Xo doubt
industry to Havana
will falltheoff passport
as soon as
the
hooch hounds learn of this terrible punishment. Havana was never like this.
*
'Twill Be Some Affair
That lineup of stars for "The Affairs
of"Who's
Anatol"
like a page out of the
Wholooks
of Filmdom."
*
A Film, Not a Tip
Ben Schulberg wired the First National
heads.
"Trust
Your atWife
in they
Chicago,"
which put
everyone
ease as
went
into executive session at the recent Congress convention. Most of them left
their wives at home, however, and anyway. Ben was referring to his Katherine
MacDonald picture.
Speaking of nifty catch-lines, how does
this one strike you: "See Frank Mayo
in a fight that makes the battle of the
Marne belook
a tango
Must
somelikefight,
as ourtournament."
bookkeeper
says the Marne affair* was awfully rough.
An Undertakers' Matinee
The Queen theatre, Marshall. Texas,
booked "Dead Men Tell No Tales," and
to make everything
right played "Rest
in
samePeace,"
day. an Educational comedy, the
*
I see "Life" is going into pictures.
Well,
ought to add a little more life
to
somethatprograms.
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Pick

Samuel

Sax

Sales Manager
of
Selznick Forces
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Jan. 18.— Samuel Sax
of Chicago and Claude C. Ezell of Dallas, Tex., have been promoted from the
sales ranks of the Selznick motion picture enterprises, the former to succeed
Charles R. Rogers, resigned, with the
title of general sales manager, and the
latter to fill the newly created position
of personal representative of Lewis J.
Selznick.
Sax was central division manager of
the organization and Ezell southern division manager. Lewis J. Selznick announced these changes at a meeting of
the home officers and field executives of
the company now in progress.
Strike of Operators
In Los Angeles, CaL,
Averted by Exhibitors
(From Staff Correspondent)
LOS ANGELES, Jan. IS.— Motion
picture operators and the theatre owners
announce that an amicable agreement
has been reached whereby all danger of
an operators' strike is averted.
According to the arrangement, approximately 50 per
cent ofThe
the salary
operators*
demands were
granted.
increase will be between 15 and 20 per cent
a week, but the demand for a six-day
week was denied.
The theatre association was represented by F. A. Miller of the California
theater, Michael Gore of Gore Brothers
and Sol Lesser, and Francis R. E. Woodward, the secretary. The theatre owners
were represented by Glenn Harper, secretary, and Joseph Lustig of Starland.
The operators by Earl Hamilton, president of the union; Charles Sands, secretary; Eugene Brown, business representative; John Bush and H. Keaton.
St. Louis to Hold
Film Ball Jan. 21
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
ST. LOUIS, MO., Jan 18.— The biggest
"movie ball" in the history of St. Louis
is scheduled for January 21, at -Arcadia
Hall. The feature will be a beauty contest," the winner of which will be given a
place
the castLawrence
of "The is
Unfoldment,"
which inFlorence
producing.
William Goldman, general manager of the
Paramount Missouri Corporation; E. L.
Stokes, newspaper critic, and Mayor Kiel
are the judges of the contest.
Franklyn Farnum, who is joining the
St. Louis Light Opera company, will lead
the grand march. In charge of the entertainment are Barney Rosenthal, Universai :
Floyd Lewis, Realart ; Joe Desberger,
Robertson-Cole; Richard Fox, Select, and
Barney Fegan, Standard.
Special Pictures to
Make Feature Films
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Jan. 18.— Special Pictures Corporation, formerly short reel
specialist, will enter the feature field with
Louis W. Thompson in charge. Thompson resigns the presidency to handle this
work. Frank Collier, Los Angeles attorney,
is the newly elected president, and C. C.
Craig, former business manager, becomes
general manager. H. J. Roberts, general
sales manager, has resigned to become a
film broker on the west coast.

Gore
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Brothers,
Ramish

Lesser

Effect

Big

and
Merger

Seventeen California Enterprises, Including Thirty
Theatres, Four Film Exchanges and Property jjj
Holdings Are Represented in Deal
(From Staff Correspondent)
LOS ANGELES, Jan. 18. — A theatrical merger, gigantic in scope, has
just been effected here. Announcement of the big deal comes from the
general offices of Gore Brothers and Sol Lesser.
Seventeen individual theatrical enterprises are effected by the transaction. These include thirty theatres, four film exchanges, real estate
holdings, leases for houses under construction and contracts for new
playhouses.
Associated First National Exchange Included
The gigantic merger will control the holdings of Gore Brothers,
Lesser and Adolph Ramish. It takes in Associated First National Pictures of Southern California. With the merger effected an expansion
along the entire Pacific Coast will be made.
Company will be the expansion and enAmong the theatres that will be conlargement of business by erecting and
tolled by the merger are the Kmema, Aloperating
theatres on the Pacific
hainbra, Burbank, Optic, Regent, Ly- coast and picture
in Arizona.
ceum, Liberty, Casino, Grand and La
Tosca in Los Angeles; Windsor, Apollo
Moneys involved in the merger, inand Hollywood operated by Hollywood
cluding the holdings of the various principals and individual theatre and exTheatres, Inc., Hollywood, CaL; Calichange valuations, total millions, it is
fornia, Neptune and Auditorium, in said.
Venice; La Petite in Ocean Park and
The officers of the company are
Capitol in Redondo. operated by Venice
Investment Company; Belvedere and Michael Gore, president; Sol Lesser, vicepresident; Adolph Ramish, treasurer, and
American, operated by Pomona Theatre
A. L. Gore, secretary.
Company; Poniona, Rosebud and New
Central, operated by Rosebud Theatre
Company, Los Angeles, and Sunshine at Fire Threatens Plant
Taft.
Will Control Ambassador
at Mamaroneck, N. Y.,
In addition to the First National exof David W. Griffith
change are All-Star Featured Distrib(From Staff Correspondent)
utors. Equity Pictures and Educational
Films Corporation of Southern California.
NEW YORK, Jan. 18.— Fire caused
Among theatrical holdings now under by a short circuit in the basement broke
construction to be governed by West out in the David Wark Griffith studios
at Orienta Point, Mamaroneck, last week.
Coast Theatres
Companyboulevard,
are New New
Ambassador in Wilshire
It spread quickly to the scenery stored
Apollo, both nearing completion; the there and the entire plant was threatnew Gore Brothers and Sol Lesser 1,500ened. Prompt and valiant efforts of the
seat modern cinema house in Anaheim,
local fire departments saved the building
to be completed in March, and a new
from complete destruction.
neighborhood house to be erected at
the corner of Moneta and Vernon avenues in Los Angeles.
English Exhibitor Is
Will Operate in Arizona
To Study Producing
fSpecial to Exhibitors Herald)
In the business plans of the new in- •
corporation are also included immediate
LOS ANGELES, Jan. 18.— Major Anactivities on the magnificent new 4,000drew P. Holt, director of the Provincial
seat First National cinema palace to be Theatre
controlling seventy
erected at the corner of Mercantile place theatres inAssociation
England, is here to study Caliand Broadway in Los Angeles.
fornia producing conditions.
The policy of West Coast Theatres
Abrams

Declares

Merger

of

A. P." Is Off"
(From and
Staff Correspondent)
Big Four
LOS ANGELES, Jan. 18. — Hiram Abrams, president of the
United Artists, who has been in conference several days with Mary
Pickford and Douglas Fairbanks, states that he believes the whole
matter of the amalgamation of the interests of the Associated Producers and the United Artists is off.
It is the intention of Mr. Fairbanks and Miss Pickford to make
four pictures each annually, two in this country and two abroad.
Miss Pickford will make "Little Lord Fauntleroy" in England this
year, and film a feature with Holland as the locale.
It is reported that Marshall Neilan may direct Fairbanks in
"The Virginian" and that Allan Dwan may direct Fairbanks in "The
Three Musketeers."
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Executives

Request
to

Denver

Exhibitors

Data
Give
Attendance

Public Amusements' Inspector
Declares Youngsters Under
Sixteen Years Old Should
Be Accompanied by Adults
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
DENVER, .COLO., Jan. 18.— Denver exhibitors are face to face with
additional burdens imposed by city
authorities.
Theatre men have been notified thai
they must submit on February I, a
statement showing the number of
children under 16 years of age who
will have attended the house during
January.
Must Submit Statements
This data must lie submitted to Mrs.
Margaret D. Conway, inspector of public
amusements.
Mrs. Conway declares that she believes
that children under 10 years of age should
not be permitted to attend motion picture
theatres unaccompanied by adults.
Sees Great Improvement
Motion pictures, she declares, have shown
a tendency toward improvement during tinlast five years. Occasionally, however, picbad. tures arc screened, she says, which are very
To comply with this order of the city
authorities has meant additional work for
each exhibitor.

Protests

Against

on

Children9 s

During

January

Bill Is Introduced
to Bar All Outlaw
Films in Oklahoma
(Special to lixhibitors Heiald)
OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA.,
Jan. 18. — A bill has been introduced
in the state legislature which would
prohibit the exhibition of motion
pictures, still pictures or any kind
of photographic representation,
painting or drawing purporting to
show the conduct of any person of
a criminal reputation such as a
former convict, desperado, bandit,
train robber or murderer.
The measure would make it unlawful to take such pictures, prepare them or manufacture them
within the state. Penalty for ignoring the law would be a fine of from
$1,000 to $5,000, or a sentence of
from
one to five years in the penitentiary.
The law would become effective
immediately upon passage.
Rita

Weiman

Goes

West to Goldwyn
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Jan. 18.— Rita Weiman.
well known author and playwright, is expected tin's week at the (ioldwvn studios.

Films

Lodged

With Washington
Commissioners
(Washington Bureau, Exhibitors Herald)
WASHINGTON, D. C, Jan. 18.— Charging that motion picture
interests were blocking censorship legislation, protests against "some
of the scenes in moving picture films now appearing throughout the
country" were lodged with the commissioners of the District of
Columbia today by officials of the International Reform Bureau, the
Methodist Board of Temperance, Prohibition and Public Morals and
other organizations. The reform bureau announced for the first time
that it had been making an investigation of theatres here and in other
cities since Thanksgiving "with a view to an impartial report of what
has been pictured, that commissioners and public may make their
own estimate of the real influence upon the audience and so upon,
morals."
public
Dr. Wilbur F. Crafts, superintendent of the Reform Bureau,
observed in a speech that the "president of the national capital" had
three times appeal for protection against motion pictures of criminal
and vicious tendency. He said that increasing criminality made city
regulations imperative, "pending federal regulation which film interests are blocking in a mysterious change of policy from the previous
unanimous request for one of federal censorship as better than many
petty censorships by states." Witnesses before the commissioners
declared federal regulation could not be waited for. Some urged
a "buyers' strike," so-called, to bring about the elimination of improper films.

of Bronx

Association Installed
Wittman
Is President, Bolte
Vice-President and Cole
Secretary
(Special to lixhibitors Herat I)
NEW YORK, Jan. 18.— The ninth annual installation of officers of the Bronx
Motion Picture Theatre Owners Association took place at a banquet given by
the association at Daubert's Club Rooms,
the Bronx, last Wednesday. The officer- installed by Judge Harry Robitzek
were: John I. Wittman, president; John
C. Bolte, vice-president; Henry Cole,
executive secretary; Harry Suchman,
treasurer; William Wilson, sergeant at
arms; Isadore Rothnian, Morris Sussman and Edward Falter, trustees, the
former for three and two years, respectively, and the latter for one year.
Mr. W ittman is serving his ninth consecutive term and Mr. Cole his fourth.
Mr. Suchman. Mr. Bolte, Mr. Wilson
and Mr. Rothnian are each filling a second consecutive term.
Cohen Is Toastmaster
Sydney S. Cohen, president of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America,
acted as toastmaster. Addresses were
made by I. E. Chadwick, president of
the F. I. L. M. Club; Hon. Edward
Glennon, district attorney for Bronx
county: Judge Harry Robitzek. County
Clerk Robert Moran, Judge Schulz, F.
A. Wurzback, president of the Bronx
Children's Society; S. I. Berman. secretary of the Motion Picture Kxhibitors
League of the State of New York, and
others.
President Wittman was presented with
a gold bound mahogany humidor tilled
with cigars and Secretary Cole a geld
and platinum watch chain by Mr. Cohen
in the name of the members of the association.
Is 100 Per Cent Representative
Among the guests were William Keating, H. Nichols, M. L. Sohn. Charles
McLaughlin, John A. Pateracki. Charles
Goldreyer, B. Knobel, James A. Sullivan,
Police Inspector George Liebers. Earl
Miller. Charles Halberstadt, P. Reville
and J. Seiger.
Every motion picture theatre in the
Bronx was represented at the installation. The Bronx Motion Picture Theatre
Owners Association is a 100 per cent
organization, every theatre in the district being on the membership roll.
Dr. Manning
Plan

Scores

to "Legislate

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW People
YORK, Jan.
18.— Heaven1*
Energetic opInto
position to the proposed blue laws was
voiced by Rev. Dr. William T. Manning,
rector of Trinity and potential successor
of the late Bishop Burch, at the annual
dinner of the First Panel of the Sheriff's
Jury at the Waldorf-Astoria recently.
"I am opposed to the blue laws from
every
the compass,"
he declared.
"I am point
certainof that
any legislation
of that
sort would give people a totally wrong
idea of religion and drive people away
from religion instead of toward it.
"What we want in this country is just
a renewal of good old-fashioned American sanity and common sense. We must
get away from the idea that we can legislate people into the kingdom of
heaven."
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Circuit

Court

Indiana

in

Prohibits

Charity Program
(From Staff Correspondent)
PRINCETON, IND., Jan. 18.— Fifteen
minutes before the beginning of a Sunday
afternoon show advertised to be given in
the Noble theatre for charity, the management was served with a temporary restraining order from the Posey circuit
court preventing United Theatres and
Amusement company, as defendant, from
giving Sunday shows pending final hearing
of the cause. The order was granted on
petition of the Princeton Law and Order
League represented by Robert H. Clark,
prosecuting attorney.
The complaint charged that the defendant
proposes to conduct motion picture shows
on Sunday for profit, contrary to the Indiana Sunday law. It alleges that giving
the net proceeds to charity is just an effort
to evade the spirit of the law, and that certain persons over the age of 14 years are
employed and paid to work during the
Sunday opening hours, following their
week-day daily avocation.
The complaint also charged that the defendant company had failed to pay the state
license fee of $5 a year, although it had
been operating more than five months, and
that each show conducted without the fee
being paid was a separate offense. For this
reason the complaint asks that the charter
be taken away from the defendant company
and that the corporation be dissolved.
New

Ambassador

Nearing

Is

Completion

For January Opening
(From Staff Correspondent)
LOS ANGELES, Jan. 18.— Workmen
are on double shifts at the new Ambassador theatre in order that the decorative details may be completed for opening of the house the latter part of this
month. S. Barret McCormick is managing director of the new Gore Brothers
and Sol Lesser house.
The theatre auditorium is wired, so
that it can be bathed in seven different
colors and the circuits are so installed
that a combination of color schemes can
be effected at any time.
Morosco

Favors

No

Title Alterations
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Jan. IS.— Oliver Morosco has gone on record as opposed to
changing titles of well known novels and
stage plays when they are produced for the
screen. He will retain original names in
all his productions, he states.

Exhibitor
Public

Plan
With

Dissipates
CHARLES DICKENS ON
The Blue Laws
(His description of a blue lazv Sunday as given in "Little Dorrit.")
"Melancholy streets in a penitential garb of soot, steeped the
souls of the people who are condemned to look at them out of windows, in dire despondency. In
every thoroughfare, up almost
every alley, and down almost every
turning, some doleful bell was
throbbing, jerking, tolling, as if the
plague were in the city and the
dead-carts were going round.
"No pictures, no unfamiliar animals, no rare plants or flowers, no
natural or artificial wonders of the
ancient world — all taboo with that
enlightened strictness that the ugly
South Sea gods in the British Museum might have supposed themselves at home again."
Griffith Purchases
Site in Philadelphia
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
PHILADELPHIA, PA., Jan. 18.— Option
has
been street,
taken ontheproperty
1401-09-11-13
Locust
financialat consideration
being $800,000.
Davida Wark
sociates will erect
theatreGriffith
on theandsite.asTo Raze
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to

Acquaint

Review

Board

Censorship

Talk

Pastor Believes That Publicity
Should Be Given to National
Body by the Theatre Men of
the United States
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
WESTMINSTER, MD., Jan. 18
— George Osborne, proprietor of
the Star theatre, has conceived a
scheme for winning patronage and
prestige for his house and dispelling censorship talk.
In recent issues of local papers
he carried a half page advertisement. In this space he called to
the attention of the public of Westminster that all productions
screened at the Star are passed by
the National Board of Review of
the -Motion Picture Industry.
Personnel Is Published
The personnel of the review board was
published in full. In conjunction was
an explanation of the activities of the
organization,
its origin, and its purpose in
dustry.
co-operating with the motion picture inThe day following publication of the
information, a minister of Westminster
made the following comment to Mr.
Osborne:
"I amof glad
to know
National
Board
Review.
I did ofnottheknow
that
such a wonderful body existed. I feel
sure that it will be welcome news to the
mothers in this country if it were made

Old Palace
Theatre on Coast
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
ANGELES,
i8.— The
public byNowall Against
exhibitors."
Censorship
oldLOS
Palace
theatre inJan.
Seventh
streethistoric
near
Previous to this time this pastor had
Broadway will be torn down to make way
for a skyscraper.
favored censorship.
Now he does not.
THIS IS ADVERTISEMENT THAT DID IT

To

the People of Carroll County :
All the Pictures shown at THE STAR THEATRE have bean Reviewed and Passed by the

National Board
Review
in New
THE FOLLOWINCofIS THE
PERSONNEL OFof
THE Motion
NATIONAL BOARD Pictures
OF REVIEWS OF MOTION
PICTURES York City

Casey s to Produce
Their Own Stories
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Jan. 18.— Patrick and
Terence Casey, well known authors, are
here to produce their own stories on the
screen.
Texas Guinan Makes
Western in L. A.
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Jan. 18.— Texas Guinan
is here to make Victor Kremer Westerns
under the direction of Francis Ford.

This bod) wasor established
bypictures,
the People
s Institute
.igc. ofRev*-**
991 o( Board
all pictures
showoareb]cutTheout.United Stales. And by an agreement with ail
producersof olmembers
allallscenes
thatuplifting
doof notN«wsdcwiks.
meetVoikwithCitvAnd
[heyearsapproval
the National
of Review
composed
of
sorts
of
M
iheir
time
reviewing
pctates
lor
public without
charge.censors
; personnel over carefully, and see >f you don't think they will do their wort well, if not much better th*thanwelfare
politicallyot theappointed,
fat sataned
Reproduction ofgiving
advertisement
published
George Board
Osborneof of
Westminster, Md.,
the personnel
of thebyNational
Review.
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Exhibitor

Failure

An Interesting Article on Conditions D ,
nrrrDcrw;
I LKSUN
^t.
Lt-U
aV
Communities
Which^Prcwil in Many
dom
is pleased, or
were
ey
IFto Abe surv
increased patronage
made of the
Leo Peterson ot the Iri» theatre.
small town theatres.
Belle Fourche, S. D., and secretary
and pleased paof the Blade Hills Exhibitors League,
I doubt if it would
gives
in
the
accompanying
article
age
aver
in one out
constructive criticisms which should
Your patrons will
be closely read by every exhibitor,
of ten being classed
pay for every cent
although Mr. Peterson has addressed
as a success. The
himself to the small town theatre
you
put
into them
your
trons?"
small town exhibitor
house
to give
man. The significance of the article
the
same
class
of
warrants
a
thorough
reading.
ues
blam
his comm
show that they see
nity, his competitor
in the cities. By
— evcrvone but himself.
that I do not mean
He is trying to manage his theatre in costly prologues. I do mean a clean,
the old rut, the way it was years ago. bright and comfortable theatre and modHe has never cleaned it up or made
ern machines that project perfect pictures. Take pride in the fact that you
alterations in keeping with the progress
of the industry. He still uses the old have spent several dollars in repairs
ancient equipment, and will think it an every year.
honor because no repairs have been put
Any kind of machinery will keep runon the machine.
ning, but to run properly means repairs.
A motor generator and modern screen
It runs, and that is enough!
The modern screen generator, ticket will solve that poor picture. Don't kid
machine. comfortable chairs, proper yourself that you have good projection
without
them. It can't be done. I tried
lighting and ventilation do «ot concern
to kid myself!
him. He shows the best pictures made,
Another
great mistake made by both
uses lots of advertising and thinks that
town theatres and larger theatres
should bring the people. When it does small
is in the matter of music. A cheap ornot, he blames everyone but himself.
chestra or a monotonous piano deadens
The small town people travel and the the effect of everything else you can do
theatres in the city enlighten them, and
to please. As a rule, the small town
they will not be satisfied with the "old orchestra cannot play to pictures, and
every time there is a dance or social,
dump" at home.
some member must get off. They play
There is no reason why the small town
cannot have everything that the big town
two minutes and watch the picture fiftheatres have. I know when I make that
teen, and then play "The Flower Song"
statement there will be a howl of "too during a Sennett comedy.
You pay the price and want the best
costly."
The most costly thing is not being pictures, but the very thing that put*
it over properly is neglected.
up to date!
Get a little backbone. Step up and
It drives even the regular patrons away
in time and will not make new ones. It junk those old machines. Get modern
equipment. Dress up the old joint. Clean
you can't get the business, which is the it and keep it clean. Spend all you have
more costly, "a small patronage that has and borrow some more. Give your
to go for a little amusement and sel- townspeople a real theatre, real pictures
and real music and they will pay for it.
as you will be entitled to advance the
admission.
They will kick at first, but when they
find that your theatre delivers the goods
they
willone,
boost.
grind,outbutyoua
pleasant
and It's
whena paid
will have that grand and glorious feeling
that you have been a benefit to your
town and yourself.
Your people are no different than those
that live in the city. They want the
same luxuries and necessities — and demand them.
r
You can't make them come to your
old-fashioned theatre any more than your
merchant can push off an inferior grade
of goods on you.
The sooner you see the light and take
a plunge the sooner you will be a success, as the world is traveling fast and
soon leaves you behind. It has been
done and you can do it. You will benefit by more patronage, less chance of
competition and you will be able to increase or hold increased admission prices.
You will have property holdings that are
worth more and you will have the satisfaction of being up to date.
Take a trip once in a while. See what
the world outside is doing. Observe and
benefit by your observation. Read to
J. STUART BLACKTOX
keep posted.ganization.
Join
exhibitors'
Take anyour
interest
in the orinPioneer producer of motion pictures, who
dustry as a whole. Be a success, and
is soon to establish studios in England
for the production of features.
not a "hick."

VIRGINIA VALLI
Whoin one
playsof the
Ladylatest
Alice
in "Sentimental
creations
of fashion Tommy
in 1686.
John S. Robertson is making the picture fcr
Paramount.
Loew Companies in
Canada Consolidate
$20,000,000 Merger Ratified
by the Five Concerns
Now Operating
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
TORONTO, CANADA, Jan. 18.— The five
Loew theatre companies operating in Canada have ratified the proposal to enter a
$20,00(1,000 merger under the name of
I view's (Canada) Limited.
Tlve concerns included in the deal are
I.oew's Windsor, Toronto, Ottawa. Montreal and Metropolitan theatres. Marcus
Loew of N'cw York city was present at the
meeting of the shareholders of the various
companies.
Mr. Loew declared at the meeting of
shareholders of the Windsor company that
he approved
of theatrical
mergers such as thehasprinciple
been effected
in Canada.
Sudekum

Has

Acquired

Kentucky Franchisse
(Special to Exhibitors Herald/
LOUISVILLE, KY., Jan. 18. — Tony
Sudekum, prominent Southern exhibitor,
has purchased franchises in Associated
First National Pictures for his theatre
holdings in Nashville, Murfreesboro and
Springfield,
Hopkinsville.Tenn.,
Ky. and Bowling Green and
Laemmle

Goes

to Cuba

For Serial Supervision
Carl Laemmle, president of Universal,
has gone to Havana. Cuba, to supervise
production of the Eddie Polo serial, "The
Seal of Satan." He was accompanied
by his daughter. Miss Rosabelle. and his
sister-in-law. Mrs. Anna Spreckles.
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Minnesota

Reform

Element Supporting
Drastic Censorship
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
MINNEAPOLIS, MINX., Jan. 18.— A
igid state censorship of films, which would
•ost exhibitors of Minnesota more than
574,000 annually, is sought in a bill presented to the legislature here sponsored
)y seven hundred women of Lesueur
■ounty.
The bill provides for three board members at $3,000 per year and for twentyme employes of the board to be appointed
>y the governor. It provides for a fee
af $2 for each 1,000 feet or less of film
viewed. It is practically a copy of the
Pennsylvania censorship bill with more
-igid
Thisprovisions.
is in addition to Senate Bill . 18,
ntroduced by Senator Peterson, which is
a copy of the bill of two years ago.
Buenos

HERALD

Aires

Conclave

Indefin ite ly Postpon ed
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Jan. 18.— The American industrial exposition, which was to
be held in Buenos Aires, has been indefinitely postponed. The committee
from the National Association of the
Motion Picture Industry which has been
appointed to co-operate with other industries will take no further steps along
this line for the present.
A meeting of the committee was held
on January 11. William Wright presided. A report to the committee said
that the present conditions of American
business and exchange rendered the success of the enterprise doubtful.
Kunsky

Will Hold
Morning Matinees
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
DETROIT, MICH., Jan. 18.— John H.
Kunsky, head of Kunsky Enterprises, has
announced that he will inaugurate morning
matinees for children at twelve theatres.
He has been promised the support of a
number of women's clubs and the ParentTeachers' organization.
"The motion picture theatre does not, 'n
the main, cater to children," states Mr.
Kunsky, housing
"any more
the dramatic
theatre
the than
spokendoesdrama,
musical
comedy and vaudeville. The morning
matinee will be for the purpose of supplying this want."

Prominent Players
In Benefit Parade
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Jan. 18.— In a parade
held here recently in behalf of the starving
children of Europe, appeared Douglas
Fairbanks, Charlie Chaplin, Chester Conklin, Ben Turpin, Charles Murray, Larry
-Semon and others.
Mid- West Theatre
Men Vist in L. A.
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Jan. 18.— W. D. Burford of Aurora and other Illinois cities, and
Harry Burford of La Crosse, Wis., two
"big
league"
Mid-West
are
sightseeing
in the
studios exhibitors,
in and around
Los Angeles.

Allen's
to

Cleveland
Open

First of Chain

Theatres

Late

in

to Be Constructed

February

in United

States by

Canadians

Near Completion— Larger House
Will Seat 4,000 People
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
CLEVELAND, O., Jan. 18 — The two motion picture theatres being
constructed in this city by the Allen Enterprises, which are the first of
a number to be built by the Canadian corporation in United States, are
rapidly nearing completion and will be opened to the public some time
late in February.
Larger Theatre to be Called Allen
The Allen at Euclid avenue and East 14th street will be one of the
"show
of Cleveland,
the very
latest
amusement
places..
second places"
Allen theatre
at Detroit
avenue
and inWest
65th street
willThe
be
thrown open one week after the Allen. It has been given the name of
Allen's Capitol.
Frank Zartman of Dayton, Ohio, a former newspaper man and for
a long time manager of the Strand in that city, is representing the Allen
company in Cleveland.
The capacity of the Allen will be room being one of the modern arrangements of this great house. Every conapproximately 4,000. Among innovations
venience possible will be installed. A
will be a tea room for women, arranged
big
restaurant
will be operated
connec-is
so that it will be convenient in every way
tion with the theatre
also. Thein Allen
located in a part of the new Bulkley
and
for theSpecial
patronage
the city's
persons.
maid ofservice
willbest
be block. Two large electric signs will be
afforded.
used along with an attraction sign board.
In the theatre proper the balcony will The marquise will be somewhat different
from
the usual marquise arrangement, in
project just a short distance over the
lower floor, thus giving the immensity of this case it being semi-circular and oval.
the building in full sight of the audiences.
Capitol Will Seat 2,000
The entrance to the house will be from
Allen's Capitol theatre, at Detroit aveEuclid avenue into a large lobby, this
nue and West Sixty-fifth street, is also
giving way to a rotunda of magnificent a theatre
of which Cleveland will be
arrangement and appointment. The proud. Of 2,000 seating capacity, the
woman's tea room is to the right of the theatre is constructed in connection with
rotunda,
while a men's lounging room is the Gordon Arcade market building.
to
the left.
There are many innovations in this
To Have 30-Piece Orchestra
house also. One of these will be an
Great pillars will reach from floor to arrangement for the parking of automobiles, thus keeping traffic on the street
high ceiling. An information desk in this
rotunda will be another innovation. Box in this section from becoming congested.
seat arrangements will be along strictly
The drapes and furnishings are rich
new lines. An orchestra of thirty pieces, in design and colorings, and the same is
true
of the decorations. There also will
conducted by one of Cleveland's best
known musical directors, will be em- be two large electric signs. An orchestra will be employed and a Hill, Green &
ployed, while the largest Kimball organ
Lane organ is being installed. Nothing
in the country will also be used.
A battery of four of the latest pattern but pictures will be shown in the two
projectors will be installed, the projection Allen theatres.
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Saying \About

HERALD

"You are rendering a very great service to the entire motion picture industry. IfI did not have EXHIBITORS HERALD, I would feel like a paper
hanger without arms." — Polk E. Moore, manager, Portland Theatre company,
Portland, Tenn.
* * *
"Enclosed find a check for two years' subscription. We do not feel we
are up-to-date exhibitors without the HERALD on our desk. Wishing you continued prosperity, we remain admiringly yours." — F. M. Barrus, manager. Gem
theatre, Clinton, Wis.
* * *
"Am enclosing check renewing my subscription for two years. EXHIBITORS
HERALD certainly is full of news." — J. E. Higgins, manager, Majestic theatre.
Cullom, 111.
* * *
"Enclosed find my check for another year's subscription to the HERALD.
I would not get along without this wonderful paper." — Mrs. Billy Link, Liberty
theatre. Culver, Ind.
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Better

Films

Competition

in

Representative of Paramount Declares Entirely
New Situation There
Due to Deflation
A NEW SITUATION confronts the
American film exporter in South
America as the result of changed conditions brought about by deflation, according to John L. Day, South American
representative of Famous I'layers-Lasky
Corporation, who have returned to the
home office after a six months' business
trip to South American countries.
Brazil, Argentine and Chile were visited by Mr. Day, considerable time being
spent in the offices of l'eliculas D'Luxo
Da America Do Sul, a Famous I'layersLasky subsidiary in Rio de Janiero.
"The day when the American exporter could dump any kind of film into
the South American market has passed."
said Mr. Day. "Falling exchange values
have crippled the export and import
business through South America to a
large extent, with the result that the
harbors are glutted with merchandise
which importers are unable to accept
because of falling price* and lack of
markets.
* * *
"In addition new factors have entered
into the situation through the competition of German and Italian film exporters. German exporters have become important competitors and are making all
sorts of inducements to the Latin-American exhibitors and importers to take their
films.
"Thecan filmonly
mannercanin successfully
which the Ameriindustry
fight
this competition is through the producFAMOUS

ENGLISH

AUTHOR

to

HERA

L D

Combat

South
America
tion of better pictures for South American distribution. The old rule of the
survival of the fittest is certain to apply
to trade conditions in the Southern republics from now on, with the result
that the brunt of the foreign competition
will be borne by the cheaper grades of
films.
* * *
"American companies producing and
exporting the highest grade films are in
a far better position to fight European
competition because of the tremendous
popularity gained by the high grade
American pictures. Price cutting'and the
offering of special inducements to the
importers and exhibitors by German
companies will not endanger the prestige
of the best American films, but it will
make competition a serious matter for
the cheaper films from this country.
" The South American business of the
Famous I'layers-Lasky Corporation has
shown an important increase during the
past year. Two Paramount productions
which scored great bits in Brazil are
John Barryrnore in 'Dr. lekyll and Mr.
Hyde' lished
andnew box
'F veryoffice
woman.
estabrecords Both
for Brazil.
"The Cinema Avenida. the first run
house for Paramount in Rio, i> doubling
its -eating capacity."
Elgin

Commissioners
Against Blue Laws
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
ELGIN, ILL.. Jan. 18— A majority
of the city council here is opposed to the
blue laws. Of four commissioners questioned on the proposition, only one
favored blue laws. Opposing them are
Mayor Arwin E. Price and Commissioners sell.Frank
M. law
Lasher
and" John
S. RusA blue
advocate
is Commissioner Howard L. Zook.
AND

NOTED

DIRECTOR

Donald Crisp (left) entertains Arnold Bennett, the English writer, at the Famous
Players-Lasky British Producers, Ltd., studio, London. Mr. Bennett will write
for Paramount Pictures.
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"Everything

Going

Great," Says Selznick
NEW YORK, Jan. 18.— With
the leasing of the Peerless studios,
Fort Lee, N. J., Lewis J. Selznick,
president of Selznick Enterprises,
began this week to produce pictures for his Five-Star series. This
makes three studios wherein Elaine
Hammerstein, Conway Tearle,
Eugene O'Brien,
Moore and
Martha
Mansfield Owen
are working
on
Selznick productions.
The Universal plant at Fort Lee
was the first studio acquired when
Mr. Selznick decided to confine his
operations to the East. Later it
became necessary to lease the
Paragon studios, as a second unit,
and now the Peerless plant becomes the third link in the Selznick
equipment ef studios.
"FIverything's going great" with
the Selznick organization is a
slogan that is declared to reflect
a condition extending into every
nook and corner of the establishment. Studios are humming,
laboratories are busy, salesmen and
branch managers are hustling and
the final result of efficiency is attained in pictures reaching the
showmen promptly on schedule.

Quebec Censor Board
Stands Pat on Ruling
Will Not

Rescind Order to

Permit Showing "Way
(Special lo Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK,Down
Jan. 18.— The three members of the board ofEast"
censors for the
Province of Quebec. Canada, have so far
refused to rescind their order forbidding
the exhibition of D. W. Griffith's Way
Down Fast" in that province.
A. I.. Grey, general manager of D. \V.
Griffith, Inc.. was in Montreal last week
and through the corporation's attorneys,
Meredith, Holden, Hague, Shaughncssy and
Heward, placed the matter before the prime
minister, the secretary of the province and
the Hon. Mr. David. Unless these three
intervene the ruling of the censor board is
final and subject to no appeal.
Picture Is Endorsed
Grey to said
Downof Notre
East"
wasMr.shown
aboutthat
2.200"Way
students
Dame and 1,400 at St. Mary's, two educa.tional institutions of Montreal, and that the
heads of both had endorsed the picture. He
also stated that the Montreal Star had denounced the action of the censor board editorially and that the paper's dramatic department had received between two and
ruling.
three hundred letters protesting the board's
Will Await Developments
The Griffith offices do not plan any summary action but will await the developments
resulting from the influence created upon
the Quebec public through the exhibition of
the picture in Toronto. It is felt that if
the Quebec public wants to see the production they will have it passed. "Way
Down East" is scheduled to open in
Toronto at the Royal Alexandra Theatre on
February 28, the Ontario censors having
passed the picture.

Gaynor
on
Censorship
A statement which remains as one of the most definite and conclusive on the subject of censorship was incorporated in a message of
the late William J. Gaynor, mayor of New York City, to the board of
aldermen, which vetoed a proposed censorship ordinance. The message
was issued on December 27, 1912.
Believing that where censorship agitation is alive exhibitors may
make good use of the Gaynor arguments and conclusions, EXHIBITORS HERALD herewith reproduces the important sections of the
message :
"It has hitherto been the understanding in this country that no censorship
may be established by law to decide in
advance what may or may not be printed
or published. Ours is a government of
free speech and a free press. That is the
cornerstone of free government. The
phrase, 'the press,' includes all methods
of writing or pictures. * * * So
universal has been the opinion that
constitutional provisions abolished all
censorship of the press, and forbade them
in future, that I have been able to find
only one attempt in this country to set
up such a censorship before this one of
yours. Our constitutional provision
plainly is that publication whether oral
or printed, or by writing or by pictures,
shall not be restrained in advance, but
that everyone shall be free to speak or
publish what he sees fit, subject to being
prosecuted afterward for libel, immorality, obscenity or indecency. * * *
I do not believe that the people of this
country are ready to commit any censor
to decide in advance what may be published for them to read, or what pictures
may be exhibited to them. Our laws
forbid the publication of any libelous,
obscene, indecent, immoral or impure picture or reading matter. Is not that
enough ?
sfe - ♦ $
"These moving picture shows are attended by the great bulk of the people,
many of whom cannot afford to pay the

prices charged at the theatres. They
are a solace and an education to them.
Why are we singling out these people as
subjects necessary to be protected by
censorship? Are they more in need of
protection by censorship than the rest of
the community? That was once the view
that prevailed in government, and there
are some among us, ignorant of or untaught by past ages, who are of that view
now. Are they better than the rest of
us or worse?
* * *
"The truth is that the good, moral
people who go to these moving picture
shows, and very often bring their children with them, would not tolerate the
exhibition of obscene or immoral pictures there. A place in which such
pictures were exhibited would soon be
without sufficient patrons to support it.
At all events, the criminal law is ample
to prevent the exhibition of such pictures. I have asked these people who
are crying out against moving picture
shows to give me an instance of an obscene or an immoral picture being
shown in them, so that the exhibitor may
be prosecuted, but they have been unable to do so. What they insist on is
to have the picture examined in advance,
and allowed or prohibited. That is what
they are still doing in Russia with pictures and with reading matter generally.
Do they really want to recur to that

system?"
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OPTIMISM!
Reported

Brunet
Is No

HERALD
Says There
Ground For

Paralysis of Industry
struck by indications everywhere of a
In every industry tlicrc are certain determination
to proceed henceforth on
members who take every occasion
lines assuring a higher quality of producoffered to disseminate pessimistic retions. Emphasis was placed on this
ports concerning the conditions in such policy, at the various centers where serials
and such an industry, from time to and features are produced for Pathe distribution. Itwas in the air at the Bruntime recently there haze been rumors
ton and the Hal Roach studios, and in a
that the motion picture industry is hardly less degree elsewhere. Even the
suffering from paralysis. Paul Brunei , merchants of Los Angeles arc sharing
president of Pathc Exchange, Inc., this optimistic attitude.
Returning from this visit to Pacificwho has just returned to New York
Coast producing centers personally so
from the W est Coast, sees the present
fully reassured respecting existing condition sand immediate prospects, I feel
condition of the industry in an entirely
discharging a duty to the pubdifferent light. He is highly optimistic. that lic,Ias am
as to the picture industry, in
He declares there is no ground for the making well
this unqualified statement of conpessimistic reports of great depression.
victions, and I entertain no fear of appearing unduly optimistic.
By Paul Brunet
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Peter Sun Succeeds
T. Barret McCormick
Buys Interest of James in Sun
& James Co. — Will Manage the Rivoli
(Special to Exhibitor t Herald)
I < ILEDO,
O., Jan. 18.— William
I Billy ) James has sold his interest in
tlie Sun & James Amusement Company
of this city to Peter Sun, former owner
of Sun Brothers' circuit. It is believed
that the change was brought about on
account of Mr. James centering his interest in several theatres at Columbus.
Sourbier Is President
Directors of the Sun & James Company, which controls the Rivoli and
Toledo theatres of this city, met January
II at the Rivoli theatre and elected the
following officers:
President — Ed G. Sourbier, Indianapolis.
Vice-President — C. Howard Crane, Detroit.

It is true that there has been a falling
off in the output of pictures at most of Mayer -Stahl Picture
Secretary — Gus Sun, Springfield.
Treasurer — Charles Olson, IndianapHas Coast Premiere
the Pacific Coast studios, but that was a
olis.
healthy reaction due to a period of overJoseph K. Gavin, temporary manager
At Hotel Alexandria
production. Itwas not influenced by any
of the Rivoli following the departure of
( From Staff Correspondent}
S. Barret McCormick to Los Angeles,
pessimistic attitude on the part of exwill return to Indianapolis, where he will
LOS AMi ELKS, Jan. 18. — "The
hibitors, for it is not true that any such
again take up his duties as manager of
Woman John
in HisM.House."
B. Mayer's
attitude has existed. It simply was good
initial
Stahl Louis
production,
was
the Lyric theatre. Peter Sun was apits coast premiere in the ballroom
business to slow up for a little while- and given
pointedonce.
local manager of the Rivoli,
prepare for the era of greater general at the Hotel Alexandria.
effective at
prosperity presently to arrive, and which
Hosts and hostesses included Judge
No Other Changes
was foreseen.
Works, Judge Ben Meyer, Rabbi Isadore
The Rivoli theatre, six months old,
Much of the misinformation regarding
Myers, Mrs. Millbank, Mrs. Horace
production conditions that has been Scely. Elinor Glyn, Bernal Feagan. B. H. shows a continuous program of pictures
printed came from sources that never
and vaudeville. A resident stock comDyafl, Motley H. Flint. Chief Pendegast.
Mrs. Hancock Banning, J. W. Lewis and
are entirely reliable. At these producpany is housed by the Toledo theatre.
Walter Holtz continues in the capacity
tion centers there is a constant ebb and S. Nordlingcr.
The picture was well received by of local treasurer of the Sun & James
flow of people working and seeking workCompany and Harold Wendt as pubclergy, jurists, prominent business men
as "extras." They are employed for mob
and civic workers. Rene Williams of the
scenes and work of that sort. Naturally
licity director. Harold Holstein conenough these people call themselves
tinues as manager of the Toledo theatre.
ECinema theatre conducted the ochestra.
"movie actors," and usually are willing
to express their views
* * for
* publication.
CHARLIE DELIVERS "THE KID" TO SOL LESSER
Their employment always is irregular,
and whenever production lets down
temporarily for any cause whatever they
arc the first to feel the effect. Whereupon they view the general situation
with much pessimism — and often these
views are printed in good faith as coming
from
sion, bona fide members of the profesI myself was considerably disturbed
by these reports, but I have returned
from a personal investigation of the actual conditions on the Pacific Coast in a
most optimistic frame of mind. There
is, and has been, no "paralysis." Conditions are more fundamentally healthy
than ever before in the history of the
industry. Picture producers have taken a
leaf out of the book of other manufacturers, and of dealers in staple articles
of general consumption and luxuries,
and have cleared the way for renewed
activity under brighter auspices with a
general tendency toward an advance in
quality.
My investigations were broadened and
rendered simpler by the presence on the
Pacific Coast at this season of the year
of a large number of visitors from the
East and other sections of the country.
Without exception, their views and their
plans for the immediate future reflected
the attitude and the corresponding actions of the picture producers as I have
stated them.
* * *
The picture studios have passed Left to Right — S. Barret McCormick, managing director New Ambassador, Los
through their period of preparation for
Angeles; Sol Lesser; Alf T. Reeves, Chaplin's manager, holding check; Mr.
the promising near future and exhibit no
Chaplin without his moustache, cane, derby and old shoes; Ralph Grubauer,
more signs of retrenchment. But I was
manager of Rosebud and New Central theatres, Los Angeles, and Sid Chaplin.
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Goldwyn

Praises

Chaplin Picture
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES. — Samuel Goldwyn gave a private showing at the
Goldwyn studio of "The Kid,"
Charlie
latest group
picture,everto
the
mostChaplin's
distinguished
gathered to see a photoplay. Mr.
Goldwyn entertained twenty-five
guests at dinner before the picture
was screened. It was the first time
the picture has been seen and the
noted guests were highly enthusiastic. Mr. Goldwyn called "The
Kid" "the greatest picture ever
produced by a single artist."
There were many favorable comments on the spirit of Mr. Goldwyn in paying such unusual tribute to an actor and producer in
no way connected with his own organization.
Among those present were Gertrude Atherton, Sir Gilbert Parker,
Charles Chaplin, Samuel Goldwyn,
Madame Elinor Glyn, Leroy Scott,
J. G. Hawks, Gouverneur Morris,
Mr. and Mrs. Rupert Hughes,
Clayton Hamilton, Edward Knoblock, Abraham Lehr, Will Rogers,
Mabel Normand, Reginald Barker
and Elsie Ferguson.

Joe Hopp Opens His
New Fort Armstrong
Many Notables Present at
Premiere of Imposing
Picture Playhouse
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
PEORIA. ILL., Jan. 19.— The Fort
Armstrong theatre, one of the most beautiful and imposing picture playhouses in
the United States, is a reality.
Before a notable assemblage it was
opened tonight. Scores of telegrams arrived from prominent film men who were
unable to attend.
One of the many features which attracted unusual comment is the beauty
of the interior with its excellently blended
Indian colors on Indian designs. The
cast plaster work is really marvelous in
its portrayal of Indian handiwork.
The theatre is of sufficient size to place
more than 2,000 seats, but with a thought
to the comfort of patrons, it was decided
to sacrifice seating capacity and only
1.800 seats were set. Joe Quinn, manager of the Majestic and Fort Armstrong
theatres, will have as his assistant Percy
Spencer.
Salient Films Signs
Brown for Director
(From Staff Correspondent)
NEW YORK, Jan. 18.— J. Charles
Davis, II, secretary and supervising
director of the newly formed Salient
Films, Inc., announces that the corporation has signed Paul H. Allen as cameraman and Jack W. Brown as associate
director.
Allen was on D. W. Griffith's camera
staff and Brown was formerly with Lewis
J. Selznick as casting director and with
Edgar Lewis.

Blue

Law
In

Rigid

HERALD

the

Censorship
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Agitators
Indiana
Is Asked

A

ctive

Legislature

in Measure

Introduced

by Senator Steele— Women Oppose Change in
Present Sunday Enforcement Laws
(From Staff Correspondent)
INDIANAPOLIS. IND., Jan. 18.— With the Indiana general assembly in session there is more than the usual agitation against Sunday
motion pictures.
Although the exhibitors are depending to a great extent on public
sentunent protecting them against blue law agitators, the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of Indiana are working quietly on means for defeating
any adverse legislation.
North Judson Citizens Want Rigid Censorship
Claude S. Steele, senator from Starke and Laporte counties, has introduced apetition signed by 100 citizens of North Judson asking that a law
be enacted to provide for the rigid censorship and to prohibit the showing
of films in which barroom, robbery- or burglary scenes are shown.
"We shall return to conditions in the
The petition states that present "moving picture exhibitions are responsible,
dark ages if Sunday in America goes as
largely, for the amateur crime wave that flagrantly as it seems now to be going.
If we continue the present trend the
is sweeping over the state and nation."
next generation will work seven days a
Women Agitators Busy
week. This is a responsibility on every
Organized opposition to any attempt
one who is interested in the homes of
to change present Sunday enforcement
laws is to be offered in the general asMrs. Culla J. Vayhinger of Upland, a
sembly by the legislative council of In- the
leaderfuture."
in favor of a state censorship law,
diana women, according to resolutions asserted motion pictures are largely readopted at a meeting in which women
sponsible for immodisty among young
from all parts of the state, leaders in women. "I haven't a bit of patience,"
large state organizations, took part.
The resolutions have reference par- she said, "with the gray-haired woman
who sits around and says, 'Girls aren't as
ticularly to attempts to legalize Sunday
modest she
as they
were when
I was dreamed
young.'
motion picture performances. The When
was young
she never
women will oppose such attempts and of buying her entertainment at a motion
will make an effort to introduce legisla- picture show. That is where the standards are set for young women today.
tion that will
"improve was
motion
pictures."to
A special
committee
appointed
The
best
way to obtain national censortake up the matter of Sunday pictures
and to prepare such bills as may be Christian
ship is to agitate
state censorship."
Endeavor
deemed necessary.
A warm
discussion
of themany
whole ofquesFights for Blue Law
tion brought
out that
the
(From Staff Correspondent)
women are strongly in favor of a state
censorship
law while
othersof Review.
favor legalizSOUTH BEND. IND., Jan. 18.— The
ing the National
Board
St. Joseph County Christian Endeavor
Oppose Sunday Opening
Union has announced plans for a camMrs. Felix T. McWhirter of Indianpaign against Sunday motion pictures
apolis, chairman, spoke of the tendency,
and Sunday public dances. According
to the announcement, the campaign will
especially in public offices, to work seven
days a week, saying:
be waged early next month.

The Fort Armstrong Theatre, Rock Island, 111., just completed for Rosenfield,
Hopp & Company
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Metro

Receives

the

I B ] T O R S

First

II K R A L I)

Print

of

"Four Horsemen
of the Apocalypse'
"Million Dollar" Picturization of Ibanez's Story Took Six Months to
Make— 12 000 Persons Used in Undertaking -125,000 Tons of
Material Used in Settings — An Entire French Building
Erected — More Than 500,000 Feet of Raw Film
ExposedIn Taking Scenes Fourteen Cameramen Make Shots — Two Dozen Principal
Plavers Are in the Cast
NEW YORK, Jan. 18.— Rex Ingram, the
director, and June Matins, the adaptor,
arrived in New York on Sunday, bringing
with them the first print of the picturization of Vincente Masco Ivancz's novel
"The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse."
In theft- eagerness to view it without a
moment's loss of time Metro executives
gathered Sunday for a private showing of
the picture. Metro claims the picture to
be the biggest thing done not only by its
own organization but by anyone. Its cost
is said to be over a million dollars.
The production will be shown as a twoa-day attraction opening simultaneously in
New York, Chicago, Philadelphia, Boston
and Los Angeles, the middle of Fcbroarj
Negotiations are now on for the Astor
theatre in
The has
general
lication N'ew
date for York.
the picture
not pubbe D
decided upon.
In transferring "The Four Horsemen of
the \pocalypse"
the Ibancz
pages of
the
novel
by Vicentefrom
Blasco
to the
motion picture screen. Metro Pictures Corporation undertook an artistic task of
which the magnitude was apparent even before the opening scene was shot. Now.
after six months of painstaking labor at
Metro's studios in California, the final
touches are being put on this production,
and its sponsors discover that practically
every known record of the picture industry has been broken.
* * *
In the story its characters work out their
destinies on two hemispheres. From the
REALISTIC

SCENES

Argentine to the capitals of Kurope, Senor
Ibancz carries the readers of his muter
work with breathless interest, whilst he
unfolds a human drama against the background of a world in arms.
South America. Kngland, France, Belgium, Germany — these lands and multitudes
of their people arc depicted Iteforc the
camera for the colossal Metro production.
a reseult,
the "million
picture*'to
notAs only
has been
realized,dollar
according
its producers, but has been eclipsed to an
extent that will not be definitely known
until Metro auditors have made final tabulations before the formal publication.
Statistics compiled at the Metro studio,
indicate,
according
to the company's
cials, that
the production
will prove offithe
most gigantic photo spectacle in the history <«f the silent drama.
* * *
More building material was used in the
making of the picture than was required
to erect the Woolworth building, 129,000
tons of steel, concrete and lumber lieing
used, it is claimed. A village capable of
bousing f>,000 persons was erected in the
foothills of the San Bernardino mountain*
in Southern California, and destroyed for
the purposes of the production.
Of these eighty-five miles of film—
enough to reach to the top of the Woolworth tower and back 617 times — it i>
probable that not more than ten or twelve
reels, or a maximum of 12,000 feet,
actually will reach the eyes of the theatregoers who view the picture.
The task of editing this mass of maFROM

"THE

FOUR

HORSEMEN
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terial, of eliminating the duplicates and ail
but the perfect reproductions of the scenes
enacted before the camera, probably will
consume weeks. The mere running of
.lOO.OOO feet of film through one camera,
at the rate of sixty feet to the minute,
would consume sixteen days of eight working hours each.
* * «
Vast quantities of food were provided
by Metro to feed the 12,000 persons appearing in the picture while they were
working on location.
"The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse"
was picturized under the direction of Rex
Ingram. It was prepared for the screen
from Senor Ibanez's novel by June Math is!
John
Seitz inofcharge
Metro's
Westcorps
Coastof camera
camera
staff, was
of the
men employed in the making of the picture.
The leading roles are enacted by Rudolph
Valentino as Julio Desnoyers ; Alice Terry
as Marguerite Laurier ; Pomeroy Cannon
as
Madariaga,
"The Centaur";
de
Bruiller
as Tchernoff,
the RussianNigel
visionary, and Mal>cl Van Buren as Elena, while
other prominent parts are taken care of
by Joseph Swickart, Brinsley Shaw.
Wallace Beery. Alan Hale, Bridgett.i
("lark. "Smoke" Turner, Edward Connelly.
S. N'orthnip.
Jacques
d' Auray, Mile. Dolorez and Harry
Operators to Donate
Services for Special
Hoover Performances
( From Staff Correspondent)
INDIANAPOLIS, IND., Jan. 18— Motion picture machine operators here will
donate their services for the special performances to be given January 29 for the
benefit of starving children of Europe.
Theatre owners from all parts of the state
have notified E. H. Bingham, director of
the theatre campaign in the state, that they
will cooperate in the campaign to assist the
Europcon Relief Council of which Herbert
Hoover is chairman. Richmond and Marion theatres will give special performances
on two days, the total proceeds to be
turned over to the campaign fund.
Redecorate in Vicksburg
VICKSBL'RG, MISS.— The work of
redecorating the Alamo theatre is progre-sing rectingrapidly.
Manager Bruno is diit.
OF THE

APOCALYPSE"

Metro has finished and will present shortly its wonderful screen adaption of Vicente Blasco Ibanez's novel, two scenes
from
making.which are presented above. It is said to be a stupend us production and one which will mark an epoch in picture
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Censorship
Reformers

in Michigan Draft

Bill Giving Regulatory Power
To Superintendent of Public Instruction
Exhibitors in Parts of California,
Missouri, Maryland, Minnesota,
Oregon and Iowa Are Menaced by
Existing Situation

State legislatures throughout the country are now in session. With the convening of the legislators it is significant
to note an increasing agitation for the
adoption of laws which would further
burden the motion picture industry.
Censorship is the outstanding issue in a
majority of the cases. Reformers have
been noticeably active during the last few
months. They have their supporters among
the legislators. In many cases they already
have drafted bills and have placed them in
the hands of their legislative sponsors. In
several cases, perhaps, the measures have
been introduced.
The thirty odd exhibitors organizations
throughout the states have been mindful of
the influences working against them. They
have appointed their legislative committees,
and these in turn have been active in
framing methods to counteract the reformers.
An insight on the censorship situation
may be gained by a perusal of the news
notes which follow. ,
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Agitation
Baltimore Reformer
Declares Censorship
Board Is Inefficient
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
BALTIMORE, MD., Jan. 18.—
The present censorship board is
inadequate in number and is inef icient, in the opinion of Mrs.
Richard Tillman, president of the
Parents' League.
In making this statement, Mrs.
Tillman declared that the league is
determined to get a modification
of the law which will assure adequate censorship. The question,
she said, would be brought before
the state assembly next year. In
the meantime the league will make
an effort to focus public opinion in
favor of better pictures.
Mrs. Edward F. Buchner, chairman of education for the State
Federation
of Woman's
Clubs,
declared that she
believed the
censors
would perform more rigorous regulation ifthe public so urged.
that efforts would be made to bring about
better conditions.
However,
said, "the
church moving
federation does nothe propose
abolishing
pictures here, or any such drastic measures.
A committee from the federation has investigated conditions and has conferred with
C. S. Jensen and Mrs. Alexander Thompson, members of the board of censorship.
No definite action has been taken on the
matter by the federation, but I wish to
lay it before the public for consideration.
We simply want to have careful selection
and censorship of films. We are not attempting to deprive the public of this form
of amusement, and replace it with socalled
'blue law' pictures."

Measure Drafted by
Michigan Reformers
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LANSING, MICH., Jan. 18.— Censorship
is a real issue in Michigan. Various orwomen's
of the Lincolnganizations,
Clubincludingatthe
Grand
Rapids,division
have
been agitating their cause for some time.
Sponsors of a censorship measure in the
legislature are Senator Eva Hamilton of
Grand Rapids and Senator John W. Smith
of Port Huron. This measure would place
legal regulation in the hands of the superintendent of public instruction.
Censorship was defeated in Michigan in
1919. In both houses of the legislature the
majorities consist of members reelected for
the 1921 term.
The measure drafted by the Lincoln
club of Grand Rapids provides for a censorship board of three members, one or
more of whom shall be a woman. The
governor would appoint the board, one to
serve one year, one for two and one for
three. Headquarters would be maintained
at Detroit. Two dollars would be taxed
for the review of each reel. The chairman of the board would receive $2,000 for
his or her services and the other members
would receive $1,500.

Duluth Theatre Man
Says Bill Is Unfair
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
DULUTH, MINN., Jan. 18.— The question of censorship in Duluth and the agitation of the Better Films Committee have
prompted the issuance of a statement by
Emil A. Nelson, president of Duluth
Theatre Managers Association. President
Nelson expresses the view that censorship
is a national issue and not local. He declares that local regulation would be unjust and result in undue hardship for the
theatre men.
Censorship as advocated here would make
it unlawful to exhibit pictures ridiculing
religion, law or marriage. It would be
unlawful to show crime pictures which
would
Lewd be
and"instructive
lascivious ofactscriminal
would methods."
be eliminated. Anything obscene, indecent, inhuman, gruesome, offensive to the moral
sense, or which would tend to impair
health, corrupt morals or incite to crime
would be barred.

Drastic Measures
Are Not Favored
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
PORTLAND, ORE., Jan. 18.— In making
a report on motion picture conditions at the
monthly meeting of the ministerial association here, Ralph C. McAfee, secretary of the
Portland federation of churches, declared
that present censorship methods here are
considered inadequate by many citizens and

New Board Named
in Toronto, Ont.
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
TORONTO, ONT., Jan. 18.— The new
Ontario censorship board appointed by the
government is comprised of the following :
Major A. S. Hamilton, Mrs. E. Phillips,
newspaper writer; Miss Velma Hammil.
school organizer; I.. J. O'Connor and J.

Threatening
Duluth Theatre Man Says Law
Would Be Unjust and Would
Cause Undue Hardship —
Says Issue Is Not Local
C. Boylen. The chairman receives a salary
of $3,.r>00 a vear. and the other members
$2,500.
Olympia
Will
FrameAssociation
Measure
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
OLYMPIA, WASH., Jan. 18.— The
Olympia Parent-Teachers Association will
draft a bill for presentation to the legislature, providing for strict censorship of motion pictures.
Censorship Created
at Devils Lake, N. D.
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
DEVILS LAKE, N. D., Jan. 18.— Edward
F. Flynn. president of the city commission,
has appointed the following board of censors with the approval of the commission :
The Rev. H. Garfield Walker, Mrs. Ole
Serumgard. Charles A. Kittrell, Mrs. R. C.
Madsen and Mrs. D. I.. Stewart.
Citizens in Waterloo
Consider Conditions
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
WATERLOO, IA.. Jan. 18.— The Greater
Waterloo Association has launched an investigation of motion picture conditions
here, with a view of advocating legal regulation.
Mothers Propose
To Endorse Films
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
OAKLAND, CAL. Jan. 18.— The California'Congress of Mothers is considering
the endorsement of certain motion pictures
as proper
the chairman
entertainment
of children. Theforstate
on education,
district and local chairman would have the
responsibility of such endorsement.
Petitions Circulated
in Missouri Town
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
ROCK PORT, MO., Jan. 18.— Petitions
asking the legislature to create a state censorship law have been circulated here.
Theatres Celebrate
With Christie Film
Already two theatres in different
states have celebrated their anniversary weeks by playing "So Long
Letty," and it is likely that many
more special
and anniversaries willopenings
be celebrated
with
the
same
film
before
the
runs are
over.
The Eckel theatre, Syracuse,
Christie's
picked
N. Y.,
its
special
attraction
for "Letty"
the anni-as
versary week, as did the Walnut
theatre, Louisville, Ky.
"So Long Letty" was also used
on the second special bill, the week
after the opening of the New
Howard theatre in Atlanta, said to
be the finest theatre in America.
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J. L. Friedman, who will preside at convention of Federated Film Exchanges
in San Francisco, February 8th.

Lewis J. Selznick who is conferring with District Managers this week in
New York as to the new Selznick policies

IN

THE

NEWS

THIS

WEEK

S. R. Kent, new general manager in charge of distribution, Famous PlayersLasky Corporation.

Al Lichtman, who resigned as General Manager of Famous Players to enter business
for himself.
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Independents Form
New Organization
National Exchanges, Inc., Disposes of Franchises Throughout Country
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Jan. 18.— Twelve features
annually is the plan of the newly formed
National Exchanges, Inc., an independent
distributing organization which has disposed of its franchises throughout the
United States and Canada.
Hunter Bennett is vice president and
general manager, and has been in charge
of the organization work. The company
is incorporated in Delaware with a
capitalization of $5,000,000.
Exchanges which have purchased franchises are: N. J. Rolfe Film Company,
operating in northern New Jersey ; the
Stanley Company of Philadelphia : the
Baltimore State Rights Film Company,
operating in Delaware. Maryland. Virginia
and the District of Columbia : the American
Feature Film Company of New England :
the Superior Screen Service, of Chicago :
the Saxe Amusement Company, of Minneapolis and Milwaukee, operating in Minnesota, North Dakota, South Dakota and
Wisconsin ; the Standard Film Corporation, of St. Louis and Kansas City ; the
Crandall Film Company, of Cleveland and
Cincinnati ; the R. D. Lewis Film Company, operating in Texas. Oklahoma and
Arkansas, and R. M. Savini, of Atlanta.
"Outside the Law"
Opens on Broadway
at Four Playhouses
(From Staff Representative)
NEW YORK, Jan. 18— The Universal
Jewel
"Outside
the simulLaw."
starring production,
Priscilla Dean,
was shewn
taneously on Sunday in four Broadway
legitimate theatres — the Lyric, Longacre.
Astor and George M. Cohan. Harry
Reichenbach, who is exploiting the picture,
is credited with the idea which establishes
a precedent in motion picture exhibition.
A matinee and an evening performance
was given in each house at prices of
$1 top for the matinee and $1.50 for the
evening peformai.ee. Besides the feature a
two-reel Universal Century comedy.' "Firebugs."offeaturing
was shown.
The front
each Harry'
theatreSweet,
was covered
with
an overlay structure representing a jail
front.
Yesterday the picture went into the
Broadway theatre. The run is for one week
with the option of a second.
Communication
i To Exhibitors Herald : I have a few
Iquesticns I would like published to get
lother opinions on them :
! When an exhibitor books a special at a
.special price three months in advance and
advertises it for three weeks and then on
the morning of the showing receives a
telegram saying "Obliged to substitute your
Xmas program," would you say in this case
this was beyond the distributor's control?
Is it necessary for them to make such close
bookings on specials as to cause a disappointment of this kind? Is an exhibitor
not extitled to a damage in a similar case
jf this kind?
Charles F. Dale, Mgr.,
Topic Theatre, Fairfax, Minn.
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Campaign Conducted by Paul Gray at Newark, N, J.
Packs Branford Theatre— Hundreds Greet
Producer on His Arrival
Special to Exhibitors Herald I
NEWARK. X. J.. Jan. 18 — An exploitation campaign as comprehensive as any executed for any picture was conducted by Paul Gray, director
of publicity and advertising for the Branford theatre, for "One Man in
a Million," George Beban's feature.
The results of his efforts are significant. Two hours after the doors
of the new 3.500 seat theatre of which A. M. Fabian is managing director,
the house was packed. Hundreds greeted Beban at the depot on his arrival
in Newark. Mayor Charles P. Gillen temporarily relinquished his title,
conferring upon the producer a huge floral key to the city.
World Premiere Is Given in Newark
This was the world premiere of "One Man in a Million." which was
written and directed by Beban, who also is the featured player. RobertsonCole will distribute the production. Personal appearances in the larger
cities of the country will be made by the producer.
hall. the march to the steps of the city
After being greeted at the depot by a for
mayor's committee of 500 of the promiSpeeches Are Delivered
nent citizens, Beban was whisked
After speeches by the chairmen of the
through the center of the city at the head
various reception committees that had
of a parade of fifty automobiles, fol- been appointed and after a general handlowed by a crowd of 500 people on foot.
shaking and bowing before a battery of
motion picture cameras. Mr. Beban reA twenty-five-piece band furnished music
sponded with a speech of acceptance and
thanked the mayor and the dozen or
more reception committees for their
1 greeting. From the reception Mr. Beban
went to the Branford theatre to see the
opening performance of his picture.
The general chairman of the George
Beban reception committee was Mayor
Gillen. In his work he was assisted by
numerous other groups. The first and
most important considering the fact that
a theatrical celebrity was being welcomed
was the committee representing the
clergymen of Newark. Dean Arthur
Dumper of the Trinity Cathedral was
the chairman of this committee. Several
pr
i I!
ministers on the committee promised to
!* Jit U
use the Beban film as the theme of their
rsual Sunday sermons. All of them endorsed the film.
Business Men Cooperate
Miss Elsie Greenwood, who conducts
the most prominent dancing and elocut;on school in Newark, acted as chairman of the Junior Hostess Committee.
A committee of twenty-five of the leadins business men cooperated with Mayor
Gillen and greeted Mr. Beban. They
were present at the ceremonies which
were held at the city hall and assured
the actor that they were in accord with
his plans for cleaner and better pictures.
A general committee of newspaper men
included Richard Kirschbaum. dramatic
editor of the yezcark Star Eagle: Gus
Falzer. dramatic editor of the Sunday
Call: Walter Flanagan, dramatic editor
of the Evening News, and Farmer Smith,
dramatic editor of the Morning Ledger.
Others Are Subpoenaed
Paul Gray was not satisfied with a reception committee of 500 for George
Beban and employed a stunt that has
been used seldom before to get people
together. He sent 500 subpoenaes. The
suhpoenaes called the receivers to the
city hall on the morning of the reception.
They created a furore second only to a
T'pper
Picture
—
George
Beban
arriving
at
Newark, Bf. J., where "One Man in a Milcyclone.
A delegation of twelve organ grinders
lion*' was given its premiere. Lower
turned out for the Beban reception and
Picture
for key — toBeban
city. thanking Newark mayor
produced harmony.
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HOOVER'S

DAY

\

OVER
LETS HELP HO
BABIES
SAVE STARVING
One of the large display signs at 47th street and Broadway, New York, announcing
that January 26th is Motion Picture Day for the relief of starving European
children.
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Holubar

Declares That It Is a Fallacy to Pay High Prices
for Stage Plays
By HARRY

January 29, 1921

It will also mean longer runs for deserving pictures. In fact, 1 think that the
time will come when the motion picture
which fails to please will be put on the
shelf just as the spoken play is withdrawn
and placed in the store house when the
public refuses to be attracted. Under existing conditions, the producer continues
to get money out of a failure. And the
business suffers generally.
"I also believe that the time will come
when the really big productions will be
presented just as stage plays are presented.
They will be shown twice a day and run
as long as patronage warrants their show-

DRIVE

26

PICTURE

MOTION

II E R A I I)

POPPE
life. First it is his mother; then his
PJ1' >K months whispered words were per
A sistently dropped upon the hard surfacv
* ♦ *
of credulity that on the Coast, amid the
" 'Man. Woman, Marriage' cost over
swirl of production activity, there was ill
to produce," Mr. Holubar reprogress of creation a photodrama that $400,000 marked.
"Enough probably to buy a couple
for its profound thought, its keen artistry, of wife."
trade papers," he added with a laugh.
its sweeping drama and its physical magniThe inception of the story of "Mai.
tude, stood out head and shoulders over
Woman.
Marriage"
is ainteresting.
Holubar was
seated in
cozy corner Mr.of
its less ambitious contemporaries.
the Hotel Alexandria in Los Angeles, his
New York, blase and skeptical, listened mind running to story matters, when the
paternally and patronizingly. Such whis- idea embodied in the picture suggested
pered morsels of information had come
itself. He jotted down the idea on the
out of Los Angeles time without number. back of an envelope. Bit by bit he enHut the skeptics leaned back in their chairs
larged on it until it took definite form.
While on the subject of stories Mr.
in a "Show-me" attitude to await more
Holubar said that he thought it a fallacy
convincing information.
* * *
to pay high prices for stage plays thus
Thus it was that the film world generally making rentals higher for exhibitors.
became absorbingly interested in the latest
"And we'll have to have better stories."
went on. "In traveling around I have
reports on Allen Holubar's newest produc- he
met a number of people who have decried
tion,
"Man.
Woman.
Marriage,"
starring
Dorothy Phillips. Then Associated First the lack of originality in screen material.
to represent
life.
National Pictures, Inc., exploded its bomb- The"Screen
action stories
should ought
be mental
rather than
shell. In disclosing the identity of the
"Big Five" astheya announced
physical. This mental action is in 'Man.
production
component the
part Holubar
of the Woman,
Marriage' in the metamorphosis
of a woman's soul.
group.
* * *
The announcement was unaccompanied
by detailed information. So Allen Holubar
"New
blcod
must
" It is
was sought out to supply the missing
being developed now be
by adeveloped.
few companies.
data.
Of course it isn't easily found. Even"I believe
thattribute
'Man, toWoman,
is trying toin write
scenarios."
pays
the finest
woman Marriage.'
that has body
Nevertheless,
his opinion,
the prospects
ever appeared on the screen." he said. for the motion picture were never brighter.
"In 1921 the motion picture is facing its
"The
is basedwhich
on theis misunderstand
ing ofstory
the sexes,
the reason for • finest year." he said. "The decrease in
will eliminate the calamity
unhappy marriages. In paying its tribute production
to woman it shows the spiritual influence bowlers, the ones who are not competent
of woman on man throughout his entire to keep up with the march of progress.

Hundreds Sign Petition
Asking for Censorship
(From Start Correspondent)
ST. LOUIS, MO, Jan. 18.— Petitions
urging the establishment of censorship
and bearing the signatures of hundreds
ing."
of ministers,
Y. W. C. A. and Y. M. C. A
workers and others throughout the state,
will be presented to the present legislature, it was disclosed last night at the
annual meeting of the Missouri State
Church Federation.
The Rev. Howard Billman, associate
secretary of the federation and secretary
of the committee of fifty, composed of
leading church workers and others, said
that more than 20.000 petitions had been
sent out for signatures.
Elect Joseph Schenck
Director of N. Y. Bank
(From Staff Correspondent)
NEW YORK, Jan. 18.— Joseph M.
Schenck, producer of Norma and Constance Talmadge productions, has been
elected to the directorate of the East
River National Bank of New York,
which
affiliated with the Bank of Italy
of
Los isAngeles.
Baker

Signs With

Sawyer and Luhin
(From Staff Correspondent)
NEW YORK, Jan. is— George D.
Baker has signed a contract with Arthur
Sawyer and Herbert Lubin to produce
five productions during the year, which
Sawyer
Metro. and Lubin will distribute through
George

Arliss Will
Remain in Pictures
(From Staff Correspondent)
NEW YORK, Jan. 18.— At a luncheon
tendered to George Arliss, star of the
Associated Exhibitors feature. "The
Devil,"
by Pathe,
the actor
he expected
to remain
in declared
pictures. that
Set "Big
Five"
Schedule
(From Staff
Correspondent)
NEW YORK. Jan. 18.— The first of
the ''Big Five" Associated First National productions to be published will
be Charlie Chaplin's "The Kid." which
plays the Strand next week. Allen Holubar's "Man. Woman, Marriage" will be
next, opening as a two-a-day attraction.
Louisbe B.published
Mayer's as"Sowing
Wind"
will
a regularthefranchise
picture the middle of February. No
publication date has been set for R. A.
Walsh's "The Oath."
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Canadian Franchise
Sold By Federated
Warner to Have Exchange in
Greater New York for
Product
The Canadian franchise has been purchased from Federated Film Exchanges
of America, Inc., according to an authentic report received by Exhibitors Herald.
No information concerning the purchaser could be obtained.
Some time ago it was announced by
J. L. Friedman, president of the alliance
and executive head of Celebrated Players
Film Corporation. Chicago, that independent exchanges holding Federated
franchises represented territory in the
United States 100 per cent.
Expect Big Convention
With the disposal of the Canadian
rights, the annual convention of Federated in San Francisco, beginning on
February 8, will be of international scope.
Although slightly less than a year old,
Federated has become a decidedly active
unit in the distribution of meritorious
pictures of both feature and short-reel
length. In the last few months, especially, several significant contracts have
been closed.
The progressiveness of the alliance
augurs well for an enthusiastic and an
important convention in San Francisco.
Election of officers is scheduled. Acquisition of additional pictures may be made.
Warner Has Exchange
An important change in the membership of Federated has been made in the
New York territory. Abe Warner of
Warner Brothers will operate an independent exchange for distribution of Federated product in Greater New York
and Southern New Jersey. A. G. Whyte
of Empire State Film Corporation will
retain the upper part of New York.
Sells Connecticut House
WALLINGFORD, CONN. — Joseph
F. Hayes of Windsor has sold his Strand
theatre in Main street to C. H. Gardner
of Shelborne Falls, Yt., the consideration
about $50,000.

Gladys Brockwell, in a touching scene
from Edgar Lewis' production, "The
Sage Hen" (Pathe).
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Declares

Crandall

Effect of Competition

Is Already Felt and Urges Industry's
To Take Immediate Action

Leaders

EXHIBITORS HERALD has pointed out the danger of church competition
repeatedly and vigorously in its editorial columns during the past two years.
Declaring that the renting of motion picture films to churches, clubs
and other non-theatrical organizations is of far more concern to the
exhibitor than censorship or Sunday closing, Harry M. Crandall of the
Crandall theatres, Washington, D. C. has issued an open letter on the subject for the purpose of opening a general discussion.
In substance, he declares that the renting of films to these non-theatrical organizaf'ons
at a curbed
cheap rental
is cutting
heavily demoralizing
into the attendance
at theatres
and unless
will result
in a general
of the
entire industry.
Declares Producers Will Feel Loss
Producers, he says, will be severely hit if the condition continues, as
a falling off in attendance at theatres will force a reduction in film rentals,
and may put many playhouses out of business. He states that the competition of churches is especially dangerous on account of the heavy taxation on theatres as against no taxes on churches.
Mr. Crandall addressed his letters to from all angles for years by most everyFrederick H. Elliott, executive secretary
thing. Despite this fact, it is successful,
of the N. A. M. P. I.; Sydney S. Cohen, and has become one of the most popular
of amusement in the world. Whypresident of the M. P. T. O. A., Martin forms
should those who have fought us be allowed to come in now. after we have inJ. Quigley, publisher of Exhibitors Hervested millions of dollars, and reap the
ald and other leaders in the industry.
harvest? I feel that the motion picture
Calls isIt as"Great
Menace"
industry should be independent and stand
His letter
follows:
on its own footing, and should discourage
"One of the greatest menaces, as I the encroachments of non-theatrical orsee it, to the future of the motion picture
ganizations just the same as the legitimate show-houses have done for years.
industry, and a thing that is of tar more
"It may be that I stand alone, or it
importance to both producer and ex- may be that I am looking further in
hibitor than censorship or Sunday clos- advance than some others, but I do feel
ing, is the furnishing of shows to non- that a lively debate on the matter will do
theatrical organizations, such as churches,
clubs, etc.
"In the first place, many of these or- no harm."
ganizations pay no taxes, while the ex- William Fox Will
hibitor has anywhere from ten to fourteen
taxes to pay. In addition to this, they
Build Big Theatre
can nearly command their congregations
For Philadelphia
or members to attend their shows as
{Special to Exhibitors Herald)
against the picture theatre, and even if
they do a very moderate business, it has
PHILADELPHIA. PA.. Ian. IS. —
a tendency to cut down the business of
the theatre that may be in their territory, Site for a $1,000,000 motion picture theatre has been acquired by the William
and
ness. may eventually put him out of busi- Fox Film Corporation at the southwest
"The producer's first thought may be corner of Sixteenth and Market streets,
that he will benefit by this and let the adjoining the Stanton theatre.
exhibitor worry. In this I assure you
Entrance of the Fox company into the
he is wrong, for the reason that these
accounts are usually furnished at a very local field closely follows on the acquisimoderate rental, and if this continues to
tion by D. \V. Griffith of a site for a big
occur, the exhibitors will have to have a office building and motion picture theatre
reduction in their service that will more
at Broad and Locust streets.
than offset any rentals paid by these nontheatricals. Eventually the exhibitor
may have to go out of business, but Bandits Bind Watchman
whether he does or not. you will find
that these churches and other organiza- And Rob Safe of $3,000
tions will make so much money out of
(From Staff Correspondent)
the picture business that they will decide
ST. LOUIS. MO.. Jan. 18.— The Rialto
to produce their own pictures, and this
is where the manufacturer will be hurt: theatre. Grand and Olive streets, was enand after all. why should churches and
tered Monday morning by three bandits,
other organizations be supported off the who bound the private watchman. They
motion picture industry any more than
escaped with the office safe containing
off anything else?
the Saturday and Sunday receipts, estiIndustry Fought for Years
mated at between $3,000 and $3,500.
"It must be remembered that the moWilliam
A. Singer is martger.
tion picture industry has been fought
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Charlie Chaplin and Jackie Coogan in one of the amusing scenes from "The Kid,"
Chaplin's newest picture, published through First National.
Zukor

Lauds

Factor

Al

Lichtman

in Building

Up

as Big
Paramount

President of Famous
Players - Lasky Corporation
Expresses Regret at Losing Services of
Former Manager of Distribution
In accepting the resignation of Al the distribution affairs of Famous for a
number of years. He probably numbers
Lichtman as general manager of dis- among
more motion picture
tribution, Adolph Zukor, president of men thanhisanyfriends
other man in the industry.
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, expressed regret at Mr. Lichtman's decision
to leave the company. President Zukor Atlanta Clergyman
said:
Favors Blue Laws
Is Executive of Ability
(From Staff Correspondent)
"Although I have long known that
ATLANTA, GA., Jan. 18.— One of the
you desired to go into business for your- prominent clergymen of Atlanta, Bishop
self, I cannot accept your resignation
Warren A. Candler, in the January 9 iswithout telling you how deeply I feel at
sue of the Atlanta Journal, takes a strong
the severance of business relations which
have extended throughout all the years stand in favor of the blue laws.
that have seen the growth of this comBishop Candler's attitude has gained
considerable publicity, partly due to the
pany.
"You
have
been
one
of
the
principal
fact that three other prominent minisfactors in building up our organization,
ters in Atlanta — Dr. C. B. Wilmer, rector
and during our association I have found
you an executive of integrity, vision and of St. Luke's Episcopal church; Dr. Ashrare ability. But, more than that, I have
of the Ponce de Leon Bapalways counted you as one of my closest by M.tistJones
church, and Rabbi David Marx of
friends. I sincerely wish you the best
the Jewish
have of
heldthese
more three
liberal views.Temple
While — none
of success in your new venture."
Will Enter Business
have expressed themselves as in favor of
Mr. Lichtman resigned from Famous
their generous and libto enter business for himself. He will Sunday pictures,
eral-minded attitude on the subject of
announce his plans for the future harmless Sunday diversions has been
shortly.
most encouraging to the opponents of
Mr. Lichtman was in active charge of the blue laws.

Exhibitors

Fighting Censorship
State League Will Circulate
Petition — Hope to Get
400,000 Names
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
OMAHA, NEB., Jan. 18.— The Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of Nebraska,
with headquarters at 214 South Fourteenth street, Omaha, has launched a
comprehensive campaign to combat censorship protagonists in the state legislature.
A petition is being circulated throughout the state. A. R. Pramer, president
of the state association, believes the petition will contain 400,000 names when
presented to the legislators.
An editorial printed in the Omaha
World Herald has been copied and forwarded to every exhibitor in the state
as a means of arousing them to the necessity of fighting the menace.
At the time of the state convention in
September the exhibitors voted opposition to censorship. If every theatre man
in the state will cooperate with the officials itis believed that the agitators can
be defeated.
Censorship May Be
Asked in New York
(From Staff Correspondent)
NEW YORK, Jan. 18.— Reform societies are drafting measures for presentation to the legislature, which would
create a board of censorship and establish a blue law Sunday.
Levy and Keiler Join
Switow in Control of
Theatre in Louisville
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOUISVILLE, KY., Jan. 18.— A merger
has been completed whereby Fred Levy of
Louisville and Leo Keiler of Paducah, both
of Strand Amusement Company, which
operates nineteen theatres in Kentucky, affiliate with M. Switow in the ownership of
three theatres here. One is the new $200,000
house erected
by Switow
in 'Fourth street,
between
Chestnut
and Broadway.
The
Parkland and another neighborhood house
are included in the deal. Levy holds the
Associated
Kentucky. First National franchise for
Olympia Theatre Heads
Get Interest in Empire
NEVV. BEDFORD, MASS. — The
Olympia theatre interests have obtained
a controlling interest in Empire Theatre
Corporation, which is building a theatre
on the south side of Elm street.
Max Schoolman, Edward B. Levinston and Irving A. Isaacs represent the
Olympia
interests
board James
of direct-F.
ors, while
AlbertonS.theBlack,
Smith and Herman A. Mintz represent
the Empire corporation. The theatre is
expected to be completed in the spring.
Frank

Keenan

Goes

StageHerald)
Circuit
(Special On
to Exhibitors
LOSnan hasANGELES,
Frank
started on Jan.
stage18.—
tour
againKee-in
"John Ferguson" under the direction of
Thomas Wilkes. Keenan scored a great hit
in the atre,same
production at the Majestic theLos Angeles.
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Rivalry

Developing

Exhibitors
Cohen

in

Among

Hoover

Reassures Chairman
That Theatre Owners

HERALD

Drive

of Charity Campaign
Will Place Their

Screens at Disposal of Cause
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Jan. 18. — Rivalry has developed among the exhibitors
of the country who are endeavoring to make exceptional records in raising
funds for the Herbert Hoover campaign to relieve distress among the
children in Europe.
Reports reaching headquarters of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of America at 1482 Broadway are encouraging. They have prompted
Sydney S. Cohen, president, to write a letter to Mr. Hoover reassuring
him of the cooperation of the exhibitors.
Believe Public Will Respond Generously
Exhibitor officials are still forwarding letters to the theatre men in
order to assure a 100 per cent result. According to letters received from
showmen the motion picture public is in hearty sympathy with the cause.
Because of these optimistic reports it is expected that a generous response
will result. Tanuarv 26 has been resignated as Motion Picture Dav.
In a letter to Mr. Hoover, Mr. Cohen
dav of Januarv and advertise the dav
well.
says :
"Fraternally yours.
"True to the solemn pledge we have
"Monox
Picture Theatre Owners of
given you, the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of the country will place their
America."
Special
Performances
screens at your disposal to cooperate
In St. Louis Houses
with you in your noble work of relieving
(From Starr Correspondent)
the distress among the little innocent
ST. LOUIS, MO., Jan. 18.— January
victims of the war in Central and East29 has been designated as "Motion Picern Europe.
Theatre Men Enthusiastic
' Reports are coming in from every
section- of the country showing that exGifts for Star
hibitors are vying with each other in
promoting the humanitarian work which
you have undertaken.
"I beg to assure you that the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners are going about
this work with the utmost enthusiasm
and that their zeal will be exerted to the
last minute. The Motion Picture Theatre Owners will not fail you but prove
once more conclusively that the screens
of the country are forever at the disposal
of men engaged in work of public service.
'"The conviction is deep among our
members that no public welfare work

has at this time a more urgent appeal
than that conceived by you and conducted
under your active supervision. If at any
time hereafter, either before or after the
26th of January, the motion picture theatre owners of this country can be of
any service to you, please do not fail to
appeal to them directly and they will
not be slow in responding."
Letter Sent Exhibitors
The following letter has been sent to
all motion picture theatre owners:
Herbert
Hoover
has appealed
the"Mr.
Motion
Picture
Theatre
Owners to
of
America to cooperate with him in his
campaign for the raising of money to
save the starving children of Central and
Eastern Europe, We have pledged ourselves to respond to this appeal.
"We
thusthat
an our
opportunity
alone of have
showing
hearts are notin
the right place, but of demonstrating to
the world the combined power of the
screens of America.
"Do not fail the children on the 26th

ture Day" by the St. Louis Film Board
of Trade, which hopes with the aid of
seventeen local picture theatres to raise
$100,000 in response to the call from the
Hoover Campaign Committee of New
York. At a meeting of the Board of
Trade in conjunction with the managers
of the seventeen theatres held on January 12, plans were formulated for the
charity campaign. Through the local
motion picture industry and the thousands of motion picture houses in the
St. Louis territorv, it is expected that at
least $100,000 will be raised. Exhibitors
throughout the state have been requested
to According
"come in." to the plans for January 29,
the members of the various local exchanges will furnish the theatres with
features, comedies and scenics for a
morning performance to begin at 11
o'clock.
and operators
have
volunteeredMusicians
their service.
A universal
admission of 15 and 25 cents will be
charged.
Among the seventeen local houses to
enter the plan are: New Grand Central,
West End Lyric. Missouri. Criterion, Delmonte. Virginia, Booker T. Washington
(colored), Arco, Marquette, Cinderella,
Mikado. Grand-Florrissant. Broadway
and Shenandoah. Shenandoah and Lowe
Garrick.
Will
Chaplin's
"ThePublish
Kid" January
23
NEW YORK, Jan. IS. — Charlie Chaplin's six-reel comedy, "The Kid." one of
the first group of "Big Five Productions,"
will be tionalpublished
on Tanuarv by23.Associated First Na-

and

Producer

Why is a loving cup? Ask J. Parker Read, Jr. He was presented with one on New
Year's day by his organization. At the same time Louise Glaum received a
hammered silver and coffee service. The departments represented are: Left
to right — Louise Glaum, star; Harry Owens, sales manager; Jack Nelson, director; Lincoln Hart, general manager; Frank Gereghty, assistant director; Charles
Stumar, camera chief; Sig Schlager, sales and exploitation manager, and J. Parker
Read, Jr., producer.
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Educational
Offices

Moves
to Penn

KS

E R ALD

Shallenberger

Its Executive
Terminal

Building

8,000 Square Feet of Floor Space Gained by the
Transfer— Present Quarters in Godfrey
Block Retained by Concern
Educational Films Corporation of 20, yet the 1st of October saw the comAmerica and its subsidiary distributing
pletion of the system with twenty-eight
organization, Educational Film Ex- branches in the principal
distributing
changes, Inc., has moved its general
centers of the country and six in Canada.
executive and departmental offices
to Along with these exchanges there have
the new Penn Terminal building at the been vast increases in sales, distribution,
corner of Seventh avenue and Thirty- exploitation, supply, advertising, publicfirst street, New York. Some 8.000 square
ity and various other branches, and
feet of space on the twelfth floor is many departments representing entirely
occupied.
new activities.
Present quarters on the eighth floor
Force Highly Organized
of the Godfrey building have been reAn ized
example
of is
the shown
company's
tained. The production, accessory,
effectiveness
by theorganfact
shipping and film storage departments
that
in
the
matter
of
moving
offices only
remain at that address as well as the
five hours' time was lost by any member
projection room. The remainder of the of
the force and during that time each
space vacated by the executive depart- department
was functioning on a somements has been given over to the New
what limited scale.
York exchange for its expansion. Commove," commented President E.
plete re-arrangement of these offices has W."Our
Hammons,
"has been
forced onoverus
been made.
because
of our volume
of business
Staff Greatly Enlarged
our greatest expectation with the inaugThis addition in office space has been
uration of our own distribution system.
For the past few months we have been
made necessary by the remarkable
growth of Educational. Some idea of so crowded in our present quarters that
this can be gained when it is stated that we have been working under handicaps,
there are now twenty employes of the and since service has been one of the
executive departments of the home office foundation stones of this organization we
alone for each one just a year ago. This immediately set about to obtain space
where each department could attain its
number includes only the headquarters
forces and does not take into considera- utmost effectiveness.
tion the sales and distributing forces
"We have been compelled for the past
through the United States and Canada.
few weeks merely on account of lack
Inauguration and completion of Edu- of office space to hold back some developments which had been planned and
cational's
have ofconsumed lessenlargement
than a year.plants
The first
its which will immediately be put into opeown exchanges began operation on June
Remodel Michigan Theatre
GREENVILLE, MICH.— Work of remodeling the Silver Family theatre is
progressing rapidly and is expected lo
be completed soon. Messrs. Silver have
its management.

E. W. HAMMONS
President of Educational Films Corporation, whose remarkable growth has necessitated larger quarters.
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Opens

New York Exchange
Arrow Exchanges, Inc., Will
Serve Theatres in N. J.
and Metropolis
(Special lo Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Jan. 18.— W. E. Shallenberger, president of Arrow Film Corporation, has organized a new company,
Arrow Exchanges, Inc., to operate an
exchange in New York. The theatres in
Northern New Jersey and Greater New
York will be served by the branch.
Mr. Shallenberger is president of the
concern; W. Ray Johnston, treasurer,
and E. R. Champion vice-president and
general manager.
Arrow Exchanges has taken over Empire State Film Corporation, which formerly was owned by Arthur G. Whyte.
The new company will retain the Empire offices and contracts.
Champion will manage the Arrow exchange. It is a separate company, having no connection with the national distributing organization.
Plan Missouri Reopening
SPRINGFIELD, MO.— According to
E. C. McAfee, secretary of Springfield
Theatre and Investment Company, operators of the Electric theatre, the company has virtually decided to reopen the
Jefferson theatre in January.
Halliwell in Waterbury
WATERBURY, CONN. — George
Sellman, for some time past manager of
the Strand theatre, has given over his
duties to Richard Halliwell of Meriden,
former owner of the Star and Life
theatres.

ration."
Charlie

Chaplin's

"The

IFFirst
thereNational
was anyofficials
doubt asin tothewhether
minds or
of
not Charles Chaplin's drawing power
had been affected by his long absence from
the screen, it was set at rest Sunday afternoon, when for
his the
latest
"The Kid"at
was shown
firstcomedy
time anywhere
the Randolph theatre, Chicago. The vast
crowds waiting in line in the cold to gain
entrance to the Jones. Linick & Schaefer
house attested that the little comedian has
lost none of his box-office attraction. He
is still as popular as ever and the smiling
multitudes that streamed out of the theatre
only made the standees the more eager to
getThein. Chicago Herald-Examiner Jan. 17
had the following to say regarding Chaplin's newest feature-length comedy :
"Yesterday morning about 9 all the film
comedians
who inhave
Chaplin's
place
took their hats
their been
handstaking
and eased
themselves
out the back way. Along with them went those
who have been assuring themselves that Charlie
had lost out by staying awa^v from home so long. Nobody waved good-by. Everybody was in the parlor
feeding hunks of fatted calf to Charlie himself;
yes,
sir, onCharlie
home now from a year's
absence
leave —himself,
and love!
"The parlor was the Randolph theatre, and
when, in the middle of a picture called 'The
Kid,'
appeared
a littlearound
man an
withalley
big wall
feet there
and asuddenly
small mustache,
people burst out clapping their hands and laughing,
and some of them not at all sure whether they
were laughing or crying. It was the first place in
America that Charlie had presented himself, and,
'home-coming' is no name for it.
work,
you"Ascanforgo Chaplin's
out right new
now picture
and tellandthenewneighbors
that it settles once and for all the question of
whom is the greatest theatrical artin in the world.

Kid"

in Chicago

Chaplin in it does some of the lowest of low comyou rockmostand delicately
writh, butshaded
he alsoacting
docs
some edy,ofat which
the finest,
you ever saw anywhere, and for every slapstick
furore in it there is a classic, exquisite scene
which only the greatest of painters will fully appreciate.
his garret
foundling Follies
baby,
has"Chaplin,
momentsin which
makewiththea Ziegfcld
baby scene crystal pure. The actions arc coarse,
but irresistible. The gentlest grandmother in the
world will bust a midriff bending to them. On
the street, where the bricks fly and where Chaplin
and the wonderful Jackie Coogan, his adopted
son, flee from cops and thugs, the action is
riotous, physical, convulsive.
"But the next moment the officers will be
taking the weeping, pleading baby from Chaplin
and you will see in the panic-stricken eyes
of Charlie something that will convince you that
you are
the presence
the best
let alivein today.
And ofwho
knowspotential
where Hamthis
cherubic Jackie Coogan may end ? He starts
out as the best child actor you ever saw. Women
wept just to see him yesterday.
'The Kid' is two-fisted. Its right glove is
packed
the plaster
paris of Chaplin
tears, its
left
with thewith
horseshoe
of laughter.
swings
both like Dempsey. with Sir James Barrie in his
comer.
The with
pictureeverything
is perfection,
a minimum
of subtitles
told with
simply,
plainly,
magnificently. As in earlier pictures, Chaplin
indulgesis his
imagination
with aalley
dream.
This
dream
of angels,
the thugs,
rats, cops,
little Jackie and himself wearing wings, but the
cop shoots
downof comes
Charlie,a wings
pled in theand dirt
the slums,
tragiccrumand
beautiful flash that will haunt you like a tune
months after.
seeming than
no longer
Six"Six
reelsreels
that ofareit funnier
the workthanof one.
any
other human being, six reels that are sadder and
simpler than anything in pictures; six reels that
will atone
for anything
ever
may have
done to the
you.movies in their earliest
"Chaplin is home obviously. But as a matter of
fact to tween
any Shakespeare
mortal who
and knows
Harold theBelldifference
Wright be-he
never was away."
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OLIVER MOROSCO, producer and co-author of
"So Long Letty," the stage play picturized by Al
Christie for Robertson-Cole, personally supervised
[ the construction of sets and rehearsal of talent used in the
1 presentation of the screen version at the Kinema theatre,
| Los Angeles.
Mr. Morosco's opportune presence in the
| city and a natural interest in the engagement were solely
| responsible for his cooperation, according to report.
The advertising material thus placed at the disposal
j of the Kinema staff was invaluable.
The genuine news
| value of the event will be appreciated by all exhibitors.
| And every exhibitor will fashion mentally the advertising
| campaign he would employ were coincidence to place a
| similar opportunity at his disposal.
Every exhibitor should be given such opportunities.
| Although it is obviously impractical to suggest that
| authors of novels and stage plays personally supervise
| presentation of the picturized works at every theatre, a
| thoroughly satisfactory substitution for actual personal
j presence can be and should be made.
The advertising capital such an arrangement would

Right

§
j
|
j
j
|
|
j
§
f
j
|
j
§
|
§
|
|

| place in the exhibitor's hands is material to which he has |
| every right.
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long ago demPRODUCERS their
onstrated valuation of
stage and novel originals by
bidding for motion picture rights
until the prices asked for these
mounted to figures beyond the
most optimistic anticipation or
playwrights and novelists. The
prices paid were not without effect upon rental prices. Competitive bidding has caused less
comment of late, but the price
of production rights remains at
a high figure.
Exhibitors gained greatly by
the movement. In advertising
screen versions of stage plays
and printed works of the indicated caliber they overcame in
great measure the public feeling
which had existed theretofore to
the effect that the screen represented a class of entertainment
far inferior to the older mediums
of expression.
The box office records of earlv

;.

" — — zj- ri ON

;imm ■ S

productions picturizing stage and
book successes proved the wisdom of the departure. It would
be difficult to estimate the material benefit that the theatre has
experienced.
* * *
IXDICATIVE of the satisfaction with which producers regarded the results obtained bv
this step are the recently announced plans of certain companies to go a step further, employing novelists and playwrights for
studio work ranging from supervision of adaptation to direct
writing for the screen. Several
writers o f international fame
have already taken up residence
at production centers and are
devoting their whole time to
learning studio methods through
first hand contact.
W hen the first attractions produced by this arrangement come
to exhibitors another step up-

ward in popular estimation will
be recorded for the motion picture theatre. The exhibitor will
do all in his power to make the
screening of his initial attraction under this classification an
auspicious event.
None can reasonably doubt
that the engagement will attract
persons who even now refer to
the
as a "movie"
and find
theirtheatre
entertainment
elsewhere.
* * *

singula
IS athat
ITfact
nous
in rly
the incong
volumiruous
comment that has been made
upon the subject of the new production methods no mention has
been made of new steps to be
taken in helping the exhibitor
acqaint his patrons with the new
order of things. Xo doubt press
books of more than customary
elegance will be provided, but
something more than this is due
the man who is responsible for
the success or failure of the
move.
Oliver Morosco, Rex Beach.
Sir Gilbert Parker. James Oliver
Curwood. Zane Grey. Vincent
Ibanez. a representative few, are
the thepresence at
whose
men atre
of an exhibitor
advertising
one of the attractions made under their supervision should be
sufficient to bring patronage surpassing in volume and class any
ever experienced in the past.
But none of them can be present
in many cases, if in any. \\ hich
does not mean that the value of
their participation in production
is therefore unavilable.
A little thought upon the subject will suggest to any of the
producers engaged in production
can be
of the type a plan which
utilized to excellent effect at a
cost insignificant in proportion to
*plish
* ed.
*
the gain accom
preyear
nts have
announceme
theous past
TWICE intenti
been made of organizations
launched with the sole purpose
ion feag pre
of providin
(ConcIudeJ
on sen
pa^etat
68)
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Suggestions

u\UORLD'S Apart," Eugene O'Brien's forthcoming Selznick production,
V» contains the set and incident reproduced above. Familiarity with production methods leads to the conclusion that considerable foot lge will be
devoted to the sequence in which it occurs, which authorizes use of a prologue
or interlude in which a similar stage setting may be employed. Because of the
set construction a number of amateurs may be employed for the background,
three professionals or adepts for the prominent positions being adequate for
purposes of effectiveness. The type of music suitable for the occasion is plentiful and a well delivered bit of dialogue by the players represented as visiting
the
tion. cafe should serve to make clear the connection between plot and presenta-

wk'T'HE Devil," the Associated Exhibitors' picturization of the stage play of
A the same name, which created a sensation a few years ago, with George
Arliss in the stellar role, contains the above scene. Those familiar with the
stage original
will recall
mucha stage
of thesetting.
action transpired
an theatre
artist's
studio,
which warrants
use that
of such
Vaudeville within
offers the
man many acts in which one or both principals do rapid black and white or
color drawing, many of which also include singing, playing or patter. One of
these, properly rehearsed for the purposes of the occasion, should satisfy excellently the requirements of the prologue which is suggested in the still. The
subtitles of the picture should provide material for dialogue, or the press book
may contain information which can be utilized in this connection.
aMwmutaimnitmtlll HlHUimmmimaBlUBilBn iniiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiniiiiiii mimiinii iiiiimiiuiiiiUDmiiiiiiiiiirirdutiiiimrimitiiJiiiiin aiitluiiiiiiiiiiimtiiiiiiiiiiiiTiMiiiiiiiiiiiTinniriiiiiiiiiitii mil

in

the

Stills

A NTONIO MORENO, as Convict No.
777, in 'Three Sevens," a forthcoming Vitagraph feature. Convict stuff in
exploitation has been used frequently and
with reported success. Practically any of
the established stunts, with alterations to
give freshness, should serve the exhibitor
in stimulating interest in the picture.

GEORGE BEBAN'S classic stage
Sign of theby Rose,"
shouldnumber,
be used"The
as presentation
every
theatre
showing
"One
Man
in
a
Million,"
his new production being distributed by
Robertson-Cole. The star is making a
personal appearance tour of the country,
as told elsewhere in this issue, but even
the theatres where he cannot appear in
the flesh a capable impersonator should
be employed to give the sketch.
iiiinuiiiiiiiininiiiiiiiiiiiiiin mm imiiiiiimimiiiimimiimimmiiimm iiiimiiiiiiimmmw
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Kinema's
Studio
Window
Setting
Adapted
for Any
Picture
on

May
Be
the Market

Single triumphs make interesting
reading, but daily newspapers and
best sellers contain more merely interesting reading than the active business man can czrr hope to give his
attention.
Single triumphs that leaz'c with the
man who reads of them ideas or suggestions that he can employ to his
business profit are more than interesting. They mark chapters in the book
of theatre advance, the most important record of the industry.
Such a triumph is recorded herewith.
T'HE Kinema theatre. Los Angeles.
long prominent in American theatrical progress, recently scored a
distinct triumph in the exploitation
Beds."
"Twin starring
waged for
campaign
the
First National
attraction
Mr. and Mrs. Carter DeHaven. the
picturization of a stage play which
was highly successful and well remembered. Accompanying illustrations show graphically the stunt which
stands out as distinctive in the story
of the campaign.
Windows of the Barker Brothers
department store, facing fifty feet on
Broadway, which is to Los Angeles
what the other Broadway is to New
York, were obtained for cooperative
display purposes, but the Kinema
theatre came off a decided best as
concerns the benerits derived from the
cooperation.
In these windows was recreated
with striking fidelity the ■ bedroom
scene in which the major portion of
the motion picture action takes place.
It was likewise the scene of the best
incidents in the stage original.
Twin beds were installed and the
room otherwise furnished to complete
the resemblance. And clothes models
were attired in costumes duplicating
those worn in the picture, a skillful
arrangement of the figures in positions occupied by the principals at
various moments in the play accomplishing remarkably likelike effect.
Then the distinctive touch was
applied.
A motion picture camera, lighting
apparatus, etc., was placed in the
window, and another model was given
the role of camera man. Then a card,
large enough to read easily yet small
enough to permit satisfactory scoring
of the first impression, was placed in
just about the psychological position.
A glance at the photographs reproduced herewith is deceptive. A

A window reproduction of one of the scenes from "Twin Beds."' Mr. and Mrs. Carter
DeHaven's First National attraction, used by the Kinema theatre, Los Angeles.
studied second examination is neces- of the idea. It need not be elaborated
sary to distinguish the fact that the upon for it is obvious.
characters are not portrayed by flesh
Another type of store may be used,
and blood actors.
with other characters and even more
The Kinema stunt is a triumph.
studio equipment and characters propBut more important by far than
erly placed, but the outstanding
that individual triumph is the obvious merits of the stunt are simplicity and
fact that any exhibitor can duplicate adaptabili.y. These form the acid
that triumph in behalf of any motion test for any exploitation, and the
Kinema window display assays 100
picture production on the market.
The studio effect is the big punch per cent pure.

The use of effected
camera unmistakable
and camera man
in the Kinema's
window displays
identification
of windowremarkable
with photoplay.
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Record
of "Passion's"
Strand
Showman
Classic
M. B. Blumenstock, press representative of the Mark Strand theatre,
Brooklyn, X. Y ., has written in the
following* account of the "Passion'
engagement 'which established a new
record for that playhouse, a showman's classic, a showmanship story
from the showman's angle in showman's terms. It is presented herewith
as contributed.
The exploitation and presentation
employed by Managing Director Edward I.. Hyman in behalf of the First
National attraction warrant the attention of every exhibitor by reason of
their genuine merit. As described by
Mr. Blumenstock they form the basis
of one of the most interesting stories
in recent exploitation literature.

Mr. Blumenstock's account of the Strand exploitation and presentation, amplified with this and other accompanying illustrations, provides exhibitors
throughout the nation with ample working material for the handling of the
attraction. Uncommon interest attaches to the picture because of its classification byFirst National as one of the "Big Five Productions" and because
of its remarkable box office record at the New York Strand, a performance
duplicated at the Brooklyn house.

The remarkably effective presentation used for "Passion," the First National
attraction, by Edward L. Hyman, managing director of the Strand Theatre,
Brooklyn, N. Y., included but three players. Stress was put upon ability
rather than ecenomy, with the extraordinary results detailed in the accompany story by M. B. Blumenstock, press representative of the theatre,
writing a showman's story in terms of showmanship. Few stories of exploitation orpresentation that have been written parallel Mr. Blumenstock's
contribution in showmanship value.

By M. B. BLUMENSTOCK
I Photographic illustrations by Exhibitors Herald
staff photographer)
At the end of two week's intensive exploitation Brooklyn
for "Passion"
numbers which
madefellManaging
Directorin
1 [yman wish that the walls of the Brooklyn
Strand theatre had been made of para rubber instead of fireproof concrete.
The Strand's seating capacity is three
thousand five hundred, and from the opening Sunday
last seats
performance atmatinee
the end until
of thetheweek
were scarcer
than
horse
collars
at
an
automobile show.
Without neglecting his current attraction
in any way Hyman was shooting out
stories through his press department which
found their way daily into the Brooklyn
papers and New York papers with Brooklyn
sections. "Passion" offers a fertile field
for real zippy press stories, and friendly
editors confessed that their desks were
deluged with trick stories on the big First
National attraction.* * *
Great care was taken in writing about
the period for the papers. For the greater
part mostterviews of
the Negri,
press interviews
stories were
in\vith Pola
on her
plans for producing in America under her
new five hundred thousand dollar contract,
on the day she was returning from a concert recital in her limousine accompanied
by her friends and was made the target
for a bomb which fortunately killed only
the chauffeur, the bomb being a present
from the enemies of the late Czar of Russia with whom Pcla was alleged to have
been friendly. This lattter story was almost taken seriously by the editors, and
in several instances was run in the news
section.
Few pictures offer the theatre press agent
the
groundsdoes,
for and
"different"
"Passion"
in twopublicity
weeks that
the
papers were carrying a peak load of Pola
Negri publicity and practically dominated
the sum
total of all the competitive publicity in Brooklyn.
* * *
On the Strand's enormous electric sign,
which faces Fulton street, announcement
was made under the current attraction
billing two weeks in advance.
The sign remained unchanged with regard to "Passion" billing until the week
of the opening. Then the five bars of
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The Brooklyn Strand electric sign as
made up ment.
during
the "Passion"
engageAn elaborately
constructed
sign, obviously representing great initial cost and upkeep, the results gained
by use of the sign demonstrate the wisdom of its purchase.
interchangeable lights were set to read in
five horizontal lines, "Passion."
Six oil paintings in illuminated bronze
frames were outside of the theatre for a
week in advance of the showing. In handsome gilt frames in the lobby more handpainted posters were placed advantageously,
while on the screen Hyman used a regular
advance trailer which was decorated with
a portrait of Miss Negri.
In the programs and on the front of
them were announcements. The announcements used in the programs, as inserts,
were beautiful and highly representative
examples
•art.
Printedof ontheanprinter's
enameledandbuffengraver's
paper in
red-brown ink, with three high class illustrations reproduced from the stills furnished by First National, thousands of them
were distributed in the theatre, and few of
them were thrown away in the house.
* * *
So much for the preliminary work. You
can paint the town red, spend a million
dollars in advertising, and if the picture
isn't "There," all your time and money is
wasted.
the sort
of
pictureFortunately,
which will "Passion"
stand up isunder
the
most glowing praise, and it seems almost

A dancer of considerable Broadway reputation was employed to portray the role
of "Passion" in the Strand presentation. A crimson costume made the
character unmistakable.

HERALD

impossible.- in fact, to say enough about it.
Presentation counts every bit as much
as advertising, and Hyman certainly has
shown
whatwhocan have
be done
"Passion"
by
exhibitors
the with
equipment
to put
it over the way it deserves to be handled.
Hyman's prologue is a study in stagetation. craft and an education in exhibitor presenOnly three people were employed, in
addition to having a set constructed especial y for the prologue. But these three people, under Hyman's direction, certainly did
put everything they had into the job and
earned the hurricane of applause which
went with the closing of the curtains at
the finale.
* * *
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Hyman'sitself
prologue,
almost seems
to
explain
in the which
reproductions
of the
photos shown herewith, opened after the
Robespierre overture, with the scene lit in
a dim blue. The only highlights in the set
were in the hanging lamp and on the
three bracket candelabrum.
"Passion," interpreted by a well known
Theatre Standards
Of Nation Raised
By Strand Example
%I Edward
L. Hyman,
of h1
the Strand
theatre,managing
Brooklyn,director
N. Y.,
= shares with the comparatively limited 1
M group of genuine leaders in the the- ^
fj
atre field
material since
ad- pE|
;§ vance
whichcredit
has forbeenthe recorded
i|
the
advent
of
presentation,
an
advance
if which should prove to the complete eeM
; - satisfaction of the most skeptical the |
|f
of that
|i Mr.power
Hyman
was agency.
one of the first to step
§ free of convention and incorporate into e§ his program entertainment by artists of |j
^ standing
sole appeal
purpose ofof the
whichscreen
was =||
fj
to amplifythe the
H
He| Hisproduction.
in the than
work that
has M=
beenindividual
no lessprogress
remarkable
H which has obtained throughout the f:
i theatre field. From a modest begin- ee
= ning he has gone steadily forward to H
H a stage which warrants expenditure of ^
= time and money for presentation ma- f|
^ terial which an exhibitor of two or f|
ej three years ago would have acclaimed ff
e§
disastrous.
f§
Mr.one
Hyman's "Passion"
presentation
is §i|
ever staged
the= atre. of Itthe isbest
significant
that intheanyhouse
e|
|j record was broken during the period p
ej of its staging. It is work of this type, |j
= inspiring the exhibitors of the nation ee
^ to greater effort and blazing the way ej
^ for constant improvement, that raises
the theatre standards of the nation. ej
Siuiuiitii!ibHiriiniiuintiuu4iimiiiiii!tii»Hmiiiti:i>ituiii[niiiirnuttitnMiinuniiniiiiini:iui)t!HHiiiiimi^
Broadway dancer, attired in crimson georwith hair caught in gracefulgette,
curvesbarefooted,
by cherry decorations, enters
and
registers"shoulders
her partinbya wrapping
her
semi-bared
crimson veil.
"Passion"
and
enters,
"DuBarry"
Then for
makes
her, attempting to win her with
offers of jewels.
"DuBarry" is not to be persuaded until
"Passion" points to the doorway, which is
transparent under side lighting, revealing the
"Spirit of Royalty;" significant of the
heights to which "DuBarry" may rise if she
"Royalty''
accepts the cloak of "Passion."
"Polonaise"
(coloratura soprano) sings
from "Migncn." and the two dancers, "DuBarry" and "Passion," do several pretty
of "Duthe resignation
suggesting
steps
Barrv" to "Passion's"
offer.
As" the "Spirit of Royalty" ends her
down, and she dissong, the lights comeCannonading
is heard
appears from view.
and "Passion" and "DuBarry" stand
aghast looking at the doorway. The lights
behind the doorway go on, revealing a sombre guillotine illuminated against a red
sky with vivid flashes of green. As the
guillotine is released, "Duknife ofBarry"the
slowly droops into a faint on the
beThe a canonading
stage. and
right
steps, comes
more intense
baritone singer

"Mme. DuBarry," as impersonated in the
Strand stage feature. The character
suggests an attractive costume for
ushers and other feminine employes of
the theatre.
steps before the guillotine and renders
"The Marseillaise." All the lights come
down with the finale, and. just before the
curtain candle number three is snuffed by
switching it off from backstage.
* * *
Theber onprologue
was the due
onlyto other
numthe programme,
the length
of the picture. This method of presentation provides at the same time for a
quick turnover of the crowds, and enables
an exhibitor to devote more time and exdeserves.pense to the elaborate prologue the picture
Records were smashed, day by day, and
what is more important, patrons were well
pleasedmentand
didn't thought
mind telling
managewhat they
of thethe picture.

Practically
any the
costuming
concern forcar-a
ries in stock
attire required
prologue modeled after the Hyman
original. Inasmuch as the whole of
the feature was given in pantomime it
is probable that talented amateurs may
in some cases be employed profitably.
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Polly
With
a Past"
and
"Inside
the Cup"
Presentation
Amplifies
Review
Information
A notable service is rendered exhibitors contemplating program use of
''Polly With a Past," Ina Claire's initial Metro vehicle, and "Tlic Inside
of the Cup," the Paramount picturisation of Winston Churchill's novel,
with the publication elsewhere in this
issue of complete reviews of the attractions and, herewith, description of
the presentation accorded thou by
Hugo Ricscnfcld, managing director
of the Rialto, Rivoli and the Criterion
theatres, New York, at the Rivoli and
Criterion respectively.

unlimited engagement of "The
Inside of the Cup" opened at the
Criterion on Jan. 9, with theatre
plans in keeping with the estimated
importance of the event brought to
fruition by Hugo Riesenfeld, whose
presentation productions occupy important place among the theatre
achievements of all time. On the same
AN

day "Polly With a Past" was intro-

duced to Rivoli patrons with like
ceremony. Accompanying photographs show the stages of the respective playhouses with prologues in
progress.
The church interior reproduced
upon the Criterion stage was created
by Josef
L'rban,
whose for
nameexcellence
has become almost
a synonym
in work of this class. His radical
departures from established precedent
in stage technique have been widely
adopted by modernists.
In this instance his predilection for
the brilliant and the ornate was set
aside out of consideration for the
general atmosphere of the play and
the nature of the story. The church
interior that was constructed was
severe of line and delicately colored.
Stained glass windows, statuettes,
bits of architecture such as may be
found in the oldest cathedrals, all
were worked into the general scheme

to produce an atmosphere of antiquity.
In this setting, appropriately garbed,
Gladys
Rice, asoloist,
sang eminently
Gounod's
"Ave Maria,"
composition
qualified for the occasion.
The stained glass window in the
central position carried the text upon
which the motion picture play and the
book original is based, a text which
is presented at the opening of the picture : "Woe unto you, scribes and
Pharisees, hypocrites, for ye cleanse
the outside of the cup and of the
platter, but within they are full from
extortion and excess." And the window depicted the scene of Christ
driving
temple. the money-changers from the
Against this simple but artistic and
impressive setting the picture was
presented. Constructed by Josef Urban, the man who made the settings
used in the production, it served its

for the Criterion Theatre, New York, the above setting for the proJOSEF URBAN, stage artist of national renown, produced production,
which opened an indefinite engagement at that playhouse
logue accorded "The Inside of the Cup," the Paramount
is given in the accompanying story, should be read
which
prolo'gue,
and
setting
the
of
description
detailed
The
9.
January
on
by every exhibitor who contemplates a booking of the picture.
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HERBERTIANA," a miniature musical comedy, made up wholly of selections from the compositions of Victor Herbert,
wasIna Claire
staged toat screen
the Rivoli
Theatre,Hugo
New Riesenfeld,
York, as presentation
for "Polly
With a Past,"
Metro production
duces
followers.
in creating for
other exhibitors
such the
adaptable
precedents which
as thisintroand
the one illustrated on the opposite page, renders the exhibitorial field an invaluable service.
compositions

purpose adequately.
Though exhibitors throughout the
country cannot all have the benefit of
Mr. Urban's genius, all can utilize the
basic ideas here set forth to good advantage. Many theatres are- already
equipped with scenery which may be
utilized without alteration. And
many exhibitors will grasp the opportunity to use the drape type of setting,
a style that can be applied in this connection with excellent effect and at
little expense, the costume of the
singer carrying the dominant atmospheric effect.
The selection used at the Criterion
is excellent for the purpose but may
be satisfactorily replaced by whatever
similar compositions may be for any
reason preferable. Where it is not
deemed practical to employ a singer
or singers (the choir possibility is
obvious) good effect may be gained
by carefully managed use of well
lighted setting and an organ recital.
At the Rivoli theatre, with '"Polly
With a Past" as the central attrac
tion, another type of presentation was
employed.
Here musical comedy was resorted
to for material, several Victor Herbert

HUGO RIESENFELD
Managing director of the Rialto, Rivoli
and Criterion theatres, New York,
whose premiere presentations of first
run attractions provide invaluable ascountry. sistance to exhibitors throughout the

constituting the

"Herbertiana" was the name given
the feature, which was presented in
gram.
the form
of a soprano:
young people's
Grace
Foster,
Ralph social.
Soule.
tenor : Paul Oscard and Vera Myers,
dancers, and members of the Rivoli
chorus participated.
"The Nightingale Song" from Herbert's "Mile. Modiste'' was used as
the opening number, the dancers being disclosed in action as the stage
was revealed, the singers taking up
the chorus while the dancers continued. "Superlative of Love." from
"Her Regiment." was vocally delivered bythe soloists individually, in
duet and finally by the ensemble! the
gradual transition into "Kiss Me
Again"
being gracefully
accomplished,
at the conclusion
of which
the point
of screening was reached.
The selection of material is wholly
in keeping with the reputation that
Mr. Riesenfeld has earned for showmanship. The star of the picture became famous in musical comedy. It
it is fitting that her first production,
though not a musical comedy in its
original form, should be presented by
this form of entertainment.

pro-
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Front Made

Campaign Broadside
By Artistic Means

Louis K. Sidney, managing director
of the William Fox theatres in Denver, Colo., combines the spectacular
and the artistic in exploitation with
exceptional success. His remarkable
accomplishments of the past two
years, recorded in this department
and widely commented upon, is largely
due to this ability.
His Rivoli theatre display for "Go
and Get It," Marshall Neilan's First
National attraction, is reproduced
herewith, a pictorial tribute to the
tising. ability in accomplishing
man's
one of
the big little things in theatre adver-

Realism of exceptional effectiveness was a quality of the lobby display prepared by
George K. Turner, manager of the Everett Theatre, Everett, Wash., for Goldwyn's "The North Wind's Malice."

Everett
Study

Theatre
in

Lobby

Display

If results gained justify motion
picture directors in transporting entire producing companies hundreds
of miles for the purpose of obtaining genuine settings and consequent
realism in the finished print, it must
be true that exhibitors are justified
in spending money and exerting effort to attain realism in stage and
lobby setting. It is peculiarly true
that comparatively few exhibitors
give evidence of properly appreciating that process of reasoning.
The accompanying illustration is
a reproduction of a photograph
taken at the time "The North Wind's
Malice," the Goldwyn production,
was being shown at the Everett
theatre, Everett, Wash. It shows
in fairly comprehensive whole the
general effect gained.
Fir trees were used for the basis
of the display. A snow background
was provided for these, the white
and green contrasting sharply. And
hewn logs were placed at logical
points.
The icicles hung at such points
as icicles might be expected to form
added a touch of realism which
would have satisfied most showmen, but Mr. Turner went a step
further,
using a trick
which nr'ght
have developed
a ludicrous
angle
but was utilized experimentally and
found worth while.
A thermometer
was tampered

Is

Realism

with in such manner that it registered twenty degrees below zero
permanently. It was then added to
the front, displayed prominently but
not conspicuously. The person who
was "stopped" by the display came
upon the thermometer naturally and
credited the man who made up the
display with genuine genius.

There is certainly nothing lurid
about the display. The round cutout
which is given central position is
artistically done, despite the fact that
it displays a purposely inartistic
figure.
The title of the picture appears
several times elsewhere in the front,
and yet there is no suggestion of
crowding to get volume effect.
The finishing touch of the artist is
seen in the advance suggestion for
"Blind Wives" placed high on the
front. A small blank space is left for
the addition of suitable material at
the proper time, and the title, one of
the easily remembered variety, is
allowed to impress itself upon the
passing
Thus public.
is obtained that difficult
thing — an artistic broadside. Only a
Sidney could do it.

The entire building front of the Rivoli Theatre, Denver, Colo., is utilized in a broadside by Louis K. Sidney, managing director, attaining the effect of the sensational
without sacrificing the artistic.
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County

eatre
Scores Triumph
"The County Fair," the Maurice
Tourneur production starring Wesand exchanges
distributed by
through
stateley Barry
right
Guy
Croswell Smith, was the occasion
for unprecedented exploitation at
the Schade theatre, Sandusky, O.,
during a recent engagement.
photographs
show
theAccompanying
exterior and lobby
decorations,
the costuming
of
ushers
and
orchestra, but do not indicate the
fact that candy and peanuts were
given patrons entering the house,
that old time favorites made up
the musical program; in short,
that so realistic was the whole
that a Sandusky newspaper devoted half a column to its descrip-

Fair"
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Grauman
Contrasts Stage
And Screen Entertainment
Tl I E industry-old question of vaudeville in connection with motion pictures has been solved by Sid
Grauman,
director
of Grauman's
Million asDollar theatre,managing
Los Angeles,
perhaps
as satisfactorily
by

Bosten' s Enterprise Puts
Muscatine on Theatre Map
DUE to the unhappy intercession of whatever agency
it is that brings about the occasional unavoidable
delays commonly and no doubt often unjustly attributed to one Mr. Burleson, the story of Ludy Bosten s
exploitation campaign for "Humoresque" during its
showing at his A-Muse-U theatre, Muscatine, la., takes
on the attributes of a serial narrative. In the January 22 issue of this publication the first "chapter" of
the story was written. The present installment is none
the less important because belated.
With the supplementary photographs which are
reproduced herewith comes additional information disclosing the actual scope of the campaign. In addition
to the animated w indow displays used by a piano and
a Victrola store, Mr. Bosten, working with Dan Roche,
exploitation representative of Famous Players-Lasky
Corp., at the Chicago exchange, circulated heralds,
teasers and other literature with good effect, also utilizing his mailing list to excellent advantage.
It is further set forth in the delayed report that
a new house record was established during the engagement, that Muscatine theatregoers and cit;zens generallv registered genuine astonishment when they beheld
the efforts put forth in behalf of the picture, and that
Mr. Bosten has adopted a permanent policy of exploitation in keeping with attractions played.
Thus ;s Muscatine, la., placed upon the exploitation jnap. Mr. Bosten takes his place among the advertis'ng exhibitors of the country, and the A-Muse-U
theatre is given place upon the exploitation map.

any other American showman. His answer to the question, "Can pictures and vaudeville be satisfactorily combined?'' would doubtless be a modern and amplified
paraphrase
of the ruralite's
can and it and
can't."to
To Grauman
that would"Well,
mean it something,
one familiar with his experience in the theatre that
bears his name and in the more recently erected Rialto
theatre in the same city it also conveys a definite
thought.
Such a statement would mean, in brief, that vaudeville, or its equivalent, can be used, but that it is not
vaudeville if it is used properly.
An account of his program during the engagement
of
"Flying
Dorothy Gish's
Paramount production,
serves well Pat,"
for illustration
purposes.
Claire Forbes Crane, pianiste, opened the program
with Liszt's "Hungarian Fantasy on Folk Tunes," the

6

*

*

*

*

6

"Memories of Old Mexico" was the title given the stage feature
used by Sid Grauman for the showing of "Flying Pat,"
the
Paramount
production, at Grauman's Million Dollar
Theatre,
Los Angeles.
orchestra accompanying. "A Study in Pose and Color,"
participated in by three players and depicting in pose
and lighting scenes of Bohemian Paris, was the second
number. Still no suggestion of airplanes or other matter relative to the picture title.
The Metropolitan Quartette, featuring Mabelie
Burch, referred to as "The American Galli Curci," were
next in order of appearance, giving a ballad and concluding with the presently popular "I've Got the Blues
For My Old Kentucky Home," in which they were accompanied byHenry Murtagh, Grauman organist and
composer of the song.
"Memories of Old Mexico," illustrated herewith, a
feature made up of singing, dancing and instrumental
numbers, followed and occupied the major portion of
the time allotted to presentation. The picture followed.
If there was aught in the entertainment thus far to
identify it with "Flying Pat" it is not disclosed in the
report. But success is reported for the engagement.
It must follow that the contrastive type of presentation
utilized by Grauman is practicable.
But it isn't vaudeville as Grauman uses it.
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"Kismet"
Selected
Attraction

for Grand
at Winter

Opening
Garden,
Seattle

The importance of "getting off on
the right
foot"known
in opening
a new men.
theatre is zcell
to theatre
That it is thoroughly appreciated by
Messrs. Clemmer and James, managers of the newly opened Winter
Garden theatre, Seattle, Wash., was
demonstrated in the selection of the
initial attraction.
"Kismet," Robertson-Cole's pictitrisation of Otis Skinner's stage success with that star in the leading role,
uvs chosen for the central position on
the inaugural program. The picture
has been demonstrated a box office
success in practically every section of
the country. The Winter Garden engagement added testimony to that effect.
SHOWMANSHIP dominated the
management's choice of a feature attraction. A clear understanding of the lasting effect made by first
impressions prompted the booking
parties to select from a rich market
of available attractions one which
leading theatres throughout the
country had used with success.
The accompanying photographs,
showing two views of the theatre
during the first wtek of operation,
are ample proof of the wisdom displayed in the choice.
The wide advertising which naturally precedes a theatre opening,
augmented by that instituted for the
picture itself, brought such patronage as is indicated in the illustrations

A street view of the new Winter Garden Theatre, interesting in itself and the more
so because of the crcwd seen waiting admission to view "Kismet."
to the new Seattle playhouse. It is
not unreasonable to believe that
patronage of similar magnitude will
continue indefinitely.
The good start is important.
In presenting a big picture and
an exceptionally strong supporting
program at the opening of the theatre the management inspired the
public with a healthy respect for the

institution and a well formed impression that motion pictures to be
seen at that playhouse in the future
would be of a high standard in every
instance and such entertainment as
is
always sought but not always
found.
The business of directing the theatre successfully from that point onward is thus greatly simplified. The
public is kindly disposed from the
first. The exhibitor's endeavors
thence forward are co-operative
rather than cultivative. He has but
to supply a demand, not to create
one.
Messrs. Clemmer and James have
"got off to a flying start." An ancient
proverb has it, "Well begun is half
won." The proverb states the case
conservativelv.
"Something to Think About" was the
big line in a cooperative double truck
obtained by Eli M. Orowitz, Paramount
exploitation representative at the Philadelphia, Pa., branch, for the showing at
the Victoria theatre, Harrisburg, Pa.
Wayland H. Taylor, Paramount exploitation manager at Seattle, Wash., is
popularizingstrumentthe
rubber stamp
as an inof exhibitor
exploitation,
an
experiment
with
"Humoresque"
giving
rise to the popularity of the device.

"Kismet," the Robertson-Cole production, starring Otis Skinner, was used as the
opening attraction of the Winter Garden Theatre, Seattle, Wash., under the management of Clemmer and James.

F. A. Miller, manager of the California
theatre, Los Angeles, invited 200 clergymen to a private screening of Goldwyn's
"Godless Men," establishing what will
doubtless proved a popular precedent in
the exploitation of the pLture.
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The t Exhibitor's
Continued from page Right
SJ)
tures lor motion picture attractions, the scenery, players, etc.,
being routed over the country
much as is the legitimate road
show. With the publication of
t h e announcements the idea
seems to have been abandoned.
Whatever may have been the
reasons for the apparent failure
of these propositions, the basic
idea was not without merit. In
all probability the method oi
management was at fault.
With producers of the type
engaged in the new method of
production in charge of a similar
presentation organization there
is every reason to believe that
the plan can be successfully ap* * *
The houtc staff of the Clemmer Theatre, Seattle, Wash., was attired in imitation of
the
characters
appearing
Mark ofof Zorro,"
Douglas Fairbanks' United
Artists
production,
during inthe "The
engagement
that attraction.

The

Mark

Exploited

of
for

Zorro"

Doubly

Dual-Showing

A policy precedent was established by the Clemmer and W inter Garden
theatres. Seattle, Wash., when "The Mark of Zorro," Douglas Fairbanks'
United Artists production was shown simultaneously and the two theatres
advertised by a double advertising campaign in which the houses were
equally represented. Another precedent was broken when, at the end of the
seven day engagement, count was taken and the fact discovered that in spite
of persistently unfavorable weather both box offices had established new
records.
A "get together" participated in by the execcutives of the two theatres
doubtless figured importantly in the final result. It was decided at this conference that the fact that the two theatres were to exhibit the picture "day
and date" should be made the strong point in all advertising done. It was
an unprecedented occurrence, and an unprecedented occurrence of any sort
is genuine
news. News
is always better
The newspaper
advertisements
carriedthanby "publicity."
both theatres stressed this item
strongly. And the opening of the run found the Seattle public well informed
of the circumstances and, obviously, more than ordinarily curious to view the
attraction which should be so highly regarded by the theatre managements
as to bring about this departure from custom.
The interior of the theatres were decorated in harmony with the locale
of the play, and ushers and attendants were dressed fittingly, the accompanying
illustration showing the general effect gained, as well as pointing out the ease
and economy with which any exhibitor can achieve a like result.
The weather also proved of service as well as a box office factor. Due
to the unusually protracted rainy season characteristic of Seattle umbrellas
had been obtained for the protection of persons waiting in line before the
theatre. These were converted into advertising accessories by having painted
Douglas Fairbanks in 'The Mark of Zorro.' "
"Goingof totheseeevent
them,phases
upon Two
merit especial attention, due to their adaptability.
The simultaneous engagement where it has not been used is a genuine
news event which can be profitably capitalized by any exhibitors who choose
to cooperate in this manner.
The umbrella stunt is good in itself. And the Seattle use of the idea
suggests a stock of umbrellas advertising the theatre only to be kept in
readiness for patrons leaving the theatre on rainy nights. An event which produces two suggestions of that calibre is truly notable.

plied.
fit onto
er inwhothissees
I K produc
Tl take
the lead
directi
will give over a portion of each
author's time to the direction of
the presentation feature at the
initial screening of his picture.
These events will be handled in
a manner befitting their importance. National newspaper publicity will be gained for them,
and the presentation will be
in keeping with the quality of
the film production.
circumAs many
require willesbeasequipped
stances compani

and put upon the road with the
s. E x h i 1) i t o r s will be
picture
shown the advertising and
>traight program value of them
and urged to avail themselves of
the offer made.
Exhibitors, realizing the import of the arrangement, will
make use of the material offered.
The motion picture in all its
phases
will benefit greatly by the
innovation.
Universal

Pictures

Score in New

York

quality rePhotographs of exceptional
tell more
produced upon the opposite page
effectively than words the methods used
advertising Unishowmen
York
by Newversal
They inare methods which
attractions.
exhibitors everywhere will gain by adopting
in greater or lesser degree.
Plenty of billboard material is used, and
With
front illumination.
of light for
plenty attention
these
compelling
agencies applied
burden
the
as in the present cases much of
is lifted from newspaper and house organ
advertising.
The tactics employed by the managers
of the three theatres in question should be
decreaswithout
and this The
generally,
adopted
ing other
efforts made.
results will
justify the effort and expense involved.
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Universal's "The Devil's Passkey," brilliantly billed at the B. & B. Theatre, a New York neighborhood house.

"Risky Business," another Universal production, given the "spot" in the 72nd Street Theatre's display.

The Bronx Plaza Theatre brilliantly and effectively advertised "The Devil's Passkey."
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Prompts
Sequence

rJT 1 1 E above reproduction of a photograph showing the
manner in which George Mauer, manager of the
Strand theatre, Louisville, Ky., utilizes cutouts for lobby
purposes does not disclose the full import of the style
employed. W ere the photograph taken upon an occasion when even an ordinary crowd was in attendance
the point of the method would reg'ster much more
effectually.
But the imagination supplies with little difficulty
the lacking detail. Any exhibitor has but to people the
lobby
in his mind's
eye withwhoa dozen
leavingat
the theatre.
The exhibitor
does sopatrons
will realize
once that the placement of the cutout stands, cutouts
made up in such manner as to enhance the illusion, gives
the impression of a much greater crowd than actually
is present.
It is highly probable that such an illusion was created
whenattraction,
"Peaceful
Valley,"
Charles
FirstGreat
National
was being
shown
at theKav's
Strand.
as may have been the business done, it is obvious that
one passing the theatre during a comparatively dull
hour must have formed the impression that the lobby
was crowded.
That impression is valuable. It is better advertising than many types that are obtained at much
greater expense.
Such an impression operates with certain effect in
convey'ng
to one
passersby
the number
picture onof
exhibition is
which the
has belief
drawn that
a great
people. This leads naturally to the formulation of a
definite intention upon the part of the observer to see
the picture if it is in any way possible to do so.

The banner of the Criterion Theatre, Atlanta, Ga., as designed
for a recent engagement, constitutes an interesting commentary upon the important subject of comparative advertising values of comedy and feature stars.
Patterson
And

Gives

Comedy

Feature
Equal

Stress

[LLARD C. PATTERSON', managing director of
Sig Samuels' Criterion theatre, Atlanta, Ga., has
demonstrated repeatedly his mastery of the showmanship science. His contribution to the important literature being written daily on the big subject which has
for its basis the comparative advertising merit of the
comedy and feature attraction is correspondingly im-

Exercising minute care in the preparation of cutouts for lobby
use, George Mauer, manager of the Strand Theatre, Louisville, Ky., obtains an excellent front appearance at very
little expense.

portant.
Upon a recent program at the Criterion Mr. Patterson grouped Clara Kimball Young's Equity production, "Mid-Channel," with Larry Semon's Vitagraph
comedy, "The Sportsman." The photograph reproduced herewith shows the frontal display made on that
occasion.
In the big banner which occupied central position
the two stars' names were given positions of equal
prominence. The same policy was carried out in the
smaller displays on each side of the lobby, the feature
photographs being given top position on one side and
the comedy stills accorded like treatment on the other.
In his newspaper advertising for the engagement
the same policy was observed, the space being divided
equally between the attractions.
All of which indicates a confidence in what recent
events point to as the correct showman stand on the
question which has advanced in the past year to a point
of vital importance in program disposal.
Mr. Patterson, long identified with the advance
guard of American theatremen, in thus putting the
comedy and the feature length production upon a plane
of equal importance in his appeal to the Atlanta public
demonstrates clearly his opinion of the short subject's
importance.
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Exhibitors
In

Demonstrate

Cutout

Lobby

Poster

Display

for

working material at the exhibitor's
disposal.
By that rule the paper published
by Pathe for productions bearing that
trade mark is found worthy. Exhibitors liave used it with patently effective results.
Accompanying illustrations demonstrate the point.

To Pay,"
Devil producti
Y^HEN
on the
Robert "The
Bruhton
for
Pathe, was exhibited at the Gem
theatre, Salt Lake City, Utah, an
excellent centerpiece for lobby use
was constructed by cutting from the
24-sheet provided with the picture
the two figures which occupy extreme right and left position in the
original. These were cut out in their
entirety and brought together for
the purpose of centralizing the appeal and focusing attention upon the
most interesting phases of the display.
The photograph taken during the
engagement shows the effect gained,
one which is registered almost as
effectively in the reproduction as it
must have registered upon the consciousnes ofpassers-by-.
The other illustration shows the

Pathe

Films

ficial influence upon the box-office
of the theatre in question.
Such use of poster material is
proof of its quality. Exhibitors use
it. That means that it is good.
Those who are assigned to the
business of preparing paper for motion picture attractions will do well
to keep that point in mind. The test
question should be "Can it be used?"
rather than "Is it beautiful?" the
question that an artist may be expected to ask.
The business of the poster is not
to charm with its artistic perfection ;
it is to bring to the theatre box-office
patrons who will pay only to see the
attraction which the poster represents.
Pathe paper, in at least these instances, has been demonstrated useful. That provides a working basis
not only for artists engaged in making Pathe paper, but for poster artists generally.

Title and cutout profitably identified.
Practical usefulness is the final test
of any product. No lesser consideration truly indicates the merit of any

Usefulness

artistic use made of cutouts from 1sheets issued with Harold Lloyd
comedies by another exhibitor. The
idea is good, and the stunt may be
repeated every time a Lloyd comedy
is scheduled.
The comedian's features are wellknown throughout the motion picture world. Where stars are known
Harold Lloyd is known, and his
characteristic smile displayed artistically and attractively as in this instance cannot exert other than bene-

Personal
I E. L. H. — "Hung" with due
ceremony January 16. Thanks.
1 C. E. R. — February 5.
] F. S. M. — Noted the quote. Sur]
prised.
I S. S. S. — Glad you like it.
{ E. M. W. — Bon Voyage!
j H. E. X. — Great. Keep it up.
"Something to Think About" was used
as the name of a four-page newspaper
published by the Liberty theatre, Madison, O., carrying approximately two and
one-half pages of merchant advertising.

Lloyd cutouts effectively employed.

1
|
j
{
}
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Plunkett Prologue
For Tourneur Film
Easily Duplicated
Joseph Plunkett. managing (Treetor of the Strand theatre, New York,
utilized for the presentation of "The
Last of the Mohicans." Maurice
Tourneur's Associated ProducerInc.. production, a prologue which
may he duplicated in its essentials
1>\ practically any exhibitor. The
illustration should provide showmen
everywhere with all necessary working material.
One soloist and a quartette appeared in the Plunkett stage feature,
the costuming being such that no
inconvenience will attend upon the
adaptation of the idea. The stage
setting is likewise simple and within
the power of any exhibitor to approximate, practically every theatre
that has scenery of any kind being
already supplied with the necessary
equipment.
Indian songs and dances can be
used almost without restriction in the
number. The torn torn and the camp
fire are familiar properties which
may be utilized, and ;t may he that
one of the players employed can be
given a dramatic reading to deliver.
This, at the close of the prologue,
should introduce the screen production under the hest possihle circum-lances

The lobby of the Princess Theatre, Henderson, N. C, as decorated for "Nomads of
the North," serves to introduce to exploitation exhibitors S. S. Stevenson, manager, whose interesting story appears below. He states that the display cost
exactly $11.00.

Economical
Mirrors

Lobby

Good

The application of economy to advertising showmanship is a delicate
operation. It more often than not results in the defeat of the very much
worthwhile end that is sought for. As
a general rule the saving sense does
not work to good advantage when
theatrical advertising is undertaken.
A noteworthy exception to this

Display

Showmanship
rule, the exception which proves it, is
presented above in the reproduction of
a photograph showing the lobby display evolved for First National's
"Nomads of the North," by S. S.
Stevenson, manager of the Princess
theatre. Henderson, N. C.
The total cost of the display was
In commenting upon the display
Mr. Stevenson states that he has used
$11.
many stunts in his career as an exhibitor, some successful and some of
the opposite character, the cost of the
stunts as balanced against box office
receipts determining the classification.
To which the obvious rejoinder is, "If
they were all as capably managed as
the present one, the unsuccessful ones
must indeed have been costly. If
every dollar expended was put to such
good use as the eleven dollars used in
this case the stunts costing more than
that should have drawn constant caThe secret of the present successful
combining of economy and advertising lies in the fact that the display did
not
It did not
look reflect
like an the
$11 economy.
display.
pacity."
The
appearance is, of course, the
essential thing. In this case there was
verse.hint of cheapness, rather the reno

A woodland setting, the New York Strand quartette in costume, with a baritone
employed for the occasion, combined to produce effective presentation for "The
Last of the Mohicans," Maurice Tourneur's Associated Producers, Inc., production.

This is the type of economy that
can be applied to advertising. Where
exhibitor genius is applied to eliminate
the appearance
merit
in economy.of cheapness there is
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INTY DAY' was participated in by every
newsboy in Oklahoma City, Okla.. when
Marshall Neilan's First National attraction
was shown at the Empress theatre. Tom Boland.
manager, effected an arrangement with the newspapers whereby prizes were awarded the boys selling the most papers, and the boys participated in
several parades intended to stimulate sales, the
theatre benefitm? directlv therebv.
kfcTT^INTY" was shown at the Rialto theatre,
II Butte, Mont., just before Christmas, which
circumstance enabled William J. Sullivan,
manager, to conduct with telling effect a newsboys'
matinee, wh;ch brought out the crowd of youngsters
seen in the accompanying reproduction of a photograph showing the front of the theatre on the day of
the showing. Out of gratitude many of the guests
wore signs advertising the picture throughout the
run.

ith

"D

inty

AT

Creston, Iowa, E. Metzger. manager of the
Strand theatre, sent out a float with twenty
newsboys to advertise "Dinty." After a circuit of the city, during which literature was distributed, the float drew up in front of the theatre
and the boys gave an entertainment consisting of
singing, dancing, boxing and wrestling which lasted
an hour. The "Dinty Day" idea was used here also,
the boys carrying signs as shown in the illustration.

JACK SANSON, manager of the Bristol theatre.
Bristol, Conn., experienced excellent results
with "Don't Ever Marry," another Marshal!
Neilan production for First National in which
Wesley Barry appeals prominently, due to use of a
"Before And After" window display contrasting the
comforts of bachelordom with the burdens of matrimony. The photograph'c reproduction discloses the
display's attention drawing power.
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A Pinntoant Picture,
From Tr.i TranfJ^Uoo of ft Sormfo."
By Sit Gilbert Ptrkor
Cut lodudos:
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Ma^el J'jl'enne Scott
Ell'-ott Dex'er

MY

From

Eddie Zorn to Yon

"I ffuirtntee Behold My
Wife' to be th* equal of may
production pr«-eni«d tt the
Tempt* Theatre.*"
Zorn

Manager

Guarantees

Advertising
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Drive

By Boy Exhibitors
Nets Big Returns
A communication of uncommon interest to readers of this department,
revealing as it does the fact that two
sixteen-year-old boys are making a
success of theatre management and
exploitation, is reproduced herewith,
accompanied by a reproduction of one
of the advertisements referred to in
the text.
So far your paper has not heard
from us excepting in your section,
"What the Picture Did for Me," for
the reason that we did not think the
exhibitors cared what a couple of sixteen year old boys did. However, we
obtained such excellent results with
Sol) Ob Top
•tlr-

Winnetka Pharmacy grocery

HUMORESQUE
**■■•—*-»*«• Winnetki
At Cn— unity How
TmCm t AJi-.ii. tfu. h

Stanley
Chambers'
Newspaper
Methods
Set High Standard
Many volumes offered the advertising man as helpful in his work are
of certain value to the exhibitor, a
business man whose business involves
a thorough understanding of advertising methods. It is to be hoped that
some day a volume will be published
providing theatremen with practical
working knowledge in understandable
terms.
Such a volume might well take the
form of autobiography to the extent
of having different successful exhibitors write upon the phase of advertising for which they arc famous. In
that case Stanley Chambers, manager
of the Palace theatre, Wichita, Kan.,
should be called upon to contribute a
chapter on the subject of newspaper
space and its proper employment.
Few exhibitors have equalled Mr.
Chambers' accomplishments with type
and illustration. His work, taken over
a period, dividual
shows
a high standard
and collective
excellence.of inThe advertisements reproduced in
this department from time to time are
selected with difficulty. It is not easy

Temple Program in
Newspaper Display
Edward A. Zorn, manager of the
Temple theatre, Toledo, (_)., experienced altogether desirable results recently when he added his personal
guarantee to newspaper advertisements used in behalf of the program
featured by ' Behold My Wife," a
Paramount production. One of the
advertisements, reproduced above,
shows in composition and text appeal
the care exercised in its make-up.
"I guarantee 'Behold My Wife' to
be the equal of any production presented at the Temple theatre," is the
way Mr. Zorn worded his endorsement, and to patrons who had visited
the theatre at any time in the past
that statement must have been ample
evidence of the high regard in which
Mr. Zorn held the picture. The box
office undoubtedly showed the effect
of that public declaration.
The logic of the stunt is excellent.
When an attraction is held worthy of
this form of praise no exhibitor should
permit himself to miss the opportunity presented. It may be that there is
a more effective method of advertising, but certainly such is not the case
where exhibitors have established a
definite standing for themselves and
their theatres.
Aside from the personal guarantee,
the display is excellent in many respects. The composition is well handled in everv detail.
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to determine
"high points"
a product that maintains
an even intenor
of
mechanical and text excellence.
The display reproduced herewith is
typical. It is not one of the best, nor
yet one of the poorest, as that term
may be applied to a Chambers composition.

"Humoresque" that we can hardly refrain from writing you.
As a rule, we are only open one
night a week Friday, and then we have
but arranged
one show. forButthree
on "Humoresque"
we
special shows,
four o'clock, seven-fifteen and eightthirty. We arranged for a full page
ad in our local paper, which I am
enclosing, which was arranged so that
the merchants' ads would cover the
expenses of the full page.
Another stunt we worked was a letter gotten out by the schools. The
letter needs no explanation. Arrangements were also made with one of our
local druggists for use of his window.
This was decorated with 1-sheets,
photographs, etc.
The result was that over one thousand people
saw "Humoresque" at
advanced
admission.
Yours for success,
Community House Motion Pictures,
Winnetka, 111.
SIDNEY M. SPIEGEL, JR.
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it. Pl.v I,
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STUNTS
Star photographs and stills from current attractions are displayed on boards constructed for the
purchase by the Chicago branch of Pathe Exchange, Inc., at the Wabash Avenue office, a location passed daily by thousands of pedestrians,
information as to theatres playing the various

"Spoilers" Revival
Washington Theatre

Breaks
Record

PJHOWMAX wishing to praise a certain type of
3 modern production in the most convincing terms
it their command frequently say, "It has a better fight
han "The Spoilers.' " The box-office results scored by
hat production in its early history are responsible.
It is of interest, therefore, to record the fact that
hat attraction, reissued, recently established another
)Ox-office record in Washington, D. C, the Leader
heatre of that city extending the engagement to two
veeks after the first week had resulted in the establishnent of a new box-office record.
Exploitation had much to do with this success
Sidney B. Lust, president of the Super Film Attracions. Inc., who recently bought the Leader and took
>ver the management of the house, used for the occasion
. striking lobby display which is photographically reiroduced herewith.
J. S. Warmbath. who spent twenty-seven months
n the Arctic zone as a member of Peary's expedition,
oaned his collection of souvenirs for the display. A
tuffed Eskimo in the act of throwing a harpoon at a
\)lar bear, real Eskimo dogs, a scenic drop and a log
abin box-office mask were utilized with excellent effect,
he remainder of the space being decorated in such manler as to harmonize with the central pieces.
Newspaper advertising was held to normal through)ut the week, and while other exploitation effects were
lsed the credit for the big business done is given chiefly
o the display.
Exhib:tors using reissues will doubtless benefit by
his story of the Leader success. It has been claimed
hat "a big picture never grows old," and "The Spoilers''
•eems to be in the designated classification.
Tally's Theatre, Los Angeles, the "Los Angeles
Express" and B. H. Dyes & Co., a hardware firm, conducted athree-way exploitation stunt of unusual aspects
:or the engagement of "The Jack-Knife Man," King
Vidor's First National production. Every boy obtaining
a three months' subscription to the paper was given a
jack knife. The ten boys obtaining the largest number
received special prizes. An admission ticket was given
each boy for each month's subscription sold, and King
Vidor applied the finishing touch which assured big
newspaper publicity by inviting all contestants to Vidor
Village, where it was promised a picture would be taken
and the parents of each boy presented with a strip of the
film showing their sons in action.

pictures being set forth in the display. An investigator seeking to determine the reason for
the knot of pedestrians grouped about one portion of the display at any hour of the day and in
any weather elbows his way into the front rank
and observes several poses of the Vanity Fair
Maids.
Ben Jackson, manager of the Audubon theatre,
New York, experienced marked success in "selling" to merchants for use in their advertising the
catchline, "Don't Be Blind Wives. Trade Here
and Save Money." The Fox production, "Blind
Wives,"
may be ,similarly exploited throughout
the country.
A touch of nature was applied to the lobby display used at the Orpheum theatre Scottsbluff.
Neb., playing Goldwyn's "The North Wind's
Malice," when W. H. Ostenburg, Jr., manager,
constructed a log cabin lobby piece and piled
against it the snow which all but blockaded the
front of the theatre.
Hector M. Pasmezoglu. manager of the Delmar
and Congress theatres, St. Louis, obtained the
names of 1,100 patrons recently by having the
ushers make polite inquiry. To the addresses
thus procured he sent a card of thanks for patronage during 1920 and enclosed two tickets good
for admission to either theatre at any time during 1921. To date 700 of the tickets have been
received at the box office, which means at least
700 good friends made.
Six bathing girls were employed by the Shakespeare theatre, Chicago, in connection with the
screening of "Summer Girls," the Mack Sennett
Paramount comedy, marking the first step
recorded in the city toward short subject presentation.
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"Mark

of Zorro" Is Praised by Critics and Public
In Cities Where New United Artists
Picture Is Being Shown
Packed houses during the run of "The Mark- of Zorro" is the fact that it
is creating no end of longer runs in all
Douglas Fairbanks' latest United Artists
sections of the country and Canada. It
production,
"The
Mark
of
Zorro,"
caused Manager Simons of the Allen has been booked for an extended run of
theatre, Akron, O., to extend the run
nine days at the Allen theatres in Caltwo days. Box office records were
gary and Edmonton, Canada; for fourbroken.
teen days at the Castle theatre in ChiThis picture has elicited praise from
cago; forWinnipeg,
two weeks' Canada;
fun at the for
Lyceum
newspaper critics and the public in cities
theatre,
two
and towns where it has been shown. The
weeks at the Palace theatre in Schenecmotion picture editor of the Lima (O.)
tady, N. Y.; for two weeks at the Dumas
theatre, Minneapolis, Minn.; for fourl imes said that there was "no use talkteenN.days
ark.
J. at the Goodwin theatre, Newing about it, 'Doug' Fairbanks is surely
the goods in his latest production."
For
two
weeks at the Ziegfeld theatre.
Lauded in Chicago
and for week runs at the folThe critic of the Chicago Herald ami Chicago, lowing
theatres: Victory. Waco, Tex.;
Examiner
states
FairLiberty, Kansas City, Mo.; Midway.
banks always
comesthatback"Douglas
with a bang,
Rockford, III.; Capitol, Elizabeth, N. J.:
and be comes back this time with more
Queen, Houston, Tex.; Palace, Ft.
of a bang than ever before and a much
Worth, Tex.; American. Paterson, X. J.;
shrewder actor to boot."
In the majority of the Marcus Loew
Rialto, Passaic, X. J.; Loew's State,
theatres, where the management s,-: aside Stockton, Cal. ; Temple, Lorain, O.; Merrill. Milwaukee, Wis.; Crystal, Indianaall former precedent and booked "The
polis,nd.;
I
Colonial. Indianapolis. Ind.;
Mark
of
Zorro"
for
seven
days
instead
American.
Terre Haute, Ind.; Albany,
of three and four, the box office records
Albany.
X.
were broken.
Conn.
. Y.; Majestic, Hartford.
The Mission theatre in Los Angeles
Plays at Muncie
reopened
with "The
Mark toof four
Zorro"weeks,
and
then extended
the run
Star, Muncie, Ind.; Circle. Ottumwa.
something unprecedented in the motion
Ia.; Steinway, Astoria, L. I.; Liberty.
picture industry in that community.
San Jose, Cal.: Liberty. Fresno. Cal.;
One of the outstanding features of Liberty. Long Beach, Cal.; Casino, Spo"Beau Revel," Ince-Yance.
Special, to be Ready Soon
"Beau Revel," a Louis Joseph Vance
story, will be published shortly by Paramount as an Ince-Vance special. It
was produced under the direction of John
Griffith Wray, and was supervised by
Thomas Ince. The cast includes Lewis
Stone, Florence Vidor, Lloyd Hughes.
Kathleen Kirkham. Richard Ryan, Harlan Tucker, William Conklin, Lydia
Titus, William Musgrave and Joseph
Campbell.

MARJORIK DAW
As National
she appears
in Marshall
production
"Bob Xeilan's
HamptonKirstof
Plaeer."

Charnas

kanc, Wash.; Cozy, Topeka, Kan.; St.
James, Asbury Park, N. J.; James, Columbus, O. ; Gifts, Cincinnati, O. ; Palace,
Schnectady, N. Y.; Orpheum, Grand
Rapids, Mich.; Princess, Sioux, S. D.;
Winter Garden, Seattle, Wash.; Clemmes,
Seattle. Wash.; Valentine, Canton, 0.;
Blue Mouse. Minneapolis. Minn; Garrick, Los AngeKs, Cal.; Old Mill, Dallas,
Tex.; Orpheum, Detroit, Mich.; Pantages, Salt Lake City, Utah. Loew'sl
State, Sacramento, Cal.; Regent or Picadilly, Rochester, N. Y.; Stillman, Cleve-*
land, O.:
Loew's Toledo
Montreal.O: Montreal,
One.;
Alhambra.
Strand.
Syracuse, X. Y.
Strand, Erie, Pa.; Capitol, Xew York
City; son.
Grand,
Columbus,
().; Colo.
Fuller,Capitol,
MadiWis.: Rivoli.
Denver,
Davenport. Ia. ; Apollo. Peoria. 111.;
I^oew's, Memphis, Tenn.; Westchester,
Mt Vernon. X. Y.; New Grand Central,
St. Louis. Mo.; Central, St. Louis, Mo.;
West End Lyric, St. Louis, Mo.; Washington, Detroit. Mich.; Virginia and Co-,
lonial, Atlantic City. X. J.; Rex, Jackson. Mich.: Strand. Flint, Mich.; Empire, I
New Brunswick. X. J.; Grand O. H.,
Burlington, la.; Princess, Superior, Wis;
Stratford, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.; Lyric,
Springfield. III.: Colonial, Toronto, Ont.;
New Comique. Butler, Pa.; De Luxe.
Hammond, Ind.; Strand, Albany, N. Y ;
Orpheum, St. Joseph, Mo.
Bert Ennis on Trip
Bert Ennis of S. & E. Enterprises
will leave New York this week to visit
the important exchange centers. He
will take with him prints of "It Might
HappenMidget
to You."
"Cowboy lass" and
three
comedies.

Closes Big Contract
Arrow
for Nineteen

Harry Charnas. president of Federated
Film Exchange of Ohio. has just closed
a contract with W. E. Shallenberger.
president of Arrow Film Corporation,
for the territorial rights on approximately nineteen productions.
The contract covers the sale to Mr.
Charnas of "Circumstantial Evidence."
"Wall Street Mystery." "Unseen Witness," "Sacred Ruby," "The Bromley
Case." "Trail of the Cigarette." "Triple
Clue" and "House of Mystery." eight pictures, all starring Glenn White. These
were purchased for the state of Ohio.
Covers Several States
"Woman's Man," starring Romainc
Fielding; "Love's Protege," starring Ora
Carew; "The Law of Nature," starring
David G. Fisher; for Ohio and Kentucky.
"The Golden Trail," with Jane Xovak,
Jean Hersholt and Jack Livingston, purchased for Ohio and Michigan.
"Bachelor Apartments." starring Georgia
Hopkins; "Bitter Fruit," starring Jane
Gail; "Before the White Man Came."
with an all-Indian cast; "The Daughter
of the Don," with an all-star cast, all of
which were purchased for Ohio, Michigan .and Kentucky.
"Chamber Mystery." starring Claire
Whitney and Earl Metcalf; "Desert
Scorpion" and "Wolves of the Street,"
starring Edmund Cobb; these productions purchased for Ohio.
"Will Expand Business"
This deal is the first big step in Mr.
Charnas'exchanges
plan towards
opening
of
feature
to be the
allied
with his
short reel exchanges known as Standard Film Service Company, which albranches inHeCleveland.
troitreadyandhasCincinnati.
has built Deup
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With
Productions

a wonderful
organization,
he himself
handling the position
of general
manager,
with Frank Hard as publicity director;
M. A. Lebensburger, manager of the
Cleveland exchange, located in the Sloan
building; Mat. Lcfkowitz, manager of the
Cincinnati exchange, located in the Film
building,
and J. C. Fishman, manager of
building.
the Detroit exchange, located in the Film
Heads Educational Unit
The distribution of the Federated film
output in Ohio, Michigan and Kentucky
is made through these three exchanges,
while Mr. Charnas is also the head of
Educational Film Company of Ohio,
which in turn distributes through the
Standard exchanges.
In commenting on this deal. Mr. Shallenberger stated that he was very much
pleased
to
man of field
Mr. asCharnas'
caliber enterseethea feature
a distributor in his territories, for he felt
that it was a man such as Mr. Charnas
that the producers and distributors of
independent features must look to for
their success in years to come.
Florida Amusement Co.
Takes Lakeland Theatre
L A K E L A X D . FLA .—Lakeland
Amusement Company, which has been
operating
the Casino theatre, has taken
over the Auditorium.

of athe$1.">,000
Followingnt thein completion
two
the Casino,
improveme
houses will be consolidated and the
Auditorium be used for road productions, the Casino for pictures. L. D.
Joel of Jacksonvillem has been manager
the Auditoriu for the last six
of
months.
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J. CHARLES DAVIS. 2nd
Secretary-Supervising Director
Salient

Films

Will

SALIENT

MAX

FILMS, INC., RECENTLY

Produce

Ten

as Supervising Director— Goosmann
President of Concern

Is

From there he went to Robertson-Cole,
where he remained until the present time.
F. W. W eeks is a newcomer to the
ranks of motion picture producers. He
has long been interested in photography
and has patented several inventions pertaining to the motion picture end of the
business.
J. Charles Davis, 2nd., came to the
motion pictures in 1912 from the ranks
of the advertising men. He has devoted
the intervening time to an exhaustive
study of the business, having been by
turns scenario writer, assistant director,
director, film editor, producer and exhibitor. He has devoted the last two
years to the advertising and exploitation
of pictures, having been exploitation
manager of the New York exchange of
Famous Players, from where he resigned
to assume the position of advertising and
exploitation manager of Empire State
Film Corporation, which firm he left to
become director of advertising and publicity for Arrow Film Corporation,
which position he held until he resigned
to accept his present place.
Famous

Players Lease

Lyceum From Frohman
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK. Jan. IS.— Daniel Frohman, president of the Lyceum Theatre
Company, has rented the theatre for a
period of ten years from next October
to the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation. It will continue to be the home of
Frohman productions and will not be
turned into a motion picture theatre.

FORMED

FRANK W. WEEKS
Vice-President-Treasurei

F. C. GOOSMANN
President

Five-Reel
Pictures During
1921
Activities Will Be Centered in New York With Davis

Salient Films , Inc., a New York cor>oration, has entered the production
ield. Ten five-part features will be
nade during 1921. Production activities
vill be centered in New York.
Max F. C. Goosmann is president;
rrank W. Weeks, vice-president and
secretary, and J. Charles Davis, 2nd.,
secretary and supervising director.
Plan for Economy
President Goosmann states that the
rompany intends to produce strong human interest stories with well chosen
:asts. The best of direction and photogaphy will be provided.
Economy in production is planned.
Concerning this President Goosmann de:lares that a carefully devised system of
producing will be followed, which, he
claims, will permit the turning out of
high grade productions far below the
usual cost but equal to the present
-tandard of feature subjects.
Stories Are Obtained
Several stories have been obtained for
picturization. Negotiations are on for
a number of prominent players.
Offices of the company are at 522
Fifth avenue, New York.
Mr. Goosmann was for several years
.connected with Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation in an executive capacity. He
resigned the position of office manager
of the New York exchange of Famous
to assume management of the New York
exchange of Empire State Film Corporation, an independent distributor.
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Unity Buys Star Westerns
For Indiana and Illinois
Star Ranch Westerns have been purchased for Northern Illinois and Indiana
by Unity Photoplays, Inc., of Chicago.
These two-reel Westerns, issued twice
a month by C. B. C. Film Sales Corporation of New York, are now handled by
Specialty Film Corp., Dallas, Texas;
Consolidated Film Corp., San Francisco,
Cal.; Consolidated Film Corp, Los Angeles, Cal.; Crescent Film Exchange,
Kansas City, Mo.; Standard Film Service, Cleveland, Ohio.; Fontenelle Feature Films, Omaha, Neb.; S. & S. Film
Supply Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.; United
Film Service, St. Louis, Mo.; Pearce
Films, Atlanta, Ga.; Pearce Films, New
Orleans, La., and Unity Photoplays, Chicago, 111.
"Three Sevens" Moreno's
New Melodrama Feature
"Three Sevens," Perley Poore Sheehan's novel, has been made into a swiftmoving melodrama starring Antonio
Moreno.
The picture has been completed at
the Western Vitagraph studios. Chester
Bennett directed. Jean Calhoun and
Beatrice Burnham play opposite the star.
Others of the cast include Emmett King.
Dewitt C. Jennings, Bull Montana. Edwin J. Bradv. Hector V. Sarno 'and
Takes'Mack."
Des Moines Theatre
Bobbv
DES MOINES. I A.— Ed Helmts. manager of the Rialto theatre, will manag the new Strand picture house, formerly
the Unique. The house will undergo
improvements and will be opened about
the middle of February. The Strand is
owned by Des Moines Theatre Company.
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February

Elaine Hammerstein,

Are

Ohio

Scheduled

Issue

by

Top

Selznick

Ralph Ince and Conway

Theatre for Portsmouth
PORTSMOUTH, VA. — Twentieth
Century Amusement Company will remodel a building at 1122 High street for
a theatre and amusement center. Stockholders include J. A. Thomas, S. W.
Johns, Levi C. Brown, T. W. Newbie,
George W. Brown, Frank Overton, M.
A. Brown, J. B. Ruffins and Robert
Landers.

Storey

to Publish

"Shadowland Screen Supplement" is
the title of a new single reel to be published every two weeks by A. D. V.
Storey, formerly editor of Screen Snapshots and publicity and advertising manager of C. B. C. Film Sales Corporation.
Will Show Stars of Screen
"Shadowland Screen Supplement" derives its name from the magazine Shadowland and will consist of shots at home
and at work with stars of the screen,
the stage, the dance and other arts, and
will have the editorial and exploitation
co-operation of Shadowland and the other
two Brewster publications, Motion Picture Magazine and Classic, a total of
1,000,000 copies a month and fully 3,000,000 readers, screen and stage fans.
The Brewster publication cooperation
was provided "Screen Snapshots" by Mr.
Storey when connected with that publication.
Anetha Getwell, winner of the national
fame and fortune contest of the Brewster publications will be featured in a
series of two reelers, detective stories, by
Mr. Storey.
Offer to State Right Men
Miss Getwell, following the winning
of the national contest of the Motion
Picture Magazine, Classic and Shadowland

Notch

Praise
Comedies

Temporary Titles Given
Every Top Notch comedy is issued
under a temporary title. The first reached
the exchanges on January 15 under the
temporary
"Moviepublication,
Mad."
"Jealousy,"titletheofsecond
will
be on the market February 1, while
"Inside Dope" is the third of the series.

Reel

Intimate

Papers

First Subjec ;, "Movie Mad,"
Published, With Second
Following Shortly
The Cleveland Plain Dealer and the
Cleveland News in a January edition
stated in special articles that the best
two-reel comedies made arc produced and
distributed by Top Notch Producing and
Distributing Company, with headquarters in Cleveland. Both papers claim
that Top Notch comedies prove that the
best pictures do not necessarily have to
be made in Los Angeles or distributed
from New York.
The first publication, "Movie Mad,"
and the second, "Jealousy," were given
private showings to Cleveland critics.
Contest Is Conducted
Six or eight thousand letters weekly
are addressed to the Top Notch studios
in response to the nationwide advertising campaign concerning the Top Notch
title contest conducted on these comedies, inquiring when and where to see
Top Notch comedies and win one of the
seventy-eight $100 cash prizes offered
for the three best titles on each and every
publication, like prizes to be awarded
when a tie occurs.
Beside the officers of the company,
Postmaster Murphy of Cleveland and
George Q. Keeley, a prominent Cleveland
attorney, are on the board of judges to
decide
comedy. the three winning titles on each

Tearle

Stars in Month's Publications— "Highest
Law" Goes Out on the Sixth
For February Selznick announces the
duction of St. Patrick's Cathedral which
publication of three productions — the Ralph was used as the background for a notable
wedding serve to bring forcefully
ince
Highest Law";
the society
to the foreground the splendid portrayal
latest special,
Elaine "The
Hammerstein
production,
of
Conway
Tearle.
"Poor Dear Margaret Kirby," and the
In the cast are Martha Mansfield, the
Hobart
Henley
picture,
"Society
Snobs,"
starring Conway Tearle.
new Selznick star, playing the leading
feminine role, Huntley Gordon, Ida DarPublished on February 6
ling, Jack McLeon and other well known
"The Hightest Law," for issue on Febru- screen players. Mr. Tearle wrote the
ary 6, the
previousdramatic
to Lincoln's
Birthday,
is aweek
full five-reel
offer- story and Lewis Allen Browne adapted it
the screen.
"Society Snobs" is set
ing suitable for the holiday occasion or for
for February
15 issue.
at any season of the year, in that its interest centers around one o# the most
intriguing incidents in the life of Abra- Zasu Pitts Working
ham Lincoln. Mr. Ince. who directed the
picture, plays the role of the Great
With Columbia Co.
Emancipator. Other members of the cast
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
include Bobby Agnew, Margaret Seddon,
Aleen Burr and Cecil Crawford. Lewis
LOS ANGELES, Jan. 18.— Zasu Pitts
Allen Browne wrote and picturized the will start work next week with Columbia
story.
Special Features Company with whom she
"Poor Dear Margaret Kirby" reveals has been under contract during the last
Miss Hammerstein in a story that is par- several months.
ticularly suited to her talents, written by
Her first picture with that concern will
Kathleen Norris. The cast includes be made here instead of in San Francisco
William B. Davidson in the leading male as originally planned. It is reported that
role, Warburton Gaamble, Ellen Cassity, Columbia has decided to abandon the San
Helen Lindroth and Tom Brook. The pro- Francisco studio project and will make its
duction was directed by William P. S. productions here.
Earle, and adapted for the screen by Lewis
Allen Browne. It is scheduled for pub- Bowers Confers in
lication on Febuary 25.
Spectacular Scenes Made
L. A. With Palmers
"Society
Snobs"
is
a
sumptuously
in(Special
to Exhibitors Herald)
vested photodrama produced on a lavish
scale. Snectacular scenes showing the
LOS ANGELES, Jan. 18.— Charles B.
famous "Rose Room" of the Plaza hotel Bowers. Eastern representative of Palmer
New York, a big ball room set which Photoplay Corporation, arrived this week
occupied more than a quarter section of for a conference with Palmer officials at
the Fort Lee stage, and an exact repro- the home office here.
Universal to Offer
Five Reel Feature of
The Prince of Wales
(From Staff Correspondent)
NEW YORK, Jan. 18.— Arthur Clozenberg, manager of Film Booking Office,
London, distributing Universal and Jewel
productions, returned to England Saturday on the Auguste Victora after a two
weeks' visit with Universal executives
here. He was accompanied by Mrs.
Clozenberg.
As an outcome of his visit here Universal will distribute "Thirty-seven Thousand Miles With the Prince of Wales," a
five-reel feature of the adventures of the
Prince during his tour of the world.
Universal will handle the picture in the
United States and Canada.
object
Clozenberg's
tripThe
was primary
to exchange
ideasofwith
Universal
officials on the handling of Universal
product.
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Showing

Shots

of Screen

Stars

from 50,000 entrants and with a board of
judges which included Mary Pickford,
Thomas Ince, Mme. Petrova, David Belasco, Eugene Brewster, Howard Chandler Christy, J. Stuart Blackton, Maurice
Tourneur and others, has since been designated "Theselected
American
Girl,"
having been
for Legion
the principal
role in "Lest We Forget," a photoplay
produced
D. V. Storey
in cooperation withbytheA. American
Legion
News
Service.
These publications will be offered the
independent states rights market. Offices
have been opened at suite 226. 17 West
Forty-second street, New York.
New Talmadge Film Ready
ConstanceforTalmadge's
nextwillissue,
scheduled
January 31,
be
"Mamm a's Affair," Rachel Barton Butler's well-known Harvard prize play. It
is a more serious story than anything
Constance has previously attempted.
To Build Trenton Theatre
A. LaN. J.— Benjamin
N,l promotor
TRENTO
, has acquired
a
theatrica
vine,
tract of land on the main road to Camp
a theatre
will build
Dix and
spring. there. Work
in the
be started
will
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lain — Finds Internanated bv Germans
bargo, effective January 1. whereby films
trom other countries may be imported up
to 15 per cent of the German productions.
Presentation Is Inferior
"I was hibitors
surprised
to find usthatin German
are far behind
matters exof
presentation. One would expect to find
musical settings at their best in Germany,
but instead thej* are distinctly inferior to
those we have become accustomed to in
this country.
"From Germany I went to Italy where I
was received with the greatest cordiality by
the motion picture men of Rome, Milan
and other cities. Economic and social conditions in Spain and Portugal are very depressing indeed, and of course the motion
picture business is suffering."
"The

^..vmcu uy ijermany
during the war and now available for
general use. Although I do not pretend
to be a technical expert, this camera impressed me as being the best thing of its
kind on the market.
German Trip Interesting
"From Holland, I went to Scandinavia
where the motion picture business seemed
to be in pretty fair condition, about 75 per
cent of the current supply of films coming
from this country. There is one theatre in
Stockholm, the Paladium, that in the luxury' and comfort of its furnishings compares favorably with the finest of our own
theatres.
"My had
visit been
to Germany
There
so muchwastalkilluminating.
about the
activity of German producers and the moderate costs at which they were making
film that I would not have been surprised
at finding conditions calculated to cause
uneasiness among American picture men.
Visits to the principal studios in Germany
and meetings with many of the leading representatives of the business, gave me a
quite different view of the situation.
Produce Western Films
"With all due respect for the excellence
of the work being accomplished by Lubitsch
and May and one or two others of the foremost directors, I was soon convinced that
the average German picture is far inferior
to the standard being maintained in this
country. Technically, our product is much
better. Of course, it must be understood
that I am referring to the average run of
pictures and not to specials.
of the
of myWild
visitWest
was
to "One
find that
somesurprises
really good
pictures are being turned out at the Ger. man studios. Most interesting, however,
are the experiments being made by Decla
in the cubist, futuristic and impressionistic
method of motion picture expression. A
return to normal conditions in the marketing of our own product in Germany is
• forecast by the partial lifting of the em-

Killer" Next Pathe

Production of Hampton's
The Benjamin B. Hampton production. '."The Killer," an adaptation of the
novel of the same name by Stewart Edward W hite, will be published on January 30 by Pathe.
Frank Campeau is seen in the title role.
Claire Adams is the heroine and Jack
Conwaj- is the hero. Tod Sloan, little
Frankie Lee, Edward Peil, Frank Hayes,
Will Walling. Milton Ross, Tom Ricketts and Zack Williams are others in
the cast.
FRENCH

GENERAL

Scoop in Filming
Lost Naval Balloonists
Educational Films Corporation claims
to have been the only organization in the
country that could supply pictures of the
Hudson's
Bay post,
haven of who
the
three
American
navaltheballoonists
were lost for some time in the Hudson
Bay district. Panoramic pictures of the
entire fur station appeared in the New
York World and New York American
with the big story and were dispatched
to principal dailies through the country.
Every photo news agency, without exception, was compelled to rely on Educational or do without the scenes, according to Educational. During the days
following many other photos taken by
Educational at and around Moose Factory were published.
These pictures were made on the tour
of the whole North country section
made by Educational camera men in
co-operation with the Hudson's Bay
Company. The film made on this expedition is now being published in the
form of single reel pictures, the first being "A Tale of the Fur North."
Proves Fame Unnecessary
To Sell Picture Scripts
Refutation of the popular idea that the
value of the writer's name rather than
the worth of the story inspires the acceptance of a photoplay is made in the
recent experience of Stella G. S. Perry,
authorcent novel.
of "Palmetto." a well known reUnder the nom de plume of Carol
Stone the writer sent her story to Joseph
M.
entitled '"A
Modern
Diana,"
and Schenck
it was accepted
before
the identity
of the author was known.

VISITS GOLDWYN

PLANT

Samuel Goldwyn (left), president of Goldwyn Pictures Corporation, shows Gen.
Robert Georges Nivelle, former commander-in-chief of French armies during
the World War, around the immense studios. Rupert Hughes (right), who is
writing for Goldwyn Pictures, accompanied the general.
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Realart 's "The Furnace"
Considered
Meritorious Picture by Exhibitors
It is a self-evident fact that productions touches' that make a photoplay for femwhich are really big in story, settings, cast
inineBookings
eyes."
Are Increasing
and direction are of great value to exBoth
critics
and
exhibitors agree on thif
hibitors and producers. And it is paras on the compelling inticularly refreshing to the latter when the point, terestasof thewell
love story..
former express heartfelt appreciation.
Bookings on "The Furnace" continue tc
Ranking high among such productions, in pour in. These Pennsylvania theatre*
have signed for the picture : Regent
the judgment of Samuel Goldstein, manager of the new Victory theatre, Holyokc, Scranton ; Colonial, Reading, Jackson, New;
Lebanon; Hamilton, Lancaster;
Mass., is Realart's William D. Taylor spe- Jackson.
cial, "The Furnace." Mr. Goldstein se- Palace. Philadelphia ; Mammoth. Philadelphia. William Penn, Philadelphia ; Victoria.
lected the picture for the opening recently
of his new theatre.
Harrisburg; American, Pottsville and
Strand,
Allcntown.
Crowds Turned Away

"When I hooked 'The Furnace' to open
Goldstein Brothers new Victory
theatre I
considered it one of the best pictures available for the house," Mr. Goldstein wired
Realart after showing the production. "It
proved to be such by the many thousands
that we turned away at every performance.
Let Realart make more pictures of this
kind and it will be easier sailing for the
exhibitor as well as the producer."
J. W. Trunk; manager of the Dome theatre, Voungstown,
O., ran "The Furnace"
and wired
:
"Opened 1921 with 'The Furnace'
one
week capacity business. A wonderfulto target for this year's blue ribbon attractions
to aim at. Congratulations. Dome theatre."
Opens New Theatres
"The Furnace" has played a prominent
part as the opening attraction for many theatres, among the number being the Arcadia,
Huntington, \V. Va. ; the Blue Mouse. Seattle, Wash.; Garrick, St. Paul; Victory,
Holyoke, Mass., and a number of others.
"We saw 'The Furnace' in our projection
room the other day," says a letter from
Miss Dorothy Day of the Garden theatre
at Des Moines, Iowa, "and found it delightful. At least I did, I want you to
know, since how could any mere feminine
person fail to appreciate the gorgeous settings, costumes and wealth of 'little
"DID YOU

ORDER

"East Lynne" Offered by
Ballin Through Hodkinson
Hugo Ballin announces the coniple
tion of 'East Lynne," his second inde
pendent production for distribution b;
W. W. Hodkinson Corporation. Th
publication date has not been detcrmine<
The screen adaptation of Mrs. Henr;
Wood's famous story has become, ii
Ballin's hand*, a smart society play. Th»
cast is seen in settings of beauty in
keeping
with and
the an
producer's
reputation
as
an artist,
elaborately
staged
fairy tale enhances the play's pictorial
appeal.
Players include Mabel Ballin, Fdward
Karle and Henry G. Sell in the principal
roles, with Gilbert Rooney, Gladys Coburn. Doris Sheerin, Nellie Parker
Spaulding and a dozen others lending
support.
Build Brooklyn Theatre
BROOKLYN, N. Y— Roanoke Con-truction Company is erecting a modern
theatre with seating capacity for 1.400
patrons in Richmond Hill. South.
SOMETHING'"

Sessue Hayanawa is
Sued for $250,000
By
ey ndent
Kennedy
(from Aubr
Staff Correspo
J
LOS ANGELES, Jan. 18.— Sessue
Hayakawa has been made the defendant
in the federal court in an action for
S-'uO.OOO alleged damages on a charge of
breach of contract. The plaintiff is Aubrey M. Kennedy, a New York motion
picture distributor and producer. The
attorneys for the plaintiff are Milton
Cohen and Philip Cohen.
Between November 1, 1919, and April
1. 1920, the defendant is alleged to have
made a contract with the plaintiff whereby the latter was to "exploit and distribute" the pictures in which the defendant was to have played
the leading
role. The pictures, the plaintiff alleges,
were to have been distributed by W. W.
Hodkinson. The actor is alleged to have
violated the contract and caused damages
to the plaintiff to the amount of $250,000.
Philip Cohen, attorney for the plaintiff, said it had been rumored that Hayahad becomebecause
"disgruntled"
his
former kawamanager
the actorat had
been asked to pose as a Cuban because
anti-Japanese agitation existed at the
time. It was during this period, it was
reported, that the star made a contract
with the plaintiff and later, becoming
reconciled
with his old manager, is alKennedy.
leged to have broken the contract with
Frank King in Houghton
• HOUGHTON. MICH.— Manager W.
H. Vance of Vance Amusement Company has acquired the services of Frank
King, manager of the Unique theatre of
here.
Minneapolis, to manage the Star theatre

Wanda Hawley in a scene from the Realart feature, "The Snob.'
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Educational Books in
New England Houses
Short Subject Organization
Establishes Self in the
Boston Territory
Although the prevalence of the double
feature policy, or the combination of
vaudeville and features, has caused the
Boston territory to be regarded as a sort
of forbidden land for short subjects. Educational Film Exchanges, Inc., reports that
every important circuit in that territory and
a greater portion of the better independent
houses
has signedpoints
for Educational's
Educational
out that the product.
greater
tribute is paid to its product by the fact
that the greater portion of these contracts
were made by the manager of the Boston
office and without general solicitation on
the part of salesmen. These road forces are
now working on the scattered houses that
have not contracted for Educational pictures and the promise comes to the home
office that 100 per cent results will be reported within the next sixty days.
Goldstein Brothers Sign
Goldstein Brothers, who operate leading
theatres in Springfield. Northampton. Westrield and Ware, Mass.. are the latest to
sign contracts, which are not for a single
group of pictures but for all the comedies
published by Educational, and in many
cases for the entire single reel and special
product.
Such bookings have been made by the
two biggest operators in New England, the
Olympia theatres operating in key cities like
Boston, Worcester. Lynn. New Bedford.
Cambridge, Dorchester. Chelsea and
Gloucester, and the Alfred S. Black New
England theatres, including a total of more
than twenty-five houses in Maine, Massachusetts, Rhode Island. New Hampshire
and Vermont. Both of these circuits are
featuring the comedies.
Other Contracts Obtained
Other circuits include W. P. Gray houses
in Maine, New Hampshire and Vermont,
a total of twenty-eight: Geo. A. Giles Theatres. Inc.. operating in Boston, Stoneham.
Gardner. Framingham and Waltham.
Mass. ; L. M. Boas New Vork and Fall
River Amusement Company, with theatres
in Fall River, Lowell, Newburyport and
Amesburv, Mass., and in Newport, R..I. :
Moe Mark Strand Theatre Company, with
theatres in Lynn and Worcester : • N. H.
Ware Theatres. Inc., in Beverly and Peabody. Mass. : George A. Hammon Theatres
Co.. controlling the Bijou in Springfield and
the Suffolk in Holyoke : and Capitol
Amusement Company operating the Capitol
in
Me.Springfield and the Empire in Portland.
Fox News Shows Exclusive
Picture of Ku Klux Klan
Fox News, by special privileges, claims
to have obtained the only motion pictures
in existence showing the newly reorganized
Ku Klux Klan in secret session.
Meeting in a lonely glade in the woods
Stone Mountain, Ga., with their Imperial
Wizard. Col. William J. Simmons, at their
head. Knights of the Ku Klux Klan, clad
in the weird garments of the order, carried
out the impressive ceremony of initiating a
candidate while a Fox News cameraman,
stationed behind a nearby tree, shot the
scenes. The pictures are the official ones
which will be preserved in the archives of
the Klan. It was upon this condition that
Fox News was permitted to take them, and
only Fox News has authority to present
them
TheyVolume
are in"
current
issue ofpublicly.
Fox News,
2. the
Number
28.
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Saturday

Night

at Universal

City

■ w

Gladys Walton, Universal's newest star, making a quick change from poor girl to
rich girl in her latest picture, "Rich Girl, Poor Girl."
Woods

Is Made
Supervisor- in- Chief
Of All Paramount
Studio Activities

Jesse L. Lasky, first vice president of
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, in
charge of production, announces that he
has appointed Frank E. Woods supervisorin-chief of all Paramount studio activities.
Mr. Woods has long been supervising director at the Lasky studio. Hollywood.
Further Solidify Organization
The appointment of Mr. Woods marks
the success of a plan which originated with
Mr. Woods, who. with the idea of further
solidifying the Paramount producing organization, suggested to Mr. Lasky that the
best results could be obtained by having
somebody in position to supervise all the
non-special productions made by the Lasky
studio. This plan was immediately approved by Mr. Lasky and since its beginning has proved successful.
It worked out so successfully that the arrangement was adopted in the production
of all Realart pictures, Elmer Harris, who
had worked on Mr. Woods' staff and had
been
trained
Mr. supervising
Woods' production
methods,
being innamed
director
of all Realart pictures made in California.
Buchanan Is Promoted
Mr. Woods was the man who also picked
Thomas J. Geraghty for the post of supervising director at the new Paramount studio
in Long Island City. Further developing
Mr. Woods' system, Mr. Lasky appointed
Thompson Buchanan junior supervising director at the Lasky studio, thus giving Mr.
Woods more time to devote to his increased
duties
supervisor-in-chief.
Mr. as
Laskv
also announces that Gardner

Hunting, formerly production editor at the
Paramount Eastern studios, has been named
associate supervising director in the Long
Island studio. Mr. Hunting will take over
some of the work now being done by Mr.
Geraghty. This is because the new studio
soon will be reopened and Eastern production activities will be greatly increased.
First National Publishes
House Organ as Aid in
Exploiting Productions
Associated First National Pictures.
Inc., has announced the launching of a
new house organ, "First National Franchise," to serve as a connecting link between the more than 3,000 exhibitor members of the organization.
The first issue of the publication,
whose page size is the same as the
standardized trade papers, was scheduled
to be put on the presses January 11.
dated January 15. The paper will be
circulated monthly, and subsequent issues
are to be off the press one week prior
to their dale of issue.
In announcing the new house organ.
First National described the periodical
as a service addition to the publicity department, several pages being devoted to
the interchange of publicity ideas and
exploitation stunts which have proved
valuable in different sections of the country in presenting
First has
National
tions. Lee S. Ferguson
been attracnamed
editor.
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WHILE the movement "fewer and better pictures" is
now an actuality, there is no scarcity of pictures at the
present time and will not be for some time to come. This
week we carry in this department twenty reviews of features
suitable for every class of theatre and the exhibitor on the
alert for the best the market has to offer need have no fear
of a shortage. Suitable program material for large or small
.theatres can be found here.
"THE GREAT ADVENTURE" (First National) is a
picturization of Arnold Bennett's play, based on an excellent
comedy idea. Lionel Barrymore gives a splendid performance and the comedy is diverting because it is in different
vein. Whitman Bennett and Kenneth Webb have made a
good production with appropriate sombre English backgrounds.
"PASSION FRUIT" (Metro) is a colorful and appealing spectacle cast amid Hawaiian settings. The story was
written by Carey Wilson and Doraldina the dancer has the
leading role. John Ince directed. Stuart Holmes, Elorence
Turner, Edward Earle and Sidney Bracy are in the cast.
"THE INSIDE OF THE CUP" (Paramount) is a
screen play of considerably more than the average substance.
It presents a special cast headed by David Torrence, Edith
Hallor, Albert Roccardi, Frank A. Lyons and William
P. Carlston, and was adapted from the Winston Churchill
novel. Albert Capellani directed it for Cosmopolitan.
"THE FIRST BORN" (Robertson-Cofe) offers Sessuc
Hayakawa in a story of father love, poignantly appealing
and human, one that will be accepted by the majority as
his best picture. Chinese atmosphere, beautiful of backgrounds and highly artistic. One of the best of the season's
pictures.
"THE WOMAN IN HIS HOUSE" (First National)
gives Mildred Harris opportunities as a young society matron and mother which she meets with beauty and skill. An
eight-reel production that will stand and warrants extra
exploitation. One of the most attractive youngsters on the
screen plays the part of the little son. Luxurious backgrounds and compelling scenes. Gareth Hughes included
in the cast.
"PRAIRIE TRAILS" (Fox) is the newest Tom Mix
feature and his best. A Westerner above the average grade,
lively and romantic, abounding with Mix's customary trick
riding and shooting. Attractively set and well directed.
Comedy tinge. Good supporting cast. The romance of a
cattle man who plays hero to two women.
"THE GREATEST LOVE" (Selznick) is the first
starring vehicle for Vera Gordon, the mother in "Humoresque." A far weaker vehicle than that hit, but very well
produced. A story of mother love in an Italian-American
family. The tale of a mother's unswerving faith in her son
that is rewarded with his exoneration of suspected crime.
"NOT GUILTY" (First National) is notable chiefly
for its remarkable double photography, well chosen sets and
line character work of Richard Dix. The story is an adaptation of Harold MacGrath's story, "Parrot and Company.'"
and isa anbrother
interesting
of a young man's sacrifice to
shield
accusedstory
of murder.
"CINDERELLA'S TWIN" (Metro) depends for effectiveness upon Viola Dana, the star. The production is made
up of excellent settings and photographed as capably as the
best of Metro publications, but the story is light and creates
no suspense at any time. Interest attaches to the manner
in which the modern narrative has been adapted to the fairy
tale original and to little else. As a Sunday attraction the
picture qualifies nicely.
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THE HIGHEST BIDDER" (Goldwyn) is a society
[Jay starring Madge Kennedy in a less frivolous role than
her usual one. Well produced and entertaining. The story
of a wealthy man's attempt to teach his sweetheart a lesson
that results in his own education and a threatening of their
happiness. Screen version of "The Trap."
"KING, QUEEN, JOKER" (Paramount) is the first
Syd Chaplin comedy-feature to be brought to the screen in
many months. Star in dual role, that of King and Joker
in a revolutionist country of Europe. Plot centered about
political
turmoil in Greece. Refreshing of humor and highly
entertaining.
"BREWSTER'S MILLIONS" (Paramount) is a Bofcoe "Fatty" Arbuckle feature of the high class comedy
trend. A screen adaptation of a successful McCutcheon novel
and stage play. Story of a man bent on spending a million
dollars in a year to win five million thereafter. Swift and
smooth of action and decidedly clever of comedy.
"COUSIN" KATE" (Vitagraph) offers Alice Joyce in
; • 1 1 exceptionally excellent picture, one certain to appeal to
ivory sort of patronage and to make distinct impression
upon those fond of high grade, pleasant romance. Artistic
in every way. The tale of a woman novelist called to
straighten out the love affairs of a young relative and who
falls in love with the girl's sweetheart.
"TRUST YOUR WIFE" (First National) presents
Katherine Mac-Donald in the role of a young wife who, while
attempting to aid her husband, a struggling architect, becomes involved in a near-scandal witli a bounder. The
reformation of the villain follows a dramatically staged
encounter on a yacht. Miss MacDonald's striking beauty
and brilliant acting redeem the story's shortcomings and she
is accorded excellent support by David AVinter and Charles
Richman.

■WOMEN" MEN LOVE" (Bradley Films), adapted
from a -tm v by Charles T. and Frank Dazey, and starring
William Desmond, depicts a trite domestic tangle that fails
to convince. Marguerite Marsh, Martha Mansfield, Evan
Hui rows and Danton Vane appear in Mr. Desniond's
support.
"POLLY WITH A PAST" (Metro), with Ina Claire,
is a picturization of the David Belasco play, in which she
created the original role. Miss Claire dominates the story
ami imparts to the role of Polly a fine appreciation of comedy
values, and at the same time invests it with a note of pathos
that has a sympathetic effect upon the spectator. It is hoped
that this is not Miss Claire's last appearance in pictures.
"THE FRONTIER OF THE STARS" (Paramount),
Thomas Meighan's fourth starring vehicle, is a somewhat
sugar-coated drama of New York's East Side life. It is a
picture that will please those who prefer a combination of
sentimentality and crook melodrama. There is a "Miracle
Man'' incident near the picture's end that is very well done.
"THE SPENDERS" (Hodkinson) is a thoroughly
amusing comedy-drama in six parts, adapted from Harry
Leon Wilson's story. The well chosen cast is headed by
Joseph J. Dowling, Niles Welch, Robert McKim and Claire
Adams. Mr. Dowling gives a splendid performance in the
role of Uncle Peter Bines. It is a story of New York, Wall
street and Montana, with a fine vein of humor running
through it.
"THE HIGHEST LAW" (Selznick) is an exceptionally strong story of civil war days with human appeal
as its predominating quality — a high type of photoplay which
should please universally and add to house prestige. Ralph
Ince directed and portrays the central figure, Abraham
Lincoln. Cast, direction and settings are good.

REVI

SPECIAL CAST IX
INSIDE OF THE
(PARAMOUNT)

CUP

Winston Churchill's novel of the
hypocrisy and bigotry of church
pillars, presented in an Albert
Capellini picturization that holds
unwavering interest from beginning to end.
When Cosmopolitan bought the rights
to this Winston Churchill novel it obtained a story of considerably more than
average dramatic substance. In fact,
the story has as much dramatic meat
in it as two pictures combined might
contain. Yet it is weighty dramatic matter, dealing as it does with the hypocrisy
and bigotry found in those men commonly called church pillars — men who
practice Christianity on Sunday and uncharitableness and unscrupulous business
tactics the remaining six days of the
week. Because of its weightiness it impresses one as a preachment rendered
from the pulpit, but even so the force
of the author's story is so great that
one's
is caught throughout
at the outset that
and
held interest
so completely
never for even an instant is there a lagging moment.
It seems to us that "The Inside of the
Cup" is
a picture
that will
talked
about,
because
it literally
tearsbeinto
the
sham of many Christians and lays bare
their hypocritical lives. The blows
against
suchsolid
are force.
never One
"pulled,"
struck with
may but
not
always sympathize with the characters
who fall by the wayside because of the
flint-like selfishness of Eldon Parr, the
banker; the petty meanness of Ferguson,
the merchant, who will not allow his
sales girls to use the rest chairs the
government has compelled him to- install:
and the hand-rubbing Wallis Plimpton,
real estate dealer,- who is rectitude itseif
in church matters, but a preying vulture
upon
life's unfortunates.
are weak
characters in But
this then
worldthereas
well as strong.
The foregoing gives the thought of the
story. The attitude of the church pillars
causes unhappiness. misfortune and
strife. But the troublemakers, in the
smug complacency of their rectitude, because they practice religion on Sunday,
do not hold themselves blameworthy. In
fact, the shoe is on the other foot, and
remains there until the new and youthful minister shocks his wealthy congregation with the truth. But a better condition is not brought about until the
banker is mortally wounded by a former
employe whom he had ruined, and all the
characters who had wandered off to the
easy road are brought back to the path
of righteousness. There is a romance
between the self-assertive daughter of
the ^ banker and the non-temporizing
minister.
It was by no means a simple undertaking to tell the story clearly, but
George DuBois Proctor, who wrote the
continuity, mastered the difficulties conrronting him. His is an excellent piece
of work. Albert Capellani has given the
picture an impressive investiture and gen-

EWS

erally skillful direction. The cast is unusually fine, with David Torrence, Edith
Hallor. Albert Roccardi. Frank A. Lyons
and William P. Carleton giving striking
performances.
"The Inside of the Cup" is a most vivid
indictment against sham Christianity and
mighty impressive drama.
MILDRED HARRIS IX
THE WOMAN
IN HIS HOUSE
(FIRST XATIOXAL)
Dramatic story of mother love that
will touch a responsive chord in
the hearts of most theatre patrons.
Skillful handling of difficult sequences puts story over. Excellent cast in support of the Louis
B. Mayer star deserving of special
mention.
at finish. Has powerful "punch"
Mother love pitted against devotion to
science is the theme of "The Woman in
His House," an eight-reel special feature
directed by John M. Stahl for Louis B.
Mayer.at The
spectator's
attention
gained
the beginning
of the
story byis
a vivid storm at sea and rescue. The
incidents that follow in natural sequence
build up interest, scene upon scene, until
the final smashing climax where the
paralyzed child steps from its wheel chair
and runs to its mother's arms.

Aside from the splendid direction by
Mr. Stahl. which is deserving of the
highest praise, the work of Miss Harris
as the wife. Ramsey Wallace as the
physician-husband, Gareth Hughes, a
boyhood sweetheart and the cute
youngster, stand out as finished performances. Thomas Holding was also pleasing as Peter and George Fisher adequate
as the villain. The scenes wherein the
baby gets into mischief in the pantry and
his antics in a bath tub form fine contrast for the more pathetic incidents that
follow where the child is stricken ill with
paralysis. The work of the child is so
natural it is bound to have tremendous
The settings throughout are very
appeal.
artistic and the long shots along the sea
shore, showing rugged cliffs and beautiful
coves, are very well handled. Miss Harris' delicate beauty excellently becomes
the role assigned her and her gowns are
well chosen and charmingly worn.
The story concerns Phillip, a doctor,
and Hilda, the daughter of a fisherman,
who meet and fall in love, following a
thrilling rescue when the father and
daughter become confused in a storm
and lose their way. Xext we see Phillip
and Hilda married and while she devotes
her time to her child Phillip becomes
absorbed in his experiments, leaving
Hilda easy prey when Robert, a society
lounger, appears. She is rescued from
an
embarrassing
situation and
by the
closest
friend, however,
she doctor's
refuses
to believe the storv of her wilv suitor

A dramatic incident frcm ""The novel
Inside (Paramount).
of the Cup." the adapted Winston Churchill
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a house party. There he finds a plane
awaiting him and he is forced to show
his skill, the father of his sweetheart insisting upon accompanying him in flight
All ends precipitously in a nose dive in a
haystack, and Vernon emerges from the
scrape in happier mood. There are several
new fun skits introduced, and the whole is
clean and attractive.
THOMAS
THE

Sessue Hayakawa, in a scene from "The First Born" (Robertson-Cole)
that her husband is spending his time item that distinguishes the picture. Scenes
with other women. The child becomes
river in China and setill while the physician is fighting an of thetingsHoang-Ho
in the San Francisco Chinatown on
epidemic in the slums and she is led to
of itsexcellent.
New Year'sA celebration,
believe he is dead because of his de- the
are occasion
interestingly
raid on a
formity caused by the disease. The Chinese gambling house lends exciting mophysician attempts reparation for his
ments, and a bit of comedy comes with
neglect by attempting to cure the baby them, although for the most part, the trend
in his laboratory. Mother love is the of the tale is a serious one.
healing power in the end, however, and
feature is the first of the quartet
a reconciliation between the two follows. toThe
be produced this year by the star,
The picture will stand extra exploita- distributed as super-specials and given extion and is sure to bring ample financial
ceptionally careful supervision. The star
returns for any extra effort expended is capable always of drawing capacity
on it.
houses everywhere, and the exhibitor not
recognizing the real value of this latest
SESSUE HAYAKAWA IN
of his features is missing a golden opportunity for box office profit and community
THE FIRST BORN
pleasure. The rich Oriental atmosphere
suggests effective publicity, and care should
(ROBERTSON-COLE)
to distinguish the Chinese charA picture new in theme and beauti- be taken
acter of it from the Japanese atmosphere
fully presented. A story of father in which the star frequently plays.
love that gives the star one of the
Chan Wang (Hayakawa), a boatman in
is in love with Loey Tsing. daughbig roles of his career. A heart- the story,
ter of a fisher. She falls into the clutches
stirring tale that will strike re- of Chan Low Yak, a slave owner of San
sponse in the breasts of the child- Francisco's Chinatown. Seven years later,
loving world. High grade in art- married to Chan Lee and devoted to Chan
istry and excellent in every way. Toy, his first born Chan Wang finds the
lost Loey Tsing and rescues her from disDirected by Colin Campbell.
aster, but is forced to make the sacrifice of
To combine one of the greatest masters his wife
son. The lovers ultimately
of the screen drama with a story which find peace and
in reunion in China.
has for its keynote the love of a child was
to strongly pave the way for the success
CHESTER PLAYERS IN
of this picture at the outset. Sessue Hayakawa has met its opportunities gloriously.
FROM
His supporting players meet his standard BACK
of excellence and from the artistic viewpoint little is left to be desired. The whole
THE FRONT
is one of the most tenderly appealing plays
(EDUCATIONAL)
of the season. It achieves the profoundly
impressive result that was the aim of the
The combination of Bobby Vernon and
star and producers, and there is every Neal Burns, twin Christie comedy stars,
reason to believe that it will be best liked in one two reel feature, adds to its worth
of all the Hayakawa features to date. The and is a point that should be stressed in
popularity of Helen Jerome Eddy will be advertising. Vernon has a speedy, really
given forceful impetus by the excellence of comical set of situations to meet when he
her work in the leading feminine role. The poses as an aviator with a war record and
playing of "Sonny Boy" Warde is another takes his brother's place (Neal Burns') at

MEIGHAN

IN

FRONTIER
OF THE STARS
(PARAMOUNT)

A story of New York's East Side,
somewhat sugar-coated with sentimentality, dealing with the
reformation of a gang leader
through the influence of a crippled girl who views the stars from
the house-top, and who becomes
well through
a "Miracle
Man"
miracle.
A picture
that will please
those who like the combination of
sentimentality and crook melodrama.
"The Frontier of the Stars" suggests
"Miracle Man" sequel. Of course, it isa
by nofor means
a "Miracle
Man"melodram
in merit,
but
those who
like crook
a
with
a
heap
of
sentiment
this
picture
will
,
undoubtedly please.
Meighan is cast as a gang leader,
whom the detective, Hoyt, is charged to
"get." A brawl takes place in a dive, a
man is shot, and Buck Leslie (Meighan),
having wrested the gun from the
weapon's user, is pursued as the guilty
one. He makes his way to the roof of
an adjoining building, where he comes
upon a crippled girl, who finds romance
in the stars above and the lights of the
city about her. She has never been on
the street. So the romance between Leslie and Hilda, the crippled girl, begins.
Every night thereafter Leslie visits Hilda.
He obtains work in a steel mill, having
been cleared of his part in the saloon
brawl, but a former pal, in revenge for a
petty wrong,
decides
"frame"
him.
Telling
him that
he willto split
fifty-fifty,
the pal — a chemist — gets him interested
in a formula that is supposed to temper
steel without chipping. Leslie sees a
chance to make enough money to marry
Hilda. In reality the formula is one for
an
blow toa gather
pawnbroker's
safe.explosive
Leslie istoasked
the ingredients because he will have to sign for
them and the blame will be on him if
anything goes wrong.
Considerable suspense is developed
with Leslie mixing the formula which
proves his undoing. Leslie is arrested,
but after a fight escapes. Going through
his own house to the roof he upsets a
basket of waste on a gas jet and starts a
fire. The girl is on the roof. The plank
that bridges house with house has been
removed. The girl, frantic, tries to warn
him. Suddenly she regains the use of
her limbs. He leaps the gap. They seek
an avenue of escape. At last the girl
suggests there is a fire escape through
another tenant's rooms. Then follows the
battering down of the door, the plunge
through smoke, and the progress down
the fire to
escape,
shoulder,
safety.theThegirlrestover
of theLeslie's
footage has to do with the happy ending.
There is an unusual amount of melodramatic incident, and all of it fast movrevel ing.
in Lovers
this. of action of that sort will
The backgrounds of the picture have
appropriate color. The acting is always
adequate.
Faire Binney plays opposite
the
star.
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RALPH INCE IN
natives being superstitious heed it. So
it is that Regina is dethroned and LaTHE HIGHEST
LAW
mont imprisoned. But the half-caste maid
(SELZNICK)
of Regina's, a waif who is trying to
learn the identity of her father from the
An exceptionally strong story of leper native, learns the truth while Ranee
Civil War days with a broad is forcing Regina to dance the "hula"
human appeal, centering about on the table under pain of losing Lamont, who is tied to a chair and covered
the pardoning of a boy army de- with
a pistol. The truth is spread and
serter by Abraham Lincoln.
Ranee's night of revelty is interrupted
There are no battle scenes. The
There are several fights going on simultaneously with considerable gusto. Ranee
cast, direction and settings are exis knocked out by Lamont, and the halfcellent. Should please the most
caste maid, having discovered Ranee to
exacting and add to house pres- be her father and the cause of her being
tige.
shunned by both natives and whites,
Scheduled for publication February 6, wields a knife that ends the career of her
father
and herself.
Lincoln's
week,
Selznickof
Pictures is anniversary
here presenting
a picture
Director John Ince has given the story
unusual merit. Although it is especially a colorful background and has worked
timely for Lincoln Week, it is a strong up considerable action. The backattraction for any time of the year.
grounds are a good dress for the rather
Ralph Ince, in addition to directing the wild story. Doraldina dances, while Edproduction, portrays Abraham Lincoln,
ward Earle and Stuart Holmes, Florthe central figure in the drama. His
ence Turner, Sidney Bracy and Wm. H.
characterization of the martyred presi- Bainbridge do well in her support.
dent has seldom been equaled. Robert
For those who like strange things in
Agnew as Bobbie Goodwin, the deserter, melodrama of questionable logic, "Pasand Cecil Crawford, as Tad Lincoln, give
sion Fruit"
probably prove an aca genuineness to their roles which
ceptable bitwill
of entertainment.
clutches at the heart strings. Margaret
Sedden as the mother and Aleen Burr as
LIONEL BARRYMORE IN
the sweetheart of the deserter deserve
commendation.
THE
GREAT
There is nothing complex about the
story. After two older brothers have enADVENTURE
listed in the Union Army and have been
(FIRST NATIONAL)
killed in action, Bobbie Goodwin is
drafted. He is refused leave of absence
to see his mother and deserts. Lincoln
A picturization of Arnold Bennett's
sees him under arrest, investigates the
play, based on an excellent comcase, and pardons him.
edy idea, well produced and quite
The boy's departure for war; his return
diverting
because it is a different
to. his mother's bedside; Lincoln's
visit to the saddened household, the presisort of a picture.
dent's recounting the story to his son,
Following his appearance in dramatic
Tad, and finally the pardoning and reunder
super-in
turning of Bobbie to his sweetheart, cre- vehicles vision,
Lionel Whitman
BarrymoreBennett's
is playing
ate five highly dramatic scenes. None is
comedy.
His
latest
picture,
"The
Great
overdrawn. All carry strength and heart
Adventure," is a picturization of Arnold
interest of an unusual degree.
Bennett's novel.
It is a high type of photoplay.
Mr. Bennett's story is built on a diverting comedy idea. The chief figure in it,
DORALDINA IN
an impractical artist, but an artistic
genius none the less, assumes the idenPASSION FRUIT
(METRO)
Colorful atmosphere and good direction make acceptable this
weird Hawaiian melodrama, based
on the triangle idea.
"Passion Fruit" is a weird tale from
the pen of Carey Wilson. The weirdness
asserts itself in the opening reels with
some incidents suggesting mysteries that
are never fully cleared up, and culminates
in_
of action
at the story'snatives
close
witha riot
an attack
by disillusioned
upon the "heavy" and his satellites
gathered for a night of revelry in celebration of the success of a move to bring
the heroine to time.
It is all about the efforts of Anders
Ranee to obtain the estate of Peter
Dominant, who owns an island, and to
win the love of his daughter, Regina.
He kills Peter Dominant with a poisoned
cigar made by a native who wishes to
keep his secret — known only to Ranee —
that he is a leper. Further conflict is
introduced in the person of Pierce Lamont, a wreck of a man, who intrudes
himself at a charity vaudeville performance and insults Regina after her dance.
Against this conflict Ranee continues to
fight until in desperation he forces the
leper native to act as a speaker for the
gods and arouse the natives against
Regina on the ground that she is a half
caste and therefore not a fit ruler. The
command is, of course, a fraud, but the
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tity of his deceased valet in order to
worm out of a promise of marriage to the
"most terrible woman on earth." He is
able
as theforvalet
hasn't
been toin pose
London
yearsbecause
and hashe always
shunned human companionship and
newspaper publicity.
The comedy gets its real start when
the artist goes to attend his own funeral.
The bits of business introduced, such as
that of the spirit of the corpse rising
from
the coffin and laughing ironically
funny.
at the discomfited artist, are genuinely
But the story takes an even more
ironical trend when the artist meets the
simple minded widow, who was left a
house and four pounds a week from
brewery shares by her husband; a widow
who had been corresponding with the
deceased valet and believes the artist to
be the man who rests under six feet of
earth. The subsequent marriage, and the
necessity to earn money to keep the
household going — the brewery having
gone into bankruptcy — leads to complications. Finding inspiration in a little
blind girl, the artist works with renewed
vigor and turns out masterpieces which
he is unable to sign and which his wife
sells for a mere pittance. The time comes
when the artist finds it necessary to
prove he is really alive, but no one will
believe his story except his former agent
Disturbing forces are introduced in the
shape
the valet's widow
two artist
sons
and theof unscrupulous
cousin and
of the
who is bent upon getting the artist's
estate. A scar on the artist's back is
finally needed to establish his identity.
The comedy must be found in the irony
of the fates. Every now and then it
bubbles over, but generally it is of the
subtle sort. The points do not always
fully
score, into
but the
"Thecomedy
Great field
Adventure"
is
a venture
beyond
the conventional and the result is
diverting.
Whitman Bennett and Kenneth Webb
have given the picture an unimpeachable
production with appropriate somber
English backgrounds. Lionel Barrymore
makes the artist a pathetically comic
figure in his absurd impracticality. The
delineation is a study. Doris Rankin
plays opposite effectively.

Dramatic moment from "The Highest Law," a story of Civil War days (Selznick),
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THE SPENDERS
(HODKINSON)
Harry Leon Wilson's splendid story
of the three generations of Bines
is told again on the screen in a
direct, forceful manner that is
bound to appeal. Joseph J.
Dowling gives a remarkable performance as the sagacious, astute
Westerner who "bucks" Wall
street and wins. Jack Conway
directed.

H E R A L D

latter are for the most part taken from
the book.
Claire Adams has the role of Avice
Milbrey, Percival's affianced bride; Robert McKim is Rulon Shepler, a thoroughly detestable villain; Adele Farrington is Mrs. Bines, and Betty Brice,
Psyche Bines. E. Richard Schayer wrote
the scenario.

January 29, 1921
INA CLAIRE IN
POLLY
WITH
A PAST
(METRO)
A picturization of the current David
Belasco stage success, dominated
by the artistry of Ina Claire, who
lifts the picture to successful
heights.
It was a capital bit of showmanship on
the part of Metro to obtain Ina Claire to
portray on the screen the role she created in the original David Belasco production. Miss Claire dominates the picturization with her artistry. She imparts
to the role of Polly a rich appreciation
of comedy values; even more, she invests
it with note of pathos that has a sympathetic effect upon the spectator. She
can make herself felt as the true screen
artist should. It is hoped that this is
not to be het only screen appearance.
Because of Miss Claire "Polly With a
Past" is an enjoyable picture. The story
itself doesn't always move as snappily
as it might. Its comedy values have not
been fully brought out. The points have
not always been stressed to give them
the needed punch.
It isabove
Miss them
Claire's
performance
that shines
all.
Withal, Director Lcander de Cordova
has done pretty well with his picturization. It has a polish about it that gives
it an air of sumptuousness. His choice
of locations is commendable and his settings are always rich and appropriate.
Technically, it is a very well-done picture.
The cast, aside from Miss Claire, is
somewhat erratic in spots, with Clifton
Webb and Harry Benham standing out
most conspicuously.
"Polly With a Past" might have been
made into a better picture, but even with
its faults it is enjoyable, thanks to Miss
Ina Claire.

MADGE KENNEDY IN
HIGHEST BIDDER
(GOLDWYN)
Madge Kennedy in a less frivolous
role than usual. Limited opportunities to display her skill, but a
"The Spenders," a Benjamin B. Hamppleasantly
produced romance in
ton production, being distributed by W.
society setting.
A picture that
W. Hodkinson, gets and holds one's interest from the start. There is little
will particularly entertain women.
doubt of its pulling power.
careful foundation in the first Itreellaysanda
Screen
Trap."
Directedtranslation
by Wallaceof "The
Worsley.
gradually works up to a logical and gripA role rather more serious than the usual
ping climax that makes of the Wilson
one in which she is cast is given Madge
story a thoroug
screen fiction. hly enjoyable piece of Kennedy in this latest of her features.
However, it limits her opportunities. The
The early scenes are laid in Montana
and anyone who has read the humorist's role is inferior in its demands to what she
works knows that Mr. Wilson paints as is capable of doing, but the part and the
vivid a word picture of the West as anv picture are in no way to be condemned
for that reason. The star acts excellently
other living author. His "Ruggles of and
looks bewitchingly pretty.
Red Gap" and "Ma Pettingill" were fine
The story, a society romance, is well porexamples
of
this,
and
in
"The
Spenders"
he brings us into close touch with Peter
trayed. Ithas society settings and the backgrounds are highly attractive. The cast
Bines. Psyche Bines, Mrs. Bines and
Percival, who later changes his name to includes Joseph Brennan and Lionel Atwell
"Peter."
playing the important masculine roles, and
Joseph J. Dowling, he of "Miracle Zelda Scars playing the part of the aunt
Man" fame, has the role of Uncle Peter of Sally Raeburn (Miss Kennedy). The
and catches the spirit of Mr. Wilson's picture will please the matinee audience
more than any other, but will be generally
humor from the start. His performance entertaining.
of the shrewd old Westerner who goes
to New York to learn the Wall street
In the play Sally, the protegee of a
wealthy woman on fortune bent, . falls in
game
under Bines,
his nephew's
P. Percival
who hastutelage,
located onein love with a man of wealth whom they meet
the metropolis, because "it is the center at a summer resort. Believing that she is
of culture and refinement," and who after his money, when she has confessed
aspires to become a Napoleon of finance, her knowledge of it. he decides to teach
SYD CHAPLIN IN
her a lesson. He takes into his home a
is nothing short of remarkable. When
Percival advises his Uncle how to buv tramp and gives the two opportunities to
QUEEN, JOKER
he gambles the other way, and in the fall in love. This they proceed to do. and KING, (PARAMOUNT)
both the plans of the erstwhile lover and
end the youngster loses all his money,
almost loses his sweetheart and gains the designing patron of the girl are A seven-reel comedy feature, the
quite a bit of experience in a garage be- wrecked. The tramp proves a scoundrel,
first made by Syd Chaplin in some
fore the Uncle comes to his rescue. It however, and the rich man and the pretty
time.
Chaplin is a capital comedgirl
are
left
at
last
to
have
their
happiness
contains bits of thoroughly amusing comian, his fun at times suggesting the
edy, both in action and subtitles, which in peace.
better work of his famous brother.
The scenes are set in a revolutionists' country abroad ; the action is
rapid and plot well developed.
It was written and directed by the
star.
Memories of the days when stories of
"Graustark" held
McCutcheon's
sort of favor,
the public
the
a theme replete with the
excitement that can be centered about a
foreign country in revolt, will rise with the
viewing of this Syd Chaplin comedy
feature. It has been produced with a high
degree of artistry, set in extravagant surroundings and a capable cast brought together to play its entertaining and laughprovoking sequence. It will be popular with
every audience and score a hit with comedyfavoring patronage. It makes effective
jibes at timely happenings abroad, such as
the death of the Grecian king from a
monkey ofbite
the controversy over the
throne
oneand
of them.
Chaplin as the Joker and resembling the
King plays a dual role. He is seen as a
barber usurping the king's throne, palace
and subjects, innocent of the revolution that
is astir. He runs into excitement everywhere and is enamoured of the beautiful
Queen whb is unaware of his identity.
When discovery comes and he is imprisoned, itis she who aids his escape.
Joseph Dowling, Niles Welch, Claire Adams and Robert McKim, in a scene from Lottie MacPherson
plays the part of the
"The Spenders" (Hodkinson).
Queen gracefully and prettily.
THE
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which will give them access to jewels
being displayed. Leaving hurriedly, as
requested, at midnight, she loses a slipper, which is secreted by Prentice in the
hope that it will bring about another
meeting. When the crooks demand that
she find the slipper, threatening arrest,
she calls upon Prentice, but refuses to
give her name, whereupon he retains
the slipper. Stock complications lead to
the
the realensues.
crooks'
guiltfinal
and establishment
the customaryof ending
TOM MIX IN
PRAIRIE

TRAILS

(FOX)
A Western feature that will do
much to win the patronage with
which such a picture is not popular. A breezy tale of love and
trick riding and shooting, set in
Western hills and plains. Directed by George Marshall.

VIOLA DANA
In a scene from(Metro).
"Cinderella's Twin"
VIOLA DANA IN
CINDERELLA'S
TWIN
(METRO)
Dependable comedy-drama. Essentially inoffensive and a good Sunday attraction. A modernization
of the fairy tale with which is incorporated, togive substantiality
and footage, a sub-plot involving
semi-burlesque crook characters.
Well made settings. Characteristic
Metro photography.
The exhibitor contemplating "Cinderella's Twin" with a view toward
utilizing it as program material, is concerned chiefly with Viola Dana, the star.
The audience that responds favorably to
her appeal will pronounce the picture
good. The public that does not will accept it without enthusiasm.
The story is a modernization of the
fairy
suggested ofbythethemodern
title'. And
in thestory
picturization
version the producing unit has sought to
provide the ultra modern in settings and
costumes. The result is an optically
pleasing production, the visual splendor
of which compensates in some measure
for plot deficiencies.
Of the latter there are many. Practically no suspense is felt at any time
during the progress of the screening. The
situations follow- naturally the sequence
that the observer expects from the time
that the several characters are introduced. There is little surprise and no
impressively fresh humor.
The star appears to advantage throughout in a role which does not tax her
abilit.V. The support accorded bv Wallace MacDonald. Ruth Sto nehouse. Edcellent.ward Connelly and Gertrude Short is exAs Connie McGill. kitchen maid in a
modern mansion, Viola Dana meets
Prentice Blue, an impoverished gentleman of good breeding, who is sought in
marriage by two marriageable daughters
' of
the house, who
recognize
her
subsequently
when does
theynotmeet
at a ball
to which she has gained admittance
through the offices of crooks who provide
her with appropriate clothes on condition
. that she shall open from within a window

The titles in this feature have one of
the important bearings upon its value.
They are deliciously apt and humorous
and will get as frequent laughs as many
of the best scenes. The whole is considerable of an improvement upon the
usual Mix picture, and upon the usual
Western film. It opens with a pleasant
bit of romance and keeps attention close
as its subsequent reels add excitement
and entertainment. The star is thoroughly likable and exercises the usual
skill in riding and roping and shooting.
Kathleen O'Connor as Janet and Gloria
Hope as Mrs. Endicott have important
roles and carry them well. Others of the
cast qualify admirably in their parts.
The story has to do with Mix as a
cattle man. Janet's hand is refused him
by her father because Mix will not acwith her the
sheepcepthreder.
A despised
rascally "position"
gang kidnapof
the wife of Endicott, a friend of Mix, and
the latter rescues her, while his sweetheart believes that he has gone off with
the woman. Complications are not untangled until the villains are rounded up
and disposed of. and the wedding that
has been the ultimate aim of the hero is
brought about.
CHRISTIE PLAYERS IN
BEAT
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hand1*which has so
and ONAL
brainCATI
The skillful(EDU
ly evoked rare comedy entertainsuccessful
ment out of juveniles and animals has been
equally adept with furniture this time. To
watch a man's goods and chattels stream
on
are put
afterd "they
house seize
the when
into alk
back
is one
for rent,
the sidew
of the amazing tricks emploved in the
latest of these ingenious fun offerings.
landlord's
from the
takennegligent
is the
The title
ns to
whose
renter
instructio
accumulated funds for the payment of his
mortgage vanish just previous to the former's collection call. The two desperadoes
that steal the wealth are trailed by Snookv.
the amazingly intelligent monkey, and the
funds finally are retrieved and the home
saved. The little girl Ida May appears as
the family wage-earner, a singer in a dance
hall. The well known baby member of the
cast does not appear this time. The two
reels are packed with the genuine fun that
has distinguished Chester comedies and
made them foremost in comedy popularity
throughout the country. Their success is
one of the greatest aids to advertising the
new issues as they appear.

SPECIAL CAST IN
NOT

GUILTY

(FIRST NATIONAL)
This Sydney A. Franklin production
of Harold MacGrath's story, "Parrot and Company," is a fascinattale of a laid
brother's
sacrifice,
with ing scenes
in India
and
Amercia. It is remarkable for its
local color and careful direction.
Stories of brotherly love have oft been
repeated upon the pages of books, the
stage and the screen, but so nearly does
"Not Guilty" approach everyday life in
its emotional intensity that the spectator
forgets it is repetition and only sees its
realism. There are several highly
dramatic
in the story's
unfolding and incidents
much beautiful
photography.
There is the fascination of India and the
scenes of the Ganges, where religious
pilgrims bathe, bazaars peopled with
fakirs and other sights dear to the
tourist.
The story concerns two brothers, Paul
and Arthur Allison. The former, industrious and home loving, supporting his
sister and mother, the other an habitue
of gambling places and cabarets. Arthur
is turned out of the gambling rooms
when his funds give out. He returns
and shoots the proprietor, and to shield
the youth the older brother takes his
name and flees the country. He lives
under an assumed name in India for five
years, and while traveling through a
nearby city he meets his sweetheart of
former years, who has become engaged
to Arthur,counterthinking
is Paul.
An him
enwith nativesit hired
to rob
of a valuable diamond brings about a
deathbed confession from the real murderer of the gambler and Paul returns
to America with the girl he loves.
Richard Dix plays a dual role, impersonating the twin brothers, Arthur and
Paul. There are several remarkable bits
of drama wherein the two appear in the
same scene. Especially noteworthy is
the scene where the gambler confesses
his guilt to Paul. Sylvia Breamer's strikto the
picture'scare
valuein
and ing
the beauty
wholeadds
shows
painstaking
direction and in the selectioi of proper
locations.
Play up the name of Harold McGrath,
who wrote the story, in exploiting "Not
Guilty."

RICHARD DIX AND SYLVIA BREAMKR
In n scene from tional).
"Not Guilty" ( First Na-
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later to a yacht anchored in the harbor.
On board the yacht Holcome in a
drunken stupor attempts to embrace
Margot. She repulses him and awakens
the man in him by telling him what a
low beast he is. Conscience stricken, he
sends her home, and when later he calls
straightens out the domestic tangle Margot's absence over night has caused.

{CATHERINE UacDON
Slnr of "'l'ru»liinii.il
Youra 1 Wife,"
1 riift Ion.«h<- Kir»l NiiKATHERINE

MACDONALD

IN

TRUST
YOUR
WIFE
(FIRST NATIONAL)
Adapted from the stage play "Conscience," byEdward Sheldon, and
produced with unusual care. It
treats of marital shoals encountered when a young and beautiful
wife attempts to help her struggling husband to success. Star
never appeared to better advantage, nor more alluringly beautiful.
J. A. Barry directed this six-part
feature.
The plot of this Katherine MacDonald
production is not new, but it is so interestingly presented from start to finish
one is forced to admit its holding qualities. Very carefully has the story been
built up, incident upon incident, until the
big scene on board the yacht and the
more dramatic moment in the home
where the three angles of the triangle are
brought together, compel your admiration for the finesse with which they are
handled. The screen version closely follows the skillfully constructed play and
J. A. Barry directed it with an evident
understanding of the theme and its plot
values.
Miss MacDonald dresses, acts and in
every way evinces the proper conception
of the part assigned her. She lives the
part of Margot Hastings and throughout
the six reels she does excellent work.
David Winter, as the husband, gives a
pleasing and forceful conception of the
young husband, while Charles Richman,
as Holcome, was inclined to overact at
times. Mary Alden, the only other member of the cast to appear prominently,
was adequate as Claire Bodai. The play
is nicely lighted and mounted and will
furnish
a thoroughly enjoyable evening's
entertainment.
The standards of living are vastly different in New York city than in Iowa,
the Hastings find, when the husband attempts to obtain funds to further his
patent from a wealthy individual who has
promised his aid. Following a dinner
where the details for loaning the money
are completed, at which Slatier T. Holcome meets Mrs. Hastings, the latter persuades her ro come to his office and

ALICE JOYCE IN
COUSIN KATE
(VITAGRAPH)
An uncommonly excellent picture in
every way. High grade, and an
ideal family feature. Artistic to
the last detail, clever of plot development and fresh and wholesomely romantic. Star exquisite
in an ideal role. Directed by Mrs.
Sidney Drew.
Far better than any of the previous vehicles that are drawing Alice Joyce straight
to the front among screen favorites, and
superior to the majority of current picture
issues is the latest feature. It is a screen
adaptation of a successful stage play starring
Ethel Barrymore. It has e^very quality to
recommend it that the ideal feature for
family patronage should have. It is restful and fresh in its wholesomely romantic
nature, it has settings natural and lovely
to the last detail. Its photography is thoroughly artistic and the cast associated with
the star keeps a pleasurable harmony of
skill the story through. Children will be
delighted at the scenes portraying the loved
story of "Goldilocks, or the Three Bears" —
one of the most ingenious and apt insertions ever made in a feature of this sort.
It is a wholesome romance told in terms
of youth and chiefly in small town setting.
The star is more than charming in looks,
mannerisms and skill. Gilbert Emery as
the leading man. Heath Desmond, is a
completly satisfying co-star, and Beth Martin as Amy; Leslie Austin as the Rev. Mr.
Bartlett, Inez Shannon as Cousin Sarah,
and Freddie Verdi as Bobby, lend admirable
support.
The story
has novelist
to do with
Kate."
a young
woman
who "Cousin
writes of
unconventional love, but whose judgment is
held explicit by admiring relatives. Called
to the village home of relatives to
straighten out the love tangle of Cousin
Amy, she proceeds to fall in love herself
with tion
thein a girl's
Amy lover,
finds however,
consolayoungfiance.
minister
and it all works out with everybody happy.
WILLIAM

DESMOND

IN

WOMEN
MEN
LOVE
(BRADLEY FILM CORP.)
A painstaking, laborious picturization of a trite domestic story that
doesn't convince. Can hardly be
expected to interest intelligent
audiences, but may satisfy those
which are not critical.
Charles T. and Frank Dazey are said
to be responsible for this story, which
was put into picture form by Sam R.
Bradley for the Bradley Feature Film
Corporation. The story is moss covered,
banal and unconvincing, and under stilted
direction the characters are as puppets
on strings. The picture is in six reels
and becomes tedious in such a length.
It is all about a butterfly who falls in
love with a home-wrecker. Her husband and her sister plead with her and
she decides to begin life with a clean
slate after her husband pays her bridge
debts. But she falls from grace because
the siren co-worker of the home-wrecker
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induces her to take part in another game
of bridge. The siren and the homewrecker have a perfect understanding.
The siren wants the husband and the
home-wrecker wants the wife.
The wife's sister is given to understand
that she is the cause of all the trouble, so
she leaves. Yet the wife does not reform. She persists in meeting the homewrecker. The husband agrees to give
his wife reason for divorce. A shyster
lawyer arranges the details. He says
the only cause for divorce in the state
is infidelity.
Thetakes
wife'sthesister
and
unwittingly
placesteps
of thein
woman engaged for the occasion. The
husband cannot allow her name to be defamed and stops the lawyer. Eventually
the wife is taken ill. Husband and sister
go to her. All is forgiven and all ends
An effort was made to make it an imwell.
pressive production, but the sets, while
richly furnished, are cluttered and lack
taste. The photography and continuity
are generally satisfactory. The cast is
made up of well-known players, such as
William Desmond, Marguerite Marsh,
Martha Mansfield, Evan Burrows, Fontaine" andconvincingly.
Danton Vane,
ters
With butsuchno aonecastregisand
with a story from the pen of authors as
well known as the Dazeys, the producers
probablytationexpected
much, chiefly
but this because
expecwas not realized
of the utter banality of the story and the
lifeless direction.
ROSCOE (FATTY) ARBUCKLE IN

BREWSTER'S MILLIONS
(PARAMOUNT)
A laugh studded comedy admirably
adapted from the George Barr McCutcheon novel to meet Arbuckle's
successful ways of fun-making.
The best Arbuckle picture to date,
and one that will please both the
high grade and the general patronage. Clean, speedy and clever.
Directed by Joseph Henabery.
"Brewster's
popularity inof novel
The presented
first
form Millions,"
by McCutcheon and then staged with country■idf i
' is not so far gone that it will
no"'
revived wit!
%tnry brought
to the screen with Roscoe (Fatty) Arbuckle
in the leading role. It is a sure generator
of continuous laughter for it is crowded
with comical situations and amusing perplexities on the star's part. It suggests
clever exploitation built on the theme of
the story^how to .get rid of a million
dollars in a year without making gifts nor
matrimonial alliances.
The opening scenes show Arbuckle as
an infant in arms— delightfully ridiculous.
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There is a snap to the titles and speed to
he action and all leads to a smashing clinax and a whirlwind finish. Arbuckle is a
oy, and the players who give him good
;upport include Betty Ross Clark, Fred
rluntley, Marion Skinner, William Boyd,
Fames Corrigan and others. The exhibitor
who misses this feature is passing up one
>f the best big comedies of the season.
Arbuckle as Brewster is bent on the
spending of the million dollars in the year's
:ime, the legacy left him by one grandfather, that he may win five millions from
he other. His friends believe him insane,
ind there is a girl seeking to restrain his
uadness, but with whom he falls in love.
Realizing it he lets the promised five milfinds himself
wealthy
inions
the "go
end hang,"
as well but
as possessed
of the
wife.
VERA GORDON

IN

HERALD

and guards them to maturity and lives
to see the son successful as an architect.
The daughter falls prey to an evil
bounder, and, seeking reparation for her
mistreatment, the brother arrives at the
rascal's office to find him murdered. He
is suspected of the crime and imprisoned.
The mother's unwavering faith is ultimately rewarded
and thelove
boy'stheme
innocence
is proved.
A sweet
runs
through the whole.
THE

PASSIONATE
PILGRIM
(PARAMOUNT)
An exceptionally well made production of a Samuel Merwin story
which, while not fulfilling the
promise held out for it in the
early reels because toward the end
it resorts to the conventional film
tion, nevertheless strikes a point
above the average. Robert G.
Vignola directed.
"The Passionate Pilgrim" is none other
than Samuel Merwin's "Henry Calvery,"
who has appeared between magazine
covers for a number of years. From
such an author and such a character one
naturally expects much. Unfortunately,
expectations are not fully realized. For
the first few reels Henry Calverly in his
trials is an interesting study, but toward
the end he becomes involved in the conventional film plot and the story correspondingly suffers.
Calverly is here presented as a victim
of circumstances. Once a famous author
he has been reduced to the position of a
newspaper reporter, unable to use his
own name. His wife had tried to shield
her mother of the crime of murder, and
he in turn had tried to shield his wife.
But his wife dies, and Calverly is captured and sentenced for aiding in the
evasion of justice. He makes an appealing figure as he begins his work as a
reporter.
Interest in him is sustained as he exposes to ridicule the self-contained
mayor, who considered himself a second
Napoleon. Powerful influences, in the
shape of the trustees of the Cantey estate,
who dominate the mayor, make themselves felt and Calverly is fired. The
passionate pilgrim is about to continue his

THEJGREATEST
LOVE
(SELZNICK)
The first starring vehicle of the actress who usurped stellar honors
in the part of the mother in
"Humoresque." Will disappoint
those who have gauged her work
by that hit, for its opportunities
are fewer. A strong story, however, with the mother love theme
dominant. Smoothly welded, interesting and entertaining. Directed by Henry Kolker.
Here is a good feature. It is not as
big
feature asmade
"Humoresque,"
which
Veraa Gordon
a name forinherself,
for it has not the opportunities of that
play.
It is a tale of mother love, as is to be
expected, and the star plays an emotional
role with much appeal. The vehicle is
more or less conventional in plot, however, and the part played by Miss Gordon is one which any number of screen
artists less skillful than she could make
a success.
The picture will appeal to the general
patronage, however, for it is very well
done. It has artistic settings and photography, and the lighting effects are excellent. Bobby Connelly will be admired
in the role of the boy hero.
The star appears as the rr>
of , ?,
family of Ital.:-,r emigrants. . Tes
FAMOUS STAGE PLAY

REPRODUCED

VIVIDLY
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journey
who him
has
shared anwhen
officetheon"sob
the sister,"
paper with
and who hopes to get a big story out of
him, having recognized him for what he
is, explains that he has been selected to
write the Cantey biography.
At the Cantey home all is not serene,
because Esther is dissatisfied with her
father's
gives herbesides
invalidmaking
sister
the bulkwill
of that
the estate,
her responsible for its administration.
Esther, therefore, works in collusion with
the crooked trustees. Thus the premise
is laid for the conventional plot movement. Calverly falls in love with the
girl and tries to save her from the aspirtrustees.
A "Miracle
Man"embracing
touch is
givening the
picture
when, after
Calverly, the invalid girl recovers her
power to walk. The trustees, with the
aid of Esther, try to foil him. There are
a number of incidents which lead up to
the climactic scene, in which Miriam
learns the truth about Calverly and dismisses her trustees. Thus all the threads
are brought together.
Technically, the picture is of a high
order of merit. Matt Moore gives an
out of the ordinary performance as
Henry Calverly. while Rubye de Remer
is pretty and effective as Miriam. Julia
Swayne Gordon, Mary Newcomb,
Frankie Mann, Claire Whitney, Van
Dyke Brooke and Charles Gerrard also
contribute fine performances.

JOHNNY HINES IN
TORCHY'S
DOUBLE
TRIUMPH
(EDUCATIONAL)
best "Torchy"
of theTorchy
Hereedies ofistheoneseason.
is sent bycomhis
boss
to
ascertain
the
cause
of
a
relative's
strange actions in following the fad of
crystal gazing, our hero turns clever crook
catcher and bags two sleek, light-fingered
folks, one the professor and teacher of the
young woman of the strange ways. Both
Torchy and the professor wear like disguises— painters' uniforms. The action
takes
largelyliftatan aamount
masquerade
ball
where place
the thieves
of boodle,
only to find that the one of them has given
it all into the keeping of Torchy rather
than to the professor, as she believed.
The comedy is wholesome, interesting and
laugh-provoking with a cast of pretty girls
and good-looking men.
UPON THE SCREEN

George Arliss in three scenes from "The Devil," to be
presented
by Associated
directed
by James
Young. Exhibitors, Inc., through Pathe. The picture was
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By J. B.
Figures lift "ii an \-l"r table cloth indicate that some tall figuring has been done
lately relative to a big crap game. The
figures $40,000 seem
* *to * stand out strong.
Harry Crandali. and Al Lichtman were
both at the same hotel in Chicago during
the
Five"evergathering
and Harry has
been "Big
smiling
* since.
* *
Forty thousand dollars is a lot of money,
even if it isn't so.* What!
* *
Joe Sameth is always good natured and
he sure has a heart.
* * *
Ira Simmons got off to a good start and
if times improve a bit Ira should soon be
at the top of the heap.
* * *
Arthur Sawvkr and Herb Lubin are
both agreed that their next production is
a humdinger and it will take more than
Four Horsemen to* head
* • 'em off.
The National Theatres of New Kocbellc,
of which Walt Hill was vice-president for
over three weeks, was recently ordered by
the city
"removethe thesub-cellar
hole." The
ten
feet council
of waterto where
was
to have been is not all that dampened the
enthusiasm of the stock buying public.
Some zensofevenNew
hard leaked
boiled citihint Rochclle's
that the water
into
the stock room. * * *
Jack Sidkr left his Ford out in the wet
during the Hronx Motion Picture Theatre
Association banquet a few nights ago and
IN THE

OPIUM

DEN

she took a chill. When Jack and Harry
Nichols go aboard, after the show, the old
self-starter purred and grunted but the
pesky little critter just plumb refused to
move. When the juice was all used up,
Jack and Harry disembarked, put their
shoulders to the wheel (so to speak) and
pushed the Baby Grand over about two
miles of Bronx boulevards looking for a
hill. When one was found the boys gave
a mighty push and jumped aboard and
sped away but the transmitter refused to
transmit and the differential refused to
function. At the bottom of the hill Jack
ran a stick down the smoke stack and
found the gas tank was dry as Nichols.
The following day the car was salvaged by
the owner.
* * *
March 4 has been set as the date for the
gridiron dinner of the Associated Motion
Picture Advertisers to be held at the Biltmore hotel.
« * *
Universal is bound to get Broadway
pedestrians together to tell them of the
forthcoming
release Dean.
of "Outside
Law"it
starring
Priscilla
Last the
week
caused great crowds to gather across the
street from 1600 Broadway to watch three
bobbed haired artists, arrayed in approved
Greenwich Village fashion, paint "Outside
the Law" signs. » * »
RUBYI DeRemer has been acclaimed the
handsomest woman in the world and handsome is that handsome does. Rubye is always up and doing and doing well and
doing handsomely. The Red Cross and the
THEY

FOUND

HER
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Herbert Hoover Commission for starving
children in Furope realize what this beautiful artist of the screen can do in the way
* *
of plaving "Ladv *Rountiful."
\\ alt Hill is non-union and as he puts
it he has joined Lewis J. Selznick as genwriter.eral house-wrecker on the publicity type* * *
"Our Mutual Friend" will soon be with
us again and Chester Beecroft is introsociety.
ducing the aforesaid friend into American
* * *
Joe Lee has Broadway plastered up w(|h
"County Fair" paper to such an extent that
it is difficult for any one to find room to
scratch a match. In other words Joe has
taken a leaf from the Gas House gang and
has "stuck up Broadway."
♦ * *
JoHn F. Lyons, one of the youngest
pioneers in the motion picture industry, surprised his friends on December 18 by taking
unto himself a wife. At the same time he
resigned his position as manager of the
Simplex Projection Rooms at 220 West
(2nd street to assume an important position
with First National. "Johnny" Lyons, as
he is known to his many friends in the
film business, has been connected with the
Joe Miles Fnterprises for the last ten
years and while one of the youngest men in
the business is probably as well known as
anyone in the industry. In his new affiliation he will have charge of the distribution
of prints of all First National attractions
to their various distributing centers. His
many friends wish him every success in
his new venture. * * *
It seems particularly appropriate just now
that "Wedding Bells" should have been
chosen as the next Chet Withey production for Constance Talmadge for whom
wedding bells have just tolled in real life.
It was at first announced that the Hatton
picture,
"A Butterfly
in Harness,"
be the next
First National
featurewould
for
Constance, following "The Man from
Toronto," which has just l>een completed
but as Mr. Withey found it necessary to
take many summer scenes for this picture it
has been decided to postpone this production for a later date. Constance Talmadge
started work on "Wedding Bells," which
is a screen
of Salisbury
play
of that adaptation
name on January
12. Field's
Edgar
Selwyn, under whose management the play
was produced last season, has offered many
valuable suggestions for the scenario.
* * *
Among the visitors from the coast this
week are Ruth Roland and J. Barney
Sherry. Welcome,* little
* * strangers!
After spending a month in the Broadway
film district. L. L. Baxter, business manof Marshall
Neilan's
West Coast
studios,ager left
this week
* * for
* Los Angeles.
Rumor has it that May McAvoy, who has
just completed work in John S. Robertson's
production
of "Sentimental
Grizel,
is going
to the West Tommy,"
Coast veryas
shortly where she will appear as a star
under the
direction
of a "high
muck" director.
Inasmuch
as thismuck-ayoung
star now stands
one ofsmacks
filmland'sof
brightest
stars, out
this asrumor
truth.
* * *
Thomas F. Fallon, playwright and
original screen writer of note, has two
stories in the course of completion at the
Fox studios. New York. "Woman or
Tiger,"
starring PearlwithWhite,
which and
Mr.
Fallon collaborated
Max inMarcin
J. Searle Dawley, the director, and the new
William Farnum picture, adapted by him
from a well known stage play, directed by
Harry Millarde. We hear that Tom is
writing a raft of great stories these days.
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Picture
Did
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VERDICTS
ON FILMS
IN LANGUAGE
OF EXHIBITOR

Me"

Copyright, 1921
You are especially invited to contribute regularly to this department.
It ib a co-operative service FOR THE BENEFIT OF EXHIBITORS.
TELL US WHAT THE PICTURE DID FOR YOU and read in the HERALD every week what the picture
did for the other fellow, thereby getting the only possible guide to box office values. Address "What The
Picture Did For Me." EXHIBITORS HERALD. 417 S. De arborn St.. Chicago.
Associated Producers
The Last of the Mohicans, a Maurice
Tourneur production. — -Great picture.
Don't
this Aone.
Schools
will backmissit tobooking
the limit.
positive
box
office attraction. — Edward Hyman.
Strand theatre, Brooklyn, X. Y.
The Leopard Woman, a J. Parker
Read. Jr., production. — This was a disap ointment to me.
I didn't
it at
all. Too much
foreign
stuff.likePeople
don't want that kind of a picture. Hope
they have no more like this. — W. W.
Wolts, Star theatre. Lake City, la. —
General patronage.
The Last of the Mohicans, a Maurice
Tourneur production. — A fine historical
picture though gruesome in spots. Drew
very few women, but got enough men
and"
boysI towould
make run
it profitable.
picture
by choice. —Xot
Johna
Hafner, Princess theatre, Donora, Pa.
The Last of the Mohicans, a Maurice
Tourneur production. — This picture sure
pulled them in. Run a good comedy
with— it.
You Krauth,
won't goDenison
wrong on
this
one.
Peter
theatre.
Denison, la. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Forbidden Thing, an Alian Dwan
production. — This picture is about 50-50.
Some thought it great and again many
did not like it. Did not draw. — John
Hafner, Princess theatre, Donora, Pa. —
Neighborhood patronage.
First National
Nomads of the North, with a special
cast. — A big business getter and a subject that will please any audience. Just
as
Back to
Country
andgood
somea card
said as
better.
FineGod's
business
on
two stormy nights. 15c and 30c. — H. P.
Thompson'
Liberty theatre.
Pardeeville,
Wis. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Passion's
Playground,
with
MacDonald. — Katherine is someKatherine
woman,
believe me. She pleases them all. Had
them all say, "Gee. boy. give us some
more of Katherine!" So don't be afraid
of
Katherine's
themanyandofwatch
them allpictures.
smile. — H.Book
W.
Jeffries, Majestic theatre, Huntington,
Ark. — Neighborhood patronage.
45 Minutes from Broadway, with
Charles
Ray. — Fine comedy. -Kept
CORRECTION
Grant Pemberton, resident manager of Loew's Casino theatre, Salt
Lake City, directs attention to the
fact that two reports on American pictures, "The Gamesters" and
"A Light Woman," recently printed
in this department did not correctly reflect the record of these
pictures at the Casino theatre and
were sent in without his approval
or authority.

house in a constant roar. Good business
on New Years. — W. C. Welstead. Garden
theatre, Lajolla, Cal. — Family patronage.
Curtain, with Katherine MacDonald. —
Pleasing picture to good house and satisfied patrons. — W. M. Roob. Grand theatre. Port Washington, Wis. — General
patronage.
Nomads of the North, with a special
cast. — Big. Get behind this with special
stunts. Will more than make good. —
Dwight Baker. Circle theatre, Ottumwa,
la. — Neighborhood patronage.
TWIN BEDS, with Mr. and Mrs.
Carter DeHaven. — Ran this with
THE KICK IN HIGH LIFE on
New Year's Eve and Day. Broke
all records. Patrons were pleased
and said so. — W. M. Roob, Grand
theatre, Port Washington, Wis. —
General patronage.
A Virtuous Vamp, with Constance
Talmadge.
A as
knockout.
You can't
wrong on —this
it will please.
One goof
the best pictures we have shown here
in some time. — Smith Read. Patriot
theatre.
tronage. DeKalb, Tex. — Small town paThe Splendid Hazard, with Henry B.
Walthall. — Very weak. — Bert Norton.
Kozy theatre. Eureka. 111. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Master Mind, with Lionel Barrymore. — For a heavy dramatic photoplay
that will keep your patrons' eyes glued
to the screen this one can't be beat. —
W. M. Roob, Grand theatre. Port Washington, Wis. — General patronage.
Married Life, a Mack Sennett production.—Opened big. Crowds knocked it
so hard second day was only 225 people
and took it off. Sennett's have never

NOTICE
Exhibitors Herald directs
attention to the fact that the
matter printed in the department,
"What the Picture Did for Me."
is protected by copyright.
Permission for republication of
matter originally appearing in the
department, with proper credit to
Exhibitors Herald, will be
granted upon application to the
publisher.
Unauthorized use of the
matter is unlawful.

been appreciated in this city. — Dwight
Baker, Circle theatre, Ottumwa, la. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Yes or No, with Norma Talmadge. —
Excellent
"No"—
character. picture,
Ordinaryespecially
houses, the
10c-30c.
Bert Norton, Kozy theatre. Eureka. 111.
— Neighborhood patronage.
Heart o' the Hills, with Mary Pickford. — The greatest Pickford picture we
have ever had. Better than most of the
present day pictures. It will suit all your
patrons, especially the kiddies. — Polk E.
Moore, Portland Theatre Co., Portland,
Tenn.
Old Dad, with Mildred Harris.— Picture only fair. Box office not satisfactory. Star has no following here. — Dwight Baker. Circle theatre. Ottumwa,
la. — Neighborhood patronage.
Good References, with Constance Talmadge. — Splendid comedy that pulled
many laughs. It is not a big picture,
but if you have it on your program do
not be afraid of it. It is good, and most
people will like it. No kicks on it.—
H. P. Thompson, Liberty theatre, Pardeeville. Wis. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Romance of Tarzan, v.ith Elmo
Lincoln. — Just as good as Tarzan of the
Apes. Will please them all. Broke all
records on both Tarzan pictures. Have
The Revenge of Tarzan booked for first
week in February.— H. W. Jeffries, Majesticborhood
theatre.patronage.
Huntington. Ark. — Neigh45 Minutes From Broadway, with
Charles Ray. — Not as good a< some of
Paramount's. but will please everyone,
though. Drew good houses 10c-30c. —
Bert Norton. Kozy theatre. Eureka. 111. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Burglar by Proxy, with Jack Pickford. — This is truly a wonderful production. Drew big house and pleased
them all. Fine photography. A true life
story with lots of comedy. — W. F. Baker,
Boone Way theatre, Mt. Vernon, Ky. —
General patronage.
The Thunderbolt, with Katherine
MacDonald. — A new star here, but made
quite a reputation with her first appearance. A splendid picture with excellent
support for the star. — Smith Read. Patriot
theatre. DeKalb. Tex. — Small town
patronage.
Two Weeks, with Constance Talmadge.— Good picture. Pleased everybody.— H. C. Jones. Bijou theatre.
Laurel. Ind. — Small town patronage.
The Jack-Knife Man, a King Vidor
production. — Excellent picture. Full of
human interest. Pleased 90 per cent of
Christmas crowd. — Bert Norton, Kozy
theatre, Eureka. 111. — Neighborhood
patronage.
The Inferior Sex, with Mildred Harris.— Was a little afraid of this, as somebody said it was no good. Maybe not.
but our folks liked it, and said so. The
story is good and consider Mildred does
some good work Two good nights here
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Center — A new pose of Dorothy Phillips and two scenes from
the First National "Big Five" production, directed by Allen
Holubar.
with it and all comments favorable. It's
not a poor picture. — H. P. Thompson,
Liberty theatre, Pardeeville, Wis. —
Neighborhood patronage.
The Yellow Typhoon, with Anita
Stewart. — A splendid picture and everybody pleased. — Peter Krauth, Denison
theatre, Denison, la. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Don't Ever Marry, a Marshall Neilan production. — Excellent comedy that
drew at advanced admission, 10c-30c.
Wesley Barry makes a hit. — Bert Norton, Kozy theatre, Eureka, 111. — Neighborhood patronage.
Tarzan of the Apes, with Elmo Lincoln.— This is a 100 per cent picture,
brother exhibitor; book it. Boost it
and get the money, as it will please young
and old. Don't be afraid to advertise
it. It will stand advance in admission. —
H. W. Jeffries, Majestic theatre, Huntington, Ark. — Neighborhood patronage.
Midnight Romance, with Anita Stewart.— Another splendid picture by this
very popular star. It is wonderful to
note the drawing power of Anita Stewart pictures. They are all good. We
buy 'em blind. — Smith Read, Patriot theatre, DeKalb, Tex.— Small town patronage.
Go and Get It, a Marshall Neilan production.— One of the best all-around pictures I ever showed. Pleased 100 per
cent. Excellent small town picture; 10c35c. — Bert Norton, Kozy theatre, Eureka,
111. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Idol Dancer, a D. W. Griffith production.— In my opinion this is some picture. The stars are real actors, and
Barthelmess is exceptionally good. It
got us money, and while it did not please
all, yet it is all in all a money-getter. —

H. P. Thompson, Liberty theatre, Pardeeville, Wis. — Neighborhood patronage.
Tarzan of the Apes, with Elmo Lincoln.— Good picture. You can't go
wrong in booking this one. — F. E. Frisbie, Croxton theatre, Angola, Ind.
Bill Apperson's Boy, with Jack Pickford. — Jack Pickford in a different kind
of role than usual and a splendid picture. Pleased all. — Smith Read, Patriot
theatre, DeKalb, Tex. — Small town
patronage.
The Thunderbolt, with Katherine MacDonald. — She surely is a beautiful actress. Picture good. — George E. Taylor,
Idle Hourborhoodtheatre,
patronage. Dunlap, la. — NeighIn Old Kentucky, with Anita Stewart.
— Fine picture. Pleased everybody. Book
it and advance your prices. — H. C. Jones,
Bijou theatre, Laurel, Ind. — Small town
patronage.
A Virtuous Vamp, with Constance
Talmadge. — Was certainly a good one.
People will come out when we have Connie, weather no object. — C. Hales, Lyric
theatre, Orange City, la. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Fox
Trails to Two Moons, with Buck
Jones. — One of the best Buck Jones has
put out. It will please. A clean picture. Book it. — James A. York, Auditoriumborhood
theatre,patronage.
Monroeville, Ala. — NeighThe sure
Land isof aJazz,
withpicture.
Eileen Percy.
This
crazy
Pleased—
about 50 per cent.— Peter Krauth, Denison theatre, Denison, la. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Beware of the Bride, with Eileen
Percy. — Star's first appearance here and
well received, considering business depression. Picture excellent from every
angle. Good support. — E. A. Baradel,
theatre, McGehee, Ark. — Small
Palacepatronage.
town
with Buck Jones. —
Sunset
Buck
JonesSprague,
is certainly on his way. A
crackerjack Western, handled right, and
Mix's
after Tom
star that
with a Smith
scalp.—
Read, isPatriot
theatre, De
Kalb, Tex.— Small town patronage.
The Challenge of the Law, with William Russell. — Good logical and interestt Mounted Police.
of Northwes
ing
Fad theatre, Brookings,
—P. G.storyEstee,
hood
patronage.
S. D. — Neighbor
with WilThe Challenge of the Law,
liam Russell.— Ordinary picture. Business on it just fair.— W. L. Douglas,

Strand theatre, Newman Grove, Neb. —
Small town patronage.
While New York Sleeps, with a special
cast. — A very good picture. The acting
of Estelle Taylor and Marc McDermont
is splendid, but don't go too strong on
the picture as a special. It will stand a
small increase in admission. — W. B. Henderson, Dixie theatre, Ripley, Tenn. —
Small town patronage.
Molly and I, with Shirley Mason. — A
good clean picture. Just what we all
want. Shirley always gets the crowd
for us. — A. J. Steggall, Fayette, la.
From Now On, with George Walsh.—
A good picture with plenty of fighting,
of which this star is capable, but not
overdone. Pleased a good crowd.—
Smith Read, Patriot theatre, DeKalb,
Tex. — Small town patronage.
Beware of the Bride, with Eileen
Percy. — Good comedy-drama. — P. G.
Estee,
Fad theatre,
Brookings, S. D.—
Neighborhood
patronage.
The Manhattan Knight, with George
Walsh. — Some dark scenes, but necessary. Plenty of action. Played to poor
business. Local conditions very close.
Mines closed.— A. H. Thost, Gem theatre, Fredericktown, Mo. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Love's Harvest, with Shirley Mason.—
A splendid picture. It will please all.
Book it.— Adolph Kohn, Pastime theatre, Granville, N. Y. — Neighborhood
patronage.
The White Moll, with Pearl White.—
patrons like senIf your
Fairly good.
it. Pleased above 50
sational stuff, get
per cent.— E. A. Baradel, Palace theatre,
McGehee, Ark. — Small town patronage.
Sink or Swim, with George Walsh.—
Satof speed.Mystic
picture
A good isfiedclean
all ages—
Leonard,
Bill full
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heatre, Cedarvale, Kan. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Beware of the Bride, with Eileen
Percy. — One of the cleverest comedies
,ve have shown in many months. It is
Detter than her former success, The
Husband Hunter, and pleased a good
:rowd from start to finish. Support is
splendid. — Smith Read, Patriot theatre,
DeKalb, Tex. — Small town patronage.
Beware of the Bride, with Eileen
Percy. — Good comedy-drama. Makes a
hit. Drags first two reels; overcomes it
all at end. — E. E. Gailey, Crystal theatre,
Wayne, Neb.
The Square Shooter, with Buck Jones.
— I see where this was classed by some
as a poor picture, but I thought it was
good and my patrons as they passed out
said it was good. — Adolph Kohn, Pastime
theatre, Granville, N. Y. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Wolves of the Night, with William
Farnum. — Best we have had yet of this
star. — Olen Reynolds, Pearl theatre,
Hymera, Ind. — Neighborhood patronage.
Merely Mary Ann, with Shirley Mason.— A nice comedy-drama and it
pleased. — Peter Krauth, Denison theatre,
Denison, la. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Square Shooter, with Buck Jones.
— Buck Jones is right there with the
goods. Another good one or two like
this and he will be as good a puller here
as Tom Mix. — W. B. Henderson, Dixie
theatre, Ripley, Tenn. — Small town
patronage.
Shod With Fire, with William Russell.
— A very good program picture. Horse
and dog great. — A. J. Steggall, Fayette,
Iowa.
The Lure of Ambition, with Theda
Bara. — This is one of the pictures bought
about a year ago and we played it just
to get it off our hands. Theda Bara was
all right in her day, but her days are
past. — Fred S. Meyer, Palace theatre,
Hamilton, O. — Transient patronage.
Jack in the Bean Stalk, with a special
cast. — Cleaned up on this one. Capacity
business, due to school tie-up, which is a
winner. Picture has the drawing power
for adults as well as well as the kids.
This series cannot help but get the business.— B. Zukerman, Lyric theatre,
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Wolves of the Night, with William
Farnum. — Excellent picture, but failed to
draw. — H. B. McFarling, Tokio theatre,
Morehouse, Mo. — Neighborhood patronage.
Wings of the Morning, with William
Farnum. — Patrons liked the picture and
we had a good house. — A. N. Miles,
Eminence theatre, Eminence, Ky. — Small
town patronage.
The Last of the Duanes, with William
Farnum. — Broke all records. Never had
a picture more pleasing to audience.
Can't say enough for it. — H. C. Bohnert,
Cozy theatre, Randall, Kan. — Small
town patronage.
Leave It to Me, with William Russell.
— This picture drew well. One that keeps
'em
guessing.
Lots of —pepC. all
time.
Splendid
comedy-drama.
H. the
Thomas.
Community theatre, Galva, la. — Small
town patronage.
The Joyous Troublemakers, with William Farnum. — Farnum fans and all
others cannot help but like this picture.
Boost it and don't fail to get a big audience. It will sure stimulate business by
causing so many complimentary remarks
to be made about the picture. — W. B.
Henderson. Dixie theatre, Ripley, Tenn.
— Small town patronage.
The Orphan, with William Farnum. —
Farnum is clever in this feature and if
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exploited right will bring them in. Good
comedy and plenty of action. Not true
story of old Western days, though. — F.
W. Horrigan, McDonald theatre, Philipsburg, Mont. — Neighborhood patronage.
Rose of Nome, with Gladys Brockwell.
— A good program picture. — Adolph
Kohn, Pastime theatre, Granville, N. Y. —
Neighborhood patronage.
The Challenge of the Law, with William Russell. — Good picture, good story,
good star. Pleased all. — E. E. Gaily,
Crystal theatre, Wayne, Neb.
Desert Love, with Tom Mix. — Good
picture. Fairly good crowd. — H. B. McFarling, Tokio theatre, Morehouse, Mo. —
Neighborhood patronage.
The Terror, with Tox Mix.— Wonderful picture. The talk of the town. Piled
them in. — H. C. Bohnert, Cozy theatre,
Randall, Kan. — Small town patronage.
The Terror, with Tom Mix. — A very
good picture which pleased all. — Adolph
Kohn, Pastime theatre, Granville, N. Y.
— Neighborhood patronage.
Goldwyn
His Own Law, with Hobart Bosworth.
— This is one of the best pictures we ever
ran. Just as good as Behind the Door.
Wake up and get it.— Pfeiffer Bros.,
OperahoodHouse,
patronage. Kenton, O. — NeighborGoing Some, with a special cast. —
Splendid. An all-around capable cast
made this picture a gem. Of course the
book was good, but too farcical treatment would have ruined its effect in film.
Several good vehicles have been ruined
quite recently by one company by being
treated too farcically. — Jean Lightner,
Regent theatre, Alameda, Cal. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Little Shepherd of Kingdom
Come, with Jack Pickford. — Come on,
boys, and take this one. It will never
grow old. A true reproduction of the
famous novel. — Polk E. Moore, Pertland Theatre Co., Portland, Tenn.
Out of the Storm, with a special cast. —
A fair picture. Nothing to rave about.
NO PLACE

FOR
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Some good acting, but hardly strong
enough to stand up three days. — Fred S.
Meyer, Palace theatre, Hamilton, O. —
Transient patronage.
Scratch My Back, with a special cast. —
I billed this one at 15c and 25c prices
for matinee and 20c and 40c for night.
Cut the price to 15c and 25c for night
after I played matinee. Didn't think it
would stand up for advance prices. Fair
comedy-drama. — J. C. Jenkins, Auditheatre, Neligh, Neb. — Neighborhoodtorium
patronage.
The Woman in Room 13, with Pauline
Frederick. — Good enough for any house
anywhere. — G. W. Yeaton, Ioka theatre,
Exeter, N. H. — Neighborhood patronage.
A Misfit Earl, with Louis Bennison. —
Don't pass up this one. As a comedydrama it's one of the best. Every small
town should arrange to play this picture
two days. Those that see it the first
night will send all the rest the second
night. — W. B. Henderson, Dixie theatre,
Ripley, Tenn. — Small town patronage.
MADAME X, with Pauline Frederick.— This is a real classic. Pleased
100 per cent. Book it and if you
have tears to shed prepare to shed
them now, as it is sure weepy.—
Royal theatre, Lehi, Utah.
The Cup of Fury, with a special cast —
While this picture today has lost its appeal of timeliness it proved without a
doubt to be one of the best program
offerings
we've ever
had insatisfaction.
a long time.
Good business.
Universal
—
Fred S. Meyer, Palace theatre, Hamilton,
O. — Transient patronage.
Duds, with Tom Moore. — Like all
Moore pictures, they say give us more
like them. Sure goes over fine. All satisfied.— W. E. Stepp, Regent theatre,
Pleasanton, Kan. — General patronage.
Jes' Call Me Jim, with Will Rogers. —
The most satisfying offering of the season. Rogers is a universal favorite here.
Jes' Call Me Jim is a picture framed
along sensible lines. People with brains
will enjoy it immensely. Get it and go
to it. — J. C. Jenkins, Auditorium theatre,

A ROUGH

WESTERNER

Kathleen O'Connor and Charles Clary in one of the amusing scenes from the
American Film Company production " 'Sunset Jones.' "
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Neligh, Neb. — Neighborhood patronage.
Sis Hopkins, with Mabel Normand. —
Not good entertainment. — New Cozy
theatre, Winchester, Ind.
Officer 666, with Tom Moore. — A
dandy picture. Tom Moore is a favorite
with us. — Peter Krauth, Denison theatre,
Denison, la. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Woman and the Puppet, with
Geraldine Farrar. — About the worst
thingwhen
she Farrar
has everis done.
I'll
be
off my How
list. glad
In our
town as a drawing card she still is a
wonderful grand opera singer. — Fred S.
Meyer, Palace theatre, Hamilton, O.— Transient patronage.
The Gay Lord Quex, with Tom Moore.
— Fair picture. Good puller. — Will F.
Taddiken, Elite theatre, Morganville,
Kan. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Blooming Angel, with Madge
Kennedy. — Star well liked. Story weak.
- -Will F. Taddiken, Elite theatre, Morganville, Kans. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Revenge of Tarzan, with Gene
Pollar. — Pleased 95% of my audience,
and brought out people I do not think
any other picture would. — E. Saunders.
Palace theatre, Harvard, 111. — General
patronage.
Hodkinson
Down Home, with a special cast. — One
of the pictures a manager is proud to
show. Drew good houses. — P. G. Estee,
Fad theatre, Brookings, S. D. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Dream Cheater, with J. Warren
Kerrigan. — This picture is not up to the
Kerrigan standard. — W. L. Douglas.
Strand theatre, Newman Grove, Neb. —
Small town patronage.
The Westerners, with Roy Stewart. —
A very
but pleasing
Westerns picture
dors't
go
over good
here.picture,
A very
that should go over big where Westerns
are liked. — Fred S. Meyer, Palace theatre, Hamilton, O. — Transient patronage.
The Capitol, with Leah Baird. — A fine
picture. Everyone pleased. The Hodkinson pictures are good. — W. L.
Douglas, Strand theatre, Newman Grove,
Neb. — Small town patronage.
Metro
The Saphead, with Buster Keaton. —
The best comedy feature ever used in
this house. Shall repeat. Also use all
two-reel Keaton comedies. He goes bigger than Semon or Lloyd. — G. W. Yeaton, Ioka theatre, Exeter, N. H. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Saphead, with Buster Keaton. — A
knockout in every sense of the word.
Keaton at his very best in a role that
suits him to a "T." By all means book it.
— rFred S. Meyer, Palace theatre, Hamilton, O.— Transient patronage.
Dangerous to Men, with Viola Dana. —
BLACK.

BEAUTY
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Great. My patrons claimed this was the
best picture of its kind they ever saw.
Dana in a role of this kind can't be beat.
— E. A. Baradel, Palace theatre, McGehee, Ark. — Small town patronage.
Burning Daylight, with Mitchell Lewis.
— Good of its kind. Mitchell never pulled
for us. Will please average audience. —
O. E. Pierce, Theatorium theatre, Portland, Ind. — Neighborhood patronage.
Clothes, with a special cast. — Good.
Great drawing power among the ladies. —
G. W. Yeaton, Ioka theatre, Exeter,
N. H. — Neighborhood patronage.
Held in Trust, with May Allison. — Finepicture. Will please 90 per cent. — F. E.
Frisbie, Croxton theatre, Angola, Ind.
The Misfit Wife, with Alice Lake.—
Pleasing star, good story, nice offering.
Excellent business two days. — Fred S.
Meyer, Palace theatre, Hamilton, O. —
Transient patronage.
The Mutiny of the Elsinore, with a
special cast. — Just an ordinary picture.
Supposed to be a special. Poor business.
— Royal theatre, Lehi, Utah.
Lombardi, Ltd., with Bert Lytell. —
Nothing to rave over. A fair program
picture. — W. L. Beebe, Opera House,
Manito, 111. — Small town patronage.
Old Lady 31, with a special cast. —
Used Christmas. Pleasing picture for all,
but especially for older patrons. — P. G.
Estee, Fad theatre, Brookings, S. D. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Please Get Married, with Viola Dana. —
Fine picture. Good crowd on a cold
night. The star is a favorite here. — W.
E. Stepp, Regent theatre, Pleasanton,
Kan. — General patronage.
The Cheater, with May Allison. — A
very pleasing program offering. Good
story. Well acted. Capable cast. A
picture that should give universal satisfaction.— Fred S. Meyer, Palace theatre,
Hamilton, O. — Transient patronage.
Paramount
The Rookie's Return, with Douglas
MacLean and Doris May. — Light and
peppy. Not as good as some but better
than The Jailbird. Will please all. — J. A.
Hefferman, Perfect theatre, Huntington,
Ind. — Neighborhood patronage.
Hairpins, with Enid Bennett. — Star is
a growing favorite here. Regular program picture. — Giacoma Bros., Crystal
theatre, Tombstone, Ariz. — General patronage.
Humoresque, with a special cast. —
Drew good houses. Excellent story. 20c
and 40c. Used Post Nature scenic,
Memory's Lane, to start program. — Bert
Norton, Kozy theatre, Eureka, 111. —
Neighborhood patronage.
You're Fired, with Wallace Reid.—
Mighty good. — A. N. Miles, Eminence
theatre, Eminence, Ky. — Small town
patronage.
Why Change Your Wife? a Cecil B.
DeMillemenseproduction.
— Five
of has
imbusiness. First
time days
the city
been roused up for four months following labor depression. — Dwight Baker,
Circle patronage.
theatre, Ottumwa, la. — Nefghborhood
Dr. Jekyll and Mr. ttyde, with John
Barrymore. — The wonder picture of all
ages. If you do not run this picture you
have cheated your patrons out of the
world's strangest romance. It is a pleasure to run pictures like this one. — Polk
E. Moore,
land, Tenn. Portland Theatre Co., PortIdols of Clay, with Mae Murray.— Not
a special, but a good ordinary picture
that will please.— J. A. Hefferman. Perfect theatre, Huntington, Ind. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Teeth of the Tiger, with a special
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cast. — Very good, clean detective story.
Many favorable comments. — Auditorium
theatre, Carleton, Neb. — Small town
patronage.
The City Sparrow, with Ethel Clayton.— Our people liked this one. — Royal
theatre, Lehi, Utah.
JACK STRAW, with Robert Warwick. — Took so well that several patrons during the intermission phoned
friends to hurry down to the second
performance. — C. Welstead, Garden
ronage.
theatre, La Jolla, Cal. — Family patBelow the Surface, with Hobart Bosworth. — A strong picture that will please
all classes of patrons. — W. L. Beebe,
Opera House, Manito, 111. — Small town
patronage.
Male and Female, a Cecil B. DeMille
production. — The small town exhibitor
who overlooks playing this is overlooking a good bet. I find my patrons want
the better pictures even at higher admission. This picture ranks fourth in point
of box office receipts for the year for me,
and I believe it would have ranked higher
if I had had better weather. I charged
20 and 40 cents. — A. N. Miles, Eminence
theatre, Eminence, Ky. — Small town
patronage.
What Happened to Jones, with Bryant
Washburn. — Amusing. Top 25c. — Giacoma Bros., Crystal theatre, Tombstone,
Ariz. — General patronage.
Hawthorne of the U. S. A., with Wallace Reid. — Only fair for Reid. Semon
comedy. Charged 10c and 30c. Drew
ordinary crowd. — Bert Norton, Kozy theatre, Eureka, 111. — Neighborhood patronage.The Haunted Bedroom, with Enid
Bennett. — Good enough for any standard
program. Lots of creepy scenes, but
plenty of comedy to chase the creeps
away. Not a kick on this one. — H. A.
Wishard, Wishard theatre, Bloomfield,
la. — Home patronage.
The Miracle Man, with a special cast. —
The greatest picture since The Birth of
a Nation. If you don't make money on
this one take the key out of the door,
set fire to your playhouse and then commit suicide. — Polk E. Moore, Portland
Theatre Co., Portland, Tenn.
John Petticoats, with William S. Hart.
— Splendid program. Pleased a good
house. — Auditorium theatre, Carleton,
Neb. — Small town patronage.
All-of-a-Sudden Peggy, with Mar-
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guerite Clark. — I think all the women patrons liked this, but the men said it was
no good. — W. W. Woltz, Lake City, la. —
General patronage.
The Cinema Murder, with Marion
Davies. — Good picture, but name kept a
good many away. Fair business. — C. E.
Belden, Midway theatre, Mogollon, N.
M. — Mining camp patronage.
Let'sitElope,
with it.
Marguerite
Clark. go
—
Book
and boost
You cannot
wrong on this one. A beautiful story
well presented. This one pleases all
types of people. — W. F. Baker, Boone
Way theatre, Mt. Vernon, Ky. — Genera!
patronage.
Red Hot Dollars, with Charles Ray. —
While not as good as other pictures, drew
good houses. Sennett Comedy, Uncle
Tom Without a Cabin. 10c and 30c. —
Bert Norton, Kozy theatre, Eureka, 111. —
Neighborhood patronage.
The Village Sleuth, with Charles Ray.
— Good business. Not the snap of most
of his pictures, but pleased. — Dwight
Baker, Circle theatre, Ottumwa, la. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Sadie Love, with Billie Burke. — Keep
away from this one. It's one of her
poorest. — S. E. Brooks, Bell theatre, Kansas City, Mo. — Neighborhood patronage.
More Deadly Than the Male, with
Ethel Clayton. — Very good picture. Good
business. — C. E. Belden, Midway theatre, Mogollon, N. M. — Mining camp
patronage.
Captain Kidd, Jr., with Mary Pickford. — This was just splendid. Received
with marked favor by the audience. Mary
Pickford certainly a big money getter
here. — W. F. Baker, Boone Way theatre,
Mt Vernon, Ky. — General patronage.
The Man From Funeral Range, with
Wallace Reid. — Patrons liked this one.
A good story. — J. H. Talbert, Legion
theatre, Norwich, Kan. — Small town
patronage.
Wanted, a Husband, with Billie Burke.
— Just a good program picture. 10c and
25c. — Bert Norton, Kozy theatre,
Eureka, 111.- — Neighborhood patronage.
23i/2 Hours Leave, with Douglas MacLean and Doris May. — Extra good picture. Both stars fine. Business fair. —
C. E. Belden, Midway theatre, Mogollon,
N. M. — Mining camp patronage.
The Haunted Bedroom, with Enid
Bennett. — Surely a mystery picture, and
if your people like ghosts here is a real
one. To get the benefit you must follow
the picture closely. It's worth it. — C.
Hales, Lyric theatre, Orange City, la. —
Neighborhood patronage.
The Law of Men, with Enid Bennett. —
Patrons well pleased. This one pleased
fully 100 per cent. A real program picture. Business fair.— W. F. Baker,
Boone Way theatre, Mt. Vernon, Ky. —
General patronage.
The Thirteenth Commandment, with
Ethel Clayton. — A good program picture.
Star doesn't draw here. — Bert Norton,
Kozy theatre, Eureka, 111. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Rescuing Angel, with Shirley Mason.— Good program picture. — W. L.
Hamilton, Mazda theatre, Alden, Kan. —
Small town patronage.
Pathe
The Money Changers, with a special
cast. — The best underworld feature in
months. Played four days to big business. Advise brother exhibitors to play
this one big. — H. A. Walton, Colonial
theatre, Stockton, Cal.
One Hour Before Dawn, with H. B.
Warner. — A great picture with wonderful exploitation possibilities. Tie-up with
jewelry or clock store. A picture that
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will please. — Fred S. Meyer, Palace theatre, Hamilton, O. — Transient patronage.
BROTHERS
DIVIDED, with
Frank Keenan. — Very good. Pleased
100 per cent. We would not be
bothered with censorship if we
played more like this one. — Bird Wilcox, Opera House, Sykeston, N. D. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Rio Grande, with a special cast. — Good
for two days here. Went over fine. Book
it.
— E. E. Gailv, Crvstal theatre. Wavne,
Neb.
The Little Cafe, with Max Linder.—
One of the poorest pictures I have ever
used. Patrons walked out. Too Frenchy.
— W. L. Beebe. Opera House, Manito,
111. — Small town patronage.
Smoldering Embers, with Frank Keenan.— Played to a good house and pleased
90 per cent. — H. W. Jeffries. Majestic
theatre, Huntington. Ark. — Neighborhood patronage.
Other Men's Shoes, an Edgar Lewis
production. — Two days. An excellent
photoplay to only fair business. — A. H.
Thost, Gem theatre. Fredericktown, Mo.
— Neighborhood patronage.
an'Edgar
Lewisspecial.
production.
A Lahoma,
corking good
Western
Packed—
them in for four days. My patrons well
pleased. — H. A. Walton, Colonial theatre, Stockton, Cal.
Man and His Woman, with Herbert
Rawlinson. — An excellent offering; good
story that pleased everybody. Business
way off color, but do not blame picture,
as it is a production worth while and
should go over big under normal conditions.— Fred S. Meyer, Palace theatre,
Hamilton, O. — Transient patronage. .
Lahoma, an Edgar Lewis production.
— Fair picture to good business. Not as
good as Rio Grande. — E. E. Gailey, Crystal theatre, Wayne, Neb.
Dawn, with a special cast. — This is a
wonderful production and will stand an
advanced price anywhere. Get it and
boost it. — Bill Leonard, Mystic theatre,
Cedarvale, Kan. — Neighborhood patronage.
Help Wanted:
Male, with Blanche
'•DO YOU

WANT

Sweet. — A corking good picture. Not
a knockout, but a pleasing offering that
will satisfy. Good business two days. —
Fred S. Meyer, Palace theatre, Hamilton,
O. — Transient patronage.
Forbidden Valley, with May McAvoy.
— Fine picture. Always do well with
May McAvoy. Above the average business. Patrons well pleased. — B. F. Sharp,
Tumble-In theatre, Sinton, Tex. — Rural
patronage.
Realart
Something Different, with Constance
Binney. — Entertaining. Value 100 per
cent. Wish I could tell all exhibitors
how fine a production this is. Broke
house records at 15c and 35c. Book it.
Boost it. Raise your admission and
Binney
will do Shenandoah,
the rest. — H. Ya.
A. —Fix,
Fix's
Theatorium,
General
patronage.
Something Different with Constance
Binney. — Constance Binney has again
scored. Fine entertainment. Realart has
the program this year if they keep up
the stride. — Martin W. Operlo, Armory
theatre,
St. Genevieve, Mo. — Neighborhood patronage.
THE SOUL OF YOUTH, with a
special cast. — Won't make you a lot
of money, but run it. It will do you
good. Had it on with HIGH AND
DIZZY and I'll say we had a little
noise inside. — Dwight Baker, Circle
theatre,
Ottumwa, la. — Neighborhood patronage.
Food for Scandal, with Wanda Hawley. — Good comedy. Up to Realart
standard. Have had only one poor Realart picture, and I have played them all.
Miss Hawley pulls well here. — C. Welstead. Garden theatre, La Jolla, Cal. —
Family patronage.
Eyes of the Heart, with Mary Miles
Minter. — A sob sister picture that is very
thin and no credit to a star who has
made such lively and good-to-Iook-at
pictures. Only ran it two days. — Dwight
Baker, Circle theatre, Ottumwa, la. —
Neighborhood patronage.
The New York Idea, with Alice Brady.
— Typical Brady picture. The finished
ME OR MY FLAT?"

Eddie Barry in a scene
"Dining byRoom,
Kitchen Exchanges.
and Sink," a Christie comedy
to befrom
distributed
Educational
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Miles, Eminence theatre, Eminence, Ky.
— Small town patronage.
Sinners, with Alice Brady. — Fell flat
here. Star never did go. Folks don't
like her. — E. E. Gailey, Crystal theatre,
Wayne, Neb.
Jenny Be Good, with Mary Miles Minter.— One of this star's best pictures.
Bad weather; no crowd. — A. N. Miles,
Eminence theatre, Eminence, Ky. — Small
town patronage.
You Never Can Tell, with Bebe
Daniels. — A pretty little picture. It
pleased. — Peter Krauth, Denison theatre,
Denison, la. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Mystery of the Yellow Room,
with a special cast. — The title killed it.
It's one of the best detective plays that
I've ever seen and will hold the interest
from start to finish, but they seem to
think it's a serial and a total flivver at
the box office was the result. — Fred S.
Meyer, Palace theatre, Hamilton, O. —
Transient patronage.

ETHEL, RUTH COOLIDGE
Said to bp a ni • of Governor Calvin
Cooildjfe,
who hamto
been
alienedof byMaHnnt-huiicttM,
J. Stuart lllackton
appear In picture*.
product in photoplays. Costumes, cast,
photography and direction, and Alice
keeps her mouth closed in this one. —
O. E. Pierce, Theatorium theatre, Portland, Ind. — Neighborhood patronage.
Her First Elopement, with Wanda
Hawley. — Very pleasing; good comedy
touch and worthy of an extra word of
advertising. Nice business. Connected
star up with Everywoman. — Dwight
Baker, Circle theatre, Ottumwa, la. —
Neighborhood patronage.
The Law of the Yukon, with a special
cast. — Ran this as a special and my patrons gave me the laugh. Absolutely
nothing
it other
the Alaska
title. It's
amusing towhen
you than
consider
as
it was, and as depicted in this production.
— F. W. Horrigan, McDonald theatre,
Philipsburg, Mont. — Neighborhood patronage.
Nurse Marjorie, with Mary Miles
Minter. — A good program picture. Attendance below normal. Regular admission 10c and 25c. — A. N. Miles, Eminence theatre, Eminence, Ky. — Small
town patronage.
You Never Can Tell, with Bebe
Daniels. — Good, keen comedy-drama. A
business builder. Pray for more of this
kind. — O. E. Pierce, Theatorium theatre,
Portland, Ind. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Law of the Yukon, with a special
cast. — Good action play. Audience was
mostly men. Fair puller. — Dwight
Baker, Circle theatre, Ottumwa, la. —
Neighborhood patronage.
39 East, with Constance Binney. — One
of the best. Brother exhibitors, you
cannot go wrong in putting your John
Henry on a Realart franchise. — Pfeiffer
Bros.. Opera House, Kenton, O. —
Neighborhood patronage.
39 East, with Constance Binney. — A
fine
way. Fad
Thetheatre,
star's
best picture
to date. —in P.every
G. Estee,
Brookings, S. D. — Neighborhood patronage.
39 East, with Constance Binney. — One
of the best comedy-dramas we ever
played. Boost it big, especially play
up Miss Binney's dance, as it is one of
the best I ever saw in a picture. — A. N.

Robertson-Cole
The Bottom of the World, with Sir
Ernest Shackleton. — Very interesting.
Top price 30c. — Giacoma Bros., Crystal
theatre,
ronage. Tombstone, Ariz. — General patThe White Dove, with H. B. Warner.
— The poorest, draggiest so-called special
I ever ran. Not a smile in the whole six
reels. No crowd and we sure were
pleased. — A. J. Steggall, Fayette, la.
The Beggar Prince, with Sessue Hayakawa. — This is one of his best pictures.
The Jap is well liked here. Pleased
everybody. — Royal theatre, Lehi, Utah.
Life's a Funny Proposition, with William Desmond. — Although this picture is
old, it has some new points about it.
Good comedy. — Clarence Langacher,
Opera House, New Glarus, Wis.
The Grey Wolf's Ghost, with H. B
Warner. — Fair picture. This star docs
not go here. — Bill Leonard, Mystic theatre, Cedarvale, Kan. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Diane of the Green Van, with Alma
Rubens. — Very good program picture.
Something different. — Clarence Langacher, Opera House, New Glarus, Wis.
Selznick
Broadway and Home, with Eugene
O'Brien. — Believe me, those 1921 Selznick pictures are world beaters. And,
individually speaking, The Wonderful
Chance was good, but this is even 100
per cent " better. — Martin W. Operlo,
Armory theatre, St. Genevieve, Mo. —
Neighborhood patronage.
The Figurehead, with Eugene O'Brien.
— A very good picture that pleased all. —
Adolph Kohn, Pastime theatre, Granville,
N. Y. — Neighborhood patronage.
Out of the Snows, with a special cast.
— Fair attraction and pulled only as all
such snow pictures pull. — Dwight Baker,
Circle theatre, Ottumwa, la. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Daughter Pays, with Elaine Haramerstein. — Very good. — G. W. Yeaton,
Ioka hood
theatre,
patronage.Exeter, N. H. — NeighborBlind Youth, with a special cast. — A
picture you can boost and please most
any audience. The society class will
tave over it — W. B. Henderson, Dixie
theatre, Ripley, Tenn.
Everybody's
Sweetheart,
Oliveof
Thomas.
— This was
the last with
picture
this star. Played to S. R. O. No extra
advertising was done. — Peter Krauth,
Denisonhood theatre,
patronage. Denison, la. — Neighbor-
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The One Way Trail, with a special
cast. — An excellent scene play. Plenty
of outdoor life, action and thrills. Some
beautiful scenes. Fair business and
pleased audience. — A. H. Thost, Gem
theatre,
Fredericktown, Mo. — Neighborhood patronage.
Youthful Folly, with Olive Thomas. —
A good picture. — Adolph Kohn, Pastime
theatre, Granville, N. Y. — Neighborhood
patronage.
The Better Wife, with Alice Brady.—
This was an extra good little program
picture. Pleased a good house. Alice
is always good. Give us more of Alice
and I will be satisfied. — H. W. Jeffries,
Majestic theatre, Huntington, Ark. —
Neighborhood patronage.
The World to Live In, with Alice
Brady. — A good progrtTm picture. — C. E.
Power,— Country
Power's patronage.
theatre, North Branch,
Minn.
A Desperate Hero, with Owen Moore.
— Not much to this. — Adolph Kohn,
Pastime theatre, Granville, N. Y. —
Neighborhood patronage.
United Artists
The Love Flower, a D. W. Griffith
production. — A great picture. Everything fine but the title. Posters, photos
all good. Way ahead of The Idol Dancer
and about as easy to exploit — Dwight
Baker, Circle theatre, Ottumwa, la. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Romance, with Doris Keanc. — Did not
give satisfaction. Too mushy. No comedy. Heard no favorable comments.—
G. E. Wendel, Opera House, Smithland,
la. — Neighborhood patronage.
Suds, with Mary Pickford. — Business
up
to expectations
only,is because
I didn't
expect
much, as this
a disappointing
picture to Pickford fans. Not that it
isn't well acted. — Dwight Baker, Circle
theatre, Ottumwa, la. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Universal
Risky Business, with Gladys Walton. —
Star is a comer. Poor drawing title, but
picture and story good. — P. G. Estee,
Fad theatre,
Brookings, S. D. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Devil's Passkey, with Eric Von
Stroheim. — They do not make them better. Shall repeat. When Universal puts
out a special it is usually a real one. —
G. W. Yeaton. Ioka theatre, Exeter, N.
H. — Neighborhood patronage.
La La Lucille, with Eddie Lyons and
Lee Moran. — Very good comedy. Pleased
a good house. Will go over in any
house. — H. W. Jeffries, Majestic theatre,
Huntington, Ark. — Neighborhood patronage.Secret Gift, with a special cast. — This
truly was a picture worthy of being
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called a special, as it will put to shame
many of such. Pleased everybody and
will give this a return date. — Mrs. J. A.
Dostal, Ideal theatre, Omaha, Neb. —
Neighborhood patronage.

Marked Men, with Harry Carey. —
Book this picture and boost this star.
This picture is better than any Jewel.
Good house. — A. San Roman, Crystal
theatre, South Superior, Wyo. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Prince of Avenue A, with James
Corbett. — Poorest picture that I have
run in five years. — Palace theatre, Mound
City, 111.
Once to Every Woman, with Dorothy
Phillips. — Another of Universal's real
specials. — G. VV. Yeaton, Ioka theatre,
Exeter, N. H. — Neighborhood patronage.
Under Northern Lights, with a special
cast. — Fine North Woods drama that
drew big business and pleased. Full of
rapid fire action and played by a capable
cast. — J. B. Stine, Gem theatre, Clinton,
Ind. — General patronage.
Blind Husbands, with Eric Von Stroheim. — A great offering. Not a bit suggestive and a sure money getter. — Fred
S. Meyer, Palace theatre, Hamilton, O. —
Transient patronage.
Blind Husbands, with Eric Von Stroheim. — This is a good picture and full
of thrills, but we hardly see where it
gets its name. Probably in the lesson
to blind husbands. Has some impossibilities, but a good picture nevertheless. —
Royal theatre, Lehi, Utah.
Bullet Proof, with Harry Carey. —
From

HERALD

Harry is himself in this picture, and it
fits him to a "T." His later releases,
Sundown Slim, etc., are "the bunk" and
have killed his drawing power here.
Here's hoping
they improve.
F. W. Horrigan,
McDonald
theatre, — Philipsburg,
Mont. — Neighborhood patronage.
West Is West, with Harry Carey. —
Star back in something of old form.
Not up to Overland Red and Bullet
Proof, however— P. G. Estee, Fad theatre, Brookings, S. D. — Neighborhood
patronage.
The Right to Happiness, with DoroYou your
don't patrons
have toemerge
slink
out ofthy Phillips.
sight —when
from your theatre after showing this one.
Big and clean. — Fahrney & Elson, Electric theatre, Curtis, Neb. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Specials
Sitting On the World (D. M. Schwab),
with David Butler. — Great. If Butler
keeps up this pace he will be in the
front rank inside of a year. Story simple,
but splendidly handled. — C. Welstead,
Garden theatre, Lajolla, Cal. — Family
patronage.
The Soul of Rafael (Equity), with
Clara Kimball Young. — This picture
seemed good enough to satisfy, but Clara
Kimball Young is not the drawing card
that she was a few years ago. — Pfeiffer
Bros., Opera House, Kenton. O. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Honeymoon Ranch (Bert Lubin), with
a special cast. — Good Western with a
lot of good comedy in it. Pleasing all

the way.— E. A. Baradel, Palace theatre,
97
McGehee, Ark. — Small town patronage.
Staking His Life (W. H. Productions),
with William S. Hart. — While this one
is old, it's a splendid picture. — C. Hales,
Rivoli theatre, Alton, la. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Serials
Fantomas (Fox), with a special cast. —
On second episode and going big. The
Italians fall for this one and they are
packing the house at every episode.
Plenty of action and thrills. — D. Bossie,
Luna theatre, Brooklyn, N. Y.
The Silent Avenger, with William
Duncan, and Hidden Dangers, with Joe
Ryan (Yitagraph). — I ran the two
serials together and find that they draw
good. However, The Silent Avenger is
much the better of the two. They should
keep Joe Ryan in Westerns, as he shines
there. — H. W. Jeffries, Majestic theatre,
Huntington, Ark. — Neighborhood patronage.
Ruth of the Rockies (Pathe), with
Ruth Roland. — Finished this to good
business all through the entire fifteen
episodes. — E. E. Gailey, Crystal theatre,
Wayne, Neb.
The Lost City (Warner Bros.), with
Juanita Hansen. — This is a picture that
is different from most serials. It has
too much of the same thing about the
middle of it, but holds the interest of the
crowd throughout. Made money. — Clyde
C. Caperton, Harwood
theatre, Har-

Wid's Review of

"BLACK

BEAUTY"

" 'Black Beauty' characterized by thrills and extravagant
production."
"The story of 'Black Beauty' is so famous in every part of
the country that the title alone will be sufficient to draw a
crowd."
"It is a clean, wholesome picture, a fact which you can make
an especial appeal to women and children. The book is so
well known that there will naturally be curiosity to see it
visualized."
'The success of the picture with most audiences is going to
depend on its 'human' theme, for the story of the horse
holds interest only in those scenes involving fast action.
Among the latter are some very good shots of a fox hunt, and
a thrilling horse race at the finish which has been admirably done and will be apt to raise them off their seats."
From the New

York Sunday Telegraph Review of

"BLACK
BEAUTY"
"It is a picture that shines out like a good deed in a naughty
world."
"The picture is just about perfect in its details."
"The picture is a high tribute to the artistic ability and
the patience of its director, David Smith."
"As for 'Black Beauty' himself, Man O' War could not have
played the role with more finesse."
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USE

THIS

BLANK

Box Office Reports Tell the Wholt
Story
Join in This Co-operative Service
Report Regularly on
Pictures You Exhibit
And Read in The Herald
Every Week What Pictures
Are Doing for Other Exhibitors
Pill in this blank now and send
to Exhibitors Herald, 417 S. Dearborn St., Chicago.
Title
Star
Producer
Remark.'

wood. Tex. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Veiled Mystery (Vitagraph), with
Antonio Moreno. — Playing third episode
and going good so far. Looks like it
might he a very good serial to the end. —
W. B. Henderson. Dixie theatre, Ripley,
Tenn. — Small town patronage.
Bride 13 (Fox), with a special cast. —
Rather disappointed. Too many overdrawn impossibilities. Too many suggestive and gruesome scenes for the little folks. All right for a hard shell adult.
—Auditorium theatre, Carleton, Neb. —
Small town patronage.
The Lost City i Warner Bros ), with
Juanita Hansen. — I have played the fifteenth episode. They are all good. The
best bet out. — Bird Wilcox, Opera
House. Sykeston, N. D.
Ruth of the Rockies (Pathe), with
Ruth Roland. — Plenty of action and patrons pleased, hut business only fair.
Local conditions bad. Mines closed and
money close. — A. H. Thost, Gem theatre,
ronage.
Frederick town, Mo. — Neighborhood patThe Lost City (Warner Bros.), with
Juanita Hansen. — While we are not doing a top
this, asit'sever
holding
up O.
K. business
Serial is onstrong
and
is out of the ordinary class. — C. Hales,
Lyric theatre,
Orange City, la. — Neighborhood patronage.
Bride 13 (Fox), with a special cast. —
Good serial with plenty of action, but
the plot is most unreasonable. People
lose interest. — W. B. Henderson, Dixie
theatre. Ripley. Tenn. — Small town patronage.
The Lost City (Warner Bros.), with
Juanita Hansen. — First episode good. —
Auditorium theatre, Carleton, Neb. —
Small town patronage.
The King of the Circus (Universal),
with Eddie Polo. — A real honest to goodness serial. One that packs them in.
Just book
it. are
It'sallthat
something
different that wc
looking
for. Sixth
episode and going big. — Ed. L. Wegener,
Lyric theatre. Valley Junction, la. —
Neighborhood patronage.
The Dragon's Net (Universal), with
Marie Walcamp. — On the sixth episode
and each one worse than the other. Lay
off this one. Positively the worst yet. —
Martin W. Operlo, Armory theatre, St.
Genevieve, Mo. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Vanishing Dagger (Universal),
with Eddie Polo. — On the sixteenth
episode. Business dropping off. Lots of
action, but Polo gets the worst end too
much. Eighteen episodes too long for a
serial. — W. B. Henderson, Dixie theatre,
Ripk-v, Tenn. — Small town patronage.
The Dragon's Net (Universal), with
Marie Walcamp. — The poorest serial ever

Title ...
Star
Producer
Remarks
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Name of Theatre
Transient
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put
they out
wantby toUniversal.
give it toDon't
you book
free. itAllif
there is to it is a lot of Chinamen chasing
each other around a stump. Then back
again next week. — Ed. L. Wegener, Lyric
theatre,
hood Valley
patronage. Junction, la. — NeighborShort Subjects
Four Times Foiled (Educational;, with
a special cast. — An excellent offering
that pleased. It's getting monotonous to
send in reports on Educational comedies.
They're all good and most of them
knockouts. — Fred S. Meyer, Palace theatre, Hamilton, O. — Transient patronage.
Father's Close Shave (Christie-Pathe),
with Johnny Ray. — This is a dandy.
Maggie is extra fine, while Jiggs runs a
close second. Brother exhibitor, yon
can't go wrong on any of the "Bringing
Up Father" comedies if you want good
clean comedy. — H. W. Jeffries, Majestic
theatre,
Huntington, Ark. — Neighborhood patronage.
PARK YOUR CAR (Pathe),
with Snub Pollard. — One of the best
one-reel comedies
we'vePutever
run.
Concentrate
on the title.
a safety
zone out in front of your theatre:
"Parkattract
Your attention.
Car— Here—
will
FirstNow!"
time weIt
tried to exploit a single-reeler. Went
over fine. — Fred S. Meyer, Palace
theatre, Hamilton, O. — Transient
patronage.
Fired Again (Warner Bros.), with Al.
St. John — Lay off. — E. E. Gailey, Crystal
theatre, Wayne, Neb.
Convict No. 13 (Metro), with Buster
Keaton. — Not as good as One Week, but
far better than the average comedy at
that. — G. W. Yeaton, Ioka theatre,
Exeter, N. H. — Neighborhood patronage.
Seven Bald Pates (Educational), with
a special cast. — Of late, contrary to all
our expectations, Christie comedies appear to be the poorest of the four Educational comedy brands. For real comedy and clean humor Mermaid, Torchy
and Chester have it all over Christie.
Here's hoping that before lone Christie
will realize that it takes more than bathing girls to make two-reel comedies. —
Fred
S. Meyer, patronage.
Palace theatre, Hamilton,
O.
— Transient
Bumping Into Broadway (Pathe),
with
Lloyd. — Spooks
This istook
Lloyd's
worst, Harold
but Haunted
the
slack out of the croucher's waistlines.
The rest of his are fine. — Clyde C. Caperton, Harwood theatre, Harwood, Tex. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Old Faithful (Prizma).— The most
truly educational scenic I have ever seen.
Many people remarked upon its beauty
and value. — Jean Lightner, Regent theatre, Alameda, Cal.
Vod-A-Vil Movies (Spanuth), with a
special cast. — Best novelty single-reel we
ever had. Generally acts of high class
vaudeville pictured. — P. G. Estee, Fad
theatre, Brookings, S. D. — Neighborhood
patronage.
One
Weekbest(Metro),
Busteron Keaton.— The
two-reelwith
comedy
the
market
today.—
G.
W.
Yeaton,
Ioka
theronage.atre, Exeter, N. H. — Neighborhood patThe Scarecrow (Metro), with Buster
Keaton. — This Keaton is everything that
his sponsors claimed him to be and The
one of the funniest comScarecrow
edies of all istimes. This young man has
earned for himself a place on any program and more than comes up to all
theexpectations. — Fred S. Meyer, Palace
atre, Hamilton, O. — Transient patronage.
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The village theatre has its own heating and
ventilating system, and its architectural and
interior decorations and appointments parallel a rustic church. Pews instead of
chairs are a feature, and a reed organ has
been installed.
* * *
Katherixe Xewlix Burt, famous novelist, who recently signed a contract to write
originalrived atphotoplays
arthe Culver for
City Goldwyn,
studios tohasspend
several weeks in the study of motion
picture technique and in working out her
first story written directly for the screen.
* * *
Oliver Morosco is to make a flying trip
to Xew York, leaving here the 15 inst. He
will stay in the eastern metropolis just
two days. He has wired Franklyn Underwood, his Xew York manager, to have
everything in readiness for his arrival, so
that he may transact the necessary business as quickly as possible.
* * *
Fraxk Mayo, Universal star, is in bed
as a result of serious injury received while
making
scene was
for "Colorado,"
latest
picture. a Mayo
struck by his
a falling
timber and all the nerves of his scalp parAfter threeto days
a doctor's
care, he alyzed.
returned
finishunder
the few
scenes
in the picture and is back in bed again
where mainthe
is requiring him to refor a doctor
week at
* least.
* *

position of supervising director at the big
Brunton Studios Hum
Hollvwood plant. * * *
among
There mav be deserted villages
Larry Semox has just been made an honBruntons
'of filmland, but thecompanie
the studios
orary member of the Los Angeles Overseas
isn't among them. Nine
studio
are
more
two
are at work there now and
Club. Larry recently acted as stage difuture.
near
the
for
rector and assembled the talent of many
scheduled
Irene Castle is to come West and lo- motion picture stars for the big benefit
held
by
the Yitagraph
cate at Brunton's. according to the present
* * organization.
*
understanding. She will be here in a
pictures
Mrs. Castle's
There's only one thing more epidemic
fortnighted. through
n. are being than
Hodkinso
distribut
measles, and
that'sthese
golf, days.
judging The
by
Another newcomer will be the Kipling the
Christie
studios
Production Company, which should begin Christies have gone the others one better
work, according to the word of Robert by installing their own golf links, a fourBrunton. within a few weeks. Mr. Kip- hole practice course, on their fifteen acres
ling's interest is so eager, not to say of land at Sunset and Bronson Avenues,
anxious, concerning a true reflection of his Hollywood. Between cranking of cameras
literary standards, that, even after making one can any day see Al. Christie, Charles
out minute plans and specifications for the Christie, T. Roy Barnes, Scott Darling.
filming of his stories, a work which has Scott Sidney. Fred Porter, Dorothy Devore
occupied him three months, he may yet and many others plowing up the fertile
decide, according to Mr. Brunton, to be pasture land with* mashie
» * shots.
Tod Browxixg says that all the wit in
the complete fulto see toRandolph
present infillmentperson
of his ideals.
Lewis is
the world is not copyrighted by writers
As
San
Juan
Capistrano,
Fred
Casox
proassisting him in the work. It is likely that
vides theatre recreation. At the present, and comedians. He was dining in town
showings are being held in an old the other night.
the first story filmed will be "Without Ben- the
church which has been converted into a
efit of Clergy."
"Bring me a small black" he said to the
theatre, but in the very near future, Mr. waiter.
The
"Peck's
Bad
Boy"
company
has
moved over to the Brunton studio from the Cascn hopes to break ground for a new
"Wouldn't you prefer a small blond, misMayer plant, and reorganization is taking building devoted entirelv
ter?" came back *the* consomme
carrier.
* * * to motion pictures.
*
place in its personnel. Announcements regarding this will be made in the course
of the new Mission theatre
Calipatria has a beautiful new bungalow- areThenowaffairs
of a few days. Doris May, who recently motion
in the hands of Harry Davtd,
picture house called the Poppy
completed her contract wtih Thomas H. theatre, owned and managed by W. T. manager, and John D. Howard, publicity
Ince, is to be one of the stars of the Cunningham, where the latest productions representative. Mr. Howard just came
cast, and, of course, little Jack Coogar. are shown four times per week.
down from San Francisco.
* * *
has the role of enfant terrible.
* * *
Ruth Roland has just completed her latA Little theatre has just been completed
Louis B. Mayer tendered Xell Shipman
est serial, "The
Avenging
and at Yidor Yillage. It seats 100 persons and an honorary luncheon last week. Among
is leaving
for New
York Arrow,"
on a short
will be used for formal entertainments
present were Bert Yan Tuyle, Joe
vacation. The Dial Company, with T. and private previews of motion pictures. those
Walker. Yirginia Xorden. C. R. McCray.
Hayes Hunter directing, is getting ready
to shoot. Sid Franklin is busy on his
THE TOE HOLD IS EFFECTIVE IN WRESTLING
current picture, as is also Betty Compson, on an independent production.
Ben Hampton is making "A Certain Rich
Man," Mary Pickford is busy on her own
story, with Al Green and Jack Pickford
directing;
Fairbanks
has' begun
work
on a Douglas
new picture;
the Emerson-Loos
picture is well underway, and a new Frothingham production has just been started.
George Loane Tucker, it is reported by
a representative of Mayflower, is rapidly
recuperating from his long illness, and will
probably be able to start work about February 1.
* * *
Badger-Ashton Wedding
Irish Ashtox, playing with Shirley
Mason in her present Fox production, gave
her friendsnouncingaher New
Year'sto surprise
by anmarriage
W. G. Badger.
The Miss
ceremony
place straight
New Year's
and
Ashtontookrushed
from Eve
the
studio to her wedding with traces of her
make-up still perceptible. Mr. Badger is
an author and playwright and a brother
of Clarence
rectorial staf . Badger of the Goldwyn di* * *
_ Immediately upon his arrival in New
. York, Jesse L. Lasky, first vice-president
of Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, made
the announcement that Thompson Buchanan,
well-known playwright, ex-newspaper man
and motion picture expert, had been appointed to share with Frank E. Woods the

Scene from the Fox production of Mark Twain's story, "A Connecticut Yankee in
King Arthur's Court."
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J. H. McCarron, Florence Browning, Meriam Green, George* Green
• * and Mr. Mayer.
Kalla Pasha, the Sennett strong man,
is entertaining his aunt, Mrs. George Silver, at his residence
* *in * Edendale.
Colleen Moore, who appears opposite
Wesley Barry in "Dinty" has returned to
the Marshall Neilan studio having recovered from a recent* operation
for tonsilitis.
* *
King Baccot has been engaged to head
an all-star cast for the John Gorman Productions inthe "The Soul of a Butterfly,"
a feature comedy-drama now being filmed
under the personal direction of John Gorman at the Special studios. Marjorie Daw
and Fritzi Brunette are also important members of the cast.
* * *
Claire DuBrey, the emotional actress,
has been engaged for an important role
in support of Louise Glaum in her new
J. Parker Read, Jr., special production
now being filmed under the working title
of "The Attorney * for* the
* Defense."
Pacific Coast representative, Philip H.
White of Forward Film Distributers, Inc.,
has secured through B. A. Goodman the
five reel western picture "Hearts of The
Open Range" featuring Milburn Morante
and an all-star cast, and has shipped the
negative and first print to the home office
in New York preparatory to world-wide
distribution on the* territorial-rights
basis.
* *
Mary Miles Minter, Realart star, will
be literally living on the "Top of the
World,"
at least
the top
of Hollywood,
when herornew
residence
in Laughlin
Park
is completed. The Minter property is three
acres in extent, and overlooks the entire
film colony, being directly opposite the
home place of Cecil B. DeMille, Paramount
producer. * * *
Bebe Daniels is still in Dallas, Texas,
her birthplace, enjoying a vacation from
her recent Realart activities. She is, however, to return shortly for work in the
leading role of "Five Kisses," Cecil B.
DeMille's newest special
* * * production.
After a three months' visit to New York,
John M. Stahl, director, has returned to
Los Angeles to resume production activities under the Louis B. Mayer banner. Mr.
Stahl's
hereafter be known
as John pictures
M. Stahlwill
* Productions.
• *
Harry Burns has been engaged by Universal to direct a series of animal comedies featuring Joe Martin, the famous
orang-outang. He will be assisted by C.
A. Stecker,since
whothehas
had charge
of actor
Joe's
education
remarkable
simian
was six months old.
* * *
Jack Ford, who formerly directed FrankMayo and Harry Carey at Universal City,
but who has been wielding the megaphone
at the Fox studios for a year, has returned
to the Big U to direct his old star, Carey,
in "Everybody for* Himself."
* *
A new comedy unit has been established
at Universal City to produce one and two
reel fun-films. It is composed of William
Beaudine, director; Frank Conklin, author,
and Scott Darling, scenario writer. Beaudine formerly directed Bobby Vernon,
Conklin provided stories for Christy comedies and Darling's most recent work was
the scenario for "So
* *Long
* Letty."
Art Acord, the big cowboy star who appeared in a Universal serial "The Moon
Riders," engaged
some
monthschaptered
ago, hasmelodrama
been refor another
at the U.
- « »
William Worthington, who recently be-
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came a member of Universal's directorial
staff, has begun work on "Three at the
Table,"
production in which Edith
Roberts the
willnext
be seen.
* • *

"Bill" Hart has completed his last picture
the
under his Paramount contract, and now
film world is waiting to see whether he
will make good his determination to write
for the screen. He wants to, but his admirers may not let him.
* * *
Hobart Bosworth was recently married
to Mrs. Cecile Percival, widow of a California artist. They tried to keep the marriage a secret and almost fooled the reporters by his securing a license under the
name of "H. Van« Zandt
* * Bosworth."
Gareth Hughes, Metro's newest featured
player,
has just
returned
company's
West Coast
studios,
whereto hethewill
participate in several forthcoming special productions. Mr. Hughes was loaned to
Famous Players to play the leading role
in their screen version of "Sentimental
Tommy,"
has just been completed in
the
New which
York studio.
* • *
Philip E. Rosen, Metro director, has returned from a seven day duck hunting trip
in Northern California. Mr. Rosen reports
the ers
ducks
fairlyso. plentiful, and the huntmuch more
* * •
Edward Lowe, Jr., of the Metro scenario staff, is back at his office at the company's West Coast studios after a two
family.
weeks' vacation spent in Chicago with his
* * »
Edward Connelly,
ter actor, has just
anniversary of his
with that producing
*

veteran Metro characcelebrated the seventh
continuous association
•company.
•

Alice Terry, who enacted the leading
female role in the Metro special production of "The Four Horsemen of the
Apocalypse," has returned to Hollywood
after an extended vacation spent in Northern California. * * «
William De Mille, it is announced,
will start work about January 15, on a
new production for Paramount from an
original story by the celebrated dramatist,
Fdward Knoblock.
* * *
Roscoe (Fatty) Arbuckle, looking extremely fit after his jaunt abroad, plans
to start January 17, on Frank Doncon's
story
scenarioized by
Walter"Three
Woods,Miles
andOut"
directed
by James
Cruze.
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Universal

in Canada

Stages Sales Drive
Campaign
Marks the Tenth
Anniversary of
nectionHague's
with Firm ConAs a tribute to Clair Hague, general
manager of the Canadian-Universal Film
Company, Ltd., the Canadian arm of the
Universal Company, employes in the
half a dozen branch offices are staging an
intensive sales drive. This period is
called Hague's anniversary and is in
honor of his completion of ten years of
service with Universal.
The Hague anniversary drive was inaugurated at a dinner given recently in
the King Edward Hotel, Toronto, at
which Hague was the honor guest. Herman Stern, recently appointed district
sales manager for Canada, was the principal speaker.
Theatres Furnish Acts
By courtesy of J. Shea, Jules Bernstein and N. K. Miller, entertainment
was
supplied
by artists
from Shea's,
Loew's and Pantages'
theatres.
"I am going to concentrate my efforts
to bring about an even closer relationship between Universal exchanges and
exhibitors,"
announced.
the
head of the Stern
Pittsburgh
branch, "As
I found
that personal relationship and mutual
confidence based upon 100 per cent service were great factors in building up Universal'sStarted
prestige." As Booker
Hague joined Universal in 1911 as a
booker. Three years later he was made
manager of the Canadian Universal Film
Company. Six months later he was appointed Canada.
general manager for Eastern
and Western
Among the special representatives in
Canada are P. C. Taylor for West Ontario, J. A. Kirkpatrick for East Ontario, Harry Law for Toronto and L. D.
Brody, representative at large, all with
headquarters in Toronto.
Eve

Unsell Has Resigned
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Jan. 18.— Eve Unsell
has resigned her position as staff writer
for Famous Players-Lasky Corporation
to give her attention to Eve Unsell Photoplay Staff, Inc., which was formed to
provide scenario service. Miss Unsell is
president;
J. Clode,
Jr., vice-president,
and
Lester E.Blank,
secretary.

EVERYBODY
KNOWS

OYS"

^HALLROOMB
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Cinema

Equipment
Progress
Every exhibitor who contemplates the remodeling of his
theatre or the erection of a new
one, should make it his business
to carefully investigate what the
equipment industry has to offer,
in the way of new and improved
equipment.
Individualism is a strong asset
in showmanship and is just as
fully expressed in the furnishings and lay-out generally of the
theatre as it is in the exploitation
of a picture.
There are any number of
cases of this individualism of
expression among the exhibitors
of this country. The sumptuous,
costly homes for the cinema
already in operation and under
construction but typify the individualism of the exhibitor back
of the project.
And the equipment industry
makes possible this reflection of
the personality and ideals of the
exhibitor in his theatre.
* * *
There is now on the market a
revolving theatre chair which
permits, with less disturbance to
the audience, access and exit. It
resembles in principle the chair
used in railroad chair cars. The
long-legged and "pet corn" motion picture fans might find it a
particular boon while the public
in general, no doubt, would derive considerable comfort.
* * *
Thought given to equipment
is not wasted time. The public
demands comfort with its entertainment.
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Camera
for

Now

Theatre

Adaptable

Use

Excessive Cost and Difficulty of Operation
Eliminated in Last Few Years

Have

Been

By CHARLES BASS
It is only in recent years that the mo- shutter full opening. Subject in the shade
tion picture camera has been adaptable of a building or on a shady side of the
street or under trees, stop F:6.3. Dull
for general and theatre use. There were
day, cloudy, stop F:6.3 for subjects in
many objections because of the following open.
Stop F:5.6 for subjects in shade.
obstacles: The excessive cost of appa- Late in the afternoon or in very dark
ratus; the difficulty of operating by the places, stop F:3.5.
average amateur, and the difficulty of obFinishing Is Simple
taining developing and printing at prices
within reach.
Thus it is plainly seen that with a litThis has all been eliminated in the past
tle common sense pictures may be profive years by the wonderful strides in
duced by anyone, providing the camera
cinematograph camera construction and is of tion
standard
properly. construction and will functhe numerous laboratories for the developing and printing of film.
The question of finishing the film is
The modern motion picture camera is very
simple. Standard laboratories are
so constructed that anyone with a fair located
in all cities of any size. The
knowledge of photography can positively writer will be pleased to inform anyone
produce pictures which may be shown in the nearest laboratory to their home
a theatre. They will be steady and free town. The cost of developing film today
from flicker.
is 2c per foot. Cost of making the print
is 6c per foot. Titles from 8c to 15c
Operation of Camera
The operation of a motion picture per foot. Cost of negative film is 4^c
camera as made today simply consists of per foot. Thus, the total cost of the
the following:
film is lZyic per foot.
Threading the film similar in every
The only problem for the theatre is
way to threading a projector with the "what to take." The point of first importance is to make the local film pay.
sensitive side of the film facing the lens.
After the camera is threaded, turn the This is a very easy matter regardless of
crank once or twice to test the take-up. the interest standard feature film holds.
Close the door of the camera and by A strip of film with local interest will
means of a reflecting focusing device on
the average camera, exact focus of the
subject may be obtained.
The nxet operation is to center the
camera on the subject by means of the
tilting and panoramic tripod, so that the
picture will be even in the frame. Crank
the camera with two uniform turns a
second with an even regular cranking, so
that the picture will not jump on the
screen. Crank from elbow, holding the
elbow on a level with the crank.
Obtain Correct Exposure
The next step is to obtain the correct
exposure. Most cameras in use today
have adjustable shutters for exposure.
The average speed of a shutter when not
adjustable is from l/32 to 1/45 of a second. This speed is equivalent to the
shutter speed of a box Brownie, or the
shutter speed of a kodak at 1/50 of a
second. The shutter may be adjusted for
higher speeds by simply closing down
one leaf. The occasions when this
should be done are rare. For instance,
in photographing fast moving objects.
The shutter should be closed down to a
high speed so that motion is stopped and
a clean cut exposure obtained.
CHARLES BASS
Outside subject entirely in open,
President Bass Camera Company
diaphragm opening on the lens stop 11,
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TEN-DAY

LENS

TRIAL

Exhibitors'
Supply
Company in
Unique Ken-o-lite
Campaign Lens
to Market
The Exhibitors' Supply Company a
lew months ago contracted to distribute
in their Middle West territory a new
three-combination lens known as the
Ken-o-Iite lens. For the past few
months they" have been putting out the
lenses
results. on a ten-day trial, with excellent

always draw a crowd. Do not overlook
this important factor. Any event of interest in your vicinity is a proper subject for a local film. To make it pay.
simply attach 100 or 200 feet of advertising film of the local merchants, and
your camera more than pays for itself
with the added advantage of helping to
fill your theatre. A charge of SO cents
to $1 per foot is always made for local
advertising.
Style of Camera Needed
As for the camera, a 200-foot Do
Franne topical camera is ideally suited
for local work. Where a camera is required for a larger capacity, I recommend
the 400-foot DeFranne field and studio
model, which incorporates all features,
which permits the making of comedies,
playlets and all local film.
For anyone desiring a complete high
grade instrument, I recommend the Universal camera which may be had in regular or dissolving shutter models.
It is the firm conviction of the writer
from the results obtained in supplying
theatres all over the United States with
cameras, that every motion picture theatre should own a camera and tripod. It
is not an expense; it is an investment
paying big dividends.
WHY MURTAGH MOVES FEET
Patrons
Grauman's
Million Half
Dollar
Theatre of Learn
Pedals Control
Giant Wurlitzer
The query of theatregoers at Grauman's theatre,
Los moving
Angeles:
Mr. Murtagh
always
his "Why
feet backis
and forth?"
was explained
thisofweek
with
the information
that half
the
giant Wurlitzer which Mr. Murtagh presides over is controlled by foot pedals.
The likeness above is that of Henry B.
Murtagh, the wizard of the Wurlitzer, as
he is known, sitting at the console of the
giant
Million
Dollar instrument
theatre. Itatis Grauman's
estimated by
offi-

1044 CAMP ST., NEW ORLEANS. LA.

The policy of a ten-day trial was decided upon because of the confidence the
Exhibitors'
has it.that the
lens will do Supply
what is Company
claimed for
Has Three Lenses
The three-combination lens is one that
has three sets of lenses in the tube,
whereas the ordinary lens has only two.
This extra set of lenses, it is claimed,
catches all the light immediately after it
passes through the film, eliminating all
possibility of lost rays.
When the Ken-o-lite was first manufactured an extensive and exhaustive test
was made by Prof. Weinrich of Columbia
"New two-combination
York, as in comparison University,
with the usual
lens.
The results shown by this test were exceptional. An average of 32.8 per cent
increase in illumination on the screen and
a picture 28 per cent more clearly defined, were the results reported by Prof.
Weinrich. The illumination at the middle of the screen was increased 12.5 per
cent, half way out of center, 32.5 per
cent, and at the corners 63 per cent, giving an average increase of 32.8 per cent.
Increased Illumination
Wherever the Ken-o-lite has been put
in, this tremendous increase in illumination was at once very evident
The ten-day trial policy of the Exhibitors' Supply
Company
on this
article
which betters
motion
picture
projection,
has resulted in many hundreds of Keno-lite lenses being placed, it is said.

cials of the playhouse that but one out of
every 1,000 people realize that 50 per
cent of the organ is made up of wonderful
pedals which have to be worked by the
organist's
feet.foot pedals that release the
It is these
voluminous bass notes and hundreds of
orchestral and picture effects. The
photograph
Murtagh's
left
foot
resting onshows
B flat Mr.
and his
right pressing down D natural. The long pedals

ORCHESTRAL ORGAN SPHERE
Executive of American Photo Players
Company Urges Combination With
Symphony
Orchestra
Full credit
to orchestras
of symphonic
proportions for the support they have
rendered to the impetus of the motion
picture industry, is given by the American Photo Player Company. At the same
time an official of that concern points
out the possibilities in the cooperation
of this form of music with the orchestral

Henry B. Murtagh, organist at Grauman's Million Dollar Theatre, Los
Angeles, seated at the instrument
prominently featured in Grauman advertisements as"The Giant Wurlitzer."
are like the keys on a piano in scope, the
short black pedals corresponding to
sharps and flats.

"Weorgan.
do not wish to ignore the fact
pipe
of the wonderful support that orchestras
of symphonic proportions have rendered
to the impetus of the motion picture industry," said an executive of the con"and weforms
are alive
to the
possibil-in
itiescern,
of both
of music
working
harmony with each other.
"This particular phase of organ music
has not been given the opportunity of
demonstration in other parts of the country that it has in the west and we are
confident that with greater understanding its popularity will increase."

255 NO. 13- ST., PHILADELPHIA PA.

64 W. RANDOLPH ST..CHICAG^
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Is Opened

Distribute

Music

Paul Bush Forms Company to
Furnish Complete Scores
to Film Theatres
OPENS
Will

HEADQUARTERS

Distribute

Product of Synchronized Scenario
Concern

With the formation of the Bushmint
company, this week, Chicago has the
distinction of being the first city in the
world where there is a synchronized
music exchange, a place where the theatre man can get complete musical scores
for his pictures — the same as he can buy
films, or posters, or get other talent to
"put the picture over." The music exchange was started to handle the sales
campaign which the Synchronized
Scenario Music Company has just inaugurated.
Paul Bush Manager
The Bushmint company will be managed by Paul Bush, well-known exchange
and film man, and will be located at 207
South Wabash avenue for the present,
or until the completion of a modern exchange building at Eighth street and

PAUL H. BUSH
Who is opening a music exchange in Chicago, the first of its kind in the world.
Wabash avenue. It expects to move into
its new quarters about May 1.
Although the idea is entirely new, a
number of the biggest theatre men in
Chicago territory have endorsed it and
have already signed for music under the
new plan as soon as it is ready for publication. Mr. Bush's connection with the
film trade has been a long and pleasant
one. For several years he was connected
with the Pathe company, in fact, opened

the first Pathe exchange in Chicago. He PORTABLE PROJECTORS
then
staffLouis
and
took joined
charge Samuel
of the Goldwyn's
Goldwyn St.
Department
of Agriculture Uses
exchange. From St. Louis he went to
Theme for Disseminating InDetroit as Universal exchange manager,
formation to Farmers
and later was transferred to the Kansas
City office of Universal, where he soon
WASHINGTON, D. C— A great and
built
splendid business
U." ever-increasing use of motion picture
LewisupJ.a Selznick
heard of forhis"Big
success
in Kansas City and offered him the Re- films is being made by the Department
public exchange in Chicago. Upon the of Agriculture for disseminating throughclosing of the Republic exchange he
out the country the results of investigajoined Masterpiece Films.
tions made by its experts. New and
Bush Is Well Known
better ways of doing things, new things
to do, new machinery for use of the
Mr. atreBush's
acquaintance
with theof themen extends
over a period
ten
farmer
and many other matters are "disyears and he knows practically everyone
in the field from coast to coast. Before
cussed" by this means. Within the pabt
entering the film industry he was with four months alone the demand for films
the American Tobacco Company and has doubled, according to F. W. Perkins,
first sprang into prominence in film
circles when he promoted the Jeffries- assistant in charge of the department's
Johnston fight pictures. For a time he motion picture activities, and at the
present time the requests for loans of the
was
in charge
the Chicago exploiting
Tribune's pictures is greater than the supply.
motion
pictureof department,
German war films and organized the
Motion pictures are going to the
Peerless Film Exchange Company in farmer principally through the portable
Chicago, which handled state rights fea- projector — the small machine, about the
tures.
size of a suit case, that can be transported
from place to place and hooked on to a
Fire Does $6,000 Damage
convenient lamp socket Should there be
no lamp socket — as is the case in most
To Keesville Playhouse
rural communities — portable generators
KEESEVILLE, N. Y.— About $6,900 that can be operated on automobile endamage resulted from the fire which
gines or carried along in an automobile
swept the theatre and restaurant of A. A. are used. In two or three states trucks
Cluett of Tupper Lake, recently. The have been equipped with projectors, films
lives of Cluett and family were threat- and a screen and are sent through terriened by the blaze.
tory which has been placarded in advance. In good weather the show is
ing.The fire is believed to have resulted
from a furnace pipe in the theatre build- given on the truck; in bad weather, wires
are run into a convenient building and
the show given under cover.
Establish Supplies Firm
BASS
ON
EASTERN TRIP
NEW ORLEANS, LA.— General
Charles
Bass,
president
of the Bass
Theatre Supply Company has been es- Camera Company, will leave
Chicago
tablished at 300 Dauphine street. The
firm is incorporated for $40,000, and offi- January 25 on a business trip to New
also his intention upon concers are: President, J. H. Majeau; di- York. Itcludingishis business
in that city to visit
rector, Carroll B. Walmsley, and secre- New Orleans and some
tary-treasurer, Wynham Robertson, all larger cities in the Sou^h. of the other
New Orleans men.
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Activities
New Projects
O. A. Mohrenstecher, Sixth and Main
streets, Quincy, III., will begin construction in about sixty days on a new theatre
in the heart of the business district. The
house will seat 1,400 persons.
*
The Majestic Theatre Company of
Nacogdoches, Texas, is to erect a new
$10,000 structure.
*
Roanoke Construction Company is
erecting a 1,400-seat house at 109th street
and Liberty avenue.
World Realty Company of Omaha,
Neb., will build a $500,000 theatre at
Fifteenth and Douglas
* streets.
Olympia Theatre Company will build
a four-story structure on the Parker
house site, New Bedford,
Mass.
*
A new opera house is planned for
Stanley, Wis.
The Palace theatre at College avenue
and Washington street, Athens, Ga., is
nearing completion. It is a Marcus
Loew house.
William Harms will construct a new
theatre in Vinton street, between Seventeenth and Eighteenth, Omaha, Neb. The
cost of the furnishings will be $11,000.

HERALD

Winnipeg, Man., is to have a new
theatre in North Main street, south of
the north end car barns.
*
The walls of the new Strand theatre,
Green Bay, Wis., are in place. H. J.
Selmer has the contract.
*
J. M. Hayeg will erect a new theatre
in West Knox street, Ennis, Texas.
*
Work on the Alice theatre and hotel
building at Hope, Ark., is progressing.
C.
ture.H. Vrutchfield is building the strucSaxe Brothers of Milwaukee, Wis., will
erect a new theatre at Janesville, Wis.
Remodeling

Heating
v/eNtilatins

specialists
now —
tell
Sendyou
today for
Booklet 10

MPN5PC7N
5y"3TEM,iNc.
yPRK
BRANCH^PPLINQ
-IJ25 VINE 5T.
PHILA- PA. NEW
7© W. *51TST.

MIMU/A
Gold Fibre Screens
Typify as ever, the best in construction and
r reproduction.
The dominating factor in correct projection.
Distributors Everywhere
Samples and literature upon request
MINUSA CINE SCREEN CO.
St. Louis, U. S. A.

Of Stanley Theatre
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
PHILADELPHIA, Pa., Jan. 18.— The
Stanley theatre, the new $2,000,000
Mastbaum house in Philadelphia which
is soon to be opened to the public, will
present as its opening attraction Cecil
B. DeMille's "Forbidden Fruit." The
Stanley is unanimously conceded to be
the finest amusement edifice in the
Quaker City and one of the most elaborate and perfectly appointed motion picture houses in the entire country.

To Build $90,000 House
MONTICELLO, N. Y.— Plans have
been completed for the $90,000 theatre to
be erected here by Washington & Miller.
It will seat 1,000 patrons.

SHE
"Let's

for Opening

Takes Rock Rapids House
ROCK RAPIDS, I A.— Ray L. Niles
of Sioux Falls has assumed management
of the Lyon theatre, succeeding E, J.
Anderson. He was formerly in charge
of a theatre in Mitchell, S. D.

Open Holyoke Victory
HOLYOKE, MASS.— The new Victory theatre, Holyoke's million-dollar
playhouse, was recently opened and formally dedicated by Nathan Goldstein,
president of Goldstein Brothers Amusement Company, the owners and builders.
Following the opening Mayor Cronin,
who gave an address, directors of the
company and invited guests were entertained by the Goldsteins at a banquet at
the N'onotuck Hotel.

i ventilation

Prepare

New M. P. Incorporation
NEW YORK, N. Y.— Manhattan Motion Picture Company has been incorporated for $25,000 by A. C. Wilmerding,
W.
E.
travel. Kisselbergh, Jr., and P. de Mon-

Twentieth Century Amusement Company will remodel the building at 1122
High Street, Portsmouth, Va., for the
purpose of opening a theatre and amusement place.
*
Carmine Zamarro and James Greeko
will remodel the Rialto theatre in Millbury street, Worcester, Mass.

Let the theatre
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Go

SAID

Here!!

It's Such

An

Attractive Looking Place!!"
You too can have your theatre
"such an attractive looking
place" by using our
Lobby

Display

Frames

They are Attractive. Built
to withstand All Weather
Conditions. Reinforced with
Corner Irons. Made in any
finish desired.
Write For Our Catalogue of Frames and Let Us
Tell You More About Them — No Obligation.
Have You Our Complete Catalog of Supplies?

Exhibitors Supply Company Inc.
Chicago
Milwaukee St. Louis
845 S. Wabash Ave. 133 Second St. 3316 Lindell Blvd.
Iodianapolis Minneapolis
157 N. Illinois St. Produce Exchange Bldg.
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NOW

The

Pick

FRITZE

HERALD

BOOKING

of

the

Short

RIDGEWAY
STARRING

Reel

GRACE

26 Two-Reel
WESTERNS
RELEASED EVERY WEEK

26 Two-Reel
STAR RANCH WESTERNS
RELEASED EVERY OTHER WEEK

BOBBY
RAY
FEATURED IN

HARRY
MEYERS
STARRING IN

52 Single-Reel
COMEDIES
RELEASED EVERY WEEK

26 Two-Reel
WESTERNS
RELEASED EVERY WEEK

JACK"
SERIAL

"HAWK'S
TRAIL"
FAMOUS DETECTIVE SERIAL
FEATURING
KING

FEATURING
JACK

FOR NORTHERN

So. Wabash

ILLINOIS AND INDIANA

BOOKINGS

PHOTOPLAYS
FRANK

207

BAGGOT

GRACE
DARMOND
RHEA
MITCHELL
/5 EPISODES

HOXIE AND MARINSAIS
IS EPISODES

UNITY

CUNARD

AND OTHERS
STARRING IN

IN

"THUNDERBOLT
THE GREATEST WESTERN

Market

ZAMBRENO,

CO.

President

Avenue

Chicago,

Illinois

K X II I B I TO

IF

IT'S

KS

BIG,

HERALD

WE

HAVE

January 29,

IT!

JOSE
COLLINS
BY GODFREY TEARLE IN HER GREATEST

ASSISTED

FEATURE

"Where
My
Husband"
ADOPTED FROM THEIs
STAGE
SUCCESS,
"THE WHIRLPOOL"
NOW
BOOKING!
XSEX
ANOTHER
SUCCESS!

BILLIE
IN HIS FIRST

WEST

TWO-REEL

"SERVICE
NOW

BOOKING!

LALGH-MAKER

STRIPES"

//vTS^

ALMA

ANOTHER

SUCCESS!

RUBENS
—IN—

A SUPER-SPECIAL PRODUCED BY DANIEL
CARSON GOODMAN
"Thoughtless
Women"
NOW

BOOKING!

EACH

RELEASE
TOM

ANOTHER

A COMPLETE

SUCCESS!

STORY

CARRIGAN

IN—
"Nick
Carter
Series"
"THE SENSATION OF TWO-REEL SUBJECTS"
NOW
BOOKING!
ANOTHER
SUCCESS!

537 s.u,h .PIONEER
DS!l7

*

FILM

»

CLYDE E. ELLIOTT, of
President
CORPORATION
ILLINOIS *
ILLINOIS
INDIANA
WISCONSIN

Tolph"es
»ZZ

CHICAGO

Chicago Exchanges
Take New Quarters
Associated Producers and
Fox Now Located in
South Wabash
Fox Film Corporation and Associated
Producers have moved into their new
offices in South Wabash, Chicago. Fox
occupies the building at 910, while the
A. P. offices are at 806-808.
The new offices are modern in every
respect and offer facilities for efficiently
handling every phase of the exchange
business.
Both concerns have been greatly handicapped recently. Fox has occupied a
floor in the Paramount exchange building. The space, however, was far too
small. Manager Clyde Eckhardt, although working under adverse conditions, was able to give adequate service
to exhibitors, as was Manager Sidney
Goldman of A. P.
Both managers state that the additional facilities will enable them to conduct exchanges on a high efficiency basis.
The Fox company occupies its own
building, while A. P. has its quarters in
a building which has been remodeled for
the use of several of the branches.
Robertson-Cole Suggests
Stunts for Exploitation
One of the exploitation plans outlined
by the Robertson-Cole press book for
the new Sessue Hayakawa feature, "The
First Born," consists in a tieup embracing all first-born children up to the age
of 5 years, the parents of whom will be
interested
through various lines of business.
Another phase of exploitation which
can be counted to publicize "The First
Born" consists of the use of toy balloons.
Robertson-Cole has arranged with the
company handling these toys to supply
them at a low rate. The exploitation
section of the press books explains details of a stunt by which remarkable
advertisement can be obtained.
Harry Rice Goes East
_ Harry Rice will leave soon for New
York to make arrangements for an eastern office for the Independent Films Association. Eddie Eckels is now :n charge
of the west coast and Rice is managing
the Chicago office.
Arrange Special Showing
A special preview of the Universal
special feature 'Outside the Law" will
be held at Barbee's theater, Monroe
street, on Thursday, January 20. The
picture is being 24-sheeted throughout
the city.

TRADE

Dan

Roche

EVENTS

Is Head

Of Chicago Motion
Picture Press Club
Dan Roche, exploitation representative
for Paramount pictures in Chicago, has
been elected president of the Chicago
Motion Picture Press Club, to succeed
Richard Robertson, who resigned upon
leaving for Los Angeles. Although still
a young man. Mr. Roche is practically
the dean of Chicago motion picture exploitation men.
The Chicago Motion Picture Press
Club is a comparatively new organization. Its membership is composed of
press agents, critics, theatre publicity
men and trade paper men.
M. Nathan of Superba
Is Guest of Friedman
M. Xathan, vice-president and secretary or Superba Comedies, the product
of which is handled in the United States
by J. L. Friedman, president of Celebrated Players Film Corporation, was a
Chicago
arv
9. visitor during the week of TanuAttend Convention
Douglas D. Rothacker and E. O.
Blackburn of the Rothacker Film Manufacturing attended the recent convention
of the Retail Shoe Dealers Association
at Milwaukee. Two Rothacker films were
projected. "Colossus the Cobbler" and
"Footprints of Progress."

SUPERIORSCREEN SERVICENATIONAL

/ EXCHAHGESa*
amAMMmctm&i

Sign Fay Tincher to
Appear in Theatres
Pioneer Exchange Bringing
Comedy Star Here for
Personal Tour
The Pioneer Film Corporation of Illinois, of which Clyde E. Elliott is president, is bringing Fay Tincher of Christie
Comedy fame to this territory' to make a
series of personal appearances in concomedy. junction with a late two-reel Christie
Booked in Loop Houses
Aaron Jones of Jones, Linick &
Schaefer, has booked the attractions for
simultaneous runs of one week in the
McYicker and Rialto theatres, the week
on January 24. Three days, beginning
January 20, Miss Tincher will appear in
the Lincoln Square theatre at Decatur,
which is managed by Rex Lawhead.
William S. Bastar has made arrangements for the tour through special permission of Al E. Christie.
Other Attractions Listed
At the same time Mr. Elliott announced he had obtained a number of
features;
a
series ofandtwelve
Billy
West comedies,
the two-reel
Nick Carter
series of fifteen two-reel detective subjects. March 15 the exchange will publish the Robert Pauline serial, "MysteryMind." written by Arthur B. Reeves.
"Our first week in 1921 was a record
breaker," stated Mr. Elliott, "and it is
with extreme
optimism business
that we which
look forward to the wonderful
the
high-class nature of our frture releases
will merit."
Chicago Haymarket Made
Ready for Picture Shows
The Haymarket theatre in Chicago, on
Madison near Halsted street, which has
been a burlesque and vaudeville house
for years, recently announced the policy of running high class pictures and
vaudeville.
The theatre has been remodeled to insure good projection and fire protection.
Exhibitors Supply Company installed the
new equipment.
To Visit Universal City
I. L. Leserman. manager of Universal
exchanee. is making preparations to go
to California for a three months vacation on January 28 with his family. Mr.
Leserman is one of the oldest exchange
managers in point of service i n the
United States, and has charge of the second largest exchange the Universal Film
Manufacturing Company owns.

Samuel Sax in New York
'
Samuel Sax. division manager of the
in New York
territory, is
centr*! wcst
.« attending
of Superior
home
XeW
Kant
Seventh
street ands«m>
WabashService
avenne.
a Convention
Of division manChicago,
agers of Selznick
Enterprises.
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purchased the Kathleen Wallace property in Center avenue near Dinwiddie
street in the spring will erect a theatre
to cost approximately $200,000.

Real Estate Man Will
=By MacBuild W. Va. Theatre
feminine members of his organization
Looks like Paul Bush, erstwhile manBLUEFIELD, W. VA.— L. Kaufman,
ager for the Chicago office of the Master- "park" their galoshes over in Grant Park
piece exchange, received a real gift in the behind the Art Institute with the rest of prominent local real estate owner, has acplans for a new modern motion
the runabouts.
Again all's well in this picture quired
ol'
Christmas
stockingfranchise
when he ofpicked
theatre to occupy the space west
Illinois and Indiana
the S.thatS. busiest
of local exchanges.
*
»
*
of
the
Commercial
Hotel lobby in
Music Company. From present indications,
Princeton avenue.
it will be but a brief spell until every exSimeon B. Greiver, associate member of
hibitor inthis territory will give his patrons Russell, Greiver and Russell, producers of
The seating capacity will be approximately 800. Sol Kaufman, son of the
music with their pictures, THAT IS the Fritzie Ridgeway westerns and Lester
owner,
and Robert Prince will have
MUSIC. We refuse to spill any further, Cuneo features, left for the Californian
see Paul and get *in on
the
ground
floor.
charge
of
operation and managestudio
land
Jan.
12
for
an
extended
visit.
* *
ment of thethe
house.
Watch yer step *Si. ♦ *
The general talk about the local exchanges the past few days is the regret at
Dr. A. Schlapik, looking more like a
losing the genial presence of that prince of cinnamon bear is his big overcoat than an Harry Fraser With Baumer
Harry Fraser, who for the last two
good chaps, "Daddy" Hines, from our exhibitor, "mushed" into Chicago from Iron
years has been directing for the Unimidst
Yes,
sir,
"Daddy"
of
South
Bend
River,
Mich.,
last
Friday.
He
called
on
I.
versal industrial department, and who
is about to give the film business his swan
Lescrman, at Universal, and at other exto that directed many star featchanges. He conducts two theatres in the previous
song. And with the ol' dear goes the
ures, has joined the directorial staff of
best wishes from us all. C'mon "Daddy," upper Michigan region and reports business
Baumer Films, Inc., producers of induslet's hear from you
* *once
* in awhile.
very good up among
trial educational films, and has already
* *the* snow drifts.
started
work on his first Baumer feature.
Special representative Lee of the GauRandolph theatre has the distinction
mont Company was a busy man during the of The
being the first theatre in the world to
week of Jan. 9, visiting the various indeSchool to Show Pictures
"The Kid," Charlie Chaplin's latest
pendent exchanges of Chicago, departing show
comedy,
and
the
firm
of
Jones,
Linick
&
HARTFORD,
MICH.— A motion picfor Minneapolis enroute
* • * for New York.
ture machine has been installed in the
Schacfcr is all "hyped"
* * * up accordingly.
high school here to be used in class
With that terrible wallop California Uni- Owens Books Newspaper
work
ment. and for a weekly public entertainversity slipped the Ohio Champs on New
Contest in Big Cities
Yearns day,
"Hank"
Peterswerewastrained
told the
winning
football
warriors
on
Pictures for Newberry
Harry M. Owens, sales promotion repCalifornia
prunes,
giving
"Hank"
an
alibi
resentative of J. Parker Read, Jr., who
to change the vegetation on his Pas Robles
NEWBERRY,
PA.— A motion picture
fifty-acre tract. Henceforth about ten acres has been on the road for eleven weeks
theatre will be erected on property in
will be devoted to prunes which should give visiting W. W. Hodkinson, exchange
West Fourth street by a local resident
the mid-West an opportunity to send a managers, for the purpose of tying up a whose name is not announced.
fighting machine out West that can even sales campaign with the J. Parker Read,
the score. Will the daily Maroon or Illini the
Jr., coast.
scenario contest, has returned to
please note?
* * *
As a result of his trip more than fifty
George West has been paying Chi quite newspapers in the larger cities of the
United States and Canada are now runan extended visit and with all arrangements
now completed on the handling of the Billy
ning the contest, which is creating widespread interest in Louise Glaum.
West comedies through the Pioneer exchange looks like George will pack the grip
A
REEL
for sunny California.
* * »
Plan Pittsburgh Theatre
PITTSBURGH, PA.— S t e e 1 City
Couple of Chicago Motor club mechanics
THROB
were busy paging Johnny Mednikow last Amusement Company, which recently
week but with no luck so we offered our
services to the good cause. In the future
CAMERA BARGAINS
when taking that Bulgarian roadster (born
in Detroit) for a stroll, see that the tank
Motion Picture Camera* »t each
is filled with GAS. Even mechanical toys
saving prices. Special professional
must have something beside conversation
dlKQlffi*dellwr
on andUNIVERSALS.
m mod»U. DetW*.
Pith*
to propel them. * • *
That D. W. Griffin masterpiece, "Way
D«BASS
pt . H . 109CAMERA
N. Dearborn COMPANY
St.. Chlcaso. II.
Down
East,"
is
sure
turning
'em
away
at
BLACKvBEAU
the Woods theatre, why even Cress Smith
had to buy his own ducats to view this
winner.
* * *
GUARANTEED
Just a word or two to the exhibitors
about Chicago and environs. We have been
informed that Debs Miller, younger brother
of Harry Miller, manager of the Logan
Square theatre, has been appointed by the
Mailing Lists
Stars and Stripes, the national newspaper
MOVING PICTURE THEATRES
for the ex-servicemen, to take charge of
the referendum drive that is now being
Every Stata— total, 21,170 by States, $5.00
put over for the ex-buddy to determine the
1219 Film Exchanges
17.50
313 manufacturers and studios 4.00
public's
attitude
with regard
the soldier's
bonus now
pending
before toboth
Houses.
368 machine and supply dealers 4.00
Further Particulars:
This young veteran will get to you all in
time, so pitch in boys and give the lad and
A. F.WILLIAMS, IK W. Atus St, Ckltqt
his cause all the *aid * you* can.
Eddie Silverman, manager for the local
Select exchange, after a heated and long
GREATEST SINGLE REEL IN FILMLAND
drawn out conference with the City Council has at last succeeded in being granted
permission to have the many charming
"Screen Snapshot
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She
makes me my home brew. — Washington
Times.
* * *
FATHER, he is busy, fooling with home
brew. With concoctions dizzy, he proceeds to stew.
Mother is for pitchin' his stuff in the
brook. She can't get in the kitchen long
enough
to cook. — Louisville Courier-Journal.
* » *
WHEN you have made your first booze
in the kitchen, pour a little in the sink.
FARMER — "Would you like to buy a
If it takes the enamel off it is ready to
— "Well er is— it ambitious
bottle. — Kansas City Star.
of cider?"
jugTourist
* * *
and
willing to work?" — Xew York Evening
World.
* * *
LITTLE drops of water, little raisins too
IF you want something with a kick, try
But Uncle Sam won't let us Tell
you what they'll *do. —* Washington
Herald. mule meat. — Shreveport.
* * * (La.) Times.
*
HERE lies in peace Sylvester Stew. He
DELEGATE:
a caseraisined
of homelearned to make his own homebrew. —
brew bottles with "Why
corks isbeing
out American
Legion Weekly.
* * *
like a convention of fathers?"
"
"ARE
the
farmers
allowed to make cider
pass
Alternate: "I'll
Delegate : "Because they are all POP- since prohibition went into effect ?" "Surely,
haven't you heard of the freedom of the
pers." — Rutgers.
* * *
press?" — Penn. Punch
* * BoziA.
»
WANTED: Man who can run car and
NO matter how trifling a man gets he
is always willing to help his friends get wife. — American Medical Journal.
* » *
rid of a bad bottle of liquor. — Xew Orleans
Item.
WANTED: Man to look after garden,
* * *
milk a cow with a good voice accustomed
to sing in the choir.
Country.
* —*Connecticut
*
LIPS that touch liquor shall never
be allowed in my *cellar.
—
Xew
York
Hail.
WANTED : Bartender capable of mixing
* *
mince pies. — Dallas (Texas) News.
» * *
I feed my cow on hops : I give her
WANTED:
Fifty bricklayers: highest
raisins too ; Oh, boy, down with the cop ;
From

wagesbiles.—plenty
of parking
Xew York
News. for automo*Daily
* * space
WANTED: Minister of the Gospel for
lumber camp. Must be a good crap player.
— Winnipeg (Canada) Telegram.
* * *
The chestnut roaster's whistle at the corner, tells you that the worms are done. —
Xew York Evening* Mail.
* *
Old lady, after waiting in a confectionery' store for ten minutes, growing impatient: "Here, young lady, who waits on the
nuts?" — Everybody's Magazine.
* * *
One local store has a number of Christmas cards all decorated with fringe and
finger
Herald. marks. — North Adams (Mass.)
* * *
Husband: "Come along! Keeping me
here
a fool !" dear. Can I
Wifestanding
: "Do like
be reasonable,
reallv help the way you stand?" — Albany
(N. Y.) Argus. * * *
Lady : "Are you the same man who ate
myTramp
mince : pie
last mum,
week?"I'll never be the
"No,
same man again." —* Albany
* * (N. Y.) Argus.
WANTED: At Hotel Randolph, firstclass porter ; room furnished ; also chambermaid.— Providence Journal.
* * * and assistant to
WANTED : Bookkeeper
CLCB manager. — Meriden (Conn.) Record.
* * X
WANTED : Man to collect accounts not
over 40 years old. — Piqua (O.) Daily Call.

Wid's Review of

"BLACK

BEAUTY"

" 'Black Beauty' characterized by thrills and extravagant
production."
"The story of 'Black Beauty" is so famous in every part of
the country that the title alone will be sufficient to draw a
crowd."
"It is a clean, wholesome picture, a fact which you can make
an especial appeal to women and children. The book is so
well known that there will naturally be curiosity to see it
visualized."
"The success of the picture with most audiences is going to
depend on its 'human' theme, for the story of the horse
holds interest only in those scenes involving fast action.
Among the latter are some very good shots of a fox hunt, and
a thrilling horse race at the finish which has been admirably done and will be apt to raise them off their seats."
From the New

York Sunday Telegraph Review of

"BLACK
BEAUTY"
"It is a picture that shines out like a good deed in a naught?
world."
"The picture is just about perfect in its details.**
"The picture is a high tribute to the artistic ability and
the patience of its director, David Smith."

"As for 'Black Beauty' himself, Man O* War could not have
played the role with more finesse.**

GUIDE

to

CURRENT

AMERICAN FILM COMPANY
Distributed Tkreugk Paths txchnngn
FLYING "A" SPECIAL*
"The Thirtieth Piece of Silver," six reels, with Margarita Fisher
"The House of Toys," six reels, with Seena Owen.
Teggy Rebels," six reels, with Mary Miles Minter.
"The Week End," six reels, with Milton Sills.
"A Lire-Wire Hick," six reels, with Wm. Russell.
"A Light Woman," six reels, with Helen Jerome Eddy.
The Gamesters," six reels, with Margarita Fisher.
"The Blue Moon," six reels, with Pell Trenton and Elinor Field
"Their Mutual Child." six reels, with Margarita Fisher and Nigel Barrie.
ARROW

FILM CORPORATION

"The Chamber Mystery," five reels.
"Circumstantial Evidence," five reels.
"The Wall Street Mystery," five reels.
'The Unseen Witness." five leels.
"The Trail of the Cigarette," five reels.
"The Bromley Case," five reels.
"Woman's Man," five reels, featuring Rumaine Fielding.
"Love's Protege," five reels, featuring Ora Carew.
"Bitter Fruit," five reels, all star cast.
"The Golden Trail," five reels.
"Bachelor Apartments," five reels, with Georgia Hopkins.
"Tex." feature series, five reels.
"A Man from Nowhere," five reels, with Jack Hoxie.
"The Way Women Love," five reels, with Rubye I)e Remer.
"Luxury," six reels, with Rubye De Remer.
"The Deceiver," five reels, with Carol Holloway.
"The Tame Cat," five reels, with all star cast.
"The Man Who Trifled," five reels, with all star cast.
"Before the White Man Came," five reels, all Indian cast.
SPORT PICTOR1 1X8
"Girls Will Be Boys." one reel.
"Making Man Handlers," one reel.
"How Do You Get Your Exercise?" — one reel.
ARROW-NORTH WOOD DRAMAS
"Border River," two reels.
"In the River" two reels.
"Three and a Girl," two reels.
"Raiders of the North," two reels
"Looking Up Jim," two reels.
"A Knight of the Pines." two reels
"The Man of Brawn." two reels.

Oct

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
Distributed through Path* Exchange!
I — "The Riddle Woman," six reels, with Geraldine Farrax.

ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS, INC.
THOMAS H. IM'i; PRODUCTIONS
"Homespun Folks," six reels, with Lloyd Hughes.
"Lying Lips," six reels, with House Peters and Florence Vidor.
J. PARKER READ, JR., PRODUCTIONS
"The Leopard Woman," seven reels, with Louise Glaum.
"A Thousand to One," six reels, with Hobart Bosworth.
"Love," six reels, with Louise Glaum.
ALLAN DWAN PRODUCTIONS
The Forbidden Thing," six reels, with James Kirkwood.
MAURICE TOURNEUR PRODUCTIONS
The Last of the Mohicans," six reels, with James Kirkwood.
MACK SENNETT PRODUCTIONS
"A Small Town Idol," five reels, with Ben Turpin.
CAPITAL FILM COMPANY
FRITZI RIDGE WAY PRODUCTIONS
"The Avenging Trail," two reels.
"Western Rays," two reels.
"Shadows of the Past," two reels

PICTURES

"A Fight to a Finish," two reels
"Trail of the Buzzard," two reels.
"A Fugutive from Justice." two reels.
LESTER CUNEO PRODUCTIONS
"Lone Hand Wilson." five reels.
"The Ranger and the Law," five reels
C. B. C. FILM SALES
"The Victim," six reels.
"Dangerous Love," six reels.
HALL ROOM BOY COMEDIES
Nov. 15— "Hired and Fired."
Dec. 1 — "A Close Shave."
Dec. 15— "This Is the Life."
FEATURES
"The Victim." state rights feature, six reels.
"Dangerous Love," six reels.
»l »lt RANCH WKSTEHXS
Dec. 1 — "The Mormon Trail," two reels.
Dec. 15 — "The Man Hater," two reels.
Dec. 24 — "A Desperate Tenderfoot," two reels.
CELEBRATED PLAYERS FILM CORPORATION
GUMPS CARTOON COMEDIES
"Accidents Will Happen."
"Militant Mm."
"Andy Fighta the H. C. L."
"Jce Box Episodes."
"Wim and Wigor."
"Equestrian."
"Andy, the
Hero."
"Andy's
Picnic."
"Andy, the Chicken Fancier "
"Andy, the Actor."
"Andy on the Beach "
"Pleasure Bent"
"Andy on Pleasure Bent."
"Howdy, Pardner."
"There's a Raisin."
"Ship
Ahoy I"
"The Toreador."
"The Broilers."
"Flicker, Flicker, Little Star."
"Mixing Business with Pleasure."
"Up
She Goes."
"Westward
Ho."
"A Hunting We Will Go "
"Get to Work."
"Best of Luck."
"The Promoters."
COMMONWEALTH
Vod-A-Vil Movies, one reel series.
Billy Whiskers, one reel series.
"Holy Night." one reel.

PICTURES COMPANY

CREATION FILMS, INC.
"For the Freedom of Ireland." five reels.
EDUCATIONAL FILMS CORPORATION OF AMERIC*
Distributed through Educational Film Exchanges. Inc.
CHESTER COMEDIES. TWO REEL!
'Four Times Foiled."
"An Overall Hero."
"The Big Show."
"A Trayful of Trouble."
"The One Best Pet."
"You'll Be Surprised."
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CHRIS TLB COMEDIES, TWO REELS
"Striking Models."
"A Homespun Hero."
"Shuffle the Queens."
"Going Through the Rye."
"Mr. Fatima."
"Wedding Blues."
"Back From the Front."
"Dining Room, Kitchen and Sink."
TORCH! COMEDIES, TWO REELS
'Torchy." (Johnny Hues.)
Torchy Comes Through." (Johnny Hines.)
"Torchy in High." (Johnny Hinet.)
"Torchy's Millions" (Johnny Hines).
"Torchy Turns Cupid (Johnny Hines).
"Torchy's Double Triumph."
MERMAID COMEDIES. TWO REELS
"A Fresh Start." (Jimmie Adami.)
"Duck Inn." (Lloyd Hamilton.)
"Dynamite." (Lloyd Hamilton.)
"Nonsense." (Jimraie Adams.)
"The Simp." (Lloyd Hamilton.)
"April Fool."
"High and Dry."
SPECIALS
"Modern Centaurs."
"Valley of 10,000 Smokea."
"Babe Ruth— How He Knocks His Home Runs."
"Art of Diving," with Annette Kellerman.
"The Race of the Age" (Man O' War).
ROBERT C. BRUCE "SCENICS BEAUTIFUL," ONE REEL
'The Song of the Paddle."
"Wanderlust."
"Solitude."
"The Castaway."
"By Schooner to Skagway."
Tropical Nights."
'The- Banana Special."
"The Explorers."
"The Isle of Desire."
"The Business of Camping."
CHESTER-OUTING SCENICS. ONE REEL
"Lovely Maoriland."
"Frozen Thunder."
"Ignazu the Exquisite."
"Getting a Polish."
"Swat the Landlord."
"There Is No Santa Ciaus."
"Rookeries and Squawkeries."
"Crowning King Blizzard."
"Frivolous Fijis."
CHESTER SCREENICS, ONE REEL
"Sea Planets" and "Apartments for Rent."
"Fine Feathers" and "They Forgot the Town."
"Out of the Past."
'Then Company Came," and "Art Is Everything."
"No Hope for the Drys" and "Silver Silences."
EQUITY PICTURES
"Keep to the Right," six reels, with Edith Taliaferro.
^'Whispering Devils," seven
with Conway Tearle.
"Midchannel," six reels, withreels,
Clara
Young.
"Hush." five reels, with CUva Kimball Kimball
Young.

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY CORP.
PARAMOUNT-ART CRAFT PICTURES
Oct. I— 'Something to Think
About," seven reels, Cecil B. De Mil
duction.
Oct. S— "The Jailbird,"
reels, with Douglas MacLean.
Oct. 10— "The Round-Up,"fiveseven
reels, with Roscoe Arbuckle.
Oct 10—
Waters," five reels, M. Tourneur production.
Oct 17— |'Deep
Oct. 17— "The Cradle of Courage," five reels, with William S. Hart
Oct 24—' 'The City Sparrow," five reels, with Ethel Clayton.
^Held by the Enemy," six reels, with all-star cast.
Oct. 24— "A
House," five reels, with Bryant Washburn.
Oct 31—' TheFullRestless
Oct. 31—' "An Old-Fashi Sex," seven reels, with Marion Davies.
oned Boy," five reels, with Charles Ray.
Nov. 7 —
Nov. 7 — 'Behold My Wife," seven reels, Geo. Melford production.
Nov. 14— |'Sins of Rozanne," five reels, with Ethel Clayton.
Nov. 14— ^Always Audacious," five reels, with Wallace Reid.
Nov. 21 — "Her Husband's Friend," five reels, with Enid Bennett.
"The Frisky Mrs. Johnson," five reels, with Billie Burke.

HERALD
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Nov. 21 — "Burglar Proof," five
reels, with Bryant Washburn.
28 — "Idols of Clay," seven reels, George Fitzmaurice production.
Nov.
28
Dec. — "A Romantic Adventuress," five reels, with Dorothy Daltom.
Dec.
"Conrad in Quest of His Youth," six reels, with Thomas Metgtoa
Dec.
"Flying Pat," five reels, with Dorothy umo.
The Life of the Party," five reels, witn Koscoe Arbuckle.
Dec.
'Heliotrope," six reels. Cosmopolitan protraction.
Dec.
Dec.
'To Please One Woman," six reels, Lois Weber production.
'An
Amateur Devil," five reels, with Bryant Washburn.
Dec.
'The Testing Block," six reels, with William S. Hart.
Dec.
'Silk Hosiery," five reels, with Enid Bennett.
'The
Bait," Maurice Tourneur production, six reels.
E— Jucklins,"
'The
George Melford production, six reels.
'
—
2
1
Jan. 2- 'The Charm School," with Wallace Reid, five reels.
'
Jan. 9- 12—
Jan. 9- 199——' ' FEDERATED EXCHANGES
1
SPECIALS
26—'
26—'
"Nobody's Girl," five reels, with Billie Rhodes.
"Bonnie May," five reels, with Bessie Love.
"The Midlanders,"
"Man
o' War," one five
reel. reels, with Bessie Love.

MONTY BANKS COMEDIES
"His Naughty Night," two reels.
"A Rare Bird," two reels.
"A Fliwer Wedding," two reels.
"Nearly Married," two reels.
"The Kidnappers' Revenge," two reels.
"A Bed Room Scandal," two reels.
"Where Is My Wife," two reels.
"His First Honeymoon," two reels.
"His Dizzy Day," two reels.
FIRST NATIONAL EXHIBITORS' CIRCUIT, INC
"Go and Get It," seven reels, Marshall Neilan Production.
'The Perfect Woman," five reels, with Constance Talmadge.
"Notorious Miss Lisle," five reels, with Katherine MacDonaKL
"Jack-Knife Man," five reels, King Vidor special.
"Forty-five Minutes from Broadway," six reels, with Chas. k»t.
"Good References," six reels, with Constance Talmadge.
"In the Heart of a Fool," seven reels, Allan Dwan special.
"Curtain," five reels, with Katherine MacDonald.
"Harriet and the Piper," six reels, with Anita Stewart.
"The Branded Woman," seven reels, with Norma Talmadge.
"The Master Mind," six reels, with Lionel Barrymore.
"What Woman Love," six reels, with Annette Kellerman.
"The Kick in High Life," two reels, an H. Lehrman production.
"Toonerville Trolley," two reels, with Dan Mason.
"Peaceful Valley," six reels, with Charles Ray.
"Nomads of North," six reels, Curwood production.
"Twin Beds," five reels, Mr. and Mrs. Carter DeHaven
"Old Dad," six reels, with Mildred Harris Chaplin.
"Wet and Warmer," two reels, Henry Lehrman production.
'The Devil's Garden," six reels, with Lionel Barrymore.
"Dangerous Business," five reels, with Constance Talmadge.
"Love, Honor and Behave," Mack Sennett comedy.
"Unseen Forces," with All-Star Cast
"Dinty," seven reels, with Wesley Barry, a Marshall Neilan oroductoin.
FOX FILM CORPORATION
FOX SPECIALS
"The White Moll," with Pearl White.
Tf I Were King," with William Farnum.
"The Skywayman," with Lt Ormer Locklear.
'While New York Sleeps," with All Star Cast.
'The Face at Your Window," with All Star Cast
"Blind Wives," with All Star Cast.
"A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court," with All star
"Skirts." six reels, with Special Cast.
WILLIAM FARNUM SERIES
'Drag Harlan."
"The Scuttlers.'
PEARL WHITE SERIES
The Thief."
Tiger's Cub."
"The
"The Mountain Woman."
"The Untamed."
"The Texan."
'Prairie Trails."

TOM MIX SERIES

WILLIAM RUSSELL SERI12S
"The Man Who Dared."
'The Challenge of the Law."
"The Iron Rider."
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T&l* Trj "Flame of Youth."
"Girl of My Heart."
"Merely Mary An."
eiOBGI WALSH ■ ■RIBS
"Frew, Now On."
"Tae Praafor."
"Inker IT."
T>ynamite Allen."

NTH CKiVTlBY B RAICH
"Two Moons," with Buck Jones.
'7ust Pals." with Back Jones.
"The Land of Jaxx," with Eileen Percy.
"Partners of Fate," with Louise Lovely.
FOX NBWI
Twice a week.
FOX SERIALS
"Bride II," in 16 episodes.
"Fantomas" twenty episodes.
81 FNIHINE COM KDIES
'An Elephant's Nightmare."
•Hold Me Tight."
'His Noisy Still."
•Pretty Lady."
"Her Doggone Wedding."
"Pals and Pettieoata."
"The SUcker."
CLYDE COOK COMEDIES
"The Huntsman."
"All Wrong."
"Don't Tickle."
MUTT AND JEFF CARTOONS
"On the Hip."
"The Papoose."
"The Hypnotist."
"The Parlor Bolshevist."
"Hot Dogs "
"The Merry Cafe."
The Tailor Shop."
"The Brave Toreador."
The Politicians."
The High Coat of Living."
"Cleopatra."
"Flap Jacks."
GOLDWYN PICTURES CORPORATION
OOLDWYN STAR FROIll tTIONI
"Oat of the Storm," five reels. Eminent Anthors Special.
*Jes' Call Ma Jim." fire reel*, with Win Rogers.
The Great Accident," five fads, with Tom Moore.
The Slim Princess," five reels, with Mabel Norm and.
"loads of Destiny," five reels, with Pauline Frederick.
"Double-dyed Deceiver," five reds, with Jack Pick-ford.
The Truth," five reels, with Madge Kennedy.
"Scratch My Back," five reels (Eminent Authors).
"Officer 60S," five reels, with Tom Moore.
"Cupid, the Cowpuncher," five reels, with Will Rogers.
"Man Who Had Everything," five reels, with Jack Plckfore.
"Girl With the Jars Heart," five reds, with Madge Fiaaiss.
"It's a Great Life." five reds, (Eminent Artists).
"The Revenge of Tarzan," five reels, with Gene Pollar.
"Going Some," five reds. Rex Beach production.
"Cupid the Cowpuncher," five reels, with Will Rogers.
"The North Wind's Malice," five reels. Rex Beach production
The Penalty," five reds, with Lon Chancy.
"Eaxthbound," seven reels, with All Star Cast.
"Stop Thief," five reels, with Tom Moore.
"Madam X," six reels, with Pauline Frederick.
The Branding Iron," seven reels, Special Cast.
"His Own Law," six reels, with Hobart Bosworth.
"Honest Hutch," five reels, with Will Rogers.
"Milestones," six reels, with Special Cast.
"What Happened to Rosa," with Mabel Normand.
"The Song of the Soul," with Vivian Martin, a Measmore Kendall production.
"Godless Men," seven reels.
The Great Lover," six reels.
"Just Out of College," five reels.
"Roads of Destiny."
The Highest Bidder," five reels.
"Prisoners of Love."
The Concert."
"Guile of Women."
"Bunty Pulls the StringB, seven reels.
"Hold Your Horses," five reels .
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"The Voice in the Dark," five reela.
"Boys Will Be Boys."
FORD EDUCATIONAL
"Having
a Circus."
" 'Air'-istocracy."
"la the Glory of the Past."
"Between Friends "
"For the Future."
CAPITOL COMEDIES
"The Utile Dears," two reds, with Carter De He vena.
"A Sore Cure." rwo rede, with Carter De Havens.
"Ged Ap, Napoleon," two reels, with George Bunny.
"You'd Better Get It," two reels, with George Bunny.
BENNISON STAR SERIES
'High Pockets," five reels, with Louis Beonison.
"A Misfit Earl," fivo reds with Louis Benalsoa
GOLDWYN-BRAY PICTOGRAPHI
"The Island of the Mist," one reel.
"Through the Earth," one reel.
"What Is Your Body Worth?" one reel.
"A Paradise for Birds," one reel.
"Venice of the Orient."
"Action of the Human Heart."
"The Riveter."
"The Human Voice."
"Seeing Things on the Orinoco," one reel.
"Gypsy Scientists," one reel.
GOLDWYN-INTERNA1TONAL COMICS
"Oil."
"Yes, Dear."
"Too Much Pep."
"Fatherly Love."
"The Chicken Thief."
W. W. HODKINSON CORPORATION
Dirtnbuttd thrtugk Iks Ptht fljcsooos.
IANE GREY PICTURES, ISC.
'The U. P. Trail." six reels.
BENJAMIN B. HAMPTON PRODUCTION!
"The Dwelling Place of Light," by Winston Churchill.
J. PARKER READ. J St.. PRODUCTION!
The
Brute
Master,"
Hobart
"Love Madness," with with
Louise
Glaum.Bosworth.
DEITRICH-BBCK. INC.
The Harvest Moon," six reels, with Doris Kenyon.
DIAL FILM CO. PRODUCTIONS
"The Tiger's Coat," with Myrtle Stedman and Lawson Burt.
LOUIS TRACT PRODUCTIONS
"The Silent Barrier," six reels with Sheldon Lewis.
ROBERT BRUNTON PRODUCTION!
"No. 09," five reds, with J. Warren Kerrigan.
The Green Flame," five reels, with J. Warren Kerrigan.
"The House of Whispers," with J. Warren Kerrigan.
NATION AL-BILLIE RHODES PRODUCTION!
"The Kentucky Colonel," with Joseph J. Dowling.
JOSEPH LEVERING PRODUCTION!
"His Temporary Wife," six reels, with Special Cast.
IRVIN V. WILLAT PRODUCTIONS
"Down Home," an All Star Cast.

Oct.
Nov.
Jaa.
Nov.
Dec

INDEPENDENT FILMS ASSOCIATION
NEAL HART SBRIBUJ
1— "Hell's Oasis," five reels.
16— "Skyfire," five reela.
1— The Lumberjack," five reela.
DAHFOOL TWINS COMEDIES
IS1—— "Don't
"Cedarbrook
Never Farm,"
Marry,"twotworeels.reels.

JANS PICTURES, INC.
"Madonnas and Men," six reels.
"Love Without Question," seven reela
"A Woman's Business," five reels.
"Wings of Pride," five reels.
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VICTOR KREMER

PRODUCTIONS

Tose**.* mx reels, with AH Star Cast
"Med Lore," fire reels, with Una CavoHeri.
BERT LUBIN
"■oacrtason Ranch," fire r«U, State Right* Feature.
METRO

PICTURES CORPORATION
METRO SPECIALS
0*Jt 15— "Body and Soul," six reels, with Alice Lake.
Jfev. 1— "The Fatal Hour," six reels, with All Star Cast.
R*rr. I— "Are All Men Alike?" six reels, with May Alii sob.
Rev. 16 — "Someone in the House." six reels, with All Star Cs*t
M*v. M — The Misleading Lady," six reels, with Bert Lytell.
Dae. It— "Hearts Are Trumps," six reels, with All Star Cast.
Dae. tO— "Polly With a Past," six reels, with All Star Cast
Dee, tT — "Cinderella's Twin," six reels, with Viola Dana.
NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS
"Madame Peacock " seven reels, with Narimov*.
"Billions," six reels, with Nazimova.
MAURICES TOURNRUR PRODUCTIONS
Sept tT — "The Great Redeemer," six reels. All Star Cast.
S. lb PRODUCTIONS
Sept «— "Love, Honor and Obey," six reels, with All Star Ca»t
BUSTER KEATON COMEDIES
Sept. 1— "One Week," two reels.
Oat. IT — "CoOTict 18," two reels.
Dee. M — The Scarecrow," two reels.
PATHS EXCHANGE. INC.
EDGAR LEWIS PRODUCTIONS
Aug, 19 — "Lahoaa," teren reels.
No. T— "A Beggar in Purple," six reels
J. STUART BLACKTON PRODUCTIONS
Set*. »— "House of the Tolling Bell," lix reels, with Brace Gordo* and
May McAvoy.
Oct 10— "Forbidden Valley," *ix reels, with Bruce Gordon and May McAtof
JESSE D. HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS
Oat I ♦—"Half a Chance," seven reels, with Mahlon Hamilton.
Nov. 21— "Hot Unwilling Husband," five reels, with Blanche Sweet
Doc 6— "Dice of Destiny," five reels, with H. B. Warner.
Jan. t — "That Girl Montana," five reels, with Blanche Sweet
ROBT. BRUNTON PRODUCTIONS
An. M — "The Devil to Pay," six reels, with Fritzi Brunette and Roy Stewart
FERRET PICTURES, INC.
Dec. It — "The Empire of Diamonds," six reels.
GEORGE B. SEITZ, INC.
Dec to— "Rogue* and Romance," six reels, with Geo. B. Seitz and June
Caprice
PIONEER FILM CORP.
"Out of the Depths," five reels, with Violet Mersereau and Edmund Cobb.
"Zaapty Arms," five reels, with Gail Kane and Thurston Hall.
"Idle Hands," five reels, with Gail Kane and J. Herbert Frank.
"A Good Woman," five reels, with Gail Kane and J. Herbert Frank.
"Nick Carter Series," two reels.
REALART PICTURES
SPECIAL FEATURES
"Deep Purple" six reels, R. A. Walsh production.
'The Law of the Yukon,'' six reel*, Chaa. Miller production.
The Soul of Youth," six reels, a Taylor production.
'The Furnace" seven reels, a Wm. D. Taylor production.
STAR PRODUCTIONS
"Sweet Lavender," five reels, with Mary Miles Minter.
Teed for Scandal," five reels, with Wanda Hawley.
"Rye* of the Heart," five reels, with Mary Miles Minter.
"Her Beloved Villimn," five reels, with Wanda Hawley.
"Her First Elopement," 6 reels, with Wanda Hawley.
"You Never Can Tell," six reels, with Bebe Daniels.

HERALD

"Oh Lady Lady," five reels, with Bebe Daniels.
"The New York Idea," six reels, with Alice Brady.
"Blackbirds," five reels, with Justine Johnstone.
REELCRAFT PICTURES
WILLIAM FRANET COMEDIES
"The Bath Dub," one reel.
"The Cameraman," one reel.
"The Thief," one reel.
"The Messenger," one red.
"The Lawyer," one reel.
"The Taxi Driver, one reel.
GALE HENRY COMEDIES
"Her
Honor
the
ScruUady."
two red*.
"Stung," two reels
t
ROTAL COMEDIES
Not. 8— "Oh Bony," with Sammy Burns.
Nov. St — "He Looks Like Him," with Tucker Twins.
Dec 1— "I'll Say He Forgot," with Otis Harlan.
Dec II — "Welcome Home," with Otis Harlan.
MILBURN MORANTI COMEDIES
"Barber Shop Gossip," two reels.
"Double Trouble," two reels.
"Laxy Lem," two reel*.
MATTY ROUBERT
"She's a Vamp," two reel*.
"Circus Days," two reels.
"A Bold Bid Pirate," two reel*.
"Summer Day*," two reel*.
"Sunshine," two reels.
ROBERTSON-COLE PICTURES
SUPERIOR PICTURES
"Devil's Claim," five reels, with Seasue Hayakawa.
"Notorious Mrs. Sands," five reels, with Bessie Barriscalo.
"Uncharted Channels," five reeh, with H. B. Warner.
June 10— "Heart of Twenty," five reels, with Zasu Pitta.
SPECIALS
"Kismet," nine reels, with Otis Skinner.
MARTIN JOHNSON PICTTTRJtl
"Lonely South Pacific Missions."
"Recruiting in the Solomons."
"City of Broken Old Men."
"Marooned in the South Seat."
ADVENTURE SCENIC!
"Ghosts of Romance."
May I— "Outlaw of Wilderness," one reel.
May 18 — "The Lone Trapper," one reel.
RUSSELL-GREIVER-RUSSELL
TUSUN COMEDIES
Dec. 20 — "New Ralgia," one reel.
Dec 87 — "A Slick Detective," one reel.
Jan. 8— "Buried Alive," one reel.
Jan. 10 — "From Kitchen to Throne," one reel.
Jan. 17 — "Wild Women," one reel.
S. & E. ENTERPRISES
"It Might Happen to You," five reels, with Billy Mason.
"Cowboy Jass," rwo reels, stunt novelty.
LEWIS J. SELZNICK ENTERPRISES
SELZMCK PICTURES
"Everybody** Sweetheart," five reels with Olive Thomas.
"Dangerous Paradise," five reels, Special Cast
"Red Foam," five reels, Ralph Ince production.
"The Daughter Pays," five reels, with Elaine Hammerstein.
"Broadway and Home," with Eugene O'Brien.
"The Road to Ambition," with Conway Tearlc
"Pleasure Seeker*," with Elaine Hammerstein.
SELECT PICTURES
The Seed* of Vengeance," five red*, with Bernard Darning.
"Just Outside the Door," five reels, with Edith HaUer.
"Man's Plarthina." five reels, with Grace Davidson.
"Children Not Wanted," five reels, with Edith Day.
"Mountain Madaeea," five reels, with special east.
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screen effects, they are paying a
tribute not only to the director and
producer but to the quality of the
film that makes such pictures pos-

VITAGRAPH

sible—

EASTMAN
FILM

EASTMAN
KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

,1

SPECIAL PICTURES CORPORATION
COMICLASSIC
Oct. 8— "Up in Betty's Bedroom," two reels, with Charlotte Merriam.
Oct. 17 — "A Pajama Marriage," two reels, with Neely Edwards.
Oct. 81 — "A Seminary Scandal," two reels, with Charlotte Merriam.
Nov. 14 — "Watch Your Husband." two reels, with Merriam and Edwards
MORANTI COMEDIES
Oct. S — "Almost," one reel.
Oct. 17 — "Guilty," one reel.
Oct. 31— "Kids," one reel.
CHESTER CONKLIN
Oct. 7 — "Home Rule," two reels.
Nov. 14 — "Who Am I?" two reels.
STOLL FILM CORPORATION
January — "Squandered Lives."
January — "The Hundredth Chance."
January — "Mr. Wu."
January — "The Lure of Crooning Water."
UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
(une 18 — "Mollycoddle," six reels, with Douglas Fairbanks.
June 27 — "Suds." five reels, with Mary Pickford.
Sept. 6— "The Love Flower." seven reels, D. W. Griffith production
Dec. 4 — "The Mark of Zorro," eight reels, with Douglas Fairbanks.
Jan. 9 — "The Love Light," eight reels, with Mary Pickford.

January 29, 1921

UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. COMPANY
UNIVERSAL FEATURES
"Alias Miss Dodd," five reels, with Edith Roberts.
"Human Stuff," five reels, with Harry Carey.
"The Red Lane," five reels, with Frank Mayo.
"The Girl in the Rain," five reela, with Ann Cornwall.
"La La Lucille," five reels, with Lyons and Moran.
'Under Northern Lights," five reels, with Virginia Faire.
'Blue Streak McCoy," five reels, with Harry Carey.
"In Folly's Trail." five reels, with Carmel Myers.
JEWEL PRODUCTIONS
"The Breath of the Gods," six reels, with Tsuru Aoki.
"The Devil's Pass Key," seven reels, with special cast.
"Once to Every Woman," six reels, with Dorothy Phillips.

When the patrons of your theater exclaim over the wonderful

SBLZNICK NEWS
Twire a week news reel.
HERBERT KAUFMAN MASTERPIBCB
"Johnnie," one reel.
"The Battler and the Bottler," one reel.
"Who Threw the Brick?" one reel.
"Little Red Riding Hood," one reel.
NATIONAL, PICTURES
"Out of the Snows," five reels, with Ralph Ince.
"The Palace of Darkened Windows," five reels, with Special Cast.
"Marooned Hearts," five reels, with Conway Tetrle.
"Who Am I?" five reels. Special Cast.
D. N. SCHWAB PRODUCTIONS
"Fickle Women," five reels, state right feature.
"Girls Don't Gamble," five reels, state right feature.
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ALICE JOYCE SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS
"The
Vice
of
Fools,"
,
"The Prey." six reels. five reels.
"Cousin Kate," five reels.
EARLE WILLIAMS PRODUCTIONS
"A Master Stroke," five reels.
"The Romance Prsmotors," five reels.
"The Purple Cipher," five reels.
"Diamonds Adrift," five reels.
CORINNE GRIFFITH PRODUCTIONS
"The Broadway Bubble," five reels.
'The Whisper Market," five reels.
"It Isn't Being Done This Season."
ALICE CALHOUN PRODUCTIONS
"Princess Jones," five reels.
ANTONIO
MORENO PRODUCTIONS
"Three Sevens," five reels.
VITAGRAPH SUPER-FEATURES
"The Courage ef Marge O'Doone." seven reels (James Oliver Curwood)
"Dead Men Tell
Cast. No Tales," seven reels (Tom Terriss Production), AU 9*a*
"Trumpet Island," seven reels, all-star cast (Tom Teniss Production)
"Black Beauty," Jean Paige and All-Star Cast.
LARRY M MON COMKDIBS
"The Suitor," two reels.
"The Stage Hand." two reel*.
"The Sportsman," two reels.
JIMMY AUBREY COMEDIBS
"The Back Yard," two reels.
"The Decorator," two reela.
"His Jonah Day," two reels.
"The Mysterious Stranger," two reels.
"The Nuisance," two reels.
VITAGRAPH SPECIALS
"Black Beauty," with Jean Paige.
"Dead Men Tell No Tales" (Tom Terriss), special cast, seven reels.
"Trumpet Island" (Tom Terriss), special cast, seven reels.
CURRENT

SERIALS

ARROW, "Thunderbolt Jack." with Jack Hoxie.
ARROW, "Lightning Bryce," with Ann Little and Jack Hoxle.
ARROW, 'The Lurking Peril," with Anne Luther and George Lurpin.
ARROW, "The Fatal Sign," with Claire Anderson.
FOX, "Bride Thirteen," with All Star Cast.
PATHE, "Daredevil Jack," with Jack Dempsey.
PATHE, "Trailed by Three," with Frankie Mann and Stuart Holmes
PATHE, "Ruth of the Rockies." with Ruth Roland.
PATHE, "The Third Eye," with Warner Oland and Eileen Percy.
PATHE, "Pirate Gold," with G. B. Seitz and Marg. Courtot.
PATHE, "The Phantom Foe," with Geo. B. Seitz.
PATHE, "Velvet Fingers," with Geo. B. Seitz and Marguerite Courtot.
REPUBLIC Pictures, "The Whirlwind," with Chas. Hutchinson.
REPUBLIC Pictures — "Branded Eour," with Ben Wilson and Neva Gerbei.
UNIVERSAL, "The Moon Riders." with Art Acord.
UNIVERSAL) "The Vanishing Dagger," with Eddie Polo.
VITAGRAPH. "The Silent Avenger," with William Duncan.
VITAGRAPH, "Hidden Dangers," with Joe Ryan and Jean Paige.
VTTAHRAPH. "The Veiled Mystery." with Antonio Moreno.
V ITAGRAPH, "The Purple Riders," with Joe Ryan and Elinor Field.
VITAGRAPH. "Fighting Fate," William Duncan and Edith Johnson.
VITAGRAPH, "The Silent Avenger."
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Motion Pictur
News says:
"It carries the spectator off is
feet makes him forget that le
is looking at a picture.
"Excellent

action

perfect s>-

pense carefully planned see ;s
— dramatic and thrilling clirrx.
"One of the most logical prod :tions of all time — scarcel ?
scene that could be eliminald.
"Elaborate

sets— faultless tit s.

It is there from every angle."

what

more

can

you

gay

any

of

picture

'

PRISCILLA
CarlLaemmle
presents
\
The
Most Amazing
AMERICAN
MELODRAMA
ever Screened
<^07

OUTSIDE

DEAN

Supported by'
CHANTEY
in.
Tod Browning Greatest Thriller

LON

UJNlVJtUbiAJL-JlL WJtlj
UNIVERSAL-JEWEL

THE

LAW

Hi

Iddie Polo

in

* The Vanishing) DaQQer
" Kin<*> of the Circus

Eileen Sedgwick
" The Diamond

Queen "

Marie Walcamp

" The Dragon's Net "

Elmo the fearless "
The Flaming Disk "

THE.
CLEANEST
FASTEST
SE.RLALS
IN THE
VHOLL
VIDE.
VORLD

NIVERSAL has learned that it's the easiest
thing in the world to make serials that
will raise your roof — when you know how.
Universal knows how, because Universal
has been making successful serials for
some few years. And one of Universale
big lessons has been that 'ruff stuff" is not necessary to
serial success. Only amateurs at serial-making drag
into a serial the artificial "ruff stuff" they mistake for
action; only fly-by-night producers can afford to "jazz
up" their serials with junk. Universal knows better.
Universal knows that to be successful a serial needs,
besides many other things, irresistible suspense, legitimate and plausible mystery, and swift, meaningful
action. That's why you can be sure that any Universal
serial will raise your roof.

presents

THE
¥ith
From

Gladys

SAGE
Brockwell,

the novel

by

Lillian Rich

Harry

by

Solter

HEN
and

Wallace

MacDonald

Personally

Directed

Edgar Lewis
(^Pafher^)
\i/ Distributors \~Ls

A

woman

pure in heart and clean of life, the best of mothers,

"The Sage Hen,"
bad character!

meaning,

in the lingo of the West,

a strange

yet called
woman

What greater wrong could be done to a good woman?
Here is a picture of human beings, some good, some bad, built around
frontier life of the yesterdays that are gone.
rifice, noble deeds and foul wrong.
It is a picture for your audiences.

of

the

It has love, hate, fighting, sac-
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Read

'em

Reap

and

the harvest

Reap!
which

the Pay-after-

you-play plan offers you!
Show
Specials

these

five big Mayflower

in your theatre, exploit them

as you would

any big feature picture,

and then pay Realart out of your Boxoffice receipts what you believe to be
a fair-and-square
No

advance
No

rental.
payments-

percentage

dodge

!

It's your shake—
Realart takes all the risk !

REALART

PICTURES

CORPORATION
469 FIFTH

AVENUE

NEW

YORK

HERALD

By

MAY

EDINGTON

A wondrously beautiful girl pledged to marry
a man she can never love. The same beautiful
girl, on a sinking ship and with an hour to
live, touches the lips of the man she really
loves — and they face death together.
The girl is rescued. The lover remains on
the raft. A battleship blows up the drifting
derelict. Was Nance Abbott a murderess? At
the steps of the chancel, with a thousand wedding guests assembled, the girl
revolts; fights before a multitude
the battle with her conscience —

\
\
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Romance. Love. Beauty. Melodrama.
Spectacular and sensational episode and incident. A thrilling rescue enacted by the battleship "Minneapolis" and its entire crew. The
challenging and beautiful Court of Neptune.
A production of tremendous scope and dimension. Astory of the bitter and the sweet
J
from the cup of life. Personally produced
and its smashing big scenes personally di\\
rected by Thomas H. Ince, who pronounces
|^
it to be bigger than his own great picture,
'*\ "Civilization."

r

4

IV

/ hare taken fire months to produce for the exhibitors of oAmerica "Lying
Lips," which I announce to you as one of the big, enduring pictures of
screen history. ^Months of my personal effort, supplementing the work of
the ablest organization in motion picture production has resulted in a production that will bring millions of dollars into the theatre box - offices of the
nation. — THOMAS H. INCE.
This tremendous production is remarkably acted
by an all-star cast featuring
HOUSE PETERS and FLORENCE VIDOR

J.PARKER
GEORGE

LOANE

READ JR. - MACK
TUCKER

- MAURICE

SENNETT - MARSHALL
TOURNEUR

Associated

« THOMAS

NEILAtf- ALLAN
H.INCE-

Producers

DWAN

C GARDNER

Inc.

SULLIVAN

very

Gifts

Theatre

Record

Broken

ahr (greater (Btttrttmati Amusrumtt
OPERATING

(£o.t Jw.

b r (Sifts iEbpatre
THE HOME CF SUPREME PHOTO PLAYS
tSinranati, ©bio
January 10th, 1921

Mr. J. M. Johnston, Manager,
Associated Producers, Inc.
Broadway Film 31dg. ,
Cincinnati, Ohio.
-ear Mr. Johnston: We are certainly pleased to state that the receipts
of the Gifts Theatre for last week, which played
Allan Dwan's "THE FORBIDDEN THIj j" . were in excess
of any amount previously ta^en in since the opening
of the Sifts Theatre, this being our banner week.
Allan Dwan has undoubtedly made a master -piece , and
the drawing power of same is unquestioned, and ?:e
feel that you are justly entitled to the above information.
We have demonstrated to our own satisfaction that
the public demands big ^reductions, and /nth more
productions
like of"TEE
y;?5::iE^Producers
THING", we
feel
that the future
Associated
is assured.
Yours very truly,
THE GREATER CISCia^ATI i:rJ:H^Z ZZ.

J.PARKER READ JR. - MACK SENNETT - MARSHALL NEILAN- ALLAN DWAN
GEORGE LOANE TUCKER - MAURICE TOURNEUR - THOMAS H.INCE - C GARDNER SULLIVAN
Associated
Producers
HOME OFFICES^ 729 SEVENTH AVE.. J4EW YORK CITY

Inc.
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To
and

Every

Producer,

Agent

in the

Distributor,

Motion

Exhibitor,

Picture

HAVE

Story
BEEN

of

complete

Audrey

PLAYS

220 WEST

motion

picture,

Munson

SECURED
AND ARE NOW
OWNED
AND CONTROLLED

PERRY

Operator

Industry —

You are hereby informed that full and
book and dramatic rights to

The

Promoter,

EXCLUSIVELY
BY

INCORPORATED

42nd STREET,

NEW

YORK

By arrangement with Allan Rock
Miss Munson is the most famous of all artists' models
beauty has inspired the greatest modern masterpieces.

whose

Her intimate story is the tremendous drama now appearing in
smashing two-page spreads, every Sunday, in all the Hearst Sunday Newspapers
and in more than fifty other big Sunday newspapers thoughout the country.
PERRY
PLAYS INCORPORATED
has also secured the exclusive services of Miss Munson, herself, including all photographic rights
originating with her for a period of time fixed by contract.
In view of the extraordinary value of the above rights — plus the value of the
newspaper co-operation in the resultant publicity and promotion campaign,
PERRY

PLAYS

INCORPORATED

notifies the trade in general that it will promptly protect each and every right
thus possessed by it and punish infringements to the full extent of the law.

Billy and Sybil were married Happily. Had
been for six years. Then Vera came back.
An old sweetheart of Billy's. Despite her marriage and subsequent widowhood she had never
quite forgotten him. Billy didn't want to flirt.
Vera did. So you can guess the answer. But
the trouble really began when Billy lied to
his wife. The picture's a riot of laughter from
start to finish. A splendid cast. A nationallyknown author. The unanimous approval of
the trade press. These are your guaranteesof profit.

Rockett

Film.

Corporation

—Wids.
le chance."
A

^Truant

Husband

ire comedy thrown on sci'een."
— Trade Review.
jether something
out of the
comraon.V —M. P. World.
C iracterization genuinely real. Splendidly acted." —M. P. News.

Albert
PaysbnTerhune
including
TQJith an Ml SVaK Cast

MAHLON HAMILTON - BETTY BLYTHE'
L FRANCELIA BILLINGTON
-i
tu- Thomas N HeffVojx
Distributed by
W.HODKINSON CORPORATION
527 Fifth Avenue. New TfarWGir

Rockett

Film,

Corporation

« »
n.

<3&TfiU

ANT

Betty

i

Husband

Blythe
Kb
**********

viAVnaa

hy

Albert

PaysonTerhunQ
an

MAHLON
HAMILTON - BETTY BLYTHE'
t FRANCELIA
BIIXINGTON
U
^Directed 2>y- TKomaS N. Heffl-OIX
Billingto
Francelia

Distributed by
W.

HODKINSON CORPORATION
527 Fifth Avenue, New YorkGty
Ihin PAIflE Exchange, fac.
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J •1/ FrotHin^ham
presents
starring

*~*

Directed by

PAULSCARDON

Scenario by|HHVAN

LOAN

wit k an all star cast including
WALTER McCRAIL 'JOSEPH DOMING
HI WILFRED LUCAS PATOMALLEYIII
I III ETHEL

You

Carit

GREY

Take

TERRY

Her

01 III

From

Me!

One humiliation after another had she endured at a worthless husband's hands. Then came revolt— rebellion against his bestial
treatment of her and of their child. And he learned to his sorrowthat it is better to face an enraged tigress than a mother aroused.
It's a smashing story builded by a master craftsman. Offer it to
your patrons confident that it will answer their every demand for
screen entertainment.
Distributed by
W.W.HODKINSON
CORPORATION
527 Fifth Avenue. New YorkQty
th<n PATH1: txchange.l-nc
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RECORDS

It

^I\JUA$E

A

-

ZANE
GREYS
GHEAItSI NOVEL

"
■» ««, ras , ,
»«- ^a Jro c^

«« »«.C«m box orriCi JttJ

Benj. B. Hampton Productior

" 1921

" » HODKINSON CO

"«

THE

—*
'

EIQP *

145JJJ

1 ■kCUVID AT

„
,3

U.

P.

I

TRAU

A Massive Rcture of the Great W?st '
with a Ibwerful Cast Including
K/JHLYN WILLIAMS JOSEPH J ICil I
RDDIRT M«KLM AND MARGUEEITE PE LA M I
DIRECTED 3Y JtACK CONWAY ZANE GRSY PICTUP :]

NiMH Mft.
pLM=m*JiF±ll!i|

ILaSHVILLE . TSHB,
JAN15 1921
JAHUABT 12, X92.1.
3.W. GROW, HODEtflSON REPRBSEKTAim. |
# PATHS jSXCHaH'SE INC..
'
~
ATLABTA, GA.
ZANS GREY U.P. TRAIL BB3T 30 PAH PLAYED TO CAPACITY
HOUSES TTZKY DAT

WHAT

PAPERS— Teleg
S/D6k

— M. P. 1 —
"A splendid entertainment."
V
"Ought

to go over in any hou ."
— Screen Opi
"Pretty sure bet for the exhibit
"The exhibitor is missing a g
thing who doesn't book it."
—Exhibitor's HiH
"A real box-office attraction."

HO0PKR & JACOBS - STRAUS THEATRB

Distributed by
W.

Benj. B. Hampton
DESERT GOLD

THE

H0DKINS0N
CORPORAIR!
527 Rfth Avenoe. NcwTforkOty
thru PA1h£ ijrhangr, /nt

Productions Now Being Booked Through W. W. Hodkinson Corporatioj |
THE SAGEBRUSHER
THE WESTERNERS
RIDERS OF THE DAW

MASH

OUR
TO

THEATRE

_ COMMERCIAL

of
Benj.B. Hampton

Traduction

Tr,

FC3RAM

*<

ik

e

from the novel bif
RS"
SPENDE
hrry Leon
Wilson
Vith an Jll Star Casl including <**
iseph Dowling " Niles Welch
lire Adams - Robert Mc Kim
tkncted Ay Jack Conway
Produced in/ Great Authors Pictures. Inc

POSTAL

VHAT

THE

PAPERS

SAID

' ntertaining, — very well prodced,— cast excellent."— M. P. World
\n amusing comedy."
— Sunday Telegraph
R should go well almost anyviere."
— M. P. News
" romise them real entertainment."
—Wid's.
Distributed by
W.W. HODKINSON CX)RPOR/ffION
527 fifth Avenue. NewKbrkOtr
Ikn tffllt Bxha*ft,B<c.

TELEGRAPH

- COMMERCIAL
RAM
The J^alTtlegriaft^sjc Cm^i. M)hm Mm H« ife m
E313SF F 45

CABLES

I L 4 C
TO SAN FRANCISCO JAKY 16

17 n HCEZINSOK C0BF5
527 FliTc AV3 NYC
ti :oss:de5 you?. u:3 HA.ero:; ?.2_2A32: :hz spz^dbhs a issi.^asls
class of pictc.-ib ektehti injent and have bcokbd sais bote oub
oibssty thbaties fbesnc ane san josb fob ka.-u2 hun uobe pictcr3s
:h:c and is costihts cnz evniesd ebb owt hoddssoe sh:3::.^
JAilBS 2 BATTY
pbbs ;:b:;c -ibbp.ty ir^;;

co

Benj. B. Hampton Productions Now Being Booked Through W. W. Hodkinson Corporation
DESERT GOLD
THE SAGEBRLSHER
THE WESTERNERS
RIDERS OF THE DAWN
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Joan Film Sales
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Co.Inc.Presents

Billy
in his latest

HER

side

West
splitter

TheConqaerm,
woo

Laughs

woo

"HPHE
CONQUERING
HERO,"
J- the latest two reel Billy West Joan
Comedy, is a scream from start to finish.
Matches up with any two reel comedy released in months.
It is one of the
new series of 12 two reel Billy
West Joan Comedies released one
each month for 12 consecutive \
months, now going big all over
the country.
The Indiana and
Illinois territory has just been
purchased by THE PIONEER
FILM CORPORATION of No. 810
S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111., and
exhibitors can now book the entire
series thru PIONEER.
(Three already
released, nine still to come) ALL WINNERS.
Best to be had on the market.
TO STATE RIGHT BUYERS— Write or
wire for particulars on these matchless new two
reel Billy West comedies to —

Joan

Film Sales Co., Inc
33 W. 42nd St.
NEW YORK CITY

rebruan
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MOVING
OVING

PICTURE

PICTURE

WORLD

been produced since the screen began.
It reflects credit on Mr. Hampton,
credit on the HjAcinson organization
with wh#ch hej^rassociated as a producejMBMHMflRi the entire industry.

January 22, 1921
sport
amusement to the
wronafforded
g,
e
lookers." To the w
ure
reformer -anything
ed
thes, very
^allftfuM IjJT
they

|rct that C. C.
been elected

the Chalmers
Publishing
Com16weekly
Fifth byAvenue,
New York
(Telephony:
Hill 1610-13). President, J. P. Chalmers,
Vice-President and General Manager, J, F.
i$:
Secretary
Treasurer,Tames
E. L.T. Hoflr;
ChalVssistant
GeneralandManager.
vOiief, P. Arthur
Wendell
Milligar..James; Advertising Manill correspondence to the company,
of the Suite
company1021-1023
'if the address
the officers.64
TfBce:
Garrick ofBuilding,
andolph Street (Telephone: Central 5099).
i-'Hinz, Manager.
^Office: 610-611 Wright & Callender Buildphone; Broadw«y 4649). A. H. Giebler,
dial, the monthly Spanish edition of the
Picture World, is published at 516 Fifth
"by the Charmers
Publishing Company,
subscription*
$2. Advertising
rates on
Audit Bureau of Circulations

^_iis publication is dediated to the service of the
: Moving picture industry in
II of its elements. Its
foundation is character, its
is enterprise,
watchword
•tsi aim is betterment.

.or havan article in
review for February, enmuch sex stuff in the
/hose fault is it?" to frankthe various phases of piciction and the public's rety for types of pictures which
ISfrQn table,
article is long, but every word
^important and we suggest to
ader.s that thev consider all that
v written and, as well, the spirit
pfulftess which underlies his au':->jpampton places the responsi•flBrthe public and h.We are of the opinion that this
e is one of the finest documents
ist legalized censorship that lias

le23,usifubHcity
we
fine,woulc -Haters'
impais

its aChast
ts >ugh
taken
i'to5 the to
Jack
moving
iend'much

Iren, ari
but
• haruds
C. C.^eti
C. C. Pettijr
and
111

giv

Negotiations with
jarsson arrangementsjpiave
Completed whereby Cam^^ohn?n is to be converted irtfjra great
^moving picture studio, ajgFas a result
Jacksonville itself isJ^Wnd to become
m important filnj^wanufacturing center. It is clo^ffo New York, the climate is e^^nent and in every respect
It has been ofhciaW sKl expertly reTdeconditio^Kre
favorable to moving piccided that moving Mcfllres don't hurt
ture jK^mg. Unquestionably other
the eyes. But th^ do hurt the feelings of the censofr because they have
will not
headbe insurprised
that direcentertainment in them. As Koscoe Uilitj^^rnjatfjpies
we will
to
Ehe
course
of
a
few
months a
Conklin said of the Pilgrim fathers
Fshing community of moving picand bear baiting: "They didn't care so
much about the feelings of the bear,
activity which will rival the two
but they objected to the fact that the
it centers already established. -

Picture
"Better"
Really
A
It would be interesting to note the confusion and dismay
which would spread over an audience made up entirely of
reformers and censorship enthusiasts if they were to see projected
upon the screen "The Highest Law," a new Selzmck production,
in which Ralph Ince figures both as director and star character.
I saw it during the present week, and when it had finished I felt
much as a man feels who has just enjoyed a holiday in the open
air. I was refreshed.
The primary purpose of the moving picture is to recreate the
individual by taking him for the time away from himself and the
cares of the day and carry him into storyland so that he, being
absorbed by the play, will derive the normal benefits of rest and
change. When a picture does this it attains, in my opinion, the
highest place, the natural place in its own wonderful domain.
•"The Highest Law" is a simple, appealing story from the life
of Abraham Lincoln, so linked with the present day that it can
neither be called new nor old. It is charmingly contrived, skilfully
directed and very well acted. Mr. Ince, in his interpretation of
Lincoln, gives a noble characterization in which none save the
captious could find a flaw. He lives Lincoln, and through the
character impresses the spectator into absolute forgetfulness of
self and surroundings.
It is not my purpose to tell you the story. The screen tells
it so much better. But it is my purpose to advise you that this
production is a great credit to the industry, and to assure you
of satisfying enterthat your patrons will find in it a humanto type
your theatre for more of
tainment that will bring them back
the same thing.
success as a
"The Highest Law" is in all respects a great
attention.
1
□reduction, and I commend it to your especial
ARTHUR JAMES
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Love

Greatest

has been a preferred theme
world began.

Love-

in all forms of artistic endeavor

Its all-powerful tug at the heartstrings of humanity has moved
masterworks and painters to their most appealing creations.

ever since |the
poets to their

Showmen selling thrills have long been awake to the entertaining quality of
this same Mother sentiment. There are no songs like Mother songs, no stories
like Mother stories, and no motion pictures like Mother pictures.

Lewis
Presents

J.Selznick

VERA

GORDON

1
February 5. 1921
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IN the next six months the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation will release torn-nine of the
biggest pictures ever made.
The releases since September have already justified what was promised for them. W ith
complete assurance, then, you can look forward to the next six months' releases, knowing
that they have been built for box-office value, out of the finest obtainable star, director and
author material.
March
George Melford's production "THE FAITH
HEAFER" by William Vaughn Moody, with Milton Sills and Ann Forrest.
A Hugh Ford-British production "THE
OF YOUTH."

CAFF

Thomas Meighan in "THE EASY ROAD."' with
Fila Fee and Gladys George.

Cosmopolitan production "STRAIGHT
WAY," with Matt Moore.

IS THE

William S. Hart in "O'MALLEY OF THE
MOUNTED.*' a Wm. S. Hart production.
A Robert Z. Feonard production "THE GILDED
LILY." with Mae Murray.
Thomas H. Ince special "BEAF" REYEF." by
Louis Joseph Vance with Florence Vidor.

Dorothy Dalton in "THE TEASER."

April
William D. Taylor's production "THE WITCHWilliam DcMille's production of Sir James M.
Barrie's famous play "WHAT EVERY WOMAN
ING HOUR," by Augustus Thomas, with Elliot:
Dexter.
KNOWS.".
Roscoe "Fatty" Arbuckle in "THE
YEAR MAN."

DOFFAR

Cosmopolitan production "BURIED
L RE" with Marion Davies.

A

TREAS-

Douglas MacFean in "THE
HOME
STRETCH." a Thos. H. Ince production.
Wallace Reid in "THE FOVE
Agnes Ayres.

SPECIAF." with

Sir James Barrie's "SEXTIME X T A F
Hugh Ford-British production "THE
MayDAY." with Arthur Be -.rchier.
TOMMY," a John Robertson production.

GREAT

Thomas Meighan in "THE CITY OF SIFENT
MEN." with Fois Wilson.

Sydney Chaplin in "KING. QUEEN,
a Sydney Chaplin production.

JOKER."

Cosmopolitan production "PROXIES." with Zena
Keefe and Norman Kern".

A Lois Weber production "WHAT'S

WORTH

George Melford's production of a big Sir Gilbert
Parker story of the Northwest.

WHILE?"
Gloria
Swanson in "THE GREAT MOMENT"
Elinor Glyn's specially written story.

William S. Hart in "THE WHISTFE."
liam S. Hart production.

a Wil-

Dorothy Gish in 'OH. JO!"

(paramount

Elsie Ferguson in "SACRED AND PROFANE
LOVE." William D. Taylor's production of
Arnold Bennett's novel and play.

(pictures

June,

1921

Roscoe "Fatty" Arbuckle in "THE

TRAVELING

SALESMAN"

James Forbes' world famous farce comedy adapted to Ar buckle's own particular
brand of fun, and directed by Joseph Hcnabery, who made "Brewster's Millions"
and "The Life of the Party."

Cosmopolitan

production "THE

WILD

GOOSE"'

by Gouverneur

Morris

Played by Mary MacLaren, Norman Kerry, Holmes Herbert and Dorothy Bernard.
Personally directed by Albert Capellani.

Thomas

Meighan in "BILL!

K \ N E"

John D. Swain's delightfully humorous story which ran serially in Munsey's Magazine. Meighan plays a crook who reforms when he inherits money, and mingles
socially with the same people he used to burglarize. A whimsical romance laid in
Paris and New York.

Thomas

H. hue special " THE BRONZE

BELL"

by Louis Joseph Vance

The famous writer's best-selling talc of adventurous romance, made up of countless
surprises and thrills. Acted by a typical Ince cast, and personally supervised by the
producer.
"APPEAR

\ V LS"

A Donald Crisp production, taken from Edward Knoblock's first original screen story.
Made in beautiful English settings with a wonderful cast of English stars, and
featuring David Powell, hero of "On with the Dance," "The Right to Love" and
"Idols of Clay."
Douglas MacLean

in "ONE

A MINUTE"

A Thomas H. Ince production adapted from Fred Jackson's famous farce. Directed
by Jack Nelson, who did "The Rookie's Return."

Ethel Clayton in "SHAM"
Henrietta Crosman's greatest stage success, written by Elmer Harris and Gcraldine
Bonner. A wholesome, spontaneous, exciting and timely drama with a wonderful
cast, directed by Thomas Heffron.

W illiani DeMille's production "THE

LOST

ROMANCE*"

by Edward Knoblock

A combination of director and author working on a super-special of extraordinary
interest. The author of "Kismet," "Appearances" and other pieces is working directly
with the great director of "The Prince Chap," "Midsummer Madness" and "What
Every Woman Know s."

(paramount

Q>ictures

July,

"MARRIED

1921

STRANGERS"'

a Lois Weber production

The greatest yet to come from Lois Weber. A timely and all-absorbing insight into
real married life, played by a cast in every way equal to all the accomplished Weber
players.

Cosmopolitan Production "THE

BRIDE'S

PLAY,"

with Marion Davies

This picture is a gem of spectacular beauty both as to gorgeous gowns, magnificent
sets (designed by Josef Urban), and wholesome, absorbing story by Donn Byrne.
Wyndham Standing is the leading man.

WALLACE

REID

in a new production

Particulars of which will soon be announced.

DOROTHY

D ALTON

in

an adaptation of E. Phillips Oppenheim's romantic story-drama, "Jeanne of the
Marshes."
"THE

MYSTERY

ROAD"

with David Powell

A Famous Players-British Producer's production, specially directed by Paul Powell,
director of "Pollyanna," with a great cast including Marion May, brilliant RussoItalian star. Scenes on the Riviera, in French villages and in London are in this
great melodrama by E. Phillips Oppenheim.

William A. Brady's production "LIFE"
A spectacular presentation of the tremendous melodrama by Thompson Buchanan,
which ran a year at the Manhattan Opera House, New York, and was pronounced
the most gigantic dramatic production ever staged.

Two more productions for release in July to be announced

(paramount

(pictures

August,

Cosmopolitan Production "GET

1921

RICH

QUICK

WALLINGFORD"

George Randolph Chester's great character, put into films by Luther Reed with Sam
Hardy and Norman Kerry. Directed by Prank Borzage, director of "Humoresque."

William S. Hai t in "TRAVELING

ON"

A William S. Hart production that marks the highest point of that great western
actor's career.
Douglas Mat-Lean in "BELL

BOY

13"

The tentative title of a Thomas H. Incc production with MacLean in the sort of
role it takes him to play.

Thomas

Mei-han in

TALL TIMBERS"

From a story written especially for Mr. Meighan by A. B. Scherer and therefore
giving the Good Luck Star every opportunity for another great piece of human acting.

"THE

PRINCESS

OF NEW

YORK"

A Famous Players-British production, adapted from Cosmo Hamilton's famous novel,
staged in England with well known British actors.

Ethel Clayton in

THE

ALMIGHTY

DOLLAR

Another big real-life story by Cosmo Hamilton, author of "Midsummer Madness"
and other successful screen plays. Miss Clayton plays a struggling young artist in NewYork's Bohemian quarter.

Rosroe "Fatty" Arbuckle

in "CRAZY

TO

MARRY"

From a Saturday Evening Post story by Frank Condon. A roaring farce with as
much fun in it as "The Life of the Party" and "Brewster's Millions."

"YOU

CAN'T

FOOL

YOUR

WIFE"

A George Melford production written especially for the screen by Hector TurnbuII,
author of "The Cheat."

(paramount

(pictures
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UGH
Vritten and directed by Frances Marion
Photographed by Charles Rosher and
Henry Cronja^er

"Good for an extended run. Ought to keep the cashier busy.
-Wid*. You
could promise a refund and feel sure no one would ask for it."

"A winner . . . seldom has a more direct appeal to the heart been sc
effectively put over in a picture. Its success should be instantaneous
A feature that is of prime importance among the new year's publication
and of the highest worth."
-Exhibitor's Herald.
"Miss Pickford appeared to better advantage than she has in a long
time. As shown to a crowded house at the Capitol Theatre, Mary
registered a decided success."

— Moving Picture World.

"Throughout the picture a cast so good that it could be termed all star
gives Miss Pickford perfect support. The star herself has never shown
a wider range of real histrionic talent."

— Motion Picture New*.

"Here we have Mary Pickford in all her glory. The Mary Pickford
whose artistry is untouched by any other actress on
the screen."
—Morning
Telegraph.
"Taken as a whole this is a deeply appealing picture. There are some
exceptional situations in it which are powerfully human."
—Harritcm'* Report*.
"Another undeniable Pickford success. Exhibitors will find this picture
an attraction of unusual strength and great drawing power."
—Exhibitor* Trade Review.

UNITED
ARTISTS
CORPOIW^
MARY PICKFORD ■ CHARLIE CHAPLIN
DOUGLAS FAIRbANK.9 • D¥ GRIFFITH
HIRAM ABQAMS, PRESIDENT.
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Christie

Comedies

are

Different
because

they

generation

are

built

around

of comedians,

Christie Comedies are built around
"youth. "
Al. Christie's name has been identified with comedies since the
introduction of this form of
entertainment into the motion picture industry.
Exhibitors have made Christie
Comedies popular with motion
picture audiences. Exhibitors have
CHRISTIE'S

the

male

younger

and

female

made the public know Christie as a
man who makes good comedies.
Christie's success is due to two elements— first, he always makes consistently good comedies; second, the
exhibitor himself, recognizing this
fact, has booked Christie's product
consistently for better prices year
after year. This has forced Christie's
product to the attention of the
theatre-going public.

PRODUCT

SELLS

ITSELF

"THE SPICE OF' THE PROGRAM "
EDUCATIONAL
FILM
EXCHANGES,
E. W. HAMMONS, President

INC.
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City

Amber
Arcadia
Astor
Bartram
Bell
Cedar
Colonial
Dunbar
Eureka, Marshall St. and
Hunting Park Ave.
Eureka, 3941 Market St.
Family
F el ton
Fifty-sixth Street
Globe, Juniper &■ Market Sts.
Grand
Grant
Great Northern
Ideal
Imperial
Keystone
Leader
Lubin Auditorium
Model
Montgomery
Princess
Savoy
Star
Strand
Victoria

HERALD

of

Philadelphia

TWENTY-NINE

THEATRES
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are equipped

COOLING

AND

TWENTY-NINE
health

THEATRES

are protecting
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for a constantly

TWENTY-NINE
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comfort

patronage.

THEATRES

readily paying

TWENTY-NINE

growing

can book, and are

for the best pictures.

THEATRES

are always

play-

ing a special feature — pure air.
TWENTY-NINE

THEATRES

the slogan— COOLED
BY TYPHOONS.
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NEW
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ERNST GLANTZBERG, President
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Office

At the Randolph

Theatre

Beat Previous

Record

50%

Beat Previous
Beat Previous

Record
Record

60%
100%

House Jammed

Recori

First Day
Second Day
Third Day

from 8.30 a. m. to

midnight. — Thousands turned away.
Held for Indefinite Run.

"THE
Six Reels

KID"
of Joy

Written and directed by Charles Chaplin
Aaron J. Jones of
Jones, Linick & Sclr
wires:
"Chaplin
in 'The'.iS
opened
to greatest
bu leu
in history of Randlpk
theatre. Showing diblj
remarkable as dayuiv
coldest of winter and acy
gale made walking a ion
impossible. Chaplitmi
the kid hugely en yd
Press wen t wild with \ itw
It's his best picture.

A First Nati'ial.
Attractioi

One

of

the

Big

Five

Productions!

A

Powerful

Reason 7k

In

Newspapers

Give

Highest

Any

Picture

Accorded

l-aise Ever

Theatre!

Loop

Chicago

Cucago

HERALD
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WORLD'S

GREATEST

ARTIST

" 'The Kid' settles once and tor all the question as to who is the greatest
theatrical artist in the world. Chaplin does some of the finest, most
delicately shaded acting you ever saw anywhere, and for every slapstick
furore in it there is a classic, exquisite scene. His actions are riotous,
convulsive, irresistible. The gentlest grandmother will bust a midriff.
He's the best Hamlet alive today. Jackie Coogan is the best child actor
you ever saw. Women wept just to see him. The Kid is two fisted.
It's right glove is packed with the pearls of tears, its left with the horseshoe of laughter. The picture is perfection. Six reels that seem like one;
six reels that are funnier than the work of any other human being; six
reels that are sadder and simpler than anything in pictures; six reels that
will atone for anything the movies
SIX REELS

TOO

SHORT

"In a class all by himself is Charles
Chaplin. Nothing can dim his charm.
in 'The Kid"
of laughs
loads too.
are tears
Theresome
and
More real acting
than you have ever seen in a Chaplin
picture before. 'The Kid' is six reels
long, which is too short."
— Chicago Daily Tribune.
ALL

PRAISE.

INADEQUATE

"Totally unlike any other comedy ever
filmed, Chaplin proves himself not only
a great comedian, but an astute showman. Ido not know another comedian
who could combine tears and smiles and
real slapstick. If a reviewer might recall
all the laudator^- terms ever bestowed and
combine them here, adequate comment

have ever done."
— Chicago Herd Id and Examiner.
come back in great shape with the best
and most original thing he has yet contributed to the screen.''
— Chicago American.
WILL

AND

MOST

ORIGINAL

" 'The Kid' is Chaplin's best and most
novel film. See for vourself if he doesn't

Play

in

There!!!

a

be

Grand

ALL

CLASSES

" 'The Kid' is a masterpiece and will,
please all classes. Those who claim Chaplin is the world's greatest actor either in
silent or spoken drama, now have an
exhibit for their argument. There is a
thrill about watching his masterly work.
From the first click the action is on. It
is cinema art clear through. As an
artist Chaplin is more consequential in
extent of audience than any speaking,
singing, writing or
artist Xews.
today."
— painting
Chicago Daily

might be made."
— Chicago Daily Journal.
BEST

PLEASE

A SUPER

COMEDY

"Even-one is due to be pleased. A real
story, a mixture of tears and laughter.
It is a super-comedy with touches of exquisite feeling." — Chicago Evening Post.

Pictures

a' Franchise

Season!

everywhere
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Organization

It was with the thought in mind of general
improvement of the motion picture supply business
that this association was formed recently.

To the Supply Trade :
This is the age of co-operation in business. The
old adage "Competition is the life of trade' has been
changed to read "Co-operation is the life of trade."
The biggest advances made in business during
recent years have been due to co-operation. The
best co-operator is the best operator of a business.
Team-work pays! You have seen marked
improvement in lines of business where former
"competitors" have changed to "co-operators."

The managing directors of twenty-four representative supply dealers and jobbers held numerous
meetings where the need for such an association and
the probable results of it were thoroughly discussed,
and the organization was carefully planned.
With a firm conviction that closer co-operation
between supply dealers would improve their businesses
and enable them to render better service in the
motion picture industry, they formed the Association
of Motion Picture Supply Dealers.

The objects of the Association of Motion Picture Supply Dealers are to
promote the welfare of its members and to distribute among them the fullest
information obtainable in regard to all matters affecting the Motion Picture
Supply Business; to aid in bringing about more friendly relations between
the motion picture supply dealers; to assist in standardizing and marketing
high-grade motion picture supplies; to improve the quality of motion picture
supplies and apparatus and the service rendered by *he various branches of
the motion picture industry.

All thoM.' who gave ot their time and service during the formative
period have joined the Association as Charter Members.
A Constitution and By-Laws have been drafted and adopted.
Some of the Committees have been formed, the Association is
well under way, and it already promises to be the means of
accomplishing big and important work.
It is the desire and aim of the Association to {list as its
members all the representative dealers and jobbers of motion
picture supplies. The Association can reach maximum
efficiency only when it has the co-operation of all those engaged
in this important and rapidlv growing business.

Association

of

Motion

Applications for membership are being considered1 by The
Executive Committee.
An invitation is hereby extended to all those in the supply
trade to communicate with the Chairman of the Executive
Committee, who will forward a copy of the Constitution and
Bv-laws of the Association, with details of membership
requirements and application blank.
Your inquiry will receive immediate attention, and you will
hasten the work of the Association by sending it promptly.

Picture

Supply

Dealers

Address inquiries to H. H. Cudmore, Chairman Executive Committee,
823 Prospect Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio

ASSOCIATION
OF
MOTION
PICTURE
SUPPLY
DEALERS
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Paul L. Turgeon, Rex Theatre, Green Ricer, Wyo:
"/ am certainly uell pleased with my First National Franchise.
It
WHYis my greatest asset."— THERE'S ANOTHER REASON
IhereTl

be a Franchise

Patronage

Big

everywhere

Builders!

Dramas and comedies that will make money for you under any and
all sorts of conditions! Look over this list and note the big stars and
directors, whose names alone guarantee none but the highest class
productions.
The Truth About

If you haven't played them, do it NOW!
Husbands

Love, Honor

A smashing drama adapted from "The Profligate,"
by Sir Arthur Wing Pinero, and directed by
KENNETH WEBB.
Whitman

and Behave

A Big Special Comedy Feature in 5 riotous reels*
Something more than a slapstick.
A Mack Sennett Production

Bennett Production
The

Dinty
A Marshall Neilan Production
With Wesley Barry
A great, big picture that every one will love — full of thrills,
laughter, sunshine and tears.

Scoffer

A Mayflower Photoplay Corporation presentation
of a powerful drama of a man who defied God.
An Allan Dwan

Production

Lionel Barrymore
Unseen

Forces

A Mayflower Photoplay Corporation presentation
of the strangest love story ever screened.

is one of the most thrilling and powerful dramas
of the year, and a Whitman Bennett Special
directed by Kenneth Webb.
The Devil's Garden

Sydney A. Franklin Production

The

Punch

Toonerville's

of the Irish

A comedy that carries a punch in every foot.
Two rollicking reels of riotous laughter.
A Henry Lehrman

First

Not animated cartoons, but the famous artist's
characters in real life, presented by Betzwood
Film Company in 2 reels.
A Fontaine Fox Comedv

Comedy

National

Fire Brigade

5 Sin

Attractions

32
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C. D. Cooley, Strand Amusement Co., Tampa, Fla.
"The First National franchise assures me first-class productions
at equitable prices. There is no better insurance for independent
exhibitors.- THAT'S ANOTHER REASON WHY

Iherell

"A
What

be a Franchise

Mystery

Drama

everywhere

of

Intense

Exhibitors' Trade Review
Interest"

the Critics Say:
ACTING

IS FAULTLESS

"A very entertaining melodrama with an intensely interesting story well told throughout, with suspense well sustained. The characterization of the two brothers is well
drawn and mistaken identity well carries out the most wholesome story. An air of
mystery that keeps the interest of the audience at fever heat until the very end prevails.
"The appeal of the lovers, seemingly hopelessly parted, is great and one of the outstanding features of this human interest production.
"Sylvia Breamer is seen in one of the most interesting characters allotted her for
screen presentation.
The work of the cast in support of Miss Breamer is faultless.
"Director Franklin has furnished screen enthusiasts with an intensely interesting
romantic mystery melodrama. Splendid photography is maintained throughout. The
Orient scenes lend variety to this wholesome picture and the unusually gorgeous exterior settings are particularly picturesque." — Exhibitor's Trade Review.
A FASCINATING TALE
"A fascinating tale with scenes laid in India and America.
Remarkable for its local
color and direction.
Highly dramatic incidents and beautiful photography.
Remark ble bits of drama with double exposure." — Exhibitor's Herald.
IT'S SURE FIRE
"It's a mighty interesting picture, full of love, romance and adventure. Excellent
entertainment and a sure-fire story. Scenes in foreign lands make it different
enough in atmosphere to add spice to it. Strong suspense and the interest is held
from beginning to end Your crowds are sure to like it. Bank on the title. It has
box office value." — Wid's.
Speaking of
Albert A. Kaufman's presentation of a
Sidney

A.

Franklin

Production

"NOT
GUILTY"
Adapted from the story "Parrot & Company"
by Harold McGrath
A First National

Attraction

Foreign Representative, David P. Howells, Inc.
729 Seventh Ave.. New York City
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the

Big

By MARTIN

great picture is a stimulus to the industry and a force working constructively
for every person identified with the motion picture. It is upon these pictures of exceptional
quality that the industry depends to attract to
theatres new patrons and to strengthen and
solidify the interest of veteran followers of the
screen.
EVERY

If the producers of the world were to fall
into a dead level of mediocrity there would be
created a situation fraught with the greatest
peril with respect to maintaining and buildingup. theatre attendance. Regular attendance at
picture shows automatically educates the spectator to appreciate and demand better things
and in the normal course he eventually becomes
an exacting critic.
These regular patrons of motion pictures
form the keystone to the arch of the motion
picture public. It is these patrons who through
regular and frequent attendance make possible
the carrying on of the motion picture industry
as presently constituted. These are the folks
whose interest must be held and who must be
constantly encouraged to expect greater and
finer things in the motion picture theatre. Hollow promises unsupported by performance, of
course, cannot maintain this optimism toward
what is to come. It can only be done by giving
the public that type of picture which warrants
continued hope just as frequently as the creative
genius and good fortune of the producer will
permit.
JT is seldom possible to set out calmly with
plans in hand and achieve just the type of
picture referred to. Very often no effort or
expense is spared in a production attempt yet
the result falls far short of the desired goal. A
great picture is almost invariably the. outcome
of an extraordinary combination of production
genius, sterling judgment of story, actor and
dramatic values and a generous quantity of

Ones

Belong

J. QUIGLEY
good luck. Consequently, it may be expected
that while there doubtless will continue a gradual upward trend of quality with respect to the
average picture the really great picture, which
means so much to the industry as a whole, will
remain the exception, appearing without great
frequency.
This resolves itself into a consideration of
this business of lifting an unusually fine picture
out of the ordinary channels of distribution and
causing it to reach the public in some other
manner.
Unquestionably the owner of this or any
other kind of product is entitled to make whatever disposal of it that may suit his fancy. No
written law can hold him to any other course.
Yet there still stands in the way of the complete
enjoyment of his plan the attitude of the exhibitor with whom he may meet on another day.
if: ;*cpicture means to the
TX view of what the$ great
A perpetuation of the industry the exhibitor is
thoroughly within his rights in steadfastly
opposing the practice of taking out of his hands
these exceptional pictures and he will simply be
pursuing a commonsense course if he follows
up this opposition with a determination to give
the matter consideration in future dealings with
producers whose actions seem to indicate that
they feel the motion picture theatre is only good
enough for their average pictures.
This argument does not apply to those
temporary arrangements in which a production
is exhibited outside of a motion picture theatre
because there are many instances of this character in which the exhibitor is benefited greatly
through an elaborate presentation and an extensive advertising campaign. But if the exhibitor isto get a foursquare deal and if the best
interests of the whole industry are to be served
these big productions must be available to the
motion picture theatres and within some reasonable length of time.

EXHIBITORS
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Recently we were invited by Mr.
Benjamin B. Hampton to join with
him in a campaign for better pictures which was to take the form
of a series of articles in the Pictorial
Review. Only the title of the series
of articles — "Too Much Sex Stuff in
the Movies" — and not the subject
matter of the articles as prepared
by Mr. Hampton was available to
us at that time. Even assuming for
the moment that it would be possible to prove the indictment against
the industry which is implied by the
title of the articles, we still felt compelled to reply to Mr. Hampton to
the effect that we saw no wisdom in
attempting to advertise to the world
some supposed vices of the industry.
* * *
As soon as the first article in Mr.
Hampton's series was available it
became apparent that the editor of

IN
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the Pictorial Review, without warrant or reason, had been guilty of
the same charge that he was seeking to level against the industry,
namely, he had invented the lurid
title — "Too Much Sex Stuff in the
Movies" — as a bid for morbid curiosity. The subject matter of Mr.
Hampton's
way tacked
justifies the titlearticle
that in
hasnobeen
on it. The matter has been further
complicated by the sensational uses
that the Pictorial Review has made
of this "Sex Stuff" title.
* * *
In making his personal position
plain, Mr. Hampton has sent us the
following telegram:
Los Angeles, Jan. 18.
Advices from our New York office
today inform us that Pictorial Revicw has been sending sensational
circulars to exhibitors and doing
other sensational advertising. As
an editor you of course realize that
I as a contributor to Pictorial Review
have nothing whatever to do with
its advertising.
For that matter the title on the
article. "Too Much Sex Stuff in the
Movies," is not my title. The body
of the article represents my point
of view and sets forth properly my
attitude in the matter. I do not
want you or anybody else to confuse
the publisher's advertising with impersonal position.
Benj. B. Hampton.
* * *
Mr. Hampton, unfortunately, now
finds himself in the position of being
taken advantage of after having
prepared in good faith an article
which was aimed solely to be constructive. It is to be regretted,
however, that he did not envision
the possible outcome of the matter
before authorizing publication of
the article.
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Re -Takes
J. R. M.
Harry's Latest Joke
Harry Reichenbach so seldom kicks
in with anything for this col. that when
he does we have to give it first place.
(We suspect he saves all the good ideas
and
sells 'cm
and describing
shoots us the
others.)
However,
he was
Universale
big special production, "Outside the
Law," to some friends. Harry's exploiting it, you know.
crook melodrama, isn't it?" one
of "It's
them a asked.
"Crook melodrama, huh!" the silverhaired one returned contemptuously.
"The only honest man in the picture is
*
the cameraman."
Paterson, N. J., is becoming a regular
isn't
"dog"it?town for the showing of films,
Health Note
There is said to be a reason for that
epidemic of hiccoughs down East. Several cases have been discovered in Chicago also. (Twelve bottles to a case.)
*
Fast Worker
A fellow by the name of Turpin (no
relation of Ben) had to pay $58 apiece
for sixty kisses in Chi. last week. They
were all delivered in one hour, too, it
was testified, which beats a lot of our
*
M. P. hero's best records.
Who Said Liberty
The English like to rub it in. On their
boats leaving New York they advertise:
"The bar is open after the boat passes
*
the statue of Liberty."
Sounds Like It
Would you call the checks exhibs give
for the latest Clara Kimball Young picture, "Hush" money?
Keep the Ring
Rill Duncan, the popular West Coast
actor, is advertising for the return of a
diamond ring and six bottles of Scotch
taken from his bungalow. "No questions
asked," says Bill. We'll ask no queseither if they *deliver the "hootch"
at thistionsaddress.
I'll bet some of the things that were
done during Thrift Week made old Ben
FrankHn turn over in his grave. Seventyfive cent hair cuts; twenty cent shines;
quarter tips in cloak rooms; eighteen
dollar shoes and four dollar goloshesl
Ben never dreamed *of these things when
he wrote his Almanac.
Cleaning Up
Mrs. Hammerstein
to put the cleaner
She's going
N. Y. hattan
Opera House
if they're
not
good^

evidently is going
on the unions in
to turn the Maninto a soap factory,

"Home James"
That "no home brewing" order ought
to start a "back to the farm" movement.
from beThe reformers
coming hard. can't stop cider

See where "Abe and Mawruss" are to
if "The
screen.
upon thewill
first comedy?
appear Murder"
be* theirW'onder
Fatal
With dramatic and photoplay critics
writing subtitles for pictures we wonder
view?.
what effect this will have on their re-
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Ohio

Censor

Bill

Proposes Prison
For All Violators
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
COLUMBUS, O.. Jan. 25.— Motion pictures showing murder, robbery, burglar}-,
holdup, theft or any other act made
criminal by state laws or tending to corrupt morals would be prohibited exhibition in Ohio under a censorship emergency bill introduced by Assemblyman
McCoy.
Violation of the law would bring a
fine of not less than $200 nor more than
$500, and for each subsequent offense in
addition to the fine an imprisonment of
not less than one year nor more than
three. The measure provides that any
censor approving any film containing the
acts enumerated shall be removed from
office.
The sponsor of the measure urges immediate enactment. He declares that
such pictures are educating the youth of
the state in methods of committing crime.
The bill takes in phonographs giving
forth profane, indecent, immoral and impure language.
Is adore

Bernstein

Leaves Universal
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS AXGELES, Jan. 25.— Isadore
Bernstein, former general manager at
Universal City, has resigned to stage independent productions. After leaving
the
general
chair. production
Bernstein
headed the manager's
Yon Stroheim
company.
Milwaukee

Film

Ball

Held on January 29
( Special to Exhibitors Herald)
MILWAUKEE, WIS., Jan. 25.— The
gala event of the season here is the film
ball to be held at the Auditorium on
January 29. Added significance is given
to the fete by the fact that Milwaukee
is celebrating its 75th birthday, which
date falls on Januarv 31.
Film Advertisers
Form West Chapter
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS AXGELES. Jan. 25.— Forty press
representatives met at Hotel Ambassador
Saturday evening to form a West Coast
chapter of the Associated Motion Picture Advertisers.
Anti-Blue

Law

League Formed
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
WASHINGTON, D. C, Jan.
25. — An Anti Blue Law League
has been organized here. The
purpose of the organization is
to seek repeal of all existing
state blue laws and to combat
the present agitation for enactment of such laws. The emblem of the league is the Goddess of Liberty. Headquarters
are in Washington.

Chicago
More

HERALD

Reformers
Rigorous

Seeking
Censorship

Timothy D. Hurley Backed by Clergy and Women's
Clubs Presents New Ordinance Regarded as
Most Drastic Yet Proposed
The proposed new censorship ordinance for Chicago — admitted by the
sponsors to be the most drastic legislation on the question yet conceived
and aimed to reduce all motion pictures shown in the city to "entertainment
for children" — was delivered to the legislative committee of the Chicago
city council, January 20.
Timothy D. Hurley, chaiman of the commission which has had the
ordinance in preparation for a period of a year and a half, acted as spokesman for the commission. He delivered his stock address, charging motion
pictures with responsibility for juvenile delinquency, minor and major
crimes and the breaking down of the moral and social fabric of the nation.
Wants Chicago to Lead the Way for Nation
Rev. W. S. Fleming. Methodist minister, Rev. Frederic Siedenberg. and
Mrs. brief
Henrytalks
Solomon,
representing
-supplemented
his report
with
emphasizing
variouswomen's
details.clubs,
Anthony
Matre, secretary
of
the Catholic Federation Societies of the United States, followed, saying in
"We believe this ordinance to be a great step forward. We aimed to
part : it so effective that it would be copied by other cities, the various
make
states, and even the United States."
Mr. Hurley smiled good naturedly, almission, also, stating he believed volunteers
most indulgently, on the legislative com- would be better.
Chairman Oscar H. Olson expressed himmittee as he talked. In effect, he said:
self as seeing little improvement in the
The ordinance proposed really didn't dif- proposed ordinance as compared with the
fer a great deal from the present one ; present one. the difference impressing him
just dignified the censoring a bit; placed being simply the creation of three $5,000
the responsibility on big people, an educa- jobs. He asked and was informed that the
viewing would continue to be done
tor, a mother, and a business man ; of actual
by civil service employes.
course, it meant S15,000 more a year in salAlderman Sees Blue Tint
aries but what is $15,000 or $15,000,000
Alderman Charles S. Eaton objected to
compared to the morals of one child; very several clauses of the ordinance, stating
simple, not so very drastic ; had to be firm,
believed it gave the censors unof course, to keep out these sex plays, the that he limited
power to accept and reject, and
picturing of crime; had to avoid anything that he did not believe three people should
which might tend to riotous conduct on be authorized to say what 3.000.000 people
the part of the people.
were to have as entertainment.
Reformers Demonstrate Strength
"There is a great deal of murmuring
Oscar H. Olson, chairman of the legis- against anything which resembles blue
lative committee, took the floor to say that laws," he declared.
six men had called upon him at his home
Chairman Olson pointed out several
to tell him that they were very interested
times that pictures were to be discriminated
in the passage of the new censorship ordi- against:
picture version of stories
nance. Mr. Olson asked them if they knew were to bethat
barred, while the stage versions
the ordinance provided for the creation were
to be permitted.
of a paid commission and they were surJudge Hurley's assertion that Charlie
prised.
'The Kid,'
withappear
not "getdidby not
rather resented that kind of pressure," if
Chaplin
to im-"
he "Isaid.
the censor
he waswould
press the committee.
"Resented it?" demanded Hurley, "Do
Picture Producers Scored
you mean, alderman, that you resent having your constituents calling upon you to
Producers of motion pictures were the
tell you what they wanf? Some aldermen
targets of a number of attacks by various
are inclined to forget they are public
members of the commission. They were
as "intolerant" and "domineering
branded
Rev. Fleming.
And as he spoke, he seemed to endeavor bv
servants."
to create a picture of organized societies
'"Whv, thev call us bigots, he declared.
busy on election day. children parading the
There were about twenty exhibitors presstreets in white, ministers speaking from
Dr. Sam Atwhom spoke.
ent, none ofsecretary
pulpits, carriages and automobiles with
of the A. A A stated
kinson,
signs plastered on the sides, and workers
study the ordithat he wanted some time to being
standing at polls wearing big badges.
heard bete
apprecia
would
but
nance,
Salary Meets Opposition
fore the committee took final action.
Despite this display, several members of
Mrs William Severin, 1132 Morse avethe committee took exception to several
nue. Chicago, took the floor, stating that
phases of the ordinance. George M. May- she was a motion picture fan as well as a
pole, alderman, expressed himself as op- mother. She said that she used care as to
posed to creating a commission which what theatres she went to and that in ten
would be appointed by the mayor and con- years she had not witnessed a film she considered objectionable.
sequentlyofbecomeadministration.
a "political football" with
the changes
"I am for children." she said. But chilAlderman Guy Guernsey said he was in
the 1 "ecan't have everythingwhoa11work
ei?ht
favor of state censorship, rather than local I don'tdrenbelieve
that the men
provide
to.
day
a
d
censorship. He objected to a paid com- and ten hours
(CoHctttde on pige #).) clothinj,
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Call Special

Why'

'Exhibitors
In Exhibitor

Herald"
Leads
Circulation

Three Unsolicited Letters From Theatre Owners Which Mirror the
Confidence and Esteem of Readers of The Independent Film Trade Paper
only one that covers the whole field and has
IN almost every mail Exhibitors Herald
receives letters from exhibitors in every
such good advice for the small town expart of the United States expressing confiout it. hibitor. Icould not run my shows withdence, pledging loyalty and voicing esteem.
As space permits, excerpts from a few
" 'What the Picture Did for Me' alone is
of these letters are reproduced from time worth twice the cost of the paper. It has
to time. While the language used differs, saved me on several occasions from booking a loser. ... I would not be without
the substance is the same — that Exhibitor's
Herald fulfills a vital function in the moyour
valued paper for live times its cost."
tion picture industry.
It Is Most Useful
Exhibitor's Herald leads the field in Of All Magazines
exhibitor circulation. Three letters arriving recently in the same mail enumerate
O. W. Jastram, manager of the Strand
some of the reasons why.
theatre, Pecatonica. III., takes three tradepapers and it is the Herald he finds the
It Assists Exhibitors
most useful. He writes:
To Become Successful
"Wc have used your magazine for quite
W. W. Stirlen, manager of the Alhambra
a while, especially the department 'What
theatre, Delta, la., writes as follows :
the
Picture
Me.'lineWe onfind
it verj
helpful
and Did
get aforgood
successful
"I am taking this opportunity of expresspictures from watching it carefully. I never
ing my hearty appreciation of the many
sent in reports regularly before, but we
good things you are doing for the exhibitor.
are running quite a few new pictures now
Your
every
effort,
I'm
sure,
is
to
assist
every subscriber to be a highly successful
and maybe we can give someone a tip that
and prosperous exhibitor.
will help, so will report on our newer pictures. Out of three magazines we can
"To one feature of the Herald I particularly refer — 'What the Picture Did for honestly say that we USE yours the most,
although we like the general make-up of
Me.'fellow
Everyexhibitors,
exhibitor, should
if he isbehonest
with
one of the others better. But usefulness
his
a regular
contributor to this feature of your splendid
counts, so that's where we give you full
publication. Co-operation spells success in
nearly every instance, and in so perilous a
game as the motion picture business we
credit."
Harry
Miller Will
need more co-operation.
"Your columns are open for applause,
Manage
Saxe Houses
praise or criticism on what the picture did
Harry Miller, for six years manager
for me. Then, Mr. Exhibitor, if you desire
to lend assistance to your brother exhibitors
of the Rose, Alcazar and Boston themake your reports on actual performances.
atres, Chicago, for Harry Moir, will con"We grow and develop by our own extinue to act as manager, it was officially
p
e
r
i
e
n
c
e
s
i
n
life,
we
profit
by
our
own
mistakes and the mistakes of others. and it announced by E. C. Bostick, general
comes to mind, in a forceful manner, that manager for the Saxe Amusement Enhere is a splendid oportunity for exhibitors
terprises, January 24. The houses were
throughout the nation to contribute fre- recently purchased by the Saxe company
quently authentic reports of the actual per- and Jack Grauman of Chicago.
formances. In so doing you have assisted
Arthur E. Brown, who has been acting
your brother exhibitor and he in return has
benefited >ou.
as manager, will assist Mr. Miller. Harry
Hart will return to Milwaukee.
"I am decidedly against 'confidential reMr. Bostick announced that the three
ports'
as
compared
with
reviews
printed
in
reliable and dependable trade papers. . . . houses
will be thoroughly renovated and
remodeled.
The Herald should be in the hands of every
wide awake exhibitor in America."
aim to make them little palaces,"
be "We
declared.
He Could Not Run
Show Without It
<<
R. C. Buxton, Strand theatre, Ranson,
Freckles" Barry
Kan., feels that the Herald is worth five
Heads Relief Drive
times what he is paying for it. He writes :
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
"If every exhibitor in the country would
LOS ANGELES. Jan. 25.— Wesley
take your paper and read the reports on
Harry, Xeilen juvenile star, left Sunday
'What the Picture Did for Me,' it would not
for
New Orleans to head a drive by
be long until poor pictures would cease to
be made. I have taken a lot of film trade
:.'.">, 000 Mississippi and Louisiana school
papers in the seven years I have been in children for the Hoover fund for starving children in Europe.
the business but the Herald seems to be the

The NEW

BEDFORD

Session

To Fight Blue Laws
Wisconsin Exhibitors Convene
in Milwaukee January
26 and 27
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
MILWAUKEE, WIS., Jan. 25.— Plans
formulated by officials of the organization to fight blue law reformers will be
submitted to members of the Wisconsin
Exhibitors Association at a special midWinter convention which opens tomorrow. The exhibitors will be in session
two days.
The situation in this state is becoming
menacing. Considering that a successful campaign to force blue law observance upon the people would urge the
reformers to seek other repressive legislation which would be a detriment to
theatre men, executives of the organization have carefully laid plans for combatting the invasion.
Names Legislative Committee
A legislative committee has been
named by Joseph G. Rhode of Kenosha,
president. Members of this body have
been collecting facts and figures for some
time on the blue law issue. These will
be presented to the convention.
A representative attendance is exto the fact
that the interestspected,
of allowing
exhibitors
are menaced.
Publicizes Convention
Walter F. Baumann, executive secretary, utilized unique methods in publicizing the convention. He distributed
broadcast over the state blotters carrying news of the convention and a statement of its purposes. The blotters were
attractive. Cartoons picturing graphically what the exhibitors might expect
should the blue laws and censorship agitators attain their hopes made it almost
impossible for an exhibitor to cast aside
the blotter without reading it.
Wallerstein Brothers
Control Entire City
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
MICHIGAN CITY, IND., Jan. 25.—
Through an arrangement recently completed, Wallerstein Brothers, owners of
the Starland theatre, have obtained control of all the amusement houses in the
city. They have purchased the Garden,
Idlehour and Dreamland from Ezra
Rhodes of South Bend and will take
possession February 1.
Mr. Rhodes retains control of his theatres in South Bend. Elkhart and Goshen.
Rand

Made

Head

of

Western Territory
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES,
Jan.Walter
25.— Hiram
Abranis
announces that
Rand,
former Los Angeles manager of the
United Artists Corporation, has been appointed Western district supervisor.

(Mass.) STANDARD

Says

Censorship is based on an underestimate of the intelligence, the common sense, the loyalty, the moral fibre
of the people. In the eye of the censor, or the advocate of censorship, we are sensitive plants — we are void
of stamina. If the film censor can see dozens of films a day without being demoralized, the ordinary citizen
can see two or three a week and come through unscathed.
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York

EXHIBITORS

League

To Meet in April
(From Staff Correspondent)
NEW YORK, Jan. 25.— The Motion Picture Exhibitors League of the State of New
York will hold its convention in Rochester
the early part of April. The exact date
has not been set.
Exhibitors of Southern
Ohio Now Plan Definite
Action on Sunday Issue
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
HAMILTON, O., Jan. 25.— The Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Southern Ohio will meet at the Gibson hotel
in Cincinnati on January 27 and 28. In
making this announcement, Fred S.
Meyer of the Palace theatre declared
that some definite action would be taken
on the Sunday opening question.
The music tax proposition also will be
brought before the assemblage.
No indication of the course to be followed on the Sunday issue has been
given. The larger centers of the state
now sanction Sunday shows, but the exhibitors in the smaller places have met
with opposition.
Exhibitors in Mississippi
and Louisiana Consider
Activities of Agitators
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW ORLEANS, LA., Jan. 25— The
exhibitors'
associations
Mississippi
and
Louisiana met
here last ofweek
at the Hotel
Grunewald to discuss the blue law agitation in this territory. A. J. Bethancourt
of Houma. La., president of the Louisiana organization, and S. J. White of
Kosciusko. Miss., executive of the exhibitors from his state, attended the
meeting.
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Promises

Fighting

Censorship

Exhibitors at Convention Protest the Taxation of Films, Seats and Admissions and
the Advance Deposits
By PAUL

A. YAWITZ

''Staff Correspondent, Exhibitors Herald)
ST. LOUIS. MO.. Jan. 25.— Mayor Henry W. Kiel, of St. Louis,
through his secretary William T. Findley. pledged his personal support to
the movement directed against the enactment of Sunday closing and censorship bills, now pending in the state legislature, before the opening session
of the second semi-annual convention of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Missouri, which was held at the Hotel Statler, St. Louis, January
20-21. St. Louis executive declared that he would do anything within
The
his official and personal power to prevent the imposition of the proposed
statutes from disenfranchising the people of Missouri from the liberties
granted them by the American constitution. Wires pledging support were
also received by Lawrence E. Goldman, counsel for the exhibitors, from
the mayors of St. Joseph and Sedalia, Mo.
Several Notables in Attendance at Meeting
In addition to the Sunday closing and censorship questions, the delegates considered protests against the taxation of films, seats and admissions, and the advance remittances on contracts with producers. More
than one-third the membership of the entire organization was present in
addition to several film exchange representatives and the following notables :
Marcus Loew, W. W. Hodkinson, E. V. Richards and Julian Saenger, of
Saenger Amusement Company of New Orleans, and Col. Fred Levy, of
Louisville, Ky.
Sydney
S. Cohen
of New
York,Theatre
president of the
Motion
Picture
Owners of America, was scheduled to
address the delegates but sent his regrets due to his urgent duties in connection with the Hoover European relief
campaign.
Introduced by Billman
The blue Sunday and censorship bills
now before the state legislature were
presented at the instigation of the Rev.
Howard Billman, secretary of the Committee of Fifty of St. Louis, which is
composed
workers,
ters, and Y.ofW. church
C. A. and
Y. M. minisC. A.
workers.
Resolutions
Resolutions
Censorshipwere passed condemning
Blue law legislation
Rental of film to non-theatrical enterOther prises.
resolutions asked for
Repeal cf existing forms of taxation
Passage vance
of law
depositcorrecting
practice evils of adAnd
for
the
1
per
cent gross profit
tax.
Support of SydneyministratioS.n was voiced.
Cohen and his ad-

MADGE STUART
Appearing
in
Tavern production.
Knight,'- the
Moll Films "The
Corporation

'

The censorship bill would prohibit the
showing of any film, view or stereopticon
in the state not approved by the board
and would instruct the board to approve
only "of such which do not tend to
debase
and corrupt
the ofmorals."
The
bill
provides
for a board
three officers
and a large staff of highly paid employes with fee of S2 for 1.200 lineal feet
with a graduated scale for each additional 1,000 feet.
Will Fight to the End
The support offered by Mayor Kiel
and the chief executives of the two
smaller municipalities has revived the
hopes of the Missouri exhibitors.
"Mayor Kiel will fight until the last

man hits the ground," Secretary Findley declared. "He knows you have 'the
right'
and heCallis on
willing
fight toon theyour
lastside
trench.
him to
at
any time you need him.
''The fanatics who are striving hard to
deprive us of our liberties believe they
will send us to church on Sunday. The
only great thing their efforts can result
in is the deprivation of wholesome
amusement and the substitution of a
greater
n forwasevil-doing.
"
The temptatio
convention
addressed
by
Marcus Loew who denounced the Sunday closing law. "It is a menace which
may in time destroy our industry," he
said. "Let us not underestimate the
seriousness of such a movement. The
prohibition of liquors began in the same
way and people at first were wont to
ignore and underestimate its rapid
growth.
a nationalBefore
amendment.long
Let itusbecame
then beware
and fight from the very" start such iniquitousAdvance
action."
Seek
Deposit Law
In resolutions the legislative committee was instructed to frame a measure
which would correct the so-called evils
of the advance deposit. The committee
also
take every'
meanswasto instructed
defeat the toreformers
in legal
their
Sunday. to get censorship and a blue
efforts
The legislative committee is composed
of Lawrence E. Goldman. Kansas City:
Joseph Mogler. St. Louis: Charles T.
Sears. Brookfield: J. E. Haggard,
City.
Nevada, and William Mueller, Kansas
Hodkinson Gives Talk
W. W. Hodkinson. in an address, endeavored to show the importance of
maintaining separate organizations and
corporations for the purpose of distribution of productions.
"As a matter
of fact,"
said, "nearly
(Concluded
on pagehe 46)
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Jersey

Exhibitors

Over

Six

Reels

of Commerce
Declares
That Unusually
Long Films Break Up Schedules

Theatre Owners Are Not Antagonistic Toward Producers of
Such Pictures Which, It is Contended, Cost More for Presentation
gifts for the ball com/^EJECTION to the production of purchase suitable
mitteemen and for Harry Reichenbach,
features exceeding six reels in whose contribution
to the chamber as
length has been made by the Theatre
director of publicity for the ball aided
Owners Chamber of Commerce, which
in making it a success.
represents 500 houses in New York and
New Jersey.
William Fox to Begin
At a recent meeting at the Hotel Astor
in New York City, the organization cited
Erecting Playhouse in
the following objections to features of
Philadelphia in Spring
such length:
* * *
(From Staff Correspondent)
NEW YORK, Jan. 25. — Construction on
1. They break up the schedthe new William Fox theatre in Philadelules of houses working on the
basis of a specific number of
phia will be started in the spring. The site,
shows a day.
which adjoins tile Stanley theatre, has a
2. They cost the exhibitor
frontage of 129 feet on Market street, at
more to play.
the
corner of 16th, and a depth of 170 feet.
3. They cost producers more
The theatre will have a seating capacity of
to make — an additional exbetween 3,000 and 3,500.
pense not warranted by addiAn office building will be erected in contional value to the exhibitor.
nection with the theatre, but as its size has
4. Combination houses must
not been determined the Fox offices declare
eliminate some of the big
it is impossible to say how much money
will be involved.
features because their excessive length interferes with the
The policy for the theatre has not been
determined.
vaudeville program.
* * *
War Veterans Form
The theatre owners pointed out, however, that they were in no way antagoProducing Company
nistic toward producers of long features.
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
In this connection it was declared that
LOS ANGELES, Jan. 25.— Formation
some notable examples of motion picture
of a producing unit by world war vetart have been contained in the lengthier
subjects.
erans is announced under the name "Say
According to the sentiment expressed
Buddy" Company. It takes its title from
at the meeting, long pictures add nothing
to the attractiveness of the box office. its first picture, which is to show human
phases of the war, it is announced.
Some held that pictures which have been
Officers of the company are: President,
in seven, eight or nine reels could just
as easily have been told in five or six Lieut. Paul A. Randall. Marine corps;
without destroying the artistic value.
Mrs. Maude Haarer, "gold
Several members argued that better pic- vice-president,
star" widow of Corporal George H.
tures would result if producers adhered
Haarer; secretary-treasurer, Capt. J.
to the policy of making features of five Haines Smith, retired major of cavalry;
and six reels.
director. Ernest F. Bishop, duty ser* * *
geant of "the fighting engineers; business
The ball which was held at the Astor
manager, Willis H. Lusher of the machine gun platoon, Thirty-first infantry;
on January 15 netted the organization
assistant director, "Top" Sergt. Frank
$4,000 according to the report made.
Lynch of the Rainbow division, and atResolutions were passed thanking the
torney, Counselor Hale Days, former
committee consisting of Messrs. Gold- captain of infantry.
meyer, Barr, Steiner, Gainsboro and B.
S. Moss, for their fine work in behalf of
Fred Meyer in Chicago
the ball, and by unanimous action of the
members a committee consisting of
Fred S. Meyer of the Palace theatre,
Messrs. William Brandt, W. A. Landau
Hamilton, O., and his partner, Harry
and J. Mannheimer was appointed to Silver, were Chicago visitors recently.

The SAN

FRANCISCO

BULLETIN

I'uthe.
i n \ \ k c \ hit: \ i
In the title role of "The Killer." a llenj.
II. Bni|tn |>roduetion din t rl hulrd by
Princess

Gutted

By
(Special $10,000
to Exhibitors Herald) Fire
PROSSER, WASH., Jan. 25.— The
Princess theatre was gutted by fire which
entailed a loss of $10,000. The house
will be March
reconstructed
and opened again
about
L
Films Destroyed in
Harrisburg, Pa., Blaze
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
HARRISBURG, PA., Jan. 25.— Fire
in the Capitol City Film Exchange
did about $4,000 in damage, according to
Benjamin Schiff, proprietor. A number
of films were saved, while between twenty-five and thirty others were destroyed.
Bijou in Worcester,
Mass., Is Damaged
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
WORCESTER, MASS., Jan. 25.— The
Bijou theatre in Millbury street was
damaged in the recent series of fires
which visited the city.
Charge Exhibitor With
Violation of Fire Law
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
INDIANAPOLIS, IND., Jan. 25.—
Rolandtheatre
R. Bair,in owner
of Bair's
Southis
Side
Fountain
Square,
charged in city court with violations of
the city fire ordinance. An affidavit filed
by a city inspector charges that Bair
had 10,000 feet of films stored in the
basement
of Bair's soft drink stand, 40
the
Westcity.
Washington street, in the heart of
Michael Doody, manager of a film exchange at 9 West Market street, was
found nance
guilty
violating
the fire ordiand finedof $55
and costs.

Says

Is the good sense of the people never to be permitted a chance to express itself as to what is and what is not
wanted in the way of entertainment? The latest invasion with which we are threatened is a state board of
censorship. The proposed state censorship would merely provide an obstacle to picture production and good
jobs for the paid members of a board of public morals.
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Propose Tax Boost
For Atlanta Houses
Recommendation Would Raise
Fee Now Being Paid
to $150
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
ATLANTA, GA., Jan. 25. — A proposal
has been made by Oscar Mills of the
board of county commissioners that the
motion picture theatres here be required
to pay a special tax of $150 instead of
the present $30 a year.
New Tax Ordinance
Submitted in Chicago
A new tax ordinance has been submitted to the city council in Chicago.
If passed it will make no change in the
fee paid by theatres charging $3 or less
for admission. It does provides, however,
that theatres charging 25 cents or more
regularly shall pay 3 per cent of the increased receipts occasioned by a raise
in admission during the exhibition of a
feature.
Wants $10 a Day for
Service of Police
The Chicago city council is preparing
an ordinance which would increase the
rate of S3 a day to $10 a day for the
service of policemen at the box office
windows.
Exorbitant Taxes in
Mexico Close Houses
MEXICO CITY— The new
increases in taxes are considered prohibitive by the owners
of motion picture theatres, and
as a result all houses have been
closed here.
Famous

Players Buys

Brady's' 'Life"
William
For Publication in July
Adolph Zukor announces the purchase
by Famous Players-Lasky Corporation
of William A. Brady's spectacular screen
melodrama,
"Life." It will be published
in
July.
"Life" was directed by Travers Vale
and is an
the famous
drama ofadaptation
that name ofwhich
scored meloa big
success when produced several years ago
in New York. It was written by Thompson Buchanan and Mr. Brady.
Three Writers
To Universal Staff
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES. Jan. 25.— John W.
Gray, George H. Plimpton and George
Morgan, all well-known writers of original stories as well as continuity, have
been added to the serial and Western
branch of the Universal City scenario
department.
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Score
Article

Hampton
on

Sex

Films

Declare Excerpts Are Used in the Newspapers
Country for Placing the Motion Picture

of

in the Pillory — Issue Statement
(From Staff Correspondent)
NEW YORK, Jan. 25. — Sydney S. Cohen, president of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of America, in a statement just issued announced
that the exhibitor organization objects to the campaign started by Benjamin B. Hampton in Pictorial Review under the title "Too Much Sex Stuff
in the Movies?"
and that he
hadin written
objections.
The statement
reads
part : Mr. Hampton detailing those
"The Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America are in active sympathy with any honest and constructive movement for remedying admitted
evils within the Industry. They most emphatically disapprove all sensational and spectacular newspaper crusades against motion pictures under
the guise of attacks on objectional pictures.
Excerpts Place Industry in Wrong Light
"The exhibitors object to the campaign started by Benjamin B. Hampton in the Pictorial Review. These articles and excerpts from them are
used in the daily press of the country for no other purpose than putting
the motion picture in the pillory. Sydney S. Cohen had this to say on the
subject : 'No possible good can come of any attempt to put the motion
picture in the pillory. The pillory- as a means of reform or correction has
been abolished centuries ago. It has always been found that the pillory
degrades not only all victims in the stock, but the bystander. That is why
pilloring the motion picture cannot possibly lead to any good, for it is
leading to attacks not only upon motion pictures, but upon the whole motion picture entertainment.' "
this universal outcry against the low pitched
The following letter was sent to Mr. be
appeal of the motion pictures and against the exHampton by Mr. Cohen:
aggeration and degradation of sex.
Exonerates the Exhibitor
Your that
article
"Pictorial(retailer)
Review" dominates
of February
claims
the inexhibitor
the
We
cannot
understand how you fail to rememproducer (wholesaler). Your conclusion is that
ber that the motion picture manufacturer is the
the theatres owner is responsible for the kind of
man
who
makes
the pictures and, after having
pictures he exhibits to the public Surely, this is
not logic. Aside from this lack of logic, tie facts made them, deluges the exhibitor with plans of
exploitation.
The
exhibitor is the man who shows
speak very loudly against your theory.
the picture, and I can assure you from my own
Choice Is Limited
experience
that
time
we had to cut
You must know that the exhibitor has a very pictures rather severelyandin again
order to insure our
limited choice in his pictures, if he does not want good
standing
with
our
audiences.
to put a lot of them on the shelf and run his
You seem to forget that we exhibitors have
business at a loss. Most pictures are never seen
nothing whatever to do with the titles
by exhibitors until run at his theatre. They are absolutely
selected
for objectionable pictures and, as you
sold tovancethe
six months or longer in ad- know, some
of these titles are more objectionable
of theexhibitor
actual showing.
the pictures themselves. These titles are
Xow as to the exploitation of the picture, you than
selected
by
the
without in any way
must know that the manufacturers through their consulting with manufacturer
the exhibitor. Motion picture
publicity exploitation bureaus, so-called, furnish theatre owners who
have
audiences
consisting
to the exhibitor the most risque and often the
of families, are embarrassed almost every
most ridiculous plans for advertising and exploit- largely
day
by
the
selection
of
objectionable
title.
ing the picture.
If the exhibitor
reThe fact that your plan of campaigns against
strained by his common
sense andwere
if henotwere
to take literally the tons of printed advice that "sex movies" is linked up with a large advertisare hurled on him through the publicity mills of
ingturescampaign
press attacking ismotion
picmore or inlesstheindiscriminately,
not going
the producers, he would be in constant conflict
with the penal law and spend much of his time to help the cause which you profess to espouse.
It will merely furnish ammunition to the paid
either in jail or arranging for his bail.
The exaggerated sex appeal as a sin against the moralists and professional reformers. You are
common decency of the American people must be absolutely alienating the motion picture theatre
laid at the door of the producer. Taking your ow-ners without whose constructive cooperation a
own method of reasoning, it is quite evident that genuinely useful change in conditions cannot be
accomplished. Nothing can be gained by putting
the producers
de- the
mands of the have
public,misjudged
otherwisethewhytastes
wouldand there
motion picture in the pillory.

Add

Church Buys Projector
(By Staff Correspondent)
. PRINCETON. IND., Jan. 25.— The
First Methodist church has purchased a
projector and will give motion picture
entertainment every Friday night. Educational, religious and character-building
pictures will be shown. No admission is
■charged.
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^EXHIBITORS
"I take every trade journal at present or have in the past but EXHIBITORS
HERALD is my favorite and is in every way superior to the others from an exhibitor standpoint." — H. B. McFarling, manager, Tokio theatre, Morehouse, Mo.
* * *
"As an exhibitor, I consider EXHIBITORS HERALD quite necessary." —
F. Zartman, general agent, Allen Theatre Enterprises, at Cleveland, O.
* * *
"Please renew my subscription to EXHIBITORS HERALD. After selling
the 'Suburban' in Omaha, I have been out of the show business for nearly a
year. I recently purchased the Royal theatre here and would not attempt to
run
a showNebr.
without EXHIBITORS HERALD." — F. D. McMillan, Roval theatre,
O'Neill,
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Two

Chicagoans

Are

Cast

in

Neilan's
Forthcoming
Picture
trayal of the cub reporter in Mr. Neilan's
Producer Assigns Them
"Go
and
Get
It"
has
made
rapid progress
as an actor.
* * *
Big Parts Because of
Everyone in Chicago, especially since
Their Excellent Work
the recent Herald and Examiner popularity contest, when every policeman in
Chicago boosted Tom Gallery, knows
in "Dinty"
this coming star and son of the wellTWO Chicagoans, Pat O'Malley and
liked Michael J. Gallery, local police capX Tom Gallery, carry big parts in Mar"Bob Hampton of Placer" he
shall Neilan's new spectacular produc- portraystain. Inthe
part of the Reverend VVyntion, "Bob Hampton of Placer."
coop, a difficult role and one that demands
much
Both O'Malley and Gallery appear of Gallery. of the histrionic capabilities
in Neilan's current success, "Dinty," in
In the big reproduction of "Custer's
which they support Wesley '"Freckles"
Last Fight," which serves as the climax
Barry. As a result of the exceptional
to the story,to Pat
O'Malley
is given
an
work displayed in this production by opportunity
achieve
the most
dramatic
these young men, Neilan signed them portrayals of his entire career. In the
up for important characterizations in his title role of this offering is James Kirkwood, upwhile
"Freckles"
newest offering, an adaptation of Randall
holds
the Wesley
comedy end
of the Barry
story.
Noah Beery, Priscilla Bonner, Charles
West and other popular artists also appear in this picture.
Coupon Book Proves
Big Business\Getter
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
HAMILTON, OHIO, Jan. 25.— Fred
S. Meyer, manager of the Palace theatre,
who put out coupon books containing ten
admission tickets as a Christmas novelty,
has been compelled to continue selling
the books in response to public demand.
He has no regrets, as it has proven a big
business getter.
The regular admission charge at the
Palace is 17 and 33 cents. Books of ten
tickets are being sold for $3 and $1.50,
the war
purchaser
saving the equivalent of
the
tax.

PAT O MALLKV and TOM GALLERY
Both Chicagoans, who have prominent
roles in Marshall Neilan's next Fir-i National feature, "Bob Hampton of Placer."
Parrish's book. It is declared to be the
most ambitious film yet undertaken by
this director.
* * *
In "Bob Hampton of Placer," Pat
O'Malley
the partandof member
Lieutenantof
Brandt, theportrays
young officer
General
staff, who
cuts such
big
figureCuster's
in the story.
Opposite
him isa
Marjorie
Daw a indramatic
the partpart
of "The
Kid."
She is given
to portray.
Pat O'Malley is the nephew of M. J.
O'Malley,
superintendent
of second
class
mail in Chicago.
Chicago
holds more
Pat O'Malley admirers than any other
city in the country, and since his por-

Recommends Use of
Pictures in Schools
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
TERRE HAUTE, IND., Jan. 25.—
The Parent-Teacher council here has
recommended that the Parent-Teacher
organizations take advantage of the extension division of the Indiana university's
films to be had
at $8 eachoffer of
for educational
use in schools.
The council urges that parents take an
active interest in the pictures their children see and that the churches foster a
screen picture movement by displaying
proper motion pictures in their club
rooms.
Grainger Returns East
(From Staff Correspondent)
NEW YORK, Jan. 25.— E. C. Grainger,
New York representative for King Vidor,
has returned
herestudios
after ona the
seven
visit
at the Vidor
coast.weeks'
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1,300 Picture Houses
In Northwest Will Aid
In Raising Hoover Fund
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN., Jan. 25.—
Theodore L. Hays, general manager of
Finkelstein & Ruben, has notified the
New York headquarters of the Herbert
Hoover relief campaign that 1,300 motion picture theatres in Minnesota, North
and South Dakota, will cooperate in the
drive on January 26 and on January 29.
Churches, teachers, parents and newspapers will cooperate. Four-minute men
will speak at every performance. Women
will pass contribution boxes in the theatres. Vaudeville and legitimate theatre
managers have offered their services.
The drive here will be inaugurated
with a parade headed by 400 musicians
and including trucks with stages carrying members of the theatrical profession.
Fire Does Damage
To Carey Property
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Jan. 25.— Five thousand dollars' worth of damage was done
to
Carey's Canon
ranch property
San Harry
Francisquito
which wasin the
recently visited by a disastrous fire.
Chicago Reformers Seek
More
Drastic
Censorship
(Continued
from page
35) should be
food and education for children,
compelled to depend for amusement on pictures made suitable
only." 3 at
Adjournment
was for
takenchildren
to February
which time it was indicated opponents of
the ordinance were to be given the floor.
Features of the Bill
If the proposed ordinance passes, all
films will be inspected and must bear
the label of the censor board before being published. There will be three executives, one a woman, appointed by the mayor,
each to receive $5,000 annually.
The department will pass on all banners, posters, and signs to be used in advertising pictures, and each must carry
the department label before being put up.
No permit will be granted for a picture
that is "immoral, obscene, sacriligious, salacious, unpatriotic, or holds to scorn of ridicule any nation or the people thereof, or
portrays riotous, disorderly or unlawful
scenes, or has a tendency to disturb the
public
or debase
morals."to
The peace
department
will the
havepublic
the right
recall for re-examination any films approved by it.
The pictures shall be classified by the
department as "scenic, geographical historical, classical, educational, propagandists, patriotic, dramatic, melodramatic, comic,
tragedy,
farce,permit"
etc." is abolished, that is
The "pink
so-called "adult films" will not be permitted.

(N. Mex.) HERALD

Says

Experts say that much of the "crime wave" may be blamed to the influence of such pictures (films which the
Pennsylvania censorship board declares "glorify crime"). It may be true, BUT WE DOUBT IT. On the
other hand, some true-to-life crook pictures * * * might have a very decided effect in destroying the illusions often set at work in immature minds as to the attractiveness of the criminal career.
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Universal Employes
Killed in Plant Fire
Producing Company Places Its
Loss in Bayonne at
$80,000
(From Staff Correspondent)
BAYONNE, N. J, Jan. 2o.— Two dead
and ten injured is the toll of a fire that
destroyed a film reclamation and storage
plant last week. The plant is the property of Motion Picture Realty Company
and was occupied by Cello Film Refining Company, which refined old reels,
and Universal Film Manufacturing Company, which kept old prints on the second floor prior to selling them to reclaiming concerns.
Universal Workers Die
The fire started with an explosion and
spread so rapidly that the building was
enveloped in flames in a few moments,
making escape for the employes exceedingly difficult.
The dead are Miss Ethel Suckow, 24,
of Bayonne, and Arthur Post, 21, also of
Bayonne. Both were Universal employes. The injured are: Charles Kerner,
manager for Universal; Albert Scott,
George Sweezy, Lucius Garden, Robert
Chrustnut, Joseph Gordon, Nathan Vernon, Fred Conover, R. A. Semple and
Miss Martha Birnbaum.
Loss Is $80,000
Universal places its loss at between
$70,000 and $80,000.
Warrants charging manslaughter were
issued last Saturday for Henry Sysman,
president of Cello Film Refining inComthe
pany; George Sweezy, foreman
R. H. Cochrane, vice-president
factory;
of Universal, and Charles H. Lerner.
Blaze at American
Does Little Damage
In connection with an exaggerated
story of a fire at 6227-6235 Broadway,
Chicago, Samuel S. Hutchinson, president
of American Film Company, states that
the fire was only a small blaze in a shed
in the rear of the main building of the
executive offices. In this storehouse
antiquated press matwere old posters, of
ter and other out. date material. The
loss of the contents of this storehouse
and the slight injury to the shed itself
were small, the damage being estimated
usual," and that
"Business
at $200. loss
of time,as was the situation
without
throughout the works.
Hollywood Colony
Gets New Bosses
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Jan. 25.— The stork
has been exceptionally active around
Hollywood in the last few days.
First, Elmer Harris, supervising director of the Realart studio, was presented by Mrs. Harris with an eightand-one-half-pound heir. Then came the
news that Roscoe Cams of the King
Vidor studio had been honored with a
son of the same weight as the Harris
youngster. Now, John McCormick, the
First National P. A., sends out announce.ment of the birth of a son to Mr. and
Mrs. Albert Ray. The father is directing Charles Ray, his cousin, while the
mother was well known as Roxanna
McGowan
stellation. in the Sennett beauty con-

U.

S. Credit
For

Men

Economy

Make
in

Plea

Legislation

J. H. Tregoe Declares Country Would Go Bankrupt
If All Measures Suggested Were Adopted
by State and Federal Legislators
The motion picture industry has a staunch ally in its fight against the
many freak legislative measures brought before congress and the state
assemblies.
J. H. Tregoe, executive secretary of the National Association of Credit
Men, has just issued a letter to the 33,000 members of the organization
stating that it is time to "emphasize the need of economy in legislation."
Declares U. S. Would Go Into Bankruptcy
Secretary Tregoe declares that if every bill suggested for passage by
congress and state legislators became a law the country would go into
bankruptcy in its efforts to enforce these measures.
In his letter he says:
by legislators, federal and state, the
would go bankrupt.
"The country has grown ripe for leg- country Avoid
Freak Measures
islation of the freak type. Without dis"Economyislation.must
be emphasizedmust
in legparaging the entrance of woman into
Freak measures
be
governmental affairs and endowing her avoided. We must not depart from the
with the right of suffrage, yet this ex- traditions of government nor feel that
periment of tremendous significance to an act may prove a curative for every
the nation may develop legislative ideas
which will really submerge the true purPacific
public ill." Company to
ment. poses of the government into mere sentiBe in Culver City
Variety of Bills Offered
(Special
to Exhibitors Herald)
"Wherever it is within the powers of
LOS ANGELES, Jan. 25.— Culver City
man to accomplish something its accoma new enterprise in Pacific Film
plishment should be left to him and his has
Company, scheduled to start production
effort not supplemented by legislation on February 20, according to announcement made by John J. Hayes, general
enactors. The laws should be used for
manager.
the attainment of objects beyond the
The new studio has been erected and
reasonable powers of man.
the greater part of the machinery in"We have had bills introduced for the
stalled. The company will center its production on one and two-reel comedies
curing of all kinds of ailments, for all
manner of welfare projects . and we and features distributed through independent exchanges.
Ovey,star
well-to
should remember in this connection that known comedian,
will George
be the first
whenever an enactment requires an ex- work. T. E. Howe, sales manager, is
on an extended Eastern tour, arranging
penditure, the cost of it must fall upon
the tax-paying public and were we to for the distribution of the company's
undertake everything that is suggested productions.

Here's

Law

That Gives N. Y,
Motion Pictures on Sunday
(From Staff Correspondent)
NEW YORK, Jan. 25. — Following is a copy of the New York State
Sunday motion picture option bill under which motion pictures are permitted
on the Sabbath in this state. The Miotion Picture Theatre Owners of America,
of which Sydney S. Cohen is president, has circulated copies of the bill, legislators, exhibitors and «ivic bodies having requested it. It follows:
An act to amend the penal law, in relation to the exhibition of motion
pictures on the first day of the week.
The people of the state of New York, represented in senate and assembly,
do enact as follows:
Sec. 1. The penal law is hereby amended by adding at the end of article
one hundred and ninety-two a new section, to be section twenty-one hundred
and fifty-four, to read as follows:
Sec. 2154. Motion picture exhibitions on the first day of the week. If in
any city, town or village motion pictures are now exhibited on the first day
of the week, they may continue to be so exhibited during such time after
2been
o'clock
in the afternoon
as the exhibition
motion bypictures
shall notcouncil
have
prohibited
by an ordinance
hereafter of
adopted
the common
or other legislative body of such city, town or village, the adoption, repeal or
re-adoption of which is hereby authorized. If in any city, town or village,
motion pictures are not now exhibited on the first day of the week, they shall
notshall
be sobe exhibited
during such
time after
2 o'clock
the afternoon
as
permitted except
by an ordinance
hereafter
adopted
by the incommon
council
or other legislative body of such city, town or village, the adoption, repeal or
re-adoption of which is hereby authorized.
Sec. 2. This act shall take effect immediately.
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Mille's

"Forbidden

Latest

Fruit" a Worthy
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Opus

Successor to "Why

Imposing
Change

Your

Wife"? Strikingly Beautiful Sets, Gorgeous Costumes and Brilliant Acting Put Picture Over. Colored
Initialed Sub-Titles Another Beautiful Innovation.
^pORBIDDEN FRUIT," Cecil
B. DeMille's production from
a script by Jeanie Macpherson,
satisfies anticipation. It is precisely
the picture expected of the man who
made "Don't Change Your Husband" and "Why Change Your
Wife?" As before, the camera lens
is employed as a microscope to analyze matrimony — a subject of enduring interest.
To the production tactics characteristic of the Paramount directorgeneral have been added notable innovations.
The main title and more important
subtitles are in many colors, richly
designed, possessing the sharply
brilliant pigmentation of the peacock.
Amplification of incidents in the
modern narrative is frequently effected by resort to the fade-in giving
a magnificant visualization of the
original "Cinderella" story. It is in
this phase of the production that the
mirror set of the ballroom in the
fairy tale is disclosed, a set of
dazzling splendor.
The scenes depicting the modern
story, which is not a modernization
of the fairy tale, are produced with
characteristic DeMille richness. The
settings are obviously the best obtainable, the photography does them
full justice, and efficiently executed
continuity insures registry of their
complete forcefulness.
* * *
Costuming, an element with boxoffice influence in the case of the DeMille picture, surpasses in excellence
even that of "Why Change Your
Wife?" The players seen against
this superb background are capable
in every instance and admirably assigned as regards contributory effect.
Agnes Ayres satisfies thoroughly
in the role corresponding to that
portrayed by Gloria Swanson in
"Why Change Your Wife?" She is
strikingly like that actress in person
and manner, and wears the costumes
of the part with as pleasing effect,
contributing the while, acting of excellent quality.
Forrest Stanley and Clarence Burton are cast as her admirer and husband respectively. The former has
little difficult work to do but does it

Cast "Forbidden Fruit"
Mary Maddock — Agnes Ayres.
Steve Maddock — Clarence Burton.
Mrs.
liams.Mallory— Kathlyn Willey.
Nelson Rogers — Forrest StanPietro
Kosloff.Guiseppi — Theodore
Madia Craig — Shannon Day.
John Craig — Bertram Johns.
Maid — Julia Faye.
well. The latter, as a weakling, led
to crime through sloth, scores
heavily in what must have been a
distasteful role.
Theodore Kosloff, allotted little
actual footage, creates in the role of
a crooked butler a lasting impression. Theodore Roberts and Kathlyn Williams in convincing characterizations contribute realism to
an atmosphere that is not easily
maintained.
In entertainment quality the picture ison a par with its predecessors.
The first five reels pass through the
projector without stirring interest
save for the beauty of the screen
images
detail. and the quality of technical
The remainder of the picture,
which is in eight reels, imparts the
dramatic force of the whole. Action,
thus far of even tenor, is given impetus and shorter scenes contribute
to the building up of a melodramatic
climax which surpasses any yet created by the director.
* * *
Some of the best melodrama of all
time is revealed in this portion of
the picture. In contrast with earlier
events the narrative here unfolded
impresses indelibly.
In this phase of the picture the
weakling husband who, at the butler's instigation,
has attempted
to
blackmail
the millionaire
who has
learned to love his wife, believing
her single, is informed by her that
if he accepts the ten thousand dollars her admirer has given him she
will go away with his rival. Given
half an hour in which to make his
decision, he attempts to leave the

house, but is confronted by the butler, who demands half of the money.
The latter proposes that they throw
dice to determine which shall take
the whole amount and while they
are thus engaged the wife extracts
the money from the wallet and
leaves the room. The husband loses
the gamble, but attempts to flee
with the wallet. The butler shoots
him and recovers the purse to discover that the money is gone.
With the death of the husband and
the capture of the butler the way is
opened for the happy ending.
The last three reels contain the
punch of the picture. The first five
contain its beauty. Together they
constitute a whole which should
meet with greater success than any
former DeMille production.
* * *
Exploitation material is plentiful
in the general magnificance of the
whole,
story. reference to past productions
by the director, and the theme of the
The latter is, in essence, the familiar divorce question, but it has been
given extraordinary treatment and
the trite is avoided throughout. The
subtitles provide excellent catchlines, and the general facts of the
production constituting ground for
genuine news publicity.
The picture should be exploited
upon the most extensive scale possible, and an effort should be made
to so arrange the program schedule
that
all will view the— picture
from
W. R. W.
the beginning.

Business As Usual
PROVIDENCE, R. L
Many Rhode Island textile mills
closed entirely or operating on part
time have resumed operations on
full time. Managers have posted
notices that the textile outlook is
exceedingly bright.
* * *
FALL RIVER, MASS.
All of the cotton mills of this city
have resumed
operations.
Manufacturers believe
the curtailment
period has passed.
* * *
CINCINNATI, O.
Orders have been given for the
resumption of operations on full
time at 700 cotton mills in North
and South Carolina.
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Lubitsch Will Direct
Atlanta
Exhibitors
Menaced
American Film Stars
Pola Negri Will Arrive in U. S.
By
Self- Appointed
Censors
This Summer or Early
Next Fall
Civic Betterment Committee Proposes to Carry
(From Staff Correspondent)
Advertisements Calling Attention to
NEW YORK, Jan. 25.— Ben BlumenPictures Considered Suitable
thal, who has signed Pola Negri, the Polish star, announces also that he and his
(From Staff Correspondent)
associate, Samuel Rachman, have signed
ATLANTA, GA., Jan. 25. — The advocates of censorship here have
tried a new angle of approach.
Ernst Lubitsch, who directed "Passion."
Arrive This Summer
A self-appointed body known as the Civic Betterment Committee of
Pola Negri will arrive in this country the Christian Council, assumes the right to pass upon the pictures shown
this summer or early in the fall to ap- in the motion picture theatres. Not only have they appropriated to themselves the authority in this connection, but they have gone much farther.
pear in American-made pictures. Lubitsch
will not direct the star, who will appear
They propose to carry a daily advertisement calling attention to the picunder an American director. On the
tures which the aforesaid self-appointed body deems suitable for the youth
other hand, an American star will be un- of Atlanta.
Ultimate Purpose Is to Obtain Censorship
der the direction of Lubitsch. ■
Before coming here the two will make
What
is
more
to the point they state their ultimate purpose in terms
two or three productions in Germany.
No publication plans have been made by that are unmistakably clear, viz., "To work out a permanent and effective
Blumenthal.
form of censorship." It was on December 28. 1920, that the first steps in
this direction became known to the exhibitors. Under that date John A.
Import Two Pictures
Manget, chairman of the committee and incidentally the same man who was
Blumenthal and Rachman brought back
to this country two productions. One is instrumental in stopping the Associated charities concert recently, wrote
a story of Henry the Eighth and is en- a letter to each motion picture theatre in the city setting forth the intentitled "Anne Boleyn." The other is a
tions of the self-constituted bodv of censors.
serial titled "Mistress of the World."
In his letter Mr. Manget says:
"Anne Boleyn" was directed by Lubitsch
pense is absolutely essential and where
and stars Emil Jannings.
the dramatic quality is sustained
It has been
by Council
the Civicof Betterment
The serial consists of six episodes, each Committee
of thedecided
Christian
Atlanta to throughout the fifteen episodes by withone of five or six reels in length. Joe have a committee of ladies visit all the theatres
holdingnouementultimate
for the final deas soon as a new picture is put on. and it is the
in the justice
last episode.
and Mia May has the lead- purpose
May ingdirected
of this committee to run a daily adverfeminine role.
tisement recommending those theatres whose showShow Lack of Knowledge
ings that day are regarded as being clean and not
harmful to the youth of our city.
With
the naive disregard characterisIf a picture is found that is regarded as harmtic of prejudiced
the self-appointed
Anita Stewart Buys
ful it will be the purpose to handle same imme- censors
failed to minds
take into
consideration
diately
withhope
the Carnegie
Library"
Board features
of Cen- the fact that the picture coming under
sors
in
the
that
such
objectionable
Residence on Coast
will be cut outv in which event the name of such their condemnation was a serial, and that
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
theatre showing the picture will be added to the
the "punishment"
they demand
list
of theatres recommended by the Christian criminal
LOS ANGELES, Jan. 25.— The home
was necessarily
delayed. for the
Council.
buying habit appears to be becoming
If
you
care
to
co-operate
in
this
work,
which
Although the report in detail submitchronic with the Angeleno film stars.
we feel will be advantageous to your theatre, we
ted by Mr. Manget at the meeting of
would appreciate your sending passes for two the committee
Anita Stewart has just taken over a ladies
on Thursday, January 20,
for
two
performances
a
week
during
the
mansion in Sunset boulevard where she montii of January. Kindly mail same to Mrs. indicated that the majority of Atlanta
Archibald Davis, 1220 Peachtree street. Atlanta, motion picture houses were commended
comwill spend the coming year while
who is Chairman of the Visiting Committee,
pleting her contract with Louis B. Ga.,
and she will deliver the tickets to the members for the selection of their pictures, the
purhas
also
Harris
Mayer. chased Mildred
fact that the one case singled out and
appointed
to visit your theatre.
ahome in Hollyhood.
the criticism thereon indicates a lack of
No Action Taken
on add
the conviction
part of thetocomRecognizing the move as one re-open- understanding
mittee serves to
the
May Sue Paramount
ing
the
question
of
censorship,
the
exstand
taken
by
by
the
exhibitors
—
that
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
hibitors decided to take no action and no group of people may safely constiLOS ANGELES, Jan. 25.— Walter ignored the communication.
tute themselves a censorship body; that
Rivers, former dramatic editor of the San
The first evidence of the activity of the public is its own best judge.
Francisco Bulletin, now writing scenarios
for Broncho Billy Anderson, is planning this body came to light a few days ago
to bring suit against Famous Players- when the manager of a second Tun house
Lasky Corporation for use of the name.
street of the city — one fea"Watch My Smoke," for the next Wallace in the main
turing Western subjects and serials —
Reid feature. Rivers claims to have written a play by this name and submitted was approached by Secretary Peacock -oi
the same to Reid when in San Francisco. the Carnegie Library Board with a complaint as to the character of pictures he
was running, and it was developed that
Bronx Ball a Success
the complaint emanated from the visiting committee of the Christian Council.
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
Crimes Are Depicted
NEW YORK, Jan. 25.— The ninth annual ball of the Eronx Motion Picture
In reporting the incident Mr. ManTheatre Owners' Association was held get's committee said: "Pictures shown
last night at Hunters Point Palace.
in this particular theatre depict many
Bronx. It was a big success in even,' awful crimes in which the criminal usurespect. Many notables in all departally escapes without punishment of any
ments of the industry were present.
kind. This place has been called to the
Rubye DeRemer and Romaine Fielding attention of Secretary Peacock, of the
led the grand march.
city board of review, and if showings
are not immediately improved, the case
will be referred to your law enforcement
Osage Colonial Is Sold
commission with the request that the
OSAGE, IA.— R. Roube has sold the
closed as atopublic
Colonial theatre, which he recently built, place
It isbe interesting
note nuisance."
that the into V. B. Valean of Austin for S40.000. E.
WILLIAM RVSSELL
stance
cited
—
that
of
"criminals
escaping
P. Nelson of Blue Earth will be manheater heReformed,"
a Fox
without punishment" — is based on a se- In -Thein (which
ager.
plays a aaal
role.picture
rial picture where the element of sus-
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Business

Seeks

Order

From

Declares Remodeling Is Not
Authorized and Will Damage the Property
(From Staff Correspondent)
MILWAUKEE, WIS.. Jan. 25.— Mrs.
Emma Rohncr has tiled a plea in circuit
court for an injunction to stop further
alterations in the Gargoyle building, 304306 Grand avenue, and to compel its restoration to its former condition. Saxe
Amusement Enterprise, John E. and
Thomas Saxe, Martin Tullgren & Sons,
Pabst Brewing Company and Theodore
Levy are named as defendants.
Leased for 25 Years
Mrs. Kohner alleges that the property
was leased to the Pabst Company on
August 1, 1905, for twenty-five years,
and that between that time and 1916 she
acquired a three-fourths interest in the
property, the other one-fourth being refendants.tained by Mr. Levy, one of the deShe alleges that the alterations being
made in the building to convert it into a
motion picture theatre are not authorized
under the lease, that they materially
change the character of the building and
damage the property.
Alterations Not Stopped
The alterations, however, have not
been stopped and men are still working
on the building.
The and
theatre
be known
as Saxe's
Third
Grandwilltheatre.
An admission
of 25 cents will be charged. The seating
capacity of the house is limited.
Louise Fazenda Wins
Admirers at Atlanta
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
ATLANTA, GA., Jan. 25.— Louise Fazenda from now on will h£ one of the
big drawing cards in this city and the
vicinity.
The "Cinderella of the Mop" captured

To

Saxe
Gargoyle

Milwaukee

Owning Part of Block

Industry

Stop

Converting

Into
Woman

to

Playhouse

Blue Law

Violation

Draws Fine of $62
(I'rom Staff Correspondent)
HENDERSON, KY., Jan. 25 —
Lewis Hayes, proprietor of the
local motion picture theatre, was
found guilty in circuit court on
two charges of violating the Sunday blue laws. He was fined $40
in one case and $22 in the other.
There are four charges against
him for similar offenses.
the city by storm in making an appearance here recently, and every fan in the
city now feels that Louise is a personal
acquaintance. She was brought here by
the Marcus Loew theatres.
Camera

Men

to Hold

Second Annual Ball
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Jan. 25.— A miniature motion picture land in the beautiful
ballroom of the Ambassador hotel will
"he attempted by the American Society
of Cinematographers on Saturday evening, January 29, when they hold their
second annual ball there.
This is the first motion picture ball
to be given in the new hotel, and members of the Southern California screen
colony are expected to gather in large
numbers as their guests.
Epidemic Closes Crews
Playhouse at Fayette
Monte Crews, proprietor of the Alamo
theatre, Fayette, Mo., spent several days
in Chicago recently. The Alamo was
closed for several weeks owing to a scarlet fever epidemic in Fayette.

Facing

Greatest

Halt

Detrimental

Manager

Is

Appointed by Allied
Nelson Will Combat Work of
Reformers in State of
California
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., Jan. 25.—
At the recent meeting of the Allied
Amusement Industries of California the
board of directors appointed Charles A.
Nelson as business representative of the
organization. "Charley" Nelson is favorably and popularly known in this state.
For the last three years Mr. Nelson
has been a member of the board of
supervisors of the city and county of San
Francisco and is a former member of the
state legislature. He is looked upon as
one
of the ablest federal and civic' representatives.
Protect Amusement Interests
The Allied Amusement Industries has
met with success in protecting the amusement interests of California, safeguarding
the theatrical interests against adverse city
and state legislation proposed by the reform
elements. The association, because of its
activity, has found it necessary to have a
special representation as a business manager to give the undivided attention required to combat these so-called reforms.
Mr. Nelson will be given full charge
of increasing the organization to a higher
efficiency and will appoint various
subordinates as he may deem fit, so that
the entire northern part of the state will
be thoroughly canvassed. The smaller
theatres in the state will receive the same
consideration in legislative matters as
the bigger houses.
Establishes Capital Offices
Mr. Nelson already has a department
in Sacramento, the state capital, to fully
familiarize himself with every condition
ture. the present session of the legisladuring
The association is extending an invitationernto every
theatrical
interest will
in NorthCalifornia.
Mr. Nelson
have
headquarters
the association's
tive offices, 100at Golden
Gate avenue,execuSan
Francisco.

Fight
Legislation

Reformers and other interests seeking laws which would be oppressive to the industry as well as burdensome are unusually active
at the sessions this year of the various state legislatures. The industry
is called upon to fight five times as many such measures as ever before.
Approximately thirty state legislatures will consider censorship bills,
whereas blue law legislation pertaining to the exhibition field are proposed in at least twelve states.
States facing censorship legislation are Wyoming, Massachusetts,
Colorado, Missouri, North Carolina, California and Washington.
States in which both censorship and blue law measures will be introduced in the legislatures are Nebraska, Minnesota, Michigan, Oklahoma, Montana, Indiana and Texas. In addition to the agitation for
state censorship many cities and towns are facing such oppressive
measures.

LARRY SEMON
In a scene from his latest Vltagraph comedy, "The Hick."
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Bert Adler Issues
Figures To Silence
Talk of Depression
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Jan. 25.— The New York
offices of the Allan Dwan Productions
say that there is nothing whatever to
the pleasant rumor that Mr. Dwan would
direct Douglas Fairbanks in "The Three
Musketeers," for the simple reason that
he is busy completing his second Associated Producers' release, "A Perfect
Crime."
Bert Adler. representing Mr. Dwan.
states that this producer's "Soldiers of
Fortune" has grossed $397,582 in the
United States and Canada up to last
Saturday, as Realart's books will show,
and that "The Forbidden Thing," published in November, had grossed §173.510
at Associated Producers to January 1.
It is not often that actual figures, as
per
distributors'
books,figures
are given
by
a producer
and these
shouldoutserve
to dispel idle stories of depression in
this industry. The picture published this
winter had in two months achieved almost half the business, according to these
figures, of the picture that has been
showing since October. 1919, the so-called
"prosperity winter."
L. A. Exhibitors

Bayonne

HERALD

Interests

New

3,000

Be

Opened

Seat

Walt Hill Fathering
New Publicity Stunt
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
, NEW YORK, Jan. 25.— "Film Smiles,
and So Forth" is the title of a humorous
strip which Walter K. Hill is writing
under
the nom deamong
plume newspapers
of "Hi Speed"as
and distributing
publicity matter in the interest of Selznick Pictures. The strip is headed with
a figure of a rustic sage who utters words
jof wisdom, and contains a. half dozen
Iwitty comments on motion pictures, together with a few news paragraphs of
(Selznick doings. The strip will be issued
weekly.
Brentlinger Is Moving
To Indianapolis, Indiana
(From Staff Correspondent)
INDIANAPOLIS, IND., Jan. 25.— Albert F. Brentlinger, vice-president of
Consolidated Realty & Theatres Company, is moving from Ft. Wayne to this
' ity to take charge of the main office of
he corporation, which is being opened
n the Kahn building. C. W. Mason, assistant to Mr. Brentlinger, also is movPg to Indianapolis from Ft. Wayne.

Next

House

to

September

Exhibitors in Other Parts of
Stays

With

Selznick

Country Are Constructing
Large Theatres — Some
Now Near Completion
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
BAYONNE. N. J., Jan. 25.— Actual
work of constructing the new 3,200-seat
theatre
street "and&
Broadwayat hasTwenty-third
begun. Keizerstein
Binkow. who own the Strand, will operate the new house.
The new theatre is being erected on
the site of the old Bijou. Additional
ground was purchased for the new
project
All atre
of construction
the latestwill
improvements
in the-in
be incorporated
the new house. It is expected to have
the house ready for Labor day opening
on September 5.

to

Aid Hoover Relief
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Jan. 25.— Members
of the Theatre Owners' Association of
Los Angeles are busy planning benefit
performances to be given Wednesday
morning in aid of the starving children of
eastern and central Europe.
Following a meeting of local theatre
owners and campaign directors held at
association headquarters, 219 Herman W.
Hellman building, it was announced that
special performances will be given in all
the theatres controlled by the organization. Among those prominent in the
plan are Sol Lesser, Sid Grauman. W.
H. Dune, T. L. Tally, A. and M. Gore.
Adolph Ramish. Glenn Harper and
Francis Woodward.

Building

J. W. SCHLIEFF
Assistant production manager of Selznick
Pictures Corporation, who has been reengaged by Myron Selznick on a Ions
term contract.
Schlieff Retained

to

Assist Myron Selznick
J. W. Schlieff, who for the past
eighteen months has been assistant production manager to Myron Selznick. has
been re-engaged on a long term contract. Several similar announcements
are
expected from the Selznick offices
shortly.
Wright Directs Writing
Of Scripts for Serials
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Jan. 25.— William
Lord Wright, well-known scenario writer
and director, has been placed in charge
of the serial and Western branch of the
Universal scenario department, under the
direction of Lucian Hubbard, scenario
editor.
Mrs. Hurst Appointed
Treasurer of Theatre
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
TERRE
HAUTE,
Mrs. Ada Greer
Hurst,IND.,
who Jan.
has 25.—
been
secretary for T. W. Barhydt for the last
seven years, will be the treasurer at the
new Indiana theatre when it is completed.
English

Producer
Returns to U. S.
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Jan. 25.— G. B. Samuelson, British producer, is reported to
be returning to Universal City to produce.

$500,000 Playhouse
Planned in St. Louis
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
ST. atreLOUIS,
MO., Jan.
25.— A new
to cost §500,000
is planned
for thethe
Union Station district. Property has
been purchased at Chestnut street between Eighteenth and Nineteenth streets.
The company will be headed bv Albert
E. Morelock. The house will seat 2,500
people.
The Terminal
tion is interested
in the Railway
project. AssociaBrooklyn to Get
Two New Houses
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
BROOKLYN, N. Y., Jan. 25.— Solomon Brill will erect a two-story theatre
at Manhattan and Meserole streets. It
will cost S150.000. Herman Becker will
build a S100.000 structure at Eighty-fifth
street and Twentieth avenue.
Loew Will Start
Construction Soon
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
ST. LOUIS, MO. Jan. 25.— Marcus
Loew will begin razing the building at
Seventh street and Washington avenue
as soon as possession can be obtained.
A §1,000,000 theatre will be erected.
Aliens Will Open
3,000-Seat House
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
MONTREAL.
Jan. 25.—street,
The
new Allen theatre QUE.,
in St. Catherine
west, will open early in March. The
house will accommodate 3.000 persons.
M. P. D. A. Will Have
Ball in Early Spring
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Jan. 25.— The Motion
Picture Directors' Association at its
inimeeting last week
monthly
regular tiated
John Emerson,
Charles Maigne
mem-d
as new
Richmond
and Joseph
announce
it was
bers. At theA.meeting
that at the next gathering, held on February 1. a dinner would be tendered the
incoming officers for 1921 by the outgoing officers. The association also refor the
plans the
with either
ported progress
or
firstball,
be held
which will

>ccond Saturday after Eas'.er.
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ST. LOUIS MAYOR
TO AID IN FIGHT
ON CENSORSHIP
{Continued from page 37)
all of the distribution systems in the
country are mere adjuncts of the producer The producer then controls this
channel of distribution. The producer
is very desirous of controlling it because
he is then sure that his product will be
sold. Without questioning the motive
of producer in control of distribution
channels today, I say that it is impossible for anybody to manufacture enough
pictures in this present market to completely support a distribution system,
provided we are going to accept those
pictures that have sufficient quality to
satisfymen arethecatering.
public to which you gentle-

Exchange Men Present
"I have said for some years past
and repeat to you today that producer
control of the avenues of distribution
is fatal to the progress and advancement
of the business."
Amongtended thethe
exchangewere:
men St.
whoLouis
atconvention
—William A. Shalit, United Artists:
Sam Fox, Selznick; Gerald Akers and
Charles Raymond, Paramount; Barney
Fegan, Independent; Joseph Desberger,
These four young men who served overseas are learning to become cameramen at Robertson-Cole; Sid Baker, FirstNational; Barney Rosenthal, Universal;
the Lasky studios, Los Angeles. Left to right: Harry Merland, Larry
Charles Werner, United. Kansas City
Burford, Arthur Grant and "Happy" de Roselli.
— Ralph Simmons, Hodkinson; E. Richards, Richards-Flynn; Joseph Gilday and
Earl Kraemer, Select.
Paramount Trains World
The exhibitors present follow :
SEARS and JONES, Booneville and Broolcfield,
SERVICE!
War Veterans in Art of
Lyric and De Craw.
H. L. PRUETT. Centralia, Gem.
O. W. McCUTCHEON, Charleston. American.
Motion Picture Photography
H. E. MILLER. Festus. Idle Hour.
J.L. R.B. PRATT,
Pratt Opera
WOMACK Fulton.
Houston,
Lyric. House.
T'HE motion picture industry lias aided thrown, sustaining a fractured thigh,
three
broken
ribs
and
an
injury
to
his
WILLIAM
MUELLER,
Jefferson
City, Jefferthe government's Americanization
He is now an assistant cameracampaign. It has come to the front with spine.man with
son.
BEN
LEVY.
Joplin,
Hippodrome.
the Cecil B. DeMille company.
WILLIAM PARSONS. Joplin, Pershing
wholehearted cooperation in other fedLarry Burford, now assistant cameraBERT HOWARD, Joplin. Ideal.
eral and civic enterprises. Now it is
man for Karl Brown, went over as a
L. E. GOLDMAN. Kansas City, Lincoln.
sergeant
and
served
six
months
in
W.
D. SCOVILLE. Kansas City. Idle Hour.
rendering further patriotic service to
F.
L. NEWMAN,
Kansas City, Newman, Royal,
and
12th
St.
France.
He
was
gassed
in
the
Argonne,
which little publicity has been given.
was sent home and later to West Point
A.
M.
EISNER.
Kansas
City, Strand.
The industry is doing its bit in train- as a cadet. While studying there his
A. JOSEPHSON, Kansas City, Victory.
ing men incapacitated during the war health broke down and he was obliged
C.
H.
BURKEY.
Kansas
City, Summitt.
C. F. WEISS, Kansas City, Linwood.
for work which is within their ability to to leave.
* * *
BOUSSAD
and
SABA,
Kansas City, Star,
perform. In this work the industry is
Suhway
and World-in-motion.
cooperating with the Federal Board of
D. MICHAEL.
Kirksville, Gem.
Happy de Roselli arrived in France
MRS. S. N. KENNEDY, Kirluville, Princes*.
Vocational Education.
twenty-seven days after his enlistment in
J. E. HAYES. Moberly, Gem.
Seattle. He served as a regimental scout
At the Lasky studios in Hollywood,
E E. TRUNNELL, Novinger, Baxter.
Calif., five world war veterans are learn- in the Meuse-Argonne offensive. He was
E. C. MERCIER, Perryville, Electric.
MARTIN OPERLE, St. Genevieve. Armory.
ing the mechanics and art of motion pic- cited for the French Croix de Guerre,
JACK TRUITT. Sedalia, Sedalia.
the Distinguished Service Cross and the
ture photography under the supervision
W. E. WILHOIT, Springfield, Princess.
Congressional Medal of Honor. He
of Alvin Wyckoff, director of photogJ. F. REESE. Wellsville, Regal.
T. C. GOODNIGHT, Warrenburg, Star.
raphy and cameraman for Cecil B. now has only one good lung but is in
SKOURAS BROTHERS, St. Louis. New
DeMille productions. They are Arthur
fairly good health. He soon will be Grand
shooting.
Central, West End Lyric, Pageant, Central,
Grant, Ned Connor, Harry Merland.
Arsenal,
Union, and Shaw.
Harry Merland was overcome by gas
Larry Burford *and* Happy
de Roselli.
J. P. MEHAN. St. Louis, Hamilton.
*
on the Albert front on the Somme and
SAM PASTERNAK, St. Louis, New Capital.
THOMAS HENNEBERY, Kansas City, Isis and
was blind for eight weeks. He was
"Nothing
is too
good for tothose
men
who
sacrificed
everything
go over
frightfully burned all over his body and Apollo.
F. M. HOELZER. St. Louis, Ivory.
there and fight for their country and a spent twenty-one months in hospitals in
ROBERT MITSITK, St. Louis, Maryland
L. C. HALE, St. Louis, Cinderella.
France,
London,
Columbus,
O.,
Chicago,
great
human
cause,"
says
Wyckoff.
"I
F. P. SPIROS. St. Louis. Marquette.
Denver, and Palo Alto, Calif. He is
am proud of the opportunity that was
CHARLES
GOLDMAN, St. Louis, Rainbow.
conferred upon the camera department
assistant to C. Edgar Schoenbaum, one
JOHN
CARZIN, St. Louis, Casino.
of the Lasky studio to do its part in this of the veteran cameramen at the studio.
M. E. REICHMAN, St. Louis, New Palace.
great government work. Every one of
MOGLER, St. Louis, Breman, MogNed Connor, a veteran of the Rain- lerJOSEPH
and Excello.
the men, without exception, has shown
bow Division, wears a silver plate in the
FRED
WEHRENBERG,
St. Louis, Cherokee
marked ability and has proven conscienside of his head, the result of an opera- and Melba.
tion to patch up a wound sustained in
tious
and
reliable
in
every
respect."
J.
J.
WALSH,
St.
Louis,
Chippewa.
Arthur Grant was not incapacitated
an engagement just three days before
JOHN GENTRY, St. Louis, Retina.
overseas. He was assigned, after serv- the signing of the armistice. He is workSTEVE KARMAN,
St. Louis,
O'Fallon.Pauline.
ice on the Mexican border, to the work
CHARLES
KAEBFILL,
St Louis,
ing as assistant cameraman under James
M. J. NASH,A. St.
Louis, Kingbee.
of breaking wild range horses for use
W.
O.
REEVES,
St.
Louis,
18th
St
C. Van Trees, who photographs the Wilas cavalry mounts. One day he was
TOE KODNICK, St. Louis, McNair.
liam D. Taylor productions.
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Harris P. Wolf berg
Joins Big Coal Firm
Leaves Paramount to Accept
Vice-Presidency of Lake
and Export Concern
One of the biggest honors that has
come to a man in the motion picture
industry is seen in the announcement
that Harris P. Wolfberg has resigned as
district manager of Famous PlayersLasky Corporation to accept the vic€presidency and general sales managership of the Lake and Export Coal Cornpan), one of the largest coal mining and
exporting companies in the world.
It is an interesting commentary on the
new era in the film world, when the socalled
business" comes to this
industry"legitimate
for its leaders.
Advancement Is Rapid
Wolfberg's place in the film world is
unique. Still a very young man, he
was quickly advanced by Famous Players-Lasky to a place of utmost importance. His resignation comes as a surprise, especially since it was freely reported that he was to have been apof Parageneral sales
mountpointed
to succeed
S. manager
R. Kent, recently
made general manager.
Wolfberg's leaving the film industry is
another surprise as he has devoted a
decade of his life to the business and is
one of the best known men of his age in
the industry.
His exhibitor friends — and they are
legion — will be interested to know that
one of Wolfberg's plans with the coal
concern is to institute a special department to help motion picture theatres
solve their heating fuel problems. Announcement of this phase of his work
will be made shortly. "
Has Theatre Proposition
The Lake and Export Coal Company
has offices in all the leading cities of the
country and in England, France, Germany, Sweden and South American countries. Wolfberg will divide his time between the Chicago and New York offices
and at Huntington, W. Va., the home
office. Wolfberg, it is understood, also
enters the company as an important
stockholder.
Wolfberg was proprietor of several
film exchanges before the war. After
leaving the cavalry service he became a
Famous Players salesman. He quickly
rose to the managership of the Cincinnati exchange. In a short time he attracted the attention of the New York
officials by his success and was made
special representative for the districts of
Cincinnati, Pittsburgh, Cleveland, Detroit and Indianapolis. Then his offices
flourished so well that he was again promoted to the district managership of the
Chicago-Minneapolis-Indianapolis territory— the most important in the Paramount organization.
Home office officials express regrets at
his departure from the Paramount fold
and from the film field in general.
Buy Indiana

Four

HERALD

Reform

Before

Measures

Nebraska

Are

Assembly

Passage of One Bill Would Make It Practically an
Impossibility for Exhibitors of State to
Continue to Operate
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LINCOLN, NEB., Jan. 25. — Four rigid measures, any one of which
would be a burden to the industry, have been introduced in the Nebraska
legislature. One of the measures would make it almost impossible for the
theatremen to continue operation of their houses.
Two measures, similar in many respects, would create censorship.
They provide for a board of three members, each to receive a salary of
$3,000 a year. This board would have the power to appoint whatever help
it deemed necessary to function. Under the law a fee of $2 would be
charged for each reel censored. Duplicate reels would have to be examined
with the same fee being charged.
Ask Federal Jurisdiction of Censorship
Provision is made that the board may order re-examination at any
time. Special permits would be granted gratis for educational, charitable
and religious films. All advertising matter including newspaper displays
would have to be passed by the board.
Another measure is in the form of a of any kind, gambling and procuring illicit
memorial to Congress and requests fed- intercourse.
eral jurisdiction in the matter of censorViolation of the law would be a misship. It amounts to a joint resolution of
demeanor with a penalty of from $50 to
both houses.
$200
or
thirty
days imprisonment in the
county jail.
Is Harmful to Industry
The bill which likely would be most
Every one of the 440 theatres Nebraska
harmful to the industry should the re- is having petitions signed by patrons. The
formers succeed in passing it would make Motion Picture Theatres Owners of the
it unlawful to manufacture or display any state expect to present these petitions to
with 500,000 signatures.
film "which
depicts
or portrays
the com-to theThelegislature
welfare board of Omaha is aiding
mission of, or
attempt
or preparation
commit, any of the following crimes against the theatre owners in their fight against
the laws of said state to-wit : Murder in the measures.
any degree, rape of any kind, shooting and
stabbing with intent to kill or to do bodily
injury, assault with intent to do great
To Open Asia, Grandview
bodily injury, robbery of any kind, blackOKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA.,— J. T.
mail, arson, larceny of any kind, burglarly,
indecent exposure of the person, living in Tittle will open his new Asia theatre at
a state of fornication, sexual intercourse Grandview shortly.
A SCHOOL-ROOM TRAGEDY

Rights

To (Special
"Theto Exhibitors
County
Herald)Fair"
NEW YORK. Jan. 25. — H. A. Wag.ner of Indianapolis and N. C. Yutzy of
Lebanon, Ind., have purchased the exhibition rights to "The County Fair" for
Indiana, and will distribute it through a
new exchange they will open in Indianapolis under the name of Strand Film
Attractions.

Charles Ray in a scene from "The Old Swimmin'-Hole," a new Ray-First National
production.
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WORKING

■
Comedian Is to

Next Picture to

Finish Contract

Be Picturization

With First Na-

of an Original

tional and Then
Story by Star —
He Will Become

Edna Purviance

Active With the

Is Again Cast in
the Lead

"Big Four"

< ii \iii.n: i ii \ i i i \
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Jan. 25.— Quietly
and business-like. Charlie Chaplin has
resumed his place in the production field
by taking exclusive control of his studios
at DeLongpre and LaBrea avenues.
Hollywood.
A full working organization, including
many of the persons who have been
identified for several years with the great
comedian, arc active preparing for the
immediate resumption of production.
All but a few of the executive positions in the Chaplin organization have
been filled and the players who will support the star in his screen efforts during
the coming year are being assembled.
* * *
Chaplin expects to be active before the
camera within a week. He has prepared
his story, which is an original one of his
own conception. The title will not be
made public until the production is well
under way. The picture will be of the
light comedy sort and of the two-reel
length for distribution by Associated
First National.
Within the next five months Chaplin
will aim to produce the remaining tworeel subjects required under his contract
with Associated First National. He has
previously turned over the plays, "A
Dog's Life," "Shoulder Arms," "Sunnyside" and "A Day's Pleasure" and the
five-reel
special, "The
Kid."First National
After completion
of his
contract, Chaplin will become an active
member
of the
"Big Charlie
Four" — Chaplin
Mary Pickford, D. W.
Griffith,
and
Douglas Fairbanks — comprising the
United Artists corporation, of which
Hiram Abrams is president.
* * *
\
When he takes up his work with the
United Artists organization, Chaplin will
devote his efforts to feature productions
of the five-reel length, in keeping with
the standard he has established in "The
Edna Purviance, long identified with
Kid."

Chaplin, will continue as head of the
star's supporting company.
The business end of the Chaplin organization will continue under the supervision of Alf Reeves, who has served as
studio manager for more than two years.
Carlyle R. Robinson returns to the company as director of publicity,* and Charles
Levin and Joseph VanMeter will head
the laboratory and purchasing departments, respectively.
Although the studio had been leased
to the Carter DeHaven Company, an
agreement has been reached whereby
Chaplin is given exclusive use of the
plant, due to the completion by DeHaven
of his five-reel production, "The Girl in
the Taxi,"
requirements
merely
cuttingand
and his
assembling
space. for
In
the meantime it is understood DeHaven
will build his own studio.
Three to Produce
Carlyle R. Robinson, director of
publicity for Charles Chaplin, issues the following statement conthe comedian's contract
with FirstcerningNational:
"Mr. Chaplin has but three more
productions
to deliverto to
Associated First National
terminate
his contract with that organization. To date he has delivered 'A
Dog's Life,' 'Shoulder Arms,'
'Sunnyside,' 'A Day's Pleasure'
and"While
'The Kid.'
the latter is listed as a
special and measures more than
five reels in footage, it is, however,
the fifth production of the stipulated eight for which Associated
First National contracted with
Mr. Chaplin.
"The balance of Mr. Chaplin's
contract now calls for three tworeel subjects. Upon the delivery
of these three productions by Mr.
Chaplin tionaltothe contract
Associatedbetween
First Nathe
two will have been fulfilled."

February 5, 1921
S. R. Kent Announces\
Shifts in Distribution
Department of Famous
S. R. Kent, general manager, department of distribution, has announced the
following appointments in the Famous
I'layers-Lasky sales organization: J. P.
Corbett, formerly Dallas branch manager, now district manager in charge of
the Dallas and Oklahoma City exchanges
of Southern Enterprises, Inc.
Leslie Wilkes, formerly branch manager at Oklahoma City, succeeds Corbett at Dallas. Thomas H. Bailey is appointed branch manager at Oklahoma
City, succeeding Wilkes.
Herbert I. Krause of the Boston office,
is appointed branch manager at Omaha,
succeeding Paul J. Swift, who will take
up special duties with the company.
Charles G. G. Epperson is appointed
branch manager at Boston.
Christie and Hammons
Confer on Production
Charles Christie, general manager of
Christie Film Company, has been in New
York in conference with President E. W.
Hammons of Educational Film Exchanges, Inc., concerning details of the
one and two-reel comedies the latter is
issuing. Since making the present distribution arrangements the two organizations have worked in close harmony
with asides.
result that has proven pleasing to
both
En route east Mr. Christie stopped in
Dallas, New Orleans and Atlanta and
expressed himself delighted with the way
his product is being booked through the
Educational exchanges in those cities.

'Man, Woman, Marriage'
Plays to Capacity House
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
PATERSON, N. J., Jan. 25.— In the
face of no unusual exploitation and zero
weather, Allen Holubar's "Man, Woman,
Marriage," in which Dorothy Phillips is
starred, drew capacity crowds at its
opening at the Regent theatre yesterday.
This is the first public showing of the
First National publication. Many notables, including Holubar and Miss Phillips, were present.
Swaim Buys Theatre
At Bluff ton, Indiana
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
BLUFFTON, IND., Jan. 25.— John E.
Swaim of North Manchester has purchased the Mystic theatre in South Main
street. The equipment will be moved to
North Manchester, where Swain operates
two theatres. The Mystic was the oldest
of Bluffton's picture houses.
Buys the Riviera, Peru
PERU. ILL.— The Riviera theatre
building has been purchased by Sam
Schloesser, proprietor of the Royal,
from Mr. and Mrs. Forest Fletcher and
Mrs. Henry Werner.
Covel Retakes
EAST MOLINE,
again has assumed
Majestic
theatre,
Ryan, resigned.

Management
ILL.— George Covel
management of the
succeeding Harold
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\ittle, Dallas, Buys
Sherman Franchise
Will Distribute Productions
in Texas, Oklahoma
and Arkansas
Max E. Mazur. treasurer of Sherman
Productions Corporation, in the absence
of President Harry A. Sherman, who is
on the Pacific Coast, where several of
the concern's pictures will be produced
during the coming year, announces the
■final allotment of territorial rights in
Texas, Oklahoma and Arkansas for the
exclusive distribution of all Sherman
productions during the next five years
to T. O. Turtle of Dallas, Texas.
Mr. Tuttle is manager of Criterion
Film Service, 1913J^ Commerce street,
a distributing organization handling sev"independentthatspecials.
It eral
is bigunderstood
he has obtained
the franchise in Sherman Productions
Corporation on his own account and not
on behalf of Criterion and will personally
represent the Sherman interests in the
three states mentioned.
Fit Realart

Studio

With New Equipment
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Jan. 25.— Realart' s
precision laboratory, regarded as one of
the best quarters on the Pacific Coast
for the repair of camera equipment, has
been completed and is now in use at the
Los Angeles studio.
This laboratory is one of the featuredistinguishing the Realart Hollywood
plant It is completely equipped with
the most modern instruments for the repair of cameras and printing machines.
The extremely fine apparatus will also
permit of first aid on musical instruments, watches and other articles requiring scrupulously exact treatment, it i«
explained.
chanician. VV. F. Rudolph is chief meWheeler

Reform

Lobby

Blue
Leaders

ALBANY,

Drives

Laws

in Legislature

Clamp
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Lid Tightly on Sunday Pleasures —
Ferguson Leading Campaign

to

X. Y.. Jan. 25.— A blue law lobby, headed by the Rev. John

Ferguson, secretary of the Lord's Day Alliance, has made its appearance
at Albany, and is starting a campaign for a limited number of blue laws.
It is understood that the Alliance's program looks to curtailing the
number of Sunday toilers by closing up grocery stores, soda fountains and
other businesses, and the prohibition of professional baseball and motion
picture exhibitions on Sunday.
Reformers Will Meet Opposition in Legislature
It is believed that the reformers will make little progress in the legislature. Leaders in the assembly have been open in their expressions of
opposition to such legislation. Measures of this nature would have to go
the codes committee for consideration.
It is pointed out that the inanity of members are opposed to such legislation.
Leaders in both houses look upon blue Machold. speaker in the house, declare that
law measures as ridiculous. Charles D. they have heard of no bills for strict Sunday observance.
Donahue, minority leader in the assembly,
declares that his followers will vote Sydney Cohen Makes No
Comment on Situation
against any measure to prohibit Sunday
amusements.
'From Staff Correspondent)
No Measures Introduced
NEW
YORK,
Jan. 25.— Sydney S.
Other leaders including Senator Clayton Cohen, president of the Motion Picture
R. Lusk. majority leader and president pro Theatre Owners of America, had no comment to make on the activities of the blue
tem in the senate; Simon L. Adler. majorin- leader in the assemblv. and H. Edmund law lobbvists at Albanv.
EVEN

CHORUS

GIRLS

HAVE

TO SLEEP

Assistant

In Gore Publicity
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES. Tan. 25.— Bartholomew Wheeler has been made assistant
publicity director for Gore Brothers and
Sol Lesser Enterprises. He will assist
Dick Spier.
Jackie Coo g an Again
Working After Injury
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES. Tan. 25.— Little Jackie
Coogan, co-star of Charlie Chaplin in "'The
Kid," is back at work filming ''Peck's Bad
Boy"
after suffering
an automobile
accident.a fractured skull in
Buy Stories for Lytell
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK. Jan. 25.— Metro has
bought two more stories for Bert
Lytell. They are '"Peace and Quiet" by
Edwin Milton Royle. author of "The
Squaw Man,"
and Karger
"Junk,"will
by stage
Kenneth
Harris.
Maxwell
the
first mentioned as soon as "The Message from is
Mars,"
the present Lytell
production,
completed.

Alice Brady and Vernon Steel in a scene from Miss Brady's latest Realart play
"Out of the Chorus."
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NEW YORK
Samuel Sax, former central district manager of Selznick, has been
appointed general sales manager
to succeed Charles R. Rogers, resigned.
» * *
LOS ANGELES
Sol Lesser is vice-president of
West Coast Theatres Company,
which is a merger of the interests
of Gore Brothers, Lesser and
Adolph Ramish.
* * »
ST. LOUIS
Charles T. Sears, president of
the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Missouri, presided at midWinter convention in St. Louis on
January 20 and* 21.
* *

sol. LESSER.

SAN FRANCISCO
Charles A. Nelson was appointed
business representative of the Allied
Amusement Industries of California
at a meeting on January 14. ,
* * »
MINNEAPOLIS
The picture below was taken
during the banquet tendered by J.
F. Cubberly, manager at Minneapolis of First National, to subfranchise holders.
( HtRI.KS A. NELSON.

SAMUEL

s\\.
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THE motion picture theatre is unique among business institutions in that romance figures prominently in its
successful operation and exerts visibly beneficial influence
upon gross receipts and net profits. The cold statement
lacks conviction, but a definite understanding of the existing condition is commercially valuable to the exhibitor.
Theatre romance is composed of sterner stuff than
that encountered in the closing sequences of the majority
of photoplays.
The thrill that follows exhibition of a
thoroughly satisfying production, the sensation experienced as outgoing patrons express pleasure and gratitude,
constitutes the chief element of theatre romance.
The exhibitor who does not respond to that thrill is

j
|
|
|
j

advertising pays, both in box office
returns and patron satisfaction.
At that moment he becomes an
exploitation exhibitor. His success dates from that engagement.
♦ ♦ ♦

hyof that
is duplipothetical showman
THE experience
cated daily in theatres throughout
the United States. Exhibitors who
|
listen to the expressed wishes of
|
their patrons constantly develop
|
their knowledge of theatre require|
ments and construct upon this
foundation exploitation campaigns
|
| that result in constantly increasing
volume of business.
| seldom mentioned as a "'leading theatre man," or other- |
The whole process is simply the
| wise. Appreciation of the romantic phase of the theatre 1
result of observation, but it is im| business is in great measure responsible for the genuine 1
notedetached,
that suchmechanical
observaj innovations achieved in exploitation.
tion is notportant tothe
iuimuMiiifliiiiiiu
iiiiiiiiiuuiiiuiiiuiiiiiiuiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiii observation common to other lines
of business and carried on chiefly
D WIGHT BAKER, manager of bring back to the theatre all of under green shaded lights and over
the Circle theatre, Ottumwa,
those who expressed satisfaction
ledger pages. Informative as may
la., demonstrated a proper response and as many more as can be in- be the columns of well kept acfluenced. The result recorded at
to the appeal of the theatre when
counts, intimate personal contact
the box office will be that which
with buyers is obviously preferhe wrote in regard to "The Soul of
Youth" in the "What the Picture always follows intelligently directed
able. It is in maintaining that peradvertising.
sonal contact that the theatreman
Did For Me" department of this
* * *
encounters the romantic phase of
publication, "Won't make you a lot
of money, but run it. It will do
his business, a phase of utmost imCONSIDER
for exposition
poses an exhibitor
who purhas
you good." The dcomment undoubt* * *
edly was inspire by the remarks
operated a theatre for only a brief portance.
of patrons who had seen the pic- period. He has advertised norture at the Circle and liked it.
are,rs unfortu
RE manage
mally and without preference the THE
do not
who nately,
theatre
H. W. Jeffries, manager of the various attractions shown, unaware
permit themselves to reap the beneof the special tastes of his patrofis.
Majestic theatre. Huntington, Ark.,
fit of the position which is rightfully theirs. Absenting themselves
in reporting upon a Katherine MacUpon an otherwise ordinary occasion an attraction is played which
from the theatre, for whatever
Donald production, indicated simreason, they continue to operate
ilar understanding. "Had them all results in a number oT voluntary
expressions of enthusiasm by pa- along policy lines arbitrarily estabsay, 'Gee, boy, give us some more
trons who seek him out to tell him
lished and strictly adhered to.
Katherine.' Book them and watch
their
opinions.
He cannot fail to
Big achievements are not reported
them all smile," is a portion of Mr.
Jeffries' report. It is obvious that experience a certain thrill when he from such sources. The theatres
receives the praise offered.
so operated are not mentioned in
his patrons' smiles were not withHis first step is to make certain
out direct effect upon his valuation
discussions of theatre progress.
that
he
will
in
future
exhibit
more
of the pictures as Majestic theatre
Their presence in the industry is inattractions.
dicated chiefly in the reports of
pictures of the desired type. NecesThe course which Mr. Baker and
film salesmen and tax collectors.
sary arrangements for such engagements completed, he directs his
Mr. Jeffries will follow in adverAlong their ranks are found the
tising future attractions of the attention to the business of determan who does not believe in exmining further the requirements of
classes found well liked by their
ploitation, the man who considers
patrons will be one of extensive ad- his clientele.
presentation useless expense and
The showing date of the first
vertising and extra exploitation.
the objector to all forward moveThe praise recorded for the pro- such attraction approaches. He
ments. It is as well for all conadvertises it as he has advertised
ductions played will result in exercerned that they remain as they do
tion of every possible effort to no other attraction. He finds such
in the background.
|
j
|
|
|
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Showmanship

Suggestions

A STILLtion,from
Beauty," the
Vitagraph
that is "Black
easily mistaken
at first
glanceproducfor a
photograph showing the presentation given the picture
by an enterprising exhibitor. The costuming involved in/
such a prologue works no hardship upon the man who
sees fit to produce it. A minuet is the obvious suggestion,
and professionals or amateurs may be employed in its rendition with every promise of success. Comparatively few
properties are required, and these are obtainable at any
furniture store. The stock parlor or colonial mansion interior set may be used.

in

the

Stills

""T^HE KID," Charles Chaplin's feature length production published by First National as one of the "Big
Five" series, has broken the box office record of the Randolph theatre, Chicago, on its world premiere. The news
that Chaplin is again to be seen upon the screen is worth
front page position in any newspaper in the country. But
no picture was ever so strong in drawing power that it
could not be made stronger by exploitation. The above
still from "The Kid," a characteristic scene, gives a direct
cue for the exhibitor who is so situated that street exploitation serves the proper purpose for his box office.

ABIT
of humor
"Number
Lloyd's
nT>HE Marriage of William Ashe," a forthcoming
current
Pathe from
comedy,
which Please,"
is easilyHarold
adaptable
for
J- Metro publication, contains the above scene. In it
street exploitation. Lloyd is readily imitated, and any
may be seen an opportunity to utilize the girl character in
pretty girl can pose as his companion. The goat and cart
can be borrowed from a youngster with the double effect
both exploitation and presentation, an arrangement exof satisfying the immediate purpose and circulating valuceptionally desirable but not always practical. Either
able comment throughout the younger generation. A
amateur or professional talent may be employed for the
newspaper advertisement for this equipment is obviously
work. The vaudeville booking agencies are generally in a
worth more than the space charges. With such an equi- position to supply talent of this nature on very short notice,
page upon the street much good will be accomplished.
acts of the type being in slight demand at this time.
"jiiiiiniii i miiiiiimimiiiiiimiii imiii' minimi! mini mi nun i iiiiiiuillllllllllllllUlllllllllllllliiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiliiiliiiiiiillillKlililiiliitiiitlliiililiHli inn Miiiiunutni ,1 iimimiiiuiiiimimJ linn minimi iiiiiiiiiiiuuiiiuimiiiiimiimmi iiiumiiiimimiuimuiiiiiiiiiiniiF
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EVERY seat in the Astor theatre, New York, was sold before
the opening of the special Sunday engagement of "Outside
the Law" on January 16. Another photograph reproduced upon
this page shows the appearance of the front at an early hour in
the morning, an appearance doubtless in some degree responsible for the crowd photographed, above, somewhat later.

"Outside
Reaches

the

HERAL

1)
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THE Longacre theatre, New York, as decorated by Universal
for the four-theatre special engagement of "Outside the
I aw," an event of great interest to exhibitors who will play
the picture.

Law"

Broadway

innovational premiere was given Unie■
versal"Outside
the Law" on Sunday,
Jan. 16, when four legitimate New York theatres gave special matinee and evening performances, projectors, screens and fronts
being installed the previous night after the
close of the stage plays in engagement, which
are not presented on Sunday.

j

AN

I

'"PHE prison wall lobby effect will doubtless
be utilized throughout the country in behalf of the attraction. Frequent applause and
capacity attendance are reported as characterizing the Sunday showings and subsequent
screenings at the Broadway theatre, where a
week's engagement followed.

EARLY

morning view of the Astor theatre showing graphically the effect obtained by use of prison wall masking, a
type of lobby decoration which will doubtless be used nationally in behalf of the picture.

was superimposed
Law" advertising
the ww/^UTSIDE
to disinterest add
pictorial
exceptional
paintings
OILstrength
attraction in
legitimate
upon the matter
upon thatthe bearing
in the
as illustrated
wall effect,
of theof prison
theatre.
Lyric
engagement at the
play made up for the George M. Cohan theatre.
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"Talking Sign" Is
Syracuse Method of
Stressing Premiere
A "talking sign," so designated because mechanically constructed in
such manner that the wording could
be changed at intervals to deliver
connected sentences, was rented at
considerable expense by the Strand
theatre, Syracuse, N. Y., for the purpose of advertising
"Kismet,"
the
Robertson-Cole
production,
by reference to the New York premiere of the
picture,lished an
engagement
which theatre
estabarecord
at the Strand
of that city, controlled by the organization that owns the Syracuse Strand.
A photograph reproduced herewith
shows the sign employed for the pur-

'Passion" was given innovational street exploitation during its run at the Academy
of
Newchair
York,through
the photograph
"Mme. DuBarry" being transported
in Music,
her sedan
the streetsshowing
of the city.

Sedan

Chair

Adaptable

Procession

"Passion'

Street exploitation in which novelty
and essential simplicity combined to
produce beneficial effect upon box
office figures was employed by the
Academy ql Music, New York, in behalf of "Passion," the First National
attraction, during a recent engagement. Accompanying photographs
visualize the enterprise exceptionallv
well.

Close view ot the '"Passion" float showing method of identification.

Is

Stunt

A sedan chair of the type in use at
the period in French history during
which the action of the play transpires
was carried about the streets by young
men in modern attire. Within the
vehicle a woman dressed to represent
"Mme. DuBarry" sat with properly
regal poise. A banner upon the side
of the chair imparted to observers the
necessary information regarding the
engagement.
If there is a weak point in the reported event it lies in the failure to
costume the carriers in keeping with
the period, but the remainder of the
equipage is sufficiently novel to overcome this fault. Upon any street in
any city the procession undoubtedly
would attract wide attention.
Exhibitors everywhere who can procure the single difficult item in the
equipment, the sedan chair, may profit
by use of the stunt. And there should
be no difficulty attendant upon the
procuring of the carriage where ingenuity and enthusiasm prevails.
A carpenter and a scenic artist can
produce a satisfactory substitute for
the genuine with the accompanying illustrations asguidance.
The costume of the lady in the carriage can be obtained at any costumers, or successfully approximated
by a resourceful seamstress.

"Talking sign" used by the Strand theatre, Syracuse, N. Y., which made
capitalmet"ofengagement
the original
in NewStrand
York "KisCity.
pose, but of necessity does not show
the full effect of its mechanical operation.
The wording used in the successive
flashes stressed the fact that the picture had been used by the New York
playhouse with great success. The
New York Strand is regarded by citizens of Syracuse as a model playhouse, and corresponding importance
attached to the announcement for that
reason.
The renting of the sign indicates a
proper spirit of enterprise on the part
of the theatre management. It is the
sort of spirit that will doubtless result,
in time, in the equipping of this and
other
theatres with signs of the type
indicated.

The increased liberty given the advertising man by use of such a sign
is worth considerably more than the
original cost of the equipment and its
upkeep.
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Seen
Ballet
and
Setting
Featured
in Strand

One of the most thoroughly conzincing prologues ever produced zvas
conceived and executed by Joseph
Plunkett, managing director of the
Strand theatre, New York, for the
presentation of "The Devil," the Associated Exhibitors production starring George Arliss, a complete set
from the studio and the ballet seen in
the film production being brought to
the theatre for the occasion.
Mr. Plunkett' s statement to the
effect that "Mr. Arliss has broken all
records for the Strand theatre on an
opening day" is ample proof of the
box office merit of the enterprise.
THOUGH not every exhibitor can
enjoy the benefit of the actual appearance of the original ballet and use
of the actual set used in the picture,
all may benefit by a description of the
prologue as presented.
The opening revealed a baritone
soloist, attired similarly to Mr. Arliss
as seen in the picture, standing at the
top of the marble staircase. As he
sang an appropriate selection red
lighting effect was introduced, deepening until, at the conclusion of his number, the ballet emerged from a trap
door and danced up the stairs to his
feet. To the accompaniment of dramatically effective music they danced
there until he was seen to mockingly
reject their appeal, whereupon they
retreated in seeming despair and
flames broke out all about them as
they struggled, apparently in mid air,
to escape torment.
From this dramatic climax lights
were employed, red and blue, to produce the transition from prologue to
screening, and the picture followed.
In adapting the Strand prologue
throughout the country exhibitors
operating properly equipped theatres
will find approximation of the original effective. Opera offers many
musical selections that will serve. A
soloist should not be difficult to find,
and in nearly every city there are
classic dancing classes, if not professional dancers, to which recourse may
be had.
The Strand exploitation, aside from
the prologue, was confined to 154
advertisements in New York papers
during the week preceding the engagement and the engagement proper,
to increase the effect of which electric
signs in six colors were placed at
vantage points about the city.
The obvious additional possibilities
of the picture should not be neglected
solely because they were not capitalized in the premiere engagement.
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Wives"

"Blind Wives," the Fox production, is reported as having established a new box-office record at the Crotona theatre, New York.
The intelligent capitalization of the title and the facts of the production brought about that result.
The illustration presented herewith shows the lobby of the Crotona phpotographed during the engagement, the young women and
male attendants in the costumes they wore for the occasion being
posed for the photograph.
Illustrations cannot reveal, however, the exploitation carried on
for the attraction. This included exceptionally effective use of billboards and a teaser campaign which can be utilized by exhibitors
everywhere. The title of the picture was made the basis of this
campaign.
"Blind Wives Will Open the Eyes of the World."
"Blind Wives Is a Warning to Women and a Salvation to Men."
These lines and many variants were employed in billboard work.

Mystery exploitation stunt executed for
"The nue BMark
of New
Zorro"York.
at Loew's Avetheatre,

Fairbanks'
On StreetDouble
Stage
Prolongs Showing
A distinct innovation in exploitation, one which every exploitation man
in the country will do well to utilize,
was accomplished by H. Dolinsky,
manager of Loew's Avenue B theatre,
New York, and William E. Slutsky,
employed by the United Artists Corp.,
in behalf of "The Mark of Zorro,"
Douglas Fairbanks' United Artists
production. As a result of the stunt
employed the picture was held over
for seven days, the house policy being
three and four day runs.
A stage was erected over the gates
to the stage entrance of the theatre.
Footlights and borders were installed
and a sign gave out the warning,
"Watch for 'Zorro.' Here every

Ushers were blindfolded
and other
attendants
for the "Blind Wives'
engagement
at the
Crotona suitably
theatre, attired
New York
newspaper advertising and in literature sent out to the mailing list
of the house, strong pictorial elaboration being provided in every
case.
The lobby, also, was thoroughly pictorialized. Nine silkoline
banners, six by four feet in size, were printed and mounted on gilded
flagpoles at points of vantage. A larger banner in similar design and
printed on both sides was prominently displayed, cutouts being extensively used to complete the broadsides.
In all copy the fashion show that is seen in the picture was
included, and the house staff for the occasion included two youngsters
dressed as nearly as possible like those who part the curtains at the
beginning of that phase of the production.
For lobby decoration exhibitors generally will find the Crotona
theatre example as shown in the illustration valuable.
For other advertising the Crotona theatre example may also be
followed, though the advertising possibilities of the production and
the title are so numerous that strict adherence to any precedent is
likely to restrict needlessly the exploitation exhibitor.

People did watch. And Mr. Slutsky,
doubling for Fairbanks, appeared as
announced,
performed a stunt or two,
night I"
then suddenly appeared unexpectedly
at other points about the theatre.
For ten days the appearances were
continued. The report that Douglas
Fairbanks was appearing in person
spread through the neighborhood (the
theatre is located in the East Side and
policepeople) andthere
patronized
men had by
to poor
be stationed
to
maintain
traffic
order
and
manage
the
crowds.

In recent weeks this department has
carried photographs and stories relative to lobby stages employed by exhibitors invarious parts of the country. In each instance it was suggested
that if the lobby stage was good for.
it was better for use with
cutout use
players.
human
The Avenue B stunt improves upon
the suggestion.
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A teaser banner carried on the front oi
the automobile sustained
interest until —

Exploitation
Tempt

Devils
Theatregoers

fckT^HE Devil's Garden" was spectacularly exploited during
its showing at the Audubon theatre, New York, by means
of an automobile unit pictorially described in detail herewith.
Novelty and simplicity are the strong points of the stunt, points
which characterize the genuinely brilliant accomplishments of showmen
in every instance. The attraction power of the sensational appearance
of the car is obviously great."
Exhibitors throughout the country exhibiting the First National attraction
will profit by the Audubon example. Those adapting the original should note especially the teaser tactics employed in imparting the information set forth in banner
form. The front banner suggests forcefully. The side banner heightens curiosity.
The back banner delivers the details at the psychological moment.
Another banner displayed on the rear of
the car gave the essential details
of the showing.
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"Gasoline Alley"
Cartoon Comedies
Given

Poster

Test

An exploitation test designed to
prepare in advance of publication a
general demand for the cartoon comedies being made of Frank King's
syndicated "Gasoline Alley" newspaper strip has been instituted by
Russell-Greiver- Russell, the Chicago
territory being singled out for the
first broadside.

A dramatic prologue, the most difficult type, was effectively staged at the Lincoln
theatre, Union Hill, N. J., for "The Face at Your Window," in advance of the
opening.

Chicago garages have received onesheets bearing a cartoon by Frank
King and the announcement that the
series in animated form will soon be
seen at neighboring motion picture
theatres. The poster is designed in
such manner that it may l>e displayed
tising.
without seeming to be direct adverAnother stunt which is expected to
build up popular interest in the com-

Advance
Film

Prologue
Trailer

for

Replaces
Fox

Film

Exhibitors who have experienced unsatisfactory results with the film
trailer or announcement for coming attractions will profit greatly by the
following account by Louis Blumenthal, director of exploitation for the
Haring and Blumenthal Enterprises, controlling the Lincoln theatre.
Union Hill, N. J., of the manner in which he used a stage feature, in reality
an advance prologue, to advertise the coining engagement of "The Face
at Your
Window,"
Fox and
production.
Mr. Blumenthal's
ment constitutes
an the
original
valuable contribution
to the accomplisharchives of
showmanship.
It follows:
"My job is putting over pictures at the houses that Haring and
Ulumenthal operate, and after I saw projected Fox's 'Face at Your Winwhat Ime,really
a goodone.
strong
but those
did notdow,'suit
so I wanted
decided was
to make
And trailer
it was ; then
that Iavailable
got the
happy inspiration that worked out so splendidly to our advantage. That
idea was what I would term an advance prologue — that is, a melodramatic
pantomime working up to a rapid climax.
"This is what the audience saw: Stage cards announced 'Extra'
which might lead them to believe that they were to see a try-out of a new
act not on the program. The curtain rises to softly-played music, disclosing aliving room. On the stage is a woman in evening clothes, which
fixes the time as evening. The woman is reading to a little boy, consulting her watch nervously from time to time and stopping to walk to the
window in the rear center as though looking for some one who was overdue.
"A bell rings off stage, and a maid ushers in what can be presumed
to be neighbors, as they are hatless. Then follows a few seconds of
pantomimic conversation, with much agitation and an effort on the part
of the woman to keep what is being said out of the hearing of the little boy.
"Again the woman goes to the window. More excited talk by those
on the stage. The boy returns to his picture book. Then enters the man
they have been awaiting. He removes his hat and overcoat hastily, kisses
the foman and the little boy — whom he holds tightly to him — and then,
in an attempt at sociability, motions the woman to the piano. Song
'Sweet Love,' played by woman and sung by two of the visitors.
"At the finish of the song a green spotlight is focused on the window
and very slowly there appears a hand, followed by the body of a man
with a menacing look on his face. The women scream. The man of the
house rushes to the drawer of the table and gets his revolver, but before
he can use it, three shots are heard off stage and the lights go out.
"The stage is now in complete darkness. A sign is lowered electrically
lighted transparency which lights up gradually, announcing 'The Face at Your
Window' all next week."
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A cartoon poster sent to garages in a test
campaign preceding the initial issue of
Frank King's "Gasoline Alley" series.
edies is to be conducted by the newspapers using the King cartoons. The
automobile editors of such papers will
carry in their sections news of the
"Gasoline Alley Club," membership in
which entails no responsibility other
than that of careful driving and is indicated bypossession of a lapel button
bearing a design by Mr. King.
The initial trial of the advance exploitation campaign is being made in
Chicago. If it produces the results
anticipated it will be duplicated in
other key cities as the rights for the
distribution of the series are sold to
independent exchange men.
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Diffused lighting applied to lobby advertising
at the Empress theatre, Toronto,
Canada.
His

Majesty's theatre, Toronto, brilliantly lights specially prepared
spreads.

Lights
The

in
Night

"VyTAX'S
inherited
fear of
■*■ * darkness
is responsible for a deeply implanted
y love of light constituting the
basis of the incontestable
Lobby boards are practically spotlighted at the National theatre, another Toronto
house.

logic which dictates a well
illuminated theatre lobby.
Toronto, Canada, theatremen, notably the managers
of the

Photodrome, National, Empress and His

Majesty's theatres, display
in accompanying illustrations-proper appreciation of
light's attracting qualities.
Many American theatremen may profit by the exa m p 1 e s presented. The
Universal productions in engagement when the photographs were made doubtless
benefited by the excellent
Overhead lighting is thrown directly
upon the bunched display of the Toronto
Photodrome.

vertising. accorded their adlighting
I
_
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Faulty Photograph
Flawless Testimony

Stock Paper Used
In Lobby Broadside
At Laredo Strand

Of Stuntfs

Ascher

picture thus treated with flash advertising tactics. The huge banner
across the theatre front is such a
flash as is seldom achieved by use of
specially prepared matter.
The theory of the stunt, the accomplishing ofa big aim by use of

Siegfried's Bijou theatre for just
that purpose after a frenzied call
located him at his home.
The reason for this call, and for
publication herewith of a reproduction which is but slight improvement upon an admittedly faulty
photograph, was the presence of
Lila Lee, Paramount star, who
broke into her vacation to be present at the showing of "Behold My
Wife," the suggestion being made
by Oscar A. Doob, exploitation representative at the Paramount Chicago exchange.
The weather was bad, as the difficulty of obtaining a photograph is>
ample proof.
The date was bad, as every exhibitor knows.

Theatres

Obtain

Publicity

By News

Tie-up

Insight and enterprise of a type
which should be the possessions of
every exhibitor were displayed by
the publicity department of the
Ascher Brothers theatre organization, Chicago, in obtaining considerable free publicity in Chicago
newspapers by use of the photograph
reproduced above. The underlying
theory of the stunt is one which
showmen everywhere should thoroughly understand.
General vaccination was suggested
recently in the press, certain public
officials giving their opinion of the
question and considerable space being devoted to the topic chiefly for
that reason. The Ascher management, acting while interest in the
matter was at its highest point, sent
out the photograph, showing an employe being vaccinated, accompanied
by a story to the effect that employes
of Ascher theatres would be properly
protected against disease, the intimate contact with great numbers of
people which their occupation necessitates dictating such a course.
Newspapers "played" the story
and the photograph. It is possible
that the photograph was more responsible for the space allotted than
was the story, but that is unimportant.
The insight which prompted the
taking of the photograph and the
sending out of the story is the thing
that exhibitors everywhere are interested in. The opportunity presented in this case is not often presented, but scores of opportunities
equally promising are encountered
weekly by every showman.

Merit

December 20, 1920, the Monday
before Christmas, was not expected
to be a business night in any theatre. It is not probable that any
photographer in America was previously engaged to photograph the
crowds standing in front of any
theatre.
In Decatur, 111., at least, such
provision had not been made and a
camera man was summoned to A.

Admirable use of stock billboard
material in producing a convincing
broadside lobby effect is illustrated
herewith. W illiam Epstein, manager
of the Strand theatre, Laredo, Texas,
having experienced good results
with the simple materials employed.
"Yes National
or No," attraction
Norma Talmadge's
First
was the

A photograph which brought Ascher
theatres into the news columns of
Chicago newspapers.
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But out"
the star's
"stand
crowd. presence drew a
The stunt must have been good.
Stock
paper employed
"smash" ofeffect
by William
Epstein,formanager
the
Strand theatre, Laredo, Tex.
materials at hand, is interesting for
several reasons, its obvious economy
being the chief of these. It should
not be forgotten that the end rather
than the means is important. Mr.
Epstein has demonstrated his understanding of this fact.
Personal
j E. M. K. — O. K. in every re- {
j N. spect.
N. J.— Idea excellent, but will
stand development,
j J. L. J.— Arrived intact.
A
genuine achievement,
j J. almost
M. S. —perfect.
Lloyd impersonation
I H. H. B. — Your diagnosis logical. Undoubtedly correct.
I B. B. W.— Why the vaudeville0
| M. B. B. — As Otis Skinner says,
"Kismet."

j
j
fj
!
|
I

A faulty photograph which illustrates an
important story on the subject of star
appearances at motion picture theatres.
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"The

Last

of

the

Showman's
Not all pictures that possess the
qualities necessary to satisfactoryentertainment of audiences are readily
advertised in such manner as to bring
deserved patronage.
Xot all pictures that possess exploitation possibilities in unusual degree are thoroughly satisfying as regards entertainment.
Some pictures possess both desirable
qualities. They are genuine "showman's pictures." "The Last of the
Mohicans/' Maurice To urn cur's Associated Producers production, falls
into the latter classification by reason
of reports indicating possession of
both entertainment and exploitation
qualities of high order.
EXHIBITORIAL report to the
"What the Picture Did For Me'"
department of this publication indicates beyond question the entertainment qualities of the production.
Photographs presented herewith
complete the testimony.
The lobby display of the Allen theatre. London, (5nt.. shows intelligent
showmanship properly employed in
behalf of the picture. A still from the
production, of such merit that it wa^
widely reproduced before the publication of the picture, served as model
for the construction of the Allen display.
The picture that possesses even in
the advance stills such practical exploitation material is rare indeed.
The exterior view of the Shubert-

Mohicans99

Picture

Demonstrated

in Recent

Exploitation

Cooperation which resulted in matinees for school children at special admission prices
brought this crowd to the Shubert-Garrick theatre, Washington. D. C, to see
"The Last of the Mohicans."
Garrick theatre. W ashington. D. C,
with children waiting in lines for admission, illustrates another type of exploitation which has been used in
many cities with complete success.
An arrangement was effected with
the Washington public schools whereby the children would be permitted
and advised to attend special performances to which they would be admitted at a specially fixed price.

The latter arrangement is familiar
to all exhibitors and its good points
are well appreciated.
With only these two possibilities,
and there are many more present in
this case, any picture that possesses
the required entertainment merit is
eminently qualified as a box office atMr. Tourneur's
picturization traction.
of That
James
Fennimore
Cooper's
famous story
such has
been
demonstrated
to the issatisfaction
There should be more such productions. There will be more when directors,
'authors and producers attain a
all.
of
degree of familiarity with theatre requirements which will make production of other types of photoplays obviously inadvisable.
The January
issuepublished
of "The bySilver
Sheet,"
the booklet
the
Thomas H. Ince Studios in Los Angeles, contains twenty-six pages of text
and illustration giving detailed information regarding "Lying Lips," soon to be
published through Associated Producers,
Inc., and providing exhibitors with practical exploitation material of every description, including a complete script
for prologue use. Six characters are
required for this, and complete stage
directions are given.

An impressive set piece advertising the coming engagement of "The Last of the
Mohicans" at the Allen theatre. London, Ont. A still from the production
served as model for the display.

The eight-page campaign book published by S. & E. Enterprises with "It
Might Happen
their with
comedy
feature,
is made to
up You,"
in keeping
the
nature of the production. Snappy photographs with bathing girls prominently
featured are attractively distributed
among publicity stories brief and composed of pointed paragraphs.
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! I BUSINESS

11

I

BUILDERS

With the development and generaliB | zation of exploitation has come about a
1 | standardization of methods indicative of
H I the practical worth of the more sensaJ | tional type of advertising and the growth
| | of exhibitorial
confidence
in the new
m | showmanship.
Though not every cam1 | paign can embrace a distinct innovation,
1 | every item of exhibitor exploitation news
1 I is of vital interest to the industry.
= Fiii'iiiiiiiii'MiiMiiiiiiiiii:immii!iiii'iiii;iiiiiiiii,i!imi

DAN ROCHE, Chicago exploitation representative for
Famous Players-Lasky, co-operated with the Holeproof Hosiery Company in producing this window display
in a store near the Stratford theatre, then showing "Silk
Hosiery," the Paramount picture.

COL. FRED M. TAYLOR, owner (left) and W. J. Jackson, manager, of the Academy of Music, Newburgh,
N. Y., showmen who make the most of opportunities at
hand, National
as indicated
in the space given Norma Talmadge's
First
attraction.

|

A STAGE setting of typical artistic richness was proby Sid Grauman,
proprietor
of appearance
Grauman's Million Dollarvidedtheatre,
Los Angeles,
for the
as a
program elaboration of Hans Hanke, concert pianist, a
characteristic Grauman interpolation.

STREET
view of
ConeytheIsland
Coney Island,
NewHenderson's
York, showing
lobby theatre,
frames
and electric lights which constitute the regular advertising
mediums of the house carrying copy for the showing of
"Once To Every Woman," the Universal-Jewel special.

ULYSSES S. HILL, manager of Proctor's Bleecker Hall
Valley,"
"Peaceful
Y., advertised
Albany,
theatre,
Charles
Ray's
First N.National
production,
by sending
a
wagon about the streets distributing apples represented as
coming from "Peaceful Valley."

g
jj
g
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STREET view of the Colonial theatre, Commerce, Ga.,
as decorated for the engagement of "Go And Get It,"
Marshall Neilan's First National production.

ww'T'HE Kick in High Life," Henry Lehrman's First Na- H
JL ticnal comedy, was given equal prominence with the g
feature by Arnette Aiken, manager of the Colonial.

nOHIPWRECKED
Cannibals,"
the Universal
O publication, was Among
advertised
by standard
methods
during its run at the Is's theatre, Indianapolis, Ind.

HILDHOOD Days at Home with Granddaddy" was
the title of the unrelated presentation given Paramount's
theatre. "Silk Hosiery" at Grauman's Million Dollar

f SHOWMAN

|
Success

AN "Old Colonial Exhibit" already placed in a prominent window was capitalized by Aaron Shusterman.
manager of the Strand and Empire theatre, New Brunswick, N. J., in advertising Charles Ray's First National
production.

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

II

SUCCESSES
If
in showmanship
is dependent | 1

upon a thorough understanding of a number
of business principles, and the consistent
application of these to theatre operation.
Greatest of these is the principle of good
advertising, the agency directly responsible
for the bringing of patrons to the box office.
To keep abreast of exploitation advance,
and to apply new and successful methods
vigorously, is the exhibitor s most import-

|
|
|
|
|
1
|
|
j
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| ant work.
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"County
Of

Fair"

Featured

Keithf Managers'
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in

First

Report

Exploitation

Contest

Exploitation exhibitors read zvith
considerable interest the recent announcement ofthe exploitation contest to be conducted by the managers
of B. F. Keith houses in the East. It
was logical to believe that unusual
stunts zvould be utilized during the
contest.
The first report of zcork done in
this connection proves such logic zvell
founded. Accompanying photographs
show in considerable detail the exploitation used by Manager McDonald
of the Broadway theatre, New York,
for Guy Croswell Smith's Maurice
Tourneur production, "The County
Eair," a campaign with many adaptable features.

THE outstanding feature of Mr.
McDonald's campaign, perhaps, is
the "cart before the horse" stunt
shown in an accompanying illustration. The novelty of the idea is
usly
sufficient to attract wide atobvio
tention upon any street, whether it be
in metropolis or village.
The theatre front was also given attention, as shown in another photograph, and the crowds drawn to the
showing are seen in the third. The
three constitute a graphic pictorial
description of a campaign which can
be used by any exhibitor in the
country.
The net result was the breaking of
the box office record at the theatre
concerned. By just what margin that
y

An adaptable stunt used in exploiting "The County Fair."
record was broken is not disclosed in
the report, but when it is considered
that the exploitation used represented
an expenditure of $326 it i^ apparent
that patronage in unprecedented volume was experienced.

B. S. Moss'

Broadway
York

theatre, New

Thus is the Keith managers' contest
started. The next report will doubtless be as remarkable as the present
one, the manager staging it having the
advantage of a precedent to work upon. As time passes and subsequent
attempts are made by other Keith
managers it is highly probable that
exploitation of a type infrequently encountered inthe theatre news of the
day will be instituted.
The direct benefit of the contest is
apparent. Exhibitors everywhere will
benefit by reason of the new ideas
brought forth. And the Keith managers will benefit individually and collectively asall who put forth unusual
effort must inevitably benefit.
The contest is the result of excellent
showmanship management. It should
by chain theatre manbe duplicated
agements everywhere.
When the Academy of Music,
Newburgh, N. Y., utilized the First
National attraction, "A Daughter of
Two Worlds," to fill an open vaudeville date characteristic exploitation
methods were used by the management. A clown was sent into the
streets leading a gayly bedecked
horse, on the blanket of which banners gave the details of the engagement. Book marks were also distributed and the theatre reported
highly satisfactory results.
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STUNTS
The Randolph street lobby of the Randolph
theatre, Chicago, approximately 40 feet square
and of proportionate height, has been entirely
lined with especially painted drops representing
a typical scene in the slums of a big city. Charles
Chaplin's First National attraction, "The Kid,"
now in its second week, is the reason for the
unusual display, and both lobbies of the theatre
have been blocked with waiting patrons day and
night since the opening.
A condition similar to that existing at the Randolph obtained at the Ziegfeld theatre, the only
motion picture house on Michigan avenue, on
Saturday, January 22, when "Kismet," the Robertson-Cole production, was given its Chicago
premiere. Newspaper announcement to the effect
that the special presentation would be given at
2:45 and 8:45 p. m. resulted in a line extending
from the deeply inset box office to the street and
for considerable distance out upon the sidewalk
for the initial screening.

Revolving

Globe

"Earthbound"

Effective
Exploitation

. SEVEX-FOOT globe constructed of metal, reA volved by a motor, and with the oceans and continents painted on it, was placed on top of the glass
marquise of Loew's Columbia theatre, Washington, D.
C, to exploit the showing of Goldwyn's production of
Basil King's "Earthbound." Electric lights played upon
the revolving globe.
The stunt was originated by Goldwyn's traveling
exploitation man from headquarters, W. R. Ferguson.
Various milling companies in Washington to whom he
went to have the globe constructed told him it could
not be done, so he had recourse to a German metal
worker named Gischnef, who runs a school for skilled
mechanics. He pays an instructor $25 a night to run
the classes but does not charge a penny from the pupils.
He at last was persuaded to build a revolving globe.
The first attempt was not successful and only the persuasive powers of Mr. Ferguson kept him at the task
until it was complete. The day after the globe was
placed above the marquise Ferguson was summoned
before the building inspectors and asked how he dared
- put up a sign in that exclusive section. He told the
inspectors that it was just a reproduction of the globe
without a bit of advertising on it and that therefore it
was no sign.
The inspectors retired to consider that phase and
told him they would inform him of their decision in
. the matter, but no decision was forthcoming and the
huge revolving lighted globe continued to tell the public
that "Earthbound" was playing at Loew's Columbia.
The business was so big on the week that the engagement was extended for a second week.

Three columns on the front page of an Omaha,
Neb., newspaper were obtained by H. B. Watts,
manager of the Strand theatre, in co-operation
with C. L. Peavey, manager of the Educational
exchange, when a special performance was arranged for Margaret D. Cox, an invalid, who had
never seen a motion picture. Her comments
upon the Educational
Ten Thousand Smokes"
and upon "The Charm
Paramount production,

specials, "The Valley of
and "Modern Centaurs,"
School," Wallace Reid's
were given the prominent

position.
Cash prizes have been offered by Fred S.
Meyer, managing director of the Palace theatre,
Hamilton, Ohio, for the best contributions from
patrons giving reasons for preference given merchant advertisements used in the house organ,
the dual merit of the enterprise being at once
apparent to any exhibitor who has sold program
space to merchants.
S. Rhonheimer, manager of the Normandy,
Ronly and Globe theatres, Brooklyn, N. Y., replies to the telephonic interrogation from patrons, "What are you playing tonight?" with
another question, "Didn't you receive our program this week?" The address is then obtained
and newcomers to the neighborhood are thus
duly recorded on the mailing list.
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Atlanta
Of
Key

Mayor

Sunday

Scores

Preachers

Is

Advocate

Motion
for Attitude

Pictures
Taken

Toward

Proposal— Says Entertainment on Sabbath
Is Badly Needed in City
(From Staff Correspondent)
ATLANTA, GA., Jan. 25. — Sunday motion pictures have an advocate in Mayor Key.
Denouncing ministers who "cannot find anything bigger to jump
at the Auditorium," the mayor
entertainments
afternoon
Sunday
on than little
declared
that the
Sabbath
afternoon
is the most dangerous time for the young
people of the city.
Urges Adoption of Sunday Motion Pictures
Mayor Key made these statements in addressing representatives of
chc Evangelical Ministers Association, the committee on church cooperation and the Christian council. He was urging the adoption of
motion pictures as Sunday entertainment at the Auditorium. His proposition will be taken under consideration by the clergy.
The mayor's stand is significant in view
of the refusal recently to permit a Sunday
charity program at the Howard theatre.
Referring to this, the mayor declared
that the attempt to open the theatre was
for a proper and legitimate purpose.
Opposition, he explained, was based on
a city ordinance which was adopted several years ago to suppress commercialization of Sunday shows.
Scores the Ministers
He stated that the preachers had acted
hastily when they recently announced
opposition to the Auditorium proposition.
He said they were unfair in their attitude.
"I am sure," said the mayor, "that no
minister familiar with conditions in Atlanta Sunday afternoons, when there are
no places of legitimate amusement open
to the youth of the city, would vote
against Sunday movies.
Must Overcome Prejudice
"There is a great deal of prejudice to
be overcome in advocating this matter.
This prejudice is largely due to a lack
of understanding of the social and human
injustice perpetrated in Atlanta under
present
The conditions."
exhibitors are sponsoring the
movement.
"Denver Post" in Tie- Up
With "Go and Get It"
he Denver Post tied up with the Rivoli
theatre of that city on the recent showing of Marshall Neilan's newspaper production, "Go and Get It," with a stunt
that gave the film a big send-off in that
territory.
Before the picture opened at the Rivoli,
special shows free to readers of the Denver
Post were held at the theatre during which
over 2,000 fans viewed part of the Neilan
photoplay. Just enough of the picture
was projected to give the fans all the
"dope"
the basisonofthethe three
plot. murders that form
The patrons were given a day in which
to write and send in to the newspaper
their conclusions of the story and five
prizes totaling $135 were awarded by the
Post to those who came nearest the real
solution of the plot. Of course, everyone who had seen part of it came back
and paid to see how near they were
right and each of them became a human
advertisement for the picture.
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Paramount's Second
Sales School Opens
Thirty-four Men from Every
Section of Country in
Attendance
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Jan. 25.— The second
class in Paramount's school for salesmen, which opened last week, is making
marked progress. Thirty-four men are
enrolled. They represent every section
of the country. F, F. Creswell, who is
directing the activities of the school, is
optimistic over the enthusiasm shown by
the students.
List Those Attending
Those attending are: F. A. Wasgien,
Kansas City; J. T. McBride, St. Louis;
A. Mendenhall, Des Moines; H. W. Zink,
W. D. Washburn, M. B. Gore, Chicago;
D. E. Nease, Portland, Ore.; H. S. Hoke,
Seattle; J. M. Bettencourt, J. J. Hess,
San Francisco; C. N. Peacock, Los
Angeles; W. E. O'Loghlin, Toronto; J.
R. Levee, E. L. Wright, Boston; M. S.
Cohen, Denver; W. S. Wilson, Salt Lake
City; M. Landow, R. Rhedams, Philadelphia; R. A. Schuler, Cincinnati; A.
Jacknic, Cleveland; L. T. Engel, W. C.
Lippencott, K. G. Robinson, H. Fink, L.
F. Britton. A. W. Hill, Jos. Wilber, P.
] Hogan, S. Cohan, New York City; C.
E. Pappiatt, E. F. Fleet, T. H. Mitchell.
L. Spinks, L. Williams, Atlanta. Every
department head is playing an important
part in the instruction of the men. Matters of advertising and publicity are receivingfourspecial
attention. The course requires
weeks.
Kent Delivers Address
At the opening of the second class.
Sidney R. Kent, general manager of distribution, who was chiefly responsible
for the establishment of the school, made
the address of welcome. Brief addresses
were made by President Adolph Zukor,
Vice President Jesse L. Lasky, H. D. H.
Connick. chairman of the finance committee; F.mil Shauer, assistant treasurer;
Walter Wanger. general production manager; Jerome Beatty, director of publicity and advertising; John W. Hicks
and M. H. Lewis of the sales department, and Oscar
Paramount
Pep. A. Morgan, editor of
Webster

Cullison Signed

As Neal Hart's Director
Webster Cullison has been signed to
direct Neal Hart. He has directed Antonio Moreno, Jack Hoxie, May Allison.
Franklyn Farnum and Helen Ware, and
<-pent two years behind the megaphone
with Metro, and a year with Colonel
Selig. He is now at work on "Totem
Allenders Add Pomeroy
Grand to Their Chain
POMEROY, WASH.— The Allender
corporation has purchased the Grand
Law." here. It has been reopened a*
theatre
the Liberty theatre, under management
of W. F. Dean. The Allenders also
own the Majestic and Lyric in Spokane
and the
man andLiberty
Moscow.theatres at Colfax. Pull-

Max Linder in three scenes from "Seven
Years Bad Luck,"
ertson-Cole comedy.his five-part Rob-

Theatre Fire in Arkansas
unPARAGOULD, ARK.— Fire of
Isis theatre
known origin destroyed theestimate
d at
here recently, the loss
$20,000.
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Folk

By J. B.
New York City, Jan. 25, 1921
Edmund Grainger returned from Los
Angeles, Jan. 20, via Boston all bathed
in smiles and with a rotundity of figure
which bespeaks good eats and perhaps a
few trips to Tia Juana where a big scoop
of suds can be had provided you have the
"mazooma."
* * *
Mable Livingston, the premiere publicity agent for Chet Withey, has also
taken the responsibility of acting as personal representative
* for
• *Courtnav Foote.
Joseph Breasts, who represents the
Clayton Picture Company of South Africa,
is in New York. Mr. Breasts left for
Los
visit. Angeles on Monday for a five weeks'
* * *
Sidney J. Garrett returned from an European jaunt last week. Sid looks a bit
thinner than when he left, but when you
consider that his ship was ten days on the
road and that she ran into six hurricanes
within six days, you can understand why
the stewards couldn't coax Sid to stuff
himself with sea biscuits and other fattening tid-bits.
* * *
It is reported that Hazel Home has
signed up with a new producing company
which is leaving for Canada for the purpose of taking the exterior scenes of a big
out-door production, the title of which will
be announced soon.* * *
The Bronx Motion Picture Theatre Owners' Association's ninth annual ball held at
Hunts Point Palace on January 24 was one
of the best entertainments of its kind ever
held. The Bronx boys are to be conon"
to "carry
gratulated on theirin ability
put things
which they
and on the manner
over. See next issue for full report.
* * *
another state rights
has
Joe Sameth
picture and from what I have seen of it
she's a "beaut." Joe is some picker and a
great hustler.
D. W. Griffith has much to thank the
Mamaroneck Fire Department for—First
for their contribution to "Way Down East
the studio from befor bysaving
lately
and ing
destroyed
fire.
* * *
E. R. Custer, general manager of the
recently formed Southern Film Exchange.
Charleston, W. Va., is among the out-oftowners visiting here. He is on a still
hunt
dies. for state rights features and come* * *
The Salient Films, Inc., is all ready to
go to the mat in the Victor Studio and J.
the shootCharles Davis, 2nd, says whenfly.
Muriel
ing begins the feathers will
Ostrich is to play the lead, so I suppose
Work will start
she will
this
week.be winged first.
* * *
Carl Edwards, leader of the Strand
orchestra said of "The Kid" that it was a
symphony of artistry- That's A sharp rewon'tit.be flat when the First
and read
mark, Carl,
boys
National
* * *
A new Bert Lytell-Maxwell Karger Production isnow under way. The picture was
adapted from a Saturday Evening Post

story' entitled "The Man Who." and is
being made at the Metro New York studio.
* * *
Vincent Coleman, he of the melodious
voice, the handsome face and the nimble
feet, has been engaged to play opposite
Constance Binney in her new production,
which will be made in the East.
* * *
Lucretia Belle, who is at present "wardrobing" for her next production, was one
of the first of the screen actresses to
volunteer to help the good cause along for
Hoover Day on January 26. Miss Belle
portrays characters along the type of ZaSu
Pitts and her work has brought forth
much favorable comment.
* * *
George Walsh, who had his own baseball team last season, the All-Nationals,
has been approached this year to head a
well known football team. He will decide in a few days. When it comes to
athletics, George is certainly all there.
* * *
R. H. Cochrane leaves on Jan. 27 for
an extended visit to the Coast, where he
will meet Carl Laemmle. "who is now visiting in Havana. On his trip Mr. Cochrane
will be accompanied by his family.
* * *
The Photo Repro Company, formerly
located at Broadway and 51st street, moved
this week to its new quarters in the Queens
Subway Building. Long Island City. According to Alvin Mayer, general manager.
Photo Repro will from now on make lantern slides and all kinds of lobby displays.
LOOKS

Heretofore the company specialized in
newspaper stills and gelatines.
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Harold MacGrath, well known author,
has been a visitor in New York for the
past ten days.
* * *
The announcement by Metro of its forthcoming feature, "The Silver Lining," and
by Fox of its distribution of "The Plunger"
(starring
Walsh),
means that
the screen
will George
show in
close conjunction
two interesting characterizations by Virginia Valli.
Silver Lining"
Valli was
one Inof "The
the featured
players Miss
who
supported Jewel Carmen, and in "The Plunger" she playedbutopposite
in a role.
less
melodramatic
equally Walsh
convincing
* * *
Roy Neill, the eminent director, after
completing "Dangerous Business," starring
Constance
Talmadge
and "Something
with Constance
Binney,
which met New"
with
such success at the Rialto Theatre last
week
has Dalton
just completed
"The Players.
Teaser" This
with
Dorothy
for Famous
is a gripping Alaskan drama, and directed
bv Mr. Neill.
Will Reopen March 1
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
SOUTH BEND, IND, Jan. 25.— Geo.
A. Robertson, owner of the Auditorium
theatre, recently damaged by fire, announces the playhouse will be opened
again March 1. The work being done
on the building includes remodeling,
which will result in elimination of the
boxes and widening of the main exits
and the balcony aisles.
Plan Opening
in" Work
March
MANITOWOC,
WIS.—
on the
new Capitol theatre is advancing and it
is
expected
that
the
house
will
be
opened
in March.

LIKE A SERIAL, BUT

IT ISN'T

Madge
Hank Mann inKirby
his latest
being distributed
by Arrow.
is thecomedy
lady in "Mystic
distress Mask"
and Vernon
Dent the villain.
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Young Actor Cast in
Leading Paris With
Well Known Players

Stardom

By
William
Fox
men and exhibitors would do well to
TTP FROM the ranks, where he has how they could pay bin so much money
for just walking on in a scene. But he consider.
^ won his spurs through sheer hard determined
to earn more 50-cent pieces,
Is Well Received
work and a dominant will to succeed, and in a little
while was playing small
"Audiences at the Strand received this
now comes Harold Goodwin to become
At 13 he was playing in "Old Heidel
parts.
a motion picture star at 18. ' William
picture well," says Mr. Brandt. "They
Fox announces that he has elevated
berg" with Wallace Reid and Dorothv
laughed at the comic parts, oh'ed and
young Goodwin to stellar honors and Gish for D. W. Griffith. At 16 he hail ah'ed at its thrills, and applauded the
lead with Shirley Mason in "The entire picture. And yet, to them, natthat he will be seen during the present the
Winning Girl" for Lasky.
urally it meant nothing more nor less
year in star pictures under Fox direcFor the last two years his climb has
tion.
been steady, until he has reached the than an entertaining comedy."
Young Goodwin has attained success
To the exchange men. the exhibitor
and in
is life,
now hea says,
full-fledged
star. '
His ambition
has always
after going through the hard school of pinnacle
and
especially to the independent probeen
to
get
as
high
as
he
could
and
to
experience, despite his youth. While he
ducer of short comedies and of "short
has supported several of the more promi- get the best there is out of everything.
nent stars in leading roles, he started, This means professionally as well as in stuff" in general, however, this should,
says Mr. Brandt, carry a message of the
like most others who have climbed to the personal aim.
He is devoted to his mother, who was utmost importance. That message is this
prominence in the picture world, by play—
that short comedies, independently proMaude Burnell, now Maude Burnell
duced, are in demand, and that they can
old. ing small parts when he was 10 years Goodwin, and she is his greatest chum.
in the most exclusive market.
Directors soon saw the boy had tal- Millard Webb, William Fox director, find a placeRecords
Are Broken
ent, and from his first role at the age who has long been a personal friend of
Sunday," says Mr. Brandt, "when
of 10 up until the present time he has Goodwin, believes there is no limit to the the"On
Strand inaugurates its new bill, it will
played with Shirley Mason, Mary Pick- latter's possibilities. He has watched announce
that all house records have
boy
for
years
and
knows
his
work
ford, Mary Miles Minter, I.ila Lit. Hi Ii. the
been
thoroughly.
shattered. That more people than
Daniels, Dorothy Gish, Mary Allen. Viv
ever before in the history of the theatre
» * *
ian Martin and Bessie Love.
* * *
every performance. 'A DogSo early this year the motion picture attended
Gonc Mix-Up,' a Hallroom Boys comHe also played rough parts with Tom
public who learned to admire Goodwin
edy, was the comedy used. What does
Mix, Harry Carey and William Hart, as in leading roles will have an opportu- this mean?
That from the pick of all the
well as roles with Jack Conway, Wallacr
nity
to
judge
just
what
kind
of
star
he
comedies
for the week Hallroom Boys
will make.
Reid in early Griffith productions, and
comedies were selected for a recordseveral pictures with Thomas Ince. In
"A no
goodintention
one," says
all his friends,a pun.
who breaking week. This means that the infact, Goodwn has run the gamut of mohave
of perpetrating
dependently produced comedy in general
tion picture roles.
has a large field and answers a very
Theing made
newat star's
first
picture
is
now
beGoodwin was born at Peoria, III. He
the William Fox Hollywood
definite demand."
is six feet one inch in height and weighs
studio
under
"Oliver Twist. Jr."
140 pounds. It is the intention of Mr
Mil'ard Webb theis title
directing.
Larry Semon Slightly
Fox to show him as the sort of a boy
mothers like to see. He is a wholesome
Injured During Work
chap, and his pictures will carry a lesson
Hallroom Boys Film
Some new laughs will be discovered,
and do good work, while losing none of
the typical Fox entertainment.
Plays N. Y. Strand
it is promised, when "The Hick," Larry
In the matter of personality, Harold
Brandt
Declares Best Houses
Semon's
Goodwin strikes one as a typical Amcriis issued. new special Vitagraph comedy.
Will Book the High Grade
can boy — straightforward, absolutely
without affectation, modest, and even a
Larry is finishing up the final scene;
Independent Pictures
bit shy at times. For his first work as
at
the Los Angeles studios of the comThe
inclusion
recently
on
the
Strand
an extra, when he was 10 years old, he
pany and the picture will be in New
tells with delight that he received 50
cents.
theatre, N'ew York, program of a HallYork within a fortnight. For two weeks
room Boys comedy, marks, according to the star was unable to work. He
"I was just about crazy," he says. "I Joe Brandt, president of C. B. C. film
thought it was a* fortune."
* *
Sales Corporation, a new milestone in wrenched his spine in a scene and,
coupled with that injury, he was threatthe history of independent production,
That was with Carlyle Rlackwcll, and
ened with pneumonia because of overGoodwin says he could not understand
and one which independent exchange
exposure ina water scene.
WILLIAM

FOX

PRESENTS

"OLIVER

TWIST

JR.," AND

NEW

STAR

Two scenes from the play and portrait of Harold Goodwin who is making his first appearance as a Fox star.
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Billy West in a scene from "Best Man Wins" the Joan Film Sales Co. production.
Work

of Prominent

Now

Being

Writers

Adapted

by

Is
Universal

Follows Out Policy of "Better Stories" As Stated
Recently by R. H. Cochrane— Big Program
of Production Now in Effect
Universal has embarked upon a period star cast for the screen adaptation of
of "better stories." R. H. Cochrane,
Edna Ferber's
novel,no "Fanny
is sparing
pains to Herself."
assure it
vice president, in a recent statement in- Universal
a sumptuous production.
dicating
Universal's
plan
for
1921
in
the
story line, laid stress upon the policy
Priscilla Dean Working
which now actuates the Universal scePriscilla Dean, under the direction of
nario department — that no writer is too Stuart, Paton, has started work on a
big for Universal, and no story too good.
Universal is producing or projecting photo-dramatization of Edwina Levin's
of
stage life,
"False
pictures by a list of prominent authors. novel
portrays
a dual
role.Colors." Miss
Among these are F. Hopkinson Smith, Dean
Universal
also
has
acquired
the screen
Augustus Thomas, Booth Tarkington,
Edna Ferber, the late Jacques Futrelle, rights to "The Open Shutters," the popular novel by Clara Louis Burnham. This
Courtney Ryley Cooper, Clara Louise
will be used as the next starring vehicle
Burnham, Max Brand, Marjorie Benton for
Edith Roberts.
Cooke, Izola Forrester, Mann Page, EdThe next picture to be made by Harry
wina Levin, Helen Christine Bennett,
George Rix, Philip V. Mighels. James E. Carey will be an adaptation of Courtney
Hungerford, Wadsworth Camp and such
Cooper's story, "Christmas Eve at
noted photo-dramatists as Forrest Hal- Ryley
Pilot Butte." Universal also promises
sey and Clara Beranger.
the
early
screening ofNo "The
by
Booth Tarkington.
star Flirt,"
has been
Great Activity in West
selected.
LI a "We
plan in
to make
the comingof season
Adapt Smith Story
criterion
the production
great
F. Hopkinson
Smith schedule
will be by
reprei pictures, adapted from the work of great
sented on the Universal
his
writers,"
said
Mr.
Cochrane.
"The
past
few months have seen an unprecedented tale of the mountains, "A Kentucky Cinderel a," in which Gladys Walton is to
| activityment,inheadedUniversal's
by John C.scenario
Brownell,departwho, be starred. Rights also have been bought
with an enlarged staff, has obtained for for "The Truant," written by Izola Forrester and Mann Page. Frank Mayo
"our
company
screenandrights
of more
popular
plays,thenovels
stories,
than has been cast for "The Truant."
Two other promising stories recently
at any other period in our history."
Tod Browning, who wrote and di- bought by Universal are "The Black
rected "Outside the Law," the latest Cap," by Wadsworth Camp, and
.Priscilla Dean feature, is selecting an-all- "Patches,"
from the pen of James E.

Hungerford.
will for
be
produced
as the"The
next Black
starringCap"
vehicle
69
Eva Novak, Universal's newest star.
"Patches" is being put into continuity
for
"Breezy" Eason. Young Eason will
Sr. directed
be
by his father, Reaves Eason,
Announce Current Issues
Among current Universal issues are
several miliarpictures
from stories
fato almost adapted
every reader
of current
literature. "Out of the Sunset." George
Rix's melodramatic story, with Eva Novak in the feature role. It is called "The
Max Brand's
tale "Tiger" has been
made
Torrentinto
" a picture with Frank Mayo
playing the role of the fighting millionaire. It is called "Tiger True" and has
just been
issued. and
"Themystery
DiamondstoryMaster," the adventure
by
the late Jacques Futrelle, was used by
Universal as the basis for its most recentturing
serial.Eileen"The
DiamondIt Queen,"
feaSedgwick.
is just being
published.
Pictures Near Completion
Among the popular stories nearing
completion at Universal City or being
prepared for early issue is "The Mad
Marriage," taken from Marjorie Benton
Cooke's novel "Cinderella Jane." Carmel
Myers pla\s the leading role. Another
is 'Society Secrets," an adaptation of
Christine Bennett's "It's Never
HelenLate
Too
to Mend." There also is a
new story by Philip V. Mighels. called
"If Only Jim," in which Harry Carey is
the star.
Most heralded of all, however, is the
the faof "Colorado,"
adaptation
screen mous
stage melodrama
by Augustus
Thomas. It has been screened by
Reaves Eason, with Frank Mayo as the
star.

Joan Publishes New
Billy West Comedy
"The Conquering Hero," the
Fourth of This Series, Directed by Parker
Joan Films Sales Company announces
the
publication
of Billy
fourth
two-reel
comedy,
"TheWest's
Conquering
Hero." It was directed by Reginald
Parker. The star is supported by Fred
Lancaster in the heavy role and Ethelyn
Gibson as the pretty and persecuted
heroine.
It is claimed to be West's funniest
comedy yet published.
"The Conquering Hero" follows the
lead of Billy West's former comedies
"Sweethearts'." "Service Stripes" and
"He's In Again" by striking a laugh with
the first "crack out of the box."
of "The ConA noteworthy feature
attractio
double
Hero" is the
queringcomedia
whon
the cast,
n in
of another
takes the part of a janitor. This is in
to make
line with Billy West's intention
every one of his comedies thoroughly
humorous, and to exert every effort to
his support.
pick of the screen's comechoosedians inthe
An extra amount of prints of "The
by
Conquering Hero" has beenof ordered
exhibitors
Joan to meet the demand
indications,
and exchangemen. Froms all
the number of booking on the West
a great stride once "The
series will take
s. Hero" will be screened for
exhibitor
Conquering

Transfer Texas Theatre
CARTHAGE. TEX.— Allen Foster
has purchased the Texas theatre from
Kabbot Baker.
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O'Higgins
and
for Paramount

List of Big Pictures

HERALD

Sheldon
to
Productions

Is Announced

by Jesse Lasky,

Included in Which Are "Experience,"
"Peter Pan" and Many Others
Signing of contracts with Edward B. Miss Austin," "Anthony the Absolute"
Sheldon, Samuel Merwin and Harvey and "The Passionate Pilgrim."
O'Higgins ductiontoof write
and assist
in the proHarvey
Paramount
pictures;
the
don, Ont.,J.hasO'Higgins,
long beena native
noted of
bothLon-as
early filming of George V. Hohart's suc- an author and playwright. Among his
play, "Experience,"
an all- early successes was "The Grand Army
star castcessfulunder
the directionwith
of George
Man," in which David B^lasco starred
Fitzmaurice, and the forthcoming pro- David Warfield. In collaboration with
duction of "Peter
Pan" in England
under other authors he has written "The Beast
the personal
supervision
of its author.
the Jungle," "Under the Prophet in
Sir J. M. Barrie, are among the high and
Utah," "Polygamy." "Mr. Lazarus," "The
spots of an announcement of Paramount
production plans made by Jesse L. Argyle Case," "The Dummy" and "On
the Hiring ToLine."
Lasky.
Produce in East
Wrote "Salvation Nell"
It was while at Harvard that Edward
Mr. Lasky announces that "Experience," which will be made in the East,
Sheldon jumped into fame as the author
will parallel in magnitude and wealth of
of
"Salvation
Nell,"
in
which
Mrs.
Fiske
starred for two seasons. He followed it setting "The Affairs of Anatol." the
super-star production which Cecil B. De
the
"The such
Nigger,"
sincenext
thenyear
haswith
written
plays andas Mille now has well on the way ioward
completion
in the
West. "We
"The Boss," in which Holbrook Blinn to
go the limit
in making
it one purpose
of the
starred; "Princess Zim-Zim," "Egypt."
most elaborate and interesting produc"The High Road," "The Garden of
tions everproductions
made," he soon
says. be produced,
Paradise" and "Romance," in which
Other
Doris Keane appeared both on the stage both
of them probably in the East, arc
and on the screen.
Morris Gest's spectacuSamuel Merwin is a graduate of "Thelar Wanderer."
stage production of the story of the
Northwestern university. His first novels
Prodigal Son, and "Montmartre." the reto attract attention were "The Short
Line War" and "Calumet K," both writ- stage. cent predominant sensation of the French
ten in collaboration with Henry Kitchell
Announces Next Film
Webster. Then followed, among others.
"The Citadel," "The Charmed Life of
Cecil B. DeMille's next production folMany Big Theatres
To Show Kinograms
Five Principal Playhouses on
Broadway to Have News
Reel on Program
According to preliminary reports received by Educational Film Exchange,
Inc., indications are that during the week
of January 30, which will see the first
publication of super-Kinograms, the news
reel will be played by more first-run theatres than ever booked any one similar
product. It will be issued twice weekly.
Booked by Circuits
Not only have the principal great
chains of theatres which are using other
Educational product asked for these pictures, but in practically every city they
have also been booked in competing
houses. On Broadway it is promised
that the news reels will be seen in at
least five principal theatres and an equal
record is expected in other cities.
An announcement from Educational
says that the reports already received
have caused the order for prints for the
first issue to be doubled over the original
estimates. However, the laboratory facilities are so extensive that a vast footage
can be turned out without delay.
Product Is Unusual
Reports from the field forces of Kinograms are said to convey other assurances of an unusual product. At the
start the news reel will represent the
work of the forces now producing Kinograms and Gaumont Weekly, and thirty
days later the force making a third
weekly will be added. The three entire
staffs will be maintained.

"What
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lowing "The Affairs of Anatol" will be
"Laurels and the Lady," by Leonard
Merrick, author of "Conrad in (Juest of
His Youth." It will be produced with
an all-star cast quite as notable as the
oneParamount
in "The Affairs
of Anatol."
believes
George Loane
Tucker has surpassed even "The Miracle
Man"
with "Ladies Must Live," which he
is
completing.
Other productions listed for early production are "Peter Ibbetson," by Gerald
DuMaurier; Leo Ditrichstein's "Is Matrimoney a Failure?" "The Lifted Veil," by
Henry Arthur Jones; "At the End of the
World," a melodramatic novelty unfolding a story of Shanghai; "Amos Judd,"
the late John Ames Mitchell's psychic
novel,
Hichens' and
story "Bella
of Egypt.Donna," Robert
Other Pictures Coming
Prom Cosmopolitan Productions will
come Marion Davics in "Joan & Co," by
Frederick Orrin Bartlett; "Vendetta," by
Marie Correlli; 'The Young Diana," by
the same author, and "Back Pay," by
Fannie Hurst.
Other productions to be produced at
Paramount'.* own studios arc "The Blue
Room," by Cosmo Hamilton; "The Shulamite" and "Memories," by Edward
Knoblock; "Everything for Sale" and
"You Can't Fool Your Wife," original
stories by Hector Turnbull; Booth
Tarkington's novel, "The Conquest of
Canaan"; "Cappy Ricks," by Peter B.
Kyne; in"Gasoline
Gus," Arbuckle
by George
tullo.
which Roscoe
will Pabe
starred; "The Trouble With Women,"
by Lucien Cary; "The Sixty-first Second," by Owen Johnson; "The Hell Diggers," which will star Wallace Reid, and
"Good for the Soul," by Margaret Deland, which will be a Cecil B. DeMille
production.

Women
Will Do" and Arliss
Picture to Be Issued in February
peared in plays written by him are Ethel
The assignment of two productions
from Associated Exhibitors, Inc., for Barrymore, Pauline Frederick, Madge
publication in February directs attention
Kennedy,
Emily Stevens,
GeraldineEmmy
FarMae Murray,
Gloria Swanson,
to the Pathe feature schedule for that rar,
month as the most noteworthy presented Wehlen, Tom Moore and other favorites.
by that company in some time. The picFrom the angle of the box office "The
tures which Pathe will offer during this Devil"
has a worthy successor in "What
Women Will Do," according to the judgperiod are "The Devil," starring George
ment
of men regarded expert in field of
Arliss, and the Edward Jose special promotion picture exhibition. The Jose production, "What Women Will Do."
duction isdeclared to be remarkably apWith its sensational achievements at
presentation of a subject having
the pre-release presentation at the unusual pealing
timely interest.
Strand
York, "The
Devil"
is
to betheatre.
offered New
for general
publication
on February 6.
"Kismet" Going Great in
Success Is Overwhelming
England, Producers Aver
While Broadway may not set the theAll England is said to be ringing with
atrical and motion picture standards for
the rest of the country, it is a fact that the praises of "Kismet," according to
Robertson-Cole, producers and distribthe
success
of "The 16
Devil"
this special which stars Otis
thereoverwhelming
during the week
of January
is a Skinnerutors ofand
which has broken records
reliable index of what may be expected
in many
American theatres where it has
shown.
of the new offering from Associated Ex- been
hibitors when it is shown generally.
In the endeavor to select a worthy
Prints of "Kismet" were rushed to
mate for the Arliss vehicle on the Pathe
England soon after the American premiere. Sir William Jury, who controls
feature card for the month, an excellent
the British rights to the picture, on the
opportunity was presented in the mys- afternoon
of December 20 in London
tery melodrama which Edward Jose
filmed on a lavish scale with an all-star gave a showing to which were invited
cast that includes Anna Q. Nilsson, Earl every English motion picture authority
Metcalfe, Allan Forrest, George Ma- of consequence, besides a number of the
jeroni, Riley Hatch and Jane Jennings.
The distribution date for this will be most prominent exhibitors in England.
February 27.
Opens Little Rock Royal
Written by Logue
LITTLE ROCK, ARK— The new
"What Women Will Do" is a melo- Royal theatre was opened to the public
dramatic romance written by Charles A. recently. It is located in East Main
Logue. Among the stars who have ap- street.
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Lauds

Mother's Matinee
Suggested
by
Selznick in Playing Gordon
Unique

Prologue Is Also Detailed in Press
Issued by Production Company on

Film
Book

"The Greatest Love"
Among the novel advertising and ex- results should be far reaching and very
ploitation suggestions embodied in the productive.
In outlining the prologue suggestion
exhibitors' campaign book on the latest the exhibitor is advised to paint a large
Select special production, "The Greatest globe upon a transparency, the size to
depend on the amount of room availLove," starring Vera Gordon, the famous
able. The continents, oceans, etc., should
portrayer of mother love, are two worthy
be
duplicated according to geography.
of special mention. The exploitation
Before the screening of the picture the
ideas were originated by L. A. Young, a lights should be turned out, bringing
member of the Selznick publicity staff.
upon a dimmer a small spot focused on
Sixteen pages of advertising and text the globe. A voice is heard singing a
very softly at first, then upon
matter suitable for publicity getting pur- lullaby,
bringing up the lights in back of the
poses are contained in .the press book.
transparency a mother is revealed singing a child to sleep. Towards the end
Hold Mother's Matinee
Two special exploitation features are a of the song have the child placed in the
cradle and lights dimmed down again.
"mother's matinee," that is calculated to "The Greatest Love" is then flashed on
make the exhibitor's dullest day a win- the screen. The entire effect may be
ner, and a prologue that should present
worked in silhouette by painting the
no obstacle to the average exhibitor. For globe on plain white canvas and using
one strong light placed on ground in back
the "mother's matinee" it is suggested
that the exhibitor announce by slides, and pointing directly towards audience.
newspaper advertising, etc., that he will
mail a free ticket to every person who
sends in the name of a mother with two Lon Chaney's Next
children, the mother also to receive a
free ticket. These tickets will entitle the
(Special
to Exhibitors
Herald)Rose"
Is
"The
Night
bearers
to
the
special
"mother's
matinee."
LOS
ANGELES,
Jan.
25.—
Lon Chaney
This method is suggested primarily for
has been selected for the leading male role
the
purpose
of
securing
dollars'
worth
of word of mouth advertising, and its in "The Night Rose," by Leroy Scott.
C. B. C. Reports Sales of
Hallroom Boys Comedies
Western Pennsylvania and West Virginia, Western Missouri and all of
Kansas have been sold on the new 1921
series of Hallroom Boys comedies. C.
B. C. Film Sales Corporation announces
that S. & S. Film Supply Company of
Pittsburgh has purchased rights to these
comedies for Western Pennsylvania and
West Virginia, and Standard Film Exchange of Kansas City will handle them
for Western Missouri and Kansas.
•Two Reel Comedy Runs
Entire Week in N. Y.
For the first time in its history the
Standard theatre, Broadway and 90th
street, New York, is running a two-reel
comedy for an entire week. The picture
is "Nonsense," a Mermaid issued through
Educational exchanges and featuring
Jimmie Adams.
B. K. Bimberg, proprietor of the
Standard, personally selected "Nonsense" as the only other motion picture
on the same bill with "Passion." "Nonis reported
to first
have showing
scored anat
unusual sense"hit
during its
the Strand several weeks ago.
Plan Two Coast Theatres
ESCALON, CAL. — A new motion pic• ture theatre will be started here if
present plans of Cut-Rate Film company
materialize. The company also plans to
start a second showhouse at Oakdale
and pictures will be shown on alternate
nights with those in Escalon.

Mary

Production

of

Irving Bacheller Tale
Publiser of Story Now Is
West Observing Work of
Picturization
J. J. Curtis, vice-president of BobbsMerrill Company, publisher of the Irving
Bacheller novels, who is sojourning in
California while T. Hayes Hunter is
making the screen adaptation of
Bacheller's "The Light in the Clearing,"
is spending a great deal of his time at
the studio.
"The Light in the Clearing," the first of
the Bacheller novels to be filmed in its
first book edition, was superseded in cironly by old
"Uncle
Tom's with
Cabin"
and a fewculationother
favorites
the
reading public.
Mr. Bacheller, who heretofore has
stood with the anti-cinema literary element and who finally conceded to the
wishes of W. W. Hodkinson, who will
publish the production, and J. J. Curtis,
who saw the tremendous drawing power
the film
version ofissues
Zane — Grey's
novels
—in also
Hodkinson
is delighted
with the publisher's reports of the
progress of the picture, which is being
produced by Dial Film Company.
"If Mr. Hunter were the author himself," reports
Curtis, "he behind
could not
have put
moreMr. enthusiasm
the
production. No one of the many great
situations have been overlooked in the
continuity, and I am for once and for all
convinced that the shadow sheet is able
to convey more clearly and forcibly the
story than is the printed page."

Miles Minter9 s Latest to
Be Published Shortly by Realart
Mrs. Heath. In order to record scenes
Final cutting and editing of "All where
both of these characters meet, talk
Souls' Eve" have been completed and with,
and touch one another great skill
Mary Miles Minter's latest Realart pic- ness.
was required to attain absolute naturalture is scheduled for early publication.
Realart officials are enthusiastic in their
In one of the scenes Nora and Mrs.
praise of the picture, declaring it has Heath are together each with her arm
about the other, both parts being played
the caliber of a big special, and contain- by Miss Minter. The picture is rich in
ing
the
best
work
Miss
Minter
has
ever
local color, especially in the scenes in
done.
the little Irish town when Nora bids her
Based on the successful stage play of friends good-bye.
A strong cast is seen in support of
the same name by Anne Crawford FlexMiss Minter. They are Jack Holt, Carner, "All Souls' Eve" develops the theme
men Phillips, Clarence Geldart, Fanny
of a powerful love so strong that it
and Lottie Williams.
transcends even death itself. The story Midgely
In point of story, cast, direction, phoconcerns Nora O'Hallahan (Mary Miles
tographyisand regarded
general lavishness,
by Realart "AH
offiMinter), an impressionable Irish girl Souls' cialsEve"
as belonging in the class of big
who believes implicitly in the legend
special productions.
that on "All Souls' Eve" the spirits of
the departed may return for a brief com- Alma Rubens Feature Has
munion with their loved ones.
Wide Sale, Pioneer Says
Photography Is Unusual
First run bookings in practically every
photography
"All Souls'
Eve"
is The
declared
to be fordecidedly
unusual.
city of any size in the United States
Double, triple, and even quadruple expo- are being rapidly consummated for
sures were taken in some of the scenes.
"Thoughtless Women," Daniel Carson
This was made necessary by the fact Goodman's production, starring Alma
that Miss Minter not only carries two
Rubens, according to reports received at
roles, but that in one scene she appears
the home office of Pioneer Film Corporation. The bookings are continuing
as the spirit of Mrs. Heath.
Though these scenes are not of long to come in daily and the various Pioneer
duration they are important and require branch managers report to the home
extremely careful camera work.
office according
that "Thoughtless
to present Women"
indications,is
Miss Minter carries the role of Nora likely,
to equal the best record for bookings
O'Hallahan and also plays the part of set by any previous Pioneer issue.
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Hodkinson

Planning

Novel Exploitation
Service Bureau Will Aid the
Exhibitor in Advertising

Margaret Beecher, starBarry
of theHarold,
Hemmer
production,
appearing
in her "Sunshine
support. Harbor," and Ralph
Miscellaneous

Single

Reel

Scenics

Will Be Distributed by Educational
Emphasizing its specialization in short
pleasing views in Holland and presenting
subjects, Educational Film Exchanges,
opportunities for Dutch dances and
Inc., is placing at the disposal of exhib- special music.
itors during January and for the future
Contributing further to the variety of
these single reels are the pictures made
a number of single-reel scenic and travel
pictures which will be published under
by the New York state conservation
the heading of "Miscellaneous." The chief commission. Few people probably know
aim will be to afford variety as well as that this state has immense preserves and
that its activities in the control and care
quality in the product, so that some
single-reeler to fit every program will of forests and game is greater than that
always be available.
of any other state in the nation. "WilTake Scenes in North
derness Friends" is the first of these
and others will follow at reasonBecause attention recently was di- pictures
able intervals.
rected to the Hudson Bay territory by
the lost naval balloonists especial interest
is being shown in the four single reels "Arsene Lupin" Star
that constitute the Hudson Bay Travel
Will Be Producer of
series. These pictures were taken by an
Educational camera expedition which had
Thirty-eight Issues
the assistance of the entire Hudson Bay
Backed by Los Angeles private capital,
organization.
Wedgwood Nowell will enter the field of
Months were occupied in this trip and production.
some 20,000 feet of film made, showing
Nowell is at present being starred as
every activity of this great organization
"Arsene Lupin" in the Robertson-Cole
and every post owned by the company,
even to those located where few whites
Negotiations
feature,
"813." entered into between
have been. The first of this series is "A
Nowell and Joseph Mencher, Jr., of CeleTale of the Fur North," which shows
brated Authors Society of New York
intimately the life of the Eskimo from
City and the Societe des Films Menchen
birth, through courtship and marriage to of Paris have resulted in an agreement
old age. It is said to be the first time
whereby eighteen Arsene Lupin stories
that such a picture has been offered. The
by
Maurice Leblanc and twenty "Rafsecond of the series is "Hides — and Go
fles" stories
E. W. for
Hornung
are made
available
to byNowell
production
at a
Seek"
and
shows
trapping
by
Indians
around various Hudson Bay posts.
minimum guarantee of $20,000 for each
Use Special Settings
story. Thirty-eight stories are involved.
It is the intention of the producing
Other pictures which are promised by
Educational as notable single-reel offer- company to feature Wedgwood Nowell
as
Lupin,There
supported
by casts
belong to were
the "World
Wanderings"
calibre.
is nothing
of oftheall-star
serial
series.ings These
taken by
a French
in
the
plan,
each
story
being
founded
photographer. The first of these pictures,
upon one of the novels, and although the
"The
is reported
to haveQuaint
been Isle
shownof atMarken,"
an unusually
large character of Lupin appears in all the
number of houses, in many cases with stories, the plot, circumstances and supporting characters vary with each story.
special stage settings. "In Dutch," issued
late in January, is said to offer unusually
Four super-specials a year are proposed.

"The Tiger's Coat"
The inauguration of the exhibitors
service bureau in the W. W. Hodkinson
organization is considered by the company to be a great step forward. This
department is particularly inviting to the
exhibitor who does not maintain a special publicity bureau and whose locale
warrants concentrated publicity.
Obtain Free Space
A peculiar condition relative to exploitation exists in San Diego, Calif. G.
A. Bush, president of Broadway Amusement Company there, reported to a repative ofDial Film Company's press
bureau that resenthe
was having difficulties in
getting free space. However, the Dial
press department succeeded in putting
over considerable free publicity in advance of "The Tiger's Coat," which
Mr.
Bush. duction will be played first run by proIt is evident that outsiders are able to
get into the newspaper, and with this
in view the Hodkinson exhibitors service bureau is planning a novel exploitation campaign to be issued from the New
York office a week previous to the play
date on "TheBooked
Tiger'sby Coat"
Loew
"The Tiger's Coat" has been booked
over the Loew circuit in New York and
the Saenger circuit in the South. Myrtle
Stedman and Lawson
Butt are cast in
the leading roles of the picture, which
Elizabeth Dejeans'
adaptat
an of
is
ion ofname.
the same
novel
This isduction
thefor Hodkinson
Dial company's
secondbe proand will
followed shortly by T. Hayes Hunter's
screen version of Irving Bacheller's "The
Light in the Clearing."
C. B. C. to Distribute
Single Reel Christies
Arrangements have been completed
whereby C. B. C. Film Sales Corporation
will
distribute sixteen single-reel Christie
Horsely.
comedies
that were produced for David
A special exploitation campaign is being prepared to put these comedies over
in a big way and Jack Cohn is personally
attending to the re-editing of the pictures. Negotiations are pending for the sale
of several territories and it is expected
these
comedies will be issued within a
few weeks.
"The Parish Priest" Will
Have Independent Issue
Herman J. Garfield will launch his
-pecial production of the Dan Sully stage
success, "The
Parish Priest," through
independent
exchanges.
Among the exploitation aids which he
will offer are four styles of one-sheets.
Additional sketches have recently been
submitted by Ritchey Lithograph Company, and the new posters, which will
give the picture one of the largest editions of paper ever prepared for one subject, are now running on the presses.
Ethel Clayton on Coast
Ethel Clayton is back at Hollywood
and has started work at the Lasky studio
in
her new
Paramount
Thomas
Heffron
is the picture,
director. "Sham."
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First

National

Franchise

Completing
Enthusiastic

Meetings

State

HERALD

Holders
Organizations

in All Parts

of the Country

Bring Members in Close Contact— Local
Advisory Committees Are Named
town, X. D.; O. Weempun, Minneapolis. Minn.;
For several months Associated First Marcus
Rabinowitz, Eveleth, Minn.; R. V. Pepper,
Fort Croix Falls, Wis.; H. B. Smoot, Little Falls,
National sub-franchise holders have Minn.;
R. G. Risch, Appleton, Minn.; A. Staehle,
been meeting in various parts of the Mitchell, S. D. ; Joseph St. Galipeau, Coleraine,
Minn.; Julius Overmoe, Hillsboro, Minn.; A. C.
United States to complete their state Abrahamson,
Hill City, Minn.; E. F. Schoenig,
Rochester,
Minn.; Enoch Thunc. Kenyon, Minn.;
or district organisations. Everywhere W. F. Hamilton,
Galesville, Wis.; L. L. McMillin,
the meetings have been enthusiastic Winnebago, Minn.; M. C. Cooper. Grand Forks,
N. D.; M. J. Favanagh, Minneapolis, Minn.; W. F.
and well attended.
Buck, Waterville, Minn.; B. E. Anderson, Elbow
Minn.; M. E. Brinkman, Bemidji, Minn.;
The local organizations are now Lake,
V. B. Valleau, Albert Lee, Minn.; Theodore L.
Minneapolis, Minn.; F. W. Boll, Stillwater,
practically completed. Only a few Hays,
Minn.; William S. Smith. Menominee, Wis.; Fred
meetings remain to be held.
H. Smith, Menominee, Wis.; S. P. Cornish, Faribault, Minn.; R. R. Thomas, Faribault, Minn.;
EXHIBITORS HERALD here W. F. Weiland,
Brainerd. Minn.; F. S. Workman,
Brainerd,
Minn.; William Hamm, St. Paul, Minn.;
presents accounts of three recent or- C. P. Murphy
and
H. C. Andress, Minneapolis,
ganisation meetings in Minneapolis, Minnesota.
St. Louis and Newark. A picture of
Sub-Franchise Holders
the dinner following the Minneapolis
on Board of Directors
meeting will be found on page 50.
NEWARK, N. J.— Four sub-franchise
A PREDICTION that 100 per cent holders
of Associated First National Picmembership will be realized by Febtures of New Jersey were elected to the
ruary 1 was one of the enthusiastic
board of directors at the initial business
declarations made at the recent meeting
of the organization held in the
of the Associated First National sub- meeting
Robert Trent Hotel.
franchise holders of Minnesota, WisconDirectors Are Named
sin and North and South Dakota in Minneapolis recently.
The four include William C. Hunt,
J. F. Cubberly, manager of the MinneHaddon Heights; Irving Rose, Union
apolis First National exchange; William Hill;
Benjamin Nussbaum, Newark, and
A, Steffes, president of the United The- Henry Haring, Hackensack. The direcatrical Protective League; Theodore
torate iscomprised of nine exhibitors. In
Hayes of the Twin City Amusement
addition to those already named are
Trust Estate and many prominent exhib- Jacob Fabian, president of the New Jeritors were among the speakers.
sey organization; Philip Dimond, PaterThe following were elected members
son; A. M. Fabian, Simon H. Glass and
of the advisory committee: F. A. Rick- S. H. Fabian.
stein, Majestic theatre, Beloit, Wis.; J.
The follows:
exhibitors'Morris
advisory
committee
P. Adler, Adler theatre, Mansfield, Wis.; named
Feldman
of the
Tom Foster, Star theatre, Stanley, Wis.; Grand Palace, Newark; Alexander Oaken
Louis Nahin, Rainbow theatre, Milwaukee, Wis.; Clyde Hitchcock, Princess
theatre, Minneapolis, Minn.; V. B. Valleau, Broadway theatre, Albert Lea,
Minn.; S. G. Latta, Fergus Pictures Corporation, Fergus Falls, Minn.; A. J. Kavanagh, New Grand theatre. Grand Forks.
N. D.; Archie Miller, Grand theatre.
Devils Lake, N. D.; J. A. Dundas. Strand
theatre, Sioux Falls, S. D., and C. F.
Hansen, Lyric theatre, Redfield, S. D.
Among those attending the meetings
were:
Lynch & Higgins, New Richmond, Wis. ; W. C.
Clavier Fargo. N. D. ; Mat Kohler, Buffalo, Minn.;
A. L. Devine, Parker, S. D.; Albert B. Multer.
Maple Lake, Minn.; S. G. Latta, Fergus Falls,
Minn.; F. J. McWilliams, Madison, Wis.; T.
Ruckstein, J. A. Dundas and Mrs. Dundas, Sioux
Falls, S. D. ; Frank L. Koppelberger, Eau Claire.
Wis.; J. B. Shearer, Park Rapids, Minn.; William
Wrede, Hayfield, Wis.; R. J. Ball. Sharon. N. D.;
Jay E. Gould. Glencoe, Minn.; E. W. McFarlane.
Graton, S. D.; H. J. Fitzgerald, Milwaukee, Wis.;
A. C. Klug and Mrs. Klug, Zumbrota, Minn.;
Hitchcock and Tine, Minneapolis; Ed Buckley,
Foley,
Minn.; Archie
Miller,
N. D. ;
H. J. Ludcke,
St. Peier,
Minn.Devil's
; R. A.Lake,
Fleschbein,
Cloquet, Minn.; William Rund. Granite Falls,
Minn.; O. D. Benjamin, Renville, Minn.; Bam
Roisman, St. Paul, Minn.; James Costa, Ironton.
Minn.; John Piller, Valley City, N. D. ; Fred
Larkin, Anoka, Minn.; C. F. Hansen, Redfield,
S. D. ; H. W. Anderson, Warren, Minn.; George
W. Ryan, Mora, Minn.; S. C. Carroll, Tracy.
Minn.; W. J. Hawk, Fargo. N. D.; Tom Foster,
Stanley, Wis.; Mr. and Mrs. Joe H. Ryan, Madison, S. D.; O. A. Lee, Minneapolis, Minn.; Bontz
and Gunner, Grand Rapids, Minn.; Herman A.
Schwahn, Eau Claire, Wis.; A. F. Hierseman, Eau
Claire, Wis.; G. E. Miner, Rice Lake, Wis.;
Frank Rabinowitz, Eveleth, Minn.; J. J. Canar,
Mondoir, Wis.; Mrs. F. D. Hall, Madelia, Wis.;
Mrs. James Barlow, Bovey, Minn.; Curkett and
BEATRICE BITRNHAM
Brown,
Nashwauk, Minn.; A. Latts, Ashland,
Ww.; B. H. Wrede, Hayfield, Wis.; V. W. New- Who
appears in support of Antonio
kirk Belle Plaine, Minn.; M. M. Hansen, Blue
Moreno
"Three Sevens," his latest
Vitngrraphin production.
fcarth, Minn.; George D. Sunderhauf, Williams-
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Service IsPaper
| "The Real
Franchise"
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"The Franchise," edited by Lee
S. Ferguson, which is the official
medium of Associated First National Pictures, Inc., made its
first appearance under date of
January 15. It is to be issued
semi-monthly.
It is carefully edited. Every page
of the first issue has an appearance
of readability.
The stories are
short and carry a punch.
The
sketches and half tones are well

|
|
I
|
|

| selected.
I
Everything in it is aimed to aid |
| the franchise holders. It is good |
I idea, well executed — a credit to the 1
| organization and to its editor.
^IlllWIIIlrlilffllj™^
of the Cranford, Cranford; Benjamin
Schindler of the Victoria. Camden; Herman Austerman of the Playhouse, Newark; Louis Belinger of the Summit, West
Hoboken ; Lewis Pizor of the Leader,
Gloucester; Mrs. Lillian Webbe of the
Park, Nutley; Philip Bornstein or ittx
Criterion, Newark; F. A. Struve or inv
Arcade,of Princeton;
uauanfreund
the Cortland,Adolpn
West Hoboken,
and A. B. Smith of the Fenwick, Salem.
Forty in Attendance
Approximately
fortystate
of the
sub-franchise holders of the
attended
the
meeting. E. Bruce Johnson, legal advisor for Associated First National, represented the home office. In his talk he
laid particular emphasis on the "Big Five
Productions."
Joseph Stern of Newark, chairman of
legislative committee of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of New Jersey, addressed the meeting. He was pledged
cooperation of sub-franchise members in
fighting all adverse legislation introduced
into the state assembly.
First National in
Missouri Perfected
ST. LOUIS, MO. — With the election
of officers and the board of directors,
the organization of Associated First
National of Missouri has been perfected.
Spyros P. Skouras, St. Louis, president;
Frank L. Newman, Kansas City, vicepresident; Lee Rassieur, Jr., St. Louis,
secretary,
treasurer. and Charles P. Skouras.
Spyros Skouras and Mr. Newman are
also on the directorate, which includes
J. F. Truitt, Sedalia; A. F. Baker, Kansasgene
City;Freund,
FredSt.Warner,
St. Louis;
EuLouis; Joseph
Mogler,
St. Louis, and Lee Jones, Marshall.
Change in Harlan, Ky.
HARLAN, KY. — The Cumberland
theatre has been purchased by Harlan
Theatre Company. Members of the company are G. Wright, R. J. Bondurant,
Dr. Stone, J. Bachman and A. C. Jones.
The work of remodeling the building has
been started.
Buys Bethany Theater
BETHANY, MO.— The Elite theatre
has been purchased by I. W. Maple of
Ridgeway from Hanna & Cobb, and the
former has taken possession.
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Contracts

With Stoll Company
in One Month
During December 1,260 exhibitors and further fortified by the enthusiasm
signed contracts with Stoll Film Cor- with which the pictures were greeted by
poration to show the pictures of the the public.
Included in the list of famous authors
company on its one a week publication
schedule for 1921.
whose works will be shown on the screen
This information is contained in re- are H. G. Wells, Baroness Orczy, E.
ports received at the main office, 130 Temple Thurston, Robert Hichens,
West 46th street, New York City, by Jeffery Farnol, A. E. Ma son, Rita and
Rafael Sabatini.
Ralph Proctor, general manager.
Many Sign for First
A few months ago the Stoll company
introduced its pictures. From the very Two Film Exchanges
start, the idea of obtaining plays writIn St. Louis Merge
ten by the best of British and Continental writers, acted by new and fresh F. J. Fegan Is President of
stars, and filmed in the very places the
action of the play called for, is believed
Independent Which Buys
by the company to have appealed to the
the Standard
American exhibitor on the watch for
new blood.
Standard Film Company of St. Louis,
The first publication, "Squandered
Mo., has been purchased by IndependLives," eager
broughtto hundreds
to the
ent Film Company, a $50j)00 Missouri
offices,
sign up for
the branch
whole
corporation. F. J. Fegan, president of
fifty-two publications for 1921, accord- the
St. Louis Film Board of Trade, is
ing to the company.
executive head of Independent.
Then came "The Lure of Crooning
Two Others in Firm
Water," parisonanof English
interestingly
pictured
comstage life
and rustic
Others in the company are J. E. Callaexistence. In both these productions,
han, president of Callahan Metal Weather
Ivy Duke, the beautiful English actress, attorney.
Strip Company, and J. Ray Weinbrenner,
and Guy Newall, a wholesomely attractive and capable actor, were featured.
In addition to the present product of
the two concerns, Independent will dis"Mr.
Wu,"
the
noted
stage
success,
with
Matheson Lang, its original star, and
tribute "Isobel, or the Trail's End";
"The Hundredth Chance," from the Conway Tearle in "Whispering Devils";
novel by Ethel M. Dell, also were in- Fannie Ward in "She Played and Paid."
cluded in the initial publications.
and Edith Taliaferro in "Keep to the
Impression Is Favorable
May Open in K. C.
The favorable impression created by
Independent offices will be at 3317
the first picture, according to the testi- Olive
Right."
street.
Later an office may be
mony of many contract signers, was
strengthened by the later productions. opened in Kansas City. It is expected
that the company may buy for Missouri,
Kansas and Southern Illinois.
Mr. Callahan is a newcomer to the
film trade. Mr. Weinbrenner, however,
has been counsel for the Film Board of
Trade.

Corinne

BETTY COMPSON
Star In her own production, "Prisoners
of Love,? and her pet Spitz dog. Goldwyii Company
is distributing Miss
Coinpson's films.

Griffith

February 5, 1921

A Comedy

Queen

HI I comedies
I I I II
l'i-iitured InI1KSSIE
Christie
through Educational exchanges.

faaurd

Paramount Appoints New
Branch Exploitation Men
Claud Saunders, director of exploitation for Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, has announced the following additional appointments to his staff:
Arthur M. Vogel for the Seattle territory; Leon Bamberger for the Minneapolis territory, and Richard E. Riddick
for the Salt Lake City territory. The
three new exploitation representatives
have left New York for their respective
exchanges. Wayland H. Taylor, exploitation representative, has been transferredexchange.
from the Seattle to the San Francisco

Is Working

in Next

dent99
Correspon
Vitagraph Film "The
farm he owns.
To the world
they will
"The hasCorrespondent,"
Tenno,
Deen selected as by
the Heliodore
next play be guilty, but in reality they will live
separately
at
the
farm.
Clara
accepts,
for Corinne Griffith, Vitagraph star.
Work has begun at the Brooklyn studio but does not cash the checks he gives
her. The plan is a failure. Mrs. Blake
under the direction of Webster Campbell
refuses to obtain a divorce, but they do
Percy Marmont has been engaged to not become reconciled. Clara acknowledged her love for Blake and then goes
play opposite the star. He has been
her leading man in several photoplays.
away.
After
year's
search,
which his
wife a dies,
Blake
finds during
Clara
Roycroft in Cast
and there is the happy ending.
The remainder of the cast includes Leslie Roycroft, George Howard, Charles
Cook and Jane Jennings.
The outdoor scenes will be made at Stoll President Returns
Saugerties, up the Hudson River from
From English Conference
New York, where Miss Griffith made
most of the scenes for "The Garter Girl."
George King, president of Stoll Film
As Clara Deene, in "The CorrespondCorporation of America, has returned
role splendidly
New York after a stay of more than
suited ent,"
to MissherGriffith
talentshasanda beauty.
She is ato month
in England. He brought back
employed as confidential secretary by
family. They will be esAnthony Blake, a power in railroad with him tabhis
lished at Bay Side, Long Island.
circles, and is secretly in love with him.
Following the successful debut of the
Blake, however, is in love with his wife,
who does not deserve his devotion. So Stoll motion pictures here, King stated
his return that more definite plans
great is his love that he decides to give on
for the erection of a Stoll studio in
his wife a divorce in order that she may
America were promulgated, details of
marry another man.
which he brought back with him. It is
Plan Is a Failure
make theSites
Stollfor antheinternaBlake makes a plain business proposal proposed
tionaltoorganization.
studio
to his secretary to go with him to a are being
considered.
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All

on

the

Western

Front
T. HAYES HUNTER
Director of "Earthbound," new under
contract with the Dial Film Company
to produce a series of photoplays for
publication through W. W. Hodkinson.

Tom Moore, Goldwyn star, at home. The young lady
is Alice Joyce Moore, his charming daughter.

Elinor Fan, who appears in "Broadway and Home," opposite
Phillips, star of the Allen Holubar
"Man,
fcugene O Bnen, the Selznck star. She recently played a Dorothy
Woman. Marriage," being distributed oroduction,
by Albert Kaufprominent part in "Kismet" also.
man through Associated First National.
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DIGESTo/PICTURESo/
ww'T'HE KID," First National's special feature with the
A inimitable Charlie Chaplin, in the stellar role, which
was reviewed in this magazine three weeks ago, has surpassed the most sanguine expectations of the Chicago exhibitors who booked it for a four weeks' run at the
Randolph theatre. The first week's receipts indicate that
Chaplin is still the screen's most popular comedian and
the crowds standing in line from early morn till late at
night seeking admission attest it.
"A CONNECTICUT YANKEE IN KING ARTHUR'S COURT" (Fox) based on one of Mark Twain's
best known stories, presented as an eight-reel special, is
the work of director Emmett J. Flynn. Roy Somerville
and Bernard McConville prepared the scenario. This
trio has turned out a screen play of unusual merit and one
that warrants extra exploitation.
"GUILE OF WOMEN" (Goldwyn) offers Will
Rogers as a Swedish sailor in a number of mix-ups with,
the fair sex. Brimful of comedy and the usual inimitable
Rogers touches. Feter Clark MacFarlane directed it.
Much of the humor is contained in the clever substitles,
which are in Swedish dialect.
"PAYING THE PIPER" (Paramount) deals
the vagaries of the smart set, based on the theory
one cannot play without paying the piper. A lavish
duction presented with the usual George Fitzmaurice
for details. A splendid audience picture.

with
that
procare

"PRISONERS OF LOVE" (Goldwyn) is a picturization of a problem story, so delicately handled and
artistically presented it will find a place in any theatre.
It is the first of the Betty Compson productions and justifies the formation of her independent company.
"THE OFFSHORE PIRATE" (Metro) a moderately pleasing offering based on F. Scott Fitzgerald's
Saturday Evening Post story. Viola Dana capers through
the simple and obvious plot and adds her bit to its general
excellence.
"OUTSIDE THE LAW" (Universal) is a crook
drama of unusual merit, full of suspense and continuous
action. Tod Browning wrote and directed it and made
a very good job of both. Priscilla Dean does the best
work of her career as "Silk Moll" in league with a band
of thieves, and is ably assisted by Lon Chaney and Wheeler
Oakman.
"RICH GIRL, POOR GIRL" (Universal) presents
Gladys Walton in a dual role. A pleasing picture, while
not distinctive, should prove entertaining because of star's
winsomeness and story's romantic trend.
"THE DUKE OF CHIMNEY BUTTE" (Federated) with Fred Stone, the famous stage comedian, is a
story of the West presented with backgrounds that by
their very scope and beauty cause one to become imbued
with the wondrous balmy climate, romance and adventure
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of the cattle raising country. Frank Borzage directed and
made a good job of it.

"FORBIDDEN FRUIT" (Paramount) thoroughly
satisfies expectations based upon former productions directed by Cecil B. DeMille. The elaborate style of the
director obtains throughout. Rich settings predominate.
The picture has all the dramatic properties of "Why
Change Your Wife?" plus a melodramatic climax superior
to anything achieved in former publications. (Complete
review on page 42.)
"DIAMONDS ADRIFT" (Vitagiaph) is a very
meritorious feature offering entertainment and interest
that will more than satisfy. An excellent family picture of
superior production and cleverly developed plot. Charmbackgrounds
and ing
others
of the including
cast very many
good. Mexican scenes. Star'
"THE CHICKEN IN THE CASE" (Selznick) is
one of the best comedy-dramas that has been brought to
the screen in months. Owen Moore starred, but was
equalled in skill and opportunities for good work by
Vivian Ogden as an elderly aunt. A tangle in romance
with an inoffensive bedroo mscene the fun climax. An
especially good picture.
"THE EDUCATION OF ELIZABETH" (Paramount) treats with painstaking care a plot unimpressive
as regards originality. Billie Burke is competent in a role
placing no great burden upon her ability. Adequate production and Paramount photography adds a certain charm.
The whole is refined comedy of acceptable quality.
"ALL SOUL'S EVE" (Realart) offers Mary Miles
M inter in dual role — that of matron and maid, blond and
brunette. A feature raising the question of the return of
the dead to the living, presented with natural and human
development and much appeal. Jack Holt plays opposite
the star.
"THE SNOB" (Realart) with Wanda Hawley, gives
her the best-played role of her career to date. It is a
college comedy — quick-moving, simple and clear cut, delightful in every way. Should go big in college towns,
and will be highly satisfactory and entertaining to the
better class patronage.
"THE DEVIL" (Associated Exhibitors) is an artistic
picturization of the successful stage play with George
Arliss in the principal role, the one he created upon the
stage. The picture is presented with good taste and direcsituations.
tor James Young has made the most of the play's dramatic
"TIGER TRUE" (Universal) with Frank Mayo in the
role of an athletic young man who falls in love with a girl
of the slums and after whipping two thugs wins the girl.
A colorful story of New York's underworld, very well acted
and deserving of the highest praise in direction and staging.

PRISCILLA DEAN IN
OUTSIDE THE LAW
(UNIVERSAL)
A crook melodrama par excellence,
with every element of popular success. Embodies rapid dramatic
action, well developed suspense
and considerable heart interest.
Production
first rate. Picture
should be a big box office winner.
As author and director Tod Browning
has done an uncommonly fine piece of
work with "Outside the Law." The picture, a crook melodrama, is one of the
best, if not the best of its kind that has
come to the silver sheet in many a
month.
"Outside the Law" deals with the
reformation of a pair of crooks from San
Francisco's Chinatown. After several
shots that establish the atmosphere beautifully, the director gets right at the
meat of his story. "Black Mike," played
by Lon Chaney, is determined to railroad "Silky Moll" Madden and her
father, "Silent" Madden (Priscilla Dean
and Ralph Lewis), who, through the influence of a Chinese sage, who quotes
Confucius, are being led to the path
of righteousness. "Black Mike" first
"frames" "Silent" Madden. A shooting
melee of racy action takes place. Madden for no other reason than having
"been in it" is sentenced to eight months
in
At once
daughter's
halfmadeprison.
resolution
to gohisstraight
is thrown
into the discard.
Then in one interesting incident after
another, "Silky Moll" agrees to turn a
trick with "Black Mike" and "Dapper
Bill." It is a frame-up to railroad
"Moll,"
Bill"With
tells Bill
"Moll"
the true and
state"Dapper
of affairs.
she
turns the tables on "Black Mike" and
the waiting police. Taking with them
the stolen jewels they become self-sentenced prisoners in an apartment on
Knob Hill.
The heart interest is introduced here
in the shape of a boy of about four,
played by one of the cleverest juvenile
actors seen on the screen in many a day.
The feel of the little fellow's arms
around to his
neckthesoftens
he
wants
return
stolen "Bill"
stuff andandstart
over again with "Moll" as his wife. But
- the girl,justice inunable
the law's
inthe caseto offorget
her father,
refuses
to relent.
Suspense is sustained through the
efforts of the police and of "Black Bill"
to find the hiding pair. Meanwhile the
boy from across the hall continues to
visit the pair until one day "Moll" softens
as did Bill. She agrees to his suggestion
that they reform.
But Bill, seeking a breath of air, is
spied by one of "Blackie's" henchmen,
and when the pair are ready to leave to

return the stolen jewels they find themselves face to face with their old enemy.
From then on the fight is to keep the
jewels from "Blackie," resulting in fast
moving dramatic action, which culminates in one of the most spectacular freefor-all battles ever staged, with its great
groups of participants.
The story has been logically developed
and holds all the way, although there is
a slight sag in the middle. It runs with
exceptional smoothness except for two
or three jerky spots which are confusing
for the moment. But these slips cause
no great harm. The titling is excellent,
and the production is atmospheric to a
praiseworthy degree.
picture,honors
is not wholly
Miss Dean's.
SheThe shares
about equally
with
Wheeler Oakman and Lon Chaney. Each
gives a fine performance. In fact, every
role is well done.
"Outside the Law" is a melodrama that
should please mightily and draw tremendously.

SUNSHINE
THE

PLAYERS

IN

SLICKER

(FOX)
Here is a comedy that has some of the
wittiest titles that the screen has seen
in many a day. They drew more frequent and heartier laughs at times than
did the action when the reviewer saw the
film at the Rose theatre, Chicago. They
are rarely good. The humor purveyed
is of the really cleverly comical sort. It
savors of the slapstick, but is done in
much more acceptable a way than that
in which this is ordinarily offered. AI
St. John is the leading member of the
cast. _ He does wire walking and there
is a dance dual that will score a sound
hit. Action within a Chinese den affords some of the best scenes. The
comedy is exceptionally worth while.

Priscilla Dean, the Universal-Jewel star, who gives one of the most vivid performances of her screen career in the new Universal production, "Outside
the Law."
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WILL ROGERS IN
GUILE OF WOMEN
(GOLDWYN)
A comedy drama with the accent on
the comedy, showing the homely
star as a Swedish sailor whose
faith in women leads him into
numerous difficulties. An entertaining offering but not the best
picture Rogers has ever made.
Directed by Peter Clark MacFarlane.
In "Guile of Women," Will Rogers
portrays a Swedish sailor who is decidedly unfortunate in his experiences
with the fair sex. Rogers portrays the
role of sailor "Yal" with delightful simand'theissame
fulness plicity
which
one ofself-conscious
his distinctivebashattributes. The titles for the most part are
rather clever, many of them being done
in excruciatingly funny Swedish dialect.
There are two exciting fights in the story
in both of which Rogers is shown as a
rough and tumble scrapper of no little
ability. The cast is above the ordinary
with Mary Warren, former Triangle
star, and Doris Pawn in the principal
feminine roles. Others of prominence
are Bert Sprotte, Lionel Bclmore.
Charles A. Smily. Nick Cogley. John
Lince and Jane Starr.
"Yal" Maartens declares he is through
with women when the girl he left behind
in Sweden fails to appear with the $1,000
he sent her, but his resolution fails when
his ship hits another port. An American
girl with alluring eyes, who apparently
held Swedish sailors as her favorite
sweethearts, touches his heart once again
and incidentally his pocket-book. He
swears off again on the fair sex until
finally he meets his old sweetheart
Hulda. to whom he had sent the money
and finds she has come to America upon
her own savings, having failed to receive
his remittance. Hulda has become the
favorite ward of a Captain Larsen and
is in line to inherit his estate at his death.
Armstrong.
this
to be theLarsen's
case and secretary,
wants to knows
marry
her himself. So far as "Yal" is concerned, he believes Hulda simply a maid
in
Captain
Larsen's
agreesa
to marry him
when house.
he has She
prepared
little home for her, but she will not give
up her nosition. Captain Larsen dies,
but Hulda remains. The night of the
wedding, Yal is shanghaied, but manages to escape. Armstrong is suspected
of hatching the plot. Yal and his partner Skole go to the Larsen home to find
out what position Hulda occupies. They
find her seated at Caotain Larsen's old
desk in the office of the steamship line.
Hulda then
that she
wanted
him explains
to work to
and"Yal"
eret ahead
so
that he would be able to take the presidency, as it is too bie a iob for her. Yal
sees Hulda really needs him. Armstrong
is exposed
and their
resigns
and
Skole have
faithandin both
women"Yal"
restored.

II !• R A L D

is the victim of jokes from which the
picture takes its title. At least one of
these, a variation of the antique pocketbook joke, is good for two or three minutes of continuous laughter.
A little later the characters embark
upon an ocean voyage and the captain
and crew burlesque the stereotyped mutiny at sea plot with telling effect. Hamilton as cabin boy getting his full share
of attention.
There are several laughs in the footage and tributes
a nicety
whichof conmuch to of
the direction
effectiveness
the
whole. The explosion finish U the only
trite note.
FRANK MAYO

IX

TIGER TRUE
(UNIVERSAL)
A thrilling, interesting tale of the
underworld adapted from the
story "Tiger" by Max Brani.
Effective directing by J. P. McGowan.
Star at his best.
The likable Frank Mayo proves his
right to the title "Fighting Frank" in
"Tiger
True." realistic
There arefistic
several
of thein
most furious,
battles
this five-reel feature ever filmed. It is
aEast
dramatic
story denizens
of New ofYork's
lower
side where
the underworld right their wrongs and settle their
differences with their fists. The action
is swift and sure from the start and
Director McGowan:s long experience at
staging "thrillers" in serial form is
equally effective in the feature-length
photodrama.
Thetifulstory
quicklyhome
shiftswhere
from thea beauFifth avenue
hero.
Jack estLodge,
lives,
to
New
York's
toughneighborhood. Jack spends his idle
moments hunting wild beasts m Africa
and on the eve of his departure for big
game he stumbles upon adventure in
"The Tangle," as the slum district is
known. He dons rough clothing and
with his chauffeur takes up his abode in
a rooming house; after making the
acquaintance of a bewitching girl who
conducts a cafe. He whips the bully of
the place, falls in love with the maiden
and
encounters
Baboon,"thea
shady finally
character
who "The
intimidates
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weak and learns the innermost secrets
of those who visit him while he impersonates a paralytic soothsayer. Lodge
exposes him, however, drives him from
the country and wins the girl.
Mayo has one of the strongest roles of
his careercellentinsupport
"Tiger
True,"
and ofwithFritzi
exat the
hands
Brunette, as Mary Dover, and Walter
Long as "The Baboon," he puts the
story over in an interesting manner.
BARLE WILLIAMS IN
DIAMONDS
ADRIFT
(YITAGRAPH)
A finished and artistic picture presenting an absorbing story. Thoroughly entertaining, with a humorous tinge. An attractive romance amid charming settings.
Star and cast both excellent. Has
possibilities for exploitation. Directed by Chester Bennett.
Comedy-drama with a strong thread of
romance and an exciting mystery trend,
with a stunning black Persian cat both
the center of the mystery and acting as
Cupid, comes to the screen herewith in
a refreshingly different feature. Earle
Williams and his supporting cast bring
excellent work to it, but the novelty of
theme and the direct, clear-cut manner
of presentation and the liveliness of action are the strongest points to recommend it. It is above the average as a
picture for the family and it has advertising value in the suggestions that the
cat's part in the story and the Mexican
and steamer settings afford. Backgrounds are choice and photography and
lightingterestare
Inwill beartistically
held from employed.
start to finish
the while the patron is completely entertained. It will please youngsters as well
as adults, and the same bewitching curlyheaded baby who plays in "The Woman
in His
has winningly.
an important part in
the
castHouse,"
and plays
Beatrice Burnham is pretty and skillful as the leading feminine player, Consucla. Others of the cast are Herbert
Hebert. Lenore Lynard. Jack Rollens,

LLOYD HAMILTON' IX
APRIL FOOL
(EDUCATIONAL")
Lloyd Hamilton,
advancing rapidly in
popularity since his appearance in pictures bearing the Mermaid trade mark,
surpasses in "April Fool." his performance inceived
"Duck
Inn,"comment
a comedy throughout
which revoluminous
the trade. The newer publication has
many points of superiority over the
other.
The early part of the action presents
Hamilton in a "boob" role in which he

Will Rogers in a scene from "Guile of Women." (Goldwyn).
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Jack Carlisle, Melbourne McDowell, Otis
Harlan and George Field.
•The star plays the part of Bob Bellamy, a wealthy waster, who is promin his
father's ofbusiness
whenised apartnership
he repays an
overdraft
$5,000
on his allowance. Sent to Mexico as
one of the crew on a steamer owned by
the father's company, two opportunities
to obtain the needed sum present themselves: One in the finding of a $30,000
diamond necklace that is around the neck
of a Persian cat which has been found
and taken by a member of the crew on
the voyage; the other in the capture of
arival
Mexican
who is alsoAgainst
Bob's
for thelawbreaker
hand of Consuelo.
odds Bob at length acquires all three —
the girl, the cat and the desperado — then
adds the reward of his father's favor and
the business partnership.
SPECIAL CAST IN
[PAYING THE PIPER
(PARAMOUNT)
A typical George Fitzmaurice production but of better texture than
recent pictures from the same director. Deals with the vagaries of
the smart set, with story based
on the idea that one cannot play
without paying the piper. Bizarre
and lavish production and generally good handling of conventional story makes offering a
good audience picture.
After viewing the recent pictures made
by the George Fitzmaurice-Ouida Bergere
combination, one looks for something
bizarre in their latest effort, "Paying the
Piper." and he is not disappointed.
"Paying
Piper"
from "Paying the Piper," a George Fitzmaurice production with Dorothy
idea
that thethepiper
must promulgates
be paid for the
his SceneDickson,
amount). Alma Tell, George Fawcett and Rodney LaRoque in the cast. (Parplaying. The characters who learn this
lesson are all members of the smart set
and the most extraordinary people.
SPECIAL CAST IN
and royalty and might drive away
Vividly descriptive titles tell us that the
patronage.
heroine, for instance, knows more of A CONNECTICUT
Harry Myers, who is seen in the title
New York than the police commissioner.
acting.
role,
does an exceptionally good piece of
YANKEE
IN KING
Others do the most unconventional
things. They play with fire, figuratively
The Yankee is transported from the
speaking, and they will have their fun.
ARTHUR'S
COURT
present
to KingTheArthur's
but with never a thought of paying until
(FOX SPECIAL)
the sixthday
century.
laughs court
are fur-in
the rude shock comes that happiness is
nished
when
it
is
shown
how
his
YanA satirical comedy drama in ap. not to be had through artificial stimulant
kee ingenuity transforms the ancient
proximately eight reels. Produced
but through love.
castle into a hive of industry by the
by Emmett J. Flynn, with one of installation of modern methods, includThough the characters are unusual people, the story follows a conventional
the best known stories of Amering telephone, machine shops, time
course. Being the precocious offspring
the building of a Ford autoica's favorite humorist as a foun- clocks, and
of immensely wealthy leaders in the
mobile out of discarded suits of armour.
dation for the photoplay.
smart set, the hero and the heroine reAll these things give him an ace-high
solve at such an early age as four or five
Mark Twain's story tells the fortunes
rating with the King. The Yankee is
years that when they grow up they will befalling a Yankee who is supposed to be instrumental in saving a lady-in-waiting
cut a few capers themselves. And they transported from the present day to the to his Majesty from torture and death,
keep their resolutions. The heroine be- realms of King Arthur of Britain in the and wins her for himself and destroys
comes engaged to the hero, but since she
a "bad"
queen hein wakes
a neighholds the philosophy that there are only year 520. It was directed by Emmett J. the castle
boringofdomain.
Of course,
up
two exciting things about marriage — the Flynn from a scenario by Roy Somerto find he has been dreaming and the
engagement and the divorce — she looks ville and Bernard McConville. Harry play is brought back to modernism when
for outside amusement even before the
Myers, Rosemary Theby and Louise awakened to the realization that he loves
wedding. And the hero does likewise.
Betty, with
his mother's
secretary, and he
Thus, the two thrust themselves into the Lovely have the principal roles.
elopes
her.
This is one of the most exquisite pieces
lives of a hard-working pair, a girl of
The scenario writers are to be conthe stage and a man of business. The of screen satire yet to be flashed on the
gratulated on the manner in which the
heroine plays with the man of business, silver sheet. It should have universal story has been modernized by introducwhile the hero deceives the actress. appeal for all classes of audiences, young
Fords and motor-cycles which had
Though they plav with fire, thev escape and old, rural or metropolitan. The ex- not ing
seen the light of day when Mark
a scorching and it is not until after their
hibitor should have no difficulty in sell- Twain wrote his fun masterpiece.
sources of income are swept away and
ing this picture to his patrons because
Pauline Stark has an appealing role
they come in contact with life in the raw of the fact that it is one of Twain's best as Betty and also in the historic seknown stories and is literally saturated
that they learn their lessons.
quence.also.Rosemary
Theby
is seen
to ad-a
It is the people in it rather than the with laughs.
vantage
Charles
Clary
portrays
Because of the fear of the average dignified King Arthur. William Mong as
story itself that lay claim to the bulk
of the interest, and with the lavish pro- patron of costume plays, it is well in Merlin, wicked magician, gives a worthwhile characterization, full of subtlety
duction given it by Director Fitzmaurice your advertising to make your largest
and humor and George Seigman in a
and some good acting bv Dorothv Dick- display lines "Mark Twain's Connecticut
son, Rod LaRoque. George Fawcett.
placing the "In King Arthur's heavy role gives an excellent account of
Alma Tell and Robert Schable. the pic- Yankee,"
Court" in a smaller type, for "King himself. The titles by Tom Miranda
ture holds considerable audience appeal. Arthur" and "Court" suggest costumes are all that can be desired.
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GLADYS

WALTON

IN

RICH

GIRL,
POOR
GIRL
(UNIVERSAL)
Viewed as a program picture this
latest Gladys Walton offering of a
rich girl who trades places with a
poor girl, while not distinctive, is
a moderately pleasing little bit of
romantic entertainment.
"Rich Girl, Poor Girl," isn't a big picture nor is it distinctive in any way, but
as it is based on a romantic story that
still has a fair measure of appeal, despite
its frequent use, this Gladys Walton offering should provide a fairly entertaining hour in houses where program features are the rule.
The story is that of the pleasure limited rich girl and the free but abused
poor girl. The two look so much alike
that they can change places, which thev
do because the rich girl wants Freedom
and the poor girl covets the chance to
revel in luxury for even only a brief hour.
But the brute father of the poor girl,
learning the change in places, bundles
off the rich girl and holds her for ransom. Meanwhile the poor girl is having
a time of it at the wealthy home. Her
table manners are such that the youthful
suitor of the rich girl recognizes the
switch in identities. He draws the poor
girl, now clad in silks, aside, and learns
the truth. And as the rich girl is long
overdue in her return the two set out to
find her.
The down
clue toandthethen
girl'sensues
where-a
abouts is run
fight
the captors
the rich shows
girl's
rescuewithfollows.
Addedand footage
the rich girl giving an impromptu party
to the Fish Alley gang in her home and
the poor girl being adopted into the rich
family.
The outcome is always obvious but the
story holds interest because of its whimsicality. Itis short on vital incident for
a length of five reels and some footage
is therefore given over to Miss Walton
to caper about. She has an agreeable
personality and with it touches up the
picture a hit. Her characterization of
the poor girl is a trifle overdrawn while
that of the rich girl might have had more
vitality. Antrim Short, though in a negative part, is a good type as Muggsy.
Gordon MacGregor is Terry McChane,
the brutal father, and Harold Austin the
youthful suitor. The direction is in accordance with conventions.
Rut taken for what it really is, "Rich
Girl,romantic
Poor Girl,"
is a pleasing little bit
of
entertainment.
BETTY

COMPSON

IN

PRISONERS
O^ LOVE
(GOLDWYN)
A picturization of a problem story,
so delicately handled and artistically enacted and directed that it is
of absorbing interest. Offering
should find wide, popular favor
and prove an excellent box office
attraction.
•After her successful appearance in
"The Miracle Man," Betty Compson
formed her own company to produce pictures representing a sincere effort to
achieve an ideal. The first production to
come from her company is "Prisoners of
Love."
Thecompany.
picture justifies the formation of her
"Prisoners
of Love"
might
be called
problem
picture.
In less
capable
hands.a

HERALD

the story of the deceived heroine might
have fallen into the average picture class.
But Miss Compson and her associates,
with Arthur Rosson directing, have handled itwith such good taste and with such
a keen sense of artistry that the picture
is absorbingly interesting.
It is the story of a girl in whom there
is the conflict of the material with the
spiritual. Discovering that her father is
unfaithful after he has berated her for
a seeming indiscretion, she drops his
name and gives up his protection. In
San Francisco, she falls in love with the
junior partner of the firm by which she
is employed. This partner, a likeable
sort of a fellow but a butterfly withal,
promises marriage, but leaves her to attach himself to a N'ew York financier and
his daughter, hoping thereby to advance
his own interests. He promises to send
for the girl but does not do so. Meanwhile, the girl receives daily telegrams
saying that the wedding is a day nearer.
The messages are really sent by the
firm's
senior
is also
in loveit
with the
girl.partner,
To thewhosenior
partner
finally becomes a duty to tell the girl

BETTY < O MP SON
lit ii drum nt I'- mtiii from "I'rlsiincm of
Love." ((.oldviyn.)
the situation, but he takes her to New
York, where she learns the truth through
a check signed by her father and given
to the junior partner to square matters
with the woman of his past. When she
sees that the junior partner has been
taught his lesson, she allows his marriage
to her sister to proceed, finding her own
comfort first in a reconciliation with her
father, now a physical wreck, and later in
the love of the senior partner.
The story has been beautifully produced and very well enacted, and it is
because of this handling that it strikes
such a high mark. Besides Miss Compson, the cast includes Roy Stewart, Clara
Horton, Ralph Lewis and Emory JohnBOBBY VERNON

IN

WEDDING
BLUES
(EDUCATIONAL)
The Christie elopement plot has been
demonstrated sure fire. In innumerable
comedies from this quarter the fundamental popularity of the subject has
scored. In the current production it is
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presented with amplifications, two couples
being included in the plot and numerous
characters of lesser importance but
equal ability.
Bobby Vernon and Helen Darling are
given
maythisbecase
termed
the before
stars'
footage,what
but in
they are
the lens only as long as developments
warrant.
A social event involving a large cast of
extras and a big setting is the central
scene of action. Complications typical
of the Christie output ensue upon an incident of mistaken identity which confuses a stern parent as to the matrimonial preferences of the four young
people concerned. Before the explanation is brought about and the picture
drawn to a close considerably more than
the amount of humor expected of the
two-reel comedy is produced.
The comedy is good. And the title
should not be neglected in exploitation.
WANDA HAWLEY IN
THE SNOB
(REALART)
A clean, sweet, Simon-pure love
story of youth and campus days.
Wanda Hawley never better nor
prettier. Excellent support. The
story of a wealthy young woman
reared to despise all but wealth
and social prestige. An exceptionally good picture, particularly
for high class patronage. Directed
by Sam Hawley
Wood. at her best in an
Wanda
appealing, fresh comedy of college days.
The star is one of the best liked of the
ingenues in screendom and she has earned
her popularity by excellent forerunners
of this vehicle. While it will score 100
per cent with college town patrons, it is
certain to be enthusiastically approved
by the high-grade patronage everywhere.
Mothers and fathers, cranks and critics
will acclaim
fensivelyitteaches.for the lesson it so inofThe scenes are laid in a college colony
of California. They include shots of the
football fame between Stanford University and the University of Southern
California, which will interest fans of
that game. Action in the picture takes
impetus from the outset and speeds along
at an agreeable gait.
The story is simple and clear cut.
There are prettily-gowned g-irls at a college hop, good-looking youths about the
training
"hash house."
and the table
cast inthata college
gives support
is all
that could be desired. It includes William
Lawrence, Edwin Stevens. Sylvia Ashton, Julia Faye, Walter Hiers and Josephine Crowell. Walter Hiers is another
favorite and gives notable performance
herewith as Harry Welland.
The feature suggests exploitation stunts
in the use of school or college colors,
pennants, football players and tie-ups
tising.
with educational institutions in adverWanda Hawley has the part of Kathryn Hayes, brought up by an ambitious
mother to be unbearably snobbish. Visiting a school friend. Betty Welland. on
the occasion of a big football game and
hop, sheproval of"gets
in bad" swain,
with her
disap-of
an attentive
captain
the team, because he is working his way
through college. Suddenly she realizes
the narrowness of her vision and her
real lov» for the lad, and all ends with
a wredding and with downtrodden papa
asserting
his life.
n'ehts for the first time in
his married
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BILLIE BURKE

IN

THE

EDUCATION
OF ELIZABETH
(PARAMOUNT)
Refined comedy of moderate appeal.
Well bred humor superimposed
upon familiar plot structure. Adequately produced and carefully
directed. Depicts chorus girl's
rejuvenation of an "oldest family"
without resort to common practice. Contains scenes actually
photographer at Ziegfeld's "Midnight Frolic." Loses value of
good early impression as latter
reels descend to obvious. Good
family picture.
Billie Burke, featured by special
arrangement with Florenz Ziegfeld, Jr.,
moves confidently through the scenes of
''The Education of Elizabeth," an orderly production utilizing fresh methods
in working out a plot of familiar design.
Donald Cameron and Lumsden Hale
have the best supporting roles.
The picture opens entertainingly with
the introduction of the chief characters,
two chorus girls and the members of an
"oldestafterfamliy,"
movinginvolving
quickly scenes
thereinto a sequence
stagedmaterial
at Ziegfeld's
"Midnight
Frolic."
The
here employed
is presented
in excellent taste and promises for the
latter reels much that is not forthcoming.
After the first reel the action is perceptibly retarded, incidents at the same
time taking on more familiar form, with
the result that no great appeal is experienced after it is made clear that the
chorus girl, introduced into a sedate, aristocratic household by the eldest son, is
to work a reformation therein.
As Betty Banks, chorus girl, Billie
Burke is satisfactory. She is admired by
the eldest son of an old-fashioned family,
who takes her into his home when her
show is suddenly "closed." Though she
first shocks the backward leaning sister
and younger brother, her personality and
preachments effect eventual enlightenment and a reformation which brings
the three romances involved to a desirabl culmination.
OWEN

MOORE

HERALD

up to and away from the boudoir climax
that are fresh and novel in their setting
and situation. Small town and rural patrons will chuckle over the troubles of
the trio of city folks on their week-end
country visit, and the extremely clever
way with which the plot is turned and
twisted to defy a suspicion as to what is
coming next, for the better part of the
time.
The picture is one of the best fun
vehicles of the moment and is attractively set and capitally played. The exhibitor failing to book it is passing up
something good. The title suggests exploitation that should accomplish much
of box office value.
Owen Moore, who gives an excellent
impersonation of Steve Perkins, is endowed in the picture with a cautious
Aunt Sarah who has refused him his
share in her dead husband's estate until
he announces his marriage. The girl introduced to the aunt as his wife, Winifred
Jones,
is really
of Steve's
chum. Percival,
upon the
whombrideAuntie
looks
with the cold eye of disapproval. A second girl enters the complication when
the young people fro to the country for
the week-end. and Steve, chasing a roaming chicken, is literally led to the feet
of Ruth Coleman, a charming neighbor.
Auntie persists in superintending the affairs of the young people until they
reach a hectic climax, but they are
straightened out at last, and the proper
combinations made and the fortune secured.
Vivian Ogden shares honors with the
star in this picture, playing with a vigorous vim pud skill. Teddy Sampson as
Winifred. Kathryn Perrv as Ruth and
Edgar Nelson as Percival play important
roles excellently. Titles are crisp and
will draw many a hearty laugh.
GEORGE

ARLISS IX

THE DEVIL
(ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS)
An artistic picturization of the stage
success, with George Arliss making his screen debut in the role he
created on the stage. Picture of
moderate
dramatic
strength is

dominated by star's artistry.
James Young directed with 81a
capable hand.
In making its picturization of the stage
success that literally swept the country
a few years ago, Associated. Exhibitors,
Inc., scored a ten-strike in obtaining the
services of George Arliss to portray the
role he created on the legitimate stage.
Though this picture marks his debut as a
film star, Mr. Ariiss" performance never
betrays this fact. In truth, his delineation of the sinister Dr. M_uller is such
that he dominates the picture. In a
single sweep he has caught the demands
of the camera and thus imparted to the
screen a characterization that shines with
artistic brilliancy.
Picturizing stage successes, of the type
of "The Devil," which are dependent
largely for success upon scintillating dialogue, presents its difficulties, and while
the producers in this instance have
worked well, the obstacles before them
were a little too great to be entirely
overcome.
The ments
insidious
whisperings
and domoveof Dr. Muller
sometimes
not
quite reach the required dramatic strength
as vital motion picture incident. They
furthermore do not altogether allow a
variety of action. Yet with Mr. Arliss on
the scene this sort of mental movement
holds one's interest.
The production is appropriately luxurious and in good taste. The setting
for the bal masque is of impressive size
and quality. Director James Young has
done a finished and orderly piece of work.
Sylvia Breamer gives a first-rate perof Mimi,with
the Paul
artist's
model,
whose loveformanceaffair
DeVeaux,
the
artist, is disrupted
Devil's
whisperings.
Edmundthrough
Lowe the
plays
the
artist. Lucy Cotton appears as Marie
and Roland Bottomley portrays Georges
Roben, the young couple who also feel
the
the can
Devil's
machinations
proveeffect
that ofEvil
overcome
Truth. to
"The Devil," in its film form, is an
interesting, artistic picture, and with Mr.
Arliss portraying his original role should
be a box-office success. Audiences at
the Strand, New York, liked the picture,
which drew exceptionally big business.

IN

THE

CHICKEN
IN THE CASE
(SELZNICK)
Comedy-drama hits the bull's-eye
squarely in the center. Certain to
be one of the biggest comedy successes of months. A "scream"
from beginning to end that will
"take down the house" where
high-grade comedy is appreciated.
A domestic tangle with a delicately handled "bedroom" farce
plot. Directed and written by
Victor Heerman.
A comedy-drama that begins with spirited action, proceeds in lively trend to a
riotous climax of fun and ends with a
final fun sally radically different from
the usual. It supplies one of the best
bits of screen fun issued in a long while.
Indeed, it promises to give "Twin Beds"
— that peer of bedroom farces — a brisk
run for its money, for it will doubtless
be even better liked than that feature
for the fact that there are scenes leading

Owen Moore and support in one of the many humorous scenes from "The Chicken
in the Case" (Selznick).
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FRED STONE IN
DUKE
OF

CHIMNEY
BUTTE
(FEDERATED FILM EXCHANGES)
Versatile Fred Stone, now playing
to capacity houses on Broadway
in "Tip Top," is presented in a
Fred Stone Production, entitled
"The Duke of Chimney Butte,"
story by G. W. Ogden, directed
by Frank Borzage.
This is a story of the cattle-growing
West, characterized by scenery that by
its very scope and beauty couses one to
be transported to the wondrous outdoors,
with its balmy climate, romance and cowpunchers, petty feuds and gun play, and,
at last, the happy ending.
Those to
whom things western hold a delightful
charm — and their numbers are legion —
will stamp this picture as a clean and
vivid production, therefore a good box
office attraction.
The story tends to drag at first, but
about the middle of the picture it strikes
its stride and gains interest and holds it
to the end.
Director Borzage exercised commendable skill in selecting from a wealth of
scenery that which blended most happily
with the mood of the story. And Cameraman Jack Mackenzie comes in for his
share of the honors for the filming of
such exteriors. There are long shots
with men on horseback silhouetted
against the horizon; cloud scenes of rare
beauty; other shots that cater successfully to the eye. A treat for those enamored of country where physiques are
hard and muscular and breathing a matter of sweet pleasure.
Fred Stone makes a picturesque cowboy, especially when he has on his large,
soft felt hat. Strange to say, comparatively few opportunities are given him to
display his versatility as an acrobat, a
lariat thrower and a gun juggler. But
he demonstrates his ability to ride a
horse in true western style.
The cast is rather passive. Fred
Stone's
is adying.
good actor and a
master ofhorse
realistic
The story has to do with a young chap
riding aimlessly through the country on
a bicycle, selling a contraption that will
do everything from opening a bottle to
soling shoes. He meets an outfit of
cowboys and becomes one of them, after
proving that he can ride a horse with
the best of them and kill a white-livered
excuse of a man without any troublesome
reactions.
He races the Limited and beats it. - A
girl on the observation platform of the
car throws him her handkerchief and it
is because of his determination to find
that girl, with a view to marrying her,
that he leaves the ranch and becomes a
cowpuncher on another ranch in the next
town. The girl of the observation car
turns out to be a gun totin', sure shootin',
ugly tempered female mixed up with her
father's unlawful gang of ranch breakers.
She pays the penalty, the man realizes
his
ranch.mistake, and marries the girl of the
TOM SANTCHI IN
BEYOND
THE TRAIL
(PATHE)
The trio of two-reel western pictures
that Pathe has recently put on the market, reviewed in this issue, are of the
series of fifteen special short Santchi
subjects.
While the three seen, and doubtless
the others of the series, are set in regulation western mountain and desert locale
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and are typical of western screen dramas,
the stories are condensed and simplified
and each double-reeler tells a complete,
gripping story in itself.
In "Beyond
Trail" Santchi
appears first as atheblacksmith
attempting
to counsel a wayward brother addicted
to poker and attendant pursuits. To
shield the lad, Santchi takes the blame
for a murder and becomes an outlaw.
Finding a deserted young mother with
a baby out on the desert, he learns that
the negligent husband is his brother.
Seeking to restore him to his duty, there
is a fray in which the brother is shot by
an Indian, a champion of Santchi, and
the latter is left to woo and wed the girl.
Edward Hearn plays the part of the
brother.
MARY

MILES M INTER IN

ALL

SOUL'S EVE
(REALART)
Mary Miles Minter in a dual role
and a story that raises the question, is death the end of life? An
artistically handled production
with the exception of one scene.
The star beautiful as an artist's
Madonna model; the settings elegant and the cast doing good
work.
Directed by Chester Franklin.
The director is to be commended for
putting Mary Miles Minter into a dual
role in this feature. He has had her
appear as contrasting types — as a blonde
and a brunette, matron and maid. It is
in the latter personation, because it is
the more natural, that she does the better
work; but she rallies admirably to the
demands of the mother part and is extremely likable throughout the picture.
It is to be regretted that Jack Holt,
who plays opposite the star is made so
disreputable a figure for so many feet of
film. The effect would have been better
gained, it seems, had his misery not been
•>o exaggerated. Another displeasing element is the scene wherein a lunatic pursues the "vampire" and sends her to
death in the water. It is too melodramatic and the one jarring note of the
picture. There is compensation for
these shortcomings, however, for the picture has an intense heart appeal. It is
staged in luxurious settings and on a
beautiful estate, and little Micky Moore
is
in the important part he
has captivating
to play.
Mary Miles Minter plays both the part
of Alice Heath, a young mother, who
meets death at the instigation of a designing woman who covets her husband,
and of Norah. the nursemaidof the Heath
youngster. Following the death of his
wife, the father (Jack Holt), an artist,
leses his grip on life and art and becomes
clay in the hands of the vampire. Ultimate realization that he can love Norah
and see in her the spirit and looks of
his dead wife, lead eventually to his marriage with her and the restoration of
his self-respect and professional success.
VIOLA DANA IN
OFFSHORE
PIRATE
(METRO)
A picture without any high lights,
but a moderately pleasing program offering of the sort that can
be
relied upon to give general satisfaction.
"The Offshore Pirate," based on F.
Scott Fitzgerald's Saturday Evening Post
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story, is what might be called a nice little
picture. It is a light and frothy romantic story with a simple and obvious
plot. But this plot is adorned with a
number of typical Dana capers and some
deft comedy touches, as, for instance, the
crap game between the half dozen darkies
and the three white sailors, with accompanying invocations to the Goddess of
Chance, which make the offering pleaspalatable.
The ingly
story
can be told in a few words.
Ardita Farnam considers men in the same
class with doormats until a Russian saves
her jewelry in a stage robbery. The
Russian is an adventurer. To save her
from this man, her uncle endeavors to
have her meet the nephew of a friend of
his. Ardita refuses to meet Toby Moreland. Then, while she is alone on the
deck of her yacht, a youth who calls himself Curtis Carlyle makes his appearance
in company with half a dozen colored
huskies. He tells her he is a crook and
wins her
overendby heusing
cave man not
meth-to
ods. In the
is discovered
be Curtis Carlyle but Toby Moreland.
There isn't enough material in the plot
lo make six reels, but with the touches
the picture moves along nicely, and
amuses moderately. Technically, it is
nicely done. Viola Dana is vivacious as
the girl and Jack Mulhall is pleasing as
the pseudo crook. Edward Jobson and
Edward Cecil are well cast in small parts.
TOM SANTCHI IN
THE IMPOSTER
(PATHE)
A two-reel western feature with the
star playing the part of a gang leader
in the underwold. He reforms under
humane treatment in a sawmill colony
and becomes an honest laborer. He assumes the name when
of a the
friendformer
of the ismill's
superintendent
lost
in a wreck. Two companions who have
followed into the new life from the old
"double-cross" him and steal pay funds
from the man who has befriended him.
Suspicion rests upon Santchi, but he is
exonerated and brought permanently into
the affections of the family of the supera young
fosterlather to inatendent to little
girl.widow
Some andespecially
attractive shots of shining, rippling
waters and pine-covered mountains distinguish this feature. A splendid short
subject program.
TOM SANTCHI IN
THE DEATH
TRAP
(PATHE)
Pleasing little drama of the West; full
of spirited action.
Santchi, in the role of a stage driver,
champions a lad led astray by a villainous
renegade and made to take part in a
gold robbery. As the driver the star is
held responsible for the lost gold, but
the lad's confession of his attempt to do
right exonerates him. The boy learns a
valuable lesson; the villain meets with
his deserts; and the gallant hero finds a
sweetheart in the lad's sister.
Will Represent Chaplin
J. R. Grainger, representative for Marshall Neilan, will act as special representative for Charlie Chaplin with regards to contracts accepted for "The
Kid," published through First National.
Open Gustine Sunshine
GUSTINE,
TEX.—
new Sunshine
theatre was opened
hereTherecently.
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Copyright, 1921
You are especially invited to contribute regularly to this department.
It is a co-operative service FOR THE BENEFIT OF EXHIBITORS.
TELL US WHAT THE PICTURE DID FOR YOU and read in the HERALD every week what the picture
did for the other fellow, thereby getting the only possible guide to box office values. Address "What The
Picture Did For Me," EXHIBITORS HERALD, 417 S. Dearb orn St., Chicago.
Associated Producers
Homespun Folks, a Thomas H. Ince
production. — From all angles I never
have seen any picture yet made that I
thought better to run. Satisfied 100 per
cent. — E. Saunders, Palace theatre, Harvard, 111.— General patronage.
The Last of the Mohicans, a Maurice
Tourneur production. — This picture will
get you money and please at the same
time, but it is the only one of four I
booked from this company that did make
me a nickle. — Charles Dahler, Abingdon
theatre, Abingdon, 111. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Homespun Folks, a Thomas H. Ince
production. — Very good picture. — R. C.
Buxton, Strand theatre, Ransom, Kan.—
Country town patronage.
The Forbidden Thing, An Allan Dwan
production. — Boys, keep away from this
thing. — Charles Dahler, Abingdon theatre, Abingdon, 111. — Neighborhood
patronage.
First National
Passion, with a special cast. — Marvelous production. Broke all house records.
Characters perfectly cast. Simply a 100
per cent production. — Edward L. Hyman. Strand theatre, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Dinty, a Marshall Neilan production.
— Boys, here is a real special. Broke all
house records on this. Pleased 100 per
cent. The kind of a picture that they
come out and pat you on the back and
say, "Some picture, we want more like
it." Book
it. stand
Boostallit,youandcanwatch
results. It will
say for
•it. It is sure some tonic for the box
office. — F. C. Burr & Son, Orpheum theatre, Lancaster, Wis. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Peaceful Valley, with Charles Ray.—
A knockout. Charles Ray a favorite
here. Always pleases our patrons.—
Edwin Lake, Lake theatre, Baker, Mont.
— Small town patronage.
The Branded Woman, with Norma
Talmadge. — Norma Talmadge, as in all
her First National pictures, pleased in
The Branded Woman. The combination of Talmadge and First National
can't be beat. — Opera House, Greensboro, Ala. — Small town patronage.
A Splendid Hazard, with Henry B.
Walthall.— Pe rsonally thought this a
good picture, but does not seem to have
. any appeal to the public. Star has long
since lost his drawing power. — W. H.
Creal, Suburban theatre, Omaha, Neb. —
Neighborhod patronage.
Good References, with Constance Talmadge.— Very light story and not much
comedy. If it wasn't for Connie and
. her bathing suit it would fall flat. — O. R.
Hans, Scenic theatre, Hastings, Minn. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Twin Beds, with Mr. and Mrs. Carter
De Haven. — An excellent attraction that
proved a remarkable drawing card for

three days. Kept our crowds laughing
from title to the final close-up. — H. V.
Friedrich, Majestic theatre, Sheboygan,
Wis. — Downtown patronage.
Go and Get It, a Marshall Neilan production— An A-l. First class for any
house. This kind helps pay for some
of the lemons we get. — W. H. Mart,
Strand theatre, Grinnell, la.
THE KID, with Charles Chaplin.
— Broke all records opening day by
$700. Will smash records for first
week by over $4,000. Booked for
four weeks. — Jones, Linick &
Schaefer, Randolph theatre, Chicago,
111. — Downtown patronage.
A Daughter of Two Worlds, with
Norma Talmadge. — Good.
Drew well
and pleased. — L. M. Kuhns, Gibson theatre, Gibson, N. M. — Mining camp patronage.
Nomads of the North, with a special
cast. — One of the very best. One lady
called up her husband and daughter
after the first show and said, "Come
right over and see this show. It's the
best one I ever saw." First National
are all good. — S. Olson, Pastime theatre, Delavan, Wis. — General Patronage.
The Branded Woman, with Norma Talmadge.— Not as good as usual Talmadge
picture. Unnatural mother. Poor story
for Norma. — Edwin Lake, Lake theatre.
Baker, Mont. — Small town patronage.
Passions Playground, with Katherine
MacDonald. — A very well acted play,
especially work by star. She sure is
beautiful. — O. R. Hans, Scenic theatre,
Hastings, Minn. — Neighborhood patronage.
In Search of a Sinner, with Constance
Talmadge. — Very good comedy. — L. M.

NOTICE
Exhibitors Herald directs
attention to the fact that the
matter printed in the department,
"What the Picture Did for Me,"
is protected by copyright.
Permission for republication of
matter originally appearing in the
department, with proper credit to
Exhibitors Herald, will be
granted upon application to the
publisher.
Unauthorized use of the
matter is unlawful.

Kuhns, Gibson theatre, Gibson, N. M. —
Mining camp patronage.
Don't Ever Marry, a Marshall Neilan
production. — Great. Book
this and
boost it big. Pleased 90 per cent. Bigger business second day than opening
date. — T. N. Magurder, Elite theatre,
Iola, Kan. — General patronage.
In the Heart of a Fool, an Allan Dwan
production. — A very good picture that
seemed to please the majority of our
patrons.— H. V. Friedrich, Majestic
theatre, Sheboygan. Wis. — Downtown
patronage.
The Inferior Sex, with Mildred Harris.— While this is a good picture, Old
Dad to us was a far better one. This
star we find will draw. — C. Hales Lyric
theatre, Orange City, la.— Neighborhood
patronage.
The Greatest Question, a D. W.
Griffith production. — Failed to please.
Top price 30 cents.— Giacoma Bros.,
Crystal theatre, Tombstone, Ariz. — General patronage.
The River's End, a Marshall Neilan
production.— A special that no exhibitor
can pass up. Book
Raise your
admission and cash in.now.
— Polk E. Moore,
Portland theatre Co., Portland, Tenn.
Good References, with Constance Talmadge.—There is never any question
Miss Talmadge's
houses
full
about
pictures. This
one on
proved
no exception.
Satisfied everyone.— H. V. Friedrich, Majesticpatronage.
theatre, Sheboygan, Wis. — Downtown
Go and Get It, a Marshall Neilan production.— Great picture. Got 20 and 40
cents on this by running with The Lost
City serial. Had full house. 100 per
cent pleased.— R. C. Buxton, Strand
theatre, Ransom, Kan. — Country town
patronage.
The Notorious Miss Lisle, with Katherine McDonald. — Not much to this one.
Hardly average program. We barely
get our monev back on her pictures. —
W. H. Mart, Strand theatre, Grinnell, la.
Go and Get It, a Marshall Neilan production.— This is an altogether different
picture than was ever made before and
will hold any audience better than any
other attraction you have ever had. Bear
advance admission? I'll say it will, but
book it no less than two days. Name no
good. — Charles Dahler. Abingdon theatronage.
tre. \bingdon, 111. — Neighborhood paThe River's End, a Marshall Neilan
production. — Great picture, as well as
all Curwood stories. Full house. All
pleased. — R. C. Buxton, Strand theatre,
Ransom. Kan. — Neighborhood patronage.Good References, with Constance Talmadge.— Constance will have to put on
more steam. Consider her last three pictures pretty poor. — W. H. Mart, Strand
theatre, Grinnell, la.
The
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Chester Withey, Norma Talmadge's director, together with the star, visited Folsom's
art gallery on Fifth avenue, New York, to get a scene for a forthcoming First
National production.
MacDonald. — Slow and draggy. Too
much posing. Miss MacDonald is a
beautiful
but to
it's prove
too badit when
to use 100
up
1,000 feet lady,
of film
feet would have answered. Photography good, settings beautiful. Not much
to
the
Didn'ttheatre,
please. —Neligh,
J. C.
Jenkins, story.
Auditorium
Neb. — Neighborhood patronage.
Human Desire, with Anita Stewart. —
This is a dandy. Better than some socalled specials. Book it. — T. N. Magruder, Elite theatre, Iola, Kan. — General
patronage.
The Romance of Tarzan, with Elmo
Lincoln. — First part fine review of
Tarzan of the Apes, balance of picture
not as good to my notion. However,
they seem to take fairly well. — A. B.
Anderson, Pastime theatre, Stratford, S.
D. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Hoodlum, with Mary Pickford. —
A picture that will bring them in. A
production that will be long remembered
by your patrons. — P. E. Moore, Portland theatre Co., Portland, Tenn.
A Virtuous Vamp, with Constance Talmadge. — A good little comedy, which
gave entire satisfaction. Drew well as
do all Connie's pictures. — C. N. Bartow,
Opera House, Medora, 111. — Small town
patronage.
Mary Regan, with Anita Stewart. — A
real good show. One that pleased the
people and made them speak highly of
it. Direction in this feature fine. Anita
Stewart and Frank Mayo filled the bill
to a nicety. — H. J. Longaker, Howard
theatre. Alexandria, Minn. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Hoodlum, with Mary Pickford. —
Pleased a big crowd. Not quite as good
a drawing card as Daddy Long Legs.
Good moral. Six reels. — A. J. Steggal,
Opera House, Fayette, la. — College town
patronage.
The Woman Gives, with Norma Talmadge. — -Another splendid Norma Talmadge subject. — Raymond Gear, Mayflower theatre, Florence, Kan.

Fox
The Scuttlers, with William Farnum.
— This was sure some picture. Pleased
all. Played to full house.— H. J. McBeth, Gem theatre, Ord, Neb. — Neighborhood patronage.
Molly and I, witli Shirley Mason — A
very poor picture. All Fox pictures that
we have ever exhibited were poor. —
Opera
House, Greensboro, Ala. — Small
town patronage.
THE SQUARE SHOOTER, with
Buck Jones —
First Kid: Say! Buck Jones is
some fighter.
Kid: him.Aw g'wan. Tom
MixSecond
c'n beat
Oh, yerhung
off. wonst
Didn't and
he
getFirst
shot Kid:
two times,
fall off the barn roof and shoot 'em
up and then ride seventeen miles
and jump out of a tree onter the
villain's
and rescue his goil?
G'wan. back
Yer bugs.
Moral: Leave it to the kids. They
know the good ones. — Dr. F. M.
Childs, Cozy theatre, Villisca, la.
From Now On, with George Walsh. —
It is seven reels of fighting with the underworld crooks, featuring some of the
world's greatest fights. Be sure and see
the picture. — E. M. Steward, My theatre,
Indianapolis, Ind. — Neighborhood patronage.
Love's Harvest, with Shirley Mason. —
Very good picture. The best of this
star so far. — F. C. Burr, Orpheum theatre, Lancaster, Wis. — Neighborhood
patronage.
with Shirley
Mason.
—
OneLove's
of theHarvest,
few pictures
that will
please
everyone. Miss Mason is at the top of
the ladder in ingenue roles, and Fox always gives her suitable productions.
Shirley is one of our few great stars, and
is verynings,popular
here. — Granville,
Harry N. N.JenPastime theatre,
Y.
Merely Mary Ann, with Shirley Mason.
— Rather tame. Don't consider this up
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to star's standard. Just will get by if
to
not advertised too strong. Appeals
the women more than the men. — F. L.
Clarke, Cozy theatre, Hazen, ArkNeighborhood patronage.
The Flame of Youth, with Shirley
Mason. — A very good picture, and star
becoming more popular with each release. If you're looking
clean
comedy-dramas this seriesforisgood
what you
want.— W. H. Creal, Suburban theatre.
Omaha, Neb. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Challenge of the Law, with William Russell.— He did it again! William
Russell packed the theatre from cellar
to garret on Saturday and put his picture over in great shape. Fact is, if you
ever get your audiences to liking Bill
Russell, you should never worry about
the box office receipts when his picture
is on the boards. — Harry M. Palmer,
Liberty
theatre, Washington, Ind — General patronage.
The Little Wanderer, with Shirley
Mason.— A program picture but will get
over nicely. Nice and clean. Anybody
else having trouble getting adv. matter
from Fox? I sure am. — O. R. Hans,
Scenic theatre,
Hastings, Minn. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Plunger, with George Walsh. —
This is a fair picture. Used on Sunday.
Walsh is not a popular star in our
house, but we did a fair business. —
Spalding Bros., Gem theatre, Taylorville, 111. — Neighborhood patronage.
Rose of Nome, with Gladys Brockwell. — A splendid feature for those that
like red-blooded action, thrills and heart
interest. Miss Brockwell one of the
greatest of stars, and she does herself
full justice here. Be sure and get this
one if action and superb acting is what
you want. — Harry N. Jennings, Pastime
theatre, Granville, N. \
Number 17, with George Walsh. — An
average crook story better than most
of Walsh's recent releases. — W. H. Creal,
Suburban borhood
theatre,
patronage. Omaha, Neb. — NeighSunset Sprague, with Buck Jones. — A
good western subject that went over well
with my patrons. Buck Jones good star
for me, and getting better. — F. L. Clarke,
Cozy hood
theatre.
patronage. Hazen, Ark. — NeighborThe Trouble Makers, with William
Farnum. — This is sure one of those kind
of pictures that you can look your
people in the face when they come out
of your well filled house on a Farnum
night. A credit to any house. — Charles
Dahler, Abingdon theatre, Abingdon,
III. — Neighborhood patronage.
While New York Sleeps, with a special cast. — Very much over advertised.
Just an ordinary feature with my crowd.
Has great box office value, but will disappoint. Made serious mistake in raising my prices. — F. L. Clarke, Cozy theatre, Hazen, Ark. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Husband Hunter, with Eileen
Percy. — Fair program picture. Will
satisfy
about 80 Hastings,
per cent.—Minn.
O. R. Hans,
Scenic theatre,
Prairie Trails, with Tom Mix. — Another good Mix picture. Mix is the best
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drawing card I have. Pleased all. — H.
E Mcbeth, Gem theatre, Ord. Neb. —
Neighborhood patronage.
The Adventurer, with William Farnum,
—A costume picture. Our patrons like
Farnum in Westerns, but not in this
one. — S. Olson, Pastime theatre, Delavan, Wis. — General patronage.
The Last Straw, with Buck Jones. —
Fair Western picture. First time for us
with Buck Jones, but he is a real man. —
R. O. Rhoades, Orpheum theatre, Converse, Ind. — Small town patronage.
The Lincoln Highwayman, with William Russell. — My gang ate this up. I
am sure it will satisfy anywhere. — O. R.
Hans, Scenic theatre, Hastings, Minn. —
Neighborhood patronage.
The Cyclone, with Tom Mix. — Fair
picture, but Tom Mix is no drawing card
for me. — Alvin S. Frank. Jewel theatre.
Lafayette, Col. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Texan, with Tom Mix.— Good
Western but unfortunately rained out. —
E. A. Baradel, Palace theatre, McGehee,
Ark. — Small town patronage.
Rough Riding Romance, with Tom
Mix. — If you like rough and tumble stuff
don't ingfail
to with
get this
very acting
pleaspicture
the one.
best Ahorse
you ever saw. Mix always get me
money. — Charles Dahler, Abingdon
theatre, Abingdon, 111. — Neighborhood
patronage.
The Last of the Duanes, with William
Farnum. — Wonderful picture. Everybody praised it.— Alvin S. Frank. Jewel
theatre, Lafayette, Colo. — Neighborhood
patronage.
»
Would You Forgive? with Vivian
Rich. — First time for Tom Chatterton
since the old 101 Bison used to be an
old favorite. Also Vivian Rich. A
dandy good feature to good Saturday
night business. Pleased.— Dr. F. M.
Childs, Cozy theatre, Villisca, la.
The Strongest, with a special cast. —
Foreign actors did not appeal. Story
pretty good and with a good American
cast this would have gone over O. K.
However, as it is did not appeal. —
Adolph Kohn, Pastime theatre, Granville, N. Y. — Neighborhood patronage.
Riders of the Purple Sage, with William Farnum. — Return booking of this
one to a better business than the first
showing. A plum good one. Worthy
of the advertising limit. — Dr.. F. M.
Childs, Cozy theatre, Villisca. Ia.
Sunset Sprague, with Buck Jones. —
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Good Western. Star is liked here. — W.
L. Douglas, Strand theatre, Newman
Grove, Neb. — Small town patronage.
Sink or Swim, with George Walsh. — If
you have this one booked go after the
crowd as it will please them all. Walsh
is a favorite in this locality. — H. A.
Wishard. Wishard theatre, Bloomfield,
la — Home patronage.
Leave It to Me, with William Russell.
— Farce. Nothing to it. — Auditorium
theatre, Carleton, Neb. — Small town
patronage.
Forbidden Trails, with Buck Jones. —
Give us more like this one. One of the
finest clean Westerns we have run lately.
Book it if you want something to please
a good crowd. No knocks on it here.
Want more like it. — W. E. Stepp, Regent
theatre.
ronage. Pleasanton, Kans. — General patThe Man Who Dared, with William
Russell. — Nothing extra. Just a program picture. — W. L. Douglas, Strand
theatre. Newman Grove, Neb. — Small
town patronage.
Les Miserables, with William Farnum.
— -An old picture, but a good one. Eight
reels. Would stand advance price. Got
twice what I got for Out of the Storm. —
H. A. Wishard. Wishard theatre, Bloomfield, Ia. — Home patronage.
Goldwyn
The Man Who Had Everything, with
Jack Pickford. — A very satisfactory piece
of entertainment. — H. V. Friedrich. Majesticpatronage.
theatre, Sheboygan, Wis. — Downtown
Almost a Husband, with Will Rogers.
— They have to give it to Bill for being
the most human actor on the screen, and
he always leaves a good feeling. Good
picture, good crowd. — Jno. I. Saunders,
Cheney theatre,
borhood patronage.Cheney, Kans. — NeighThe Revenge of Tarzan, with a special
cast. — Heard no kicks. Drew good. Am
no critic on these Tarzan pictures. Never
read any of the books.— W- H. Mart,
Strand theatre, Grinnell, Ia.
Partners of the Night, with a special
cast. — A good detective story that pleased
a small crowd. — H. G. Stettmund, Jr.,
Odeon theatre. Chandler, Okla. — General
patronage.
The Strange Boarder, with Will Rogers.— It scores another one for Goldwyn.

"BLACK
BEAUTY"
(From Exhibitor's Trade Review)
Albert E. Smith, President of Vitagraph, offers exhibitors an exceptionally good commercial picture in
"Black Beauty."
With a charming star and a splendid cast, coupled
with a story so very human that few people will fail to
admire it, "Black Beauty" looms large on the horizon
of 1921 with promise of outliving this year and other
years on the exhibitor's books. This production has
splendid advertisingand exploitation details, with several
decades of book publication to enhance its value. Mr.
and Mrs. Chester have added something of sweetness
to the love story of Jessie and the Vicar's son, but the
valued things in the book are retained. The horse
race at the close of the picture is a thrilling climax and
splendidly staged.

WEBSTER CAMPBELL
>"ow directing Corinne Griffith, the Vitagraph star, in "The Correspondent."
Not as good as Jes' Call Me Jim, but good
enough for any audience. Rogers has
become a favorite here, as well as Irene
Rich and little Jimmie. It's an exceptional trio. Play this one. — J. C. Jenkins, Auditorium theatre, Neligh, Neb.
— Neighborhood patronage.
IT'S A GREAT LIFE, with a special cast — Pleased 100%. Ingenious, unique and original. Trenchant, terse and scholarly. Now we
need adjectives in 15 degrees with, a
rising inflection. We need letters a
foot high and a yard wide, and a
few exclamation points about the
size of a pyramid. But we won't go
further. You'll be surprised. — B. F.
Sharp, Tumble In theatre, Stinton,
Tex. — Rural patronage.
Callpictures
Me Jim,made.
with Will
NoJes'
better
Go to Rogers.
it. Book—
this one. You can't go wrong. — C. N.
Jacobs. Kozy theatre, Chatsworth, 111.
— Small town patronage.
Madame X,picture.
with Pauline
F-ederick.
A
remarkable
Held the
interest— of
everyone from beginning to end. Business rather light during Christmas week.
— H. V. Friedrich, Majestic theatre, Sheboygan, Wis. — Downtown patronage.
Jes' Call Me Jim, with Will Rogers. —
I had many people say they liked it
very much. It seemed to be the best
Rogers subject run. — Raymond Gear,
Mayflower
theatre, Florence, Kans. —
General patronage.
The Truth, with Madge Kennedy.—
Pleased the Kennedy fans as usual. Held
up good for two nights. A very clever
comedv-drama picture thev will enjoy.
—Dr. liscF.
a, Ia. M. Childs, Cozy" theatre, VilJes' Call Me Jim, with Will Rogers.—
Rogers'forpictures
fine, but reason.
do not draw
here
some unknown
Did
extra advertising and raised admission
5 cents on this one. Fair crowd. Have
had one of his pictures since then.
Slightly more attendance. — H. G. Stettmund, Jr., Odeon theatre, Chandler,
Okla. — General patronage.
Partners of the Night, wjth a special
cast. — A very pleasing program offering.
Rather out of date, but gave good satisfaction. Very nice business two days.
— Fred S. Meyer. Palace theatre, Hamilton. O.— Transient patronage.
Cupid the Cowpuncher, w ith Will Rog-
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ers. — Will Rogers always good, and this
better than usual. Star not an exceptional drawing card, however. — W. H.
Creal, Suburban theatre, Omaha, Xeb. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Stop Thief, with Tom Moore. — They
liked this. Very fair production. — W. H.
Mart, Strand theatre, Grinnell, la.
Cupid the Cowpuncher, with Will Rogers.— A 100 per cent picture in every
way.
Goldwyn
and"
we regret
to haveproductions
to give up all
the good,
program.
— C. T. Metcalf, Opera House, Greenfield, 1 1.— Small town patronage.
The City of Comrades, with Tom
Moore. — A good program picture. Drew
a good crowd. A good lesson in it, a
man may be down but never out. — Jno. 1.
Saunders, Cheney theatre, Cheney, Kans.
— Neighborhood patronage.
Sandy Burke of the U Bar U, with
Louis Bennison. — I like Louis Bennison
and my patrons are very loud in their
praises for this star. His smile you can
never
forget.
smilebrings
that inwon't
wear off,
and a It's
smilea that
the
money. — W. W. Stirlen, Alhambra theatre, Delta, la. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Slim Princess, with Mabel Norniand. — Why do we have to play that
kind of pictures when we know that it is
killing the game? One-third of my patrons walked out on me. — Charles Dahler,
Abingdon borhood
theatre,
patroange.Abingdon, III. — NeighHeartsease, with Tom Moore. — A good
picture to a good crowd. Tom is a good
drawing card for me. — Jno. I. Saunders,
Cheney theatre, Cheney, Kans. — Neighborhood patronage.
A Perfect 36, with Mabel Normand. —
Fair comedy-drama only. Without diving scenes would be no good. Pleased
">0 per cent. — R. O. Rhoad.es, Orpheum
theatre. Converse, Ind. — Small town patronage.
The Little Shepherd of Kingdom Come,
w ith Jack Pickford. — To take my patrons'
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word for it, it was a wonderful picture.
It snowed all day. Snowing and blowing when I started the show. I was dumlounded when I saw the sea^s full in such
a storm. Second night held up in spite
of bad roads and slippery streets. If
you can't get them in on "The Little
Shepherd,"
you'retheatre,
a deadVillisca,
one. — Dr.
M.
Childs, Cozy
la. F.
Upstairs, with Mabel Normand. — A fair
comedy to a fa"ir crowd. She does not
draw for me. — Jno. I. Saunders, Cheney
theatre, Cheney, Kans. — Neighborhood
patronage.
The Slim Princess, with Mabel Normand.— About average. A better production than the one produced years ago
with Bushman and Ruth Stonehouse. —
\V. H. Mart, Strand theatre, Grinnell, la.
The Girl from Outside, a Rex Beach
production. — An excellent offering that
pleased everybody. Regardless of
whether Rex Beach means anything to
your audiences, here's a picture that you
mustn't overlook. It will please and
come up to box office expectations. —
bred S. Meyer, Palace theatre, Hamilton,
O. — Transient patronage.
Water, Water Everywhere, with Will
Rogers. — Very good picture. Well liked.
— C. S. Ford, Princess theatre, Reinbeck,
la. — Neighborhood patronage.
Flame of the Desert, with Geraldine
l'arrar. — An excellent picture that would
go over big with anybody but Farrar.
\\ c Mill are of the firm belief that as a
motion picture star she's a great grand
opera singer. — Fred S. Meyer, Palace
theatre, Hamilton, O. — Transient patronage.
Hodlcinson
Desert Gold, with E. K. Lincoln. —
Pleased the people. Good crowd in spite
ut impassable roads. — W. L. Douglas,
Strand theatre. Newman Grove, Neb. —
S nail town patronage.
Riders of the Dawn, with Roy Stewart.
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— Good picture. Title draws patrons. 95.
per cent pleased. Playing a special like
this every Saturday night with The Lost
City serial, 20 and 40 cents admission.
Full house each night. — R. C. Buxton,
Strand theatre, Ransom, Kans. — Country
town patronage.
The Westerners, with Roy Stewart. —
Being a resident of the Black Hills in
the early 80s, I was disappointed in not
seeing a view of Rapid City. Otherwise
The Westerners followed the book to
a "T." Little Frankie Lee and Hunter
won the hearts of all. One, of the best
and cleanest western pictures I ever ran.
Two
nights to good crowds. Grab it.—
la.
Dr. F. M. Childs, Cozy theatre. Villisca,
The Green Flame, with J. Warren Kerrigan.— Pleased 100 per cent. Sent them
away talking about it. J. Warren Kerrigan is one of our best drawing cards. —
C. E. McClain, Liberty theatre, Tryon,
Okla. — Neighborhood patronage.
As a Man Thinks, with Leah Baird. —
Kxccllent picture. Went over big. Gave
< xccllent satisfaction. — W. L. Douglas,
Strand theatre, Newman Grove, Neb.—
Small town patronage.
Metro
Polly with a Past, with Ina Claire. —
An excellent picture, but attendance was
rather light. Star unknown. — H. V.
Friedrich, Majestic theatre, Sheboygan,
Wis. — Downtown patronage.
Body and Soul, w ith Alice Lake. — Very
gdbd. — L. M. Kuhns, Gibson theatre,
Gibson, N. M. — Mining camp patronage.
SHORE ACRES, with a special
cast. — Oh, ye good old days, when
we flicked the lamp, swished the
broom on the wings, rolled the shot
on the snare drum and shook the
thunder sheet for the storm effect
when SHORE ACRES came to
town. Good? Yes. But nothing
compared with the SHORE ACRES
of
the F.
screen.
Boost it.
great.
—Dr.
M. Childs,
CozyIt'stheatre,
Villisca, la.
The Great Redeemer, with a special
cast. — Played it two nights to good
houses. Most of them thought it was
fine. A few of them did not like it.—
Alvin S. Frank, Jewel theatre, Lafayette,
Colo. — Neighborhood patronage.
Old Lady 31, with Emma Dunn.— It is
a good picture, but will not be enjoyed
by the younger set. But it shows in
realism what may happen in the future.
— E. M. Steward, My theatre, Indianapolis, Ind. — Neighborhood patronage.
Madame Peacock, with Nazimova. —
The best dual picture I haye ever seen,
from point of view of acting and the
moral. A few expressed their appreciation of Nazimova's acting, but the majority of my patrons prefer more action,
and hence I lost money on it. Nevertheles , itis a most worth-while picture.
theatre, AlaRegent patronage.
— Jean meda,Lightner,
Cal. — Neighborhood
The Walk-Offs, with May Allison.—
Good picture.— L. A. Has.se, Majestic
theatre, Mauston, Wis.
The Mutiny of the Elsinore, with a
special cast. — One of the best pictures of
its kind. Gave universal satisfaction.
Nice business two days. — Fred S. Meyer,
Palace theatre, Hamilton, O. — Transient
patronage.

A. L. Thompson, studio manager, and George L. Cox, director, make friends with
the latest addition to the actorial forces. His name is "Songbird" and he
has an important role in "Sunset Jones," the American's Western feature.

Buster Keaton.—
The Sap Head, withwhich
about 75 per
funny L.comedy
Very liked.—
M. Kuhns, Gibson theatre,
cent
Gibson, N. M. — Mining camp patronage.
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The Right of Way, with Bert Lytell.—
Fine picture. Lytell is great. You can't
go wrong on this. — F. C. Burr & Son,
Orpheum theatre, Lancaster, Wis. —
Neighborhood patronage.
The Price of Redemption, with Bert
Lytell. — Extra good. Lytell always extra good. — L. M. Kuhns, Gibson theatre,
Gibson, N. M. — Mining camp patronage.
Dangerous to Men, with Viola Dana. —
A very fine picture, and gave satisfaction
to all. — Pfeiffer Bros., Opera House,
Kenton, O. — Neighborhood patronage.
Paramount
The Charm School, with Wallace Reid.
— Good picture that pleased all. Reid is
the best star Paramount has. We packed
'em in. — James D. Kennedy, Alhambra
theatre, Indianapolis, Ind. — Downtown
patronage.
Below the Surface, with Hobart Bosworth. — No crowds on account of cold
weather, but the picture is great. A real
special. — Alvin S. Frank, Jewel theatre,
Lafayette, Colo. — Neighborhod patronage.
What's Your Hurry? with Wallace
Reid. — Wallace Reid always gets us the
business. What's Your Hurry? one of
his best. — Opera House, Greensboro, Ala.
— Small town patronage.
The Roaring Road, with Wallace Reid.
— Fine picture. Wallie some star. A
good house. Wallie always good here.
Beautiful scenery. Pleased to the limit.
— W. F. Baker, Boone Way theatre, Mt.
Vernon, Ky. — General patronage.
Always Audacious, with Wallace Reid.
— Very good picture. Wallace shows up
good in this picture, as he keeps them all
thinking right and left. — E. M. Steward,
My theatre, Indianapolis, Ind. — Neighborhood patronage.
Love Insurance, with Bryant Washburn.— Good picture. — Alvin S. Frank,
Jewel theatre, Lafayette, Colo. — Neighborhood patronage.
Behind the Door, with Hobart Bos-
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worth. — Extra good picture. Some o!
the ladies did not like it, but as a whole
well liked. Acting extra fine. — C. E. Belden,
Midway
Alining
camp theatre.
patronage.Mogollon, N. M- Excuse My Dust, with Wallace Reid. —
Good picture. Theodore Roberts really
the star in this one. Everybody well
pleased. — R. R. Gribble, Grand theatre.
New Hamburg, Ont., Can. — Small town
patronage.
Told in the Hills, with Robert Warwick.— Younever
can'tgotgo awrong
on this from
one.
We have
poor picture
Paramount yet. Business good. 15 and
20 cents. — W. F. Baker, Boone Way
theatre,
ronage. Mt. Vernon, Ky. — General pat-

EXCUSE MY DUST, with Wallace Reid. — A great picture. Paramount exploitation service a great
help in putting over any Paramount
picture. — Cobacker & Cosua, Hiland
theatre, Des Moines, la. — Neighborhood patronage.
Hayfoot Strawfoot, with Charles Ray.
— Same verdict on this as on all other
pictures of this star's in 18-19 series —
very good. Any exhibitor who passes
these up is letting lots of good dollars
get past his box office. Have played all
Ra3's and Reids in this series, and they
are all good. — W. H. Creal, Suburban
theatre, Omaha. Neb.— Neighborhood
patronage.
Happy Though Married, with Enid
Bennett. — Clever comedy-drama. Douglas MacLean is in support and patrons
are strong for him. — J. Herbert Talbert,
Legion theatre, Norwich, Kans. — Small
town patronage.
The Round Up, with Roscoe Arbuckle.
— The picture is six reels full of pleasure
and fun, showing Fatty in the role of
character as sheriff, pulling off his Western stunts. — E. M. Steward, My theatre.
Indianapolis. Ind. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Round-Up, with Roscoe Arbuckle.
— While this is a good Western show,
it will disappoint Arbuckle fans, as there
is very little comedy. His two-reelers
for Paramount best comedies made. — F.
"Should prove a big box office atL. Clarke, Cozy theatre, Hazen, Ark. —
traction inany theatre in any local- Neighborhood patronage.
ity. There are many exploitation
Humoresque, with a special cast. —
This picture seemed to please everyone,
angles suggested in a comprehensive
press book furnished by the pro- and business was good. — Raymond Gear,
ducers.
Mayflower
theatre, Florence, Kans. — ■
General
patronage.
It Pays to Advertise, with Bryant
"One of the. best Vitagraph pictures in many months. Tom Terriss
Washburn. — Clever picture. Pleased all.
has plunged right into his story in the Good business. — F. E. Sabin, Majestic
first reel and never lets up with the theatre, Eureka, Mont. — Neighborhood
suspense until the last few feet of the patronage.
It Pays to Advertise, with Bryant
film. The book has been faithfully Washburn.
— Good picture and good busifollowed to a marked degree.
ness. Boost it big. — Cobacker & Sosua,
Des Moines, la. — Neigh"Catherine
is a very
ap- Hiland theatre,
borhood patronage.
pealing heroineCalvert
and makes
the most
Boots, with Dorothy Gish. — -Another
of her role. George Von Seyffertitz
success. You can't fail on this one.
as Santos gives a remarkable per- AGishpicture
that suits everybody. — Polk
formance. Holmes E. Herbert makes
E. Moore, Portland Theatre Co., Portland, Tenn.
Rattray the best role of his screen
career. Percy Marmont, as Cole,
Widow by Proxy, with Marguerite
gets all that is possible out of a fine Clark. — Swell picture. It's very good.
part. Roy Applegate handles the — R. D. Schneider, Midget theatre, Metamora, 111. — Neighborhood patronage.
role of Captain Harriss to advantage.
Walter James is well cast as the
The Third Kiss, with Vivian MartinFair program picture. — L. M. Kuhns,
Portuguese, and gives a good per- Gibson
theatre, Gibson, N. M. — Mining
formance. Bernard Seigel and India camp patronage.
Wakara give good performances in
Lady Rose's Daughter, with Elsie
two supporting roles. The producFerguson. — A fair picture, but nothing
tion iswell built. It should prove a out of the ordinary. — Raymond Gear,
winner."
Mayflower theatre, Florence, Kans. —
General patronage.
— From "IT," Los Angeles, Review
Young Mrs. Winthrop, with Ethel
of "Dead Men Tell No Tales."

EILEE-V PERCY
Tlio winsome little Fox star.
Clayton. — Best Clayton we have had, but
failed to get us any money. Acting of
star and cast good. Harrison Ford draws
attention as leading man. — W. H. Creal,
Suburban borhood
theatre.
patronage. Omaha. Neb. — NeighThe Haunted Bedroom, with Enid Bennett.— A real mystery feature that held
up to the very last. Good, clean program
and will please. — C. Hales, Lyric theatre,
Orange City, la. — Neighborhood patronage.His Wife's Friend, with Dorothy Dalton. — Very good picture. Good business.
— C. E. Belden, Midway theatre, Mogollon, N. M. — Mining camp patronage.
Mary's Ankle, with Douglas MacLean
and Doris May. — Excellent comedy. — L.
M. Kuhns, Gibson theatre, Gibson, N. M.
— Mining camp patronage.
Told in the Hills, with Robert Warwick.— A-l Western. Book this, boys.
You can't go wrong. It's wonderful.
It's six reels. Paramount has some lemons, but this is a peach. — R. D. Schneider,
Midget theatre,
borhood patronage.Metamora. 111. — NeighPartners Three, with Enid Bennett. —
A dandy little program picture. A production that will be appreciated by all.
— Polk E. Moore, Portland Theatre Co.,
Portland, Tenn.
John Petticoats, with William S. Hart.
— Not the usual Hart story and consequently drew very poor business. Hart
very much out of place in this. — W. H.
Creal, Suburban theatre, Omaha, Neb. —
Neighborhood patronage.
2Zy2 Hours Leave, with Douglas MacLean and Doris May. — A little old, but
100 per cent. Almost too good for a
program picture. You can raise your
admission on this feature. Should be a
special. — R. D. Schneider, Midget thearonage.
tre. Metamora, 111. — Neighborhood patHawthorne of the U. S. A., with Wallace Reid. — Extra good. Wallace and
Lila make a good pair. All cast fine. —
C. E. Belden, Midway theatre, Mogollon,
N. M. — Mining camp patronage.
Mary's Ankle, with Douglas MacLean
and Doris May. — A dandy comedy-drama
in which these clever stars score as big
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a hit as in either of their other pictures.
Can't be beat for real entertainment. —
W. H. Creal, Suburban theatre, Omaha,
Neb. — Neighborhood patronage.
Dangerous Hours, with a special cast.
— Just an ordinary program picture. —
Bert Norton, Kozy theatre, Eureka, 111.
— Neighborhood patronage.
On With the Dance, with Mae Murray.
— Excellent. Drew a large house and
everyone liked it. — L. M. Kuhns, Gibson
theatre, Gibson, N. M. — Mining camp
patronage.
The Miracle of Love, with a special
cast. — Seven reels of nothing. — Bert Norton, Kozy theatre, Eureka, 111. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Grim Game, with Houdini. — While
I was a little slow in getting to this one.
it went over fine. It is excellent entertainment, and made patrons smile. — II.
J. Longaker, Howard theatre, Alexandria, Minn. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Grim Game, with Houdini. — A
good picture, enjoyed by all. Business
below normal, account of heavy snows
and zero weather, but no fault of the
picture. — W. F. Baker, Boone Way theatre, Mt. Vernon, Ky. — General patronage.
The Egg Crate Wallop, with Charles
Ray. — Very good. — L. M. Kuhns, Gibson theatre, Gibson, N. M. — Mining camp
patronage.
Battling Jane, with Dorothy Gish. —
Here's the niftiest, nippiest, dad burndest
best comedy-drama we've had since Heck
was a pup. It's an old one wjth a sprinkle
of Red Cross drive, but it's sure a pippin.
—Dr. F. M. Childs, Cozy theatre, Villisca, la.
It Pays to Advertise, with Bryant
Washburn. — Just a fair picture. Story
good, but not a lot of comedy. — Alvin S.
Frank, Jewel theatre, Lafayette, Colo. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Jane Goes A-Wooing, with Vivian
Martin. — Was a nice, clean one. Good
photography throughout. We used a
good comedy, too, which I think helped
some. — C. Hales, Lyric theatre, Orange
City, la. — Neighborhood patronage.
Sporting Life, with a sgccial cast. —
Just a fair program picture. No comments.— L. A. Hasse, Majestic theatre,
Mauston, Wis.
Scarlet Days, a D. W. Griffith production.— Nothing extra. Just fair. — L. M.
Kuhns, Gibson theatre, Gibson, N. M. —
Mining camp patronage.
False Faces, with Henry B. Walthall.—
It's a war picture, but it's fine. Everybody liked it. — Alvin S. Frank, Jewel
theatre, Lafayette, Colo.— Neighborhood
patronage.
Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm, with
Mary Pickford. — Only booked one night.
Should have booked two. They still like
Mary. Very pleasing picture. Pleased
100 per cent. — Edwin Lake, Lake theatre,
Baker, Mont. — Small town patronage.
The Misleading Widow, with Billie
Burke. — Sure some comedy-drama. A
charming girl gets by in good shape with
any audience. Why don't they make
more like it? — R. C. Buxton, Strand thea-
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theatre, Delta, la. — Neighborhood patronage.
Other Men's Shoes, an Edgar Lewis
production. — Received more favorable
comments than any picture we played
this season. It will please roughnecks
as well as church people. Class A picture.— F. Hejtmanek, Opera House,
Clarkson, Neb. — Small town patronage.
The Fighting Chance, with a special
cast. — Did not please. Too much champagne and artificial life for our patrons.
— Edwin Lake, Lake theatre, Baker,
Mont. — Small town patronage.
Sherry, an Edgar Lewis production. — A
beautiful picture that will satisfy any
audience. Good story. — F. Hejtmanek,
Opera
House, Clarkson, Neb. — Small
town patronage.
Other Men's Shoes, an Edgar Lewis
production. — Poor business first day, second day about double first. Five cent
boost in prices. This picture will please
the majority. — H. G. Stettmund, Jr.,
Odeon theatre, Chandler, Okla. — General
patronage.
The Broadway Cowboy, with William
Desmond. — It gave general satisfaction.
It is really a satire on Western heroes.
Full of pep. Play it.— F. Hejtmanek,
Opera
House, Clarkson, Neb. — Small
town patronage.
Brothers Divided, with Frank Keenan.
— A dandy picture. Everyone pleased.
You can boost this one. Kcenan's best.
Can't go wrong.
Prices Salina,
10-20c. —Kans.
William
Thacher,
Royal theatre,
Dollar for Dollar, with Frank Keenan.
■— Good society feature. — F. Hajtmanek,
Operapatronage.
House, Clarkson, Neb. — Small
town

WEDDED

I lir curri iit I'liriiniomii Irniurr.
tre,
Ransom, Kans. — Country town patronage.
A Desert Wooing, with Enid Bennett.
— A good picture. Pleased a fair crowd.
— H. G. Stettmund, Odeon theatre, Chandler, Okla. — General patronage.
Luck in Pawn, with Marguerite Clark.
— Very good. Miss Clark draws well
here. Prices 20 and 40 cents. — C. E.
Belden, Midway theatre, Mogollon, N. M.
— Mining camp patronage.
Border Wireless, with William Hart. —
This one went big. Could not keep
them quiet. This is soldier stuff, but
when Will puts it on it goes. Business
big. — William Thacher, Royal theatre,
Salina, Kans.
The Cinema Murder, with Marion
Davics. — Star good, but a very poor story.
— H. J. McBeth, Gem theatre, Ord, Neb.
— Neighborhood patronage.
His Parisian Wife, with Elsie Ferguson.— Society drama well acted. Miss
Ferguson wears some stunning gowns.
— J. H. Talbert, Legion theatre, Norwich, Kans. — Small town patronage.
Stepping Out, with Enid Bennett. —
Good comedy-drama that pleased our
house. Picture drew well and is good,
clean entertainment. An earmark of
Paramount pictures. — C. H. Thomas,
Community
theatre, Galva, la. — Small
town
patronage.
Pathe
Lahoma,
with a special
cast. — This
ture I recommend
to exhibitors
who picare
buying Western productions. My advice is to book it and you will in no way
be disappointed. — W. W. Stirlen, Al-
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Impossible Catherine, with Virginia
Pearson. — This is just a fair picture
comedy-drama. Some liked it and some
didn't.' About 50-50. — L. A. Hasse, Majestic theatre, Mauston, Wis.
The Deadlier Sex, with Blanche Sweet.
— Good picture. Pleased all. — H. E.
Gaily, Crystal theatre, Wayne, Neb.
Realart
Food for Scandal, with Wanda Hawley. — This is a good one. This star very
popular with us. — Opera House, Greensboro, Ala. — Small town patronage.
Eyes of the Heart, with Mary Miles
M inter. — A splendidly pictured story, but
such themes do not go well with us. Yet
it is a Realart and our patrons did not
complain. — C. T. Metcalf, Opera House,
Greenfield, 111. — Small town patronage.
Something Different, with Constance
Binney. — Average picture, but as a
whole continues along on reputation of
previous pictures. — Martin W. Operk,
Armory
theatre,
St. Genevieve, Mo. —
Neighborhood
patronage.
Eyes of the Heart, with Mary Miles
Minter. — Poorest Minter picture we have
run. Minter O. K. Story the bunk. Disappointed patrons. — F. E. Sabin, Majestic
theatre. Eureka, Mont. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Eyes of the Heart, with Mary Miles
Minter. — Not as good as some of her
previous pictures, but Mary Miles Minter
is always pleasing. — H. V. Friedrich, Majesticpatronage.
theatre, Sheboygan, Wis. — Downtown
Judy Minter.
of Rogue's
Mary
Miles
— Good Harbor,
picture.with
Everyone
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pleased. Average patronage. — B. F.
Sharp, Tumble In theatre, Sinton, Tex. —
Rural patronage.
Her Beloved Villain, with Wanda Hawley. — Another pleasing picture with
Wanda Hawley. Good business. — W. H.
Brenner, Cozy theatre, Winchester, Ind.
— Neighborhood patronage.
The New York Idea, with Alice Brady.
■— My fourth Brady picture and the best
of the lot. Would like to see Alice in a
real vehicle. — A. B. Anderson, Pastime
theatre, Stratford, S. D. — Neighborhood
patronage. .
Oh Lady, Lady, with Bebe Daniels. —
Some picture! Much better than You
Never Can Tell. Boost it big. Big business and lots of favorable remarks. — O.
W. Jastram, Strand theatre, Pecatonica.
III. — Small town patronage.
The New York Idea, with Alice Brad\\
— The very best picture Miss Brady has
made on the Realart program. Ran a
two-reel Harold Lloyd comedy with this
one and we had a program that was hard
to beat. Drew usual Sunday and Monday crowds. — H. V. Friedrich, Majestic
theatre, Sheboygan, Wis. — Downtown
patronage.
Blackbirds, with Justine Johnstone. —
This was absolutely the worst I ever
showed on my screen. — Charles Dahler,
Abingdon theatre. Abingdon^ 111. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Luck of the Irish, with a special
cast.
— It'sina any
seven-reeler
to show
theatre. and
Will good
sure enough
satisfy
them. — O. R. Hans, Scenic theatre, Hastings, Minn. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Mystery of the Yellow Room, with
a special cast. — Picture is good, but
pleases but a small per cent. Is just a
little hard to follow. — L. R. Ledon, Larabee Opera House, Isabel, Kans. — Small
town patronage.
Blackbirds, with Justine Johnstone. —
Splendidly produced. Miss Johnstone a
beautiful woman, but not yet the equal
of other Realart stars. — C. T. Metcalf,
Opera House, Greenfield^ 111. — Small
town patronage.
The Law of the Yukon, with a special
cast. — Will go over. Not big. and a
little too rough for some, but will satisfy
those that come to see this kind of a
picture. — O. R. Hans. Scenic theatre,
Hastings, Minn. — Neighborhood patronage.
A Dark Lantern, with Alice. Brady. —
Nothing to rave about in this. Charac-
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ters are well selected. Star seems to delight in showing her back to leading man.
— A. B. Anderson, Pastime theatre, Stratford. S. D. — Neighborhod patronage.
The Fear Market, and Sinners, with
Alice Brady. — Not very good, although
ho one walked out. — S. Olson, Pastime
theatre.
ronage. Delavan, Wis. — General patOh Lady, Lady, with Bebe Daniels. —
This star is gaining great popularity here.
This is a delightful picture, and one that
should please all. Harrison Ford helped
Daniels greatly. — A. S. Widaman, Centennial theatre, Warsaw, Ind.
The Luck of the Irish, with a special
cast. — A good one and one that wili
please all. — L. R. Ledon, Larabee Opera
House, Isabel. Kans.
Her Beloved Villain with Wanda HawA date.
real comedy
this.satisfaction.
Hawley's
bestley.— to
100 per iscent
— C. T. Metcalf, Opera House, Greenfield, 1 1.— Small town patronage.
The New York Idea, with Alice Brady.
— Brady is the poorest star on the screen
and this feature is as poor as she is. Cannot understand how she gets by. Never
again for Brady. Lay off this one. —
A. S. Widaman, Centennial theatre. Warsaw, Ind.
The Deep Purple, with a special cast.
— They tell you they like this one. Boost
it all you can. it will please.. — C. T. Metcalf, Opera House, Greenfield, III.
Robertson-Cole
The Stealers, with a special cast. — An
eight-reel picture that seemed no more
than five. An interesting story that was
well liked by our patrons. — H. Y. Friedrich, Majestic theatre, Sheboygan. Wis.
— Downtown patronage.
So Long Letty, with a special cast. —
Picture 100 per cent entertainment to all
who saw it. Played it at 20 and 50 cents
two nights, and lost $17.39. which was
not the fault of the picture, but due to
the fact that our people will not pay
the price to see a good picture, and I
have decided to play no more pictures
of that class. — J. J. Kudlacek. Swan theatre, Swanton, Neb. — Neighborhood patronage.
Occasionally Yours, with Lew Cody. — I
think this is the best thing Lew Cody
has made to date. Due to other bookings,
we could only play it for one day. and
From

WILLIAM DUXCAX
The Yitauraph serial king, who is directing: and starring in his seventh chapter
play,
Under for
a new
contract"Fighting
he will Fate.**
direct serinls
the
next three years for Vitagraph.
did a record breaking business. Everybody went out raving about the picture,
and we are very seriously considering
diverting from a set policy and bringing it back for a return showing. — Fred
S. Meyer, Palace theatre, Hamilton, O.
— Transient patronage.
The Notorious Mrs. Sands, with Bessie
Barriscale. — Have had better of this star,
but we got by very nicely. — C. Hales,
Rivoli theatre, Alton, la. — Neighborhood
patronage.
The Wonder Man, with Georges Carpentier. — Top price. 30c. Pleased packed
house. Good method of introducing
Carpentier to boxing fans. — Giacoma
Crystal
theatre, Tombstone, Ariz.
—Bros.,
General
patronage.
The Butterfly Man, with Lew Cody. —
Personally. I thought this a wonderful
picture, but did not please all classes of
my audience. — E. Saunders, Palace theatre. Harvard. III. — General patronage.
In Search of Arcady, with Billie

Wid's Review of

"BLACK

BEAUTY"

" 'Black Beauty' characterized by thrills and extravagant
production."
"The story of 'Black Beauty' is so famous in every part of
the country that the title alone will be sufficient to draw a
crowd."
"It is a clean, wholesome picture, a fact which you can make
an especial appeal to women and children. The book is so
well known that there will naturally be curiosity to see it
visualized."
"The success of the picture with most audiences is going to
depend on its 'human' theme, for the story of the horse
holds interest only in those scenes involving fast action.
Among the latter are some very good shots of a fox hunt, and
a thrilling horse race at the finish which has been admirably done and will be apt to raise them off their seats.''
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laughs, but Moore does not draw for me.
— O. R. Hans, Scenic theatre, Hastings,
Minn. — Neighborhood patronage.
Everybody's Sweetheart, with Olive
Thomas. — A well-liked picture that drew
capacity houses. — H. V. Friedrich, Majesticpatronage.
theatre, Sheboygan, Wis. — Downtown
Marooned Hearts, with CQnway Tearle.
— An ordinary picture to ordinary business tvvo days. — Fred S. Meyer, Palace
theatre, Hamilton, O. — Transient patronage.Sealed Hearts, with Eugene O'Brien. —
A good play, but Lucille Stewart spoils
the whole play. Not the kind of leading
lady for Eugene. — O. R. Hans, Scenic
theatre, Hastings, Minn. — Neighborhood
patronage.
She Loves and Lies, with Norma Talmadge. — Dandy picture. Pleased 95 per
cent. — R. R. Gribble, Grand theatre, New
ronage.
Hamburg, Ont., Can. — Small town pat12:10, with Marie Doro. — A poor picture. Did not please. — Adolph Kohn,
Pastime theatre,
Granville, N. Y. — Neighborhood patronage.

Eddie Lyons and Lee Moran, the Universal comedians, rehearse a scene for "A
ShockingciationNight"
for the
officers
of the City.
National Park-to-Park Highway Assowhich recently
visited
Universal
Rhodes. — Billie good, but story too light.
Would make a fair two-re.eler. — O. R.
Hans, Scenic theatre, Hastings, Minn. —
Neighborhood patronage.
The Love Call, with Billy Rhodes.—
Good comedy-drama for the program. —
Clarence Langacher, Opera House, New
Glarus, Wis.
The Wonder Man, with Georges Carpentier. — If you want your patrons to
have a good treat, play this picture. — E.
Saunders, Palace theatre, Harvard, 111. —
General patronage.
Poor Relations, with ZaSu Pitts. — A
very nice little program picture that will
satisfy most all of them. — O. R. Hans,
Scenic theatre, Hastings, Minn. — Neighborhood patronage.
Selznick
Pleasure Seekers, with Elaine Hammerstein.
Wonderful
actingstory
on to
Elaine's
part,
and — was
also a good
work
in. Selznick is turning out some good
work lately. — Martin W. Operk, Armory
theatre, St. Genevieve, Mo. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Daughter Pays, with Elaine Hammerstein. — A very good attraction that
provided us with an exceptional New
Year's business. Patrons 99^ per cent
pleased. — H. V. Friedrich, Majestic theatre, Sheboygan, Wis. — Downtown patronage.
The Servant Question, with Willie Collier.— Fair comedy-drama. Work of star
good. — E. A. Baradel, Palace theatre,
McGehee, Ark. — Small town patronage.
The Man Who Lost Himself, with William Faversham. — Star not known here.
Small crowd, but, believe me, a real picture and well liked. — C. S. Ford, Princess
theatre, Reinbeck, la. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Broadway and Home, with Eugene
O'Brien. — The best O'Brien picture to
date. Picture has everything — action,
romance, suspense and a climax in an unusual catastrophe. Wonderful photog-

raphy.— Martin W. Operk, Armory theatre, St. Genevieve, Mo. — Neighborhood
patronage.
The Wonderful
Chance,a favorite
with Euge'ne
O'Brien.
— O'Brien always
here,
no matter what he plays in. This is just
an ordinary, pleasing program picture. —
A. S. Widaman, Centennial theatre, Warsaw, Ind.
The Woman Game, with Elaine Hammerstein. — She is growing fast with my
crowds, and is better liked each time.
Picture theme out of the ordinary, but
has a good lesson. — John I. Saunders,
Cheney theatre,
borhood patronage.Cheney, Kans. — NeighMarooned Hearts, with Conwav Tearle
— Did not draw for us. A good picture,
but not worth advanced prices. — C. T.
Metcalf, Opera House, Greenfield, 111. —
Small town patronage.
The Road of Ambition, with Conway
Tearle. — Star is rapidly forging forward
and with such a good vehicle the combination produces a very good picture. —
Martin W. Operk, Armory theatre, St.
Genevieve, Mo. — Neighborhood patronage.The Wonderful Chance, with Eugene
O'Brien. — The best one with this star
and pleased my patrons. — W. H. Brenner, Cozy theatre,
Winchester, Ind. —
Neighborhood
patronage.
A Regular Girl, with Elsie Janis. — A
dandy good picture and was well liked.
Was her first appearance here. Fair
crowd. — Jno. I. Saunders, Cheney theatre,
Cheney, Kans. — Neighborhood patronage.
A Desperate Hero, with Owen Moore.
— Owen had better take to the woods if
this is the best he can do. Absolutely
dead from start to finish. — Harry N. Jennings, Pastime theatre, Granville, N. Y.
The Daughter Pays, with Elaine Hammerstein. — A beautiful picture and a
pleasing one. Some beautiful shots and
the male lead is fine. — A. S. Widaman,
Centennial theatre, Warsaw, Ind.
Sooner or Later, with Owen Moore. —
A good program picture with some good

The Spite Bride, with Oliye Thomas. —
Good picture. Select has some good
ones. — F. C. Burr, Orpheum theatre,
Lancaster, Wis. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Isle of Conquest, with Norma Talmadge. — Good picture. Norma does
some wonderful acting in this one. Well
liked. — C. S. Ford, Princess theatre, Reinbeck, la. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Poor Simp, with Owen Moore. —
Best Owen Moore picture we have run.
Good comedy and sure to please. — R. O.
Rhoades, Orpheum theatre, Converse,
Ind. — Small town patronage.
His Wife's Money, with Eugene
O'Brien. — A dandy, good picture. Just
enough Western to make it spicy.
Pleased a fair crowd. — Jno. I. Saunders,
Cheney theatre,
borhood patronage.Cheney, Kans. — NeighSeveral
knocks
this one.
call —it
Picadilly
Jim,on with
Owen WeMoore'.
only a medium production. — C. T. MetHouse, Greenfield, 111. —
Small calf,
townOperapatronage.
Break the News to Mother, with a special cast. — Special in six reels. Very
good. Many favorable comments. Did
not raise admission as the two previous
Saturdays
Christmasadmission.
and New Years
—
we had —advanced
It will
stand a slight raise. — Mrs. Lloyd Junkin,
Queen patronage.
theatre, Aspermont, Tex. — Small
town
The Spite Bride, with Olive Thomas. —
A good picture. She is my best lady
drawing card. Everyone loves her.
Sorry of her tragic death. — Jno I. Saunders, Cheney patronage.
theatre, Cheney, Kans. —
Neighborhood
Stoll
The Hundredth Chance, with Mary
Glynne. — Good picture. Big business.
Splendid welcome for English product.
—Earl Cram. Class A theatre, Seattle,
Wash. — Neighborhood patronage.
Squandered Lives, with a special cast.
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— Squandered Lives pleased my audience
100 per cent and held them to their seats
till the last minute. We played to a
packed house all evening. — Lindell &
Peterson, Hippodrome theatre, Omaha,
Neb. — General patronage.
Mr. Wu, with Matheson Lang. — Business very good. It is one of the strongest
pictures we ever ran. It was the talk
of the entire neighborhood. — Ray Pazik,
Washington theatre, Milwaukee, Wis. —
Neighborhood patronage.
United Artists
When the Clouds Roll By, with Douglas Fairbanks. — Very ordinary picture.
Story lacks interest, but picture has some
good flood scenes. — R. R. Gribble, Grand
theatre, New Hamburg, Ont., Can. —
Small town patronage.
The Love Flower, a D. W. Griffith
production. — Very fine picture. Pleased
100 per cent. Usual Griffith production.
— Edwin Lake. Lake theatre, Baker,
Mont. — Small town patronage.
Down on the Farm, a Mack Sennett
production. — Pleased about fifty per cent.
The dog and the baby worth price of
admission. Otherwise an ordinary picture.— R. R. Gribble, Grand theatre, New
Hamburg, Ont., Can. — Small town patronage.
Universal
Pink Tights, with Gladys Walton. — A
very pleasing picture. Business very
good. — James D. Kennedy, Alhambra
theatre, Indianapolis, Ind. — Downtown
patronage.
The Girl in No. 29, with Frank Mayo.
— Very good picture. Story kept them
guessing. Mayo very popular. — R. R.
Gribble, Grand theatre, New Hamburg,
Ont., Can. — Small town patronage.
Sundown Slim, with Harry Carey. — Not
up to the standard of Carey pictures.
Pleased about 60 per cent. Too tame for
Carey. — Spalding Bros., Gem theatre.
"DEAD

MEN

TELL NO TALES"

"If you want a thrill you will find
it in "Dead Men Tell No Tales"
(Washington), a cinematized version
of the E. W. Hornung story of the
same name. Readers of fiction know
what Mr. Hornung can do. The
' Raffles ' tales were by him and then
this story of romance of the deep
came, not as a surprise but as a
fitting follow-up.
"Better screen material has rarely
been prepared. The continuity is
exceptionally smooth and logical,
events flow evenly and with logical
sequence. The suspense is admirably
sustained, the cumulative force of
incidents is well illustrated, the acting is unusually good, and the picturization as fine as anything seen
in a long time. Catherine Calvert
appears as the daughter of Santos,
and a charming one she makes.
George von Seiffertitz appears as
Santos, and others in the cast add
materially to the excellence of the
offering. It is a vivid and satisfying
presentation of a stirring romance of
crime, but not the sort of crime that
is usually associated with pictures."
— From Jackson D. Haag's review
in the Detroit News.
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Taylorville, 111. — Neighborhood patronage.Sundown Slim, with Harry Carey. —
My patrons were disappointed in this
Carey picture. Not near up to his standard, and not in the same class as his other
tramp pictures. — F. L. Clarke, Cozy theatre, Hazen, Ark. — Neighborhood patronage.
West Is West, with Harry Carey. — The
best Carey I have played to date. You
can't go wrong on this. Harry Carey is
a drawer for me. — T. N. Magruder, Elite
theatre, Iola, Kans. — General patronage.
Rouge and Riches, with Mary MacLaren. — This one did not seem to please
them. Personally, don't think much of it.
— L. A. Hasse, Majestic theatre, Mauston,
Wis.
ONCE TO EVERY WOMAN,
with Dorothy Phillips. — Everything
that has been said and written about
this picture fails to do justice to the
truly remarkable attraction this really
is. The first picture that stood up
for four days and did as much business on the last day as on the first.
Censorship and blue laws would have
to go out of business if we could get
offerings like this with greater regu1 a r i t y. Exploitation possibilities
great. Put it on with a singer and
watch 'em break down your doors.
— Fred S. Meyer, Palace theatre,
Hamilton, O. — Transient patronage.
The Path She Chose, with Ann Cromwell.— -Would not say much for this.
Did not draw or did not satisfy those
that did come. — O. R. Hans, Scenic theatre, Hastings, Minn. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Heart of Humanity, with Dorothy
Phillips. — You are depriving your patrons,
Mr. Small Town Exhibitor, of seeing, in
my honest opinion, the greatest picture
ever filmed. It's old, sure enough, grant
you this objection, but nevertheless, it
does not lessen its greatness. — W. W.
Stirlen, Alhambra theatre, Delta, la. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Blue Streak McCoy, with Harry Carey.
— Good, but not as good as some of
Carey's
Some put
of the
night
scenes pictures.
in this ever
in finest
a picture.
Fine, not so dark as most night scenes.
Most night scenes are too dark. You can
boost this picture. Did very good business on two-day showing. 10-20c. — WilKans. liam Thacher, Royal theatre, Salina,
Everything but the Truth, with Eddie
Lyons and Lee Moran. — Same as all
other Lyons-Moran comedies. Good actors, but stories sadly lacking. This is
nothing better than their two-reelers. —
R. R. Gribble, Grand theatre, New Hamburg, Ont., Can. — Small town patronage.
The Marriage Pit, with. Frank Mayo. —
A good society drama that holds the attention and is well acted and produced.
Will make good on regular program. —
F. L. Clarke, Cozy theatre, Hazen, Ark.
Everything but the Truth, with Eddie
Lyons and Lee Moran. — Having read
some knocks on this, was a little afraid,
but our audience applauded considerably,
so I take that as a favorable sign. — Mrs.
Lloyd Junkin, Queen theatre, Aspermont,
Tex. — Small town patronage.
The Virgin of Stamboul, with Priscilla
Dean. — Best Universal we ever played.
Splendid acting. Pleased most of our
patrons, about 90 per cent. — Edwin Lake,
Lake theatre, Baker, Mont. — Small town
patronage.
The Devil's Passkey, with Eric Von
Stroheim. — A sure money-getter in every
respect. A wonderful production. Worthy
of being called a masterpiece. Big business four days. By all means grab it. —
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FRANK CLARK
Is some aviator. He jumped his biplane
from the roof of a 10-story Los
Angeles office building, for a thrill in
"Stranger
than Fiction," Katherine MacDonald's
feature. new Associated First National
Fred S. Meyer, Palace theatre, Hamilton, O.
The Adorable Savage, with Edith Roberts.— Poor house on account of stormy
weather, but everyone liked it.— O. R.
Nation,town
Strand
theatre, Davis, Calif. —
Small
patronage.
Everything but the Truth, with Eddie
Lyons and Lee Moran. — Fairly good
comedy-drama, not as good as Fixed by
George. A fair drawer. — T. N. Magruder,
ronage.
Elite theatre, Iola, Kans. — General patAlias Miss Dodd, with Edkh Roberts.
— Too raw and improbable. Acting good.
— R. R. Gribble, Grand theatre, New
ronage.
Hamburg, Ont, Can. — Small town patThe Virgin of Stamboul, with Priscilla
Dean. — This is a wonderful picture, and
the climax is a sure thriller. However,
oriental plays are not very strong with
us. — Royal theatre, Lehi, Utah.
The Forged Bride, with Mary MacLaren, — Fair. Nothing extra. Fair program picture. — T. N. Magruder, Elite
theatre, Iola, Kans. — General patronage.
Vitagraph
Trumpet Island, with a special cast. —
Tom this
Terriss
sure ringsOnetheof bull's
eye
with
production.
the best
Sunday attractions we have played recently. By referring to Gouverneur
Morris' successful picture. The Penalty,
we put this picture over with a bang. —
Harry M. Palmer, Liberty theatre, Washington, Ind. — General patronage.
Trumpet Island, with a special cast. —
A very good picture. Good story, good
acting and good direction. Drew well.
— H. V. Friedrich, Majestic theatre, Sheboygan, Wis. — Downtown patronage.
Dead Men Tell No TalesA with a special cast. — Drew well. Played two days.
Very fair picture. — Gus Stamates, Classic
theatre, Brooklyn, N. Y.
The Flaming Clue, with Harry Morey.
— An interesting detective story that held
interest well. — Bert Norton. Kozy theatre, Eureka, 111. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Sporting Duchess, with Alice
Joyce. — Very good picture and gave
satisfaction. — Peter Krauth, Denison thea-
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tre, Denison, la. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Gauntlet, with Harry T. Morey.
— This will get by. Don't make any fuss
over it, though. — O. K. Hans, Scenic
theatre, Hastings, Minn. — Neighborhood
patronage.
The Golden Shower, with Corinne Griffith.— Story not suited for discriminating
audiences. Off color. — Bert Norton,
Kozy theatre, Eureka, 111. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Wolf, with Earle Williams.— Exhibitors who are building for the future
will book pictures like this production.
It has quality and entertainment, with
educational features. A picture well received.— W. W. Stirlen, Alhambra theatre, Delta, la. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Wreck, with Anita Stewart. — Keep
away from The Wreck. Danger, even if
it is six or seven years old. — Grand theatre, New Hamburg, Ont., Can. — Small
town patronage.
God's Country and the Woman, with
William Duncan. — Fine. Drew a good
house and pleased. — L. M. Kuhns, Gibson theatre, Gibson, N. M. — Mining
camp patronage.
The Birth of a Soul, with Harry T.
Morey. — Dual role of star, in my opinion,
killed a fine picture. Picture is worth
while in its entirety except as above
stated, which makes picture go flat. —
W. W. Stirlen, Alhambra theatre, Delta,
la. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Sea Rid#r, with Harry Morey. —
Rather old, but excellent picture. Best
program picture for a long time. — O. W.
Jastram, Strand theatre, Pecatonica, 111.
— Small town patronage.
Specials
Thoughtless Women (Pioneer), with
Alma Rubens. — Picture is very poor. The
only reason that I had a big audience
was the fact that I had a personal appearance at the evening show of Miss
Rubens. — Charles Steiman, New Atlantic
Theatre, Brooklyn, N. Y.
The Phantom Honeymoon (Hallmark),
with Mae Marsh. — Fairly entertaining
ghost story, though scene showing the
snake was repulsive to 75 per cent of the
audience, as it shows the reptile as biting
two lovers and killing them both. — J. J.
Kudlacek, Swan theatre, Swanton, Neb.
— Neighborhood patronage.
Silk Husbands and Calico Wives
(Equity), with House Peters. — A good,
clean picture. Will please 95 per cent.
Good for any house. — S. Olson, Pastime
theatre, Delavan, Wis. — General patronage.
Dangerous Trails- (Aywon), with Rex
Ray. — Not much to this one. Did not
please. Some of my patrons walked out.
Comment, poor picture. — Spalding Bros.,
Gem theatre, Taylorville, 111. — Neighborhood patronage.
Sky Fire (Independent), with Neal
Hart. — Finest photography in first part
of this I ever saw. Night scenes at last
too dark. Good pulling Western: No
kicks from anybody. — F. L. Clarke, Cozy
theatre, Hazen, Ark. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Confession (Pioneer),, with Henry
B. Walthall. — A sure-fire hit in a Catholic community. A picture that will satisfy any fan. Did more on second night
than on first. Had the priest here help
me put it over. — O. R. Hansv Scenic theatre, Hastings, Minn. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Bubbles (Pioneer), with Mary Anderson.— A great disappointment. Absolutely nothing to this picture, and the
only thing that got them in was the
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Rowland. — First episode seemed to
please. The Scarecrow and Oh Boy on
same bill brought biggest Monday night
crowd ever had. — O. R. Nation, Strand
ronage. Davis, Cal. — Small town pattheatre,

JACK HO\ I F ;
In 111* Ncn| Arrow frnturr, '*Thc Klnjt
of Indlnn I'enk," round* m youth unit
bC*Ut>' iih well ux liinit-horni'd Meerx.
title. — A. S. Widaman, Centennial theatre, Warsaw, Ind.
Hell's Oasis (Pinnacle)* with Neal
Hart. — This is a fair Western picture.
Star new here, but drew well. Picture
was rather slow. — H. J. McBcth, Gem
theatre, Ord, Neb. — Neighborhood patronage.
Girls Don't Gamble (D. N. Schwab),
with David Butler. — Man, this is a stunner. Don't be afraid to adyertise it, as
it will make good. Will stand small
raise in admission. — F. L. Clarke, Cozy
theatre,
ronage. Hazen, Ark. — Neighborhood patA Western Adventure (W. S. P. C),
with William Fairbanks. — If your peo
pie like Western pictures, book this. It
is one of the best I have ever run. — E.
Saunder,
Palace theatre, Harvard, 111. —
General patronage.
Serials
The Son of Tarzan (National), with a
special cast. — I'm on the eighth episode.
It's no good. Business falling off with
each episode. — Ed. J. Fuchs, Opera
House, Marion, Wis.
Bride 13 (Fox), with a special cast. —
Worst serial ever run here. Losing
money on it.— E. A. Baradel, Palace
ronage.
theatre, McGehee, Ark. — Small town patThe Lost City (Warner Bros.), with
Juanita Hansen. — Started it on poorest
night as trial. Have had four episodes
and nearly doubled business. It certainly
pulls like a mustard plaster. If you
haven't run it, and serials take good,
then take a tip and book it. — O. W.
Jastram, Strand theatre, Pecatonica, 111.
— Small town patronage.
Bride 13 (Fox), with a special cast. —
On the 11th episode, and this serial has
made my Tuesday business the best day
in the week. Before I booked this subject, I played big features on Tuesday,
but now Bride 13 is the feature. — Charles
Trippi,
N. Y. Washington theatre, Brooklyn,
Daredevil Jack (Pathe), with Jack
Dempsey. — This sure is a good serial.
Pleased them all. Did not get a big
start on account of. stormy weather. — L.
A. Hasse, Majestic theatre, Mauston,
Wis.
Ruth of the Rockies (Pathe), with Ruth

Thunderbolt Jack (Arrow), with Jack
Hoxic. — Running on Friday has built up
Friday's business greater than Sunday's.
If you want a winner book this. You can't
go wrong. — J. Aukselwiz, Victoria theatre, Indiana Harbor, Ind. — Transient
patronage.
The Son of Tarzan (National), with
a special cast. — Opened this to big business all day. Starts off like a whirlwind.
— T. N. Magruder, Elite theatre, Iola,
Kan. — General patronage.
Ruth of the Rockies (Pathe), with
Ruth Roland. — Have had four episodes
and crowds increasing every chapter.
Serial out of ordinary, and continuity
good. You'll make no mistake in booking this. Miss Roland fine as always.—
Harry N. Jennings, Pastime theatre.
Granville, N. Y.
The Dragon's Net (Universal), with
Marie Walcamp. — As a travelogue, very
good. As a serial, not worth mentioning.— Frank Worth, Carlstadt theatre,
Carlstadt, N. J.— Neighborhood patronage. VELVET FINGERS (Pathe) with
George B. Seitz. — Playing the sixth
episode. I attribute the increase in
my Sunday business to this subject,
and last Sunday I had the largest
crowd in my house that I have had
for seven years. Pathe, I think, has
the best serials. — Charles Trippi,
Washington theatre, Brooklyn, N. Y.
The Lost City (Warner Bros.), with
Juanita Hansen. — Tenth episode. Serial
is sure O. K. We have not done anything big on it, but no fault of serial.
Got a bad start. — C. Hales, Rivoli theatre, Alton, Iowa. — Neighborhood patronage.The Lost City (Warner Bros.), with
Juanita Hansen. — Just finished episode
No. 15. This is some serial when it
comes to getting money. Run it two
days, Friday and Saturday. Sure hate
to see it go off. Wish it was thirty
episodes. Have run serials for ten years,
but this beats them all. Everyone
pleased. — William Thacher, Royal theatre, Salina, Kan.
Thunderbolt Jack (Arrow), with Jack
Hoxie. — Now on sixth episode and going
strong. Jack Hoxie is quite a drawing
card. — H. J. Dorley, Ada theatre, Chicago, 111.— Neighborhood patronage.
The Lion Man (Universal), with a
special cast. — Just finished this splendid
serial with enthusiastic audience. Used
opening episode of King of the Circus
on this last episode of Lion Man and
two-reel Century comedy. The applause
and comments indicated a high degree
of satisfaction. In spite of slump in
cotton market our crowds have held up
fine on this serial. — Mrs. Lloyd Junkin,
Queen patronage.
theatre. Aspermont, Tex. — Small
town
Elmo the Fearless (Universal), with
Elmo Lincoln. — Poorest apology for a
serial ever connected
filmed.
and disthrills. Impossible
Lincoln struts
and
poses, but Miss Loraine does some real
acting. Can this serial. — Harry N. Jennings, Pastime theatre, Granville, N. Y.
Thunderbolt Jack (Arrow), with Jack
Hoxie. — Positively the greatest serial we
ever had. A box office attraction of
merit. — Sam Shlaes. Pastime theatre.
Hammond, Ind. — Neighborhood patronage.
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Number, Please (Pathe), with Harold
Lloyd. — The Lloyds are all good. This
one doesn't fall behind. — F. C. Burr, Orpheum theatre, Lancaster, Wis. — Neighborhood patronage.
Rolin Comedies (Pathe), with special
casts. — As good as any single-reel comedies and better than a good many. Pathe
Topics of the Day the best spice on any
program. Enjoyed by young and old. —
F. Hejtmanek, Opera House, Clarkson.
Neb. — Small town patronage.
Chester, Christie, Mermaid Comedies
(Educational). — Most consistent line of
comedies we ever had. Every one good.
New gags and real plots to most of them.
Book them and give your people a treat.
— O. W. Jastram, Strand theatre, Pecatonica, 111. — Small town patronage.
The Good Ship Rock and Rye (Universal), with Joe Martin. — This was certainly agood one. We are strong for Joe
Martin. One of the best drawing cards
we can get. — Mrs. Lloyd Junkin, Queen
theatre, Aspermont, Texas. — Small town
patronage.
An Overall Hero (Educational), with
a special cast. — This monkey truly does
everything but talk. Contrary to expectations, our patrons like these Chester
comedies more and more with each showing and they are a great asset to every
high-class program. — Fred S. Meyer.
Palace theatre, Hamilton, O. — Transient
patronage.
The Scarecrow (Metro), with Buster
Keaton. — Still he goes good. Patrons
ask, "Can he keep it up?" — O. R. Nation,
Strand theatre, Davis, Cal. — Small town
patronage.
The Live Wire (Reelcraft), with Billy
Franey. — This bird will draw them in.
Franey is a strong favorite with my people.— M. W. Eakin, Mystic theatre, Rushville, Ind. — Small town patronage.
The Slicker (Fox), with a special cast.
— This is as good as Al St. John ever
worked in. It will please all. It is
clean. — H. J. Longaker, Howard theatre.
Alexandria. Minn. — Neighborhood patronage.
THE TROUBLE BUSTER (Vitagraph) with James Aubrey.— Went
up
operator's
see
how into
he the
weathered
this booth
comedyto and
found him convulsed with laughter.
When the hard boiled operator enjoys a comedy it must be a good
one, and this one is very good. —
Harry M. Palmer, Liberty theatre,
Washington, Ind. — General patronage.
The Race of the Age (Educational),
with Man O' War and Sir Barton. —
Played this four days and by advertising
it extensively on the sporting page got
what few sports there are. It failed to
justify the way we went after it in exploitation, but a great picture in every
sense of the word. — Fred S. Meyer, Palace theatre, Hamilton, Ohio. — Transient
patronage.
Ship Ahoy (Paramount), with Al St.
John. — Fine comedy. — C. E. Belden. Midway theatre, Mogollen, N. M. — Mining
camp patronage.
Betty's
with
MurielGreen-Eyed
Ostriche. — Monster
This. is the(Arrow),
second
one of these comedies run and find them
to be dandy comedies. Went big. Clean
society comedies. They have no pulling
power, but they sure are good. — William
Thacher, Royal theatre, Salina. Kan.
Why Pick On Me? (Pathe). with
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Harold Lloyd.— This is the first of the
one-reel Lloyds brought back during
Lloyd Tribute Month and it went over
with a bang. While it's not a '"mirthquake," it gave universal satisfaction •
and pleased everybody. — Fred S. Meyer,
Palacesienttheatre,
patronage. Hamilton, Ohio. — TranHis Royal Slyness, with Harold Lloyd.
—being
Good unsually
comedy.interesting,
'1 he double
but exposure
have a
serious complaint against the advertising
furnished. None of the scenes illustrated
on the one-sheet, three-sheet, six-sheet,
slide and five of the 11x4 photos actually
took place in the picture. What are we
going to do to prevent producers resorting to dishonest methods in their advertising? If only some of them did it we
could easily remedy this by withdrawing
our business from them, but all of the
producers whose products we use have
done it some time or other. I am getting
to be afraid to use any advertising for
fear of being classified as a liar. — J. J.
Kudlacek, Swan theatre, Swanton, Neb.
— Neighborhood patronage.
LARRY SEMON COMEDIES
(Vitagraph) with Larry Semon. —
Have this to say concerning Larry.
He's got all the comedy kings and
queens backed up in a corner and
they are eating out of his hand.
Semon comedies radiate fun as the
sun radiates light. — W. W. Stirlen,
Alhambra theatre, Delta, la. — Neighborhood patronage.
Mongrels (Fox), with a special cast. —
Dandy comedy. Everyone liked it. Sunshines all good comedies. Find them the
best comedies on the market, not being
specials or so-called specials. — William
Thacher, Royal theatre, Salina, Kan.
Moonshine (Paramount), with Roscoe
Arbuckle. — Paramount has released brand
new prints of all these older Arbuckle
comedies and if your competitor beats
you to buckle
them,
why,be it's
loss. who
Arseems to
one your
comedian
bears repeating. At least we find it true.
— Harry M. Palmer, Liberty theatre,
Washington, Ind. — General patronage.
Don't Tickle (Fox), with Clyde Cook.
— Clyde Cook has something new, different and very entertaining in this comedy.
It is a good one. — H. J. Longaker, Howard theatre. Alexandria, Minn. — Neighborhood patronage.
Bumping Into Broadway (Pathe), with
Harold Llcyd. — Very good comedy that
goes well with any program. Lloyd is
a big favorite here. Always goes over in
fine shape. — Fred S. Meyer, Palace theatre, Hamilton, Ohio. — Transient patronage.
One Law for All (Universal), with
Hoot Gibson. — Good. Hoot goes big with
my audience. Hoot always pleases. The
kids are wild over him. — William Thacher,
Royal theatre, Salina. Kan.
A Homespun Hero ( Educational), with
a special cast. — Christie has redeemed
himself for some of his past weak offerings. A clean comedy with plenty of
laughs.
an Educational
and one Ofof course
the best.it's
— Fred
S. Meyer,
Palace theatre. Hamilton, Ohio. — Transient patronage.
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PIPE ORGAN

Top Row — New Mission Theatre, San Francisco; La Petite Theatre, Ocean Park, Calif. Center — Queen Theatre, Denver, Colo.;
Liberty Theatre, Fresno, Calif.; Kin em a Theatre, Los Anceles. Calif. Loner — Auburn Theatre, Auburn, Wash.; Palm ThePueblo, I'olo.,
where Robert-Morton organs have been installed, the evolution of which for the theatre is explained
in Mr.atre,Werner's
article.
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Evolution

Equipment
Progress
Leo Peterson is a small town
exhibitor. His theatre is located in Belle Fourche, S. D.
But Peterson is different. He
explained why he is different
in a meritorious article published in Exhibitors Herald
last week.
If you have not read his
article, you owe it to yourself
to do so. It points the way to
success in the management of
the small town theatre.
And Mr. Peterson's success
— how he got out of the rut, got
larger admission prices and put
his house on a paying basis can
be summed up in just two
words — new equipment.
His entire article is just one
pertinent truth after another,
but the crux of the situation is
reached in one paragraph :
"The small town people travel
and the theatres in the city enlighten them, and they are no
longer satisfied with the 'old
dump' at home."
"Step up and junk those old
machines. Get modern equipment. Dress up the old joint.
Clean it and keep it clean.
Give your townspeople a real
theatre," is another part of his
gospel.
He says much more of value
and closes his article with advice to his fellow exhibitors to
take an interest in the industry
as a whole, to be a success and
not a "hick."
Installation of aisle lights,
that patrons may more readily
find seats in darkened theatres,
is meeting with considerable
favor.
Thought devoted to new
equipment is not wasted time.
The public demands comfort
with its entertainment.

for

of

the

the

Pipe

Theatre

At the Present Time It Is an Orchestra
Instrument Reproduced

o

rgan
in^Itself — Every

By H. J. WERNER
(President American Photo Player Company)
1TH the advancement of scenic lighting and other mechanical features of the photo drama including all the essential attributes of
making pictures and presenting them, the sense of sight was necessarily
considered because of its solitary appeal.
The very nature of the speechless drama, however, demanded a contributing sense
of sound to complete the illusion of the screen. Tone is essential to shadow and music
was therefore introduced.
The evolution of the photoplay music
necessarily passed from the cheap electric to the crude "slap bang" piano and
violin and syncopated beats of the trap
drummer, through the average small
theatre orchestra to the finale of a fiftypiece symphony. The efforts to meet the
music necessities of the small theatre
with a single instrument was the mission
to furnish noise rather than the emotional
tonal quality necessary for the more accurate interpretation of the various
phases of screen action. The logical step
therefore for the artistic development of
the photoplay necessitated technically
correct music in the matter of relief,
substitution, or that of augmenting the
present orchestra. This condition gave
rise to the installation of the pipe organ,
the "king of instruments," both for its
solo possibilities and its ability to combine its tonal qualities with that of the
symphony orchestra.
Evolution of Organ
The evolution of the organ itself from
its churchly dignity in ecclesiastic surroundings to its present"
orchestral
tone
in a theatrical
atmosphere
represents
years of intensive technical skill in combination with artistic performance. From
the resonance of the deep, vibrant diapason tones of antiquity to the modern
brilliance of strings and high pressure
windwood and brass, accompanied by
the syncopated beats of the drum and
other orchestral adjuncts, the organ has
surely passed through every phase of
music experience
However, it is well to understand that
in the combination of the cathedral and
orchestral-toned organ, such as the
Robert-Morton, that the dignified diapason is one of the most outstanding
features of this instrument which should
be the background of every organ and
in addition the full-throated vox humana
is not neglected. The flute family is well
represented by the concert flute, orchestral flute, piccolo, tibia, cello piccolo and

doppel flute. The string family represented by the first and second violins,
viola, cello and double bass, together
with the octave violins, add greatly to
the brilliancy of the organ.
All Instruments Available
The oboe, saxaphone, clarinet and bassoon are all available for the organist to
use in weaving tone fabrics. The brass
section contains cornet, trumpet, tuba
and orphicleide, which produce a fitting
climax heretofore belonging only to symphony orchestras. Thus in addition to
the harp, orchestral bells, xylophone,
bass drum, snare drum, etc., all arranged
so that the expert musician can find them
just when he wants to, the organ is surely
an orchestra in itself.
In theatres of the more limited seating
capacity chestra
using
an eight or often-piece
orthe combination
the organ
affords the power and variety of an orchestra several times its number, thereby
giving greatly enhanced artistic performance with a limited expense of operation.
Recently the organ has become an
added member to the orchestra pit in
vaudeville theatres, where the instrument
will be played in combination with the
orchestra itself. The Pantages circuit is
now equipping its new theatres with
Robert-Morton organs.
WURLITZER
AT PANTHEON
(From Staff Correspondent)
VINCENNES. IND.. Jan. 25.— The
new Pantheon theatre at Fifth and Main
streets, will be completed within a few
weeks. The local representative of
Wilkeson-Lyons Enterprises, which is
erecting the house, at a cost of $250,000,
says a Wurlitzer Hope-Jones pipe organ
will be installed soon and the playhouse
should be ready for the opening performance not later than March 15. L. A.
Wilkerson, president of the company,
says he has not decided on the opening
attraction.
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INSTALL

BILT

MARKET

RITES

SPECIALLY

DESIGNED

Completely with Rest of
Architecture
Ascher Brothers new theatre at Peoria, 111., "The Palace," has been completely equipped with "Bilt-Rite" display
cases, the product of the Consolidated
Portrait & Frame company, Chicago.
The nature of the theatre especially
lends itself to a striking display. Two
corner cases similar to the cut accompanying this article were installed on the
Main Street side so that they catch the
eyes of pedestrians coming and going
along this busy thoroughfare.
Other Cases Installed
Two more cases similar to those on
the front of the theatre were installed on
the exit side which opens onto Madison
street. These cases on Madison street
are used exclusively for future productions, the psychology being that as the
people leave the theatre they quite naturally will come in contact with this future production literature and, as a consequence, willfuture
desire showing.
to see the picturi.scheduled for
The designing department of the Consolidated Portrait & Frame Co. designed
cases that completely harmonize with the
rest of the architecture. Each case is
equipped with rich velour covered backboards, onto which arc mounted the
small gold burnished frames for displaying 11x14, 8x10 or 22x28 photographs.
Lobby Equipment
The inside of the lobby is equipped
with cases with velour covered backboards and gold photo frames, similar to
street display. The whole thought in the
designing of the outfit was to get a display that would be practical and yet entirely in harmony with the rest of the
beautiful equipment installed at the
theatre.
"The cases are a dream. I never
thought that such a good, practical dis-

NEW

PROJECTOR

Exhibitors
Machine
Corporation by
Eliminating Tension Springs
Gets Good Results

Ascher Brothers use Chicago Conatre. cern's product in new Peoria theARE
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Harmonize

One of the Bilt-Rite display cases in use
at
the Palace,
Ascher
theatre
at Peoria,
111. Brothers' new
play could be handled in so admirable a
fashion,"
Mcnzing. was the comment of Manager
WILL

BUY TEN MOELLERS
(From Staff Correspondent)
EVANSVILLE, IND., Jan. 25.— President Gruncberg of Standard Evansville
Realty Company, owner of the Victory
theatre, now in course of erection, has
contracted for a two-manual Moeller pipe
organ for the playhouse. He says he is
about to close a contract for ten of these
organs for use in houses in the Consolidated corporation chain.

Elimination of the tension spring is the
outstanding feature of the Professional
Projector, a new device now being put
on the market by the Exhibitors Machine
Corporation of Chicago.
The doing away with the tension
springs which is accomplished by means
of two intermittent sprockets, gives the
manufacturer a chance to speed up the
intermittent to a speed where it is possible to use a shutter with very narrow
blades, which increases the light on the
screen nearly 100 per cent, it is claimed.
Another advantage claimed for the
new projector is that the pictures projected are absolutely flickerlcss. This, it
is said, was clearly brought out during a
demonstration held at the Covent
Garden.
The men who invented the machine
are veterans in projection work. Andrew
Shustek, who is president of the firm,
made his first projector twenty-six years
ago, and John Proksa and Carlton C.
Stewart of the firm have been associated
with Mr. Shustek for the past few years
in perfecting the present model. It required six years and an expenditure of
more than $200,000 to perfect the Professional Projector, officials of the company claim.
SYMPHONY

REDECORATED

Outlay of More than $20,000 Expended—
Color Scheme Is of Old Rose,
Dull Blue and Ivory

The Symphony theatre, Los Angeles,
has been redecorated at an outlay of
almost $20,000 with a color scheme of
old rose, dull blue and ivory, with old
rose as the dominating note.
New hangings of rich old rose are in
the inner lobby, new carpets pass down
the aisles and the wiring system of the
theatre has been entirely changed.
On the stage, a rich old rose velvet
curtain replaces the blue one, and across
the screen is a gold gauze veil as light
and filmy as the web of a spider.
The walls have been re-decorated with
^iinwiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiitl mini m iiiniiiinnii immimniinimuiuniiraaMMMi iipinUMMMMMHHHHMMMBMHMMMHBHBMIMV
a lattice work effect with colorful tropical birds against which the subdued
lighting presents a picture that is most
| Exhibitor's Test of Blue Law
pleasing
and unique.
The with
woman's
rest
room
resembles
a boudoir
new rugs,
Theory Provides Campaign
Data j furniture and lights; the orchestra pit
been enlarged and ventilating sysFigures that provide foundation for a campaign of enlightenment well | has tem
also has been enlarged.
| qualified to counteract such influence as may be brought to bear by blue law j
| or Sunday closing advocates were obtained by S. C. Hagan, manager of the |
SELLS MUSIC TERRITORY
| Palm theatre. Mound City, 111., when he made a personal canvass of his |
| Sunday patrons ascertaining the pursuit to which each would devote his time j
| were the theatre closed on that day.
M. J. Mintz of Synchronized Scenario
The answers received constitute an argument for Sunday shows which 1
Music Company Reports Keen
Interest in Project
| should prove efficacious when used in advertising or newspaper interview in |
1 silencing agitators. Any exhibitor can conduct a similar test and utilize the |
1 results in protecting his interests. Mr. Hagan's letter follows:
M. J. Mintz, recently appointed sales
"I have investigated the blue law question, having a talk with all of my j
of the Synchronized Scenario
| customers and finding out actual facts in the case. Of course this is a small | manager
Music
Company, is at the present time
I town, but people are alike everywhere.
on an extended trip through the west
"Yes, we are keeping a few people from going to church on Sunday. I I allotting territory on the new Synchronized service. He has advised the home
| am sorry this few don't go to church, but here is the following true example: |
"One-fourth of the people attending Sunday shows would go to church if j office that he has already closed up state
| there were no shows. Three-fourths would go to gambling places and all | rights with the Theatre Service Company
| other places that are forty times worse than a picture show.
| of Kansas City for Kansas and Western
"Now, then, the picture show can save three-fourths, and if closed the § Missouri and with H. A. Kuyler of Denver for New Mexico, Colorado, Wyom1 church can save one-fourth, so what is the best for the public? Three-fourths of |
| the people or one-fourth?
ing, Montana, Utah, Idaho, Washington
and Oregon.
"Nearly every picture play is a perfect sermon and I am sure the picture j
Mr.
reports that exhibitors,
| show is doing more good than any other place for the people in the world. | whereverMintz
he has visited, have taken up
| This true argument should be shown to the public everywhere."
enthusiasserviceto very
airnimtiiniMiiiiimmiiiiiiiiiiiiiii IIIMIIWIWIWIIIH mtmmmmMMmmmmmwiWWi uamuwinnii mmmniinunninnniniiiiiiniitim imiwiniiiiiiiiiinimiiii? the newtically music
and are eager
book it.
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Dave Love, Criterion Theatre, Atlanta,
Believes Music Should Not
Usurp Patron Interest
Dave Love, who conducts the orchestra of the Criterion theatre, Atlanta, Ga.,
is a talented musician, and a man who,
it is said, "turned down" the opportunity
of a wonderful career in Russia. Mr.
Love sees no reason why he should not
adapt his music to the picture, rather

DAVID LOVE
Conductor of the Criterion Orchestra,
Atlanta, Ga.
than trying to adapt and warp the picture to his music, as seems to be the
ideal of so many really great musicians.
It is his theory that, for every picture
ever made that was worthy of being
screened, there is, somewhere, music that
just fits it. It is up to the orchestra leader
to find that piece of music, adapt it, revise it, and build it up into a central
theme for the musical setting of that
picture. The music, according to Mr.
Love, should never be noticed above the
picture — that is, the music should not call
attention to itself as anything more than
a setting for the picture — and the more
perfect the setting, the less it will be
noticed, consciously.
Dave Love was born in Roswell, Ga.,
in 1893. He studied the violin with Geraldine Morgan, of New York, and theory
with Mortimer Wilson. At the age of
nineteen, phonic
he was
leader
orchestra,
and of atAtlanta's
the ageSym-of
seven he had won a gold medal for his
playing at the old Lyceum theatre in
Edgewood avenue.
PRESIDENT SANIEL QUITS
PITTSBURGH, PA., Jan. 25.— S.
Saniel has resigned his position as president of the S. & S. Film & Supply Company after two years of active participation in its affairs.
Mr. Saniel has as yet made no announcement ofhis future plans, but it is
understood that he will remain in the
film business.

Organize
Dealers
ness during recent years have been due
H. H. Cudmore, Cleveland, Ohio, to cooperation. The best cooperator is
the best operator of a business.
Is Chairman of Executive Board
"The objects of the Association of
Motion Picture Supply Dealers are to
of Association -Comprehensive
promote the welfare of its members and
Program Is Outlined
to distribute among them the fullest information obtainable in regard to all
Following numerous meetings atmatters affecting the motion picture suptended by the managing directors
ply business: to aid in bringing about
of twenty-four representative supmore friendlv relations between the moply dealers and jobbers, the Association picture supply dealers; to assist in
tion of Motion Picture Supply Dealstandardizing and marketing high-grade
ers has been formed. H. H. Cudmotion picture supplies; to improve the
more, 823 Prospect avenue, Clevequality of motion picture supplies and
land,
O.,
is
chairman
of
the
executive
apparatus and the service rendered by
committee.
the various branches of the motion picIncidental with the permanent organization, the new association launched an
ture industry."
advertising campaign in the trade papers
Delft Theatre Opens
explaining the object of the new body
and also extending an invitation to others
At Marquette, Mich.
in the industry to join.
Delft Theatres, Incorporated, added a
A constitution and by-laws have been second theatre in Marquette to its chain
drafted and
some and
of the
mittees haveadopted,
been named
the comnew of Michigan houses when the Delft was
association is already well under way opened recently. The new theatre is the
with a comprehensive program which most attractive of the five houses operpromises to result in accomplishing big
ated by the company and in point of
and important work.
decoration and appointments is said to
Aim of Association
compare favorablv with any theatre in
It is announced by those back of the
Foster
Wright of New York
project that it is the desire and aim of theAgnes
Middleand
West."
supervised the decorations,
the association to list as its members all designed
with
the
exception
of the stage settings,
the representative dealers and jobbers of
which were designed by Joseph Piatt,
motion picture supplies. "The associa- also of New York, and painted by the
can reach
maximumin efficiency,"
Lee Lash studios. The lobby is decreads tionthe
announcement
this conorated with several Chinese panels which
nection, "only when it has the coopera- are imported from the Defosse studios in
tion of all those engaged in this impor- Paris, and in the foyer is a velvet panel
tant andofrapidly
growing
Some
the other
pointsbusiness."
brought out brought from Watanabe, Yokohama.
in the public announcement of the forBLOWER FAN INSTALLED
mation of the new organization are:
(From Staff Correspondent)
Age of Cooperation
IND., fan
Jan.has25.been
— A
"This is the age of cooperation in busi- newEVANSVILLE,
exhaust and blower
ness. The old adage 'Competition is the installed
in
the
Woodlawn
theatre.
The
life of trade,' has been changed to read
fans have a displacement of more than
'Cooperation is the life of trade.'
"The biggest advances made in busi- 90,000 cubic feet of air a minute.
Film

Supply

Frank Lacey, manager of the Majestic theatre, Portland, Ore., produced this excellent lobby effect for
"Godless
the Goldwyn
of well-mounted
material
and Men,"
a minimum
of foliageproduction,
decoration.by artistic lighting
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May. Jensen and Yon Herberg of Seattle are building the house. It will seat
1,850 patrons.
*

Theatres
Providing Comfort for Fans Is an
Asset. Exhibitors Know This.
Palaces Are Going Up. Only
the Latest Equipment
Is Being Installed
New Projects
Henry
Schoenstadt'.s
new Brighton
theatre at 4241 Archer avenue,
Chicago,
opens in about two weeks.
*
A. 11. Robarge of YYausau, Wis., and
James Streeter of Tomahawk, Wis., have
purchased a site in the latter place on
which they will erect a $12,000 theatre
this Spring.
The new Grand theatre at Norfolk.
Neb., has been opened. Jack Howard
holds the lease on the house.
*
William J. Sarres, real estate broker,
is erecting a $60,000 theatre at Thirtyfifth street and Lisbon avenue, Milwaukee, Wis.
*
The Hauber-Gcm
Ark., has just been
by O. C. Hauber
$25,000.

Saenger Amusement Company of New
Orleans, La., will build a $50,000 theatre
in West Shreveport. Howard L. Swain
is the Shreveport manager of the com*
pany.
Albert E. Morelock, with offices in the
Carleton block; St. Louis, Mo., has purchased asite for the erection of a $500,000 theatre.
*
Loew's new Palace theatre at Main
and Union, Memphis, Tenn., has been
opened under the management of Frederick B. Klein.
*
James B. Clark of Clark & Rowland
will begin construction of a new theatre
at Fifth avenue and Sinclair street, McKeesport, Pa., about May 1. Clark &
Rowland is a Pittsburgh enterprise.
•
Allen brothers' new Allen theatre in
St. Catherine street, Montreal, Que., will
be opened early in March. It will seat
3,000 persons.
*
New Management
R. Roube has sold his Colonial theatre at Osage, la., to V. B. Valean of
Austin for $40,000.
*
George Coval has assumed management of the Majestic theatre at East
Moline. III.
*

theatre at Camden,
opened. It was built
of Pine Bluff for
*
Allen Foster has bought the Texas
theatre at Carthage, Tex., from Kabbot
The new $300,000 Liberty theatre at Baker.
Great Falls, Mont., will be opened in

HAZEL
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Victor Beal is the new manager of the
Jackson theatre at Heber Springs, Ark.
The Riviera theatre building at Peru,
III., has been purchased by Sam Schloesser.
Fires
The Isis theatre at Paragould, Ark.,
was destroyed by fire. Loss was estistructure.mated at $30,000. Jim Hays owned the
The damage to the Landers theatre,
Springfield, Mo., by fire has been adjusted for $35,000. Mr. Wilhoit will rebuild.
Remodeling
J. Wicks will remodel the Strand theatre, Rock Rapids, la., immediately.
The Bijou theatre at Fond Du Lac,
Wis., is being renovated by Manager
Smith.
Avert Fire in Theatre
DARLINGTON. WIS— The Rodman
picture show was the scene of a recent
lire that destroyed a number of feet of
film, but resulted with no additional damage. Quick work on the part of the operator, Joseph Daily, prevented a serious
conflagration.
Gets Enid, Okla., Theatre
ENID, OKLA.— Frank Lang of Tulsa
has purchased the Majestic theatre from
Dewey Printy and C. G. Harriman. The
new owners of the theatre, located in
Grand avenue between Broadway and
Main streets, have taken possession.
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Reginald Barker, has just bought eight
acres of land in Hollywood Park. Part of
this is now being graded for an orchard,
and a $00,000 home in modern Spanish
architecture.
* * *
Arthur D. Ripley, for three years associated with Metro Pictures in various
editorial and advisory capacities, has been
made assistant to Bayard Veiller, chief of
productions at Metro's Hollywood studios.
Metro's New Electric Plant
The largest portable electric plant in the
world has been completed and put into servive at Metro's West Coast studios. This
power plant was given its trial run at
Whittier last week when it was used to
supply electricity for night scenes of "Home
Stuff," Viola Dan's new starring vehicle.
The plant consists of a :i60 horse power
Liberty motor and two 50 killowatt submarine type of generators. These are
mounted on an especially built Mack truck.
The plant will supply enough electricity to
light a small city.
* * *
Brunton Adds to Staff
Additions have been made to Benjamin
B. Hampton's art, technical and scenario
departments. Those added to the art department are Robert Odell and H. W. Libbert, well known motion picture art directors. Mrs. Joseph L. Percy and James
Townsend complete the department. Rex
Taylor, the popular continuitist and story
writer,
of noted
screen makes
authorsMr.a Hampton's
quartette. trio
William
H.
Clifford, E. Richard Schayer and Elliott
Clauson are the other members of the staff,
with Blanche May reading.
* * *
Burglars are Active
Buglars entered the home of Victor
Schertzinger, well-known Goldwyn director, recently, taking nearly $2,000 worth of
jewelry and other personal property belonging to Mr. Schertzinger and to his assistant.
Wyatt Brewster, who makes his home with
the director. The thieves made their entrance through the cellar while nobody was
in the house.
* * T
Bebe Daniels is back from two weeks
in Dallas, Texas, her birthplace. Dallas, according to all accounts, rose nobly to the
occasion in welcoming the Realart beauty
whose fame has added luster to the civic
name.
* * *
Edith Roberts has just given a housewarming to celebrate her entrance into her
new home, in Laurel Canyon, in the Hollywood foothills. The list of the names of
the people who called to pay their respects
to Miss Roberts would sound like a "Who's
Who in Filmland."* * *
As soon as Carmel Myers returns to
Universal City from New York, where she
has been since Christmas, she will begin
work on "The Dangerous Moment," a
story by Douglas Doty, under the direction
of Mardel de Sano.
* * *
Katherine Newlin Burt, author of
"Snow
Blind"filmed
and by
"The
Branding
which were
Goldwyn
underIron,"
the
direction of Reginald Barker, is the first
of the recent additions to the string of
authors writing for Goldwyn, to arrive at
the Culver City studio.
* * *
Benjamin B. Hampton, after launching
"A Certain Rich Man," his photoplay of
•William Allen White's famous novel, well
on its way toward completion, has taken a
few days off for a vacation in the mountains with Zane Grey,
* * the* novelist.
"Wanted — A place to go. Tony Moreno."
The Vitagraph star has a four weeks' vaca-

tion on his hands, one he has been expecting for two years. He's been everywhere,
so if someone doesn't suggest a place for
him to go thethisothers
time, work
he'll spend
month
watching
at the the
studio.
* * *
Marjorie Manning, after an absence of
nearly two years, is about to return to the
Goldwyn studio. She was just getting established in pictures when she was taken
ill with flu and pneumonia. Miss Manning
formerly acted as model for some of Harrison Fisher's most* *popular
pictures.
*

Escondido Theatre Opened
On the California Coast
CAE—
The new
KinemaESCONDIDO,
theatre, one of
the most
attractive
houses on the Pacific Coast outside the
large cities, recently was opened by
Manager O. N. Emert.
The house has a seating capacity of
1.000. The theatre is located at Grand
avenue and Kalmia street on the site of
the old Avenue house. It represents an
investment of more than $o0,000.

John Fleming Wilson, author of "Uncharted Seas," Alice
a forthcoming
Metro special, in which
Lake is starred,
has
abandoned his mountain ranch in Southern
California in order to keep in closer touch
with the company's* Hollywood
studios.
* *

Plan Oswego Improvments
OSWEGO, N. Y.— Contracts for alterations to the Orpheum and Hippodrome
theatres have been awarded and work has
been begun. Charles P. Gilmore is in
charge of the theatres.

June Mathias, who adapted "The Four
Horsemen
the Apocalypse"
the
Metro screenofproduction,
and Rex for
Ingram,
who directed this gigantic picture, are putting the finishing touches to the editing
before departing for New York. According to present plans, the picture will be released early in February.

Huron Lyric to Open
HURON. S. D— The new Lyric theatre will be opened for business on February 1,according to S. A. Goethal, proprietor of the Lyric and Bijou theatres.
It has a seating capacity of 480.

Clyde Cook, the Fox comedian, in his specially constructed flivver, whnh he uses in
"All Wrong," a new comedy directed by Jack Blystone.
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Rozelle Now
Managing
Metro in Windy City
Change in Branch

Direction

Effective January 17 —
Is Capable Official
Among the changes made in the personnel of Chicago exchanges recently
was the appointment of L. A. Rozelle as
branch manager of Metro. Rozelle succeeds J. H. Grauman who resigned to
take active part in the management of
three cazar
Chicago
theatres, the Rose, Aland Boston.
Was First With World
Mr. Rozelle first entered the motion
picture field in 1916 when he joined
World Film Corporation and was soon
appointed Chicago branch manager
under Ricord Gradwell, then president
and general manager of World. He and
Gradwell had previously been engaged in
the typewriter industry and his thorough
knowledge of salesmanship acquired in
that line stood him in good stead in his
new field of endeavor.
He held this post until the World exchange was taken over by Selznick Enterprises and later joined Robertson-Cole
as assistant manager.
FTominent With Exhibitors
Following through with an established
business policy, Mr. Rozelle applied the
motto of "a fair and square deal for
everybody"
the start
of hisa film
career
and
it has at
gained
for him
reputation
for honesty and fairness among the
exhibitors of the Central West that will
long endure.
Mr. Rozelle was born in Brentwood.
Tenn., is a great lover of golf and when
not in his office spends his time on the
links of the South Shore Country Club.

TRADE

EVENTS

Rothacker
Times

Addresses

Changing

A few years ago home offices of
film companies used to look to New
York, Philadelphia and Washington
for men to fill responsible positions.
During the past year there has
been a series of drafts on Chicago
talent for the big places. One of
the latest to "go up" is Stan Waite,
who has been named manager of
Pathe's Boston exchange. A half
dozen others are scheduled for
something big.
Look over Chicago's collection
of live wire exchange men and
guess who's next.
Band

Box Theatre Safe
Is Looted by Burglars
Cracksmen broke into the safe of the
Band Box motion picture theatre on the
third floor at 127 West Madison street
and took $830. Mrs. Catherine Carpenter, manager of the theatre, discovered
the loss.

Paralysis Causes

Death

Of Fred Aiken's Mother
Fred Aiken, vice president of Superior
Screen Service, has returned from La
Crosse. Wis., where he attended the
funeral of his mother, who died recently
from paralysis. Mrs. Aiken was past
70 years of age.

Publicity Men's Club
Semi-monthly Meeting Enlivened by Interesting Talk from
Chicago Manufacturer
The Chicago Motion Picture Press
Club turned out in force at its regular
meeting last Friday at the Stratford
Hotel to greet Watterson R. Rothacker,
president of Rothacker Film Manufacturing Company, who gave an interesting
talk on matters pertaining to the industry. He also suggested methods to combat adverse legislation and uplift the
screen.
President Daniel Roche presided at
the meeting and the following were
elected to serve as officers: Irving
Mack, secretary, to succeed Barney Ziv;
Ralph Kettering, treasurer, and Harry
Rice was made chairman of the entertainment committee, to arrange for speakers
and provide entertainment
After the luncheon was disposed of
Mr. Rothacker in an impromptu address
outlined a plan by which the club could
become a valuable adjunct to the motion
picture industry. He suggested that the
club'sX. president
in touch
with
the
A. M. P. get
I. and
throw atitsonce
strength
into the present local censorship fight
by offering
the national
national campaign.
body ever}' Mr.
assistance in its
Rothacker also outlined a plan whereby
the club could become a valuable booster
for the screen and counteract much of
the adverse criticism that is leveled at
individuals and companies in the field.
Mr. Rothacker was tendered a vote of
thanks by the members at the conclusion
of his remarks.
Sidney Goldman Places
Ince's "Lying Lips" in
Barbee's Loop Theatre
"Lying
Lips,"
special Producers,
made by
Thomas Ince
for the
Associated

Frank Zambreno Buys
New Cuneo Production
Frank Zambreno, president of the
Unity Photoplays exchange, has purchased the rights for his territory to
"The Ranger and the Law," Lester
Cuneo's latest starring production. He
will back it with an elaborate exploitation campaign.

has been booked by Barbee's Loop theatre. Chicago, for an indefinite run. Sidney Goldman, local manager for A. P.,
announces that the feature will open on
February 6.
Florence Yidor is one of the principal
characters in the picture, about whom
advance reports have been highly enthusiastic.

Si Greiver on Trip
Si Greiver of Russell-Greiver-Russell
is in the East disposing of rights to two
Lester Cuneo productions, "The Ranger
and the Law" and "Lone Hand Wilson."

Ascher Peoria House

Universal's Showing
Arrangements have been made to give a
special showing of "Outside the Law." the
big Universal feature starring Priscilla
Dean,
theatre
on Thursday,
Jan.
27. Itat isBarbee's
expected
about
400 exhibitors
. will attend.

Reports Big Business
Ascher's
Palace
theatre.
new-6,
est playhouse,
which
openedPeoria's
January
is doing a record business, according to
the announcement of Ascher Brothers.
"The Branding Iron." "Dinty," "Scratch
My
and "Dangerous
Business"
have Back"
been shown.
The r'ayhouse
cost
?.r>no.OOO.
I

L. A. ROZELLE
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Report Shubert

SHOTS

AND

MISSES

Seeks

To Buy "Barbee's Loop"
Barbee's Loop motion picture theatre
is reported as being sought by Lee Shubert, theatrical impresario, with a view
of making it the home of stage productions. It is regarded as unlikely that
Shubert will be successful as the theatre
has proved
ture house. a big success as a motion pic-

=By Macbe out of the Loop by midnight January 31,
We in -te Joe Gelder is buzzing around
there should be plenty of fireworks next
the local exchanges seeking an opportunity
to get in the film business again. Many of week in the mad scramble for shelter on
the oldtimers will recall the Gelder boys, the South Wabash avenue sector. Thus
who formerly operated the old Forum theafar, Robertson-Cole Co., Pathe, Famoustre at 55th street and Calumet avenue. Rest
Pi a y e r s , Fox, Associated Producers,
o'luck, Joe.
Pioneer Films, Superior Screen, Blackstone
Holds Fire Drill
* * *
Pictures, Hodkinson, Stoll Films, American
Watterson R. Rothacker held the
Films, and New Era are permanently loAnother of the 'Holah clan' is now in our
cated. Understand by February 1. Vita- watch on a recent fire drill at the Chimidst, Art Holah being transferred from
graph, Celebrated Players , Goldwyn and
cago Rothacker laboratory. The plant
the Boston Pathe office, to relieve Stan
Unity Photoplays will be cared for.
Waite, who leaves for the East to become
was cleared in fifty-seven seconds. Employes carried practically all of the film
* * *
the Pathe Boston manager. Welcome to
in the plant with them. Negative not
our city, Art, and our best wishes to you,
R. II. Hadfield, former salesman for the being
worked
on is kept in a fireproof
vault.
Stan.
Superior Screen Service is now in the man* * *
agerial ranks of Ascher Bros.
* * *
With all arrangements of the new Associated Producers exchange now completed.
The Only Way
Hunter
Bennett,
vice president and genManager Sid Goldman is a beaming with
eral manager of the National Exchanges.
the ol' smile as of yore. And by the way, Inc.. is expected to drop in on Chicago for
process
conservation
ofMy new
filmsof and
effective
have ping
youabout.
all We
noticed
'Bri Demon
nette Tim'
step- a brief visit in a week or so.
renovating a assures
the
thought
Cowman
exhibitor
film
in perftd
*
*
»
condition to his patronage.
was a Pathe fixture. Looks like Sid is
Increased earnings to
J. Brottman, of Chicago, is the new
starting a little league of nations all his
exhibitor and producer.
own.
owner
of
the
Park
theatre,
having
acA. TEITEL
* * *
quired this pretty North avenue house a
ill
N.
La
Salle St., CHICAGO
few weeks ago and with the many valuable
J. Whitehead has just purchased the showmen
tips Brother Barney of Moline
Reelart theatre from the Sultan Amuseslip him should make a big getaway
ment Co. and contemplates overhauling this can
CAMERA BARGAINS
with
this
theatre.
house and adding many new features for
* * *
Motion
Picture Camera* at caah
the comfort of his patrons.
saving
prices
professional
* * *
Neil Duffy, Elite theatre, Appleton,
discounts
on Special
UNIVERSALS.
ImmrdlaU drllrarr
on all mad.U. DaBrls.
Wis.
:
William
Eastburn,
Colonial
theaIMKrtnM.
I'atiia
sad
manr
otfcsr*
The bowling teams of the local Vitaatrautd
In our at.howroom
for ourdamoacamDanville, III., and Gus Berkson, BlackPlata eataioc
one* , 1rmm onK*odraqaaat.
graph and Unity Photoplay exchanges will stonetre.theatre,
South Bend, Ind.. were in
BASS
CAMERA
COMPANY
clash on the Bensinger alleys January 2:. the city last week sort of giving our leadDapt. M, 109 N. Dearborn St., Chicago, It.
for a purse of $100.00, This gala event
ing film men a chance to argue the relative
will be reported minutely in our next. May merits
of
their
several
offerings.
the best team win.
* * *
* » *
Oscar
Florine
is
now guiding about our
GUARANTEED
With Bon Lucas reporting Kismet taken
a nifty l!i21 Lexington sedan,
care of throughout this territory, looks to driveways
so all in all we agree with Osc — the life
us as though Division Manager IIanse_\
a lillum purveyor is not the woise of
dropped off at Chicago to give the booking of
careers.
sheets the once over and show the other
Mailing Lists
boys how to put this big money getter
across.
* * *
MOVING PICTURE THEATRES
Every Stat*— total, 2 1 ,1 70 by Statea, PerJS.OOIf ,
The sale of the Grove theatre by F.. E.
Dorris to Max Ruben of Chicago was re1219 Film Exchange*
17.50
313 manufacture™ and studios 4.00
ported effective last week.
368 machine and supply dealer! 4.00
* * *
Further Particulars:
If you want to see a peppy sales team
A.F.WILLIAMS,
in W. Adaas St .Cklttn
go into action just give that RobertsonCole gang your attention when the charming Stella Jacobs comes around to tell
the boys to get their expense accounts
ready. Makes those West Point cadets look
like a flock of depot brigade rookies on
parade.
* * *
With the city telling the boys they must
™°DcjfeHALLR00M
BOYS"
I EXHIBITORS
Let the theatre
i ventilation
Ur Ai-iKlt—
heating
specialists
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to a milkweed to get strawberries and
cream. — Pathfinder. *
TOPICS
GrodKi bar Of
ihe PtassTHE6 ttv DAY
VerU
The I iterary Digest
EXHIBITORS HERALD
"MOTHER Dear, will our cow go to
heaven when she dies?" "No, my child."
"Then, will we have to go to hell for our
milk?" — Greenville (S. C.) Piedmont.
; •* *
WE WONDER
if every
an
earthquake
in California
the time
cows there's
give milk
shakes. — Cleveland News.
YOU noticed the difference in your bottle
of milk today, of course. More price at
the top. — Detroit Free* Press.
SENIOR: "What makes you so little?"
FRESHMAN : "My mother fed me on
cannedburn milk
Review. and I'm* condensed." — WashTHE price charged for cow's milk nowRutgers.adays is enough to "get your goat." —
IN THESE days of adulteration, first
thing
we knowa cowcatcher.
they'll be— running
milk
trains without
North Adams
(Mass.) Herald.
SOME poor city children visited a farm.
Each was given a glass of milk. "Well,
boys, how do you like it?" "Fin*. I wish
our
— Dallas Morning
News.milkman had a cow."
*
FOR SALE: Cow that gives five quarts
of milk a day, also two grindstones and
one set of harness. — Winnipeg
Free Press.
*
MISTRESS— "I saw the milkman kiss
you this morning. In the future I will take
the milk myself." JANE — "It would be no
use, mum. He's promised never to kiss
anvbody but me." — Whiz
Bang.
*
OUR idea of a scientific nut is the fellow who tried to graft a strawberry plant

CITY GUY: "Tell me, how's the milk
maid?" COUNTRY LASS: "It isn't
Cornell
Widow.
made, you
poor nut, the cow gives it." —
*
NEWS Item : The crushes on the Selby
cars at 6 p. m. are getting to be something
fearful. Last night a woman was so jostled
that one of her ears became uncovered.—
St. Paul News.
*
IT IS our masculine notion that fashion
might compromise and let the girls wear
one ear each. — Toledo Blade.
THE way they dress now, some of the
girls show about everything but their ears
and their judgment. — *Ohio State Journal.
PERHAPS it is to disprove the saying
"little children should be seen and not
heard" that modern girls decree their
"little ears shall hear* but not be seen." —
THERE, little ear puff, don't you cry;
you'll
and by. — Syracuse
Herald. be a bustle, by
*
"WILL side whiskers ever come into
fashion again?" asks a reader. Ans. —
"They're in fashion now. The girls are
wearing 'em over their ears." — Regina
(Sask.) Post.
*
A donkey has two great big ears, and
keeps them standing in the air. I think
a girl's
donkey,
covers(Mass.)
her's
with
wadsa of
hair. — too,
NorthwhoAdams
Herald.
*
IT IS all right for a girl to imprison
her ears under her hair, but she ought to
let them News.
out sometimes for exercise. —
Galveston
*
"I notice Susie's wearing her hair a la
Robert." "How's that?" "Bobbed."— N. Y.
U. Alumnus.
*
"I'M SURE crazy about my gal's puffs."
"Wear her hair pretty?" "Nix, cigarette
smoker." — The Sun Dial.

Detroit Exhibitor Says
So - Called Box Office
Titles on Poor Films
Are a Detriment to
Business
The following communication has
been received by Exhibitors Herald
from Fred Michelson of the Odeon
theatre. Detroit, Mich.:
In looking over my records and paying particular attention to pictures I
have played with suggestive titles I
cannot help remarking that if more of
these so-called "box office titles" are
hung
pictures of no real merit the
amotion
flop. onpicture
business is going to take
My patrons do not wish to be fooled
by such bunk, and I feel sure that there
are other exhibitors who long for proper
titles to pictures in keeping with the plot.
The time has passed when you can
fill your house showing such stuff and
disappoint your audience and then expect them to rally around one of these
"box office titles" in the near future.
More harm has been done to theatres
making a practice of booking these pictures than ten breakdowns with the projection machines could do in one night.
Let's stand together, fellow exhibitors,
and refuse to play such stuff. I might
set down a few examples of pictures in
sary.
this class, but I do not think it neces"SPEAKING of ears, of course, you
know why
they've
been— .V.keeping
covered?" "Yes!
Why?"
Y. Daily'emNews.

From Motion Picture News
Review
of "Black
Beauty"
In picturizing Anna Sewell's famous classic, "Black Beauty," Vitagraph is deserving of uni bounded praise. The lovable story, which has been translated into many languages and read
by millions all over the globe, has been visualized with genuine artistic appreciation and
should meet with popular approval everywhere.
It has been necessary for Mr. and Mrs. George Randolph Chester to incorporate an "inside"
story which would strengthen the "outside" story and give it dramatic expression. The
tale the Chesters have written is a simple one of heart interest and romance and harmonizes
perfectly with the life of the horse. The dovetailing of these stories shows splendid workmanship— a difficult task at best.
Appreciating the fact that "Black Beauty" is remembered even to this day, it is a credit to
Vitagraph that it has been able to command and hold the attention by emphasizing the
pathos, stressing the sympathy and incorporating a requisite amount of melodramatic
incident.
Director Smith has treated the animal episodes like a born trainer. And his handling of the
players calls for a word of praise.
The picture carries a thrill in the burning barn episode and another in the horse race across
country. "Black Beauty" certainly possesses exploitation possibilities. Those who haven't
read it have surely heard of it. And the exhibitor should have no trouble playing to
capacity.

GUIDE

to

AMERICAN FILM COMPANY
Distributed Through Pathe Exchanges
FLYING "A" SPECIALS
The Week End, six reels, with Milton Sills.
A Live-Wire Hick, six reels, with Wm. Russell.
A Light Woman, six reels, with Helen Jerome
Eddy.
The Gamesters, six reels, with Margarita Fisher.
The Blue Moon, six reels, with Pell Trenton and
Elinor Field.
Their Mutual Child, six reels, with Margarita
Fisher and Nigel Barrie.
Sunset Jones, five reels, with Charles Clary.
ARROW FILM CORP.
The Chamber Mystery, five reels.
Circumstantial Evidence, five reels.
The Wall Street Mystery, five reels.
The Unseen Witness, five reels.
The Trail of the Cigarette, five reels.
The Bromley Case, five reels.
Woman's
ing. Man, five reels, featuring Romaine FieldLove's
Protege,five five
featuring
Bitter Fruit,
reels,reels,
all star
cast. Ora Carew.
The Golden Trail, five reels.
Bachelor
kins. Apartments, five reels, with Georgia HopTex, feature series, five reels.
A Man from Nowhere, five reels, with Jack Hoxie.
The Way Women Love, five reels, with Rubye De
Remer.
Luxury, six reels, with Rubye De Remer.
The Deceiver, five reels, with Carol Holloway.
The Tame Cat, five reels, with all star cast.
The Man Who Trifled, five reels, with all star cast.
Before
cast. the White Man Came, five reels, all Indian
ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
Distributed through Pathe Exchanges
The Riddle Woman, six reels, with Gcraldine Far
rar.
The Devil, six reels, with George Arliss.
ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS, INC.
THOMAS H. INCE PRODUCTIONS
Homespun Folks, six reels, with Lloyd Hughes.
Lying
Lips,Vidor.
six reels, with House Peters and
Florence
J. PARKER READ, JR.. PRODI C HONS
TheGlaum.
Leopard Woman, seven reels, with Louise
A worth.
Thousand to One, six reels, with Hobart BosLove, six reels, with Louise Glaum.
ALLAN DWAN PRODUCTIONS
TheBedford.
Forbidden Thing, six reels, with Barbara
MAURICE TOURNEUR PRODUCTIONS
TheKirkwood.
Last of the Mohicans, six reels, with James
MACK SENNETT PRODUCTIONS
A Small Town Idol, six reels, with Ben Turpin.
C. B. C. FILM SALES
The Victim, six reels.
Dangerous Love, six reels.
CREATION FILMS, INC.
For the Freedom of Ireland, five reels.
EQUITY PICTURES
Keep to the Right, six reels, with Edith Taliaferro.
Whispering
Devils, seven reels, with Conway
Tearle.
Midchannel. six reels, with Clara Kimball Young.
Hush, five reels, with Clara Kimball Young.
FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY
Oct. 31 — AnCharles
Old-Fashioned
Boy, five reels, with
Ray
Nov. 7 — Behold My Wife, seven reels, Geo. Melford production.
Nor. 7 — Sins of Rozanne, five reels, with Ethel
Clayton.
Nov. 14 — Always laceAudacious,
five reels, with WalReid.
Nov. 14 — HerEnidHusband's
Friend,
five reels, with
Bennett.
Nov. 21 — TheBillie
Frisky
Mrs.
Johnson,
five reels, with
Burke.
Nov. 21 — Burglar
Proof,
five
reels,
with Bryant
Washburn.
Nov. 28 — Idols
of
Clay,
seven
reels,
George Fitzmaurice production.
Nov. 28 — A Romantic Adventuress, five reels, with
Dorothy Dalton.

CURRENT

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

-Conrad
in Quest Meighan.
of His Youth, six reels,
with Thomas
5— Flying Pat, five reels, with Dorothy Gish.
12 — The Life of the Party, five reels, with
Roscoe Arbuckle.
12 — Heliotrope,
duction. six reels, Cosmopolitan pro19 — To Please One Woman, six reels, Lois
Weber production.
19 — An Washburn.
Amateur Devil, five reels, with Bryant
26— The Testing
liam S. Hart.Black, six reels, with Wil26 — Silknett.Hosiery, five reels, with Enid Ben2 — Thesix Bait.
reels. Maurice Tourneur production,
9 — ThesixJucklins,
reels. George Melford production,
9 — The Charm
lace Reid. School, five reels, with Wal16 — ThewithEducation
of Elizabeth, five reels.
Billie Burke.
16 — The Inside of the Cup, six reels, with
Special cast.
23 — TheDouglas
Rookie's
Return, five reels, with
MacLean.
23 — Midsummer Madness, six reels, William
De Millc production.
30 — Paying
Piper, five reels, George Fitzmauricethe production.
30 — TheThos.
Frontier
of the Stars, five reel", with
Meighan.

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan. FIDELITY PICTURES CO.
The Married Virgin, six reel*.
Frivolous Wives, six reels.
FILM MARKET, INC.
The House Without Children, seven reels, with
Richard Travers.
FIRST NATIONAL
Goduction.
and Get It, seven reels, Marshall N'eilan proThe Perfect Woman, five reels, with Constance
Talmadge.
Notorious Miss Lisle, five reels, with Kathcrine
McDonald.
Jack-Knife Man, five reels. King Vidor special.
Forty-five
Minutes from Broadway, six reels, with
Chas. Ray.
Good
References,
six reels, with Constance Talmadge.
In the Heart of a Fool, seven reels, Allan Dwan
special. five reels, with Katherine MacDonald.
Curtain,
Harriet and the Piper, six reels, with Anita
Stewart.
TheTalmadge.
Branded Woman, seven reels, with Norma
The Master Mind, six reels, with Lionel Barrymore.
What Women Love, six reels, with Annette Kellerman.
Peaceful Valley, six reels, with Charles Ray.
Nomads of North, six reels, Curwood production.
Twin
Haven.Beds, five reels, Mr. and Mrs. Carter DeOld Dad, six reel', with Mildred Harris Chaplin.
Themore.Devil's Garden, six reels, with Lionel BarryDangerous
Talmadge. Business, five reels, with Constance
Love. Honor and Behave, Mack Sennett comedy.
Unseen seven
Forces,reels,
withwithAll-Star
Dinty.
WesleyCast.Barry, a Marshall
Neilan production.
The Kid, six reels, with Charles Chaplin.
FORWARD FILM DIST.
Youth's Desire, five reels.
FOX FILM CORPORATION
FOX SPECIALS
The White Moll, with Pearl White.
If I Were King, with William Farnum.
The Skywayman, with Lt. Ormer Locklear.
While New York Sleeps, with All Star Cast.
The Face at Your Window, with All Star Cast.
Blind Wives, with All Star Cast.
A with
Connecticut
All Star Yankee
Cast. in King Arthur's Court,
Skirts, six reels, with Special Cast.
WILLIAM FARNUM SERIES
Drag Scuttlers.
Harlan.
The
PEARL WHITE SERIES
The Tiger's
Thief. Cub.
The Mountain Woman.

PICTURES

TOM MIX SERIES
The Untamed.
The
Texan.
Prairie Trails.
The ManWILLIAM
Who Dared.HI B8JBIX SERIES
The
Challenge
The Iron Rider.of the Law.
Chin Toy. sunt LEY MASON SERIES
Flame of Youth.
Girl of My Heart.
Merely Mary Ann.
WALSH SERIES
From NowGEORGE
On.
The
Plunger.
Number
17.
Dynamite Allen.
in II CENT! BY BRAND
Two Moons, with Buck Jones.
Just Pals, with Buck Jones.
The Land of Jazz, with Eileen Percy.
Partners of Fate, with Louise Lovely.
GOLDWYN PICTURES CORP.
I. Ill | \ s i \u I'KHm ( I IO\s
The Truth, five reels, with Madge Kennedy.
Scratch My Back, five reels (Eminent Authors).
Officer 666, five reels, with Tom Moore.
Cupid,
the Cowpunchcr, five reels, with Will
I'ickford.
ManRogers.
Who Had Everything, five reels, with Jack
GirlKennedy.
With the Jazz Heart, five reels, with Madge
It's
a
Great Life,
reels five
(Eminent
The Revenge
of five
Tarzan,
reels, Artists).
with Gen«
Pollar.
Going Some, five reels. Rex Beach production.
The North Wind's Malice, five reels. Rex Beach
Theproduction.
Penalty, five reels, with Lon Chancy.
Earthhound, seven reels, with All Star Cast.
Stop Thief, five reels, with Tom Moore.
Madam X, six reels, with Pauline Frederick.
The Branding Iron, seven reels. Special Cast.
His Own Law, six reels, with Hobart Boswortb.
Honest Hutch, five reels, with Will Rogers.
Milestones, six reels, with Special Cast.
What Happened to Rosa, with Mabel Normand.
ThemoreSongKendall
of the production.
Soul, with Vivian Martin, a MewGodless Men, seven reels.
The Great Lover, six reels.
Just Out of College, five reels.
Roads
erick. of Destiny, five reels, with Pauline FredThe
Highestof Bidder,
Prisoners
Love. five reels.
The Concert.
Guile of Women, five reels, with Will Rogers.
Bunty Pulls the Strings, seven reels.
Hold Your Horses, five reels.
The Voice in the Dark, five reels.
Boys Will Be Boys, five reels, with Will Rogers.
W. W. HODKINSON CORP.
Distributed through the Pathe Exchanges
ZANE GREY PICTURES, INC.
The U. P. Trail, six reels.
BENJAMIN B. HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS
The Dwelling Place of Light, by Winston ChurchilL
J. PARKER READ, JR., PRODUCTIONS
The Brute Master, with Hobart Bosworth.
Love Madness, with Louise Glaum.
DEITRICH-BECK, INC.
The Harvest Moon, six reels, with Doris Kenyon.
DIAL FILM CO. PRODUCTIONS
ThesonTiber's
Coat, with Myrtle Stedman and LawButt.
! in IS TRACY PRODUCTIONS
The Silent Barrier, six reels, with Sheldon Lewis.
ROBERT BRUNTON PRODI I HONS
No. 99. five reels, with J. Warren Kerrigan.
TheKerrigan.
Green Flame, five reels, with J. Warren
The House of Whispers, with J. Karren Kerrigan.
NATION AL-BILLIE RHODES PH»I).
The Kentucky Colonel, with Joseph J. Dowling.
JOSEPH LEVERING PRODUCTION*
His Temporary Wife, six reels, with Special Cast.
PRODUCTIONS
DownIRVIN
Home, V.an WILLAT
All Star Cast.
INDEPENDENT FILMS
NEAL HART SERIES
Oct.
1
—
Hell's Oasis,
five reels.
Nov. 15 — Skyfire,
five reels.
Jan. 1 — The Lumberjack, five reels.
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ley.
Her Beloved Villain, five reels, with Wanda HawJANS PICTURES, INC.
Madonnas and Men, six reels.
HerHawley.
First Elopement, five reels, with Wanda
Love Without Question, seven reels.
You Never Can Tell, six reels, with Bebe Daniels.
AWings
Woman's
Business,
five
reels.
Oh Lady Lady, five reels, with Bebe Daniels.
of Pride, five reels.
The New York Idea, six reels, with Alice Brady.
VICTOR KREMER PRODUCTIONS
Blackbirds, five reels, with Justine Johnstone.
Voices, six reels, with All Star Cast.
Something Different, five reels, with Constance
Mad Love, five reels, with Lina Cavalieri.
Binnev.
BERT LUBIN
ROBERTSON-COLE PICTURES
Honeymoon Ranch, five reels, State Rights Feature. The Stealers, eight reels, Cabanne.
METRO PICTURES CORPORATION
So Long Letty, six reels, ChristeL
A Slave of Vanity, five reels, with Pauline FredMETRO SPECIAXS
Oct. 25 — Body and Soul, six reels, with Alice Lake. 813.erick.
six reels, Arsene Lubin story.
Xov. 1 — TheCast.Fatal Hour, six reels, with All Star The Little
Fraid Ladv,
six reels, with Mae Marsh.
SPECIALS
Xov. S— AreAllison.
AH Men Alike, six reels, with May Kismet, nine reels, with Otis Skinner.
RUSSELL-GREIVER-RUSSELL
Xov. 15 — Someone
in the House, six reels, with All
Star Cast.
The Ranger and the Law. five reels, with Lester
Cuneo.
Xov. 29 — TheBertMisleading
Lady,
six
reels,
with
Lytell.
S. & E. ENTERPRISES
Dec. 13 — Hearts
Are Trumps, six reels, with All It Might Happen to You, five reels, with Billy
Star Cast.
Mason.
Dec. 20 — Polly
Cast. With a Past, six reels, with All Cowboy Jass, two reels, stunt novelty.
Dec. 27 — Cinderella's
Twin, six reels, with Viola LEWIS J. SELZNICK ENTERPRISES
Dana.
SELZNICK PICTURES
XiZlMOVA PRODUCTIONS
Madame Peacock, seven reels, with Xazimova.
Everybody's
Sweetheart, five reels, with Olive
Thomas.
Billions, six reels, with Nazimova.
Dangerous Paradise, five reels. Special Cast.
MAURICE TOURXEUR PRODUCTION*
Red
Foam,
five
reels, Ralph Ince production.
The Great Redeemer, six reels. All Star Cast.
S. L. PRODUCTIONS
Themerstein.
Daughter Pays, five reels, with Elaine HaaLore.
Cast. Honor and Obey, six reels, with All Star Broadway and Home, with Eugene O'Brien.
The
Road Seekers,
to Ambition,
with Conway
Pleasure
with Elaine
Hammer Tearle.
stein.
PATHE EXCHANGE, INC.
SELECT PICTURES
EDGAR LEWIS PRODUCTIONS
TheDurning.
Seeds of Vengeance, five reels, with Bernard
Lahoma, seven reels.
A Beggar in Purple, six reels.
lustHalW.
Outside the Door, five reels, with Edith
The
Sage
Hen,
five
reels,
with
Gladys
Brockweii.
J. STUART BLACKTOX PRODUCTIONS
House of the Tolling Bell, six reels, with Bru:e Man's
five reels,
with with
Grace Edith
Davidson.
C hildrenPlaythine.
Xct Wanted,
five reels,
Day.
Gordon and May McAvoy.
Mountain Madness,
five
reels,
with
special
cast.
Forbidden
Valley,
six
reels,
with
Bruce
Gordo"
NATIONAL PICTURES
and Mav McAvov.
Out of the Snows, five reels, with Ralph Ince.
JESSE D. HaLmpTON PRODUCTIONS
The Palace of Darkened Windows, five reels, with
Half
ton. a Chance, seven reels, with Mahlon Hamilspecial cast.
Marooned
Hearts, five reels, with Conway Tearle.
HerSweet.
Unwilling Husband, five reels, with Blanche Who
Am I? five reels, special cast.
Dice of Destiny, five reels, with H. B. Warner.
D.
N.
SCHWAB PRODUCTIONS
That Girl Montana, five reels, with Blanche Sweet. Fickle Wonien,
five reels, state right feature.
When
We
Were
Twenrv-one,
five
reels,
with
H.
B. Warner.
Girls Don't Gamble, five reels, state right feature,
ROBT. BRUNTON PRODUCTIONS
STOLL FILM_ CORPORATION
The Devil to Pay. six reels, with Fritzi Brunette January
— Squandered Livesand Roy Stewart.
January — The Hundredth Chance.
PERRET PICTURES. INC.
January
— Mr. Wu.
The EmpireGEORGE
of Diamonds,
six reels. INC.
January — The Lure of Crooning Water.
B. SEITZ.
UNITED
ARTISTS CORPORATION
Rogues and Romance, six reels, with Geo. B. Seitz
and June Caprice.
June
13 — Mollycoddle, six reels, with Douglas
Fairbanks.
FEDERAL PHOTOPLAYS, INC.
The Killer, six reels.
Tune 27 — Suds, five reels, with Mary Pickford.
Sept. 5— The Love Flower, seven reels, D. W.
PIONEER FILM CORP.
Griffith production.
Oatreauof and
the Edmund
Depths, five
4 — The Mark of Zorro. eight reels, with
Cobb.reels, with Violet Merse- Dec.
Douglas Fairbanks.
Empty
Arms,Hall.five reels, with Gail Kane and Jan.
9— The Love Light, eight reels, with Mary
Thurston
Pickford.
Idle
Hands,Frank.
five reels, with Kail Kane and J.
UNIVERSAL FEATURES
Herbert
Under
A J.Good
Woman,
Faire. Northern Lights, five reels, with Virginia
Herbert
Frank.five reels, with Gail Kane and Blue
Streak McCoy, five reels, with Harry Carey.
Thoughtless Women, five reek, with Alma Ruber.;. In Folly's
five reels,
Beautifully Trail,
Trimmed,
five with
reels,Carmel
withMyers.
Carmel
REALART PICTURES ■
SPECIAL FEATURES
Myers.
White
Youth,
five
reels,
with
Edith
Roberts.
Deep Purple, six psels, R. A. Walsh production.
Kinds of Love, five reels, all star cast.
Theproduction.
Law of the Yukon, six reels, Chas. Miller Two
Hearts Up,- five
five reels,
reels, with
with Frank
Harry Mayo.
Carey.
The Soul of Youth, six reels, a Taylor production. Tiger True, JEWEL
PRODUCTIONS
Theduction.
Furnace, seven reels, a Wm. D. Taylor pro- The Breath of the Gods, six reels, with Tsuru Aoki.
STAR PRODUCTIONS
Thecast.Devil's Pass Key, seven reels, with special
Sweet
to Everv Woman, six reels, with Dorothy
Minter.Lavender, five reels, with Mary Miles Once
Phillips.
39 East, five reels, with Constance Binney.
Outside
the Law. six reels, with Priscilla Dean.
Food for Scandal, five reels, with Wanda Hawley.
VITAGRAPH
The Furnace, five reels, Wm. D. Taylor.
AXICE
EyesMinter.
and Heart, five reels, with' Mary Miles
The
Vice JOYCE
of Fools, SPECIAL
five reels. PRODUCTION*
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The Prey, six reels.
Cousin
Kate, five
reels.
EARLE
WILLIAM*
PRODUCTIONS
A Master Stroke, five reels.
The Romance Promoter, five reels.
The
PurpleAdrift,
Cipher,fivefivereels.
reels.
Diamonds
CORINNE
GRIFFITH PRODUCTIONS
The Broadway Bubble, five reels.
The Whisper Market, five reels.
It Isn't
BeingCALHOUN
Done This PRODUCTIONS
Season.
ALICE
Princess
Jones, MORENO
five reels. PRODUCTIONS
ANTONIO
ThreeVITAGRAPH
Sevens, five reels.
SUPER -FEATURES
Dead Men Tell Xo Tales, seven reels (Tom Terriss
Production), All Star Cast.
Trumpet
Island, seven reels, all-star cast (Tom
Terris Production).
Black Beauty, Jean Paige and All Star Cast.
SHORT

COMEDIES
ARROW FILM ( ORP.
ARROW-HANK
week, two reels.MANX COMEDIES, every other
ARROW-MURIEL OSTRICH COMEDIES, two
reels.
SPOTLIGHT COMEDIES, one reel.
ARDATH XLXT COMEDIES, two reels.
AYWOX FILM CORP.
JOY COMEDIES.
C. B. C. FILM SALES
HALL ROOMCAPITAL
BOYS COMEDIES,
FILM CO. two reels.
ZIP COMEDIES, one reeL
CELEBRATED PLAYERS
CELEBRATED COMEDIES.
EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP.
CHESTER
two reels.
Four TimesCOMEDIES,
Foiled.
An Overall Hero.
The
Big Show.
A Travful
of Trouble.
The One Best Pet.
You'll Be Surprised.
CHRISTIE COMEDIES, two reels.
Striking Models.
A Homespun Hero.
Shuffle the Queens.
GoingFatima.
Through the Rye.
Mr.
Wedding Blues.
Back From the Front.
Dining
Kitchen two
and reels.
Sick.
TORCHY Room,
COMEDIES,
Torchy.
(Johnny
Hines.)
Torchy Comes Through. Oohnny Hines.)
Torchy in High. (Johnny Hines.)
Torchy's
Millions.
Torchy Turns
Cupid.(Johnny
(JohnnyHines.)
Hines.)
Torchy's
Double
Triumph.
MERMAID COMEDIES, two reels.
A Fresh Start. (Jimmie Adams.)
Duck Inn. (Lloyd Hamilton.)
Dynamite.
(Lloyd Hamilton.)
Nonsense. (Jimmie
Adams.)
The Simp. (Lloyd Hamilton.)
April Fool.
High and Drv.
FILM SALES CO.
BILLY RL'GE COMEDIES, one reel.
JOLLY
COMEDIES,COMEDIES,
one reel. one reel.
FILM SPECIAL

York Sunday Telegraph Review of

"BLACK
BEAUTY"
"It is a picture that shines out like a good deed in a naughty
world."
"The picture is just about perfect in its details.'1
"The picture is a high tribute to the artistic ability and
the patience of its director, David Smith."
"As for 'Black Beauty' himself, Man
played the rele with mare finesse."

SUBJECTS

O' War could not heve
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When the patrons of your theater exclaim over the wonderful
screen effects, they are paying a
tribute not only to the director and
producer but to the quality of the
film that makes such pictures pos-

HERALD
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tbe Picture Did for Me" is trie
W HAT
best department of the best trade
paper. — R. O. Rboades, manager,
Orpbeum tbeatre. Converse, Ind.
tbe Picture Did for Me" .s
W HAT
certainly a great aid in booking
pictures. Adolpb Kobn, manager.
Pastime tbeatre. Granville, N. Y.

sible—

EASTMAN
FILM

Above arc tkree of Hundreds of
tributes exhibitors are paying to one
of tbe many exclusive features of

EASTMAN
KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

F \ nm s pl \ ^ BRS-L \
PARAMOUNT
ARBUCK1.E
COMEDIES, two
reels.
PARAMOUNT
DE
HAVEN
COMEDIES, two
reels.
PARAMOUNT-MACK
SENNETT
COMEDIES,
two reels.
Jan. 9 — Dabbling in Art.
Jan. 23— Bungalow Troubles.
FIRST NATION \l
CHARLES CHAPLIN COMEDIES.
A Dog's Life, three reels.
AShoulder
Day's Pleasure,
reels.
Arms, twotworeels.
Sunnyside. two reels.
TOON
reels. ERVTLLE TROLLEY COMEDIES, two
FEDERATED FILM
MONTE BANKS COMEDIES, two reels.
FOX FILM two< OKI*.
SUNSHINE COMEDIES,
reel*.
An
Elephant's
Hold Me Tight.Nightmare.
His Noisy Still.
Pretty Lady.
Her
Doggone
Wedding.
Pals and
Petticoats.
The Slicker.
CLYDE
COOK COMEDIES, two reels.
The Huntsman.
All Wrong.
Don't Tickle.
GOLDWTJi PICT1 RES
CAPITOL COMEDIES, two reels.
EDGAR COMEDIES, two reels.
GOLDWYN-BRAY COMICS, one reel.
■ISDEPENDKXT FILMS AS SIT,
DAMFOOL TWIN COMEDIES, two reels.
LEO WHITE COMEDIES, two reels.
PATHE EXCHANGE, INC.
VANITY FAIR GIRLS COMEDIES, one reel.
ROLIN COMEDIES, one reel.
ROLIN TWO REELERS, two reels.
HAROLD
LLOYD COMEDIES, two reels.
Number Please.
PHOTO PRODUCTS EXPORT
FLAGG COMEDY PIONEER
RENEWALS, one reel.
NICK CARTER SERIES, two reels.
RADIN PICTURES, INC.
JOHNNY DOOLEY COMEDIES.
REELCRAFT PICTURES
ALICE HOWELL COMEDIES, two reels.
WILLIAM FRANEY COMEDIES, one reel.
MILBURN MORANTI COMEDIES, two reels.
NAPOLEON & SALLY COMEDIES, one reel.
GALE HENRY COMEDIES, two reels.
MATTY ROUBERT COMEDIES, two reels.
ROYAL COMEDIES, two reels.
ROBERTSOJf-COtE
SUPREME COMEDIES, one reel.
RUSSBLL-GREIVER-RUSSELL
TUSUN COMEDIES, one reel.
SPECIAL PICTURES CORP.
COMEDYART, two reels.

tbe Picture Did for Me" is
W HAT
necessary if I am to keep using tbe
S. R. O. sign. Mark Jackson, manager. Strand tbeatre, Alexander
City, Ala.

EXHIBITORS
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two reels
(' OMICLASSICS.
LA Y POOL COMEDIES.
MORANTI COMEDIES.
CHESTER CON KLIN COMEDIES, two reels.
I M\ COMEDIES,
Kits \|, | ||,twom reels.
Ml ••<.. < o.
CENTURY
STAR COMEDIES, one reel.
PTAGB \ I'll two reels.
BIG V SPECIAL \ COMEDIES,
I.ARRY SEMON COMEDIES, two reels.
The Suitor.
The Stage Hand.
Sportsman.
JIMThe
The AUBREY
Back Yard.COMEDIES, two reels.
The Decorator.
His Jonah Day.
The
Mysterious Stranger.
The Nuisance.
DRAMAS
\nitow FILM CORP.
BLAZED TRAIL PRODUCTIONS,
one every
other week, two reels.
A K ROW NORTH WOOD DRAMAS, two reels.
C. I«.WESTERNS.
C. I I LH 8 \I.ES
STAR RANCH
CAPITAL FILM ( O.
KRITZI
PRODUCTIONS, two
reels. R1DGEWAY
STAR DRAMAS, featuring Violet Mersercau.
Grace Cunard and others, two reels.
AL lENNTN'.S
WESTERNS, twotworeels.
reels.
NEAL
HART WESTERNS,
C. B. PRICE CO.
INDIAN
DRAMAS,
featuring Mona Darkfeather, one
reel.
REEI.CR \FT PICTURES
IKXAS GUINAN
WESTERNS,
two reels.
S r. 1.7, NICK
PICTURES
WILLIAM J. FLYNN Detective Series, two reels.
UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. CO.
RED
reels.RIDER SERIES (Leonard Chapman), two
WESTERN
AND RAILROAD DRAMAS, two
reels.
SCENICS
EDUCATIONAL— Robert C. Bruce Scenics Beautiful, one reel (every two weeks).
EDUCATIONAL—
reel (every week).Chester Outing Scenics, one
weeks).
EDUCATIONAL
— Screenics, one reel (every two
PARAMOUNT—
one reel (every Burton
week). Holmes Travel Pictures.
PARAMOUNT—
Burlingham
PARAMOUNT— Post Nature Adventure
Pictures. Scenics.
REELCRAFT — Reelcraft Scenics, one reel.
ROBERTSON-COLE—
Martin Johnson Series, one
reel.
ROBERTSON-COLE—
Adventure Scenics, one
reel.
SPECIAL
Stories. PICTURES — Sunset Burrud Scenic

MISCELLANEOUS
ARROW — Sport Pictorials, one reel.
C. B. C. SALES — Screen snapshots (bi-monthly).
( OM
WEALTH— Spanuth s Original Vod-»Vil MON
Movies.
II
COMMONWEALTH—
Spanuth's
Scrmonettes.
FAMOUS
PLAYERS
—
Paramount
Magazine,
one)
reel (weekly).
GOLDWYN — Goldwyn-Bray Pictographs.
GREIVER — Greiver Educationals.
KINETO— Kineto Reviews.
KINETO— Charles Urban Movie Chats.
KINETO— Topics
Urban ofPopular
PATHE—
the Day.Classics.
PATHE — Pathe Review, one reel.
PIONEER—
Luke Wonders
McLuke's ofFilm
Osophy.
RADIN — Brind's
Nature.
SELECT — Herbert Kaufman Masterpieces.
SELECT — Prizma Color Pictures.
S. & E. ENTERPRISES— Cowboy Jazz, two reels.
SERIALS
ARROW— Thunderbolt Jack (Jack Hoxie).
FOX— Bride Thirteen.
PATHE— Ruth of the Rockies (Ruth Roland).
PATHE
Warner— Phantom
Orland). Foe (Juanita Hansen and
PATHE—
Velvet
Fingers (George B Seitz ami
Marguerite Courtot).
UNIVERSAL— King of the Circus (Eddie Polol!
UNIVERSAL—
The Flaming Disk ( Elmo Lincoln).
camp).
UNIVERSAL—
The Dragon's Net (Marie WtlDuncan).
VITAGRAPH—
The Silent Avenger (William
VITAGRAPH—
Elinor Fair). The Purple Riders (Joe Ryan and
VITAGRAPH—
Fighting Fate (William Duncan
and Edith Johnson).
VITAGRAPH— Hidden Dangers (Joe Ryan and
Jean
Paige).
Moreno).
VITAGRAPH—
The Veiled Mystery (Antonio
NEWS REELS
FOX NEWS (twice a week) at Fox exchanges.
INTERNATIONAL
(Mondays and Thursdays) at Universal NEWS
exchanges.
KINOGRAMS
(twice a week) at Educational exchanges.
PATHE
NEWSexchanges.
(Wednesdays and Saturdays) at
Educational
SELZNICK
changes. NEWS (twice a week) at Select exANIMATED CARTOONS
THE
(Celebrated
MUTT GUMPS
AND JEFF
(Fox). Playsrs).
SPECIALS
EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP.
Modern Centaurs.
Valley of 10,000 Smokes.
Babe Ruth — How He Knocks His Home Runs.
Art of Diving, with Annette Kellerman.
The Race of the Age (Man o' War).
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where ■ big pictures and good pictures are being
shown — there you find patronage heavy and exhibitor profits assured.
In every city where the amusement business has
been 'off" it has been in the #2.00 or #3.00
theatres, and not in the motion picture theatres
Out of 2,000 Associated Producers' exhibitorcustomers we have not heard twenty complaints of
poor business.
J. PARKER READ, JR.
THOMAS H. INCE
MACK SENNETT
MARSHALL NEILAN
ALLAN DWAN
GEORGE LOANE TUCKER
MAURICE TOUR N EUR
C GARDNER SULLIVAN
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ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS, INC.
729 SEVENTH AVENUE, NEW YORK CITY
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Straight
Melodrama

inatiy
a
day

M.P.

HE^fl

"JANUARY 6th is rather early" says MOTION PICTURE NEWS "to make predictions for twelve months,
but if "OUTSIDE THE LAW" doesn't prove to be
the best straight melodrama of the year then 1921 will see
the release of more great pictures than any preceding
period of equal length.

£&rl

Laemmle

PRISCILIA

pie$ent$
D^AN

Supported by
iON CHANEY
in

TOD

BROWNING'S
greatest

UNIVERSAL

-JEWEL,

"Beginning with some carefully planned scenes that
succeed in giving the production atmosphere and establishing sympathy for the leading characters, especially
Miss Dean and Wheeler Oakman, the picture builds
from sequence to sequence with perfect suspense, good incident and excellent action until its thrilling and dramatic
climax, in which Lon Chaney, Mr. Oakman and a dozen
others, including Miss Dean, mix it in a way that
carries the spectator off his feet and mak_es him forget (hat
he is looking at a picture.
"If they like action and real drama and thrills, they
will like this.

It is there from every angle."

II

OUTSIDER

LAW

EXHIBITORS
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stuff

thinks
dub toproducer
IT'Sa only
serialthehas
be full who
of horrible
thrills to draw the crowds. Only the
dub who relies on his torture chambers
to "grip 'em." And its only the dub
producer who gets into trouble with
the Censor and finally falls down, with
his serial only half completed and your
schedule all shot to pieces because of
his failure to exercise common sense.
Universal knows — and you know —
that it's suspense, not rough stuff, that
makes a serial — clean action, cleancut, not hackings and killings, that
makes

a chapter-play draw. And Universal, for a long, long time has been

making the world's best serials right
along these lines. Because Universal
Carl

knows — and you know — that a serial,
today, must be made for the whole

Laernmle

fikes pleasure

in presenting

tie Serial screen's cleanest,
teakhiest
piece
oP
tirillinc; entertainement
EILEEN

family. It must be fast — it must
thrilling — but, most of all, it must
clean.

be
be

See "THE DIAMOND
QUEEN"
at
your very first opportunity. It's a first
class example of Universal' s unique
ability to make a serial that appeals
equally to Father, Mother, Sister and
Brother Jim.

•EDCWICK

ii Edward

Kull's

9tranc-e>

and

Startling

Chapter

Universal

play

- Made

rj/iQ

DIAMOND

QUEEN

BRANCHES
ALBANY, N. Y.
398 Broadway
ATLANTA, GA.
61 Walton Street
BOSTON, MASS.
10 Piedmont Street
BUFFALO, N. Y .
327 Main Street
CALGARY, ALTA., CAN.
Elma Block
CHICAGO, ILL.
220 South State Street
CINCINNATI, OHIO
N.W. Cor. 7th & Main Sts.
CLEVELAND, OHIO
502 Standard Theatre Bldg.
DALLAS, TEXAS
2003 '2 Main Street
DENVER, COLO.
1435 Champa Street
DES MOINES, IOWA
100 Locust Street
DETROIT, MICH.
63 E. Elizabeth Street
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
9 West Market Street
KANSAS CITY, MO.
5th Fl. Film Ex. Bldg.
KANSAS CITY, MO.
Film Exchange Bldg.
LOS ANGELES, CAL.
732 South Olive Street
LOUISVILLE, KY.
National Theatre Bldg.
MILWAUKEE, WIS.
501 Toy Bldg.

Educational

Has

£Made

Svery
to

Qood

Promise

Exhibitors

EDUCATIONAL FILM EXCHANGES,
E. W. HAMMONS, President

Inc.

Look

Here!
BH4SCHES
MINNEAPOLIS.
40" Loeb ArcadeMINN.

Educational promised to have its own distribution
in every key center within one year. That promise
was made good in seven months. There are thirtvsix Educational Exchanges operating today.

MONTREAL. QUE. . CAN.
437 Bleury Street
NEW HAVEN. CONN.
128 Meadow Street
NEW ORLEANS. LA.
415 Dryades Street
NEW YORK. N.Y.
729 Seventh Avenue
ONLAHA. NEB.
1312 S Fai-num Street
PHILADELPHIA. PA.
1309 Vine Street
PITTSBURGH. PA.
119 Ninth Street
SALT LAKE CITY
Utah
ST. JOHN, N. B.. CAN.
87 Union Street
ST. LOUIS MO.
617 N. Grand Avenue
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
l&S Golden Gate Avenue

Educational promised Super Specials in terms
sounding like the usual superlatives too familiar
to exhibitors.
The New

York Times did not feel it was indulging

in superlatives when it called our "The Race of
the Age" "an epoch-marking event in the motion
picture industry."
Educational promised comedies of sustained high
quality throughout a year's releases !
Right now — exhibitors are selecting from six
distinct types of Educational Comedies, each of
which is the best of its kind.
Educational didn't have to promise the best scenics
and travel pictures — its product in this short subject
field has long been without rivals.

SEATTLE. WASH
308 Virginia Street
TORONTO. ONT.. CAN.
21 Dundas Street, E.
VANCOUVER. B. C. CAN.
Leigh Spencer Bldg.
WASHINGTON. D C.
916 G. Street, N. W.
WINNIPEG. M AN. . CAN.
447 Main Street
LONDON,
ENG.Wi L
76 Wardour

Educational now also releases the best News Weekly
ever offered nationally to exhibitors. This news
service started January 30th, enabling every exhibitor in America to make complete programs from
Educational product— with the sole exception of
features.
EXECUTIVE

OFFICES:
NEW YORK.
Perm Terminal Building
370 Seventh Avenue

N.Y

GOLDWVN
(preservks
AN

THE

"The Concert" is adapted from the original
play by Hermann Bahr.
Mr. Leo Ditrichstein's
dramatic version (produced by Belasco) ran
one year on Broadway.

ALL

STAR

PRODUCTION

CONCERT

HERMANN
BAHR
erected lou
VICTOR

SCHERTZINGER,

Martinot, the great pianist, thought he
wanted a wife with fire, passion and temperament. What he really wanted was
someone to keep his hair cut, his chops well
done and his conceit unharmed. The story
of how he learned his lesson will make your
patrons ache with laughter.
GOLDWYN

Among the well known
playerscert"inare Raymond
"The ConHatton, Myrtle Stedman, Lewis S. Stone,
Mabel Julienne Scott
and Gertrude Astor.

PICTURES CORPORATION
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THE

OF

CONSENSUS

OPINION

OF

THE

SMARTEST
SHOWMEN
IN THE
COUNTRY.
lSELECT(Q^)PICTURESj
Lewis J.Selznick
Booking Like Wildfire
in The Leading Theatres

presents
VERA

GORDON

(TheMOTHER'of'HUMORESm")
in The
Greatest

PfCTUftSZED B¥ EDWARD J. MOKfAGNE
DIRECTED fiff HENRY KGLKER
Love"

Among

Them:~

Ziegfeld Theatre,
Chicago
Pre-Release Showing, Two Weeks
Twentieth Century, Chicago
Victoria, Philadelphia
Royal, Kansas City
Grand, Columbus
Palace, New Haven
Plaza, Bridgeport
Capitol, Hartford
Poli's, Waterbury
Premier, Lawrence
Capitol, Davenport
Blue Mouse, Minneapolis
State, Sacramento
Strand, Grand Forks
Criterion, Atlantic City
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A production so great, a story so
powerful, an achievement in direction
that stands out so vividly against the
hundreds of "just movies" —
A spectacular, thrilling, beautiful work
of a master among producers-— a
$2.00 admissions picture if ever there
'was one m this industry —
We have a "stampede production" in
our twenty exchanges and never have
we seen a bigger rush of exhibitors to
book a picture. Exhibitors are advancing admission prices, doubling
and trebling their advertising ap
propriations and signing up for runs
— everywhere.

Vivid
Life

drama
and

of

love

By May Edington
All star cast featuring

HOUSE

MACK
MAURICE

SENNETT
TOURNEUR

~ MARSHALL
* THOMAS

NEILAN- ALLAN
H.INCE

Associated
HOME OFFICES:

DWAN

- C GARDNER

and FLORENCE

PETERS

- GEORGE
SULLIVAN

Producers
729 SEVENTH AVE., NEW YORK CITY

VIDOf

LOANE TUCKER

~ J. PARKER

Inc.

READ JR.

Associated

Exhibitors

Inc.

presents

Mr.

George
in

Arliss

99

"The

The

Devil

Sensation

Produced bv HARRY

of Two

LEONHARDT

and ANDREW

Director JAMES

Records

Topple*
and

Both

at

The premier presentation at "The
Strand," New York, broke the enviable record made by "Kismet," the
high record for the house.
At "The Criterion," Buffalo, the
picture broke the record held by
"Humoresque."

In consequence it

ASSOCIATED

at

New

York's

Strand

Criterion
has been held over for another week.
Tremendous crowds and enthusiastic audiences at both theatres

prove that "The Devil" is one of the
very great pictures of all time.
Made by exhibitors for exhibitors
it is offered to exhibitors for what it
is— a phenomenal box office attraction.

EXHIBITORS,

25 West 45th Street, New
PATHE

J. CALLAGHAN

YOUNG

Buffaloes

"The Devil" has been shown
only two theatres.

Continents

Distributors

York

INC.

llKilf

^

~

ROBERTSON-

Sessue

3Kvn

The

COLE

^aVakaWa

#z<? pl&yhy

Greatest

presents

Chinexe

Jrana's

Drama

Porters

E\Jer

Made

SeSSu
■

£

■

HaYaKaWa

The

First

Botm^

unfolding the depths' dr a fathers'
deVohon, adds* his* greatest characterisation totheUrt of theTtotionPicture.

• Z)Ue

triumph,

of

Chinese

Drama

•

i

OuTJTAflDMG

Example

OfJCR££«DRAMA

HAVAKAWA

SESSUE

\ ^Jrom

J
7
J
{he plavhv

jfrancis

if*

9*9

OBERTTON-COLE
UPER

-J"PECIAl_~

in

Povitors
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"The Morning Telegraph" said of it
"An interesting study of Mother'Love. Unusual in its clear delineation of character.
Demands serious thought on the part of the
audience. It has the human problem note
and the plot is logical."
Under the inspired direction of Paul Scardon
Bessie Barriscale rises to superb emotional
heights. And a splendid supporting cast,
drawn from Screendom's favorite players,
lends the added prestige of big names and
great ability.

J •L •FrofHin^ham
presents

THE

s far ring
BREAKING

Bessie

Barriscale

Directed bij~
PAUL

Puin.

SCARDON

Scenario by<~

|j
H HVAN

LOAN

with Qn all sfarcQst including
WALTER McCRAIL 'JOSEPH DOWLING
IIIWILFRED LUCAS PATOMALLEYIII
III III ETHEL

GREY

TERRV

III III
Distributed by

W.W. HODKINSON CORPORATION
527 Fifth Avenue. New VorkCuy
thru l'ATHE Ixchunee.lnr.

February 12, 1921

A

COMBINATION

THAT

GAN'T

BE

Benj.

BEAT

!

B. Hampton
Production

ith a Powerful Cast, irtcludin^h\j Stewart, Joseph J.Dowlin^, Kathlyn
villidms, Robl
M?Kim and Marguerite
DeLaMotte

Directed by JACK CONWAY
ZANE GREY PICTURES ■ 0zc-

This is just one. We get them by the score. "The U. P.
Trail" is a winner. It has made money wherever shown.
Benj. B. Hampton certainly knows how to produce pictures.
And Zane Grey knows how to write stories. And you must
admit

that W.

W.

Hodkinson

Corporation

select pictures for you, Mr. Exhibitor.

knows

how

the dollars into your box-office in a golden stream.
such a picture is "The

to

Pictures that bring

U. P. Trail."

Distributed by
W.W. HODKINSON CORPOROTON
527 Fifth Avenue. Nev York. Gty

Just
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"Say

It,
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Yourse

— and
the
SHERMAN
your

Exhibitors,
who
book
ATTRACTIONS
through

Exchange,

will

say

it

too

Ml
(§

@

@

P

RDltJBTil
@
a
T
0
©K3

@

guarantees

its Franchise-holders
of

12

pictures

entertainment

a minimum

yearly,
quality,

of
at

high
actual

producing
cost, without
vances, thus assuring a larger
return
while

upon
giving

their
the

territory

the

Sherman

policy

investment,

theatres

benefit
in

adnet

of the
lower

Final

in their
liberal
rentals.

allotment

of

territory

is now
being
made — For
further information
address

SHERMAN

PRODUCTIONS

CORPORATION
Harry
1482

Every Day
More People

A. Sherman,

President

Broadway

New

Say

"Sherman

is

Right"

York
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'T^HEY are Quality Pictures — Quality in stories, stars, scenarios, direction, supporting casts and photography.
A Realart Star Franchise is a box-office bond. You can Bank on it!
It provides your patrons with pictures which have that elusive quality —
fan-appeal — the quality which induces them to part with the price of
admission and to talk with friends about it afterward.
Get

a New

with your

Pad
Realart

of Deposit

Slips

Star Franchise

REALART
PICTURES
CORPORATION
469 FIFTH AVENUE
NEW YORK CITY

with
JAMES

GORDON,
AND

A

NOTABLE

CA8T

Suspense piled upon suspense. A Western that is really "different.''
Dramatic scenes — played with restraint — that will hold any audience spellbound. Never have Charles Clary, Irene Rich or James
Gordon been seen to better advantage.
Consult American Film Company representatives at
your nearest Pathe Exchange today for booking
information.

Produced

by

American
Film Calnc.
Samuel S. Hutchinson Pre9.

Distribuied

by

PATHE

5 fljjl ««
i

JCtfS^w

A man of the type that redeemed the West
from its wildness — typical of such men as the
Texas Rangers — of whose exploits Roosevelt spoke
when he said: "(Theirs was a record of men who
greatly dared and greatly did; a record of endless
feats ofj arms, of victory after victory in the
ceaseless strife waged against lawless men. This
was the great epic feat in the history of our race."

GET

READY

FEBRUARY

to

MARCH

for

27^

5&
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First

from

reports

the

field

-

"'The Love Light* pleased our
patrons immensely."
L F. EICK, Mgr.
Fenray Theatre
Martins Ferry, Ohio.

PICKPORD
'"The Love Light' is without a doubt the very
best picture Miss Pickford ever made. As you
know, my house is new and 1 am trying to give
the people the best pictures obtainable. I did not
disappoint them on this one and am proud to have
shown it at my house. Let me know in time
about her next release."

UNITED
-

n
THE

LOVE
MAX SCHAFER
Temple Theatre
Bellaire. Ohio.

ARTISTS

CORPORATION
MARY PICKFORD • CHARLIE CHAPLIN
FAIRBANKS - D.W/. GRIFFITH
V bOUGLAS
WIRAM ABRAMS, PRESIDENT.

Written and Directed by
Prances Marion. Photographed
by Charles

Rosher

and

Henry LIGHT'
Cronja^er

EXHIBITORS

EXHIBITORS

ONLY

trade

publishes
ALL

the

picture

HERALD

HERALD

is the

paper

that

advertisements
important

companies.

February

of

motion

Biff.

Last

...-!

of the

"WEST
as

ready

Bing

within

I announced

week

for the

state

right

three

days

I sold

:

— C. C. McDermond Theatre
Amusement Co.. Salt Lake City.
So. Idaho, Wyoming, Utah
Colorado and New Mexico.

Then

market.

/

four territories

GRANDE"

RlO

21
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•20th Century Film Co.,
Philadelphia, Pa.
East Pennsylvania and So. New Jersey

BANG----!!
Then

L.

L.

Baxley

C.

Dallas,
said

than
up

C.

saw

it was

BAXLEY,

— Reliance Film Exchange,
Washington, D. C,
Virginia, Maryland, Delaware,
and North Carolina

of

Attractions,
the

even

picture

— Fontenelle Feature Film Co.,
Omaha, Neb.
Iowa and Nebraska.

—

BETTER

"HONEYMOON

for

the Texas,

RANCH"
—
and
Oklahoma
and Arkansas

Baxley
knows
pictures.
BUYER.
ARE
YOU?

IF

SO,

ACT

He's

a/y^ast

and

WIRE

GRANDE"
RAY
and

Mclaughlin

thviiiiri^-peryTpct
BERT
14 7(3

LIVE

QUICKLY.

" WESTtE
RIO
Starring ALLENE
harry

a

signed
rights.

in

story

and

direction

LtlBIN
B ROA.DWA'Y

ISTE^W
TELEPHONE

YORK
BR^AJ^T 2271

STATE
RIGHTS
P. S. Read the review in the Motion Picture News, issue Feb. 5, 1921
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Announcing
National

Distributing

Rights

Of

ELEBRATED
Single

Reel

omedies

To

be

shown
Under

Never

in America's Leading
Produced
personal

has

there

direction
been

such

Theatres!

of Jay Hunt
an

increasing

demand for high class — clean cut — quality —
one reel comedies than at the present time.
CELEBRATED

COMEDIES

Is YOUR

Answer

One-a-Week
For
Territorial

rights wire or write

Immediately

CELEBRATED
207

South

Wabash

PLAYERS
Ave.

CHICAGO,

=^=

FILM

CORPORATION
J. L. Friedman,

ILLINOIS

President

EXHIBITORS
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The

New

To

PRIZMA

be featured
NEW

They

TIVOLI

CELEBRATED

ILLINOIS

AND

INDIANA

are

ready
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Photographic
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opening-

HERALD

early

&

Magnificent

THEATRE
in February

for your

PLAYERS

Katz's

Studies

theatre

FILM

now!

CORPORATION

207

So. Wabash

CHICAGO,

ILL.

LOUIS

of

the

SENSATION

DRAMATIC

B. MAYER'S

NOW

FAMOUS
II

BIG
40
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"Sowing
theStarring
Wind"
Strong
Drama
Mayer Production
Anita Stewart
and Directed by
John
M. Stahl Featured by Powerful Situations and Fine Characterizations
IN THE Louis B Mayer production of "Sowing The
Wind" there comes to the
screen a splendidly produced
and excellently enacted drama
of compelling strength. John
M Stahl, the director, has built
into this picture a thoroughly
convincing story of striking intensity. Itiswhich
a tale carries
of passion's
retributions
with
it a singularly significant
preachment and drives home
unswervingly a nioial that
many pulpits aim for but do
not hit so effectively
The production throughout m
ki'CJiiflg ujlji the established I ■ ji i ■ ^
iHiraic
invcstinirc
casf at;oj JKr£i'
I! M.iycr
standardsami oja rujj
cla~
coinoi U ii»,l. Miss Anna Stewart is
called upon to enact a role of heavy
dramatic exactions and she succeeds
in registering almost the entire garni
of emotions in a manner of such c '
From

love's first kiss to
hell's abyss

The

love triumph

!
of

an outcast's daughter!
See it to see drama
ovenvhelming" in force !
It hits the heart
like a hurricane
He

sowed

the

!

wind

for his son , and
daughter reaped
whirlwind !

his
the

taint) that her work in "Sowing the
Wind"most point
probably
touches attainments
the upperof the dramatic
ofsheheris career
In
"various
close
exceedingly beautiful Inviewthes
big dramatic moments — and there arc
many of them — she effects a sincerity
of characterization that will yield to
her a very great sympathy
• • •
Mr Stahl has accomplished in
"Sowing theof Wind"
masterfulHe
dramatization
a difficulta theme
has woven into the picture a story
that grips the sympathy of the spectator and frequently quickens the heartbeats in effectively regislered scenes
of unu>ual dramatic intensity "Sowing the Wind" as aItdrama
of its lypeof
is suggestive
aranks
wealthveryofhigh
aaMtabam/g^gjgj^^^
and has - '

gmal form
pictures nothingInofitsustranslation
power hasto been
lost Of considerable importance is
the fact that many situations of nor
nant strength involving conflicts of
.exes have been carefully and judiciously handled
The story, long familiar upon the
speaking
who shall stage,
sow therelates
wind the
shalltalereapof thehe
whirlwind, that with every outraging
A the social code a retribution shall
be visited upon the guilty. Utiss Steadnan plays the errant mother and Miss
Stewart the daughter who upon leaving a convent school learns of the life
into which the mother has lapsed The
code sionofin thedouble
expres-of
advicemorals
of thefinds
guardian
the
daughter's
suitor,
the
girl
become an actress is pointed tohaving
as a
-M. Jdecency
man s plaything The innate
0
i the young man eventually rides
J>e bad advice and the story
the happiness of the girl
itortolled
assured
out toand
the with
guilty the
Of a woman,by
for men

and

wome !

'Sowing

the

wind

sweeps

into screen

greatness !
Not just drama in
the last act but
every

moment

moment
Then

MIGHTIEST

youH
you

a
feel

see it

youll know what ;
dramatic master
piece

ANITA

a ma ,

means

STEWARTS
ACHIEVEMENT.

!
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Look

For

in

a

Out

Surprise

Charles

Forthcoming

"The

HERALD

Old

Special

Ray's

Production

Swimmin'

Hole"

Adapted from James Whiicomb Riley's old-home poem, by
permission of the publishers, The Bobbs-Merrill Company

Presented by Arthur S. Kane
Directed by Joseph de Grasse
Photographed by George Bisard
Second Camera, Ellsworth Rumer
Edited by Harry L Decker
Technical Supervisors, Robert Bennett and
Clarence De Witt

A First National
Attraction

25
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The

That's
is the

HERALD

Greatest

what every
greatest in

It is only simple justice to congratulate Charles Chaplin on his four-fold role
of producer, star, director and scenario
writer and to assure the film world thai
"The ofKid"
is entitled
to a place
at the
head
the Grade
A Chaplin
releases.
"Thesecond
Kid,"of long
expected,TheisCharles
worth
every
the waiting.
Chaplin six-reel feature will receive a
rousing welcome from public and exhibitors.
"The Kid" is all showmanship. It will
delight the boys and girls and their mothers— after their fathers have sampled tinpicture for themselves and put up the
money
family. for a treat for the rest of th<— Moving Picture World.

Comedy

reviewer says and many
say it
entertainment
ever presented

Will Set New

All Showmanship

Records

Jackie Coogan, that delightful youngster, registers so convincingly that many
will acclaim him the real star of the play.
The little fellow's scenes are certainly
surefire. Of considerable pictorial importance isMiss Edna Purviancc, who is
exceedingly beautiful. It is probably the
finest work of her career.
The public will in turn laugh and weep
and as the final is flashed on the screen
they will regret that the picture is ended
— which to our mind is just about the
acid test of a great picture.
Chaplin returns to the screen in his
greatest picture, great as a comedy and
great as a drama. In it he is a master
of dramatic as well as comedy situations
"Theattraction.
Kid" hits the bull's-eye as a boxoffice
— Exhibitor's Herald

Chaplin's "The Kid" lives up to expectations, which is saying considerable.
Perhaps no picture has ever been ushered
into official being with so much to recomit from an a exhibitor's
standpoint.with
It ismend actually
drama, developed
:i splendid lot of highly original and absolutely new incidents, played in an exaggerated tempo with such skill, not only
by the star, but the entire supporting cast,
that the result is a high class comedy.
Mr. Chaplin and his principal comedy
assistant, the child player, Jackie Coogan.
earn their laughs by legitimate methods.
There is no doubt that "The Kid" is
going to receive the attention of the entire
picture-going
and our
if itjudgment
doesn't setis
new box-officepublic
records
badly at fault.
—Motion Picture Sews.

Will Live Forever
"The Kid" is worth waiting for.
It iswill
Chaplin's
best other
picture.pictures have
It
live when
died. Its pathos is universal in its appeal ;its humor is classic.
We think that he is a humanitarian. He
understands the hearts of the irresponsibles,uresthe
the the
willing
failof thechildren
world.andEven
broadest
humor
"ThetheKid"
is touched by the
whimsicalof and
pathetic.
The joys
"The be
Kid"seen.cannot be catalogued. ofThey must
Chaplin's
co-star
is
littleonJack
the most delightful child
the Coogan,
screen.
Jack is a miniature Chaplin. Some very
fine acting also is done by Kdna Purviancc, who beats the emotional actresses
at their own game.
— Morning Telegraph.

of

One

the

February 12, 1921

A Knockout
"The Kid" is a knockout
That's all. This tells the story in a
nutshell.

Chaplin's Greatest
"The Kid" loaves little room for argu
ment ; there will be few if any who will
not regard it as one of the greatest box
office attractions since the commencement
of pictures. It is that type of picture that
can return again and again.
"The Kid" is an extraordinary medley
of pathos and humor, accomplishing in no
uncertain manner an amount of strength
and heart interest that is seldom seen. It
is unlike anything that has ever previously been done. It fits under no known
classification. It stands alone. Unless all
indications fail, this Chaplin feature will
be a sensational box office attraction, winand holding the public's favor for
many ning
a year.

Big

Five

If you don't get this— it's your own
funeral.
where youBecause
look at it's
it. all THERE anyThe story is there with a wallop. A
synopsis cannot begin to do justice to the
innumerable bits of real humor, of real
romedy. that, interspersed as they are, contribute to making this one of the greatest
pictures you ever had a chance to hook.
Little jackie
"The Kid."he Ais
newcomer
with Coogan
a real is
personality,
immense. Edna Purviance has a mighty
good part, and Charlie— well, —heWids.
is the
same old irresistible laugh maker that he
has alwavs been.

Productions

Play it in

A
A
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NEWS!

Allen Holubar's " Man -Woman -Marriage," starring Dorothy Phillips, opened
Monday for a trial run at the Regent
Theatre, Paterson, N. J.

Less than $600 was spent on advertising.

Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday business was the largest in the
history of theatre or city for the first
four days of the week.

4

At the time of

writing (Friday at 4:30 P. M.i they were

MAN-

turning people away.

Mr. Dooley, the Regents manager,
predicts a new record for the week. This

4

WOMAN-

is remarkable as the film's length is almost
nine reels.
7
Another
Record

First

National

4 MARRIA

CEJ

Breaker

I

There'll

be

a

Franchise

everywhere
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THE censorship situation now existing in Chicago is typical of the origin, growth and the
carrying on of censorship agitation throughout
the nation. An understanding of the Chicago
matter sheds considerable light on the problem
the industry is facing here and elsewhere.
An outstanding feature of the Chicago
situation which is characteristic of the agitation
wherever it exists is that the entire matter is a
product not of public thought and opinion but
due wholly and directly to the zealous interference ofa little group of professional agitators
who are practically without standing or influence in the various professions and vocations
with which they are identified. Individually
they are the vagrant atoms of humanity that
mean little to the community with which they
are identified but banded together in the common cause of minding someone else's business
they find themselves in a flattering position of
superficial prominence which appeals very much
to their own idea of their importance.
It is this type of petty agitator who believes
that his individual thought is public opinion.
When he discovers by some process of clear
thinking, unusual to him, that his notions are at
variance with those of the general public he immediately concludes that the public is deluded
and forthwith his activities take a spurt with
the idea that the benighted public is dependent
upon him to lead it out of darkness.
* * *
I"7 HE writer has more than the ordinary observer's information concerning the calibre
and the activities of the group that has been
engaged for some time in censorship agitation
in Chicago. At the outset of the work which
was represented to be intended to follow lines
of sanity and intelligence he was identified with
the matter as secretary of the commission which
had the inquiry in hand and continued in th^at
capacity until the proceedings took on a farcical
aspect and the meeting hall became nothing
more than an echo chamber for vapid and
bigoted mouthings from persons blinded to any
true understanding of the problem by prejudice

Minority

J. QUIGLEY
and misunderstanding and impelled largely by
an egotistical desire to dictate to the motion picture industry.
After many months of this sort of thing the
commission just naturally died. But a little
coterie not content with the natural demise,
after many futile efforts to put life back in the
body as a whole took it upon themselves to
function for the commission that had passed
away and proceeded to write a report and prepare a proposed ordinance. The resulting report is an odd document. It is a queer miscellany of random views of many persons who did
not even claim to know motion pictures or censorship. Represented in the symposium are
such types as Arthur Burrage Farwell, Chicago's
ghost of Anthony Comstock, and specialists on
children's diseases. Careful reading of the report can only cause the reader to wonder what
it is all about.
* * *
A S a contribution to the literature on the subject of censorship it is utterly valueless,
partially because information from persons who
did not know was solicited and accepted and
partially because preconceived prejudices of the
trainers of the report made it impossible for
them to consider the motion picture in any other
light than responsible for juvenile delinquency,
the crime wave which had not yet commenced,
and possibly the European war.
There is but one weapon with which to
combat censorship agitation. It is valid public
opinion. The public does not want censorship.
If it was dissatisfied with the product as a whole
that producers are turning out it would not be
necessary for it to await the enactment of any
laws because merely by the withdrawal of its
patronage at the box office it could effect an immediate and decisive change. If the industry
did not have the public's endorsement there
would still be no need of censorship laws because there would be no pictures to censor.
On the censorship proposition all that the
industry wants in Chicago or elsewhere is that
the voice of the majority, and not that of an
infinitesimal minority, be listened to.
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With the approach of "The Queen
of Sheba" a "Big Four" announcement from Mr. William Fox would
not be out of order in view of being
able to present at a single time a quartet of such attraction magnitude as
"While New York Sleeps," "Over the
Hill," "The Connecticut Yankee-' and
"The Queen of *Sheba."
* *
Occasionally the industry produces
unpretentious little pictures that proceed along quietly until when they
finally reach the screen they are found
to be just what the public is looking
for. Such a picture was "Twentythree and a Half Hours Leave," which
now seems to have a logical successor
in "Hold Your * Horses."
* *
Students of censorship will be in-
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terested inthe declaration of Timothy
D. Hurley, grand mogul of Chicago
censorship agitation, to the effect that
if he was in power he would never
pass "The Kid" which is about as
vicious as Longfellow's
* * * "Evangeline."
We do not agree with those who
claim that censorship is a producers'
problem nor with those who argue
that the defense should be put forth
by the exhibitor. Censorship is a menace alike to every branch of the industry and the industry as a whole
should and must meet the attack.
Showmanship of a type which is
detrimental to the welfare of motion pictures in a degree out of all
proportion to the importance of the
occasion of its manifestation was
observed at one of the big Chicago
chain theatres recently when the orchestra, accompanying with properly
syncopated music a cartoon comedy,
interpolated the national anthem because a cartoon character was delineated as forcing burlesque Bolshevists to sing it. A capacity audience was brought to its feet protestingly and left standing when, after
the first few bars had been played, the
orchestra
measures. again swung into "jazz"
Auditorium comment was of such
nature as to counteract the good effect
of an otherwise exceptionally well
balanced program. The theatre, del>ending upon the public for support
in its fight for freedom from oppression of various types, cannot afford
this class of management.
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Re -Takes
J. R. M.
We Had a Thousand
England is running America a close
race on the forming of motion picture
companies. Five hundred and ninetynine were started last year, according to
statistics just published, which is just
401 behind the old U. S. A.
•
Our Weekly Rumor
"Bill" Hart is going to retire from the
screen.
*
Still Doing It
Yep. Wc saw a five-reel society drama
with an arti>t in it. And he wore a
Windsor tie.
Whose a Liar?
The postal regulations seem to be
about the only things that prevent the
eastern trade paper editors from expressing their honest opinions of one
another. The same enterprise devoted
to— ah, well, what's* the use.
Society's Note
T. Hurdler, the well-known reformer,
addressed the Ladies' Art Embroidery
Club last Thursday at its regular meeting. The subject of his discourse was
"Movies I saw five years ago which I
can't forget." The Art Club endorsed
T. H.'s candidacy for the office of censor
which has a salary attached of $0,000 a
*
At any time now our readers can exyear. pect our exploitation editor to present
a novel lobby display made up principally
of alarm clocks. He is cooking his own
eggs
Florida.and coffee, while his wife is in
Charlie Chaplin may have received
$800,000 for "The Kid" but Jackie
Cooganof comes
in for about $400,000
worth
the applause.
*
Who Pays?
I have often wondered whether the
first-run exhibs. who enthuse over productions and wire congratulations to the
producers, tack on that magic word "colThey'll Want More
Edison's fifteen minutes of history,
film, won't
of * aforreeltheofaverage
taught
be
half by
longmeans
enough
kid.
lect."
Mark Larkin is no mechanical drawing
he's making
expert but, notwithstnding.
*
up a plan book for "The Nut."
Back Up Venus
It has been discovered the planet
Venus has the motion picture screen
influence. We've had a lot of
under itswith
trouble
earthly stars and now just
as we're getting things in nice shape,
along comes Venus * to upset everything.

The high price of meat must have hit
& Co. See where a memT. P.ber Morgan
of that firm gave Douglas Fairbanks
prean Alsatian
betterI keep
couldfeeling,
actordog,
sume, a filmpolice
acwas
he
which
to
manner
him in thecustomed than a poor banker.
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NEW YORK, Feb. 1.— EXHIBITORS HERALD has been reliably informed that a circuit of
legitimate theatres has been organized for the purpose of playing the largest and finest film productions after the manner of first class theatrical attractions. The company sponsoring the circuit has already been formed.
Though the company has surrounded its movements with the utmost secrecy, and while its name and the
make-up of its personnel sure not known, EXHIBITORS HERALD is in possession of sufficient information to
say that the circuit is a fact.
According to EXHIBITORS HERALD sources of information, the company is headed by one of the most
powerful figures in the theatrical world. This power is understood to own or control a number of theatres in
different big cities which are to be linked together to form the chain over which the big film productions are
to be routed.
The theatres forming the circuit are understood to be legitimate theatres with an established two dollar
patronage which, it is expected, will be ready-made audiences for the type of motion picture shows the circuit
intends to present.
,
The scale of admission prices to be charged, it is said, will correspond with that set up for first class spoken
plays. The top price will probably be $2.00.
Such pictures as are booked over the circuit are to
be presented in a manner comparable to the presentations given the best traveling shows. Stress is to be
laid upon that sort of showmanship which will attract
those willing to pay the same prices as those prevailing
at first-class legitimate houses.
Bookings will not be made to cover certain periods
but for runs which are to continue as long as business
warrants.
Anybody who has a picture which is considered by the new company as being big
enough for the circuit will be able to obtain
bookings. With the number of big productions
steadily growing, it is pointed out that the circuit should have no difficulty in choosing its
attractions.
The circuit plan, which aims to increase the receipts
}f meritorious productions as well as to develop a new
notion picture clientele, is a subject, however, upon
■vhich there is a variance of opinion between producers
md exhibitors on one hand and exhibitors on the other,
n the past the presentation of big and costly picture?,
is theatrical attractions has always met with strong
>pposition from exhibitors.
It is no secret that there are analytical film men
vho feel that unless the costly productions are played
>n the plan of the theatrical attraction plan before they
each the bona fide exhibitor the time will eventually
rrive when the screen will be swept clean of such proluctions.
The argument is advanced that when a
picture represents an investment of from a
quarter of a million to nearly a million dollars,
the present day rentals from straight motion
picture theatres do not reach a volume large
enough to bring in a profit and, in some cases.

return the cost. Only in the theatrical exhibition method with its high scale of admission
prices and long runs can a vexatious commercial problem be solved, it is declared.
To illustrate this argument, the case of "Way
Down East" has been cited. This picture was played,
for example, in a Brooklyn legitimate theatre where it
took for its weekly share a net figure many times larger
than that which it could have obtained, it is said, if
the film had been booked in a bona fide motion picture
house. The difference in intake, as shown in this case,
makes it possible for the men with large sums of money
involved in a picture to produce with profit, according
to the argument made.
On the other hand, the exhibitor has always contended that he has been an instrument in making costly
productions possible, and that, having fostered the
costly effort through playing the less expensive pictures,
he should not be arbitrarily denied the fruits to be
derived from the very thing he helped develop.
The number of pictures involving vast
sums of money continues to grow. Now
showing are D. W. Griffith's "Way Down
East," First National's Charlie Chaplin picture
"The Kid." and the Kaufman-Holubar-Phillips
production
of "Man.
Woman. Marriage."
Metro has just completed "The Four Horsemen of the
Apocalypse"
a cost inFoxround
numbers
of Sl.OOO.OOO.
whileat William
has
a new one. "The Queen of Sheba." on which
$700,000 is said to have been spent.
Whether any of these pictures will be played over
the new circuit remains to be seen. But one thing is
certain : the new circuit is a fact. So definite are the
company's plans, in fact, that an official announcement
will
weeks.be forthcoming probably within the next two
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Immediate Transfer of Alcazar, Boston and Rose
Is Made by Saxe Amusement Company of
Milwaukee and Jack Grauman
Jones, Linick & Schaefer have acquired and taken immediate possession of thetransaction
Rose, Boston
and Alcazar
This
occasioned
more theatres
or less in
of Chicago's
a surpriseloop.
in film circles.
The three loop houses only recently had been purchased by Saxe Amusement Company of Milwaukee and Jack Grauman, former Chicago manager
for Metro.
Incorporate as Jayeles Theatres, Inc.
The company, which will operate the houses, has been incorporated as
Jayeles Theatres, Inc. George H. Moore, for ten years manager of the
Orpheum, a State street theatre controlled by Jones, Linick & Schaefer,
has been appointed manager of the three theatres.
ing in Michigan avenue at 110th place.
High class pictures will be given first
runs at the three houses. A policy of The Roseland is the first of four new
week runs will prevail. Remodeling and theatres which the company will build
redecorating of the interiors of the three this year. This is another step in the
theatres is underway.
company's plan of expansion.
Promotions Are Made
In addition to the Madison street thea- Pasmezoglu to Build
tres, Moore will have the Lyric in State
3,000 Seat Theatre
To Cost $1,200,000
(From Staff Correspondent)
In J, L & S Chain
ST. LOUIS, MO.. Feb. 1.— Hector M.
E. Pasmezoglu, president of the Delmar
Acquisition of the Rose, Alcazar
and Congress theatres companies, anand Boston theatres gives Jones,
nounced today that a corporation is beLinick & Schaefer domination of
ing formed to erect a 3,000-seat theatre
the loop situation. Only one other
at Delmar boulevard and Kings Highlarge theatre, Barbee's Loop, is
way. It will be a $1,200,000 structure.
operating in the town-town disPlana for the house have been formutrict Two new theatres, howlated. It will have a frontage of 175 feet.
ever, are under construction, one
The name will be Trocadero, after the
by Ascher Brothers and the other
famous exposition hall in Paris.
by Balaban & Katz. Jones, Linick
Construction will commence this
& Schaefer now operate the followspring. A year will be required for coming houses:
pletion.
Rialto
Lyric
Rose
Orpheum
Arrow President Will
Boston
Alcazar
Bijou
Dream
McVicker's
Randolph
Spend Month in West
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Feb. 1— Dr. W. E. Shallenberger, president of Arrow Film
Street under his management. Norman
left for the Coast last FriE. Field, general manager of Jones, Lin- Corporation,
day to look at new productions to add
ick & Schaefer, has appointed George
to the Arrow releasing sheet. He was
Burdick, former assistant manager of the accompanied
by Morris R. Schlank, who
Rialto, as Moore's assistant and treasurer.
At the Orpheum Walter H. Moore will has contracted with Arrow to produce
features and twenty-four comedies.
succeed his father as manager. Starr eight
Dr. Shallenberger will remain on the
Walsh, at present second assistant manCoast for about a month.
ager of McVicker's, will become first assistant manager of the Rialto. Edward
Malone has been selected as second Admission Prices Are
assistant manager at McVicker's.
Lowered at Holland
J., L. & S. Building
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
$1,000,000 Theatre
HOLLAND. MICH., Feb. 1.— J. W.
The first spade full of earth was
Himebaugh of the Strand theatre has
turned on January 31 for the foundation
lowered his prices of admission to 10 and
of a new million-dollar Roseland theatre, 15 cents. Only on special occasions will
which Jones. Linick & Schaefer is build- 25 cents be charged.

Elected

PETER .F. BCH IEFEH
president
\ Ntatirjat Ion of • ■ i tilled
ClilrnKO.ImoseaMBt

"The Naked Truth" Is
Advertised
as Next
A.M. P. A. Banquet
"The Naked Truth," a super special in
seven reels, will be featured by the Associated Motion Picture Advertisers at a
-pccial
March 4.showing at the Hotel Biltinore,
To the uninitiated Business Manager
Tom Wiley offers the explanation that
"The Naked Truth" is the title which
has been decided upon for the association's annual and first formal dinner. Acceptances for this event have already
been received from some of the big
motion picture producers and it is expected that the guests will include men
who arc representative of every branch
of the industry. Under the direction of
Wiley and George Landy, a committee
is preparing a program. Paul Lazarus,
president of the A. M. P. A., will preside.
Owing to the limited seating capacity
of the inore.
private
dining
of the toBiltreservations
willroom
be limited
A.
M. P. A. members and a few invited
guests. Wiley has announced that more
than half of the available seating capacity has already been reserved.
Millers

Will Erect

(Special
to 00,0
Exhibitors00Herald)House
$1,0
LOS ANGELES, Feb. 1.— Preparations have been completed for the erection of a $1,000,000 theatre in Ocean
avenue. Long Beach, by Fred A. and
Roy Miller of the California and
theatres.

The CHICAGO HERALD-EXAMINER
Says
Thei[dinance (censorship measure before the Chicago city council) is unreasonable, and we hope it does not pass. Miller's
The theory that an adult citizen needs the decision of somebody else concerning whatever he may or may not
see or read or hear is not one which is growing in popularity in these parts.
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Indicate

Hit

By Blue Law BUI
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
HELENA, MONT.. Feb. 1.— Senate
bill number 56, a blue law measure introduced in the Montana legislature makes
no provision for prohibiting the operation of theatres on Sunday.
Want Referendum
on Sunday Shows
A petition is being signed in Evanston.
111., asking for a referendum vote at the
April 5 election on the question of Sunday motion pictures. The city at present
is closed on the Sabbath.
Arrest Exhibitor on
Blue Law Charge
YOAKUM, TEX., Feb. 1.— The manager of the local motion picture theatre
has been arrested for Operating on Sunday, although admitting his patrons free
of charge.
Abrams

Will

Issue

Important Report
(From Staff Correspondent)
NEW YORK, Feb. 1.— Hiram Abrams,
president of United Artists, returned
here Friday from the Coast. It is understood that as the result of the trip an
interesting announcement is to be made.
Prominent Film Men
Named Directors of
Vaudeville Enterprise
(From Staff Correspondent.)
NEW YORK, Feb. 1.— Jules Mastbaum of Stanley Company of America,
Edward J. Bowes of Capitol theatre,
and Frank J. Go-dsol of Goldwyn, are
listed among the directors of Shubert
Advanced Vaudeville Circuit, a new organization formed to present vaudeville
in the principal cities throughout the
country. The remaining directors are
identified with the legitimate theatre.
The corporation is capitalized at $20,000,000.
Frank Hall Organizes
To Erect Playhouses
(From Staff Correspondent)
NEW YORK, Feb. 1.— Frank L. Hall,
former president of Hallmark Pictures,
is president of States Theatre Corporation, a new Jersey corporation with a
capitalization of $1,500,000, formed to
erect big motion picture theatres in
Northern New Jersey. The corporation
has obtained building sites in Hoboken
and Plainfield.
Other officers of the corporation are : L.
Laurence
Weber, and
vice-president
North, secretary
treasurer. ; "Bobby"
To License Film Schools
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
PORTLAND, ORE, Feb. 1.— City
council is considering an ordinance to
license all motion picture schools. A
semi-annual fee of $12.50 would be
charged. When applying for a license
the ordinance provides that the proprietor of the school must appear before
the council and give all facts relative to
his proposition.

Oversubscribes
Full Returns

Probably
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Industry
Relief

Will Not Reach

New

Fund

York for
EnTabulation Before Another Week—
thusiasm Shown During Drive
(From Staff Correspondent)
NEW YORK, Feb. 1— Returns received at Motion Picture Committee
Headquarters from all sections of the country indicate the industry will go
over the top in the drive to raise $2,500,000 for the Hoover fund for the
relief of starving children in Europe.
Saturday, with only scattering returns, the total was over the half
million mark. Since then, additional reports are pouring in so rapidly that
the committee has been unable to tabulate them.
"Invisible Guest" Checks Received from Patrons
Both the motion picture committee headquarters and general headquarters received a flood of "Invisible Guest" checks in envelopes borrowed
from theatres where people saw the film. Many theatres also furnished
blank checks to patrons.
full reports are received they will show
Unusually gratifying returns from
that no state has fallen behind its quota.
Minneapolis, New Orleans, Indiana, Chi- Although officially ended the drive will
cago, Detroit and Eastern Pennsylvania
continue in Southern Ohio where the
have been received. The returns attest
theatre men have not had the opporthe work the Motion Picture Theatre
tunity thus far to campaign for the fund.
Owners of America and the National
Association of the Motion Picture In- Robert Brunton Will
dustry with hundreds of committees, the
Supply Financial Aid
Associated Motion Picture Advertisers,
To Reliable Producer
producers, exhibitors, exchange men,
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
stars and other film workers.
LOS ANGELES, Feb. 1.— The RobDaily Press Co-operates
ert Brunton studios have effected bankIt will probably be a week or two being connections which will enable them
fore complete returns can be announced.
Especially noticeable throughout the to financially assist reliable producers in
the making of meritorious pictures, accampaign in every section of the country
cording to announcement by Brunton.
has been the ready support of the daily
By this arrangement, which marks a
distinct advance in the motion picture
press. Editorially and in the news
industry, producers will be able to recolumns the papers have co-operated
ceive substantial assistance in completwith the exhibitors and exchange men in
ing their financial arrangements for
iheir respective territories.
capital.
addition
ment In
Brunton
said: to this announceMore than $60,000 was collected in
"M. C. Levee, our vice president and
Chicago. At a recent Sunday perform- business
will arrive in New
ance in Providence, R. I., the exhibitors York on manager,
Monday, January 31, and will
raised $10,432. Last reports from Mary- be at the Hotel Astor. He will neland where C. E. Whitehurst and
gotiate extensive contracts with well
Thomas D. Goldberg were directing the
drive indicated that the $100,000 mark known producing factors of the East."
would be reached.
Rothacker Company
Great Results Achieved
Great results are being achieved in the
In Annual Election
Northwest under the guidance of WilWatterson R. Rothacker was renamed
liam A. Steffes, president of the United
Theatrical Protective League, Theodore
president of the Rothacker Film Manufacturing Company for the coming year
L. Hays and Ira Mantske. All are from
Minneapolis.
at the annual election held recently.
Other officers are: Charles E. Pain, viceThe same enthusiasm has characterized the work in Kentucky under the di- president; H. J. Aldous, treasurer; J. G.
Mammoser, assistant treasurer; John G.
rection of C. W. Krebs; in Arkansas with
C. A. Lick in charge, and in Michigan.
Hahn, secretary, and Edward H. Seifert,
assistant secretary.
National officials believe that when
Those on the board of directors are:
Messrs.moserRothacker,
Pain, Aldous, Mamand Hahn.
EXHIBITORS HERALD
Ambassador in L. A.
Is the One Really
Opens on February 5
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NATIONAL PUBLICATION
LOS ANGELES, Feb. 1. — Saturday
evening, February 5, has been set for the
of the Motion Picture
opening of the new Ambassador theatre,
the feature to be "Passion" with Pola
Industry.
Negri the star. Friday evening will be
given to a press pre-view at the new
playhouse.
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Noted English Writer Scores Ag tators and Reformers Who Condemn
Films on the Assumption They Have Pernicious Effect Upon Youth
palaces as a refuge from the streets for
/"•EORGE BERNARD SHAW, famous
children who had to be locked out while
English writer, in a recent state- their mothers were out working
♦ * *
ment upholds motion pictures. In contradiction tothe statements of reformer"What other chance have such children of seeing well dressed people in
he declares that he has failed to find the
handsome houses, behaving themselves
immoral films. He says:
courteously i If it makes them discon"I am glad that the police have at last
tented with squalor and poverty and savtestified to the civilizing influence of the
age manners, so much the better.
"Such restlessness is far more helpful
pictures. I was once invited to a conference of eminent persons, including the socially than gambling, cruelty to animals and theft, which are the alternative
headmaster of a famous public school,
for the purpose of checking the alleged excitements offered by the pious people
pernicious effects of the cinema on the who would have them banished from the
youth of the country. I heard the eminent persons speak with sincere horror
movies."
of the immoralities of the picture theater
Adolph Samuels Goes
» * *
to Europe to Obtain
"I asked where the immoral lilms were
to be seen, as 1 had visited cinemas in
Rights to Negatives
many European countries and had found
their morals oppressively conventional,
Adolph Samuels, president of Southas might be expected from entertainPictures Corporation with exments which have to be presentable to eastern changes
at New Orleans and Atlanta, is
audiences of all classes and races, ap- en route to Europe where he will visit
pearing simultaneously in cathedral
jcrmany. France, Italy, Switzerland and
towns and Chinese seaports, model vil- «England,
lages and urban cast ends.
\t the time of leaving, Mr. Samuels in"The eminent persons were unspeakably shocked at my assuming that they
tions. dicated that he would return with several
had actually seen what they were denouncing, or that they had ever been in negatives of elaborate European produca picture palace in their lives. Besides
Mr. Samuels is prominently known in
film circles. He has been active in the
myself there was only one man present
who spoke from personal experience of theatre business since the early days of
the pictures; and he was the master of the industry. While at one time he cona school for defective children in a very
trol ed achain of twelve houses he has
poor neighborhood. He testified elo- disposed of all hut two. These are loquently to the value of the picture
cated in Atlanta.
OFF TO NEW

ORLEANS
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HOOVER
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Ballance Succeeds
Kent as Sales Head
Former Exhibitor Named to
Important Position in
Zukor Organization
S. k. Kent, general manager of distribution. Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, has announced the appointment
of H. G. Ballance to the position of general sales manager, the post which Mr.
Kent himself recently relinquished when
he became tributing
head activities.
of the The
corporation's
disappointment
takes effect immediately, Mr. Ballance
coming to his new duties from Boston,
where he has been district manager in
charge of the Boston and New Haven
exchanges.
Started As Exhibitor
The record of Mr. Ballance reads not
unlike that of Mr. Kent and others of
the prominent younger executives of the
industry who by great strides have
reached the top. He entered the motion
picture field some seven or eight years
ago as an exhibitor in San Diego, Cal.
He later opened a state rights exchange
in Denver which he conducted for two
years, when he joined the Metro organization as branch manager at Los AnIn July, 1018, Mr. Ballance joined the
geles.
Paramount organization, in charge of the
Los Angeles Exchange, and from the
moment he took charge of the office he
steadily gave evidence that he was one
of the best
mount staff. sales executives on the ParaMakes Record at Boston
Early last summer Mr. Ballance went
Past to take charge of the company's
New England district as district manager, with headquarters in Boston. So
excellent was the record which he made
in this important position that when the
time came to fill the office of general
sales manager
he was picked as the successor to Mr. Kent.
Obtain Theatre Permit

Wesley Barry, the Neilan-First National star, leaving the Neilan studios in a "baby
blimp"
route for
station, where he boarded a train for the South, amid
cheers ofen friends
and the
associates.

BROOKLYN. N. Y.— Mermaid Amusement Company has been issued a permit
to
buildwest
a $30,000
avenue,
of 28th theatre
street. in Mermaid

Cpietures

(paramount

ADOLPH ZVKOK. Presents
A

for

JAarch

-7921

FAMOUS
PLAVERS - LASKY
BRITISH PRODUCERS
. LTD,

GEORGE

MELFORD
PRODUCTION
The

Faith

present.
HUGH
FORD
PR-ODVCTION
The

Healer

Call

of^uth

burned with the love of God
and man, and misery and
disease vanished before him.
HE

Until the love of a woman
between him and his vision.

SHE did not realize the demands
of youth, and carelessly she
sacrificed herself to an older man.

came

Then, too late, came the call of

And she whom he could not save,
saved him.

heart's desire. But the old conflict
between youth and age took a new
and surprising turn.

The masterpiece of America's
greatest dramatist, made into a marvelous picture by the producer of
"Behold My Wife!"
From the play by William Vaughn Moody
Scenario by Mrs. William Vaughn Moody
and Z. Wall Covington
(X (paramount

(picture

^ZX —

-J* "

The first British production, made
with a cast of famous stars in England's most beautiful locations, by
a great American director.
From the play by Henry Arthur Jones
Sceiwrio by Eve L'nsell
(2 (paramount

(picture

jj^MP^J^ Famous piaveks-iasky cowpQRvnov '$1(R^>.

Cparamount

FAMOUS PLAYERS -LASKY CORP

JESSE L.LASKY Presents
THO-MAS

IS

Road
woman has the greatWHICH
est influence in a man's life—
the one he loves or the one who
loves him?
One woman gave him wealth and
freedom, and he found himself
worthless, an idler.
The other gave him poverty and

\vAY

but
camed to lift the silver,age.
Y staye
THE
to lift the mortg
they
They came to burgle these simple
folks — poor hicks who believed in
spirit
Buts! something happened! And
the two crooks who laughed at their
ouija board turned ghosts themselves, and saved their home for

suffering and the heart's blood of
devotion — and he found himself a
man again!
A story with the same hig appeal

them !
A whimsical comedy of the best
things in life.

as "The Prince Chap."
With LILA LEE.

By Ethel Watts Mumford Qrunt
Scenario by Frances Marion
Directed by Robert Q. Vignola

From the story by Blair Hall
Directed by Tom Forman
Scenario by Beulah Mane Dtx

wC_

THE

a Cosmopolitan Production
with
MATT
MOORE

Easy

CC Q>aramount

PiesertCS

STRAIGHT

MEIGHAN
in

The

Cpictures

Ct Cparamount

(picture
%0

;

I
■

(picture

for

jMarch-1921
"'"

'-T

WILLIAM

S,

he

Robert Z,Leonard

HART
GILDED

OMaHeyof
theMounted

the Northwest Mounted
Force he was known as the
one who always got his man. So
they sent him across the border to
get a murderer.

LILY

With
Mae
Murray

OX

And he faced hell and gunfire to
get him — and then he let him go!
Why?
As much human interest and thrill
as "The Testing Block," and based
on the most appealing of all themes
— a big man's sacrifice.
By William S. Hart
Adapted and directed by Lambert Hillyer
Photographed by Joe August, A. S. C.
A William S. Hart Production

(X (paramount (picture

York's gayest, most
was New
SHEdaring
dancer. And two men
loved her.
But one loved the tinsel and the
glamour — the other loved the real
Their conflict makes a drama of
unequalled power and beauty. Scengirl.
ically one of the most gorgeous pictures ever made, and Miss Murray's
biggest triumph since "On

With

the Dance."B\ Clara Beranger

(X (paramount

(picture

,

Cparamouni

Thomas

Cpictures

for

jMarch-ltyVl

ADOLPH ZUKOR Presents

rilnce

DOROTHY

presents
BEAU

REVEL
featuring

DALTON

mTfie

Florence

Teaser

Victor

TO save his son from marrying
a dancer, he tried to win her
himself. And then he fell in love
with her!
The drama of a woman whose love
set father and son in bitter enmity,
it is the biggest of all the best sellers
that Louis Joseph Vance ever wrote.
It has been staged lavishly and
artistically under the personal supervision ofMr. Ince.
Cast includes LEWIS STONE and
LLOYD HUGHES.

e who hated
IRRESISTIBLE to thos
her, alluring to those she tricked
and cheated, she was queen in the
little mining town.

Till the men, in revenge and anger, forced her to marry a good for
nothing drunkard.
And her love that had made beasts
of men — made a man of this beast.

The best picture Miss Dalton has
had since "The Flame of the Yukon."

Directed by )ohn Qriffith Wray
Scenario by Luther Reed
Thomas H. Ince Production

CL paramount
'

mi

Qidure
.irtimfi.'

By J. Clarkson Mdler
Directed by R. William Weill
Scenario by Frank Beresford
d

(paramount (picture
'", [ V.KH KM K> I.K-K, I i*MiRMUA 'j£
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Montgomery Is Head
Of $100,000 Company
Supreme Company Handling
Triangle Reissues in
California Cities
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS AXGELES, CAL., Feb. 1.— Supreme Film Company of California, Inc..
has been incorporated with a capital
stock of $100,000, the object being to take
over and operate the business formerly
controlled by the Triangle Distributing
Corporation at Los Angeles and San
Francisco, with offices at S6 Golden Gate
avenue, San Francisco, and 643 South
Olive street, Los Angeles.
Officers Are Chosen
The incorporation also provides for
the taking over from George X. Montgomery his franchise in the Film Distributors' League, which gives this company the rights to approximately S00 Triangle productions on hand, with a weekly
schedule of one recreated picture.
Officers chosen are:
President — George X. Montgomery.
Vice-President — C. S. Edwards, Jr.
Secretary — J. G. Conner.
Treasurer — A. P. Michael Xarlix.
C. S. Edwards, Jr., will manage the
San Francisco office, and J. G. Conner
the Los Angeles office.
Montgomery Well Known
The president of the company. George
N. Montgomery, has long been identified
with the industry as general sales manager of the Hallmark Pictures Corporation and holding offices in Famous Players, World, First Xational and General
Film,

"The Nut" Newest
Fairbanks Feature
to Come in March
Hiram Abrams, president of United
Artists, announces that the next Douglas
Fairbanks
3e publishedproduction,
on March "The
13. Xut," will
Fairbanks takes the part of an ec:entric young fellow whose hobby is
nvention.
Marguerite De LaMotte. who was
'Doug's"
woman
his last role.
picitfre, is leading
cast for
the inleading,
vVilliam Lowery plays the heavy, while
he remainder of the cast includes Gerdd Pring, Morris Hughes and Barbara
-a Marr. "The Xut" was directed by
Fed Reed and the story is by Kenneth
davenport, while the scenario was pre>ared by William Parker and Lotta
tVoods.
South Bend's New
Blackstone Opens
(From Staff Correspondent)
I SOUTH BEXD, IXD., Feb. 1.— The
lew Blackstone theatre has been opened.
> jhe opening feature ->vas "Once to Every
Woman." Organ recitals and the music
'K a 17 piece orchestra under the direcK>n of Angelo Vitale. a young orchestra
fader from Cleveland. Ohio, add to the
Ittractiohs.
Randolph Lewis Back
(S fecial to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Feb. 1.— Randolph
ewis arrived on the Acquitania Sundav
iter working three months with Rudard Kipling in London on stories for
fathe. The first story is called "WithW Benefit of Gertrv."
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Reform
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and
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Question

at Milwaukee
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Take

to

Public

Condemns

Censorship

Blue Laws— Pamphlets to Be Distributed
to Patrons Throughout the State
(From Staff Correspondent)
MILWAUKEE, WIS., Jan. 27. — The adoption of resolutions condemning the blue laws and censorship, and the obtaining of legal advice
to aid in combating both detriments to the motion picture industry, were the two most important matters
taken under consideration by the 100 exhibitors attending the mid-winter convention of the Wisconsin Exhibitors Association in the Colonial room of the Hotel
Wisconsin on January 26 and 27.
The organization will issue a pamphlet which will
contain data for and against the blue laws and censorship. This pamphlet will be distributed throughout the
state and will be given to the patrons as they enter the
theatre.
Resolution Opposing Censorship Is Adopted
j. c. Rhode
1° regard to censorship this resolution was
adopted : "'Resolved, that we realize that the screen as a channel for the
transmission of thought excels all other mediums of expression, heretofore
known. We are fully cognizant of the responsibility which this fact entails
upon us and this one organization was formed in part at least, for the purpose of a united and intelligent use of the. screen. We believe the public
are the sole judges of what goes on our screen and there are sufficient local
police powers to keep from the screen obscene films."
A resolution requesting that schools
houses in Eau Claire, in a special delivery
and churches showing pictures be obliged letter to W. F. Bauman. executive secretary outlined the conditions of his town
to operate under the same rules and regu- and requested
that the convention take
lations as the motion picture houses was
some action. He wrote that the agitators
adopted.
in that city had requested the common
council to pass an ordinance requesting
Oppose Music Tax
The attack of Arthur James upon the the closing of motion picture houses on
national organization and various state Sunday. The common council refused to
the ordinance, and the Sunday blue
organizations was condemned by the con- pass
law faction have appealed to the mayor
vention delegates.
Action on the music tax proposition and district attorney. The matter is still
pending. When it comes up in .the future
was taken in the following resolution:
the association's attorneys will act on
"Resolved, that this organization urge behalf
of the motion picture men in that
congress to modify the copyright laws
town.
of
so as tofordotheaway
withthetheL'nited
unjust States
tax imposed
use
Meeting Date Not Fixed
The next meeting of the association
of Amusic
in
theatres."
resolution was passed commending
held thirty days before the nathe fearless stand taken by the editors of will be tional
convention in Minneapolis, the
the various trade magazines in combating date of which has not been fixed.
the censorship and blue law propaganda.
Following
are included some the exhibitors inattendance:
Rhode Attacks Reformers
WILLIAM JACOBS, Lexington theatre. MilJoseph G. Rhode, president of the or- waukee.
ganization, in addressing the members,
O.
Waupaca.
F. H.
E. BROWN".
WOLCOTT.Palace.
Maiestic.
Racine
said: "The agitators of Sunday closing
EUGENE
P
HALES*.
West
Allis.
laws have developed a strong national or- Waupun.
JOSEPH
WTNNINGER.
Davidsor.
ganization which is working quietly, but
F. J. McWILLIAMS. Strand, Madison
effectively, and they will have the country bottled before the public knows what
H. SILLIMAN".
Downer, DeMilwaukee
CONKEY. Maiestic.
Pere.
Wis.J.NELL
MILDRED I. CLELAND. Bvju, X . .
hasH. happened
if
something
is
not
done."
E. Schwahn, manager of several
TOM COFFEE. New Cosy. Marinette.
FRED C. SEEGERT. Regent. Milwaukee
L. P. PLATE. Climax, Milwaukee.
HENRY GOLDMAN. Colonial. Greer. Bav
OWEN McKIVETT, Bijou. Racine.
MAX KROFTA, Mozart. Milwaukee.
EXHIBITORS HERALD
kee.JOSEPH
J. SCHWARTZ, Kosciusko. IGfanBEARL J. RICE. Riviera. Milwaukee.
P. L> WATERBERRY, Idle Hour. Jefferson.
Is the
One Really
TACK HICKEY. Grand, New London.
STEVE DOR5EY. Star. Racine.
EDWARD FUCHS. Opera House. Marian.
NATIONAL PUBLICATION
W.
L. AINSWORTH.'Orpheu-..
F:-i i. Lac.
S. OLSEN.
Pastime. Delavan.
J.
H. YEO. STAEHLE.
Davidson. Beaver
of the Motion Picture
CHARLES
Odeon. Dam
Beaver Dam.
MAGEE, Magee's Opera Hvjse. EvanGEORGE
sville.
P. W. PALMER. Rialto. Edgerton.
M.
H.
GROSS.
Elite, Milwaukee.
Industry-.
PAUL LANGHEIN.
(Concluded Burleigh,
on page Milwaukeejij
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Threatens

Famous

Players

Compromise
Control

of

and

Koplar

in

Dispute

St

Louis

Approximately 25 Per Cent of
Amount Asked Is Paid for
Theatres — Litigation Pending Several Months
(From Staff Correspondent )
ST. LOUIS, MO., Feb. 1.— Litigation over the control of seventeen
St. Louis motion picture theatres
between Harry Koplar and Famous
Players Missouri Corporation, of
which F. L. Cornwell, an attorney,
is president, has been settled out of
court, it is learned.
The settlement marks the end of
battles — both legal and listic — which
followed a deal made last year by
the Koplar interests, by which the
control and operation of seventeen
theatres was turned over to the
Lasky Missouri Corporation.
Get Less Than Million
Cornwell said today that the Koplars
under the terms of the settlement would
receive about 25 per cent of the (1,350,000 which they had demanded. They
will he paid partly in cash and partly in
mortgages obtained by the theatre properties. The Koplars will receive none
of the stock of Famous Players. According to Cornwell, the Koplars will
receive for their so-called "little theatres"
$240,000. These include the Novelty.
Arco, Gravois and Lafayette.
For theatres controlled by the Koplars Greater Amusement Company,
which includes the Kings, Pershing and
Shenandoah, the Famous Players will
pay $80,000. Twelve thousand dollars
•will be paid for the lease on the Royal
theatre.
Depositions and other testimony taken
during the progress of the litigation disclosed that the Koplar interests turned
over their theatres to the corporation
without the formality of a written agreement, having a verbal contract that the
Famous Players were to control and
operate the theatres for one month.
Details Not Divulged
The details of how the final arrangements for the purchase were to be made
have never been divulged. The month
during which the corporation was to control the Koplar theatres expired last May
12, when the Koplars tried to regain control of their interests.
At that time Harry Koplar declared he
had not been able to collect any money

Over
Houses

from Famous Players Missouri Corporation,
he claimed
had controlledalthough
his theatres
for one itmonth
and
had taken over the receipts from the
houses. On one occasion Koplar tried
to regain possession of the Arco theatre.
A fist fight followed between the Koplars and the employes of Famous Players
Missouri Corporation.
Famous Players MissQuri Corporation
later obtained a temporary injunction to
prevent the Koplars from interfering.
'. 1 -n; : ; i:: ■: ":■'! .WWW! cnssi
Every Showman
Should Read —
"Your

.

Picture

(Sec Page 4J)
Papmiiniuniiiie
er"
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In the

Indiana

Manager
Averts Fire Panic
(From Staff Correspondent)
WASHINGTON, I N D., Feb. 1— An
audience at the Grand theatre sat
through a night performance last week
unaware that firemen were chopping
holes in the roof over the stage to reach
a fire that started when chimney sparks
lodged in an old piece of framework.
Composure on the part of Manager
R. H. Winn averted a panic. When he
learned of the fire he directed that the
orchestra play the loudest variety of jazz
music. The crash of the instruments
kept from the patronage the din created
by half a dozen firemen making holes
in the metal roof. The odor of smoke
was detected in the auditorium but no
particular importance was attached to it.
Clergy Raises Fund to
Prosecute Exhibitors
(From Staff Correspondent)
PORTLAND, 1ND.. Feb. 1— A banquet was held in the basement of the
West Walnut Street Church of Christ
last week, under the auspices of the Jay
County Ministerial Association, for the
purpose of obtaining money to defray the
expenses of prosecuting Walter Schwier
and John S. Hines, motion picture show
operators, arrested on charges of desecrating the Sabbath.
Open Crystal, Okemah
OKEMAH. OKLA. — The new Crystal
theatre has opened.

Theatres

to Close All
if Convicted

Of Blue Law Violation
(From Staff Correspondent)
SOUTH BEND, IND., Feb. 1— If
threats of George J. Breinig, manager
of a dance hall, are carried out, South
Bend may be thrown into the midst of a
rigid blue law observance of Sunday.
Breinig has been arrested three times
for running his dance hall on Sunday and
has been freed twice by a jury in the
city court. He says if he is convicted he
will file charges against all offenders including motion picture house owners and
others.
The state will take the third case
against Breinig to the superior court. It
is the contention of the prosecution that
a jury cannot be picked for the city court
that will weigh the evidence impartially,
but that in the superior court the case
will be heard on its merits.
Cameramen's Dance
Is Big Social Event
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Feb. 1. — A social
event of the motion picture season was
the second annual ball of the American
Society of Cincmatographers held Satur
day evening at the Ambassador hotel.
The society includes the best known
cameramen of the profession. The ball
committee, under the chairmanship of
Arthur Edeson, included Charles G.
Rosher, F. W. Jackman, J. D. Jennings.
R. S. NewB. Kurrle,
Wilke. C.K. Foster.
Lhard,GuyWilliam
Frank B. Good.
Homer A. Scott and S. S. Norton.
St. Louis Exchanges
In New Locations
(Special to F.xhibitors Herald)
ST. LOUIS, MO, Feb. 1.— Several
local film exchanges have moved their
headquarters during the past week to im
offices. The Skoura;
proved and larger
Bros. Enterprises have moved their First
National Exchange from Grand avenw
to the center of film row at 3600 Locusi
street. W. Hill of Associated Producer
and Tom Leonard of Pioneer have botl
y decoratee
elaboratel
in anOlive
taken offices
storeroom
at 3533
street.
Federated

in New

York

Capitalizes at $100,000
(From Staff Correspondent)
NEW d YORK, ,Feb. 1.— New Yorl
Federate Exchange Inc., was incorpor
ated at Albanv last week with a capital
ization of $100,000. The officers are
Abe Warner, president; Bobby North
vice-president: Harry Warner, secretary
L. Lawrence Weber, treasurer. The cor
ductions.
poration is distributing independent or°

The CHARLESTON
(5. C) NEWS-COURIER
Says
The patrons of the motion pictures will not thank the legislature for meddling with the business, and the patrons
in the communities in which motion pictures are regularly exhibited, are fully competent to fix the kind of
pictures to be shown without any assistance from an official board of review supported at their expense.
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Loew Gets
St. Louis Theatre
(From Staff Correspondent)
ST. LOUIS, MO., Feb. 1.— Through
a deal just consummated, Marcus Loew
has taken a ten-year lease on the Kings
theatre, Kings highway and Delmar
boulevard, and will operate the house
after February 27 as a vaudeville and
motion picture theatre, according to announcements issued by William Goldnan, general manager of Famous Players
Missouri Corporation, in whose control
the Kings has been operating.
The deal involves the closing of
Loew's Garrick in the downtown busiless district of the city on February
16. Loew told a representative for
Exhibitors Herald last week that the
easing of the Kings theatre would in
10 way affect the construction of the
proposed $1,000,000 State theatre at
Eight street and Washington avenue,
in which work will be started within a
ew days. "There is going to be a trenendous revival in motion picture theitre building in St. Louis," Loew said,
'and we are going to give it a good
tart." The Kings will be known henceorth as "The Kings Theatre Playing
^oew's Vaudeville."
Loew's New House
n Cleveland Opened
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
CLEVELAND, O., Feb. 1.— Loew's
'ark theatre in Euclid avenue near
02d street, has been opened. The Park
5 considered one of the finest in the
-oew circuit.
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Marcus

Incorporate
To Choose Pictures
(From Staff Correspondent)
INDIANAPOLIS, IND., Feb. 1.— Arc
'heatre
of state
Lafayette
has filed
'ith the Company
secretary of
a preliminary
ertificate of dissolution.
Articles of incorporation have been
led by the Indiana Indorsers of Photolays. There will be no capital stock
nd the purpose of the organization! is
iven as that of promoting wholesome
ictures. The directors are Mesdames
heodore Wagner, Curtis Hodges, C. L.
'avidson, Fred Pettijohn, Davis Ross,
oy B. Jackson, J. M. Dailey, W. H.
eisel and Harry Tutewiler.

Recent
S. A.

Transactions
Lynch

Over

Big

Theatre

benefit for Widow
Given by Exhibitors
(From Staff Correspondent)
FORT WAYNE, IND., Feb. 1.—
otion picture theatre owners here cocrated with Frank Beemer, manager
the Majestic, in a benefit performance
aid of Mrs. William Rehl, whose husnd and son were burned to death.

Holdings

Territory

in

South

Purchase of the Criterion at
Another

Step Up

Chattanooga Gives Company

Women

*athe Opens Modern
N. Y. Headquarters
One of the most modern and complete
uldings of its type owned by any moan picture company in the United
tates, was opened by Pathe Exchange,
ic, at 35 West 45th street, New York,
i February 1.
The new building houses in the upper
^ stories the home office organization
Pathe in addition to the staff of Pathe
ews with the exception of the positive
inting plant. This will continue to
cupy the Pathe building in Jersey
ity.

Expand

Who

has

CLAUDE E. EZELL
been appointed personal representative to Lewis J. Selzniek

Pictures Supplant
Legitimate in All
San Antonio Houses
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
SAN ANTONIO, TEX., Feb. 1.— Motion pictures control the entertainment
field in San Antonio. No road shows
are coming here this winter because all
theatres are exhibiting the silent drama.
Because of the situation various persons
have started a little theatre movement.

Blue

Laws

and

With

Control of City — Acquires
Samuels' Griffin Alamo
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
ATLANTA, GA., Feb. 1.— S. A.
Lynch
Enterprises
gradually is
widening
holdings. the scope of its theatre
The extent of this expansion of activity is shown to a certain degree in the
following tabulation of theatres recently
acquired or now under construction:
Alamo, Griffin, Ga. Criterion, Chattanooga.
Rex, Sumter, S. C. Capitol, Oklahoma City.
Palace, Dallas. Asheville, N. C, House.
With acquisition of the Criterion at
Chattanooga the Lynch organization
gains control of the city. Only recently
the company obtained control of the
Signal Amusement Company theatres in
the Tennessee city. Both the Rex and
the Criterion were operated by American
Theatres
Corporation, headed by Arthur
Lucas.
Samuels Sells House
The Alamo was an Adolph Samuels
house. The Palace at Dallas will seat
2,800 and when completed will represent
an expenditure in building equipment of
$700,000. It will be one of the largest
houses in the South.
S. A. Lynch, president of S1. A. Lynch
Enterprises, has been made director of
the Trust Company of Georgia with
headquarters here.
Is Powerful Factor
Since the general offices of the Lynch
enterprises removed to Atlanta from
Asheville some two years ago Mr. Lynch
has, through business and financial connections, become significantly identified
with the prosperity and industrial development of Atlanta, and his election
to the directorate of the Trust Company
comes in direct recognition of his importance as an individual and a citizen
of Atlanta
well as factor.
his powerful influence as aasfinancial

Censorship

Defeat

Meet

in Southern

States

The legislature of Tennessee by an almost unanimous vote decided to take no action on Sunday blue law and censorship legislation.
In South Carolina the senate educational committee reversed a recent
decision and voted unanimously against censorship of motion pictures.
The committee voted to accept the plan of giving city and town
authorities to regulate theatres and films.
Alva Lumpkin represented the exhibitors and Jack S. Connolly
the National Association of the Motion Picture Industry in the South
Carolina fight.
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National

Scans

Board

of

Review

Lists
"40
Best
Photoplays"
Productions Published During 1920 for Those

of Unusual

Merit

to Each

Which

Tells an

Another "Big 5"
The critique committee of the
National Board of Review has
made its selection for the next issue of "Exceptional Photoplays."
They are:
THE KID (Ftrat National).
I m: GRE IT \ l>\ BNT1 RE (Flral
National ».
i III: FIRST BORN (RobertaonColr I.
OVER THE till. I. (Fox),
i hi: i.ovi-: i.k.ii i (United krtlata).
The National Board wishes it
understood that the pictures chosen
for review in this bulletin are "exceptional only with reference to
the current run of productions."
T HE National Board of Review of Motion Pictures has issued a list of
photoplays, published (luring 1920, which
it regards as having unusual merit, under
the general title of "Forty Best Photoplays of 1920."
"Each picture, in a way peculiar to
itself, tells an effective story," the board
announces. "There has been no attempt,
in such a listing, to analyze carefully the
unusual qualities or defects of these
photoplays. This list is arranged
chronologically and not in the order of
importance."
Other Lists Issued
At the same time, the Board of Review
issued two other lists of pictures — one,
"Motion Picture Dramas Touching on
American Customs, Life and Ideals,"
and the other, five additional "Exceptional Photoplays."
The lists are of special interest to exhibitors who have been cooperating with
the National Board.
The "Forty Best"
The complete list of the "Forty Best
Photoplays
is
as follows:of 1920" selected by the board
MARK OF ZORRO. THE — United Artists, with
Douglas Fairbanks.
DEVIL'S
GARDEN. THE— First National, with
Lionel Barrvmore.
LAST OF THE MOHICANS, THE— A Tourneur
directed picture of the Associated Producers.
SIN THAT
WAS HIS. THE— Select, with William Faversham.
GIRL
OF
MY
HEART, THE— Fox, with Shirlev Mason.
WAY
DOWN
production, with
Lillian Gish andEAST—
RichardGriffith
Barthelmess.
GODLESS MEN— Goldwyn, with Helene Chadwick.
LEOPARD WOMAN. THE— Associated Producers, with Louise Glaum and House Peters.
OVER THE HILL— Fox. with Mary Carr.
PASSION — First National, wfth Pola Negri.
DEEP WATERS— Famous Players-Lasky.
HOMESPUN FOLKS— Associated Producers,
with Lloyd Hughes.
EARTHBOUND
— Goldwyn, with Wyndham
Standing.
IF I WERE KING— Fox, with William Farnum.
TACK KNIFE MAN— First National.

in a Way

Peculiar

Effective Story
SOMETHING TO THINK ABOUT— A Cecil De
Mille production: Famous Players-Lasky.
CONRADmousINPlayers-Lasky.
QUEST with
OF Thomas
HIS YOUTH—
Meighan. FaSOUL
OF
YOUTH—
Realart,
with
Judge
Ben
Lindsay.
GREAT REDEEMER, THE— Metro, with House
Peters.
DWELLING PLACE OF LIGHT, THE— W. W.
Hodkinson production.
CROOKED
STREETS— Famous Players Lasky,
with Jack Holt and Ethel Clayton.
INVISIBLE DIVORCE. THE — Robert son-Cole.
JES' CALL ME JIM — Goldwyn, with Will
Rogers.
I IIAlma
'MORESQUE
Rubens. — Famous Players Lasky. with
DEVIL'S PASSKEY— Universal production.
IN THE DAYS OF ST. PATRICK— Killester.
BOTTOM OF THE WORLD— Robertson-Cole:
The Shackleton Antarctic expedition.
DESERT LOVE— Fox, with Tom Mix.
TOLL
Wm. GATE,
S. Hart. THE— Famous Players Lasky. with
DR. JEKYLLers-Lasky,AND
HYDE — Famous Playwith JohnMR.Barrymore.
DOWN ON duction:
THEUnited FARM—
Artists. A Mack Scnnett proSHORE ACRES— Metro, with Alice Lake.
TREASURE ISLAND — Famous Players-Lasky,
with Shirley Mason.
MY LADY'S GARTER— Famous Players Lasky
(a Tourneur production).
COPPERHEAD, THE— Famous Players Lasky.
with Lionel Barrymore.
STRONGER
THAN DEATH -Metro, with Nazimova.
CUP OF FURY— Goldwyn
BLOOM
IN" ANGEL — Gold,wyn. with Madge
Kennedy.
HUCKLEBERRY FINN — Famous Players Lasky.
Practically all of the national distributing companies have at least one photoplay listed.

Film

Handles

Output of Nordisk and
Swedish Film Concerns
(Washington Bureau, Exhibitors Herald)
WASHINGTON, D. C, Feb. 1— Advices to the department of commerce
report that General Film Renting Corporation, Ltd., of London, has concluded
an agreement to handle for the United
Kingdom all the output of the Nordisk
and Swedish Biograph companies for a
period of five years. This output, it is
stated, will represent a yearly total of
a quarter of a million feet of film, the
turn-over value being estimated at 350.000 pounds annually.
Six superspecial and ten ordinary features are required from the Nordisk
concern each year, and twelve special
Swedish Biograph pictures, in addition
to short travel and miscellaneous films.
The Swedish company has sent out four
film expeditions to Kamschatka. Nova
Zembla and the Kara Sea, to Central
Africa, to China, and the fourth to tour
the world. The first has returned with
pictures of Arctic life.
St. Louis

Clergy Backs

Sunday Closing Measure
(From Staff Correspondent)
ST. LOUIS, MO., Feb. 1.— The Ministers' Alliance today endorsed the efforts
of
Lord's DaypassAlliance
to have
the
statethelegislature
a Sunday
closing
measure. Seventy-five ministers attended the meeting and there were only
three dissenting votes on the blue law
action.
The Rev. D. C. MacLeod and the Rev.
S. B. Campbell will go to Jefferson City
to the
convey
to the legislators the action
of
ministers.
A I Kane

Producers

Will Make Features
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Feb. 1.— Al Kane
Pictures Corporation soon will resume
the production of feature dramas, accord
ing to announcement from its Los Angeles office. The new program of opera
tion calls for fewer and higher gradf
pictures. - Not more than four productions, based on popular book stories, wil
be made during the year.
Exhibitors Attending
Wisconsin Meeting
(Continued from-page 3$)

Two scenes from "Mr. Barnes of New
York,"Moore.
in which Goldwyn presents
Tom

ALBERT BIRD, Burleigh. Milwaukee
J. J. ECKERT. Auditorium, Brillion.
RICHARD
LAUFFER,
Milwaukee
E. LANGMACK,
Colonial,Peerless.
Milwaukee.
G. GODERSKI. Avenue, Milwaukee.
STEVE BAUER, Atlas, Milwaukee.
O. K. KELLY, Majestic, Reedsburg.
N. N.J. NAHEN.
BLUMBRUG,
RialtoMilwaukee.
and Palace, Racint
L.
Rainbow,
J. MOELK, Maiestic, Janesville.
IOHN LAUBENHEIMER, Opera House, Del;,
field.
O.
K. MOSIMAN.
Rex Stoughton.
theatre, Oshko«h.
CHARLES
GUELSON.
CHARLES BAUMANN, Star, Oshkosh.
JOSEPH G. RHODE. Rhode's Opera Hou
Kenosha.
RUSSELL
GREGORY.
JOHN
ADLER,
Marshfield.Strand, Stevens Pom
F.
BUCKHAL,
Library
Opera House, Berlin.
K. J. UGLOW, Strand, Whitewater.
GEORGE
W. HUBNER.
Crystal. Oconomowo
L. J. BAUCH.
Mirth, Milwaukee.
A.
DESORMEAUX,
Strand. Madison
O. P.ANOLERS.
Grand. Milwaukee.
A. BARTLETT. Empire, Milwaukee.
CONE. Grand Opera House. Wausau, ar.
C. S.J. BIGER.
H.
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Favor

Sunday Performance
Instruct That Resolution Be
Forwarded Immediately
to Legislature
Resolved: That the members of the
Women's
Organization, 13thDivision,
Assembly Republican
District, New
York
City, are unanimously in favor of the
exhibition of motion picture theatres on
Sunday, and be it
Further Resolved: That copies of this
resolution, which was unanimously carried at the meeting on Tuesday, January
18, 1921, be immediately forwarded to the
legislature now in session at Albany.
Mrs. Lillian Wells, president of the
Women's Division
of the Republican
Organization, 13th Assembly
District, New
York City, made the following statement
complementing the expression set forth
in the foregoing resolution:
"I cannot understand why some of the
women's organizations
clubsa
throughout
the country haveandtaken
stand against motion pictures. The
country is in a state of unrest, many
people are unhappy, others are resentful,
some feel that they are being legislated
against too strongly.
Lack Feeling of Freedom
"We
are
rapidly
getting away
the
great feeling
of freedom
that from
is really
the backbone of pure Americanism. The
things we need today are more smiles,
more happiness, more laughter, more
love and more play and these things will
bring about more confidence, more happiness, more satisfaction and a better understanding and will eventually wipe out
and automatically destroy social unrest,
resentment and dissatisfaction.
"If the women's clubs throughout the
country could have the motion picture
situation intelligently explained to them
there would be more unanimous resolutions passed and forwarded to the various legislatures in the various states.
Industry's Cause Just
"The motion picture people have much
to gain by going
frankly to the
women's
organizations and explaining
situation.
Their cause is just and the womanhood
' of The
America
is the
friend they
have."
meeting
wasbest
addressed
by Charles
C. Pettijohn, chairman of the legislative
committee of the National Association.
F. F. Stoll Is Missing;
Director Starts Action
To Recover His Salary
(From Staff Correspondent)
NEW YORK, Feb. 1.— The mysterious
absence of Frederick F. Stoll, president
of United States Photoplay Corporation,
has come to light through action to recover salaries started by Harry McRae
Webster, director, and Richard C.
Travers. leading man, engaged in the
making
picture
Mr. Stollofhasthebeen
absent"Determination."
from his office
since December 14.
The directors announced that the
corporation is in a sound financial condition and that the production of "Determination" will continue.
It is pointed out that the Capt. F. F. Stoll
who has been mentioned in news dispatches
as
is inCorporation
no way connected
with
the "missing"
Stoll Film
of America
which takes its name from Sir Oswald
Stoll, one of the most distinguished and
influential film magnates of Great Britain.

Ohio

Exhibitors

NonTheatre

Investigate

Theatrical

Men

from

Southern

Distribution
Part

of State

Will

Confer

With the Exchange Managers of
Cincinnati on Proposition
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
CINCINNATI, O., Feb. 1.— The grievance committee of the Motion
Pictnre Theatre Owners of Southern Ohio has been instructed to confer
___
>4B^^

with exchange managers here relative to the distribution of films to non-theatrical institutions.
A full
report of the situation will be made at the next quarm %*- ™
terly meeting.
Bp
Perfect Organization of League
^
±
A resolution incorporating these instructions was
^^^^
adopted at the first quarterly convention held at the
^ Ef^fl
Gibson hotel here on January 26 and 27.
fl
The seventy-five exhibitors present perfected the
organization launched at a convention some time ago.
^^^^^^^^^H
-titution and by-laws were adopted virtuallv
J. A. MADDOX
as drafted. President James A. Maddox presided.
Four important bills pending before plan drafted by the Motion Picture Thethe state legislature at Columbus were
atre Owners of America and the National Association of the Motion Picture
discussed at great length. A decision
Industry
was voted. The resolution
was reached to place the entire legis- read:
lative situation in the hands of a committee of three — Harry W. Kress of
"Be it resolved by the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of Southern Ohio
Piqua. chairman of legislative committee,
President Maddox and Henry Lustig, * * * that we endorse the uniform
president of the Northern Ohio Associacontract plan drawn up by the Motion
tion.
Picture Theatre Owners of America and
Drastic Bills Are Up
representatives of the National Association as outlined on page 41 of Exhibitors
One of the measures now before the
legislature is an emergency censorship
Herald,
dated January 22, 1921." Dr.
bill, while another is a blue law bill. Alexander of Dayton was instructed to
Both are as drastic as have been intro- procure a copy of the contract for ratification.
duced in any legislature in the country.
Fred S. Meyer of Hamilton is chairImprisonment for violation of the proman of the resolutions committee. Other
visions of both measures is provided.
are Tonv
Fred Tymes,
A resolution was adopted setting aside members
heimer and
Zallers. A. G. HettesFebruary 5 for the raising of funds for
the European Relief Council. Many of
the theatres of the Southern part of the Resolution Asks Reform
state have been prevented from partici(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
pating in the campaign thus far. BeWORCESTER, MASS., Feb. 1.— Suncause of the desire of those present to
day closing agitation has cropped out
cooperate with the other exhibitors of
the country this action was taken.
here, the Christian Endeavor asking in
Endorse Uniform Contract
a resolution that theatres be closed on
the Sabbath.
Endorsement of the uniform contract

What

Exhibitors

Jive

Saying \About

HERALD[=
=EXHIBITORS
"Of all the trade papers we have, we prefer EXHIBITORS Herald to
all the rest. Your section, 'What the Picture Did for Me,' has been a great help
in the booking of pictures, as there are certain people who contribute criticisms to
this section regularly whose judgment I have found to be very sound and fair." —
E. F. Ekman, Moseley & Ekman, Rialto theatre, Midland, Tex.
"Enclosed find our check for subscription, as we cannot keep house without EXHIBITORS
HERALD." — A. W. Barth, Barth Theatre company, Carbondale.
111.
"I do not want to miss an issue of EXHIBITORS Herald, as it is a very
usefulatre,guide
selecting pictures." — Henry Maurin, manager. La Place theLa Place,in La.
* * ¥
"Best wish to EXHIBITORS Herald, the best value to the exhibitors." —
Sam Bowden, manager, Glen theatre, Glen Ellyn, 111.
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Tightening

Production

Haphazard
Promoters Should Loo\ First and
Then Leap, Says Comedy Producer

producof film level,
THE narrowi
a
gooddownworking
tion to a ng
edly
ocprocess which is undoubt
curring at this time, will no doubt be
an excellent thing for the industry in
that its effect should be an elimination
ard dabbler," formerly an
of the "haphaz
ever-present evil.
I do not mean to say that there are
not new producers who can deliver the

CHARLES H. ( H1IISTIK
General mnnnjeer of t'hrlNtlc Kllm Coatpuny, wh<Mc exclusive article to "K\hihitor* Herald" nppeara on thi*. jiukc.
goods springing up constantly, but I emphasize the fact that there has been, particularly in Los Angeles, a flood of promoters who have gathered together a
"bank roll" which on investigation usually means a stock-selling campaign and
have dabbled in film production without
the faintest idea as to whether the
product is marketable or not, or without
an idea as to what market they shall seek
when their films are made.
* * *
PARTICULARLY in comedies has
*■ this flood been present. There is
scarcely a day when we and others are
not sought to "loan studio space" or to
go "50-50" with some one who has an
"idea" and "a little money."
They have heard of gold mines in films.

HERALD

May
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Stop

Dabblers
By

C

H. CHRISTIE

They usually rent a small studio, make
from one to three comedies, which usually never see the light of day, and then
wake up to the fact that their promotion
plans did not include looking over the
market.
A former stage worker came in a few
weeks ago and declared that he was
now "making
When
asked
as to whathisheown
was pictures."
doing, he replied
in a deprecating manner, "Oh, I am
starting in a few weeks. I guess I'll
knock out a few two-reelers first!"
* ♦ *
ANY Bane-minded person knows that
nobody with all the combined brains
in the industry and a bank roll as big as
Morgan's can "knock out a few tworeelers" as easy as eating poached eggs
breakfast.andButthe you
for dabblers;
the
worstcan't
of itconvince
is that
moneyit
else'smake
someholeone
usually
—they
throw
it inspend
a rat
— and
just that much harder for a legitimate
film producing business to finance itself
when it is desired to undertake something on a solid foundation and worth
while.
Let's hope the dabblers will take stock
their prospects and in other words
of
look first, and then leap.
Fort Wayne to Have
New Modern Theatre
(From Staff Correspondent)
FORT WAYNE. IND., Feb. L —
Within the next month the Kappel
building. 113-117 East Wayne street, will
be razed to make room for the proposed
new theatre and hotel to be erected by
Hankers and Merchants Theatres Company, according to announcement made
by Albert F. Brentlingcr, president.
The theatre will be a combination
vaudeville and motion picture house and
with the hotel will cost approximately
$400,000.
Clark-Cornelius

Company

To Buy From Four Units
According to an announcement from
Clark-Cornelius Corporation that organization will market during the coming year the product of four producing
units. All of these pictures will be
handled on the state right plan.
During the last few months the corporation has been marketing the productions of Climax Film Corporation.
"Love's Battle" and "The Fourth Face."
as well as the Lejaren Hiller picture.
"The
Gardner.Devil's Angel." starring Helen

The LA FA YETTE

(Ind.) COURIER

I liw MM) II. '.Kill I I 1 1
\\ ho huN ' i . 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ■ 1 1 1 1 thin yenr the direction of >ia ■ r Iu it,iisir 1 1 <■National
t'lark Inpicture,
"Srramblfd
Ul\<"»."
and
"If Women Only Knew," the flmt J. X.
\ itu It | -t.nrdncr Hunting: production.
Associated

Exhibitors

Issuing Third Picture
Associated Exhibitors, Inc., will offer
its third big feature on February :27, the
date set for the publication by Pathe
of "What Women Will Do," Edward
Jose's production of a modern melodrama written by Charles A. Logue and
presenting a cast comprised of Anna Q.
N'ilsson, Jane Jennings, Earl Mctcalf.
Allan Forrest, George Majeroni and
Riley Hatch.
The precedent set by Associated Exhibitors inthe magnificence of "The RidWoman" and
"ThenewDevil"
said
to bedleobserved
in the
play, iswhich
is declared the most pretentious picture
Jose has staged.
Cabanne Returns West
(From Staff Correspondent)
NEW YORK, Feb. 1. — William
Christy Cabanne, having delivered a
print ture,
ofhas his
latest toRobertson-Cole
picreturned
the Coast to begin
anotnewbeen
production,
the
name
of
which
has
decided upon.
Robertson- Cole Move
(From Staff Correspondent)
NEW YORK. Feb. 1.— Saturday was
The
for Robertson-Cole.
day are
moving
R-C offices
now located in the
Robertson-Cole building at 723 Seventh
avenue.

Says

But won't they (reformers and censorship agitators) please permit us to retain that glorious human privilege of
liking thatgeneratewhich
reallyweentertains
branding us deluded victims of a deage because
want a us?
laughWon't
or a they
thrill please
when werefrain
go to from
the theatre?
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Chicago
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Law

Royal S. Copeland
Prefers "Sizzling

in

Hell"
BlueHerald)
Laws"
(Special toto"
Exhibitors
NEW YORK, Feb. 1.— "I'd just as
soon sizzle in Hell for eternity as to
suffer all day Sunday under the blue
laws," is the reply of Dr. Royal S. Copeland, health commissioner of New York
and member of the Sunday Rights Association to the program submitted by
City.
Wilbur Glenn Voliva, overseer of Zion

Fight on Proposed Ordinance to Be on Purely Business Lines — William A. Brady May Address
City Council Committee
William A. Brady, president of the National Association of the Motion
Picture Industry, is scheduled to arrive in Chicago Thursday morning,
February 3, to give every possible assistance to Chicago film men in defeating the proposed new censorship ordinance in Chicago and the series of
"Blue laws are the greatest blows refreak bills aimed at the industry which are to be introduced at the present
ligion could ever receive," he added.
The Sunday Rights Association was
session of the Illinois legislature.
to combat the restrictive SunIt will mark the beginning of a tour, which will take him to most of organized
day legislation and is headed by Martin
the principal cities east of the Mississippi river and probably to several
Vogel, New York, former assistant secretary of the treasury, and includes
western states, for the announced purpose of arousing film men to the
danger of the proposed legislation and establishing a more intimate contact Bishop Elect Manning of the Protestant
Episcopal Diocese of New York, Major
between the various factors in the picture industry and the organization
Laguardia, president of the Board of
which he heads.
Aldermen, and prominent officials and
churchmen.
Will Address Mass Meeting February 4
Mr. Brady will be the speaker at a mass meeting to be held at 12:30
"Bill" Hart About
o'clock noon, February 4, at a downtown Chicago theatre, probably the
Illinois. He will be the honor guest at a dinner given by exchange men
To Take Long Rest
and others at noon, February 3, and in the afternoon will attend the hearing on
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
the proposed Chicago censorship bill at the city hall.
LOS ANGELES, Feb. 1.— William S.
Preparations for the reception of Mr.
ening to the necessity for complete co- Hart has but one more picture to make
under
his present contract. With the
operation
and
co-ordination
by
every
Brady were made at a meeting of Chicompletion of his ninth feature for
branch ofMr.theBrady
motionin commenting
picture industry."
cago film men held in the offices of declared
upon
Famous Players-Lasky, Hart declared
the A. A. A. Monday, January 31. At the his trip.
that he would
"play around"
for several
life.
same time, preparations for presenting
months
and perhaps
for the rest
of his
arguments against the censorship ordiReichenbach
in
Chicago
nance were discussed.
Harry Reichenbach, having seen "Out- Mayer Selects Story
Plan Business Defense
side the Law" safely launched in Boston,
It was agreed that the defense on the is now in Chicago where he will stay ten
For Stahl Production
exploiting the Priscilla Dean piccensorship ordinance would be purely days
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
ture.
along business lines and that no time
NEW YORK, Feb. 1.— "Muffled
Drums," an original story by Perry V.
would be taken up with flowery adPlan to Resume Building
Yeekroff, has been selected by Louis B.
dresses or appeals to sentiment.
NEWARK, N. J.— Plans are under Mayer for the first John M. Stahl proDr. Sam Atkinson will give the princi- way fcr resuming operations in the buildduction issued through First National.
pal address to legislative committee of
Barbara Castleton, engaged for the leading
of
the
Newark
Beacon
Corporation's
ing feminine role, left here Sunday.
the Chicago city council, pointing out new picture theatre, halted last Tune beengaging
the inestimable damage which the ordicast onis the
coast. the rest of the all-star
terials. cause of excessive costs of building ma- Stahl
nance would do to the film business. He'
will be followed by exhibitors and exchange men.
BERMAN IN HrS OWN HOME TOWN
The committee in charge of .preparing
the Rothacker,
industry's president
case includes:
R.
of the Watterson
Rothacker
Film Manufacturing company; P. A.
Block, Chicago manager for Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation; William
Aschmann, Chicago manager for Pa the;
Harry Rice, representing the motion picture press club; Martin J. Quigley, publisher of Exhibitors Herald; J. L. Friedman, president of Celebrated Players
exchange, and Dr. Sam Atkinson.
Dr. Atkinson was placed in charge of
the mass meeting at which Mr. Brady
will speak. Ben Beadell, Chicago manager for Stoll Films, Carl Harthill, district
manager for Reelcraft; Fred Aiken, vice
president of the Superior Screen Service,
and Maynard Schwartz, Chicago manager
for Educational, are in charge of arrangements for the dinner to Mr. Brady.
Brady Itinerary Announced
From Chicago, Mr. Brady plans to go to
Milwaukee to spend February 5 and from
there to Minneapolis to spend February
7 and 8.
From Minneapolis, his plans are not
definite. He will visit Idaho. Nebraska,
Missouri and Oklahoma, where state
Exhibitors in every section of the country know personally or have heard of Samuel
censorship laws threaten. Denver and
I. Berman. They know of his signal success in organizing the theatre men
possibly the west coast may be reached
before his return east.
of the country. But few exhibitors have seen Berman "in his own home town."
Here he is and his Stanley theatre in Brooklyn, N. Y.
"There is a great need of a full awak-
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Reform
To
Cities

Agitation
All

Parts

Extends
of

Country

Menaced by Self-Appointed Censors— State
Exhibitor Organizations Devise Ways of
Combating Move for Regulation

The staff of EXHIBITORS HERALD has undertaken in the accompanying
article to show the extent to which censorship agitation has made itself
felt throughout the United States.
The reform movement for censorship of motion pictures is not confined
to any one locality. It extends from Coast to Coast and from Canada to
the Gulf of Mexico. As published in EXHIBITORS Herald last week the industry must fight five times the amount of co-active legislation as heretofore. This
fact is significant.
Mere statement of this fact, however, is not sufficient. To give an
impressive idea of the range of the movement and its menacing influence
the statement must be augmented by further details. Censorship legislation
is pending in the following states:
California
Nebraska
Indiana
Missouri
Michigan
North Carolina
Iowa
Ohio
Minnesota
Oklahoma
Washington
Colorado
Wyoming
Texas
Massachusetts
While this tabulation gives a fair idea of the situation it must be realized that some of the most drastic regulations are sought in many communities.
Censorship agitators are decidedly
active in the following cities and towns:
''hi....;..
Grand
Atlanta,
Ca.
Duluth, Rapids,
Minn. Mich.
Abilene, Tex. Waterloo, la.
Wilmette, III. Baltimore
Detroit Superior, Wis.
Devils Lake, N. D. Newton, la.
Minneapolis, Minn. Connersville, Ind.
Elgin, III.
Harrison, N. J.
A movement running parallel with the
agitation for legal regulation and which

is as menacing as censorship and might
eventually lead to it has become prevalent in several cities. In these communities reformers have appointed themselves as censors. Especially is this true
in Atlanta, Minneapolis and Baltimore.
Regulate Elgin Films
Censorship has become an actuality
recently in Elgin, III., Superior, Wis., and
Abilene, Tex. Either passage of ordinances
ulationor police
effective. orders have made regThe reformers have not contented
themselves with the introduction of one
legislative measure in the various state
legislatures. Four bills are up in Nebraska and two in both Indiana and Minnesota. So drastic are some of these
measures that operation of motion picture theatres would virtually cease were
they adopted.
State Meetings Held
Proof of the alertness of the state exhibitor organizations to the seriousness
of the situation is shown by the recent
conventions in Ohio, Missouri. Wisconsin, Louisiana, Mississippi, Virginia,
Washington, D. C, Maryland and Massachusetts.
Dazey

KARLA SCHRAMM
Beautiful young leading; woman who
starred in the role of Jane in "The
Revenge of Tarzan" and "The Son of
Tarzan." She will be seen in n series
of Northwest productions costarringr
with Frankly n Farnum under the direction of Harry Revier.
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Loses Finger
In Motor Accident
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Feb. 1. — Frank
Dazey, stage and screen playwright, was
victim of an accident that cost him the
index finger of his right hand.
While driving to the studios, his motor
car collided with a truck. The finger
was all but amputated by the ends of
pipes that
wind-as
shield of hiscrashed
car and through
struck histhehand
he clutched the steering wheel.
Opens in Lisbon, la.
LISBON. I A. — G. M. Samson has just
opened a new motion picture theatre
here.

Nip

Plot to Rob 1 5
Theatres in Chicago
Two Bandits Cracking Safe
of Harvard Caught — One
Is Wounded
Apprehension of two bandits, one of
which was wounded in a running battle
with police, is believed to have frustrated
plans of burglars to rob at least fifteen
Chicago
theatres having heavy receipts
over
Sunday.
Lookout Yells Warning
The two bandits were working on the
safe at the Harvard theatre, Sixty-third
street and Harvard avenue, when the
presence of their lookout in the alley
aroused the suspicions of Mrs. W. H.
Gaines, 341 West Sixty-third street. She
notified the Englewood police station.
As the police drove up the lookout
yelled a warning and the three fled.
After a running fight with the police one
of the fugitives surrendered. Another
was felled with a shot from Patrolman
Charles May, while the third escaped.
Carry Theatre List
Had
it
not
beenhave
for looted
Mrs. Gaines'
the three might
the safedogof
its $1,600. After midnight the dog began
barking and refused lo be silenced. Mrs.
Gaines went to a window looking out
on a private alley. There she saw the
lookout. After watching him for several
minutes she called the station.
In man
thewas possession
of oneoddof theatres.
the cracksa list of fifteen
Burglars were also successful in robbing
the Commercial theatre, 0148 Commercial
avenue, and escaping with $1,482. The
money was in a vault, and instead of forcing the door, they used a pickax on the
wall and broke through.
Fox Stakes Much on
Mark Twain Feature
After L. A. Success
Spurred by the success of "A Connecticuttheatre,
Yankee in King
in Miller's
Los Arthur's
Angeles, Court."
where
it was given a pre-issue run, Fox Film
officials are preparing and planning for
one of the biggest booking campaigns
of its career.
According
Fox officials,
hibitor willtobetheallowed
to bookno exthe
feature until he has seen it screened at
one of the Fox branches, desiring that
every exhibitor get the enthusiasm they
themselves have for this Mark Twain
picturized story and then go out and
put it over in the biggest possible way.
Harry Myers, who plays the Yankee,
is said to have done admirable work and
among the others whose work stands
out are Pauline Starke. Rosemary Theby
and Charles Clary. The scenario was
written by Bernard McConville. Lucion
Androit
was in charge of the camera
work.
Capital Moves Office
Capital Film Company has transferred
its Chicago headquarters from the Consumers building in State street to the
Hartford building. 8 South Dearborn
street.
Seeking Closed Sunday
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
JEFFERSON
MO.,introduced
Feb. L— inA
blue
law measure CITY,
has been
the legislature. It would permit Sunday
baseball but would close all theatre*.
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Will Public

Pay

More

For Costly Pictures ?
First National Says That on
Answer Depends Progress
of Producer
(From Staff Correspondent)
NEW YORK, Feb. 1.— Does a big.
worth-while production, deserve to command higher prices at the box office than
the average picture, or doesn't it?
Will the theatre-going public cheerfully pay more to see such productions
in proportion to their increased excellence over the common run features,
or will they rebel against an advance in
admission price?
First National asks these questions as
the most important confronting the industry. It holds that on the answer depends the producers' ability to continue
progress as during the last twelve
months and exhibitors' ability to continue showing attractions of the calibre
to
meet
the public's most fastidious demand.
First National holds that the out-,
standing productions this season proved
the power to please at advanced prices
in every case where the exhibitor had
enterprise and foresight. As an example
the response given Harry Crandall of
Washington
when he
played "Passion"
at his Metropolitan
is cited.
Crandall increased his admission price
140 per cent with a night admission of 85
cents. He declared that the only mistake he had made was in not charging
$1.
During
wek's run
in $28,289 inonereceipts.
TheCrandall
picture took
was
held over for another week.
Cochrane

Arrives

At Universal City
For Survey of Work
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Feb. 1— R. H.
Cochrane, vice president of Universal,
arrived at Universal City today. It is
his first visit here in several years. Both
he and Carl Laemmle. president, will
be at the studios during the coming
month.
Hereafter. Universal announces that
either Mr. Laemmle or Mr. Cochrane
will be in Universal City most of the
time. This will assure complete accord
between the studios and the executive and
and distributing ends, which will result
in greater efficiency and better pictures.
Universal now has the rights to "The
Conflict,"
the novel
by Clarence
ington Kelland.
Priscilla
Dean willBudbe
featured in the production.
Lichtman

and

Feist

Open Offices in N. Y.
(From Staff Correspondent)
NEW YORK. Feb. 1.— Al Lichtman
and Felix Feist have opened offices at
469 Fifth avenue. Lichtman is away
from of
thethecitytwoonarea not
month's
trip. The
plans
divulged.
Change Publication Data
(From Staff Correspondent)
NEW YORK, Feb. 1.— First National
announces that the publication date of
Allen Holubar's "Man. Woman. Marriage." has been changed to April.

Three

HERALD

Leagues

Washington

Meeting
Join

In

National

Maryland. Virginia, District of Columbia Theatre
Men Vote Unanimously to Endorse Cohen
and the M. P. T. 0. A.
(From Staff Correspondent;
NEW YORK, Feb. 1.— Sydney S. Cohen, president of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America, announces that the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Maryland. Virginia and the District of Columbia in convention at Washington. D. C. voiced approval of the national league and voted
unanimously to affiliate with it.
Jake Wells Permanent Chairman at Meeting
The convention was held on January 26 and 27 at the Hotel Arlington.
A. Brylawsky, vice-president of the District of Columbia organization, was
named temporary chairman. He immediately gave way to Jake Wells,
president of the Virginia league, who was elected permanent chairman.
Wells paid a strong tribute to the success in forming the national association under the leadership of Cohen. The national president then addressed the convention.
"We are organized not for profit but of exchanges and manufactures furnishing films to non-theatrical organizafor protection," he declared. "We have
tions. Samuel I. Berman also talked.
for the first time in the history of motion pictures a powerful and virile
national organization consisting of Add Tiny Theatre
To Metro Studios
thirty-eight states, none having a representation of less than 50 per cent and
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
most ranging between 75 and 95 per
LOS ANGELES. Feb. 1.— Metro lays
claim to the smallest theatre in the
world. It has a seating capacity for
Cites League's Purposes
Cohen said the purpose of the organ- three persons, can be emptied in half a
cent." ization was first to make an effort to minute, and advertises only to keep
abolish or modify the 5 per cent film patrons away. It has been dubbed "Veiller's New Hundred Dollar Theatre."
rental, the music tax and to fight Sun- The
tiny playhouse was built adjoining
day legislation.
Bayard Yeiller's offices at the Metro
An attack on William A. Brady, presi- studios
to permit the director to perdent of the National Association of the
sonally supervise the titling of pictures.
Motion Picture Industry, then was
launched by Julian Brylawsky because
of speeches made a few days previously Picture Men Join
by Brady before exhibitors of Baltimore
and Washington. Brylawsky declared
that Bradv is using bolshevik methods
Theto Exhibitors
Eagles'
(Special
Herald)Order
to disrupt'
the M.
P. T.Accusation
O. A.
LOS ANGELES. Feb. 1.— Several well
Varner
Makes
known members of the Hollywood Film
"Evidently he and his employers are colony were initiated into the Order of
afraid of us and are trying to discredit Eagles last Saturday night. Among the
our organization and leaders." he stated. joiners were Charlie Murray, Buster
"They found out in New York that our Keaton. Eddie Lyons. Lee Moran. Rosorganization stands 100 per cent back of coe
Billy West. Glen Cavanits leaders which makes them all the der, Arbuckle.
Larry Semon and Leo White.
more
H. B.afraid."
Varner also accused Brady and
Go East to Premiere
his cohorts of trj'ing to influence some
exhibitors with pretended friendship.
He declared that they were more inOf (<Four Horsemen"
terested in creatin- dissension in ex(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
hibitor organizations than in co-operating
LOS
ANGELES. Feb. 1.— Rex Inwith them in Sunday opening and cengram, who directed the Metro special
sorship fights.
production of "The Four Horsemen of
Goldberg Tells Incident
the Apocalypse."
and version
June Mathis.
who
Thomas Goldberg, vice president of prepared
the screen
of Vicente
the Maryland exhibitors, said he had Blasco Ibanez' popular story, have left
called the exhibitors together on January
for New York where this picture will
25 at the request of Brady. He said have its first showing.
Brady spoke supposedly for co-operation
and on censorship. Brady, however, adTheatre for Lepers
vised Goldberg, according to the later,
that he (Goldberg) had misunderstood
PORT
OF SPAIN. TRINIDAD— A
him (Brady) and that Brady was against motion picture
theatre is now in operathe M. P. T. O. A., and about to make
tion in Trinidad's,
colony. possible.
Visiting
a tour of a number of states.
Americans
made leper
the project
Goldberg told the assembled exhibitors The orchestra is composed of girl lepers.
that had the Baltimore theatre men
known
Brady's
and have
feeling
Adler Goes West
the matter
they intention
would never
calledin
Bert Alder has succeeded Helen Rocka meeting and invited Brady to be
well as publicity Vian for Allan Dwan on
present.
Harry Crandall talked on the practice the We-t Coast.
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Fight

of Branch

of

National Organization — League Will
Hold Convention Shortly
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
BOSTON, MASS., Feb. 1.— The Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
Massachusetts is facing a revival of the censorship fight of 1920.
Though only recently formed the organization has well developed
plans for counteracting the sponsors of a new regulatory measure. Agitators believe they have eliminated the objectionable features upon which
Governor Coolidge based his veto last year.
Operation of Law Would Cost $40,350
Provision is made in the measure for legal regulation under the supervision of the department of public safety, with a salaried official directly in
charge. Three censors would review films, two appeals being granted from
their decision. One appeal would be made to the director and one to the
commissioner of public safety.
York, and Samuel I. Berman of the naThe expenditure necessary to maintain
tional organization, attended the meetcensorship for one year under the proing in Boston at which the state league
visions of the bill as drafted would
was formed.
total $40,350. It is estimated that the
annual revenue, taxing $2 a reel for reS. R. Kent Is Given
viewing, would be $62,400.
Affiliate with National
Testimonial Dinner
The new league, which is affiliated
By Paramount Force
with the Motion Picture Theatre OwnAn
impromptu
testimonial dinner was
ers of America, is directing considergiven in honor of Sidney R. Kent, genable attention to its membership. Effort
eral manager of distribution. Famous
enroll every exis being hibitorput
in theforth
stateto so that a united
Players-Lasky
Corporation, on Monday
front can be presented if the legislative
evening,
recently,
in the Gothic Room
convention
A
situation grows serious.
at Murray's,
by
a
numberdistribution
of the memis expected to be called shortly.
bers of the Paramount
orExecutives of the new organization
ganization
who
have
been
in
close busifollow:
ness association with him.
Jacob Lourie, Boston, president.
Besides Mr. Kent, those present were:
C. H. Ross, Boston, secretary.
Assistant Treasurer Emil E. Shauer, H.
G. A. Ramsdell, Maiden, treasurer.
G. Ballance. general sales manager;
In addition to Lourie and Ramsdell a Frank V. Chambcrlin. general service
committee on organization includes L. manager; H. M. Lewis and John W.
Boas, Mrs. Ayres, Boston, and Thomas
Hicks, assistant sales managers; George
Soriero, Lowell. The entire state is W. Weeks, general manager, Canadian
purtion
organiza
for
d
canvasse
being
exchanges; Fred F. Creswell, field sales
poses. ..
supervisor; Melville Shauer, accessory
Many Have Joined
sales manager; W. E. Smith, district
are:
Included in the membership
manager, Philadelphia: H. H. Buxbaum,
branch
manager, New York exchange;
NATHAN BROWN. Broadway theatre, Everett.
Lester Rosenthal. branch manager,
ERNEST L. WHITE, Tastime theatre, MansLowell.
Washington exchange: John D. Clark,
GEORGE HUSSON, Royal theatre,
branch manager. Philadelphia exchange:
I. W. PINKHAM, Wollaston theatre, WollasJerome Beatty, director of publicity and
t0LOUIS
BOAS, representing twelve theatres
Masachusetts.
,, — . in advertising;
Claud Saunders, exploitation
River.
Fall
theatre.
Plaza
YAMIXS,
NATHAN
manager, and Oscar A. Morgan, editor
Autheatre,
ga
Normnbe
LE.
ALBERT
CARL
.
dale
burn
eof The
Paramount
dinner "Pep."
was a complete surprise
GORDON WRIGHTLER. Poll's theatre, Spr.n,;
to
Mr.
Kent,
whose presence was secured
CamRAY S. AVERILL, Inmar. Square
bridge. , theatre,
_
only after he was tricked into breaking
C H. ROSS, Lancaster theatre, Boston.
an important business engagement.
Bostheatre.
Square
Bowdoin
,
SOMERBV
AL
ton.
E. D. RHIND, Attleboro.
LOURIE,
"Moroscotown" Is
Boston.Modern, Beacon and Shaw
theatres,
mutJACOB
FRED HARRIS, Natick.
JULIA
SMITH,
Congress.
Building in L. A.
GEORGE I. HACKETT, Medford.
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
G. A. RAMSDELL. Orpheum, Maiden.
LOS ANGELES. Feb. 1.— "Greenwich
JOHN J. LEONARD. Town Hall theatre, Amherst.
PHILIP DUFAULT. Globe theatre. Holyoke.
Village," the tiny city being constructed
by
Oliver Morosco. J. Harvey McCarthy
JULIUS MEYER.
Amusement
THOMAS
SORIERO. ElmStrand
theatre, Company.
Lowell.
and other associates, at the corner of
MORRIS ORBACH, Crown theatre. Lowell.
Western and Melrose avenues, will be
SIMON
SILV'ERBLATT.
theatre.
MRS. AYERS.
Exeter St.Crown
theatre.
BostonLowell. called "Moroscotown."
SAM PINANSKI, Park theatre, Boston.
The announcement was made followMISS FINKELSTEIN. Fenwav theatre. Boston
ing a recent conference of organizers of
GEORGE W. ALLEN. New Bedford theatre.
the novel community. It was announced,
POLI'S
THEATRE.
Worcester.
MICHAEL
O
LEARY.
629
Old
South
Bldg
.
also, that a contract has been let for the
Boston.
construction of a six story block of
O'Reilly in Attendance
studios there. Since the beginning of
work in that locality, real estate values
Charles L. O'Reilly of the executive
comittee of the M. P. T. O. A., New- are said to have increased 100 per cent.

to Widen
Weekly Scope

Myron and David Selznick to
Supervise— Durling Is
Named Editor
Selznick News in future will be even
more definitely a unit of the Selznick production output than in the past. It will
be the only news weekly distributed
henceforth by the Selznick organization,
and will be edited by E. V. Durling undirect supervision of Myron and
Davidder theSelznick.
Elimination from the Selznick output
of all other publications which might in
any way conflict with Selznick News has
been made. From the first issue of this
news weekly less than a year ago, Mr.
Sclznick's instructions have been that
nothing should be spared to make it the
world's greatest news reel.
Seek Wide Distribution
Having become convinced that this
screen newspaper is entitled to the undivided attention of this department of
this organization, for both production
and distribution, Mr. Selznick has disposed of his conflicting interests and a
drive has been made to place Selznick
News in every established theatre in the
(Tinted States and Canada.
The production department of the
weekly, in charge of Myron and David
Selznick, will have the benefit of the
studio organization which will cooperate
constantly in working out novel features.
Durling Is Well Known
E. V. Durling, the editor, is a graduate
from the newspaper and magazine business and has a wealth of information as
to the things the public wants. He was
originally a member of the Selznick
scenario staff and more recently has been
editing the organization house organ,
"The Brain Exchange."
The new arrangements for Selznick
News became effective Monday, January
17. Early issues of the film weekly are
to uncover a lot of new ideas which
have been incubating for some time.
Home

Town Folks to
Greet Will Rogers
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES. Feb. 1— According
to word received here, a big reception is
planned for Will Rogers in his home
town in Oklahoma which he will visit on
his return from New Orleans. He is
there to make exteriors for "An Unwilling Hero," his next Goldwyn production.
Introducing a Newcomer
(From Staff Correspondent J
ELIZABETH, N. J., Feb? 1— The
stork was a visitor at the home of Henry
P. Nelson,
manager
the Capitol
tre, last week.
The ofnewcomer
is atheaboy
weighing pounds.
Circulate Petitions
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
WACO, TEX., Feb. 1.— Petitions have
been circulated in the churches here askingatres
thaton the
city officials close all theSunday.
Johnston Back at Desk
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK. Feb. 1— W. Ray Johnston, vice-president of Arrow Film Corporation, who underwent
a minor
tion last week,
has returned
to hisoperadesk.
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Announces

Studio Staff Changes
Clark is General Manager of
Studio — Kane Named
Production Manager
With the resumption this week of production activities in the Long Island
studio of the Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation, Jesse L. Lasky, first vicepresident in charge of production, announced several changes in the personnel
of the studio staff.
Victor H. Clark has been made general
manager of the studio. Robert T. Kane,
formerly head of the Burnton Film Company, has been made production manager. L. H. Rich, who has been connected with legitimate stage production
for many years, is Mr. Kane's assistant.
W illiam Smart . has been named stage
manager, and Clayton Davis is casting
director.
Thomas Geraghty and Gardner Hunting are supervising directors, dividing
between them the work of supervision of
all productions made in the Eastern studio. Gaillard Thomas, who has been
Mr.
Geraghty's
assistant,
has been made
head of the titling
department.
Robert M. Haas remains as the art
director for Paramount pictures made in
the Eastern studio.
George Fitzmaurice is now busily engaged in preparing for the production
of "Experience," the film version of
GeorgeRichard
V. Hobart's
famous
in
which
Barthelmess
will play,
play the
role of Youth.
Beier Now Selznick
Branch Sales Chief
Another promotion within the ranks
of Selznick Pictures Corporation was
made in the recent appointment of Nat
Beier, formerly manager of the Select
New Jersey territory, to the position of
sales manager of the New York branch,
operating under the supervision of Manager Henry Seigel.
Beier has been connected with the
Selznick organizations for the last two
years. His first positon was as assistant
to the manager of the New York exchange. A year ago he was given
charge of the New Jersey territory. E.
W Kramer, who until recently has been
in charge of the Select branch in Kansas
City, has been transferred to the New
Jersey territory.
Albert Kaufman Is
Back on the Coast
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES. Feb. 1. — Albert
Kaufman, who sponsored Allen Holubar's
starring "Man.
DorothyWoman
Phillips,andandMarriage,"
who has
been the producer of the Sydney Franklin features for First National, has returned from a month's visit in New York.
Hold Services for
Hannibal Claremont
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Feb. I.— The funeral
of Hannibal Claremont, former president
of Claremont Photoplays, was held last
week. Despondency following business
difficulties is said to have been the cause
of suicide.

Mastbaum
Stanley

Opens

Theatre,

$2,000,000
Philadelphia,

Beautiful Playhouse Which Represents the
Advanced Ideas in Construction Will
Accommodate 4,000 Persons

Most

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
PHILADELPHIA, PA., Feb. 1.— The Stanley theatre at Nineteenth
and Market streets was opened on January 28.
Erected as a memorial to the late Jules V. Mastbaum, the structure
represents the latest in theatre construction. Perhaps no theatre in the
state surpasses it. It is doubtful if any playhouse in the country devoted
to the silent drama is finer.
Beautiful Structure Seats 4,000 Persons
The mammoth auditorium seats 4,000 persons. From every seat the
patrons get a clear and unobstructed view of the screen. Prom the entrance
to the auditorium the theatre is furnished for the comfort of the theatregoer. The richness of the decorations and appointments in itself will attract many persons to the house.
In addressing those attending the running a successful business, and each
member of the Stanley organization will
opening Jules E. Mastbaum, president
of Stanley Company of America, said of do his part for your benefit and apthis great achievement:
One ofis the
spots of the dome
newSatisfied of Support
theatre
the brilliant
richly ornamented
About the proscenium
"Your support of this company in the which iscosta $2,000.
mural painting representing
past has made all this possible. This arch
beauty
by the muses. Anton P.
proval."crowned
achievement has ben created for you to Albers
created the beautiful painting.
enjoy, and it belongs to you.
Other paintings by noted artists adorn
the walls.
"We were satisfied when we contemMusic is furnished by the Stanley symplated the erection of this theatre that
phony orchestra and a $100,000 Kimball
you would give your unqualified approval
and support of our efforts, which we pipe organ.
Two Lighting Systems
trust will be a credit to you, to ourselves,
Marble drinking fountains providing
and to the city of Philadelphia. All of iced water are conveniently placed.
this has been made possible entirely Throughout the Adam style of decorahas prevailed. Seven exits are on
through your appreciation of our efforts. each tion
side of the first floor, and the balFirst House Seated 60
cony has four directly to the street.
There are five entrances leading from
"The Stanley company came into ex- the
mezzanine
to the balcony.
istence with a small picture house at the
are direct and indirect systems
corner of Eighth and Market streets of There
lighting, also the flood lighting with
when the industry was still in its swad- three
effect. Any lighting effect
dling clothes. My recollection is that it desired color
can be attained. The chandeliers
had a seating capacity of about sixty are of special
design. The l.ghting equippeople, and the performance lasted about
ment cost $75,000.
five minutes. Through the merging of
Work of razing the buildings which
individual interests and affiliations with
the Stanley site was comother exhibitors, it has become one of occupied menced
on October 11. 1919. The
the leading organizations in the motion
cornerstone of the new theatre was laid
picture field.
in May, 1920.
"That it has grown, widened its scope
Zukor at Opening
of enterprises, extended and is extending
its field of usefulness, has been due to of Stanley Theatre
the fact that the policy of the Stanley
Adolph Zukor, president of Famous
company has always been to give the I'layers-Lasky
Corporation, took a big
public the very best in entertainment,
courteous treatment and clean and well party of stars, financiers and film men to
Philadelphia as guests of Jules E. Mastventilated houses.
baum to attend the opening of the new
Paintings Adorn Walls
theatre. Cecil B. DeMille's Para"Without you. our efforts would be in Stanley mount
Picture, "Forbidden Fruit," was
vain, but with you, we hope to go on the premier
attraction.
The party included Jesse L. Lasky.
Dorothy Dalton, Mae Murray, Robert Z.
Leonard. Hope Hampton. Henry Arthur
Jones, Mr. and Mrs. Elek J. Ludvigh,
EXHIBITORS HERALD
Frederic G. Lee, William H. English,
Jules E. Brulatour. Daniel Frohman.
Is the One Really
Felix E. Kahn. H. D. H. Connick. E. E.
Shauer. Dr. Hugo Riesenfeld. M. M.
NATIONAL PUBLICATION
Belding. S. R. Kent, H. G. Ballance, Lee
Counselman, Morris Kohn, J. S. Woody,
Samuel Rachman, A. Walsh. Ben Bluof the Motion Picture
menthal and Herbert K. Somborn.
Industry.

Leases Missouri Theatre
COWGILL. MO.— William Owens,
Jr.. has leased the Cowgil1 theatre.
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Censorship Loses by
Committee Reversal
Redraft in South Carolina
Would Give Local Officials Regulation
(From Staff Correspondent)
NEW YORK, Feb. 1.— By a unanimous vote, the senate committee on education of the South Carolina legislature
reported unfavorably on the bill introduced by Senator Rogers of Spartanburg,
which provided for the creation of a
state censorship board. This action,
which kills the measure, was taken four
days after the same committee had reported
* favorably on the bill.
Rehearing Is Held
The reversal was the result of a rehearing at which film men presented
arguments. The committee then modified
its previous action by voting to draft a
bill, which would allow each town and
city in the state the right to punish an
exhibitor showing an objectionable film.
After hearing film representatives, the
committee appointed a sub-committee to
frame a bill that would become a part of
the penal code if passed. It will subject
an exhibitor to fine and imprisonment
for showing an immoral or cruel picture.
May License Houses
The subcommittee may also incorporate alicense for operating theatres, which
may be revoked for showing prohibited
subjects. Senators Hart, McColl and
Rogers are on the sub-committee.
Arguing against censorship were Alva
M. Lumpkin, attorney for the motion picture representatives; Fred Kent of Southern Enterprises, Inc.; Jack Connolly,
National Association of the Motion Picture Industry; Gerald Gallagher, manager of the Imperial theatre at Columbia;
L. T. Lester, George G. Warner, O. P.
O'Dowd and Gilbert M. Tyler.
Herbert Brenon Appeals
Case in Arliss Decision
(SpeciaT to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Feb. 1-Herbert
Brenon, who conducted the Herbert
Brenon Film Corporation in 1917, has appealed from a decision by which George
Arliss, the actor, was granted a judgment for $22,500. The case has been
pending since 1917 when Arliss sued to
recover on an agreement whereby he
was to play the lead in a screen version
of "Faust." The film was never made.
Juanita

Hansen

to

Have Own Company
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Feb. 1.— Juanita
Hansen is back in town. She brings with
her a contract providing for her own
producing company. Miss Hansen has
been in New York for the last year making serials for Fathe. She expects to
begin filming with her company within
a few weeks, probably on space at Universal City.
Niblo

Will DirecT

ReatTs Masterpiece
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Feb. 1.— J. Parker
Read, Jr., who is planning what he considers the production of his career, has
announced
the signing of Fred Niblo as
director.

Picture

Colony to
Have Masked Ball
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Feb. 1. — Thirty
leading Los Angeles theatres will participate inthe entertainment to be given
for the public at the Mardi Gras and
Valentine Masque ball at the Ambassador hotel, Saturday evening, February
12.
Sid Grauman, chairman of the arrangement committee, has been in San Francisco for the last week arranging for
special features. Illumination by 12,000
Japanese and Chinese lanterns will create
a scene of Oriental brilliancy on the gaily
decked and gorgeously colorful "Mardi
Gras Lane." Hernandez Villa, the
Spanish artist who has been making art
titles ture,
forhas completed
Cecil B. DeMille's
latest pica color design
for
the cover of the souvenir program. The
musicians'
has voting
informed
Secretarya
Woodward union
of their
to provide
jazz orchestra of twenty pieces for the
festivities, gratis.
Record
Five
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Sales Are

Reported by Lubin
Territories on "West

of the Rio Grande"
Disposed of
Bert Lubin. who made record sales
with "Honeymoon Ranch," his first state
rights picture, has started another record
drive on "West of the Rio Grande," his
second Allene Ray feature in which
Harry McLaughlin plays a co-star part.
"West of the Rio Grande," a five reel
Western comedy-drama adapted from a
Tex O'Reilly story under direction of
Robin H. Townley, was announced by
Bert Lubin only recently.
Five Territories Sold
Within four days Lubin claims to have
sold five territories. These include:
Eastern Pennsylvania and Southern New
Jersey to 20th Century Film Company,
Philadelphia; District of Columbia, Maryland, Delaware, Virginia and N. Carolina
to Reliance Film Exchange of Washington; Iowa and Nebraska to Fontenelle
Feature Film Company of Omaha; Colorado, Wyoming, Utah, South Idaho and
New Mexico to C. C. McDermond Theatre Amusement Company, Salt Lake
City; and Texas. Oklahoma and Arkansas to L. C. Baxley Attractions of
Dallas, Texas.
Buys Rights in N. Y.
Mr. Baxley bought the picture while
in New York. In commenting on "West
of the RioterminedGrande."
said, as
"I soon
was deto get this hepicture
as
I saw the wonderful success 'Honeymoon Ranch' was having in my territory.
Afterture Iam
having
seen Lubin's
picconvinced
it is one second
of the best
westerns of the year. It is even better
than 'Honeymoon Ranch.' "
Polly Moran Will
Go Back to Stage
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Feb. 1. — Polly
Moran is planning to quit pictures within
the next few weeks and return to vaudeville. She expects to open on the Keith
circuit in New York in April.

Hutchinson

Enthused

By New Production
American President Regards
"Their Mutual Child" as
Exceptional Offering
American Film Company, Inc., has
recently published another special in
which Nigel Barric has the leading male
role. It bears the title, "Their Mutual
Child," and is claimed to be fully as
amusing as "The Blue Moon," the preceding "Flying A" subject, is dramatic.
"Their Mutual Child" is a story of modern society life.
The balance of the company is comprised of Joseph Bennett, Margaret
Campbell, Master Pat Moore, Harvey
Clark, Andrew Robson, Beverly Travers, Thomas O'Brien, William Lloyd,
William Marion and Stanhope Wheatcroft.
"I feel sure," says President Samuel
S. Hutchinson, of American, "that every
exhibitor who praised 'The Blue Moon'
will find 'Their Mutual Child' equally to
his liking. It is a story that for humor
has seldom been equaled. The interest
of the spectator is centered in the first
reel on Kirk Wintield, an artist, and from
that point on to the very end there is
never a let-down in the suspense eleA critic, who looked at the film at a
pre-release
said, a"Iyear
don't
recall
having seen showing,
a film in over
in which
the humor and pathos have been so excellently blended. When it goes on the
theatre
ment." screen, I am certain it will meet
with the hearty approval of any
audience." P. G. Wodehouse, who is the
author of several successful novels, wrote
"Their Mutual Child" and Daniel F.
Whitcomb adapted the story to the
screen.
Willman

Is in Charge

of "Big Four" Office
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
INDIANAPOLIS, IND., Feb. 1.— W. W.
Willman, formerly associated with First
National and Metro, has been appointed
resident salesman of the United Artists
office at 21 Dolly Madison apartments.
He has complete charge of the Indianapolis territory, although films and
accessories must come from the Chicago exchange.
Drascena Producers
Will Make Comedies
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Feb. 1.— Drascena
Productions has just completed preparations for a series of two reel comedies
to be produced at its temporary studio
in Boyle Heights. The pictures will
feature Hal Stephens and will be directed
by
Stuart
Featherstonhaugh with Paul
Hosier
assisting.
Independent Films to
Have Griffith Studios
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Feb. 1.— The Independent Films Association has taken over
the D. W. Griffith studios here, according to Eddy Eckels. Pinnacle productions, Pinnacle comedies, Gooden productions and Tattenham productions will be
accommodated.
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Butte Daily Post, Butte, Mont., printed in the issue of January 22 a two-column portrait of H. A.
Albright, manager of the American theatre, interposing it between a two-column, two-line head and a story of
ately 1.000 words. Mr. Albright's showmanapproxim
ship, as attested by comments appearing from lime to time
in this department and preserved in the American theatre
scrap book, was the subject of the story, a genuine newspaper feature.
The idea was suggested by Mr. Albright, who wrote
a story for the purpose, but the city editor saw the feature
THE

value of it and rewrote Mr. Albright's original in terms
more glowing than the most optimistic exhibitor would
have confidence to employ. (Excerpts are hereinafter reproduced.)
The line of procedure followed to such satisfactory
end by Mr. Albright is open to every exploitation exhibitor. The value to the theatreman in thus having his efforts
in behalf of his patrons made the subject of a special newspaper feature is obvious.
All exhibitors should digest carefully the details of
the Albright achievement and act upon his suggestion that
thev utilize it for their own benefit.

kwTX

the manner of presentation

A and class of pictures shown,"
the Daily Post story begins,. '"Butte
ranks high among the other cities
of the United States, according to
Manager H. A. Albright of the
American theatre. In fact, Mr. Albright contends, Butte is in reality
setting the pace for many of the
larger towns and cities not only in
the west but in the entire country.
•' "Butte is right at the top and in
some respects is helping to set the
standard.7 said Manager Albright.
"For instance, take the American
theatre. Doesn't it show signs of
life and of pep? Isn't it just as we
advertise it to be. a leading theatre?'
"And, as if to prove his assertion, Manager Albright brought
forth a book of clippings gleaned
during the past year and a half
which told of the progressive work

being done by the
ager. All praised
showmanship and
progressiveness* in*

American manMr. Albright's
the American's
general.
*

k k A COUNT showed that Man* ager Albright had been
brought into the limelight fortyseven times," the story continued.
Clippings from the "Pathe Messenger" and similar publications
were also kept in Mr. Albright's
scrap book. "The Exhibitors
Herald, the progressive motion
picture exhibitors' trade paper published at Chicago, alone ran twentyone stories of Mr. Albright's innovations and originalities. Stories
ranged from one column by two
inches to one and two pages, making a grand total of seven hundred
and ninety-six magazine pages."
In commenting upon this phase
of the published story Mr. Albright

Paner

writes. "You will note how far
away the editor got when he improved my reference
inches.
I'd
given the
total as to796
column
inches." The story continues, in error as to figures.
"Were these assembled in one
continuous story and printed in
book form on five by seven inch
book stock, one hundred and sixty
pages would be required to carry
it. That would be a good sized text
book and a complete treatise on
theatrical advertising, exploitation
and showmanship.
"But Mr. Albright is not interested in writing a treatise. His efforts are rather centered on giving
Butte the best available entertainment presented in the most artistic
manner, to keep the American, as
he
says, photoplay
'in its position
Butte's
leading
house asand
the
home of Butte's
* best
* * music* "
r I 'HE abridged reproduction of
the newspaper feature supplies
practically all the material necessary for its duplication by any exhibitor who has exploited his
attractions in such manner as to
receive the required comment and
has preserved the clippings. Such
an exhibitor has but to prepare a
story similar in general outline to
that accorded Mr. Albright — a mere
sketch which will be rewritten by
the newspaper staff is preferable —
and present it to the city editor of
his paper.
The feature angle will not be
missed if the sketch is properly
written, and it is more than likely
that request for a photograph will
be forthcoming. At any rate it is
well to have one in readiness, unless the newspaper has already been
given a cut.
The figures in the Daily Post
story, though greatly in error, give
added strength to the narrative. A
certain dignity attaches to figures
in any such composition, and when
on page in
73) moderatradeisms (Concludtd
are employed
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Suggestions

^THE
HORSEMEN
THE APOCALYPSE,"
forthcoming
1 MetroFOUR
production,
indicated OF
by advance
report as worthya of
elaborate
presentation, contains the scene shown above. The special drops required for
such a setting may be prepared without great expense, and necessary tables and
chairs may be borrowed for the occasion. Two professional dancers may be
employed
for the
or interlude,
amateurs
the "atmosphere."
Characteristic
musicprologue
is available
in quantity,
allowingsupplying
great latitude
in selection.

in

the

Stills

Gilded
of "Thefeaturing
scenes
THE
t picture
a Paramoun
Lily,"opening
Mae Murray, are in Prizma color photography, the background of the above being
deep blue and the star's costume gold
tinsel cloth. A stage setting modeled
closely after the still should serve admirably for a spoken prologue employing
a reader or singer.

above still
the appearing
attired asDean
A GIRL
shows Priscilla
in
Universal's "Outside the Law," may be
sent about the city in a newspaper-storetheatre cooperative stunt of the "mystery
girl" type. A Rockford, 111., department
store, theatre and newspaper experienced
marked success with the enterprise, the
store donating tam-o'-shanters for the

T ARRY SEMON'S Vitagraph comedy, "The Hick," as represented by the
advance still reproduced above, offers opportunity for exploitation similar
to that widely employed in behalf of "Down on the Farm." An impersonator
in characteristic Semon costume may be sent upon the street carrying bucket
and milking stool and leading a balky bovine.. Attempts to milk the cow at
busy intersections should attract general attention.
purpose.
jmmmL.ismmmmmmmammmmm«iim
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Suggestions
in the Stills"
by First National
Pictures,

The publicity department of Associated First National Pictures, Inc., has displayed commendable cuterprise and appreciation of exhibit orial requirements in
inaugurating a policy of supplying well in advance of
publication date stills from forthcoming productions accompanied bystories pointing out presentation possibilities, adopting the method originated by this department in
the page headed "Showmanship Suggestions in the Stills."
The adoption of the idea reflects credit upon the organization, the success of the original page of exploitation
md presentation suggestions having thoroughly demonstrated its practicality. With still camera men espcciallx
commissioned to obtain photographs for the purpose designated great practical assistance may be given the exhibitor in planning his advertising campaign and presentation
in advance of playing date.
The initial effort of this type by First National has
been made in behalf of "The Old Swimmin' Hole,"
Charles Ray's forthcoming production. To show the sincerity with which the work has been undertaken an established rule has been set aside and the story issued, with
the reproductions of stills concerned, follozu exactly as
received.
The old-fashioned village school suggests itself
less obviously, perhaps, for use in a prologue with the
Charles Ray-First National feature, "The Old Swim-

Inc.

cats, or dead ones, into the teacher's desk, and tried to
drive him wild by their many devices."
Both "The Hoosier School-Boy" and "The Hoosier
School-Master,"' each revealing the small, old-fashioned
school in all its primitive picturesqueness, abound in
suggestions appropriate for a prologue to precede the
picturization of Riley's masterpiece. In all probability
the school that Riley attended as a youngster was very
like the one that Eggleston describes. It was in the
same state and in a rural district of the state. There is
no cat to be seen in Mr. Riley's film story, but Ezra,
by "swapping'' loose ends of cord and a top or two
with "Skinny"' (Lincoln Stedman) acquires a white
mouse, which he conceals beneath his shirt, and which,
of course, escapes. The ensuing scene may be easily
and effectively reconstructed — the disappearance of the
innocent four-footed culprit, the wrath of the teacher,
as he charges about in quest of a victim ; the terror of
the little girls, who, drawing their skirts about them,
seek safety on the benches, and the frank delight of
the boys in their successful efforts to heighten the general confusion.
There are suggestions, too, in "Ye Old DeestrickSkule" which, a few generations ago, was popular with

min' Hole," than does the stream named in the title
itself, yet it affords an opportunity for a pleasing contribution to the program capable of easy and inexpensive construction, and with the double advantage
that it would revive tender and intimate memories in
the minds of the women as well as the men in the
audience.
The teacher in the Ray picture is a hard taskmaster, just as are the teachers of all village and
country schools, in fiction at least. Such a one was the
instructor in Edward Eggleston's "The Hoosier SchoolBoy." Clutching a switch or a ruler — he uses the ruler
<>n Ezra's (Charles Ray's) hand in "The Old Swimmin'
Hole" — "he would walk up and down the schoolroom
>eeking a victim." Such is the perversity of human
mature that the effect, inevitably, was to arouse the
voungsters to additional acts of mischief and even
lownright meanness. "The brutality of a master,"
-ays Eggleston, "produces like qualities in the scholars,
rhe boys drew caricatures on the blackboard, put living
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amateur "talent"' in small towns. Strictly speaking, the
school in "The Old Swimmin' Hole" is not a district
school, yet the similarity is so strong that it is difficult
to draw a line of distinction. The blackboard must be
much in evidence, of course, and besides the caricatures
of the master it will be well to have a picturization of
"teacher's pet," the unconscious model for which probably was the only youth who wears a necktie. The
girls should be in short frocks, naturally, and with their
hair down their backs, and besides the presentation to
the more favored ones of candy hearts with "I Love
You" inscriptions there should be an occasional yanking
of braids by the "bad boy" of the class to make the situation realistic. Most of the boys should be barefoot,
and one, at least, should be bandaged as to his great
toe, to indicate contact with cockleburs. The crude
benches should be of the crudest and marked with initials. And, on the school door or in some other conspicuous place might appear two chiselled hearts, each
initialed, and the two pierced by a single love-dart.
The old-fashioned spelling bee, in which the pupils
choose sides and "spell down" is capable of reproduction, or, better yet, a few minutes might be devoted to
"speaking day," when the budding Ciceros strive to
orate and declaim but actually give a much more nearly
perfect demonstration of stammering, the other scholars
aiding and abetting them in this meanwhile. A few
lines from "Curfew Shall Not Ring Tonight," and "A
Soldier of the Legion" are certain to strike responsive
chords in every audience.
And when school "breaks up" for the day and the
some of his more fortunate class"bad boy" is kept in,
mates are certain to call back, from their positions of
safety outside the building "O — O — O — Skin-nay!" and,
as particularly appropriate to the picture about to be
shown. "Come on in. the water's fine !"

An effective comedy lobby effect gained by the Allen theatre,
St. Catherine, Ont., by basing the display upon a catchline.

Illuminated box banners carrying simply the title of the production in engagement were used in great number by the
management of the William Penn theatre, Chester, Pa.
Lighted
Title

Announcements
of Vitagraph

Give

Feature

w hTV:AD MEN TELL NO TALES," the title of the
JLx Vitagraph production, was made the chief
center of exploitation in a campaign recently conducted
by the William Penn theatre, Chester, Pa., and
illustrated herewith by a photograph taken during the
period of engagement. There are features of interest
in the methods used.
A strong drive was made on the title. No other
word matter was used prominently, and lighted announcements put forth that phrase, a potentially significant one, with exceptional force.
The boxed announcements used in great number
in front of the theatre are shown in the accompanying
illustration. Their effect upon passersby can be sensed
rather more effectively than described. The showmanship sense will bring home to readers the effective
appeal exerted by the display.
Report does not give other details of the campaign.
It is not stated that similar boxes were displayed
throughout the city, but the fact that such methods
would have heightened the effectiveness of the stunt
is sufficient
unto itself. The box idea permits of extensive elaboration.
Any title of similar forcefulness may be used by
exhibitors who adopt the William Penn idea. The
boxes are easily constructed of wood which is at hand
and muslin or other cloth obtainable at little expense.
Upon the outside of these the title of the picture
may be outlined in whatever color is chosen, red being
the obvious selection. Other copy may or may not be
added, according to individual taste.
It may be possible in many cases to gain permission
of the city to utilize certain electroliers for the purpose,
such a course being practical with attractions which
justify the end in some manner, as "What's Your
Hurry?" though "Dead Men Tell No Tales" is readily
identified with a traffic campaign where newspaper and
police co-operation is obtained.
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Staged

ByS.

B arret McC

BARRET

McCORMICK, a national figure by reason of his spectacularly effective showmanship methods applied at the Circle theatre, Indianapolis, Ind., and later at the Rivoli,

or mick

at New

Ambassador

* Toledo, O., thoroughly satisfied West Coast expectations when citizens of Los Angeles
were shown his first prologue staged at the New Ambassador theatre, illustrated herewith.
"Curtain," Katherine MacDonald's First National attraction, was the production accorded the
presentation.
The photograph reproduced above, showing the New Ambassador stage with the prologue
in progress, is ample proof of the reported fact that McCormick standards prevailed in the introductory feature. The back drop fade-in, which may be seen in the illustration, is not the least
novel or adaptable feature of the prologue. It is in itself a stunt of such promise that exhibitors
everywhere may benefit directly from the suggescion.
The initial McCormick presentation is in keeping with past accomplishments, familiar to
readers of this department by reason of many illustrated stories printed in past issues. Such
a circumstance was entirely according to expectations.
Los Angeles theatre managers, among the most uniformly progressive in the world, will undoubtedly exert every effort to parallel or eclipse the work of the newcomer.
An interesting contest should be the result, and in that contest should be produced many
innovations of great value to the theatre field. Exhibitors throughout the nation will watch
closely the developments of the situation and gain therefrom ideas of great practical value.
Indianapolis and Toledo theatregoers have been deprived of Mr. McCormick's genius. That
is regrettable as concerns them, but good for the trade.
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"Devil's

Angel
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This is a story of possibilities,
and of success that might have been
sensation. The scene is the Lyric
theatre, of Reading. Pa., and the
time is indefinitely established but
recent.

opening paragraph are practically
unlimited. There was material at
hand for extraordinary display of
originality and the exertion of tremendous drawing power through
city.
carefully prepared and displayed advertising in lobby and about the

"The Devil's Angel," the Clark Cornelius production, is to be advertised. Ithas been booked for a threeday run.
A quantity of excellent paper is
available for lobby use and the lobuj

Such was not done ; yet the picance. ture drew three days of big attendSpeculation as to what the box
office record would have shown had
other methods been used is interest-

A jeweled slipper displayed in the window of a Milwaueke shoe store to advertise "Cinderella's Twin," showing at
the New Strand.
Cinderella Slipper in
Milwaukee Window
Convention

Tie- Up

A convention of the National
Shoe Retailers' Association recently
held in Milwaukee, Wis., was capitalized by Ed. J. Weisfeldt, manager of Saxe's New Strand theatre,
the exploitation
in
Twin,"
to be shown ofat "Cinderella's
the theatre
the following week.
One of the novelties at the convention was an especially ornate
slipper, such as might have been
worn by Cinderella of the fable at
the grand ball, and this was obtained by Mr. Weisfeldt for display
in a window of the Walk-Over shoe
store.
W ith it was displayed a card stating that it was the slipper worn by
Viola Dana in the production of the
Front of the Lyric theatre, Reading, Pa., architecturally ideal for advertising purposes, during the engagement of "The Devil's Angel."

picture.
The idea may be adopted generallv.

is architecturally well suited to display purposes. An ornate composition of cutouts can be placed to
advantage, or specially mounted
posters can be effectually illuminated and advantageously displayed.
But these tactics are not used.
Instead, the paper at hand is used
in the most convenient manner, the
24-sheet being given the central position and the lesser posters set up
where least effort is required to
place them.
The picture opens. The first day
it is attended by big crowds. The
second day that experience is repeated, and the third sees no decrease in patronage.
The engagement is set down as
thoroughly successful.
The picture won its way.
The possibilities mentioned in the

display for Fox's "The Face
lobby
Cutout
Window,"
at Your
J. the Lincoln theaHill, N. at
tre, Union

ing but,
as isbox
all office
speculation,
tain. A new
record unceris one
of the possibilities. With the architectural facilities and the materials
at hand it is regrettable that something of that nature was not attempted.
Personal
S. B. M. — A splendid start.
M. L. K. — Setting almost perfect. Playlet sounds promising in pen and ink.
F. S. M. — What about the Anniversary? Congratulations.
L. K. S. — Letter arrived. Photos missing.
R. W. B. — Universal said it:
"Once a Plumber."
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Influence
and

Presentation

A thing that has not been done is
contemplated by man with doubt and
trepidation. Impractical, uimdvisable,
unnecessary and pointless are words
popularly employed as camouflage for
that state in which the exhibitor who
lias not tried exploitation and presentation exists.
A thing that has been loses its terrors. It is done again, and better, and
rapidly improved upon until satisfactory standards are established.
Powerful stimulant is necessary occasionally. An occasion which moves
the exhibitor to precedential effort is
of many-sided value.
MANY exhibitors who have not
heretofore tested exploitation or
presentation with more than lukewarm
enthusiasm, if at all, are making their
engagements of "Kismet," the Robertson-Cole production, the occasion
for unparalleled exploitation and presentation. Full page advertisements
are being used by men to whom a
quarter page formerly appeared unreasonable extravagance. Street exploitation isbeing tried out by showmen who formerly regarded the idea
as unfit for various reasons for their
adoption.
Presentation has reacted even more
noticeably to the stimulating effect of
the attraction. Exhibitors who have
never before devoted the slightest ef-

Despite lack of scenery, the Trent
theatre,
Trenton, N. J., staged an elaborate
"Kismet"
prologue.
fort in this direction are making thorough test of it with "Kismet" and
reaping the normal reward. Theatre?
without stages are overcoming this
difficulty by various interesting means,
and the "Kismet" engagements reported show marked uniformity in the
matter of methods employed.
Accompanying photographic repro-

ductions show the stage of the Trent
theatre, Trenton, X. J., with the prologue for "Kismet" in progress, and
the exterior of that playhouse while
the picture was in engagement.
Though scenery was not at hand for
prologue purposes, the management
was not stayed in its determination to
presentsiblethecircumstancespicture under the best posThis spirit of showmanship is essential todefinite progress. Obstacles
must be overcome if advance is to be
made, and the effort required to surmount them develops the strength and
resourcefulness of the man who puts
it forth.
"Kismet," were it one-tenth the production that it is, would be one of the
most valuable pictures of the year,
solely because of its marked effect
upon theatre exploitation and presentation. Such pictures are good for
the motion picture.

| Every Showman
"Yo—ur
[ Should Read

Oil paintings neatly displayed were employed to give dignity to Trent theatre lobby.

Picture
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Curtained
Lobby

and
Stage

Illuminated
Is Innovation

PAUL
NOBLE, managing director of the Liberty
theatre,E. Portland,
Ore., a master of stagecraft as
applied to presentation, accomplished a distinct innovation recently in behalf of "Curtain," -Kathcrine
.MacDonald's First National vehicle, transferring his
attention for the occasion to the lobby.
the box office Mr. Noble' suspended a box
stageAbove
of unusual
characteristics. The photograph reproduced herewith shows the general effect obtained,
but does not reveal the fact that a curtain was installed
in such manner as to ascend and descend at appropriate
intervals, disclosing and screening a scene showing
(Catherine MacDonald in cutout directing attention to
a sign announcing the engagement of the picture.
Footlights and borders of standard design were
also used" in the lobby stage, the effect of the rising
Drawn
To

Diary

Cards

Advertise

New

Prepared
Ray

Film

Lobby display cards of unusual design have been
prepared by Rrinkenhoff for Associated First National
Pictures, Inc., to be distributed in connection with "The
Old Swimmin' Hole," Charle's Kay's production based
upon the poem by James Whitcomb Riley. Reproductions presented herewith give in miniature the desigi.provided.
Exhibitors will doubtless achieve lobby novelty
of unusual degree. A new type of poster representation, the unique designs will doubtless be extensively
employed.
In design a tine effectiveness has been accomplished! The pictorial aspect of the whole is such as
to attract without divulging a great amount of the
subject matter. Closer inspection is necessary for the
complete grasping of the information presented, and
such is the display of the whole that closer inspection
is, easily forthcoming.
The cartoon and the straight pictorial attraction
combine to produce doubly strong appeal. On lobby
stand or in wall frame the cards are certain to attract
considerable attention. When that is accorded them
the business of convincing the beholder that the picture
is worthy of their attendance is passed on to the text.
A box stage, with foot and border lights and a curtain that rose
and descended at intervals, was effectively employed by
Paul Noble, manager of the Liberty theatre, Portland, Ore.
curtain being materially heightened by this device.
The test of the stunt is, of course, the business experienced, and in this case report is to the effect that
the test showed the stunt valuable.
Mr. Noble's work has been reported in this department frequently. The method he has perfected of deciding upon and producing presentation features was
set forth in detail some months ago. Other achievements have been recorded with uniform praise for work
well done.
His newest accomplishment is none the less distinctly an achievement. It has the unmistakable marks
of the showman, the thorough treatment and the clearly
defined purpose effected b){. decisive action.
. There is no reason i^ny:the stunt cannot be duplicated by other exhibitors, and with other attractions,
though the title, "Curtain," lends it particular effectiveness in this instance. Indeed, it may well be made a
permanent feature of the advertising policy.
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"A Fool There Was"

Artistry

in

Advertising
CKE
MLEO
er R,
l-known BRA
• welXE
post
artist, has done his first motion

"She Taught Them to Pray for Their
Father."

"The Dance of Folly."

picture work in behalf of "Man.
Woman, Marriage." Allen
Holubar's First National production, reproductions presented herewith showing results gained.
One thousand stills especially
posed in original sets served as
models for the artist, and reproductions incolor for lobby
frames will be provided in addition to billboard paper of all
sizes. M. Bracker's titles are
given in accompanying reproductions.

'When Men Fought Women"

"I'd Love to Wear It Always."

i:\HIBITORS
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Newsboy

Branford
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Featured

"Dinty"

Stunt

to and the scene does not require a
deep stage.
The freckled newsboy who impersonated "Dinty" is shown in another illustration. The make-up is
simple and effective, every city containing a youngster who possesses
the proper appearance. It is conveniently true that a boy of the
proper appearance is generally of
the proper temperament for the
work in hand. No great amount of
training is necessary to prepare him
for the work, repression rather than
stimulation being required in the
coaching of such a youth
The form which such a prologue
takes is almost entirely a matter of

One of the most effective lobby displays
in recent exploitation, arranged by the
Strand theatre, Nashville, Tenn.

"Fortune Teller"
Inspires Artistic
Lobby Decoration
"The Fortune Teller," the Uobertson-Cole production featuring
Marjorie Rambean, has produced
<ince publication some of the most
artistic lobby displays in theatre history. A number of these have been
reproduced in this department and
were the subject of close study by
exhibitors everywhere who realize
the importance of an attractive
theatre front.
Excelling in artistry and attractive
power all that have gone before, the
display reproduced herewith, that
used by the Strand theatre of Nashville, Tenn., represents the best type
of lobby endeavor.

The Branford stage setting, fashioned
after one of the scenes in the picture.
The Branford theatre, Newark, X.
J., a leader in successful showmanship despite the brevity of the period of its operation, conducted an
effective and easily adaptable presentation stunt for "Dinty," Marshall
Neilan's First National attraction.
Accompanying illustrations show
the essentials of the feature.
The Branford stage was set to
represent the background against
which much of the action is produced. In producing this set no
great amount of ingenuity was required and a minimum of expense
was entailed. The materials used
are such as anv exhihitor has access

Gladys Briggs, sole participant in the
"Dinty" prologue staged at the Strand
and
Ohio. Metropolitan theatres, Cleveland,
exhibitorial choice. Whatever such
a boy can do best is doubtless the
best thing to have him do. Naturalness is thus obtained, and for purposes of presentation in this case
the natural things that a boy of
proper qualifications likes to do are
precisely the things that are best
suited for introductory requirements.
The boy who impersonated Wesley Barry
for the Branford theatre prologue.
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The Branford method, use of the
natural, is the best method of
presentation.

The product shows plainly the important fact that great effort was
involved in its manufacture. Careful assembling
of and
parts,mass
minute
attention to detail
effects,
elimination of the cheap and concentration
. upon general purpose,
w ere necessary
The work and thought that went
into the display might have been
devoted to other channels, newspaper advertising, for instance, with
telling effect. It is doubtful if such a
campaign would have exerted better
effect than the display which it produced.
The:m- iiirdisplay
is a worthy work.
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Plunkett's
is

"Great

Adventure"

Contribution

With the steady improvement of presentation the
motion picture exhibitor, in the majority of instances unprepared byformer theatre experience, has found a cultiivtion of stagecraft necessary. The legitimate theatre itself has given valuable experience to many showmen who
have gone to it frankly for the knoidcdge of working
principles required, but not all motion picture men have
seen fit to seek it at that source.
The accounts of practical presentation carried in this
department are written with this condition in mind. The
terms utilised are the terms that any exhibitor can understand rather than the technical ones that might be employed for the few.
In such accounts the fund of exhibitor stagecraft is
constantly added to. There is no occasion for an exhibitor
to seek elsewhere the supposedly intricate but in realitysimple knowledge which is of practical use to him in preparing and executing prologues and other stage features.
JOSEPH PLUXKETT. managing director of the
strand treatre, New York, contributed valuable data
to the general fund of exhibitor stagecraft when he staged
his prologue for "The Great Adventure." the First National attraction starring Lionel Barrymore. The photographs reproduced herewith are rich in informative power,
showing the two important stages of the prologue from
the stagecraft viewpoint.
At first glance the two pictures appear identical. A
second inspection discloses the fact that the figure in the
frame has taken on life in the second photograph, a fortunate circumstance of photography retaining just a suggestion of the original figure, a suggestion not discernible

First phase of the transformation prologue staged by Joseph
Plunkett, managing director of the Strand theatre, New
York,
for "The attraction.
Great Adventure,"
Lionel
Barrymore"s
First National
(See other
photograph
for
transformation.)

to

Prologue

Exhibitor

Stagecraft

Second phase of Mr. Plunkett's prologue for "The Great Adthe canvas
figureandhaving
parent toventure,"
reveal
the flesh
blood been
figurerendered
by simpletransbut
effective manipulation of lights within and upon the front
of the frame.
in the actual staging of the transformation.
The mechanics of the transformation are simple,
though technical terms and line drawings might be employed to clothe them with such forbidding aspect as to
discourage the most courageous. A box frame, with muslin or some heavier stuff stretched tightly across the opening, is the first requirement. It is easily constructed by
any carpenter.
The figure of the girl is then painted upon the cloth
and the curtain draped across the front.
Lights are mounted upon the front of the frame, or a
spotiight may be employed as effectively, though the latter
arrangement renders a bit more difficult the transformation.
Lights are likewise placed within the box in such
position as to throw the figure of the singer there concealed into high relief, the inside lights coming into full
brilliance as the exterior lights are dimmed. The dimmer
apparatus used in effecting this change is a part of practically even- theatre's equipment, or can be dispensed
with without great loss of effect, the transformation in
that case being instantaneous instead of gradual.
The prologue may take whatever form talent at the
exhibitor's disposal dictates. A dream feature is the obvious suggestion, in which case the dark opening, the
fireplace solo, the vision and the reversion to the familiar
closing, is suggested. Both players may be required to
sing suitable numbers, or the man alone may carry this
portion of the work.
The actual form that the prologue shall take may be
determined after the picture has arrived at the theatre and
a private screening has been had. The affair can be
managed
isfaction. with but one or two rehearsals to thorough sat-
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HARRY SWIFT, Paramount exploitation representative at
Albany,
Y., arranged
for "Humoresque"
the only
musicN. store
in Oneida,thisN.display
Y., despite
the fact that thein
store is also an undertaking establishment. The window display
was maintained over a period of four days.

WAYLAND

H. TAYLOR, Paramount exploitation representative at Seattle, Wash., evolved this window stunt for
advertising
The studioandfurnishings
obtained from"Idols
stores ofin Clay."
the neighborhood
a sculptorwere
worked
with clay in easy view of the street from 11 a. m. until 5 p. m.
daily.
WHEN tiveAbner
Robinson,effected
New York
exploitation whereby
representafor Paramount,
an arrangement
the
"New
York
Telegram"
used
"Something
to
Think
About"
as
the name of a new editorial feature, the delivery wagons of the
publication carried banners announcing the innovation,

wwC WEET SINGERS OF THE STREET," recently staged
at Grauman's Million Dollar theatre,
opportunity for entertainment of various typesLosbyAngeles,
thirteen gave
performers. The general style of the feature is such as to recommend
it
for
use
when
an
added
attraction
of
no
specific
purpose
is desired.

THE Majestic theatre, Reno, Nev., owns a number of attrac
tive special billboards which are utilized for display of matter permitting of infrequent change. The copy for the Mary
Pickford productions is characteristic.
1
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A STORM

at sea was graphically represented in the entrance-wide display constructed by Ascher's Merrill theatre, Milwaukee, Wis., prior to the engagement of "Godless
Men," the Goldwyn production. An effective method of making advance announcements.

THE Alamo No. 1 theatre, Atlanta, Ga., photographed at
10 a. m., half an hour after opening, showing the attendance
drawn
by properly
advertising
Trails,"
Seliga
serial starring
Franklyn
Farnum,"Vanishing
which divided
spacethewith
Fox Sunshine comedy.

NOW PLAYING
^EARTHBOUND
THE MOST REMA»».A6LE AMAZING DRAMA OF THE UNSEEN VVORLD

*

4

ROY H. HAINES, manager of the First National branch at
O., arranged
with the theatre
"Cincinnati
paradeCincinnati,
of newsboys
to the Boulevard
to a Post"
showingfor ofa
"Dinty," Marshall Neilan's First National attraction.

A CUTOUT strikingly mounted and prominent!} displayed
served as centerpiece in the lobby display of the Queen
theatre,
for Goldwyn's
designed Houston,
cards wereTex.,
utilized
for the side"Earthbound."
panels and a Specially
specially
painted banner carried the big line.

BIANCO

KILLS

HIMSELF
..miiiBsvniu
nfSAMts
uww armDEtiu

♦ i Tell
Film Voifrrpwi*
Dead I Men
No Tales"

lent
\N extraordinary cutout display made up by the manageme
of the Orpheum theatre, Scotts Bluff, Neb., for the engaj
ment of "Forty-five Minutes From Broadway," CharlesengageRay's
?irst
National
attraction. The display provides new angles for
daptation.

Li

A SLIDE made up by Verner Hicks, manager of the Family
theatre, Marion, 111., to advertise "Dead Men Tell No
Tales," the Vitagraph picture. The newspaper clippings tie up
the picture with a local murder trial and suicide.
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theatre when occasion is such as to warrant it.
Perhaps the most notable step forward in presentation
was recorded at the Ziegfeld theatre, on Michigan Avenue,
when "Kismet," the Robertson-Cole production handled
for the premiere by Roderick Ross, was put in engagement on Saturday, January 22, at an admission charge of
$1,10 for the main floor, bull performances were advertised at 2:45 and 8:45, and half an hour before the first
performance the long lobby of the building was filled with
waiting patrons.
The stage was hung with black and gold drops and
cushions were placed about the floor. Two huge incense
pots flanked the proscenium and others were distributed
throughout the auditorium. Attendants and ushers were
dressed in Oriental costumes.
A concealed orchestra, advertised as consisting of
i unity pieces, introduced a contralto singer who sang
"Kismet," one of the few genuinely musical compositions
published in connection with motion pictures, in excellent
The Pantheon's school room prologue used for presentation of
"The Jucklins."
Exhibitors visiting Chicago have commented variously
upon the apparent discrepancy existing between operation
methods in use and patronage experienced . Despite a
scenting indisposition toward the more sensational type of
exploitation and presentation, practically every theatre is
found crozvded to capacity upon any and all occasions.
The indisposition is not one of choice, but in most
cases of necessity. Recent events prove this conclusion
beyond question.
CHICAGO theatres are, for the most tart, constructed
as to practically
t'orhid presentation
save inof such
the manner
more modest
variety. Comparatively
few
houses have stages of any sort, and those properly equipped
are being put to use with more and more regularity.
Photographs reproduced herewith show the stage of
the Pantheon theatre, the leading Lubliner & Trinz house,
upon three recent occasions, the Christmas, New Year's
and "Jucklins" features being in progress. They are
typical of the work which is done in this phase of the

An incident in the Pantheon mas
stage
holiday.observation of the Christ-

Stage of the Pantheon feature
theatre,in Chicago,
progress. with the New Year's

voice. Following her exit, nine classic dancers performed
a pantomime which lasted some ten or twelve minutes,
after which the drop was parted and the picture screened.
Another sign of the increasingly favorable trend of
theatre thought was seen in the presentation given a two
reel Sennett comedy in which the bathing girls figured
prominently in the Shakespeare theatre, a neighborhood
house, where six girls in appropriate costume sang, danced
and paraded upon tbe stage, unfortunately not equipped
with scenery or provision for the same.
At tbe Covent Garden, another Lubliner and Trinz
bouse. "The Mark of Zorro" was presented with more
pretentious special features. The costumes worn by the
cast were made the connecting link in this instance, and
considerable enthusiasm is reported as being aroused by
the innovation.
All are favorable indications of the proper exhibitorial
.'.ttitude. The tendency toward genuine presentation was ,
never so marked as at present. And the course followed
in other cities will be traversed rapidly by Chicago theatre
men, necessary remodeling and other preparations being
dependent
mination. solely upon the forming of the inevitable deter-
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Makes

Star

''Photograph by EXHIBITORS HERALD staff photographer)
CHAS. STEINMAX. manager of the New Atlantic
theatre, Brooklyn. X. Y.. experienced marked
success with the specially arranged personal appearance
of Alma Rubens, star of "Thoughtless Women," the
Pioneer production, at a recent showing of that
attraction. The photograph reproduced herewith shows
the arrival at the theatre of the star, accompanied by
Chas. (joodman, her director.
In a report printed in the "What the Picture Did
for Me" department of this publication, issue of Feb.
5, Mr. Steinman characterized, the attendance upon that
night as "a big audience." That is the sort of attendance invariably reported when stars are present at the
screening of pictures in which they appear.
It is significant in this connection that recent news
of the industry has contained a larger percentage of
personal appearance stories than met with at any
previous period in theatre history. In this connection
the personal appearance tour of George Beban comes
readily to mind, and similar events of lesser magnitude
follow.
The proposition of established custom arises naturally. Little difficulty seems involved in the standardization of a definite star appearance policy by any
standard producing or distributing company.
Were each such organization to keep but one of
its stars upon the road, alternating to conform to production schedule, every theatre in the country could be
iccommodated at reasonable intervals. Too frequent
stellar appearance is not conducive to the best results.
The arrangement suggested should just about satisfy
dl parties concerned.
The proposition is interesting. It is only a proportion, but it will not be surprising it announcement to
:he effect that such a course has been adopted is made
it any time by one or more companies.

I
§

Fay Tincher appeared at the Riaito and Mc-

|

j
|
1
1
I
|
j
|

Vicker's theatres, Chicago, during the week of
January 24-30. following screening of selected
scenes from a recent comedy, under the auspices
of the Pioneer Film Corporation of Illinois. Following several minutes of comment upon studio
conditions she concluded with a request that
patrons ask proprietors of their favorite theatres
to book her pictures.

|
|
I
j
|
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§
|

|
j
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|
|
I

Classical music is being capitalized as a special
feature of programs at the Strand theatre. Brooklyn, N. Y.. which gives E. L. Hyman. manager,
opportunity to write letters to school teachers in
his territory, as well as music teachers, encouraging attendance of their pupils especially interested.

I
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|
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"The Love Light." Mary Pickford's United
Artists production, due to the success experienced
with "The Mark of Zorro," was exhibited simultaneously at the Clemmer and Winter Garden
theatres. Seattle, Wash.
The box office record
set by the Fairbanks vehicle was broken, a new
record for both houses being established. The
theatres combined their advertising in a single
full page and small boxes throughout each edition
called attention to that display.

|
\
1
j
|
|
|
|
§
|

A folder constituting six pages and fisting cur| rent attractions at "loop" theatres is being pub:
| lished by Jones, Linick & Schaefer, four pages
| being devoted to advertising the theatres con| trolled by that concern in Chicago.

|
|
j
|

A Prizma prologue for George H. Davis' feature. "Isobel or the Trail's End." is being sold
to independent distributors through the C. B. C.
Film Sales Corp. The Standard Film Exchange
of Kansas City. Mo., which also handles the feature. has purchased distribution rights to the
prologue for western Missouri and Kansas.

|
|
j
j
j
§

A red card upon which was printed "You Are
| Wanted at Headquarters" was distributed in au| tomobiles parked in Casper. Wyo.. by Rae Barnes,
| manager of the Hub theatre, in advertising the

§
|
f
|

Crowded
Appearance
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|
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|
|
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j
|
|
|

Universal attraction. "Wanted at Headquarters." I
Police arrested Mr. Barnes, but explanation of I
the purpose of the stunt obtained his release — I
and considerable newspaper publicity.
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^startling
~ ever rapidity
forged asto John
the front
withwhose
such
M. Stahl,
special, "Sowing the Wind," starring
Anita Stewart, has been selected by Associated First National Pictures as one of
the "Big Five" productions of the coming
year, thereby ranking it with "Passion,"
"The Kid," "Man, Woman and Marriage" and "The Oath." His rise to prominence in the cinema world has been
decidedly meteoric, but by no means
transitory, for in a quiet way Stahl has
for some time been turning out fine
productions.
But it has only been within the past
year that his work has attracted from
producers, distributors and exhibitors the
attention it deserved. Previous to that
he had produced under his own direction
such box office winners as "Wives of
Men," "The Woman Under Oath" and
"Women Men Forget," and those on the
inside recognized in him a genius that
was sure to land on the top.
Then came "The Woman in His
House,"the which
on itsthat
pre-views
toith
prediction
it wouldbrought
prove
one of the really big productions of
which the screen has boasted. This prediction has already been borne out in
a dozen or more cities.
* * »
It was at a showing of this production
at Hotel Alexandria, Los Angeles, the
other evening that Stahl offered one of
the rare opportunities of getting him to
talk about his work and ambitions.
"I have never really known why any
director should
talk about hjs work, for
in no line of endeavor does a man's
product speak for itself so eloquently as
does that of a motion picture director,"
he
"Whether
product
speaks
wellsaid.
or ill
of itselfthatdoes
not matter.
The tact remains that millions of picture
fans are ready and even eager to listen,
and regardless of what the director himself may say, it is only what his production says that counts.
"I
have
to Imake
good
pictures for been
a long trying
time, and
say trying
advisedly, for despite the generous re-

Louis B. Mayer announces that
future pictures directed by John M.
Stahl will be presented as John M.
Stahl Productions. They will be
all star specials for publication by
Associated First National. Stahl
directed Anita Stewart in "Sowing
the Wind," which is one of First
National's first group of "Big
Five" pictures,
as well
other
Mayer
productions.
It is as
intended
to produce the Stahl pictures on
a lavish scale. Plans now are being completed for the initial film.

Been

H. LEAHY

PICTURE director has

Mayer to Present
StahrProduction
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Stahl

Rise in the Film Industry Has
Decidedly Meteoric
BY

XTO MOTION

M.

T () R S

ception accorded by the public to some
of my productions, I have never succeeded to the point where I felt satisfied.
I believe that most directors feel as I
do in this regard, and I venture the
opinion that even Griffith is not wholly
satisfied though
with
his 'Way
East,' althe public
has Down
enthusiastically
placed its stamp *of »approval
upon it.
*
"The first great difficulty a director
finds is the apparent inability of the
average continuity writer to produce a
perfect script. It U true that some of
..iir greatest writers arc i^w engaged in
work for the screen, butjjlu^lristter how
great a writer may be. lie must have a
thorough knowledge of screen technique
in addition to his literary talents. The
writing of a continuity is simply the
cutting of a picture before it is shot, and
unless a writer has vision enough to do
this he cannot possibly succeed.
" \nother difficulty encountered is the
lack of time allowed a director to prepare
his story before shooting. No legitimate
producer with as little as $10,000 invested
would think of launching his production
without rehearsing his players for several
weeks. Vet the motion picture producer
with ten times that amount at stake wil!
hand his director a script assemble a
cast and order the camera v»'ork to begin
almost immediately. This is all wrong,
for when the camera starts to grind
the players should be as familiar
with the story and their lines and business as a legitimate company is when
staging a first-night performance.
"But if the preparation of a story is
important the cutting of the picture is
even more so. I consider this operation
quite as important as the actual shooting, for no matter how effective the
photographed scenes arc, the whole
punch and drama of a story can be lost
by misplacing them. And the cutting
of a picture is just as much the work of
the director as the actual shooting. A
director may delegate this work to another, but you may be sure the result is
never as satisfactory as if the director
had done it himself.
* * *
"I would like to say a word about the
exploitation and distribution of pictures.
I've noticed that many companies spend
fabulous sums in popularizing a trademark of some kind, after the fashion of
Sterling in connection with silver. Tiffany
as regards jewelry, etc. But I do not
believe this kind of advertising can ever
be effective in connection with pictures.
For motion picture production is not a
mechanical process. There can never be
a uniformity of standard such as you
find in silver, jewelry, clothing and other
trade-marked goods.
"Picture making is an art despite its
commercial aspect, and the fact that a
company has turned out under its established trade-mark a few big productions
does not guarantee a thing as to its
future product. Each picture must live
or die on its own individual merits. You
might as well expect a Raphael or a
Gainsborough to turn out masterpieces
to order on schedule as to expect a producer to maintain a fixed standard in
his pictures. He may strive hard to do
so. but temperament is such an element

.loll \ M. STAHL
Wkiwc pictures
MajfrM. hereafter will Up forknowni »n» it.John
Stahl
rrodurlioiiK.
in his calculations that he himself is
never sure of the result. The public thoroughly realizes this fact and are no longer
influenced in its selection of motion picture entertainment by tiade-marks. They
w ill flock to see good pictures made by
a new or unknown producer and stay
away from the bad picture offered under
some
Stahlwell-known
is now attrade-rpark."
the Louis B. Mayer
studio in Los Angeles, working on the
first of a series of pictures to be issued
through Associated First National as
John M. Stahl specials.
"A Slave Of Vanity" Said!
To Be Generally Popular
As the time for the publication of "The
Mistress of Shenstone," Pauline Frederick's second Robertson-Cole special,
approaches, the distributing company reports an increasing satisfaction in the
manner in which the first production, "A
Slavesecond.
of Vanity," is paving the way for
the
Everywhere the first picture, which is
based on "Iris." by Sir Arthur Wing
Pinero, is said to be pleasing exhibitors
and their patrons. The star is supported
by Nigel Barrie. Willard Louis. Maude
Louis,Hanforth
Daisy Robinson,
Ruth
and HowardArthur
Gave. Hoyt,
Ziegfeld's First Feature
Is Ready for Distribution
W.
Ziegfeld's
reachedK. the
screen. initial production ha?
After filming at the Peerless studios.
Fort Lee, N. J., titling and cutting. "The
Black Panther's Cub," starring Florence
Reed and directed by Emile Chautard,
has just been completed. Others of the
cast are Tyrone Power, Earle Foxe, Norman Trevor, Henry Stephenson, William
Roselle. Paula Shay, Mile. Dazie, Ernest
Lambart and a score of others. The
story was written by Ethel Donoher. a
stage writer, and the scenario prepared
wright.
by Philip Bartholmae, celebrated playPlan February Opening
DES MOINES. IA.— According to
present
new Strand
theatre
be openedplans
on the
or about
February
1. will
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Interests Declare That Report of Confusion
Chaos Is a Malicious Misrepresentation
of a Natural Readjustment

and

Stories of depression, even chaos, in the motion picture industry have
been published broadcast in the daily press. Such statements have not
been disseminated unheeded. Production interests have taken stock of
themselves. They have summarized following surveys the situation as it
now exists within their own organizations.
The consensus of opinion is that calamity howlers are behind the
reports. Such rumors of depression and chaos are branded as "malicious
misrepresentation of a natural readjustment of abnormal conditions."
First National Points to Great Activity
Associated First National declares that statements made in the daily
press
are "ridiculous
misleading."
As ain foundation
for thisstudios
belief
a summary
of the work and
being
carried forward
eight independent
on the W est Coast is cited. On the assumption that the activity at these
eight plants is representative of the general situation. First National
executives see no cause tor concern.
Robert W. Priest, president of the Film mediocre, pictures, all of which could not
J. L. FRIEDMAN
Market,misticisviewanother
who takesandan ofoptiabsorbed
by thethatregular
disof the condition
the possibly betributors,
and so it was
the state
Who ha*attend
departed
for «anmeetine.
Francisco to
Federated
future of the industry.
right buyer or independent exchange
man came into his own. Excess of proReports Are Exaggerated
duction in motion pictures creates the
Friedman Leaves for
same result as excess of production in
"Any
depression
in
the
motion
picture
Convention in Frisco
business at this time." he stated, "is ex- any other business — the less desirable
ag erated in its importance and is the product necessarily becomes a drug on
Members of Federated Hold
result of wilful and malicious misrepresentation, ignorance or selfish aggravaFirst Annual Meeting
tion of a natural readjustment of the market."
This Month
abnormal
conditions."
"Forbidden Fruit" Breaks
The First
National summary show?
Joseph L. Friedman, president of CeleRecords At N. Y. Rivoli
that
Marshall
Neilan.
in
producing
his
brated Players Film Corporation of ChiCecil B. DeMille's newest Paramount
cago and executive head of Federated latest picture for the companv. "Bob
Placer," and
required
serv- production. "Forbidden Fruit." which
Film Exchanges of America, has de- Hampton
ices of 2.000of persons
used a the
dirigible
opened its New York pre-issue engagement at the Rivoli theatre recently, broke
parted for San Francisco to attend the balloon for photographing large scenes
all records for receipts on the opening
first annual meeting of the state right which extended over miles of country.
day. exceeding the amount grossed by
organization.
Big Sets Are Used
The convention opens on February S.
John Barrymore in "Dr. Jekyll and Mr.
Only recently Federated acquired for
Hyde." bythe
In producing Katherine MacDonald's
holder,
S5S4.previous Sunday record
distribution the Ford Weekly. Special next
picture.
"Stranger
Than
Fiction."
First
National
points
out
that
a
large
On Monday the mark reached was just
Pictures. Chester comedies and Wal- amount of talent is employed. Several
An important an- big scenes are required.
greene productions.
under
the Labor
figures Day
for Washington's
Birth-of
nouncement concerning new product may
nay and
last year, both
At the other studios where First Na- which holidays fell on Mondaj-. and Parabe expected following the Frisco meeting.
tional stars and producers are working
mount states that the DeMille oicture is
Following adjournment of • the conthere is normal activity. In several of certain to break all previous Rivoli recvention Federated members will motor
to the various producing centers in the the productions extraordinary" sets are reords for a total week's attendance.
No effort to arbitrarily econosouther- part of California.
mize is inquired.evidence.
Among the productions being made
Si Greiver On Tour With
for First National, in addition to those Universal Prides Itself
Prints of Cuneo Features
On Gladys Walton Film
already mentioned. 2re Charles Ray's
Iron": the Louis B. Mayer pic"Rich
Girl. Poor Girl." the five-reel
Si Greiver of Russell-Greiver-Russell '"Scrap ture.
''The Tornado." starring Anita
feature just issued by Universal, with
is engaged in a nation-wide tour of state Stewart, supported b\\ several hundred
Gladys
Walton
in the starring role, is
right exchanges. He has with him prints extras: "The Sky Pilot." which is being
said by Universal executives to be one
of Lester Cuneo's latest pictures, "The directed by King Vidor: Sidney FrankRanger and the Law" and ''Lone Hand
lin's adaptation of Andrew Soutar's of the best pictures ever offered to exWilson."
"Courage." and Mr. and Mrs. Carter
hibitors bythat
The star's
two
He will return to the Chicago office of DeHaven
leading men
are company.
Antrim Short
and Harin "The Girl in the Taxi."
the organization within a month and will
old
Austin.
Others
in
"the
cast
are
GorBusiness Is Good
don McGregor. Wadsworth Harris. Toe
then start on a second tour embracing
President Priest, in continuing his Neary and C. W. Herzinger.
"the Western and Mid-Western exchanges.
^It is expected that he will have with him optimistic expression of the present situation, declared:
:on his second trip the first prints of
Victor Fleming In East
"Gasoline Alley." the new animated Kins
"Motion picture theatres everywhere
'cartoon, the first issue of which is ap- are doing pood business and conse. preaching completion.
ouently require good pictures to supply
With "Wife Insurance"
a two where
months'thestay
their demands. Film rentals unquestion- andAfter
Mexico,
mobin California
scenes of
ably are now cheaper, because exhibitors,
Enid Theatre Opens Soon
for the first time, find it possible to fill "Wife Insurance," the John EmersonAnita Loos special production, were
• ENID. OKLA— The new Billings their needs without submitting to oppresmade. Victor Fleming, director, has resion and dictation. State right buyers
theatre, being completed at Independence
turned to New York.
street and Maple avenue, with Walter are directly responsible for this position
He brought with him approximately
Billings as manager, has had its opening of the exhibitor.
13.000 feet of film, which will go to the
date tentatively set for February 15. It
"The wonderful prosperity of the past cutting
rooms of the Tulmadge studios
will cost approximately $200,000 and will three years served to promote an unusuallv large number of good, as well as tor condensation to five reels.
have a seating capacity of 1.40O
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By J. B.
New York City, Feb. 1, 1921.
Henry
Cole,
genial Picture
and "spiritual"
host at the B ronxtheMotion
Theatre
Owners Association ball, which was held
at Hunts Point Casino, has recently been
given
sobriquet of "Cuck-Coo" by his
intimatethefriends.
* * *
John Bolte, vice-president of the Bronx
M. P. Association, looked the part of one
"to the manor
dignity
wasmost
refreshing and allborn."
told heHis
is one
of the
cultured looking gentlemen we have seen
for a long time as a V. P. of a motion
picture association. * * *
Rlbye DeRemer was the shining light at
the ball, and as usual she captivated all by
her personal charm* and
* *physical perfection.
J. C. Jossey, special representative of Arrow Film Corporation, has said goodby to
Broadway and returned to his headquarters
in Chicago. Mr. Jossey has been Fast
since the holidays. * * *
M. B. Horwitz, who operates six theatres
in Cleveland, Ohio, is among the out-oftown visitors to Broadway.
* * *
Eulalie Jensen, playing the leading role
in the all-star David G. Fischer special, "In
the
Shadow
Dome," shortly
to be
released,
and ofnowthe engaged
in portraying
the Nance O'Neil role of Raimunda in the
picturization of "The Passion Flower," was
at first considered too young for this role.
But Miss Jensen cleverly tricked Time by
applying, with assiduous care and much
skill, a ten-cent piece to the makeup under
her eyes. She brought into vivid relief
shadows that did the ageing work of years.
And this is no dime
* • novel
* story, either.
Robert Schable, who plays the heavy
lead in a big episode of "Blind Wives," the
Fox special, and who has just completed
work as the heavy lead in "Without Limits," a George
production,
not always
been D.theBaker
disliked
third of has
the
screen triangle. For ten years Schable was
John Drew's stage director, and acted in a
similar capacity for Ethel Barrymore.Nazimova, Marie Doro and others. Schable's
drifting into heavy leads in motion pictures
was an instantaneous matter — George Fitzmaurice, Charles Maigne, and other noted
directors recognizing in him precisely the
type to put the punch into the story. And
for several years now Schable has been doing the "heavy punch" act. Among his big
1920 releases are "On With the Dance,"
"The Stolen Kiss," "The Romantic Adventuress," "Blind*Wives"
* * and others.
Vignola Back From Bahamas
Robert G. Vignola has returned to New
York with his company from the Bahama
Islands, where he spent three weeks "shooting" exterior scenes for his n'ext Cosmopolitan-Paramount special, "Redemption
Cove," by Donn Byrne.
"I have nothing to say about the trip,"
said
Vignola.happened.
"Nothing We
unusual
worth Mr.
mentioning
met noor
titled or important personages ; we weren't
lost at sea in a storm ; we weren't wrecked
on a deserted shore ; we weren't attacked
by pirates and robbed of our jewels, including out imported porcelain necktie ; we
weren't presented with the key to the city.

nor were any holidays declared in honor
of
our arrival
we weren't
giant
sharks
while ; bathing
in attacked
the well byknown
surf, nor were we saved by a beautiful
maiden with a million dollars in the bank
and no living relative. Seriously, it was a
quiet, uneventful trip. We worked hard
and we got some very effective results."
Reminded of the report that he and his
company were almost killed or seriously
injured when a cliff collapsed, Mr. Vignola
deprecated the incident and said :
"We're back in little old New York, safe
and sound, aren't we? What else is there
to say? orBesides.
what's friends
an unexpect
ed
ducking
two ,among
anyway?
The weather was so hot that all of us
except Mr. Lincoln and Miss Owen worked
in our bathing suits. Can you imagine anything sweeter when you're in a bathing suit
than a dip in the tropic surf?"
In the Vignola party were E. K. Lincoln
and Miss Scena Owen, who play the male
and female leads, Phil Carle and Russell
Mathias, assistant directors; Al Liguori,
cameraman, and a staff of technical aids.
Mr. Vignola is now putting the finishing
touches to the production, the release date
for which will be announced later.
* » *
Charles J. Geigerich is again with Lee
Kcedick, for whom he publicized Guy
Hmpey of "Over the Top" fame, and Lieut.
Pat O'Rrien.
is looking
the publicity for the He
lecture
tours after
of Gilbert
K.
Chesterton, the noted English author, and
Claire Sheridan, the sculptor, who modeled
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Lenine, Trotsky, aud other revolutionary
leaders.
♦ * *
Malrice Meyers will leave for Los Angeles on a business trip within the next
two weeks.
♦ * *
My wireless correspondent flashes the
following : W. A. Gibson of the Australasian Films. Ltd., and S. F. Doyle of Union
Theatres, Ltd., expect to sail on the S. S.
Niagara about February 3 for the United
States on a tour of inspection of American
theatres.
♦ * *
Benjamin Hicks of the Apollo Films,
Ltd., sailed for London Jan. 28. Mr. Hicks,
or "the Captain," as he is called by his
friends because he was given a badge and
credentials to act as such by Chief Flynn,
is an American but he has lived in London
for twenty years, as a result of which he
speaks the language of the country like a
native.
"Passion Flower" Ready
For Issue in February
In "The Passion Flower," scheduled
for February issue, Norma Talmadge is
promised to offer one of the most interesting roles of her career.
The story was written by Jacinto
Benavente, hailed as Spain's greatest living novelist. Nance O'Neil is this season
playing the part of Raimunda, the
mother, in the stage interpretation of the
play. Miss Talmadge will appear as
Acacia, the daughter, whose prominence
is stressed in the picture. The story is
a romance of Castilian peasant life.
Adjust Theatre Insurance
SPRINGFIELD, MO. — The damage
to the Landers theatre building by fire
on December 18 has been adjusted for
$:15,000. The rebuilding of the theatre
is expected to start at an early date.
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New
York's Livest Pick-up Service
THE ONE important link between the exhibitor and the producer
is the fellow who delivers the theatre's daily show, and no city
in the world boasts a better service than that furnished by the
Prudential Film Delivery Co. of New York. This company, of which
Joseph M. Seider is general manager, serves theatres in Brooklyn,
Hudson county, Essex county, Elizabeth, N. J., and Orange, N. J.,
besides Manhattan proper.
It also owns and operates the New
Amsterdam theatre, Newark, N. J., and the Pearl and LeRoy theatres,
Brooklyn.

|
§
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|
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In addition to picking up and delivering films, Mr. Seider often
renders the theatreman valuable service by paying for his films in
case he has neglected to send a check for them, thus obviating the
closing of his house. In all of these transactions, involving thousands
of dollars, Mr. Seider has never lost a cent.

|
j
|
j

I Fleet of autos used by Prudential Film Delivery Company, New York city, j
standing in front of the Mecca building, Longacre Square.
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Production

President of Company in Reply Declares Prominent
Writers Have Made It Possible for the
Industry to Score Achievements
In laudatory terms members of Emi- are May Collins, Richard Dix, Stuart
nent Authors, at a luncheon tendered at Holmes, Raymond Hatton and Marcia
Manon. Will Rogers, Director Clarence
Culver City, Cal., by Samuel Goldwyn,
Badger and members of their company
president of Goldwyn Pictures Corporation, declared that the president was the are in New Orleans taking exterior
first producer to bring authors into close
"An Unwilling
Hero." Victor
Tom forMoore
and Director
personal touch with the production of scenes
their stories.
Schertzinger have returned from New
York where they took exteriors for
Present at the luncheon and among
those who talked were Rupert Hughes, "Made in Heaven." Rapid progress is
Mary Roberts Rinehart, Gertrude Ather- being made on Charles Kenyon's "The
ton, Rita Weiman, Leroy Scott, Gouver- Alibi," directed by Frank Lloyd, with
neur Morris and Katherine Xewlin Burt. House Peters, Irene Rich, Sidney Ainsworth, DeWitt C. Jennings, Gertrude
They declared that they had been won
over to an enthusiastic support of the Claire and William Friend in the cast.
screen and that they were ready to give
Leroy Scott is assisting in the producthe fullest cooperation in developing motion of his first screen story, "The Xight
tion pictures as a medium for artistic ex- Rose," which Wallace Worsley is directing. Leatrice Joy plays the leading
pression.
feminine role and Lon Chaney has a Dorothy Gish in n scene from "The Ghost
Studio Is Activity
in the Garrett,** a Xfw Art Film Compart similar to his Blizzard in Gouverpicture for
Paramount issue. F.
Richardpany Jones
directed.
The keynote of Mr. Goldwyn's reply neur Morris' "The Penalty."
was
that
"had
not
prominent
writers
come to the screen we would not have
made the progress which we have New York Scenes Being
English Shakespearean
achieved." In addition to the authors
and other members of the Goldwyn proMade by Emerson-Loos
Actor in "Great Day"
ducing forces, some twenty-five magazine
Members of the cast of the John EmerWhen "The Great Day," one of the
and newspaper writers attended.
productions
Ford studio
made offorFamous
Parason-Anita Loos special, "Wife InsurThere is no indication of any lull in
mount at theHugh
London
ance," have arrived in New York from Players-Lasky
activities at the Culver City studios where
Producers, Ltd.,
two productions have just been begun. the coast to make Eastern scenes. In- is shown in thisBritish
country, the American
cluded
in
the
company
working
in
the
They are "The Old Nest" and "The
East are Basil Sydney and Tom Wilson. public will se*e as the featured player a
Bridal Path." Rupert Hughes, who is Emerson
prominent English stage actor, Arthur
and Miss Loos arrived ahead
Bourchier. He has gained wide fame
supervising the editing of "Dangerous
of
their
company
to
prepare
the
scenes.
throughout
the British Empire as a
Curve Ahead," wrote the continuity for Meanwhile, other parts of the picture are
"The Old Nest" from his novel of the being filmed in California and Mexico
Shakespearean
and an interpreter
same name and turned it over to Reg- under the direction of Victor Fleming. of comedy rolesplayer
in lighter drama.
inald Barker for production with a cast
including Mary Alden, Dwight Crittenden, Johnny Jones, Lucille Rickson and
Buddy Messenger.
Moore Back in West
Universal' s "Outside the Law"
Is
Booked
Over Entire U. B. O. Chain
E. Mason Hopper was chosen to direct
"The Bridal Path," in the cast of which
ing crowd that bought out the house be"Outside the Law," the Universalfore 11 campaign
o'clock.wasAncarried
elaborate
Jewel production starring Priscilla Dean,
on inexploitaBoston
has been booked over the entire U. B. O. duringtionthe
week preceding this opening,
circuit in New York City, comprising directed by Harry Reichenbach.
Unique Lobby Used
twenty-six first-class theatres. The opening run of the feature in New York
The quadruple premiere was accompanied by forceful exploitation in the
was at B. S. Moss' Broadway theatre,
startling fronts and lobby diswhere the picture drew large crowds dur- form of
plays for the four theatres. Although
ing the week of January 16.
engaging them only for one day, UniverThis run was preceded by the unique
sal constructed prison fronts for the thepremiere arranged by Universal, whereby
atres, masking their entrances with canvas painted to resemble the walls of a
"Outside the Law" appeared simul- prison. The effect on Broadway was
taneously in the Lyric-, the Astor, the striking and did much to crowd the
Longacre and the George M. Cohan the- theatres.
atres, New York City, for one day only —
The first public showing of "Outside
the Law" was in the Superba theatre,
Sunday, January 16.
Los
Angeles. The picture is now in its
Plays Simultaneously
fifth week at that house. Tod Browning
Following the successful week at the was author-director of the film.
Broadway, the new Priscilla Dean picture was shown during the week of
Realty Heads on Tour
January 23 at the Eighty-first Street theOMAHA.
W. R. McFarland
atre, New York, and at the Flatbush and Sam H. NEB.—
Goldberg, representing the
theatre, Brooklyn. "Outside the Law"
was the only picture booked in New York World Realty Company, are making an
City in two leading theatres at the same extensive trip to gather ideas for construction of the motion picture theatre
time during that w-eek. In addition to
its two seven-day showings, it also was that they expect to build at the northexhibited for four days in the Prospect
west corner of Fifteenth and Douglas
theatre, Brooklyn.
AX\A ft. XILSSOX
streets. Construction will begin in the
The
next
big
presentation
of
the
film
Lead in the all-star production "Temple was made at the Park theatre, Boston, spring. The company now operates the
Dusk."" madethrough
by Sawyer
distributed
Metro.and Lubin and where it opened January 24 to a morn- Sun, Moon and Muse theatres.
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Goldwyn Issues List
Of Films Available
For Current Booking
Goldwyn directors are now putting the
finishing touches on seven interesting
productions, while six other pictures are
either in production or about to get
under way. The pictures now being finished are Reginald Barker's production,
"Snowblind," with an all star cast including Russell Simpson, Mary Alden,
Cullen Landis and ..Pauline Starke;
Frank Lloyd's production of "A Tale of
Two Worlds," with J. Frank Glendon,
Leatrice Joy and Wallace Beery in the
leading roles; "Don't Neglect Your
Wife," S.with
Julienne
and
Lewis
StoneMabel
heading
the cast,Scott
directed
by Wallace Worsley; "Boys Will Be
Boys," story starring Will Rogers, directed by Clarence Badger; "Mr. Barnes
of New York," starring Tom Moore, directed by Victor Schertzinger; "Dangerous Curve Ahead," with Helene Chadwick in the featured role, directed by E.
Mason Hopper, and the twelfth of the
Booth Tarkington "Edgar Comedies,"
featuring 12 year old Johnny Jones, directed by Paul Bern.
The six productions now getting under
way include Reginald Barker's "The
Old Nest," Will Rogers in "An Unwilling Hero." Lon Chaney in "The Night
Rose." Frank Lloyd's production of "The
Alibi" with House Peters and Irene Rich
in leading roles, Tom Moore in "Made
in Heaven," and "The Bridal Path" with
Richard Dix in the leading male role.
Johnny Hines Scores Hit
With Cleveland Patronage
Reports from Cleveland, where
Johnny Hines made personal appearances in the Loew theatres and other
principal houses, was that he drew
crowds which tested the capacities of
the theatres. The Torchy comedies, published through Educational, have proven
popular in the Cleveland territory where
they have reached almost a 100 per cent
bookings, it is announced.
Following a week in that section.
Hines went to Cincinnati to appear at
the Libson and other principal theatres,
devoting a portion of the week to appearing inDayton, Akron, Hamilton and
several other cities. He later will appear in the Pittsburgh territory and
then he will return to New York to complete the tenth of the comedies made
from the stories by Sewell Ford.
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Consider

Additional

Acquisition

Subjects

of Educational

on

Coast

Will Visit Several

of

Company's Exchanges While En Route
West and on Return East
E. W. Hammons, president of Educa- amount of product and we were sure that
tional Films Corporation of America and we selected the best. Not a week goes
by that we are not offered much other
its distributing subsidiary, Educational
material, but we have resisted any tempFilm Exchanges, Inc., left this week for
tation to acquire quantity at the expense
of
quality.
Los Angeles on the most extensive trip
Consider Additional Product
he has made since the establishment of
the exchange system. He will visit
"Another element entering into the
branch offices en route West and on the situation has been that with our disreturn East.
tributing organization new, and as
specialists in short subject selling, we
In Los Angeles he will have important
have preferred to devote our efforts to
conferences with the producers of Chris- the material that we have already had
rather than to accumulate too much
tie, Mermaid, Vanity and Gayety comand distribute our energies over
edies, which Educational distributes. Mr. product
too large a field. We have now reached
Hammons in going West desires to get the point where we have put these variin personal touch with production activpictures
the top'
and where
we
ities and to offer such suggestions as the can ous
take
on 'over
additional
product
provided
experiences of the home office and the that it meets our standards. So I expect
various branches have had with these pic- to confer in Los Angeles with some of
tures.
these producers whom I have not been
Meets Outside Interests
able to offer previous encouragement on
account
of the conditions I have cited.
Many other producers of one and tworeel subjects of much variety have made
"Educational is now, with the acquisition of super-Kinograms, in the position
appointments during the last few weeks
with Mr. Hammons and he will meet of offering everything that the theatre
these gentlemen in Los Angeles. While needs except the feature — a field which
no effort is being made to increase the we will continue to leave alone."
Mr. Hammons went to California by
volume of product handled by Educaway of New Orleans, stopping there and
tional, ithas been Mr. Hammons' policy in
Dallas. He will return by this Northto
consider
within
his company's
scope
that pictures
meet its
quality
standard.
ern route, visiting the Seattle, Minneapolis, Milwaukee, Chicago and probably
However, in every case he has declined
a
number
of other branches.
to make contracts until he has seen the
product itself and been satisfied the
standard of production can be maintained.
Will Open Athens Palace
"There is no change in policy involved
ATHENS,
Theat Palace,
fourth theatre, GA.—
located
College Athens'
avenue
in
my
trip,"
said
Mr.
Hammons.
"As
and
Washington
street,
will
be formally
you know, the policy of Educational has
always been to build slowly and soundly. opened about February 1. It is one of
Before we selected the product that we the Loew circuit in Memphis, Atlanta,
are now distributing we examined a vast Knoxvillc and other southern cities.

Reelcraft to Distribute
Alt and Howell Comedies
In Series of Twenty-Six
Reelcraft Pictures Corporation will
publish, on February 12, a new two-reel
comedy series featuring Alexander Alt
and Helen Howell, vaudeville and
screen actors. Al Martin will direct the
scries.
"Marked Women," is the title of the
first issue. Union Film Company is producing the series at its studio in Sherman,
California. There will be twenty-six
comedies,
one to be issued every other
week.
Bethany to See Pictures
BETHANY, MO.— The Bethany band
boys, who have leased the Auditorium
for the season, have embarked into the
motion picture business. H. A. Kelly is
manager of the house.

One of the big moments in "The Price of Silence," the first Sunrise publication in
which Peggy Hyland is featured.
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Hodkinson

Would
Limit
W
.
W.
Hodkinson
delivered
Tells Missouri Exhibitors That
an address at the recent convenEvery Concern Distributing
tion ofMissouri exhibitors which
is of interest to every theatre
Pictures Must Reorganize
owner in the United States. So
and Readjust Its Business
that all exhibitors may have the
privilege of studying his ideas,
Producer-Control of This Phase of
the address is here printed. It
Industry Is Fatal — Looks for Big
is
well "worth the reading.
Decrease in Number of Concerns
ficient quality to satisfy the public to
Handling Distribution
which you gentlemen are catering.
As you know, we have some fifteen
I AM here to address you on the rela- or more distribution systems. Not betionship of the producer, distributor
cause there is room, not because there is
and exhibitors in this business. I not a great deal of waste. There is an
over-production of pictures and a lot of
notice on your program the slogan "An unfit
pictures are thrown on the market.
injury to one is the concern of all." I This condition that keeps the producers
wonder if you mean it in your relation- from putting their product through a
ship to each other or your relationship lesser number of channels and cutting
to the business generally. I wish to say down their product to the amount that
that that slogan applies to the business they can do efficiently and well.
In other words, I have said for
generally and suggests the course of what
some years past and repeat to you
I have to say to you today.
here
today, that producer-control of
We might compare the picture business
the channels of distribution is fatal
as
a whole
to a the
man'sexhibitor
body. And
we
to the progress and advancement of
might
compare
to the
this business and any system of prohands. You gentlemen are gathered toducer-control wil result in all sorts
gether here with your local problems
of excesses in economic waste and
foremost and yet the hands are related
losses. When the producer is no
to the rest of the body, and if there is
longer able through his distribution
something wrong with the heart, with the
channels to pass on this waste and
brain, with the lungs, with the liver of
these losses to the exhibitor, he is
this business, in time the business will
forced into reorganizing and readdie or become unfit, and you gentlemen
justing his business.
will suffer though you may not recognize the symptoms of disease at their
Any man will find his time fully occupied with a big job with making one
earliest appearance. I want to clear up
any points of uncertainty in your mind picture at a time. To do this it takes
genius and ability. Consequently, when
as
can whole
"best dobody,
to function
for tothewhat
good you
of the
because that man assumes to have enough product
a selfish viewpoint which only regards which keeps a machine of distribution
the local things will not be the best view- running full blast all the year round we
point in the future.
see that his system is wrong — that it
What I would first like to make clear must
fail; that such a system has reto you is that I am not a manufacturer
sulted and is bound to result again in
of motion pictures. I am discussing this making such a producer buy all sorts of
subject today with you from the standpoint of the exhibitor who has gravitated into the center of things, with the
endeavor to solve some of the problems
HODKINSON
which I could see before me arid which
kept me from staying in the exhibition
Believes That —
field. Let us consider what a producer
is and let us consider what a distributor
"Producer-control of the channels
is and what their relationship is to you.
of distribution is fatal to the
* * *
progress and advancement of
A producer, as I think of a producer,
* * *
this business."
is one who manufactures pictures or who
"Every
concern
in the business of
assumes the risk, the complete burden
distributing pictures must now
of production cost of a motion picture
or later reorganize and rebefore it has demonstrated its value.
* * *
The distributor is an agency which
carries that product to the exhibitor.
"They
must limit the number of
Nearly all of the distribution systems
adjust."
their
pictures to the really meriin this country today are merely adjuncts
torious ones, thus avoiding the
of the producer. The control and the
waste caused by unproductive
power is in this artery of distribution
* * *
which connects up with the distributor
and the producer. The producer today
"The
motion
picture
industry must
pictures."
controls the channels of distribution. The
first take stock, get its house in
producer is very desirous of controlling
order,
and
then
intelligently
this channel of distribution because he
combat
this
'reform'
movement."
*
*
*
then is sure that his product will be
handled— will be sold.
"The
executives
in
New York
Without questioning the motive of the
must get their heads together
producers in control of distribution
* * * themselves."
and quit 'kidding'
.channels. I say that it is impossible — it
is my belief it is impossible — for anybody
"What
this
business
needs today
to manufacture enough pictures in this
is some architects, it needs some
Present market to completely support a
plans, it needs some intelligence."
distribution system, provided we confine
ourselves to those pictures that have suf-

Production
Independent Declares That It
Is Time to Take Honest
Steps to Counteract the Reform Propaganda
things at all sorts of prices in order to
support his product without ever hearing
or finding out whether the market is
likely to buy and support his product.
* * *
The producers first buy these things,
incur this expense, collect from the exhibitors, and the question whether the
exhibitor can collect from the public is
not considered. You are familiar with
the fact that there are more pictures
turned out than can be exhibited by the
first-run
theatres in St. Louis and every
other
center.
Some exhibitors are noting this today and taking advantage of the situation. They say: "I will take one
out of every five of the best pictures
this
concern from
makes."
this concern
whom Gentlemen,
you take
one out of every five of their pictures
cannot stay in business under the
conditions that are shaping up. These
producers have problems ahead of
them, because if they do not get a
complete
distribution
formaking
thenproduct they
cannot keep
that product. You on the other hand
who are depending on this surplus
of product to let you take your
choice, and you think it is going
to continue, are mistaken. Such a
condition will not help you.
It is only the wonderful growth of the
business and the willingness of the public
to pay more and more and more money
that has let this uneconomic unsound
condition go on. We al! know of producing concerns who make a lot of inferior pictures that do not bring their
money back but who stay in business
because occasionally they hit a bier success, some sensation. That is skating
on thin ice. It is necessary, if this busi
ness is to go on, that different plans for
the mutual supporting of each other be
worked out between the exhibitors and
the producer.
The organization which I represent is
an effort to encourage individuals to produce pictures and to distribute these
products through our organization, which
is a common channel open to all meritorious productions.
* * *
This type of organization has been
desiened by me out of my knowledge of
conditions and because of my belief that
I cannot print an arbitrary stamp of
value depending entirely upon my personal view and judgment on films and
then expect my selling organization to
put these films over on the exhibitor. If
I thought that could be done continuously and was eood business policy,
probably I would have done it.
As it is. I believe that every concern in the business of distributing
pictures today must now or later
reorganize and readjust and limit the
number of their pictures to the really
meritorious ones, thus avoiding the
waste caused by unproductive pictures. In this way the waste caused
by an excess of channels of distribution will be done away with not to
mention the waste from the surplus
products which are only partly
digested as well as the waste of pay-
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to be in. The executives in charge in
New York must get their heads together
and quit "kidding" themselves.
First they must make sure that they
have clean and legitimate goods, that
nobody has a complaint against the
picture, and then combat this thing, or
it will give this industry a great deal
of trouble within the next year or two.
* • *

relative to my organization. Our organization isdesigned to select pictures
just exactly as the exhibitor selects them
for his theatre, with the idea of getting
the best pictures regardless of the
source. Our organization is designed as
a mechanism to go into the market and
get individual producers or to take individual producers who are now handling
their own distribution and who may be
required to reduce their output so they
cannot support a distribution machine.
We are free to handle, and contemplate
handling some products of that sort during the readjustment of the business,
which will sooner or later cut down the
number of national distribution systems
to perhaps
are
today. 25 per cent of what they
* * ♦

E X II I Bl TORS
ing an extravagant price for stories,
stars, plays, etc.
Your gentlemen with your local
organization are incapable of meeting
this situation unless you first realize what
it is that you have to meet. After that
you must organize and shape your
affairs in such a way as to coordinate and
cooperate with other such organizations
from cooperate
the exhibitor's
you must
also
with angle,
such and
organizations
from the
producer's
designed to deal
with youangle
on a asjustarebasis.
Two conditions now concern the industry which are going to give it a lot of
trouble. One is retrenchment in production. That is due to bankers and
others with money at stake in those
large producing organizations which had
their own distributing forces. These
men are becoming concerned over general business conditions. That is going
to slow up the amount of product that
is available to you gentlemen, and that
is something that you will have to contend with in the future.
Another condition is the amount
of propaganda being circulated in
the public press against motion pictures, favoring regulations, censorship, police control, Sunday closing, etc. Unless a great deal more
intelligence is displayed in the
meeting and opposing of this condition than there was any evidence
of at the time I left New York,
the effects of that are going to be
very drastic and very far reaching.
There is a general attitude on the
part of the motion picture business to
seem incapable of contending with this
propaganda, which is supported undoubtedly by the reformers and agitators who make a living by spreading it.
There has been no evidence that our industry is going to combat that sanely.
They merely say to the press department "Our business is all right. It k
fine. Leave us alone."
* * *
Now that is not the way to combat
that. The first thing the motion picture business has got to do is to take
stock. If there are points in connection with our business that offend the
public and give the reformers an excuse on which to attack us and denounce us, gentlemen, we must clean
that situation up.
The motion picture industry must
first take stock, get its house in
order, and then intelligently combat
this "reform" movement, or it is
going to sweep over this country
and result in so much censorship,
Sunday closing, etc., that it will not
be possible for anybody to make
pictures for you because that person
will not know whether that picture
will be shown in every community,
or in enough communities to make
an investment profitable.
In the New York Times two weeks
ago there were three different attacks
on motion pictures. One was a statement by the chief of police in Chicago
that he was going to widen police powers and not let any picture which depicted crime in any form be shown in
Chicago. This is very serious, gentlemen, because within a few days the
chief of police of Newark, who wants
a little publicity, is going to do the
same thing. If the motion picture industry is not so organized that it can
intelligently from the head in New York
combat movements like that of the chief
of police in Chicago to put us on a
basis with legalized vice, there is something wrong with this industry, something that makes it an unsafe business

Another condition which can give you
equal concern is that the picture business is facing a general readjustment
and reshaping on account of its past
sins, its past waste. You gentlemen receive a picture with some unknown
players, but it is a good picture and
you display this picture. And one of
these personalities, actor or actress, in
this picture becomes popular as a result of your exploitation and the general excellence of the picture. Under
the proper system of co-operation the
increasing popularity of that personality
would be used to increase your earnings
and increase the earnings of the actors,
erally.
and the benefit should be divided genUnder the present system, although
you furnish the machinery that has done
more to popularize that personality than
anything else, it is merely an excuse to
shoot your rentals up. The harm is that
somebody gets hold of a lot of money
they never had before and feels free to
spend
it any way because they got it
that way.
The bank elements that are perhaps
not as good showmen but realize more
the necessity of not making these uneconomic moves, continuing these wastes,
are getting
more atandsome
more future
in a position to control
time
these big organizations. There is every
evidence that they will endeavor to regulate this system and pay what a thing
is worth and no more. It has only been
the wonderful nature of the business
whereby it could pass on everything to
the public
that has
a lot of concerns successful
in made
this business.
Let
any condition of general readjustment —
retrenchment — come about in this country, such as we have started no doubt,
and almost without exception it means
reorganization of the business of the
producers who arc supplying you with
pictures today. The question is — Have
you adequate plans for meeting these
conditions, or do you think because you
have
had a surplus of pictures that this
will continue?
Now. as I said when I first started to
speak. I would like to remove some
confusion that I think is in your minds
REGINALD

BARKER

says of

CENSORSHIP
The screen, like the press, is a
conveyor of intelligence. The producer has the same ethical right
as the sonal
editor
beliefs. to disseminate his perThe right of freedom of speech,
guaranteed by the first amendment
to the constitution, must apply to
the screen as well as to the press.
Freedom of speech does not give
license of obscenity. Police of
every city have ample power to
suppress violations of decency on
the part of screen or press.
But the right of free speech can
not be abridged constitutionally by
a censorship of either screen or
press.

I wish I knew of some general plan
whereby exhibitors and producers could
work together, but when a producer
has committed himself to a condition
to make enough pictures to start a distributing machine, nothing will satisfy
him short of a connection insuring him
a profit on all his pictures. That is a
condition which I, if I were an exhibitor, would not care to face because
at present there are many million dollars' worth of securities issued against
producing values in New York today
with the elements, the directors, the
stars, and others, who made these values away in other camps producing pictures in competition with the organizations they have left. What this business needs today, gentlemen, is some
architects, it needs some plans, it needs
some intelligence. Get the business adjusted so "an injury to one is the concern of all." that is what the business
needs. It is not accomplished now, it
is only going to be accomplished perfectlv through economic pressure.
The producer in control of the machinery by which he gives yotl pictures
has built that machinerv by a lot of
waste which somebody has got to pay
for. Now he will co-ordinate with you
and co-operate with vou if you will get
under his waste and take him at his
valuation — -and you will not do that if
vou can help yourself. If. on the other
hand, you are depending on the producers, as vou are. and those that you
only ness
partially
support
go out ofsupnort
busibecause you
only partiallv
them. then, gentlemen, you take it from
me the producer and distributor will
make vou underwrite everv risk, waste
and all, if they take your theatre. That
is what you are facing. The ouestion is
—what are vou going to do about it?
not bvbelieve
you are which
going'tois not
get
anyI do
place
any method
fair to the producer, if vou are successful in takiner over the distribution channels yourself. T find that where exhibitors in a community or in a city tie
no all the housps they are just as unfair
toward the producer as the producer is to
ftiem. It is a case of each taking all he
can when
he can. Some better system
mn«t
be devised.
This business needs control, some sort
of control that will shape it. I would
he glad to discuss with vou gentlemen
if you have any plans of your own. I
would be glad to pass on them as to
whetherditionthey
applicable to the conwhich isaredeveloping.
I think the whole business must reorganize along the lines we have set
•n our concern — this independent aeency
'•etween the producer and the exhibitor
in mv opinion is absolutely necessary in
this present crisis, because the producer
willtheir
only recognizine
get together
l>v
his with
valuesexhibitors
and the
exhibitors cannot afford to get under the
producer's load.
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Double

Number

of

Kinograms Prints
Principal Theatres in X. Y.
and Big Circuits Show
Initial Issue
Super Kinograms, under its first publication through Educational Exchange,
was shown in every principal motion picture theatre in Xew York City, according
to announcement by the distributors.
Practically an equal showing was made
in every principal city in the country,
while it is said that almost every important circuit of theatres was represented
among the first showings.
Order Extra Prints
So great was the demand for the initial
issue of super Kinograms. which took
over the product of Gaumont Xews and
will absorb another news weekly on
March 1 that exactly double the number
of prints that were originally estimated
were sent out from the Xew York laboratories on January 28. Every theatre
as far west as Omaha had copies for
Sunday showings.
Kinograms has not simply absorbed
other news weeklies. It has taken over
their product, with their staffs, including
cameramen in some fifty principal
centers.
Has Exclusive Pictures
The first issue of super Kinograms is
declared to contain exclusive pictures of
the Roumanian royal family on a state
visit to an ancient shrine; striking views
of the great fire at Xew Haven; scenes
in Washington and California showinsr
the railroads fighting the heavy snows:
pictures of the moving of Mr. Harding
from the home he occupied when he was
a senator to the white house with Mrs.
Harding superintending the work and
the Harding cook posing for the camera:
striking views from the top of the
Queensboro bridge showing the traffic
across East River; testing the biggest of
lighthouses at Xa-vesink. X. J. : photos of
a Siamese prince who is here to follow
his study of bugs: views of a ceremony
at Chicago in which Miss Van Gordon
becomes a member of the Sioux tribe of
Indians: some striking pictures of war
veterans in the wilds of Haiti and finally
the latest pictures of President-elect
Harding
enjoj-ing
himself on his houseboat cruise
in Florida.
Kinograms is to be issued twice
weeklv. on Sundavs and Thursdays.
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S150,000
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Studio

Building
Near

New

Hollywood

Cuneo Pictures for Capital Distribution
Will Be Produced ID at Plant Which Will

Be Modern in Every Respect
Doubleday Productions Company has be maintained. The corral planned will
broken ground for the construction of a confine 100 head of horses.
Finished by April 1
new $150,000 studio near Hollvwood,
CaL
The new studio probably will be operLester Cuneo pictures for distribution
ating by April 1.
The rights for Alabama, Georgia.
by Capital Film Company will be produced at the new plant.
Florida, Xorth Carolina, South Carolina,
Tennessee, Louisiana and Mississippi
Maintain Riding School
have been purchased by Pearce Films of
All the latest equipment will be in- Atlanta and Xew Orleans on the Lester
stalled. Approximately 12.000 square
Cuneo series of Westerns, including
feet of glass will be used in the roof of "Lone Hand Wilson" and "The Ranger
the structure. Space for shooting ten
Si the
Greiver
Law." of Russell-Greiver-Russell.
scenes simultaneously is provided. Pro- and
who is making
a trip through
the reports
Southeastern and Eastern
territory,
vision ismade for laboratory and projecthat he is meeting with great response
tion equipment.
the Cuneo Westerns.
At the plant will be a riding school on Already
the Indiana and Illinois rights
where various stunts will be rehearsed.
disposed
of to Company.
Frank ZamA herd of cattle with grazing space will have
breno been
of Unity
Photoplay

Dorothy

Mackaill

"The Magic Cup" Is Next
Constance Binney Picture
Constance Binney has begun work on
her new Realart picture, "The Magic
Cup."
adapted
from It
an is
original
by
E. Lloyd
Sheldon.
being story
directed
by John S. Robertson.
Miss Binney takes the part of Mary
Malloy. a slavey at a hotel. Opposite her
'S Vincent Coleman. Otihers in the supporting cast are Blanche Craig. William
H. Strauss. Charles Mussett. J. H. Gilmour and Malcolm Bradlev.
Paterson, N. J., to Have
New 1,000-Seat Theatre
PATERSOX, X. I.— Plans are in preparation for a new motion picture theatre
to be erected at Union and Redwood ave•nues by Harry R. Grossman, who operates several Xew Jersey theatres, including one at Montclair. The new house
will cost about $60,000 and will seat 1.000
patrons.

A bright spot on the lot where Torchy comedies are made. Watch for her in the
next Educational publication starring Johnny Hines.
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at Hartford

See Premiere
of "Black
Beauty"
Mr. and Mrs. Randolph Chester, Who Handled the
Script for Production, Attend Opening
of Attraction at Capitol
entire audience arose and showed its apCapacity crowds attended the premiere
proval. Subsequent audiences were as
at the Capitol theatre, Hartford, Conn.,
large and as enthusiastic and the engageof Vitagraph's picturization of Anna Sement of the Capitol hung up a new record for attendance.
well's "Black Beauty."
State regulations in Connecticut permit
Gives Special Showing
Sunday performances only between the
An
unusual
feature of the engagement
hours of 7 p. m. and 10 p. m. Throughout the first performance, with the 3,200 of "Black Beauty" in Hartford was the
new class of patrons it attracted to the
seats occupied, people jammed the lobby theatre.
To create interest Manager
waiting for the second and last show.
Clancey gave a private showing on SaturChesters in Attendance
day morning, in which the guests included
Mr. and Mrs. George Randolph Ches- hieh city officials, the clergy and the
ter, who wrote the scenario, incorporatprincipals of the various schools. Subseing in this famous story of a horse the
quent letters from those who were dehuman element, were present at the prelighted by the picture, afforded Manager
miere. Jean Paige is featured.
Clancey the opportunity to print their
In a brief address before the showing
words of approval in his advertisements
of the picture Mr. Chester explained just and stretchers in front of the theatre.
how the difficulties were overcome in
A black horse was exercised daily for
two weeks in the Hartford streets, wearadapting
of "Black
Beauty,"
narrative the
toldstory
in the
first person
by aa
ing a blanket with his name, "Black
horse, to the screen.
Beauty." in black letters. In one corner
of the immense lobby of the theatre Man" 'Black Beauty' is a splendid example
of the efforts of Vitagraph to productager Clancey had had built a stucco stable of English type, with red tile roof,
better pictures," Mr. Chester said. "It is
a great step forward in the right direc- and in this he placed a life-sized figure
tion. The picture is clean and wholesome
of a black horse borrowed from a local
and it is also good entertainment.
harness maker. This attracted considerable attention and interest.
Scenes Are Applauded
"If you
like
'Black
Beauty'
simply
because you know the story and because Benham, Texas, Will
there is nothing in it to offend man,
woman or child, then we have at least
Have Picture Show
partially failed in our purpose. If you
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
like the picture for these reasons and beOKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA., Feb. 1.—
cause it is also good entertainment — exceptionally good entertainment — then we — F. H. Rawley and H. R. Robb of Dalhave accomplished what we set out to do
las, Tex., have purchased a lot in Benand will be encouraged to continue along
ham, Tex., and have closed a deal for the
erection of a modern playhouse there.
the same lines in making better pictures."
There was no doubt that the huge audi- The building and equipment will cost
$60,000 and the seating capacity will be
liked "Black
Beauty."
Manyclose
of the
scenes enceswere
applauded.
At the
the more than 1,000.

Press

J. H. MAYER
Who
has
been
by "Universal
cooperate with selected
Ohio exhibitors
in ex-to
ploiting: "Outside the Law."
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Educational Has Affiliated
With National Association
Educational Film Exchanges is the
latest motion picture film distributing
company
join the
National
Association of thetoMotion
Picture
Industry.
Earl W. Hammons, president of the
company, formally filed an application
for membership of his company recently.
Educational has been a member of the
producers' division for several years and
is the fourteenth company to affiliate
with the distributors' branch of the national association and will bring its percentage nearer to the 100 per cent mark
than ever before.

Book on "The
Blue Moon"
Suggests Effective Exploitation
American Film Company's publicity adapted is a rider, wearing a red mask
department in putting out campaign
and carrying a banner or pennant, drivbooks for its productions has expended
ing a spirited horse about the streets. On
the banner the words "Catch me if you
its greatest energy on practical suggescan on the Blue Moon at the
tions for exploitation, devising numerous
and attractive ways for dressing the theatre tonight."
Use "Fancy Vest" Idea
lobby and stage, and novel ideas for the
Referring
to the two-column ad cut
exhibitors' use in advertising.
on an inclosed six-page spread gives the
Some of these suggestions are simple
Mask"
the in"Red
idea ofpart
exhibitor
and easily put over, while others are who
takes a a good
prominent
the drama.
elaborate and lavish, giving the man with
The "Fancy Vest" idea also adds to the
interest of the rider, since in the drama
the suburban theatre a chance to do some
unique stunts in exploiting and present- "The Man in the Fancy Vest" turns out
to be the "Red Mask." Next in favor
ing his pictures as well as the man oper- and
used in suburban theatres and rural
ating a large house.
Press Book Information
towns were lighted blue moons on autoname "The Blue
the of
mobiles on which
The campaign book on the recent
Moon" and
the name
the theatre in
drama, "The Blue Moon," is graphic and blue letters on a white background
filled with these suggestions, whose effec- showed up prominently.
tiveness has been shown. From the information arriving from exhibitors the
amount of exploitation and advertising
Fox Special Still Draws
done on the picture has greatly added to
the box office receipts.
According to statements from Fox ofreThe reports show that both small and
Sleeps" The
York power.
"While New
fuses toficials,
dwindle
in drawing
large houses are making use of the camand
shelved
be
to
refused
has
picture
paigns suggested, as well as using ideas contracting for it is as sprightly as ever,
of their own. One of the popular stunts according
to Fox.
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Atlanta Women
Hold
Reception for Beban
"One Man in a Million" Is
Given Warm Welcome
In the South
Continuing its triumphant course,
which began at Newark, N. J., where
George Beban, author, director and star,
was highly honored by city officials and
influential citizens, "One Man in a Million," the production which is to be distributed by Robertson-Cole, met like
honors in Atlanta recently.
Report Picture Pleased
Word which was sent to RobertsonCole by the exhibitor who put on the
second showing in America is that "One
Man
in a quite
Million"
pleased
Southern
audiences
as well
as theitslarge
ones
which assembled to see it in Newark.
The Atlanta Women's Club, taking
cognizance of the fact that "One Man in
a Million" is a direct effort at better and
cleaner pictures, appointed the following
committee which attended a special preview of "One Man in a Million": Mrs.
Alonzo Richardson, Mrs. B. M. Boykin.
Mrs. Hamilton Douglas, Mrs. Norman
Sharpe, Mrs. Bun Wylie. Mayor James
L. Key attended the special performance
and the picture was received by welfare
bodies with a warm welcome.
Exploitation Successful
"One
Man
in aa Million"
played at
the
Howard theatre,
leading Atlanta
house.
This theatre arranged for an extensive
program of exploitation which was set
going more than a week before the engagement of the Beban picture began.
Ford Educational Offers
Interesting Information
Two new issues of the Ford Educational Weekly are announced ready for
publication, the one on January 23, the
other on January 30.
"Democracy in Education" is the title
of the first to be published. "In a Palace
of Honey" the other. The former briefly
traces the early history of American
pioneers and shows the modern means
for "making the world safe for democracy." The latter shows the life and
work of the honey bee.
Open Mexico Liberty
MEXICO.
MO'.—investment,
The new was
Liberty
theatre,
a 3100,000
formally opened recently. The house is
considered the largest of any in an
American town of the size of Mexico
that is devoted exclusively to motion
pictures.

''Business Fine" Is
Word from Dallas
{By Special Correspondence)
DALLAS, TEX., Feb. 1.— Controverting the hue and cry of hard
times and the lugubrious verbosity
of some film salesmen, comes the
startling sales of L. C. Baxley Attractions. Almost the newest of
the Dallas state right exchanges, it
reports sales aggregating in excess
of $8,000 since December 15. The
local Goldwyn office is showing a
remarkable volume of business,
contracts amounting to $30,000 resulting from a ten-day trip by Mr.
Remy.

A latetheportrait
of Leatrice
who written
has the by
leading
role in "AMorris
Tale and
of Two
Worlds,"
first original
screenJoy,story
Gouverneur
produced
by
Goldwyn.
Schlank

Features

and

Comedies

Will Be Issued by Shallenber ger
Dr. W. E. Shallenberger, president of six companies, all working at the same
Arrow Film Corporation, announces that time. I intend to keep this studio busy
he will sign contracts with Morris R. constantly making productions exclusSchlank. of Morris R. Schlank Producively for the Arrow, and I anticipate big
tions, for several series of pictures to
be made during the year. Among the things
Dr. Shallenberger
will go to Los Anfor 1921."
list of pictures to be produced by Mr.
geles with Mr. Schlank and will personSchlank are twenty-four two-reel comally approve the stories to be used in
edies of two series of twelve pictures making the first two of these features
each. These will feature two well- and will also watch the making of the
known comedy stars and the comedies
first pictures while he is there.
will be of the highest type.
While this deal with Mr. Schlank is
Will Make Features
considered an important one, it is but
In addition to these. Mr. Schlank will one of a number that Dr. Shallenberger
is making for 1921 productions.
make eight feature productions. These
features will be specially made for Arrow
and will consist of two series of four
features each, starring two well-known
Glaum's New
stars. The first of these feature produc- LouiseFeature
Ready Soon
tion will be delivered to Arrow about
March 15 and there will be one feature
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
delivered each month thereafter.
LOS ANGELES. Feb. 1.— Louise
In discussing this contract. Mr. Schlank
Glaum's
next Associated Producers' picstated: "I believe that this is one of the
ture, a J. Parker Reid special, to be pubmost important deals that I have ever
entered into. I have secured two welllished about March 10, will be called "I Am
known Broadway female stars to feature
was written by Bradley King, playin my productions. I have purchased theIt Woman!"
from prominent authors a number of
wright and magazine contributor. Jack
stories that are specially adapted to the Nelson directed
and Mahlon Hamilton has
histrionic ability of these stars.
the leading male role, with Ruth StoneBuilds New Studio
house. Joseph Kilgour. George Cooper and
"I have recently built a new studio in other prominent picture players in the supHollywood that will take care of at least
porting cast
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Jackie
has something
his sleeve
will The
neverP. know
what that
it is Jackie,
until youduring
see "Peck's
On the moments,
right you
haveCoogan
none other
than Dorisup May,
eatingbutan you
apple.
A. says
one of Bad
his Boy."
mischievous
"swiped" it for her. The Irving Lesser Corporation production is now nearing completion.
Morante Comedies Will
Irving Lesser Reorganizes
Company
Be Issued by Federated
According to Contract
For Adaptation
of "Peck's Bad Boy"
Irving M. Lesser, who is producing
lea-ling male role. Others in the cast
Morante Comedy Company has transarc Raymond Hatton. James Corrigan,
ferred its distribution from Special Pic"Peck's Bad Boy" with Jackie Coogan
Lillian Leighton, Charles Hatton and
tures Corporation to Federated Film
as the featured player, announces a re- Gloria Wood.
organization ofthe company.
Exchanges and has started work at the
Wcrk at Brunton Plant
Production Is Resumed
Balboa studios, Long Beach, Calif.
l arge space at the Brunton studios
Its contract with Federated calls for
Production has been resumed followwill be used for production activity. It
is now planned to have the picture ready
ing the return of the youthful star, who
the production of twenty-six single-reel
for the cutting room within a few weeks.
was seriously injured some time ago.
pictures a year. The newest story to
Distribution plans are now in the hands
Under reorganization Louis E, Loeb be- of
be made by the company bears the title,
Lesser.
comes production manager. Following
"Politics," and is being directed by Tom
The
production
will
be
in
five
parts.
the employment of Loeb, plans were
Gibson, formerly director for Gale
made immediately for a more elaborate
Henry, Hank Mann and others. Helen
production.
Williams is leading woman for the star,
Sam Wood, through the courtesy of Survey Prospects for
Milburn
Morante, and his other support
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, has
Connersville Playhouse
includes
Harry
Belmour, Alfred Houston
been retained to handle the megaphone.
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
and Jack Henderson.
sister'
"big
the
portray
will
May
Doris
role. Wheeler Oakman is assigned the
CONNERSVILLE, END.— Feb. L —
Al Nathan, until recently associated
Promoters,
names are the
notnorth
dis- with the Hallroom Boys comedies in a
closed, havewhose
been canvassing
managerial capacity, has been engaged
side with the intention of learning the to
handle the business affairs of the compossibilities for the successful operation
Plan Metro Week
of a first-class motion picture theatre for pany.
that section. They emphasized the fact Muriel Ostriche Signs
February 27 to March 5 will be
that two-thirds of the population of ConMetro Week throughout the country.
nersville would be served by such a theWith Salient to Make
stock. atre. The men did not attempt to sell
Metro expects that at least 7,000
Five Reel Productions
exhibitors of the United States and
Canada will, during that period,
Muriel Ostriche will be starred in ten
five-reel features to be produced by
Formal Opening Given
show only attractions released
Salient during 1921.
through its organization.
The
Waterloo
Strand
The inauguration of this week
Miss Ostriche is just completing a
market.
series of comedies for the independent
WATERLOO. IA.— The Strand, conwill be preceded by a nation-wide
struction of which has occupied more
advertising campaign in prominent
than a year, recently was given formal
Stories which are particularly suited
newspapers reaching every community, and the publicity drive will
opening. The theatre is owned by Strand
to
her personality will be selected by
continue throughout.
Theatre Company, of Waterloo, with the Salient, who announces that it already
estate of M. Ford and A. J. Diebold, of has obtained several. Work on the first
Free distribution of posters and
of slides will accompany the wholeCedar Rapids, the chief stockholders.
rapCharles McGuire is the manager. He one has started and is progressing
sale purchase of newspaper display
Charles
direction
the is
underwho
will be succeeded as manager of the Davis,idlyII,
space in order to fully support the
assisted ofbyJ.Jack
J
exhibitor during this special period.
Palace by A. B. Heston. A number of Brown. The photography is in the
prominent
the opening.motion picture men attended
hands of Paul H. Allen who has been
with D. W. Griffith for the last year.
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With

the Procession

in Los

By Harry Hammond

HERALD

Angeles

Beall

i
Vying with the film exhibiting interests
in all parts of the country, members of the
Theatre Owner's Association of Los Angeles were busy last week putting on a big
series of benefit performances in aid of the
starving children of Eastern and Central
Europe.
* * *
T. L. Tally has been superintending
architects, electricians and interior decorators, whose work, practically completed,
has considerably
transformed
atre, with new colorings
on the Tally's
walls, thered.
blue and amber, specially designed chandeliers, new hangings and floor coverings, all
together creating an atmosphere of the
Orient which is in fine keeping with the
current feature production
* * * "Kismet."
In Marshall Xeilan's current production,
"Bob Hampton of Placer," which includes
the Custer massacre and which requires the
largest number of people ever employed by
Xeilan, the part of Custer is played by
Dwight Crittenden, who happens to be a
nephew of the late Captain J. J. Crittenden,
atragic
member
staff who shared his
deathof inCuster's
the massacre.
* * *
Vera Cruz, Mexico, is the locale of "The
L'nfoldment,"
Lawrence, one of in
the which
earliestFlorence
of the screen
favorites in the old Biograph days, will return to the screen. Many scenes will be
taken on the actual ground.
* *.• *
The motion picture continues its inroads
upon the stage. One of the latest to be
won over is Charles Emerson Cook.
author of several plays and for many years
associated with the production department
of David Belasco.
* * *
"The director
Golden David
Snare,"Hartford
a story
of Tothe make
far north,
will take a company into the icy regions of
Alaska. He has already engaged twentysix real Eskimos to enact one of the scenes.
* * *
Sin Grauman has returned from a trip
to San Francisco. According to Arthur
Wenzel,purely
his for
"Boswell,"
the journey was
made
pleasure.
* * *
The Glendale Theatre is one of Los Anbest known
suburbs boasts
of a with
neworgan geles'
which
was dedicated
this week
William A. Howe, the manager, acting as
master of ceremonies.
* * *

in Priscilla Dean's next feature "False
* * *
Will Rogers has left the Goldwyn studio
Colors."
for New Orleans to make exteriors for his
next picture.
* * *
Tom Santschi is completely recovered
from the effects of his operation for appendicitis and is at work again on the tworeel Westerns in which he has made a hit.
Had he been playing less strenuous roles
Santschi might have resumed work weeks
ago,
his physicians
wouldn'tfor letin him
do thebutvigorous
stunts called
his
present style of plays.
* * *
With his usual thoroughness director
Lloyd Incraham consumed four months
in the filming
"The Carter
Girl inDetheHaven
Taxi," arein
which
Mr. andofMrs.
starred. The comedy, by Anthony Mars,
has just been completed and will be one of
the early releases.
* * *
Julian Eltinge has deserted the screen
for the time being and will make a vaudeville tour. June Elvidge. another picture
star, is now appearing in the South in
vaudeville.
* * *
After the completion of three more short
pictures to wind up his First National contract Charles Chaplin will make only
five-reel nictures it is announced.
Dunkirk to Have Theatre
DUNKIRK. N. Y.— Drohen Theatre
Company will erect a theatre on property
recently acquired at 355-357 Central avenue, to cost a quarter million dollars.

Space

Grabbers

Notables of Hollywod's film colony attended en masse at the opening of Mack
Sennett's seven part comedy drama "A
Small Town Idol" which has besrun an indefinite engagement
* at* the
* Mission theatre.

Marshall Xeilan is back at his studio
after two weeks spent in New York in conference with First National's officials regarding the presentation of "Bob Hampton
of Placer." He has a few more scenes to
take before the production will be completed.
* * *
The huge theatre at Universal City is
t-emg remodeled by a force of artists and
mechanics into a replica of one of the best
known ilayhouses in New York and will be
used for a sequence of important scenes

S60,000 Theatre Will
Be Built in Milwaukee
MILWAUKEE, WIS. — Announcement has been made by a local real estate company of the contemplated building of a theatre at 35th street and Lisbon
avenue, to cost $60,000. It is understood
that the house will be built for a client
who operates several other houses.
"Your

Picture

In from
the page
Paper"
(Continued
47)

giajxMiiaiii!iDairaiiiiD::iiiBiiBiELii::;... .aju^nmsiaaaiuwut
tion that effect is heightened.
These, too. should be prepared in
advance.

of
ity. value
ht public
such straig
a story
is great
It adds
THE
ge
nal
to the perso
the t ex-to
hibitor, which ispresti
a direct ofbenefi
the individual and to the theatre in
both business and social sense.
The point registered, that a man
of demonstrated ability, a man
whose work has been made the subject of commendatory comment by
a journal which examines the work
of the national body of exhibitors,
is devoting his every effort to the
proper selection and presentation
of motion picture entertainment, is
of great direct influence upon the
box office.
With that impression firmly implanted in the public mind, more
and more patrons will attend the
theatre because of its individuality
and its management. Theatres with
that type of patronage are singularly
of program
variation andindependent
industrial
conditions
as
regards box office success.
* * *
has
IGHTh i sagain
ALBR
MR.demons
trated
unquestioned ability as a showman in
engineering this remarkable enterprise. He has made another important contribution to the archives of
exploitation, a contribution which
every exhibitor should study with
a view toward adaptation.
The stunt, it merits that term in
its best sense, was brilliantly conceived and no less brilliantly executed. It shows the keen insight
and the deft exec*i:ion which has
marked Mr. Albright's every
achievement.
The idea will be capitalized by
exhibitors in big cities and in little
towns, for it is equally adaptable
for all theatres and newspapers.
IN LOVING MEMORY

Left to right — Sig Sehlnger, Lincoln Hurt
and Harry linen, of J. Parker Read. Jr.,
Productions, exhibiting columns of space
gleaned
from the
nation*** editors on the
Louise Glaum
pictures.

|

JOSEPH KAUFMAN
died february 1, 1918
Ethel Clayton Kaufman
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Things theatrical have always been a scapegoat.
Sex or problem plays were first attacked, then burlesque,
then the ballet, then farce, and just now it is motion
pictures. While it is true that the industry has been
hampered by those who care little for consequences so
long as they get financial results, the same is true of the
legitimate stage and the vaudeville Both the screen
and the stage have suffered from them and the danger
is, in attempting to root them out, we also destroy
others in their environment.
There are pictures which by reason of being badly
directed, poorly acted, amateurishly photographed are
a real detriment to the industry. They are made in the
hope of tempting a morbid few by their misleading titles.
•Fortunately they are but short-lived and the American
public is gradually learning which concerns are making
and distribut'ng the really worth-whole productions and
they attend only those theatres showing them.
"THE PARISH PRIEST" (Herman Garfield) has
been pleasingly transferred to the screen after serving
Daniel Sully as a stage vehicle for years. It is a simple,
human story of the problems of small town folk, blending nicely the elements of popular appeal.
"A MAD MARRIAGE" (Universal) is a briskmoving, pleasantly pictured story of a domestic problem, with Carmel Myers in the stellar role. A feature
delightful in every way. Supporting cast especially
good. Should please generally.

"MAMMA'S AFFAIR" (First National) is an
adaptation of the Rachel Barton Butler stage success,
with Constance Talmadge in the leading role. While
generally pleasing it is quite talky and therefore falls
short of the usual screen comedy-drama in which we
have been accustomed to see Miss Talmadge.
"HOLD YOUR HORSES" (Goldwyn) is a firstrate screen vehicle for Tom Moore. Adapted from a
Saturday Evening Post story by Rupert Hughes it will
prove highly entertaining because of the delightful
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treatment given the human story. It is the story of a
street cleaner who becomes a power in politics.
"THE MARRIAGE OF WILLIAM ASHE"
(Metro) will be met with enthusiasm by the high grade
patronage and will entertain the average patron. May
Allison plays charmingly. The British and Venetian
backgrounds are charming. A domestic drama, the
story of a wife's misguided efforts to aid her husband
politically.
"THE DIAMOND QUEEN" (Universal) promises
to take its place among the leaders in Universal serial
history. It is unique as to setting and the first four
episodes constitute entertainment of the highest serial
standard. Eileen Sedgwick is the featured player and
admirably supported. The picture is adapted from a
story by Jacques Futrelle.
"THE CHEATER REFORMED" (Fox) presents
W illiam Russell in a ministerial role, far away from the
customary trappings of the West. Star in dual characters. The tale of a reformed ex-convict who usurps
his brother's place to get a fresh start. Interesting and
entertaining. Will please.
"THE TAVERN KNIGHT" (Stollj is a play of
the days of Cromwell and the Roundheads. Chief charm
in historical settings and interesting backgrounds. Valuable
educationally, and should be advertised to draw the school
and college patronage.
"MY LADY'S LATCHKEY" (First National)
offers Katherine MacDonald in a role that permits elegant gowning and shows her great beauty . to distinct
advantage. Story of a reformed crook. Should please
generally.
"The TRUTH ABOUT HUSBANDS" (First National) isa society feature above the grade of the average. Stars May McAvoy who plays with decided
charm and ability. A domestic problem makes the
theme—
the story of a man who plays ruthlessly with
way.
one woman then marries another. Excellent in every

REVI

CONSTANCE

TALMADGE

IN

MAMMA'S
AFFAIR
(FIRST NATIONAL)
An adaptation by John Emerson and
Anita Loos, of Rachel Barton
Butler's stage success that, while
generally pleasing, is quite talky
and therefore falls somewhat short
of the established Constance Talmadge standard.
"Mamma's Affair" demonstrates once
again the fact that material which makes
successful stage plays cannot always be
adapted to the screen with an equal measure of success. The hysterical whining of
the selfish mother who cannot bear to have
her little Eve torn from her side was properly effective on the stage, but on the
screen it makes the first two reels talky.
And the tete-a-tete in the last reel wherein
the heroine ingeniously forces the hero to
confess his love for her has the same fault.
The talkiness causes what seems to be
repetition when projected on the screen and
makes a slow beginning and ending to the
general detriment of the offering.
While the selfish mother who matches
her daughter to the unlikeable son of the
next door neighbor in order to keep her
child near her always is an exaggerated
character, it is the mother none the less
who is the generating power that thrusts
the girl into a romance that has some fine
human incidents. It is this human quality
that must counteract the talkiness which
it does to an extent great enough to make
the picture generally pleasing.
The role of Eve is different from any of
these essayed by Constance Talmadge in

E
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recent pictures. She is not the flapper of
"Dangerous Business" but a down-trodden
flower
of innocence
mother's
selfishness.
In it shebecause
strikes ofa her
human
note,
yet despite her portrayal it seems that
comedy is her forte. There is no better
screen delineator of hoydenish characters
than Constance Talmadge.
Nor is Miss Talmadge's part as big as
most
star'smother,
parts are.
Shannon,
as
the selfish
sharesEffie
honors
with her.
And another outstanding figure in the picture is Kenneth Harlan, who as Doctor
Harmon gives one of the best performances
of his career. Katherine Kaelred is the
neighbor and George LeGuere is her son.
The skilled hands of John Emerson and
Anita Loos are in evidence in the smooth
running continuity, while the direction by
Victor Fleming, though not without its
flaws, is of a general high tone.
"Mamma's Affair" is not riotous by any
means, but it is sufficiently interesting to
make the picture generally pleasing.
SPECIAL CAST IN
THE TRUTH
ABOUT
HUSBANDS
(FIRST NATIONAL)
A feature above the grade of the
average society drama, with beautiful backgrounds and portrayed
by a highly skillful cast. May
McAvoy distinctively good. An
absorbing, entertaining and well
finished picture. Directed by
Kenneth Webb.
If your patronage has been as en-

thusiastic over May McAvoy as her work
heretofore should have made them, they
will like her tremendously in this picture.
She has proved herself equal in beauty,
grace and skill to the best ingenues in
the business. A thoroughly charming
little actress. Anna Lehr in another important role, plays as delightfully. H.
E. Herbert as Dustan Renshaw and
Richard Gordon as Hugh Murray bring
good interpretations to the screen, and
others of the supporting cast play with
the ease eration
andof dramatic
grace ofskill
motion
that and
putsmodthe
picture
high
in
the
ranks
of
current
issues.
The greater part of the play takes
place in teriors
andand exteriors
about an Italian
Inare in villa.
excellent
taste and fascinating in their beauty. The
whole is an exceedingly artistic production. The plot is strong and cleverly
developed with interest held fixed up
to and away from the exciting climax.
In the story Janet Preece, librarian,
in a little country town in America, is
wooed and betrayed by Dustan Renshaw, a city stranger. Knowing him
only under an assumed name, when she
endeavors later to find him, she has but
his initials on a cigaret case for a clue.
Meanwhile he has met and wed Leslie
Brownell (May McAvoy) and settled
funds upon her guardian in exchange
for the girl. Supremely happy in their
honeymoon days in Italy, tragedy comes
into the life of the young wife when
fate throws the three principals in the
drama together and discloses the past
of the husband and Janet. The latter
refuses
the meets
love ofdeath
Leslie's
and
when she
in brother,
an accident,
she dies forgiving all.
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TOM MOORE
HOLD

II I B I TO

KS

IN

YOUR
HORSES
(GOLDWYN)

Rupert Hughes' "Saturday Evening
Post" story, "Canavan," made into
a first rate comedy of the most
popular type.
Making predictions generally places one
in embarrassing positions because predictions have a habit of failing to materialize.
But in the case of Goldwyn's "Hold Your
Horses" with Tom Moore, one can venture
to predict with more than ordinary assurance that this picture will prove a highly
popular offering.
"Hold
YourforHorses,"
as Inthe"Canavan"
story has orbeen
retitled
screen
purposes, Rupert Hughes has metamorphosed an humble white wing into a political and domestic figure so powerful that
everybody comes under his control. Hitheme is that the humble man should find
his strength and use it.
Whatever else may be said of it. the
theme is a popular one. And the treatment
of it is delightful. Canavan is a human
character and in his unconscious humility
he is a study. He catches the sympathy at
once as the target of carriages and automobiles and of his wife. And then after
being run down by the carriage of the exclusive Rodman Cadbury, III. and the
haughty and aloof Beatrice Ncwnes, he
takes a job as a signaler with a blasting
gang because street sweeping is too dangerous. As a signaler he has authority, he
can hold up automobiles and pedestrians
and horses, and in his new authority he
finds his strength. So he goes home "to
knock hell out of the old woman." The
sequence is genuinely funny.
With his newfound strength he climbto the heights, politically and socially,
finally marrying Mrs. Cadbury after she
has been left a widow and he is a widower.
And once again he finds occasion to use his
strength.
There is a rich vein of humor running
throughout the story which, with its
human incidents, aided by well-written
titles, make the picture most diverting.
Tom Moore as Canavan and Naomi
Childers as Beatrice give excellent characterizationsin
; fact, the whole cast, including Sylvia Ashton. Betram Grassby and
Sydney Ainsworth, performs exceedingly
well. Technically, the picture has been
very well done.
KATHERINE MACDONALD IN"
MY LADY'S
LATCHKEY
(FIRST NATIONAL)
The beauty of the star is the feature's greatest value. The point
should be impressed in advertising, for Katherine MacDonald's
loveliness is one of the strong
points of appeal about her pictures
and her admirers are many. The
story of a crook hero. It was directed by Edwin Carewe.
So compelling is the beauty of Katherine MacDonald in this picture that it
attracts and arrests through practically
every foot of celluloid, thereby redeemconsiderable measure
plot'sis
weaking toconstruction.
However, thethere
no question but that the picture will be
universally popular.
It takes the star from the abuse of a
hateful old woman into luxury as the
wife of a man she helps out of a tight
place, thereby compromising herself in
the eyes of her guardian. The husband
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takes her into elegant surroundings and
lavishes valuable gifts of jewels upon
her. Then she suddenly discovers that
he is at the head of a gang of clever
"society" thieves, and that her gifts
were acquired by theft. By this time,
however, her influence and his real love
for her have made him determine to
walk the straight and narrow way, and
the end of the picture leaves him bound
for the higher byways of life.
It is to be regretted that the plot was
not more logically developed and better
hung together. It is from a story by
the Williamsons and therefore suggests
a book that is better than the play. Its
attractiveness of setting will make it go
far, however, and Katherine MacDonald's beauty is always an asset.
WILLIAM DESMOND IN'
THE PARISH PRIEST
( HERMAN' J. GARFIELD)
Daniel J. Sully's perennial starring
vehicle, by Daniel L. Hart, charmingly transferred to the screen. A
simple, human story of the problems of thoroughly human small
town folk, blending nicely the elements of popular appeal. A top
notcher among state right offerings.
After having been a stage attraction for
so many years that one has lost count of
the number, "The Parish Priest" is revived in picture form and offered to state
rights buyers by Herman J. Garfield.
As a stage attraction "The Parish
Priest" was of that type of play that
never grows old. Year in and year out it
was played throughout the country, holding its own as an old reliable to attract at
the box office. And now that it has been
done in picture form there seems to be
no reason why it should not attract as
well as the original.
The picturization has all the appeal of
the play. The folks in it are simple, human, everyday beings; people of small
town outlook who have elementary
problems to solve. They are not thrust

into any smashing, crashing dramatic
situations. But no matter. They catch
the interest and hold it because they are
human, even if they do move unerringly
to an anticipated outcome. In the telling
of the story stress is laid on the pathos,
though that element is nicely blended
with comedy relief.
In point of technicalities, the story has
been particularly well done. The ordination sequence, which serves as a prologue, is handled with such excellent
taste that it seems unlikely that anyone
can object to its religious nature. The
story is played in modern locale, but it
retains all its charm just the same. In
the matter of continuity, titling, settings
and detail those responsible have worked
with good effect.
William Desmond plays the title role
with skill, and is supported by a most
competent cast.
"The Parish Priest" is an old play
with human people in a simple charming
story so well done that it is a relief from
the riotous type of picture. It stands at
the top among the best of recent state
right offerings.
CARMEL MYERS IN
MAD
MARRIAGE
(UNIVERSAL)
A brisk, swift-moving and gracefully
entertaining domestic drama, decidedly clever. Carmel Myers at
her best with excellent support.
A lesson for selfish husbands,
adapted from the story by Marjorie Benton Cooke. Directed by
Rollin Sturgeon.
The same bright and sprightly cleverness that has made the stories by Marjorie Benton Cooke a perpetual delight
to the reading public will make this picture popular with the film devotees. A
rare skill has faithfully caught the atauthor's
transported mosphereitof the
to the
screen.writings
Every and
one
will doubtless like the picture, for it presents a problem frequently met with. It
i- an everyday tale with ordinary people,
unassuming
and unelaborate, but wholesome and charming.
Miss Myers is particularly appealing,
plays excellently and looks charming.
Scenes of society tableaux give her opportunity to display a real beauty, and
offer one of the best entertainment points
of the picture. There is just enough of
comedy to tincture the whole very pleasantly, some of this gained by use of titles
certain to get a good laugh. Truman Van
Dyke heads the especially capable supporting cast which includes also the everpopular Margaret Cullington.
Carmel Myers, in the story, is Jane
Judd. a capable, faithful friend and
"mother" in an artists' studio building.
Jerome Van Dyke, a man of many loves,
including a society girl, persuades her to
marry him to keep him from a foolish
alliance. Jane's devotion to him leads her
to accept the aid of a theatrical producer
in writing a play, the while keeping her
activities a secret from her husband in
order to surprise him. He discovers her
frequent visits to the other man just as
the play scores its success on opening
night, doubts her fidelity and suffers bitterly while
learning
his lesson
of unselfishness.
There is the
popular
happy
ending with husband and wife and baby
son reunited and supremely blissful.
A
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SPECIAL CAST IX
THE TAVERN
KNIGHT
(STOLL)
This picture holds a goodly amount
of educational value, particularly
for school youngsters. Atmosphere of the time of Oliver Cromwell well caught. A costume play
with interesting backgrounds.
A roystering, romantic drama of the
swashbuckling days "when knighthood
was in flower," is brought to the screen
in this late offering from Stoll Film Corporation of America. It has an educational value in the faithfulness with
which it has caught the atmosphere of
the reign of Charles I in England, and
youngsters studying English history
should get valuable
and interesting
knowledge and entertainment from it.
Patrons who like things historical will
be pleased with the picture. It was filmed
in the storied hills and battlements of
Worcester, England, on the ground
where the original fighting between the
King's
soldiersAttractive
and Oliver
Cromwellis
took place.
exploitation
suggested in a duplication of the costumes worn at that time. Battle scenes
lend some excitment, and the cast plav>
well.
The story is that of Roland Marleigh.
a Royalist, hated by the Puritans and
battling the followers of Cromwell. The
Ashburns some years before had killed
his wife and taken away his son whom
they rear and engage to Cynthia, their
ward. Before the connection of the
Knight and the boy Kenneth is discovered, the former has wooed Cynthia
and won her love. Kenneth dies at the
hand of the Ashburns and make possible
the marriage of Roland and Cynthia.
WILLIAM RUSSELL IX
THE CHEATER
REFORMED
(FOX)
A story of usurped identity with the
star in a dual role. The tale of the
redemption of an ex-convict who
adopts his dead brother's name
and assumes his place at home and
church. Interesting and entertaining. Directed by Scott Dunlap.
Better than it may be imagined by
those who have seen William Russell
time and time again in Western plays,
does he play this radically different role
in radically different surroundings — that
of a minister in a Xew York village.
While the whole is not at any time
particularly compelling, it is entertaining
and the theme is one which will appeal
wherever the patronage approves the
reformation theme. Russell does good
work in the leading role, but he shares
honors with a lad who appears as his
pal and offers the humorous tinge that
. relieves the seriousness of the whole.
Seena Owen plays the part of Carol
McCall with graciousness and ability.
Sam de Grasse qualifies as the enemv
of Dr. McCall and Carol.
In the story de Grasse as Edinburgh
covets the love of Carol, the wife of
the Rev. Dr. McCall, his friend. In an
" divorces
effort to hinf,
win heher,
when tohisherown
wife
displays
a prison
record of her husband. Before she has
time to obtain the latter's explanation
of it. he is killed in a wreck. '"Lefty"
.McCall. his twin brother, an ex-convict.
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in eagerness to start life again with
clean slate, usurps the minister's place
in his home and community. The climax comes when Carol, to shield her
husband from threatened notoriety,
promises to go away with Edinburgh.
The
cleverness
"Lefty's"
palending
saves
the day
and the of
woman
and the
is a happy one.
THE

MAY ALLISOX IN
MARRIAGE
OF

WILLIAM
ASHE
(METRO)
A feature for high-grade patronage
particularly, but one combining
the majority of elements that make
the universally pleasing picture.
A domestic drama
with clever
comedy tinge in opening reels. An
excellent ottering.
An Edward
Slocum production.
Inasmuch as this is a story by Mrs.
Humphrey Ward, the English novelist,
it is natural that its strong appeal should
be to the reading public, it is a high
grade picture in every way and is excellently plotted, directed, lighted and
photographed.
It has scenic settings in Scotland that
are superb, scenes in English estates and
gardens that are very attractive, and
Venetian villa and canal scenes that are
charming. The settings should be made
a point in advertising, and if the sceneof the honeymoon in Scotland, wherein
the star appears in the dress of that
land, are accompanied by the playing
of Scottish ballads (as they were when
the picture was shown at the Boston
theatre. Chicago), it will aid materially
in putting the feature over.
Because the r-creen story presents a
domestic problem the eagerness of a wife
to advance her husband's political position in following the dictates of a deceiving friend, with the result that their
love barque almost goes on the rocks —
there will be universal appeal to the
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lovers of screen sentiment. Women especially will like the picture.
Miss Allison plays with her usual
rompish vim and is extremely pretty.
She wears captivating gowns and proves
herself mistress of the skill in acting
that can affect the youthful hoyden
equally as well as the emotional woman.
Wyndham Standing is admirable in the
impersonation of William Ashe and
Frank Elliott is a good choice for the
deceiving Geoffrey Cliffe. Lydia Titus
has opportunities for good character
work which she meets with her customary appreciation of their possibilities.
The cast as a whole plays unusually well.
BEX TURPIX IX
POULTRY
A LA MODE
A goose and(VOGUE
a duck» who waddle
through this comedy in two reels with a
suggestion of far more intelligence than
the average poultry yard denizens, supply the best laughs that it provokes
Ihey lead their masters into a Sultan's
harem after "chickens," treat them to a
happy frolic with the inmates, only to
have them waken and find it all a dream,
with two hen-pecking wives completing
the suggestion of feathers. The whole
is moderately amusing and will please
wher<- the acrobatic Ben scores.

" 'Sunset' Jones" Said to
Give Co-Star Good Role
American's recent issue, " "Sunset"
Jones." co-starring Irene Rich and
Charles Clary", is averred to display to
advantage
former's talent for sincere
and earnestthecharacterization.
Irene Rich came to the screen from
private life, her first appearance being
three years ago in the character of a
nurse in '"Stella Maris." For two
months she played as an extra and was
then given small parts. She was soon
promoted to leading roles with several
well known film stars and her performance in these productions firmly established her popularity as a leading lady.

Scene from "The Tavern Knight." latest of the Stoll Film Corporation of America's
products.
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IN

DIAMOND
QUEEN
(UNIVERSAL)

A swift-moving and vivid serial the
first four episodes of which, reviewed, promise excitement in
super-abundance. Starts with a
zip and each episode ends with
arresting thrills. The South African diamond country about Kimberley and the African jungle contribute much of the locale. Directed by Edward Kull.
Back to the days of the wild animal
serials the producers of this chapter play
have gone for material, modernizing exciting situations in African jungles for
an important part of this new offering.
It begins with a bang and the culmination of each episode leaves the breath
checked and excitement high.
At the end of the first episode the girl
of the story, Eileen Sedgwick, possessed
of incriminating documents entrusted to
her by a suicide father for delivery to a
certain man, flees from pursuing enemies
out of a skyscraper window. She crosses
a narrow plank to an opposite window
far above the street, slips and falls as the
screen darkens. The second episode depicts her rescue from imprisonment in a
safe, and thereafter she is taken to the
Kimberley diamond mine country and
made queen of the cannibals. The test
whereby she is chosen ruler is a gruesome and hair-raising procedure.
The whole is highly melodramatic. It
is in eighteen episodes. The theme of
the
a girl's
Truststory
at istheir
own beating
game. theIt Diamond
includes
scenes of the making of synthetic diamonds and is replete with thrills.
GERTRUDE OLMSTEAD IN
SWEET
REVENGE
(UNIVERSAL)
While this is a two reel Western giving the important role to Hoot Gibson,
the appearance in it of Gertrude Olmstead, the young lady who entered the
picture field through the Elks' recent
popoularity contest, is the valuable advertising point. The picture has to do
with the frequently-told tale of the antagonism between cattle men and sheep
herders of the West. Hoot has the
sheep and Adams, the father of the girl,
owns the cattle range whereon Hoot
desires his sheep to graze. The stubbornness of the father in refusing is
eventually conquered after the girl and
her small brother are exposed to danger
by cattle men, and are rescued by Gibson. It is a well produced short subject with attractive mountain and desert setting.
FORD STERLING IN
A BALL ROOM
ROMEO
(SPECIAL PICTURES)
A two-reel comedy presented amid
more dignified surroundings than the
ordinary comedy, which the Specials
comiclassics affect, offers Ford Sterling
in an attempt to break into society. The
high spot of the whole is an Hawaiian
dance, ridiculously exaggerated and lively, executed by Sterling. The whole is
only lukewarm as to its comedy. Charlotte Merriam plays the role of the girl
whose affections Sterling is seeking.
Settings are attractive and the players
include Margaret Cullington who is always one of the best things about any
picture in which she appears.

"A

Small
Town
Idol" Wins Favor
At Its Premiere in Los Angeles
Idol' yesterday afternoon maintained
"A Small Town Idol," Mack Sennett's
first contribution to the output of Asso- their prestige and good judgment in pickciated Producers., Inc., of which he is a
ing plays that please the public."
member, opened to an immediate public
May Markson Praises
and box-office success at the New Mis"'A Small Town Idol' creates much
sion theatre, Los Angeles, last week.
May
at the
mirth
The following telegram from Harry
Record.
Angelessaid
the Lostheatre,"
in Mission
Markson
David, managing director of the Mission,
Sennett is perhaps the only directo F. B. Warren, general manager of "Mack
tor who can make an audience sit through
distribution for Associated Producers,
seven reels of frivolity and make them
feel at the end that the picture is too
describes the production's opening:
MACK SENNETT'S "SMALL TOWN
He has accomplished this in 'A
short.
IDOL" POSITIVELY THE BIGGEST
which played to overTown Idol,'
Small flow
THING THAT EVER PLAYED LOS
audiences at its world premiere at
ANGELES. NO QUESTION THAT IT
IS SENNETT'S GREATEST PICTURE.
Schallert in the Los Angeles
Mission."
theEdwin
OUR GROSS BUSINESS WEEK ENDTimes said: "Ben Turpin, valiant knight
ING TONIGHT »I8,950. THIS SEEMS
of careless eyes, corners all laurels. You
UNBELIEVABLE, TAKING INTO
have to be hard-hearted indeed not to
CONSIDERATION THAT MISSION
succumb to the heroic charms of Ben in
THEATRE HAS ONLY 800 SEATS.
'A
Small Town Idol.' "
The newspaper critics of Los Angeles
"A Small Town Idol," which Mr. Sencommented favorably on the production.
nett personally regards as his greatest
motion picture achievement since the
Criticisms Are Favorable
of "Mickey," features Ben Turpin,
Florence Lawrence, writing in the Los days
Phyllis Haver, Marie Prevost, Charles
Murray and James Finlayson. It was
Angeles Examiner, said: "'A Small Town
Idol' isences an
instant
success.
audidirected by Earle Kenton under the perfilled the
Mission
theatreHuge
yesterday
sonal supervision of Mr. Sennett. to greet Mr.entirely
Sennett's
has
eliminated
the picture.
proverbialHe slapstick and has evoked one of the most
Pathe Offers First Six
amusing films of his career."
Tom Santschi Westerns
"Hardly an angle of melodramatic art
escapes unscathed," says Guy Price in
The first six Western melodramas featThe Evening Herald. "Melodrama, farce,
uring Tom Santschi for publication
polite comedy, comedy-drama revue,
spectacle and plot are all there. It is every other week by Pathe have been
Sennett's first big picture since announced.
'Mickey.' "
"Beyond the Trail" will initiate the
Monroe Lathrop, writing in the Eve- series on January 23 and will be followed
Express, said:
thea- by "The Impostor," "The Death Trap,"
treningmanagement
started"The
out Mission
with a standard of productions in their opening bill "The Tempest," "The Desert Wolf" and
and the premiere of 'A Small Town
"La Rue of Phantom Valley."
TWO

SELZNICK

STARS

IN "SOCIETY

SNOBS"

Scene from the Selznick feature to be published February 15, with Conway Tearle
and Martha Mansfield in the leading roles.
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"What
the
Picture
Did
For
VERDICTS
ON FILMS
IN LANGUAGE
OF EXHIBITOR

Me"

Copyright, 1921
You are especially invited to contribute regularly to this department.
It is a co-operative service FOR THE BENEFIT OF EXHIBITORS.
TELL US WHAT THE PICTURE DID FOR YOU and read in the HERALD every week what the picture
did for the other fellow, thereby getting the only possible guide to box office values. Address "What The
Picture Did For Me." EXHIBITORS HERALD, 417 S. Dearb orn St., Chicago.
American
The Blue Moon, with Pell Trenton. —
A good picture. If you want a good
American picture get a Bill Russell. Some
pep. — McClure & Faulkner, Comique theatre, Jamesport, Mo. — • Neighborhood
patronage.
Six-Feet-Four, with William Russell. — ■
A dandy good picture. Pleased 90 per
cent. — W. H. Gilfillan. Lotus theatre, Red
Lake Falls, Minn. — Neighborhood patronage.
Six-Feet-Four, with William Russell. —
A real good western with a real star.
Some of my patrons came back second
time to see this. — C. S. Ford. Princess
theatre, Reinbeck, Iowa. — Neighborhood
patronage.
The Valley of Tomorrow, with William
Russell. — This is a dandy. Went big two
days. Ran this with The Suitor, with
Larry Semon. Everybody pleased; to
big business. You can't go wrong on
either of the above pictures. — William
Thacher, Royal theatre. Salina, Kan.
The House of Toys, with Seena Owen.
— Oh, why do they keep on making these
society pictures' for the small town theatre? Can't
they Too
givemuch
us a lovesick
real western
now and
then?
stuff.
Give us a rest. — McClure & Faulkner.
Comique theatre, Jamesport. Mo. — Neighborhood patronage.
First National
Nomads of the North, with a special
cast. — Very good picture to very good
business. Has a very' realistic fire scene.
Pleased my patfons very much. — George
W. Ring. Society theatre, Seattle, Wash.
— Neighborhood patronage.
The Branded Woman, with Norma
Talmadge. — Very fine production; however, a weak supporting cast. Muddy
looking
cast, still
possibly
make Norma's
beauty shine
more.to However,
went
over
big.
—
T.
B.,
Lyric
theatre,
New
Ulm,
Minn.
In Search of a Sinner, with Constance
Talmadge. — Fine. Everybody pleased
and said so. I have played nearly all
the Constance Talmadge pictures and
will keep on playing them. They always
draw me a good house. — G. F. Rediske.
Star theatre. Ryegate. Mont. — Small town
patronage.
Forty-five Minutes From Broadway,
with Charles Ray. — A splendid picture.
Title and star a good drawing card. Made
as big a hit as the famous musical comedy, and some liked the screen version
even better. — Peter Krauth. Denison theatre, Denison, la. — Neighborhood patronage.
Peaceful Valley, with Charles Ray. —
This one more than pleased. Keep Ray
in the rube stuff and he will always please

them. — George W. Ring, Society theatre,
Seattle, Wash. — Neighborhood patronage.
Nomads of the North, with Lewis
Stone. — Wonderful acting. Thrilling fire
scenes. Direction good. Natural scenes
great. Broke records. Pleased all. Book
it and boost it. — Jack Cairns, Brooklyn
theatre, Detroit, Mich. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Yes or No, with Norma Talmadge. —
Another Norma Talmadge success that
will go over in any theatre. Star's acting
good as usual. — R. A. Botts, Grand theatre, Carrington, N. D. — Small town patronage.
A Splendid Hazard, with Henry B.
Walthall. — Did not please half the patrons. Ran it one day. — B. C. Brosn, Star
theatre, \ iroqua, Wis.
The Inferior Sex. with Mildred Harris.
— This picture drew good business and
pleased them all. — Pfeiffer Bros., Opera
House, Kenton, O. — Neighborhood patronage.
Forty-five Minutes From Broadway,
with Charles Ray. — This production gave
the greatest satisfaction of any Ray picture played thus far. — T. B. Melzer.
Lyric theatre. New- Ulm, Minn.
Curtain, with Katherine MacDonald. —
Very well produced. My patrons seemed
to like it better than I did and, after all.
that is what counts. — George W. Ring,
Society theatre,
borhood patronage.Seattle, Wash. — NeighMarried Life, a Mack Sennett production.— This was not as good as I expected it*would be. Was simply a repeater
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of two-reel comedies put together. Fell
down the second night. — W. W. Woltz,
Star theatre,
Lake City, Iowa. — Neighborhood patronage.
A Temperamental Wife, with Constance Talmadge. — One of the best pictures Constance has ever made. Simply
a knockout. Had a good crowd in an
uproar from start to finish. Could repeat
and stand them up. Boost it, it will
clean up for you. — Smith Read, Patriot
theatre, DeKaib, Texas. — Small town
patronage.
The Family Honor, a King Yidor production— A good, clean, wholesome show.
One that would leave no work for censors to do. Book it. — R. A. Botts. Grand
theatre. Carrington, N. D. — Small town
patronage.
The River's End, a Marshall Neilan
production. — Great. A real picture that
pleased all. You will have to advertise,
as the title does not draw. Run two
days anyway; 15 and 30c. — J. H. Hooks,
Palace theatre,
Thomas, Okla. — Neighborhood patronage.
A Virtuous Vamp, with Constance Talmadge.— Connie is a favorite here. Some
of my best patrons stopped to tell me
what
"g-g-grand"
was. — W.
Lloyd a Beebe.
Opera picture
House, itManito,
111.
— Neighborhood patronage.
Polly of the Storm Country, with Mldred Harris. — This is a dandy little picture in six reels. Mildred Harris contiues to show her ability, and Mickey
Moore as "Wee Jerry" sure kept the audience laughing. Comments good. — H.
J. Longaker. Howard theatre. Alexandria, Minn. — Neighborhood patronage.
Mary Regan, with Anita Stewart. —
Splendid picture. Pleased big house. The
story
and the
star's acting
is up istointeresting
the standard
as usual.
Very
popular here and getting better each
week. — Smith Read. Patriot theatre, DeKaib, Texas. — Small town patronage.
The Jack-Knife Man, a King Vidor
production. — This is a good, clean picture. Something different. Some comedy,
some pathos. — W. W. Woltz. Star theatre. Lake 'City, Iowa. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Daddy Long Legs, The Hoodlum, and
Heart o' the Hills. — Ran them as above
one week apart. Good pullers, but not
quite equal to Tarzan pictures. Biggest
receipts on The Hoodlum. — J. Christensen. Star theatre, Sandusky, Mich. —
Small town patronage.
Daddy Long Legs, with Mary Pickford. — We thought it just a picture for
women and children, but it even pleased
the "hard-boiled." We don't expect any
better pictures. — Faul & Overton, Lyric
theatre, Winchester, 111. — Neighborhood
patronage.
A Virtuous Vamp, with Constance Talmadge. — Exceptionally good. Think
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Jack Pickford in a scene from "Just Out
Constance Talmadge better for small
towns than Norma. — Yeomen theatre.
Si'iieca, S. D. — Neighborhood patronage.
In Old Kentucky, with Anita Stewart.
—Very good, but if you have played
Heart o' thePleased
Hills you
much I
difference.
aboutwon't
60 perseecent.
believe that some exhibitors have boosted
this one too strong. 25 and 50c. — J. H.
Hooks, Palace theatre, Thomas, Okla. —
Neighborhood patronage.
What Women Love, with Annette kel
lcrman. — This was a real treat, especially
for the men, although there's nothing
offensive. Some bathing girls, good figures, lots of comedy, some fighting. — W.
W. Woltz, Star theatre, Lake City, Iowa.
Human Desire, with Anita Stewart. —
Nothing startling, but good entertainment. Pictures of this kind are sure
death to blue laws. More of this kind
and the hammers will be laid on the
shelf. — W. Lloyd Beebe, Opera House.
Manito, 111. — Neighborhood patronage.
Tarzan of the Apes, with Elmo Lincoln.— Everyone pleased and wanting to
know when we show Romance of Tarzan. Good crowd. — Mrs. Pearl G. Robinson, Gem theatre, Harper, Kan.
The Idol Dancer, a D. W. Griffith production.— Very good. Pleased a two-day
crowd. — George E. Taylor, Idle Hour
theatre, Dunlap, Iowa. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Back to God's Country, with Nell Shipman. — Did remarkably well with this one.
Packed them in at regular 25c admission.
Everybody well pleased. You don't need
any comedy with it. — W. Lloyd Beebe,
Opera House, Manito. 111. — Neighborhood patronage.
Tarzan of the Apes, with Elmo Lincoln.— Went over great here and did
pretty good business with it. We advertised it extensively and people came to
see it that do not usually come. It is a
thriller. — M. D. Foster, Gem theatre,
Williamsburg, Kan.
In Search of a Sinner, with Constance
Talmadge. — Like all of Connie's — good,
and they said it. It's a pleasure to play
this Star and we're sorry she don't make
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of College," his latest Goldwyn picture.
more of them. — C. Hales, Lyric theatre.
ronage.
Orange City. Iowa. — Neighborhood patThe Romance of Tarzan, and Tarzan
of the Apes, with Elmo Lincoln. — Good
attractions. Good business. — Frank Allen.
Rose theatre, Byron, III. — Small town
patronage.
A Temperamental Wife, with Constance Talmadge. — A fine picture and
pleased. — H. A. Wishard. Wishard theatre, Bloom-field, Iowa. — Home patronage.
In Wrong, with Jack Pickford. — A
nice clean comedy-drama that drew well
and pleased. — C. N. Bartow, Opera
ronage.
House, Medora. 111. — Small town patThe Thunderbolt, with Katherine MacDonald. — A real good five-reel feature
with lots of pep. Went over good to a
fair-sized audience. Some real good
scenes. — H. A. Wishard, Wishard theatre,
r.loomfield, Iowa. — Home patronage.
Fox
The Scuttlers, with William Farnum. —
This is a good picture. Farnum fans and
men will like it. Women, I find, don't
care for sea pictures. — W. W. Woltz,
Star theatre,
Lake City, Iowa. — Neighborhood patronage.
Prairie Trails, with Tom Mix. — -Just a
fair Mix picture. We have run lots better.
— Pfeiffer Bros., Opera House, Kenton,
Ohio. — Neighborhood patronage.
Tiger's
Cub, wPearl
ith Pearl
— Broke
house
records.
WhiteWhite.
is liked
very
well here. Book it. — G. Hubler, Grand
theatre.
hood Marked
patronage. Tree, Ark. — NeighborThe Land of Jazz, with Eileen Percy.
— A frothy and satirical farce comedy. —
P. G. Estee. Fad theatre, Brookings, S. D.
■— Neighborhood patronage.
While New York Sleeps, with a special
cast. — Excellent acting, but is not understood by people who do not know big
town life. Packed house. Top price, 50c.
— Giacoma Bros., Crystal theatre, Tombstone, Ariz. — General patronage.
The Thief, with Pearl White.— A society drama. A bit slow in the first two
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reels, but gets interesting from there on.
— Peter Krauth, Denison theatre, Denison, Iowa. — Neighborhood patronage.
Blind Wives, with a special cast. — Another one of those Fox specials that
mean nothing to your patrons. This is
a special with which you fool your audience. There is nothing special about it
exceptcials<J,000
wearisome
film. York
Spelike thisfeet
oneof and
While New
Sleeps and The White Moll kill your
business. They are not even good program pictures. We know! We have
shown
themyou.all.
Don't J.
touch
them! Ruby
They
will hurt
— Hans
Petersen,
theatre, Jamestown, N. D.
The Challenge of the Law, with William
Russell. — Northwest police story. A
good one. — G. M. McClain, Star theatre,
Barry, 111. — Small town patronage.
Girl of My Heart, with Shirley Mason.
Shirley always pleases here and this
was no exception. Good story. — P. G.
Estee, Fad theatre, Brookings, S. D. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Drag Harlan, with William Farnum. —
Great. I'leased large audience. — Hackett
& Krau^>, Hackett's theatre. Port Gjfi
son, Miss. — Neighborhood patronage.
Molly and I, with Shirley Mason. — The
star is a cute little girl and picture was
nothing extra; like all the program stuff
they send out. Small crowd. — G. F. Rediske.
Star patronage.
theatre, Ryegate, Mont. —
Small town
Two Moons, with Buck Jones! — A very
good western. Pleased. — George E. Taylor, Idle Hour theatre, Dunlap, Iowa. —
Neighborhood patronage.
The Reformed Cheater, with William
Russell. — One of the best Fox picture-,
we have screened in a long time. — Pfeiffer Bros., Operapatronage.
House, Kenton, Ohio. —
Neighborhood
The Challenge of the Law, with Wil
Ham Russell. — Splendid acting in this
picture, but too much of the horrors of
desert travel. Small town exhibitors
should run a good comedy in connection.
It does not leave the come-back impression.— Smith Read, Patriot theatre, DcKalb, Texas. — Small town patronage.
Tiger's Cub, with Pearl White.— This
picture was redeemed by its beautiful
snow scenes. Too brutal and vulgar in
places. Just a rough, brutal, Northwest
picture. — J. G. Varnell, Princess theatre.
Piedmont. Ala. — Small town patronage.
Flame of Youth, w ith Shirley Mason. —
Star and picture both good. — George E.
Taylor, Idle Hour theatre, Dunlap, Iowa.
— Neighborhood patronage.
The Little Wanderer, with Shirley Mason— Cannot say enough for this cleancut program picture. Very interesting,
highly entertaining and appreciated by a
good
house.
Let's havetheatre,
some Carleton,
more of
that class.
— Auditorium
Neb. — Small town patronage.
Just Pals, with Buck Jones. — Story not
very logical, but they will forget that in
charm of star and his juvenile assistant.
Pleased 00 per cent. — P. G. Estee, Fad
theatre, Brookings, S. D. — Neighborhood
patronage.
The Husband Hunter, with Eileen
Percy. — Very good program picture.
Amusing all the way through. — J. G.
Varnell, Princess theatre. Piedmont, Ala.
— Small town patronage.
Theliam Challenge
the Law,
with good
WilRussell. — Thisof would
be a very
picture, but too much of the desert scene
spoils it. — Peter Krauth, Denison theatre,
Denison, la. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Adventurer, with William Farnum.
— Didn't get by. Fox should not play
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| Exhibitors
j Point

of View

Some exhibitors never re- |
| port on pictures, but they |
| like to read reports from j
| others.
Brother Exhibitors, it is |
| time for some of you to j
| wake up. Send in your re- j
| ports.
We all like to read them j
| and know how to put the |
| pictures over. Get busy.
Send in your reports!
WM. THACHER,
Royal Theatre, |
Salina, Kans. |
■■■mitmiwmnriifliiHHmuiiHiimnniiitiniiiMiinitHiiJiiiiMiiiMiitiiiiiHiiiiitiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^
Farnum in anything but westerns. Put
his gats on instead of dramatic costumes
and you can't beat him. — J. H. Hooks,
Palace theatre, Thomas, Okla. — Neighborhood patronage.
Her Honor the Mayor, with Eileen
Percy. — Just an ordinary picture. Eileen
is a beauty. — J. G. Varnell, Princess theatre, Piedmont, Ala. — Small town patronage.
The Devil's Riddle, with Gladys Brockwell. — Good program picture. However,
it's an old story, but well presented.
Top price, 25c. — Giacoma Bros., Crystal
theatre,
ronage. Tombstone', Ariz. — General patThe Iron Rider, with William Russell.
This is a good picture. Rather dark on
account of so many night scenes. Has a
surprise at the ending. — W. W. Woltz,
Star theatre, Lake City, Iowa. — Neighborhood patronage.
Camille of the Yukon, with Miriam
Cooper.- — Contains the usual dance hall
stuff. Poor business. Picture fair, how-,
ever. Fox is losing me business on
their program stuff and I will be forced
to cut it out. — G. F. Rediske, Star theatre,
Ryegate, Mont. — Small town patronage.
Leave It to Me, with William Russell.
— Not much to it. Rather amusing, but
that is about all we can say for it.—
Auditorium theatre, Carleton, Neb. —
The Terror, with Tom Mix. — Good, as
are
of Mix's
have got
the all
action
and pictures.
keep yourThey
audience
on
their toes. — J. H. Hooks, Palace theatre.
Thomas, Okla. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Little Wanderer, with Shirley Mason.— A crackerjack of a five-reel feature.
Good acting and a good star. No kicks,
but lots of compliments as over 400
passed out. — H. A. Wishard, Wishard
theatre, Bloomfield, la.- — Home patronage.
The Joyous Troublemakers, with William Farnum. — This has the wittiest subtitles ever and therefore is good without
the support of its other good qualities.
Even if it is old, boost it high, because
it is unusually enjoyable. — Jean Lightner, Regent theatre, Alameda, Cal. —
Neighborhood patronage.
The Man Who Dared, with William
Russell. — This is one of the best pictures
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settings tine. Pleased 100 per cent.81
—
Peter Krauth, Denison theatre, Denison.
Iowa. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Branding Iron, with Barbara Castleton. — A very well produced play, but
did
draw for
take not
a -chance
on me.
a playMythatpatrons
soundswon't
like
it was too heavy. — George \V. Ring, Society patronage.
theatre, Seattle, Wash. — Neighborhood
The Revenge of Tarzan, with Gene
Pollar. — If you have played the other
two Tarzan pictures be sure to play this
one, but don't mention cast. Star disap
pointing,
but you
get theSandusky,
coin. — J.
Christensen.
Starwilltheatre,
Mich. — Small town patronage.
The Man Who Had Everything, with
Jack tures
Pickford.
— All Jack Pickford's
are very satisfactory.
Business picbig.
— John Hafner, Princess theatre, Donora.
Pa. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Great Lover, with a special cast.
— Will go good in a high-class neighborhood; others lay off. — Pfeiffer Bros., Opera House, Kenton, O. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Scratch My Back, with a special cast.
— Say, boys, of all the poor comedies
this is the worst. You know, after years
of the show game, you can't fool an
exhibitor. — Preston Bros., Empress theatre, Rockwell City, Iowa.
The Truth, with Madge Kennedy.—
Not up to the average of Goldwyn programs, and we are losing our pull on
Kennedy pictures. — B. C. Brown, Star
theatre, Viroqua, Wis.
Scratch My Back, with a special cast.
— Go the limit on this one. Your patrons
will like it. Wonderful advertising possibilities inthis picture. If you go after
it watch your box office. — G. M. McClain.
ronage.
Star theatre, Barry, 111. — Small town pat-

Just Out of College, with Jack Pickford. — Pleasing picture. Good business. —
Pfeiffer Bros., Opera House, Kenton.
Ohio. — Neighborhood patronage.
Stop Thief, with Tom Moore.— A
dandy comedy-drama. Photography and

Double Dyed Deceiver, with Jack Pickford. — A good story; good picture. — P.
G.
Estee, Fad theatre,
Brookings, S. D. —
Neighborhood
patronage.
The Truth, with Madge Kennedy. —
Slow up on this one. An attempt at

I ever ran.- Wouldn't want a better picture, and I believe it will please any audience.— J. G. Varnell, Princess theatre,
Piedmont, Ala. — Small town patronage.
Leave It to Me, with William Russell.
— A five-reel comedy-drama that just gets
by, but, of course, they cannot all be
good. — H. A. Wishard, Wishard theatre,
Bloomfield, Iowa. — Home patronage.
Twins of Suffering Creek, with William Russell. — This one is a good one
and is up to the Russell standard. — G.
M. McClain, Star theatre, Barry, 111. —
Small town patronage.
The Daredevil, with Tom Mix. — It is
just what you are looking for. Advertise strong, as it is full of pep and will
please. — J. H. Hooks, Palace theatre,
Thomas, Okla.— Neighborhood patronage.
Just Pals, with Buck Jones. — A dandy
good western and comedy mixed. Full
of pep, especially last three reels. Get
them in. They will go out pleased. — H.
A. Wishard, Wishard theatre, Bloomfield,
Iowa. — Home patronage.
The Little Wanderer, with Shirley Mason.— A very clever picture. Shirley Mason is fine in this one. — G. M. McClain.
Star theatre. Barry, 111. — Small town patronage.
A Sister to Salome, with Gladys Brockwell. — Not liked only by the very few
who understood it, but a very good picture and complimented by them. One of
the few that an audience is divided on. —
H. A. Wishard, Wishard theatre, Bloomfield, Iowa. — Home patronage.
The Square Shooter, with Buck Jones.
— Buck Jones is fast coming to the front.
A clever picture and will please. — G. M.
McClain, Star theatre, Barry, 111. — Small
town patronage.

WHAT

MAKES

UNIVERSAL

COMEDIES

POPULAR?

You guessed it. The comedy beauty squad. They keep in good shape — so they
tell us — by "gym" work.
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making a picture without a story. Result?
Successful failure. — T. B. Melzer, Lyric
theatre, New Ulm, Minn.
Honest Hutch, with Will Rogers. —
This is a real picture. Enjoyed very
much by my patrons. Good drawing
card. — John Hafner, Princess theatre,
Donora, Pa. — Neighborhood patronage.
Water Water Everywhere, with Will
Rogers. — Good. Good business and the
best of satisfaction. — G. F. Rediske, Star
theatre, Ryegate, Mont. — Small town patronage.
Jes'isCall
Me one.
Jim, with
Rogers.
—
This
a good
Lots Will
of good,
clean
fun in it. — Alvin S. Frank, Jewel theatre,
Lafayette, Colo. — Neighborhood patronage.
Jes'betCallof Me
Will Rogers.
—
Best
the Jim,
year.withPleased
high and
lowbrows because of its heart appeal.
Clean. Good for Saturday and Sunday.
Will stand all boosting you can give.
Do not raise price, however. Played with
old Chaplin comedy, Behind the Screen.
Not bad. — Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho. — Small town patronage.
Dangerous Days, with a special cast. —
A good picture. Drew well for two days.
When a picture brings three times its
cost I am satisfied. This one did. — H. A.
Wishard, Wishard theatre, Bloomfield,
Iowa. — Home patronage.
One of the Finest, with Tom Moore.
— Splendid comedy-drama that will amuse
and entertain all classes. — Harold Daspit, Atherton theatre, Kentwood, La. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Madame X, with Pauline Frederick. —
Fine production. If they like a picture
that makes them weep this is it. Good
drawing card. — John Hafner, Princess
theatre,
ronage. Donora, Pa. — Neighborhood patDollars and Sense, with Madge Kennedy.— A dandy. Madge Kennedy always takes in Barry. — G. M. McClain,
Star theatre, Barry, III. — Small town
patronage.
The Silver Horde, with a special cast.
ALL OF THE
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— Not as good as they told me it was,
but still a very good picture. — Alvin S.
Frank, Jewel theatre, Lafayette, Colo. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Out of the Shadows, with Pauline
Frederick. — Good. In fact, one of the
best of this star's pictures on this program. Regular price, 10 and 25c. — A. N.
Miles, Eminence theatre, Eminence, Ky.
Jes' Call Me Jim, with Will Rogers. —
Just as good 'as a sermon. Patrons
stopped at the office and told us so. —
Preston Bros., Empress theatre, Rockwell City, Iowa.
Cupid the Cowpuncher, with Will Rogers.— Splendid comedy-drama with good,
spicy readers. — Faul & Overton, Lyric
theatre, Winchester, 111. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Hodkinson

Business satisfactory. — John Hafner,
Princess
theatre, Donora, Pa. — Neighborhood patronage.

The House of Whispers, with J. Warren Kerrigan. — Very good. Many favorable comments. Busines fine. — John Hafner, Princess theatre, Donora, Pa. —
Neighborhood patronage.
The House of Whispers, with J. Warren Kerrigan. — A very good and interesting mystery story. Pleased. — P. G.
Estec. Fad theatre, Brookings, S. D. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Love Madness, with Louise Glaum. —
This was well liked. Far better than
The Leopard Woman, her first picture on
Associated program. Good drawing card.
— John Hafner, Princess theatre, Donora,
Pa. — Neighborhood patronage.
The U. P. Trail, with Roy Stewart.—
Played three days to try three-day runs.
Saved us on account of bad weather
second day. A great picture; sure to
please. — Verncr Hicks, Family theatre,
Marion, 111. — General patronage.
The U. P. Trail, with Roy Stewart.—
Pleased the men and boys, but the
women didn't care for it. A real western.
— Hardin Enterprises Company, Hardin,
Mo. — Neighborhood patronage.
Down Home, with a special cast. —
Good picture. Liked by most people.

COUNTRY

ISN'T DRY, YET

Ford Sterling in a scene from "A Ballroom Romeo," his first Special Pictures comedy.

Metro
The Saphead, with Buster Keaton. —
Ran two days to big business. This picture will add to his popularity, which is
sure gaining. — Frank Allen, Rose theatre,
Byron, 111. — Small town patronage.
The Great Redeemer, with a special
cast. — Liked line. Drew good. — John
Hafner, Princess theatre, Donora, Pa. —
Neighborhood patronage.
The Misfit Wife, with Alice Lake.—
Good story, but a little misleading. No
comments. — Yeomen theatre, Seneca, S.
D. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Price of Redemption, with Bert
Lytcll. — A true special worthy of care
in presentation. Don't be afraid to advertise itand raise admission, but precede it with a good comedy since it is
heavy. — John Lightner, Regent theatre,
Alameda, Cal. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Misfit Wife, with Alice Lake.—
Beautiful drama. Well cast. Pleased. —
Hackett & Krauss, Hackett's theatre,
ronage.Gibson, Miss. — Neighborhood patPort
Body and Soul, with Alice Lake. — A
very good picture. Alice Lake is a new
star for us, but I believe she will prove
one of our best drawing cards. Many favorable comments. — B. C. Brown, Star
theatre, Viroqua, Wis.
Held in Trust, with May Allison. —
This is one of the best Allison pictures
that we ever ran. — Pfeiffer Bros., Opera
House, Kenton, Ohio. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Held in Trust, with May Allison. —
Several people told me this was much
better than they expected from the name.
Personally, I thought it was very good.
Poor business on account of weather. —
George W. Ring, Society theatre, Seattle,
Wash. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Cheater, with May Allison— Did
not care for so much cigarette stuff on
part of star, but picture seemed to please.
— P. G. Estee, Fad theatre, Brookings,
S. D. — Neighborhood patronage.
Held in Trust, with May Allison. —
Picture liked, but would not draw.
Poorest second night crowd in a year.
First night average. — O. R. Nation,
Strand theatre, Davis, Cal. — Small town
patronage.
A Modern Salome, with Hope Hampton.— A very pleasing picture in my opinion, but did not seem to please audience.
— R. A. Botts, Grand theatre, Carrington, N. D. — Small town patronage.
The Walk-Offs, with May Allison.—
A dandy. Star cute and picture cuter.
EveryoneLake
pleased.
W. W. Woltz, Star
theatre,
City,— Iowa.
The Heart of a Child, with Nazimova.
— If your folks like Nazimova then this
is all right, for it is one of the best
things she has ever made, but it is my
first, last and only Nazimova. I have
to advance my prices to 15 and 35c and
there are not enough people who appreciate her to the extent of paying more
to seetre,her.
— A. N.
Eminence,
Ky. Miles, Eminence theaThe Right of Way, with Bert Lytell.—
The sad ending of this picture makes it
stand out in a class by itself. The author
has this picture sold before you show it.
— W. C. Whitt. Home theatre, Anderson, Cal. — Small town patronage.
Please Get Married, with Viola Dana.
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— Too silly to show to an intelligent
audience. — Frank Allen, Rose theatre,
Byron, 111. — Small town patronage.
A Chorus Girl's Romance, with Viola
Dana. — Good. Viola getting better every
day. House well pleased. — Hackett &
Krauss, Hackett's theatre, Port Gibson,
Miss. — Neighborhood patronage.
Nothing But Lies, with Taylor Holmes.
— Good as anj- of the farce comedies
made from stage plays. That don't mean
anything wonderful for any of them. —
P. G. Estee, Fad theatre, Brookings, S.
D. — Neighborhood patronage.
Should a Woman Tell? with Alice
Lake. — Fair program picture. Fine photography. Story failed to please. Too
much triangle stuff. — F. E. Sabin, Majestic theatre, Eureka, Mont. — Neighborhood patronage.
Fair and Warmer, with May Allison. —
For a fun-maker you can't beat this one.
They all liked it. — Hardin Ent. Co.,
Odeon theatre, Hardin, Mo. — Neighborhood patronage.
Fair and Warmer, with May Allison. —
Pleased all and drew well. — Frank Allen,
Rose theatre, Byron, 111.
Parlor, Bedroom and Bath, with a special cast. — What the Ohio censors left of
this picture went over in good shape. It
gave entire satisfaction with the exception of the abrupt changes. The continuity not the best. It's a crime censors
can't leave so harmless a farce without
cutting it all up. — Fred S. Meyer, Palace
theatre. Hamilton, Ohio. — Transient patronage.
Alias Jimmy Valentine, with Bert Lytell. — Ran this with The Scarecrow on
Christmas. Pleased a large patronage. —
Frank Allen, Rose theatre, Byron, 111. —
Small town patronage.
Please Get Married, with Viola Dana.
— This is fine. Full of comedy. My
patrons liked it and told me so. — W. W.
Woltz, Star theatre, Lake City, Iowa.
Dangerous to Men, with Viola Dana.
— A good picture, but just a little too
spicy for some of our patrons. However,
it will not offend. — Hardin Ent. Co.,
Odeon theatre, Hardin, Mo. — Neighborhood patronage.
Fair and Warmer, with May Allison. —
A very good offering that went over big
four days and played to big business on
return engagement. A sure bdx office
attraction. Gave universal satisfaction.
Don't S.miss
this Palace
excellent
opportunity.
Fred
Meyer,
theatre,
Hamilton,—
Ohio. — Transient patronage.
The Mutiny of the Elsinore, with a
special cast. — Just got by. Ran Fatty
Arbuckle in The Garage with it. — Frank
Allen, Rose theatre, Byron, 111— Small
town patronage.
Paramount
A Full House, With Bryant Washburn.
Pleased big house as a regular program
production. — Giacoma Bros., Crystal theatre, Tombstone, Ariz. — General patronage.
Always Audacious, with Wallace Reid.
— Good picture. Took well with the patrons. One of his best. — Royal theatre,
Lehi, Utah.
Something To Do, with Bryant Washburn.— This pleased about as well as any
Washburn picture we have had. — A. N.
•Miles, Eminence theatre, Eminence, Ky.
Black Is White, with Dorothy Dalton.
— Too much cannot be said for this picture. It should be appreciated anywhere,
tor we seldom get a picture as good as
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■Alicia Lee (Constance Binney) is informed she is a prisoner by Don Mariano
Calederon in "Something Different."
this. — J. G. Varnell, Princess theatre.
Piedmont, Ala. — Small town patronage.
Hairpins, with Enid Bennett. — A splendid little picture. I booked it for but
one day and regretted it. It is good for
two. Treatment and support are excellent.— Jean Lightner, Regent theatre, Alameda, Cal. — Neighborhood patronage.
Idols of Clay, with Mae Murray. —
Played three days to ordinary business.
Did not come up to expectations. Very
much disappointed. Continuity very poor.
— Levine Bros., Parkview theatre, Brooklyn, N. Y.
What Happened to Jones, with Bryant
Washburn. — All Paramount subjects are
good. Have not found a poor 'one. —
Hackett & Krauss, Hackett's theatre,
Port
ronage.Gibson, Miss. — Neighborhood patHumoresque,
Rubens.
Excellent. Cfne ofwith
the Alma
best we
have — ever
had. — L. M. Kuhns, Gibson theatre, Gibson, N. M. — Small town patronage.
Behold My Wife, with a special cast.
— An exceptionally fine picture to very
good business. Everybody said it was
great, and I think they were right. —
George W. Ring, Society theatre, Seattle,
Wash. — Neighborhood patronage.
Sand, with William S. Hart.— Dandy
picture. As good as Hart ever made. —
Frank Allen, Rose theatre, Byron, 111. —
Small town patronage.
Guilty of Love, with Dorothy Dalton. —
Dorothy Dalton goes strong here as a
general program feature. Top price, 25c.
— Giacoma Bros., Crystal theatre, Tombstone, Ariz. — General patronage.
The Sins of St Anthony, with Bryant
Washburn. — Good production. If you
want to give your patrons honest-togoodness laughing material this one will
fill the bill.— T. B. Melzer, Lyric theatre,
New Ulm, Minn.
The Cradle of Courage, with William
S. Hart. — Something different; not a
westerner, but a crackerjack. Pleased
everybody. — Royal theatre, Lehi, Utah.
His Wife's Friend, with Dorothy Dal-

ton.— This is a fine picture. Dorothy well
liked by my patrons. — W. W. Woltz, Star
theatre. Lake City, Iowa. — Neighborhood
patronage.
The Lottery Man, with Wallace Reid.
— Dandy. Everyone more than pleased.
Give us more like it. Wanda Hawley and
Harrison Ford got their share of praise
along with Wallace. 10 and 25c. — J. H.
Hooks. Palace theatre, Thomas, Okla. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Guilty of Love, with Dorothy Dalton.
— Story deals with that daring subject
that so many writers fall back on nowadays. Gave 75 per cent satisfaction. —
T.
Minn.B. Melzer, Lyric theatre, New Ulm,
Crooked Streets, with Ethel Clayton. —
The best picture Ethel Clayton ever appeared in. Scenes laid in Shanghai.
Plenty of excitement. A dandy fight and
good comedy relief. — George W. Ring,
Society theatre,
Seattle, Wash. — Neighborhood patronage.
Humoresque, with a special cast. — One
of the best plays I have ever shown. In
a non-Jewish neighborhood it drew fine
crowds for two days, where the usual
policy is a daily change. — J. E. Stocker,
Myrtle theatre.
borhood patronage.Detroit, Mich. — NeighStepping Out, with Enid Bennett. — A
very good program picture. Everybody
seemed to be well pleased. — J. A. Yeakel.
Star theatre.
Kenawha, Iowa. — Neighborhood patronage.
Double Speed and Excuse My Dust,
with Wallace Reid. — Both good pictures.
Wallace a good bet here. — Frank Allen,
| Communications regarding con| dition of film, service conditions,
| rental prices, etc., should be
| mailed separately. Reports for
| this department must be confined
| to the actual drawing power rec| ord of productions.
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Ray. — A little slow in starting, but has
a whirlwind finish and sends them out
satisfied. It will more than please men
and boys. — J. H. Hooks, Palace theatre,
Thomas, Okla. — Neighborhood patronage.Pettigrew's Girl, with Ethel Clayton. —
Star not very popular here, but this picture took well notwithstanding the war
part of it. — J. Herbert Talbert, Legion
ronage.
theatre, Norwich, Kan. — Small town pat-

William
and E.
his Smith,
co-starpresident
Edith Johnson
in a scene
from "Fighting
writtenDuncan
by Albert
of Vitagraph,
and Arthur
P. Hankins. Fate,"

The Valley of Giants, with Wallace
Reid. — Good story. Good acting. Good
picture. Attendance very good. — F. E.
Sabin, Majestic theatre, Eureka, Mont. —
Neighborhood patronage.
The Home Town Girl, with Vivian
Martin. — Just fair. Five short reels. — H.
A. Wishard, Wishard theatre, Bloomfield
theatre, Iowa. — Home patronage.
The Misleading Widow, with Billie
Burke. — Hurkc always draws here. Good
picture. — W. H. Gilfillan, Lotus theatre,
Red Lake Falls, Minn. — Neighborhood
patronage.
More Deadly Than the Male, with
Ethel Clayton. — Not up to Miss Clayton's standard. — L. M. Kuhns, Gibson
theatre, Gibson, N. M. — Mining camp
patronage.
Told in the Hills, with Robert Warwick.— A great picture. Everybody liked
it. — W. H. Gilfillan, Lotus theatre, Red
ronage.
Lake Falls, M inn.— Neighborhood pat-

price. — Preston Bros., Empress theatre,
Rockwell City, Iowa.
AU-of-a-Sudden Peggy, with Marguerite Clark. — Not her best picture, but
pleased
Utah. the ladies. — Royal theatre, Lehi,

The Miracle Man, with a special cast.
— Undoubtedly a wonderful picture. One
of the few that will always be remembered.— J. Herbert Talbert, Legion thearonage.tre, Norwich, Kan. — Small town pat-

Rose theatre, Byron, 111. — Small town
patronage.
The Round-Up, with Ro>coe Arbuckle.
My patrons do not care for Fatty in
a drama. This was a very good production, but did not get the money. Fatty
should make comedies. — George W. Ring.
Society theatre, Seattle. Wash. — Neigh
borhood patronage.
The Miracle Man, with a special cast.
- Drew a full house at 50c top, and every
one was delighted with it, a good many
saying it was the best picture they ever
ran. In a class by itself. — Harold Daspit, Atherton, theatre, Kentwood, La. —
Neighborhood patronage.
The Valley of the Giants, with Wallace
Reid. — This is a mighty good picture
S. R. O. and all pleased. — F. E. Sabin,
Majestic theatre. Eureka, Mont. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Thirteenth Commandment, with
Ethel Clayton. — Excellent picture. Should
go well anywhere. — J. G. Varnell, Princess theatre, Piedmont, Ala. — Small town
patronage.
The Cost, with Violet Heming. — One
case on record where we have broken
even a one-night Monday showing. The
Cost was usual Paramount society play
of the deadly average type. By putting
on Arbuckle in The Garage we packed
the house. The Garage is a corker. The
11x14 lobby cards for Arbuckle always
draw a crowd. — Philip Rand, Rex theatre.
Salmon, Idaho. — Small town patronage.
Hawthorne of the U. S. A., with Wallace Reid. — This was enjoyed by all our
patrons. Play it and boost it. — Preston
Bros., Empress theatre, Rockwell City,
Iowa.
Jane Goes A-Wooing, with Vivian
Martin. — Nice little picture. Star hasn't
much drawing power, but a good tworeel comedy with this picture will make
a good program. — A. N. Miles, Eminence
theatre, Eminence, Ky.
Mary's Ankle, with Douglas MacLean
and Doris May. — This is a sure good
comedy drama. Play it and boost the

Let's Be Fashionable, with Douglas
MacLean and Doris May.— A happy-golucky pair who never fail to please our
patrons. There are many good laughs
in this
production. Hop to it. It's sure
to
M inn.please. — Lyric theatre. New Ulm,
Told in the Hills, with Robert Warwick.—
go where
Indians
are plentiful,Won't
and as there
are plenty
of them
here
it failed to register. — J. H. Hooks, Palace
theatre, Thomas, Okla. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Bound in Morocco, with Douglas Fairbanks.— Short. Only a scant four reels,
but so much action that you feel like you
had seen about six. Good crowd at 10
and 25c. — A. N. Miles, Eminence theatre,
Eminence, Ky.
The Valley of the Giants, with Wallace
Reid. — The first picture of Reid I ever
showed. Went over big. I think this
one made Reid for me. — W. C. Whitt.
Home patronage.
theatre, Anderson, Cal. — Small
town
Paris Green, with Charles Ray. — This
is a good one. Lots of good, clean fun
in it. — Alvin S. Frank, Jewel theatre, Lafayette, Colo. — Neighborhood patronage.
John Petticoats, with William S. Hart.
— This is a humdinger and will please
most any audience. Pleased a good house.
You take no chance on this one. — Auditorium theatre. Carlton, Neb. — Small
town patronage.
23^2 Hours Leave, with Douglas MacLean and Doris May. — Great. Best picture we used in some time and nothing
but comments from the audience as they
passed out. — Hackett & Kraiiss, Hackett's theatre,
Port Gibson, Miss.— Neighborhood patronage.
The Egg Crate Wallop, with Charles

Pathe
Dice of Destiny, with H. B. Warner.—
A big hit. Was well liked by all and is
indeed a good drawing card. — LaPlace
Amusement Co., LaPlace theatre, LaPlace, La. — Neighborhood patronage.
A Broadway Cowboy, with William
Desmond. — This is the best western
drama we have played in months. Plenty
of action and the story is full of good,
clean comedy. My patrons were well
pleased and business was more than good.
— Arthur Fukuda, Universal theatre, Hanford, Cal. — Small town patronage.
PASSERS-BY, a J. Stuart Blackton production. — Here is a feature
that is chock full of heart interest.
My patrons congratulated me when
leaving the theatre. Book this one,
and you won't go wrong. It is also
the type of play that will keep the
blue laws out of your town. Exploitation possibilities good. — Arthur
Fukuda, Universal theatre, Hanford,
Cal. — Small town patronage.
A Broadway Cowboy, with William
Desmond. — Gave the boys a treat in this
one and they sure did turn out for it.
A western that a better class house can
play
and get by w-ith it. stuff
None that
of that
"make-'em-kiss-the-sand"
invites censorship. — Lyric theatre, New
Ulm, Minn.
The — Right
to Lie,
with toDolores
Cassinelli.
This one
seemed
please them
all. Many comments on same. — L. A.
Hasse, Majestic theatre, Marston, Wis.
Respectable by Proxy, with a special
cast. — Good feature. — F. Hejtmanek, Opera House, Clarkson, Neb. — Small town
patronage.
Half a Chance, with Mahlon Hamilton.
— Hamilton is one of the best stars here.
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Play very strong and pronounced the best
in every
way. Can't
choose Co.,
a better
picture.— LaPlace
Amusement
LaPlace
theatre, LaPlace, La. — Neighborhood patronage.
Help Wanted: Male, with Blanche
Sweet. — First-class comedy drama. Drew
well and all pleased. — Jack Cairns, Brooklyn theatre, Detroit, Mich. — Neighborhood patronage.
Dawn, with a special cast. — The picture was so touching that one of our
young society belles wept copious tears
over the sad plight of the poor blind
boy. Acting of Robert Gordon a good
piece of work. — Harold Daspit, Atherton
theatre, Kentwood, La. — Neighborhood
pationage.
The Right to Lie, with Dolores Cassinelli. — Good society drama. Fine settings and photography. Gave good satisfaction.— F. Hejtmanek, Opera House,
Clarkson, Neb. — Small town patronage.
Fighting Cressy, with Blanche Sweet.
— A fine picture. Drew well for me. — W.
H. Gilfillan, Lotus theatre, Red Lake
Falls, Minn. — Neighborhood patronage.
A Damsel in Distress, with June Caprice.— An exceptionally good comedydrama that will please and get the laughs.
—Harold Daspit, Atherton theatre, Kentwood, La. — Neighborhood patronage.
Oh Boy, with June Caprice and Creighton Hale. — Very good comedy. Your patrons will walk out smiling. — F. Hejtmanek, Opera House, Clarkson, Neb. —
Small town patronage.
Realart
The Furnace, with a special cast. — More
favorable comments than on any picture
played for months. Counter-attractions
and bad weather kept cfowd down. — O.
R. Nation, Strand theatre, Davis, Cal. —
Small town patronage.
Her Beloved Villain, with Wanda Hawley. — A dandy picture. Plenty of comedy.
They all like Wanda Hawley. — Hardin
Ent. Co., Odeon theatre, Hardin, Mo. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Oh Lady, Lady, with Bebe Daniels. —
Bebe has given us another one that is
a knockout. Not yet a drawing card, but
watch her come. We predict that in less
than one year she will be in the first
rank. — C. T. Me.tcalf, Opera House.
Greenfield, 111. — Small town patronage.
Food for Scandal, with Wanda Hawley.— A pleasing picture. It is clean. —
Reelcraft

Has

First

' Birthday
The Reelcraft Pictures Corporation will celebrate its first birthday
and start into the second year of
existence in February. To mark
the beginning of its second year in
a fitting manner, it is rumored
there is to be a party, at which
news of an important nature concerning the coming year will be
made to the trade.
The first year witnessed the perfecting and systematizing of the
consolidated companies into a single corporation, also the expansion
of the distributing organization
which placed branch offices in
Cleveland and Kansas City in addition to the other cities maintaining Reelcraft offices.
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Peter Krauth, Denison theatre, Denison,
Iowa. — Neighborhood patronage.
A Cumberland Romance, with Mary
Miles M inter. — Very fine picture. Realart surely delivers the goods. — Pfeiffer
Bros., Opera
House, Kenton, O. — Neighborhood patronage.
Blackbirds, with Justine Johnstone. —
Our people don't care so much for these
crook pictures. A gcod picture of its
kind. — Hardin Ent. Co., Odeon theatre.
Hardin, Mo.— Neighborhood patronage.
Miss Hobbs, with Wanda Hawley.—
This is an unusually good comedy-drama.
You can promise real good, clean entertainment.— J. E. Stocker, Myrtle theatre,
Detroit, Mich. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Luck of the Irish, with a special
cast. — Will please any kind of an audience. Splendid photography and no
weakness in this picture. — Frank Allen,
Rose theatre, Byron, 111.— Small town
patronage.
*
Miss Hobbs, with Wanda Hawley. —
Finished production to the smallest detail. Wonderful cast. Harrison Ford
deserves lots of credit. He's a winner.
Gave 100 per cent satisfaction. — T. B.
.Melzer, Lyric theatre, New Ulm, Minn.
39 East, with Constance Binney. — A
splendid picture that should suit any
audience. — Faul & Overton, Lyric theatre, Winchester, 111. — Neighborhood patronage.
Jenny Be Good, with Alary Miles Minter. — 100 per cent production. All I need
to do is to run a slide in the way of adMary does
theatre, Newvertising.
Ulm,
Minn.the rest. — LyricThe Deep Purple, with a special cast. —
Another good Realart picture. Work of
the cast is to be admired. Plenty of
comedy relief. — Frank Allen, Rose thetre, Byron, 111. — Small town patronage.
Rob ertson- Cole
The Stealers, with a special cast. — Here
is a special in every sense of the word.
Big in theme and drawing power. Ran
it two days, and could have filled house
two days more. Robertson-Cole have the
goods. Their specials all please. — M.
W. Eakin, Mystic theatre, Rushville,
lnd.
The Illustrious Prince, with Sessue
Hayakawa." — A very good picture and
pleased
it, but Hayakawa's
followersthose
arewho
few.saw
— -George
E. Taylor.
Idle Hour theatre, Dunlap, la. — -Neigh
borhood patronage.
The Blue Bandana, with William Desmond.— Pretty fair program picture.
Desmond has the posing habit. Maybe
He'll quit it. — Alvin S. Frank, Jewel theatre, Lafayette, Colo. — -Neighborhood patronage.
The Man Who Turned White, with
H. B. Warner. — -Very good picture. — W.
H. Gilfillan, Lotus theatre. Red Lake
Falls, Minn. — Neighborhood patronage.
Dangerous Waters, with William Desmond.— Desmond is a favorite here, but
this one did not please. A case where
lewdness and suggestiveness is no doubt
supposed to be art, but is bad small town
stuff. — George E. Taylor, Idle Hour theatre, Dunlap, la. — Neighborhood patronage.
Life's
a FunnywithProposition,
and The
Blue
Bandana,
William Desmond,
airl Bonds of Honor, with Sessue Hayakawa.— All very good. — C. A. Kelso,
Liberty theatre, Burr Oak, Mich. —
Neighborhood patronage.
The Open Door, with a special cast. —
This is a real picture in every way. One

GLADYS AVAH'OS
As th*' little poor girl of Fish Alley in
"Rieh Girl, Poor Girl." (TniversaL)
you should follow closely to get the
beauties of it. We had lots of comments
on it. — C. Hales, Lyric theatre, Orange
City, la. — Neighborhood patronage.
Selznick
Broadway and Home, with Eugene
O'Brien. — Picture O. K. O'Brien takes
well with our lady patrons. — Lyric theatre. New Ulm, Minn.
The Figurehead, with Eugene O'Brien.
— Very good political story. — Faul &
Overton, Lyric theatre, Winchester, 111.
— Neighborhood patronage.
— The
Good.Figurehead,
This with with
Hart Eugene
reissue O'Brien.
on double bill pulled average Sunday crowd
with rain. — O. R. Nation, Strand theatre, Davis, Cal. — Small town patronage.
The Point of View, with Elaine Hammerstein. — Very good picture. Star liked
very well here. Book it.— G. Hubler,
Grand theatre, Marked Tree, Ark. —
Neighborhood patronage.
DARLING
MINE,
with Olive
Thomas. — Every time I report on a
production of this, the "Little Wonder Girl," who has gone, I place anWould other
we flower
had inmorememory's
like her. —casket.
C. T.
Metcalf, Opera House, Greenfield,
111. — Small town patronage.
Sooner or Later, with Owen Moore. —
A laugh from start to finish. Book this
one. — Max Dawitts, Dixie theatre, Winona, Miss. — Neighborhood patronage.
Darling
Thomas.
—
First reel Mine,
lookedwith
like Olive
a real
picture.
From then on it looked like they used
anything they could get hold of to make
the footage. — Frank Allen, Rose theatre.
Byron, 111. — Small town patronage.
Marooned Hearts, with Conway Tearle.
— -This went over big. Good for any
theatre. — John Hafner, Princess theatre.
Donora, Pa.— Neighborhod patronage.
The Daughter Pays, with Elaine Hammerstein. — A good picture, but could be
cut to five reels. — Peter Krauth, Denison
theatre,
ronage. Denison, la. — Neighborhood patThe Way of a Women, with Norma
Talmadge. — A dandy little drama. Good
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pictures we have shown and our audience liked it very much. Good story.
Good photography. Fine production. —
James G. Rhode, Rhode theatre, Kenosha,
Wis. — Transient patronage.
United Artists
The Love Flower, a D. W. Griffith
production. — Very good picture. — L. M.
Kuhns, Gibson theatre, Gibson, N. M. —
Small town patronage.
Pollyanna, with Mary Pickford. — Very
good. Pleased everyone. — R. R. Gribble,
Grand theatre, New Hamburg, Ont., Can.
— Small town patronage.
Down on the Farm, a Mack Sennett
production. — A very clever comedy. It
will please all the kids and lots of 'he
grown-ups. Rather long drawn out and
could be cut to three reels with improvement.— Smith Read, Patriot theatre, De
Kalb, Tex. — Small town patronage.
Universal

drawer. Got 15 and 25 for it. — T. N.
Magurder, Elite theatre, Iola, Kans. —
General patronage.
The Faith of the Strong, with Mitchell
Lewis. — Mitchell Lewis draws good here.
Gave 90 per cent satisfaction. — VV. H.
Gilfillan, Lotus theatre, Red Lake Falls,
Minn. — Neighborhood patronage.
Eugene
— Sealed
You canHearts,
imaginewith
about
what O'Brien.
you get
with a title like this and a Eugene
O'Brien. A picture built on the same
old disgusting theme, the eternal triangle.
No wonder there is a clamor for censorship. My audience left disgusted. Let
it alone. — J. C. Jenkins, Auditorium
theatre, Neligh, Neb. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Woman God Sent, with a special
cast. — Might be all right for city, but
not small town. Draggy. We were
glad when it was over. — Paul & Overton,
Lyric theatre, Winchester, III. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Knife, with Alice .Brady. — A
• typical Brady role and will please her
admirers. — Harold Daspit, Atherton theatre, Kentwood, La. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Forbidden City, with Norma Talmadge. — A fine picture. — W. H. Gilfillan,
Lotus theatre, Red Lake Falls, Minn. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Out of the Snows, with a special cast.
— A Northland picture of real merit.
Drew a good crowd for us and pleased
all. Zena Keefe at her best in this. —
C. T. Metcalf, Opera House, Greenfield,
111. — Small town patronage.
The Desperate Hero, with Owen
Moore. — I cannot understand why Moore
would consent to play in anything so
ridiculous. — Frank Allen, Rose theatre,
Byron, 111. — Small town patronage.
The Isle of Conquest, with Norma Talmadge. — This picture will stand up for
two days, and you will do better the
second day. — Max Dawitts, Dixie theatre, Winona, Miss. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Point of View, with Elaine Hammerstein. — Very good picture. Had a

Chester comedy with this. Went over
big. — Peter Krauth, Denison theatre,
Denison, la. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Gift Supreme, with a special cast.
— A very good picture. — Adolph Kohn,
Pastime theatre,
Granville, X. Y. — Neighborhood patronage.
Hearts, picture.
with Eugene
O'Brien.
—
A Sealed
fair program
Nothing
to talk
about. — C. T. Metcalf, Opera House,
Greenfield, 111. — Small town patronage.
Stoll
Squandered Lives, with a special cast. —
I was a little nervous about this one,
having been made in England by an
English company,
if this up
company's
subsequent
releasesbutmeasure
to the
standard of this one they will make a
strong bid for the American business.
Miss Duke registers as a fine actress
and photographs beautifully and is ably
assisted by Guy Newall. The lighting
in some scenes could have been improved upon, but the direction was good,
and the picture registered as satisfactory
cntertainment. It will not class as a
special, but will answer as a good program offering. — J. C. Jenkins, Auditorium
theatre, Neligh, Neb.
•
Squandered Lives, with a special cast.
— \ ery good story. Titling different from
ordinary. Method used in this picture
for committing suicide very interesting.
Some inside photography poor. No exhibitor could go wrong on this picture,
because it is different from the ordinary.
Ran this picture two days without advertising, and than
the second
were more
the firstnight's
night. —receipts
A. E.
Driskell, Van Nuys theatre. Van Nuys,
Cal. — Neighborhood patronage.
Mr. Wu, with a special cast. — A most
excellent picture. Magnificent in scope
and with no lagging moments. It is so
entirely different that the audience was
pleased with the fact and commented
freely on it. — Frank D. Adams, Dixie
theatre,
Milledgeville, Ga. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Lure of Crooning Water, with a
special cast. — This is the first of the Stoll

Tiger True, with Frank Mayo. — A
strong, well-acted drama. The best picture that Mayo has ever been in. It will
please any audience. Two of the best
fights we ever have seen in any picture.
Interesting from start to finish. — Ed. L.
Wegener, Lyric theatre. Valley Jet., Ia.
— Neighborhood patronage.
The Torrent, with Eva Novak. — Interest holding, but a trifle brutal in spots.
— P. G. Estee, Fad theatre, Brookings,
S. D. — Neighborhood patronage.
Human Stuff, with Harry Carey.— Up
to the Carey standard. A good picture
will please any audience. — G. M. McCtain,
Star theatre, Barry, III. — Small
town patronage.
West Is West, with Harry Carey.— My
first Carey. Hope the rest hold up as
well as this one. Well liked. — F. E.
Sabin, Majestic theatre, Eureka, Mont.
Two Kinds of Love, with a special
cast. — Little Breezy Eason has the star
honors. A good Western story. — P. G.
Estee,
Fad theatre,
Brookings, S. D. —
Neighborhood
patronage.
ONCE TO EVERY WOMAN,
with Dorothy Phillips. — We showed
this picture for three days to very
satisfactory business and pleased patrons. Many of our patrons expressed their appreciation and
thanked us for showing this picture.
We used a singer with the feature as
suggested by the Des Moines office
and it made a wonderful hit. — W. I.
Neagle, Princess theatre, Oskaloosa,
la. — Neighborhood patronage.
Once to Everywoman, with Dorothy
Phillips. — Proved to be one of the best
attractions. Not a single adverse critiBusiness good.
theatre,cism.
Viroqua,
Wis.— B. C. Brown, Star
Hitchin' Posts, with Frank Mayo.—
Brother exhibitors, wire Universal. Tell
them to send you this big special that for
some unaccountable reason slipped
through on the program. It is so big
it will surprise you. — F. D. McMillan.
Royal theatre, O'Neill, Neb. — Small town
patronage.
The Girl in the Rain, with Anne Cornwall.— Very poor. Nothing to it. Tame
little story with a tame little actress.—
J.
Princess
theatre, Piedmont,
Ala.G.— Varnell,
Small town
patronage.
Once a Plumber, with Eddie Lyons and
Lee Moran. — There are only 365 chances •
in a ofyear
make onmoney.
Don't waste
one
the to
chances
this comedy.
Very
disappointing. — Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho. — Small town patronage.
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H. Hooks, Palace theatre, Thomas, Okla.
— Neighborhood patronage.
Silk Husbands and Calico Wives
(Equity), with House Peters. — A very
good program picture, and will please.
Not a special, but will draw on account
of its title— C. Hales, Rivoli theatre, Alton, la.— Neighborhood patronage.
The Unpardonable Sin (Garson), with
a special cast. — Has been a great picture,
but too old to be out now. We all want
to forget the war. — W. H. Gilfillan, Lotus
theatre, Red Lake Falls, Minn. — Neighborhood patronage.
Mid-Channel (Equity), with Clara
Kimball Young. — An excellent picture.
About the best this star ever made. Big
exploitation failed to bring returns anticipated. A picture that pleased, but not a
money getter. — Fred S. Meyer, Palace
theatre, Hamilton, O. — Transient patronage.
Serials
The Lion Man (Universal), with a special cast. — Poorest serial ever run. On
twelfth episode now and still can see
nothing to it. — Hackett & Krauss, Hackett's theatre.
Port Gibson, Miss. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Lost City (Warner Bros.), with a
special cast. — Screened the third episode.
Good, clean serial. Wild animals and
jungle scenes connected with an interesting siderplotit one
that ofbrings
'em serials
to town.
the best
we Conhave
run. — Auditorium theatre, Carleton, Neb.
— Small town patronage.
The Son of Tarzan (National), with a
special cast. — Opened to more people
than any serial ever run. Would advise
running first two on start. — E. D. Miller,
Plaisance theatre, Chicago, 111.
The Moon Riders (Universal), with
Art Accord. — Am on twelfth episode and
they are all full of action, but there is too
much sameness, and the serial, in my
judgment, is too long. Wherever
they like a lot of blood and thunder, it
will go good, but where they want some
degree of intelligent story, it won't take
IN HIS DELIRIUM HE

at all. — Alvin S. Frank, Jewel theatre,
Lafayette, Colo. — Neighborhood patronage.The Lost City (Warner Bros), with
Juanita Hansen. — Draws like a plaster.
Not a better serial on the market in this
respect. Book it. — J. H. Hooks, Palace
theatre, Thomas, Okla. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Ruth of the Rockies (Pathe), with Ruth
Roland.
Say, boys,
you Advertise
can't go wrong
on this —serial.
Try it.
it big.
— Preston
Bros.,
Empress
theatre, Rockwell City, la.
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Hitchin'
Posts, that
withis Frank
Mayo.
Here
is a feature
bound to
make—
friends for any house. This star is coming to the front fast and it is an assured
fact that if Universal keeps on giving
him real stories like this, he will make
good for any house. We are running
Universal three days each week. — W. I.
Neagle, Princess theatre, Oskaloosa, la.
— Neighborhood patronage.
The Adorable Savage, with Edith Roberts.— A splendid picture. Beautiful
scenery. The hurricane and typhoon
scenes held one fascinated. We charged
11c and 20c, but well worth 25c. All
theatres should play this as it is a picture
for the entire family. — C. H. Cannon,
Gem theatre, Kouts, Ind. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Everything But the Truth, with Eddie
Lyons and Lee Moran. — Patrons said this
was the best comedy-drama we have run.
We liked it very much. Universal can
be depended upon for those of us that
are in the market for consistent pictures.
— D. N. Essick, Ankeny Picture Show,
Ankeny, la. — Neighborhood patronage.
Vitagraph
The Romance Promoters, with Earle
Williams. — A light, clean comedy-drama.
— Peter Krauth, Denison theatre, Denison, la.— Neighborhood patronage.
The Tower of Jewels, with Corinne
Griffith. — Fair program picture. — Bert
Norton, Kozy theatre, Eureka, 111. —
Neighborhood patronage.
The Fortune Hunter, with Earle Williams.-— Not a heavy production, but one
that is sure to please. For real entertainment, you find it in this picture. Delightful humor, full of comedy touches,
and mighty pleasing. — W. W. Stirlen,
Alhambra theatre, Delta, la. — Neighborhood patronage.
Specials
The Golden Trail (Arrow), with Jane
Novak. — Everyone pleased. The picture
not as big as I thought it would be, but
it's a good one. Fine snow scenes. Fine
tinting. If you play it don't advance
price. Business only little above average. 10 and 20c special. The subtitles are dark in the above picture. Some
of my people went out saying they could
not read them. Give us more light.- —
William Thacher, Royal theatre, Salina.
Kans.
Eyes of Youth (Equity), with Clara
Kimball Young. — A good picture, but my
patrons do not care for this star. I lost
money. — Max Dawitts, Dixie theatre,
Winona, Miss. — Neighborhood patronage.
FOOL'S GOLD (Arrow), with
Mitchell Lewis. — Good Western picture. I placed four or five nuggets
of gold, made by dipping stones into
bronze, in all store windows with a
card reading, "See 'Fool's Gold.'"
It was a winner. — W. H. Gilfillan,
Lotus theatre, Red Lake Falls, Minn.
— Neighborhood patronage.
Up in Mary's Attic (Fine Arts), with
a special cast. — Stay away from it. We
know a good one when we see it. — Preston Bros., Empress theatre, Rockwell
City, la.
The County Fair (Tourneur), with a
special cast. — Good program picture.
. Not in same class with Mickey. Average
business. — O. R. Nation, Strand theatre,
Davis, Cal. — Small town patronage.
The Long Arm of Mannister (Pioneer), with Henry B. Walthall. — Nothing
to rave about. Fair program picture. — J.

Bride 13 (Fox), with a special cast.
— This serial has the thrills and brutality,
all right, that the general public wants,
but those Africans handling those white
women I do not like. Some of the subtitles were entirely too suggestive. — J. G.
Yarnell, Princess theatre, Piedmont, Ala.
— Small town patronage.
The Lion Man (Universal), with a special cast. — Some drawing power. More
at each showing. — Yeoman theatre, Seneca, S. D. — Neighborhood patronage.
Thunderbolt Jack (Arrow), with Jack
Hoxie. — It's going bigger than any serial
we have had in this theatre. Recommended very highly. — Paul Bremer,
Royal hood
theatre,
patronage.Kankakee, 111. — NeighborDaredevil Jack (Pathe), with Jack
Dempsey. — Good and will satisfy. Profit
was
the same Star
as mytheatre,
other serials.
— J.
Christensen,
Sandusky,
Mich. — Small town patronage.
Moon Riders (Universal), with Art
Acord. — Finished this serial to big business last night and followed it with The
King of the Circus. Pleased our patrons
very much. Have been a consistent Universal user for a long time. — E. N. Essick,
Ankeny Picture Show, Ankeny, Ia.^Neighborhood patronage.
The Veiled Mystery (Vitagraph), with
Antonio Moreno. — No better and no
worse than a lot of serials. Serials formerly had good plots. Now they have lots
of action. A serial is a continued story
of the hero getting into a mess of trouble and then getting out of it, and into it
SAW

THEM

COMING

William Russell in a tense bit of action from the Fox production 'The Cheater
Reformed."
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USE

THIS

BLANK

Box Office Reports Tell the Whole
Story.
Join in This Co-operative Service
Report Regularly on
Pictures You Exhibit
And Read in The Herald
Every Week What Pictures
Are Doing for Other Exhibitors
Fill in this blank now and send
to Exhibitors Herald, 417 S. Dearborn St., Chicago.
Title
Star
Producer
Remarks

Tide
Star
Producer
Remarks

Exhibitor
Name of Theatre
Transient or Neighborhood Patronage
City

*

State

11 E RAID

again and again. Too much gun play and
too many villains in them nowadays. —
Alvin S. Frank, Jewel theatre, Lafayette,
Colo. — Neighborhood patronage.
Vanishing Trails (Selig), with Franklyn Farnum. — Very poor. Just read
Slim Jim in the funny paper and you have
it. Just as impossible. On twelfth episode. People walk out on it. Lay off. —
J. H. Hooks, Palace theatre, Thomas,
Okla. — Neighborhood patronage.
Bride 13 (Fox), with a special cast. —
If you like to see a bunch of black men
handle white women in such a way that
it makes your blood boil; if you think
that it i> good stuff to show to the children, then it is the serial to put on. We
were unfortunate enough to contract for
this serial and to sjiow two episodes of
it. It's objectionable and there is nothing to it. Lay off. We cancelled it. —
Hans. J. Petersen, Ruby theatre, James
town, N. D.
The Vanishing Dagger (Universal),
witli Fddie Polo. — Just finished sixteenth
episode. Not as good as The Radium
Mystery or The Whirlwind, but has held
the interest of the majority, and kept
them coming— Paul & Overton, Lyric
theatre. Winchester, III— Neighborhood
patronage.
THE LOST CITY (Warner
Bros.), with Juanita Hansen. — Just
finished 15th episode. This serial
went bigger than anything ever run
in my house. Ran it two days.
Never needed any heat in my house
when running THE LOST CITY.
Packed house and used human heat.
Cut down your coal bill. Get a good
start and THE LOST CITY will do
it. — William Thacher, Royal theatre.
Salina, Kan.
Hell's Oasis (Pinnacle), with Neal
Hart. — This is the first Neal Hart I've
played.
It's a good
Western
to satisfactory
business.
— W. and
M. played
Roob,
Grand theatre, Port Washington, Wis. —
General patronage.
Dangerous Trails (Aywon), with Rex
Ray. — Good picture. Fine photography.
Did well with it. — Crystal theatre, 4921
South Ashland avenue, Chicago, III. —
Short Subjects
One Week (Metro), with Buster Kea
ton. — Very good comedy. — L. M. Kuhns,
Gibson theatre, Gibson, N. M. — Mining
ca^np patronage.
The Suitor (Vitagraph), with Larry
Semon. — Fine comedy and up to Semon
standard. These draw good business. —
B. C. Brown, Star theatre, Viroqua, Wis.
Some Shooter (I'niversal), with Hoot
Gibson. — Dandy. Everyone liked this
one. Hoot always good. Everyone likes
"Smiling Hoot." If you want good Western comedy-dramas, try Hoot. — William
Thacher, Royal theatre, Salina, Kans.
Convict 13 and The Scarecrow (Metro),
with Buster Keaton.— Great comedies.
Scarecrow far the best. — Frank Allen,
Rose theatre, Byron, III. — Small town
patronage.
Semon Comedies (Vitagraph), with
Larry Semon. — Now that small exhibitors can get Larry, one comedy problem
is solved. A great tonic for cheerless
"mugs." — W. C. Whitt, Home theatre,
Anderson, Cal. — Small town patronage.
Duck Inn (Educational), with Lloyd
Hamilton. — I have used about a dozen
Educational comedies and they have all
been
You can'tcomedies.
make a
mistaketopinnotchers.
using Educational
They're all winners. — Jack Cairns, Brooklynhoodtheatre,
patronage.Detroit, Mich. — NeighborJazz Bandits (Fox), with a special cast.
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— Best comedies ever used. We want
nothing better. — Hackett & Krauss,
Hackett's
theatre,
Port Gibson, Miss. —
Neighborhood
patronage.
The Garage (Paramount), with Roscoe
ArbucKle. — Good. If you haven't played
these, you should. They satisfy. — J. H.
Hooks, Palace theatre, Thomas, Okla.
— Ncighborhod patronage.
The Suitor ( Vitagraph), with Larry
Semon. — They went wild over this one.
You can't go too strong on this one.
Boost it. Big business. Good for two
days. Larry pulls some new stunts in
this that are great. Go to it. — William
Thacher, Royal theatre, Salina, Kans.
Don't Blame the Stork (Educational),
with a special cast. — One of the best of
the Christie comedies, and they are all
pretty good.
— A. N.
theatre.
Eminence,
Ky. Miles, Eminence
Wonder
Horse, weManwere o'getting
War
it'.The\',. (.'.).
— We thought
the Man o' War, Sir Barton race so
much talked of. We got some odd-andeiid
Man o' War.people
Understand
now pictures
that theofEducational
put out
the real thing. — Philip Rand, Rex theatre,
Salmon, Idaho. — -Small town patronage.
The Cook (Paramount), with Roscoe
Arbuckle. — Very, very good. Feature
this when you have a weak drama. — W.
Lloyd Beebe, Opera House, Manito, 111.
— Neighborhood patronage.
Joe Martin Comedies (Universal).
— Cannot help but make friends, both
young and old.— Yeoman theatre, Seneca,
S. D. — Neighborhood patronage.
Torchy (Educational), with Johnny
Hines. — -Very clever offering. Should go
over
big where
Sewcll
Ford's
storiesespecially
are known.
Clean,
wholesome
entertainment. — Fred S. Meyer, Palace
ronage. Hamilton, O. — Transient pattheatre,
Mack Sennett Comedies ( Paramount).
-Best two-reelers on the market. They
produce the laughs. — J. H. Hooks, Palace
theatre, Thomas, Okla. — Neighborhood
patronage.
The One Best Pet (Educational).—
These Chester comedies are our one
best bet, always, as we are sure of a
well-filled house. Any exhibitor who is
not using them is missing a lot. — A. N.
Miles, Eminence theatre, Eminence, Ky.
One Week (Metro), with Buster Keaton.— You can't go wrong on this one.
If he keeps up this pace, we will sure
have some comedy. — W. Lloyd Beebe,
OperahoodHouse,
patronage. Manito, 111. — NeighborNonsense (Educational), with a special cast. — When you say Educational,
you justcellent
about
everything.
comedy cover
offering
that lives Anup ex-to
its name and fulfills all expectations.—
Fred ton,S.
Meyer, Palace
theatre, HamilO.— Transient
patronage.
Cupid's Day Off (Sennett-Paramount),
with a special cast. — Good. Mack Sennett makes them all good. Some real
comedy, this one. Good stuff. Went big
with William Hart in Riddle Gawne.
Business big. — William Thacher, Royal
theatre. Salina, Kans.
Sunshine Comedies (Fox), with a special cast.hood.
— Too
Wouldn't
go in this
many bathing
girlsneighborand no
laughs. — J. H. Hooks. Palace theatre,
Thomas, Okla. — Neighborhood patronage.
Brownie, the Peace Maker (Universal),
with a special cast. — This dog is a dandy.
Pleases all. and his work is fine. They
talking about him. — William
out Royal
go
"Thacher.
theatre, Salina, Kans.
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THEATRE

EQUIPMENT

Selecting

Equipment
Progress
Let the public know what you
are doing for its comfort.
When you spend money for
new equipment, don't wait for
your patrons to find it out by accident. Call it to their attention.
Your local papers will willingly handle a news story on an
improvement in your theatre and
you, yourself, can find many
ways of passing the word along.
* * *
There is another testimonial
m the following pages by an exhibitor who has found out what
new equipment means in terms
of enlarged patronage and increased box office receipts. His
discovery came as the result of
a fire. Don't wait for
to burn down. Put
equipment now and
equipment to protect
* * *

your house
in modern
put in fire
it.

The article this week is byGrant Heth . of the Minusa
Screen company. He says that
a screen is not simply a screen —
that each theatre is a separate
problem in this regard. Better
read what he has to say. Grant
has the reputation of knowing
what he is talking about.
* * *
What kind of a sign have you
in the front of your theatre? Is
it the best that can be obtained
for your purpose? Remember, it
is your introduction to your
clientele. Does it reflect you,
your personality, and your theatre the way you want it to?
* * *
New equipment means box
office dividends.

the

Screen

Picture
Vast Sums

for the

Motion

Theatre

Have Been Expended to Produce
Effect in Projection Surfaces

the Perfect

By GRANT
HETH
(Minusa Cine Screen Company)
T X REPRODUCING the motion picture, research has determined that
* no part of the appliances required occupies a more prominent position
than the screen. It is the essential that determines the final result, be it
good or bad.
It is for this reason that vast sums of money have been expended in an effort to produce the perfect projection surface. Theory after theory has been traced to a hopeless
end, with but few exceptions, and if the record of more than a dozen years of successful
screen building counts for anything, together with the fact that more than 90 per cent
of
the world's
finest
and most
theatresand areconstruction
equipped of
witha projection
Minusa Gold
Fibreis
screens,
it is to be
presumed
that costly
their theory
surface
well advanced toward perfection. Their theory is as follows :
Minusa construction is exclusive, in light coming into contact with a positive
that each and every screen is built to the or white-colored surface, just like the
specifications of the theatre in which they sun shining on the snow, absolutely kills
are to serve, as light conditions must be the greater part of the perspective and
taken into consideration if color harmony
depth of your picture image. Brilliancy
in light rays is to be hoped for, therefore at the cost of a loss of perspective and
does it stand to reason that a screen
detail is entirely undesirable.
surface 12x16 feet, producing a perfect
Color Background Used
picture at 150 feet on D. C, would proIncreasing or decreasing the amperage
duce the same results on A. C. at 100
feet on, say, 9x12 feet surface? The proportionately increases and decreases
color characteristics and nature of A. C. this haze or reflection. This result is
and D. C. light are essentially different. also common on gold screen surfaces under certain conditions of projection, unThe size of the picture and length of
less a color background underneath the
throw
are
different.
Shouldn't
the
screen
surface finish is used. Our method of
be different as well?
We know it should. Our experiments proving these assertions is to photograph
have shown us that the color of the the light rays from the projection machine from a side angle as they strike
screen surface must match perfectly the
color characteristics of the projected the screen surface. When the projected
light from the arc strikes a surface of
light at the "point of contact." Thus exactly the same color as it is, there is
we eliminate, absolutely, the glare so apparent on all silver and imitation gold absolutely no refraction or fuzz registered
on the plate, or photograph.
fibre screens.
This is not a complicated scientific
Ultra-Violet Rays
theory; anyone with a slight knowledge
This glaring light is especially rich in of the color characteristics of projected
short ultra-violet rays, which are most light knows the spectrum of such light
active and intense , and consequently is composed of the three primary colors,
most irritating to the eye, through their red, blue and yellow. Of course, the
action on the focusing muscle (cilliary), various combinations of these three
the marvelous photographic plate (re- colors make green, orange, violet and a
tina), which under these conditions must score of other tints and shades. Just use
telegraph messages to the brain far more your own knowledge of projected light
frequently than usual. This is the scien- and remember our reference to the suntific reason for
light striking, the snow.
Everyone
who "eye-strain."
has taken a walk on a
Point of Contact
sunshiny day, when the ground was covered with snow, can recall the glaring
Here's the proof: Throw your light
reflection caused when the brilliant yel- frame down on your screen and freeze
low or golden sunshine struck the equally your carbons; you can read the color
brilliant
snow;you.
you That
also recall
how- scale just as easily as we can. At 5 feet
it almostwhite
blinded
is exactly
the light color is violet, 25 feet purple,
what happens when the light from a pro- 50 feet red, 75 feet orange, 100 feet dark
jection machine strikes a screen surface
which fails to match it perfectly in color. yellow, 125 feet light yellow, 150 feet
The terrible glare produced by such a very light yellow, 175 feet white yellow.
screen not only is very injurious to the Thus you can easily see how the various
pictures, various lengths of
human eye, but at the same time causes sizes of
and the known variations in color
a "veil" to appear over the picture. This throw
of A. C. and D. C. light
veil, or in reality "excess reflection," characteristics
(Continued to page gij.
caused by a negative or yellow-colored
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Two interior views of Loew's new State theatre at Memphis, Tenn. which is completely equipped with Typhoon ventilating
apparatus.
plug
motor.to ordinary lamp socket to attach

the same
as that which cools
New
s operation
Memphis Theatre,
of Chain,
Loew'
oonsOne in
Typh
the theatre,
the
air, before State
passing into
Installs Typhoon Cooling and the theatre, is forced through a heating
chamber. Thus, when it reaches the
Ventilating System
audience it is of a sufficiently warm temperature to make all parts of the theatre
In the construction of the equipment
comfortable.
of
Marcus
Loew's
State,
Memphis,
Tenn.,
one of the most important features is the
So popular has this system of cooling,
ventilating and heating become, it is said,
method of ventilation by the Typhoon
Cooling and Ventilating System, similar that many of the big new theatres being
to that in other Loew theatres through- built throughout the South are installing
out the South.
Typhoons. It is not only economical in
The Typhoon System of Cooling and its operation, but it is absolutely reliable,
Ventilating is based upon the simple laws very little attention being needed to keep
of nature, it having been demonstrated
the apparatus in perfect running order.
a long time ago by Ernest Glantzberg,
The Typhoon Fan Company of 345
patentee of the Typhoon System, that West Thirty-ninth street, New York,
it wasfort possible
maintain
commanufacturers of the Typhoon Cooling
in theatres tounder
the absolute
most adverse
System, has representaweather conditions throughout the and Ventilating
tives in practically every large city in
warmest section of the United States, the country. Its business has so inproviding air is supplied into these thecreased during the past year that it has
atres at a sufficient velocity. This prin- bee* compelled to establish new factories
ciple is carried out to the letter by the in New York. New Orleans and Chicago,
Typhoon Cooling System, which delivers from where it is sending out forces of
cool air to the audience with an air moengineers to solve the diftion of sufficient velocity to break up the salesmenferentand
ventilating problems of exhibitors
aerial envelope surrounding the body, in every locality.
thus allowing a natural dissipation of the
excess heat generated by the body.
PERFUME
SPRAY SYSTEM
Installed on Roof
Wherever the construction of the the- Thompson Theatre Equipment Company
atre permits the Typhoon Cooling and
Puts Automatic Device on Market
Ventilating apparatus is installed on the
and Begins Installations
roof, and by this means is enabled to
draw pure, fresh air from high above
What is declared to be an ovation in
the dirt and dust of the street, and blow
it down through the grille in the ceiling this regard is the new automatic Hygiene
of the theatre, where it passes out at Perfume Spray System manufactured
the rear of the theatre through the open- and now being installed by the Thompson
ing doors or other exits. So completely
does this system renovate the air in the Theatre Equipment Company of Minnetheatre that it requires only one minute
apolis.
to completely change the entire atmosOperates With Motor
phere.
The Perfume Spray operates with an
The Typhoon equipment installed in
the State theatre comprises two No. 28
and one No. 212 Typhoon Twin Sets, and electric motor and air compressor, forcing air through copper tubing that conone No. 112 Typhoon Single Set — the
nects with containers located in various
twin sets being installed in the attic
space above the theatre, and the single parts of the theatre forcing any liquid,
set on the roof.
such as disinfectant, perfume or deDuring the winter months perfect venodorant, into the air in vapor form.
tilation may also be maintained by simply
Some of the features emphasized by
reversing the operation, as carried on in
the summer, thus drawing out all of the the company are that the system comes
foul air.
complete and ready for installation with
all directions; that no special knowledge
Heating Is Simple
For heating purposes the process is is required, the only electrical connections necessary being to insert screw
likewise very simple, being very much

Operation Is Noiseless
Another point made is that the equipment can be installed entirely out of view
of the patrons. Its operation is noiseless
and conforms with all fire, insurance,
state and city regulations.
According to the Thompson company,
installations of the new spray system
have already been made in the Minneapolis territory. »
NEW THEATRE SUPPLY CO.
BIRMINGHAM, ALA.— The Queen
Feature Service has been incorporated
here for $100,000. A. M. Graham is
president and general manager; Eugene
M. Smith, vice-president, and W. S. Bell,
secretary and treasurer.
The company will carry a complete
line of theatre equipment and will operate in territory contiguous to the
southern city.
Good Equipment Is
A Business Builder
E. F. Ekman is authority for the
statement that his company, Moseley & Ekman,
now firm asbe-a
lievers in theatreareequipment
business builder. Following a fire
which razed a theatre owned by
the company
at Pecos,
exhibitors concentrated
their the
efforts
on
their Rial to theatre in Midland.
The results,
words,
follow:in Mr. Ekman's own
"Since the big fire at Pecos
which completely destroyed our
theatre building, equipment, light
unwe haveduebeen
home, there
plant ableandto reopen
to the
present money crisis.
"But we havs been devoting our
attention to our Rialto theatre at
Midland. We have completely remodeled it,putting in an attractive
office and have
front, lobby,theboxinterior.
redecorated
We also
installed a Photo Player and to top
it off we are giving our patrons
the newest and best features and
comedies on the market with the
result that business has increased
about 200 per cent."
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L. S. Naftzger and associates will take
over control of the Wichita theatre.
*
Theatres
Providing Comfort for Fans Is an
Asset. Exhibitors Know This.
Palaces Are Going Up. Only
the Latest Equipment
Is Being Installed
New Projects
Elgin, 111. — The Rialto theatre being
erected in Grove avenue will be opened
in March, according to Mary A. Landon and John B. Newman.
*
Mt. Clemens, Mich.— The Macomb
Theatre Company expects to have its
new playhouse in operation by June 1.
It will seat 1,633. *
Troy, N. Y.— Morris and Jacob Weinstein have purchased the building at 22
Fourth street. It will be remodeled
into a large motion * picture theatre.
Paterson, N. J.— Harry R. Grossman
is having plans prepared for a new 1,000
seat theatre at Union and Redwood avenues. Itwill cost §60,000.
*
Pt. Huron, Mich. — E. J. Schoolcraft
and Herman Appel are developing plans
for the erection this Spring in the South
Park section of a $50,000 theatre to seat
TOO persons.
*
Jerseyville, 111.— Reddock Reddish will
raze the Gem theatre and erect on the
site in Xorth State street a modern motion picture house. *
Lawton, Okla.— J. D. and A. L. Ramsey are considering the erection of a
motion picture theatre at Fourth street
and D avenue.
*
Indianapolis, Ind. — Richard and Henry
Stegemeier will erect a §175,000 theatre
at 17 Xorth Illinois street.
*
Enid, Okla. — Manager Walter Billings
announces that the 'new Billings theatre
at Independence and * Maple streets will
be
in February.
It was' erected
at anopened
expenditure
of §200,000.
Newark, N. J.— Plans for resumption
of construction work on the theatre at
584 Broad street are being made by Newark Beacon Corporation.
Remodeling
Kansas City, Mo. — The Warwick theatre at 3927 Main street will be rebuilt
next Summer. M. J. Barry has leased
the property.
*
Shawano, Wis. — Many improvements
will be made at the Crescent theatre
shortly.
Fires
Pittsburgh, Pa.— Approximately $500
in damage resulted from a fire at the
Pastime theatre, 621* Herron avenue.
Shreveport, La. — Slight damage was
incurred by fire at the theatre at Ruston
.owned by Kidd-Astor Amusement Company.
Tranfers
Wichita, Kan. — It is understood that

Central City, Neb. — The Donelson theatre has passed to the management of
Miss Marie Goodhand.
*
Beloit, Wis. — Orpheum Picture Company has purchased the Strand and Rex
theatres.
Michigan City, Ind. — Wallerstein
Brothers have purchased the Garden,
Idlehour and Dreamland theatres from
Ezra Rhodes of South Bend.
Forest Park, I1L — John H. McGeary
has assumed control of the Forest Park
theatre.
EXHIBITORS

SUPPLY

SALES

Concern Active in Equipping New Theatre— Fort Armstrong and Biltmore
Among Those Supplied by
Company
The Exhibitors Supply Company has
made a number of the booth equipment
installations in the big theatres opening
in the last few weeks and scheduled to
open soon.
Joseph Duffy, manager of the Exhibitors' Chicago Branch, reports that when
Joe
Armstrong
Rock Hopp's
Island Fort
opened,
it was theatre
with twoat
Type-S
Simplexes
the screen.
first picture
was thrown
on a that
Minusa
Mr.
Duffy credits Earl Wright, the projectionist, with being largely responsible for
the beautiful picture obtained, as he insisted on equipping Mis Simplex machines
with Keen-o-lite lenses, which increase
the light on the screen considerably. In
addition to the projection equipment, this
house purchased their ticket selling machines and ticket choppers from the Supply Company.
Equip New Biltmore
Another sale reported is of equipment
for the Biltmore theatre, consisting oi
two Type-S Simplexes, a 22-ft. Minusa
Screen, Peerless Arc Controls, orchestra
music stands, ticket sellers and ticket
choppers, besides many other supply
articles. •
Perhaps one of the biggest feathers in
the caps of the Exhibitors Supph- Company's Chicago
sales force
is the for
sale the
of
equipment
to Balaban
& Katz
Tivoli theatre at 63rd and Cottage Grove
avenue, which will open soon.
Minusa Screen Used
Here the booth will be equipped with
three Type-S Simplexes, one to be used
as an auxiliary machine. The picture
will be projected on a Minusa Screen of
huge proportions. The large screen is
necessary because of the tremendous size
of the house.
In keeping with their policy of always
giving a show which is a continuous. un-«
broken entertainment, Balaban & Katz
have installed Peerless Automatic Arc
Controls on all machines. A battery of
Simplex Ticket Selling Machines completed the equipment.
RIALTO INSTALLS AUSTIN
In line with the progressive policy of
its management, the Rialto theatre.
Brooklyn, one of the A. H. Schwartz
circuit of houses, is to be entirely redecorated and an Austin organ, costing
§20.000. installed. R. P. Cohen is managing the house.

ERNST GLAXTZBERG
GLANTZBERG

FINISHES

TRIP

Typhoon President Has Spent Winter
in South and Predicts Good
Business Coming Year
Ernst Glantzberg, president of Typhoon
Fan Company, who has been spending
the winter in the South, looking over the
ventilation field fon 1921, has returned
to New York to spend a week, after
which he will leave again for New Orleans, Atlanta. Dallas and other points.
Mr. Glantzberg is enthusiastic over
the prospects for a large increase in
business during 1921, and reports that
already many large orders for the
Typhoon
and Ventilating System have Cooling
been received.
Takes Option in Dixon
DIXON, ILL— Leonard G. Rorer has
taken an option on the Family theatre
property in Peoria avenue. He intends
to continue the operation of the Family
theatre after the erection and opening of
his new playhouse in Galena avenue.
Davis In Elberton, Ga.
ELBERTON. GA.— J. P. Davis of
Athens has arrived here and assumed
management of the Strand theatre.
SELECTING THE SCREEN
(Continued from page ig)
change the color of the projection light at
the point of contact.
In addition to this, wide house conditions require expert color shading. More
than sixty distinctly different formulas,
ranging in surface color from a dark reddish gold to a very light shade of yellow,
are used to meet the various conditions
described. The surface color of the
screen we build must match perfectly the
color of the light at point of contact.
The
of surface
finish must
from texture
a fine grain
to a roughness
that vary'
will
harmonize and utilize the side angle reflection which practically eliminates the
fadeaway and distortion when viewing
the picture from an extreme side angle.
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LIST OF OUR RECENT SUCCESSES AND
SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS FOR 1921

"HEARTS OF MEN"
Starring
"SINS OF THE CHILDREN"
"EYES OF YOUTH"
"LONG ARM of MANNISTER" "
"FORBIDDEN WOMAN"
11
"THE BOOMERANG"
"LOVE WITHOUT QUESTION
"SOUL OF RAFAEL"
"BUBBLES"
"THE INNER VOICE"
"WHAT WOMEN WANT"
>»
(i
"EMPTY ARMS"
"MID-CHANNEL
"PLACE OF HONEYMOONS"
"OUT OF THE DEPTHS
"THOUGHTLESS WOMEN"
"WHERE'S MY HUSBAND"
"IDLE HANDS"
"FINDERS KEEPERS"
"A MOMENT'S MADNESS"
"HIS BROTHER'S KEEPER"
"A GOOD WOMAN"
"THE BARBARIAN"
SHORT
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FUTURE

GEORGE BEBAN
ALMA HANLON
CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG
HENRY B. WALTHALL
CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG
HENRY B. WALTHALL
OLIVE TELL
CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG
MARY ANDERSON
E. K. LINCOLN
LOUISE HUFF
GAIL KANE
CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG
EMILY STEVENS
VIOLET MERSEREAU
ALMA RUBENS
JOSE COLLINS
GAIL KANE
VIOLET MERSEREAU
MARGUERITE NAMARA
ALL STAR CAST
GAIL KANE
MONROE SALISBURY

SUBJECTS

2- REEL JOAN COMEDIES
- - Starring
- - BILLY WEST
(12 BRAND NEW COMEDIES RELEASED ONCE EACH MONTH)
2- REEL NICK CARTER SERIES - Starring - TOM CARRIGAN
(15 FAMOUS DETECTIVE STORIES RELEASED TWICE EACH MONTH)
LUKE McLUKE FILM-OSOPHY
500 FEET OF LAUGHS RELEASED EVERY WEEK;

Telephones
Harrison
8157-8158

PIONEER

FILM

CORPORATION
of ILLINOIS
CLYDE E. ELLIOTT, President
INDIANA
ILLINOIS
WISCONSIN

810 South
Wabash Ave.
CHICAGO

CHICAGO

Vandawalker Opening
Milwaukee Exchange
It Is Understood That Doll-Van
Corp. Will Further
Expand Shortly
Doll-Van Film Corporation of Chicago
will open an exchange in Milwaukee
early in March, according to an announcement by D. M. Vandawalker., head
of this independent company.
Has Fourteen Pictures
While the location of the exchange in
the Wisconsin city has not been made
public, it is not unlikely that space will
be rented in the Toy building. Rights to
fourteen pictures, all features of five or
six reels, have been obtained, Mr. Vandawalker said.
The manager of the new exchange has
not been selected nor has the sales staff.
Company to Expand
Establishment of the exchange in Milwaukee is believed to be the first step
in a policy of expansion to be adopted by
Doll-Van as it is said that several other
film centers may be invaded by this progressive company during the present
year.
Buys Space in Telephone
Book to Push Films
The Independent Films Association
has contracted for space in telephone
directories in New York, Philadelphia,
Washington, Pittsburgh, St. Louis, Kansas City and Chicago to advertise the
Neal Hart productions, being state
righted by this firm.
The idea is Harry Rice's, business manager of the Film Association, and he expects to reach upwards of 5,000,000
people in this way. The first firm to buy
the Neal Hart series on the strength of
the advertising was the Commonwealth
Pictures Corporation, New York, of
which Samuel Zierler is president.

TRADE

To the Trade
Do you know the provisions
of the proposed Chicago censorship ordinance? Do you
realize what effect passage of
the ordinance would have on
your business interests?
If you do you will attend the
hearing at the city hall on
o'clock.
Thursday, February 3 at 2:00

C. W. Phillips Joins
Gollos Enterprises
C. W. Phillips, for the past year and a
half connected with the Goldwyn Pictures exchange, Chicago, has been made
manager of Gollos Enterprises.
Mr. Phillips is perhaps one of the best
known film men in the Central West,
having been with the General Film Company nine years and during that time met
almost every exhibitor in the Wisconsin,
Illinois and Indiana territory. He was
also connected with the World Film exchange for three years under Managers
Jensen and L. A. Rozelle.
Mr. Phillips will have complete charge
of
the Gollos output in Illinois and Indiana.
Expands

Activities

Schaefer Succeeds
Maurice Choynski
Allied Amusements Elect
Former President to
Leadership Again
Peter J. Schaefer of Jones, Linick &
Schaefer, has been named president of
the Allied Amusements Association of
Chicago to succeed Maurice Choynski,
who resigned on account of the demands
of other business.
Mr. Schaefer was waited upon by a
committee of A. A. A. members,- who requested permission to place his name in
nomination. He consented and was
unanimously elected.
Urges Exhibitor Unity
"Now is the proper time for all amusement interests to get together," declared
Mr. Schaefer
office.
being
pressed inontaking
all sides
by "We
a lot areof
notoriety seeking reformers who hope to
scare us with the blue law bugaboo. If
we do not organize to protect ourselves,
we will find Chicago a psalm-singing,
hypocritical city of 3,000,000 indigo dead
ones.
"We must help the public protect the
constitution of the United States and its
God-given
rightThroughout
of freedom."Nation
Known
Peter J. Schaefer is one of the best
known showmen in the United States.
He has held office in practically every
national exhibitor organization. He was
president of the Motion Picture Exhibitors' League of America, at the time
it was the leading organization.
As president of the A. A. A. he built
up the organization so that it included
representatives of every branch of the
amusement business.
Ft. Wayne Theatre
Man Buys Residence
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
FT. WAYNE, IND., Feb. 1.— W. C.
Quimby, proprietor
of Quimby's
United
Theatres,
which include
the Jefferson
and
Strand theatres here, has purchased the
J. M. field
Landenberger
residence,
2440 Fairavenue, for $30,000.
The house
and
location are among the most attractive in
the city. Quimby plans to remodel the
house.

Mrs. Rinehart in Chicago
Mary Roberts Rinehart, who has been
on the West coast preparing screen stories
for Goldwyn, stopped off in Chicago Jan.
27 en route to her home in Sewickley, Pa.
She stated the film business has recovered
from its recent slump and studios are again
as active as in the past.
Opens at Barbee's
The Gollos Enterprises has secured a
-downtown showing for their big special
"Hidden Light," starring Dolores Cassinelli, at Barbee's Loop theatre, March 6 to
13.
houses.Afterwards it will play the L. & T.
Lesserman Off on Trip
I. L. Lesserman, manager of the Universal exchange, left on Sunday, Jan. 30, for
a three months' sojourn in California. Morris Hellman will be in charge during Mr.
J-esserman's absence.

EVENTS

Gowden, 111., Strand Sold
COWDEN, ILL.— For the second
time within the last six months the
Strand motion picture treatre has been
sold. Ed Kesler of Stewardson recently
sold it to Anderson and Son, who have
since disposed of it to Velarous Phipps
and Merlyn Prater.
D. M. VANDAWALKER
Of Doll-Van
In opening
branch Corporation
in Milwaukeewhich
in March

Reopen Marion Theatre
MARION, ILL.— The Family theatre
recently reopened after being closed for
remodeling and redecoratio'i.
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=^By Mac=
genial good chap should make it a cinch
The Mary Pickford productions, controlled in this territory by the Interstate to record his Golden anniversary.
Film Service, have apparently gone over
with a rush. The Casino theatre on West
Henry Schoenstadt is back from his sojourn at Hot Springs, Ark., looking like a
Madison street is playing them every other
week for a week's run and the crowds in regular two-year-old, so we look for the
daily attendance signify the admiration
early opening of the New Brighton theatre
America's little sweetheart holds for the most any day now. Understand the off vet.
Loop film devotees. The Interstate recently Jack Williams of the Mid-West Theatre
closed a deal taking over fifteen of these Supply has completed the installation of
productions, which have been entirely re- two Simplex projectors of the latest design
vamped with new art titles, showing Mary
for this pretty 1,800 seat theatre.
surrounded by many of the biggest stars of
W. W. Willman of Indianapolis has
today who supported her back in the days
of Biograph when D. W. Griffith was the been placed in charge of the entire Indiana
directing genius of this company.
territory for the United Artists, under suchange. pervision of Cress Smith of the local exThat was rather a gay party assembled
at the Oliver Hotel, South Bend, Ind., Saturday evening, January 29, congratulating
That's quite a pretty shade of deep purple
the popular Jake Handelsman upon the that Cress Smith has had his left orb
decorated with the past week or so. When
opening of his new theatre, the Blackstone.
With this new cinema palace now giving 'tis considered that upon leaving for his
the Hoosiers the very best available feat- office a while back this gay Romeo was
ures the market offers, South Bend is now
bidding a fond adieu to friend Better
much to the fore in film circles. Thank
Half,
all
its we'll
own. agree marital bliss has pranks
Jake, he's responsible!
Morris Kline of the Blackstone Pictures
C'mon
you make
ex-"leather
necks."Eddie
armyTrinz
and announces
that for the future Dick Fox
navy
K. F.s.
it snappy.
is getting thin running around trying to will cover the Indiana and Max Cutler the
locate an adjutant for the film post of the City territory for his company.
American
Legion. hard
Here's
a swell
chanceto
for some former
boiled
sergeant
A Shallit, former Boston sales representative for the United Artists, is leaving
call
the section
"attenshun"
and Ed
get tells
'cm for the West
reporting
at the toweekly
meetings.
to become the manager of
us he is willing to attach a cash consideratheir
St.
Louis,
branch. C'mon old
tion in payment for the duties attached to top, lots of room Mo.,
out here for winners.
this important office. This should interest
a real live mess sergeant, ahem ! Report
The golden horseshoe is surely on that
to Eddie Trinz, Lublincr & Trinz enterfeature.
"The Salkin
House isWithout
Children,"
prises, Kimball building.
which Maury
distributing
to the
exhibitors around this part of the country.
Congratulations are in order. We hear It seems Maury was overcome with a streak
that Fred Wild of Werstner & Wild, cele- of generosity the other day, booking this
feature to an exhibitor friend of his at the
brated his twenty-fifth wedding anniversary
Jan. 29. It must be so. Got it right from
exhibitor's
price.check
Lastfrom
Saturday
he reFred himself. The evident youth of this
ceived his third
this exhibitor

MINU/A
Gold Fibre Screens
Typify as ever, the best in construction and
reproduction.
The dominating factor in correct projection.
Distributors Everywhere
Samples and literature upon request
MINUSA CINE SCREEN CO.
St. Louis, U. S. A.
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with a few lines explanatory. As the sages
quoth, "Let your conscience be your guide."
The honors in last week's struggle for
bowling supremacy go to the Vitagraph
five, defeating the Unity team with a lead
of 196 pins. The five victors were W. A.
Rowley, high man for his team, Bill Brimmer, Ed Lansing,
Salter purse
and "Golfie"
Greenwood,
splittingJima grand
of two
hundred iron men.
After the dust barrage had faded away
last Saturday in the Rothacker offices we
discovered that John Hahn had been moving his secretarial chambers one suite to
the east. All quiet again with this busy
official registering the usual one hundred
per cent.
The boys of the local exchanges got
together a handsome purse for the widow
of the late Chris Whelan, pioneer filmman
who died December 31.
Superior Screen Service, Inc., has
acquired the Illinois and Indiana rights to
Herald Productions.
CAMERA BARGAINS
Motion Picture Camera* at cash
saving
price*.
professional
discount*
on Special
UNIVERSALIS.
Imro«<iUU
oo m»ny
*n umdala.
L*Brl*.
Iitnud
wfraIn ourd«llv«rr
Path*
a>nd
other*
for outdkmoeoompUu rtdlof at■ ho*ooearoom
. f r*« ooS*ndrtgont.
BASS
CAMERA
COMPANY
Dept. H , 10a N. Dtirborn St., Chicago. IN.
GUARANTEED

Mailing Lists
MOVING PICTURE THEATRES
Every Stata— total, 2 1 ,170 by States, $5.00
1219 Film Eichang«>
|7.50
af
313 manufacturer* and studio* Per4.00
368 machine and supply dealers 4.04
Further Particulars:
A. F.WILLIAMS, IB W. Adas St.Cklciji

I EXHIBITORS

THE MOST INTERESTING
I HERALD—
PAPER IN THE FIELD
|

GUARANTEES

MAXIMUM

ADVERTISING
RESULTS
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"SAM, you ought to stay at home and
keep out of trouble. Look at your eye."
"Man, yuh don't know what yuh talkin'
'bout
— homeJournal.
am trouble's headquarters !"■—
Louisinlle
"RASTUS, what's an alibi?" "It's proving dat you was at a prayer meetin' when
you wasn't, in order to show dat you
wasn't Journal.
at de crap game when you was." —
Ithaca
*
"RASTUS, did your soldier son get any
medals?" "Say, dat boy wus de mos'
meddlesome
lad World.
in de whole regiment." —
New York Eve.
"WELL, Henry, in trouble again ?" "Yas,
yo' Honnah ; 'member you was mah lawyah
last time? Don't need one dis time, 'cause
ah's gwine to tell the truth." — St. Louis Republic.
*
APPLYING for a divorce, an old Georgia
negro
"It onlyJedge,
cost but
me
a stringsaidof tofishthetojudge:
git married,
I'd give delphia
a whale
Record. to git* rid of her." — Phila"LIZA, what for did you buy dat box of

EXHIBITORS

HERALD

shoe blacking?" "Go on nigga', dat ain't
shoe blacking,' dat's ma
* massage cream."
OUT in Kansas a Mrs. Monkey at the
zoo has given birth to a little monkey. And
the little devil is so thin they've named it
Georgette. — Ithaca (N. Y.) Journal.
*
"A San Francisco man brought suit for
divorce, objecting to his wife bringing a
pet lion to bed with her." Gee! Some husbands are certainly finicky! — Helena (Montana) Independent.
*
ABOUT the only advantage a horse has
is that he doesn't have to take off his shoes
when he goes to bed. *— Galveston Nezvs.
A horse
rear his
tire teeth.
of our— Edmonton
neighbor's
auto
and bit
blewthe out
(Canada) Journal. *
WALTER Little, our well known fellowtownsmen, was picking blackberries last
week and Thomas
was badlyCat.gassed by a skunk. —
Arkansas
*
THE chief aim of every alligator's life
is to become a satchel. — Border Cities (Ontario) Star.
*
"LOOK, mother," cried Willie, pointing
to the elephant, "He's bigger than h 1,
ain't he?" "Willie! How many times must
I tell you never to say ain't?" — Boston
Transcript.
*
CIRCUS manager : "So you want a job,
do you? What steps would you take if a
lion were, to escape?" "Good, long ones,
guv'nor !" — Edinburgh Scotsman.

A
We

Want Supply Dealers
To [Handle The

Admission
Adults 115 # I Children PvT
WARTAX_2tf
WarTax j^Total[17i)
total [l}ft
How Many Please

ARISTOCRAT BOX OFFICE SIGN
It is indestructible etched brass, with changeable price tabs of etched brass. Aristocrat
will do credit to any lobby, no matter how
elaborate, because it is the last word in
beauty of workmanship and design.
Get our proposition.
Exhibitors Supply Company Inc.
Chicago
St. Louis
Indianapolis
3316 Lindell Blvd.
157 N. Illinois St.
845 S. Wabash Ave.
Milwaukee Minneapolis
133 Second St. Produce Exchange Bldg

HE — "Her teeth are like the stars in
■— Dental Facts.
SHE—
"Why?"
HE
— They
come out at night."
heaven."
*
TONY: "I can't chew this steak, honestly." !
Tionette : "No wonder, your— Rutgers
teeth are
*
"BOBBIE," said the teacher sternly,
"where
you yesterday?" "I had a
false." were "Has
toothache."
it stopped aching?" "I
don't know,
the dentist kept it." — American
Legion
Weekly.
*
THERE is some hope for the person who
can laugh when he has a toothache. But
the man who can laugh at you when you
have a toothache is beneath words. — The
Fleur De Lis.
*
DENTIST (About to extract tooth) :
"Shall I give you gas, Madam?"
— Rutgers.
Lady Motorist (absent-mindedly)
: "Yes"
— and charge it to my husband."
*
"WHAT course is Higgins in?"
"Engineering in the College of Dentis"How come engineering in the College
of "He
Dentistry?"
studies bridgework."
— Ohio Sun Dial.
DENTISTS build bridges for running
talk to flow under 'em. — It Magazine.

N INDEPENDENT COMEDY
DEPENDENT RECORD.

MAKES

AN IN-

O TRAND THEATRE in New York shattered all house
U
records on Sunday. More people than ever before
in the history of the theatre attended every performance
and— "A DOG-GONE MIX-UP," a Hallroom Boys'
Comedy, Was the Comedy Shozvn.
WITH the comedies of all producers to choose from
— Hallroom Boys' Comedies were selected for a
record-breaking week — some record — some comedies. And
then some reviews — read 'em.
" A

DOG-GONE MIX-UP" is a dog-gone good comedy. It is as good as any comedy reflected on the
silver sheet by any motion picture producing concern —
and we are not unmindful of the fact that Charlie Chaplin,
Harold Lloyd, and the other million-dollar stars are still
very much alive."- — Exhibitors' Trade Review. "The offering ispacked with original gags — an incident that deserves a release on any exhibitor's program." — Motion
Picture News. "There is more than the average amount
of amusement in both reels, and the offering should go
over with any type of audience." — Wid's Daily. "A wellchosen bit of amusement."- — Morning Telegraph. "Acrobatic thriller." — Moving Picture World.
// you are not booking them now — get busy. They zvill
mean new records for your house.
C. B. C. FILM SALES CORP.,
1600 Broadway, New York City.

GUIDE

to

CURRENT

AMERICAN FILM COMPANY
Nov. 28 — Idolsmaurice
of Clay,production.
seven reels, George FitzDistributed Through Pathe Exchanges
Nov. 28 — A Romantic Adventuress, five reels, with
Dorothy Dalton.
FLYING "A" SPECIALS
Dec. 6— Conrad
in Quest Meighan.
of His Youth, six reels,
The Week End, six reels, with Milton Sills.
with Thomas
A Live-Wire Hick, six reels, with Wm. Russell.
Dec.
S
—
Flying
Pat,
five
reels,
with Dorothy Gish.
A Eddy.
Light Woman, six reels, with Helen Jerome Dec. 12 — The Life of the Party,
rive reels, with
Roscoe Arbuckle.
The Gamesters, six reels, with Margarita Fisher.
Dec.
12
—
Heliotrope,
six
reels,
Cosmopolitan
production.
TheElinor
Blue Field.
Moon, six reels, with Pell Trenton and
Dec. 19 — To Please One Woman, six reels, Lois
Their Mutual Child, six reels, with Margarita
Weber production.
Fisher and Nigel Barrie.
Dec. 19 — An Washburn.
Amateur Devil, five reels, with Bryant
Sunset Jones, five reels, with Charles Clary.
Dec.
26—
The
Testing
liam S. Hart.Block, six reels, with WilARROW FILM CORP.
Dec.
20
—
Silk
Hosiery,
five reels, with Enid Bennett.
The Chamber Mystery, five reels.
Circumstantial Evidence, five reels.
Jan.
2
—
The
Bait.
Maurice
Tourneur production,
The Wall Street Mystery, five reels.
six reels.
The Unseen Witness, five reels.
Jan.
9
—
The
Jucklins,
George
Melford production,
The Trail of the Cigarette, five reels.
six reels.
The Bromley Case, five reels.
Jan.
9
—
The
Charm
School,
five
reels, with Wallace Reid.
Woman's
ing. Man, five reels, featuring Komaine FieldJan.
16
—
The
Education
of
Elizabeth,
five reels,
with Billie Burke.
Love's
Protege,fivefive
featuring
Bitter Fruit,
reels,reels,
all star
cast. Ora Carew.
Jan.
16
—
The
Inside
of
the
Cup,
six
reels,
with
The Golden Trail, five reels.
Special cast.
Bachelor
kins. Apartments, five reels, with Georgia Hop
Jan. 23 — TheDouglas
Rookie's
Return, five reels, with
MacLean.
Tex, feature scries, five reels.
Madness, six reels, William
A Alan from Nowhere, five reels, with Jack Hoxie. Jan. 23 — Midsummer
De
Millc
production.
The Way Women Love, five reels, with Rubye De Jan. SO — Paying the Piper, five reels, George FitzRemer.
maurice production.
Luxury, six reels, with Rubye De Remer.
Jan. 30 — TheThos.
Frontier
of the Stars, five reels, with
The Deceiver, five reels, with Carol Holloway.
Meighan.
The Tame Cat, five reels, with all star cast.
The Man Who Trifled, five-reels, with all star cast.
FIDELITY PICTURES CO.
Before
cast. the White Man Came, five reels, all Indian The Married Virgin, six reels.
Frivolous Wives, six reels.
ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
FILM MARKET, INC.
Distributed through Pathe Exchanges
Therar.Riddle Woman, six reels, with Geraldine Far
TheRichard
HouseTravers.
Without Children, seven reels with
The Devil, six reels, with George Arliss.
FIRST NATIONAL
ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS, INC.
Goduction.
and Get It, seven reels, Marshall Neilan proTHOMAS H. INCE PRODUCTIONS
TheTalmadge.
Perfect Woman, five reels, with Constance
Homespun Folks, six reels, with Lloyd Hughes.
Lying
Lips,Vidor.
six reels, with House Peters and
Florence
Notorious
McDonald.Miss Lisle, five reels, with Katherine
J. PARKER READ, JR., PRODUCTIONS
Jack-Knife Man, five reels. King Vidor special.
TheGlaum.
Leopard Woman, seven reels, with Louise Forty-five
Minutes from Broadway, six reels, with
Chas. Ray.
A worth.
Thousand to One, six reels, with Hobart Bos- Good
madge.References, six reels, with Constance TalIn the Heart of a Fool, seven reels, Allan Dwan
Love, six reels, with Louise Glaum.
special. five reels, with Katherine MacDonald.
ALLAN DWAN PRODUCTIONS
Curtain,
TheBedford.
Forbidden Thing, six reels, with Barbara
Harriet and the Piper, six reels, with Anita
Stewart.
TheTalmadge.
Branded Woman, seven reels, with Norma
MAURICE TOURNEUR PRODUCTIONS
TheKirkwood.
Last of the Mohicans, six reels, with James Themore.Master Mind, six reels, with Lionel BarryWhat
Women Love, six reels, with Annette KelMACK SENNETT PRODUCTIONS
lerman.
A Small Town Idol, six reels, with Ben Turpin.
Peaceful Valley, six reels, with Charles Ray.
Nomads of North, six reels, Curwood production.
C. B. C. FILM SALES
Twin
Haven.Beds, five reels, Mr. and Mrs. Carter DeThe Victim, six reels.
Old Dad, six reels, with Mildred Harris Chaplin.
Dangerous Love, six reels.
Themore.Devil's Garden, six reels, with Lionel BarryCREATION FILMS, INC.
Dangerous
Talmadge. Business, five reels, with Constance
For the Freedom of Ireland, five reels.
Love. Honor and Behave, Mack Sennett comedy.
Unseen seven
Forces,reels,
withwithAll-Star
EQUITY PICTURES
Dinty,
WesleyCast.Barry, a Marshall
Keep to the Right, six reels, with Edith Taliaferro.
Neilan production.
Whispering
Devils,
seven
reels,
with
Conway
Habit, five reels, with Mildred Harris.
Tearle.
The Truth About Husbands seven reels.
Midchannel, six reels, with Clara Kimball Young.
Nineteen and Phyllis, six reels, with Chas. Ray.
Hush, five reels, with Clara Kimball Young.
The Great Adventure, six reels, with Lionel BarFAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY
Notrymore.
Guilty, six reels, with Sylvia Breamer.
Oct. 31 — AnCharles
Old-Fashioned
Boy, five reels, with
MyMacDonald.
Lady's Latchkey, five reels, with Kathryn
Ray.
Nov. 7 — Behold
My Wife, seven reels, Geo. Mel- The Woman
dred Harris.in His House, eight reels, with Milford production.
Nov. 7 — SinsClayton.
of Rozanne, five reels, with Ethel The Kid, six reels, with Charles Chaplin.
FORWARD FILM DIST.
Nov. 14 — Always laceAudacious,
five reels, with WalReid.
Youth's Desire, five reels.
Nov. 14 — HerEnidHusband's
Friend,
five
reels,
with
Bennett.
FOX FILM CORPORATION
Nov. 21 — TheBillie
Frisky
Mrs. Johnson, five reels, with
FOX SPECIALS
Burke.
Nov. 21 — Burglar
Proof, five reels, with Bryant The White Moll, with Pearl White.
Washburn.
If I Were King, with William Farnum.

PICTURES

The Skywayman, with Lt. Ormer Locklear.
While New York Sleeps, with All Star Cast.
The Face at Your Window, with All Star Cast.
Blind Wives, with All Star Cast.
A with
Connecticut
All Star Yankee
Cast. in King Arthur's Court,
Skirts, six reels, with Special Cast.
mLUAM i \ it m m BERUM
Drag
Harlan.
The Scuttlers.
i'kaki. winn: m kii ;s
The Tiger's
Thief. Cub.
The Mountain Woman.
IOM Ml\ SKKIES
The Untamed.
The Texan.
Prairie Trails.
"Il l nil It LSSKLL SERIES
The Man Who Dared.
The
The Challenge
Iron Rider.of the Law.
Chin Toy. SHIRLEY MASON SERIES
Flame of Youth.
Girl of My Heart.
Merely Mary Ann.
(.I.Om.K WALSH SERIl s
From Now On.
The
Plunger.
Number 17.
Dynamite Allen.
20TII ( I N I I ItY lilt \ M>
Two Moons, with Buck Jones.
Just Pals, with Buck Jones.
The Land of Jazz, with Eileen Percy.
Partners of Fate, with Louise Lovely.
GOLDWYN PICTURES CORP.
GOLDWYN STAR PRODUCTIONS
The Truth, five reels, with Madge Kennedy.
Scratch My Back, five reels (Eminent Authors).
Officer 666, five reels, with Tom Moore.
Cupid, the Cowpuncher, five reels, with Will
ManRogers.
Who Had Everything, five reels, with Jack
Pickford.
GirlKennedy.
With the Jazz Heart, five reels, with Madge
It's a Great Life, five reels (Eminent Artists).
ThePollar.
Revenge of Tarzan, five reels, with Gene
Going Some, five reels. Rex Beach production.
The North Wind's Malice, five reels, Rex Beach
Theproduction.
Penalty, five reels, with Lon Chaney.
Earthbound, seven reels, with All Star Cast.
Stop Thief, five reels, with Tom Moore.
Madam X, six reels, with Pauline Frederick.
The Branding Iron, seven reels. Special Cast.
His Own Law, six reels, with Hobart Bosworth.
Honest Hutch, five reels, with Will Rogers.
Milestones, six reels, with Special Cast.
What Happened to Rosa, with Mabel Normand.
Themore
SongKendall
of the production.
Soul, with Vivian Martin, a Mess
Godless Men, seven reels.
The Great Lover, six reels.
Just Out of College, five reels.
Roads
erick. of Destiny, five reels, with Pauline FredThe
Highestof Bidder,
Prisoners
Love. five reels.
The Concert.
Guile of Women, five reels, with Will Rogers.
Bunty Pulls the Strings, seven reels.
Hold Your Horses, five reels.
The Voice in the Dark, five reels.
Boys Will Be Boys, five reels, with Will Rogers.
W. W. HODKINSON CORP.
Distributed through the Pathe Exchanges
ZANE GREY PICTURES, INC.
The U. P. Trail, six reels.
RENJAMIN R. HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS
The Dwelling Place of Light, by Winston Churchill
J. PARKER READ, JR., PRODUCTIONS
The Brute Master, with Hobart Bosworth.
Love Madness, with Louise Glaum.
DEITRICH-RECK, INC.
The Harvest Moon, six reels, with Doris Kenyon.
DIAL FILM CO. PRODUCTIONS
ThesonTiger's
Butt. Coat, with Myrtle Stedman and Law-
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STAR PRODUCTIONS
LOUIS TRACY PRODUCTIONS
The Silent Barrier, six reels, with Sheldon Lewis. Sweet
M inter.Lavender, five reels, with Mary Miles
ROBERT BRUNTON PRODUCTIONS
39 East, five reels, with Constance Binney.
Food for Scandal, five reels, with Wanda Hawley.
No. 99. five reels, with J. Warren Kerrigan.
The Green Flame, five reels, with J. Warren The Furnace, five reels, Wm. D. Taylor.
EyesMinter.
and Heart, five reels, with Mary Miles
Kerrigan.
ley.
The House of Whispers, with J. Karren Kerrigan.
Her Beloved Villain, five reels, with Wanda HawNATION AL-BILLIE RHODES PROD.
The Kentucky Colonel, with Joseph J. Dowling.
HerHawley.
First Elopement, five reels, with Wanda
JOSEPH LEVERING PRODUCTIONS
You
Never Can Tell, six reels, with Bebe Daniels.
His Temporary Wife, six reels, with Special Cast. Oh Lady
Lady, five reels, with Bebe Daniels.
IRVIN V. WILLAT PRODUCTIONS
The New York Idea, six reels, with Alice Brady.
Down Home, an AH Star Cast.
Blackbirds, five reels, with Justine Johnstone.
Binney. Different, five reels, with Constance
Something
INDEPENDENT FILMS
NEAL HART SERIES
ROBERTSON-COLE PICTURES
Oct.
Hell's Oasis,
five reels.
Nov. 151—— Skyfire,
five reels.
The Stealers, eight reels, Cabanne.
So Long Letty, six reels, Christel.
Jan. 1 — The Lumberjack, five reels.
A erick.
Slave of Vanity, five reels, with Pauline FredJANS PICTURES, INC.
813. six reels, Arsene Lubin story.
Madonnas and Men, six reels.
The Little Fraid Lady, six reels, with Mae Marsh.
Love Without Question, seven reels.
SPECIALS
AWings
Woman's
Business,
five reels.
of Pride,
five reels.
Kismet, nine reels, with Otis Skinner.
VICTOR KREMER PRODUCTIONS
RUSSELL-GREIVER-RUSSELL
Voices, six reels, with All Star Cast.
Lone Hand Wilson, five reels, with Lester Cuneo.
Mad Love, five reels, with Lina Cavalieri.
TheCuneo.
Ranger and the Law, five reels, with Lester
BERT LUBIN
Pat
O*
the Ranch,
five reels,
Lester
Cuneo.
Honeymoon Ranch, five reels. State Rights Feature.
Blue Blazes,
five reels,
with with
Lester
Cuneo.
METRO PICTURES CORPORATION
S. & E. ENTERPRISES
METRO SPECIALS
Might Happen to You, five reels, with Billy
Oct. 25— Body and Soul, six reels, with Alice Lake. It Mason.
Nov. 1 — TheCast.Fatal Hour, six reels, with All Star Cowboy Jass, two reels, stunt novelty.
Nov. 8 — AreAllison.
All Men Alike, six reels, with May LEWIS J. SELZNICK ENTERPRISES
SELZNICK PICTURES
Nov. 15 — Someone
in the House, six reels, with All
Star Cast.
Everybody's
Thomas. Sweetheart, five reels,* with Olive
N'ov. 29 — TheBertMisleading
Lady,
six
reels,
with
Lytell.
Dangerous Paradise, five reels. Special Cast.
Dec. 13 — Hearts
Are Trumps, six reels, with All Red
Foam, five reels, Ralph Ince production.
Star Cast.
The
Daughter Pays, five reels, with Elaine Hammerstein.
Dec. 20 — Polly
With
a
Past,
six
reels,
with
All
Cast.
Broadway
andAmbition,
Home, with
with Eugene
Conway O'Brien.
Tearle.
Dec. 27 — Cinderella's
Twin, six reels, with Viola The Road to
Dana.
Pleasure
Seekers,
with
Elaine
Hammerstein.
NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS
SELECT PICTURES
Madame Peacock, seven reels, with Nazimova.
TheDurning.
Seeds of Vengeance, five reels, with Bernard
Billions, six reels, with Nazimova.
MAURICE TOURNEUR PRODUCTIONS
JustHallor.
Outside the Door, five reels, with Edith
The Great Redeemer, six reels, All Star Cast.
Man's
five reels,
with Grace
Davidson.
S. L. PRODUCTIONS
ChildrenPlaything,
Not Wanted,
five reels,
with Edith
Day.
Mountain Madness, five reels, with special cast.
Love,
Honor
and
Obey,
six
reels,
with
All
Star
Cast.
NATIONAL PICTURES
Out of the Snows, five reels, with Ralph Ince.
PATHE EXCHANGE, INC.
The Palace of Darkened Windows, five reels, with
EDGAR LEWIS PRODUCTIONS
special cast.
Lahoma, seven reels.
Marooned Hearts, five reels, with Conway Tearle.
Who Am I? five reels, special cast.
A Beggar in Purple, six reels.
The Sage Hen, five reels, with Gladys Brockwell.
D. N. SCHWAB PRODUCTIONS
J. STUART BLACKTON PRODUCTIONS
House of the Tolling Bell, six reels, with Bruce Fickle Women, five reels, state right feature.
Girls Don't Gamble, five reels, state right feature.
Gordon and May McAvoy.
Forbidden Valley, six reels, with Bruce Gordon
STOLL FILM CORPORATION
and May McAvoy.
JESSE D. HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS
January — Squandered Lives.
January — The Hundredth Chance.
Half
ton. a Chance, seven reels, with Mahlon Hamil- January — Mr. Wu.
HerSweet.
Unwilling Husband, five reels, with Blanche January — The Lure of Crooning Water.
UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
Dice of Destiny, five reels, with H. B. Warner.
That Girl Montana, five reels, with Blanche Sweet June 13 — Mollycoddle, six reels, with Douglas
When
We
Were
Twenty-one,
five
reels,
with
H.
Fairbanks.
B. Warner.
June 27 — Suds, five reels, with Mary Pickford.
ROBT. BRUNTON PRODUCTIONS
Sept.
5— The
Love Flower, seven reels, D. W.
Griffith
production.
The Devil to Pay, six reels, with Fritzi Brunette Dec.
i
—
The
Mark
and Roy Stewart.
Douglas Fairbanks. of Zorro, eight reels, with
PERRET PICTURES, INC.
Jan.
9 — The Love Light, eight reels, with Mary
Pickford.
The Empire of Diamonds, six reels. •
GEORGE B. SEITZ, INC.
UNIVERSAL FEATURES
Rogues
and Romance,
and June
Caprice. six reels, with Geo. B. Seitz Under Northern Lights, five reels, with Virginia
Faire.
FEDERAL PHOTOPLAYS, INC.
Blue Streak McCoy, five reels, with Harry Carey.
The Killer, six reels.
In
Folly's Trail,
five reels,
Beautifully
Trimmed,
five with
reels,Carmel
with Myers.
Carmel
PIONEER FILM CORP.
Myers.
White
Youth,
five
reels,
with
Edith
Roberts.
Outreauof and
the Edmund
Depths, five
Cobb.reels, with Violet Merse- Two Kinds of Love, five reels, all star cast.
Hearts Up, five reels, with Harry Carey.
Empty
Arms,
five
reels, with Gail Kane and Tiger
Thurston Hall.
True, five reels, with Frank Mayo.
JEWEL PRODUCTIONS
die
Hands,Frank.
five reels, with Kail Kane and J.
Herbert
The
Breath
of the Gods, six reels, with Tsuru Aoki.
\ J.Good
Woman,
Herbert
Frank.five reels, with Gail Kane and Thecast.Devil's Pass Key, seven reels, with special
Thoughtless Women, five reels, with Alma Rubens. Once to Every Woman, six reels, with Dorothy
Phillips.
REALART PICTURES
Outside the Law, six reels, with Priscilla Dean.
SPECIAL FEATURES
VITAGRAPH
Jeep Purple, six reels, R. A. Walsh production,
Law of the Yukon, six reels, Chas. Miller
ALICE JOYCE SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS
„heproduction.
The Vice of Fools, five reels.
Soul of Youth, six reels, a Taylor production, The
six reels.
heduction.
Furnace, seven reels, a Wtn. D. Taylor pro- CousinPrey,
Kate, five reels.
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EARLE WILLIAMS PRODUCTIONS
A Master Stroke, five reels.
The Romance Promoter, five reels.
The
Purple Adrift,
Cipher,fivefivereels.
reels.
Diamonds
CORINNE GRIFFITH PRODUCTIONS
The Broadway Bubble, five reels.
The Whisper Market, five reels.
It Isn't Being Done This Season.
ALICE CALHOUN PRODUCTIONS
Princess Jones, five reels.
ANTONIO MORENO PRODUCTIONS
Three Sevens, five reels.
VITAGRAPH SUPER-FEATURES
Dead Men Tell No Tales, seven reels (Tom Terriss
Production), All Star Cast.
Trumpet
Island, seven reels, all-star cast (Tom
Terris Production).
Black Beauty, Jean Paige and All Star Cast.
SHORT

SUBJECTS

COMEDIES
ARROW FILM CORP.
ARROW-HANK MANN COMEDIES, every other
week, two reels.
reels.
ARROW-MURIEL
OSTRICH COMEDIES, two
SPOTLIGHT COMEDIES, one reel.
ARDATH XLNT COMEDIES, two reels.
AYWON FILM CORP.
JOY COMEDIES.
C. B. C. FILM SALES
HALL ROOM BOYS COMEDIES, two reels.
CELEBRATED PLAYERS
CELEBRATED COMEDIES.
EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP.
CHESTER
two reels.
Four TimesCOMEDIES,
Foiled.
An Overall Hero.
The Big Show.
A Trayful
of Trouble.
The
One Best
Pet.
You'll Be Surprised.
CHRISTIE COMEDIES, two reels.
Striking Models.
A Homespun Hero.
Shuffle the Queens.
Going
Through the Rye.
Mr. Fatima.
Wedding Blues.
Back From the Front.
Dining Room, Kitchen and Sink.
TORCHY COMEDIES, two reels.
Torchy. Comes
(Johnny
Hines.) (Johnny Hines.)
Torchy
Through.
Torchy in High. (Johnny Hines.)
Torchy's
Millions.
Torchy Turns
Cupid.(Johnny
(JohnnyHines.)
Hines.)
Torchy's
Double
Triumph.
MERMAID COMEDIES, two reels.
A Fresh Start. (Jimmie Adams.)
Duck Inn. (Lloyd Hamilton.)
Dynamite. (Lloyd Hamilton.)
Nonsense. (Jimmie Adams.)
The Simp. (Lloyd Hamilton.)
April and
Fool. Dry.
High
FILM SALES CO.
BILLY RUGE COMEDIES, one reel.
JOLLY
COMEDIES,COMEDIES,
one reel. one reel.
FILM SPECIAL
FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY
PARAMOUNT-ARBUCKLE
COMEDIES, two
reels.
PARAMOUNT-DE
HAVEN COMEDIES, two
reels.
PARAMOUNT-MACK SENNETT COMEDIES,
two reels.
Jan. 9 — Dabbling in Art.
Jan. 23 — Bungalow
FIRST Troubles.
NATIONAL
CHARLES CHAPLIN COMEDIES.
A Dog's Life, three reels.
AShoulder
Day's Pleasure,
reels.
Arms, twotworeels.
Sunnyside.
two
reels.
TOONERVILLE
TROLLEY COMEDIES, two
reels.
FEDERATED FILM
MONTE BANKS COMEDIES, two reels.
FOX FILM CORP.
SUNSHINE COMEDIES, two reels.
An
HoldElephant's
Me Tight.Nightmare.
His
PrettyNoisy
Lady.Still.
Her Doggone Wedding.
Pals and Petticoats.
The Slicker.
CLYDE
COOK COMEDIES, two reels.
The
Huntsman.
All Wrong.
Don't Tickle.
GOLDWYN PICTURES
CAPITOL COMEDIES, two reels.
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Before
When the patrons of your theater exclaim over the wonderful

Hot

Weather

Comes—

Just as you buy coal
before winter sets in,

screen effects, they are paying a
tribute not only to the director and

you ought to prepare
NOW
for the hot,

producer but to the quality of the
film that makes such pictures pos-

scorching days of summer.
Find out how Monsoon's
cooling breezes will make
your house always pleasant
and comfortable — maintain
a good, profitable business
all through the summer.

sible—

EASTMAN
FILM

Just ask us to send you our
booklet "A Better Summer
EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.
Room

Business."
CPPLIttC SYSTEK
m C .
902, 70 West 45th Street
New

EDGAR COMEDIES, two reels.
GOLDWYN BRAY COMICS, one reel.
INDEPENDENT 1 11. MS A88N.
DAM FOOL TWIN COMEDIES, two reels.
LEO WHITE COMEDIES, two reels.
PATHS EXCHANGE, INC.
VANITY FAIR GIRLS COMEDIES, one reel.
ROLIN COMEDIES, one reel.
ROLIN TWO REELERS, two reels.
HAROLD
LLOYD COMEDIES, two reels.
Number Please.
PHOTO PRODUCTS EXPORT
FLAGG COMEDY RENEWALS, one reel.
II A DIN PICTURES, IN C.
JOHNNY DOOLEY COMEDIES.
RE EL CRAFT PICTURES
ALICE HOWELL COMEDIES, two reels.
WILLIAM FRANEY COMEDIES, one reel.
MILBURN MORANTI COMEDIES, two reels.
NAPOLEON & SALLY COMEDIES, one reel.
GALE HENRY COMEDIES, two reels.
MATTY ROUBERT COMEDIES, two reels.
ROYAL COMEDIES, two reels.
ROBERTSON-COLE
SUPREME COMEDIES, one reel.
RUSSELL-GREIVER-RUSSELL
TUSUN COMEDIES, one reel.
GASOLINE ALLEY, one reel cartoons.
Leave
It to "Walt."
Some Party.
Well! Well!
SPECIAL PICTURES CORP.
COMEDYART. two reels.
COMICLASSICS. two reels.
CLAYPOOL COMEDIES.
MORANTI COMEDIES.
CHESTER CONKLIN COMEDIES, two reels.
UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. CO.
CENTURY COMEDIES, two reels.
STAR COMEDIES, one reel.
VITAGRAPH
BIG V SPECIAL COMEDIES, two reels.
LARRY
SEMON COMEDIES, two reels.
The Suitor.
The Stage Hand.
The Sportsman.
JIMThe AUBREY
Back Yard.COMEDIES, two reels.
The Decorator.
His Jonah Day.
The
Mysterious Stranger.
The Nuisance.

DRAMAS
ARROW FILM CORP.
BLAZED
TRAIL
PRODUCTIONS,
one every
other week,
two reels.
ARROW-NORTH WOOD DRAMAS, two reels.
< . B. C. FILM - M i s
STAR RANCH WESTERNS.
1(1 SSBLL-GREIVER-R1 ssKLL
reels. RIDGEWAY PRODUCTIONS, two
FRITZI
STAR DRAMAS, featuring Violet Merscreau.
Grace Cunard and others, two reels.
AL JENNINGS WESTERNS, two reels.
NEAL HART WESTERNS, two reels.
PIONEER
NICK CARTER SERIES two reels.
C. II. PRICE « o.
INDIAN
DRAMAS,
feature Mona Darkfeather, one
reel.
REELCRAFT PICTURES
TEXAS GUINAN WESTERNS, two reels.
SELZNICK PICT1 RES
WILLIAM J. FLYNN Detective Series, two reels.
UNIVERSAL FILM HFG. CO.
RED
reels.RIDER SERIES (Leonard Chapman), two
WESTERN
AND RAILROAD DRAMAS, two
reels.
SCENICS
EDUCATIONAL— Robert C. Bruce Scenics Beautiful, one reel (every two weeks).
EDUCATIONAL—
reel (every week).Chester Outing Scenics, one
weeks)
EDUCATIONAL. — Screenics, one reel (every two
PARAMOUNT—
one reel (every Burton
week). Holmes Travel Pictures.
PARAMOUNT
—
Burlingham
PARAMOUNT— Post Nature Adventure
Pictures. Scenics.
REELCRAFT — Reelcraft Scenics, one reel.
ROBERTSON-COLE—
Martin Johnson Series, one
reel.
reel.
ROBERTSON
COLE— Adventure Scenics, one
SPECIAL
Stories. PICTURES— Sunset Burrud Scenic
MISCELLANEOUS
ARROW — Sport Pictorials, one reel.
C. B. C. SALES — Screen snapshots (bi-monthly).
Vil Movies.
COMMONWEALTH—
Spanuth's Original Vod-aCOMMONWEALTH— Spanuth's Sermonettes.

York

FAMOUS
PLAYERS— Paramount Magazine,
reel (weekly).
GOLDWYN— Coldwyn Bray Pictographs.
GREIVER — Greiver Educationals.
KINETO— Kineto Reviews.
KINETO— Charles Urban Movie Chats.
KINETO — Urban Popular Classics.
PATH E— Topics of the Day.
PATHE— Pathe Review, one reel.
PIONEER—
Luke Wonders
McLuke's ofFilm
Osophy.
RADIN — Brind's
Nature.
SELECT — Herbert Kaufman Masterpieces.
SELECT — Prizma Color Pictures.
S. & E. ENTERPRISES— Cowboy Jazz, two reels.
SERIALS
ARROW— Thunderbolt Jack (Jack Hoxie).
FOX— Bride Thirteen.
I'ATHE— Ruth of the Rockies (Ruth Roland).
I' ATWarner
HE — Phantom
Orland). Foe (Juanita Hansen and
PATHE—
Velvet
Fingers (George B. Seitz and
Marguerite Courtot).
UNIVERSAL — King of the Circus (Eddie Polo). I
UNIVERSAL—
The Flaming Disk (Elmo Lincoln).
camp).
UNIVERSAL—
The Dragon's Net (Marie W*J- 1
Duncan).
VITAGRAPH—
The Silent Avenger (Will
VITAGRAPH—
Elinor Fair). The Purple Riders (Joe Ryan
VITAGRAPH—
Fighting Fate (William Duncan |
and Edith Johnson).
VITAGRAPH— Hidden Dangers (Joe Ryan
Jean
Paige).
Moreno).
VITAGRAPH—
The Veiled Mystery (Antonio |
NEWS REELS
FOX NEWS (twice a week) at Fox exchanges.
INTERNATIONAL
(Mondays and Tours- 1
days) at Universal NEWS
exchanges.
KINOGRAMS
(twice a week) at Educational
changes.
PATHE
NEWSexchanges.
(Wednesdays and Saturdays) at j
Educational
SELZNICK
NEWS
(twice a week) at Select o
changes.
ANIMATED CARTOONS
THE
(Celebrated
MUTT GUMPS
AND JEFF
(Fox). Players).
SPECIALS
EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP.
Modern Centaurs.
Valley of 10,000 Smokes.
Babe Ruth — How He Knocks His Home Runs.
Art of Diving, with Annette Kellermaii.
The Race of the Age (Man o' War).
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In all the motion picture theatres of the Nation
where ■ big pictures and good pictures are being
shown — there you find patronage heavy and exhibitor profits assured.
In every city where the amusement business has
been *'off" it has been in the $2.00 or #3.00
theatres, and not in the motion picture theatres
Out of 2,000 Associated Producers' exhibitorcustomers we have not heard twenty complaints of
poor business.
J. PARKER READ, JR.
THOMAS H. INCE
MACK SENNETT
MARSHALL NEILAN
ALLAN DWAN
GEORGE LOANE TUCKER
MAURICE TOURNEUR
C GARDNER SULLIVAN
ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS, INC.
729 SEVENTH AVENUE, NEW YORK CITY
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Carl Laemmle^

'events

PRBCIU.A

DEAN
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LON
in Tod

by

CHANEY
brownino'ls

president of the Idaho State Exhibitor
r
Don Corrothe
gwireof from
followin
J^EAD the "On
Association:
account
the unusual
interei
aroused among members of our organization, w
included in our official routine of business at oil
semi-annual meeting in Boise a special screening
of 'Outside the Law.'
A resolution was passe
unanimously to the effect that 'Outside Tr|
Law' is by far the most meritorious productic
that has so far come to our notice. IT IS
MASTERPIECE IN EVERY RESPECT AN:
HAS A TENDENCY
TO CREATE NE\
THEATREGOERS AND TO ELEVATE TH
EXHIBITING BUSINESS to a standard th<
must be called a real achievement. EXHIB
TORS SHOULD BE PROUD TO PRESEN
THIS ATTRACTION to their patrons in an
community irrespective of creed, size or fastidiou
ness of clientele."
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Suspense
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Family
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TIME was when a producer could put almost any old
kind of junky "ruff stuff" into a serial and get away
with it. Nobody cared much then — neither producer,
exhibitor nor public. Not so today! In these days when
serials— GOOD serials— UNIVERSAL SERIALS— are
an attraction for the whole family, they must be produced with just as much care as the very best feature. And
because Universal serials are produced with exactly such
care; because they ARE clean, speedy and healthily exciting entertainment for the whole family, they are making money for hundreds of exhibitors, just as they will
make money for YOU.
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Mermaid Comedies are
NEW — new in vigor, new in
wholesome.youthful appeal.
Just
"THErecall
SIMP' - (H am)
"APRIL FOOL" - (Ham)
"HIGH andDRY"-( Adams)
"MOONSHINE" - (Ham)

The first Mermaid Comedy,
"A FRESH START", was
an instant box office winner. So were
"DUCK IN" - (Ham)
"NONSENSE" - (Adams)
"DYNAMITE"
- (Ham)

IN "HOLY SMOKE" JIMMIE ADAMS

IS AT HIS BEST

MERMAID
COMEDIES
One a Month
Mermaid Comedies are not one star comedies.
Mermaid Comedies are all star comedies — organization comedies — built up on the personalities of
comedians like

Lloyd

LLOYD (Ham) HAMILTON
His genius for making all
sorts and conditions of people
laugh has made his name a
byword to millions.

"Ham"
and

Hamilton

"Jimmie"
Adams
It is the versatility of Director JACK WHITE, however, which
has made Mermaid Comedies such a "sure fire" box office success. Though Mermaid Comedies are rough-and-tumble comedies, they are not of the slap-stick variety. They are best defined
as ridiculous situation comedies which never insult the intelligence of an audience with pie throwing or similar childishness.
Director Jack White's unique art is that of being able to bring
out his story by manufacturing comic situations which are
genuinely humorous.
"HOLY SMOKE" is a roaring comedy of thrilling human interest. Good old fashioned melodrama and farce at their best.
Book

"Holy

Smoke!"

EDUCATIONAL
FILM
EXCHANGES,
Distributors
E. W. HAMMONS,

President

Today!

INC.

Director JACK WHITE
He has carried screen comedy
direction upward and onward
till it ranks today with the
direction of feature pictures.

EXHIBITORS
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Branded

SouT

From

the

THE

famous

IRON

novel

STAIK

RITA

A melodrama
life itself.
Depictind
the

strange

as

fn vivfd flashes

ac^ony of a mans

soul

of the single passion vhich
moved him— the love of a
gfi'rl
— and of inthe
committed
its crime
name. he

But the o^'i'l knev, and the
man came to knov at last
that nothing but the oYeat
atonement vould wipe out
the stain .

Dfstr/buted
PATHE

STOLL

FIL
OF

GEO.

ICING,

AM

E R

President.

by

EXCHANGES
Inc.

RPORATION
I CA
I3O

^/EST4o

" Street.
r
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Take

Los

cor
ON

9

HERALD

Angeles

example
ACCOUNT
OF CAPACITY
-

The
BREAKING

bUSINESS

California
Theatre,
AW
FROM ITS ONE WEEK POLICY

(or the first time in its history has
held a picture over a second week
THE

PICTURE

IS

ease
Rel
st I
^JmiceP
CKFORD'S
MARY

"THE

Vritten and
Directed by
Frances Marion

weeks,
two

to be

weeks

followed
at

The

ife is the voice
the (Public
"One
a

UNITED

LIGHT"

Miller's Theatre, Los Angeles, will follow
the California with a second run of three

Photographed
bij Charles Rosher
and Henrq
Cronjader

LOVE

ARTISTS

Love

o,

is

big picture.

CORPORATION

MARY PICKfORD ■CHARLIE CHAPLIN ■DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS- DW.GRIFFITH
HI DAM ABRAMS, PRESIDENT

a

third

Garriclc.

saying
Light"

by

run

of

10

EXHIBITORS

EVE"
SOULS'
LL
"A(Adapted
by Elmer Harris from the play by Anne
Crawford Flexner. Directed by Chester Franklin.)
One

of the most

and appealing stories of a great love that has ever
been written.
Camera
patrons
done.

work

dramatic

so marvelous

will wonder

An opportunity
screen favorites,

how

that your

it could

be

to present one of your

MARY

MILES

MINTER
in a remarkable
Cash
picture
under
chise.

dual role.

in on this opportunity
of Special
the regular

to play a

Production
Realart

caliber

Star Fran-

REALART PICTURES CORPORATION
€>
New York
469 Fifth Avenue

HERALD
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an
EDWA
RDLL
JOSE
WI

Story £y
EDWARD

DO"
Production

CHARLES

A. LOGUE

JOSE' Sole Director
Distributors

e'

Rafh

Associated

Exhibitors,

Inc.

presents

"What

What

will women

Women

do ?

Will

Do"

betray, way underneath it all
with almost all of them will

Ask the Sphinx !
Ask your wife, your sister, your
sweetheart !

shine a sweetness,

a purity, a

charity and a conscience that is
Holy

and belongs to Woman.

They will answer "Anything."
But you know that while some

Of such a woman

women

and it will grip all those who

will use their wiles, will

skate on the thin edge of depravity, will cheat, and steal and

ASSOCIATED

are

women,

know

PATHE

like women,

women.

EXHIBITORS,

25 West 45th Street, New

is this picture;

York

Distributors

INC.

or

MACK
Present?
A

S

His

6

SENNETT
T^&rt

MALL

"btff^
EN
J&
O MARIE

Comedy

TOWN

URPIN
REVOST

-tDrQinQ
IDOL

HARLIE
MURRAY
PHYLLIS
HAVER

$13,950

Opening

Week's
Gross in
800-Seat House
[TELEGRAM]
14FT FDS 56 4 EX NL
I-os Angeles, Cal., Jan. 24-25
F. B. Warren
Associated Producers Inc New York
No question that Small Town Idol is
Mack Sennetts greatest picture stop our
gross business week ending tonight
thirteen thousand nine hundred and
fifty dollars stop this seems unbelievable taking into consideration that
Mission theatre has only eight hundred
eighty seats regards
Harry David
Managing Director Mission Theatre
And

here are reasons why :

FlorenceIdol
Lawrence,
Los Angeles
: "A Small
Town
is an instant
success.Examiner
Mack Sennett
has
eliminated entirely the proverbial slapstick and has
evoked one of the most amusing films of his career."
Guy Price,
Los Angeles art
Evening
: "Hardly
angle
of melodramatic
escapesHerald
unscathed.
Melo-an
drama, farce, polite comedy, comedy-drama, revue,
spectacle and plot are all there. It is Sennett's first
big personal production since 'Mickey.' "
Ed-win knight
Schallert,ofLoscareless
Angeleseyes,
Timescorners
: "Benall Turpin,
valiant
laurels.
You have to be hard-hearted indeed not to succumb
to the heroic charms of Ben in 'A Small Town Idol."
May
Los Angeles
" 'A SmallTheatre.
Town
Idol' Markson,
created much
mirth Record
at the : Mission
Mack Sennett is perhaps the only director who can
make an audience sit through so many reels ot frivolity and make them feel that the picture is too short.
He has accomplished this in 'A Small Town Idol.' "
"Sennett's biggest personal
production since
'Mickey'."

MARSHALL
MACK

NEILAN

SENNETT

-

~

MAURICE

ALLAN

DWAN

i

TOURNEUR
-

Associated

GEORGE

-

J. PARKER
LOANE

READ

TUCKER

Producers
HOME OFFICES ■ 729 SEVENTH AVE., NEW YORK CITY

JR.
-

*

THOMAS

C.GARDNER

Inc.

H. IN E
SULLIVN

THE

MAN

SAID:

THE

"Do you want to know what I think of your
story? You have, told me the crudest story

of the greatest punches

Vivid

"If that is the way you want it, / don't care
who you are: '
ever screened in a motion

Drama

By MAY
All-star
MACK
MAURICE

cast

featuring;

SENNETT
TOURNEUR

- MARSHALL
- THOMAS

SAID:

"I am telling you the truth ! Blair Cornwell!
For God's sake, tell me it is you! You
shan't mock me!"

that ever disgraced a woman!"
"I am Charles Seaton
Charles Seaton!"
One

WOMAN

ofjlfe.

andJ&VQ

EDINGTON

House

NEILAN- ALLAN
H.INCE

picture — from

Peters
DWAN

~ C GARDNER

and Florence

~ GEORGE
SULLIVAN

Associated
Producers
HOME OFFICES' 729 SEVENTH AVE., NEW YORK CITY

LOANE

TUCKER

~ J. PARKER

Inc.

Vidor

READ JR.

12
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Yourself-"

It,

— and
the
Exhibitors,
who
book
SHERMAN
ATTRACTIONS
through
your

n

Exchange,

RMAN

will

say

it

PRO
®
(a

@

too

@

guarantees
its Franchise-holders
of

12

pictures

entertainment

a minimum

yearly,
quality,

of
at

high
actual

producing
cost, without
vances, thus assuring a larger
return
while

upon

giving

territory

the

Sherman

their
the

policy

investment,

theatres

benefit
in

adnet

in their

of the
lower

Final

liberal
rentals.

allotment

of

territory

is now
being
made — For
further information
address

SHERMAN

PRODUCTIONS

CORPORATION
Harry
1482

A. Sherman,

President

Broadway

New

Every Day
More People Say

"Sherman

is

Right

York
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Smashed,

Busted

Destroyed
All

motion

picture

FORBIDDEN
admissions
It was
The

Jekyll

and

!

box-office

records!

FRUIT" broke all records for paid
last week at the Rivoli Theatre.

the biggest

former

and

record

week

was

in history

made

by SI, 200.

last April

by

"Dr.

Mr. Hyde."

In seven

days

53,963

people

paid to see Cecil

B. DeMille's masterpiece. And there were more
turned away at every performance than ever before,
since the theatre holds only 2,000.
At
Rivoli

the

beginning

showing

"Forbidden
Stanley's

new

of the

it is still going
Fruit"

week

theatre

in Buffalo,

of its

strong.

is also breaking

$2,000,000

in Shea's Criterion
Columbus.

second

and

records

at

in Philadelphia,
at The

Majestic,

From all present indications it is the greatest
box-office attraction the world has ever known.
JesseX. Lasky presents

Cecil

DeMille's
B.
production

"Forbidden
By

d

Jeanie

Fruit"

Macpherson

(paramount

(picture

14
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HE big pictures of last year — those pictures that neither you nor your patrons
ever forget — established a standard by which all future pictures must be judged.
Look, therefore, at the list of productions

compare

them with last year's big ones.
petizers for the feast that is to come.

can

for release during the next six months — and

You'll find that they were little more

than ap-

William DeMille's "MIDSUMMER MADNESS" and "THE PRINCE CHAP" broke records for you. In the
next six months there will be two William DeMille's productions. There is first, Sir James M.
Barrie's famous play, "WHAT EVERY WOMAN KNOWS." With the exception of "Peter Pan" this
was Maude Adams' biggest stage success, and Barrie's most successful play. Conrad Nagel and Lois
Wilson are in the screen production.
Then there is Mr. DeMille's "THE LOST ROMANCE." This was written by Edward Knoblock, author of
"Kismet," specially for the screen, and the author worked with the director throughout.
George Melford's production, "BEHOLD MY WIFE," was acclaimed by many exhibitors the best picture
ever made. Mr. Melford will excel that one in "THE FAITH HEALER," by William Vaughn Moody;
in "THE MONEY MASTER," by Sir Gilbert Parker, author of "Bihold My Wife," and in "A
STAMPEDED MADONNA," starring Dorothy Dalton, with Jack Holt in support.
John S. Robertson, the man who made "DR. JEKYLL AND MR. HYDE," has produced Sir James M.
Barrie's "SENTIMENTAL TOMMY," with a cast headed by Gareth Hughes, Mabel Taliaferro, May
McAvoy and George Fawcett.
William S. Hart's production, "O'MALLEY OF THE MOUNTED," stands up so well alongside "THE
TESTING
BLOCK" that it would be hard to pick between them. Each a big heart story, filled with
thrills.
You will never forget Mae Murray in George Fitzmaurice's "ON WITH THE DANCE." In "THE GILDED
LILY," a and
Robert
Z. Leonard production, she plays a similar role, and the picture is even more
beautiful
elaborate.
"THE CITY OF SILENT MEN" will be Thomas Meighan's biggest picture, with even more heart appeal
and punch than "THE PRINCE CHAP." Many scenes were filmed in Sing Sing Prison. It is a real
special of an unusual kind.
Wallace Reid in "THE LOVE SPECIAL" is another record-breaker. It's got the thrills of "WHAT'S
HURRY ?" and the comedy of "ALWAYS AUDACIOUS" melted into one thrilling romance.

YOUR

William A. Brady's production, "LIFE," by Thompson Buchanan, was acclaimed the biggest drarhatic
spectacle ever staged when it ran for a year in New York. So you can imagine how big it will be on
the screen, when all the thrills will be real.
Elsie Ferguson in "SACRED AND PROFANE LOVE," in which she scored on the stage last year, marks
the highest point in that star's career. Arnold Bennett's play makes a marvelous emotional drama.
William D. Taylor, who made "HUCKLEBERRY FINN," produced it.
Another Taylor production is "THE WITCHING HOUR," the great play by Augustus Thomas.
Dexter is in the cast, and the play is even more timely than when it ran on the stage.

Elliott

Gloria Swanson, whose beauty and charm in Cecil B. DeMille's "MALE AND FEMALE," "WHY CHANGE
YOUR WIFE?" and "SOMETHING TO THINK ABOUT," placed her in the front rank, appears in
her first starring vehicle, "THE GREAT MOMENT," which was written especially for her by Elinor
Glyn, author of "Three Weeks."
The author worked throughout on the making of the picture.
On the opposite page is the CDmpleti
fine things are ready for you.

list. Look

(paramount

it over yourself and you'll see what

(pictures

,* FAMOUS P LAYERS-LAS KY CORPORATION ft
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This!

APRIL

MARCH
Cosmopolitan production, "STRAIGHT
WAY," with Matt Moore.

IS THE

Hugh Ford-British production. "THE CALL OF
YOUTH," by Henry Arthur Jones.
Thomas
Lee. Meighan in "THE EASY ROAD," with Lila
William S. Hart in "O'MALLEY OF THE MOUNTED." Hart production.
Thomas H. Ince special. "BEAU REVEL," by Louis
Joseph Vance, with Florence Vidor.
Robert Z. Leonard's production, "THE
LILY," with Mae Murray.
Dorothy Dalton in "THE TEASER."

GILDED

George Melford's
"THE FAITH HEALER, by Williamproduction,
Vaughn Moody.
Roscoe "Fattv" Arbuckle in "THE DOLLAR-AMAN." uction, "BURIED
R tan
YEA
oli
Cosmop
with
MarionprodDavies.

William D. Taylor's production. "THE WITCHING
HOUR."
by Augustus Thomas, with Elliott
Dexter.
Wallace Reid in "THE LOVE SPECIAL," with
Agnes Ayres.
Hugh Ford's British production. "THE GREAT
DAY." with Arthur Bourchier.
Sir James M. Barrie's "SENTIMENTAL TOMMY."
a John S. Robertson production, with Gareth
Hughes. Mabel Taliaferro and May McAvoy.
Douglas MacLean in "THE HOME
production.

MAY
Thomas Meighan in "THE CITY OF SILENT MEN. "
Cosmopolitan Production, "PROXIES."
Dorothy Gish in "OH JO!"
Sydney lin
Chaplin
in "KING, QUEEN. JOKER." Chapproduction.

TREASURE,"

STRETCH,"

Ince

JUNE
Roscoe "Fattv" Arbuckle in "THE

TRAVELING

SALESMAN."
Cosmopolitan
production, "THE WILD GOOSE,"
by G<}uverneur Morris.
Thomas
with Meighan
Lila Lee. in "WHITE AND UNMARRIED,"

Lois Weber's production, "MARRIED STRANGERS."
Elsie Ferguson in "SACRED AND PROFANE
LOVE," by Arnold Bennett, William D. Taylor
production.

Crisp's British production. "APPEARANCES." by Edward Knoblock.
Douglas
MacLean
in "ONE A MINUTE," Ince production.

William DeMille's production of Sir James M.
Barrie's "WHAT EVERY WOMAN KNOWS."

Thomas H. Ince special. "THE BRONZE
Louis Joseph Vance.

I

Donald

Ethel Clayton in "SHAM."
George
Melford's
Gilbert
Parker."THE MONEY

JULY

Lois Weber's production. "WHAT DO MEN WANT?"
Cosmopolitan production, "REDEMPTION COVE."
Wallace Reid in "WATCH MY SMOKE."
British
production,
David
Powell. "THE MYSTERY

ROAD." with

William son
A. Brady's
Buchanan. production, "LIFE," by ThompGloria
Swanson
Elinor
Glyn. in "THE

GREAT

MOMENT,"

Dorothy Dalton in "THE
Oppenheim.

CURSE," by E. Phillips

-Villiam DeMille's production, "THE
mance," byEdward Knoblock.

LOST

by

Ro-

(paramount

BELL," by

MASTER,"

by Sir

AUGUST
Cosmopolitan production. "GET-RICH-QUICK
WALLINGFORD."
British production. "THE PRINCESS OF NEW
YORK." by Cosmo Hamilton.
William
S. Hart in "THE WHISTLE," Hart production.
Douglas
MacLean
duction.

in "BELL

BOY 13," Ince pro-

Thomas Meighan in "TALL TIMBERS."
Ethal ClaytDn in "THE ALMIGHTY DOLLAR."
R)>c 33 "Fatty" Arbu:klein "CRAZY TO MARRY."
Dic^r Dilt^a in "A STAMPEDED MADONNA,"
George Melford production, with Jack Holt.

(pictures
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He

Say]
Does

HERALD

r

You

all

Know

Gene

Pearce

you Dixie exhibitors.
Gene,

you know,

is the Master

Pearce

Mind

of

Films

at New Orleans and at Atlanta. And he's
got a tough job on his shoulders, digging
up pictures that will satisfy you fellows
down in that section.
Gene does a lot of looking and a lot of
thinking before he buys for you. He
knows he's got to buy 'em right to keep
up the PEARCE
FILM pace.
He did a little looking
looked at
The

Lester

recently.

Cuneo

He

Series

And he bought them! He pegged them right
away as just what his exhibitors wanted.
Ask anybody that's ever had any dealing with
Gene Pearce whether or not he knows a good film —
a money picture — when he sees it. Here's the
answer, every time
"I'll Say
CAPITAL

FILM

He

Does!"

COMPANY,

"The Tiffany of the State Right Field"
Hartford Bldg.
8 S. Dearborn St.
CHICAGO

Inc.

'77/

Say

He

Does.
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I

STARRING-

c/BcssieBarriscale
DIRECTED
By
SCENARIO By
PAUL

SCARDON
• M W VAN LOAN
WITH AN ALL 5TAP. CAST INCLUDING .

WALTEfi

n^RAIL,

JOSEPH

DOWLING

WILFRED LUCAS, F^TO'riALLES
ETHEL GBE/ TEB^X

Distributed by
W.W. HODKINSON CORPOPATION
527 Filth Avenue. New York Gty
thru ROBE Iwcheneclnc.

A tale of life as
it is lived today
in society's highest places.
A mother fights
to save her
daughter, — and
wins her fight.

Distributed by
W.W. HODKINSON CORPORATION
527 Fifth Avenue. New York City
thru PATHE Lxchangc, htc
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THE DOOR"
"PARTNERS

HERALD

and "BELOW
THE SURFACE"
Far Surpassed.
OF THE TIDE" Is a Classic of the Sea.

""DEHIND

THE

DOOR"

hit

your patrons — and it hit
them hard, — for it was a marvel of dramatic construction.

'
stark
with its
them SURF
grippWed THE
*^ ELO
ACE"
"T^
realism and its vivid tragedy
for it was forceful and true.
uF\OWN
HOME" pulsated
with interest and tugged
at their very heart-strings
with its sweet human appeal.
And now in

IrvinNERS
V. Willat
has TIDE,"
created
of the
"PART
a picture in which he combines every quality that made
his past productions colossally
successful.

IRVIN

Distributed bjr
W.W.BDDKINSON O>RP0Rr\n0N
527 Faih Avenue. He*r

V. WILLAT
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CELEBRATED
Quality — Service

Coming
A

New

Series

of 52

Soon!
Made-to-Order

HESTER
SINGLE
REEL
c

OMEDIES

Possessing
All

the

Audience-Pulling-Pow

Possible

The

name

to

Put

CHESTER
to the

Into

er
Pictures!

needs

no

Exhibitor's

introduction

patrons

CHESTER
COMEDIES
are a guarantee of production
excellence — and a Tremendous Box Office Asset to the exhibitor—;ReJej*^edj3n^e_^aj^h_^v^
Don't Wait! — You might be sorry — Act Now!
Celebrated
Players
Film
Corporation
Two Hundred and Seven Scuth Wabash Ave.
Illinois and Indiana
Illinois and Indiana
CHICAGO
MEMBER

E X 1 1 I B I T ORS
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CELEBRATED
Quality — Service
THE

FIRST

OF

THE

ELEBRATED
SINGLE
C

OMEDIES

Jazz
Backs

REEL

and

Up

Our

Jealousy
Promise

and

GUARANTEE
of
Clean-Cut
Cleverly

Acted
Laugh-Producing
Productions

Released
Stories

Capably-Directed

by

Once

FREDERICK
Produced

Personal
Write

or Wire

Each

Week
BENNETT

Under

Direction

JAY

for Territorial

HUNT
Rights

NOW!

Celebrated
Players
Film
Corporation
Two Hundred and Seven South Wabash Ave.
Illinois and Indiana
Illinois and Indiana
CHICAGO
MEMBER

E X II I B I TO
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Circulation

Readers'
T^HE

week
and

FACT

many

Plus

Interest
that

of the

Exhibitors

most

impor-

tant news stories of the industry displays them so they may

be easily and quickly read — is
just one of the many reasons that
has made Exhibitors Herald the
publication of pre-eminent interest among the exhibitors of
America.
An advertisement must be
seen and read to be of value
to the advertiser —
Ask any exhibitor which
trade paper he finds most
interesting.

February 19, 192
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Opera House, Greensboro, Ala.
"The combination of your stars and First National Franchise
pictures can't be beat"— THAT'S ANOTHER REASON WHY
Hherell

be a Franchise

"All

everywhere

Will

Enjoy
— New York. It!"
American.

"'Mamma's Affair' is an excellent vehicle for Constance
Talmadge, and a characterization gratefully received by
her hosts of admirers. She establishes more firmly her title to
stardom. You will enjoy it." — New York American.
"An amusing word-and-picture play and Miss Talmage is always an agreeable person to have around." — New York Times.
"Miss Talmadge's playing is attractive and the picture a pleasing one." — New York News.
"Miss Talmadge makes a bewitching little figure at all
times." New York Morning Telegraph.
"Miss Talmadge is her same vivacious self and it is the best
thing the star has done in some time." New York Mail.
"Played
by Miss Talmadge with alluring wistfulness." -New
York Telegram.
"The clever comedienne gives great pleasure in a role that
shows
Journal.her positive ability as a dramatic artist. "--New York
"Out of the ordinary. A perfect lifting of the piece from
stage to screen. Constance Talmadge appears in a new
light." New York Tribune.
"Miss Talmadge is diverting in a play that comes up to the
mark. It is one of her best roles. She is natural and amusing." New York Herald.
"Constance Talmadge makes even a sick head alluring. The
producers have improved on the stage comedy." — New York
Sun.
Joseph M. Schenck
presents
Constance
Talmadge

Adapted by Affair"
Mamma's
John

Emerson — Anita
From Rachael Barton
Butler's Stage Play

Loos

Directed by Victor Fleming
A First National Attraction
Foreign Representative. David P. Howells, Inc.
729 Seventh Avenue. New York City
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William C. Mclnlire, Rose Theatre, Fayelieville, N. C.
"Pictures that pack, the house and please all the patrons. That's
the pleasing result of having a First National Franchise"
THAT'S ANOTHER REASON WHY.
There'll be a Franchise

Third

Big

Five

Break

Box

Office

Picture

"Passion"

Is Doing

"The

Kid"

Is Doing
and now

"Man

—

"The

Oath"

Wind"

Woman

to

Records

It!
It!

— Marriage

and

will

every where

"Sowing

when

"
the

Released.

At a trial showing at the Regent Theatre, Paterson
N. J., a city of 125,000, "Alan— Woman— Marriage"
played to 31,702 paid admissions in 6 days, beating
the attendance records of every big picture shown
in the history of the house, a theatre seating 2,200.
Only $731.36 spent for advertising.

Albert A. Kaufman
presents

s
n Holubar'
Alle
Eternal
Drama
starring
DOROTHY

PHILLIPS

Adapted by A'len Holubar from
the theme by Olga Linek Scholl
A

First National
Attraction
Foreign Representative. David P. Howells, Inc.
729 Seventh Ave., New York City

WOMAN-

MARTIN J. QUIGLEY
Publisher
& Editor

3 ISSUE OF $■
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By

Rome
MARTIN

This industry is surfeited with the shouts

Burns

J. QUIGLEY
target of assault and censure and in a natural

and clamors of petty personal animosities.

reaction he has been caused to give his time and

It is insufferably tired of what seems to be
an interminable succession of verbal clashes

attention to a score of cheap trivialities which

that can only be likened to fishwives' bickerings.
From within it has been billingsgated from
one end of the country to the other.
In line with what has been going on there

are unworthy

of him personally and unworthy

of his great mission as the chosen head of the
organized exhibitors of America.
In a similar manner William A. Brady, the

was enacted in Chicago last week a spectacle of

appointed head of the producers and distributors, is forced into circumstances wherein he

appalling humiliation to the industry.

is compelled to devote his energy and time to

The president of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of America and the president of the

petty personal controversies while he should be
directing his ability and influence along the lines
of the constructive work that is to be done.

National Association of the Motion Picture Industry stood before each other in a quasi open
forum and hurled charge and counter charge
into each other's teeth.
While great and vital problems hang in
threatening suspense over the industry, these
two acknowledged leaders of the two distinct
factors of the business engaged in acrimonious

Responsibility for this deplorable situation
may be laid squarely at the doors of those individuals and groups within the industry who
seem to believe that their interests can be best
served by keeping burning perennially the fires
of discord.

argument over a lot of absurdly trivial matters.
Exhibitors and others identified with the

The blame is with those who through personal jealousy, pique and ambition, drag lying
insinuations out into the forum with a view to

industry who came to learn remained to scoff.
The whole event becomes one of sad

upsetting constituted authority and creating a
breach between exhibitor and producer.

memory.

9
V

9

Let there be no misunderstanding : The
culpability for this situation does not rest upon

*

*

In the entire Brady-Cohen

controversy we

fail to catch a gleam of any fundamental difference of sufficient importance to keep the groups

Sydney S. Cohen and William A. Brady; they
merely have been made unwilling victims of
certain circumstances which have thrust them

these men represent from working hand in hand

into the unpleasant mess.

promises, if not broken, at least too long deferred. There are internal problems that may
take months to solve. But certainly there is no
(Continued on page 27)

Simply because of his position of leadership and utterly without respect to his record of
performance, Sydney Cohen has been made the

on the big constructive things that must be
done. It is true that there are evidences of

26
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Once again the essential requirement of the situation is more light
and less heat. It it were not for this,
the act of a publication alleged to
be devoted to motion picture interests in characterizing producers and
distributors as "the hand grenade
squadron" could be overlooked on
the obvious basis that it all amounts
merely to an incident of a drowning
medium clutching for a straw of
support.
* * *
The one serious consideration in
this matter is that it is just another
exemplification of the dirty business
of seeking to widen the breach between producers and exhibitors and
to capitalize on the resulting discord. Unfortunately it comes at a
time when the conscientious effort
of every person who entertains a

IN
THIS
OF SPECIAL INTEREST
Pirst Brady Unity Meeting Brings
Debate with Cohen
29
Chicago Tribune Withdraws Support
from T. D. Hurley
34
NEWS OP THE WEEK
Rumor Paramount Will Sell St. Louis
Houses to Lynch
28
Possibility of New Chicago Censorship Daw Is Remote
33
Minnesota May Ask Probe of Alleged
Theatre Trust
35
Lynch Opens Mission Playhouse in
Dalhart, Tex
35
Blue Daws and Censorship Fight
Raging in Missouri
37
Public Censorship Hearing CaUed by
Crafts for February 28
38

HERALD

true regard for the welfare of the
industry is seriously engaged in endeavoring to establish a basis of
harmony which would make possible the vitally necessary unity of action on the part of the various
branches of the industry.
* * *
However. the "hand grenade
squadron" appellation may prove to
be very apt but in a different sense
than originally intended as there are
evidences of a bomb being exploded
where it will do much toward clearing the road of futile and obnoxious
impedimenta.
* * *
The Blue Sunday agitation has
-tumbled and fallen into the pit of
absurdity which has been jdug for it
by its sponsors. But it is not dead.
It is in fact in a position more dangerous to the industry than at any
previous time as theft! i i a like lihood
that it will be ignored for a time
and if this happens it will be permitted to go on quietly strengthening its forces for a stronger attack
at a later date. The Blue Sunday
agitators must be watched
checked at every
* turn.
* *
So-called "box office titles" have
contributed materially in keeping
censorship agitation alive. For some
time there was no proof to set
against the assertion that the exhibitor welcomed and demanded titles
of this character. However, there
is now proof at hand that the exhibitors of the country as a whole not
only do not welcome titles of this
type but are in fact decidedly against
them.

ISSUE
Trenton Exhibitors Ask Sunday Performances for Charity
Organized Exhibitors of U. S. Assure
Cohen Support
Gore Heads First National Organization in Southwest
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Re -Takes
J. R. M.
On the days that there are only ten
automobiles .-tolcn in Chicago the papers get out an extra.*
Spring is almost here. Baseball experts are beginning to pick the pennant
winners for 1921.
•
Now that Ground Hog Day is passed,
the only thing to look forward to is the
presidential inauguration.
•
pick up
most
of Itusthings
will don't
lose faith
in after
humanthat,nature.
Those candidates whom we elected last
fall
promised
us everything.
"Bill"
Thompson
was going
to give Chicagoans
."> cent fares and they haven't got them
*
Hip Hip aHurrah
(Jut in California,
Senator proposes
to prohibit the wearing of trousers where
they have hip pockets. A lot of us will
yet.
have to go to bed for the rest of our
lives if that becomes* a national law.
Dowling Kicks In
Pat Dowling, the old reliable Christie
press
comestheatre,
to batLoswithAngeles,
this one:
At the agent,
Windsor
on
the same bill with Metro's "Parlor, Bedroom and Bath" there is a Christie comedy, "Diningroom, Kitchen and Sink,"
which, according to Pat, only leaves "Up
in Mary's Attic" and that cellar classic,
"Below
house. the Surface," to cover the whole
*
They Look It
"A writer of one-reel comedies suddenly lost his mind. For six months
thereafter he continued to write those
things, and
no one
the difference."— Film
Fun.ever
And knew
we strongly
suspecthe hewasdashed
.while
about off
it.* a few two-reelers
Songsters Are Busy
If songs will win the fight against the
Blue Sunday measures, the reformers are
already licked. Twenty songs, all titled
"Blue Law Blues," were submitted to the
Music
Protective Association
in
one Publishers'
week.
+
Quite appropriately, Constance Talmadge's next picture. "Lessons in Love,"
will be followed by *"Wedding Bells."
Anita Stewart believes in getting plenty
of atmosphere into her pictures. She has
completed "Sowing ♦the Wind" and now
announces "The Tornado."
Wants His Money's Worth
A Chicago exhibitor who believe:, in
getting all he can for his money is undecidedonly
whether one
to book
which has
horse"Black
in it,Beauty,"
or wait
for the Metro feature, "The Four Horse*
men of the Apocalypse."
Max Linder must intend to remain in
this ingcountry.
and learningI see
to speak
English.up spell*he's taking
Such a Good Chance, Too
thatKipling
enoughis averse
to maketo* any
a P. publicity.
A. cry. Isn't
If Mack Sennett doesn't produce another "Mickey" with Mabel Normand,
everybody'll be disappointed.
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Editorial— "While
[Continued from

legitimate reason why these men should be
forced into a line of action which substantially
amounts to holding aloft the torch of civil war !
We have listened to the charge that the
National Association of the Motion Picture Industry is intent upon a course which substantially amounts to an effort to wreck the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of America. But there
is no evidence to support this contention and
we cannot bring ourselves to believe that the
National Association for a moment would determine upon any such ridiculous procedure; that
the producers and distributors would launch into
an attack against the legitimate organization
activities of the customers which make their
business possible.
Mr. Brady states publicly that he seeks only
a harmonious understanding for the common
good.
Mr. Cohen states publicly that just such a
harmonious understanding is cordially welcomed
by his organization.
Where, then, is there anything that stands
in the way of unity of action excepting only
those items of petty controversy which are
thrown into the situation by those who are loath
to see harmony become a fact?

We can conceive of nothing more generally
disastrous to the uniform progress of the industry than just such a civil war as seems to be
menacing the immediate future. If there existed
issues which were impossible of amicable adjustment, then a finish fight would be the only
possible road to a settlement. But no such issues
exist. The various branches of the industry are
actually within reach of an amicable adjustment
of differences and it is probably this very fact
that has precipitated the present crisis because
there are those who shudder to think of the day
at which they will no longer be able to profit
by the discord that has existed.
Just so long as there exists any grounds for
suspicion that the aim of the National Association isto disrupt the exhibitors' national organ-
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25]

ization, Sydney Cohen is pursuing a sane and
logical course in going before his members
throughout the country with the real story of
the organization, what it is doing and what it
means to the individual theatre owner.
But, convinced as we are by considerations
that cannot be ignored that the true aim of the
National Association is solely the accomplishment of united action the pursuit of such a plan
as Mr. Cohen has undertaken, instead of being
in any manner an interference with what the
National Association aims to do, will actually
render an aid and assistance that could be
accomplished in no other way.

In the situation that has occurred, this publication reaffirms its wholehearted support of
every legitimate aim of the Motion
Theatre Owners of America.

Picture

Also its support will be gladly given to the
program of the National Association of the
Motion Picture Industry to effect the necessary
unity of action among all branches of the business— an eventuality that must be achieved if
grave misfortune is to be avoided.
We petition both the exhibitors organization and the National Association to guard carefully against those active influences which are
aimed to keep discord alive and also to free the
leaders of the respective bodies from those controversies of petty calibre which remain as a
menace to the accomplishment of the important
things that are to be done.
The apparent efforts to capitalize dissension
which result in the cheap, tawdry misrepresentation of the industry before the world must be
reached for and stopped.
Those tactics of misrepresentation and
lying insinuation which cause leaders of the industry to squander valuable time in petty controversy, resulting in volumes of gaseous small
talk, now assume an especially dangerous character in that they are interrupting the march
toward harmony and must be dealt with accordingly.
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John C. Flynn Emphatically Denies Report Which
Has Been Current in New York and Missouri —
Several Policy Changes Effective
(From Staff Correspondent)
ST. LOUIS, MO., Feb. 8. — John C. Flynn, representing the executive
offices of Famous Players-Lasky Corporation in New York City, who has
been in St. Louis for the past three weeks and who has assumed an active
interest in the affairs of the Missouri corporation during his stay, today
denied emphatically to a representative of the Exhibitors Herald that the
seventeenth local Paramount motion picture theatres were to be sold to the
S. A. Lynch interests of the South.
Rumors that have been prevalent lu re and in New York during the last
week were to the effect that Famous Players-Lasky Missouri Corporation
controlling the string of St. Louis picture nouses, including the new $1,250.000 Missouri theatre and the Delmonte theatre, were transferring their
interests to S. A. Lynch for a consideration well up in the seven figures.
Changes Made in Policies of Organization
Flynn's advent at the St. Louis offices and the subsequent changes in
some of the local organization's policies gave further accentuation to the
existing belief that the sale was pending. Frederick L. Cornwell, president
of the Missouri corporation, has been out of town for several days and
every effort to reach him for a statement was futile.
losses in St. Louis and then with the
The announcement on February 1 that
the litigation over the control of the St. contemplation of a sale," he concluded.
Louis houses between the Missouri corBook Stage Attractions
poration and Harry Koplar interests had
The Pershing theatre at Hamilton avebeen settled out of court came suddenly
nue and Delmar boulevard, one of the
and as a surprise which fed the rumor
leading houses which the Koplar interests turned over to the Famous Players,
of the impending transfer.
recently was converted into a legitimate
Says Rumor Not Authentic
theatre with a stock company playing
In discussing the current reports,
musical comedies and light operas.
Flynn declared that they had no sound
The Kings theatre at Kingshighway
or
authentic
is absolutely
and Delmar boulevard, it was announced
nothing
truesource.
in the"There
rumors
that are
week, has been leased to Marcus
floating around the East and around this last
Loew who will take charge of the house
city," said
"The ofMissouri
corbeginning February 27. The leasing of
poration hasFlynn.
no intention
selling their
the Kings theatre to Loew had been a
'ocal
interests
and
the
trend
of
past
events form no conclusive evidence to subject of repeated rumor since December 15, but these rumors were at the
support
time denied by William Goldman, manWhen the
askedrumors."
whether there had been
ager of the Missouri corporation.
any deal consummated in the past week
Prices Are Reduced
which might give rise to the alleged
Other evidences of the condition of
sale,
Flynn
said
there
had
not.
"I
can
see no reason why gossip has become so the Missouri corporation may be gained
from the fact that the Criterion theatre.
intent upon charging us with great

Industry Plans One-Day
Drive
Aid Stricken People of

to
Ireland

Plans for a charity drive to be executed on March 17 are now
under way.
Following the great success of the industry's Hoover drive for
the benefit of the starving children of Europe, a new movement of a
similar nature is to be undertaken for the relief of poverty stricken
people of Ireland, and of course, March 17 is the date for that work.
A preliminary announcement of the new drive has been made by
William A. Brady, president of the National Association of the Motion
Picture Industry, who stated that Cardinal James Gibbons, of Baltimore, will be chairman of the committee which will have the work in
hand and that other members of the committee thus far appointed are
Former Governor Edward F. Dunne, of Chicago, to represent the
Middle West and Senator James D. Phelan, of San Francisco, to represent the far west.
Exhibitors and others in the industry will be requested to cooperate in the work along the lines followed in the recent Hoover
drive.
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International Figure
to Represent Industry
The National Association of the
Motion Picture Industry is contemplating the appointment of a
figure of national prominence to
represent the industry generally in
legislative and other matters.
A man of wide prominence who
has occupied a conspicuous position in the public eye for some
time is under consideration and an
announcement may be expected
within the near future.
the latest house to be built, which is located in the downtown district, announced areduction in prices last week
and a change of program from once a
week to four times a week.
The Delmonte theatre, which is reputed to be the largest one-floor theatre
in America with a seating capacity of
:i.000, also announced a reduction in
prices and semi-weekly program change
Oregon Would Prohibit
Admittance of Children
To See Crime Pictures
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
SALEM. ORE., Feb. 8. — A fine of not
less than $10 or more than $500, or thirty
days in jail, or both, would be imposed for
violation of a measure now in the legislature. Itprovides that pictures containing
any representation
reproductionholdups
of mur-or
der, homicide, trainor robberies,
the commission of any other crime involving moral turpitude shall not be shown to
an audience containing female children
under
16 years of age or male children
under 18.
Exhibitors

Summoned

By Truant Executive
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
BALTIMORE, MD„ Feb. 8.— Five managers of theatres in Baltimore street between Holiday and Gay, have been summoned by a truant officer who, in applying
for warrants, declares exhibitors are expected to keep children from their theatres
during school hours. The theatre managers are Guy L. Wonders, Ri.voli ; Caplan,
Clover ; and
Taylor.
Lubin'sVictoria.
; Rabinowitch,
Comedy,
Seligman,
Perrin Tours Branches
(From Staff Correspondent)
NEW YORK, Feb. 8.— Dwight Perrin, assistant general manager of distribution for Associated Producers, Inc.,
left yesterday for a get-together swing
around Associated Producers exchanges
in
Eastern
territory.
forthethree
or four
weeks. He will be gone
Goldwyn Back East
(From Staff Correspondent)
NEW YORK. Feb. 8.— Samuel Goldwyn.
president of Goldwyn Pictures Corporation,
returned here yesterday after spending
seven
Coast. weeks at the Goldwyn studios on the
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Brady

Brings

Unity

Debate

Meeting
With

Cohen

President of N. A. M. P. I. Opens Nation-Wide
Campaign for Co-operation in Chicago —
M. P. T. 0. A. Officers Challenge His Purpose
William A. Brady, president of the National Association of the Motion
Picture Industry, opened in Chicago last week a campaign which was
announced as a movement for a united industry.
An unexpected turn in the proceedings was occasioned by the presence
of Sydney S. Cohen, president; Senator James J. Walker, national counsel;
Samuel I. Berman and other leaders in the affairs of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of American.
BRADY ANNOUNCES PROCEDURE
An interesting situation was created early last week by an announcement of Mr. Brady that he would commence in Chicago on Friday,
February 4, a series of addresses to exhibitors in leading cities throughout
the United States.

WILLIAM A. BRADY
■ "resident \. A. M. P. I., who is tourin
country for the announced purpose of «
nnited industry.
K.

C.

Big

Will

Have

Theatre

for

Drama
and Films
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
KANSAS CITY, MO., Feb. S.— Dubinsky
Brothers, holders of the Erlanger franchise interests here, plan to have completed by September 1. 1922, a theatre to
seat between 1,500 and 2.000 persons. It
will be equipped to offer the largest stage
and photoplay productions.
The Erlanger interests have granted the
Dubinsky Brothers a franchise extension of
from seven years to thirty years.
It is planned to make an expenditure of
$500,000 on the proposed house. It will
be erected south of Twelfth street on a site
yet to be selected.
Charge Nine Waco
Theatre Men With
Violating Blue Law
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
WACO, TEX., Feb. S.— Nine exhibitors
were arrested recently on complaints filed
by Sheritt Bob Buchanan, charging the
operation of amusement places on Sunday
to which admission was charged.
The theatre men were released on bonds
of $200 each.
Threatens to Make
Blue Laws Effective
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
• PIERRE, S. D., Feb. 8.— Attorney Genral Payne of South Dakota has announced
hat he will launch a campaign of rigid encorcement of the present blue laws unless
hey are repealed by the present legislaure.

Mr. Brady's announced purpose was to weld the exhibitors
other factors of the industry into a united front for defense against
ship and other legislative assaults and also to urge exhibitors to
exhibitors' division of the National Association of the Motion
Industry.
LARGE ATTENDANCE AT MEETING

and the
censorjoin the
Picture

Mr. Cohen, however, as spokesman for the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of America, construed the Brady program as an assault upon the
exhibitors' organization and an effort to alienate the interests of exhibitors
in favor of the National Association of the Motion Picture Industry.
In a spirited meeting attended by
large delegations of exhibitors and
other persons identified with the
film industry in Chicago and vicinity,
Mr. Brady vehemently denied the
construction placed upon his actions
by Mr. Cohen, who with equal force
countered with the declarations reaffirming his assertions.
The meeting, which was held in
Washington Hall, was arranged by
a committee of Chicago film men to
give Mr. Brady an opportunity to
deliver his message to representatives of all branches of the industry in Chicago and vicinity.
Otis Skinner, Henry Miller, William Hodge, Blanche Ring and
Lenore Ulric, theatrical stars now
appearing in Chicago, attended the
meeting as a courtesy to Mr. Brady.
The public was invited to hear his
address.
Cohen's Presence Surprise
The appearance of Sydney S.
Cohen, Samuel I. Berman, Senator
James J. Walker, together with
John Mannheimer of New York,
Gustave G. Schmidt and E. H. Bingham of Indianapolis, William A.
Steffes of Minneapolis and a score

SYDNEY S. COHEN
Who with other exhibitor officials attended
first Brady nieetina; which was held in
Chicago on Feb. 4.
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of other leaders in the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of America came as a
distinct surprise.
Dr. Sam Atkinson, business agent of
the Allied Amusements Association of
Chicago, presided at the meeting and introduced Mr. Brady. He was asked if
Mr. Brady would answer questions after
he completed his address. The chairman
conferred with Mr. Brady.
"I will answer any questions before I
start
said and
Mr. he
Brady.
There
was speaking,"
no response,
continued:
"Then
will anticipate
am
hereT because
I stand the
for questions.
cooperation.I
That, in a nutshell, is the purpose of the
trip I am undertaking. I am not here
to disrupt any organization. I am not
here to abuse anyone. I am here for one
purpose of bringing the serious-minded
people of the industry together to realize
the dangers ahead of them."
Schmidt of Indiana
Opens Questioning
There was another pause. Then Gustave G. Schmidt, president of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Indiana,
arose.
"I was
delegatesof called
New
York oneforofthethepurpose
bringingto
about
cooperation,"
he said.
called by
Sydney Cohen
to serve"I onwasa
committee which I understood was to
meet with the producers themselves to
bring about cooperation. With one or
two exceptions, the producers were absent and sent representatives. The results of the conference were disappointing. I was told that any costs met by
the state organization in fighting censorship, blue laws and other evils "
Mr."Isn't
Brady.this beside the point?" asked
"You wanted to be questioned first and
talk afterwards," interjected Sydney
Cohen.
"You know my opinion on this entire
matter," returned Mr. Brady.
"I know your individual opinion, but I
want the opinion of the National Association," replied Cohen.
Discusses Financing
of Legislative Work
"I was told," continued Mr. Schmidt,
"that
the money
legitimately
combatting
legislation
would expended
be met byin
the producers on a fifty-fifty basis."
"I have no knowledge of that promise." said Mr. Brady.
"It was
jected Mr.made
Cohen.by Gabriel Hess," inter"I knew nothing of it," returned Mr.
Rrady.
"We have a big fight in Indiana," reMimed Mr. Schmidt. "We raised a large
amount of money. Then we got in touch
with the national association and asked
them to send help quick, as we would

Sydney

5. Cohen
Nation
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only have twenty-four hours notice when
the censorship bill was called up for
hearing. Information was sent back to
a man ostracized from our organization
that we would receive $1,000.
"We have 400 theatres in Indiana.
There are at least ten large producers.
They arc going to give us 20 cents per
house per producer. In other words,
those millionaire producers are willing
to give us $2 per house to help us save
our business and theirs."
"I represent the N. A. M. P. I.," returned Mr. Brady. "It is not made up
solely of producers. It includes distributors, accessory men, commercial
houses, trade papers and exhibitors. I
don't like your reference to millionaire
producers. I know no producer who is a
millionaire."
Contract Proposition
Receives Consideration
"You were present when the uniform
contract was discussed," resumed Mr.
Schmidt.with"We
spent oftwothe days
on that
matter
counsels
various
film
companies. We agreed upon all of the
points. We understood that we were to
receive the contracts within a short time.
We also were given to understand that
advance deposits were to be done awav
"I was present when a joint committee
apparently was amicably at work on these
matters," said Mr. Brady, "and I assure
with."
you
that I will see any promises made
are"When?"
fulfilled."asked Mr. Schmidt. "When
the legislatures have adjourned and censorship has become a law in the states?"
John Mannhcimer of New York entered the questioning, which continued
several minutes, concluding with Sydney
S. Cohen exclaiming:
"Those committees agreed to cooperate
on censorship, blue laws and all other
unfriendly legislation. Now why is it
necessary for you to make a trip throughout the United States preaching organization and harmony? Answer that and I
will ask you some more!"
Atkinson Suggests
Executive Session
Dr. Atkinson interposed at this point
by calling attention to everyone present
that in the audience were people representing the drama and many others who
were lemsnotof theinterested
industry. in the internal prob"My opinion is that we should not
wash any dirty linen in public," he said.
"I suggest
that wewhich
have isMr.
Brady deliver his address,
of interest
to
the general public, and then go into
executive session and talk these matters
over afterwards."
Mr.ers raised
Brady
no consented
objection. and his question-

Will
With

Tour
Senator

Walker

Sydney S. Cohen, president of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America, announced in Chicago February 5, that he would
return to New York immediately to make preparations for a nationwide tour to make clear to the entire industry the aims and purposes
of the organization which he heads.
He will be accompanied on this trip by Senator James J. Walker,
counsel for the M. P. T. O. A. and a speaker of exceptional ability.
Preparations will be hurried and the date of his departure from
New York and the itinerary decided upon will be announced within
a few days.
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"Then I will open my talk by answering the last question which was put to
me," said Mr. Brady.
"There should be some system
whereby this industry could act as one
unit. Representatives of other industries
don't attack each other in the trade
"We must have a united front. It is
papers.
absolutely
essential. I am not pleading
that the one organization should be the
National Association of the Motion Picture Industry. I am advocating an association for our self-protection.
"I say right
now that
National
Association will agree
to atheboard
of arbitration. Why should the producers and
distributors be considered an enemy because they disagree with you on a few
points?
Industry Is Facing
Many Dangers Now
"A division between the whiskey
forces and the beer and wine forces
brought
prohibitio
Don't
let thatof happen to us.
I resentn. the
reference
our
friend to the milloinaire producers. They
are
them.your staff and you should not oppose
"I say to Mannheimer that this kind
of an assemblage is a good thing for the
industry. We are facing dangers that
you all know about — censorship and taxation. You know of Secretary of the
Treasury
Houston's
recommendations
for
doubling the
rental tax
and the admission
tax. The Associated Manufacturers have
held conferences and have advocated
doubling your tax.
"Blue Sunday! We must prepare for
it. although it has been laughed out of
court. You can't sit back. You must
be organized and prepared.
"Tariff! It is important. You wouldn't
want to see this country flooded with foreign productions.
You wouldn't want
the excise
tax.
"Rut, gentlemen, you are looked upon
as the next crowd to trim."
Referring to an address made by Senator Walker before the judiciary committee of the Chicago city council on the
day before, Mr. Brady said:
Answers Criticisms of
the Exhibitors Present
"He said yesterday that the exhibitor
controls the screen. Quite true. But his
screen must rely on the producers and
distributors. If he did own the screen it
is his duty to the industry to place that
screen in the hands of an association
called upon to fight for him. It is wrong
from the point of equity."
Answering criticism that the members
of the National Association appointed to
agree on a uniform contract had delayed
action, the N. A. M. P. I. president said:
"I believe the contract should be carried out. I believe the committee should
The question of the quality of pictures
shown
in the theatres was touched upon
function."
by Mr. Brady in the following words:
"You should look into the quality of
the pictures you present. I think that as
a result of action taken in New York
recently the films sent you from now on
willAt pass
criticism."
this all
point
he was asked what an
exhibitor should do when he had contracted for a production which proved to
be lascivious. He answered:
"A producer wouldn't dare hold you to
a contract on an obscene picture."
In his closing remarks he made final
plea for cooperation.
"Look into the question of bringing
about united action. I want to be fair to
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the people in this business throughout
the country.
Brady Says Chicago
Address Is Model
''Surely there is no harm in William
Brady or Cohen or Jimmy W alker going
around the country to warn the industry
of these dangers.
"I am not attacking you or your association. I won't mention your name
again. I have given you the model of
the speech I will deliver in every part of
this country. Is there anything wrong
about that?
"We have with us this afternoon a
very capable speaker and I am going to'
ask my good friend, Senator Jimmy
Walker, a man for whom I have the
greatest respect, to address this assemblage."
Senator Walker then took the floor and
discussed at length legal censorship and
the attitude of the exhibitors towards it.
"Censorship is unfair, impracticable, unAmerican and unworkable," he declared.
"The ordinance before the city council
of Chicago at the present time is a glaring example of the danger it holds.
"The American exhibitor is opposed
to censorship as a matter of principle.
The theatre owners have started a movement to present a solid front to the world
and in the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America they have brought about
the finest organization 1 have ever had
the privilege of seeing.
Walker Says Exhibitor
Owns Picture Screen
"The exhibitor is a quasi-public servant. He owns the screen and the responsibility ofthat screen comes back to him
every day. It is he that takes the brunt
of public criticism. When a producer
calls a film 'Passion' or 'Forbidden Fruit,'
it is the exhibitor, not the producer, who
becomes the target.
yet theof exhibitor
remains
for"And
the good
the business.
He silent
does
not carry his troubles to the public. If
that meeting in New York had produced
the good it was capable of, it would be
unnecessary for anyone to go through
the country to combat censorship or blue
laws.
"It cateisoneuseless
for Mr. Brady
advobig organization
in theto motion
picture industry until there is a house
cleaning in the ranks of the organization he represents.
"When the motion picture theatre owners from all parts of the country went
to Xew York in an effort to adjust internal differences was the time to advocate one big organization. But now the
exhibitor has his back against the wall. He
«'ill not have one big organization while
lie is subjected to advance deposits and the
present forms of contract.
"Unless there is genuine cooperation
there cannot be one organization. Censorship and blue laws must be defeated,
but the theatre patron will do that. That
will not make a happy family.
Brady's Testimony in
Council Is Reviewed
"I want a man when he cheers for me
to be down on the floor fighting for me.
^ ou can't
expect anwhen
exhibitor
to goin into
one
organization
he has
his
pocket a mortgage on his theatre caused
by advance deposits.
"The terday
exhibitors
are cooperating.
afternoon you
went before Yesthe
city council of Chicago and advocated
that all children under 16 years of age
l>e barred from attending motion picture
theatres. There was not an exhibitor
present who agreed with you. but not
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Laws Laughed
to Death"
Brady Declares at Milwaukee
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

MILWAUKEE, WIS., Feb. 8.— "The blue laws have been
laughed to death," declared William A. Brady, president of the National Association of the Motion Picture Industry, in a luncheon given
in his honor at the Plankinton Hotel here last Saturday by Milwaukee and other Wisconsin film men.
"Such men as Bishop Manning, the press, the public, representatives of the church, citizens' unions and other organizations have
attended to them."
Mr. Brady denounced "those fanatics who profiteer on morality"
and made a few pertinent remarks about Dr. Crafts, leader of the
blue law agitation.
one raised his voice in protest. They
didn't want to hurt our case.
"Don't talk about one organization until you talk of an organization with one
heart, with one mind, and predicated on
honest and fair principles.
"We're with you on censorship and
blue laws and any other legislation which
threatens our industry. . But we insist
on one thing. Word must be good in
our family affairs. If there isn't honesty,
principle, fairness, there can't be one
organization. There cannot be one organization without equity. If the exhibitors have lacked anything in cooperating, point it out and it will be cured
instantly."
"Before this meeting adjourns," said
Mr. licBrady,
want to make pubadmissionrising,
of a "I
mistake.
"When I said I favored the barring of
all children under 16 years from motion
picture theatres, I made a • serious mistake. I do not favor anything of this
kind. I did not mean it. I regret that I
said it.
"The hour is late and I have an appointment. Ithink everything has been
said that need be said."
Brady Declares He
Never Dodged Issue
"I am sorry you cannot remain, Mr.
Brady," said Sydney S. Cohen, rising to
his feet. "We would like to have you
here to defend yourself and answer questions. Of course, if you cannot remain
we will proceed. I want the film men of
Chicago and the entire country to know
what
going glanced
on."
Mr. isBrady
at his watch and
Milwaukee Exhibitors
Ask Recall of Brady
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
MILWAUKEE, WIS., Feb. 8.
— A resolution to the effect that
Williamannounced
A. Brady'sas tour,
which
was
a crusade
against censorship, was in reality
a move of Wall Street to gain control of the motion picture industry, was passed on the eve of Mr.
Brady's arrival here by the local
exhibitors' organization. Mr.
Brady was called upon to discontinue his campaign.
Success of Mr. Brady's movement would
meanbusiness,
practical
destruction of the
it was
declared. Mr. Brady was characterized as the "cat's paw of a financial ring."

conferred with his secretary.
"I have never dodged an issue yet and
I won't now," announced Mr. Brady. "I
in the film business were
am People
going not
to remain."
requested to leave the hall and adjournment was taken for ten minutes to give
those outside the trade an opportunity
to leave.
Sydney S. Cohen, president of the M. P.
T. O. A., took the floor when the executive session was opened ten minutes later.
"I want to discuss the effort toward
cooperation in November," he s a i d.
"Gabriel Hess requested a joint meeting
on censorship and I told him it was a
big proposition to bring twenty men from
all parts of the United States to New
York. I suggested that they also take up
the advance deposit and uniform contract
questions at the same time and it was
agreed.
"The joint committees decided definitely
on the uniform contract question. Counsel for all of the producers were there.
It was also agreed to eliminate advance
deposits and establish a credit bureau
through which men who paid their bills
could get service. We're not in a game
any longer.urged
We'rethatin noa haste
business.
The
producers
be made
on doing away with advance deposits on
account of the present financial conditions.
Cohen Tells of His
Message From Elliott
"A sub-committee was appointed to put
this into writing early in January. A
meeting was arranged for January 12.
The day before, F. H. Elliott called me
by telephone and said it was impossible
to hold the meeting as members of the
committee had more important work. I
asked him to put that in writing for my
records. He replied, 'No, I won't. Take
it for what it is worth.'
"The joint legislative committee agreed
on a fifty-fifty basis of meeting all legitimate expenses in fighting censorship and
other legislation in the various states.
"I am told, Bill, that you made the
statement at a dinner given you yesterday that$5,000,000
if it hadn't
been been
for petty
tics
could have
raisedpolifor
the Hoover fund," he continued. "Did
Petty
Brady? It's
that, introduced
say were
you
politics
and true.
Bill Brady
Brady interrupted and explained at
length his version of the Hoover drive in
New
York City; a question as to whether
did it."
Charles O'Reilly or William Brandt was
to be appointed to take charge; and
finally the naming of Samuel Rothafel as
a compromise.
The entire matter, while apparently of
great interest to Mr. Brady and Mr.
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will give them a receipt for all they
Colien and others from New York,
seemed to become more complex as the give me.
explanations lengthened. It was appar"Why, Bill, one of the trade papers
ent bitter feeling existed, and this feel- called
me up and said you were starting
ing had interfered with the results ob- on a trip to get me and break up my
tained. They were many "You did's" and organization. They are starting stories
about me. There is one about my being
You didn'ts."
implicated in opium smuggling in EngBaltimore Incident
land. I was never in England in my
life.
Is Told by Cohen
"We don't want to take anything from
Mr. Cohen then passed to the recent
you. We are organized for protection,
incident at Baltimore.
"Tommy Goldman advises me that
after the meeting you looked him up and not"Now
profit."
listen, Cohen, you can't expect
said: 'Tommy, you misunderstand me. I the uniform contract in a minute," ream against Mr.
the M.
P. T. O. A.' " he said, the terms
plied Mr.were
Brady.
"If, upon,
as you
say, you
all
addressing
Brady.
agreed
I give
"I didn't say that," returned Mr. Brady. my word — and I have never broken it
"There is no reason why I should say yet — that the promise will be carried out
anything like that. I urged several ex- or I will resign as president of the Nahibitors tojoin the N, A. M. P. I. There
tional Association."
"I'd like to have you forget your trip
is
no
reason
why Mr. Goldberg
retain his membership
in the M.couldn't
P. T. and come hack to New York with me
O. A. and still be a member of the
now
and fixMr.up Cohen.
that uniform contract,"
responded
N. A. M. P. I."
"Just to set you right," said Cohen, "I
The questioning then shifted to. the
want to explain the New York situation.
particulars
Mr. Brady's
trip.York
He said
Every exhibitor in the New York Chamit had been ofarranged
in New
and
ber of Commerce belongs to the state he had been invited to several cities to
organization and to the M. P. T. O. A." speak on censorship.
"How many theatres are affiliated with
Mr. Bingham arose to read a letter,
your organization?" asked Mr. Brady.
purporting
to haveto been
from Fred-of
erick H. Elliott
Franksen'Rembusch
"Between 'J.000 and 9.500," said Mr.
Cohen.
Indiana asking Rembusch to arrange to
"And how many are there in the have Mr. Brady invited to Indiana.
United States?"
"Please go back to Mr. Elliott and tell
"About 13,000 giving daily performhim to write to the president of our exances
and
about
3,000
semi-weekly,"
rehibitors' state organization. Mr. Schmidt,
plied Mr. Cohen, and continued:
toBingham.
myself as regional director," said
"Senator Walker and myself had a talk or
Mr.
with Mr. Selznick. the producer, recently
and he told me they had voted you
Motive of
$:?'),ooo salary. He also stated that he Questions
was against the uniform contract and the N. A. M. P. I. Activity
abolishing of advance deposits.
"Are you out to get members for the
exhibitors' branch of the N. A. M. P. I.?"
Report Brady Is Out
Mr. Cohen asked, following with a stateto Get Sydney Cohen
ment: "If your
purpose
has been
honest,of
the Motion
Picture
Theatre
Owners
in your
organization
America would have been glad to arrange
are"Why,
standingBill,on men
the street
corners
in New
York saying that I am going to be meetings for you in every state."
'framed'— that they are going to get me.
thing." he continued, "did you
You can go back and tell them that 1 tell"Another
the Chicago censorship commission

Brady

Praises

Cohen

In Fight

on

for Aid
Censorship

Laws

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN., Feb. 8.—
of the N. A. M. P. I., in an address to
Radisson here last night, praised Sydney
of the M. P. T. O. A. for their assistance

William A. Brady, president
the local film club at Hotel
S. Cohen and other officers
in fighting censorship.

"In the past five years of our existence, not a single state has
enacted a censorship bill," he said in part, "I want at this time to give
credit to the exhibitors for their splendid cooperation in many instances. In the New York fight, I desire to pay special tribute to my
good friends, Sydney Cohen, Sam Burman, Charles O'Reilly, and to
that great friend of the motion picture industry. Senator James Walker
of New York."
He said the whole object of his trip is to urge cooperation and
coordination among every branch of the industry and added "I am not
here as has been charged to break up any organization or to interfere
in any of your local or state problems."
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that the National Association is ready to
prosecute and send to jail any exhibitor
-.howing an immoral film? Well, I'll tell
you that the exhibitors are ready to
prosecute and send to jail the producer
of any immoral film.
"The thing is, Brady, that you and I
ought to keep out of local legislative
and
talk own
fights.
harm.knowStayhowin toyour
onlyWedo don't
we
Senator James J. Walker then took the
floor to express his opinion on the matter. He reviewed the story of the Widow
Dodge, for whom the M. P. T. O. A. is
state."
now building and equipping a theatre.
"You know that an organization which
reaches out and prqtects the weakest
member of its organization ought to be
sustained," he said. "Bill says join one
organization. So say I, and I will tell
you why you ought to join the M. P. T.
O. A. They have started an offensive
to cure the evils of the theatre owner's
business.
"Does the N. A. M. P. I. advocate protection from advance deposits? Does
the N. A. M. P. I. advocate uniform contracts? If they want one big organization, what are they going to give you in
place
of theand
organization
for unity
we would you
havehave?
unityI'mif
they would only do something.
Says Brady Is Best
Evidence of Producer
"I have yet to hear when a producer
wanted anything from an exhibitor except his money. understandinLet's
not going
have to
a misg. Ifyou are
join
an
organization,
see
what
benefit
it will
do you.
"We don't want to cripple the producers. But until they stop demanding
deposits and until they stop squeezing
the little fellow, we have got an evil to
fight. I warn you. if you let your organization be disrupted you will regret it.
"Why is Brady on this' trip? I'll tell
you why.
is because
he istotheoffer.
best evidence thatItbunch
has got
He
is only one who can stand the sunlight.
Rill don't
being
used.know what it's all about. He's
"I'm for Bill. I like him and I like
the things he likes. But he's only window dressing. I'm sincerely fond of him.
"Closing. I want to say: Boys, if there
is some other place you can get better
protection than from the M. P. T. O. A..
Samuel I. Berman called for order a*
Senator Walker completed his talk and
people
started to leave, thinking the
go to it!"
meeting was over.
"I want to say that I like Bill Brady
and I've fought for him in the past and
am
ready to fight
the future."
he shouted.
"Bill'sforallhim
right,in but
he is in
damned bad company."
Mannheimer Discusses
Hoover Drive in New York
The discussion became general again.
John Mannheimer of New York takinc
the floor to discuss the Hoover drive in
New York again. He assailed William
Brandt as being "too fond of having
medals
he,
not pinned
Brandt,on ishim."
the and
real declared
head of that
the
New York Chamber of Commerce.
Joseph Hopn. president of the Illinois
Exhibitors' Alliance, and Dr. Atkinson
were among
others
who spoke. The
meeting
was then
ended.
climbed
the platform and
heldMr.upBrady
his hands
for tosilence.
"Every word spoken here today proves
we need cooperation," he exclaimed.
"They have pleaded my case. I rest it."
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of

Censorship

New
Law

Chicago
Is

Remote

Observers Predict Ordinance Drafted by Hurley
Either Will Die in Committee or Will Be
Modified to a Great Extent

JOHX POD FRITTS
Who has resigned as director of publicity
and advertising "! Realart.
Big

Circuit

Plan

Causes Sensation
(From Staff Correspondent)
NEW YORK. Feb. 8.— The exclusive
story published last week by Exhibitors
Herald relative to the formation of a circuit of legitimate theatres to play only
costly productions has created a sensation in film and theatrical circles here.
Speculation as to the identity of the
powerful theatrical interests sponsoring
the movement has been rife. Discussion
has prevailed as to the details and workability of the plans. Official announcement
of such matters, although kept secret for
the present, is expected within a week or
ten days.
Metro

Pays $250,000

For Famous Stage Play
(From Staff Correspondent)
NEW YORK. Feb. 8.— Metro announces it has paid $250,000 for the
screen rights to "Turn to the Right."
Winchell
Smith's
famous
stage success.
John
Golden
retains
half interest
in the
production and screen rights. This
brings the total value to $500,000. This
is believed to be a record price.
The production will be made and distributed by Metro and presented by
<rt>lden and Marcus Loew. Winchell
Smith will supervise production.
J. P. Fritts Resigns
< From Staff Correspondent)
NEW YORK. Feb. S.— John P. Fritts
lias tendered his resignation as director of
advertising and publicity for Realart Pictures Corporation, effective February 19.
His plans for the future have not been announced. \'o successor has been named.
Pearson Back at Desk
/From Staff Correspondent)
NEW YORK. Feb. 8.— Elmer Pearon. director of exchanges for Pathe, is
'ack at his desk after being absent a
veek
nova 1 toof undergo
tonsils. an operation for re-

That the possibility of the proposed new censorship ordinance becoming a law in Chicago is a remote one became apparent at the second hearing on the matter conducted by the legislative committee of the city council,
February 3.
The few remaining shreds of camouflage were torn off the measure.
It became apparent that the proposed measure would accomplish no constructive results and that its primary effect would be to strip Chief of
Police Fitzmorris of his authority over pictures.
Mayor Thompson Expected to Veto Measure.
Observers, who have followed closely the arguments for and against
the ordinance, predict that the ordinance will either die in committee or
he greatlv modified before it Teaches the council floor. The chance of the
council's passing it in modified form is slight.
when one or two people in the audience
Mayor
com-is suggested that it was getting late and
plete William
confidence inHale
his Thompson's
chief of police
nothing was being accomplished.
known. That he will veto any measure
One of the legislative committee arose
aimed to hamper Chief Fitzmorris in any
to ask Chairman Olson to shut off the
way is regarded as certain.
William A. Brady, president of the questioning. He had not concluded his
X. A. M. P. I., and Senator James J. sentence when Mr. Hurley shouted:
Walker, counsel for the M. P. T. O. A.,
"Xo. you
don't,"
have
worked
on this
two he
yearssaid.
and '"I
I intend
who were in Chicago on other business,
were given the courtesy of the floor dur- to "'And
question
witnesses."
I'll these
tell you."
retorted Chairman
ing the hearing February 3. The meeting
was for the purpose of giving opponents
Olson flushing, "that this hearing is being conducted by the legislative commitof the censorship ordinance a hearing
tee and every member of that committee
and several exhibitors gave brief talks.
has a right to speak or make a suggesArguments Consume Time
tion, and I intend to give members of the
Questioning of the speakers by memthe first chance to speak."
bers of the commission sponsoring the committee
Exhibitors Approve Fitzmorris
new ordinance stretched the hearing into
Sam Atkinson, business manager
late afternoon
and compelled an adjourn- of Dr.
the Allied Amusements Association,
ment for two weeks.
William A. Brady was the target of a opened the meeting for opponents of the
series of questions and challenges from new ordinance by taking up the ordinance
Timothy D. Hurley and Rev. W. S. Flem- section by section and expressing his obing, which precipitated several warm ex- jections.
He pointed out the addition made to
changes and brought raps for order from
the definition of what should be barred
Chairman
Olson
of
the
legislative
committee.
from pictures invested unlimited authority in the censors and under it almost any
It was apparent that Mr. Hurley and
type of picture could be arbitrarily
Rev. Brady,
Flemingbuthadon setrepartee,
out to "show
up" barred.
Mr.
the visitor
The actual cost of the new system is
proved the more clever of the three and
his witty sallies and sharp bits of logic misleading, he said, as in addition to the
brought laughter and cheers from the $15,000 per year in salaries provided, the
existing machinery must be maintained
three hundred or more present.
Each time Brady scored in the debate, and in addition, stenographers, secretaries aird other assistants provided the
Mr. Hurley saved himself by exclaiming:
censors.
"I am here to protect the children of
behalf of the exhibitors of Chicago,
Chicago and I do not intend to be in- he Ondeclared
that the present censorship
And the members of his commission
under Chief Fitzmorris is satisfactory' in
every way. both to the theatre owners
sulted."
and
others interested in his ordinance
and their patrons.
cheered.
Hurley Clashes with Committee
BradyA. Asks
William
Brady"Square
opened Deal"
and closed
Mr. Brady completed his address in
his
address
with
the
statement:
"All we
about fifteen minutes. The cross questioning had extended more than an hour. want is a square deal."
He urged the commission to consider
the youth of the motion picture industry; the rapid strides it had made in the
last few years, and give it a chance to
EXHIBITORS HERALD
develop without being hampered by men
who turedid
understand the motion picor thenotdrama.
Is the
One Really
Rapidly, he sketchea the tremendous
influence of American motion pictures in
NATIONAL PUBLICATION
all parts of the world: their part in the
winning of the world war: their recent
achievement in raising $2,500,000 for the
of the Motion Picture
Hoover fund, and briefly called attention .
to the millions invested in the business.
Industry.
He discussed censorship in the few
states which now have censorship laws,
pointing out how a picture is passed in
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one and rejected in another on the
"whims"
of political
with a brief
outline appointees,
of the many closing
great
pictures which would be barred from
Chicago under the proposed act.
Recalled to the Stand
As Mr. Brady left the stand, proponents of the new censorship asked to question him, and precipitated a cross fire
which continued for an hour and a halt.
Dr. W. W. Burgess, representing the
Illinois Vigilance Association, was one
of those present who attempted to stop
the questioning of Mr. Brady by the censorship commission on account of the
time it was taking.
you stop
this, Mr.
Chairman?"
he "Can't
asked when
he gained
the floor.
"I have tried to stop it for an hour and
ran t." said Chairman Olson.
"You can't bar us from the floor." exclaimed Mr. Hurley, half rising from the
chair; "I don't intend to be stopped."
Another clash followed, but the questioning continued, bringing laughs, cheers
and rapping on the table from the chair.
Senator Walker Closes Meeting
Senator Walker, representing the M.
P. T. O. A., was called from his seat to
speak when it was learned that he was
present. He delivered an interesting and
convincing address which was received
as the high light of the session, doubtcase. lessly greatly advancing the industry's
"We all seem to agree on the same
thing," he said. "We want clean pictures,
good pictures. The only difference of
opinion seems to be the method of obtaining them. The motives of the men
proposing this ordinance should not be
questioned.
"The toprincipal
danger
this ordinance
seems
me to be
that ofpassing
upon a
picture is to depend upon the whims of
the
threeview
people
to be thing
appointed.
people
the same
alike. N'o two
"I am here representing the exhibitors. They are not a fly-by-night class
of men. The great number arc men of
families; clean, capable business men;
lathers who are just as zealous of guarding their children as any other man.
"It
seems toAnyme harm
that the
i> sufficient.
in a police
picturepower
or a
poster can be cured by an appeal to the
((instituted authorities. Hut submitting
property worth $100,000 to the whims of
three
men amounts to practically confiscation.
"One of isthethat
greatest
of the
ordinance
these dangers
men have
the
final say. There can be no appeal. It
would give them more power than is conferred on any judicial office in the American plan of government. A murderer
is entitled to an appeal even after twelve
of his peers have found him guilty. A
man with $1,000 property interest can
carry his case to the supreme court. But
this ordinance says that a man with a
film worth $100,000 must abide by the decision of three men. and from that decision no appeal can be taken."
Indianapolis Will
Have New Theatre
( From Staff Correspondent}
INDIANAPOLIS. IND., Feb. S. — A motion picture theatre to cost $175,000 and to
seat 1,200 persons will be erected on the
site now
occupied
Stegemeier
cafe,
at 17-19
North by
Illinois
street. Bros',
The house will be erected by Richard and
Henry Stegemeier and leased and operated
• by a corporation, the chief stockholders in
which will be Charles M. Olson and other
members of the Central Amusement Company, owners and managers of the Lyric,
Alhambra and Isis theatres.

Chicago
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HERALD
Tribune

Withdraws

Support
From
T. D.
Hurley
tries to find a home for her infant by
The Chicago Tribune in an editorial
February 5 has put itself on record as leaving it in the automobile of a wealthy
family with a plea for generosity. Later
being against the censorship advocated
the 5-year-old child, the most talented
for Chicago by Timothy D. Hurley
juvenile comedian the screen ever has
and for a continuance of the present
shown, breaks windows to make work
system.
flic editorial has particular signifi- for Charles, the itinerant glazier.
A literal censor would say that both
cance as it 7i.vs upon an editorial idea
ait-, would in life violate a city code or
advanced by The Tribune that the leg- state act and therefore cannot be used
islative committee appointed the pres- in screen drama. A fantastic censor
ent commission to investigate motion
would say that both acts were suggestive and would give the imitative impulse
pictures ~cith a view to improviyig cenchildren. ^
sorship in Chicago, ft brands the re- to weak women and impressionable
People who approach the making of an
sult of this investigation as "hopeless."
ordinance or the enforcement of a rule
Hurley's attack on Charles Chaplin's
in that spirit are hopeless and should be
"The Kid" apparently teas the last allowed
to have neither influence nor reStraw. The editorial is as follows:
sponsibility. People cannot be subjected
It movie producers were left to their to their rules of
conduct, ideas of life and
own wishes we suppose some of them conceptions of influences and purposes.
They would squeeze the orange dry
would scandalize whole communities and
more of them occasionally would offend and offer the pulp. By their own rules
they would be compelled to eliminate
taste and even do injury to impressionnine-tenths of the human causes and
able juveniles or adult'-. Therefore, the effects used in drama. They have no
need of some control over films is ad- comprehension of entireties, but only of
no comprehension of human emomitted. The question, seemingly never details;
tion or of effects produced upon them.
answered satisfactorily, is, What kind of
* * *
supervision?
It
is
an
old
but
true charge that under
We seldom get a censorship system
which is fool-proof. The attitude of their supervision virtually all great literasome of the most zealous advocates of
ture would be excluded, including a great
tighter censorship now sustains the be- deal of the Scriptures. Their rules will
lief that they would be unsafe people to not work except to extinguish what they
intrust with any supervising powers.
control. It is a public need to protect
They would kill the movies. They would
reduce them to the level of the Ford Edu- the community morals from wanton procational Weekly, and a great popular
ducers and movie theatre operators who
amusement would be gone.
might
offend
against public morals, de* * *
cency, or public good. That need, we
Timothy 1). Hurley says that the law believe, can be served within the police
In- wants would cut the life out of Charles powers and by the police.
We believe Chief Fitzmorris, in whom
Chaplin's new comedy. "The Kid." That there is general confidence, can keep the
puts him and his plans out of considera- movies of Chicago in a perfectly wholesome condition by simply stopping or
tion. In "The Kid" an unmarried mother
preventing productions which ordinary
common sense recognizes as detrimental.
A code giving minutely what is or is not
permissible will not work. A general rule
At Bronx M. P. Ball
againsttions will
provocative,
suggestive
work if it has
common producsense
enforcement.
Pre- View

on Feb. 10

Of(From
"Four
Horsemen"
Staff Correspondent)
NEW YORK, Feb. 8.— An elaborate
private showing of Metro's "Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse" will be held at
the Ritz-Carlton on February 10. Don
Juan Riano, the Spanish ambassador,
and Dr. Thomas E. DeBreton, the Argentine ambassador, have been invited.
The picture is from the book of \ inist.
cente Blasco Ibanez, the Spanish novel-

I. eft
to ri«ht Bronx
— Top row
C. Bolte,Edward
vicepresident
M. —P.J. Assn.;
Falter, trustee; Second row— John Wittman, president; Rubye de Remer,
Sydney S. Cohen; Third row— Henry
Cole, secy.; Harry Suehman, treax,.
snapped
\on York.at recent ball, Hunts Point.

Midwood to be Razed
(From Staff Correspondent)
NEW YORK. Feb. 8.— The Midwood
Theatre. 1307 Avenue J. Brooklyn, will
be closed on March 15 to be torn down.
It will be replaced with a new and larger
house, seating 1,500, which is to be ready
in ten months. A. B. Lewis is president
and
manager
of company controlling the
theatre
property.
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Minnesota
Of
Associate

HERALD

May

Alleged

of Finklestein

35
Ask

Probe

Theatre
and

Rubers

Trust
Declares That

Impartial
Investigation
of Company's
Affairs
Will Be Welcomed

WILLIAM H. JEWEH
Who has been appointed Western District
Manager of Associated Producers. Inc.,
with headquarters in Los Angeles.
Lynch Opens Mission
Playhouse in Dalhart
New Texas Theatre Has a
Seating Capacity of
600 Patrons
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
DALHART. TEX.. Feb. 8.— The new
Mission theatre here has been opened by
'Southern Enterprises. The house seats
600 persons.
According to a local newspaper the
S. A. Lynch concern now controls 465
theatres in the United States, of which
sixty-five are in Texas.
The Mission has been under construct:on for several months under the supervision of William Coon. W. D. Rogers
of Amarillo was here to attend the opening of the house. He is associated with
Southern Enterprises.
Queen at Austin
Opens February 15
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
AUSTIN. TEX., Feb. 8.— Southern
Enterprises will open its new Queen
theatre on February' 15. The cost represents an expenditure of $200,000. It is
one of the company's finest houses in
Texas.
Two Houses Under
Joint Management
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
GALVESTON, TEX.. Feb. 8.— The
Grand Opera House and the Queen theatre, operated by Southern Enterprises,
now are under the joint management of
Charles E. Sasseen.
Visits in St. Louis
ST. LOUIS, MO., Feb. 8.— Al Lichtman stopped in St. Louis tor two days
on his way to California. He visited the
offices of Famous Plavers and Fir>t National.

(Spvcial to Exhibitors Herald)
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN., Feb. 8 — A resolution has been introduced
in the Minnesota house of representatives asking that an investigation be
made of charges that there is a monopoly in the motion picture theatre
business here controlled by three men.
Xo names were specified in the resolution. However, William Hamm,
associate of Finklestein & Ruben, declares that undoubtedly it was "aimed
at Messrs.
Finklestein and Ruben and myself." In a statement Mr. Hamm
says
:
Investigation Heartily Welcomed. Says Hamm
"The resolution introduced by Mr. Levi, as to the moving picture industry and theatrical industries in the Twin Cities and in Duluth is not a
surprise to us. For several weeks the information has been pouring into us
intermittentlv that such a resolution would be introduced.
"We have only one answer and that tigate what is being done in other cities
size, will find that this stateis that we heartily welcome the intro- of the mentsame
is based on actual facts.
duction of such a resolution: that it
would give us an opportunity to con"There are, in the city of Minneapolis,
vince the public of the cities that there 72 amusement houses, of which we operate 15, including vaudeville and stock
was no foundation for the charges made
in the same, but that if the facts were
houses, and in St. Paul there are 41
brought out, as we propose they shall amusement houses, of which we operate
be, we have no fear of public opinion in 16, including vaudeville and burlesque.
this case.
This ought to prove to the public that
a 'monopoly' is hardly the proper term.
Only One Result Possible
Want Only Truth Given
"The resolution, without mentioning
any names, was undoubtedly aimed at
"In conclusion. I repeat that we welcome an honest investigation. We do
Messrs. Finkelstein and Ruben and myself. This conclusion must be drawn not want to impose upon the public our
from the fact that we are the only three own publicity mediums, but we emphatpeople who are jointly interested in a
ically state now. that we shall not hesitate to take advantage of the medium of
number of these theatrical enterprises.
publicity
which the screens afford us, to
this with
investigation
an impartial
one"Ifmade
an honest iseffort
to arrive give the facts to the public, if they are
at the facts, and is not a foreclosed verdict by a packed jury, there can be but not brought out otherwise."
one result and that is that the theatregoing public will be convinced that far M. P. T. O. Presents
from being a monopoly, which is gouging the public, the interests which are
House to Mrs. Dodge
represented in this statement by myself
have endeavored to give the public of Griffith's "Way Down East"
Donated As Opening
the cities the highest class of entertainment at the very lowest possible price.
Attraction
It is only because of the organization
and the investment of capital that this
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
has been possible.
MORRISVILLE. VERMONT. Feb. S.
Admission Prices Lower
— Mrs. Pauline K. Dodge, who formerly
''Repeatedly,
special
operated the Bijou theatre which was
have
come in herewhen
and have
been pictures
shown
by other houses, the price has been trip- taken over by Alfred S. Black, opened
led and quadrupled, but it has been our
the Town Hall for motion pictures on
February 5.
policy and will be our policy, on the contrary, to give to the public the same class
The theatre was entirely equipped by
cf service at the regular price of admission and far below the prices which are the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
charged in other cities for the same class America. The opening attraction. "Way
of service. Anybody who cares to invesDown East." was donated by David
Wark Griffith, who also sent a special
operator, piano player and publicity man
from New York. I. M. Salyerds represented the M. P. T. O. A.
m EXHIBITORS HERALD
Salyerds was in Morrisville for two
weeks aiding in moving equipment from
Is the
One Really
the Bijou and otherwise preparing for
opening. Letters announcing the openNATIONAL PUBLICATION
ing of the new house were sent to every
resident here by the exhibitors organizaof the Motion Picture
tion.
The selectmen of the town have given
Mrs. Dodge exclusive license for showIndustry.
ing pictures here. The house was packed
at both performances on Saturday. All
proceeds went to Mrs. Dcige.
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of Ex-Emperor

Luxury
at $6
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of

Suite

Per

Error

on Part of Hotel Clerk Gives Metro Official
$60 Service for Almost Nothing
tioned that the rate for the suite was
(From Staff Correspondent)
4,000 marks a day. Not $6, but $60!
NEW YORK, Feb. 8.— Harry Cohen,
Mr. Cohen went to the desk with his
manager of Metro's foreign department,
information.
is back from Europe with a story of
"The attendant is right," the clerk
how he paid $6 a day for the use of the said.
"A mistake was made but since it
is ours we'll have to suffer the conseex-Emperor's suite in a Berlin hotel.
Arriving in Berlin late at night he taxYour rate thinks
is 400 that
marks."
Now Mr.quences.Cohen
he holds
ied to an Under den Linden hotel only something
of a record for getting value
to learn that every room was occupied
for his money.
and that he could get no accommodations.
Plans Submitted for

Harry Cohen, partment,manager
Metro'*whoforeign
deand Mrs. Cohen,
recently
returned from a ten weekn' tour of
Europe, where he studied conditions affecting; the interests of his Arm.
"Only the former Emperor's suite is
available," the clerk told him.
The Metro official had visions of a
bill with staggering total. "How much?"
he demanded.
"Four hundred marks a day."
At such a figure (about $6 at current
exchange rates) the proposition didn't
ring true to him. Mr. Cohen thought
the clerk was concealing a joker. He demanded to see the suite.
A few moments later he was being
shown a series of rooms so elaborate in
t heir furnishings that "they looked more
like forty motion picture sets," Mr.
Cohen says. He promptly snapped up
the bargain.
Until he was ready to leave he reveled
in luxury. Then the shock came. A
garrulous
attendant innocently men-

Eighteen Story Film
Building in St. Louis
(From Staff Correspondent)
ST. LOUIS. MO., Feb. 8.— Plans for
the erection of. an 18-story building in
Olive street at Lindell cutoff for exchanges have been submitted to the St.
Louis Film Board of Trade. The plans
are in the hands of W. H. Gruen Company, architects and municipal engineers.
It was indicated that if 18 stories proved
insufficient, two additional stories would
be provided.
Mr. Gruen said he had conferred with
the city regarding the amending of the
zoning laws to permit the erection. The
building would resemble the New York
Times building. It will be triangular in
shape and each floor will contain from
5,000 to 6,000 square feet of space.
Serious contemplation is being afforded
the new proposal by the local exchange
men. Members of the Film Board of
Trade were told that the ground for the
proposed structure could be purchased
for $800 a foot.
Directors

Commence

Erection of Building
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Feb. 8.— The Motion
Picture Directors Association will commence construction this month of its
$150,000 building in Highland avenue
near Hollywood boulevard. The architecture will be Latin. The structure will
be three stories high. Those in charge
of the erection of the building are Reginald Barker, Frank Lloyd, William D.
Taylor,ents.Joseph
De Grasse,
Roy Clem-J.
Wallace Worsley
and Murdock
MacQuarrie.
Fischer Back in U. S.
(From Staff Correspondent)
*
NEW
YORK,
Feb.Features,
8.— A. H.Inc.,
Fischer
of A. H. Fischer
and
owner of the Fischer studios at New
Rochelle, is back from Europe after- a
month's absence.
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Federated Members
Convene at Frisco
Sem-Annual Meeting at Unit
Will be in Session for
Three Days
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., Feb. 8.— Federated Exchange officials opened their threeday meeting here today, with Federated exchangemen from different parts of the
country in attendance. Officials from the
East and Middle West arrived on a special train from Chicago, the assembling
point. Joseph L. Friedman, president ; Sam
Grand, treasurer; Harry Charnas, Walter
Green and Bobby North were in the
After the meeting those in attendanceparty.
will
motor
there. to Los Angeles to tour the studios
Meet at Dyron Springs
Temporary headquarters are at the
Hotel St. Francis. The convention is
being held at Dyron Hot Springs, forty
miles out of Frisco.
On February 11, the party will return
to San Francisco and will leave on February 13 for Los Angeles, arriving in
Los Angeles on the 14, where the headquarters will be at the Alexandria hotel
for three days. The exchange men will
make extensive tours of Hollywood and
Culver City studios.
Plan Banquet at Tait's
George M. Mann, Marion H. Kohn
and D. J. Chatkin of the Federated Film
distributors have charge of all arrangements and entertainments for the members, which will consist of a banquet at
Tait's on the beach, San Francisco, and
a High Jinks at the St. Francis hotel.
The following are officers and franchise holders of the Federated:
J. L. Friedman, of Chicago, president;
J. E. Pearce, New Orleans, vice president; D. J. Chatkin, San Francisco, secretary; S. V. Grand, Boston, treasurer;
Warner Brothers, New York City; Empire State Film Co., Buffalo; Federated
Film Exchange, Boston; Masterpiece
Film Attractions, Philadelphia; Quality
Film Service, Pittsburgh; Standard Film
Service Co., Cleveland, Detroit, Cincinnati; Celebrated Players Film Corporation, Chicago; Merritt Film Corporation,
Minneapolis; Mid-West Distributing Co.,
Milwaukee; Crescent Film Co., Kansas
City; United Film Service, St. Louis;
Supreme erated
Photoplays
Co., Denver;
FedFilm Exchange,
Baltimore;
Specialty Film Co., Dallas; Greater
Productions, Omaha; Consolidated Film
Corporation, Los Angeles and San Francisco.

Chaplin Denies Rumor
Of A New Affiliation
has sent the followCharles
ing wire toChaplin
Hiram Abrams, president of
United Artists:
"Newspaper reports or rumors regardaffiliations or transacing any business
ention between myself and Goldwynsplease
tirely unfounded. On my behalf
contradict same unqualified regards."

{Wash.) REVIEW
Says
The question is not so much whether censorship is needed as who is fit to do the censoring. Certainly not the sort
of person who is likely to be appointed to a state board at a $10 per diem rate. Whatever the sins of the m°vl.e
many standards
to asindividual
subjected and
to be prejudice
ought notsectional
they animus,
producers,
ties of political
bigotry. as there are states, with all the implied possibili-
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Censorship

in Missouri
Raging
Fight
Reformers Declare That Shocking Styles Worn
by the Women Are Due Directly to the
' 'Scandalous Scenes" in Films
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
JEFFERSON CITY, MO., Feb. 8.— The fight in the Missouri state
legislature for the enactment of measures compelling Sunday closing of
theatres and a rigid censorship of films is on full-blast.
Sponsors of the movement in their pleas before the house committee
on criminal jurisprudence declared that the shocking styles worn by the
women in all the cities in Missouri were directly due to the "scandalous
scenes" in films which have been shown in various towns despite the fact
that of the last thirty-six productions, nineteen were tabooed by the Pennsylvania board of censorship.
Two Men and One Woman on Board
Lansing F. Smith, president of the Committee of Fifty : the Rev.
Howard Billman, secretary; E. V. P. Schneiderhahn. chairman of the legislative committee, and George Schuler of the Federation of Catholic
^ scene from the Stoll Film Corp. of
Societies, formed the St. Louis delegation.
America production, "The Flame."
As outlined, the consorship board will which would prohibit the exhibition of
consist of two men and a woman, each crime films in the motion picture thea- Rocky Mountain Club
tres here.
drawing salaries of $3,000 a year. Before
Elects H. E. Huffman
any film can be exhibited in the state it Council Will Revive
must be approved by the board. If the Riverside Censorship
President for Year
producer is not satisfied with the decision
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
(Special
to
Exhibitors
Herald)
of the board member who reviews a production, he has the right of appeal to the
RIVERSIDE, CAL.. Feb. 8.^-City
DENVER, COLO., Feb. 8.— H. E.
entire membership. Should the picture council here has reached a decision to Huffman was elected president of the
Rocky Mountain Screen Club at its recent
still fail to pass the censorship, the pro- revive the censorship board. Members
ducer can, as a last resort, appeal to the of the board receive as compensation
annual election. Other officers chosen
circuit court.
follow:
passes to all theatres.
The censorship bill would impose a
W. E. Scott, first vice-president.
charge of $2 for each 1,200 feet, and $2
Charles Gillen, secretary-treasurer.
for each additional 1,200 feet reviewed, Hodkinson in L. A.
M. C. Gerehart, Fort Collins, vice-presiwith a fee of 25 cents for each slide.
At Dial Conference
dent.
Many prominent ministers of various
F. Fairchild, Boulder, vice-president.
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
denominations have publicly voiced from
F. R. Kelly, Salida, vice-president.
LOS
ANGELES,
Feb.
8.—
W.
W.
their pulpit their antagonism to the proJ. T. Lynch, Laramie, Wyo., viceposed movement in Missouri. A moveHodkinson has arrived in Los Angeles,
ment is on foot in St. Louis to organize
The board of directors includes H. E.
where he will confer with Director T. president.
a body of ministers of Catholic, ProtHuffman,
W. E. Scott. H. T. Nolan, J.
estant and Jewish faiths to fight the Hayes Hunter and Otto Bollman, presiH.
Ashby,
W. Lichenstien, A. G. Talbot,
dent
of
the
Dial
Film
Company,
which
is
protagonists of the censorship and blue
F. B. Culp, M. H. Cohn. Charles Gillen
Sunday laws.
ccnverting Irving Bachellor's novel,
Non-resident
— M. C. Gerehart. F. Colform.
"The Light in the Clearing," into film
lins; F. Fairchild. Boulder; F. R. Kelly,
Churches Oppose
Salida, and T. T. Lynch, Laramie. Wyo.
Liberal Censorship
(Special to Exhibitors Herald J
BALTIMORE, MD., Feb. 8.— The
Baltimore Federation of Churches and
Ray Picture Without Subtitles
the
Women's
Civic
League
have
written
to Governor Ritchie protesting against
Is Signal Achievement
in Films
any movement to permit censorship to
No
accomplishment
in
recent
production
equals
in
potentialities
become more liberal. The two organizations claim to represent more than 50,000
the successful making of Charles Ray's First National attraction,
persons.
"The Old Swimmin' Hole," without use of subtitles or substitutes
Regulatory Bill
therefor. The complete lucidity of the story as pictured is convincing
Up in Oklahoma
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
proof that narration exclusively by means of pictures is entirely practicable.
OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA., Feb. 8.
— E. P. Hill has introduced in the senate
Further differentiation between the screen and all other mediums
a bill providing for state censorship. Provision ismade for a board of three memof expression, universality of appeal and interpretation, greater
bers appointed by the governor.
freedom in the selection of subject matter for production, intensified
Ministers Urge
dramatic realism and a new independence for the art form are among
Barring Sex Films
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
the benefits that may be expected to follow general adoption of the
method.
GALVESTON. TEX., Feb. 8.— Creation of a board of censorship and barring
of all pictures in which the sex theme is
In the Ray picturization of James Whitcomb Riley's poem, the
cast of characters and the names of director, etc., are displayed upon
used "to an extent deemed vulgar or immoral" areAlliance.
advocated by the Galveston
Ministerial
a schoolboy's slate. A boy writing in his diary in the picture proper
City Commission
marks the only descent to the word form and this in no sense a subConsiders Measure
stitute for subtitles. The triumph over what has been widely regarded
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
as
an
insurmountable is genuine, an achievement of signal signifiOWOSSO, MICH., Feb. 8.— The city
cance to the industry and to the world of art.
commission is considering an ordinance
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Washington

Representatives of the Film
Industry, Civic Bodies and
Churches Will be Invited to
Participate in Meeting
(Washington Bureau, Exhibitors ■ Herald)
. WASHI.\(.T()\, D. C, Feb. 8.—
A public hearing on censorship in the
District of Columbia will be held by
the board of commissioners on February 28.
The hearing was called at the request
of Dr. Wilbur Crafts of the International
Reform Bureau, following the hearing
held some time ago at which the subcussed.ject was presented but not fully disWill Welcome Suggestions
Representatives of the motion picture
industry, civic organizations and the
churches will be invited to attend the
hearing and make suggestions as to the
best method of regulation.
"While most films exhibited in Washington have passed some sort of censorship, this has not been rigid enough to
prevent the exhibition of some very objectionable films," the board of commissioners announced in calling the hearing.
"In
to afford
an opportunit
for a
full order
and free
discussion
of this ymatter,
both on the part of those engaged in the
motion picture industry and those representing the citizenship of Washington,
the commissioners have decided to hold
a public hearing.
Think Regulation Needed
"The commissioners believe there is
need of some further regulation or censorship of motion pictures exhibited in
the city of Washington. Under an act
of congress approved March 1, 1901, the
commissioners are authorized to terminate the license of any theatre or other
place of amusement whenever it shall appear to them that, after due notice, the
person holding such license shall have
failed to comply with such regulations as
may be prescribed by the commissioners
for the public decency.
Can Extend Regulations
"While no specific regulations governing exhibitions of motion picture films
have been made, there are regulations
prohibiting other performances offensive
to public decency.
"The commissioners have no doubt that
they have power to extend these regulations to govern the exhibition of films
which violate decency. They have no desire to do anything that will work an undue hardship oh those engaged in the
motion picture industry, but they feel
their responsibility to the people of
Washington to see that what is shown on
the screens does not violate the regulations which they have adopted."

Congress Won't Send
A Man to Mars Nor
Adopt Any Blue Laws
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
WASHINGTON, D. C, Feb. 8.
— Denouncing efforts of reformers
to obtain passage of blue law legislation in various parts of the
country, the Rev. Henry Russell
Talbot, canon residentiary of the
Washington Episcopal Cathedral
here, declares:
"I have as much use for blue
laws as I have for a pig in a poke.
However, there seems to be a
great deal more agitation than necessary about such laws. There is
no more danger of them being
passed than there is of congress
commissioning a man to make a
trip to Mars.
"We hear a great deal of stringent laws in Washington, such as
one to prohibit the use of tobacco.
Even if they were enacted, they
would be dead letters, because the
people would not be in back of
them."
Hildinger,
Reade and
Hirshfield to Erect
Big Trenton Theatre
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
TRENTON, N. J., Feb. 8. — A $500,000
cinema palace to seat 3,000 persons is to
be erected in East State street, between
Montgomery and Stockton streets. Razing of the building now on the site will
begin on May 1.
Promoting the project are Charles C.
Hildinger of Hildinger Amusement Enterprises; Walter Reade of the Trent and
Capitol theatres, and Milton Hirshfield of
the State Street theatre.
The house will be known as the Temple of the Motion Picture. Thomas W.
Lamb of New York is the architect.
Charge Violation of
Fire Prevention Law
(From a Staff Correspondent)
INDIANAPOLIS. IND., Feb. 8.— Fred
B. Leonard, president of Lenwood Amusement Company, operating the Lenwood and
Rialto theatres, and Roland Adkins. manof UnionbeenTraction
freightof
depot,agerhave
charged Company's
with violation
the fire prevention ordinance. The latter is
charged with storage of films in the depot
office and Leonard is charged with storage
of 17,000 feet of film behind a board between the operating booth and the wall of
the theatre.

February 19, 1921
Civic Society Conducts
Show to Keep Children
"From(Special
Chasing
to Exhibitors Around"
Herald)
SIOLX CITY, IA., Feb. 8.— The Morningside Planning Commission is operating a
motion picture show every Saturday night
for the purpose of keeping the children of
that community "from chasing around at
night" and for the "mental, moral and
economic
uplift" of the people of Morningside.
Family and season tickets are sold. Ten
cents admission is charged. Sponsors of
the show declare that it is not intended to
make a profit.
Productions shown at Morningside also
will be exhibited by the Planning Commission of Leeds, the West junior high school
and at Onawa. By circuit playing the pictures will be obtained at a lower cost.
Michigan City House
Destroyed by Blaze
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
MICHIGAN CITY, IND., Feb. 8.—
The Garden theatre, the best in the city,
was destroyed by fire last week at a loss
of $100,000. The origin of the fire is undetermined. The theatre was sold a few
days ago by Central States Theatre
Company, of Chicago, to Abe and Jacob
Wallerstein. The loss is said to be covered by insurance.
The seating capacity of the house was
1.500. Only a few persons were in the
theatre at the time of the fire. No one
was hurt.
Bill Would Bar Sale
ofS. R. O. Tickets
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
SALEM, ORE., Feb. 8.— A bill has beeu
introduced in the house of representatives
which would make it unlawful for any theatre or place of amusement to sell any
ticket or charge any admission to any performance, play, lecture of other entertainment, including motion pictures, when the
place of amusement has no seat left to
accommodate the patron. The penalty for
violation would be not less than $25, nor
more than $250, or imprisonment not to exceed thirty days, or both.
Teachers to Review
Tourneur Production
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
ST. LOUIS, Feb. 8.— D. Walter Potts,
superintendent of schools at East St.
Louis, 111., and censorship agitator, has
called a meeting of the 104 teachers in
his city to be held on February 12 to
witness Maurice Tourneur's "The Last
of the ducers'
Mohicans,"
publication. an Associated ProThe picture has been criticized locally
for so-called gruesome scenes. C. D.
Hill, St. Louis manager for A. P., will
ask for unbiased opinions following the
screening. The attitude which the East
St. Louis board of education will assume
in the fight for or against censorship
will depend on the consensus of opinion.

The LOS ANGELES
EXAMINER
Says
o woman uses a certain brand of baking powder because the pure food experts recommend it. No man buys a
collar because it bears any formal imprint of official approval. State or national approval of those things which
provide entertainment are equally negative in their ultimate, however vexatious they may be in the immediate foreground.
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Evanston

Will

Vote

On Sunday Pictures
Petitions Containing 5,000
Names Is Signed byMayor of City
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
EVANSTON, ILL., Feb. 8.— Petitions
containing between 5,000 and 6,000 signatures have been presented to City Clerk
John F. Hahn. They ask that the question
of Sunday motion pictures be placed on the
ballot at the aldermanic election in April.
Evanston at present does not have shows
on Sunday.
The petitions will be presented at the next
meeting of the council. Mayor Harry
Pearsons and several of the aldermen
signed the petitions.
Oppose Movement to
Reopen on Sunday
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
COLUMBUS, GA., Feb. 8.— The Theresa
Griffin Woman's Christian Temperance
Union has lodged a protest against the
movement
on themotion
part ofpicture
severaltheatres
women'son
clubs to reopen
Sunday.
Protest Prohibition
Of Sunday Pictures
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
WINNIPEG. CAN., Feb. 8— Congregations attending
service"
the Allen
theatretheand"Good-will
the services
of thein
Winnipeg Central Mission in the Furby thehave protested
the treasurer,
order 'of
Hon. atreEdward
Brown, against
provincial
to discontinue issuing permits for showing
lantern slides or motion pictures at Sunday services.
Surmises

Blue Law

Agitators May Have
Placed Odor Bombs
Four South Side theatres in Chicago —
the Jackson Park, Harper, Woodlawn
and Metropolitan — were emptied Sunday
night when odor bombs were placed in
the houses.
B. F. Wheeler declared that he would
not "be tratorssurprised
perpeare some oftothefindbluethatlawtheagitators
who want the movies closed on Sunday.
You know it hurts those blues to see
anybody happy."
One tacks
week
ago Sunday,
odortheatres
bomb atwere made
on three
on
the North Side — the Newberry, Buckingham and Clermont.
Griffith Completing
Another Big Picture;
"Dream Street" Title
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK. Feb. 8.— D. W. Griffith,
whose production, "Way Down East," is
now having extended runs in the leading
cities of the United States, is completing
another big feature.
"Dream Street" is the title. It is a
Burke Limehouse story, but is said to
have a distinct comedy relief. No announcement has been made as to its distribution.
Tyrone Power, Carrol Dempster,
Ralph Graves and Porter Strong are
prominent in the cast.

Trenton
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Similar Arrangements
Wigwags

Directions

Prevail

in Other Big Cities of the
State — Petitions Signed for
Presentation to Council
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
TRENTON, N. J., Feb. 8.— Exhibitors here are circulating petititions asking for Sunday motion picture shows. It is planned to have
50,000 signatures for presentation to
the city commission.
The plan of the exhibitors, if they are
successful in their movement, will be to
turn over the net profit of such performances to charity. In this way the law
prohibiting operation of a business on
Sunday for private gain will not be vio-

Marshall Xeilan's latest stunt in directing
"Bob Hampton of Placer," was to employ an ex-sailor to transmit his direccameraman
in acenter
"blimp"forefar
above.tions to the
Xeilan
is in the
ground.
Loew

to Expand With
Theatre at Davenport
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
DAVENPORT, IA., Feb. 8.— Marcus
Loew will build a combination picture
and vaudeville theatre here this summer.
It is expected that it will be located
in Third street, west of Brady street.
For the present Loew will put on entertainments at the Liberty theatre.

What

Exhibitors

Theatre men declare they will agree
to any arrangement the city officials may
make as to the manner in which the acstitutions. counting shall be made to charitable inIt is the
lated.' contention of exhibitors that
like arrangements prevail in other cities
in New Jersey, and that Trenton is virtually the only large city in which the
shows are closed on the Sabbath.
Should the movement not be successful the exhibitors declare no effort will
be made to open their houses on Sundav. Initial steps in the movement were
taken at a recent conference of exhibitors, attended by the following:
Charles C. Hildinger, of Hildinger
Amusement Enterprises; Walter Reade,
of Trent and Capitol theatres; Milton
HirshfieM, of State Street theatre; Isaac
Levine. of the Centre Street theatre;
Pierson (Pop) Hulme, of the City
Square theatre; John Bella, of the B. &
B. theatre, and William J. Vernon, of the
St. Regis and Broad Street theatres.

Jive

Saying

<Aboufi

HERALD-=
=EXHIBITORS
"Exhibitors Herald is a godsend to the small town exhibitor. In
fact, I don't see how they get along without it and would bet dollars to doughnuts that if they took it for six months, they never would get along without it
as long as they were in the picture business." — C. H. Thomas, manager. Community theatre, Galva, la.
/
* * *
"You are putting out a mighty good magazine and I get more pleasure
and profit from it than from any of the other trade magazines." — Alvin S. Frank,
manager, Jewel theatre, Lafayette, Colo.
* * h"I am thankful to be a subscriber to EXHIBITORS Herald. Don't ever
stop it coming as it is worth twice the subscription price to any exhibitor who
reads it and stops to think." — B. L. Hubbard, manager, Hub's theatre, Bishop,
Tex.
* h- *
"EXHIBITORS Herald is a valuable motion picture magazine," — M. J.
Cline, manager, Starland theatre, Aberdeen, Wash.
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P.
In

Omaha
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O.

A.

Behind

Controversy
Exhibitors

Wire

Cohen

With

President

Brady

of M.

P. T. 0.

That They Object to Head of National
Association Appearing There
/From Staff Correspondent)
NEW YORK, Feb. 8. — Organized exhibitor- in several states have
assured Sydney S. Cohen, president of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of
America,
absolute ofsupport
in the Picture
organization's
the
National
Association
the Motion
Industry.controversy
Mr. Cohenwith
states:
"Wires from organized exhibitors of Minnesota, Wisconsin and Michigan contain assurance of absolute support in the stand the M. P. T. O. A.
has taken at Chicago. Resolutions adopted in Wisconsin and Minnesota
denounce Brady's speech before the Chicago Common council. Exhibitors
of Omaha object to Brady appearing in their state. In the Michigan letter
is this phrase : 'Brady dare not come here. Believe he would be tarred
and feathered after our campaign.'
Exchange Managers Protest Against Action
"National Association members have been deluged with telegrams
from exchange managers protesting against telegrams being sent to exhibitors urging them to join the National Association. The Motion Picture
Theatre Owners resent this absurd recruiting move on the part of Brady,
et al., as a gratuitous insult to their organization and leaders. Presumably
all state organizations will take appropriate action and you may look for
a nation-wide wave of angry protest.
salaries production must be
"A full report is being sent to all ex- present
rushed.
hibitors of the country at which time
the efforts of the National Association
In the future the story will be
to disrupt the M. P. T. O. A. will be spectacle instead of massive sets, the
producer says.
properly resented. The tactics of some
the
members of the National Association
are bound to strengthen and solidify the
exhibitors everywhere.
Doris May Signed by
Says Statement Harmful
Associated Photoplays
"Brady's statement made before the
(From Staff Correspondent)
that children
Chicago common council
under 16 should not be admitted to moNEW YORK, Feb. 8.— Doris May,
tion picture theatres is being freely
former Ince star, has been signed by
quoted in the hostile press. This state- Associated Photoplays to make a series
of six comedy dramas. Helen Gibson
of Brady's
on. will work more harm
as timement goes
will appear in eight Westerns for the
"Thinking members of the National
company. Victor Fisher, general manager, says that production commences
imBrady's
thatdismal
believe
Association
mission
from his
mediate recall
this week on the Coast.
is imperative in the interest of the entire
industry."
Warning Sent Exhibitors
"The Oath" Opens on
According to a letter received by
Broadway March 4
Cohen from the Michigan asociation, a
special delivery letter has been sent to
(From Staff Correspondent)
every exhibitor in the state. The letter
NEW YORK, Feb. 8.— Associated
warns theatre men to be on their guard
First National has set March 4 as the
against a concerted effort being made
publication date for another of its "Big
to disorganize exhibitors of Michigan.
Five." R. A. Walsh's "The Oath" on
that date in all probability will open at
a Broadway house.
Samuel Goldwyn Says

Decrease in Actors*
Salaries Inevitable
(From Staff Correspondent)
NEW YORK, Feb. 8.— Samuel Goldwyn returned yesterday from the Coast.
He expresses extreme interest in three
phases of production, namely:
The lengthening of time element in
production.
The inevitable drop in actors' salaries.
The replacing of the spectacle with
convincing and original stories with
human characters.
The Goldwyn president declared that
actors'
salaries
had decline.
reached the
top this
and
now were
on the
While
decrease will not affect the cost of production to any . great extent, Mr. Goldwyn believes it will affect the quality of
production.
He says that under the
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"Kid" Breaks Records
(From Staff Correspondent)
NEW YORK, Feb. 8.— Charlie Chaplin's "The Kid," one of First National's
"Big Five," broke all records at its
Strand opening on Sunday. Police reserves were called out. Special shows
have been arranged for 10:30 in the
morning and 11:30 at night. The production is meeting with great success
over the country.
Accord to Make Serial
(From Staff Correspondent)
NEW YORK, Feb. 8.— Art Accord
has been signed by Universal to appear
in
the serial
"The White Rider." Al
Russell
will direct.

Blackton and Kane
Affiliation Formed
Producer Sails for Europe
to Make Films Starring
Diana Manners
(From Staff Correspondent)
NEW YORK, Feb. 8.— J. Stuart
Blackton, accompanied by his family and
Felix Orman, literary editor, and Almon
C. Whiting, art director, left here on
the Aquatania Thursday for England,
where Mr. Blackton will produce.
On the eve of sailing Mr. Orman was
host to representatives of the trade and
daily press at a farewell dinner. Mr.
Blackton, who was present, said that his
first production would require six
months time to make.
The American end of his business
would be handled by Arthur S. Kane,
the producer added. He also said that
he retained a one-third interest in Vitagraph.
_ * of
Blackton first will produce a series
productions featuring Lady Diana Man
ners. Through his affiliation with Arthur
S. Kane Pictures Corporation the latter
will direct the distribution of the pictures
in the United States and Canada.
A. P. to Distribute
Sennett

Films

Which

Star Mabel Normand
(From Staff Correspondent)
NEW YORK, Feb. 8.— The Mack
Sennett productions starring Mabel Normand, who, as has been noted, has signed
to
return
Mack
after three to
years
withSennett's
Goldwyn, direction
will be
distributed through Associated Producers. Her first picture under the Sennett
banner is "Molly-O." Production will
be started on the Coast immediately.
Churches' Endorse Show^
On Sunday for Charity
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
TRENTON, TENN., Feb. 8.— Church
people endorsed recently the first motion
picture show ever given in this town on
Sunday. C. W. Glass of the Star theatre
gave the performance as his part of the
Herbert Hoover drive. Forty-five dollars
was contributed at the door. Heralds announcing the purpose of the performance
d"
contribute
"every
that
and
were
children would
of starving
help save the livespenny
distributed broadcast by Glass.
Selznicks

Go South

To Inspect Facilities
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
8.— My-in
Feb. been
FLA., have
ILLE,Selznick
JACKSONV
ron and David
Jacksonville inspecting production facilities.
While here they conferred with the motion
picture mercecommittee
of the
Chamber of Comand other local
interests.
Turn

Building

Used As

Church Into Theatre
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
BENTON VILLE, ARK., Feb. 8.— The
building formerly occupied by the Cumberland Presbyterian church has been converted into a theatre by M. J. Kilbourne,
was conwhich
the Royal,
manager demnedof
as unsafe
for public
gatherings.
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Exhibitors

Attend Convention Held in Los Angeles —
Lesser Is Elected Vice President
(From Staff Correspondent)
LOS ANGELES, Feb. 8. — More than fifty prominent Southern California and Arizona exhibitors attended the convention of Associated First
National franchise holders of the southwest, held in Los Angeles last week.
The gathering was called by General Manager David Bershon, of the
Los Angeles Associated First National exchange, in order that the district
organization might be completed.
The following officers were elected :

HEXRY CARVILLi:
Well known English actor, who appears In
W.
K. Zieirield's
starring
Florence United
Reed. film production
New Oklahoma City
Orpheum Is Opened
Combination House Declared
To be One of the Finest
In the Southwest
(Special to Exhibitors Herald j
OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA., Feb. 8.
— The new Orpheum theatre, owned by
John and Pete Sinopaulo, has been
opened.
Considered one of the finest in the
Southwest, the house seats 2,000 persons.
It is beautiful in decorative scheme, gold
and ivory predominating. Gorgeous silk
draperies and panels and columns of
Greek design give an artistic finish to the
theatre.
Theatre Cost $500,000
i An expenditure of $500,000 is represented in the new playhouse, which will
run a combination bill. The latest in
theatre construction has been incorporated. The Typhoon ventilation system is
used. The projection room is a mark of
modernity.
Access to the balcony and loges is by
means of runways. On the mezzanine
floor is located the woman's rest room.
' Recent innovations in theatre lighting
have been installed. In the great dome,
which measures sixty feet in diameter,
are 300 colored globes. These are regulated from the stage and many color
schemes can be obtained.
The personnel of the theatre follows:
Pete Sinopaulo. manager; Mrs. George
G. Adams, cashier; George C. Adams,
electrician, and Mrs. C. R. Hackett, director of the orchestra.
New

Company Formed
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
. FRESNO. CAL., Feb. 8.— Film Art
Production Company has been organized
here by Gordon McLean, O. L. Stephens and William F. Dunn. The company proposes to make and distribute
pictures.

MICHAEL^GORE,
Angeles,
President.
SOL LESSER, Los Los
Angeles,
vice-president.
DAVE BERSHON, Los Angeles, secretary.
WALTER JENSEN, Pasadena, treasurer.
The directors appointed follow: J. E. Richards. Strand, Fillmore, Cal.;
J. G. Knapp, Strand, San Bernardino, Cal. ; Walter F. Jensen, Jensen. Pasadena, Cal. ; John Young. Hollywood, Hollywood, Cal. ; Sol Lesser, West
Coast Theatre Company, Los Angeles, and M. Gore, Kinema, Los Angeles.
On the advisory board are M. Barnes, nounced that to F. L. Titus fell the honor
of being the first exhibitor to sign a
Barnes, Fillmore, Cal.; A. E. Johnson,
franchise during the convention. Titus
Coliseum, Santa Barbara, Cal.; J. F. Boz- owns
the Fairyland theatre, Los Angeles.
decheck, Capitol, Calexico, Cal.; J. L. He stated
that over 80 per cent of the
Lazurus, Royal, Los Angeles; J. S. Lus- southern California and Arizona territig, Starland, Los Angeles; J. Mathe
tory had been sold.
Alvarado, Los Angeles; Glenn Harper,
Among those attending were:
J.
YOUNG.Codr,
Apollo.
Cal.
Apollo, Los Angeles.
G. M.
F. CODY.
San Hollvwood.
Fernando, Cal.
Luncheon Is Held
M. BARNES. Barnes. Fillmore, Cal.
M.
W.
WHITSON.
Plaza,
San
Diego.
Cal.
The feature of the convention was a
J. F. BOZDECHECK, Capitol. Calexico, Cal.
W.
H.
SCOTT.
Elysium,
Oceanside,
Cal.
luncheon presided over by Lesser and
WALTER F. TENSEN. Jensen, Pasadena, Cal.
ROBT. S. TENSEN. Palace Grand. Glendale. Cal.
attended by exhibitors, exchangemen
O. W. LEWIS. Alhambra. Alhambra, Cal.
H. L. WOLF. Capitol. Redonda, Cal.
and producers. Lesser explained the efJ. TOHAXSLX, Casino. Juneau, Ariz.
fort being put forward by the First NaJ. G. KXAPP,
Temple and Strand, San Bertional executive committee to insure a
nardino, Cal.
G. POUTHWAITE, New Victory and Lyric,
fair medium and protection for the pro- Oxnard,
Cal.
ducer and the exhibitor. His address
C B. CORCORAX. American, Ventura, Cal.
HARRY
ARTHUR.Cal.,California,
Pastime.Taft.
BakersCal.was enthusiastically received.
field,
andRedonda,
Sunshine,
Albert A. Kaufman, producer of Allen
M. D.Bakersfield,
HOWE. Capitol.
Cal.
GEORGE
California,
Venice,
Holubar's
"Man, Woman
and La CLEVELAND.
Petite. Ocean Park,
Cal.
Louis B. Mayer,
producerandof Marriage";
the Anita Cal..
G.
T.
ATWOOD,
Lyric
Amusement
Co..
Stewart and John M. Stahl productions;
Tucson. Ariz.
XICK
DEAMOS,
Lyric
Ami
sement
Co.,
Pete Smith. Marshall Neilan's represen- Tucson, Bisbie. Douglas, Xogales, Ariz.
tative, and B. P. Fineman, vice-president
SOL LESSER. Kinema. Alhambra. Los Angeles.
of Katherine MacDonald Pictures CorM. GORE. Lvceum. Grand, Optic, Los Angeles.
poration, then addressed the meeting.
ABE GORE, Lib-rtv. Regent, Los Angeles.
J.
Los LosAngeles.
Stars Send Messages
F. C.L. GORE.
TITUS. Casir.o.
Fairyland,
Angeles.
J.GLENN
L. LAZARUS.
The salient points advanced were that
HARPER. Roval.
Aoollo,LosLosAngeles.
Angeles.
the producer and the exhibitor are partR. H. GRUXAUER. Rosi_V.il. Los Aniens.
K. C. MANNY, Meralto. Los Angeles.
ners. The producer is absolutely deT. H. WILMS, Victoria. Los Angeles.
pendent upon the exhibitor for success.
J. S. LUSTIG. Starland, Los Angeles.
The motion picture industry can never
J. G. WEHX. St. Andrews. Los Angeles.
retrograde so long as an organization of
C. F. ZARUBA, Washington Photoplay, Los
the type of Associated First National,
Angeles.
L. F. ZARUBA, Washington Photoplay, Los
with the door always open to artistic in- Angeles.
dependent effort, is in existence.
Visitors at the luncheon included:
Mr. Lesser read telegrams of good will
LOUIS B. MAYER, producer Anita Stewart,
from Anita Stewart, Marshall Neilan and John
M. Stahl Productions.
VIRGINIA XORDEX, Mayers personal repreKatherine MacDonald.
He then an- sentative.
FRAXK HUTTON. attorney for Associated
First Xational Pictures, Inc., of Southern Calif.
DELL A. SWEIZER. attorney for Associated
First
X'ationalKAUFMAN,
Pictures. Inc.,
of Southern
ALBERT
producer
Holubar Calif.
and
Sidnev
Franklin Productions.
EXHIBITORS HERALD
PETE
SMITH,
representative
for
Marshall
Neilan.
Is the One Really
B. aldP. Productions.
FIXEMAX", producer Katherine MacDonJOHX McCORMICK.
sentative Associated FirstWestern
Xational Press
Pictures,RepreInc.
NATIONAL PUBLICATION
W.
E.
KXOTTS.
Associated
First
Xational—
Los Angeles exchangemen.
H. C. COHEX, Associated First Xational— Los
of the Motion Picture
Angeles
exchangemen. Associated First NationalC. A. McYICKERS.
Los Angeles exchangemen.
JULES exchangemen.
WOLF. Associated First National— Los
Industry.
Angeles
ELMER BENJAMIN, West Coast Theatres
Companv.
M. J. QUIXX, West Coast Thf itres Company.
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Ball

at

Los
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Angeles

of Dollars
Thousands
Lyons and Moran, in a snappy personal
Society and Filmdom Turn
act as well as in their latest cinematic
success, "Blue Sunday"; May belle Burch,
in vocal solos: Agnes Ayers; the Griffin
Out Strong — Vaudeville
twins, dancers; Theodore Keken, in a
Program Is Arranged
Russian dance; the Tivoli Quartette; the
Metropolitan Quartette; Mischa Guterby Sid Grauman
son's quartette: Hans Hanke, pianist;
Lillian Bowles, soprano; Margaret
(From Staff Correspondent)
'T'AKIXG in thousands of dollars for Loomis, in a series of Oriental dances;
group of the Ruth St. Denis dancers;
starving children overseas, the great aGeorge
Hastings; the Gamut club quarHerbert Hoover motion picture ball and
tette; Beatrice Ringo, soprano; Henry
entertainment for the starving children
Murtaugh. pianist; a group of Mexican
of Europe, held Wednesday night in the dancers; Leon Rice, tenor — these were
all among the most applauded and
ballroom of the Ambassador hotel, Los
praised acts of the evening.
Angeles, proved a brilliant success.
* * *
Society and filmdom turned out en
Then there were also Adam Hull
masse and at 1 o'clock the distinguished
Shirk, Lasky publicity chief in a modern
audience was still watching the enticing
Max Fisher and his jazz muprogram which Sid Grauman had ar- magic act;
sicians and the popular cinema stars,
ranged with such eclat.
Lois Wilson, Conrad Nagel and Jack
- Besides the vaudeville program which
Hansen's
little acts.
Holt, inproved
"Blues"
most Speed
enjoyable
while
Mr. Grauman arranged, the world pre- many other brilliant stars contributed
their
bit
for
charity.
miere of "The Inside of the Cup" was
presented.
"The Inside of the Cup" proved the
* * *
sensation of the program, being acknowledged by critics as being one of the
Elinor Glyn "dressed all in black"
opened the classic program, giving a great cinematic productions of the era.
democratic talk in an appeal for the still
helpless little ones who are going hungry in Europe today.
.Mildred Harris also gave a brief but Neilan Denies Report
moving appeal for this charity, while
Of Fairbanks Contract
Thomas Meighan and James Kirkwood,
Marshall
Xeilan has issued an official
who introduced Sid Grauman to the audience, were among the favorites of the retraction of information issued to trade
evening.
papers that he was to direct a production
Walter Hiers, in a comedy monologue;
for Douglas Fairbanks.
Nets

BIG GUNS

OF THE

UNITED

ARTISTS

CORPORATION

Left to right — Dennis F. O'Brien, Counsel for United Artists; Hiram Abrams, President; Charles Chaplin and Douglas Fairbanks two of the "Big Four" producers.
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Engagement of Keaton
And Natalie Talmadge
Is Confirmed in N. Y.
(From Staff Correspondent)
NEW YORK, Feb. 8.— Natalie
Talmadge is to marry Buster Keaton.The news leaked out at Palm
Beach, where Miss Talmadge, her
mother, her sister, Norma, and her
brother-in-law, Joseph M. Schenck,
are
visiting, proposal
when theandMetro
star's
telegraphic
the wired
acceptance of the youngest of the
Talmadge sisters became known.
Confirmation of the Palm Beach
story was received at the Talmadge
studios here.
Miss Talmadge met Buster Keaton four years ago when the latter
was a member of the Roscoe Arbuckle company in New York.
They have not seen one another in
two years.
Her sister, Constance Talmadge,
was married to John Pialoglou, December 26.
The wedding probably will take
place in June.
Eugene Zukor Goes
Abroad on Business
Will Seek Reciprocal Plan of
Distributing Paramount
Films in Europe
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Feb. 8— Eugene Zukor,
assistant treasurer of Famous PlayersLaskyEurope.
Corporation, sailed last Thursday
for
The purpose of his trip is to extend
the exportation of American productions.
He will investigate the possibilities of
entering into a reciprocal agreement with
foreign producers.
Will Visit Studios
He will go into foreign studios, consult with directors and outline to foreign
producers plans for producing motion
pictures of the quality demanded by
American audiences.
"Europeantheir
producers
distribute
pictures cannot
in thisexpect
countryto
unless these productions measure up to
the American standards," said Mr. Zukor
before sailing. "We shall more than
welcome, however, foreign productions
that will satisfy American motion picture
patrons and shall give these productions
every tionopportunity
for extensive since
distributhrough our organization,
we
realize that only through such methods
of reciprocity shall we be able efficiently
to circulate American-made pictures in
foreign countries.
Tours Several Countries
"I shall assure European producers
that America is not trying to monopolize
the motion picture industry throughout
the world, and shall attempt to combat
the prejudice that has sprung up in some
quarters abroad against American films.
This prejudice has been caused. I believe,
entirely because of reports that America
was unfriendly toward the distribution of
foreign films in the United States."
After conferring with officials of the •
London office of Famous Players, Mr.
Zukor will make an intensive study of
conditions in England; France, the
Scandinavian
countries, Italy and Czechoslovakia.
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Outlook

EUGENE V. BREWSTER
President
of Brewster Publications.
Brooklyn,
V., who Classics
is Editorandin Chief
of Motion X.Picture
three
other fan publications.
Brewster Sponsors
Modest Productions
Publisher Declares Stories
Should Receive First
Consideration
Eugene V. Brewster, president of
Brewster Publications, Inc., and editorin-chief of Motion Picture Magazine, Motion Picture Classic and Shadoidand, has
entered the producing field. He already
has made several productions, including
"Love's Redemption," "Ramon, the Sailmaker." and "From Farm to Fame," all
of which are what he calls simple, modest
productions.
He has thus far declined to enter into
competition with what he calls the "big
productions," believing that they are
merely a' passing fad. "There will always be a demand for super- features
with stupendous settings and costly fittings,"
they will be the exceptionhe says,
and not "but
the rule.
Story Is the Thing
see
how"The
the masses
very richoccasionally
live, and no like
longerto can
we say that one-half the world does not
■know how the other half lives. But there
has been too much of this sort of thing,
and it has been grossly exaggerated. The
poor are getting a very wrong impression
of the rich, and it tends to increase the
already
tented. too large army of the discon"Spectacles
every
picture
should arenotallbevery
madewell,a but
spectacle.
The story is the thing. Next should come
acting and characterization, and next art.
Lavishness Unnecessary
"The story
should artistically,
be told first
matically and second
but drawe
must not confuse art with cost. A hut
can be and should be artistic. And the
producer should not be forced into creating extravagant, costly sets when they
• are
not
necessary, and
merely
to givetheclass
to the production
to create
impres ion of bigness. It is this lavish and
unnecessary display that has made pictures so costly to the exhibitor, and
_ driven capital away.

HERALD

for U.

S. Films

in

Chairman of the
Standard Film Co.
Discusses Market
Conditions Abroad

England
Bright
this theatre with a picture of one of the
"THAT the outlook for American-made
films was never better in the British
United Artists' stars and also said he
hoped a plan would be worked out
Isles is the opinion of Major A. P. Holt, whereby
it would be possible for this
chairman of Standard Film Company.
house to play all United Artists features.
Ltd., of London, who recently paid a \isit
Interested with Major Holt in various
to the southern California film colony to British film enterprises is Lord Beaverbrother of Lord Xorthcliffe, celemake a survey of the production situa- brook, brated
British newspaper magnate.
tion with the idea of ascertaining what
The major said that the rapid building
pictures will be available for foreign dis- of new picture houses in the Bricish
Isles would tend to relieve the present
tribution in 1921.
congestion of American films there.
During Major Holt's visit to t >ie film
capital, business meetings of United Ar- William Hodge May
tists Corporation were in progress at the
Douglas Fairbanks studio and a number
Make Patriotic Film
of conferences were held between 'Doug"
A group of film men have been in Chiand the major for the purpose of discussing market conditions abroad with
cago for the past week endeavoring to serespect to the availability of the Big Four
cure the signature of William Hodge to a
pictures in the British Isles.
contract to make one of the most unusual
* * *
pictures ever conceived by a producer.
Major Holt, whose firm is the holding
Mr. Hodge, who is now appearing at the
company for Provincial Cinematograph
Theatres, Ltd., controlling seven British LaSalle theatre in "The Guest of Honor,"
has so far resisted the blandishment of the
theatres and several distributing companies, was able to supply Mr. Fairbanks
motion picture makers and has given no
with information invaluable to United
Artists regarding theatre conditions in sign of accepting this new offer.
The advancement of the idea is interestEngland, Scotland and Ireland, as well
ing, however, in that it indicates that
as on the continent.
This information was turned over to historical pictures are being considered
Mr. Abrams, president of United Artists, again tionsand
Mr. Hodge's
unusual
qualificain creating
a peculiar
American
type
who, with Dennis F. O'Brien, secretary
in acting are considered necessary to the
of that organization, was in California at same.
the time, outlining production schedules
It is proposed to make a picture which
and new foreign distributing affiliations
with Mr. Fairbanks, Miss Pickford and would have for one character Thomas Jefferson, in the Revolutionary epoch of
Charlie Chaplin.
American history, then as Stephen Decatur
* * *
•n the middle period of our history previWhile in the United States Major Holt
ous to the Rebellion, then as Abraham
is making a close study of motion picture Lincoln and finally as Mark Twain in the
theatres for the purpose of getting ideas nineties. Mr. Hodge is believed to be the
for the new theatre his concern is build- only man who could portray the various
ing at Brighton, England, at a cost of roles in question and put them over upon
more than $1,000,000. This cinema palace, the
screen.
with a seating capacity of 2,400, will be
the largest in the British Isles. It is
scheduled to open next June.
Clark Here to Survey
Major Holt expressed a desire to open
Industry, not Produce
(From Staff Correspondent)
NEW YORK, Feb. 8.— George Clark of
Public Demand Is for
George Clark Productions, London, will not
Suggestive Films Say
produce in America, as was reported when
Mothers of Saginaw
he arrived ten days ago. His purpose in
coming here was to visit his family and to
study film conditions. He will return to
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
London next week, after making a trip to
SAGINAW MICH., Feb. 8.—
Palm Beach.
The thought expressed by a score
Miss Leila Lewis, who is handling the
or more mothers meeting here republicity for the company in England, also
cently to discuss the present trend
will leave next week. She is here to arof motion pictures was that the
range for a cooperative handling of pubgreatest power for the elimination
of objectionable matter from films
licity. George Clark Productions are distributed here by Stoll Film Corporation of
— a power greater than censorship
America. Mr. Clark is the financial head
— rests in their hands.
of the organization. Guy Newall is in
One of the mothers declared
charge of production.
that at present the public seems to
demand pictures which are suggestive, salacious and risque
Vitagraph to Produce
"But," she continued, "we mothAnother Curwood Film
ers can change this more effectively and perhaps more speedily
David
Smith, director of "The Courby our own individual efforts than
age of Marge O'Doone," is beginning
by the adoption of resolutions of
production of another James Oliver Curprotest and condemnation.
wood story for Vitagraph. Philip Whit"In spite of the fact that we have
temore and Jeanne D'Ancambal will play
not done so, it nevertheless is a
fact that we have and can mould
the principal roles in "Flower of the
North." Many of the scenes will be shot
public opinion and control the
in the Hudson Bay distr'ct.
public demand."
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Jans Moves

Offices

To Godfrey Building
Headquarters Occupy Entire
49th Street Side of

Scene from "Nobody's Wife,"
the Christie
comedy
featuring Eddie Barry, published
through
Educational
Exchanges.
Educational

in

March

Will

Hold
International
Meeting
Educational Film Exchanges, Inc., this
cerning future business. He always has
pursued the policy of talking directly to
week notified its thirty-seven exchange
managers in the United States and the various sales representatives and giving them the fullest light on all developCanada to make airangements to attend ments.
its first international convention at
Heads of all the principal departments
either Chicago or Cincinnati some time will be present from the home office, and
in March.
in addition representatives of all the producers distributing through Educational
It is said that this will be the first
of their plans and hear suggestime that any motion picture distributing will tell
tions from the sales force as to how they
organization has held such an important can make their product even more pleasing to the exhibitor. According to the
meeting before the first year of its existence was ended. The first publication home office some new and far-reaching
through an Educational exchange was specialization plans will be announced.
made on June 20, 1920.
Results Are Pleasing
Tom Terris Finishes
Late in the fall a convention of the
Eastern exchanges was held at the Hotel
"Heart of Maryland"
Astor and the results were so pleasing
that the general meeting was immediately
As Vitagraph Special
planned. In the meantime Henry GinsTom
Terriss has completed the actual
berg, domestic sales manager, has made
a tour of all offices and special trips to production of another Vitagraph special,
different territories, while President E.
Heart of Marvland," the famous
W. Hammons. who is now on his way to "The
Belasco play of Civil war days. William
visit the producing units on the Coast, B.
Courtney provided the continuity.
will visit most of the offices going or on
The cast is headed by Catherine Calthe return trip. In addition, practically
vert, as the heroine, with Crane Wilbur
all of the managers have made trips to
as her leading man. Others are Felix
the home offices to get in closer touch.
Krembe, William Collier, Jr., Ben Lyon,
Await Hammons' Return
Bernard Siegel, Henry Hallam, Arthur
Definite announcement of the date of Earl, Warner Richmond, Master Rusthe convention awaits the return of Mr.
sell Griffin, Jane Jennings, Victoria
Hammons since he announced before he White
ing.
and Marguerite Sanchez.
left that he would probably have some
The picture is undergoing final editinteresting announcements to make conThe WHEELING

Structure
Herman F. Jans, president of Jans
Pictures, Inc., and Jans Film Service,
Inc., has moved into his new offices in
the Godfrey building at 729 Seventh
avenue, New York City.
Mr. Jans will occupy in these new
quarters probably as lavishly appointed
and scientifically equipped offices as any
in the country. The suite, which is at
1005-6, 729 Seventh avenue, occupies the
entire Forty-ninth street side.
Growth Necessitated Change
The growth of Mr. Jans' enterprises
has long necessitated the change which
he has finally made. The suite is furnished and fitted in mahogany. Mr. Jans'
own office is panelled in the same wood.
The floor is covered with a luxurious
taupe rug and the tone of the ceiling
carries out the same harmonious expression.
From the reception lobby a long hall
reaches
Mr. Jans'
this hall toextends
the office
officesand
of off
the from
staff
and auditing department. At the rear
are the ments
poster
and film renovating departand vaults.
Has Artificial Lighting
The entire suite is remarkably well
lighted with windows to such an extent
that this part of the building is called
"the daylight side." In addition, Mr.
Jans tiful
has artificial
equipped
his officesbelieving
with a beauillumination,
that
everything should be bright at all times
regardless of cloudy weather.
Mr. Jans has produced "Madonnas and
Men,"
"Wings
Pride,"Without
"A Woman's
Business"
and of"Love
QuesDistrict Managers

of

Famous Convene for
tion."
Annual N. Y. Meeting
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Feb. 8.— The district
managers of Famous Players-Lasky Corporation convened this week at the home
offices for their annual meeting. The
call was sent out by S. R. Kent, general
manager of distribution. Plans for distribution during the coming months are
being discussed.
Those attending are: Herman Wobber, San Francisco; Louis Marcus, Salt
Lake City; H. P. Wolfberg, Chicago; R.
C. LiBeau, Kansas City; H. A. Ross,
Detroit; H. H. Buxbaum, New York;
W. E. Smith, Philadelphia; J. D. Clark,
Philadelphia; Joseph H. Gilday, Kansas
City; Philip Reisman, Minneapolis;
Mr. Pratt, AtBoston;
Georgelanta,Schaeffer.
ng
Mr. Dent,
andEnterprise
s, Dallas,
Inc. representi
Southern

(W. Va.) REGISTER

Says

a commission on censorship would only cause emTo establish
for the ofstate.
is not
Censorship of moving
bar as ment tothosepictures
who have
hundreds
thousands
of dollars invested in a business that affords the public mucn
enjoyment and
enlightenment of value. Whatever censorship is necessary
the people.
should come from
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ADVERTISING

2? MOTION
Any

PICTURE

Exhibitor

s

PATRICK HARMON, proprietor of the Dreamland
dancing academy, Chicago, the greatest institution
of that nature in the city, concluded on February 3
one of the most spectacularly successful advertising stunts
in recent amusement advertising history. The stunt is
one which with slight if any modifications will serve any
exhibitor in the country.
At this time the exact measure of benefit derived
from the enterprise cannot be determined, but if only the
patronage of something like five thousand couples on
February 2 and 3 is considered the idea is one of impressive proportions. With the additional profit in the form
of popular comment and newspaper publicity which cannot
be definitely computed Mr. Harmon's accomplishment
takes on even greater significance.
Every theatre man should read the story of the stunt
and make use of the practical suggestion that it presents.

THE standard advertising of the
Dreamland consists of straight
copy posters on even- elevated railroad station platform in the Chicago system and single column
space in the newspapers measuring
up to and seldom beyond Al/2 inches.
Upon these mediums Mr. Harmon
depends chiefly for the publication
of his copy, copy of remarkable
continuity and forcefulness.
At the opening of the present
dancing season Mr. Harmon centered upon Elgar's orchestra, a sixteen-piece organization, as the dominating Dreamland attraction. Billboards and newspaper copy carried
new messages weekly, all written in
the intimate style that makes for
conviction and all stressing the
great
Elgar's
music. was
The merit
stunt ofunder
discussion
really started when a reward of
S100 was offered for information
leading to the discovery of a musician of any kind that could win
equal favor in popular contest
against a musician in the Dreamland organization. One such musician was discovered, according to
the advertisements, and the reward
was paid, the musician being added
to the orchestra.
* * *
THIS
incident
passed, the
Dreamland copy took on added
significance to those who see it

daily. The statements made concerning the orchestra were given
additional credit because of the
proof of managerial confidence
therein that had been established.
In almost every instance the reward was mentioned. The impression that a studious search for better music was in constant progress
was thoroughly implanted. Newspaper stories concerning the institution also gave out that suggestion.
Business was good at the Dreamland, and when Mr. Harmon
prophesied early in the Winter,
taking a chance that not many
would contemplate seriously, that
the weather would be mild throughout the season, thus calling attention to the natural floral decorations of the Dreamland, business
increased, maintaining volume as
his prophecy was borne out.
* * * NEWSPAPER announcement
was made several days prior
to the date set for the event that
one "Husk" O'Hare, leader of a
sixteen-piece orchestra of wide renown, had challenged Elgar's organization to a contest of supremacy. The date set for the contest
was February 2, and Mr. Harmon
published a statement that in the
event of O'Hare's victory he would
employ that organization and dispense with Elgar's
Advertising
copy services.
and newspaper

Stunt
statements carried a convincing
note which had added strength due
to the previously given proof of
Harmon's sincerity.
The Dreamland was filled to capacity on the night of February 2,
and the applause by which the decision was to be made was so evenly
balanced that it was decided to give
the orchestras a final test on the
succeeding evening. Again the attendance was of capacity proportions.
* * *
INwhich
the Mr.
advertisement
through
Harmon announced
the outcome of the contest his characteristic style of direct continuity
copy was used. The same, in
straightaway form, tells the rest of
the story. It follows:
O'HARE. When
theELGAR
"Husk" SHADES
O'Hare orchestra clashed
with Elgar's combination Wednesday
and Thursday nights the public
agreed
that the music beat everything
in
history.
FIRST ROUND— WEDNESDAY.
Elgar's sixteen kings of syncopation
opened, filling Dreamland with music
in
defiance
of O'Hare's
"Husk"
O'Hare's
sixteen challenge.
joy merchants countered with a shower of
"blues" that set the dancing mob
crazy. Honors even and everybody
keyed
up to high ROUND
"C" for the
fnal.
DECIDING
— THURSDAY. Everything set for the muss.
O'Hare opened. Elgar right back
with his "Creole Blues." Dreamland
shakes with applause. Elgar wins by
a shade.
"Husk" O'Hare says (not as an
alibi
either)
that Elgar's
continu
togethethree
too
r wasyears'
ous playing
much of a handicap.
Dreamland likes a game loser and
will give him his opportunity.
Elgar
Harmon's Dreamland, stays
meeting allat
* comers.
» *

with
success acadMR. theHARMO
and dancing
DreamlN'S
emy can be duplicated by every theatre manager with his musical organization, whether it consists of a
fifty-piece symphony orchestra or a
. The est
pianist
single organis
le
are adaptab
stunt
sentials of the or
to each.
The merit of the stunt is obvious.
As a single advertising stunt it will
doubtless pay for itself in directly
drawn additional patronage. As a
publicity feature it will create extensive comment among all to
whose attention it is brougnt.
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Showmanship

THE above scene from "The Passion
Flower," Norma Talmadge's forthcoming First National attraction, suggests a stage feature in which but one
performer need be employed and which
requires no unreasonably expensive setting. A dancer of the type indicated, introduced at the proper moment and with
advantageous lighting and musical arrangement, should produce excellent results. Where it is deemed advisable to
elaborate upon the feature no ingenious
showman will find it difficult to improvise suitable action.

| T?OR
presentation of "The Tavern
|
r Knight,"
the Stoll
feature,
tran1 sition
from modern
times
to thetheperiod
I of the play may be effectually bridged
| by use of a stage feature in which a
| reader costumed after the still sugges| tion may give one of the many colorful
| dramatic recitations characteristic of the
| literature of the period. With the audiI ence properly prepared by such a feat| ure the costume film production always
| scores a more satisfactory impression
| than otherwise.
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Suggestions

in

the

Stills

THE
can
comedy
volume

"School Days" act which endured for years upon the vaudeville stage
beto revived
or recreated
for feature Touse insure
with "Hey
Rube,"anda Christie
be distributed
by Educational.
best results
a great
of newspaper publicity, it may be advisable to use local talent exclusively in the feature, advertising for volunteers, offering prizes, etc., and
obtaining the co-operation of merchants and the school board in providing
props and suggestions, respectively. The stunt is one which should produce
precedential patronage if followed through in detail and extended over a
considerable period of preparation.

ONEArtists
of the
comedy stunts
"The Nut,"
Douglas
Fairbanks'purposes.
next United
production,
is easilyin adapted
to street
exploitation
The j
construction of the thing is familiar to the majority of showmen and essentially
simple. A man sent out on the street equipped as indicated, with policemen in j
pursuit, should attract sharp attention anywhere in the world. An occasional
"arrest" by the policeman, in which the hidden character comes to light bearlabel the
designating
stunting a with
picture. him "The Nut," should perfect the identification of the j
J
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A new box office record was established at the Mission theatre, Los
Angeles, when "A Small Town Idol,"
Mack Sennctt's
initial
feature
for Associated Producers,
Inc.,
was given
its
world premiere at that theatre. The
engagement was in many respects
what is commonly and somewhat
vaguely termed "an event."
The scale of prices charged, 55 to
8j cents for matinee and 55 cents to
Si. 50 for evening performances, is far
from the least interesting detail of
the engagement.

that time. The drawings are sugby titles appearing
the editionsgestedin which
they appearin and
the
contestant refers naturally to the
theatre advertisements in determining
the title upon which the drawing,
which is not a reproduction of a still
or otherwise directly related to the
motion picture production, is based.
Newspapers everywhere can use the
idea in like manner. Exhibitors,
working in a group, should present it
for adoption.

THE

Stick !
Theatres that have won outstanding
success fall naturally into two classifications with regard to program
policy. Novelty, constant change of
program content and order, has produced big business for some of the
most widely known playhouses. Exactly the opposite policy, unvarying
maintenance of established offerings
in accustomed order, has been found
as profitable by others.
Numerous arguments might be advanced in support of either policy. The
explanation of the apparently inconsistent parallel successes lies in the
fact that patrons who like novelty go
to the novelty house, while those of
opposite preferences go to the theatre
which gives them what they want.
If there is an advantage it lies on
the side of the novelty exhibitor, for
by the nature of his performance he
obtains publicity and discission which
the other theatre does not. But that
is not the important point.
The essential reason for both successes is the strict adherence to the
policy settled upon. Consistency is
the explanation of prosperity in each
instance.

exploitation conducted in behalf of the engagement was designed to appeal to the classes rather
than the masses, the type of stunts
usually employed for comedy features
being disregarded and newspaper copy
dwelling upon the magnitude of the
prdouction being used instead. Window displays that were obtained for
the purpose were modeled in like
manner.
The presentation feature was likewise simple. Miss Cecil Marsh, costumed to represent a "small town
girl." singing "Small Town Man ." a
song composed by C. Sharpe-Minor,
organist at the Mission, which is to be
published nationally by Remick bearing a dedication to the picture.
The showing opened on YVednesdav
night, and the big attendance of the
opening night was increased upon the
three following evenings, the house

The soloist who sang "Small Town
Mary" for the Mission presentation of
"A Small Town Idol," a song written
for the occasion by C. Sharpe-Minor,
Mission organist, dedicated to the production and to be published by Remick.
record,
held byupon
"TheSunday
Mark of
Zorro,"
being passed
evening.
Among those present during the
early portion of the engagement included Mary Pickford. Douglas Fairbanks. Hiram Abrams. Charlie Chaplin, Harry Leon W ilson. Mr. and Mrs.
Ben Turpin, Phyllis Haver. Katherine
MacDonald, B. P. Fineman. Thomas
H. Ince, Larry Semon, Sol Lesser and
Mayor Snyder of Los Angeles.

Newspaper Contest
Makes Readers Read
Amusement Columns

Night photograph showing the front of
the Mission theatre, Los Angeles, durrun of "Ainitial
Smallproduction
Town Idol,"
Macking theSennetfs
for
Associated Producers, Inc.

The "Write-a-Title" contest being
conducted by the Chicago Ezrning
American possesses qualities which
few like enterprises have evidenced.
Its chief direct effect, aside from the
circulation stimulant it should prove,
is to direct to the theatre advertisements carried in the newspaper the
critical attention of every reader.
Beginning with front page announcements following a series of
teaser drawings in two-column width
scattered through the paper, the contest offers prizes aggregating $1,000
for contestants who contribute at the
end of the 31 -day period of the contest the correct titles for the 62 drawings presented, two each day, during

Select either policv.
Stick !

Then —

An identification contest was conducted
by the Schine Theatrical Company of
Gloversville, N. Y., and the "Gloversville
Morning Herald" in behalf of "The Man
Who
Lost vehicle,
Himself,"theWilliam
Faversham's
Selznick
first four
persons
identifying the pedestrian who posed as
the man who lost himself being properly
rewarded.
Edith May, winner of the National
Salesgirl Beauty Contest, was an added
attraction recently at the New Strand
theatre, sisting
Milwaukee,
her experiences
"act" conof a story Wis.,
of her
during her visit to New York as winner
of the contest.
Frank Hammond, manager of the Rialto theatre, Atlanta, Ga., obtained a
double-page spread in the Sunday edition
of the "Atlanta American" by use of the
title "To Please One Woman."
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4. The price question answered.

7. A special frame card.

Putting the price question.

5. Night view of the Sun.

8. One of the special 6-sheets.

3. Date and theatre designated.

6. An effective lobby stunt

9. Two of the special lobby cards.
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Stunt

"Madame X," the Goldwyn prod"uction, broke the record of the Sun
theatre, Omaha, Neb., recently, being
held over for a second week. An exploitation stunt that can and should
be adopted by all exhibitors, for this
or another production, gives the event
special importance.
The story of the advance campaign
conducted by Harry and Sam Goldberg, owners of the theatre, and
N. N. Frudenfeld, publicity director,
should be read by every exhibitor.

THE advance campaign was started
four weeks before the opening day
of the run with the posting of 100
8-sheet posters reading, ''Should that
be
e 35X,'cents
ay, at'Madam
great
SI or at
in Omaha
shown photopl
a seat ?" For two weeks these posters
were left standing, while 50.000
dodgers asking the same question and
newspaper teasers bearing like copy
made their appearance.
At the end of that time a newspaper
announcement was made that the Sun
theatre had booked the attraction, that
$1 had been charged elsewhere and
that the Sun management, under great
expense to obtain the production, had
decided to leave the fixing of the admission price to the public.
Then a special midnight showing
was given to an invited audience representing all walks of life, blanks
being given them upon which they
might indicate their opinion of the admission question. The returns showed
that 35 cents was the figure considered
advisable by the majority, and announcement that that figure would be
charged was made forthwith through
ever}7 available medium.
The newspaper critics, who had
been present at the advance showing,
gave the coming attraction great publicity. And the billboards of the citywere given more attention, those
already standing being carded with an
announcement of the price to be
charged and other boards and windows being posted with specially prepared paper.
The lobby was then cleared of
everything that could be moved and a
sign provided to explain that it had
been enlarged to accommodate the
crowds expected. The exterior was
decorated in the thorough manner
characteristic of Sun theatre display,
flowersused.
suggestive of Mother's Day
being
The showing opened to precedential
patronage, daily and weekly attendance records being broken, and at the
10:30 performance a special presenta-

Street view of the Sun theatre, Omaha, Neb., showing the crowds drawn by the
four weeks' campaign.
tion feature was given in which a
poem. "Mother." written by a citizen
of Omaha, was recited, and "You Are
a Wonderful Mother'' was sung by a
concealed soloist. The presentation
was dedicated to the mothers of
Omaha.
None will fail to grasp the significance of the enterprise. Xo exhibitor
who is in doubt upon the question of
admission prices will fail to appreciate
the lasting value of the .information
obtained in such an investigation.
Exploitation, in this instance, was
employed to two very much worth
while ends. The single engagement
was made an epochal success for the
Sun theatre. The management of that

theatre learned much about public disposition that could have been learned
as satisfactorily in no other way.
The Sun theatre, long prominent
among American motion picture playhouses in presentation and exploitation, has done nothing in previous history as worth while in every sense of
that
term as the "Madame X"
campaign.
The Hunt Optical Company of Denver, Colo., utilizes instead of the regulation printed chart for eye testing a
practical duplication of the same the
copy of which constitutes Paramount
Pictures advertising. Fred V. Greene,
Jr., of Paramount, arranged the cooperation.

The Sun theatre foyer decorated in flowers suggestive of Mothers' Day during the
fortnight engagement of "Madame X."
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Short Subject Is
New Noble Policy
Paul E. Noble, manager of the
Liberty theatre, Portland, Ore., has
again demonstrated his grasp of
theatre progress and advance, his most
recent innovation being the adoption
of presentation for short subjects, an
innovation which readers familiar
with the past work of Mr. Noble will
watch with interest because of the
marked skill in stagecraft which he
has exhibited.

A country store lobby stunttenused
for "Down Home,"
complimentary
tickets. obtained at a total cost of

"Down
Home"
Lobby
Produced
for Ten

O. F. Wells, manager of the Lincoln theatre, Chariton, la., staged one
of the most effective and practical exploitation stunts in recent history in
behalf of "Down Home," the Irvin
Willat production distributed by the
W . W. Hodkinson Corporation, the
accompanying illustration showing the
theatre front during the period of the
stunt's operation. Mr. Wells' description ofthe enterprise, which is its oxvn
story of the enterprise, follows:
WkT AM sending you a picture of
JL my lobby display used on
"Down Home," which played here
Jan. 21-22. Here is how I worked it
out.
"I went to the merchants from
whom I wanted to get props and gave
each a comp for what I took. I clothed
the fellows who were dressed as farmers the same way, and the total display
cost me the sum of ten comps.
"They started to sing about fifteen
minutes before each performance, and
then they played checkers during the
performance and cracked farmer
jokes. They also went around the
town and got the people asking what
they were doing in the make-up, which
caused curiosity.
"The display helped me out quite a
bit for what it cost, and my advice
to brother exhibitors is to do more of
it, as it always pays.
"I also wish to say the first thing
I look at in your trade paper is the
displays that managers are making.
O. F. Wells.
Lincoln theatre, Chariton, la.

Stunt
Tickets

Lawrence F. Stuart, manager of
the Old Mill theatre, Dallas, Tex.,
employed a jazz band of nine pieces
for the exploitation and presentation
of "Go and Get It." The regular
theatre orchestra accompanied the
picture except during the first reel,
and the jazz band gave hourly concerts on the sidewalk in front of the
house, attracting such satisfactory
business that it has I een made a permanent feature of the theatre.

"Wet and Warmer," Henry Lehrrnan's First National two-reel comedy,
was the attraction given the first short
subject presentation at the Liberty,
and the accompanying photograph
shows the setting, obtained by use of
a single specially painted drop. The
players
in dialogue
istic ofengaged
the fiction
knight ofcharacterthe road
and worked steadily up to the climax,
which was the screening of the picture
to an audience put in proper receptive mood by the stage humor.
Mr. Noble's action in thus taking
the lead in work which should be undertaken byevery exhibitor is characteristic of the man, long considered
one of the most progressive and resourceful theatremen of the country.
An example set by a man of his standing in the theatre field cannot be of
other than desirable effect.
A young man in straw hat, overalls,
boots and with his coat over his arm
walking leisurely down the streets of
Creston, Iowa, brought attention to the
fact that at"Peaceful
exhibited
the StrandValley"
theatre.was being

Paul Noble's set for the presentation
"Wet and Warmer," a two-reel First
Nationalofcomedy.
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Stanley Chambers, manager of the
Palate theatre, Wichita, originator
of some of the best newspaper advertising tactics in general theatre use,
recently turned his attention to exploitation and presentation. The result,
as was to be expected of such a man
as Mr. Chambers' work has stamped
him, has been successful in the extreme.
Tivo of Mr. Chambers' recent enterprises arc putorially reproduced
herewith and described in the follozcing story. Mr. Chambers' successful
use of local talent in presentation demonstates the practicality of the practice
frequently adznsed in this department.

THE Palace Anniversary Week was
the occasion for the use of local
talent in presentation. "The Charm
School," the Paramount production,
was booked for the week, and in addition to the male quartette seen in the
illustration violin and piano soloists
were rehearsed in a feature called "A
Xight at the Club," the whole being
staged by P. Hans Flath, musical director of the Palace, whom Mr.
Chambers describes as "one of the
in this
the country
bestThein feature
ran for
halfcapacity.
an hour"
and constituted, to again use Mr.
Chambers' words, "a real treat for all
music lovers."
"The Testing Block," a recent

Chambers' stage feature for the Palace Anniversary.
Paramount-Hart production, was advertised through the stunt illustrated
in another accompanying reproduction. The horse used was obtained
from the Kansas National Live Stock
Show, held in Wichita, having been
brought from the West Coast and rep-

resented asHart's original Pinto pony.
Concerning the stunt, Mr. Chambers
writes :
.
"The photograph is of a partv
named Bush, whom we imported to
impersonate Bill Hart, riding a horse
which
they claim
is Bill Hart's
Pinto pony.
Personally
I do notoriginal
think
it is Hart's horse, though the Stock
Show claims that it is, for I have
tried to compare the markings of this
hor^e with those of Hart's and find
they do not agree. Nevertheless the
idea and the resemblance brought us
great returns.
"We did not advertise that the impersonator was Hart or not. We just
let the public worry it out for themselves. When anybody approached
him he would simply hand them a card
which reads. 'Wm. S. Hart. Now
appearing at the Palace theatre in
" The Testing Block".' "
Both enterprises have the unmistakable qualities of expert showmanship.
They are characteristic of their producer, than whom American theatredom offers no finer representative of
progressiveness and executive ability.
Letters from First National stars
endorsing their current vehicles as the
best of their making have been utilized
to good advantage in newspaper advertising by E. G. Stellings, manager of
the Grand theatre, Wilmington, Del.
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EXHIBITORS have seldom looked forward to the
opening date of an attraction better equipped in advance for the exploitation man than "Outside the Law,"
Universal's starring vehicle for Priscilla Dean. In the
comparatively brief public life of the production it has
been accorded publicity and exploitation seldom paralleled
in a similar period.
The New York premiere, launched with special Sunday performances at four legitimate theatres, was recently
described and pictorially represented in this department.
The magnitude of that event was such as to assure the
attraction a ready-made audience in a great portion of the
East.
The teaser campaign conducted with 24-sheets in
various large cities has been made the subject of Universal
advertisements.
From Los Angeles, the Superba theatre of that city
reports business justifying an extended engagement, the
accompanying photograph showing the theatre front during the third week and the means which was utilized to
impress that fact upon passers-by. It is a fact which
cannot be stressed too strongly.
The photograph also discloses a method of exploitation which can be adapted to the requirements of exhibitors
everywhere who play the attraction. The convict costume
is easily procurable, or can be made up especially at little
expense. The idea may be confined to the dressing of
house attendants in this or elaborated upon at will.
The story printed in this department several weeks
ago for a New York engagement of "Good References"
revealed methods of exploitation by use of convicts which
are readily applicable to the present production. An actual
duplication is, of course, not advisable, but the most limited
imagination easily produces at the association of the two
events countless possibilities.
As a climax to a teaser campaign of whatever style is
utilized the convict idea seems to fill every requirement.
It will no doubt be utilized by exhibitors in every section
of the country.

Convict exploitation for "Outside The Law" was maintained
throughout the third week of the run at the Superba
theatre, Los Angeles.

Ascher's Merrill theatre, Milwaukee, Wis., obtained the effect of
action with a still cutout composition for interior lobby
use in connection with "The Mark of Zorro."

Merrill

Cutouts

Action

Suggest

of Fairbanks

Film

theatre,
of Ascher's
manager
ROUDA, Wis.,
HM.
of
suggestion
effectiveMerrill
attained
• Milwaukee,
action as popularly associated with the starring productions
of Douglas Fairbanks by use of cutouts in a recent interior lobby display for "The Mark of Zorro," Fairbanks'
United Artists production. The accompany illustration
gives a general idea of the lobby appearance gained.
The advisability of stressing the action element in
advertising a Fairbanks' attraction is not open to question.
The agility of that star has always been one of the most
popularly remembered phases of his work. To connect up
in advertising the memory of past productions with the
anticipation of the new one, in terms of action, is anything
but a simple matter. Mr. Rouda achieved it by a device
as effective as it is adaptable.
Mr. Rouda's description of the display follows :
"The background was of amber color, with red and
amber lights overhead and blue lights to the extreme left,
to give the setting a sort of sunset effect.
"A cutout figure of Douglas Fairbanks in a jumping
position suspended in mid-air between the two houses.
These houses were built of beaver board and stand out
very prominently in the display.
"To the right there was a hay stack and also a little
cart filled with hay. Figures in the foreground were
painted and cut out to represent men chasing Fairbanks,
with swords in their hands. Two figures on the roof, to
the left,
same as
foreground."
Without
thethose
colorsin the
described
the display loses some
but by no means all of its effectiveness. The black and
white reproduction is sufficiently informative for the exhibitor who sees fit to adapt the Milwaukee style of lobby
decoration when he plays the attraction.
Where it is impossible to incorporate the same elements in newspaper advertising, and perhaps to duplicate '
the pictured "leap for life" as a mobile exploitation stunt,
utilizing the hayrick once popular with circus clowns and
still encountered in vaudeville, exceptionally good results
may be obtained.
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AMONG the enterprises through which E. L. Hyman,
managing director, has brought the Brooklyn Strand
theatre, Brooklyn, N. Y., into a dominant position among
American motion picture playhouses since his identification
with that institution, none have shown more clearly the
wisdom of his :showmanship than the specially staged
feature' illustrated
which hasThere
been is,
usedback
to
popularize
the tradeupon
markthisof page
the theatre.
of the enterprise itself, the type of management that makes
the exhibitor the dominating figure of the motion picture
industry.
The trade mark of the Brooklyn Strand has been
used over a long period in newspaper advertising and
otherwise. It has not been adhered to when occasion proved
that course arbitrary to best results, but a distinct effort
has been made to keep it before the eyes of the Strand
clientele a major portion of the time.
To further impress upon patrons the important fact
that it is the Strand trade mark, and that it is nothing
other than that and can never be identified with any other
institution, a huge figure of the girl featured in the
Close-up showing details of the mechanism by which the effect
was gained.
tion. It is to be hoped that many will follow the example
presented.
It is to be hoped, also, that many will follow Mr.
Hyman's example in presenting short subjects, as illustrated in the case of "Training Manhandlers at West
Point,"
an Arrow Sport Pictorial, recently presented with
an epilogue.
The photograph reproduced shows the setting used,
the exterior of a cantonment. The subject was so arranged
that the last scene showed men in uniform marching, and
the curtain was raised to show the setting at the conclusion
of the reel. Four well known barracks songs were then
sung by a astrio,the bugler
their
conclusion
the and
spotlight
picked blew
out the"Retreat"'
national at
emblem
flying above the scene, hitherto in darkness.
Here is better presentation of short subjects than is
in the majority of theatre accorded feature attractions.
There is something amiss when such conditions are permitted to exist for long. But they will not exist for long.
The American exhibitor is not so constituted as to
permit it.
The auditorium appearance
the Brooklyn Strand's trademark stageof feature.
design was made up and placed in a dominant position
upon the stage. An idea of the size of this figure may be
gained when it is made clear that within the metal ball
which she is represented as holding a soloist stands upon
a platform and sings the number which is considered for
use in that connection.
The whole psychology of the trade mark might be
gone into in connection with the Strand innovation, but
such length is neither desirable nor of purpose. The value
of the trade mark, to a theatre or any other institution
or product, is impressed upon all automatically by the
trade marks with which daily contact is experienced.
The motion pictures that are shown in American
theatres bear the trade marks of their makers.
It is
obviously true that the exhibitor should have a trade mark
• for
his theatre itself as well as for the products that he
exhibits.
Mr. Hyman shows his appreciation of this fact when
he goes to the indicated length to impress the trade mark
of his institution upon the consciousness of his patrons.
Too few exhibitors have made proper effort in this direc-

The Brooklyn Strand's epilogue for "Man Handlers at West
Point," an Arrow short subject.
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Anderson

Proves

Consistent
John Anderson, manager of the
Princess theatre, Boone, la., and a
motion picture pioneer, has tested the
serial form of entertainment and a
consistent policy of presenting that
type of attraction perhaps more thoroughly than any theatre man in
America. The accompanying illustration, a reproduction of a photograph
taken after the first performance of
the initial episode of "King of the
Circus," the Universal serial, is convincing proof of his wisdom in the
course pursued over a period of eleven
years.
The photograph is not one made
possible by extraordinary advertising
or other exceptional methods employed to produce precedential patron-

Merit

Serial
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Policy

Saturday has been, from that time
until
present, "Short
Day"
at thethePrincess.
Except Subject
for a period
when an attempt was made to combine
a five-reel production with the short
subject program, there has always
been a serial and two or three comedies or other short subjects upon the
Saturday program of the theatre.
Citizens know that. Farmers within
traveling distance of the city follow
each serial as steadily as the townspeople. And at the beginning of every
new serial a condition very similar to
that pictured herewith exists.
If there is in any quarter concern as
to alleged waning popularity of the
serial form of entertainment, the fact
that Mr. Anderson planned to run

WfcSUY r*u*us Baw
THI GoW-fa get
KM ST4( ||
it
HAS NOThinC ON Ml FOf I ■ f
TMt«l i A (fin ft tr
.,. , „
VWITlUl r A Alt' Hit flU I Hi
MAM fHUKlfi At i h*n U
GO
GET IT

An inexpensive street stunt used with
excellent results in behalf of "Go and

Get It."
Barry's

Freckles

Suggest Stunt for
"Go and Get It"
Jacob Alpert, manager of the Victory theatre, Putnam, Conn., followed
in the footsteps of other exhibitors in
utilizing Wesley Barry's freckles for
advertising purposes in connection
with "Go And Get It," the First National attraction, to the point of actual
duplication, when a new angle of effective novelty was introduced. The
illustration shows graphically the stunt
employed.
After the two weekly newspapers
of Putnam had been provided with
teaser copy, after the city had been
flooded with printed cards bearing the
same and similar wording, the boy appeared upon the street coincidentally
with the public announcement of details of the engagement.
"Go And Get It" broke records,
which is the proof of the stunt.

A consistent serial policy maintained over a period of years produced this patronage
for the Princess theatre, Boone, la., for the second screening of the first episode
of "King of the Circus."
age for the single occasion. A practical duplicate of the photograph
might be made upon any afternoon
when a new serial is being given its
first showing at the Princess.
Mr. Anderson, who entered the motion picture field at a time when a tworeel production was considered impractical and shared with practically
every theatre man the belief that

"King of the Circus" at matinee performances only and was forced by
popular demand to include it in the
evening program should serve as convincing evidence to the contrary.
Mr. Anderson's consistent serial
policy has been demonstrated a policy
of success. Theatre men in every part
of the country should profit by his excellent example.

"What Happened to Mary?" the first
serial produced, was a monstrosity of
some sort that could not be taken seriously, applied his present consistent
serial policy as soon as that production
had scored its remarkable success and
similar ones were placed upon the
market.

Joe Rickli, manager of the Eagle theatre, Pana, 111., co-operated with the school
board in behalf of "The Last of the Mohicans,"
duction,theto Associated
such good Producers'
effect that proan
arrangement was made whereby children
possessing tickets to the matinee were
excused from school. Five hundred
youngsters grasped the significance of
the situation and bought tickets, whereupon school was closed for the afternoon.

It Pays!
A visitor to the Woodlawn theatre, .Chicago, on Sunday, Feb. 6,
was asked the usual, "How did you
like the picture?"
"Midsummer Madness" was the
feature, there were good supporting
subjects, and the highly efficient
Woodlawn orchestra gave one of the
"talking machine concerts" which
have been developed to a high degree of excellence at this playhouse.
The first phase of the performance
commented upon, however, was
neither the feature nor the short subjects, though these and the concert
came in for extended discussion
afterward. The reply was, "They
didn't show any advertising. Not
a word about what was coming for
pays.of the week."
theIt rest
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"Kismet"

Presentation

"Kismet," the Robertson-Cole production ofOtis Skinner's stage success, gives promise of gaining a place
of its own in theatre history as the
greatest presentation picture of its
time. So consistently have exhibitors
labored in behalf of the picture that
the trade question, "Did they put it on
right?" is no longer asked when an
individual engagement is mentioned.
Los Angeles and Minneapolis.
Minn., zi'here the production is most
recently reported as producing extraordinary patronage, have followed the
custom established in earlier showings.

Los Angeles, a
AT topTally's
price theatre,
of $2 was charged, and
the presentation was in keeping with
the admission. Gates were constructed totake the place of the front
curtain and opened upon a harem
scene in which five dancers gave
Oriental numbers, the dimming lights
properly darkening the house as the
girls drew aside the curtains to disclose the screen. Ushers and other
attendants were costumed in keeping
with the occasion and Oriental lighting effect was maintained throughout
the theatre.
Charles C. Perry, manager of the
Xew Lyric theatre. Minneapolis, was
even more thorough in his treatment
of the production. The paintings and
hangings borrowed for lobby use are
said to have been worth something
over $40,000. Pages were dressed as
Turkish peasants and met the patron
in the foyer.
The interior of the theatre was

Crowds that attended Tally's theatre,
Los Angeles, during the "Kismet"
engagement.

Front of the New Lyric theatre, Minneapolis, Minn., where Charles Perry, manager,
used the greatest prologue in the history of that theatre for the presentation
of "Kismet."
decorated in like manner, and the
stage was lighted with Oriental effect.
Blue lights in the foreground were
turned upon the audience while the
settings, a harem interior, was prepared and the dancers, eleven of
which participated, took their positions. Reversal of the lights threw
them into vision and they danced before the divan throne of their mistress, increasing pace in accordance
with the stimulated tempo of the
music until they fell in seeming exhaustion upon the stage floor as the
picture reached the screen.
Business reports from both theatres are of the tone that has
characterized all reports thus far received upon well managed presentations of the production. There is in
the nature of these reports important
proof of the value of presentation.
Were the sole mission of the production to stimulate theatre men in this
work it could not be regarded by
serious thinkers in the industry as
other than a great success.

"Kick!"
An editorial quip in the Indianapolis (Ind.) News reads: "It takes
a keen eye nowadays to distinguish
between the advertisements of un-

derwear and those of motion picExaggerated for the sake of humor, as the comment is, there is occasional foundation for it. The tendtures."ency to seek to attract attention,
and sometimes patronage, by emphasizing unduly some incident in a
play that presents one or more characters in slight attire is not one of
the best currently in operation.
Judgment is the advertiser's sole
dependable guide in this as in every
other phase of his work. The effective "kick" for which every copywriter and designer strives may be
obtained by many methods more desirable and infinitely more effective
than by that indicated.
It is doubtful, it may also be
pointed out, if the biggest sellers
in undergarments are those most
daringly advertised. There are
methods which defeat the ends for
which they are employed.
"Go to the Devil" was the catch line
used in teaser exploitation for "The
Devil." the
AssociatedJ. Cobe,
Exhibitors
production, byAndrew
managing
director of the Rialto theatre, Lawrence, Mass.. upvn several thousand
red cards distributed. The picture was
presented with dancing girls against
a fiery grotto background similar in
many respects to that used by Joseph
Plunkett at the New "ork Strand
premiere.
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ALBRIGHT'S illuminated set masks for the organ pit
which is changed bi-monthly. Mr. Albright is artist as well as
exhibitor and states that the front of his auditorium is kept
fresh of appearance by this means.

LANTATION DAYS," staged upon a small stage at the
^ rear of the main stage at the Missouri theatre, St. Louis,
as an added feature during a recent week. The feature was
followed by —

wfc\/TAYTIME," another creation by William Goldman, man■L
aging director, which took place on the same sub-stage,
the transformation being effected without appreciable loss of
time.

A LITTLE foliage and a great deal of stock paper was used
by Hunter Smith, manager of the Princess theatre, Athens,
Tex., in constructing this lobby display for "The North Wind's
Malice," the Goldwyn production. Brilliant lighting heightened
the effect of the spread during the evening.

/^NE of the window displays for "Silk Hosiery" obtained by
Nick Ayer, advertising manager of the California theatre,
San Francisco, in which all but the shoes worn by the model
consisted of silk hosiery. Eighteen windows were treated in
like manner in the interests of the Paramount production.
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JACK LANSONE, manager of the Bristol theatre, Bristol,
Conn., believes that a picture that is not too old to play is
not too old to advertise, as his window display for "The Idol
Dancer," the First National attraction, indicates.

FRANK LACEY, a master of lobby decoration and manager
of the Majestic theatre, Portland, Ore., utilized methods
pictorially described above in advertising a hold-over engagement of First National's "Dangerous Business."

ONE of the most effective lobby displays used for Universal's
"Shipwrecked Among Cannibals," the attractive jungle
effect being obtained by the Grand Circus theatre, Detroit,
Mich. The box office was not open at the time the photograph
was taken.

A BILLBOARD tester campaign in which New York was
blanketed with massive three-color posters like the above
was conducted by the exploitation department of Famous Players-Lasky with the result that the opening of the picture at
the Rivoli theatre broke that house's box office record.

WR. FERGUSON, Goldwyn headquarters exploitation
• representative, went to Washington, D. C, to arrange
for the lobby display and other advertising of the Criterion
theatre playedfor
"The not
Revenge
Live animals were disin a cage
visible ofin Tarzan."
the photograph.

TO THE sixteen-piece concert orchestra which has been
maintained since the opening of the Hippodrome theatre,
Napa, Cal., a city of 6,000 population, is crediteJ by the management the splendid support which the house has received.
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The Ridgewood theatre, Brooklyn, N. Y., during the Fourth Anniversary Week.

c
Eastern

Showmen

Exploit

Theatre

Accompanying reproductions of
photographs taken by an EXHIBITORS
Herald representative of Brooklyn,
N. Y., theatre activities reveal less
clearly than his written report the results of management methods in force
which should be adopted in considerable degree by exhibitors everywhere.
The dominant advertising thought
among Brooklyn exhibitors is for the
advertising of the theatre primarily,
the attraction being given second place
in the majority of cases.
S. L. Whiting, manager of the
Ridgewood theatre, shown in accompanying illustrations, gave evidence of
this tendency in his 4th Anniversary
Week, in progress at the time the
photograph was taken. Though "The
Mark of Zorro," Douglas Fairbanks'
most recent United Artists production,
was the attraction, the theatre and the
anniversary were brought most prominently into the foreground in practically all publicity efforts made.
The policy is thoroughly commendable in almost every respect. There
lies in the adoption of such a policy
a single danger, the possibility that an
attraction of unusual merit may be
given less than its due amount of advertising and the engagement therefore yield less than its potential profit,
but that danger is one which should
not give pause to the man who realizes

•

Actively
Prestige

as every man should realize that it is
by his theatre rather than by attractions exhibited therein that he must
succeed or fail.
The possibility is easily avoided by
an extension of budget limitations to
accommodate extra advertising for the
theatre itself rather than to pay for it
out of the general advertising budget.
Brooklyn exhibitors display sound
showmanship in thus focusing atten-

Night
of the Ridgewood
while "The
Markview
of Zorro"
was in engagement.
tion upon their theatres. Theatre
thought of the day evidences a remarkably unified movement toward
improvement in that direction. The
service of the leaders in this*
movement is a genuine one
which should
W
W
not be permitted
to pass unappreciated.

Street view of the Strand, Brooklyn, showing crowds drawn to the showing of
"The Devil."
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The Alhambra theatre, Los Angeles, added |
|
|
|
|
|

novelty
Honor
traction,
married
divorce

to the exploitation campaign for "Love
and Behave," the First National atby admitting free of charge couples
in 1921 and all persons who presented
degrees or alimony checks.

Arthur
First

National Showmanship
Still Service Passes Test

in the stills" service
ip suggestions
"showmansh
THE
department by Associated First
from this
adopted
National Pictures, Inc., and offered as an aid to
exhibitors booking First National attractions gives promise of developing effectiveness approaching that of the
original. The stills reproduced herewith, contributed for
the purpose and with specific suggestions by First National,
are from " Scrambled Wives.'" a forthcoming production
in which Marguerite Clark is featured.
The contributed suggestions are to the effect that a prologue can be staged with a setting modeled after the stills
and with one of the characters wearing a Bendel mask.
Though no information as to nature of the episode depicted in the photograph is offered, a Japanese feature is
not one which will give the stage director great difficulty.
Knowledge of this nature is of great value, of course, and
will doubtless be provided with future stills of like purpose, but no great hardship is worked upon the ingenious
exhibitor in the present instance.
To make specific suggestions, other than for stage setting, with only the working ' material at hand, would be
to arbitrarily cramp the exhibitor who plans his presentation well in advance of playing date. The prologue which
such an exhibitor will evolve will doubtless prove as satisfactory as any that can be outlined under the present
circumstances.

|
|
j
|
|

Wenzel.

press

representative

I
|
|
|

of §

Grauman"s theatres in the same city, scored an
innovation during the same week by persuading
Lois Weber, Jack Holt. Conrad Nagel and Lila
Lee, all important figures of the production, to
sell tickets at the Rialto during the extended

|
|
\
|
|

| run of "Midsummer Madness."

|
|
=
|

Specially designed cards, the chief decorative
element of which consisted of playing cards
pasted in the proper order to augment the title,
were employed with good effect throughout
Evansville. Ind., in behalf of the Criterion theatre

| engagement of "A Full House." the Paramount

|
|
|
I
|
|

| production.

|
|
|
|
|

R. G. Gary. Paramount exploitation man, published a volume, supposedly by Wallace Reid.
titled, "What I Know About Women," during
the run of "The Charm School" at the Strand
theatre, Omaha. Neb. The "volume," which was
distributed at the theatre, was in four pages, the

|
|
|
|
|
j

| inner two bearing the single word, "Nothing." |

|
|

A camel and a donkey have been borrowed from |
"Mecca," the stage production in engagement at |
the Auditorium theatre, Chicago, for use in the j

| lobby of Barbee's Loop theatre during the run j
1 cf "Immortality." a foreign-made attraction.

|
I
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

"Sunkist" oranges, on sale throughout the country, are wrapped in ordinary tissue paper made
extraordinary by reason of the cooking recipes
printed thereupon.
Of a dozen wrappers inspected no two bore the same recipe. Housewives save them. There may be a more effective
way of insuring preservation of theatre house
organs, but it is not in common use. A page of
"Household Hints" should prove a valuable addition to any programme.

|
|
|
|
j
j
|
|
|
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Chambers of the Palace theatre, Wichita,
Kansas. Mr. Chambers is a Realart Star
Franchise holder. "Not only am I pleased
with Realart,' said Mr. Chambers, 'tut
I always try to book the pictures on their
earliest
dates,meif that
possible.'
Mr.
Chambersrelease
also told
he found
business generally building up right
along and said he could see no reason
why this shouldn't be a happy year for
the industry. With new theatres opening
and the public's
creasing, itlookedinterest
to him inaspictures
though in-it
would prove a banner season.
"This spirit of optimism and confidence
is shared by H. E. Sherman of the Bee
theatre, Albuquerque, New Mexico. In
his estimation 1921 will round out a
record to be proud of.
"Buffalo is coming right along, too, as
well as Chicago, where the theatres are
doing good business and exhibitors are
confident that they will continue to do so.
Same Story in Oregon
"Out in Portland, Oregon, G. A. MetzKer of the Rivoli theatre had practically
the same story to tell. Better pictures,
he felt, are bringing bigger crowds, and
with so many important advances in the
production of pictures, the industry, as
he saw it, is enjoying a prosperity it has
not known before. He, too, spoke of the
building boom, referring to it as a sure
sign
that the appeal of motion pictures
is widening.
"Frankly," concluded Mr. MacMeekin,
behas isstrengthe
"my lieftrip
of the
to bemyonefirm
destined ned
that this
biggest years our industry has known.
that so many
glad to find
I'm mightythroughou
exhibitors
t the country share

that belief."
New Quarters of the Chicago Vitagraph Exchange on South Wabash Ave., Opened
February 7.
Exhibitors

Looking

for Biggest

Year

Declares MacMeekin
Following Tour
Predictions that 1921 would prove one business. He felt that the present season
of the best years, if not the banner year, would shape up as a good one for motion
in the history of motion pictures arc pictures. And Realart, he told me, is
being justified, according to John N. proving one of his best bets for the year.
"Montana and Washington arc, like
MacMeekin,
specialto representative, who has Realart's
just returned
New York
the middle West, in fine shape. Seattle
alone
opened two new first run
afterthea United
six months'
tour Mr.
of aMacMeekin
large part houses, has
of
States.
the Blue Mouse and the Winter
talked with exhibitors in the key cities Garden. Both of them are playing to
he visited and found them practically
capacity business. John Hamrick has
just secured the Realart star franchise for
united in the opinion that the present
his Blue Mouse theatre. He, too, seems
year would be an exceedingly prosperous
one for the industry. Traveling from the outlook.
more than pleased with this year's
Atlantic to the Pacific, Mr. MacMeekin
obtained first-hand information regarding
New Theatres Find Backing
the 1921 outlook.
"To
me, one of the best indications
Exhibitors Are Optimistic
that this year is destined to be a big one
fcr
our
industry is the fact that projects
"What impressed me particularly,"
for needed new theatres can always find
said
he
yesterday,
"was
the
optimistic
attitude of exhibitors. This cheerful out- ready backing. The new theatres. I have
look is not confined to certain isolated observed, always open to big business
localities, for my tour embraced key and continue to play to capacity audicities from one end of the country to ences.
the other.
"Denver, Colorado, is a close contender
with Kansas City on optimism and pro"I spent some time in Kansas City
gressiveness.
It is reported that two
and found local exhibitors in an optimistic frame of mind. Frank Newman of new first run theatres are to be added
the- Newman theatre was particularly
to Denver's list in the next six months.
cheerful over the outlook. Mr. Newman
That city is in excellent shape and motion
deprecated the suggestion of lowering
pictures
are certainly coming into their
admission prices. In his opinion that own.
would be nothing less than folly. Sam
"The same thing is true, I found, in
Harding of the Liberty theatre, also in Montana, Missoula, Billings and Great
Kansas City, expressed the same cheerful
Falls, among others, are doing great business. Exhibitors in those towns are
optimism
over the business outlook generally.
most optimistic both as to the present and
the coming season.
Omaha, a Nebraska,
A. H.theatres,
Blank
who"In controls
dozen or more
"Among other exhibitors with whom
said that his managers all report splendid
I talked regarding conditions was Stanley

Specialty to Handle
Hallroom Boys Films
Joe Brandt Closes Deal on
Comedies During Recent
Trip to Canada
Joe Brandt, president of C. B. C. Films
Sales Corporation, has returned to New
York after a trip to Canada, where he
closed with Specialty Film Importing,
Ltd., for distribution of Hallroom Boys
comedies in Toronto, Calgary, Vancouver and St. John.
Mr. Brandt's sale of Hallroom Boys
comedies for Canada is a direct follow-up
of
of "A for
Doggone
onetheofshowing
this series,
a weekMix-Up,"
at the
Strand theatre, New York, which served
as an illustration to state righters that
there is a demand in the most exclusive
comedy.
markets for independently produced
Before returning to New York, Mr.
Brandt also stopped off at Boston, where
he contracted for the sale to Michael
Thomas Company for "Star Ranch
Westerns,"
reelers whichtheC.series
B. C.ofis twenty-six
distributingtwoon
the independent market. The next issue
on this series is to be a feature starring
C. Edward Hatton, C. B. C. having
backed an innovation by purchasing from
Mr. Hatton four pictures produced by
him on a cooperative basis.
The sale
of "Star
to
Boston
marks
the Ranch
second Westerns"
sale of this
New England territory by this company
in two weeks, the Michael Thomas Company having contracted for the handling
of
new Hallroom Boys comedies in
its the
territory.
Cozy Changes Hands
BRODHEAD, WIS..— S. D. Swartz
has Wrights.
purchased the Cozy theatre from R.
A.
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Stoll Confidence Is
Justified by Results
Company Declares American
Exhibitors Approve Films
From Abroad
Precedents and traditions have been
broken by Stoll Film Corporation of
America, which started the first of the
year to publish its pictures throughout
the United States. The company points
out that in spite of circumstances hitherto
considered obstacles, the verdict of
American exhibitors and motion picture
audiences has been registered in favor
of the newcomers in the field.
The results following the publication
of
the company's
first five
have
justified
the confidence
of pictures
Stoll officials
in the widened viewpoint of Americans
since the war. Trade paper criticisms
have been favorable and have pointed out
the attractive features in each.
Unknown stars, foreign scenes and
stories, and a new venture, Stoll officials
had been told, would militate against the
chances of immediate success of their
pictures. What happened, according to
reports, was that the actual scenes and
atmosphere of places abroad appealed at
once to the fancy of the novelty-seeking
fans, while the freshness and natural acting of the stars added them without delay
to the list of popular favorites.
The following pictures have been published: Two George Clark productions.
"Squandered Lives" and "The Lure of
Crooning Water"; "Mr. Wu," "The Tavern Knight," "The Hundredth Chance,"
and 'The Flame."
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Big

Crowds

Attend

Trade

Showing

Of Fox's "A Connecticut
Yankee"
Production Has Been Running Seven Weeks at One
Theatre

in Los Angeles — Predict Longer
Engagement in New York
The reputation of "A Connecticut and the adventures of this very modern
personarein extremely
the medieval
cou.'t of
Yankee in King Arthur's Court," which young
King Arthur
humorous.
is having a pre-release run of several
A notable feature of the production is
weeks in Los Angeles, traveled clear the sumptuousness of the settings. Emacross the continent and brought great mett J. Flynn, the director, is noted for
crowds to the trade showing at the his accuracy in matters of detail, and he
has made a picture that should satisfy
Broadhurst theatre, New York, according
the most critical and most literary lover
to Fox Film Corporation.
of Mark Twain without losing a fraction
of the exquisite humor of the thing.
It was to prove the "pull" of this Mark
Twain masterpiece among all classes of
people that William Fox introduced it Radiosoul Issues Latest
on the west coast and then took it east.
It has been running seven weeks at one
theatre in Los Angeles and will go ten,
Publication,
"You Slastrom
and I"as
"You
and I," with Victor
it is believed, from the enthusiasm
star
and
director,
also
featuring
Edith
aroused by the trade showing the New
Eraston and Lillian Walker, based upon
Yorkevenrun,longer.
if this is Mr. Fox's plan, will the book, "Bywind of the Hills," the origbe
inal drama
of which Village
is now theatre
being' played
Congratulate Company
at the
Greenwich
with
Margaret
Wicherly
in
the
lead,
has been
Following the trade showing many mespublished by the Radiosoul Films,
sages of congratulation were received at lately
Inc.
Fox offices.
acquired the picture for the
William Fox has made of "A Connecti- cityPioneer
and state in New York and northern
cut Yankee" a film that is at once a
gigantic spectacle, a funny comedy and a New Jersey. Eastern Feature Films
for New England; Southeastgripping drama. It would be a worthy signedern up
Pictures Corporation for the seven
successor to "Over the Hill" if "Over Southeastern
states; Crescent Theatres
the Hill"
does
not. needed a successor, which it for the Pacific Coast. Ohio and Kentucky have been disposed of to Pioneer.
The production of "A Connecticut Tucker Amusements signed up for OklaYankee" at mid-season fulfills the promhoma and is negotiating for the balance
ise made by Mr. Fox last summer, when of their
territory.
Expect to Open Theatre
he
his plans for
big announced
special production.
It the
is inseason's
many
Salesmen Hold Meeting
In New Jersey Next May
respects the best thing Fox Film Corporation
has
done.
Morris
Hellman, acting manager of
ELIZABETH, N. J— Remodeling ot
Directed by Flynn
Chicago exchange, attended a meeting
the old Saenger hall building at the corner of Fourth street and Elizabeth aveAs readers of Mark Twain know, "A of all the Universal sales managers
nue as a motion picture theatre, is pro- Connecticut Yankee" tells the story of a east of the Rocky Mountains, at Cincinnati. Sunday, Feb. 8. H. M. Bennan
gres ing. It is planned to open it in New Englander who had an opportunity
April. S. Cocalin is manager.
to compare the old times with the new.
presided.
STAR AND SCENE FROM HIS NEW SERIES OF PRODUCTIONS

Tom Santschi, one of the screen's most versatile
a scene through
from "LaRue
two-reel actors,
featuresandpublished
Pathe.of Lonesome Land," the first of a series of
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I FREEDMAN'S
"SUCCESS
FORMULA
Well Known Cleveland Exhibitor Declares His Keeping
On the Lookout Continually For Something Better Has
Brought Him to the Front Rank, in the Theatre Field
TWinniwnnniiiiWHiHinniinniiiitiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 'iiiiiiininiiiiimiiiiiiiiiinii iiiniiiiiiiiiiMiii«iij»iyiiiMiiwM«wBMBMWBrtwiw^MiMj|
"Give the best you have always, and in times reached.
the mille'nium
in presentation
has
Every time
some exhibitor
the most pleasing manner, and keep con- been
brings
forth
something
new
and
novel,
tinually on the lookout for something
something appealing, it is accepted as being the last word by the majority. The
better."
That is the policy which is explana- minority, however, realize the truth —
tory of the impetus which has carried that the purveying of motion pictures to
public is an art of which hardly the
A. L. Freedman of Cleveland, O., in six the
rudiments are yet known. Progress will
years from a person who had never had keep
up in the future as rapidly as it has
anything to do with a motion picture thea- in the past and it is up to any exhibitor
tre to one who holds a picture theatre sec- who has an idea — no matter how radical
ond to none as a successful purveyor to — to try it out not only for the sake of
progress, but for the developthe public of cinema entertainment. Six his own
ment of the whole of the craft.
years ago he decided to enter the exhibit"Naturally there are many ideas that
ing field. Today he is vice-president of
Associated First National Pictures of will look good on paper that when tried
Ohio, secretary and treasurer of the out will prove themselves worthless.
Metropolitan Cleveland Company and There are others, however, that may not
look so good in theory, but which may
secretary-treasurer of the Atlas Amusement Company. The last two companies work out 100 per cent in practice. The
control the Metropolitan, Knickerbocker. only exhibitor who is really stagnant is
Lakewood and Colonial theatres in the one who won't try out his own ideas
Cleveland. The Metropolitan and because it has never
» *been* done before."
Knickerbocker
are
among
the
city's
finest first-run houses.
Mr. Freedman has "been trying the
stuff" ever since he entered the field.
"Were I to attempt to point out the new
mistake most frequently made by ex- His first venture was six years ago, when,
hibitors who have come under my atten- with E, Mandclbaum, now president of
tion," said Mr. Freedman, I would say Associated First National Pictures, Inc.,
that it was the one of paying too much
of Ohio, he took charge of the Knickerbocker. Large orchestras and the other
attention to precedent. The art of motion picture presentation to the public at paraphernalia which is now naturally a
the present time looks to be pretty well part of a first-class theatre were then to
developed, but I venture to predict that be talked about. Some thought it would
within ten years at least fiO per cent of be a good thing and some thought it
the things that are now a part and parcel wouldn't. Mr. Freedman didn't know,
of a show will be obsolete — replaced by but he gave the plan a thorough trythings that are just beginning to be done
out, with the result that the Knickerbocker is the pioneer in Cleveland of
now or other things
* *as *yet unthought of.
"bigger" presentations. Through this fact
the house has gained a place among fans
haveknow
been how
longer
the"Exhibitors
game than who
I have
manyin that makes it one of the most valuable
WINNING

A

BASHFUL
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Allen Ray and Harry McLaughlin, co-stars in the Bert Lubin Western comedydrama, "West of the Rio Grande."

properties in the West. It has been associated with the best in motion picture
so long that it is affectionately known as
"The
its own.Knick" and has a patronage all
It was not in connection with the
Knickerbocker, however, that Mr. Freedman became known so thoroughly in
Ohio film circles. The Metropolitan, the
second of the big first-run houses which
is controlled by the companies with
which he is connected is the theatre that
made its name for him. The Metropolitan was originally constructed by too
enthusiastic lovers of grand opera in
Cleveland. There were not enough in
the city who appreciated opera to make
the venture a paying one and the Metropolitan was soon on the market for other
enterprises. Nearly everything in the
amusement line was tried out in the big
house without success and the fine large
edifice was soon given the name of a
theatrical
Then Mr."Lemon."
Freedman leased it for motion pictures. The anvil chorus started,
but after it had been opened a few weeks
under the new management the "knocking"ployed
was thevery
had with
emsame subdued.
tactics as He
he had
the Knickerbocker, that of "giving the
best he had," which meant
sufficiently large to fill the anfarorchestra
corners
of the big house and a general "grand
opera" presentation. Clevelanders have
responded to the call of big pictures
presented in a big way and the Metropolitan has been paying from the day
it was opened as a motion picture house.

Russell
To

Going
Form

West
New Units

Capital Will Have Five-Part
Comedy-Dramas to Issue
Within Short Time
W. I). Russell of Capital Film Company
leaves Chicago on February 15 for Hollywood. Cal., to complete negotiations for
three new producing units to supply
product for Capital distribution.
A series of five-part comedy-dramas
featuring a well-known feminine actress
and a series of five-reel melodramas of
rural type, also featuring a feminine star,
will
be added to Capital's distribution
schedule.
Promise Thirty-six Films
The three new units will supply Capital with thirty-six additional publications
annually. The names of the stars obtained will be announced shortly. Production willonbegin
Mr. Russell arrives
the immediately
Coast.
Mr. Russell only recently returned
from the West, where he made preliminary arrangements for the new producing units. During this trip he had
opportunity
investigate the production
situation. Heto says:
Declares Rumors Baseless
"There are rumors of slumps, unemployment and other disagreeable situations being carried through various channels to those concerned in the motion
picture industry. I have personally discovered a great deal of this propaganda
and
a great deal of these rumors are unfounded.
"There is no slump. But there is a
pause to take a fresh breath and start in
on new roads to build up a finer industry on a more stable foundation.
Every point
person
industry of
should
himself ina the
committee
one ap-to
fight the crepe hanging propaganda."
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Building

Handicap of Limited Space Is Removed by Taking
Over Top Six Floors of Modern StructureQuarters Now Meet All Needs
Robertson-Cole is the recipient of scores
of wires and letters of congratulation oc
its removal to its new home, 723 7th
avenue, New York City. The process of
arranging offices in the new thirteen-story
home office building is now completed
and the company during the past week
has been receiving countless friends in
the various lines of motion picture work
who have united in congratulating it upon
the appearance and practicability of the
new structure.
Robertson-Cole is one of the first distributing companies to occupy its own
home office building. It is also one of
the first companies which houses all the
executive and administrative branches of
its business in the East in the snme building. Work on the new structure was
begun late last spring. Of the thirteen
floors in the building six are occupied bv
Robertson-Cole. The rest will be rented
to various commercial concerns which
are now bidding for space.
Layout Is Announced
Robertson-Cole occupies the building
as follows: On the eighth floor is situated the Robertson-Cole New York Exchange, which distributes film for this
territory. On the ninth floor are situated
various clerical offices. The ;enth floor
is devoted to the executive offices, including those of R. S. Cole, head cf the organization, and of A. S. Kirkpatrick, vice
president and general manager of the
Robert son-Cole Distributing Corporation.
On the eleventh floor are situated the
Robertson-Cole Distributing Corporation offices and offices of the publicity
department and those of the auditing
department.
On the twelfth floor the foreign department of Robertson-Cole has its offices.
On the 7th avenue side of this floor
are situated two theatres, where mo^on
pictures will be projected for the pleasure
of buyers officers.
and for the purpose- of 'he
executive
The thirteenth floor is
devoted to a stock department, where
supplies and accessories of all sorts are
stored.
Three of the latest high-speed passenger elevators serve the building. Thev are
situated on the north side and are reached
through the 7th avenue entrance. The
freight elevator is situated on the east
side of the building and is reached through
the 43th street entrance.
Has Been Cramped for Space
For many months, in fact, throughout
its existence. Robertson-Cole has been
forced to struggle under the handicap
certain home office limitations as regardsof
soace and situation. These are removed
through the occupation of the new buildmg. and the distributing company feels
'hat
be even
enabled
hereby
"in theto
lutureit towillgive
better
service
exhibitors all over the country. It will
^e able to concentrate directly and solelv
on the business of distributing the best
possible pictures now that it occupies its
^wn home office building. The plans were
aid out with the needs of the company
" mind, and it will be ideally situated
lenceforth to give a maximum
service
to the exhibitors who are playing it«
Pictures. The New York exchange in

particular will be better equipped henceforth to care for* the needs of its extensive patronage.
The new Robertson-Cole building is
entirely fireproof. Its materials were
concrete, steel and other building metals.
Every precaution known to modern
building was taken to make it safe.
There is a Universal sprinkler system
and the film vaults are surrounded by a
special reinforcement which renders them
absolutely impervious to fire.
The great need of the Robertson-Cole
building was seen again and again during
the past
few months
departments
became crowded
and new asones
were created.
This handicap is eliminated through the
great amount of space which the comnew building makes available forpletion
theof thecompany.
Neilan

Finishes

His

Spectacular Production
Of Parrish Story
Marshall Xeilan has finished shooting
on the most spectacular production he
has ever attempted, "Bob Hampton of
Placer," an adaptation from the Randall
Parrish book. Reports indicate that this
film is the most artistic offering staged
by Mr. Xeilan.
In this picture the director has a plot
that is of particular dramatic intensity
and. in addition, calls for unusually
beautiful natural backgrounds. In order
to get this atmosphere, he took his entire producing organization to Glacier
Park, Montana, and later to Fort Huachuca, Arizona.
A cast that might well be termed an
all-star aggregation includes James Kirkwood. Wesley Barry, Marjorie Daw, Pat
O'Malley, Xoah Beery, Dwight Crittenden, Charles West, Tom Gallery. Priscilla Bonner and other popular artists.
The work of cutting and assembling is
progressing
under
Xeilan'sof personal
direction, with
the Mr.
assistance
Marion
Fairfax and D. J. Grey, film editor. It
will be turned over to Associated First
Xational on February 15 for publication
in March.
"The Price of Silence"
First Sunrise Picture
Will be Published Soon
To go with the first Sunrise Pictures
Corporation publication. "The Price of
Silence,"
starring aPeggy
there
has
been prepared
highly Hyland.
colorful press
book containing sixteen pages and in
two colors.
"The Price of Silence." taken from the
novel, "At the Mercy of Tiberius." by
Augusta J. Evans Wilson, author of "St.
Elmo." will have oil paintings of the
star, Peggy Hyland, in addition to many
other accessories that usually come with
a film production of this calibre.
Because of the delay in the arrival of
the negative from California, bookings
which have been made by S. Rubenstein.
Xew York exchange manager, are being
temporarily held up.

Whose

JOHNNY HINES
picture** aj^ain will u<» through
Educational Exchanges.

Educational Obtains
Second Hines Series
Distributing Company Claims
Larger Sums Are to be
Spent on Pictures
E. W. Hammons. president of Educational Films Corporation of America,
this week authorized the announcement
that a contract had been signed with
Master Films, Inc., whereby Educational
acquires, a second series of Torchy
comedies, made from the stories by
Sewell Ford and starring Johnny Hines.
This will be the second year of the distribution of these
cational
exchanges. pictures through EduThe current February Torchy publicathe March
eighth
of thetion is "Torchy's
series, whileXight
the Hood,"
ninth and
issue,
"Torchy'sto Big
Lead." already
been delivered
Educational.
Work has
has
been started on the tenth picture, which
completes the first contract, and on April
1 the initial delivery under the second
contract for twelve pictures will be made.
According
Educational,
the of
new larger
contract calls forto the
expenditure
sums on the production of these comedies
than in the past. Charles C. Burr is president of Master Films, which controls the
entire screen right to the Sewell Ford
stories through the publisher. E. J. Clode.
The initial general publication of
"Torchy," the first of the series, was
made through Educational Exchanges on
July 11. release
though
given theatre,
a preshowingitathasthebeen
Strand
Xew York, some weeks previously. It
was followed by '"'Torchy Comes
Through." "Torchy in High." "Torchy's
Millions." "Torchy Turns Cupid."
"Torchy's Double Triumph" and "Torchy
Mixes
In." Syndicate Expands
Newark
IRVIXGTOX. X. J— A motion picture
theatre will be erected in the town center
with entrance at 1117 Clinton avenue, according to Joseph T. Castles, owner of the
property. Plans call for a theatre with a
seating capacity of 1.600. The theatre will
be leased by Castles to a Xew; rk syndicate.
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Holmes E. Herbert and the Vitagraph
in a scene
directed bystarEdward
Jose. from "Her Lord and Master,"
Manilla

Martens

Making

to Tour

Nation

Anti-Censorship
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Speeches

C. B. C. Film Company Backing Effort to Enlist
Theatre Fans in Fight Against Threatened
Legislation in Many States
Independents will fight tooth and nail
Miss Martens, therefore, has planned to
the curtailment of all privileges of free- establish close personal touch with theatreeral audiences.
It is planned
dom, an end toward which legislators are
of the theatres
in whichthatshein issev-to
steadily tending.
appear, a vote will be taken in which the
real sentiment of the audience will be
With Sunday blue laws and drastic
film censorship the issues of the day, the learned. This, it is believed, is the real
weapon
sorship. with which to fight drastic cenfilm industry is marshaling all its powerful forces, and announcement comes
May Take Straw Votes
from the offices of the C. B. C. Film
Miss Martens arrived from the coast
Company that it stands ready to do anything and everything in its power to up- on Monday and makes the initial appearance on her tour February 20 at Philahold the cause of personal liberty.
delphia. With this tour the second gun
Star Will Make Tour
in this phase of the fight against curtailBy way of proof of this, it is announced
ment of liberties under the supervision
that Manilla Martens has arrived from of Mr. Brandt will be fired, since it was
the west coast this week and is soon to he who made it possible for Franklin
start on an extensive tour planned by Farnum to accomplish the excellent work
Joe Brandt, president of the C. B. C. he is doing by appearing personally to
Film Sales Corporation, to appear per- talk against the proposed Sunday blue
law legislation.
sonally in theatres throughout the country in connection with the subject of film
"This is no time for waiting," says Mr.
censorship. Miss Martens, who is the Brandt.
are too many bug-bears
well known and popular heroine of the springing "There
up in the film world for any
super-serial "A Son of Tarzan," will tell of us to be wasting time."
audiences of film theatres just what censorship will mean to them, and to secure
first-hand information on their reaction Fox Is Introducing
toward it.
Goodwin As a Star
This, according to Mr. Brandt, is a new
The elevation to stardom of Harold
angle on the question and one that will
Goodwin by William Fox is being anbear close and intensive study. Accordnounced to the film world by Fox Film
ing to Mr. Brandt it has heretofore been
Corporation through a folder devoted to
the
exhibitor's
side
of
the
question
that
has been most closely considered and pictures and reading matter about the
it is his belief that, since the public is, new star.
after all, the ultimate consumer of moThe folder carries as well the antion pictures, it should know exactly
f Goodwin's first starring
what censorship will mean, and its wishes vehicle, whichnouncement ois
called "Oliver Twist,
and views should be taken into full ac- Jr.," and is a modernized
and Americancount on the matter.
ized version of Dickens' immortal story.

Superba Comedies to
Eliminate Suggestive
Productions Will be Issued
by Celebrated Players
Film Corporation
A series of one-reel comedies will be
presented by Superba Comedies, Inc.,
under the general management of Jay
Hunt, who is supervising and directing
these pictures.
While these comedies will be full of
laughable situations to please the general public, it is guaranteed that nothing
offensive or suggestive will be introduced
that might offend the finer taste of a
cultured audience.
Hunt Is Well Known
Jay Hunt, well-known comedian, has
been connected with the film industry
for the last ten years and was for a
long time a director for Thomas H.
Ince.
Seeing the increasing need of clean-cut
domestic comedies, Hunt and his associates of Superba Comedies Corporation
are busy with production at their studio,
6040 Sunset boulevard, Los Angeles.
Stories by Bennett
Most of the stories are written by
Frederick Bennett, well-known war correspondent and newspaperman.
The Superba company, with I. B. Reuben as its president and N. Nathan as
general manager and vice-president, will
distribute through Celebrated Players
Films Corporation.
Goldwyn Sales Force in
Readiness for Big Drive
Under the direction of A. S. Aronson,
vice-president and general sales manager
of Goldwyn Distributing Corporation, the
Goldwyn sales organization, operating
from twenty-two branch exchanges, is
keyed up for an energetic sales drive on
the Winter and Spring issues of this company.
An authorized list of branch managers
who will supervise the Goldwyn distribution service for exhibitors follows: Ar
thur Lucas, Atlanta, Ga.; D. J. Horgan,
Boston, Mass.; George A. Hickey, Buffalo, N. Y.; Cecil E. Maberry, Chicago,
111.; Jack Stewart, Cincinnati, Ohio; W.
J. Kimes. Cleveland. Ohio; L. B. Rcmy
Dallas, Texas; Ben Fish, Denver, Colo.;
J. E. Flynn, Detroit, Mich.; W. E. Truog
Kansas City, Mo.; M. Wolf, Los Angeles.
Cal.; Newton Davis, Minneapolis. Minn.;
S. Eckman, Jr., New York, N. Y.; Felix
Mendelssohn, Philadelphia, Pa.; Nal
Barach, Pittsburgh, Pa.; G. C. Parsons.
San
Cal.; Jack
Weil.Wash.;
St. Lou'*
Mo.; Francisco,
J. A. Koerpel,
Seattle,
W
A. Busch, Washington, D. C; Mrs. Ann.
K. Sessions, New Orleans, La.; E. J
Maclvor,
Neb.; W. E. Banford
Salt
Lake Omaha,
City, Utah.
Operators Suffer Burns
In Theatre Fire in Easi
PITTSBURGH, PA.— Two men wer.
burned and patrons thrown into a panx
when a film flared up recently during ;
showing at the Pastime theatre, 62
Herron avenue. Emmett Serena and Rob
ert Kosmel, who were trapped in th
operator's booth, were the victims o
burns. The damage amounted to abou
$500.
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Use Radiophones to
Interchange Music
Omaha Theatres Attract Wide
Interest During "Heliotrope" Run
By using radiophones for orchestration
in two houses under one management,
John Loveridge of the Rialto theatre,
Omaha, Neb., established an innovation
for motion picture theatres and added
another chapter to the growing list of
exploitation devices by which the public can be enticed into a motion picture
theatre.
Executed by R. C. Gary
The stunt, which was worked in cooperation with the exploitation campaign
planned and executed by R. C. Gary, exploitation representative for the Omaha
territory of Paramount Pictures, created
a distinct sensation. The radiophones
were installed from the stages of the
Rialto theatre, which was showing
Heliotrope" and the Strand theatre.
Amplifiers had been connected to every
seat in the two houses.
The orchestra played alternately at the
two theatres, but by means of the radiophones and amplifiers it was possible for
both audiences to hear the music constantly, first directly before the seats and
then from the other theatre.
Novelty Brings Crowds
The big value of the idea, of course,
lay in the exploitation possibilities of
such a novelty. Manager Loveridge and
Gary had discounted this in advance atod
their paper and newspaper advertising
for days in advance had played up the
fact that this would be the first time such
an experiment had been tried in a theatre
in Omaha. The novelty angle alone
brought large crowds to the house.
WINSTON

CHURCHILL'S
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Pathe's January
Returns
Compare
of a Year Ago
Records
Well With
Declares Receipts Show That if There Was Slump
The Latter Part of 1920 That Condition
No Longer Exists in Industry
Pathe reports that returns for January Three weeks prior to that date it began
of this year indicate that any slump to prove its box office power. First records went at the Strand, New York; then
which might have prevailed during the
at Shea's Criterion, in Buffalo, where the
latter part of 1920 no longer exists.
great success was held over for the second week's showing.
In checking up the returns for JanuAlso in February Associated Exary, the various departmental sales manhibitors publishes through Pathe the Edagers find a very favorable comparison
ward Jose production, "What Women
with the records of the same month last Will Do."
Early indications are that this
year. As a matter of fact, the January vivid melodrama will win more success
for Associated Exhibitors.
returns, including all short subjects, feaAdvance Booking Heavy
tures and serials, were so gratifying as
Advance bookings on "The Avenging
to brook no doubt that the upturn cerArrow," the Ruth Roland serial for
tainly was reached in the first month
March
publication, have been heavy.
of this year.
"Double Adventure," the new Charles
Hutchison stunt serial, made its debut
High-Class Films Issued
From all sections of the country this on January 23 and is another strong factor in the indications of the new upturn
cheeriness is reflected.
of business.
New subjects that had a big share in
High-class productions have been rethe January returns were the Tom Santsponsible
for
Pathe's
fine
January
record, it is believed by the company. No schi Westerns and the Holman Day
other period in Pathe affairs can show a series of Maine woods dramas.
more formidable array of features than
was published during January, and will Horizon Pictures Offers
be issued during February.
Norma Talmadge Features
with production,
"That Girl this
Montana,"
a Beginning
Blanche Sweet
period
With
a suite of offices on the second
is marked by the issuance of such atfloor of the Times building, New York,
tractions as H. B. Warner in "When We
Were Twenty-one"; Edgar Lewis' "The Horizon Pictures, the new company
Sage Hen,"
headed by Franklyn E. Backer, has
"The
Killer."and Benjamin B. Hampton's
opened operations.
"The Devil" Published
The first pictures announced are a
First publication on the Pathe schedule
for February is the screen version of the series of fourteen Norma Talmadge two
reelers, to be issued one every two weeks
famous stageExhibitors
play, "Theintroduces
Devil," inGeorge
which
beginning at an early date and available
Associated
to independent exchanges. Hopp HadArliss as a screen star. This production
was slated for distribution on February 6. ley, who is in charge of re-editing, avers
that they present Norma Talmadge in
some of the most interesting roles she
has
ever played.
VIRILE NOVEL SCREENED
Arrow

Ready With Second
Jack Hoxie Five Reeler
The second Jack Hoxie five-reel western feature, "Cyclone Bliss," has been
issued to the independent state right exchanges. The third Jack Hoxie feature
is under course of production and will be
■delivered to Arrow within the next two
weeks. There will be four pictures in
this series and the two that have been
delivered have been received with enthusiarrt, according to Arrow, by all the
exchanges who have contracted for the
series.
Priest and Reynolds Form
Red Seal Film Compay
Red Seal Film Corporation, 1331 Vine
street, Philadelphia, was formed recently
underized the
laws of Delaware and capitalat $50,000.
It is conducting an independent exchange covering Eastern Pennsylvania
and Southern New Jersey under the joint
management and ownership of W. R.
Priest and C. W. Reynolds.

One of the dramatic scenes from "The Inside of the Cup" (Paramount).

Open Paxton, 111., Majestic
PAXTON, ILL.— The New Majestic
theatre was opened recently.
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Interiors of Initial
Salient Film Made
Title of the Muriel Ostriche
Production in Five Parts
Is Not Announced
Work, on the first feature, the title of
which has not yet been announced, of
Salient Films, Inc., is being completed
under the direction of J. Charles
Davis, 2nd.
This is the first of a series of ten fivereelers to be made by Salient ' during
1921 and stars Muriel Ostriche, who is
assisted by a strong supporting cast
headed by Walter Miller. The role of
the heavy is interpreted by Harold
Foshay. Others in the cast are John
Hopkins, Helen Courtney, Dorothy
Blackburn, Wreath Maclntyre, Fred
Nichols and William Armstrong.
The company is engaged in making
exterior scenes, having just completed
the interiors. Officials expressed themselves as pleased with the progress of the
first production and state that from every
angle the picture looks like a winner.
President Goosman and Vice-President
Weeks visited the studio and watched the
filming of the final interior scenes.
Jack W. Brown is assisting Mr. Davis.
The photography of Paul H. Allen is
said to be remarkably fine.

Reichenbach's Stunt in
Boston Packs Theatre
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
BOSTON. MASS.. Feb. 8.— An effective exploitation stunt that brought record
crowds to the Park theatre during the
showing of Universal's "Outside the
Law," was used by Harry Reichenbach
and
the management of the
Reichenbach utilized a streethouse.
car for
several days prior to the opening performance. Inthe windows were sketche
a variety of faces. On a streamer run-d
ning the length of the car was painted
'We are going to see 'Outside the Law'
at the Park theatre." On top of the car
was a banner reading "Watch for
Hoover day at all Motion picture theatres." history.
The Park had its biggest Monday in its

Christie Comedies Not
Reissued, Says Christie
The Christie Film Company is again
calling attention of the trade to the fact
that "Christie Comedies," which have
been released under that brand name and
fully protected, are not being reissued.
Fred L. Porter, secretary-treastirer of
the Christie Company, states that the
only comedies that Al Christie directed
besides Christie comedies, were Nestor
comedies for the Universal Company,
and Cub comedies for the Mutual Company. Comedies said to be reissued must
be the Cub comedies, of which there were
sixteen made, most of which were directed by Horace Davey, and which were
made by the Christie Film Company five
years ago.
Texas Exhibitor Is
On an Eastern Trip
C. W. A. MacCormack, owner of the
Lincoln theatre, Austin, Tex., was in
Chicago recently. He was en route to
New York City to study presentation
ideas.

Selznick

Company
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to Make

News
"Greatest in the World"
Declares That Latest Publication Shows

of Efforts Being- Exerted
in This Direction
Selznick Enterprises points out that by Frank Roland Conklun, writer, and
W. Scott Darling, scenarist. The new
Selznick News No. 10-B has evidence
two-reelers being made by Lyons and
of the tremendous efforts being exerted
Moran arc also an added feature to the
to make the news, edited by E. V. DurUniversal comedy program, while Joe
Martin is again before the Universal
ling under the supervision of Myron and
camera for a scries of short comedies.
David Selznick, "the greatest news
weekly in the world."
In the eleven pictorial items that comFamous Players Lists
prise the reel practically everything of
Eight Productions for
interest to picture patrons has been
Publication This Month
edited with extreme care and in the trend
of unfolding each succeeding item enS. R. Kent, general manager of distribution for Famous Players Lasky
hances the value of that which preceded it.
Corporation, announces eight features
Shows Democratic Conference
for publication in February. They are:
The first news item shows enthusiasts
February 0 — Fatty Arbuckle in "Brewon Shrewsbury River, New Jersey, master's Millions," and Dorothy Gish in
nouvering old-fashioned sail-propelled
"The Ghost in the Garret." On the thirice boats, despite the fact that New Huglanders prefer the modern, up-to-date
teenth are Cecil 15. DeMille's "Forbidden
aero sled. The second pictorial offering
Fruit," and Thomas H. Ince's "Chickreveals a group of Democrats, including
ens," starring Douglas MacLean.
Champ Clark and former Governor Cox,
February 20 — The Cosmopolitan picdining and discussing matters as guests
ture, "The Passionate Pilgrim," directed
<>i V Mitchell Palmer.
by Robert Yinnola. .md Charles Maigne's
In the next scenes a Selznick cameraproduction of "The Kentuckians," with
man, by the use of a clever trick, shows
Monte Blue. Scheduled for the twentyofficials of the city of Cambridge how a seventh are Hugh Ford's production,
letter "H" will look in front of the "The Price of Possession." with Ethel
entrance to Harvard College.
Clayton, and the Lois Weber producPictures Georgette Cohan
"What's Worth While?" with
Claire tion,
Windsor.
Who's who in the news brings to
light Georgette Cohan, daughter of
George M., and Judge Florence Allen,
"Kismet" Makes Record in
the only woman judge in America on
the bench.a man
Miss for
Allen's
Chicago at the Ziegfeld
sentence
life. first act was to
Having swept America from East to
Other interesting items include scenes
\\ est, and broken records from the
of a fifty-pound baby born to the popular society matron, Mrs. Yak; the seven
Strand theatre. New York City, to Tally's
Russian children recently adopted by Ad- theatre, Los Angeles, "Kismet," the Robertson-Cole special starring Otis Skinner,
miral McCulley. paying a visit to
is making a record in Chicago, where it
Josephus Daniels; New York society de- has
been shown at the Ziegfeld theatre.
ciding to call a halt on sensational costumes, with views of the gown censors
At this
house
"Kismet" overflowed
played to business which
completely
the
appearing at an exclusive affair of
theatre. After his opening, Roderick
Cupid's
ball;
America's
new
national
Ross of the Ziegfeld wired to Robertsongame of golf in full swing on Atlanta
golf courses; notable trans-Atlantic trav- Cole as follows: " 'Kismet' went over so
big that my only regret is that Ziegfeld
elers. Sir Ernest Shackleton, antarctic
theatre is not five times as big. It broke
explorer, and Mrs. Sheridan, who made
busts of Lenine and Trotzky; the first my heart to see the crowds turned away.
views of a $3 tailor made suit, which
Got wonderful publicity from all newswill mark the final blow to profiteering
papers. Ziegfeld theatre never saw such
crowds
since it was built. Policemen on
tailors, and the spreading of the Buddhist
religion in America.
the beat had a hard time keeping the automobiles inline. Best wishes."
Universal Is Preparing
Hatton Makes Features
To Make More Comedies
On Cooperative Basis
To Meet Growing Demand
C. B. C. Film Sales Corporation has
Universal recently has increased its purchased four new two-reel Western
short comedy output by several hundred
pictures featuring C. Edward Hatton.
on the West Coast.
per cent, reports from Universal City de- produced
clare.
With retrenchment the watchword in
Instead of the one-reel Star comedy
the film industry as everywhere else,
.which heretofore has figured in the Uni- Hatton conceived the idea of cooperation
versal weekly schedule of publications, in risk and reward as the probable solufour comedies
tion of difficulties. Gathering about him
versal City. now are under way at Unia group of picture folk who agreed to
Universal's first move to build up its
without pay until films were sold, he
comedy output was the installation of a act
new chief of serial and short stuff rented studio space and expended enough
scenarios. He is William Lord Wright, money to cover mechanical necessities..
well known as an author of books on the On this basis, they made four two-reel
pictures. The first of these will shortly
motion picture. A new comedy unit was
organized with William Beaudine at its be issued as part of the series of "Star
Ranch
head, as supervisor and director, aided C.
B. C. Westerns" being handled by
Evidence
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Arthur Levy Suggests
U. S. Cooperation With
Motion Picture Industry
"During the war, the motion picture industry was of tremendous value to the
government. It is only just and seemly,
that the industry receive wisely directed
governmental encouragement, besides
the countenance and confidence of
rightly informed and guided public opinion and freedom from hampering and
damaging
legislation,"
Arthur Unity
Levy,
organizer of
the Anglosays
American
League, Inc.
"We should have in one of the departments of the government, a competent representative, cooperating with a
central committee of 'publishers and motionposedpicture
suchdivision
as is proby the executives,'
motion picture
and
the division of journalism of the Anglo
American Unity League, Inc.
"No further time will be lost to create
and set going that machinery for planning and action, which should have been,
but unfortunately was not, in existence
and operation when the present 'blue
law emergency arose. The liaison between the Fourth and Fifth estates is
gaining greater importance all the time
and our organziation coordinating all interests for the common good, should
render genuinely important and highly
beneficial service."
Real art Announces Trio
Of February Publications
Three productions are announced for
February publication by Realart under
its star franchise.
The pictures are "All Souls' Eve" with
Mary Miles Minter; Wanda Hawley in
"The Snob," and "The Plaything of
Broadway," featuring Justine Johnstone.
"All Souls' Eve" was adapted from the
play by Anne Crawford Flexner. The
scenario is by Elmer Harris, co-author
of "So Long Letty," and "Canary Cottage," Chester Franklin directed. "The
Snob" is based on the Saturdav Evening
Post story by William J. Neidig. "The
Plaything of Broadway" is an adaptation
of Sidney Morgan's story, "Emergency
House." Jack Dillon is the director of
"The Plaything of Broadway."
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Laemmle
and Cochrane
Together
in
West
First Time
in Several Years
Arrival

of Two Important Officals Indicates That
Universal Is Entering Upon a Larger
Schedule of Production
For the first time since the opening of big Universal-Jewel production, now apUniversal City eight years ago, both Carl
proaching its final phases — the costly and
elaborate photodrama of Monte Carlo,
Laemmle. president of Universal, and
written and directed by
R. H. Cochrane, vice-president, are at "Foolish
Erich VonWives,"
Stroheim.
Universale West Coast studios together.
It marks the first time Mr. Cochrane has
This picture is said to be the biggest
been to Universal City in several years.
thing by far ever attempted by Universal. It is expected to rank foremost
The presence of the important film men
on the West Coast indicates that Uni- among the pictures of all times. One
versal is entering upon a larger picture million dollars is being invested by Universal in the film, it is said. The sets
making schedule in preparation for next
alone have cost in the neighborhood of
season's
film
needs.
In
the
opinion
of
the Universal heads, next fall will see half a million.
the business in a new prosperity peak.
After "Foolish Wives" the Universal
studio staff will turn its attention to two
Arrive Simultaneously
Universal-Jewel productions, "False
Mr. Cochrane timed his arrival in Los new
Colors," the Edwin Levin story in
Angeles to correspond with Mr. which Priscilla Dean is to be starred,
Laemmle's arrival from Cuba, where the and "Fanny Herself," by Edna Ferber,
latter has been watching the work of with which Tod Browning will follow
latest success, "Outside the Law," the
Eddie Polo's serial company. The Uni- his
big Dean melodrama.
versal vice-president was accompanied
west by his family, and intends to remain
at Los Angeles for a considerable length
of time. Mr. Laemmle will remain at
Frost in Ft. Myers, Fla.
Universal City all winter.
FT.
MYERS, FLA.— R. C. Frost has
The presence of Mr. Cochrane in Cali- taken over
the management of the Arfornia marks a new departure in the
cade and Court theatres from Guy B.
management of Universal. Hereafter,
either Mr. Laemmle or Mr. Cochrane will
Frost comes here from Atbe at Universal City nearly all the time. Reynolds.
lanta, where he has been connected with
When Mr. Laemmle is in the East, Mr.
Cochrane will be in the West, and vice the motion picture business for a number of years.
versa. This will absolutely assure complete accord between the production end
of the Universal organization and the
executive and distributing ends. This
Build Brooklyn Theatre
arrangement, it is believed, will assure
BROOKLYN, N. Y.— Kings High100 per cent efficiency at the West Coast
way will have the third largest theatre
plant and make {or better pictures.
here in the house being erected at Coney
Special Nears Completion
Island avenue and Kings Highway, to
It is expected that Mr. Laemmle and
seat
about 3,000 patrons. The structure
his chief aid will be together at Universal
City during the completion of the next will cost about $650,000.

Kansas City Warwick
Will Be Rebuilt Soon
KANSAS CITY, MO.— The Warwick
theatre, 3927 Main street, will be rebuilt
next summer on lines which will give it
the largest seating capacity of any Kansas City suburban theatre.
The announcement of this was made
following the leasing of the Warwick
theatre property to M. J. Barry for
ninety-nine years. Barry is also interested in the Isis and Apollo theatres.
The theatre is operated by E. W. Werner,
whose lease has four more years to run.
Great Falls Liberty to
Have Opening Next May
GREAT FALLS. MONT.— The new
$300,000 Liberty theatre being erected at
Third street and Central avenue by the
"Jensen-Von Herberg Company, owners
of a string of theatres on the Coast and
one in Butte, will be ready for opening
on May 1. The house has a seating capacity for 1,800 patrons.

Dramatic moment from "Blindmott
Wives,"
the big Taylor
Fox special, featuring Marc McDerand Estelle
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MY dentist has an eagle eye.
And vicious tools he hacks with.
He's clever but I've come to think
He'd make a better— blacksmith.
V audeville News.
*
SMALL Girl : "Give me a bite of your
candy Jimmie?"
Small Boy : "No, but you may kiss me
while my mouth's —sticky."
Atlanta Constitution.
OLDyou Mother
: "Georgie,
hear
that
kissed Goose
the girls
and made I them
Georgia Porgy : "Aw, shucks ! They
cry."
were
just crying for more."
— Montreal Star.
TIONETTE: "Why are kisses like
grapes
Tonv ?": I wonder !"
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— Rutgers.
Tionette : "They are best when
you get
them in bunches."
♦

dropped the sewing and rushed for the
stairway. "April Fool!" said Bobbie gleefully, "It's only pa." — Wisconsin Foolscap.

HE: "What would you do if I should
kiss you on the forehead?"
She : "I'd call you
down." Tar Baby.
— Carolina
*

Saengers to Build Their
Fifth Shreveport House
SHREVEPORT, LA.— Completion of
plans for the immediate erection of a
modern theatre in West Shreveport has
been announced by Howard L. Swain,
local manager for Saenger Amusement
Company.
This will represent an investment of $50,000.
The company also plans to build a
large theatre at Crockett and Louisiana
streets to have a seating capacity of
2,500 and to cost between $400,000 and
$500000. The erection of the new theatre, to be built at 1707-9-11 Texas avehere. nue, will give the company five theatres

THE Grouch : "My wife's kisses are just
like an old maid's kisses."
Old
The Fogey:
Grouch : "Howzzat?"
"No —kick
to 'em." News.
Vaudeville
Co: "Well, why don't you kiss me?"
Ed
was innotdoubt
Co:: I"Why
give— "me the benefit of
— Kansas Lawrentian.
ADA: "No man can kiss me by force."
Helen : "No, you're— always
willing."
Princeton
Tiger.
HE: "If I should kiss you, would it be
She larceny
: "No, ?"it would — beColumbia
grand !"Jester.
petty
it ?"
TEACHER:
"Some terrible things can
be Bobby:
caught from
kissing."
"Right! You ought to see the
— Cornell Widow.
poor fish my sister caught."
"OH, Mamma ! There's a man in the
nursery kissing the nurse." Mamma

McKeesport, Pa., Will
Get Theatre in Spring
McKEESPORT, PA.— A new theatre
will be built at Fifth avenue and Sinclair
street by James B. Clark of Clark &
Rowland, theatrical men of Pittsburgh.
Building operations are expected to
begin on May 1.

Four scenes from Douglas Fairbanks' latest United Artists production, "The Nut," which will be published March 13.
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To Produce "Life"
Well Known Film Men Are
Interested in New
Screen Magazine
Announcement of the men who are to
create the weekly motion picture magazine from Life, the humorous weekly, reveals the names of Harry J. Shepard and
Ashley Miller, both well known in the
motion picture field.
The film magazine is to be produced
by the Key Holding Corporation and
will be known as "The Good Things of
Life."
Shepard Is President
Harry J. Shepard, president of the
corporation, is also associated with the
Charles Urban Film Industries and for
the past three years was general manager of W. H. Productions Company.
Ashley Miller, vice-president and director of production, is a pioneer director. During the past twelve years he has
served Edison, Pathe, Famous Players,
Vitagraph and Community.
Arthur Bergh, treasurer, is director of
recording of the Emerson Phonograph
Company.
Many to Contribute
It is announced that the following will
contribute to the film: Charles Dana
Gibson, James Montgomery Flagg,
Thomas L. Masson, Oliver Herford,
Carolyn Wells, Wallace Irwin, Walt Mason, George Ade, Irvin S. Cobb, Don
Marquis Meredith Nicholson, Dr. Frank
Crane, Maxfield Parrish, Raleigh, Enright, Eliot Keen, Coles Phillips, Frieh,
, Montague Glass, Gluyas Williams and
others to be announced from time to'
time.
" 'Sunset' Jones" Proving
Popular, Claims American
The popularity of "Flying A" specials
as box office attractions is being demonstrated by the advance booking reports
on " 'Sunset' Jones" received by the
American's Chicago headquarters from
i all their branches, the distributors report.
The photoplay is said to lend itself
readily to exploitation. The intrigues are
daring train holdups, that have been so
: prevalent of late, - the subject upon
Iwhich the theme is based. This story
of fast action is laid in the West. A
special book containing press matter
jand exploitation suggestions, together
with a general outline of the advertising
material will soon be off the press ready
to send to the exhibitors.
Open Connecticut Theatre
SEYMOUR, CONN.— I. J. Hoffman,
who conducts the Seymour Art theatre
in Concordia hall, has announced that it
will be discontinued until further notice.
The Pastime theatre in Ansonia also has
been discontinued, the action taken on
account of the opening of the New Capitol theatre by Hoffman in Ansonia.
Theatre for Harrisburg
HARRISBURG, PA.— Permits have
been issued for a new theatre to be
opened in the Tausig building at 1302-04
North Third street by Broad Street Theatre Company.

LOVE
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Monte Blue in George Melford's production of "The Jucklins," a Paramount picture.
Hampton

in Reply
Public

to Cohen

Says

Dictates Type of Pictures
Blue Sunday laws, and by the nagging
Benjamin B. Hampton, whose re- of
of ill-advised reformers and reform
cent article in a national magazine on attacks
organizations everywhere.
"Too Much Sex Stuff in the Movies"
"It is my belief that a large section of
created wide comment zvithin the mothe public is growing hostile toward pictures because of sex stuff poured on the
tion picture industry, has replied to
screen. This section of the public will
Sydney S. Cohen, president of the be
led into supporting destructive attacks
M. PI T. O. A.
of narrow minded reformers, unless picHe declares that the public, and not
ture industry conducts a campaign of education. Iinsist most emphatically that it
the exhibitor or producer, selects the
is an error for this great industry to peradding
shown,
be
mit itself to be placed
type of picture to
* * * on the defensive.
that he is unalterably opposed to
political censorship and other so-called
"We have nothing to apologize for. There
''reform measures" from without the is no reason whv we should slink around
in
secret and try to be covert and subtle
industry. His reply in part is as
in our actions. We are public servants.
We are ready and willing to use our profollows :
"The big point I am trying to drive home
ducing facilities to make none but clean
in my magazine article is this : motion pictures, and our theatres are willing to
picture producers and exhibitors are serv- exhibit none but clean pictures, if and
ants of the public. The entire responsibility when the public tells us they want this
rests on the public, if the public wants class of product. No new laws are needed.
sex pictures they must have them, and No attacks from reformers are needed.
they will have them. If the public does All that is needed is intelligent and earnest
not want sex pictures they will not get expression of opinion from theatre patrons
them. The theatres and producers will to theatre owners.
respond promptly to the demands of the
us lay aside, at least temporarily,
public. I deal extensively with this point all"Let
the small internal disagreements. Let
in a long telegram to Wilbur F. Grafts, us forget the petty incidents of trading
copy of which is attached hereto.
between producers, distributor and exhibitor. Let us present a united front
"The second big point is this : the motion picture art and industry is a factor to the elements that are laboring to obtain
of incalculable value in American life.
Sincere, intelligent reformers, animated by legislation that will cripple us or ruin us."
high motives, not animated by desire merely
for notoriety will work earnestly to
Fox Transfers Men
strengthen, broaden and deepen the power
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
of motion picture theatres. They will do
this solely for common good, and for the
ST. LOUIS, MO, Feb. 8.— Walter D.
benefit of mankind. Again I refer to my
Shafer, manager of the William Fox Liberty theatre, has been transferred to the
telegram -to Mr. Grafts.
managership of the Detroit Washington,
* * *
also under Fox control. Joseph McDonald of Detroit is scheduled to assume
"The motion pictures are restricted and
harassed by censorship, by constant threats
charge of the Liberty. The cause for the
of extended censorship, by constant threats sudden transfer could not bi ascertained.
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CROWDS

Thousands braved the zero weather of Jan. 24 to see the Allen Holubar-First
National production at the Regent theatre, Paterson, N. J., on the first night
of the showing.

Allen Holubar's
Its Paterson Showing
"Man. Woman, Marriage," starring readers were used in all of the newsDorothy Phillips, the Allen Holubar conUse 100 One-Sheets
papers.
tribution to Associated First National
The outdoor advertising consisted of
Pictures' first group of Big Five produc- the regular 100 one-sheet stands. In addition to this, Manager Charles L. Dooley
tions established a city record for atten 24-sheet stands. His first
tendance during its week's premiere at employed
on these were special printed yelthe Regent theatre in Paterson, N. J. billing
low
and
black
sheets merely announcing:
In the eighteen performances during the
"The World's Greatest Picture Is Comsix days' run the box office registered
ing to Paterson."
an actual paid attendance of 31,741 peo"Watch
This Space for Announcement
ple.The previous record of attendance for of He
left these in place until five days
Dates."
the Regent was 31,198 during a six days' before the opening, when they were reshowing on a production. Special explaced with the special 24-sheet posters
ploitation was used in establishing this prepared by M. Leone Bracker, the noted
earlier record and nearly twice the illustrator.
Ad Expenditure, $478
amount of money was spent in advertisTwo thousand tack cards featuring the
ing as was used on "Man, Woman, Marriage" in bringing
attendance
up to milestone insignia of the production
the figure
which fallstheshort
of the record
all the newspaper adestablished by the Allen Holubar produc- which distinguished
vertising. The special facsimile lobby
tion by over 500 admissions.
display of the seven Bracker posters preAdvertise for Week
pared especially for the production completed the advertising given the picture.
The advertising given the Big Five Mr. Dooley used $478 in advertising. The
production started with a full page in Regent is a 2,200-seat house, and the
the theatre program for the week pre- admission prices are from 10 to 30 cents.
ceding the opening. The newspaper advertising, which started on the WednesOpen Arkansas Playhouse
day preceding the opening and consisted
of eight or ten small teaser ads each one
CAMDEX, ARK. — Work on the
column and varying in size between an Hauber-Gem, Camden's new $25,000 picinch and an inch and a half. On Fridav
ture playhouse, is practically completed,
display advertising two column, six and the house will be formally opened on
inches in size was used in all of the pa- January 23. O. C. Hauber of Pine Bluff
pers. Saturday the space was increased is head of the company, which also owns
to quarter page size.
theatres in Conway and England.
A special rotogravure section was used
in the Sunday Chronicle, two pages of
Transfer Theatre Outfit
which were devoted to the production,
and in addition a half page of display
PEARL RIVER, N. Y.— La Forest
was used in the theatrical section. The Hopper of Pearl River and A. R, Keuhn
picture opened the following day and of Park Ridge, who built the Westwood
the last large dsiplay advertising was used theatre, have purchased the Casino at
in the one evening paper on Monday, a Westwood and moved the outfit to Pearl
quarter page in size. For the week of River to store. There is rumor of a
the run small two-inch one-column
new theatre to be opened here soon.
31,741 Patrons See
Latest During
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Super Picture W ill
Stimulate Interest
In Southern Plan
Plans are now well under way toward
the completion of the stupendous Stone
Mountain memorial to the Confederacy
in Atlanta, and the latest scheme unfolded is the production of a supermotion picture to be filmed in and around
Atlanta and Stone Mountain.
Stone Mountain is located about fifteen
miles from Atlanta, and is the largest
solid rock on the face of the earth, not
excepting Gibraltar. It is more than a
mile high and several miles around the
base. It is of the finest gray granite, and
the proposal to carve out of the solid
face of the rock itself a memorial to
the Confederacy was made in 1913.
With the return of Autzon Borglum,
sculptor, to take over the work, accomLouis de BourAlfonso
panied famous
by Princepatron
of arts and half
don,
brother to the King of Spain, interest
has been renewed.
Prince de Bourdon plans to produce a
gigantic motion picture embodying the
releasthe "Lost
tragedy
financialandgains but
for the Cause,"
ing it, notof only
in the memorial.
interest
arouse
to
chiefly
He has written the story and it will be
known direcdirected by one of the besta cast
of estabtors in the business with
It is estilished motion picture players. production
mated that the cost of this
will run to from $65,000 to $70,000 and
work is expected to start in the rear
future.

"Our Mutual Friend" to
Be Presented in America
"Our Mutual Friend," the Nordisk profamiliar
duction of Charles Dickens'at quaint
the offices of
story, has been receivedFifth
New
avenue,
501
Beecroft,
Chester
York, where its production for American
presentation is under way.
This picture is acclaimed the outstanding
success of the current season in Europe. It
dehas met with the same extraordinary
gree of success in London, Paris, Antwerp,
with
Berlin, Vienna, Prague, and Athens,
its variously translated titles, as it did in
. Bee-l
it wasRoyproduced
where with
Copenha
L. McCardel
has arranged
croftgen,
New
its
for
picture
the
title
and
edit
to
York showing.
Texas Exhibitor Given
Anniversary Greetings
Gus Peterson of the Strawn opera
house and the Cozy Corner theatre of
Strawn. Texas, recently celebrated his
ry as a 100 per cent Unitenth anniversa
versal exhibitor. He was the recipient
of congratulatory letters and telegrams
from officials of Consolidated Film Compicdistribut
from officials
, esandUniversal
in thewhichSouthwest
turespany,
New
in
office
home
of the Universal
York.

Engages Artist to Make
Murals for New Theatre
HOLYOKE, MASS.— Joseph M. Lourbardi, prominent Italian artist, has been
selected by James H. Baker to provide
the paintings for the panels above the
Strand theaarch in the new
proscenium
managing directre. Albert W. Anders,
the
that
ed
announcin February. new house
tor, hasopened
will be
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Anna Q. Nilsson, appearing with Hobart Bosworth in "The
Brute Master," a new W. W. Hodkinson feature.

Try this on your bannister. This is a scene from "Edgar's
Little Saw," another Edgar Pomeroy story made by
Goldwyn.

Molly Malone, who has been loaned by Goldwyn to Irving
Lesser
Productions,
making "Peck's Bad Boy" at
the
Mayer
studio, LosnowAngeles.

DIGES
wwT

DO

VPICTURES

not think," a Washington, D. C, distributor recently declared, to a Sunday Star

reporter, "that children's morals are being corrupted by photoplays to the extent claimed.
Statistics gathered by the industry show conclusively that the motion picture houses draw
an almost infinitesimal amount of their support
from the patronage of children. In cooperation
with a worthy woman's organization aiming to
educate and uplift children through the pictures,
the experiment was tried of showing pictures at
a certain house free on one or two days of the
week, at a five-cent rate on others and at a tencent rate on others.
"On the free days we had capacity audiences,
with long waiting lines in the street ; on the fivecent days the lines disappeared and the audiences were not so compact; and on the ten-cent
days it was difficult to find a child in the audience. When Johnny can get something for
nothing Johnny is on hand, whether he wants it
or not ; but when Johnny has to surrender his
nickel or his dime, Johnny has something else
within his craving than a wicked photoplay."
And what holds good for Washington is
pretty much the same the country over. The
majority of children throughout the country attend picture shows with their parents and the
exhibitor, realizing that if he offends them he is
bound to lose their trade, is watching his step
and booking only productions which he knows
are wholesome, clean entertainment.
"THE MONEY
CHANGERS"
(Pathe)
offers a gripping and stirring melodrama of
high grade having to do with the marketing of
opium among the Chinese by an American merchant. Intensely interesting and entertaining.
A difficult theme handled delicately. Human
and at times humorous.
A good picture.
"PRINCESS JONES" (Vitagraph) offers a
new star, Alice Calhoun, an ingenue. The story
of a village maid mistaken for a Russian princess. Tepid of plot, but pleasantly presented.
Modicum of entertainment value. Star pretty
and graceful, but not particularly compelling.

offAeWEEK

"IMMORTALITY" (Goebel) is an Italian
production that tells the story of the life of
Christ. A beautiful production, highly artistic
and reverent, skillfully enacted. A superior production and worthy of lavish commendation. A
good Sunday or Lenten feature.
"WORLDS APART" (Selznick) is the latest
Eugene O'Brien feature. A society drama,
strong of opening situation and development to
climax, but weakening in conclusion. Star good
looking and skillful, and one who has wide

drawing power everywhere.
ment value.

Good

entertain-

"THE

OLD SWIMMIN' HOLE" (First National) presents Charles Ray in a story of boyhood days in the country, suggested by the Riley

poem and savoring of "Tom Sawyer." A picture above the ordinary in every way. A typical
Ray feature. Should score a big hit wherever
shown.
"LOVE, HONOR AND BEHAVE" (First
Xational) is feature length Sennett slapstick of
the best type. It surpasses "Married Life" in
plot and incident appeal. Charles Murray and
Ford Sterling have done no better work than in
the present production, and where Sennett
comedies are popular or elsewhere the feature
should prove thoroughly satisfactory in entertainment and box office power.
"THE

KENTUCKIANS"

(Paramount)

adapted from John Fox, Jr.'s popular novel of
the life of Kentucky mountaineers loses much
of its charm by being transferred to the screen.
Monte Blue has the leading role and while if
has

some beautifully photographed backgrounds, there is a redundance of subtitles that

detracts from the story's value.
"THE BIG PUNCH" (Fox) is a western
romance with Buck Jones in the role of a circuit rider. A splendid cast appears in his support and the picture should please as a program
offering. It is well directed and the very well
acted story contains elements of popular appeal
that are sure fire.
"THE

"A SHOCKING NIGHT" (Universal) is the
last of the quintet of five-reelers Lyons and
Moran have made for Universal. The hack-

BRANDED SOUL" (Stoll), a melodrama based on the dual identity idea. The
story, while improbable, is interesting because
of the unusual treatment. It was adapted from,

neyed bedroom-mixup plot, developed with only
a fair degree of fun. Attractively staged and
well acted.

the novel "The Iron Stair." Reginald Fox essays the role of a roysterer and his twin brother
a minister.

CHARLES
OLD

RAY IN

SWIMMIN' HOLE
(FIRST NATIONAL)

This is a typical Charles Ray production and one of the most humanly appealing features presented for some time. Simple of
trend and ordinary of events, but
certain to strike response in the
heart of the picture-going public.
Directed by Sam de Grasse.
Charles Ray scores again in "The Old
Swimmin'-Hole."
is typically
Ray.
typically Riley and Ita regular,
wholesome
boy's story.
There, in brief, you have the character
of this feature. It was suggested by the
James Whitcomb Riley poem and it is
presented in a manner to enhance all the
charm of the Riley rhyme. The introduction of character is made in a school
boy's
irregular
on apicture.
slate. There
are no subtitlesspelling
in the
This
marks an advance in film making. Their
absence is not realized for some time
after the feature has proceeded, a certain
indication that it has been skillfully
welded together without them and their
place supplied by good acting.
The theme of the picture is a light one
— just the pleasant little love story of a
country schoolboy and girl in the era of
the youth of Tom Sawyer.
Ezra Hull, the lad so inimitably impersonated by Ray, is one of a band of
boys who play and scrap together, with
a background of charming country
scenes, roadways, timberland, brooks and
"the old swimmin'-hole." Ezra fishes in

the brook, robs an orchard and throws
suspicion upon his pastor for the deed;
he courts a pretty little girl in a schooltime campaign that is captivating, and is
in turn lost and longed for by a pigtailed damsel of ten years. He "speaks
a piece,"histheclothes.
while a He
whiteconnives
mouse against
cavorts
about
the teacher, who expels him from school.
He is toonesmoke
of a inband
of "pirates"
and
learns
a wierdly
lighted cave.
He is the center of wild disporting about
the swimming hole and is led into a
series of lively adventures at the school
picnic. All of these happenings he comments upon in his diary, a touch of byplay that is an exceedingly clever one.
Children will laugh with elders over
the fun it purveys. There will be an unqualified challenge to the youth that still
lives in every adult to dislike this picture
if they can! Cynical they must be to do
that. It is a thoroughly artistic, thoroughly refreshing picture of things commonplace but dear to the heart of the
whole American nation, and it is safe to
prognosticate that this will be one of the
Ray pictures longest remembered.
SPECIAL CAST IX
BRANDED
SOUL
(STOLL FILM CORP.)
A melodrama based on the dual
identity idea and while improbable, is 'nevertheless
because
of the unusual interesting
treatment.
It conforms to the Stoll standard.
If the cry for plausibility isn't raised
in the case of this picture, "The Branded
THE

Soul" will be voted an interesting bit of
entertainment. Its improbability lies in
the projection of two characters, a roysterer and a minister, who, being twin
brothers, look so much alike that were it
not for their garb it would be impossible
to distinguish one from the other. Both
love the same girl, with the roysterer the
favored suitor. And because the roysterer
is the favored one, the minister deliberand maliciously
his
brother,atelythus
sending him "frames"
to prison and
clearing the way for his own marriage
to the girl. It is asking considerable of
one to believe that there can be two men
so much alike that the girl in the case
cannot tell them apart; but it is going
the limit to ask the spectator to accept a
character who would deliberately send
his own twin brother to the penitentiary.
Yet, withal such improbability, the picture has a good measure of entertainment value, since it is well handled and
is given an interesting twist. This twist
comes into being when the convicted
brother escapes from prison only to meet
the remorseful minister. They change
places, but
chief warden and
becomes the
aware grafting
of the substitution
threatens to expose the ro\-sterer, who
has fallena minister.
into his brother's
become
Suspensefootsteps
is added and
by
reason of the fact that while the criminal
is alive the two lovers must remain apart.
The obstacle is removed when the prisoner kills the warden and then himself.
So the moral that the evil doer must inevitably bear his punishment is achieved.
Production, direction, continuity, acting, all have been looked after in a workmanlike manner. The scenes of Dart-

Two scenes from "The Old Swimmin' Hole," in which Charles Ray has the stellar role.
(Ray-First National)

Marjorie Prevost appears in support
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moor prison arc particularly effective, as
are the shots taken in a heavy fog.
Reginald Fox essays the dual role of
the happy-go-lucky brother and the minister, and is supported by Madge Stuart,
Frank Petley, H. Agar Lyons, J. Edwards-Barber, D. D. Lyall and Dalton
Somers.
The story is an adaptation from the
novel,tin "The
Rita. F.
Thorton Iron
wroteStair,"
the by
scenario
andMardirected the production.
ALICE CALHOUN IN
PRINCESS JONES
(VITAGRAPH)
A new and girlish star in a pleasing
little romance with elegantly attractive settings and pretty gowns.
The country maiden-city beauty
transformation theme. Well
played. An entertaining feature.
Directed by C. V. Seyffertitz.
A tale of youth and love, light as thistledown in weight of plot, but pleasantly
performed, forms the first vehicle for this
new ingenue star of Vitagraph, Alice Calhoun. It has a moderate degree of entertainment value and is pleasingly
presented, although there is a trite trend
throughout and many of the stock-intrade plays and by-plays are employed.
The star plays gracefully, but is at no
time particularly appealing, the while she
is sweet and winsome. The role is one
demanding a different personality from
hers. Vincent Coleman as the young
lover is likable and plays well. Helen
DuBois as Mathilda, an elderly spinster,
does creditable work, as does Joe Burke
as the
the real
girl'sprincess
uncle. Sada
as
of theMullen
story toappears
good
advantage.
The story is that of Princess Jones, a

HERALD

little village girl, whose mother gave her
the odd surname because of her conviction that she "should have been a
princess."
To her home
therematerial
comes one
Arthur Arlington,
seeking
for
his masterpiece of the brush in the village quietness. A worried father employs a detective to trace the youth and
learns that he has been buying an expensive gown and paying for rooms at
an exclusive hostelry for "Princess
Jones."
insistingforupon
her vacation,
is being She,
mistaken
a real
Russian
princess. Father and son meet in her
apartment, and the showdown comes
with the capture of the Princess by plotters against the Russian. The usual
happy ending tops this off.
SPECIAL CAST IN
THE

MONEY
CHANGERS
(PATHE)
A gripping and vivid story of
finance, romance and adventure,
admirably portrayed. Movement
swift and logical. Absorbing, interesting and entertaining. A difficult theme handled in delicate
manner. An especially good picture for the general patronage.
Directed by Jack Conway.
Here is a feature above the average in
many ways. Primarily, its plot is so well
developed, with its action speeded along
at such satisfying rate, that the interest
is caught at the beginning and held to
the final flash. Also, its cast plays with
a naturalness and moderation of dramatic skill, even in the most stirring moments, that its work is to be highly
complimented.
It is high class melodrama, well modu-
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lated, smooth-flowing. Important scenes
are set in society backgrounds in a Chinese eating palace and about a settlement house. Surroundings are at all
times interesting and attractive.
The story concerns Hugh Gordon,
owner of a drug corporation which is
marketing drugs among the Chinese, with
a chop suey palace the distributing headquarters. Lucy Hegan, a society girl,
who has active interest in welfare work
in
the spends
slums, ismuch
Gordon's
The
latter
time fiancee.
with Mary
Holmes, an habituee of the Chinatown
joint. Allan Martin, a reporter, conducts
an investigation of the drug trafficking
and loves Lucy. Monk Mullen, a reformed gangster, is made the tool of
Bordon, but doublecrosses him and gives
the
evidence
into There
Martin's
that
convicts
Gordon.
is ahands
smashing
climax and tragic ending and Martin
wins the love of Lucy.
Claire Adams plays the part of Lucy
Regan with commendable poise and
naturalness. Robert McKim is well cast
in the role of Gordon, and Roy Stewart
is a particularly good choice for the
reporter. Audrey Chapman, Betty Brice,
Edward Pcil, George Webb, Harvey
Clark, Stanton Heck and Gertrude Claire
arc others of the cast.
High spots of humor color the feature
throughout and relieve the intensity of
the dramatic in the by-play that centers
about a colored youth employed about
the settlement house. Amateur theatricals that he stages, with scenes from
"Uncle Tom's Cabin," will bring the
heartiest of laughs. Zack Williams, negro
comedian, plays the part.
CLYDE COOK IN
ALL WRONG
(FOX)
Clyde Cook, who so precariously
risked his popularity in "The Huntsman,"
has
come over
back some
strongof inthe"Allmost
Wrong."
He puts
thoroughly original and laugh-provoking bits
that have ever been offered. There is
less of the contortionist — although some
of it is
cleverly
done atAs that
— and
more
of very
the real
comedian.
a soldier
he represents a character that will afford
considerable fun for the ex-soldier and
get wave after wave of laughter from
others. Scenes in which he drills as a
"rookie"; those wherein he appears as a
guard with a Gringo on the Mexican
border and runs into a gang. of bootleggers,nately
will get
alterrests ina shout.
Mexico Aasbaia that
legitimate
business and then in the States as a
"blind pig," is another hit. The whole
is one of the best slapstick comedies
available at this time.
SEXXETT PLAYERS
ASTRAY
FROM

Clyde Cook in a scene from his latest comedy, "All Wrong" (Fox).

IN

THE STEERAGE
(PARAMOUNT)
Louise Fazenda, Billy Bevan and the
clever Sennett youngster supply the bulk
of the lively fun in this comedy. Its two
reels take the three from the time of their
landing as emigrants until they attain
sudden wealth in the form of a reward
for catching a liquor smuggler. There
are many humorous stunts with the baggage aboard the boat and on the express
wagon which carries it to the place where
the family expects to be employed as
servants. The baby supplies some of the
best fun. The work of Miss Fazenda is
particularly
and the whole
is clean and praiseworthy
snappy.
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EUGENE O'BRIEN
And Olive Tell
in a(Selznick.)
scene from ""Worlds
Apart."
EUGENE O'BRIEN IN
WORLDS
APART
(SELZNICK)
Society drama with good entertainment value. Mystery element well
sustained to the climax, where
story weakens. O'Brien fans will
enjoy his work and that of the entire cast. Directed by Alan Crosland.
The analytical picture patron who
weighs the value of a feature on the
strength of its plot development and who
likes a mystery situation cleared cleverly
and convincingly, will be distinctly disappointed when this feature comes to
rather an abrupt end. The mystery is so
well sustained up to and through the
climax that it is a regret to have it
flatten out so badly with its sudden ending. However, the picture's entertainment value will redeem it to a great extent. The settings are highly attractive
and the women players are pretty and
wear charming gowns. The cast does
meritorious work throughout.
The story is that of a wealthy young
man, Hugh Ledyard, the victim of a
frameup in which he loses the trust of
his fiancee. She marries Peter Lester,
who inspired the disruption of the romance. He recklessly marries Eleanor
Asne,
from him
in social
station,"worlds
to spite apart"
the Lesters.
Then,
when
these four, together with the Marshalls,
co-conspirators of Lester, and under
financial obligation to him, are gathered
in the Ledyard home, Lester is mysteriously murdered. Eleanor's father, who
-is in her home as a servant, is accused of
the crime, but she traces it until she obtains his release with the confession of
Harley Marshall.
The mystery elements are excellently
supplied as the situations logically pile
up in the beginning of the story. It
seems rather improbable that so weak a
man as Marshall, even though he is an
opium fiend, would murder Lester after
he is assumed to have paid his obligations by aiding in the getting of the girl
Phyllis for him. Again, when Lester and
•Eleanor meet it is inferred that they have
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not previously known one another, defather. spite the former's connections with her
However, the cast includes such good
playersyard,asOliveO'Brien
the part ofLouise
LedTell asin Eleanor,
Prussing as Phyllis Lee, Florence Billings as Marcia Marshall, William Tooker
as Peter Lester and Arthur Housman as
Harley, and all play excellently. Foxhunting scenes taken at a fashionable
hunting club in the South are one point
of interest.
LIDA LYS IN
IMMORTALITY
(GOEBEL)
The story of the life of Christ reverently and very artistically told
in picture story. The best presentation of the New Testament
theme that has yet come to the
screen. Rare artistry is combined
with stage skill and beauty of surroundings. An excellent picture.
Here, in the reviewer's opinion, is the
best religious picture which has come to
the screen in all its history, Passion Plays
and other great spectacular Bible plays
not excepted. It is a superior picture, and
the exhibitor who books it should hear
nothing but praise of it. He can promise
a great deal for it and meet his contentions.
It affords vast opportunities for exploitation, but care should be made to
keep them on the high plane of the feature itself. Music will have an important
bearing on the appeal of the feature, and
if a program of sacred songs and familiar
hymns is played on the organ throughout, as it followed the showing of the
picture at Barbee's Loop theatre, Chicago, it will add a great deal to the performance. Atie-up with religious institutions
should
bring good results and mutual satisfaction.
The picture has many merits. Chief
among them is the way in which the
story of the life of the Master is faithfully kept in continuity that binds the
whole in a smooth-flowing series of
events. They are told largely with the
apex of important scenes suggested by
or reproduced from the old masters. The
Annunciation, the Last Supper, the
Transfiguration and other scenes are entrancingly lovely in their tasteful, delicately charming presentation after this
plan. Scenes were taken in Egypt and
Jerusalem on the original spots where
the events, according to history, transpired. They are always caught by the
camera with a high degree of artistry.
Costumingmonious ofiscontrast.
graceful of line and harThe picture is an Italian production
Lida Lys, acclaimed the "Mary Pickford" of that country, doubtless earns
her title more by reason of widespread
popularity than by any- resemblance she
may hold to the American favorite. She
is of the Madonna type and is very beautiful. The part of the Saviour is taken
with the most satisfactory interpretation
and appearance that any screen actor has
ever brought to it. There are. hundreds
of excellently directed people in the big
scenes — caravans, mob scenes and the
like. The camel trains, the pyramids and
palms, sphinx and desert sands of Egypt
make some of the most charming of the
backgrounds.

SPECIAL CAST IN
THE

KENTUCKIANS
(PARAMOUNT)

John Fox, Jr.'s novel of Kentucky
people reproduced on the screen
in a talky, spiritless form.
The big thing in the novel, "The Kentuckians," was the keen understanding of
the author, John Fox, Jr., of the psychology of the Kentucky mountaineer.
This should have been the big thing in
the picture, but the spirit of the book
was missed by a wide margin, thus making the picture nothing more than a listless tale with only occasional touches of
dramatic life, told with the aid of innumerable sub-titles. And these titles
are by no means a paragon of the title
writer's art. Many of the quoted titles
are unnecessary while those of the descriptive sort are written in a manner
so stilted that it jars. Even if the titles
of the latter classification were taken
bodily from the author's text they are
out of place in the picture because the
spirit of the picture is different than that
of the book.
The theme of the story is the good influence of woman upon man. Inspired
by the daughter of the Governor, an ambitionless assemblyman with, proud antecedents is transformed into a purposeful
man; while a mountaineer, with the spirit
of feudal factions in him, becomes a
champion of law and order. The incidents leading to these conclusions being
involved besides listless never really
seize one. Only once does one respond
to any extent and that is during the
march of the band of mountaineers upon
the jail to free one of their number.
Though but fairly well done it is the
most effective bit in the picture. It is an
incident ihat will always hold a share
-of popular appeal.
In one respect the picture is uncommonly fine. Its exterior backgrounds are
beautiful and the photographic composition delightful. It is to be regretted
that because of obvious painted backings
the sum total of this phase could not
have been one hundred per cent.
The picture is a Charles Maigne production. Monte Blue plays the mountaineer; Wilfred Lytell, the Blue Grass
scion, and Diana Allen the Governor's
daughter.

Monte Blue
in a scene
Iron "The Kentuckians"
(Paramount).
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BUCK JONES IN
THE BIG PUNCH
(FOX)
A Western romance with the star
relinquishing his cowboy role to
play a circuit rider in a story of
tried and proven popular values.
A good standard program offering.
In forsaking his familiar cowboy role
to portray the hero of this Western romance, by Jules G. Furthman, Buck
Jones isn't likely to lose any friends. The
vehicle selected for his assumption of a
character somewhat new to him is of
such texture that the star's success in
making the change was pretty well assured at the start.
"The Big Punch" is material that, has
been tested and found to possess popular
appeal. The story has served the screen
with variations before and though convenience isoften resorted to to carry it
to the desired outcome, the inherent
values are not to be denied. Workmanlike direction, even continuity and good
acting help the retelling considerably.
The story is of a youthful Western
rancher, who falls into the meshes of
the law when he tries to effect the escape
of a drunken brother and two pals,
sought for murder. In this act he is
prompted by his love for his mother,
whom he wishes to shield from the farreaching consequences of the crime. On
the way to the penitentiary he meets a
Salvation Army lassie, who is coveted by
"Flash" McGraw, the owner of a gambling
hall. A romance springs up between
them. Soon after the rancher's term expires, the brother and his two pals escape
from the penitentiary. The rancher, now
a circuit rider, takes them under his wing
and gradually brings them back to manhood. Coming to preach in his home
town, the rancher is jeered by McGraw
and his satellites. The Salvation Army
girl is lured into McGraw's room. She
is beingcardedattacked
when
woman carries
the McGraw's
message of disthe
lassie's
plight
to
the
circuit
rider.
There
is a fight, the discarded woman proves
STAR

AND

that McGraw was the perpetrator of the
murder, and the strands are tied together
for a happy ending.
Besides Buck Jones, the cast includes
Barbara Bedford, George Seigmann, Jack
Curtis, Jack McDonald, Al Fremont,
Jennie Lee and Irene Hunt.
"The Big Punch" should please as a
program picture.
SENNETT PLAYERS IN
LOVE,

HONOR
AND BEHAVE
(FIRST NATIONAL)
Five reels of compactly assembled
comedy. Mack Sennett at his best.
A travesty upon matrimony and
divorce presented in a form that
is its own safeguard against the
giving of offense to the most
hypercritical. Typical American
humor, healthy, robust, pointed.
The feature length comedy slapstick is
shown at its best in "Love, Honor and
Behave." The production provides exhibitors' with exactly the material required for a genuine test of the entertainment form, a test which should be
made.
Charles Murray, Ford Sterling and
Phyllis Haver are the principals. Murray as a judge on the bench, relating to
a young
marriednarrative
couple of
seeking
a divorce, acolorful
an incident
in his own life which convinces them
that they should abandon their mission,
scores repeatedly in incidents and situations surpassing in humorous appeal anything that he has done in the past. Ford
Sterling, as an erring husband, contributes almost an equal measure of good
comedy. Phyllis Haver has less to do,
but does it capably, while supporting
members, many of whom score individual triumphs, are altogether as the
most exacting would have them.
Stripped of its humorous elements, the
plot is one of firmer body and better construction than many that serve producers of feature drama. Clothed with
these, and many innovations are disclosed

TWO

WELL-KNOWN
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in the footage, the plot serves a better
It is difficult to conceive of a theatre
purpose.
wherein the production, plainly represented as Sennett comedy in advertising,
should not prove considerably more than
satisfactory entertainment.
LYONS AND MORAN

IN

A

SHOCKING
NIGHT
(UNIVERSAL)
The final five-reel feature made by
this pair of funsters for Universal.
Only moderately
amusing, although well staged and well acted.
Action and fun drag too much to
be effective. Will please LyonsMoran admirers and offer a fair
degree of entertainment to others.
Directed by the stars.
A quartet of young people, impersonated by Eddie Lyons and Lee Moran,
Alta Allen and Lillian Hall, with a Montana "wild cat" in the person of a vigorous elderly bachelor, in reality Lionel
Belmore, furnish the humor for this
farce comedy. It is played with liveliness and grace, but lacks the pep that
would make it snappier and brighter.
The important situation is made the bedroom mixup employed so often and in
this instance it is drawn out to an extent that will be tiresome to the average
viewer. The feminine members of the
cast are pretty, wear clever clothes and
play
muchappealing
skill. Thethanwork
more with
is more
that ofof Belthe
stars, although their contribution is in
no way displeasing.
The story has to do with the changed
positions
couplesand
— the
Harcourts, whoofaretwo
married,
Elizabeth
Lane and Richard Thayer, who are engaged. To aid him in putting over a contract for financial backing with a Montana millionaire, Harcourt persuades
Thayer and Elizabeth to pose as himself
and wife while he and his wife take the
places of discharged servants. Complex
situations begin with the coming of the
man ened
from
out in Montana,
the end. but all is straight-

SUPPORTING

PLAYERS

3t

Left to right — Mahlon Hamilton, male lead; Louise Glaum, starring in " I Am the Woman," and Ruth Stonehouse, engaged to
support her in the J. Parker Read Jr. production for Associated Producers.
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Cupid recently shot his dart into the heart
of Buster Keatox and fell on the neck of
Natalie Talmadge.. He whispered "Will
you
mine?"
said, a ' June
Yes." bride,
Just
like be
that
She isAndto she
« *become
*

Gus Koxixgswald and S. Marcovici are
to be seen lunching together most anv day
at a fashionable restaurant on Seventh aveBy J. B.
nue. Both like a good horse race
it
took Koningswald to beat the Edison but
Electric Company in a sprint run in the Brooklyn courts not long ago.
L. Chester, when he is not yachting, is back
New York Cm'. Feb. S. 1921.
in
San
Francisco.
The
Commodore
will
* * *
"Jim" hibitor
Grainger
now "kidding"
the exfor Charlieis Chaplin.
He says
the remain at the Golden Gate City for one
The
sale
week
and
will
then
head
south
for
the
of
two territories for "The
contracts are coming in so fast that it reWoman
city of the angels.
quires night work * to* keep
J. McGovern's
production,Lntamed
* track of them.
which."is Elmer
being sold
* * *
on the state
rights market, is reported. F. & R. Film
"The Lone Wolf of Broadway" isn't the
Joseph Seider took a leading part in the txchange, the new Finkeistein and Ruben
only hungry advertising solicitor now-aHoover drive. He served 297 theatres
, has purchased the rights for the
days. You should see the pack fight for a free of charge, during the drive and aside exchange
states ot Minnesota, North and South
Dabone.
It's
a
regular
gang
fight
most
of
from
his
free
delivery
service
he
gave
the
kota.
This happens to be
the time.
entire proceeds of the LeRoy and Pearl this new company has takentheandfirstMrfeature
* * *
Cubtheatres to the committee. Good work Joe ! berry, manager of the F. & R. exchang
e
* * *
JoecolnSameth
doesn't
begrudge
Abe
Linannounce
s
that
he
intends to make this pichis birthday but he thinks any day but
ture
his
first
release.
Saturdav would have
L. C. Baxley of the
Fraxk O. Miller, who has been doing
* * been
* better. Me too. important
_• Yaxley Attractions of Dallas has the
things in the way of selling plays
rights for the states of Texas and
for
screen
purposes
for
the
Century
Play
ArRoy McCardell is cutting "Our Mutual
kansas. * * *
Company, is doubling in brass just now,
Friend"
Beecroft.
Courtexay Foote, the distinguished stage
ture willfor
soonChester
be advertised
so IThis
will picre- officiating as business manager for the Chiand screen actor, who recently finished
frain from showing
Opera Company at the Manhattan
* *the * hand at this time. Opera cago
House, which he formerly managed playing the lead in
e ction
Bell," isa
for several vears.
iorthcoming Thomas"The
Nat Yixegrad of Long Branch. New
InceBronz
produ
* * *
Jersey, blew into town last week to look
now playing opposite Norma Talmadge in
Captain Claude Coluxs of the U. S.
things over. Nat runs the Grand down at
The Passion Flowe
aviation service, zoomed down and captured Foote plays the partr."of In this picture Mr
the
Branch
and
runs
it
well.
He's
a
regular
"Estaban," a Casshowman and is full of ideas which he puts Lila Lee. Lila confirmed the report and tflian peasant and step-father
or Acacia,"
into practice.
a
role
which
will
be
enacte
d by Miss Talfurther
the Probably
wedding wants
wouldn'tto
* * *
take
placestated
for athat
year.
Eulalie Jensen
see if the captain can keep his feet on the It is saidmadge that
Eddie Boxxs, Commodore of the Alimo
Herbertplavs
Breno"Raimunda."is
directing the picture, chose Courten.nav who
Boat Club and special representative of C. ground.
Foote
for the role of "Estaban" after considering
flurry or tcrty applicants for the part.
This Spanish story of love and jealousy is
m striking contrast to "The Bronze Bell"
an adaptation of Louis Joseph Yance's
novel which a few years ago" was rated
as one of the year's six best sellers. Courtenay Foote plays a dual role in this picture
—an Indian prince and a venturesom
American. The story is laid in India ande
offersucti
an unusu
prod
on. al* opport
* * unity for lavish
New

York

Notes

About Film

Folk

Not so long
Harry Nichols, the
tXHnaroRS Heraldagofield
representative, was
chasing his car through a quiet little hamlet
totally disregarding the signs which read
Tncorporated village, speed limit twelve
stable flagged
if3'
°* Nichols
a suc^^enanda razor-back
handed himcon-a
summons. In the morning Hairy breezed
mto court and as he approached the bench
he put on his most Chesterfieldian
and said "Good morning, Judge" The
judge said, "Fine, twenty-five dollars."

George Arliss and Lucy Cotton in a scene from "The Devil," which Associated
Exhibitors, Inc., is publishing through Pathe.

"Inside of the Cup"
Opens Fifth Week
NEW YORK, Feb. S.— Paramount^
ine Inside or the Cup," the Cosmopolitan production based upon the sensational novel by Winston Churchill and
directed by Albert Capellani, entered
upon the fifth week of its engagement
at the New York Criterion February 8,
having_ proved to be one of the biggest
box-office successes that the Criterion
has yet presented.
So steadily has popular interest in this
picture been maintained and so strongly
has this interest been reflected in the
receipts. Paramount says, that all plans
for its successor have been held in abeyance by Managing Director Riesenfeld
and
"The
Inside of
the Cup"on isBroadlikely
to be emblazoned
in electrics
way and 44th street for a long time to
come
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Camera's
Eye

Mahlon Hamilton, popular young leading man now
appearing in Goldwyn pictures. Once upon a time,
he was upon the stage, supporting Maxine Elliott,
and he has appeared in serials for Pathe.
Maurice Tourneur making a good Indian out of Wallace Beery
forProducers,
"The Inc.,
Last feature.
of the Mohicans," his Associated

"One trouble with trying to support rambunctious kids,"
says Pat O'Malley, the Marshall Neilan player, "is
they
put."makes
"Dinty"
Barrydifficult.
is holding Pat's
head won't
for himstay
which
it more

Lady Diana Manners, whom the noted English artist,
E. O. Hoppe, declared to be the most beautiful
woman in England, has accepted a contract with J.
Stuart Blackton to become a film actress.
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"WhatVERDICTS
the
Picture
Did
For
ON FILMS
IN LANGUAGE
OF EXHIBITOR

Me"

Copyright, 1921
You are especially invited to contribute regularly to this department.
It is a co-operative service FOR THE BENEFIT OF EXHIBITORS.
TELL US WHAT THE PICTURE DID FOR YOU and read in the HERALD every week what the picture
did for the other fellow, thereby getting the only possible guide to box office values. Address "What The
Picture Did For Me." EXHIBITORS HERALD, 417 S. Dearborn St., Chicago.
American
The Honey Bee, with Margurita Sylvia.
—Good
One photography.
of the best Flying
A's fight
I have scene
run.
Prize
excellent. Boost it. Cannot go wrong. —
B. L. Hubbard, Hub theatre, Bishop,
Tex. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Thirtieth Piece of Silver, with
Margarita Fisher. — A lot of fuss about
nothing. Very poor. Too slow of action. No good. — McClure & Faulkner,
Comique theatre, Jamesport, Mo. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Associated Producers
The Last of the Mohicans, a Maurice
Tourneur production. — Wonderful picture. Drew big for three days. Third
day bigger than the first. Patrons stated
they were more than pleased. — Max Pear,
Avon theatre, Brooklyn, N. Y.
The Forbidden Thing, an Allan Dwan
production. — This is good. Good, clean
story. Good acting. Good moral. — W.
W. Woltz, Star theatre, Lake City, la. —
Neighborhood patronage.
First National
Yes or No, with Norma Talmadge. —
It will please, but is not the picture A
Daughter of Two Worlds was. Average
business. — W. L. Uglow, Crystal theatre,
Burlington, Wis. — General patronage.
Peaceful Valley, with Charles Ray. —
Very good picture. Played it two days to
good business. Repeated on first run
opposition in my territory. — H. Gerhausen, Eden theatre, Brooklyn, N. Y.
What Women Love, with Annette Kellerman. — This is a grand picture. Pleased
them all that seen it. The water scenes
are wonderful. — Oscar Troyer, Lyric theatre, Rugby, N. D.
The Fighting Shepherdess, with Anita
Stewart. — Extra good picture. Anita
surely gets me the business. Full house
and 100 per cent satisfaction. — G. F.
Rediske, Star theatre, Ryegate, Mont. —
Small town patronage.
In Search of a Sinner, with Constance
Talmadge. — Good entertainment. Weather
against me, so did not do what I expected, but not the picture's fault. — E. C.
Breilein, Faust theatre, New Richland,
Minn.
Passion's Playground, with Katherine
MacDonald. — Best-liked picture Katherine ever appeared in. One cannot go
wrong on Katherine and First National.
— W. B. Sweezy, Dortha theatre, Manville, Wyo. — Neighborhood patronage.
Bill Apperson's Boy, with Jack Pickford. — A very good picture. Story laid
in the Kentucky backwoods. Good program picture. — J. G. Varnell, Princess
theatre, Piedmont, Ala. — Small town patronage.
The River's End, a Marshall Neilan
production.
— What
we
have always

wanted and seldom found. A clean,
wholesome, exciting, enjoyable plot.
Beautiful scenes. Every part splendidly
acted, and Marjorie Daw a little sweetheart. A fine orchestra played to the
screen and made a two-night howling
success at 50 and 25 cents. — Philip Rand,
Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho. — Small town
patronage.
Heart o' the Hills, with Mary Pickford. — Mary seems to always please and
draw for us. This was a very good one.
— C. Hales, Lyric theatre, Orange City,
la. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Family Honor, a King Vidor production.— A real picture. A picture that
will please 100 per cent. — E. C. Breilein,
Faust theatre, New Richland, Minn.
The Inferior Sex, with Mildred Harris.— Good program picture. Top price
25c. — Giacoma Bros., Crystal theatre,
Tombstone, Ariz. — General patronage.
Go and Get It, a Marshall Neilan production.— This is some picture. Packed
them in for two days. Will make anybody money. — Oscar Troyer, Lyric theatre, Rugby, N. D.
Tarzan of the Apes and The Romance
of Tarzan, with Elmo Lincoln. — These
are fine. The best money-makers I ever
had. Most of my patrons expressed their
preference for The Romance of Tarzan.

— Don C. Reed, London theatre, London,
Idaho. — Small town patronage.
Heart o' the Hills, with Mary Pickford. — Some good entertaini
ng picture.
Some said it was her best picture, and it
sure will please. Big crowd and went
away pleased.— A. J. Steggal, Opera
House, Fayette, la.
Daddy Long Legs, with Mary Pickford. — Our first Pickford picture and
pleased at 15c and 35c, tax included. — E.
Dewhirst, Beverly Picture theatre, Beverly, Kan. — Small town patronage.
Auction of Souls, with Aurora Mardiganian. — A strong picture. Too depressive. Not for a family audience. — A. R.
Anderson, Orpheum theatre, Twin Falls,
Idaho. — Neighborhood patronage.
Tarzan of the Apes, with Elmo Lincoln.— This is sure some picture. Got
the business and pleased. Patrons asking
that we hurry the showing of The
Romance of Tarzan. — C. N. Bartow,
Opera House, Medora, 111. — Small town
patronage.
Fox
Drag Harlan, with William Farnum. —
Farnum's best. Drew top heavy house
for us. — Hackett & Krauss, Hackett's
theatre,
Port Gibson, Miss. — Neighborhood patronage.

Blind Wives, with a special cast. —
Opened to biggest business in history of
Ridgewood. Continuous capacity busifjlMMIIIIIIMIIIBI^
ness. Hundreds turned away daily. One
hundred per cent picture. — S. P. Whiting, Ridgewood theatre, Brooklyn, N. Y.
| Ten
Plays
While New York Sleeps, with a special
cast. — A good eight-reel special. Drew
Patrons
well and seemed to please everybody. —
My
|
William Tongate, Star theatre, Carlisle,
Liked
Best | Ind.
— General patronage.
Partners of Fate, with Louise Lovely.
|
(July i to Dec. 37, iq2o)
— A corking good sea story that pleased
a big crowd so well I held it over an
I 1. Back to God's Country. | extra day. — Ralph Crocker, Star theatre,
Elgin, 111. — Neighborhood theatre.
I 2. Desert Gold.
The Feud, with Tom Mix.— Would
I 3. The Miracle Man.
have been a great picture with a real
Doing?Your Husband | actor like Farnum in the lead, but Mix
I 4. What's
spoiled it. He can ride, shoot and do
stunts, but when it comes to acting he is
I 5. The Right of Way.
a joke. — H. Daspit, Atherton theatre,
I 6. Dangerous to Men.
Kentwood, La. — Neighborhood patronI 7. Hawthorne of the U. §
1
S. A.
1 age.Molly and I, with Shirley Mason. —
This is very good, as are all of Shirley
1 8. On With the Dance.
Mason's. I ran Her Elephant Man and
The Little Wanderer and they were all
I 9. The Little Shepherd of | good. — Elmer B. Peterson, Elk Horn theronage.atre, Elk Horn, la. — Small town patKingdom Come.
I 10. The Lottery Man.
If I Were King, with William FarLet's hear from another |
num.— A corking good special, but did
I
exhibitor!
not draw as well as expected. — E. A.
Philip Rand,
Baradel, Palace theatre, McGehee, Ark. —
Small town patronage.
I
Rex Theatre, §
The Texan, with Tom Mix. — Another
I
Salmon, Idaho. | one of Mix's good Westerns. A splendid Western picture. — J. G. Varnell,
iBHM^IIMMIIM
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H. Daspit, Atherton theatre, Kentwood,
La.— Neighborhood patronage.
Heart Strings, with William Farnum. —
It is a good picture, but our patrons like
Farnum in a Western. — O. R. Haus,
Scenic theatre,
Hastings, Minn. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Tattlers, with Madlaine Traverse.
— Just a program picture. Another one
of those dream stories. — A. J. Steggall,
Fayette, la.
Goldwyn
Stop Thief, with Tom Moore. — A very
good comedy. Moore is a favorite here
and gets me business. — W. L. Uglow,
Crystal
theatre, Burlington, Wis. — General patronage.
The Girl With the Jazz Heart, with
Madge Kennedy. — Excellent picture. Star
very much liked here, and this picture
went over great. Goldwyn pleases the
big majority here. — B. F. Sharp, Tumble
In theatre, Sinton, Tex. — Rural patronage.
The Little Shepherd of Kingdom
Come, with Jack Pickford. — An excellent
picture.
Will Star
please all classes. — William Tongate,
— General
patronage. theatre, Carlisle, Ind.

George D. Baker directing Robert Schable in a Sawyer and Lubin production.
Princess theatre, Piedmont, Ala. — Small
town patronage.
The Plunger, with George Walsh. —
Good action. Pep. Story. — E. E. Gailey,
Crystal theatre, Wayne, Neb.
Prairie Trails, with Tom Mix. — Best
Mix picture ever run yet, and I have had
some good ones. — William Tongate, Star
theatre, Carlisle, Ind. — General patronage.
The Challenge of the Law, with William Russell. — Fair picture to good business.— E. A. Baradel, Palace theatre, McGehee, Ark. — Small town patronage.
The Deadline, with George Walsh.—
Not very high class. Top 25c. — Giacoma
Bros., Crystal theatre, Tombstone, Ariz.
— Neighborhood patronage.
Beware of the Bride, with Eileen
Percy. — This is a good comedy and
pleased everybody. — Adolph Kohn,
Pastime theatre, Granville, N. Y. —
Neighborhood patronage.
The Orphan,
Farnum.
Good.
Pleased with
themWilliam
all. Fair
crowd.—
He does not draw any extra business,
especially adults. Gets out all the kids. —
G. F. Rediske, Star theatre, Ryegate,
Mont. — Small town patronage.
The White Moll, with Pearl White.—
Not a very good picture. Did not please
my patrons. — William Tongate, Star
theatre, Carlisle, Ind. — General patronage.
Beware of the Bride, with Eileen
Percy. — A nice little comedy-drama of
about average entertainment value. —
George E. Taylor, Idle Hour theatre,
Dunlap, la. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Last of the Duanes, with William
Farnum. — A typical Farnum Western.
Full of action ,and will go big where
they like their Westerns red hot. — Harold
Daspit, Atherton theatre, Kentwood, La.
— Neighborhood patronage.
The Challenge of the Law, with William Russell. — Another good Russell picture. A good story of Canadian Northwest. Well liked.— H. J. McBeth, Gem
theatre, Ord, Neb. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Flame of Youth, with Shirley
Mason. — Good program picture. — Wil-

liam Tongate. Star theatre, Carlisle, Ind.
— General patronage.
Prairie Trails, with Tom Mix. — Fine.
Plenty of action to this. Mix shoots
them up. — Hackett & Krauss, Hackctt's
theatre, Port Gibson, Miss. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Man Who Dared, with William
Russell. — A good picture. One that will
please. Comments good. Played on
Sunday. — Spalding Bros., Gem theatre,
Taylorville, 111. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Cyclone, with Tom Mix. — Great.
Tom and his horse, Toney, sure draw
the crowds and please. Used Mutt and
Jeff with this, 10c and 25c— J. H. Hooks,
Palace theatre,
Thomas, Okla. — Neighborhood patronage.
Sink or Swim, with George Walsh. —
Matinee benefit for Hoover Relief Committee didn't do much. Town had been
worked too hard by local committee. This
one sure starts with a whirlwind and
ends with a whiz bang. Go the limit on
advertising; it will please any redblooded American audience. It's a humVillisca,dinger.— Dr.
la. F. M. Childs, Cozy theatre,
The Deadline, with George Walsh. —
Picture absolutely unsuitable for my
town cm a Sunday night. I am trying to
make Sunday nights pay. not lose, money.
No business and pleased only the roughnecks. A picture full of suggestiveness
does not go at all. — G. F. Rediske, Star
ronage. Ryegate, Mont. — Small town pattheatre,
The Spirit of Good, with Madlaine
Traverse. — A good show and well acted
by star. — O. R. Haus, Scenic theatre,
Hastings, Minn. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Orphan,
with make
William
dandy.
You will
no Farnum.
mistake — byA
booking this one. It will please your patrons, and they will tell you so. — Adolph
Kohn. Pastime theatre, Granville, N. Y. —
Neighborhood patronage.
The Orphan, with William Farnum. —
Another
of thisbutstar's
that one.
is a
good Western
not pictures
a high class
Will not go very well with the ladies. —

Jinx, with Mabel Normand. — A very
big picture, presenting Normand in a
most pleasing role. Big business for two
days.turnBrought
for one-dayBook
reengagement ittoback
big business.
this real box office attraction. — Fred S.
Meyer, Palace
theatre, Hamilton, O. —
Transient
patronage.
Jubilo, with Will Rogers. — A crackerjack, brother exhibitors. Goldwyns are
nearly
good. — Preston
Empress always
theatre, Rockwell
City, la.Bros.,
JES' CALL ME JIM, with Will
Rogers. — I got my cue from "What
the
Picture
The bestof
I ever
haveDidrun.for Me."
The people
London
it's "Just
good."London,
— Don
C.
Reed, say
London
theatre,
Idaho. — Small town patronage.
Jubilo, with Will Rogers. — Very good.
Liked by all. Rogers a favorite. Josie
Sedgwick does some good acting and if
given the chance I think she would make
good as a star. — H. Daspit. Atherton theronage.atre, Kentwood, La. — Neighborhood patThe Revenge of Tarzan, with a special
cast. — Picture very good. Good suspense. Good
action. pictures
I can't compare
with other
"Tarzan"
because itI
did not see them. — Alvin S. Frank, Jewel
theatre. Lafayette, Colo. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Madame X, with Pauline Frederick.—
We try to run nothing but the best and
this is without a doubt the best we ever
had. Book it, old-timer, and watch some
of your hard-boiled patrons reach shyly
for their handkerchiefs. — Martin &
Savage, patronage.
Colonial theatre, Keokuk, la.—
General
His Own Law, with Hobart Bosworth.
— Big crowd. Fine picture. Pleased 100
per cent. Patrons liked it and told me
so. A real special.— B. F. Sharp, Tumronage.
ble In theatre, Sinton, Tex.— Rural patPartners of the Night, with a special
cast.— They liked this. Holds interest all
through. Good business. — W. L. Uglow,
eral patronage.
theatre, Burlington, Wis.— GenCrystal
Jubilo, with Will Rogers.— A good
comedy-drama. His pictures are all
good.— William Tongate, Star theatre,
Carlisle, Ind. — General patronage.
The Girl From Outside, with a special
cast. — This is a fine production. Intense
and interesting. Patrons expressed
their pleasure in seeing it.— Mrs. James
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Webb, Cozy theatre. Union, Ore. — Small
town patronage.
The Misfit Earl, with Louis Bennison. —
Here
a "JoewayDandy"
comicto drama.
Clean is
in every
and ought
please
anywhere. — E. S. Beynon, Cozy theatre,
Lake Crystal, Minn. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Blooming Angel, with Madge Kennedy.— If they want to kill Kennedy just
put her in a few more pictures like this
one. Sure is a box office flivver. — Fred
S. Meyer. Palace theatre, Hamilton, O. —
Transient patronage.
The Brand, a Rex Beach production. —
Good Northern picture. A little rough
in places. — Oscar Trover, Lyric theatre,
Rugby, N. D.
Help Yourself, with Madge Kennedy. —
Will hold for one night only. Personally
I thought it good, but second night tells
the tale. No business. Play a good
comedy with it. — Dr. F. M. Childs, Cozy
theatre, Villisca, la.
Cupid the Cowpuncher, with Will
Rogers. — All the Rogers pictures please.
To average business. — W. L. Uglow,
Crystal theatre, Burlington. Wis. — General patronage.
The City of Comrades, with Tom
Moore. — Very good picture. — Alvin S.
Frank. Jewel theatre, Lafayette, Colo. —
Neighborhood patronage.
The Fear Woman, with Pauline Frederick.— The very' kind of picture you need
when your audiences are fed up on the
light pictures. This picture went over
with mj- patrons. — W. H. Brenner, Cozy
theatre, Winchester, Ind.
The Woman and the Puppet, with
Geraldine Farrar. — I had a hunch this
was a poor show, and it sure was terrible.
I would rather forfeit the deposit than
play it. — W. L. Uglow, Crystal theatre,
Burlington, Wis. — General patronage.
The World and Its Woman, with
Geraldine Farrar. — A good picture, but
it failed
to go
over. Bad
Local
fans three
don't
seem
to like
Farrar.
business
days. — Fred S. Meyer, Palace theatre,
Hamilton, O. — Transient patronage.
Jinx, with Mabel Normand. — Was a
fair program at one time. Nothing to
rave over at all. — C. Hales. Lyric theatre. Orange City. Ia. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Hodkinson
The U. P. Trail, with Roy Stewart—

HELEJE
Putting the final
»t the Gold wyn
members her in

CHAD WICK
touch on her makeup
studio. Everybody re"Scratch My Back."

HERALD

Best picture we have ever run. Book it.
— Watt & Simmons, Bijou theatre,
Crookston, Minn. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Lord Loves the Irish, with J.
Warren Kerrigan. — A good program
offering that is sure to please any and
all admirers of Kerrigan. Good business
two days. — Fred S. Meyer. Palace theatre, Hamilton, O. — Transient patronage.
Sex, with Louise Glaum. — A true to
life picture. Splendidly acted. Louise is
a wonder. — Watt & Simmons, Bijou theatre, Crookston, Minn. — Neighborhood
patronage.
The Misfit Wife, with Alice LakeFine picture, but should not beTJrclassed
^ '
o ^
as a special. Will
please
any audience.
Metr
Business fair. — O. E. Pierce. Theatorium
theatre. Portland. Ind. — Neighborhood
patronage.
The Cheater, with May Allison. — Good
drama. Well cast. Picture pleased large
lady audience. — Hackett & Krauss,
Hackett's theatre.
Port Gibson, Miss. —
Neighborhood
patronage.
The Best of Luck, with a special cast. —
The story contains melodramatic thrills,
aeroplane, motorcycle, big seaplane, deep
sea diving, excellent photography. Is interesting and educational. My patrons
liked it and said so. Ten cents and tax
1 cent: 15 cents and 2 cents. — Dr. F. M.
Childs, Cozy theatre. Villisca, la.
The Mutiny of the Elsinore, with a
special cast. — A real picture. Pleased all
of them. — O. R. Nation, Strand theatre.
Davis. Cal. — Small town patronage.
PARLOR, BEDROOM AND
BATH, with a special cast. — Since
the days of "Sis Hopkins." "Ole
Swanson" and Old Virginia Cheroots
I have followed reports from J. C.
Jenkins of Neligh. Neb., and I never
found this old scout of the sand hills
off the trail. His censor dope had
the kick and they came through rain
and sleet and laughed and joshed as
they grabbed the pasteboards. But
listen. It has a whirlwind start, no
whiz bang finish. It's as tame as a
settin' hen in a wood box. If you
use
hypogirlsaddkicka up
nifty
tworeelerJenkins'
where the
or your
audience will leave as mine did, like
from the funeral of a dear departed
friend Prices 11 and 20 cents — Dr.
F. M. Childs, Cozy theatre, Villisca,
Iowa.
Shore Acres, with Alice Lake. — My patrons made special effort to see me and
tell me it was the best show I had ever
put on. If you don't use it you are missing a good one. — W. L. Beebe, Opera
House. Manito. III. — Small town patronage.
The Right o' Way, with Bert Lytell. —
A very*
big production
gavedoes
universal satisfaction.
Bert that
Lytell
fine
acting in this picture. A sure moneygetter. Big business three days. — Fred S.
Meyer. Palace theatre. Hamilton. O. —
Transient patronage.
Theoicrure
Right slow,
of Way,
Lytell.but
—
This
and with
a littleBertdraggy.
it will have to be classed with the best
actingCozy
unsurpassed.
—productions.
Mrs. JamesLytell's
Webb,
theatre.
Union, Ore. — Small town patronage.
The Walk-Offs, with May AllisonFair. — E. A. Baradel. Palace theatre, McGehee. Ark. — Small town patronage.
Blackmail, with Viola Dana. — Fine picture from all angles. Boost it. Revival
hurt business. — O. E. Pierce. Theatorium
theatre. Portland, Ind. — Neighborhood
patronage.
The Misfit Wife, with Alice Lake. —

81
Not at All Affable

It's.such
harda frame
to imagine
WandaNormally,
Hawley no!in
of mind.
But in "The «nob," her latest Realart
picture,
she gives 'William Lawrence the
cold shoulder.
One of the best pictures played here. You
make no mistake. Book it — Hackett &
Krauss.
Hackett's theatre.
Port Gibson,
Miss.
— Neighborhood
patronage.
The Best of Luck, with special cast. —
Just a fair picture. The chief cost of
production must have been the gowns, as
they sure were beautiful. — W. L. Beebe,
Opera House. Manito, 111. — Small town
patronage.
Please Get Married w ith Viola Dana. —
A very pleasing program offering. A
good box office attraction. Gave entire
satisfaction to big audiences two days.
By all means book it. — Fred S. Meyer,
Palace theatre, Hamilton, O. — Transient
patronage.
The Misfit Wife, with Alice Lake.— A
picture you can boost to the sky. Raise
admission and do most anything. It will
please.
— Preston
Rockwell
City, Ia.Bros., Empress theatre,
Blackie's Redemption, with Bert Lytell.— Old but good program at that
Lytell always good. — W. C Whitt, Home
ronage.
theatre, Anderson, Cal. — Small town patThe Mutiny of the Elsinore, with
Mitchell Lewis. — Fine picture from all
angles. •Mitchell is too homely to ever
become
a great star.
the The"he"
dolls. Business
fair. — They
O. E. like
Pierce.
atorium theatre. Portland Ind. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Walk-Offs, with May Allison. — A
very ordinary offering. May Allison is
popular
here,admirers.
but picture
appeal
to her many
Fair didn't
box office
returns.— Fred S. Meyer. Palace theatre,
Hamilton, O. — Transient patronage.
Shore Acres, with Alice Lake. — A 100
per cent picture. Do not be afraid to
boost it strong. Patrons liked it and expressed themselves in a way that showed
their sincerity. — Mrs. James Webb, Cozy
theatre.
ronage. Union, Ore. — Small town patParlor. Bedroom and Bath, with a
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special cast. — Good comedy-drama, but
not as good as Fair and Warmer. Fair
business. — O. E. Pierce, Thcatorium theatre, Portland, Ind. — Neighborhood patronage.
Nothing But the Truth, with Taylor
Holmes. — A fair picture to fair business
for two days. Nothing to rave about.
Just a fairly good program offering. —
Fred S. Meyer, Palace theatre, Hamilton,
O. — Transient patronage.
Paramount
The Village Sleuth, with Charles Ray.
— Good, clean stuff. Ray and plays very
popular here. Top price 25c. — Giacoma
Bros., Crystal theatre, Tombstone, Ariz.
— General patronage.
The Sins of St. Anthony, with Bryant
Washburn. — Washburn great in this picture, and he draws well for us. — Hackett
& Krauss, Hackett's theatre, Port Gibson, Miss. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Egg Crate Wallop, with Charles
Ray. — Very good. Ray is always good.
You cannot go wrong on Charles Ray. —
Charles Dale, Topic theatre, Fairfax,
Minn. — Neighborhood patronage.
HUCKLEBERRY FINN, with a
special cast. — Yes, indeed, a great
many who had fought shy of the
"movies"
just couldn't
resist taking
peep at Tom,
Huck, Widow
Douglasa
and Aunt Polly. These same laughed
the loudest and enjoyed it most. A
fine and full evening's entertainment.
10 and 15 cents. — Phillip Rand, Rex
theatre, Salmon, Idaho.
His House in Order, with Elsie Ferguson.—High class.— M. P. LaBree, V. I. A.
theatre, Crescent City, Fla. — Neighborhood patronage.
Guilty of Love, with Dorothy Dalton.
—heavy
Opinion
on itwith
was some
favorable.
It's a
drama
nice human
touches, but Dorothy Dalton can make
better pictures. — Alvin S. Frank, Jewel
theatre, Lafayette, Colo. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Excuse My Dust, with Wallace Reid. —
"GO WAY,

HERALD

Some of my patrons kicked on this, but
I consider it a good picture, and a gratifying change from the general run of
pictures, though there is lots of automobile stuff in it.— J. G. Varnell, Princess theatre, Piedmont, Ala. — Small town
patronage.
Double Speed, with Wallace Reid. —
One of Reid's best pictures. Will please
everyone. — Bert, Norton, Kozy theatre,
Eureka, 111. — Neighborhood patronage.
Black Is White, with Dorothy Dalton.
— Good program picture. One of the
best Dalton pictures I have played. —
Charles Dale, Topic theatre, Fairfax, Neb.
Half an Hour, with Dorothy Dalton. —
A very good program picture which
pleased big business. Top price 25c. —
Giacoma Bros., Crystal theatre, Tombstone, Ariz. — General patronage.
The Roaring Road, with Wallace Reid.
— A good picture of its kind with plenty
of excitement, but the ladies will not go
wild over this one. — H. Daspit, Atherton
theatre, Kentwood, La. — Neighborhood
patronage.
The Make-Believe Wife, with Billie
Burke. — Good comedy-drama. — W. L.
Beebe, Opera House, Manito, 111. — Small
town patronage.
The Market of Souls, with Dorothy
Dalton. — Everyone said it was the best
Dalton picture they ever saw. — W. C.
Whitt, Home theatre, Anderson, Cal. —
Small town patronage.
Her Husabnd's Friend, with Enid Bennett.— If producers would only get into
the frame of mind that would allow them
to see beyond the end of their noses and
give us more pictures of this kind, sweet
as a nut and clean clear through, the
woes of the country exhibitor at least
would be half over, and say, "Ain't it a
grand a glorious feeling?" A real highclass picture, logical story, lots of comedy relief, fine photography, a picture
that makes you glad you are an exhibitor.— R. L. Hensler, Bijou theatre,
Carrollton, 111.
The False Road, with Enid Bennett.—

GO WAY"

SAYS

AGNES
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Say, brothers, if yon want a real honestto-goodness picture, book this one. I
don't care if your patrons are rich or
poor, they will like this. The best crook
picture we have had for months. Very
interesting. — Ed L. Wegener, Lyric theatre, Valley Junction, la. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Alarm Clock Andy, with Charles Ray.
— This made just as big a hit with our
patrons as Forty-five Minutes From
Broadway; in fact, more laughs. Played
this with Semon comedy, Passing the
Buck. — O. R. Haus, Scenic theatre,
Hastings, Minn. — Neighborhood patronage.
STEPPING OUT, with Enid Bennett.— Boys, here is a grand program which carries a moral. It sure
deals with everyday life, and positively will be a treat to your patrons.
Niles Welch deserves credit also for
putting over this picture. This department isa wonderful help to the
small exhibitor, so let's hear from
some of you guys. — Raymond
Schneider, Midget theatre, Metamora,
111. — Small town patronage.
A Girl Named Mary, with Marguerite
Clark. — Splendid. Pulled the heartstrings. Ifthey produced more iike this
one there would be no censorship or agitation against moving pictures. — E. N.
Biddle,patronage.
Strand theatre, Paoli, Ind. — Small
town
An Adventure in Hearts, with Robert
Warwick. — A splendid picture, but the
star does not draw here. — C. H. Thomas,
Community
theatre, Galva, la. — Small
town
patronage.
The Lottery Man, with Wallace Reid.—
You can't go wrong on this picture. It's
a wonderful comedy, some very interesting scenes and an army of people at the
raffle. — Raymond Schneider, Matamora,
111.
Double Speed and Excuse My Dust,
.with Wallace Reid. — Both good pictures.
Wallace a good bet here. — Frank Allen,
Rose theatre, Byron, III. — Small town
patronage.
The Cradle of Courage, with William
S. Hart. — Something different. Not a
Westerner, but a crackerjack. Pleased
everybody. — Royal theatre, Lehi, Utah.
— Neighborhood patronage.
Pathe
Half a Chance, with Mahlon Hamilton.— Boys, here is a real special. Splendid picture. — Alvin S. Frank, Jewel theronage.
atre, Lafayette, Colo. — Neighborhood patOther Men's Shoes, an Edgar Lewis
production. — Take a tip, brother exhibitors, and book this one. Your patrons
will
come saw.
out and
and ittellcertainly
you it's isthea
best they ever
dandy picture. — Adolph Kohn, Pastime
theatre. Granville, N. Y. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Tarnished Reputations, with Dolores
Cassanelli. — This is the first time this star
has been seen here, but she made a hit,
and the picture pleased 90 per cent of
,those that saw it. — Harold Daspit, Athertonhoodtheatre,
Kentwood, La. — Neighborpatronage.
Help Wanted: Male, with Blanche
Sweet. — Good. Best Sweet picture yet—
E.
Neb. E. Gailey, Crystal theatre, Wayne,

A scene between Kathlyn Williams and Agnes Ayres in Cecil B. De Mille's special
production for Paramount "Forbidden Fruit," by Jeanie Macpherson

The House of the Tolling Bell, with
May McAvoy. — Good picture. Pleased
well. Star draws well for us. Large attendance.—B. F. Sharp, Tumble In theatre, Sinton, Tex. — Rural patronage.
KeeFrank crowd
with kept
Smolderin
nan.—
Pleasedg Embers,
all. Rain
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down. — O. R. Nation, Strand theatre,
Davis, Cal. — Small town patronage.
The A, B, C of Love, with Mae Murray.— A splendid picture with extra good
acting. Better than some of the big
specials. Mae Murray is a real actress. —
Harold Daspit, Atherton theatre, Kentwood, La. — Neighborhood patronage.
Realart
The Snob, with Wanda Hawley.— Here
is a splendid production, with a splendid
cast. Business was great. This is a very
popular novel and everyone will like it. —
James D. Kennedy, Alhambra theatre,
Indianapolis, Ind. — Downtown patronage.
Something Different, with Constance
Binney. — A good average picture. Did
good business on this one. — A. B. Anderson, Pastime theatre, Stratford, S. D. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Miss Hobbs, with Wanda Hawley. —
Good picture. Pleased nearly all. Book
it.
— E. E. Gailey, Crystal theatre, Wayne,
Neb.
Sinners, with Alice Brady. — A good
picture for grown-up people. — M. P. La
Bree, V. I. A. theatre, Crescent City, Fla.
— Neighborhood patronage.
Something Different, with Constance
Binney. — A very, very draggy piece.
Nothing worth while in it, but star registers in some mighty pleasing scenes. Can
see no excuse for making picture as poor
as this one with production as good and
as fine a cast as the director had. — W. H.
Brenner, Cozy theatre, Winchester, Ind.
Sweet Lavender, with Mary Miles Minter.— A splendid, well-directed
that pleased a full house. The picture
censor
cranks could all see this one and you
wouldn't so much as get a squawk out
of one of them.— F. E. McMillan, Royal
theatre, O'Neill, Neb.— Small town patronage.
Anne of Green Gables, with Mary
Miles Minter. — One of the best pictures
we ever run. — M. P. LaBree, V. I. A.
theatre, Crescent City, Fla.— Neighborhood patronage.
Eyes of the Heart, with Mary Miles
Minter. — Fair picture. Poor for Minter.
Packed 'em in.— O. E. Pierce, Theatorium theatre, Portland,
Ind. — Neighborhood patronage.
Miss Hobbs, with Wanda Hawley. — A
very good picture. Star supported by
Harrison Ford. One hundred per cent
satisfaction.— H. J. McBeth, Gem theatre,
Ord, Neb.
Erstwhile Susan, with Constance Binney— Splendid.— M. P. LaBree, V. I. A.
theatre, Crescent City, Fla.— Neighborhood patronage.
Oh, Lady, Lady, with Bebe Daniels. —
Good as You Never Can Tell. Same
type of picture. Pleased 100 per cent.
Capacity business.— O. E. Pierce, Theatorium theatre, Portland, Ind.— Neighborhood patronage.
The Luck of the Irish, with a special
cast.— Everyone liked it. Plenty of corner— ^, Jonnston, Merriman theatre,
Mernman
Neb.— Small town patronage.
Robertson-Cole
The Tong Man, with Sessue Hayakawa. — This was a good picture. Patrons well pleased.— E. T.
Fastime theatre, Seelyville, Ind.—CrafRts,
Small
town patronage.
The Stealers, with a special cast —
very good picture. Drew well. Photography excellent.— Henry Sunshine, Tiptop theatre, Brooklyn
, N. Y.
Big Happiness, with Dustin Farnum.—
those who came to see it thought it a
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Johnny Hines and support inbeing
a scene
from 'Torchy
Mixes In," a new Torchy comedy
distributed
by Educational.
good picture. Star took double role and
he sure acted his part good. Poor crowd,
but on account of cold and snow. — O. R.
Haus, Scenic theatre, Hastings, Minn. —
Neighborhood patronage.
The Fortune Teller, with Marjorie
Rambeau. — Big house. Pleased. Another of the right kind. Top price 25c. —
Giacoma Bros., Crystal theatre, Tombstone, Ariz. — General patronage.
The White Dove, with H. B. Warner.
-Little
— Surelygirlandin truly
one of
it made
bigWarner's
hit here.best.A
little sad. — O. R. Haus, Scenic theatre,
Hastings, Minn. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Love Call, with Billie Rhodes.— I
did not see it, but comment on it was
not favorable. As a rule Billie is good. —
Alvin S. Frank, Jewel theatre, Lafayette,
Colo. — Neighborhood patronage.
Poor Relations, with ZaSu Pitts. — Very
good. Small towns especially will do
well to use such a program. — Mrs. James
Webb, patronage.
Cozy theatre, Union, Ore. — Small
town
Beckoning Roads, with Bessie Barriscale. — Fair picture. Do not have any
crowds on R.-C. pictures. — William Tongate, Star theatre, Carlisle, Ind. — General
patronage.
The Heart of Twenty, with ZaSu Pitts.
— Poorest stuff we get on our program
is R.-Cole. Why at this date and age
don't
junk this
this one
stuff was
and staged
be up to
date? they
I think
in
Hiram's pasture. — C. Hales, Rivoli theatre, Alton, la.— Neighborhood patronage.
Who's Your Servant? with a special
cast.
It's R.
a picture
won't
like. —— O.
Haus, everybody
Scenic theatre,
Hastings, Minn. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Wonder Man, with Georges Carpentier. — An exceptionally good, clean
sport picture. Women enjoyed it as well
as the men. Good business. — A. J. Steggall, Opera House, Fayette, la.
Selznick
Figurehead,
with Eugene
O'Brien.
— The
A very
good picture
and pleased
all.

Played to good business. — E. C. Breilein,
Faust theatre, New Richmond, Minn.
The Woman Game, with Elaine Hammerstein. — Good all the way through. We
like Miss Hammerstein. — F. E. Sabin,
Majestic borhood
theatre,
patronage.Eureka, Mont. — NeighHis Wife's Money, with Eugene
O'Brien. — O'Brien is very popular, but
picture is awful. Very ordinary business
two days. — Fred S. Meyer, Palace theatre, Hamilton, O. — -Transient patronage.
The Point of View, with Elaine Hammerstein.— This is a very good picture
and will please everybody. Had many
favorable comments. — Adolph Kohn,
Pastime theatre, Granville, N. Y. —
Neighborhood patronage.
The Daughter Pays, with Elaine Hammerstein.— The finest acting that I have
had in any picture for some time. The
entire cast coming up to expectations.
Elaine Hammerstein is what I call an
honest-to-goodness girl, and I bill her
that way. — W. H. Brenner, Cozy theatre,
Winchester, Ind.
The Woman God Sent, with Zena
Keefe. — Political play. Very slow. Poor
direction and acting.— E. A. Baradel, Palace theatre, McGehee, Ark. — Small town
patronage.
Sooner or Later, with Owen Moore. —
A very pleasing program offering that
gave good satisfaction to fair business
for two clays. — Fred S. Meyer, Palace
theatre, Hamilton, O. — Transient patronage.A Fool and His Money, with Eugene
O'Brien.— A good program picture.
O'Brien makes better pictures than this
^mmmiiimimt— ■Mit.»imii.<tiiii,mi.i.immnm,ii,iiin,..imii„„„m,,m„.nm,
|
|
|
|
|
1
|
^

Communications regarding condition of film, service conditions,
rental prices, etc., should be
mailed separately. Reports for
this department must be confined
to the actual drawing power record of productions.
■■■■mi— —
■ i
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one. Fair crowd. — B. F. Sharp, Tumble
In theatre, Sinton, Tex. — Rural patronage.
The Poor Simp, with Owen Moore. —
Best of this star's work. — Frank Allen,
Rose theatre, Byron, 111. — Small town
patronage.
The Flapper, with Olive Thomas. — A
good picture that pleased. Ladies, of
course, like one like this more than the
men. — Adolph Kohn, Pastime theatre,
Granville, N. Y. — Neighborhood patronage.
Greater Than Fame, with Elaine Hammerstein. — A good picture, and good
photography. Pleased all. — E. C. Breilein, Faust theatre, New Richland, Minn.
Whispers, with Elaine Hammerstein. —
Hammerstein deserves better vehicle to
star in. Plot rather tame. Poor business.
— E. A. Baradel, Palace theatre McGehee,
Ark. — Small town patronage.
Whispers, with Elaine Hammerstein. —
A good picture, and pleased my audience.— Adolph Kohn, Pastime theatre,
Granville, N. Y. — Neighborhood patronage.
Coax Me, with June Elvidge. — Good
comedy-drama. — Harold Daspit, Atherton theatre, Kentwood, La. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Isle of Conquest, with Norma Talmadge.-^A
good picture
that Norma
gave uni-in
versal satisfaction.
Presents
very pleasing role. Good business three
days. — Fred S. Meyer, Palace theatre,
Hamilton, O. — Transient patronage.
The World to Live In, with Alice
Brady. — Patrons did not like this picture.
Fair program picture. — E. C. Breilein,
Faust theatre, New Richland, Minn.
Daughter of the West, with Edythe
Sterling. — Played in conjunction with
"Circus
Imps"
and packed
for
two days.
Advertised
as athem
wild inwest
show and circus. — H. Bachmann, Kossuth theatre, Brooklyn, N. Y.
She Loves and Lies, with Norma Talmadge. — Very good in every way. — H.
H. Billings, Pleasant Hour theatre. Pine
Island, Minn. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Road Through the Dark, with
Clara Kimball Young.— The worst frost
I ever had. Was a good picture a few
years ago, but war stuff don't go now.

JEWEL, CARMEN
Star
of
"The
Silverdistributed
Lining." the
Roland
West production
by Metro.
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Many left mad and had me refund their
money. — George Eberwine, Auditorium
theatre, Marblehead, O. — Small town
patronage.
Just Outside the Door, with Edith
Hallor. — A very good picture that
pleased a fair-sized Saturday crowd. —
Adolph Kohn, Pastime theatre, Granville, N. Y. — Neighborhood patronage.
Universal
Rich Girl, Poor Girl, with Gladys Walton.— This picture will give satisfaction
anywhere. Miss Walton plays the dual
role very nicely. The story is of the
"Prince and Pauper" style. — Ed. L.
Wegener, Lyric theatre, Valley Junction,
la. — Neighborhood patronage.
Once to Every Woman, with Dorothy
Phillips. — Best Universal picture I've
played, but did not draw as well as The
Devil's Passkey.— O. R. Nation, Strand
theatre, Davis, Cal. — Small town patronage.
Once to Every Woman, with Dorothy
Phillips. — I don't see haw Universal can
class this as a special. — W. L. Uglow,
Crystal theatre, Burlington, Wis. — General patronage.
Wanted at Headquarters, with Eva
Novak. — Fair picture. Could be better. —
E. E. Gailey, Crystal theatre, Wayne,
Neb.
Wanted at Headquarters, with Eva
Novak. — Just an ordinary program picture. One you can play, but do not
boost for if you do you will disappoint
your patrons. — Spalding Bros., Gem theronage.atre, Taylorville, III. — Neighborhood patUnder Northern Lights, with a special
cast. — Good picture. My patrons liked it.
— F. E. Sabin, Majestic theatre, Eureka,
Mont. — Neighborhood patronage.
Locked Lips, with Tsuru Aoki.— This
was a good picture. Drew well and
pleased my patrons.— E. T. Craffits,
Pastime theatre, Seelyville, Ind. — Small
town patronage.
The Girl in 29, with Frank Mayo. —
Another good evening wasted. Forget
't. — Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon,
Idaho. — Small town patronage.
Pink Tights, with Gladys Walton —
This is a wonderful production with a
big story that will appeal to everybody.
Gladys Walton made a big hit, and I believe with proper direction she will become as popular as Mary Pickford. Advertise Pink Tights to the limit, for you
won't
disappoint
a single
patron.
Give
us more pictures like
this one,
for these
are the kind that break box office records.— G. W. Evans, Mystic theatre, Madrid, la.— Neighborhood patronage.
Blue Streak McCoy, with Harry Carey.
— Leave it to Carey for good pictures. —
E. S. Beynon, Cozy theatre, Lake Crystal, Minn. — Neighborhood patronage.
Marked Men, with Harry Carey. — We
believe this an excellent picture, and it
caused more talk than any we have run.
No matter how good or bad a person is,
this picture will make him better. — J. E.
Craven, Crystal theatre, Kellogg, la. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Overland Red, with Harry Carey. —

mi ii mid ii \ktiii:i.mi:*s
Who*
t\lll
the li'ltdlnK
role In 1o" Kx-be
|M>rlrn<'«*,'*pill?
fnmoiiM
Klnicr drnmn
Hindi- for I'limnioiint by Georffe Kitsmmtrlre.
Very good. Pleased 100 per cent. There
is some sense to good, clean comedydramas of this type. — Alvin S. Frank,
Jewel theatre,
Lafayette, Colo. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Heart of Humanity, with Dorothy
Phillips. — This was some picture. Packed
the house matinee and night. Patrons
well pleased. — E. T. Craffits, Pastime
ronage.
theatre, Seelyville, Ind. — Small town patThe Weaker Vessel, with Mary MacLaren. — Good picture. Star well liked
here. — Lang & Smith, Cobb Opera
ronage.
House, Cobb, Wis. — Neighborhood patVitagraph
Dead Men Tell No Tales, with a special cast. — Drew well. Played two days.
Very fair picture. — Gus Stamates, Classic
theatre, Brooklyn, N. Y.
The Courage of Marge O'Doone, with
a special cast. — A very good special, but
a little too strong a theme. Not as Rood
av The River's End. — Bert Norton, Kozy
ronage.
theatre, Eureka, III. — Neighborhood patThe Vengeance of Durand, with Alice
Joyce.— Nothing to rave over. We
booked it as a special, but it was merely
a program picture. — Hackett & Krauss,
Hackett's theatre,
Port Gibson, Miss. —
Neighborhood
patronage.
The Vengeance of Durand, with Alice
Joyce. — It is the best picture Alice Joyce
ever made, and she sure is beautiful to
look upon in this. She looked better as
the mother than as the daughter. Took
a double role. — O. R. Haus, Scenic theatre, Hastings, Minn. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Dead Men Tell No Tales, with a special cast. — Wonderful picture. Played
two days to capacity. Patrons well
pleased.
— H.N. Bachmann,
Kossuth theatre,
Brooklyn,
Y.
The Black Gate, with Earle Williams.
— A very good average picture. Earle
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Williams a finished actor. — \Y. H. Brenner, Cozy theatre, Winchester, Ind.
Too Many Crooks, with Gladys Leslie.
— Just an ordinary picture, but pleased.
— Hackett & Krauss, Hackett's theatre,
Port Gibson, Miss. — Neighborhood patronage.
Specials
Girls Don't Gamble (D. X. Schwab),
with David Butler. — Good picture. — E.
A. " Baradel, Palace theatre, McGehee,
Ark. — Small town patronage.
Fickle Women (D. X. Schwab), with
David Butler. — A very good picture.
Everyone will enjoy it. David Butler is
a second Charles Ray. — James D. Kennedy, Alhambra theatre, Indianapolis,
Ind. — Downtown patronage.
Skyfire (Pinnacle), with Xeal Hart. —
A story of the Canadian Xorthwest.
Star well liked. Played to full house. —
H. J. McBeth, Gem theatre, Ord, Xebr.
— Neighborhood patronage.
Hell's Oasis (Pinnacle), with Neal
Hart— This is a big Western full of
pep. If your people like a fast one for
a change, get this. — R. K. Stonebrook,
Wisner theatre, Eldora, la. — Xeighborhood patronage.
Smiling All the Way (D. X. Schwab),
with David Butler. — Fair program picture. Butler's —first
and
well received.
E. appearance
A. Baradel,herePalace
theatre, McGehee, Ark. — Small town
patronage.
Skyfire (Pinnacle), with Xeal Hart —
This picture packed my house and
caused more favorable comments than
any feature in last six months. Advertise the Northern Lights and the picture
will surprise you. — Ralph Crocker, Star
theatre, Elgin, I1L
Serials
King of the Circus (Universal), with
Eddie Polo. — A real serial with a consistent story. Gets the money, as they
like the circus atmosphere. Eddie is a
genuine honest-to-goodness he man. — E.
N. Biddle, Strand theatre, Paoli, Ind. —
Small town patronage.
Bride 13 (Fox), with a special cast. —
Played the fifteenth episode and this serial has more than lived up with expectations. A real thriller and if Fantomas
is as good as Bride 13 I will be more
than satisfied. — B. Feldman, W}-coff theatre, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Elmo the Fearless (Universal), with
Elmo Lincoln. — Some liked this serial,
but majority did not. Too much impossible stuff, and too long a serial.
Business dropping off. — E. C. Breilein,
Faust theatre, New Richland, Minn.
King of the Circus (Universal), with
Eddie Polo. — We are on the ninth chapter and running it on Mondays. Receipts are better on Monday than on Sunday. Getting better each week. Book
it You will not have to boost it. It
will boost itself.— Ed L. Wegener, Lyric
theatre, Valley Junction, la.
Thunderbolt Jack (Arrow), with Jack
Hoxie. — Running in six theatres. Doing
a great business. Positively biggest
money maker we have ever had. "A
sure
shot."Chicago,
— V. W. 111.
Langford, Circuit of
Theatres,
Ruth of the Rockies (Pathe), with Ruth
Roland. — Am running the fourteenth
episode. It has held the crowds good
and pleased 90 per cent. — Charles Dale,
Topic theatre. Fairfax, Minn. — Xeighborhood theatre.
The Lost City (Warner Bros.), with
Juanita Hansen. — I'll say one of the best
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serials ever made, and we've run a few.
A few adults as well as children will enjoy it.— O. R. Haus, Scenic theatre,
Hastings, Minn. — Neighborhood patronage.
Short Subjects
Rolin Comedies (Pathe), with Snub
Pollard.
— Great.
don't negro
make credit
them
any better.
Give They
the little
for his share in making them popular. —
E. X. Biddle, Strand theatre, Paoli, Ind.
— Small town patronage.
Get Out and Get Under and High and
Dizzy (Pathe), with Harold Lloyd. — Best
comedies I can buy. Worth double receipts when Lloyd is on the bill. If you
have a religious clientele, book Lloyds
for clean comedy. — B. L. Hubbard, Hub
theatre,
ronage. Bishop, Tex. — Xeighborhood patYou'll Be Surprised (Universal), with
Joe Martin. — We ran this with Jinx and
it's the only thing that saved the day.
Otherwise we'd given back their money.
Joe is O. K. — C. Hales, Lyric theatre.
Orange City. Ia. — -Xeighborhood patronage.
Seven Bald Pates (Educational), with
a special cast. — Some liked this and some
didn't care so much for it. I consider
it a real good comedy. — J. G. Yarnell,
Princess theatre, Piedmont, Ala. — Small
town patronage.
High and Dizzy (Pathe), with Harold
Lloyd. — It's a world-beater. Certainly
gets the hearty laughs. — Alvin S. Frank,
Jewel theatre. Lafayette, Colo. — Xeighborhood patronage.
London Bobby (Pathe), with Snub
Pollard. — This is a good comedy and
will get the laughs. Young and old enjoy this one.- — Spalding Bros., Gem theatre, Taylorville, 111.— Xeighborhood patronage.
Pathe Review. — To my notion the best
single on the market. Almost everyone
liked it. The slow motion is a novelty
not often seen outside a review. — W. C.
Whitt, Home theatre, Anderson, Cal. —
Small town patronage.
Four Times Foiled (Educational), with
a special cast. — A corned}- in every sense
of the word. It cannot be beat. Bring
on some more. — E. C. Breilein, Faust
theatre, New Richland, Minn.
An Eastern Westerner, with Harold
Lloyd. — Lots of new stuff in this. Lloyd
gets the laughs. A good, clean play worth
having. — Clyde C. Caperton. Harwood
theatre, Harwood, Tex. — Small town
patronage.
Edgar's Sunday Courtship (Goldwyn),
with Johnny Jones. — A very fine juvenile
comedy offering that sent our patrons
out talking. Edgar comedies are all
good. Booth Tarkington knows human
nature and, what is more, he knows how
to portray it on the screen. — Fred S.
Meyer, Palace theatre, Hamilton, O. —
Transient patronage.
The Scarecrow (Metro), with Buster
Keaton. — Can't be beat. Have run all
of Lloyd's, but this is the best ever
seen here. — W. L. Beebe, Opera House,
Manito, 111. — Small town patronage.
A Fly Ball (Jester), with Twede Dan.
— This is a good one. You can boost
it. Went big. Somewhat dark in places.
— William Thacher, Royal theatre, Salina,
Kans.
Convict 13 (Metro), with Buster Keaton.— A dandy. Went over as good as
One Week, or any comedy I have used. —
W. L. Beebe, Opera House, Manito, 111.
— Small town patronage.
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With

the Procession

in Los

By Harry Hammond
Miss Katherine
Prosser, motion
picture editor of
t h e Kansas City
Star, is here in the
interests of that
journal and will
spend a month at
the studios interviewing motion
picture stars.
Anna Yezierska, author of
"Hungry Hearts,"
the picture rights
of w h i c h have
been purchased by
EXINOR l Ult
( \ ItiiK rnph )
Goldwyn,
arrived at thehasstudio
to assist in the production of her photoplay.
* * *
Elinor Fair, who is being commended
for her excellent work with Otis Skinner in
"Kismet," has been engaged by Vitagraph
to play opposite Farlc W illiams in a new
production temporarily entitled "Loot of the
* * *
Night."
Lew is S. Stone has been chosen by David
Hartford for the leading masculine role in
"The Golden Snare," a First National
feature, which Hartford is now engaged in
making near Truckee, Cal.
* * »
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Angeles

Beall

trio also will collaborate in the preparing
of the scripts.
Many prominent screen celebrities attended the formal preview of "The Fire
Cat," which
was given
Universal
City
before
the picture
was atshipped
to New
York for its premier. Edith Roberts, the
star of the production, and Norman Dawn,
who directed it, entertained their guests at
a supper at the Universal City cafe following the showing.
Gladys Walton, Universal's youngest
star, who has just finished "The Bobbed
Squab," under the direction of Rollin Stuggeon, has gone to Coronado to spend a
week before returning to Universal City
to start work on "A Kentucky Cinderella,"
F. Hopkinson
Smith's
well known romance
of
the mountain
country.
Hoot Gibson is turning out another vigorous two reel western photodrama at Universal City, under his own direction. It
is
entitledis "The
Cactus lady.
Kid." Gertrude
Olmstead
the leading
Mary Miles Minter has returned from a
three weeks' visit to New York City.

Tom Santschi has completely recovered
from the effects of an operation for appendicitis and is at work again on the two-reel
"westerns."
* * *

Enid Bennett, former Ince star, has
been signed for the leading role in the
next picture to be made by the Rockett
Film rectCompany.
Lloyd will
Ingraham
diand Ross Fisher
be the will
cinema
photographer.
* * *

The first showing of Catherine Curtis'
screen production of Ralph Connor's "The
Sky Pilot" was held recently when the
pictureern was
prc-viewed
by Sol Lesser,
Associated
First National
chief,westand
King Vidor, who directed the picture.
* * *
Malcolm St. Clair has been signed to a
contract by the Comique Film Company,
producers of the Buster Keaton Comedies,
according to an announcement made this
week by Lou Anger, production manager
of the firm. St. Clair is to alternate with
Eddie Cline in directing Keating. The

March 17 may be a lucky day for the
Irish, but it is liable to be an unhappy one
for Bebe Daniels, for that is the date that
has been set for her trial in Santa Anna
for violating the speed laws of Orange
County. Justice Cox of Santa Anna has
so far never deviated from his rule of
sending
autoists
who miles
"step anonhour
it"
to
the tunethose
of more
than fifty
to the city bastile for at least ten days.
Army and Navy officers, well known politicians and others have tried to escape his
clutches, but so far without success, and the
eyes of all filmdom will be centered on the
activities of the little justice court in the
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small California town on the date when the
Realart star is hailed
the court.
* * before
*
Ford Sterling is enjoying a temporary
vacation from the motion picture camera
and is spending most of his time taking
pictures with his still camera. Rosemary
Theby is sitting for a series of photographic
art studies which the comedian is making
and which will be exhibited in New York
and abroad. It is a well known fact that
Ford Sterling has won innumerable awards
for his camera studies and is one of the
leading art photographers
* * * in America.
Dwicht Cleveland, at one time manuscript editor at Universal City, and recently
scenario chief at the Jesse B. Hampton
studios, has been added to the working
staff of the Willat Productions, Inc.
* * *
Edward Laemmle is concluding "The
Range Rider," a two reel Western screen
play portstarring
Pe'rrin. His chief supis Louise Jack
Lorraine.
* * *
Little Breezy Eason, the kiddie who has
become phcnominally popular among thewill be starred
in "Patches,"
Universal atregoers,
photodrama
which
will be di-a
rected by his father, Reeves Eason.
Urges Industry Aid in
Timber Conservation
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Feb. 8.— That the
threatening timber famine and the question of nation-wide reforestation are
matters of vital importance to the motion picture industry, was the substance
of the theme presented by Hugh P.
Baker, secretary of the American Paper
and Pulp Association, before the Associated Motion Picture Advertisers at
the weekly
meetingrecently.
at the Cafe Boulevard, New York,
Asserting that many of the problems
of the trade paper, the publicity and advertising departments and the industry
as a whole are dependent upon a solution
of the paper situation. He declared aggressive methods were necessary to meet
the crisis. He urged support for some
remedial measure before congress. The
measure he specifically advocated is the
Snell Bill which has been endorsed by
the American Paper and Pulp Association, the A. N. P. A., the United States
Chamber of Commerce and other inorganizations
the supplies.
conservation and fluential
recreation
of for
forest
Remodel in Fond Du Lac
FOND DU LAC, WIS.— The Bijou
theatre is undergoing remodeling and redecorating.

Eight little Universal-Century Girls, members of the "Perfect 36" rowing team out for a practice spin

THEATRE
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EQUIPMENT

Electric

Equipment
Progress
That the pipe organ has a permanent place in the motion picture theatre is an established
fact. It has become even more
popular since its possibilities as
an augmentation to the symphony
orchestra have been learned.
When an exhibitor has gone to
the expenditure of several thousands of dollars to equip his
house with this instrument, he
should then use every means at
his disposal of capitalizing this
feature with his patrons.
Many exhibitors have done
this through obtaining the services of noted musicians to preside at the organ — through making a part of their regular
entertainment program an organ
recital.
But some of these have made
the mistake of over publicizing
the musician, losing sight of the
fact that while musicians come
and go, the organ is the permanent feature.
The Rialto Theatre at Portland, Oregon, has struck the
happy medium in this regard,
giving equal prominence to the
player and the organ. In this
case it is the Wurlitzer organ
which is used and the theatre in
its publicity lists this part of its
program as "popular Wurlitzer
concerts."
Undoubtedly the managers of
the Rialto are on the right track.
They have sold the public on the
idea of "Popular Wurlitzer Concerts" and if necessity requires a
change in organists, it can be accomplished with much less public
notice.
_The make of organ is unimportant inthis regard — popularize your house and your equipment, not individuals.

Sign;

With
Best Evidence

the

Its Effectiveness
Public

That Value of Electrical Advertising Is
Appreciated Is Wide Usage
BY C. B. GRAVES
General Sales Manager, Federal Electric Co.
TO tell moving picture theatre owners that electric signs will increase
their business is like telling geologists that the world is round. It is
a truth which is generally recognized, and I doubt if there is any
moving picture theatre owner who would dispute it.
The best evidence that the value of electrical advertising is appreciated by moving picture theatre owners is that there are few moving picture theatres of consequence that are not equipped with electrical signs. As merchants of entertainment,
one of the first requirements of a successful theatre owner is that he know the
psychology of the public mind as related to amusement. A theatre manager who
lacks this understanding of the public mind could not hope to be successful.
Let us consider first the attitude of
mind of persons attending moving picture shows. Why do they go there? The
first reason which would cause them to
leave their homes and expend money to
enter the theatre would be to be entertained. What then constitutes entertainment to the average individual? It is to
relieve his mind from the monotony of
every day existence and to permit it to
wander in fancy, to live for the time being in a different existence. To state it
colloquially, the theatre-goer "wants to
get away
himself." Possible
MadefromProhibition
The moving picture theatres with their
light, music and depictions of romances
and adventures, accomplish this. It has
often been said, and most persons will
agree that there is some truth in it, that
moving picture theatres made prohibition
possible, because they supplied the craving for relief from every day worries
which John Barleycorn supplied as long
as his influence lasted. Of course, the
ultimate effect of the two forms of diversion are radically different. The moving picture offers diversion in an educational and healthy and often inspiring
manner, whereas the result of John Barleycorn's diversions were often harmful.
In filling the public craving for entertainment, which is highly developed in
the more complex and thickly populated
communities, moving pictures supply a
E. B. GRAVES,
very important public want.
You may ask what all this has to do General Sales Manager, Federal Elecwith electrical advertising. It is this:
tric Co.
Light Attracts People
to its light. All places of amuseOne of the prime motives governing a heat, but
ment have traditionally been associated
going to a motion picture theatre with light. All public places of amuseperson
is to seek cheerfulness, and there is no
ment have always been illuminated, even
power which gives cheer quicker than before incandescent electric lamps were
associated
been
light. Light has always
with cheerfulness — as gloom has always invented. There still exists in some of
been associated with darkness. One of the smaller European cities signs lettered
instincts is our at- in gas jets.
our most primitive
The famous World's Fair held in Chitraction for light. Various primitive races
cago in 1893, attended by millions, was a
have worshiped the sun. Poets always
most
brilliantly illuminated fair. Throughof dawn and sadly of
cheerfully
sing
out the world in all cities, it is always the
dusk.
brilliantly illuminated streets which
A fire built at night during the hottest most
the greatest crowds and in the
period of summer will attract persons to draw
streets it is the best lighted shops, cafes
it, showing that they are not drawn to its
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TYPHOON
I PHILADELPHIA TOOLING
U NEW ORLEANS SYSTEM
+J CHICAGO

The Typhoon Fan Company of New York has established branch offices at various points throughout the country for the purpose of facilitating delivery of equipment to theatres. Above are shown (left) the home office, 345 West 39th St., New
York, and (right) the New Orleans, La., branch office at 1044 Camp St.
and theatres which have the greatest attendance.
Electric Sign's Advantage
An illuminated electric sign in front of
your motion picture theatre draws the
public to it by the mere force of its illumination, but it also has another advantage.
You can outline in dazzling letters the
name of the star of the play and the
name of the play itself. A sign of this
kind suspended over the sidewalk can be
seen for several blocks on either side. All
persons passing by within several
blocks' radius can read the name of the
star and the play, and if the star is one
who interests them or if the play appeals
to them, they are then drawn towards the
theatre. Arriving in front of the theatre
or in its lobby, they will find posters or
reproductions of the scenes of the play
as well as an inviting warmth caused by
the brilliant electric illumination. This
gives them the impulse to enter.
The sign served the theatre in two
ways. It drew prospective members of
the audience by outlining at a distance
the name of the star or a play that attracted them, and furthermore, it drew
them to the theatre because of its light.
Another great advantage of electric
signs for moving picture theatres is that
it forms the connecting link between the
newspaper advertising and the theatre.
That is, a person may read the announcement of a moving picture play in a newspaper, and forget all about it until he
sees outlined in illuminated letters the
name of the play which he had read
about.
One of the best signs for moving picture theatres is the changeable letter
sign which outlines the name of the star
and play in silver ray letters. This sign
has smooth raised letters of milky white
gloss on a background of dark steel. The
letters are encased in square steel sheets
which are quickly and easily moved to
build any name. There is an electric bulb
behind each letter and the letters are
located on either side of the sign. Such
a sign, because of the distance at which
it can be seen, has a large circulation.
The moving picture theatre obtains the

most direct and therefore the most valuable advertising at a relatively small expenditure. The silver rays of these signs
flash the suggestion of a comfortable,
cozy, dreds
entertaining
and thousands theatre
who seetoit.the hunC. R. BAIRD COMPANY MOVES
The C. R. Baird Company, motion
picture machine parts and supplies, have
removed from 24 East Twenty-third
street, to its new quarters at 243 East
One
and Fifty-first street, New
York Hundred
City.
MOVIE THEATRES
ENGRAVED
LOBBY SIGNS
CARDBOARD, SIZE S'/2 x 28 100 for $2. SO
" 3^x28 100 " 1.7S
3 z 14 100 " 1.50
PAPER " 7 x 28 100 " 1.50
Any one kind or assorted Sunday, Monday, Tuesday,
Wednesday. Thursday. Friday, Saturday, Coming
Today, Tomorrow. Tonight, Matinee.
CROSS & BANTA, 501 S. Dearborn St., CHICAGO
CAMERA BARGAINS
Motion Picture Cameras at cash
saving prices. Special professional
discounts
on UNIVERSALIS.
Immediate
ail modal*.
D»Rrli,
DaFranna.Id ourdeltrwrr
Path*
andon many
otfaars
•traied
showroom.
for ourdamosbobplate rata low at onea, frea onSandrequest.
BASS CAMERA COMPANY
Dept. M , 109 N. Dearborn St. . Chicago. III.

GUARANTEED

Mailing Lists
MOVING PICTURE THEATRES
Every State— total, 2 1 ,1 70 by Statu, $5.00
1219 Film Exchange* PerU
$7.80
313 manufacturers and studios 4.00
368 machine and supply dealers 4.00
Further Particulars:
A. F.WILLIAMS. 1R W. Atoms SI., CHttfi

THEATRE
SEATS PROBLEM
Du Pont Official Declares Leather Substitutes Stand Wear and Tear in
Better Shape
Leather substitutes are adapted to the
requirements of motion picture theatre
seats, and in the opinion of F. W. Wilson
of E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co., go a
long way toward solving the problem of
the exhibitor in this regard.
"Seats in the motion picture theatre
are subjected to more severe wear, in all
probability, than are the seats in any
other type of public building," he said.
"These theatres are open nearly every
day in the year, including Sundays, in
many cities; they are open from noon —
sometimes from 10 a. m. — until nearly
midnight.
Children Damage Seats
"Patrons frequently come in out of the
rain in wet clothing. The shows are
largely patronized by children who wriggle around in the seats, subjecting them
to unusually hard wear.
"All-wood seats, of course, are the
most durable, but they are not satisfactory to the fans; they demand a comfortable, upholstered seat except in the
cheaper theatres.
"Tapestry and velour seats must frequently be reupholstered because they
soon grow shabby and even wear out.
This generally means closing the house
while repairs are being made, subjecting
the proprietor to considerable loss.
Leather Substitute Advantage
"Pyroxylin-coated fabrics (leather substitutes) are especially adapted to the requirements of motion picture theatre
seats. Wet clothing does not affect it;
wriggling children cannot scuff it or tear
it. It is germ-proof and sanitary because
it can be washed as easily as a wooden
seat.
probably
materialIt will
except
wood. outwear any other
"Theatre owners will find it worth
their while to investigate the merits of
this material when building, rebuilding or
refurnishing."
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Extends
Its Service
pleted
equipment,
so as to be in a posiHas Now Established Branch
tion to make prompt shipment
Providing Comfort for Fans Is an
Already, it is said, wide awake contracOffices, Factories and Waretors and theatre owners are beginning
Asset. Exhibitors Know This.
to
order their Typhoon equipment and
houses Throughout the arranging
take deliveries now, so as
Palaces Are Going Up. Only
Country
to avoid anyto delay.
It is strongly urged by the company
the Latest Equipment
Considerable hardship has confronted that those contemplating the installation
Is Being Installed
the manufacturer of theatre equipment of equipment for use during the sumduring the past year principally due to
mer, such as the Typhoon cooling systhe demoralization of the railroads with
tem, that they take no chances in any
the resultant delays in the movement of possible delays and get their orders in at
New Projects
manufactured materials once they were the earliest possible opportunity.
ready for the consumer.
Kansas City, Mo. — Dubinsky Brothers
When it was found that this condition
will erect a half million dollar theatre on
was one not soon to be overcome, the
a site south of Twelfth street.
IN LOBBY ART
Typhoon Fan Company of New York, PROGRESS
*
manufacturers of the well-known
Ring & Weinstein Predict Even
Typhoon cooling and ventilating system, Menger,
Urbana, 111.— C. Howard Crane of DeGreater Strides in This Importroit is preparing plans for a large the- decided immediately to establish branch
tant Field
offices, factories and warehouses throughatre to be erected at Park and Randolph
out the country, so as to overcome not
streets, Champaign, by R. A. Porter,
Ring & Weinstein, pioneers
manager of the Rialto.
only the long delays in delivery, but also in Menger,
the manufacture of lobby display
to make it possible to procure raw maframes,
who
were recently awarded a
terials more promptly.
Kenosha, Wis.— Collins Theatrical EnBranch Offices Established
$3,200
contract
at Poli's Capitol theatre,
terprise, owners of the Virginian and
As a result of this action on the part Hartford, and a $6,000 contract at
Burke theatres, will erect a new $275,- of the Typhoon Fan Company there was
Fabian's Branford theatre, Newark, are
000 house in the downtown district established during the past year, offices firm believers that the ultimate in their
soon.
particular
branch of equipment manufacin Philadelphia, Los Angeles, Chicago
*
turing has not yet been reached.
and Raleigh, N. C. The year previous
saw the establishment in New Orleans,
Philadelphia, Pa. — Plans have been
Recount Progress Made
completed for erecting a theatre at Pa- a factory fully equipped to turn out any
support of this contention they point
oli. Forty thousand dollars will be ex- amount of Typhoon system on short outIn the
wonderful strides accomplished
notice.
pended.
*
few years since lobby disSo far this year new offices have been in theplayspast
Spokane, Wash. — Woodward Enteropened in Chattanooga, Tenn., while theatre, became an important feature of the
prises. Inc., Spokane, will build a theatre
others are soon to open in Dallas, Texas,
"Take a glance in the arrangement
at Puyallup. the first of a string to be and Atlanta, Ga. Fortunately today for
erected throughout the Northwest.
the Typhoon Fan Company, through the and the manner of displaying posters and
*
photos
in an up-to-date lobby and foyer
addition of these factories and warehouses, they are in a position to deliver of a theatre," they say, "and you will at
Newark, N. J.— Mate Brothers will
once be impressed with a pleasing richbuild a new theatre to cost $250,000 in
any
ness and uniform arrangement of all disnotice.size equipment on a few days'
the Ironbound district at Wilson avenue
play frames on the walls. Posters and
and Ferrv street.
Theatre Contractors Delay
being set off with as much
For many years there has been a fail- photographs
care
as a well-furnished home would
ing amongst theatre building contractors
Trenton, N. J.— Charles C. Hildinger
frame
its
cherished
objects of art to bring
to delay the ordering of certain kinds of about artistic atmosphere
of Hildinger Amusement Enterprises,
and harmonize
and associated will erect a half million
theatre equipment and as a result when
with its surroundings.
dollar theatre in East State street be- orders are finally placed delays occur.
The Typhoon Fan Company, however,
tween Montgomery and Stockton
Lobby Displays Planned
streets.
has anticipated this and are stocking
"The
architect no more designs a thin
their warehouses with motors and commetal strip frame to fit into a recess of
Dowagiac, Mich. — L. E. Larkin of the
any old size (neither fitting a proper layBeckwith theatre will build a theatre in
out of photographs nor any standard
the American theatre from P. H. KetelSouth Front street.
*
poster size), but carefully plans the
sen.
spaces to be devoted for a proper disAustin, Tex. — The new Queen theatre
play, and selects the most modern period
will open in February. It represents an
Fires
designs to be part of the decorative
expenditure of $200,000.
Avoca, Pa. — The Sarsfield Opera
scheme of the theatre.
*
House was badlv damaged by fire.
"What a difference when you visualize
Youngstown, O. — Dome Theatre Coma lobby of only six or seven years ago.
pany will build its second theatre here.
Albia, la. — The King theatre was comNo more mixture of cheap-looking brass
It will seat 1,500 persons.
pletely destroyed by fire. The theatre
and wooden standing frames 'stood up'
was leased to the Adams Theatre Comand
up' anywhere
everywhere.
The 'hung
exhibitor
no more and
depends
on the
Ownership Changes
pany.
film
distributor
for
the
loan
of
a display
Centerville, la. — Fred Smith has purLakeland, Fla. — The Herron Opera
board manufactured in large quantities,
chased the Orpheum from Bergum and
House was gutted by fire, damage being but orders frames with a stamp of ownPeterson.
The
building
will
be
remodestimated
at
$30,000.
ership and individuality, having the name
eled.
*
of his theatre in raised letters surrounded
Remodeling
Jennings, La. — Southern Amusement
Madison, Wis. — The Fuller theatre is by beautiful carvings."
Company has taken over the Strand
theatre.
to be completely remodeled and the lat*
est in theatre equipment, including a pipe E. & J. LANDS BIG CONTRACT
Picher, Okla. — Rex Castleberry is the organ and ventilating system, will be inThe E. & J. Electric Installation Comnew owner of the Royal theatre. 207 stalled.
*
pany has been awarded the contract for
Main street, and a motion picture house
the design and installation of the comChilton, Wis. — The Princess theatre
at Treece, Kan. The purchase was made
will be enlarged this Spring. E. M. D. N. J. plete equipment in the new automatic
from John Humphries
* and Brother.
developing and printing plant of the Sen
Korte is owner.
Tacq Film Print Company at Fort Lee,
. Grafton, 111.— T. F. Miller has sold the
Gem to James Chappee.
Kingston, N. Y. — The Lyric will un*
\\ ork has already been begun by the
dergo improvement shortly, according to company
on preliminary details and it is
Fordyce, Ark.— W. H. Rhoane has the new owner, I. Burger.
expected
that the design for the actual
purchased the Lyric* theatre.
work will be completed within a short
Akron, O. — Menches Brothers will re- time.
model their Liberty theatre.
Wilton, la. — Ben Hall has purchased
Theatres
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Want Supply Dealers
To Handle The

adults
I Children PyJ
WARTAX_2115
tf
WARTAX yjj
Total \\i<t\ Total ^j]*
How Many Please

Grabbing
out

of

You

can

Yes,

sir —

money

the

do

air

it, too

Right above your roof are millions upon millions of cubic feet
of air that you could put to
work
And

making

money

ARISTOCRAT

BOX

OFFICE

SIGN

It is indestructible etched brass, with changeable price tabs of etched brass. Aristocrat
will do credit to any lobby, no matter how
elaborate, because it is the last word in
beauty of workmanship and design.
Get our proposition.
Exhibitors
Supply
Inc.
Chicago
IndianapolisCompany
Louis Blvd.
331G St.
Lindell
157
N.
Illinois
St
845 S. Wabash Ave.
ProduceMinneapolis
Exchange Bldg.
133Milwaukee
Second St.

for you.

we're here to tell you how.

Just clip and mail us the coupon below for full information.
You'll be glad you did it TODAY
MONSOON COOLING SYSTEM, Inc.
Room 901,
70 West 45th St.,
New York
Sacramento
Atlanta
Philadelphia
Kansas City
Baltimore
Detroit
Denver
Monsoon Cooling System, Inc.
Room 901, 70 West 45th St.
New York, N. Y.
I want to know how I can "make
money out of air." Please send me your
booklet, "A Better Summer Business."

Can

You

Screen

Qualify
Authorship

for
?

nal institution to train photoA nationalghtseducatio
by correspondence during spare
playwri
time at home has been established in Los Angeles to
meet the needs of the motion picture industry.
This institution is directed by experienced writers
sponsored by Cecil B. DeMille, Thos. H. Ince and
other prominent producers.
The field for photoplaywrights is lucrative and
every walk of life respond
applicants
to the call. drawn from
Only persons naturally endowed with the gift of
creative imagination and dramatic insight, however,
this profession, and applican hope
cants mustforbe success
selected inaccordingly.
All applicants, therefore, are requested to apply
by mail to Frederick Palmer, Director of Education,
to deterfor the Palmer Home-Test Questionnaire
mine their fitness to undertake this course of
vocational training.
This fessor
questionnaire,
compiledformerly
by Pro-a
Malcolm Shaw scientifically
MacLean. A.M.,
instructor of English comUniversity
Northwestern
position, in collaboration with H. H. Van test
Loan,of
is the first
noted photoplay author-producer,
its kind ever adopted by an educational institution.
The purpose of this questionnaire is to help
of creative imagapplicantsinationdetermine
possessed by the
themdegree
and consequently
their
eligibility to enroll in this curriculum.
If successful in making this home test, the Palmer
Plan ableofto you.
Instruction
is availAddressin allPhotoplay
inquiries Writing
to
FREDERICK PALMER, Director of Education
Palmer Photoplay Corporation
8012 I. W. Hellnian Building
Los Angeles, Cal.
(2-19)
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THESE

OWNERS

USE

AND

BOOST

TYPHOONS

Very satisfactory results have been obtained,
due entirely to the Typhoon Cooling
System
* * * result,
increased
box office
receipts.
FLUSHING
MOTION
PICTURE
CORP.
M. Strelitz
New York
The Typhoon Cooling System has been very
satisfactory and we are glad to class ourselves
among vour list of satisfied users.
HOW ARD WELLS AMUSEMENT CO.
P. W. Wells. President
Wilmington. N. C.
The Typhoon Cooling System has been one of
the best investments that I have ever made ***
it hzs proven a perfect success in cooling and
ventilating mv theatre.
STERLING THEATRE
O. B. Sterling. Manager
Davton, Texas
The Typhoon Cooling and Ventilating Systems
installed in our theatres have given us entire
satisfaction.
CRESCENT AMUSEMENT CO.
T. Sudekum. President
Nashville. Tenn.
During the hottest summer weather the Typhoon Cooling 'System made our theatre the
coolest place in town *** we feel sure it has
paid for itself the first season.
REX THEATRE
R. J. Goodman
Starkville.
Miss.
ised over z?y0
?ss has
25°^ during
dur
Our business
has increased
the summer by the use of your Typhoon Cooling System*'5* our Rialto theatre at Aurora, our
new Rialto at Elgin, and our Fox Theatre are
all equipped with Tvphoons.
AURORA THEATRES COMPANY
J. J. Rubens, Treasurer
Aurora. 111.
Write for Catalog "H
800 S. Olive Street
LOS ANGELES, CAL.
10U Camp Street
NEW ORLEANS, LA.
12 Woodward Street
CHATTANOOGA. TENN.

TYPHOON
FAN
COMPANY
ERNST GLANTZBERG, President
345 WEST 39th STREET, NEW YORK, N. Y.

255 N. 13th Street
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
64 W.CHICAGO,
Randolph ILL.
Street
215 Favetteville St.
RALEIGH. N. C.
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BARBEE'S

CKica^

THEATRE

AnHONEST-TO-GOODNESS
THE

LOVE STORY— BOOK IT

HIDDEN
IT CONTAINS EVERYTHING
— ACTION, SUSPENSE,
THRILLS, LOVE, SOCIETY
and DETECTIVE STORY

CHICAGO

Rubye de Remer Here
Greets Film Patrons
Arrow

■
1
;
i
j
j
j
j
;
'

Star Makes

Personal

Appearances While En
Route to California
Rubye De Remer, who is en route to
California to make a series of pictures,
stopped off in Chicago Feb. 4 and made
two personal appearances at loop theatres.
Miss De Remer has just completed
two features in the East — "The Way
Women Love" and "Luxury" — for the
Arrow Film Corporation, and is going
to take a short rest at her home in Denver, before proceeding to Los Angeles.
Ike Van Ronkel of the Favorite Players exchange, which is handling the distribution of the Arrow pictures in this
territory,
and the Arrow
company's
special representative,
J. C. Jossey,
together
with
Ralph Kettering,
of Jones,
Linick
& Schaefer,
Louis Frank,
state righter,

severalmet
tradethe and
repre:'; and
sentatives
filmnewspaper
star.
Miss De Remer was recently declared
to be the most beautiful blonde in Amer: ica by the famous* French dry-point
artist, Paul Helleu. She was accompan'-■
on aherscreen
trip player,
West whose
by Miss
. ied
Mints,
homeRoseis
in Denver, and Miss Grace Parker, also
a strikingly pretty blonde. Miss De
Remer wore a large diamond engage: ment ring but would not disclose the
i lucky one's name.

TRADE

EVENTS

Shuberts
Here's a Chance
For Real Fellows
Remember Chris Whelan?
Remember how he was always
ready to do a good turn for anyone in the "trade"?
Well, you've got a chance to do
Chris his
a good
turn is
now.living.
He's dead.
But
widow
Fate
wasn't kind to Chris the last few
years
to take and
care heof didn't
her. leave enough
The real reel fellows are asking
old friends of Chris to help out.
Write your check out and mail it
to Max Ascher, George A. Kleine,
Joe Trinz, Jack Willis and Wilton
Simon. You'll feel better for it.
Restaurant

Man

to

Build Loop Theatre
James tvoder, owner of the Union restaurant on Randolph street, a popular Rialto
resort, has leased from the Henry Kohn
estate the ground and four story building
at 10-12 South Clark street, across from
the Morrison hotel, and will erect thereon
a 300 seat motion picture theatre.
The new house will be known as the
Adeiphi, and will be remodeled at a cost
of $75,000 from plans drawn by Architect
R G. Foster. Mr. Roder expects to open
his new theatre about October 1. The theatre proper will be 24 feet by 120 feet and
the ne' rental with taxes and insurance
will aggregate $700,000 for the term of
twenty-fire years from May 1. 1921.

Bonus

Pay Big
to J. L. & S.

To Retain Theatre
An important loop theatre lease transaction, which caused considerable comment
among real estate men, was comsummated
last week between Jones, Linick & Schaefer
and the Shuberts, by which the latter again
gain possession of the Garrick theatre on
Randolph street for a number of years.
The deal cost the New York firm $500,000,
however, and thereby hangs a tale.
For a number of years the Garrick theatre has been leased to the Shuberts, at a
yearly rental of $45,000. In January, 1920,
however, the owners raised the rent to
$75,000. Tne Shuberts demurred, and accordingly the theatre was leased to Jones,
Linick & Shaefer, who proposed using it
for pictures and vaudeville, while rebuilding the McVickers theatre.
Th-.- J. L. & S. lease was for twenty-five
years beginning Sept. 1, 1923, at $75,000 a
year. The Shuberts have now decided they
should retain the Garrick, having but two
houses in Chicago, the Central and the
Princess, and as a consequence will have
to pay the film-vaudeville firm $96,956 a
year
an aggregate
of $2,391,665rental,
fromor Sept.
1, 1923, rental
to April
29,
194S.
In other words the delay in taking the
lease offered them a year ago means a
loss of $516,000 to the Shuberts. The deal
was put through by Aaron J. Jones.

Radio Comes in Handy
The New York office of Universal
Him Mfg. Company, desiring to get
some information from Acting Manager
Morris Hellman, last Friday, in a hurry,
used the wireless between the two cities
and in exactly six minutes had Mr. Hellman's reply,
messagebuilding
being from
telephoned to the the
Consumers
the Chicago radio station and an answer
was immediately dispatched.
Reichenbach in Chicago
Harry Reichenbach, who has been doing special exploitation for "Outside the
Law,"ture inthe
Universal-Jewel
feawhichspecial
Priscilla
Dean stars, was
in Chicago from Thursday to Saturday
last week, arranging preliminary details.
He returned to New York Feb. 5 but
will be back again Feb. 11 to start his
campaign.

RUBYE De REMER
Popular Arrow star who made two personal appearance*
Chicago.
while en route to thein West
Coast. Feb. 4,

Vitagraph Moves
E. F. Tarbell, local manager for Vitagraph, has sent out a neat announcement
that on and after Feb. 7 the Chicago exbe in the
building change
at willS39-843
Southcompany's
Wabash newave.
The announcement contains a picture in
colors of the new exchange.

C. \V. PHILLIPS
Well known Chicago film man who has
been appointed manager of Golloa EnterIndiana.prises handling features ' n Illinois and
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ac
We note for the present, at least,
pater Schoenstadt gave another
=fiythat Mhoneymoon,
bit of information to thrill the assembled
Ad Powell is no longer of the exhibitor
fold. Understand the New Rex theatre guests by announcing the engagement of
has been taken over by the syndicate that Arthi r Schoenstadt to Miss Dorothy
controls the De Luxe theatre of (>:td street.
Heyman, of 4629 Ellis avenue.
* * *
* * *
Harry Weiss, president of the Superior
The ol' Loop was busy last week giving Screen
exchange, announces his company
the
"welcome
to
our
city"
greetings
to
our
pal Jack Haac, former manager of the has acquired some live ones from the CauBandbox theatre. Jack tells us he has just mont Company and the Security Pictures
Corporation for early release.
disposed of his business (Woolworth com* * *
petitor) at Rockford, where he has been
located for the past three years and expects
James Mulhauser, special representato don the exhibitor managerial robes, ditive to Mack Sennett, has been hibernating
rectly pending negotiations are closed.
about the Associated Producer exchange
* * *
for the past week assisting Manager Sid
James Salter, veteran sales representain the exploitation of "A Small
tive for the local Vitagraph, resigned last Goldman
Idol," the premier comedv release
for A. P.
week to become city representative for the Town
* * *
Fducational Film exchange.
* * *
The two modest young members of the
local Fox exchange, Stan Keely and H.
Frank Ishmael, popular Robertson-Cole
representative, is busy arranging for his Loeb, claim their company's big feature,
coming birthday anniversary this month.
"Blind Wives," is practically set in every
He admits with noticeable modesty to theatre in Chi. To us it looks as though
F. P. Grohe must have had SOMETHING
twenty-seven years. Been tough if that
to do with final results.
natal day had occurred Feb. 29, say us.
* * »
* * *
Bra Brimmer and En Lansini; have volWe just received a confidential tip-off
unteered their services to Manager E. F. that the chicle interests of America are
about to boost the price of their product.
Tarheel in the removal of the equipment
of Vitagraph to the palatial quarters on
Better get busy, Clyde Eckhardt, and
South Wabash avenue. Congratulations,
make arrangements with William Wrigley
boys, very effective method to reduce the for your 1921 supplies. Looks like a hard
waistlines. Incidentally, this duo of petites winter is before us.* * ♦
admit the new fifteen picture contracts,
three pictures to a star, are going over like
I. Maynard Schwartz tells us, the
a raging flood.
"Wedding
Blues" film
and will
Annette
* * *
a slow motion
shareKellerman
the screenin
With the wedding of Miss Bertha
with "Dangerous Business," the latest
Schoenstadt to Harry Lindenthal at the "Connie"
Talmadge feature, for the opener
Hotel Blackstone, Feb. 2, now a happy at the new Tivoli theatre. With the J. L.
NOT

MOONSHINERS — BE BAN'S LOST

A SPIDER

February 19, 1921
&the S.comedies
chain and
theatre ;playing
of Barbee's
the Educational
StateLake, Majestic and Pastime theatres playing the new Kino-Grams for week runs,
seems like
coming
and this
going.live manager has things
* * *
Harry Grampp, who receives the cash
flow from a string of Illinois theatres at
his official headquarters, Orpheum theatre,
Rockford, 111., breezed into the city Feb. 4,
and kept the local managers all hyped up
on how much better their features are than
the other fellows. We give up, Harry.
Which arc the best?* * *
Harry Reichen.ach, that exploitation
wizard, and W. L. Hill, advertising and
publicity manager for Universal, were seen
with their heads together for a three hours
stretch last Friday, devising plans for putting overOught
"Outside
Law" atgood.
Barbee's
theatre.
to bethesomething
We
shall see what we shall see.
* * *
Roderick Ross, who put on "Kismet," the
big Robertson-Cole spectacle at the Ziegfcld theatre, is so well pleased with the
results thus far obtained at the Mich boul
house that he wishes he had a longer lease.
Which only goes to show that if you concentrate you can put over a good picture
is doing.
and
make a lot of money. Which Roderick
* » *
Richard Robertson. Eastern representative for Independent Fihns Association, had
his commutation ticket punched
twice last
week between New York and Chicago,
having
business. been called to the home office on
* * *
W. VanGelder, who has been connected
with the sales staff of Pathe for the past
four or five years, has joined the Gollos
Enterprises to handle the Indiana territory.
Mr. VanGelder is an old-timer in the field,
having been with Frank J. Flaherty
a year
and previous to that was with General
rilm Company for four years. He will
cover the key cities for Gollos Enterprises.
Jossey Is Back
J. C.
Jossey,
sales representative for Arrow special
Film Corporation,
who
has been in the East since Christmas,
returned to Chicago, Feb. 1.
to remain in the Central WestHe forexpects
some
time, handling the two latest Arrow fea"Luxury."
tures, "The Way Women Love" and
Lillian Walker Coming
Lillian Walker, who gained fame as a
screen star under the Vitagraph banner,
is to appear at the Rialto theatre, Chicago, Feb. 14-21, in a short sketch written especially for her. Years ago Miss
Walker appeared on the speaking stage
as an ingenue in "The Little Organ
Grinder" in which Maurice Costello was
the leading man. She also appeared in
of 1910." She has been
"Ziegfeld'
s Follies
eight years.
in pictures
Representatives Here
Among the notables who stopped off
in Chicago last week were James Mulhauser,C. E.
Mack Sennett's
tative;
Hancock, special
of therepresenPacific
Film Company, and Jerome Lewis, Vic
Kremer's representative.

George Beban, and his studio staff on a still hunt for a wandering spider who
wouldn't
wait to be photographed
for a scene in "One Man in a Million," the
new Robertson-Cole
feature.

Frank in Manhattan
Louis Frank, who controls the rights
to "The Menace of the Moron" left on
Feb. 6 for New York where he will look
territory.
over several state right features for this

LESTER

STARRING

CUNEO

IN

Five -Reel WesternsTWELVE
throbbing with ACTION!
action!!

ACTION!!!

Lester Cuneo,

popular

star, famed
heroism

for his valorous

with the crack

of the A.

The

film and stage

E. F. takes

initial offering

acts of

33rd

Division

leading

"LONE

roles.

HAND

WILSON"
gives this popular star
ample opportunity to thrill your audiences with action of the virile manhood of the

great

Western

plains.

ILLINOIS

and
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UNITY

Ave.

THROUGH

PHOTOPLAYS
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207 So. Wabash
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CO.
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AMERICAN FILM COMPANY
Distributed Through Pothe Exchanges
FLYING "A" SPECIALS
The Week End, six reels, with Milton Sills.
Live-Wire
Hick, six
six reels,
reels, with
AA Eddy.
Light Woman,
with Wm.
HelenRussell.
Jerome
The Gamesters, six reels, with Margarita Fisher.
TheElinor
Blue Field.
Moon, six reels, with Pell Trenton and
Their Mutual Child, six reels, with Margarita
Fisher and Nigel Barrie.
Sunset Jones, five reels, with Charles Clary.
ARROW FILM CORP.
The Chamber Mystery, five reels.
Circumstantial Evidence, five reels.
The Wall Street Mystery, five reels.
The Unseen Witness, five reels.
The Trail of the Cigarette, five reels.
The Bromley Case, five reels.
Woman's
ing. Man, five reels, featuring Romainc FieldLove's Fruit,
Protege,fivefive
featuring
Bitter
reels,reels,
all star
cast. Ora Carew.
The Golden Trail, five reels.
Bachelor
kins. Apartments, five reels, with Georgia HopTex, feature series, five reels.
A Man from Nowhere, five reels, with Jack Hoxie.
TheRemer.
Way Women Love, five reels, with Rubye De
Luxury, six reels, with Rubye De Remer.
The Deceiver, five reels, with Carol Holloway.
The Tame Cat, five reels, with all star cast.
The Man Who Trifled, five reels, with all star cast.
Before
cast. the White Man Came, five reels, all Indian
ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
Distributed through Pathe Exchanges
Therar.Riddle Woman, six reels, with Gerald'ne Far
The Devil, six reels, with George Arliss.
What Women Will Do, six reels.
ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS, INC.
THOMAS H. INCE PRODUCTIONS
Homespun Folks, six reels, with Lloyd Hughes.
Lying
Lips,Vidor.
six reels, with House Peters and
Florence
J. PARKER READ, JR., PRODUCTIONS
TheGlaum.
Leopard Woman, seven reels, with Louise
A worth.
Thousand to One, six reels, with Hobart BosLove, six reels, with Louise Glaum.
ALLAN DWAN PRODUCTIONS
TheBedford.
Forbidden Thing, six reels, with Barbara
MA TRICE TOCRNEUR PRODUCTIONS
TheKirkwood.
Last of the Mohicans, six reels, with James
MACK SENNETT PRODUCTIONS
A Small Town Idol, six reels, with Ben Turpin.
C. B. C. FILM SALES
The Victim, six reels.
Dangerous Love, five reels.
CREATION FILMS, INC.
For the Freedom of Ireland, five reels.
EQUITY PICTURES
Keep to the Right, six reels, with Edith Taliaferro.
Whispering
Devils, seven reels, with Conway
Tearle.
Midchannel, six reels, with Clara Kimball Young.
Hush, five reels, with Clara Kimball Young.
FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY
Nov. 28 — Idols
of Clay,
seven reels, George Fitzmaurice
production.
Nov. 28 — A Dorothy
Romantic Dalton.
Adventuress, five reels, with
Dec. 6— Conrad
in Quest Meighan.
of His Youth, six reels,
with Thomas
Dec. E— Flying Pat, five reels, with Dorothy Gish.
Dec. 12 — TheRoscoe
Life Arbuckle.
of the Party, five reels, with
Dec. 12 — Heliotrope,
duction. six reels, Cosmopolitan proDec. 19 — To Weber
Pleaseproduction.
One Woman, six reels, Lois

CURRENT

Dec. IS — An Washburn.
Amateur Devil, five reels, with Bryant
Dec. 26 — The Testing
liam S. Hart.Block, six reels, with WilDec. 26 — Silknett.Hosiery, five reels, with Enid BenJan. 2 — Thesix Bait.
reels. Maurice Tourneur production,
Jan. 0 — ThesixJucklins,
reels. George Melford production,
Jan. 9 — The Charm
lace Reid. School, five reels, with WalJan. 16 — ThewithEducation
of Elizabeth, five reels,
Billie Burke.
Jan. 16 — The Inside of the Cup, six reels, with
Special cast.
Jan. 23 — TheDouglas
Rookie's
Return, five reels, with
MacLean.
Jan. 23 — Midsummer Madness, six reels, William
De Mille production.
Jan. 30 — Paying
Piper, five reels, George Fitzmauricethe production.
Jan. 30 — TheThos.
Frontier
of the Stars, five reels, with
Meighan.
Feb. 6 — Brewsters
Millions,
six reels, Roscoe
Arbuckle.
Feb. 6 — The Ghost in the Garret, five reels. Dorothy Gish.
Feb. 13 — Forbidden Fruit, eight reels, Cecil de
Mille production.
Feb. 13 — Chickens, five reels, with Douglas MacLean.
Feb. 20 — The Passionate Pilgrim, six reels. Cosmopolitan production.
Feb. 20 — The Kentuckians, five reels, Chas.
Maignc production.
FIDELITY PICTURES CO.
The Married Virgin, six reels.
Frivolous Wives, six reels.
FILM MARKET, INC.
TheRichard
HouseTravers.
Without Children, seven reels, with
FIRST NATIONAL
Goduction.
and Get It, seven reels, Marshall Neilan proTheTalmadge.
Perfect Woman, five reels, with Constance
Notorious
McDonald.Miss Lisle, five reels, with Katherine
Jack-Knife Man, five reels. King Vidor special.
Forty-five
Minutes from Broadway, six reels, with
Chas. Ray.
Good
madge.References, six reels, with Constance TalIn the Heart of a Fool, seven reels, Allan Dwan
special. five reels, with Katherine MacDonald.
Curtain,
Harriet and the Piper, six reels, with Anita
Stewart.
TheTalmadge.
Branded Woman, seven reels, with Norma
The Master Mind, six reels, with Lionel Barry.
more.
What
Women Love, six reels, with Annette Kellerman.
Peaceful Valley, six reels, with Charles Ray.
Nomads of North, six reels, Curwood production.
Twin
Haven.Beds, five reels, Mr. and Mrs. Carter DeOld Dad, six reels, with Mildred Harris Chaplin.
Themore.
Devil's Garden, six reels, with Lionel BarryDangerous
Talmadge. Business, five reels, with Constance
Love, Honor and Behave, Mack Sennett comedy.
Unseen Forces, with All-Star Cast.
Dinty,
reels, with Wesley Barry, a Marshall
Neilanseven
production.
Habit, five reels, with Mildred Harris.
The Truth About Husbands, seven reels.
Nineteen and Phyllis, six reels, with Chas. Ray.
The Great Adventure, six reels, with Lionel BarNotrymore.
Guilty, six reels, with Sylvia Breamer.
MyMacDonald.
Lady's Latchkey, five reels, with Kathryn
The Woman
dred Harris.in His House, eight reels, with MilThe Kid, six reels, with Charles Chaplin.
FEDERATED FILM EXCHANGES
Nobody's
Girl,five
fivereels,
reels,with
with Bessie
Billie Love.
Rhodes.
Bonnie May,
The Midlanders, five reels, with Bessie Love.
Hearts and Masks five reels, with all-star cast.
Good Bad Wife, five reels, with all-star cast.
ThestarServant
cast. in the House, five reels, with all-

PICTURES

FORWARD FILM DIST.
Youth's Desire, five reels.
FOX FILM CORPORATION
FOX SPECIALS
The White Moll, with Pearl White.
If I Were King, with William Farnum.
The
Lt. with
OrmerAllLocklear.
WhileSkywayman,
New York with
Sleeps,
Star Cast.
The Face at Your Window, with All Star Cast.
Blind Wives, with All Star Cast.
A with
Connecticut
All Star Yankee
Cast. in King Arthur's Court,
Skirts, six reels, with Special Cast.
WILLIAM FARNUM SERIES
Drag Scuttlers.
Harlan.
The
PEARL WHITE SERIES
The
The Tiger's
Thief. Cub.
The Mountain Woman.
TOM MIX SERIES
The Untamed.
The Texan.
Prairie Trails.
WILLIAM RUSSELL SERIES
The Man Who Dared.
The Challenge of the Law.
The Iron Rider.
Chin Toy. SHIRLEY MASON SERIES
Flame of Youth.
Girl of My Heart.
Merely Mary Ann.
GEORGE WALSH SERIES
From Plunger.
Now On.
The
Number 17.
Dynamite Allen.
20TH CENTURY BRAND
Two Moons, with Buck Jones.
Just Pals, with Buck Jones.
The Land of Jazz, with Eileen Percy.
Partners of Fate, with Louise Lovely.
GOLDWYN PICTURES CORP.
GOLDWYN STAR PRODUCTIONS
The Truth, five reels, with Madge Kennedy.
Scratch My Back, five reels (Eminent Authors).
Officer 666, five reels, with Tom Moore.
Cupid, the Cowpuncher, five reels, with Will
ManRogers.
Who Had Everything, five reels, with Jack
Pickford.
GirlKennedy.
With the Jazz Heart, five reels, with Madge
It's a Revenge
Great Life,
reels five
(Eminent
The
of five
Tarzan,
reels, Artists).
with Gent
Pollar.
Going Some, five reels, Rex Beach production.
The North Wind's Malice, five reels, Rex Beach
production.
The
Penalty, seven
five reels,
Earthbound,
reels, with
with Lon
All Chaney.
Star Cast.
Stop
Thief,
five
reels,
with
Tom
Madam X, six reels, with Pauline Moore.
Frederick.
The Branding Iron, seven reels. Special Cast.
His Own Law, six reels, with Hobart Boswortb.
Honest Hutch, five reels, with Will Rogers.
Milestones, six reels, with Special Cast.
What Happened to Rosa, with Mabel Normand.
ThemoreSongKendall
of the production.
Soul, with Vivian Martin, a MessGodless Men, seven reels.
The Great Lover, six reels.
Just Out of College, five reels.
Roads of Destiny, five reels, with Pauline Frederick.
The
Highestof Bidder,
Prisoners
Love. five reels.
The Concert.
Guile of Women, five reels, with Will Rogers.
Bunty
Pulls Horses,
the Strings,
seven reels.
Hold Your
five reels.
The Voice in the Dark, five reels.
Boys Will Be Boys, five reels, with Will Rogers.
W. W. HODKINSON CORP.
Distributed through the Pathe Exchanges
ZANE GREY PICTURES, INC.
The U. P. Trail, six reels.
BENJAMIN B. HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS
The Dwelling Place of Light, by Winston Churchill
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J. PARKER READ, JR.. PRODUCTIONS
The Brute Master, with Hobart Bosworth.
Love Madness, with Louise Glaum.
DEITRICH-UECK, INC.
The Harvest Moon, six reels, with Doris Kenyon.
DIAL FILM CO. PRODUCTIONS
ThesonTiger's
Butt. Coat, with Myrtle Stedman and LawLOUIS TRACY PRODUCTIONS
The Silent Barrier, six reels, with Sheldon Lewis.
ROBERT BRUNTON PRODUCTIONS
No. 99. five reels, with J. Warren Kerrigan.
The Green Flame, five reels, with J. Warren
Kerrigan.
The House of Whispers, with J. Karren Kerrigan.
NATIONAL-BILLIES RHODES PROD.
The Kentucky Colonel, with Joseph J. Dowling.
JOSEPH LEVERING PRODUCTIONS
His Temporary Wife, six reels, with Special Cast.
IRVIK V. WILLAT PRODUCTIONS
Down Home, an All Star Cast.
INDEPENDENT FILMS
NEAL HART SERIES
Oct. 151—— Skyfire,
Hell's Oasis,
five reels.
Nov.
five reels.
Jan. 1— The Lumberjack, five reels.
Feb. 15 — Totem Law.
SPECIAL FEATURE
Mar. 1 — Reckless Wives.
JANS PICTURES, INC.
Madonnas and Men, six reels.
Love Without Question, seven reels.
AWings
Woman's
Business,
five reels.
of Pride,
five reels.
VICTOR KREMER PRODUCTIONS
Voices, six reels, with All Star Cast.
Mad Love, five reels, with Lina Cavalieri.
BERT LUBIN
Honeymoon Ranch, five reels. State Rights Feature.
West of the Rio Grande, five reels, Allene Ray.
METRO PICTURES CORPORATION
METRO SPECIALS
Nov. 8— AreAllison.
All Men Alike, six reels, with May
Nov. 15 — Someone
in the House, six reels, with All
Star Cast.
Nov. 29 — The Misleading Lady, six reels, with
Bert Lytell.
Dec. 13 — Hearts
Are Trumps, six reels, with AH
Star Cast.
Dec. 20 — Polly
With
a Past, six reels, with All
Cast.
Dec. 27 — Cinderella's
Twin,
six reels, with Viola
Dana.
Jan. 10 — Lure of Youth, six reels, all-star cast.
Jan. 17 — Marriage
Allison. of Wm. Ashe, six reels, May
Jan. 31 — The Dana.Offshore Pirate, six reels, Viola
Feb. 7 — Passion Fruit, six reels, Doraldina.
Feb. 21 — The Greater Claim, six reels, Alice Lake.
NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS
Madame Peacock, seven reels, with Nazimova.
Billions, six reels, with Nazimova.
MAURICE TOURNEUR PRODUCTIONS
The Great Redeemer, six reels, All Star Cast.
S. L. PRODUCTIONS
Love,
Cast. Honor and Obey, six reels, with All Star
Feb. 28 — Without Limit, six reels, Geo. D. Baker
production.
C. E. SHURTLEFF, INC.
Mar. 14 — The Little Fool, six reels, all-star cast.
PATHE EXCHANGE, INC.
EDGAR LEWIS PRODUCTIONS
Lahoma, seven reels.
A Beggar in Purple, six reels.
The Sage Hen, five reels, with Gladys Brockwell.
J. STUART BLACKTON PRODUCTIONS
House of the Tolling Bell, six reels, with Bruce
Gordon and May McAvoy.
Forbidden Valley, six reels, with Bruce Gordon
and May McAvoy.
JESSE D. HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS
Half
ton. a Chance, seven reels, with Mahlon HamilHerSweet
Unwilling Husband, five reels, with Blanche
Dice of Destiny, five reels, with H. B. Warner.
That Girl Montana, five reels, with Blanche Sweet.
When
We Were Twenty-one, five reels, with H.
B. Warner.
ROBT. BRUNTON PRODUCTIONS
TheandDevil
Pay, six reels, with Fritzi Brunette
Roy toStewart.
PERRET PICTURES, INC.
The Empire of Diamonds, six reels.
GEORGE B. SEITZ, INC.
Rogues
and
and June Romance,
Caprice. six reels, with Geo. B. Seitz
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FEDERAL PHOTOPLAYS, INC.
The Killer, six reels.
ARTHUR F. BECK
The Heart Line, six reels.
PIONEER FILM CORP.
Outreauof and
the Edmund
Depths, five
Cobb.reels, with Violet MerseEmpty
Anns,Hall.five reels, with Gail Kane and
Thurston
Idle
Hands,Frank.
five reels, with Kail Kane and J.
Herbert
A Good Woman, five reels, with Gail Kane and
J. Herbert Frank.
Thoughtless Women, five reels, with Alma Rubens.
REALART PICTURES
SPECIAL FEATURES
Deep Purple, six reels, R. A. Walsh production.
The Law of the Yukon, six reels, Chas. Miller
Theproduction.
Soul of Youth, six reels, a Taylor production.
Theduction.
Furnace, seven reels, a Wm. D. Taylor proSTAR PRODUCTIONS
Sweet
Minter.Lavender, five reels, with Mary Miles
39 East, five reels, with Constance Binney.
Food for Scandal, five reels, with Wanda Hawley.
The Furnace, five reels, Wm. D. Taylor.
Eyes
and Heart, five reels, with Mary Miles
Minter.
Herley.Beloved Villain, five reels, with Wanda HawHerHawley.
First Elopement, five reels, with Wanda
You Never Can Tell, six reels, with Bebe Daniels.
Oh Lady Lady, five reels, with Bebe Daniels.
The New York Idea, six reels, with Alice Brady.
Blackbirds, five reels, with Justine Johnstone.
Something
Binney. Different, five reels, with Constance

Blue Streak McCoy, five reels, with Harry Carey.
In
Folly's Trail,
five reels,
Beautifully
Trimmed,
five with
reels,Carmel
with Myers.
Carmel
White
Youth, five reels, with Edith Roberts.
Myers.
Two Kinds of Love, five reels, all star cast.
Hearts Up, five reels, with Harry Carey.
Tiger True, five reels, with Frank Mayo.
JEWEL PRODUCTIONS
The Breath of the Gods, six reels, with Tsuru Aoki.
Thecast.Devil's Pass Key, seven reels, with special
Once
to Every Woman, six reels, with Dorothy
Phillips.
Outside the Law, six reels, with Priscilla Dean.
VITAGRAPH
ALICE JOYCE SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS
The Vice of Fools, five reels.
The Prey, six reels.
Cousin Kate, five reels.
EARLE WILLIAMS PRODUCTIONS
A Master Stroke, five reels.
The Romance Promoter, five reels.
The
PurpleAdrift,
Cipher,fivefivereels.
reels.
Diamonds
CORINNE GRIFFITH PRODUCTIONS
The Broadway Bubble, five reels.
The Whisper Market, five reels.
It Isn't Being Done This Season.
ALICE CALHOUN PRODUCTIONS
Princess Jones, five reels.
ANTONIO MORENO PRODUCTIONS
Three Sevens, five reels.
VITAGRAPH SUPER-FEATURES
Dead Men Tell No Tales, seven reels (Tom Terriss
Production), All Star Cast.
Trumpet
Island, seven reels, all-star cast (Tom
Terris Production).
Black Beauty, Jean Paige and All Star Cast.

ROBERTSON-COLE PICTURES
The Stealers, eight reels, Cabanne.
So Long Letty, six reels, Christel.
A erick.
Slave of Vanity, five reels, with Pauline Fred813, six reels, Arsene Lubin story.
The Little Fraid Lady, six reels, with Mae Marsh.
SPECIALS
Kismet, nine reels, with Otis Skinner.
RUSSELL-GREIVER-RUSSELL
Lone Hand Wilson, five reels, with Lester Cuneo.
The Ranger and the Law, five reels, with Lester
Cuneo.
Pat O' the Ranch, five reels, with Lester Cuneo.
Blue Blazes, five reels, with Lester Cuneo.
S. & E. ENTERPRISES
It Mason.
Might Happen to You, five reels, with Billy
Cowboy Jass, two reels, stunt novelty.
LEWIS J. SELZNICK ENTERPRISES
SELZNICK PICTURES
Everybody's
Thomas. Sweetheart, five reels, with Olive
Dangerous Paradise, five reels, Special Cast.
Red Foam, five reels, Ralph Ince production.
Themerstein.
Daughter Pays, five reels, with Elaine HamBroadway
andAmbition,
Home, with
The Road to
with Eugene
Conway O'Brien.
Tearle.
Pleasure Seekers, with Elaine Hammerstein.
SELECT PICTURES
TheDurning.
Seeds of Vengeance, five reels, with Bernard
JustHallor.
Outside the Door, five reels, with Edith
Man's
five reels,
with with
Grace Edith
Davidson.
ChildrenPlaything,
Not Wanted,
five reels,
Day.
Mountain Madness, five reels, with special cast.
NATIONAL PICTURES
Out of the Snows, five reels, with Ralph Ince.
The Palace of Darkened Windows, five reels, with
special cast.
Marooned
Hearts, five reels, with Conway Tearle.
Who Am I? five reels, special cast.
D. N. SCHWAB PRODUCTIONS
Fickle Women, five reels, state right feature.
Girls Don't Gamble, five reels, state right feature.
STOLL FILM CORPORATION
January — Squandered Lives.
January — The Hundredth Chance.
January
Mr. Wu.
January —— The
Lure of Crooning Water.
UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
June
13 — Mollycoddle, six reels, with Douglas
Fairbanks.
June 27 — Suds, five reels, with Mary Pickford.
Sept. 5— The Love Flower, seven reels, D. W.
Griffith production.
Dec. 4 — The Mark of Zorro, eight reels, with
Douglas Fairbanks.
Jan. 9 — The Love Light, eight reels, with Mary
Pickford.
UNIVERSAL FEATURES
Under Northern Lights, five reels, with Virginia
Faire.

SHORT

SUBJECTS

COMEDIES
ARROW FILM CORP.
ARROW-HANK MANN COMEDIES, every other
week two reels
ARROW-MURIEL
OSTRICH COMEDIES, two
reels.
SPOTLIGHT COMEDIES, one reel.
ARDATH XLNT COMEDIES, two reels.
AYWON FILM CORP.
JOY COMEDIES.
C. B. C. FILM SALES
HALL ROOM BOYS COMEDIES, two reels.
CELEBRATED PLAYERS
CELEBRATED COMEDIES.
EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP.
CHESTER COMEDIES, two reels.
A Trayful
of Trouble.
The
One Best
Pet
You'll Be Surprised.
Beat It.
Ladies' Pets.COMEDIES, two reels.
CHRISTIE
Mr. Fatima.
Wedding Blues.
Back From the Front
Dining
Room, Kitchen and Sink.
Movie Mad.
Nobody's Wife.
Hey
Man Rube.
Versus Woman.
Scrappily
Married.
TORCHY COMEDIES,
two reels.
Torchy's
Millions.
Torchy Turns Cupid.(Johnny
(JohnnyHines.)
Hines.)
Torchy's Double Triumph.
Torchy Mixes In.
Torchy's Night
Hood. two reels.
MERMAID
COMEDIES,
Dynamite.
(Lloyd
Nonsense. (Jimmie Hamilton.)
Adams.)
The Simp. (Lloyd Hamilton.)
April and
Fool. Dry.
High
Moonshine.
Holy Smoke. FILM SALES CO.
BILLY RUGE COMEDIES, one reel.
JOLLY SPECIAL
COMEDIES,COMEDIES,
one reel. one reel.
FILM
FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY
PARAMOUNT-ARBUCKLE
COMEDIES, two
reels.
PARAMOUNT-DE
HAVEN
COMEDIES, two
reels.
PARAMOUNT-MACK SENNETT COMEDIES,
two reels.
Feb. 206—— The
On aUnhappy
Summer'sFinish.
Day.
Feb.
PARAMOUNT-BURTON HOLMES Travel Pictures,
one
reel.
PARAMOUNT-MAGAZINE, on. reel.
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FIRST NATIONAL
CHARLES CHAPLIN COMEDIES.
A Dog's Life, three reels.
AShoulder
Day's Pleasure,
reels.
Arms, twotworeels.
Sunnyside, two reels.
TOONERVILLE
TROLLEY COMEDIES, two
reels.
FE DERATED FILM
MONTE BANKS COMEDIES, two reels.
FOX FILM CORP,
SUNSHINE COMEDIES, two reels.
An
HoldElephant's
Me Tight.Nightmare.
His Noisy Still.
Pretty Lady.
Her Doggone
Wedding.
Pals
and Petticoats.
The Slicker.
CLYDE
COOK COMEDIES, two reels.
The Huntsman.
All Wrong.
Don't Tickle.
GOI.dwyn PICT1 RES
CAPITOL COMEDIES, two reels.
EDGAR COMEDIES, two reels.
GOLDWYN-BRAY COMICS, one reel.
INDEPENDENT FILMS \ss\
DAMFOOL TWIN COMEDIES, two reels.
PINNACLE
COMEDIES, two reels, with Max
Roberts.
>l ETRO
NEIGHBORS, two reels. Buster Keating.
THEKeating.
HAUNTED
HOUSE, two reels. Buster
PATHE EXCHANGE, INC.
VANITY
FAIR GIRLSone COMEDIES,
one reel.
ROLIN COMEDIES,
reel.
ROLIN TWO REELERS, two reels.
HAROLD
LLOYD COMEDIES, two reels.
Number Please.
PHOTO PRODUCTS EXPORT
FLAGG COMEDY RENEWALS, one reel.
RADIX PICT! -res, inc.
JOHNNY DOOI-EY COMEDIES.
REELCRAFT PICT I RES
ALICE HOWELL COMEDIES, two reels.
WILLIAM FRANEY COMEDIES, one reel
MILBURN MORANTI COMEDIES, two reels.
NAPOLEON & SALLY COMEDIES, one reel.
GALE HENRY COMEDIES, two reels.
MATTY ROUBERT COMEDIES, two rceh
ROYAL COMEDIES, two reels.
RORERTSON-COLE
SUPREME COMEDIES, one reel.
HI ssr.l l -i.HKIVER-RUSSELL
TUSUN COMEDIES, one reel.
GASOLINE ALLEY, one reel cartoons.
Leave
It to "Walt."
Some Party.
Well! Well!
SPECIAL PICTURES CORP.
COMEDYART, two reels.
COMICLASSICS. two reels.
CLAYPLAY COMEDIES.
MORANTI COMEDIES.
CHESTER CONKLIN COMEDIES, two reels.
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UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. CO.
CENTURY COMEDIES, two reels.
STAR COMEDIES, one reel.
VITAGRAPH
BIG V SPECIAL COMEDIES, two reels.
LARRY
SEMON COMEDIES, two reels.
The Suitor.
The Stage Hand.
The Sportsman.
JIMThe AUBREY
Yard.COMEDIES, two reels.
The Back
Decorator..
His Jonah Day.
The
Mysterious Stranger.
The Nuisance.
DRAMAS
ARROW FILM CORP.
BLAZED TRAIL PRODUCTIONS, one every
other week, two reels.
ARROW XORTHWOOD DRAMAS, two reels.
C. II. C. FILM SALES
STAR RANCH WESTERNS, two reels.
PATHE
THE TEMPEST, two reels, Tom Santschi.
SINGLE-HANDED SAM, two reels. Edgar Jones.
PIONEER
NICK CARTER SERIES, two reela.
C. B. PRICE < <».
INDIAN
DRAMAS,
featuring Mona Darkfeather, one
reel.
KEEI.CH \ET I'll I I RES
TEXAS GUINAN WESTERNS, two reels.
Itl BBBLX-GRETVER-Rl s s e LL
FRITZI
PRODUCTIONS, two
reels. RIDGEWAY
STAR DRAMAS, featuring Violet Mersereau.
Grace Cunard and others, two reels.
AL JENNINGS WESTERNS, two reels.
NEAL HART WESTERNS, two reels.
SBLZIfK K PH T1 RE8
WILLIAM J. FLYNN Detective Series, two reels.
I M\ Fits \i. FILM Ml (.. < o.
RED RIDER SERIES (Leonard Chapman), two
reels.
WESTERN
AND RAILROAD DRAMAS, two
reels.
SCENICS
EDUCATIONAL— Robert C. Bruce Scenics Beautiful, one reel (every two weeks).
EDUCATIONAL—
reel (every week).Chester Outing Scenics, one
EDUCATIONAL,
— Screenics, one reel (every two
weeks).
PARAMOUNT — Burton Holmes Travel Pictures.
one reel (every week).
PARAMOUNT — Burlingham Adventure Scenics.
PARAMOUNT— Post Nature Pictures.
REELCRAFT — Reelcraft Scenics, one reel.
ROBERTSON-COLE—
Martin Johnson Series, one
reel.
reel.
ROBERTSON-COLE—
Adventure Scenics, one
SPECIAL
Stories. PICTURES— Sunset Burrud Scenic

MISCELLANEOUS
ARROW— Sport Pictorials, one reel.
C. B. C. SALES — Screen snapshots (bi-monthly).
COMMONWEALTH—
Spanuth's Original Vod-aVil Moviea.
COMMONWEALTH— Spanuth's Sermonettes.
FAMOUS
PLAYERS— Paramount Magazine, on*
reel (weekly).
GOLDWYN— Goldwyn Bray Pictographs.
GREIVER — Greiver Educationals.
KINETO— Kineto Reviews.
KINETO— Charles Urban Movie Chats.
KINETO— Urban Popular Classics.
PATHE— Topics of the Day.
PATHE— Pathe Review, one reel.
PIONEER— Luke McLuke's Film Osophy.
RADIN— Brind's Wonders of Nature.
SELECT — Herbert Kaufman Masterpieces.
SELECT — Prizma Color Pictures.
S. & E. ENTERPRISES— Cowboy Jazr, two reel*.
SERIALS
ARROW— Thunderbolt Jack (Jack Hoxie).
FOX— Bride Thirteen.
PATHE— Ruth of the Rockies (Ruth Roland).
PATHE—
Warner Phantom
Orland). Foe (Juanita Hansen and
PATHE—
Velvet
Fingers (George B. Seitz and
Marguerite Courtot).
UNIVERSAL
— King of the Circus (Eddie Polo).
camp).
UNIVERSAL—
The Flaming Disk (Elmo Lincoln).
UNIVERSAL— The Dragon's Net (Marie WaJ.
Duncan).
VITAGRAPH—
The Silent Avenger (William
Elinor
Fair).
VITAGRAPH— The Purple Riders (Joe Ryan and
VITAGRAPH—
Fighting Fate (William Duncan
and Edith Johnson).
VITAGRAPH—
Hidden
Dangers (Joe Ryan and
Jean Paige),
Moreno).
VITAGRAPH— The Veiled Mystery (Antonio
NEWS REELS
FOX NEWS (twice a week) at Fox exchanges.
INTERNATIONAL NEWS (Mondays and Thursdays) at Universal exchanges.
KINOGRAMS
(twice a week) at Educational exchanges.
PATHE
NEWSexchanges.
(Wednesdays and Saturdays) at
Educational
SELZNICK
NEWS
(twice a week) at Select exchanges.
ANIMATED CARTOONS
THE GUMPS (Celebrated Players).
MUTT AND JEFF (Fox).
SPECIALS
EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP.
Modern Centaurs.
Valley of 10,000 Smokes.
Babe Ruth — How He Knocks His Home Runs.
Art of Diving, with Annette Kellerman.
The Race of the Age (Man o' Wax).

gnnunitiniioiiiiiiiM^
MOTION-PICTURE PHOTOGRAPHY
A COMPLETE COURSE
A practicable, usable, standard treatise for
both the professional cinematographer and
those without experience. About 500 pages —
400 pages of text and 100 pages of illustraof Photography.
Editedtions— byby New
Lieut.YorkCarlInstitute
L. Gregory,
F. R. P. S.,
Chief Instructor in cinematography for the
Government Signal Corps School of Photography, at Columbia University, with special
chapters by Charles W. Hoffman, formerly
CONDENSED COOTSE IN
Feature-Photographer for Thanhouser, EdiMotion Picture
son, Pathe, and World Film Companies, and
by Research Specialists, Research LaboraPhotography
tories of the Eastman Kodak Company.
*PRIPF
INAV^Iii «P".U«„ot
REFUNDED
tfi flfl MONEY
satisfied
with thisif
course after five days' examination.
NEW YORK INSTITUTE OF PHOTOGRAPHY Also at leading dealers.
Dept. 6—145 W. 36th St., New York. Dealer's terms on request.
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"Outride

the Law' established
hew records at Moore's Rfalto.
Crowds were locked out until after last show. Despite
policy
held
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over

be

house

may

second

week."

Carl Laemmle

presents

PRISCILLA
Supported
inTOD

by

DEAN
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CHANEY
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UNIVERSAL-

JEWEL
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"After a record-breaking

|L

'Outride the Law ' is bein$ < >ntinued for a second week af
the Kinema. This is the first Tie
that any picture has played
weeks in any house i
Salt Lake

CitV

ACT

ACORD

The Cowboy

KinqJ, in

^/><?WMTE

H9RIEMAM
Universal'* Galloping Western
Chapter- Play
Directed

byAI Ru«ell

They

Come

YOU

don't

barrel.

You

—

you

Quality

from

—

are

thought,
those

THE

ago

short

"come

in

a

a pack*

just

buying

subjects
the

buying,

quality

released

me

of

a barrel!

running

you

out

Can

Crackers."

years

because they
the feature 1
Or

crackers

say — "Give

stopped

r.rackers
Are

buy

You

age of Blank's

m^he

can"

with

short

subjects

PROGRAM'

EDUCATIONAL 'FILM EXCHANGES,
E. W. HAMMONS, President

with

careful

by

SPICE OF THE

just

Inc.

like

Mushv, Mushing On, in
'It's a Great Life — If — "

Ingityuk's Story in
'A Tale of the Fur North"

A Pair of Huskies in "An Eskimotion Picture"

;

Life

in

Castor Canadensis (Beaver) in "Hides and Go Seek'

the' Moose

Factory

HUDSON'S
BAY
When the American Balloonists first reached human habitation in Canada, Educational supplied all the leading newspaper syndicates of the countrv with still photos of Moose
Factory.
EDUCATIONAL

alone HAD

TRAVEL
SERIES
this great North Countrv. where all four of the Hudson's Bay
Travel Series were filmed .'
So event since the Great War ha> been given so much

THEM!

Hundreds of big metropolitan dailies showed Educational' s
still photos and credited Educational with them I
There has been created a tremendous national interest in

Book

these

4 Hudson's

EDUCATIONAL

Country1'

newspaper space as the "Lost Balloonists."
The press of the countrv- has focussed national attention on
the Northland.
The Hudson's Bay Travel Series combines the up-to-dateness
of a news reel with the human interest of a feature and the
beauty and grandeur of a scenic .'

Bay

FILM EXCHANGES,

Travel

Pictures

INC., E. W. HAMMONS,

President

Today

6

EXHIBITORS

In

Real
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HERALD

Moneys

Bigger

than

Biggest

$360.

By

$41.70,

a month
had

beat — not
But

set
even

a

record

Hart

"O'Malley

opening day
record — and
That's

ago, everybody

of

that

thought
nobody

that
could

himself.
the

Mounted,"

at the Rivoli, beat
beat it by $360!

dollar-and-cents

of the Mounted"
picture!

all
by

broke
York,

Testing Block"
the Rivoli, New

"The
WHEN
records at
Hart

the

Hart's

its

own

proof that "O'Malley

is Hart's

William

on

biggest

S.

box-office

Hart

in

"O'Malley
By

of
the
Mounted"
William S. Hart

Adapted and directed by Lambert Hillyer
Photographed by Joe August, A. S. C.

A

William

S.

Hart

(paramount

Production

(^pictures

FAMOUS
ADO LP h ZUKOR AmPLAYERS-LASKY
JCESC I LASKYmcvA*. CECILCORPORATION
B DC Ml LLC tfwnwC^*
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Straight

is

THEWA
PRESENTED. BY
FAMOUS PLAYERS
LASKY CORPORATION

(X paramount

Qidure

Production

a Cosmopolitan
With

"•'•>:-:SA-:v:::>.;.;

And

MATT
GLADYS

MOORE
LESLIE

were two hard crooks from the
THEY
city, and they thought the little New
England village would be a soft job.
But the folks treated them

as honest

men — and the crooks who came to lift the
silver stayed to lift the mortgage !
A romance
rom the Story by Ethel Watts Mumford
Scenario by Frances Marion

Grant

Personally Directed by Robert G. Vignola
Four-column Press Ad Above — Mats at Your Exchange

boards

of human

and big hearted

kindness, ouija

men

and women.

FAMOUS
ADO LP M ZUKOR >W*PLAYERS
JESSE L LASKY -LASKY
. „-<■ a, t CECILCORPORATION
8 OE MILL£ twwC^ ,It

Then a worn 'j

He had always

love
an
triedcame
to chit.

thought dio'tyie
love was enough

This is the four column
ad. In mats or electros
at your exchange.

•Sib 3t£5&W?

JESSE

(_. LASKy, PRESENTS

Georae

The

Mefford
P R. O O U CTION

Faith

Heater

By William V aughn Moody
Photoplay by Mrs. rim. Vaughn Moody and Z. Wall Cocinglon
NO

picture has ever been made with
a greater spiritual and dramatic

appeal.

greatof America's
is the masterpiec
a mighty photomade einto
estItdramatist,

" j " " ''

play by the director of "Behold;My Wife!"
With Milton Sills and Ann Forrest
FAMOUS PLAYERS - LASKY CORPORATION
ADOLPH ZUKOR JtSSE L LASK'v v«*»t CECIL B OE M1LLE o*«wC«™f L»pjl^

d

(paramount

Qiclure

t _g
JESSE L.LASKV
PRESENTS

a
^paramount]
Qicture

V

With

LILA LEE
and
GLADYS GEORGE
T HE woman
ruined him.

he loved

The woman who loved him
restored him.
But in the end which won
him?
A heart story about a famous
author who went to the dogs
and was brought back to
manhood by a lonely little
waif.
{Four-Column Press Ad Above — Mats at Your Exchange)
Adapted from^/theJStory, "Easy Street," by Blair Hall

Directed by Tom Forman

Scenario by Beulah Marie Diz
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HERALD
VAMPING

by TELEPHONE
This new indoor sport isn't
as safe as it sounds. The little
girl in question got a glorious
lot of fun out of it until one
day the four men

whom

she

had kept dangling at the other
ends of the wire joined forces
to teach her a lesson.
Moral : When

you're vamp-

ing by 'phone, tell Central not
to get the wires crossed.

It's a Reatart Star Franchise Picture
BEBE

"DUCKS
adapted

DANIELS

AND

by Elmer

DRAKES"
Harris from

play by himself. Directed
Maurice

by Major

Campbell.

Vamp your fans with
office humdinger!

REALART
PICTURES

the

CORPORATION

this box-

J

NO

THEATRE

' COMPLETE

PROGRAM.

WITHOUT

MET
EXCLUSIVE

FLO
DISTRIBUTORS

IS

THEM.

ARTHUR

H- SAWYER

PICTURES!! HERBERT

LUBIN

present*

GEORGE
DBAKER,
PRODUCTION
OF

WITHOUT
% CALVIN"
A POWERFUL
DRAMA
STRONG
MEN
^ WITH

Exclusive

LIMIT

JOHNSTON
OR CONFLICT BETWEEN
A WOMAN
AS A PRIZE
.

EXHIBITORS
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news

11

.HERALD

is

spreading-

•

they're talking
about itthey want
see

to

it -

they're

\
looking

for theatres
showing^
i

JSewest
WRITTEN

AND

PHOTOGRAPHED

^pro duett
DIRECTED
ly CHARLES

HENRY
UNITED

ARTISTS
MARY

FRANCES

orj^
MARION

ROSHER

AND

CRONJAGER

CO&POMTION

PICKFORD

- CHARLIE

DOUGLAS
FA1R5ANKS
HIRAM
ABRAMS,

CHAPLIN

• D.W. GRIFFITH
PRESIDENT

WnaX

mure

picture

can

a

his
when
RAM
TEL)

distributor

say

a

about

this?

say
Exhibitor-customers
TELEGRAM
PE IV 1 0 AT

B503SF 28 HL

sanfrahcisco calif si
mack sehssk 1944
mack sennett studi08
allesasdrd 81 losangeles calif
JU8T SAW SMALL TOWN IDOL COHSIDSR IT EXCEPTIONALLY GOOD OKI All SURE
n nu. PLAY IT HOT LX85 THAN TR WEEKS TO CAPACITY BUBIHE38 AT KY
STRAND THEATRE
II L MARK0WIT2,

■ RAM

R990 HU 1155?* 114 HL
SEATTLE FSB 5 1921
HACK SEUBETT
MACE .. JiBETT STUDIOS 1712 AL LESS ABD RO STREET LOS ABGELB3 CALIF
HAVE JUST VIEWED TOUR SMALL TOWB IDOL POSIT IV iiLT THE GREATEST Of
ITS ELBD EVERT HADE MORE THRILLIRS AHD COUEDY 3ITUATI0B3 CROWDED
IBTO EACH REZL THAII AlfT SHOW MAI OB EARTH COULD EC EOT I AU SUB
II V.ILL HAVE LOBSER ABD MORE SUCCESSFUL RUBS THAH ETEB MICKEY
BECAUSE IT HAS MICKEY CHE.TED TO DEATH ABD THIS IS JfT GREATEST
COMPLDlEflT TO ABY PRODUCERS ACCEPT MT HEARTIEST COHGRATULAT IOBS
ABD BEST V.I3HE3
JOHB HAMRICK BLUE UOOBB fl

B501SF 20 HL

SAHFRANCISCO CALIF 31
hack smart J954
UACK SSNUBTT STUDIOS 1712 ALLESAHDRO 5T L08AFGBL18 CALIF
PREVIEWED TODAY SMALL TOWN IDOL HEARTY CONGRATULATIONS Oil YOUR BIST
EFFORT STOP FORTUNATELY HAVE IT BOOKED ON MY ENTIRE CIRCUIT
LOUIS R GREENFIELD.

RECEIVED AT
B493SF 24 SL 2 EXTRA

SAN7RANCISCO CA1IF 31
UACK SEIHIITT 1943
MACK SENNETT STUDIOS 1712 ALLESANDRO ST LOSAEOILES CALIF
JUST PRiVIEWED 6 MALL TOr.l IDOL COHSIDER IT BEST SUPER COL'SDY PRODUCTION
HAVE EVER SBE1I AU BOOKIIIO IT FOR ENTIRE TURNER DHANiCC: CIRCUIT
F M COSTELLO 0E1ISRAL MANAOER

Presents
tffl&Ck
HIS 6 REEL COMEDY-DRAMA
// C
A

SMALL

TE^r
RAM

IDOL
featuring

B497SF 32 HL 21 EXTRA

SANFRANCISCO CALIF 31
UACK SEjrNETT 1942
UACK SENNETT STUDIOS l712 ALLESAITDRO ST LOS ANGELES CALIF
JUST PREVIEWED YOUR SMALL TOWN IDOL CONSIDER IT YOUR SEST EFFORT
C W UIDOLEY AMERICAN THEATRE OAKLAND JAMES 3EATTY LIBERTY TREAT
FRESNO SANJOSB REX MIDGLSY AMERICAN THEATRE OAKLAND
AL UOORE U C THEATRE BERKELEY.

TOW

BEN

TURP1N

CHARLIE

-

MARIE

PREVOST

MURRAY-PHYLLIS

HAVER

S502SF 33 NL

SANFRAHCISCO CALIF 31
UACK SENNETT £027
UACK SEIMETT STUDIOS x712 ALLESA'TDRO ST L0SANG3LHS CALIF
HAVE JUST PREVIEWED YOUR PRODUCTION SMALL TOOT IDOL WITH BEN TURPI!!
I CONGRATULATE YOU ON YOUR WONDERFUL SUCCESS AND LOOK FORWARD TO
CAPACITY RECEIPTS WHEN I PLAY IT AT OUR NEW FILLMORE THEATRE
JOSEPH H LEVIN.

Producers
Associated
HOME OFFICES' 729 SEVENTH AVE.. NEW YORK CITY

In!

\fcaML&

Oa

a

Oake

Second

Care

of

Theatre

ITly

Associated
Producers
HOME OFFICES i 729 SEVESTH AVE . N'EW YORK CITY

Overftcrur"

Inc.

Jl

Benj.

B. Hampton

/row
Harry
^

With

me

Leon

an J 11 Star

Joseph

novel

fyockckon,

bif

Wilson
Casl

Dowling

including-

* Niles

Welch

mm\
M

Claire Adams
- Robert
Mc Kim
m
foincted by Jack Conway Produced by Great Authors Pictures. Inc.

TOM MOORE THINKS IT'S A GREAT PICTURE
Tom

Moore

Is Absolutely Correct

It IS A Great Picture

A

It Plays Mr. Moore's Garden Theatre
In W ashington This Week
When

Does It Plav YOUR

House?

Distributed by
W.HODKINSON CORFOR/OTON
Flffli Avsixue. KewlfcrkGtf
i.iru PaTO: £txhan^e,tnc

Booked
The

Blue Mouse

By
Theatre,

Baltimore, For An
Indefinite Run
And it's worth an extended run
m any theatre for it's the type of
picture the screen needs,— a comedy with a thought behind it.
The situations are ludicrous but
real,— and the laughs come thick
and fast.
And each member of the talented
cast knows how to extract from the
story the last bit of humor that its
gifted author wrote into it.
It's a whale of an "audience"
picture. Play it and see!

Rockett:

Film,

Corporation

jbi'es'en^s'
^Truant

Albert

Husband

PdysonTerhunG

"With

cludin
an in
Jill
Surety
Cfctsir
g

MAHLON
HAMILTON ' BETTY
BLYTHE'
m
FRANCELIA
BIIXINGTON
9
{rested Z>i/-— TKomaS

N. H&f"F**Or\-

Distributed by
W.HODKINSON CORPOMION
527 Fifth Avenue, New fork City
thru IWHE ixchangerhic

VICTOR

KREMEft

^

SERIES

^4^^A

EICHT
FIVE

REEL

«.

WE5TERM

B

: DRAH

A%

DIRECTED

BV

FORD

FRANCIS

i

m

*

I AM

' ' V'/

WOMAN

THE

SHERIFF

XGIRL
J, ,

^SCHOOL

HARM

.'
D
A
D
RE
OWER
! kW
FL
DHE
IL
SJ

S^THE

For

Franchises

Atlanta,

New

other

than

and
Orleans,
Wire
or
e
Writ

VICTOR
130 WEST

New

MOUNTAIN

York,
Dallas

RANGE

Philadelphi;
Terntoru

KREMER

46th STREET

NEW

YORK

CI'

GOLDWYN

PRESENTS

MOORE

As

dashing

romantic

a

and

gentle-

man as ever
sunshine
screen!

as

spread

on
Your

the
pa-

trons will thrill with

MrJBARNES

ARCHIBALD

CLAVERING

GUNTER

YORK"
NEW
Directed
hy
VICTOR

SCHERTZINGER
PICTUI\E ^

For

excitement,

picturesque
for

sheer

action,
tale
pluck

this

of

picture.

sizzling
peppery

Corsican

stands

as a real 100
patron

charm,

American

and

revenge

for

per

out
cent

- pleasing

Announcement
Da^id
U-las

Acquired

the

Extraordi
P Howells
U.S. and

Canadian

Rights

for

\

/5
THE

HOPE

fpisode

Serial

DIAMOND

MY5TE

Fell's

Produced Bu
KOSMIK FILMSInc.
STATE

RIGHTS

729 -7th AVE.
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THEY
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SEMON
LARRY
is funnier than ever. That means
the Larry Semon Comedies.

HERALD

SAYING

NOW

THAT

SPORTSMAN"
in "THE
a great deal to persons who have been following

"THE SPORTSMAN"
is funny — shows Larry as a comedy hunter getting
into a Sultan's harem unexpectedly. Larry stays until the lions enter — then he
departs.
Try to see this one.
Also — great advance reports on his next release, "THE
Larry
The Sportsman
The Suitor
The Stage Hand
Solid Concrete

Semon

Comedies

School Days
The Fly Cop
The Grocery Clerk
The Head Waiter

Now

Dew Drop Inn
Dull Care
Between the Acts
The

Simple Life

VITAGRAPH
ALBERTS SMITHvMStoiwi

HICK."
Available

His Home Sweet Home
The Star Boarder
Passing the Buck
Well I'll Be—!

mm. UJLUJUAUJLU

^PRODUCTIO
CHA9.

Jn

>OTHING
AS MUCH
MEAN

WE
TO

READ

.•\'tt*'
S***

EXTRACTS FROM
WORLD
MOVING PICTURE
"THB SERVANT Ol THE HOCBV

*****

Itl

Y SRIMV DRAMA OF SINCERIT
FROM THK
II I.I Y ADAPTED
FAMOI 8 I'I-AV
Reviewed by Louis Ke»T« Hurriiton
An intensive idea-play,the"The
e"—
the Hous
no
y of auServantthor in
guilt
has been
makes an
he
preachment; rather
al big with meaning in
appe
terms of the drama. ine
is proServant in the House
duced for screen presentation
sinits ion.
s,ndandquest
by H. O.
beyo
cerity isDavi
The action is admirably por-of
trayed, especially that
corthe source ofRyan
penetrating
ruption. Director Hugh
high
a
d
laye
disp
has
Conway
quality of skill in evolving
such an amount of artistic
appeal. The entire cast is
Theis pro. ral
typed
big
splendidly duction
in gene
with significance at this
time.

H.o.oAVr,

COULD
THE

BANN

9AYAB0

EXHIBITOR

THEM
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NO\f

FEDERATED

Fl
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3
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19
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HE2

DIRECTOR
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win^
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BEGINNING
and

will

thereafter

release

box
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office
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MONDAY
the

attraction

quality

monday

of each

-production

and

18,1Q21,
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entertainment

month

highest
value
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PICTURES

NOW

The

third

, APRIL

READY

complete

Exchanges

SHERMAN
14 82

list

through

of Independent
which

booking's

PRODUCTIONS
Broadway

CORPORATION
New

York_
1

A

BIG

NAME

Draws

A

Them

STRONG

In

STORY

DelidKts

c

Them
lrfhs Grcatest.Mother'

<3nat,s

VERA

GORDON
in

'The Greatest
Is Proving

Record
Box

Office

Love
a

Breaking
Attraction
in

Further
of
LEWIS

Leading

Theatres

Everywhere

Guarantees

Quality
J.SELZNICK

r
presents
Story by Edward
Directed

▼ ▼ ▼
J. McmtajSne

bij HENRY

KOLKER

*
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Exhibitors

is The
of

One

The

Really

Motion

Picture

in

CIRCULATION

EDITORIAL

INFLUENCE

Herald

NATIONAL

Nationwide — East, West,

VISION
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HERALD

Publication

Industry.

North

and

It

is

South —

25
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HERALD

BUYERS

RIGHT

STATE

Swamped
First

Me

with

Announcement

BOX

Inquiries upon
of

this Wonderful

OFFICE

If I have not acknowledged
it is because
PLEASE

Trade

Paper

HIT
your inquiry,

I could not get to it

HAVE

INQUIRIES ANSWERED
' TRUIA
THE HEART
HAS
LOVEDTHAT
NEVER
FORGETS—

My

PATIENCE

IN SEQUENCE

REVIEWS

OF RECEIPT

Next

Week

THE

SUPREME

PASSION

Bv ROBERT McLATJGHLIN and CHARLES T. DAZEY
AUTHORS OF "THE HOUSE WITHOUT CHILDREN* " AND "IN OLD KENTUCKY"
PLAYED

BY

FLORENCE

DIXON

and a Notable Cast

POSTERS

TERRITORY
SOME

THE

FILM

BY

RITCHEY

SELLING

VERY

FAST

STATES STILL OPEN

ROBERT
MARKET, INC.

PRIEST,
W.
Phone Bryant 6548
NEW YORK CITY

BUT AS SURELY LOVES
OX TO THE CLOSE"

Pres't.
No. 503, TIMES

BL ILDING

26
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HERALD

D

E

T
A
Reel
e-R
l
g
n
Si B
E

L

E

C

ES

I
ED

OM

Represent

Good

Stories

Clean Acting
Capable
Released Once a Week

Direction !

I,
Author Frederick

Bennett!

The man who wrote the series of Get
Rich Quick Stories for the Red Book

Producer
♦

Author of the Coming Sensational Novel
\J\
Mary O'the Movies
Several Mary McLaren

Photoplays

11

Jay

Hunt

!

Ten years' experience to guide him!
A comedian of national reputation!
For a long time one of THOS. H. INCE'S
principal directors.
Just a few of the stars that have "reached the
heights" :under Hunt's and his other associates
direction
Chas. Ray — Louise Glaum — Sessue

Eight of the best Lyons-Moran Comedies

Hayakawa — Gladys Brockwell —
Mildred Harris Chaplin — and others.

Hank Mann — Arbuckles — and others

The

First

Three

Releases

The Love Doctor — Jazz and Jealousy — Mixed Pickles
i<

READY

FOR
MR.

Don't Wait! —

AMERICA'S

LEADING

*P3
THEATRES

NOW

!

EXCHANGEMAN— Territorial rights are selling fast!

Write or Wire —

Now —

Tomorrow

May Be Too Late!

EXHIBITORS

February 26. 1921

ANOTHER

TRIUMPH!

A

MARK

NEW

HIGH

27

HERALD

of

ACHIEVEMENT!

Played
in their

order

1— "WHERE
POPPIES
BLOOM"— One
2 — "IF"
— One

Week
Week

PRIZMA
MASTER
PICTURES
RELEASED
EVERY
OTHER WEEK

NOW

MORE

COMES

of release

— Barbees — Loop
— Riviera

UNIMPEACHABLE

EVIDENCE!

"The
Melody
of Flowers"
To Be
Shown Simultaneously

ENTIRE

THE

FOR

BALABAN

RIVIERA

and

"Trouville"

-d

of

WEEK
IN

FEBRUARY

14th!

and KATZ'S LUXURIOUS

NEW

in lubliner

TIVOLI

& trinz -s NEW

SENATE
PRIZMAS
of
record
the
approached
No Short Subject of its kind has ever
MUST

BE

GOOD

PICTURES!

MUST BE PERFECT PICTURES!
PR1ZMAS

MUST

BE MASTER

PICTURES!

Investigate and you shall see — Seeing you shall BELIEVE!
What more evidence can you want?
A letter, post card, a phone call or wire will bring a quick response.
A Celebrated representative will gladly explain what CELEBRATED SERVICE means to you!
DON'T

WAIT

!

—

YOU

MIGHT BE
MEMBER

SORRY

!

—

ACT

NOW

!
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J. A. Dundas, The Sir and, Sioux Falls, So. Dakota.
"I am convinced that we have the only selling plan that is fair
to all."— THAT'S ANOTHER REASON WHY
Ihere'JI be a Franchise

Beauty

Plus

everywhere

Acting!

This is the combination
that has won such a tremendous following for

KATHERINE

MacDONALD
and
Beauty

and acting plus a

strong story has made
wonderful success of

"My

Lady
A\ Tender
A

A

s Latchkey"
Love Story

Thrilling Romance

A Strange

Presented by the Katherine MacDonald
Pictures Corporation, B. P. Schulberg,
president; adapted from the novel, "The
Second Latchkey," by C. N. and A. M.
Williamson; scenario by Finis Fox, directed by EDWIN CARE WE.

a

Adventure

First National

Attraction

Foreign Representative, David P. Howells, Inc.,
729 Seventh Avenue, New York City

EXHIBITORS
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HERALD

A. H. Paxson, Valdosta AmusementCo.Jnc, Valdosta, Ga.:
"I received cash refund for difference due me. This is the squarest
deal I ever had. This little incident of fair play increases my franchise valueWHY
100% in my estimation:' — THAT' S ANOTHER
REASON

Hherell

Every
These

One

dramas

in first run
they

crowds,

patrons

exhibitors.

Have

and

theatres

Everywhere
held

have

Truth

About

comedies
in every

fascinated

you

Money

played

played

Lionel Barrymore
in one of the most unique comedies ever screened ; a Whitman
Bennett production directed by Kenneth Webb.
The Great Adventure

The

everywhere

a Proven

splendid

booked

be a Franchise

Husbands

A smashing
fromby "The
Profligate,"
Arthur
Wing drama
Pinero, adapted
and directed
Kenneth
Webb. by Sir
Whitman Bennett Production

are

now

playing

or

large city in America.

they
and

them

Maker!

have

made

drawn

large

big money

for

all?

Not

Guilty

A powerful production with scenes taken all around the world.
Harold McGrath's story of love, romance and adventure.
Sydney A. Franklin Production

Love, Honor and Behave
A Big Special Comedy Feature in 5 riotous reels. Something
more than a slapstick.
A Mack

Sennett Production

The

Scoffer

Habit
A Louis B. Mayer Special and a dramatic story of a woman
who lived only for fashion.
With Mildred Harris

A Mayflower
erful drama of Photoplay
a man who Corporation
defied God. presentation of a pow-

Unseen Forces
A Mayflower Photoplay Corporation presentation of the
strongest love story ever screened.

Lionel Barrymore
in one of the most thrilling and powerful dramas of the year,
and a Whitman Bennett Special directed by Kenneth Webb.

Sydney A. Franklin

First

An Allan Dwan

Production

National

The

(mSn

Production

Devil's Garden

Attractions
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4 Times

as

Funny!"

That's what the New
York Herald Says of
What

in

"THE
KID"
written and directed
by Charles Chaplin

6

Reels

Held
at

Over

the

of

Joy!

Another

New

Week

York

Strand

after smashing all records in
the history of this 3,500 seat
house, playing to 125,000 in
one week. Thousands were
turned

away

despite

PICTURES
FIRST M-m*
'M
mM national

A
and

another

Of

The

reason

Hhere'tt
be
"

Say!

the fact

the vast throngs.

Echo

Critics

FAST AND FURIOUS FUN
" 'The Kid' is Charlie Chaplin's best picture. Six
reels of fast and furious fun, relieved by moments
of tenderness." — New York Sun.
ROARING FUN
"A York
roaringWorld.
hour and a half of genuine fun." —
Xciv
HIS BEST COMEDY
"Three times as long as his ordinary comedy and
four timescomedy.
as funny.
Chaplin's
versatile
Highly
originalmostandinteresting
human. Itandis
well worth a year's wait." — New York Herald.
ONLY ONE OF ITS KIND
"It is the only picture of its kind ever made. A
mixture of knock-out comedy, pathos and whimsical
humor, it takes its place with the classics of the
screen." — New York Morning Telegraph.
EMINENTLY FUNNY
"Eminently funny. Mr. Chaplin proves his acknowledged artistry. Jackie Coogan was marvelously
good — extraordinary." — New York American.
BEST OF ALL
"The best of them all." — New York Times.
ROARS OF LAUGHTER
"A vastly entertaining picture. It brought roars
of laughter from everybody." — New York Tribune.
KING OF COMEDIANS
"Spontaneous and prolonged laughter comes into
its own again. Faith in Chaplin as the king of comedy is not misplaced." — New York Post.
UNQUALIFIED SUCCESS
"As a story of human interest, 'The Kid' is an
unqualified success. The child actor also is remarkable."— New York Mail.
ROARS OF LAUGHTER
"Chaplin gives you something that brings a lump
to the York
throat Globe.
while you are roaring with laughter." —
New
AMAZING ARTISTRY
"He wins his countless admirers not alone by his
excellent fooling but by the serious undercurrent of
the film play and his own amazing artistic versatility."— New York Telegram.

that extra morning and midnight performances were held
in an effort to accommodate

An

The

Big

First National

Attraction

5

why

a

Franchise

everywhere
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The exchanges now face one of the most
serious distribution problems that has occurred
in the history of the business.
We refer to the existing situation in which
practically every distributor, large and small,
has sold quantities of product under contract
which have not yet reached the theatres because
exhibitors have withheld play dates.
The situation is resulting in great confusion
in the offices of distributors. Bookings which
in the ordinary course of the industry represent
product sold have come to be largely meaningless. Instead of being able to gauge future
production on data revealed by his booking
sheets, the distributor finds himself floundering
about without any exact guidance.
The condition has been created largely
through the fact that a great number of exhibitors have contracted for a quantity of product
which they have been unable to use within the
time limit assumed by both the exhibitor and
the distributor when the contracts were signed.
The situation is unreasonable and unsound
and something must be done to correct it. It
remains as a threat to the stability of the business because if the producer is compelled to wait
until pictures are actually exhibited he is unable
to execute advance plans which will provide for
anticipating the requirements of the market and
the tastes of the public.
For the stability of the entire industry and
for the protection of the various branches of
the industry booking agreements cannot be regarded as scraps of paper to be ignored at will.
When a picture is contracted for it must be set
in for exhibition within a reasonable time limit.
Contracting for product that cannot be used
may for a time keep it out of the opposition's
theatre, but such procedure is so unsound basic-

Play

Dates

J. QUIGLEY
ally that we

cannot believe but that it will

be found eventually to be a dangerous and unprofitable business.
There is one feature of this matter which
is now building up a heavy expense item on the
shoulders of the exhibitor. In order to move
product it has become necessary for many distributors toundertake what amounts substantially to a secondary selling campaign. Facing
a situation in which exhibitors neglect to set in
play dates on product that has been contracted
for these exchanges have seen it necessary to go
out over the territories in a new effort which
involves practically the same expense as the
original selling campaign. In some instances
new departments have been created by distributors for the single purpose of getting into
theatres product that has been booked.
The exhibitor of vision will immediately see
in this a tendency to higher rentals and the additional cost to him will be an utter economic
waste. Distribution costs are of course included
in the film rentals bills and this new expense
which exchanges are undertaking must eventually fall on the exhibitor.
This situation flies directly in the face of
the imperative demands of the times for conservation and more economic administration. It
is creating a new and thoroughly unreasonable
burden of expense for the industry to shoulder.
It is a regrettable backward step coming right
eta time when conditions cry for the introduction of sane and reasonable economies.
We do not attempt to fix th? responsibility
for this situation but merely to point out that
the problem is here and that it must be faced
and mastered.
It is one of the really grave questions of
the moment and we leave it to the good judgment of those in a position to put forth and
effect a remedy.
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The Associated First National
Pictures, Inc., issues a significant
statement relative to the CohenBrady controversy. Because of its
widespread exhibitor affiliations its
declaration on this subject is doubly
important. This company repudiates the charge that it is a party
to any opposition, organized or
otherwise,, against the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America.
* * *
This statement comes as the first
declaration from any company
which has been alleged to have been
identified with the supposed organized opposition to the theatre owners' organization. There is no surprise to us in the pronouncement
from this group that it is in full
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sympathy with all legitimate exhibitor organization movements,
whether of a national or of a local
character. To give credence to the
existence of any other attitude would
be assuming the absence of commonsense direction in the affairs of the
company.
* * *
The statement is made on behalf
of the Associated First National
Pictures that its single aim is to
effect a unity of action within the
industry in the fight against censorship in order to escape the inevitable
fall that is the result of a house
divided against itself. If this statement reflects the attitude of the
other members of the National Association— and with certain possible
exceptions we believe it does — no
time should be lost in effecting a
working agreement between the
various branches of the industry
that will actually work.
* * *
This publication has steadfastly
maintained over a period of years
that the one conclusive victory over
censorship ran only be won in the
offices of the producers. A close
study of the output of studios during recent years leaves no doubt
but that there has been only a very
little of the subject matter of pictures that could in any reasonable
way be considered objectionable
even when viewed from the most
strict standards. But it has been
this small quantity which, in no way
justifies censorship, yet supplies to
the advocates of censorship the material with which to keep the agitation alive.
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Re -Takes
J. R. M.
Chicago stick-up men are becoming
more considerate. They now rob you
*
by appointment.
"The Old Swimmin' Hole" fools the
lunatic who insists upon reading all subtitles aloud. There *ain't none.
Maybe somebody will make a picture
nne of these days without the final clutch
fade-out. Then our joy will be comThings to Be Thankful For
plete.
That the bathing girls in pictures
haven't adopted the* golosh habit.
Mixing 'Em Up
Pete Hart"
Smith says
Wes. Hampton
Barry "out-of
Mixes
in "Bob
Placer," We may next expect to hear
that the freckle King has "out-Barrymored Will Rogers."*
Hard on Nests 'n Everything
According to word from California
LittleNest."
Johnny After
Jonesseeing
is playing
"The
Old
Johnnyin work
in those Edgar-Tarkington stories we
fear that nest will be a wreck when he
gets through.
. 1
*
They Sure Are Good
Opponents of censorship could afford
to pay the expenses of Rev. W. S. Fleming and T. D. Hurley of Chicago to all
parts of the country. Their arguments
for muzzling the screen would bring the
desired reaction.
*
Bored to Death
Reformers who arc seeking to have
well-paid boards established to cure
every ill are determined the country will
be "board to death." *
Bill Hart says
wants'Emto write for the
Youhe Tell
screen. Well, go ahead.
Bill. It's sell* that's
ing the darn scenarios
hard.
"Gimme All"
Metro just paid $784,912.52 for "Turn
to the Right," which was for John Golden's half interest in the stage success.
And times are so hard down East Golden
* 52 cents, 'tis said.
wouldn't knock off the
With prices like that the other 105,999,999 persons who are writing scenarios
will take heart.
*
Hi Cost of Production
Metro
doesn't
for
stories, however.spend
We all
haveits itmoney
on good
authority that 25 gallons of ice cream
were consumed by the company making
* Lytell's latest.
"The Man Who," Bert
Forget It
Life in the motion picture field is just
one big theatre opening after another.
Philadelphia, Cleveland. Los Angeles,
Indianapolis, Minneapolis have each
kicked in with million dollar houses, and
the present week marks the opening of
two mammoth houses in Chicago. Who
said hard times? Building depression?
Some Denouncer
*
Bah!
William A. Brady is going about the
country denouncing censorship. And
when
"Bill" denounces a thing it's pretty
well denounced.
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Cities

Feature
York,

Chicago,

Comprise

PITTSBURGH,

to

Films
Philadelphia,

Circuit
LOS

ANGELES

The dominant figure in the theatrical world who is sponsoring the circuit of big theatres
for the exploitation of costly feature photoplays is A. H. Woods.
While in Chicago last week Mr. Woods confirmed the story published exclusively by EXHIBITORS
HERALD on February 12 announcing formation of the circuit and acknowledged his association with the
project.
Incorporation papers have been taken out in Delaware under the name of the Theatrical Enterprises of
A. H. Woods. Capitalization is for $2,000,000. Mr. Woods is president and Walter Moore of Miner Lithograph Company, is vice president.
The financial backer of the venture is Robert McCormick of McCormick Plow Company of Chicago, and
a member of the McCormick family which controls International Harvester Company.
Plans for operation of the circuit as given to EXHIBITORS HERALD by Mr. Woods are in brief to
have theatres in the five leading cities of the country, New York, Chicago, Detroit, Philadelphia and Boston.
Only productions of high calibre will be booked.
Matinee prices will range from 25 cents to $1.
Evening prices will graduate from 50 cents to $2.
Fourteen performances a week will prevail.
After complete establishment of the circuit
in the cities mentioned in a preceding paragraph, Mr. Woods announced that he would
extend his operations to Los Angeles, Pittsburgh and Cleveland. Unless conditions warrant further expansion will not be made, he
stated.

"Only recently two big producers came to me desirous of obtaining Woods theatre for the exploitation
of two exceptional features.
"With my circuit in operation the producer of big
features can get a run for his money. Heretofore a
producer has built up a patronage at a legitimate house
and after seven or eight weeks he has been compelled
to book into another theatre and as a result build up
a new patronage all because of an existing contract
for the use of the former house.

In Chicago W oods theatre will be devoted to the
silent drama. D. W. Griffith's "Way Down East'' is
now having a successful run there. In Boston, Philadelphia and Detroit new theatres to seat not less than
1,600 patrons and representing an expenditure of from
$500,000 to $650,000 on each will be erected. Mr. Woods
stated that he was negotiating for the lease of a large
New York house. Speculation has it that the acquisition is either the Lyric or the Forty-fourth Street
theatre.
Percentage booking will be the policy of the
circuit.
•
No confirmation is forthcoming of the rumor that
D. W. Griffith is associated with Mr. Woods in the

"Such a condition as this will not exist on my
circuit. Operation will follow the general scheme of
legitimate booking on a percentage plan."
Asked what the policy would be should no
feature photoplay be available, Mr. Woods
stated:
"I don't believe that such a condition will
arise. There is a sufficient number of big
pictures being made today to warrant the
formation of such a circuit."

enterprise.
It is photoplay
believed that
his "Wray
Down East''
will be the first
to make
the circuit.
Heretofore Mr. Woods has confined his activities
to the production and exhibition of stage attractions.
In his chosen field he has been considered one of the
shrewdest of showmen. In assigning the causes for
his deviation in part from the field of legitimate attractions he stated:

v

"The success of 'Way Down East' at
Woods theatre in Chicago was one factor entering into my decision to organize a circuit
of theatres in the big cities to play nothing
but feature photoplays.
"Also, I have discussed the proposition
with several of the big men in the motion
picture industry and all agree that the time
is ripe for just such an enterprise.

That Mr. Woods' venture will meet with the approval of producers is evident from the previous announcements from various manufacturers that certain
costly productions would not reach the motion picture
theatres until after a lapse of two or three years. A
more radical step is noticeable in the advertising for
"Way Down East" which reads that it never will be
shown in a motion picture theatre.
Another condition which forecast the formation of
such a circuit was the inability of some producers to
obtain legitimate houses for premieres on big specials.
In the past the policy of playing features only in
dramatic houses has met with disfavor among the exhibitors. Looking at the situation from a different
angle, Mr. Woods virtually places himself in the field
as an exhibitor, specializing in the exhibition of the
more costly pictures as other exhibitors specialize in
short subjects, Westerns and the like.
Mr. Woods' name will go down as the pioneer in
this phase of exhibition, which marks another step in
the advancement of the motion picture.
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Jenkins'
Tin
Can
Vote
Blow
to Reformers
Neb rasfaa

Exhibitors Present Petitions
Signatures to Legislators

TP WAS just an ordinary tin can — cov■*• ered wtih the canary yellow and blood
red label of a chicken lice powder — but
with it containing the vote of the people
of his own home town on the subject of
censorship, J. C. Jenkins of the Auditorium theatre, Neligh, Nebraska, dealt a
blow to the "profiteers in morality" sponsoring the bill for censorship of motion
pictures that will tell when the day comes
to count the sentiments of the various
legislators in the state.
It was 11:30 on Tuesday night when
Jenkins was called on the phone by
Stuart Gould, business representative of
the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
Nebraska.
"Daddy
Jenkins,
want younight
downat
here
in Lincoln
on IThursday
7:30 o'clock
address
jointregarding
committees of the to
house
and the
senate
the censorship bill," said Gould.
"I can't do it," said Jenkins. "My busineeds tome,Lincoln
it's an byeight-hour
from ness
here
train, andtripI
couldn't
tinued. make a speech anyway," he con* * *
"Now, Daddy," pleaded Gould, "you
never failed me yet and we don't want
Not Fake

Snow

With

Deals
100,000

oratory. All we want is for you to
these people here the truth about
small town exhibitor and his ideals
better and cleaner pictures. I want
to appear to show these people that
exhibitor is not nearly as black as he

tell
the
for
you
the
has

been
Gouldpainted."
added the voice of A. R. Pramer,
president ofganizatthe
exhibitors'
orion, tohis Nebraska
own on the
phone, and
Jenkins agreed to be there.
"What in the world will I tell those
fellows,"
thought
And thein
next morning
he wentJenkins.
to the printer
Neligh and got an Australian ballot on
the subject of censorship printed.
He took the now statewide known tin
can and sealed the top firmly. He cut a
slit in it and down the street he went.
Every man and woman he met knew
Jenkins, knew that his vote was as safe
in Jenkins hands as in the hands of an
election
boardvoted.
of theEvery
country's
greatest
men. They
business
man
voted. Jenkins went out of his way and
obtained the vote of the town's one man
who was really actively engaged in howling for censorship — that of one of the
ministers.
* * *
Then he came to Lincoln.
He was given as the basis of his speech
the voice
of 100,000
as theyof
were
enrolled
on anN'ebraskans
immense stack
petitions
that
the
Motion
Picture
Theatre Owners had obtained.
Jenkins presented them with the simple words "There, gentlemen, is the voice
of the people of Nebraska on censor-

I. os Angeles, the land of sunshine and
flowers, had a touch of real winter recently. Here Is William Beandlne
Christie, director, and Alice Maison, of
the
Christie
possibilities. staff, out testing its screen
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"And here, gentlemen, is the voice of
the people of my own home town, Neligh.
onship."
censorship of motion pictures," and
Jenkins
produced the tin can.
That can might have been filled with
nitroglycerin. The big gallery and the
hearing committee sat up and craned
their necks. Not a soul would touch it.
"If 50 per cent of the people of Neligh,
Nebraska, want censorship, I'll withdraw
my objections to it and ask you gentlemen to vote for it," said the exhibitor of
that town.it, "If
cent I want
advocate
and 40I per
believe
wouldit, if"I'll
30
per cent
want
it,"
cried
Jenkins
in
a
ringing voice.
There was a silence. Then a storm of
* * *
applause.
Representative J. Reid Green, chairman of the house committee, whose attitude toward the exhibitors and exchange
men who spoke was that they were all
convicted criminals, all through the proceedings, arose and wildly demanded that
such evidence be not admitted. He made
an attempt to get the newspaper men
present to promise to publish a vote of
certain churches on censorship, that he
and C. L. Prevey, a backer of the bill,
had gathered.
But the committee, the representatives
present, and above all, the newspaper
men present, refused to be kept from a
count of that vote, which was 96 to 23
against censorship.
The "tin can" vote was the topic of
discussion over the state the next day
when the press accounts came out. It's

Censorship Will Cut
Box Office Receipts
Does censorship tend to decrease
the receipts at the box office?
Chancellor Brothers of the
Dreamland theatre, Arcanum, O.,
give a convincing answer in the
following contribution to "What
the "Picture
Did for Me":
'The Terror,'
with Tom
Mix. — Average Mix picture,
but did not draw as two previous Mix pictures were horribly cut out. Five reels cut
to
three.
This ofhurts
Ohio
is one
the business."
four states
having legal regulation.
novelty and it's direct appeal made many
a man in every town a thinker on the
subject and what was more important it
brought home forcibly to the men in the
legislature that possibly a vote of the
plain everyday business man in their
town was not a 100 per cent call for censorship or control of motion pictures as
had been presented to them by the
reformer.
Other speakers of the evening were
Stuart Gould, Harry D. Graham of
Pathe; Sidney Meyer of Fox; A. R.
Pramer, and W. W. Hughes of David
City, an American Legion member and
former Y. M. C. A. man.
Indiana

Measure

Would

Impose Fine of $500
On Sunday Exhibitions
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
INDIANAPOLIS. IND., Feb. 15. — A
bill introduced in the house by Representative Johnson of Morgan county
would turesprohibit
exhibition
of motion
picand baseball
for profit
on Sunday.
For violation of the law a fine of from
$250 to $500 would be collected from
theatres and a fine of $25 for each player
in a baseball game.
Holubars

May

Head

Separate Companies
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Feb. 15.— That Allen
Holubar and Dorothy Phillips may split
professionally, is the statement of Al
Kaufman. Holubar ranks high as a director and Miss Phillips has always been
a drawing box-office card, and it is quite
possible, he states, that each will head
their own productions.
"Going
Over
the Top"
(From Staff
Correspondent.)
NEW YORK, February 15.— The motion picture industry is going over the
top in its drive to raise $2,500,000 for
the Hoover Fund. The total achieved
will not be known before the end of the
month, however, as checks are being received every day, according to C. C.
Pettijohn, chairman of the national committee. A complete report will be issued
then.
Adler Not Going West
Bert Adler, eastern representative of
Allan Dwan, wires a denial of a current
report that he was contemplating a trip
to the coast at this time.
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Trip

Within

for
Industry

Executive Committee of the National Association,
Gratified With Results, Requests That
President Completes His Tour
(From Staff Correspondent)
NEW YORK, Feb. 15. — William A. Brady, president of the National
Association of the Motion Picture Industry, will continue his tour of the
country to "effect closer affiliation between all branches of the industry"
and to fight against censorship and other impending unfavorable legislation,
according to a statement issued today by the National Association.
Air. Brady's decision was made, it is stated, "at the earnest request of
the executive committee of the National Association, which is highlv gratified with the work Mr. Brady has already accomplished on tour."
Committee Requests Him to Continue Trip

KING VIDOR
Who will make
a seriesProducers.
of productions for
Associated
Vidor Making Series
For A. P. Publication
Producer Is Ninth to Align
With Organization of
Independents
(From Staff Correspondent)
NEW YORK, Feb. 15.— King Vidor will
make a series of special productions under
a contract with the Associated Producers.
He is the ninth director to align himself
with this organization comprised of Thomas
H. Ince. Marshall Xeilan, Maurice Tourneur, George Loane Tucker, Allan Dwan.
Mack Sennett, C. Gardner Sullivan and J.
Parker Read, Jr.
Has Own Studio
King Vidor comes into the fold as a
full-fledged producer, owning his own fiveacre
Village,"
with studio,
him an "Vidor
organization
that and
is thebringing
result
of three years of selection and elimination.
Vidor Village is equipped to handle two
producing units concurrently ; ultra-modern in its equipment and facilities, the studio
village is at the same time poetic and inspiring.
To Make Four Specials
King Vidor will make four special productions, with all-star casts, for Associated
Producers during 1921. The first of these
storieswill
willbebe somewhat
known as "Love
Dies,"as
and
of a Never
spectacle
well as a photodrama. It is an adaptation
of Will X. Harben's startlingly realistic
novel.tion "The
Delight." Producwill beginCottage
almost ofimmediatelyPick Neilan to Direct
First of a Series of
John Barrymore Films
(From Staff Correspondent)
NEW YORK, Feb. 15.— John Barrymore
has signed for a term of years with Frank
G. Godsol- Marshall Xeilan will direct the
first production, "The Lotus Eater."
First National has consented to the arrangement whereby the picture will be directed by Neilan, whose current picture,
"Not
Drumnecessity
Was Heard,"
held up
througha the
of James isKirkwood
filling a previous engagement.

The executive committee's wire requesting Mr. Brady to continue his
tour reached him at Lincoln, Neb., and he immediately agreed to go
through, although the decision means personal sacrifice of his own business interests. "If extension of the trip is for the welfare of the industry,"
Mr. Brady wired in reply, "I will continue it, although I have many personal business problems in New York." Jack S. Connolly, Washington
representative of the national association, is also to make the Coast trip.
The extension of the tour takes Brady
evil before legislators and others interested in the proposed legislation.
to Pierre. S. D.; Bismarck. N. D.; Helena,
In each state visited President Brady
Mont.; Seattle, Wash.; Portland, Ore.;
San Francisco, Sacramento and Los will be met by committees which are conAngeles. Cal., and he will also stop at
ducting the fight against censorship. ArSalt Lake City, Utah; Denver, Colo.;
rangements are being made in advance
St. Louis, Mo.; Indianapolis, Ind.; Cin- for mass meetings for exchangemen,
exhibitors
and
others interested in the
cinnati and Columbus, O. ; Wheeling, W.
Ya. ; Pittsburgh. Pa., and Buffalo and welfare of the industry. In Denver he
Rochester, N. Y.
will be met by Murray W. McCarthy of
the Intermountain Film Board of Trade,
Censorship Bills Pending
and G. H. McCracken and Louis W.
Censorship measures are pending in Marcus of Famous Players.
practically every state which will be visIn the Northwest C. S. Jensen of Jenited by Brady, and many of these hostile
& Von Herberg will cooperate with
measures have been introduced in the the senassociation
head and probably acstate legislatures. In other states organhim on the visit to Helena,
izations and individuals are active in Seattle andcompanyPortland.
In Seattle J. A.
efforts to restrict the freedom of the Koerpel. Goldwyn representative,
acting
screen and are preparing to introduce
for Gabriel Hess of the censorship commeasures calling for state censorship.
mittee of the National Association, and
The executive committee, according to Harry Sigmund of the Northwest Film
information from the association headBoard of Trade, will receive Brady.
that Brady's
Plan Big Frisco Gathering
the West quarters,
is feels
essential
at thispresence
time bothin
Fred Dahnken of Turner & Dahnken,
to establish a closer bond of unity beSan Francisco,
is arranging
tween the various factors of the indus(Continued
on page 47) for a big
try and to present facts of the censorship
Pathe

Exchange
Distribution

Inc.

Obtains

Complete

of American

Pictures

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Feb. 15. — Pathe Exchange, Inc., has assumed complete distribution of the production of the American Film Company,

The new arrangement was disclosed in an announcement today
by Paul Brunet and S. S. Hutchinson.
Under the former arrangement the American company maintained
its own selling force in the various Pathe branches arid availed itself
of the offices and the shipping facilities of the Pathe exchanges. Effective today the distribution of American pictures will be handled on the
same basis with the Pathe features and features of the Associated
Exhibitors, Inc.
The new arrangement affects all American productions that have
been issued and also future productions including pictures starring
Margarita Fisher, William Russell, Charlotte Walker, Seena Owen
and Helen Jerome Eddy.
The home offices of the American company are located in Chicago
and its studios are at Santa Barbara, Cal.
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Campaign
Indiana
Discord

for

Branded
Over

Arises

Censorship

Creation

as

in

Political

of Special Board

to

Review Productions Brought Into StateGroups of Women Oppose Movement
(From Staff Correspondent)
INDIANAPOLIS, IND., Feb. 15.— The censorship movement in Indiana has been branded as "political."
Three measures have been introduced in the legislature and another is
being drafted. Two of the bills would place the responsibility of censorship in the hands of a special board. The state board of education would
function under the provisions of the third.
Dissension Crops Out Among Agitators
Dissension in the ranks of the reformers has been created as a result
of a variance of opinion on the question of who should constitute such a
board. The opinion seems to prevail that political pressure has been injected
into the movement.
"TheMrs.
whole
is political,"
states
Davidmovement
Ross, chairman
of the
Indianapolis Board of Indorsers of Motion Pictures, "and I'm going to work
against the bill in the state legislature.
I do not believe in it. I think pictures
can be cleaned up without increasing
their cost, and censorship, with its fees, is
bound to increase the cost of admission."
Endorsement Is Withheld
Both the Parent-Teachers Association
and the Indianapolis Indorsers, which
are affiliated with the Legislative Council of Indiana Women, have withheld
endorsement of the censorship bills.
Other factions in the Legislative Council, including the W. C. T. U., are demanding legal regulation. Associated
with the W. C. T. U. in the fight for
adoption is the Indianapolis Church Federation.
Mrs. Royal McClain, representing 26,000 parent-teachers in the state, declared
at a hearing on censorship that the people outside of Indianapolis do not want
legal regulation.
At a public hearing at the state house
Robert Lieber, president of Associated
First National; Leo Rappaport of the
Circle theatre, and Frank Rembusch of
the Ohio theatre represented the industry.
Reformers Are Ridiculed
Representatives of the Legislative
Council, the Church Federation and other
reform bodies were ridiculed by meraTax

Gain

bers of the Parent-Teachers Association
and the Indorsers, who declare that legal
regulation is unnecessary and unpopular.
The third bill to be introduced would
prevent the exhibition of films that are
"obscene, indecent, immoral, sacrilegious,
unpatriotic, cruel and inhuman, or such
that the exhibition thereof would tend
or corrupt the morals of chilto debase
dren and adults, or incite to race hatred
of crime."
the commission
or The
penalty for violation would be a
fine of $25 to $500 or imprisonment for
not more than one year, or both.

of Nearly

Shows

Growing

St. Louis Labor Urges
Defeat of Censorship
(From Staff Correspondent)
ST. LOUIS, MO., Feb. 15.— Defeat of
the censorship and blue law measure now
in the legislature is urged in resolutions
adopted by the Central Trades and Labor
Union, representing 120,000 workers of
St. Louis.
"Every one of our 120,000 members are
heartily opposed to any movement to deprive us of our one day pleasures each
week," Secretary David declared to a
representative of Exhibitors Herald.
"We will fight every action which seeks
to instill an alleged religious reform by
suppressing our Sunday amusements."
$1,000,000
Theatre
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WASHINGTON, D. C, Feb. 8.— Despite the cry of poor business
by merchants and business men, the motion picture houses continue
to operate at capacity, according to taxes paid to the government, aj
gain of more than $750,000 being registered in December over the same
month of 1919.
The total of admission taxes collected by the government in
December was $8,363,708, as compared with $7,982,248 in November
and $7,533,985 in December of 1919. For the six months ended with
December admissions netted the government a revenue of $44,984,227,
as compared with $34,766,764 during the corresponding period of 1919.
During December, also, $451,375 was collected from the rental tax,
as compared with $383,542 in November and $435,454 in December,
1919, and $30,000 from the seating tax, as compared with $39,588 in,
November and $37,406 in December, 1919. All told, direct taxes
levied upon the theatrical industry brought to the treasury department
in December $8,845,083, as compared with $8,405,378 in November, and
$8,006,845 in December, 1919.

Ray Leek President
Western Advertisers
Organization Not Formed A
Chapter of A. M. P. I.
of New York
(From Staff Correspondent)
LOS ANGELES, Feb. 15.— The Western Motion Picture Advertisers was the
name decided upon by the organization
of Pacific Coast publicity men formed
recently at a dinner at the Ambassador
hotel.
A telegram of felicitations was received
from the Associated Motion Picture Advertisers, made up of the Eastern advertising and publicity men, but it also
contained the request that the Westerners adopt a name of their own, rather
than become a chapter of the Eastern
organization.
The following officers and directors
were elected.
President — Ray Leek, Metro.
Vice President — Arch Reeves, Lasky.
Treasurer — Roy Miller, California theater.
Secretary — John McCormick, First
National.
The board of directors are: Pete
Smith, Marshall Neilan; Richard Spier,
Kinema theatre; Adam Hall Shirk,
Lasky; Bradley Smollem, Vitagraph, and
Mark Larkin, Mary Pickford.
Calls Mass Meeting for
Relief Workers Feb. 25
(From Staff Correspondent.)
NEW YORK, Feb. 15.— February 25
is the date set by S. L. Rothafel, chairman of the Greater New York Committee of the Motion Picture Committee
of the American Relief Council, Herbert
Hoover, chairman, for a mass meeting of
the Greater New York workers who
participated in the Hoover drive. The
meeting will be held at the Capitol
theatre.
Mr. Rothafel will present his report
of
his committee's
work.an Senator
is scheduled
to make
address. Walker
Ransomed

Captive

(Special
Herald)
Seento Exhibitors
at Grauman's
LOS ANGELES, Feb. 15.— Sid Grauman scored another coup for his "Million
Dollar Theatre" when he obtained the
personal appearance of Mrs. Gladys
Witherell, who was kidnapped and held
for $20,000 ransom. In addition, Nick
Harris and his staff of detectives, King
and Oaks, and Deputy Sheriffs Lips and
Anderson, all of whom were instrumental in saving Mrs. Witherell and
bringing her abductors to justice, appeared on the Grauman stage.
Tom

Moore

Marries

Rene Adoree in L. A.
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS AXGELES, Feb. 15.— Tom Moore,
Goldwyn star, was married Sunday noon
at his home in Beverly Hills to Rene
Adoree, a member of his company and
a former New York musical star.
Mabel Normand was maid of honor and
Jack Pickford was groomsman. The
bridal wedding
pair have
their
trip.gone to Honolulu on
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Police Investigating
Chicago Odor Bombs
Labor Leaders and Theatre
Men Quizzed in Effort
to Fix Blame
State's Attorney Crowe of Cook county
and the Chicago police force are conducting two separate investigations in
an effort to definitely fix responsibility
for the series of odor bomb outrages
which have been perpetrated in Chicago
motion picture theatres during the last
few weeks.
Suspect Labor Trouble
State's Attorney Crowe has called Sam
Atkinson, business manager of the Allied Amusements Association, and a number of exhibitors for questioning on the
theory that labor trouble is back of the
bombing.
Dr. Atkinson is said to have told the
state authorities that he had evidence
that a clique of electrical workers had
extorted thousands of dollars from motion picture exhibitors.
He said exhibitors were being forced
to sign contracts providing for payment
of five cents per month for each seat
rein their theatres to labor men.men Inwere
turn for this, he said, the union
to supply the exhibitors with repair
service.
Under the contract, the J. F. Fisher
Buren street,
Company, 21 East Van to
do all the
was authorized not only
in the
discretion
own
its
work but to use
making of electrical repairs.
Police Suspect Youths
Police have been working on the thewere "planted"
bombs school
ory that the odor
students.
by high
in theatres
ting reports that
They also are investiga
fanatics are responsible.

St. Louis Aldermen
Would Boost License
Fees of Playhouses
(From Staff Correspondent)
Feb. 15.— A bill proST. LOUIS, MO., increase
d license fee
viding for a greatly
theatres
for motion picture and dramaticintroduc
ed
was
nts
and other amuseme
session of the board of
the
at
y
yesterda
aldermen.
to find sufpromises
which
The bill,
enactment, would
for its
ficient favor
work untold hardship upon the exhibitors. Itprovides that theatres shall
pay according to their seating capacities.
Local theatre men are preparing an intensive fight against the measure.
Four rates are provided for each class
of theatre having a maximum admission
of 25 cents, 40 cents, $1 and $1.25. On
this basis theatres with a capacity of 350
persons would pay $125, $175, $200 and
$400. The largest houses would pay
rates of $500, $600, $1,000 and $1,500.
X. A. Symphony Gets
A. P. First Showing
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Feb. 15.— Associated
Producers will show its offerings first
• hereafter at the Symphony theatre, according to a contract between Thomas
H. Ince and Dr. H. B. Breckwedel, managing director.

First
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National

Explains

Kid"
"The
on
Its Attitude
Says It Will Live Up to Letter of Existing Contracts
if Exhibitors Insist After Entire Situation
Is Explained

to Them

In a statement to Exhibitors Herald, Associated First National Pictures, Inc., states that it has no intention of doing- anything
but live up to the letter of existing contracts for the Chaplin production "The Kid," if the exhibitors "insist upon it after the unfairness
of such a requirement is made plain to them."
The statement follows the action of the New York Theatre Owners'
Chamber of Commerce recommending that members of the body "comply with
the terms and condition of the contract with First National" and that it "call
upon First National to do likewise."
Says Exhibitors Are Cheerfully Waiving Contracts
First National officials declare that the action of the New York Chamber
of Commerce is "an insult to any exhibitor's sense of square dealing and fair
play." It states that exhibitors throughout the country have cheerfully agreed
to waive existing contracts, adding that B. S. Moss, Nicholas Schenck, acting
for Marcus Loew, and Ben Levine, for William Fox, agreed to new price arrangements for their respective circuits of theatres.
The statement of Associated First Na- and which — as is being demonstrated at
the box offices of the theatre where it is
tional Pictures, Inc., which is of interest
to every exhibitor, is as follows:
being shown — the exhibitors could afford
As to the Original Contract
to pay because of increased volume of
business 'The Kid' would bring to their
"The original contract with Charles
Chaplin called for a specific number of theatres.
pictures (eight) of a specific length (two
"Associated First National Pictures is
reels) for a specific price per picture —
not asking the individual exhibitor to do
$125,000.
anything which it has not been willing
"When 'The Kid' in six reels was pre- to do itself, as shown by the manner its
sented to Associated First National Pic- franchise holders have agreed to intures, itwas instantly recognized that to
creasedexhibitor
rentals on 'The
Kid.' It isthemerely
expect Mr. Chaplin to deliver this picthe
to observe
same
tuhe to First National on the terms of asking
spirit
of
fairness
and
justice
in regard
the original contract would be manifestly
to the rental price of the picture that its
unfair to Chaplin, and at variance with
Purchasing Committee exercised when
the spirit animating First National as an
obtaining
the production for the benefit
exhibitor organization — namely, the of its franchise
and sub-franchise
holders.
spirit of offering all possible encouragement, in the form of an open market, to
Explains Increase Provision
independent producers at all times to
make the best product of which they
"There is, in the existing Chaplin conwere capable.
tracts, aprovision for a 25 per cent increase in rental price for each possible
"Believing
that
it
was
the
desire
of
its
additional
reel in any Chaplin production.
exhibitor members to obtain, first of all,
the best pictures possible, and realizing An examination of the circumstances will
show how totally inadequate this prothat in 'The Kid' Chaplin had produced
one of the greatest money-makers in the
if applied
to 'The
history of motion pictures, First National
"The vision
25wouldperbe, cent
increase
clauseKid.'
was
to protect First National,
agreed to pay Mr. Chaplin a price for intended simply
(Concluded on page 68)
'The Kid' which would be fair to him,

What

Exhibitors

Jive

Saying \About

HERALDc=
^EXHIBITORS
"I don't want to miss a single copy of EXHIBITORS HERALD. Running
a picture theatre without the HERALD is like a ship without a sail or a shirt
without a tail. You can't make much of a showing without it." — H. H.
Pfluger, manager, Opera House, Pflugerville, Tex.
"Enclosed find a check renewing our subscription to EXHIBITORS HERALD.
We have only been subscribers a year, but we find we could scarcely do without
it." — C. N. Davidson, manager, Germ theatre, Kenney, 111.
"For some reason I did not receive a copy of EXHIBITORS HERALD for
January 31. Its omission from our mail is nearly as much of a calamity as
if the operator failed to come for the evening show. Please rush it." — Preston
Brothers, managers, Empress theatre, Rockwell City, la.
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Steffes Voted Salary
Of $10,000 Annually
Harry Dryer Fills Vacancy
Of Vice-President of
Northwest League
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN., Feb. 15.—
William A. Steffes, president of the
United Theatrical Protective League,
was voted a salary of $10,000 a year and
expenses at a recent meeting of the board
of directors.
Vacancies in the executive staff of the
organization also were filled. Harry
Dryer was elected vice-president and V.
B. Valleau was elected secretary.
H. B. Jacobs was appointed executive
secretary. A decision was reached by the
directors to increase the executive board
to ten members, Theodore L. Hays being added to the committee.
John Evans Heads
Tri-State League
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
PHILADELPHIA, PA., Feb. 15.—
John Evans, one of the regional directors
of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of America, was elected president of the
Exhibitors League of Eastern Pennsylvania, southern New Jersey and Delaware at a recent meeting at the Chamber
of Commerce.
M. Brenner was elected first vice-president; Charlie Rapoport, second vicepresident; G. P. Aarons, re-elected secretary, and Albert J. Fischer, the retiring
president, was named treasurer.
Films

Get First Place

In List of "Enemies"
of Lord's Alliance
(From Staff Correspondent.)
NEW YORK, Feb. 15.— Motion pictures are given first place in the ranks of
"enemies" to the Lord's Day Alliance
of the United States in an official bulletin just made public here by Dr.
Harry L. Bowlby, general secretary.
The bulletin charges the film interests
with
of "wiping
out
every having
vestigetheof objective
laws protecting
Sunday
from the statute books of every state
in the Union" and of "the procuring of
legal sanction for their Sunday business."
Sporting and business interests and commercialized amusements are also listed
among the "enemies."
Lord's commercialized
Day Alliance isSabbath.
opposing
theTheso-called
Fined on Charge

of

Violating the Fire Law
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
INDIANAPOLIS, IND., Feb. 15.—
Fred B. Leonard, president of Lenwood
Amusement Company, operating the
Rialto and Gaiety theatres, was fined $10
and costs in the city court on a charge
of violating the city fire prevention ordinance. Itwas said he had stored picture
films in the Lenwood theatre in South
Illinois street near the business center
of the city.
Organize Dallas Company
DALLAS, TEX.— The Rex theatre
has been granted a charter. It has a
capital stock of $30,000 and incorporators
are R. J. Littlefield, Jr., E. B. Thomas
and J. N. Touchstone.
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Nine

Drastic

Before
Seek

Anti-Film

Nebraska

Bills

Legislature

Oppression

of

Industry

Reformers of State Indicate That Complete Control
of Business Is Their Final Purpose
FIGHT

CENTERED

ON

CENSORSHIP

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LINCOLN, NEB., Feb. 15.— Nebraska is a hothouse of reformers.
Coactive legislation in the form of nine bills is sought by agitators
in the senate and house of representatives.
Exhibitors in no other state perhaps have encountered such activity
on the part of that element which seeks to burden and oppress the film
people.
Two Measures Would Create Censorship
Of the nine measures introduced two would create censorship ; two
are misdeameanor bills ; two deal with construction of booths and fire
prevention and carry jokers specifying the number of operators for each
machine; another would eliminate sensational titles, while still another
would bar children from theatres unless accompanied by parents. The
ninth is a resolution asking congress to adopt national censorship.
The reform element in this state is working with the committees in charge
of the various anti-film measures. A. R.
extremely radical. A. H. Staley, superintendent of schools at Hastings and a Pramer of Omaha is president of the
censorship agitator, voiced the aims of state association. Special attention is
to the two censorship bills.
his
clique
when hecome
stated
that the
"the state
day given
In campaigning against censorship the
would
probably
when
theatre men have obtained hundreds of
would go further in the control of motion pictures and might take them over
signed inent
petitions;
theydisapproval
have had of
promcitizens voice
the
under the direction of either the church
measures, and they have conducted a
or the school."
comprehensive publicity drive through
Welfare Body Backs Bill
the newspapers.
This doctrine is considered dangerous
by the exhibitors. Publication of it has
caused the Nebraska division of the MoCity Opposes Erection
tion Picture Theatre Owners of AmerOf Exchange Building
ica, with headquarters in Omaha, to exert
(From Staff Correspondent)
every effort to quash the activities of
those holding this dogmatic principle.
ST. LOUIS, MO., Feb. 15.— The City
Censorship seems from all apparent in- Plan Commission has handed down a dedications tohave as its sponsor the Child
cision opposing the proposed plans for
Welfare Code Commission. It has been
the
erection
of an eighteen-story film exfreely expressed that this commission is
change building. Construction would
desirous of assuming the duties of censorship.
have necessitated alteration of the zoning
Conduct Publicity Campaign
law. President Barney Fegan of the Film
Board of Trade said that a new site
The legislative committee of the Ne- would be decided upon.
braska exhibitors organization now is
Friedman

Re- elected

President

of

Federated at California Meeting
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., Feb. 15.— J. L. Friedman of Celebrated Players Film Corporation of Chicago, was re-elected president
of Federated Film Exchanges of America at its convention at Byron
Hot Springs. H. C. Harmon of Cleveland was elected vice president;
J. E. Pearce of New Orleans, secretary and Samuel V. Grand of
Boston, treasurer. Marion Kohn and D. J. Chatkin were named
Coast representatives.
Seventy-five film men representing exchanges in every large city
attended the convention. Opposition to enactment of censorship and
blue law legislation was voiced. Each member was urged to conduct
a campaign in his respective city against such legislation. It was the
consensus of opinion of those present that this would be the greatest
year for the industry.
A two year contract was signed with C. L. Chester for fifty-two
short reel subjects a year. Arrangements also were made for twentysix productions with Greene, Fitzpatrick and McElroy. Daily sessions were held from February 7 to 11.
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Members

First National Urging Sub-Franchise Holders to Join
for Censorship Fight Only — A. A. A. of Chicago to Affiliate As Individuals
Twenty-two hundred theatre owners in the United States have joined
the exhibitors' division of the National Association of the Motion Picture
Industry, according to the statement of Frederick H. Elliott, executive
secretary.
The Associated First National Pictures, Inc., is urging holders of its
sub-franchises to join. The Allied Amusements Association, one of the
two exhibitor organizations in Chicago, has adopted resolutions urging
its entire membership to affiliate with the N. A. M. P. I.
First National Explains Its Position
First National, following the debate between William A. Brady and
Sydney S. Cohen in Chicago, has issued a statement explaining that it is
urging sub-franchise holders to join the N. A. M. P. I. for the purpose
of fighting censorship on a national scale. It says that if it had any reason
to believe the exhibitors' division of the N. A. M. P. I. was intended to
supplant or put out of business any local, state or national exhibitors'
organization, it would withdraw its support.
The action of the Allied Amusements
good of the entire industry, can only be
Association of Chicago was taken at a definitely assured if all branches of it, and
existing organizations, join forces for
meeting of the board of directors held all
the one and sole purpose of defeating
February 11, at which Peter J. Schaefer the common foe.
presided.
"For that reason, and for that reason
Seek United Front
alone, First National has, in entire good
In wiring Frederick H. Elliott of the faith, and acting solely in the interests
of its members, set aside any individual
action taken, Sam Atkinson, vice-presi- campaign it might have undertaken, and
dent and business manager, said in part: urged upon First National sub-franchise
"We feel that producers, distributors of
holders
to join Association.
the Exhibitors' Division
the National
and exhibitors should present a united
Cooperation Is Needed
front against all opposing forces. We
feel that each branch of the industry
"Three armies, under one general comand working on the basis of a
should cooperate with all of the others." common manding
strategy, can accomplish more
The Allied Amusements Company in- than the same
armies out of touch with
cludes within its ranks Jones. Linick &
Schaefer, Ascher Brothers, Balaban & each other and working at cross purposes against the enemy. Such would be
Katz and Lubliner & Trinz, as well as
Andrew Karzas, Max Hyman, Marks & the condition if First National prosecuted
its
own
campaign against censorship,
Goodman, George Hopkinson, Maurice while the National
Association undertook
Choynski and H. H. Gundling.
on its own initiative and still a third
First National's Statement
was carried on by any national exhibitors' league.
The statement made by First National
in commenting upon the present situation
"But
only
absolute
unity of actionby can
the endharmony
in view and
be
is as follows:
achieved,
by an Exhibitors' Division of
"Associated First National Pictures the
body.
National Association, or by any other
cannot speak for the other companies
who are members of the National Association, but so far as this organization is
"And First National serves notice here
concerned it has no interest in seeing and now, that if politics, personal animosities, petty jealousies and undignified
any of itsof members
join Association
the Exhibitors'
Division
the National
save squabbling springs up now or at any
for one purpose — to fight censorship on other time in the formation and functiona national scale in the most effective way
ing of this Exhibitors' Division, this organization will have no further part in
possible.
the
Exhibitors' Division. We shall
"If First National had any reason to furthermore
be prepared to denounce it
imagine for one moment that the Exto our exhibitor members as an imposihibitors'
Division
was
intended,
now
or
tion upon their good faith and an insult
at any other time, to supplant or put out
of existence any local state or national to their whole-hearted willingness to lend
their
screens and their strength to the
exhibitors'
Firstto National
would have organization,
nothing whatever
do with defense of the entire industry.
"First
the Exhibitors' Division, and would
ate to theNational
limit ofisitsprepared
resourcesto cooperin such
solemnly advise all its sub-franchise holders to keep clear, for their own good, of a campaign as this against censorship.
But it will not permit itself to be made a
such an entanglement.
party to any warfare upon any existing
Could Carry Fight Alone
exhibitors' organization. Unless the Exhibitors' Division is confined to serving
"Associated First National Pictures is
at this moment in a position to undertake the purposes for which First National
and carry on a nation-wide fight against believes it is being created — to combat
censorship and the blue laws, without censorship — and unless it can serve that
reference to the National Association or purpose without friction and strife, First
the Exhibitors' Division of such a body. National will repudiate it and proceed to
carry on its own fight against censorship
"Butan it undertaking,
is recognizedwhich
that is
success
such
for thein in its own way."

Predict Censorship
Defeat in Colorado
State Representative Claims
That Error in Bill Should
End Its Existence
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
DEXVER, COLO., Feb. 15.— Defeat
of the censorship bill introduced in the
state legislature is forecast by members
of the house of representatives.
The legislators declare that the measure was introduced without the enacting
clause and that this should end its existence. It is believed, however, that
authors of the bill will make a fight for
its passage despite the oversight.
A board of three members, each to
draw a salary of $3,000 annually, is provided in the measure.
Columbus Wants
Local Regulation
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
COLUMBUS, O.. Feb. 15.— Plans of
reformers to create local censorship in
addition to the existing state regulation
have been halted for the present in view
of the possible contradiction to the laws
of the state and therefore unconstitutional. Introduction of the ordinance in
city council has been postponed.
David

P. Howells

Opens

New Company
In Domestic Field
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Feb. 15.— David P.
Howells has formed Howells Sale Company, Inc., which will handle sales and
distribution on all Howells productions
that will go on the domestic market.
Offices have been opened at 729 Seventh
Avenue.
The officers are David P. Howells,
president; Benjamin F. Howells, vicepresident and treasurer, and William
Fait, Jr., secretary. The management
of the organization will be in direct
charge of Mr. Fait.
For purposes of concentration in
selling and service it will be the policy
of the company to put out only one
production at a time. The first picture
offered to state right buyers is "The ,
episode
serial.
Hope Diamond
Mystery," a fifteenvj
//
City Commissioners
Establish Censorship
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH., Feb. 15.—
The city commissioners have ordered the
establishment of film censorship under
the direction of the city welfare department. A man or a woman will be employed to do the censoring.
Buys Picture Equipment
DIKE, IA.— C. Grunnet has purchased
burg.
the opera house and motion picture
equipment from Mrs. Snittjer of WellsBecomes Madison Manager
MADISON, WIS.— Oscar Boettner of
Coleridge has purchased the Crystal
theatre of Joe Winkler.

February 26, 1921
Opera Adapted From
Paramount Picture
Paramount announces that for
the first time in history a grand
opera has been adapted from a motion picture, the production being
Cecil B. DeMille's "The Choat,"
by Hector Turnbull. The premiere of the opera, the music of
which
"composed
by theat late
Camille was
Erlanger,
was given
the
Opera Comique in Paris on February 7. The title of the opera is
"Forfeiture." Paul Millet and Andre Lourde wrote the French
libretto.
Neilan to Produce
Next Film in East
Colleen Moore and Technical
Staff With Producer on
Way to New York
(Special to Exhibitors Herald J
LOS AXGELES, Feb. 15.— Marshall
Neilan will produce his next picture, a
story of New York City, in the Eastern
metropolis, and has temporarily suspended operations at his Hollywood
studios following the completion of "Bob
Hampton
Placer," frontier.
a spectacular subject of the ofAmerican
Accompanied by his technical staff, Mr.
Neilan left Los Angeles last Friday.
Work on the new production will be
started immediately and it is understood
that some of the scenes will be taken in
Florida.
Colleen Moore in Cast
In one of the leading roles Colleen
Moore, who recently signed a long term
contract with the producer, will appear.
Miss Moore and her mother left Los
Angeles with the Neilan party. This
will
appearance
beforemark
the Miss
cameraMoore's
in Newfirst
York.
Other
members of the cast will be engaged in
the East.
For the past year and a half Mr.
Neilan has confined his producing activities to Western locations, and the forthcoming picture is the first staged in the
East since the formation of his own
company.
New Picture Ambitious
"Bob Hampton of Placer" will be Mr.
Neilan's
next Firstthat
National
release,
it is understood
this film
will and
be
published the middle of March. Undoubtedly the most ambitious production
yet attempted by this producer, this
adaptation of Randall Parrish's novel is
expected to prove one of the biggest
First National offerings of the year.
In the Neilan party which left Los
Angeles last week for New York are
Colleen Moore, her mother, Lucita
Squier, continuity writer, David Kesson,
photographer, D. J. Gray, film editor,
and Robert Landers, property master.
Pete Smith, publicity representative, left
for New York two days ahead of the
Neilan party.
Harry Dean Manager
Of George Kern Co.
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
, LOS ANGELES, Feb. 15.— Harry Ellis Dean, at one time assistant district
'attorney of Los Angeles county, has
been made manager of George H. Kern
Productions, succeeding E. W. Dustin,
who resigned because of ill health.
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Available

Service
by

April

Complete Announcement of Plans Verifies
Statement That Scores Will Be Practical
for Theatres of Every Size

1

Early

With exchanges in all of the principal centers of the United States,
the Synchronized Scenario Music Company will begin active operations
late in March. The date has not been definitely set, but preparations are
now so far advanced that it is certain service will begin not later than
April 1, and possibly as early as March 15.
Opening of the exchanges will mark the first great advance in photoplav music since the score was introduced.
Will Be of Service to All Theatres
Complete announcement of the company's plan confirms its earlier
declaration that the service will be practical for every motion picture
theatre in the United States from the largest houses supporting symphony
orchestras down to the smallest theatre with simply a piano.
ple time for careful preparation of the
The first production for which the company has prepared a musical score is scores.
The scoring will be done by Carl
"The Kid," Charles Chaplin's latest pic- Edouarde,
director of music at the Strand
ture. This has been printed and is already in use.
theatre. New York city; James C. Bradford, for seven years director of music
Offered on Weekly Basis
at the Broadway theatre, New York, and
Complete printed scores for all of the the composer of 300 scores for the large
distributing companies, and C. J. Breil,
productions published by the national
distributing organizations will be avail- composer of the musical score for "The
able to exhibitors who subscribe for the
The ofscores
will be edited twice before
a Nation."
service. It is probable that scores will Birth
also be provided for the larger of the going to the printer. An arrangement
with music publishers makes all popular
independent productions.
The service will be given theatres on a music available to the company.
weekly basis, the scores being shipped a
day or two ahead and returned by the
Will Enlarge Staff
theatre after being used.
The company estimates that it will
Of Detroit Censor
issue 1,800 scores each week, 150 scores
(Special
to Exhibitors Herald)
each for the twelve productions which
are published by the national distributing
DETROIT. MICH., Feb. 15.— Acting
organizations.
Mayor John C. Lodge is to enlarge the
staff of the censor of motion pictures.
Scores Are Simplified
A central theme will run through all No change in censorship policy is
scores. The music will be simplified so planned. Lieutenant Baker of the police
that all musicians can readily play it.
department is in charge of regulation.
The scores are timed. On the margin
appears notations of the change of
scenes and all of the subtitles, so that a
leader can follow the film closely. This
is expected to be of special value to cities
where a film has been censored, as notations on the margin will make it a simple
matter to bring the orchestra up to the
film when an elimination is noted.
Black arrows on the margin call attention to an approaching subtitle. Other
warning notations serve similar purposes.
Other Advantages Enumerated
The scores for the time being will be
written for twelve-piece orchestras — the
piano, the organ and ten other pieces.
Officers of the company declare the
scores will make it possible for the smallest theatre to raise its standard of music
several hundred per cent, doing away altogether with recourse to two or three
old familiar tunes.
In the larger theatres, where special
effort is now made to score productions,
the work of the orchestra leaders will be
greatly simplified and improved. Even
where an orchestra leader does not wish
to adopt the entire score, its suggestive
value will save many hours of preparation and avoid several rehearsals.
Experts Prepare Scores
have been companies
made' with for
all
of Arrangements
the national distributing
the reviewing of pictures three months in
advance of publication. This gives am-

E. V. Dl Hl.IM.
Well known
newspaper
now editor
of Selzniek
News man
Weekly.
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Hollywood,

More

Than

Exhibitor, Pleased
With Picture, Pays

New

Sixteen

Ground — Eight Large Stages and
Structures Occupy Site

Cal.
Acres

of

Other

The new studios of Robertson-Cole at Gower and Melrose streets,
Hollywood, Cal., have been completed. The plant now houses all of the
company's producing units and is functioning practically throughout.
Only last week the company announced the occupation of its new home
office building at 723 Seventh avenue, New York.
Studio One of the Most Complete in U. S.
The studios were begun last Spring. Sections of the plant were
operating several months ago. The structure is considered one of the most
complete in the country. Sixteen acres fronting on Melrose and Gower
are occupied by the studio proper. Here eight large stages and other
structures stand.
The studio has a frontage of about points between the stages. In each of
1,300 feet on Gower street. The execu- these generator stations, three synchronized 300 K. W. generators reduce to
tive building is "U" shaped, built around 110 volts of direct current and each staa large portico, with a long flight of
tion is connected with each of the stages
white stone steps leading to it. A colo- which makes it possible to throw any
nial stairway leads from the reception amount of power up to 900 kilowatts on
hall to the second floor of this building. any stage.
A large building for the electrical deHere are the executive offices, the expartment has been constructed. Lights
ploitation department, a large modern
of every description are in readiness at
theatre for the screening of pictures and all
times. There are no dressing rooms
a private dining room and kitchen used on the stages proper. A dressing room
by the executive staff.
building stands directly in front of each
of the stages. The upper floor of these
Stages Are Enclosed
On the lower floor, a corridor on the dressing room buildings contains ample
rooms for the cast and the exleft leads to the telephone exchange, the dressing
tra talent, while the lower floor has
purchasing department and the general
rooms atforoneoffice
accounting departments, while corre- suite
end. purposes and the star's
sponding on the right wing will be found
Mill Centrally Located
the production department, the art and
technical department, the employment
Behind
the stages is a paved roadway,
bureau and the scenario and research
twenty-eight feet wide which leads from
departments.
freight entrance in Melrose directly
There are eight enclosed stages with the
through the center of the studio. On
a floor space ninety-five feet wide, 175 the other side of this roadway are the
feet long, with scenery dock alongside
and with an overhead clearance of twen- various construction and service buildings, including a large mill, electric buildty-eight feet which affords ample room
ing, machine shop, store room, property
for settings of the largest magnitude.
paint shop, wardrobe, emerShould necessity arise requiring a department,
gency hospital, gymnasium, auto sheds,
greater space for interior settings, the etc. There
is also ample space for the
stages are so constructed that sliding many exterior
settings such as streets.
doors along their sides may be opened,
Centrally located is the mill and carthus making it possible to carry the setpenter shop which covers a floor space
ting over two of these huge stages.
of 13,440 feet. Here the rough timbers
Provide Separate Rooms
are brought in from the lumber yard,
A network of bridges, equipped with which is directly back of it, and cut to
sizes and shapes as they proelectrical connections at given points the proper
ceed first in a direct line toward the carpermits overhead spotlights to be placed
penter shop, where they are used in the
at such angles as to obtain any lighting
of scenery, furniture or whateffect that is required. Beneath the floor making
ever is required.
of the stage is a large concrete tank that
There is a wardrobe building, a large
can be used for water scenes or for such
and an emergency hospital
scenes that require a stairway leading gymnasium
on
the lot.
down from the level of the action that
is being photographed.
A scene dock furnishes ample space Charles Murray to
ior the storage of scenery and the properties required during the making of a
Resume Vaudeville
production. Xear the front of the stage
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
ijs located the director's office and offices
LOS AXGELES. Feb. 15.— Charles
for his assistants, together with a dark Murray
will return to vaudeville after the
room and repair shop for the cameramen. Each stage has its own cutting making of his next picture.
room and projection room located in a
separate building between the stages.
Will Urge Regulation
Install Five Transformers
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
. A 15,000 volt line comes into the
BATTLE CREEK, MICH., Feb. 15.—
•grounds. Five 20 ton transformers re- Members of women's organizations and
duce this current to 2200 watts and ministers will meet with Mayor Charles
spread it out to the two generator sta- W. Ryan to consider censorship for
Battle Creek.
tions that are located at convenient

$250 Above Contract
Goldwyn announces that Manager Dolle of the Alamo theatre,
Louisville, Ky., was so pleased with
the record made at his house with
"Earthbound" that he made out a
check for $250 above the rental
price and mailed it to Jack Stewart,
Cincinnati manager for the comThe photoplay broke all records
pany.
for
receipts in the history of the
Alamo theatre. In writing to the
home office concerning this most
unusual
action of Mr. Dolle's, Mr.
Stewart says:
"It may interest you to know
that broke
Mr. Dolle
played records
'Earthbound'
and
his house
for all
time with this production. Mr.
Dolle has given me a check for $250
additional over and above the contract price on this production in
his appreciation of Goldwyn's masterpiece."
First National

Issuing

Other Foreign Films
Featuring Pola Negri
(From Staff Correspondent)
NEW YORK, Feb. 15.— The phenomenal success of the European-made
"Passion" has attracted attention to the
two other pictures bought by First National alongsubjects
with "Passion."
The two
unreleased
star Pola Negri,
the
stellar under
figure the
of "Passion,"
were
made
direction and
of Ernst
Lubitsch, to whom much credit for the
success of the first offering in the group
is given.
"Carmen" is the present title of one of
the two forthcoming subjects, while that
of the other is kept secret.
Xo release dates have been set, it is
declared,
all tolikelihood
men" willalthough
be the in
first
find its"Carway
on the screen.
Chathurns Opens Two
West Coast Offices
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS AXGELES, Feb. 15.— T. W.
Chatburn Enterprises is opening offices
for the distribution of state rights pictures in Los Angeles and San Francisco.
The Los Angeles office is in charge of
L. E. Kennedy, formerly manager for
Fox and Pathe in this district The
first publication, B. A. Rolfe's production, "Madonnas and Men," will be ready
this week.
Doug

Fairbanks to
Produce in Mexico
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS AXGELES. Feb. 15.— Douglas
Fairbanks will make his next picture in
Mexico, and, if conditions are found satisfactory, all of the United Artists may
produce there.
Plan Youngstown Opening
YOUXGSTOW'X,
O.— The
Liberty
theatre,
now in the building,
is expected
to be ready for its opening between
March 15 and April 1.
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Encourage
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Congress

Film

Measure

to

Exportation

Against

Countries

Are Endeavoring to Shut Out Pictures
duced in the United States

That

Pro-

(Washington Bureau, Exhibitors He'rald)
WASHINGTON, D. C, Feb. 15. — Recommendations for retaliatory
measures against countries which permit only a limited importation of
American motion pictures are contained in a brief submitted to the Committee on Ways and Means of the House of Representatives, last Thursday,
by Saul E. Rogers, on behalf of the National Association of the Motion
Picture Industry.
Calls Attention to the Movement Abroad
The brief, which outlines the power of the motion picture, calls attention to a movement abroad that takes on the "aspect of insidious criticism against the American films."
At least 30 per cent ad valorem duty is needed on raw films, according to
J. E. Brulator of New York, in order to protect American producers from
competition from European manufacturers.
He told the committee that unless a serve to clear up conditions in Germany,
where regulations prohibiting the imporduty is put upon raw films the big manufacturers here will not be able to comtation of films were recently amended so
pete with foreign goods, and it is feared as to permit the receipt of 600,000 feet of
that free films or a low duty would result film from all countries, provided a like
amount of film was exported.
in large quantities of film being dumped
on this market.
Foreign countries are beginning to attempt the shutting out of American mo- Judge Holds Sunday
tion pictures, the committee was told by
Shows Undefensible
Saul E. Rogers of Fox Films, who represented the National Association of the
(Special to Exhibitor! Herald)
Motion Picture Industry, and we should
IND., Feb. 15.— Judge
take steps to accord such countries simi- R.PRINCETON,
C. Baltzell, of the Gibson circuit
lar treatment. England especially is con- court, in continuing a temporary restraincerned over American films and several
ing order against United Theatres and
attempts have been made to create in Amusement
Company of this city, to proLondon a world distributing center.
hibit Sunday motion picture shows, has
Urges Import Restrictions
held that the contribution of net proRestrictions upon the importation of
ceeds of a Sunday picture show to
merchandise from countries that restrict
charity
"act" of charity rather than
the importation of American goods were a "work"is an
ofundercharity
andlaw.
henceThenotcourt
deurged by Mr. Rogers, who said he would
fensible
the state
furnish a draft of legislation along that continues an order issued by the Posey
line which the films men are anxious to circuit court last December during the
have incorporated in the new law. The absence of Judge Baltzell.
power to impose such restrictions would
The defendant company, through its
be vested in the President or in some
principal officers, Ancil J. Cassidy and
appropriate agency determined by Con- Joe
Heston of Princeton, had contended
gress. This provision, he said, would
that Sunday picture shows, of which all
or a part of the proceeds went to charity,
should not come under the operation of
the Sunday closing law. In this contention they have been opposed by the Law
and Order League of Princeton, which
has employed special counsel and collected an "emergency
to prosecute
its cases infund"
court. with which
Gibson

and Accord

To Offer Own Show
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Feb. 15.— Plans to
tour the country with their own Wild
West show are being made by Hoot
Gibson and Art Accord, Universal Western stars. They are said to be backed
by a prominent Eastern circus promoter.
Morosco

SAMUEL MERWIN
Famous author, who has signed to write
original stories for Paramount.
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Is in N. Y.

On Professional Visit
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Feb. 15.— Oliver
Morosco left last week for a trip to New
York City. During his absence, George
E. Bentel and Frank Egan, his lieutenants, will be in charge of the Morosco
activities.

v v i'. .n\"
President
of HERD
Jans
Jans Kiln
Servlee
and I'letures,
t-oodtvln Ine.,
theatre.

"The

Kid"

Breaking
Attendance Records

New

York, Indianapolis and
Atlanta Box Offices
Set New Marks
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Feb. 15.— Charles
Chaplin in "The Kid" broke all records
by a wide margin at the Strand theatre
last week, according to Joseph Plunkett,
manager. No figures were disclosed but
Mr. Plunkett declares that business and
attendance
with "The Kid" has broken
all world records.
The Circle theatre, Indianapolis,
opened
this more
week business
with "The
23
per cent
than Kid"
at anyto
opening in the history of the house, indicating that it will be a record-breaking
week to be followed by extended run.
The Criterion theatre, Atlanta, topped
the high mark of the past three months
with the Chaplin picture last week, playing twelve shows a day of one hour and
ten minutes duration.
Chaplin Official in Praise
Carlyle
R. Robinson
of the Chaplin
Film
Company
says:
"Never before in the history of the
motion picture industry has any production actually captured the exhibitors
and theatregoing public in such an overwhelming manner as has Charlie Chaplin's six-reel feature, 'The Kid.'
"Smashing all known box office records and establishing new ones in every
city where it has thus far been exhibited,
with figures never before dreamed of,
'The Kid' promises to establish a standard that is going to be hard to beat.
Gavin

Film

Co. Is

Making
Two Herald)
Reelers
(Special to Exhibitors
LOS ANGELES, Feb. 15.— The latest
company to be formed for film production is John F. Gavin Production Company, to star Jack Gavin. June Day will
be the feminine lead. The company will
produce at the Special Pictures studio.
Two-reel Westerns will be produced.
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EXHIBITORS HERALD believes that the time is opportune for the
declaration of certain editorial principles and policies that have
been in effect and will remain in effect in the production of this
publication.
In explanation of the extraordinary readers' interest that is now
generally attributed to this publication we point out that a fundamental
principle of our editorial policy since the inception of the publication
has been to print the news, the whole news and nothing but the news.
We have never been reconciled to the
belief that the reams of futile, vain and
meaningless publicity matter that has received publication elsewhere in this industry has ever served any good purpose ;
we believe those at whose instance this
matter has been printed have been invariably more harmed than benefited by
its publication.
£ £ £
We believe that the exhibitor, the man
for whom the legitimate trade paper is
produced, has been overwhelmingly
nauseated by having had cast before his
eyes weekly long, verbose articles extolling in superlative terms the merits of this
man or that product. He has been surfeited with encomium, boast and promise until a very natural revolt ensued
wherein these very ambitiously written
press notices, instead of serving the purpose intended, merely serve to annoy and
irritate the reader and as a result belittled
and stultified the subject.
EXHIBITORS HERALD believes that
in accepting an exhibitor's subscription
it likewise accepts a trust; and in the
proper discharge of this trust it does not
believe it is privileged to include in its
columns any matter that does not accurately tally with the highest standards of
news value. This publication does not

envision its function as a common carrier of press notices which no sane man,
intelligently informed in film matters, can
take seriously. On the contrary it believes that its function is to cause to be
published only such matter as constitutes
a legitimate chronicle of events in the film
industry, written briefly on the assumption that the exhibitor is a busy man and
has no time to waste in wading through
extraneous matter that serves no purpose
other than puffery.
# ♦ *$
The result of this policy has been that
there has been carried home to the minds
of the readers a conviction that every
item printed is for the reader's information and for no other purpose. This has
won the confidence and reliance of readers, making every item printed and instrument of influence and has gained the respect and good will of its clientele in a
manner and in a degree that cannot be
matched where any other policy obtains.
This policy, exemplified by EXHIBITORS HERALD alone in this industry,
having received the approbation of the
trade, will be carried on.
The columns of this publication will
continue devoted exclusively to the news,
the whole news and nothing but the news.
MARTIN

J. QUIGLEY.
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A Voice From
The West
The following letter is selected for reproduction from
the many letters and telegrams
received by EXHIBITORS
HERALD from exhibitors congratulating itupon its saneness
and common sense as mirrored
in its editorial "While Rome
Burns" in the February 19 issue:
"My congratulations to Martin J. Quigley for his piece
entitled 'While Rome Burns.'
He hit the nail squarely and I
had the pleasure of telling the
same thing in substance to Mr.
Brady and Mr. Berman.
"Both of them are striving
for what we all want — but useless bickerings between people
that the average exhibitor in
the territory west of Cleveland
never heard of will never get
us anywhere. I believe that
both are sincere in their hope
for a big national unit to
handle our common problems,
and after a four-hour meeting
in Omaha, I could not see that
there was any insurmountable
obstacle in the way of this.
It is merely a question of
method."
STUART GOULD,
Business Representative,
Nebraska Division, M. P. T.
O. A., Omaha, Neb.

Fleming

on

Road

Urging Censorship
Rev. W. S. Fleming, a member of the
Chicago censorship commission, has extended his activities. He is now fomenting censorship agitation in Indiana and
has undertaken to frame a bill to submit to the Indiana legislature.
Advices from Indiana as to Rev. Fleming's activities do not state whether he
is being paid for his work.
Orders Sunday Closing
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
INDIANAPOLIS, IND., Feb. 15.—
Hal Wilson has been appointed receiver
of the motion picture theatre at 2174
North Illinois street. In making the appointment Judge T. J. Moll instructed
the receiver not to operate on Sunday.
Capitol Books Ince Film
(From Staff Correspondent)
NEW YORK, Feb. 15.— Thos. H.
Ince's production of "Lying Lips," the
second production of that producer for
Associated Producers, has been booked
into the Capitol for the week of March
6 with the possibility of a second week.

Brady

and
On
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Berman

Board
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Agree
Arbitration

Joint Debate Before Exhibitors of Nebraska at Omaha,
February 9, Reported to Clear Way for
Amicable Agreement
EXHIBITORS HERALD below presents a complete report of the BradyBerman meeting at Omaha, Eebruary p, as received from its staff correspondent
which indicates that the apparent misunderstanding between the two great
organizations of the motion picture industry is nearer adjustment than is generally believed.
OMAHA, NEB.. Feb. 15.— William A. Brady and Sam I. Bermrm renewed and apparently settled all the differences of opinions between Mr.
Brady and Mr. Berman and Mr. Cohen as to the advisability of a great
national organization in a four hour session before the exhibitors of
Nebraska and the exchange men of Omaha, at the Fontenelle Hotel in
Omaha, February 9.
A national board of executive powers to handle all matters of common
interests and to act as a board of arbitration was agreed on by both men
as the closing words of the session.
Brady and Berman Speak at Length
Following Mr. Brady's appeal to the exhibitors of Nebraska for a
united front against censorship and for their careful consideration of his
proposed plan for all exhibitors to join themselves as exhibitor members
of the National Association of the Motion Picture Industry, Mr. Berman
arose and gave his story of how the Motion Picture Theater Owners of
Americaducershad
unsuccessfully attempted to obtain cooperation from the proand manufacturers.
The meeting seemed destined to end in
nothing until Stuart Gould, business representative ofthe Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of Nebraska, desired to know of
Mr. Berman if there had been any attempt made to have the national organization of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners join in a body with the National
dustry.
Association of the Motion Picture InMr. Berman
said "No."
Gould Brings
Agreement
"Will you take the exhibitors' association in aafter
body, conferring
Mr. Brady?"with
asked
Gould,
A. Mr.
R.
Pramer, president of the Nebraska organization.

"That's what I want," said Mr. Brady,
"and I request that you, Mr. Pramer, ask
every exhibitor to keep his membership
in the Motion Picture Theatre Owners."
you take
in the
9,000 members
the"Will
Motion
Picture
Theatre
Owners of
of
America in a body?" asked Gould.
"Yes," came back the answer like a
shot.
"What do you say to that proposition.
Mr. Berman?" asked Gould.
"I agree, fiftv-fifty on everything," said
Berman, and Brady echoed, "Fifty-fifty."
Pramer Urges Arbitration
A. R. Pramer, president in Nebraska,
then made the definite proposition that
the exhibitors should have an independent
body — that the producers and manufacturers should have a separate body, and
that there should be appointed a board
of four men, two from each organization;
and that these elect a fifth man to act as
chairman ofboard.
this general executive and
arbitration
Both Mr. Brady and Mr. B erman
agreed.
Both promised to gp to New York as
soon as possible — to cease working at
cross purposes in attempting to attain the
same end, and to try and get a national
body that could hold a giant convention
of the motion picture interests so as to
meet the problems that face all alike

together. The board of five should settle
any points
between
distributor or producer and the
exhibitor.
Brady in Pledge to Berman
Mr. Brady gave his personal word to
Mr. Berman after the meeting that he
would continue his trip in the interests
of fighting censorship with the idea in
view that there was practically established anational unity of exhibitor and
distributor — invited Mr. Berman to continue with him if he could. Mr. Berman
pleaded an urgent call home, but stated
that he could be counted upon for his aid
every way to make the tentative plan
ain success.
Following the Omaha meeting, Mr.
Brady, accompanied by Mr. Connelly and
Stuart Gould, left for Lincoln, where Mr.
Brady was scheduled to appear before
the
legislative committee to speak against
censorship.
In his talk at Lincoln Mr. Brady
promised the legislature that the producer himself, through him as their representative, would solemnly promise to so
improve the product of films that at the
next legislative meeting in Nebraska
there could be no talk of censorship or
regulation of motion picture shows.
Backed up by a similar promise made one
week previous by A. R. Pramer in the
name of the Exhibitors of Nebraska. Mr.
Brady's statement will have a great deal
to do with the defeat of the proposed
measures.
North Shore Factions
Fight Sunday Opening
Organized factions in both Evanston
and VVilmette, north shore suburbs of
Chicago, are putting up a determined
fight against the opening of motion picture theatres on Sundays. The vote in
Evanston will take place April 5. A
strong sentiment in favor of opening the
theatres is being manifested.
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Brady Continues Trip
For Closer Harmony
(Continued from page 35)
gathering of exhibitors and exchange
men of that city, and a mass meeting of
producers, distributors and exhibitors
headed by Sol Lesser, is being arranged
for Los Angeles. President Lehr of the
Producers Association. Walter J. Reynolds, secretary of the same organization
and Associated Producers. Michael Narlian of the Los Angeles Film Board of
Trade, are on the committee of arrangements. Jesse Lasky expects to be in
Los Angeles in time to meet the president and to render every aid possible
in strengthening various units of the
West Coast production center.
at various
citiesbeenin
theBrady's
Middle reception
West already
visited has
enthusiastic. In Kansas City he addressed a gathering of more than 200
exhibitors and exchange men of Kansas
and Missouri. This meeting, held at the
Hotel Mue'^bach. was preceded by a
banquet inhibitors,Brady's
honor given
by exand a resolution
was adopted
thanking him for his activity in the fight
against censorship.
Appears Before Committee
In Lincoln he appeared before a joint
committee of the senate and house of
representatives in the senate chamber
and made a vigorous address regarding
censorship. Speaking as a recognized
representative of the industry he lodged
a vigorous protest against the nine bills
affecting the motion picture industry now
pending in the Nebraska legislature.
"We, the producers of motion pictures,
are trying to place the industry upon the
high artistic basis that it should hold."
said Brady in his address before the Nebraska legislature, "and we stand a better chance of doing the censoring that is
satisfactory to the public than would an
autocratic board of three that would
foist its own ideas of right and wrong
upon everyone else in the state. There
is a federal law which prohibits showing
anything immoral or indecent in pictures.
Wants Law in Nebraska
"The National Association. I am proud
to say. put that law on the federal statute books. We invite you to put such a
law on the statute books of Nebraska.
We will go further. We will pay half the
expenses of convicting the first offender,
be he producer, distributor or exhibitor.
In this measure which has been introduced in the Nebraska legislature we are
notBrady
even was
granted
of appeal."
invitedthe byright
Governor
Samuel
R. McKelvie of Nebraska to remain over
another day in order that he could give a
reception and luncheon in Brady's honor,
but owing to engagements made in Kansas City and elsewhere Brady was
obliged to decline.
Philippine Showman
Visiting on Coast
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES. Feb. 15— Louis J.
Palmett, prominent Philippine exhibitor,
owner of several Manila theatres, is visiting coast studios.
Writing Realart Story
(From Staff Correspondent)
NEW YORK, Feb. 15— Hector Turnbull has been engaged by Realart to
prepare an original story for a big special production. No title has been
selected or production details arranged.
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Official Figures of State Fire Marshal Indicate That
Minneapolis Company Controls 33 Per Cent
of Seating Capacity in City
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
ST. PAUL. MIXX.. Feb. 15. — Official figures of the state fire marshal
were read before the house investigating committee to refute charges that
Finkelstein & Ruben control theatres in Minneapolis and St. Paul which
represent 80 to 85 per cent of the seating capacity of the houses in the
Twin Cities.
Control 33 Per Cent in Minneapolis
The fire marshal's list revealed that the company controls only 38.4
per cent of the seating capacity here and 33 per cent in Minneapolis. The
total seating capacity of the theatres in the two cities is given at 96,039.
In Minneapolis Finkelstein & Ruben control 18,313 out of 55,362 seats
while in St. Paul their theatres represent a seating capacity of 15,627 out
of a total of 40.677.
The special committee was appointed to investigate charges that a
monopoly exists in the motion picture field in the Twin Cities.
One of the early witnesses before the
committee was Joseph W. Cohen, former
owner of the Lagoon theatre in Minneapolis. Cohen testified that he had been
forced out of business by the company
and declared that he had brought suit
for $450,000 triple damages claimed
against the alleged trust.
"Control Exhibition Field"
It was Cohen's contention in his testimony that Finkelstein & Ruben control
the exhibition field in the two cities.
He held that they own all ot the important theatres representing SO to 85 per
cent of the seating capacity and the most
desirable theatre sites.
He stated that Ascher Brothers of
Chicago obtained a theatre at Hennepin
avenue and Eighth- street. Minneapolis,
and by booking through their Chicago
office they were in a position to break
the alleged monopoly. The Chicago concern, he declared, was given S100.000 or
more to stay out of the territory.
Says Two Forced to Close
W. W. Cutter, former exhibitor and at
one time connected with Universal, told
the committee of the organization of Associated First National and Twin City
Amusement Trust Estate. He testified
that the amusement company, a Finkelstein and Ruben concern, holds the local
franchise in First National so that in
practice it is buying pictures from itself

or putting money from one pocket into
another.
Cutter declared that neighborhood
houses cannot get first run pictures.
When asked to cite specific instances in
which theatres had been compelled to
close because of unfair competition he
named the Minneapolis auditorium and
the Nicollet in Minneapolis. J. N. Bergstrom, former owner of the Nicollet,
testified that M. L. Finkelstein and Fred
Cubberly, manager of the First National
exchange, had told him that the new
Loring had not been planned with any
idea of unfair competition.
Merwin

Writes

Original

As Alice Brady Vehicle
(From Staff Correspondent)
NEW YORK, Feb. 15.— Samuel Merwin is the latest well known author to
join the ranks of original screen writers.
He has furnished Alice Brady with her
forthcoming Realart vehicle, "The
Tower," on which production is under
way. under the direction of Charles
Maigne. In the cast with Miss Brady
appear Harry Benham. Larry Wheat and
George Fawcett Gilbert Warrenton,
who
photographed
"Humoresque" and
"The
Plaything
the camera
work.of Broadway," is doing

Censuring the Censor
Defense
Reproof
Officials of Greene county at
Blanche Bates,
noted stage star,
Springfield, Mo., have given the says of the blue laws: "While my
opinion that motion pictures play family comes from good, honestto-God Puritan stock, I am strenubut little part in shaping the charously opposed to inflicting upon
acter of the American youth. They
stated that in a majority of the this generation any of the old
foggy, absurd blue laws which tied
cases where pictures are held re- the
strings of my ancestry
sponsible for the misconduct of over apron
two centuries ago, and I am
juveniles improper home environemphatically opposed to the enactment is the cause. In the majority
ment of any law that is not comof cases called to the attention of
mensurate with that catholicity of
thought which was so splendidly
the local juvenile court the delinquent child shows a distinct lack exhibited by the framers of the
of home training.
declaration of independence."
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Metro's production of Vicente Blasco Ibanez's famous novel is said to be one of the most impressive spectacles of the present
season. Thousands of "extras" were used in its production and many massive sets were built and destroyed in its making.
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Four

HERALD

Horsemen"
Directorial
Triumph
Metro's Adaptation of Vicente Blasco Ibanez' s
Popular Novel Is Picture of Tremendous ProUnusually

THE first million
picture to reach
Metro's "The Four
the
Apocalypse,'based
Blasco
Ibanez book

dollar motion
the screen is
Horsemen of
on
of the
theVicente
same

name, the most widely read of all
contemporary novels. In view of
such an unprecedented expenditure
of money a prodigious production is
naturally expected. And such an expectation is gratified. '"The Four
Horsemen" is a picture of tremendous proportions, so tremendous
in fact that it leaves an ineradicable
impression of vastness upon the
mind of the spectator.
The Ibanez story was worthy of
an extraordinary production. Xo
book on the war contains such a profound thought and such a wealth of
vital dramatic material as this. And.
in general terms, the material has
been utilized to well express the
thought.
Transferring the original story to
the screen must have been a delicate

portions. Rex Ingram's
Large Cast.

Direction Commendable.
Picture Is in ?\ine T^eels

moments with much the same effectiveness that the ominous drum
beat in the distance predicates the
approach of the vanguard of a cruel
and feared conquerer. And as the
terrible uncertainty in the mind of
the conquered individual increases
as the drum beat comes nearer and
louder, so do the developing dramatic incidents presage upon the
Julio Desnoyers — Rudolph Valentino.
Marguerite Laurier — Alice Terry.
Madariaga. the Centaur — Pomeroy
Cannon.
Marcelo
ard. Desnoyers — Joseph SwickCelendonio — Brinsley Shaw.
Karl Von Hartrott — Alan Hale.
Dona Luisa — Bridgetta Clark.
Elena — Mable Van Buren.
Argensola — Brodwitch (Smoke)
Turner.
Tchernoff— Nigel de Brulier.
Laurier — John Sainpolis.
Senator Lacour — Mark Fenton.
Chichi — Virginia Warwick.
Rene Lacour — Derek Ghent.
Capt. Von Hartrott — Stuart
Holmes.
Prof. Von Hartrott — Jean Hersholt.
Heinrick
Von
Hartrott — Henry
Klaus.

undertaking, one fraught with innumerable yawning pitfalls, and it is
commendable that the director. Rex
Ingram, and the scenarioist. June
Mathis. avoided them. True, these
creators have stumbled occasionally,
and, stumbling, they have at times
come near the brinks of the .pits that
would engulf them. But avoid the
actual traps they did. And so,
though perfection has not been attained, ahigh mark of merit, one
that will be held up for many to
shoot at, was reached.
* * *

Lodgekeeper — Edward Connelly.
Lodgekeeper's
Woodthorpe. Wife — Georgia
Georgette — Kathleen Key.
Lieut. Col. Von Richthoffen— Wallace Beery.
Capt. D*Aubrey — Jacques D'Auray.
Major Blumhardt — Curt Rehfeld.
Mdlle. Lucette (the Model) — Mdlle.
Dolorez.
TheMontana.
French Butcher— '-Bull"
The German Woman — Isabel
Keith.
Her Husband — Jaques Lanoe.
Conquest — Noble Johnson.
The Count — Harry Northrup.
The Old Nurse — Minnehaha.
Lieut. Schnitz — Arthur Hoyt.
Dancer — Beatrice Dominguez.

As told on the screen, the story
deviates from the original. The
main title announces the picturization as an interpretation by Metro.
The first half of the picture is
purely dramatic rather than spectacular, although the spectacular
element exists in an impressive degree. Yet the drama is so sincere,
so vital, and so portentous that
everything else gives way before it.
The groundwork here is excellently
laid. It portends overwhelming
dramatic crises — paves the way for
l*ie consummation of great dramatic

mind of the spectator anticipations
of awesome dramatics.
Throughout the first half of the
picture the outstanding figure of the
drama is the youthful Julio Desnoyers, but in the second half this individual is made to give way to the
character of Marcelo Desnoyers, his
father, and to the spectacular element of the production. It is because of this change that the robust
vitality of the first half of the story
is not fully carried over to the second half. There is dramatic
strength, to be sure, but not in an

equal measure.
In fact, the
tacular element dominates
overspecthe
dramatic. It is dwelt upon at the
expense of the development of the
dramatic situations to the full height
of their inherent values.
* * *
Thus the promise laid is not entirely fulfilled. The overwhelming
dramatic crises, so expectantly
awaited, have weight when they do
arrive, but not the weight anticipated. This retrogression is the
chief drawback to the achievement
of a triumph.
The battle scenes, the most important of the spectacular phase, are
decidedly ambitious, yet big as they
are they have not reached that point
of greatness that they can be entirely and satisfactorily substituted
for the expected momentous dramatic conflict. Some of the incidental shots, the more virulent in
hatred, might be advantageously
eliminated. In fact, judicious pruning tending to shorten the picture,
which is now in nine reels, to more
compact form, appears to be advisable.
The picture has an unusually large
cast. Acting honors go to Rudolph
Valentino and Joseph Swickard.
Valentino's performance is of the
kind that lifts a player from the
ranks to the plane of stardom.
Swickard's delineation of the elder
Desnoyers is scarcely less effective.
"The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse' isa sincere effort to achieve
the finer things in motion picture
production. Though perfection was
not attained in it. the picture, for its
sincerity, its
is a most
commendablebigness,
work, one that
is worthy
of praise. With cutting there is no
doubt but that it will be one of the
biggest box office attractions of the
day.
H. H. P.
Orchestra Hall to Be
First National House
Max Goldstine. who operates Orchestra Hall. Michigan Avenue. Chicago, as
a high-class motion picture theatre during the Summer months, will play First
National pictures during the coming season, according
to an home
announcement
from the
First National
office.
The Albert Kauffman production.
"Man. Woman and Marriage" has been
publicly commended by Mr. Goldstine
and it is expected he will open the season
with this production on May 30.
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Honors!

Gloria Swanson
Becomes

a

Paramount

Star in Her

Next

Picture

For Some
Featured

Time

Player

Has

Taken heading
Roles

GLORIA
f^LORIA
SWANSON
a star!
This featured
player,
who for two
years has been carrying leading roles in
Cecil B. DeMille productions, is to realize
her ambition when she steps onto the lot
to make her next Paramount picture,
"The Great Moment"
The promotion is one well earned and
richly deserved.
Exhibitors havq watched an increasing
interest on the part of the public in Gloria
Swanson, and sensing the popular verdict as to her capabilities, they have expressed freely and frequently to Adolph
Zukor, Jesse L. Lasky and other Paramount executives their well-fortified
opinion that she was a real star and
worthy of the name.
* * *
So a star she is, and surely no screen
player ever entered stardom with brighter
prospects of certain success.
It was a little more than two years
ago that Miss Swanson, then a recent
graduate from the ranks of two-reel comedies, was appearing in dramatic screen
productions of decidedly limited distribution. Cecil B. DeMille saw her in one of
these pictures and recognizing her possibilities engaged her for his production,
"Don't Change Your Husband." Her
debut in a DeMille picture was generally

regarded
as an experiment and her advent was unheralded.
In the role of the fickle Leila Porter
she played opposite Elliott Dexter. Her
success was instant. Here was a girl
possessed of beauty of face and figure,
who could wear clothes and who gained
the sympathy of her audience at the very
beginning
and held
the
film.
* *it to
* the last foot of
Then came "For Better, For Worse,"
in which she played the more emotional
role of Sylvia Norcross, and was received
with even more enthusiastic plaudits than
was accorded on her previous performance. Following this she was given the
still more difficult part of Lady Mary
Lasenby in "Male and Female," the aristocratic young snob who fell in love with
her butler.
Her next part was that of Beth Gordon in "Why Change Your Wife?" and
then as Ruth Anderson in "Something to
Think
These About."
were great roles and it was with
full knowledge of Miss Swanson's beauty,
versatility and distinctive charm that Elinor Glyn, the famous English novelist,
came over here and wrote "The Great
Moment" especially for her. Monte M.
Katterjohn prepared the continuity, and
with Sam Wood chosen to direct the
production
able auspices.will start under most favor-

SWANSON
Lewis

Goes

to Brunton

Studio to Adapt First
Rudyard Kipling Story
(From Staff Correspondent)
NEW YORK, Feb. 15.— Randolph
Lewis of Pathe, and M. C. Levee, vicepresident of the Brunton studios, left
here last Thursday for the Coast, where
the Brunton studios will make the first
Rudyard Kipling story, "Without Benefit of Clergy," for Pathe.
Mr. Lewis advised with Mr. Kipling in
writing the story and, having spent
three months with the author, his advice is valuable. He will work with the
Brunton organization throughout production. It has not been decided who
will berserve
director,
has any memof theascast
been nor
chosen.
New Publicity Office
"Welldon" is the name selected by
George L. Fecke and Edith Gwynn for
the new advertising, exploitation and
publicity service they have opened in the
Fulton Theatre Building, New York city.
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Forceful,

Appealing
An Absorbingly Interesting Story of an English Girl's
Romance and Ultimate Marriage. Based on the Novel

Drama

"The Magic Life." Directed by John Griffith Wray,
Under the Supervision of Thomas H. Ince

H. IXCE'S latest production, "Lying Lips,-' is a
singularly forceful and appealing
melodrama. It is splendidly produced, brilliantly acted, and moves
rapidly and convincingly through a
series of effective dramatic incidents.
THOMAS

As a box office attraction ''Lying
Lips" ranks very high in a definite
manner. It is based on a love story
of compelling interest and of a type
having universal appeal. The unfolding of the story is dotted with
several powerfully dramatic and
spectacular incidents which are produced on a big and lavish scale.
This is not a spectacular melodrama of the type wherein are found
spectacular incidents loosely joined
together. On the contrary each of
the big moments has a valid place

Cast of "Lying Lips"
Blair Cornwall — House Peters.
Nance Abbott — Florence Vidor.
William Chase — Joseph Kilgour.
Leila Dodson — Margaret Livingston.
Mrs. Abbott — Margaret Campbell.
Mrs. Prospect — Edith Yorke.
Horace Prospect — Calvert Carter.
John Warridge — Emmett C. King.
in the telling of the story and they
contribute importantly to the unfolding of the narrative.
The leading feminine role, portrayed by Florence Vidor, is one of
the finest performances of recent
date. Miss Vidor is delightfully
wholesome
and
appealing and

"Lying Lips"
Two scenes from the Thomas H. Ince production by May
Edington and distributed through Associated Producers Inc.

throughout the performance she
contributes a sincerity and genuineness of characterization that is a
very big factor in the unquestioned
success of the picture. House
Peters, playing opposite, does some
of the best work of his career in a
role well suited to his personality.
Several of the big scenes of the production are dramatic bits enacted
between Miss Vidor and Mr. Peters
and in each instance they register
en emotional appeal that will cause
this picture to linger in the memories of the theatre-going public.
In this production, supervised by
Mr. Ince and directed by John Griffith Wray, the material has been
selected with careful regard to the
result of attaining a picture of outstanding calibre. There are beautiful scenes about a fine old English
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estate, a truly effective storm scene
in the Canadian northwest, a thrilling shipwreck and rescue, and a gala
fete in an extremely lavish setting.
In support of Miss Vidor and Mr.
Peters is an especially capable cast
including Joseph Kilgour, Margaret
Campbell, Edith Yorke and Emmett
King. Mr. Kilgour and Miss Campbell are two very competent players
who are accurately cast and aid materially to the general effectiveness
of the production.
The story centers about Nance
Abbott, played by Miss Vidor.
Nance Abbott is an English girl betrothed to a man of wealth who is
many years her senior. Just before
setting the wedding day she makes a
trip from England to the Canadian
northwest. There she meets Blair
Cornwall, a rugged figure of the
frontier. They fall in love but the
girl refuses to marry and resign herself to the sacrifices of the frontier
life. She starts on the return trip
to England. Cornwall, impersonated by Mr. Peters, embarks on the
same liner. The' ship is wrecked.
Cornwall goes to the rescue of the
girl and the two find a place of temporary safety on a section of the
wrecked ship that remains afloat.
Facing death momentarily the girl
agrees to marry Cornwall and vows
are exchanged. A rescuing ship approaches and again the girl yields
to the fear of living out in the frontier country. Cornwall agrees to
sacrifice himself and the girl alone
is taken off the floating debris. Unknown to the girl the man is later
rescued and goes on to England
where the final action takes place.
It is an absorbingly interesting
story, excellently produced a n d
stands out as probably the most
significantly popular production in
the long and successful cinema
career of Thomas H. Ince.
M. J. Q.
PROSPERITY
for
19 2 1
"Prosperity
1921" made
was the
keynote
of thefor
address
before the Chicago chapter of the
American Institute of Banking by
W. P. G. Harding, governor of the
Federal Reserve Board.
"Business is rapidly adjusting
itself," he said, "to the new levels,
and while there is much unemployment just now that condition is
only temporary. Numerous signs
of a better feeling, signs that business is getting ready to proceed
on a saner basis, are appearing,
and we all feel that we have ahead
of us a time of real, solid prosperity such as we did not have in the
boom days that are gone."
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Progress

in

Production

Is Unbelievable
American Market Is Goal of
Film Manufacturer in Europe

Says DAVID

rP O the American who makes a trip
through foreign him centers the most
striking impression he will receive is the
wonderful way in which the cinema Industry is getting down to work and the
almost universal goal possessed by each
producer to turn out pictures that will
go in the American market. America
to the producer of films in foreign countries holds the same position as it does
to every other manufacturer in Europe —
the richest market that the world affords.
Production in Europe of motion pictures is speeding up to a point which
is almost unbelievable. Studios idle since
1914 have been remodeled and brought
up to date. Other buildings have been
converted into studios. All of them have
their casts, their directors and the complete service for turning out films.
Despite the haste with which this has
been accomplished there is none of the
haphazard production usually developed
by a hurry-up system. Money is too
valuable in Europe at the present time
to be wasted and the producers are making haste slowly.
* * *
It is not a matter of parsimony, either.
The men working in the foreign countries know that they cannot skimp on
production and hope to get away with
their productions in the American
market, and it is the American market
that they are all aiming at. Stories that
have only a local appeal are discarded.
Types of actors and actresses that have
been found to be lacking in appeal to
American audiences are out of work.
Whether they will reach their goal is a
question which remains to be answered.
The Associated
phenomenal First
success
of "Passion,"
the
National
release
starring Pola Negri and directed by
Ernest Lubitsch, is both a warning and
an assurance. It is a warning as to what
can be done in Europe, but the fact that
thus far
the one
\ure
since"Passion"
the waris that
has foreign
seized picthe
fancy of the American people is assurance that other European producers
have not yet reached the stage where
they can compete in the American
market against American-made films.
But the main point must be borne in
mind that European producers are serious in their intention of reaching the
American market. Their activities are increasing every day and already I know
of at least two other Lubitsch productions
with Pola Negri that are equal in every
respect to "Passion." Other European
directors will solve the problems and will
find their casts and there will be more.
At the same time this increase in foreign productions is going to make it more
and more difficult for the American film
to make its way in the other countries
of the world. While it is true that German producers now are fighting to keep
American films out because they fear the
competition of the American article, even
when the bars are entirely down, not
more than 20 per cent of American pic-

P. HO

WELLS

tures can find a market in that country.
Take the situation in Italy as an example.
There American films are let in with no restrictions. Vet not 5 per cent of the films
produced in America ever get into the
Italian theatres. The reason is simple.
The pictures of any country will always
haveeven
a preference
over foreign"
films
of
greater merit.
Italian made
production
activities went on right through the war.
There is an abundance of film there made
at home and suited to their taste, so that
the American films will grow narrower
and narrower as the home production increases. In France and England there is
an increasing volume of production and
corresponding decreases in the amount of
American made pictures showing in these
countries is noticeable.
No matter how great their volume of
productions becomes, however, there will
ever be a market in every foreign country
lor the best of the American productions.
I sincerely think also that there will always be a market here in America for
the best of the foreign productions.
Woodward

Will Erect

Circuit in Northwest
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
SPOKANE. WASH., Feb. IS.— Woodward Enterprises, Inc., will construct a
circuit of theatres throughout the Northwest. O. D. Woodward is president of
the company.
company's
atre, a $55,000 The
structure,
will befirst
builtthe-at
Puyallup, Wash.

Robertson-Cole's new buildlner nt 48th
Vf" York,
Seventh
and just
street has
vvhieh
been avenue,
eompleted.
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ADVERTISING

MOTION

PI

Anniversary
IN the two years elapsed since the inauguration of this department of Exhibitors Herald notable progress
has been
madeadvertising
in every branch
of exhibitors'
advertising.
Out ofofnecessary
comparative
chaosbreaking
has come
definite
order.
Theatre
has ceased
to be looked
upon as a sort
nuisance
in upon
the
office time of the exhibitor and is presently regarded by many of the best thinkers in the industry as the logical
instrument for freeing the motion picture from persecution and oppression by self-chosen guardians of a
grossly underestimated public.
THEATRE advertising of two years ago would not have been considered as of more than contributory
usefulness in this connection. Consisting for the most part of make-shift assemblings of catchlines. descriptive phrases and unrelated illustrations culled hurriedly from press books, the advertising of that period lacked
the organized forcefulness that today gives it rank second only to the screen itself as a medium for the enlightenment ofthe masses upon the all-important matters of censorship and kindred threatening evils.
TWO years ago a teaser campaign of any scope was a novelty and a tribute to the daring of the man who
conducted it. Today the man who hopes to create comment by such means must evolve a new and decidedly novel "angle" of conception or execution. It is significant that the innovations of 1919 are the staples
of 1921. In his quick, sure grasp of ideas, in his consistent, determined development of potentialities, the
exhibitor advertiser has displayed pioneer characteristics. His success is altogether in keeping.
THEATRE

advertising of today suffers in comparison with that of no other business institution. The conservative bank copy, the informative department store text, the bizarre automobile composition, though
developed through a vastly longer period than has elapsed since the opening of the first motion picture theatre,
average materially less effective than the peculiarly distinctive motion picture copy. American newspapers,
with a rapidly diminishing number of exceptions, have given incontestable evidence of their judgment by
a gratifying disposition of theatre advertising space.
IN exploitation even more remarkable advance has been recorded. The so-called "little exhibitor" has
learned that he can employ the more spectacular methods of attracting patronage as effectively as the manager of the larger theatre to whom he formerly conceded a clear field in this work. And from the smaller
cities has come report of some of the most practical and productive campaigns in recent exploitation news. As
a consequence of this expansion of activity in the realm of advanced advertising national patronage has increased materially and the Industry has prospered accordingly.
PERHAPS the most convincing proof of the efficiency developed in exhibitorial advertising lies in the fact
that the industrial readjustment materially affecting older businesses has been entirely without influence
upon the national box 'office. The exhibitor has succeeded, through judicious use of advertising space, in
maintaining a steady volume of patronage. That accomplishment has enabled other branches of the industry
to proceed undisturbed along accustomed lines of progress. None can fail to give the theatre men of the
nation credit due for this essential achievement.
if. +
PRESENTATION, logically considered a phase of advertising, has improved in pace with other branches.
"Kismet," Robertson-Cole's picturization of Otis Skinner's stage success, has brought out perhaps more
forcibly than any production of recent publication the fact that an increasing percentage of exhibitors are giving
earnest thought to the modern program arrangement. Such obstacles as lack of stage facilities, incomplete
lighting equipment and dearth of talent are being overcome by exhibitors in every section of the country. One
of the outstanding developments of the coming year undoubtedly will be increased activity in this field of
endeavor.
INTERCHANGE of ideas is an essential in mass development. In facilitating this exchange of views
and experiences by providing space wherein exhibitors may discuss with other exhibitors showmanship
methods which they have tested in actual practice Exhibitors Herald has contributed a genuine service to the
trade. Through the agency of this department profitable advertising policies have been made known to theatre
men generally. Adaptation of these policies to local conditions has resulted in marked progress toward standardization ofexploitation methods and the obvious consequent unification of effort.
DEVELOPMENTS of the future will be no less spectacular than those noted. Theatre thought has become
national rather than individual. Future advance will be accordingly swift. Any judicious forecast as
to the form future advertising triumphs will assume would in all probability fall short of actualities. That a
power fit to cope with any and all emergencies which arise to menace the motion picture will be attained is
obvious in the light of past development.
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Showmanship

Suggestions

the presentation of "The
THE stage feature utilized by Joseph Plunkett for the
Strand theatre, New
Devil," the Associated Exhibitors production, at
York, and recently described in this department, was practically an exact duplication of the scene shown in the above still from the picture. The setting is
easily contrived, opera and semi-popular music files contain a great variety of
satisfactory compositions for the purpose, and the players required should be
Mr. Plunkett's experiall instances.
difficulty inthealmost
with little
procurable
of the prologue.
effectiveness
convincingly
ence demonstrated

in

the

Stills

I

<

THE character portrayed by George
' "The
d Exhibitors
Associate
Arliss isin one
y suited
for
admirabl
Devil"
n
ion of
exploitat
street
in
adaptatio
superior quality. A second figure,
garbed as is the devil of tradition, may
be successfully used in collaboration.

-

nT>OYS WILL BE BOYS," Goldwyn's forthcoming Will Rogers produc13 tion, presents that star in the character depicted in the accompanying THE success of exploitation based
still. An exploitation impersonation should not be difficult to produce, nor
upon Wesley Barry's personality in
should it be difficult to obtain a local boy for the other character represented. advertising "Go And Get It" may be
The street exploitation conducted by these may be amplified in effect by using duplicated by following the suggestion
them also for presentation purposes, a short stage feature in which they appear registered in the above still from "Bob
exactly as upon the street offering obvious advantages.
ll Neilan's
" Marsha
Placer,Nationa
Hampton
on.
l attracti
omingof First
forthc
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HARRY SWIFT, Paramount exploitation representative at the Albany, N. Y., exchange, obtained brilliant results with winexploitation in
of "Behold
My Wife,"
the Paramount
picture, during
its engagement
the Avon
Utica,to
N. Y.dow Windows
of behalf
the Fraser
department
store were
curtained throughout
certain
hours, bearingat signs
callingtheatre,
attention
a great event which was to take place therein at a scheduled time. Elsie Stevens, employed for the occasion, appeared in the windows in costumes impersonating characters in the photoplay and held the attention of crowds attracted by the teaser
advertising.

Two-Part
Forms

Exploitation
Climax

Window exploitation has been advanced to its present high state of
development by steady driving toward
that end by many advertisers, the exploitation men in the Famous PlayersLaskv organization displaying marked
activity in this field. A certain significance attaches to the latter fact
when it is announced that perhaps the
greatest window exploitation stunt of
all time was conducted by Harry
Swift, exploitation representative of
the Albany, X. Y ., Paramount exchange.
UTICA. X. Y., was the scene of
Mr, Swift's remarkable accomplishment. Photographs reproduced
upon this page were made during the
progress of the exploitation.
Two days prior to the opening of
"Behold My Wife" at the Avon theatre two of the windows of Fraser's
department store, one of the best locations in Utica. were heavily shrouded
in drapes, a condition practically unknown in the history of that institution. Upon the window curtains an
announcement card was placed calling
attention
to a "bigin surprise"
whichat
would be disclosed
the windows
7:45 the following evening.
At that hour a crowd had collected
about the window and the curtains
were raised to disclose one window
dressed to represent a forest scene,
the other a modern display.
Miss Elsie Stevens, sent from the
home office of Famous Players-Lasky
for the occasion, appeared in the first
window dressed as an Indian maiden.
Against the background provided,
lighted in color and given realism bv

of

Window

Utica

Playlet

Teaser

addition of natural pine and camphor
flakes representing snow, she moved
through a pantomime in which she
displayed articles of Indian apparel,
lighted a campfire, cooked an Indian
meal and disappeared into the tepee.
Almost immediately she reappeared
in the other window, this time in
modern garb, where she displayed
modern apparel against a background
representing an English drawing
room.
It is reported that her appearance
in the second window was greeted
with applause from those on the side-

Campaign

walk, which is entirely in keeping
with other reports of exploitation
wherein the window playlet has been
utilized.
Another excellent stunt employed
for the picture adds to the general
fund of contest exploitation data.
A newspaper w a s persuaded to
run several photographs showing rear
views of pedestrians taken without
their knowledge. Passes to the theatre
were offered those who identified
themselves from the photographs.
Several called for the tickets and another news story was obtained through
this means.

Night view of Fraser department store, Utica, N. Y.. showing the crowd attracted
by teaser window exploitation.
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OF THE AGES," the prologue used for "Lying Lips," at Barbee's Loop theatre, Chicago, staged in exact accord»»\\/OMEN
W ance with the working script furnished exhibitors in the January number of "The Silver Sheet," the Thomas H. Ince house
organ. Left to right the characters are: Modem Woman, Mme. Pompadour, Salome (seated), Cleopatra, Helen of Troy, Lucrezia
Borgia and an announcer. The prologue is described in detail in the story beginning upon the opposite page.

Stromberg
Successes

itation
(iKs of explo
APAstunt
responsible for
the record-breaking Chicago premiere of "Lying
"
Lips,
theatre. at Barbee's Loop

TKOftMlNCeS

"P XCEPTIONAL importance attached
to the elaborate presentation given
"Lying Lips" under Mr. Stromberg's
direction, due to the recent absence of
such features at Barbee's Loop theatre
and throughout the loop district generally. In addition to the dignified announcement reproduced above, newspaper advertising stressed this program
element and amusement writers on the
daily newspapers gave the prologue
special stories.

""THREE

THOMAS H. INCE'S personal mes;age to the public was artistically
mounted and given prominent position
in the middle lobby.

illuminated transformation
photographs, disclosing as the viewer
shifts position six scenes from the picture, were mounted directly in front of
the box office and drew attention from all
who passed within range of visibility. The
first use of illuminated transformation
stills as lobby exploitation, the remarkable drawing power attested throughout
the elapsed portion of the run, makes
adaptation of the idea certain.
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THE
stage Wiiliam
of Barbee's
Loop proprietor
theatre, Chicago,
with rehearsal
"Women
of the
the prologue
Lips," forin
progress.
S. Barbee,
of the theatre,
is seen atof the
left, while
HuntAges,"
Stromberg,
directortoof"Lying
exploitation
Thomas H. Ince, extreme right, is seen directing the player who impersonated Mme. Pompadour. The costumes required are kept
in stock by any costumer and but two of the players need be professionals. A solid color drop, a spotlight and colored stage lights
are the only mechanical requisites.

"Lying
As

Lips"
Breaks
Loop
Theatre
Record
Ince Exploitation
Expert
Directs
Run

"Lying Lips" is making exploitation
history in Chicago.On Feb. ij the Thomas H. Ince
Associated Producers production entered the second week of an indefinite
run at Barbee's Loop theatre, existing
box office records having been surpassed by a zi'ide margin during the
first u'cck of the engagement.
To Hunt Stromberg. exploitation
director for Thomas H. Ince, whose
remarkable exploitation and presentation is described in the following
story, Wm. S. Barbee, owner and manager of the theatre, frankly accords
the major portion of credit for the
success of the engagement.
UPON arrival in the city Mr.
Stromberg outlined his plans for
the engagement to Mr. Barbee, to the
newspapers, to the city at large
through newspaper advertisements and
announcements, and applied himself
to the business of preparing the theatre for the run.
An orchestra dispensed with during the past several months was reinstalled; seven performers were
employed and rehearsals for the prologue begun ; the lobby was decorated
in keeping with the 75 cent admission
charge and a mailing campaign was
started, cards bearing teaser copy and
so constructed as to present when held
to the light two scenes from the play
in actual film being used.

Pedestrians in the vicinity on the
opening day were attracted by a carriage canopy extending to the curb.
Beneath this, directly in front of the

HUNT STROMBERG
Thomas H. Ince exploitation expert, who
directed the Chicago premiere of
"Lying Lips."

box office and on a level with the eye
a box draped with green hangings presented an innovation in lobby display
which is responsible for the cluster of
the curious which has endured since
the opening.
Transformation photographs of the
type used by opticians in window displays, in which the scene changes as
the viewer moves to left or right, thus
changing the angle of observation,
were so arranged that the three frames
presented six scenes from the play,
each frame being illuminated in a different shade and the total display effectively arresting the attention of all
within range of vision.
Further examination of the front
disclosed brass and glass frames containing portraits of the star, scenes
from the play, the personal message
of Thomas H. Ince to the public and
the announcement of Society Xight.
Friday, Feb. 11. when a section of the
theatre was reserved at $1.50 per seat.
Entering the theatre, the pedestrian,
now a patron, was shown to a seat by
girl ushers in white duck trousers, yellow blouses and dark jackets. An
orchestral concert worthy of the
widely misapplied term, effect of which
was heightened by graduation of
shades in auditorium illumination,
marked the opening of the performance. A news weekly followed, after
which the curtains were drawn and
the orchestra played the introduction
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station paraded Michigan Boulevard
md the loop district bearing a huge
manner stating that the navy had aided
n the production of the picture.
A side-light of more than ordinary
significance is presented with the announcement byMr. Stromberg that
the distinctive newspaper copy used
throughout the campaign was taken
without alteration save for purposes
of local identification from the press
book supplied with the picture.
Actual demonstration of press book
ment.
practicability is in itself an achieveA greater achievement is Mr.
Stromberg's in successfully engineering a record-breaking loop engagement at record loop prices, in introducing exploitation methods of almost
infinite possibilities, and in providing
for American exhibitors who use the
attraction an advertising campaign
and presentation policy tested and
demonstrated practicable.
showing the knot of curious atA typical scene in tracted
front ofby Barbee's
Loop dtheatre,
transformation stills.
the illuminate
to the prologue, "Women of the
Ages," staged in exact accordance with
the script published in the Ince house
organ, "The Silver Sheet."
A male soloist appeared before the
curtain and spoke the introductory
lines. The curtains parted and girls
impersonating Helen of Troy, Cleopatra, Salome, Lucrezia Borgia,
Madame Pompadour and Modern
Woman appeared in that order, each
to music characteristic of the period
represented and rhymed introduction
by the man.
The curtains closed for a moment,
then parted again as the picture
opened, orchestral accompaniment successfully effecting the transition.
At that point the pedestrian who
had become a patron ceased to appreciate conciously the efforts made in
behalf of his entertainment. He did
not know that the rain storm in the
early footage seemed the most realistic he had ever witnessed because fans
concealed at vantage points throughout the house and turned on at low
speed created a midly disagreeable
current of air which momentarily
chilled him. He did not know that
the shipwreck was more convincingly
real than any he had seen before in
pictures because an elaborate system
of stage effects made it so. Nor did
he realize that the love passages stood
out from the story proper because during each the orchestra repeated softly
the song sung in tenor and soprano
duet at the first meeting of the lovers, "I Found a Rose in the Devil's
Garden."
The box office records show, however, that he liked the show and talked
about it, though Mr. Stromberg did
not entrust the success of the engagement to word-of-mouth advertising.
On Saturday of the first week 25,-

000 newspapers, duplicates of that reproduced at one of the high points in
the play, were distributed by newsboys as extras.
On the preceding Thursday the Chicago Hcrald-lixamincr carried a long
distance telephone interview with
Florence Yidor at Hollywood, the success of the picture being the subject
of the reported conversation which
ran almost a column and was illustrated with a two-column portrait cut
of the star.
On Monday night of the second
week the Junior League, a society organization, bought out the house and
auctioned the tickets for charity at
a specially arranged tea.
On Tuesday a detachment of sailors
rom the Great Lakes Naval Training

Colorful
Basis

Poster Is
of Effective

Shamokin

Lobby

Set

The practical value of good coloration in posters is demonstrated with
difficulty in black and white photography, but the display used by
Chamberlin Amusement Enterprises,
Shamokin, Pa., reproduced herewith,
is convincing testimony. Though the
display was used during the holiday
season, its tardy arrival does not detract from its sheer attraction power
or the artistry of its general composition.
The cutout from the paper supplied
with "While New York Sleeps," the
Fox production, has been used widely
for similar purposes.

SEAS0NSJ3ES"
WE
WHILE
NEW
YomyBLMPs

wm£ hi* '*>• i**1"

Though utilized for the holiday season, the combination of white and green for
lobby advertising
cutout,
is effective ofat "While
any time.New York Sleeps," in conjunction with the colorful
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FEW American exhibitors have developed the science of lobby exploitation to the degree of effectiveness attained by Louis K.
Sidney, managing director of the William Fox theatres in Denver, Colo., whose work in behalf of attractions playing those
houses has made of their respective lobbies active selling forces for the pictures. Above is seen (left) the Rivoli front as it
appeared during the engagement of "Blind Wives," the Fox feature, and (right) the single huge cutout of Charles Ray, which
was mounted atop the box office for the engagement of "Peaceful Valley," Charles Ray's First National attraction.

Stilled- Action
Vigorous

Lobby
Box

Decoration

Office

Exploitation

Force

corded similar treatment, though in
this instance less extreme methods
were used, the huge cutout of the star
in character
the
display. being the strong point of

Comparison of attendance . at the
motion picture theatre and the art gallery is convincing proof of the power
exerted by the element of motion. In
advertising it is no less potent than in
entertainment.
The advertising picture, whether it
be in poster, still or newspaper space,
is most effective when most suggestive
of action. Louis K. Sidney, managing
director of. the William Fox theatres
in Denver, Colo., has perfected a system of stilled-action lobby display
which merits the attention of all advertising exhibitors.

WHEN Mr. Sidney played "Blind
Wives," the Fox production, he
used the lobby display pictorially reproduced herewith. It is not an exceptional composition for the Rivoli
theatre, but it is exceptional as compared to the lobby displays encountered in the news of the week.
In addition to the lobby advertising
Mr. Sidney used a fashion show in
connection with the picture and, to
use his own words, "We broke every
record of the Rivoli with this picture
for one week." He continues:
"Used a fashion show displaying
the latest Spring creations. The show
was staged in artistic manner and
scored a great hit. The music for the
exhibition of each gown was different.
If a giri had a 'vamp' costume we
played 'The Vamp' for her. For a
blue gown we played 'Alice Blue
Gown' — and the show was a riot."
The store which supplied the gowns

Proves

The important phase of the whole
is the clearly evident proof that a
lobby display may with a little work
and thought be made a vigorous exploitation force rather than an idle
and rather futile approximation of
"atmosphere." Exhibitors who strive
to make their lobby advertising that
will find the efforts put forth productive of highly gratifying results.

One of the best lobby displays recently
used at the Rivoli, an elaborate composition for "While New York
wasSleeps."
thoroughly covered with "Blind
Wives" advertising, and newspaper
copy for both store and theatre
brought out strongly the details of
the engagement.
Other lobby decorations reproduced
upon this page are characteristic of
the Sidney workmanship. That employed for "While New York Sleeps"
is distinctive. In composition and effect it is obviously the result of time
and money generously expended.
"Peaceful Valley," Charles Ray's
First National attraction, was ac-

Harry Rose, vaudeville actor, appearing currently in New York theatres, has
introduced a song titled after "Over the
Hill," the Fox production. Though the
song itself is not a direct tie-up, the
comedian has introduced a patter chorus
bearing upon the picture, which is now
showing at the Broadhurst theatre.
Five reels of film, described by banner
as worth $250,000 and represented as
"The Life of the Party," the Paramount
production, was utilized by Oscar A.
Doob, Paramount exploitation representative at Chicago, and Saul Optner, manager of the Hyde Park theatre, to acquaint
patrons with the fact that the picture
is not a two-reel comedy, the film in its
container being displayed in the lobby
and chained to the wall.
"Ace," special writer for the "Kansas
City Post,"
entire space
recently to adevoted
comic his
description
of the
exploitation used by Loew's Garden theatre for "Down on the Farm," the United
Artists production, the story constituting
better advertising than money could have
purchased.
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Artistic
For

Photographs

Allan

Dwan

II K RAM)

Made

Production

preciation ofexhibitors'
a determination
to do allproblems
that may and
be
done to aid in solving them.
The attitude is the correct one for
all concerned in any motion picture
activity. Upon the exhibitor's ability
to sell motion picture entertainment at
a satisfactory profit depends and will
always depend the welfare of the entire industry.
With the possible exception of advance in production methods there is
no improvement to which the entire
industry can better devote time,
thought and investment.
Songs

of Long

Contest

One of the 11 x 14 lobby photos by
Alfred Cheney Johnston prepared for
Allan Dwan's "A Perfect Crime."
Lobby stills of a quality not often
offered the exhibitor are to be available for the advertising of "A Perfect Crime," forthcoming Allan Dwan
pieturization of the Saturday Evening
Post story for Associated Producers.
Inc.. the 11x14 specimens reproduced
herewith being indicative of the excellence attained.
Alfred Cheney Johnston, long regarded as one of New York's foremost
photographers, went to the West
Coast to make the photographs while
production was in progress.
The originals received are entirely
worthy of the enterprise which made
them possible. The depth and detail
far surpass that of the photograph
come to be regarded as the "average
still," the quality of the whole being
such as to warrant special means of
display.
Where reluctance to cooperate in
window advertising has been met with
on the part of merchants approached,
the present stills may be found of
material value in overcoming this
prejudice. Their presence is certain
to prove an adjunct to any purely
mercantile display, and it is entirely
possible that if left unaugmented save
by a line or two identifying the picture and the playhouse the stills will
overbalance the merchant's appeal.
Great as is the benefit to the theatre
man of stills possessing genuine merit,
it is less significant than the fact that
it was considered worth while to bring
Mr. Johnston to the studio to make
the photographs. There may be seen
in support of that policy a definite ap-
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Ago

Big Winner

J. C. Hewitt, manager of the
Strand theatre. Robinson. 111., has
instituted a series of "Songs of Long
Ago" contests which he reports as
scn<ationallv successful. "We are
so enthused over the results that we
are passing the idea along to other
exhibitors who we know can always
use good stunts, which come few
and far between."
The original contest was announced upon the cover of the
Strand house organ. Upon the first
three nights of the week the organist was to play ten songs that had
been "hits" years ago. Complimentary tickets good for one month,
two weeks and a single week were
offered as prizes for correct identification of the numbers given and
cards were distributed for the con-
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l4^
WILLIAM
FOXf.(lJ!fs
1
JPUISE J&VELY
while the devil
Laughs
Sti's ****
*v t,. oto*Gr mu iam hul
Fox Entertainments
THE
power isofvividly
suggestion
as appliedin
to pesters
demonstrated
the reproductions of the 3- and 6-sheets
prepared by the Fox Film Corp. for the
exhibitor advertising of "When The
Devil Laughs," a forthcoming Fox production starring Louise Lovely. Arrested action imparts to both compositions the all-important attention holding quality, a quality which insures registry of the engagement information.

William Fox immmi
XouiseXovely
WHILE THE Dr VILlAIJGWS

venience of patrons in submitting
lists.

Remarkable depth and detail are the
outstanding characteristics of the
Johnston lobby photos.

Expectations were surpassed
when 249 answers were received the
first evening, and it was thereupon
decided to make the contest a permanent feature, using it the first
three nights of each week to stimulate patronage during that normally
dull period.
For the guidance of exhibitors
who
decide
Mr. Hewitt's
excellent
ideatotheadopt
following
titles of
old songs taken from the card which
won first prize in the initial Strand
contest are presented :
"When the Harvest Moon Is Shining,"
"Eli Green's Cake Walk," "Down Where
the Cotton Blossoms Grow." "Bill Bailey
Won't You Please Come Home." "In
the Baggage Coach Ahead," "Little
BrownHear
Jug."Dem"Long,
Ago," "Don't
You
Bells,"Long
"Good-bye
Dolly
Gray," and "Hiawatha."

EX
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"THE

NUT^*^

Five

Words

Tell

It

All

/COMPRESSION of meaning
in copy produces amplified
appeal and concentrated effect.
The pictoriallv expressive posters prepared by United Artists
for "The Nut" convincingly
demonstrate the point.
Starting with the reproduction
of the 24-sheet at the top of this
page and reading clockwise, the
posters might be titled as indicating characteristics of the typical Fairbanks picture — "Novelty," "Adventure." "Suspense."
"Farce," "Speed" and "RoAnd five words tell it all.
mance."
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Pantheon's
Foyer
Rich
Promise

HERALD

Setting
to Patrons

Foyer advance exploitation at its best, a well composed and artistically lighted display
used by the Pantheon theatre, Chicago, in behalf of "The Mark of Zorro."
The accompanying reproduction of
a photograph showing the foyer of
the Pantheon theatre, Chicago, prior
to the engagement of "The Mark of
Zorro," Douglas Fairbanks' United
Artists production, serves excellently
in calling attention to the good purpose to which a foyer may be put
without in any way detracting from
the usefulness thereof as an accommodation for patrons. The present
general trend of theatre activity is not

markedly in the direction of improvement as concerns this particular
branch of advertising.
The Pantheon setting depended
largely upon lighting for effectiveness.
To the left, behind the trees, a 500watt bunch light threw a red glow
over the set. On the opposite side a
blue bunch light contrasted with this
in such a manner as to create the
general impression of a sunrise scene.
The display drew marked attention.
Patrons entering the theatre, and those
Teaving it as well, were all but comrTTHE accompanying stills from "LesA sons In Love," Constance Talmadge's
forthcoming First National attraction,
are submitted by Associated First National Pictures, Inc., for the guidance of
exhibitors who wish to prepare in advance plans for a prologue to be used
in presentation of the production. All
well equipped theatres have the required
scenery, and where it is necessary to construct special settings for the purpose
these will be found a valuable addition
to the stock stage fixtures. A young
couple to impersonate the star and her
leading man in the picture constitute the
sole additional expense, and the advance
reviews of the attraction, or the press
sheet, will give the necessary information for rehearsal of the prologue.

February 26, 1921
pelled to stop and give consideration
to the exceptionally rich promise held
forth for the coming attraction.
That is the one purpose for which
the foyer may be utilized as other
than an architectural feature of theatre construction. There is no loss of
dignity when the display is artistically
composed and left to score solely upon
its artistic merit. There can be no
antipathy toward such advertising
methods on the part of the patron, and
the impression scored is certain to operate to the best interest of the theatre
box office.
Where the method is employed with
due care there is in it the added merit
of the novelty which it provides for
steady patrons, the break in monotony
of house appearance, and monotony is
unavoidable whether the theatre represents an expenditure of one hundred
thousand dollars or a million.
For straight, out-and-out smash advertising the foyer may not be employed to complete satisfaction. There
is a place for everything, as the adage
begins, and the place to sell a patron
entertainment is not in the foyer,
where he is met just prior or subsequent to an actual purchase. The
psychology of the proposition is clear.
Fxhibitorial thought is not vitally
concerned with foyer advertising at
this time. Newspaper and the more
sensational forms are being given the
most intensive study at this time. But
every branch is important in proportion to its yield, and the yield of the
Pantheon setting is reported gratifying.
Tivelve solid pages of advertising
and publicity were obtained by Joseph
Hopp, general manager, and Oscar
A. Doob, Paramount exploitation
man, when the Fort Armstrong theatre in Rock Island, III., was opened.
A mayorial proclamation asking citizens to support the new business institution, and resolutions by the
Rotary Club and the Chamber of
Commerce were also published.
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and

Realism

Exploitation

Device

The most admirably executed exploitation stunt is of little merit if
provision is not made for the bringing
of attention to its existence. Frequently, and paradoxically, the advertising of advertising is more difficult
than advertising itself.
B. G. Salvini, manager of the Lyceum theatre, New Britain, Conn., not
only uses good exploitation, but makes
sure that its effect will be brought to
bear upon the greatest possible number of the citizens of that city. Tzvo
cases in point are illustrated upon this
page.

"Bullet Proof," Harry
WHEN
Carey's Universal production,
was exhibited at the Lyceum theatre
Mr. Salvini made use of a well-constructed imitation of a tank such as
was used in the great war. The illustration shows the striking realism
gained in designing the vehicle.
. What the illustration does not show
is brought out in Mr. Salvini's letter
concerning the enterprise, which
states that a motorcycle was used
for the instrument of mobility. Xo
superior imagination is required to
appreciate the effect thus produced.
The staccato exhausts of the motorcycle engine are not altogether unlike
those given icrth by the genuine tank,
and the combined effect of optical and

A motorcycle concealed within the "tank" used by B. G. Salvini, manager of the
Lyceum theatre, New Britain, Conn., provided motive power and, by its staccato
exhaust, realism.
auricular illusion cannot have been
otherwise than beneficial in influence
upon those to whose attention it was
brought.
A less 'pectacular but commendar>l°
enterprise was shown in exploiting
"Lady Rose's Daughter," Elsie Ferguson's Paramountherewith
production.
stunt is illustrated
also. whi;i
Four
high school girls were sent about the
city with a ribbcr banner bearing the

Four high school girls went about the streets of New Britain bearing sashes carrying
the title
the Ferguson.
production, "Lady Rose's Daughter," and distributing portraits of
the
star, ofElsie

title of the play, which at first blurb
was not recognizable as such to those
unfamiliar with the picture.
Each girl carried a number of portraits of the ^tar, upon the reverse sice
of which was printed the important
information ]t mining to the engagement. These were passed out to pedestriannd,
s < due to the fact that the
girls were local children and undoub •
edly familiar to many whom they met.
the cards were read with careful attention.
Both enterprises are typical of the
type of showmanship which is gor,d
for the industry, for the theatre n.in,
for the motion p'ciure as an institution
of popular entertainment, and for the
public in that it brings sharply to their
attention the fact that good entertainment is available at the local theatre.
Mr. Salvini worked well in each camA teaser campaign centering about
paign.
the head of the ape man in' "Go and
Get It" so aroused citizens of Knoxville, Tenn., that the editor of the
"Sentinel," which printed the advertising for the Riviera theatre, refused
Manager
on the
second day Drumbar's
and publishedcopy
an editorial
apology for the alarming warnings
printed, which because of a recent
series of outrages by an uncaptured
criminal had caused the misinterpretation. Mr. Drumbar capitalized
the incident by incorporating the editorial in a quarter page advertisement in which he shouldered the
blame and announced the First National attraction.
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HARRY SWIFT, exploitation representative of Famous
Players-Lasky, obtained this window display for "Civilian
Clothes" in Pittsfield, Mass., the picture passing the "Humoresque" record at the Union Square theatre.

'^THE KID," Charles Chaplin's First National attraction,
opened
on January
Madison theatre,
troit, Mich , with
crowds 30as atseenKunsky's
in the photograph
drawn Deby
characteristic Kunsky advertising.

STARTLING realism was attained in the lobby display made
up for the run of "Shipwrecked Among Cannibals," the
Universal production, at the Leader theatre, Washington, D.
C, when a huge pot given central position was represented as
boiling, with models of two human feet projecting over the
edge.

WEEKLY and daily box office records of the American
theatre, Salt Lake City, Utah, are reported broken as a
result of the exploitation efforts made in behalf of "Kismet,"
the Robertson-Cole production of Otis Skinner's stage success.

A WINDOW
display installed
doors from
Rex the-as
atre, a neighborhood
house four
of Denver,
Colo.,thereported
having nullified to great extent the detrimental effect of bad
weather during the run of Paramount's "Why Change Your

Wife?"
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THE imperishable association of ideas linking feminine love
of dress with the marital estate was relied upon in constructing the window display advertising the engagement of "Behold
My
Wife," the
production,
the underlying
Palace theatre,
Burlington,
la. Paramount
The effectiveness
of theatlogic
this
type of advertising has been demonstrated in hundreds of instances.

THE
W.
Tenn.,

camera does scant justice to the lobby display used by
E. Drumbar, manager of the Riveria theatre, Knoxville,
in Thebehalf
"Go soandconstructed
Get It," thethat
FirstbackNational
tion.
cutoutcf was
lightingattracproduced gleaming green eyes and a scarlet mouth for the ape man.
Other lobby lighting was arranged to cast a deep red glow over
the entire front.

FRANK BLIGH, manager of the Liberty and Bligh theatres,
Salem, Ore., has developed marked ability in lobby advertisine. The above reproduction of a photograph showing the
display made up for "Nomads of the North," the First National
attraction,
of Mr.power
Bligh'sandproducts,
tic, strong isin typical
suggestive
artistic picturesque,
as a whole. realisFirst
Naticnal characterizes the display the best used in behalf of that
production.

by Frank Bligh, showing the strikcomposition
ANOTHER
may be gained by intelligent use of materials
ing effect that
Marshall
Get It,"story.
of all. "Go
the reachattraction,
within
more
WhatNeilan's
newspaper
is a and
First National
logical than a newspaper lobby? The materials used are at the
disposal of every exhibitor. Every exhibitor knew before playing date that the picture was a newspaper story. Mr. Bligh
was the only man to use the obvious lobby.

THERE is no age limit as concerns exploitation. "What's
Hurry?"theatre,
the Paramount
picture,
TheYour
American
Terre Haute,
Ind.,illustrates
recently the
usedpoint.
the
automobile campaign successfully.

AN

elaborately constructed stage dragon was featured in
Joseph Plunkett's prologue for "The First Born," Sessue
Hayakawa's Robertson-Cole production, during the showing of
that production at the Mark Strand theatre, New York.
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CONFIDENCE

rriBE greatest "t of a motion
J dence
picture iftheater
tlu to*!'-jf|
builds it among
patrons.
In Tacoma tk$ managtmtntx of th%
Rtalto, Colonial, Victory and Utrand
Thtaters J.,'- . ■ ,■! ,hed this con.
fidenca to an unusual degree, if
this tesrt lost, those theater* ieonl i
lou tktjir all
Bence, it u the policy of the Ruih ■
Colonial, Victory and Strand ntic.
to mar tkt confidence of patrons ooffenng pictures of lia/anor quoltij
orrubjact
by harping
u tcorth mot r than «-■_'/ film

"Heart-to-heart" copy, direct communication via advertising space with
the public that, in the last analysis,
pays for it, has long been one of the
most neglected instruments at the exhibitor's disposal. Recent tendencies
toward a general adoption of this
effective means of building up permanent patronage and stabilizing the box
office indicate growing appreciation of
the advantages thus obtainable.
Two reproductions presented herewith are characteristic of the copy that
is appearing with more frequency than
at any previous period throughout the
country. Both merit the attention of
everyone concerned in motion picture
theatre advertising.
Above is shown in reduced dimensions a two-column box used by
Charles R. Roediger, advertising manager for the Jensen- Von Herberg theatres in Tacoma, Wash., upon the
front page of a recent Sunday edition.
In the original the color scheme was
red and green rules, with black copy,
A reading of that copy is decidedly
worth while, as is all the copy received
from this source.
Another reproduction shows the
direct manner in which H. G. Ramsey,
manager of the Royal theatre, El
Dorado, Kans., informed his patrons
of "Heliotrope," a picture which obviously aroused his deep admiration
and which was presented to the buying
public for consideration backed by his
personal recommendation.
As is natural, use of the copy has
resulted in formulation of a distinctive
style of advertisement. It is altogether in keeping with the nature of
the matter, a certain dignity in har-
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mony with the personal endorsement
of the exhibitor being attained.
The direct beneficial influence of
thus intimately communicating with
those to whom the exhibitor desires to
sell his ware is of considerably more
than passing moment. The effect of
confidential advertising is not confined
to a single engagement, but extends
over a protracted period. W ith consistent use of the method it is not at all
beyond the limits of reason to expect
in surprisingly short time a condition
wherein the exhibitor's description of
attractions playing his house is taken
without the traditional "grain of salt."
Benefits following upon that condition need not be enumerated. No
theatre can attain a better estate than
that to which it is elevated by the
process indicated.
A neat four-page folder, with tinback page designed for addressing
purposes and a hole provided for
hanging, is printed monthly by E. S.
Beynon, manager of the Cozy theatre,
Lake Crystal, Minn., carrying announcement ofthe month's attractions
in simple order listing date, picture
and star. "Our way of advertising
coming
is Mr. Beynon's
note
uponattractions,"
the copy received,
to which
he might truthfully have added, "is
hard to beat."

How Often
Film Fans of El Dorado
DOES,fur.a pKlut*
- vourcapture
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time**
are genuinely
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companion
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companypicture
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the
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the
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of
a
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m
standi a> the greatest story of father love"Helioever
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OF
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SEASON,
final
ne» appeal, new inspiration, new trrrilli to delight thetr
eyes AND
and hearts
IF YOU
WILL NOT ofBEthe
THE FiR&T
t« aw
(hi* piny,willyou
friends
tell» youall notaboutbe oneit They
will urnbecause
TOa toyourattend.
They
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.■
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because
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and
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that vou willcommencing
come again, endasjauv and again
(Signed) THE Monday
ROYAL THEATRE.

Onlv a whiff of
Heliotrope yet it
saved happiness!
his daughter's

Johnston

Conducts

Newspaper Drive
For "Kismet" Run
The Minneapolis, Minn., opening of
"Kismet," the Robertson.Cole production, recently described in these pages,
was no more ably executed than the
newspaper campaign which introduced
that attraction to the theatregoers of
the Twin Cities. J. L. Johnston, advertising manager' of the Finkelstein
& Ruben organization, instituted in behalf of the picture one of the greatest
newspaper campaigns in his active
career.
The above reproduction shows the
page display which formed the climax
of the "Kismet" advertising drive. It
is one of the most attractive contributed from any part of the country in
connection with the sensational advertising the picture has been given.
The composition is one of the best
produced by Mr. Johnston to date, and
his endeavors in behalf of Finkelstein
& Ruben theatres extend over a protracted period. That it should have
been produced in the interests of a
picture which has moved to presentation and exploitation exhibitors in
every part of the country who had
not previously undertaken anything of
the sort is significant.
Pictures of that type are of especial
value to the trade. They produce
good advertising. Good advertising
produces volume patronage, and upon
that depends the whole future of the
motion picture and every individual
identified therewith.
A ten-year-old boy of Lima, O.,
acquired freckles for the occasion
when employed to impersonate Wesley Barry in exploiting the Regent
theatre
engagement
To
make them
realistic, of
he "Dinty."
painted them
on with iodine — and they won't come
off.
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Stanley Chambers, manager of the Palace theatre, Wichita, Kans., applied the suggestion
made in "Your Picture in the Paper," the article
presented in this department of the February 12
issue, and received a story with cut aggregating
considerably more than half a column written by
the newspaper's feature writer.

Country
Of

Store

"Down

Money bags were used in decorating the front
of the Orpheum theatre, Chicago, during the engagement of "Brewster's Millions," Roscoe Arbuckle's Paramount production.. Consideration
of the stunt leads to ready formulation of innumerable ideas for elaboration of the original.

Is Feature

Home"

Setting

FRUDENFELD, director of publicity for the
NN.
. Sun theatre, Omaha, Neb., achieved gratifying
results with the country store prologue pictorially described herewith in connection with the showing of "Down
Home," Irvin Willat's production distributed by the W.
W. Hodkinson Corporation. Better choice of material
for presentation purposes is not frequently noted in the
theatre news of a week or a month.
■ The description contributed by Mr. Frudenfeld states
that the feature was entitled "Rubetown Minstrels," and
that the dialogue centered around the plot of the picture.
On the rise of the curtain red lights were used in the
stove and the kettie was steaming. As one member made
reference to the heat the stove door was opened and the
fire was seen to die down, the steam ceasing to come from
the kettle.
No mention is made of the musical numbers or dialogue employed, but any showmen will readily outline these
as he studies the Sun setting. The possibilities are obviously great, and perhaps it is just as well that Mr. Frudenfeld does not describe this feature of the prologue in
detail.
There are half a hundred songs which may be utilized
in such a number, ranging from the classics of yesteryear
to the "O, By Jingo" and its companion numbers of present
popularity. A satisfactory program is easily made up of
these.
Jokes are no less plentiful. Perhaps the antiques
will serve the present purpose as well as or better than
the newer products. They carry with them the unmistakable atmosphere of the country gathering place.
Dance classics, the "hoe down," etc., probably will
likewise be found most satisfactory. A character in the
indicated grab could scarcely be expected to deliver the
ultra- jazz steps presently in vaudeville vogue, though a
"rube" version or burlesque of these might be found
excellent material if the performers employed possess
the ability to "put it over."
The establishment of the rural atmosphere prior to
the screening of the picture is the essential thing, however,
in this as in every instance. No matter how good a picture may be, it may be made to leave a better impression
by use of good presentation. Mr. Frudenfeld's prologue
is an ideal introduction for a picture of the type. It should
be widely copied.

A series of six cumulative illustrated teasers
which may be grouped in one display for the final
announcement is one of the effective stunts suggested in the press book prepared for "Society
Snobs," a Selznick production starring Conway
Tearle.

E„J. Weisfeldt, managing director of the Strand
theatre, Milwaukee, Wis., used the distorted
Harold Lloyd mirrors for lobby decoration in behalf of "Number Please," that comedian's Pathe
comedy, and staged a prologue in which a set
telephone twelve feet in height concealed and
later revealed a tenor and soprano who sang a
popular song parodied for the purpore.. The
melody was also played on bells concealed
throughout the auditorium.

|
|
|
|
|
|
j
j
|
|
|
|
|
|

The Village Theatre Company, operating the
Villgae theatre, Wilmette, 111., has prepared for
distribution among its patrons a six-page folder
in which every phase of motion pictures, from
studio photography to exhibitorial program selection is carefully and interestingly described and
a sample of film is presented. The composition
amounts in effect to a liberal education for the
motion picture fan, successfully accomplishing
the purpose which a campaign of education invariably accomplishes— effective exploding of the
censorship theory. The Village Theatre Company
will doubtless supply a copy to any exhibitor
upon request, and every exhibitor can use the idea
with good effect.
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First National Explains
Attitude on "The Kid"
(Continued from page 37)
should any Chaplin release prove to be
in, say, three reels instead of two. And
it was so fixed because a three-reel picture was still a short subject, from the
exhibitor's standpoint, and he would be
required to book a feature to round out
his program.
"In the case of 'The Kid,' however, it
constitutes a feature in itself and makes
it unnecessary for the exhibitor to book
anything else on the same program, with
the possible exception of a short subject.
"As a feature, therefore, its added value
cannot be expressed in terms of a percentage of the fixed price of the other
Chaplin productions, which could only be
regarded as short subjects. Its real value
and the fairness of the price the exhibitor
ought, and in most cases, is unwilling to
pay for it. must be arrived at by regarding it as a feature, and formulating the
price in a special manner.
Asks Reason for Demand
"No exhibitor would expect to obtain
any six-reel feature at a rental price
equivalent to twice what he would pay
for a two-reel comedy.
"Why should
exhibitor make such
a demand
in thisany
instance?
"Associated its
Firstabsolute
Nationaldetermination
has already
demonstrated
to be fair with the exhibitor, even at the
sacrifices of what might be considered a
commercial opportunity according to
some of the business standards of this
field.
"Six months ago, if First National had
been so disposed, it could have cancelled
every outstanding Chaplin contract, returned deposits thereon, and put itself in
a position
to take advantage of the present situation.
"It did not do so, because First National's experience with its own exhibitor
members has taught it that the overwhelming majority of the exhibitors believe in and practice fair play, appreciate
it when it is shown to them, and reciprocate it in every instance."
Lesser

Elated

Over

Future of Industry
Returns to West Coast to Fight
Against Slump
Propaganda
Irving M. Lesser has arrived in Los
Angeles after spending several months
in New York City. Mr. Lesser is prepared to make a fight against the "depressedwhich
condition of
industry"
propaganda
has the
beenfilm
circulated.
According to Lesser, the motion picture industry is simply passing through
a state of readjustment — something that
every standard industry has or will do.
That everything is quickly working to an
advantageous point of harmony for all
concerned
is firmly believed by this producer.
"I do not feel any fear concerning the
future of the picture world," says Mr.
Lesser. "I am a producer and am producing at the present time in Los An-
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geles. Iwill continue to produce in Los
Angeles. I have just completed 'Peck's
Bad Boy,' a five-reel feature starring
Jackie Coogan. Within a very short
space of time I will add two additional
producing units under my banner. These
also
will be in
Angeles."
According
to Los
this film
executive, there
is
little
need
of
"shelving"
film products
if these pictures are up to standard.
"There is a big future in store for independent
producers,"instates
Lesser,
and he goes
further
sayingMr. that
our
big national distributing organizations
are willing to consummate contracts on
independently produced products if they
are worthy subjects.

Educational

Conducts

Comedy Appeal Test
Finds That Short Subjects
Are Adaptable to Any
Program
For the purpose of determining
whether certain of its comedy product is
regarded by exhibitors as more desirable
for use on the same bill with particular
types of pictures, Educational Film Exchanges, Inc., has been conducting for
several weeks a survey of the comedies
used with the first run of unusual features in principal cities.
"Three Musketeers"
The result, says Educational, shows the
adaptability of the four brands of twoNext Fairbanks Film
reel comedies to all sorts of programs,
Noted Dramatist Will Write
and the frequent use of the single reel
Vanity and Gayety brands where the
feature is considered too long to permit
Continuity for Alexander
the use of a two reeler. One impressm
Dumas Story
fact learned" is that where the feature is
The next vehicle for Douglas Fair- a particularly tense one the better theaters have shown a uniform policy of
banks, following the publication of "The
Nut," by United Artists on April 1, making room for one of the two reelers
even if they have to eliminate all other
will be Alexander Dumas' world-famous
film from the programs.
story, "The Three Musketeers."
Various Comedies Used
Dramatist to Adapt It
It is the intention of Fairbanks to
Hire are some of the results: With
"Midsummer Madness" at both the
engage one of the world's best known
dramatists to adapt this talc to the re- Strand. Seattle, and the Euclid, Clevequirements of the camera. Several of
land, "High and Dry," a Mermaid, was
our most famous contemporary authors
used, but the Arcadia. Philadelphia, preand playwrights are being considered,
ferred "Torchy's Double Triumph."
among them Edward Knoblock, who
Three theatres which played "The
gave to the speaking stage such notable
Frontier
of the
preferred
a Christie comedy
to Stars"
complete
the bill,
the
works as "Milestones," "Kismet,"
"Tiger, Tiger," "My Lady's Dress," and
Broadwav
Strand.
Detroit,
using
"Dining
"Shulamite."
Rumor
persists
that
Room. Kitchen and Sink." the Rialto,
Knoblock will be chosen.
Plans are being formulated for the Denver, "A Homespun Hero," and the
Riviera. Chicago, "Going Through the
choosing of an impressive and capable
Two theatres also preferred a
cast. The assemblage of players being tRye."
hristie with the first runs of "Idols of
arranged for by Fairbanks will consti- Clay,"
the Walnut in Cincinnati playing
tute what amounts to an all-star cast. "Mr. Fatima."
and the Grand and Regent
Director Not Announced
in Pittsburgh "A Homespun Hero."
Chester comedies were used with "The
In the beginning it was the intention
of Fairbanks to make this picture in Branded Woman" at the Stanton and
with
"Inside of the Cup" at the Palace,
Europe. Owing to the fact that so much
time would be required for the trip that both Philadelphia, with "19 and Phyllis"
it would be impossible for Doug to at the Riviera, Chicago; with Mary Pickford in "The Love Light" at the New
complete his 1921 production schedule,
this idea has been abandoned.
Grand Central, St. Louis, and with "The
But in order that the picture may be Penalty" at the Euclid, Cleveland.
Adaptable to Any Bill
embellished by the correct locale, arrangements are being made to send two
Torchy comedies showed their suitacameramen abroad, one to England and
bility to accompany any sort of a picture
the other to France, where suitable exteriors will be made and incorporated in by appearing with such accompaniments
as "The Spenders" at Barbee's Loop,
the production. Photographs from which
"Isobel" at the Capitol, St.
sets becantaken.
be built on the Fairbanks' lot Chicago;
will
Paul; "The Furnace" at the Palace, PhilNo announcement has been made yet
adelphia, and "Peaceful Valley" at the
Regent, Pittsburgh.
as to who will direct this feature.
Other Christies include showings:
"Movie Mad" with "Isobel" at the
Exhibitors in Spencer
Adams.
Blues"
with
"Godless Detroit;
Men" at"Wedding
the Liberty,
Seattle;
Discuss Film Situation
"Shuffle the Queens" with "Dangerous
Business" at the Strand, Cincinnati, and
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
Rube" with "Outside the Law" at
SPENCER. I A.. Feb. 15.— Several ex- "Hey,
the Rialto. Washington.
hibitors from nearby towns conferred recently with H. B. Gray of the Fraser theatre on the film situation. Those at the Lillian Gish Denies
conference were Leo McGuire of Sheldon;
She Is to Quit Films
Mr. and Mrs. N. C. Rice of Algona : Swan(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
ton of Emmetsburg, and Howard Yaring
of Spirit Lake.
NEW YORK, Feb. 15.— Miss Lillian
Gish denied a report from Los Angeles
that she and her sister Dorothy had
Earle to Title Cuneos
registered with a firm of theatrical agents
Ferdinand Phinney Earle has been enengagements.
She Mysaid:
"Weis
gaged to supervise and produce art titles there
are notfor looking
for jobs.
sister
for the Lester Cuneo series which Dou- still under contract with Mr. Griffith. I
bleday is producing for the Capital Film am considering an offer to return to his
Company of Chicago.
organization."
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Motion
Is Over-Emphasized:
Ballin
be a rather violent affair on the stage —
Hugo Ballin, who has just finished Producer Declares That
probably it had been burlesqued so frehis modernized version of "East
quently for that reason — I have tried to
He
Has
Sought
a
More
convey the sentiments of the man and
Lynne," for publication by W. IV.
woman without recourse to violence. I
Hodkinson Corporation, has demonSubtle Appeal in His
know it is impossible to photograph
strated, he believes, the soundness of
thought, but I do not think it is imposhis theory that the stress of physical
sible to catch the fleeting yet very real
Picturization of "East
expressions that move the human heart
acting and indeed the whole physical
in moments of great distress and depict
element in the production of motion
themselves on the human face.
pictures has reached its peak and that forward, i. e». from 1911. the foreign
* * *
picture began to decline, and while
the public is turning away from this made
in 1909 and 1910 at least one-half of the
style of entertainment. He says:
have mentioned this scene because it
Lynne"
average
American motion picture pro- is "Itypical
of my plan to impart more of
gram consisted of pictures of foreign
"I believe the time has come when we
the
spiritual
values to the screen. I beorigin, in 1915 the foreign made picture
must readjust the standards of screen
lieve,
too,
that something must be left
represented
a
negligible
quantity.
values. Because motion on the screen
to the imagination of the patrons; I
know of no more delicate task than a
"This fact can be explained only in one
was a sentimental novelty we suffered
the people who patronized the mofor sympathy. If it is overdone in
much from exaggerated motion in the way — tion
pictures had become tired of the bid
the slightest degree it will react unearly days of the industry. Indeed we mere novelty of motion and desired
favorably. We can hope for little more
all remember that the first motion pic- something more subtle and refined. The
than a stirring of sympathy and that
American
producer
was
quick
to
sense
must always seem to come in the most
tures aimed at nothing more than the this popular demand, and by responding
spontaneous fashion, otherwise we lose
reproduction of motion as such and that to
it reduced the foreign picture to in- our aim. I do most heartily believe in
significance. believe
I
that we are still the effect of art and beauty. Here, too,
to be sure was novel and startling
enough. We had galloping horses, ex- in the initial stage of this revulsion from
however, the appeal dare not be too
the over-emphasis of motion.
obvious. Art and beauty can never be
press trains, the flight of birds, athletic
* * *
obtruded
on an audience: like mercy they
and gymnastic exercises — in short all
those activities which either consisted
"We have. I believe, now arrived at a must fall upon the hearts like 'the gentle
point where the majority of our patrons
wholly of motion or accentuated motion.
rain"With
from these
heaven.'
ends in view and fairly
enjoy a picture in proportion to the sub- confident
of the new mood of the public
tlety
of
its
appeal.
This
means
above
all
"It
was
but
natural
for
us
to
import
this tendency to emphasize motion into things a profound change in the nature
and their changed attitude toward their
favorite entertainment I have ventured
our early screen drama — a fact which to and quality of acting before the camera
my mind accounts quite fully for the im- and likewise in the nature and quality of to depart from many a hoary tradition,
mense and sustained popularity of so- the successful director. Pathos and at- and it may be that I have defied timehonored melodramatic rules of conduct
called 'westerns.' From time to time we
mosphere today count for more than ever
attempted something of the subtler type. in the history
and procedure. The verdict of the public
of motion pictures. Beauty
will be recorded in due time and none of
When we started to translate popular
and lavish settings have become factors
fiction into the vocabulary of the screen
though I believe that the latter are very
us
may anticipate anything with cerwe began to realize that the over-emtainty. There is no doubt, however, that
near reaching their peak and will no
phasis of motion was a fatal defect. We
a
variation
of the dramatic part of the
longer
in
themselves
add
much
to
the
all remember that at one time the foreign
motion picture entertainment is devalue
of
a
picture.
pictures, especially the picture of Latin
manded by the public and that the old
"In 'East Lynne' I have sought to reor to be specific of French origin had a
molds
are
wearing out. Xothing is conspond
to
the
demand
for
the
more
subtle
tremendous vogue.
stant in this industry, which is both a
appeal, for the more spiritual kind of
* * *
fine and useful art. Xothing is constant
acting — for the innuendo and intimation
rather than the brash rhetoric of the but change. We need a new lure for the
"Ten years ago the popularity of the sub-title.
foreign picture reached its height. Patpublic — my
'East Lynne'
represents myversion
plan toof provide
this new
rons still looked for plenty of motion,
"The well-known scene in which Capt.
almost for its own sake. From that day Levison abandons Isabel Vane used to
element."

Mabel Ballin and Henry Tell in two scenes from "East Lynne"

the forthcoming

Hugo

Ballin-Hodkinson production.
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Week Run Is Policy
Of New Ambassador
Gore-Lesser House Will be
Known As National Art
Theatre of Screen
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Feb. 15.— In announcing the policy of the New Ambassador, known as the "National Art
Theatre ofCormick
theannounces
Screen,"
Mcthat S.no Barret
production
will be shown for more than one week.
The new Gore Brothers and Sol
Lesser house was opened on February
5th. McCormick is in complete charge
of the playhouse.
"Passion" Opens House

The prologue which McCormick staged
in connection
"Passion,"
the opening attraction,with
determine
d beyond
doubt that Gore Brothers and any
Sol
I-esser have made no mistake in selecthouse.ing him to guide the destinies of its

Treating a patient at Famous Players' Hospital at company's new studio in East
Treat 600 Patients
FIRST

AID

!

at Famous Players'
Hospital in Three Months
THE making of motion pictures in surgery at Colonia, N. J., and Fort Ogelthorpe, Ga.
many instances is a strenuous occuDr. Stern has equipped the first aid
pation. Glance at the records of the
station at the studio as completely as
first aid hospital at the new Paramount
such a station is equipped in any hospital. Mrs. Mary Mackay Rausch, a
studio on Long Island. During the three
trained nurse, is on duty all day at the
months that the hospital has operated
station and takes care of all minor cases.
more than 600 cases have been treated.
A daily record of all cases is kept the
Most of the cases were minor ones, such
same as in the first aid room of a hosas bruises, cuts and sprains.
Probably the most unusual case treated
pital.
at the hospital was that of sunburn from
"False Colors'* Which
electric lights. While making "The
Stars Priscilla Dean
Teaser," a picture starring Dorothy Dalton, several of the extra girls in the
Finished by Universal
dance hall scenes had to take positions
(From Staff Correspondent)
near the big Kleig lights. They wore
NEW YORK, Feb. 15.— "False Collow neck dresses and the rays from the
ors," the Priscilla Dean vehicle to follow
powerful lamps gave them a better case
of sunburned backs than Coney Island "Outside the Law," has been completed,
and a July sun could ever do.
Universal reports. The title of the picture, based on the story by Edwina
* * *
Dr. Emanuel Stern, chief physician for Levin, may be changed. 'Stuart Paton
the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation,
directed. Niles Welch heads the star's
who spends four hours at the studio hos- supporting cast, which includes Spottispital every day, explained that the first wood Aitken, Madge Hunt, Harry Webb,
aid station was established to increase
Wm. Archibald, Rex de Roselli, Harry
the efficiency of the workers at the studio
by watching their health as well as to Carter, Wm. Welsh, Harry Van Meter,
give emergency treatment.
Mae Miraci, Al Garcia, James McLaughlin, Kathleen Myers, Joey McCreery,
"Our business is to keep the employees
fit and give medical attention and advice Alice H. Smith, Francis Dumas and
that will enable them to stay on the Jos. Ray.
job," said Dr.capacitateStern.
ind inline of "Anyone
duty we who
take iscare
Selznick Buys Stories
(From Staff Correspondent)
Dr. Stern, who is now one of the asNEW
YORK, Feb. 15.— "The Open
sistant surgeons at Bellevue hospital, Door" and
Mallaby's
Mistake,"
is a graduate of New York university
two Saturday"Mrs.
Evening
Post stories
by
and the Bellevue hospital medical school.
George Weston, and "A Violation of
He also was an interne at the hospital
by Book
John Magazine,
Harvey Fox,
pubafter his graduation and before entering Principle,"
lished in Blue
have been
the army where he did reconstruction
bought by Myron Selznick.

According to Managing Director McCormick the feature productions presented will be cloaked with the cultural
arts in such a manner that all shall be
blended into one finished setting.
The influence of light, of music, of
poetry, of the ballet and pantomime will
be welded into the presentation through
inconspicuous channels so that the complete "product" will seem "naturally*'
complete.
Follows Italian Renaissance
In architecture, the Ambassador follows closely the Italian Renaissance; in
spirit, it is the "Little Theatre of the
Max Weil heads the symphony orchestra. The seating capacity is 550
chairs. Admission prices are, for afterScreen."
noons 75 cents and $1, plus tax, and, for
evenings, $1 and $1.50, plus tax. All
seats are reserved. Two performances
daily at 2:30 and 8:30 p. m.
Beal Elected President
Producers Association
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Feb. 15.— Scott R
Beal has been elected president of the
Associated Producers Association for the
coming year. Allan Watt is named secretary and treasurer. The board of governors includes William A. Grimley,
former assistant to Henry McRae; Roy
H. Marshall, L. A. Howland, formerly
production
manager of Mary Pickford,
and
Dave Allen.
Charlie

Conklin

Is

Now With Atlas Co.
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Feb. 15.— H. C. Anderson, vice-president of Atlas Film
Company of America, has signed Charlie
Conklin, former Mack Sennett comedian,
for a series of twelve two-reel comedies
to be filmed at Long Beach.
Greely Is Managing
Indianapolis House
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
INDIANAPOLIS, IND., Feb. 15.James W. Greely of Portland, Me., has
assumed
management
new Loew's
State theatre
here. ofThethe new
theatre
opened February 14.
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Joe Gilday Succeeds
Wolfberg at Famous
Transferred to the Chicago
Office as Manager of
Central District
Gilday, veteran of the film
H.
Joseph
business and a former exhibitor, has been
appointed district manager for Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation to have jurisdiction over the Chicago territory. Mr.
Gilday came to Chicago this week from
New York, with Harris P. Wolfberg, who
is retiring as district manager to become vice-president and general sales
manager of Lake & Export Coal Corporation. Wolfberg will relinquish the
reins at the Chicago Paramount office
as soon as Gilday has become acclimated.
Gilday has been branch manager of
the Famous Players' officer in Kansas
City, his home town, for the last year.
He is one of the pioneers of the motion
picture business. He is said to have been
the first man in Kansas City to convert
a legitimate theatre into a cinema palace.
*'Joe" Gilday is known in the film industry as a man of pleasing personality
and unimpeachable integrity. He understands thethe
exhibitors'
problems
and heis
known for
deep, personal
interest
takes in seeing to it that the exhibitors in
his territory are aided to prosperity.
Scores of exhibitors are visiting the
Famous Players' exchange to bid welcome to Gilday and farewell to Wolfberg.

Selznick's
Favor

Following
York
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"The
Highest Law"
Wins
in Sing Sing and in Church

Exhibition of Production Pastor in New
Delivers Sermon Based on Ralph Ince

Picturization of
The Selznick presentation of an incident in the life of Lincoln, under the
title of "The Highest Law," a Ralph
Ince special, gained unique distinction
recently when shown to the inmates of
Sing Sing under the auspices of the
Mutual Welfare League simultaneously
with the unreeling of another print in the
Crawford Memorial church, before a congregation of Methodists in New York
City. The incident may be considered
as a tribute to the usefulness of the
screen in forwarding welfare work in
both community and prison.
In both instances addresses referring
to the life of the Great Emancipator were
in each case an integral part of the entertainment. In the Methodist church
the Rev. Lincoln Hollister Caswell, who,
it is said, bears a striking resemblance to
Lincoln, preached Sunday night following the picture showing. There transpired the remarkable incident of a
clergyman recalling Lincoln not alone in
personal resemblance but in a sermon
based on a film.
Operates Complete Show
"What Women WillDo"
Pastor Caswell gives a complete picScheduled for Screens
ture show in his Sunday school room —
Believing the New Edward Jose pro- comedy, scenic, news reel, feature and
duction, "What Women Will Do," to be all. He started picture shows for the
a notable addition to the list of photo- purpose of centering community interest
plays which Associated Exhibitors, Inc.,
have launched under their banner, in- in his church, taking the screen as a
cluding "The Riddle: Woman," starring direct method of appeal. He shows picGeraldine Farrar, and "The Devil," with
tures Saturday night and on Sunday
George Arliss, this new feature has been
selected to headline the Pathe schedule night preaches a sermon with the photoplay as a text. One thousand persons are
for the week of February 27.
average attendance at the church ex"What Women Will Do" is melo- an
hibitions.
drama, presenting the thrills and roThere is a regular picture theatre not
mance found in the underworld and cultured society. The gayety of the caba- far from the church run by showmen
ret and the excitement of the race track who work in harmony with Pastor Caswell. Bolte Brothers of the B. and B.
also forms the background against which
Charles A. Logue has written this story theatre, believe that the, church showings
create picture fans and are content to get
of a woman's regeneration.
their share of the crowds thus created
throughout the week.
Bolte Brothers run a slide on their
First King Cartoon
screen announcing the church show.
Ready February 15 They pick up his films at the exchanges.
Praises Selznick Picture
The first of Frank King's animated
cartoons,pleted"Gasoline
Alley,"
will
be
comFrederick Mark, chairman of the Muby February 15. Its title is
tual Welfare League's entertainment
"Leave It to Walt." The cutting is now
committee, wrote to the Selznick organtaking place on this picture.
ization aletter in which he said, in part:
"Gasoline Alley" tells its story in five
special
valuethat
of 'The
Highest
hundred feet of film. Upon its comple- "The
lies in the fact
it deals
with Law'
real
tion,
"Gasoline
Alley"
will
be
given
a
events and real human emotrade showing, and a showing in several people, real
tions. After a long series of fictitious
key cities simultaneously.
characterizations it is an inexpressible
relief
Ince's
makes tothecomemanto soMr.real,
so 'Lincoln.'
vivid and He
so
Pathe Will Inaugurate
much of a man, rather than a tradition,
Boy Adventure Series
that the history of his time comes closer
"The Adventures of Bob and Bill Se- home and is more vividly real than would
be possible by almost any other
ries," a group
of one reelof photoplays
presenting
real adventures
two boys
Pastor Caswell, in his Sunday night
skilled in wood craft, which Pathe will
medium." said: "When I talk to an audiinaugurate March 6 with the publication sermon,
ence I am sure that much that I say
of "Trapping
Cat,"production
offers an interestingthe
noveltyBob
in the
of goes in one ear and out of the other, but
screen entertainment.
if I can put anything into the eye it is

Lincoln 's Life
bound to stick for there's no way out.
This is the power of pictures, and religion must soon seize this mighty power
of the moving picture to make people
think. The motion picture challenges the
pulpit as a regulator and determinator of
public morals and the private conIn a letter to the Selznick people Reverend Caswell said of "The Highest
Law":
science." "The Selznick people are to be
commended
making
this type
of (we
picture. Theironlatest
Lincoln
picture

Rev. Lincoln
Hollister
of Crawford Memorial
Church,Caswell
New York
City,
who took for a text and screened Ralph
Ince's Selznick's production, "The Highest Law," for his congregation.
have already shown 'The Land of Opportunity' in our church) seizes on the
moment when Lincoln pardons a soldier
lad who has deserted his regiment to see
his dying mother."
Fritzi Ridgeway

to

Make Feature Films
Fritzi Ridgeway has graduated from
two reel subjects, which she has been
making for the last year, and is about
to enter into the feature field in a series
of five reel features based on well known
and widely ready books, within the next
few months, according to a report from
the Capital Film Company.
Joins Wilding Company
F. J. Wheeler, cameraman, who has
been associated with the Detroit Free
Press film edition, recently resigned and
is now with the Wilding Film ManufacRapids. turing Company of Detroit and Grand
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First Salient
Looks

Like

Another

Job,

Soon

Film

Nearing Completion
Trade Showing of Production
Starring Muriel Ostriche
to be Held Shortly
Announcement is made by Salient
Films, Inc., that the filming of the interior scenes for the first production
starring Muriel Ostriche "has been completed. It is expected to have the exteriors completed within a week. The
picture probably will be ready for trade
showing within the next two weeks.
Able Cast Selected
Reports from the studio indicate that
this picture will prove an unusually attractive production from the independent
standpoint, for the reason that an exceptionally able cast has been selected to
portray the principal parts and the settings
are elaborate. The photography
fine.
of Paul Allen is said to be remarkably
The picture was directed by J. Charles
Davis, 2nd, who was assisted by Jack W.
Brown. The principal roles are in the
hands of Muriel Ostriche, Walter Miller,
Harold I'orshay, Jack Hopkins, Helen
Courtneyartists.
and a number of other wellknown
Picture Not Named
Immediately upon completion of work
on this production, filming of the second
will commence. This story will be from
the pen of a well-known novelist, and it
has appeared in book form. The title of
the first picture has not definitely been
decided upon. It was produced under
the original
working story
title of
"Shackled."
an
written
speciallyItforis
Miss Ostriche.

latest First
Charlie Chaplin and Jackie Coogan in a scene from "The Kid," Chaplin's
"the kid"
The comedian
National
to do. is a glazier, and when work is slack
he has something
that attraction.
sees

Story, "God's Good Man,"
Issued by Stoll on February 20
city, and retires to the peace and calm
Marie Corelli's story, "God's Good
her country estate, only to find greater
Man," will be issued by Stoll Film Cor- of
real excitement and romance. Others in
poration of America on February 20. the cast are Barry Barnard, Julien Henry,
This will be the first motion picture pro- Edward Arundel and Kate Gurney.
duction of a work by the noted author,
in which every detail was personally David P. Howells Obtains?
supervised by her.
Right on Darmond Serial,
Elvey Directed Picture
Corelli

Maurice Elvey directed. Kate Gurney
wrote the scenario and plays a part in
the picture. Miss Corelli left her home
at Stratford-on-Avon to spend all of her
time at the Stoll studio during the filming
of the interiors.
Miss Corelli stated that she had actual
living persons in mind when she wrote
the book, and insisted that the players
who were given the part conform as
closely as possible to the originals. When
Basil Gill, in his makeup as the Rev.
John Walden, appeared for his first
scene, Miss Corelli was filled with wonder, for she is reported to have said he
resembled the other in the minutest detail.
Peggy Carlisle in Lead
For many of the outdoor scenes Miss
Corelli took the whole company to the
Shakespeare country, where some wonderful landscapes were shot as charming
settings for the absorbing story.
Peggy Carlisle plays the part of
Maryllia Vancourt, the petted heiress who
tires of the shallowness of life in the big

"HopeP. Diamond
David
Howells has Mystery"
obtained the
rights in the United States and Canada
on "The Hope Diamond Mystery," a fifteen-episode serial featuring Grace Darmond.
Work is progressing in getting the picture ready for the market. The Hope
diamond is undoubtedly the most sinister
jewel in the history of the world. It
has an authentic history dating back 1,400
years and it has a story of disaster and
misfortune.
In order that the picture may be marketed in a thorough and efficient manner
with the maximum amount of service to
the states rights buyer and the exhibitor.
David P. Howells has created a states
rights department which will be separate
and distinct from his foreign and export
business. This department is under the
management of William Fait, Jr. The
advertising, publicity and exploitation
will be under the direction of T. O. Eltonhead.

Wheeler Oakman Stars
In Five Part Westerns
After having appeared in featured roles,
Wheeler Oakman, husband of Priscilla
Dean, will now shine as an individual
star. He will make pictures under the
Irving Lesser productions banner. He
will be starred in a series of Western
pictures
known
the "Bronco
series. That
is theascharacter
which Boy"
Oakman made famous in his portrayal of
theOther
faro player
in "The
productions
thatSpoilers."
have featured
Oakman are "Micky," "The Virgin of
Stamboul," "What Women Love," "The
Ne'er-do-well" and "Outside the Law."
The
pictures will be in full fivereel Oakman
feature form.
"Welcome Children" Given
Distribution by National
Arrangements have been made by
CharlesProductions,
M. Connent,
Drascena
Inc.,president
of Los of
Angeles,
for the issue of "Welcome Children," the
first feature to be completed by that company, through National Exchanges, Inc.
The picture has been received at the
home office of National Exchanges. Inc.,
398 Fifth avenue, and is being titled and
cut. "Welcome Children" is a five-reel
comedy. It was directed by H. C. Matthews.
Laemmle Sole Legatee
NEW YORK, Feb. 8.— Carl Laemmle,
president of Universal Film Mfg. Comis named
soleanlegatee
the willat
of his pany,wife
who asleft
estate invalued
$150,370.
Mrs.
Laemmle
died
Jan.
12,
1919.
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Kent

Receives

Gift

From Division Heads
Convention in New York of
Paramount Managers
Closes
S. R. Kent, general manager of distribution, Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, was the recipient of a diamond
platinum watch and platinum pearl chain,
the gift of district managers and other
officials attending the recent convention
in New York.
Chamberlin Presents Gift
Frank V. Chamberlin. general service
manager, presented the gift on behalf of
those attending at the final session of
the convention last week.
On the evening of February 9, at the
Hotel Commodore, President Adolph
Zukor gave a dinner in honor of the convention visitors. Elek J. Ludvigh was
toastmaster and those present beside Mr.
Zukor and himself were Jesse L. Lasky,
H. D. H. Connick, E. E. Shauer, S. R.
Kent, Lee Counselman, Herman Wobber,
W. E. Smith, F. V. Chamberlin, Robert
Kane, H. A. Ross, Henry Saulisbury,
H. H. Buxbaum, Jerome Beatty, J. H.
Gilday. John W. Hicks, Jr., John D.
Clark, F. F. Creswell, Phil Reisman, M.
H. Lewis, H. G. Ballance, Louis Marcus,
Walter Wanger, J. P. Corbett, R. C.
LiBeau, Melville Shauer, George W.
Weeks. Jr., H. P. Wolfberg, Claud Saunders, George Schaeffer, O. A. Morgan.
Zukor Addresses Gathering
The feature of the evening was the
speech by Adolph Zukor, who gave probably the most inspiring talk on organization matters which those present had
been privileged to hear. He emphasized
the benefits of close relationship of executives with all the individual members
of their departments and with each other
and stated that he had finally achieved
the realization of his fondest dream —
that of a completely harmonious organization, all working with the sole and
common purpose of promoting the welfare and
Paramount.enhancing the good name of
In conclusion, he proposed the formation of a Paramount Club, where all
executives and employes might meet socially on common ground, without regard
to
tion.their rank in the business organiza-
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in April
Which

Is

To

Be Issued on That Date — President Has
Completed Plans on West Coast
Sherman Productions Corporation an- is the best method yet evolved to give
nounces that its initial publication date an absolutely fair division of each pichas been set for the third Monday in
ture's
to all concerned,
the producer, theprofits
distributor
and the exhibitor.
April.sued Selection
the picture
then has notof been
made. "to be is"Personally, I look forward to many
other independent producing concerns
The company now has four productions ready for issue. While original following the lead of Sherman Productions Corporation within a few months
plans
were to A.publish
and Woman,"
after we have blazed the way, for, as a
the Charles
Logue"Man
picture,
President
Harry A. Sherman has made no definite matter of fact, only by so doing can they
announcement.
actively compete with us."
Sherman Returning East
New
Pioneer Exchange
President Sherman has completed production plans on the west coast and will
return East shortly. The consensus of
Is Opened in St. Louis
opinion among franchise holders will
Appropriate ceremonies marked the
more or less govern President Sherman
opening of the new St. Louis exchange
in the choice of his first publication.
In announcing the date of the initial of the Pioneer Film Corporation a few
publication, Max E. Mazur, treasurer of days ago. The exchange is located at
the company, states:
3436 Olive street and is in charge of
"With the announcement of the date Thomas Leonard, who needs no introfor our first release, Sherman Producduction to exhibitors in his territory.
tions Corporation has come to the place
where it can at last demonstrate even to
Pioneer's new St. Louis exchange is
the doubters that the so-called Sherman
described as one of the most up-to-date
plan, with its many advantages to the in the country, and is equipped with
exchange and the exhibitor, which by everything that spells comfort.
many was regarded as being too altruistic
ever to become a reality, is, on the contrary, an entirely practical proposition.
Change Management
To Prove Plan's Fairness
Of Superb a Theatre
"While perhaps it does more to stand(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
ardize picture costs for the exchange and
the theatre than any other system yet
LOS ANGELES, Feb. 8.— William E.
put into practice, it is so eminently fair Jones, for several months manager of the
and equitable to them that on first exami- Superba theatre of Los Angeles, has renation itseems unpractical from the prosigned. Noble Hearn, formerly assistant
ducer's standpoint.
"We are confident, however, that we manager, has been made managing dishall soon prove to the industry that it rector.
"WHO'S

AFRAID

OF AN OLD

LION?"

Army

Men Reported to Be
Keen About "Wonder Man"
United States army posts have been
showing "The Wonder Man." the Robertson-Cole production, starring Georges
Carpentier. and some of the greatest
enthusiasts over this picture are to be found
among the soldiers, producers report.
The recent publicity which Carpentier
has been receiving by reason of the debate as to the location of the CarpentierDempsey fight, has been of great value
to Robertson-Cole in the placing of the
feature. "The Wonder Man" is an American society drama. One of the essential
parts of it is a four-round bout in which
the French battler shows some of his
best ring tricks.

Frawley to Direct
Metro Productions
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Feb. 8.— T. Daniel
• Frawley,
a well
known ofstage
producer, formerly
has become
a member
the
directorial staff of Metro.

Baby Beulah Wiggins, one of the Fox Sunshine Comedies most daring stars, walks
right up to the King of Beasts.
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SCREEN

Pauline Frederick in two scenes from Florence L. Barclay's
story,King
her latest Robertson-Cole production.
Henry
Allan
"Madonnas
and Men"
Has
Of Box
Office Value,
Jans

Maximum
Says Moore

Sales Manager Declares That Approximately
Every State Right Territory Disposed
of Within Two Months
Foster Moore, sales manager of Jans New York, Climax Film Corp., New York;
Maryland, District of Columbia, Delaware,
Pictures, Inc., 729 Seventh avenue, New
York, who has been in the motion picture Virginia, Independent Exchange, Baltimore,
industry for seven years, declares that he Md. ; West Pennsylvania, West Virginia,
never has seen a production that so near Columbia Service, Pittsburgh ; Northern
approached the maximum in box office value New Jersey, Jans Film Service, New York;
Michigan, First National, Detroit.
as does "Madonnas and Men."
Canada, Allen Bros., Toronto, Canada;
He said he was not surprised at the success of the picture in Detroit where it was Upper New York state, Ben Fitzer, Buffalo;
East
Pennsylvania, South New Jersey,
givensonitstheatre.
premiere
at JohntheKunsky's
Following
success ofMadithe Masterpiece Film, Philadelphia; Foreign
picture there Mr. Kunsky bought the four rights, Export and Import Co., New York;
Jans pictures for Michigan.
New England, Federated Exchange, Boston; Ohio and Kentucky, Masterpiece
Aliens Buy Rights
Film, Cleveland; Texas, Oklahoma, Arkansas, Federated Exchange, Dallas;
Following the Detroit premiere the proIllinois and Indiana, Superior Screen,
duction was exhibited at Toronto, Canada,
and the Michigan success was duplicated- Chicago; Louisiana and Mississippi, First
Three weeks capacity business was done. National, New Orleans; California, Arizona and Nevada, T. W. Chatburn
Allen Brothers control the rights to the
Enterprises, Los Angeles.
picture in Canada.
The picture played at the Strand theatre,
Newark, N. J. Herman F. Jans, president Norma Talmadge Busy on
of the company, announces that a prominent
Her Two Newest Features
theatrical concern is negotiating for an extended run on Broadway.
Norma
Talmadge, who is now at Palm
Moore announces that within two months
Beach, where she has been taking the
approximately the entire country has been
final scenes for "The Passion Flower,"
disposed of on the production. The only and
also outdoor shots for her next picopen territory on "Madonnas and Men,"
ture, "The Sign on the Door," which, like
"Love Without Question," "A Woman's
"The Passion Flower," will be directed
Business'''
and
"The
Wings
of
Pride,"
the
by
Herbert
Brenon, is returning to New
last three starring Olive Tell, is Missouri York on February
14, when she will imand Kansas.
mediately start work on the interiors for
List Transactions Made
"The Sign on the Door."
A list of state right buyers who have
"The Sign on the Door" is by Chanpurchased the four pictures follows :
ning Pollock, and was a successful last
Iowa and Nebraska, First National, Des year Broadway production, with Marjorie Rambeau in the lead. This drama
Moines, la. ; Colorado, Utah, Wyoming,
New Mexico ; Oregon, Washington, Idaho is still playing on the road, in all the
and Montana, Independent Exhibitors, Se- more important cities. Lew Cody has
atle, Wash.: Minnesota, Wisconsin, North been put under contract by Joseph M.
and South Dakotas, F. & R. Film Co., Min- Schenck for this next Associated First
neapolis, Minn. ; Tennessee, North and National production, and is now on his
South Carolina, Georgia, Alabama, Florida, way from the Coast. Charles Richman
W. & S. Film Co., Atlanta, Ga. ; Greater also has been engaged.

Divan

It was directed by
Finishes

Producing Comedy for
Associated Producers
Allan Dwan has finished "shooting"
the final scenes of "A Perfect Crime"
and the film is now being cut and titled.
It is scheduled for late February by the
Associated Producers.
The story is a departure from the type
which Mr. Dwan has lately centered his
attention upon. It is a comedy drama.
Allan Dwan, of late, has favored melodrama and during the past year scored
with such pictures as "The Luck of the
Irish," "A Splendid Hazard," "In the
Heart of a Fool" and "The Forbidden
Wilfred Buckland, for the past six
years art director for Famous PlayersLasky, assisted Mr. Dwan in the producThing."
tion of "A Perfect Crime." Monte Blue,
Jacqueline Logan, Hardee Kirkland and
Stanton Heck are the featured players in
"A Perfect Crime." Alfred Cheney
Johnson, the Fifth avenue photographer,
accompanied Mr. Dwan to the coast to
make special stills of the production.
"Affairs of Anatol"
In Permanent Title
Jesse L. Lasky, first vice-president of
the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation,
in charge of production, announced yesterday that
"The Affairs
would be
retained
as the 'of
title Anatol"
of the
mammoth super-star production which
Cecil B. DeMille is producing at Hollywood from Arthur Schnitzler's famous
play.
Reopen Springfield House
SPRINGFIELD, MO.— The Jefferson
theatre, which has been closed for several
years, has been reopened as a motion
picture house. E. C. McAfee, president
of Springfield Theatre and Investment
Electric theaCompany,which operators
run ofthetheJefferson,
is in
chargeter, of
thewilllatter.
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Represents
Home
Office of
United Artists on Pacific Coast
Advancements

in Organization

Announced

by

Hiram

WALTER RAXD
Who will travel the west coast offices for
I nited Artists Corporation.
"Price

of Silence"
Issued on Feb. 21
Hundreds of 24 Sheets Are
Posted to Advertise
Hyland Film
Sunrise Pictures Corporation, 220 West
Forty-second street, New York, announces that its first feature, "The Price
of Silence," starring Peggy Hyland, will
be published in the New York territory
on February 21.
Several hundred 24-sheet stands have
been used by the company in advertising
the production. Interest in the picture
has been created among exhibitors and
the public by teasers.
Following publication of this picture.
Sunrise announces that the purchase of
another big production with a famous
woman star will be made public. President Max Carnot wishes it to be known
that the forthcoming production is one
of the biggest in the independent field in
the last few years.
The sixteen-page, two-colored press
book, compiled by Xat Dorfman, director
of advertising and publicity, has won the
commendation of exhibitors. S. Rubenstein. Xew York exchange manager for
Sunrise, reported exhibitors highly
pleased with the exploitation and advertising hints contained in the book.
Film Corporation
Increases Office Space
Aywon Film Corporation has taken
larger offices at T29 Seventh avenue, New
York.
Last week Xathan Hirsh, president,
and the members of his organization
moved from the seventh to the sixth
floor. A suite of offices has been taken
under the managership of Melvin Hirsh,
and the business of issuing and marketing state rights films will be attended
to in these enlarged quarters.

Abrams — Buckley Becomes Manager
of Sales at Los Angeles
Walter S. Rand, who has been sales J. A. McConville. Walter R. Liebmann
has been appointed resident manager in
manager
of United
Corporation's
Los Angeles
branch Artists
since the
organiza- Atlanta. He succeeds Frank L. Hudson.
Mr. Jenner, who is the first district
tion began its operations, has been apto be appointed by Mr. War'pointed home office representative on the manager
ren, was, until he resigned to become
Pacific Coast by Hiram Abrams, president of the company. His territory will Boston manager for Associated Promanager for United Artists in
include Seattle, San Francisco, Los An- Boston. ducers,
Previous to that time he was
geles and Denver exchanges.
for two years Boston manager for
Mr. several
Rand's other
promotion
has brought
about
advancements
in the Goldwyn.
Mr. McConville, who succeeds Jenner
exchange personnel of United Artists
in Boston, was formerly assistant manCorporation.
ager of the Boston office of Paramount.
H. D. Buckley, who has been Kansas
Mr. McConville began his career as a
City sales manager since the organiza- newspaper reporter on the Portland
tion of the company, becomes Los An(Maine) Express. He was later press
geles sales manager. T. Y. Henry, who
of the Xew Portland thehas been sales manager at the Denver representative
atre, under the management of Hiram
office, succeeds Buckley at the Kansas Abrams,
and eventually became manager
City office. H. D. Cassidy has been ap- of the same theatre.
pointed sales manager at the Denver
Mr. Liebmann was for two years Selzoffice.
Several new offices have also been nick's manager in that territory.
opened. W. A. Shalit, who has been as- "Peck's Bad
Boy" Ready
sistant in the Boston office, has been appointed sales manager at St. Louis and
For Cutting by Lesser
is establishing a new office there.
A new office has also been opened at
Word comes from Irving Lesser that
Montreal, Canada, with E. A. Brown as "Peck's Bad Boy," the five-reel feature
sales manager.
Brownoffice.
was trans- comedy starring Jackie Coogan, is comferred from the Mr.
Toronto
pleted and ready for cutting.
"Peck's Bad Boy" is based upon rural
Warren Announces
life and while many episodes of the
Staff Promotions
original Peck volume have been screened,
the story in general has been revised to
F. B. Warren,
general
manager
of
distribution of Associated Producers, Inc., a great extent, bringing it to a more
announces the following changes in As- modern stage and revising greatly the
characters in the play. In addition to the
Producers' selling
William sociated
H. Jenner,
residentorganization:
manager in cast of adults. Director Sam Wood used
several dozen talented chilcfren from the
Bostog,
becomes
westernin district
manHollywood film colony. The film will be
ager, with
headquarters
Los Angeles.
Mr. Jenner is succeeded in Boston by in five reels.
OFFICERS

OF M. P. T. O. OF NEW

JERSEY

Aywon

(Photo by Exhibitors Herald staff photographer.)
Left to Right — Sidney Samuelson, secretary; John T. Collins, president, and Henry
P. Nelson, treasurer
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"Ducks

and Drakes"
Starring Bebe
"Ducks and Drakes," starring Bebe
Daniels, is scheduled by Realart for immediate publication under its star franchise. The story is by Elmer Harris,
playright and scenarioist and recently appointed studios.
supervising director
of Realart's
West Coast
Mr. Harris
originally wrote it for the speaking stage. It
will not be seen on the speaking stage,
however, until after its cinema presentation.
Picture Is Comedy
It is a comedy with Bebe Daniels as
the central figure. The action introduces
her as Teddy Simpson, a young girl full
of life and the desire for romance, excitement and adventure. Through the untiring efforts of her aunt she has
consented to marry Rob Winslow. Her
aunt, however, is unable to persuade her
to set a date for the wedding.
The truth is that Teddy dreads the
prospect of settling down to prosaic
married life. She wants to be entertained
and amused. So she hits upon the idea
of calling up numbers selected at random
in the telephone directory and flirting
with every pleasant masculine voice that
responds.
Directed by Campbell
In thus manner she talks with two men
who prove to be club mates of her fiance.
One day he overhears them in a telephone flirtation and learns what is happening. Realizing the dangers of such
promiscuous flirtations he enlists the aid
of his friends and they plot to cure her of
the habit. An adventure is arranged
by the conspirators. Teddy falls an unsuspecting victim to the arrangement and
embarks on what proves to be one of the
most exciting expeditions imaginable. So
successful is the plot that by the time the
adventure is over Teddy is more than
ready to name a day for her wedding.
"Ducks and Drakes" is Miss Daniels'
BRACELETS

FOR

THIS

Is Fourth Film
Daniels for Realart
fourth Realart picture. Jack Holt plays
opposite Miss Daniels. Edward Martindel. William Lawrence, Wade Roteler.
May Kelso, Elsie Andrean and Maurie
Newell are others in the cast.
Major Maurice Campbell directed.
First National

Believes

Walsh Film a Sensation
(From Staff Correspondent)
NEW YORK. Feb. 15.— R. A. Walsh's
production of "The Oath," the only picture in the Big hive group not shown at
the recent First National meeting in Chicago, has created unbounded enthusiasm
among First National officials.
feeling
is that and
"The that
Oath"theembodies
theTheultra
in drama
picture
will create a sensation. It is in eight reels
and has for some of its principal players
Miriam Cooper, Anna Q. Nilsson and Conway Tearle. A showing will be held soon.
Assistant to Skouras
(Trom Staff Correspondent)
ST. LOUIS. MO., Feb. IS.— John Baker,
merchandising director of the St. Louis
Star, has been appointed director of publicity and assistant to the president of
Skouras Brothers Enterprises.
Contract Expires
(S fecial to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Feb. 15.— Sylvia
Breamer's term contract with Sidney
Franklin has expired. She is now considering offers from other directofs.
IMPETUOUS

YOUTH

Playlet

Writer Cited
Declares
One of
by It
"Judge"
Best Twelve Pictures
In 1920
"She's a Vamp," one pf the series of
Romances of Youth distributed by Reelcraft Pictures Corporation, has been desStearns
ignatedasby Myron
best pictwelve("Lenzo")
one ofM. the
of Judge
tures of 1920.
Other productions listed by Stearns are
"Passion," "Way Down East," "Over the
Hill." "Humoresque," "The Copperhead."
"The World and His Wife," "Dr. Jekyl!
and Mr. Hyde." "The White Circle," "A
Cumberland Romance." "Pollyanna" and
"Why
Change the
YourReelcraft
Wife." picture, the
Concerning
writer
says:
" 'She's a Vamp.' Only two reels, to
be sure, and not widely known — but ask
someone who saw it. A child picture
of real comedy, •without a slip from start
Reelcraft announces that many other
words of praise have been received from
exhibitors.
The series has proven a
to
fade."
success.
Arrow Takes Output
Of Screenart Issues
For Re-Distribution
Word comes from the office of Arrow
Film Corporation that it is handling the
distribution for Screenart Pictures Corporation, which has ten features, including the Dustin Farnums and the Kitty
Gordons.
The ten screenart pictures will be issued as a series and it will be necessary
to contract for the entire series. The
first will be Dustin Famum in the "Light
of Western Stars." In addition to the
three Dustin Farnum pictures and the
two Kitty Gordon pictures, there will be
two pictures with Gladys Hulette, one
each with Charlotte Walker, Gladys Leslie and Katherine Adams.
These pictures are to be issued with
new prints, new paper, new photographs,
new press books and other advertising
material. It is said that Arrow is selling
territory on these pictures on an unusually low basis.
Margaret Beecher Will
Make Hemmer Features
Margaret Beecher will be featured by
Edward Hemmer in four pictures a year,
for a term of five years.
At a shine
recent
Harbor"private
to the showing
cast andof a"Sunfew
friends. Miss Beecher's work was well
received and highly commented upon.
The distribution plans will be announced
later.
Thrills and Laughs

in

Joe Sameth's Latest
A delightful combination of western
humor and thrilling situations go to make
up a great many scenes in "Hearts of the
Range." the latest J. J. Sameth production to be published through Forward
Films Corporation. Clinton Hodder,
Almafeatured
Rayfordplayers.
and Milboum Morante are
the

Viola Dana and support in "The Off-Shore Pirate," the popular Metro
star's latest vehicle.

Wert Purchases Rex
OSNABROCK. N. D.— E. D. Wert of
DukesL. theatre
W.
Nelson. has purchased the Rex from
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"The
Devil" Booked
to Play Over
Chains
and Gordon
Mastbaum
The
Production

Distributed

by

Success Throughout
Business Reported
Associated Exhibitors feature production, "The Devil," which stars George
Arliss, has been booked over the Mastbaum circuit in Pennsylvania and the
Gordon chain in New England.
The dates of presentation in the theatres of the two circuits have not been
announced by Pathe, the distributing
medium. An early engagement, however,
is planned. Comprehensive exploitation
of the feature will be prosecuted, along
with elaborate presentation.
Pre- Views Are Successful
The successful showings made by "The
Devil"
pre-release
at the
Strand, atNew
York; presentations
Strand, Brooklyn;
Shea's Hippodrome, Buffalo; Rialto,
Lawrence, Mass., and the Strand, Albany, have spread the fame of the picture as one having box office appeal and
rare artistic merit.
"The Devil" carried its record-breaking ways into New England after proving its worth in New York. At its prerelease engagement at the Rialto, Lawrence, the photoplay played to capacity
throughout the week of January 25,
thereby living up to the expectations of
Andrew J. Cobe, manager of that house,
which he expressed to Pathe in a letter
as follows: "We opened with 'The
Devil'
the biggest
ever done
in thistohouse.
The business
picture went
over
splendidly and everyone was very much
pleased with it. I look forward to a record-breaking week, despite the zero
weather." Traffic Is Blocked
traffic"
an ambition
to "Blocking
which manytheshows
haveis aspired
and a
chosen few attained, among them "The
Devil"
at its premiere
.in Albany.
To
this
achievement
the following
telegram,
dated February 5, to Pathe from Albany
bears
"Strand
played
capacitytestimony:
all performances
today.
Trafficto
blocked for two blocks tonight. Largest
crowd
of house."
The since
pictureopening
duplicated
its success in
the New York vicinity at presentations

Pathe

Has

Met

With

the East— Capacity
in New England
in Cincinnati and ^Cleveland. The Cincinnati Post recorded the event of George
Arliss' appearance on the screen at the
Walnut theatre there in a laudatory review which opened with the statement
that "George Arliss brings all his superb
artistry to the screen in 'The Devil.' "
In commenting on the bill at the Metropolitan and Strand in Cleveland, the
Cleveland News sums up a review of the
picture with the terse but eloquently
praiseful statement. "It is recommended."
Apprehend Absconding
Treasurer of Theatre
(From Staff Correspondent)
ST. LOUIS, MO., Feb. 15.— After absconding with $2,800, representing a Saturday's and a Sunday's receipts of the
Loew's Garrick theatre, John Thies, 22
years old, who has been acting as treasurer of the house, was apprehended in
Milwaukee. Thies was arrested in the
company of a vaudeville actress with
whom he left St. Louis. The bulk of the
stolen funds was recovered.
Popular Film Exchange
Takes Larger Quarters
Popular Film Exchange of New York
has moved from its former quarters on
the sixth floor of the Godfrey building to
more commodious offices on the seventh
floor of the same building. This is announced by Charles Jawitz, general manager of the exchange.
Jawitz is a pioneer film man. Fourteen
years ago he entered the motion picture
business, associating at the time with
Vitagraph. Since that time he has been
connected with many film ventures which
have embraced the manufacture and sale
of motion pictures as well as the management of a chain of theatres.
"Hearts Aflame" to Come
From Clark-Cornelius
The first of its 1921 publications which
the Clark-Cornelius Corporation will
offer on the independent market will be
the Jane Xovak spectacle, "Hearts
Aflame," a six-reel feature.
"Hearts Aflame" has been selected by
S. J. Rollo. general manager, for the
initial offering. It represents the first of
a series of meritorious pictures which will
find their way to the independent market
during
the year through this organization.

Scene
and Jealousy,"
the first
of a from
series"Jazz
of Celebrated
Comedies
distributed
by
Celebrated
Players
Film
Corp.

Dave Laughlin Manager of
Pioneer's Detroit Offices
Dave Laughlin has been appointed
manager of the Detroit office of Pioneer
Film Corporation. He succeeds Edward
Fountaine. Mr. Laughlin is well known
and well liked in the Michigan territory
and officials of Pioneer, at the home
office, express themselves confident of his
success.

Ben "Puts It Over"
Visions of a contract! A special
police Beadell!
badge! A dash of quick wit!
Ben
Ben, manager of the Chicago office of Stoll, had orders from his
under-secretary, E. C. Davies, to
hurry to Champaign, 111., via the
"Panama Limited" to assist in apprehending Gale Meyers of the
Park theatre.
The first set-back was at the station. Railroad officials objected to
putting a passenger off at ChamBut Ben police
fooled badge.
'em. He
wore hispaign.special
He
flashed it. The general manager,
the station agent, the red caps and
others dusted off their suits and
made way for Ben.
The "Panama Limited" stopped
at Champaign. Ben alighted. Gale
Meyers will play Stoll publications.
"The Grand Passion"
Excites Wide Interest,
Distributor Reports
"The Grand Passion," which is being
distributed on the state rights plan by
Robert W. Priest, president of the Film
Market, Inc., has attracted wider attention than any picture Priest has ever
handled, according to his announcement.
The majority of the inquiries state that,
they were made on account of the magnetism of thepercentage
title, "The was
Grandundoubtedly
Passion,"
but a large
due to the names of the authors — Robert
McLaughlin and Charles T. Dazey, Priest
says.
Priest was offered $5,000 for the title
alone by a producer who wanted to use
it for fusedhis
own picture,
to consider
the offer.but Priest re-

"'Sunset' Jones" Widely
Booked in New York and
East, American Reports
" 'Sunset' Jones," starring Charles
Clary and Irene Rich, is starLing off with
a rush of bookings, following the first
run houses, especially in New York and
the East, the American Film declares.
This Western is said to have a beautiful background of mountain scenery and
camera shots of wide, open plains.
" 'Sunset' Jones" is a man of decision,
with the courage of his convictions.
Clary and Miss Rich are supported by
a cast including James Gordon, Kathleen
O'Connor, Robert Walker, Jack Brammall, Alfred Ferguson, William Elmer,
Jack tonCosgrave,
Phillip Ryder and HamilMorse.
Dwan

Obtains Rights to

Hall's "Johnny Cucabod"
Allan Dwan has purchased the rights
to "Johnny Cucabod," the Saturday Evening Post story by Wilbur Hall, and
work upon the picture will be started
immediately in Hollywood.
To Build Bonham Theatre
BONHAM. TEX.— W. A. Peters of
Sparger & Peters has returned from
Dallas, where he was in conference with
the firm that will build the $60,000 theatre to be located at South Main and
Third streets.
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Shipman Opens New
N. Y. Headquarters
Activities of Five Companies
Will be Managed from
Offices
To care of rapidly growing interests
of himself and associates, Ernest Shipman has leased a suite of offices on the
eighth floor of 17 West 44th street, New
York, from which headquarters the activities of Renco Film Corporation,
Edward Hemmer Productions, San Gabriel Producing Company, James Oliver
Curwood Productions, Inc., and Winnipeg Productions, Ltd., will be cared for.
The other productions controlled or
represented by Mr. Shipman will continue to be managed from their present
established headquarters. A number of
lesser interests have been disposed of so
that Shipman and his associates will be
in a position to take on new enterprises
of a progressive nature.
Ernest Shipman's associates now number twenty-one, to be found among the
influential film people of recognized
standing,
and ofS. general
T. King office
will continuethe
capacity
manager. in
Metro Week to Be Made
Annual Event, Is Report
Wholehearted endorsement by the exhibitors of the country of the holding
of Metro week, February 27 to March 5,
has influenced officials of the company
to make it an annual institution in booking, it is announced.
The recent announcement of the period
set aside especially for the exhibition of
Metro pictures only, together with pubof Metro's
advertising
campaignlishingto
back it national
and of the
decision
of the distributing organization to further
support the exhibitor by the issuance
free of charge of poster and slides,
brought a response from motion picture
showmen that even exceeded promises,
Metro reports.

American

Reports Heavy

Bookings on "Gamesters"
"The Gamesters." a "Flying A" special
starring Margarita Fisher, is booking
heavily throughout the country, according to the announcement of American
Film Company.
The setting of the story is the intermingling of the free, easy-going life of
the West with the artificial social existence of the East. Miss Fisher's interpretation of the
character
the the
gambler's
daughter,
starting
in life of
under
tuition
of a father whose livelihood was made
by crooked gambling manipulations, is
considered by the producers the best
acting of her career.
Kenosha

Option is
Released by Saxes
KENOSHA, WIS., Feb. 15.— The option taken on the Keating property in
Main street by Saxe Brothers of Milwaukee, with a view to erecting a large
theatre on the property, has been abandoned, according to announcement made
by John E. Keating. The site may be
used for a theatre, however. Representatives ofa New York syndicate have
been in town considering its purchase
for this purpose.

CHOOSING
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George Beban and his talented son, "Bob White," in a scene from the BebanRobertson-Cole production, "One Man in a Million."
"Adventures
of Tarzan"
to be
Made
by Numa
as Animal

Serial

Plans Have Been Underway For Five Months— Great
Western Producing Company Has Contract
to Adapt Burroughs ' Story
A new Tarzan serial, adapted from under way for five months. It is planned
to make it far more elaborate than any
Edgar Rice Burroughs' book, "The Re- of the Tarzan films heretofore produced.
turn of Tarzan,"
is
to
be
placed
in
proThe continuity is being prepared by
duction immediately, according to an
corps of novelists who have all made
announcement made by the Weiss Broth- anames
for themselves in both the serial
ers' Numa Pictures Corporation.
It will be a fifteen-episode feature and and feature fields.
will be of the animal-jungle-thriller type.
Unlike Other Serials
At the suggestion of Edgar Rice Bur"We are going to give the exhibitors
roughs it will be entitled "The Adven- the
greatest serial they have ever
tures of Tarzan."
screened," claim the Weiss Brothers.
Plans Are Under Way
" The Adventures of Tarzan' will be abNuma Pictures Corporation recently
solutely unlike any previous Tarzan production and it will be done in a way
produced "The Revenge of Tarzan," a
six-reel feature adapted from one of Bur- which will make every two-reel episode
a feature for the very best theatres.
roughs' stories.
At the offices of Numa Pictures Cornegotiating for a star, who, if
poration, 1476 Broadway, New York, it we"Wesignarehim,
will make this an actual
was stated that plans for the making of •-'00 per cent picture, if ever there was
"The Adventures of Tarzan" have been
such
a thing."
It is
stated that "The Adventures of
Tarzan"
will
be produced
on the
for
Numa
Pictures
Corporation
by Coast
Great
Corrects Story
Western Producing Company. No mention is made as to who will direct nor is
H. G. Kosch, attorney for and
secretary of Numa Pictures Corany
ments.thing said about distributing arrangeporation, has issued the following
statement:
"My attention has been drawn to
"Blind Wives" in Demand
an article appearing in a motion
picture paper to the effect that a
According to Producers
new Tarzan serial will be put out
by Mr. P. P. Craft. This statement
Fox headquarters report an unpreceabout Mr. Craft of the new serial
dented booking on "Blind Wives."
is absolutely without foundation.
Among those who will play "Blind
Mr. Craft disposed of all his
Wives" over their entire chains are the
rights absolutely to the Nuna PicSchoenstadt Circuit of Chicago; Lubtures Corporation, or with any
rights growing out of this book,
liner & Trinz, Chicago; Allen Bros..
nor did he in any manner retain
Cleveland; A. S. Black Circuit, New Engany production rights."
land, and the M. E. Comerford Circuit,
Philadelphia.
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Frank Keenan Scores
In Stage Production
Frank Keenan, star of a series
of successful pictures recently published through Pathe and now starring in a stage play "John Ferguson" on the West Coast, has repeated his Los Angeles triumph in
San Francisco.
San Francisco newspapers in reviewing the premiere there unite in
saying that the drama is one of the
strongest ever presented in that
city and give Mr. Keenan unstinted praise for his masterly interpretation ofthe title role.
Negotiations are now pending to
have Mr. Keenan take his play to
New York.
Pathe Giving Direct
Support to Locals in
Fights on Censorship
Pathe Exchange, Inc., has issued a
statement calling attention to the fact
that it has given direct support to the
local committees opposing censorship
and the blue laws in Indiana and Minneapolis. Its statement is as follows:
"Word has come to us by wire from
Minneapolis, Minn., and Indianapolis,
Ind., to the effect that the National Association ofthe Motion Picture Industry
in making its contribution toward the
expenses of the fight against censorship
in said states has advised the local Committee Chairman that this Company had
refused to contribute toward such fund.
"While
it is true that
since
its resignation
from this
the Company
National
Association has not made any contribution to the fund raised to fight censorship through the National Association, it
has never refused to contribute toward
the expenses to oppose any menace to
the industry. We have contributed directly to Minneapolis and Indianapolis
local committees.
"We have always taken an active part
in fights against censorship in the past;
are much opposed to censorship in any
form today as we have ever been, and
any statement to the effect that we have
refused either moral or financial assistance toward defeating censorship in any
form is false and misleading."
Lois Weber

in East

To View Own Films
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Feb. 8.— Lois Weber
has gone East to see the premiere of
three of her plays: "What Do Men
Want?" "Married Strangers" and
'What's Worth While?"

HERALD

"Outside
the Law"
Practically

Is Booked
in
Every
City in U.

S.

Berman

Declares There Is a Greater Demand for
Production Than for Any Universal
Picture Ever Published
"Outside the Law," the new Universal- ous Universal exchanges have been
Jewel production starring Priscilla Dean, flooded by letters of commendation on
the new Universal-Jewel, in which great
has been booked in almost every city in credit
has been given to Miss Dean and
the United States, according to H. M. rector.
to Tod Browning, the author and diBerman, general manager of exchanges.
Record Is Established
Following his return from a sales conference of Universal exchange heads at
"During the run just completed at the
Cincinnati, Mr. Berman stated there is a Kinema
theatre, Salt Lake City, the picture played to many thousands more
greater
demand
for
"Outside
the
Law"
than for any Universal picture ever than any
picture ever shown in that city.
issued.
Although the house seats less than 1,000,
Run Into Hundreds
more than 50,000 persons visited the theatre during the two weeks' run. This is
"Although the picture was not offi- a record
is expected to stand in Salt
cially released until January 17," he said, Lake Citythat
for some time.
"we already have several hundred bookings, most of which are for from four
"Among the theatres at which 'Outside
days to a week, and many of which are the Law' has been booked for a week or
more,
are the Scooly Square theatre,
for two weeks. The picture just comBoston; Albany, Albany, N. Y.; Grand,
pleted a five-week run in the Superba
Columbus, O.; Allen, Akron, O.; Liberty,
theatre, Los Angeles, which set a record
Youngstown, O.; Palace or Rialto, Des
in Universal picture success.
"We have been greatly surprised by Moines; Majestic, Jackson, Mich.; WalLouisville; Loughlin, Long Beach,
the demand for 'Outside the Law' on the Cal.; nut,
Plaza, San Diego, Cal. ; Florence,
part of exhibitors who have had no
chance to see it run off.
Pasadena, Cal.; Merrill, Milwaukee;
Newark, Newark, N. J.; Strand, Holy"The unusual amount of advance bookings also has resulted, I am convinced, oke, Mass.; Moon, Omaha; Rialto, Washfrom the extensive exploitation campaign
ington, D. C. ; Rivoli, Portland, Ore.;
inaugurated by our company, and which
Colonial, Wheeling, W. Va.; Rialto, Tahas worked its way down through the coma; Liberty, Fresno, Cal.; Liberty, San
exchanges and local publicity men, so Jose, Cal.; Franklin, Oakland; Holman.
that it now is directly benefiting the ex- Montreal; Grand, London, Ont., and
hibitor.
Mayer Publicizes Picture
many others."
"J. H. Mayer,
exploitation
de- Fights Censorship by
partment, has beenof inourAkron,
O., aiding
the management of the Allen theatre in
Unique Public Appeal
the local campaign for the Dean picture.
William C. Mclntire, manager of the
Other exploitation men are in other sections of the country.
Rose theatre, Fayetteville, N. C, has
"Not only the home office, but the vari- started an anti-censorship campaign
which might be copied with good effect
try.
by exhibitors in other parts of the counIn "U" Serial
To disprove blanket charges against
the pictures of today, he selected a list
of pictures he felt would appeal to the
most conservative type in his community
and then personally invited clergymen,
school teachers and many prominent men
to attend.
"Dinty," the Marshall Neilan production, was the first shown. It was given
an enthusiastic reception and according
to Mr. Mclntire won over many proponents of censorship. He was doubly
surprised and pleased by finding that his
extra effort gave him the biggest crowd
of the year.
Say Darkness Permits
Display of Affection
(S fecial to Exhibitors Herald)
FORT WAYNE, IND., Feb. 15.— At a
conference between exhibitors and a committee of the Parent-Teacher Association
the latter protested that several show
houses in the city are much too dark for
anything except holdups and displays of
affection.

Weber Sells Interests
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
WEST BEND WIS., Feb. 8.— Otto P.
Weber, 437 Forest avenue, has sold the
Mermac theatre to Mrs. R. D. Kinrade.
Weber expects to purchase another house
shortly.
Takes Toledo, la. House
TOLEDO, IA.— Smith & Bowen have
sold the Cozy theatre to L. E. Alexander
of Lowden, an experienced picture show
man. The former proprietors will return to Newton.
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JOSEPHINE SCOTT
Appearing;
in the serial
"Diamondstarring
Queen,"
the
new Universal
Eileen
Sedgwick.

Will Reopen Utah Theatre
PANGUITCH, UTAH— The Strand
theatre will be reopened in February. It
has been leased by Manager Stallings of
the Kinema at Richfield.

DIGESVPICTURESo/fAeWEEK

EXHIBITORS have a real novelty to offer the
public in the latest Charles Ray-First National
attraction, "The Old Swimmin' Hole." It is a picture without a subtitle.
There have been many innovations in picture
making such as art titles, animated titles, handcolored and tinted titles, but so far no one has attempted to tell a story upon the screen without resorting to the subtitle. How successfully this has
been accomplished can only be realized by viewing
the picture.
The James Whitcomb Riley poem presented a particularly strong temptation to use the original and
beautifully phrased language of the Hoosier poet
which tells the love story and trials of a youthful
country boy, and the fact that they did refrain from
using the poet's lines when such an opportunity presented itself, speaks volumes for the progressiveness of
the producers of this latest Ray screen classic. It
marks an important epoch in picture making and one
that took no unusual amount of directorial ability to
put over.
"LYING LIPS" (Associated Producers), is said to
be one of Thomas H. Ince's biggest productions. It
is a forceful, appealing drama, told in a straightforward
and absorbing style with a cast that was especially
fitted for the various roles assigned. This is a feature
that will warrant extra effort in exploitation and advertis ng.Review
(
on page 51.)

"THE GREATER CLAIM" (Metro), starring
Alice Lake, is a virile, dramatic story with plenty of
heart interest. It was directed by Wesley Ruggles
and in every way is an exceptionally fine picture. A
splendid cast appears in Miss Lake's support.

"HEART O' THE RANGE (Forward Films) is
an interesting portraiture of cowpuncher life presented
in terms of comedy-drama. It has a special cast and
makes a good feature for the exhibitor who looks to
the independent market for his pictures.
"O'MALLEY OF THE MOUNTED" (Paramount) is another typical Hart picture — a more or
less familiar tale of mounted police life. The story
was written by the star and directed by Lambert
Hillyer. It is up to the usual high standard of William S. Hart pictures.

"COLORADO" (Universal) presents the popular
Frank Mayo in a picturization of Augustus Thomas'
popular stage success. It is a melodrama with many
commendable exterior scenes and a dramatic climax
where the gold mine is flooded and the hero vindicated.
The subtitles are particularly pleasing.

"A MAX FROM NOW HERE" (Arrow,) with
Jack Hoxie as the star, is a fast-moving, well told
story of the West, with the principal action taking
place in a dance hall. It was produced by Ben Wilson.
"THE ROAD OF AMBITION" (Selznick) is the
latest starring vehicle for Conway Tearle and a very
good one. Strong of plot and attractively presented.
Tearle as a mechanic and as a millionaire with scenes
in and about steel mills oflfers interesting contrasts. A
high grade picture good in every way.
"DUCKS AND DRAKES" (Realart) is a triumph
in comedy-drama with Bebe Daniels the star. The
story is of an irrepressible flapper and the trouble into
which flirting led her. Offers numerous exploitation
possibilities. Refreshing of plot and strong of development. An uncommonly excellent feature.
"THE OUTSIDE WOMAN" (Realart) presents
W anda Havvlev at her loveliest. Comedy-drama with
strong farce tinge. Lavishly appointed and abounding
with complex situations cleverly schemed and unraveled. Story of a frivolous wife's attempt to retrieve
a valuable possession entrusted to her husband and
bartered by her to a peddler. Extraordinarily good.
"FINDERS KEEPERS" (Pioneer) is the tale of
a stolen necklace and the mystery surrounding the
thief's identity. Moderately entertaining. Stars Violet Mersereau who plays winningly.
'THE MOUNTAIN WOMAN" (Fox) gives
Pearl White wide latitude to disport in a series of
episodes suggesting hazards of her serials. Star plays
the part of a girl wearing a boy's clothes and assuming
the responsibilities of a logging camp. Several affairs
of the heart lend romantic trend. Beautiful scenery
and excellent acting.
• WHY TRUST YOUR HUSBAND?" (Fox),
presents Eileen Percy in comedy-drama attractive of
setting and moderately amusing. A domestic complication concerning two errant husbands and a French
models' ball. Moderately entertaining.
"THE

FIRE CAT" (Universal) has a rather conventional story back of it but it is interesting and at
times thrilling because of its unique setting. The destruction ofa city by a volcanic eruption is realistically
presented.
"RECKLESS WIVES" (Independent Films) is
a trite story of a faithless wife who becomes infatuated
with an artist and besides causing the death of her
sister-in-law, almost wrecks the lives of two others.
Only an average production holding little interest because of the over-worked plot.

COX WAY
THE

TEARLE

IX

ROAD

OF
AMBITION
(SELZXICK)
The most artistically ambitious feature of a universally popular star
to date. One that will advance
his favor considerably. Strongly
developed and beautifully staged.
A high-grade picture with all the
elements of the successful feature.
William P. S. Earle directed it.
Conway Tearle in the grease and
grime of a steel mill foreman plays, in
opening scenes of this feature, a role
that goes far in making it a success. Its
contrast with the elegance of his later
life as the polished millionaire is decidedly effective. The whole is the best
balanced, most logically sequenced and
completely artistically scened and acted
picture that has ever given him opportunity to display his skill. He has been
surrounded by a cast that plays with the
same clean-cut directness and intelligence that characterizes his art, and the
result is truly a meritorious picture.
There is nothing novel about the plot.
It has to do with the ambition of Bill
Matthews (Tearle) to conquer the making of steel from scale and to win Daphne
Van Steer, a young woman of culture
who scorns
a "rolling
mill bully"
from
the dayhimsheas visits
the steel
plant
and is a witness to his struggle with an
ugly co-worker.
father's
financialto
straits
compel her Her
ultimate
agreement
the marriage with Matthews. He asks
nothing more than that she be his wife
in name only. He has a rival in Philip
Colt, whose attentions to Daphne continue even after the wedding. The climax
comes when Matthews finds the two together at his hunting lodge and frees the
woman from the unwelcome advances of
Colt with the same brute strength that
she despised, but finds that she has come
to admire.
The two women who play the feminine
leads are uncommonly lovely and do excellent work. Florence Dixon is delightful as Daphne and Florence Billings
plays the part of May Larabee. Matsocial sponsor,
is desirous
marryingthews' him
for his who
wealth,
in charm-of
ing manner. Gladden James was an excellent choice for the insipid Colt.
FRANK MAYO

"who's who" and by haphazard skating
on the verge of death in a gold mine
that becomes flooded. There are some
commendable exterior shots, but for the
most part the picture is weighed down
with action that tends to become puzzling. This may be due partly to the
plot development and the manner of
handling it. Frank Mayo is good. He
delivers in his usual reliable style. Because of the star's popularity, the playand the snappy title
wright's
it will get across as a
of the picture,reputation
good five-reel box office attraction.
The plot of "Colorado" is one to appeal to the average picture-goer. It has
to do with an army misunderstanding, an
escape, the guilty feeling of being a deserter and taking to the wild spots of
Colorado. Lieutenant Frank Hayden.
played by Frank Mayo, is the man. He
changes his name to Frank Austin, saves
a thirst-dying man in the desert, is taken
in by him and his family, discovers gold
on the farm, becomes a partner, comes
face to face with his former captain, who
is a blackguard, is forced to sell out his
interests, falls in love with the girl, saves
her life and the life of the captain when
the gold mine is flooded. The captain
confesses his sins and vindicates the hero;
and there is a happy ending.
The cast is adequate, including: Frank
Mayo. Charles Xewton. Gloria Hope.
Lillian West. Charles Le Moyne and
others.

WAX DA HAWLEY

IX

THEOUTSIDE
WOMAN
(REALART)
A delightful, high-grade farce, insuring a corner in laughs wherever
shown. Star stunning and cast
capable. A lavishly appointed
domestic drama, generous with
complex situations cleverly coordinated and entertainins;ly developed. Direction by Sam Wood.
"The Outside Woman" is a picture
far above the grade of the average comedy-drama and of the high calibre that
is making conspicuous practically every
picture
Realart. play coming currently from
Wanda Hawley, dainty as a Dresden
china figurine and as delicate of person, but lively of movement, is one of
the cleverest comediennes yet brought
to the screen. There is a novelty of
plot with characteristic good development, a liveliness of action that crowds
one complication upon another, a cast
which plays with a keen appreciation of
the play's possibilities, and backgrounds
highly artistic.
The picture is a radical departure from
"The
Snob."
of "Pussykins"
Ralston,
which The
MisspartHawley
plays, is
that of a young, frivolous matron, but
one whose determination untangles in

IX

COLORADO
(UNIVERSAL)
Popular Universal star in a picturization of Augustus Thomas' play,
"Colorado," adapted by Wallace
Clifton and directed by Reeves
Eason.
The picture is frankly melodramatic,
characterized by a general mixup in

Conway Tearle in one of the opening scenes of "The Road of Ambition" (Selznick)
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the end the skein of trouble she innocently weaves about her doctor-husband's affairs. He has been entrusted
by an academic archeologist with a valuable relic, an idol. Not suspecting its
value, the wife trades it to a peddler for
a lace shawl. An artist in the same
apartment building as the Ralstons, possessed of a fiery and jealous Spanish
wife, buys the idol from the peddler.
The wife learns of its value and invades
the artist's
possession of it. apartment
Before thattois regain
achieved,
the
place is visited by its returned owner,
her own husband, her colored maid, the
artist's
valetafter
and many
the police.
escape isJapmade
hazards Her
and
all ends riotously in climax and conclusion of the imaginative sort that makes
such farces appealing.
The scenes wherein the colored maid
and Jap figure are among the best in the
play. Titles are extremely amusing and
wittily worded. Clyde Fillmore plays
the part of the husband, Sidney Bracey
and Roseta Martini are the artist and his
wife. All contribute good work.
JACK HOXIE IN
A MAN FROM
NOWHERE
(ARROW)
A fast moving, well made story of
western frontier days which marks
the debut of Jack Hoxie, popular
serial hero, as a feature star.
Principal action in dance hall and
card room. Strong heart interest.
Produced by Ben Wilson.
Jack Hoxie, who found a short cut to
fame through his successful serials, has
taken his place as a popular Western
feature star as a result of his effort in
this line, due in a large measure to the
good
ducer. judgment of Ben Wilson, the proHoxie is in a role very similar to that
which he enacted in his serials — a part
which he thoroughly understands and in
which he won his host of admirers. Fred
Moore as Duke Fuller, the villain, and
Panzy Porter as the girl, feature the
supporting cast. The sets, while not
elaborate, are sufficient.
Theatres which cashed in on Hoxie's
serials have an opportunity in this fea-

ture to make capital of his popularity.
Other houses, whose policies forbid serial
form of entertainment, now have the
chance to add a "comer" to their list of
attractions.
Hoxie takes the part of Clay Norton,
a big-hearted Westerner, whose sweetheart is tricked into believing him unfaithful and elopes with her deceiver,
Duke Fuller. Norton spends several
years searching for them, winning the
title of "the man from nowhere" on account of constant traveling. He finds
the couple in time to save the girl from
being compelled to become a dance hall
girl in her
husband's
In aa fight
which
follows,
Fuller barroom.
is killed by
man
he has ruined, leaving the way for Norton to claim his sweetheart.
SPECIAL CAST IN
RECKLESS
WIVES
(INDEPENDENT FILMS)
Commonplace production given to
adaptation of novel, "Separate
Paths," the story of a married
woman's infatuation for an artist.
It was directed by Alador Prince,
who followed the typical society
picture formula.
"Reckless Wives" holds but a modicum of interest because of the obvious
and hopelessly dull plot. No effort has
been made to inject originality into the
story and the whole is far from convincing. Itis the tale of a society vampire who almost wins the innocent youth
away from his country sweetheart.
There is not the slightest new twist to
the story and the production is so ordinary and the acting so commonplace it
bores where it should entertain.
The story has for its central figure
Bobette Corbin, wife of a wealthy man,
who becomes interested in George Cameron, a young artist. He is in love with
Joy Agnes, but becomes enamored of the
butterfly wife while painting her portrait. He meets Florence. Bobette's sister-in-law, who falls in love with him.
The affair between Bobette and the
artist comes to the attention of the husband, who denounces the artist but is
led to believe his presence in the house
is due to Florence, his sister. Their engagement isannounced but Florence that
night
discovers
the herself
artist in
embrace. She kills
by Bobette's
jumping
from a cliff. The artist tries to commit
suicide,byisJoy.
saved and nursed back to
health
Myra Murray plays the role of the
butterfly wife with considerably more
fervor than finesse. Leslie Austin is the
typical artist seen upon the screen but
never in real life. Jane Thomas and
Helen McDonald complete the cast. The
photography is not consistently firstclass though there are some pretty exterior shots. Only an average attraction.
SUNSHINE
HIS

JACK HOXIE
And Pansy Porter in "A Man From Nowhere" (Arrow).
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PLAYERS

IN

UNLUCKY
JOB
(FOX)
A cyclone that sweeps all things before it in this comedy, staged in the
West, makes its best scenes. It has to
do with an insurance agent who literally
blows into town and manages, against
great odds, to subdue the community
bully, one "Hair Trigger" Harry.
Youngsters are given some of the footage in a school scene and supply good
fun. The whole is out of the ordinary in
-everal ways and carries a good degree
of slapstick comedy entertainment.

WILLIAM B. HART
In a nrrne from < Paramount
"O'Malley of). the Mounted'1
WILLIAM
O'MALLEY

S. HART IN
OF

THE MOUNTED
(PARAMOUNT)
Typical Hart picture, with star appearing as a mounted police sergeant in a familiar story to which
Hart touches have been effectively
added. Will please Hart followers.
One can guess from the title the nature
of "O'Malley of the Mounted," the latest William S. Hart feature. The star
plays O'Malley, a mounted police sergeant, who has a reputation for never
failing to get his man, but who, when
he faces the conflicting problem of following either love or duty, decides upon
taking the former course.
The story, written by the star, is of
a formula that every scenario writer has
at
tips. on
Timetheandscreen.
time again
it his
has fingers'
been retold
Yet,
having been touched up with his typical
business, the star has made it serve sufficiently well to satisfy his regular followers. These touches are represented
in fast-moving action generated through
chases and fights and in bits of heart interest brought out when the sergeant
finds that the murderer he has been
hunting is no other than the brother of
the girl he loves.
There are interesting shots in the first
reel of a rodeo and later on of a fight
between the star and Leo Willis that is a
nip and tuck upstanding affair.
As in the case of all Hart pictures,
"O'Malley of the Mounted" has been
well put on. The direction, by Lambert
Hillyer. is up to the usual high standard
of merit; the acting is most satisfactory,
the continuity is even, and the backgrounds are of a happy choice. The
camera work by Joe August is excellent.
Eva Xovak heads the star's supporting
cast, which includes Leo Willis, Antrim
Short, Alfred Allen and Bert Sprotte.
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BEBE DANIELS IX
DUCKS
AND DRAKES
(REALART)
A piquant comedy-melodrama, surpassingly good in every way.
Should go big everywhere. Highgrade fun and admirable artistry.
Replete with novelties in plot development and by-play. The excellent cast includes Jack Holt.
Directed by Maurice Campbell.
Here is a feature which hits the bull'seye for entertainment value. His was an
ingenious imagination that conceived the
story and his was a clever hand that
directed it. Congratulations are coming
to both.
the story
a reckless
"flapper"
andAbout
her flirting
waysof there
has been
built
a noticeably good plot. It sparkles with
unexpected situations and incites curiosity from beginning to end. Imagination has been brought into play delightfully in the manner in which four men
conspire to cure the young lady of flirting, and their plot and her reformation
make a feature of unlimited entertainment value. Everybody will laugh over
the swift-moving activities that center
about the bewitching comedienne. The
feminine patronage will be enraptured
with the elegance of the wardrobe displayed by the pretty star and with the
beauty of her boudoir, in which the bulk
of the scenes are staged. The playing of
the quartet of men. all equally important
in the cast, is an unusual item. It is admirably achieved by Jack Holt. William
E. Lawrence, Wade Boteler and Edwin
Martindel.
Mame Kelso in the part of Aunty
Weeks, guardian of the irrepressible
Te.ddy Simpson (Miss Daniels), plays
with grace and skill. Maurie Xewell and
Elsie Andrean are a charming pair of
chums aptof and
Teddy's.
The illustrations
wittiest of titles
with
amusing
have
been employed. The press sheet issued
by the producers contains many interesting and feasible exploitation suggestions
— telephone stunts prevailing.
Teddy, held in leash in her room by
her Aunt in the hope of a bit of peace,
entertains herself by calling up unknown
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men and flirting over the phone with
them. She happens to get a trio of her
fiance's best, friends on the wire, and their
discovery*
of herto daring
leads
them
to combine
aid her venture
lover to force
her to name the day and bring about the
marriage that ultimately subdues her.
They pack blood-curdling excitement
galore into one merry day for her, and
the result is an uproarious comedy.
SPECIAL CAST IX
HEART

O' THE

RANGE
(FORWARD FILMS)
A pleasing portraiture of cowpuncher life preesnted in terms of
comedy-drama.
A good state
rights picture.
Here is a picture that we believe will
be found to be worth while by the exhibitor who looks to the independent
market for his source of supply. "The
Heart o' the Range" isn't a big picture
from the standpoint of the cost sheet.
The settings are mostlv exteriors and the
cast isn't large in number. There are
no scenes of a bad man holding up hundreds in a dance hall; no dramatic situations characterized as "crashing" or
"gripping."
Very little of the usual Western subject matter used because it is calculated
to possess sure fire audience appeal has
been injected into the film. But the film
has its appeal nonetheless. Its people
are human beings and most of them are
likeable because they typify the spirit of
the locale in which the story is laid.
Their lives are simple and their tragedies
and joys are represented in terms of
simplicity. There is a cowpuncher who
"rustles"
yearlings
with When
the helphis ofgame
another disloyal
employe.
seems to have come to an end. he resorts to "holding
the ranch
owner'sA
daughter
and theup ranch
foreman.
forged note make it appear to the ranch
owner that the foreman has not only
flown with the money entrusted to him.
but his daughter as well and the pursuit
begins. The ranch owner threatens to
fill the foreman with lead. But the foreman saves both the money and the girl

83
from the rustler and would-be highwayman.
Most of the first two reel* are devoted to character drawing done in a
vein of comedy, which is spontaneous
for the most part. The characters, therefore, catch the interest and hold it when
melodrama comes to the fore. The melodramatendedisn'teffect
overstressed:
in fact,
the inis sometimes
unachieved.
However, the picture as a whole leaves
a pleasant impression.
BUSTER KEATOX IN
HARD
LUCK
(METRO)
The only hard luck about Buster Keaton's latest two-reel comedy. "Hard
Luck," is that there isn't more of it.
The writer has. unfortunately.' missed
some of the previous Keaton pictures;
notwithstanding, he is impelled to say
that in "Hard Luck" Buster Keaton has
done his best. Certainly it is difficult to
conceive of the comedian having done
better.
"Hard Luck" is a scream. The comedy is genuine, as it rises with refreshing spontaneity from clever, original
gags. His many efforts to take his life,
the opening business of the picture, furnish one healthy laugh after another.
The fine pace is maintained when Buster goes fishing, using smaller fish as
bait to catch larger fish; next goes on a
fox hunt astride a draft horse equipped
with rubber stirrups, and after becoming
mixed up in a fight with a towering hulk
of a man. attempts to demonstrate hi*
diving ability. He misses the pool and
goes crashing through a tiled walk. The
scene fades. Years elapse. What was
once a sparkling pool has become a stagnant pond. Moss and grass covers the
hole in the walk through which Buster
disappeared when he made his memorable dive. And then suddenly Buster appears dressed as a Chinaman. After him
comes a Chinese boy of several years
and then the Chinese mother with another youngster in her arms. It is a riot
for a tag.
"Hard Luck" is so funny it ought to
make a graven image laugh.

Bebe Daniels in two scenes from her starring vehicle "Ducks and Drakes" (Realart)
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ALICE LAKE IN
THE

GREATER

delicately handled. Corliss Giles plays
the partofof the
Jerrylot.
O'Keefe,
the fortunate
lover
Richard
Travers,
George Barnum, Warren Richman, John
Dillion, J. Thornton Baston and Charles
Graham are others of the cast. All do
excellent work.

CLAIM

(METRO)
Virile, dramatic story with a generous measure of heart interest obtained from the theme of mother
love. In every way an exceptionally fine picture. Wesley Ruggles
directed.
With a sure-fire story to begin with
and to which has been added first-rate
direction, unimpeachable continuity,
well written titles and spirited acting,
Alice Lake has in "The Greater Claim,
her latest picture, the best thing in which
we have seen her as a star under the
Metro banner. With pictures such as
this her stock will ascend rapidly.
As a chorus girl who marries Richard
Everett for love, only to be torn from
him
the about
youth'sanunreasoning
father,
who by
brings
annulment of
the
marriage after he has shanghied his son.
Miss Lake has a part which fits her like
the proverbial glove. It is a role which,
with her screen equipment, she is admirably qualified to interpret. And she
makes the most of her opportunities.
The story strikes a human note when
Mary Smith, portrayed by Miss Lake,
finds her husband missing, but it unmistakably plays on the heartstrings
when, having refused help from her husband's father, she finds it impossible to
support longer her infant son, and succumbs to the temptation to send her son
by an unscrupulous attorney to her
father-in-law. In one night, however, she
realizes that her whole world is centered
in the boy. and when she reads the
elder Everett's advertisement for a nurse
she applies for the place and from among
a score of applicants is accepted. Having never been seen by Everett. Sr.. she
is able to pose as Mary Martin, a nurse.
But she is near her son and she is happy
again.
The conflict comes when Everett, Sr.,
relents and orders the unscruplous attorney to bring
his touring
son's wife.
Believing
Mary Smith
to be
Australia
with
a theatrical company and seeing an opportunity to make some easy money, the
attorney sends a confederate to the home.
Mary endeavors to expose the pair, but
having destroyed her marriage certificate
she is unable to prove what she says.
The timely arrival of the prodigal son
saves her. Yet, the imposters have a
tmmn card. They contend the child is
not Mary's. But Everett, Sr.. has lived
many years and by a simple test he
learns the truth.
There is a wealth of heart interest in
the story, whose dramatic values are well
brought out by the director, Wesley
Ruggles, and the continuity writer, Albert Shelby LeVino. The cast is firstrate. Besides Miss Lake it includes Jack
Dougherty, who presents a fine figure as
the shangheid youth; DeWitt Jennings
as Everett. Sr. : Edwrd OHl as the attorney, and Lenore Lynard as his confederate, al of whom give praiseworthy
performances.
BILLY WEST

IN

CONQUERING
HERO
(PIONEER)
A wedding and an inebriated, spurned
suitor furnishes the comedy trend in this
two-reeler. It is another bedroom mixup melee. The intoxicated rival is given
the
bridegroom's
by tomistake
and
is delivered
under overcoat
difficulties
the home
of the Newlyweds and is found occupy-
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VIOLET MERSEREAU

IN

FINDERS KEEPERS
(PIONEER)
The tale of a stolen necklace and the

SeCM from "(lie Greater ( liilm." nliirrlnu
Alice I. like I >l«-tro(.
ing the other twin bed when the new
husband comes home. Billy West, as
the rival, contributes some novelties in
fun-making, although there might be
criticism oftoxicated
the condition
weight
the in-It
of laid
the upon
funster.
offers a moderate degree of humor and
willhumor
please appeals.
those to whom West's variety
of
PEARL WHITE

IN

MOUNTAIN
WOMAN
(FOX)
One of the screen's most popular
stars in a feature that is a revival
of the hazards and stunts of the
sort that made her famous in her
serial days. Beautiful scenery and
excellent work distinguish the feature. A first-class picture. Charles
Giblyn is the director.
Pearl White, with all the appeal of her
serial days — an intrepid, fearless, gracefully moving and staunch and steady
daughter of the mountains — is here seen
in an excellent film. The contrast that it
offers to her recent society starring
vehicle, "The Thief," will make both of
them the more valuable and interesting.
She brings into play all of her abilities
as a screen artist in this latest offering
and succeeds in making it a picture parexcellent. Its action moves swiftly before abackground of Kentucky mountain
lands, where scenes are caught with vivid
beauty. There is a confusion of characters at times, but this is not so noticeable
as to whole
detractis from
the made
feature'sin
value. The
very well
every detail.
"Alexander" is a girl, although she
wears the clothes of a boy because of
her father's intense desire that she should
have been of the other sex. They give
her a jauntiness and a virility that makes
her charming as a leader of men as well
as a sweetheart of her several lovers.
Rascally plotters lay siege to her cash
received from the sale of logs. Her
friends protect and save her, after exciting skirmishes, and in the end she
chooses
worse." in
Severala man
scenes"forofbetter
fires,andimmense
their destructiveness, color the action of
the picture. The tinge of romance is

mystery of the thief's identity.
A pleasantly played picture with
mystery well sustained and moderate entertainment value. Directed by Otis B. Thayer.
Violet Mersereau. playing the part of a
frail little lady made the innocent victim
of a crook and rescued by a chivalrous
champion, is the strongest point of appeal in this feature. Its shortcomings
are chiefly in the commonplace surroundings into which the star and others of
the cast are placed and in the moments
of
awkwardness
developent.
However invading
.it has the
goodplot's
entertainment value. The identity of the real thief
is kept
hidden untilabout
the the
picture's
end,
and well
the entanglement
theft
is well worked to the climax.
T\ye thoft th?t forms the plot's basis
is that of
picionarestssociety
upon girl's
Keith,necklace.
one of Susher
suitors, and is strengthened by the intimations and accusations of others. Keith
shares the suspicion with a little cloakroom girl who loses her job as the result. She is rescued from the lake and
befriended by Keith and in the end is
cleared of suspicion the while she is instrumental inhis vindication. They find
happiness in one another's love, and the
victed.
other lover, proved the real thief, is conSPECIAL CAST IN
THE

DAUGHTER

OF THE DON
(ARROW)
Early California history combined
with romance. Entertaining and
educational and picturesque. Effective scenery. Pleasantly played.
History-tinged romance forms the
story brought to the screen in this feature. It is moderately entertaining and
holds an educational interest, depicting,
as it does, with scenes more or less thrilling, the early days of California. Spanish
and Indian characters, who form the bulk
of tha big cast employed in battle scenes,
wear effective costumes and suggest ideas
for exploitation. The whole is pleasantly
put together and moves with agreeable
speed. The battle scenes are interesting
and the rescues impel slight thrills. The
scenery is unusually pretty and the cast
plays
The well.
story concerns the affairs of the
heart
of
daughtersecret
of a agent,
native friend
Californian. the
A British
to both Californians and Americans, conceives the scheme of gaining California
for his own empire. He pits the natives
against the Americans and brings about
battle, bloodshed and grief. The daughter of the don is loved by an American
and her loyalty to him takes her through
a series of situations and experiences that
have climax in her capture by the Indians
employed by the British agent, and her
rescue by her lover.
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IN

YOUR

HUSBAND?
(FOX)_
A comedy drama with a pleasing
star and an appealing plot. Attractive settings and clever titles
make this good entertainment.
Made under the direction of
George E. Marshall.
That patronage which finds fun in the
perennial plot having to do with truant
husbands will relish especially this comedy-drama of domestic difficulties.
It has to do with two couples of young
married folks: the wives are sisters.
Brought together for a week-end in the
home of one pair, the husbands connive
to attend
Frenchplans
models'
ball,from
attempting to keepa their
a secret
their
better halves. The women learn their
whereabouts, disguise themselves and go
to the ball. Both are dressed in yama
yama costumes, the disguise that they
have directed a telephone girl, let into
their scheme, to describe as that by which
the men shall know her at the ball. A
third party, uncle to the girls, is also
instructed to look for the costume, and
the meanderings of an inebriated guest
bring him into the melee of men and
women that speed up the farce and fun
at the ball. The action drags a bit before winding to a climax and completion,
but the whole carries considerable good
humor and will entertain.
Eileen Percy plays attractively, although her opportunities are rather limited. Harry Myers plays opposite her
and Jane Miller and Hayward Mack impersonate the other couple. Harry Dunkinson, Milla Davenport and Ray Ripley
are others of the cast.
EDITH ROBERTS IN
THE FIRE CAT
(UNIVERSAL)
A volcanic eruption and the destruction of a city furnish effective
thrills for this conventional story
written and directed by Norman
Dawn. Edith Roberts in the role
of the daughter of a grand dame
of the Castilian aristocracy.
Many picturesque scenes among the
Andes Mountains and colorful scenes in
artistic sets representing street scenes in
the city of Purisama are employed for
background to help out the plot of this
slender story. It is the conventional tale
of a robbery committed in the mountains
resulting in the death of an old lady.
Her daughter vows revenge. She goes
to the city and eventually overtakes the
perpetrators of the crime.
Considerable footage is used to introduce Miss Roberts and the other characters and the scenes depicting the destruction of the city, the crumbling
walls, the eruption of Cotopoxi and the
flowing lava, while interesting, serve to
detract from the main story.
Edith Roberts is well suited to the
role of Dulce and plays the part with the
required vim. Arthur Jasmine gives a
splendid portrayal of the wistful, halfcaste Indian and Walter Long is true to
type as Gringo Burke.
_ There are several melodramatic incidents aside from the destruction of the
city, sensational, yet lacking in suspense.
The principal appeal is the star and
upon her work and the picturesque settings depends the success of the picture.

Betty Blythe, popular all-around screen star, who has just been engaged by Thomas
H. Ince to appear in a special feature developed from a C. Gardner Sullivan
story. "The Queen of Sheba," a Fox picture, is her latest.
Nature Study Stories to
Be Pathe Series Novelty
Pathe has announced March 6 as the
date of publication of the first offering
in the "Adventures of Bob and Bill"
series of single reel stories produced by
Cyrus J. Williams and directed by Robert
North Bradbury, producer and director
of Pathe's "Tom Santschi Series."
"The Adventures of Bob and Bill"
series is based on the presentation • in
dramatic form of real adventure and informative nature studies. The first picture has the title, "Trapping the Bob
Cat." The human actors in the play are
two boys skilled in woodcraft. They are
the twin sons of Bradbury.
The three pictures that will follow are
"Trailing the Coyote," "Catching a
'Coon' " and "Outwitting the Timber
Sell Out Territories on
Wolf."Joseph Sameth Pictures
J. Joseph Sameth, whose five-reel Western feature, "Hearts of the Range," was
issued only recently, announces that in
this record time he has disposed of the
following territories: Minnesota, North
Dakota, South Dakota and Wisconsin to
Theatre Owners Corporation of Minneapolis; Texas, Oklahoma and Arkansas
to H. E. Baxley Attractions of Dallas.
Negotiations for several other territories
are well under way.

Riley Lovers Are Eager
To See "SwimmirT Hole"
The list of distinguished exceptions to
the rule expressed in the New Testament, "A prophet is not without honor
save in his own country," numbers among
its celebrities James Whitcomb Riley,
the well-beloved author of "The Old
This fact is being emphasized now,
Swimmin'-Hole."
when people in all parts of the Hoosier
state are manifesting an eagerness to see
Charles Ray in his current picturization of this classic. The enthusiasm of
the Indianans is shown in numerous letters which have been received both by
First National, which issues his pictures,
and
by
Arthur S. Kane, who presents the
star.
Selznick Scenarists Are
En Route to West Coast
Mr. and Mrs. R. Cecil Smith, members
of the Selznick scenario department, left
recently
for a month's sojourn to the
West
Coast.
The first leg of the journey is being
made by steamer to New Orleans, from
which point they will proceed by rail to
Ocean Park, Cal. En route to the Coast
they will prepare the continuity of a John
Lynch story which will be used for one
of the Selznick stars. According to plans
they will return East by the first of
March.
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Notes

About Film

Folk

By J. B.
February 15. 1021.
A new combination of talent has just
been formed at 1212 Candler building.
Renaud & Calvin is the name under which
the company will conduct the business.
Both partners are reliable and experienced
newspaper men and have a large acquaintance among the picture trade. General publicity and advertising is the object of the
company. We wish you luck, boys, go to
it!
* * *
Anna Q. Nilsson, who came East for
one of the leading roles in the all-star cast
of "The Oath" under the direction of R. A.
Walsh, for "The Big Five" and has since
"Without Limit."
Metro'sPost
featured in
been Saturday
the
Evening
story, which
Dust,"
"Temple
title
temporary
its
for
had
has been engaged by Harry Rapf to star in
"Why start
Girlswithin
Leave the
Home," work
on which
will
* * next
* few days.

Joe Sameth is conducting a whirl-wind
and his latest picture, "Hearts O'
campaign
is going over like the proverthe Range,"
bial prairie fire. * * *
Fritz Tidden. who is writing a personal
col. for one of the film trade papers, is
discovering a lot of new people in the industry. Last week he had Eddie Bonns
down as Eddie Barnes and Fritz said he
was a "travellor" to California, whatever
that is.
* * *
A distinct tribute is paid the Louis B.
Mayer Studio, Los Angeles, in the fact that
two of its men, R. E. Xauman, electrical
engineer, and Eugene Shour, head electrician, have been chosen for membership
in the Electrical Illuminating Engineers Society. The total membership of the society
is twenty-six, and only men thoroughly
conversant with electrical science and of
proven studio abilitv
* *are* invited into it.
Shortly before Chet Withey sailed for
Florida with Constance Talmadge and her
company, in order to get exteriors for
"Wedding Bells," Bernard P. Arons visited
the Talmadge studio where he took a onereel motion picture de luxe of Miss Talmadge and her director, for the Shadowland Screen Review which is produced in
co-operation with the Brewster Publications Shadowland, Motion Picture Magazine
and Screen Classics. Constance Talmadge's
most recently completed production, "Lessons in Love," which is also a Chet Withey
production, will be published on March 21.
This is an adaptation of Douglas Murry's
stage play, "The Man from Toronto."
"Wedding Bells" is a picture version of
Salisbury Field's play
* * of* that name.
Jack W. Brown, associate director for
Salient Films, Inc., is one of the few directors who is not afraid of hard work. Jack
usually puts in about fourteen hours per
day without a kick. His chief, however,
Charles Davis, 2nd, is such an untiring
worker that he seems to inspire the boys,
as well as perspire* on* the
* long grind.
E. K. Lincoln, accompanied by his wife,
sailed
Europe combined
on the "Cedric."
The
trip is for
for pleasure
with business
and will take in England, France, Scotland,
etc. Being dog fanciers and owners of the
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famous they
Greenac're
Kennels
Conn.,
will attend
some atof Fairfield,
the dog
shows, as well as visit the foremost Chow
kennels in England, with the view of purchasing afew choice specimens. The im1 portant
feature of this trip is to rest up
W completing
after
a special production for
the International Film Service Corporation,
the exteriors for which were taken in the
Bahama Islands. Mr. Lincoln will also look
over production material abroad, as upon
his return he intends making a big special
production.
* * *
Charles Maigne, special Famous Players director, now directing Alice Brady in
"The tionTower,"
by him
with Samuelwritten
Merwin,
is a infirmcollaborabeliever
in the old maxim, "variety is the spice of

life." What with his Charles Maigne spe- .
cial production of "The Frontier of the
Stars," with Thomas Meighan depicting
life in New York's Bowery district ; his
second
special,
"ThedownKentuckians,"
with
Monte Blue
hopping
to the mountains
of Kentucky, and his latest picture, "The
Tower," with Alice Brady, having to do
with wealthy society folks here in New
York — well, it's a great life, that of the
director.
* » *
Pathe Makes Survey
of Serial Conditions
Investigation Made Shows No
Depression,
According
to Company
An investigation of general business
conditions as they apply in particular to
serials has failed to reveal any evidence
in support of rpcent opinions of an "allpervading business depression," according to Pathe.
The serial producing and publication
plans will be carried out to the letter by
Pathe and with renewed confidence in
the outcome of a schedule based on more
extensive lines with regard to episode
productions.
The quality of production displayed in
the first two issues in 1921. "Double Adventure." with Charles Hutchison, and
"The Avenging Arrow," starring Ruth
Roland, will be standard for the serial
offerings of the year.
No peculiar immunitv has been claimed
for the serial play, which in common with
the other forms of screen entertainment,
i< holding its own. The surest guide to
the sustained abilities of the serial to
make money for the exhibitor under existing conditions has been offered by the
exhibitors themselves. The box office is
a more impressive and interesting authority than comparative figures of bookings
for the first month of this year with
former ones, even though such figures
are such as to confound the most rabid
of the calamity howlers.
Nultv

Is Slightly Hurt

By Auto in New York
(From Staff Correspondent)
NEW YORK. Feb. 15.— Though he admits he wasn't feeling quite right for
several days. V. A. Nulty, general manager of National Film Corporation of
America, vehemently denies the report
published in the Mew York Sun that he is
dead. With Harry M. Rubey, president,
Mr. Nulty came to New York from Los
Angeles lication
to arrange
contracts forproduction
his firm. and
He pubhad
not been here twenty-four hours when
he vainly attempted to act as a pillar to
stop an onrushing automobile. The New
York Sun said the attempt cost him his
life, but Mr. Nulty declares the penalty
was no greater than a cut lip and ear. a
bruised arm and a broken watch. To
prove his veracity, he is displaying the
evidence: that is. when he isn't talking
contracts.
"The

Three scenes from "Lessons In Love,"
Constance Talmadge's latest comedydrama published by First National.

Kid" Smashes
St. Louis Records
(From Staff Correspondent)
ST. LOUIS, MO., Feb. 15.— Charley
Chaplin's "The Kid" broke all Sunday
records here at the two Skouras theatres,
West End Lyric and New Grand Central. Many hundreds were turned away
•in spite of the fact six shows were given.
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"Affairs of Anatole"
Finished by DeMille
Paramount

Declares

Picture

Marks "Epoch in Art
With the Of
finalScreen"
scene of Cecil B.
DeMille's production. "The Affairs of
Anatole," taken and with the film now in
the cutting room, everyone about the
Lasky studio who took part in the picture and everyone who did not. Paramount says, realizes that the picture
marks an epoch in the art of the screen.
It is the first time that such a combination of acting talent has been assembled in one production, and in this
respect the claim is made that it represents an undertaking which is unique.
Cast Is All-Star
In the cast are Wallace Reid. Gloria
Swanson. Elliott Dexter. Bebe Daniels.
Monte Blue. Wanda Hawley, Theodore
Roberts, Agnes Ayres, Theodore Kosloff.
Dorothy Cumming, Raymond Hatton
and ersJulia
Faye. of
Every'
one of these
has a record
achievement
and playwith
one or two exceptions has been developed
under the direction of Cecil B. DeMille.
The scenario of this photoplay, suggested by Arthur
play
of the same
name, Schnitzler's
was written stage
by Jeanie
Macpherson. In this connection appreciation isextended also to Beulah Marie
Dix, Lorna Moon and Elmer Harris for
their literary assistance.
Settings by Iribe
The settings were designed by Paul
Iribe. the noted Parisian artist and interior decorator. The several gowns worn
by each of the feminine principals were
designed by Clare West.
The photography and lighting are of
the quality which might be expected from
two such competent camera artists as
Alvin Wyckoff and Kari Struss. while
others who should not be overlooked in
their contributions to the production are
Howard Hisrgin, production manager,
and Cullen Tate and Ann Bauchens, assistant directors.
Harold Lloyd's Newest
Picture Ready in March
Announcement of March 13 as the issue date of "Now or Never," Harold
Lloyd's first picture under his contract
with
Associated Exhibitors, Inc., has
been made.
This production is in three reels. The
contract entered into between Hal
Roach, the producer of the Lloyd pictures, Lloyd and Associated Exhibitors
last summer, does not remove the Lloyd
comedies from the Pathe distribution
schedule, as the pictures will be distributed by Pathe. with whom Lloyd has
been identified for six years.

Kin of Custer Officer
Cast in Neilan Picture
Dwight Crittenden, who portrays the part of General Custer in
Marshall Neilan's "Bob Hampton
of Placer," is a nephew of Capt.
J. J. Crittenden, a member of Custer's staff who lost his life fighting
at the side of the general in the
iamous "last stand" against the
Sioux.

Priest Changes

Title

To "Supreme Passion"
Original Xame Was Used by
Another Company About
Four Years Ago
Robert W. Priest, president of The
Film Market, Inc.. has changed the title
of the feature picture by Robert McLaughlin and Charles T. Dazey. originally named "The Grand Passion," to
"The Supreme Passion."
It was learned after the announcement
was first made two weeks ago that about
four years ago a program picture was
published under the title "The Grand
Passion." While recent court decisions
would have upheld the use of this title,
the story and locale of scenes being different and original, this information led
to reconsideration and adoption of the
title "The curately
Supreme
acreflecting thePassion"
motive asof more
the plot.
The original title. "The Grand Pasthought, would
taken to
indicatesion." itwas
a distinctively
sex beproduction
and might irritate the sensibilities of censors. The theme of this photoplay is
supreme love in its most exalted sense.
Opens Victory in
HIBBIXG, MINX. — The
theatre here was recently
opening. Harry Anderson
DRAMATIC

Hibbing
new Victory
given formal
is manager.

SCENE

FROM

Fox

Unit

Imperilled

By Sierra Blizzard
William Russell Gets Sceens
in Mountain Range in
California
Word has reached Fox headquarters
in New York that the company headed
by William Russell, which several weeks
ago left Los Angeles for location in the
Sierra Mountains, shot their scenes all
right, but were in peril when a Sierra
blizzard swept down on them, and for
four days kept them in suspense as to
the outcome.
The spot where the film outfit had their
exciting experience is marked on local
maps as "unexplored regions," and to
this isolated locale went forty-five men
and two women.
Before the blizzard started, shots were
made in the midst of great snow scenes,
and when nature began getting obstreperous the company agreed to take a
chance with one of the worst blizzards
that had visited those parts, in order that
they might register something unusual
in the way of snow scenes.
On the fourth day. when the blizzard
had abated sufficiently, the company,
after many hardships, reached their home
base, none the worse for their exciting
experience.
"BarewasKnuckles"
ture that Russell
making. is the picMany

Thrills Promised
In Bert Lubin Western
"West of the Rio Grande," Bert
Lubin's five-reel feature Western, is said
to have many unique, thrills.
In one scene in the picture, in order
to rescue a girl from a half-crazed cattleman, Harry McLaughlin, the aviator,
makes a swing across an intervening
river by means of a grape vine which
he has chopped loose for the purpose.
Allene Ray, beauty contest winner, plays
the stellar role.
"HEART

OF THE

RANGE"

Harold Goodwin Finishes
First Starring Vehicle
Advices from the Fox West Coast
studios state that "Oliver Twist, Jr.," a
1921
version
of Dickens'
in which
Harold
Goodwincelebrated
will makestory,
his
initial bow as a screen star, has been
completed.
Millard Webb directed. The locale of
the story has been shifted to America.
Cuneo Making Third Film
Lester Cuneo has started on his third
picture at the TJCubleday Studio.

A bit of action from the J. Joseph Sameth production being booked through the
Forward Film Corporation
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Jackie Coogan, who has another important role in "Peck's
Bad Boy," is gloating over the "Exhibitors Herald" review
of "The Kid," in which he played a big part. Sam Wood,
his director, is enjoying it with him.

Eugene Zukor, assistant treasurer of Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, who sailed for Europe on
February 3 to make a survey of the foreign production and distribution field for his company.

Henry Morganthau, former Ambassador to Turkey, pays a
visit to the Goldwyn studio. He was the guest of Samuel
Goldwyn (left) and Rupert Hughes (right).

The Flying Squadron of New Orleans in the "Save a
Young Tot" Hoover drive. Left to right — Howard
McCay, chairman and manager, Palace theatre;
L. H. Grandjean, chairman publicity committee,
Saenger Company; Wesley Barry, Marshall Neilan's star, and Maurice F. Barr, supervising manager, Saenger theatres.

Douglas Fairbanks, United Artists star, greeting Maj. A. B.
Holt, just arrived from England, who is making a tour
of American theatres getting ideas for a new Brighton,.
Eng., theatre, to cost $1,700,000.
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"What
the
Picture
Did
For
VERDICTS
ON FILMS
IN LANGUAGE
OF EXHIBITOR

Me"

Copyright, 1921
You are especially invited to contribute regularly to this department.
It is a co-operative aervice FOR THE BENEFIT OF EXHIBITORS.
TELL US WHAT THE PICTURE DID FOR YOU and read in the HERALD every week what the picture
did for the other fellow, thereby getting the only possible guide to box office values. Address "What The
Picture Did For Me." EXHIBITORS HERALD. 417 S. Dearb orn St., Chicago.
American
Six-Feet-Four, with William Russell.
— Gave good satisfaction to big audiences. Brought in good box-office returns. Presents Russell in very pleasing
role. — Fred S. Meyer, Palace theatre,
Hamilton, O. — Transient patronage.
Six-Feet-Four, with William Russell.
— Positively the best Western I have ever
run to date. The kind that is possible.
Thrills in plenty. Say all you want to.
Cannot cover too much territory. Your
patrons will come out satisfied and asking for more like it. — B. L. Hubbard,
Hub theatre, Bishop, Tex. — Neighborhood patronage.
Their Mutual Child, with Margarita
Fisher. — Good picture but no picture for
my house. Lost money on this one. But
the picture is good. If you want that
kind, you can't go wrong, for the better
class house. — William Thacher, Royal theatre, Salina, Kans.
The Dangerous Talent, with Margarita
Fisher. — This picture is unusually pleasing. Satisfied both classes and masses
and proved to be good box office attraction.— Fred S. Meyer Palace theatre,
Hamilton, O. — Transient patronage.
Slam Bang Jim, with William Russell.
— Good Western picture but did not entertain like Six-Feet-Four, but it makes
an excellent program picture. — B. L.
Hubbard, Hub theatre, Bishop, Tex. —
Neighborhood patronage.
First National
Passion, with a special cast. — Book it
and go after it as you would The Birth
of a Nation. Charge 50 cents and everybody will be happy. — J. -L. Hasbrouck,
Grand theatre, Graceville, Minn. — Neighborhood patronage.
Twin Beds, with Mr. and Mrs. Carter
De Haven. — This has lots of comedy and
keeps them laughing all the time. If
you want a rib tickler this will do the
work. — R. A. Shobe, Kentland theatre,
Kentland, Ind. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Master Mind, with Lionel Barrymore. — This is a good clean picture and
splendidly acted.— W. W. Woltz, Star
theatre. Lake City, la. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Dinty, with Wesley Barry. — A business builder for any theatre. A wholesome human play. Pleased all. Young
and old people came to see it that don't
make a habit of coming and told us they
liked it. Played it two days at advanced
prices. — C. L. German, Royal theatre,
Bonner Springs, Kans. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Dinty, a Marshall Neilan production. —
Ran it the seventh and eighth day in our
territory, and still did record business on
a two-day run. It is a second Mickey
at the box office. Recommend it to your
patrons in your printed ads. It is a good

picture, and both young and old go out
raving about it. — Charles H. Ryan, Ben
Hur theatre, Chicago, 111. — Neighborhood patronage.
THE
BRANDED WOMAN,
with
Norma
Talmadge. — Boys,
here is one I sat through three
times myself. If an exhibitor can
do that how much more so can the
patrons. Played to two best days
for some time. Pictures like this
are worry chasers. Grab it quick.
—William W. Roob, Grand theatre, Port Washington, Wis. —
Small town patronage.
The Woman Gives, with Norma Talmadge.— Very draggy and slow. Did
not please. — L. M. Kuhns, Gibson theatre. Gibson, N. M. — Mining camp
patronage.
Dinty, a Marshall Neilan production. —
Business bad. Here's one which ought
to please most any audience. — Verner
Hicks,eralFamily
patronage. theatre, Marion, 111. — GenHarriet and the Piper, with Anita
Stewart. — A wonderful production. Very
deep. Be sure to play this one and boost
it. — W. B. Sweezy, Dortha theatre, Manville, Wyo. — Neighborhod patronage.
Married Life, a Mack Sennett production.— Was disappointed in this. Was
giniHiiHtfniHHiiniintiiiniiiiniimiinMiiimiuininiHHUiiiiniiuiimniimimBniiiiui^nmiirainimHi^
| Ten

Plays

My

Patrons
Liked

Best

i July i, 1920, to Jan. 1, 1921)
I
1
I
j
1
I
1

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Jubilo.
Male and Female.
The Yellow Typhoon, j
The Mollycoddle.
Go and Get It.
The Miracle Man.
In Search of a Sinner. |

j

8.

The Fighting- S h e p- 3
herdess.

| 9.
1 10.

The Figurehead.
A Daughter of Two
Worlds.

|

W. L. Uglow,
Crystal Theatre, |
Burlington, Wis. |
^mifliHiiiiiniiif iiiiiuunRin iiiuiiwinnfimiiHiiiHiitiniBiiiiHumiHinipiniHiniDBiiiiiiiiiiiinai h.*

like two or three previous comedies with
the best picked out and all put together.
Hope Love, Honor and Behave will be
more satisfactory. — W. W. Woltz, Star
theatre, Lake City, la. — Neighborhood
patronage.
What Women Love, with Annette Kellerman. — Here's one that's got everything youand
want.
action onenjoyed
land,
in water
the It's
air.allPatrons
same and told us so. — William W. Roob,
Grand
Port Washington, Wis. —
General theatre,
patronage.
The Branded Woman, with Norma
Talmadge.
Great.
can't go perfect.
wrong
on this. —Story
and You
production
—Kans.
T. N. Magruder, Elite theatre, Iola,
The Jack-Knife Man, a King Vidor
production. — It is a picture that really
makes one wonder, has the busy rushing
modern life exterminated the good old
loving characters visualized in this production? It is tensely human, so
different to regular run of pictures that
it will be well received wherever seen.
You cannot afford to skip it. — H. J.
Longaker, Howard theatre, Alexandria.
Minn.
In Search of a Sinner, with Constance
Talmadge. — A dandy good comedy with
a dandy good star. Six reels. Plenty
of comedy. Sends them out smiling.
Don't be afraid of it.— H. A. Wishard,
Wishard theatre, Bloomfield, la. — Home
patronage.
Yes or No, with Norma Talmadge. —
An extra good picture. One of her best.
Norma always fills my theatre. All First
Nationals good. Admission 20 and 30
cents. — B. O. Swaim, Swaim's theatre,
Zionsville, Ind. — Small town patronage.
The Branded Woman, with Norma
Talmadge. — All Norma Talmadge pictures please. Played to good business.
— Raymond Gear. Mayflower theatre
Florence, Kans. — General patronage.
The Love Expert, with Constance
Talmadge. — This is a real production.
Pleased 100 per cent. Had them all talking. Brother exhibitor you will make
no mistake by booking this, as it will
please them all. — H. W. Jeffries, Majestic theatre, Huntington, Ark.
Polly of the Storm Country, with Mildred Harris. — This picture drew exceptionally well and received lots of praise
from the women. — Pfeiffer Bros.. Opera
House, Kenton, O. — General patronage.
A Virtuous Vamp, with Constance
Talmadge. — Real entertaining. Many
funny incidents. — Adam Hornung, Victor
Opera House, Victor, Mont. — Country
patronage.
The Inferior Sex, with Mildred Harris
— This one is terrible. Lay off. First
National must have been hynotized when
they
this Mar
on theatre,
their program.
W. H.putMart,
Strand
Grinnell,—
la. — Neighborhood patronage.
Human Desire, with Anita Stewart. —
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Scene from the Christie comedy, "Movie Mad," featuring Neal Buns and Dorothy
Devore. By the way, this is only a temporary title, and Educational Exchanges
is looking for a better one. Have you a suggestion?
A very pretty story with splendid acting as usual. Will please anywhere. Entertained a good crowd from start to
finish. You can't go wrong on thi-. one.
— Smith Read, Patriot theatre, DeKalb.
Tex. — Small town patronage.
A Temperamental Wife, with Constance Talmadge. — This pleased 100 per
cent. Big business. Connie always gets
the money. Pictures like this will do
away with the Blue Laws. — T. X.
Magrudcr, Elite theatre, Iola, Kans.
Her Kingdom of Dreams, with Anita
Stewart. — Boys lay off of this one. It is
eight reels all spread out in what ought
to be about five. — W. F. Baker, Boone
Way theatre, Mt. Vernon, Ky. — General
patronage.
A Virtuous Vamp, with Constance
Talmadge. — Very good comedy. — L. M.
Kuhns, Gibson theatre, Gibson, N. M. —
Mining camp patronage.
Forty-Five Minutes from Broadway,
with Charles Ray. — If all the First National Ray pictures are as good as this
one we will be more than satisfied. Fine
picture. Fine business. — Pfeiffer Bros..
Opera House, Kenton, O. — General
patronage.
Two Weeks, with Constance Talmadge.— Another gloom-chaser by this
splendid star. It pleased a good crowd
100 per cent. Book it and boost it.—
Smith Read, Patriot theatre, DeKalb.
Tex. — Small town patronage.
Mary Regan, with Anita Stewart. —
This is another dandy program. I only
wish I could get more just as good.
Pleased a good crowd. — H. W. Jeffries.
Majestic theatre, Huntington, Ark.
Fox
Partners of Fate, with Louise Lovely.
— A good picture. Good acting. Some
remarkable water scenes. Lots of compliments. No kicks. — H. A. Wishard,
Wishard theatre, Bloomfield, la. — Home
patronage.
Why Trust Your Husband? with Eileen
Percy. — A great comedy. One you can
afford to book and push to the limit.

Pleased everybody and they went away
smiling. — James A. York, Auditorium
theatre, Monroeville, Ala. — Neighborhood patronage.
No. 17, with George Walsh. — Good
picture, but star not popular here. Too
much dark film. — E. A. Baradel, Palace
theatre, McGehee, Ark. — Small town
patronage.
The Mountain Woman, with Pearl
White. — The best picture of this star,
but why the bathing scene? It has nothing to do with the story and only is food
for the censors. — Peter Krauth, Denison
theatre,
ronage. Denison, la. — Neighborhood patSink or Swim, with George Walsh. —
After all. only one George Walsh.
Handsome and clever and takes his audience by storm. My patrons delighted.
— W. H. Heifer, Itasca theatre, Alice,
Tex. — Small town patronage.
Two Moons, with Buck Jones. — This
type of picture always goes good here.
Star coming fast. Business good. —
Pfeiffer Bros., Opera House, Kenton, O.
— General patronage.
The Cheater Reformed, with William
Russell. — This is a good picture. You
could invite your clergy to see it. Everyone ought to see it. A good moral. —
W. W. Woltz, Star theatre. Lake City,
la. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Challenge of the Law, with
William Russell. — Good picture. Went
out saying,
dandy Ran
show."
Business off on"It's
thisa one.
Sunshine
comedy with this and made good show.
— William Thacher, Royal theatre, Salina, Kans.
Just Pals, with Buck Jones. — Good picture, but star is better in Westerns. — E.
A. Baradel, Palace theatre, McGehee,
Ark. — Small town patronage.
No. 17. with George Walsh. — This is
a good picture. I didn't like the Chinese
den brought into it, but it made it exciting.—W. W. Woltz, Star theatre, Lake
City, la. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Little Grey Mouse, with Louise
Lovely. — A very good picture. Pleased
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a large crowd, and believe the star will
be very popular here. She has splendid
support. — Smith Read, Patriot theatre,
DeKalb, Tex. — Small town patronage.
Sink or Swim, with George Walsh. —
This is a good comedy. One that will
please all. — Adam Hornung, Victor
Opera House, Victor, Mont. — Country
patronage.
Prairie Trails, with Tom Mix. — Excellent Western picture. Action galore
and pleased. — Peter Krauth, Denison
ronage.
theatre, Denison, la. — Neighborhood patThe Terror, with Tom Mix. — Average
Mix picture but did not draw as two
previous Mix pictures were horribly cut
nut by censors. Five reels cut to three.
This hurts business. — Chancellor Bros.,
Dreamlandborhoodtheatre,
patronage. Arcanum, O. — NeighThe Joyous Troublemakers, with
William Farnum. — Gave excellent satisfaction to large audiences. Top price
:;5 cents. — Giacoma Brothers, Crystal
ronage.
theatre, Tombstone, Ariz. — General patGirl of My Heart, with Shirley Mason.
— A very good picture, though it did not
please as well as former pictures with
this popular little star. — Smith Read,
Patriot
theatre, DeKalb, Tex. — Small
town
patronage.
Forbidden Trails, with Buck Jones. —
Good enough for any one's regular program. My people like Buck Jones and
they don't make 'em any better than this
one. — H. A. Wishard, Wishard theatre,
Bloomfield, la. — Home patronage.
The Husband Hunter, with Eileen
Percy. — Another worse than poor from
Fox. Stay clear of this stuff. — O.
O'Kclly. Majestic theatre, Reedsburg,
Wis. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Deadline, with George Walsh. — A
splendid picture.
actionanywhere.
and excitement. Will Lots
go of
good
Better than The Fued. — Adam Hornung,
Victor Opera
House, Victor, Mont. —
Country
patronage.
The Dare Devil, with Tom Mix. — Big
crowd as usual. Mix is my best card,
always satisfies. Charging 35 cents for
Mix. — E. E. Harman, Opera House,
Elgin,
The Ore.
Last of the Duanes, with William
Farnum. — A picture that will please
young and old. Book and boost it.—
I. L. Naiman. Lyric theatre, Alexandria,
Nebr. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Challenge of the Law, with
William Russell. — A good picture. Lots
of good acting and a real interesting
picture. Five reels. — H. A. Wishard,
Wishard theatre, Bloomfield, la. — Home
patronage.
The Orphan, with William Farnum. —
This is a good Western with tuoches of
comedy. Farnum well liked here. —
Chancellor Bros., Dreamland theatre.
Arcanum, O. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Feud, with Tom Mix. — A real
food picture. Southern setting. — Adam
Hornung, Victor Opera House, Victor,
Mont.— Country patronage.
The Cyclone, with Tom Mix. — Average
Mix picture. Mix is not strong here.
— O. R. Nation, Strand theatre, Davis,
Cal. — Small town patronage.
Girl of My Heart, with Shirley Mason.
— One of the best Fox program pictures
for some time. — Peter Krauth, Denison
theatre,
ronage. Denison, la. — Neighborhood patHeart Strings, with William Farnum.
— This is great. Should be played with
violin music. — J. L. Naiman, Lyric the-
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atre, Alexandria, Nebr. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Camille of the Yukon, with Miriam
Cooper. — Good picture, but is a reissue,
and patrons
kicked.
don'tin want
reissues. It kills
the Wegame
a good
house. — Paul L. Shew, Wonderland theatre, Clinton, Ind. — General patronage.
Rose of Nome, with Gladys Brockwell.
— Starts out rather tame, but the last
two reels put it over in fair shape. My
people are tiring of dance hall scenes.
— H. A. Wishard, Wishard theatre,
Bloomfield, la. — Home patronage.
Goldwyn
Hold Your Horses, with Tom Moore.
— Positively the best Tom Moore picture
ever realeased. A knockout from start
to finish. Everybody went out praising
this one. Business very good. — Pfeiffer
Bros., Opera House, Kenton, O. — General patronage.
The Penalty, with Lon Chaney. — Patrons marvelled at the fact that Lon
Chaney could make them believe he was
legless in this film. This picture is better
than the average, and could be classed
with the specials. — Charles H. Ryan, Ben
Hur theatre, 306 S. Cicero Ave., Chicago,
111. — Neighborhood patronage.
Madame X, with Pauline Frederick. —
My patrons said it was much better than
Humoresque. If you want a satisfied
crowd run this one and boost it.— R. A.
Shobe, Kentland theatre, Kentland, Ind.
— Neighborhood patronage.
Honest Hutch, with Will Rogers. — A
splendid picture and pleased as usual
with this star. — Peter Krauth, Denison
theatre, Denison, la. — Neighborhood, patronage.
The Great Accident, with Tom Moore.
— Good political story. Good acting.
Interest never lags. Servant in house
is wronged. The hero is falsely accused,
therefore unsuitable for younger set.
Use your judgment. — Philip Rand, Rex
theatre, Salmon, Idaho. — Small town patronage.
Guile of Women, with Will Rogers. —
One of the best Rogers pictures we have
run. With every new picture Rogers
makes new friends. Keep it up Bill.
Business good. — Pfeiffer Bros., Opera
House, Kenton, O. — General patronage.
Officer 6 66, with Tom Moore.— Played
to big business three days starting February 3. A good picture with plenty
of action and comedy. Went well with
audiences. — C. C. Cheadle, Ascher's
Palace theatre, Peoria, 111.
Jubilo, with Will Rogers. — Sure was a
good picture. There's a good lesson in
all his pictures. Everyone well pleased.
This kind of pictures are what builds
a rep for our house. — C. L. German,
Royal theatre, Bonner Spgs., Kans. —
Neighborhood patronage.
The Misfit Earl, with Louis Bennison.
— Old, but very good. Star well liked
here, and this is one of his very best.
Carter de Haven two-reel comedies as
good as any, but not slapstick. — J.
Christensen. Star theatre, Sandusky,
Mich. — Small town patronage.
Spotlight Sadie, with Mae Marsh.—
The cast in it is very good, and their acting is good, but story could be improved
upon. — Alvin S. Frank, Jewel theatre.
Lafayette, Colo. — Neighborhood patronage.
Scratch My Back, with a special cast.
—A picture that sure gets them in, but
don't boost it too strong. Let them be
their own judges. It will please most
of
have them expecting
toothem
much.if—you
H. don't
A. Wishard,
Wishard theatre. Bloomfield, la. — Home patronage.
The Revenge of Tarzan, with Gene
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Pollar.— Star good.— H. W. Jeffries,
Majestic theatre, Huntington, Ark.
Jubilo, with Will Rogers. — An excellent offering. Gave satisfaction to all
patrons and brought good box office returns. The best Will Rogers ever made.
By all means book Jubilo. — Fred S.
Meyer, Palace theatre, Hamilton, O. —
Transient patronage.
Out of the Storm, with Barbara Castleton. — A very good interesting picture.
— Peter Krauth. Denison theatre, Denison, la.— Neighborhod patronage.
Flame of the Desert, with Geraldine
Farrar. — A wonderful picture. Good
cast, but did not take like The World and
Its Woman.— G. M. McClain, Star theatre, Barry, 111. — Small town patronage.
The Little Shepherd of Kingdom Come,
with Jack Pickford. — This picture will
satisfy and your patrons will tell you
so. — R. A. Shobe, Kentland theatre,
Kentland, Ind. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Silver Horde, with a special cast.
— Is a splendid story. One of Rex
Beach's best. It is well known and has
a good drawing power. Book it now. —
Adam Hornung, Victor Opera House,
Victor, Mont. — Country patronage.
The Cinderella Man, with a special
cast. — A real high class artistic picture
that will touch the hearts of all classes.
A credit to the industry. Give us more
like it. — Harold Daspit, Atherton theatre,
Kentwood, La. — Neighborhood patronage.
Strictly Confidential, with Madge Kennedy.— A very pleasing program offering
that gave satisfaction to all. Presents
Madge Kennedy in especially pleasing
role. Good box office returns. — Fred S.
Meyer, Palace theatre, Hamilton, O. —
Transient patronage.
Double Dyed Deceiver, with Jack Pickford. — Picture pleased. Had Harold
Lloyd's High and Dizzy with this, which
made a splendid program. — ■ Peter
Krauth, Denison theatre, Denison, la.
— -Neighborhood patronage.
Earthbound, with a special cast. — A
very good drama that you can use for at
A LOVE
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least two days. In seven reels but not
padded. Interest is sustained to the
finish. You can raise your admission
prices on it. A good cast and some good
direction.— Charles H. Ryan, Ben Hur
theatre, 306 S. Cicero Ave., Chicago, 111.
— Neighborhood patronage.
The Loves of Letty, with Pauline Frederick.— A terrible picture. Awful. Failed
to go over. — Fred S. Meyer, Palace theatre, Hamilton, O. — Transient patronage.
Day Dreams, with Madge Kennedy. —
A very, very poor story. — W. H. Brenner, Cozy theatre, Winchester, Ind.
Cupid the Cow Puncher, with Will
Rogers. — Rogers at present is our best
bet. They all like him. He sure pulls
some funnny stunts in Cupid the Cow
Puncher. — H. A. Wishard, Wishard theatre, Bloomfield, la. — Home patronage.
Hodkinson
The U. P. Trail, with Roy Stewart.—
This is a real Western picture and will
please all the men and boys, and most of
the ladies. Only trouble sub-titles dark
and a great deal of the photography too
dark. Would have been much better if
clear. — H. W. Jeffries, Majestic theatre,
Huntington, Ark.
The Kentucky Colonel, with a special
cast. — Two days fair business to a mighty
good picture. — Verner Hicks, Family theatre, Marion, 111. — General patronage.
The Volcano, with Leah Baird. — Nothing but a propaganda picture. A total
flivver at the box office. — Fred S. Meyer,
Palace theatre, Hamilton, O. — Transient
patronage.
The Brute Master, with Hobart Bosworth. — Absolutely nothing to this.
Brother exhibitor, stay away from it. —
H. W.- Jeffries, Majestic theatre, Huntington, Ark.
Metro
Blackmail, with Viola Dana. — Fine.
Dana always goes better than average
FROM

A SERIAL

Joe Ryan and his leading woman, Elinor Field, in his new Vitagraph chapter play
"The Purple Riders," by Albert E. Smith and Cleveland Moffet.
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theatre,
ronage. Florence, Kans. — General patFalse Evidence, with Viola Dana. — Old
but good. She is always good. — W. C.
W'hitt, town
Homepatronage.
theatre, Anderson, Cal. —
Small
Fair and Warmer, with May Allison. —
This is sure a dandy. Everyone liked it.
Full of humor and laughs. Give us more
like it. The world needs laughs. — W. W.
Woltz, Star theatre, Lake City, la. —
Neighborhood - patronage.
Nothing But the Truth, with Taylor
Holmes. — Nothing to it. — Verner Hicks,
Family theatre, Marion, 111. — General patronage.

HOPE II \ UPTON
Who
mutated
opening;
\cn Loewon
theatre, ill. •»State,
al H><Cleveland,
Feb.
here. — O. K. Nation, Strand theatre,
Davis, Cal. — Small town patronage.
The Great Redeemer, with a special
cast. — Excellent. 'Broke house record for
attendance and pleased them all. — L. M.
Kuhns. Gibson theatre, Gibson, N. M. —
Mining camp patronage.
The Cheater, with May Allison. — Very
poor picture. Stay clear of this. W ith
few except'0'^ have found all Metro productions very poor. — O. O'Kelly, Majestic theatre, Keedsburg, Wis. — Small
town patronage.
Stronger Than Death, with Nazimova.
— Great picture. Pleased all. Xazimova
in a class by herself. Get it and boost
it. Good business. — O. E. Pierce, Theatorium theatre, Portland, Ind. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Saphead, with Buster Keaton. —
Pleased about half. Poorest secondnight crowd ever had on so-called big
picture. — O. R. Nation, Strand theatre,
Davis, Cal. — Small town patronage.
The Mutiny of Elsinore, with a special
cast. — These London stories produced by
Metro have not given satisfaction. — J. L.
Hasbrock, Grand theatre, Graceville,
Minn. — Neighborhood patronage.
Alias Jimmy Valentine, with Bert
Lytell. — A good crook drama. So far
Lytell has always pleased. — Hardin Ent.
Co., Odeon theatre, Hardin, Mo. — Neighborhood patronage.
Lombardi Ltd., with Bert Lytell. — Was
very
this.talk.
I didn't
like itmuch
at all.disappointed
Too much inDago
Am
afraid it killed the star here, although
some told me it was good. — W. W.
Woltz, Star theatre, Lake City, la. —
Neighborhod patronage.
Alias Jimmy Valentine, with Bert
Lytell. — It pleased, but did not draw like
it should. — Raymond Gear, Mayflower
theatre, Florence, Kans. — General patronage.
Parlor, Bedroom and Bath, with special cast. — Went over big to big business.— Giacoma Brothers, Crystal theatre.
Tombstone, Ariz. — General patronage.
The Heart of a Child, with Nazimova.
— Now I know why somebody wants a
censor — Verner Hicks, Family theatre,
Marion, 111. — General patronage.
Civilian Clothes, with Thomas Meighan.
-—I was a little disappointed in this, and
did not do as well as a picture of class
should do. — Raymond Gear, Mayflower

Paramount
The Life of the Party, with Roscoe Arbuckle. — Drew average at advanced admission. Good picture. They want Arbuckle in short comedies, not features.
—Iowa.
W. H. Mart, Strand theatre, Grinnell,
The Cradle of Courage, with William
Hart. — Went over good to big business.
Top price 25 cents. — Giacoma Brothers,
Crystal
theatre, Tombstone, Ariz. — General patronage.
Humoresque, with a special cast. — Exceptionally good, and plenty of complimentary remarks from my patrons on
this one. — O. O'Kelly, Majestic theatre,
Reedsburg, Wis. — Neighborhood patronage.
Behold My Wife, with a special cast. —
Excellent. A real special. — L. M. Kuhns,
Gibson theatre, Gibson, N. M. — Mining
camp patronage.
The Right to Love, with Mae Murray.
— A good special. Did average business.
My patrons not very crazy over this type
of
story. —la.W. H. Mart, Strand theatre,
Grinnell,
Hairpins, with Enid Bennett. — Splendid
picture. Really something to think
about. Pleased 'em all. — S. I. Goodwin,
Royal theatre, Lehi, Utah.
Stepping Out, with Enid Bennett. — A
splendid picture that failed to draw, although we did a little extra advertising
on it.— A. N. Miles, Eminence theatre,
Eminence, Ky. — Small town patronage.
A City Sparrow, with Ethel Clayton. —
Satisfactory program picture. Top price,
25 cents. — Giacoma Brothers, Crystal
theatre.
ronage. Tombstone, Ariz. — General pat-
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Gish. — No wonder they want to make
tewer and better pictures. — W. H. Mart,
Strand theatre, Grinnell, Iowa.
The Lottery Man, with Wallace Reid.
— Here is a picture you can go after the
business with. We knew it was good so
we went after big business and got it
388 admissions in the middle of January,
with bad roads to contend with, is big for
us, and all 388 were satisfied. Wallie
will have to hurry to beat this one. — A.
N. Miles, Eminence theatre, Eminence,
Ky. — Small town patronage.
Guilty of Love, with Dorothy Dalton. —
This kind of picture hurts business. — J.
L. Hasbrock, Grand theatre, Graceville,
M inn. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Dancin' Fool, with Wallace Reid.
— Very good picture. Lots of good comedy.— Grand theatre, New Hamburg,
Out. — Small town patronage.
Putting It Over, with Bryant Washburn.— While this picture is old, it entertains and was well liked. — Keller &
Roush, Rex theatre, Custer, Okla. — Small
town patronage.
Behind the Door, with Hobart Bosworth. — There is good acting in this picture, but I didn't like the story. A terribly gruesome ending. — W. H. Woltz,
Star theatre,
Lake City, Iowa. — Neighborhood patronage.
The White Heather, with a special cast.
— This is especially good, and the underwater scenes make it different. It is not
a picture to raise admission on, but it
will give the very best satisfaction. —
A. N. Miles, Eminence theatre, Eminence,
Ky. — Small town patronage.
The liamPoppy
Husband,
S. Hart. —Girl's
Different
from with
mostWil-of
Hart's pictures, and took wjell, as patrons
are getting tired of so many wild Westerns.— J. Herbert Talbert, Legion thearonage.tre. Norwich, Kans. — Small town patHard Boiled, with Dorothy Dalton. —
Very good picture. Dorothy Dalton is
good if she is in a picture where she has
a chance. — Keller & Roush, Rex theatre,
Custer, Okla. — Small town patronage.
Scarlet Days, a D. W. Griffith production.— Some, or a few, liked this picture,
but Mexican or this class of stuff not
liked here. Also dark photography. —

Humoresque, with a special cast. — Stay
off this one. — R. A. Shobe. Kentland
theatre, Kentland, Ind. — Neighborhood
patronage.
The Lottery Man, with Wallace Reid.
— Fine. Pleased nearly everyone. — L. M.
Kuhns. Gibson theatre, Gibson, N. M.
— Mining camp patronage.
Extravagance, with Dorothy Dalton. —
Fell flat. Star does not pull for us at
all. — J. Herbert Talbert, Legion theatre,
Norwich, Kans. — Small town patronage.
Huckleberry Finn, with a special cast.
— Leave it alone. Patrons did not like it
at all.— J. L. Hasbrock, Grand theatre,
Graceville, Minn. — Neighborhood patronage.
Guiltywonderful
of Love, scenic
with Dorothy
—
Some
shots. Dalton.
Star and
juvenile support fine. Langford as husband, poor. Lane as father in same class.
We had a lot of adverse criticisms on account of the lavish use of the cigarette,
which was entirely uncalled for. It certainly lessened the dignity of the grandfather, as there is a strong sentiment
growing against this too free use of the
cigarette on the screen, and directors
will do well to take heed. — S. I. Goodwin, The Boss in the Fox production of Mark
Twain's comedy, "A Connecticut Yankee
Royal theatre, Lehi, Utah.
in
King J. Arthur'*
Court," staged by
Emmett
Flynn.
Remodeling a Husband, with Dorothy
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Miles, Eminence theatre, Eminence, Ky.
Raymond Schneider, Midget theatre, theatre, Norwich, Kans. — Small town
— Small town patronage.
Metamora, 111.
patronage. .
Branding Broadway, with William S.
The Money Corral, with William S.
His Wife's Friend, with Dorothy Dal— A dandy. Something different for
ton. — Just began with Paramount pic- Hart. — Book it and boost it. Full of Hart.
Bill
Hart. Run Mack Sennett comedy
tures. Rich in detail, scenery and acting thrills and action. Good many compliwith
Hart. Show went big second run
superb. My audience high in praise of
ments. We consider it one of Bill's best. program. Business good. Everyone
Business
fair.
—
W.
F.
Baker,
Boone
Way
this picture. Miss Dalton's work ace
— William Thacher, Royal theahigh. — W. H. Heifer, Irasca theatre. theatre,
ronage. Mt. Vernon, Ky. — General pat- pleased.
tre, Salina, Kans.
Alice, Tex. — Small town patronage.
What's Your Husband Doing? with
The Miracle of Love, with a special
The Cruise of the Make-Believe, with
Lila Lee. — Good for program picture. —
cast. — Rated as a special, but not an ordi- Douglas MacLean and Doris May. —
nary program picture. The title kept my
J. J. Kusaleck, Swan theatre, Swanton,
First-class comedy. They don't make
'em much better. — Grand theatre, New
Neb. — General patronage.
men patrons out. They don't want any- ronage.
Hamburg,
Ont., Can. — Small town patthing that sounds like a love story. — W.
What's Your Hurry? with Wallace
W. Woltz, Star theatre, Lake City, Iowa.
Reid.
— A'ery
good. with
Not his
his other
best, auto
but
compares
favorably
Pathe
Scarlet Days, a D. W. Griffith producstories. Theodore Roberts missed in this
tion.— Ashamed to look 'em in the face
Half a Chance, with Mahlon Hamilton.
one. — W. H. Mart, Strand theatre, Grin- after the show. Rough, suggestive picnell, Iowa.
ture and our boys and girls better off — Class A as to entertainment value. A
without such stuff. Such pictures not very good picture. Boost it big, as it is
His Wife's Friend, with Dorothy Dal- wanted in this community. — Auditorium
worthy of anything good you say of it.
ton. — Mystery murder in the plot in- theatre,
Star does some fine work. Good for two
teresting. Unsympathetic acting. Dor- ronage. Carleton, Neb. — Small town pat- days. — Charles H. Ryan, Ben Hur theaothy Dalton looks like a cigar store Intre, Chicago, 111. — Neighborhood patronThe Egg Crate Wallop, with Charles
dian and acts like — well, that's the trouble, she overacts. Several walked out. Ray. — A dandy, good picture. Name age.
The Moonshine Trail, with Sylvia
Lost money. — Philip Rand, Rex theatre, does not do justice to picture. Book it.
Salmon, Idaho. — Small town patronage.
Breamer. — Stay away from this one.
Boost it. You will get the money. —
Patrons said this was the poorest I
W. H. Gilfillan, Lotus theatre, Red Lake
Little Miss Rebellion, with Dorothy
ever
muchtheatre,
"likker"Callaway,
in it.—
Gish. — An average Gish picture, but not Falls, Minn. — Neighborhood patronage.
W. F.showed.
Haycock,TooStar
quite as good as some others made by
The Gypsy Trail, with Bryant WashNeb.
—
Neighborhood
patronage.
this star. — Raymond Gear, Mayflower
burn.— Good picture. Pleased everyone.
Brothers Divided and Smoldering Emtheatre, Florence, Kans. — General pat- — R. O. Rhoades, Orpheum theatre, Conronage.
bers, with Frank Keenan. — Here are two
verse, Ind. — Small town patronage.
dandy pictures that were well received.
More Deadly Than the Male, with
Luck in Pawn, with Marguerite Clark. They
liked Keenan and the stories are
Ethel Clayton. — This is just an average — Only an ordinary program picture. —
Ran these with Lloyd speGrand theatre, New Hamburg, Ont., interesting.
class picture. — Raymond Schneider1,
cials at 15-25 cents. — Chancellor Bros.,
Midget theatre, Metamore, 111.
Can. — Small town patronage.
Dreamland theatre, Arcanum, Ohio. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Counterfeit, with Elsie Ferguson. — My
Stepping Out, with Enid Bennett.—
audience was well pleased. Scenery a big Gave
best of satisfaction. — W. H. GilfilSelznick
lan, Lotus theatre, Red Lake Falls, Minn.
help. Miss Ferguson's acting good. No
complaints, but lots of compliments. — — Neighborhood patronage.
The
Chicken
in the Case, with Owen
W. H. Heifer, Itasca theatre, Alice, Tex.
A Daughter of the Wolf, with Lila Lee. Moore. — This sure is an amusing comedy.
— Small town patronage.
Good star. Good acting and a good The best Owen Moore yet. Everybody
Three Men and a Girl, with Marguerite —picture.
Snow scenes are fine. — H. A. pleased. — Peter Krauth, Denison theatre.
Clark. — Star always popular here, and Wishard. Wishard theatre, Bloomfield, Denison, la. — Neighborhood patronage.
this was one of her most pleasing pic- Iowa. — Home patronage.
The Figurehead, with Eugene O'Brien.
tures.— J. Herbert Talbert, Legion theaCome Out of the Kitchen, with Mar- — Best O'Brien picture we ever had here.
tre, Norwich, Kans. — Small town patronGlad
to see him get out of the matinee
guerite Clark.— About the best of this
age.
star we have had for some time. — A. N. idol stuff. — E. A. Baradel, Palace theaPartners Three, with Enid Bennett. —
A good story of the desert. Star good.
— Keller & Roush, Rex theatre, Custer,
THAT MAN'S A VILLAIN"
Okla. — Small town patronage.
The Grim Game, with Houdini. — Went
fine for us, and is : uch a relief from
love stories. There isn't a kiss in the
whole picture and the only person who
objected was an old maid. — A. N. Miles,
Eminence theatre, Eminence, Ky. — Small
town patronage.
The Misleading Lady, with Billie
Burke. — This picture went over big and
everybody said, "Swell picture." This
picture will satisfy knockers. — Raymond
Schneider, Midget theatre, Metamora, 111.
The Marriage Price, with Elsie Ferguson.— Well acted society drama. Small
crowd on account of bad weather, but
those who came out were satisfied. — J.
Herbert Talbert, Legion theatre, Norwich, Kans. — Small town patronage.
Daughter of the Wolf, with Lila Lee.
— Exceptionally good Northern out-of: door play. A fur smuggling story. Lila
Lee redeems herself after her frightful
playing of Puppy Love. — Philip Rand,
"Rex
theatre, Salmon, Idaho. — Small town
patronage.
Wanted a Husband, with Billie Burke.
— Good program picture. Light comedy.
— Grand theatre, New Hamburg, Ont.,
Can. — Small town patronage.
' The Dub, with Wallace Reid. — Impossible plot and story, but Reid makes up
for these defects by his always winning Mildred Harris and support in the final scene of "Habit," the Louis B. Mayer production distributed by First National.
personality.— J. Herbert Talbert, Legion
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tre, McGehee, Ark. — Small town patronage.
The Man Who Lost Himself, with William Faversham. — Star not known here,
but picture A-l. Pleased 100 per cent.
Faversham an actor in every sense of the
word. — Grand theatre, New Hamburg,
Ont., Can. — Small town patronage.
The Country Cousin, with Elaine Hammerstein. — Pleased 95 per cent. This
star is getting better and in this picture
she was fine. — W. F. Haycock, Star theatre, Callaway, Neb. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Poor Simp, with Owen Moore.—
A good farce comedy. A Sunday audience roared at this. — J. E. Stocker,
Detroit, Mich. — NeighMyrtle, theatre,
borhood patronage.
His Wife's Money, with Eugene
O'Brien. — This is a very pleasing program picture. Well satisfied. — E. E.
Harman, Opera House, Elgin, Ore.
, with
Figurehead
The last
— At
they have
put Eugene
Eugene O'Brien.
in a live
kind and the
this
of
more
few
A
story.
old mush and milk plays of his will be
forgotten. — William Roob, Grand theatre, Port Washington, Wis. — Small town
patronage.
The Glorious Lady, with Olive
Thomas.— Very good. This star is a
good actor and will give you your
money's worth. — Keller & Roush. Rex
theatre, Custer, Okla.— Small town patronage.
with Olive Thomas. —
TooOutbad Yonder,
she left us. In a few years she
would have had a number of our popular
stars backed off the screen. The best
she ever did this one. — W. C. Whitt,
Home theatre, Anderson, Cal. — Small
town patronage.
Mine, with Olive Thomas.—
Darling
had nearly all of her pictures.
Have
They are all fine. This one will please
all. Out Yonder is as good as a lot of
so-called specials. — W. F. Haycock, Star
theatre, Callaway, Neb.— Neighborhood
patronage.
The Poor Simp, with Owen Moore.—
Fair picture to smallest Sunday business
snow storm and blizHeavy The
in a year.
zard in evening.
negro shares big
honors in this picture. Kids will enjoy
this one. — William Roob, Grand theatre,
Port Washington, Wis. — Small town patronage.
The Trap, with Alice Brady. — Old picture but an excellent one. My audience
asked for more like it. Good house. —
W. H. Halfer, Itasca theatre, Alice, Tex.
— Small town patronage.
The Road Through the Dark, with
Clara Kimball Young. — No good. Too
much war dope. People don't want this
kind
picture
Can'tYoung
see whyin
they ofever
put any
Claramore.
Kimball
such a play. She is too good for such
as this. — H. W. Jeffries, Majestic theatre,
Huntington, Ark.
The Isle of Conquest, with Norma
Talmadge. — Pleased 100 per cent. Norma
is our best drawing card. — Grand theatre,
New Hamburg, Ont., Can. — Small town
patronage.
Seeds of Vengeance, with Bernard
Durning. — A splendid picture with plenty
of action. — Adolph Kohn, Pastime theatre, Granville, N. Y. — Neighborhood patronage.
A Pair of Silk Stockings, with Constance Talmadge. — Old, but a good one.
— H. H. Billings, Pleasant Hour theatre,
Pine Island, Minn. — Neighborhood patronage.
• Miss Crusoe, with Virginia Hammond.
— Good comedy-drama that will please
at popular prices. — H. Daspit, Athertom
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theatre, Kentwood, La. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Marie, Ltd., with Alice Brady. — Old
and positively worthless. A few women
liked it, but the men jumped the job from
the third reel. — W. C. Whitt, Home theatre, Anderson, Cal. — Small town patronage.
His Bridal Night, with Alice Brady. —
Very good little picture. Pleased all. —
W. H. Gilfillan. Lotus theatre, Red Lake
Falls, Minn. — Neighborhood patronage.
Ruling Passions, with a special cast. —
A great picture skillfully handled by a
capable cast. Gave 100 per cent satisfaction for us. A great Sunday picture as
it is a sermon in itself. — C. T. Metcalf.
Opera House, Greenfield, 111. — Small
town patronage.
Stoll
Mr. Wu, with a special cast. — Good
picture. — F. E. Butler, Rex theatre, Racine, Wis. — Transient patronage.
Mr. Wu, with a special cast. — We think
the action in the picture was entirely
too slow. If you wanted to slow the motion it couldn't be done. Picture otherwise all right. Usual oriental story. —
Charles H. Collins, Virginia theatre,
Kenosha, Wis. — Neighborhood patronage.
United Artists
The Mark of Zorro, with Douglas
Fairbanks. — Continuous showing from
12:30 p. m. to 12 midnight. Record business. Stopped selling tickets twice. The
picture was the best that has ever been
shown in Youngwood. The action was
full of pep. Liked by all who saw the
picture. — Jules Naples, Rex theatre,
Youngwood, Pa. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Mark of Zorro, with Douglas
Fairbanks. — People who did not care for
Fairbanks praised this one. One hundred per cent entertainment. — J. L. Hasbrock, Grand theatre. Gracevillc, Minn.
— Neighborhood patronage.
The Mark of Zorro, with Douglas
PUTTING

ONE

Fairbanks. — Best Fairbanks I ever ran.
Played to capacity business for two days.
— D. Manheimer, Peerless Fifth Avenue
theatre, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Down on the Farm, a Mack Sennett
production. — A pretty fair comedy, but
didn't hear a single comment. Average
drawing card. The advertising material
is good. — Chancellor Bros., Dreamland
theatre. Arcanum, O. — Neighborhood patronage.
Universal
Rich Girl Poor Girl, with Gladys Walton.— This is everything that goes to
make a good picture. Patrons came out
of the show saying, "This sure is a humdinger."— George E. Thimmes, Pastime
theatre, Mechanicsville, la. — Neighborhood patronage.
Pink Tights, with Glayds Walton.— A
dandy little play for the non-critical. It
has thrills, interest, animals, small boy
part, etc., with good plot. The director
keeps this from being a first class classic
because of some rough stuff and he just
can't refrain from drawing undue attention to heroine's legs to delight the rough
element. — Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho. — Small town patronage.
Once to Every Woman, with Dorothy
Phillips. — Used the singer, as others' did,
and don't think much of it. Detracts
from picture. People all worked up to
this scene, and when the voice breaks in
it's all off. The effect is killed. My
singer was all right, but I had complaints
it spoiled the picture by breaking into it.
This is too good a production and this
should be considered by those playing it.
Of course, it may go big in other towns.
— Verner Hicks, Family theatre, Marion,
III. — General patronage.
Pink Tights, with Gladys Walton.—
Good program picture. No kicks. Everyone likes the star. — Watt and Simmons,
Bijou theatre,
Crookston, Minn. — Neighborhood patronage.
A Tokio Siren, with Tsuru Aoki. —
Beautiful scenery, but no drawing card. —
Grand theatre, New Hamburg, Ont., Can.
OVER

ON PAPA

Scene from "Nobody's distributed
Wife," a new
Christie Comedy
featuring Eddy Barry and
by Educational
exchanges.
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Star theatre, Lake City, la. — Neighbor— Small town patronage.
hood patronage.
The Devil's Passkey, with a special
Trumpet Island, with a special cast. —
cast. — Very good. Large crowd. Everyone pleased. This is a good drawing A mighty good offering to fair business.
card. — E. E. Harman, Opera House, El- — Verner Hicks, Family theatre, Marion,
111. — General patronage.
gin, Ore.
THE BROADWAY BUBBLE,
Fixed by George, with Eddie Lyons
with Corinne Griffith. — Eminence
and Lee Moran. — Patrons liked this fine.
has the honor of being the home
Feature made a big hit. Folks talked
town of the author of this story,
about it for a week. — M. Miller, Princess
Miss Leigh Gordon Giltner, so of
theatre, Humeston, la. — Neighborhood
course it was her name that
patronage.
drew our big house. Story and
Wanted at Headquarters, with Eva
star are splendid and will give
Novak. — Good picture. However, acting
good entertainment. — A. N. Miles,
of star very poor. How do some stars
Eminence theatre, Eminence, Ky.
(?) attain the right to that title? — E. A.
— Small town patronage.
Baradel, Palace theatre, McGehee, Ark.
The Message of the Mouse, with Anita
— Small town patronage.
Stewart. — Although this is a re-issue and
Human Stuff, with Harry Carey. —
the costumes were out of date the picture
Good. All Carey pictures draw for us. —
went over in fine shape. — WilKeller & Roush, Rex theatre, Custer, and story
liam W. Roob, Grand theatre. Port
Okla. — Small town patronage.
The Prince of Avenue A, with James Washington, Wis. — Small town patronJ. Corbett. — Fair program picture. — John age.
Steichen, Aurora theatre, White Lake,
The Courage of Marge O'Doone, with
a special cast. — A splendid Northwest
S. D. — Neighborhood patronage.
picture for those who like this kind.
Once to Every Woman, with Dorothy 17-28 cents. — Chancellor Bros., DreamPhillips. — Not extra good. — L. M. Kuhns,
land theatre, Arcanum, O. — Neighborhood patronage.
Gibson theatre, Gibson, N. M. — Mining
camp patronage.
The Path She Chose, with Anne CornShort Subjects
wall.— Very satisfactory picture, and
pleased all of our patrons. — S. I. GoodThe Suitor (Vitagraph), with Larry
win, Royal theatre, Lehi, Utah.
Semon. — This is sure a good one. Kept
the audience in a roar of laughter. All
The Girl in No. 29, with Frank Mayo.—
Star good. Picture good. Seemed to said.W."Fine
show"Staras theatre,
they passed
—
Woltz,
Lake out.
City,
please to good house. — Keller & Roush. W.
la. — Neighborhood patronage.
Rex theatre, Custer, Okla. — Small town
Haunted Spooks (Pathe). with Harold
patronage.
Lloyd. — Very good comedy that's hard
Bullet Proof, with Harry Carey. — Was
beat. — J. J. Kuslacek, Swan theatre,
best drawing card used at our theatre to
for sometime. Want more features like Swanton, Neb. — General patronage.
Good Night Nurse (Realcraft), with
it. . Patrons enjoyed feature extremely.
Howell. — These comedies are get— St. John & Peterson, Auditorium thea- Alice ting
right along. — Hardin Ent.
tre, Calamus, la. — Neighborhood patron- Co., Odeonbettertheatre,
Hardin, Mo. — Neighage.
borhood patronage.
Blue Streak McCoy, with Harry Carey.
Rolin-Pollard Comedies (Pathe).— My
— I run this with Jfggs and Maggie in best single reeler. Always good. — W. C.
The Social Lion, and pleased a good Whitt, Home theatre, Anderson, Cal. —
crowd. Carey always goes good in my Small town patronage.
house. — H. W. Jeffries, Majestic theatre,
One Week and The Scarecrow t MetHuntington, Ark.
ro), with Buster Keaton. — Two of the
The Virgin of Stamboul, with Priscilla , best comedies we have ever shown. — P.
R. D.Matson, Crystal theatre, Flandreau,
Dean. — This is a real special. Run two S.
days.
Second
day
doubled
the
first
day's
receipts. Last reel a knockout. — T. N.
Buster Keaton Comedies (Metro), with
Magruder, Elite theatre, Iola, Kan..
Buster Keaton. — These comedies rank
The Road to Divorce, with Mary Mac- with the Harold Lloyds. You won't go
wrong by featuring Neighbors. — J. L.
Laren. — Fairly good program picture. —
Hasbrouck. Grand theatre. Graceville,
John Steichen, Aurora theatre, White
Minn. — Neighborhood patronage.
Lake, S. D. — Neighborhood patronage.
His Royal Slyness (Pathe), with HarUnder Crimson Skies, with Elmo Linold Lloyd. — With this on the program
coln.— Pleased at least 99 per cent. Little anything
ought to go over in nice style.
better than average business. — O. R. Na- Gave universal
One of the
tion, Strand theatre, Davis, Cal. — Small best Lloyd has satisfaction.
made. Lloyd is one of
town patronage.
our biggest bets. His Royal Slyness is
really a headliner for any program. —
Fred S. Meyer, Palace theatre, Hamilton,
Vitagraph
O. — Transient patronage.
Trumpet Island, with a special cast. —
Kidding the Landlord ( Universal),
Say, boys,
up this itone.
drew
better don't
than pass
we thought
would,It with
special cast.but
— Don't
think ismuch
Star aComedies,
this one
a niceof
but the best part about it was the satis- little
comedy.
Better
than
the
average.
faction itgave. Heard comments on this
William Thacher, Royal theatre, Saseveral weeks after showing. 15-25 cents. —lina,
Kans.
.
— Chancellor Bros., Dreamland theatre,
Kinograms (Educational). — Have been
Arcanum, O. — Neighborhood patronage.
using Kinograms since Educational has
The Courage of Marge O'Doone, with been distributing them. Many patrons
a special cast. — This is a very good pic- stop at the box office and say they like
ture, and is a good drawing card. You
fine. — B. O. Swaim. Swaim's thecannot go wrong on this one. — E. E. Har- them atre.
Zionsville. Ind. — Small town patronman, Opera House, Elgin, Ore.
Slaves of Pride, with Alice Joyce. —
■This is a fine picture but I didn't make
any money because of it being Chautauqua
Week. She never does make me any
money. She's too sad.— W. W. Woltz.

age.Edgar Comedies (Goldwyn). with
Johnny Jones. — These comedies are good
business getters, and give satisfaction.
Let the kids know when you are going to
run one. — J. L. Hasbrouck, Grand the-
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atre, Graceville, Minn. — Neighborhood
patronage.
The Boss of the Copperhead (Universal), with J. McDonald.— Why does Universal think the majority of people want
coarse rough stuff? They don't. Will
have to cancel Universal unless they get
better. Don't book this one.— Philip
Rand, Rex theatre. Salmon, Idaho.—
Small town patronage.
Vod-A-Vil (Spanuth), with a special
cast. — We find these verv good. All
the
acts are high class.— Grand theatre, New
Hambu
rg,
Ont., Can.— Small town patronage.
Bought and Fought For (Universal),
with a special cast.— Good. Universal's
two Western pictures can't be beat
They
are all
good.—
Elite theatre
, Iola,
Kans.T. N. Magruder,
His Naughty Night (Federated), with
Monty Banks. — Fair Banks comedy
\\ ent over pretty well.— O. R. Nation,
Strand theatre, Davis, Cal.— Small town
patronage.
One Week (Metro), with Buster Keaton.—At last we have a two reel comedy
that is free from vulgarit
y, vet has action
and interest. A newly built
house that
spins around in a storm is the main
spring of this one. The most exacting
patrons were pleased. Book it.— Philip
Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho —
bmall
town patronage.
Burlingham Travel Pictures.— While
there are only three of
thev are
excellent program fillers.—these,
Grand theatre
New Hamburg, Ont., Can.— Small town
patronage.
Kiss Me Caroline (Educational),
tfobby V ernon.— Went over big— Owith
Natio
Strand theatre, Davis, Cal —R
small n,town
patronage.
An Overall Hero (Educational), with
bnookie— This comedy not only
the adults and children laugh, but itmade
had
the babies in arms laughing which makes
it
a
100 per cent comedy.—
r Bros.,
ronage
Opera. House, Kenton, O.—Pfeiffe
General patThe Toonerville Fire Briga
(First
-National).— Two reel comedy de
burles
on small town fire department. queIt
brings the tributary smile but lacks acFhihp iust
Rand,mildl-v
Rex theatr
e, Salmon Idaho—
amusi
—o?","bmall town
patron
age.ng. It's, clean.
Neighbors (Metro), with Buster Keaton.—A real comedy. It sure
a
hit here.— Frank Allen. Rose made
theatre,
Byron, 111. — Small town patronage.
Bumping Into Broadway (Pathe),
with Harold Lloyd. — Lloyd's pictures are
sure fine. Everybody raves about him
Have run about four and have four
booked.— John L. Naiman, Lyric theatre. Alexandria, Nebr.— Neighborhood
patronage.
My Salomy Lions (Universal), with a
special cast.— Where it wasn't vulgar it
was very funny. Universal needs a new
director who has some refinement —
Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.
— Small town patronage
.
Serials

The Lost City (Warner Bros.), with
Juanita Hansen. — This is a good serial
but for some reason or other it has failed
to draw for us. — Hardin Ent. Co., Odeon
theatre. Hardin. Mo. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Vanishing Trails (Canyon), with
Franklyn Farnum. — This serial is well
liked here, and draws big for us. — Keller
& Roush, Rex theatre, Custer, Okla—
Small town patronage.
The Son of Tarzan (National), with a
special cast. — Greatest money maker
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ever run. Best serial of all time. Wish
it was 20 episodes or more instead of 15.
— 20th Century theatre, Chicago, 111. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Pirate Gold and Ruth of the Rockies
(Pathe), with George B. Seitz and Ruth
Roland. — I run the two serials together
and a Snub Pollard comedy. Makes a
dandy program. I also run The Vanishing Dagger, Moon Riders and a comedy
with Eddie Polo and Art Accord, which
is pleasing a good crowd. — H. W. Jeffries, Majestic theatre, Huntington, Ark.
Velvet Fingers (Pathe), with a special
cast. — This is a serial it will pay anyone
to book. Have run the tenth episode and
interest holding up well. The little
ragged boy of the streets plays a fine
part in this serial. — Will Smith, Lone
Star theatre, Blue Ridge, Tex. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Son of Tarzan (National), with a
special cast. — We have shown the first
six episodes and attendance has fallen
off almost one-half. We have shown a
great many serials and this is the poorest
one yet. — P. R. Matson, Crystal theatre,
Frandreau, S. D.
The Son of Tarzan | National), with a
special cast. — Best serial made. Biggest
business in history. Two days. — J. Silha,
Stadium theatre, Chicago, III.
In the Clutches of the Hindu (Gaumont), with a special cast. — One of the
poorest serials ever made. No action at
all. Dead all through. Had to put on
another serial to bring up receipts. Lay
off of it. — T. Oddo, Liberty theatre,
Hoboken, N. J.— Neighborhood patronage.
The Lost City (Warner Bros.), with
Juanita Hausen. — Absolutely the best
money getter we ever had for a serial.
Had a record breaking house. Wish it
could run on forever. — C. L. German,
Royal theatre, Bonner Spgs., Kans. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Bride 13 (Fox), with a special cast. —
Playing 13th episode and going big.
Patrons speak highly of this serial.
Plenty of action and thrills. — M. Learner,
New Leader theatre, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Bride 13 (Fox), with a special cast. —
Played all 15 episodes and crowd kept
coming all the way through. — E. E. Harman, Opera House, Elgin, Ore.
Thunderbolt Jack (Arrow), with Jack
Hoxie. — Best serial ever ran and biggest
money getter. — Alma theatre, Chicago,
111. — Neighborhood patronage.
Ruth of the Rockies (Pathe), with
Ruth Roland. — We are on the 11th episode and it sure is fine. Everybody likes
Ruth. This is the second serial of Ruth's
I have run. — John L. Naiman, Lyric theatre, Alexandria, Nebr. — Neighborhood
patronage.
The Lost City (Warner Bros.), with
Juanita Hansen. — Absolutely the biggest
drawing card in serials we ever ran. One
serial I really hated to see end. Brought
people back through weather that surprised me. — Verner Hicks, Family theatre, Marion, 111. — General patronage.
Ruth of the Rockies (Pathe) , with
Ruth
Roland.of —action.
A goodI amW'estern
with plenty
runningserial
this
with Velvet Fingers and^a one reel Rolin
comedy. — Will Smith, Lone Star theatre,
Blue Ridge, Tex. — Neighborhood patronage.The Son of Tarzan (National), with a
special cast. — Now on the tenth episode.
Using four days. Business improves
with each episode. Best serial ever
made. Wish it was 52 weeks instead of
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15. — P. M. Kalleres, Grand theatre, Gary,
Ind. — High class patronage.
The Phantom Foe (Pathe), with Juanita Hansen. — Certainly well acted. On
sixth episode now. Crowds gradually increasing.— Watt & Simmons, Bijou theatre, Crookston, Minn. — Neighborhood
patronage.
The Son of Tarzan (National), with a
special cast. — Breaking all records. Very
popular with both children and adults.
Interesting story. Best serial I ever ran,
and getting more money than any other
serial. — L. Natelson, Wilson theatre, Chicago, 111.
The Silent Avenger (Vitagraph), with
William Duncan. — A good serial. All of
my patrons like William Duncan and his
serials have all given satisfaction here. —
William Tongate, Star theatre, Carlisle,
Ind. — General patronage.
Hell's OasisSpecials
(Pinnacle), with Neal
Hart.
—
Broke
my
house records.
It's
bear. — Imperial
theatre,
Oakland, Cal.
—a Transient
patronage.
A Western Adventure (W. S. P. C),
with William Fairbanks. — This is a good
Western picture. My first one of this
star. He is active and quick with the
gun. Many said he was as good as Tom
Mix.— W. W. Woltz, Star theatre, Lake
City, la. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Desert Scorpion (Pioneer), with
a special cast. — This is an extra good
Western. Pleased 100 per cent of my
audience. Exhibitors, grab this great
Western feature. It will surely please. —
Joseph Spangler, Globe theatre, Beaver,
Okla. — Neighborhood patronage.
Hell's Oasis (Pinnacle), with Neal
Hart. — Star little known but pictures like
these will get him there. — W. C. Whitt,
Home patronage.
theatre, Anderson, Cal. — Small
town
Isobel (George H. Davis), with a special cast. — Great. — J. L. Hasbrock, Grand
theatre,
Graceville, Minn. — Neighborhood patronage.
Up in Mary's Attic (Fine Arts), with
Eva Novak. — A comedy not worth while
showing. Instead of drawing people it
keeps them away. Lay off of it. — T.
Oddo, Liberty theatre, Hoboken, N. J.—
Neighborhood patronage.
Nobody's Girl (Federated), with Billie
Rhodes. — Just a fair picture. Played on
Saturday. Some good scenery in this
one. Not a big picture. — Spalding Bros.,
Gem theatre,
Taylorville, 111.— Neighborhood patronage.
Hell's Oasis (Pinnacle), with Neal
Hart. — Fair Western. Poor photography. Good business. — O. E. Pierce,
Theatorium theatre, Portland, Ind.—
Neighborhood patronage.
The Lightning Conductor (Pioneer),
with a special cast. — This is the poorest
picture I have shown for a long time.
Did not please my audience. People who
came in late would not stay for the second show. — Joseph Spangler, Globe theronage.
atre, Beaver, Okla. — Neighborhood pat^;Tiiin:iiiiiriiniiriiitiiriinHitiiitiiiiimi[tiiitintuii(ititi!iiiiitiicitiiiiiiitfniiJMiiininiiriiiiiintllBimaMMa|
| Communications regarding con| dition of film, service conditions,
| rental prices, etc., should be
| mailed separately. Reports for
| this department must be confined
§• to the actual drawing power rec| ord of productions.
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By Harry Hammond

Beall

Carl Laemle, president of Universal
Film Manufacturing Company, is again
on the Coast. Mr. Laemle will have
some announcements to make in the near
future, it is said.
* * *
Samuel Goldwyn, president of Goldwyn Pictures Corporation, who has been
at the studio for the last seven weeks,
has returned to New York. Since Mr.
Goldwyn's visit, important production
plans have been outlined.
* * *
Announcement was made by the Symphony theatre of the booking of the
Thomas
H. Ince
Lips,"
at that house.
Thisspecial,
feature "Lying
is considered
at the Ince plant to be the most important achievement at the Ince studios
since "Civilization."
* * *
After spending some time at the Goldwyn Culver City studio in conference
with Samuel Goldwyn and other officials. Mary Roberts Rinehart returned
to her home in Pittsburgh, Pa., accompanied by Frank Dazey and Agnes
Johnston, domestic and literary partnership, who will collaborate with her on
her first original screen story.
* * *
Little Breezy Eason, the kiddie star
of Universal, had just begun work on
"Patches,"
he plays
the stellar
role under inthewhich
direction
of his
father
Reeves Eason. When a guest at the
world's film capital asked him, "Little
boy, where are the patches?" young Mr.
Eason replied, "On the bosom of my
trousers."
* * *
Tod Browning is reviewing an army
of photoplayers daily to select an allstar cast for "Fanny Herself," the Edna
Ferber story upon which production
will start soon. The famous director has
not divulged whom he has selected for
the leading role, but it is understood
that he has made his selection and that
he is waiting only for the erection of
the elaborate sets which the story will
require.
* * *
The latest in dressing rooms has been
introduced to the film colony by Pauline
Frederick, who designed a movable little
house which she uses for a makeup room
on the stage. The star is taking no
chances on the chilly stages, so the
movable room enables her to be very
"comfy" and still* remain
* * on the set.
John M. Stahl has engaged J. H.
McCloskey as his assistant in the production of "Muffled Drums." an all-star
picture to be released by Louis B. Mayer
through First National. Mr. McCloskey
worked previously on the Mayer lot as
Edward Jose's assistant in the making of
"The
which starred
Anita Yellow
Stewart. Typhoon,"
* * *
Louis J. Gasnier is back on the
Robertson-Cole lot after a trip to the
hospital. Gaisnier will start shooting
another all-star feature for the R-C program some time *soon.
* *
Alson Wheeler, until recently head of
Metro's photographic department, has

joined forces with the Union Film Company at their Sherman, Calif., studio.
Mr. Wheeler is an artist of enviable
reputation, having done considerable
work in Nazimova productions.
* * *
Jack Pickford cannot drive an automobile in the State of California for one
year, his license having been revoked by
the State Motor Vehicle department.
This action came as the result of repeated arrests on charges of speeding.
* * *
The marriage of Norman Dawn, Universal director, to Miss Katherine Madden, formerly a member of the Universal
City scenario department, .has been announced. Dawn first met Miss Madden
when he directed "The Fire Cat," Edith
Roberts' latest vehicle. Miss Madden,
tiring of indoor work, joined the Dawn
company and played a small role in support of the star. The marriage was a
complete surprise to the film colony of
which Dawn and his bride are popular
members. Norman Dawn is a South
American by birth and one of the most
successful directors.
Bowes

of Goldwyn
Now on the Coast
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS
ANGELES,
Feb. 15.— Edward
Bowes, general manager of the Goldwyn
theatre chain throughout the United
States, has arrived in Los Angeles.

West

Coast

Measure

Proposed in Fresno
■ (Special to Exhibitors Herald)
FRESNO, CAE, Feb. 15.— The city
trustees have modified the ordinance proposed to regulate standing of patrons in
theatre aisles and foyers. As it now stands
the ordinance will not prevent the sale of
tickets and the standing of patrons in the
lobby.
foyer. It will prevent, however, standing
in the aisles and on the exit side of the
Add

George Patullo
To the Lasky Staff
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Feb. 8.— George
Patullo, well known short story writer
and war correspondent, is the latest addition to the Lasky scenario staff. He
and his wife are in Hollywood and will
make their home there for the remainder
of the former's current picture contract.
Lila Lee Confirms
Engagement Report
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Feb. 15.— Lila Lee is
engaged fo be married to Captain Claude
Collins of the U. S. aviation service. Miss
Lee has confirmed the report, but says
that the wedding will not take place for
a year or longer.
Theatre Fire Is Disastrous
ST. JOHN, N. B. — Two firemen were
killed and four injured in a fire which
destroyed the Star theatre recently. One
of the walls collapsed, burying six men
under the debris. The loss is estimated
at $50,000.

Publicity

Hounds

A GET-TOGETHER meeting of the publicity men of the West Coast was rerecently held to form the Western Motion Picture Advertisers.
The first
meeting was
attended b y
the following
live-wire repre s e ntatives :
Al. Wilkie, representing Cecil
B. DeMille;
Pete Smith,
Marshall Neilan
Paul Con-S.
Ion, ;William
Hart; Charles
L. Hertzman,
U n i v e r s a 1;
Malcolm S.
Boylan,
Universal ;Jack
Neville, Katherine MacDonald; Ray Leek, Metro; Howard Strickling, Metro; Adam Hull Shirk, Lasky;
W. A. Reeve, Lasky; Robert I. Allen, Lasky, and Melvin M. Riddle, Lasky.
R. S. Doman, Lois Weber and George Loane Tucker; Barrett C. Keisling,
Realart ; Sig Schlager, J. Parker Reed Productions; Lindsay McKenna, Betty
Compson Productions; Harry Brand, Buster Keaton ; John E. McCormack,
Associated First National Pictures, Inc.; W. E. Keefe, Producers Film Corporation; Lawrence Weingarten, Dial Film Company; Ed. Rosenbaum,
Chester Comedies; J. Asbury Jackson, Goldwyn; Jack Gault, Goldwyn; Walter
Anthony, Mack Sennett ; Harry D. Wilson, Sol Lesser; Ted Taylor, Tod
Browning, Reginald Barker, and William D. Taylor; Bradley J. Smollen,
Vitagraph ; Tony Martin, press sheet and house organ publisher, and Harry
Hammond Beall, Exhibitors Herald.
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PICKFORD

the Back Door," discussing production plans
Top, left— Hiram Abrams, president of United Artists and the star of "Through
Pickford, assistant director ana
for 1921. At right— Bennie Zeidman, manager of Miss P.ckford's company, Jack
"America's Sweetheart." Bottom, left— Jack Pickford rehearsing a scene with his sister. Right— Mary instructing Maud
how to go through the next scene. The mule, with Mary astride her, furnishes much of the comedy.

THEATRE

EQUIPMENT

Simplex

Cinema

Company

Equipment
Progress
"The projection room, the
heart of the theatre, is the most
neglected unit of the theatre and
the most important one."
This statement was made by
a projection engineer in conversation with the writer last week.
He then continued citing incidents in his experience of projection rooms so indifferently
constructed and located as to reduce the possibilities nearly fifty
per cent, in the projection of the
picture.
His talk was so interesting and
so full of valuable information
on projection that we have asked
him to write a series of articles
along the lines of his conversation.
He has our request under consideration but has not, as yet,
agreed to put his thought in
print. He is a man well known
in "the middle west and speaks
with practical experience as a
basis.
We hope to be able to announce the beginning of this
series within a few weeks. It
will be invaluable to exhibitors
and operators alike.
* * *
Exhibitors generally are becoming more and more impressed with the three projection
machines idea, also the two generator sets. The extra equipment isin the form of insurance.
The exhibitor who projects his
show this way will rarely if ever
experience the unhappy sensation of returning paid admissions.
* * *
Think of new equipment —
but don't just think — act!

Headquarters
New
Opens
for thechinesdemonstration
of Simplex
maWalter Green Is General and
and will also be available
for trade
showings. It will not be completed for
District Manager — Offices
about two weeks.
at 906 S. Wabash
The projection room in connection with
the little theatre will be a model and
Complete Line of Accessories
the most up-to-date in the country, it is
announced. It will house four Simplex
Will Be Included in Stock
machines and will in addition contain all
the latest modern equipment.
of Equipment Firm
Advantage to Exhibitors
The Simplex Cinema Equipment
Company, distributors of Simplex
"The projection room is another disprojection machines and Simplex
tinct advantage to the exhibitor," Mr.
Green commented
this regard.
"When
products in Illinois, Indiana and
trouble
develops in in
a machine,
we will
try
Eastern Iowa, opened its new offices
it out under actual working conditions,
and
this
gives
our
repair
department
the
and sales rooms at 906 South Wabash
opportunity to locate exactly the diffiavenue, Chicago, this week, in the
culty. After the trouble is adjusted anheart of the new film district.
other working test will be made so that
Walter Green, formerly with the Kleine we know that the mechanism is right
Optical Company and well known in before it leaves our service department.
"The the
buyer,
too, also
the benefit
local film circles, is the general as well seeing
machine
in has
operation,
whichof
as district manager of the new concern.
is true of other equipment he may care
H. E. Du Bois, at one time associated
to purchase, such as arc controls and
with the Mid-West
Theatre Supply screens. It is possible to demonstrate
for him the performance of each article
Company, is the store manager.
under the actual working conditions it
While the company will primarily devote its attention to Simplex products, it
is announced that included in the stock
to be carried will be' a complete line of
theatre equipment "of ample proportions
to furnish a theatre from top to bottom."
Slogan Is Service
"The slogan of the Simplex Cinema
Equipment Company is service and
courtesy,"
Mr. Green.
mean
to give thesaidexhibitors
in the"Weterritory
which we serve a maximum of service.
"In charge of our repair department
will be a man who is thoroughly experienced and fully familiar with the Simplex
projector — a man who received his training in the factory of the Precision Machine Company, manufacturers of the
Officials of the Precision Machine
projector." showed keen interest in the
Company
establishment of the Chicago concern,
and gave Mr. Green and his associates
advantage of their experience and ideas
of how a business of this kind should
be conducted.
Porter in Chicago
E. S. Porter, president of the company, was in Chicago last week supervising the final touches prior to the
opening. He was enthusiastic over the
proposition and stated that he would call
attention of his other distributors to the
manner in which business is handled by
the Chicago company.
One of the features of the spacious
quarters which the company has leased
is a modern projection room of sufficient
size to comfortably seat one hundred and
fifty persons. This is primarily designed

WALTER GREEN
District Manager of the New Simplex
Cinema Equipment Company.

100
would be subjected to in his own theA complete stock of parts will always
atre."
be available, it is promised, and for the
convenience of purchasers samples are
displayed in show cases in the store part
proper.
The Mid-West Theatre Supply Company, of which Jack Williams is manager, which has dealt in Simplex machines and products, will continue to
handle the line in this territory.
OPENS FRAME DEPARTMENT
Exhibitors Supply Company to Furnish
Designs and Estimates for Lobby
Display Stands
The Exhibitors Supply Company, Chicago, have just recently instituted a new
feature in their lobby display frame business. Their frame factory for the past
eighteen months has been manufacturing
a complete line of display frames under
stock numbers. They now are opening
up a special built-to-order department
which furnishes designs and estimates
for frames of any description no matter
how elaborate.
A man of wide experience has been
put in charge of this new work who can
design and superintend the building of
display equipment. His knowledge of
ornaments and scroll work is so extensive and complete that each design submit ed, itis said, is a work of art and
beauty.
Every detail of construction has been
worked out to insure long wear. The
old problem of making outside frames
that will withstand all weather conditions and changes, has been solved, the
company claims.
EQUIPS TWO LABORATORIES
The General Machine Company, 359363 East 155th street, New York, has
recently completed the making of the
entire laboratory equipment of both the
Erbograph Company and the Crystal
Film Company. The printing rooms of
the Kessel Laboratory at Fort Lee artequipped with printers of their manufacture and their drying system operates
in the drying rooms of the new Famous
Players Long Island City laboratory.

Specially Designed Lobby Frame Manufactured by the Exhibitors Supply
Company.
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Sales Chief

of Equipment Firm
Something New in the Way of
Service Is Planned by
the Executive
MAKES HOUSE SURVEY
Representatives of Company Will
Be in Touch at All Times
With the- Exhibitors
B. A. Holway, who organized and was
general manager and secretary of the
Carolina Theatre Supply Company, has
been appointed sales manager of the
Fulco Sales Company, one of Chicago's
newest in the way of theatre equipment
houses.
While the concern is but little over
ninety days of age, the man back of the
project, C. H. Fulton, is well known to
Chicago exhibitors, both through his
connection with the United Theatre
Equipment Company and also the E. E.
Fulton Company of which his father,
E. E. Fulton, is the executive head.
Personal Service Planned
Something new in the way of service
is planned by Mr. Holway, who is at
present engaged in a complete canvas of
the theatres of Chicago, meeting the exhibitors personally. His plans for the
future include a division of the city into
zones and the assigning of a man to each
territory, the size to be determined by
the ability to give the best of service.
In this way representatives will be
in touch with exhibitors at all times,
ready and willing to aid them in their
problems and lend suggestions where
they are wanted. At the same time,
supplies handled by the company will be
available to the theatre owner with a
minimum of dplay.
Supervise Ascher Chain
Ascher Bros.' circuit of theatres is
the first to come under the supervision
of these projection engineers, the appointment coming recently to supervise
the installation of all equipment in the
projection rooms of the chain and also
inspection and care of the equipment
after installation.
Contract with Hugo Reisinger for the
handling of Electra Pink Label carbons
in ten states has already been closed as
has also Illinois territory for the Gardiner Velvet Gold Fibre Screen and the
Illinois and Indiana territories for Ft.
Wayne Generator Sets.
Mr. Holway has had a varied experience and is well qualified for his present position. He is a former newspaper
man. wrote publicity and advertising for
the F. F. Proctor company, was representative for Metro in New York State
and also represented the World Film
Corporation in Buffalo. During the war
period he served with the Y. M. C. A.
as a director of motion picture activities
with headquarters in Boston. Following
this he organized the theatre supply company in Columbia. S. C.
Big Theatre for Lawton
LAWTON, OKLA.— Plans are under
consideration for a new motion picture
theatre to be erected at Fourth street and
D avenue. It is understood that a motion picture producing company is back
of the project. Plans call for one of the
largest theatres in the state.

JACK WILLIAMS
Manager of the Mid-West Theatre Supply Company, which will continue to
handle Simplex products.
ISSUE NEW CATALOGUE
Artificial Flower Designs Are
Furnished by Netschert
of New York
The new spring catalogue of artificial
flowers designed for use in lobby displays and interior decoration has been
issued by Frank Netschert, 61 Barclay
street, New York.
It is a handsome piece of work, ten
pages being printed on heavy gloss stock
in colors. The balance is devoted to
price lists of the various types of dis"By offering my catalogue, in colors
plays.
and
original designs, my prices in black
and
white,
no Isalesman's
traveling
and and
salaryhaving
expenses,
defy any
competition,"
reads Mr. Netschert's foreword in the brochure.
"While every bright business man or
corporation is waiting to place his orders
until prices on merchandise are adjusted,
it is proper for any wise business man
to invest a few dollars only, to brighten
up his window and interior with Frank
Xetschert's artificial flowers and plants
to give his business an air of prosperity
and be ahead of his slow competitor."
Coligan of Carthage to
Build $50,000 Theatre
CARTHAGE. N. Y.— Edward Coligan,
Sr., who recently purchased the building
site on the lot of John Green in State
street, has completed his plans to erect
a theatre to have a seating capacity of
1.200.costTheabout
building
will be of brick and
will
$50,000.
Sipe to Manage Majestic
PORT HURON, MICH.— Earl Sipe
will assume the management of the Majestic theatre of February 1 for W. S.
Butterfield. president and general manager of Bijou Theatrical Enterprise Comwhich operates a string of theatres inpany,
Michigan.
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WELCOME

Nicholas

Power

Dies

At Palm Beach, Fla.
Founder of Company Bearing
His Name Was 111 Only
Three Days

Effective electric sign built by the Norden Electric Sign Co., Inc., for the 16th Street
theatre, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Liberty Theatre Opens
In Kalispell, Montana
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
KALISPELL. MONT, Feb. 15.— The
Liberty, a new modern 800-seat house,
has opened here. The opening marked
the passing of the Orpheum, which for
many years had served the amusement
loving public of this city, as the Liberty
was erected by Marius Anderson and
R. D. McDaniel for the purpose of supplying many conveniences which they
had found the Orpheum lacked.
The new theatre, while primarily intended for the presentation of motion
pictures, was constructed with a view of
providing adequate housing for any sort
of a theatrical entertainment. It has a
deep stage and full scenic equipment. It
is the holder of the Associated First National pictures.
Inc., 'subfranchise for
the Kalispell
territory.
The owners, Mr. McDaniel and Mr.
Anderson, have a monopoly on the
amusement service of Galispell.
Mt. Clemens Firm Holds
Elections of Directors
MT. CLEMENS, MICH.— At the annual stockholders' meeting of Macomb
Theatre Compan>, the following directors were elected for the new year: Frank
G. Kendrick, William E. Koehler, William H. Wagner. Harry M. Widrig.
Jacob Malbin, John Guenther and William Miller.
Louis F. Wolff and Harry Widrig, who
have made a trip of inspection of theatres
in various large cities and small towns
in Michigan and in Canada,
reports
on the trip. The building of gave
the Macomb
will be rushed to completion for a late
spring opening.

Wallersteins Get Control
Of Michigan City Houses
MICHIGAN CITY, IND. — Wallerstein Brothers, proprietors of the Starland theatre, have acquired the ownership and control of all the amusement
houses here.
They recently purchased the Garden,
Idlehour and Dreamland theatres from
Ezra Rhodes of South Bend and will
take possession on February L M. E.
Remley will return to South Bend and
take charge of the string of Rhodes theatres in that city, Elkhart and Goshen.
Facts of Interest
About Losw State
Theatre, Cleveland
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
CLEVELAND. O.. Feb. 8.—
Many interesting features of
Loew's State theatre. 14th street
and Euclid avenue, which has just
opened, follow:
Cost— si.oio.txw.
Seventeen months, eleven days in building.
Thomas W. Lamb, architect.
Seats 4.000 persons.
Six million bricks used in building, 6,000
bags of cement and fifty cars of steel.
Twenty thousand lamp bulbs used in
lighting.
There are five aisles and forty-five
exits.
Antiques and luxurious furnishings from
all over the world adorn the lobby and
lounging rooms.
Vermont marble and terrazo used in
stairways and floors.
Walls covered by 3,000 yards of red
brocaded velvet.
Decorations are of the Italian rennaissance, the color scheme of cafe au lait
gold, with red, blue and black.
Has largest lobby in the world.
The theatre would have to be visited
to
ures.appreciate the hundreds of other feat-

(From Staff Correspondent)
NEW YORK, Feb. 15.— Nicholas
Power, organizer of Nicholas Power
Company and head of the concern until
four years ago, died in Palm Beach, Fla.,
February 7, of heart disease, after an
illness of three days. Word of Mr. Power's death did not reach here until late
last week.
Since his retirement four years ago,
Mr. Power took no part in the management of the affairs of the company. The
business is in the hands of Edward Earl,
who succeeded Mr. Power as its head.
Mr. Power was a member of St. John's
Lodge Xo. 1, F. and A. M.; a life member of Aurora Grata Consistory and of
Kismet Temple, Nobles of the Mystic
Shrine. He was 68 years old, and is survived by his widow, Mrs. Rose Killiam
Power, and two daughters, Mrs. Lillian
Brown and Mrs. Florence Ott.
Masonic funeral services were held last
Friday at the Lefferts Place Chapel,
Brooklyn. Burial was made in Kensico
cemetery last Saturday.
Trio Acquires Interest
In Wichita Playhouse
WICHITA, KAN. — L. S. Naftzger
and son Cliff and Dr. J. L. Evans have
purchased a one-third interest in the
Wichita theatre for 538,000. It is expected that the remaining two-thirds will
be purchased by the former from J. W.
Cooper and C. C. McCollister. Cooper is
interested in the Cooper theatre just completed at Oklahoma City.
Sells Theatre Interests
PORT HURON. MICH.— Herbert L.
Weil has sold his interests in Family
Theatre Company, which operates the
Majestic and Family theatres. He has
retained his holdings with the Bijou and
American theatres and will '-ontinue their
operation.
Levin Will Build Theatre
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.— Westwood
Park property owners have granted permission to Samuei H. Levin to erect a
theatre at the intersection of Ocean and
Faxon avenues. Work on the theatre
will be started soon.
Theatre

Fire in South

RUSTON, LA. — The Kidd-Astor
Amusement
Company's
as
a theatre, was
damagedbuilding,
by fire used
to the
value of $250 to S300.
Buys St. Elmo Theatre
ST. ELMO, ILL.— T. T. Sellers of
Cowden has purchased a motion picture
theatre here and has taken possession.
Close Oconomowoc House
OCONOMOWOC, WIS.— The Palace
theatre has been closed. A large new
motion picture house is under way.
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are building a new $100,000 theatre at
Forest Hills.
Th

Spokane, Wash.— W. W. Willerton
will erect a $30,000 theatre in Diamond
avenue, Hillyard, Rialto Amusement
Company will finance the project.

eatres

Providing Comfort for Fans Is an
Asset. Exhibitors Know This.
Palaces Are Going Up^ Only
the Latest Equipment
Is Being Installed
New Projects
Liberty, N. Y. — Blake Washington
William F. Miller of Monticello
erect a motion picture theatre
Spring. It will occupy the site of
old Monticello House.

Rome, Ga. — O. C. Lam, general manager of Rome Enterprises, announces
that construction of a $100,000 theatre
will begin this year.
Remodeling

and
will
this
the

Springfield, Mo. — It is understood that
S. E. Wilhoit of the Princess theatre and
J. L. Hine will build a new theatre this
Summer.
*
Dowagiac, Mich. — L. E. Larkin of the
Beckwith theatre and associates will
build an $80,000 theatre on the site of
the store buildings which were destroyed
by fire some time ago.
Washington, Pa. — Ground has been
broken at North Main street and West
Pine avenue. Spcro Kosmas and associates will erect a theatre there.

Arcadia, Fla.— The Scott Opera House
and the Marqus theatre hereafter will
be operated by William Mayer of New
York, J. M. Marqus and others.
*
Lyons, la.— A. H. Blank of Dcs Moines

Flushing, N. Y. — Sheer Brothers, who
own theatres in Corona and Elmhurst,

SPEER
PRICES

Mxl2
Hx io
%xl2
y2x 6

Solid.

SINGLE

"Screen

Montague, Mich. — The W. E. Osmun
block has been destroyed by fire. Part
of the building was occupied by a moSmith.tion picture theatre owned by Clifford
*
Bay
City,
Mich.
—
destroyed
the
interior of the Grotto Fire
theatre.
Loss was
estimated at $10,000.
Buys Colonial In Osage
OSAGE, I A.— Roy Raub has sold his
new Colonial theatre to V. B. Valleau of
Albert Lea and the latter has taken possession. Valleau is former manager of
the Broadway theatre at Albert Lea.
Plans Brooklyn Theatre
BROOKLYN, N. Y.— Sol Brill, well
known theatre man and producer, will
build a new theatre in Manhattan avenue, Greenpoint. It will have a seating
capacity of 2,000.
REEL

IN FILMLAND

Snapshois"

Let the theatre

CARBON
SLASHED

We Won't Profiteer
We bought before the raise in
prices and are giving you the
benefit of our buying power —
Look These Prices Over
Per 100
Per 1000
^x*l26
*A

Changes

GREATEST

and P. D. Alleman of Clinton have obavenue. tained the A-Muse-U theatre in Sixth
*
Pickens, S. C. — W. L. Matheney has
purchased the motion picture show here
from James F. Qilreath.
Fires
Clearfield, la— L. A. Tope's $15,000
recently.
theatre here was burned to the ground

Schenectady, N. Y. — The Hudson
theatre is to be reconstructed this Summer so as to seat 1,000 persons on the
main floor and 800 upstairs.
*
Beatrice, Neb. — Blaine Cook, who has
purchased the Rialto theatre, plans extensive alterations.
*
Elmira, N. Y— Fred and Henry
Schweppe have purchased the Amusu
Theatre building and will enlarge the
seating capacity.
Ownership
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$ 46.90
62.50
28.15
82.50
68.75
112.50
21.00
62.50

$ 6.85
5.15
3.10
9.05
7.55
12.35
2.30
6.85

These Prices are about 25% below present Market
Order Now Before They Are Snapped Up
Exhibitors Supply Company In
Chicago
Indianapolis St. Louis
845 S. Wabash Ave. 157 N. Illinois St. 3316 Lindell Blvd.
Milwaukee Minneapolis
133 Second St. Produce Exchange Bldg.
Send for our catalogue of Exhibitors Supplies

■

Heating

1 ventilation

v/eNtilatins

specialists
Sendyou
today
tell
howfor—
Booklet 10

T

^PPLINQ 5y3TEM,iNc.NEWy(7RK
BRANCH - 1525 VINE ST. PHI LA PA
70 W. *5I£JT.

MIMU/A
Gold Fibre Screens
Typify as ever, the best in construction and
reproduction.
The dominating factor in correct projection.
Distributors Everywhere
Samples and literature upon request
MINUSA CINE SCREEN
St. Louis, U. S. A.

CO.
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BECKIE:
"Jakie is a pessimistic
dancer" ABIE: "Vy?" BECKIE: "He
is always doing the * CANT-er." — Rutgers.
GERTIE: "Whom do you know in the
movie game?" MAZIE: "I know every
picture machine operator in our neighborho d."— Vaudeville News.
THE fox and lion both loved her; she
was a little bear; the lion made the foxtrot home, and got the lion's share. — Dance
Review.
*
"ISN'T it too bad about Peggy?" "Why,
what happened to her?" "She's been to so
many dances lately she's muscle bound
from her waist up!" — Dartmouth Jack
■o' Lantern.
*
TIONETTE: "Why did the police raid
that dance," TONY: "They heard they
were going to run robber dances." — Rut*
gers.
MABEL: "George, when I dance with
you, it seems as though I'm going straight
to Heaven?" GEORGE: "Shall we reverse, dear?" — Dance* Review.
NED: "Docs she dance Daoiy?" FRED:
"Yes,
if thePelican.
chaperons aren't looking." —
California
*
WILLIE: "I knew that you would lose
your blues if you came to this jazz palace."
EDDIE: "Well, you see, that shimmy
artistevardhasLampoon.
shouldered my troubles." — HarSAMMYsidered oneSWELLHEAD:
"I amin conof the best dancers
the
country." GERTIE GUSH : "What's your
rating in the city?" —* Vaudeville News.
THERE is a little dance named shimmy;
You don't do it with your knees;
You just let yourself shiver —
Shaking, shaking, 'bout to sneeze. — Rutgers.
*
SIGN in dance hall : Clean dancing every
night
News. except Mondays. — Rocky Mountain
"THE

FLAME,"

WHEN a man tells you he's fond of picyou never
know whether
he's Adams
a studentturesof art
or a movie
fan. — North
(Mass.) Herald.
*
TONY: "I hear that the 'Topics of the
Day' films are going to appear before
royalty." TIONETTE: "How do the
witty wordings qualify?" TONY: "There
are so many good 'titles.'
" — Rutgers.
♦
WIFE: "I'd like to see a gooa movie,
but don't know just what to see." HUBBY :
"Go toH'cckh.
'The Devil.'" WIFE: "Brute!"—
Zit's
*
CYNIC: "Just saw another movie with
an unhappy ending !" JOLLY: "Hero lose
the
girl?"
"Naw ; married her."
— Ohio
Sun CYNIC:
Dial.
*
SUSIE is a maiden sweet who at the
movies grabs a seat and on the next one
parks her hat. Now I ask you what is
worse than that? — A. M. P. A. Bulletin.
S. S. TEACHER: "Where do little
boys and girls go to who don't put their
pennies in the collection box?" PUPIL:
"Please, M'm, to the picture shows." — Chicago Herald and Examiner.
*
NEWLYRICH:
an ought
automobile. What is the"I'm
first getting
thing one
to learn about running it?" WISEACRE:
"The telephone number of the nearest repair shop." — Boston Transcript.
THE time to buy a used car is just before you move, so people in the new
neighborhood will think you were the one
who used it.— Kansas City Star.

AN ENGLISH

PICTURE,

HAS
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"TOMMY, can you spell?" "Sure! I
MotorevenLife.
can
spell words of four cylinders." —
*
A MAN refers to his automobile as
"she" probably because it is something he
can't reason with. — Syracuse
Herald.
*
KITTY (playfully) : "Oh, Tommy boy,
why do you call your motor kitty?"
TOMMY (mechanically) : "She has such
a gentle purr." KITTY: "Tom I ? ? ?
CAT! ! I"— Rutgers.
*
BOBBY'S dog was limping along on
three feet. "Look, daddy! Tige's not hitting on all cylinders." *— Motor Life.
MOTHER: "Did that man kiss you last
night?" DAUGHTER: "You don't suppose he drove
90 miles to hear me sing?" —
Paterson
Press-Guardian.
"WHY, Teddy! How did you catch that
chicken?" "Oh, I des runned him and
Life.
runned him till his gas give out." — Motor
*
FRIEND: "Did you have a pleasant
drive, my dear?" MISS SPEEDY: "Not
very exciting. I didn't knock anyone down
today."
FRIEND: "That's hard luck."—
The Automobilist.
THE FARMER: "Ain't that a fine
cow?" MOTORIST (absent-mindedly):
"How many miles will she do on a gallon
of milk?" — Passing Show (London).
CLASSIFIED
FOR SALE — One Motlograph machine in
Kood condition. Hand drive, lenses for 65
foot throw. Cheap. Address P. O. Box
516, White Lake, S. D.

SUSPENSE

AND

Two scenes from the Stoll Film Corporation of America's latest feature. Evelyn Boucher is the star.
from Olive Wadsley's novel and is in six parts

COMEDY

The story was adapted
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BOOKED AT BARBEE'S, PANTHEON,
AND AT ALL LUBLINER & TRINZ

THE
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PICTURES

CHica^

WOODLAWN,
THEATRES

HIDDEN

BEAT YOUR
COMPETITOR
TO IT— BOOK
IT TODAY

FOR A PLEASED
PATRONAGE
BOOK THIS
FEATURE

LIGHT
FEATURING

DOLORES

THE

BEAUTIFUL

CAMEO

CASSINELLI

GIRL
and

Star

Cast

Words cannot describe it. See it!
You'll enjoy it as much as the newest movie fan, and more, because
you'll recognize in it a truly great picture.

WATCH FOR BIG
EXPLOITATION CAMPAIGN
TO
WITH THE

READY SOON — THE VITAL
DRAMA of HUMAN HEARTS

THE
RIGHT
BEWITCHING EDITH
TALIAFERRO

RECEIVING FAVORABLE COMMENT
WHEREVER SHOWN
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ASCHER BROS.,
ALL CIRCUITS

WHISPERING
DEVILS
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Murderer

of Mills

Pays Death Penalty
Edward Brislane Executed
for Crime Committed
Last Summer
Edward Brislane. who last summer
shot and killed William Mills, manager
of the Crawford theatre, was hanged in
the Cook county jail, February 11.
A determined effort on the part of
relatives to stay the execution failed.
Governor Small declining to interfere.
Murder Without Provocation
The murder was committed during an
attempted holdup. Brislane. according
to his confession, had been watching the
theatre for several nights, noting that
the woman cashier pulled down the curtains of the box office and counted the
money
about
o'clock
in thelittle
evening.
He said
that9 he
expected
trouble
robbing her. When he opened the box
office door and found Mills assisting the
cashier, he was taken by surprise and.
panic stricken, fired the fatal bullet.
Case Is Pathetic One
The case aroused unusual interest
among theatre men on account of the
fact that Mrs. Mills was left without sufficient means to support herself. Under
the direction of the Allied Amusements
Association, funds were raised to purchase a home for her.
Celebrated Players in
Non-Theatrical Field
Celebrated Players has created a nontheatrical educational department in
direct charge of Henry C. Friedman. The
variety of subjects released by Celebrated peculiarlv fits them to serve this
field.
The marketing of the New Zenith
Portable Projector for use in private
homes, schools, lodges, churches and
various other institutions of learning is
also already under way.
"Servant in the House"
Will Show at Barbee's
Smith of Celebrated announces the
closing of a contract for his company
with Barbee's Loop theatre for the first
of the Walgreene special, a Chas. Rann
Kennedy story, "The Servant in the
House,"
under the
personal
direction produced
of H. O. Davis.
It will
open
the week of March 6.

Vandals Damage Organ
In New Chicago House
Vandals did a great deal of damage to
the new $20,000 pipe organ installed in
the Senate motion picture theatre. Madison street and Kedzie avenue, a week
before the opening. They ripped out the
wires and did other damage.

TRADE

EVENTS

Chicago Press Club
Will Assist Drive
For Crippled Poor
Chicago's
motion picture
club
pledged
its assistance
to Mrs.press
Marshall
Field and Major Fred McLaughlin in
their drive for funds for crippled poor
children, at a meeting held February 11
at which Mrs. Field. Major McLaughlin
and Herman Black, publisher of the
Evening American, were honor guests.
W. L. Hill, LeMar M. Mason, Ralph
T. Kettering. A. L. Parker and Harry
Rice were appointed on the committee
to assist in the drive. The first step will
be the making of trailers for use in theaThese will beof donated
by Watterson R.tres.
Rothacker
the Rothacker
Film
Manufacturing Company. Co-operation
of the press club was pledged by Daniel
Roche, president. Sam Atkinson pledged
the assistance of the A. A. A.
Mr. Black made an interesting talk of
his newspaper's
handling of motion picture news.
"We use it because it is news,'' he said.
"'The people want it."
New Chicago Exchange
To Be Opened Early in
March on Wabash Ave.
Another new exchange will soon be
added to Chicago's already long list of
independent film marts. The Wabash
Film Exchange will early in March be
established and ready for business at the
corner of Eighth and Wabash avenue.
The new exchange, which will be located
on the third floor. S04 South Wabash avenue, will be fully equipped to serve exhibitors with a complete line of new and reissued one and two reel comedies, two
reel Western productions and five and
six reel special features of society, Western and popular comedy drama types.
The Wabash Film Exchange will specialize in popular priced productions and
will make this their big talking point.
The personnel and officers of the
newly formed exchange will be made
public as soon as arrangements have
been completed for the opening of the
new offices.

Lease

Property

for

New Loop Playhouse
Katz and Ortenstein Will
Erect Modern Theatre
in Adams Street
Another motion picture theatre is to
be added to the list of playhouses in
Chicago's loop district.
Milton Katz and Harry" M. Ortenstein
have leased the property at 18-20 East
Adams street, formerly occupied by a
famous bar. The house will be small
but beautifully appointed. The owners
operate several theatres on the south side.
Big Houses Near Completion
Both of the large houses being erected
in the loop by Balaban and Katz, and
Ascher Brothers are nearing completion.
Jones, Linick and Schaefer obtained
property
months ago for the erection of a several
new theatre.
Announcement was made one week ago
that James Roder, owner of the Union
restaurant, would erect a motion picture
theatre at 10-12 South Clark street at a
cost of $75,000. It will seat 300 people.
The Rose. Alcazar and Boston theatres, recently purchased by Jones, Linick
and Schaefer have already been redecance. orated, and have taken on a new appearNew South Side Theatre
The National Theatre company have
purchased property on Cottage Grove
avenue near Seventy-fifth street on which
will be erected a 1,500 seat motion picture theatre to be known as the Chatham.
Construction will be begun May L J. J.
Cooney, former owner and manager of
the Vernon theatre, is interested in the
project.
"Hidden Light" Given
Premiere at Pantheon
"Hidden Light," the new feature being
distributed in the Chicago film district
by Gollos Enterprises, will be given its
Chicago premiere at the Pantheon theatre. February 20.
The production has been booked at the
Woodlawn theatre and over the Lubliner
and Trinz and the Ascher Brothers circuits.

Telser Sales Manager
For Favorite Players
Art Telser, former sales representative
for the Favorite Players Film Corporation, has been appointed sales manager
by I. Van Ronkel. dean of the Chicago
exchange men, who regards his latest
protege as one of the most promising
young men in the city. Telser won his
promotion after less than three months
as salesman.

"The Devil"" Is Shown
At Noonday Luncheon
'The Devil." Pathe's new feature production starring George Arliss. was given
a press screening in the Pathe projection room February 14, following a luncheon to 'press
the Auditorium Hotelrepresentatives
at which W. A.at Aschman,
Chicago manager for Pathe. acted as
host.

"The Melody of Flowers." one of Celebrated's Prizma master pictures, is being
shown at both the Riviera and Tivoli theatres this week.

E. S. Barbour, who has been with Selznick forces for the past year, has joined
the Gollos Enterprises as salesman. He
will cover the soHth side.
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ure. Nix on the police. The lucky one who
purloined it should have his name engraved
upon the walls of fame as an immortal.

SHOTS

AND

MISSES

=^By Mac=
We okay the remarks of Exhibitor P. W. this close that he has promised to take the
McClellak, Dreamland theatre, Pekin, "Century" Eastward some day next week
111. Several days ago Representative Frack- and
in little ol' N'cw
man of the Unity Photoplays dropped in on Yawk.do a little shopping
* * *
the Pekin magnate and after taking his orGeorge Levy has returned to the Unity
der for a few of Unity's best offerings,
quizzed "Frack" with regard to Manager Photoplays and is covering the Chicago
Frank Flaherty. Claimed he has been deal- theatres. E. P. Cassave, a newcomer, will
ing with the handsome Celt for the last
decade or so, but never had the pleasure represent
nois field. this company in the northern Illi* * «
of a personal meeting. After giving a
kodak shot of Flaherty's the once over,
That's
LouisforFrank
has promtells one
"Frack"
"Seems
to beI have
a good
ised us heall isright,
leaving
New York
very
and
of the: best
lookers
ever 'liver'
seen
shortly.so
tell
the
boys
to
keep
their eyes
in the film business."
on the incoming Chi. trains and you might
sell him some fillums for Illinois.
Edelman,
"vet" Illinois
about
theBenCentral
states, well
is nowknown
covering
Joseph M. Goldstein of the Canyon
for the Selected Films, Inc., lining up the
Pictures Corporation spent considerable
downstate exhibitors with the "The Son time
with the local film fraternity en route
of Tarzan" serial which this exchange is
Indianapolis and other points West and
offering with considerable success through- to
Northwest.
out this territory.
* * *
* * *
A. Teitei., film renovator par excellence,
M. J. Mintz, general sales director for registers another 100 per cent result last
the Synchronized Scenario Music Com- week. Hector Fuller of David Wark Grifpany left February 10 en route for the Big
fith, Inc., turned their cinema masterpiece,
Capitol City and was greeting the old guard
"Way
over to were
Abe masterful.
for attenabout 42d street and Broadway on or about
tionDown
and admitEast,"
the results
Lincoln's Birthday. On the way East, Thata boy, Abe, get 'em all !
M. J. expected to drop off at a few of the
♦ * ♦
big cities along the trail giving the live exL.
A.
Schiff
tells
us he put the Ford
hibitors a real opportunity "for better
and
a
quart
bottle
of
"prohibition" in the
*
*
*
music."
garage the other night upon completing his
calls for the evening and awoke the next
Milt Simon, president Selected Films morn
to discover both gone. No sympathy
exchange, who has been traveling the territory, arrived home, reporting that the at all— serves you right. Fords are being
turned
out in gross lots, but the OTHER—
Harry Grampp chain of theatres closed on
the "Tarzan" serial. Milt is so elated over oi-oi, each day it becomes more of a treas-

So far we have been unable to pick the
leader for record sales on "Vanishing
Trails," the latest Celebrated serial release,
for G. H. Moore, Dave Dubin and Johnny
Mednikow agree they are taking them all
on the dotted line.
Henry Friedman of the Celebrated
Players is spending a brief stay with Louis
Goulden at Indianapolis, meeting the
Hoosier exhibitors and telling the boys
what a gem the Zenith projector is.
Irving Mandel of the Security Pictures
is now making arrangements to give the
local exhibitors ample opportunity to book
feature releases on new subjects and will
announce the plans in detail at a later date.
They
will continue the re-issue subjects as
heretofore.
* * »
Henry C. Friedman is touring Indiana
in the tional
interests
of Celebrated's
department.
He will be new
gone educaabout
three weeks.
» * *
Hunt Stromberg and Hobart Rogers,
his assistant, who have been assisting in
putting
Lips"February
at Barbee's15,Loop
theatre, over
left "Lying
Tuesday,
for
New York.
CAMERA BARGAINS
Motion Picture Camera* at cub
aaving
price*.
profeaaional
diacounta
on Special
UNIVER3ALS.
Imjnadtat* dclhrwrr
oo ml\ mo6a\». ItaBfi*.
fr*a «o raQOMl.
BASSM, 109CAMERA
Oept.
N. Doarbom COMPANY
St., Chicago. II.

WABASH
FILM
WILL

EXCHANGE

OPEN
AT

SOON

804
S. WABASH
AV|E.
Corner 8th and Wabash Avenue — 3rd Floor
WITH A COMPLETE LINE OF
NEW AND RE-ISSUES OF
1 AND 2 REEL COMEDIES
2 REEL WESTERNS
AND
A SERIES OF SPECIAL
5 AND
6 REEL
WESTERN
and SOCIETY
FEATURES
WATCH

FOR OPENING DATE OF THE EXCHANGE OF POPULAR PRICED FEATURES

HAT the Picture Did for Me" is the
w best
department of the best trade
paper. R. O. Rboades, manager,
Orpbeum tbeatre. Converse, Ind.
HAT tbe Picture Did for Me" is
w certainly
a great aid in booking
pictures. — Adolpb Kobn, manager.
Pastime tbeatre. Granville. N. Y.
tbe Picture Did for Me" is
w HAT
necessary if I am to keep using tbe
S. R. O. sign. — Mark Jackson, manager. Strand tbeatre, Alexander
City, Ala.
Above are three of hundreds of
tributes exhibitors are paying toone
of the many exclusive features of
EXHIBITORS
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Jack

Grauman
As

Former

Official
Metro

Joins
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Vandawalker

of Doll

Manager

HERALD

Will

Van
Make

Company
Trip

to Coast

in Interest of Corporation— Policy of
Expansion Will Continue
Jacob S. (Jack) Grauman, well known to exhibitors and all branches
of the industry in the Chicago and Milwaukee territories, has affiliated with
Doll Van Film Corporation, it was announced this week by D. M. Vandawalker, president of the company. He will be vice-president and treasurer.
The most recent venture of Mr. Grauin Chicago and Milwaukee had become
man, for more than a year manager of interested in the company and it is understood that this total will be increased
Metro's Chicago offrce, previous to which
he represented that company in Milin the near future.
waukee, was his association with Saxe
The Milwaukee exchange, which will
Brothers in the purchase and sale of the
Boston, Rose and Alcazar theatres in
be opened by the company earl}- in
March will be under the management of
Chicago's loop district.
To Make Coast Trip
L. H. Guhl, now with Metro in the Wisconsin city. It will be located at 408
His first activity will be a trip to the
West Coast in the interests of the comToy building. Frank Kamp, at prespany, where he will make a survey of
ent Wisconsin road man for Metro, will
conditions in the independent producjoin the Doll Van force at the same time.
tion field with a view toward obtaining
additional features for distribution in the
Illinois and Wisconsin territory. He will
be gone about one month.
Louise Lovely's Coming
Feature Has N. Y. Locale
"With Mr. Grauman coming into the
firm," said Mr. Vandawalker, "our policy
The tionswelcome
by film
fanslocale
for producof expansion will continue as rapidly as
that have their
entire
laid in
consistent with good business. Mr. GrauNew York City, as in the case of "While
man has the friendship and confidence
of the exhibitors in this territory and I New York Sleeps," has led William Fox
'to select for Louise Lovely's next staring
vehicle a story written by George Wilam greatly pleased with the affiliation."
Exhibitors Are Interested
liam Hill and called "While the Devil
Laughs,"
in thewhich
the entire action
At the same time it was announced
transpires in
metropolis.
that, a number of prominent exhibitors
The story of the feature concerns
chiefly the efforts of a girl of the East
side slums to rise above the level of her
surroundings and emancipate herself and
her impoverished family from the fetters
with which an unkind fate has enchained
them. This is made the basis of a tale of
New York, with its gaudy cabarets,
dreary
hattanese.tenements and picturesque ManPathe Reports Big Demand
For "The Devil" in N. Y.
New York is setting the pace for all
other Pathe exchanges in bookings on
the Associated Exhibitors' celebrated proArliss. duction, "The Devil," starring George
Following the successful pre-issue
showings at the Strand, New York, and
the Strand, Brooklyn, other leading metropolitan theatres have billed the production, andrated
Patheonepredicts
Devil"
will be
of the that
most"The
successful
pictures
ever
exhibited
in
the
New
York
territory.

D. M. VANDAWALKER, JR.
("resident of the Chicago.
Doll-Van Film exchange,

KAMP ST., NEW ORLEANS. LA.

JACK GRAUMAN
vice-president and treasWho h:is become
urer of the Doll-Van exchange.
Gores

and

Houses
GroggHerald)
Buyto Exhibitors
(Special
LOS ANGELES, Feb. 15.— The Grogg
theatre interests
in Bakersfield,
California. Bakersfield
Pastime andtheGrogg
playhouses, have been absorbed by the
Gore Brothers and Lesser interests. It
is reported that Mrs. Olive Grogg, previous owner of these properties, received
in excess of $200,000 for her holdings.
New Theatre for Marion
MARION, LA— A theatre to have a
seating eapacity of 1.000 will be erected
here in the spring. It will be located in
West Center street.
GUARANTEED

Mailing Lists
MOVING PICTURE THEATRES
Every State— total, 21,170 by State*, $5.00
1219 Film Exchanges PerM.
|7.50
313 manufacturer* and (tudio* 4.00
368 machine and aupply dealer* 4.00
Further Particulars:
A. F.WILLIAMS. IN W. Adies St., CklMfi

^Nowf^teHALLROOM

255 NO. 13-ST., PHILADELPHIA PA.

Lesser

BOYS

64 W. RANDOLPH

ST.. CHICAGO. ILL.

GUIDE

to

CURRENT

AMERICAN FILM COMPANY
Distributed Through Pathe Exchanges
FLYING "A" SPECIALS
The Week End. six reels, with Milton Sills.
A Live-Wire Hick, six reels, with Wm. RusselL
A Eddy.
Light Woman, six reels, with Helen Jerome
The Gamesters, six reels, with Margarita Fisher.
TheElinor
Blue Field.
Moon, six reels, with Pell Trenton and
Their Mutual Child, six reels, with Margarita
Fisher and Nigel Barrie.
Sunset Jones, five reels, with Charles Clary.
ARROW FILM CORP.
The Chamber Mystery, five reels.
Circumstantial Evidence, five reels.
The Wall Street Mystery, five reels.
The Unseen Witness, five reels.
The Trail of the Cigarette, five reels.
The Bromley Case, five reels.
Woman's
ing. Man, five reels, featuring Romaine FieldLove's
Protege,fivefive
featuring
Bitter Fruit,
reels,reels,
all star
cast. Ora Carew.
The Golden Trail, five reels.
Bachelor
kins. Apartments, five reels, with Georgia HopTex, feature series, five reels.
A Man from Nowhere, five reels, with Jack Hoxie.
The Way Women Love, five reels, with Rubye De
Remer.
Luxury, six reels, with Rubye De Remer.
The Deceiver, five reels, with Carol Holloway.
The Tame Cat, five reels, with all star cast.
The Man Who Trifled, five reels, with all star cast.
Before the White Man Came, five reels, all Indian
cast.
ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
Distributed through Pathe Exchanges
Therar.Riddle Woman, six reels, with Geraldine FarThe Devil, six reels, with George Arliss.
What Women Will Do. six reels.

Dec. 5— Conrad
in Quest Meighan.
of His Youth, six reels,
with Thomas
Dec. 5— Flying Pat, five reels, with Dorothy Gish.
Dec. 12— TheRoscoe
Life Arbuckle.
of the Party, five reels, with
Dec. 12 — Heliotrope,
duction. six reels. Cosmopolitan proDec. 19 — To Please One Woman, six reels, Lois
Weber production.
Dec. 19 — An Washburn.
Amateur Devil, five reels, with Bryant
Dec. 26— The Testing
liam S. Hart.Block, six reels, with WilDec. 26 — Silknett.Hosiery, five reels, with Enid BenJan. 2 — Thesix Bait.
reels. Maurice Tourneur production,
Jan. 9 — ThesixJucklins,
reels. George Melford production,
Jan. 9 — The Charm
lace Reid. School, five reels, with WalJan. 16 — The Education of Elizabeth, five reels,
with Billie Burke. '
Jan. 16 — The Inside of the Cup. six reels, with
Special cast.
Jan. 23 — The Rookie's Return, five reels, with
Douglas M.iMadness,
I ■ it. six reels, William
Jan. 23 — Midsummer
De Mille production.
Jan. 30 — Paying
Piper, five reels, George Fitzmauricethe production.
Jan. 30 — TheThos.
Frontier
of the Stars, five reels, with
Meighan.
Feb. 6 — Brewsters
Millions,
six reels. Roscoe
Arbuckle.
Feb. 6— TheothyGhost
Gish.in the Garret, five reels. Dor-'
Feb. 13 — Forbidden Fruit, eight reels, Cecil de
Mille production.
Feb. 13 — Chickens,
Lean. five reels, with Douglas MacFeb. 20 — The Passionate Pilgrim, six reels. Cosmopolitan production.
Feb. 20 — The Kentuckians, five reels, Chas.
Maigne production.
FIDELITY PICTURES CO.
The Married Virgin, six reels.
Frivolous Wives, six reels.

ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS, INC.
THOMAS H. INCE PRODUCTIONS
Homespun Folks, six reels, with Lloyd Hughes.
Lying
Lips,Vidor.
six reels, with House Peters and
Florence
J. PARKER READ, JR.. PRODUCTIONS
TheGlaum.
Leopard Woman, seven reels, with Louise
A worth.
Thousand to One, six reels, with Hobart BosLove, six reels, with Louise Glaum.
ALLAN DWAN PRODUCTIONS
The Forbidden Thing, six reels, with James Kirkwood and Helen Jerome Eddy.
A Perfect Crime, six reels, with Monte Blue and
Jacqueline Logan.
MAURICE TOURNEUR PRODUCTIONS
TheBedford.
Last of the Mohicans, six reels, with Barbara
MACK SENNETT PRODUCTIONS
A Small Town Idol, six reels, with Ben Turpin.
C. B. C. FILM SALES
The Victim, six reels.
Dangerous Love, five reels.
CREATION FILMS^ INC.
For the Freedom of Ireland, five reels.
EQUITY PICTURES
Keep to the Right, six reels, with Edith Taliaferro.
Whispering
Devils, seven reels, with Conway
Tearle.
Midchannel, six reels, with Clara Kimball Young.
Hush, five reels, with Clara Kimball Young.
FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY
Nov. 28 — Idols
of Clay,
seven reels, George Fitzmaurice
production.
Nov. 28 — A Romantic Adventuress, five reels, with
Dorothy Dalton.

FILM MARKET, INC.
TheRichard
HouseTravers.
Without Children, seven reels, with
The Grand Passion, six reels.
FIRST NATIONAL
Goduction.
and Get It, seven reels, Marshall Neilan proTheTalmadge.
Perfect Woman, five reels, with Constance
Notorious
McDonald.Miss Lisle, five reels, with Katherine
Jack-Knife Man, five reels. King Vidor special.
Forty-five
Minutes from Broadway, six reels, with
Chas. Ray.
Good
madge.References, six reels, with Constance TalIn the Heart of a Fool, seven reels, Allan Dwan
special.
Curtain, five reels, with Katherine MacDonald.
Harriet
Stewart.and the Piper, six reels, with Anita
TheTalmadge.
Branded Woman, seven reels, with Norma
Themore.Master Mind, six reels, with Lionel BarryWhat
Women Love, six reels, with Annette Kellerman.
Peaceful Valley, six reels, with Charles Ray.
Nomads of North, six reels, Curwood production.
Twin
Haven.Beds, five reels, Mr. and Mrs. Carter DeOld Dad, six reels, with Mildred Harris Chaplin.
Themore.Devil's Garden, six reels, with Lionel BarryDangerous
Talmadge. Business, five reels, with Constance
Love. Honor and Behave, Mack Sennett comedy.
Unseen Forces, with All-Star Cast.
Dinty,
reels, with Wesley Barry, a Marshall
Neilanseven
production.
Habit, five reels, with Mildred Harris.
The Truth About Husbands, seven reels.
Nineteen and Phyllis, six reels, with Chas. Ray.
The Great Adventure, six reels, with Lionel BarNotrymore.
Guilty, six reels, with Sylvia Breamer.
MyMacDonald.
Lady's Latchkey, five reels, with Kathryn

PICTURES

The Woman
dred Harris.in His House, eight reels, with Milmadge.
Mamma's
Affair, five reels, with Constance TalRay.
The Old Swimmin' Hole, six reels, with Charles
Passion, eight
reelssixwith
Scrambled
Wives,
reels,PolawithNegri.
Marguerite Clark.
Themadge.
Oath, eight reels, R. A. Walsh production.
Lessons in Love, five reels, with Constance TalScrap Iron, five reels, with Charles Ray.
FEDERATED FILM EXCHANGES
Nobody'sMay,
Girl,five
fivereels,
reels, with
with Bessie
Billie Love.
Rhodes.
Bonnie
The Midlanders, five reels, with Bessie Love.
Hearts and Masks, five reels, with all-star cast.
Good Bad Wife, five reels, with all-star cast.
ThestarServant
cast. in the House, five reels, with allFORWARD FILM DIST.
Youth's Desire, five reels.
FOX FILM CORPORATION
FOX SPECIALS
The White Moll, with Pearl White.
If I Were King, with
with Lt.
William
l'arnum.
The
OrmerAll
Locklear.
WhileSkywayman,
New York Sleeps,
with
Star Cast.
The Face at Your Window, with All Star Cast.
Blind Wives, with All Star Cast.
A with
Connecticut
All Star Yankee
Cast. in King Arthur's Court,
Skirts, six reels, with Special Cast.
WILLIAM FARNUM SERIES
Drag
Harlan.
The Scuttlers.
I IMtl WHITE SERIES
The Thief.
Tiger's Cub.
The Mountain Woman.
TOM MIX SERIES
The Untamed.
The
PrairieTexan.
Trails.
The Road Demon.
WILLIAM RUSSELL SERIES
The Man Who Dared.
The
The Challenge
Iron Rider. of the Law.
( heater Reformed.
Bare Knuckles.
Chin Toy. SHIRLEY MASON SERIES
Flame of Youth.
Girl ofToyMy Heart.
Wing
Merely Mary Ann.
GEORGE WALSH SERIES
From Plunger.
Now On.
The
Number 17.
Dynamite Allen.
20TH CENTURY BRAND
Two Moons, with Buck Jones.
Just Pals, with Buck Jones.
The
Land ofofFate,
Jazz, with
with Louise
Eileen Lovely.
Percy.
Partners
The Big Punch, with Buck Jones.
GOLDWYN PICTURES CORP.
GOLDWYN STAR PRODUCTIONS
The Truth, five reels, with Madge Kennedy.
Scratch 666,
My five
Back,reels,
five with
reels Tom
(Eminent
Officer
Moore.Authors).
Cupid, the Cowpuncher, five reels, with Wi
ManRogers.
Who Had Everything, five reels, with Jac
Pickford.
GirlKennedy.
With the Jazz Heart, five reels, with Madg
It's a Great Life, five reels (Eminent Artists).
ThePollar.
Revenge of Tarzan, five reels, with Ger
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Going Some, five reels, Rex Beach production.
Theproduction.
North Wind's Malice, five reels. Rex Beach
The Penalty, five reels, with Lon Chaney.
Earthbonnd, seven reels, with All Star Cast.
Stop Thief,
fivereels,
reels,with
withPauline
Tom Moore.
Madam
X, six
Frederick.
The Branding Iron, seven reels. Special Cast.
His Own Law, six reels, with Hobart Bosworth.
Honest Hutch, five reels, with Will Rogers.
Milestones, six reels, with Special Cast.
What Happened to Rosa, with Mabel Normand.
ThemoreSongKendall
of the production.
Soul, with Vivian Martin, a MessGodless Men, seven reels.
The Great Lover, six reels.
Just Out of College, five reels.
Roads
erick. of Destiny, five reels, with Pauline FredThe Highest Bidder, five reels.
Prisoners of Love.
The Concert.
Guile of Women, five reels, with Will Rogers.
Bunty Pulls the Strings, seven reels.
Hold Your Horses, five reels.
The Voice in the Dark, five reels.
Boys Will Be Boys, five reels, with Will Rogers.
W. W. HODKINSON CORP.
Distributed through the Pathe Exchanges
ZANE GREY PICTURES, IXC.
The U. P. Trail, six reels.
BENJAMIX B. HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS
The Dwelling Place of Light, by Winston Churchill.
J. PARKER READ, JK., PRODUCTIONS
The Brute Master, with Hobart Bosworth.
Love Madness, with Louise Glaum.
DEITRICH-BECK, INC.
The Harvest Moon, six reels, with Doris Kenyon.
DIAL FILM CO. PRODUCTIONS
ThesonTiger's
Butt. Coat, with Myrtle Stedman and LawLOUIS TRACY PRODUCTIONS
The Silent Barrier, six reels, with Sheldon Lewis.
ROBERT BRUNTON PRODUCTIONS
No. 99. five reels, with J. Warren Kerrigan.
The Green Flame, five reels, with J. Warren
Kerrigan.
The House of Whispers, with J. Karren Kerrigan.
XATIOXA L-BILLIE RHODES PROD.
The Kentucky Colonel, with Joseph J. Dowling.
JOSEPH LEVERING PRODUCTIONS
His Temporary Wife, six reels, with Special Cast.
IRVIX V. WILLAT PRODUCTIONS
Down Home, an All Star Cast.
INDEPENDENT FILMS
XEAL HART SERIES
Oct. 1 — Hell's Oasis, five reels.
N'ov. 15—1 — Skyfire,
five reels. five reels.
Jan.
Feb. 15 — The
TotemLumberjack,
Law.
SPECIAL FEATURE
Mar. 1 — Reckless Wives.
JANS PICTURES, INC.
Madonnas and Men, six reels.
Love Without Question, seven reels.
AWings
Woman's
Business,
five reels.
of Pride,
five reels.
VICTOR KREMER PRODUCTIONS
voices,
six reels,
with with
All Star
Mad Love,
five reels,
LinaCast.
Cavalieri.
BERT LUBIN
honeymoon Ranch, five reels, State Rights Feature.
•Vest of the Rio Grande, five reels, Allene Ray.
METRO PICTURES CORPORATION
METRO SPECIALS
?ov. 15 — Someone
Star Cast.in the House, six reels, with All
•fov.29— TheBertMisleading
Lytell. Ladv, six reels, with
Jec. 13— Hearts
Are Trumps, six reels, with All
Star Cast.
Jec 20— Polly
Cast. With a Past, six reels, with All
Jec. 27 — Cinderella's
Twin, six reels, with Viola
Dana.
an- 10 — Lure of Youth, six reels, all-star cast,
an. 17— Marriage
Allison. of Wm. Ashe, six reels, May
m- 31— TheDana.Offshore Pirate, six reels, Viola
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Feb. 7 — Passion Fruit, six reels, Doraldina.
Feb. 21 — The Greater Claim, six reels, Alice Lake.
NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS
Madame Peacock, seven reels, with Nazimova.
Billions, six reels, with Nazimova.
MAURICE TOURNEUR PRODUCTIONS
The Great Redeemer, six reels, All Star Cast.
S. L. PRODUCTIONS
Love.
Cast. Honor and Obey, six reels, with All Star
Feb. 28 — Without Limit, six reels, Geo. D. Baker
production.
C. E. SHURTLEFF, INC.
Mar. 14 — The Little Fool, six reels, all-star cast.
PATHE EXCHANGE, INC.
EDGAR LEWIS PRODUCTIOXS
Lahoma, seven reels.
A Beggar in Purple, six reels.
The Sage Hen, five reels, with Gladys Brockwell.
J. STUART BLACKTOX PRODUCTIONS
House of the Tolling Bell, six reels, with Bruce
Gordon and May McAvoy.
Forbidden
and May Valley,
McAvoy. six reels, with Bruce Gordon
JESSE D. HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS
Half a Chance, seven reels, with Mahlon Hamilton.
Her Unwilling Husband, five reels, with Blanche
Sweet.
Dice of Destiny, five reels, with H. B. Warner.
That Girl Montana, five reels, with Blanche Sweet.
When
We Wrere Twenty-one, five reels, with H.
B. Warner.
ROBT. BRUNTON PRODUCTIONS
The Devil to Pay, six reels, with Fritzi Brunette
and Roy Stewart.
PERRET PICTURES, INC.
The Empire of Diamonds, six reels.
GEORGE B. SEITZ, INC.
Rogues and Romance, six reels, with Geo. B. Seitz
and June Caprice.
FEDERAL PHOTOPLAYS, INC.
The Killer, six reels.
ARTHUR F. BECK
The Heart Line, six reels.
PIONEER FILM CORP.
Outreauof and
the Edmund
Depths, five
Cobb.reels, with Violet MerseEmpty
Arms,
five
reels, with Gail Kane and
Thurston Hall.
Idle
Hands,
five
reels,
with Kail Kane and J.
Herbert Frank.
A Good Woman, five reels, with Gail Kane and
J. Herbert Women,
Frank. five reels, with Alma Rubens.
Thoughtless
REALART PICTURES
SPECIAL FEATURES
Deep Purple, six reels, R. A. Walsh production.
The Law of the Yukon, six reels, Chas. Miller
Theproduction.
Soul of Youth, six reels, a Taylor production.
Theduction.
Furnace, seven reels, a Wm. D. Taylor proSTAR PRODUCTIONS
Sweet
Lavender,
five reels, with Mary Miles
Minter.
39 East, five reels, with Constance Binney.
Food for Scandal, five reels, with Wanda Hawley.
The Furnace, five reels, Wm. D. Taylor.
Eyes
and Heart, five reels, with Mary Miles
Minter.
ley.
Her Beloved Villain, five reels, with Wanda HawHerHawley.
First Elopement, five reels, with Wanda
You Never Can Tell, six reels, with Bebe Daniels.
Oh Lady Lady, five reels, with Bebe Daniels.
The New York Idea, six reels, with Alice Brady.
Blackbirds, five reels, with Justine Johnstone.
Something
Binney. Different, five reels, with Constance
ROBERTSON-COLE PICTURES
The Stealers, eight reels, Cabanne.
So Long Letty, six reels, Christel.
A erick.
Slave of Vanity, five reels, with Pauline Fred813, six reels, Arsene Lubin story.
The Little Fraid Lady, six reels, with Mae Marsh.
SPECIALS
Kismet, nine reels, with Otis Skinner.
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RUSSELL-GREIVER-RUSSELL
Lone Hand Wilson, five reels, with Lester Cuneo.
The Ranger and the Law, five reels, with Lester
PatCuneo.
O' the Ranch, five reels, with Lester Cuneo.
Blue Blazes, five reels, with Lester Cuneo.
S. & E. ENTERPRISES
It Mason.
Might Happen to You, five reels, with Billy
Cowboy Jass, two reels, stunt novelty.
LEWIS J. SELZNICK ENTERPRISES
SELZNICK PICTURES
Thomas.
_ Olive
Everybody's
Sweetheart, five reels, .with
Dangerous Paradise, five reels. Special Cast.
Red Foam, five tein
reels, Ralph Ince production.
. Hamwith Elaine
Daughter Pays, five reels,.
Themers
Broadway
and
Home,
with
Eugene
O
Bnen.
The Road to Ambition, with Conway Tearle.
Pleasure Seekers, with Elaine Hammerstein.
SELECT PICTURES
g.
ninfive
r-.-.u
reels, with Bernard
Seeds of Vengeance,
TheDur
or.
Hall
_ with
_ .,tditn
Outside the Door, five reels,
Just
Davidson.
Grace Edith
with with
five reels,
Man's Plaything,
Day.
reels,
Children Not Wanted,fivefivereels,
with special cast.
Mountain Madness,
NATIONAL PICTURES
Ince.
Out of the Snows, five reels, with Ralph
The Palace of Darkened Windows, five reels, with
special cast.
with Conway Tearle.
five reels,
Marooned
special cast.
five reels,
Am I?Hearts,
Who
D. N. SCHWAB PRODUCTIONS
Fickle Women, five reels, state right feature.
Girls Don't Gamble, five reels, state right feature.

STOLL FILM CORPORATION
red Lives.
Squande
January —— The
Hundredth Chance.
January
— Mr. Wu.
January
Lure of Crooning Water.
January — The
UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
Fairbanks.
. with
_. . .Douglas
.
13— Mollycoddle, six . reels,
June
Pickford.
Mary
with
Suds, five reels,
27— production.
June
Griffith
..
5— The Love Flower, seven reels, D. W.
Sept.
Douglas
with
Mark of Zorro, eight reels, «#—
Dec. 4_TheFairbanks.
9— The Love Light, eight reels, with Mary
jan.
Pickford.
UNIVERSAL FEATURES
Lights, five reels, with Virginia
Northern
Under
Harry Carey.
five reels, with
Blue"streak McCoy,
with Carmel Myers.
In Folly's Trail, five reels,
Carmel
with
reels,
five
Trimmed,
Beautifully
Roberts.
Edith
with
reels,
five
uth,
Wfclte^Yo of Love, five reels, all s'ar cast
Kinds
Two
Hearts Up, five reels, with Harry Carey.
Tiger True, five reels, with Frank Mayo.
JEWEL PRODUCTIONS
of the Gods, six reels, with Tsuru Aoki.
Breath
The
The Devil's Pass Key, seven reels, with special
Oncl' to Every Woman, six reels, with Dorothy
Outside^he Law, six reels, with Priscilla Dean.
VITAGRAPH
JOYCE SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS
ALICE
The Vice of Fools, five reels.
The Prey, six reels.
Cousin Kate, five reels.
EARLE WILLIAMS PRODUCTIONS
A Master Stroke, five reels.
The Romance Promoter, five reels.
reels.
Cipher,fivefivereels.
The PurpleAdrift,
Diamonds
CORINNE GRIFFITH PRODUCTIONS
The Broadway Bubble, five reels.
Market, five reels.
Whisper
TheIsn't
It
Being Done This Season.
ALICE CALHOUN PRODUCTIONS
Princess Jones, five reels.
ANTONIO MORENO PRODUCTIONS
Three Sevens, five reels.
VITAGRAPH SUPER-FEATURES
Dead Men Tell No Tales, seven reels (Tom Terriss
Production), All Star Cast.
Trumpet
Island, seven reels, all-star cast (Tom
Terris Production).
Black Beauty, Jean Paige and All Star Cast,

February 26, 1921
HERALD
EXHIBITORS
WESTERN
AND RAILROAD DRAMAS, two
INDEPENDENT FILMS ASSN.
reels.
DAMFOOL TWIN COMEDIES, two reel*.
PINNACLE
Roberts. COMEDIES, two reels, with Max
SUBJECTS
SHORT
SCENICS
METRO
NEIGHBORS, two reels. Buster Keating.
EDUCATIONAL— Robert C. Bruce Scenics Bern*
THEKeating.
HAUNTED
HOUSE, two reels. Buster
tiful, one reel (every two weeks).
EDUCATIONAL— Chester Outing Scenici, one
COMEDIES
reel (every week).
PAT HE BXI HANGS, INC.
EDUCATIONAL
— Screenics, one reel (every two
ARROW FILM CORP.
VANITY FAIR GIRLS COMEDIES, one reel.
COMEDIES, every other ROLIN COMEDIES, one reel.
ARROW-H
PARAMOUNT— Burton Holmes Travel Picture*
week, twoANKreels.MANN
one reel (every week).
TWO REELERS, two reels.
OSTRICH COMEDIES, two ROLIN
ARROW-MURIEL
PARAMOUNT — Burlingham Adventure Scenici.
HAROLD LLOYD COMEDIES, two reels.
reels.
Number Please.
PARAMOUNT — Post Nature Pictures.
SPOTLIGHT COMEDIES, one reel.
REELCRAFT — Reelcraft Scenics. one reeL
PHOTO PRODI CIS K\ PORT
ARDATH XLNT COMEDIES, two reels.
ROBERTSON-COLE— Martin Johnson Series, one
FLAGG COMEDY RENEWALS, one reel.
AYWON FILM CORP.
reel.
reel.
ROBERTSON-COLE—
Adventure Scenics, one
R A DIN I'M I I RES, INC.
JOY COMEDIES.
C. B. C. FILM SALES
JOHNNY DOOLEY COMEDIES.
SPECIAL
Stories. PICTURES— Sunset Burrud Scenic
HALL ROOM BOYS COMEDIES, two reels.
REELCRAFT PICTURES
CELEBRATED PLAYERS
ALICE HOWELL COMEDIES, two reels.
CELEBRATED COMEDIES.
MISCELLANEOUS
WILLIAM FRANEY COMEDIES, one reel.
EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP.
MILBURN MORANTI COMEDIES, two reels.
ARROW — Sport Pictorials, one reel.
NAPOLEON & SALLY COMEDIES, one reel.
CHESTER COMEDIES, two reels.
C. B. C. SALES— Screen snapshots (bi-monthly).
A Trayful of Trouble.
GALE
HENRY
COMEDIES,
two
reels.
The One Best Pet.
COMMONWEALTH—
Spanuth's Original Vod-»Vil Movies.
MATTY ROUBERT COMEDIES, two reels.
You'll
ROYAL COMEDIES, two reels.
Beat It.Be Surprised.
COMMONWEALTH— Spanuth's Sermonettes.
Ladies' Pets.
FAMOUS
PLAYERS— Paramount Magazine, on*
ROBERTSON-COLE
reel (weekly).
CHRISTIE
COMEDIES,
two
reels.
Mr. Fatima.
SUPREME COMEDIES, one reel.
GOLDWYN
— Goldwyn-Bray Pictographs.
Wedding Blues.
GREIVER— Greiver Educationals.
Back. From the Front.
Itl SSKLL-UREM EH-RUSSELL
KINETO— Kineto Reviews.
Room, Kitchen and Sink.
Dining Mad.
TUSUN COMEDIES, one reel.
Movie
KINETO— Charles Urban Movie Chats.
Nobody's
KINETO— Urban Popular Classics.
special pioti aaa i orp,
Hey
Rube. Wife.
PATHE— Topics of the Day.
Man Versus Woman.
COMEDYART,
two
reels.
PATHE — Pathe Review, one reel.
Scrappily Married.
COMICLASSICS, two reels.
TORCHY COMEDIES, two reels.
PIONEER— Luke McLuke's Film Osophy.
CLAYPLAY COMEDIES.
RADIN — Brind's Wonders of Nature.
Torchy's
Millions.
MORANTI COMEDIES.
Torchy Turns
Cupid.(Johnny
(JohnnyHines.)
Hines.)
SELECT— Herbert Kaufman Masterpieces.
CHESTER
CONKLIN
COMEDIES,
two
reels.
Torchy's
Double
Triumph.
SELECT— Prizma Color Pictures.
Torchy Mixes In.
S. & E. ENTERPRISES — Cowboy Jazz, two reels.
Torchy's Night Hood.
i n verbal film mwo, co.
MERMAID COMEDIES, two reels.
CENTURY COMEDIES, two reels.
Dynamite.
(Lloyd Hamilton.)
STAR COMEDIES, one reel.
Nonsense. (Jimmie
Adams.)
SERIALS
The Simp. (Lloyd Hamilton.)
\ ITAI.RAPH
April Fool.
ARROW— Thunderbolt Jack (Jack Hoxie).
High
and
Dry.
FOX — Bride Thirteen.
BIG V SPECIAL COMEDIES, two reels.
Moonshine.
Holy Smoke.
PATHE— Ruth of the Rockies (Ruth Roland).
LARRY
SEMON COMEDIES, two reels.
The Suitor.
PATHE—
FILM SALES CO.
The Stage Hand.
Warner Phantom
Orland). Foe (Juanita Hansen and
The
Sportsman.
BILLY RUGE COMEDIES, one reel.
PATHE— Velvet Fingers (George B. Scitz and
JIMThe AUBREY
Marguerite Courtot).
JOLLY COMEDIES, one reel.
Back Yard.COMEDIES, two reels.
The
Decorator.
UNIVERSAL— King of the Circus (Eddie Polo).
FILM SPECIAL COMEDIES, one reel.
His Jonah Day.
camp).
UNIVERSAL—
The Flaming Disk (Elmo Lincoln).
FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY
The
Mysterious Stranger.
UNIVERSAL—
The Dragon's Net (Marie WilThe
Nuisance.
PARAMOUNTARBUCKLE
COMEDIES, two
reels.
Duncan).
VITAGRAPH—
The Silent Avenger (Willuun
PARreels.
AMOUNT-DE
HAVEN COMEDIES, two
DRAMAS
VITAGRAPH—
Elinor Fair). The Purple Riders (Joe Ryan and
PARAMOUNT-MACK SENNETT COMEDIES,
ARROW FILM ( ORP,
two reels.
Fighting Fate (William Duncan
and Edith Johnson).
Feb.
On aUnhappy
Summer'sFinish.
Day.
BLAZED
TRAILtwo reels.
PRODUCTIONS,
one every VITAGRAPH—
other week,
Feb. 206 —— The
VITAGRAPH—
Hidden Dangers (Joe Ryan and
PARAMOUNT-BURTON
HOLMES Travel Pic- ARROW NORTHWOOD DRAMAS, two reels.
Jean Paige).
tures, one reel.
Moreno).
VITAGRAPH— The Veiled Mystery (Antonio
C. B. C. FILM SALES
PARAMOUNT-MAGAZINE, one reel.
STAR RANCH WESTERNS, two reels.
FIRST NATIONAL
CHARLES CHAPLIN COMEDIES.
PATHE
NEWS REELS
A Dog's Life, three reels.
THE TEMPEST, two reels, Tom Santschi.
AShoulder
Day's Pleasure,
two
reels.
Arms, two reels.
SINGLE-HANDED SAM, two reels, Edgar Jones. FOX NEWS (twice a week) at Fox exchanges.
Sunnyside. two reels.
PIONEER
The Kid, six reels.
(Mondays and ThursINTERNAdays)TIONAL
at Universal NEWS
exchanges.
TOONERVILLE
TROLLEY COMEDIES, two NICK CARTER SERIES, two reels.
reels.
changes. MS (twice a week) at Educational exKINOGRA
C. B. PRICE CO.
(Wednesdays and Saturdays) »t
NEWSexchanges.
FEDERATED FILM
Educational
INDIAN
DRAMAS,
featuring Mona Dark- PATHE
feather, one
reel.
MONTE BANKS COMEDIES, two reels.
changes. NEWS (twice a week) at Select exSELZNICK
FOX FILM CORP.
REELCRAFT PICTURES
SUNSHINE COMEDIES, two reels.
TEXAS GUINAN WESTERNS, two reels.
An
ANIMATED CARTOONS
HoldElephant's
Me Tight.Nightmare.
RUSSELL-GREIVER-RUSSELL
His Noisy Still.
THE
GUMPS
(Celebrated Players).
Pretty Lady.
FRITZI
RIDGEWAY
PRODUCTIONS, two MUTT AND JEFF
(Fox).
Her
Wedding.
reels. ' ,
Pals Doggone
and Petticoats.
(Russell-Greiver-Russell)
ALLEY
E
STAR
DRAMAS,
featuring
Violet
Mersereau.
GASOLIN
The Slicker.
Grace Cunard and others, two reels.
CLYDE
COOK
COMEDIES,
two
reels.
AL
JENNINGS
WESTERNS,
two
reels.
The Huntsman.
SPECIALS
NEAL HART WESTERNS, two reels.
All Wrong.
Don't
Tickle.
SELZNICK
PICTURES
The Jockey.
IONAL FILM CORP.
WILLIAM J. FLYNN Detective Series, two reels. Modern EDUCAT
Centaurs.
GOLDWYN PICTURES
Valley of 10,000 Smokes.
UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. CO.
CAPITOL COMEDIES, two reels.
His Home Runs.
REDreels.RIDER SERIES (Leonard Chapman), two Babe Ruth— How He Knocks Kellerman
EDGAR COMEDIES, two reels.
.
Art of Diving, with Annette
GOLDWYN-BRAY COMICS, one reel.
The Race of the Age (Man o' War).
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ZUKOR

Presents

>THE

A

Z.LEONARD

GILDED

With

REVEALING the soul or a
simple girl in all its
pristine purity. More lavishly
produced, more thrillingly
dramatic, than "On with the
Dance" By Clara Beranger

ROBERT

MAE

LILY

MURRAY

d ^paramount

Cpiclure

PRODUCTION
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S.

HART
in
"O'Mal

ley

of

BY
WILLIAM
HART
MounS,
the
ted"
"'JTE
Block" atbroke
all records
whenTesting
it was shown
the Rivoli,
New
York.
But "O'Malle/ of j the Mounted" beat it
by $5,037 on the week! That means it
is Hart's biggest box-office picture.
AUphi ami iiteitd h Lmmiai HiOgo
Pk+CfJkoUt
Jot AutoU.
A -S. C.
A WiRism S. Hui
PnAziitn.
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CHARLES
J\mencds

in

HUTCHISON

Death-Defying

Hero

of Daredevil

Deeds

DOUBLE

ADVENTURE

CUNNINGHA M
by JACK
Imagine a motorboat rushing at full speed toward
a bridge.
Imagine a man leaping into the air from that boat,
grabbing the timbers above, hanging there for a
moment and then hurling himself into another
speeding motorboat following behind.
That's another of Daredevil Hutchison's thrilling
stunts in " Double Adventure."
Give your audiences a treat; show them this remarkable serial.

Produced
ROBERT

Directed

by

W.S.

by

BRUNTON

VAN

DYKE

□

□

They'll
THIS LATEST PIECE

Eat
OF DEVILTRY

BEBE

It
Up!
ON THE PART OF

DANIELS
IN

"DUCKS

AND

DRAKES"

It is cram-full of speed, vim and laughter. The sort of picture
that speeds up your ticket reels, and makes them register records.
If you own a Realart Star Franchise, you already have this
feature booked.

If you don't

sign a Franchise TO-DAY!

(" Ducks and Drakes" is adapted
by Elmer E. Harris from the
play by himself. Directed by
Major Maurice Campbell.)
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THE SPICE OF THE PROGRAM

BEAUTY
The scenic pictures made under
the direction of Robert C. Bruce
are well named the"ScenicsBeautiful."They entertainany audience,
anywhere — yet they are to the art
of motion pictures what the canvases of Rembrandt, Velasquez or
Whistler are to the art of painting.

PRE-EMINENCE
For years, Robert C. Bruce pictures have been pre-eminent in
the scenic field because they actually tell a story while depicting
nature in her most beautiful
moods. They entertain, yet they
are art.
REGULARITY
Robert C. Bruce is consistent in
the quality of his product — produces "Scenics Beautiful" with
unparalleled regularity.
Robert C. Bruce's consistency
caused the editor of the Exhibitor's Herald to write, "The most
remarkable thing about Robert
C. Bruce's Scenics, next to their
quality, is their regularity of
Educational has always released
release."
the Robert C. Bruce "Scenics
..Past tall storied towers, scarce heaving her breast.
With her low-lyi'ig billows all bright in the West..

ONAL
EDUCATI
Beautiful."

FILM

EXCHANGES,

E. W. HAMMONS,

President

Inc.
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HUGO

BALLINS

EAST

Seldom
with

have

You
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offered

a picture

the tremendous exploitation
ities of EAST
LYNNE.

possibil-

Hugo Ballin's production of this world
classic places it in the very front ranks of the
great pictures
The
March

of all time.

first-run

release

27 to allow

you

capitalize the earning

has been

set back

to

full opportunity

to

power

of this attraction.

Distributed by
thru
he Exchange
Inc.
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4»DKIN
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OF
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GREAT

EAST

There

THE

PRODUCTION

PICTURES
LYNNE

are a few pictures

ever in the history

that will live for-

of the motion

picture

art.
EAST

LYNNE

Millions

Have

Millions

Have

Many

more

millions

is such
Read

a picture.

The

Seen

The

Book.

Play*

will see the

picture.

HUGO
BALLIN,
the producer,
new standards in his modernized

has set
version

of This

World

EARLE

and

head

Classic, with
MABEL

of an all-star cast

EDWARD

BALLIN

at

the

m

lea

J
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HUGO

THE

BIQ

Told

DALLIN

JOB

OF

MAK1NQ

HODKINSON

BIQ

W. W. HODKINSON
Exhibitors of Missouri That

The

Genius

WW

and

Ability to
EAST

Shows

Make

It Takes
Pictures.

LYNNE

the Hand

HUGO

Great

PICTURES

of a Genius

BALLIN

Backed By A Record of Great Things Accomplished
In The
Picture
Art,
Is The
Guiding Genius.
EAST

LYNNE

IS

A

HODKINSON

PICTURE

Secured For The Best Exhibitors Everywhere by the HODKINSON SELECTIVE MACHINERY,
an institution Organized to
f lect the best pictures.
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GEO. KING. President.
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"Everybody's
Drascena

Picture

Productions

presents

WELCOME

CHILDREN
Directed

by Harry CMatthews

Enacted

by a Superlative

An

Unusual

Cast

Feature

Comedy-Drama
I WhichWill Prove of
I Universal
■
Watch

Appeal

for Release

Distributed
NATIONAL

Date
hy

EXCHANGES
INC.

398 Fifth Avenue

March

5, 1921

EXHIBITORS

March 5, 1921

H E R A L D
i

Personnel

of National Exchanges,
EXECUTIVE OFFICES

398 FIFTH

AVENUE,

ATLANTA
63 Walton Street
Sarin* Films, Inc.
BOSTON
60 Church Street
American Feature Film Co.
BALTIMORE, 420 E. Lexington Street
Independent Film o* Supply Co.
CHICAGO
25 East 7th Street
Superior Screen Service, Inc.
CLEVELAND
2163 East 9th Street
National Exchanges, Inc., of Ohio
CINCINNATI, 201 Broadway Film Bldg.
National Exchanges, Inc., of 0/iiojl3fe=
DALLAS
R. D.19I3.1
Lewis2 Commerce[Street
Film Co.
DETROIT
505 Film Building
First National Film Exchange

To

NEW

YORK

Inc.

CITY

MINNEAPOLIS
Loeb Arcade
First National Film Exchange
MILWAUKEE
Toy Building
First National Film Exchange
NEW YORK CITY
729 Seventh Ave.
CLIMAX FILM CORP.
NEW YORK CITY and
NORTHERN NEW JERSEY
J A NS FILM SER VICE,
729 7th A ve.
NEW ORLEANS
121 N. Basin Street
5. T. Stephens Film Dist. Co.
OKLAHOMA CITY, 112 Hudson Street
R. D. Lewis Film Co.
PHILADELPHIA
1321 Vine Street
Metro Film Exchange
PITTSBURGH
To be announced

Exhibitors:

as possess
NATIONAL EXCHANGES, INC.. will distribute annually only such pictures receive
the
unusual merit and unlimited box-office value. Each picture we release will
revert to
• intense exploitation which its qualitv will deserve, and in a manner which will
the ultimate profit of the Exhibitor. The Ifirst production to be released under our plan is :

LCOME

CHILDREN

16

EXHIBITORS

STATE
Mostly

Sold

Territories

GEORGE

March

HERALD

5, 1921

RIGHTS
to First

National

not listed herewith

H.

Exchanges

now

on sale.

HAMILTON

presents
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Produced by
The strange story
Col. W. N. Selig
with
HEDDA
JACK

of a woman who
did not know her
own husband

NOVA
HOLT

and everybody's darling
LITTLE MICKEY

MOORE

7

Stirring

Reels l?

EXHIBITORS
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Why
Let

Us

Show

Waste
You

a Print

Don't waste your time and
for a high grade product
orge

H.

Hamilton

—

We

Words?
Know

We've

Got

the

Goods!

ours unless you're willing to pay a fair price
that will play the best houses at top prices
presents

KAZ

A
\ The

James

N

Greatest
Oliver

A

Real

with JANE

Curwood

Wild

Produced

These
Columbia Film Service, Associated First
National Pictures of Western Pennsylvania, 119th Street, Pittsburgh. Pa. — Territory: State of Ohio; Western Pennsylvania, including Huntingdon, Fulton,
Potter, Clinton and Centre Counties and
the state of West Virginia.
First National Exhibitors Circuit of New
Jersey. 729 Seventh Ave., New York City.
—Territory:
ing that partNorthern
of the New
state Jersey,
north includof and
including Trenton, north of the southern
boundaries of Mercer and Monmouth
counties and including Lakewood in Ocean
City.
Associated First National Pictures of Illinois, Inc.. 110 South State Street, Chicago,
H! — Territory: State of Illinois.

17

HERALD

Animal

by Col. W.

NOVAK

Thriller

N. Selig

and the World's Wonder Dog

Territories Sold on Both Pictures
Specialty Film Company, 107 South Street.
— Territorv : Georgia. Florida, Alabama.
Paul
Street, and
Dallas,
Tex. — Territory: Texas,
Virginia, North and South Carolina.
Oklahoma
Arkansas.
All
Star Feature Distributors, Inc., 191
Richards «& Flynn Film Co.. Film ExGolden Gate Avenue, San Francisco. Calif.
change Building,andKansas
Territory: States of California, Nevada,
ritory: Missouri
Kansas.City, Mo.— Ter- —Vrizona
and the territory of Hawaii.
Associated First National Pictures of
Washington, D. C 916 G Street, N. W., lie Luxe Feature Film Company, 2014
Washington,
D. C— Territory
: Maryland,
Third Avenue,
Seattle, Wllk,
— Territory:
District of Columbia
and Delaware.
Alaska,
Washington,
Oregon.
Montana,
north
of
and
including
Idaho
County.
First National Exchange, Inc., 729 Seventh
Ave., Xew York City. — Territory: New
Famous Players Film Service. Ltd., 12
York State.
Queen Street, East, Toronto. Can. — TerriFirst
National
Exhibitor's
Inc., Va.of land. tory: Dominion of Canada and NewfoundVirginia,
904 Broad
Street, Circuit,
Richmond,

For open territory address George H. Hamilton
EXPORT

and

IMPORT

FILM

CO.,

729 Seventh

Ave., New

York

City

ARTHUR

GOODEN

PRODUCTIONS

PINNACLE

GALLAGHER

In a series of two-reel western stories,
the first of which will be entitled —

"GO GET 'EM"
This is a fast moving love story, full
of action, suspense and mystery.
The second one:

"Guardians of the North"
contains all that goes to make up a
wonderful story with the beauty of
the north woods as a background.
RAY GALLAGHER is known.
He is probably one of the handsomest
cowboys on the screen today. Our
"exploitation hitherto unapproached"
will make him the one best bet
by release date — April 1.
ome territories availat

INC.

Present

Present

RAY

COMEDIES,

ire.

MAX

ROBERTS

and other well known comedy stars
in a series of two-reel fun stories.
We ve seen five of them — sell on sight.
"Why Change March
Your Mother-In-Law"
1.
"Skimmy Isle"
March 15.
"The

Ting Tong Man"
May 1.
"Betwixt and Between"
April 15.
"Absent

Without Leave"
April 1.
Remember the titles and releasedate.
All of them, each different than the
other, are as classy4 and funny as
any on the market- — territory sold
subject to screen examination.
So you see we re sure.
The regular I. F. A. advertising
policy will make Pinnacle Comedies
your comedy feature. Wire or phone.

INDEPENDENT
FILMS A55VN.
Eddy Eckels
Gen. J^T6i:
Consumers Bldg
Chicago.
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MACK SENNETT'S ,fA Small Town Idol"
is pre-eminently the greatest comedy drama
and the biggest box-office success ever produced
by the screen's ablest creator of laughter and happiness. First run exhibitors are the authors of
this statement. What a Producer and his agents
think of a picture makes little difference; what
the box-office reflects means everything.
Now in its fourth week of tremendous patronage at the
Mission Theatre, Los Angeles. Broke all records at
Stillwell's Casino, Spokane. Ready to begin its engagement of two weeks or longer at the Strand, San Francisco. Sought for extended runs by big showmen
everywhere who proclaim it as "bigger than 'Mickey.'"
MACK SENNETT in "A Small Town Idol" has
delivered everything he promised in advance to the nation's exhibitors. "A Small Town Idol " has comedy in
abundance ; it has thrills and action ; it has love and
romance; it is a radical departure from all previous
Sennett production standards and newspaper critics
hail it everywhere as his achievement supreme.
Associated
Producers
HOME OFFICES > 729 SEVENTH AVE., NEW YOBX CTTT

Inc.
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LYING

Booked at the Capitol Theatre,
New York, beginning March 6.

LIPS

Playing its second tremendous
week at Barbee's Loop, Chicago.
Two record weeks at the
Pantheon, Toledo.

By MAY EDINGTON
^(i-star cast {edanrvnq
HOUSE
PETERS
and FLORENCE VIDOR
Associated Producers Inc.
HOMI omCTS. 729 SSVQRB AV*. «EV TOE* OCT

Two
weeks at
John Hamrick's
Blue Mouse,
Seattle.
Two weeks or longer at The
Strand, San Francisco.
Two weeks each at the Strand and
Metropolitan Theatre, Cleveland.
Booked at Guy Wonders' Rivoli,
Baltimore.
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CHICAGO

LOOP

So. Wabash
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TIVOLI
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CHICAGO

Opening
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Avenue

Week

Servant
Message

In the House
Week

February 20th

OF
The

SENATE

THEATRE

CHICAGO

Opening
SPORT

HIS DIZZY

Flowers

RIVIERA

THEATRE

CHICAGO

DAY

Monty Banks Comedy
■

TROUVILLE

Prizma

Week

PICTORIAL

ALSO

A

>

4

Poor
A

Pri
rizma

CAPITOL
NEW

THEATRE
YORK

Butterfly

A

Prizma

STRAND
NEW

THEATRE
YORK

New York Times Said:

The

Melody
of

Flowers

Monty
Banks
Comedy

"Sport Pictorial
Was

the Real
Bride

A

and Gloom

Prizma
New York Tribune made
Similar
Comment
Feat
ure"
of the Show at the

Week

of February 14th

STRAND

THEATRE

Week

of January

30th
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Pictures

Season

It's just as easy to advertise live as one and you
will gain by its cumulative value. These pictures
are already known to your patrons. Think of
the sensation you will cause in announcing
your theatre will play them

that

all in succession

or

at regular stated intervals. It'll make them
up and take notice.
It'll make them talk.

sit

Charles

Man-Woman-Marriage
Albert A. Kaufman's presentation of
An Allen Holubar Production
starring
Dorothy

The

Chaplin

Kid

Writen and Directed by Charles Chaplin

Phillips

A Most Extraordinary Presentation of the Eternal Drama
of Mother-Right

Six reels of joy and without doubt the greatest screen
comedy ever produced

The

Passion
with the famous continental star

An

Oath

R. A. Walsh

Production

Pola Negri

Starring Miriam Cooper

The picture that amazed a nation by setting a new

One of the biggest and most virile domestic dramas yet

world's record, showing to a quarter of a million persons
in two weeks at the Capitol Theatre. Xew York.

shown on the screen and one of the year's great superspecials. Presented by Mayflower Photoplay Corporation.

Anita
Stewart
in Sowing
The
Wind
A Louis B. Mayer Special and a most remarkable story that hits the vital spot of
the most tremendous issue of man and woman today. Directed by John M. Stahl.

FIRST

NATIONAL

Five Powerful

Hherell

be

a

ATTRACTION
Reasons

Franchise

'm

FIRST 2

A pictures M
,| NATIONAL m

Why

everywhere
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W. B. Sweezy, Dor (ha Theatre, Manville, Wyo.

"Exhibitors can not go Wrong on First National pictures — "
THAT'S ANOTHER REASON WHY
'There'll be a Franchise

Just

Out!

Brand

New!

The Charming
Screen Star
MARGUERITE
CLARK
Now

makes

her bow

to

the public in her own
independent company
in

"Scramble

d

One of the most delightful
and fascinating
Wicomedyves"
dramas of the year. Filled
with smiles, chuckles and
hearty
like it ! laughs. They'll all
Presented by Marguerite Clark Productions, Inc.; directed by Edward H.
Griffith; supervised by J. N. Naulty.
Taken from the recent stage successlby Adelaide
Matthews and Martha M. Stanley, [as produced
by Adolph Klauber.

A

First National

Attraction

everywhere
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THE complacency of many people in this in-,
dustry must be a source of perennial wonderment to the outside public who stand on the
sidelines and look us over. We coyly admit we
are one of the great industries of America yet
we turn a side to the public which is covered
with petty bickerings, suggestive of back-alley
quarrels. We point to the efficacy of the motion picture as an influence upon public thought
yet everywhere throughout the country agitators with nothing to commend them except
loud voices are driving us into positions in
which we are compelled to defend the very right
of exhibiting pictures. We claim, and rightly
so, that the motion picture is more essential to
the happiness of the people of the nation than
the public press, yet we enjoy none of the privileges and prerogatives of the press.
Without fear of being charged with rash
conclusions, we remark that there appears to be
something wrong!
Something is wrong, unequivocally so,
and what's wrong cannot all be charged up to
the youth of the industry and the manifold difficulties with which it must contend.

'"PHIS industry today presents a graphic and
most disturbing example of a house divided
against itself. If one would listen to the emphatically voiced opinions of certain persons in
the industry it would appear that nothing short
of a revolution, fought out in the streets with
rifles and pistols, would ever settle the internal
disagreements of the industry. Again it would
appear, on advice from the same sources, that a
part of the personnel of the industry had
effected a corner on disloyalty, misrepresentation, intrigue and dishonesty.
As a plain matter of fact the danger or the
relief of the industry does not depend upon the
outcome of the various internal controversies
now raging. These will be solved, some sooner
and later, but they will be solved and equitably
so. The real danger lies not in the controversies
but in the condition of disorganization that has
grown out of the bitter feelings that have been
engendered bv the controversies. It is a case of

Dissension

J. QUIGLEY

making a surgical operation successful in the
eyes of the surgeon even if it must be done at
the cost of the patient's life.
We are not unmindful of the splendid efforts of Sydney S. Cohen and his associates on
behalf of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
America to effect an adjustment of certain conspicuous grievances held by the exhibitors of
America. There is, for example, the matter of
a uniform, equitable rental contract. In this
case, for instance, we know that a settlement
was agreed upon by the National Association of
the Motion Picture Industry. It is apparent
that the National Association has delayed putting into effect this agreed settlement, perhaps
for good reason. But, at any rate, there is no
proof that it has defaulted entirely on its
agreement.
* * *
HJOWEVER, we submit that even a longer
A A delay on the adjustment of this grievance,
which must necessarily one day be adjusted because of the obvious equity to all concerned, is
not as harmful as certain of the possible consequences that doubtless would issue out of protracted internal dissension within the industry.
On the other hand, whatever may be the
goal of achievement of the National Association
in building up its exhibitors' division it must be
realized that the rights of the presently organized exhibitor, as expressed in the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America, must be
safeguarded or else no eventual result could
compensate for the animosity that would be
engendered in the minds of the members of that
organization, bringing down a heavy penalty to
the industry as a whole.
Never before in this industry has there been
greater need of unselfish leadership and an
effective retirement to oblivion of grandstand
methods.
We urge the leaders who are now charged
with the responsibilities of high office to permit
nothing to blot out their vision of those things
which stand for the greater good of the whole
industry and to be mindful of the perils that
will be encountered if this industry attempts
to continue on its disorganized way.
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Two notable temples of the art are
now open to the public in Chicago.
On the South Side there is Balaban
and Katz' "Tivoli" and in the heart
of the great metropolitan district on
the West Side there is Lubliner and
Trinz' "Senate." Both of these theatres are among the finest that have
yet been erected in Chicago or elsewhere and they stand out as a testimonial to the enterprise of Ralaban
and Katz and Lubliner and Trinz and

Usually the first active interest manifested bythe average exhibitor in this
subject is when a long-existing agitation in his community begins to materialize into action. And frequently
even in such instances it is difficult to
get the individual exhibitor to take a
part which would be consistent with
the importance of the question to his
interests. In Chicago, for example,
no prominent exhibitor w hose words
would receive a careful hearing has
seen fit to voice a protest against the
measure now pending.
* * *
The public in Chicago must be astounded with the impression given
by newspaper articles concerning the
internal warfare among exhibitors.
The state's attorney in investigating
bombing outrages has been compelled
to listen to charges that these are really
due to the activities of rival organizations. All of this must tend to convince the official that it is a family
wrangle and to discourage him in his
efforts to protect the exhibitor who
has been victimized. If we must have
quarrels of this kind they ought at
least be conducted quietly and not in
the public prints.
* * *
The list of validly pretentious productions now before the trade is aug-

also as an eloquent tribute to the progress and permanence of the motion
picture.
* * *

mented by the appearance of Metro's,
"The Four Horsemen." That the
ambitious effort to translate Ibanez

It is exceedingly regrettable that the
individual exhibitor in most instances
has not taken the trouble to inform

story to the screen has been done well
and adequately will be the cause of
general rejoicing throughout the industry. Every really big picture is an
asset to the industry as a whole.

himself on the subject of censorship.
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See where they are compelling people
to go to shows in Russia. The Soviet
government has decreed that a fine is to
be inflicted on all persons who, after
official invitation, omit to go to the theatre. And we call Russia slow!
Things We've Noticed
That photos and stories marked "exclusive" always appear in all the trade
papers simultaneously.
*
"Blind Wives in Demand"— Headline.
We suppose the good
are demanding them. looking husbands
*
And Everybody Laughed
A member of the Chicago censorshi
commission jumped to his feet and de-p
nounced film advertising at the last hearing. He said he was attracted to a theatre by a poster showing a semi-nude
woman, but on going in he found nothing
like it in the film.
*
Kipling Is Famous
Randy Lewis of the Pathe publicity
staff, who paused briefly between trains
in Chicago last week, said Rueivard
Kipling had
neverKipling
attendedfamous
a "ke-na-ma."
Which
makes
for another reason besides being a great author.
The esteemed Trade Review reprints a
page of motion picture advertisements
under the caption 'How the Chicago
T ribune Cooperates With lis Motion Picture Theatre Advertisers." Yes, they do.
At so much per line, paid in advance.
*
The same Chicago paper printed an account of the opening of a $2,000,000 piclines. ture theatre, the Tivoli. giving it just six
*
Kidding the Public
There was a lot of grief among picture
fans in Chicago last Sunday when a list
of the so-called stars was printed in the
paper that conducted the contest. Stars
that are dead, and others that no one
ever heard of, were picked by the paper
to puzzle the contestants. And they sure
did puzzle the fans.
Those Shoes Again
The film industry was shaken to its
depths last week when Carlyle Robinson
announced that Charlie Chaplin had insured his famous size 14 shoes for $50,000. Thesurance
story
the incompanydidn't
nor mention
the amount
of
premium, but those are minor details.
Harold Lloyd's next comedy is "Now
or Never,"
salesmen a fine which
line tooffers
hand the
the film
exhibitor.
They can take is "now or never."
*
The Astute Reporter
J. Stuart Blackton just before sailing
for Europe told this one on himself. He
was accosted by a newspaper reporter in
Sheffield. England, following the showing of "Passersby,"
and the following
conversation
took place:
"I am a newspaper man. I don't write
on the cinema and I don't like motion
pictures, but I do think you have a very
creditable picture. I say, old chap, it is
really remarkable you should have made
such a good picture — the first time, you
know. It isn't half bad for a first attempt."
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Censorship
N.

Bill In

Men

and

Women

of

Studios

Y. Legislature

Causes No Alarm
(From Staff Correspondent)
ALBANY, N. Y., Feb. 22. — A bill for
the creation of a censor board to license
motion pictures shown in the state has
been introduced by Assemblyman Claycounty. Under its proviton of Kings
sions three censors would be appointed
for five-year terms at
governor
by the of
salaries
$5,000 a year each. Films not
be shown. A license
not
could
licensed
fee of $3 is fixed for each 500 feet.
NEW YORK, Feb. 22.— The bill referred to in the foregoing dispatch has
been referred to the ways and means
committee, which will hold a hearing at
an early date. No alarm is felt here oyer
the introduction of the bill, as a similar
measure has been introduced practically
everv year only to be defeated.
Both the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of America and the National
Association of the Motion Picture Industry will be represented at the hearing.
Iowa Measure Would
Punish Players for
"Crimes" on Screen
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
DES MOINES, IA., Feb. 22.— Lawyers in the state senate agree that as
worded the censorship measure in the
legislature would require not only prosecution of exhibitors or exchange men,
but also of the actors who participate in
the scenes which the bill would prohibit.
As it now stands, the bill would bar
exhibition of pictures showing robbery,
burglary, blackmail and sex crime. Any
act preparatory to . these crimes also
would be prohibited.
"If we will just increase the penalty
to make violation of the proposed law a
felony,"
senator suggested,
give usoneextradition
power "and
over thus
the
screen villains, Iowa courts might depopulate the East and West Coast
studios for a while."
Woods

Buys Site
for Boston House
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
BOSTON. MASS.. Feb. 22.— A. H.
Woods, in conjunction with Robert McCormick of Chicago, has bought a site
here adjoining the Shubert theatre in
Tremont street, on which he will build
a theatre to form a link in the chain of
$2 motion picture theatres.
Nebraska Senate Asks
for Federal Censorship
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LINCOLN. NEB.. Feb. 22. — A resolution asking congress to adopt federal censorship passed the senate here, 28 to 0.
The present outlook is for defeat of
the censorship in this state. It is possible, however, that a misdemeanor
tneasure will be adopted.
Lights Cause Blindness
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
XE\Y YORK. Feb. 2S.— Charles Edwards, well known character actor, is at
the Holy Family hospital. Brooklyn, suffering temporarv blindness due to studio
sights.

"Reformers"
Fight
to Heads
Band
William
D. Taylor
Movement to Enlist Producing Branch of Industry in Fight on
Censorship and Blue Law Legislation
(Special to Exhibitors Herald.)
LOS ANGELES, Feb. 22.— For the first time in the history of the
motion picture industry, men and women in all lines of the producing
branch are mobilizing to assist distributors and exhibitors in combatting
censorship, blue laws and other unfriendly legislation.
William D. Taylor, director of the Motion Picture Directors Association, has taken the lead. For assistance, he has appealed to the Motion
Picture Directors Association. Motion Picture Art Directors Association.
Assistant Directors Association, American Society of Cinematographers.
Socitey of Illuminating Engineers, Screen Writers Guild of the Authors
League. Western Motion Picture Advertisers, Photoplayers Equity Association, and the Girls' Studio club as well as film exchange managers, exhibitors, and motion picture operators on the west coast.
Urges Forgetting of Petty Differences
"It is regrettable to note at this time of peril that some factions are
quarreling with each other at a time when paid reformers with millions of
dollars behind them are preparing to come over the top from the opposite
trenches," says Mr. Taylor in his appeal, "It is imperative that any petty
differences be forgotten until the last paid reformer is definitely defeated
in his attempted assault on the screen."
izations. the purpose of which is to unite
The call reads:
phase of motion
picture producThe necessity of immediate and united every' tion,
and exhibition,
for the
action on the part of the motion picture purpose ofdistribution
protecting ourselves from all
industry to defend itself against legisla- enemies, and of furthering our common
tion menaces of censorship and so-called
interests. It is suggested that this com"blueber oflaws"
is recognized by every memmittee be composed of one representathis industry.
tive from every existing recognized assoCites Trade Paper Appeal
ciation, whose vital interest is the
welfare of motion pictures.
Our motion picture trade publications
Your organization is urged to name
are urging united and unselfish action
of everyone connected with producing, an official representative, who will meet
with one representative apiece from
distributing and exhibiting of motion
pictures to defend this great industry other organizations at the Los Angeles
against those who would weaken and Athletic Club. Monday. February 28. at
destroy it.
8:30 p. m., to perfect and form such a
It is regrettable to note at this time of central committee. Kindly notify me at
Lasky studio, as soon as possible, the
peril that some factions are quarreling
with each other at a time when paid re- result of your action on this matter.
formers, with millions of dollars behind
them, are preparing to come over the
top from the opposite trenches. It is Weekly Gross Receipts
imperative that any petty differences be
For <(Way Down East"
forgotten until the paid reformer <is defiAre Totaling $176,000
nitely defeated in his attempted assault
on the screen.
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
Wants Something Started
NEW YORK. Feb. 22.— The sixteen
With the ambition simply to see "Way Down East" shows now playing
•'something started" and not from any in different metropolitan centers throughout the country, are drawing an averdesire to attempt to dictate or to run
the affairs of the industry, the Motion
age gross business of $176,000 a week,
Picture Directors Association urges the according to the D. W. Griffith offices.
At the Forty-fourth Street theatre,
immediate organization of a central committee of western motion picture organhere, the picture is in its twenty-sixth
week, where it continues to keep above
the $16,000 weekly mark. The Griffith
offices expect the picture to run here
Cohen Is at Albany
for a year.
Recent openings at Cincinnati and
To Fight Censorship
Cleveland have been as successful as
(Prom Staff Correspondent)
elsewhere. The picture is playing for
NEW YORK. Feb. 22.—
four weeks at the Lyric. Cincinnati, with
an option of four more, and for ten and
Sydney S. Cohen, president of
possibly twelve weeks at the Euclid.
the Motion Picture Theatre
Cleveland.
Owners of America, has gone
to Albany to lead the fight of
Doug and Mary to
the exhibitors against the ClayGo on Japan Trip
ton censorship bill. The na(Special
to Exhibitors Herald)
tional president also will look
LOS ANGELES. Feb. 22— Douglas
after a bill concerning operFairbanks and Mary Pickford will make
ators and other legislation the
a pleasure trip to Japan, according to the
theatre owners will introduce.
latest announcement by their joint press
representative. Mark Larkin.
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Industry's

Leaders

"Naked
Truth"
Great Array of Talent
Will Be Assembled to
Furnish Entertainment
for Affair to be Given
at Biltmore Hotel by A.
M. P. A.
OMPLETION of plans for the
Associated Motion Picture Advertiser's "Naked Truth" dinner, to be held
at the Biltmore Hotel, March 4, shows a
list of notable guests and the most brilliant array of entertainment talent ever
assembled in one room for a motion picture function.
"The Naked Truth" dinner, which has
been the subject of constant planning
during the last three months, promises to
eclipse any function ever offered in the
motion picture industry, and will be
offered to members and guests as a seven
reelcr of super special merit, published
on an exclusive basis to franchise holders consisting of members of the A. M.
P. A.
W hen Director Paul Lazarus, president
of the association, takes his place at tinhead of the table to initiate proceedings
for the dinner he will do so as the result
of work by a committee which has
exerted every effort to make the first of
these that
annual
Truth"
dinners
an
affair
will"Naked
be formal
and still
unique
in entertainment value and in bringinn
together executives and leaders of the
industry with the advertising and publicity men.
• • *
Among the invited guests who have
signified their intention of attending the
dinner are: Adolph Zukor, president
of Famous Players-Lasky Corporation:
DRASTIC
BUT—
An amusement park owner told
delegates to the recent convention
of the National Association of
Amusement Parks in Chicago a
drastic but effective means he resorted to to prevent the closing of
his park Sundays by use of blue
laws on the statutes of his state,
which had been disregarded for
fifty years.
Hearing that warrants were being sworn out for his employes, he
studied the law and found that it
prohibited anyone from working
for money on Sundays except regularly ordained ministers of the
gospel.
He said that he promptly swore
out warrants for every paid church
organist and choir singer in the
city.
He remained open. All of the
warrants remained unserved.

to
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Attend

Dinner
in manager
N. of Y.
J. D. Williams, general
First
National: H. Schwalbe of First National;
Hiram Abrams of United Artists; Percy
Waters, president of Triangle; Gabriel
Hess of Goldwyn; Lewis J. Selznick.
president of- Selznick; William Fox,
president of Fox: Paul Brunet, president
of Pathe. and Charles Urban, president
of Urban Motion Picture Industries, Inc.
For the entertainment end of the program, which is under the direction of
Victor Shapiro, a galaxy of talent has
been assembled from the A. M. P. A.
membership. Headlining the bill will be
"The Big Five" with Herb Crooker.
"The Big Five" consists of Jerome
Beam. C. L. Yearsley, Paul Gulick, P.
A. Parsons and Harry Rcichenbac'i.
Father Time will dominate the sketch
in a scintillating series of episodes introducing the Cave Man. the Roman, the
Bell Man. the Showman ami Just Man.
* * *
"The Newer Idea' will be a one reel
feature in itself presented by Nat Rothstein, Victor Shapiro, Joe Brady and
Arthur Brillant in which press agents
may meet an introduction to their favorite adjectives
and overburdened
phrases.'
Other
members
whose services
have
been enlisted so far for the presentation
of stunts on the program include: Paul
Lazarus, Hal Fyfe, Paul Sarazan, J. Irving Green, Horace Judge, A. M. Botsford, Maurie Myers, Sam D. Palmer,
George Landy, Al Feinman and Walter
F, Fberhardt.
A pageant which will deal with blue
laws, censor-hip and other tribulations
incidental to -the intlustry will be a feature of the evening.
Tom Wiley, in charge of arrangements,
has complete control of the tickets for
"The Naked Truth' dinner, admission to
which will be limited by the seating capacity of the private dining room.
L. A. Apollo Latest
Lesser Acquisition
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES. Feb. 22.— The New
Apollo theatre in Hollywood boulevard
is the latest playhouse to open under
the banner of Gores, Ramish and Lesser.
Klaborately equipped, the new Apollo is
one of the largest neighborhood houses
here. The opening was held this week.
The house will be under the supervision
of J. M. Young, Leslie Swope and F. A.
Grant who operate Hollywood Theatres.
Inc.. one of the corporations recently
merged into West Coast Theatres, Inc.
With the new Apollo, their holdings are
increased to forty-one theatres.
Son Stars in Picture
For Laemmle Library
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Feb. 22.— Julius
Laemmle, the young son of Carl Laemmle, president of Universal, is starring
in a Universal production which will
never reach the public screen. The one
reel comedy is being directed by Leo
McCarey at Universal City and will be
added to Laemmle's personal collection
of films. It shows his youngster in amusing antics around the studio and at his
studies.
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A. M. P. A. Unites
With London Club
(From Staff Representatii e)
NEW YORK, Feb. 22.— An
affiliation has been effected between the Associated Motion
Picture Advertisers and the
Film Press Club of London.
Prior to her departure for
London, Miss Leila Lewis, of
the Film Press Club, inquired
of Bert Adler as to the sincerity
of the A. M. P. A. in desiring
such an affiliation. The matter
was placed before the American organization and affirmative action taken.
Realart President
To Tour Exchanges
Morris Kohn, president of Realart, has
left New York on a busines- trip that
will include stops in most of the key
cities of the United States.
He will visit Realart'- >- xchanges
throughout the country and in addition
will spend some time at Los Angeles,
where he will inspect the production and
other
Realart's
West
Coast departments
studio-, whereof Mary
Mile-newMmter.
Wanda Hawley and Bebe Daniels are
working. Among the cities he will visit
are Chicago, Sti Louis, Kansas City,
Denver, Los Angeles, San Francisco,
Portland. Seattle, St. Paul, Omaha, Detroit and Cleveland. He will be away
about five weeks.
"Welcome

Children"

Bought by National
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Feb. 22.— 'Welcome
Children," the first feature produced by
Drascena Productions of Los Angeles
will be distributed by National
Fxchanges. Inc., according to an
announcement made by Charles M.
Conant, president of Drascena Company.
The picture, which is directed by H. C.
Matthews, is described as a comedy
drama.
Hunter Bennett, vice president and
general manager of National Fxchanges,
will conduct the sales campaign. He has
left New York for Los Angeles and will
visit various exchanges en route.
Ramish

Joins with

Gores and Lesser
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Feb. 22.-Gorc.
Ramish & Lesser is the new title of the
First National franchise holder- here,
Adolph Ramish. owner of the Hippodrome, having joined the combination
The company
now owns .forty-one theatres in California.
Ruth

Roland

Joins

^Special Roach
to Exhibitors for
Herald)Series
LOS ANGELES. Feb. 22.— Ruth Roland has joined Hal Roach to do serialGaylord
Lloyd,
Harold's
brother,
head a new
companyyounger
under
the
Roachwillbanner.
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1921 Peace

Pipe
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and

Measures

PAT O'MALLEY
And
"Two-Guns
White Calf,"
Indian
whose
head appears
on thethe Buffalo
nickel, during: an air intermission between scenes of "Bob Hampton of
Placer"tionalthe
feature.Marshall Xeilan-First NaSchedule

Conventions

For March and April
Pennsylvania, West Virginia
and New York Exnibitors
to Hold Meetings
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Feb. 22.— Three state
exhibitor conventions thus far are scheduled for March and April, according to
.an announcement from the headquarters
■ «.ri i ne .Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America.
Pennsylvania theatre men will meet at
the Penn Harris hotel in Harrisburg on
March 8 and 0. The executive committee
members from Pennsylvania — Henry
il ' 11 S. Evans — are in charge
of preparations.
On March 14 and lo the West Virginia
exhibitors will convene at a place yet to
be announced.
League
of the state
of The
New Exhibitors'
York will meet
at Rochester
on
April 4 and 5. Irvin M. Salyards, chairman of the Rochester local organization,
w 1attend.
1 mnke reservations for those ■desiring
to
Officials of the state league expect approximately 10 per cent representation
at the convention. The membership has
had a rapid growth since the last meeting at Utica.
Pomona Company to
Make Church Films
(Sfeeial to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Feb. 22. — A new
company to make religious films for
church use has been formed at Pomona.
Cal. C. C. Craig is president.

Sunday
Killed

29

Closing
in

Missouri

Reformers Declare They Will Take Their Fight for
Passage to the Floor of the House — Vote
in Committee Is Unanimous
(From Staff Correspondent)
ST. LOL'IS, MO.. Feb. 22. — The Missouri state house committee on
criminal jurisprudence has killed the proposed hills, the enactment of
which would have created a state board of censorship and barred Sunday
amusements. Efforts will be made by the proponents of these bills to
obtain passage in the house over the unfavorable committee report. The
possibility of such successful action is negligible in view of the fact that
no bill which has ever been killed by the committee has succeeded in
passing the legislative body.
Exclusive information afforded the representative of Exhibitors
Herald from an authentic source disclosed the fact that the committee
unanimously voted down the suggestions both for Sundav closing and
rigid censorship.
Committee Reflects Sentiment of Legislature
The members of the committee, it was stated, were thoroughly opposed to the propositions and reflected the general sentiment of the entirelegislature. With such condition existing, it is next to impossible for the
blue lawists to put into effect their bills for at least another four vears
when the majority of the legislators are replaced or reseated.
St. Louis and Kansas City men and man from the dramatic stage to the
wpmen who have been in Jefferson City screen. His association with Essanay extended over a period of approximately
fighting for the censorship and closing
bills made emphatic declarations of their ten vears.
intention to carry the bills to the floor
of the house. Representatives of the
" Lorna Doone" Will
Committee of Fifty had filed with the
committee on criminal jurisprudence peBe Tourneur Effort
titions said to bear the signatures of 40.(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
000 Missourians demanding censorship.
LOS AXGELES, Feb. 22.— Maurice
Hearings Are Closed
Tourneur
will American
film "Lorna
Doone"
Hearing on the Chaney bill to bar SunEngland with
players
in thein
day amusements aimed chiefly at Sunday
cast.
motion picture exhibitors has closed.
DavidAlliance
Reiter, ofsecretary
of headed
the Lord's
Erect Rivola in Detroit
Day
St. Louis,
the
delegation which appeared to urge the
DETROIT. MICH.— Construction will
approval of the measure. The bill was
be started at once on the Rivola theatre
introduced in the senate by Senator
to be erected on the west side of CadilSeneker and was killed in the senate
lac boulevard near East Forest avenue,
committee.
[t will have a seating capacity of 1.200.
Reiter said that there were only
twenty to twenty-five towns in Missouri
where motion pictures were shown on
Sunday, and declared that more than
Espy Victorious in
200,000 persons in 100 cities of the state
were represented by letters which he
Censorship Debate
filed with the committee demanding that
/Special to Exhibitors Herald)
the shows be closed on the Sabbath.
ST. LOUIS, MO., Feb. 22.— A
debate on motion picture censorPettijohn Representing
ship between J. Reeves Espy, director of publicity of Famous Players
Industry in Washington
issouri Corporation, and Rev. Dr.
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
Dr. William Lampe, pastor of the
WASHINGTON. D. C, Feb. 22.—
West Presbyterian church, attractCharles C. Pettijohn, chairman of the
ed city-wide attention and an audilegislative convrittee of the National Asence of several hundred last week
sociation ofthe Motion Picture Industry,
in the auditorium of the Soldan
is here from New York to handle imhigh tonschool,
portant legislative matters which relate
avenues. Union and Kensingto the industry. His headquarters are at
Espy, who was awarded the
the office of the National Association, 820
decision of victory, was applauded
Al^ee building.
repeatedly, the hand-clapping
Harry Crandall and George W. Fuller,
becoming so universal at times
president ofsociation,the
Exchange
Managers'
Asthat
it delayed matters for several
minutes.
are co-operating with Mr. Pettijohn.
"The portrayal of life in all its
various phases is nothing more
Former Director for
than the truth itself," Espy
declared, "and the man, who is
afraid to stand up and face the
Essanay
D'es
Richard
Foster Company
Baker, one of the
first
truth at any and all times regarddirectors for Essanay. died in Chicago on
less of minor consequences, is not
Sunday. February 20. Paralysis caused
his death.
worthy of listening to it."
Mr. Baker brought Francis X. Bush-
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Exported
Globe

Would

Circle

Twice

Tremendous Figures Illustrate Growth of Industry
(Washington Bureau, lixhibitors Herald)
one-half million in the same months
WASHINGTON, D. C. Feb. 22.— of 1918.
Meantime the importation of films
Motion picture films sent out of the
from abroad has shown an increase in
United States in 1920 aggregated 47,000 1920, the total imported in the year
miles in length or nearly enough to ex- standing at approximately 106,000,000
tend twice around the globe at the feet, bringing the total length of films
equator, and incoming films were nearly passing through our custom houses, both
imports and exports, considerably above
half as much in length.
50,000 miles which would be required
These tremendous figures, says a state- the
for a film to wrap twice around the
ment by the National City Bank of New
world at the equator.
* * *
York, illustrate the bigness and conThe
value
of
motion
picture films exstant growth of the motion picture infrom the United States since they
dustry of the world and especially of the became ported
an article of international comUnited States, which is by far the largest
merce has aggregated about $60,000,000,
having advanced from a little over
the world's
exporter of films $5,000,000
in 1912, the first year of their
both
exposed largest
and unexposed.
The increase of exportation of exposed appearance in the statistical records of
films has been great in recent years, the the country, to over $12,000,000 in 1920
(including shipments to our islands),
total quantity of exposed motion picture
films exported from the United States while the aggregate in that period of
having grown from 32,000,000 feet in films exported has been about $60.1913 to 73,000,000 feet in 1915, 104,000,000 000,000, and the aggregate imports are
in 1916, 153,000,000 in 1919, and 175,- now running at the rate of about $4,ooo.ooo per annum.
000,000 in 1920.
The exportation of unexposed films
has dropped from 114,000,000 in 1914 and
126,000,000 in 1915 to less than 65,000,000 Julian Josephson
feet in 1920.
* • »
Now With Goldwyn
The exports of exposed films to
tS fecial to lixhibitors Herald)
France in 1920 were in round terms 25,I. OS ANGELES, Feb. 22.— Julian
000,000 feet as against 9,000,000 in 1919 Josephson
has been appointed associate
and only a little over 1,000,000 in 1918;
editor at Goldwyn studios. He will work
to the United Kingdom the quantity ex- with J. G. Hawks, managing editor.
ported in 1920 was more than 30,000,000
feet as against less than 15,000,000 in
1918; to Canada 17,000,000 fret in the
Remodels DeWitt Theatre
eleven months ending with November.
DE WITT. IA.— Work of remodelins
1920, as against 13,000,000 feet in the
same months of the preceding year; to the DeWitt Opera House into a modern
Argentina 10,000.000 feet against 7,- moving picture theatre has been begun
000,000 in the same months of 1919; to by G. L. DeXune. the new owner.
Brazil over 8,000,000 feet against two
and one-half million in the corresponding months of 1918: and to Japan six
and one-half million feet against one and

King Vidor and his Eastern representative
E. C. Grainger, at the Vidor studios
••Vidor Village" Los Angeles, during Mr.
Grainger's recent visit at the eoast.
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Amusement Parks to
AidN. A. M. P. I. in
Fight on Blue Laws
The National Association of Amusement Parks in convention recently in
Chicago passed resolutions endorsing the
fight of the National Association of the
Motion Picture Industry on the blue
laws and voted to'eive the N. A. M. P. I.
all
possible assistance, actively and
financially.
The action folldwcd an address by Sam
Atkinson, busincis agent of the Allied
Amusements Association of Chicago and
a member of the N. A. M. P. I.
Present at the session were amusement
park owners from every state in the
United States as #ell as Canada, Great
Britain and Ireland.
Tyrone Power Weds
At Union Hill, N. J.
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Feb. 22.— Frederick
Tyrone Power, known to theatregoers
as Tyrone Power, and Miss Bertha
Knight, were married at Union Hill.
N. J., last Friday. The ceremony was
performed
Recorder Louis Haugenstein at his byhome.
Mr. Power, who appears in D. W. Griffith's newest production, "Dream Street,''
'to be published, is the third Grifplayer to marry within six months.
Catherine
Gish'sto understudy, was Magee,
the first Lillian
to succumb
Cupid.
She was followed two months ago by
Dorothy Gish.
Partners Celebrate
17 Years in Business
C. H'. ofThompson
and M. opera
J. Trimble,
owners
the Plattsburg
house,
Plattsburg, Mo., celebrated their seventeenth anniversary as managers of the
theatre February 10. The greater part of
the yeartures.isThe given
showing
better toclass
of roadfeature
shows picare
booked.

"Now in its sixth month on Broa
This is the interesting announce ment issued by Fox Film Corporation
in connection with the run on Broad
way of his feature production, "Over
dway !"
theTheHill."
Fox announcement says:
"This seeming coldness of the New
"Not since James A. Heme swept the Yorker for plays that were intended to
American theatregoers off their feet in a impress him deeply has resulted in a feelflood of emotion with his celebrated play,
ing— shared by the dramatist and the
'Shore Acres,' has anything been seen to producer — that perhaps it were well to
approximate the intense interest being let the New Yorker's heart alone and
simply give him something light and airy
registered by the public today in 'Over
upon which to feast his eyes.
" 'Over the Hill' has proved the fallacy
the"Since
Hill.' Heme's day the high spots of
this as a policy. The thousands upon
Xcw York theatrical attendance have of
thousands who have seen this picture and
certainly not been held by plays that immediately constituted themselves individual press agents for it, substantiate
catered solely to the tenderest of emotions. There have been a few excepthe
claim
that the
Yorker's just
hearta*
is just as sound
and New
his emotions
tions, it is true. In the main, however,
easily reached as those of any class of
one has but to glance casually over the people on earth. That is why, in the
list of our most heavily patronized the- face of some of the most gorgeous and
atrical attractions of any day to become
extravagant theatrical productions ever
convinced that plays which find their
seenragoncarpets,
Broadway,
'Over the
wittr
almshouse,
poorlyHill,'
dressed
chief appeal will,
in tugging
public's
heartstrings
so far as at
NewtheYork
City its
kids and little old mother is still holdinc
is concerned, be found well down toward
its own in its sixth month of continuous
the bottom of the list.
presentation."
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ANOTHER—

OPEN
Mr.

LETTER

Paul

N.

Associated

TO

Lazarus,
Motion

President

Picture

Advertisers,

Inc.

Dear Mr. Lazarus: —
The

practice of writing open letters to you on the subject of trade paper circulations, audits and such, now being in vogue, I herewith submit my contribution:

The quality or kind of circulation in this field is hardly of less importance

than

the quantity.
EXHIBITORS

HERALD,

pursued a selective policy which
finest definition of the term.
With a method

in the upbuilding

of its subscription

has given this publication

lists, has

a class circulation in the

never previously or since duplicated in this industry, EXHI BITORS

HERALD, at a considerable expense, has sent personal representatives of the publisher
into every territory, where exhibitors were met face to face and their subscriptions
solicited and received.
Our

circulation efforts have

been

directed

toward

but one

goal:

Subscrip-

tions from the buying power of the industry — 'the exhibitor. With this unvarying
policy of selection we have been able to create a circulation which goes direct to the
actual buyer of films and
wastes involved
industry.

theatre equipment,

in reaching

persons

As to quantity, the figures now
themselves.

eliminating

identified with

in the hands

the manifest

incidental

of your

members

These figures are susceptible to verification at any time upon
mended or requested by your association.
Sincerely yours,
(Signed)

Martin

J. Quigley,

circulation

operations

of the

speak

for

any plan recom-

Publisher

alone covers the
Postscript; ^n connecti°n with claims that any contemporary
field, and that any contemporary has twice the theatre circulation of
;
this publication, I refer you to distribution statistics which we have previously supplied
your members.
M. J. Q.
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Associated
Is

Exhibitors,

Completely

Inc.

Reorganized

Samuel Harding of Kansas City Is President With
Arthur Kane Chairman of Directors — Activities
Will be Greatly Extended
(From Staff Correspondent)
NEW YORK. Feb. 22. — Associated Exhibitors, Inc. has been completely reorganized. The new company, incorporated in Delaware, will
begin business on March 1.
Samuel Harding, of the Liberty Theatre, Kansas City, is president of
the new organization. Arthur S. Kane, president of Arthur S. Kane Pictures Corporation, is chairman of the board of directors. Paul Gustonovic.
of the Strand, Orpheum and other houses in Cleveland, is vice-president.
Brunet Also Is Member of Board
On the board of directors in addition to Mr. Kane are Paul Brunet.
president of Pathe Exchange. Inc.: Elmer K. Pearson, director of exchanges lor Pathe. and John C. Ragland, vice-president and general manager of Arthur S. Kane Pictures Corporation.
Under the reorganization a policy of at the Kinema theatre, Los Angeles, exfeeding the previous best total by $7,000.
broader activity has been adopted. The
preferred capital stock is $1,000,000. All It also has established another record at
the
of the assets of Associated Exhjbitors.
week.Kinema by remaining for a second
Inc., of New York, with a preferred capital stock of $l()o.(Hiii. have been taken
over. Under the terms of a contract
signed with Pathe, Associated Exhibitors
Theatre for Rochester
takes over the Pathe feature sales force
ROCHESTER.
N. Y— The Pinnacle
which comprises sixty-seven men dis- Amusement Company.
Edgar Schantz.
tributed among thirty-five exchanges
president, will erect the new Pinnacle
Pathe Handles Shipping
Community theatre in Monroe avenue,
The handling and shipping of prints, between Boardman street and Sumner
the advertising and collection, in fact, Park.
the operation of virtually all features of
the business with the exception of the
actual selling will be done by Pathe.
Operator Buys Theatre
Another contract gives Associated ExGRAFTON. ILL— T. F. Miller has
hibitors the feature productions of Pathe
void the Gem theatre to James Chappee.
and American Film Company. Pathe his
former operator.
has been distributing on an average of
three features a month. These features
are in addition to Associated Exhibitors
productions, which include the Harold
Arthur S. Kane
Lloyd comedies, "The Devil," starring
George Arliss: the Edward Jose picture.
11' ho becomes chairman of
"What Women Will Do." and Geraldine
the board of directors in
Farrar in "The Riddle: Woman."
Negotiate for New Stars
the reorganized AssoThe American Film product to be
ciated Jixhibitors. Inc.
handled by the new company features
such stars as William Russell, Margarita Fisher, Charlotte Walker, Seena
Owen and Helen Jerome Eddy.
Already contracts are being negotiated
with the new company by prominent independent producers, according to an
announcement just issued.
Offices of the company are at 25 West
Forty-fifth street; Phil Ryan is in charge
of the present company headquarters.
Conferences which preceded the completion of plans for the organization
were held in New York City and were
attended by Mr. Harding and Paul Gustonovic. Before returning to Kansas
City Mr. Harding expressed himself as
highly gratified with the contracts negotiated and other measures formulated,
and expressed complete confidence in
the artistic and financial success of the
enterprise.
The headquarters of Associated Exhibitors, Inc., in each exchange center
in the country, is to be in the Pathe exchange in that city or town.
Kinema Record Broken
(From Staff Correspondent)
NEW YORK, Feb. 22.— First Naannounces
that "Passion"
smashed
all boxtional
office
records
for its first
week
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Australian Film Men
To Visit in America
Doyle Will Study the Modern
Methods of Presentation
in This Country
Stuart F. Doyle, general manager of
Union Theatres, Ltd., and W. A. Gibson,
general manager and managing director
of Australasian Films, Ltd., are en route
to America for the purpose of studying
the film and theatre situation.
Mr. Doyle will inspect the various
methods of modern presentation with a
view of applying them in the eighty theatres controlled by his company in Australia. The company is now erecting
several large houses, each to cost $1,ooo.ooo. In structure they follow the
lines of the Capitol in New York.
Besides his connections with Union
Theatres, Mr. Doyle is a director of Australasian Films and managing director
of Greater J. D. Williams Amusement
Company, Ltd.
Mr. Gibson expects while in this country to negotiate for productions to supply United Theatres and other customers of his company. The men will arrive
in New York about the middle of March.
National

Review

Board

To Raise Special Fund
For Educational Work
The National Board of Review of Motion Pictures has launched a campaign
for
a specialeducational
fund "to carry
the raising
more general
work onof
the board." In a pamphlet just issued
the board appeals for contributions from
producers,
directors,
exhibitors and
fans. distributors, actors,
The income of the board is limited to
the small fees charged producers for reviewing films and from the sale of bulletins and lists. This income barely
meets current expenses and for that reathis appeal for a special fund has
been sonmade.
Contributions should be sent to Sam
A. Lewisohn, treasurer of the board. 70
Fifth avenue, New York City.
Morosco

Negotiating

With First National
(From Staff Correspondent)
NEW YORK. Feb. 22.— Confirmation
of the story that Oliver Morosco is a
potential source of product for First National has been made at the First National offices here. It was said, however,
that the negotiations are still under way
and while not yet concluded a favorable
outcome can be expected. "Linger
Longer
"The Half
are
two Letty"
picturesand
mentioned
whichBreed"
will
go through First National if the deal is
consummated.
The
complete
list
is
not
available at this time.
Contract

Prohibits

Depiction of Crime
(Special to F.xhibitors Herald)
FORT WORTH, TEX.. Feb. 22.—
The contract let by the park board for
the exhibition of free motion pictures in
Marine, Sycamore, Forest and Trinity
parks, prohibits the showing of films depicting bandits, train robbers and other
films that "may corrupt the morals of
children
youngthepeople."
Fox
will and
operate
shows. Jenkins and
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Reformers
In

Appear

Chicago

Beaten

Censor

Battle

Martin
Quigley,
Publisher
of "Exhibitors
Herald"
andJ. Police
Chief
Fitzmorris
Deal Effective
Blows at Proposed Ordinance
Charles Fitzmorris, superintendent of the Chicago police department, and
Martin J. Quigley, publisher of Exhibitors Herald, appearing before the
judiciary committee of the Chicago City Council February 17, apparently destroyed the hopes of reformers who are attempting to grasp control of motion
picture censorship in Chicago.
Chief of Police Fitzmorris stated flatly that he was against any plan
which would remove control of film censorship from the police department.

JAMES GORDON
an Ameri"Sunset Jones."
In a scene canfrom
Film Company
production.
U. S. Films Shown
In Fifty Countries
Export Abroad of Unexposed
Product Shows Decrease
in December
(Washington Bureau, Exhibitors Herald)
WASHINGTON. D. C, Feb. 22.—
Nearly fifty different foreign countries
are . snowing American motion pictures
regularly, according to a report of the
bureau of foreign and domestic commerce of the department of commerce.
Nine countries are using our film in the
production of motion pictures.
Figures Are Compiled
Figures concerning the exports of both
unexposed and exposed film during December have been compiled by the bureau
and show that our shipments of unexposed film totaled 3,102,544 linear feet,
valued at $103,282, while shipments of
exposed film totaled 14,067,651 linear
feet, valued at $575,398.
For the year 1920. exports of unexposed film totaled 62. 956. 626 linear feet,
valued at $1,706,248. This was only halt
the quantity exported during the preceding year, when a total of 120,041.912 feet,
valued at $2,680,263, was shipped abroad.
Exports on Increase
Exports of exposed films, however, increased in footage, although the value
was slightly less than for the preceding
year. During the year we exported 175.191.635 pared
feet,withvalued"
at $7,S92.198,
as com-at
153,237,260
feet, valued
$8,066,723. for the year 1919.
With an annual business of nearly
$10,000,000. our export trade in motion
pictures has taken its permanent place
among the important commodities in our
world-wide commerce.
New

Haven

Houses

Play

"The (Special
Kid"to Exhibitors
Day and
Herald) Date
NEW YORK. Feb. 22.— Charlie Chapin "The atKid"
playing
day and
date
thislin week
the isthree
leading
theatres
.in New Haven — Poli's the Bijou and the
Olympia — all situated within the limits
of four blocks. The picture will also
play three theatres, day and date, in
Hartford.

Quigley Delivers "Minority Report"
Mr. Quigley, who functioned as secretary of the censorship commission until it became apparent the body was straying from its avowed
purpose of an impartial inquiry into the censorship question, gave what
might be termed a "minority report," in which he pointed out the unfairness of the investigation and the unsoundness of the commission's findings.
The appearance of Mr. Quigley came
report was unanimous. This is a surin the nature of a bombshell as the
report and recommendation of the cenT. D.prise to Hurley
and Rev. W. S. Fleming
me."
sorship commission had been delivered
were on their feet, vying with each other
to the legislative committee with an for an opportunity to speak.
Chair Silences Fleming
inference that it represented the unanimous action of the commission.
"I want to stop this." shouted Hurley,
Aldermen Show Keen Interest
ing. public is being misled."
"The
"I want to be heard," cried Rev. FlemMr. Quigley had been on his feet several minutes, discussing the proposed
Chairman
of the judicial comordinance from the standpoint of a
mittee calledOlson
for order.
motion picture trade paper publisher who
"It is my intention to let everyone be
had been in intimate touch with every
phase of motion picture censorship for a heard," he warned, "When the speaker
has completed what he has to say, you
period of six years.
can
question him. Until then, have the
He stated that he was secretary of the
courtesy
not to then
interrupt."
Mr. Quigley
resumed his talk.
Chicago censorship commission until "it
practically passed out of existence
Other Speakers Interrupted
Chief of Police Fitzmorris, who folin the spring of 1919" and that the report
and recommendations were prepared at
lowed, Time
was met
interruptions.
after with
time, similar
Mr. Hurley
and
meetings of which he had no notice.
Rev.
Fleming
were
called
to
order
when
"I wrote and telephoned you every
they obtained the floor presumably to
time we" — interrupted T. D. Hurley,
question Chief Fitzmorris and took the
time to voice their opinions.
chairman of the commission and sponWhen the police chief left the stand,
sor of the proposed ordinance, and in
a number of men and women sought recturn was interrupted himself by Alderognition but Mr. Hurley and Rev. Flemman Charles S. Eaton who exclaimed:
ing still persisted in monopolizing the
"I had been led to believe that this time. Chairman Olson illy concealed
his exasperation.
"I will have to ask that those who
have had the floor three times and more
others who want to be
give wayhe to
Lineup in Chicago
heard."
said. Mr. Hurley sat down.
Rev. Fleming remained standing.
FOR NEW CENSORSHIP
"Previously I have been speaking as a
Sponsors of the ordinance now being
debated. They include nine of the
said.
the commission."
member
"But this ofafternoon
I have beenhe asked
twenty members
of thecensorship.
commission appointed to investigate
The Illinois Vigilance Society.
"Please," said Chairman Olson, still
standing.
A number
of women's
clubs, parentto speak for" —
teachers
associations
and several
clergymen.
And Rev. Fleming sat down.
Final Hearing Is Arranged
AGAINST NEW CENSORSHIP
Late in the afternoon. Chairman Olson
Leading newspapers of the city.
Chief of Police Fitzmorris.
attempted to find out whether Heanother
asked
.
meeting would be necessary
Martin J. HIBITORS
Quigley.
of EX-of
HERALD, publisher
and secretary
those who cared to be heard to rise.
motion picture commission.
"This
concerns
every
child
in
ChiIllinois Exhibitors Alliance and Allied
Mr. Hurley.
Amusements Association.
in
started
—
believe"
cago and I don't
in Every
Chicago.theatre owner and exchange man
conductis
committee
"The legislative
Public opinion as mirrored by newsChairman
retorted
I will consult them."
and Olson.
ing this hearing
papers
and
expressed
in
letters
to
press,
interviews, and addresses at hearings.
nt to Wednesday, February
Adjournme
23 was decided upon.
"I can't be here." volunteered Rev.
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Fleming,Mr."ami
I am onvery
anxious
to
answer
Quigley
behalf
of the
censorship commission."
"Don't you think any one else on the
commission is capable of speaking for
the commission?" demanded Chairman
Olson.
Quigley Quotes Tribune
Martin J. Quigley in opening his talk
called attention to the fact that, on the
first page of its report, the censorship
commission reproduced an editorial
appearing in the Chicago Tribune under
date of July 18, 1918, which was regarded
as
suggesting the creation of the commission.
He said he regarded it as appropriate
to read an editorial from the same newspaper under date of February 5, 1921, in
which it brands the result of the investigation as "hopeless."
"Having
beenpicture
the secretary
of theandChi-in
cago motion
commission
close touch with the work of that body
during the period of its public hearings
I feel I am in a position to supply some
information and comment which may be
of interest to your committee," said Mr.
Quigley.
"My study of the subject of motion
picture censorship antedates the creation of this commission by several years.
As the publisher and editor of a motion
picture trade paper for the past five and
a half years I have had occasion to
inquire rather comprehensively into this
question, both locally ami nationally.
"I have been able to inquire into this
question with due regard to its moral
and social consequences, together with
a rather thorough understanding of the
motion picture industry, its methods and
its personnel.
Followed Work Carefully
"I am
quitewhich
familiar
withpictures
the regulations under
motion
may
he exhibited at this time in the city of
Chicago. I have also studied very carefully the report of the Chicago motion
picture commission together with the
proposed measure. Further, as secretary
of this commission I have had the opportunity to follow very intimately the
methods pursued in collecting the data
upon which this report is based. Concerning these T will have something to
say later.
"Out of a reasonably full knowledge of
this subject I can say to you gentlemen
that the only adequate and possible solution of the problem of keeping the theatre a clean, wholesome and inspiring
place of entertainment and at the same
time permittine the motion picture to
continue to fulfill its functions of being
the most potent influence on public opinion and the greatest educating force the
world has seen lies in police regulation,
and not in any such scheme as this prepublication censorship that is proposed,
"To exhibit an obscene, indecent or
vicious motion picture is very plainly
an open and notorious crime against the
public. The police department of this
city, conscientious in its duty and backed
by the effective ordinance that is now
on the books is able to give to the public every protection that it is possible
to obtain. The detection of such a crime
is one of the easiest tasks that confronts
the police department as the very unlawful exhibition, when there is one, is publicly advertised and the act is done
openly. The exhibitor who is guilty of
such a crime may be unscrupulous but
his commercial connections are such that
he cannot run away from punishment
even though it would be his desire to
do so.
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Wrong Easily Recognized
"There is a lot of hair-splitting about
what is objectionable, obscene and harmful upon the screen. But as a plain matter of fact the distinction between what
is right and what is wrong upon the
screen is very plainly marked and a
board of psychologists instead of simplifying the situation would only wind it
out into endless argument.
"Speaking for myself yet (reflecting the
sentiments of that vast majority in the
motion interested
picture' industry
who are way
just asin
much
in an abstract
keeping the screen clean and wholesome
as any member of this commission yet
more pertinently because their livelihood
dependsnanceupon
because: it, I object to this ordi"It offers not even a hope of possible improvement over thethesystem
now ofin force.'
"It would
regulation
pictures in the take
city of Chicago
out ofmotion
the police
department
where
offenses
involving
public
morals naturally belong.
"It towould
a greatandexpense
the city and
also
the add
industry
in bothto instances
the
great public that patronizes the motion picture
theatre
would
have
the
expense
burden
passed
on to them.
would sway
place over
in thethehands
three persons
a "It
despotic
motionof picture
in Its
contact with the people of Chicago that would
be fraught with serious consequences.
Discusses the Ordinance
"I refer you to the second paragraph
of section 5 of this proposed ordinance.
This clause imposed upon the exhibitor
the requirement of having all posters,
signs and other advertising matter that
he intends to exhibit or circulate in connection with the showing of a motion
picture submitted to the proposed motion
picture department.
"This material largely coming under
matter I
the classification of printed
need not point out to you gentlemen
how dangerously near this comes to
withdrawing from the exhibitor the free
press guarantees of the constitution of
the United States. There is no more
right in attempting to require an exhibitor t6 bring in a printed hand bill that
he intends circulating to have it censored
in advance of publication than there
would be to attempt to compel the editor
of a daily newspaper to submit his home
edition.
"I believe that the authorities of this
city should be equipped to deal effectively with any exhibitor who shows an
immoral poster or circulates an obscene
handbill. And gentlemen, the city authorities are so equipped. A little over a
year ago there was introduced into this
council and subsequently passed an ordinance which is the most effective instrument possible of conception to deal with
these possible abuses. Here is the ordinance which was introduced by Aid.
George M. Maypole.
Present Laws Sufficient
"I think you will agree gentlemen,
that this ordinance gives the police
department the necessary law with which
to bring to swift and certain justice any
offending exhibitor.
"This clause of the proposed ordinance suggests the uselessness of the
entire measure, and how foreign it is to
the essentials of a constructive step forward.
"I am notofunaware
the
zealousness
the men gentlemen
and womenof who
have given their time to the study of
this question. Neither am I unaware
that the subject matter with which they
were concerned was foreign to them at
the start of their inquiry and remained
so until the end. If this is not so what
would be the reason for cluttering up
their proposed ordinance with such a
useless provision as that found here in
section seven: Pictures shall be classified by the department according to the
nature of the subject, into scenic, geo-
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graphical, historial, classical, educational,
propagandists, patriotic, melodramatic,
farce etc.'
tragedy,
comic,
"There
are no
historical, classical,
propagandist^ or patriotic pictures
shown in amusement halls. Pictures that
might be fitted under any one or more
of these captions are all dramas and the
producers of these dramas spend considerable money in telling the public
all about their pictures long before they
reach the screen. Such a classification
of pictures is impossible and impracticthe city's
hours inatargument
as
be wasted
couldValuable
expense able.
to which class many pictures belong in,
'The Kid' for instance which has been
mentioned previously here. It is neither
a comedy, melodrama, drama nor farce,
yet it is some of each of these.
Witnesses Hand Picked
"In view of the evident sincerity of
purpose of the men and women behind
this measure I regret to be compelled to
point out that this inquiry was directed
in such a manner that it could only bring
out what these men and women had previously conceived to be correct. Outside
of a single large hearing held in this
chamber there is the testimony only of
handpicked witnesses. I refer you to
the appearance before the commission of
Joseph Hopp, Sam Atkinson and Maurice Choynski, well known Chicago exhibitors, and James R. Quirk, publisher of
Photoplay Magazmc, a motion picture
paper of national standing. I will save
you trouble in seeking in the report what
they had to say because it is not there.
"I agreed to serve on the commission,
because I believed at the time that certain facts and information in my possession concerning the motion picture
would be sought and accepted by the
commission. Instead, I found the commission prejudiced against everything
that did not agree exactly with their
personal viewpoint.
"In closing. I urge you to leave well
enough alone, that your police department is well equipped in law and personnel to deal with the existing situation.
"This report, while an earnest effort,
is merely a chronicle of lost motion.."
Chief Questions Questioners
Police Chief Fitzmorris, when called
to the stand, stated that he was opposed
to the proposed ordinance and asked:
"What is the matter with the present
system? Give me evidence that it is a
failure. I have heard no complaint
against it since I took office. I think
censorship is an integral part of police
Contradicting charges made by the commission, he stated that he personally reviewed every questionable film.
In answer to questions, he said he opwork."posed continuance of the pink permit.
Calls "The Kid" Immense
T. D. Hurley then questioned the
police chief as to his opinion of "The
"It's immense," responded Chief Fitzmorris.
you believe
it?""Dodemanded
Hurley.children should see
"I believe every child in Chicago
should see it." was the response. "They'd
be "Do
betteryouoffmean
for it."
that you approve of a
filmKid."
featuring the illegitimate birth of a
child and showing a mother leaving her
baby in an ash can and a man teaching
Hurley.
a boy to break windows?" demanded
"Why, if you mean 'The Kid.' sure,"
responded
the chief,
"I'd
never recognize
it fromlaughing.
your description. That picture is immense. I'm
for it I"
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A. M. P. A. Opposes
Immoral Advertising
Disapproves of Posters Put
Out on Production Now
on Market
EXHIBITORS HERALD is
the one trade paper which conferred with the distributor of "The
Supreme
below, andPassion,"
reached mentioned
an agreement
which resulted in withholding the
advertisement, the publication of
which in all the other trade papers
resulted in the protest of the Associated Motion Picture Advertisers, Inc.
That the Associated Motion Picture
Advertisers will take a firm stand in
the matter of salacious and questionable advertising of motion pictures,
either through the trade papers or bv
lithograph posters, was indicated by the
resolution adopted by the association
at a lecent meeting.
The resolution, which was unanimously approved by the members,
reads as follows:
M. P. A. entirely
of"The
the A.
advertising
run in disapproves
the trade
magazines on the picture 'The Supreme
Passion.'
It considers
the moral
low, the whole
advertisement
of a tone
nature likely to be used as an argument
for censorship in motion pictures,
whereas, the advertisement is not at all
characteristic of the ideals and accomplishments of the motion picture industry;
the A. M.to P.refuse
A. calls
upon
the"Further,
trade magazines
to permit
such advertising in their columns and
requests the publication of this resolution in order that the business may
know where its advertising men stand;
"Further, the A. M. P. A. also heartily disapproves of the posters which
have been issued in connection with this
picture, and also posters on 'The Devil's
Angel';
and materially
considers that
the posting
such paper
injures
the entireof
industry."
The association also voted that copies
of the above resolution be sent to the
executive heads of distributing companies in the industry and to poster
companies catering to the motion picture
trade as well as to the trade magazineEaton

Directs Goldwyn

Short Subject Division
(From Staff Corresfondent)
NEW YORK, Feb. 22.— Jack Eaton,
formerly manager of the Strand theatre,
yesterday
assumed
charge ofHeGoldwyn's
short subject
department
also is
known as a short subject producer, having been with Paramount for a number
of years. At present he is producing
"Sport
in association with
GrantlandPictorials"
Rice.
The short subjects published by Goldwyn are the two-reel Edgar comedies
and the Goldwyn-Bray Pictograph.
Theatre for Fall Island
POTSDAM, N. Y.— Sylvester Nicolette is completing plans for the erection
of a theatre on Fall Island. Work will
start in the spring.
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Brady's
Trip
Strengthening
M. P. T. O. A
States
Cohen
President of Exhibitors' Organization Makes
Additional Wires and Other Messages
of Confidence and Support

Public

Additional reassurances from exhibitor organizations throughout the
United States that they are standing solidly in back of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of America has brought a statement from Sydney S. Cohen,
president, that regardless of the motives of William A. Brady in his nationwide tour, the effect is a noticeable strengthening of the M. P. T. O. A.
"'Advices from all quarters indicate that if it were the purpose of Mr.
Brady to weaken the exhibitors of the country by his trip, the effect has been
exactly
opposite,"
says Mr.represented
Cohen's statement,
more orhaslessopened
open the
hostility
of the group
of interests
by W illiam"The
A. Brady
eyes
of every theatre owner in the country and has caused new accessions to the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners everywhere."
Assurances From Many State Leaders
Simultaneously, Mr. Cohen made public assurances of confidence and
support from A. R. Pramer, president of the Nebraska organization ; Stuart
Gould, business representative of the Nebraska exhibitors ; Charles F. Sears,
president of the Missouri organization; and officers of the Ohio and the
Southern California and Arizona organizations.
to further sink your identity and become a unit
"Resolutions
the Nebraska
in a producer-controlled organization. They are
branch
of the passed
Motion byPicture
Theatre
trying to disrupt the most powerful and formidable
Owners of America condemn William
Exhibitor organization ever formed in moving picA. Brady and his associates for affront
ture history. WHY- Because they realize their
days
of pilfering
and atrobbing
to our national officers and the attempt
Exhibitor
are about
an end.and brow-beating the
to bring dissension into the ranks of the
"THEY
ARE
AFRAID
THE desperation
ORGANIZED EXHIBITOR, and now OFin very
national
wireA. unare
using
every
means
in
their
power
to
der date organization."
of February 16,reads
senta by
R. they
tear down what we have built up.
Pramer to Mr. Cohen.
"The Michigan Exhibitors sent word to Mr.
Brady, who is touring the country in the preVote of Confidence Passed
tended interest of the Exhibitors, to fight the Blue
Laws, that if he showed up in their state they
"A one hundred per cent vote of conwould
tar
feather him. This would be mild
fidence was extended to the national offi- treatment toanda traitor
of the calibre of Mr. Brady
cers and believe us. we stand like a solid — a man who stood up before the Common Council
in
Chicago
and
publiclv
declared ALL CHILDREN
wall for principle of the Motion Picture
UNDER 16 SHOULD BE KEPT OUT OF MOVING
PICTURE
THEATRES
AT ALL TIMES
Theatre
Owners
of
America,"
it
concludes.
The incalculable injury such statements cause,
brings
to
light
the
justice
of
the
condemnation of
"Anyme statement
to come
Mr. Brady and his associates.
from
which ispurporting
not wholeheartedly
"Now
is
the
time
to
stand
guard,
behind Sydney S. Cohen and the Motion
Exhibitors of the country do not although
anticipatethea
Picture Theatre Owners is either mis- serious fight, because their very strength predicts failure in advance for Mr. Brady and his
quoted or misunderstood," wired Stuart
Gould, one of the organizers in NeFrom Dayton, Ohio, Mr. Cohen rebraska.
"Brady's visit to Missouri will have no cohorts." ceived
following:
"We have confidence intheour
national organization
and
effect gram
on fromorganization
here,"
says
a
teleits
officers
and
endorse
everything you
Charles F. Sears, president of
do. No signatures from here for Bradythe
Missouri
organization,
are organization.
Brady Chicago incident
heartily
in accord
with your "We
ideas and
will give support every way possible. worst ever for our business. Brady not
wanted here. Get him back to New
We are busy with legislature pushing
advance deposit bill fighting Sunday clos- York. Will wire you after Columbus and
ing and censorship, and expect to win
DaytonT. meeting."
O. C. C. Denies Dissension
Issue Letter in California
The Theatre Owners Chamber of
Commerce of New York City has adopted
Officers of the Theatre Owners Association of Southern California and Ari- resolutions charging William A. Brady
statement
zona issued the following circular in with making
sension within
its ranksthatandthere
thatis itdis-is
preparation
for the arrival of William A. not in accord
all."
with
the
M.
P.
T. O. A.
Brady in that territory:
continues that it de"'Exhibitors throughout the country are being The resolutions
nounces these statements; that there is
deluged ducerswith
and letters
and theirtelegrams
agents urging
them tofrom
join Prothe no discord with its ranks, and that is
National Association of the Motion Picture In- in full accord with the M. P. T. O. A.
dustry. Do not confuse this with the National
Exhibitor
— THE OF MOTION
TURE Organization
THEATRE OWNERS
AMERICA. PIC"The
Producers
met
some
time
ago with
the
Begin Carthage Theatre
officials of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners
CARTHAGE. ILL.— Work on the theand agreed verbally and morally to do all in their
atre to be built in Main street will be
power to eliminate some of the evils of the intry— such the
as deposits,
contracts,
begun by March 1. T. H. Slothower.
under duswhich
Exhibitorsunequal
have long
laboredetc.and— who
will construct it, is recovering from
against which they organized at Cleveland last a recent
accident
Summer. These Producers then deliberately refuted
their
agreement
and
after
being
so
"helpful"
and encouraging to the Exhibitor, are now asking
them to join hands with them — for what? Have
Open Lona in Sedalia
you
in the from
past these
years Producers?
received any Have
consideration
voluntarily
you not
SEDALIA. MO. — The Lona theatre,
had to fight and fight hard for every favor you Jack
Truitt. manager, has been opened to
ever received — if you ever received any! Yet the public.
these wolves in sheep's clothing are now asking you
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Meeting Is Important Due to
Fact That Capital Has Been
Chosen for First Skirmish

Mack

for National Regulation
(From Staff Correspondent;
NEW YORK, Feb. 22.— The motion
picture industry will be well represented
at the public hearing of the censorship
question before the district commis ioners atWashington, D. C. on February 28.
At the National Association offices it
was said that Harry Crandall, George
W. Fuller, president of the Washington
Exchange Managers, and C. C. Pettijohn would appear. D. W. Griffith also
will be one of the speakers.
Cohen to Be Present.
At the headquarters of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of America it
was said that Sydney S. Cohen had
talked with Julian Brylawski and Harry
Crandall, both of Washington, during
his visit to the capital several days ago,
and that arrangements were being made
for speakers to appear at the hearing. Mr.
Cohen also will be present.
The hearing is being held to obtain
suggestions as to what should be done,
if anything, to better regulate Washington motion picture exhibitions. In a
circular letter issued by the district commissioners inviting interested persons to
appear at the hearing, it is declared that
"while most of the films exhibited in
Washington have passed some sort of
censorship this has not been rigid
enough to prevent the exhibition of some
objectionable films." The result has
been the receipt of letters by the commissioners from ministers and others
protesting against the character of some
of the films recently shown.
Hearing Is Important
The commissioners, according to the
letter,
havework
"no an
desire
to do
anything
that will
undue
hardship
on
those engaged in the motion picture
industry.
The Washington censorship hearing is

'Exhibitors Herald" has again
burst into the spotlight of picture
fame by becoming a part of a big
scene in the latest Paramount-Sennett comedy, "The Unhappy Finish." Charles Murray is cast as the
proprietor of a motion picture studio in this Sennett two reeler and
quite naturally consults a copy of
his favorite trade journal. A closeup of Murray reading "Exhibitors
Herald" is shown in one scene and
in another the magazine is shown
lying film
on the
the
only
tradeexecutive's
paper, by table,
the way,
that occupies a place on the table.
Several months ago Al Christie
had occasion to introduce a character in one of his comedies reading a film journal and gave the
place of honor to "Exhibitors Herald." The magazine did not appear
camera shy and photographed
extremely well in both pictures.

EUROPE'S

FAMOUS

Sennett Uses

"Exhibitors Herald"
To Put Over Scene

of unusual importance since Washington is the ground selected by the proponents of national censorship for their
first skirmish. If successful in Washington they will expand their activities to
cover other cities, it is understood. The
local censorship campaign is a preliminary step for a campaign for federal
censorship.
Margarita Fisher
Signs With Eckels
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Feb. 22.— Eddie
F.ckels, president and general manager
of Independent Films Association, has
signed a long-term contract with Margarita Fisher, former American star, who
will leave New York soon to begin work
at the old Griffith stirdios recently taken
over by Independent.
GAMBLING

RESORT

March

III-: R A L D

Defensive

Censorship

Washington,

KS
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Kansas City, Kan. to
Have $500,000 House
Duluth, Minn., Marion, 111. and
Enid, Okla., Also Get Big
Playhouses
(S fecial to Exhibitors Herald)
KANSAS CITY, KAN.. Feb 23 Work ha> begun on the new half million
dollar theatre to be erected at 638-M
Minnesota avenue.
Victory in Duluth
Opened to Public
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
DL'LUTH, MINN., Feb. 22.— The
New
Victory,picture
Duluth'sbusiness,
latest addition
the motion
located to
at
117 East Superior street, has been opened
to the public. Carter & Rose, who have
been in the business here for the last
two years, owners of the Liberty theatre, were the builders.
Reed Will Erect
$100,000 Theatre
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
theatre
for ILL,
motionFeb.pictures
MARION.
22. — A will
$100,000be '.
erected here by Messrs. Reed, Yem and
Hayes of Du Quoin. The bouse will
scat 1,300 patrons and is expected to be
completed by September. Frank Ellis,
one
of the stockholders, will be the
manager.
Billings Opens His
New Enid Theatre
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
ENID, OKLA.. Feb. 22.— The Billings
theatre, costing $200,000, is completed.
Walter Billings is manager and builder.
The house was formally opened on
Washington's birthday.
Buck Renews Fight
To Have Censorship
Board in Illinois
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
SPRINGFIELD,
Feb. 22.— Senator Clarence Buck ILL,
of Monmouth,
who
two
years
a drastic cen>orship
bill ago
whichsponsored
died in committee,
has
renewed his fight to have a censorship
commission created in Illinois.
He is ready to introduce his new bill
within a few days and claims that he
has sufficient votes pledged to pass the
upper
house. of Buck state that his new
Associates
bill has cluded"teeth"
in measure.
it which were not inin the 1919

REPRODUCED

IN CALIFORNIA

One of the massive sets erected at Monterey, Cal., for Erich Von Stroheim's Universal production "Foolish Wives." The picture shows the shore side of the famous gambling Casino, the bandstands and promenades. San Francisco society folk
played as extras while the scene was being filmed.
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Two

Theatres

Are

Destroyed by Fire
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
TAYLOR, TEX., Feb. 22.— The Rink
theatre, devoted to colored patronage,
was completely destroyed by fire recently. The loss is estimated at $5,000.
Mysterious Fire
at Redwood City
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
REDWOOD CITY, CAL., Feb. 22.—
A loss of $3,000 was entailed in the
burning of the Sequoia theatre by fire
of mysterious origin. The building was
owned by E. J. Arkush of Palo Alto.
Saxe Propose

Noon

Opening to Combat
Blue Law Agitation
(From Staff Correspondent)
MILWAUKEE, WIS., Feb. 22.— As a
means of combating the blue law agitation here, Thomas Saxe, secretary-treasurer of Saxe Amusement Company, suggests that theatres open at noon on Sunday instead of at 10 or 11 o'clock.
It is believed that this movement will
pacify the reformers. Their contention is
that with the theatres open on Sunday
morning the churches cannot meet the
competition. Bishop W. W. Webb of
the Episcopalian diocese of Milwaukee
has written an article to the New York
Churchman denouncing the blue law agitators.
Chamber

of Commerce

At Fairbury,

Effort
In

to

South
Senate

Repeal

Defeats

Whole Town Turns Out
To Raise Hoover Fund
H. G. Bemis of the Gem theatre,
Inkster, N. D., should have a place
on Herbert Hoover's honor roll.
He donated Relief
a day's receipts
European
Council.to the
Of
course Mr. Bemis is not alone in
that. Many other theatres did the
same. But he must have put a lot
of steam behind his campaign to
raise the sympathies of Inkster inhabitants for Europe's starving
youngsters. The whole town apparently turned out to see the
Hoover Day show which Mr. Bemis put on.
There are only 350 people in
Inkster. But
the Mr.
check Bemis
for a day's
receipts
which
forwarded to C. C. Pettijohn of the
motion picture division of the
Hoover committee was $48.75.
It wasn't
the size
of the
that
made such
a hit
withcheck
the
Hoover committee. It was the fact
that Mr. Bemis had made the most
of
the town's
limited
If the
big cities
had population.
responded
proportionately all the hungry
children in the world could be fed
for a year from the funds collected
through the picture houses on
Hoover Day.

Finis Fox Working
With Mayer Staff
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Feb. 22.— Finis Fox
has joined the Louis B. Mayer studio to
do special work in connection with scenarios to be Carewe.
produced by John M* Stahl
and Edwin

What
Industry Eulogizes
Rudolph Christians
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Feb. 22.— Work was
suspended at Universal City in the hour
that Rudolph
player,
was buried.Christians^ Universal
The late player had just completed his
role in "Foolish Wives," Erich Von Stroheim's
forthcoming
death came.
A eulogy production,
of his life of when
service to the dramatic art was delivered at
the grave by Sigmund Moos, chief of
the Universal City leasing department
and a friend of long standing to the
deceased.
Sheets Will Reopen
Lewistown Theatre
LEWISTOWN, ILL.— D. M. Sheets,
who recently purchased the Hinde block,
is arranging to reopen the theatre.

Blue

Dakota

Nebraska

Opposed to Censorship
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
FAIRBURY, NEB., Feb. 22.— While
no official action on the proposed censorship bills in the state legislature was
taken at the recent meeting of the Chamber of Commerce, the sentiment of those
present
was in opposition to the measures.
An effort was made to have a resolution favoring censorship adopted. This
failed when W. F. Cramb moved to table
the matter. This was seconded and
adopted, 49 to 20.-
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Exhibitors

Laws

Fails

When

Wagner

Bill

Attorney General Announces
He Will Begin a Campaign
of Enforcement if Regulation IsNot Abolished
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
PIERRE, S. D., Feb. 22.— Indications point to a finish fight over the
blue laws in this state.
Efforts to repeal the blue law
now on the statute books have
failed. Following defeat of the
Wagner bill, which would have accomplished this, a motion was made
to reconsider the measure.
Motion is Tabled
This last activity on the part of those
seeking an open Sunday proved of no
avail when the motion was tabled.
Attorney General Payne only recently
announced that if efforts to repeal the
law failed in the legislature he would
launch an intensive campaign of enforcement.
Develops Major Issue
Because of nouncement
the andattorney
general's
the present
statuspro-of
the fight in the legislature it is believed
the matter will develop into a major issue in this state.
The question is of vital importance to
the exhibitors of the state and every effort is being made to cooperate with the
forces in the legislature who seek repeal
of the law.
Plan South Bend Changes
SOUTH BEND, IND.— The Temple
theatre will be remodeled in May and
its seating capacity increased to accommodate 1,200 patrons. O. J. Lamblotte
opened the house in 1915, but it is being
managed by his brother, L. J. Lamblotte,
during hethe has
former's
where
mining absence
interes ins. Colorado,

Jive

Saying \Abouf

HERALD=
—EXHIBITORS
"Please find enclosed a check for my subscription to EXHIBITORS HERALD.
I think it is the best I have ever read." — I. M. Shannon, manager, Happy Hour
Theatre, Normangee, Tex.
* * *
"I read EXHIBITORS HERALD from cover to cover. I especially enjoy
your criticisms from our fellow exhibitors. In fact, I find it a great help to me
in booking pictures. Many times I display this criticism on my advertising
boards." — Edwin Lake, manager. Lake Theatre, Baker. Mont.
"I highly value EXHIBITORS HERALD." — Joe Anderson, manager. Hatton Opera House, Hatton, N. D. 41 ¥ ¥
"There's no use of trying to run a picture house without EXHIBITORS
HERALD. I don't want to miss a single issue." — Adam Hornung, manager.
Victor Opera House, Victor, Mont.
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Censorship

Samuel
Gompers'
View
On
Legal
Censorship
Statement of Labor Chief Is Herewith Published In Full
With the Hope That It May Aid Materially the Exhibitors in the
Various Slates Who Are
Called Upon at This Time to Fight
Regulatory Measures
By SAMUEL

GOMPERS

In New York state it is proposed to enact legislation providing
for state censorship. I hope the New York legislature will demonstrate abetter understanding of our time than to add one more to the
already too long list of repressive and coercive measures on our
various law books.
There is a kind of censorship that is both effective and in keeping
with the true American concept. It is voluntary censorship, organized by the industry itself, with the proper representation of those
who patronize motion pictures. There is between compulsion and
voluntary action all of the difference between tyranny and democracy.
It is my hope that compulsory governmental censorship will make no
further inroads upon American freedom of expression through motion
pictures.

• • *

It is regrettable that advocates of governmental motion picture
censorship again are active in the endeavor to place one more restriction upon the exercise of freedom of expression. I trust they will not
be successful. I am aware of all the arguments used by those who
propose censorship, and I am aware that a great many pictures are
produced which might be left unproduced.
But there must somewhere be an end to restriction, to censorship,
to the exercise of the arbitrary judgment of a few over the doings of
the masses, or we shall lose our democratic character entirely and
become a nation of subjects.
Nothing to be gained by the possible suppression of a few unworthy pictures can compensate for the loss of freedom that would
result, nor for the sense of being subjected in our pleasures to the
personal judgment or whims of a court of censors.
• ♦ ♦
The public will take care of its own standards if left free. The
idea of censorship is not an American idea and cannot with safety be
introduced into our life. Once we are started upon the censorship
road we are again engaged in the age old contest between free government and government by compulsion, by decree, by caste.
Rather than accept the "thou shalt not" of whosoever may be
able to control censorship, the American people will prefer to deliver
their own verdict in person and in their own way. This is not the
land of "thou shalt not" — this is not the home of "verboten," and may
it never be.

Fight

5, 1921
in

Wrong Hands: Cohen
Declares Campaign Must be
Conducted by Citizens
of the Country
(Special to Exhibitors Herald J
SEW YORK, Feb. 22.— The campaign
against enactment of censorship and blue
law legislation has been "entrusted into
the wrong hands," declares Sydney S.
Cohen, president of the Motion Picture
Theater Owners of America, in a recent
statement.
The proper course would be for the
citizens of the country to conduct the
light,orshehavesays,
adding
the "exhibitworked
out that
a complete
campaign based on these lines, and purpose
to go forward with it immediately."
"Keep Producers Out"
"In view of the events at the hearing
before the judiciary committee of the
common council in Chicago on February
:;, it has become clear," the statement
says, "that the campaign against censorship and against enactment of blue laws
lias been entrusted into the wrong hands.
"The exhibitors have always protested
and recent events cause them to lend new
vigor to their protests that the producers of motion pictures should be absolutely kept
the fight fact
against
sorship.out
It is aofnotorious
that centhe
manufacturers have been on both sides
of this question.
Question One of Principle
"The question of censorship is one of
principle. It involves the recreations and
liberties of millions of American citizens. These citizens must conduct the
campaign. The industry can furnish
them with facts and data, but the battle
itself must be carried forward by them.
"The first thing necessary is to retrace
the false steps heretofore made: to recall
the spokesman of the manufacturers and
to interest men and women prominent
press particularly
life. The
in public
must
be enlisted
in this campaign.
"\Ve request all exhibitors who may
have censorship troubles of any kind to
address themselves to the headquarters
of the Motion Picture Theater Owners
of America where their needs will be
supplied to the best of our ability."

Film Board

Members

Experience Thriller
and Loss of $2 ,322
(From Staff Correspondent)
is the
MO., Feb. 22.— Itmen
ST. LOUIS,
to
usual thing for a group of gofilmhome
and
witness a thriller and then
it. A hold-up (the screen kind)
forget
would be the last thing to keep them
But seven members of the St. Louis
Film Board of Trade one night recently
a hold-up
saw
part
betterforget
up thewon't
them they
It keptwhich
so soon.
police.
the
to
it
of the night telling
It was the real thing this time. The
And the
bandits were in deadly earnest.
loot— $837 in currency, $1,080 in jewelry,
two overcoats valued at $400 and a fivedollar pair of gloves. The robbery took
in
place at the office of the Film Board
the Empress building. Members in the
room were J. Ray Weinbrenner, former
prosecuting attorney and attorassistant
ney for the board; Sol J. Hankins, Fine
; Richard Fox. SeArts lectFilm
Corporation; Maurice Stain,
PicturesCompany
National Pictures.
First
Sidney J. Baker,
r, Robertson-Cole,
and
Weil ofDesberge
Goldwyn.
Inc.; J.Joseph
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"Big Four" to Have
Own Offices Abroad
Company Now Has Fourteen
Pictures for Foreign
Distribution
(From Staff Correspondent)
NEW YORK, Feb. 22— United Artists will soon establish exchanges abroad
to handle directly the distribution of its
product. This undertaking has been
under advisement for some time, but
final decision was not reached until the
meeting of the board of directors Thursday.
Main Office in London
The main foreign office will be in London. Following its opening, within two
months, other offices will be established.
None of the United Artists pictures
has yet been shown abroad. Until
the concern had the distriburecently
tion rights for the United States and
believed that the visCanada only. It is and
his associates to
its of Mr. Abrams
Los Angeles and also to England were
to lay the groundwork for the plans
which are being consummated.
Now Has 14 Productions
picUnited Artists will have fourteen
tures ready by the time the foreign
offices are opened. These are:will"His
be
Majesty, the American," which
retitled "One of the Blood;'* "Whendlethe
Clouds Roll By," "The Mollycod
"The Mark of Zorro," "The Nut' and
"The Three Musketeers," all Fairbanks
; "Pollyanna," "Suds," "The
pictures
Love Light," with Mary Pickford, also
the next Pickford subject "Through the
Back Door": Mack Sennett's "Down on
the Farm," and Doris Keane in
Flower" and
"Romance." "The Love
two Griffith pic"Broken Blossoms,"
list.
the
tures, round out

Ticket Scalpers Make
Big Profits on Sales

" in L. A.
For "The Kid
(From Staff Correspondent)
Advices from
XEW YORK, Feb. 22-.—Nation
al offices
Los Angeles to the First ation
that the
here contain the inform
"The
n's
Chapli
e
Charli
of
g
openin
out
t Kid
brough
at the Ambassador theatre
holdtheir
sold
who
ators
specul
ticketings at fabulous prices.
The entire seating capacity of the
house has been sold out for a week in
advance, the wire adds. From this it is
that S. Bargathered at First National
ret McCormick, the Ambassador manis reserving seats. The Ambassador isager,an intimate theatre on the deluxe
plan seating 550.
_
After its Ambassador showing The
Kid" will go into the Kinema, also under
McCormick's management. No date for
the move has been set as it has not been
determined how long a run will be given
"Passion,"
the present Kinema attraction.
Amazon Company Formed
WILMINGTON, DEL.— The Amazon
Flim Company has been incorporated
here for the manufacture of motion picand andfilms
by Dill.
T. L. Croteau. ture
M. machines
A. Bruce
S. E.
Open El Dorado Pastime
EL DORADO. ARK— The new
Pastime theatre recently was opened to
the public. It is located in Washington
avenue.

N.

A.

M.

P.

Explain
Declare
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Recruiting

I. Resolutions
Membership
of Theatre

Owners

Drive

Is for Combat-

ing Unfriendly Legislation — Invite
Exhibitors to Affiliate
Resolutions clarifying the purpose of recruiting members in the theatre
division of the N. A. M. P. I. and inviting exhibitors to become members
were unanimously adopted at a meeting of the executive committee of
the National Association of the Motion Picture Industrv held in New York,
February 19, 1921.
Referring to the action of its members inviting exhibitors to join the
theatre division, the resolution states the purpose "was to bring about a
more perfect co-ordination of all branches of the industry to combat legislation seeking to establish legalized censorship of motion picture prior
to publication, the enactment of so-called blue laws, and all other adverse
Not Fighting Exhibitor Organizations
legislation.''
"Membership in the theatre division of the National Association would
and shall not in any way conflict with membership in local, state or national
exhibitor organizations now existing or that may hereafter be formed," it continues.
In the meantime, William A. Brady,
president of the N. A. M. P. I., is on the
last lap of the nation-wide tour for the
announced purpose of bringing about
unity in the industry and awakening sentiment against censorship.
Will Enlist the Players
Word from Los Angeles indicates that
Mr. Brady's arrival in Los Angeles Saturday February 26 will be the signal for
a series of dinners and get-togethers.
The National Association officers state
they were flooded with telegrams from
prominent
producers
identified with the
industryandin others
Los Angeles
inquiring the time of his arrival there.
One telegraphic inquiry was from WalProter J. Reynolds, secretary ofthatthea rousducers Association, indicating
Resolutions of
N. A. M. P. I.
Whereas, members of the National
Association of the Motion Picture Industry recently invited exhibitors of
the United States to join th« Theatre
Division of the National Association
of the Motion Picture Industry, and
Whereas, the purpose of such invitation was to bring- about a more
perfect co-ordination of all branches
of the industry to combat legislation
seeking' to establish legalized cen-to
sorship of motion pictures prior
of sothe enactmentother
pubUcation, laws,
adand aU
caUed blue
verse legislation, it being always
understood that membership in the
of the National AsTheatre Division
sociation would and shall not in any
way conflict with membership in any
local, state or national exhibitor organization now existing, or that may
hereafter be formed; now therefore,
be it
Resolved: That the National Association of the Motion Picture Indussuch acand confirms
try
tion ofapproves
its members,
and now as an
association invites and soUcits the
exhibitors of the United States to become members of its Theatre Division.

ing reception was arranged and that a
luncheon would be given Mr. Brady
shortly after his arrival.
Among those planning to welcome Mr.
Brady in Los Angeles are Thomas H.
Ince,
R. H. Cochrane,
Vice-President
the Universal
Film Company,
J. W.of
Engle, Vice-President of the Metro Film
Co.,
JessePlayers,
L. Lasky,
Famous
EarlVice-President
H. Hammons,of
President, Educational Film Co., A. P.
Michael Narlian of the Los Angeles Film
Board of Trade, and others who are actively
with thePicture
National
Association ofidentified
the Motion
Industry.
Touring the West Coast
President
Brady's
itinerary
for the
week
took him from
Seattle
to Los
Angeles.
Arriving in Seattle February 18, he proceeded the following morning to Olympia, the state capital of Washington, and
20 went to Porton Sunday February
land, Ore., and from there to Salem,
the state capital, February 21. His schedfor his arrival in San Franule cisco
called Wednesday
February 23.
on's
Members of the National Associati
that confiexecutive committee declare
Mr.
that
effect
dential reports are to the
Brady is accomplishing a great deal in
censorship laws in the varion visited.
his fight
ous states
J. W.

Film

Company

In Independent Field
Promising several state right offerings
of more than ordinary importance, one
of which is ready for the screen, J. W.
Film Corporation has definitely decided
to enter the independent field making a
specialty of dignified, high class dramas
that will appeal especially to the patrons
of the best theatres.
E. S. Manheimer is active head of the
company. The first picture is the Burproduction
Price."ton aKingsociety
drama, "Every
starring Man's
Grace
Darling.
Purchase Aledo Empire
ALEDO, ILL.— O. W. Trevor of Rock
Island and J. Earl Kennedy of Moline
have purchased the Empire theatre from
J. C. May. who has been operating it for
the last six months.
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"Dream Street" to Go
Into Dramatic Houses
Great
Motion
Picture
Industry Is
After Pre -Publication Film
in Safe Hands
Will be Distributed by
United Artists
Self Made Men Are Hearing and Are
c
r\T^rrr\ r r
(Special
to Exhibitors Herald)
^^ys <J I I U H. KAHN
Heeding Call of a Worthy Ambition
NEW
YORK,
Feb. 22.— "Dream
mistakes of judgment and of taste. But Street," D. W. Griffith's
latest through
production,
will
not
go
immediately
they
did
create,
with
great
vision,
daring
In view of the present criticism of moenterprise
and
hard
work
a
vast
new
the
United
Artists
distributing
channels,
tion pictures many who heard the speech
industry; they made American films but will be given a pre-release Broadway
of Otto H. Kahn, the financier, at the dinfamous and pre-eminent throughout the showing at $2 prices. Negotiations are
ner given recently by the Famous
world, and above all, they established a on for the Central theatre here with
Players-Laslcy Corporation to Dr. Hugo
huge democratic institution, giving to April 3 as a possible opening date.
Riesenfeld at Delmonico's have exthe people an instrument of instruction,
Similar pre-release showings will be
p
r
e
s
e
d
a
wish
that
Mr.
Kahn's
words
diversion
and recreation, the like of which
held in other cities. These legitimate
might be brought even more prominently
had never been known or dreamed of theatre showings will be the same as
before
the public.
of Mr. Kahn's
high standing
as anBecause
international
banker
until the advent of the "movies."
given "Broken
Blossoms."
Upon
And then, as soon as they could feel those
their conclusion
the picture
will revert
and a patron of the arts, his speech, in
that
the industry was firmly established
to United Artists for publication.
which he expressed confidence in the
and had struck its gait, they proceeded —
leadership of the men now at the head of
"Dream Street" is a picturization of
to their honor, be it said — to improve, "Flaming Lamps." The story, based on
the industry, has an unusual signifito beautify, to aim higher. They did not one of Thomas Burke's Limehouse tales,
cance.
wait till they were prodded to do so by is described as a romantic comedy of
public demand. They anticipated. They
the London slums. In the cast are Carol
volunteered more than was asked for and
Dempster, Ralph Graves, Tyrone Power,
It is barely a dozen years or so ago more than, from the merely commercial
Edward Peil, W. J. Ferguson, Charles
have been needed.
that the world awoke one morning to find point of view, would
Mack,
Agnes Fleming, Charles Slattery.
* * *
upon its doorstep a baby giant, the movHetty Hilburn, Kathleen Ardell, George
ing picture. The captains of finance and
They called to their aid the art of Neville. Porter Strong and Vivia Ogden.
industry passed by and turned up their music. They had the courage and the
Preliminary Work
noses at the foundling. It was plain wisdom to ask of the people adherence
on "Faust" Began
men, risen from the ranks, who took it to a high standard of orchestral music.
in and nurtured it and used their own
They established orchestras of the highNEW YORK. Feb. 22 —Following
scanty means and what little they could
est grade. They presented singers and
borrow to upbuild and develop it. And
instrumentalists who sang and played the "Dream Street," which he expects to
thus the moving picture industry came
best of musical compositions. To hun- complete about March 15, D. W. Griffith
into being.
dreds of thousands whose means would
begin tothetheproduction
of "Faust."
According
Griffith offices,
the art
Being plain men, those who developed
have permitted them but rarely or not at will
it understood the people. And, under- all to visit concerts or the opera they designs for the important scenes have
been prepared and the preliminary work
standing the people, they catered to the opened access to the joys and inspira- begun.
healthy fundamental sentiment of the
tions of musical art. And thus they enThe announcement state* that the
great mass which wants to be interested,
riched the lives of multitudes of the peogripped and moved, be it to laughter or
ple. They became an educational and three principal parts will be played by
to tears.
cultural influence of the most effective
stars of the first magnitude. It is under* * »
stood that one of the three will be Lilkind and in the most effective way, free
lian Gish. If cast. Miss Gish will play
They were pioneers, and the pioneer from that patronizing, bounty dispensing,
Marguerite.
does not start with laying out beautiful
"uplift" attitude, and
chilly
are that
obnoxious
avenues and erecting structures of im- dullness which too oftenfrom
peccable style. Crudities they were, and adjuncts to well-meant movements for
Nation- Wide Move
the people's benefit.
They called to their aid young singers.
for Censorship Is
Kiving them the opportunity of earning
Launched in East
some money and of testing their qualifications before the public — a very real
(S fecial to Exhibitors Herald)
service to young talent, for the opporBALTIMORE.
MD.,of Feb.
22.— The
tunity, unfortunately though unavoidBaltimore
Federation
Churches
has
ably, is all too difficult to attain in our
launched
a
movement
through
the
fiftyconcert halls and on our operatic stage. odd federations in the United States to
Not a few singers date their careers from
obtain "cleaner films from the proappearances in "movie" houses, and some
of
them
have
graduated
from
the
"movie"
"The exhibitor is at the mercy of the
stage to grand opera.
* * *
producer." said the Rev. L. W. Mcducers."
Creary. secretary
of the
And more and more they are calling to naturally
can display
onlyfederation,
such films"andas
their aid eminent painters, internationally
are obtainable. Once the proper films
famous producers, the leading writers of are produced the censorship problem for
the world. More and more, too, do they
recognizeperfection
that "theof play's
the interest
thing," any given state is made easy."
seeking
ensemble,
of action and intrinsic merit of the story, Will Enlarge Springfield
rather than to be mere vehicles for the
Electric in Combination
exploitation of any one personality.
These self-made and self-taught men
SPRINGFIELD, MO. — Plans for the
at the head of the moving picture craft t nlargement of the Electric theatre to a
are hearing and heeding the call of a seating capacity for 3,000 persons have
worthy ambition. They are conscious of been announced by the Springfield Thetheir responsibility and alive to the opatre and Investment Company, owner1
portunities of an industry which Rives
the theatre. The company, which ha*
boundless scope for development and for of
a short lease on the Jefferson theservice to the people. Much remains to taken atre,
be done, and some things to be weeded
Electric. expects to combine the two in the
out. but the accomplishments of the past
and the endeavors of the present give
every promise for future progressive
Buys Interest in Theatre
GEORGE ARI.ISS
achievement. These men are on the
GRAND RAPIDS. MICH. — John W
In a scene from "The Devil" which he right road. It leads onward and upmade famous on the speaking stage beGoodspeed has purchased the 25 per cent
ward. The great industry of which they interest
fore appearing in the camera version
held by William C. Grobhiser in
for Pathc.
are the leaders, is safe in their keeping.
the Powers Theatre Building Association.
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South Dakota House
Goes for Censorship
Action of Legislatures Is Big
Surprise — Passes by Vote
Of 76 to 20
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
PIERRE, S. D., Feb. 22.— The censorship bill passed the house of representatives by a vote of 76 to 20.
Victory for the reformers in the lower
house was a complete surprise to the
anti-censorship force*. It was an unsuspected landslide.
Just prior to convening of the session
many members who voted for the measure were arguing in the negative.
It has been rumored that the action of
the lower house was merely an effort
to shove the bill into the senate. The
opposition forces declare it will die in
the senate.
The bill provides for the establishment
of a censor board of three members. The
salaries of the members are $2,000 for
the chairman and $1,800 for the two
other members. An inspection charge of
$2 a reel is provided in the bill.
Guimond Is Appointed
Advertising Director
For Realart Pictures
L. F. Guimond. who has had experience as ;m exhibitor, sales manager, as
well as in publicity and advertising work,
has been appointed director of publicity
and advertising for Realart.
His introduction to the business nine
years ago was through a small town
theatre which he built and operated for
a time. He has also managed metropolitan houses and is familiar with the
problems of exhibitors generally. In the
distribution end he has for several years
past been connected with major organizations in various capacities.
He was for a time sales promotion
manager for W. W. Hodkinson Corporation and following that two years with
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation in
both the sales and advertising departments.
First National Signs
to Distribute Three

Nate

Block

To
Many

HERAL

Sells

Hostettler

Chain

Theatre

Theatres
Amusements

Circuits

Adding

to Holdings

According to Dispatches During Week —
Chamberlains to Invade Pottsville, Pa.
Continued expansion of existing theatre chains and the formation
of several new chains are indicated in a series of dispatches from all parts
of the United States received by Exhibitors Herald during the week.
One of the largest deals reported is the sale of five theatres of the
Xate Block Amusement Company of St. Joseph, Mo., to the Hostettler
Amusement Company of Omaha, Neb. The theatres included are the
Crystal, Orpheum, Colonial and Royal in St. Joseph, and the Orpheum
theatre of Atchison, Kans.
Nate Block Retires From Field
Nate Block, president of the Block company and one of the best
known showmen in the west, is retiring from the theatre business to devote his entire time to real estate interests.
Simultaneously, it is announced that has purchased the Dixie theatre from
Buck Green. Hauber now controls all
the L. J. Chamberlain Enterprises, conlocal theatres.
trol ing anumber of theatres in Penn-vlvania. has purchased a theatre site in
American Enters Albion i
Pottsville, Pa., for a consideration of
ALBION, MICH., Feb. 22.— The
$40,000. The company now owns houses
in Shamokin, Sunbury, Tamaqua. Mt. American Amusement Company has taken a downtown site for the erection of a
Carmel. Bloomsburg and Wilks-Barre.
$100,000 motion picture theatre. Rumors
Vance Company Expands
persist that the company is to also build
at Marshall, Mich.
HOUGHTON. MICH.. Feb. 22.— The
Savoy theatre in Quincy street has been
Big New A-H House
purchased by the Vance Amusement
PORTLAND,
The
Company and taken over by the new
Ackerman-Harris ORE..
interestsFeb.
are 22.—
to build
management. The company has also
a
$750,000
motion
picture
theatre
in
this
taken an option on the Ongie property
city as soon as a site can be obtained.
opposite the Hancock post office.
Blank Plans Big House
Purchase of the Savoy gives the company six picture theatres in Copper
MARSHALLTOWN.
IA.. Feb. 22.—
county: the Orpheum. Hancock: Star. A six story theatre building
will be
Houghton: Pythian. Chassell: Atlantic,
erected
at
Second
avenue
and Main
Atlantic: Star. South Range, ant! the
street by A. H. Blank Enterprises as
Savoy. Hancock.
soon as the existing lease on the present
Controls Camden, Ark.
structure expires.
Blumenthal House Opening
CAMDEN, ARK.. Feb. 22.— O. C.
Hauber, head of the Hauber theatres,
HUDSON. N. J.. Feb. 22.— The new
Central theatre, with a seating capacity
of 2,500 patrons, is expected to open
about March 15. It is being built by
the National-Central Theatres, Inc., of
which Louis F. Blumenthal is president
and directing manager.
Thielan Increases Holdings
ELGIN. ILL., Feb. 22.— The new
Rialto theatre, which replaces the Grand
theatre destroyed a year ago by a tornado, will open about March 15. It is a
part
of the
Thielan-Burford
northern
Illinois
and Wisconsin. chain in

Hope Hampton Films
(From Staff Correspondent)
NEW YORK, Feb. 22.— Associated
First National has contracted for the distribution of three Hope Hampton productions, according to an announcement
"Love's
The first.The
made..
just
has been
completed.
secondPenalty."
will be
"Star Dust." a Fanny Hurst story.
Hobart Henley will direct.
From well-authenticated reports it is
learned also that First National may distribute Vivian Martin productions.
At the offices of Messmore Kendall,
who has Vivian Martin under contract,
the story was neither affirmed nor denied, all questions being answered that
"there was nothing to be said at this
time."

Liebman Now Manager
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
ATLANTA. GA.. Feb. 22.— Walter R.
Liebman yesterday took charge of the
local exchange of Associated Producers.
He succeeds Frank L. Hudson.
Plans PittsfieM Theatre
PITTSFIELD. MASS.— A new theatre to seat 2,000 patrons is planned for
Pittsfield by Kelton B. Miller, publisher
and real estate dealer.

Ferner Sells House
At Calistoga, Cal.
Joseph Ferner. manager of the Playhouse at Calistoga, Cal., has sold his
theatre.

1)

Rl BYE De REMER
Star of "Luxury," an Arrow Film Corporation fenturr.

Enlarge Waterloo Theatre
WATERLOO. IA.— The Crystal theatre is being remodeled and the seating
capacity enlarged.
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Iowa

First

National

Favors

Pictures"
of "Bigger
Policy
J. D. Williams Tells Exhibitors That He Sees Very
Little Tendency Toward Reduction in
the Cost of Production
Endorsement of the policy of bigger and better pictures was voted by
seventy-five exhibitors from Nebraska, Iowa and Kansas attending the annual
meeting of Associated First National of Iowa at the Hotel Savery. Des
Moines.
The meeting was held on the first anniversary of the beginning of the
first run of the initial Associated First National publication in Iowa. A. 11.
Rlank, president of the Iowa corporation, presided. Lieut Gov. Hammill of
Iowa gave the address of welcome.
Policy of Producers Is Fewer Pictures
In endorsing the policy of bigger and better pictures the question of the
probable trend of cost of productions was raised. In this connection, J. D.
Williams, general manager of Associated First National, declared that he
saw very little tendency toward the reduction of production costs in the future
as every producer of note was working upon a policy of stronger, better and
fewer pictures.
H. B. Thomas, Fremont, Neb.; J. E.
Sucli a policy, he explained, was necesHostettler, Omaha; George Monroe,
sarily more expensive than one which
Beatrice, Neb.; K. Moreland, Nebraska
included careless hurried production and
that while the actual money costs prob- City, Neb.; D. F. Baker, Ottumwa. Ia.;
ably never would be lower than now, the J. H. MacClay. Dubuque. Ia.; H. E.
exhibitor would receive a better value Swan, Kearney, Neb.; S. E. Greenbaum.
through the inevitable finer quality of Davenport, Ia.; A. J. Diebold, Cedar
pictures which must result from the pol- Rapids, la.: Roy Burford. Arkansas
City, Kan.; Stanley Chambers, Wichita.
icy of better and fewer pictures.
Kan; M. B. Shanburg, Hutchinson. Kan.;
Elect Board of Directors
A. F. Baker, Kansas City, Kan.
hollowing the banquet, which was the
Mr. Williams also explained in detail
order of the evening session, the directhe processes by which the exhibition
cers :tors met and elected the following offivalue of First National productions was
A. H. Blank, President and Treasurer
fixed, and expressed the opinion that the
M. B. Shamburg, First Vice President.
system was the fairest one that could be
A. J. Diebold, Second Vice President.
devised to the producer and exhibitor
S. S. Schwarz, Secretary.
alike. The following board of directors
The executive committee is composed
was elected: A. H. Blank, Dps Moines;
of A. H. Blank, chairman. M. B. ShamFIRST NATIONAL

FRANCHISE

March

II K KALI)

HOLDERS

HOLD

5. 1921

burg, A. J. Diebold. J. H. MacClay,
Stanley Chambers.
Next Meeting in Kansas City
The next meeting will be held in Kansas City, the second Monday in February, 1922.
A general call to producers to eliminate every suggestion of salaciousnesi
in titles, sub-titles or advertising matter
of motion picture productions was
sounded by the exhibitors. They went
on record with the opinion that close
attention to the deletion of anything that
might provide arguments for advocates
of censorship would be the greatest service producers can render to the exhibitors in states where there are drastic
bills before the legislature.
Bills are pending in both Iowa and
Nebraska and the exhibitors at the
meeting declared that much of the agitation for censorship was directly traceable
to mistaken ideas of certain pictures due
entirely to suggestive advertising matter. Mr. Williams declared that the First
National organization had been alive to
this situation and that every effort was
being made by the independent producers and stars distributing through the
organization to live up to the spirit
which had been embodied into the resolution. He declared, however, that the
task was not as easy as it would appear
on the face of it, as it was beyond the
power of any one person, or any tiroup
of persons, to imagine the things that
some
of the reformers would find objectionable.
Complete Lansing Theatre
LANSING, MICH. — Lansing Arcade
Theatre Company, one of the Butterfield
enterprises." will open its half million
dollar theatre here on St. Patrick's Day.
March 17. The theatre is rapidly neiring completion.
Open Carter, Crane, Mo.
CRANE. MO.— The Carter Theatre,
which has been under construction for
the last several weeks, is nearing completion. It was expected to be ready for
opening in January.
MEETING

A luncheon and screening of Associated First National pictures was held at the Hotel Savery, Des Moines, Ia., on February
14, at which A. H. Blank was re-elected president of the Associated First National of Iowa.
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St. Louis Will Have
Four New Theatres
Largest Will Cost $425,000
and Will Seat 3,000
Persons
(From Staff Correspondent)
ST. LOUIS, MO, Feb. 22.— As an
evidence of a "return to normalcy" in
the motion picture field in St. Louis,
four motion picture theatres are planned
in different parts of the city, which,
when completed, will represent an outlay
of approximately $1,250,000, it was announced today.
Ready By Summer
The largest of these, which will be located at Sixteenth and Chestnut streets,
will cost S425.000, and will seat 3,000
persons. Work of razing buildings on
the site will begin within the next week
and it is hoped to have the theatre ready
for operation before summer. John
Karzin, owner of a string of four houses
in this city, is promoting the venture.
Associated with him are Adolph Diamont and Jacob Weiss.
An unique feature will be a checking
room for travelers compelled to remain
in the city because of train connections.
Will Cost $175,000
Plans for the erection of a motion
picture theatre at Hodiamont and Bartmer avenues have been completed. Samuel G. Gossom, president of a local bank,
announced today. The structure will
cost $175,000.
Owners of the Hamilton Skydome.
Hamilton and Easton avenues, made
public their intention to erect a completely equipped theatre on the present
site of their gardens. The cost of the
new building and theatre will approximate $350,000.
Plans for a motion picture theatre to
replace the Delmar at Delmar boulevard
and Aubert street, to cost $300,000, were
divulged today to Exhibitors Herald.

Maryland

HERALD

Exhibitors

National
Eugene

McCurdy

Quota

Is Elected

Raise
of

President

$1,800
of League

at

Baltimore Meeting— Censure Laemmle
for N. A. M. P. I. Statement
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
BALTIMORE, MD., Feb. 21.— Maryland's quota of $1,800 to the
treasury of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America was subscribed
in less than ten minutes at the recent convention of the state association
at the Southern hotel.
Renewed allegiance to the national league was voted in a resolution
which also expressed complete confidence in its present leadership.
Exhibitors Censure Hampton and Laemmle
Two resolutions censured the activities of Carl Laemmle, president
of Universal, and Benjamin B. Hampton. In discussing the Hampton
resolution exhibitors characterized "'the so-called crusade of Mr. Hampton as a sensational and spectacular anti-picture propaganda for which there
was not the slighest excuse."
Mr. Laemmle was reproved for pub- Principal among the important questions
lication in the Universal Weekly of an he touched upon were censorship, blue
article calling upon exhibitors to join the laws, uniform contracts, film rental tax,
exhibitors' division of the National Asso- music tax, deposits, etc.
The case of Mrs. Pauline K. Dodge of
ciation of the Motion Picture Industry.
It was voted to notify the Universal Morrisville, Vermont, was cited by President Cohen as a definite and practical
chief of the convention's action.
The following officers were elected:
application of the motto of the M. P. T.
President — Eugene B. McCurdy.
O. A. — "An injury to one is the concern
Vice-President — Thomas Goldberg.
Secretary — William E. Stumpf.
Commend M. P. T. O. A.
Treasurer — Frank A. Hornig.
On the board of governors are Thomas
Mr. Cohen's talk the conall." vention adopted
ofFollowing
H. Burke, Cumberland; William Frey,
a resolution commending the M. P. T. O. A. for its activity in
Brunswick; J. E. Cahill, Centreville; Wil- behalf
of
Mrs.
Dodge.
liam Insley, Salisbury; John Marvill.
Continuing, Mr. Cohen said he was
Easton; William Boyer, Hagerstown;
O. H. Fisher, Frederick; Frederick Os- gratified by the messages of loyalty
which had come to the organization as a
born, Westminster.
Sydney S. Cohen, president of the result of the nation-wide trip of William
national league, covered several subjects A. Brady in behalf of "closer harmony
in an address before the convention.
within the industry-"
THEIR

FAVORITE

GAME— "RING 'ROUND

ROSIE"

Export Firm Has
Entered Domestic
State Right Field
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW .YORK. Feb. 22.— Export and
Import Film Company, which heretofore
has been active chiefly in foreign film
dealings, has entered the domestic state
right market
The first pictures to be offered are
"The Mask" and "Kanzan." the latter a
picturization of a James Oliver Curwood
story. Both subjects were produced by
Col. W. N. Selig. The first named presents Hedda Nova, Tack Holt and Little
Mickey Moore as the feature players:
the latter Jane Novak. It is understood
that the company has a number of negatives on hand to follow up the two pictures now announced as ready. George
H. Hamilton is directing the sales.
Brooklyn Will Have
Cooperative Theatre
BROOKLYN, N. Y.— The Richmond
Hill South Civic Association will launch
a cooperative plan for building a motion
picture theatre.
Papers of incorporation are being obtained in Albany. Incorporators are: B.
Harrison Noden, Robert Buchanan, A.
Lopez Cardoza, William M. Chambers,
J. C. Kemp, William Rau and E. N.
Zorn.

We will give you three guesses as to the participants in this game. Their slogan is
"United we stand." That's because they're all members of the United Artists
Corporation. Charlie Chaplin and Mary Pickford are putting a little pep into
"The Nut," Doug. Fairbanks' latest picture.
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Will

Give

Special
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Short

HERALD

Subjects

Exploitation

Announces That Company Will Aim
Better One and Two Reelers

at More

and

IMPORTANT production changes are
being projected in the Universal organization as the result of a recent investigation ofthe field by agents of Carl
Laemmle, president of the company.
H. M. Berman, general sales manager, who is in charge of the investigation, has outlined several new and striking projects.
Hereafter Westerns and short stuff
made at Universal City will receive extra
and special exploitation, some of it approximating the exploitation received by
feature productions, Berman stated.
"We feel in Universal that we stand
at the forefront of Western and short
stuff producers," he said. "It has been
decided that Universal shall go to greater
length to produce more and better one
and two-reelers. Already extra comedy
and Western units have been added at
our West Coast studios.
• • *

by Jack Perrin and one by Leonard
Clapham. Eileen Sedgwick also heads a
Western producing company. Other
popular women leads are Louise Lorraine, Dorothy Woods, Gertrude Olmstead, Marcella Pershing and Dixie Lamont. Our Western directors include
Jacques Jaccard, Edward Kull, Al Russell, Edward Laemmle, William Craft
and several others. William Lord
Wright, an expert scenarist, is supervising our short reel productions.
* * *
"An exploitation drive of the same
magnitude as that to open on Westerns
will be conducted for our short comedies. Recent Universal-Century comedies are as good as any short comedies
now produced. The new two-reel Lyons
and Moran comedies promise equally as
much.
"Universal Star comedies and the new
series of animal comedies will complete
our enlarged short stuff program. William Beaudine, our new comedy directorin-chief, has produced several Dorothy
Wolbert comedies, soon to be released,
that Universal regards so highly. An
"This broadening
of activity
is to meet
a well-defined
increase
in the demand
for unusual amount of attention will be devoted to their exploitation.
first-class comedies and Westerns.
"Ward
Hayes, also added as a com"We now
are
going
to
supply
exhibitors with more than one Western
edy director, has created another new
every week — a choice of several good comedy unit at Universal City, with Billy
Westerns every week. We also are going
Fletcher as the featured player. The
to help them sell these Westerns to the new animal comedies will star Joe Marpublic by supplying more exploitation
Universal'sassisted
intelligent
aids in the way of paper, press material
Harrytin, Burns,
by A.orang-outang.
C. Stecker,
and display lines, as well as by popu- trainer, is in charge."
Berman recently returned to New
larizing our Western stars with the public directly.
York from Kansas City. Attending a
Universal
convention there were J. H.
"Our various units include one headed
by Hoot Gibson, one bv Art Acord, one Calvert of that city, Harry Lefholtz of
JAZZ AND

JEALOUSY

DON'T

MIX

March

5, 1921

Omaha, Edgar B. Haines of Des Moines,
I. Gettleson of Minneapolis, Ned E.
Dcpinet of Dallas, Barney Rosenthal of
St. Louis, Sam Benjamin of Oklahoma
City and Manager White of Ft. Smith.
These men all are branch managers.
Open Alhambra and
Rialto in Milwaukee
Landau Has the Former Saxe
House Redecorated and
Renovated
(From Staff Correspondtnt)
MILWAUKEE, WIS., Feb. 22.— Two
theatres — the Alhambra, redecorated and
renovated, and the Rialto, a new Saxe
house — have been opened.
Leo A. Landau, former manager of the
Butterfly, is directing operation of the
Alhambra, formerly a Saxe house. The
opening engagement was "The Furnace,"
a"The
Realart
Charlie owned
Chaplin's
Kid" production.
opened the Rialto,
by
Saxe Amusement Company. Frank Cook
is manager.
Decorated in Blue and Gold
The Rialto will offer a continuous performance from 8 o'clock in the morning
to 1 a. m. This is the only house in Milwaukee following this policy.
The color scheme of the new Alhambra
is peacock blue and gold. The magnificent drop is in the same shades of
blue, decorated with peacocks. A multitude of new stage lighting effects are
The
orchestra is of thirty
possible.Alhambra
pieces,
under the direction of Jerry
Nastri, Chicago Grand Opera Company.
Fllwyn Owen is at the organ. At the
opening performance Alma Doria, soprano, of New York, the Oscard dancers
and the Alhambra chorus provided additional entertainment. The seating capacity is more than 4,000.
Crowds Stop Traffic
The Rialto, located on the corner of
Third street and Grand avenue, was
scheduled
to open
at 12
o'clock
noon.
About an hour
before,
traffic
policemen
were called to relieve congestion.
A feature of the new Rialto is the ladies
rest room which is located on the mezzanine. Here are divans and settees
harmonizing with the drapes and decorations and a large illuminated flower
box. The interior of the theatre is finished in polychrome with rose panels and
ornamented with Italian antique. Caen
stone is used in the lower half of the
walls.
painted
parchment shades
are
used Hand
all over
the house.
The screen is higher than the averr
age screen, and the seats are placed on a
decline from the rear to the middle of the
theatre, and on an incline from the mid900.
dle to the front. The seating capacity is
License Plan Penalizes

A scene from the Celebrated single-reel
comedy, "Jazz and Jealousy," which has just
been completed.

Boost in Theatre Price
Chicago theatres which boost their
prices during holiday seasons and on
other special occasions are penalized under the terms of a new licensing ordinance indorsed by the council committee on revenue. The ordinance provides
a minimum tax of $200 annually for theatres with a seating capacity of 350 or
less which charge a maximum admission
fee of 25 cents. The maximum tax is
$2,200
theatres "seating
charge for
a maximum
of $6. In2,500
the which
event
of a theatre charging more than provided
in itscesslicense
per tocent
the gross exmust be 3paid
the ofcity.
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"East
Lynne"
Artistic
Success
Modernization of Stage Classic Screen Composition of
Exceptional Workmanship. Photography, Settings and
Lighting Distinct Triumph. Difficult Plot Handled
in Masterly Manner.
Box Office Promise Great

| b "CAST LYNNE" the picture
should eclipse in point of box
office success "East Lynne" the
stage play. Hugo Ballin's modernization of the American classic is
better entertainment than the original work.
March 27 has been announced by
the W. W. Hodkinson Corporation
as publication date of the feature,
postponement being explained as
considered desirable for the purpose
of giving exhibitors opportunity to
make proper preparations for the
showing. That means advertising.
And "East Lynne" is an exhibitor
advertisers' "find."
"Next Week ! 'East Lynne.' "
That single line on the billboards
of any city will take beholders back
to the day when the stage favorite
was a theatrical sensation. Properly
elaborated upon, it should bring to
the initial screening at any American theatre patronage of such
volume as to severely tax its seating
capacity.
The patron will find in the Hugo
Ballin modernization all of the dramatic appeal, the pathos and the
strength of the original. They will
miss the glaring inconsistency, the
unforgettable "blue spectacles disguise," that was condoned as it was
smiled at in the play's road show
days.
Mr. Ballin accomplished a distinct
triumph in his modernization, introducing modern dress and setting
without losing the atmosphere of
the period as regards character and
action. The production will be
greeted as an old friend in new dress
and the greeting accorded will be
warm in keeping.
His technical skill is shown in
many settings rich with the unpretentiousness of good taste. A city
in winter, a countryside at midnight,
a medieval sequence utilized in pic-

Cast of "East Lynne"
Isabel Vane— Mabel Ballin.
Archibald Carlyle — Edward Earle.
Francis Levison — Henry Sell.
Barbara Hare — Gladys Coburn.
Richard Hare — Gilbert Rooney.
turesque narration, all are pictures
which the greatest artist might be
proud to sign. And no portrait
painter has caught with greater
fidelity the feminine face distorted
by emotion.
The several plot threads are unified in continuity seldom equalled,
the great effort which one familiar
with the play will concede that this
required being justified by the graceful, continuous story progress ef-

fected. As a consequence the interest increases steadily from the
ending. scene to the properly abrupt
opening
Mabel Ballin displays marked
skill in the emotional role which is
the star part. Beauty is sacrificed
to realism early in the footage and
at several points she rises to dramatic heights of commanding impressiveness. Her death scene at
the close of the picture is one of the
finest bits of acting in recent production, brief, simple, sufficient.
Henry Sell as the "villain" lays
claim to second place in the memory.
His performance is natural. The
silk hat and the pointed collar of the
familiar stage original give place to
the immaculate but modest attire of
in
thekeeping.
modern "heavy." His work is
Edward Earle, as the husband,
satisfies. He disposes of the comparatively slender "part" capably,
gaining by restraint the realism
that his stage predecessors lost by
lack of it.
Other members of the cast enact
creditably their several roles, their
work recalling, perhaps, more
strongly than that of the more prominent players the stage version of
the play.
The plot is so familiar as to require no detailed synopsis here.
How Isabel Carlyle is influenced by
Francis Levison to doubt her husband, deserts him and her son to go
with Levison and returns when
abandoned by him to die in her husband's arms is shown in such manner as to charm with a freshness
that augurs well for extended en-

Mabel Ballin, lead in "East Lynne," and
a scene from the Hugo Ballin production distributed by Hodkinson.

gagements.
The success of "Way Down East"
is ample proof that picturizations of
the genuine American stage classics
are in demand. "East Lynne," published in seven reels, gives the exhibitor an opportunity the significance and importance of which none
should under estimate. — W. R. W.
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Having put " 'Sunset' Jones" on the
market, Samuel S. Hutchinson, president
of American Film Company, now announces that the company's next special
drama will be "Payment Guaranteed."
Margarita Fisher is the star and Capt
Cecil Van Auker is leading man. Others
in the cast are Hayward Mack, Harry
Lonsdale, Harvey Clark, Marjorie Manners and Alice Wilson.
It was directed by George L. Cox, assisted by Sidney Algier. Camera work
and lighting are attributed to Georges
Rizard, and the settings to S. A.
Baldridge, technical director of "Fly-

V

7

i

Will Rogers, the Goldwyn star, and Charlie Chaplin enjoy themselves at a dinner
given on the Goldwyn lot, and the guests seem to be having a good time also.

Capper

Convinced

Censorship

Not

5, 1921

'Payrrent Guaranteed"
Next Special Feature
Offered by American

y * 4 •

Sen.

March

Drastic

Needed

Statesman Says That Leaders of "Industry Generally Are of Such
Character as to Warrant Us Relying Largely on Their Judgment"
most worthy of popular support appear
/~\ F SUCH a high character are most
to be enjoying prosperity and to be facof the men occupying important posing the future with most confidence. The
itions in the industry that a severe cen- industry is fortunate to be in good hands,
sorship of motion pictures is both un- and that this is so is fortunate for the
necessary and undesirable, in the opinion
* * *
of United States Senator Arthur Capper
also."
public
Senator
Capper
docs not take seriously
of Kansas. Senator Capper, who is
the reported movement for the enactowner and publisher of several news and
ment of blue laws. He smiled when the
farm papers, and was governor two
subject
wastalk ofraised,
"In Wash-a
ington
blue and
laws said:
is considered
terms before he was sent to Washingjoke. I do not believe there is any danton, talked on this subject while payger that the country will be inflicted
ing a business visit recently to New York
City.
with
Puritanical
During
his visitlegislation."
in New York, Senator
* * *
Capper took time to call upon Arthur
S. Kane, president of Arthur S. Kane
"I have, an abiding faith in the good
judgment and the good taste of the Pictures Corporation. Mr. Kane spent
several of his boyhood years in the SenAmerican people," said the Kansas
ator's home town, Topeka. and as a
statesman to a reporter. "If producers
very young man was city editor of one
were inclined to offer pictures that were
immoral or otherwise objectionable, the of the Capper newspapers. The statescongratulated
popular demand, I am confident, would
warmlyman on
his rise inthe
the film'
pictureexecutive
world.
force them to change the quality of their
product. But no such enforced action
is needed. The men at the head of the
Pictures for Iowa School
industry generally are of such a high
WINTERSET,
I A.— A moving piccharacter as to warrant us in relying
ture booth will be installed in the new
largely on their judgment.
"I believe in a limited censorship, but high school here, to be finished in Feb'rucertainly nothing approaching drastic ary. and the city federation of women's
measures. It is an excellent sign of the machine.
clubs will equip it with a projection
times that picture enterprises which are

"The Devil" Setting
ing A."
Attendance Records
According to the latest reports
by Pathe, "The Devil," with
received
George Arliss
in his famous stage role,
continues its high record of attendance.
Audiences "packed like sardines" are
reported unanimous in their expressions
of approval. This is the report received
from the Mark Strand in Albany, where
during the three days of the run of "The
Devil," crowds seeking admission were
larger than ever before in the history of
that house. A similar report was
received by Frank L. Smith, managing
director of the Rialto in Newark. A telegram from Cleveland, Ohio, settles the
Devil's"
of "The Not
question
one,
Middle West.
reception ofinthethecharacter
but two of the largest houses in the city
were needed to accommodate the crowds.
"The Reckless Sex" New
Comedy Made by Christie
Al Christie is said to have given strong
proof of his versatility in comedy creation in "The Reckless Sex," a two reeler
which soon will be published by Educational exchanges. Christie personally
directed this picture in which Dorothy
Devore. Earl Rodney, Molly McGowan
and Ward Caulfied appear.
Opening scenes show a baseball game
on the beach with the players girls in
bathing attire. Then Dorothy Devore
disguises herself as a college youth to
accompany the youth she has secretly
married to his home. Later she is seen
disguised as a policeman. There is a
cabaret scene said to be the largest ever
used in a comedy, three different sets of
costumes being used in the few moments
that this portion of the picture is flashed
on the screen.
Plan Labor Day Opening
GRAND RAPIDS. MICH.— The new
Regent theatre, which is in the course
of construction in Crescent street, is expected to be ready for opening on Labor
Day. Jacob Handelman of Chicago is
back of the enterprise financially and is
general manager. Handelman was
builder of the New Blackstone theatre
in South Bend, Ind.
To Get Citizens' Theatre
MARINE CITY, MICH.— The People's theatre, to be owned and controlled
by local interests, will be built here at a
cost of $50,000, citizens to subscribe the
amount by the purchase of stock.
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CHARLES MILLER
Wall Street Backs
Charles Miller Unit
Noted Director Establishes
Permanent Quarters at
Port Henry
Charles Miller, noted director of far
North pictures, has gone to Port Henry,
N. Y., at the request of the Chamber of
Commerce of the city, with the object of
:stablishing a permanent producing unit
here.
With this announcement comes the
news that an important group of Wall
street interests will finance the project.
Have Perfected Plans
Just who these interests are or what
:he new company is to be named has
not become public, but it is known that
they have been quietly perfecting their
plans for some months past. It is said
they are practically ready to begin operitions on a large scale.
With Mr. Miller at Port Henry are
Paul Schoppell, whose offices are in the
Singer building, New York, which will be
the temporary headquarters of the new
:ompany, and L. H- Graham, who represents the financial interests involved.They will go into the question of the
advantages and possibilities of Port
Henry as an all-year production center
ind if their decision is favorable, they
vvill at once take over a studio which
las been erected.
Story Is Obtained
It is stated that a story by a well<nown author of stories of the far North
nas been obtained. A prominent star
las been engaged.
According to the information availlble
concern's
ties the
willnew
consist
of atproduction
least fouractivand
>erhaps six separate producing units,
•vith Mr. Miller as production chief.
Two of these units will produce in a
itudio near New York, title to which
he company is now taking, another will
>e located at Port Henry, N. Y., accordng to present plans, while the others
vill be established in Florida or on the
.Vest Coast. It is planned to produce a
ninimum
of twenty-six attractions annuUy.
It is said that eventually it is planned
o establish or acquire a chain of exhanges.

Exchanges

Thirty-Nine

Convention

by Closing

Sign
Comedies

for Monte

Banks

and

Hallroom Series and ''Dangerland, " New
Selig-Warner Brothers Serial
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Feb. 22.— The Federated Film Exchanges of America wound up its annual convention signing with the Selig and Warner
Brothers for "Dangerland," the new serial which is declared to have cost
$500,000 to produce.
It was also announced that thirty-nine comedies were obtained under
the terms of new contracts — thirteen Monte Banks comedies and twentysix Hallroom comedies.
The contract to publish Special Pictures comedies and scenics was
terminated.
Delegates Depart for Home Enthusiastically
Franchise holders who departed for their home cities after concluding
their business here were enthusiastic over the accomplishments of their
organization in the first year of its existence and the outlook for the coming: twelve months.
It was indicated that additional an- and continuity writer on the scenario for
nouncements of important product ob- the production. The identity of the
tained for distribution would be made at divulged.
director and leading woman is not
a future period.
Thomas Meighan will go East to do
Joseph L. Friedman, president of the Booth Tarkington's story, "The ConFederated Exchanges, who returned to
quest of Canaan," for Lasky. Followhis home in Chicago direct from San
"The Conquest of Canaan" Meighan
Francisco on account of the press of will ing
do Peter B. Kyne's "Cappy Ricks."
business, mirrored the enthusiasm of the
individual franchise holders upon his arrival.
Pathe's Arkansas Branch
Great Things to Come
Moved to Memphis, Tenn.
"Not a member of our organization
To better serve the exhibitors in the
had is
a more
complaint,"
he declared,
through increased railroad facilman
than satisfied
with the"every
rapid territory
ities, Pathe Exchange, Inc., has moved
strides forward during the past year and its Little Rock branch to Memphis,
predicts even greater success for the Tenn., where it is now located at 302
coming year.
Mulberry street.
"If there was any doubt about the
Vaughan, manager of the Little
feasibility of our plan it has long since Rock C.branch,
and the entire sales force
been dissipated. Exhibitors everywhere will continue to work out of Memphis.
have expressed their appreciation of the The same territory covered from Little
high quality of the product we have Rock will be operated out of Memphis.
offered. In a few months, the word 'Fed- This includes all of Arkansas, Western
erated' has become nationally known as Tennessee and Northern Mississippi.
a guarantee of sure fire features and
short subjects.
"I feel that we have just begun — that
the next twelve months will see a greater
than the
step forward
Distribution
100 past
Per year."
Cent
Shortly before the convention at San
Francisco convened, the New York and
Canadian franchises were allotted, giving Federated one hundred per cent distribution.
It is stated that there were twentyseven producers cf features, and short
subjects in San Francisco seeking an
outlet for their product through the Federated organization.
Barrie's "Peter Pan"
Will Be Screened by
Laskys at Near Date
Jesse L. Lasky, first vice-president of
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, is in
Hollywood, where he will spend six
weeks at the Lasky studio.
He will make preliminary arrangements for the production of "Peter Pan,"
Sir James M. Barrie's masterpiece. Sir
James will come to this country in July,
Lasky announces, and will devote several
weeks to collaboration with the director

Who

chari.es p. schweri\,
is trnvelinjr
representative
of Jnna
Pictures,
Inc.
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Schade

Finds

Big

Exploitation

Asset

Ohio Theatre Man Strives
to Get Novelty in His
Stunts Rather Than
Make Use of the More
Expensive Forms
of
Advertising
/"OCCASIONALLY the exhibitor in the
smaller city or town expresses his
opinion that exploitation is "all well and
good" for the metropolitan theatre ma.i,
but a waste of money in the less thickly
populated places.
George J. Schade, owner and manager
of the Schade theatre, Sandusky, O.,
takes an opposite view of the matter.
Manager Schade caters to a population
of 20,000 people and has three motion
picture theatres as competitors and frequently afourth. It would take the eloquence of William Jennings Bryan to
make him even doubt that he gets a
good break in the patronage because of
his exploitation.
He doesn't go in for the expensive
stunts, but strives for novelty. When he
has an attraction booked that does not
suggest inexpensive exploitation he
passes up the stunt stuff but increases his
newspaper advertising to make up for it,
although he does not regard the increased space quite as effective as the
special novel stunts.
* * *
The Schade theatre holds the subfranchise in Associated First National
Pictures in Sandusky and the method employed by Mr. Schade in handling four
of the attractions distributed by this company in the past two months may furnish
suggestions to other exhibitors.
"Dinty," the Marshall Neilan production starring Wesley Barry, furnishes a
demonstration as to how Mr. Schade
meets extraordinary opposition. "Way
Down theEast"
bookedhouses
into one
theatre,
and
otherwasthree
booked
the
strongest attractions they could get. The
picture was booked for four days.
He organized a "freckled" newsbov
competition. It consists of offering
prizes to the boy able to exhibit the
greatest number of freckles. The newpapers treated the contest kindly. Mr.
Schade used but eighty inches of newspaper advertising for the entire four days.
He used special posters and cut-outs in
his lobby and posted an unusual amount
of billing, and used a cut-out throwaway.
Despite the opposition, and the fact that
the picture was booked twice as long as
the usual attraction, attendance at every
performance
was pushing close to house
records.
* * *
Mr. Schade found ideas he could utilize
for
"My MacDonald,
Lady's Latchkey,"
Katherine
in the pressstarring
sheet,
and hung his lobby with assorted keys
of various designs and sizes. He inserted
advertisements in the lost and found columns asking the return of a lost latchkey to Miss MacDonald at the theatre
address. His newspaper advertising
totaled 160 inches, just double the
amount used for "Dinty," but the attend-

Is

in

Smaller
Cities
ance records on the first day exceeded
that of any previous Sunday in the history of the house.
Harold
Lloyd on
in the
"Number
Please?"
was the comedy
same bill
with
Lionel
Barrymore
in
"The
Master
and this fact furnished Mr. SchadeMind,"
with
his inspiration for the special stunt to
be used in connection with the showing.
On the day the bill opened the girl
ushers of the theatre started early on the
house telephones to call upon numbers
chosen at random. When an answer was
received they would say "Number,
Please?" and then followed it quickly
with Master
the remark,
Lloyd with
the
Mind is"Harold
at the Schade
theatre." This one particular stunt Mr.
Schade regards as being the most effective that he has employed.
* * ♦
"The Heart of a Fool," the Allan
Dwan production, did not suggest any
stunt exploitation that appealed to Mr.
Schade, so he utilized another theory of
exhibiting that he had found successful
on previous occasions. It is a system of
creating the impression of an extremely
dignified production without saying so
in so many words.
He paid particular attention to his
newspaper advertising, and intentionally
held it down to seventy-five inches. No
lobby display was used but an extra
large number of stands for twenty-four
sheets was utilized. One sheets and
three sheets were also used. The very
restraint he showed in his advertising
accomplished the purpose at which he
was aiming, that of impressing the public with the fact that it was a production
out of the ordinary.
Attendance on the opening day threatened to break the house record and the
day following, a Monday, the number of
paid admissions was far greater than the
average Mondays.
FAMOUS

5, 1921

to Produce
Five S-L Pictures

Metro Will Publish Series of
Productions — Title of
Film Unannounced
George D. Baker will produce tor S-L
Pictures five photoplays within the next
year. They will be known as George D.
Baker Productions and will be published
by Announcement
Metro.
of this was made from
the Metro home offices in New York
immediately after the departure of Mr.
Baker for a vacation in the West Indies
following his completion of "Without
Limit." This picture is the screen version of Calvin Johnston's 'Temple
Dusk,"
the
headandof presents
a notableAnna
cast Q. Nilsson at
Title Not Announced
No intimation was forthcoming either
at the Metro or the Sawyer-Lubin offices
regarding the name of Mr. Baker's next
production.
Rumor for some time has had it that
Mr. Baker would sign to make S-L pictures for distribution by Metro, but until
this
announcement the report was unconfirmed.
George D. Baker is known as a director upon whom a producer may always
rely for an acceptable production.
Formerly With Metro
His motion picture career dates from
the early Vitagraph days when he spent
three years writing and directing his own
pictures. Part of this time was passed
as director for the late John Bunny. Then
followed three years with Metro. Mr.
Baker directed a number of Metro's
prominent stars in N'ew York and eventually was •promoted to the position of
managing
of Hollywood.
the company's
West Coast director
studios in
His later association with International
and Cosmopolitan Pictures brought him
additional fame, his latest success being
"Heliotrope." As a side venture he
directed William Faversham in "The
Man Who Lost Himself."

DIRECTOR

SIGNS

UP

George D. Baker (centre) signing long term contract with Arthur H. Sawyer
(left) and Herbert Lubin (right) to direct five George D. Baker productions.
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Boasts
In
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Beautiful

HERALD

Two

of

Finest

World

in

the

Neighborhood
to Long

List

Theatres

Tivoli

Cinema

Palaces

and

Senate

Added

of Houses

matic lighting system which produces
Two palatial motion picture theaties have thrown open their doors to
effects. The ventilating system
i waiting public in Chicago within the past ten days. They represent a amazing
is of the latest type.
otal seating capacity of 7,800 and cost upwards of $3,000,000.
One of the finest organs made and an
of wide repute on the West
That there was a "waiting public" was clearly demonstrated to the organist
coast has been brought to Chicago to
nvners of these two beautiful cinema palaces on the opening nights, when
play it. Jesse Crawford introduced
he Senate played to more than 9,000 people and the Tivoli's total attend- many novelties on the opening night and
ance for the first day was 11,500.
his playing received rounds of applause.
The Senate theatre, located at Kedzie on either side, broken on the various An orchestra of forty pieces, led by Nathaniel Finston, late of the Capitol theve. and Madison street, was opened for floors by alcoves, arches, windows and
atre, New York, furnished a splendid
usiness on Feb. 12. It is the seven- panels. There is not a straight wall ex- program
during the opening week. The
panse in the building.
;enth theatre in the chain of the LubThe lobby will hold 1,500 people and featureringwas
"Dangerous
Business"
starner and Trinz circuit and quite outConstance
Talmadge.
Appropriate
hines its predecessors. It is very artistic not interfere with outgoing patrons.
short
subjects
were
part
of
the
opening
i design and finish and up to date in
Interior Beautifully Decorated
very respect.
Inside
proper the ceiling program.
It is the largest house in the L. & T. is broken theintotheatre
units by a triple ceiling
ircuit, having a seating capacity of 3,- effect. Above the balcony there is a sun- Schaeffer New Chief
10. The main floor has 2.300 seats and
burst dome 65 feet in diameter, tinted
n excellent view of the screen can be in silver,
Of Boston Territory
while over the mezzanine floor
ad from any part of the immense audi- is a dome edged by a hand decorated
For Famous Players
irium.
frieze. The forward part of the ceiling
Comfortable, Homelike Theatre
is domed and offset on each side by a
S. R. Kent, general manager of distribution. Famous Players-Lasky CorA hundred-foot arch spans the pros- rosette which tops the design leading
poration, announces the appointment of
;nium and a forty-foot marble staircase into the pillared organ settings.
George Schaeffer as district manager in
Spacious aisles break up the immense
•ads upward from the spacious foyer,
•eep carpets cover the floors and the floor expanse and ample room is given charge of the Boston and New Haven
rows of seats for anyone to pass
Exchanges, with headquarters at Boston.
irnishings and draperies give the thea- between
or out. Comfortable boxes and loges He succeeds H. G. Ballance, now gen•e that comfortable, homelike appear- in
eral sales manager.
extend
in
a
horseshoe
effect
clear
across
ice characteristic of the Pantheon, the
Mr. Schaeffer has been identified with
. & T. house located on Sheridan road, the theatre. These are easily reached
the film industry for a number of years
he color scheme of the Senate is pale from the main entrance.
The general architecture of the Tivoli and has a fine record of constructive
mber, lighted with crystal domes.
Beautiful paintings line the walls of is after the style of Louis XVI and of achievement. He has been office manager at the New York exchange, where he
le foyer and every detail looking to the early Renaissance type, with late
is succeeded by Paul J. Swift. Mr. Swift
le comfort of patrons has been faith- Italian treatment. Magnificent mural
has been branch manager at Omaha and
illy carried out. The ventilating system paintings and hundreds of oil paintings
Herbert Krause is named to succeed him
said to be a departure from ordinary add to the beauty of the place.
there.
The Tivoli is equipped with an autoirms. Pure air is forced into the there from the ceiling, approximately
ghty feet from the ground floor. It is
chausted through doors, eliminating all
'aft and any possibility of recirculation
: used air.
A forty-piece orchestra augmented by
ammoth pipe organ furnishes the mucal accompaniment for the pictures,
he Senate opened with the Paramountrbuckle feature. "Brewster's Millions."
id a well balanced program of short
ibjects. "Lying Lips," the Thomas H.
ice production on the Associated Prolcers list, is the attraction this week.
Tivoli Seats 4,500 People
The new Balaban & Katz house, the
ivoli, at 63rd st. and Cottage Grove
•e.,
dedicated
16. It
repre:nts was
the last
word inFeb.
theatre
construcjn and architectural beauty. The there was sixteen months in construction
id cost, it is said, $2,000,000. It seats
500 people.
One is impressed at once upon enterg the grand lobby with the beauty and
mptuousness of the theatre. The archictural plans for the Tivoli were inired by the Chateau de Versailles,
here the peace treaty with Germany
as signed. From the street a window
ith a clear height of sixty-five feet
>ove the sidewalk, radiates a welcome
the brilliantly lighted interior.
r_ithin
is reproduced
at Verilles where
Louis the
XVIchapel
worshipped,
igh overhead thousands of lights re;ct their glow from magnificent chanHers. At the end where the altar of
e chapel would stand is a beautiful
the opening
newestthat
and attended
largest picture
palace. of the Tivoli, Chicago's
lircase of marble. Giant columns rise Part of the immense crowd
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A.

Reduction

Delinquency
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in

in

U.

M. P. I. Says Those Seeking to Show
Films Are Detriment to Children Are

S.
That

Indulging in "Loose Talk"
there are far worse influences than moJUVENILE delinquency in the United
States is decreasing.
pictures'
upon thecouncil
juvenile
The tion
Paris
municipal
has mind.
been
This fact is established from data compiled by the National Association of the asked for an appropriation to organize
a
motion
picture
library
in
connection
Motion Picture Industry. With these
with the Parisian public schools.
figures forming the basis of its conclusions, the N. A. M. P. I. asserts that
those persons who seek to show that
motion pictures are an unhealthy influ- "Hearts Aflame" Will Be
ence for youthful morals are indulging
Historical Screen Tale
in "a lot of loose talk unsupported by
Jane Novak in "Hearts Aflame," the
The National Association further special
facts."
six-reel production which marks
states that, while more children are the initial 1921 issue of Clark-Cornelius
patronizing the motion pictures each Corporation, will be followed by a series
year, statistics indicate that the proverb- of pictures at stated intervals of the same
standard as this, according to announceial "badciationboy"
improving.
The assoment from the producers.
does notis claim
that pictures
are
The theme of the story relates to the
actually responsible for this, but it does
call attention to the fact that in the romance of a young American girl who
films evil-doers are punished, thus es- lives through the trying times of the
revolutionary period and is cast among
tablishing amoral that cannot be overlooked.
the big men of the day and the sym* * *
pathizers ofthis
country's
which
The trend of educators to use motion
include the
former
queenenemies,
of England.
The
picture
will
be
distributed
on
the
pictures in the schools also is called to
state right plan. S. J. Rollo, general
the
attention
of
the
screen's
detractors,
and the association cites the fact that manager of the company, is arranging
this tendency is not confined to the for trade showing of the production in
United States alone. In Paris an effort the various centers of the company.
is being made to place certain films on
an equality with text books in French
Sells El Dorado Mission
schools.
EL
DORADO, ARK— B. Davis has
In New York the association's child
delinquency figures for the past four announced the sale of his interest in the
years are taken from the annual report Mission theatre to B. Clark, E. C. Robinson and W. F. McWilliams. The latter
compiled by Justice Franklin Chase
is a former owner of the Mission and
Hoyt
of
the
children's
court
and
recently
submitted to the secretary of state.
has recently been engaged in the theatre
These statistics show that during 1920 business in Fayetteville.
there were 11,582 cases of individual
children
brought13,627
before
the and
children's
court as against
in 1919
12,425
Buys Theatre in Utica
in 1916. In 1907 there were 17,000 chilUTICA, N. Y.— J. William Mackie,
dren arraigned before the various courts
who has been a partner in the New Orthen existing in New York. The smallpheum theatre since its establishment in
est number of commitments ever
South street, has sold his interest to
reported by the children's court was last Harry Lumberg of Niagara Falls. Lun,
year when 1992 youngsters were sent to berg
is now sole owner.
institutions.
Justice Robt. J. Wilkin who presides
Remodel Iowa Theatre
over thewith
children's
in the
Brooklyn
concurs
Justice court
Hoyt in
stateCEDAR
FALLS, IA.— C. A. Willinment
that
child
delinquency
is
decreasing.
borg of Dyersville, owner of the Regent
theatre, has begun extensive remodeling
Justice Ben G. Lindsey of Denver, one
of his Cedar Falls theatre. L. H. Erickof
the
world's
leading
authorities
on
son
will continue as manager.
child delinquency, has commented on the
effect of motion pictures upon children.
In a recent address before the Rocky
Reopen Elk River Theatre
Mountain Screen Club Justice Lindsey
said:
ELK RIVER. MINN.— The Elk thea* * *
tre, which was damaged by fire a month
ago, has been completely repaired and
"Speaking
for
myself,
I
want
to
say
redecorated
and has been opened to the
that I regret the attitude of some of
our church friends in opposing Sunday
moving picture shows. I am sure that public.
it comes largely from misunderstandings.
Open Columbus Phenix
My experience in the juvenile court is
COLUMBUS, GA.— The new Phenix
that Sunday movies are positively in the
City theatre, completed recently at a
interest of morality and good citizenship.
cost of $35,000, has be°n opened to the
If the children and their parents have
public. Roy Martin is the owner and
no Sunday moving pictures to go to the manager.
children are almost sure to go on the
streets, back alleys, the barns and dark
places. My experience in the juvenile
Adds New Picture Machine
court is that Sunday movies are positively in the interest of morality and
GIBSON CITY, ILL. — George
Wooley, manager of the Princess thegood
citizenship."
Director
Gordon of the Paris detec- machine.
atre, has installed a second projection
tive staff, is another official who believes
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Six Units Are Making
Two Reel Westerns at
Universal City Plant
Six producing units are making two
reel Westerns at Universal City. Hoot
Gibson is directing himself in "The Cactus Kid." Out on the desert toward
Newhall, Jacques Jaccard is encamped
with a company headed by Leonard
Clapham. The director is filming a
scries of two reelers, the first of which
willEdward
be, "HitKull,
the who
Trail divrdes
Harkness."
his directorial ability between serials and westerns, now is directing Eileen Sedgwick
in "The Heart of Arizona."
Song Is Written for
Tieup with Joan Film
A tieup that will embrace practically
every department, music and 5-10-25-cent
store in the country, has been arranged
between Joan Film Sales Company and
Jerome H. Remick Company, music publishers of New York, in connection with
the new Joan state right publication,
"Annabel Lee."
This five-reel production is based on
Edgar theAllen
with
lovePoe's
of a classic
humblepoem
fisherandboydealsof
the New England Coast and a wealthy,
aristocratic
Jack O'Brien
the
male lead girl.
and Lorraine
Harding carries
takes
the feminine role. The song, "Annabel
Lee," has as its authors Mehlinger and
Meyer, and it is said to be already on
its way to popularity.
'The Idol of the North"
Next Dorothy Dalton Film
Paramount states that "The Idol of
the North" is the title of the Dorothy
Dalton picture which was filmed under
the working
title, "The
William Neill directed.
Miss Teaser."
Dalton R.
appears
for the first time in nearly two years
in the type of role in which she won
her
greatest
— that of the
Western
miningreputation
camp heroine.
Civic Theatre for Texas
EDINBURGH, TEX.— The Chamber
of Commerce has reported the raising of
$7,000 for stock in the $14,000 theatre
they will
build here.
TheJ. theatre
mittee iscomposed
of A.
Ross, W.com-H.
Gossage, E. E. McKenzie, M. A. Green
and J. W. Heacock.
Plans Pottsville Theatre
POTTSVILE, PA.— William B. Shugars and associates plan the erection of
a $250,000 theatre on the site of the
Slater theatre in North Centre street. It
will seat 2,200 patrons.
Takes Dodge City Option
DODGE CITY, KAN.— H. A. McClure, formerly of Dodge City, now in
the theatre business in Emporia, has
taken an option upon a 50-foot lot, planning to erect a theatre in Second street.
Changes Summer Location
SUMNER, ILL— F. L. Holman of
Xenia is moving his motion picture out-,
fit from the Piper building to the second
story of the Smith building.

EXHIBITORS

ADVERTISING

"A
ddPICTOP^J
°f MOTION

FEATURE LENGTH SLAPSTICK COMEDY
THE
has progressed beyond the experimental stage. That there
is a definite demand for that type of entertainment is an
established fact. Yet two exhibitors reporting in the "What
The Picture Did For Me" department of this publication results
obtained with a current attraction of this class state that the
picture scored a triumph in one city and a failure in the other.
In each report the phraseology was of superlative nature.
Neither exhibitor submitted specimens of the advertising
used for the attraction. Were inspection of this possible the
apparent inconsistency doubtless would vanish. A patron expecting drama is not likely to relish the vigorous humor
which pleases thoroughly the man beside him who came to the
theatre prepared and determined to laugh heartily at just that
style of entertainment. Advertising which indicates clearly
the type of entertainment offered attracts patrons who like that
type and performs at the same time the equally important function of eliminating from the audience those who do not. That
kind of advertising assures complete satisfaction of the entire
patronage insofar as the picture is qualified to satisfy.

THE "TOPICS OF THE
Day" on the opening program
of the Tivoli theatre, Chicago,
included considerable footage
devoted to messages of congratulation addressed to Balaban
& Katz, proprietors, and to the
people of Chicago. A splendid
example of trade courtesy. Also
a better advertisement for the
Tivoli theatre and for "Topics of
the Day" than could have been
purchased with money.

prohibitive. A picture of post
card size is as convincing and, if
well taken, as satisfactory for
purposes of reproduction as a
larger and more expensive one.
The photographic proof of the
written or spoken word is the
essential thing. One well illustrated theatre story in the position which the newspaper makeup man naturally accords it is
worth the price of the camera
which assures its publication.

THE MODERN EXHIBITOR
has added the camera to the
list of equipment necessary to
the successful operation of the
theatre. He has found that
stories submitted to newspapers
are given greater space and prominence when accompanied by a
photograph, whether or not the
photograph is used to illustrate
the story. "Seeing is believing,"
and newspaper men are traditionally doubtful of showmen's veracity. The camera need not be
of the most expensive design nor
of such size as to render upkeep

1 ing Wafers," "Gene Pollard" and "Plus Wax Tax" are
typographical errors recently encountered in newspaper advertisements submitted by exhibitors. They are selected as
representative examples of careless proof reading prevalent in a
degree out of keeping with the
evident care exercised in the
writing of copy and the arrangement of matter. The best advertisement falls materially short of
accomplishing the purpose for
which it is intended when a glaring error is made in composition.

b w'T'HE

LURE

OF CROON-

~~ — 5lTIoN

Careful reading of proof and
checking of corrections is an
essential part of good advertising.
Clean copy wins confidence.

ANOTHER PAGE OF THIS
department is devoted entirely to photographs showing
the excellent "Passion" presentation produced entirely with local
talent by an exhibitor who was
not afraid to make an experiment.
More than one page would be required for detailed discussion of
the importance which rightly attaches to that successful test of
the local talent argument advanced by this department. The
too familiar "Presentation is too
expensive" should be heard no
more in the trade. Inexpensive
amateur talent can be used successfully. Exhibitors with the
future of the motion picture at
heart will read and profit by reading that page.

ANOTHER PAGE THE
ON busi
ness woman's popularity contest being conducted
by the Omaha (Nebr.) Daily
News is described. The winner
of that contest is to go to California, spend two days as the
guest of Viola Dana at the Metro
studios, and return to Omaha, all
expenses being paid. But the
management of the Sun, Moon
and Muse theatres of Omaha is
going to pay for the trip. N. N.
Frudenfeld, director of advertising and publicity for the theatre,
writes that a ten-fold return upon
the investment in the form of
y and innewspaper publicit
creased patronage during future
engagements of pictures starring
Miss Dana is expected. That is
constructive advertising. The
theatre management that lays
thus in advance a foundation for
future business need give ear to
n" or "reno gossip of "depr
adjustment." Itisessio
well equipped
to weather even a genuine industrial tempest.
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Showmanship

Suggestions

in

the

Stills
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EW

YEAR'S EVE IN BABYLON" is the title given the
scene in "A Small Town Idol," Mack
Sennett's Associated Producers, Inc., sixpart comedy feature in which the dance
shown in the above still takes place.
The information and the still gives exhibitors basis upon which to plan in advance an interlude or prologue which
should not be found difficult to stage
and should prove effective in enhancing
presentation of the production.

w w VS7 ING TOY," Shirley Mason's
» " forthcoming Fox production, offers opportunity for a distinct novelty
in presentation. The still gives ample
material for working purposes. Though
Japanese children can be employed in
only a limited number of instances, white
children will serve satisfactorily, this arrangement allowing for a newspaper publicity campaign which should bring big
results.

THE elaborate
life provides
scene from
"The Greater
Claim," AlicewithLake's
forthcoming Metro night
vehicle,
opportunity
for experiment
a type
of
presentation that has been suggested for such occasions and should prove
useful with many attractions if found practical. The scene does not open the
picture, hence the usual objections to the interludes obtain. An interlude which
does not interrupt the picture but is staged during its progress constitutes the
suggestion. Stage lighting of the color which the scene is tinted or its complement sufficiently subdued may be used, the setting being arranged so as to
seem a part of that used in the production, in this case several tables properly
placed serving the purpose. Singers and dancers in a modernized bacchanal
disclosed by lights brightening in pace with the fading-in of the scene and closed
off in like manner, orchestral accompaniment applying to picture and presentation alike, complete the proposed feature. The idea should be tested. Aside
from its possible value in enhancing this somewhat difficult type of production,
it gives no little promise of offsetting in considerable degree the detrimental
effect of censorship.

Fox comedy, "The Jockey," presents that comedian as inCLYDE COOK'S
the above still, providing opportunity for exterior exploitation of various
types. A comedy jockey mounted upon a likewise comedy race horse is the
obvious suggestion. If this is utilized after protracted preparation through a
teaser campaign there is every reason to believe that extensive publicity may
be gained and voluminous patronage induced for the showing. That a short
subject worthy of program position is worthy also of exploitation is no longer
questioned by exhibitors who have made the test of practice.
miiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiii niiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiniuiiiiiiiiiiiiii nun: iniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiniiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiihii .mini uwiimiiiiiiiiii mi il ; 'i 1 1 i i mini i gmiiiiuiiliiini iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiimimiiiiiiiiiniiioin
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FRANK A. LACEY, manager of the Majestic theatre. Portland, Ore., experienced capacity attendance during the run of '"The
U. P. Trail,"
lobby itdisplay
photographically
above exteriors,
contributingtheimportantly
to the success
\ typical
Lacey the
display,
is characteristic
of Westreproduced
Coast theatre
excellent quality
of whichof the
has engagement.
been justly
acknowledged by showmen in every section of the country.

Lacey 9 s Spectacular
"U.
P.
Draws
Capacity
Business
a strong
cord.
It
is
not
often
that it
•kg'EC
:an be used in description of an exportation campaign. Still less frejuendy can it be properly applied to
;o well standardized a thing as a lobby
lisplay. The present instance is a
lotable exception.
The results that followed use of the
obby display reproduced photographically upon this page by Frank Lacey.
nanager of the Majestic theatre, Portand, Ore., were, according to report,
xi eveiy sense spectacular. The use
if "hundreds" instead of the stereoyped and consequently dubious "thousands" inthe statement received, that
'hundreds were turned away at each
evening
performance,'' gives strength
:o the report.
Examination of the photographs
submitted adds to the impressiveness
}f the event as reported. Such examination discloses the fact that time
and money were devoted to the composition, and it is significant that Mr.
Lacey's comment upon the whole is
to the effect that "anv exhibitor can

Trail"
Lobby
for Majestic
Run

achieve like results by devoting time
and money to the effort."
The miniature stage which Mr. La-

The miniature stage which held the attention of pedestrians passing the
Majestic.

cey utilized as the central figure of his
lobby merits particular attention. It
is reproduced in considerable size for
that reason. Look it over.
The exhibitorial judgment will form
immediate estimate of the actual cost
involved. It will also calculate the
amount of energy required for the
production of such a display. Together the considerations constitute
what many will esteem a formidable
obstacle in the way of the man who
otherwise would follow the example
established.
Such should not be the viewpoint.
The important fact that a thing worth
doing invariably lies outside the line
of least resistance should be more
widely recognized. Experiment will
effect that recognition in even- case.
There has been argument to the effect that experiment is dangerous.
Such argument,
a lazyis man's
"alibi"
misconstrued
as logic,
the most
restrictive influence bearing upon development intheatre management. It
should be permanently discarded by
the exhibitor whose aim it is to keep
in the front rank of showmanship.
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Special Spread Is
Strong Element of
"Madame X'* Front
An interesting instance of economy
in showmanship to which did not attach the evil effects usually encountered in attempts to combine economy
with advertising is pictured in the accompanying illustration, reproduction
of a photograph showing the front
of the Blackstone theatre, Detroit,
Mich., during the engagement of
"Madame X," the Goldwyn feature.
story.
The picture practically tells its own

Capitalization of the
elementstheatre,
in "Outside
The City,
Law" Utah.
produced big business
for story
the Kinema
Salt Lake

"Outside
At

the

Salt

Law"

Lake

"Outside The Law," Priscilla
Dean's Universal production, drew
well at the Kinema theatre, Salt Lake
City, Utah. The statement is made
with assurance despite the fact that no
report from the theatre or other
source is available as substantiation.

Draws

City

Kinema

the most productive arrangement that
can be made in behalf of the picture
consists of a combination in which the
two types figure with equal prominence. Certainly some exhibitor will
try out that method.

The specially prepared spread which
forms the central figure of the composition represents a not inconsiderable
outlay, but in comparison with that
which would have been involved had
the entire display been made up of
special material it represents genuine
economy.
The stock material with which it is
combined gains considerable strength
through the balance obtained by the
combining of materials.
Whatever saving was effected was
without detrimental effect upon the
whole. That is one instance of unharmful economy in advertising. They
are few.

The photograph reproduced herewith, showing the street view of the
Kinema during the engagement, is
ample proof. And the photograph is
the sole and sufficient material available.
The Oriental effect which was
gained in preparation of the theatre
front for the run is no doubt in considerable degree responsible for the
patronage disclosed. That effect has
been demonstrated productive in so
many instances as to defeat any attempt at enumeration.
The motion picture successes of the
past that have scored heavily at the
box office, considered in the mass, present conclusive proof that advertising
of the type is mighty in selling power.
"The Virgin of Stamboul," "Kismet,"
"Sahara," "The Yellow Typhoon," "A
Tokio Siren," the list might be extended indefinitely.
The Kinema chose well in making
plans for its frontal display. The
prison wall effect which figured so
prominently in the New York opening of the production in discussion is Artistic simplicity and flash advertising were combined with unusual effect by the
Blackstone theatre, Detroit, Mich., in behalf of "Madame X," the Goldwyn
likewise powerful in appeal. Perhaps
production.
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OPENING of the prologue used by Samuel Lesselbaum,
manager of the Stadium theatre, Brooklyn, N. Y., for the
showing
of "Passion,"
Firsteffect
National
Pola Negri.
Note the the
strong
gainedattraction
without starring
use of
special scenery.
Amateurs
Prologue

OF

the six persons employed for the Stadium presentation
not one was a professional actor. The point is important to exhibitors who adopt the Lesselbaum prologue as
a guide in planning presentation for the picture at their theatres.

Satisfy
Demand

A MATEURS chosen from the list of patrons who had won song contests previously held at the Stadium theatre Brooklyn,
N. Y., were used with complete success in
presentation and exploitation of "Passion,"
the First National attraction, which Samuel
Lesselbaum, manager, reports as breaking box
office records.
Accompanying illustrations show the pres-.
entation and exploitation in detail, concrete
proof that prologue use of local talent as suggested in these pages is entirely practicable.

A CORNER of the Stadium lobby showing the manner in
which period furniture was used to create an atmosphere
calculated to effect without seeming to do so the essential
transition from modernity to the period of the play.

i \

THE same players who participated in the presentation went
about the neighborhood with a neatly designed sign atop
the sedan chair to inform the many whose attention undoubtedly was drawn to the strange procession as to the details of
the engagement.

A VIEW of the production will provide the exhibitor with
such lines as are necessary for the staging of the presentation, and similar lines, in this case the more classical phraseology serving best, can be delivered at vantage points in the
exploitation tour.
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"Faust"

and

Applause

"Aida"

5, 1921

Win

as Presentation

TJN-ALLIED presentation is undoubtedly one of the
*^ important developments of the near future. At
Grauman's, Los Angeles, at Balaban & Katz magnificent new Chicago theatre, the Tivoli, and at the Strand,
Brooklyn, N. Y., this form of stage feature has been
demonstrated successfully. The remarkable reception
accorded two such features recently staged in the latter
theatre merits general attention.
"Aida" and "Faust" were staged by Ed. L. Hyman,
managing director, in connection with "The Devil,"
Treadmill

Race

Precedes

Prologue

"County

Fair99

ACCOMPANYING photographs show the stage of
B. F. Keith's 81st Street Theatre, New York, as it
appeared during the showing of "The County Fair," the
Maurice Tourneur production distributed by Guy Croswell Smith, and the house staff in the costumes adopted
for the occasion. Though the photographs do not show
it, a commendable policy was followed in the handling
of the production.
The treadmill prologue has been repeatedly demonstrated effective. Despite the cost involved in its use
it has invariably exercised such stimulating influence
upon ticket sales that it has taken its place in the list
of practical presentation properties.
In addition to its eminent suitability in that con-

nection itis decidedly important that it be classified
as actually a part of exploitation.
Presentation is readily divided into two classes, that
which merely accentuates the strong points of the
production in question and that which may be utilized
effectively in direct advertising of the picture.
The horses and riders in the presentation feature
serve a no less important purpose upon the street in
spreading the news of the engagement and the essential
impression that it is considered by the management
worthy of the extensive plans made for its screening.
That sort of news, spread effectively as it is in this
manner, produces patrons. It not only implants
passively the information but creates a genuine impulse
to attend the theatre.
"In Old Kentucky" profited greatly by this form of
presentation-exploitation. "The County Fair," likewise
a proper subject for its use, should experience like results.

the Associated Exhibitors production, and "Mamma's.
Affair," Constance Talmadge's current First National
attraction, respectively. Accompanying illustrations
show two phases of the latter presentation.
Specially made film text was used in both instances, readable screen information as to the plot being
introduced to lead up to the first and make the transition to subsequent numbers. Solid color and gauze
drops with colored lighting effects were used for "Aida,"
and The
specialselections
settings were
for "Faust."
confined to the most widely
known arias from the operas, and the "Faust" feature,
staged subsequently to the "Aida" tabloid, proved an
even greater sensation in popularity than its predecessor, interfering seriously with the program schedule of
the evening performances.
There are many arguments for the presentation feature without relation to the screen production, and
probably as many against. The question is one which
cannot be decided at once but will work out its own
answer.
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A

Real
Writes

Showman
His

Story

R. A. Grombacher, manager of the Liberty theatre, Spokane, Wash., experienced remarkable success with his admirably conducted engagement of "Kismet," the Robertson-Cole
production. His letter describing the six day run and the preparatory campaign, a showmanship
story of exceptional
interest, together with illustrations made from photographs
accompanying the letter, follows in its entirety:
Exhibitors Herald,
Chicago, 11L
Gentlemen :
We have just completed an engagement of Otis Skinner in
"Kismet," a Robertson-Cole production, and for the benefit (if
there be any) of the exhibitors who may follow us in putting
over this picture, we desire to inform the trade through your
trade paper as to
just how
exploited this we
picture.
Otis Skinner in "Kismet" stands out as the biggest picture, and the biggest
drawing card, the Liberty theatre of Spokane or any other theatre of Spokane has
ever had or shown.
You will find under separate cover a photograph taken at 9 P. If. the fourth
night of the showing of this picture. We opened the picture on Monday, January
31st, and the photograph was taken Thursday night, February 3rd. The picture
closed a perfect and successful run of six days on Saturday. February 5th.
An advanced advertising campaign was started two weeks before the picture
with an inside display as shown in the background of photograph Xo. 2. Incense
was burned to give the Oriental atmosphere to the people in advance.
Two days before the opening of the picture the lobby was dressed as shown in
pictures No. 2 and Xo. 3. Incense burned in the lobby during the entire engagement.
Picture Xo. 4 shows the outside display. Picture Xo. 5 shows how the ushers were
dressed, also the page boy. Photograph Xo. 6 shows our stage setting for the prologue.
There were five people in the cast; namely. Mr. Guy Sheehan as "Hajj." Miss
Virginia Cooper as "Kut-al-Kulb," Miss Gladys Kenyon as "Xorgis." Mr. Geo. Shallenberger as '"Muzzin," and Mr. Chas. Brady as "Gaoler."
The prologue was opened with the dance,
Shallenberger
"TheSheehan
Vision
of Mr.
Salome."
followed doing
by Mr.
singing
"Land
of
Allah,"
a
song
written
by Oliver G. Wallace, who is now at
Grauman's
theatre.
This wasRialto
followed
by Los
Miss Angeles.
Cooper
singing
the
song,
"Kismet,"
and
closing
the prologue with an Oriental dance
by
Miss Kenyon. The prologue was very
elaborate and effective, gaining the praise
of everyone in Spokane. It was the
largest prologue ever attempted by a
motion picture theatre in Spokane and
the most remarkable part of it is the
fact that our stage is but ten feet deep,
center. We used a drop curtain and special lighting effects to carry it out comThe entire presentation was under the
personal direction of the writer. The
plete. lobby and the inside lobby were
outside
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under the direction of Mr. Richard "P.
Sims. The prologue, under the< direction
of the writer and assisted by Mr. Ralph
D. Lee. We can truthfully recommend
to any exhibitor in the United States the
showing of this wonderful production,
and the above information is for those
who would be interested in what we are
doing here in the city of Spokane.
We are also inclosing a copy of the
ad which was a four-column full used in
the Sunday paper only. Advance newspaper campaign was used in the evening
papers starting about four days before
the opening. The inclosed ad, however,
was practically the only newspaper display we made. We are not boasting so
much about the makeup of this ad. However, it got the results.
Local department stores furnished us
in the neighborhood of $5,000 worth of
Oriental rugs, which assisted us greatly
in making up our inside lobby display.
The newspaper write-ups in each paper
were immense.
We are also inclosing a copy of the
write-ups. We ran a three-column full
on the fifth night announcing the continued engagement for Saturday with the
additional prologues. It was well worth
the price of the ad, for our last day we
had very little less than the number of
people we had for the opening day.
If you can use the above information
to good advantage, all well and good.
If not, no harm is done.
Yours very truly,
RAY A. GROMBACHER,
Liberty Amusement Company,
Able

Exploitation
Fills Palm Theatre

The following communication,
headed "'A Child For Sale' and
What It Did For Me," accompanied a newspaper advertisement
unfortunately mutilated beyond possibility of reproduction, details in
exhibitor's phraseology the campaign which resulted in five days of
big business for the Palm theatre,
Pueblo, Colo.
"A tureChild
Sale,"
state Photoplay
right picsold to for
me by
the aArrow
Co., smashed all records for five days.
Used a vigorous newspaper campaign for
about two weeks to opening and on Sunday, the opening day, I had to stop selling tickets five times. It was by far the
biggest Sunday in the history of the
house and over
held the
up other.
as each day's receipts
increased
During the run I placed in the newspapers the ad enclosed, and in addition
one
headed
Kiddies,"
and
found that it "Bring
rendered the
a service
to mothers and enabled them to see the picture
without having to care for their children
and brought them out in the morning and
afternoon.
As an added attraction I put on an
eight-year-old boy singer three times a
day for the run, singing "Who Wants a
Baby?" which went over very good.
Trusting that you ca>i let other exhibitors know what pulling power this
picture has and book it, I remain,
Very truly yours,
C. H. ERNST,
Palm Theatre, Pueblo, Colo.
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Unseen
Forces"
Reply
to
Questions
of Curious
Fans
The two excellent illustrations presented with this account of an innovational and highly productive exploitation stunt practically tell the story.
Examine them.
Then thank E. Metzger, manager of
the Strand theatre, Creston, la., for
the idea.
Mr. Metzger constructed and installed the necessary apparatus three
days prior to the initial screening of
"Unseen Forces," the Sydney A.
Franklin Mayflower production distributed by First National. The invitation toask questions of the strange
looking box that hung in mid-air above
the box office was prominently displayed.
People did ask questions. And they
received replies as promptly as if they
had addressed an individual standing
alongside them in the lobby. The
drawing showing the mechanical construction ofthe device indicates clearly
the arrangement by which this was
made possible.
The general nature of the replies is
important. In every case where it
was possible to so word the answer as
to bring in the words, "Unseen
Forces," this was done, as : "Where is
Biy
Ans.to "Making
with sister?"
her friend
take her ato date
the
Strand to see 'Unseen Forces.' "
"How does this box work?" Ans
"It does not work. 'Unseen Forces'

do The
the local
work."newspaper carried genuine news stories aggregating two columns in discussing the stunt. And
the genera! comment aroused by the
device doubtless reached even more
people than were informed of it
through this medium.
The work is wholly original with
Mr. Metzger, and in point of adaptability itis of a quality not often surpassed. It can be used with the attraction Mr. Metzger used or with a
number of others now available, such

IN
CONCEALE
WIDE '/t"
MAONET3- LONG
THICK DlA'WIPC
Of WOOD
ST*IPFINESLOT
lOOTTEO LINE) KUNHIN6 THHU
transmitted
BOX Office TO
TOtel
CA TCNephone
basement
Questions
A*tH't*EO
to BE

office

INDUCTION

BASEMENT

BAT TEAT

Diagram showing the mechanical construction of E. Metzger's successful
lobby exploitation stunt.
<0'L
M
as "The Riddle J: Woman,"
"The Unseen Witness," "Lying Lips," "Dead
Men Tell No Tales," "The House of
Whispers," and others, as well as with
many that will be published.
It is well to preserve the idea for
use at whatever time and with whatever attraction it is considered appro"onepriate.itThough
time" stunt,
can essentially
be made to aassume
sensational
proportions
during
the
period of its usefulness.

Lobby of the Strand theatre, Creston,
la., showing the novel device used to
advertise "Unseen Forces."

When the Lisbon theatre, Cincinnati,ness,"
O., exhibited
"Dangerous
Busithe First National
Constance
Talrnadge vehicle, an artist drew a
huge letter congratulating the star
upon her recent marriage, and a table
was placed in the lobby, where patrons could sign their names. Two
thousand signatures were obtained,
and
voluminous
comment was created.
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"Go

A.

Aids

and

Exploitation admits of broad but
important classification under two
heads, picture advertising and theatrepicture advertising. The latter, having all of the good points of the former
and several additional ones, is logically
the preferable variety.
"Go And Get It," Marshall Neilan's
First National attraction, has produced much of this better class exploitation.

remarkable "Go And Get It"
THE
drive executed by the management
of the Rialto theatre, Hamilton, O.,
in cooperation with the Y. M. C. A.
of that city, is an excellent example

Get
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Theatre
It"

Drive

of theatre-picture exploitation. The
photographs reproduced in illustration
of this story give a definite impression
of the results obtained.
The treasure hunt which has been
used elsewhere in behalf of this and
other productions was made the central feature of the Rialto campaign.
The secretary of the Y. M. C. A.,
when approached by the management
with a view to enlisting his assistance
in the campaign, readily saw the advertising which the Y. M. C. A. would
receive and the possibility of adding
tising.
memberships through that adverThe treasure hunt was organized

Anhead
amateur
man" marched
at the
of the"ape
procession
on its way
to
the Rialto theatre.

Four thousand boys, members of the Y. M. C. A., attended the Rialto showing of "Go and Get It" and participated in the treasure
hunt staged as exploitation.
along the usual lines and four thousand boys participated. An accompanying photograph shows the procession on its way to the theatre, a
juvenile "ape man" adding a touch of
novelty in the costume made up for
the occasion.
But in this case the Y. M. C. A. secretary was not satisfied with merely
assisting. When he saw that the campaign was going to prove a success he
organized a second treasstraightway
ure hunt for the benefit of the younger

A separate treasure hunt was held for
the younger "Y" members.

members of the organization, who
could not compete with the older boys
in the search. Thus a secondary campaign was superimposed upon the
original.
As straight picture exploitation the
stunt is obviously meritorious. But it
has a greater value than that which
pertains exclusively to the. Marshall
Neilan production.
When that attraction has become a
memory, no matter how pleasant, the

effect of the campaign will continue
to benefit consistently the Rialto box
office.
The membership of an organization
which can turn four thousand boys
into the field in an organized search
must be great. And every member of
that organization unquestionably feels
more warmly toward the Rialto than
prior to the campaign. Passive as the
feeling may be, it is such as to materially affect their choice of theatres
upon
a
given
The class ofoccasion.
citizens that normally
supports such an organization is also
properly influenced by such an event.
These persons, usually not very ardent
in their support of any theatre, are
worth "going after." Much good can
come as a result of their effectual conversion to the screen form of entertainment. By the same logic, much
harm can and frequently does follow
upon any incident which antagonizes
them.
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mal's patience failed by the comments
of pedestrians who watched from the
sidewalk its meandering progress.
The front of the theatre was also
given especial attention, another illustration showing the effect gained by
use of stock paper.
Mr.sionEpstein's
report, at was
the concluof the engagement,
to the
effect that in the two days he had experienced business that more than
justified the expense of the two weeks
of exploitation.

'sogue
National
Morality
Prol
First
Front of the Strand theatre, Laredo, Tex., during the "Go and Get It" run.

Two

Weeks

Record

of
for

Exploitation
Two-Day

Run

William Epstein, manager of the Strand Theatre, Laredo, Tex.,
established what the trade will doubtless concede a record when he conducted
an exploitation campaign for two weeks in advance of the two-day showing
of "Go and Get It," Marshall Neilan's First National attraction. Mr. Epstein's
argument against a longer showing was that experience had convinced him
that he would experience as great patronage, measured by dollars and cents,
in two days of capacity business as in four of less concentrated attendance.
That statement is of general interest.
Mr. Epstein opened his campaign
Now. You can 'Go and Get It.' See
with a page advertisement in which
it at the Strand later."
As far as available window space
merchants co-operated, the theatre
holding a considerable portion of the was concerned, Laredo was blanketed
space. But he carried the co-operation
with "Go and Get It" advertising a
further than the publication of the full week before the opening day. But
the
drive was not confined to windows
newspaper.
As soon as the paper was off the or newspapers.
A donkey was utilized for street
press he had a slide made of the page
and showed it upon his screen at every
purposes, and in this bit of originality
performance. He followed through
Mr. Epstein evolved an idea which
on this idea by watching subsequent
may be used by any exhibitor who
merchant advertising and giving spe- plays the production. The accomcial mention of the sales held during
panying illustration shows the comic
the period, gaining by that device per- exploitation figure as it appeared upon
mission to place in the windows of the streets of the city, the natural apsuch stores a card reading, "Here.
petite being stimulated when the ani-

Comic exploitation that figured importantly in the Strand campaign.

Script Has

Merit

The morality play, a dramatic form
peculiarly fitted for prologue purposes,
is suggested by Associated First National Pictures, Inc., as most effective
for presentation
of "The Oath,"
a still
from
zvhich is reproduced
herewith
in
illustration of the practical working
script contributed to this department
by that organization.
The outline is presented herewith as
received, the best and most useful exhibitor aid contributor since the adoption by First National of the "Showidea.
manship Suggestions in the Stills"

The use of a dance pantomime, reenforced with appropriate and effective
lighting, as a prologue to a presentation
of "The Oath," the R. A. Walsh special
which is one of Associated First National's "Big Five," is suggested naturally by the leading themes of the story.
One of these themes is the havoc
wrought in the lives of men and women
by jealousy. The second theme, quite as
carefully worked out as the first, is the
result of the conflict between love and
wealth
in aallwoman's
life. for the heroine
Though
ends well
of the drama, Minna, her sorrows and
sufferings are brought upon her, first, by
her
jealousy,
her election^
to hold
fast toand
her second
father's byriches
even at '
theIt sacrifice
of a' truein love.
is this current
the picture story
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which furnishes the inspiration for the
pantomime prologue.
The accompanying illustration, showing the interior of the boudoir of Minna's
luxurious home, suggests the setting that
should be used — a setting that can be
arranged without too great an expense, but one that can be made an effective background for the dance prologue..
Four persons would be required. Onlytwo of these, however, need be dancers
— those who personate Love and Wealth.
The other two would represent the
heroine of the drama, and the spirit of
Jealousy.
The course of the prologue would run
as follows:
At the rise of the curtain, the heroine
would be discovered seated on the settee
in the foreground, her manner indicating
mental anguish and perplexity. The set
should be lighted as for evening. Accompanied by suitable music, the figure
of Love, a young and beautiful girl, enters, observes Minna's conflict of soul,
and goes to her, putting her arms around
her and endeavoring to persuade her that
Love can answer all her doubts.
After whispering a moment in Minna's
ear, Love begins her dance — a dance
that fascinates Minna and by degrees convinces her that Love is right. The happiness in her manner and upon her face
indicates that she has decided to be
guided by Love, when the music suddenly changes, and Wealth enters from
the opposite side of the stage. Love
starts back in dismay; Minna watches
the glittering, dazzling figure of Wealth
(a male dancer to play this part) as he
approaches her with assurance in his
manner and the smile of conquest on his
face. His hands full of jewels, he begins
a triumphant dance around her. Love in
vain tries to attract her attention again.
Minna is lost in the spell of Wealth's
wooing. Love retired, crushed to a corner of the room, and Wealth clasps
Minna in his arms, dancing with her in
exultation around the stage.
The Love th erne in the music now reasserts itself, and a sudden feeling of
loneliness and fear steals over Minna.
The face of Wealth changes. She sees
him in his true light. She recoils from
him, and begins wildly searching for
Love again. Wealth plies her with renewed temptations, and the "Riches"
theme rises again from the orchestra, in
an endeavor to drown the Love theme.
But in vain. Love rises from where she
had been lying and resumes her dance
as Jealousy, a figure clad in green and
swathed in green light appears upon the
scene.
As Minna and Love find each other
again, Wealth assails them both with
fresh blandishments. Love's attention is
attracted; she hesitates, for a moment, to
listen to the pleas of Wealth, and Jealto Minna's
side,in whispers
words ousy,
of stealing
poisonous
suspicion
her ear.
In a jealous fury, Minna drives Love
from her, and embraces Wealth with
wild abandon, while Jealousy stands
mocking and rejoicing in his work. But
in a moment Wealth tires of her, and
wanders away. Minna struggles. He
roughly throws her off, and follows the
beckonings of two or three girls who,
standing in the doorway, motion to him
to join them.
Minna sinks down weeping passionately, and Jealousy disappears. A mopause, and
to
comfort ment's
Minna
and Love
remainre-enters,
with her.
There is a joyful reunion between the
, two, to the strains of the Love theme,
and the lights fade out as the picture
begins.
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Minneapolis
Second

Auto

Show

"Paramount

Leon Bamberger, newly appointed
Paramount exploitation man at the
Minneapolis, Minn., exchange, practically converted the Minneapolis
Automobile Show into a mid-season
"Paramount Week," gaining for
Paramount pictures greater publicity
during the six days of the event than
could have been obtained by any less
thorough methods.
Executives of the show applied to
the Paramount exchange and Finkelstein & Ruben for pictures which
might be shown as an added attraction. Phil Reisman, branch manager,
assisted by I. H. Ruben of Finkelstein & Ruben, immediately assented
to the proposal. "The Life of the
Party," "Mary Ellen Comes to Town,"
"On With the Dance," "John Petticoats," "Black Is White," "Male and
Female" and "Crooked Streets" were
loaned for the six days, one each day,
being selected because they were not
playing in the territory.
Then Mr. Bamberger made use of
the Minneapolis Daily News. This
paper had featured for a considerable
period a mysterious man known as
"Mr. X," whose services in any capacity were always available to any subscriber of the paper upon demand.
Mr. Bamberger sent a telegram asking him to serve as one of the judges
in the star contest which was simultaneously announced and received an
immediate reply of acceptance.
Then the newspapers published the
invitation of the auto show executives,
the Paramount exchange and Finkelstein & Ruben to visitors, an invita-
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Week"

The girl who won first prize as Mae
Murray impersonator at the Minneapolis Auto Show.
tion to impersonate the stars whose
pictures were being shown on the evening of their visit, cash awards and
tickets good for admission to Finkelstein & Ruben theatres being offered
the winners.
The response was enthusiastic. The
Monday and Wednesday night winners, impersonating Roscoe Arbuckle
and Mae Murray, are shown in accompanying illustrations. An even
more striking impersonation, that of
Gloria Swanson, was received too late
for reproduction.
Newspapers featured the contest
almost as prominently as the auto
show, each day publishing accounts of
theThe
previous
developments.
event night's
as a whole
warrants the
term applied, a mid-season Paramount
Week. And the best part of the idea
is that it can be applied to any similar
event, at any season of the year, and
in any section of the country.

Winner of the Roscoe Arbuckle impersonation award in the Paramount Star
Contest.

A
that
Cole
was

signed statement to the effect
"The Stealers," the Robertsonproduction, was the most momentous picture he had ever seen,
incorporated into the advertisements used by George Mayne, manager of the Gem theatre, Salt Lake
City, Utah, for that attraction.
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PC. EPSTEIN, manager of the Anderson theatre, Ander• son, S. C, made up an admirable lobby display for the engagement of "Twin Beds," Mr. and Mrs. Carter DeHaven's
First National production, by setting up a model boudoir as
seen in the accompanying photographic reproduction. The
simplicity and economy of the stunt detracts in no way from
the effectiveness achieved, rather strengthening the general appeal by reason of the realism accomplished. The stunt is obviously adaptable. The opportunity for free advertising will not
be missed by the enterprising merchant. The additional ticket
sales brought about by the display were 100 per cent profit.

LOBBY of Rowland & Clarke's Liberty theatre, Pittsburgh,
Pa., as decorated for the engagement of the RobertsonCole production,
of merchants
contribute
oriental"Kismet."
rugs and The
similarreadiness
accessories,
as indicatedto
in
from various
the country
wheretoward
"Kismet"
has reports
been shown,
indicatesparts
an of
important
tendency
cooperation which the exhibitor should encourage.

THE Oriole theatre, Brooklyn, N. Y., operated by Edelhertz
Bros., was formerly a church. As a motion picture theatre
it has produced results on a par with the Hamilton and Atlantic
theatres, also operated by the owners of the Oriole. The
showing
of "Theas Penalty,"
production,
so
well patronized
to warrantthetheGoldwyn
photographing
of thewasfront
as the matinee crowd was leaving.

made statefrequently
of theis the
confirmation
NGbrilliant
CONVINCI
ment that
front lighting
most effective
form
of abstract theatre advertising is given by the accompanying reproduction of a night photograph showing the Regent
theatre,
Wichita,attraction.
Kan., during
of "Passion,"
the
First National
The thecostshowing
for current
and upkeep
involved in a lighting system, including outlining of theatre
lines, is insignificant in comparison with the effect obtained.
O. K. Mason, manager of the theatre, constructed a special
framework for the lobby frames, superimposing the title and a
cutout of the star sixteen inches in front of a red silk background illuminated from the rear. The entire front was thrown
into dark red radiance by skillful arrangement of illuminants
and screening, a color wholly in keeping with the title of the
play and doubtless inducive of voluminous box office sales.
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EXTERIOR view of Dee Robinson's Madison theatre, Peoria,
111., during the showing of "Kismet," the Robertson-Cole
production starring Otis Skinner. The advertising campaign
conducted by Ben Serkowich, publicity manager for the theatre,
properly accentuated the presentation
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SID GRAUMAN, proprietor of Grauman's Million Dollar
theatre, Los Angeles, is probably foremost among American exhibitors in the use of un-allied advertising stunts. When
"Paying the Piper," the Paramount production, was being
shown at Grauman's the management staged "20 Minutes in
Pershing Square," a characteristically elaborate Grauman stage
feature bearing upon a popular Los Angeles location, and added
a personal appearance of Mrs. Gladys Wetherell, whose recent
abduction was a front page sensation in the newspapers of the
nation. The photograph shows the crowds drawn to the screening of the picture by the many varieties of exploitation instituted, atypical Grauman advertising drive.
THREE performances were used in the Madison theatre
"Kismet"
the stage
a reproduction of oneprologue,
of the harem
scenessetting
in the used
picturebeing
as suggested
in the page
of
"Showmanship
Suggestions
in
the
Stills"
conducted by this department

r

-ifc

hm*
CHARLES

A POSTER broadside used by the Luna theatre, Brooklyn,
N. Y., during a recent program, run. No attempt is made
to obtain artistic effect but mass values are depended upon.

B. RAYMOND, Paramount exploitation representative, drew the attention of all passing the Majestic
theatre, East St. Louis, 111., when he placed conspicuously upon
the sidewalk the barrel seen in the above production. The sign
caused pedestrians to look into the barrel, where they discovered alarge apple from which a bite had been taken, the
apple
being
"Adam's
The identification
of stunt with designated
attraction asis so
definiteApple."
as to warrant
widespread
adoption of the idea and elaboration upon the original
achievement.
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N. N. Frudenfeld, director of advertising and publicity for the Sun,
Moon and Muse theatres, Omaha,
Neb., used in behalf of a recent engagement of "The Saphead," the
Metro production, a letter-to-the-public series which is worthy of general
study. The reproductions of newspaper advertisements used in the series
presented herewith are selected from
a collection of some twenty that were
published in the Omaha newspapers.
Mr. Frudenf eld's copy took the
form of a personal letter from "Sunnie Ray'' to various individuals and
organizations of importance in the
city. Various topics were discussed,
and various forms of introduction employed, but in each instance, either in
the first letter or in the follow-up that
was published the following day, allusion was made to the comedy that was
being shown at the Sun theatre.
Read any of the reproductions presented.
Note the novel sketches interjected
to hold attention and to break up the
solid appearance of the composition.
There is more in each communication than advertising. There is in
each enough matter to warrant such a
letter to the parties concerned. It is
more than probable that any of them
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receive less important communications
in every mail.
But the allusion to the comedy was
the important thing. In making it so
skilfully as to effect its definite registry, without becoming so obvious as
to lose the interest of the reader, Mr.

musnA, oJboMk aX OA- 9 IuuaaiA. (M) *X

//>vct
from

tears to lauohf <?r
»

record brsalunj)
f cAfter a
entfaflemeiit
of one of
the Greatest
drums ever
presented la
we offer
Omaha
starting tally
d decidedly
different
program.

test being conducted by that newspaperfornia
is tostudios
make
a trip
to the
Caliof the
Metro
Pictures
Corp. where she will be the guest of
Viola Dana for two days, the entire
expense of the journey being paid, according to the announcement, by the
newspaper,
but in reality by the Sun
theatre.
1 Uu0h riot

(I STARTS TODAY TODAY ONLY
rHESA
PHEAD
BUSTER KEATON
And th« d«an of iKc «Uflf
WILLIAM H.CRANE
FUNNIER THAN FAIR AND WARMER"
c4nd just for a
little more fun,
AL St. JOHN
7/4*
Sun SUCKER"
concert orchestra
Direction Hugo Nordm
Fred Stonesfrom'TIP
New Show
TOP"
Selections
Frudenfeld scored a genuine achievement in copy writing.
The straight advertisement which
is also reproduced is typical of Sun
theatre advertising. It was maintained throughout the letter campaign
for the obvious purpose. It is significant that it was not, however, definitely identified with the letter series.
The idea is thoroughly sound and
easily adaptable. The expense involved isnot sufficient to make its use
prohibitive except in rare cases. The
probable results are great.
Of equal value to the advertising
exhibitor is another Frudenfeld enterprise conducted in cooperation with
the Omaha Daily News. By the arrangements made the winner of the
Business Woman's Popularity Con-

Coupons clipped from the newspaper are used in the voting, and another arrangement has been effected
whereby votes may be cast at the
theatre,
Frudenfeld's
upon
the Mr.
arrangement
beingcomment
to the
effect that a tenfold return upon the
investment is expected, due to the
stories of the trip which will be printed
and the heightened popularity of the
star.
Both enterprises are what has been
slangily but expressively dubbed "big
league stuff." Pursuing the analogy,
"Mr. Frudenfeld is batting something
like .350 and cutting none of the

Cfaa/wdbtAs of Cewr**yjCAs
bags."
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Tivoli

Teasers

Important

In Pre- Opening

Campaign
STUNTS

•yHE Tivoli theatre, Bala- |
ban & Katz's magnificent new Chicago house, is
reported as accommodating
over 11,000 patrons on the
opening night, Feb. 16, between the hours of 5 p. m.
and midnight. Observation
of the preparatory advertising campaign and the opening permits of no questioning of the figures.
The pre-opening advertising campaign, culminating in a special color section, published by the Chicago Evening American on
the day of the opening, was
admirably conducted in its
entirety and brilliant in
some of its phases. The
teaser campaign reproduced herewith was not the
least capably managed detail of the whole.
The six displays, the
originals being in two-column width, were used from
Monday to Sunday of the
week preceding the opening. On Sunday the identity and location of the
"most wonderful place in
the world" was disclosed,
and the opening announcement was promised for the
following day.
From that time on larger
and larger space was taken
each day until the publication of the special section,
which contained color
photographs of the interior
and exterior, stories and
statistics of its construction, abusiness history of
the firm of Balaban & Katz.
and advertisements of
those who had participated
in the work or supplied
equipment.
At 7:00 p. m. on Wednesday night the street in
front of the theatre was
blocked. Sale of tickets
was stopped several times
during the evening, and at
10:10 several hundred people stood in the lobby
awaiting
opportunity to enter.
The pre-opening campaign was a splendid advertising accomplishment.
The teasers are typical of
the whole.

A masked man in dress clothes, bearing upon
his back an advertisement for the Fox serial,
"Fantomas," was used as street exploitation by
the Mount Morris theatre, New York, a boy following the man and distributing masks and back
cards which were donned by youths in the neighborhood who entered into the spirit of the enterprise and joined the procession.

"Some day everybody will know. Why Not
Now?" These were the catchlines printed in red
on post cards and sent to every woman in San
Bernardino, Cal., by the Strand theatre. Another
space on the card gave the title of the play, "The
Truth About Husbands."

Cuts of Estelle Taylor and Marc MacDermott
were utilized by merchants of Elizabeth, N. J.,
in five pages of advertising prior to the showing
of "Blind Wives," the Fox production in which
the stars are featured, at the Liberty theatre.

Gerald Hoag, manager of the Majestic theatre,
Ann Arbor, Mich., saved 25,000 programs and
put over an unusual advertising stunt that was
the result of an emergency when Edward C.
Beatty, manager of the W. S. Butterfield theatres, switched bookings for the Majestic and set
in a week showing of "The Kid" too late to stop
the printing of the programs. Mr. Hoag splashed
the notice of the change in red ink upon the cover
of the programs and sent them out. They proved
more effective as advertising than specially
printed programs might have been expected to
do.
A green extra, published by the "Lancaster
(Pa.) Intelligencer" on the day before the opening of "Madame X," the Goldwyn production, at
the Fulton Opera House, formed the climax of
an advertising campaign which included use of
all available billboard space, street car banners
and special presentation accompanied by an
orchestra engaged for the occasion.

The Tivoli Teasers

A woman impersonating not too realistically
the Eve of popular tradition distributed apples
for the Majestic theatre, East St. Louis, 111., each
of which bore a sticker reading, "In Adam's Time
the Apple
in 1921
Who
Wants was
To Be'Forbidden
Ancknt? Fruit,'
Partake but
Generously
of Cecil B. DeMille's 'Forbidden Fruit.' It Is a
Pleasant Sensation."
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York

Notes

About Film

Folk

By J. —B.—
New York City, Feb. 22, 1921.
Things are humming on Orienta Point
and adjacent territory where D. VV. GrifproductionThere
"Dreamare Street"
beingfith's
pictured.
about isthree
hundred Mamaroneck maidens who believe they could play the lead if Mr.
Griffith would only stop long enough to
give 'em all a try-out.
* * *
Big interests are having a survey made
in Mamaroneck on a piece of property
in Mamaroneck Avenue on which will be
erected a new theatre. It is to be known
as the Acoustic theatre. Probably seSound. lected the name because it's so near the
* ♦ *
Chet Whitey, who formerly lived in
the "Home town by the Sea," says "Although Mamaroneck is close to the water, it has
no crime wave." Watson, the
needle,
quick.
* * *
Alof Nelson of Stockholm arrived in
New York last week. Mr. Nelson is here
to study American studio methods and
direction. He expects to spend three
months in the states. On his return he
expects to build a studio and produce
five-reel features.
* * *
Joe Lee has his eye on a Rolls-Royce
and if he lands it the next picture he exfort. ploits will sell in grand style and com* » *
O, Joe, should it occur to thee.
To steer thy Rolls-Royce in the night
That tittle lamp of thine should be alight.
Hut iflamp
beforehasthygonejourney's
end
That
quite, out.
Get down, my friend, in other words, alight.
Well, well! Not so bad, What!
WHITMAN

-

m

BENNETT

—
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Foster Moore, sales manager for Jans
Pictures, Inc., left 6n a flying trip to
Montreal, Wednesday, Feb. 10, on a business trip for the company. Not a bad
place to go to, Foster. Many of the boys
would like to slip over the border with
you. Here's how!* * *
One of the hardest working men in
the industry is A. H. Franschf.r, publicity representative of Realart, and wc
are glad to note that he is making inquiries relative to the A. M. P. A. with
a view toization,
joining
it. It'syoua great
organA. H., and
should
get
aboard. The big pow-wow comes off
March 4 and rumor has it that it will be
some affair.
* » *
George D. Baker has returned from a
trip tohim,
Havana
points
envy
boys, and
the trip
was south.
a total Don't
loss.
George is a "teetotaler."
* • •
Don't
overlook
your collector,
income tax.
Uncle Sam, the old tithe
is again
on the job and won't take "no" for an
answer.
* * *
The Knickerbocker Ice Company denies that "Way Down East" was propa* * »
ganda.
George H. Hamilton has joined the
Export and Import Film Company as
sales manager. George is good in any
line,surpassed.
but as a manager
he can't
be
Rememberof sales
the good
old
Buffalo days, George?
* » *
Some people expressed great surprise
at seeing B. A. Rolfe playing in the
FEEDS

THE
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Rialto orchestra. Before becoming a
film magnate, B. A. was a well known
cornctist and was considered an artist
on the B. flat. He soon expects to leave
for England where he will produce big
vaudeville musical acts.
* ♦ *
Didja know that Chester Beecroft
plays the "tubey" in New Canaan Silver
cornet band. That's
* * a * deuce of a note.
Tim Leahy is going to purchase a
drum and
traps
cently joined
the*(not
Boy
Local re36.
* craps).
*Scouts, Tim's
Vivian Moses is editor of the "A. M.
P.
which
willA.beBulletin"
circulatedforatitstheMarch
March issue
4 banquet
of the assassination.
* * *
Jack Meador has been receiving baskets of congratulatory mail since the
showing of "The Four Horsemen of the
» » *
Ch.vrles Davis. 2nd, is about ready to
Apocalvpse."
start the second Muriel Ostrichc production at the Victor studios.
Unique Lunchen Is
Given the News Hounds
The trade press of New York was
treated to a novel luncheon at the First
Field Artillery Armory, at Broadway
and Sixty-eighth street, on February 11,
where scenes for "Salvation Nell," the
Whitman Bennett production, were being taken. It was advertised as the "last
free lunch" to be given at Al McGovern's
saloon and on the floor of the armory
was an East Side street set with McGovern's famous cafe on the corner.
Free lunch was served inside, as in the
old days, consisting of sandwiches,
pretzels, pickles and beets, and there was
beer to keep the atmosphere correct, but
it
was of
the the
"near"
variety.
McGovern
served
wet goods
fromSidbehind
a bespotted bar apron and the crowd
helped itself to the lunch. Pauline
Starke, who plays the lead in the forthcoming First National attraction, helped
Whitman Bennett entertain the hungry
news hounds.
Sunrise Takes Larger
Quarters on March 1
Sunrise Pictures Corporation will move
to larger quarters in the Godfrey building, 729 Seventh avenue, New York, on
March 1. The company will occupy the
fourth floor. The new offices will combine the state right department and the
New York exchange.

mm
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March

The ofcompany's
first production.
"The
Price
Silence," starring
Peggy Hyland,
will be published shortly. All of the company's picturesthrough
will be issued
the New
York territory
its own inexchange.
Other territories will be state righted.

.,.1

* iv »
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O;<»« orTuts*
aboutHmmi
Se»t1»
GOVERN ~ ■ i
WWSIDOWN,Mft MONBN
AND UlU
FlCt CREAM EMPOfiKIW
While taking
scenes Pauline
for "Salvation
a Whitman
Bennett-First
National production, starring
Starke, Nell,"
the trade
and newspaper
representatives
were
served free lunch at the saloon of Sid McGovern which was one of the sets used.

Walsh-Fielding Prepares
Next Picture for Issue
Walsh-Fielding Productions, Inc., has
taken a suite of offices on the third floor
of the building at 112-118 West Fortyfourth street, New York. The company
is preparing its next feature production,
from the pen of Mary Murillo. In this
production two prominent Broadway
stars will be featured.
The finishing touches on the titling and
editing of the present production are being completed by Thomas B. Walsh.
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Majority of Goldwyn
Stories are Original

Tom Terriss and the Vitagraph
discussing
a scene
for "The Heart of Maryland,"
the specialstarfeature
recently
completed.

James

Young
Will Direct
First Film for Pathe

Kipling's
Distribution

English Author's ' 'Without Benefit to Clergy"
be Produced at Robert Brunton Plant
on the West Coast
James Young, director of "The Devil,"
the Associated Exhibitors' production
starring George Arliss, will direct for
Pathe the first Rudyard Kipling production, "Without Benefit of Clergy." Young
was signed for this important task by
M. C. Levee, vice-president of the Robert Brunton studios. Randolph Lewis,
Pathe representative who assisted Mr.
Kipling in the preparation of the scenario
for "Without Benefit of Clergy," is now
. on the. coast.
Paul Brunet of Pathe, through whose
efforts Mr. Kipling was won over to the
screen,
readily • approved the choice of
Mr. Levee.
Lewis in Advisory Capacity
The production end of "Without Benefit of Clergy"
in the hands of
Robert
Brunton
and hisis organization.
Randolph
Lewis, who absorbed fully the idea of Mr.
Kipling during his visits to the master
story teller, will act in an advisory capacity in connection with production.
Before James Young was selected, the
entire field was scoured. Mr. Young was
chosen for divers reasons. Paramount
was the success attending his direction of
"The Devil."
Produced in India
Secondly, Mr. Young produced in
India, which experience will be invaluable to him in the making of "Without
Benefit of Clergy."
The beginning of Mr. Young's career
dates back virtually to the first big picture ever produced in this country. After
a career of many months producing
comedies, beginning with John Bunny
and continuing with Sidney Drew. Mr.
Young made his first outstanding picture.

Will

the three-reel comedy, "Goodness Gracious," in which Clara Kimball Young
gained maticfame.
He then entered the drafield.
He has such pictures as "Over Night,"
"Little Miss Brown," "Sweet Kitty Bellairs." "One Thousand Dollar Husband,"
"Oliver Twist," "Missing," "The White
Man's Law." "Temple of Dusk." "On
Trial." "A Daughter of Two Worlds"
and "The Wolf" to his credit.
Neilan Gathers Indian
Tribe for Episodes in
"Bob Hampton of Placer"
In reproducing on the screen the historical "Custer's Last Fight" as the
climax to his spectacular Western film,
"Bob Hampton of Placer," Marshall Neilan enlisted the cooperation of the
famous Blackfeet tribe.
The Blackfeet are scattered over many
miles on the reservation in Montana and
the task of getting a thousand of them
together with the picturesque attire of
the Indians proved no easy one.
Through the cooperation of Bob Mills,
whose former association with the Great
Northern Railroad brought him in personal contact with the Indians, Neilan
was enabled to bring about a gathering
of the red men. The matter of rehearsing a thousand amateurs, many of whom
have never seen a motion picture, proved
another big undertaking. A real "find"
was discovered in the person of "TwoGuns-White-Calf," one of the chiefs and
a fine specimen of the North American
Indian. This Indian appears in many of
the close-up scenes in the picture, and,
according to Mr. Neilan, is a born actor.

Company Adhering to Policy
of Producing Tales by
Noted Authors
That Goldwyn Pictures Corporation
is adhering to its announced policy of
producing original stories by America's
foremost authors, is revealed by an analysis of the list of new subjects selected
for
production
shortly at the Culver City
Studios.
Eleven Stories Originals
Of the nineteen stories named, eleven
are original screen material furnished
by members of the Goldwyn Eminent
Authors group, and by other noted writers who have been engaged to contribute
to the Goldwyn program, including Rita
Weiman, Katherine Newlin Burt and
Alice Duer Miller.
Two original photoplays recently have
been completed, Gouverneur Morris' "A
Tale of Two Worlds," Gertrude Atherton's "Don't Neglect Your Wife," Rupert
Hughes' completion,
"Dangerous Curve
nearing
makingAhead"
fpurteenis
originals either completed or in prospect.
It is also announced that a number of
the authors will remain at the. studios
during the production of their work.
Lists Original Stories
Rupert Hughes has written two more
stories directly for the screen, "From
the Ground Up" and "The Wall Flower;"
written "The Night
Scott
Leroy and
Rose"
"ThehasMother;" Charles Kenyon, "The Alibi" and "Beating the
Game;" Elmer L. Rice has written an
Arizona
Rogers,has'.'The
original
contributed
RitaWillWeiman
Romeo;" for
"The Grim Comedian;" Mary Roberts
Rinehart is working on "Jane," and
Morris has contributed "The
Gouverneur
Ace of Hearts" and "Until Death Do
Katherine Newlin Burt is wnUng an
original
Us Part."scenario. Alice Duer Miller is
also going to do an original for Goldwyn.
"The First Born" Scores
Successfully on Broadway
"The First Born," Robertson-Cole special starring Sessue Hayakawa, which
opened at the Strand theatre, New York
completed very sucCity January
cessful runs at30,thehasStrand, Brooklyn, and
at the Strand, Newark, N. J.
This production is based upon the play
by
by Francis Powers, and was directed
Colin Campbell. The Brooklyn papers
the acting of Hayacommended warmly
kawa and the supporting cast, as well as
effect
the general artistic and dramatiac whole.
accomplished by the picture as

Muskegon Company Backs
Albion Theatre Building
\LBION. MICH.— American Amuse
gon, a large corment Company of Muske
s,
theatre
of
r
numbe
a
poration controlling
of the $100,000 theatrea
backs the building has
been taken on
here. An option
an
avenue.
site in Michig
Lewis Buys Komedy Series
R. D. Lewis Film Company of Dallas,
the "Klass A Two
has purchased
Texas,
Reel Komedy"
series from Alexander
Film Corporation for Texas, Oklahoma
and Arkansas.
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Book
"East Lynne"
Through
Regular
Channels
of Distribution

Hodkinson Declares Advent of Any Extraordinary
Production Is Test of Sincerity in Policy
Of Complete Cooperation
parture from our recognized policy of
W. W. Hodkinson Corporation has is'playing straight with the exhibitor all
sued a denial of rumors that the company will withhold from its general pro- the way through.'
Policy Is "Square Deal"
gram Hugo Ballin's "East Lynne."
"We have often said, in the trade
Varied stories are current that Hodkinpress and in other mediums, that the
son will play this picture on percentage
Hodkinson policy is based on a square
or will send it out as a road show.
deal all around. We have always meant
that sincerely. We have proven that
While Mr. Hodkinson feels convinced
sincerity before and we are proving it
that "East Lynne" is worthy of any again in this instance.
distinction which can possibly be shown
"It is only when every distributor will
to it by some special method of distribu- realize that his greatest asset lies in the
tion, it is contrary to the recognized
continued good-will of the exhibitor —
policy that has built up the Hodkinson
based on continued mutual profit — that
clientele to keep any particular produc- we shall have the stability and general
M A It Y I.OI INK BEATON
tion from his regular associates.
welfare of our industry approximate the
earthly millenium which we should all be Prominent I'hllndelphla society Klrl, who
Is Test of Sincerity
nppeum In the Metro picture "A Metitgt
striving to attain for the fourth greatest
from Mam" with Ilert I.ytell.
"The keystone of the Hodkinson
industry in the United States.
policy,"
says
its
pilot,
"is
to
establish
'"East
Lynne'
will be distributed on
the most cordial relations of mutual profit
Rothacker Plant in
between our organization, as the dis- our regulation contracts and in the regutributor, and the exhibitors who book
lation manner."
West Ready in April
our pictures. To our steadfast maintePresident of Company Will
nance of this policy do we credit our King Vidor Claims
growth and the increasing number of
Leave for Coast in
the exhibitors who are affiliated with us
To Have Originated
March
and who retain that affiliation year after
Film Tinting Idea
year.
Watterson R Rothacker, president of
King Vidor has issued a statement to
"Consequently, the advent of any exthe Rothacker Film Manufacturing Comtraordinary production such as Hugo
the effect that he has suddenly stumbled
pany, will be in Los Angeles the first
upon an important scientific fact in film
Ballin's
modernization
of
'East
Lynne'
is really a test of our sincerity in the tinting that he believes will have strong week in March to make preliminary
policy of complete co-operation which
bearing upon this angle of the motion
plans for the opening of the second of
we have always avowed.
picture industry.
his world-wide chain of film laboratories.
"The fact that 50,000,000 people know
Sky Pilot"
The new Rothacker laboratory at Melthe story from the novel by Mrs. Henry
willHisbe,production
he claims, of
the "The
first photodrama
rose and Gower streets will be equipped
Wood or the various dramatizations that ever made in which every foot of film is
have been played all over the world, the colored in tones and tints true to nature. and ready for business early in April.
fact that Hugo Ballin has turned out a He also attests that he has successfully
Mr. Rothacker leaves Chicago for Los
finished picture that will rank with the induced moods in the drama through
Angeles on the California Limited March
greatest screen classics, the fact that we color suggestion.
1.
He will be accompanied by Charles
are surrounding this master production
He has used various tints to accord
E.
Pain,
vice-president of the Rothacker
with the greatest advertising, publicity, with the times of the day and night in
company. bassadorThey
exploitation and exhibitor service cam- which the scenes were shot — soft violet
hotel. will stop at the Amfor the early dawn, pale yellow for the
paign in the history of our business —
Following
the opening of the Coast
none of these facts would warrant our de- post-sunrise time, amber for noon and plant Mr. Rothacker
will go to New
night interiors, and deep blue for the York to complete plans for a third
moonlight scenes. Exteriors have ver- laboratory there.
dure tinted with delicate green and snow
He sails for Europe on the Olympic
scenes are a steel blue. Varying shades June 25 to build a fourth laboratory in
of pink and green were used in expres- London.
sion of joy or sorrow. Vidor claims that
the screen patronage will be unconscious
of the coloring to the extent that it will Re- Issue of Bible Play
not distract from the force of the theme.
Will be Pathe Venture
He announces that he is now on the
lookout for a musician who can syntheAll copies of Pathe's hand colored
size and synchronize music and color.
Biblical feature, "Behold the Man," will
conform to the print used during the
Eddie Polo Back From
exhibition of the production at the
Apollo theatre, New York, where on
Serial Work in Cuba
four successive Sundays the picture
Eddie Polo, the Universal serial star, played to capacity audiences.
an-d his company, have arrived at Unirevised form,
"Behold
the thirtyMan"
versal City from Cuba, where they have willIn beits forwarded
to each
of the
been filming episodes for the forthcoming
two Pathe branch offices, and publication
serial, "The Seal of Satan." The Polo
arrangements will be announced shortly.
company, headed by J. P. McGowan.
serial director, has been in the West
Indies for eight weeks.
Sennett Film at Barbee's
It isIndies
expected
Polo's trip tolater
the
Mack Sennett's "A Small Town
West
will that
be supplemented
has
beenChicago,
bookedbeginning
into Barbee's
by a tour of South and Central America.
theatre,
March 13Loop
and
continuing for two weeks.
Organize Theatre Company
New Orleans House Opens
JERSEYVILLE, ILL.— A company is
FLORENCE DIXON
being organized to erect a $40,000 theatre
Who will next be seen opposite Conway
NEW ORLEANS, LA.— The New OrTearle in "The Road of Ambition."
with a seating capacity for 900 patrons.
pheum opened its doors on February 7.
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Wins

In Tour

Success
of Country

"One Man in a Million" Booked Over Fox Circuit in
Greater N. Y.
"One Man in a Million," the special
starring George Beban and distributed
by Robertson-Cole, won the same success in Cleveland that it enjoyed in the
other cities in the South and Middle
West, according to word which has
reached the distributing corporation.
Indicates Record Week
The Metropolitan and Strand theatres
of Cleveland wired Robertson-Cole: "In
face of big opposition opening with personal appearance of stars, people of
Cleveland jammed the Metropolitan and
Strand theatres Sunday to see George
Beban and witness his picture, 'One Man
in a Million.' Patrons unanimous in
work.
of picturewe and
praise
Every indication
will Beban's
have a record
week's business."
Mr. Beban is now heading westward
from Cleveland and will have engagements in Detroit and Milwaukee before
he reaches Chicago for a run of three
weeks, after which he will go in the
direction of the far West. In each city
in which he has appeared he has been
met by a reception committee, has been
most
welcomed by the mayor, and in while
cases has made several addresses
in the city.
Booked Over Fox Chain
In the New York territory the picture
has been booked over the Fox Greater
New York Circuit. The following theatres will show "One Man in a Million":
Ridgewood, Bedford, Folly, Comedy, Jap
Garden, Jamaica, Audubon, Cretona,
Nemo, Standard and the
Star Academy,
St. Theatre.
103rd
In Indianapolis when Mr. lieban
, which
appeared at the Circle theatre
the
seats just a little over 3,000 people,every
fill
to
management was forced great
was the
aisle in the theatre, so
popular demand for entrance.

Selznick Announces Two
Features That Will Be
Ready For March Issue
For- March, Selznick announces^ the
ons "You
producti
of twowith
ion Love."
publicat
Hedda Hopper
Kill
Can't
leading
the
in
Davidson
B.
William
and
roles and "Gilded Lies," starring Eu-is
gene O'Brien. The first production
listed for issue on March 10, and the
O'Brien picture on March 20.
In the cast of the former are also
Charles Gerard, Betty Hilburn, Maurice
Costello and Warren Cook. The story
was written by Michael J. Phillips and
zed by Edward J. Montagne.
picturi
Burton George directed.
In "Gilded Lies" the cast includes
Martha Mansfield, Frank Whitson,
George Stewart and Arthur Donaldson.
John Lynch wrote the story and the R.
prepared it for the screen.
Cecil Smiths
P. S. Earle directed.
William
Kennedy Is at Work
On His First Production
Announcing an elaborate screen version of "The New Minister" as his first
production, Lem F. Kennedy has completed the organization of his own producing company and is at work at the
Victor Studio, 645 West Forty-third
street, New York City.

HERALD

Educational

Books

BEBAN

GREETS

Practically

Every
Big Theatre Circuit in United States
With the signature on a contract with houses in Washington; the Jake Wells
theatres through Virginia; the Lynch
Southern Amusement Company, controlhouses in Georgia, Alabama and Tennessee.
ling the Hulsey-Lynch theatres in Texas
and Arkansas, Educational Film ExShown in Canada
changes, Inc., announces that it has comThe Levy theatres in Kentucky; the
pleted booking practically every circuit Libson houses in Cincinnati the Loew
chain in Cleveland; the Lieber houses in
of
importance
in this country and Canada.
Indianapolis; the Saenger circuit in Louisiana, Mississippi and Florida; the SkouDallas was one of the last of the Eduras houses in St. Louis; the Kunsky circational exchanges to open, and changes
cuit in Detroit; Ruben and Finkelstein in
Minneapolis; the Butterfield circuit
in management delayed the completion
through Michigan; the A. H. Blank chain
of contracts in that territory, but according to the New York office that section
in Iowa and Nebraska; the Frank Newin Kansas City; the entire
now will show the same "over the top" group manoftheatres
Denver theatres; the Swanson
business as the rest of the country. Provision for these first runs will make the and Nolan houses in Utah; Turner and
pictures available for the remainder of Dahnken in California; Grauman's thethe territory.
atres and the Gore Brothers-Lesser
houses in Los Angeles, and the Jensen
To Add Other Houses
Included in the theatres which will and von Herberg circuit through the
In addition the entire Edushow the entire Educational product are Northwest.
cational product is shown in all of the
the Queen in Houston, Victory in Waco,
Queen in Galveston, Royal in Little sixty Allen theatres through Canada.
Rock, Ark., Olympic in Wichita Falls,
the Queen, Old Mill and Hippodrome in Independent Will Offer
Dallas and all the houses in San Antonio.
Pete Morrison Westerns
Assurances have been given that these
comedies will be played in the $800,000
A new series of two-reel Westerns,
Palace theatre which will open in Dallas starring Pete Morrison, former Universal
about July 4.
star, will be placed on the state rights
The arrangements made also include
by Independent Films Asadding a number of other theaters to the market soon
sociation, according to announcement by
list just as soon as they have exhausted
president and who
general
the short subject bookings that they Eddy agerEckels,
of the organization,
has manjust
have under contract.
completed negotiations with the Morrison
In calling attention to the vast numforces whereby Independent Films will
the exclusive distribution of the
ber of big chains that have booked its receive
products Educational points to such as: stories.
the Rialto-Rivoli-Criterion, the Mark
The Morrison specials, the first of
Strand Circuit and the Marcus Loew the- which is titled "The Long, Long Trail,"
atres in New York; Balaban and Katz and is now in its final stages of production at the Independence City studios,
and Jones, Linick and Schaefer in Chicago; the A. S. Black and Gordon groups
Hollywood, Cal., are said to introduce
and every circuit of importance in all to the screen something entirely new and
of New England; the Stanley group of different in Western pictures of this
houses in Philadelphia; the Rowland and footage and are stories based on true-toClark chain in Pittsburgh and its sec- life situations. They will be issued at the
tion; the Tom Moore and the Loew
rate of one a month, it is announced.
INDIANAPOLIS'

MAYOR

Lem

George Beban, star of "One Man in a Million" the Robertson-Cole special, greeted
by the
Mayor
W. Jewett
of Indianapolis,
Ind., during Mr. Beban's engagement
at
CircleC. Theatre
in that
city.
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Film
Perfect
of
I Requisites
John S. Woody Says That Cast, Star, Continuity,
Direction, Settings and Photography Constitute
the Essentials for Making Such a Production.
aiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiuiMiuiiim^
John S. Woody, general manager
of Realart, in the following interview
expresses his ideas concerning the production ofthe "perfect picture."
We have arrived at a time now when
the general public patronizes, views and
approves a picture on its general merit.
The era when the success of a production depended solely upon the personal
popularity of some single member of the
cast, is past.
A careful scrutiny of present day conditions shows that the organizations
which are succeeding in a large way, are
those which are directing their efforts
toward 100 per cent productions and
which recognize fully the importance of
all factors of the art; the story, direction, cast, personnel and general production quality. * * *
Given the foundation of an excellent
story; possessing those desirable trait*which lend themselves readily to exploitation; adapted to the screen by experts in
scenario construction and continuity;
portrayed by casts of which every individual isan artist of real ability, and
proven popularity; directed by men who
are thoroughly in sympathy with their
work and past masters of screen expression; clothed in -settings which, in every
way, preserve the illusion of the story —
A THREE

given all these compotents, plus high
quality photography and laboratory work
and you have what nearest approaches a
perfect picture.
It is pictures which measure up to this
standard which Realart is striving to
make and we pride ourselves that we are
succeeding in this endeavor. We do not
claim to be the only organization which
has adopted this policy in the production of pictures, nor do we claim that we
are offering the only good pictures on
the market, but we do feel that our productions offer the highest possible box
office value to exhibitors.
In signing up well-known writers and
playwrights, Realart has evidenced its
recognition of the necessity for handling
only the highest type of stories obtainable. The casts for every picture released by Realart have been most painstakingly selected and each part is portrayed by some artist especially selected
because of his or her ability to render an
exceptional characterization. Our directors are all of established
* » * reputation.
One of the angles which a great many
producers seem to overlook is the vital
importance of attractive business-getting
titles. Of course, where these titles are
simply repetitions of the names of
famous books or plays, the producer assumes no credit because of their attraction value, but Realart has been particularly fortunate in most of its titles, for
example, "The Furnace," "Somethiiiv;
Different," "Oh, Lady, Lady," "Ducks

IN ONE

FINISH
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etc.
and Drakes," "She Couldn't Help It,"
This thought that the entire picture is
the thing is not some new brilliant idea
which has just occurred to me or to
others. It has been a fact which has just
occurred to me or to others. It has been
a fact which has for some time been
recognized, and first among those in the
industry to arrive at this conclusion were
the thinking exhibitors of the country
who are very close to their patrons and
are quick to sense the trend of popular
opinion.
Settlement Made in
Jans-Exhibitor Suit
Plaintiff Claims Theatre Man
Failed to Abide by
Contract
Settlement has been reached in the
suit brought by Herman Jans, president
of
Jans Pictures. Inc., and Jans Film
X. J.
Service,
Inc., against M. Machatt, manager of Crescent theatre, Perth Amboy,
The plaintiff in his charges claimed
that Machatt booked "Madonnas and
Men" for a week on a percentage basis.
That $428.20 was turned over to the Jans
company for the first two days. That
on Wednesday Machatt refused to comply with the terms of the contract and
endeavored to shelve the picture. Jans,
however, refused to leave the theatre
with his production.
Jans then charged that Machatt withheld themainderbox
of the office
week. receipts for the reThe case was called before Judge Freeman Woodbridge of the New Brunswick
districtever,court.
Machatt's for
attorney,
howoffered settlement
the amount
in full and costs. This was accepted by
Tans.
"Servant in the House"
Is Heralded as Strong
Box Office Attraction
H. O. Davis' production of the Charles
Rann Kennedy play, "The Servant in the
House." erated
is Filmsaid
by its distributors.
Exchanges
of America,Fed-to
be one of the strongest box office features of the year. The play has been on
tour with great success for more than
ten years.
The production has been carefully
made with a view to retaining all of the
qualities of the original play that have
made it one of the greatest road shows.
Bookings for extended runs have been
received from all parts of the country.
Dr. Pauline, Hypnotist,
Signs With Educational
Educational Film Exchanges, Inc., has
announced that it has signed a contract
with Dr. J. Robert Pauline, the hypnotist, for the distribution of a series of
two-reel comedy dramas to be made by
him. The first of these pictures will be
delivered
thereafter. on June 15 and others monthly
While the new pictures are roughly
classified
it is prom-It
ised that as
they"comedy-dramas."
will be a novel product.
is said that the hypnotic element will enter into them strongly, but that their
chief aim will be to create laughs.

Scene
from Murray,
the Paramount-Mack
comedy,
"Thehave
Unhappy
Finish," roles.
in which
Charles
Ford Sterling Sennett
and Phyllis
Haver
the principal

Fire Destroys Playhouse
CLEARFIELD, IA.— Fire recently
destroyed
L. A. Tope.the $15,000 theatre owned by
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Hail

"The Mistress of Shenstone"
As Most Ideal Frederick

Robertson-Cole shortly will publish
"The Mistress of Shenstone."
The company states that those who
ha\-e viewed the picture declare that its
artistic and dramatic qualities make it
the most ideal vehicle Pauline Frederick
has given the public.
It is adapted from a widely read novel.
Several big dramatic situations have
been built up. A worthy cast supports
the star. The settings are excellent. The
company says these qualities make the
production one which is destined to win
for every exhibitor.
Is Story of Noblewoman
Since the publication of her first picture for Robertson-Cole, "A Slave of
Vanity,"
company
declares the star
has becomethe more
popular.
"The Mistress of Shenstone" tells the
story of an English noblewoman. Director Henry King has availed himself of
the opportunity to use impressive locations on the West Coast. A palatial
home was utilized as the castle of Shenstone.
Roy Stewart in Support
A replica of a famous Cornish inn was
erected on cliffs on the Pacific Coast
These irregularities in the topography
represented the cliffs of Cornwall. One
of the big scenes portrays the heroine
and hero battling to climb the face of
the cliff ahead of the advancing sea.
Throughout the picture Miss Frederick wears beautiful gowns and wraps.
In her support are Roy Stewart, Emmett
C. King. Arthur Clayton, John Willink,
Helen Wright, Lydia Yeamans Titus,
Rose Gore and Helen Muir.
Jerome Storm Will Direct
Katherine MacDonald Film
Jerome Storm will, direct the next picture starring Katherine MacDonald in
her tenth Associated First National
publication.
Upon hearing that Storm was severing
connection with the Lillian Gish organization. Manager B. P. Fineman of
Katherine MacDonald Pictures Corporation closed a deal by wire with Storm

Vehicle

to hurry across the continent and take
charge of the MacDonald megaphone.
Director Storm arrived in Los Angeles
a few days ago and has already started
casting for the new production.
Hicks

Given

Post
Succeeds

Foreign

by Paramount
Lorimore as the

Managing Director of
Feature Films
John W. Hicks, Jr., assistant sales
manager of Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, has been appointed managing
director of Feature Films. Ltd., distributors of Paramount pictures in Australia and New Zealand, according to an
announcement made by E. E. Shauer,
in charge of the foreign department of
Famous Players-Lasky.
Mr. Hicks will succeed Alec Lorimore,
resigned. With Mrs. Hicks he leaves on
February 17 for San Francisco, where
he will board the Ventura, which sails
March 1 for Sydney.
Is Paramount Pioneer
Mr. Hicks is one of the Paramount
and his appointment is depioneers,
clared to be a fitting recognition of the
services he has rendered the company
in the last four years.
The new Feature Films executive began his film career with General Film in
1914 under George Kleine, remaining
with that organization until 1917. In
City to acthat year he went to Kansas
late A. D.
cept a position under the Paramoun
t.
for
manager
district
Fiintom.
included work inSt.connecHis activities
Louis.
tion with the Kansas City,
Des Moines and Omaha exchanges.
Former Minneapolis Manager
In 1919, Mr. Hicks was named branch
manager of the Minneapolis exchange,
where he established a reputation for efficiency and executive ability which won
promotion as assistant sales manfor himager in July,
1920.
' The appointment of Mr. Hicks as
managing director of Feature Films, Ltd..
is the first step in plans we have had
under consideration for the betterment
of the Australian organization," said Mr.
Shauer. "Paramount has made_ tremendous strides in Australia and New Zealand in the last three years, and today has
more than 60 per cent of the total film
business in that territory."

Louise Glaum to Star in
Next Parker Read Feature
Louise Glaum will star in J. Parker
for AsRead. Jr.'s. forthcom
title has been
No special
Producers.ing
announced.sociated
It has been announced, however, that
Fred Niblo. who made "Sex" for Read,
with Miss Glaum in the title role,( and
Doug Fairbanks in "The
who directed
Mark
of Zorro," will be behind the megaohone. with Charles J. Stumar as head of
camera staff. Mahlon Hamilton may
play the leading male role.

FOSTER 3IOORE.
Sales manager for the Jans Pictures, Inc.
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Report Deal for Theatre
MILWAUKEE. WIS.— A deal is reported to be pending whereby a Chicago
theatre syndicate is negotiating for the
Carpenter property at Sixth street and
Grand avenue.

MABEL \ORMA\D
The popular Goldwyn star in "Head Over
Lightning Heels"
Photoplay
Service Is Enlarged
Hirsch Named Treasurer and
General Manager of New
Corporation
Lightning Photoplay Service, New
York, organized one year ago, has been
enlarged, the new company to be known
as Lightning Photoplay Corporation.
Herman Hirsch is treasurer and general manager of the new corporation and
Samuel Hasse is president and sales
manager. Joe Blott and Sam Merchant
head the list of salesmen, while Miss
Eleanor O'Brien is in charge of the
booking department.
The policy of the company will be to
handle only the highest class of productions, according to an announcement just
made. "Luxury," a Rubye DeRemer production, has been purchased by the company and is ready for publication.
The Nowhere."
Jack Hoxie
feature,comedies
"The Man
from
Spotlight
and
Sport Pictorials also are on the company's program.
Remarkable

Business

Reported by Selznick
Despite the current rumor of a genera!
business depression throughout the motion picture industry. Samuel Sax. general sales manager of Selznick Pictures
Corporation, who recently returned from
a ten-day trip to the Pittsburgh branch
office, declared that as far as Selznick is
concerned business conditions were never
better. He emphasized the fact that the
Selznick corporation was -doing remarkable business with all its productions.
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Brilant

Completes

Continuity

UK

for

Five- Reel Picture in Forty Hours
What is said to be a record for speed
From 5 o'clock until 9 Brilant -did his
in turning out a working continuity for own typing when the two girl stenographers ofthe previous day again took
a five reel motion picture was established by Arthur M. Brilant of New York up their work. All day they worked at
City, when he completed the story and high speed until 5 o'clock when the male
stenographer again relieved them. Seven
continuity
of "Annabel
Lee," a romantic comedy
drama, produced
by Joe hours later or promptly at midnight the
Mitchell Chapelle, the Boston publisher,
script was finished.
and published by Joan Film Sales Corporation, in forty continuous hours of
work.
Crandall Exploits
Authors Refuse Work
Circumstances played an important
Equity- Young Films
Milton D. Crandall, publicity man, has
part in the work. Finding themselves,
through a sudden change in plans, with- joined the Equity staff.
out a story and with an organization of
He will assist in the exploitation of the
a director and players drawing salary,
the producers appealed to several well Clara Kimball Young productions, parknown authors but none would promise
and
now "Midchannel"
in Dallas, Tex.,
a script within less than two weeks. They "Hush." ticularlyHethe lastis two,
said it was a physical impossibility. Fi- where he is paving the way for the personal appearance of Miss Young at the
ally Brilant was interested in the proposition and he undertook to turn out a Lynch theatres. As a sponsor of motion picture welfare, Crandall occupies
finished continuity under an unusual
another prominent place in the industry.
arrangement.
The arrangement was that besides a He has actively assisted in defeating
He addressed the Kansas
fixed sum Brilant was to get a certain censorship.
bonus for every hour under 144 hours, and Ohio state legislatures on several
Recently he spoke at the antiallowing twenty-four hours to the day, occasions.
blue law convention in Cleveland.
that he saved on the script. The following morning at 8 o'clock Brilant went to
work on the story, assisted by two sten- Owen Moore Feature Big
ographers who relieved each other at
Hit at St. Louis Theatre
half hour intervals.
Uses Three Stenographers.
"The Chicken in the Case," the current Selznick picture starring Owen
The evening
two girls
worked
o'clock
Moore, was chosen as the attraction at
that
when
they until
were 5 relieved
by a male stenographer. All through the the opening of the remodeled Pageant
night Brilant worked without stopping theatre, St. Louis, recently, and played
for a moment's rest, until 5 o'clock in to capacity audiences, according to a
the morning when his male stenographer
telegram from Spyros Skouras, procollapsed from the strain.
prietor.
"YOU'RE

ALWAYS
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France Is Optimistic
In Comment Upon the
Far East Conditions
R. G. France of Manila, a member of
the firm of Wise & Co., distributors ol
Paramount pictures in the Philippine
Islands, has been in New York en route
to Manila after a vacation of several
months spent in England. France arrived in New York on January 29 and
departed on February 3 for Vancouver
to embark for Manila.
"When I left Manila last March the
motion picture business was most prosperous," he said in discussing conditions
in the Far East. "Since arriving in New
York I have received cable advices that
this prosperity is continuing in so far as
the film business is concerned, and I am
eager to get back home and get into the
harness again.
"The motion picture screen is the one
form of foreign entertainment which has
made great headway in the Philippines,
and American pictures are popular
wherever shown. Formerly the natives
delighted in cowboy and wild west melodrama, but in the last two years they
have begun to show ,v desire for society
and business dramas. Once the process
of deflation is completed, I look for great
prosperity in the Philippine Islands, and
the motion picture business undoubtedly
will enjoy a considerable growth."
Fox Enthusiastic Over
Clyde
"Jockey"
To Cook's
Be Published
Soon
Advices from Fox Film Corporation
state that Clyde Cook will pass under
the wire a winner with his newest subject, "The Jockey," not yet published.
"The Jockey," it is announced, has
broken every booking record heretofore
made by a Cook comedy. The Cook
comedies are directed by Jack Blystone.
In this newest subject, Cook takes the
principal part in a comedy horse race
and indulges in a boxing match.
Realart Announces Two
Available Star Issues
Two star franchise pictures are
announced
by Realart for immediate publication.
The first is "The Outside Woman,"
adapted from Phillip Bartholomae's stage
farce, "All Night Long," and featuring
Wanda Hawley. "Out of the Chorus,"
Alice Brady's latest picture, based on an
original story by Harry Chandlee and
William D. Laub, is the other.
William Duncan

Completes

Serial, "Fighting Fate"
Final scenes for William Duncan's
chapter play, "Fighting Fate," have been
made on the Mojave Desert. The headquarters of Duncan and his co-star,
Edith Johnson, and the Vitagraph
troupe of about one hundred players, is
at Victorville, Cal. Airplane service connects the party with location and town.

Milbourne Morante in a scene from his newest comedy for Federated Exchanges,
Inc. Helen Williams is the ingenue.

Miner Buys in Ladysmith
LADYSMITH, WIS.— M. C. Martin
has sold the Unique theatre to G. E.
Miner of Rice Lake, who operates picture houses there and at Cameron, Dallas
and in other towns.
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With

the Procession

in Los

By Harry Hammond
Marjorie Daw, the Neilan star, has gone
to New York to play the role of Love in
the Famous Players-Lasky production of
"Experience"
which George Fitzmaurice is
to
direct.
* * *
Lew Cody has begun his vaudeville tour
on the Orpheum Circuit.
* * *
A co-operative picture making plan has
been launched by the Bang Comedy Company with Roy Sanford as director and
manager
of the
enterprise.
"Evidence"
will be the
titlenew
of the
first picture.
Each
member of the company is to share in the
profits of the organization's productions,
having joined the company with the understanding that no salaries would be forthcoming. Clyde De Vinna is the cameraman, Irvin Bacon, star comedian, while the
remainder of the cast consists of Helen
Holley, Paul McWilliams, Capt. Bingham,
Frank
and E. Stockdale,
C. Robinson.the famous dog "Mickey"
* * *
Frank Lloyd, the Goldwyn director, is
still confined to his bed by illness.
* * *
J. Grubb Alexander has been engaged as
an addition to the Sessue Hayakawa
scenario staff.
* * *
Frank Mayo is working in the north
woods
on "The
Magnificent
Brute,"
his
forthcoming
Universal
photodrama.
Robert
IF YOU

Angeles

Beall

Thornby is directing, Dorothy Devore will
be seen in the leading feminine role.
Charles L. Hertzman, director of publicity at Universal City, is rapidly recovering from the illness which has confined him
to the Clara Barton Hospital. In the absence of the chief, the publicity department
is being run by Malcolm S. Boylan, his first
assistant.
* * *
William D. Taylor, president of the
parent lodge of the Motion Picture Directors' been
Association
for two
of its
life, has
named
a third
timesixforyears
the
ranking office in the pioneer film organization.
* * *
Arrangements are being made to give the
disabled soldiers at the Sawtelle Hospital a
series of entertainments at which Universal
stars will make personal appearances and a
recent photodrama showing them in action
projected at the same
* * time.
*
Franklin K. Lane, ex-secretary of the
Interior, was the guest of Major Rupert
Hughes, at the Goldwyn
* * * studios this week.
Harry Arthur, general manager for the
West Coast Theatres, Inc., which is the
merger of the theatrical interests of GoreRamish and Lesser, has returned to Bakersfield, where he will be occupied for another week in the task of aligning the newly
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acquired theatres into the organization.
The new theatres are the California, Hippodrome, Pastime and Bakersfield Opera
House in Bakersfield, and the Sunshine
Theatre in Taft.
* * »
Richard Marshall has been appointed
treasurer of the Ambassador Theatre. He
will handle the pasteboards at the Ambassador box office assisted by Cleo Wroten.
The downtown ticket branch at the Kinema
theatre is also under his supervision.
* * *
"The Kid" Continuing
Triumph at Randolph;
"Kismet" in Fifth Week
"The Kid," starring Charles Chaplin,
entered upon its sixth week at the Randolph, Chicago, Sunday, February 20, still
going
although
the to
house
opens
at 6:30 strong,
a. m. and
continues
midnight,
and only the feature is being shown.
On successful
the same night
opened its
fifth
week "Kismet"
at the Ziegfeld
in
Michigan avenue, where it is showing
from
to 11 o'clock at night. The
crowdsnoon
continue.
Ralph Kettering, statistician for Jones,
Linick & Schaefer, states that "The Kid"
has already played to 350,000 at the Ranmark. dolph and will soon pass the half million
Abramson

Producing

New

Film, "Mother Eternal"
Ivan Abramson is engaged in producing a new feature,
on
the scenario
of which"Mother
he spentEternal,"
nearly six
months. The cast is headed by Vivian
Martin. Others are Earl Metcalfe, Thurston Hall, Jack Sherill, Vivian Osborne,
Pearl Shepard, Cecil Kern and little Ruth
Sullivan.
STUNTS

DIGESTo/TlCTURES
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w w A SMALL TOWN IDOL" (Associated Prol\ ducers) is Mack Sennett's first contribution
to the producers' combination. It is a travesty on the rural drama of screen and stage and Ben
Turpin never appeared to better advantage. The
comedy is sure-fire and a consistent story is provided
the Sennett players.

pictures of the year. It was made under the skillful
direction of Emile Chautard.

GOOD
(Stoll)
lines
laid "GOD'S
down in old
time MAN"
melodrama
andfollows
for thatthereason
may fail to impress many who do not have a fondness
for this type of screen entertainment. However it is
well acted by an all-English cast of players.

"BURIED TREASURE" (Paramount) starring
Marion Davies is a Cosmopolitan production presenting a glorified fairy tale with a modern parallel. It is
spectacular and attractive to the eye but is without
dramatic strength. George D. Baker who directed,
made the most of the material at hand.

"A PERFECT CRIME" (Associated Producers)
is an Allan Dwan production adapted from a Saturday
Evening Post story. It furnishes good entertainment
and humorously advances a moral that success cannot
be gained dishonestly. It is of a popular type and
therefore a good audience picture.
"WITHOUT LIMIT" (Metro) is a novel story
with an impressive theme. It has been effectively and
beautifully picturized by George D. Baker and represents the better type of screen production. "Without Limit" is a decidedly worthwhile picture.
"THE EASY ROAD" (Paramount) presents
Thomas Mcighan in a rather weak and commonplace
story whose generally smooth handling is its saving
grace. It will probably please Meighan followers and
be accepted as light entertainment.
"THE , ROAD DEMON" (Fox) offers Tom Mix
as a "cowpuncher" automobile racer winning the Los
Angeles-Phoenix races on road and speedway. Better
in every way than the former Mix features, highly
exciting and realistic. Backgrounds of Western
scenery extraordinarily good. Clever comedy, and
lots of it.
"SEVEN YEARS BAD LUCK" (RobertsonCole) ' is Max Linder's "come-back" to the comedy
screen. It is a five reel feature. Novel and original
high grade and wholesome, founded upon the theme
of superstition. Will be liked everywhere.
"THE GHOST IN THE GARRET" (Paramount) presents Dorothy Gish in a riotously comical
comedy-drama. Full of pep and dash and fun with
action centering about a "haunted" house and the
theft of pearls. A feature that will keep patrons in a
gale of laughter and one that will please the youngsters.

"SOCIETY SECRETS" (Universal) stars Eva
Novak in a very human story picturing high society
with its weaknesses. It should prove an excellent
box office attraction inasmuch as its appeal is universal and it has been carefully directed.
"BLACK PANTHER'S CUB" (Ziegfeld) is a
powerful and beautifully produced drama starring
Florence Reed. It is the first product of the Ziegfeld
Cinema Corporation and is decidedly one of the finest

"ANNABEL LEE"
cast and said to be based
is an ordinary program
and scarcely any heart
mediocre.

(Joan) made with a special
on Edgar Allen Poe's poem,
picture. It has little action
interest. The direction is

"WING TOY" (Fox) stars Shirley Mason as a
bewitching little maid of the Chinatown colony. An
artistic offering having to do with her attempted
coercion into marriage with the Emperer of Chinatown and her rescue by a young reporter who loves
her. Charming in every way and a picture that will
find warm welcome.
'THE BREAKING POINT" (Hodkinson) presents Bessie Barriscale in a highly dramatic eternal
triangle story with effective society setting. The star
does exceptionally good dramatic work and wears
stunning gowns. An absorbing and entertaining feature that presents a moral lesson to adults. A very
good picture.
THE SAGE HEN" (Pathe) is a mother love
story told in pictures placed in the Old West country
at the time of the gold rush. One of the best Pathe
offerings of the year and played in a clever way by an
able cast including Gladys Brockwell, in her best role
to date, Lillian Rich and others. An unusually good
feature.
"OUT OF THE CHORUS" (Realart) is the
latest Alice Brady offering and one of only commonplace worth. It will entertain and interest, but will
not create unusual comment. The star wears some
stunning clothes and the settings are attractive. The
story of the marriage of a wealthy man and a chorus
lady. Society drama.
"THE TRAIL OF THE CIGARETTE" (Arrow)
is the latest of the "Tex" series of detective stories
that Arrow is issuing. Reasonably exciting and interesting, although rather confusing. Themed on a
murder mystery.
"WHAT'S WORTH WHILE" (Paramount) a
Lois Weber production picturing the snobbery of
the effete East and a diamond in the rough from the
West who teaches his fiancee a lesson. The action is
where the physpsychological
too more
slow icaland
would perhaps
have been
suitable.
"ROADS OF DESTINY" (Goldwyn) presents
Pauline Frederick in a screen version of Channing
story. It furnPollock's play based on an O. Henry and
gives Miss
ishes excellent screen entertainment
Frederick splendid opportunities to display her talents.

A review of "East Lynne" (Hodkinson) the Hugo Ballin production of the famous stage classic,
with Edward Earle and Mabel Ballin at the head of an all-star cast, appears on page 45.

BEN TURPIN IN
A SMALL
TOWN
IDOL
(ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS)
A travesty upon the rural melodrama and the motion picture
profession. Embellished with
elaborately staged Babylonian
scenes with comic opera trimmings. Directed by Erie Kenton
who has extracted every ounce of
fun out of the comedy situations
of the story.
"A contribution
Small Town toIdol,"
Mack Sennett's
first
Associated
Producers will undoubtedly prove a good drawing card in any house large or small.
Its feature length proportions — it is 6,200 feet long — need not react against it
as the comedy is so well maintained
throughout the seven reels it does not
seem one-half that long.
While it is true there is present much
of the old hokum in the way of slapstick comedy there is a consistent story
back of it and it is followed through to
the end. The scenes in the village
church, with Turpin as sexton, are particularly funny. Later he becomes a motion picture star in Los Angeles, when
the villain has succeeded in having him
run out of town. He has a triumphant
return, only to be accused of murder.
Angry citizens, headed by the villain, are
about to hang him when he is vindicated
by his sweetheart's father. The nearlynching bee at the end of the picture
gives it the desired punch. It is one of
the funniest bits of the feature.
Ben Turpin, as Sam Smith, heads the
cast of Sennett players. He later becomes Samuel X. Smyth, the handsome
hero of a film company, and it is here
some of the most ludicrous stuff is enacted. Phyllis Haver lends beauty and
charm to the story as Ben's sweetheart,
Mary Brown. Marie Prevost plays opposite Turpin in his picture escapades
and James Finlayson as J. Wellington
Jones gives the needed balance as the
villain, while Dot Farley as Sam Smith's
loving mother has several amusing bits.
Charles
Murray is cast in a small part
as
the Sheriff.

ences of today are but recurrences of
the experiences of those who have lived
before us. These experiences, as related
in "Buried Treasure," take the form of
showing what happens to a father who
wishes his daughter to marry for position when her heart is already given to
one she really loves. The figures in the
modern story fare better than they did
in the ancient. But they are scarcely
provocative of any interest to the spectator.
The chief recommendation of the picture is its visual charm. A considerable
sum of money must have been spent in
producing it by the Cosmopolitan company. There is a certain air of luxury
about the characters. And one big setting follows another. But as ornate
mountings are at best a poor substitute
for drama. "Buried
Treasure"
is hardly
satisfactory
entertainment.
It will
please
the eye, but little more, unless one is
interested in fairy stories.
George D. Baker wrote the scenario
and directed the production. He has
doubtless made the most of the material
the F. Britten Austen story contained.
Supporting Miss Davies are Norman
Kerry, Anders Randolph, Edith Shayne,
Earl Schenck, John Charles and Thomas
Findlay.

SPECIAL CAST IN
STORY

OF

A BAD

EGG

(EDUCATIONAL-)
The result
of the issue of this distinctly out-of-the-ordinary comedy will
be one of the most interesting things in
the comedy province to watch hereafter.
It is an importation, an English film,
and its oddity and decided difference
from the American fun picture should
be one of the big points in getting it
over. There is no doubt but that its
humor of titles — characteristically English— will be caught with great relish by the
intellectual patron, and no doubt that its
lavish setting and lively fun will please
everybody. It takes up the story of an
American girl in London at the time she
is in the market for an English nobleman. She has a notoriously furious temper, and under its lash falls the valet of
an impoverished Lord Stonebroke, sent
to negotiate for his master as a marriage
possibility. The girl seizes upon the
servant and drags him into matrimony
without listening to his objections. When
the identity of the valet is at last discovered, the real nobleman is on the
scene and takes his place as the husband.

"A Small Town Idol" offers infinite
possibilities for unusual exploitati
on. It
is a sure-fire, fast-moving and uproariously seven-part feature with the inimitable Ben Turpin busy every minute.
MARION DAVIES IN
BURIED TREASURE
(PARAMOUNT)
A glorified fairy tale on the triangle
idea with a modern parallel,
spectacular and attractive to the
eye, but lacking in dramatic
strength.
There isn't much to "Buried Treasure." aStripped
its ornate
it is but
dualoftriangle
story,trappings,
told in
ancient and modern
times.
The idea back of it is that our experi-

Ben Turpin and a few of the dancers
used in "A Small Town Idol" (Associated
Producers).
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SPECIAL CAST IN
THE

4

Shirley Mason in a scene from "Wing Toy," her latest Fox picture.
SHIRLEY MASON IX
wedding
the girl's reunion with her
father, anandAmerican.
WING TOY
Raymond Mc,Kee makes a thoroughly
likeable leading man in the part of the
(FOX )
reporter. Betty Schade plays the role of
White Lily, the white wife, attractively,
A picture distinctly artistic in pho- and
others of the cast do unusually good
tography with an exciting climax,
work.
offering one of the most popular
stars in a winning role. Certain
SPECIAL CAST IN
to please. Directed by Howard
Mitchell.
GOD'S GOOD
MAN
A feature possessing many good points
(STOLL)
that make it worthy of recommendation
universally, comes to the screen in the
artistic and appealing actlatest Shirley Mason vehicle. Among its The fine,
ing of the principals in this Stoll
good points is the noticeable excellence
production is the outstanding
of its photography. The close-ups are
among the most effective screen studies
feature of the whole. The story
that have been presented even in this era
follows familiar lines of the oldof technical advance, in that direction.
time melodrama. Maurice Elvey
There are shots of the star and the littledirected.
Pomeranian dog, her constant companion in the picture, which are splendid.
"God's Good Man" follows in the footOthers of the cast are caught by the
steps of the old familiar melodrama and
lens as artistically.
to those who have no particular fondness
The story is placed in the Chinatown
for this type of story the picture will
of San Francisco. It is obvious that fail to impress. The outstanding feature
elaborate arrangements were made for of the nroduction is the natural deportthe use of this locale.. Gambling dens,
ment of the actors. They deport themselves before the camera as though no
laundry and curio shops, home interiors
and street exteriors arc interesting stud- camera was there, and they were, as in
ies, and against the picturesque back- real life, struggling with the woes of the
ground the cast plays with faithful day and laughing with its joys.
fidelity to the manners and habits of the
Basil Gill is cast as the Reverend John
Orientals. The little star has caught the Walton, and gives the picture its title
character of the yellow race with its sub- "God's Good Man." He does what he
can to enliven a rather thankless role.
tle and quiet-movine ■"•ays and her work
is thoroughly enjoyable.
To interpret
a character even
of thewhen
holy that
order has its drawbacks
The settings of the feature offer an
interesting educational medium and sug- character is a sympathetic one. but when
gest effective exploitation by the use of he is given to bowing his head and submitting to slights from all sides, one
things Chinese. The wedding ceremony
of that race is enacted in detail and is an loses patience and cannot sympathize
with such a character.
item worth mentioning in advertising.
The director seems to have lost the
The story concerns Wing Toy of
Chinatown, who came there as a baby, thread of the plot in the early reels but
left by the "Mole," one of the under- at the end the story picks up and it is
world, and given to the care of Lee rounded off with the usual happy
Wong, a laundryman. Too poor to give cLseun. The story concerns a minister
and Maryllia Vancourt, played by Peggy
her the comfort he craves for her, Wong
gives her ;nto the care of Yen Low, an rar'-'sle, an heiress who comes to a realemperor of Chinatown. On her sevenization of her erroneous ways. In the
teenth birthday the latter plans to put end the minister marries the wealthy
away his white wife and marry the eirl. M'ss Vancourt and all ends happily.
The cast includes besides Basil Gill
Effort to solve the mystery of Wing
and Miss Carlisle, Barry Barnard. Julien
Toy's identitv
brings
Bob
Hunter,
a
reporter, into the skirmish that comes with Henry. Edward Arundel and Kate Gurthe raid of the gambling house conducted
ney. There is excellent photography and
by Yen Low, the interruption of the good tinting and light effects.

SAGE
(PATHE)

HEN

A story of mother love in pictorial
terms of the rugged, Western,
out-of-doors. Virile and vigorous
in action. Excellent cast, directed
with the characteristic skill of
Edgar Lewis. A decidedly entertaining feature that should meet
with enthusiasm everywhere.
Stories of the days of the California
gold rush cination
of forthe
eighties still
a fas-a
Americans,
and hold
it was
bright idea that built a story of mother
love about the locale of that era. The
popularity
of "Humoresque"
has established a standard
of comparison
for
screen stories with this theme. "The
Sage Hen," while entirely different, approaches its appeal in many ways. In
fact, the patron whose limited intelligence may not permit him to grasp the
finesse of "Humoresque," will read the
mother love theme more clearly in this
story of plain people in rugged lands.
The mother in this story was derided
in the world of narrow minds and sharp
tongues in which she took up habitation
and called "The Sage Hen," an Old West
term for women of questionable reputation. She was stoned out of town with
her little son and forced to part with
him to save his life when she fell into
the hands of Indians. Years later, with
her reputation as a clean woman established, mothering an orphaned girl, two
men come out of her past and jeopardize
her reputation's safety. To shield the
girl and
her toson.be who
are lovers,
she permits herself
tortured
and tormented.
The mystery is eventually cleared and
mother love triumphs.
Gladysization toBrockwcll
a characterthe role of brings
the Sage
Hen that
is distinctly artistic and unusual. Wallace MacDonald plays the part of the
grown son with agreeable comliness and
skill, and Richard Headrick is a charming little youngster in the childhood
scenes. Lillian Rich as Stella Sanson,
Alfred Allen and Helen Case as Mr. and
Mrs. John Rudd. James Mason as Craney
and Arthur Morrison as Grote complete
the cast. All do meritorious work.
Scenes of the picture were taken in
Nevada and offer some colorful atmospheric mountain and desert settings. The
whole is exceptionally good and certain
to be received with commendation
everywhere. Action is propelled at a
rapid rate. Suspense is well sustained
and photography is artistic.
VANITY PLAYERS

IN

OUIJA DID IT
(EDUCATIONAL)
The ouija board's countrywide rage
lends a timely touch that will be universally appreciated when this is shown.
It is a snappy one-reel mix-up of youth
and love in a society setting. Neal Burns
and Vera Stcdman are the girl and boy
most concerned and it is their romance
that the girl's devotion to the ouija
board interrupts. She is engaged to Ted.
The board tells her that George will be
her husband. To rid her of the idea
that she must obey the board Ted
hatches a scheme aided by his pal that
bringstion asher
situa-it.
he .ultimately
would have toherview
looktheupon
It is clean and clever fun of the sort
demanded
Education and will be liked
as
a short byfiller.
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MAX LINDER IN

YEARS'
BAD LUCK
(ROBERTSON-COLE)
The inimitable comedian in a genuinely funny feature based upon
superstition. A five-reel comedy,
good for a succession of laughs.
High-grade, original and minus
slapstick. Written and directed
by the star.
A distinct advance in the making of
high-grade, wholesome, five-reel comedies, without using custard pies and
paddles, is achieved in this Max Linder
contribution. It marks the French
comedian's return to the screen following war service. It is comedy above the
ordinary and will certainly score a hit.
Linder breaks a mirror early in the
story and after that, with the imagination that superstition can play upon, the
jinx pursues him. His fiancee returns
his engagement ring. He loses his purse
and takes a railway journey that is a
short comedy in itself. He impersonates
a telegraph operator, lands in a zoo and
hobnobs with a den of lions as the law,
in the person of several policemen, stands
baffled outside the cage. In the end fate
relents and his troubles are straightened
out. He wins his girl again and the
closing scenes show a string of seven
little Linders in frock coats, silk hats and
milk bottles.
It is one of the most engaging bits
of fun that has been put upon the stage
in a long time. The picture is all that its
producers promise for it and it should go
big everywhere.
Aha Allen as the sweetheart is very
pretty, Betty Peterson, Lola Gonzalas,
Clarence Ward, Ralph McCullough,
Hugh Saxon and Joe Martin assist the
French comedian.
Effective exploitation can be built
about
stition. the human weakness for superSEVEN

DOROTHY GISH IX
GHOST
IN
THE GARRET
(PARAMOUNT)
A comedy-drama that will be
greeted by a riotous and continuous gale of laughter. Will please
adults and delight the children.
Swift-moving and breezy with action centered about a "haunted"
house and a jewel theft. F.
Richard Jones directed.
As a clever and clownish comedienne
Dorothy Gish has romped through no
more entertaining feature than this in
all the long list of successes to her credit
in that line. Her antics are side-splitting and, augmented by the effects of
"'ghosts"
in a afraid
"haunted"
upon a
colored cook,
of hishouse
own shadow,
the result is truly a knockout. During
its run in Chicago theatres it was greeted
at all times with a sustained gale of
laughter. It has a story trend that is
new and different, and every element that
makes the successful comedy-drama has
been excellently employed. The exhibitor who misses this is passing up one
of the season's distinct successes.
Miss Gish appears as Delsie O'Dell, a
poor relation, who comes to visit wealthy
relatives, the Dennisons. Her boon
companions are a bulldog of masculine
persuasion, answering to the name of
Violet, and a parrot given to refreshing
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comment upon affairs in general. Sustheft out.
of herWith
hostess'
Delsie pected
is of the
ordered
her pearls,
miniature menagerie she happens upon a band
of thieves who make their headquarters
in a "haunted" house. There she succeeds by playing the part of a ghost in
frightening the frequenters and bringing
them to justice, the while exonerating
herself.
The best scenes are those in which the
colored cook figures prominently. The
reputed upon
terror skillfully
of the race
"h'ants" is
played
but forinoffensively.
The liest
petfun. animals lend some of the liveWilliam E. Park, playing the part of
Delsie's
young lover,
an agreeable
screen chap.
Mrs. is
David
Landau,
Downing Clark. Ray Gray, Tom Blake,
Frank Hagney, William Xally and Porter
Strong are others of the cast which contributes excellent performances.
JOHXXY HIXES IN
TORCHY
MIXES IN
(EDUCATIONAL)
The visit of an "up-country" Rube to
New York who sees the city under the
guidance of the enterprising and energetic Torchy offers comedy situations
met in a mirth-engaging way in these
two reels of fun. Torchy is there with
his customary liveliness and adroitness
in managing things, but the country uncle of his "boss," given to his custody
for the day. contributes an equal share
of the comedy play. The ride of the
two down Fifth Avenue, New York, on
a motor 'bus, depicted as it looks to the
ruralite, is a high spot that will get the
heartiest of laughs. Scenes on the Majestic roof garden are as good. The
titles are clever. The story is woven on
the visit of the country fellow to the
city to look for Peggy Brown whose
name is inscribed on an egg. He mixes
up with several Peggys before he finds
the right one and she proves to be married and the mother of twins. His own
wife's arrival caps the climax.
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EVA NOVAK IN
SOCIETY SECRETS
(UNIVERSAL)
A nicely human story that has to do
with higher social lights, their
weaknesses, and the meeting of
them. It is a good box office attraction, inasmuch as its appeal is
universal. Leo McCarey directed.
Eva Novak is seen to good advantage
in her new Universal feature entitled
"Society Secrets,'' written by Helen
Christine Bennett. There are many sympathetic, human touches to this story,
based on the foibles of the newly rich
who fear that their old fashioned father
and mother will disgrace their newly
achieved social position and who theretance. fore attempt to keep them at a safe disAs the picture progresses the action
takes a decided slump. The story is
padded
withwhich
situations
that are
nicely-a
human but
eventually
become
little wearisome. The director has made
a good crets,"
program
of "Society will
Seand Miss picture
Novak's
in all likelihood
be
pleasedadmirers
with their
favorite in the role of a wealthy society
girl who displays a kindly disposition in
place of a supercilious one.
There are no sumptuous sets, but for
the most part the sets and the photography are good. In support of Miss
Novak appear Gertrude Claire, George
Berrell, Leonard C. Shumway and
Clarissa Selwynne.
The story has to do with a wealthy
society girl who becomes interested in
her fiance's noticeable secrecy about his
parents and goes to find out what they
are like. The mother, thinking the girl
to be the new school teacher, approaches
her and timidly asks if she will help her
husband and herself to make themselves
modern in dress and manners. The
transformation is eventually completed
and happiness is the ruler of the day.

THE

Dorothy Gish in a scene from
"The by
Ghost
in the Garret,"
Directed
F. Richard
Jones. a new Paramount picture

EXHIBITORS
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FLORENCE
THE

BESSIE BARRISCALE

REED IN

PANTHER'S
(ZIEGFIELD)

IN

BREAKING
POINT
(HODKINSON)
A heart tangle in society setting,
built on the eternal triangle
theme. Highly colorful domestic
drama, approaching in spots the
melodramatic. A tragedy of real
people
moving
easilyand
and played
naturally
in familiar
setting
by

CUB

A powerful and beautifully produced drama, abetted by a cast of
popular and exceptionally fine
players, directed by the ever skillful and resourceful Emile Chautard. It is an Emile Chautard
Production for the Z i e g fi e 1 d
Cinema Corporation.
The initial production of the Ziegfield
Cinema Corporation, "The Black Panther's Cub," directed by Emile Chautard,
starring Florence Reed, is decidedly one
of the topnotch pictures of the year.
Ethel Donoher wrote the story, combining for her theme the spirit' of Swinburne'senvironment
poem, "Faustine,"triumphs
and the over
belief that
heredity. Philip Bartholomae adapted
the story for the screen, truly a splendid
piece of work.
Miss Reed does beautiful work in this
picture, proving herself an artist of
makeup and an emotional actress of consummate skill. Opposite Miss Reed appears that ever engaging and sincere
artist, Norman Trevor. Others in a cast,
that boasts many well known favorites,
are: Earle Foxe, Henry Stephenson,
Paul Ducet, Mile. Dazie, Tyrone Power
and Henry Carvill.
The photography is beautiful, especially the exterior shots. Director Chautard has bent a careful eye to his interior
settings, and to them all is an air of
refinement and simple richness that convinces one as to the class of people dealt
with in this story. A daring bit of double
exposure is carried out in a startling
manner in one scene wherein Miss Reed,
as Faustine, old, haggard, bitter, lies dying and her hand clasps that of Mary
Maudsley, her daughter (also played by
Miss Reed) as she crouches on the floor
beside her.
While the climax is an obvious one it
is led up to with such skill that it is a
climax in the real sense of the word. The
story is effective throughout, its appeal
is sincere, and its workmanship splendid.
A very good box office attraction for the
exhibitor who not only has the title and
the star to exploit, but also a cast of
popular favorites.
"The Black Panther" is owner of a
rich and popular gambling house in
Paris. She rules with an iron hand until
one day the police compel her to close.
The daughter is given to an old admirer
to care for. She grows up. She is "the
Black
Cub."
dies andPanther's
to save his
goodHer
nameguardian
she is
hoodwinked into posing as "the Black
Panther" returned to the haunt of her
former triumphs. She does so, with the
understanding that she is through as
soon as the required sum is assembled.
The daughter, coming from a stock that
is bad, is true to the environment she
has been raised in. She remains clean,
however, and in the end marries the man
of her choice.
KEATON
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HAUNTED
HOUSE
(METRO)
Two reels of typical Keaton-Cline
comedy packed with fun that centers
about a haunted house. It is one of
the best things Buster Keaton has done.
The house
a counterfeiter's
ment. isKeaton
is cashie* in establisha bank!

Ml It ■ ■■: I> ONTHHHK
And Wnllfr Miller In a iicene from the
Salient Kilm», Inc., production, "Shackled" (working; title), made under the
direction of J. t'harle» l>a\la. -nd.
Variations of the glue pot stunt wherein
the employes and customers of the bank
get all tangled up with money and
mucilage, afford a good laugh. A trick
stairway that collapses and sends Keaton
sliding down its length furnishes much
of the fun and is repeated in immense
proportions in his dream of going to
heavenly regions. The counterfeiters
dress up as ghosts and run and ramble
through the house where Keaton has
sought to hide. Director Cline has produced a lively bit of comedy that will
be greeted with favor everywhere in this,
his latest for Metro.
GLENN WHITE ("TEX") IN
THE TRAIL OF
THE CIGARETTE
(ARROW)
The latest issue in the "Tex" detective story series with Glenn
White in the leading role is a well
suspended tale of a mysterious
murder. The action is lively, although somewhat confusing in
Aparts.
tale of mystery as unraveled by a
noted
criminologist, with Glenn White,
the "Tex" of the series of detective
stories bearing his name, comes to the
screen in this feature.
It concerns the murder of a girl, Jessica, the companion to Hortense Ames, a
wealthy young woman. It centers also
about the theft of the latter's diamond
earrings, the clasp of one of which is
found in the hand of the murdered girl.
A cigarette at her side traces the murderer eventually, but leads to the suspicion of other innocent men, among
them the lover of Hortense.
Ethel Russell as Hortense and Vera
Grosse as Jessica do very good work.
EugenedoesAcker
in thework.
role of
lover
excellent
TheHortense's
whole is
entertaining, but somewhat jumbled and
confusing. The strange similarity of
three of the leading men of the cast, an
unsuspected coincidence, is in part responsible for this shortcoming. The picdrama.ture will interest those who like mystery

a notable cast, directed by Paul
Scardon.
Bessie Barriscale has been given the
strongest vehicle that has been hers for
some time in "The Breaking Point," and
she makes excellent use of it. Her appearance, prettier than in any picture she
has made for some time, her real skill
in dramatic art, a story made gripping
and tense by the ability of a cast of players who have arrived well in the front
ranks of screen folk, all contribute to the
real worth of the feature. There is no
question but that the Barriscale following will receive it with great enthusiasm.
The cooperation of the author, H. H.
Van Loan, and Director Scardon has
made a happy result technically and
dramatically. The plot is one to make
American men and women stop and question the worth of reckless living, but its
moral is not too obviously emphasized.
The storywith
is that
Richard Janeway's
marriage
Ruthof Marshall,
impelled
ambitious
latter's
the
of
by the urging
mother.
Janeway, self-indulgent, dissipated and morally unscrupulous, renews
a former interest, after his wedding, in
woman."
a "painted
Deeping,
Lucia to
plans
run away
with her,
taking He
his
little daughter. Attempting to prevent
it, Ruth is involved in the mystery surrounding the murder of her husband.
The cleverness of the old family doctor
and Janeway's mother make the death to
suicide and Ruth is exonerated
appear
and left to a happy future with the
mother-in-law and her own little girl.
Everything about the picture is of high
grade. The star wears stunning gowns
and many of them. The settings are elegant and attractive and the photography
is artistic. Interest is caught at the
start and held fast until the end. The
cast includes Ethel Gray Terry, Walter
Winter Hall.
O'Malley.Besserer,
Pat Eugenia
McGrail,
fred Lucas,
JosephWil-J.
Dowling and Lydia Knott.
CHRISTIE PLAYERS

IN

HEY, RUBE!
(EDUCATIONAL)
Bobby Vernon plays his mirth-invokquite indiffera comedy
ing from
way through
this
two-reelers
his previous
ent
the role
takes
latest of his vehicles. He
of a country kid in a country school and
of a rural lover courting a country maid.
Some novel comedy bits are introduced
in the school session, one of them the
for "booze"
proclivity
teacher's
in a
map and which
a wall
hides behind
he
refreshfrequent
for
of
disappearing
away
driving
globe, ment
therefrom. The
the teacher is attended to before the
coming of the candy salesman who rivals
To comhis girl's affections.
Bobby in his
dashing motor car. Bobby
pete with
and wonderfully
acquires one, fearfully with
it and his
made. His struggles
the girl give opportuelopement withreally
clever comedy, and
nity for some
slapthe whole is free from offensive
stick. It is swift-moving and a sure-fire
Henry
laugh rouser. Helen Darling.
the
cast and Gus Leonard are others ot
Murdock

SPECIAL CAST IN
A PERFECT
CRIME
(ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS)
Good entertainment here in a pleasing amplification of Carl Clausen's
"Saturday Evening Post" story,
which humorously achieves the
moral that success cannot be had
by dishonesty but by self confidence and wit.
In "A Perfect Crime" Allan Dwan has
made a picture that will please the multitudes. He hasto amplified
story, adding
it more Carl
of a Clausen's
romance
than the original possessed. Very wisely,
too, he has picturized the story from a
comedy angle.
Taken seriously as a probable thing.
"A
Perfect But
Crime"
be subject
criticism.
with would
comedy
treatment,to
wherein rigid
logicof isn't
insistently are
demanded, criticism
improbabilities
often forestalled. Mr. Dwan probably
appreciated this fact and designed the
picture, its serious theme notwithstanding, for entertainment purposes. If this
is the case and entertainment was Mr.
Dwan's uppermost purpose he has been
successful. "A Perfect Crime" is good
entertainment.
The chief figure in the story is a poor
bank clerk. He steals a number of bonds
from his employer, finding security
against detection in his assumption of a
confident, assertive characterization, a
characterization totally foreign to his
real self. The district attorney is out to
revenge himself upon the youth for having interfered with him in his browbeating tactics to subdue the girl in the
case-, whose dead father he had robbed.
The youth, with the confidence that goes
with his assumed character, outwits the
district attorney
and recovers
girl's
money.
But he realizes
that sothelong
as
he is a thief he is a failure so he returns
to the bank, uncovers the money and is
discharged. He gives a plausible excuse
for his disappearance. His romance is
concluded when he makes known his
story to the girl who agrees to travel
with him toward success.
The picture has been done with Mr.
Dwan's usual directorial skill. His featured player is Monte Blue, who is likeable as the clerk. Jacqueline Logan.
Stanton Heck and Hardee Kirkland, the
remaining principals in the cast, give
good performances.
ALICE BRADY
OUT
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his wife. But this wanes weakly into an
abrupt and Ordinary conclusion and the
ocrity.
remaining impression is one of mediThe star wears some stunning habiliments and the settings are artistic. The
cameration is work
is veryVernon
good and
the indirecexcellent.
Steel
the
part of Ross Van Beekman is a likable
leading man. Charles Gerard as Ormsby,
Emily Fitzroy as Mrs. Van Beekman and
Edith Stockton as Betty are others of the
cast.
Miss Brady plays the part of Flo Maddis, the chorus girl who marries the man
of wealth. With her entrance into the
higher
stratum begin.
of her They
husband's
family, social
her troubles
are
brought upon her by the plotting of her
mother-in-law and inspired by a spurned
suitor of Flo's pre-marriage days, one
Ormsby. His enforced attentions lead to
his mysterious murder and the husband
is believed, and believes himself, to have
been thefession inguilty
party.to The
an attempt
shieldwife's
him conand
put herself in the light of a wrongdoer, is interrupted by the confession of
the real murderer, a man whom the dead
Van. Beekman had wronged some years
before.

remotely similar in "The Miracle Man."
In "The Easy Road" the star is a
novelist who has made a name for himself by potboiling. He marries wealth
and with his potboiling days over he
feels he can take time to write a masterpiece. But, secure against the financial
urge,
he
write.
wife
leaves himfinds
so he
thatcan't
he can
makeHis good.
He goes down the ladder and is about
to commit suicide when he is called upon
to rescue a blind girl from a watery
grave. He takes her to his studio. The
need of money is urgent and he begins
to write. He is successful. Then his wife
returns. At first she believes her sinister
sayscase
thatbutthere
anothercousin
womanwho
in the
she is
learns
that the woman is the blind girL The
reconciliation follows.
Old in theme and outline the story
carries little or no suspense. But it is
smoothly told and is satisfactorily directed by Tom Foreman although some
of the settings are of decided studio asMr. Meighan gets the most out of his
role. His leading woman is Gladys
George.
Lila Lee contributes a fine bit
pect.
of work as the blind girl.

THOMAS MEIGHAN IN'
THE EASY ROAD
(PARAMOUNT)
The generally smooth handling is
the saving grace of this picture
which is handicapped by a weak
and commonplace story. Will
probably please Meighan followers and pass as acceptable,
though light entertainment. Tom
Foreman is responsible for the
direction.

WITHOUT
LIMIT
(METRO)
Novel story with uncommon and impressive theme. Effectively and
beautifully picturized. A representative of the better type of
screen product. A George D.
Baker production made for Sawyer
and Lubin.
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The story is at fault here. It evidently
was selected not because of the merit
of the story itself but because it has for
its hero a type of character Mr. Meighan
seems to be expected to play, since he
made his big hit in a characterization
THE THEFT

SPECIAL CAST IN

"Without Limit" is another indication
of the trend toward the production of
pictures that deal in more than mere
superficialities. It is from the Saturday
Evening Post story "Temple Dusk," by
Calvin Johnston, and has excellent reason for picturization in a worth-while
thought which has been expressed in uncommon and unusually interesting screen

OF THE JEWELS

IN

OF

THE CHORUS
(REALART)
A society drama with a melodramatic tinge. The story of the
marriage of a man of wealth and
a chorus girl. Reasonably interesting and entertaining. Will
please the star's admirers, but add
little to her prestige. Herbert
Blache was the director.
The story of a Winter Garden star
who stepped from the chorus into the
lome of a wealthy husband, only to find
't a hotbed of malice directed at her,
gives Alice Brady her latest vehicle.
While it is by no means unattractive in
iny way, there is a dullness and stilt
ibout the whole that keeps it from being
.mything more than the ordinarily en:ertaining feature. It picks up a little
it the pinnacle of the dramatic climax,
.vhen the husband is believed to have
nurdered the man who was too devoted to

Scene from
"Outside and
the Wheeler
Law," inOakman.
which Priscilla
Deantheis Universal-Jewel
starred, supportedproduction,
by Lon Chaney
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terms. The thought is that there are
people outside as well as inside the temple of righteousness and that the only
real answer to true happiness is the
charitable spirit of brotherhood in the
toitunate toward the unfortunate.
This thought is expounded through a
gambler and a minister, two well contrasted figures, by the stand they take
in the case of a misguided boy and girl
and a materialistic Broadway roue. The
youth is the son of the minister. Having
fallen from grace he is helped back to
the status of manhood by the gambler.
The girl on the other hand is helped by
the minister because of his sense of duty.
Outwardly, the minister and the gambler
have different codes but beneath the surface the outcome shows that in their
brotherly spirit their religion is the same.
The regeneration of the boy and the
enlightenment of the girl are accomplished
dramatically. The generosity of the
philosophical gambler and the unselfish
sacrifices of the less worldly wise minister who lend helping hands to the unfortunates, touch a responsive chord, and
develop an unusual amount of heart interest. The conflict is supplied by the
materialistic roue. His persistent efforts
to set for naught the efforts of the gambler and the minister keep the outcome
a matter of suspense. The story catches
the interest at the outset and holds it
throughout.
The director, George D. Baker, has
put on the story with a fine appreciation
of dramatic values. Aad he has handled
his cast with fine understanding. The
characters live rather than simply move
through the story. Anna Q. Nilsson,
Robert Fraser, Robert Schable, Frank
Currier, Thomas W. Ross, these and in
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tact the whole cast offer splendid portrayals.
"Without Limit" is decidedly a worthwhile picture.
TOM MIX IN
THE ROAD
DEMON
(FOX)
One of the best automobile race
pictures ever screened, and one
which the majority of Mix admirers will consider his masterpiece. A cowboy motor car racer
in the Los Angeles-Phoenix road
races and speedway contests is
Mix's impersonation. Exceedingly good comedy and rarely
good photography.
Directed by
Lynn Reynolds, who also wrote
the story and the scenario.
Here is lively comedy-drama de luxe.
It is a far bigger boost towards the top
in
stardomhavethangiven
any him
of Mix's
previous
picturos
and one
that
will win him the attention and admiration of even that patronage that has
heretofore been indifferent to his efforts.
It offers a maximum of exciting fun and
action. It contains scenes that are some
of the best California and Arizona mountain and desert shots that the camera
has yet caught.
An unbridled racing
car careening madly around the desert
and in and out and roundabout a ranch.

Thomas Meighan and Gloria Swanson, two popular Paramount stars, pose for the
camera as they discuss the troubles of stars, which consist principally of income
tax returns, high rents and clothes. Tom is bearing up well
under it all. Not
so Gloria, however.
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carrying all obstacles in its wake, is in
describably amusing. The racing scenes
are very realistic and particularly thrilling. These were taken at the roadway
races between Los Angeles and Phoenix.
Some of them are caught at an altitude
which shows the winding mountain
roads, level above level, with the racing
cars speeding over them. The speedothers.way at Phoenix supplies the setting for
Mix, as "Hup" Higgins, a cowboy,
comes into ownership of a racing car
when it is exchanged, with several parts
missing, for his horse, which is blind.
He galivants about the desert with no
control over its mad cavorting, halting
it only after fellow cowpunchers shoot
the gas tank full of holes. Later, repremanufacturersenting
who is O'Malley,
trying a tomotor
land car
an important
Japanese contract, he enters the races.
A frame-up
on thealmost
part
of
his rivals against
and his O'Malley
other drivers
results disastrously for him, but Mix
wins saves
the race
and the girl in the case
and
the day.
Claire Anderson plays the part of PaO'Malley,
Hup's
sweetheart.
Lloyd
Bacon tricia
is the
rival
driver.
Harold Goodwin, the new Fox star, is in the cast. AH
give good support.
SPECIAL CAST IN
ANNABEL
LEE
(JOAN)
This feature has little action and
scarcely any heart interest, despite the fact that it purports to
be based on Edgar Allen Poe's
poemmakers
"Annabel
The
of thisLee."
picture acknowledge the debt to the immortal Edgar Allen Poe for the idea and for many of
the captions. But there the debt ends. It
is said to be based on Poe's poem "Annabel Lee," but to associate the poet's
name and his exquisite poem with this
production is a rank injustice.
The picture standing on its own merits may be termed an ordinary program
attraction. But taking unto itself the
name of Edgar Allen Poe, with the idea,
presumably, of using it for exploitation
purposes, is wrong. It is this kind of
high-handed doings which bring upon
the motion picture industry the ire and
the righteous indignation of cultured
The direction is not always adequate,
people.with the exception ot a few beautiand
ful exteriors, the sets and the lightings
fail to convey the idea of wealth and
culture, and delicate refinement.
The some
cast very
includes
who
does
good Jack
work O'Brien,
as the virile
David Martin, who loves and in the end
marries Annabel Lee; Lorraine Harding,
Florida Kingsley, and others.
The story to all appearances is a sad
dilation on Poe's poem. It has to do
with the unflinching love, in spite of
everything, of Annabel Lee, a wealthy
girl, and David Martin, a poor but proud
fisherman, given to writing poetry. Annabel's father believes the love of the
young people is a passing fancy so he
separates them for one year. If at the
end of that time they still love he will
raise no objection. David departs to salvage the treasure that went down with
his father's ship years ago. He is ship- ,
wrecked, but is rescued from a desert
island and returns in time to win Annabel Lee back to him and away from the
wealthy publisher seeking her hand.
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SPECIAL CAST IX
WHAT'S

WORTH
WHILE
(PARAMOUNT)
A rather slow moving drama of the
East and West, of snobbery and
flannel shirts. A lesson for girls
who demand a veneer of society
on their husbands. A Lois Weber
production.
This is the. story of a snobbish young
woman who ultimately comes to her true
self and discovers that diamonds in the
rough are sometimes more valuable than
the polished stones.
The story is fairly well told, but seems
to require an excess of sub-titles to get
over the situations.
Lois Weber has painted her characters
with a delicate brush, but for the average
audience, the action is possibly too psychological where the physical would have
been more appreciated.
The story in brief concerns a rich
young girl who goes West and meets a
young rancher who is the idol of his community. Love develops on both sides
but the girl decides that her husband
must have the polish and veneer of the
men of her set in the East. In order to
become her husband the Westerner is
taken on a tour of Europe for refining
purposes and comes back to marry her
very much the effete Continental gentleman. She realizes that to her he has
lost something of his charm and when
she thinks she discovers him in an intrigue with her beautiful cousin, she decides that the only solution to get him
back- to his own self is to have him return to his original environment in the
West. By feigning ill health, she persuades him to do so. and gradually before her eyes he becomes the man that
she first fell in love with. Later it develops that her husband had been overdoing the part of the Eastern gentleman
in order to teach his young wife a lesson,
and to convince her that his standards
were the true standards rather than the
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dictates
drawing-rooms to which
she had of
beentheaccustomed.
Claire Windsor is seen as the girl;
Louis Calhern. formerly a Morosco leading man, is the Westerner. Others in the
cast are Edwin Stevens, Mona Lisa and
Arthur Stewart Hull.
PAULINE
ROADS

FREDERICK

IN

OF DESTINY
(GOLDWYN)
Frank
Lloyd's screen version of
Channing Pollock's play, based on
the story of the same name, by O.
Henry. A series of episodes with
excellent entertainment value giving Pauline Frederick splendid
opportunities for emotional acting.
This vehicle is at the same time suggestive of the recent Fox production.
"While Xew York Sleeps" and "Eyes of
Youth," in which Clara Kimball Young
starred. Through a series of dreams, it
shows to the hero the impossibility of
escaping the course destined by Fate, no
matter to what ends of the world one
may go.
The locale is diversified, giving the
audience a wide range of entertainments.
The original setting is in a small country
town. One dream moves the characters
to Alaska, with the climax in a Yukon
dance hall, and another takes them to
the Long Island home of the wolf of
Wall Street, while a third shows what
would happen if the characters remained
in their original environment. There are
two murders and a suicide, but the spectator realizes that it is simply a dream,
with Fate pointing the way. and they are
therefore not repulsive. We see the same
characters, true to type, playing different
roles in various parts of the world, which
presents a rather interesting stud}- in
psychology.
The picture is somewhat of a novelty
and will be relished on that account.
Pauline Frederick gives her usual fine
character portrayal, playing three different roles. She is called upon to do some
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highly emotional acting and into each
character she puts the necessary verve
and vitality in order that the characters
may seem convincing.
John Bowers plays the role of the man
to whom Fate points the way. Jane
Xovak is convincing as the ingenue
heroine. Hardee Kirkland has a strong
character bit. Willard Louis supplies the
humor, and others in the cast are Richard Tucker and Maude George.
THE

DOG DOCTOR
(UXIVERSAL)
There is one of the cleverest bull dogs
ever shown upon the screen in this tworeel Universal comedy. He does everything but talk and what few human
actors there are in the picture have very
little to do with it and furnish but a
small amount of the comedy. The picture
opens with Harry Sweet attempting to
stop
a trolleyit car
side because
is sowhich
true tohaslife,itsbutfunnythe
dog furnishes the big punch to the following scenes. He calls for a little black
puppy thatbulanceisand arriving
ill, loads at
him the
into hospital,
an amtucks him into bed. He feeds the other
dog patients and apprehends a thief that
attempts to steal the puppy. The action
is swift and sure and it is a picture that
will
the youngsters and please all
loversdelight
of dogs.
Pioneer to Distribute
"The
Forgottenand
Woman"
In America
Canada
Pioneer Film Corporation has obtained
"The
Woman"
distribution
in theForgotten
United States
and for
Canada.
The
production will receive special attention
from all departments of Pioneer.
Sargent Productions of California produced the picture. Pauline Starke is featured. It is claimed that a great expenditure of money was made on the picture.
President A. E. Lefcourt of Pioneer
says thatrunner ofthe
picture
is only
a "foreothers
in the
super-feature
class which will be released during 1921
under the Pioneer banner." .

Hodkinson Corp., and starring
Two scenes from "The Breaking Point" a J. L. Frothingham
Bessie production,
Barriscale. distributed by W. W.
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"WhatVERDICTS
the
Picture
Did
For
ON FILMS
IN LANGUAGE
OF EXHIBITOR

Me"

Copyright, 1921
You are especially invited to contribute regularly to this department.
It is a co-operative service FOR THE BENEFIT OF EXHIBITORS.
TELL US WHAT THE PICTURE DID FOR YOU and read in the HERALD every week what the picture
did for the other fellow, thereby getting the only possible guide to box office values. Address "What The
Picture Did For Me." EXHIBITORS HERALD. 417 S. Dearborn St.. Chicago.
First National
Married Life, a Mack Sennett production.— More laughs than there are red
ants at a picnic. If you can't make
' money on this one go out and hang yourself, for you are no showman. — O. E.
i Moore, Portland Theatre Company,
Portland, Tenn.
Good References, with Constance Talmadge. — Good puller. Very pleasing. —
A. C. Evans, Opera House, Greensboro.
Ala. — Neighborhood patronage.
Peaceful Valley, with Charles Ray. —
Fine picture. Ray extra good. Not a
kick on this. Keep Ray in the rube
roles. — F. C. Burr & Son, Orpheum theatre, Lancaster, Wis. — Neighborhood patronage.
Married Life, a Mack Sennett production.— A good slapstick comedy and a
good box office attraction that will give
satisfaction to the majority. — F. L.
Clarke, Cozy theatre, Hazen, Ark. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Unseen Forces, with a special cast. — A
good picture with a good moral. It satisfied our patrons. — C. E. Power, Power
theatre, North Branch, Minn. — Small
town patronage.
Two Weeks, with Constance Talmadge. — A prize winner. Had more
comments on this than any picture for a
long time. Constance draws out those
who aim to attend only the best nights. —
W. L. Beebe, Opera House, Manito, 111. —
Small town patronage.
Go and Get It, a Marshall Neilan production.— Fine photography. An appealing love story. Intensely interesting. Well developed and a corking good
special. — P. E. Moore, Portland Theatre
Company, Portland, Tenn.
Nomads of the North, with a special
cast.— Even better than The River's End.
A picture any exhibitor should boost. —
A. S. Widaman, Centennial theatre, Warsaw, Ind.
The Jack-Knife Man, a King Vidor
production. — A splendid picture for any
audience. A good lesson. — G. G. Nutter,
Royal theatre, Republic, Kan. — Small
town patronage. The Love Expert, with Constance Talmadge. — This star is one of the real
comedians. Her pictures all clean, full
of laughs and beat any so-called comedies, and this picture beats them all for
novelty as well as comedy. — Fred W.
Wells, Star theatre, Milford, Mich. —
Small town patronage.
Passion's —Playground,
with Katherine
MacDonald.
Fine. Pleased
them all
and drew me a little extra business. —
G. F. Rediske, Star theatre, Ryegate,
Mont. — Small town patronage.
|production.
In the Heart
AllanforDwan
— Weof adidFool,
not ancare
this
one. Rather daring at this time to use. —
C. E. Power, Power theatre, North

Branch, Minn. — Neighborhood patronage.
Curtain, with Katherine MacDonald. —
Average business. Pleasing story. Fine
production. — A. C. Evans, Opera House,
Greensboro, Ala. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Jack-Knife Man, a King Vidor
production. — One of the best pictures
ever run here. Pleased everybody. —
Fred Frisbie, Croxton theatre, Angola,
Ind. — Neighborhood patronage.
In Search of a Sinner, with Constance
Talmadge. — This is some picture. In
spite of bad weather we packed them in
to capacity.
Book Business
it. You good.
can't 15c
go
wrong
on Connie.
and 20c— W. F. Baker, Boone Way theatre, Mt. Vernon, Ky. — General patronage.
The River's End, a Marshall Neilan
production. — Did not get to see it personally. Eevrybody seemed highly pleased.
I judge from the way it was received it
must have been 100 per cent entertainment.— J. C. Jenkins, Auditorum theatre,
Xeligh, Neb. — Small town patronage.
Two Weeks, with Constance Talmadge.
— One of the best Talmadges we have
run. Satisfied 100 per cent.— L. P.
Lewis, Lone Star theatre, Jasper, Tex. —
Small town patronage.
Old Dad, with Mildred Davis.— About
on a par with her other pictures. !Nf il^^nnninmiiiifiiiHiitiiiiinniiiiiiiiiciiiiiiiiuHniTitiTiiicitiiiuiiiiriiiiiiiijiiiiiuiuuiiiiiiHUiiiiHifuuimfniii'^
| Some That
Have Made
Us Money

dred does not draw for us. — C. E. Power,
Power theatre, North Branch, Minn. —
Small town patronage.
Tarzan of the Apes, with Elmo Lincoln.— Wonderful. Don't waste time attracting children. They will flock in.
Go after the high-class who think it is
serial stuff. Tell them of the fine English scenes, the strong plot, of finished
acting of Thomas Jefferson and others.
Something for every kind of fan. We
ran Hawaiian stringed orchestra (no
piano).
Music fitted
"T."patrons
Runningat
fire of applause.
Sea toofa new
40c and 20c— Philip Rand, Rex theatre,
Salmon, Idaho. — Small town patronage.
The Thunderbolt, with Katherine MacDonald.— I screened this picture and
then refused to show it to my audience
because of a glaring suggestive scene.
The story is weak and has for its basic
idea race suicide. Why a director will
inject as strong a suggestion in a picture as is shown in this one is beyond
my comprehension. Will the time never
come when directors will turn their attention to decency?— J. C. Jenkins, Auditorium theatre, Neligh, Neb.— Small town
patronage.
The Turning Point, with Katherine
MacDonald. — A sure misfire. This was
so slow that it hurt business. Booked
it for two days, but took it off the second
night. Jenkins of Neligh was right. —
B. C. Brown, Star theatre, Viroqua, Wis.
Don't Ever Marry, a Marshall Neilan
production. — One of the very best. The
freckled faced boy pulls for me. A box
office winner. — G. G. Nutter. Royal theronage.atre. Republic, Kan. — Small town pat-

The River's End, a Marshall Neilan
| production.
— This picture is old release,
but did not hurt its drawing power, as
we had big and well-pleased patronage. ,
In fact. I was told by many that it was
| 1. My Husband's Other 1 the
best picture ever shown here. — New
Cozy theatre,
Winchester, Ind. — Neigh12. In Wif
borhood patronage.
|
Olde. Kentucky.
| 3. In Search of a Sinner. |
Bill Apperson's Boy, with Jack Pickford. — Good drama. Personally I liked
| 4. The Blue Moon.
it,
failed to please the audience. —
| 5. The Shepherd of the § L. but
P. Lewis, Lone Star theatre, Jasper,
Tex. — Small town patronage.
The Thunderbolt, with Katherine Macls.
Hil
|
| 6. Pirate Gold
Donald.— Good average picture. — G. G.
| 7. Ruth of the Rockies. I Nutter. Royal theatre. Republic, Kan. —
Small town patronage.
| 8. The Week-End.
In Wrong, with Jack Pickford. — A
| 9. Down on the Farm.
good program picture. — Peter Krauth.
1 10. The Mollycoddle.
Denison theatre, Denison, la. — Neighborhood patronage.
111. When the Clouds Roll I
The
Idol
Dancer, a D. W. Griffith pro1
Bv.
duction.— This went over very good. Did
not raise prices and my patrons were
— B. C. Brown, Star theatre,
1
You The'Wonder
arc safe in booking
1 12.
Man.any of i satisfied.
Viroqua, Wis.
I these as they are all winners.
McClure & Faulkner,
The River's End, a Marshall Neilan
Comique Theatre, | production. — Great. One hundred per
cent production. Business only fair, but
Jamesport, Mo. ] no fault of picture. Pleased those who
^muimimiiui iTtiiiiniiniiitiaiiiiiiiiiHfiiiiiiiuiiiaiiiiiiititititiiiiii'niiiiiiiiniit'tiu!! n.-nnrnn tiutmrnif tiTS saw it. Had strong competition. — T. N
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theatre, Jola, Kan. —
er, Elite
Magrudorhood
patronage.
Neighb
Human Desire, with Anita Stewart.dy.—
Good picture. Pleased nearly everybo
—Fred Frisbie, Croxton theatre, Angola,
— Neighborhood patronage.
amental Wife, with ConA Temper
stance Talmadge.— Pleased a Sunday
night crowd. Patrons still telling me
—
that it was a dandy. Connie is there.
George E. Taylor, Idle Hour theatre,
ge.
Dunlap, la. — Neighborhood patrona
Good References, with Constance Talmade. — It is only Connie who can get
away with this kind of pictures. Played
two days to fair business. Factories still
closed. Falling off of patronage is
for
getting terrible, but here is hoping
better days— William W. Roob, Grand
theatre, Port Washington, Wis. — General
patronage.
The Fighting Shepherdess, with Anita
Stewart. — This is an exceptionally good
but the scenes showing the
picture, woman
drunken
are not very pleasant to
view — Peter Krauth, Dcnison theatre.
Denison, la. — Neighborhood patronage.
Fox
If I Were King, with William Farntim. — Eight reels. This was another
good Farnum picture. Classed as a
special.— H. J. McBcth, Gem theatre,
Ord, Neb.
The White Moll, with Pearl WhiteNew York crook play. Good cast and
capable actress, but did not please our
customers. My patrons do not enjoy
crook plays. — Edwin Lake, Lake theatre,
Baker, Mont.
The White Moll, with Pearl White.—
This is a good picture, if your patrons
like crook plays. This is in eight reels,
which is about two too many. — C. S.
Ford, Princess theatre, Reinbeck, la. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Drag Harlan, with William Farnum. —
Well acted picture that pleased big
house for me. — Hackett & Krauss,
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Hackett's theatre, Port Gibson, Miss. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Fire-Brand Trevison, with Buck Jones.
— A dandy good Western. Buck Jones
is sure coming to the front. — John Aden,
Rialto theatre, Terrill, la. — Neighborhood patronage.
Love's Harvest, with Shirley Mason. —
Boys,
here'sfamily
one of
the whole
willthose
enjoy.pictures
Shirleythatis
O. K. — Olen Reynolds, Pearl theatre,
Hymera, Ind. — Small town patronage.
The Mountain Woman, with Pearl
White. — This was a good picture. Star
good, but does not draw very good. —
H. J. McBeth, Gem theatre, Ord, Neb.—
Neighborhood patronage.
From Now On, with George Walsh. —
Too long and tiresome. Seven reels entirely too much, unless you have something really big. Will just get by if you
don't advertise it too strong. — F. L.
Clarke, Cozy theatre, Hazen, Ark. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Girl of My Heart, with Shirley Mason.
— A very nice picture. Not big, but a
good program picture. — Spalding Bros.,
Gem theatre,
Taylorville, III — Neighborhood patronage.
The Cyclone, with Tom Mix. — Our
best drawing card. They come regardless of weather. Theatre always packed
when we play Mix. His acting is real.
No faking and his horse is most as good
as Tom. — Fred W. Wells, Star theatre,
Milford, Mich. — Small town patronage.
Partners of Fate, with Louise Lovely.
— Rather weak when it comes to drama.
Star and very good cast save this from
being mediocre. — W. H. Creal, Suburban
theatre, Omaha, Neb. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Her Honor, the Mayor, with Eileen
Percy. — Will pass. This is my last Fox
picture. They have nearly ruined my
business. May be all right for a city, but
no good for small "berg." — G. F. Rcdiske,
Ryegate, Mont. — Small town patronage,
age.
The White Moll, with Pearl White.—
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I see in Exhihitors. Herald that some say
The White Moll is no good. I ran this
feature on a poor night and packed them
in on it. It is a little long. Nine reels,
but it is a good picture. — A. E. Berlin,
Grand theatre, Rock Falls, 111.
The Cheater Reformed, with William
Russell. — A splendid picture. Cannot be
classed with the conventional crook
stories, but is special in every sense of
the word. Clever story. Star and cast
put this over with a bang. — W. H. Creal,
Suburban theatre, Omaha, Neb. — Neighborhood patronage.
Prairie Trails, with Tom Mix. — Great
Mix certainly shoots them up in this picture. He does some stunts in this picture.— Hackett & Krauss, Hackett's theatre, Port Gibson, Miss. — Neighborhood
;>atronage.
Fire-Brand Trevison, with Buck
Jones. — Good. Pleased my crowd immensely. Push this hard. You will
make no mistake. — F. L. Clarke, Cozy
theatre, Hazen, Ark. — Neighborhood
patronage.
The Texan and Prairie Trails, with
Tom Mix. — We claim that these are the
best Mix pictures ever made. Full of
good, clean fun, thrills and action. Be
sure and show these if your people like
Westerns. — W. H. Creal. Suburban theronage.atre, Omaha, Neb. — Neighborhood patFire-Brand Trevison, with Buck Jones.
— Buck Jones is sure going to the front
in his features, as you could not want a
better Western than this one. — A. &
Berlin, Grand theatre, Rock Falls, 111.
The Beast, with George Walsh.— Very
poor story,
because itand
is a Arizona
false representation of Arizona
times.
This might go East, but not here.—
Giacoma Bros., Crystal theatre, Tombstone, Ariz. — General patronage.
The Last of the Duanes, with William
Farnum. — Seven-reel Western picture. It
filled the house and pleased the audience,
as they like Farnum in his Westerns. —
E. M. Stewart, My theatre, Indianapolis,
Ind. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Cyclone, with Tom Mix. — Not the
best Mix picture I have run, but will
draw the fans. — C. S. Ford, Princess theronage.atre, Reinbeck, la. — Neighborhood patThe Man Who Dared, with William
Russell. — A special on your program.
Push it and clean up. You can't go
wrong on this. — F. L. Clarke, Cozy theronage.
atre, Hazen, Ark. — Neighborhood patThe Scuttlers, with William Farnum.—
Just a fair picture. Not as good as Drag
Harlan.
People
for
Farnum in
sea don't
stories.seem
— W. toH.careCreal,
Suburban borhood
theatre,
Omaha,
Neb.—
Neighpatronage.
Shod With Fire, with William Russell.— Little old, but a good, clean Westpicture.
Auditorium
theatre, Carleton, ernNeb.
— —Small
town patronage.
The Spirit
withplease.
Madlaine
Traverse.
— ThisofoneGood,
did not
Too
much profanity and rough stuff before
The Spirit of Good showed up. Might
be all right if your patrons like the type.
— C. H. Thomas, Community theatre,
Galva, la. — Small town patronage.
Three Gold Coins, with Tom Mix.—
Another good Mix. One of the best we
have run. Mix, Buck Jones and Farbusiin theHazen,
the best
ness.—num,F. three
L. ofClarke,
Cozystars
theatre,
Ark. — Neighborhood patronage.
Sink or Swim, with George Walsh.—
Here is a feature. Yon can advertise to
the limit of this, as you will sure show
your people a real feature in this. They
will ask you for more like this one. —
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A. E. Berlin, Grand theatre, Rock Falls,
111.
The Feud, with Tom Mix. — Boys, hop
to this one. Mix is sure at his best.
Mix is well liked here. — J. L. Xaiman,
Lyric theatre, Alexandria, Neb. — Neighborhood patronage.
Wings of the Morning, with William
Farnum. — A really fine picture. Great
acting and many changing scenes. — Fred
W. Wells, Star theatre, Milford, Mich. —
Small town patronage.
Riders of the Purple Sage, with William Farnum. — A very good picture,
liked by all who saw it. Also played
The Rainbow Trail, which all liked. —
John Aden, Rialto theatre, Terrill, la. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Wings of the Morning, with William
Farnum. — Another knockout for Farnum. A sea story in which this star
excells all previous efforts, and one that
will satisfy. — F. L. Clarke, Cozy theatre.
Hazen, Ark. — Neighborhood patronage.
Camille of the Yukon, with Miriam
Cooper. — Here is a good Northern picture with all the trimmings of the dance
hall and snow scenes. — Olen Reynolds.
Pearl theatre. Hymera, Ind. — Small town
patronage.
Wolves of the Night, with W illiam
Farnum. — This is a fine picture; it is the
best to my notion that we ever played.
Farnum sure draws for me. — John L.
Naiman, Lyric theatre, Alexandria, Neb.
) — Neighborhood patronage.
The Deadline, with George Walsh.— To
use the verdict of our patrons, it is
"some picture" with some "real acting." —
R. O. Rhoades, Orpheum theatre. Converse. Ind. — Small town patronage.
The Texan, with Tom Mix.— This is
sure one of Tom Mix's best pictures.
Played it on my poorest night and packed
them in. — A. E. Berlin, Grand theatre.
Rock Falls, 111. — Small town patronage.
Wings of the Morning, with William
Farnum. — This is not a Western picture,
but you can boost it, for it is good. — C.
S. Ford, Princess theatre, Reinbeck, la. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Three Gold Cobs, with Tom Mix. —
This is the best one we have had of Tom
Mix to date. — Olen Reynolds, Pearl theatre, Hymera, Ind. — Small town patronage.
The Man Who Dared, with William
Russell. — A very good picture. One that
will please everybody. Comments verygood. — A. E. Berlin, Grand theatre, Rock
Falls, I1L
Goldwyn
Stop Thief, with Tom Moore. — A good
comedy-drama. You can assure your patrons satisfaction with this offering. — B.
C. Brown, Star theatre, Viroqua, Wis.
Going Some, with a special cast. — Another one of those good Goldwyn pictures that makes them come out telling
you how much they liked it. Pleased 100
percent and big business. — B. F. Sharp.
Tumble In theatre, Sinton, Tex. — Rural
patronage.
It's a Great
Life,andwithbusiness
a specialsatisfaccast. —
Picture
pleased
1 idry. Nuf sed. — John Hafner. Princess
theatre. Donora, Pa. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Slim Princess, with Mabel Normand.— Ihad seen some bad reports oh
this picture, and was prepared for not
likine it, but to my surprise my patrons
all liked it and said so. and it drew a
big house against The Great Redeemer
and Fatty Arbuckle. — Eugene Saunders,
•Palace
patronage.theatre, Harvard, III.— General
The Revenge of Tarzan, with Gene
Pollar. — This was way below the other
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— This one is the worst we have had in
a year. Stay off of it or use the soft
pedal.— C. T. Metcalf, Opera House.
Greenfield, 111. — Small town patronage.
The Turn of the Wheel, with Geraldine
Farrar. — Fair. Failed to draw. Pleased
T5 per cent.— G. F. Rediske, Star theronage.atre, Ryegate, Mont.— Small town pat-

Scene
from "Don't
Wife,**at
a Gertrude
AthertonXe^leet
story Tour
produced
the Goldwyn studios on the West Coast.
"Tarzan" pictures. Not nearly as good
as Tarzan of the Apes and The Romance
of Tarzan. — John Naiman, Lyric theatre.
Alexandria. Neb. — Neighborhood patronage.
Jes' Call Me Jim, with Will Rogers. —
A 100 per cent picture. Drew good business. Clean as a whistle. Wish we could
get more like this one. — C. E. Power,
Power theatre, North Branch, Minn. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Stop Thief, with Tom Moore. — A most
improbable picture and the poorest this
good star has appeared in for some time.
— A. S. Widaman, Centennial theatre,
Warsaw, Ind.
WHAT HAPPENED TO ROSA,
with Mabel Normand. — Mabel Normand's average. She is losing ground.
High time she gets back under Sennett's wing.
Neither seems to be
able to produce another MICKEY
without the other. — John Hafner,
Princess theatre, Donora, Pa.
The Truth, with Madge Kennedy. — A
good picture and well acted. — C. S. Ford.
Princess theatre. Reinbeck. Ia. — Neighborhood patronage.
Jes'
Call
with Will
—
I advertisedMe inJim,
advance
the Rogers.
fact that
here was a good one and even the
preachers said it was a perfect picture.
If all were as good as this, exhibitors
would have no worry. — B. C. Brown,
Star theatre. Viroqua, Wis.
The Strange Boarder, with Will
Rogers. — First time for star here, and he
made quite a hit. Picture will please
everybody but the wild West crowd. Will
be glad to get Rogers again. — F. L.
Clarke. Cozy theatre. Hazen. Ark. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Toby's isBow,
Moore.
Tom
Moore
the with
best Tom
one of
the — three
Moores. This one was all right. — Olen
Reynolds, Pearl theatre, Hymera, Ind. —
Small town patronage.
The Little Shepherd of Kingdom
Come, with Jack Pickford.— Excellent.
Patrons still talking about it. Book it.
as you are sure to please patrons and
send them away satisfied. — Merle E.
Rhoda. Palace theatre. Royalton, Minn.
— Small town patronage.
Help Yourself, with Madge Kennedy.

The Girl From Outside, with a special
cast.— Of its kind it's the best. All the
Rex Beach productions are exceptionally good.— Nelson H. Floyd. Princess
theatre. Okolona. Miss. — Neighbor
hood
patronage.
Heart of the Sunset, with a special
cast. — This was fine. Give us more like
this. Many compliments on this one. —
John L. Naiman, Lyric theatre, Alexandria, Neb. — Neighborhood patronage.
High Pockets, with Louis Benniston. —
Bennison very good in all I have used. —
Sudie I. Haney, Liberty theatre, Des
Moines, N. M. — Small town patronage.
Lord and Lady Algy, with Tom Moore.
— Just a fair program picture. — C. S.
Ford. Princess theatre, Reinbeck, Ia. —
Neighborhood patronage.
The City of Comrades, with Tom
Moore. — This went over good. Tom
Moore very satisfactory star. — Will H.
Bremer, New Cozy theatre, Winchester,
•
In
d.
The Street
Called Straight, with
a
special cast. — An exceptionally good picture. Held interest throughout and
proved
a worthy entertainment. — B. C.
Brown, Star
theatre, Viroqua, Wis.
The Test of Honor, with John Barrvmore. — An excellent production. Acting
of Barrymore is superb. Received manv
compliments on this picture. — J. Herbert
Talbert, Legion theatre, Norwich, Kan.—
Small town patronage.
One of the Finest, with Tom Moore.—
\ ery good, as is the usual case with all
Moore pictures, although not one of his
latest. Star draws better with each picture.—Merle E. Rhoda. Palace theatre.
Royalton, Minn. — Small town patronage.
Pinto, with Mabel Normand. — This is
a pretty good one, but Mabel Normand
is no drawing card any more with her
class of pictures.— Olen Reynolds, Pearl
ronage.
theatre. Hymera, Ind. — Small town patHeart of the Sunset, with Anna Q.
Nillison. — An old one, but a sure good
one that will please any audience. — Dr.
F. M. Childs. Cozy theatre, Villisca, Ia. —
Neighborhood patronage.
The Street Called Straight, with a special cast. — This is a very good picture,
but it failed to go over at our theatre. —
Fred S. Meyer, Palace theatre, Hamilton, O.— Transient patronage.
The Pest, with Mabel Normand.— The
very worst picture I have ever had. —
Will H. Bremer, New Cozy theatre,
Winchester, Ind. — Neighborhood patronage.The Street Called Straight, with a special cast. — A good picture with a good
moral, and should please any audience.
Played it at 13c and 27c and pleased mv
people. — H. A. Wishard. Wishard theatre, Bloomfield, Ia. — Home patronage.
Hodkinson
The Coast of Opportunity, with J.
Warren Kerrigan. — Pleased well-filled
houses. Offers something different in
thriller class. Well acted. Climax
comes before audience is permitted to
become bored, as is the case with many
such films. A good average picture. —
Harold F. Wendt, Rivoli theatre, Toledo. O.— Downtown patronage.
The Kentucky Colonel, with a special
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Scene from the Selznick feature,
"Poor starring
Dear Margaret
current
vehicle. Kirby," Elaine Hammerstein's
cast. — Better than a lot of so-called
supers.thingDon't
afraid
bookareany-as
Hodkinsonbeputs
out. toThey
good as any made and better than most.
— Nelson H. Floyd, Princess theatre,
Okolona, Miss. — Neighborhood patronage.
The U. P. Trail, with a special cast—
Very
good.picture
It's a tolong
I got
a Western
drawtime
big since
and satisfy
the patrons at the same time. The U. P.
Trail has done both. — John Hafner,
Princess theatre, Donora, Pa. — Neigh;
borhood patronage.
No. 99, with J. Warren Kerrigan. —
Great picture. Just the kind Kerrigan
should be given. Fair business Monday
and Tuesday. Better Friday and Saturday picture. — T. E. Walton, National
theatre, New Bedford, Mass. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Kentucky Colonel, with a special
cast. — Not a special, but a good picture. —
C. S. Ford, Princess theatre, Reinbeck,
la. — Neighborhood patronage.
Riders of the Dawn, with Roy Stewart.
— A good picture, but will not draw any
more than any other Western picture.
Poor paper on this picture. — Olen
Reynolds, Pearl theatre, Hymera, Ind.
Desert Gold, with E. K. Lincoln. —
This sure went over big for two nights.
A fine picture. — John L. Naiman, Lyric
theatre, Alexandria, Neb. — Neighborhood
patronage.
The Harvest Moon, with Doris Kenyon. — When they get better than this
they are out of regular program pictures
class. Some of my patrons said it was
the best picture they ever saw, and they
have seen the best. Admission, 15c and
25c. — Nelson H. Floyd, Princess theatre,
Okolona, Miss. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Silent Barrier, with a special cast.
— About 50-50. Only good on an off day.
— John Hafner, Princess theatre, Donora,
Pa. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Sagebrusher, with Roy Stewart. —
Good picture to a good crowd. — C. S.
Ford, Princess theatre, Reinbeck, la. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Down Home, with a special cast —

Fine. Worth more than regular admission.— Nelson H. Floyd, Princess theronage.atre, Oklona, Miss. — Neighborhood patThe Lone Wolf's Daughter, with
Louise Glaum. — This picture went over
in real nice style, and gave universal
satisfaction. Played to good business for
three days. — Fred S. Meyer, Palace theatre, Hamilton, Ohio. — Transient patronage.
Metro
Clothes, with a special cast. — Not a
special by any means, but very good. —
Nelson H. Floyd, Princess theatre, Okolona, Miss. — Neighborhood patronage.
Burning Daylight, with Mitchell Lewis.
— Did not please over 20 per cent of audience. Top price, 40c. — Giacorna Bros.,
Crystal
theatre, Tombstone, Ariz. — General patronage.
The Great Redeemer, with a special
cast. — Very good picture, and drew big. —
John Hafner, Princess theatre, Donora,
Pa. — Neighborhood patronage.
Burning Daylight, with a special cast. —
They were well pleased with this one. —
L. A. Hasse, Majestic theatre, Mauston,
Wis.
Alias Jimmy Valentine, with Bert Lytell. — This one should have been the
greatest box office value I have ever had,
but a great many maintained that they
had seen it and there was no use to try
to talk them out of it They had seen
the old World picture of the same name
a few years ago. — Will H. Bremer, New
Cozy theatre, Winchester, Ind.
Please Get Married, with Viola Dana.
— Extremely silly. Unappreciated by
churchgoers. — P. E. Moore, Portland
Theatre Co., Portland, Tenn.
Please Get Married, with Viola Dana.
— This is fine. Made my people laugh,
and that's the kind we need. My patrons told me it was fine. — W. W. Woltz,
Star theatre,
hood patronage.Lake City, la. — NeighborAlias Jimmy Valentine, with Bert Lytell. — Good, but not as good as Wallace
Reid was in the subject. — Hackett &
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Krauss, Hackett's theatre, Port Gibson,
Miss. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Walk-Offs, with May Allison.— A
good program picture. May is popular
here. Always draws. — W. L. Beebe,
Opera House, Manito, 111. — Small town
patronage.
Lombardi, Ltd., with Bert Lytell.—
Would advise the small town exhibitor to
let
it alone. forThisus."dago"
don'tgood
go
in pictures
Lytellstuff
is too
an actor to appear in such stories. What
a pity to waste film like this. Stay off. —
McClure & Faulkner, Comique theatre,
Jamesport, Mo. — Neighborhood patronage. THE WILLOW TREE, with
Viola Dana. — This was sent us free
for our European Benefit, and we
were showered with compliments by
our patrons. A beautiful Japanese
story with a good ending and such a
darling little star that only the
grouches would kick on it. — Mrs.
Lloyd Junkins, Queen theatre, Aspermont, Tex.
Alias Jimmy Valentine, with Bert Lytell.— A dandy good feature. One that
will please them all. — F. C. Burr & Son,
Orphcum theatre, Lancaster, Wis.—
Neighborhood patronage.
Madame Peacock, with Nazimova. —
Wonderful acting, but so much posing
that it is absolutely sickening. This picture ruineda herspecial.
drawing
power H.here.Floyd,
It's
far from
— Nelson
Princess theatre, Okolona, Miss. —
Neighborhood patronage.
A Chorus Girl's Romance, with Viola
Dana. — A real comedy-drama. In The
Brat class and just as good. Get it and
go
as far asyour
you audience.
like on it— and
won't
disappoint
O. you
E. Pierce,
Theatorium theatre, Portland, Ind. —
Neighborhood patronage.
The Walk-Offs, with May Allison.—
This is a clever, clean comedy-drama.
Pleases any kind of audience. — W. W.
Woltz, Star theatre, Lake City, la.—
Neighborhood patronage.
A Chorus Girl's Romance, with Viola
Dana. — It will be hard to find an audiwill picture.
not delight.
first
class ence
andthat athisclean
— B. C. It's
Brown,
Star theatre, Viroqua, Wis.
The Willow Tree, with Viola Dana.—
Pleased large audience. — Fred Frisbie,
Croxton borhood
theatre,
patronage. Angola, Ind. — NeighFair and Warmer, with May Allison.
—Faulkner,
A prettyComique
good picture.
— McClure
theatre,
Jamesport,&
Mo. — Neighborhood patronage.
Dangerous to Men, with Viola Dana.—
Very good picture. Peppy in spots, but
drew good business on second night. —
O. W. Jastram, Strand theatre, Pecatonica, 111. — Small town patronage.
Paramount
Brewster's Millions, with Fatty Arbuckle. — This is a great comedy. Fatty
at his best. Played it two weeks and had
a packed house every day. — James D.
Isis patronage.
theatre, Indianapolis, Ind.
—Kennedy,
Downtown
The Life of the Party, with Roscoe
Arbuckle.— Better than The Round-Up,
but disappointing to lots of Arbuckle
fans who remember the old slapstick
comedies. A good picture. — F. L. Clarke,
Cozy hood
theatre,
patronage. Hazen, Ark. — NeighborHuckleberry Finn, with a special cast.
— We felt rather shaky the day before
we showed this. We felt sure we would
lose owing to the slump in business.
However, we turned them away half an
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hour after opening which tells the story.
Not a wonderful picture, but a wonderful drawing card. — W. H. Creal, Suburban theatre, Omaha, Nebr. — Neighborhood patronage.
Why Change Your Wife? a Cecil B.
DeMille production. — Great picture in
spite of bad weather. Paramount exploitation man put this one over to a
great business. Advanced prices. — O. J.
Dyvig, Palace theatre, Nevada, la. —
Neighborhood patronage.
A Girl Named Mary, with Marguerite
Clark. — This picture does not do Miss
Clark justice. Have seen her in better.
She is not cast right. — Hackett & Krauss,
Hackett's theatre, Port Gibson, Miss.
The Lottery Man, with Wallace Reid.
Excellent. Ought to please anywhere. —
Sudie I. Haney, Liberty theatre, Des
Moines, N. M. — Small town patronage.
Mary's Ankle, with Douglas McLean
and Doris May. — Very clever comedydrama. We booked a comedy to play
with it and the people enjoyed both programs.— Edwin Lake, Lake theatre, Baker, Mont.
Terror Island, with Houdini. — Contains as much action as any 15-chapter
serial. Excellent water scenes and underwater photography is good. — Bert Norton, Kozy theatre, Eureka, 111. — Neighborhood patronage.
THE COPPERHEAD, with Lionel
Barrymore. — Packed
Ran thisthemL i n in
c o 1and
n's
Birthday.
pleased them. — W. L. Beebe, Opera
House, Manito, 111.
Black Is White, with Dorothy Dalton.
— Good picture. Was appreciated by all.
— H. J. McBeth, Gem theatre, Ord,
Nebr. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Girl Dodger, with Charles Ray.—
Excellent comedy-drama. Patrons well
pleased. You can't go wrong on this
one. — R. O. Rhoades, Orpheum theatre,
Converse, Ind. — Small town patronage.
A Girl Named Mary, with Marguerite
Clarke. — A perfect drama. Should have
a secondary story in light comedy to
act as relief to principal heavier plot.
This has not and gets little draggy. Story
has heart appeal and is interesting.
Splendid acting by good cast. . For high
class trade. Lost money. Girl stars fail
to draw here. — Philip Rand, Rex theatre,
Salmon, Idaho. — Small town patronage.
Crooked Straight, with Charles Ray. —
Not up to the standard Ray pictures. —
John Aden, Rialto theatre, Terril, la.
— Neighborhood patronage.
Sand, with William S. Hart. — One of
Hart's best. Plenty of action. — Hackett
& Krauss, Hackett's theatre, Port Gibson, Miss. — Neighborhood patronage.
Sand, with William S. Hart. — An oldtime Hart picture that drew well and
pleased all. Was too short, though.—
Bert Norton, Kozy theatre, Eureka, 111.
— Neighborhood patronage.
Alarm Clock Andy, with Charles Ray.
— Just a fair picture. Ray has made
twice as good as this. — W. H. Creal,
Suburban theatre, Omaha, Nebr. — Neighborhood patronage.
His House in Order, with Elsie Ferguson.— Fairly good program picture
with good cast. Beautiful scenery. — Edwin Lake, Lake theatre, Baker, Mont.
Too Much Johnson, with Bryant
Washburn. — Too light. Played to small
crowd. Lay off of this one. The only
Paramount star that draws is Hart. — F.
E.
la. Kauffman, Electric theatre, Union,
The Law of Men, with Enid Bennett
— This is another good one from Famous
Players. Bennett is like their other stars.
She pleases most of them. — L. M. Roth-
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theatre, Eureka, 111. — Neighborhood patronage.

EDITH ROBERTS,
In a scene
from
Fire Cat,"
Universal"The
starring
vehicleher latest
weiler,
Palace
theatre, Bison, Kans. —
Small town
patronage.
The Misleading Widow, with Billie
Burke. — Bully. Brother X, if you book
it boost it for it sure will please. One
of Billie's best. Comedy fine and good
drama. Business good. — W. F. Baker,
Boone Way theatre, Mt. Vernon, Ky. —
General patronage.
The Miracle Man, with a special cast.
— A great picture. All that they said it
was. Good, but I lost money on it. —
W. H. Gilfillan, Lotus theatre, Red Lake
Falls, Minn. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Woman in the Suitcase, with Enid
Bennett. — Very good picture. — Sudie I.
Haney, Liberty theatre, Des Moines, N.
M. — Small town patronage.
Told in the Hills, with Robert Warwick.— Fair. Beautiful scenery, but Warwick not a strong card here. — Merle E.
Rhoda, Palace theatre, Royalton, Minn.
— Small town patronage.
Away Goes Prudence, with Billie
Burke. — Fairly entertaining picture that
drew good house. — Bert Norton, Kozy

Square Deal Sanderson, with William
S. Hart. — Very good. Patrons here always say something
goodtheatre,
for Hart.Bison,
— L.
M. Rothweiler,
Palace
Kans. — Small town patronage.
Behind the Door, with Hobart Bosworth. — This certainly pleased our patrons and they all told us so. Without
doubt one of the most heart appealing
photoplays on the screen. We consider
this one of the best. — W. F. Baker,
Boone
theatre, Mt. Vernon, Ky. —
General Way
patronage.
Mary Ellen Comes to Town, with
Dorothy
— A different
good picture.
Star
shines in Gish.
a role
from usual.
Fair business two days. — W. H. Creal,
Suburban theatre, Omaha, Nebr. —
Neighborhood patronage.
The Grim Game, with Houdini. — Very
good. Interesting picture. — W. H. Gilfillan, Lotus theatre, Red Lake Falls,
Minn. — Neighborhood patronage.
Paris Green, with Charles Ray. — One
of the best pictures I have ever played. —
Sudie I. Haney, Liberty theatre, Des
Moines, N. M. — Small town patronage.
2ZYz Hours Leave, with Douglas MacLean and Doris May. — This kind don't
get old.
you patrons
haven't toplayed
you
owe
it to Ifyour
do so.it One
can't retain a grouch after seeing this. —
Nelson H. Floyd, Princess theatre, Okolona, Miss. — Neighborhood patronage.
Young Mrs. Winthrop, with Ethel
Clayton. — A picture with a moral. Place
it on your program. It will be a credit
to your house. — Raymond Schneider,
Midget theatre,
Metamora, 111. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Poppy Girl's Husband, with William S. Hart. — One of Hart's poor ones.
Did good business, but did not please. —
L. M. Rothweiler, Palace theatre, Bison,
Kans. — Small town patronage.
The Roaring Road, with Wallace Reid.
— A real high class picture. Wonderful
story well directed. Lots of comedy relief.— P. E. Moore, Portland Theatre Co.,
Portland, Tenn.
The Life Line, a Maurice Tourneur
production. — Very good picture. Pleased

Pearl White in a scene from "The
GiblynMountain
(Fox). Woman," directed by Charles
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Auditorium theatre, Cargood house. —Small
aleton,
town patronage.
Nebr. —
All-of-a-Sudden Peggy, with Marguerite Clark. — Good picture. Good business.
— O. J. Dyvig, Palace theatre, Nevada,
la. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Misleading Widow, with Billie
Burke.— First class. Book it. Patrons
thought it great. — Raymond Schneider,
Metamora, 111.— NeighMidget theatre,
borhood patronage.
Black Is White, with Dorothy Dalton.
— A fairly good society drama with a
poor title. Dorothy has long since lost
her
popularity.
We'reto glad
the last
one we have
play that
of thisthisstar.is
— W. H. Creal, Suburban theatre,
Omaha, Nebr. — Neighborhood patronage.
23^2 Hours Leave, with Douglas MacLean and Doris May. — The first Douglas MacLean we have run, but it takes
and I certainly shall have to book them
all to satisfy the demand of our patrons.
— W. F. Baker, Boone Way theatre, Mt.
Vernon, Ky. — General patronage.
Boots, with Dorothy Gish. — This is a
good picture and pleased well. — L. M.
Rothweiler, Palace theatre, Bison, Kan-.
— Small town patronaee.
Paris Green, with Charles Ray. — A
real good one. Whenever you book a
Ray picture you can depend on good
entertainment for your people. — H. J.
Longaker, Howard theatre, Alexandria.
Minn. — Neighborhood patronage.
Pathe
Half a Chance, with Mahlon Hamilton.— If you have not had this, book it.
It
pleased
100 per
here, one.
and —I F.don'tE.
believe I ever
ran cent
a better
Kauffman, Electric theatre, Union, la.
Rio Grande, with a special cast. — My
people enjoyed this picture. Played to a
big house the second night. No one can
make a mistake in booking this picture.
"KINDA

GOT THE
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— Edwin Lake, Lake theatre, Baker,
Mont.
The Empire of Diamonds, with a special cast. — Did not please. Cast unknown.
Good business to dissatisfied crowd. — B.
F. Sharp, Tumble In theatre, Sinton,
Tex. — Rural patronage.
The Little Cafe, with Max Linder. —
Max had better stay in two-reel comedies.— Bill Leaonard, Mystic theatre,
Cedarvale,
Kans. — Neighborhood patronage.
The World Aflame, with Frank Keenan. — This picture should be shown in
every theatre. The people need it. — W.
B. Sweezy, Dortha theatre, Manville,
Wyo, — Neighborhood patronage.
A Woman of Pleasure, with Blanche
Sweet. — This is a money grabber, and a
real picture. Pathe has the stuff. All I
have
to sayElectric
is, "Another
Kauffman,
theatre,Pathe."
Union,— F.la. E.
A Damsel in Distress, with June Caprice and Creighton Hale. — Nothing
wrong with this one. Should take well
in most any house. — A B. Anderson,
Pastime theatre, Stratford, S. D. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Blood Barrier, with a special cast.
— Give us more like this one. Book this.
— J. L. Naiman, Lyric theatre, Alexandria, Nebr. — Neighborhood patronage.
Tarnished Reputations, with Dolores
Cassinelli. — This is the first time this star
has been seen here, but she made a hit
and the picture pleased 90 per cent of
those that saw it. — H. Daspit, Atherton
theatre, Kcntwood, La. — Neighborhood
patronage.
The Moonshine Trail, with a special cast.
— Robert Gordon and Sylvia Breamer
make a good, pleasing picture. Although
it wasn't as much rough and Western
as some want, yet it was good for a twonight run. — W. W. Woltz, Star theatre,
Lake City, Iowa. — Neighborhood patronage.Smoldering Embers, with Frank
DROP
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Boosts Kane for
Cabinet Portfolio
"For Secretary of State in President Harding's Cabinet: Arthur S.
Kane
New "On
York."
Thusof the
Second Thought"
column
of the
Philadelphia
Public
Ledger, Jey E. House, columnist,
heads its ministerial ticket. Mr.
House believes that the selection of
Mr. Kane would be a happy solution of the friendly controversy
which has arisen between the respective supporters of Charles
Evans Hughes and Elihu Root.
Mr. House made known his determination to Mr. Kane at a dinner of the Kansas Society of New
York, held at the Hotel McAlpin,
January 29. Mr. Kane is a former
president of this organization and
Mr. House is a former mayor of
Topeka. On that occasion the
present Philadelphian offered Mr.
Kane the state portfolio on a silver
platter,
from one of the
banquet borrowed
tables.
"But I don't want the job," protested Mr. Kane. "I don't consider
myself
equipped
"Forget
it," for
saidit."Mr. House.
"Any man who can handle picture
stars and never row with them is a
Consequently,
born
diplomat." despite the picture man's declination of the honor,
the columnist proceeded to publish
his slate in the Philadelphia paper.
Keenan. — An old one that went fine.
Made them think of Overland Red, Carey's masterpiece. — O. R. Nation, Strand
theatre, Davis, Cal. — Small town patronage.The Deadlier Sex, with Blanche Sweet.
— Patrons all liked this one. It is a very
good one. Outdoor scenes are fine. — W.
F. Haycock, Star theatre, Callaway, Neb
— Neighborhood patronage.
Brothers Divided, with Frank Keenan.
— A very excellent picture that pleased
mnsses and classes alike. A fair boxoffice attraction. — Fred S. Meyer, Palace
ronage.
theatre, Hamilton, Ohio. — Transient patCommon Clay, with Fannie Ward.—
Extra good picture. Although Ward is
over forty, she didn't look a day older
than twenty. How does she do it? —
Harold Daspit, Atherton theatre, Kentwood, La. — Neighborhood patronage.
Realart
She Couldn't Help It, with Bebe Daniels.— More dramatic than previous pictures, but even better because of it. Bebe
is a comer here. — O. W. Jastram, Strand
ronage.
theatre, Pecatonica, 111. — Small town pat-

Edward Hatton and Ray Flohre in a scene from "The Gun Runners," a C. B. C.
Film Sales Corporation "Star Ranch Western" picture. The players under
Mr. Hatton produced
this picture on a co-operative basis,
without pay
until the film was sold. C. B. C. has purchased four from working
Mr. Hatton.

You
Never
BebeandDaniels.— This
is a Can
very TeU,
cleverwith
picture
my
patrons enjoyed it. It is a good picture
to book with a comedy. — Edwin Lake,
Lake theatre, Baker, Mont.Something Different, with Constance
Binney. — They like Connie and the picture will please, particularly the ladies.
— O. E. Pierce. Theatorium theatre,
Portland, Ind. — Neighborhood patronage.
You
NeverfirstCanfrom
Tell,Realart
with Bebe
Daniels.— Our
for some
time. A very good picture with a clever
star. Drew poor business, however, on
account of bad weather. — W. H. Creal,
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Suburban theatre, Omaha, Xebr. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Her First Elopement, with Wanda
Hawley. — Miss Hawley is sure making
good. This picture a safe play for any
theatre. Will stand boosting. — C. T.
Metcalf, Opera House, Greenfield, 111. —
Small town patronage.
The Law of the Yukon, with a special
cast. — Very good, as you can get all the
men out to see this, and some of the
ladies. A right good feature. Sure some
snow scenes. Acting good. Photography
good, also direction. — McClure & Faulkner, Comique theatre, Jamesport, Mo. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Eyes of the Heart, with Mary Miles
Minter. — Was afraid to push this one
due to adverse report I had seen. Push
it hard and it will make good in any
house. Is a fine picture and Simon is on
the job all the time. — A. B. Anderson,
Pastime theatre, Stratford, S. D. —
Neighborhood patronage.
The New York Idea, with Alice Brady.
— Drew well. Pleased better class of patrons. Good stuff. — A. C. Evans, Opera
House, Greensboro, Ala. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Her Beloved Villain, with Wanda
Hawley. — Good picture but not quite as
good as Miss Hobbs. Star draws well. —
H. J. McBeth, Gem theatre, Ord, Nebr.
— Neighborhood patronage.
Something Different, with Constance
Binney. — Another fine Binney picture.
She is a prime favorite here, and her pictures so far have been excellent. — A. S.
Widaman, Centennial theatre, Warsaw,
Ind.
The New York Idea, with Alice Brady.
— Brady's best for Realart and pleased
our people. — C. T. Metcalf, Opera
House, Greenfield, 111. — Small town patronage.
Anne of Green Gables, with Mary
Miles Minter. — This is one picture that
will please the majority of people.
Played to full house on stormy night. —
H. J. McBeth, Gem theatre, Ord, Nebr.
— Neighborhood patronage.
She Couldn't Help It, with Bebe Daniels.— Not so good as previous efforts.
Comedy-drama for Bebe, and this is not
a comedy-drama. — O. E. Pierce, Theatorium theatre, Portland, Ind. — Neighborhood patronage.
You Never Can Tell, with Bebe Daniels.— This was Bebe's first attempt and
she made a hit. Let's have lots more
, just as good. Many good comments.
Business good.— Pfeiffer Bros.. Opera
House, Kenton, Ohio. — General patronage.
Miss Hobbs, with Wanda Hawley. —
Very good comedy drama. — John Steichen, Aurora theatre, White Lake, S. D.
— Neighborhood patronage.
A Cumberland Romance, with Mary
Miles Minter. — Our box office receipts
were larger on this than any previous
Minter picture. She is improving, but
I'll give Monte Blue some credit for
drawing for this. He is especially liked
here. — A. N. Miles, Eminence theatre.
Eminence, Ky. — Small town patronage.
Her Beloved Villain, with Wanda Hawley.— Best program picture for months.
Laughs and giggles all the way through.
Starts good and gets better every minute. Boost it and it will back up all
you say.— O. W. Jastram, Strand theatre,
Pecatonica, 111. — Small town patronage.
Miss Hobbs, with Wanda Hawley. —
This is a little slow in getting started,
but people just can't help but like it.
\\ e used an Arbuckle comedy to get the
crowd and now I think Wanda Hawley
can draw her own audience next time.
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One of the tense moments
the Benjamin
directedfrom
for "The
PatheKiller,"
by Howard
Hickman.B. Hampton production
— A. N. Miles, Eminence theatre. Eminence, Ky.— Small town patronage.
Nurse Marjorie, with Mary Miles
Minter. — Good as are all Realarts I have
show-n. — O. O'Kelly, Majestic theatre.
Reedsburg. Wis.— Small town patronage.
Judy of Rogue's Harbor, with Mary
Miles Minter. — Good program picture. —
John Steichen. Aurora theatre. White
Lake, S. D. — Neighborhood patronage.
Food for Scandal, with Wanda Hawley.— Wanda is making good as a star.
Picture pleased all. Business only fair
on account of star not being known. —
Pfeiffer Bros.. Opera House, Kenton.
Ohio. — General patronage.
The Luck of the Irish, with a special
cast. — Was a real picture. A crackin'
good story. Well acted. Good photography. The kind of a picture my patrons
like. — C. L. German. Royal theatre, Bon-

ronage.
ner Springs. Kans. — Neighborhood patSweet Lavender, with Mary Miles Minter.— Have seen reports where exhibitors
have been disappointed in this. However, it is a good, clean picture and my
box office report shows that my patrons
are looking for this kind of entertainment. Mary Miles Minter is as good as
Mary Pickford ever was. — W. H. Brenner. Cozy theatre, Winchester, Ind.
Soldiers of Fortune, with a special cast.
— A great picture. Pleased all. Realarts
all good. Anyone not using them is not
using the best. Book them all. — C. H.
Johnston. Merriman theatre, Merriman,
Neb. — Small town patronage.
Oh Daniels
Lady, Lady,
Bebe
is the with
best Bebe
ever, Daniels.
and Har-—
rison Ford also. Others are mighty good
support and production is first class.
Re-alart
I don't
want
any surely
better scores
pictures again.
or a better
star
than Bebe Daniels. — W. H. Brenner,
Cozv theatre. Winchester, Ind.
The Luck of the Irish, with a special
cast.- — Truly a good picture. Star well
supportedSwanton.
by cast. —Neb.
J. J. Kudlacek, Swan
theatre,
Robertson-Cole
The Stealers, with a special cast. —
Booked this one two days, and played to
big business. Patrons well pleased.
Could use another feature like this one.
—N H.Y. Mayer, Electra theatre, Brooklyn,

MIRIAM COOPER
In a scene from the R. A. Walsh production, "The Oath," a First National attraction.

The Man Beneath, with Sessue Hayakawa. — Picture very good, but star not
liked here. Small crowd. — E. E. Harman. Opera House, Elgin, Ore.
The Love Call, with Billie Rhodes.—
Good picture. Many told us so. Pleased
my audience. She is a good actress.
Book this one. — Joseph F. Spangler,
Globe theatre. Beaver, Okla. — General
patronage.
The Heart of Juanita, with Beatriz
Michealena. — Not much to this one. My
patrons did not care for it. — George E.
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L. Clarke, Cozy theatre, Hazen, Ark. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Broadway and Home, with Eugene
O'Brien. — A fair program picture. If you
like O'Brien you can get by with it. —
A. S. Didaman, Centennial theatre, Warsaw, Ind.
Out of the Snows, with a special cast
— A very interesting North Woods picture. Photography fine, scenes beautiful,
direction all that could be desired. It
ought to pass as A-l entertainment with
any
audience. — J. C. Jenkins, Auditorium
ronage.
theatre,
Neligh, Nebr. — Small town patA Regular Girl, with Elsie Janis. — Intended to be a good picture, but it sure
fell flat with us.— C. T. Metcalf, Opera
ronage.
House, Greenfield, 111. — Small town pat-

Jack Hoxie in a scene from
firstjustArrow
whichhishas
been feature,
published."The Man from Nowhere,"
Taylor. Idle Hour theatre, Dunlap, Iowa.
— Neighborhood patronage.
Kismet, with Otis Skinner. — Wonderful
picture. Fine photography, but did not
draw me any business. Played two days
and starved to death. — H. Mayer, Electra
theatre, Brooklyn, N. Y.
The Flame of Hellgate, with Beatrix
Michelena. — A good Western program
picture. Will not stand a raise in price.
— P. G. Held, Sterling theatre, Fairmont,
Neb. — General patronage.
The Flame of Hellgate, with Beatriz
Michelena. — Good picture and work of
star good. First scenes were poor. They
forgot to put the pep in them. Played
it with An Eastern Westerner, so it went
over. — Pau. L. Shew, Wonderland theatre, Clinton, Ind. — General patronage.
The Grey Wolf's Ghost, with H. B.
Warner. — Good program picture. Not
one that drew for us, but this was not
fault of the feature. — C. Hales, Rivoli
theatre, Alton, Iowa. — Neighborhood patronage.
Bare Fisted Gallagher, with William
Desmond. — This is an excellent program
picture and will please 100 per cent where
Western stuff is in demand. — E. E. Harman, Opera House, Elgin, Ore.
So Long Letty, with a special cast. —
Not as good as the title and stills would
indicate, although a pleasing comedydrama. — A. S. Widaman, Centennial theatre, Warsaw, Ind.
Life's Twist, with Bessie Barriscale. —
This picture was considered by my audience as- one of her best, and it drew a
good house two days. — Eugene Saunders,
Palace theatre, Harvard, 111.
Modern Husbands, with Henry Walthall.— Drew a fair house and gave satisfaction.— G. F. Rediske, Star theatre,
Ryegate, Mont. — Small town patronage.
Kitty Kelly, M. D., with Bessie Barriscale.— Do not think much of it. Was
disappointed in it. — W. H. Gilfillan, Lotus theatre, Red Lake Falls, Minn. —
Neighborhood patronage.
The Flame of Hellgate, with Beatriz

Michelena. — A good Western picture. —
Peter Krauth, Denison theatre, Denison,
la. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Other Half, with ZaSu Pitts.—
This star is very homely, but that fact
adds to her charm for the parts she plays
remind me forcibly of Dorothy Gish.
Her pictures always clean and very interesting.— Fred W. Wells, Star theatre,
Milford, Mich. — Small town patronage.
The Wonder Man, with Georges Carpentier. — Good feature. Picture took very
well with our people. — F. C. Burr & Son,
Orpheum theatre, Lancaster, Wis. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Dangerous Waters, with William Desmond.— Very good picture. — W. H. Gilfillan, Lotus theatre, Red Lake Falls,
Minn. — Neighborhood patronage.
Selznick
A Fool and His Money, with Eugene
O'Brien. — The very best O'Brien picture
we have had. Good plot, beautiful scenery and an expert cameraman helped to
make this the winner it is. The mad dash
for the Swiss border over the snow in
sleighs called forth a great round of applause. We heartily recommend Select
service. — Mrs. Lloyd Junkins, Queen
theatre, Aspermont, Tex. — Small town
patronage.
The Chicken in the Case, with Owen
Moore. — Owen Moore is impossible. He
is as lazy as a hound dog. At least this
is what my patrons say. — Will H. BreInd. mer, New Cozy theatre, Winchester,
Out of the Snows, with a special cast.
— Very satisfactory picture to a big Saturday crowd. Snow scenes good, but
photography very poor. — John Hafner,
Princess borhood
theatre,
patronage. Donora, Pa. — NeighOut of the Snows, with a special cast.
— Good picture of the North that will
please the crowd if you can get them out.
Fine snow scenes and a good fight. — F.

The Country Cousin, with Elaine
Hammcrstein. — Lots of good comments.
Pleased everybody. — L. P. Lewis, Lone
Star theatre, Jasper, Tex. — Small town
patronage.
Everybody's Sweetheart, with Olive
Thomas. — Her last, but not her best.
Business fine as usual. — John Hafner,
Princess borhood
theatre.
patronage. Donora, Pa. — NeighThe Poor Simp, with Owen Moore. —
A fairly entertaining program picture. —
A. S. Widaman, Centennial theatre, Warsaw, Ind.
The Girl of the Sea, with a special cast.
— Patrons said it was wonderful, the
views of under sea life and growth, but
we were somewhat disappointed in it
When one sees pictures constantly they
are harder to please than others. — Fred
W.
theatre, Milford, Mich.—
SmallWells,
town Star
patronage.
The Girl of the Sea, with a special cast.
- — This is a picture out of the ordinary.
Well liked and many comments. — C. S.
Ford. Princess theatre, Reinbeck, la. —
Neighborhood patronage.
The Probation Wife, with Norma Talmadge.
one well
that pleased,
did the and
worka
for me. Here's
Audience
good crowd. One of the classiest program pictures we ever ran. — B. F. Sharp.
Tumble In theatre, Sinton, Tex.— Rural
patronage.
The Gift Supreme, with a special cast.
— This is one of the best pictures that I
ever ran. If your people like a good picture book this one and advertise it. —
A. E. Berlin, Grand theatre, Rock Falls,
111. — Small town patronage.
Darling Mine, with Olive Thomas. —
Very good. We are sorry that this star
is gone. She's one of those few who always brings them out and pleases. — Olen
Reynolds,
theatre, Hymera, Ind. —
Small townPearl
patronage.
The Better Wife, with Clara Kimball
Young. — Pleased all the women. A
change. Fine. Story touching. — L. P.
Lewis, town
Lone patronage.
Star theatre, Jasper, Tex.—
Small
The One Way Trail, with Edythe
Sterling.— This is a very fine picture.
The star's work is wonderful. She is
sure a comer. — R. K. Stonebrook, Wisner theatre, Eldora, la. — Neighborhood
patronage.
The Gift Supreme, with a special cast.
— This is one of the best pictures I have
ever played. You can make no mistake
in booking this one. Advertised it strong.
Run two days and you will clean up on
it— A. E. Berlin, Grand theatre, Rock
Falls, 111.
United Artists

DouglasforFairwithlooked
ddle, we
The Mollyco
big
banks—Of course
business on this and we got it. Douglas
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is as popular as ever. — B. C. Brown, Star
theatre, Viroqua, Wis.
Pollyanna, with Mary Pickford. — This
picture was a good puller and pleased.
20-30 cents. — Chancellor Bros., Dreamland theatre, Arcanum, O. — Neighborhood patronage.
Down on the Farm, a Mack Sennett
production. — Not a big hit. Too much
Sennett two-reel stuff in it.— Giacoma
Bros., Crystal theatre, Tombstone, Ariz.
— General patronage.
Down on the Farm, a Mack Sennett
production. — A very good comedy. Did
good business. So far United Artists
pictures have always swelled box office
receipts. — L. M. Rothweiler. Palace theatre, Bison, Kans. — Small town patronage.
Pollyanna, with Mary Pickford. — One
of Pickford's best. Drew unusually well
and patrons pleased. Charged 15 and 30
cents. — Merle E. Rhoda, Palace theatre,
Royalton, Minn. — Small town patronage.
Universal
Once a Plumber, with Eddie Lyons
and Lee Moran. — A comedy-drama like
this is a good tonic for Saturday night in
a small town. We use one if possible
every other week. This one, in spite of
what many say to the contrary, proved
to be a mirth-quake for our audience.
Regular admission 15 and 25 cents. —
Mrs. Lloyd Junkins, Queen theatre, Aspermont, Tex. — Small town patronage.
White Youth, with Edith Roberts.—
Not in the class with The Adorable Savage. Story rather tame and star has little to do. Not a poor picture, however.
— W. H. Creal, Suburban theatre,
Omaha, Nebr. — Neighborhood patronage.
Fixed by George, with Eddie Lyons
and Lee Moran. — Just fair. Business
poor, as these stars do not go very good
with us. — -Spalding Bros., Gem theatre,
Taylorville, 111. — Neighborhood patronage.
Wanted at Headquarters, with Eva
Novak. — Nice little program picture.
Miss Novak does fine work in this and
it will please the majority of your crowd.
— F. L. Clarke, Cozy theatre, Hazen,
Ark. — Neighborhood patronage.
In Folly's
Trail,
Carmel
Myers.deal
—
People
did not
seemwith
to care
a great
about this picture. Very few liked it. —
John Aden, Rialto theatre, Terril, la. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Hearts Up, with Harry Carey. — -While
this is not as good as some of Carey's
pictures it went over big against a William S. Hart picture. Carey always gets
the money for me. Business good. — T.
N. Magruder, Elite theatre, Jola, Kans.
— Neighborhood patronage.
The Golden Trail, with Jane Novak. —
This is the kind of a picture that always
pleases the most of my people. A fine
picture and drew a big house. — Eugene
Saunders, Palace theatre, Harvard, 111.
— General patronage.
The Phantom Melody, with Monroe
Salisbury. — This a fair picture. Some
very good scenery in it and fine photography.— L. A. Hasse, Majestic theatre, Mauston, Wis.
Human Stuff, with Harry Carey. — Certainly not what I expected of Carey. —
Sudie I. Haney, Liberty theatre, Des
Moines, N. M. — Small town patronage.
Everything but the Truth, with Eddie
Lyons and Lee Moran. — Real good comedy.— Sudie I. Haney, Liberty theatre,
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Des Moines, N. M. — Small town patronage.
Blue Streak McCoy, with Harry Carey.
— This picture was well liked by my patrons.— John Aden, Rialto theatre, Terril, la.— Neighborhood patronage.
The Gilded Dream, with Carmel Myers.— Nothing much to it. Will please a
few women on account of costumes
worn. Very ordinary program picture. —
F. L. Clarke, Cozy theatre, Hazen, Ark.
— Neighborhood patronage.
Hearts Up, with Harry Carey. — Just
a fair picture. Carey out of his element
here, the story being more of a drama
than a Western. Star belongs in Westerns first, last and all the time. — W. H.
Creal, Suburban theatre, Omaha, Nebr.
— Neighborhood patronage.
The Adorable Savage, with Edith Roberts.— Not much to my notion. Fair
crowd, but not many liked it. — John
Aden, Rialto theatre, Terril, la. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Girl in the Rain, with Ann Cronwall. — A good program picture. Held
interest and pleased. — B. C. Brown, Star
theatre, Viroqua, Wis.
Tiger True, with Frank Mayo. — Best
Mayo
since Hitchin'
Interesting
and contains
a couple Posts.
of realistic
fights.
— W. H. Creal, Suburban theatre,
Omaha, Nebr. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Mad Marriage, with Carmel Myers.
— Very interesting, and an extra well
produced picture. It will give very
pleasant entertainment to any class of
patrons. My patrons were all well satisfied with it. Got a number of compliments.— Ed. L. Wegener, Lyric theatre.
Valley Jet., Ia. — Neighborhood patronage.
Wanted at Headquarters, with Eva
Novak. — Good subject but why do they
call Miss Novak a star? Picture saved
by small amount of work done by star.
— E. A. Baradel, Palace theatre, McGehee, Ark. — Small town patronage.
The Red Lane, with Frank Mayo. —
This feature made a hit with the patrons.
Scenery and photography fine. Kid made
'TLL TAKE

CARE

a hit. — M. Miller. Princess theatre,
Humeston, Ia. — Neighborhood patron91
age.
Bullet Proof, with Harry Carey. — Very
good. Carey always pleases here. Broke
all records on Saturday.— Keller &
Roush, Rex theatre, Custer, Okla. —
— Small town patronage.
Under Northern Lights, with a special
cast. — Very good program picture. — Verner Hicks, Family theatre, Marion, 111.
— General patronage.
A Shocking Night, with Eddie Lyons
and Lee Moran. — Used this on Saturday
to packed house all day. Kept the
house in an uproar. Pleased 100 per cent.
A dandy comedy. — T. N. Magruder, Elite
theatre, Iola, Kan.
The Forged Bride, with Mary MacLaren. — A good program picture, but
not
good as New
some Hamburg,
of Mary's Ont.,
others.
—
Grandas theatre,
Can.
— Small town patronage.
The Virgin of Stamboul, with Priscilla
Dean. — Picture disappointing considering
all that was said about it by producers
in their wonderful advertising campaign.
Pleased about 25 per cent. Charged 20
and 50 cents and regret it. — E. A. Baradel, Palace theatre, McGehee, Ark. —
Small town patronage.
The Right to Happiness, with Dorothy
Phillips. — Went over big. Sure a great
picture. This is what I call a special. —
Elmer B. Petersen, Elk Horn theatre,
Elk Horn, Ia. — Small town patronage.
Under Northern Lights, with a special
cast. — Fine North woods drama. Full of
action. Fine settings and scenery. You
can boost this one, but don't advance
price. Business off. — William Thacher.
Royal theatre, Salina, Kan.
Bullet Proof, with Harry Carey. — One
of the best Westerns Carey ever made.
Not a dull moment in it. If your patrons
like Westerns they will like this one. —
O. R. Haus, Scenic theatre, Hastings,
Minn. — Neighborhood patronage.
Blind Husbands, with a special cast. —
Drew excellent business and had exceptional photography, especially the moun-
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Eva Novak and her rescuer in "The Torrent" find themselves in the hands of two
tough gentlemen. (Universal)
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age.The Chamber Mystery (Arrow), with
a special cast. — This is a very pleasing
comedy-drama. Good for Friday and
Saturday showing. Poor business, extreme cold.— T. E. Walton, National theatre,patronage.
New Bedford, Mass. — Neighborhood
The Woman
Untamed (McGovern),
with a special cast. — This picture made
a great hit because it was different
Many traveling men stopped to tell me
how it interested them. — Eugene Saunders,patronage.
Palace theatre. Harvard, 111. — General
Husbands and Wives (Gaumont), with
Vivian Martin. — Different from the usual
Vivian Martin pictures on account of
the Southern atmosphere, and the beautiful scenes in and around Atlanta, Georgia. Good Saturday crowd. — W. F. Baker, Boone Way theatre, Mt. Vernon,
Ky. — General patronage.
The Inner Voice (Pioneer), with E.
K. Lincoln. — Played this picture to a
Moose Benefit and they all thought it a
great picture and appropriate. — Eugene
Saunders, Palace theatre, Harvard, III.
— General patronage.

Vitagraph

Specials
The Chamber Mystery (Arrow), with
a special cast. — A good comedy-drama
that failed to pull on account of stars
being unknown. Town of 25,000, twelve
miles from us, ran it on Sunday following us and did big business. — R. O.
Rhoades, Orpheum theatre, Converse,
Ind. — Small town patronage.
Danger Valley (Independent), with
Neal Hart. — This is the best of the Neal
Harts yet run here. It is interesting.
Carries a good story, and a couple of
good fights. Will please most of them.
— F. L. Clarke, Cozy theatre, Hazen,
Ark.- — -Neighborhood patronage.
The Forbidden Woman (Equity), with
Clara Kimball Young. — Big business.
Very pleasing and artistic production. —
A. C. Evans, Opera House, Greensboro,
Ala. — Neighborhood patronage.
Skyfire (Independent), with Neal
Hart. — A very good Northwest Mounted
Police story. Some very beautiful colored mountain scenery. It has action and
a good plot. — H. J. Longaker, Howard
theatre, Alexandria, Minn. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Birth of a Race (Birth of a Race
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Kimball Young. — Only a program picture. Too deep. Did not take. Too long
and drawn out. Seven reels that should
be five. — W. F. Baker, Boone Way theatre, Mt. Vernon, Ky. — General patron-

tain scenery. — J. E. Craven, Crystall
theatre, Kellogg, la. — Neighborhood patronage.
Once to Every Woman, with Dorothy
Phillips. — Very good picture. — Charles
Dale, Topic theatre, Fairfax, Minn. —
Neighborhood patronage.
The Devil's Passkey, with a special
cast. — You won't make any mistake in
booking this one. Our patrons very well
pleased. We only have 400 seats, but
wish we had 1,000 for this picture. Go
to it. — Martin & Savage, Colonial theatre.
Keokuk, la. — General patronage.
The Secret Gift, with a special cast. —
Here is a real 100 per cent fine human
interest story. Played to big business
and I am giad to say my patrons take
to this fine kind of plays.— B. C. Beacon,
Star theatre, Virokua, Wis. — Neighborhood patronage.

The Courage of Marge O'Doone, witli
a special cast. — Ran this two nights and
several came both nights, it took so well.
Everyone said it was great. Played to
advanced prices and had them standing
up and a waiting line outside. — Fred W.
Wells, Star theatre, Milford, Mich. —
Small town patronage.
The Garter Girl, with Corinne Griffith.
— Just an ordinary program picture.
Have seen her in better pictures. — Hackett & Krauss, Hackett's theatre, Port
Gibson, Miss. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Vengeance of Durand, with Alice
Joyce. — A very fine production and Alice
Joyce highly pleasing. — Will H. Bremer,
New Cozy theatre, Winchester, Ind.
The Prey, with Alice Joyce. — A mighty
fine picture. Vitagraph has some good
pictures. — F. C. Burr & Son, Orpheum
theatre, Lancaster, Wis. — Neighborhood
patronage.
The Midnight Bride, with Corinne
Griffith. — Good program picture. — Bert
Norton, Kozy theatre. Eureka, 111. —
Neighborhood patronage.
When a Man Loves, with Earlo Williams.— A good average picture with
Williams playing very good. — New Cozy
theatre, Winchester, Ind. — Neighborhood patronage.

March

Fwo Bcenefl from r:ii urn t lonul AJstrlbutod
contt'dleN. Toil — "Ladles' PetSt" a ChrHler
comedy.
Ilottom — "Hoi} Smoke," n
Merniiihl
romed}.
Co.), with a special cast. — I contracted
for this picture as an extra special, but I
certainly fooled myself. It's so cut up
that
Charged11
28 andit's55 not
cents.worth
Shouldshowing.
have charged
and 17 cents. Don't book it. — L. M.
Rothweiler, Palace theatre. Bison, Kans.
— Small town patronage.
She Played and Paid (Joan), with
Fannie Ward. — We booked this for a
big picture and it was. Drew well and
was well liked. — Eugene Saunders, Palace theatre, Harvard, 111. — General patronage.
The Stream of Life (I. C. F. C), with
a special cast. — A good clean moral picture. Patrons
say house
it's therecords.
best picture
ever run.
Broke
You
can get it from International Church
Film Corporation, Kansas City, Mo. You
won't go wrong in showing it at advanced prices. — L. M. Rothweiler, Palace theatre, Bison, Kans. — Small town
patronage.
The Desert Scorpion (Pioneer), with
Ernest Cobb. — This is a real Western
that will both pull and please if your
patronage likes Westerns. — F. E. Kauffman, Electric theatre, Union, la.
Woman's Man (Arrow), with Romaine Fielding. — Splendid picture. Very
good scene of two engines coming together headon. — T. E. Walton, National
theatre,hood New
Bedford, Mass. — Neighborpatronage.
Hell's Oasis (Independent), with Neal
Hart. — If your people like Westerns
here is one that will drag them in and
then please them. — Eugene Saunders,
Palace theatre, Harvard, 111. — General
patronage.
The County Fair (Tourneur), with a
special cast. — A good program and it got
the people out. Liked by most everyone.
— W. B. Sweezy, Dortha theatre, Manville, Wyo. — Neighborhood patronage.
Eyes of Youth (Equity), with Clara

Serials
The Son of Tarzan (National), with
a special cast. — Opened this serial with
Staking His Life to the largest crowd
we ever had to a serial. Have run six
episodes and holding up good, but our
patronage has dropped some due to poor
local conditions. No fault of serial. —
Olen Reynolds, Pearl theatre, Hymera,
Ind. — Small town patronage.
The Lion Man (Universal), with a
specialsode ofcast.
We are
the 14th
epithis —serial
and on
holding
up good.
Seemed to please. — Hackett & Krauss,
Hackett's theatre. Port Gibson, Miss. —
Neighborhood patronage.
The Adventures of Ruth (Pathe), with
Ruth Roland. — Am on sixth episode. I
am doing better than with Jack Dempsey
on Lotus
it. Verytheatre.
good serial.
W. H. Falls,
Gilfillan,
Red — Lake
Minn. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Adventures of Ruth (Pathe), with
Ruth Roland. — This serial held up well.
You bet, you can play safe on it. — J. L.
Naiman, Lyric theatre, Alexandria,
Nebr. — Neighborhood patronage.
Bride 13 (Fox), with a special cast. —
By request from my patrons and friends
I discontinued the serial on the fourth
episode.
refusedTooto gruesome
let their children see People
this picture.
and
too vulgar. — Edwin Lake, Lake theatre,
Baker, Mont.
The Moon Riders (Universal), with
Art Acord. — Good for a special. Good
photography. Good riding and lots, lots
of action. Biz fine. On third episode. —
O. E. land,Pierce,
Theatorium theatre, PortInd.
The Lost City (Warner Bros.), with
Juanita Hansen. — Best serial ever run.
Just finished last episode, and found it
held
to last.Cozy
Give theatre,
us more Burr
like Oak,
it.—
R. R.upHansen,
Kans. — Small town patronage.
Daredevil Jack (Pathe), with Jack
Dempsey. — Made no money for me. _ It
may draw some places, but it is nothing
to rave over. — W. H. Gilfillan, Lotus
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theatre, Red Lake Falls, Minn. — Xeighborhood patronage.
Velvet Fingers (Pathe), with George
B. Seitz. — On third episode. Going
strong. Better than Ruth of the Rockies.— C. S. Ford, Princess theatre, Reinbeck, la. — Xeighborhood patronage.
King of the Circus (Universal), with
Eddie Polo. — More adults come to this
serial than to Elmo the Mighty. Attendance keeping up O. K. on sixth episode.
Clean serial with interest and thrills.
Good for small towns anywhere. — Philip
Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho. —
Small town patronage.
The Lost City (Warner Bros.), with
Juanita Hansen. — Holding up like the
Rock fectofthis Gibraltar.
afone. Am onHard
the times
sixth don't
episode.
Business getting better. — B. F. Sharp.
Tumble In theatre, Sinton, Tex. — Rural
patronage.
The Veiled Mystery (Yitagraph), with
Antonio Moreno. — Good serial. Held up
patronage all through. Last night a
record Saturday. — G. G. Nutter, Royal
theatre, Republic, Kans. — Small town
patronage.
VELVET FINGERS (Pathe),
with George B. Seitz. — Geo. B. is a
wonder. Grab this. Boost it big and
watch
'em skinned
trail in.on Pathe
has Give
got
them all
serials.
them a tryout. W.e'll say you tell
'em. — McClure & Faulkner, Comique
theatre, Jamesport, Mo.
Bride 13 (Fox), with a special cast. —
Well, this serial has got the action and
asuggestive
little different,
but we
don't Not
like the
titles and
actions.
for
children. — Olen Reynolds, Pearl theatre,
Hymera, Ind. — Small town patronage.
The Son of Tarzan (National), with a
special
cast.The
— A best
closeboxsecond
Kathlyn
Williams.
office toserial
ever
made. — Louis H. Frank, Halsted theatre,
Chicago, 111.
The Silent Avenger (Yitagraph), with
William Duncan. — This is one of the
best serials I have ever run, but patronage tell off in Jasper and I have added
a two-reel comedy Chaplin. — L. P.
Lewis, Lone Star theatre, Jasper, Tex. —
Small town patronage.
The Son of Tarzan (National), with
a special cast. — Broke house record.
Positively the best bet of the season.
Played to more money than super-feature.— C. A. Raub, Luna theatre, Kankakee, 111.
The Silent Avenger (Yitagraph), with
William Duncan. — Pleased all. Holds a
full house every week. Run with The
Veiled Mystery. — L. P. Lewis, Lewis
theatre, Blox, Tex. — Small town patronage.
The Son of Tarzan (National), with
a special cast. — Absolutely capacity on
first three episodes.— Fred Cleveland.
Circle theatre, Chicago, 111. — Neighborhood patronage.
Short Subjects
The Homespun Hero (Educational),
with Bobbie Yernon. — Boy! These are
a scream. Feature them.— Bill Leonard,
Mystic theatre, Cedarvale, Kans. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Haunted Spooks (Pathe), with Harold Lloyd. — We played all Lloyds in the
first series. Best and cleanest comedies
on the screen. Have booked second series. Book 'em. — John L. Naiman, Lyric
theatre, Alexandria, Nebr. — Neighborhood patronage.
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The Shootin' Kid (Universal), with
Hoot GibSon. — Good clean Westerns
like this will build up trade on serial
night Ran with King of the Circus and
Edgar Takes the Cake, Goldwyn comedy. A very laughable and clean mirth
provoker. Excellent combination of
small attractions. — Philip Rand, Rex theronage.atre, Salmon, Idaho. — Small town pat-

USE

THIS

BLANK

Box
Story.Office Reports Tell the Whole

Haunted Spooks (Pathe), with Harold
Lloyd. — This is the best comedy 1 have
ever run. I thought the people would
go wild. Harold sure makes you dust
off the S. R. O.— R. K. Stonebrook, Wisner theatre, Eldora, la. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Toonerville Trolly Comedies (First
National). — Have played three very
pleasing and different from others. —
Fred Frisbie, Croxton theatre, Angola,
Ind. — Neighborhood patronage.

Join in This Co-operative Service
Report Regularly on
Pictures You Exhibit
And Read in The Herald
Every Week What Pictures
Are Doing for Other Exhibitors
Fill in this blank now and send
to Exhibitors Herald, 417 S. Dearborn St., Chicago.

The Simp, and Don't Blame the Stork
(Educational), with special casts. — Both
very good Educational comedies. Have
all been excellent. — H. J. Longaker,
Howard theatre. Alexandria, Minn. —
Xeighborhood patronage.

Title

Jester Comedies, with Twede Dan. —
Have run three of these and they average pretty fair. — O. W. Jastram, Strand
theatre, Pecatonica, 111. — Small town
patronage.
A Close Shave (Sennett-Paramount),
with Ben Turpin. — Fair comedy. Got a
few laughs. Xothing extra. — T. N. Magruder. Elite theatre, Jola, Kans. —
Neighborhood patronage.

Star
Producer
Remarks

You'll Be Surprised (Educational),
with a special cast. — It your people like
good two-reel comedies book Educational, if you have not done so. They
are all knockouts. — A. E. Berlin, Grand
theatre, Rock Falls, 111.
Neighbors (Metro), with Buster Keaton. — A scream from start to finish. Audience literally ate it up. A corking good
two-reeler, says our people. — Giacoma
Bros., Crystal theatre. Tombstone, Ariz.
— General patronage.
Educational Comedies. — Have run
about twenty of them and have not
played a poor one yet. — Fred Frisbie,
Croxton theatre, Angola, Ind. — Neighborhood patronage.
Cleaning Up (Warner Bros.), with Al
St. John. — These comedies would get a
laugh out of the sphynx. Two reels. —
Bill Leonard. Mystic theatre, Cedarvale,
Kans. — Xeighborhood patronage.
Four Times Foiled, and A Freak Start
(Educational). — Better than the average.
I have seen a few better, but they hold
the crowd, and if the series is as good
as the first two they will be better than
usual, by far. — W. L. Beebe, Opera
House, Manito, 111. — Small town patronage.
The Head Waiter (Yitagraph), with
Larry Semon. — These comedies are hard
to beat. — Fred Frisbie, Croxton theatre,
Angola, Ind. — Xeighborhood patronage.
A Blue-Ribbon Mutt (Century), with
a special cast. — This is a great comedy.
My patrons all like Brownie. This dog
can't be beat. Book Century comedies
and your comedy worries will be over. —
T. N. Magruder, Elite theatre, Jola,
Kans. — Xeighborhood patronage.
Paragon Comedies, with George Clark.
— If you're looking for slapstick comedy,
you
wrong favorable
on these. comments
Have run
threecan't
and goreceived
on every one. — M. W. Larkin, Mystic
theatre, Rushville, Ind.

Title ...
Star
Producer
Remarks

Exhibitor
Name of Theatre
Transient or Neighborhood Patronage
City
State
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All of these theatres had
other Cooling and Ventilating Systems which
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Send
yowr plans or
rough sketch for preliminary suggestions, or put
us in touch with your
architect.
We will show you how you can cool
your theatre.
The low cost of TYPHOONS will
surprise you. All data furnished
without obligation.
WRITE FOR CATALOG "H"
2527 Fairmount Street
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255 N. 13th Street
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THEATRE

The

EQUIPMENT

Progressive

Supply

House;

Equipment
What

Progress
"Save the porter's right arm"
might well be the title of a
short article provided by an
official of the Newman Manufacturing Company, in this
week's issue. It tells a lot of
interesting things that can be
done with brass rails — how
they can be treated to do away
with polishing and be improved
all around.
* * *
Two new theatres, "The Senate" and "The Tivoli," opened
in Chicago the past week and
to our mind they are about the
last word in modern equipment.
You nearby exhibitors could
well afford to look them over
and then go back and dress up
your house.
* * *
Destruction of the Consolidated Portrait and Frame Company by fire is to be keenly regretted, but we know that this
progressive concern is amply
able to cope with the situation,
as bad as it is, and will be soon
up and doing.
H. A. Dutton, president of
the Exhibitors Supply Company has contributed an article
this week, emphasizing the
progress of theatre equipment
along with the other activities
which go to make up the modern presentation of the motion
picture.
Mr. Dutton is a veteran in
this field and what he has to
say concerning the supply business cannot but be of considerable interest.
* * *
There are many things
which occupy the mind of the
exhibitor and the question of
equipment should be one of the
chief things.

What

It Means

to the

Industry

Is Being Done by the
Equipment Companies — How
They Anticipate th e Exhibitor's Wants
The booth would give him the surprise
By H. A. R. DUTTON
of his life. The one hand driven machine
President Exhibitors Supply Company of "nickel show" times now has become
battery of three machines, all motor
Not so many years ago when an in- adriven.
At no time even if a machine
dividual conceived the idea of opening a
breaks down, will he be compelled to
moving picture theatre, all that was
necessary to crystallize the idea was an read "Just a Moment, Please," as No. 3
empty store, a few hundred folding chairs, machine is called on to do the work.
one picture machine, a muslin sheet and a
The projection machines he would find
rigged up with a peculiar little machine,
slide
reading,
"Just
a
Moment,
Please."
There have been rapid strides, how- called an Automatic Arc Control, that
little while buzzes away, keeping
ever, since those "nickel show" days. everycarbons
at the right distance apart so
Today that exhibitor draws the busi- the
ness who has kept up to the minute on there will be no shadows on the screen.
all improvements in equipment.
The Generator Sets
Theatre equipment to most exhibitors
A few questions about certain machines
today still means booth equipment and
screens. To the up-to-date exhibitor in the corner would bring him the information that the reason the picture he
theatre equipment means all of the many
things that are being continually placed views is even in light without splutter
and
flicker
was because those machines
before him to throw about his house an
air of refinement, comfort, coziness and are generator sets to turn alternating
beauty combined with unbroken, clear, current into direct and keep the light at
a definite brightness. Again one extra
bright projection.
machine being used to insure him of no
Progressed Long Way
annoying breaks.
From the old days of the one-reel-at-aFurther investigation would show that
time projection we have progressed a lenses, carbons, condensing lenses, in fact
long way. The old store front is now
every minute detail had been carefully
the beautiful lobby. The old boards for worked
out to give him the perfect picdisplay paper are now replaced by the
ture in the perfect atmosphere.
beautifully designed lobby display
Perhaps the greatest factor in bringframes. The old system of tearing tickets
ing all these details near the point of
from a roll and handing the ticket and perfection
is the supply house. If the
change to the patron is now obsolete with exhibitor would
only stop to think a mothe automatic ticket seller and the
ment,
he
could
help but realize how
change maker automatically doing the much real hard notlabor
and thought the
work. Tickets are no longer snatched
put
in
make theatre
it posby the doorman, the patron himself drops suppy siblecompanies
to bring the motion topicture
them into the ticket chopper.
up
to
a
point
of
the
ideal
place
of enAfter passing into the theatre, it is no tertainment.
longer necessary to stumble down the
aisle in pitch darkness looking for a
Supply Men's Initiative
seat, as the aisle light located along the
Our company, I know, has put in a
aisles light the way without destroying tremendous
amount of time, money and
the brightness of the picture on the hard work to be able to offer all of the
screen.
latest and best improvements to the exThen after the seat is found, Mr. Pahibitor. The greatest part of my own
tron sinks into a comfortable opera personal work
for our company is along
chair, placed so that a good view of the this line. It almost seems to me that I
screen can be had.
am on the road all the time.
Our endeavors also have been to make
Little does the patron of the up-to-date
theatre realize when he starts viewing ourselves the last word in the supply
the picture what developments have been business, giving 100 per cent service at
made to give him that beautiful unbroken
all times and to make it possible for the
exhibitor to come to us for his complete
picture. Development of Equipment
equipment and know that he was getting
If he could step up to the screen he only the latest and most improved,
would find that the old muslin sheet has whether it was a thumb tack, an opera
or booth equipment.
become a heavy gold-coated material and chair
I am firmly convinced that the supply
if he cared to investigate he would be
surprised to know that the shade in color business is just as important, if not more
was scientifically made to blend with so, than the producing business. If it
the colors of the rays from the arc lamp, were not for the fact that supply men
at that distance, and that the grade of were continually working out new ideas
equipment, the motion picroughness on the screen was for his on theatre
ture theatre would not have progressed
accommodation, making it possible for
him to get a good view from any point near so far from the old "nickelodean"
in the theatre.
days as it has.
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tion, in the order of their importance,
are as follows: Statuary bronze, nickel,
lacquered (polished) brass, brass oxidized, copper oxidized, brushed or dull
brass, verdi-green. They cost a little
more than the so-called standard brass
finish. But the initial expenditure will be
more than offset by the saving in labor.
"If there should be any railings in your
house which positively cannot be spared,
these should be carefully cleaned, then
lacquered. Any person without experiencetically
can thedosame
the aslacquering;
it's pracpainting woodwork
with an ordinary flat brush.
"If you have not yet made arrangements for installing railings in a new
theatre, or if you find it necessary or
advisable to replace less sightly and substantial railings with brass, or if you
decide to install additional railings for
the convenience, safety or delectation of
your patrons — take our advice (the consensus of manufacturers' opinions) and
decide on brass railings electro-plated in
statuary bronze or any of the other nonpolish finishes. They will prove a delight to the eye and a source of neverending satisfaction.
"Other fixtures, including brass poster
and photo frames, can be finished to
match your railings. If you adopt our
suggestion you will beautify the brass
work throughout your theatre and cut
down your upkeep cost."

Indirect lighting equipment and unbroken alignment of seats upon a well-pitched
floor assure good views of the screen from any part of the theatre which Fred
S. Meyer, managing director, has brought into national prominence by his
modern showmanship methods.

PLAYS FOR DANCE AND FILM
Dan Barton of Bartola Muical Co.
NovelRequirements
Way
Meets Hard
in

AUDITORIUM

VIEW

OF PALACE

THEATRE,

Avoid

HAMILTON,

Polishing
Brass
Rails
cost
of
up-keep
can
be
materially reNewman Official Offers Tip
duced in this direction.
"Perhaps you have installed railings
on How to Keep This Kind
made by a thoroughly reliable concern,
of Equipment in Shape by but have not taken advantage of the
service they are prepared to give. From
Different Methods
the depths of their experience in such
matters they will gladly inform you fully
Some pertinent facts concerning the as to the best methods of polishing, the
care and lowering of up-keep on brass right kinds of polish to use, the prevenrails are contained in a statement of an
tion of tarnishing, and so on.
official of the Newman Manufacturing
"As a matter of fact, your porter will
Company, Cincinnati, pioneer manufacwear out his good right arm brightening
turers of brass railings and frames. The
work in the morning, and all aftexecutive addresses his remarks direct to up brass ernoon
and evening folks will be dulling
the exhibitor and gets at the roots of a its"What's
lustre bythea dozen
use? different methods.
trying annoyance.
"Dayday,after
and sweats
the better
"From where we sit it would appear
every
yourday,porter
and part
swearsof that
all the work and worry on the part
over the polishing of the brass railings of
you and your staff, incidental to cleanin your theatre. The time he spends in
ing and polishing brass, can be entirely
removing tarnish represents a substandone away with. Here's the answer in a
tial sum on the debit side of the ledger nutshell:
every week," he said.
"Whatever railings you can spare
" 'Those blankety-blank railings need should
be taken up, wrapped in thin papolishing
again,'
you
say.
And
your
per, packed in excelsior and then shipped
porter plods out for the 3,000th time to to the
nearest brass works. They will
brighten
'em up.butYes,
they look
nice scour them, replate them in any one of a
when
he finishes,
tomorrow
morning
dozen finishes which do not require polit must be done all over again.
so doing.ishing, and generally overhaul them while
Use Service Available
Popular Finishes Named
"We nesshave
been investigating
of polishing
brass work this
andbusiwe
"The more popular of these plated
have come to the conclusion that' your finishes which require little or no atten-

Opposite

PALISADE
FILM
West 129th St. Ferry

Dan Barton of the Bartola Musical
Instrument Co. has an advantage of
having been a musician for many
years before entering the organ field.
This advantage
has been
keenly demonstrated at the recent
installation
of the
Bartola Musical Instrument in the
Markle Theatre & Dance Hall owned by
Robert Markle and Roy Small of Wymore. Neb. The theatre is unique,
inasmuch as under the same roof and in
the same auditorium a motion picture
show and a dance are conducted at the
same time. The building is a large auditorium and on one half is a complete
theatre equipment, while on the other
half is a finely appointed dance hall.
The idea was worked out to meet competition of the present dance craze and
dance pavilions in Wymore. The problem was the music and after trying
orchestras of the jazz nature and otherwise, which was found not feasible, Mr.
Barton was called in at the suggestion of
Mr. H. H. Haven, the Bartola representative in Nebraska. Mr. Barton designed
an instrument which is played by a
pianist which successfully plays the picture and furnishes the dance music at
the same time. Let it be understood
that the motion picture show and the
dancing are going on at the same time,
therefore the difficulty of proper music
can be readily appreciated.
The results of the installation have
been more than satisfactory, as Mr. Small
reports the installation is making money
for them in the way of new patrons and
increased attendance.

LABORATORIES,
Morsemere 621,

INC.
PALISADE,

N. J.

QUALITY
and
SERVICE
F. DOUBLIER, General Manager
O. W. BIARMER, Special Representative
The Pioneer of Motion Picture Industry
220 West 42nd Street
Telephone Bryant|22J
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FIRE
GUTS
FRAME PLANT
Home
of Consolidated Portrait and
Frame Company Destroyed in
Early Morning Blaze
Damage estimated at $100,000 was
caused by a fire which gutted the plant of
the Consolidated Portrait and Frame
Company, 1029 West Adams street, Chicago. Inflammable materials caused the
fire to spread rapidly and only heroic
work by firemen prevented the spread
of the blaze to adjoining buildings.
Investigation of the fire, which is believed to have been caused by combustion of oil rags or varnish compounds,
has been begun by Maj. Shirley T. High,
recently appointed fire attorney.
DE KRUIF

RESIGNS

POSITION

George De Kruif, in charge of advertising and sales promotion for the Exhibitors Supply Company, with headquarters in Chicago, has resigned to become general manager of the Certified
Checoupon Company, a new profit-sharing coupon enterprise in which he is
financially interested. Mr. De Kruif was
instrumental in launching the Federal
Coupon system in Chicago. He is well
known to local film people, having been
for the past five years engaged in various activities in the industry.
REPORTS BETTER BUSINESS
A general improvement in business
conditions is noted by Robert Gumm,
Indianapolis manager of the Exhibitors
Supply Company. Mr. Gumm reports
the sale of seven projection machines in
his territory during the first half of the
present month.

CHEAP
VIOLINS
STRADIVARIUS

Ask

us for samples.

The National Poster and Printing Co.
506 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.
Printers exclusively for the theatre.

EXHIBITORS
HERALD—
THE MOST INTERESTING
PAPER IN THE FIELD
GUARANTEES

RESEMBLE
IN TONE

Jules Mastbaum
Investigating Secret
Process Said to Have Been Found
by German Scientist
Musical circles in Philadelphia, in
common with musicians over the United
States, are with interest awaiting news
from Germany where, according to what
appears to be reliable information, a man
named Ohlhaver has discovered a secret
process whereby cheap violins are made
to resemble the genuine Stradivarius in
tonal qualities.
Jules E. Mastbaum, president of the
Stanley Company of America, has entered into negotiations with representatives of Ohlhaver in Germany with a
view to making arrangements for the
exclusive rights to use the process in the
United States.
"According to word which we have received from Germany the results this
man Ohlhaver has achieved with the
ordinary violin is little short of marvelous," said Mr. Mastbaum in discussing
the matter.
"Our a agents
report that
given
demonstration
thatOhlhaver
excited has
the
wonder and admiration of more than a
thousand critical music experts and artists, who heard the violin played upon
after being put through this process.
We have been informed that the tones of
violins after having been treated with the
process are little inferior to the Cremona
instruments."

All advertising is good.
Some
is better — we
supply the better kind

MAXIMUM

ADVERTISING
RESULTS
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COMPLETES
NEW FACTORY
Individual Drinking Cup Company of
New York Doubles Output With
Easton, Pa., Addition
The Individual Drinking Cup Company, original makers of the paper drinking cup, 220 West Nineteenth street, New
York, has just completed a large new
plant at Easton, Pa., where they announce facilities have been installed
which will permit doubling the present
output of their product, which the company believes, is at the present larger
than the output of any other manufacturer in their line.
Millions of these paper cups are sold
to theatres, particularly around the New
York district, where the company's sales
campaign has been prosecuted more
country.
vigorously than in other parts of the
According to statistics furnished by
the company, over 75 per cent of New
York's theatres are using the Dixie cup
service and a majority of these are using
the Dixie penny-in-the-slot cup vendor.
In addition to this, the Dixie service is
installed in thousands of locations
throughout the United States, including
a great many railroads, hotels, department stores, offices and soda fountains.
CLASSIFIED
FOR SALE — One Motiograph machine in
good condition. Hand drive, lenses for 65
foot throw. Cheap. Address P. O. Box
516, White Lake, S. D.

SPEER
PRICES
We

CARBON
SLASHED

Won't

Profiteer

We bought before the raise in
prices and are giving you the
benefit of our buying power —
Look These Prices Over
Per 100
Per 1000
Speer Cored
$ 46.90
5Ax 6
6.85
3.10
62.50
$ 5.15
28.15
■•4
x
^xl2
9.05
82.50
%xl2
7.55
68.75
12.35
112.50
2.30
Solid.
21.00
6.85
62.50
%xl2
These Prices areabout 25% below present Market
^xl2Order Now Before They Are Snapped Up
Exhibitors Supply Company Inc.
LouisBlvd.
845 S. Chicago
Wabash Ave. 157 Indianapolis
N. Illinois St. 3316 St.
Lindell
Milwaukee Minneapolis
133 Second St. Produce Exchange Bldg.
Send for our catalogue of Exhibitors Supplies
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Theatres
Providing Comfort for Fans Is an
Asset. Exhibitors Know This.
Palaces Are Going Up. Only
the Latest Equipment
Is Being Installed
New

Projects

Enid, Okla. — Manager Billings opens
the new Billings theatre the latter part
of this month. It seats 1,400 persons.
Grand Rapids, Mich. — Jacob Handlesman has obtained interest in the newRegent theatre, and will aid in financing
and constructing the house.
Chehalis, Wash. — J. D. Rice announces
he will erect a new $50,000 theatre here
this summer.
*
Carthage, Mo. — T. H. Slothower is
preparing
begin work on his new theatre in Mainto street.
Rhinelander, Wis. — Peter Rouman will
build a theatre here to seat 1,000 persons
at a cost of $75,000.
Jersey City, N. J.— Louis F. Blumenthal will open his new Central theatre
in the Hudson City section about the

HERALD

middle of March. Mr. Blumenthal is
president of National-Central Theatre-,
Pelham, N. Y. — Pelham Picture House
Corporation will erect a theatre on property at Wolf's Lane and Brookside avenue. Forty-five thousand dollars will be
expended.
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ipletely
destroyed by an early morning fire.
Remodeling
South Bend, Ind. — Plans are being
made to remodel the Temple theatre at
Main street and Lincoln Way in May.

Ownership Changes
Houghton, Mich. — Vance Amusement
Company has purchased the Savoy theatre.
*
St. Joseph, Mo. — Hostcttler Amusement
Company of Omaha, Neb., has purchased
the theatre holdings here of Nate Block
Amusement Company.
*
Camden, Ark. — O. C. Hauber has purchased the Dixie theatre from Buck
Green.
Aledo, 111. — A. W. Trevor and associates have taken over the Empire theatre from J. C. May.
*
Port Huron, Mich. — W. S. Butterfield
has taken over the Family theatre here.
Minneapolis, Minn. — M. C. Martin has
purchased an interest in the Metropolitan
theatres here and in St. Paul.
Port Huron, Mich. — Herb L. Weil has
sold his interest in the Bijou and American theatres to M. D. Shipski and James
Minter.
ires
Redwood City, Cal. — Three thousand
dollars'
Sequoia damage
theatre. was done by fire in the
Taylor, Tex. — The Rink theatre was

CAMERA BARGAINS
Motion Picture Camera* at caah
saving prices.
professional
discounts
on Special
UNIVERSALIS.
Immftdltu
.l.ltv.rr
on dui
.11 modal*.
l»*Hrt».
IfeKrftnc*.
I'.th.
tnd
.lr.l*d In our .bow room &andoLh.n
for oarisa—
coroplotO
CStSloS
St
r.nr.
.
fro«
OS
r.'jua.l
BASS CAMERA COMPANY
Dept M , l 0» N. Dearborn St., Chicago, in.
Competent Musical Director
Experirnxed in all branches. Will maJte your music
a feature. Pictures synchronized perfectly. Motto:
Action of the motion drama with the life of tone and
harmony. Address — Musical Director, Exhibitors
Herald.' 1476 Broadway. New York.

GUARANTEED

Mailing Lists
MOVING PICTURE THEATRES
Every St at s>- total, 2 1 .1 70 by Statea, $5.00
1219 Film Exchanges Per97.80
M
313 manufacturers and studios 4.00
368 machine and au ppl y deal ars 4.00
Further Particular*:
A. F.WILLIAMS. 1BIW. A ten St.Ckicaji

J

Z"1 OOD judgment is to a large degree
responsible for the ever increasing
preference of producers and exhibitors for
Rothacker Prints. Our part in this condition
is the result of long years of experimenting and
constant tests.
To produce prints abundant in high lights,
soft gradations and clear cut definition is an art
as essential to screen success as that of a
Marshall Neilan or a Charlie Chaplin.
The superior excellence of a Rothacker
Print is so apparent on the screen that sound
business judgment obviously should prompt
the producer to meet the exhibitor — more
than halfway — by sending him exclusively
Rothacker Prints.

Face

hot

weather

with

a smile

—

Look forward to a good, profitable business all through the
hottest weather, this summer —
and every summer.
Make your house cool and
breezy with Monsoon Cooling
System. Easily installed, and
pays for itself the first summer.
Other exhibitors say so in our
booklet, "A Better Summer
by

Do you want a copy ?
Business."
flPNSPPN

Founded 1910
Watterson R. Rothscker

APPLING
INC.

SYSTEM

45th St., New York
904, 70 W. Denver
Room
Philadelphia
Kansas City
Baltimore Atlanta
Sacramento
Detroit
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EASTMAN

KODAK
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"IF
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Tom

"Nick
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Booked
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WE

HAVE
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IT!"

Famous

Carter
Detective
Stories in Series"
a Class Alone

by All the
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American

Theatres

Cinema

in United

States

Super-Special

A Six-Reel Brother's
Production with an Ail-StarKeeper"
Cast, Including:
"His
Martha

Mansfield

*

Rogers

Released
BILLY

Lytton

*

Ann

Drew

Feb. 28th!
WEST

in His Second Side-Splitting 2-Reel Comedy

"HE'S

IN
COMING

AGAIN"
SOON!

The Artistic Triumph
Monroe
SALISBURY

Wabash
w\Sot
Avenue

"T14I7
HIH.

of the Year

DADDADUM"
DAKdAKIAIN

FILM
-^fcr
_a_ PIONEER
^

*

E. ELLIOTT,
C 0 R P CLYDE
ORATI
ON ofPresident
I LLI NO IS ~
ILLINOIS
INDIANA
WISCONSIN

JANE
NOVAK

™<*h°™
Harrison
8157-8158
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CHICAGO

Reichenbach
Chicago

"Kids"
Film Fans

Publicity Won for "Outside
The Law" by Freak Ads
In Newspapers
Harry Reichenbach, publicity sachem,
who at present is directing the publicity
drive
for "Outside
in Chicago
and vicinity,
gave thetheLaw"
motion
picture
fans something to puzzle over in the
afternoon newspapers of February 19.
"Soak It In Cold Water"
In announcing that the production
would
at Barbee's
theatre,
Sunday,openFebruary
27, Loop
Reichenbach
headed his advertisements with the following words:
Cut this advertisement out, soak
it in cold water two minutes, then
hold to light and read.
At the bottom of the advertisements
was a message in shorthand signed by
Carl Laemmle, which assisted in the
effectiveness of the hoax.
Whether the ad was soaked in water
or not, it is certain that few people
passed it without giving it a thorough
reading.
Other Stunts Put Over
The advertisements form a small part
of the Reichenbach campaign. A dozen
other stunts are impressing the title
"Outside the Law" on the millions in
Chicago and the central west.
The Priscilla Dean tarn has been breaking in fashion
columns' displays
and pages
newspapers
and winning
in mil-of
linery stores.

TRADE

EVENTS

Theatres Big Aid
In Field Benefit

Odor

For Crippled Ones
Chicago theatres did their bit last week
to assist in making a success of the benefit wrestling mach staged under the auspices of Mrs. Marshall Field for the
benefit of the little crippled children of
the city's poor.
Trailers, showing Mrs. Field and several crippled children, together with an
appeal to the public to support the benefit, were shown in connection with "Way
Down East" and at all the Balaban and
Katz, Jones, Linick & Schaefer, Lubliner
& Trinz, and Ascher Brothers theatres.
The negative of the trailer was made
without charge by Watterson R. Rothacker, president of the Rothacker Film
Manufacturing Company. Harry Berman of the Universal Film Manufacturing Company and Aaron Jones of Jones,
Linick & Schaefer met the cost of the
positive prints.

No

Max Levey Added to
Pioneer Sales Staff
Max Levey, former manager of the
Chicago office of the Robertson-Cole
Distributing Corporation, has joined the
sales staff of the Pioneer Film Corporation of Illinois. He will act as special
representative and will tour the key
cities of Illinois, Indiana and Wisconsin.
MRS. FIELD

MEETS

Bomb

Thrower

Fined $50 by Court
Defense Is Offered When
Case Is Brought Up at

Englewood Station
Eddie O'Brien, alias Murphy, was fined
soO in the Englewood police court last
week on a charge of throwing an odor
bomb in the Rex theatre at Sixty-ninth
and Racine.
No defense was offered.
This is the first conviction arising out
of the recent odor bomb activity. Within
the last few weeks, theatres in every part
of Chicago have had to cope with this
nefarious practice.
Owing to the recent outbreak of odor
bomb throwing, action has been threatened by the state attorney's office.
Favorite Players Have
Two deRemer Features
The Favorite Players Film Corporation of Chicago is planning a sales -drive
throughout its territory on three newly
acquired feature productions.
In addition
to "The Wrong
Woman,"
which
stars Montagu
Love and
Olive
Tell, it has purchased rights to "The
Way Women
Love" and
"Luxury," in
which
Rubye deDemer
is featured.

CHICAGO

EXPLOITERS

Police Woman Continues
Trying to Show Picture
Alice Clement, Chicago police woman,
who produced a film titled "Dregs of a
Big seamy
City," side
which'of islife
intended
to depict
the
in Chicago,
has
renewed her efforts to obtain a permit
from the city of Chicago.
Her latest move is to bring mandamus
proceedings against Chief of Police
Fitzmorris. A writ was obtained January 17 and on February 17, she attempted to have the police chief cited for contempt for failing to comply.
Odor Bomb at Prairie
Persons responsible for the odor bomb
outrages at Chicago theatres renewed
their activities during the past week,
singling
out theIt Prairie
theatre,
Prairie avenue.
is the third
time' 5748
the
Prairie theatre has been the object of
attack, the wires having been cut at one
time and a bomb opened at another time.
Lillian Wralker Honored
L Lillian Walker, well known motion
!picture star who is now in vaudeville,
was the honor guest at a luncheon at the
College Inn Monday, February 21, attended by Chicago newspaper men.

Mrs. Marshall Field appears in the center of the picture which was taken at a recent
meeting of the Chicago Motion Picture Press Club. At her right is Herman
Black, publisher of the Evening American, and at her left Major Fred McLaughlin. In the background, left to right, appear LeMar H. Mason, Irving
Mack, Beatrice Barrett, Abe Steinberg, A. E. Barrymore, Walter L. Hill, Dan
Roche, Mary Kelley and Ralph T. Kettering.
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MISSES

Mac^^
special wireless from convention
B. A. Worm ald of the Marquette f7j
the- (An overlooked
hall with 'Frisco dateline.)
atre, La Salle, 111., who has just returned
from Cincinnati, tells us he was busy
Among the notable hangers-on at the
Convention of the Federated Exchange
annexing some ideas down in that part and
the cause of much curiosity to the
of the country with regard to enlarging
his theatre. Shhh!!! Why not step on assembled press representatives, was the
the little ol' choo choo and come Chi- handsome and ever gallant "Rabbi"
The press was given to unward? Just heave a flock of glances to- Fitzpatrick.
derstand that he was a member of Fitzward our two latest — the Senate and
patrick-McElroy enterprises, of Chicago,
Tivoli, thatsall. * * *
who had just closed a big deal between
the Federated and his company. With
With Harry Grampp closing a deal the
Federated in session from ten in the
giving him the remaining pair of thea- morn until after eleven each night, the
tres in Beloit, Wis., looks like Harry many attending delegates were in a
had it on the great Atlantic cable for "a quandary arranging for the entertaining
string."
admits there
few- of their lady folks and with the modest
theatres inHarry
this territory
not onarehis achain
though always willing "Rabbi" the only
"him" not attending the meeting, 'tis
easily understood his phenomenal popuAfter much paging and wirelessing
larity with the fair members, who agreed
plenteous for the handsome and debonair unanimously, "Rabbi" Fitzpatrick was
bon vivant, erstwhile First National rep- the Convention hero. (Another Chi vicresentative, Gradwell Sears, we note this
tory, ahem!)
* * »
dashing young swain is now a member
of the Favorite Players crack sales orEdgar R. Reduch, for the past several
ganization. Thata boy, "Van," we'll say months district manager in this terriyou know how to* pick
tory for the Special Pictures Corpora* * 'em.
tion, resigned last week. He anticipates
leaving
for the East the latter part of
Some of the boys must have been tellFebruary, announcing his new affiliation
ing Al Normal Chi had swapped cli- at
a later date. * * *
mates with Los Angeles, for Al and his
family are expected to hop off the CaliWith the Hon. W. N. Savace, mayor of
fornia Limited some day the latter part
of this week. Nix Al, they all come back! Alton, now located in the new executive
• • *
business chambers of the Savage Amusement Enterprises, we believe just a word
It has been reported that Izzy Gumbiker has just taken over the Banner or so more rather apropos. Just at present his Honor the mayor owns the billtheatre on the Northwest side, adding
another splendid link to the fast growing posting plant, three theatres, an aerodome,
several road shows and the steamchain of the Gumbiner enterprises.
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boat line which plys up and down the
great Mississippi River from Alton. The
new business quarters are worth investigating. They represent the utmost in
modernity.
Our congrats. Mayor — may
tuity.
your mayorality seat become a perpe* * *
Harry Weiss, president of Superior
Screen Service, returning from a twoweeks hibernation among the Illinois and
Indiana exhibitors, tells us the consensus
of seventy-five exhibitors questioned
was: "Business is not as good as it was
during the war, BUT when the bottom
is reached it will still be as good by
DOUBLE as it was BEFORE the war.
There is not a house in either State losBesides,
there orarein twentyfive ing
newmoney.
theatres
planned
course
of construction at the present time."
Here's hoping Harry's March foist trip
will bring us more
oratory.
* •optimistic
♦
J. H. O'Donnell,
owner of theInd.,
Wash-is
ington theatre, Washington,
spending the winter in Florida. The natives down there report that this inimitable Celt had the time schedule for
"departing
memorized inCuba
a littlesteamers"
over three perfectly
minutes
after alighting from his Pullman compartment. By the way, J. H., if you can
pick up a couple of volumes of Cuban
history we know a few students that
would never forget
* *your* altruism.
The new theatre recently opened at
Booneville, Ind., belongs to Armbruster
& Randigger, a Chicago duo, well known
to local film circles. The live wires state
business very good. So get busy, you
knights of the grip and see what the boys
can use.
* * *
Ray Brian of the Capitol theatre,
Pekin, is again on the job, concluding
an eight
weeks' quarantine
fromRay,
an we
attack of typhoid.
Put it there,
are all glad to see your smiling visage
illumine the Capitol's lobby.

WABASH
FILM EXCHANGE
WILL

OPEN

VERY

SOON
AT
804
S. WABASH
AVENUE
Corner 8th and Wabash— 3rd Floor
THE EXCHANGE
OF POPULAR
PRICED PICTURES

THE EXCHANGE
WHERE YOU WILL RECEIVE ASQUARE DEAL

Films For Any Theatre
AND 2 REEL COMEDIES
2 REEL WESTERNS AND A
SERIES OF 5 AND 6
NEW AND
REEL WESTERN
AND SOCIETY
RE-ISSUES
FEATURES

W HAT the Picture Did for Me" is the
best department of the best trade
paper. — R. O. Rboades, manager,
Orpbeum theatre. Converse, Ind.
W HAT tbe Picture Did for Me" is
certainly a great aid in booking
pictures. — Adolpb Kobn, manager.
Pastime theatre, Granville, N. Y.
HAT tbe Picture Did for Me" is
W necessary
if I am to keep using the
S. R. O. sign. — Mark Jackson, manager. Strand theatre. Alexander
City, Ala.
Above are three of hundreds of
tributes exhibitors are paying to one
of the many exclusive features of
EXHIBITORS

HERALD

The Independent Film Trade Paper
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PICTURES

Street

Know

A

Good

It— Booking

LUBLINER & TRINZ
THEATRES

Chicago

Picture
Like

When

Wildfire

HIDDEN

BOOKED AT
'S13
BARB
Week
ofEE
Mar.
BOOKED BY
W00DLAWN,
PANTHEON,
and all

ILLINOIS & INDIANA

Few
LIGHT
Featuring the Beautiful
DOLORES
CASSINELLI

If Any

Pictures

Can

Equal
This
One For Intense Action —
Punch — Love
Scenes
and
Plot.

GUIDE

to

CURRENT

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
Distributed through Pathe Exchanges
Therar.Riddle Woman, six reels, with Geraldine Far
The Devil, six reels, with Georee Arliss.
What Women Will Do, six reels.

Dec. 6— Conrad
in Quest Meigban.
of His Youth, six reels,
with Thomas
Dec. 5— Flying Pat, five reels, with Dorothy Gish.
Dec. 12 — TheRoscoe
Life Arbuckle.
of the Party, five reels, with
Dec. 12 — Heliotrope,
duction. six reels. Cosmopolitan proDec. 19 — To Please One Woman, six reels, Lois
Weber production.
Dec. 19 — An Washburn.
Amateur Devil, five reels, with Bryant
Dec. 2« — The Testing
liam S. Hart.Block, six reels, with WilDec. 26 — Silk Hosiery, five reels, with Enid Bennett.
Jan. 2 — Thesix Bait.
reels. Maurice Tourneur production,
Jan. S— ThesixJucklins,
reels. George Melford production,
Jan. 9 — The Charm
lace Reid. School, five reels, with WalJan. 16 — ThewithEducation
of Elizabeth, five reels,
Billie Burke.
Jan. 16 — The Inside of the Cup, six reels, with
Special cast.
Jan. 23 — TheDouglas
Rookie's
Return, five reels, with
MacLean.
Jan. 23 — Midsummer Madness, six reels, William
De Mille production
Jan. 30 — Paying
Piper, five reels, George Fitz.
mauricethe production.
Jan. 30 — TheThos.
Frontier
of the Stars, five reels, with
Meighan.
Feb. 6 — Brewsters
Millions,
six reels, Roscoe
Arbuckle.
Feb. 6— The Ghost in the Garret, five reels, Dorothy Gish.Fruit, eight reels, Cecil de
Feb. 13 — Forbidden
Mille production.
Feb. 13 — Chickens,
Lean. five reels, with Douglas MacFeb. 20 — The Passionate Pilgrim, six reels. Cosmopolitan production.
Feb. 20 — The Kentuckians, five reels, Chas.
Maigne production.
FIDELITY PICTURES CO.
The Married Virgin, six reels.
Frivolous Wives, six reels.

ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS, INC.
THOMAS H. INCE PRODUCTIONS
Homespun Folks, six reels, with Lloyd Hughes.
Lying
Lips,Vidor.
six reels, with House Peters and
Florence
J. PARKER READ, JR., PRODUCTIONS
TheGlaum.
Leopard Woman, seven reels, with Louise
A worth.
Thousand to One, six reels, with Hobart BosLove, six reels, with Louise Glaum.
ALLAN DWAN PRODUCTIONS
The Forbidden Thing, six reels, with James Kirkwood and Helen Jerome Eddy.
A Perfect Crime, six reels, with Monte Blue and
Jacqueline Logan.
MAURICE TOCRNEUR PRODUCTIONS
TheBedford.
Last of the Mohicans, six reels, with Barbara
MACK SENNETT PRODUCTIONS
A Small Town Idol, six reels, with Ben Turpin.
C. B. C. FILM SALES
The Victim, six reels.
Dangerous Love, five reels.
CREATION FILMS, INC.
For the Freedom of Ireland, five reels.
EQUITY PICTURES
Keep to the Right, six reels, with Edith Taliaferro.
Whispering
Devils, seven reels, with Conway
Tearle.
Midchannel, six reels, with Clara Kimball Young.
Hush, five reels, with Clara Kimball Young.
FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY
Nov. 28 — Idols
of Clay,
seven reels, George Fitz.
maurice
production.
Nov. 28 — A Dorothy
Romantic Dalton.
Adventuress, five reels, with

FILM MARKET, INC.
The House Without Children, seven reels, with
Richard Travers.
The Grand Passion, six reels.
FIRST NATIONAL
Goduction.
and Get It, seven reels, Marshall Neilan proTheTalmadge.
Perfect Woman, five reels, with Constance
Notorious
McDonald.Miss Lisle, five reels, with Katherine
Jack-Knife Man, five reels. King Vidor special.
Forty-five
Minutes from Broadway, six reels, with
Chas. Ray.
Good
madge.References, six reels, with Constance TalIn the Heart of a Fool, seven reels, Allan Dwan
special. five reels, with Katherine MacDonald.
Curtain,
Harriet
Stewart.and the Piper, six reels, with Anita
TheTalmadge.
Branded Woman, seven reels, with Norma
Themore.Master Mind, six reels, with Lionel BarryWhat
Women Love, six reels, with Annette Kellerman.
Peaceful Valley, six reels, with Charles Ray.
Nomads of North, six reels, Curwood production.
Haven.Beds, five reels, Mr. and Mrs. Carter DeTwin
Old Dad, six reels, with Mildred Harris Chaplin.
Themore.Devil's Garden, six reels, with Lionel BarryDangerous
Talmadge. Business, five reels, with Constance
Love, Honor and Behave, Mack Sennett comedy.
Unseen Forces, with All-Star Cast.
Dinty,
reels, with Wesley Barry, a Marshall
Neilanseven
production.
Habit, five reels, with Mildred Harris.
The Truth About Husbands, seven reels.
Nineteen and Phyllis, six reels, with Chas. Ray.
The Great Adventure, six reels, with Lionel BarNotrymore.
Guilty, six reels, with Sylvia Breamer.
MyMacDonald.
Lady's Latchkey, five reels, with Kathryn

AMERICAN FILM COMPANY
Distributed Through Pathe Exchanges
FLYING "A'» SPECIALS
The Week End, six reels, with Milton Sills.
A Live-Wire Hick, six reels, with Wm. Russell.
A Eddy
Light Woman, six reels, with Helen Jerome
The Gamesters, six reels, with Margarita Fisher.
TheElinor
Blue Field.
Moon, six reels, with Pell Trenton and
Their Mutual Child, six reels, with Margarita
Fisher and Nigel Barrie.
Sunset Jones, five reels, with Charles Clary.
ARROW FILM CORP.
The Chamber Mystery, five reels.
Circumstantial Evidence, five reels.
The Wall Street Mystery, five reels.
The Unseen Witness, five reels.
The Trail of the Cigarette, five reels.
The Bromley Case, five reels.
Woman's
ing. Man, five reels, featuring Romaine FieldLove's
Protege,fivefive
featuring
Bitter Fruit,
reels,reels,
all star
cast. Ora Carew.
The Golden Trail, five reels.
Bachelor
kins. Apartments, five reels, with Georgia HopTex, feature series, five reels.
A Man from Nowhere, five reels, with Jack Hoxie.
The Way Women Love, five reels, with Rubye De
Remer.
Luxury, six reels, with Rubye De Remer.
The Deceiver, five reels, with Carol Holloway.
The Tame Cat, five reels, with all star cast.
The Man Who Trifled, five reels, with all star cast.
Before
cast the White Man Came, five reels, all Indian

PICTURES

The Woman
in His House, eight reels, with Milmadge.dred Harris.
Mamma's
Affair, five reels, with Constance TalTheRay.Old Swimmin' Hole, six reels, with Charles
Passion, eight reels with Pola Negri.
Scrambled Wives, six reels, with Marguerite Clark.
The Oath, eight reels, R. A. Walsh production.
Lessons
madge. in Love, five reels, with Constance TalScrap Iron, five reels, with Charles Ray.
FEDERATED FILM EXCHANGES
Nobody's
Girl,five
fivereels,
reels, with
with Bessie
Billie Love.
Rhodes.
Bonnie May,
The Midlands
five reels, with Bessie Love.
Hearts and Masks, five reels, with all-star cast.
Good Bad Wife, five reels, with all-star cast.
ThestarServant
cast. in the House, five reels, with allFORWARD FILM DIST.
Youth's Desire, five reels.
FOX FILM CORPORATION
POX SPECIALS
The White Moll, with Pearl White.
If I Were King, with William Farnum.
The Skywayman, with Lt. Ormer Locklear.
While New York Sleeps, with All Star Cast.
The Face at Your Window, with All Star Cast.
Blind Wives, with All Star Cast.
A with
Connecticut
All Star Yankee
Cast. in King Arthur's Court,
Skirts, six reels, with Special Cast.
WILLIAM FARNUM SERIES
Drag Harlan.
The Scuttlers.
PEARL WHITE SERIES
The Thief.
Tiger's Cub.
The Mountain Woman.
TOM MIX SERIES
The Untamed.
The Texan.
Prairie Trails.
The Road Demon.
WILLIAM RUSSELL SERIES
The Man Who Dared.
The
The Challenge
Iron Rider. of the Law.
Cheater Reformed.
Bare Knuckles.
Chin Toy. SHIRLEY MASON SERIES
Flame of Youth.
Girl ofToyMy Heart.
Wing
Merely Mary Ann.
GEORGE WALSH SERIES
From Now On.
The
Plunger.
Number 17.
Dynamite Allen.
30TH CENTURY BRAND
Two Moons, with Buck Jones.
Just Pals, with Buck Jones.
The Land of Jazz, with Eileen Percy.
Partners of Fate, with Louise Lovely.
The Big Punch, with Buck Jones.
GOLDWYN PICTURES CORP.
GOLDWYN STAR PRODUCTIONS
The Truth, five reels, with Madge Kennedy.
Scratch 666,
My five
Back,reels,
five with
reels Tom
(Eminent
Officer
Moore.Authors).
Cupid, the Cowpuncher, five reels, with Will
Rogers.
ManPickford.
Who Had Everything, five reels, with Jack
Kennedy.
Girl With the Jazz Heart, five reels, with Madge
It's a Great Life, five reels (Eminent Artists).
ThePollar.
Revenge of Tarzan, five reels, with Gene
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Going Some, five reels, Rex Beach production.
Theproduction.
North Wind's Malice, five reels, Rex Beach
The Penalty, five reels, with Lon Chaney.
Earthbonnd, seven reels, with All Star Cast.
Stop Thief, five reels, with Tom Moore.
Madam X, six reels, with Pauline Frederick.
The Branding Iron, seven reels. Special Cast.
His Own Law, six reels, with Hobart Bosworth.
Honest Hutch, five reels, with Will Rogers.
Milestones, six reels, with Special Cast,
What Happened to Rosa, with Mabel Normand.
ThemoreSongKendall
of the production.
Soul, with Vivian Martin, a MessGodless Men, seven reels.
The Great Lover, six reels.
Just Out of College, five reels.
Roads
erick. of Destiny, five reels, with Pauline FredThe Highest Bidder, five reels.
Prisoners of Love.
The Concert.
Guile of Women, five reels, with Will Rogers.
Bnnty Pulls the Strings, seven reels.
Hold Your Horses, five reels.
The Voice in the Dark, five reels.
Boys Will Be Boys, five reels, with Will Rogers.
W. W. HODKINSON CORP.
Distributed through the Pathe Exchanges
Z.VXE GREY PICTURES, INC.
The U. P. Trail, six reels.
BENJAMIN B. HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS
The Dwelling Place of Light, by Winston Churchill.
J. PARKER READ, J II., PRODUCTIONS
The Brute Master, with Hobart Bosworth.
Love Madness, with Louise Glaum.
DEITRICH-BECK, INC.
The Harvest Moon, six reels, with Doris Kenyon.
DIAL FILM CO. PRODUCTIONS
ThesonTiger's
Butt. Coat, with Myrtle Stedman and LawLOUIS TRACY PRODUCTIONS
The Silent Barrier, six reels, with Sheldon Lewis.
ROBERT BRUNTON PRODUCTIONS
No. 99. five reels, with J. Warren Kerrigan.
The Green Flame, five reels, with J. Warren
Kerrigan.
The House of Whispers, with J. Karren Kerrigan.
N ATIONA L-BILLIE RHODES PROD.
The Kentucky Colonel, with Joseph J. Dowling.
JOSEPH LEVERING PRODUCTIONS
His Temporary Wife, six reels, with Special Cast.
mVIN V. WILLAT PRODUCTIONS
Down Home, an All Star Cast.
INDEPENDENT FILMS
\EAL HART SERIES
Oct.
1
—
Hell's
five reels.
Nov. 15 — Skyfire,Oasis,
five reels.
Jan.
1
—
The
Lumherjack,
five reels.
Feb. 15 — Totem Law.
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Feb. 7 — Passion Fruit, six reels. Doraldina.
Feb. 21 — The Greater Claim, six reels, Alice Lake.
NA2IMOVA PRODUCTIONS
Madame Peacock, seven reels, with Nazimova.
Billions, six reels, with Nazimova.
BIAURICE TOURNEUR PRODUCTIONS
The Great Redeemer, six reels, All Star Cast.
S. L. PRODUCTIONS
Cast. Honor and Obey, six reels, with All Star
Love,
Feb. 28 — Without Limit, six reels, Geo. D. Baker
production.
C. E. SHURTLEFF, INC.
Mar. 14 — The Little Fool, six reels, all-star cast.
PATHE EXCHANGE, INC.
EDGAR LEWIS PRODUCTIONS
Lahoma, seven reels.
A Beggar in Purple, six reels.
The Sage Hen, five reels, with Gladys Brockwell.
J. STUART BLACKTON PRODUCTIONS
House
the Tolling
Bell, six reels, with Bruce
Gordonof and
May McAvoy.
Forbidden
Valley,
six
and May McAvoy. reels, with Bruce Gordon
JESSE D. HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS
Half
ton. a Chance, seven reels, with Mahlon HamilHerSweet.
Unwilling Husband, five reels, with Blanche
Dice of Destiny, five reels, with H. B. Warner.
That Girl Montana, five reels, with Blanche Sweet,
When
We Were Twenty-one, five reels, with H.
B. Warner.
ROBT. BRUNTON PRODUCTIONS
TheandDevil
Pay, six reels, with Fritzi Brunette
Roy toStewart.
PERRET PICTURES, INC.
The Empire of Diamonds, six reels.
GEORGE B. SEITZ, INC.
Rogues and Romance, six reels, with Geo. B. Seitz
and June Caprice.
FEDERAL PHOTOPLAYS, INC.
The Killer, six reels.
ARTHUR F. BECK
The Heart Line, six reels.
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RUSSELL-GREIVER-RUSSELL
Lone Hand Wilson, five reels, with Lester Cuneo.
The Ranger and the Law, five reels, with Lester
Cuneo.
Pat
the Ranch,
five reels,
Lester
Cuneo.
Blue O'Blazes,
five reels,
with with
Lester
Cuneo.
S. & E. ENTERPRISES
It Mason.
Might Happen to You, five reels, with Billy
Cowboy Jass, two reels, stunt novelty.
LEWIS J. SELZNICK ENTERPRISES
SELZNICK PICTURES
Everybody's
Thomas. Sweetheart, five reels, with Olive
Dangerous Paradise, five reels. Special Cast.
Red Foam, five reels, Ralph Ince production.
Themerstein.
Daughter Pays, five reels, with Elaine HamBroadway
Home, with
The
Road toandAmbition,
with Eugene
Conway O'Brien.
Tearle.
Pleasure Seekers, with Elaine Hammerstein.
SELECT PICTURES
TheDurning.
Seeds of Vengeance, five reels, with Bernard
JustHallor.
Outside the Door, five reels, with Edith
Man's
five reels,
with Grace
Davidson.
ChildrenPlaything,
Not Wanted,
five reels,
with Edith
Day.
Mountain Madness, five reels, with special cast.
NATIONAL PICTURES
Out of the Snows, five reels, with Ralph Ince.
The Palace of Darkened Windows, five reels, with
special cast.
Marooned
Hearts, five reels, with Conway Tearle.
Who Am I? five reels, special cast,
D. N. SCHWAB PRODUCTIONS
Fickle Women, five reels, state right feature.
Girls Don't Gamble, five reels, state right feature.
STOLL FILM CORPORATION
January
Squandered
Lives.Chance.
January —— The
Hundredth
January
—
Mr.
Wu.
January — The Lure of Crooning Water.

UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
June
13 — Mollycoddle, six reels, with Douglas
Fairbanks.
June 27 — Suds, five reels, with Mary Pickford.
Sept. 5— The Love Flower, seven reels, D. W.
Griffith
Dec.
4 — Theproduction.
Mark of Zorro, eight reels, with
Douglas
Fairbanks.
PIONEER FILM CORP.
Jan. 9 — The Love Light, eight reels, with Mary
Pickford.
Outreauof and
the Edmund
Depths, five
Cobb.reels, with Violet MerseUNIVERSAL FEATURES
Empty
Arms,Hall.five reels, with Gail Kane and
Thurston
Under
Northern Lights, five reels, with Virginia
Faire.
Idle
Hands,Frank.
five reels, with Kail Kane and J.
Herbert
Blue Streak McCoy, five reels, with Harry Carey.
A Good Woman, five reels, with Gail Kane and . In Folly's Trail, five reels, with Carmel Myers.
J. Herbert Frank.
Beautifully
Trimmed, five reels, with Carmel
Thoughtless Women, five reels, with Alma Rubens.
Myers.Youth, five reels, with Edith Roberts.
White
Two Kinds of Love, five reels, all star cast.
REALART PICTURES
Hearts Up, five reels, with Harry Carey.
Tiger
True, five reels, with Frank Mayo.
SPECIAL
FEATURES
SPECIAL FEATURE
JEWEL PRODUCTIONS
Deep Purple, six reels. R. A. Walsh production.
Mar. 1 — Reckless Wives.
The Law of the Yukon, six reels, Chas. Miller The Breath of the Gods, six reels, with Tsuru Aoki.
JANS PICTURES, INC.
Theproduction.
Soul of Youth, six reels, a Taylor production. Thecast.Devil's Pass Key, seven reels, with special
Phillips.
. Dorothy
to Every Woman, six reels,. with
Theduction.
Furnace, seven reels, a Wm. D. Taylor pro- Once
Madonnas and Men, six reels.
Love Without Question, seven reels.
Outside
the
Law,
six
reels,
with
Priscilla
Dean.
AWings
Woman's
Business,
five reels.
«
STAR PRODUCTIONS
of Pride,
five reels.
VITAGRAPH
Sweet
M inter.Lavender, five reels, with Mary Miles
VICTOR KREMER PRODUCTIONS
ALICE
JOYCE
SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS
39 East, five reels, with Constance Binney.
The Vice of Fools, five reels.
Voices, six reels, with All Star Cast.
Food for Scandal, five reels, with Wanda Hawley. The
Prey, six reels.
Mad Love, five reels, with Lina Cavalieri.
The Furnace, five reels, Wm. D. Taylor.
EyesMinter.
and Heart, five reels, with Mary Miles Cousin Kate, five reels.
ley.
BERT LUBIN
EARLE WILLIAMS PRODUCTIONS
Her Beloved Villain, five reels, with Wanda HawA Master Stroke, five reels.
Honeymoon Ranch, five reels. State Rights Feature. Her First Elopement, five reels, with Wanda
The Romance Promoter, five reels.
Hawley.
West of the Rio Grande, five reels, Allene Ray.
The PurpleAdrift,
Cipher,fivefivereels.
reels.
You Never Can Tell, six reels, with Bebe Daniels. Diamonds
METRO PICTURES CORPORATION
Oh Lady Lady, five reels, with Bebe Daniels.
CORINNE
GRIFFITH
PRODUCTIONS
METRO SPECIALS
The New York Idea, six reels, with Alice Brady.
Blackbirds, five reels, with Justine Johnstone.
The Broadway Bubble, five reels.
Nov. 15 — Someone
in
the
House,
six
reels,
with
All
Something
Different,
five
reels,
with
Constance
Binney.
The Whisper Market, five reels.
Star Cast.
It Isn't Being Done This Season.
Nov. 29 — TheBertMisleading
Lady, six reels, with
Lytell.
ALICE CALHOUN PRODUCTIONS
ROBERTSON-COLE PICTURES
Dec. 13— Hearts
Are
Trumps,
six
reels,
with
All
Star Cast.
Princess Jones, five reels.
The
Stealers,
eight
reels,
Cabanne.
ANTONIO SIORENO PRODUCTIONS
Dec. 20— Polly
Cast. With a Past, six reels, with All So Long Letty, six reels, Christel.
A erick.
Slave of Vanity, five reels, with Pauline Fred- Three Sevens, five reels.
Dec. 27— Cinderella's
Twin,
six
reels,
with
Viola
Dana.
VITAGRAPH SUPER-FEATURES
six reels, Arsene Lubin story.
Jan. 10 — Lure of Youth, six reels, all-star cast. 813.
Dead Men Tell No Tales, seven reels (Tom Terriss
The
Little
Fraid
Lady,
six
reels,
with
Mae
Marsh.
Jan. 17— Marriage
Production), All Star Cast,
Allison. of Wm. Ashe, six reels, May
SPECIALS
Trumpet
Island, seven reels, all-star cast (Tom
Jan. 31— TheDana.Offshore Pirate, six reels, Viola
Terris Production).
Kismet, nine reels, with Otis Skinner.
Black Beauty, Jean Paige and All Star Cast.
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SHORT

SUBJECTS

COMEDIES
ARROW FILM CORP.
ARROW-HANK
week, two reels.MANN COMEDIES, every other
ARROW-MURIEL
OSTRICH COMEDIES, two
reels.
SPOTLIGHT COMEDIES, one reel.
ARDATH XLNT COMEDIES, two reels.
ATWON FILM CORP.
JOY COMEDIES.
C. B. C. FILM SALES
HALL ROOM BOYS COMEDIES, two reels.
CELEBRATED PLAYERS
CELEBRATED COMEDIES.
EDUCATIONAL FILBI CORP.
CHESTER COMEDIES, two reels.
A Trayful
of Trouble.
The
One Best
Pet.
You'll
Be
Surprised.
Beat It.
Ladies' Pets.
CHRISTIE
Mr. Fatima.COMEDIES, two reels.
Wedding Blues.
Back From the Front.
Dining Mad.
Room, Kitchen and Sink.
Movie
Nobody's
Hey Rube. Wife.
Man Versus Woman.
Scrappily Married.
TORCHY COMEDIES, two reels.
Torchy's Turns
Millions.
Torchy
Cupid.(Johnny
(JohnnyHines.)
Hines.)
Torchy's Mixes
DoubleIn. Triumph.
Torchy
Torchy's Night Hood.
MERMAID COMEDIES, two reels.
Dynamite. (Lloyd Hamilton.)
Nonsense. (Jimmie Adams.)
The
AprilSimp.
Fool. (Lloyd Hamilton.)
High
and
Moonshine. Dry.
Holy Smoke.
FILM SALES CO.
BILLY RUGE COMEDIES, one reel.
JOLLY COMEDIES, one reel.
FILM SPECIAL COMEDIES, one reel.
FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY
PARreels.
AMOUNT- ARBUCKLE
COMEDIES two
PARAMOU
HAVEN COMEDIES two
reels. NT-DE
PARAMO
UNT-MACK SENNETT COMEDIES
two reels.
Feb. 20—
6— The
On a Summer's Day.
Feb.
Unhappy Finish.
PARAMOtures,
UNT-BU
one reel. RTON HOLMES Travel PicPARAMOUNT-MAGAZINE, one reel.
FIRST NATIONAL
CHARLES CHAPLIN COMEDIES.
A Dog's Life, three reels.
reels.
Day's Pleasure,
AShoulder
Arms, twotworeels.
Sunnyside, two reels.
The Kid, six reels.
TOONER
TROLLEY COMEDIES, two
reels. VILLE
FEDERATED FILM
MONTE BANKS COMEDIES, two reels
FOX FILM CORP.
SUNSHINE COMEDIES, two reels.
An
s Nightmare.
HoldElephant'
Me Tight.
His Noisy Still.
Pretty Lady.
Her Doggone
Wedding.
Pals
and Petticoats
.
The Slicker.
CLYDE
COOK
The Huntsman. COMEDIES, two reels.
All Wrong.
Don'tJockey.
Tickle.
The
GOLDWYN PICTURES
CAPITOL COMEDIES, two reels.
EDGAR COMEDIES, two reels.
GOLDWYN-BRAY COMICS, one reel.

March

HERALD

IMM I I NIII VI FILMS ASSN.
DAMFOOL TWIN COMEDIES, two reels.
PINNACLE
Roberts. COMEDIES, two reels, with Max
METRO
NEIGHBORS, two reels, Buster Keating.
THEKeating.
HAUNTED
HOUSE, two reels. Buster
PATHS! EXCHANGE, inc.
VANITY FAIR GIRLS COMEDIES, one reel.
ROLIN COMEDIES, one reel.
ROLIN TWO REELERS, two reels.
HAROLD
LLOYD COMEDIES, two reels.
Number Please.
PHOTO I'KOIH ( I S I \ POUT
FLAGG COMEDY RENEWALS, one reel.
RADIX PICTl BBS, INC.
JOHNNY DOOLEY COMEDIES.
REEL CR A FT PICTUBJ *
ALICE HOWELL COMEDIES, two reels.
WILLIAM FRANEY COMEDIES, one reel
MILBURN MORANTI COMEDIES, two reels.
NAPOLEON & SALLY COMEDIES, one reel
GALE HENRY COMEDIES, two reels
MATTY ROUBERT COMEDIES,
ROYAL COMEDIES, two reels. two reels
HOIl K II I SO.\-« OLE
SUPREME COMEDIES, one reel.
RL'SSELL-GREI VEH-BUSSELL
TUSUN COMEDIES, one reel.
*■•■:( i \i im< i i iti:s ( our.
COMEDYART. two reels.
COMICLASSICS. two reels
CLAYPLAY COMEDIES.
MORANTI COMEDIES.
CHESTER CONKLIN COMEDIES, two reel,.
« M\ IH* A I. FILM MFG. CO.
CENTURY COMEDIES, two reels
STAR COMEDIES, one reel.
VITAGRAPH
BIG V SPECIAL COMEDIES, two reels
1 he Suitor.
H?RYc
SEMON COMEDIES, two reels.
The Stage Hand.
The Sportsman.
JIMThe AUBREY
Back Yard.COMEDIES, two reels
The Decorator.
His Jonah Day.
The
Mysterious Stranger.
The Nuisance.
DRAMAS
ARROW FILM CORP.
BLAZED
TRAIL
PRODUCTIONS,
one every
two reels.
other week,
ARROW-NORTH WOOD DRAMAS, two reels.
C. B. C. FILM SALES
STAR RANCH WESTERNS, two reels.
THE TEMPEST, two reels, Tom Santschi.
, SAM,
PATHEtwo reels, Edgar
SINGLE-HANDED
Jones.
PIONEER
NICK CARTER SERIES, two reels.
C. B. PRICE CO.
INDIAN
DRAMAS,
featuring Mona Darkfeather, one
reel.
REELCRAFT PICTURES
TEXAS GUINAN WESTERNS, two reels.
RL'SSELL-GREI VER-RUSSELL
reels. RIDGEWAY
FRITZI
PRODUCTIONS, two
STAR
Grace DRAMAS,
Cunard and featuring
others, twoViolet
reels. Mersereau.
AL JENNINGS WESTERNS, two reels.
NEAL HART WESTERNS, two reels.
SELZNICK PICTURES
WILLIAM J. FLYNN Detective Series, two reels.
UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. CO.
RED RIDER SERIES (Leonard Chapman), two
renin.

WESTERN
reels.

AND
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DRAMAS, two

SCENICS
EDUCATIONAL— Robert C. Bruce Scenics Beautiful, one reel (every two weeks).
EDUCATIO
reel (everyNAL—
week).Chester Outing Scenics, one
EDUCATION
weeks). AL — Screenics, one reel (every two
PARAMOUN
T — Burton
one reel (every
week). Holmes Travel Picture*,
PARAMOUNT— Burlingham Adventure Scenics.
PARAMOUNT— Post Nature Pictures.
REELCRAFT— Reelcraft Scenics, one reel.
ROBFRTSON
COLE— Martin Johnson Series, one
reel.
ROBERTSON
COLE— Adventure Scenics, one
reel.
Stories. PICTURES— Sunset Burrud Scenic
SPECIAL
MISCELLANEOUS
ARROW— Sport Pictorials, one reel.
C. B. C. SALES — Screen snapshots (bi monthly).
COMMONWEALTH—
Spanuths Original Vod-uVil Movies.
COMMONWEALTH— Spanuth's Sermonettes.
FAMOUS
PLAYERS— Paramount Magazine, cut
reel (weekly).
GOLDWYN— Goldwyn Bray Pictographs.
GREIVER — Greiver Educationals.
KINETO— Kineto Reviews.
KINETO— Charles Urban Movie Chats.
KINETO— Urban Popular Classics.
PATHE— Topics of the Day.
PATHE— Pathe Review, one reel.
PIONEER— Luke McLuke's Film-Osophy.
RADIN— Brind's Wonders of Nature.
SELECT — Herbert Kaufman Masterpieces.
SELECT — Prizma Color Pictures.
S. & E. ENTERPRISES— Cowboy Jazz, two reels.
SERIALS
ARROW— Thunderbolt Jack (Jack Hoxie).
FOX— Bride Thirteen.
PATHE— Ruth of the Rockies (Ruth Roland).
PATHE
Warner— Phantom
Orland). Foe (Juanita Hansen and
PATHE—
Velvet
Fingers (George B. Seitz ana
Marguerite
Courtot).
UNIVERSAL—
King
of the Circus (Eddie Polo).
camp).
UNIVERSAL—
The Flaming Disk (Elmo Lincoln).
UNIVERSAL— The Dragon's Net (Marie Wul*
Duncan).
VITAGRAPH—
The Silent Avenger (William
Elinor Fair). The Purple Riders (Joe Ryan and
VITAGRAPH—
VITAGRAPH—
Fighting Fate (William Duncaa
and Edith Johnson).
VITAGRAPH— Hidden Dangers (Joe Ryan and
Jean
Paige).
Moreno).
VITAGRAPH—
The Veiled Mystery (Antonio
NEWS REELS
FOX NEWS (twice a week) at Fox exchanges.
INTERNATIONAL
(Mondays and Thursdays) at Universal NEWS
exchanges.
KINOGRAMS
(twice a week) at Educational exchanges.
PATHE
NEWS
(Wednesdays and Saturdays) at
Educational exchanges.
changes. NEWS (twice a week) at Select enSELZNICK
ANIMATED CARTOONS
THE GUMPS (Celebrated Players).
MUTT AND JEFF (Fox).
GASOLINE ALLEY (Russell-Greiver-Russell)
SPECIALS
EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP.
Modern Centaurs.
Valley of 10,000 Smokes.
Babe Ruth — How He Knocks His Home Runs.
Art of Diving, with Annette Kellerman.
The Race of the Age (Man o' War).
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Associated Producers, Inc., founded last April
and releasing its first production in September,
1920, to date has released a total of nine productions.
\X hen the industry
Producers planned
bution, and on a
scoffed at by the
>usiness.

in general heard that seven
to operate their own distri20c c basis, we were freely
professional elements of the

Today — six months since September — Associated
Producers, Inc., is on a profit-making footing
and is operating a complete distributing machine
within the 20*^ of original prediction and intention.
ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS, INC.
729 SEVENTH AVENUE. NEW YORK CITY
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KNOCKOUT
in Akron

A

Wires Allen T. Himmons,

of the Allen Theatre:

' ' 'Outside The Law' a positive knockout. Everybody tickled to death. The most people that
ever came to see a picture at the Allen Theatre.
At'least fifteen hundred turned away first day.
Broke all records. Universal certainly put over
a wonderful advertising and exploitation
i

campaign."

CARL

LAEHMLE
pre j*ent

PrisciHa

Deaii

J,
supported by LON

CHAHEY

Hdodiama

#

Ml

OUTSIDE
j

the

LAW

7

UNIVERSAL

'ton
1

13,

SECOND

SHOW1

V

Another hot wire: "Moore's

Rialto Theatre

engagement of 'Outside the Law' one of the
biggest in the history of the house. Mr.
Moore just booked picture for his Garden
Theatre, which is only two blocks from the
Rialto, for a second showing."
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A comedy

drama

from the Saturday
by CARL CLAUSEN

Persona llu directed

Evening

bg Mr. D\MN

Post

story

The modern

Munchausen —

That's Monte Blue in this latest Dwan Production. It is
indeed "A Perfect Crime" to
tell the tales Mr. Blue as Wally
Riggs, does. Your audience
will .enjoy them with real zest
— and then, when the "twist"
comes, wonder why such a
perfect liar would w7alk so stupidly into the hands of his arch
enemy, who in this case happens to be the district attorney.
The

district attorney !

Yes,

you've caught it — Drama.
Along with the high comedy.
Plus that terrific "twist" in
the story.
Small wonder

our branches are

wiring back congratulations on
the dif ferent picture! ' ' And
that we, in turn, congratulate
our exhibitor-customers.

A

DIFFERENT

PICTURE— AT

LAST!

Allan Dwan has made it— that long-awaited photoplay which can thrill with its drama, tickle the
risibilities with its comedy, tug at the heart strings
with its pathos, and do them all equally well.
"A

Perfect Crime " is perfectly different, perfectly adapted to the showman who knows that

95% of what is termed "showmanship'' consists j
of getting away from the usual— making the
public sit up and talk! Presented by Mr.
Dwan with a typical Dwan cast, headed
by Monte Blue and Jacqueline Logan.

She

married

"and

him

Por hetter or Por worse

the Pigltb she waged was a winning one

Lewis J. Selznick
Presents

in

'jneUammrstei,
KATHLEEN
NORRIS

7)

PoorDearMc uroaret
Scenario
Directed

by
by

LEWIS

ALLEN

WILLIAM

BROWNE
P. S. EAR

LE

*J dynamic

drama

oF daring deeds
^WiUxaviCiox

VIILIAM
presents

RUSSELL

Bare

storj/ ey
Xjiuc\les
Qy
J\ CHAN D1RECTE0
N I HG EDINGTOMy
James

Patrick,

hogaku

*J Jfey) 3ox Star in a ZOtK Century
Version of a. famous story

^l£)itltaiTL
HAROLD

^}oX

presents

GOODWN

Oliver
Ljwist,
Jn.
MODERNIZED
DICKENS'
STOR.V BV FROM
T= M«CHARLES
CrllEW W'IU.15
iRECI

O/ie

greatest

oF

all modern
society
dramas

TOilliam'Jtax

BLIND

VIVE
BASED

5

ON-

EDWARD
ICNODLOCIC'S
FAMOUS INTER.NATIONA.L
STAGE SUCCESS

DIRECTION ANO SCENARIO
OMy I&dy's Dress
CHARLES J. S R-A 8 1KL

rl
Tri
tfieCan'
Pul
t gge
}Jou
unforgettable drarmtic
AN
L classic made into a poweifu
melodrama of the strange forces
of existence.
Produced by^a master, and acted
by a notable cast, it will be ?
box-office knockout anywhere.
By Augustus Thomas
Scenario by Julia Crawford hers
This four column cut itt mat or electro at your exchange

'Acquitted

FAMOUS P LAYERS- LAS KY CORPORATION jjjj^^T*
H&*k

<Je«e

L.Lasky
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NEVER
been

HERALD

has a picture
made with a

greater spiritual and
matic appeal.

dra-

Not even in "Behold My
Wife!" has George Melford
so well succeeded in playing
on the heart strings, and
bringing forth profound
emotions.
It is a picture that will
remain always a beautiful
memory.
With

MILTON SILLS
ANN FORREST

and

By William Vaughn Moody
Scenario by Mrs. William Vaughn Moody
and Z. Wall Covington

LASKY

JESSE
RESENTS

A GEORGE

"THE

MELFORD

FAITH
(X

(paramount

p—

HEALER"
Qicture

«•

AN
IRVIN

V
WILL
AT
Production
oH
>f
*
U

PARTNERS

t°he TIDE

at novel bij
m PHthe gre
ro
fp
SE
JO
C LINCOLN
Willat Productions

Wherein

Inc. =• C A Willat. pres

a Bully Gets His

Just
oneisofthethefight
highbetween
lights inyoung
Irvin Bradley
V. Willat's
epic of
the sea
Nickerson
"Thomas Doane." There's
bucko
the in
aandthrill
everymate
foot ofofthethe picture and a love story
that will appeal to everyone. Mi". Willat, — artist that
he is, —has never created a better production.

3ITI presents
THE

BREAKING

POINT

Bessie Barriscaie
Directed by—
Sceriauno byPAUL SCARDON

1HHVAN

LOAN

with, an all star cast including'
WALTER McCRAIL -JOSEPH DOWIING
IIIWILFRED LUCAS PAT O'MALLEV III
III III ETHEL GREY
TERRV
III III

" THE CHILD STA YS WITH ME!"
This was the culminating tragedy of their ill-starred
union. All too well did the little mother know the fate
that awaited her baby girl if the beast whose name
she bore were allowed to work his will. And so, with the
courage that is born of dispair. she took a desperate
step — and found that it led to happiness.

Out

of the Chorus

into the

400

' i "HA T was the sudden leap which Flo
■* Madden took after one of the performances of the Winter Palace Revue.
After the first deliriously happy days of
her honeymoon came many lonely hours
— the studied cruelty and scorn of her
husband's aristocratic people— their
plots to alienate his love- hours of
heartache and misunderstanding.
Is it any wonder she allowed herself to
dream sometimes of the old days- those
friendly, happy chorus days of laughter
and excitement and applause ?
Here is a
in a grip
drama it
ing such

picture that holds your heart
of thrilling emotion. Superb
is— with splendid inspired actas Alice Brady alone can do!

A

Realart

Star Franchise

ALICE
"OUT

OF

Picture

BRAD\

IN

OR
CH
Adapted
story
by US'
E from the
TH
Harry Chandlee and William B. Laub
Scenario by
Directed by
Herbert Blache
REALART
PICTURES
469 Fifth Avenue

Coolidge W. Street«
CORPORATI01
New Yot

As

Great

A

As

"Madame
You remember

Role

her in

that great Goldwyn
Picture. •"Madame X.
Here she is in another
big role in the screen
version of the famous
play that ran one full
year on Broadway.

OLDWYN

PresentT

starring

Pauline

Frederick
f rected by Frank Lloyd
Channing Pollock
nm the story by O.Henry
- Goldwyn

Picture

X"

"I've changed
my mi n d,
I've
Da
devi
cid.
ded I
can't stand
poverty."

"L^XHI BITORS
will always remember
^
"Madame
X" because of the extraordinary manner in which it swayed the
emotions of an audience.

"Roads of Destiny", which gives Pauline
Frederick an equally powerful role, will cast
the same

sort of spell upon

is a picture
marks

that will shove

your
your

patrons.

attendance

far past the line of every-day
GOLDWYN

It

profits.

Presents

Roads

of

Dest

iny

StA^ing

Pauline
Frederick^
Directed
hy Frank. Lloyd.

By Ch annmg
A.

Pollock.

F rom

Goldwyn

the story hy O.Henry
Picture

SOL

LESSER

ONE

A
A

IN

MILLION
dramatic

life . With
and

MAN

pacSe

from

/ovejaughter

romance.
^

KstnfeuW

ROBEQTSON-COLE

These

Wide-Awake,
Have

First Run
Booked

BEBAN

GEORGE
"The

ONE

MAN
THE

Howanl
Strand

Artist with a Soul"

IN
PICTURE

Atlanta, Ga.
Louisville, Ky.

Circle Indianapolis, Ind.
Metropolis n and Strand
Cleveland, 0.
Madison
Merrill
Orphcum
Strand

Theatres

A

MILLION

IN A MILLION
Riviera Tivoli Ascher Circuit
State

-

Chicago, 111.
Chicago, 111.
Chicago, EH.

Minneapolis, Minn.

Detroit, Mich.
- Milwaukee, Wis.
Nashville, Ky.

- St. Paul, Minn.
Capitol Liberty Theatre Seattle, Wash.
Tivoli - San Francisco, Cal.
T. and D. - Oakland, Cal.

- Memphis, Tenn.
New Branford

Kinema - Los Angeles, Cal.
Newark, N. J.

Distributed by

ROBERTSON-COLE
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Mayflower's Great Production
LUCY COTTON
"WHISPERING
Directed SHADOWS"
by
EMIL CHAUTARD
I The picture for which every box office is looking

YOU

WANT

Lawrence Weber's Masterpiece
HERBERT RAWLINSON
in
"THE

WAKEFIELD CASE"
The most sensational
story ever screened

Westerns and all other varieties of high-grade productions, with such potential names as Harry Carey, Joe Moore, Eileen Sedgwick and Edythe
Sterling
IN THE

NEAR

FUTURE:

Mollie King in a smashing big society melodrama
Joe Moore and Eileen Sedgwick in a new series of thrillers
Two huge foreign productions that are bound to be box office sensations
Arrange now for your screenings
If you get in touch with us, you will keep in touch with us

WORLD

FILM
CORPORATION
MILTON C. WORK, President
130 West 46th Street
NEW
YORK
CITY

A New

One Every

Week!

GAYETY

COMEDIES

VANITY

COMEDIES

52

One-Reel

Comedies

a

Year

As usual, Educational is first with a weekly service of one-reel
comedies which fit anywhere, in any program, in any theatre.
And — Gayety and Vanity Comedies are backed by Educational
character — of production, action and acting.
Full of fast fun, Gayety and Vanity Comedies never lag. They
invariably put pep into your program.
That sterling quality which has been characteristic of Educational's releases ever since this type of entertainment was introduced
into the motion picture industry guarantees the speed of these
comedies.
Many programs need just a one-reel comedy to make them complete. That is why Gayety and Vanity Comedies exist. Educational's policy is to enable exhibitors to build well-balanced programs with the least effort.
Gayety and Vanity Comedies were originated to meet an existing
need — not merely to give exhibitors something more to buy.
Ask

Your

Educational

For

a One 'Reel

Exchange

Comedy

Today

Release

EDUCATIONAL
FILM
GAYETY
Blondes
Rest in Peace
Coming Releases
His Bitter Half
Mixed Bedrooms
"Turkey Dressing"
VANITY
Tea for Two
His Four Fathers
Without aVVife Ouija Did It
Mind Your Business
Coming Releases
Naughty Mary Brown
Dead Easy
"Hubby Behave"

EXCHANGES,
Distributors

INC.

List

EXHIBITORS

Joe

HERALD

Horwitz
Formerly
My
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Productions

of Detroit,

Mich.

first picture for national distribution,

"Dolla
rs Paul
; Des
tiny"
Starring
Cappalleni

The

You all know
Take it from

what 1 did with "MICKEY."
me there has never been any-

thing like it.
never

been

done,

screen

full of thrills with
be

Can

seen

Productions

every
:

:

:

room.

Nothing but High Grade

that has

scene

race

horse

A

surprise finish.
my

"MICKEY"

Since

Picture

Greatest

a

big

day

in

:

:

Will Be Released

by Me

Don't Wait, Get in Immediately
on the Biggest Picture Ever Made

All state right buyers write, wire or phone

JOE

HORWITZ

PRODUCTIONS

Columbia Theatre Bldg.
New York City
Phone

immediately

Bryant

4240

Marvelous

MAN

in its Humor

w
WOMAN
A NEW CHRISTIE TWO-REEL COMEDY

Reflects

the

Usual

High

CHRISTIE
"Almost as good as a CHRISTIE COMEDY" is
a phrase used to describe the exceptional efforts of
casual comedy producers. Al. Christie produces
26 comedies a year and has never yet failed to
make a hit with a single release!
Every Christie Comedy is personally supervised
by Al. Christie.
Christie Comedies have the personality of their
producer, not merely his nami.
And — Al. Christie is the most experienced producer of two-reel comedies in the world today,
as well as one of the most gifted and finished.

Quality

of all

COMEDIES
Christie's unbroken series of successes shows that
luck or accident play no part whatever in his
ability to hit the bull's-eye of public favor.
This proved ability to release a first-class two-reel
comedy every other week throughout an entire
year has made Christie's name on motion picture
comedies mean what "Sterling" means on silver.
MAN vs. WOMAN is high-class without being
high-brow. It strikes a new note in comedy which
has an appeal to -every type of motion picture
patron.

Sign

a

Contract

for

EDUCATIONAL
FILM
EXCHANGES,
Distributors
E. W. HAMMONS,

President

26
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Everywhere

Subjects

PLAY
BECAUSE
THEY

Celebrated
Illinois and Indiana

Players

Film

PAY

Corporation

Two Hundred and Seven South Wabash Ave.
CHICAGO
MEMBER

Illinois and Indiana
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Salient

Films,

Inc.

^Present

MissMuriel

Ostr

in

Shadow

tffie

Written

and

Directed

JdckW

includes
Miller

Harold

Foshay

Jack
Dorothy
dnd

hy

H.Allen.M.P.PA.

'Walter

Helen

nd

Drown

Photographed
Tdul

by

.2

Davis
J.Charles
assisted hy

Cdst

iche

Courtney
Hopkins
blackbourn
others

•
?.

:

art a

Salient
Films,
Max F.CGoosmd-nn.Pres.
522
Fifth Ave.
Vdnderbilt4126

New

Inc.

York

West76942
0 &nt
0 nd
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Inc.

presents
Mr.

George

Arliss

m

"The

Devil"

Directed by James Young
Produced by Harry Leonhardt and Andrew

Three
"The

Devi!"

Houses,

J. Callaghan

Three

Records

!

continues its perfect record of record breaking!

Joe Plunkett of New York's Strand, beat a record considered unbeatable with — "The Devil."
Harold Franklin of Buffalo's Criterion bettered
the house record with — "The Devil."
ASSOCIATED

Andrew

of the Rialto, Lawrence,

Mass., the third to play this sensational success, has just done the same, — in zero weather
with— "The Devil."
EXHIBITORS

25 West 45th Street, New
PATHE

J. Cobe

Distributors

York

Inc.
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Joe Plunkett of New York's Strand, beat a record considered unbeatable with — "The Devil."
Harold Franklin of Buffalo's Criterion bettered
the house record with — "The Devil."
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of the Rialto, Lawrence,

Mass., the third to play this sensational success, has just done the same, — in zero weather
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F. A. Reichstein, Majestic Theatre, Beloit, Wis. —
"We opened this theatre with a First National franchise. It has
wzre willing to sell out."
two theatres
the other
so successful
prooen
WATS
ANOTHER
REASON
WHY

(There'll be a Franchise

A

Strong
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THE

everywhere

Audience

Picture!

Bee ause
^ The title will attract everyone's
them in.

attention and draw

<J The story takes them 'round the world
scenes in the Occident and Orient.

with striking

^ The acting is exceptional and uniformly

good.

CJ There is action every minute, thrilling incidents, keen
love interest, romance and adventure.
f§ They'll see:
Thousands
sacred Ganges.
t| They'll see:
East.

The

of women

unforgettable

^ They'll see:
A wonderful
brothers for one girl.

bathing

in the

dances of the mystic-

drama

of the love of two

Albert A. Kaufman Presents
A

Sidney

A.

Franklin

Production

"NOT

AdaptedGUILTY"
from the Story
Parrot & Company by Harold McGrath

A

FIRST

NATIONAL

ATTRACTION

Foreign Representative, David P. Howells, Inc.
729 Seventh Ave., New York City

OATH

EXHIBITORS
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A. Baurenjreund, Courtland Theatre, North Berber, N. J.
"First National Pictures have materially helped to make my house
a success. The goods you deliver are something to be proud of."
THAT'S ANOTHER REASON WHY—
Hherell

Held

A

be a Franchise

for

eveiywhere

Indefinite

picture that is making

Theatre, Los Angeles,

such

TTV1¥T
■ nE<

Run!

a hit at the Mission

that it is being held indefinitely.

Playing at top prices on legitimate theatrical schedule
both the Mission

and Ambassador

in Seattle

A Big Success

in Washington,

A Big Success

in St. Paul

A Big Success

in Minneapolis

B. Mayer's

of the

"The

Theatres, Los Angeles.

A Big Success

Louis

Big

at

D. C.

Presentation

Super

Special

Woman
in His
With All Star Cast

House"

By Irene Reels
Directed

by John

M.

Stahl

Phot graphed by Pliny Goodfriend
Art Director, Earl Sibley
/

Mayer-Made

A First National Attraction

One

of the Really

Big

Pictures

of the

Year
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R. A. Bolts, Grand Theatre, Carrington, N. D. —
"I am endeavoring to gioe my patrons the best pictures on the
market and it can't be done without First National productions."
THAT'S ANOTHER REASON WHY
Hherell

THE

be a Franchise

ARayof

OATH

everywhere

Sunshine

in

Chicago!

Boston Theatre Audiences
Wildly Enthusiastic Over
CHARLES

RAY

in

"The

Old
jwimmin
Hole"
Arthur S. Kane's Presentation
of a Charles Ray Special

What

the critics say:
BEST PICTURE EVER
anything
like itSplendidly
ever screened
Ray No
is better
and "Never
more clever
than ever.
done before.
without Charles
a subtitle.
other
screen actor is as capable of so expertly expressing what he thinks. Everyone is bound to love it. It will tickle you as no picture
ever Daiiy
has." Journal.
— Chicago
HUMAN BIT OF ART
"A very human bit of art. The audiences had the best sort of time
judging from the frequency and heartiness of the laughter."
— Chicago A merican.
DON'T MISS IT
"It's a joy and a surprise. A picture that is true to life, human and
skillfully handled. The grown-up boys showed their delight by continuous laughter. Don't miss it."
— Chicago Daily Tribune.
RAY AT HIS BEST
"Charles Ray at his best. Incidents of your own boyhood. Side
splitting adventures. A boy, who as Ray makes him, is a fine portrait to
hang alongside the creations of Riley, Tarkington and Mark Twain. Go
on in."
— Chicago Daily Tribune.
NOT A SUBTITLE
"It is so cleverly acted and produced not a subtitle is used or needed.
Charles Ray does his best work. The picture will go down in history and
Charles Ray's name with it."
— New York Review.
A SCREEN POEM
' "It is a screen poem, the first of its kind. An idyll of youth, beauti— New York Morning Telegraph.
ful, humorous, appealing— a real inspiration."
From James Whitcomb Riley's old home poem— by arrangement
with the publishers. The Bobbs-Merritl Company, Indianapolis, Ind.
Directed by Joseph De Grasse
Adapted to the screen by Bernard McConville; photographed by Geo. Rizard; second camera,
Ellsworth Rumer; edited by Harry L. Decker; tech. supervisors, Robert Bennett and Clarence DeWitt;
foreign representative, David P. Howells, Inc., 729 Seventh Ave., New York City.

A

First National

Attraction
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Again-

-Ad
mission
By MARTIN J. QUIGLEY

TOURING the next few months many exhibitors will have the question of a downward
revision in admission prices thrust upon them.
This will occur not from any equitable reasons
but simply as an incident of the widespread
economic readjustment that is taking place.
An exhibitor who permits himself to drift
blindly into this situation will be doing a very
unwise thing. Without waiting for the question
to be brought home to him, it now devolves
upon every theatre man to inform himself intelligently upon the facts of the matter and to
be prepared to maintain the only correct position which is that it is neither reasonable nor
possible to lower theatre admission charges.
The motion picture industry is only in a
very indirect manner concerned in the economic
readjustment that is taking place. This accounts
for the business being in a thoroughly sound and
prosperous condition in every branch. Theatre
attendance not only has not decreased but there
are indications that new millions are being
added to the motion picture public of America.
Chief among the reasons for this is that the
finer pictures which are now being exhibited in
finer and greater picture theatres are numbering among picture patrons thousands who never
previously attended.
♦ ♦ $
JX every instance where the general business
of the nation has been seriously affected during recent months it is possible to discover that
the cause lies in conditions of inflation and quasi
profiteering which were permitted and even encouraged in the period during the war and for
some time following the close of hostilities.
The businesses which have been responsible for
these excesses are now paying the penalty and
will continue to do so until normal conditions
are restored.
As previously declared in the columns of
this publication, the motion picture industry had
no part in these excesses and consequently has

rices
Pri

no direct part in the readjustment that is taking
place. The motion picture industry at no time
— during the war nor since — has departed from
the standard of its earliest days of giving the
public its biggest bargain in amusement values.
It is not without reason that the motion picture
craft has been made the target of attack from
practically every other type of amusement because there are none of the other types of
amusement that have not been made unwilling
contributors toward the building up of the motion picture public of America. A big factor in
the winning of the public to the motion picture
and away from other amusements is the outstanding fact that nowhere else is the public
given the genuine bargain for its money that it
is
accorded in the motion picture theatres of the
country.
$

♦

♦

'"THERE are but two basic considerations upon
which the future prosperity of this industry
rests : Theatre attendance and admission prices.
The question of theatre attendance may be dismissed with litle consideration; the public is
coming in increasingly greater numbers and will
continue to come. The question that must be
carefully considered hinges upon admission
prices. Any general decrease in admission prices
will seriously imperil the industry because the
present level of revenues is only sufficient to
maintain theatre and production standards and
to provide for the necessary advancements.
From this statement of the situation it will
appear that a very grave responsibility devolves
upon the exhibitor. In instances where the price
question is raised it is not desirable that the
exhibitor merely assume an arbitrary position;
it becomes his right and duty to make the facts
known to his public and when the facts are
known the public will be convinced that the
theatre is eminently entitled to the revenue it is
now receiving.
The gravest danger of the situation is
passive acceptance of the glib argument that
motion picture theatres have taken advantage
of wartime conditions to screw prices up to the
top notch. This is a scurrilous argument which
is not compatible with the facts in any manner.
It must be met and branded as a lie.
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The Samuel Gompers pronouncement on censorship, printed in last
week's issue, may be used most effectively by exhibitors throughout
the country. Mr. Gompers' opinion
is a direct and logical statement, indicating athorough understanding
of the essentials of the question.
Important in itself, yet with the
added significance of Mr. Gompers'
name, this statement remains as an
effective instrument to bring to bear
upon the censorship situation. Exhibitors should aid in the important
work of seeing that this statement is
freely circulated among the membership of the American Federation
of Labor.
* * *

HERALD

between Mr. Robert W. Priest and
the Associated Motion Picture Advertisers, Inc., none will lose sight
of the conspicuous fact that illustrations have appeared in certain trade
publications which have been a
source of solace and satisfaction to
those who would tighten the bonds
of censorship upon the industry. It
we were called upon to fix the responsibility for the appearance of
these objectionable illustrations we
would be compelled to include a
rather numerous group and Mr.
Priest would in no way be among
the most conspicuous principals. To
our mind the important thing at this
time is for responsible persons to
guard against the reappearance of
matter that might be properly criticized, rather than uselessly expending effort in argument as to who did
and who didn't in a days gone by.
* * *
There is perhaps a no more widely
acclaimed authority on juvenile delinquency in America than Judge
Ben Lindsey of Denver. Judge
Lindsey has devoted the greater
part of his adult life to this work
and his efforts have received international recognition.
Consequently, the following declarations of Judge Lindsey are of
unquestionable
value and importance :

It is to be hoped that in the spirited little contest that has developed

"My experience in the juvenile
court is," said Judge Lindsay in a
recent address, "that Sunday movies
are positively in the interest of
morality and good citizenship. If
the children and their parents have
no Sunday moving pictures to go to
the children are almost sure to go
on the streets, back alleys, barns
and dark places.
"I do not recall a half dozen cases
in the twenty-one years I have been
on the bench where any of our •officers could trace crime among children to the moving pictures."
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Re -Takes
J. R. M.
There's something wrong with the reports of the theft of $772,000 worth of
liberty bonds by a Chicago youth. None
of the papers blames it onto the influence
of the motion picture.
*
Didn't Think He'd Make It
Cross country flights of various kinds
have attracted lots of attention in the
past
A. Brady's
trip
made but
the William
whole industry
sit recent
up.
No. Dulcy, when one opens a new exchange one doesn't give away cans of
film as souvenirs.
*
Hard on the Nerves
People who come in frequent contact
with these professional reformers require
a keen sense of humor.
*
A new theatre company formed in
New York is to be called the Squidglum.
That's one nobody thought of for a
*
film concern.
Very Good, T. Hayes
T. Hayes Hunter says were he a hint
censor, he would (1) vote to abolish the
Quickly resign, (3) Ask Conboard, gress(2)
to pass a bill prohibiting boards of
censorship
and as(4)everybody
4 He would
tented (as well
else).be conTen dollar seats for a picture show are
"The Four
becoming quite
Horsemen"
openedcommon.
•at that price in New
York.
Sold Ten Drinks
Several counterfeit $50 bills were
passed on a saloonkeeper in Chicago last
Saturday night but* he broke even on
the evening's business.
Fooled 'Em All
says he didn't take toa
Buster Keaton
day off to celebrate his engagement
which became public
e,
Talmadg
Natalie
Feb. 3, because it all happened three
only agoes
yearsa ago.
secret.to show
n can * keep
comediaWhich
tha*
Snappy Salesmanship
An Elgin merchant is giving away i
pair of suspenders with every $00 suit
of clothes. We used to get them with
suits but
$18 much
not
good.then the suspenders were
Give Us More!
To the gentleman who objected to
Charles Fitzmorris' work as film censor,
because he was a graduate of a Hearst
papermore
we can
only like
say him.
we wish Chicago
had
officials
*
Bebe Deserves It
Bebe Daniels is to get "Two Weeks
with Pay." That's the name of her ne*t
picture.
Set 'Em Up
Ted Browning likes music with his
meals. He asked a cabaret jazz artist
ifSuh,"
he knew
"A Japanese
Sandman."
"No,
he came
back at Tod,
"but I know
*
a Chinese bootlegger."
Speaking of Cheaters
"The Cheat is now an Opera." — Headline. Andthat
we are
mightcheats.
add there are a lot
of operas
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Censor

Advocates

Losing Fight for
Indiana Measure
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
INDIANAPOLIS, IND., March 1.—
With the present session of the state
legislature nearly finished, the motion
picture censorship bills appear well on
the road to being lost in a sea of bewilderment. The men who introduced
the bills seem bewildered as to their
value, while supporters of this or that
proposed
law among are
women's
clubs
and
other organizations
fighting
among
themselves on the question of picture
control. Meanwhile two censorship bills
have been killed and the one remaining
has been amended to please various sets
of proponents.
Another bill has been introduced to
make Sunday motion pictures for pay and
Sunday baseball for pay both illegal.
The penalty for violation by picture men
would be a fine of not less than $250 nor
more than $500.
Censorship

Beaten

In New Hampshire
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
CONCORD, N. H., March 1.—
Both censorship bills were killed
unanimously in the house of representatives today.
Vermont killed censorship on
February 24.
M. P. T.O.A.

Bureau

to Fight Censorship
Functioning in N. Y.
(From Staff Correspondent)
NEW YORK, March 1.— An anticensorship bureau has been established
by the Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of America at headquarters here and is
now functioning.
The bureau is preparing data which
will be distributed among exhibitors for
submission to newspapers. Booklets,
which deal with the censorship question,
are also, being printed.
"The

Four Horsemen**
To Play at $2 Top
(From Staff Correspondent)
NEW YORK, March 1.— Metro's "The
Four Horsemen
of the
Apocalypse"at will
begin
an indefinite
engagement
the
Lyric theatre, March 6. Matinee prices
will be $1.00 and $1.50 and night orices
$1.50 and $2.00. Two shows will be
given daily.

"Passion" Opens in
Chicago On May 9th
Max Goldstine will open Orchestra
Hall, Chicago, on May 9, the summer
season to close on October 2. "Passion"
will be the opening attraction, followed
by "Man, Woman, Marriage."
Urges City Control
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
BROWNWOOD, TEX., March 1.—
Control over the pictures exhibited in
theatres here is urged by the Pastors'
Association. City council has been requested to adopt such an ordinance.

HERALD

Missouri
Bill
Measure

Advance

Ready

Provides

That

for
Trust

25

Deposit
Final
Fund

Action

Be Established

For Payment on Productions When
Are Delivered to Exhibitor

Latter

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
JEFFERSON CITY, MO., March 1.— The Missouri state senate has
engrossed a bill calculated by its sponsors "to protect motion picture exhibitors throughout the state when they invest in films and are compelled
to place advance deposits and then fail to receive the films."
Senator Pensell of Butler introduced the measure. It was amended by
the judiciary committee but not so as to interfere with the purpose of the
law.
Provides For Trust Fund in Local Banks
Briefly the bills proposed that when exhibitors make advance deposits
on films prior to play date the money must be placed in a bank or trust
company in the city or county in which the theatre man resides. "The
money will be retained as a trust fund to be paid out only when certain
films have been delivered for exhibition.
Exhibitors of the state believe that the purpose of inducing producers to
such a law will correct the evils which
locate in this city. The president of the
organization is C. McGarrity; vice-presithey allege are -due to the advance
dent. Miss Sophie Smith; secretary, Max
deposit system. The bill introduced follows closely the present law in the state Wessel. and treasurer, E. B. Pate.
of New York.
Action is Forecast
$50,000 Damage by
The Motion Picture Theater Owners
of American has advised all state organChester Studio Fire
izations to seek such legislation. At all
state conventions during the last few
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
months resolutions opposing the advance
LOS ANGELES, March 1.— Fifty
deposit practice have been adopted.
thousand dollars is the estimated loss by
fire at the C. L. Chester Productions
studio at 1438 Gower street, Hollywood,
Catholics Not Opposed
last Friday. The fire started in a film
To Pictures on Sunday
vault in the rear of the plant.
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
GTON, D. C, March 1.— DeWASHIN
claring that the disciple of the church
does not insist that Sunday should be a Postpone Action on
Minnesota Censorship
day of gloom, Charles A. McMahon of
the National Catholic Welfare Council
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
has announced that motion picture reST. PAUL, MINN., March 1.— The
does
blue
with
itself
concern
not
form
laws.
senate committee on legislation has voted
"As Catholics," he said, "it is our duty to recommend indefinite postponement of
the censorship bill.
to insist that the exhibition of motion
pictures be surrounded with proper moral
standards, not only on Sunday, but on
Vidors in New York
the other six days of the week."
(From Staff Correspondent)
San Antonio Seeks to
NEW YORK, March 1.— King Vidor,
accompanied by Mrs. Vidor (Florence
Be Production Center
Vidor), arrived here Sunday from the
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
to take up general business matSAN ANTONIO, TEX., March 1.— Coast ters.
They will remain here for two or
The Cinema Club has been organized for three weeks.

Michigan

Governor

Against Censor Bill
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LANSING, MICH., March
1. — Creation of a board of censorship isopposed by Governor
Alex J. Groesbeck. The state
executive declared that he considered inadvisable any board
which would approve or disapprove all films or slides
which exhibitors desired to
show in the state.

To Produce at Trinidad
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
TRINIDAD, COLO.— March 1— ArtO-Graf Film Company plans to establish a studio here, according to Charles
A. Dayton, who has been here seeking
co-operation
of the chamber of commerce.
Passes Oregon House
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
SALEM, ORE., March 1.— A substitute motion picture bill has passed the
house. It is believed it will be killed
in the senate.
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Ability

Stars

Kansas

City Publishers Sell $3 Book to All Who Aspire to
Take Part in Motion Picture It May Produce
Dominant
Power."
In order
to acquaint
PRODUCTION heads of firmly es- with
the plot,
sub plots,
continuity
of scenesmyself
and
tablished film companies will uncharacters so that I will be able to take any
part that should be assigned to me without delay. I
doubtedly inspect critically "The Domiask that you place my order with the Franklin
nant Power," announced as a "coming fea- Publishing Company, 1411 Wyandotte street, Kanture production based on the popular new
sas City, Mo., for a copy of the popular new
book" of the same title by the Popular
book,
"Thebe Dominant
which
the
film
will
based; alsoPower,"
forwardupon
to the
United
Players Company, Kansas City, Mo. Lit- Publishing
Company my subscription to the Home
erature of that concern now being circuFriend Magazine, which is to contain material of
lated in the Northwest outlines a method
interest and benefit to entrants each issue. I am
enclosing $3.00 to cover the cost of same.
of procedure which contrasts sharply
Send
follows.)book and magazine to: (Space for address
with studio and executive custom.
* • *
The "Official Characterization Blank"
supplied citizens who believe themselves
Should
a
picture
produced by the
fitted for motion picture work is espePopular Players Company, a strangely
cially interesting. It is in three plainly
selected title by the way, reach the
separated divisions.
The first division contains space for screens of the country, it will be closely
examined by "old line" producers. The
"Date received," "Blank No.," "Classifimethods of cast selection, pre-publicacation"
and
"File
No."
The
applicant
is
tion, exploitation, etc., are, to state the
warned not to write in that space.
case
conservatively, unique, innovational,
* * *
The second division provides space for peculiar.
Have book publishers and motion picattachment of a photograph, then lists
ture producers overlooked a glittering
26 questions which range from "What is opportunity these many years?
Are the stars of established standing
your complexion?" to "Can you ride a
bicycle?" The final question is apparless capable and less "sincere" than the
ently included to discourage the insinhosts of embryo actors occupying inconspicuous positions in private life but so
It reads: to
"Aresecure
you aabsolutely
cerecere.in desiring
place on sinthe
devoted to the screen as to be willing to
cast for the coming feature production
buy the work to be picturized on the
mere chance of being selected for work
based on the popular new book, 'The
in its production?
Dominant
Power'?
Do
you
understand,
however, that final judgment will be
There are two definitions of the word
based on personal adaptability which will
"exploitation."
be determined by a committee headed
Just which definition applies to the
by a casting director, and are you satisPopular
Players
not entirely
clear. Company's enterprise is
fiedturewith
arrangement?" The signaline this
follows.
Time will determine.
The third division is ruled off by a
heavy broken border. No reference to
Griffith Films Will
it is made above that line. It reads:
Popular Players Company,
Kansas Ciy. Mo.
Compete in Boston
Gentlemen: I desire to become a member of
(From Staff Correspondent)
the cast in your coming feature production, "The
NEW YORK, March 1.— D. W. Griffith's "Dream Street," based on one of
Thomas Burke's Limehouse stories, will
play indefinite engagements at the Majestic theatre, Boston, and the Chestnut
Street Opera House, Philadelphia, opening simultaneously on May 2. The picture will open in New York April 3, at
the Central theatre, as previously announced.
With the opening of "Dream Street"
in Boston andv New York Mr. Griffith
will be playing in opposition to himself.
"Waytwo Down
East" is being shown in
the
cities mentioned.
Will Play at Strand
(From Staff Correspondent)
NEW YORK, March 1.— The next
two United Artists pictures will play the
Strand theatre instead of the Capitol,
where recent "Big Four" pictures have
been shown. The two are Douglas Fairbanks in "The Nut" and Mary Pickford
in "Through
Fairbanks picturethewillBackbe Door."
shown The
the week
of March 6. No date has been set for
the
engagement of the Mary Pickford
subject.
r
KATHARINE II 1 1 1.1 K 1 . 1(
who wrote the titles for "Passion," and
has jnst finished titling and editing "Out
of the Chorus'' starring Alice Brady.

Buys Theatre Partnership
KIRKSVILLE, MO. — Frank B.
Moon, who has been one of the owners
of the Palace for nearly two years, has
sold his interest to J. D. Heiny.

HARRY nessRICE
resigned as Films
busimanager has
of Independent
Association, Chicago, to accept the directorship of publicity and advertising
for Ascher Brothers, owners of a chain
of theatres in the Windy City and elsewhere. One of Mr. Rice's first duties
will be in connection with the opening
of the Roosevelt in April.

$1,000,000
May

Be

House
Erected

By Fox in East
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW BRITAIN, CONN., March 1.—
William Fox is contemplating the erection
here of a $1,000,000 motion picture theatre in Main street. A two months' option on the former site of the Landers
home has been taken by the Fox comThe proposed theatre will have a seatpany.
ing capacity of 3,000. The property will
cost the company $300,000, while an expenditure of$700,000 will be made on the
playhouse.
Kathleen Norris Is
Signed by Goldwyn
(From Staff Correspondent)
NEW YORK, March 1.— Kathleen
Norris, the novelist and short story
writer, has been signed by Goldwyn Pictures Corporation to write original stories as well as to contribute other of
her writings for screen adaptation. She
will go to the Goldwyn studios on the
Coast to begin her first continuity immediately upon her return from Europe.
Mrs. Norris wrote "Mother," "The
Rich Mrs. Burgoyne," "Poor Dear Margaret Kirby," "Saturday's Child," "The
Story of "Sisters,"
Julia Page,"
"The Heart
of
Rachel,"
"Harriett
and the
Piper," and other stories.
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Triangle

Again

to

Produce Is Rumor
(From Staff Correspondent)
NEW YORK, March 1.— Triangle
Film Corporation will produce again on
its own account, according to a report
now current.
No confirmation was obtainable at the
Triangle offices, though color was given
the report by the admission that production "is possible." No definite arrangements and plans have been made, however, it was added.
Saxe to Build New
Milwaukee Theatre
(From Staff Correspondent)
MILWAUKEE, WIS., March 1.— The
Saxe Amusement Company of this city
will build another motion picture house
just east of the Modjeska theatre, Seventh avenue and Mitchell street. The
building is to have stores and office
rooms in the front, with an auditorium,
seating 2,200.
Lewis Completes His
Contract With Pathe
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, March 1.— Edgar Lewis,
with the delivery of "The Sage Hen" to
Pathe, has completed his contract with
that company. Five productions were
made by Lewis for the company.
Keystone

Exhibitors

Fight 1 Per Cent Tax
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
PHILADELPHIA, PA., March 1.—
Pennsylvania exhibitors are especially
active in their fight against a bill providing for a 1 per cent tax on the gross
i receipts.
Spohns Get Control
Of Lincoln, Goshen
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
GOSHEN, IND., March 1.— C. B. and
D. M. Spohn have taken over the. management of the beautiful new $50,000
Lincoln theatre. The Spohns are newcomers in the theatrical field.
Sunrise Books Loew's
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, March 1.— "The Price
of Silence," Sunrise Pictures Corporation's initial publication, starring Peggy
Hyland, will play the Loew theatre beginning on March 21. Three other pictures will be made by the producer of
this subject for Sunrise.
Take Bids on House
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
DETROIT, MICH., March 1.— Bids
are being taken on John H. Kunsky's
new Capitol theatre to be built in the
downtown section. The house will cost
$500,000.

Public

HERALD

Sentiment
Crafts

Blow

Efforts

at

to
Capital

Indications Are That Majority of Commissioners
at Washington, D. C, Will Oppose Any
Legal Censorship Measure
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
WASHINGTON, D. C, March 1.— Efforts of reformers to jam censorship down the throats of exhibitors proved unsuccessful yesterday when
theatre men and producers, fortified by public opinion, rallied to the assistance of the local industry.
From all indications the decision of the commissioners of the District
of Columbia will be that the present laws are adequate and that censorship
is not needed.
Griffith Talks Against Censorship Measure
Dr. Wilbur F. Crafts, superintendent of the International Reform Bureau, Dr. Lucius Clark, representing the churches, and lesser lights led the
fight for regulation. Opposing this coactive legislation were David Ward
Griffith, Monsignor Cornelius F. Thomas, pastor of St. Patricks Roman
Catholic church, Charles C. Foster, who holds a high official position in the
District, B. I. Boudren, representing the Hamilton Savings Bank, and W.
Stephen Bush, speaking for the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America.
ing that it had been a means of oppresHow public sentiment properly organized will rally to the aid of the industry
sion in all ages. Bursts of applause frequently interrupted his talk.
in its fight against censorship was strikingly demonstrated. It was evident from
"First Step in Suppression"
the opening of the hearing that a decided
Admitting that some films were shown
majority of the crowd which filled the that should never have been produced,
room to overflowing was in sympathy
Mr. Griffith argued that the same was
with the motion picture men.
true of books. He declared that censorship was the first step toward suppresSay "Inspection" Wanted
sion of the freedom of speech and its
The agitators emphasized that they do attendant
ills. He pointed out that the
not want a blue Sunday and are making
first censorship in the world was in Gerno attempt to attain such. They want
many, the next in Russia and, he defederal censorship, they testified, but unclared, both were examples of absolute
til that can be accomplished they desire
where the people were absolocal regulation. Throughout the hear- monarchy
and completely under the control
ing Dr. Crafts and his associates fought of the lutely
government.
shy of the that
use ofthey
the word
A censorship here, he stated, would be
claiming
wanted"censorship,"
inspection
first step toward the introduction of
similar to the inspection of foods, so as the
other laws restricting speech, whereas,
to Although
assure "clean
pictures."
one would infer from their if the industry is not hampered, but receives the cooperation of the public, obstatements that nothing but objectionjectionable films can be driven out of
able films are shown here, not one of existence without
any legislation.
those talking for the reformers could
Great credit for the ma.iagement of
name a production considered improper.
the hearing must be given to Julian
Attack Dr. Crafts
Brylawski, "Daddy" Brylawski and
Dr. Crafts was the object of attack Harry Crandall.
regarding alleged untruthfulness in presenting his case to the various civic bodBack from Vacation
ies of the city. The hearing was marked
(From Staff Correspondent)
by several clashes between witnesses
while many outsiders tried in vain for a
NEW YORK, March 1.— Hiram
chance to talk.
Abrams, president of United Artists, returned to New York yesterday from a
Mr. Griffith spoke eloquently. He
traced the history of censorship show- vacation in Palm Beach.

"The Most Valuable Service"
A definite indication of the scope and information power of EXHIBITORS HERALD'S department, "What the Picture Did For
Me,"
is
to
be
had
in an analysis of the matter printed in the department
in this issue.
Reports from theatres of every character and size, in every type
of community are included.
Exhibitors in thirty-eight states and Canada have contributed
accurate data on the drawing power of pictures played, disclosing a
valid, nation-wide appraisement of the productions mentioned.
"What the Picture Did For Me" stands out as the most valuable
service obtainable for the exhibitor and for the industry at large.
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Radical

Licensing

Control

Proposed
Under

System

Exhibition
by

Provisions of Legisla-

tion Sought Pictures Considered Objectionable Would
Not Be Granted Exhibition
Permits.
A licensing system which would
prohibit absolutely the exhibition of
pictures considered objectionable by
the censorate is proposed by the Illinois Federation of Women's Clubs.
Such a measure has been drafted
by Mrs. Guy Blanchard, chairman
of the motion picture committee of
the federation, which met in Chicago
last week.
Plan Springfield Headquarters
Headquarters of the censorate would
be maintained
All productions shownatin Springfield.
the state would
first
be granted a license. Should a license
be refused the picture would have to be
shelved in this state.
In discussion on, the subject of motion pictures Mrs( F. R. Moulton declared educational nims more "fascinating" than productions
starring Douglas
Fairbanks,
which, she declared,
contain
too much trick photography.
Want Films in Schools
"Now a film showing the evolution of
a butterfly, its development from a
caterpillar through the chrysallis stage
until it emerges like a gorgeous fairy,"
she said, "is much more entertaining
than
a 'leapseveral
for life.'
The isentire
process
requiring
weeks
speeded
up
so that the metamorphosis takes place
within
minutes."
The fifteen
federation
also wants attention
given to the exhibition of educational
films in schools.

of

to

Films
Women

Illinois

"Small Boy" Agrees
To Censor Pictures
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
SACRAMENTO, CALIF.,
March 1. — "I don't feel that
I want to give all my time to
censoring films. However, my
small boy has agreed to relieve
me of the full responsibility
andThis
serve
for nothing."
statement
is made by
Will C Wood, state superintendent of public instruction.
Under the provisions of the
censorship bill in the legislature regulation would be controlled by the superintendent
and the state board of education.
May
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Vote on Sunday

Closing in Enid, Ok la.
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
ENID, OKLA.,
March
1— Cityofcommissioners, following
a request
the
Ministerial Alliance that show places be
closed on Sunday, indicated that a referendum might be taken on the question.
The alliance also asked that the board
of censorship be revived.
House to Cost $400,000
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEWARK, N. J., March 1.— A new
$400,000 theatre will be erected at 208
Ferry street.

Prevents
Rhode

Censorship

Proposed

in

South Dakota Legislative
(Washington Bureau Exhibitors Herald)

Action

WASHINGTON, D. C, March 1.— A national law providing
for film censorship is favored in South Dakota, according to a resolution of the state legislature which has been received by the speaker
of the house of representatives, the president of the senate and members of the state delegation in congress.
"There is a widespread agitation for a better supervision of
moving pictures which are to be shown in places of public amusement," itis declared in the resolution. "There is now no government
regulation for review and approval of such films to be transported
in interstate commerce and shown to the public, and state review
and legislation interferes with and makes a burden on the local
exhibitor instead of correcting the subject at the source of production.
"Therefore, we petition the congress of the United States to
enact such remedial legislation as will require the producers of all
moving pictures calculated to be offered for transportation in interstate commerce and showing to the public to be reviewed by a
legal board under authority of congress to the end that all such
films may have legal approval for public showing uniformly in public
places of amusement within the states and territories of the United
States and not be subject to individual, local or state restrictions."

Island

in
Fire

(Special to Exhibitors Her aid J
PROVIDENCE,
R. I., of
March
1.—
Fire in the Lyric theatre
Westerly
caused damage of $20,000. Four hundred persons were in the auditorium when
the blaze broke out. The presence of
mind of an unidentified man saved a panic
and probably death when he notified the
house management immediately first
signs of the blaze appeared.
Fire Originates
In Boiler Room
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
TERRE HAUTE, IND., March 1.—
I-ire that started in the boiler room under
the stage of the Liberty theatre caused
damage amounting to $3,000. The mirror
screen was ruined, as were most of the
drop and side curtains. The pipe organ
was slightly damaged.
May

Resubmit

Sunday

Proposition to People
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
UTICA, N. Y., March 1.— The Presbyterian Laymen's Union has requested
the common council to resubmit the question of Sunday motion pictures to a vote
of the people. The union also urges people to remain away from theatres show"questionable
and to
theiringchildren
frompictures"
the movies
until"keep
we
have some assurance that they are at
least clean and decent."
Exhibitors

Organize

To Fight Censorship
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
RUTLAND, VT., March 1— Strong
opposition to censorship legislation in
this state has been organized by exhibitors from various parts of the state. J.
J. Whalen of the Strong theatre, chairman, and I. N. McKay of the Strand and
Grand, treasurer, are directing the exhibitor forces against the reform ac- tivty.,
Would

Federal

Panic

Bar

Children

From Second Show
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
ASHLAND, WIS., March 1.— Civic organizations considering the motion picture question believe that parents should
be urged to prohibit their children from
attending the second show at night at
the theatres. They also urge an orditive nance
posters.prohibiting the display of suggesPledge

Cooperation
With Censor Board
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
WACO. TEX., March 1.— At a recent
meeting of the advisory and active censors, exhibitors signed a pledge of cooperation for cleaner and better shows.
Convert Into Theatre
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LIVE OAK. FLA., March 1— Lon
Burton will convert the old Barton buildingtureintoof $50,000.
a modern theatre at an expendi-
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Solons

Say

Censor

Bill
(Special "Impossible"
to Exhibitors Herald*
DES MOIXES, IA., March 1— The
military affairs committee which has been
considering the motion picture censorship bill introduced in the house by Representative John Olson declares the
measure is "impossible." The committee
holds the opinion that it would be impos ible to redraft the measure.
Minneapolis Council
Opposes Censorship
(Special to Exhibitors Herald'
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.. March 1.—
Local censorship is opposed by members
of the city council license committee,
which has considered the ordinance proposed by Alderman T. O. Dahl. The
ordinance would have prohibited crime
films.
Militant
Plans

HERALD

Enforcement
At

of

Kalamazoo

Exhibitors

Censor

Bill Would

Prohibit

Nudity and Cruelty
(Special to Exhibitors Herald/
WHEELING. W. VA.. March 1. — A
drastic measure introduced in the senate
by Delegate D. O. Fout would make it a
criminal act to present or aid in the
presentation of -a picture which shows
nudity, cruelty or crime. Violation would
be punishable by a fine of SI. 000. or six
months in the county jail.
Poster Bill Becomes
Law Despite Its Veto
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
SEATTLE. WASH. March 1.— Despite
ihe veto by Mayor Caldwell of the council, bill for regulation of motion picture
displays becomes a law. The corporation
counsel holds that as the veto was not
filed with the city clerk within ten day;
it autorr.aticallv becomes a law.
Build Concrete Theatre
[Special to Exhibitors Herald)
WELLSBORO, PA., March 1.— A hollow tile and concrete theatre to seat 1.000
persons will be erected in Main street
by O. B. Roberts & Son. They now
manage the Bache auditorium.

Law

Own

That
Film

Theatre Men Contend That Its

Howdy,

Revival Will Mean

Old Kid'

Closing

of Some of the Playhouses
in the Michigan City
KALAMAZOO. MICH.. March
1. — Kalamazoo exhibitors are confronted by a law which may mean
the closing of some of their theatres.
A state law governing the display
of posters has been so interpreted
as to include motion picture advertising and film scenes. Chief of
Police Ben F. Taffee has announced
that the law will be enforced "dis-

to

Force Sunday Closing
(S fecial to Exhibitors Herald)
COKEVILLE. WYO., Feb. 28.— Rev.
William Jobush. pastor of the Community
Presbyterian church, has issued an ultimatum to local theatre owners to discontinue Sunday shows or face competition in the line of motion pictures at his
church three times a week.
He states that his entertainments will
be free, the expense being met by taking
np a collection and selling ice cream after
tire picture has been projected. He says
he is to be supplied with film by Church
Film Corporation.
It is believed that his entertainments,
if they materialize, will create new patrons for the theatres instead of decreasing their business.

Drastic
Requires

Clergyman
Competition

29

Irvin S.
titles
hands
Irving

Exhibitors claim that there is a possibility that enforcement may close a number of houses. According to their interpretation ofthe law. only travelogues and
creetly."' weeklies would be permitted
educational
exhibition.
Chief Taffee has informed the theatre
men that they must censor their own
films. He declared that every complaint
of violation will be investigated and
proper action taken.
specifies
thatplace
"it or
shalldisplay
be unlawful
forTheany Lawperson
to post,
on any
sign
board,
billboard,
fence,
building,
or other object, or in any street, road, sidewalk,
or other
public representation
place, any sign,
picture, assassination,
printing, or
other
of murder,
stabbing,
fighting,
or
of
any
personal
or of the commission of any crime, violence,
or any
representation
the human
form in inan the
attitude
or dress whichof would
be indecent
case
of a living person, if such person so appeared
on any public street, square or highway.**
What action will be taken by the exhibitors isnot known. The difficulty they
see in censoring their own pictures is that
their viewpoint may differ from that of
some patron. The result of this might be
that tionthey
be charged
with viola-in
of the would
law, although
conscientious
their work of censoring.

Cobb, who is writing the funny
for
Bad Boy.'"
with "Peck's
Jackie Coogran,
the shaking
star of
Leaser's production.

To Have First Theatre
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
SNYDER. NEB.. March 1.— The village of Snyder is to have its first motion
picture theatre. Herman Engelbracht
will have a modern stucco building
erected in Main street.
300

Seats to Be Added
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEWPORT. ARK.. March 1.— R. T.
Megibbon announces that the Capitol
theatre will be remodeled and enlarged to
accommodate 300 more seats.

What

Exhibitors

Jlre

^-EXHIBITORS

Saying

HERALD=

"As one of your new subscribers, it affords me pleasure to write you that
I am mightily pleased with Exhibitors Herald. It 'fills the bill' in every
respect and after going over the pages, one certainly knows it all (for the time
being) in the film world." — William M. Drake, manager Strand theatre.
Newark. N. J.
* * *
"We think the different departments of your magazine are the best. \^ e
must have EXHIBITORS HERALD." — Earl Bookwalter. manager Ideal theatre.
Halstead. Kans.
¥ ¥ ¥
"EXHIBITORS HERALD is about the only motion picture publication which
permits the exhibitor to speak right out in meeting and tell the truth as he sees
it." — E. E. Sprague, manager Lyric theatre. Goodland, Kans.
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Hodkinson
Heed

Warns
Signs

Producers
of

WHILE firmly opposed to censorship
or other drastic regulation, W. W.
Hodkinson, president of the W. W. Hodkinson Corporation, sees in the present
situation a warning which every producer must heed.
Demands for censorship from professional reformers and jealous theatrical interests mean nothing, he says, but continues:
"When a demand for censorship or
other drastic regulation is voiced by men
and women who have no selfish motives,
it is the plain duty of the leaders of this
industry to pay *attention.
* *
"I want to suggest once more the need
of immediate action," he declares, in his
concluding statements, and points out
where he believes there is need for care
in production. His statement is as follows:
"A glance at the news columns of the
measthat censorship
trade urespress
have beenshows
introduced
in almost every
state where the legislature is now in session. We are facing an extraordinary
Never before has there been'
situation.
such a wide-spread agitation for censorship of motion pictures, born, no doubt,
of the anti-picture propaganda which has
been planted cleverly and systematically
by the enemies of the industry. In a
recent letter to the New York Times I
have indicated some of the sources of this
anti-picture propaganda and as far as
this propaganda can be traced to the
jealousy of theatrical interests or the
seekers after notoriety there is no special
occasion for alarm. There is, however, a
new element in this agitation which cannot be dismissed lightly. I am referring
to great groups of sincere men and
women who have heretofore been friendly
and well-disposed toward the motion
pictures but whom the greed and recklessness of certain producers are about
to drive into the ranks of advocates of
censorship.
"The industry as a whole has been remiss in performing its full duty to the
public. When a demand for censorship
or other drastic regulation is voiced by
men and women who have no selfish
motives it is the plain duty of the leaders of this industry to pay attention. I
have foreseen this rising wave of hostile
legislation many months ago. With
others, I have noticed the rapid growth
of anti-picture progaganda. I have
sounded warnings both in the daily press
and in the trade journals and I would
have been glad to cooperate in any intelligent effort to combat this propaganda.
No such effort has been made. I have
appealed to the editors of the trade journals, for they are a great influence for
good and can materially assist if they
will in the fight which must be waged.
* * *
"Having foreseen what has now happened and thoroughly persuaded as I
am that in the absence of intelligent effort on our part the industry will suffer
irreparable damage, not only from hostile
legislation but also from public disap-

to

Times

Says Industry Must Pay Attention W hen Men
Motives Demand Censorship

With Unselfish

proval, Iwant to suggest once more the
necessity of immediate action. Unless
the heads of the industry get together,
every individual and every element must
work out its own salvation independent of
the other or suffer for the sins of omission and commission that are still being
committed by so many producers.
"Not only must our effort come without delay, but it must be inspired by sincerity. An immediate start can be made
by every producer in eliminating those
features in motion pictures which have
provoked and merited public censure,
such as needless displays of nudity; the
detailed portrayal of crime for the sake of
being realistic and not merely for carrying forward the action of the play,
scenes unduly emphasizing life in dance
halls and cabarets; themes which deal
with the question of sex in a morbid and
licentious manner. The removal of such
scenes will be the first step in an intelligent campaign against censorship."
L. A. Pastor
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Uses

Film With Sermon
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, March 1.— The Rev.
James Whitcomb Brougher, a leading
Baptist minister of Los Angeles, recently
employed his
"The
Insideevening
of thesermon
Cup" to
illustrate
Sunday
at
the Temple Baptist church through special arrangement with Sid Grauman and
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation.

The

Worm

Turns

NEW YORK, March 1.— Time
was when producers of road shows
defined their attractions as "Not a
Motion Picture." Now the worm
has turned. The new D. W. Griffith twenty-four sheets on "Way
Down East" have this line prominently displayed: "Not a Stage

Exhibitors

Predict

Censorship Beaten
Play."
In North Carolina
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, March 1.— The outlook
for defeating censorship in North Carolina is hopeful, according to an optimistic telegram received at the headquarters of the National Association of the
Motion Picture Industry from Percy W.
Wells, president of the North Carolina
Motion Picture Theatre Owners. In his
wire Mr. Wells thanks the National Association for its aid in opposing the censorship bill, also praises the work of
Thomas Dixon and E. F. Dardine, who
represents the National Association in
censorship matters in North Carolina.
Mr. Dixon, well known as an author, went
to Raleigh at the request of the National Association and appeared before
the General Assembly in opposition to
the censorship measure.
Northwest Advertiser
Enters Eastern Field
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN., March 1.—
J. L. Johnston has resigned as director
of advertising for Finkelstein & Ruben.
He will go East to enter a larger field,
his future plans to be announced later.
Mr. Johnston, who has been with the
Minneapolis exhibitors for nearly two
years, was one of the first sectional expublicity He
men,hashaving
joinedcleaner
Universalchange
in 1916.
fostered
and more legible advertising copy and
during his two years with Finkelstein &
Ruben he has demonstrated his ideas to a
decided advantage.
Carmel Myers Makes
Her Marriage Known
LOS ANGELES.— Carmel Myers,
Universal star, has been married for a
year and a half to I. N. Kornblum, a
musical comedy composer, it has just
been made public.
Miss Myers and Kornblum guarded
the secret carefully until a few days ago,
when his latest musical comedy, "Blue
Eyes,"
openedof intheNew
York.of the
As piece
soon
as
she heard
success
Miss Myers announced her marriage.
El Paso

W. W. HODKINSON
Who says producers should give earnest
thought
movement.to the nation-wide censorship

Theatre

Sold to J. C. Quinn
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
EL PASO, TEX., March 1.— Winch &
Campbell have sold their ownership of
the Wigwam theatre to James C. Quinn,
managing director of the Rialto theatre.
The latter
to change
atre's nameproposes
to the Texas
Grand theandthe-to
book road shows for it. He will also
close the Rialto.
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Exhibitors

Comprehensive Advertising Campaign Is Expected
to Assure 100 Per Cent Attendance
at the Rochester Convention

SYDNEY S. COHEN
President of the New York State Exhibitors'
holds5, 6,itsandcon-7.
vention in organization
Rochester which
on April
Calls N. J. Meeting
To Fight Censorship
Exhibitors of State Convene
at Trenton House on
March 2
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
TRENTON, N. J., March 1.— That the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of New
Jersey will soon be in the thick of a
censorship fight is indicated in the steps
taken by the organization to combat the
censorship bill introduced in the senate
of the New Jersey legislature by Senator
Sturgis of Gloucester County.
Immediately after the introduction of
the measure John P. Collins, president
of the state league, issued a call for a
meeting of all exhibitors in the state to
be held at the Trenton House here on
Wednesday afternoon, March 2, at 1
o'clock.
The following
signed
by Mr. Collins
was sent telegram
to all members
of the organization:
"Censorship
of screen
with
all that it means
to you publications
as sponsor
for clean, wholesome, necessary entertainment in your theatre, is proposed in
state legislature. Your duty as a public
servant is plain and imperative. You
must combat this un-American attempt
to establish imperious supervision over
public opinion from which the people
themselves have no appeal.
"Censorship amounts to confiscation
of the American public's rights to decide
for itself what it wants. Cooperation and
intelligent presentation of real facts to
the citizens of New Jersey will prevent
censorship.
Don't forget
theatre is in danger.
Meet atyour
the own
Trenton
House, Trenton, N. J., on March 2 at 1
o'clock. Come prepared for business."

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
ROCHESTER, N. Y., March 1.— Biggest exhibitors convention in
the history of the state!
This is the aim of the local organization of theatre men which is
conducting a comprehensive advertising campaign heralding the convention of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of the State of New York at
the Seneca hotel here on April 5, 6 and 7.
Use Every Medium of Advertising and Publicity
Every possible medium of advertising and publicity is being used.
All' exchange mail going to the theatre men contains a reminder of the
meeting. I. M. Salyerds, chairman of the executive committee, has hung
signs in every exchange in the state. He has prepared cartoon postcards
for wide circulation. The cartoon depicts a man and his wife carrying
a suitcase. Under the picture is printed this statement: "Wifey and I
are going to the Rochester convention of exhibitors of the State of New
York. Bring Yours."
Farren of the Victoria is handling
Something unsual in the way of advertising an exhibitors convention is being arrangements for the ball.
conducted by the Rochester newspapers.
Through the activities of W. A. Calihan
all of the papers have begun eight weeks
Would Regulate Slides
prior to the meeting a teaser campaign
And Views in Michigan
which is expected to be effective.
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
Plan Dance and Banquet
LANSING, MICH., March 1.— A bill
introduced by Senator John W. Smith of
In addition to the business sessions
Port Huron would place censorship in
at which many important questions will the hands of the superintendent of pubbe discussed a dance on Wednesday
lic instruction and two employes of his
night and a banquet on Thursday are office. A fee of $1 for each reel not
planned. Prominent members of the exceeding 1,000 feet would be charged
state legislature have been invited to for reviewing. One dollar also would be
attend the dinner.
the fee for inspection of a set of views
The executive committee which is or slides. Fifty cents would be charged
for reviewing church and educational
handling all details consists of Mr. Sal- films.
yerds of the Victoria theatre; W. H.
Kelly, secretary, Victoria; George H.
Association Wants
Caffery, treasurer, Clinton; George
Kress, chairman of the entertainment
Special Easter Films
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
committee. J. Greenstone of the Empire, is chairman of the committee on
ANN ARBOR, MICH., March 1.— The
Parent-Teachers' Association has reconcessions; F. J. Koch of the Lyndquested the local theatres exhibit during
hurst, chairman on accommodations; C.
the Easter school vacation pictures of
Stahler of the Rose Garden, chairman
of the banquet committee, and John J. special interest and value to children.

Censorship

Up

in Missouri

House

Despite Its Defeat by Committee
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
JEFFERSON CITY, MO., March 1.— By a vote of 98 to 19, after
a spirited debate, the house of representatives placed on the calendar
the bill creating censorship. The criminal jurisprudence committee
had reported unfavorably on the bill. This is one of the few cases in
the history of the state legislature in which a proposed law killed in
committee was later engrossed on the house calendar.
The action was taken on motion of Representative Sunderwith of
Bates county who declared there was widespread demand for film
regulation. Representative Vandeventer of Christian county led the
opposition, stating that the measure was an infringement on personal
rights. He stated that operation of censorship would cost the tax
payers $21,020 a year.
Exhibitors and other film men appeared this week before the
senate judiciary committee in opposition to the censorship bills.
Sidney Baker, representing the Film Board of Trade, and Fred Werenberg, vice-president of the St. Louis Motion Picture Exhibitors, made
the principal arguments against the bills. Charles T. Sears, president
of the state organization, also appeared to oppose the legislation.
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Censorship

Goes

Abroad

Displays

Urges Relormer Advocating Picture Censorship to Go After

Merchants Who Display Underwear
TEXAS has often been spoken of as
the state with "i..en of iron and
women of gold." Apparently it is also
the home of many men with a sense of
humor.
Lloyd B. Thomas, former editor of the
Taylor County Times of Abilene, Tex., is
one of these.
Abilene is now threatened with the
creation of a local censorship of motion pictures, the leading advocate of
which is B. A. Cox, a man who does not
attend motion picture theatres.
* * *
Lloyd B. Thomas, who is anxious to
defend ment,Abilene's
amusehas taken a one
courseremaining
which promises
complete success. He is not advocating
the defeat of the Cox measure. Instead,
he is advocating its passage after it has
been strengthened by six amendments he
has prepared.
Here are the amendments to the Cox
ordinance which Thomas proposes:
First: That it be deemed a penal offense for any merchant to display in
his shop windows any piece of women's
wear of anysocks,
description
underwear,
garters or
or any
shirts.men's
Second: That a fine of from $500
to $1,000 be the penalty for any Abilene
merchant using the names of any part
of the "intimate" feminine wearing apparel in any of his advertising matter
or listing the same by name on a statement when presenting a bill to a customer for such articles.
Third: That the schools and colleges
of the town be hereby commanded to
not use Greek or Latin text books
wherein are contained pictures of ancient
and perhaps nude statues or paintings
of historic value, and furthermore from
using any history as a text book wherein
is given an account of any case of murder,
arson or treason, or any mention of any
war, secession, rebellion or other fight
or disagreement, and that a school found
guilty of violating any provision of this
ordinance be promptly closed by proper
officers of the law.
Fourth: That a fine of $100 be imposed on any minister or Sunday school
superintendent, public speaker or leader
who reads from the Bible as now printed
and furnished locally, any of the chapters, verses or portions thereof which
either directly or indirectly mention wine
or strong drink, whereby the minds of
our people may become poisoned, and.
further, that the city of Abilene appoint
a committee of five with special police
powers to collect all Bibles now in use
and cut therefrom all mention of such
occurrences as the drunkenness of Noah,
murder of Abel, and all accounts of wars,
plots, seditions and sudden deaths,
whether by mortal or divine direction,
and that as soon as possible a special
edition of the Scriptures be prepared and
printed for distribution in this city.
Fifth: That all newspapers either
printed, sold or distributed in this city,
and all periodicals or magazines so distributed here, be prohibited if they contain any items or accounts of fights.

and to "Cleanse" Public Library
brawls or murders, suicides or death
from any but natural causes.
Sixth: That all public and private libraries of the city be immediately seized
and held until therefrom may be deleted
every great masterpiece in literature, for
no real masterpiece that we have ever
heard of exists but contains some word
or mention of some act of violence or
deed of passion.
Production Rights in
Peru Granted Ojeda
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, March 1.— Manuel
Ojeda, Los Angeles film man, will produce in Peru. He has obtained from
President Agusto B. Legula a patent of
introduction giving him sole rights to introduce motion picture equipment, a concession of 100 acres of land, permission
to import equipment without payment of
duty, and permission to take pictures
throughout the country.
It is also stated that he has made arrangements with the Empress De Teatros Y Cinmeas, Ltd., to show pictures
in 122 theatres on the West Coast of
South America. Ojeda is enthusiastic
over picture prospects in Peru.
Public Subscribes Fund
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
SPRINGFIELD, MASS., March 1.—
Funds subscribed by local residents will
erect a motion picture theatre and business block. The theatre will seat 700
patrons.
Acquires Venita Lyric
VENITA, OKLA.— The Lyric theatre
has been purchased bv L. W. Brophy
from T. H. Slothower. Mr. and Mrs.
Slothower
Carthage. are building a new theatre at
Borah Would Protect
Right of Free Speech
WASHINGTON, D. C, March
1. — Senator Borah has introduced
in the senate a bill providing for
immediate removal from office of
any officer, agent or employe of the
United States who unlawfully interferes with the civil rights of citizens or persons within the United
States.
Drastic punishment provided includes a fine of $10,000, imprisonment for not more than five years,
or both, and the right reserved to
the person maltreated or his house
or office searched without proper
warrant, or denied lawful freedom
of speech, to sue for personal damages, $500be being
the least sum
which can
recovered.
The Idaho senator charged there
is an increasing disregard for the
great
civil guarantees of the constitution.

MEW YORK, March 1.— Samuel Gold* ™ wyn, president of Goldwyn Pictures,
left last Saturday on the Acquitania for
a six weeks' tour of Europe.
Capital

to Regulate

Storage of Prints
Picture Interests Offer No
Opposition to Measure
As Drafted
(Washington Bureau, Exhibitors Herald)
WASHINGTON, D. C, March 1 —
New regulations regarding the storage
of motion picture films in the District of
Columbia probably will be made effective
within six weeks.
A public hearing on the proposed regulations, drafted by the chief engineer
of the fire department, was held by the
District commissioners on February 25,
at which no opposition was presented by
the representatives of the industry.
The motion picture men told the commissioners that the changes in storage
conditions proposed in the regulations
would mean a great added expense to
the exchange men, but that the requirements would be met as soon as possible.
The regulations are now in the hands of
the chief engineer for final consideration,
after which they will be submitted to
the commissioners for approval. After
being
be published
and willapproved
become they
a law will
a month
later.
Fire Damages Theatre
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.— Slight
damage was done by water to Powers
theatre in Pearl street, N. W., during
a recent fire in the building.
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T. D. Hurley Admits
Plan Will Be Beaten
Advocates of Rigid Censor
Ordinance in Chicago
Realizes Defeat
"There will be no censorship commission in Chicago. It would require fortyeight votes, and we can't get them."
T. D. Hurley, chairman of the Chicago
motion picture commission and sponsor
of the proposed new censorship ordinance for the city, made this admission
to a representative of Exhibitors Herald
at the close of the public hearings on the
measure, February 23.
Final Hearing Tame One
The last session was taken up largely
by clergymen and officers of parent-"
teachers' association, who urged the passage of the censorship measure.
J. B. Dibelka, former member of the
school board, gave the only address of
length against the ordinance. He declared that the public is weary of "reforms" andbusiness
prohibitorymanager
measures.of Sam
Atkinson,
the
A. A. A., spoke briefly.
T. D. Hurley was permitted to close
the hearing. He told the judiciary committee of the city council to make any
changes in the ordinance they saw fit
to, but not to destroy the central idea of
a commission of three at $5,000 each per
year. He denied he aspired to one of
the positions.
Referring
A. Brady's
statement before totheWilliam
committee
that children
under sixteen should be barred from theatres, he predicted "Brady will lose his
job within a month on account of it."
Pink Permit to Go
The general opinion appears to be that
the judiciary committee will kill the ordinance, but will recommend legislation
killing the "pink permit" and giving the
police broader powers over motion picture advertising posters.
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Protests

Seizure

Of

by

Cromelin

Films

and

Customs

Sale
Agent

States That This "High Handed Arbitrary
Action Is Unjust and Unfair" to the
Motion Picture Industry

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, March 1.— Paul H. Cromelin, chairman of the export
division of the National Association of the Motion Picture Industry, has
protested vigorously the seizure and sale of motion pictures by the collector
of
customs of New York. The protest was made to the secretary of the
treasury.
The protest was based upon a notice advertising the sale of a miscellaneous lot of film consisting of approximately 171 reels which had been
sent to the seizure room of the customs house and advertised for sale at
public auction on February 23. Mr. Cromelin, in a letter to the secretary of
fhe treasury, states that it is not customary in the motion picture industry
to sell films outright, but to lease them, and that the sale of any films
by the customs officials for unpaid duties is a dangerous practice.
"There are a number of pirates in this sale of motion pictures notice of which
dated February 21 has just been received
industry who are watching every opporsigned Peter F. Bradley, acting deputy
tunity to get possession of films such as
collector
to take23 place
at 10
o'clockroom
tothese, which they put out with disregard
day February
at the
seizure
641 Washington street.
to the original owners and lessees,"
"Regardless of whose property may be
wrote Mr. Cromelin in his protest to
involved this high handed arbitrary acWashington.
tion practically without notice is unjust
Mr. Cromelin, who is president of the
and unfair to a great industry whose repInter-Ocean Film Corporation, was not
resentatives have been assured in Washnotified of the sale until the day it took
ington such a course would not be taken
place. He immediately telegraphed a and we insist and demand that the property of motion picture exporters and imformal protest to the collector of cusporters be protected against such contoms as follows:
fiscatory action as is announced in the
Action Is Unjust
notice of sale complained of."
Would Prevent Repetition
"On behalf of the motion picture industry Iprotest emphatically against the
Mr. Cromelin states that he had no information as to the identity of the films
and that the protest was made primarily
to put the industry on record in opposition to the principle involved. In his letter
Pathe's New Home
to the secretary of the treasury, he requests that instructions be issued to prevent a repetition of such action which
gave rise to the complaint.

L. A. Film Colony
Fetes Wm. A. Brady
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, March 1.— William
A. Brady is being feted by the local film
colony.
On Saturday he spoke before a big
gathering at the Los Angeles Athletic
club. The meeting was presided over by
W. S. Smith, president of the Producers
Association. Jesse Lasky, Benjamin B.
Hampton and W. J. Reynolds, secretary
of the Producers Association, formed
the committee to welcome him and arrange his local addresses.

Aeroplane Advertises
National Premiere of
"The Perfect Crime"
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
DAVENPORT, IA., March 1.— "The
Perfect Crime,"
Dwan's Producers,
latest production for theAllan
Associated
Sunday.
was given its premiere showing here
Unusual interest was aroused due to
the fact that the print which was shown
was brought from Chicago by aeroplane
Saturday. Berger Tomte of the Chicago
office of the Associated Producers acthe trip. companied the driver of the aeroplane on

Open New Pantheon
(From Staff Correspondent)
NEW YORK, March 1.— The New
Pantheon theatre, in the Ridgewood section of Brooklyn, and one of the finest
theatres in the over-the-river borough,
was opened last Friday night. The theatre is under the management of Herman Weingarten.
Names New Manager
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
-MADISON, WIS, March 1. — F. W.
Fischer has appointed Louis St. Pierre
resident manager of the Majestic theatre.
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Pathe has just moved into its new headquarters at 35 West 45th street, \e\>
York.

Petitions Would Keep
Tillson in Kalamazoo
KALAMAZOO, MICH., March 1 —
Efforts to have LeRoy Tillson continue
as manager of the Regent theatre instead
of taking over the management of the
new $600,000 Butterfield theatre in
Lansing are being put forth by local
friends of this popular theatre owner.
Local clubs and business organizations
are sending petition and letters to Col.
Butterfield, owner of the theatres, asking
that Tillson be retained here.
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LAEMMLE

'T'HAT the invitation to exhibitors to
join the National Association of the
Motion Picture Industry published in the
Moving Picture Weekly by Carl Lammle,
president of Universal, was made with
a view to cementing producers and exhibitors together in a nation-wide censorship fight, according to a telegram
sent by the Universal chief to Eugene B.
McCurdy, president of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Maryland, whose
organization took exception to his appeal
for the National Association.
Mr. Laemmle assured Mr. McCurdy
that he never has been a party to any
attack on exhibitor organizations.
* * *

"As a result of careful discussion of
the problems confronting our industry
held last night between prominent exhibitors and the heads of the largest producing and distributing companies, it was
the unanimous sentiment that the exhibitors of the country be invited to
join the National Association of the Motion Picture Industry. May I personally
urge you to join immediately to the end
that we may act in close cooperation as a
unit for our common good. Send your
application by letter or wire to me or
F. H. Elliott, executive secretary of the
National Association at 1520 Broadway,

Mr. Laemmle's telegram is as follows:
"Article in Moving Picture IVeekly inviting exhibitors to join National Association no reflection whatsoever on any
other organization. Had no idea it would
be taken as such by exhibitors. Was inspired solely by censorship crisis and our
desire to cement industry and do everything possible for exhibitors and ourselves to counteract censorship. I was
not present at meeting, but was advised
by telegraph of all that took place. I
have never been and never will be a party
to attacks on exhibitor organizations. If
I thought the National Association was
doing this, which I know it is not, I
would resign."

ThisYork."
was followed by a reproduction
New
of the N. A. M. P. L membership application blank. • • *
Paul Gulick, editor of Moving Picture
IVeekly, replied to a letter received from
Thomas D. Goldberg, vice-president of
the Maryland League, going into detail
as to why members of the N. A. M. P. I.
consider the Maryland agitation unjustified and ill-timed.
"I was a great deal more surprised
that any serious body of exhibitors
should viting
take themoffense
at Mr.
Laemmle's into join
an association
of
which he is a member, than you were at

The

Mr. Laemmle's invitation "To Every
Exhibitor" as published over his name in
the Moving Picture IVeekly was as follows:

Laemmle — Cohen

XT EW YORK, Mar. 1.— The Motion
' Picture Theatre Owners of America
through Sydney S. Cohen, president, on
Friday made public copies of the correspondence exchanged between the organization and Carl Laemmle, president
of the Universal Film Manufacturing
Company, over the night letter sent out
by Mr. Laemmle urging exhibitors to
join the National Association of the
Motion Picture Industry. The wires
follow:

Wires

hibitor association? Show me this and I will
take decisive action."
Cohen

to Laemmle

"Your wire convinces me that real evidence concerning attempt of politicians of national association of motion picture industry to wreck and disrupt Motion Picure Theatre Owners of America
is keptpose offrom
you. censorship
Talk of cooperation
for pur-to
combating
mere subterfuge
cloak
Brady's
real
activities.
Same
insincere
and
hypocritical and no fault of Brady that attack
resulted in failure and proved • boomerang. We
have evidence one of your employes on Universal
stationery seught to influence editorial opinion
against
America. Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
"We cannot understand how your representaLaemmle to Cohen
tives in New York could permit you to be maneuvered into position of attacking independent exhibitors' organization by lending your support to
producer-exhibitors in their attempt to monopolize
and control our industry. Our organization one
"Article in motion picture weekly inviting exhib- of
protection not for profit and is greatest bulwark
itors to join national association no reflection
your company and all independents can have.
whatsoever on any other organization. Had no you,
Universal only independent organization to solicit
idea it would be taken as such by exhibitors. Was membership in producers' organization and exhibitors everywhere resent this antagonistic action and
inspired solely by censorship crisis and our desire
by aboutyour
company despite camouflaged exto cement industry and do everything possible for move cuses
cooperation.
exhibitors and ourselves to counteract censorship.
"Do
you
approve
Brady statement
before
committee ofof Chicago
common council
I was not present at meeting but was advised by judiciary
he was opposed to children under sixteen
telegraph of all that took place. I have never that
going into motion picture theatres and would not
been and never will be a party to attack on permitture his
daughter
to seehadanyreviewed
motion and
pichis
wife orAlice
himself
exhibitor organizations. If I thought the national censored untilpicture?
This
speech
of
Brady
has
done
association was doing this I would resign. Think irreparable damage to exhibitors. Are you prepared toandjoin
other independents
in signing
you must have misunderstood Universal's motives.
form
equitable
contract as agreed
uponuni-in
Our record in past years should be guaranty of December
conference in New York between comgood faith. How can your joining national assomittee Motion Picture Theatre Owners and manucation for censorship fight possibly hurt your exfacturers and producers?"
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Church Attendance on
Sunday Is Bigger Than
Patronage at Theatre
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
SIOUX CITY, IA., March 1.—
Agitation for blue laws on the supposition that Sunday amusements
make inroads on church attendance
prompted
a survey of the situation
here.
An observer, making the investigation on a Sunday night recently,
found that more Sioux City people
attend the churches than patronize
the motion picture theatres. The
results of the investigation show
that
24,658 persons attended
churches on the Sunday
in question,
whereas,
only
17,950tionpersons
paid for mopicture entertainment.
The investigation was made on a
normal Sunday and the figures are
considered a fair estimate of the
general situation.
the advertisement in the Moving Picture
IVeekly," wrote Mr. Gulick, who also is
director of publicity for Universal.
"I cannot conceive how anything
detrimental to the Motion Picture Theatre Owners could possibly have been
read into that invitation, and I assure
you personally, because I was present at
the meeting, that such intention was
furthest from the thought of every man
in the room when the project of inviting all of the exhibitors in the United
States to join the National Association
was proposed.
"It was freely discussed and unanimously carried and every moving picture
producer and some who were not in the
association at all agreed to make this appeal to the exhibitors whom he knew
best, as one very definite way in which
we couldcensorship.
concentrate the industry's fight
against
"I have read your letter very carefully,
and I quite agree with you that the only
way to attain recognition for the industry is by working together. The exhibitor needs the producer and the producer certainly needs the exhibitor. It
was that thought which was solely the
inspiration for the appeal which was
printed in the Moving Picture IVeekly
under
Laemmle's
name." over the
As aMr.
result
of the agitation
invitation issued by the Universal chief,
the executive committee of N. A. M. P. I.
passed a resolution approving the action
of Mr. Laemmle and other leaders in the
industry in calling upon exhibitors to
join the organization and help in its
fight against censorship.
Baker Back From Trip
(From Staff Correspondent)
NEW YORK, March 1.— George D.
Baker has returned to New York after
a vacation in Florida and immediately
will prepare for the production of the
second George D. Baker production for
Sawyer-Lubin.
He has several stories
under
consideration.
Owen Moore Recovering
Owen Moore, Selznick star, who recently was admitted to the Post-Graduate
hospital, New York, for treatment for
inflammatory rheumatism, is reported
well on his way to recovery.
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European Republic Produces Approximately
Cent of the Pictures Exhibited in the
Theatres of That Country

AS

a result of an address delivered
by Benjamin B. Hampton at Los
Angeles, delegates representing 166
women's clubs of California have suspended their campaign for motion picture censorship.

"Big Four" Foreign
Exchanges Assured
Operations m Europe Will
Begin Early in May States
Hiram Abrams
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, March 1.— Plans for the
European distribution of the product of
United Artists Corporation have been
perfected and the foreign exchange system of thewithin
"Big a Four"
be in full
operation,
very fewwillweeks.
To Operate in May
The announcement made by Hiram
Abrams, president of the company, indicates that a great deal of preparatory
ground has already been covered and it
is expected that by the middle of May
some of the European offices of the company will be in operation.
Mr. Abrams' announcement states
definitely
the own
"Big exchanges.
Four" will own
and
operatethattheir
The
exchanges are to be established immediately in Great Britain in London,
Birmingham, Leeds, Glasgow and Cardiff, and an exchange for France will be
opened in Paris. Other exchanges in
other countries will follow shortly. The
first "Big Four" production for Europe
will be published some time between May
1 and May 15, and it is hoped for a
\\hi\t at least to release other productions at intervals of about three weeks.
To Employ Residents
Mr. Abrams is in negotiation now with
one of the most prominent film men in
England, for it is his desire to have an
Englishman represent the company in
Great Britain and likewise it is expected
that a Frenchman will take hold of the
operations for the company in Paris.

10 Per

France relies almost wholly on American motion pictures for that
form of amusement.
A recent survey reveals that 75 per cent of the pictures exhibited in
that country are of American production.
Producers of the European
republic make only 10 per cent of the pictures required by the theatres.
The remaining 15 per cent is furnished by Italy, England and Sweden.
English Pictures Show Increase in Sales
On the other hand an investigation of the market in England indicates
a slump in American productions. English producers are enthusiastic
with the progress they declare they are making. Various reports show
that the new theatres springing up over the country are using between
60 and 80 per cent of English pictures.
The Stoll, Hepworth and Harma comtheir intention to make one big two-reel
comedy each month, using all the stars,
panies declare they are receiving many
be published through Educational exchanges.
orders from foreign countries for pro- to
ductions with English locales. English
productions have found favor especially
in the Scandinavian countries.
Wheeler Aids Spier
Industry in Embryonic Stage
In Lesser Publicity
Some of the companies in England
(Special
to Exhibitors Herald)
even claim that they are meeting comLOS ANGELES, March 1.— Bartholopetition in the foreign market on an
mew Wheeler is the new assistant to
even basis with American producers.
This does not hold true, however, in Richard Spier, chief of publicity for
France.
Gore, Ramish and Lesser, succeeding
It is said that in France the motion
Jarmuth who has assumed Irving
picture industry has not reached the John
Lesser exploitation.
stage of development found in America
several years ago. Prior to the war
France was beginning to take the busi- Relief Meeting March 2
ness of manufacturing motion pictures
(From Staff Correspondent)
seriously. The war, however, deterred
NEW YORK, March 1.— The report
this progress.
of the accomplishments of the Greater
Produce Thirty Annually
York committee of the motion picApproximately thirty pictures are pro- New ture
division of the Hoover Relief Fund
duced annually in France. As yet there
are no recognized stars in the country. will be read by Samuel L. Rothaepfel,
This is due partly to the lack of finances. chairman, at a meeting to be held tomorrow at the Capitol theatre. The meeting
The pictures made in the republic find 25.
was originally scheduled for February
a market in South America, the Balkans
and in Egypt.
New York Bronx Will
Have Two New Houses
(From Staff Correspondent)
NEW YORK, N. Y., March 1.— The
Bronx will have two big new theatres
to cost $750,000. The more expensive
one, on which $400,000 will be expended,
will be built on the block bounded byBrown place, Brook avenue, 137th and
138th streets. It has been sold to Haring and Blumenthal. The theatre will
seat 1,700.
For the other house, a syndicate
headed chby
Samuel
has pur-of
ased asite
at theFriedenberg,
northwest corner
Burnside and Creston avenues. The theatre will seat 1,650. The cost will be
$350,000.
Warners

7

?

to Produce

Educational Comedies
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, March 1.— Warner
Brothers have leased the Special Pictures studio in Santa Monica boulevard
and La Brea Road and have assumed
the contracts with Ford Sterling, Louise
Fazenda, Charlotte Merriam, Chester
Conklin, Reggie Morris and others. It is

JOH\ E. STOREY
appointed
Sales
Manager Inc.
of reorganised
Associated Exhibitors,
He was
formerly assistant to director of exchanges, Elmer Pearson of Patbe.
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Disagreement Ends
Sunday Prosecution
Jury Fails to Agree When ExCharles H. Burkley Takes Issue w ith N. A. M. P. I.
hibitor Is Tried Under
Over Announcement of Progress of Brady s Trip as
Blue Laws
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
Appearing in Recent Issue of '"Exhibitors Herald
PORTLAND, IND., March 1.— After
demned by Kansas and Missouri exhibitors. being out more than twenty-four hours
Charles H. Burkey, well known
The entire affair was purely an exchange a jury in the circuit court here reported
Kansas City exhibitor, who is a memmanagers affair in every way.
a disagreement in the case against Walter
ber of the executive board of the M o"Mr.
G. Liggett, Association,
president ofwas
the atKansas StateR. Exhibitors
the Schwier, charged with violating the Sabtion Picture Theatre Owners of
bath by operating a motion picture show.
America, has issued an emphatic denial banquet as a guest. In the course of the Schwier
and Walter Hines, operator of
he was called upon for a short talk.
of the N. A. M. P. I. statement that evening
He
stated
in
very
clear
language
the
attianother
picture* theatre here, were arWilliam A. Brady was the guest of
tude of the exhibitors of both states : First,
rested several weeks ago on complaint
honor at a banquet given by Kansas
that before Brady or his National Asso- of representatives of the Ministerial Asciation of Motion Picture Industry can ask
City exhibitors.
sociation. The case was bitterly confor our co-operation, they must first show
tested. It is said the state will ask a
His statement takes the form of a tln-ir
good
faith
by
performing
their
pledges
new
trial.
communication to EXHIBITORS
at the industrial conference, which begat,
Jacob Denney, attorney for the deHERALD which printed the story on December 14th and lasted ten days, the
fense, arraigned the prosecution in his
result
being
that
the
producers
agreed
to
remarks
to the jury, saying that it was
given out by the N. A. M. P. I., under
establish a credit system and to agree to not so much an effort to do good, in
date of February 26.
the equitable contracts ; second, that in all closing the picture shows, that the Minevents, all co-operation must come through
isterial Association sought, but rather
The communication from Mr. Burthe executive offices of the Motion Picture the efforts
of an ecclesiastical oligarchy.
key is herewith presented in full:
Theatre Owners of America.
Considerable discussion among the two
"In your last issue under the caption of
"We deplore the statement printed as it factions has been engaged in since the
'Brady Continues Trip For Closer Har- puts
our exhibitors in a false light. We trial opened, and a fight was narrowly
mony,' the following statement appears:
do not believe that you printed it knowing
averted at the door of the courthouse
In Kansas City he (Brady) addressed a
of its falsit \ but that you were entirely mis- when U. G. Shewalter, who favored the
gathering of 200 exhihitors and exchange
informed.
men
of Kansas
closing of the picture shows, and Phil
was held
at the and
HotelMissouri.
MuehlbachThisandmeetwas
"We ask that you publish this statement
a jeweler, opposed to such acin a prominent position in your next issue Stachlcr,
preceded
by
a
banquet
in
Brady's
honor
tion, engaged in a heated argument. A
by the exhibitors.
so that your readers may be correctly in- crowd of a hundred or more persons
gathered around the men and the police
"This statement is untrue and is a gross
[EXHIBITORS
the aninjustice to the 100 per cent exhihitors of formed."
nouncement of theHERALD,
N. A. M. inP. printing
I., indicated
the were forced to disperse them.
Missouri and Kansas. In the first, place, fact
N. A.thatM. itP.wasI.) a statement emanating from the Jury Disagrees In
Blue Law Case
the exhibitors did not tender any dinner or
give any entertainment whatsoever for WilHUNTINGTON, IND.. March 1.— A
New Theatre for Detroit
liam A. Brady. In the second place, there
jury in a justice of the peace court, standwere about eight exhibitors at the dinner
DETROIT, MICH.— A new Cinderella
ing nine to three for acquittal, reported a
will be erected on the northeast corner
who were there at the invitation of memdisagreement in the case against L. G.
bers of the Film Board of Trade as indi- of Jefferson and Coplin avenues for Trixler, postmaster and president of the
viduals. The exhibitors did not endorse
Thomas B. W^insheimer and others. The
Huntington-Collins Ice Cream Company,
nor commend Brady nor what he stands
theatre will have a seating capacity for charged with selling ice cream on Sunday
•,',000
patrons.
in violation of the state blue law.
for. In fact his visit here has been conDENIES
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Dorothy Da It on Cast
In DeMille Production
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, March 1.— Cecil B.
DeMille, director-genera! of Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation and producer of specials for Paramount, has
announced he's selected Dorothy Dalton
to play the leading feminine role in his
next all-star production.
Following her appearance in a number
of society roles for Paramount. Miss
Dalton recently completed "The Idol of
the North" at the Long Island studio.
In this she returns to her. favorite character type, that of a Western mining
camp heroine such as she played in "The
Flame of the Yukon" and "Flare-Up
Gasnier

Capt."Payment
Cecil Van Auker (left) , leading man in American Film Company's production,
and his directo r, George L. Cox, at the wheel.
Guaranteed,"

Finishes

First

Robertson- Cole Special
(From Staff Correspondent)
NEW YORK, March 1.— The first of
the four specials produced by Gasnier
for Sal."
Robertson-Cole will be "Good
Women."
A print of the picture has
been received at the Robertson-Cole
offices here. C. Gardner Sullivan wrote
the story. In the cast are Rosemary
Theby, Hamilton Revelle, Irene Black
well,
Earl Schenck,
William
Carle-'
ton, Arthur
Stuart Hull,
Rhea P.Mitchell
and Eugenie Besserer. The picture is
scheduled as a spring publication.
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Good
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More

Effective

Than

Risque

Title

Theatre Man Sounds Warning on Acute Censorship
Situation In Address Before Advertisers
Association in New York
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, March 1. — "Good exploitation will do the work of the
suggestive title and of the suggestive advertisement, and do it far more

T T ARRY Reichenbach, who is in Chi■*■ cago exploiting "Outside the Law."
was guest last Friday at the luncheon
of the Chicago Motion Picture Press
Club. In an interesting talk on the possibilities ofpublicity and exploitation, he
placed particular stress on the point that
one of the essentials of successful exploitation isto keep the good will of the
press.
Texas

Men

to Build

Big Theatre in Dallas
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
DALLAS. TEX., March 1— Plans for
the erection of a new S500.000 motion
picture theatre on the north side of Elm
street, to rival any theatre in the South,
have been announced by Ballard Burgher & Company.
The building will be erected by John
T. Jones of Dallas and Jesse Jones of
Houston in Elm street on a site some
100 feet east of St. Paul street. It habeen leased to the First Xational Exhibitors Circuit of New York for twentysix years for a consideration of $1,560.000. It will seat 2.000. Plans are being
prepared in New York City.
Revier Asks Share
In Serial Proceeds
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, March 1.— Harry Revier has brought suit against David P.
Howells, the Xational Film Corporation
and Captain M. Rubey claiming that he
. was promised one-eighth of the gross
income of "The Son of Tarzan" serial
and has not received it. A number of
the charges in his bill are sensational
in nature.

Marcus Loew, in a talk before the Associated Motion Picture Advereffectively."'
tisers, summed up his argument against salacious advertising in this
statement.
Warns of Acuteness of Censorship Situation
A warning against the acuteness of the censorship situation facing
the industry was sounded by the theatre magnate. This situation, he
declared, was the result of the misleading use of titles and advertising in
the presentation of pictures. He continued :
imously determined to bend every effort
"It is not the man or woman who
the point of eliminating small details to
actually goes inside the motion picture
which super-particular people might take
theatre and sees a film who is clamoring
exception and to try to bring pressure
for censorship. It is the person who
to bear upon the few who still try to
has never or very seldom been inside use suggestiveness at times as a selling
force in their product.
a theatre and who judges the picture
"That the suggestive title does not
entirely by a certain objectionable kind
make a picture or the lack of it cause
of title and poster which occasionally
one to fail has been evidenced too often
to require further argument. Pictures
crops out. The individual who has seen
that have not had a bit of suggestivethe picture is, as a rule, well satisfied
ness in their titles, such as 'Humorwith the industry and is not clamoring
whichboxwasoffice
not even
brilliant
title, recognized
have made asa
for reform, because it is a fact that the aesque'
stupendous
financial
record.
As soon
average screen production today is free
as we eradicate the idea that suggestivefrom objectionable features.
ness in titles and advertising spells box
Fans Are Satisfied
office success, we shall have gone a long
way towards eliminating this evil.
"During a talk I had with a former
Use Good Showmanship
state executive who is an ardent motion
picture fan, he emphasized the point that
"By
uring
the elimination of the sugthe people who know the motion picture
gestive title I am not asking that a picture should be made dead. There are
and follow it are satisfied with the product, but that it is the person who does mam- ways of injecting life and atmonot know the actual finished product,
sphere into a title without making it
who never goes inside a theatre and who
objectionable. There are many ways, of
judges the industry from impressions
putting over a show in big style without
gained from titles and advertising who
relying upon the salacious appeal.
tunity.
is demanding censorship at every oppor"One of these methods is good showcan can
dc
"Gentlemen, the censorship problem
everything manship.
that Goodtheshowmans'iip
suggestive title
is a ent
very
serious
one
and
a
very
immindo
and
do
it
more
substantially.
one. It remains for the industry to remains for the gentlemen in the indus-It
do its own housecleaning. The big mistry, which includes the members of the
take that is still occasionally adhered to publicity
and advertising profession, to
is that salacious titling and obscene
band together for the common good oi
advertising is often regarded as box
the industry in the elimination of the
irresponsible individuals who try to defy
office
Mr. value."
Loew related an offer made to recognized standards by capitalizing the
him in St Louis to rent one of his the- purely suggestive and salacious possiatres for a picture which he designated
bilities of the screen."
by title and which was declared to have
an unusually suggestive name.
Film Is a Failure
Just a
T emphatically told the gentlemen
Coincidence!
matter." Mr.
on this
who
Loewapproached
continued, me"that
they could not
According to the Chicago daily
have my theatre for such a picture under
papers
acealed
lone
had conPersonfigure.
any conditions or at any in the box office
himselfbandit
in thewhotheatre
for
little faith
three hours, surprised and robbed
value ally,ofIhave
a title that seeks to draw people
the watchman, Martin Marsl, of
Such a picby suggestiveness.
in merely
$9 on Sunday night. The theatre
ture mav make
a promising showing for
was Barbee's on Monroe street.
a few weeks but will eventually fall flat
because it is being sold on premises that
Of course the fact that "Outside
are false and erroneous.
the Law" is playing there this
week, and that Harry Reichenbach
"The time is ripe now to approach the
is exploiting the picture by various
heads of all the big producing companies
means, has no bearing on the case.
keepand engage their co-operation in clean.
ing all motion picture productions
It was just a co-incidence, that's
In fact, at a meeting of many of the
all.
unanwas
it
biggest producers recently,
to keep pictures entirely clean even to
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Reading from left to right, Myron Selznick, Natalie Talmadge, David Selznick and
Norma Talmadge, snapped while the well-known picture folk were enjoying
the balmy breezes.

Priest

Answers

A.

M.

P. A.

Critics

President of The Film Marvel Challenges Members
lo "Allow Their Work to Speak, for Them and Not
Ma\e Themselves Ridiculous" by Censuring Others
A
**

CHALLENGE to members of the
Associated Motion Picture Advertisers to "allow their work in the trade
papers, etc., to speak for them, and not
make themselves ridiculous by assuming
a position in connection with an independent picture that the records of some
of its prominent members will not sustain" is made by Robert W. Priest, president of The Film Market, Inc.
Censure by the A. M. P. A. of an
advertisement appearing in connection
with Mr. Priest's picture, "The Supreme
Passion," prompted the president of The
Film Market to issue his challenge.
"Why, Mr. President of the A. M.
P. A.," asks Mr. Priest, "does your organization pick out especially an independent
production for such an attack as this,
when advertisements for which some of
your members stand responsible are offensive and objectionable beyond any
comparison? The circumstance is easily
interpreted.
* * *

"If anything in the world is calculated
to contribute to promote a general censorship of the screen, it is such advertising as that to which I have called
attention, and not such as I have been
responsible for. The tone of such advertising as I cite is reflected through
all the work of these men, its influence

extending to exhibitors and to the public
mind. Its ultimate effect is public dis"I would call attention to the fact
gust.
that the illustration in my advertisement
was an artistic creation drawn by an
artist from a noted work of art, whereas
the illustrations I have referred to. and
for which members of the A. M. P. A.
have stood sponsor, are mostly all photographs of girls and women, and men,
made for a purpose too plainly apparent
and with no thought behind them other
than appeal to the sensational."
Referring to the advertising and illustrations which he says members of the
A. M. P. A. have stood sponsor, Me
Priest continues:
* * *
"These photographs and drawings of
women half stripped in struggles against
dishonor, of nudity with no appeal to
real art, women naked in bath tubs and
bathing girls in vulgar postures revealing every line of their figures in the
most suggestive and alluring way, are
certainly a thousand per cent more suggestive and to be criticized than anything contained Mr.
in my
advertising."
In conclusion
Priest
says:
"As to my posters, when they are issued they will compare more than favorably from the standpoint of decency with
any made under the direction of my
critics, and will be fully in consonance with
the theme of my photoplay, 'the supreme
passion' of human life — that love that
survives the destruction of physicalbeauty and every vicissitude of fortune."
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Advertisers Dinner
Will Set Precedent
Additional Features to Make
Event Greatest in History
of Association
(From Staff Correspondent)
NEW YORK, March 1.— "The Naked
Truth" event, the formal annual function
of the Associated Motion Picture Advertisers, which will be held at the Biltmore
hotel on Friday night, promises to
eclipse the anticipations of its promoters.
Reichenbach on Program
Last minute additions to the program
have been made. Harry Reichenbach,
entertainer par excellence at A. M. P. A.
dinners, has arrived from Chicago.
Harry is curtailing his country-wide tour
in exploitation of a picture to return to
New York for the dinner. In addition
to providing extemporaneous entertainment, Harry will have a leading part in
the headline act of the bill entitled "The
Two additional acts have been announced on the program within the last
Big Five."
week.
Vivian Moses of Fox is responsible for the first one, which will be
nameless, but which was written by Mr.
Moses, Leslie Jordon and E. P. McXamee, who will take the principal characters in the sketch. This will be a
travesty
puttingin over
a "sure
road showon flivver
limousine
style.fire"
Meyers in Sketch
"A Mere Detail" is the title of the
skit written by Dan Carson Goodman
and described as an economic tragedy in
one reel with a filler which will be enacted by Maurie Meyers, Claud LaBell,
Vincent
Trotta,
Baer, E. P. McNamee and
W. F.Fred
Eberhardt.
Events of the past week have pointed
to "The Naked Truth" dinner as one of
the biggest formal functions ever held
within the motion picture industry and
the most ambitious undertaking ever attempted by the publicity, advertising and
exploitation men. All of the executives
of the prominent distributing, producing
and exhibiting interests have assured
their presence as well as the editors of
the trade papers.
South Bend Theatre
Has Formal Opening
(Special to Exhibitor] Herald)
SOUTH
BEND, theatre,
IND., Feb.
29.—2,500
The
new Blackstone
seating
patrons and erected at a cost of approximately $500,000, was formally opened recently with a reception to the stockholders, city officials, clergy, the press and a
number of out-of-town guests.
The musical program was given by the
Blackstone symphony orchestra of seventeen pieces under the direction of
Angelo Vitale; selections on the pipe
organ by Granville Tompsett, a local
artist,
by Miss
Chicago,andwho
sang. Esther Thisselton of
Hosts lowing
at officers:
the reception
werepresident;
the folC. E. Potts,
John B. Weber, vice-president: Donald
McGregor, general manager; Frank C.
Toepp, treasurer; Howard W. Yant. secretary; John G. Yeagley and G. A. Farabaugh, councilors. Beginning tonight,
G. E. Berkson will serve as house mancago. ager. He comes to this city from Chi-
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Putting Atlanta, Mo.,
On the Hoover Map
Inkster, N. D., has a population
of 350 people. H. G. Bemis of the
Gem theatre raised a fund of $48.75
for the European Relief Council.
Now comes a report from Atlanta, Mo., a town less than twice
the population of Inkster. This is
what J. Greene Mackenzie of the
Picture House did:
"I really think we have him
(Bemis) beaten a little. We are
a little town less than twice the
size of Inkster, but we mailed a
check to the Hoover relief headquarters for an even $100. This
was the result of a Sunday night
picture show. A Sunday night show
in our town up to that time was
an unheard of possibility. Of
course we raised a storm of protest, since there are five churches
in the burg. Guess $100 wasn't so
bad, was it?"
New York Governor
Would Censor Films
Too Many Pictures, He Says,
Have Obvious Appeal
to the Morbid
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
ALBANY, N. Y., March 1.— Advocacy
of a state board to censor motion pictures was made last week by Governor
Miller,
who declared
"tooan many
them (motion
pictures)thathave
obviousof
appeal to the morbid and the sensual"
and that they are "not suitable for children, young people or, in fact, anybody
else to see."
Father of Seven Girls
The governor's remarks were occasioned by the introduction of Assemblyman Clayton's
bill forconsisting
the appointment
of a board
of censors
of three
members — noted in Exhibitors Herald
of March 5.
The governor, who is the father of
seven girls ranging in age from 10 to
24 years, said:
"My children, as others, are all interested in moving pictures, and occasionally prevail upon me to go with them.
With very rare exceptions it so happens
that, when I have gone with them, the
picture has not appeared to me to be
suitable for children, young people, or,
in fact, anybody, to see.
Would Censor Films
"Too many films have an obvious
appeal to the morbid and sensual. I
haven't any doubt they ought to be
censored, but have not yet given the
question as to how it should be done
any serious thought.
"I am pleased to see that the legislaconsidering
subject."
Theture isbill
is now the
in the
hands of the
ways and means committee. No date
has been set for a hearing.
Max

Goldstine

Senate

Bill

Famous
Productions
Retained

Proposes

Films

Considered

Preserved

of Such Value

Would

Be

by National Museum Director —
Phelan Sponsors Measure

WASHINGTON, D. C, March 1.— The saving of the most famous
motion pictures of our day for the benefit of posterity is the plan of
Senator Phelan of California, who has introduced a resolution in Congress
providing for the collection of such moving pictures as well as of phono*graph records which are considered of sufficient value to be saved.
The only expressed objection to the plan is voiced by Herbert Putnam,
librarian of congress, who points out that five facts stand in the way of
the proposed collection, as follows: (1) They are fragile; (2) they fade
rapidly; (3) they are very combustible; (4) the cost to the copyright
proprietor of producing each copy is so considerable that the contribution
of them would be a heavy tax ; and (5) contrasted with other material
— books, maps, music and prints — they could not render any useful
service except when reproduced with apparatus not now possessed.
These criticisms of the plan, however,
film registered under the provisions of
the copyright laws of the United States,
which were voiced before the resolution
and, if, in the opinion of the director of
was introduced, did not deter Senator
the national museum, a motion picture
Phelan. but certain provisions were
film so registered records a historical or
otherwise noteworthy event, he shall
incorporated in the measure, which reads
cause the same to be stored for the use
in part as follows, to meet them:
and benefit of future generations.
"Whereas modern invention has made
Motion picture films which, in the opinion of the director of the national
possible the recording of historical
events and the reproduction of speech museum, do not record such events shall
by such director to the perand music in a manner capable of being be returned
son, firm, corporation or association
made permanent; and
securing the copyright.
Wants Picture Preserved
WiU Renew Flms
"Whereas such records will be lost
"In all cases in which motion picture
to the world unless adequate means are films are retained by the director of the
taken to preserve them: Therefore be it national museum under the provision of
"Resolved, That the librarian of con- this resolution he shall have such films
gress shall cause to be sent to the direc- renewed once every five years.
tor of the national museum, after regis"That motion picture films and photration, one copy of each motion picture
nograph,preserved
graphophone and
talking-machine records
for the
use and
benefit of future generations under the
provisions of this resolutions may be
exhibited or rented for use and exhibiWRITES TITLES
tion under bond for the safe return
Irvin S. Cobb to
.hereof."
Write Titles for
"Peck's Bad Boy"
America's great humorist, Irvin S.
Cobb, has entered motion pictures. Word
comes from Irving M. Lesser in Los
Angeles that Cobb has signed to edit
and
write Jackie
the titles
for "Peck's
Boy,"in
starring
Coogan.
Cobb Bad
is now
Los Angeles en route up the Pacific
Coast on his speaking tour. He plans
to return to Los Angeles within two
weeks and will immediately occupy a
desk in the Lesser organization.
That Cobb's entrance into the pictures
will not soon flutter away, is evinced in
the fact that his family will probably
come to Los Angeles where they will
remain with the author while he wields
his pen
behalfdrama
of "Peck's
Bad Boy"
and
otherin silent
products.

Goes

With Kohn to Coast
Max Goldstine of Chicago left on the
Santa Fe February 26 for Los Angeles,
accompanying Morris Kohn, president
of the Realart Pictures Corporation. Both
will remain on the West Coast several
weeks. Mr. Kohn is on a general inspection trip which will take him to most
of the key cities before he returns to
New York.

be

that

TOM MIRANDA
, who
of the West Coast Fox organization
wrote the titles lor "A Connecticut
He
Court."
Arthur's
King
in
Yankee
was formerly with Goldwyn and before
that with Wm. A. Brady.

"Fo ur Horsemen "Opens
In Los Angeles March 8
(Special io Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, March 1.— Metro's
"Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse" will
be given its Los Angeles run at the Mission theatre, beginning March 8.
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Hoover Campaign at
L. A. Nets Thousands

Screen Stars Make Personal
Will Survive
Enjoy
Can
Family
kept clean, and the cleansing process must
Appearance at Twelve
Realart Official Declares
be begun at once.
Hour Show
"Sex appeal, it seems to me, has long
Censorship Movement
Thousands of dollars were added to the
been accepted by scenarists and directors as love appeal, and acting with this
Indicates Resentment
belief they have given their pictures to Hoover relief fund by receipts from the
the
public.
It is not sex appeal that the benefit performance held in Los Angeles
Toward Crime Films.
screen wants. It is the love appeal, and at the Philharmonic Auditorium. The
between these there is a vast difference.
mammoth affair was arranged by Sol
type of picture that will sucTHE only
"I firmly believe that the type of pic- Lesser.
ceed and survive in the future will be
ture that is going to succeed is the clean,
the clean production, suitable for the wholesome picture, suitable for presentaThrough Mr. Lesser's enterprise many
tion to the whole family. That is, and
screen and stage stars appeared on the
whole family, according to John S.
Woody, general manager of Realart.
always has
Realart's
belief. producIt was
program, which was continuous from
we been,
had when
we started
noon until midnight. Sale by auction of
"There can be no doubt that at the the aim
ing pictures, and it is our aim now.
and personal belongpresent time there is a definite resentOur slogan is, 'Clean entertainment for stars'ingsphotographs
added several hundred dollars to the
ment against crime pictures and pictures the whole family.'* * •
total receipts.
playing
Auditorium Is Filled
Woody. up the sex appeal," stated Mr.
public,
through
its committees
and"The
welfare
boards,
is looking
for good
The
Auditorium
seats 4.000 persons.
"That is evident from the present agi- pictures — for clean entertainment. That
It was filled to capacity during the twelve
tation for censorship. Such pictures are is more than evident from the following
hours.
suggestive and furnish reformers with letter sent us by the chairman of the
Stars who were introduced to the crowds bjr
better films committee of the Chicago
effective weapons with which to attack
Charles Murray and Fred J. Butler were Carter
De Haven. Harold Lloyd, Jackie Coogan. Ben
Woman's Aid:
our industry.
Turpin, Ora
Wesley
Barry,
Hiers,William
Martt
"'First of all,' it says, 'I want to con(iolclcn,
Carew,
BettyWalter
Francisco.
"If this resentment, which is smoldergratulate you upon the production of Desmond, Walalce Reid, Bebe Daniels, Josephine
ing, bursts into flame, it will threaten the
McLain,
Mildred
Harris.
David
Butler,
The
"The of Snob."
Such
Campbell Sisters, Billie Rhodes. Ed Flanagan,
pictureslatest
bringpicture,
a message
better things
very existence of motion pictures. For your
Shannon
Day, C. Jones
Howard
I'axton.
Srssue
Hain motion pictures for children and I am
yakawa,
and Harry
his Ma,
Dr. Carlos
it will affect not only the objectionable
de
Mandel.Johnnie
Marian Nadcau,
McCoy,
Chuck
class of productions, but all others as sure there would be less agitation for Ri sner. Richard Headerick, Clara Horton, Eddie
Sutherland, Dcrclys Perdu, Dorothy Roberts,
censorship
if producers
would underwell.
stand the worth
of such pictures.
. . . Maryon Aye. Ruth Foster. Virginia Fox, May
* * *
Allison, Elinor Tennis, Julia DeWolff, Marion
Sincerely yours. Mrs. Harriet Michaels,
Morgan Dancers and many others of equal note.
"In some sections this feeling is de- chairman better films committee, Chiveloping alarmingly. Governor Miller of
Cobb Makes Talk
New York has just come out in favor of
cago Woman's
Aid.'
"That
clean
entertainment
pays
is
apOne
of
the
features of the program was
state censorship. He objects to pictures
parent from the following comment,
the introduction of Irvin S. Cobb, who
picked
at
random
from
widely
separated
because,
he puts appeal
it, 'too tomany
them
was in Los Angeles on a speaking tour.
have an asobvious
the ofmorbid
sections of the country:
Union stage hands, musicians, projecand the sensual.'
"The Olymfia (Wash.) Recorder says
tionists and ushers donated their serv"Heretofore censor boards, which have of 'Her First Elopement': 'Clean as a
ices. Foster & Klieser, the outdoor adsprung up throughout the country, have
hound's
tooth
and
sparkling
with
all
the
many of them been smothered by the
vertisers, gave one hundred 24-sheet
stands to the cause, and printers offered
weight of public opinion. But now the vim and vigor of the out-of-doors.' "
all lithographs, heralds, programs and
tendency is to support these institutions.
Leases Strand Theatre
tickets printed gratis. The proceeds of
"Furthermore, this tendency is growthe big show consequently were net.
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
ing and will become much stronger unless immediate steps are taken to remove
HARRIM AN, PA.. March 1.— J. M
Valuable
aid in putting
show"
was received
throughthethe"bigWestern
objectionable elements from pictures.
Molan of Philadelphia has leased the over
The screen must be clean. It must be Strand theatre.
Motion Picture Advertisers. Through
their cooperation, stars, authors and producers were on hand when the curtain
was raised for the opening of the show.
Frisco Collects Big Sum
"What
the Picture Did for Me"
Reports from San Francisco and Minneapolis indicate that the drive went over
big in both territories. Exhibitors in
Aids Buster Keaton' s Success
Frisco raised $26,000, which was pracFrank appreciation of the assistance rendered by the "What the
tical y 10 per cent of the total collections
there.
In the Minneapolis territory more
Picture Did for Me" department of EXHIBITORS HERALD in
than
$43,756.65
has been turned over to
shaping the production policies which have carried Buster Keaton
the Hoover fund.
to phenomenal success is expressed by Lou Anger, production manager of the Comique Film Compny, sponsor for the Buster Keaton
Hodkinson Scores
comedies.
Censor Movement
"I always follow this department with interest for it expresses
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES. March 1.— W. W.
the unbiased opinions of exhibitors who know," writes Mr. Anger.
Hodkinson delivered a scatching address
"This department is the baromoter by which we judge as to the
on censorship before the recent meeting
success or failure of our comedies. Glowing testimonials from exof the Motion Picture Directors Associalor. tion, presided over by Wiliiam D. Tayhibitors, telling of the manner in which their audiences accepted our
funfilms, go a long way in shaping our future policies. When
exhibitors, through this important department, praise a film, it can
Oriental Film Man
be accepted as an unprejudiced report. Consequently I never overlook scrutinizing the department weekly. I want to. congratulate
West
Buys
(Special toOn
Exhibitors
Herald)Coast
the EXHIBITORS HERALD on its department whose followers, I
March 1. —is K.in MuANGELES,
LOS Oriental
Los
film magnate,
keada,
believe, are countless."
the Oriental rights
purchase
to
Angeles
to new film productions.
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Pathe

Exchange

Again

the

"House
of Short
Subjects"
Associated Exhibitors Assumes Responsibility for
Sales of Feature Pictures in Towns
of Over 1,500 Population
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, March 1. — Pathe Exchange, Inc., again becomes the
"House of Short Subjects."
Under the reorganization plan of Associated Exhibitors that company
assumes responsibility for the sale of Pathe features in towns exceeding
1.500 meninwillpopulation.
In townsPathe
of less
Pathe's short subject salescontinue to handle
and than
A. E.1,500
features.

SAMUEL HARDING
Of the Liberty theatre, Kansas City, Mo.,
electeditors,President
of Associated ExhibInc.
Promotions

Made

in

Famous Organization
S. R. Kent, general manager of distribution, recently announced the following promotions in the Paramount sales
organization:
Herbert Elder, branch manager at
Cleveland and formerly at Pittsburgh,
is promoted to the position of assistant
sales manager at the home office, succeeding John W. Hicks, Jr., who goes
shortly to Australia as managing director of Feature Films, Ltd. Elder is succeeded as branch manager at Cleveland
by P. A. Bloch. Philip Reisman, branch
manager at Minneapolis, is promoted to
the position of district manager in
charge of the Minneapolis. Omaha and
Des Moines offices, R. C. LiBeau remaining in supervision of the Kansas City
and St. Louis offices.
Samuels and Levy Are
Visitors on Broadway
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, March 1.— Col Fred
Levy of Louisville, and Sig Samuels of
Atlanta, each paid one of their periodic
visits to Broadway last week. The former inspected pictures while the latter
dwelt on the subject of the new theatre
and office building he is building in
Atlanta.
Buys Lebanon

Princess

LEBANON,*
IND.—
Princess
theatre has been sold
by The
Hornbeck
Amusement Company of Lafayette to Mr. Pickens of South Bend.
Buys Lonet in Carey, O.
CAREY, O.— W. J. Powell of Wellington has purchased the Lonet theatre,
trading for it his interest in the Strand
theatre, Wellington.

Concentration Advisable, Believes Paul Brunet
Paul Brunet, president of Pathe, has long held that the best interest of
Pathe would be served by concentrating all its activities and resources in
the development of the tremendous possibilities of the short subject field,
including serials.
Announcement of the reorganization of
tures of Bill and Bob." These boys are
Associated Exhibitors was detailed last 11-year-old
twins who actually trap before the camera the wild animals that
week by Exhibitors Herald. This reorinfest the West and upon whose capture
ganization, inthe opinion of Mr. Brunet,
bounties are placed by state and nation.
means a brilliant future for the company.
Another noteworthy March event will
Samuel Harding of Kansas City is president of the new concern and Arthur S. be the issue of Ruth Roland's next
Kane is chairman of the board of serial. "The Avenging Arrow."
directors.
Success Is Assured
'"The selection of two such notable Sennett's Aid Is
In New York City
personages as Samuel Harding and
Arthur S. Kane as the directing minds of
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
this organization cannot fail to insure its
LOS ANGELES, March 1.— Ephriam
success," said Mr. Brunet.
Sennett's
"As an exhibitor Mr. Harding has Asher, Mack
sentative, left last
week personal
for New repreYork.
long since gained the highest reputation
for ability and resourcefulness. He typiPlans Morrison Theatre
fies the leader in showmanship, and with
his thorough knowledge of the problems
MORRISON, ILL.— Morrison is exof the exhibitor, he will be a prime mover
pected to have a new theatre to be built
in
the
further
progress
of
the
Associated
on
the site of the present Lyric. ManExhibitors.
ager Burkitt has been in Chicago making
Long a Dominant Factor
arrangements for the building of a structure to cost between $35,000 and $40,000.
"Anyas organization
be calibre
proud of
to
have
a leader a manwould
of the
Mr. Arthur S. Kane. In the producing
and distributing end of the industry Mr.
Kane has for years been a dominent factor. He possesses, too, the fullest confidence oi the exhibitor, a reputation
gained through square dealing and honestture
efforts
on owner.
behalf of the motion pictheatre
"Mr. Kane, from his entrance into the
industry, has been an influence for good
in this business of many ramifications
Withal, he has a keen picture perspective.
His judgment of the merits of production is outstanding. He is also a forceful organizer, and I am happy to be
associated with a man of his calibre in
the directing of what we all hope will be
ahibitors.
bigger and better Associated ExAdmirer of Gustonovic
"I have ever been an admirer of Mr.
Paul Gustonovic. the vice-president. Like
Mr. Harding, he has been a moving factor in the field of motion picture showmanship. He will be an able leader in
the coming affairs of the Associated Exhibitors.
"Elmer Pearson, director of exchanges
of Pathe, who will sit on the board of
directors, is a shrewd judge of pictures
and of selling conditions. Mr. Pearson
will advise with the Associated Exhibitors
sales force on all matters in which his
PALL and
GL'STOXOVIC
opinion
will week
be of of
value
"
The first
March
will be sig- of the Strand
Orpheum theatres,
Cleveland,
who
elected vice-presinalized by the issuance by Pathe of a
dent of AssociatedwasExhibitors,
Inc.
series of one-reel pictures, "The Adven-
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"Black

B

eauty

Five scenes from Vitagraph's eightreel feature, adapted from Anna
Sewall's

famous

classic. Jean

Paige

appears as "Jessie;" James Morrison
as "Blomef ield;" George Webb as
"Beckett" and Black Beauty as himself. David Smith Directed.
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Has

a

Hit
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in

"Black

Beauty"

Screen Dramatization of Anna SeWell's Popular Novel
a Work of Art. Jean Paige, James Morrison and
George Webb Are Splendidly Cast in Eight-Part Production. David Smith's Direction Superb.
has one of the
VITAGRAPH
The Cast
prize pictures of the year in
Jessie Gordon — Jean Paige.
"Black Beauty."
The translation to the screen of a
Harry
son. Blomefield — James Morribook as universally loved and known
Jack Beckett — George Webb.
Darby Ghost — Bobby Mack.
as this story, involved the difficult
Squire Gordon — John Steppling.
Flora
Gordon — Georgia French.
two-fold task of keeping the book's
Lady
trend as closely as possible and of
ton. Wynwaring — Adele Farringincorporating all the elements of the
Lord
cocke.Wynwaring — Leslie T. Peapopular picture drama. This, in
George Gordon— Colin Kenny.
Black Beauty — Himself.
"Black Beauty," has been masterfully achieved.
The picture, both for the familarand Mrs. George Randolph Chester
ity of its story and for its intrinsic
have gracefully and effectively
artistic value, should, sweep the exadded enough to the story to make
hibiting world not only in near
stronger its slight thread of romance
months, but for years to come. For and have transformed it into charming screen entertainment by adding
"Black Beauty" is a picture made as
much for the years distant as for to, rather than subtracting from its
those at hand. It should outlive charm.
many, many pictures as carefully
The film has all the required eleproduced, but, by the variance of
ments of screen appeal : comedy,
their nature, lacking its elements of suspense, drama and pictorial
appeal.
beauty. There is naturalness about
♦ ♦ ♦
the characters as the cast portrays
This story of the horse, whose
them that makes them live as really
fictional history has been written so
the beholder as one's animate
closely into that of the childhood of to
friends and associates. In their bethe greater part of the living race
reavement one suffers with the Gorof English-speaking people, and into
that of the several nations into
whose language it has been translated, plays upon the human heartstrings to an extent that even the
most elaborately and lavishly staged
productions lacking its 'points of appeal will never reach. Even its own
romantic trend is subordinated and
one's sympathies are made to follow
primarily the incidents in the life of
the animal star.
Helplessness is always touching,
be it of human or beast. Present it
to the American heart that warms so
kindly toward the dumb world, add
to it as sweetly told a tragedy of
love as that of Jessie Gordon's and
Harry Blomefield's in "Black
Beauty," and the success is certain.
"Black Beauty" is a novelty in
manner of presentation. Its titles
tell the story in first person by the
horse, Black Beauty, and they faithfully follow the book's wording. Mr.

Governor Thus. K. Campbell of Arizona
and William Duncan, the Vitagraph
star,
at Phoenix,
Ariz., Children
where theyin
raisedmeet
funds
for Starving
Europe. They are friends of many
years.

don family as with one's living
neighbors, and the same disgust is
aroused by the cowardly Beckett
and the vain Lady Wynwaring as
that engendered by human weakness.
It is vividly human and in its manner of presentation is stripped to
the absolute artistic essentials.
Every scene and every movement is
made to count, and the interest is
so closely held that there is a tendency to weariness by the time eight
reels have been rolled off. For this
reason the picture could be improved
by further cutting even at the sacrifice of parts of its excellent footage.
* * *
Little folks, as well as adults, will
enjoy every foot of the feature and
gather unto themselves the lesson
of kindness to dumb animals that it
teaches. David Smith, the director,
has made much of its opportunities
in the making of "Black Beauty"
from Anna Sewell's book.
The heroine, Jessie Gordon, is
made a delightful person by Jean
Paige. James Morrison makes a decidedly likable Harry Bromefield,
and George Webb is a handsome
scamp in the role of Beckett. The
part of the latter's underling, Darby,
is made one of the compelling points
of the production by Bobby Mack.
The remainder of the cast merits
high praise as individuals and in
unit.
Photography and lighting are excellent indeed. Shots in which hunters are seen from the Gordon windows, scenes in a smithy wherein an
effective lighting of half the film,
representing the forge's glow, is
achieved, are among many sets and
locations of beauty.
The dramatic sequence resul.ts
from the attempt of Beckett, ne'erdo-well, to force Jessie, the daughter of the lord of Birtwick Manor,
to marry him. Despite her love for
Harry, Jessie consents to marry
Beckett in order to save the honor
of her dead brother, who has been
made a victim of his villainy. Interwoven with this plot is the story of
the horse Black Beauty.
From the exhibitor's standpoint
"Black Beauty" should be one of the
greatest money-makers of the year.
It should go over big in both the
first-run and the neighborhood
houses.
— I. F. D.
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Theatres

Book Single Reelers
Educational Reports Demand
Far Greater Than First
Estimated
Although the two brands have been
available to exhibitors less than three
months, Educational Film Exchanges,
Inc., reports that the demand for the
Vanity and Gayety series of single-reel
comedies has far passed first estimates.
The company reports also that they have
received bookings in first-run theatres of
importance that have set a new mark
for pictures Of the length.
Distribute Four Series
Although the four series of two-reelers
distributed by Educational were booked
on practically every big circuit solid.
Educational states that the same organizations almost without exception have
also taken the single-reelers and that
these big chains now are showing its
whole product. The single-reelers have
been especially welcomed by the big
houses in cases where they have had unusually long features and were still unwilling to omit a comedy from the bill.
Among the theatres showing all of
these single-reelers are the Stanley
houses in Philadelphia; the Jensen and
von Hergberg houses in the Pacific
Northwest, the Parkway group in BaltiMoore's and
houses
in Washington,more,
the Tom
Rowland
Clark
chain in
the Pittsburgh district, the Libson theatres in Cincinnati, the Ascher houses
in Chicago, the Skouras theatres in St.
Louis, the A. H. Blank theatres in Nebraska and Iowa, the Ruben and Finkelstein theatres in Minneapolis and Loew
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theatres in Cleveland and a number of
others.
Assign Special Directors
Educational has arranged to have
special directors devote their entire time
to these pictures and the players will
appear in no other pictures.
The Vanitys which are now ready for
showing are "Tea for Two," "Without a
Wife," "His Four Fathers," "Mind Your
Business," "Ouija Did It," "Naughty
Mary Brown, "Dead Easy," "Hubby Behave," "Take Your Time," "Best Temporary Route" and "Rocking the Boat."
The completed Gayetys include "Ain't
Love Grand?" "Sand Witches," "Rest in
Peace," "Blondes," "His Bitter Half,"
"Mixed Bedrooms," "Turkey Dressing,"
"Dummy Love," "Zero Love" and
"Money Talks."
Beban

in Chicago

To Stage Feature
At Three Theatres
George Beban, star of "One Man in a
Million," which is' being distributed by
Robertson-Cole, is in Chicago for a period of three weeks which is to be apportioned over three week-stands. The
first of these will be at the Riviera theatre and the second at the Tivoli theatre, both of which houses are managed
by Balaban and Katz.
In Milwaukee, the last city in which
Mr. Beban appeared, his production was
shown at the Merrill theatre. In Detroit
he made three personal appearances
daily in connection with "One Man in a
From Chicago Mr. Beban will go to
Million."
Minneapolis, and thence will continue
his tour which is to end at the Pacific
Coast in May. Meanwhile, in leading
cities all over the country, "One Man
in a Million" has become available from
Robertson-Cole exchanges and has
started to be shown.

Dolores

March 12, 1921
Cassinelli

to

"The Hidden
Goes Into
at Barbee's
AppearLight"
Theatre in Loop on
March 27
As a special attraction in connection
with the showing of "The Hidden Light"
at Barbee's Loop theatre, Chicago, which
goes in there March 27 for an indefinite
run, the management through Oollos
Enterprises has arranged for the personal appearance of Dolores Cassinelli,
the star of the picture.
Miss Cassinelli is a Chicago girl, having been educated at the Holy Name
Convent, and entered upon her screen
career at the old Essanay plant. "The
Greek Singer," "When Soul Meets Soul,"
and "Do Dreams Come True" were
some of the pictures made for this comMiss Cassinelli is supported by an allpany.
star production,
cast in "The
Light" and
and
the
whichHidden
was written
directed by Abraham Schomer, is said
to give her unusual opportunities for
displaying her talents as a screen artist
Gollos Enterprises has obtained the
rights
"Theterritory
Hidden and
Light"
for the
Central toWest
has outlined
an exploitation campaign that will make
the picture a by-word in every household. Irving Mack is handling the exploitation. The Lubliner and Trinz theatre circuit has obtained "The Hidden
Light" for an extended run.
Form Brooklyn Company
BROOKLYN, N. Y— Gates Amusement Corporation has been formed here
with a capital stock of $10,000 by D.
Bloom, S. Kottler and B. Solomon. Its
address is 1278 Forty-third street.

Six views
Fox Film
Corporation's
Chicago exchange,
Southdepartment,
Wabash avenue,
showing
room, publicity
and ofcontract
department,
bookkeeping
department,at 910
shipping
inspection
room the
and reception
sales department.
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Nine

Other

CLYDE ECKHARDT
Manager of the Chicago office of Pox, who
has
joined
the new exchange center in
Sonth Wabash.

"Passion" Repeats
N. Y. Hit in Boston
Boston is said to have taken to "Passion," the Associated First National Pictures feature starring Pola Negri, in the
same way that it appealed to New Yorkers when it established what is claimed
to be a world's record at the Capitol
theatre.
The production opened for its premiere in Boston on February 21 at the
Tremont theatre.
The same production is said to be
registering strongly in the smaller cities.
Raleigh, N. C, residents broke all records for the box office and attendance
at
the
theatre
a three
showing,Superba
according
to a onreport
fromdays'
the
manager. Harry C. Arthur, Jr., manager
of the California theatre; the Gore Bros,
and Sol Lesser house in Bakersfield, Cal.,
wired after the first day of week's bookbrokedollars
everyat house
record ing:by "'Passion'
two hundred
California
theatre, Bakersfield. today."
Change Managers in Two
St. Johns, Mich., Houses
ST. JOHNS, MICH.— The Iris and
Victory theatres, owned by FitzpatrickMcElroy of Chicago, have had a change
in management. Robert Wellman, who
has previously had charge of one of
the company's houses in Benton Harbor,
succeeds Victor E. Kennedy as manager of the two local houses. The lati ter has returned to Cadillac to assume
management of a theatre there. R. V.
Kennedy of the Fitzpatrick-McElroy
Company, is now stationed in St. Johns
on special work.
Flanagan Gets Theatre
FLANAGAN, ILL.— Chancy Grim,
Jr., formerly of Gibson City, and Charles
Moulds have opened a motion picture
theatre here.
Buys Theatre in Sharon
SHARON, WIS.— Dell Brothers have
purchased the local motion picture theatre from Fred Ryder.
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Companies

Locate

in

Chicago's
Exchange
Center
Branches Now Having Offices in the Loop Will
Transfer to South Wabash Colony
At a Later Date

Chicago's new exchange center is becoming populated.
Nine companies now comprise the film colony in South Wabash avenue. With one exception — Famous Players-Lasky Corporation — all companies are newcomers in the district. Approximately fifteen other concerns
are yet to transfer from the loop.
District Begins at Van Buren Street
The new exchange center extends down Wabash from Van Buren to
Tenth street. Eight of the companies are located within a radius of three
blocks, Pathe being the only one somewhat removed from the district. This
company is located permanently at 418 South Wabash.
The Fox building is an attractive one- to the receiving room, shipping departstory structure 55 by 165 feet. The face rooms. ment, poster room, vaults and inspection
of the building is in brick, set off by
Offices on Second Floor
semi-circular columns of stone. Every
On
the
second floor are the executive
facility for capable and effective opera- offices. Vitagraph
on February 7. occupied its new home
tion has been proved in this building.
Five vaults and five inspection rooms
Expansion Is Possible
are located in the building. On the third
In planning the Fox offices Manager
is the projection room. The buildClyde Eckhardt took into account the floor ing
makes an imposing appearance in
Wabash
avenue.
future as well as the present. The spaThe building at the corner of Eighth
cious quarters will permit great expan- which
is being converted into exchanges
sion, every department being given am- already is occupied by Associated Prople room for the performance of efficient
ducers, United Artists and Pioneer. The
service.
three companies have approximately 2,500 square feet of floor space each.
The interior, in addition to its serviceAssociated Producers has two vaults
able and commodious aspect, is very and one inspection room, while Pioneer
agreeable and satisfying. The offices are has one vault and one inspection room.
finished in walnut with walls in light Six thousand square feet of floor space
gives Robertson-Cole spacious quarters.
tan. A sunken roof provides window
There
are four vaults and three inspecspace and plenty of light.
tion rooms in the building and a projection
Steam and hot air keep the offices at room seating 100 persons.
In March Wabash Film Exchange will
a moderate temperature at all times. The
open offices at Eighth street. Other exchanges now located at 5 and 207 South
Wabash, 8 South Dearborn and in the
Exchange Locations
Orpheum and Consumers buildings will
Pathe
418 South Wabash
take tertheir
placedate.
in the new exchange cenat a later
Superior Screen Service . 25 East Seventh
Associated Producers .806 South Wabash
United Artists 808 South Wabash
Would Buy Urbana House
Pioneer Film Corporation
810 South Wabash
URBANA, ILL.— Alger & Cruzen of
Vitagraph 843 South Wabash
Paxton, owners of a string of motion picParamount 845 South Wabash
ture houses, are negotiating for the
Colonial theatre in North Market street.
Robertson-Cole 908 South, Wabash
Fox
910 South Wabash
August Bosson has been the recent owner
of the local house.
inspection and shipping rooms are heated
entirely by air, the apparatus for this
system being located on the roof. A
modern sprinkler system provides fire
protection. Six Vaults Installed
Six vaults and six inspection rooms
constructed in accordance with city regulations are located in the rear of the
building. In this part of the structure
and up a flight of stairs is the projection
room.
The passageways and offices are so
arranged that the booking, poster and
shipping rooms and other departments
located in the rear can be reached without interference with office business.
The new Vitagraph building is two
stories high, having a frontage on Wabash of forty-two feet and a depth of
102 feet. The entire first floor is devoted

Rush Eastern Rebuilding
MECHANICS VI LLE, N. Y.— The rebuilding of the Park theatre is being
rushed with enlarged forces of workmen in the prospect of having the house
ready for opening about April 1. The
theatre will seat 1.400 people.
Plan March 24 Opening
LANSING, MICH.— March 24 is the
tentative opening date of the Strand
Arcade theatre. Roy Tillson, for the
last two years in charge of the Regent.
Kalamazoo, has been named the new
manager.
Sell Civic Theatre

Stock

menCLEMENTON,
have subscribed
for Local
the $50,000
to
N. J.—
business'
$60,000 worth of stock to back the building of a new theatre here.
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"Big

Four'
Produce

Members
May
in Mexico
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**
one
the

HETHER or not members of
United Artists will produce at least
picture each in Mexico rests upon
report to be made by Robert Fairbanks, brother of Douglas, and Ted Reed,
the director, who now are investigating
conditions in the southern republic.
If conditions are found to be favorable, there is a possibility that at least
three of the United Artists may make
one production each in Mexico. The information obtained by Robert Fairbanks
and Reed will be available not only to
Douglas Fairbanks, but to Mary Pickford, Charlie Chaplin and D. W. Griffith, the other members of the Big Four.
* * *
It is thought by the company that
through motion pictures a new medium
is offered to cement more solidly
amicable relations between the United
States and Mexico.
The suggestion has been made at various times to the members of the United
Artists, especially to Douglas Fairbanks,
that much can be done to destroy forever
any feeling of ill will that may exist by
producing in Mexico a number of motion pictures with Mexican settings. The
report furnished by Doug's brother and
his director will supply information that
will determine the advisability of attempting to produce in the southern republic.
* * *
For a considerable time Douglas Fairbanks has had under consideration a plan
for making pictures in foreign countries.
It was his intention originally to make
"The Three Musketeers" in France. This
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idea was abandoned, however, when investigation showed that at least six
months would be required to do the picture abroad. Doug, believes that a picture can be made in Mexico in a much
shorter time.
"The most important thing to ascertain
in connection with the making of a picture,"y saidofRobert
Fairbanks,
"is how
the
availabilit
facilities.
No matter
beautiful a country may be scenically, or
how different, unless it is accessible and
unless the materials with which to work
are easy to get, it is not advisable to undertake picture production."
Independent of Missouri
Buys Standard Company
ST. LOUIS, MO.— Standard Film
Company, with offices at 3317 Olive
street, has been purchased by Independent Film Company of Missouri, headed
by F. J. Fegan.
J. E. Callahan and J. Ray Weinbrenner are associated in the purchase. L. J.
Bona will remain as manager. A branch
office will be opened in Kansas City and
the company will distribute films throughnois. out Missouri, Kansas and Southern Illi-

DOIGLA9 FAIRBANKS
\ ml a el— g mp of hi- hrokrn hand, rreelTCj tthlle performing Ntuntn for his
hm-M
I nil. .1 Artlata
Nut."
Mi attempted
ii lean feature,
throuKh "The
a window
and fell alx feet.

Plan Wheeling Addition
WHEELING. W. VA.— Plans have
been drawn for the new theatre to be
built by local capital on the present site
of the Nuroma theatre and the lot adjoining it. Work is expected to start
April 1.

Battle Creek Theatre Man
Plans Purchase in Albion
ALBION, MICH.— W. S. Butterfield
of Battle Creek, well known theatrical
man, is planning to purchase a theatre
here.

Organize Duluth Company
DULUTH, MINN.— Proctor Theatre
Company, capitalized at $50,000, has filed
articles of incorporation. The directors
are Peter Charrier, Ella Charrier, J. B.
Clinton and Charles P. Meyers.

Finish Muskegon Strand
MUSKEGON, MICH.— The Strand
theatre building is expected to be completed in the near future.

A scene from "A Small Town Idol," starring Ben Turpin, and a group of Sennett players, which include Phyllis Haver, Marie
Provost and Charlie Murray, made by Mack Sennett for Associated Producers, Inc. Right — Portrait of Mack Sennett,
the comedy king.
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etc.
Gloom —
title
of
the picture being included
E
J .FULLER GLOOM, A FICTITIOUS PERSONAG
in
the
copy.
The stunt permits
adequately described by that name, was buried with great
of unlimited development and
may be used as effectively by the
ceremony in DeFuniak Springs, Fla., recently. 5,000 persons, more than double the listed population of the little city, at- individual exhibitor as otherwise.
tending. Aspecial newspaper was published in celebration of the
event, which came at the end of a widely advertised week of
"PVERYBODY
UNDERstands simple English. The
''Gloom Days" during which, according to report, "calamityHarvard graduate reads the grade
hanging and dire prophesying"' was declared
howling,
crapeschool textbook easily. So does the
ly in
official
order.
man in the street. But the man in
Read the complete story of the event on page 44 of The
the street does not readily grasp the
Literary Digest for February 26. Excerpts from The Joy Special, the newspaper above mentioned, disclose the details of the meaning of the Harvard graduate's
polysyllables and complex sentence
enterprise and the magnitude which it assumed.
structures. The advertising writer
Any progressive newspaper should consider favorably a wants everybody to read and understand his copy. By artifice he
suggestion for adaptation of the idea. The exhibitor who adcan
make
everybody read it, but
vances the suggestion, possibly in connection with a motion
expicture of suitable nature, should profit greatly.
only by using
clusively can hesimple
make English
everybody
understand it. And the simplest
THE GENERAL INCREASE
nored. The nearer the line is ap- English is the best.
in newspaper advertising rates
proached the more effective the exreported during the past year has
ploitation becomes, but it is better
had at least one important beneficial
to advertise not at all than to over- TWO HUNDRED CITIZENS
A of Washington, D. C. particresult. Exhibitors have used betstep. A delicate work, exploitation
ter advertising than ever before. It and. like most delicate work, rich
ipated in •'Griffith theatre,
Night" at
the
cost them more. Men are more
Shubert-Garrick
where
in reward to the capable workman.
critical of what they write in tele"Way Down East" is in engagegrams than in letters. The same
ment' The invitation was a general
tendency has brought about general
one issued to all whose surnames
f HICAGO
critics have NEWSPAPER
included in reviews
were the same as that of the man
improvement in the theatre advertising of the nation. The increase
and comments published in recent
who produced the picture. A simweeks reference to the damaging
in patronage due to better advertisple stunt that got voluminous pubinfluence of censorship as applied
ing doubtless has more than , comlicity due to the fact that many
pensated for the increase in rates.
to the productions in discussion.
prominent families of Washington
were of that name. A stunt that
Another good reason for the inter- That amounts to advertising cenment of Mr. J. Fuller Gloom.
can be duplicated by any exhibitor
sorship as a matter of direct concern to everyone. A few motion
using the name of any star, director
or other figure in a current feature.
pictures may gross a slightly
T'HE UNIVERSAL
FILM
smaller total in Chicago theatres
Manufacturing Company an- because
A C H I C A G O A N WHO ATof such comment. But the
nounces that in future Universal
tended
opening
the Senmotion
picture,
in
the
general
and
ate theatre,the
newest
and ofgreatest
of
short subjects will be given pubpermanent sense, will be benefited
licity and exploitation equal to that in
the
Lubliner
&
Trinz
chain
of sevthe end.
accorded feature length producenteen, sought out Sam Trinz and
tions. That is in line with the trend
warmly congratulated him upon the
of picture popularity. Individual
firm's accomplishment. He conT STROMBERG, INCE
exhibitors will do well to adopt like HUNexplo
itation expert, has exmethods.
cluded his remarks with, "Yes, it's
perienced gratifying results fol- the greatest nickel-show I ever
lowing distribution of stills showsaw," spoken with utmost sincerity.
A THIN LINE DIVIDES THE
The patron is one of a vanishing
s
g
member
Lips'"
"Lyin
of the
s, linger
obile
ie,
** spectacular and the ridiculous in casting in autom
type.
"nickel-show" period is
exploitation and presentation. Keen
etc., to retail dealers in the safely The
past and practically the unishowmanship might be defined as
versal public realizes the fact. Suvarious products. The "fashion
the ability to determine with nicety
perior entertainment, advertised in
stills" are used in the retail dealthe exact position of that line. To
per advertising as superior manner, has raised the
newspa
ers'
s,
theatre standard immeasurably in
be laughed at is much more dis- illustration the name of Thomas
concerting, and disastrous in the H. Ince, the player or players
the last few years. And the end isadvertising sense, than to be ig- whose pictures are used and the not vet.
Mr.

J.

F.
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NOVELTY exploitation and presentation of exceptional character may be
based upon the above still from "Edgar's Feast Day," next in the Goldwyn
series of Edgar comedies taken from Booth Tarkington's stories. Papier mache
may be used in constructing the required figures, and children of the neighborhood will gladly lend their services in street and stage work. The important
identification of exploitation with attraction may be effected by means of throwaway literature or by banner, the former means being preferable. An arrangement with merchants by which they will supply the required materials in return
for space upon the printed matter will reduce the expense of the work.

| nV| A AN
VS. WOMAN,"
Educational
comedy, mayChristiebe ad1 vertised effectively by street work in
I which characters attired similarly to
| those seen in the still participate.
^iiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiii^

THE "Izajinx" idol figures importantly
in the plot of "The Outside Woman,"
Wanda Hawley's Realart production, being represented as of fabulous value and
diligently searched for after its loss. A
"Lost Idol" exploitation stunt, conducted
with newspaper or other cooperation,
should produce excellent results for the
exhibitor who uses the attraction.

EXHIBITORS who have not utilized the fashion show in connection with the
past attractions of suitable nature are given another opportunity with the
publication
a Metro
starring
from which ofis"Extravagance,"
reproduced above.
The production
spring styles
are May
now Allison,
engaginga still
the
attention of the feminine patronage. This interest will increase as Easter
approaches. Showmen who can arrange to use the attraction on Easter Sunday
or shortly before will undoubtedly find it a simple matter to persuade merchants
and newspapers to enter with enthusiasm into the promotion of the enterprise.
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THE
usedit by
the impossible
Bleich theatre,
Ky., the
for house
"Married
Life,"
Sennett'sunder
feature
length comedy,as
was lobby
such asdisplay
to make
all but
for a Owensboro,
patron to enter
during
the Mack
engagement
misapprehension
to the nature of the feature production.

Mack
Sennett's
Feature- Length
Comedies
Plainly
Labeled
in Good
Lobby
Displays

CONSIDERABLE space in this
department of the March 5 issue
of Exhibitors Herald was devoted
to a discussion of the feature-length
slapstick comedy as an advertising
problem. In that discussion was
pointed out the necessity for plainly
indicating in all representation of such
an attraction the fact that it is not
drama nor anything other than what it
is. The obvious advantage of bringing to the theatre an audience composed wholly of patrons who like
that form of entertainment need not

A lobby novelty used for "Love, Honor
and
Los Behave"
Angeles. at the Alhambra theatre,

be commented upon further.
With the publication of the pictures
presented herewith, showing two instances in which feature-length comedies produced by Mack Sennett and
distributed by Associated First National Pictures, Inc., were -so plainly
labeled as to make misapprehension
as to the nature of the production
practicallystrationimpossible
concrete
demonof the abstract
statements
made is rendered possible.
The lobby display for "Married
Life" arranged by R. E. Bamberger
at the Bleich theatre, Owensboro. Ky..
made it all but impossible for a patron
to enter the theatre without knowing
that the picture is a comedy of the
Sennett type. At the same time it
made it impossible for a pedestrian
favoring that form of entertainment to
pass the theatre without knowing that
such a picture was being shown
thereat.
The Bleich audience, it was thus
assured, was made up of patrons who
like comedy. That is just about the
best assurance of satisfaction that can
be had.

When "Love, Honor and Behave,"
followed "Married Life" on the
which
First National publication schedule,
was shown at the Alhambra theatre.
Los Angeles, no less positive results
were accomplished. Here two distinct
novelties were introduced, the flatiron

Flatircn cutouts strung across the Alhambra lobby further identified the
attraction as comedy.
cutouts and the humorous slate stunt
adding to the effectiveness of the display as a label and as an attraction.
In both instances the management
took steps to eliminate from their
audiences patrons who might be disap ointed tolearn that the feature of
tlje program was of comic nature. In
doing that very important thing they
likewise increased their total attendance by attracting particularly those
who
prefer
tertainment. the lighter form of en-
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Chinese
Of

Orchestra

"First

Born

Edward L. Hyman, managing director of the Strand theatre, Brooklyn,
N. Y., conducted one of the most thorough advertising campaigns of recent
months in behalf of "The First Born,"
Sessue Hayakawa's Robertson - Coltproduction, following through as is
his custom with a prologue and supporting program of exceptional unity
and forcefulness. The photograph re-
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Feature

' Prologue

star's nationality and the care with
which he had planned the production
in its entirety with a view to making
it truly
of actual Orientalrepresentative
locations and characters.
The lobby was decorated simply but
effectively with Chinese lanterns and
oil paintings of the type furnished by
Robertson-Cole with its special productions.

A dusky "Dinty" that produced box office
results.
Freckle Contest
Given New Twist
At Sandusky, O.
The freckles contest which has been
used with considerable success in various parts of the country as exploitafor "Dinty,"
MarshallwasNeilan's
First tionNational
attraction,
given

A genuine Chinese orchestra was employed by the Strand theatre, Brooklyn, N. Y.,
in presentation of "The First Born"
produced herewith shows the Strand
The presentation opened with a Linstage with the prologue in progress.
coln program used as overture by the
The advertising campaign was
orchestra. This was followed by a
started a week in advance of the openscenic photographed in Canton, China,
ing, toy balloons bearing the theatre and the the prologue set was disclosed.
trade mark, the name of the picture
A Chinese soprano sang "The
and the playing dates being distributed to the youngsters of Brooklyn. Chinese Lullaby," and toward the end
In the house organ for the previous of the number the Strand quartette
week an insert was used to call espe- joined her. Red and blue lights then
emphasized the Chinatown setting and
cial attention to the attraction.
The publicity drive was launched the orchestra played a number. A
after Mr. Hyman had procured a real characteristic dance followed, and the
Chinese orchestra to participate in the tenor of the quartette repeated "The
presentation. That provided founda- Chinese Lullaby," a little Chinese boy
tion for a number of news stories in appearing as the crowning touch of
which due mention was made of the realism.
Exhibitors throughout the country are experiencing marked success in
the exploitation of the Fontaine Fox Toonerville Trolley cartoons distributed
by First National, due to the readiness of newspapers carrying the cartoons
to cooperate in publicity. The Kinema theatre, Los Angeles, is one of many
institutions reporting excellent results following proposals to editors that news
mention be made of the theatre engagement in return for screen allusion to
the newspaper strip. The same suggestion should meet with like favor in
connection with other cartoon comedies, the service used by local newspapers determining results.

a new and decidedly effective "twist"
by George Schade, of the Schade theatre, Sandusky, O., during the recent
engagement of the film in that city.
The photograph reproduced herewith
is that of the youngster who won the
contest.
Mr. Schade startled readers with
his simple advertisement for colored
boys with
tionalfreckles,
information and
that with
the the
one addiwho
proved to have the most freckles
would be employed throughout the
showing of the picture at the Schade
theatre.
The natural assumption was, of
course, that colored boys do not have
freckles, but this was demonstrated
unfounded, in fact, when the winner
of the contest was announced.
Aside from the voluminous comment caused by the advertisements
publicity was gained through the
great
news columns of the newspapers,
where the reporters wrote humorously
which term in newspaper writing is

synonymous with "at great
generally
length," of the contest.
A new twist, it has been said, is as
good as a new idea. Be that as it may,
there cannot be too many twists, and
the Schade addition to the original
stunt is a worthy one.
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Parsons
In

Stresses
Talk

on

Value
Motion

of

Simplicity

Picture

PA. PARSONS, Pathe advertising manager, in an address to the Associated Motion Picture Advertisers on February 16, touched upon points
• that are of great interest and practical value to all who advertise the
motion picture. Exhibitors should read Mr. Parsons' address. Though prepared for and delivered to the advertising representatives of the various film
companies, the facts brought out are such that the theatre advertiser may
benefit materially by reading the following extracts from the views expressed
by a man equipped by experience and study for discussion of the subject.
biographers, in compiling the facts of his
THE subject which I have chosen for life,
many persons who had
ity." I feel that knowninterviewed
"Simplic
is
paper
this
him and found that with many of
with such a subject I can make no better
them it was very easy to quote word for
introduction than to read from a speech
which better illustrates that quality than word from his sayings and speeches.
Analyze his speeches and you will find
any descriptive words that I can use, and
that must remain a shining example as one unvarying characteristic common to
them all. It is simplicity, the rare power
long as the English language endure:-:
so clothe his thoughts that a child may
"Fourscore and seven years ago, our to
read or hear and understand. There is
fathers brought forth upon this continent
a new nation, conceived in liberty and no excess baggage of wordage, no redundancy, few words of more than two syldedicated to the proposition that all men
lables, and most of the words used are
are created equal.
of
good,
honest Saxon ancestry, the same
"Now we are engaged in a great civil
war, testing whether that nation or any kind that John Bunyan used, the kind
that
were
used in the King James version
nation so conceived and so dedicated,
can long endure. We are met on a great of the Bible. Counting the words in the
extract from the Gettysburg speech
battle-field of that war. We have come
which we have read, we find that there
to dedicate a portion of that field as a are
260 and of the 260 there are less
final resting-place for those who here than some
a dozen adjectives.
gave their lives that that nation might
* * *
live. It is altogether fitting and proper
that we should do this.
WE ADVERTISING men in the motion picture business stray far from
"Butcate,inwe cannot
a larger consecrate,
sense, we cannot
dediwe cannot
the paths which Lincoln has amply demhallow this ground. The brave men, liv- ones to follow.
onstrated are theTwo"fitting
hundredandandproper"
sixty
ing and dead, who struggled here, have
words with only ten adjectives, and those
consecrated it far above our poor power
to add or detract. The world will little inconspicuous! Would any of us ever
note, nor long remember, what we say write an ad of that length and so far
here, but it can never forget what they repress ourselves? Would we not comb
did here. It is for us, the living, rather, the thesaurus for little-known adjectives;
to be dedicated here to the unfinished for sonorous-sounding synonyms?
work which they who fought here thus
far so nobly advanced. It is rather for
us to be dedicated to the great task remaining before us — that from these honored dead we take increased devotion to
that cause for which they gave the last
full measure of devotion — that we here
highly r.esolve that these dead shall not
have died in vain — that this nation, under
God, shall have a new birth of freedom
and that the government of the people,
by the people, and for the people shall
not perish from *the *earth."
*

Advertising

We are in the amusement business and
we all unconsciously write and plan our
ads on a 24-sheet basis, viz., striving to
attract attention with loud yells when
our whispers can be heard, if we whisper
something worth while. Instead of giving the exhibitor a good, sound diet oi
meat and potatoes, we cloy him with the
cake of adjectives and with the pastry
of elaborate art. Here is an excerpt from
an ad that appeared a month or two ago:
"A glittering and gorgeous fantasy,
poetic in conception, tremendously dramatic in its development, and illuminated
with the histrionic genius of so and so,
the star." There was a lot more of it.
but I will spare you. In a sentence of
23 words the writer used five adjectives,
one-half the number that Lincoln used in
over 2150. Do you think that that style
of
writing is going to be
readadvertisement
?
Personally,
I don't,
offended along the
same and
linesyetas Ithehave
writer
of that ad. Competition is so keen in
this field that it is a natural tendency
to over-praise and to over-write. We
forget that the exhibitor has been seeing
the same sort of adjectional parade year
after year on hundreds of pictures and is
absolutely cold to its appeal.
* * *
A NOTHER error that I think we have
fallen into is the one of over-emphasis on art. Art is of very real value in
advertising, but it is also true that in a
business such as ours it should be secondary in importance to the sales message itself. A staple commodity that has
proven itself, one that everyone knows,
does not have to be re-sold with every
advertisement. Advertising keeps it in
the minds of the dealers and the public.

"pIFTY-SEVEN
yearscelebrated
ago, theFebruman
*■ whose birthday we
ary 12 delivered, on the battlefield of
Gettysburg, the speech of which I have
read a portion. If great thoughts, perfectly expressed and uttered at a time
when men need to hear them and be influenced by them, have within them the
seed in immortality, then Lincoln's Gettysburg speech is deserving and will receive the admiration and respect of
uncounted generations to come.
What
theretheinpower
Lincoln's
speeches
that
gavewasthem
to burn
into
men's
makethat
themmadeso
easy tounderstanding,
remember andthat
quote,
them so potent in their argument that
opposition crumbled and scoffers heard
and were convinced?
We have it on the authority of a venerable man whose story appears in last
week'sburgCollier's,
heardhasthebeen
Gettysspeech and that
ever hesince
able
without study to repeat it almost word
for word. Ida Tarbell, one of Lincoln's

Three focal points dominat; the lobby display used by B. F. Keith's Eighty-first
Street tion,theatre.
New illustration
York, for "Trie
the Associated
Exhibitors
an interesting
of anDevil."
important
point brought
out byproducP. A.
Parsons, Pathe advertising manager, in his address to the A. M. P. A.
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A very short message with the balance of
the advertisement taken up by a good
art display may therefore be used to good
advantage.
Takes
Options
on Windows
But in this business the only standardized picture that I know of is the
For
Poster
Display
Right
Pathe News, and that is standard by reason of very unusual circumstances; an
uninterrupted history of over ten years,
priority of kind, an exceedingly well established name, and unchanging high
quality. You will pardon, I hope, this
mention of a release which, as it happens,
is the property of the house with which
I am connected, but were it the property
of a competitor I would have as willingly paid it tribute.
We have, therefore, in this field, an advertising problem which is unique and I
think unparalleled in any other business.
We must sell our product over and over
again. Past successes mean little. Each
picture must be taken and advertised
upon its own valuation. Therefore,
straight out-and-out sales talk, couched
in simple language, and telling the truth,
should be, and I believe is, the best way
for us to advertise.
* * *
of you, noticed the adallon Big
YOU have, vertising
Ben clocks. It has
impressed you and you have thought it
good, and the whole advertising world
has given it unqualified approval. That
ion, "big
as applied
face,"
honest
express
ed me
I first
when
impress
to a clock
saw it and gave a clock personality for
1
the first time. Read those Big Ben ads.
They are always simple in design, type
and text. The writer delivers a message
that all can understand.
He does not say, as we perhaps would.
"Here is the greatest clock of all time,
magnificent in appearance, absolutely infallible in its time-keeping qualities, an
adornment for the parlor, an essential
in the kitchen and a necessity in the Options were obtained from real estate dealers of Columbus, O., for the right tQ
boudoir, characterized by ninety per cent
display specially prepared posters advertising the Majestic theatre run of "Forof the population of this country and
Europe as a crowning achievement in
bidden Fruit."
clock making, and as an innovation which
I*"rank A. Cassidv. Paramount ex- is an innovation with promise.
advances civilization." Oh, no. He
The occasion for the unusual step
writes two or three simple sentences in
ploitation representative at the Cinsimple words of one or two syllables;
was
the approaching exhibition of
cinnati. O., exchange, set an imporhe gives to his ads personality; he makes
tant precedent when he obtained from "Forbidden Fruit," Cecil B. DeMille's
his clocks and his messages human. He
seems to be conscious of the great ex- real estate dealers of Columbus, O., Paramount production, at the Majestic
theatre. Special posters were being
ample of Abraham
talk down,
he talks to.Lincoln. He doesn't options giving him sole right to dis- prepared for the advertising campaign
play windows
posters invacant
a number
of promiDaniel Webster was probably the
nent
at the time.
That and Mr. Cassidv wished to be absogreatest orator that America has prolutely sure that ample space for their
duced. His speeches will always live in
the school books as examples of perfect
display would be available.
oratory and splendid diction. But who
The special posters used are photoquotes Webster? Who remembers his
graphically reproduced herewith.
speeches save those who have studied
Their composition is such, obviously,
them? Webster has gone into the school
as to warrant the measures taken in
books and the libraries of the world's
best orations, while Lincoln has passed
their behalf. Few more effective cominto the hearts and minds of men. Does
positions have been
received
in renot the difference lie mainly in simcent contributions.
. With
the color
of
plicity?
* * *
the original the effect undoubtedly
was excellent.
EVERY advertisement has, or should
have, a focal point. Multiplication
of the focal points, if confusing, makes it
The option idea admits of elaboration.
difficult for the reader to get the message,
and practically eliminates the casual
An arrangement which assures to
reader, who is a mighty important perthe
theatre man the right to display his
ingsonage and should be catered to. Seven
advertising
material in given locations
or eight illustrations and badly scattered
text are pretty frequent in the advertiseat
any
and
all
times is one worth niakments in our trade. In other words,
there is a multiplication in focal points
The Columbus options applied to
and the ad suffers. We are talking to
windows which were vacant at the
busy men. Make it easy for them to stop
at our ads!
time, but it should not be difficult to
The same principles apply to general
reach an agreement whereby posters
advertising. Why waste money with
city.other advertising matter of suffior
non-essentials, with too much cake and
'Forbidden
too little good white bread, with a
ciently high grade might be used in
plethora of adjectives and a paucity of Close-up of one of the special
the most prominent locations in any
Fruit" posters.
that good common sense — simplicity?
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BERNARD DEPKIN, manager of the Strand theatre. Baltimore. Md., used a special matinee for children in the engageof "Theto Last
of the Mohicans" and experienced the gratifying results seen in the above reproduction of a photograph
taken just mentprior
the performance.

Theatres

Gain

Local

Exploitation
Some pictures arc money-makers.
Others make for theatre prestige.
Occasionally the qualities of both
types arc found in a single production,
which circumstance sets that picture
apart from the pictures of its time.
Reports from many quarters indicate that in "Tlic Last of the Mohicans," Maurice Tourneur's Associated
Producers, Inc., production, exhibitors have found such an attraction.
THE photograph reproduced at the
top of this page shows the crowd of
children that attended a special matinee performance of the production
given at the Strand theatre. Baltimore.
Md. It is typical of many photographs and more reports received
from practically every section of the
country.
Exhibitors have used the picturization
Cooper's
novel ofto James
excellentFennimore
advantage.
They
have interested educators, club officials
and municipal officials in the engagement, with the result that co-operation
of unusually beneficial and productive
character has been experienced.
Box office receipts have shown the
monetary profit of this work.
They have nor shown and cannot
definitely show the even greater profit
gained in the form of heightened prestige for the theatres using the attraction in this manner.
Pictures that bring the exhibitor
into direct contact and harmonious
co-operation with local personages of
importance are comparatively rare.
When one is available the exhibitor
who gives proper thought to the per-

of

Prestige
"Last

Following
of

manency of his local standing does
not ignore the opportunity at hand.

the

Mohicans"

He enters into the work with enthusiasm. He acts unselfishly in the
business of bringing the juvenile
population to the theatre. He does all
in his power to make such an engagement an unqualified success in point
of patron satisfaction.
Friends for the theatre are made
in this way. And the motion picture
theatre needs friends today as never
before. The civic elements interested
in such an engagement are the elements ordinarily most active in censorship and kindred agitation.
The home office of Associated Producers. Inc., has shown marked willingness to aid the exhibitor in promoting cooperation of this type. Chief
Little Bear, an Indian actor, has been
employed for presentation and exploitation of the picture. In addition to
this and other aids given, the distributing organization provides exhibitors
plaving the- picture with detailed accounts of past campaigns which have
netted desirable results.
The work is decidedly worth while.
The exhibitor who uses the production and does not make the most of it
for his own permanent benefit is overlo king avaluable opportunity.
A young lady in obviously expensive
attire, blindfolded and bearing a neatly
lettered banner paraded the streets of
St. Louis. Mo., in behalf of the Liberty
theatre
the
Fox engagement
production. of "Blind Wives,"

Chief Little Bear, employed by the home
office of Associated Producers, Inc.

E. C. Gary. Paramount exploitation
representative at the Omaha, Neb., exchange, established what is regarded as
a world's record by selling space for a
double truck advertising "Something to
Think About." showing at the Auditorium
theatre. Holdredge. Neb., in two hours.
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Serves

"Stealers"

Lobby

Istrione

Mr. Cook's report to RobertsonCole regarding the engagement states
that "matinees were well attended and
the evening business was capacity."
The most expensive campaign could
not have produced a much better report. "Capacity," the term applied to
the evening attendance, is commonly
interpreted as meaning that the theatre accommodated the greatest possible number of patrons. More than
that no amount of exploitation or
advertising could have made possible.
Greater exploitation might have increased the matinee business, possible
to such an extent as to warrant the
additional expense, but the Istrione
engagement, as reported, cannot be
judged as other than satisfactory.
The present trend in theatre advertising isalong the line indicated. Exhibitors are giving greater thought to
the very important matter of making
every expenditure in exploitation produce commensurate results.
So long as zeal in this endeavor does
not result in too stringent control of
the theatre exchequer the tendency is
a commendable one. The keen business judgment that has brought the
theatre to its present state of security

Programs
That
Pay

Display

A. B. Cook, manager of the Istrione theatre, Jackson, Miss., reports big results
obtained with his street representation of "The Stealers."
A. B. Cook, manager of the Istrione
theatre, Jackson, Miss., demonstrated
effectively the possibility of combining
economy and advertising when lie constructed with stock material and one
special banner the lobby display for
"The Stealers," the Robertson-Cole
production, which is photographically
reproduced herewith. Study the illustration.
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as regards it< business foundation will,
in all probability, prevent any detrimental result.
Aside from this possible danger, the
policy in practice is altogether desirable. Under any circumstances, the
exhibitorial dollar should be made to
produce the greatest possible return.
Intensive advertising invariably raises
the ratio of productivity. The man
who learn* that big results may be had
with comparatively slight expense
learns simultaneously that greater expense can be made to bring greater results than formerly.
That knowledge is of value. It
leads to better advertising, which is
the one thing more desirable than the
frequently advocated "more advertisMore and better advertising, an
admirable combination, is obviously
the thing which the theatre needs
most,
ing."today as ever.
Material advance is being made toward this goal. The attainment of
the designated end will bring about a
general enrichment of the industry,
the importance of which cannot be
overemphasized.
An amateur scenarioist contest was
conducted by the "San Francisco Bulletin" for l8 days fvior to the California theatre shozinnfj of Selsnick's
"The Wonderful Chance," contestants
being required to describe their most
-vonderful chance in scenario form.
H. H. Van Loan, author of the picture,
contributed
a special
in connection with the
contest article
and the
theatre
reported capacity business as a result
of the enterprise.

The theatre house organ is important or unimportant as an advertising
instrument in proportion to the care
or lack of care with which it is prepared. Ideas for improvement are of
great value, each innovation which
increases the reader's interest in the
theatre publication adding indirectly
but surely to the box office sales report. The features of various programs here listed are especially
worth while. They may be combined
in a single program.
THE PALACE
THEATRE
HAMILTON, ()., a sixteen-page
booklet, contains an editorial page devoted to theatre news and subjects of
general interest, an invitation to readers to contribute being included with
the sole restriction drawn against
politics. A prize is offered by Fred
S. Meyer, managing director, to those
who own complete files of the house
organ since initial publication.
THE

NEWARK,

NEWARK,

ty. J., sixteen pages, four in two colors,gramcarries
following
proon thethefront
cover, week's
the present
program on pages 8 and 9, and a star
I>ortrait on the back cover. Other
pages carry advertising and novelty
text matter. Four-page insert, miniature reproduction of pages 1, 8, 9 and
weekly.
16 of the following program, carried
THE

CALIFORNIA, LOS ANGELES, sixteen pages with cover of
heavy stock, devotes an entire page
to neatly set musical program giving
names of selections which accompany
picture, house musical conductor's program being used.
THE SAENGERETTE, published
for all the Saenger theatres in New
Orleans, La., consists of sixteen pages
and cover of special stock. A compactly made up fund of general picture information. One page devoted
to "Puzzle Corner" presenting genuine
puzzles for correct answers to which
box candy or admission tickets are
given.
THE NEW GARRICK, MINNEAPOLIS, MINN., publishes a fourpage folder of coated stock, giving entire front cover to star portrait and
name of theatre. Excellently chosen
type admirably displayed set forth
program on inside pages. Back cover
carries advance notices for other theatres of Finkelstein & Ruben chain.
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Strand
Prologue
for "The
Kid"
Produced
With
Quartette
and
Simple

"The Kid" is a box office picture.
The records established by Charles
Chaplin's First National feature in
Chicago and elsewhere are ample
proof of that statement.
The natural tendency, unfortunately,
is to "let down" on exploitation in
such cases. Too many exhibitors take
the stand that a real box office attraction doesn't require presentation or
other special endeavor in its behalf.
There are interesting exceptions to
the rule.
JOSEPH PLUNKETT, managing
director of the Strand theatre.
New York, was familiar with the records established with the picture prior
to the opening of the Strand engagement. He proved himself an exception to the exhibitorial rule in giving
it full benefit of his demonstrated
presentation ability. Accompanying
illustrations show the stage setting
used at the Strand and the players
employed in the prologue.
The Strand quartette and one additional player were used in the prologue. The two views of the stage
feature presented herewith serve amply for purposes of adaptation.
Adaptation is the important thing.
It is to show American exhibitors how
the picture was presented at the
Strand, in order that they may see
the wisdom of using like methods,
that this story is written.
The Strand setting was such as the
majority of exhibitors will have little difficulty in duplicating. Many of
them now have stock scenery which
may serve as it is or with slight alteration.
The prologue may take whatever
form is commensurate with the talent available. A straight musical program by a male quartette attired in
keeping with the atmosphere of the
play will be found effective. Whatever elaboration may be possible under local conditions will, of course,
heighten the value of the presentation.
In whatever manner the prologue is
staged, the picture will impress more
forcibly because of its use. A production which drew big business to the
Randolph theatre, Chicago, a downtown house, for seven weeks, without
presentation of any sort other than
organ accompaniment, unsupported by
short subjects, may be expected to surpass even that enviable record by a
considerable margin if given the benefit of the best auxiliary features at
the exhibitor's command.
"The Kid" can
carry theButburden
entertainment
unaided.
that ofis
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Set

The Strand quartette and one additional actor were used in Joseph Plunkett's presentation of "The Kid" at the Strand theatre, New York.
not a valid reason why it should be
Harold F. U'endt, publicity director
forced to do so.
for the Rn-oli theatre, Toledo, O., emEvery exhibitor should extend himployed telephone operators at two
self in its behalf. If presentation
hotels to devote their idle time to callheightens the effectiveness of a mediing up subscribers and asking if they
ocre feature, how much more worth
while must it be in connection with were
see "A houses
Child for
at the going
Rivoli.to Packed
and Sale"
waita feature of demonstrated merit.
ing lines were experienced.
The point is one that should be
missed by no showman who attaches
A house organ of just about ideal
proper importance to the progress of size is published by the Wyckoff theathe motion picture theatre as an entre. Brooklyn. X. )'., the four pages
tertainment institution .
containing not a line of paid advertising but a veritable encyclopedia of
valuable
information concerning comOld keys to which were attached red
ing attractions.
cards reading, "Front Door Key — Majestic Theatre,"
about
Lazcrcncc Beatus, numagcr of the
Davenport,
Iowa, were
and distributed
an advertisement
Palace
theatre. Washington, D. C, enappeared offering free admissions to "The
tertained the children from 14 cliariDevil's Pass Key" as reward for their
return. F. L. McNames, Universal pub- table institutions during the recent run
licity man, directed the stunt and reports
big returns in the form of comment
of Mary Pick ford's United Artists
publicity.
production . "The Loz e Light.''
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T OUIS K. SIDNEY, manager of the William Fox theatres,
•L' Denver, Colo., has made of the Rivoli lobby a national
institution as regards exploitation. The above display, used
for "Dangerous
Business,"
tional attraction, is
typical ofConstance
the Rivoli Talmadge's
standard. First Na-

A SLIGHTLY more elaborate combination of cutouts and
straight matter was employed for another First National
attraction,
Mind,"
starring maintained
Lionel Barrymore.
Both displays"The
are Master
of the style
consistently
throughout the year.

r .
.
A STRAIGHT florist display was converted by cutouts into
an advertisement for the showing of "The Life of the
Party,"
Rosco Arbuckle's
Paramount picture, at the Bijou
heatre, Decatur,
111.

NIGHT view of the Palace theatre, Wichita, Kan., showing
the heart cutout border used by Stanley Chambers, manager, for Charles Ray's First National production.

CARDS placed in store windows of all classes served the
Strand theatre, Laredo, Tex., as exploitation for the showing of "Go and Get It," Marshall Neilan's First National
attraction.
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atmospheric prologue embodying the ideas suggested before publication date in this department was used by the California theatre, Los Angeles, in behalf of "Hold Your Horses," the Goldwyn production featuring Tom Moore. The characters used in the prologue, it is obvious, may be employed also for exterior exploitation. Every well-equipped theatre has in
stock the street drop necessary for the staging of the presentation.

STRAIGHT advertising methods brought stand-out crowds
to the Pantheon theatre, Toledo, O., during the engagement
of "Passion," the First National attraction starring Pola Negri.

GRACE CLARK DE GRAFFE, prominent in musical circles
of Des Moines, la., sang at the Garden theatre in connection with the showing of Universal's "Once to Every Woman."
out
rkness

multitudes
will

see

■Irvj!>
II
Mr*"***

th
fil
e
.th
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a
[f
aler
he
wl

heatec

'"THE
FAITH
HEALER,"
Melford's
forthcoming
to bepreceding
advertisedthe
withopening.
the threeEach
sequence
A posters
reproduced
above, George
the posters
to be displayed
one Paramount
each week production,
for three isweeks
is in
three colors and contains only the lettering shown in the reproductions. The Famous Players-Lasky exploitation department
is now distributing the posters to the various exchanges.
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Riesenf eld's "Buried
Treasure"
Prologue
Adaptable
for General
Theatre
Purposes
The exhibitor who introduces a nac
production to the screen public of the
world assumes a responsibility which
can be sliared with no one.
His handling of the premiere is a
matter of great interest to every theatre man in the country. Upon the
success or failure of his presentation
depends in great measure the degree
of enthusiasm with which showmen
who subsequently use the attraction
enter into the work.
Perhaps because of their demonstrated ability in handling new and
untried attractions, a limited number
of American exhibitors arc commonly
entrusted with national premieres.
Hugo Ricsenfcld . managing director of the Criterion, Kialto and Rivoli
theatres, Nm< York, is one of this
number.
<<D □ R I ED TRE ^SURE," the
•D Cosmopolitan production featuring Marion Davies, to be distributed by Famous Players-Lasky, will
doubtless be given in many of its subsequent sliovvings the benefit of presentation modeled in some degree after
that accorded it by Mr. Riesenfeld at
the Criterion, where it is now in engagement. Accompanying illustrations
give convincing evidence as to the
magnitude and quality of the Riesenfeld presentation.
Josef Urban, who designed settings
for the motion picture, prepared the
Criterion stage setting. It consists of
a garden wall, in which is set a barred
window, back of which is seen a hill
country background, contributing detail carrying out the atmosphere of
"Old Spain."
The orchestra plays "The March of
the Toreadors" as the ensemble sings
for a quartette of dancers in characteristic measures. This is followed
by "Serenade de Murica," a Spanish
folk song, sung by a baritone soloist
to mandolin and guitar accompaniment, adance duet accompanying the
closing bars of the number.
The entire prologue, so far as talent is concerned, was produced by the
New School of Opera and Ensemble,
an organization in the founding. of
which Mr. Riesenfeld actively participated, and to Josiah Zaro, director of
the organization, Mr. Riesenfeld gives
the major portion of the credit for
the results obtained.
Butous the
managing
disposal
of creditdirector's
detracts generin no
degree from the importance of his accomplishment in the estimation of
those who have watched his work.

TJ UGO RISENFELD, managing director of the Rialto, Rivoli and Criterion
*■ theatres, New York, established an important precedent for American exhibitors
who will use "Buried Treasure," the Cosmopolitan-Paramount production starring
Marion Davies, when he conducted the national premiere of the picture at the Criterion. The above scene shows the stage with prologue in progress, setting being
the work of Josef Urban, who designed the settings for the motion picture. Below
is seen a night view of the theatre front during the first week of the indefinite
engagement.
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A local benefit staged at the Majestic theatre,
LaCrosse, Wis., was capitalized by William
Freise, assistant manager, who obtained a front
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SPECIAL MUSIC- INCIDENTAL FILM SUBJECTS
NEW EFFECTS.

Reichenbach
"Outside

Designs

the Law"

Novel

1

0

1

a

A

J.iV.«
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The print of '"Passion." First National attraction, supplied to John A. Schwalm, manager of
the Rialto theatre, Hamilton, O., was supposedly
kept in a safety deposit vault specially engaged
for the purpose. A deftly imparted "tip" to a
Hamilton reporter resulted in a story prominently displayed on page 1.

Dodger

HARRY REICHENBACH. exploitation specialist
in charge of the campaign introducing "Outside
The Law," Universal feature, to Chicago, used
many novelties of adaptable nature prior to the opening
of an indefinite engagement at Barbee's Loop theatre
on February 27. Not the least interesting of these is
the dodger reproduced in two illustrations presented
herewith.
The front of the dodger is reproduced above. It
carried at the top the instructions essential to the
intelligent reading of the copy. When held to the light
the characters printed upon the back of the dodger,
reproduced below, merged perfectly with those printed
upon the front, forming the text, "Barbee's Loop
Theatre. Commencing Sunday, February 27. Priscilla Dean, in the greatest melodrama of all times.
Outside The Law."
The attention compelling power of the affair
is conveyed in the reproductions. Undoubtedly the
dodgers distributed were read by persons to whom
straight advertising matter of the sort appeals vainly.
Comparatively little expense is involved in the
composition of the dodger. An ordinarily resourceful
job printer should duplicate the job with little difficulty.
That the idea is adaptable is obvious. It follows
that exhibitors evervwhere will make use of it.

SI AH

page story of Justine Johnstone's entry into
motion pictures, Realart's "Blackbirds" being the
feature in engagement.

3HT
K

Front page position was also given a story
describing the special showing of "The Mark of
Zorro," Douglas Fairbanks' United Artists production, at the Strand theatre, Fremont, O., at
which five companies of Boy Scouts were present. Not the least important statement in the
story, from the theatre viewpoint, was one to the
effect that the boys cheered the picture so lustily
that the management had decided to hold it over
for another day's showing.

C. B. Woods, manager of the Palace theatre,
Fort Smith, Ark., gave a press showing of "Go
And Get It," Marshall Neilan's First National
production, on the Sunday before the opening of
the engagement. Theatres are not permitted to
operate on Sunday in Fort Smith. The press
enjoyed the picture. They wrote reviews for
the Monday issue — and editorials advocating
Sunday opening.

The Howard theatre,
house, announces on the
week "Attend Community
Every Sunday Morning
logical to believe that a
which might be used for

Chicago neighborhood
screen throughout the
Church Services Here
at 11:45." It is not
theatre devoting hours
profitable exhibition of

motion pictures to the cause of religion' is likely
to be singled out by that type of agitator who
advocates a Blue Sunday.
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ON CRUTCHES

Louis B. Mayer and Edwin Carewe, on location, directing Anita Stewart in her
latest Mayer-First National production. Mr. Carewe was injured while directing Misstime.
Stewart, but he doesn't let that interfere with finishing the picture
on schedule
Small

Town

Patrons

Are

Most

Critical

Bruce Kixmillcr of Bickpcll, Ind., Declares That "Lots
of Pictures Get by on Broadway That Die of Neglect in
Communities With Population Between 5,000 and 10,000''
\\7 HEX it comes to knowing exactly
■ what they want in the way of entertainment— down to the sixth decimal
point, if you please — and insisting upon
getting it, the theatregoers of a small
town have Broadway, New York, the
Loop, Chicago, and Market street, Philadelphia, lashed to the mast.
Such is the contention of Bruce C. Kixmiller, who operates the Colonial theatre,
Bicknell, Ind.
"You can't monkey with the tastes of
small town theatregoers; they are the
most fastidious people on the face of the
earth," said Mr. Kixmiller. "New Yorkers and the people in any large city will
stand for a lot that no small town would
put up with for a minute. Lots of picdie of
neglectture 'get
in by'
townson ofBroadway
five and tenthatthousand
population.
# * *
"Of course it works both ways. The
Colonial's patrons, for instance, are quick
to complain about something they don't
like,
to stop
on thebutwaythey're
out andequally
tell youready
emphatically
about
something
they've
seen
that
do like. No exhibitor in a town they
like
Bicknell need ever complain that he
doesn't know what his patrons want or
that he can't find out. He can't help finding out, because they make it their business to see that he does.
"Bicknell is a town of about 8.000. and
^he Colonial, which seats about 640, is the
holder of the Associated First National
sub-franchise.

"The
is the
center and
of atheprosperous coaltown
mining
district,
mines
are being operated on a basis of five days
a week. So you see there is plenty of
money in the town, and it is spent liberally, although discriminatingly, on entertainment. In spite of the fact that 85
per cent of my patrons are of the laboring classes, I have to be careful in the
selection of my programs. They are the
very people who have precise ideas about
what appeals to them and what doesn't.
And they lose no time in making their
likes and dislikes known."
* * *
Each attraction plays the Colonial two
days.
"I'm a firm believer in higher prices
for out-of-the-ordinary attractions," went
on Mr. Kixmiller, "and the people of
Bicknell will pay more for an exceptional
picture without hesitation or complaint.
Of course it's got to be 'triple X,' but
if it isencethey'll
buy. that
It's been
my experithe folks
there
in Bicknell
would rather have a first-rate picture at a
first-rate price than a cheap picture at a
cheap
And I'll
bet thesmall
same towns
thing
is trueprice.
of scores
of other
just like Bicknell. I've tried it and I
It is interesting to know that Mr. Kixknow." miller. in addition to being a successful
exhibitor, is also a coal operator. And
though he would not admit to having
legislative ambitions, it is not at all unlikely that some fine day may find him
sitting for his district in the Indiana
legislature.
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Goldwyn Books IntO
Three Big Circuits
Contracts Just Signed Call
for Eleven of Latest
Productions
Goldwyn has just closed contracts with1
three more important chains of theatres
for the showing
of Goldwyn's
recent productions, in addition
to the contract
recently entered into with the Poli Circuit calling for three and four-day showings of six new Goldwyn productions in
theatres
in New England and Pennsylvania.
The three most recently concluded
bookings are for the following eleven
productions:
Loew Books Pictures
"Godless Men," Betty Compson ii»
"Prisoners of Love," "A Voice in the
Dark." Mabel Normand in "What Happened to Rosa," Madge Kennedy in "The
Highest Bidder," Will Rogers in "Guile
of Women"; Gertrude Atherton's first
original screen story, "Don't Neglect
Your Wife"; "The Concert," Will Rogers
in "Boys Will Be Boys," "The Great
Lover" and Jack Pickford in George
Ade's "Just Out of College."
These pictures have all been booked in
the Loew theatres for showings totaling
several hundred days in scores of theatres all over the country; in the Stanley
Circuit, embracing nearly all of the motion picture theatres of Philadelphia and
the neighboring territory, and in twenty
theatres of the Black Circuit, covering
the New England territory.
Arrange Big Exploitation
Goldwyn is arranging for more than
the usual amount of exploitation in connection with these showings.
The same group of Goldwyn pictures
are booked on the Ascher circuit in Chicago They are also booked to play the
Capitol theatre, New York; the Calitheatre.Milwaukee.
Los Angeles, and the Merrillfornia
theatre.
Paramount

to Have

Kent Week in March
Interest of New York and New Jersey exhibjtors
Week,"
which over
runs Paramount's
from March "Kent
27 to
April 2. has so far exceeded expectations
that Famous Players-Lasky Corporation's New York exchange, according to
its statement, has the positive assurance
of beating the record established Paramount Week, last September, when over
200 houses played an entire week of
Paramount pictures.
In order to separate the idea from the
minds of exhibitors that the annual
Paramount Week had been changed
from September to March, Manager
Buxbaum decided to call the coming
drive "Kent Week," in tribute to Paramount's new general manager of distribution, Sydney R. Kent.
Ziegfeld's New Feature
Reported Well Received
W. K. Ziegfeld's first independent production, "The excited
Black Panther's
Cub,"
said to have
enthusiastic
com-is
ment as a result of its single professional
showing which was held ^t the Times
Square theatre, New York, recently. This
photodrama
a cast Trevor,
includingTyrone
Florence Reed.has
Norman
Power. Henry Stephenson, Earle Foxe,
William Roselle, Paula Shay, and Mile.
Dazie.
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Irving Lesser Films
Carry Out Big Feature Program
Series of FiYe Part Comedy
Albert E. Smith, president of Yitagraph. title. The continuity is being prepared for
Dramas to Be Produced
has arrived at the Western studios of that Antonio Moreno's newest feature to follow
at Brunton Plant
company with a schedule of special feature "Three Sevens."
Irving
Lesser has closed a deal
Announce
Semon's
Next
plans which promise a busy year for the
Larry Semon is starting his second spe- whereby David Butler will star in a series
company. Reaching the West simultanecial comedy of the year. "The Rent Col- of five-reel comedy dramas to be made
ously was George Randolph Chester, who
which will is
follow
"The hisHick."
Lesser's
banner.Butler
The Productions.
pictures will
Williamlector,"Duncan
finishing
chapter under
be known
as David
personally will direct his latest story. "The play, "Fighting Fate." and his next produc- Studio space has been leased in the RobSon of Wallingford." It will be in seven started.tion is being prepared and will soon be
ert Brunton Hollywood studios. Exreels.
ton lotterior sets are being built on the BrunMr. and Mrs. Chester recently completed
The first production will be adapted
the new story- which is in no sense a se- Capital Reports Sales of
from "Sophie Semenoff." by Wallace
quel to any of the previous \\ allingford
Late Lester Cuneo Films
creations of Mr. Chester. Its publication
Irwin. who
Fred has
J. Butler,
Butler's
father,
managedyoung
and directed
The following sales of territorial rights his son in all his theatrical and screen
in
Collier's
Weekly
will
be
completed
simultaneously with the publication date on the Lester Cuneo features, being endeavors, will take charge of the proof the motion picture version. "The Son made for Capital Film Company, are ductions.
of
will be theinfirst
the reported this week:
George with
W. Kessel
Stout, &whoBaumann.
has been Mack
idenbig Wallingford"
specials to be undertaken
1921 ofat the
Sol Lesser. All Star Feature Distribu- Sennetttifiedand
Western Yitagraph studios.
Haworth
Productions,
has
tors, Los Angeles: California. Nevada,
To Adapt Curwood Story
appointed business manager of the
Arizona and the Hawaiian Islands; P. been
organization.
Upon his arrival, Mr. Smith announced Oletsky. Federated Film Exchange. Bal- Butler
Mr. Lesser, with this new acquisition,
timore:
Maryland.
Yirginia
and
the
that "The Son of Wallingford" would be District of Columbia; W. G. Underwood,
has added a third production unit to his
rapidly followed by James Oliver CurSpecialty Film Company. Dallas: Texas. name. His second, "Peck's Bad Boy,"
wood's "Flower of the North" which is Oklahoma
and Arkansas. F. S. Niggel. starring Jackie Coogan. is now comto be directed by David Smith.
pleted, with Irvin S. Cobb writing the
• Plans for these two big productions and Apex Pictures. Pittsburgh: Western
titles. As soon as Cobb completes the
the numerous other pictures scheduled by Pennsylvania and West Yirginia.
captions the Peck film will be published.
Mr. Smith are keeping the complete staff
of
Vitagraph's
Improves Aledo Theatre
it has
been for Western
years. studio busier than
Byron to Get New House
ALEDO. ILL— Manager J. C. MayEarle Williams has started his new proBYRON.
ILL. — Frank Spoor is planhas
installed
a
new
modern
projection
ning the erection of a motion picture
duction. "The Secret of the Silver Car." screen in his Empire theatre here.
theatre to seat 350 patrons.
from Wynham Martyn's novel of the same
Work Will Begin Soon on
Snowy Baker Productions
Preparations are under way for the
filming of the first of the series of Snowy
Baker Productions -at the Selig studio.
Reg. L. < Snowy) Baker, millionaire
sportsman, will be the star of these pictures which will be produced by Col.
William N. Selig and Sam Rork. The
. first story has been selected and the cast
is being assembled.

JOSEPH GILDAY
New District Mutineer of the Famous
Plnyers-Lasky Corporation exchange.
Chicago.

Christie's "See My
Lawyer9' to Be
Published Soon by Robertson- Cole
Robertson-Cole announces the publica- gorgeous sets both exterior and interior. The story is worked out in a
tion in the near future of "See My Lawlogical manner with the entire
yer," aspecial production directed by Al perfectly
working hard all the time to produce
Christie and starring T. Roy Barnes. It cast
dramatic and humorous effects.
is an inimitable Christie comedy-drama
Of especial interest to the exhibitor are
exploitation possibilities. These are
of the "So Long Letty" type, which is the
taken
full advantage of in the extensive
expected by the company to establish
wonderful box office records and hang up campaign being laid out in the "See My
press book, which is shortly
another mark for producers to shoot at. Lawyer"
to be published by Roberts i^-Cole. For
the mailing list are contrived a number
Barnes a Stage Favorite
of teaser schemes which are calculated
T. Roy Barnes has long since been a to stir up a maximum of interest in any
favorite on the legitimate stage. He community if rightly carried on.
probably is best remembered in the leadChatburn Buys Four Jans
ing role of "See My Lawyer" when Max
Features for Southwest
Marcin's comedy was produced on
Broadway by A. H. Woods. In adapting
Herman F. Jans of Jans Pictures. Inc..
the play to the screen Al Christie added
has closed a deal with D. W. Chatburn
a little pep and Barnes, appreciating the
of Los Angeles for Califact that the camera gave him a wider Enterprises
fornia. Arizona and Nevada.
scope, outdid himself.
Chatburn Enterprises has been negoIn the supporting cast are Grace Dartiating for a considerable time for the
mond. Lloyd Whitlock. Jean Acker. J. P.
four
Tans
productions: "Love Without
Lockney. Tom McGuire and Bert WoodQuestion." "A Woman's Business," "The
ruff. All are familiarly known through- Wings
of Pride" and "Madonnas and
out the country.
Men." but did not conclude negot'ations
until
February
5. This sale is said to
Lloyd Whitlock is practically estabclose the entire territory of
lished as a star in his own right. He practically
the world for all four pictures.
has a leading part in "One Man in a
Million," with George Beban. J. P. Aschers Contract for
Lockney has appeared in a dozen picParamount Productions
tures turned out of Hollywood within the
Ascher Brothers have signed a conlast year.
tract for tb*" next six months product of
Sets Are Gorgeous
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation.
"See My Lawyer" is a photographic Joseph Gilday. new district manager for
masterpiece. There are many big and Paramount, handled the deal.
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Views of Mount Blanc and the Matterhorn and the airplane which was used to film the Robirt C. Bruce scenic titled "The Man
Who Always Sat Down," which is being Distributed by Educational Film Exchanges.
Single

Reeler

Shows

Perils

Faced

By Bruce in Photographing
Scenic
Educational Film Exchanges, Inc., is and piloted by a Swiss who could speak
calling attention of its sales forces this only French for an American who could
only English. The pilot was Lieut.
week to a single-reel Robert C. Bruce speak
Max Cartier. one of the most daring
scenic which the company regards as one aviators in Europe, and his skill was
of the most remarkable pictures that it needed as the machine hit the air pockets
has ever published. It is uniquely titled about the two peaks.
Not Issued As Special
"The Man Who Always Sat Down" and
records what is said to be the first moDuring the flight the machine circled
tion picture camera flight ever made over and went over the top of the Matterhorn,
the Matterhorn and Mount Blanc. Dur- which reaches 14,700 feet, and Mount
ing the making of the picture the lives of Blanc, which is 800 feet higher, and the
peak in Europe. Splendid views
Bruce and his pilot were several times in mightiest
not only in panorama, but of the sides
grave danger, and the film record is said <>f the peak, are found in the picture, into strikingly illustrate this.
cluding several in which the machine was
driven straight at the snow-clad mounWill Publish in April
tains. The views arc declared to be so
This picture will be issued in April as completely out of the ordinary and the
the first of the seven Scenics Beautiful peril of the aviators so evident that the
which Bruce made on his recent visit to ence.
picture will bring a thrill to every audiEurope and which he has just finished
cutting and titling. England, Scotland,
Although the picture will be published
France, Italy and Switzerland were the as the first of the Bruce European Scenics
countries visited.
and not among the special list. Educational has asked its sales forces to call
A remarkable play on nationalities
marked the making of the picture, for it attention to the fact that though exhibitors will not have to pay an increased
was taken from a German airship (a
rental for this film, it is worthy of being
Fokker) which was built by a Hollander
featured, as they have rarely exploited
a single-reel before.
"Hearts of the Range"
Gets Wide Distribution
To cope with the demands of state
rights buyers throughout the country. J.
Joseph Samcth, producer of "Hearts of
the Range." has perfected arrangements
by which he will be able to send thirty
more prints to various parts of the
United States immediately.
Officials of Forward Film Distributors.
110 West Fortieth street. New York,
who are in charge of the distribution of
this Western drama, promise much for
"Hearts of the Range."

"Wealth"

MB
GARETH HUGHES
Who will be featured by Metro in a series
of new productions.
He will portray
the
John's
Boy,"
from title
the role
story ofby "Barber
Ben Ames
Williams.

Will Be Next
Ethel Clayton Feature
Herbert Rawlinson has been signed to
play the leading male role opposite Ethel
Clayton in "Wealth," which is to be a
William D. Taylor production for Paramount, the story by Cosmo Hamilton.
The supporting cast will include also
Larry Steers, J. M. Dumont. Claire McDowel, George Periolat, Jean Acker,
Richard
Wayne and Peggy Prevost, sister of Marie.

May

Yohe to Appear
On Serial Program
Arrangements Already Made
With Author of "Hope
DiamondhaveMystery"
Arrangements
been made to have
May Yohe. formerly Lady Francis Hope,
make personal appearances at the theatres where "The Hope Diamond Mystery," the new fifteen episode serial to
be published by the Howells Sales Company, Inc., is being shown.
Given Sensational Publicity
It is probable that May Yohe has had
more sensational publicity than any
actress in the history of the theatre.
Starting out as the daughter of a poor
dressmaker in Philadelphia she rose to
fame almost overnight as the star of a
musical comedy; then the wife of Lord
Francis Hope, and possessor of the
famous Hope diamond.
But she was not satisfied with this.
Putnam Bradley Strong came across her
path and deserting fame, fortune and
position she left Lord Francis and
eloped with Strong. She had a tempestuous time with him until her fortune
of jewels amounting to over $1,000,000
had been wasted in riotous living by her
wastrel lover.
Diamond Cause of Misery
Finally in dire poverty and fighting
for her daily bread she was forced to
take a job as scrub woman in the office
of a San Francisco shipyard. She worked
at this all during the war barely making
enough to keep body and soul together.
She believes that all of this misery was
intimate assoby her
brought ciationupon
with theherHope
diamond.
"Outside

the Law"
Breaks Precedent
Tom Moore, manager of the Rialto and
Garden theatres in Washington, D. C
has justdents broken
one of the oldest
of his Washington
houses.preceHe
has
for just
a week's
run
in thebooked
Garden,a picture
which has
completed
a week's run at the Rialto.
The picture is "Outside the Law," the
Tod Browning Universal-Jewel production starring Priscilla Dean. During its
recent run at the Rialto it was an unusual success, it is said. Manager Moore
watched many thousands turned away
from his doors. Every available inch of
room in the Rialto was occupied. For
this
reason he rebooked the picture for
the Garden.
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Storey Sales Chief of
Associated Exhibitors
Eschmann

Succeeds

Him

as

Pearson's Assistant
With Pathe
John E. Storey, for the past year assistant to Elmer Pearson, director of exchanges of Pathe Exchange, Inc., has
been named sales manager of the reorganized Associated Exhibitors, Io,c.
Eschmottir Is Promoted
E A. Eschmann, feature sales manager of Pathe, succeeds Mr. Storey as
assistant to the director of exchanges.
Mr. Storey is one of the oldest members of the Pathe sales force, which, incidental y, he joined nearly four years
ago as manager of the Kansas City
branch. From that post he was named
manager of the Pacific Coast division,
and his work in that capacity was so
noteworthy that almost exactly a year
ago he was brought to the home office as
assistant to Director of Exchanges
Pearson.
Entered With Vitagraph
Strangely enough, it was under the
guidance of Mr. Pearson that the Associated sales manager made his entrance
into the film industry. It was in April,
1916, that Mr. Storey made his debut as
a film salesman, operating out of the
Kansas City office of Vitagraph, which at
that time was managed by Mr. Pearson.
It was only shortly after that his success won him the managerial reins of
the Kansas City office of the George
Kleine system. Subsequently Mr. Storey
became allied with the Pathe forces and
he has worked for that organization consistently since.
Charles

Ray Makes
Bow as a Director
In his next picture for First National
issue, an adaptation of the late Charles E.
Van Loan's
"Scrap
makes
his debut
as a Iron,"
director.Charles Ray
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Third

Week
of Schallenberger Month
Indicates Record Period for Arrow
kansas to the Independent Film Service
During the absence of W. E. Shallenberger, president of Arrow Film Cor- Company of Dallas.
poration, from the home office, a sales
"Love's Protege," starring "Ora
Carew"; "The Man Who Trifled," "The
campaign designated as "Shallenberger
Month" isis being
conducted. Mr. Shal- Tame Cat." "Bitter Fruit" and "The Law
lenberger
in California.
of Nature" to First National Exhibitors
Three weeks of the drive, which is Circuit
Dakota. for Minnesota, North and South
limited by the dates February 7 and
Other Contracts Signed
March 6, indicate that it will be a record
month for Arrow sales. The campaign
Other sales were made to Tucker
is under the directorship of YV. Ray
Brothers Amusement Company for
Johnston, vice-president.
Texas, Oklahoma and Arkansas; Ohio
New Contracts Received
Film Classics Corporation of Cleveland;
Liberty Film Exchange of Washington,
Xew contracts have been received at D.
C, for Delaware, Maryland, District
the home office within the last week
of Columbia and Virginia; Arrow Exfrom Dallas, Tex., Oklahoma City, New
changes, Inc., for New York City and
Orleans, Atlanta, Charlotte, N. C; Washnorthern New Jersey; Greater Features,
ington, D. C. ; Pittsburgh. Cleveland, Cin- Inc.. for Minnesota, North and South
cinnati and Detroit, also from New York
Dakota; for Greater New York and
and New England.
northern New Jersey, to I. E. Chadwick
These contracts were all obtained by of
Merit Film Corporation, New York
Arrow's special representatives and in City; eastern Pennsylvania and southern
addition to these, there have been a numNew
Jersey to New Film Exchange of
Philadelphia.
ber of sales made by mail.
During the first week, the following
sales were recorded:
"Thunderbolt Jack," Hoxie serial, sold Orpheum Company Adds
for eastern Pennsylvania and southern
To Theatres In Beloit
New Jersey, together with Rubye De
BELOIT,
WIS.— The Rex and Strand
Remer features. "The Way Women
theatres have been sold by Jacobs,
Love"
and
"Luxury,"
to
Robert
Lynch
of
Philadelphia.
Fleckles & Stern of Chicago to Orpheum
Frank of Chicago Buys
Picture Company, which controls and
The two De Remer features for north- operates six other theatres in neighboring towns. Thomas M. Ellis of this city
ern Illinois and Indiana to Louis Frank
of Chicago.
is secretary of the Orpheum company.
"Wolves of the Street," "The Desert
Scorpion"
and National
"The Deceiver"
for IlliAcquires Madison Theatre
nois to First
Exhibitors
Exchange of Chicago.
MADISON. NEB.— Oscar Boettner.
Ten features starring Dustin Farnum,
who recently purchased the Crystal theGladys Hulette. Kitty Gordon, Gladys
atre, has also acquired the picture busiLeslie. Charlotte Walker and Kathryn
ness, formerly conducted by Phil Walken
at
the
Madison Auditorium.
Adams for Texas, Oklahoma and Ar"LET ME SETTLE

THIS THING"

This feature, like 'The Old Swimmin'
Hole," has entation.
another
in titlealways
presThe publicnovelty
is looking
for something new in Ray pictures, something that represents an honest effort
to further the art of picture-making. And, it is said, Ray has yet other
ambitions and other new thoughts to give
the world.
"Out of the Dust" Has
Been Bought by Pioneer
Pioneer Film Corporation has purchased the rights to "Out of the Dust."
the John P. McCarthy production, which
has been the subject of comment in film
circles for some time and which was
inspired by the paintings of Frederick
Remington. Russell Simpson and Robert
McKim have the important roles, while
little Pat Moore has a part in the picture.
Open Utica, N. Y., DeLuxe
UTICA, N. Y. — The formal opening
of the new De Luxe theatre took place
recently. The house is operated by Ribbins Amusement Company.
Buys Rochelle Property
ROCHELLE, ILL.— Rochelle Theatre
Company has purchased an interest in
the Venetian block.

William
Russell
in a P.scene
fromfrom
"Barea story
Knuckles,"
his latest Edington.
Fox production,
directed
by James
Hogan,
by A. Channing
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Bury

Old Man
Gloom"
Is Slogan
Of Salesmen During Pathe Drive
The sales forces of Pathe and Asso"Brunet Month" contest will be staged
under different conditions than any previciated Exhibitors plan to inter "Old Man
ous Pathe competition, in that 70 per
Bloom" during March, the month desigcent credit will be accorded on account
nated
as
"Brunet
Optimism
Month,"
in
honor of the president of Pathe. The
of new business written and 30 per cent
on account of collections.
slogan for the month is "Bury Old Man
The collections .are to be based on the
Gloom."
Prizes ranging from $100 for salesmen
average of each branch for January and
of the winning branches to $720 to the February. The new business written will
successful branch staffs will be awarded.
be figured against a set national expectancy or quota.
In every instance where a tie might result, the capital prize will be awarded
Country Is Divided
to each of the contestants.
The thirty-two Pathe branches are
divided into four divisions for the period
Includes A. E. Salesmen
of the contest, Eastern, Western, Central
The Associated Exhibitors sales force and Southern.
The Eastern division is comprised of
will be included in the competition,
inasmuch as they will be selling virtually
Albany, New York, Boston, Pittsburgh.
all Pathe product. Each Associated
Philadelphia. Washington, Newark and
salesman in the winning branches of Buffalo. In the Southern divisions are
each of the four divisions will be in- Atlanta, Dallas, Oklahoma City, Cincincluded in the list of $100 prize winners.
nati, New Orleans, Kansas City, CharThese prizes will be equally borne by
lotte, Memphis and St. Louis; in the
Associated and Pathe.
Central division, Chicago, Minneapolis,
In each instance where there is an Cleveland. Omaha. Indianapolis, Detroit.
assistant branch manager, he will receive Des Moines and Milwaukee, and in the
a prize equal to that of the cashier and
Western district San Francisco. I.os Anbranch booker, which is 20 per cent of
geles, Denver. Seattle, Salt Lake City,
the $600 award going to the winning
Spokane and Portland.
office. This is exclusive of the $100
prize going to every salesman on each
Theatre for Colored Folk
winning team.
CINCINNATI, O. — Approximately
Award Special Prize
$20,000 will be spent in the construcA special prize of $100 will be awarded
tion of a motion picture theatre for colin each of the four divisions to the
ored corner
patronage,
to be built
at the
salesman showing the greatest percentof Lincoln
avenue
and northAlma
age of increase in new business written place.westWalnut
Hills.
Gray
&
Johnson
on a basis of his record for the previous will be the owners.
two months.
Fox

CHARLES RAY
and the dog which follows him through
the various scenes in "The Old Swimniiii" Hole,"
Ray'sNational.
titleless photoplay
issued
by First
To Start Kenosha Theatre
KENOSHA, WIS— The Wisconsin
Theatre Company will immediately begin
the erection of a new motion picture
theatre south of the postoffice. The site
was sold for $50,000.

News

Claims

«.i \ i>\ I GENTR1
\\ ho Iihn just entered upon n screen career,
she I* ji niece of l>. It. KmnclM, former
uowrnor of MUsouri and I . B. Vmhnn■■dor to Russia.
Equips Georgia Theatre
HILLSBORO, GA— Dr. I. L. DeHaas
has leased the building in High street
formerly occupied by the Gazette and is
having it remodeled into a modern motion picture theatre. It will be named
"The Palace."

to Have

Pictures of
The first big news reel beat of 1921,
showing Grover Cleveland Bergdoll, the
fugitive millionaire draft dodger in Germany, has been achieved by Fox News,
according to an announcement by the
Fox offices. Published in the issue of
Vol. 2, No. 42, it ranks in news interest
with the famous pictures of D'Annunzio's
entry into Fiume, the pictures of the
Thanksgiving Day riot in Fifth avenue
and the signing of the articles for the
Carpentier-Dempsey fight.
The Bergdoll pictures were taken in
the village of Eberbach, Baden, where
the Philadelphia slacker is living in luxury and where an attempt to kidnap him
was made recently by United States
secret service men.
Miller Takes Scenes
Chief credit for the enterprise which
made the pictures possible must go to
Capt. Paul Miller, Fox News staff
cameraman stationed at Berlin. He
joined Fox News a year ago, after his
discharge from the army. His knowledge of German helped him induce Bergdoll to pose, for, the draft ducker had
refused
to meet any American cameraman.
The pictures show Bergdoll sitting at
the wheel of his $10,000 Benz car with
Eugene Stecher, his Philadelphia chauffeur, who escaped from America with
him and now acts as his bodyguard. It
was Stecher who bore the brunt of the
fight with the Americans who attacked
Bergdoll in the attempt to take him to
the occupied zone. Bergdoll's cousin,

Beat

on

Bergdoll in Germany
Frendcnbcrg. who took part in the fight,
also is shown in Fox News.
Lives With Grandfather
Bergdoll is living with his grandfather,
Hcrr isBehrmann,
millionaire.
mann
shown witha him
in some ofBehrthe
Fox News pictures.
According to. Miller, Bergdoll is having a royal time and seems to b
abundantly supplied with money. Th
news interest is increased by a series of
shots of Bergdoll made in America at
the time of his arrest and trial.
Kinograms on Program
At Ambassador in L. A.
The Ambassador, the new Los Angeles
theatre in the Ambassador hotel, has selected Kinograms, which are being published through Educational Exchanges,
as its news weekly.
The selection was personally made by
S. Barret McCormick, its managing director. The Ambassador is showing only
feature pictures at their initial showing,
and for a single week. After their run
there they are transferred to one of the
other Los Angeles houses. McCormick
has booked many of the Educationa"
short ofsubjects,
including
"In Dutch,"
one
the World
Wanderings
series
which was used the second week of the
opening.
Acquire Albion Property
ALBION, MICH.— American Amusement Company has closed a deal for the
Pryor site in Michigan avenue for the
erection of a new theatre.
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Review Pamphlet Is
Explained by Board
Body Is Informant and Guide
As to Most Noteworthy
Productions
The pictures dealt with in the
latest issue of 'Exceptional Photoplays" are: "The Kid," Associated
First National, with Charles Chaplin; "The First Bom," RobertsonCole, with Sessue Hayakawa: "The
Great Adventure," Associated First
National, with Lionel Barrymore
(from the comedy by Arnold Bennet ) "Over
;
the Hili," Fox. Photoplays given lesser mention are
"The Love Light," United Artists,
with Mary Pickford, for its photography and Italian village atmosphere,
"TheGeorge
Devil,"Arliss.
Pathe, for
the actingand of
The National Board of Review has for
many years stood to the producers as
representative of public opinion as to
what is allowable on the screen. Now it
has developed another relation to the public— that of informant and guide as to
what are the most noteworthy pictures
of those it reviews.
"Exceptional
Photoplays"
medium through which
the boardis the
is doing
this. It is a printed sheet containing
critical analyses of the relatively few motion pictures chosen for their decided
merit
critique. by the board's committee on
Ideas Are Clarified
Issue Xo. 3 for January-February.
1921. marks a step towards clarification
of the idea expressed by "Exceptional
Photoplays."of Attempt
any categorical
designation
pictures atselected
for the
bulletin's list has heen discarded, since
"it
that any picture
appearing herein
mustis felt
of necessity
fulfill qualifications
whole or in part as an exceptional photoplay." Previously the idea was to divide
pictures into those distinguished primarily for their artistic qualities and
those distinguished for their entertainment value. Xow. however, the bulletin
states: "One requirement will apply to
all — that of achieving, through power of
appeal or beauty of treatment, or through
both, the mark of distinction. ... It
has been further planned to mention
notable elements — such as lighting,
scenic effects, camera work and individual action — in pictures not themselves
considered exceptional."
Makes Title Announcement
"Exceptional
Photoplays"
also with
contains an important
announcement
regard to titles.
"Hereafter," says the pamphlet, "the
title of a picture will be scrutinized by
the committee on critique with the view
of establishing whether it appropriately
represents the character of the picture,
or is seriously intended to do so. Where,
in_ the judgment of the committee on
critique, the title is obviously an exploitation of the sensational or an attempt to
mislead the photoplay-attending public
as to the character of the picture, however desirable for mention the picture itself is otherwise thought to be. its inclusion in 'Exceptional Photoplays' will not
be considered possible."
Open New Ohio Theatre
BLACK FORK. O.— Clay Products
Company has opened its new motion picture theatre.

Big
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of Selznick

Australia

Interests

Is Noted

in Reports

Three

Branches at Melbourne. Sydney and Adelaide
Are in Fall Operation. According to
Executives in Charge There
Several announcements of interest
Elaine Hammerstein picture. "Handhave been issued from the New York
cuffs and Kisses," have been taken unoffices of Selznick.
der the direction of George ArchainLouis Brock, foreign manager, an- baud.
nounces that he has received reports from
Praises Miss Hammerstein
D. J. Selznick and John Corbett Jones,
One
of the many instances that are
managing director and general manager
respectively of the Selznick headquarters constantly proving the popularity of Miss
Hammerstein came to light this week in
in Australia, stating that the growth and the
form of a letter from J. J. Cavanaugh,
influence of Selznick interests through- manager
of the Opera House. Piedmont,
out Australia during the last twelve
W.
Va..
who declares that "Pleasure
months
has
been
little
less
than
phenomenal.
Seekers." starring Miss Hammerstein, is
the
best
production
he has ever shown
Three Branches Operating
at his theatre.
"During my experience in the show
Three branches are now in full operation at Melbourne, Sydney and Adelaide.
business," he says, "I have never offered
Officials there are confident of bigger to my patrons a picture that gave as
and greater business this year.
much satisfaction as 'Pleasure Seekers,'
Another announcement is of the ap- which I used on February 14. I have
pointment of William Stoermer as gen- paid big money for a great many pictures
eral business manager, of the Selznick and have shown the best of them, but
Xews Weekly. Mr. Stoermer may go to never have I heard on any other picture
the comment from my patrons that was
Europe to organize a foreign camera
staff.
In announcements concerning current inspired by 'Pleasure Seekers.' "
publications and new productions is the
statement that Eugene O'Brien's latest. Betty Compson Signs for
"Gilded Lies." will be issued on March
Five Years With Famous
20. With the completion of Mr.
Betty
Compson. whose performance in
O'Brien's
picture
Martha
will beginlast
work
on her
firstMansfield
starring
George
Loane Tucker's "The Miracle
vehicle.
Fourth Sin." Alan Cros- Man" scored
great favor, has signed a
land will"The
direct.
contract for five years as a star in ParPlays Opposite Tearle
amount pictures.
In the forthcoming Conway Tearle
Miss Compson, who arrived in Xew
York recently for the purpose of affixing
picture,
Stone." the
Winifred
Westover"The
willMan
playofopposite
star. her signature to the Lasky contract, has
Henry Kolker will direct, according to returned to Hollywood. She will begin
Myron Selznick. production manager.
work April 1 on her first Paramount
The first interior scenes for the new starring picture.
DRAMATIC

SCENE
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Mabel Ballin in a touching scene from the Hugo Ballin production of the famous
stage classic. It is being distributed by W. W. Hodkinson.
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PICTURES

WHAT kind of pictures do you buy, Mr. Exhibitor?
Do you buy those which have unique high lights
that may be advertised and are likely to be talked about,
or the other kind.
"action," "class?"
by every producer
because they know
the distributor and

Do you buy pictures with "punch,"
These are points that are considered
and director when making a picture
in advance it must l>e disposed of to
thence to the exhibitor.

Photoplays with "punch" sell easiest, film salesmen
tell us, and the exhibitor finds them easiest to sell to the
public, but it is equally true that they are not the only
ones that can be made profitable. Very often a well-made
little feature can be exploited and put over with considerable profit and credit to a theatre that comes along
unheralded by the producers.
Along this line it has been suggested that if distributors and exhibitors would get together as to the market s
requirements, perhaps there would be fewer failures and
better pictures. Be that as it may, there has been marked
improvement in the features offered of late and the
present
ductions. week's output numbers several high-class pro"BLACK BEAUTY" ( Vitagraph I will score as one
of the year's pacemakers and will be as good for years
to come as at the moment. A completely artistic translation of one of the most popular books ever written, with
the screen portrayal enhanced in charm. One of the
best pictures of screen history. Should go tremendously
big everywhere. (Review appears on page 43 of this
issue.)
"EXTRAVAGANCE" (Metro) presents May Allison in an elaborately staged society drama in six reels.
Robert Edeson appears in her support in this MetroClassic production. The picturization of Ben Ames Williams book, "More Stately Mansions," lacks dramatic
strength.
"STRAIGHT IS THE ROAD" (Paramount) is a
lightly treated crook reformation story with Matt Moore
as the featured player. Gladys Leslie appears in his
support. The picture has moderate entertainment value.
It was directed by Robert G. Vignola.
"IF ONLY JIM" (Universal) is a western drama
with Harry Carey cast as the lazy, indolent miner, who
would work if only other things didn't interfere. He
presents a fine character study, but the story lacks incident and is incoherent in development. Jacques Jaccard directed and it has splendid photography.

"WHEN DAWN CAME" (Producers Security) is
the story of a physician's fall from grace and his ultimate regeneration through the love of a blind girl. The
story has its appealing moments and is well presented by
a cast headed by Colleen Moore and L. C. Shuman.
"THE

AVENGING

ANGEL"

(Pathe) presents

offAeWEEK

Ruth Roland in a stirring and interesting serial, the scenes
of which are laid amid the romantic splendor of Old
California. It is bound to please followers of the continued picture play.

" THE CONCERT" (Goldwyn) taken from a popular stage play in which Leo Ditrichstein starred, is a
pleasing picture. The well-written subtitles and general
high tone of the production are a credit to the Goldwyn
organization.
"WHILE THE DEVIL LAUGHS" (Fox) stars
Louise Lovely in a story of the underworld, in no way
lurid nor offensive, but weak of plot. Moderate entertaining value, the best scene a graphic reproduction of a
tenement
fire with the star's rescue of her screen sweetheart.
"THE MISTRESS OF SHENSTONE" (Robertson-Cole) isPauline Frederick's latest offering and one
that is exceedingly good. Should be received with favor
everywhere. Star plays with great skill and wears many
stunning gowns. An English love story adapted from
the book by its name. The problem of a woman who
learns that the man she expects to marry was responsible
for her husband's death.
"THE PRICE OF POSSESSION" (Paramount)
presents Ethel Clayton in a highly pleasing role.
Theme built upon a woman's determination to hold an
English manor with her title disputed by a man. A
love story smoothly and pleasantly told and an artistic
picture.
"CHICKENS" (Paramount) is a Thomas H. Ince
comedy-drama featuring Douglas MacLean in likeable
role. The story of a city youth's attempt to run a chicken
farm to reimburse himself after losing a fortune. A
trend of romance and "down-on-the-farm" comedy
touches that are appealing. Should be generally liked.
"THE PLAYTHING OF BROADWAY" (Realart) offers a very pretty star in a spiritless and stilted
feature. A story of the settlements and a romance between adoctor and a dancer who turns volunteer nurse.
Moderately entertaining. Good photography and direction.
"THE TIDAL WAVE" (Stoll) is the picturization
of a popular story by Ethel M. Dell, widely read English
writer. A love story with slight melodramatic tinge that
includes the rescue of a girl infatuated with a worthless
artist, by a sailor lover. Beautiful coast and sea scenes.
"SUNSET JONES" (American) is a five-part
"Flying A" special with unusual Western development.
A high grade feature skillfully played by a cast of favorite players, including Irene Rich, Kathleen O'Connor,
Charles Clary and James Gordon. Good plot and picturesque scenic effects. The story of a gang leader's
bringing to retribution by his wife's former sweetheart
following a train robbery and his life as a "bad" man.

PAULINE FREDERICK IN
THE

MISTRESS

OF SHENSTONE
(ROBERTSON-COLE)
Screen's foremost artiste in a superiorly played role widely different
from her past performances. A
society drama with the star wearing stunning gowns
and hats.
Story charmingly told pictorially
with an excellent cast and superb
artistry.
Direction was in the
hands of Henry King.
A play that is far better in comparison
with other screen productions than the book
from which it was taken. Florence Barclay's story has been turned to excellent
advantage toquirementsmeet
Frederick's refor a newMisspicture.
The plot is one that will be generally
interesting, for it concerns a compelling
problem of the heart The star appears as
Lady Myra Ingleby, the widow of an English officer who was killed in war by the
error of a comrade. Preferring not to be
told the name of the latter, fearing that
she might meet him and recoil from his
touch, under an assumed name, she retires
to a Cornish coast inn and meets Jim
Airth and loves him. Even when she
learns, following their return to town, that
he is Lord Airth and the man responsible
for the death of her husband, she rises
above her resentment in her love for him.
It is not so easy for him and he refuses
to marry her. There comes a false report
of
her husband's
disconcerting,
but safety
in the that
end islovetemporarily
triumphs
over doubt in the mind and heart of Airth
and reunites them.
Miss Frederick's skill is that of the unqualifying mistress of her art. It is tremendously good. She gives just the proper
balances- of emotion, poise, grace and beauty
and makes of the role a vividly real and
living personality. In fact, the same vivid
virility which she brings to her part tinctures the entire feature. It is played with
appealing naturalness and graceful artistry
by a cast which has admirably modulated
its skill to accord with the dignity of the
whole. Roy Stewart is thoroughly the artist in the role of Airth.
One of the outstanding remembrances of
the play is the trio of maiden ladies who
seem to have stepped from pages of Dickens to the screen. Scenes at the inn and
along the coast that include an exhausting
and perilous rescue from the tide of Lady
Ingleby by Airth, are wonderfully impres ive in their beauty and forcefulness.
The picture can be praised with lavishness
of enthusiasm in advertising and the exhibitor iswise who particularly calls it to
the attention of the discriminating patronage.
BUSTER

KEATON

of murderer and life .saver. Credit must
be given to Keaton :<nd his director, Eddie Cline, for their successful attempt in
introducing novelty in their comedies.
In "The High Sign" Buster is supported
by his old teammate. Al St. John, and
Bartine Burkett. The picture which is in
two
stick. reels is far ahead of the usual slapSPECIAL CAST IX
THE

TIDAL WAVE
(STOLL)
A picturization of a story by Ethel
M. Dell, widely read English
writer, produced with English settings and cast. A story of the sea
coast, with a graphic rescue from
tidal dangers, a good-looking heroine and hero and many picturesque backgrounds. Moderately
entertaining.
Aside from the entertainment value of
this feature, which is strong enough to
interest and compel close attention from
start to finish, it has an asset in its
English coast settings that is worthy of
emphasis in advertising.
Excellent scenes of the sea during the

lashing of a tidal wave along the coast,
endangering the lives of a young lady
and an artist who has coaxed her to
pose in a perilous place, supply the majority of picturesque backgrounds. The
struggle in the water and along the cliffs
when the girl's sweetheart rescues the
cowardly artist, pro-vide the most compelling action. They are well portrayed,
the work of the sweetheart Matt, played
by
Sidney
good.
The Brewster,
feminine being
lead. particularlyCarmen, a
spirited young woman of Spanish-English ancestry, is given appealing personationmondby Poppy
Annie
Esand AdamWyndham.
Nelson and
Pardee
Woodman are others of the excellent
supporting cast.
The play has a suggestion of the melodrama peculiar to the English novel and
Drury
is" notfromso
forceful Lane
that itdrama,
in any but
way this
detracts
the merits of the production as a
smoothly played, romantic story of
peasant people.
The girl Carmen in the story becomes
infatuated by the artist, Gerald Knight.
Her lover. Matt, knowing him to be a
rascal, saves her from danger in the
tidal wave and saves the artist because
of her intercession for him. Following
the latter's failure to reappear. Carmen
is suspicious
of Matt's
report
thatconhe
followed
her wish.
In the
end he
vinces her of his honesty and she finds
complete satisfaction in their mutual love.

IN

THE

HIGH SIGN
(METRO)
Buster Keaton again rings the bell with
"The
High bySign,"
which
he displays
his ability
playingin the
combined
roles

Pauline Frederick in a scene from the Robertson-Cole production, "The Mistress
of Shenstone."
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the exhibitors who book her pictures arc
meeting the tastes of fans in legion.
There is no shade of doubt as to the
universal success to be scored by this feature. It is high class romantic drama presented in dignified and elegant settings in
and about a great English manor house.
The star plays the role of a charming
young widow whose claim to ownership
of the manor is challenged by a cousin and
a man by his own name. She clings with
tenacity to her holdings and relinquishes
her claim only after a series of stirring
developments that make her yield, really in
her love for the cousin. She is about to
give up the estate when the real heir
avows his love and they share it together.
Miss Clayton as the young widow is
altogether gracious, graceful and artistic in
her performance. Rockcliffe Fellowes is
an uncommonly good choice for the cousin
and plays with great attractiveness. He
has a dual role for a brief time in the
opening scenes which are set in the Australian bush. Maude Gordon Turner, Reginald Denny, Isabel West and others are
also in the cast
SPECIAL CAST IN
STRAIGHT
IS

Justine Johnstone as Lola in "The Plaything of Broadway," her latest Realart picture.
RUTH ROLAND IN
supplied with no better vehicles than this.
The play is the first Realart issue in
months that has fallen below the suTHE AVENGING
perior standard to which it has so sucARROW
cessfully clung. The titles and plot are
mediocre
and the entertainment value is
(PATHE)
reduced considerably by reason of these
Ruth Roland is presented in a thrill- shortcomings.
The story is that of a popular Broading new serial laid amid the
way dancer,
pet of the "Thirty
Club,"
romantic splendor of Old Cali- a New
Yorktheorganization
of bachelors.
fornia. In addition to an interestCertain of its members make the bet
ing story and beautiful scenery,
that she, for all her wide popularity,
cannot conquer the heart of a doctor
the
star's
work
is
bound
to
please
which is apparently invulnerable to
the thousands of Ruth Roland
feminine charms. She follows him into
fans.
his field of work in the slums. As a
The new serial in which Pathe presents
volunteer nurse she proves a valuable
its star, Ruth Roland, is one calculated to aid to him and eventually falls genuinely
appeal to that portion of Americans
in love with him. To gain funds for the
specially interested in dashing action, the emergency house that is his ambition for
hair-rising climax, and the teasing the neighborhood, she goes back to
"Shown
at this
next give
week"promise
sign. dance for the "Thirty Club." The docThe first
threetheatre
episodes
tor, seeing her there, is shocked and disof an enthralling finish. The suspense is
illusioned, but misunderstandings are
capahly handled by Directors William
ultimately cleared and both return to
Bowman and W. S. Van Dyke, and the the work in the neighborhood where
cameraman, whose name is not given, they are loved, pledging their lives to one
deserves honorable mention for his beau- another and to its aid.
tiful shots, practically all of which are
exteriors.
ETHEL CLAYTON IN
"The Avenging Arrow" is a serial
that measures up to the old-time box THE PRICE
office attraction that goes with the name,
Ruth Roland.
OF POSSESSION
(PARAMOUNT)
JUSTINE JOHNSTONE IN
A widely-popular star in an excelTHE PLAYTHING
lent picture. A virile and natural
OF BROADWAY
picture abounding in human interest. A play of English customs
(REALART)
and traditions intelligently and
A very pretty star in a mediocre picappealingly presented. Hugh Ford
ture with stilted plot and titles,
production.
but not altogether unattractive. A
There is a distinctly and dainty feminine
story of the settlements with a charm
about Ethel Clayton, and the choice
romance between an actress and a
of the role of Helen Barston, given her in
doctor. Directed by Jack Dillon.
"The Price of Possession," is happy opportunity for her to make the most of this
It is fortunate that Justine Johnstone
is possessed of the attractiveness of face appeal. Ethel Clayton is one of the women
and figure that are hers if she is to be stars well ahead in the popularity van and

THE ROAD
(PARAMOUNT)
Lightly treated crook reformation
story of familiar and obvious design played in homespun settings. Has moderate entertainment value. A Cosmopolitan production directed by Robert G.
Vignola.
"Straight Is the Road," based on a
magazine story by Ethel Watts Mumford Grant, is the familiar plot of a pair
of likable crooks who go from the city
to the country to rob a house that has
every outward indication of being a gold
mine, and who, finding the home impoverished, remain at the place to eventually fall under the influence of the
motherly aunt and the sweet country
maid, thus achieving reformation. The
story has a flavor, though not the charm,
of
stage success,
the Right,"of
andtheembodies
all the"Turn
triedto elements
sentimental appeal.
Due to its frequent tellings, the outcome is never in doubt, and the continuity writer and director evidently having realized the handicap of the story,
have treated it more as a romantic com*
edy. There are innumerable comedy
touches, some simple and irrelevant and
some of good values, as, for instance, the
scene wherein the hero while in the act
of filching some valueless trinkets from
the jewel case sees the commandment,
"Thou Shalt Not Steal" on the wall. He
replaces the trinkets, but turning sees
the motto, "God helps those who help
themselves." Forthwith he follows the
suggestion of the latter proverb.
Many of the titles written in a punning
fashion successfully strive for laughs.
These titles, together with the comedy
touches, keep up a moderate interest in
the picture.
The story will not bear critical analysis. The action is at times arbitrary and
implausible. However, the comedy treatment is apt to disarm some of the
criticism that would otherwise be directed
at the picture. It will probably be accepted for what it is, romantic entertainment. As such the picture has moderate
entertainment value.
Matt Moore is the hero and Gladys
Leslie, the country maid. Mabel Bert,
George Parsons, Henry Sedley and Van
Dyke Brooke are the remaining principals.
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LOUISE LOVELY IX
WHILE
THE
DEVIL LAUGHS
(FOX)
A story of the underworld, given the
touch of human appeal and interesting action. The struggle of a
girl thief to go straight against
great odds that almost bring about
her yielding to temptation. Weak
story, but presented in entertaining way. George William Hill
directed.
Aside from a spectacular tenement fire
in which Louise Lovely risks her life to
rescue her screen lover — a really stirring
and remarkable bit of stage business —
this feature has little to recommend it.
It has one glaring shortcoming in the
introduction. A wealthy home is shown,
probably for the purpose of comparison,
which is thereafter in no way connected
with
the plot's
development,
that
it belongs
to a man
who buys except
a patented
dishwasher from the young lover. This
latter incident appears inconsistent when
one regards the previous indifference of
the buyer towards the machine. His
sudden decision to buy it at any price is
in no way accounted for.
Miss Lovely, playing the part of Mary,
does creditable work. William Scott
plays the part of a Billy, her sweetheart,
and the inventor a dishwashing machine,
the sale of which they hope will take
them
"wheremother,
the raisins
Mary
has antoinvalid
who grow."'
dies; a father
who lends a refreshing touch now and
then with his love for the brew, which
finally brings a disaster by fire, and a
little brother and sister. It is when the
lad's life is despaired of that Mary makes
her vowthemto with
"'go the
straight."
pursues
loss of theAdversitymother,
and Mary's
former
"boss"
tries
sistently to win her back into her perold
life. The faith of the young lover in his
patent is at last rewarded, when things
look the darkest, and Mary is saved from
disgrace.
HARRY CAREY IX
IF ONLY
JIM
(UNIVERSAL)
A Western, with Carey playing the
role' of a lazy man who would
work if and
only who
this isor made
that active
didn't
prevent
through his love for a foundling.
Has a good idea for a Carey characterization, but story is weak in
incident and incoherent in development.
The introduction of Jim gives one the
impression that this vehicle was a good
selection for Harry Carey. Jim, the
laziest man in the mining town of
Borealis. is a character of the type that
Harry Carey can play. With his "If
only" this and that as an excuse for not
working. Jim is a likable fellow.
But after the story gets under way
one's
as to the
of thisoriginal
vehicleimpression
fades away.
Evenchoice
Jim
loses his attractiveness. His humorous,
happy-go-lucky qualities desert him long
before the author would have the turn
of events transform him into a serious
being.
The story, which is shy on plot and
therefore considerably padded with but
passable touches in order to make five
reels, is incoherently told.
Dennihen's
command,
goes
to Jim.
join atan Dot
Indian
rabbit hunt
He misses
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the Indians but finds a foundling. Still
shiftless, he -neglects assessment work on
his mining claim. Parky, a poolroom
keeper, with Henry, a youth who hopes
to win Dot. plan to jump the claim. Just
before sick.
Jim's Jim.
claimovercoming
expires the
taken
his child
naturalis
laziness, goes ten miles for a doctor.
When the child is out of danger he finds
the claim jumpers have taken possession
of his mine. There is a gun fight, and
Jim, single handed, routes the enemy.
Then he returns to the cabin and indulges
in a fist and gun fight with Henry, who
is attacking Dot, who is at the cabin as
the
nurse.
The epilogue
Jim child's
and Dot
together
with the shows
child
playing a cowboy Cupid.
The production is practically without
a high light. The best work is that of
the photographer. Supporting the star
are Carol Halloway. Duke Lee. Roy
Coulson. Charles Brinley and Thomas
Smith. Jacques Jaccard directed.

the man who loses faith in himself and
life, and Kathleen Kirkham is a society
lady. Norma Ashley. A small part is
well played by "Peaches" Jackson, that
of a crippled child of the slums.
The story is woven about Dr. Brandon,
who has an office in the slums. He
ministers to sick and injured poor people.
A society lady. Norma Ashley, becomes
interested in him and his work and has
him accept a partnership in an office on
Fifth avenue. He becomes successful,
but his love is not returned by Norma
and following a dramatic scene in her
home he gives up his work and becomes
a wanderer. He comes to the Mission,
San Juan Capistrano, where he meets
Mary Harrison, performs a delicate operation upon her eyes and is rewarded by
her love.

SPECIAL CAST IX
WHEN
DAWN
CAME
(PRODUCERS SECURITY)
This is a Hugh Dierker production,
made from an original story written by Mrs. Dierker. and directed
by Colin Campbell.
It has its appealing moments and carries a
powerful lesson back of it.
"When Dawn Came" tells the story
of
a physician's
rise tothrough
fame; the
his
degeneration
intorapid
a tramp,
faithlessness of a woman, and his ultimate regeneration through the love of a
little blind girl. The scenes shift rapidly
from the slums of Xew York to Fifth
avenue, thence to an old mission in lower
California. Very effective bits of photography in the last half of the picture,
taken around the retreat at San Juan
Capistrano
the picture's
value.in
There
is someaddfineto character
drawing
the role of Mary Harrison, as played by
Colleen Moore, and Father Michael Farrell. as portrayed by James O. Barrows.
L. C. Shumway is cast as Dr. Brandon.

SPECIAL CAST IX
SUNSET
JONES
(AMERICAN)
A five-part "Flying A" special produced by a cast of favorite screen
folk. A feature better than the
average Westerner, smooth and
artistic in presentation with a
strong
directed. plot. George L. Cox
Irene Rich. Kathleen O'Connor.
Charles Clary and James Gordon head
the cast of special players who bring to
this special production a presentation
its
thattype.
distinguishes it among dramas of
It has a Western locale that suggests
several novel departures in exploitation.
Evidently more care has gone into
its making than that which meets the
average sagebrush vehicle. It is a love
story, one that concerns real men,
sterling and vigorous, without the exaggerated earmarks of the typical screen
Westerner often seen. Charles Clary
has the role of good man, James Gordon is the bad man. and Irene Rich plays
the refined Eastern girl who is the bad
man's abused wife and the good man's

from "While the Devil Laughs," a new Fox
Louise Lovely and support in a scene Picture.
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sweetheart. Cowboys, holdup gangs,
swift bronchos and wholesome outdoor
elements contribute to the atmosphere of
the picture.
"Sunset" Jones obtained his name from
his habit of going always "toward the
sunset." He returns to Shoshone Basin
after an absence following his sweetDave
Rand,evidence
and is
appointedheart'stomarriage
get to
train
robbery
against her husband. Jones follows
Rand to the desert, where he has compelled Marion to come to him that he
might kill her rather than leave her for
Jones, but his death at the hands of a
revenging cowboy accomplishes her
rescue and the reunion of the lovers.
Mountain and desert country have
been caught by the camera with faithful
and pleasant artistry. There is a graphic
scene in which a cowboy loses his way
and nearly perishes of thirst and is refused water by Rand. Clary makes much
of the part of the taciturn and convincing Jones. James Gordon is excellent
and Irene Rich is very pretty and well
poised. The whole is clean and quickmoving.
DOUGLAS

MACLEAN

IN

CHICKENS
(PARAMOUNT)
A comedy-drama with a rural locale
and the ignorance of a city chap
who essays to operate a chicken
farm. Youth and romance supply
its entertaining trend. MacLean
"fans" will derive much pleasure
from it. A Thomas H. Ince production directed by Jack Nelson.
Douglas MacLean, as spick and span sartorially as if he stepped along Fifth avenue of an Easter Sunday, wanders the highways and byways of country places in this
latest of his features.
He seeks the rural haunts possessed of
a fortune and a neat little motor car. but
he loses both. However, he wins a girl ; a
pretty one and one with enough good sense
to take unto herself the mortgage that the
lad'schicken
rival for
holdsa tightupon
his
farm.her Itaffections
is this rival,
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makes a satisfactory substitute for Doris
May although of different type. The
photography is excellent and backgrounds
of country scenes are very attractive.
SPECIAL CAST IN
THE

< II LRL.B8 < I. \IM
In I -.•■in- from "siiiim-i I s" i \ mrrlt-nn )
fisted country swain, who gets the motor
car and who. the observer fears, for a
while, will get the girl. It is a perennial
delight tn picture patrons to have the con"ignoramuses"
from
country ditions
to ofcit\
people, and exchanged
the vast amount
of innocence and ignorance with which
MacLean, as Deems Stanwood, of the
metropolis, tackles the chicken business,
will inspire many a hearty laugh. The
picture is of the wholesome, clean-cut
sort of "The Rookies Return," and it is
safe to prophesy that it will score even
wider favor than did that feature.
The administration of rat poison in an
astonishing quantity to the chickens by the
colored "valet" of Stanwood's, has amazing results in the laying line. Things typically small-town according to celluloid
interpretation have an artistic and mirthprovoking appearance in this picture.
The village church, the sewing society, a
basket social and the like are included in
these. Types are well presented by a
cast doing good work. It includes Gladys
George in the role of the sweetheart. She

Douglas MacLean in a scene from his latest Paramount production, "Chickens."

CONCERT

(GOLDWYN)
Well written titles and general high
tone of production make pleasing
this picturization of Herman
Barr's stage play. Victor Schertzinger directed.
Making an attractive picture from HerBarr'spresented
stage play,
"The Concert,"
must man
have
its difficulties.
The
play was successful largely because of
fine portrayals and scintillating dialogue,
and material of this sort is difficult to
transfer effectively to the screen. But
thanks to cleverly written titles, for
which Rupert Hughes is said to be responsible, and a workmanlike production of fine tone done under the direction of Victor L. Schertzinger, the transfer has been most satisfactory made.
"The Concert" is a pleasing picture.
The theme is that we may crave things
but that we are seldom satisfied with
these things after we obtain them.
Delphine Hart craves the love of Augustus, an erratic famous musician, who is
the love object of scores of other women.
She induces him to go to a mountain
lodge with her. The neglected wife of
Augustus and the trusting husband of
Delphine follow them and give the adventurers a taste of their own medicine,
with the result that Delphine is glad to
return to her husband and Augustus to
his wife.
Though slender in plot, the story holds
the interest throughout for reasons noted.
Lewis Stone, Myrtle Stedman, Raymond
Hatton and Mabel Julienne Scott have
the principal roles, and each gives a
most creditable performance.
MAY ALLISON IN
EXTRAVAGANCE
(METRO)
An elaborately staged society drama
in six reels, adapted from the Ben
. Ames Williams story, "More
Stately
Mansions."
Allison
and
Robert
Edeson May
furnish
the
bright spots. The picturization of
the story lacks dramatic strength.
In "Extravagance" May Allison is
handicapped by a story told in six reels
that could have been well done in half
the footage. The picture has been given
a costly production, but nothing ever
happens in the attractive sets. The story
is the well-worn tale of the young married couple who live beyond their means
because
of theadded
wife'snothing
extravagant
The direction
to the tastes.
story,
in fact Director Rosen's work was, to
say the least, mediocre.
Robert Edeson was wasted on a minor
part. May Allison provided the biggest
asset that the production possesses. Her
work as the butterfly wife was very well
done.less cast
Shewhich
greatly
outshinesherthesupport.
colorconstitutes
The picture will please in the neighborhood houses because of May Allison's
popularity, and to those who dote on
elaborate society dramas, the picture will
undoubtedly appeal. Special mention
must be made of the excellent photography, especially the night beach effects.
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"What
the
Picture
Did
For
VERDICTS
ON FILMS
IN LANGUAGE
OF EXHIBITOR

Me"

Copyright. 1921
You are especially invited to contribute regularly to thia department.
It is a co-operative service FOR THE BENEFIT OF EXHIBITORS.
TELL US WHAT THE PICTURE DID FOR YOU and read in the HERALD every week what the p.cture
did for the other fellow, thereby getting the only possible guide to box office values. Address "What The
Picture Did For Me." EXHIBITORS HERALD. 417 S. Dearborn St.. Chicago.
American
The Week-End, with Margarita Fisher.— Very good picture. Beautiful photography and well directed, as all Americans are. Good business. — T. E. Walton, National theatre. New Bedford.
Mass. — Neighborhood patronage.
Six-Feet-Four, with William Russell.
— Went big for two-day run. Think
this one of Russell's best so far. You
can boost it. — William Thacher, Royal
theatre, Salina. Kans.
Associated Producers
Lying Lips, a Thomas H. Ince production.— This is about the best thing on
my screen in over a year. Some beautiful sets. Finely photographed. Good
story well done. Business good. One
cannot ask more. Advertise it big. —
John Hafner, Princess theatre, Donora.
Pa. — Neighborhood patronage.
Homespun Folks, a Thomas H. Ince
production. — One of the best and cleanest pictures I have ever run. Gave
lOOfc satisfaction. No need for censors
on a picture like this. — C. S. Ford, Princess theatre, Reinbeck, la. — Neighborhood patronage.
Lying Lips, a Thomas A Ince production.— Worthy of all your efforts. An
excellent and extraordinary Ince production indeed. It is a knockout tor the
box office. — T. M. Davidge, Queen theatre. Durant, Okla.
First National
Unseen Forces, with a special cast. —
This proved to be a very fine production.
Pleasedto them
business
poor. Didn't
seem
drawall. them.
— Pfeiffer
Bros.,
Opera House, Kenton. O. — General patronage.
Not Guilty, a Sidney A. Franklin production.— Very good production, but did
only average business. — P. R. Matson.
Crystal theatre, Flandreau. S. D.
Unseen Forces, with a special cast. —
A splendid picture and pleased. — Peter
Krauth. Opera House. Denison. Ia. —
Neighborhood patronage.
_ The Scoffer, an Allan Dwan production.— A picture that will please the better class of people and one with a strong
appeal to the church element. — F. D.
Hall. Wonderland theatre, Madelia.
Minn. — Neighborhood patronage.
Married Life, a Mack Sennett production.— Was a little afraid of this one.
having read some unfavorable reports
on
wasn't
at all sorryTrolley
we ranandit.
Putit.itbutwith
Toonerville
judging from the noise from our audience they surely enjoyed it. — C. L. German. Royal theatre. Bonner Springs.
Kans. — Neighborhood patronage.
Twin Beds, with Mr. and Mrs. Carter
De Haven. — A better than ordinary comedy that drew very good crowd. Clean
picture . 10-30. — Bert Norton. Kozy

theatre,
ronage. Eureka. 111. — Neighborhood patDinty, a Marshall Neilan production.
— Great picture. Everyone pleased and
good business. Get behind it and boost.
—Neb.
E. E. Gailev, Crvstal theatre, Wavne.
The Devil's Garden, with Lionel Barrymore. — Poor comments. Personally
think Barrymore a wonder. Average
business. — W. L. Uglow. Crystal theatre, Burlington, Wis. — General patronage.
Two Weeks, with Constance Talmadge. — Good picture. More than
pleased. Everyone spoke highly of it. —
Charles Haltz, Princess theatre, Danforth, Me. — Small town patronage.
Don't Ever Marry, a Marshall Neilan
production. — This is without doubt the
best comedy I ever played. If your business is slack book this one and get some
pep in your audience. Bill it big. —
B. E. Hippler, McCloud theatre, McCloud, Calif.
Go and Get It, a Marshall Neilan production.— A great production from
every angle. Everybody loud in their
praise. This picture was the talk of the
town for two days. Business big. —

| Ten

Plays

My

Patrons
Liked Best

|

(Jan. I, 1920, to Jan. 1, 1921)

I
I
I

1. Daddy Long- Legs.
2. Intolerance.
3. The Flame of the Yu- j
kon.
4. In Old Kentucky.

I

§

I 5. Back to God's Coun- I
I •
try.
I 6. The Hoodlum.
I 7. The Fall of Barbary |

Coast.
I
1 8. Heart o' the Hills.
I 9. Carmen of the Klon- |
e.
II10. ThedykMiracle
Man. J
Let's hear from another
I
exhibitor'. j
W H. Gilfillan,
Lotus Theatre, |
Red Lake Falls. Minn. |
Imrairjaarra^a--.

*

'

Opera House. Kenton, O.
—Pfeiffer
GeneralBros..
patronage.
Back . to God's Country, with Nell
Shipman
— Exceptionally good picture.
Well trained animals. Credit is due
Nell Shipman. Pleased 100%.— Pau!
Dahlstrom, Bungalow theatre. North
Powder. Ore. — Neighborhood patronage.
Nomads of the North, with a special
cast. — A wonder. Good business. The
kind they enjoy.— W. D. Uglow. Crystal
ronage. Burlington. Wis. — General pattheatre.

The River's End, a Marshall Neilan
production. — A fine picture. Big business two days. One of the features that
you
can
go theit and
limit boost
on. it.
You
go
wrong. Book
— T.can't
Henrv
Hartley. Border theatre. Rock Island.
Que., Can. — Small town patronage.
The Turning Point, with Katherine
MacDonald. — Very good MacDonald.
but not up to The Beauty Market or
The Thunderbolt standard. That is it
did not please my patrons as well. — B.
L.
Hubbard. Hub's
theatre. Bishop, Tex.
Neighborhood
patronage.
The Thunderbolt, with Katherine MacDonald.— A good production that will
please anywhere. Drew well and pleased
all. Book it for a good program. — W. F.
Baker. Boone Way theatre. Mt. Vernon,
Ky. — General patronage.
Peaceful Valley, with Charles Ray. —
Fine. People like pictures of this kind
and it pleased every one. Charles Ray
is a favorite here. — F. D. Hall. Wonderland
Madelia, Minn — Neighborhoodtheatre.
patronage.
Even as Eve, with Grace Darling. —
AM. good
picture.
per cent.
—
Danitts.
Dixie Pleased
theatre, 100
Winona.
Mis?.
— Neighborhood patronage.
A Perfect Woman, with Constance
Talmadge. — One of the cleverest comedies Constance Talmadge has made.
10-25C. — Bert Norton. Kozy theatre,
Eureka. 111. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Turning Point, with Katherine
MacDonald — Fine picture. Settings superb. A trifle slow in action but pleased
well. — Charles Haltz. Princess theatre.
Danforth. Me. — Small town patronage.
In Wrong, with Jack Pickford. — Good
picture. Will please majority wherever
shown. Best Pickfcrd we have shown
here. — Smith Read, Patriot theatre, De
Kalb. Tex. — Small town patronage.
Twin Beds, with Mr. and Mrs. Carter
DeHaven. — The best box office attraction for some time. — W. L. Uglow. Crystal theatre, Burlington, Wis. — General
patronage.
Even as Eve, with Grace Darling. —
Fairly good program picture. — Giacoma
Bros.. Crystal theatre. Tombstone, Ariz.
— General patronage.
A Daughter of Two Worlds, with
Norma Talmadge. — Very good picture
and
pleased. — Peter
Krauth, Opera
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ite here.— G. W. Yeaton, Ioka theatre
Exeter,
N. H.— ,Neighbo
patronage'
The Scuttlers
with rhood
William Farnum.
—As
a picture it's poor. If your patrons
like Farnum
it may get by, otherwis
nothing at all.— A. Fukuda. Universale
theatre, Hanford, Calif.— Neighborhood
patronage.
From Now On, with George Walsh —
Not up to the usual Fox standard. Long
drawn out in action.— G. B. Elam, Princess theatre, Winnsboro, La.
The Husband Hunter, with Eileen
Percy.— A
picture that pleased,
as such Foxprogram
features are mostly
good.
— G. W. Johnson, Mystic theatre, Marl
marth. N. D. — General patronage.
The Terror, with Tom Mix.— Good
Western picture. Mix a sure winner
here. Toney, his horse, does some fine
acting also. Drew well.— Paul Dahlstrom. Bungalow theatre, North Powder, Ore. — Neighborhood patronage.
Merely Mary Ann, with Shirley Mason.—Pleased 90%.— S. E. Brooks, Bell
theatre,
Kansas City, Mo.— Neighborhood patronage.
GIRL OF MY HEART, with
Shirley Mason. — Pictures of this
sort will help you. Get the reformers in, even if you have to
them
tickets.— Mrs. Wm. Kimbro,giveGreenland theatre, Greensboro, Ga.
One of the humorous incidents from Paramount's "Brewster's Millions," adapted
from
Barris starred.
McCutchecn's novel and Winchell Smith's play, in which
RoscoeGeorge
Arbuckle
House, Denison, la. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Jack-Knife Man, ;i King Yidor
production. — Although this is a good
production, it only pleased about 50$
of our patrons. Business fair. — Pfeiffcr
Bros., Opera House, Kenton, O. — Genera! patronage.
Back to God's Country, with Nell
Shipman. — Great picture. Pleased 100%.
Played this two days at 10 and 35c. If
you have not played this be sure and
play it. It will make you money. — P. G.
Held, Sterling theatre, Fairmont, Neb.
— Neighborhood patronage.
Dinty, a Marshall Neilan production.
— This is a corking good picture. One
that everyone will like and tell you so.
Everybody will enjoy it. — F. Zimmerman, Rex theatre, Aurora, Minn. — Small
town patronage.
The Romance of Tarzan, with Elmo
Lincoln. — Big business. Picture went
over
fine. cast,
Lincoln
a" good production.
card for us.
Splendid
elaborate
—
A. C. Evans, Opera House, Greensboro,
Ala. — Neighborhood patronage.
Virtuous Wives, with Anita Stewart. —
The best picture we have had of this
star in a long time, but she gets the
crowd and that is the kind we want. —
William G. Atkinson, Star theatre,
Rockingham, N. C.
The Yellow Typhoon, with Anita
Stewart. — Plenty of action in this production. About as good as any Stewart
to date. Comments from the patrons
al! good. Business good. — Pfeiffer Bros.,
Opera House, Kenton, O.
The Family Honor, a King Yidor production.— A splendid, clean picture. Lots
of good comments. Our first regular
program number from First National
and surely pleased the house. — C. H.
Thomas, Community theatre, Galva, la.
— Small town patronage.
The Mind the Paint Girl, with Anita
Stewart. — An unusual picture. Characters portrayed are very different from the
usual make up of present day pictures.

A clean play with real men and women
as they are, with not the slightest thing
suggestive. — Smith Read, Patriot theatre, DeKalb, Tex. — Small town patronage.Go and Get It, a Marshall Neilan production.— \ ery good picture well liked.
Lost money, due to weather mostly. —
Majestic theatre, Reedsburg, Wis. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Forty-Five Minutes from Broadway,
with Charles Ray. — A dandy comedy
drama that was enjoyed by all. Ray
does splendid work in this one. Sure
to please— F. Zimmerman. Rex theatre,
Auiora, Minn. — Small town patronage.
Fox
The Big Punch, with Buck Jones. —
Buck Jones is always good. This picture is a good one. Play it. — James A.
York, Auditorium theatre, Monroeville,
Ala. — Neighborhood patronage.
The White Moll, with Pearl White.
— Just a fair picture. Have run better
program pictures. Pleased 50%. This
was the first time I had played this star
for two years. — T. Henry Hartley, Border theatre, Rock Island, Que., Can. —
Small town patronage. •
The Piunger, with George Walsh. — A
knockout. Pleased large crowd from
start to finish. Believe Walsh is getting better all the time though after
each succeeding picture we think it is
his best. Lots of punch to this one.
Book it. — Smith Read, Patriot theatre,
DeKalb, Tex. — Small town patronage.
Tiger's Cub, with Pearl White— We
heard quite a number of favorable comments from our patrons on this picture
but followers of Pearl White want to
see her in something with the old time
serial fire — something with lots of action.
This is a good picture however. — Harry
M. Palmer. Liberty theatre. Washington, Indiana. — General Patronage.
Tiger's Cub, with Pearl White— Did
not go very well here. Star not a favor-

Firebrand Trevison, with Buck Jones.
—A good Western picture with lots of
action. It pleased all of the men and
some of the ladies. Drew well at box
office.— Adolph Kohn. Pastime theatre,
Granville, N. Y.— Neighborhood patronage.
The Iron Rider, with William Russell.
—Not up to Russell's standard. Good
business. Star well liked.— E. E. Gailey
Crystal theatre, Wayne, Neb.
The Plunger, with George Walsh.—
It is not his best. Fairly good.— Mrs.
Wm. Kimbro, Greenland theatre, Greensboro, Ga. — Small town patronage.
The Little Wanderer, with Shirley
Mason — Fine entertainment. — Frank E.
Lee,
Lee'shood
theatre,
Three
patronage
Neighbor
. Oaks, Mich.—
Sunset Spragne, with Buck Jones.—
Went over good. Good stuff. Second
run on this one. Business very good. —
William
Thacher, Royal theatre, Salina,
Kans.
The Skywayman, with Ormer Locklear. — Pleased half of big business. Picture has lots of poor photography in it
— Giacoma Bros., Crystal theatre, Tombstone, Ariz. — General patronage.
The Cyclone, with Tom Mix. — I see
in Exhibitors Herald some say that Tom
Mix in The Cyclone, was not any good.
I played this picture on my best night
and my patrons asked for more like it.
—Falls,
A. E.HI. Berlin, Grand theatre, Rock
The Untamed, with Tom Mix. — Excellent.— Frank E. Lee, Lee's theatre, Three
Oaks, Mich. — Neighborhood patronage.
Fame and Fortune, with Tom Mix. —
A crackerjack Western. Ought to please
anyone. Mix delivers the goods. — C. H.
Thomas, Community theatre, Galva, la.
— Small town patronage.
Prairie Trails, with Tom Mix. — Mix is
a business getter at our theatre and this
picture will satisfy all his admirers. We
played it to a Sunday audience and it
drew better than usual attendance. —
Harry M. Palmer, Liberty theatre,
Washington, Ind. — General patronage.
The Texan, with Tom Mix. — Run this
with Lloyd comedy and you won't be
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able to seat them. Tremendous business.
— E. E. Gailey, Crystal theatre, Wavne,
Neb.
Just Pals, with Buck Jones. — A very
unusual and entertaining picture. Some
of the best juvenile support ever seen
in a picture here. The first real semiWestern we have shown. It will please
any audience that likes a pretty heart
interest story. — Smith Read, Patriot theatre, DeKalb, Tex. — Small town patronage.
The Land of Jazz, with Eileen Percy.
— A very crude attempt to make a fiveact comedy-drama. Very disgusting.
Pleased about 3% of our patrons. Large
number of walkouts. — Pfeiffer Bros.,
Opera House, Kenton, O. — General patronage.
Merely Mary Ann, with Shirley Mason.— A good picture but not up to some
of her previous ones. — Adolph Kohn,
Pastime theatre, Granville, N. Y. —
Neighborhood patronage.
If I Were King, with William Farnum. — I agree with Mr. J. Peterson.
Ruby theatre, Jamestown, N. D. I have
never ran one of the so-called Fox specials and made money on them. It is
not very often that my patrons get up
and walk out. but they did on this one.
I ran a Clyde
was
good Cook
comedyin Don't
and theTickle,
first which
I had
run with this star. — T. Henry Hartley,
Border theatre, Rock Island, Que., Can.
— Small town patronage.
Tiger'sextra.
Cub, Ordinarily
with Pearl
Nothing
it mayWhite.
go —as
a fair picture. — A. Fukuda, Universal
theatre, Hanford, Calif. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Beware of the Bride, with Eileen
Percy. — If you want something snappy,
get this. As good as The Husband
Hunter. — Mrs. Wm. Kimbro, Greenland
theatre, Greensboro, Ga.— Small town
patronage.
The Road Demon, with Tom Mix. —
This is absolutely the best Mix picture
we
played and
we'vefrom
played
all. have
Altogether
different
the them
rest
of his. Tom rides an automobile instead of his horse. — H. J. McBeth, Gem
theatre, Ord, Neb. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Terror, with Tom Mix. — A good
stunt picture that pleased those who
saw it. . Mix not very good card here
though they like Westerns. — F. Zimmerman, Rex theatre, Aurora, Minn. — Small
town patronage. '
The Iron Rider, with William Russell.
— A good Western, if you like action.
A little too rough for the ladies and
children. Pleases the men. Business
good. — Pfeiffer Bros., Opera House,
Kenton, O. — Genera! patronage.
Sink or Swim, with George Walsh.—
Here is a picture you can go the limit
on as it will take your people by storm
and they will want more like this one.
— A. E. Berlin, Grand theatre, Rock
Falls, 111.
The Last of the Duanes, with William
Farnum. — Very good picture. Any
small town exhibitor can put this one
over because it is what they want. — B.
E. Hippler, McCloud theatre, McCIoud,
Calif.
Three Gold Coins, with Tom Mix. —
This is a good Western that pleased. —
W. A. Forsyth, Temple theatre, Stand,ish, Mich. — Small town patronage.
Desert Love, with Tom Mix. — A very
good Western picture with plenty of
action. — Adolph Kohn. Pastime theatre,
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Granville, N. Y. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Plunger, with George Walsh. —
Why spoil such a good star in putting
him ip such a bad story? Let him have
more chance to show his artistic ability.
Why, Fox is simply killing him. — A.
Fukuda, Universal theatre, Hanford,
Calif. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Adventurer, with William Farnum.— We were afraid of this one but
are pleased to state that we were pleasantly surprised as it is a very good comedy drama. — F. D. Hall, Wonderland
theatre, Madelia, Minn. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Goldwyn
Cupid, the Cowpuncher, with .Will
Rogers.— Here is a picture that should
have been released at the beginning of
the Will Rogers group of films. It is
an absolute knockout for the star. With
our program (Sunday) stripped of all
the short reel stuff (comedy and weekly
failing to arrive) Will Rogers absolutely
carried the day and not a groan did we
hear from anyone of the capacity house
that saw the picture. It was a real test,
in our judgment, as our Sunday audiences have been used to getting a program consisting of feature, comedy and
news reel. — Harry M. Palmer, Liberty
theatre,
ronage. Washington, Ind. — General patThe Penalty, with Lon Chaney. — A
splendid picture that pleased. — Raymond
Gear, Mayflower theatre, Florence, Kans.
— General patronage.
Stop Thief, with Tom Moore. — Good
comedy and well pleased audience to
good house. — Hackett & Krauss, Hackett's theatre, Port Gibson, Miss. —
Neighborhood patronage.
The Branding Iron, with a special
cast. — This is a real special. Little too
long, but one forgets the length it is so
gra^miMiftwwmiHniniiiiiiniiiiiiiiimiiifliiiiHim
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interesting. Business good in spite of
poor title. — John Hafner, Princess theronage. atre, Donora, Pa. — Neighborhood patGoing Some, with a special cast. — A
very good program picture. — Peter
Krauth, Opera House, Denison, la. —
Neighborhood patronage.
SCRATCH MY BACK, a Rupert
Hughes production. — Had "Scratch
My Back"
smallabout
red
cards
and printed
scatteredonthese
town. Some wag put bent pins in
several and pinned them on backs
of pedestrians. Others took up the
game, which lasted two days, causing lots of fun. This, with black
sand-paper cutouts of cat with white
ribbon on neck, with title painted
above, drew large crowds. This is
80 per cent drama and 20 per cent
comedy. Don't boost it as an earthquake. It is not. But it is splendid
entertainment. — Philip Rand, Rex
theatre, Salmon, Idaho.
The Great Accident, with Tom Moore.
— Very pleasing production to average
business. — A. C. Evans, Opera House,
ronage.
Greensboro, Ala. — Neighborhood patEarthbound, with a special cast. — A
wonderful picture but the average fan
will not care for it. Poor business — W.
L, Uglow, Crystal theatre, Burlington,
Wis. — General patronage.
Dollars and Sense, with Madge Kennedy.— Just an ordinary program picture. Lost money with this picture. —
Hackett & Krauss, Hackett's theatre,
ronage.
Port Gibson, Miss. — Neighborhood patThrough the Wrong Door, with
Madge Kennedy. — A good comedydrama. — Joseph R. Ullman, New Orpheum theatre, Ada, Minn. — Neighborhood
patronage.
The Girl with the Jazz Heart, with
Madge
Kennedy. — Good,
short and

Sprague "Speaks Right Out
| EXHIBITORS HERALD,
1 Chicago, 111.
| Gentlemen :
I have been "mooching" off the "What The Picture Did For Me"
| department for some time, and feel that I should reciprocate with a
| little information myself. It is about the only motion picture publica| tion which permits the exhibitor to speak right out in meeting and tell
1 the truth as he sees it.
sardines. The seats were all
BIG HAPPINESS (Robertson- pre-war
filled thirty minutes before the show
Cole), with Dustin Farnum. — Just fair. started, the audience being made up
If your patrons like a dual role and a of many a brother and sister who had
heavy dramatic story, you may get never
defiled shoe leather by stepping
by with this one. No one overwhelmed
me with congratulations because I into my theatre before, and on each
showed this picture. Never have made face was an eager expression of "Here
I am —title
now flashed
go on and
me." AsI
a cent with a Robertson-Cole picture the
on shock
the screen
GO AND GET IT (First National), thought of Mr. Jenkins' tribute and set
to receive many words of
a Marshall Neilan production. — A real myself
praise after the show, but — O Tempus,
"audience"
picture
away
from
the
yet.
O Mores! Bro. Jenkins, did you really
beaten track and has plenty of pepper, see
picture or were you out of
thrills and comedy. Stood up well townthis
when you ran it? Can it be
two nights and a matinee.
possible that — ? But no. Nebraska
PARLOR, BEDROOM AND
has been dry as a prohibition enforceBATH
(Metro),
with
a
special
cast.
—
officer for several years. This
I decided some time ago that our picturementstarts
a gentle zephyr in
brother in crime, Jenkins, of Neligh, June and ends like
with the enthusiasm of
My patrons say
Neb.,
good office,
little so
"picker"
of firstwasaida topretty
the box
I de- a wettheyfirecracker.
always thought I was a liar
cided to string along with him on this that
but now they know it. — E. E. Sprague,
picture and go the limit in exploitation.
Lyric theatre, Goodland, Kans. —
I put on an advance teaser campaign
"Darned-hard-to-please" patronage.
that packed the house like a can of
^iiiiinimiiuiiiiiiiuiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiinuiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiii mMmiMnoi'ini niiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiuiniiiiimiini , mmiuMm
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snappy. The best Madge Kennedy ever
was in. — John Hafner, Princess theatre,
Donora, Pa. — Neighborhood patronage.
When Doctors Disagree, with Mabel
Normand. — Just a fair picture. Miss
Normand does not pull average attendance for me. — R. O. Rhoades, Orphcuni
theatre, Converse, Ind. — Small town patronage.
Peck's Bad Girl, with Mabel Normand.
— Light entertainment, but such pictures
are always well received. Your patrons
like them. Some dislike to admit it.
Peck's Bad Girl is a picture worth while.
Patrons pleased. — W. VV. Stirlen, Allium
bra theatre, Delta, la. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Hodkinson
Riders of the Dawn, with a special
cast. — Another good W estern. Lots of
action. Either Westerns are coming
back in favor or Riders of the Dawn
and The U. P. Trail are exceptional*.
They both drew well and satisfied the
patrons. — John Hafner, Princess theatre,
Donora, Pa. — Neighborhood patronage.
Riders of the Dawn, with Roy Stewart.—-A good program, but I had hard
luck with it. Lost money for me. — J. L.
Naiman, Lyric theatre, Alexandria, Neb.
— Neighborhood patronage.
Love, with Louise Glaum— Fairly
entertaining. Glaum is losing her popularity with each picture. — T. M. Davtheatre, Durant, Okla. — ■
Queen
'dge,
General patronage.
No. 99, with J, Warren Kerrigan. —
You can make no mistake in booking
Kerrigan's pictures as they sure are
good ones, and he will sure get you the
money. — A. E. Berlin, Grand theatre,
Rock Falls, 111.
Riders of the Dawn, with Roy Stewart.
— Advertise big. Raise your admission
and rest assured that your patrons will
be pleased. — Nelson H. Floyd. Princess
theatre, Okolona, Miss. — Neighborhood
patronage.
The Westerners, with Roy Stewart
fair business. Book—it.—Good
E. E.picture
Gailey, to
Crystal theatre, Wayne,
Neb.
The Best Man, with J. Warren Kerrigan—This is one of the best Kerrigan pictures I have ever played. You
can book this one and raise your prices
to 25c. — A. E. Berlin, Grand theatre.
Rock Falls, 111.
The Lord Loves the Irish, with J.
Warren Kerrigan. — Not a picture to
rave over, but will get by. — C. S. Ford,
Princess theatre, Reinbeck, la. — Neighborhood patronage.
Metro
Someone in the House, with a special
cast. — A very satisfactory entertainment
for the average person. — G. W. Yeaton.
Exeter, N. H— NeighborIoka theatre,
hood patronage.
A Misfit Wife, with Alice lake
Pleased. Makes a corking good regular
program picture. — Giacoma Bros.. Crystal theatre, Tombstone, Ariz. — General
patronage.
A Chorus Girl's Romance, with Viola
Dana.— Good program picture. — MajesReedsburg, Wis— Neighbortic hood
theatre,
patronage.
Dangerous to Men, with Viola Dana.
— A great little picture and star made a
hit in this. Boost it as it will please all.
Mystic theatre, MarG. W.N. Johnson,
—marth.
D. — General patronage.
The Price of Redemption, with Bert
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not please and star no puller for me.
Lost money on it. — G. W. Johnson,
Mysticeral theatre,
patronage. Marmarth, N. D. — GenA Chorus Girl's Romance, with Viola
Dana. — Will entertain any normal American. If anybody gets out of your theatre dissatisfied he is simply a fit subject for
the bug house. If you arc in need of some
extra cash, now is the time to get it.
You will not have a single complaint.
Viola Dana is just spicy enough to be
delicious. — Mrs. Wm. Kimbro, Greentheatre, Gieensboro. Ga. — Small
town land
patronage.

CB LRLB8 lit TCHUfSON
in line of hi» during ataata friim "Doable
\ 'i \ >- •■ t ■■ r<-." tin. new Pataa xcrlal.
LytelL — Wonderful picture. Could not
be better. Acting was great. He sure
is a real actor. My people ask for more
like it Book this one. You would not
make a mistake by booking it because
it is a wonderful picture. Boost it,
boys. Make good on it. — P. Cazzara,
Happy Hour theatre, Cresson, Pa. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Are All Men Alike? with May Allison.— Average Allison picture. — G. W.
Yeaton, Ioka theatre, Exeter, N. H. —
Neighborhood patronage.
THE GREAT REDEEMER, with
a special cast. — A very good picture
for a Sunday night. Book it, and
give the preacher a free pass. He
will be a booster from then on. — B.
E. Hippler,
Cloud,
Cal. McCloud theatre, McBlackmail, with Viola Dana. — Verygood picture. — L. M. Kuhns, Gibsoti,
N. M. — Miring camp patronage.
The Best 'o Luck, with a special cast.
— Fairly good puller. — O. R. Nation.
Strand theatre, Davis, Calif. — Small
town patronage.
The Price of Redemption, with Bert
Lytell. — Title does not fit the picture.
Story is not weak and will hold your
interest all the time. Play it as a special.— T. M. Davidge, Queen theatre,
Durant, Okla. — General patronage.
Lombardi Ltd., with Bert Lytell. —
Can't say much for the picture for it
was pretty soft, but one thing it did
was to show that Bert Lytell is a real
actor and can do any sort of a part given him. It was not his fault the picture
was a flivver. — R. Ross Riley, Wigwam
theatre. Oberlin, Kans. — Small town patronage. "
The Brat, with Nazimova. — A decided
disappointment after seeing Revelation.
Raised admission. Good attendance but
no boosters for second night. — F. E.
Sabin, Majestic theatre, Eureka, Mont
— Neighborhood patronage.
The Willow Tree, with Viola Dana. —
Not so good as this star usually offers.
The
was good,pictures
but I take
don't inthink
that effect
these oriental
my
theatre. — T. Henry Hartley, Border theatre, Rock Island, Que.. Can. — Small
town patronage.
The Cheater, with May Allison. — Did

Daring Hearts, with Francis Bushman
and Beverly Bayne. — While not a new
picture, was one that pleased a full
house. While we are not booking war
pictures, this one had just enough incidents of the world war to form an excellent background for the story. — Robinson & Lewis, Gaiety theatre, Starke, Fla.
— Small town patronage.
The Right of Way, with Bert Lytell.
- -A little too long, but interesting and
pleasing. — W. L. Beebe, Opera House,
Manito, III. — Small town patronage.
The Willow Tree, with Viola Dana.—
Just ordinary program picture. Not a
special. My people did not rave over
it. — Hackett & Krauss, Hackett's theatre, Port Gibson, Miss. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Please Get Married, with Viola Dana.
— Boys, you got to hand it to Viola.
She gets them all with her smile and
real acting. Metro has a jewel in this
actress, and they seem to be holding
on
to her. — R. Ross Riley, Wigwam theronage.
atre, Oberlin, Kans. — Small town patHearts Are Trumps, with a special
cast. — Better than the average feature
picture. — G. W. Yeaton, Ioka theatre.
Exeter, N. H. — Neighborhood patronage.
Burning Daylight,, with Mitchell
Lewis. — This pleased the majority, but
did not compare with the book as so
much was left out. Took well. — G. W.
Johnson,
theatre, Marmarth, N.
D.
— GeneralMystic
patronage.
Fair and Warmer, with May Allison.
— About the best comedy we have had.
Sure pleased a big crowd. — R. Ross
theatre, Oberlin, Kans.
—Riley,
SmallWigwam
town patronage.
The Right of Way, with Bert Lytell.
— Well directed drama, and went over
big. Book this picture and clean up. —
Hackett & Krauss, Hackett's theatre.
ronage.
Port Gibson, Miss. — Neighborhood patNothing but the Truth, with Taylor
Holmes. — Just fair. — L. A. Hasse, Majestic theatre, Mauston, Wis.
A Chorus Girl's Romance, with Viola
Dana. — Some picture. Viola always gets
them in for us. This had a real sting
to it with a lot of good comedy thrown
in for good measure. The window cards
on this gives one the wrong impression
of it— C. L. German, Royal theatre,
Bonner Springs, Kans.— Neighborhood
patronage.
Shore Acres, with a special cast.— Put
this on with One Week. Splendid proEverybody satisfied.
theatre.—
Greenland 15-35C
Mrs. Wm.gram.Kimbro,
Greensboro, Ga. — Small town patronage.
Alias Jimmy Valentine, with Bert
Lytell. — Disappointed in this picture.
Failed to register. Poorly acted drama
and dragged. Hands off.— Hackett &
Krauss.
Hackett'sood
theatre,
Port Gibson,
Miss.
— Neighborh
patronage.
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Held in Trust, with May Allison— I
want to say May Allison is surely a first
rate star and this story was fine from
beginning to end. — New Cozy theatre.
Winchester, Ind. — Neighborhood patronage.
Dangerous to Men, with Viola Dana.
Miss Dana is about the cleverest little
actress in the business and this was a
fine picture. — R. Ross Riley. Wigwam
theatre, Oberlin, Kans. — Small town patronage.
Paramount
The Prince Chap, with Thomas
Meighan. — Drew pretty well and pleased
about 75 per cent. — L. M. Kuhns, Gibson theatre, Gibson. N. M. — Mining
camp patronage.
Midsummer Madness, with a special
cast — No wonder censorship is rampant
in every state when such pictures as this
are shown. The producers and scenario
writers are to blame. Here is a picture
that will help Dr. Wilbur Crafts to gain
his fight against objectionable films. —
George H. Cook. Hub theatre, Mill Valley, Cal. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Round-Up, with Roscoe Arbuckle.
— While a good picture, it did not please
the Arbuckle fans. In fact, it is hard to
see where "Fatty" is the star in this. —
Raymond Gear, Mayflower theatre,
Florence, Kans. — General patronage.
The Toll Gate, with William S. Hart.
— Played Hart in The Money Carral at
30 and 15 and lost money, so on The
Toll Gate I secured special music, raised
admissions to semi-special prices 40 and
15 and got safely by with larger attendance Picture pleased. — Philip Rand. Rex
theatre, Salmon, Idaho. — Small town
patronage.
Why Change Your Wife? a Cecil B.
DeMille production. — With this very excellent picture we again demonstrated to
ourselves that we simply cannot make
any money on such productions. The
picture is the talk of the town. Those
who saw it said it was the best ever with
the exception of The Miracle Man. If
you figure that it is worth while to play
a feature like this once in a while to
bolster up the reputation of your theatre,
then by all means get your name on a
contract. — Harry M. Palmer. Liberty
theatre, Washington, Ind. — General patronage.
The Toll Gate, with William S. Hart.
— The biggest Hart picture I ever played.
Advanced admissions to poor business. —
W. L. Uglow, Crystal theatre. Burlington. Wis. — General patronage.
The Frisky Mrs. Johnson, with Billie
Burke. — Picture very disappointing. A
regular flivver. Star drew good business
for one day. — A. C. Evans. Opera House.
Greensboro, Ala. — Neighborhood patronage.
Huckleberry Finn, with a special cast.
— Good picture and follows the stsry
well. Book this subject. — Hackett &
Krauss. Hackett's theatre, Port Gibson,
Miss. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Misleading Widow, with Billie
Burke. — This is a good comedy drama
that will please 100 per cent. — W. A. Forsyth, Temple theatre, Standish. Mich. —
Small town patronage.
The Sea Wolf, with a special cast. —
First day good. Second day fair. Third
day weak. Fourth day terrible. Fighting
all the way through. Too gruesome.
Women stayed away. — R. C. Stueve, Orpheum theatre. Canton. O. — Transient
patronage.
Crooked Straight, with Charles Ray. —
A crackin' good picture. Pleased the ma-
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jority. Our prices, 15 and 25 cents. — C. Enderteraltheatre,
patronage. Crescent City, Cal. — GenH. Thomas. Community theatre, Galva,
la. — Small town patronage.
Little Miss Rebellion, with Dorothy
Gish. — Pleasing little playlet. Very light,
Johanna Enlists, with Mary Pickford.
— Very good patronage on this picture. but full of clever situations. A very satisEverybody pleased. — H. S. Henderson.
factory program picture. — Giacoma Bros.,
Familypatronage.
theatre. Eagle Rock. Va. — Small
Crystal
theatre. Tombstone, Ariz. — Gentown
eral patronage.
The Ghost in the Garret, with Dorothy
The Third Kiss, with Vivian Martin. —
Best Vivian Martin picture I have ever Gish. — Here is a good picture. If you
played. Good program picture. Many want to please your patrons book this.
said they liked it. — W. F. Baker. Boone Good clean comedy. My patrons certainly enjoyed this picture. The best this
Way theatre, Mt. Vernon. Ky. — General
patronage.
little star has made in a long time. —
H. Cooke. Hub theatre. Mill ValSomething to Think About, a Cecil George
ley. Cal. — Neighborhood patronage.
B. DeMille production. — Good picture alAlias Mike Moran, with Wallace Reid.
though a little too sad. Reel after reel
of nothing but tragedy. — L. M. Kuhns. — A wonderful picture that gets the business and pleases 100 per cent Wallie
Gibson theatre, Gibson, N. M. — Mining
camp patronage.
always
here.
One Way
of Wallie's
— W. F.good
Baker.
Bocne
theatre, best
Mt
23*4 HOURS LEAVE, with
Vernon, Ky. — General patronage.
Douglas MacLean and Doris May. —
Jack Straw,
Dandy comedy. One of the audiWarwick
is well with
liked Robert
here. ItWarwick.
is a good—
ence became so enthused that he insisted on going to the screen and
picture.
go wrong
it. — M.
Danitts. You
Dixie can't
theatre,
Winona,on Miss.
—
shaking hands with MacLean. — J. B.
Neighborhood patronage.
Endert, Endert theatre. Crescent
AU-of-a-Sudden Peggy, with MarguerCity, Cal.
ite Clark. — Ordinary program picture.
Greased Lightning, with Charles Ray. Her's are nearly all along the same line.
— A riot for me. Every time I show — C. H. Thomas, Community theatre,
Charlie I dust off the S. R. O. sign and Galva. Ia. — Small town patronage.
hang it in the lobby before the first show
with comments
a special oncastthis
—
starts. More power to him. — E. N. Bid- HadEverywoman,
more favorable
die, Strand theatre, Paoli. Ind. — Small picture than any we have ever run. It
town patronage.
was the talk of the town. Advertised exThe Lottery Man, with Wallace Reid.
and 25 5perto cent
of the
attendance cametensivelyfrom
18 miles
to see
the
— Made a big hit. Packed the house and
everybody showed that they enjoyed the show and no kick from any of them. —
picture immensely. — J. Herbert Talbert. J. Herbert Talbert. Legion theatre, Norwich. Kans.— Small town patronage.
Legion theatre. Norwich, Kans. — Small
town patronage.
The Valley of the Giants, with Wallace
Reid. — Pretty good, but not up to the
His Wife's Friend, with Dorothy Dal- -tandard
of Double Speed. — Alvin S.
ton. — Poor picture. Dalton is "ousga- Frank.
Jewel theatre, Lafayette, Colo. —
speled"
with
us.
We
have
run
all
of
her
pictures and with but few exceptions the Neighborhood patronage.
Wanted, a Husband, with Billie Burke.
pictures were not liked. — -J. B. Endert.
THE BIG FIGHT

SCENE

Charles Ray in one of the amusing
bits fromattraction.
"The Old Swimmin' Hole." his latest
First National
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— A light comedy drama. Just a fair
program picture, and entertaining. —
Raymond Schneider, Midget theatre,
Metamora, 111. — Neighborhood patronage.
Sadie Love, with Billie Burke. — A very
weak entertainment. — Frank E. Lee,
Lee's theatre, Three Oaks, Mich. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Mary Ellen Comes to Town, with
Dorothy
Gish. —theNotpunch
up toof star's
standard. It lacks
her former
pictures. — G. W. Johnson, Marmarth. N.
D. — General patronage.
Dangerous Hours, with a special cast.
— Indeed a wonderful picture. Showed
for American Legion, but crowds not
very good. Was a picture that everyone
should have seen. — R. Ross Riley, Wigwam theatre, Oberlin, Kans.
It Pays to Advertise, with Bryant
Washburn. — Good comedy. Drew well
and pleased. — L. M. Kuhns, Gibson theatre, Gibson, N. M.— Mining camp patronage.
His Own Home Town, with Charles
Ray. — One of Ray's best. Not a new
picture, but one that pleases all his admirers.— J. B. Stine, Gem theatre, Clinton, Ind. — General patronage.
The Witness for the Defense, with Elsie Ferguson. — Good. Never saw her in
better. Book this picture and clean up. —
Hackett & Krauss, Hackett's theatre,
Port Gibson, Miss. — Neighborhood patronage.
Branding Broadway, with William S.
Hart.
afraid to Mabton,
book it. —Wash.
J. F.
Alkcr,— Don't
Mabtonbe theatre.
The Grim Game, with Eioudini. — This
is a good stunt picture, but the per cent of
patrons who enjoy that kind >s small
here, so it did not cause any favorable
comments. — J. Herbert Talbert, Legion
theatre, Norwich. Kans.— Small town
patronage.
The Woman in the Suitcase, with Enid
Bennett. — Real entertainment. Pleased
100 per cent. This winsome little star
continues to grow in favor with my patrons.— E. N. Biddle, Strand theatre, Paoli, Ind. — Small town patronage.
An Adventure in Hearts, with Robert
Warrick. — Very nice picture. — Frank E.
Lee,
Lee's theatre,
Three Oaks, Mich. —
Neighborhood
patronage.
John Petticoats, with W illiam S. Hart.
— Nothing doing. My crowd did not like
it. Hart best in Westerns. — Raymond

JAMES KIRKWOOI)
As Bob Hampton in the Marshall NeilanFirst National feature, "Bob Hampton
of Placer," written by Randall Parr.sh.
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Schneider. Midget theatre, Metamora,
III. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Roaring Road, with Wallace Reid.
— Best Reid I have run to date. Pleased
90 per cent. Some auto races. Plenty of
action. Reid always pleases my patrons.
— B. L. Hubbard, Hub's theatre, Bishop,
Tex. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Poppy Girl's Husband, with William S. Hart. — Not the usual Hart style
of picture. Our people like him best in
real Westerns.— W. A. Forsyth, Temple
theatre, Standish, Mich. — Small town
patronage.
A Girl Named Mary, with Marguerite
Clark. — A pleasing cast and picture.
Wonderful story. Would be fair for a
program feature. However, I have run
pictures that got lots more money for
me. — W. F. Baker, Boone Way theatre,
Mt. Vernon, Ky. — General patronage.
Scarlet Days, a D. W. Griffith production.— Old timers like it, but failed to
please the ladies. Too hard boiled. — F.
E. Sabin, Majestic theatre, Eureka,
Mont. — Neighborhood patronage.
Pathe
The Girl in the Web, with Blanche
Sweet. — Very pleasing. One of the best
with Blanche Sweet. Play it and see results.— F. Hejtmanek, Opera House,
Clarkson. Nebr. — Small town patronage.
The World and His Wife, with Alma
Rubens. — Well pleased with drama.
Liked by my people. — Hackett & Krauss,
Hackett's theatre,
Port Gibson, Miss. —
Neighborhood
patronage.
THE MONEY CHANGERS,
with Roy Stewart. — Thank God a
few honest film salesmen still sell
pictures. The salesman that sold me
this one told me to go the limit on
advertising, and I did it and cleaned
up. A mighty good story that is full
of action. — H. W. Poole, Liberty
theatre,
Klamath
Falls,
Ore. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Tarnished Reputations, with Dolores
Cassenelli. — This is a dandy picture and
pleased everyone. Pathe programs with
me have been 99 per cent good. — Bill
Leonard,
Mystic
theatre, Cedarville,
Kans. — Neighborhood patronage.
A Broadway Cowboy, with William
Desmond. — I overcame bad conditions
last night by playing this corking good
feature. Without a doubt my business is
increasing by playing Pathe features. —
H. W. Poole. Liberty theatre. Klamath
Falls, Ore. — Neighborhood patronage.
The A. B. C. of Love, with Mae Murray.— An old one that went over good
to house below average. — O. R. Nation,
Strand theatre, Davjs, Cal. — Small town
patronage.
The Little Cafe, with Max Linder. —
The worst yet. This is French comedy
and did not suit my patronage. I was
ashamed of it and hid while the people
were leaving. — Mrs. Wm. Kimbro,
Greenland theatre. Greensboro, Ga. —
Small town patronage.
Dollar for Dollar, with Frank Keenan.
— This is a good picture. Pleased them
all.
— L. A.
Mauston,
Wis. Hasse, Majestic theatre,
Smoldering Embers, with Frank Keenan.— Great and will please all. — G. W.
Johnson. Mystic theatre, Marmarth, N.
D. — General patronage.
Carolyn of the Corners, with Bessie
Love. — Can be compared with any popular child picture, and not suffer from
comparison a bit. — W. C. Whitt, Home
ronage. Anderson, Cal. — Small town pattheatre,
Her Unwilling Husband, with Blanche
Sweet. — Keeps them guessing. Good
program picture. Everyone seemed to
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Blaming Films for
Crime Ridiculous
The "Omaha Bee," one of the
leading newspapers of the central
west, brands the belief that censoring motion pictures would end the
present
crimea few
waveof asthe"ridiculous."
Here are
things that
it brands as "Great American
That there is a painless way to
raise $4,000,000,000 in tax.
That if the movies are censored
the
crime wave will subside.
Myths":
That if hip pockets are abolished
liquor drinking will end.
That farmers wear whiskers and
have their mattress stuffed with
$100 bills.
That spending money for useless
things gives someone a job and
hence makes the nation wealthier.
The editorial has been quoted by
scores of other newspapers.
like it. — Watt & Simmons, Bijou theatre,
ronage.
Crookston, Minn. — Neighborhood patThe Web of Deceit, with Dolores Cassinelli. — Fair program picture. Pleased
abouttic theatre,
75 perMauston,
cent. — L.Wis.
A. Hasse, MajesBrothers Divided, with Frank Keenan.
— Keenan in one of his best roles. Thi«
picture pleased all. — Joseph R. Ullman,
New Orpheum theatre. Ada, Minn. —
Neighborhood patronage. .
Passers-By, with Herbert Rawlinson.
— Good feature. Fog scenes very natural. It will satisfy any audience. — F.
Hejtmanek, Opera House, Clarkson,
Nebr. — Small town patronage.
Realart
The Plaything of Broadway, with Justine Johnstone. — This is a very gdod picture, but some scenes arc not for the
family circle— Peter Krauth, Opera
ronage.
House, Denison, la. — Neighborhood patFood for Scandal, with Wanda Hawley. — Six reels of good entertainment.
You can depend upon Miss Hawley to
deliver the goods. — Mrs. Wm. Kimbro,
Greenland
Small town theatre,
patronage. Greensboro, Ga. —
The Snob, with Wanda Hawley. —
Clean and wholesome. No slapstick and
a spellbinder. No matter what sort of
an audience it will more than please. Go
strongson,onPastime
this.theatre,
It's there.
— A. B. S.AnderStratford,
D.—
Neighborhood patronage.
The New York Idea, with Alice
Brady. — A little better than her other
Realart pictures, but Alice is not the girl
she used to be. Business fair. — Pfeiffer
Bros.,eralOpera
patronage. House. Kenton, O. — GenThe Soul of Youth, with Lewis Sargent.— Good business. Excellent picture.
Clever, clean-cut picture with several
thrills.
— A. C. Evans. Opera House,
ronage.
Greensboro, Ala. — Neighborhood patJudyMinter.
of Rogue's
withpleased
Mary
Miles
— MinterHarbor,
has always
my patrons. Only wish she made more
pictures. — S. E. Brooks, Bell theatre,
ronage.
Kansas City, Mo. — Neighborhood patMiss Hobbs. with Wanda Hawley. —
Pleased all. Have not played a poor
Realart yet. — O. R. Nation, Strand theatre, Davis, Cal. — Small town patronage.
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Blackbirds, with Justine Johnstone. —
This is the first picture of this star to be
played here. Drew well and seemed to
please the majority. — H. J. McBeth, Gem
theatre, Ord, Nebr. — Neighborhood patronage.
You Never Can Tell, with Bebe Daniels.— Believe me, Bebe knows how to
wear the good clothes and they are plentiful in this beautifully staged production. Bebe Daniels is a screen beauty.
You may look your patrons squarely in
the face when you put this on because
you may rest assured they will thank you
for this picture. — Mrs. \Vm. Kimbro,
Greenland theatre, Greensboro, Ga. —
Small town patronage.
All Souls' Eve, with Mary Miles Minter. — A very good and interesting picture. Miss Minter well liked here. —
Peter Krauth. Opera House, Denison.
Ia. — Xeighborhood patronage.
Soldiers of Fortune, with a special
cast. — Splendid picture worthy of the
name special. — J. B. Endert, Endert theatre, Crescent City, Cal. — General patronage.
Anne of Green Gables, with Mary
Miles Minter. — This is my first Realart
and must say it was wonderful. Sure is
"real atre.
art."Mauston,
— L. Wis.
A. Hasse, Majestic theThe Deep Purple, with a special cast.
— Seemed to please all. Poor business.
Did not draw. — E. E. Gailey, Crystal
theatre, Wayne, Xebr.
Rob ertson- Cole
The First Born, with Sessue Hayakawa.
— I tears
think come
this isto Hayakawa's
At times
your eyes andbest.at
other moments Hayakawa's comedy
touches make you laugh. — T. M. Davidge. Queen theatre. Durant. Okla. —
General patronage.
Bright Skies, with ZaSu Pitts.— This
was a good comedy-drama. My patrons
were sure well pleased. — E. T. Crafnts.
Pastime theatre, Seelyville, Ind. — Small
town patronage.
The Temple of Dusk, with Sessue
Hayakawa. — This was certainly a good
picture. I think this Jap a fine player. —
J. A. Wright, Lone Star theatre, Ovalo,
Tex. — Small town patronage.
The Gray Wolf's Ghost, with H. B.
Warner. — Very good. Warner is new
here. He made an immediate hit with
our audience. — J. B. Endert. Endert theatre, Crescent City, Cal. — General patronage.
So Long, Letty, with a special cast.—
Production of stage play very good. An
attraction like this makes you forget
everything but the picture. A crowd getter.— T. M. Davidge. Queen theatre, Durant. Okla. — General patronage.
The Third Generation, with a special
cast. — This was a rather good picture. I
didn't
hear any
complaints
about
it. — E.
T.
Crafnts.
Pastime
theatre,
Seelyville.
Ind. — Small town patronage.
Man's picture
Desire, ofwith
Lewis Stone.The
—
Splendid
the Northwest.
kind that 90 per cent like. I sure have
to report favorably on this one. — J. B.
Endert. Endert theatre, Crescent City,
Cal. — General patronage.
Selznick
The Greatest Love, with Vera Gordon.
— A picture almost the equal of Humoresque, but does not have the drawing
power. — Raymond Gear, Mayflower theatre. Florence, Kans. — General patronage.
His Wife's Money, with Eugene
O'Brien.gram— picture.
This Was
is a very
pleasing with
prowell satisfied
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this feature. — A. E. Berlin, Grand theatre. Rock Falls, 111.
The Woman Game, with Elaine Hammerstein. — Good program picture. — W.
C. Whitt, Home theatre, Anderson, Cal.
— Small town patronage.
The Daughter Pays, with Elaine Hammerstein. — Plot runs one reel too much.
Rather drags in places. Hammerstein is
very pleasing. — T. M. Davidge, Queen
theatre. Durant. Okla. — General patronage.
Darling Mine, with Olive Thomas. —
Here is a splendid picture. You will
make no mistake in booking it. Many
complimentary remarks. — Adolph Kohn.
Pastime theatre. Granville, X. V. —
Xeighborhood patronage.
Picadilly Jim, with Owen Moore. —
Clever. Everybody pleased. — F. E. Sabin. Majestic theatre. Eureka. Mont. —
Xeighborhood patronage.
She Loves and Lies, with Norma Talmadge. — Fine. Many patrons said this
was the best I ever had and I have played
some good . ones. Personally I did not
consider it great, but it certainly is good
all the way through. Book it. Select is
always good. — \V. F. Haycock. Star theatre. Callaway, Xebr. — Xeighborhood
patronage.
His Wife's Money, with Eugene
O'Brien. — Ran on double bill with Dangerous Waters, William Desmond. Receipts little above average. Both pictures
fairly well liked. — O. R. Xation, Strand
theatre, Davis. Cal. — Small town patronage.
Everybody's Sweetheart, with Olive
Thomas. — Xot quite up to the other pictures of Miss Thomas, but a very pleasing picture after all. Star is popular and
this being her last picture it drew a good
house. — R. O. Rhoades. Orpheum theatre, Converse, Ind. — Small town patronage.
A Regular Girl, with Elsie Janis. —
Ideal picture for American Legion or patriotic programs. Circus stuff not much.
Don't advertise it specially. — J. Christen• SHERIFF,

son. Star theatre. Sandusky, Mich. —
Small town patronage.
She Loves and Lies, with Xorma Talmadgc. — This is one of the best Select
pictures I have ever run and I have had
a good Eberwine,
many. BookAuditorium
it and boost
it. —
Geo.
theatre,
Marblehead. O. — Small town patronage.
Just a Wife, with Roy Stewart and
Leatrice Joy. — A fine picture. Interest
well sustained and shows splendid direction. Pleased a good sized crowd. — Mrs.
Lloyd Junkin, Queen theatre. Aspermont. lex. — Small town patronage.
Tne Probation Wife, with Xorma Talmadge. — Good and pleased them all. Ran
Chaplin in The Floorwalker with it and
it went over big. — L. A. Hasse. Majestic
theatre. Mauston, Wis.
Love and the Woman, with June Elvidge. — A good average program picture
that
willAtherton
please this
star's Kentwood,
admirers. — La.
H.
Daspit.
theatre,
— Xeighborhood patronage.
She Loves and Lies, with Xorma Talmadge. — First two reels rather slow and
the next four reels make it a good comedy-drama. Good enough. — Olen Reynolds. Pearl theatre. Hymera, Ind. —
Small town patronage.
The Gift Supreme, with Edythe Sterling.— If you want a good special feature
that will sure go over big and send your
people out of your house saying, "that
is sure anight
good and
one."did I fine
played
my
poorest
withthisit. on
Prices
25c. — A. E. Berlin. Grand theatre. Rock
Falls. III.
Universal
Honor Bound, with Frank Mayo. —
Mayo's all good. This is a dandy but his
picture*
pull in myStuff
house
for some
reason. won't
Had Human
booked
and
they sent me this one. Put my business
on the bum for two days. — William
Thacher. Royal theatre. Salina, Kans.
The Torrent, with Eva Xovak. — Picture
well named. Star's acting and support
better than in Wanted at Headquarters.
Just a trifle brutal but our patrons like

I'M YOUR

MAN"

One of the tense scenes from "Dead
Alive,"
the third of the Jack Hoxie features
madeor for
Arrow.
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rough stuff. — Watt & Simmons, Bijou comedy. Well liked by all. Business better on second day. Some exhibitors
theatre, Crookston, Minn. — Neighbor- knocked
on this one, but it pleased my
hood patronage.
audience.
—
William Thacher, Royal theRich Girl, Poor Girl, with Gladys Walatre, Salina, Kans.
ton.— Fine picture for the children, but
The Adorable Savage, with Edith
adults, especially men, passed it up. One
of the poorest drawing Sunday pictures Roberts. — Good story. Beautiful scenery and plenty of action. The typhoon
I've had for months. — J. B. Stine, Gem in this
is something seldom seen. You
theatre, Clinton, Ind. — General patronage.
can't go wrong on this one. — W. C.
Whitt, Home theatre, Anderson, Cal. —
In Folly's Trail, with Carmel Meyers.
Small town patronage.
— Good picture. Good puller. Brought
Sundown Slim, with Harry Carey. —
in 25 per cent more than Once to Every
Woman and pleased my people better. You're taking a chance on this feature.
— O.' R. Nation, Strand theatre, Davis, Not up to a Harry Carey standard. Patrons will tell you so. — W. W. Stirlen,
Cal. — Small town patronage.
theatre. Delta, la.— NeighborLa La Lucille, with Eddie Lyons and Alhambra
hood patronage.
Lee Moran. — If you have an intelligent
class use it. Regardless of some of the
The Devil's Passkey, with a special
knocks these comedies have received, cast.
— If you have not used it get it. The
this is certainly a good one and the oth- first picture I ever brought back for
ers fair. — G. W. Yeaton, Ioka theatre, second time. — G. W. Yeaton, Ioka theExeter, N. H. — Neighborhood patron- ronage.atre, Exeter, N. H. — Neighborhood patage.
Wanted at Headquarters, with Eva
Once to Every Woman, with Dorothy
Phillips, — Very nice picture. Can use Novak. — Fair picture. Not very speedy,
good singing with same. — Frank E. Lee, but will please most. Good business. —
K. E. Gailey, Crvstal theatre, Wayne,
Lee's
theatre,patronage.
Three Oaks, Mich. —
Neb.
Neighborhood
Overland Red, with Harry Carey. —
In Folly's Trail, with Carmel Myers.
Good picture, but not a Harry Carey fea- — Just a fair program picture. Patrons
ture. Drew a large crowd as he is a fa- made no comment as they passed out. —
vorite star here. — Paul Dahlstrom, Bun- Adolph Kohn. Pastime theatre, Granville, N. Y. — Neighborhood patronage.
galow theatre, North Powder, Ore. —
Neighborhood patronage.
West Is West, with Harry Carey. —
La La Lucille, with Lyons and Moran.
Drew good business, but play not up to
— This is very good comedy and caused the old standard of Carey's pictures. Deplorably shy on action and suspense.
lots of laughter. — Adolph Kohn, Pastime
Star can do much better. — J. B. Stine,
theatre, Granville, N. Y. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Gem theatre, Clinton, Ind. — General patronage.
Wanted at Headquarters, with Eva
Mad Marriage, with Carmel Myers. —
Novak. — How long, oh, how long will
Universal keep us introducing new play- A new picture, 1921 release, and a dandy.
ers for them that have about the same
She is coming back strong. — R. Ross
drawing power as a soubrette with two Riley, Wigwam theatre, Oberlin, Kans.
-Small town patronage.
wooden legs? A fair picture, but drew
a blank for me. — J. B. Stine, Gem theBlue Streak McCoy, with Harry
atre, Clinton, Ind. — General patronage.
Carey. — This is the first Carey picture I
Fixed by George, with Eddie Lyons ever run. If the rest are like this I don't
and Lee Moran. — This is a very good want them. Nothing to it. — H. J. McCARTOONING

IS SERIOUS

BUSINESS
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WIT \ il EH Ul l
lii ■ Men from hi*r latCil PfrHl National
a 1 1 nii'l Ion, "HowIiik the Wind."
Beth, Gemborhoodtheatre,
patronage. Ord, Nebr. — NeighWest Is West, with Harry Carey. — At
last Universal has put Carey in a picture
that is good. Carey sure is good in this
one. — B. E. Hippler, McCloud theatre,
McCloud, Cal.
Hitchin' Posts, with Frank Mayo. —
A good program picture that will please
average
audience. — John Aden, Rialto
ronage.
theatre. Terril, la. — Neighborhood patONCE
TO EVERY WOMAN,
with Dorothy Phillips. — Now here's
one
on. Used
singeryouand can't
filled lose
the house.
Manya
remarked, "The best show you ever
had," and we've used some big ones,
THE COPPERHEAD, THE MIRACLE MAN, etc. It will put home
a lesson better than a sermon. Used
exhibitors' reports for slides. They
bring results. — C. H. Thomas, Community theatre, Galva, la.
Blue Streak
McCoy, with Harry
Carey. — Drew well. Pleased majority of
my
ronage.patrons. — E. T. Craffits, Pastime
theatre, Seelyville, Ind. — Small town patWest Is West, with Harry Carey. —
Standing out from the score of Western
actors who are popular today like a giant
among dwarfs. Harry Carey is the best
actor and he is human and does not get
by with impossible stunts, but by acting.
Each picture is better than the last. — R.
Ross Riley, Wigwam theatre, Oberlin,
Kans. — Small town patronage.
The Girl in the Rain, with Ann Cornwall.— A fair program picture. — Adolph
Kohn, Pastime theatre, Granville, N. Y.
— Neighborhood patronage.
Pink Tights, with Gladys Walton —
Undeniably a splendid picture and Miss
Walton will some day be a drawing card
if given like chances in future pictures.
Drew only ordinary business for me. —
J.
B. Stine,
Gem theatre, Clinton, Ind. —
General
patronage.
Vitagraph

Roscoe (Fatty) Arbuckle assists Pat Sullivan, as he sketches "Ethel," the Lasky
studio cat, for his "Felix the Cat" series of the Paramount Magazine.

Bab's
with drama.
Corinne Clean
Griffith.— NiceCandidate,
smooth little
and pleased large audience. — Hackett &
Krauss,
Hackett's theatre,
Port Gibson,
Miss.
— Neighborhood
patronage.
Diamonds Adrift, with Earle Williams.
Much ado about nothing. Give Earle
Williams a real story once in a while. His
starring vehicles are too flimsy and light.
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— T. M. Davidge, Queen theatre, Durant,
Okla. — General patronage.
His Darkest Hour, with Harry T.
Morey. — Good program picture. Admission 10 and 25c. — P. G. Held, Sterling
theatre. Fairmont. Xeb.— Neighborhood patronage.
The Purple Cipher, with Earle Williams.— Very good. A different kind of
Williams picture. Did not please as well
as The Master Stroke or Captain Swift.
Oriental parts well done. — B. L. Hubbard. Hub's patronage.
theatre. Bishop. Tex. —
Neighborhood
Deadline at Eleven, with Corinne Griffith.— This is a newspaper story and very
interesting. Gave satisfaction. — Peter
Krauth, Opera House. Denison. Ia. —
Neighborhood patronage.
•
Trumpet Island, with a special cast. —
Patrons liked this. Title draws as well
as the name of Gouverneur Morris. I
charged 10 and 25c. It's worth 20 and
40c. — W. F. Haycock, Star theatre, Callaway, Nebr. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Fortune Hunter, with Earle Williams.— Very pleasing picture. — Fred
Frisbie, Croxton theatre. Angola, Ind.—
Neighborhood patronage.
The Sporting Duchess, with Alice
Joyce. — Good picture that got them back
the second night. — Hackett & Krauss,
Hackett's theatre, Port Gibson, Miss. —
Neighborhood patronage.
The Courage of Marge O'Doone, with
a special cast. — Excellent picture. Played
this two days at 10 and 35c. You can't
go wrong by booking this. Pleased 100
per cent. — P. G. Held, Sterling theatre,
Fairmont, Neb. — Neighborhood patronage.
Cousin Kate, with Alice Joyce. — A
clever story and an enjoyable entertainment.— T. M. Davidge, Queen theatre,
Durant. Okla. — General patronage.
Specials
Fickle Women (D. N. Schwab), with
David Butler. — A very good comedydrama. My patrons enjoyed it very much
and said so. Business satisfactory. —
John Hafner, Princess theatre, Donora,
Pa. — Neighborhood patronage.
Silk Husbands
and Calico Wives
(Equity), with House Peters. — Not a
special by any means. Only a program
picture.
youris all.
admissions.
Title drawsDon't
well raise
and that
— G. W.
Johnson, Mystic theatre. Marmarth, N.
D. — General patronage.
The Woman Untamed (McGovern),
with Doraldina. — Very good. Pleased all
who saw it. Good business. Bad weather.
Picture that is different— Mrs. W. Cyapiewski, Loraine theatre. Milwaukee,
Wis. — General patronage.
Woman's Man ( Pioneer), with Romaine Fielding. — This was a real good
picture. My patrons liked it. — J. A.
Wright, Lone Star theatre, Ovalo, Te::.
— Small town patronage.
For the South of Rafael (Equity),
with Clara Kimball Young. Pleased 9S
per cent of my audience and I played to
a big house two days. — Eugene Saunders,
Palace theatre, Harvard, 111.— General
patronage.
The Soul of Rafael (Equity), with
Clara Kimball Young. — And they call
these special. She is a losing proposition
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for me. — Majestic theatre, Reedsburg,
Wis. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Woman Untamed (McGovern),
with Doraldina. — Now playing, with
dancers. Knockout. Capacity business.
Chained out at matinee. — R. C. Steuve,
Orpheum theatre. Canton, O. — Transient
patronage.
Cyclone Bliss (Arrow;, with Jack
Hoxie. — This is not up to star's standard
work and did not please. — G. W. Johnson, Mystic theatre. Marmarth. N. D.
— General patronage.
A Western Adventurer (W. S P. C).
with William Fairbanks. — Ait. on a
plenty. Looks as if William Fairbanks is

going to be a winner. — T. M. Davidge,
Queen theatre, Durant, Okla. — General
patronage.
Sky Fire (Pinnacle), with Neal Hart.
— Most satisfactory picture for all
classes. Built around the Aurora Borealis. — W. H. Harman, Strand theatre,
Kingsport, Tenn.
The Woman Untamed (McGovern).
with a special cast. — Very good show.
Made a big hit. Everyone should play it.
Great money getter. — F. R. Trottman,
Gem theatre, Milwaukee, Wis. — General
patronage.
A Child for Sale (Ivan), with a special
cast. — Packed house. Turned them away.

What

Newspaper

The

New

York

Critics Said About "Black Beauty"
Now Playing at the Strand Theatre
"It is a far better product than the book itself, and it is probable that
Anna Sewell would say as much. Must be considered as one of the fine
pieces of motion picture work of the season. A picture play deserving of
large patronage and long life." — New York Morning World.
"Charm and good taste — the production and direction teem with
them. 'Black Beauty' is the sort of wholesome entertainment that builds
sturdy tissue in the interesting picture industry." — New York American.
"Right after the two weeks' run of 'The Kid' the Strand Theatre
presents this week 'Black Beauty' — another of the best pictures of the
season. The picture is so refreshing in its atmosphere, so kind in its
message and so clean in its purpose that it cannot fail to captivate the
hearts of motion picture patrons." — New York Morning Telegraph.
"The presence of the various stable characters makes this picture one
of the alluring novelties of the season. A very attractive production which,
in the immortal words of any clothing advertisement, is 'fitted to customers
of all ages.' "—New York Herald.
"It's a job to be proud
picture which will please
have been badly done, but
naturally quiet little boys
'great stuff.' " — New York

of, I think, having made 'Black Beauty*
infant and adult, a job which so easily
is not. At the Strand there were hosts
marshalled in to see it. They thought
Daily News.

into a
might
of unit was

"A picture that will attract thousands of animal lovers to the Strand
this week.
version of this tale follows the book closely." — New
York
JournalTheof film
Commerce.
"So skilfully has Vitagraph told this story on the screen that to many
it will seem even better than the book itself." — New York Evening Telegram.
"As a picture it is indeed a novelty for which the producers deserve
more than the usual credit." — New York Globe.
"On the silver sheet 'Black Beauty' is in many respects a remarkable
picture. There are thrills aplenty likewise, the race for the train in the
final scene being one of the best filmings of its kind the motion picture
world has produced, with a succession of sensational riding feats. Jean
Paige has an appealing beauty. She screens and plays extremely well.
Her supporting cast is of the best." — New York Evening MaiL •
"One of the unique offerings of the season is 'Black
atones for many a vampire-laden blight of the past. It's
with actors who aren't always trying to register. Jean
human battalion and does it as one to the manner and the
New York Evening Sun.

Beauty,' which
a relief to meet
Paige leads the
saddle born."—

" 'Black Beauty' scores. There is an excellent race to climax the
story." — New York Journal.
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Am playing a return date in March. You
can't go wrong on it. — S. E. Brooks, Bell
theatre, Kansas City, Mo.— Neighborhood patronage.
The Cold Deck (Thos. H. Ince), with
William S. Hart. — While this is a reissue and third time shown in McGehee,
people enjoyed it as much, or better,
than the late Hart pictures. — E. A. Baradel, Palace theatre, McGehee, Ark. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Serials
The Son of Tarzan (National), with a
special cast. — A good serial. The attendance is increasing now, being small at
start because of cold weather. Also
riming The Moon Riders, which is a
dandy Western serial. — R. Ross Riley.
Wigwam theatre, Oberlin, Kans. — Small
town patronage.
Velvet Fingers (Pathe), with George
B. Seitz. — If any fanatic reformers see
this we will be in for "town" censorship.— E. E. Gailey, Crystal theatre,
Wayne, Neb.
Bride 13 (Fox), with a special cast. —
A wonderful serial and gets money.
Something out of the ordinary, but the
plot is horrible and some of the scenes
hardly get by. Do not believe that this
will get by in some southern towns. —
D. J. Ycung, Dreamland theatre,
Brownsville, Tex.
Fighting Fate (Vitagraph). with William Duncan. — I am on the second episode of this serial, and it is sure going
over big. This is one serial you want
to book as it is sure a winner. — A. E.
Berlin, Grand theatre, Rock Falls, 111.
The Lost City (Warner Brothers),
with Juanita Hansen. — The best serial
we have ever run. Any exhibitor who
fails to play this is passing up real
money. — F. D. Hall, Wonderland theatre, Madelia, Minn. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Veiled Mystery (Vitagraph), with
Antonio Moreno. — On the eighth episode. Giving entire satisfaction. Crowd
gradually increasing.
Always received
"THEY'RE

COMING

1IKRALD

with acclamation. — S. R. Tiller, Lone
Star theatre,
Caryville, Tenn. — Neighborhood patronage.
Daredevil Jack (Pathe), with Jack
Dempsey. — First episode went big.
Packed house. Pleased all. Looks like
it's
goingbe toback
pull. next
They week.
said —that
they
would
William
Thacher, Royal theatre, Salina, Kans.
The Lion Man (Universal), with Jack
Perrin. — On 15th episode. Holding up
well. Have used better serials. — Hackett & Krauss, Hackett's theatre, Port
Gibson, Miss. — Neighborhood patronage.
Elmo the Fearless (Universal), with
Elmo Lincoln. — This serial pleased
about 50 per cent of serial fans. Too
much of the sameness throughout. I
cannot recommend this as a drawing
card. — Atiolph Kohn, Pastime theatre,
Granville, N. Y. — Neighborhood patronage.
THE LION MAN (Universal),
with Jack Perrin. — Just finished this
serial and advise every small town
exhibitor to get it if he can. Six
years ago I swore off running serials. This more than doubled my
Saturday receipts. Am open on Saturday and Sunday only. Patrons
just wild about it. Bad weather kept
none away. On the last night I had
to close the box office, the first time
ever. Am going to use KING OF
THE CIRCUS next— Geo Eberwine,
head, O.Auditorium theatre, MarbleThe Veiled Mystery (Vitagraph). with
Antonio Moreno. — Just completed this
serial and can say it was a good one.
Drew well and held up good. Vitagraph serials always have the same kind
of stunts. We have run three and find
it that way. — C. L. German, Royal theatre,
Bonner Springs, Kans. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Lost City I Warner Bros.), with
Juanita Hansen. — This is one of the best
serials we ever run, and we run them all.
You cannot go wrong on this one. Book
HERE,

KEEP

QUIET

Charles Hutchison in a dramatic scene from "Double Adventure," the Pathe serial.
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it. — Spalding Bros., Gem theatre, Taylorville, III. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Midnight Man (Universal), with
James J. Corbett. — Just finished this. It
is great. A business builder for small
towns. If you turn your head to sneeze
you miss a fight. Everyone delighted. —
S. R. Tiller, Lone Star theatre, Caryville, Tenn. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Son of Tarzan (National), with a
special cast. — Business increased 30 per
cent on a Monday. Best serial I ever
ran. Audience wild over it. — H. Scholl,
Mabel hoodtheatre,
patronage. Chicago, 111. — NeighborThe Purple Rider (Vitagraph). with
Joe Ryan. — Just started this serial.
Seems to hold but it is too early to
judge— Hackett & Krauss, Hackett's
theatre,
hood Port
patronage.Gibson, Miss.— NeighborRuth of the Rockies (Pathe), with
Ruth Roland.— On the ninth episode and
interest holding up. Every one seems
to be pleased with this serial and I think
it is a good one. — Adolph Kohn. Pastime
theatre, Granville, N. Y. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Ruth of the Rockies (Pathe), with
Ruth Roland. — This serial is good and
holding the crowds for me here on Friday and at the Blox on Saturday. Run
at both places with Select pictures. —
L. P. Lewis, Lone Star theatre, Jasper,
Tex. — Small town patronage.
The Son of Tarzan (National), with a
special cast. — Very good. Best opening
on a serial ever run. — H. H. Burns,
Emmett borhood
theatre,
patronage. Chicago, 111.— NeighShort Subjects
The Red Hot Trail (Universal), with
a special cast. — A fine, clean Western
drama that will please as well as Hoot
Gibson— Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho. — Small town patronage.
Up inwith
Alf's
Place cast.—
(Sennett-Paramount)),
a special
Had them
screaming on this comedy. The bathing
beauties were there. — Hackett & Krauss,
Hackett's theatre,
Port Gibson, Miss.—
Neighborhood
patronage.
The Huntsman (Fox), with Clyde
Cook. — This is a corking good comedy
and took well. It brought consistent
laughter. — G. W. Johnson, Mystic theatre. Marmarth, N. D. — General patronage.
The Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes
(Educational), with a special cast. — A
real special produced under supervision
of the National Geographic Society. Ask
your school superintendent to co-operate and— you
will be surprised.
It's a
winner.
F. Hejtmanek,
Opera House,
Clarkson, Neb. — Small town patronage.
The Scarecrow (Metro), with Buster
Keaton. — One of the best comedies ever
released on any program. Buster has
Lloyd, Arbuckle, Chaplin or any -of them
beaten a mile. The coming big one. —
G. W. Yeaton, Ioka theatre, Exeter, N.
H. — Neighborhood patronage.
Stung Again (C. B. C.\ with Hall
Room Boys. — This went over good.
Dandy comedy. — William . Thacher,
Royal theatre, Salina, Kans.
Torchy (Educational), with Johnny
Hines. — First Torchy. Went over good.
All Educationals so far have been good.
— O. R. Nation, Strand theatre, Davis,
Calif. — Small town patronage.
Neighbors (Metro), with Buster Keaton.— As good as any comedy with Bus-
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ter Keaton, or any other comedies for
edies, book all this series. — W. A Forthat matter. Many original situations.
syth, Temple theatre, Standish, Mich.—
Small
town patronage.
—John Hafner, Princess theatre, Donora, Pa. — Neighborhood patronage.
Rolin Comedies (Pathe).— These one
The Tale of a Dog (Universal), with reel comedies are in most cases very
good,
those in which the little
Brownie. — A clean, laughable, fine slap coloredespeciallv
boy appears. This lad is clever.
stick comedy. Good for any program.
Book it. — Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Sal- — Adolph Kohn, Pastime theatre. Granville, N. Y. — Neighborhood patronage.
mon, Idaho. — Small town patronage.
Chester
Comedies (Educational), with
Tipped Off and Superstition (Universal), with Hoot Gibson. — Hoot Gibson
Snooky, the Humanzee. — Any exhibitor
is the biggest drawing card and best who passes up these wonderful comedies
liked player appearing in two-reel Westis dead— that's all. — F. D. Hall, Wondererns today. His plays are full of action
land
Madelia, Minn.— Neighborhoodtheatre,
patronage.
and the right comedy element to please
all fans of all ages. Book them. — J. B.
Larry Semon Comedies (Vitagraph).
Stine, Gem theatre, Clinton, Ind. — Gen- — The
best liked comedies of them all.
eral patronage.
My patrons like him more each time I
His Home Sweet Home (Vitagraph),
show him. — W. F. Haycock, Star thewith Larry Semon. — This is a dandy
ronage.atre, Callaway. Neb. — Neighborhood patcomedy and will get the laughs. Should
go great in any house. — G. W. Johnson,
Out (Paramount), with RosMystic theatre. Marmarth, N. D. — Gen- coeCamping
Arbuckle. — For comedy this one
eral patronage.
exceeds anything I have ever shown.
Wet and Warmer (First National),
If you want to get the laughs book this
picture. Pleased them all. — Paul Dahlwith a special cast. — A two-reel comedy
strom, Bungalow theatre, North Powder,
a little above the average. — Raymond
Gear, Mayflower theatre, Florence. Kans.
Ore. — Neighborhood patronage.
— General patronage.
The Stecher-Caddock Wrestling
Betty Sets the Pace (Arrow), with
Match. — We found this a very unique
Muriel Ostriche. — This certainly is a and entertaining picture. It is a good
dandy. These two comedies are both
nuller. — Earl Snell, Majestic theatre,
good clean comedies. We do not care
Reno, Nev. — General patronage.
for the bathing girl class of comedy. —
Dull Care ( Vitagraph), with Larry
J. A. Wright, Lone Star theatre, Ovalo,
Semon. — A good comedy. All of the
Tex. — Small town patronage.
Larry Semon comedies have been good.
THE KICK IN HIGH LIFE
— Adolph Kohn, Pastime theatre, Granville. N. Y — Neighborhood patronage.
(First National), with Charles Conklin. — One of the best slapstick comeThe Toonerville Trolley (First Nationdies I have ever run. They laughed
al).— Something decidedly different in
so hard that one patron broke a seat
comedy that sure pleases. Drew thanks
back. — F. D. Hall, Wonderland thefrom
a big majority of our patrons. You
atre, Madelia, Minn. — Neighborhood
have to stay up all night to beat First
patronage.
National though, and even then "it can't
Don't Tickle and The Huntsman
he did." — C L. German, Royal theatre.
(Fox), with Clyde Cook. — Laughable
Bonner Springs, Kans. — Neighborhood
slap-stick comedies. Cook not yet patronage.
known, so not a drawing card. — J. B.
Haunted Spooks (Pathe). with HarStine, Gem theatre, Clinton, Ind. — Genold Lloyd. — A dandy comedy. This is
eral patronage.
the best of the first Lloyd series. A
Torchy Comedies (Educational), with
good drawing card. — Joseph R. Ullman.
Johnny Hines. — These comedies are in New Orpheum theatre, Ada, Minn. —
Neighborhood patronage.
a class by themselves. Will please every
one, even those who do not ordinarily
Arbuckle Comedies (Paramount). — All
like comedies. — F. D. Hall. Wonderland
the two-reel Arbuckle comedies are
theatre. Madelia, Minn. — Neighborhood
good. We are using several the second
patronage.
time. — W. A. Forsyth. Temple theatre,
Standish, Mich. — Small town patronage.
The Grand Canyon (Prizma). — Another good colored scenic. Every exhibThe Fly Cop (Vitagraph). with Larry
itor owes it to his patrons to show these
Semon. — One of the best comedies we
Prizmas. They impress as nothing in ever
ran. Pleased everybody. — Fred
black and white can. — Jean Lightner,
Frisbie. Croxton theatre. Angola, Ind. —
Regent theatre, Alameda, Calif. — NeighNeighborhood
patronage.
borhood patronage.
Mermaid
Comedies
(Educational). —
The Flivver Wedding (Federated),
Absolutely
the
best
slap-stick
comedies
with Monty Banks. — This is one of the we have had the pleasure of running
in
best I have ever run. People were so this theatre.— F. D. Hall. Wonderland
pleased with this comedy they talked
theatre, Madelia. Minn. — Neighborhood
of it days afterwards. — J. A. Wright,
patronage.
Lone Star theatre, Ovalo, Tex. — Small
town patronage.
Up in Alf's Place ( Scnnett-Paramount), with a special cast. — The poorAll Wrong (Fox), with Clyde Cook.—
est excuse for comedy I ever saw. — Bert
This comedy is excellent and people are
Norton, Kozy theatre. Eureka. 111. —
asking when the next one is coming.
Neighborhood patronage.
Cook is different and that is what they
like. — F. D. Hall, Wonderland theatre,
Madelia. Minn. — Neighborhood patron- gniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiminiiuiiiiiiinmimiiniiinniuiiiniiiiiuiiiiiii luiimimniiiinimiiiiiiiiiMnmmiig
age.
| Communications regarding con- §
The Ladies' Tailor (Sennett-Paradition of Him, sen-ice conditions, j
mount), with a special cast. — Seemed to |
rental prices, etc., should be i
please. Ran this comedy with The Wil- || mailed
separately. Reports for |
low Tree. — Hackett & Krauss, Hackett's
theatre, Port Gibson, Miss. — Neighbor- | this department must be confined |
hood patronage.
| to the actual drazving power rec- |
| ord of productions.
Larry Semon Comedies (Vitagraph).
If your patrons like good clean com- fTiminiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiininiiiiniiniiuiiiniiiiiiiiimiiuiiiiinmiiMiiiiiiiii^iniiiiiiiHiunuiiiininiuii^
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Story.
Box Office Reports Tell the Whole
Join in This Co-operative Service
Report Regularly on
Pictures You Exhibit
And Read in The Herald
Every Week What Pictures
Are Doing for Other Exhibitors
Fill in this blank now and send
to Exhibitors Herald, 417 S. Dearborn St., Chicago.
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By J. B.
-<&save any of their belongings. Charles E.
At the coming election in Tarrytown.
N. Y., a proposition will be put up to Mack, Frederick Stephens, Stanley
Kirchoff and Philip Brady lost everythe taxpayers to decide whether Sunday
thing in the fire. Kind friends fitted
motion picture shows will be permitted
them
out with temporary wardrobes.
in the village. Tarrytown is situated but
• * *
a step from Sleepy
» *Hollow.
*
We arc glad to chronicle the fact that
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Lewis, who have
The police of Mamaroneck Mt. Ver- been
under the weather from the effects
non and New York have been asked by
distracted parents to institute a search of colds, have recovered and that they
for Lucille Miezinsky, nineteen-year-old expect very soon to seek the balmy climate of New York to complete the cure.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Miezinsky of Welcome
to our city I
Mamaroneck, N. Y., and Margaret
• « *
Braun of Mt. Vernon who dropped out
of sight last Thursday. The parents of
Joe
Reddy,
Patbe'l
peerless publicity
the girls believe they have abandoned the purveyor, has been suffering from a cold
for
the
past
week
and
so hoarse
Business College which they were at- over the telephone that hewewascould
hardly
tending at 123rd Street, New York city,
and ran away to join a motion picture get a word of what he said, but being
more or less accustomed to the various
company in New York or Los Angeles.
Miss Braun has never been in a studio forms of the press departments we surbut Lucille Miezinsky has worked for
mised that Joe was saying, "For the love
D. W. Griffith at the Orienta Point stu- of Mike, don't neglect Pathe's publicity
dio and had a part in "Way Down East." just because I'm speechless. Come
She is a statuesque beauty of the brun- across!" All right, Joe. Hope you will
nette type, about hve feet seven inches soon be able to put your customary vocal force behind , *your* requests.
tall, and weighs about one hundred and
*
thirty pounds. Her eyes are large and
sparkling and her complexion is of dark
Walter K. Hili.'s "Film Smiles and
olive.
So Forth"
is going
big. Walt
Ma* * *
son and Walt
Hill over
are neck
and neck
In a disastrous fire at Mamaroneck, N. on the smiles thing and some say Hill
coined the phrase, "The voice with the
Y., Feb. 21, had
several
D. W. Griffith's
employees
veryof narrow
escapes.
• » *
smile wins."
They were compelled to leave the house
so nastily that they had no chance to
Charles Davis, •_'xri, and a company of
ALICE CALHOUN STARS IN NEW PLAY
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eight players have just returned from
Maryland where they have been working
on exteriors for the second Muriel Ostriche picture. Hazel Home, who was
recently
one of theengaged
party. by Salient Films, was
* * »
Sidney Garrett has changed the name
of his company from Sidney Garrett,
Inc., to Sidney Garrett Productions, Inc
Quite some change, "Sid," and in the
long
we're looking
for. run it's the* change
» *
Dorothy Valentine Cleveland, who
has been associated with W. W. Hodkinson Corporation for the past eight
months, has joined the Ziegfeld Cinema
Corp. Dorothy is- a capable publicist and
this, combined with her charming personality, gives her considerable advantage over most *of* the
* press sorority.
Dorothea H. Herzoc, the well known
short story writer, who has been on the
reviewing staff of Exhibitors Herald,
has been appointed associate editor on
Movie Weekly, the new Physical Culture
» * *
publication.
Dr. W. E. Shallenbercer, having exhausted the available supply of good
pictures in Los Angeles, is motoring
from there to San Francisco. The Dr.
is a good business man and he knows
how and when to sandwich in a little
play. The play is* the
* thing.
»
Charlie Seay, w. k. director, returned
to New York from Maine last week.
Charlie has been casting his critical eye
over the beautiful scenery of the state
not with the idea of purchasing it, but
of picturing it.
DeMille's Barrie Play
Opens in London in April
Jesse L. Lasky, first vice-president of
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, announces that William DeMille's Paramount production of Sir James M. Barrie's play, "What Every Woman
Knows," will have its English premiere
at the Palace theatre, London, about
April
At 1.the opening performance Barrie
will be present, along with other notable
figures in British literary and theatrical
circles. The role of Maggie Wylie,
played on the stage by Maude Adams,
is taken by Lois Wilson, while Richard
Bennett's role of the eccentric John
Shand is played by Conrad Nagcl.
Penrhyn Stanlaws Will
Direct Betty Compson
Penrhyn Stanlaws, the noted artist,
who has been studying the production
of Motion pictures for the past year at
the Eastern and West Coast Paramount
studios, has signed a five-year contract
to direct Paramount pictures and will
direct Betty
Compson
mount starring
feature. in her first ParaThe title of this picture is "At the
End of the World," and will be an adaptation of the European stage success of
the same name by trnest Klein.

Vitagraph's new star in a scene from "The Charming Deceiver."

Plan Pottsville Theatre
POTTSVILLE, PA. — Chamberlain
Amusement Enterprises, Inc., contemplates the erection of a $200,000 theatre
here. At the same time plans are being
made for the erection of a quarter million
dollar theatre here and it is expected that
workearly
on spring.
its construction will begin in
the
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Realart

Premiere

Coast
For

"The

Distinguished

Four

Audience

Horsemen"
Will Attend

of "Million Dollar"
by Vincente
A notable premiere will be given ''The
Four Horsemen
Lyric
theater, Newof the
York,Apocalypse"
on March at6. theA
distinguished audience will view Metro's
"million dollar" picturization of Vicente
Blasco Ibanez's novel.
The premiere will be under the personal
supervision of Hugo Riesenfeld, managing
director of the Rivoli, Rialto and Criterion
theatres.
Adapted by June Mathis
"The Four Horsemen" is a Rex Ingram
production from a screen adaptation byJune Mathis.
Plans are being made for the reception
at the premiere of Don Juan Riano and
Dr. Thomas Le Breton, the Spanish and
Argentina ambassadors at Washington ; the
official consular representatives in New
York of Spanish speaking countries ;
Archer M. Huntington and other officials
of the Hispanic Society of America, together with prominent authors, newspaper
and magazine editors, college professors,
artists, sculptors, as well as notable figures
in the film and theatre world.
Among those for whom reservation already have been made are Don Ramon P.
De Negri, Mexican consul general ; Don
Cassar Guadencio, consul general of Uruguay; Don Gusttavo R. de Icaza, consul
general of Ecuador ; Don Eduardo Higginson, consul general of Peru; Don Elejandro Berca. consul general of Spain ; Don
Ernesto C. Perez, consul general of Argentine; Don T. Romero, consul general
of Salvador; Don Gabriel A. de Amenabar,
consul general of Cuba; William Wallace
White, consul general of Paraguay ; Don
Belisairo Porras, Jr., consul general of
Panama; Don Francisco Yillacorta, consul
general of Guatemala ; Don Emilio Edwards, consul general, Chile; Don Helio
Lobo, general of Brazil ; Don Jose, Camprubi. president of the Union Benefica Espanola.
Newspaper Men Invited
Dr. Nicholas Murray Butler, Prof. Brander Matthews, Prof. G. C. Odell, Dr. E. J.
Wheeler,
Frank Churchill.
Crane, JohnFrank
O'HaraA.
Cosgrave, Dr.
Winston
Vanderlip. Ellis Parker Butler. Perriton
Maxwell, Frank Crowninshield, Ray Long.
Herbert Kaufman, Arthur Brisbane, Carl
Hovey, Eugene V. Brewster.
Sir Henry Arthur Jones, James W. Gerard, Winthrop Ames, John Barrymore,
Gutzon Borglum, Harrison Fisher, Wallace
Irwin, Isaac F. Marcosson, Cleveland Moffett, Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Hatton, John
Golden, Winchell Smith. Brock Pemberton,
Adolph Zukor, Luther Reed, Mr. and Mrs.
John Emerson, Lee Shubert, Edgar Selwyn, John Drew, David Belasco, Morris
Gest, A. H. Woods.
Samuel Hopkins Adams. Gelett Burgess,
George Creel, Walter Prichard Eaton,
Montague Glass, Charles Dana Gibson.
Joseph Hergesheimer, Emerson Hough,
Will Irwin. J. Hartley Manners, Arthur
Somers Roche, Jesse Lynch Williams, Porter Emerson Browne, Edward Childs Carpenter, Edward Penfield, Henry Reuterdahl and others.
Special Music Arranged
With its colorful, picturesque episodes in
the Argentine, its throbbing romance
against the gay background of Paris and
its stirring, epic sweep of drama in the

March
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Lyric Showing

Adaptation of Novel
Blasco Ibanez
big Marne scenes, the screen version of
"The Four Horsemen" offers unusual scope
for musical interpretation. An elaborate
music setting, to be rendered by a symphony orchestra, is being arranged by Dr.
Riesenfeld, together with other appealing
interpretive features, and it is predicted
that this record-breaking
ropolitan debut will set aphotodrama's
new mark inmetthe
annals of filmdom.
Paramount

to Distribute

African Expedition Film
Announcement comes from Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation that it will
issue eight reels of the Paramount- Vandenbergh African pictures, obtained by
Dr. Leonard J. Vandenbergh during his
year of exploration of British East
Africa and Uganda, in April. They will
be available to exhibitors in series of
four pictures, each two reels in length.
The Paramount-Yandenbergh expedition brought back from Africa about 40,000 feet of film for scientific record. The
8,000 feet to be published comprises the
best of this.
"Fighting Crime Wave"
Selznick Cartoon Jibe
One of the features incorporated in
the Selznick News reel is a cartoon
called "Fighting the Crime Wave." It is
a travesty on the crime conditions being
faced throughout America and the efforts
being made to check it are presented in a
highly ludicrous and mirth provoking
manner.

Increases
Scenario

Its
Staff

Percy Heath Is the Latest
Acquisition of Producing
Corporation
Realart's West Coast studios, devoted
to Mary Miles Minter, Wanda Hawley
and Bebe Daniels productions, has increased its staff of scenarioists to five
writers. The latest addition is PercyHeath, former dramatic critic, American
author
of "Sari"
formerHenry
publicity
agent for
David and
Belasco,
W.
Savage, Charles Dillingham and others.
Specializes on Comedy-Drama
Mr. Heath, it is announced by Elmer
Harris, supervising director of the
studios,
specialize on comedy-drama
Hawley. will for
adaptations
Bebe Daniels and Wanda
Newspaper men will recall Mr. Heath
as one of the little group who achieved
the sensational feat of publishing a
Baltimore paper in Philadelphia when the
fire of 1904 made it necessary to dynaHerald.mite the plant of the old Baltimore
Author of Short Stories.
Mr. Heath is the author of a number
of successful vaudeville sketches and
short stories. Among the latter are "Soldiers of Misfortune" and "The Doctor's
Dilemma." His work in motion pictures
includes adaptations of "Down by the
Rio Grande," "Burnt Wings," "Chorus
Girl's Romance" and "Inner Sight"
With the addition of Mr. Heath, Realart's Western scenario staff numbers
five — Elmer Harris, supervising director; Alice Eyton, Edith Kennedy and
Douglas Doty, former editor of Century
Magazine.
Nelson Disposes of Rex
OSNABROCK, N. D.— W. L. Nelson
has sold his Rex theatre to E. D. Wert
of Duke's theatre.

The Senate theatre, Chicago, in the making. View of the steel construction being
erected by the Duffin Iron Company.
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JOHN Secretary
P. DORNAN

Adopts

Policy of Expansion
in Publicity
In its recent reorganization meeting size and contain sixteen pages of intimate story and exclusive pictures on a
Ross Publishing Company, Inc., 1463
single star. In addition there is a fourBroadway, New York, adopted a new
color cover with a pen and ink
sketch of the star on the back cover and
business policy, allowing for the expanletter written by the star to
sion of its activities in both the publish- atheunique
fan.
ing and publicity fields and elected new
officers.
"Little Movie Mirror Books" on William S. Hart. Lillian Gish, Mae Murray,
Clement A. Dodson, the new president,
is sales and advertising manager of a big Harriet Hammond, Bert Lytell, Ben
New York commercial institution and is Turpin, Wesley Barry, Colleen Moore,
Doraldina. Viola Dana, Corinne Griffith
well known in the advertising world.
Wallace Reid are being distributed
Maurice Meyers, vice-president, formerly and
newsdealers everywhere.
was personal representative of Sol Les- through
In all cases the cooperation of the
ser, both in the East and in Los An- companies
handling the distribution of
geles. Milton L. Silver, who was one
of the original incorporators with Mr. the photoplays in which these stars appear has been enlisted to help push these
Dodson, retains his office as treasurer.
books to the advantage of everybody
The secretary is John P. Dornan, who
concerned.
enters the Ross Publishing Company
from various outside activities.
Biographies Are Published
Head of English Firm
Charles Donald Fox, former president,
Arrives in America to
has disposed of his holdings to other
members of the corporation.
Study Local Condition
The initial publication of the company,
George
Clark, president of George
"Who's Who on the Screen," contains
424 pages of photographs and biog- Clark Productions, has arrived in New
raphies of practically every prominent
England, for a short stay, durplayer, director and executive in the film York ingfrom
which he has planned to look over
industry.
The first edition of 5,000 copies is the American field with a view to becoming better acquainted with conditions
nearly exhausted, it is announced. Testimonials from exhibitors and photoplay here and to start a campaign for his two
editors are coming in daily as to the in- stars, Ivy Duke and Guy Newall.
valuable aid "Who's Who" affords them
George Clark productions are being
in making up programs and film pages.
Though the demand for this expensive published in this country by Stoll Film
edition has been great, the company feels Corporation of America, and it is at the
that a more popular priced edition will
main offices
at 130 that
WestClark
Forty-is
put it within the reach of every fan and latter's
sixth street,
New York,
at the same time afford wider publicity to making his headquarters. Two of the
the players listed in its pages. With this Clark productions, "Squandered Lives"
thought in mind every effort is being
Crooning
Water,"
have "The
been Lure
issued.of Others
which
will
made to anticipate the demand with a and
new and revised "Who's Who on the follow are: "Testimony." "The Garden
Screen."
edition will go to of Resurrection" and "The Persistent
press
some This
time new
in March.
Lovers."
Publish "Mirror Books"
Theatre Company Formed
"The Little Movie Mirror Books." a
novelty in motion picture publications
DULUTH, MINN. — Lyceum Comand an original idea conceived by Ross
pany, which will operate the Lyceum
Publishing Company, has caused many
theatre, has been incorporated by J. B.
complimentary comments to be made.
Clinton, Charles P. Meyers and M. D.
These little books are 4^x6 inches in Day with a capital stock of $50,000.

MAURICE MEYERS
Vice-President

Pronounce

Picture

Sure-Fire Success
Priest Production Inspired by
Theme of Poem by
Moore
The offices of Robert W. Priest announce that state right buyers who have
viewed "The Supreme Passion" declare it
is a sure-fire box office attraction and a
powerful photoplay. The story is by
Dazey.
Robert McLaughlin and Charles T.
The story is based upon the proposition: "Is a woman loved for beauty of
body or beauty of soul?" and was inspired
by the theme
Moore's
poem,
"Believe
Me, ofIf Thomas
All Those
Endearing
Mr. Priest
is elated over the result
Young
of
what Charms."
he terms intensive editing of a
big photoplay
and tothea fascinating
result is a story.
magnetic title wedded
The adjective "supreme," as used in
the title, defines the highest and most exalted passion which the human mind may
know — the pure and lasting love of a
good man for a good woman, when misfortune, apparently resulting in the blasting of physical beauty, overtakes her.
No photodramatic story has so closely
adhered to a theme originating in a great
mind, it is said, as docs the story of 'The
Supreme
of
Thomas Passion"
Moore. to the immortal lines
Horwitz

Forms

National

State Right Organization
Joe
"Mickey" formerly
fame, headof
of Joe Horwitz
Horwitz of
Productions,
Detroit, Mich., has organized to operate nationally, with headquarters on the
fifth floor of the Columbia theatre building, Forty-seventh street and Seventh
avenue, New York, and announces the
purchase, for the United States and
Canada of "Dollars and Destiny," a new
five-reel production starring Paul Cappalleni.
Mr. Horwitz will have associated with
him as general manager Charles A.
Meade, who is well known throughout
the industry, having been associated for
many years with Pathe, Vitagraph and
more recently with C. B. Price Company,
Inc.
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TOIXETTE: "Are policemen fraternal
fellows?"
Tony : "Positively ! They are all club
men V — Rutgers.
HIS Honor: "Get the prisoner's name,
so we can tell his mother."
Rookie : "He sez his mither knows his
name." — Vaudeville News.
*
CROOK (under arrest) : "Kin I go back
an' get me hat ?"
Officer:
not. way.
Ye can't
running away "Certainly
from me that
Yoube stand
here and oi'll go back and get it." — Oklahoma City Xczt's.
POLICEMAN (to prisoner leaving dock,
who has just been sentenced to six months).
"Excuse me .but do you want to let your
house?" — Jack Canuck* (Toronto) Canada.
OFFICER (examining passports):
"Where are your proofs that she's your
wife?"
Henpeck : "I haven't any ; but if you can
prove she's not my wife you're a made
man." — Charleston News
• and Courier.
JUDGE: "Did the prisoner offer any
resistance?"
Copper : "Only a dollar, yer honor, and
I wouldn't take it." — *Sing Sing Bulletin.
OFFICER: "Shall we take him into that
undertaker's shop or to the drug store?"
Yictim (raising his head) : "Take me to
the drug
treal store
(Canada) first,
Star. you darn fool." — Mon*
POLICE (to little boy whose mother is
buying lard) : "Where's your maw?"
Boy: delphia
"She's
Ledger. inside gettin' Fat." — Phila*
YOUNG woman (entering music store) :
"Have you 'Kissed Me in the Moon
?' "
Light
Clerk: "I don't think so; I'm new here.
Maybe it was the other man." — Ft. William
Times-fournal (Canada).
*
"WHY do you allow your daughter to
bang the piano so hard?"
"I'm hoping she'll either sprain her wrist
or bust the instrument." — Boston Transcript.
*
TOIXETTE: "I hear there was lots of
music at Nellie's house last night."
Tony : "Yes ! Charlie proposed and gave
her a brass band." — Rutgers.
*
"I AM always moved by the sound of
music,"
said young Phathead as the clock
struck eleven.
"Let me play something for you," said
Miss Uplate, with sudden eagerness. — Jack
Canuck, Toronto (Canada).
*
TIM: "A pretty girl is like a melody."
Jim : "Yes. I saw one the other night
that looked pretty sharp, and she knocked
me flat, so I sent her a note."
Tim: "What did she say?"
Jim : "Oh, she told me not to playaround." — California *Pelican.
TE-^TP ■ ".Aenes always finds something to harp on."
Bessie : "Yes ; I only hope she'll be as

MUSIC advertisement in Pittsburgh
store:
Me Times.
Again" for 49 cents.—
Trenton "Kiss
(N. /.)

Eagon Is Manager of
Gardiner Pictures, Inc.
Kenneth Laflin Eagon of Chicago has
been appointed manager of Gardiner Pictures. Inc.. with headquarters at 4 Clinton avenue. Albany, N. Y. Until recently Mr. Eagon was west coast sales
and exploitation director and author and
in
full charge of all scenarios for Pinnacle
Productions.
Mr. Eagon also is preparing comedies
for Harold Lloyd and another comedy
producing unit.

What

Newspaper

"BOBBY, I see your music teacher coming. Have you washed your face and
lift
"Yes'm'."
hands
"And?" your ears ?"
"Well, ma. I washed the one that will be
next to her-" — Boston Transcript.

The

New

York

Critics Said About j'Black Beauty"
Now Playing at the Strand Theatre
"It is a far better product than the book itself, and it is probable that
Anna Sewell would say as much. Must be considered as one of the fine
pieces of motion picture work of the season. A picture play deserving of
large patronage and long life." — New York Morning World.
"Charm and good taste — the production and direction teem with
them. 'Black Beauty' is the sort of wholesome entertainment that builds
sturdy tissue in the interesting picture industry." — New York American.
"Right after the two weeks' run of 'The Kid' the Strand Theatre
presents this week 'Black Beauty' — another of the best pictures of the
season. The picture is so refreshing in its atmosphere, so kind in its
message and so clean in its purpose that it cannot fail to captivate the
hearts of motion picture patrons." — New York Morning Telegraph.
"The presence of the various stable characters makes this picture one
of the alluring novelties of the season. A very attractive production which,
in the immortal words of any clothing advertisement, is 'fitted to customers
of all ages.' " — New York Herald.
"It's a job to be proud
picture which will please
have been badly done, but
naturally quiet little boys
'great stuff.' " — New York

of, I think, having made 'Black Beauty"
infant and adult, a job which so easily
is not. At the Strand there were hosts
marshalled in to see it. They thought
Daily News.

into a
might
of unit was

"A picture that will attract thousands of animal lovers to the Strand
this
version of this tale follows the book closely." — New
York week.
JournalTheof film
Commerce.
"So skilfully has Vitagraph told this story on the screen that to many
it will seem even better than the book itself." — New York Evening Telegram.
"As a picture it is indeed a novelty for which the producers deserve
more than the usual credit." — New York Globe.
"On the silver sheet 'Black Beauty' is in many respects a remarkable
picture. There are thrills aplenty likewise, the race for the train in the
final scene being one of the best filmings of its kind the motion picture
world has produced, with a succession of sensational riding feats. Jean
Paige has an appealing beauty. She screens and plays extremely well.
Her supporting cast is of the best." — New York Evening Mail.
"One of the unique offerings of the season is 'Black Beauty,' which
atones for many a vampire-laden blight of the past. It's a relief to meet
with actors who aren't always trying to register. Jean Paige leads the
human battalion and does it as one to the manner and the saddle born." —
New York Evening Sun.
" 'Black Beauty' scores,
story." — New York Journal.

There is an excellent race to climax the
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With

the Procession

in Los

By Harry Hammond
Irvin S. Cobb, he of the rotund frame
who gained fame with his expression "As
as a gold fish," has been
much privacy
by Irving Lesser and the Warner
engaged
humorous sub-titles for
write
boys to
"Peck's Bad Boy," in which young Jackie
is
"ThemadeKid,"
Chaplin's
Coogan,starred.
being
The foil
dealinwas
while
Cobb was lecturing here and the famous
humorist brought to the Pacific Coast producers' kindest greetings from Col. Fred
Levy of Louisville. The Colonel and Cobb
were boys together* in* Paducah,
Ky.
*
Percy Heath, formerly Eastern dramatic
critic and exploitor-general for limb and
lingerie revues, has apparently worked his
way into the heart of the film colony here
since Harry Klein first brought him out to
Universal City two years ago. Percy has
joined the Realart scenario staff and will
specialize on comedy-drama adaptations for
Bebe Daniels and *Wanda
* * Hawley.
With the clink of glasses and the clatter
/ of feet on the dance floor, the annual session of the Federated Film Exchanges of
America came to an end at Sunset Inn,
Santa Monica, on Wednesday night of this
week. All of the Eastern film men voted
that Los Angeles could run rings around
San Francisco when it comes to having a
good time.
* * *
Mike Levee, vice-president and generalissimo of the Robert Brunton studios, is back
from
Wolf" Levee
with
regardtheto East
film crying
studios "Wolf,
in Florida.
claims that New York producers who wish
MARY

P1CKFORD
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Angeles

Beall

to move their studios to Florida have no
trouble in securing loans, while those who
desire to move their productions to Los
Angeles have little or no success in obtaining funds. He states that certain organizations in Florida are making every effort to
make Jacksonville the center of the industry and that unless banks take steps
toward encouraging the cinema industry by
making necessary advances this city will lose
millions of dollars* in* profitable
business.
*
Morris Ryskind, author of "Unaccustomed as I Am," is a familiar figure around
the Alexandria Hotel now, usually in company with Bernie Fineman, the Katherine
MacDonald chief executive, who has engaged the Eastern writer to do titles.
Ryskind has the distinction of having the
"horniest" pair of horn-rimmed spectacles
*
in the West Coast *"film» colony.
During the absence of Oliver Morosco,
George E. Bcntcl, his general manager, has
moved the official headquarters of the film
productions from the Egan Little Theatre
building to the Chapman building at Eighth
and Broadway. There both Bentel and the
corpulent Morosco publicity man, Charlie
Branderman, have been installed in a suite
of luxurious offices.* * *
The lobby
resembles that of
of the
the Hotel
Hotel Alexandria
Astor in New
York because of the great assembly of
Eastern film luminaries. Among the better
known figures of the industry who have
been seen in the lobby are E. W. Hammons,
president of Educational; Doc. W. R. ShalON LOCATION

lenberger, head of Arrow Film Corporation; W. W. Hodkinson, of Hodkinson
Corporation ; Eddie Bonns, of Chester Productions ;Rupert Julian, who is about to
launch his own company and numerous
others.
* * *
Benefits have been the hue and cry of the
film men of the West Coast for the past
two
We had
Theatre
Owners'
Mardiweeks.
Gras Ball
at thetheHotel
Ambassador
February 5 to raise funds to fight the Blue
Laws and the week of February 14 at the
Philharmonic Auditorium a monster benefit was staged for the Hoover Fund to feed
the starving children of Europe. John
Emmett McCormick, First National exploitation representative, has already started
work on the Ireland Day benefit to provide
for those of his clan» now
* * in the old country.
Production
costs on
reached
the $750,000
mark"Foolish
this weekWives"
with
every indication that the finished superfeature will clear the million dollar hurdle
before Erich Von Stroheim has shot the
last scene.
* * *
"Bill" Keefe, the persistent press agent,
is authority for the statement that there is
not a pair of puttees in the entire Kern
producing organization from General Director George H. Kern and co-Director
Murdock McQuarrie down past the assistant directors, property men, and assistant
property men, down, down, down to the
publicity man. Nary
* *a *puttee.
Geocrce Loane Tucker, producer of
"The Miracle Man," has returned to Los
Angeles
from Honolulu.
Mr. Tucker's
was
a voyage
of recuperation
followingtripa
major operation.
Selznick Feature to
Be Issued March 10
Hedda Hopper Has Leading
Role in "You

Can't

"You Can't Kill Love," the latest Selznick feature, is announced for publication on March
Burton George
Love"
Kill 10.
directed the picture
from a story written
by Michael J. Phillips and picturized by
Edward J. Montagne.
Hedda Hopper, who played the leading feminine role opposite William Faversham
Whorole,Lost
is
seenin in"The
the Man
leading
and Himself,"
William
B. Davidson, who has appeared in several Selznick productions, plays the leading male part.
Other well-known members of the cast
include Betty Hilburn, Maurice Costello,
Charles Gerard, Warren Cook and others
equally prominent in the screen world.
That love is indestructible and that its
holy flame burns forever is the theme
set forth in "You Can't Kill Love." The
story, encompassing love, romance and
adventure, is laid alternately amid the
beauty of the Canadian Rockies and the
smart set of suburban life.
"Male

and Female" Is
Big Success in India
Cable reports received by E. E. Shauer,
in charge of the foreign department of
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, tell
of the success scored by Cecil B. DeMille's miere"Male
in India. and Female" on its pre-

During the lunch hour, while taking scenes for "Through the Back Door," Miss
Pickford's latest United Artists production. Alfred E. Green and Jack Pickford,
who are co-directing the feature, are on the left, while Marion Jackson, continuity writer, sits with her back to the camera.

This Paramount picture was first
shown in Calcutta at the Picture House,
owned and operated by E. H. DuCasse,
where it is said to have established a
new box office record. The picture was
based upon Sir James M. Barrie's "The
Admirable Crichton."

THEATRE

EQUIPMENT

Guarding

Equipment
Progress
In another part of this issue
is a special supplement devoted
to the new Senate theatre in
Chicago, one of the most recent
additions to the city's excellent
coterie of neighborhood houses.
You will do well to read this
over carefully and note the men
who were selected by Lubliner
and Trinz to put into being this
cinema palace which represents
an investiture of nearly $1,000,000.
* * *
Synchronized Scenario Music
seems to be filling a want of the
exhibitor, judging by reports
given out by the company to the
effect that inquiries are pouring
in from all over the country.
* * *
When it is seen how useful
aisle lights are and the evident
relief their presence affords to
the motion picture patron, it is a
source of wonder that all theatres are not equipped with this
useful little instrument.
* * *
Theatre seats as a breeding
place for disease germs furnish
the subject of discussion in the
adjoining column by F. W. Wilson, manager of the industrial
news service of Du Pont de Nemours & Co. Mr. Wilson handles his subject in a concise, intelligent manner. He makes
some points about materials now
in use which are, to say the least,
food for thought.

the

Health

Theatre
Recent "Flu"

of the

Picture

Patron

Epidemic Emphasized Advantage
All Sanitary Precautions
BY F. W. WILSON

of Taking

Manager, Industrial News Service,
Du Pont de Nemours & Co.
THE "flu" epidemic of 1918 taught hundreds of motion picture theatre
owners a valuable lesson, though an expensive one. Probably the
epidemic imposed a greater monetary loss upon theatre owners than upon
any other class of business men. Their houses were closed with a total
loss of revenue for long periods with most of their expenses continuing.
Theatre owners had time for a great deal of hard thinking during their periods of
enforced idleness. Why. asked many of them, did the health boards pick on the motion
picture industry and what can be done to prevent similar unwelcome attention from the
health authorities in the event that another similar epidemic visits the country in the
future? How would it be possible to make theatres more sanitary?
Evidently the answer to the problem
disadvantages mentioned above as affectthat most of the owners arrived at was
ing leather.
The leather substitute which is being
that they must have roomier, better ventilated and cleaner picture houses.
quite generally adopted by the more pretentious movie theatres is desirable beHealth Measures Taken
cause the coating is impervious to perspiration as well as all other fluids,
The new houses that have been congreases, stains and other foreign matter
structed since the epidemic have been
likely to come in contact with it. The
conspicuously free from all forms of surface, in fact, is thoroughly non-porous
disease germ incubators and distributors.
and provides no refuge whatever for forMany of the older theatres have been
eign matter.
Anything that happens to lodge on
completely reconstructed and renovated,
the surface of it can be removed with
providing more room, more ventilation,
soap and water. In fact, seats covered
more vacuum cleaning plants, new paint with this material can be scrubbed clean
as often and in exactly the same
on walls and ceilings and new and sani- just
wav that the floors are sc.ubbed. The
tary seat coverings. There have been
material is not at all injured by this
improvements in progress all over the treatment.
country.
Theatre walls should always be
This makes it possible to clean
Probably the change of greatest im- painted.
the walls with soap and water.
portance and the change that has been
Need for Sanitation
most generally made has been in the
substitution of pyroxylin coated fabrics
Theatres having no interior decorafor seat coverings in place of leather,
tions nor furnishings that are not thorcleanvelour and taoestry coverings.
oughlv
by
to be closed
likelypractically
much lessand
able are sanitary
The animal character and porous struc- boards of health in the event of future
ture of leather when used to upholster
of 1918
the seats in picture houses condemns it. epidemics than were the theatres
which had been built and furnished beThe conditions in such houses are such
sanitary'
extreme upon
fore the necessity
as to cause excessive perspiration. The measures
the
impressed
had been for
heat and pressure of the body applied motion picture
industrythrough long periods to the spongelike
There is very little chance for disease
to be ableather causes the asperspiration
germs to flourish in any theatre having
there is no possible
sorbed bv it and
wood. tile, cement, or linoleum covered
way of cleansing it. the cover becomes
floors, seats having metal frames and
continued
more foul with
progressively
upholstery and painted
-jse. It becomes impregnated with pyroxylin coated
walls. Any germs that do find lodgment
grease, dirt and other contaminating
can be exteroutfittedpromptness
in a theatre
and to aggravate
and
germ-breeding matter
the utmost
minated withthus
this condition, the perspiration absorbed
vigsome
of
utilization
the
certaintvorousbymuscle and some ordinary soap
-=ets up a chemical action which, in some
cases, causes the actual decomposition
and water. If it is desired to use germcauses
cases,
other
in
of the leather and
icide sprays, none of these materials will
mold.
harmed by them.
be
Velour and Tapestry
This description constitutes the ideal
Velour and tapestry have many of the motion picture theatre equipment.
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Organ

at Stanley

Built by W. W. Kimball Firm
and Is Instrument Vast
in Tonal Qualities
HOUSED
IN CONCRETE
Additional Spaces Below Chambers
for Relays and Below Stage
for Blowing Plant
The magnificent new organ in the
Stanley theatre, Philadelphia, which is
the most complete in existence and the
acme of perfection built by the VV. VV.
Kimball Company of Chicago, will be
heard for the first time this week. Owing
to the delicate mechanism of this instrument— vast in its artistic and tonal qualities— it was impossible for the builders to
have it completed in time for the formal
dedication of the Stanley. They have
since worked night and day, only the
most expert workmen being employed,
with the result that all the wonderful volume of tonal qualities, its extraordinary
variations in stops and other special features not contained in any other instrument of similar kind, will be heard in all
their varying beauty beginning this week.
The instrument in the new Stanley
theatre is a true unit orchestra of the
type first conceived in the mind of
Robert Hope-Jones and developed by
him during his life time, and subsequently further developed and improved
by some of his former associates, prominent among whom have been R. P.
Elliott, former president, and J. J. Carruthers, former general superintendent.
It is probable that this resourceful but
expensive type of orchestral organ has
reached its highest stage in this installation, which occupies a large concrete
chamber at either side of the proscenium
and additional spaces below the chambers for the relays, and below the stage
for
the
erator. electric blowing plant and genIs a Unit Orchestra
The instrument is accurately described
as a Unit Orchestra, since it contains
the full instrumentation _ of a symphony
and iswho,
under'by the
control
of
aorchestra
single player,
means
of the
primary and double touch and numerous
other aids, can bring into use, individually or collectively, each and every instrument represented, weaving solos,
counter melodies and accompaniments
into the elaborate patterns thought out
by the composers, and all with the
greatest ease.
Though this Unit Orchestra contains
all of the percussion instruments in
familiar use, such as harp, marimba,
celesta, chrysoglot, glockenspiel, orchestra bells, chimes, tympani, drums, cymbals, tambourine, castanet, only the legitimate percussions are provided which are
found in representative orchestras, and
none
of the
necessary
by unmusical
some organ"effects"
builders thought
for the
"interpretation" of pictures have been
provided.
The strings are represented by two
double basses, three 'cellos and six violins in two pitches in the pedal alone,
and in the manuals include more than
thirty string tones, from the powerful
solo 'cello
through
and
second
violins
to the
the violas,
delicatefirstmuted
violins.
IJ

run. ll. PIER! B
In <h:iru«' itl tin- ■■•'>' DallM «'lll"< itt lluBartoln MunIciiI IiiNtrunM-iit Company.
The wood wind is represented by the
bassoon and double bassoon or contra
fagotto, the bass clarinet, clarinet, English horn, oboe, musette, kinura, saxophone, flutes and piccolos.
Wood Wind Represented
The brass family contains the powerful bombards, 32 feet in length and on
very heavy wind pressure, the ophicleide,
tubas, baritone, trombones, flugel horn,
trumpets, French horn, muted horn, ballad horn, Wald horn, cornet, muted
cornet and echo horn.
Then there is the magnificent family
of foundation tones which lifts this instrument above the orchestra of human
players, except in such instances as a
great organ is used to support a symphony orchestra. These include the
diaphones, the several types of diapasons
of wood, metal and leathered metal, the
Tibia families, both open and stopped,
some of the lower toned flutes, the Bourdone, gemshorns, octaves and mutation
stops. In addition to the percussions
named there is a grand piano with mandolin and banjo attachments, all, including the soft pedal and sustaining pedal
and other means of expression under
control of the organist.
Vox Humanas Characters
There are in this instrument Vcoc
Humanas of different character and located in different chambers. One of
these is a big solo Vox Humana of two
ranks, available in all registers. Another
is an echo Vox Humana of delicate character and under separate control. It is
possible to reproduce the perfect vibrato
of the human voice, an accomplishment
for which the Kimball organ has been
noted since the installation of the first
example in the East in the Regent theatre, Philadelphia, where it became widely
known as "The Organ With the Human
Voice." Tremolo effect is available in
connection even with the solo brass instruments, each tremolo being so adjusted
as to produce the effect of a humanly
played instrument.
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OPENS OFFICE IN DALLAS
Bartola Musical Instrument Company
Appoints Phil H. Pierce Head
of New Branch.
Dan Barton, general manager of the
Bartola Musical Instrument Company,
has just returned from Dallas, Texas,
where he superintended the opening of
a new sales office, which will be in
charge of Phil H. Pierce.
Mr. Pierce is well known in the South,
having been connected with the musical
end of the motion picture business for
many years.
Mr. Barton states the many inquiries
coming from the Southern territory
necessitated the opening of the Southern
agency, as it is the policy of the Bartola
Musical Instrument Company to personally supervise and handle the service
on all installations they make.
Mr. Pierce is not only a salesman, but
an expert in pipe organ construction.
The Dallas office has a complete
organization
of installers
and ■demonstrators and it will
also include
the school
for organists, which has been so successfully conducted by the Bartola Musical
Instrument Company in their Chicago
office during the last seven years.
Mr. Pierce is well pleased with the
present outlook and reports a contract
with Mr. Phillips of the Phillips Egypt
Theatre, Fort Worth, Texas, and Mr.
Delaney of the Strand Theatre, Fort
Worth, Texas, during the first few days
the new office was under way.
DORLEY HEADS NEW FIRM
Thomas W. Dooley has resigned as
president, general manager and director
of the Dooley exchange in Syracuse,
N. Y., and have opened the Exhibitors
Film & Service company in the same
city. The new exchange is at 565 South
Salina street.
In addition to its film service, the new
exchange has obtained the exclusive
franchise for the distribution of the Syn-.
chronized Scenario Music Score for New
York State, north and west of Westchester county, a recent innovation which
has attained considerable popularity
among exhibitors. He will also handle
Powers projectors.
It is the belief of Mr. Dooley that the
wants of exhibitors in his territory can
be properly handled through the one
exchange in Syracuse but if this proves
insufficient, he says, steps will be taken
at once for the opening of an office at
Buffalo and at Albany.
"ROAMING" SONG
One of the latest song hits which
is obtaining considerable popularity
through its rendition by thousands of
orchestras in motion picture theatres
and elsewhere, is "Roaming," published
by Charles K. Harris, who has distriborchestrations of this tunefuluted
dance15,000sensation.
Charley Straight, whose snappy fox"I Love
is rated
amongtrot,the
threeYou
best Sunday,"
sellers, and
Roy
Bargy are
the composers.
appears
music"Roaming"
letinsonand, ittheis advance
announced,
is roll
soonbul-to
be released on phonograph records.
To Begin Kewanee Theatre
KEWANEE, ILL. — Work on the new
Peerless theatre to be built in Chestnut
street, is expected to be started by
March 1 and completed within six
months. It will be built at an estimated
cost of $125,000 and will have a seating
capacity of 850.
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have just received from the Coast
the newest

Hallroom

edy, called "HIGH AND
been reviewed by many

Boys

Com-

in New York, and been pronounced by them the greatest two-reel
they have ever seen. We made

Independent history with "A DOGGONE MIXUP" when it played a record-breaking week at the Strand Theatre,
New York. Three of the largest theatres
in Boston, the Boston Theatre, Losw's
Orpheum and the Star ; the Olympic in
Pittsburgh; the Victory in Providence,
and many

"A

Better

DRY." It has
of the leading

exhibitors
comedy

HERALD

other large theatres gave this

Summe

r

is what
B'T^
usHIS
iness"
A

call a

new
32-page
illustrated booklet we
have

written for the exhibitor and shows how he

DRY" will do. We guarantee that it
will break all records. Go after it when

pay good
weather.

you see it advertised.

If

HALLROOM

BOYS

PHOTOPLAYS

WABASH
FILM EXCHANGE
THE
EXCHANGE
OF
POPULAR
PRICED
PICTURES

WILL
IN

OPEN
EARLY
MARCH

his

house

profits

in hot

make

can

ing Hallroom Boys
missing a good thing.

It is

just issued.

Hallroom Boys Comedy a week's run.
Now watch and see what "HIGH AND

If you're not bookComedies you're

we

your

business

off during
months,
booklet.

the

you

falls

summer
need

this

We'll be glad to send you a
copy — free. Just put your
name and address on the
coupon below and mail it to
us.
It means money in your
pocket to do that NOW
MONSOON COOLING SYSTEM, Inc.
Room 905, 70 West 45th St., New York
KANSAS CITY
DENVER
PHILADELPHIA
SACRAMENTO
BALTIMORE
DETROIT
ATLANTA

AT 804 S. WABASH
AVENUE
Corner 8th and Wabash— 3rd Floor
NEW AND
REISSUES
1 AND

2 REEL COMEDIES
2 REEL WESTERNS AND A
SERIES OF 5 AND 6
NEW PRINTS
REEL WESTERN
AND SOCIETY
NEW PAPER
FEATURES

Monsoon Cooling System, Inc.
Room 905, 70 W. 45th St., New York, N. Y.
I would like to see your booklet showing
how I can increase my summer businesand
would thank you to send me a copy at once.
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Providing Comfort for Fans Is an
Asset. Exhibitors Know This.
Palaces Are Going Up. Only
the Latest Equipment
Is Being Installed
New Projects
Muskegon, Mich. — The Strand theatre
building will be completed for opening
within a few days. *
Byron, I1L — Frank Spoor plans the
erection of a motion picture theatre to
seat 350 persons.
*
Clementon, N. J.— Davis & Gibbs will
build a $60,000 theatre adjoining their
present offices.
Wheeling, W. Va. — Architect George
H. Dieringer has drawn plans for a theatre to be erected on the present site of
the Nuroma.
*
Morrison, 111. — Manager Burkitt of the
Lyric is contemplating the erection of a
playhouse on the site of his present
house.
*
Detroit, Mich. — Thomas B. Winsheimer and associates will erect a theatre at
the northeast corner of Jefferson and
Coplin avenues.
*
Albion, Mich. — American Amusement
Company has obtained the Pryor site in
Michigan avenue on which a new theatre
will be erected.
*
Pottsville, Pa. — Chamberlain Amusement Enterprises, Inc.. will build a $200.000 theatre here.
*
Ownership Changes
Kirksville, Mo. — Frank B. Moon has
eold his interests in the Palace to J. D.
Heiny.
*
Lebanon, Ind. — Manager Pickens of
South Bend has purchased the Princess
from Hornbeck Amusement
Companv.
*
Urbana, 111. — Alger & Cruzen are the
new owners of the Colonial theatre in
North Market street
*
Carey, O. — W. J. Powell has pur-
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chased his associate's interest in the
Lonet theatre.
*
Vinita, Okla. — L. \V. Brophy has purchased the Lyric theatre which gives him
control of the amusement
field here.
*
Sharon, Wis. — Dell Brothers have purchased the motion picture theatre from
Fred Ryder.
*
Remodeling
Newport, Ark. — R. T. Megibbon of the
Capitol theatre will remodel the house
shortly.
*
Live Oak, Fla. — Lon Rurton of the
Marion announces he will remodel the
old Barton.
ire
Fi
Grand Rapids, Mich. — l ire in the Powers theatre building caused considerable
damage.
Lasher Succeeds De Kruif
L. H. Lasher, former publicity manager of the West Side Trust & Savings
Rank. Chicago, has succeeded George
De Kruif, in charge of advertising and
sales promotion of the Exhibitors Supply Company.
Mr. I.asher assumed his new duties
last Friday and will be located in the
executive offices of the company at 537
Smith Dearborn street, Chicago.
Form
California Cdmpany
STOCKTON. CAL.— Stocktonian
Film Company, capitalized at $50,000, has
been formed. It will take over the business of Stockton Film Comedies Syndicate and will produce, manufacture and
market motion pictures here.
Leases Albia, la., Comet
ALBIA. IA. — Alex Long has leased
the Comet theatre to the Adams Theatre
Company on a five years' contract.
Open Austin, Texas, Queen
AUSTIN, TEX.— The new Queen theatre was expected to open here on February 2s with Manager Hegman in charge.
CLASSIFIED
FOR SALE — One Motloeraph machine In
Eood condition. Hand drive, lenses for 65
foot throw. Cheap. Address P. O. Box
516. White Lake. S. D.

Push Oreen Bay Building
GREEN BAY, WIS.— Work on the
new Strand theatre is progressing favorably and it expected that the building
will be ready for occupancy in March.
The house will have a seating capacity of
1,000 and will cost more than $50,000. It
is located on the site of the old Royal
theatre near the corner of Washington
and Walnut streets.
Install Picture Equipment
MT. PULASKI, ILL.— The new opera
house is nearing completion and motion
picture equipment has been installed.
John Beidler is the proprietor.
New Theatre for DuQuoin
DU QUOIN, ILL.— A $100,000 theatre
will be erected on the site of the Union
Electric shop. Frank Ellis will be the
manager.
Will Build in Bellaire
BELLAIRF. O— The Nuroma theatre
in Rclmont street will be erected by the
company owning and controlling the
Roma as soon as weather permits.
CAMERA BARGAINS
Motion Picture Camera* at cash
saving
price*
professional
discounts
on Special
UNIVERSALS.
lonmlliu rf.llv.rr
on til nxxlaka DaBrl*.
!>•■trst«d
Frann.In oart'mthm
sod
BUI
oOtsr*
for oard. mo*
esss*
plat* ■ . . st.howonto.room
frM oorWndrrqurtt
BASS CAMERA COMPANV
D.pt. H, 10» N. Dttrbom St . . C hie ago. II.
Competent Musical Director
Ex per if need in all branches Will make your music
a feature. Picture* synchronized perfectly. Motto:
Action of the motion drama with the life of tone and
harmony. Addreu — Mutical Director, Exhibitors
Herald. 1476 Broadway. New York.

G UAR
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Mailing Lists
MOVING PICTURE THEATRES
E.ary Stata— total. 21 ,170 by Stataa. Per*5.0CM
1219 manufacturars
Film Exchantaa
313
and atudloa |7.80
4.00
"i6£ machine «nd supply dealers 4.00
Further Particular*:
A. F.WILLIAMS, IN W Atoms St.. Cklnfi
iimiiriiiuii'iiNiniiiiinmmiiiiii

yam
MINU/A
Gold Fibre Screens
Typify as ever, the best in construction and
reproduction.
The dominating factor in correct projection.
Distributors Everywhere
Samples and literature upon request
MIMUSA CINE SCREEN CO.
St. Louis, U. S. A.
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ANNOUNCING
THE PERSONAL
APPEARANCE OF

PICTURES

Slxeel

Oiica^

—
BEAUTIFUL

STAR

OF

THE

DOLORES

CASSINELLI
IN CONNECTION WITH
FIRST RUN SHOWING AT

BARBEE'S

HIDDEN

Theatre
LIGHT

NOTE— M iss Cassinelli will have several days left
for personal
appearances
after showing
at
Barbee's — a word

to the

wise

exhibitor

is sufficient

CHICAGO

Doob Leaves Famous;
Block Is Transferred
Former Chicago Manager Is
Now in Charge of the
Cleveland Office
Several changes in the Chicago staff
of Paramount have just been announced.
P. A. Block, former manager, has been
transferred back to Cleveland as manager of that office. Oscar A. Doob, former exploitation man, has resigned to
accept the directorship of advertising
and sales promotion of Lake and Export
Coal Corporation.
T. C. Montgomery has resigned as
sales manager. His successor is Milt
Kusell.
Joseph Gilday, the new district manager, will have direct supervision over
the Chicago office. T. A. Kilfoil, office
manager, will assist Mr. Gilday.
In leaving Paramount Doob again
associates with Harris P. Wolfberg, former district manager. His headquarters
at present will be at Huntington, W. Ya.
He departed for the South last Saturday.
"Gasoline Alley" Given
Valuable Exploitation
By Chicago's Garages
"Gasoline Alley," the series of animated cartoons to be issued soon by
Russell, Greiver and Russell, has been
given valuable exploitation through the
co-operation of Chicago garage owners.
Paul Gerard Smith, in charge of the
campaign, sent one-sheets advertising
the series to 400 garages in the city
with a .request that they be hung in a
conspicuous position. He followed with
return post cards asking if the}r had
been hung. The response, he declares,
is surprising.
Newspapers, which carry the cartoon
"Gasoline Alley," upon which the animated cartoon is based, are also co-operating. A line mentioning the fact that
the characters in the cartoons are to
make their screen debut is carried by
practically all of the newspapers. Several have assisted in the distributing of
one sheets on bill boards in their city.
Exchange Buys
Ben Turpin Re-Issues
Wabash Film Exchange, one of the
newest of Chicago Film marts, which
will open for business at the corner of
Eighth street and Wabash avenue in
March, has purchased from Warner
Brothers twenty Ben Turpin comedies
and will distribute them in this territory
at the rate of one every week. The comedies are in one reel.
While the Turpin comedies are reissues, they are new prints and all of
the accessory advertising that has been
prepared in connection with them is new.

TRADE

EVENTS

Order
Money Counts!
S. J. Goldman, Chicago manager
for Associated Producers, booked
Mack Sennett's "A Small Town
Idol" into the Park theatre at
Champaign, 111. This wire was received from the exhibitor:
"We personally think it is the
best thing Sennett has done and
our patrons are more than pleased
But Mr. Sennett wanted to know
with
it."
the absolute
box office value, so
"Eph" Asher wired the exhibitor
asking if he had made money. This
is the reply:
"Don't know what you call good
business. We had to call out the

police." Odor Bomb Is
Second
Thrown in M. P. House
The Shakespeare theatre, at 942 East
Forty-third street, Chicago, was the innocent victim of another odor bomb outrage on Sunday night. Patrons of the
theatre were driven to the street and it
was an hour before the performance
could continue. This is the second time
within two months that the Shakespeare
has suffered at the hands of miscreants.

Here's

Sig

Bill Drafted

To Regulate Prices
Theatre
Licenses Boosted
from 25 to 50 Per
Cent
Two actions directly affecting Chicago
exhibitors have been taken by the city
council.
Theatre license fees have been boosted
from 25 to 50 per cent. Under provisions of the new ordinance a sliding scale
of license fees will run from $200 to
.*3,200, according to the seating capacity.
The judiciary committee of the council has been ordered to draft an ordinance prohibiting the raising of admission prices on Saturday, Sunday and
holidays.
Under the new license ordinance a tax
of $200 would be levied on theatres seating 350 or less and charging a maximum
admission price of 25 cents. The maximum tax is $3,200 for theatres seating
2,500 persons and charging an admission
price of $6.
A Lone Armed Bandit
Robs Theatre Watchman
A burglar who had concealed himself
in
the smoking
Barbee's
theatre,
59 West room
Monroeof street,
for Loop
three
hours Sunday night, surprised and
robbed the watchman of $9. The robber
bound and gagged the watchman, Martin Karsl, and escaped through a rear
door,
for theleaving
man. behind ten cents car fare
Karsl managed to free himself shortly
afterward and notified the central police
station that safeblowers had visited the
place. Several squads of detectives and
police hurried to the theatre but found
that the safe had not been tampered
with.
The police believe the robber secreted
himself during the last show, shortly
after midnight. He then emerged as
Karsl was making his rounds and bound
him with a rope. The theatre is located
on a busy down-town street but the
watchman was the only employe around
the place at the time.
Paramount Stars Here
Two Paramount stars, Betty Compson and Thomas Meighan, were in Chicago this last week. While in the Windy
City Miss Compson visited both the new
Tivoli and the Riviera, the Balaban &
Katz theatres.

Wabash

To Build Merrill Theatre
MERRILL, WIS.— A new theatre will
be erected here by A. L. Robarge.
SIG FALLER
Who is one of Chicago's oldest exhibitor-managers. Mr. Faller owned the
first motion picture theatre in Chicago
on State street and has been in the
same location twenty years.

Ben Garretson Back
Benjamin F. Garretson, well known
publicity
and inadvertising
who time,
has
been
located
Xew York man,
for some
has taken over the advertising for Guyon
Paradise dancing school.
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By Mac=
\
According to Ben Edelman, exhibitor of place, we predict a dire calamity, and
Ed Alger of Paxton has taken over the why scare poor 'ittle golden locks when
Colonial theatre at Urbana, making a you know how noivous she is.
» » *
five-link chain to date.
* * *
Brentlinger & Mason, popular magCliff Bastar of the Selected Films exnates of Indiana, announce the opening
change is being kept jolly busy these of executive offices in Indianapolis to
days escorting a certain fair star of further a more efficient handling of their
cinemaland. It is the diminutive Miss rapidly growing string of theatres
Virginia Lee Corbin, who was featured throughout the Hoosier state.
» » »
in the recent Fox features, "Jack in the
Beanstalk,"
"Aladdin's
Lamp"
and
a
host
of other well-known successes. Seems
H. G. Redmon, owner of the Majestic
this young lady is about to emulate her
East St. Louis, 111., is contemolder sister players and is arranging to theatre, plating
a trip to Cuba. We wonder?
appear personally before throi.gs of Bon voyage, Brother Redmon, may you
admirers in the various film theatres
return with the glory of "freedom" writthroughout America.
ten gaily o'er your smiling countenance.
* * *
• * «
With the splendid success accorded
During the intense excitement prevail"The Sacred Flame," featuring Emily
ing at the opening of the gorgeous Senate theatre on the eve of February 12 we
Stevens, exploited throughout this territory by Gollos & Gollos Film Com- overlooked an outstanding item of note.
pany, Harold and George Gollos tell us Didya lamp Eddie Trinz all dolled up in
they expect to release another big one. the swallowtail creation? We admit our
"Every Man's Price," a Burton King social error. At that, Eddie was acproduction starring Grace Darling. With
claimed unanimously the Beau Brummel
of the event.
this high-class society drama this new
• * •
independent exchange will unquestionably
rival the former offering when it is conBen Beadell, manager of the local Stoll
sidered both these young men have ac- Films exchange, tells us his crack sales
quired considerable experience as exorganization
self have established an
hibitors and should know just what real enviable salesandrecord.
They have sewed
showmen desire.
* * *
up all "key cities" and every "zone" in
the Chicago territory for their company's
Though a wee bit late, we record an- product. Fine work, Ben! Better start
making arrangements to order a few
other good
for '21. sales
Tom
Greenwood
of resolution
the local Hodkinson
more extra prints, eh?
department has forsaken the romping
• * *
dominoes and will give his attention in
Art Holah of the Pathe exchange is
the future during his leisure moments to
attention
eastthe scaly Scot's game, cow pasture bil- givingern considerable
railroad time tables
out tooftheBoston
liards. By the bye, Tom, old deah — have
a care when bounding to your executive
and 'tis rumored the charmchambers on the mezzanine balcony. If theseingdays
Mrs. Art Holah is shortly to forsake
the
staid
old eastern metropolis
that darn ol' fillum can should be out
"I'LL USE THIS BRANDING

IRON ON YOU"
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and join friend husband to establish a
permanent home along the north shore
of America's capital.
* * »
HaveLooks
you all
"Osc" Florine
late?
like seen
the dentists
have beenof
giving him heaps of attention. Yes,
there's a couple in the front left, alseveral exhibitors
confirm
is doing though
splendidly
selling the
Pathe "Osc"
films
a la "wig-wag." Apparently some of
our late buck privates own theatres. Suppose when they complete the job, O. F.
wilf look like a regular gold mine, not
even hinting at cost of damages.
* » •
Joe Lyon has "revamped" the body of
his Detroit pest. Now he finds it difficult to explain to the income tax collectors. They want to schedule him for
the price of a Rolls-Royce. Put them
back of the wheel, Joe, and there'll be no
argument.
» » •
Lillian Walker, who has been giving
patrons of McVickers a treat for a week
by making personal appearances and giving two-minute talks, found time between
her four-a-day shows to take a taxiful
of carnations and a little present out to
the American Hospital for a fellow thespian. Karl Gardner, who is ill at that
institution.
* * *
When one looks at the inviting appearance of the Rose, Alcazar and Boston
theatres, under the Jones. Linick &
Schaefer regime, one marvels at what a
little cleaning, paint and elbow grease
will do. The lurid posters are gone and
the bright lobbies are but a sample of the
cleanliness inside. The clean seat covers
give an inviting appearance also. The
firm spent
three
housesoverup. $10,000 toward fixing the
* • •
Max Schwartz kicks in with this item
just
as wetheareNorth
galloping
press. He's
covering
Side ofto Chicago
now
for Doll Van. As a film salesman Max
has few equals.

Specialty Photoplay Now
In the State Right Field
M. Slutzker. president of Specialty
Photoplav. Tnc. has announced the
entry of his company into the state right
field. To date he has been confining
his activities to conducting a New York
and New Jersey exchange, but he will
commence national operations at once.
The concern has moved to more spacious offices at 1600 Broadwav. where
the independent business will be maintained. Specialty Photoplay, Inc.. has
purchased the world rights on several
negatives. These are at orcsent being
marketing.
cut and titled and made readv for
Cherokee Theatre Company
Files Bill in Bankruptcy
CHEROKEE. IA.— Sisk and James
Enterprises, the corporation formed for
the construction of the New American
theatre, has filed a petition in bankruptcv. P. M. Paterson, first president,
has been succeeded by Walter Tames.
The
then building
completed.is expected to be sold and

Scene from the Forward Film Corporation's latest feature, "Hearts of the Range."

Improve Wisconsin House
FONDments andDU
LAC. will
WIS—
renovation
be Improvemade at
the Bijou theatre by Manager F. R.
Smith.
was closed on January 9 forThethe house
purpose.
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Milwaukee

Office

First, at

Building,

Milwaukee,

L. H. GUHL, Resident Manager

Wis.
J. F. CAMP, Sales Manager
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NOW

AVAILABLE

FOR

WOMEN
MEN
LOVE
With a big cast, headed by
William Desmond, Margaret Marsh and
Martha Mansfield

FOLKS FROM WAY DOWN EAST
A picture of rural folk. Plain people with
that human heart interest that makes your
audience laugh one minute and cry the next

THE
HANDICAP
With VIOLET HOPSON
A melodramatic story of the turf, with a horse race
which will knock them off their seats

THUNDERBOLT

JACK

JACK HOXIE'S
Latest and Greatest Serial. The Best of
All Western Chapter Plays

12 2-REEL

WESTERNS

' FRANKLYN FARNUM PRODUCTIONS
Two reelers, with all the class, art. and punch usually
given to the best feature pictures

oiccess ful

=:Tiiii imiimiimim iiiiiimiiiiiiiiiii mi
i mum
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BOOKINGS

HERITAGE
Willard Mack's most vivid screen play, with
a brilliant all star cast

Law

of the North

Woods

A tale of romance, mystery, and
adventure in the frozen North

HEARTS

O' THE RANGE
WID SAYS:
Thoroughly good Western and an
unusually fine climax

FRIVOLOUS

WIVES

With an all-star cast. Heralded as the most
startling photoplay of the season

SPANUTH'S
ORIGINAL
VOD-A-VIL MOVIES
Each one a feature attraction in itself

Pictures

l,,,mil"''"K
i inmiiiiiimm

urn
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CURRENT

PICTURES

Dec. 19 — To Please One Woman, six reels, Lois
AMERICAN FILM COMPANY
Weber production.
Distributed Through Pathe Exchanges
Dec. 19 — An Washburn.
Amateur Devil, live reels, with Bryant
FLYING "A" SPECIALS
Dec. 26— The Testing
liam S. Hart.Block, six reels, with WilThe Week End. six reels, with Milton Sills.
Dec. 26 — Silknett.Hosiery, five reels, with Enid BenA Live-Wire Hick, six reels, with Wm. Russell.
A Eddy
Light Woman, six reels, with Helen Jerome Jan. 2 — The Bait. Maurice Tourneur production,
six reels.
The Gamesters, six reels, with Margarita Fisher.
reels. George Melford production,
TheElinor
Blue Field.
Moon, six reels, with Pell Trenton and Jan. 9 — ThesixJucklins,
Jan.
9—
The
Charm
Their Mutual Child, six reels, with Margarita
lace Keid. School, five reels, with WalFisher and Nigel Barrie.
Jan.
16
—
The
Education
of Elizabeth, five reels.
with lli liter Burke.
Sunset Jones, five reels, with Charles Clary.
Jan. 16 — The Inside of the Cup. six reels, with
ARROW FILM CORP.
ca«t. Return, five reels, with
Jan. 23 — TheSpecial
Rookie's
Douglas
MacLean.
The Chamber Mystery, five reels.
Circumstantial Evidence, five reels.
Jan. 23 — Midsummer
Madness, six reels, William
De Mille production.
The Wall Street Mystery, five reels.
The Unseen Witness, five reels.
Jan.
30
—
Paying
the
Piper,
five reels, George Fitzmaurice production.
The Trail of the Cigarette, five reels.
The Bromley Case, five reels.
Jan. 30 — TheThov
Frontier
of
the
Meiffhan. Stars, five reels, with
Woman's
ing. Man, five reels, featuring Romanic Field- Feb. 6 — Brewsters
Arlwckle. Millions, six reels, Roscoe
Love's
Protege,fivefive
featuring
Bitter Fruit,
reels,reels,
all star
cast. Ora Carew.
Feb. 6 — The Ghost
othy Gish.in the Garret, five reels, DorThe Golden Trail, five reels.
Feb.
13
—
Forbidden
Fruit, eight reels, Cecil de
Bachelor
Apartments,
five
reels,
with
Georgia
Hopkins.
Mille production.
Tex, feature series, five reels.
Feb.
13
—
Chickens,
five
reels, with Douglas MacLean.
A Man from Nowhere, five reels, with Jack Hoxie.
TheRemer.
Way Women Love, five reels, with Rubye De Feb. 20.- — The Kentuckians, six reels, Chas
mopolitan production.
Luxury, six reels, with Rubve De Remer.
Feb. 27. — TheEthelPriceClayton.
of Possession, five reels, with
The Deceiver, five reels, with Carol Holloway.
The Tame Cat, five reels, with all star cast.
Feb.
27.
—
What's
Worth
While, five reels, Lois
The Man Who Trifled, five reels, with all star cast.
Weber production.
Before the White Man Came, five reels, all Indian
Mar.
1
-O'Mallcv
nf
the
cast.
William S. Hart. Mounted, six reels,
Mar. 6.— Straight* Is mopolitan
the Way.
ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
production. seven reels, CosDistributed through Pathe Exchanges
Therar.Riddle Woman, six reels, with Geraldine FarFIDELITY PICTURES CO.
The Devil, six reels, with George Arliss.
The
Married
Virgin, six reels.
What Women Will Do. six reels.
Frivolous Wives, six reels.
ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS, INC.
FILM MARKET, INC.
THOMAS H. INCE PRODUCTIONS
The House Without Children, seven reels, with
Kirhard
T ravers.
Homespun Folks, six reels, with Lloyd Hughes.
The Grand Passion, six reels.
Lying
Lips,
six
reels,
with
House
Peters
and
Florence Vidor.
J. PARKER READ, JR., PRODUCTIONS
FIRST NATIONAL
TheGlaum.
Leopard Woman, seven reels, with Louise Go and Get It, seven reels, Marshall Neilan proA worth.
Thousand to One, six reels, with Hobart Bos- Theduction.
Perfect Woman, five reels, with Constance
Talmadge.
Love, six reels, with Louise Glaum.
Notorious Miss Lisle, five reels, with Katherine
ALLAN DWAN PRODUCTIONS
McDonald.
Jack-Knife Man. five reels. King Vidor special.
Thewood
Forbidden
Thing,
six
reels,
with
James
KirkForty-five
Minutes from Broadway, six reels, with
and Helen Jerome Eddy.
Chas. Ray.
A Perfect Crime, six reels, with Monte Blue and Good
References,
six reels, with Constance Talmadge.
Jacqueline Logan.
In the Heart of a Fool, seven reels, Allan Dwan
MAURICE TOURNEUR PRODUCTIONS
special. five reels, with Katherine MacDonald.
TheBedford.
Last of the Mohicans, six reels, with Barbara Curtain,
Harriet
Stewart.and the Piper, six reels, with Anita
The
Branded Woman, seven reels, with Norma
Talmadge.
MACK SENNETT PRODUCTIONS
A Small Town Idol, six reels, with Ben Turpin.
Themore.Master Mind, six reels, with Lionel BarryWhat
Women Love, six reels, with Annette KelC. B. C. FILM SALES
lerman.
Peaceful Valley, six reels, with Charles Ray.
The Victim, six reels.
Nomads of North, six reels, Curwood production.
Dangerous Love, five reels.
Twin
Haven.Beds, five reels, Mr. and Mrs. Carter DeCREATION FILMS, INC.
Old Dad, six reels, with Mildred Harris Chaplin.
For the Freedom of Ireland, five reels.
Themore.Devil's Garden, six reels, with Lionel BarryDangerous
Talmadge. Business, five reels, with Constance
EQUITY PICTURES
Love.
Honor and Behave, Mack Sennett comedy.
Keep to the Right, six reels, with Edith Taliaferro.
Unseen Forces, with All-Star Cast.
. Whispering
Devils, seven reels, with Conway
Dinty, seven reels, with Wesley Barry, a Marshall
Tearle.
Neilan production.
Midchannel, six reels, with Clara Kimball Young
Habit, five reels, with Mildred Harris.
Hush, five reels, with Clara Kimball Young.
The Truth About Husbands, seven reels.
Nineteen and Phyllis, six reels, with Chas. Ray.
FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY
The Great Adventure, six reels, with Lionel BarDec. 12 — TheRoscoe
Life Arbuckle.
of the Party, five reels, with
Notrymore.
Guilty, six reels, with Sylvia Breamer.
Dec. 12 — Heliotrope,
six
reels,
Cosmopolitan
proMyMacDonald.
Lady's Latchkey, five reels, with Kathryn
duction.

The Woman
in His House, eight reels, with Milmadge.dred Harris.
Mamma's
Affair, five reels, with Constance TalRay.
The Old Swimmin' Hole, six reels, with Charles
Passion, eight reels with Pola Negri.
Scrambled Wives, six reels, with Marguerite Clark.
The Oath, eight reels, R. A. Walsh production.
Lessons
madge. in Love, five reels, with Constance TalScrap Iron, five reels, with Charles Ray.
FEDERATED FILM EXCHANGES
Nobody'sMay,
Girl,five
fivereels,
reels, with
with Bessie
Billie Love.
Rhodes.
Bonnie
The Midlanders, five reels, with Bessie Love.
Hearts and Masks, five reels, with all-star cast.
Good Bad Wife, five reels, with all-star cast.
ThestarServant
cast. in the House, five reels, with allFORWARD FILM DIST.
Youth's Desire, five reels.
FOX FILM CORPORATION
FOX SPECIALS
The White Moll, with Pearl White.
If I Were King, with William Farnum.
The
Lt. with
OrmerAllLocklear.
WhileSkywayman,
New York with
Sleeps,
Star Cast.
The Face at Your Window, with All Star Cast.
Blind Wives, with All Star Cast.
A with
Connecticut
All Star Yankee
Cast. in King Arthur's Court,
Skirts, six reels, with Special Cast.
WILLIAM FA It N I M SERIES
Drag Scuttlers.
Harlan.
The
PEARL WHITE SERIES
The Tiger's
Thief. Cub.
The Mountain Woman,.
TOM MIX SERIES
The Untamed.
The
PrairieTexan.
Trails.
The Road Demon.
WILLIAM RUSSELL SERIES
The Man Who Dared.
The
The Challenge
Iron Rider. of the Law.
( heater Reformed.
Bare Knuckles.
Chin Toy. SHIRLEY MASON SERIES
Flame of Youth.
Girl ofToyMy Heart.
Wing
Merely Mary Ann.
GEORGE WALSH SERIES
From Now On.
The
Plunger.
Number
17.
Dynamite Allen.
20TH CENTURY BRAND
Two Moons, with Buck Jones.
Just Pals, with Buck Jones.
The Land of Jazz, with Eileen Percy.
Partners of Fate, with Louise Lovely.
The Big Punch, with Buck Jones.
GOLDWYN PICTURES CORP.
GOLDWYN STAR PRODUCTIONS
The Truth, five reels, with Madge Kennedy.
Scratch 666,
My five
Back,reels,
five with
reels Tom
(Eminent
Officer
Moore.Authors).
Cupid, the Cowpuncher, five reels, with Will
Rogers.
ManPickford.
Who Had Everything, five reels, with Jack
GirlKennedy.
With the Jazz Heart, five reels, with Madge
It's a Great Life, five reels (Eminent Artists).
ThePollar.
Revenge of Tarzan, five reels, with Gene
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Going Some, eve reels, Rex Beach production.
Theproduction.
North Wind's Malice, five reels. Rex Beach
The Penalty, five reels, with Lon Chaney.
Earthbound, seven reels, with All Star Cast.
Stop Thief, five reels, with Tom Moore.
Madam X, six reels, with Pauline Frederick.
The Branding Iron, seven reels, Special Cast
His Own Law, six reels, with Hobart Bosworth.
Honest Hutch, five reels, with Will Rogers.
Milestones, six reels, with Special Cast.
What Happened to Rosa, with Mabel Normand.
The Song of the Soul, with Vivian Martin, a Messmore Kendall production.
Godless Men, seven reels.
The Great Lover, six reels.
Just Out of College, five reels.
Roads
erick. of Destiny, five reels, with Pauline FredThe Highest Bidder, five reels.
Prisoners of Love.
The Concert.
Guile of Women, five reels, with Will Rogers.
Bnnty
Pulls Horses,
the Strings,
seven reels.
Hold Your
five reels.
The Voice in the Dark, five reels.
Boys Will Be Boys, five reels, with Will Rogers.
W. W. HODKINSON CORP.
Distributed through the Pathe Exchanges
ZAXE GREY PICTrRES, IXC.
The U. P. Trail, six reels.
BEXJ.OUS B. HAMPTON PRODCCTIOXS
The Dwelling Place of Light, by Winston Churchill.
J, PARKER READ, JR., PRODUCTIONS
The Brute Master, with Hobart Bosworth.
Love Madness, with Louise Glaum.
DEITRICH-BECK, INC.
The Harvest Moon, six reels, with Doris Kenyon.
DIAL FILM CO. PRODUCTIONS
ThesonTiger's
Burt. Coat, with Myrtle Stedman and LawLOUIS TRACY PRODUCTIONS
The Silent Barrier, six reels, with Sheldon Lewis.
ROBERT BRUNTOX PRODUCTIONS
No. 99. five reels, with J. Warren Kerrigan.
The Green Flame, five reels, with J. Warren
Kerrigan.
The House of Whispers, with J. Karren Kerrigan.
NATIONAL-BILLIE RHODES PROD.
The Kentucky Colonel, with Joseph J. Dowling.
JOSEPH LEVERING PRODUCTIONS
His Temporary Wife, six reels, with Special Cast.
IRVIX V. WILLAT PRODUCTIOXS
Down Home, an All Star Cast.
INDEPENDENT FILMS
XEAL HART SERIES
Oct.
1
—
Hell's
five reels.
Nov. 15 — Skyfire,Oasis,
five reels.
Jan.
1
—
The
Lumberjack,
five reels.
Feb. 15 — Totem Law.
SPECIAL FEATURE
1 — Reckless Wives.
JANS PICTURES, INC.
Madonnas and Men, six reels.
Love Without Question, seven reels.
AWings
Woman's
Business,
five reels.
of Pride,
five reels.
VICTOR KREMER PRODUCTIONS
Voices, six reels, with All Star Cast.
Mad Love, five reels, with Lina Cavalieri.
BERT LUBIN
Honeymoon Ranch, five reels. State Rights Feature.
West of the Rio Grande, five reels. Allene Ray.
METRO PICTURES CORPORATION
METRO SPECIALS
Dec. 13 — Hearts
Are Trumps, six reels, with All
Star Cast.
Dec. 20 — Polly
With
a Past, six reels, with All
Cast.
Dec. 27 — Cinderella's
Twin, six reels, with Viola
Dana.
Jan. 10 — Lure of Youth, six reels, all-star cast.
Jan. 17 — Marriage
Allison. of Wm. Ashe, six reels. May
Jan. 31— TheDana.Offshore Pirate, six reels, Viola
Feb. 7 — Passion Fruit, six reels. Doraldina.
Feb. 21 — The Greater Claim. si» reels, Alice Lake.
Mar. 7. — Extravagance,
six reels, with May
Allison. .
Mar. 21 — A Bert
Messaee
fro—
Mars, six reels, with
Lytell.
Mar. 2S — Puppets
of
Fate,
six reels, with Viola
Dana.
Mar.
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NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS
Madame Peacock, seven reels, with Nazimova.
Billions, six reels, with Nazimova.
MAURICE TOURXEUR PRODUCTIOXS
The Great Redeemer, six reels, All Star Cast.
S. L. PRODUCTIOXS
Love.
Cast. Honor and Obey, six reels, with All Star
Feb. 28 — Without Limit, six reels, Geo. D. Baker
production.
C. E. SHURTLEFF, INC.
Mar. 14 — The Little Fool, six reels, all-star cast.
PATHE EXCHANGE, INC.
EDGAR LEWIS PRODUCTIOXS
Lahoma, seven reels.
A Beggar in Purple, six reels.
The Sage Hen, five reels, with Gladys Brockwell.
J. STUART BLACKTOX PRODUCTION*
House
the Tolling
Bell, six reels, with Bruce
Gordonof and
May McAvoy.
Forbidden
Valley,
six
and May McAvoy. reels, with Bruce Gordon
JESSE D. HAJIPTON PRODUCTIOXS
Half
ton. a Chance, seven reels, with Mahlon HamilHerSweet.
Unwilling Husband, five reels, with Blanche
Dice of Destiny, five reels, with H. B. Warner.
That Girl Montana, five reels, with Blanche Sweet.
When
We Were Twenty-one, five reels, with H.
B. Warner.
ROBT. BRUXTOX PRODUCTIOXS
The Devil to Pay. six reels, with Fritzi Brunette
and Roy Stewart.
PERRET PICTURES, INC.
The Empire of Diamonds, six reels.
GEORGE B. SEITZ, INC.
Rogues
and
and June Romance,
Caprice. six reels, with Geo. B. Seitz
FEDERAL PHOTOPLAYS, INC.
The Killer, six reels.
ARTHUR F. BECK
The Heart Line, six reels.
PIONEER FILM CORP.
Ontreauof and
the Edmund
Depths, five
Cobb.reels, with Violet MerseEmpty
Arms,
five
reels, with Gail Kane and
Thurston Hall.
IdleHerbert
Hands,Frank.
five reels, with Kail Kane and J.
A Good Woman, five reels, with Gail Kane and
J. Herbert Women,
Frank. five reels, with Alma Rubens.
Thoughtless
REALART PICTURES
SPECIAL FEATURES
Deep Purple, six reels. R. A. Walsh production.
The Law of the Yukon, six reels, Chas. Miller
Theproduction.
Soul of Youth, six reels, a Taylor production.
Theduction.
Furnace, seven reels, a Wm. D. Taylor proSTAR PRODUCTIONS
Food for Scandal, five reels, with Wanda Hawley.
Eyes
of
the
Heart, five reels, with Mary Miles
Minter.
Herley.Beloved Villain, five reels, with Wanda HawHerHawley.
First Elopement, five reels, with \\ anda
The Snob, five reels, with aWnda Hawley.
You Never Can Tell, six reels, with Bebe Daniels.
Oh Lady Lady, five reels, with Bebe Daniels.
She Couldn't
reels,with
with Alice
Bebe Brady.
Daniels.
The
New YorkHelp
Idea,It.sixfivereels,
Blackbirds, five reels, with Justine Johnstone.
The Plaything of Broadway, five reels, with Justine
Johnstone.
Something
Binney. Different, five reels, with Constance
ROBERTSON-COLE PICTURES
The Stealers, eight reels, Cabanne.
So Long Letty, six reels, Christel.
A erick.
Slave of Vanity, five reels, with Pauline Fred813. six reels, Arsene Lubin story.
The Little Fraid Lady, six reels, with Mae Marsh.
SPECIALS
Kismet, nine reels, with Otis Skinner.
RUSSELL-GREIVER-RUSSELL
Lone Hand Wilson, five reels, with Lester Cunea.
The Ranger and the Law, five reels, with Lester
Cuneo.the Ranch, five reels, with Lester Cuneo.
Pat
Blue O'Blazes,
five reels, with Lester Cuneo.
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It Mason.
Might Happen to You, five reels, with Bil!v
Cowboy Jass. two reels, stunt novelty.
LEWIS J. SELZNICK ENTERPRISES
ELAINE BHWrnaiBB
STAB SERIES
The
Daughter
Pays,sixsixreels
reels..
Pleasure
Seekers,
Poor, Dear Margaret Kirby, six reels.
EUGEXE O'BRIEN STAR SERIES
The Wonderful Chance, six reels.
Broadway and Home, five reels.
Worlds Apart, six reels.
OWEN
MOORE
STAR SERIES
The Poor Simp, six reels.
The Chicken in the Case.
COXWAY TEARLE
STAR SERIES
Society Snobs, six reels.
Bucking the Tiger, five reels.
MARTHA
MANSFIELD
STAK >l 1(11 *
The Fourth Sin. five reels.
SPECIAL PRODCCTIOXS
The Greatest Love, five reels, with Vera Gordon.
You Highest
Can't KillLaw,Love,six six
reels,Ralph
with Ince
All-Star
Cast.
The
reels.
Special.
The Road of Ambition, six reels, with Conway
Tearle.
The Sin That Was His, six reels, with William
Faversham.
Red Foam, six reels, a Ralph Ince Special.
SELECT PICTURES
TheDurning.
Seeds of Vengeance, five reels, with Bernard
Just Outside the Door, five reels, with Edith
Hallor.
Man's
Plaything,
Davidson.
Mountain
Madness,fivesixreels,
reels,withwithGrace
special
cast.
Mothers of Men, rive reels, with Claire Whitney.
The Great Shadow, six reels, with Tyrone Power.
TheCollier.
Servant Question, five reels, with William
D. N. SCHWAB PRODUCTIONS
Fickle Women, five reels, state right feature.
Girls Don't Gamble, five reels, state right feature.
STOLL FILM CORPORATION
January
Squandered
Lives.Chance.
January —— The
Hundredth
January
—
Mr.
Wu.
January — The Lure of Crooning Water.
UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
June
13 — Mollycoddle, six reels, with Douglas
Fairbanks.
June 27 — Suds, five reels, with Mary Pickford.
Sept. 5— The Love Flower, seven reels, D. W.
Griffith production.
Dec. 4— The Mark of Zorro. eight reels, with
Douglas Fairbanks.
Jan.Pickford.
9— The Love Light, eight reels, with Mary
UNIVERSAL FEATURES
Under Northern Lights, five reels, with Virginia
Faire.Streak McCoy, five reels, with Harry Carey.
Blue
In
Folly's Trail,
five reels,
Beautifully
Trimmed,
five with
reels,Carmel
with Myers.
Carmel
White
Myers.Youth, five reels, with Edith Roberts.
Two Kinds of Love, five reels, all star cast.
Hearts Up, five reels, with Harry Carey.
Tiger True, five reels, with Frank Mayo.
JEWEL PRODUCTIONS
The Breath of the Gods, six reels, with Tsuru Aoki.
Thecast-Devil's Pass Key, seven reels, with special
Once
to Every Woman, six reels, with Dorothy
Phillips.
Outside the Law, six reels, with Priscilla Dean.
VITAGRAPH
ALICE JOYCE SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS
The Vice of Fools, five reels.
The Prey, six reels.
Cousin Kate, five reels.
EARLE "WILLIAMS PRODUCTIOXS
A Master Stroke, five reels.
The Romance Promoter, five reels.
The
PurpleAdrift,
Cipher,fivefivereels.
reels.
Diamonds
CORIXXE GRIFFITH PRODUCTIOXS
The Broadway Bubble, five reels.
The Whisper Market, five reels.
It Isn't
BeingCALHOUX
Done This PRODUCTIOXS
Season.
ALICE
Princess Jones, five reels.
ANTONIO MOREXO PRODUCTIONS
Three Sevens, five reels.
VITAGRAPH SUPER-FEATURES
Dead Men Tell No Tales, seven reels (Tom TerrissProduction), All Star Cast.
Trumpet
Island, seven reels, all-star cast (Tok.
Terris Production).
Black Beauty, Jean Paige and All Star Cast.
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COMEDIES
ARROW FILM CORP.
ARROW-HANK MANN COMEDIES, every other
week, two reels.
ARROWreels. MURIEL OSTRICH COMEDIES, two
SPOTLIGHT COMEDIES, one reel.
ARDATH XLNT COMEDIES, two reels.
AYWON FILM CORP.
JOY COMEDIES.
C. B. C. FILM SALES
HALL ROOM BOYS COMEDIES, two reels.
CELEBRATED PLAYERS
CELEBRATED COMEDIES.
EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP.
CHESTER COMEDIES, two reels.
A Trayful
of Trouble.
The
One Best
Pet.
You'll
Be
Surprised.
Beat It.
Ladies' Pets.
CHRISTIE COMEDIES, two reels.
Mr. Fatima.
Wedding Blues.
Back From the Front.
Dining
Room, Kitchen and Sink.
Movie Mad.
Nobody's
Wife.
Hey
Man Rube.
Versus Woman.
Scrappily Married.
TORCHY COMEDIES, two reels.
Torchy's Turns
Millions.
Torchy
Cupid.(Johnny
(JohnnyHines.)
Hines.)
Torchy's
Double
Triumph.
Torchy Mixes In.
Torchy's Night Hood.
MERMAID COMEDIES, two reels.
Dynamite. (Lloyd Hamilton.)
Nonsense. (Jimmie Adams.)
The Simp. (Lloyd Hamilton.)
April Fool.
High and Dry.
Moonshine.
Holy Smoke.
FILM SALES CO.
BILLY RUGE COMEDIES, one reel.
JOLLY COMEDIES, one reel.
FILM SPECIAL COMEDIES, one reel.
FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY
PARAMOUNT-ARBUCKLE
COMEDIES, two
reels.
PARAMOUNT-DE
HAVEN
COMEDIES, two
reels.
Mar. 6— Wedding Bells Out of Tune.
Mar. 20 — Sweetheart Days.
PARAMOUNT-MACK
SENNETT COMEDIES,
two reels.
Feb.
6
—
On
a
Summer's
Day.
Feb. 20— The Unhappy Finish.
PARAMOUNT-BURTON HOLMES Travel Pictures, one reel.
PARAMOUNT-MAGAZINE, one reel.
FIRST NATIONAL
CHARLES CHAPLIN COMEDIES.
A Dog's Life, three reels.
AShoulder
Day's Pleasure,
reels.
Arms, twotworeels.
Sunnyside, two reels.
The Kid, six reels.
TOONERVILLE
TROLLEY COMEDIES, two
reels.
FEDERATED FILM
MONTE BANKS COMEDIES, two reels.
FOX FILM CORP.
SUNSHINE COMEDIES, two reels.
An Elephant's
Hold
Me Tight.Nightmare.
His Noisy Still.
Pretty Lady.
Her Doggone
Wedding.
Pais
and Petticoats.
The Sucker.
CLYDE COOK COMEDIES, two reels.
The Huntsman.
All Wrong.
Don'tJockey.
Tickle.
The

HERALD

GOLD WY IV PICTURES
CAPITOL COMEDIES, two reels.
EDGAR COMEDIES, two reels.
GOLDWYN-BRAY COMICS, one reel.
I.MiEPKNDKXT FILMS ASSN.
DAMFOOL TWIN COMEDIES, two reels.
PINNACLE
COMEDIES, two reels, with Max
Roberts.
METRO
NEIGHBORS, two reels, Buster Keating.
THEKeating.
HAUNTED
HOUSE, two reels. Buster
PATHS EXCHANGE, INC.
VANITY FAIR GIRLS COMEDIES, one reel.
ROLIN COMEDIES, one reel.
ROLIN TWO REELERS, two reels.
HAROLD
LLOYD COMEDIES, two reels.
Number Please.
PHOTO PRODUCTS EXPORT
FLAGG COMEDY RENEWALS, one reel.
RADIX PICTURES, INC,
JOHNNY DOOLEY COMEDIES.
ni:i:i, craft pictures
ALICE HOWELL COMEDIES, two reels.
WILLIAM FRANEY COMEDIES, one reel.
MILBURN MORANTI COMEDIES, two reels.
NAPOLEON & SALLY COMEDIES, one reel.
GALE HENRY COMEDIES, two reels.
MATTY ROUBERT COMEDIES, two reels.
ROYAL COMEDIES, two reels.
ROBERTSON-COLE
SUPREME COMEDIES, one reel.
RUSSELL-GREI VEH-RUSSELL
TUSUN COMEDIES, one reel.
SPECIAL PICTt RBI corp.
COMEDYART. two reels.
COMICLASSICS. two reels.
CLAYPLAY COMEDIES.
MORANTI COMEDIES.
CHESTER CONKLIN COMEDIES, two reels.
I MVERSAL FILM MFG. CO.
CENTURY COMEDIES, two reels.
STAR COMEDIES, one reel.
VITAGRAI'll
BIG V SPECIAL COMEDIES, two reels.
LARRY
SEMON COMEDIES, two reels.
The Suitor.
The Stage Hand.
The Sportsman.
JIMThe AUBREY
Back Yard.COMEDIES, two reels.
The Decorator.
His Jonah Day.
The
Mysterious Stranger.
The Nuisance.
DRAMAS
ARROW FILM CORP.
BLAZED
TRAIL
PRODUCTIONS, one every
other week,
two reels.
ARROW-NORTHWOOD DRAMAS, two reels.
C. B. C. FILM SALES
STAR RANCH WESTERNS, two reel*.
PATHE
THE TEMPEST, two reels, Tom Santschi.
SINGLE-HANDED SAM, two reels, Edgar Jone*.
PIONEER
NICK CARTER SERIES, two reels.
C. B. PRICE CO.
INDIAN
DRAMAS,
featuring Mona Darkfeather, one
reel.
REELCRAFT PICTURES
TEXAS GUINAN WESTERNS, two reels.
RUSSELL-GREI VER-RUSSELL
FRITZI
PRODUCTIONS, two
reels. RIDGEWAY
STAR
DRAMAS,
featuring
Grace Cunard and others, twoViolet
reels. Mersereau,
AL JENNINGS WESTERNS, two reels.
NEAL HART WESTERNS, two reels.
SELZXICK PICTURES
ILLIAM J. FLYNN Detective Series, two reels.
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UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. CO.
RED
reels.RIDER SERIES (Leonard Chapman), two
WESTERN AND RAILROAD DKAMAS. two
reels.
SCENICS
EDUCATIONAL— Robert C. Bruce Scenics Beautiful, one reel (every two weeks).
EDUCATIONAL— Chester Outing Scenic*, one
reel (every week).
weeks).
EDUCATIONAL
— Screenics, one reel (every two
PARAMOUNT—
one reel (every Burton
week). Holmes Travel Picture*.
PARAMOUNT— Burlingham Adventure Scenic*.
PARAMOUNT— Post Nature Pictures.
REELCRAFT— Reelcraft Scenics. one reel.
ROBERTSON-COLE— Martin Johnson Series, one
reel.
ROBERTSON
COLE— Adventure Scenics. one
reel.
SPECIAL
Stories. PICTURES— Sunset Burrud Scenic
MISCELLANEOUS
ARROW— Sport Pictorials, one reel.
C. B. C. SALES — Screen snapshots (bi monthly).
COMMONWEALTH—
Spanuth's Original Vod-iVil Movies.
COMMONWEALTH— Spanuth's Sermonettes.
FAMOUS
PLAYERS — Paramount Magazine, ont
reel (weekly).
GOLDWYN— Goldwyn Bray Pictographs.
GREIVER— Greiver Educational*.
KINETO— Kineto Reviews.
KINETO— Charles Urban Movie Chats
KINETO— Urban Popular Classics.
PATH E— Topics of the Day.
PATHE— Pathe Review, one reel.
PIONEER— Luke McLuke's Film-Osophy.
RADIN — B rind's Wonders of Nature.
SELECT — Herbert Kaufman Masterpiece*.
SELECT — Prizma Color Pictures.
S. & E. ENTERPRISES— Cowboy Jazz, two reel*.
SERIALS
ARROW— Thunderbolt Jack (Jack Hoxie).
FOX— Bride Thirteen.
PATHE— Ruth of the Rockies (Ruth Roland).
PATHE—
Warner Phantom
Orland). Foe (Juanita Hansen an*
PATHE—
Velvet
Fingers (George B. Seitz and
Marguerite
Courtot).
UNIVERSAL— King of the Circus (Eddie Polo).
camp).
UNIVERSAL—
The Flaming Disk (Elmo Lincoln).
UNIVERSAL— The Dragon's Net (Marie W*JDuncan).
VITAGRAPH—
The Silent Avenger (William
VITAGRAPH—
Elinor Fair). The Purple Riders (Joe Ryan and
VITAGRAPH—
Fighting Fate (William Duncan
and Edith Johnson).
VITAGRAPH— Hidden Dangers (Joe Ryan ana
Jean Paige).
Moreno).
VITAGRAPH—
The Veiled Mystery (Antonio
NEWS REELS
FOX NEWS (twice a week) at Fox exchange*.
INTERNATIONAL
(Mondays and Thursdays) at Universal NEWS
exchanges.
KINOGRAMS
(twice
a
week)
at Educational exchanges.
PATHE
NEWS
(Wednesdays
and
Saturdays) at
Educational exchanges.
SELZNICK
changes. NEWS (twice a week) at Select exANIMATED CARTOONS
THE GUMPS (Celebrated Players).
MUTT AND JEFF (Fox).
GASOLINE ALLEY (Russell-Greiver-Russell)
SPECIALS
EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP.
Modern Centaurs.
Valley of 10,000 Smokes.
Babe Ruth — How He Knocks Hi* Home Run*.
Art of Diving, with Annette Kellennan.
The Race of the Age (Man o' War).
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Four views of the interior of
the beautiful new Lubliner and
Trinz theatre, Chicago.
Top — General view of Foyer,
showing entrance to orchestra
floor and at left stairs leading
to balcony. At left — Second
floor Foyer showing balcony
entrance. Bottom — Two

more

views of spacious main

floor

lobby and drinking fountain.
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Construction and Equipment of Seventeenth Unit of
Lubliner & Trinz Chain Marks Great Stride Forward
And Assures Comfort and Satisfaction for Patrons
Hill."? ~ r .

By WILLIAM

R. WEAVER

THE Senate theatre, seventeenth unit in the Lubliner
& Trinz chain, was officially opened on Feb. 12,
marking a triumph for the owners and an important
step forward in theatre construction. The seating
capacity. 3.300. was insufficient to accommodate the
thousands who attended the opening.
The theatre is located at the intersection of Madison street and Kedzie avenue, one of the most thickly

features. Especial attention was given to accoustical
demands in construction, with the result that a patron
in the last row of the balcony or main floor may hear
lines spoken upon the stage almost as clearly as in the
main body or front of the house.
The main proscenium drop is made of over 800
yards of material. The total yardage of the draperies
used in decoration is greater than in any of the other
Lubliner & Trinz theatres, including the Pantheon, forpopulated sections of Chicago's West Side. Transpormerly regarded as the greatest of the chain. They are
tation facilities are such as to extend the drawing territory of the theatre to include in the case of all ex- mainly of peacock blue, in velours and brocades, and were
made and dyed especially
ceptional attractions the
for the theatre.
entire city.
* * *
The building fronts on
Madison street, the nitroThe stairway which leads
off the main foyer to the
gen-filled globes used in
the gigantic sign, in the
balcony level opens upon a
marquee and outlining the
second foyer almost as
building proper, creating a
large as that upon the main
floor. Here the same style
blaze of light which illuminates the immediate neighof furnishings are used, and
off of this are located the
borhood with almost daylight brilliance.
nursery,
wash rooms, check
* * *
rooms, etc. A gentle incline
leads to the balcony
A grand foyer 125 ft.
proper which is upon a
wide by 60 ft. deep welcomes the patron. Crystal
single level.
lighting fixtures, luxurious
The projection departfurniture. deep carpets,
ment proper generously acwith brass railing used in
commodates three projecmoderation to heighten
tors. A the
separate
room contains
two
double
100
the effect of the Adam pertransverters.
another
a
small
. iod color scheme, are featView of the proscenium arch n nd orchestra pit of tie senate projector and screen for priures of this part of the
theatre which gives an id ea of the heautv of Chicago's new
i • _
theatre. Entrance to the
theatre.
vate screenings,
and located
m another room are
auditorium is had from the
left of the foyer, while a marble staircase leads to the
balcony level.
The Adam period color scheme is carried out in
the interior, 2,300 seats on the main floor and 1.010 in
the balcony being designed in keeping and so liberally
spaced and advantageously arranged as to insure excellent view of the screen from every part of the house.
A Tiffany dome. 60 ft. in diameter, illuminated by
indirect lighting and lined with silver leaf, dominates
the interior. A massive crystal fixture hung in the
center of this adds a strong note of richness to the
whole.
* * *
The proscenium arch, shown in an accompanying
illustration, is said to be the widest in Chicago, measuring 100 ft. in width. An orchestra of 40 pieces occupies
a spacious pit. also shown in the illustration, and a $20.000 organ is a part of the equipment.
The stage equipment is on a par with that of the
modern legitimate theatre, ample provision being made
for the use of elaborate presentation or special stage
features. African marble pillars are so placed as to constitute ample stage setting for normal presentation
yet give way to the scenery requirements of special

lockers and shower bath equipment for the operators.
Throughout the theatre ample accommodations are provided for the 110 employes comprising the house staff.
The entire decorative scheme is in the Adam style,
with a suggestion of Empire. The walls and ceilings of
the main foyer are painted and glazed in soft pastel
colors, against a background of cinnamon green.
The proscenium drop is of blue-green, with green
trimming. Chinese Chippendale and Italian Renaissance, styles particularly well adapted to the Adam period color scheme, dominate the foyers, dressing rooms,
etc.. as regards furniture.
To the management and to the artisans whose workis represented in the Senate theatre much credit is due.
The former have established a reputation throughout
the country for consistent showmanship. Their seventeenth theatre is their greatest. The latter have contributed to a structure of which any community well
may be proud.
Chicago theatricals were materially advanced with
Birthday. 1921. of a theatre
the opening
attain and hold a high place among
qualifiedonto Lincoln's
well
the entertainment institutions of the nation.
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TRINZ

Harry Lubliner
Joseph Trinz
as the melting pot for colors, blending from red to scarlet,
Importance of Electricity
crimson, violet, blue and turquoise in rapid succession.
In Greatness of the Senate
One of the features unheard of in the operation of electrical
effects in the modern theatre, is that the operating electririan
is located in orchestra pit, with the orchestra, under the direcIts Influence Is Felt Throughout From Time
tion of the orchestra leader, where lights and music can be
Patron Is First Attracted by Huge
harmonized, adding to the effectiveness; also permitting the
Exterior Sign
operator a view of both stage and auditorium. This departure
from the old established cuftom has many advantages permitElectricity plays an important part in the greatness of
ting the removal from the stage of the switchboard, which althe new Senate. A great many advances have been made hereways takes up large valuable space; also permitting all electrically charged parts to be placed in basement away from any
tofore unknown in the American silent drama playhouse by
possible chance of accidental contact or a likely repetition of
the Hub Electric company in charge of the electrical installathe awful theatre catastrophe that befell us over a decade ago.
tions.
This control is made possible through a duplex locking mulA mammoth roof sign totalling approximately ten thousand
tiple remote controlled switchboard, manufactured and installed by the Hub Electric Company.
square feet, manufactured by the Chicago Electric Sign comAll reflectors and color screens are designed for the high
pany, can be seen for many miles with its many thousand
efficient gas filled Nitrogen lamp. This work entailed conminiature lamps revolving and rotating in a spectacular presensiderable expense on account of the intense heat developed with
tation of "Lubliner & Trinz Senate Theatre."
this type lamp in connection with color screens, removing the
With this as an introduction, the patron is taken charge of possibility
of breakage through heat expansion and fading of
electrically and its presence is manifested during the entire
color screens.
visit. In the grand lobby, on the mezzanine floor, by the aisle
The organ, which is concealed behind the grill, is eleclights which illuminate the way to seats in the darkened
trically operated, each key is controlled by a magnetic switch
auditorium and by the perfect projection, the iinportance of chestra.
that responds to the touch of the operator located in the orelectricity to the theatre is constantly emphasized.
The beautiful curtain which raises and lowers so graceAt the completion of the play, the patron is amazed at the
ful y, is operated by "Cesco" Electric Curtain Operator, which
soft glowing colors, emerging from concealed sources, and is controlled
by switches located in the operating room, orflowing from the magnificent Tiffany tinted dome which acts
chestra pit and on the stage.
Emm. Stern

PLAMONDON-GABRIEL
TELEPHONES :
Randolph
6920
6921
6922

Decorators

CO.

s
Painters and Decorator
Special Hangings and Furniture
308 North Michigan Avenue
Chicago, Illinois
of the SENA
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Installed

The

Senate
Will

make

SECTION

in

Theatre

this the best ventilated

house

in Chicago

Stuffy
No Hot,

Every Seat
Cool and
Comfortable
Summer and

Atmosphere

Winter

Breezes Blow

Where

Two of the ten giant TYPHOONS

Typhoon

installed in the Senate Theatre.

In addition to Cooling, the TYPHOON
System also provides for the complete
Heating and Ventilation of the SENATE.
2527 Fairmount Street
DALLAS. TEXAS
255 N. 13th Street
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
64 W. Randolph Street
CHICAGO, ILL.
215 Fayettevllle Street
RALEIGH, N. C.

Write for Catalog "H"
COMPANY
FAN
TYPHOON
ERNST GLANTZBERG. President
345 WEST 39th STREET, NEW YORK, N. Y.

800 S. Olive Street
LOS ANGELES, CAL.
1044 Camp Street
NEW ORLEANS. LA.
12 Woodward Street
CHATTANOOGA. TIN :.'
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The Senate is the third theatre that Mr. Cooper has constructed for Lubliner & Trinz, he having previously done their
Senate's Balcony Largest of
Michigan and Covent Garden theatres, also of Chicago.
Reinforced Concrete Kind
The masonry, fire-proofing and reinforced concrete on the
Senate was done by S. L. Cooper, a Chicago theatre construcExcavation and Foundation Work
tion expert who has, perhaps, done more large theatre work
of this nature than anyone in the Middle West. To get an
Done by W. J. Newman Co.
adequate idea of the great amount of the work of this kind that
Winn it came t<> the quotion of excavation and foundawent into this building and the skillful and perfect method
in which it was carried through, one must sec for himself.
tion work forganizations the
one of was
Chicago's
in thisnew
line Senate,
of endeavor
chosen,foremost
the W. or-J.
under
Cooper's scope
of the is
workoirewasof
the Included
construction
of Mr.
the balcony.
This balcony
Newman Company. :.' 1 North Curtis street.
The company had back of it as credentials for this imthe unique features, not onlj of the Senate, but of theatre
portant task the record of many of the largest contracts of
construction in general, and can truly be considered as a remarkable engineering feat, it being the largest reinforced conthis
nature
in Chicago's
loop district.
on thetheMarshall
Field building,
the City Hall,
the CountyWork
building,
Insurcrete balcony in the world. Ruuning across it at regular
ance Exchange building and one of the biggest jobs in Chiintervals are immense cantilevers of enormous strength. An
idea of their great strength may be gathered from the fact
cago's building history, construction of the new Union Depot,
that in the test by the Chicago city engineers, one of these all bears the Newman imprint.
In addition to this, practically all the work of Searscantilevers sustained, by itself, the tremendous weight of two
hundred thousand pounds, with no deflection. The concrete
Roebuck,
the world's
largest mail-order business, is awarded
to
the Newman
company.
for this balcony had to be poured continuously, which required
W.
J.
Newman
is
president of the company and John T.
day and night shifts of skilled laborers; and in order to make
Carroll is secretary and treasurer. Mr. Newman pronounced
absolutely certain that the work would continue without interruption, an extra complete concrete machinery outfit was
the basement of the theatre as a "modern and up-to-date arinstalled for emergency purposes.
rangement."
VI
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W.

J. Newman

WRECKERS

21 No. Curtis St.

Company

and EXCAVATORS

CHICAGO, ILL.

GENERAL LIGHTING FIXTURE CO.
Creators of original designs for theatres
Pershing
The following theatres furnished by us:
Central Park
Calo
Frolic
Riviera
West End
Paulina
Howard
Portage Park
Pantheon
Rosewood
Broadway Strand
Atlantic
Langley
Covent Garden Marshall Square
Shakespeare
Paramount
Harper
Biograph
Vitagraph
and the
SENATE THEATRE
28 West Lake Street

Our

Chicago, Illinois

Policy of

Efficiency

— Service — Courtesy
of furnishing complete Booth and Lobby
distinction
the
us
has again won for
Equipment for Chicago's finest appointed Motion Picture Palace —
THE

SENATE

Here you will find the last word in equipment —
2— Double 100 Transverters
3— Types S. Simplexes
3— Peerless Automatic Arc Controls
3— Snapolite Lenses
2— Simplex 4 Unit Ticket Sellers
2— Lightning Change Makers
Minusa Screen
and the many other items to completely outfit the Booth.

Exhibitors
Supply
Company,
Inc.
Milwaukee
St. Louis
Minneapolis
3316 Lindell Blvd.
133 Second Street
Chicago Produce Exchange Bldg.
157 Indianapolis
N. Illinois St
845 S. Wabash Ave.
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Cooling System in
Senate Greatly Developed

To Care for This Important Feature Several
Units Typhoon Twin Sets
Were Installed

Some idea of the wonderful development in the Typhoon
Cooling System can be obtained by a study of the equipment
provided for the Senate theatre by this company. To properly
take care of this important feature of the theatre it was found
necessary to install several units each composed of the twelvefoot Typhoon Twin Set. By means of this equipment the
theatre is assured of the proper temperature both summer and
winter.
Ernst Glantzberg, president of the Typhoon Fan Company, began his career in the ventilating field in making ventilating and heating apparatus for schools and churches. He
realized then the coming necessity of properly cooling and
ventilating the motion picture theatre and set about the building of a system that would not only properly ventilate and
cool any theatre, but would at the same time be so efficient as
to
actually increase the attendance in theatres during the hot
weather.
Typhoon outfits similar to those installed in the Senate,
are being placed in theatres throughout the country, and from
everywhere the most favorable accounts of their operation are
beint? received.

VII
tion. One of its initial accomplishments was the equipping
of the old Temple theatre in Lincoln avenue, which was among
the first to emphasize the wonderful possibilities in electric
lighting for the motion picture theatre.
E. A. Wangersheim, president of the company, is accredited
with creating the first color lighting, which he installed in the
Central Park Theatre. During the world war he served as
illuminating engineer, having entire charge of this work in
camps and cantonments with the rank of major. He intimates
that in the early future his company will have ample opportunity to further demonstrate its mastery in this particular
branch of theatre construction.

Tons

Crystal

Fixture

Evokes Public's Admiration
Was Designed and Installed by General
Lighting Fixtures Company Which
Furnished Lighting Scheme
One of the features of greatest charm in the new Senate
and which evokes constant admiration is the striking crystal
fixture hung in the center of the huge dome. This was
designed and installed by the General Lighting Fixtures Company, which concern is also accountable for the elaborate
lighting system which prevails throughout the theatre.
This company has been a favorable factor in this particular field from the earliest days of motion picture presenta-

of Steel Guarantee

Senate's Structural Worth
Though not visible to the eye, steel played an important
part in the erection of the Senate theatre. The entire steel
construction was fabricated and installed by the Duffio Iron
Company,
cerns in theChicago,
Middle one
West.of the largest and best-known conThe entire amount of structural steel used weighed in
excess of 387 tons. The back stage girder, or roof truss,
weighed 27 tons and in addition to this there were eight other
roof trusses weighing 23 tons each with a clear span of 22
feet. The two balcony girders weigh 13 tons apiece.
Among the latest feats of construction of this company
are
Hotel, one
of Chicago's
newest,Side.
and also the
VistatheandWebster
Cosmopolitan
theatres
on the South
Adam

Striking

SECTION

Style Decorating

by

Plamondon-Gabriel Company
The entire decorating scheme of the Senate was designed
and carried out by Plamondon-Gabriel Company, painting
and decorating, Chicago. It is in the Adam style, with little
Feeling of Empire.
To this company goes the credit of the effectiveness of
the large dome in the center of the main auditorium which
is all brought out in aluminum leaf, glazed, representing the
sky with a clouded effect. This, when illuminated in the various colors, produces a beautiful effect.
The furniture in the main foyer is of the Italian Renaissance period that lends itself to the Adam, which are all richly
carved and covered in copies of rich antique tapestries and
mohairs. This same treatment is carried out on the mezzanine
floor, where the walls are hung with rich velvet and trimmed
with bands together with tassels and cords of gold.

A

SPECIAL
SECTION

De voted

to the New

Tivoli Theatre
Chicago

Will Appear in an Early
Issue oi
EXHIBITORS

Two of the immense Typhoon fans installed at the new Senate theatre, Chicago.
The two twelve-foot and one eight-foot twin sets will be used for heating and
recirculation.
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and Lobby Equipment
By The Exhibitors Supply

Co.

Projection Booth Said to Be One of the Most
Complete
in Existence; Use
Two Double 100 Transverters
Equipment of the Senate theatre is another triumph added
to the accomplishments of the Exhibitors Supply Company of
C hicago. The complete booth and lobby equipment was furnished by this progressive company.
No detail in equipment has been overlooked. This fact is
apparent by the following partial list of the installations: Three
type
Simplex
projectors;
two double
transverters;
three "S"
Peerless
automatic
arc controls;
three 100
Snapolite
lenses;
two lightning change makers; two Simplex four-unit ticket
sellers and a Minusa gold fibre screen.
The fact that Lubliner & Trinz have favored the Exhibitors
Supply Company with the greater portion of their equipment

business clearly indicates that this company is able to meet
every need of this discriminating organization.
The projection room is said to be one of the most complete
in existence and its excellent and practical facilities are directly
due to the ingenuity of the men at the head of the Exhibitors
Supply Company.
Roof

of the Senate

CONSTRUCTION

J.

JOHNSON
& CO.
Felt, Composition and Gravel

ROOFERS
Shingle Roofs Covered With Preferred Roofing
Estimates Cheerfully Furnished
Out of Town Work Also
T.i.phont Norui 3«2

THE
Duffm

I ron

Company

OF THE

SENATE
THEATRE
CONSTRUCTED BY

S. L. COOPER
General Contractor

25 East Jackson Boulevard. Chicago. Illinois

Theatre

Constructed by Johnson & Co.
In accord v/ith the high quality of the work on the
Senate theatre. J. Johnson ifc Company of 5608 Wentworth
avenue, was selected for the rooting work.
The Johnson company is a pioneer in Chicago in this
line of work and has built up an enviable reputation both in
their home city and in surrounding points.
All angles are covered by the company, which makes
a specialty of felt, composition and gravel roofing. "Roofs
examined and estimates cheerfully furnished," is the slogan
upon which the success of the company has been built.
ROOF

THEATRE
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SIXTIOX

Another

5608 Wentworth Ave., Chicago, I

SENATE
Installation

by

the

4837-55 South Kedzie Avenue
CHICAGO. ILL.
Hub

Electk icCompany
2219-29 W. Grand Ave.
CHICAGO

ENGINEERS

Iron Clad Aisle
Lifiht

and
FABRICATORS
of
STRUCTURAL
BUILDINGS,

STEEL

BRIDGES,

Manufacturers
Electric
Curtain

FOR

Operators
Aisle Lights

ETC.

Switch and
Panel Boards
Color

Contractors
Senate
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Associated Producers, Inc., founded last April
and releasing its first production in September,
1920, to date has released a total of nine productions.
When the industry
Producers planned
bution, and on a
scoffed at by the
business.

in general heard that seven
to operate their own distri20% basis, we were freely
professional elements of the

Today — six months since September — Associated
Producers, Inc., is on a profit-making footing
and is operating a complete distributing machine
within the 20% of original prediction and intention.
ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS, INC.
729 SEVENTH AVENUE. NEW YORK CITY

i
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To

Liven

3

Subjects

Any

Program

MODERN
CENTAURS
Portuguese Cavalry in the most amazing feats of horsemanship. Photography which reveals the secrets of
riding.

THE RACE OF THE AGE
Man O' War, the super horse, beating
Sir Barton. The New York Times

ANNETTE

BABE

said, "This picture creates a new epoch
in the motion picture industry."

KELLERMAN
(HERSELF)
The incomparable Annette does all her
famous dives, which are shown alternately, first at normal camera speed
and then at slow speed.

RUTH

The super batsman filmed in an actual
big league game with a slow motion
analysis showing exactly "how
makes his home runs."

he

VALLEY
OF 10,000 SMOKES
A National Geographic Society Picture. The Katmai Valley of Alaska, where this
film was taken, has never before been penetrated by a motion picture camera man.

and Now

Released
in February

GOLF

A slow speed analysis of the principal strokes of the
"GRAND
AULD
GAME"
By one of its most celebrated players
Any

one

of the

Each

above

is

a

"THE

EDUCATIONAL

FILM

subjects

fits into

feature

SPICE

OF

THE

EXCHANGES.

any

in

program.

itself
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Mr.
ph gtr
UcConvlile
Brar.ehJoseUnnn
*»»oc. Producer". rnc.

F B. Harrert.
Mr ci»t
>o»r«.,H»e.
ABso7th ed pro*
7ESCity.,
•lx« York: »»..

I*«r Ur.HoConriHe:

Dear Ur. vJsrren:
y cl^t^tho
J«ntp»
,t,onu"Winour, Ll
ran of
e„nd un.f.P-oy.4In« .pit.

buMn.se than ». thought gW"^

' " L1PS production

tba bl, pro-

KeepVoZ
up thetruly
»ood. »ork
record, for
'
Your,

for u«.
cooperation.

wain tb.rJclng you for your kind

P"vlou. hou.e

Har* Strand
Worcenter.Haaa

Your, truly.
~ecret**ry
.Tne p.Mheon Theater Cocpany.

"Big League" Production and General Air Of The Spectacular
Thoroaa H. Ince'a done it Men in [be picture. The vessel t« sr-n plungLYING Producers
LIPS'
ing blows
throughup.the(he waves,
when arc
it strikes
nine
Associated
and
paniclesandof debris
shown ,falling
DIRECTOR
John Griffin Wray around the wreck. This has certainly been effectively
SCENARIO BY .
Bradley King Money has not been spared and there it. besides
CAMERAMEN
Charles Stumar and Henry Shaip asM sinking of the ship, another though different for-i
AS ■% WHOLE
A spectacle in whtch e.penae "< I1"'". "> 'he lavish party given b» the -leh man
has
been bespared
. and because of its lavish- Wscenes
honorandof thehis entertainment
bride-to-be. The
beautilul
ness.notshould
a money-maker
provided
for theballroom
guest.
STORY
Has one or two eacellent thrills, spurn- Hm form of a pool with shapely bathing girls, ardor of production greatly overcomes implausible hound to have their own appeal. The direction is
and trite situations eacellent. especially with regard to the handlinr u'
DIRECTION
Very fine, has had free use of players There are one or two small matters ol
the money
whichbygothea average
bit amise.audirnce.
hut tliey Houve
aren't P-lers
likely toil
May bags Eacellent detail
PHOTOGRAPHY
b. noticed
E
din
LIGHTINGS
Clear
IfSteavXBM
in
the
role
ol
the
lover
with
Florence
V.dor
gto
CAMERA WORK
good »" attractive heroine. Joseph Kilgour a Ihe suave.
ne.ec Peters gives the mostVeryimpreePLAYERS
House
rich
suitor.
Mve performance. uteFlorence
Vidor an attractive Nance Abbott, m English girl, visit. Canada fur
d.
heroine, othera satisfactory
of gelling
a whileshefromis to-WilliEXTERIORS
Many pretty ones <he
* have,pttrpoae
rich and
twice herawayage.for whom
marry."
INTERIORS
Severs! costly sets 'n Canada, Nance falta in l'ive with Blair Cornwall,
DETAIL
Adequate * ranchman, but later when Blair discovers the enCHARACTER
OF STORY
accustomed
to ff»gement
ring on because
Nance's shefinger,
she she
decides
wealth cornea
near tnarryuigGirl rich
man. but
"«k '° London,
realiccs
couldto notgu
eventually goes back to the one the really lovea **■ *• way Blair did. Blair sells his ranch and sails
LENGTH
feet. °"a"d ,h<Blairsameare vessel.
Thetheboatonlyissurvivors.
wrecked andThinking
Nance
_. ofOP allPRODUCTION
. .lavish. «_ sets, and6.411general
Stripped
it s splendor,
, evidently
. pronounce
they will.„ die.
they
themselves man and
atmosphere al Ihe spectacular. "Lying Lipa" •would wjfc
„, ^rebels.. B„,
v>hcn notreKOfto leih
probably be called just a program picture because the „ „1Dd. |1k
Nanceug)nagain
and |jt„
asks Blair
atory consists of just that sort of. material. But them find him with her.
-Lying Lips.'- a Thomas Ince production, which As- The girl u) saved and Blair apparently lost, but
•existedpicture,
Producers
i pro-now
,he to admit<* that
a"''"
....
....
man, but refuses
Blair.
gram
for it will
haa distribute,
been made isintofar anfromelaborate
_ . a»•richthet*PP"'»
,.
_ he issfNance
marriage
spectacle and has that ouahty which appeals from the ,,During
coaKIOU, ceremony
,lricV.„, oflndher „||,
lhcm tosheChase.
is another
alaodpoLnt
ol ptoduction.
alwaysthatgoodhas toeverlookbeen
at. for„,,„•,Australia.
w[|t s„t betas joina BUir on a sleamer bound
Perhaps the
best miniatureIt's work

m
From the day that prints of this gigantic
production reached our A. P. branch
offices we have never found it necessary
to advertise what we think of its power
and popularity.
Every word of advertisement that "Lying
Lips" has received has come from exhibitors
who have played the picture and from the
public that has seen and applauded it.

Vivid Drama

of Life and Love

Should Prove A Good One For The Box Office
Box Office An.lyjii for the Exhibitor
Regardless of almost anything' else "Lying Lips" It is a big picture because of the way n has been
is a good box office picture, and after all that's alt done, and you should be able to cash in on an exihe exhibitor
about. that
It haswilla meet
good any
drawing
title going
tended torun.matterTheveryfactmuch,
that the
isn't
and
a cut andcares
production
promises
sincestory
they isn't
will new
be interyou make about it Play up the shipwreck thrill ested in the production. Still- in your lobby will
There's aJways a goodly crowd who go in for thrills attract and catchlines can be used. The names of
like this- made
Announce
it asforThomas
H. Ince's
first pro- ofFlorence
Vidor soanduse Hous
Peters ifareyouthecarebestto.known
duction,
especially
Associated
Producers.
the players,
their names

LYING

LIPS
By MAY

EDIKGTON

Jill-star

cast

featurinq

House

Associated

Peters

and

Producers
729 SEVENTH AVE.. N'Eu.' YORK CUT

Inc.

Florence

Victor

HACK S2HHETT
1712 ALLSSSASDRO STREET LOSAHS^LES CALI?
ij^h n>?L ?HE GREATEST tJiSS^Z YET Bmm HASHTJOTni
,TStSlF SHOWING MOST 2SrHU3IA?~I3 EVSP^ElTie -..T?3™
Hs^d'101^ 07 A0TI0H *» ™s g ntwCBS
S SOUTHWEST
howell
UOTIOB PICTURE JQUR5AL

'he Dallas, Texas, territory is often considered
ne of the most unemotional regions of theCounj with regard to motion picture productions.
)ne could never think this when you realize
ow remarkable are the telegrams of fcppreriaon and liking for "A Small Town Idol" as
ublished on this page from substantial exhib(ors and representatives of the thoroughly con^rvarive Dallas daily newspapers. "A Small
"own Idol" is one of the biggest hits released
1 the Dallas territory in years and is repeating
i this territory the record it has established
firoughout the United States.

TELEGRAM
Ml GA*l.TOM. |R£CE1¥EDDIS?
IT 31 KIT3
1921 PEB 11
*? DALLAS CALL?
MACE SELU2T?
1712 ALLESAKDEO ST L0SA53ELES CALL?
T 1 2*31 SMALL TOWE
DC HOI EESHADS r: SaT" I
.-Y.ri. ok:.the
aoRZscrsfcss
tea:; a:.-;
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hate eve:-,so cjtehs:
rcblic
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poureetheatres
par as tee
k2
etjt, there has sever bes2j ribdxkd befoee a ccjcty there
there was actio::
begis:;::;;- to est. ::5G£attlatio»s -or
havh>'g b 33.0jhed tee greatest 0? comedies
?0T3 :."i:;e::eh::: theatres uc
Izd ?ot presieest

TEL1
N CWCOM S ;*»."■» ■

VBtm a
B6 7T FEC
HI DALLAS TEXAS 1223P PEB 11 1921
MACK SEBDgT
W12 ALLESAL1R0 STREET LOS AK SELES CALL?
H2JIEW TOUR SKALL TOHK IDOL TODAY AS USUAL YOU HAVE PC7- II 072R
CAST
SETT2;iS HZ ^AIT KC TEL IDEAS WC33D COT MAZE
IRIS BEAUTIPUL
CQUEDT GREATEST
IK. HOT ICE PICTURE HISTORY
LOU BISSIBGER
flASHIESIOH TEEATHB

nett
en
His 6 Part
Comedy-Drama
^ackS

TELEGRAM
MFWCOMI CAMLTON. ■
RECEIVED AT
453LS? 32
1921 FEB 11
PY DALLAS TEXAS 12
HACK S255ETT
1712 ALLESSAKHO STREET LOSAKGELES CALI?
'SMALL
I0U IDOLSCEHES
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iSD mOBDERPUL
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NtWCOMI CAt.*CT f

mall

Town

idol
featuring

<3t*«it W. t. ATXJW. «
BEN TURPIN

I RECEIVED AT
P 102
CH38~ TEXAS 7 PP3 11 1921
SA DALLAS
MACE SEEBETT
1712 ALLESSAEI3D STREET L0SAEGEE2S- CAlL?
REVIEWED YOU?. SMALL TOTO IDOL TELS ^ORHMS HEARTY CCHSRaTULaTIOHS
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MARIE

CHARLIE MURRAY-

PREVOST

PHYLLIS HAVER

Associated Producers
M sraas- 7i» ■nram.ainiaD

Inc.
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HERALD

Picture

for the

Ages

Just as "East Lynne" has endured,
in book form and as a play, from
1861 until the present day— and uill
endure for all time — so, too, will
Hugo

Ballin's masterly screen version endure, for it is rich in heart-

appeal and artistic values. A picture
your patrons are waiting to see, and,
having seen, will acclaim as a truly
great cinema

achievement.

HODKINSON

HAVE

SEEN

Sir

James

M

.Barrie's

entimental

The Doctor
(Geoigp 7awce it)

y
m
mAY
^
of surpassing beauty,
A PHOTOPL
made up of Barrie s two fiction

masterpieces, "Sentimental Tommy''
and "Tommy and Grizel." Produced
by John S. Robertson, who made "Dr.

N

Jekyll and Mr. Hyde."
The Painted Lady
(/Wabel Taliaferro)

Ct (paramount

(picture

Tommy

The unforgettable love story of
the] Painted Lady's shunned
daughter and the youth whose
heart was bigger than his head.
Bubbling overwith humor and
comedy, and heart-filling in its
pathos and deep humanity.
A John S- Robertson production
Scenario by Josephine 'Locett

{Gareth Hughes'

Grizel
'aij McAuoij)

'Th

e

JESSE L.LASKY Presents

AdolphZukOr preser.U A

THOi^AAS

Robert Z,Leonard
Production
, - ,.

MEIGHAN
in
the

Easy

Road

n has'the greatwoma
WHICHest influ
ence in a man's life
— the one he loves or the one who
loves him?
One woman gave him wealth and
freedom, and he found himself
worthless, an idler.
The other gave him poverty and
suffering and the heart's blood of
devotion — and he found himself a
man again!
A story with the same big appeal
f1

as "The Prince Chap."
With LILA LEE.
From the slory by Blair Hall
Directed by Tom Forman
Scenario by Beulah Marie Dix
(2 paramount

Qictiwe

■/I
w:.:

■: '

■

- . i

GILDED
With.

LILY

Mae
Murray

most
st, men
ng New
York'sAndgayetwo
dariwas
dancer.
SHE
loved her.

But one loved the tinsel and the
glamour — the other loved the real
Their conflict makes a drama of
unequalled power and beauty. Scengirl. one of the most gorgaous picically
turesevermade, and Miss Murray's
biggest triumph since "On With
With LOWELL SHERMAN
CHARLES GERARD.
Dance.''
the and
By Clara Beranger
Ct {paramount

(Picture

ai
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presents

ESTIMONY
A

GEORGE

CLARK

aturinS

IVY

Orhe

PRODUCTION
DUKE

We:

9 wanted

my

own

home

in my

own

way. hut the other woman-his mother,
thoudht she could rule and qet the
bear
that
olearer
share of his love. 3 couldn't
The

Mother

&very thing 9 did

:
was

wrong}

to

her-- 'bid fashioned-- she said.
She even wanted to take the only
thinQ left to me -my
The Man

son's love!

j loved botk-motker and ujife.
UJkij did tkeij insist 4 choose?

^itoaWoxi .Of Maest
Hote

<mti Ml

To

Ml

Sons-diid
Ml Wives

o^..^

iw.,^
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ROLAND
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Avengin

Arrow

Studios. I

A PATHE'

SERIAL

UTH

ROLAND

been
and

shown
to

other
been

in more

more

theatres

persons

serials

have

than

that

have

any
ever

made.

Strong
Her
have

statements

popularity

been

again.

Up"

Remember
them,

the

Here's

but
and

capable
box

demonstrated

Remember

"Hands

"Ruth

and

the

big

money

value
time

Rockies/'

Tiger's
you

Trail"?
did

with

made?

Western

and

and

of the

business

you

of proof.

office

time

"The

a slashing

thrills, suspense,
her

serials

action,

serial, full of
with

Ruth

at

manner

at

best.
Produced

the

Brunton
A

week;

great

in

the

best

studios.

medicine

certain

very

for the

to get them

Now

dull days
in, rain

Booking

of the

or shine.

Associated

_

ExhibitoiSmc

presents

^atWomen

Will

An Edward

Do

Jose Production

Story by Charles A Zoyae
Edward

Jose,

Sole Dzr-ectorPafhe

Associated

Exhibitors

Inc.

Presents

"What

Shk

wanted

Women

Will

Do"

to be decent.

She w anted to be loved by a decent man,

to associate w ith

decent people.
She

was

not bad all the way through;

Her sweetheart

demanded

a woman

that she advance

rarely is.

his interests

by double-crossing the persons who had befriended
Should she be faithful to him or her better self?
A

drama

of both

the upper

and

the underworlds,

her.

with

the regeneration of a woman as the theme. l;rom racetrack to the drawing rooms ot high society it is alwaj s
faultless in production.
It is the third big Associated

Exhibitors production,

by exhibitors for exhibitors with a thorough

made

understand-

ing of the needs of the hour in bigger and better pictures.

Associated

Exhibitors

25 West 45th Street, New
PAT HE

Distributors

York

Inc.

NEWS
6/-ea rest Hews Reel
LEWIS J.SELZNICK
PUBLISHER

an*

Ml

Jis

Interesting
cflctivities
are brought to your theatre in
this faultlessly produced and
carefully edited short feature.
SELZNICK NEWS is given the
same attention as S e I z n i c k
photoplays — and this attention
has won for the name Selznick
an international reputation for
quality. It is produced by the
same highly efficient organization.

In

the

midst

of

the

frenzied,

threatening

mob

with their brandished fists and brutal faces there appeared
suddenly a clean-cut, commanding figure. Doctor Jennings!
Their beloved doctor! Stooping, he raised the terrified girl
in his arms. Then he turned and faced them. For a moment
they wavered, and then slunk away, shamefacedly and silently.
There

"The

you

have

one

of the dramatic

scenes

in

Plaything
of
Broadway"
(Adapted by E. Lloyd Sheldon from the story "Emergency House,"
by Sidney Morgan.
Directed by Jack Dillon.)
A picture that is cram

full of action, starring beautiful

JUSTINE
JOHNSTONE
in a role of rare grace and splendid emotional power. You will find crowds quite as
anxious as the one on this page, to see her in this Realart Star Franchise feature

Tl«lc Mark Re-. W. S. Pat. Ojl.
REALART

PICTURES

CORPORATION,

469

Fifth

Ave.,

NEW

YORK

arch 19, 1921

.
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Funniest
ever

HERALD

THIRTEENTH

pictures
HE
filmed
f T

DOUGLAS

FAIRBANKS

DIRECTED
BY {TED REED
STORY BY KENNETH DAVENPORT
SCENARIO BY WILLIAM PARKER AND
m.

UNITED
MARY

PICKFORD

LOTTA' VOODS

ARTISTS
-CHARLIE

CORPORATION

CHAPLIN ■ DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS
HIRAM ABRAMS, PRESIDENT

• D.V GRIFFITH

THI/SERIAL

HA/

EXPLOITATION
THAN
EVER

ANY

MADE

HAKE

MART

OTHER

GREATER
PO//IBILITIE/
PICTURE

• ■ •

05 PROVE

IT

PATON

M.S^CANADIAN
HOWELLS

SALES

729 SEVENTH
• NEW

RICH
<•«
AVE.

YORK

•
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HERALD

March

19. V)2\

GRACE
DARLING

A

BURTON

klNG-

PRODUCTION
OF DIGNITy
AND
POWER
FOR HIGH CLASS AUDIENCES.
STORV

-

A STRONG SOCIETy DRAMA WITH
A BIG TH E M E, MASTERFU LLY HANDLED.

PRODUCTION- ELABORATE Ly MOUNTED"MAN5IONINTBPI0CS
AND MAGNIFICENT'COUNTPy ESTATEEXTERIORS.
CAST
— INTENSELY INTERESTING CHARACTERS
FINELY DRAWN OY RECOGNIZED ABTISTS.
TERRITORIAL
RIGHTS

Address
E. S. MANHEIMER
130 West 46th St., New York

J. W.
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Exchange
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is

CELEBRATED!

our —

Eminently

Superior

productions

Complete

Diversity

of

Subjects
J

and

of

our —

High
Let

us

prove

Celebrated
Illinois and Indiana

Standard
what

of

these

Players

.

Because

Service
mean

Film

to

you!

Corporation

Two Hundred and Seven South Wabash Ave.
CHICAGO
MEMBER

llinois and Indiana

March

19. 1921

EXHIBITORS

Imitation

is the

But—
Imitations

Always

HERALD

19

Sincerest

Fall

Short

There is Only One Real Comedy

of

Flattery!

the

Mark

!

Cartoon

Andy and Min in

THE

GUMPS

The Creation of that
Master Cartoonist
SIDXEY

IE- WONnEN

VvJER£ QNC

want

T

YOu KNOW THERE'S NO fAAM-AS BLACK
AS HE'S PAiNTf- D —
and NO
take- it eron\
me THERE'S*
AS VNJHITE-A^

SMITH

1 'AA Y^UlIN
If you

fcROAb

YOU 3 OMfTT^JJ

to see a
U

Side-Splitting,
Rip-Roaring,
Comedy
See "Andy

Cartoon
in the

Cafeteria," his
latest release.

Then

you'll want

Celebrated
Illinois and Indiana

them

in your theatre every week.

Players

Film

Corporation

Two Hundred and Seven South Wabash Ave.
CHICAGO
MEMBER

Illinois and Indiana
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The

News,

|—
and
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The

Nothing

Whole

But

the

News

News

EXHIBITORS HERALD believes that the time is opportune for the
declaration of certain editorial principles and policies that have
been in effect and will remain in effect in the production of this
publication.
In explanation of the extraordinary readers' interest that is now
generally attributed to this publication we point out that a fundamental
principle of our editorial policy since the inception of the publication
has been to print the news, the whole news and nothing but the news.
We have never been reconciled to the
belief that the reams of futile, vain and
meaningless publicity matter that has received publication elsewhere in this industry has ever served any good purpose;
we believe those at whose instance this
matter has been printed have been invariably more harmed than benefited by
its publication.
We believe that the exhibitor, the man
for whom the legitimate trade paper- is
produced, has been overwhelmingly
nauseated by having had cast before his
eyes weekly long, verbose articles extolling in superlative terms the merits of this
man or that product. He has been surfeited with encomium, boast and promise until a very natural revolt ensued
wherein these very ambitiously written
press notices, instead of serving the purpose intended, merely serve to annoy and
irritate the reader and as a result belittled
and stultified the subject.
EXHIBITORS HERALD believes that
in accepting an exhibitor's subscription
it likewise accepts a trust ; and in the
proper discharge of this trust it does not
believe it is privileged to include in its
columns any matter that does not accurately tally with the highest standards of
news value. This publication does not

envision its function as a common carrier of press notices which no sane man,
intelligently informed in film matters, can
take seriously. On the contrary it believes that its function is to cause to be
published only such matter as constitutes
a legitimate chronicle of events in the film
industry, written briefly on the assumption that the exhibitor is a busy man and
has no time to waste in wading through
extraneous matter that serves no purpose
other than puffery.
* * *
The result of this policy has been that
there has been carried home to the minds
of the readers a conviction that every
item printed is for the reader's information and for no other purpose. This has
won the confidence and reliance of readers, making every item printed and instrument of influence and has gained the respect and good will of its clientele in a
manner and in a degree that cannot be
matched where any other policy obtains.
This policy, exemplified by EXHIBITORS HERALD alone in this industry,
having received the approbation of the
trade, will be carried on.
The columns of this publication will
continue devoted exclusively to the news,
the whole news and nothing but the news.
MARTIN

J. QUIGLEY.

19, 192

March
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C. F. Hancock, Lyric Theatre, Stuart, Fla.
UI have yet to lose money on any Associated First National
Franchise I have played. As for drawing power and quality
of
prints, they
REASON
WHY lead the field." — TH ATS ANOTHER
HhoreW

be a Franchise

A

everywhere

Thrilling

Mystery

Strangest

And

the

Love

Story

Ever

Told

presenting
the woman
world's
most beautiful

KATHERINE

MacDONALD
in

"My

Lady's

Latchkey"

A star whose pleasing personality
and exceptional ability wins every
heart.
A story that's one of the year's
best sellers, with a plot that holds
its suspense to the very end.

FromC. the
thrilling
"The Second
Latchkey,"
by
N. and
A. M. novel,
Williamson.
Presented
by the
Katherine MacDonald Pictures Corporation. B. P.
SCHLLBERG, President. Scenario bv Finis Fox.
Directed bysentative,
EDWIN"
CAREWE.Inc.,Foreign
RepreDavid P. Howells,
729 Seventh
Avenue, New York City.

A First National Attraction
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W. Stewart Webster, Strand Theatre Circuit,
Woodland, Cal. — "The thinking exhibitor has for
some time realized that in order to get adequate protection
he must co-operate
with WHY
his fellow exhibitors. " — THAT'S
ANOTHER
REASON

THE

OATH

\ere

A

Big

Surprise

York !
New
ALMOST INCREDIBLE
"The
perfect
specimen
the rural
species that
for which
movie could
fans
have been waiting. It isof almost
incredible
a picture
give such constant merriment without growing tiresome for a
moment."— New York Hun.
PERFECT PANTOMINE
"One of Ray's very best, and that means it is remarkably good.
A perfect pantomine. A delightful hour of unmarred humor, one
of those rnovics yow ought not to miss."— New York Daily News.
A COMIC MASTERPIECE
"A comic masterpiece." — New York Tribune.

to

Public and critics wildly enthusiastic over
first big feature picture without a subtitle. Call
it Charles Ray's best. Read what they say:
AN ACHIEVEMENT
"An
achievement
photoplay of ofits motion
most cumbersome
burden. No single that
step rids
in thethe development
pictures is
of more importance than that taken by Charles Ray in making a
picture 'without a single subtitle. It is so well handled that none
misses the titles." — New York World.
IT'S THE MILLENNIUM
"The picture is the millennium. A sheer delight, poetry of the
screen, an idyll of youth. One of Charles Ray's best character
studies, human and sincere." — New York Morning Telegraph.
UNIQUE AND ELOQUENT
"A
unique
picture,
a sign postFull
thatofpoints
a wayall that
or
later will be generally followed.
fun and
can sooner
enjoy it.
It is something different, something new and important — rich, suggestive, full of genuine life, of humor, spontaneity, freshness and
vigor. Never has Charles Ray's pantomine been
moreYork
eloquent."
— New
Times.
A MASTERPIECE
"The audiences at the Strand laughed themselves back to summertime. Ray has remarkable youthful expressiveness. A masterpiece of unalloyed and cleanly entertainment. Ray proves himself
a screen Tom Sawyer." — New York Herald.
A DELIGHT
"Charles inRay
aboutactor
everyemploys
one of aus.skillDelicious
situations
whichis the
this youth
most of
likable
as fine
as anything he has ever done. It is a delight." — New York A merican.
HIS ULTIMATE BEST
"A
joyous
tale
of youth.the Itrhymes.
is JamesIt brings
Whitcomb
Riley's
poem
with the camera weaving
a breath
of beauty
and spring from life that is real, something refreshing, clean, human.
It is Ray at his ultimate best. An ideal motion picture of surpassing beauty and lure." — New York Mail.
EACH ONE'S OWN LIFE
"Charles Ray demonstrates the grace and shading of his acting.
Everyone who laughs, is laughing into a mirror. It is their own
life."— New York Post.
FULL *OF HEART INTEREST
"You will find no end of delight in it. From the opening scene
to the close the story is brimful of heart interest. A poetic photoplay."— New York Telegram.
A JOY FOREVER
"Charles Ray is a joy forever in his inimitable mimicry of boyhood. Delightful." — New York Globe.

All

Arthur

S. Kane

Presents a Charles Ray
Special Production
CHARLES
in

RAY

Hole
The Old Swimmm'
From James Whitcomb Riley's old home poem, by
arrangement with the publishers, The BobbsMerrill Company, Indianapolis, Ind.
Directed by Joseph De Grasse
Adapted to the screen by Bernard McConville; photographed by
George Rizard: second camera, Ellsworth Rumer; Edited by Harry L.
Decker; technical supervisors, Robert Bennett and Clarence De w itt
A First National Attraction
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By MARTIN
TX a rather indefinite manner the opinion seems
A to be generally accepted in the industry that
practically all of the potential motion picture
patrons of the country are now numbered among
those who visit the theatres. The impression seems
to exist that the motion picture public of America
is now full grown and that nothing remains to be
done but to keep it satisfied.
Whether or not this is the opinion generally
held the circumstances seem to warrant the conclusion that this is actually the opinion which exists in many quarters.
If this is not the opinion then the utter absence
of any constructive program embraced by the industry generally to win new patrons to the motion
picture is hardly understandable. And it is a fact
that no such program has been undertaken or
advanced.
It is our opinion that there are literally millions of potential patrons who are. now outside the
lines of the acknowledged motion picture public
who remain there simply because the industry has
made no efforts away from the beaten tracks of
publicity to bring these people into the theatres.
afs 3§c $
'"THUS

far the public has come to the motion picture; ithas not been necessary to go after it.
The upbuilding of the vast motion picture public
which now exists has been practically spontaneous.
In the earlier days the very novelty of the pictures
in motion attracted and fascinated. Then as the

art of the motion picture developed there came a
gradual drift of popular attention toward the film
theatres, induced almost entirely by the innate attractiveness of the motion picture rather than
through the efforts of the industry to sell its product to the public.
Everywhere in the commercial activities of
the nation we have examples of industries of vast
scope which are already retailing huge volumes of
their product to the public yet they are tireless in

Public

J. QUIGLEY

their efforts to broaden the market for their product. There is the tobacco industry, for example:
Obviously there exists a ready-made demand of
huge proportions for tobacco products in every
form. Notwithstanding this there are evidences
on every side of energetic propaganda, both plain
and subtle, aimed to increase the consumption of
tobacco.
Then there are industries concerned with such
prosaic products as brick and concrete which carry
on vigorous campaigns to promote the uses of
their goods. In foodstuffs there are innumerable
examples of the natural, already existing demand
being stimulated in such a manner as to augment
substantially the requirements of the market.

AS

far as this theory applies to the motion picture there may be movements that appear to
be of a more pressing nature affecting the industry
yet there are none that hold out equal possibilities
for the future.
According to the most generous estimates
the motion picture public of America at this time
is substantially under twenty million people. In
the light of the accepted universal appeal of the
motion picture it appears very plainly that there
is a great deal of truth in the bromide to the effect
that only the surface has been scratched.
It appears to us that in this subject lies a
work of tremendous importance to be undertaken
which must some day be embraced by the industry
at large. Plans entirely away from routine publicity efforts must be put into operation. The newspapers of the country which presently devote a
ridiculous minimum of attention to the motion picture must be shown the advantages to themselves
as well as to this industry in assuming a consistent
attitude toward the screen.
With proper effort and correct means the
existing motion picture public of America can
easilv be doubled in numbers.
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An interesting item in recent news
has been the report that David
Wark Griffith in advertising "Way
Down East" is using the line. "Not
a Stage Play." For a long time the
motion picture craft has been somewhat annoyed by the action of persons presenting certain types of
stage plays who thought they were
capitalizing their opportunity by
declaring in print that their production is "not a motion picture." Mr.
Griffith's logical and timely turnabout of the situation is an interesting contribution to the record.
* * *
Again referring to Mr. Griffith,
we feel that it is right and proper
that conspicuous mention should be
noted of the splendid contributions
he has frequently made to the defense against censorship. East week
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again he made a trip to W ashington
to register the strength of his argument and personality against the
proposition under discussion there.
One of the outstanding reasons why
we have not made the progress
against the proponents of censorship that could have been made is
because too few men in positions in.
1 1i c- industry and before the public
corresponding to Mr. Griffith's have
taken the time and trouble to lend
a hand personally.
* * *
A member of the Illinois Federation of Women's Clubs recently declared: "Educational films are more
fascinating than productions starring Douglas Fairbanks. A film
showing the evolution of a butterfly
is more entertaining than a leap for
life." The author of these sentiment- would probably deem it discourteous if her attention was
called to box office records which
indicate that many million people
hold a different opinion and their
opinion is worthy of at least equal
consideration.
A graphic example of the farreaching consequences incidental to
the opening of a really tine motion
picture theatre is to be had in the
case of lialaban and Katz' new
Tivoli in Chicago. This theatre
which competent critics have acclaimed one of the finest to be found
anywhere in the world has become
a powerful stimulus to theatre attendance thorughout the southside
district of Chicago in which it is
located. The splendor and beauty
of the house is prompting new interest. Theatres even at some distance removed from the site of the
Tivoli are doing the biggest business of recent months. Every magnificent theatre, such as the Tivoli
and every good picture, are really
assets lo the entire industrv.
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Re -Takes
J. R. M.
The melancholy days have come
The saddest ones of Lent
When
I gotta
pay IthehaveincomeOn the
money
spent.ta\
The loud cheers for the author of the
above little poem having subsided we
will proceed to get down to business.
All Wrong Again
Revenue officers down in Kentucky
threatened the arrest of one of our readi r» the other day. They heard he had
a couple of stills in* his lobby.
Alter examining the stills, however
(they were of a late Christie comedy),
tin- officers declared them O. K. and
passed in, on their* badges.
Can't Be Done
Bill Keefe. he of the Kern Film ComLos Angeles,
saysof there
isn't a
pair of pany.
puttees
on the lot
his company.
Now how are they going to make pictures without 'em. *I ask you. Bill?
It is said the furniture factories of
Grand Rapids, Mich., are just catching
up with their order* for twin beds since
Beds"
"Twindisplays
the Firstan National
started
epidemic picture
of window
*
advertising the feature.
Poor Inheritance
A man might inherit a thirst for strong
* good it'll do him.
drink but that's all the
The prohibitionists will probably throw
away all their Red Seal phonograph records upon reading that Caruso was fed
*
whisky during his recent
illness.

to see his
won'tanygo more.
And they
ever makes
if heprobably
pictures
Here's a New One
Got to hand it to A. A. Milne, the English humorist, now making screen comedies, for this one. He says there are
18.973,524 books in one of
less
no
his latestthan
comedies. *
Competition
There's been quite a falling off in attendance at theatres in New York acformerly
cording to reports. People who
went to the theatre to see thrillers, sit
at home and watch the tragedies happening on the streets.
Yes They Do
How high-brow some folks get all of a
sudden. A newspaper that conducts a
"What Do You Think?" column had a
reporter ask five persons what kind of
motion pictures they liked best, and they
all said they liked educational pictures.
This didn't'
'Twas
in New happen
York. * in Boston, either.

Pete Smith, who used to rope and tie
trade paper editors on Broadway, is on
he's shooting
This time
war uppath.
the
five
. (Shooting
in Minnesota
Indians
companies out over the country with
"Bob Hampton of Placer" stickers pasted
all over 'em.)
And a Lot More Remunerative
Clayton Hamilton, who is a member
"To
of the Goldwyn editorial staff, says,
impres-a
is morepainter,
great
be a sive
than toball
be player
a mediocre
second rate statesman or an author."
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to Exhibitors Herald)

YORK, March 8. — A concrete plan for eliminating the possibility of producing objectionable pictures has been agreed upon by members of the National Association of the Motion
Picture Industry.
& f
!# ■ *
Adoption of this remedial plan is the culmination of years of effort by producers and distributors to place
production on a uniform basis in this respect.
The action taken by the N. A. M. P. I. members "will insure against the production of questionable films
and will prevent also the exploitation of pictures in a manner offensive to good taste."
Executive officials of all the larger companies attended the meeting at which this drastic step was taken.
In the resolutions adopted by them "any member wilfully refusing to carry into effect these resolutions shall be
subject to expulsion as a member of the association and further subject to such other penalties as the association may fix."
Executives of the following companies attended the meeting and are a party to the action: Associated First
National Pictures, Inc., Associated Producers, Inc., William A. Brady Picture Plays Company, Educational Film
Exchanges, Inc., Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, Fox Film Corporation, Goldwyn Pictures Corporation,
D. W. Griffith, Inc., International Film Service, Inc.
Metro Pictures Corporation. Pathe Exchange. Inc..
dering asalacious curiosity, or in any other manner injuRealart Pictures Corporation. Robertson-Cole Distribrious
welfare," the resolutions declared that "the
uting Corporation. Selznick Enterprises. Norma Tal- creators to public
of the art must in no way be hampered or prohibmadge Film Company. Triangle Distributing Corporaited from depicting honestly and clearly life as it is."
tion, United Artists Distributing Corporation and
The association also declares its "intention to aid
Vitagraph.
and assist the properly constituted authorities in the
These com*,
criminal
cution of any
panies represent
approximately %
Remedial Plan of Association
per cent of the
producer.
is tributor or d exmotion picture
hibitor of motion
RESOLVED: To the end that the motion picture be held in that high
production in the
plane which it has already attained, that the producers of motion pictures refrain
United States.
from producing such motion pictures
who
pictures
shall
produce,
prose(a) Which emphasize and exaggerate sex appeal or depict scenes therein
Reaffirmation
exploiting interest in sex in an improper or suggestive form or manner.
distribute or ex(b) Based upon white slavery or commercialized vice or scenes showing
of "its emphatic
the procurement of women or any of the activities attendant upon this traffic.
hibit
obprotest against
scene,anysalacious
(c) Thematically making prominent an illicit love affair which tends to
the production,
make virtue odious and vice attractive.
distribution and
or immoral mo(d) With scenes which exhibit nakedness or persons scantily dressed, parexhibition of all
tion picture in
dances. ticularly suggestive bedroom and bathroom scenes and scenes of inciting
violation of the
motion pictures
law to the end
(e) With scenes which unnecessarily prolong expressions or demonstrawhich are obtions of passionate love.
that the recogscene, salacious,
(f) Predominantly concerned with the underworld or vice and crime, and
nized public
like scenes, unless the scenes are part of an essential conflict between good
indecent and imand evil.
moral" was ex(g) Of stories which make drunkenness and gambling attractive or with
pressed by the
good accomscenes which show the use of narcotics and other unnatural practices dangerous
moby the shall
association
tionplishpicture
to social morality.
be preserved
and
i n resolutions
(h) Of stories and scenes which may instruct the morally feeble in methods
of committing
crime or by cumulative processes emphasize crime and the comu n a n i m o usly
mission of crime.
resolut i The
o n s conclude
adopted by the
(i) Of stories or scenes which ridicule or deprecate public officials, officers
with
an appeal
advanced."
members heretogovernother
or
of the law, the United States Army, the United States Navy
mental authority, or which tend to weaken the authority of the law.
fore mentioned.
t o exhibitors,
(j) Of stories cr with scenes or incidents which offend the religious belief
Although statproducers and
of any person, creed or sect or ridicule ministers, priests, rabbis, or recognized
distributors
not
leaders of any religious sect, and also which are disrespectful to objects or
ing that "the momembers
of
the
religion.
any
with
connection
in
used
symbols
tion picture
emphasize bloodshed and vio(k) Of stories or with scenes which unduly
should not be
association
to
colence without justification in the structure of the story.
prostituted to a
or with scenes which are vulgar and portray improper gesstories
Of
(1)
operate in carryuse or as a
tures, posturings and attitudes.
ing "into full efwith their presentasub-titles in connection
means towards
titles, andsalacious
(m) With salacious
fecttions"
thesewhich
resoluadvertising matter, photographs and
tion or exhibition, and the use of
have
arousing bawdy
lithographs in connection therewith.
been
adopted.
emotions or pan-
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Report

A I Lichtman
Signs
With Associated
Producers
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, March 8 — It is understood here that negotiations which have been in progress for some time between the Associated Producers, Inc., and Al Lichtman, formerly general manager of
distribution of the Famous Players-Lasky corporation, have been
brought to a conclusion and that Mr. Lichtman
is to become general manager of distribution of
the Associated Producers, Inc.
On Jan. 1 he resigned from his long association with the Famous Players-Lasky corporation
and since that time he has been investigating
various projects in the field. Arriving here several days ago he went into conference with the
directors of the Associated Producers. Following the early conferences it became rumored persistently that Mr. Lichtman would become assoal lichtman dated with the producers' organization.
It is understood that the signing of the final papers was delayed
pending the arrival here of Oscar A. Price, president of the Associated Producers. Mr. Price arrived here late last week. Although
no official announcement has been made it is believed that Mr. Lichtman's appointment is a fact and that he will become actively identified with the organization upon his return to New York.
Mr. Lichtman has been an outstanding figure in the distribution
of motion pictures for several years. He was identified with Famous
Players since its earliest days and is generally credited with a big
part in the success of that organization Upon the termination of
Mr. Lichtman's association with Famous Players, Adolph Zukor,
president, issued a highly complimentary tribute based on Mr. Lichtman's record with the company.
Organize to Combat
Adverse Legislation
Every Person in Industry Is
Asked to Join Affiliated
Picture Interests
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, March 8.— Incorporation papers will be filed next week
for Affiliated Picture Interests, an organization which every person connected
with any branch of the motion picture
industry will be asked to join for the purpose of protecting their means of livelihood from adverse legislation.
Frank E. Woods of the Screen Writers'
Guild is chairman of the organizing body
of fourteen. Ted Taylor is secretary.
The committee is composed of William
D. Taylor, Motion Picture Directors' Association; W. J. Reynolds, Motion Picture Producers' Association; Joseph
Ashurst Jackson. Western Motion Picture Advertisers; Glenn Harper, Los
Angeles Theatre Owners' Association:
Frederick Palmer, Palmer Photoplay
Corporation;
Lewis,Philip
Actors'
Association of Los Ralph
Angeles;
N. Rosen,
American Society of Cinema tographers;
Charles H. Kyson, Art Directors' Association; Scott R. Beal, Assistant Directors' Association; Dr. John T. Thompson,
Ethical Motion Picture Corporation; Edwin A. Keller, I. A. T. S. E. and Moving
Picture Operators; J. H. Goldberg, Los
Angeles Film Exchange Board of Trade,
and
Wyclifife
A. Hill, Photoplayvvrights'
League
of America.

Charge Blue Law
Violations in Waco
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
WACO, TEX., March 8.— Eight exhibitors here have been charged with the
violation of the Sunday closing law. They
are M. L. Gardner, H. A. Brownlee, J. P.
Harrison, W. F. Sonneman, Louis Santikos,
Lemke.A. Levy, H. E. Hickman and J. A.
Judge Holds Sunday
Closing Law Valid
(Special to Exhibitors Herald/
AUSTIN, TEX., March 8.— Associate
Judge Frank Lee Hawkins has ruled that
operation of a motion picture theatre on
Sunday is a violation of the Sunday
amusement law. The opinion was handed
down in the motion for a rehearing of
the case of J. J. Hegman, who was convicted in the Travis county court and was
fined $20.
Blackstone

Company

to

Build $1,000,000 House
(Special In Exhibitors Herald)
SOUTH BEND, IND., March 8 —
Directors of the new Blackstone theatre
announce that within the next two years
they will erect a theatre and hotel building in South Michigan street at a cost of
approximately $1,000,000. Frank C.
Toepp, treasurer of Blackstone Corporation, says the new hotel will be a 250 or
:i00-room structure.
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1)Jersey Theatre Men
Fight Legal Censor
Lay Plans at Convention in
Trenton to Combat Bill
In Legislature
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
TRENTON, N. J„ March 7— The senate bill providing for a censor board in
New Jersey was discussed at a meeting
of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of New Jersey at the Trenton House,
Trenton, last Wednesday, and plans laid
to fight the proposed measure.
Characterized as Vicious
The bill, which was introduced by
Senator Sturgess of Gloucester county,
and is now in the hands of the committee on labor, industrial and social welfare,
is characterized by President John T.
Collins of the exhibitor body as vicious.
Under its far-reaching provisions the
bill not only would censor films and
slides, but advertising copy as well.
Board of Three Members
The bill provides for the appointment
of a censor board of three members,
whose salaries are to be $2,500 a year.
Penalties are $100 for the first offense,
$150 for the second and $300 for the
third in cases where an uncensored film
is shown.
Cromelin

Protests

Duty on Raw Film
Asked by Brulatour
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK. March 8.— Paul Cromelin, president of the Inter-Ocean Film
Corporation, has made public a brief filed
with Representative Joseph W. Fordney,
chairman of the Committee on Ways and
Means, considering tariff revision, in
which he answers the plea of Jules E.
Rrulatour made before that body for a
30 per cent ad valorem duty on imported raw stock.
In his brief, Mr. Cromelin declares
that "there is no duty on raw stock now
and the best interests of the motion picture industry will be served by not alterpresent
attached ofa
lettering thefrom
the status."
Gavaert HeCompany
America, Inc., raw stock manufacturers,
with factories abroad, stating that a duty
would practically put it out of business
here.
He charges that Brulatour spoke for
the Eastman Kodak Company, which he
says manufactures between 85 and 90
per cent of the raw film used in the
United states.
Indiana Paper Directs
Blue Law Referendum
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
HUNTINGTON, IND.. March 8.— A
local newspaper is publishing ballots on
which citizens are asked to vote their
sentiment on the matter of a blue Sunday, a wide open Sunday or a Sunday
partly blue such as existed before
Prosecutor Charles R. Haller began the
strict enforcement of all Sunday laws.
Voters are told that to be consistent they
cannot vote for a blue Sunday and at the
same time vote in favor of Sunday pictures.
Invest New York
(Special to Exhibitors
SUNBURY, PA., March
and local capital will be
$250,000 theatre here.

Capital
Herald)
8— New York
invested in a
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Expected

Convention
Gathering

JACKIE COOGAN
Star of the Irving Lesser production,
"Peck's
posingdrive
for a ofposter
for
the Bad
Los Boy,"
Angeles
the
Hoover "starving kiddies" fund.
Kleist Opens Strand
At Pontiac, Michigan
J. L. Van Is the Resident
Manager of Beautiful
New Theatre
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
PONTIAC, MICH., March 8.— The
Strand theatre has been opened by Kleist
Amusement Enterprises, Inc.
On opening the theatre. A. J. Kleist.
managing director of the company, has
given Pontiac a playhouse for which its
citizens can be justly proud. Its architecture and splendid appointments make
it one of the finest theatres in this territory.
Van Is Resident Manager
J. L. Van is resident manager and assistant to Mr. Kleist. Robert Carper is
production manager of the new house.
The organ installed was built especially for the Strand by Bartola Musical
Instrument Company. It contains thirty
speaking stops, including cathedra!
chimes, harp and other orchestral stops.
Two of the latest special Simplex projection machines, a dissolving stereopti
con, a spotlight and a Hertner transverter comprise the equipment of the
operator's booth.
Von Flohr Plays Organ
Herman Von Flohr, formerly of Washington, J). C, is the organist.
Only high-class productions will be
booked by Mr. Kleist. "The Great Redeemer" was the opening attraction.
"Passion" and "Kismet" are among the
other pictures which will show there in
the near future.

of Motion
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Attend
Minneapolis
Theatre

Owners

of

America June 7-9 to be Largest Exhibitor
Meeting in History of Industry
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN., March 8 — Preparations for entertaining
more than 6,000 visitors during the convention of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of America June 7, 8, and 9 have already started.
Ninety days will not give the United Theatrical Protective League
any too much time to take care of the thousand and one details of what
it is determined to make the greatest gathering of theatre owners in the
history of the world.
Civic Association Is Co-operating
William A. Steffes. president of the U. T. P. L., in addition to the
united support of his organization, is being given complete co-operation
by the Minneapolis Civic and Commerce Association. Perry S. Williams,
convention and publicity manager of the association, is already at work
on preliminary arrangements.
From all parts of the United States The membership of the M. P. T. O. A.
letters of inquiry are pouring in as to today far exceeds that of any of the
accommodations. Several hotels have former exhibitor organizations and
reaches several territories where there
received urgent requests for reservations
was no previous organization of any
kind.
from as far east as Boston and as far
west as San Francisco.
National Officers Coming
To Open Goldwyn
Within a few weeks representatives of
the national exhibitor organization and
Offices in Berlin
several state organizations are expected
to arrive to confer over details and aid
(From Staff Correspondent)
in the work.
NEW YORK. March 3 — Arthur
Joseph Hopp, president of the Illinois
Exhibitors' Alliance, declares that the Ziehm. foreign sales manager for Goldwyn, will sail on Thursday for Germany
delegation from Illinois alone will number 500 and may be much larger.
to open headquarters for the European
Advices from the East indicate semi- distribution of the Goldwyn product.
annual meetings are to be held within
He will meet Samuel Goldwyn, who
the next few weeks to select delegates sailed February 26, in Berlin, where
offices
will be established.
and arrange for big delegations. A number of the Eastern state organizations
are planning on special trains to carry
their members and families.
Metro to Transfer
From the West reports are equally as
enthusiastic. Minnesota, Wisconsin.
All Units to Coast
North and South Dakota and Montana
(From Staff Correspondent)
are striving for 100 per cent representaNEW YORK, March 8.— Metro has
tion during the session.
decided definitely
proFirst Real National Gathering
duction activitiestoonconcentrate
the Coast.its Only
one company is working here at present,
It is pointed out that the Minneapolis
meeting will be the first real national
the Bert Lytell unit under the direction
of Maxwell Karger, and this will be
gathering of theatre owners.
Since the Motion Picture Theatre Ownmoved west as soon as the present picers of America was launched at Cleveture, "The Man Who," is completed. The
land a year ago, every part of the United concluding scenes are being shot in Atlanta, Ga.
States has been thoroughly organized.
The Metro studios in 61st street have
been shared by George D. Baker, who
is making George D. Baker Productions
for Sawyer-Lubin as Metro publications
Knowing
News
Sawyer-Lubin say they have not decided
whether or not to follow the Metro lead.
Charles Ray's new picture, "The
Old Swimmin'
Aschers Plan $750,000
without
sub-titles.Hole," was made
It not only establishes a precePlayhouse in Appleton
dent for the motion pictures pro(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
ducers, but it gives wide-awake exhibitors achance to emphasize an
APPLETON, WIS., March 8.— Ascher
Brothers of Chicago are considering the
important and interesting point in
erection of a theatre to seat 1,500 patrons
their advertising.
and to cost $750,000.
EXHIBITORS HERALD was
the only motion picture trade paper
to call the attention of the trade
Blank Buys in Sioux City
to this in an emphatic manner.
SIOUX
CITY, IA.— A $500,000 picKNOWING news is as importure house will be erected this coming
tant as GETTING news in maksummer upon the recently purchased
ing a real trade paper.
Pierce street property by A. H. Blank
of Des Moines.
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Bars Sunday

Passage
Puts
in
Women

of

Substitute

Censorship
the

Indiana

in Discard
Legislature

of State Join Forces

With Exhibitors in Seeking
Indefinite Postponement of
Coactive Measure
(From Staff Correspondent)
INDIANAPOLIS. IXD.. March
8. — Censorship has been defeated in
Indiana.
Exhibitors and other film interests,
aided
by indefinite
the Women's
Endorsers,ofhave
obtained
postponement
the
one surviving censorship measure.
Substitute Is Adopted
Substituting this bill is a measure making it unlawful to exhibit pictures of an
immoral or obscene nature or displaying
prize fights, bull fights and murder or
violence. This bill has passed the senate.
The one surviving censorship measure
had been the storm center in both houses
for several weeks. It was a composite
bill substituted for three that previously
had been introduced.
Not a Censorship Bill
The new bill, adopted in the senate,
is not a censorship measure. It would
make
"it unlawful
for any
person,
firm or
corporation
engaged
in the
business
of
conducting a moving picture show or of
exhibiting motion pictures or any other
public exhibition of any nature whatsoever to exhibit, display or permit to be
exhibited or displayed any picture, performance or any other representation
which is of an immoral, obscene, inhuman
or indecent character, or which presents,
exhibits or displays any bull fight, prize
lights, act of murder, 'criminal violence
or any other exhibition or representation
of such character as to tend to corrupt
the morals or incite to crime."
Violators of any of the provisions of
the act would be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction would be
fined in any s,um not less than $25 and
not more than $250.
Woman

Bill

Exhibitor

Foils

Attempt to Rob House
(From Staff Correspondent)
INDIANAPOLIS, IND., March 8.—
An armed highwayman tried to hold up
Mrs. Charles Cook, owner of a picture
theatre in West Washington street while
she was in the cashier's booth. Mrs.
Cook'she screams
the three
man away
and
made hisfrightened
escape with
confederates in a taxicab.
Thirty-eighth Theatre
Bought by Butter field
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
PORT HURON, MICH.. March 8.—
The Butterfield interests have purchased

the Majestic theatre here. This is the
thirty-eighth
house ofin Butterfield.
Michigan to come
under the control
Censorship Victory in
S. D. Senate Surprise
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
PIERRE, S. D.. March 8.— Passage
of the censorship measure by the senate
occasioned the same surprise as did the
victory for the reformers in the lower,
house. At the time of the bill's passage
by *the house it was rumored that the
action merely was an effort to shove the
measure into the senate, where it was
predicted confidently that defeat awaited
it. If approved now by the hoase the
law becomes effective on August 1.
Hostettler

Circuit Now

Has Thirty-six Houses
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LINCOLN, NEB., March 8.— Recent
acquisitions by J. E. and J. O. Hostettler
increase their circuit of theatres in the
Middle West to thirty-six houses. Two
theatres at Fairbury and two at Norfolk have just been purchased by the
Hostettlers.

Shows

For Charity Unless
Permit Is Granted
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
JERSEY CITY, N. J., March 8.—
Benefit performances, excepting those
for which a permit is granted, are prohibited in Jersey City under an order
issued last Wednesday by Police Chief
Richard T. Battersby. The order was
issued following the complaint of the
committee of ministers who charged
that exhibitors were giving charitable
performances on Sunday aird receiving
most of the receipts. The order reads:
"Theatres and motion picture houses
will not be permitted to open for business Sundays. Should any performance
be permitted the captain of the precinct
will be notified by letter from the chief.
The law in reference to children attending must be enforced."
Charitable
performances, which in the
tallowed
hief's opinion
are justifiable, will be
under permit.
Council

Warren G. Harding of Ohio on the steps of the
Capitol at Washington, D. C, snapped for
International News, distributed by Universal.

19, 1021

Gives License

In Face of Protests
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
ST. PAUL, MINN., March 8— Despite apetition signed by residents of the
neighborhood at Grand avenue and Oxford street protesting against the operation of a theatre, the city council with
but one dissenting vote granted a license
to G. W. Granstrom. The aldermen took
little cognizance of the threats of residents that they would seek retaliation at
the next election.
Grants Court Appeal
From Board Decision
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
PROVIDENCE, R. L, March 8.— The
censorship bill introduced in the house
by Representative Kiernan makes it
illegal to exhibit such pictures as are
"cruel, obscene, sacriligious, indecent or
immoral." Three persons, one a woman,
would constitute the board. Exhibitors
dissatisfied with the board's decision
could appeal to the superior court.
Fox

Buys Site for

$1,000,000 House
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW BRITAIN, Conn., March 8—
W illiam Fox has bought the site of the
Landers home here and will erect upon
it a $1,000,000 theatre. Work will be
started in the Spring.
The fact that the Fox theatre corporation held an option on the site was
announced
ors Herald. in the last issue of ExhibitWert Takes Possession
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
MILTON, N. D., March 8.— E. D.
Wert has taken over the management of
the Star theatre.

The NEW
BEDFORD
(Mass.) STANDARD
Says
Under cover of stamping out the salacious in screen plays it is proposed to clothe a public official with authority to say
what sort of ideas, religious, social, political, shall rea:h the people through this medium.
Better the evil that
there is in pictures than this throttling of the constitutional rights of freedom of speech — for that is what picture
censorship amounts to.

March
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Fleming

Fails

EXHIBITORS
to

Impress Columbus
(Special to Exhibitors Herald J
COLUMBUS. IND.. March 8— When
Rev. W. S. Fleming of Chicago, professional reformer, cited "The Brute
Master."
a
W. \V. Hodkinson
a horrible example
of the need picture.
of motiona~
picture censorship, he gave the citizens
of this city the heartiest laugh they have
enjoyed in years.
The picture
was shown
Crump's
theatre.
Rev. Fleming
attendedat the
afternoon performance and then denounced
the picture at night at a meeting in the
Methodist church. His talk failed to impress.
Manager
Crump's
says
he is Rogers
willing of
to have
the theatre
picture
returned at any time for critical inspection. He says he makes an effort to protect his patrons from undesirable pictures
and that he believes Rev. Fleming went
to the theatre determined to get a little
"local color" for his otherwise stereotyped talk. The general opinion in the
city is that the picture was very pleasing entertainment.
Chicago Reformer
Invades La Porte
{Special to Exhibitors Herald)
■ LA PORTE. IND.. March S— Mrs.
Frances L. Gates of Chicago has come
to La Porte to "clean up the city." She
is attempting to marshal women's organizations toclose theatres, pool rooms,
tobacco stores, dance halls and carnivals
on Stindavs.
Directors Holding Third
Annual Ball on April 2
(Special to Exhibitors Herald J
NEW YORK, March 8— The third
annual ball of the Motion Picture Directors Association will be held in the Gold
Room of the Hotel Astor on April 2.
Elaborate preparations are being made.
The gathering will be limited to TOO.
Many surprises in the way of entertainment is promised. The committee
in charge of this announces that prominent artists will appear on the program.
Ingram Returns West
To Resume Production
(From Staff Correspondent'
NEW YORK. March S— Rex Ingram
and
JuneCoast,
Mathis
will remained
leave thishereweek"
for the
having
to
be present at the opening of "The Four
Horsemen" at the Lyric Sun-day night.
Upon his arrival West Ingram will prepare for the production of a new Metro
picture. No storv has been selected.
Completes Plan for
New Montclair House
(Special to Exhibitors Herald J
NEWARK. N. J.. March 8.— Thomas
W. Lamb of New York has completed
the plans for the new $200.000 theatre to
be erected at Yalley road, between Bellevue and Lorraine avenues, by Edward
D. Ring, 57 Plymouth street. Montclair.
Blue Law Enforced
(Special to Exhibitors Herald I
UNION. S. C, March 8— A blue law
ordinance prohibiting the sale of anything but medicines on Sunday becomes
effective on March 13.
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Sunday
Laws
Would Bar Scenes Which Show
Cigaret Smoking — Children
Under 16 Must Be With
Parents at Performances

After 6 O'Clock P. M.
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
SALT
LAKE
CITY. UTAH,
March 8. — Utah theatre men face a
dangerous situation in legislation
proposed by Representative Parker.
The bill covers both censorship
and Sunday opening, both phases
being as drastic in provisions as
any proposal
to the state legislatures ofthemade
country.
Would Ban Sunday Shows
No amusements whatever would be
permitted on Sunday under the law.
Rigid enforcement of the censorship provisions would make it next to impossible
to operate a theatre. In addition to the
usual scenes considered objectionable,
the smoking of a cigarette could not be
depicted.
Children under 16 years of age would
be prohibited from attending a motion
picture theatre
after 6 o'clock
in the
evening
unless accompanied
by parents
or a bona fide guardian.
Exhibitors Are Aroused
No legislation proposed in this state
has aroused the exhibitors and other
amusement enterprises as has the Parker
bill. Theatre men declare that the provision making unlawful the exhibition of
anything
"offensive
decency" close
could all
be
so interpreted
as toto virtually
picture nouses.
The Salt Lake Telegram has come to
the front in opposition to the measure.
The paper
''no one canthese
explain thedeclares
motivesthatprompting
asinine adventures in legislation."

Robbery

ELKHART. IND.. March 8.— Harry
Sterling is in the Elkhart jail charged
with the theft of $600 from the safe of
the Orpheum theatre last October.
Buys Miles City Theatre
(Special to Exhibitors H'eraid)
MILES CITY. MONT.. March 8 —
Donald Stewart of Cheyenne. Wyo.. has
purchased the Strand theatre from Tom
Smith and F. E. Head.

What

With

to

and

Issues Program to
Spread Propaganda
Against Censorship
Every time A. L. Hepp of the
Idyl Hour theatre. Greeley, Neb.,
issues a house program he takes advantage of its circulation to disseminate anti-censorship propaganda.
The March issue is printed on
heavy red stock, 11 by 14 inches in
size. Centered on the cne-sheet is
the calendar for the month and the
productions booked. On the margin are printed arguments against
censorship, many of these being
excerpts from speeches of promitorials.nent men and from newspaper ediIn every other division of the
calendar denoting the days is
printed an advertisement, thus
making the program not only one
of information but also a paying
preposition.
The glaring red stock assures a
reading.
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Exhibitors

Jive
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"Exhibitors Herald is SOME PAPER.
Don't know just how bad
we would miss it if we couldn't get it." — R. O. Rhoades. manager. Orpheum
theatre Converse. Ind.
J£
is.
"Having sold the Liberty theatre, will you please change the address on
my Exhibitors Herald at once, so I will be sure to get it? I don't want
to miss a single copy as I expect to locate in the theatre business again soon." —
Fred L. Ryder. Liberty theatre. Sharon. Wis.
J$

:as sc.

"Am renewing my subscription for two years. I find EXHIBITORS
HERALD my greatest help. I don't understand how you can put out a magazine
as complete and elaborate as the Herald for the price you get." — Sam Campbell, manager. Endeavor theatre. Endeavor, Wis.
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Industry

Sioux

City

Man

Claims

Invention

Of
Fireproof Film
Manufacturer Declares It Will Take Photographic Emulsion As Well
As Celluloid and Can
Be Made Cheaper, Lighter and Stronger
invention. In that time he claims to have
FILM that is noncombustiblc !
This is the claim of Henry A. Meyer, spent $250,000 in' experimentation. He has
a manufacturer of Sioux City, la.
been granted patents and now is installing
Besides being fireproof Mr. Meyer de- machinery in his plant in West Sioux City
clares the film can be made cheaper, and
for production. Associated with him are
i s lighter and stronger than the celluloid B. H. Kingsbury and F. L. Eaton, both of
Sioux
City.
used in production.
This process, according to Meyer, was
Meyers is of the opinion that his invention will revolutionize the industry.
first discovered by a young woman who
He says :
was experimenting with an emulsion which
would give a skin like finish to dolls. Mr.
"One of the biggest problems of motion
picture theatres is to guard against fire. Meyer obtained the rights to the formula
The films now in use not only are highly for $25,000. Before it was perfected the
inflammable, but will explode if subjected woman died and for the last six years
chemists have been working on it.
to unusual heat." * * *
During the war the government used the
covering
for airplane wings.
"To guard against the fire danger operators' booths have to be constructed of steel
or other fireproof material. This necessiTom Terriss to Make
tates great expense and practically bars
motion pictures from rural communities
International Pictures
because fire regulations prohibit them in
(From Staff Correspondent)
halls and schools where fireproof projection
rooms have not been built.
NEW YORK, March 8.— Tom Terriss.
for the last three years producing Tom
"My film will take photographic emulsion
just as well as celluloid and does away
Terriss
Productions for Vitagraph, has
entirely with the danger of fire. It also
signed
a
contract to do special features
can be made cheaper, and is lighter and
for International Film Company. The
stronger."
Meyer claims also that his process can
features will be based on Hearst Magabe used in the manufacture of unbreakable
zine stories. His first story has not been
glass, a covering for airplane wings which
selected.
is inflammable and sanitary surgical dressings which do not irritate a wound.
Mr. Terriss produced "Dead Men Tell
* * *
No Vitagraph.
Tales," "Trumpet Island" and others
for
For six years Meyer has worked on his

Two

Big

Guns

Turns

19, 1921
Over

$650,000 to Hoover
Drive Is Still in Progress
By Houses in Various
Parts of U. S.
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, March 7— Thus far the
motion picture industry has collected
$650,000 for the Herbert Hoover relief
fund for the starving children of Europe.
This sum, $160,000 representing the
collections made by the theatres of
Greater New York and the $500,000 representingfromthe national
lections
over the committee's
country, is colbut
the first
payment.
Many
theatres
continue to send in returns.
Hold Meeting at Capitol
Delivery of the money was made at a
meeting at the Capitol theatre last week.
S. L. Rothafel. chairman for Greater
New York, and Charles Pettijohn, chairman of the national committee, acted on
behalf of the industry. James J. Rick,
comptroller
the
money. of the relief fund, received
The following Greater New York
theatres were notably successful, among
them being houses of from 250 seats up
to 5,000:
Capitol theatre, $10,405.47; Plaza, $1,146.75; Rivoli, $1,049.40; Strand, $1,006.78;
Rialto. $729.95; Audubon and Washington theatres (under same management),
$1,101.57; Adelphi and Symphony theatres (under same management), $926.15;
44th Street. $567.58; City Hall, $441.00;
Olympic, $408.22.
Active Campaign Closes
The meeting marked the close of the
active drive for the Relief Fund and the
various committees were discharged.
Mrs. Forester will remain as Mr. Rothafel's
fundscouncil
have been
turnedassistant
over tountil
theallrelief
and
accounts settled.
Among those present were: Mrs. Julia
Forester, S. L. Rothafel, Charles Pettijohn, James J. Rick, J. E. Chadwick.
New York Film Club; Harry H. Buxbaum, Famous Players; H. G. Einstein.
Hoover Relief Council; C. L. Yearsley.
First National; Mr. Behrens, Behrens
Supply Co.; Julian Solomon; Jerome A.
Myers: mittee
Joseph
workers. Seider, and many comKentucky Theatres
Collect $6,012.20
L. J. Dittmar, president of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of Kentucky
and chairman of the Hoover drive in that
state, has forwarded to the European
Relief Council checks for $6,012.20 raised
by Kentucky theatres.
Mr. Dittmar reports that $3,615.90 was
collected
theatres: in Louisville in the following
Alamo, Walnut, Casino. Cozy. Shelby, Preston.
Cherokee, Strand. National. Star, Aristo, Hilltop,
Parkland Macauleys Majestic, Orpheum, Empire,
Norman. Baxter, Crown, Mary Anderson. Rex
Broadway.
Hippodrome, Sun. Ideal. West Broadway. East
Other theatres in the state raised
$2,396.30.
Orange, N. J., distinguished itself in
the Hoover drive. Mutual Theatre Company, operating the Palace, Colonial and
Lyceum theatres in Orange, N. J., has
forwarded
a check for $1,530.93 to the
council.

Carl Laemmle, president of Universal, inspects Morros Castle, Havana, Cuba, where
scenes for Eddie Polo's new serial, "The Seal of Satan," were made.

Oakley to Have Theatre
OAKLEY, O. — A motion picture theatre to cost $40,000 will be built on the
square opposite the Oakley bank.
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Advertising

Biggest

and

Men

Best

Ever

Many Big Figures in Industry Attend "The Naked
MurrCLV
Sign
(Special to Exhibitors
Herald)
J
Truth ' ' Event Held by the A . M. P. A.
at Biltmore Hotel, N. Y.
NEW YORK, March 8.— The Associated Exhibitors, Inc., announces that
(From Staff Correspondent) •
contracts have been signed for the publication of four features starring Mae
NEW
YORK,
March
8.— Bigger and better than ever was "The Naked
Murray directed by Robert Z. Leonard.
Truth" dinner given by the Associated Motion Picture Advertisers at
This is the first important announcement
the Biltmore Hotel last Friday night.
by the company since the reorganization
at which Arthur S. Kane was named
The event marked the annual fun test of the advertising and pubchairman of the executive committee.
licity writers of the industry, who make up the membership of the
A combination of western capitalists
acting in association with Leiford Gates, A. M. P. A. The copy men, relaxing from the serious tasks of office,
turned their talents into the channels of comedy and, drawing upon their
author, and Boyd Curtey, newspaper
publisher in the west and middle west, available stream of originality and humor, presented a program that scintillated with clever novelties and keen wit.
will produce the pictures. Work on the
first picture begins immediately at the
Many Prominent Men in Attendance
Amsterdam studios, New York. All pictures will be made here. Four stories are
Everything
that
happened was generated by the spirit of good natured
now under consideration.
fun. and though the industry and its people were held up to the mirror,
one saw these subjects as figures before the concave and convex-shaped
French Promoter
reflectors. "The Naked Truth" was told for purposes of mirth only.
The affair was the first formal under- up with the climactic announcement
taking of the A. M. P. A. and was at- that he wanted everybody to know that
Arrested at Pier
tended by many of the big figures in the the
corporation had the greatest adverBeatty.
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
industry.
About 200 guests were prestising man in the business — Jerome
ent.
NEW YORK, March 8.— Under date
Assemble in Foyer
line of Paris, March 7, the New York
Parsons ofIsC."Brunet"
The addresses
L. Yearsley as J.
American today carries a story that AnThe first evidence of the spirit of the
drew Hemmel, who said he was the evening was found in the ballroom foyer D. Williams, general manager of First
founder of the Franco-American Cine- where the guests assembled. The A. M. National; P. A. Parsons as Paul Brunet
matograph Corporation, was arrested at P. A. had placarded the foyer with witty of Pathe; Paul Gulick as R. H. CochHavre as he was about to sail for New- references to the Blue Laws and their
rane of Universal; C. C. Pettijohn as
effect upon the industry.
Lewis J. Selznick; Howard Dietz as E. J.
York on the liner "Havoie" and was
brought back to that city to face a
Godsol of Goldwyn; Vivian Moses as
Upon a signal from President Paul
William Fox, and Paul Lazarus as Hiram
charge, the nature of which was not re- Lazarus, the guests gathered in table
vealed.
Abra ms of United Artists — all were in
groups according to seating arrangethe same light tone.
ments and, following a leader who carried
A novel nursery rhyme stunt with
a banner bearing a humorous designaAssociated Producers
tion for the group, marched into the ball George Landy as the mother and an
room.
inquisitive "kid" for an assistant, dwelt
Is to Distribute Four
upon the foibles of the industry and kept
Entertainers on Program
An announcer dressed as a Swiss yodler the fun going. Two apropriate songs,
Frothingham Pictures
arose with the arrival of each course and "xell the Boss, Mr. Advertising Man,"
(From Staff Correspondent)
delivered witty sallies on topics of cur- by Paul M. Sarazan of First National,
NEW YORK, March 8.— A contract
and "Avalonian Blues," by A. M. Botsrent interest in the industry. Professional
ford of Famous Players-Lasky, were
has been signed by Associated Producentertainers
provided
several
numbers
ers and J. L. Frothingham Productions
pleasantly rendered by Mr. Sarazan, folwhile the dinner was being served.
lowing a psychic skit, played by two
whereby
A. P.
will distribute
the latter's
With the tables cleared, the stunts were
pictures for
a period
of one year.
members of the Green Room Club, in
in earnest. Paul Lazarus, as- which
the medium talked with folk of
Four pictures will be delivered by the begun sisted
A. M. P. A. members
the past and relayed his information to
producing company, the first to be a pic- dressed asby five
pall bearers, furnished the the
guests.
turization of Peter B. Kyne's story, "The
opening act. Reading from a huge
Amusing Sketch Given
Ten
Dollar
Raise."
April
24
has
been
set
ledger,
the
A.
M.
P.
A.
president
urged
as the tentative publication date.
the erection of suitable memorials to
An extremely amusing sketch, called
"The Ten Dollar Raise" will be played those pictures that had meant so much
"The Newer Idea," by Victor .Shapiro of
by an all-star cast headed by Marguerite
Pathe. was presented by Mr. Shapiro,
to the industry. The metaphorical
de la Motte and Pat O'Malley. Edward
closet was thus opened upon the rattling Nat Rothstein and J. I. Greene. The
Sloman is the director. The Frothingham productions will be made at the skeletons as one by one the pall bearers former played a film salesman selling
Idea," an advanced exploireversed
Truth"
hang- "The Newer
Brunton studios in Hollywood.
ing abovethethe"Naked
ball room
exitssigns
to display
tation idea with pictures. The exhibitorbuyer
had
already
collected thirteen bales
crepe draped one sheets of pictures that
had had sad lives.
of press books since cleaning out his
Select Audience Attends
stock room of a supply that brought
Reichenbach Takes Floor
(From Staff Correspondent)
and having had enough of exploitaWhen the uproar subsided, Harry $439, tion
he gladly signed a contract
NEW YORK, March 8.— Metro's
Reichenbach took the floor and paved with a stuff,
deaf and dumb salesman who
"The
Four
Horsemen
of
the
Apocalypse"
the
way
for
a
scene
between
the
editor
opened to a select audience at the Lyric and the business manager of a film daily came in with what was, according to his
theatre Sunday night. Dr. Hugo Reisenover the question of getting out an extra card. "The Newest Idea." But the newfeld, managing director of the Rialto. for
est idea wasn't new at all, and the exthe event. Profitable advertising
hibitor collapsed when, after the signing
Rivoli and Criterion theatres, arranged
of
the
contract, the salesman came to
the presentation. The run of the picture jocosely
offered
by
paper's
own
staff,
having settled the question after a lively life and announced that on the next day
is for an indefinite period.
argument, the already prepared extra was an exploitation man would call.
brought in in approved newsboy fashion.
Goodman Writes Skit
Mr. Reichenbach next introduced the
Scenarioist Dies in N. Y.
The activities of the Hotel Astor proguests
of
the
evening.
He
called
upon
(From Staff Correspondent)
moters, who make the table cloths look
Adolph Zukor, but instead of Mr. Zukor.
NEW YORK, March 8.— Paul M. Jerome Beatty, director of advertising like a mathematician's ravings, were
Potter, playwright and scenarioist, died and publicity for Famous Players-Lasky,
amusingly brought out in a sketch, "A
Mere Detail." written especially for the
arose. As Mr. Zukor, Mr. Beatty mensuddenly yesterday morning at the Murtioned the name of his company as often occasion by Daniel Carson Goodman and
ray Hill Baths. He had been in ill health
played by a cast of A. M. P. A. memfor a year.
as possible, told of its position and wound
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bers. The sketch, followed by a violin
duet with piano accompaniment played
by Maurice Meyers and the Sarazan
brothers.
The next to closing number was a
sketch written and presented by two
members of the Green Room club, while
the final act was a rousing number showing five stages in the evolution of the
press
bers. agent, played by A. M. P. A. memPresent at the dinner were:
L. W. Boynton. Monte Sohn. Oscar Cooper, R.
M. Vandervert, Howard HcLellan, Al McKoskcr.
Stanton Northrup. Roger Ferri. Arthur Leslie,
Charles V. Shanks, Wid Gunning. Joe Danncnberg. Jack Alicoate. M. Kann, J. Kron. F. W.
Hyman, E. K. Gillett, Fred Beecroft, Bob Welsh.
Ray Gallager, Harry H. Poppe. James Beecroft.
J.Belle.
I. Greene,
Herbert
Crooker. George
Claude Landy,
A. I-aAl Selig,
Percy B.Marmont.
Maurice
Meyers,
Milton
Silver,
John
B.
Dornan,
C. A. Dodson.
H. Yaffa, George B. Gallup. M. A. Schutte.
Richard Weil. Paul Cromelin, Mr. Neugass, H.
Feinman, Rutgers Neilson, An Gablick. Mr. Stitt.
Bert Sarazan, Leslie Mason, C. F. Chandler. W.
E. Milligan. S. F. Clark, M. B. Blumenstock.
S. C. Einfeld, Jack Weaver, Charles Urban, E.
St. Elmo Lewis. R. F. Soule, J. O. Barnard, Fred
Baer. wardCharles
Weitzel. W. Barrell, W. M. Schuster, EdWells Hawks, Mr. Garyn, Leo Pollock. Leslie
Jordan. E. P. McNamee, V. M. Moses, Winfield
Shechan, Mr. Robbins. Paul N. I*azarus Hiram
Abrams, Kenneth L. Hodkinson, A. C. Berman.
William Brandt. Louis Blumenthal. Roderick Ross,
Marshall
P. Gridley
Smith, Martin
Quigley,
GlendonNeilan,
Allvine.
Walter Eberhardt,
Joe Brady,
Bob Riskin. Ira Cohen, Everett Riskin. Allan
Rock, Arthur Brilant. Robert Vignola.
Jake Woodruff, Worthy Butts. Earl Hudson. C.
L. Yearsley. Boh Dexter, E. J. Johnson, William
Morgan, Paul Mooney. Tom North. Bob Grainger,
Paul Brunet, Elmer Pearson, P. A. Parsons. V.
M. Shapiro. Arthur Rousseau, J. E. Storey, Miles
Gibbons, FVank Bruner. Arthur S. Kane, Phil
Ryan, A. M. Botsford. Vincent Trotta, Albert
Yaeger, Harry Meyer, J. C. White, Oscar S.
Tyson, William J. Beron A. J. Barnes, W. Byron
Rufe, James Bradford, Horace Judge, Hal Phyfe,
J. C. Shea, Paul E. Perez, Ace Berry, Paul Gulick.
Harry C. Bate. George E. Kann. Ben Grimm,
Al Tuchman.
Adolph Zukor, S. R. Kent, Jerome E. Beatty,
Lee Counselman. D. W. Griffith, Robert Long,
Tom Wiley, Al Thorn, Gabriel Hess, Mr. Brightman, Alvin Mayer. A. l)u Mahout Howard Deitz,
Mr. Alexander, Mr. Sedran, Mr. Gatherman, Mr.
Kearney, Major O'Mahoney, Lewis J. Selznick,
TOASTMASTER

Let's

March

HERALD

Have
More
Like
M. J. q.

19, 1921

It
\

The record of the "Naked Truth" dinner remains as a striking tribute
to enterprise and mental alertness of the membership of the Associated
Motion Picture Advertisers, Inc.
The unanimous verdict of the guests was that the dinner was the
most amusing and diverting event yet held within the industry.
*
The ghosts of yesterday's failures comprised one of the big laughs of
the evening and the skit was keenly enjoyed even by the executives whose
product was given posthumous reference.
*
The Hon. H. Reichenbach, the silver-haired exploiter, as toastmaster
ini the evening swung a subtle gavel and contributed much mirth to the
occasion.

Harry's satirical touches *went over with a bang.

America's greatest daily, devoted exc!usi\elv to the motion picture
industry, sprung a trick extra which got a lot of laughs despite the fact
that it didn't carry a specimen of Danny's
jerky jots.
*
The program was an all star event, a long list of the members of the
association participating and each contributing in an important way to
the success of the evening.
*
I'nanimous verdict: Knockout. *
Let's have more like it.
(harles Pettijohn. Percy L. Waters. Julian M.
Solomon.Ben C.Davis.
Lang Charles
Cobb. Will
C. Smith. Nat Rothstein.
Goldreyer.
Harry Reichenbach. George Blaisdell Roland
Blaisdell. Jacques Kopfstein. Fred Schaefcr,
( harles Zenker, Julius A. Lewis. Hugo Mayer. F.
Rothenberg, Ben Knoppeiman, Ralph O. Proctor,
AND

HIS ASSISTANTS

loc Reddy. John Hnmm. L. Diamond. John F.
Chalmers. Wendell P. Milligan, Alfred J. Chal
mers. James A. Milligan, Clemends A. Kracht,
William J. Reilly, Senor F. G. Ariza. Arthur
James, Al Karpen. Mr. Goodfield. P. B. Dana,
D. K. Appenzeller, J. K. Adams, J. V. Ritchey,
W. Rav Johnson.

AT A. M. P. A. DINNER

Left to right — Vivian M. Moses, Charles C. Pettijohn, Harry L. Reichenbach, toastmaster, C. L. Yearsley. Second row —
Paul Gulick, Paul Lazarus, Jerome Beatty and Howard Dietz. Among others who contributed to the success of the "Naked
Truth" dinner were Nat Rothstein and P. A. Parsons.
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Cohen Aids Fight on
Censorship at Capital
(From Staff Correspondent)
NEW YORK, March 8.— Sydney
S. Cohen, president of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of America, participated actively in the
fight against censorship at Washington, D. C. The national league
was represented at the capital hearing by Mr. Cohen. State organizations throughout the country also
cooperated in the movement.

West

Virginia

Organize

to

Unit

of

M.P.
T. O. of A.
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
CHARLESTON. W. YA., March 8.—
A state convention of exhibitors is to be
held here on March 15 for the purpose
of forming a permanent unit of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America. Extensive preparations have been
made and a large attendance is promised.
Samuel I. Berman will represent the
national league. Some definite step to
combat censorship will be taken.
Exhibitors to Confer
With Distributors
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
ROCHESTER. N. Y., March S.— One
important business session at the convention of the Exhibitors Association of
the State of New York will be the conference between theatre men and members of the F. I. L. M. Club of New York.
Grievances of exhibitors will be discussed and adjustment will be sought.
The convention will be held on April 5,
6 and 7 at the Hotel Seneca here.
Propose Ordinance to
Bar Woman Ushers in
Theatres in Chicago
An ordinance which would prohibit
the employment of woman ushers in
Chicago theatres is pending before the
council buildings committee.
According to 85 per cent of the replies
to queries sent out by the committee, city
fire marshals in various parts of the
country declare that women ushers are
not conducive to public safety.
A sub-committee of the building committee on March 8 began an inspection
of theatres as a result of charges by
Chief of Police Fitzmorris that the fire
ordinances are not properly enforced.

"The

Kid" Is Playing
Five Keith Theatres
(From Staff Correspondent)
NEW YORK. March 8. — Charlie
Chaplin in "The Kid" is the extra feature this week at B. F. Keith's Riverside,
Colonial, Alhambra, Eighty-First Street
and Hamilton theatres, all big time
vaudeville houses. The picture was the
added feature last week at B. F. Keith's
Palace, the most important house in the
Keith chain.

News
Early
Pathe,

Reel

Enterprise

Views

of

Gives

Inauguration

Selznick^ Kinograms and Fox Have Prints
of Harding Ceremony in Theatres for
Showing Friday Evening
|From Staff Correspondent)
NEW YORK. March 8. — The news reel producers ran a race last
Friday for the honor of being the first to show news pictures of the
President Harding inaugural ceremonies at W ashington. Yesterday statements were made by the different companies as to what each had accomplished.
Pathe claims the honor of being the first to show its special in New
York. According to the Pathe statement the first print was receipted
for by the Strand theatre at 7:35 p. in. Within less than fifteen minutes
a print of the reel had been delivered to the Rialto. Rivoli and Capitol.
Prints Reach Newark Friday Evening
The Brooklyn Strand was supplied at 8:18. By 10 o'clock prints
of the Pathe special had covered theatres from Fox's Academy of Musical 14th street to the Majestic at 185th street and St. Nicholas avenue.
In addition Pathe supplied the Academy of Music at Jersey City at 7:45;
the Newark theatre, Goodwin's and the Brr.nford. all in Newark, at 8:40.
8:50 and 8:57. respectively.
At 2:00
morning
100 in good time, but laboratory trouble deprints,
eacho'clock
of 400 Saturday
feet, left by
aeroplane
layed the distribution.
for Cleveland and Chicago. Cleveland.
Kinograms concentrated its efforts
Cincinnati and Chicago theatres put on upon getting its pictures of the ceremonies to Philadelphia and points West
the reels later Saturday afternoon.
and South. A laboratory was especially
Carry by Airplane
engaged in Washington, and the prints
The Western supply was shipped on rushed direct from there, the purpose
being to beat the competitors at points
the Western Limited out of Chicago Sat- other
than New York.
urday for Denver, where the prints were
The Fox News department distributed
picked up by aeroplane for Salt Lake
its reel by special messengers and by
City, San Francisco, and Los Angeles.
Pathe expected yesterday that with no Saturday noon had covered the important cities of New England after having
hitch occurring prints would be shown
taken care of local and nearbv theatres.
on the Coast Monday night or Tuesday
morning, less than seventy-two hours
after the inaugural ceremonies.
The Selznick news reel, according to Miller Reiterates His
the Selznick offices, was on Broadway
Stand for Censorship
at 9:10 Friday night. At intervals of ten
minutes twenty-rive additional prints Clayton Bill in New York Is
were distributed. Among the houses
Amended to Exempt All
showing the Selznick special was B. F.
Keith's
Palace
theatre,
and
others
in
the
New Reels
Keith chain. The Selznick reel arrived
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
ALBANY, X. Y.. March 8.— Governor
Miller last week again went on record
as favoring the passage of a law for
GIVING READERS
strict censorship of motion pictures.
REAL SERVICE
Against Advertisements
Following a conference with Mrs.
EXHIBITORS HERALD diClarence Waterman of Brooklyn, head
rects special attention to the first
of the Better Motion Picture Alliance,
who showed him advertisements of moreport in "What the Picture Did
tion picture shows, he declared that he
for Me" on "Way Down East." It
was in favor of anything that would put
appears in bold type on page 84 of
a stop to such advertisements.
this issue.
The Clayton bill, calling for the establishment of a state board of censors, is
The report comes from O. R.
now in the hands of the ways and means
Nation of the Strand theatre, Dacommittee. Assemblyman Clayton of
Kings, the father of the bill, conferred
vis, Cal., a regular contributor to
with the governor and afterwards exthe "What the Picture Did for
pressed himself as sure that the goverMe" department.
nor would sign the bill if it were passed.
Amendments Are Made
It gives the exhibitors of United
States the first real information as
Amendments are to be made to the
to what D. W. Griffith's latest spemeasure. Under these the word "regucial production will do at the box
lation" will be substituted for "censorship." News reels will be exempt from
office of a motion picture theatre.
censoring, as will be pictures made prior
It is just another example of why
to July 1. The amendments also provide
that the censor board, if established,
EXHIBITORS HERALD leads
must give specific reasons for rejecting
the field in circulation and prestige.
anyThere
picture.
is a possibility that action will
be taken on the bill this week.
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Mouse

Will Be "Velvet"
Rental from Offices in Theatre Will Pay for Investment
000 a year during
ATLANTA, GA..
the first five years,
March 8. — W h e n
will amount to
new$200,000 a year by
Samuels'
Sig
Metropolitan thethe fifth five-year
atre opens its doors
an interesting chapIn executing the
t e r will be rcperiod.
corded in the
plan so carefully
conceived and deSouth's contribution
to the progress of
Mr. Samuels hasveloped,
gathered
the world's fifth
about
him
a
group
industry. Not beof the soundest
cause of its mambusiness men in
moth proportions,
Atlanta. Chief on
not "because of an
extravagant expenhis
advisory
mittee, and onecom-of
diture of money,
not because of the
importthe
a n tmost
stockholders,
lavish nature o f
the program the
is Willard C. Patterson, inseparably
new house will ofidentified with Mr.
fer, but because of
the sound business
Samuels' Criterion
theatre. Perhaps
character of the investment.
the most
cant factsignifithat
For the Metrocomes to light in
politan is more
connection with
than a theatre. It
is a big business
the organization of
the Metropolitan
proposition involvSIk. Snmurln' >l«-tropolltnii
Company is that
ing a $500,000
vestment. It isin-a
JamesNational
Floyd, Hank
vicecombination theatre and office building, president of the Atlanta
and it would be a paying proposition if and one of the most conservative business men in Atlanta, is one of the largthe theatre proper never opened its
est stockholders.
doors.
The accompanying photograph showThe office space and stores will bring
ing the theatre
in thethree
process
of cona revenue during the twenty-five years
struction was made
weeks
ago.
of the ground lease period that will as- Since that time the brick work has been
sure a handsome profit on the amount
practically completed and the roof will
invested.
go on within the next few days. ConPractically speaking, the Metropolitan
tracts have been let for plastering. The
theatre will cost nothing. Any amount
electrical work is well on the way.
that the theatre proper makes through
Mr. Samuels is now making a tour of
its
operation will be "velvet," to use the the East studying interior decorating
vernacular.
schemes preliminary to closing the conWhen Mr. Samuels reached the detract for the decoration of the Metrotermination to erect another theatre in
Atlanta, a theatre that would prove a politan.
It is the practical side of the proposifitting companion to the Criterion that
tion that invites consideration and admirhas attained national recognition under
ation because it proves the adaptability
the management of Willard C. Patter- of the modern motion picture house. For
instance, as the plans for the Metropolison, he brought to bear a remarkable
tan developed the question of a fly-galdegree of business acumen. He studied
lery arose. Obviously a picture house
the possibilities of the location which he
desired, and then decided to fortify the would not require a fly-gallery and that
left
a
certain amount of space available.
proposed investment so securely that
whatever turn events might take in the Mr. Samuels conferred with his architect and together they worked out an
exhibiting department of the industry
arrangement for a small office, the rentals
the ful
Metropolitan
would
still
be
a
successfrom which will amount to $4,000 a year.
investment.
So he planned a combination theatre Another time when a small unused space
developed in the plans for the basement
and office building. The site is on corner
was converted into a room for transfer
property running the full length of a itfiles.
Gulf Refining Company signed for
block in the very heart of the city, facing the basement
room at $1,000 a year.
the city's sectionmain
thoroughfare
at
the
interThe Metropolitan theatre will seat apof the two principal business
proximately 2,000. Its policy will be the
streets,
directly opposite Atlanta's leading hostelry.
same
as that
adopted
by Mr. Samuels'
Criterion
theatre
— independent
motion
And on this site he is erecting a six- picture productions.
As
the holder of
story building of concrete and steel —
modern, practical, absolutely fireproof the First National franchise. Mr. Samuels
and beautiful. The suites of offices are will be able to command the output of
that big organization. In addition to this
already leased;
fact, leased.
every foot 'of output the Criterion and Metropolitan
available
space hasin been
for other groups of indeThe total revenue from sub-rentals have contracts
pendent products.
during the life of th^-lease (twenty-five
Willard Patterson will have charge of
years) will be $3,000.000 — on an invest- the management. The house will open in
ment of one-half million dollars. That is
the revenue from store and office space
Tune.
Theatre for Cobleskill
without any consideration of the theatre
proper. The financial end is so arranged
COBLESKILL, N. Y. — Cobleskill
that the rentals will increase 20 per cent Amusement Company, with a capital
at the end of each five-year period, so stock of $75,000. has been organized to
that the total rentals beginning at $100,- build and equip a theatre.
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January Collections
Show Big Decrease
Total Falls a Million Dollars
Below That of the Preceding Month
(Washington Bureau. Exhibitors Herald)
WASHINGTON, D. C, March 8.—
The Christmas holidays appear to have
affected the theatrical business unfavorably, judging from the admission taxes
collected during January by the Internal
Revenue Bureau. The figures show that
collections during that month were more
than $1,000,000 below those of the preceding month, although $400,000 greater
than those of January of last year.
The bureau's report, just issued, gives
the total admission taxes collected in
January as $7,120,905, as compared with
$6,707,768 during the same month of
1920, and $8,363,708 in December.
Collections from the tax on films
amounted to $593,137, as compared with
$412,979 in January, 1920, while $31,686
was collected from the seating tax, as
compared with $37,040.
Admission taxes collected during the
first seven months of the current fiscal
year, it is stated, amounted to $52,128,811,
as compared with $41,474,533 during the
same period last year.
Rothafel

to Present

Foreign Feature at
Capitol This Spring
(From Staff Correspondent)
NEW
YORK, March
Kothafel announces
that he8.—hasSamuel
obtainedL.
for presentation at the Capitol theatre in
April a»foreign-made film, '"The Cabinet
of Dr. Caligari." This picture, according
to
Mr. Rothafel,
"is remarkable
in many
respects
and introduces
an absolutely
new innovation in motion picture proIt is a radical departure from anything
that has ever been done on the screen,
duction."
he says, and has created a furore on its
presentation in Europe.
The picture is being adapted and made
suitable for American audiences. A private showing will be given before the
film goes into the Capitol.
Mocsary New Manager
Of Milwaukee Theatre
Iffom Staff Correspondent)
MILWAUKEE, WIS., March 8.— Edwin Mocsary, formerly of New York,
has been appointed manager of the Butterfly theatre by John R. Freuler, owner.
Mr. Mocsary long has been identified
with film circles in New York, having
been connected with the Rialto, Rivoli
and Capitol theatres.
Mr. Mocsary's
hobby is clean
entertainment. New decorations
throughout
with a view toward installing the latest
lighting
terflv. effects are planned for the ButFalling Plaster Delays
of Pantheon
Opening
(Special to Exhibitors
Herald)
VINCENNES, IND., March 8.— Completion of the new Pantheon theatre at
Fifth and Main streets has been delayed
several weeks as a result of the plastering on the ceiling of the lower floor giving away. The loss was $500. No one
was injured.
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Eschmann
Higher

EXHIBITORS

Given
Post

Brady
St.
President

ABILITY and faithfulness again has
won recognition in the ranks of the
sales force of Pathe Exchange, Inc., in
the promotion of Edward A. Eschmann,
from feature sales manager to assistant to
Director of Exchanges Elmer Pearson.
This reward comes to Mr. Eschmann at
the beginning of his third year with
Pathe, with whom he became affiliated in
1919 as branch manager of Chicago. Just
one year after that appointment he was
brought into the home office as feature
sales manager, and another year later he
received his newest elevation in rank.
Buys New York City Site
NEW YORK, N. Y. — A site at 2176
to 2180 Third avenue has been leased
from the Finch estate for eighty-four
years by Jonas King, who will make it
the site of a motion picture theatre. The
house will cost about $150,000.
Plans Mattoon Theatre
MATTOON, ILL— E. S. Moore of
Danville will erect a new theatre here
in East Broadway. Work will begin at
once, and the house is expected to cost
$40,000.
of
700. It will have a seating capacitv
Take Ohio Theatre Lease
NEW LEXINGTON, O.— The lease
of the Princess theatre has been purchased from Imperial Theatre Company
of Zanesville by Dwight Watkins and
son, Neil.
Big Theatre for Newark
NEWARK, N. T.— Plans are being
drawn for a motion picture theatre to
be erected at 208 Ferry street The
house will cost $400,000.
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Plea

Censorship

of N. A. M. P. I. Makes

Speeches

at
Rally
Against

Proposed State Law— Attitude Is Endorsed By
Joseph Mogler, Exhibitor Leader
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
ST. LOLTS. MO., March 8 — Called from Chicago to assist in the
last minute fighting against the proposed state censorship bill. William
A. Brady, president of the National Association of the Motion Picture
Industry, addressed a series of meetings here Sunday. He has revived
the waning hopes of motion picture men that the measure may be defeated.
Mogler and Skouras Wire Sydney S. Cohen
As an aftermath of the whirlwind campaign. Joseph Mogler and S. K.
Skouras. well known St. Louis exhibitors, have wired Sydney S. Cohen,
president of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America, stating that
they consider Mr. Brady's work constructive. The latter urges Mr. Cohen
to co-operate with Mr. Brady.
Mr. Brady was the guest at a luncheon
souri Organization I want to go on record as heartily approving everything Mr.
attended by more than one hundred exBrady said to the necessity of a united
change men and exhibitors. He declared
which will withstand the asthat the men in the industry must either industry
saults upon our business by our enemies,
stand together and live or fight separately who would
curb our usefulness by cenand die.
sorship and other legislation. The
unanimous
consensus
of opinion among
At the conclusion of his remarks,
our members is that Mr. Brady by his
Joseph Mogler. vice-president of the M. talks and sound advice based on long
P. T. O. of Missouri, took issue with
experience is doing a great constructive
Sydney S. Cohen, president of the M. P. work
for the motion picture industry and
T. O. HeA., declared
in condemning
Brady's
his talks and earnest attitude has made
trip.
that Mr.Mr.
Brady
was by
us realize our strength and importance
doing
industry.a wonderful good for the entire in the community more than any individual who has ever spoken to us here or
Signing himself as president of the
M. P. T. O. of St. Louis. Mr. Mogler
sent the following telegram to Mr.
Skouras Urges Cooperation
Cohen:
elsewhere."
Spyroi
Skouras sent the following
wire
to
Mr.K. Cohen:
"William A. Brady spoke here today as
the guest of the St. Louis Film Club and
"I have always been in sympathy with
the Motion Picture Theatre Owners' As- national exhibitors' organization, and I
sociation of Missouri. As president of am a member of the Motion Picture
the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Theatre Owners of Missouri, which is
St. Louis and vice-president of the Mis- affiliated with your National Organization. Lately I have been uregd to becomeof athe
member
division
X. A.ofM.theP. exhibitors'
I., and I have
Los Angeles Theatre
refused to ioin. I have been advised
that Mr. William A. Brady was doing
Men Denounce Brady
constructive work. Today I discovered
"Exhibitors Herald' on March 2
that through his personal efforts he is
received the following telegram
saving the motion picture theatre owners
of Missouri, which is in dire peril through
from Glenn Harper, secretary of
the efforts of reformers. I heartily enthe Theatre Owners of Southern
dorse Mr. Brady in his stand in matters
California and Arizona:
that affect the motion picture industry,
and
von
should in some manner for the
"Stormy session of representagood of the business cooperate with Mr.
tives from seventeen motion picture
organizations carried into small
hours of morning during which
Lease Iowa City Englert
delegation from theatre owners of
Brady."
Southern California withdrew a
IOWA CITY. IA— The Enelert theatre has been leased by Punch Dunkle of
proposal of formation of national
this place. Nate Chapman, formerly of
Des Moines, now of Iowa Citv. and A.
association but returned upon reH. Blank of Des Moines. W. M. Mcvival of an organization formed
Kenzie formerly was manager.
locally two years ago whose activities are confined strictly and absoTheatre Replaces Church
lutely to state legislative matters.
NEWARK. N. J.— The building at 60
"Brady in no way responsible
Mulberry street, formerly used as a
for this meeting. His reception
church, will be converted into a motion
here was met with opposition by
picture theatre by William A. Dalhoff.
exhibitors who stand one hundred
The theatre is# expected to cost $125,000.
per cent behind theatre owners of
Plan Indiana Theatre
America and Sydney S. Cohen. He
met with no success with exhibitMICHIGAN CITY. IND— Plans are
being considered for the New Garden
ors who repudiated and denounced
theatre to be built here by Jacob and
Abe Wallerstein. The house will have
him and the N. A. M. P. I."
a seating capacity of 1,420.
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Better

Inter-Amencan
Spirit
U. S. Pictures Boost Sales of U. S. c
r^n r\rn ir\ r rr r*ir
E\RIQUEGIL
DR'
Republics^
Southern
in
Merchandise
these peoples a new idea, a better one
HIGH grade motion pictures produced
in the United States contribute to about America, Americans and American
home life.
better relationship between Xorth and
* * »
South America, in the opinion of Dr.
Enrique Gil, lecturer on international law
"In Argentina, for instance, we no
at Columbia university in New York and
longer think of this country in terms of
a member of the bar of New York and dollars and finance exclusively, but even
of Buenos Aires.
thoughtoday
the word
may amuse
you', you
we
a romantic
idea about
Dr. Gil's opinion was expressed in an have
and we have come to you as worshippers
address at a banquet given by the PanAmerican Advertising Association at of beauty and charming and lovable
things ami above all endowed with an
the Hotel Astor in honor of Bainbridge
inexhaustible spirit of the joy of living.
Colby, the retiring secretary of state.
* * *
"I remember being told by the manage"- of the largest moving picture disDr. Gil's remarks on the subject of
tributing company in Buenos Aires of
motion pictures as the promoter of betreceiving
continuous inquiries from the
ter relationship between the American
of different shops as to when
republics were greeted with applause by managers
the films from the United States were
the :t00 representatives of the leading
to be released. He investigated and
New York export houses, who attended
the banquet.
learned that the cunningness of the
Buenos Air»s merchants had discovered
In the Latin-American countries,
that every time American films were
"trade
now
follows
the
film."
according
shown ths" sale of American goods hjto Dr. Gil. The progressive merchants
i r eased. They wished to know the dates
of the South American republics have
whin American films would be released
been keen enough to appreciate the fact
that the demand for United States goods
so as to display large signs on the counters proclaiming their goods to be Ameris always* best after North American
films have been shown, and they are
ican made or American fashion."
always interested in ascertaining the
exhibition dates of films made by the
"Buried Treasure" Has
leading producers oi the United Sta<es.
In the course of his splendid address
Four Week Run in N. Y.
on American relations Dr. Gil said: "I
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
am optimistic of the future of the commercial inter-American relations, because
NEW YORK. March 7.— "Buried
due merely to your unselfish and ideal- Treasure," the Cosmopolitan-Paramount
istic attitude during the war you have in
production starring Marion Davies, yesyour favor a bias and psychological
terday began its fourth week at the Criinterest on the part of the people of the
terion theatre. Because of the demand
South.
•or the picture Managing Director Hugo
"The growth
the American
moving
picture
businessof has
also contributed
Ricscnfqld postponed the opening of
largely to this result. It has given to • The Faith Healer."
WHERE

CHRISTIE

COMEDIES

ARE

MADE

«ftv

Air view of Christie Film Company's studios, Los Angeles. This scene appears in
"Movie Mad," a two-reel production with Neal Burns and Dorothy3*Devore,
*
published through Educational Exchanges.
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Mary and Doug. Are
Going to Mexico for
Wedding Anniversary
As soon as Mary Pickford completes her scenes for "Through the
Back Door," her fourth United
Artists production, she and her
husband, Douglas Fairbanks, will
go to Mexico City, where they will
celebrate their first wedding anniversary and also enjoy a short vacation.
All plans are now complete for
"Honeymoon Number Two," as
Miss Pickford calls it, and it is expected that they will be away from
the call of the director and the
glare of lights for a month.

"Connecticut Yankee"
Opening on Broadway
Vivian Moses Will Handle the
Premiere of This Fox
Film at Selwyn
(From Staff Correspondent)
NEW YORK, March 8. — William
Fox's production of "The Connecticut
Yankee" is the latest picture scheduled
for a Broadway presentation before its
general publication. The Selwyn theatre
has been obtained and it will open on
March 14 for an indefinite run.
Offer Two Shows Daily
The picture will be presented as a
two-show-a-day attraction with a corresponding scale of prices. The opening,
which is being handled by Vivian Moses,
will be a formal first night affair. Harry
Reichenbach will exploit the attraction.
Negotiations for a theatre to house another big William Fox picture, "The
Queen of Sheba" arc now on. If the negotiations go through, as expected, this
latter picture will open in one of the
Broadway legitimate theatres around
Faster.
Makes Three on Broadway
With the opening of these two pictures, William Fox will have three attractions playing Broadway legitimate
theatres,
the Broadhurst.
third being "Over
now
at the
None the
of Hill."
these
pictures
season. will be issued to exhibitors this
Exploit Abramson Film
In Dramatic 'Theatres
(Special to Exhibitor! Herald)
NEW YORK, March 8— Graphic Film
Corporation announces it will present
Ivan Abramson's production of
"Mother Eternal" as a regular theatrical
..ttraction. Negotiations are on for a
Broadway theatre, it is said, with opening date about April 15. The picture
will be shown in the same manner in
other cities, before being issued to exhibitors. Vivian Martin stars as a member
of a big cast which includes Thurston
Hall, Earl Metcalfe, Jack Sherrill, Vivian
Osborne, Pearl Shepard, Ruth Sullivan
and J. W. Johnston.
Plan Hartford Theatre
HARTFORD, WIS.— Plans are under
way for the construction of an office and
theatre building here. The names of the
backers
nounced. of the project have not been an-
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Prizma Organization
Retiring Official to Devote
His Time to Benoist
And Company
(From Staff Correspondent)
NEW YORK, March 8.— The board of
directors of Prizma, Inc., at a meeting
last Wednesday, elected the following
officers for the ensuing year: C. K. D.
Walsh, president and treasurer; Carroll
H. Dunning, vice-president; Howard G.
Stokes, vice-president; George Kelley,
secretary; Wm. V. D. Kelley, technical
advisor and assistant treasurer.
Mr. Walsh, who has been vice-president and treasurer for the last two years,
succeeds Lee Benoist, who has retired
from the presidency to devote his time to
Lee Benoist & Co. Mr. Dunning and
Mr. Stokes, re-elected vice-presidents,
have been identified with Prizma for
three and two years respectively as executives. William V. D. Kelley, reelected technical advisor and assistant
treasurer, is the inventor of the Prizma
processes.
The announcement of the election
states that there will be no change in the
present plan of production. Prizma will
continue to issue its new bi-weekly series,
distributedchanges,'as well
through
independent
exas making
color titles,
inserts, and art color productions such
as were made for "Kismet," "Passion,"
"The Gilded Lady," "The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse" and others.
Authors Ask Hearst
to State Policy in
Purchasing Stories
(From Staff Correspondent)
NEW of
YORK,
Marchhas8.—asked
The Authors'
League
America
William
Randolph Hearst to state more fully his
policy in the purchase of material for his
magazines published by International
Magazine Company.
The resolutions
adopted
ask: "Is
the
International
Magazine
Company
willing
to agree that it will not, in the future,
make the purchase of any fiction rights
contingent upon the granting by the
author of an option on or the sale of the
motion
rights not
to said
work?"
Authorspicture
are asked
to enter
into an
agreement for the sale of fiction rights
that involve the motion picture rights.
Corporation Formed to
Make Houdini Pictures
(From Staff Correspondent)
NEW YORK, March 8— Houdini Pictures Corporation, a New York corporation with a capitalization of $500,000, has
been formed to star Houdini, the self
liberator. B. M. L. Ernst, Melville Cane
and David Fox are the corporators.
The company will make four features
a year. Production will start in about
three weeks. No final decision has been
reached as to the story and the director
for the first production. No distribution
arrangements have been made. Offices
have been opened in the Candler Building.
Oregon Upper House
Defeats Censorship
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
SALEM, ORE., March 8.— The senate
by indefinite postponement killed the
Childs-Fletcher censorship measure.

Legislative
Interest

Report
in

Arouses

Kansas

Meeting

Convention Will Be Held at Hotel Lassen, Wichita,
on March 21 and 22— Election of Officers
Is Scheduled on Program
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
KANSAS CITY, MO., March 8.— Interest of Kansas exhibitors is
directed to the report on legislative matters to be read at the semi-annual
convention scheduled for March 21 and 22 at the Hotel Lassen, Wichita.
While the theatre men of Kansas are greatly concerned with legislativeissues, they also are giving great attention to the question of electing executo guide
for thetivesnext
year.the activities of the Kansas State Exhibitors' Association
Convention To Be Biggest in History
A statement has emanated from headquarters of the association in the
Film Exchange building, Seventeenth and Main streets, here, to the effect
that the convention will be the biggest and most active in the history of
the organization.
The Kansas state association has the when he was appointed to the Committee
honor of being one of the oldest and of Seventeen to confer in New York with
producers on the proposition of promost enterprising organizations among
ducer-controlled theatres. At the Clevethe states. The exhibitors of the Sunland convention he was honored with the
flower state also have been fortunate in post of financial secretary of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of America.
having progressive leaders, men whose
R. G. Liggett, president, as well as
activities have made them national fig- other
officials of the association, also
ures in the exhibition field.
have figured in national activities.
Van Praag Active Nationally
Seek Advance Deposit Law
Particularly prominent in the Kansas
Just what the legislative program inorganization is M. Van Praag, secretary.
volves has not been fully announced.
He became active in national affairs at
The state is one of four that have legal
the Patterson convention in Chicago
censorship, and whether or not effort will
be made to repeal this law is not known.
The orgnaization hopes to obtain passage
of a law to correct the supposed evils of
the advance deposit practice.
EDITORIAL
In legislative matters the association
has the cooperation of the attorney genof the Week
eral of the state and other state officials.
The GREENSBORO (N. C.)
RECORD has the following to say
$65,000 Theatre Will
relative to censorship:
Be Built infLiberty
"Too much 'sex stuff' in the
movies forms the basis of the arguLIBERTY, N. Y.— William F. Miller
and Blake Washington of Monticello will
ments the so-called reformers are
erect a $65,000 theatre and business block
putting forth for censorship. That
on the site of the former Monticello
sounds like a maiden lady who
House. Work has been started. The
thinks modern children take stock
structure is expected to be completed by
in the old story about the stork
bringing baby brother. That age
June
of innocence, happily, has long
The 15.theatre has been leased for twentyone
years at an annual rental of $5,000
since passed. No one tries to practice it upon children now except
by Louis Rosenthal of New York, and
will be under the management of his
antiquated fools, and they are in a
sad minority.
brother.
Abraham Rosenthal of Monticello.
"Why make such a mystery of
life? Is it anything to be ashamed
of? Within a few years people will
Acquires Site in Portland
develop enough sense to teach the
PORTLAND, ORE.— Gus A. Metzger
principles of life in the schools
of the Rivoli theatre interests recently
where they should be disseminated.
purchased a $15,000 tract of property at
It will mean a lessening in disease,
East Thirty-ninth street and Hawthorne
now caused by ignorance, and an
avenue and will build there a $75,000 playimproved race, for the coming genhouse. Itwill seat 1,500 patrons.
erations will have a higher concepliving.tion of their greatest purpose in
"You cannot banish 'sex stuff.'
Indeed, if you did what would you
do for Shakespeare's 'Venus and
Adonis,' 'The Passionate Pilgrim'
and 'The Rape of Lucrece'?
"But,at really,
doesn't hypocrisy
it make youof
smile
the flagrant
a band of half-baked nincompoops
setting themselves up as authority
for what you shall, or shall not,
see or do?"

Bright Buys in Preston
WAUCOMA, IA.— R. C. Bright has
given over the management of the local
motion picture theatre to B. I. Bright
and O. D. Davis, and has purchased a
playhouse at Preston. Minn.
F To Build Hibbing Theatre
HIBBING, MINN.— Work will begin
soon on the New Garrick theatre, to be
erected by the Finkelstein, Ruben &
Hamm interests of St. Paul.
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Left — Claire Adams, ingenue of the Benjamin B. Hampton production. Centre — Scene from the Zane Grey story to be distributed by Hodkinson. Right — Robert McKim, one of the screen's most polished villains.

Hampton

Flays
Attack

Bowlby
on

for

His

Jews

Says Reformer's Denunciation is "Monstrously Unfair"
CONTROVERSION of the attack on of Jews is not borne out by the facts.
the Jewish element in the motion
The financial interests of the largest corporations in the industry are located in
picture industry by the Rev. Harry L.
Wall Street banking houses in which
Bowlby,
general
secretary
of
the
Lord's
Day Alliance, is made in a letter by neither Jew nor Gentile enters into consideration. Wall Street is Wall Street —
Benjamin Hampton which has just been
banks are banks — financial institutions
published.
operate without consideration of religious
The in
producer
action
drawingdeclares
into thethat
blueBowlby's
Sunday connections or racial derivations.
movement any group of men because of
"On the artistic or professional side
their racial or religious connections is of picture making the Jews are perhaps
in the minority. Many of, likely a ma"monstrously unfair."
jority of the writers, directors, technical
"Specifically, in so far as the motion
picture industry is concerned," says Mr. men and players .are Gentiles of Irish,
Hampton,
assault upon
and Latin
or descent."
Discussing
the bluebirth
Sunday
movement
the
Jews is"Mr.
basedBowlby's
upon allegations
that English
are not founded in fact.
Mr. Hampton declares:
* * *
"Jew and Gentile alike, all men and
women who have the interests of Amer"Within the last few weeks a tremenica heart, are opposed to a retrodous agitation against salacious sex picgressive movement such as the blue Suntures has been operating in the movie
day
are advocating. If there are
industry. Within three weeks after the errors fanatics
in
the Sabbath situation they
agitation started a meeting of practically
by legislation reall the motion picture producers and dis- cannot bestricting thecorrected
freedom of the people. Men
tributors was held in New York City. cannot be legislated
into being good.
At this meeting resolutions were adopted
system was tried for centuries and
to the effect that (a) these producers That
in favor of an effective
agreed to make no salacious pictures, abandoned
and (b) they agreed that any theatre method, that of education of the public
showing salacious pictures should be into right habits of thought and action.
"Censorship would destroy the art.
barred from showing the pictures made
Blue Sunday Laws would destroy the
by these producers.
industry. There is no question as to the
"I believe this
to benoble
the greatest,
courageous,
most
reform most
ever position of the great public: It wants
brought about by men inside an industry. motion pictures and it will not permit
These men moved promptly and fear- destruction of the finest, most interesting, most easily available form of enterlessly to do the thing they believed to
be the right thing.
tainment ever known to history."
"Note, please, that the leader of this
meeting is a Jew. Many of the men
Presenting Joan
making the most earnest addresses in
favor of the reform are Jews. The reJohn F. MacMeekin, Realart's special
form is being supported by Jewish and representative, is the proud father of a
Gentile producers, distributors and ex- baby girl. The following telegram rehibitors. Itis almost poignantly notable
cently was received from Kansas City,
that the only producer who has risen to where MacMeekin
is making his home:
the defense of sex pictures is a Gentile.
* * *
"Joan MacMeekin, new Realart star, just
"A statement that the motion picture arrived. Blonde, blue eyes, weight eight
industry is largely controlled by a group
pounds."

Eleven Reel Swedish
Film to be Shown

in

Scandinavian Centers
(Special to Exhibitors Herald I
NEW YORK. March 8— Palladium
Film Company, which has established
offices in the Times building, will show
"Sweden in Summer and Winter," an
eleven-reel subject depicting life in
Sweden, at special performances in all
Scandinavian centers throughout the
country. A special performance was
given at the Town Hall last Thursday.
W. J. Adams, who brought the films to
this country,
vian showings.is managing the ScandinaWithin three weeks the company also
will put out another program called
"Sunlit
Norway,
Nature'sin Wonderland,"
which will
be booked
Scandinavian
centers.
Select Story for Baker
(From Staff Correspondent)
NEW YORK, March 8.— "A Little Bit
of Both," by Barter Shelton, published
in Everybody's
Magazine,
has been
selected as the story
for the second
George
D. Baker Production for Sawyer &
Lubin. who are issuing through Metro.
The first Baker Production is "Without
Buys Lot in the Bronx
NEW YORK. N. Y.— As a site for a
Limit."
large Bronx theatre, a syndicate headed
by Samuel Friedenbcrg has purchased a
lot at the northwest corner of Burnside
and Creston avenues. It is planned to
build a theatre seating 1,650 at a cost of
$350,000.
Plan Hoopestown House
HOOPESTOWN, ILL.— Plans are being drawn for the new $50,000 motion
picture theatre to be erected here by J.
R. Boorde
Third
streets.at the corner of Main and
Will Remodel Theatre
ST. JOSEPH. Mo.— Repairs to cost
$1,000 will be made upon the local Star
theatre, 415 Edmond street.
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Censorship Is Up to
New Commissioners
Wilson Appointees Retire As
Republican President
Takes Office
(Washington Bureau, Exhibitors Herald)
WASHINGTON, D. C, March 8.—
Decision as to whether or not Washington is to have film censorship will be
made by a Republican board of commissioners, the two members of the board
appointed by President Wilson having
gone out of office on March 4. It is understood, also, that the third commissioner, Colonel Kutz, also will be relieved in the near future, he already having served much longer than is usual.
The board consists of three commissioners, two appointed by the president
and the third assigned to duty by the war
department. The old board, before which
the censorship hearing was held on
February 28, consisted of Colonel Kutz,
J. Thilman Hendrik and Miss Mabel
Boardman, the first woman ever to have
a place on the board.
Because of the fact their tenure of
office was to end within a week, the board
felt that the question of censorship was
one which should be left to the decision
of their successors, upon whom would
devolve the responsibility of enforcing
any regulation then adopted.
The events transpiring at the hearing
were taken by a shorthand reporter, and
letters and briefs have since been received by the board from many sources.
The new board, therefore, will have available in print all the testimony offered,
both for and against censorship.
Rounding Up Indians
Pete Smith, publicist for Marshall
Neilan, passed through Chicago, Sunday,
March 6, en route to St. Paul, Minn.,
where he is to arrange for five troupes of
Blackfeet Indians, to tour the country in
advance of the showing of the First National feature, "Bob Hampton of Placer."
Mr. ingNeilan's
latest Northern
output. He
is workwith the Great
Railroad
on
the stunt.
Mr. Smith will return to Hollywood.
Cal., this week and act as Mr. Neilan's
west coast representative until the latter
returns to his studio there.
To Build Wisconsin House
RHINELANDER, WIS.— A new theatre will be erected here by Peter Rouman, a former merchant here. The
house will have a seating capacity for
1,000 patrons and will cost $75,000. It
will be located at Brown and River
streets.
Improvements in Carthage
CARTHAGE, N. Y.— John J. Dolan.
proprietor of the Hippodrome, is making
plans for remodeling his theatre. The
improvements are expected to cost approximately $30,000.
Buys Best Theatre, Waco
WACO, TEX.— The Best theatre,
owned by Mrs. Stewart of Dallas, has
been sold to Edward Ryba of Rosenberg, Tex.
Buys Texas Theatre
YOAKUM, TEX.— Edward Ryba of
Rosebud has purchased a local theatre.
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Reformers

Handicap

Us,

Says

Only
Crandall

Washington Exhibitor's Appeal to Citizens
in Virtual Defeat of Censorship in the
District of Columbia

Aids

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
WASHINGTON, D. C, March 8.— Insincere reformers who "would
burden us and you with a censorship that is apt to bring- in political graft
or individual criticism from a fanatic" will only handicap the fifth largest
industry in the world.
This was Harry M. Crandall's appeal to the citizens of Washington
which resulted in the virtual defeat of legal regulation in the District of
Columbia.
Letter Circulated Throughout the City
As president of the District of Columbia Exhibitors' Association Mr.
Crandall circulated a letter throughout this city. Presented in this message were sound arguments against censorship. His appeal won the
support of citizens and civic organizations, with the result that at the
recent censorship hearing public sentiment displayed itself so strongly
that ultimate defeat of Dr. Wilbur F. Crafts and his coactive legislation
was predicted.
In his letter Mr. Crandall says:
ture is the greatest educator of the day,
"There is always some argument about so why handicap it by an insincere censorship into which, as I have said before,
pictures for children. In this connection I want to call your attention to the always creeps either personal opinions or
political graft, and that satisfies one class
and antagonizes another?
People Not So Immoral
Seventeen Societies
"We have taken our average attendance for the past six months at the moOppose Censorship
tion picture theatres of Washington and
The following
organizations
in
Washfind
that
there is an average of 370,000
ington have registered ©position to legal
persons attending our theatres weekly, and
regulation of motion pictures:
American Legion — twenty-eight posts
28,000,000 attending motion picture therepresenting 9,000 men.
atres weekly in the United States. Is
Rhode Island Avenue Citizens Association.
it possible that the people of our city
Central Citizens Association.
have morals that are so far below the
Conduit Road Citizens Association.
standard that a number equal nearly to
Takoma Park Citizens Association.
American Federation of Labor.
our entire population visits these terCentral men.
Labor Union — representing 24,000
working
week ribly
out?vulgar performances week in and
District of Columbia Chamber of Commerce.
Seventeen
of the city
"My
answer organizations
to that is 'No.'"
Merchants and Manufacturers Association.
went on record as opposed to legal reguWashington Board of Trade.
lation in addition to the many citizens.
Quentin Roosevelt Post, American LeClergy, congressmen, senators, judges
Vincent B. Costello Post, American Leand business men are listed as supporters
gion.
of the industry.
Washington
Lodge Number 15, B. P.
O.
E.
gion.
andCity12S. Employes Association, Locals 127
RedPublicity
Cross. Department, Potomac Division,
League of American Penwomen.
Secular League.
fact that the motion picture industry was
not
created
for a 'child's
amusement.'
In fact,
the children
today comprise
less
than fore2 itper
cent
of
our
audiences.
Therewould be impossible to make
all
'Little Red Riding Hoods' to please two
out of every 100 patrons. Despite this
fact, however, practically every nursery
rhyme and fairy story has been produced
in pictures and all were financial failures.
Cites Parallel Cases
"As to the dangers that are apt to result from the picture industry, that is an
old story. When the railroad engine was
first created, it was looked upon as an
'instrument of the devil,' as was the
bicycle and more recently the automobile. That is, they were considered 'intruments of thethen,
devil'as by
our
reformers, swho
now,some
wereof very
much
in
the
minority
in
their
narrowminded views.
"It is a fact unquestioned by many of
our best educators that the motion pic-

FLORENCE VIDOR
In a scene from the Ince-Associated Producers
production, "Lying Lips."
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Evidence

Production

Activity

Plants on West

Coast and in the East Are Now in Full
Operation, Says LasJiy
T OS ANGELES, March 8.— Tremen- the Eastern studios with Mr. Forman
-*-/ dous activity is noted at both the directing and Mr. Meighan as star.
While discussing Mr. Meighan's plans,
East and West studios of Famous PlayMr. Lasky waxed enthusiastic over "The
ers-Lasky Corporation.
City of Silent Men," from a story by
On his arrival here Jesse L. Lasky, John
Moroso, which Tom Forman directed, and in which Mr. Meighan
vice-president of the company, announced
that the Long Island studio was in full starred.
* * *
operation with all the extensive improve- saidConcerning
:
production Mr. Lasky
ments completed.
After a survey of production here he
"We are facing a season of virtually
said that he found the studio busier than unprecedented activity. We are immediately planning a number of necessary
at any time in its previous history, add- improvements in the plant, including
ing that this activity undoubtedly would more glass stages, and added electrical
be indefinite.
equipment to provide for the numerous
Mr. Lasky declared lie was greatly extra units that are now working there.
elated over the signing of Betty Compson
"I was here to see the start of Cecil B.
as a Paramount star for five years.
DeMille's all-star production, 'The Af* * «
fairs of Anatol,'
and with
I findthethat
it has
now been
completed
exception
"I
may
state,"
he
said,
"that
our
plans
for her productions are most elaborate of cutting and titling. From the porof the picture that I have been
and wc expect to present some excep- able totions view,
I feel confident in saying
tional photoplays in which this charming
that this film will prove one of the most
actress will be the star."
startling examples of photoplay artistry
At the Long Island plant six companies will be at work shortly, he stated, in- that has ever been made anywhere.
cluding George Fitzmauricc with his
"I have already mentioned Mr. Meighelaborate production of George V. Hopicture. 'The
Men.'
and
Ian'scannot
refrainCity
fromof fSilent
few words
bart's famous stage success, "Experi- regarding
the
picture
which
he
has
just
ence;" Elsie Ferguson in Rita Weiman's
well-known story, "Footlights," and completed, 'White and Unmarried,' also
by Tom Forman, and which
Thomas Meighan in "The Conquest of directed
I am sure will prove a worthy successor.
Canaan,"
by ofBooth
Tarkington,
the
direction
R. William
Neill. under
"Roscoe (Fatty) Arbuckle in 'Crazy to
Mr. Meighan departed for the East im- Marry,' Frank Condon's story directed
mediately after the arrival of Mr. Lasky. by James Cruze, I am satisfied will be a
Tom Forman will follow him to New
wonderful laugh provoker, and I think
York as soon as he has completed his will prove about the best comedy in which
to date.
work of collaborating with Peter B. this star has been* seen
* *
Kyne, the noted author, upon "Cappy
"A most gratifying thing to me is
Ricks," which will later be produced in
PICTURE

ACTRESSES

HAVE

TO BE HARDY
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"Miraclein Men"
Wake of
Tucker Production
George Loane Tucker, producer
of the photoplay, "The Miracle
Man," whose profits are said to be
well above $2,000,000, is being deluged with clippings from newspapers in all parts of the country
relating
miraculous
which havethebeen
effected by"cures"
faith
healers, most of whom are known
to their followers as "The Miracle
Mr. Tucker has a scrap book in
which he pastes all references to
these "Miracle Men" for his own
amusement. To date he has classified forty-one different varieties Of
"Miracle
Men" and one "Miracle
Man."
Woman." The stories of some of
these "healers" make interesting
reading. Several of the "Miracle
Men" have gone into vaudeville.
the splendid start that has been made by
Sam Wood, directing Miss Gloria Swanson in her first Paramount star picture,
F.linor
Glyn's
'The isGreat
Moment.'
"William
DcMillc
making
fine progress with Etlward Knoblock's original
story for
Romance,'Paramount,
sceiiarioized by 'The
Olga Lost
Printzlau.
I note that George Melford is away on
location with his company, producing
Sir
Gil berlJames
Parker's
'The Money
Master,"
in which
Kirkwood
is featured.
"Ethel Clayton has just begun work
on 'Wealth,' under the direction of William D. Taylor, and I am sure that this
Cosmo Hamilton story, with scenario
by Julia Crawford Ivers, will be highly
acceptable to those who invariably have
been staunch supporters of Miss Clayton
in her previous Paramount pictures.
"Finally, there is Wallace Reid. busy
with a new Byron Morgan story, and directed by Frank Urson, and I need do no
more than mention that this is another
of those exciting automobile race stories
to insure its being received with interest
by the public."
Lon Chaney

to Be Lead

In "The Ace of Hearts"
Lon Chaney, who acted for GoldwynEmincnt Authors the lead in the picturization of Gouverneur Morris' novel,
"The Penalty," and is just completing
for the same organization the lead in a
LeroybeenScott
original,
"Thethe Night
Rose,"in
has
signed
to play
chief role
a Gouverneur Morris original story, tentatively
"ThewillAcebegin
of Hearts,"
duction on called
which
soon at prothe
Culver City studios under the direction
of Wallace Worsley.
Leatrice Joy, who played opposite
Chaney
in "The
Night
the leading
feminine
role.Rose," will act

The next time daughter says she wants to become an actress show her this. With
the temperature below freezing Mae Busch enacts a scene in an evening gown
for "Foolish Wives," under Erich Von Stroheim's direction for Universal.

Martha Mansfield Working
On First Star Production
Martha Mansfield, recently, created
Selznick star, is busy getting ready for
the first of her star series production,
"The Fourth Sin."
According to the present schedule, the
first scenes for the picture will be shot
the latter part of the second week in
March. In the meanwhile Director Alan
Crosland and his assistants are busy with
the
"The
Fourthdetails
Sin" of
is a the
storvproduction.
by John Lynch,
picturized by the R. Cecil Smiths.
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THE EXHIBITOR-ADVERTISER'S OPPORTUNITY
to enter the fight against censorship is at hand. Publication of two articles, "The Movies — What Are We
Going To Do About 'Em?" and "The Movies — Reel Facts
and Real Facts," in the February 12 and March 5 issues of
The W oman Citizen opens the way.
Read the articles. They present facts that prove conclusively the fallacy of the whole theory of censorship.
Then advertise them. They are worth it. And in advertising them add that you stand, as it is stated in the conclusion of the second article that every exhibitor does and
of necessity must stand, ready to give the public exactly
what it wants, without censorship.
Censorship advocates will read your advertisement.
Then they will read the articles, if they have not read them
already. They will seek you out. Treat with them fairly,
but publicly. Advertise them and their arguments.
Public sentiment is against censorship. In "tying up"
with the published articles, possibly the best for the purpose
ever printed, lies the exhibitor-advertiser's opportunity to
free his screen and aid in freeing the screens of the nation.

FROM THE DEORT office
REPtroit
of Educational
Film Exchanges, Inc., is to the
effect that more than fifty theatres in Michigan cities have conducted "Short Subject Nights"
during the past month, using
•'The Race of the Age," "The Art
of Diving," with a scenic and
a comedy for the purpose. It
is further stated that many of
these theatres have determined to
give one night each week to such
a program. The advertisability,
if a very useful word may be
coined thus unceremoniously, of
such a program is not the least
of its good points. Add novelty,
and appeal to the general taste
for variety, and the merit of the
proposition is obvious.

ERTISABILITY, NOVADV
elty and appeal to the general
taste for variety likewise recommend adoption of a weekly or
A re"Barg
monthly duction
of twoainor Nigh
in
threet."cents
the price of theatre admission
should, if properly advertised,
prove as attractive to entertainment shoppers as does a similar
reduction in cost prices to the

buyer of household or personal
necessities. A test of the stunt is
inexpensive. If it proves successful in anything approaching the
degree common in other retail
businesses it is decidedly worth
knowing: about.

CHI-of
HERS
BROT
HER have
ASCcago,
ed, use
donat
their theatres when mutually
agreeable for the exhibition to
school children of "The Picture
Story of Chicago's Public
Schools." The second installment
was shown recently at the Crown
theatre, one of the chain, the management exhibiting also, free of
charge, the feature production in
engagement. The Chicago Evening American devoted a threeline head and two-thirds of a
column to the story. The arrangement isdecidely more than
city
h these.
it has
thougof
athe"publi
s ofstunt,
the" best
merit
It is whole-hearted and proper
participation in a worthy civic
work. There is food for prolonged thought in the incident.
H

AROLD F. WENDT, PUBlicitv director of the Rivoli

theatre, Toledo, O., has permanently reserved the center loge of
that house for the press. A brass
plate designates it as exclusively
for press occupancy and newspaper men are accommodated regardless of waiting lines or capacity crowds. A number of
American theatres whose publicity men are less appreciative
of conditions as they exist might
benefit by the example. Newspaper men may or may not accept his favor as "courtesy with
a purpose." But they will accept
it as courtesy. Nothing so inexpensive yields greater results.

OPTHERS,
d Centr
al
ing
BROGran
S the
URA
SKOerat
and West End Lyric theatres, St.
Louis, Mo., advertised for Charles
Chaplin imitators and "kids"
ing of "The
prior to the open
dian's First NaKid," the comeion.
tional product They employed
six imitators and six boys who
"doubled" for Jackie Coogan,
sending them out upon the streets
of St. Louis in pairs. It is reported that 15,000 persons attended the opening presentation
of the picture. It is obvious that
interest was aroused with the insertion of the advertisements and
increased steadily until the opening. Incidentally, the procedure
followed was suggested in this
to publication
nt ction
prior
rtme
depa
, the
of
the
attra
idea being
based upon an early still from the
play.
N S d C aO porOUitte
utorON
YMsubm
has
AN tribAN
tion of a page from the classified
advertising section of the Chicago
Tribune. A blue pencil mark is
drawn around a keyed advertisement extolling the merits of and
offering for sale an "excel, poul.
farm." Over the top, in the largest size type used upon the page,
a more important line is printed
"Seen
Doug
MacLean in
'Chickens?'" The newspaper is
said to have considerably more
than a million readers.
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Suggestions

kkTJLACK BEAUTY," the Vitagraph production, gives promise thus early
in circulation of becoming an exploitation picture. Other pages of this
department are devoted to the first exploitation and presentation accorded the
attraction. The above still suggests a newspaper publicity stunt of Reichenbachian character. A theatre employe takes the horse used in presentation
out upon a popular drive to exercise him. Another horseman, or horsewoman
if possible, on pleasure bent, is rescued by the theatre man on "Black Beauty"
after a thrilling chase. That ought to make the front page of practically any
newspaper if capably engineered.

in

the

Stills

TALE OF Goldwyn
TWO picturization
WORLDS,"
t\ forthcoming
of Gouverneur Morris' story, includes the
above setting and character. D. W. Griffith's "Broken Blossoms" was presented
with Chinese prologue in so many instances and to such good purpose as to
demonstrate convincingly the effectiveness of this type of stage feature. A
similar prologue, the still indicates, may
be used with "A Tale of Two Worlds."

k w O HACKLED," is the working title
O of the forthcoming Salient production starring Muriel Ostriche. That information, in connection with the above
still from the play, is doubtless sufficient
for the formation of preliminary exploitation plans. The convict idea has been
used in numerous recent advertising camUTHE HEART OF MARYLAND," produced by Tom Terris for Vita.
paigns, various types of street work begraph, brings another stage favorite to the screen. Exhibitors will accord
ing done, but in none of these has the
it exploitation in keeping with its popularity. The opportunity for co-operative
work been carried through in presentaadvertising is evident. The American Legion, the G. A. R. and all similar
tion. A prison set is not difficult to construct. One player, presented as in the
organizations should be found willing to participate in whatever method of pro- above still,
might effectively introduce
cedure is decided upon. Great newspaper publicity should be one of the the production
through delivery of a
important results of such endeavor.
soliloquy based upon the plot of the story.
^iiwniiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiirnm
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Jazz
Work

HERALD

for "Earthbound"
Campaign
Man
Exploitation
of Goldwyn

Newspaper philosophers are presently engaged in a series of daily attacks upon "jazz," a post-war institution of wide popularity and varied interpretation. Its early demise is
prophesied and a joyous requiem sung.
Jazz exploitation, be it said, is
"something else again." To date it has
not been attacked. In view of its genuine merit as attested in numerous
noteworthy campaigns, it should be
cultivated rather than discarded.
Hal Oliver, Goldwyn exploitation
man, of whom much has been heard
in exploitation news of the past year,
recently conducted a jazz campaign
for
the engagement
"Earthbound"
at the
Isis theatre,ofGrand
Rapids,
Mich., which will be generally acknowledged his greatest work to date.
THREE brilliant novelties are outstanding features of Mr. Oliver's
work in behalf of the Isis engagement. They are pictorially described
upon this page.
The "demented astrologer" stunt is
perhaps the most unique. The man
appeared upon various street corners,
set up his apparatus and gave evidence
of such great interest in the "daylight
stars" which he viewed as to draw the
attention of all. In observing the gentleman's fantastic demonstrations, observation ofthe "Earthbound" banner
was inevitable.
The second photograph shows Mr.
Oliver, in person, as they say of another variety of stars, in the act ot
unfurling "Earthbound" banners from
the top of a four-story building. Prior
to the unfurling Mr. Oliver climbed
the front of the building, giving an entirely satisfactory imitation of the
"human fly" type of entertainer reported now and again from various
sections of the country.
The third novelty is less spectacular,
but no doubt an effective one. It consisted of "upside down" poster displays in various windows throughout
the city. Unless the pressman makes
the understandable mistake and reverses the cut after this page has gone
to press, the third illustration shows
one of these locations as it stood during the run.
So much for the "jazz" angle of the
exploitation. The exploitation star did
not confine himself to novelty methods.
A review-of-the-picture contest conducted by the Grand Rapids Herald
doubtless spread "Earthbound" doctrine in quarters uninvaded by the
stunt enumerated, or comment regarding them. Front page space was given
the event.

Adaptable
Novelties
Prominent
Forces
Isis

in

Drive
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Marquee
In

Stage

Gives

Silhouette

The lobby stage is growing' in
popularity. L nknown until a few
months ago. it has been utilized
during recent weeks in practically
every section of the country. As
is characteristic of popular ideas, it
is steadily improved upon.
The Regent theatre, Wichita,
Kans., is most recently reported as
using the stunt. The manner of
treatment accorded it is, as was
to be expected, original.
Photographic illustration presented herewith shows the front appearance of the theatre with the
marquee stage in place.
A diagram also presented shows
the mechanical construction in sufficient detail for practical use in reproduction by other exhibitor advertisers of the Regent product.
The silhouette effect gained is
obviously valuable. Against the
lighted interior of the setting the
cutout figures stand out in sharp
relief. A second and third glance
is necessary for the pedestrian to
determine whether or not the figures are flesh and blood actors.
That second and third glance assures an exhaustive investigation in
the course of which the important
facts of the advertisement are thoroughly grasped.
The Regent stunt was executed
in behalf of "The Woman in I lis
House." a First National attraction
which by reason of its title is exceptionally well suited to the purpose. The "house" idea is domi-
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Depth

Poster

Plan

nant in title and method of display.
The connection is inescapable.
Infinite elaboration of the stunt
is possible.
A spotlight may be placed across
the street from the theatre, to play
upon the marquee stage.
Similar, or perhaps it would be
better were they dissimilar, stages
may be
locations placed
throughout attheprominent
city.
(ienuine actors may be used instead of cutouts. The latter has been
done with gratifying results.
Exhibitonal genius will suggest
a dozen other amplifications. All
will contribute to the success of the
stunt. None tvill detract from the
credit due the Regent management
for a worthy work well done.

W. E. Drumbar, manager of the Riviera
theatre, Knoxville, Tenn., was arrested
for using the advertising stunt illustrated above.
Civic Agitation
Capitalized
Talmadge

for
Picture

Citizens of Knoxville, Tenn., were
about evenly divided upon the subject of traffic lookout turrets recently installed. Much had been
written for and against the proposition. Its supporters won, but carried wounds from the battle.
Supporters and opponents were
unanimous in their disapproval,
therefore, when a recent morning
dawned to disclose brilliant banners

Construction plan of the Regent shadow
stage, shown complete in other illustration.
Black

Hand

Is Simple

A shadow stage used for display by the
Regent theatre, Wichita Kans.

March

Herald
Novelty

Lloyd Lewis, publicity representative
of the Unity Photoplays Co., Chicago,
recently distributed throughout the loop
disfrict 1.00(1 blind teasers of unusually
effective design. Upon a plain white
sheet of paper, letter size, an imprint
of a man's hand and the words. "Lone
Hand
stamped.out
It isWilson,"
said thatwere
Mr. crudely
Lewis turned
the heralds late one evening, using a
printer's roller and his own palm for
the purpose, distributed them the same
evening and tucked them under doors,
in vestibules and in divers prominent
places. It is further stated that the
police department was annoyed the following day by telephone calls from mysing. tified and trepidatious citizens who had
found the heralds the following morn-

for "Dangerous Business." Constance Talmadge's first National
attraction, displayed on the objects
of the controversy.
W. E. Drumbar. manager of the
Riviera theatre, was responsible. It
is reported that arrest followed discovery, with the usual satisfactory
newspaper
tial release. publicity and the essenOne good stunt for the management. Others less spectacular but
probably more productive were
used.
An advertisement in the newspaper for "1.000 men wanted for
dangerous
to the
which
was
attached thebusiness,"
address of
theatre,
similarly
deft "personals"
in the
same newspapers,
and a general
warning based upon the danger of
misrepresentation in relation to domestic alliances
wereallalso
used". and
Adaptable
stunts,
of them,
worthy of adaptation.
William Farnum won by a margin of
3,546 votes over his nearest competitor
in a popularity contest conducted by the
"Terre Haute (Ind.) Tribune" in conjunction with the Liberty theatre.
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Children

Draw

"Black
Beauty"
OCH00L children of New Haven. Conn..
submitted over 1,000 drawings for prizes
aggregating S100 offered by O. C. Edwards,
manager of the Palace theatre.
Other exhibitors showing the Yitagraph
production will use the idea. It is excellent
prestige advertising and effective exploitation.
Sidewalk view of the Palace theatre during the "Black Beauty"
engagement.

The prize-winning contribution in the grammar school division.

The drawing which won first prize in the high school division-
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Advertises
First

Acquisition
National

Chet B. Miller, manager of the
Orpheum theatre, Red Cloud, Neb.,
recently became a First National
sub-franchise holder. He made the
event the basis of a novelty advertising stunt which may be used by
other exhibitors for a similar or dissimilar purpose.
Distribution of circulars listing
the titles of attractions which wouid
be shown at the Orpheum was the
first step of the endeavor. A reproduction ofone of these circulars
is presented herewith.
Lots
of Fun
Can You Write a Story
With Movie Titles?
All Right! Here'* Your Chance'.
To Show your sbllity and win on« o( ths prtxee given by
The ORPHEUM Theatre by so doing. In the lint that
follows you will find title* of pictures being released by
tin- FIRST NATIONAL EXHIBITORS CIRCUIT of which
The ORPHEUM la a trechiae holder.
'In Search of A Sinner'
The Branded Woman'
'The Fighting Shepherdess' 'The Master Mind*
The Interior Sex' 'Good Reference*'
■The Family Honor' ■Toonervtllo Trolley'
'The Woman Gives' 'Passion'
'Polly ol the Storm Country 'Peaceful Valley
•Don't Ever Harry' 'Twin B*«V
'Pssslons Play Ground'
'Nomad* al the North
The Lows Export' Old Dad
'The Yellow Typhoon' 'Dlnty'
'A Splendid Hazard' 'Sowing the Wind'
'flamed Ufa'
The Dovtis Garden'
•The Perfect Woman' 'The Scoffer'
'Yes or No*
'CurUafty*
'Go end Get It'
'The Woman Lit Hie Houae'
'The Notorious Miss Lists' bsngeroue Business
'The Jsck Knife Han' .The Groat Adventure'
'What Women Love' -Habit'
'45 Mlnutee from Broadway ' Pis m mas Affair
'In the Heart of a Fool'
'The Truth About Husbands
'Harriett and the Ptpor'
'Unsoon Forcssj'
'The Kick In High Ufa' 'Love, Honor ane Behsve'
The»e are your title* end the idea u to jou all the btlra together, or
ai many ai ynu wuh, with at few word* ai poasble between them.
Fraajjlc
48 Minutes
Broadway
oo them
Toon
en? 1 lieDlnty
Troll Irred
v line.
He took AI remSplendid
Hazard
Married Ufa which mm Dangerous F
Prizes were offered for the best
narratives contributed by citizens
who came into possession of the
circulars, the narratives to be written in such manner as to include the
titles indicated.
That idea is worth remembering.
It may be applied by any exhibitor to the list of attractions which
he has booked.
It may be handled in the manner or indicated, or in the house organ, where it would serve as an
exceptionally interesting "puzzle
corner," through the newspapers,
upon the billboards, in any of the
established advertising mediums.
The results obtained are interesting. Incidentally, they impress the
titles forcibly upon the memory of
those who participate, as well as
those who read the winning contribution when published. The latter will be legion.
The
prize-winning contribution
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of

Franchise

in the
Red
Cloud competition
follows :
UNSEEN FORCES from
NOMADS OF THE NORTH Send
THE LOVE EXPERT tO
THE PERFECT WOMAN saying
don't ever ormarry
curiosity
as whether from
A SPLENDID HAZARD. Being
HARRIET AND THE PIPER is
dangerous business but, whether
YES or no it is
what women love. Even
in the that
heart of a fool is knowledge
the woman gives be she
the branded woman or one with
good
references.MISSI'dLISLE
ratheron be
THE NOTORIOUS
passion's play cround or even
THE yellow typhoon in
the devil's carden attracting
the master mind of
old dad than risk
married life with
the scoffer. Being only
the woman in his house defending
the family honor, living in
PEACEFUL VALLEY
45 MINUTES FROM BROADWAY on the
toonervili.e trolley line and knowing
THE TRUTH velopABOUT
HUSBANDS desa
HABIT for
THE GREAT ADVENTURE. In
PASSION
the jack-knife man marries
POLLY OF THE STORM COUNTRY. Soon
manding shepherdess comes dethe fighting
TWIN BEDS.
LOVE. HONOR AND BEHAVE IS
mamma's affair being for
THE INFERIOR SEX.
THE KICK IN HIGH LIFE and
sowing the wind belongs to
DINTY who
IN SEARCH OF A SINNER will
GO AND GET IT.
Orlando Contest
Reverses Custom
An essay contest in which the newspaper publicity followed the showing of
the picture in greater volume than it
preceded it was conducted recently by
the Phillips theatre, Orlando, Fla., and
the Orlando Morning Sentinel, "Idols of
Clay," a Paramount picture, serving as
basis for the essays contributed.
The newspaper received announces the
winners of the contest in a two-column
story on the front page of the second
section. The first three prize-winning essays are reproduced, with the names of
the winners, and the first paragraph of
the story expresses the editorial hope
that more contests of like nature will be
conducted with further attractions exhibited by the theatre.
Cooperation of the most thoroughly
intelligent and gratifying type is evident
in the newspaper treatment of the contest. It is highly probable that other
newspapers will regard similar contests
with like respect.

Hazel
Bye,a sensation
the "tamoshanter
girl" who
created
in the Chicago
exploitation campaign for "Outside the

Tamoshanter

Girl

Popular Figurejn
Law."
Loop Exploitation
Hazel Bye, whose photograph is
reproduced above, was a popular
figure in Chicago's loop district
during the first week of the exhibition at Barbee's Loop theatre of
"Outside the Law," Universal production, which is said to have
broken attendance records at that
house during the period.
The Chicago Herald and Examiner co-operated in the work. Big
space was given to announcement
of the fact that the girl would be
seen at various designated locations
at specified hours of the day. Readers were informed that anyone who
approached the young lady with a
copy of the newspaper in hand and
inquired in exactly the proper
phraseology if she were the girl
"Outside the Law" would be given
a ticket entitling them to a tamoshanter similar to that worn by
Miss Bye. These tickets were redeemed at the office of the newspaper and report is to the effect that
1,200 were disposed of in this way
during the week.
The idea is based upon the fact,
that Priscilla Dean wears this type
of headgear with particularly pleasing effect. The theatre and engagement connection was definitely established at every step of the procedur .
The box office results experienced
seem to justify the stunt as executed. No doubt a great many
American newspapers will follow
the lead of the Chicago publication!
in lending hearty co-operation.
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Roscoe
To

Arbuckle
Advertise

Imitator

HERALD

Scatters

"Brewster's

Money

Millions"

Run

which floated brilliant streamers
emlazoning a single line, "1,000

A "Fatty" Arbuckle impersonator employed for the exploitation of "Brewster's Millions" at Boulder, Colo.
"Brewster's
Millions" was a popular book.
"Brewster's Millions'' was likewise
a popular stage play.
As a motion picture it gives promise
of eclipsing both records in point of
publicity gained. Paramount exploitation men have determined to capitalize the title to the fullest extent of
their demonstratcdly extensive ability.
Boulder, Colo., is the city most recently reported as having received the
attention of a Paramount exploitation
representative-, Fred V. Greene, Jr., of
the Denver exchange, engineering the
advertising campaign for the Curran
theatre run.
AN ARBUCKLE imitator went
about the streets of Boulder

scattering real money. That's the
outstanding novelty of the campaign. The money distributed was
entirely in pennies and amounted to
a total of ten dollars, but a thousand
pennies strewn about with carefully calculated ostenation will
cover considerable territory.
The Arbuckle imitator was selected for his size. The report received describes him as "elea strong
word,
but the factphantine."
thatThat's he
was dressed
in baby clothes doubtless made it
a fitting one.
His journeyings about the city
were made in an automobile from

The report further states that of
laughs."
the
$10 distributed in this manner
it is estimated that S9.98 was received through the Curran box office windows. Probably included as
a facetious touch, the statement
doubtless underestimates the merit
of the stunt. Considering the territory covered, the comment publicity created and the general advertising of the enterprise involved, it
is certain that considerably more
than S10 worth of admission tickets
were sold as a result of the imitator's activity.
Numerous window displays were
also used in connection with the engagement. One of these is photographically represented herewith, a
book store window wherein the
novel upon which the play is based
was advertised.
A doll store also made use of
stills from the play and annoucement cards, giving the dates of the
engagement.
Another illustration upon this
page shows the type of announcement frame that was placed at various prominent locations throughout the city. Permanent advertising, this, and of a type to be
encouraged.
Mr. Greene's contribution to the
general fund of "Brewster's Millions" exploitation data is a notable
one.

Photograph display cases, glass enclosed,
were attached to buildings throughout
the city during the Orpheum run.

One of the book store window displays
used to stimulate sales of the book
from which the play was made.

"1921 Ince Find"
Contest Under Way

"Who will be the Thomas H. Ince find
That line is made the basis of a beauty
for 1921?"which gives promise of eclipscontest
ing anything of similar nature in exploitation history, a contest which will be
national in scope but local in box office
influence as concerns the fifty-two cities
which have been selected for its operation.
Atlanta, Ga., and Cleveland, O., are
the cities selected for the opening of the
contest. The Criterion theatre and the
Atlanta Constitution conducted the drive
in the former city, the Strand theatre and
the Cleveland News in the latter. In
each case the publicity gained was measureable in pages rather than in columns
or agate lines, and in each place the
engagement of "Lying Lips." Thomas
H. Ince's Associated Producers production, prospered accordingly.
The rules of the contest stipulate that
any girl between 13 and 30 years of age
may enter. Entrants must take their
photographs to the theatres designated
and submit them to a committee of
judges. The judges select five girls for
the finals, and a camera man provided
by Mr. Ince makes camera tests of
these. The final selection is to be made
by Mr. Ince from the footage obtained
country.
:n this manner from all parts of the
The contest is started two weeks prior
to
the opening
the ample
"LyingtimeLips"
engagement.
Thisofallows
for
the selection of the five local winners,
the making of the camera tests, and the
advertising climax is reached when it is
announced, during the week of the
engagement, that the motion pictures of
the winners will be shown at a stipulated performance or performances.
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Kismet"
Strong
Influence
In Theatre
Standardization

Photographs reproduced above and below show exterior
terior advertising and the stage presentation for "Kismet,"
the Robertson-Cole production, at the Rialto theatre,
Omaha, Neb.
The production has evoked strikingly similar showmanship efforts in every section of the country, giving rise
to a steady influx of practically identical exploitation
reports.
That signifies standardization of treatment to a degree
recorded in the history of no other motion picture. It
proves that theatre thought is taking on unity of purpose
and that theatre methods are attaining standardization.
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Programs
That
Pay
The theatre house organ is important or unimportant as an advertising
instrument in proportion to the care
or lack of care with which it is prepared. Ideas for improvement are of
great value, each innovation which
increases the reader's interest in the
theatre publication adding indirectly
but surely to the box office sales report. The features of various programs here listed are especially
worth while. They may be combined
in a single program.
GRAUMAN'S MAGAZINE, published for Grauinan's Million Dollar theatre and the Rialto theatre.
Los Angeles, is the most expensive
and elaborate house organ received.
Runs 32 pages and two-color cover.
Seventeen special plates in February f. issue. Editorial page by Sid
Grauman.
Unsigned editorial for
Rialto.
Special articles by Grauman musical director, organist, operator. Eleven pages of advertising
Advertisers' index. Humorous and
informative
paragraphs throughout, printed better than in many
magazines of national circulation. A
splendid model for the man who
plana a house organ.
STAR THEATRE, VIROQUA,
WIS. special design, four pages,
long and narrow. Outside appearance that of bank book containing
currency. Very attractive. Catchline: "You can bank on our pictures
giving
satisfaction."
Straightaway
list of attractions
for two
weeks on
inside pages. Back cover duplicate
of
future novelty.
attraction's
listed.front
An with
exceptional
THE GRAND THEATRE, BESSEMER. ALA., issues weekly a
card-board backed pad, 2}4 by 9}4
inches. Each leaf of pad illustrated
advertisement of day's program,
better than many neyspaper advertisements. Inside back cover bears
offer of two free tickets for return
of
programs
weeks.
Cost, for
$8.00four
per consecutiveM. John
B. Snider, assistant manager comments. "It is an idea that has done
us a great deal of good in keeping
our business up during these dull
times and I thought that perhaps
vou might want to pass it along to
some other exhibitors. We receive
great benefit from the ideas of other
exhibitors which we learn of through
vour valued paper and I desire to
help the other fellows with a good
idea if I can. They (the programs)
have paid for themselves each
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THE GRAND
HOL'SE,
ROCKY
FORD, OPERA
COLO., publishes
"The Movie Fan," four-page newspaper. Carries about 1 page of advertising. All text matter devoted
to theatre and pictures. Current issue begins series entitled '"Facts
About Reformers and Motion Pictures," aimed at advocates of censorship and Sunday closing. Intelligent argument excellently written.
Should prove effective.

H E R A L D

"Passion"
To

Gives

Impetus
Presentation
Activity

"THE KINEMA - FRANKLIN
NEWS, is small newspaper size,
runs four pages, divides space between the Kinema and Franklin theatres, Oakland, Cal. Carries no advertising. Stories handled like news.
Heads "alive" and balance perfectly.
A carefully edited and altogether interesting publication. Xo doubt
widely read and productive of box
office returns.
THE XORMAXDY THEATRE.
BROOKLYX, X. Y., uses "program post card." Standard post
card of heavy stock. Attractions of
week on back in calendar order.
Printed in blue. Space on front
usually left clear for communication
carries list of coming attractions.
Attractive, readable and informative. Excellent distribution plan.
THE HOWARD THEATRE.
CIHCAGO, a neighborhood house,
uses four-page folder made to order
by Xational Poster and Printing
Co., which specializes in the work.
Whole is in brown on white, gloss
stock. Descriptive text regarding
each picture illustrated with cut of
star or still from play. Serviceable,
convenient, readable.
THE RIALTO. XEWARK. X.
J., house organ, good business publication. Sixteen pages with cover.
8^4 pages advertising. Two colors
on pages 1, 8 and 9; remainder in
black on white stock. A great deal of
information in not a great deal of
space, but readable and interestingly written. Back page given over to
portrait cut of star. Catchline, ''Temple of Motion Picture Art." subject
of half-page editorial by Frank L.
Smith, managing director, and Albert Barber, house manager, in current issue. Effective introduction
to following pages.
THE MISSION, LOS ANGELES,
uses a rich brown cover with a fourpage insert. Class in every aspect of
its make-up. Xo advertising. Distinctive in its field. Theatre slogan
on front cover is "Nothing like it
in the world."

No week
has passed
since without
the publication
the First
National
attraction,
report of ofits"Passion,"
elaborate
presentation by one or more American exhibitors.
The photograph reproduced above shows the prologue
staged at the Hippodrome theatre. Buffalo, N. Y. A Buffalo dramatic club supplied the talent used.
The stage of the Adams theatre. Detroit, Mich., is
shown below. Expert fencers, whose "duel" was of exceptional interest aside from its prologue purpose, were employed, and Adams theatre prices were raised for the first
time, it is reported.
Exhibitors have demonstrated by their treatment of
the production that it has exerted a genuine stimulating influence upon presentation activity. If for no other reason,
and box office reports indicate that there are other reasons,
the production is one of distinct value to the theatre.
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Souvenirs

Basis

of

of

Peary9 s Arctic

Window
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Expedition

Campaign

for

"Isobel"

"Give the public what it wants" has
become an unwritten law of the theatre.
"Give the merchant what he wants"
might well be adopted by the man who
attempts to enlist co-operation in his
advertising. It is as well founded in
popular disposition.
Nelson B. Bell, general press representative ofthe Crandall theatres,
Washington, D. C., has adopted that
law. He finds it effective.
The

Metropolitan theatre engagement of "Isobel," George
Davis' picturization of James Oliver
Curwood's novel, necessitated resort to the method of procedure
mentioned above. It was followed
out to complete success.
The suitability of the Saks Fur
Company's windows for a North
country display was obvious. But
the management of that company
was not disposed to lend the windows to the cause. Mr. Bell proceeded accordingly.
He sought out J. S. Warmbath,
a citizen of Washington who had
been a member of Peary's arctic expedition, and arranged to rent his
collection of furs and other souvenirs for a cash consideration. He
then planned the effective displays
shown in illustrations presented on
this page and approached the store
management with a genuine argument.
The popular interest which would

Animals brought home by a member of Admiral Peary's Arctic expedition were used
in
windowWashington,
display forD. "Isobel"
during the showing at Crandall's Metropolitan
theatre,
C.
attach to the display he planned
proved the clinching argument.
Permission was finally obtained for
the construction
of the window
settings.
The Warmbath relics were immediatelv installed in the Saks win-

dow to represent an Arctic scene of
fur bartering which was placarded
to indicate the character of much
of well
the subject
matter the
of source
"Isobel,"
as
as to indicate
of
the Saks Company's superior stock.
Goldman

Campaign

Showman's

Another of
the excellent
window ofdisplays
for "Isobel"
by Nelson
publicity
representative
the Crandall
theatres,obtained
Washington,
D. C.B. Bell,

Triumph

The advertising and presentation done
in behalf of "Brewster's Millions," Roscoe Arbuckle's Paramount production,
by William Goldman, managing director
of the Missouri theatre, St. Louis, Mo.,
qualifies
a "showman's
triumph."
Novelty, as
practicality
and adaptability,
the test qualifications, are outstanding
attributes of the drive.
Work was started well in advance of
the opening with the distribution to
school children of novelty cards, post
card size, each carrying in a slot a penny
and
been bearing
named the
as statement,
one of the"You
heirs have
_ to
'Brewster's Millions.' For full particulars see Roscoe 'Fatty' Arbuckle, Missouri
theatre." The dates of the engagement followed.
A Washington's Birthday program
was used in presentation of the feature.
American flags were used to decorate the
theatre and "Dixie," "Columbia," "The
Gem of the Ocean," etc., were included
in the musical accompaniment.
The stage was provided with two settings, one of which showed Washington
in the act of chopping down the cherry
tree, the other showing him at the head
of the Colonial army.
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EJ. WEISFELDT, managing director of the Strand theatre, Milwaukee, Wis., staged a shadowland prologue for "The Old
• Swimmin'
Hole,"
picturization
James Whitcomb
Riley's the
poemgeneral
for First
National
distribution.
materials required for
this Charles
type of Ray's
prologue
are easily ofobtainable
and inexpensive,
effect
excellent,
important The
reasons
for its adaptation.

Weisfeldt's
Shadowgraphic
Presentation
Economical,
Picturesque
and
Adaptable
"Expensive" and "meritorious" are
commonly confused terms. Because
it is customary to increase the cost
price of that which is commonly regarded as of merit, it is easy to fall
into the natural error of regarding the
term "cheap" as indicative of lack
of merit.
The fallacy has no foundation in
fact.
The clear-sighted business man, the
man who does not ocnfuse the terms,
is the man who prospers.
The. wise showman does not disregard agood idea because its adoption does not involve great expenditure.

FELDT, dmanaging
WEIS
EJ.
or of
. direct
the Stran theater,
Milwaukee, Wis., used presentation
methods that warrant general adoption during the showing of "The
•Old Swimmin' Hole," Charl. es Ray's
First National attraction An accompanying illustration suggests
graphically the stage appearance
during the prologue.
Any exhibitor can foot up for
himself the probable cost of the
prologue. A single scrim drop is
not expensive. In view of the fact
that it may be added to the stock
scenery of the house and used repeatedly, its first cost should not be
charged to the single occasion.
The tree, fence, mill wheel and
ground work may be produced by
use of old lithographs or banners on

hand. The work involved in cutting them out and affixing them to
the drop by means of paste or sewing is the only expense attendant
thereupon.
The lighting of the drop from the
rear may be done with equipment
already in stock.
The setting is then complete. And
against this setting one or more
players may be used in a prologue
of whatever nature is decided upon.
Against the darkness of an unlighted auditorium the prologue is

exceptionally effective. It is, as
stated above, economical and picturesque. Itis also, and this is important, adaptable. It can be used
in connection with any production
upon
the market.
Another
illustration shows one of
the lobby displays used at the
Strand. It needs no detailed description. Itis its own testimonial.
Mr. Weisfeldt, an able workman,
contributes another important example of modern showmanship for
the trade to follow. General adoption of the shadowgraphic presentation is altogether advisable.

"
tra
tesg "Ex
ing
ribucin
Distoun
Open
Ann
When Henry C. Tuttle, proprietor,
announced to the citizens of Cuba, Mo.,
the
opening
of his Just-A-Mere
recently,
the newsboys
of the city theatre
spread

A corner of the Strand lobby, showing
the special display made up for the
run.

the distributed
informationa with
hoarsewhich
"Extras"
and
newspaper
is innovational in composition.
It is not exclusively a theatre newsGenuine news occupies a full 50 per
cent of
space. Furthermore,
the front
thepaper.
atreitsannouncement,
though given
page position, is carried strictly as an
advertisement.
The publication is more than a herald,
dodger or throwaway. It is exactly what
it is represented as being, a newspaper.
It is an excellent example of what compositions of the sort should be — and seldom are.
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Stories

fc>y trie Lens

the

vertisingf

Trend

of

Activity
A SIGN painting company, the Sharp music store and the
Famous Players-Lasky exchange co-operated in constructing this window display in a prominent Denver, Colo.,
location
of Europe.during a drive for funds to aid the starving children

PASSION

STRAND

STARTING SUN. FEB. 20
SCENE in front of
the last day of a
ConstancegraphicTalmadge's
tribute to the

the Criterion theatre, Atlanta, Ga., on
week's run of "Dangerous Business,"
First Nationalof attraction.
A photoshowmanship
Willard C. Patterson,

THE opening of Saxe's Rialto theatre, Milwaukee, Wis.,
with "The Kid," Chaplin's First National production, was
advertised
on the stands used by the same company's Strand
theatre.

DANCING
clocksfeature
were recently
featured produced
in "The Clock
special stage
at theShop,"
Strand,a
Milwaukee, by E. J. Weisfeldt, managing director.

"THE
RIGHTvehicle,
TO isLOVE,"
the title
of Mae displays
Murray'sin
1 Paramount
being applied
to window
every section of the country. The above photograph shows
a display obtained by Harry Swift, Albany representative.
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SIDa special
GRAUMAN,
proprietor
of Grauman's
Millionof Dollar
theatre,
Los Angeles,
above
for "The the
Idlemanager
Hour,"
stage feature
contrasting
the theatre
today and
yesterday.
Picturesusedfivetheyears
old setting
were projected,
of
the
stage
theatre
ballyhooing
out
in
front
as
the
audience
entered
and
"spieling"
for
the
pictures.
Excellent
entertainment,
the Grauman feature was also doubtless effective in driving home to patrons the justice of the general advance in theatre admission prices, a worthy purpose at all times.

mm

SR. SCOTT, manager of the Orpheum theatre, Moose
. Jaw, Saskatchewan, Can., recently abandoned vaudeville
and legitimate attractions for motion pictures, applying stage
advertising methods to screen attractions with great success.
"The tion,
Love
Mary when
Pickford's
United Artists
was inLight,"
engagement
this photograph
was productaken.

METZGER, manager of the Strand theatre, Creston.
J.• _ Iowa,
display
1 _ 1 _ Jarranged
•__ __ . 1 _for a _furniture
f "» <T ]store
~h/f — — window
f—*-4-A«- Tfc*»T-I
-5 IfATI of'c
turds' dTrfnTthef°rruna S^JTrsTzTr
DeH^en,
First National
'attraction.
No simpler
or more
_ direct
COthe ex
offered
has been
opportunity
advertising
operative
hibitor
recently.

THE
Valley"
and aeasily
specially
constructed
picket"Peaceful
fence, with
farm 24-sheet
implements
obtainable,
may
be
used
in
lobby
display
for
Charles
Ray's
First
National
production. The photograph shows how it was done at the
Grand theatre, Williston, N. D. Entrance to the lobby was
gained through gates in the fence, an arrangement which subjected patrons directly to the "atmospheric" influence.

—£ STAGE
l' V 'J V O I Li t, SETTING
_ J . • » £^»*^n^*:
— w -'
£^
presentation of "The Stealers, W. C.
Washington, D. C, for "rZ^^g
Cabanne's production for Robertson-Cole.
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E.L.Lenndx
BREWSTER'S

Piano

Co.

MILLIONS"

ELECTRIC CHICKERING

AM PICO

Phonographic music was represented as "a millionaire's entertainment within the
reach of all" in the Isis theatre tie-up for "Brewster's Millions."

Satisfied

Merchant

Opportunity
The merchant who expresses his
satisfaction with results obtained in
co-operative advertising and volunteers in the same breath his assistance in future is a newcomer. Not
many exhibitors have met him.
Such a man, proprietor of the E.
L. Lennox Piano Co., Indianapolis,
Ind., recently spoke in that manner
to Oscar A. Kantner, Paramount
exploitation representative. It
came about in this manner.
Recently a co-operative display was

REWSTLRS

MIL! infly

to

19, 1921

By the distribution of specially printed
blanks upon which the titles of twelve
feature productions, together . with the
names of the stars, etc., are printed, the
preference of the majority of Palace patrons is determined. Space is also provided for suggestions as to overtures
and musical settings desired.
The result of the first balloting, in
response to which 1,500 blanks were
received, was the selection of "Madame
X," a Goldwyn production, for the feature position on the program, "Zampa
Overture," "Oberon Overture," and
Tschaikowsky's "Symphony in A Minor" were suggested as musical setting.
Mr. Meyer's plan has many good
points,
the Palace
stimulation
of personal
est in the
theatre,
a closer interstudy
of the motion picture market, increased
satisfaction in the , programs offered
being among the results which may be
expected to follow consistent use of
the ballot.
Five hundred Duluth, Minn., newsboys attended a special showing of
"Dinty." Marshall Neilan's production
for First National, at the New Lyric
theatre
and participated ih a selling
run.
contest which lasted throughout the

Asks
Cooperate

arranged in the window of the shoe
store during the local showing of
"Humoresque." The display was of
the type widely used in exploiting that
production and a reproduction of the
window display was published in this
department.
It was due to his satisfaction
with the benefits obtained from that
display that the merchant volunteered his aid. And it was due to
the fact that "Brewster's Millions"
was about to open a local engagement that Mr. Kanthcr promptly
gave him the opportunity he sought.
The line, " 'Brewster's Millions' —
You many not have a million dollars but you can enjoy a millionaire's entertainment if you own a
Columbia Grafonola," was made the
basis of the display. Illustrations
show the window display and the
front of the Isis theatre during the
engagement.
The satisfaction expressed by the
Lennox manager should be typical
instead of precedential.
Program by Ballot
Palace Innovation

Front of the Isis theatre, Indianapolis,
Ind., during the "Brewster's Millions"
run.
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A balloting system whereby patrons
shape their own programs is a recent
innovation of the Palace theatre, Hamilton, O., which Fred S. Meyer, managing
throughout thedirector,
trade has
as amade
housefamous
of innovations.
His most recent contribution to the book
of showmanship is by no means his least
important one.

CUTOUTS
of almost
continuity were
used by scenario-like
F. W. Teufel, manager
of
the
People's
theatre,
land, Ore., in advertising the showingPort-of
"Habit," the First National attraction
featuring Mildred Harris. Each was
displayed deeply in-set between artistic
panels in which brass poster frames were
placed. The two views shown above and
below give a definite impression of the
effect created and suggest the possibility
of a cutout sequence practically constituting apictorial synopsis.
i«»
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Advance
"The

Prologue
First

Born

Precedes
9 Showing

ADVANCE prologue of exceptional merit was
staged at. the Regent theatre, New York, during
the week prior to the showing of "The First
Born," Sessue Hayakawa's Robertson-Cole production.
The above reproduction of a photograph showing the
stage setting used gives only a fair idea of the magnitude of the advance advertising campaign.
Following the program of Keith vaudeville, slides
were shown upon a white drop announcing the coming engagement. Then the drop was raised to disclose the setting. Cutouts from paper issued with the
production formed the basis of this, to which were
added Japanese lanterns so strung as to light up the
stage effectively, but not too brilliantly.
A Japanese maiden then entered to the strains of
"The Japanese Sand Man," played by the house orchestra. She approached an incense bowl, lighted the
burner, and the fumes of burning incense powder
spread through the auditorium.
When she had left the stage a coolie of the lower
caste • entered and prostrated himself before the idol
in an attitude of worship. The descending curtain
ended the prologue.
The same players participated in exterior exploitation in advance of the opening.
A jinrickshaw was obtained, parked in the lobby
when not in use, and drawn through the streets at other
times by the coolie, the girl occupying the driver's seat.
The methods adopted at the Regent are such as
should be put in general use. The many theatres that
list two stage features upon the weekly program, one
a prologue for the picture in engagement and the other
an added attraction, might well alter policy to the
extent of making the second feature an advance prologue for the coming attraction.
In practice the plan should work out admirably.
During the week preceding the showing the feature
might be so elaborate as to serve perfectly the purpose
of an independent feature. During the week of the
engagement it could be condensed and modified to
serve presentation purposes.
The same line of reasoning applies to advance
exterior exploitation.
The Regent precedent is a genuine one.
It should be widely adapted.
AN

Heralds prepared by the Famous PlayersLasky exploitation staff for the exploitation of
"Brewster's Millions" are reported responsible
for the arrest of two Mexicans in Riverside, Cal.,
recently. The heralds are so composed as to
resemble
currency and the newspaper story
printed in Riverside was to the effect that one
of the Mexicans had purchased innocently bills
which he afterward attempted to pass as legal

|
* * *
| ^ tender.
L. E. Ledou, Isobel, Kans., exhibitor, printed
| and distributed small green cards bearing a puz| zle which required the placing of numbers in
| nine squares in such order as to total a single
| number when added in any fashion. "Have you
| 'The Luck of the Irish?' " was the catchline, the |
|
stunt being used for that Realart production.
1
i

I
1
|
|

Peggy O'Neil, who appears in "The Devil's
Angel," the Clark-Cornelius
production, appeared in the prologue for that attraction staged
at the Strand theatre, Newark, N. J. The studio
set with which the picture opens was approxi-

j
|
I
|
§

| mated upon the Strand stage and Miss O'Neil
| gave a series of poses in fleshlings.
Eddie Zorn, manager of the Temple theatre,
1 Toledo, O., invited press and clergy to a special
|
|
|
1
|
[
|
|
1
|

screening of "The Inside of the Cup," a Para- I
mount production. As the showing began, with
fifty ministers and representatives from all the
newspapers present, an accident at the electric
power plant cut off the supply of current and
the showing had to be postponed, those present
being given admission tickets good for any performance during the engagement. Two sermons
from the pulpit and special newspaper stories in
each publication were results obtained despite

| the accident.
1

1
[
|
|
[
[
I
|
|
I

*

*

*

Chine's Broadway theatre, Los Angeles, recently published as a herald for "The Law of the
Yukon" an adaptation of an X-Ray card device
by use of which, due to an optical illusion, one
may "see" the lead in a pencil, the bones of the
hand, etc., when held to the light. The device
has been in general use for some time as a novelty advertisement, and the theatre or picture
adaptation is effected by merely printing the engagement announcement upon one side of the
card.

|
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Won

a

Beauty

H E R A L D

Contest

Anetha
Getwell, "the
American
Legion Girl,"
who willwasbethestarred
picturesconby
the Pantheon
Pictures
Corporation.
Miss Getwell
winnerin ofsixa beauty
test conducted by three screen magazines in which 50.000 American girls participated.
Anetha

Getwell
Of

Six

to Star

Pictures

Anetha Getwell, the " \mcrican Legion Girl" and winner of the beauty
contest held last year by some of the
leading motion picture magazines, in
which there were more than 50.000 entries, has been signed on a, long term
contract by Pantheon Pictures Corporation, according to an announcement
made at the offices of that company in
the Singer Building.
She will be starred in a forthcoming
production to be made at the studios
which the company recently took over
at Fort Henry, N. V.
Charles Miller, who directed "The
Flamewhich
of thewasYukon"
withatDorothy
Dalton,
produced
Port Henry,
has been selected by President Paul
Schoppell of Pantheon to direct Miss
Getwell.
While no statement regarding the selection of the vehicle in which Miss Getwell will be starred was forthcoming, it
"was said that it would be based on a
story known
from the
pen ofwhoonehasof specialized
America's
best
writers,
in dramatic tales of the far north.
George
Dubois
Procter, the well

in Series

by Pantheon
Corp.
known sccnarioist, is at work preparing
the continuity, so that production may
be begun without delay.
Miss Getwell, who won the name of
the "American Legion Girl" through
playing the stellar part in the pageant
photoplay, made last Armistice Day by
the American Legion to show the public just what that patriotic organization
stands for and which was designed principally for exhibition in posts of the Legion throughout the country, has had
acareer.
brief but decidedly promising screen
She has played parts in several productions and was featured in "Love's
Redemption," directed by Eugene V.
Brewster. which will be published
shortly in the independent field.
Her engagement by Pantheon Pictures
Corporation is said to be for a series of
at least six pictures.
Improves Iowa Theatre
ESTHERVILLE, IA.— Manager Graf
of the Grand theatre is making extensive
improvements upon his playhouse.
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1,500,000 Feet of Film
Sent Abroad by Famous
To Meet Foreign Trade
A new record for film shipments was
established by the foreign department of
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation during the week of February 14, according
to an announcement made by E. E.
Shauer, assistant treasurer and in charge
of the foreign department.
In that week approximately 1,500,000
feet of film were placed on board ships
in New York harbor for all corners of
the world. Shipments to England, Denmark, France, Germany, Sweden, Brazil,
Japan, Australia, Cuba, Argentina, Chile.
Mexico and other countries were included
in this big lot of film. This is enough
film to provide 187 two-hour shows,
which if run the average 240 times, would
equal 44.SS0 distinct performances.
Placed end to end these 1,500 reels of
film would measure approximately 300
miles. The insertion of foreign titles
and the inspection of these Paramount
films before shipment required approximately 375 hours of the combined labors
on the part of a large force of inspectors and laboratory employes. An average large sized shipment for one week
to all foreign offices and distributing
agencies of the Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation would be 500,000 feet.
"Hearts o' the Range"
Again Breaks Records
In Independent Sales
J. J. o' Samcth's
"Hearts
the Range,"latest
againproduction,
holds the
record for sales in the independent field,
according
to
its
distributors,
Forward
Film Distributors, Inc.
Five territories were sold in as many
days. A.chasedS.the Steinberg
Pittsburgh purfilm for of
Pennsylvania
and
West Virginia. Trenton Film Company
of Kansas City purchased it for Western
Missouri and Kansas. W. L Film Service of Indianapolis took the production
for Indiana at what is said to be one of
the largest figures ever offered a state
rights fature of Western type.
"A yeargossip
ago,"thatsaid
"it field
was
common
the Sameth.
state rights
was a 'dumping ground' for films which
the larger producers were ashamed to
market under their own trade name.
What has happened in the past six
months has convinced the independent
merchant that this fallacy no longer exists and nothing but features demanded
by exhibitors and the paying public find
their way through independent channels."
Wheeler Oakman to Play
In Morosco Production
Arrangements have been made whereby
Irving Lesser, who has Wheeler Oakman under contract, has given the Oliver
Morosco Productions of Los Angeles
permission to use and exploit Wheeler in
a series of feature productions.
The first film in which Oakman will
appear is a screen version of the stage
success, "The Half Breed."
''Miracle of Manhattan"
Stars Miss Hammerstein
"The Miracle of Manhattan" has been
decided upon as the title of the forthcoming Selznick picture starring Elaine
Hammerstein, according to an announcement by Myron Selznick.
This announced
is the production
which
was originallv
under the
working
title
of "The Gilded Butterfly."
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Co-ordination

Vital,
Says
Distributor Claims That This Will Enable Industry
to Present Solid Opposition to All Detrimental
Legislation and
Millions of

Will Prevent a Waste
Dollars in Production

Hodkinson

HODKINSON'S
Eight Points

of

An address bearing upon the fundamental elements of the motion picture
industry was delivered by IV. W . Hodkinson before the Motion Picture
Directors Association at Los Angeles. The distributor has touched upon many
of the vital phases of the industry. It is printed herewith that others in the
trade may familiarize themselves with Mr. Hodkmson's views.
By W. W. Hodkinson
Your president, Mr. W illiam D. Taylor, wrote a letter to me inviting me to
come here tonight to speak to you on the subject that is nearest to my heart,
and I think we are going to get on common ground very quickly, because 1 think
the thing that is nearest to my heart is nearest to your heart ; it is the possibilities and future of this great industry with which we are connected.
It is a very great industry — greater 'something that I noticed as I came across
with all of its possibilities than any of us the country which will show you why we
can realize who are close up against our are going to be hurt by this condition,
and then I will pass on and afterwards, it
work seven days in the week — and sometimes nights.
you want to go into this particular subIt is an industry, gentlemen, that some
ject further by questioning me. I would
day will govern the greatest brains in be glad to give you my impressions.
the world.
The problem is that we are getting >o
It is more than an industry. It is the many kinds of censorship prepared for
most potent force that has ever been let us in different communities that unless
loose on this earth for the helping on- we stop opposition to us that is making
ward or the retarding
this condition possible, there will be so
* * of* the human race. many
police powers exercised, so many
This industry will command the best drastic censorship, that it won't pay to
brains of the world for this reason. It make any type of picture because you are
offers the two rewards that brains have not sure it will go into this state or that
always demanded for themselves — a me- state.
dium for the expression of an idea and
Today it is possible to have picture*
the financial return for the idea.
on the shelf that will not go to Kansas,
The wonderful part of the motion pic- that will not go to Pennsylvania and to
Ohio. Going through Oregon the other
you don't
day I brought with me copies of three
as to turetheis that
influence
of yourhaveidea.to Wspeculate
e know
that there are volumes in the library, but bills that were before the legislature that
would effectively close the mowe don'tthem.
know Xor
how domany
are day that
reading
you people
know how
tion picture business as an industry so
far as that state is concerned.
many people understand your language.
But here we have a common language.
One required only special performances for children, boys up to 16 and girls
We have something where the very
financial returns will let you check up up to IS. Another was that no picture
showing any act of crime or violence of
and find to what extent your ideas "got any
sort would be permitted. Xow we
across."
know
that is radical: we know it is the
We must either go along with the
work
of fanatics in that instance. But.
progress of the business or we must get
out of the way of the brains who will irentlemen. if you were to see as I did the
come'thein business,
and go along
the help
progressits method with which the local exhibitors
of
whichwithwill
and motion picture powers were endeavoring to combat this you would be
progress. I believe that the industry is
at this minute facing two conditions
* * *
disgusted. ■
which will make it necessary for us who
Passing on from this moral crisis,
wish the
to progress
takeco-ordination.
stock. I think-I
that
business to
needs
which present announcements and presthink if it is better co-ordinated most of
ent plans of the producers may or may
the problems that confront it can be
not
meet made
effectively.
don'tnight
see Imuch
handled.
because I last
had
You know all of the discussion that is aprogress
bulletin sent me from Xew York that is
going on at the present time relative to being put out by the reformers in which
sex movies, reformers, blue laws, censorthey quote at great length what Mr.
ship, etc. There is nothing new about Brady,
representing all the motion picture
this agitation. Any student of conditions
producers said to Mr. Cohen, representcould see it coming for some time. And
ing all the motion picture exhibitors.
the industry must meet this condition
Each of them admits everything that
rnpre intelligently than it has shown any everybody has charged against the indusdisposition to at the time I left Xew
try, but blames the other for it. Hence
York, to keep from being engulfed.
the necessity for some co-ordination in
*- * *
curingwisethis
we willfundamental
have a statewrong,
of civilotherwar
I am not going into details in this matter except to say that you gentlemen are between the producer on one side and the
in the most strategic position to help exhibitor on the other.
this situation. It is a real danger and a
There is also an economic side concernreal menace.
■ ing this industry. I could give you a lot
I believe there must be some co- of figures as to the volume of business
ordinated effort on the part of those taken from the public and in turn paid
responsible for the putting of these for films and the expense of distributing
things before the public in addition to these films. But unless you co-ordinate
your effort. I will just briefly tell you them and get the significance out of

| Ition.
thinkI that
needsco-ordinated
co-ordinathinktheif business
it is better
most of the problems that confront it can be
handled.
O
I believe the theory of the producer of a
picture of having
the power
to controlmotion
the marketing
that picture
is wrong.
O We
have more values.
scientific Itandis
betterhavewaysgot oftodetermining
possible to determine the value of pictures.
A

1 think that within a very short time.
instead of the factory system of production, we will have individual units of production
cn their own.
C Half of the money being spent in the pro"* duction of motion pictures today is wasted,
because half of the number of pictures would
get the same revenue from the public.
C 1 can put that money they are wasting in
the hands of the people who have confidence
enough vidualto merit.go along on the basis of their indi~l
command
the bestthebrains
■ " This
of theindustry
world will
because
it offers
two
rewards that brains have always demanded — a
medium for the expression of an idea and the
financial return for an idea.
SYou
gentlemen
(directors)
in the
most
• strategic
position
to helparethis
situation
(censorship agitation). It is a real danger and
a real menace.
them — out of broad experience in that
line — probably they would not be of any
value to you. so I would not get you to
figure any more than I have.
As some of you may know, I am frequently on record as opposed to producers'
control you
of this
industry.
don't
know whether
know
what II mean
by that.
I don't
know by
whether
think
that
I mean
anything
it, butyou
I assure
you that I do. I will endeavor to make
clear just what I do mean by it and just
what the great fundamental fault in this
business is. and unless it is cured it will
make you and me and every person in
this industry who wants to go along on
the basis of individual merit incapable of
utilizing our strength to get out of a
situation which, unchecked, may some
dav destrov us.
I believe the theory of the producer of
a motion picture having the power to
control the marketing of that picture is
wrong. I do not say this because I want
to be a middle man who gets in between
a producer of a picture and gets a commission or a percentage that belongs to
the producer, because I helped pass thcin.
to
the Iexhibitor.
primarilyto the
thing
am after.That
It isisn't
necessary
du
that to get money to support the organization machinery necessary to properly
co-ordinate these two functions of production and exhibition: and if you put
this distribution channel into the hands
of either, you create, as far as I am able
to see. an abnormal and impossible condition.
Xow let me illustrate more clearly just
what I mean by that. You know we
have today some fifteen national distributing organizations. Almost without
exception the distributing companies are
adjuncts of producing companies.
We hear about the great waste in the
studios — and I presume there is great
waste in the studios — but I want to tell
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you some waste that probably you do not
know about.
Through being improperly co-ordinated.or not co-ordinated, this business is
only taking one-half of the revenue from
the public every year that it could take
if it was co-ordinated. Through not being properly co-ordinated the producers are producing twice as many
pictures today as is necessary to fill all
of the theatres in the United States.
I can tell you how many millions are
wasted there. Worse than that — or because of the first condition or a lack of
patronage from the public — an excess
production of mediocre quality, inferior
quality, are put out and only partially
digested. And they are put out arbitrarily
because they have to have a certain
amount of product to run the machines
of distribution which they happen to
have.
* * *
Half of the money being spent in the
production of motion pictures today is
wasted, because half of the number of
pictures would get the same revenue
from the public, and in a reasonable time
double that revenue.
Gentlemen, I am not stopping to consider, in talking to you, whether the
conditions that I see and the changes
that should come about affect you or me
individually. Whether you personally are
affected by production going up or progoing down
the thing Ifrom
am
interestedductionin.
I am isn't
not interested
the narrow angle of trying to please you.
1 am interested from the angle that it is
my duty as a student of conditions in
this industry to state facts to you which
you will interpret in your own way in
accordance with your own background
viewpoint, and standpoint of intelligence.
Some of us here tonight will undoubtedly go on with this business to greater
ideals than we have realized or can
realize under the present conditions.
Some of us will drop out. I only want
to go on or I am willing to drop out, depending on whether this viewpoint I am
expressing tonight is sound. If it is
sound, I am going on. If it is not, I will
drop out — and I will be grateful that I
have been able to go on this far.
Did you ever stop to think what it
means to have fifteen organizations of
salesmen running around the country
each trying to undo the work of the
other fourteen all of the time? That is
what is happening in this business.
Did you ever stop to think how far this
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business can progress when we have to
create tremendous machines with all of
the politics that goes with them because
wc have to meet release dates and it
takes a certain number of pictures to keep
one of these machines going? That is, it
takes a certain amount of product out of
a production machine to keep a distributing machines going? There is room for
lots of thought on this matter. I have
given it a great deal of thought.
» » *
If what I say is true, then we are beating ourselves out of half of the revenue
that this business might have from the
public if we knew what we were doing.
If that is true it is quite a startling fact.
If it is true that the industry has been
producing twice as many pictures as it
need to get the present revenue to support the theatres, on the present basis
of revenue, and to keep the same revenue,
at least immediately, coming from the
exhibitor and from the public, is another
startling fact.
If we are spending twenty million dollars a year to support these distributing
machines when you could do the job
much better with ten or less — that, too, is
startling if true.
If the total sum spent in production
and running these machines is greater
than is taken out of the exhibitor — that
is still another thing that is startling if
true, and I believe it is true.
If these uneconomic conditions exist
they exist for one reason: the desire of
each person in the business to play his
own game, regardless of what happens
to the business as a whole. This is a business, gentlemen, where people have been
taking out, taking out, and nobody has
been putting in; and we have got to the
same stage we would get to if we did the
same thing with grain. When we exhaust
crop.
it we have to plant before we get another
I believe we are at the stage where we
have to do some planting — more intelliplanting.gentlemen,
You can't while
think of
these gent
things,
youallareof
busy
producing
the picture.
' It must
has got
to begin
at the top,
and there
be
some architects and planners who will
formulate some plan for curing these
conditions — and then cure them.
* * *
Producer-control, I think, is a vicious
thing. It puts the producer in an impossible position. If I thought it could
be done I would be a producer with a
production organization and a distribut-

ing organization as well. I don't think
it
be done.
I don't
I can that
do
it. can
I know
all these
other think
executives
are trying to do it; I know them quite
well. can
I don't
seeForanytheof simple
them that
think
do it.
reason I
that when we get the balance of power
by which we can force a thing which we
happen to make into a market, whether it
is fit or not, how are we going to be
graded as to whether we are progressing
or whether we are slipping?
» * »
Why do not these producers who are
requested to put out so many pictures
that they have to make them poorly in
many instances to meet release dates,
and who have to have their men traveling
on the same train with some other man
to sell products, or going into unsell
the product the other fellow has sold —
why don't they cut down their product
and why don't they consolidate their disItis is
because
theynodon't
trust
the others.tribution?It
because
producer
would want to put his product through
another producer's machine. He would
rather carry along some organization
which he calls assets when they are liabilities, and the longer he carries them
and the greater liabilities they are, the
less anxious he is to go to the banker and
tell him that is the condition.
So much for the production part of it
with the producer-control.
We have the exhibitor on the other
side who feels that under this producercontrol he is charged all the producer
can get out of him regardless of whether
it is right or not. Without saying
whether the exhibitor pays too much or
too little, the undignified conditions, gentlemen, on which motion pictures are sold
is a disgrace to the business. The way
they start out and ask $5,000, and take
$250,000 — it doesn't build any confidence;
it doesn't
inspire any
respect
the work
mind
of
the exhibitor
or the
men inwho
selling the pictures.
,
* * *
We have got to have more scientific
and better ways of determining values. It
is possible to determine the value of pictures. Some years ago all pictures were
ten cents a foot, and I went into New
York and submitted a proposition to
change them. I knew when I was trying
tc
buy athat
producer's
as cheaply
as
I could
when hepicture
sold them
to me he
was trying to make them as cheaply as
he could to get the margin of profit out
(Continued on Page 66)
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All Christie Product
Goes to Educational
Producer to Give Personal
Attention to One and
Two Reelers
As the result of the visit of E. W.
Hammons, president of Educational Film
Corporation and its distributing subsidiary, Educational Film Exchanges,
Inc., to Los Angeles, it is announced that
Al Christie, head of Christie Film Company, will devote his entire attention for
the next six months and the entire resources of his organization to the creation of one and two-reel comedies for
publication through Educational.
Gives Personal Attention
In addition to his supervision of the
entire product, Al Christie will devote his
personal attention to the direction of
two reelers. He recentlv has completed
two
of these Dorothy
pictures, Devore
"Man Vs. and
Woman"
featuring
Xeal
Burns and the largest cast that has
appeared in a Christie comedy, and "The
Restless
Sex," and
withwhat
Dorothy
Earl
Rodney
is saidDevore
to be and
the
most elaborate cabaret setting that motion pictures have seen. The latter is
on the schedule for the latter part of
March.
Word comes from the Coast that he
now is handling the megaphone on
"Sneakers," in which the settings are
said to be sumptuous and in which more
than 200 players take part. In addition
to the adult players remarkable baby and
dog actors are promised.
Comedies are Completed
"Red Hot Love," featuring Xeal Burns
and Vera Steadman, is another two reeler
which is nearing completion at the Holthis one under the direclywood plant,Sidney.
tion of Scott
William Beaudine
is at work on "Short and Snappy," featuring Bobby Vernon and Eddie Barry,
the first time two male featured players
have appeared in the same Christie picture.
This is in addition to the \ anity and
Gayety comedies, from four to six companies being engaged on these.
Publication of Serial

Marks Kleine's Return
To Active Film Work
The publication of "The Hope Diathe fifteen-episode serialmondbeingMystery/'
distributed on the states
rights market by Howells Sales Company, marks the re-entrance of George
Kleine into active participation in the
affairs of the motion picture industry.
Kleine was one of the earliest successful pioneers of the business. Since his
retirement as president of General Film
Company, little has been heard of his
activities. Years ago he brought from
Italy the spectacular "The Last Days of
Pompeii" and "The Fall erf Rome." Up
to this time these were the biggest pictures yet produced or shown and George
Kleine made a fortune by the manner in
which he exploited them in this country.
Though not as spectacular as the two
pictures mentioned, "The Hope Diamond
Mystery" is said to have exploitation possibilities that puts it in the big money
class and is another example of the great
and successful showmanship knowledge
of George Kleine.
Plans Wyoming Theatre
THERM OPOLIS, WYO.— Plans are
in the making for a new theatre to be
built in Broadway by X. Whiting.
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Let's

Go,"

Urges

Pearson

As

He

Launches
Pathe's Brunet Month
February Returns First Week of Drive in
Honor of President Brings Record for
Sales and Collections
have added new items that critics have
The entire organization of Pathe
Exchange, Inc., has been roused to a resoundingly praised. January increased
over December and February over Jankeen pitch over the prospects of breakuary. What more propitious time could
have been selected for every man and
ing all records during "Brunet Month"
woman of our remarkable organization
which opened March 1.
to throw themselves into a tremendous
Spurred on by an inaugural message
business drive for a Brunet Month that
by Director of Exchanges Elmer Pearwill put new temper into every part of
son, the Pathe sales forces in each of the our powerful machine. Start another
four contesting divisions started on the year off with an inspiring impetus.
"Make of every branch under the
to to
make
Month"
improved possibilities a splendid profit
aopening
fitting day
tribute
the "Brunet
Pathe president,
and bonus unit. Pay a most deserved
who this month begins his fourth year tribute to a chief who watches and takes
at the head of the organization.
pride in the development and success of
Marks Period of Prosperity
every member of the organization in
which he has such rightful proprietary
In • his message to the thirty-two love.
branches, Mr. Pearson said:
Will Award Prizes
"We shall award prizes to one winning branch in each of our four divisions similar to those of November. Contracts to count in contest must carry
play dates and advance payments and
will be figured against a fixed quota
absolutely fair to all. In determining
winning branches 70 per cent consideration will be given to contracts and 30
per cent to collections.
"Men, you have never exerted yourself in a more laudable cause, either
altruistically or selfishly and while I
know it is unnecessary to urge you further it pleases me to record myself as
having every ounce of my own energy
in this wonderful business revival and
will expect nothing less from every coworker. Let's go."
message is sigto tothis
The response
be expected at the
nificant of what is
termination of the month. In spite of
the very flattering record made during
sales recthe last week of February, the first
week
the
during
high
mounted
ords
in March.

Despite

PAUL BRUNET
President of Pathe Exchange in whose honor
salesmen throughout the country are conducting a "Brunet Month" sales campaign.
"March marks the beginning of President Brunet's fourth
year Exchange,
as governorInc.,
of
the destinies
of Pathe
and the conclusion of three years of
prosperity and business success, the like
of which the industry provides no parallel. His fidelity to organization, his
profit sharing commission and bonus
plans, have prospered and developed the
business ability of each and all of us to
an unmeasurable extent.
"Despite
chaotic
and gave
production conditions
our financial
fiscal year
our
producers really remarkable returns and
gave us a fair profit and we thank you
for the remarkable response you have
given our every exhortation.
Business Again Normal
"Through
tive ability wePresident
start a Brunet's
new year construcwith all
chaos of cost and production wildness
eliminated. Every item of our present
output is at the crest of popularity. We

Denman Lamson Now
Production Manager
Announcement has been made by C. C.
Burr, president of Master Films, Inc.,
producers of the Torchy comedies issued
through Educational, of the permanent
of Denman Lamson as pront manager.
appointmeduction
Lamson was similarly occupied with
other producers before joining
several
Master Films.
Arbuckle

Completes

New

Film, "Crazy to Marry"
Roscoe (Fatty) Arbuckle has completed "Crazy to Marry," the Paramount
picture which was adapted by Walter
Woods from Frank Condon's story,
"Three Miles Out." The comedian will
rest before starting on his next feature.
Arbuckle plays the part of a famous
surgeonacter he in
the story,
in thisriot
char-of
is said
to be aandveritable
absurdity. Lila Lee is leading woman
and "Bull" Montana and Edwin Stevens
have important comedy roles. Arbuckle's
next picture
will Woods
be "Gasoline
adapted
by Walter
from a Gus,"
story
by George Pattullo.
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Unofficial

Body

Regulates

Pictures

J. W . Shepard Says Exhibitors and Public Are Content
to Rely on the Judgment of This Committee of Which
One Is a Mother, One a Teacher and One a Professor
^.•lMii; Maiirua>iir>i m iu iiitini Li.in iin iiiininiti !rti [ :irinn ti.:i.i.i.tiiu;r ni< 11iiun n i.m l^iiuki tiiuiiitu iu ;u j ii in in mi iiniiiiiiiiii'iiiNiMiitHiiiui.nii mii ritimmLiiiMaiiniraiBuuHiiiimwmiiaiMMtaMraBdB
OKLAHOMA is one state where theiv
organization. The unofficial censors act
is no official censorship and no seri- as liason officers between the association
ous desire for any, according to Prof. and the distributing agencies having
James W. Shepard of the University of branch headquarters in Oklahoma City.
i iklahoina.
We have pre-views of new films and send
recommendations to the subscribing
Exhibitors and the public, he declares,
are content to rely upon the judgment of schools forming the organization's membership. Then, when a school wants a
an unofficial body comprised of a mother,
given film it notifies me, I telephone from
a woman teacher and Prof. Shepard.
Norman,
where the state university is
And with its freedom from bureaulocated, and the distributors make the
cratic restrictions, the state has taken a delivery.
place among the leaders in the use of
* * *
films for educational work, he says.
* * *
"There are two phases of the associaProf. Shepard was in New York retion's cational
work. First,
is the service
of edufilms, including
pictures
on
cently and told a reporter something of
classical and scientific subjects. Then
the operations of the Oklahoma system.
Il< ha ri attended the meeting of the Na- there are pictures for recreational purtional Educational Association in
poses only, for many of the school* give
regular entertainments, some of them as
Atlantic City and stopped in New York,
frequently as once a week. A school in— partly, he said, to see "The Old Swimdividually pays the expenses when a film
mih' Hole." in which Arthur S. Kane
is used. Thirty schools received this
presents
Charles
Ray
through
First
National.
service last year and seventy have joined
"Our board of censors," said Prof. the association for the coming term. We
a<-e on the best of terms with exhibitors
Shepard.
"which
officially
denominated as such
but isn't
performs
the function
throughout the state and the recommendations ofthe unofficial censors have
unofficially, is composed of a woman
teacher, past middle age; a mother, and weight with them as well as the school
myself. I am associate professor of edu- directors. We have a reputation for being broad-minded. Wc do not tolerate
cation and the head of the visual instruction department of the state university, immoral pictures, but we want them to
for so highly do we hold motion pictures
clever and 'alive' as well as clean.
as an educational force that we have be "Charles
Ray is one of the favorites
with reviewers, educators, exhibitors
established such a department.
and
public
generally
and we have made
"The Oklahoma Visual Education Association, formed to advance visual in- several selections from his pictures, alstruction, iscomposed of all classes of
ways with gratifying success.
schools, ranging from district schools to
"Already the state university is precolleges and universities. It is self-sup
serving a library of films which wc exporting. This is a compound of units
pect will prove valuable historical documents. YVc have recently added to our
which, at their own expense, have installed projectors. I happen to be chair- collection films showing the state legisman of the executive committee of this
lature in session."
MIXING CURLY-CUES AND BUSINESS
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Ballin Producing Two
More for Hodkinson
Mabel Ballin to be Starred
In Charlotte Bronte's
"Jane Eyre"
Instead of a single production to follow "East
nounces two. Lynne" Hugo Ballin anThe first, "Ave Maria," is a story written directly for the screen. Following
this will come a picturization of Charlotte Bronte's novel, "Jane Eyre," both
of which, like "East Lynne," will be distributed by Hodkinson.
Mabel Ballin will play the principal
feminine role in the new picture and will
create for the fust time on the screen
the complex and fascinating character of
Certain preliminary scenes in the latJane
Eyre."
ter have
been photographed and the production will be completed when the
weather permits, immediately following
"Ave Maria."
Ballin considers
"Ave Maria"
by Hugo
fartive hethe
moving
narrahasmost
ever vital
readandsolely
for screen
purposes. The character of the story,
the identity
the author,
circumstances underofwhich
it was the
written
and
the manner
it
came
into
Ballin's
possession invest it with uncommon inter<st. For it is the work of a nun now
deceased, Sister Eileen Brady of the
Sisters of St. Dominick.
Instead of a "religious" story as might
be expected,
erful drama ofthetheauthor
secularnarrates
world. a powProduction

and

State

Right Firm Organized
Aaron A. Corn, B. H. Bernstein and
M. Lewis have organized Aycie Pictures
Corporation to state right and produce
motion
pictures.
Offices46th
have street.
been estabYork. lished
at 117 West
New
Jerome Lewis heads the sales staff.
He reports many sales on the company's
initial
publication,
"Spur Series"
fourteen
two-reeltheWestern
dramas.of
"Under Western Skies" is the first five
part picture.
"Child Thou Gavest Me"
Will Be Stahl Feature
Louis B. Mayer announces that "The
Child Thou
Me" will
permanent titleGavest
of the initial
Johnbe M.the Stahl
production which is in the making under
theTheworking
"Muffledby Drums."
story title
is an oforiginal
Perry N.
Yekroff. Directed by Stahl, the picture
has an all-star cast headed by Lewis
Stone, Barbara Castleton, William Desmond and Baby Richard Headrick. "The
Child Thou Gavest Me" will be presented
by Mayer through First National.
Fox Offers Buck Jones

Walter Miller and Muriel Ostriche in a scene from "The Shadow," written and
directed by J. Charles Davis, 2d, for the Salient Films, Inc.

In "The One-Man Trail"
Buck Jones has just completed a new
Western picture for William Fox, "The
One-Man
Trail."
Jack Stromwasser
supplied the story,
and William K. Howard made the scenario. Bernard Durning was the director. Beatrice Burnham plays opposite
Buck Jones and Helen Rosson with
Tames Farley have prominent parts.
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Norma Talmadge Trailer
To Aid Near East Relief
The Near East Relief, formerly The
American Committee for Armenian and
Syrian Relief, with New York state
headquarters at 261 Madison avenue, is
starting a world-wide campaign to raise
money to ship at once a large quantity
of flour to relieve the desperate situation
in the Bible lands.
To facilitate the speedy collection of
large quantities of flour and to make
possible small contributions in every
community, a special coin poster with
receptacles' for receiving cash contributions'from 5 cents to SI have been devised. Norma Talmadge was the first
to drop $1 into this poster, which is
now placed in thousands of stores, banks,
churches and other establishments. Miss
Talmadge has been photographed with
this poster and 50,000 of these photographs are being distributed around the
country. Furthermore, she has just finished a trailer which will be shown in
thousands of theatres in the United
States, Canada and all the biggest cities
in Europe. This trailer is entitled "Herself."
Four French Features to
Be Published by C. B. C.
American distribution rights for a
series of four French dramatic pictures,
have been obtained by C. B. C. Film
Sales Corporation.
The first of this series, ''The Nightingale of Paris," will be issued shortly,
it is announced. These pictures will be
B. C. to state right disoffered bytributorC.
s, as a result of a belief on the
part of Joe Brandt and Jack Cohn of that
barriers against forcompany that thepictures
have been swept
eign-made
American
away, and their value for the any
doubt.
market demonstrated beyond
What final doubt may have remained
abon this subject was, they declare,
solutely cleared by the records made here
picture
by "Passion," the foreign-made
which is proving one of the greatest
. It
offerings
film
money-getters among
is their opinion that the success of this
picture has been the means of bringing
about a revolution of feeling in the film
world.

Next Eugene O'Brien Film
Will Be Issued March 20
proEugene O'Brien's latest Selznick
presents
duction. "Gilded Lies," which
the star in the role of a young explorer
fiancee,
who is given up for dead by his
publication on March
is
20. announced for
is the author of "Gilded
John Lvnch
The R. Cecil Smiths pictunzed
Lies"
dithe story and William P. S. Earle
Mansrected the production. Martha
and
role
e
feminin
field plays the leading
other members of the cast include Frank
Whitson and George Stewart.
Plan Schenectady Strand
SCHENECTADY, X. Y.— The New
Strand theatre will be started this Spring
west of the Wedge wood building between
State and Liberty streets. The house
will have a seating capacity of 3.000 and
the cost is estimated at S300.000.
Plan Portland Playhouse
PORTLAND. ORE — Highway Amusement Company contemplates the erection
of a picture house at East Fiftieth street
and Sandv toulevard to cost $13,500.
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Front entrance to Palace Theatre, Dallas, Texas, the corner stone of which was
laid on March 1 by Bebe Daniels.
Bebe

Daniels
New

Press

Lays

Dallas

Cornerstone

Theatre

by

of

Telegraph

Association and Newspapers Aid Southern
Enterprises in Making Arrangements
For Palace Ceremony

Novelty was added to the ceremony
attendant upon the laying of the cornerstone of the new Palace theatre. Dallas.
Tex., a Southern Enterprises house.
Bebe Daniels. Realart star and a former resident of Dallas, was asked to
officiate at the ceremony. Because of
production work this was impossible so
arrangements for the unique ceremony
were made.
Complete arrangements were made by
Southern Enterprises in cooperation with
the Dallas Journal, the Los Angeles
Record and the United Press.
The problem was presented to the
Dallas Journal and it arranged with the
United Press and the Los Angeles Record to provide facilities by which Miss
Daniels could remain in the California
city and yet actually supply the physical
energy necessary to put the cornerstone
in place at the chosen moment.
So. early on the morning of the opening. Miss Daniels drove down to the
office of the Record where the United
Press bureau is located. At 8:28 a. m..
Pacific Coast time, the telegraph operator on duty relinquished his instrument.
Miss Daniels taking the key. Promptly
at 8:30 she pressed the key which broke
a contact in Dallas which in turn caused
the theatre cornerstone to , slide into
nosition, and at. the same time rang a
bell at the 1 theatre site. This notified
everyone within hearing that the feat
by teleof actually laying a cornerstone for
what
graph had been accomplished
is believed to be the first time.
Immediatelv after sending the flash

Miss Daniels sent a message to the- Journal, commentine on her feelings on officiating at a cornerstone laying ceremony
in her native city.
The arrangements for the mechanical
part of the ceremony were handled by
the Southwestern Telephone Company,
which arranged for the wire that carried
the flash from the United Press bureau,
in the Journal office, to th; theatre site.
An expert with an electrical company
constructed the device enabling the Realart star innerstone inLos
Angeles to lay the corDallas.
Mayor Frank Wozencraft was invited
to handle the trowel and seal the cornerstone. He was unable to be present but
was represented
by Judge
Felix Frank
D. Rob-of
ertson. The Reverend
Graham
the Central Christian church pronounced
the benediction.
Representing Southern Enterprises at
the ceremony were Herschel Stuart,
director of theatres: L. F. Stuart, who
will manage the new playhouse: W. R.
Lvnch, manager of construction department, and William H. Branch, press representative.
The cornerstone was set in the Elm
street front of the building. Three thing<
were placed in the box in the stone — a
copy of the Dallas Journal of March 1 :
a photograph of Miss Daniels and a
letter from the Realart star, containing
her wish for the success and prosperity
of the theatre which will always be
linked with her name.
When completed the theatre will be
Dallas' largest photoplay house boasting of a seating capacity of 3.000 and
erected at a cost of $1,000,000. It will
be located at Elm ar.d St. Paul streets.
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PRODUCER,

ARTISTS

AND

DIRECTOR

CONFER

Doris Rankin, Lionel Barrymore, Whitman Bennett and Kenneth Webb, going over
a script for a new production to be distributed through Associated First National
Pictures, Inc.
190

Northwest

Theatres
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First National Anniversary
Week
One hundred and ninety theatres in the Rialto embellishing its announcement
with colors.
Washington, Oregon, Idaho and MonIn the Seattle newspapers, a full page
tana celebrated "First National Week"
announcement gave to the public the
in commemoration of the first anniverdetails of the big celebration, witli the
sary of Associated First National Pic- name of every theatre in every town in
the Northwest where the anniversary of
tures, Inc.
Associated First National Pictures was
The celebration was a complete sucto take place.
cess from every standpoint. Washington led the procession with eighty the- Texas Guinan Series Is
atres presenting First National attractions during the week. Oregon was a
Reported Well Under Way
close second with seventy-six. 'Montana
The
Texas Guinan series of eight fiveproduced twenty-nine and Idaho, five.
reel Western dramas being produced by
Oregon Cities Lead
Victor Kremer are reported well under
For individual cities showing the way.
greatest number of First National attracThe first one, "I Am the Woman," is
tions, during the week, however, the ready
for issue, while the second, "The
palm was awarded to Oregon. Portland
Girl Sheriff," will be ready very soon.
In
connection
with the recent announceenrolled twenty-six theatres under the
banner. Seattle, Wash., was next with
ment of Lew Fields, the comedian protwenty-one. Tacoma had ten theatres in
ducer, that he will shortly put on a muline.
sical comedy under the title of "Mad
The Coliseum, the big Jensen & Von
Love," Kremer desires it known that the
Herberg house in Seattle, presented
prospective comedy is in no way connected with his picture of the same title.
Louis B. Mayer's "The Woman in His
House," with Mildred Harris, while "The The Kremer picture, in which the operatic diva, Lina Cavalieri is starred, is
Kid,"Liberty
Charliepacked
Chaplin's
kept
the
to theproduction,
doors for seven
strictly a drama and has nothing in comdays. The Strand, by way of contrast,
comedy.mon, as to the theme, with the Fields
offered "The Truth About Husbands,"
and at the Rex, "Nomads of the North"
held forth. Big space in the newspapers
heralded the presentation of these attracBuysFour
"County
MiddleFair"
West forStates
tions to Seattle's theatregoers.
Big Advertising Used
Ralph Simmons and Harry Taylor of
In Tacoma, the leading offerings dur- S. and T. Film Company, Kansas City,
ing First National Week were "The
Mo.,
purchased
"The County
for have
Missouri,
Nebraska,
Iowa Fair"
and
Truth About Husbands" at the Rialto,
Kansas. A previous announcement stated
Katherine MacDonald in "My Lady's
that Samuel Harding of Kansas City conLatchkey"
the Colonial;
"Not Guilty,"
the
Sidney atFranklin
production
at the
trolled the rights in this territory.
Strand, tory.and
"The
Scoffer,"
at
the
VicThe Coliseum in Seattle and the
Seek Rutherford Site
Rialto in Tacoma each announced their
attractions with five-column advertiseRUTHERFORD,
N. J.—for
P e ao site
p 1 e ins'
Inc. is negotiating
ments, running the full depth of the Theatre,
Park avenue near Donaldson street.
front page of the motion picture section,
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Pacific

Company
Is
City
Enlarging Its Plant
$40,000 Will Be Expended on
New Building at Culver
With the expenditure of $40,000 on new
administration buildings, stage and work
shops, the plant of Pacific Film Company
at Culver City, Cal., will cover seventeen
city lots, making it one of the most commodious and complete studios in Southern California.
Rush Construction Work
Work is being rushed on a new stage,
100 by 130 feet. The executive offices
will be in the modern Spanish style of
architecture, with a patio occupying the
space in the center to afford light and
ventilation for every room. This open
space will be converted into a garden,
being planted
in rare semi-tropical trees,
shrubs
and flowers.
New dressing rooms will be included,
while ample provision will be made for
the accommodation of laboratories, carpenter and paint shops, property rooms,
etc.
Produce One-Reel Comedy
The present production program of
Manager John J. Hayes includes a singlereel George Ovey comedy each week.
These are filmed under the White Cap
banner, with Arby Arly playing opposite
the well-known comedian. With the
completion of the new buildings at the
studios, five-reel features will be added to
the output. The administration building
will front on Venice boulevard.
Colorado Capital
Backs New Picture
Producing Concern
Otis B. Thayer has been signed to fill
the office of director general of Superior
Foto Play Company, newly organized
million dollar producing company, backed
by prominent business men of Colorado.
Thayer is surrounding himself by a
competent staff, and as soon as negotiations are completed with a certain star,
production will begin at the Englewood
studio which this company has just acquired. March 15, is .given as the possible
date of commencing operations.
Superior will begin with two complete
producing units, the first to devote its
entire time to Western features under
the personal supervision of Thayer, while
the second unit will consist of a comedy
company specializing in short subjects
with a well known comedian at the head.
Dorothy
Davenport's
New
Feature
Soon Available
An announcement of interest to states
right exchangemen and exhibitors has
been issued by Nat Levine to the effect
that the Plymouth Pictures, Inc., of
which he is president, has acquired
world lem,"rights
to feature
"Every starring
Woman'sDorothy
Probafive-reel
Davenport, who in private life is Mrs.
Wallace Reid.
Associated with Levine and Plymouth
Pictures in the distribution of "Every
Woman's Problem" is A. W. Sobler,
formerly director of exploitation service
for the Goldwyn Pictures Corporation
and associate director of advertising for
the Mayflower Photoplay Corporation.
Ryder Sells to Dells
SHARON, WIS.— Fred L. Ryder has
sold the Liberty theatre to Dell Brothers.
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Fox

Believes
Greatest

3,500 Persons

HERALD

"Queen
of Sheba"
Is
Spectacle Ever Produced

Were

Needed

in Adapting

Story to

The Screen — Print Has Arrived in East
From West Coast Studio
From Fox New York headquarters
comes word that the film of that firm's
greatest
production,
of Sheba"
has
arrived
from the "Queen
West Coast
studios. AftCr a private showing of the big
subject, Fox officials are of the opinion
that they have the greatest screen spectacle ever produced.
It took the labor of 3,500 people to
adapt the great story to the screen. In
addition to these, there were concerned
in its production fifteen principals and
a ballet of 100 dancers. The horses used
number 300 and camels fifty, while
fifty-one chariots and 150 tents figured
in the making of the great piclargely
ture
. ^
Story by Virginia Tracy
The story, which is described as the
world's greatest love story, was written
Tracy, the well-known short
by
storyVirginia
writer.
Unlike most spectacular productions.
a story in whichot
"Queen of Sheba" has
the conflict
love is paramount and the
front at all
to
human emotions kept
massiveness
the
of
times Some idea
be
and grandeur of the settings may set,
in one
gleaned from the fact that there
appear
that of the Tower of David,
chafifty-on
700 actors, 265 horses and
_.
.
r
riots e
In another set, the Throne Room ot
King Solomon, which is a reproduction
of the celebrated painting by Sir Edwin
J Povnter, there is revealed a vast hall
PJ'lars.
of gigant
row sides
triple the
with
and
of theichall
g about
rangin'a
throne.
n's
Solomo
before
form
in smaller
The larger pillars, of which there are
2.100 pounds
forty-t
each. wo, are said to weigh
Five Acre Lot Used
Five acres of the Fox Hollywood lot
in making the outwere utilized daily picture,
upon which
door scenes of the
the streets and squares of Jerusalem
were erected for the camera.
The costuming which alone, it is said,
represents a small fortune, was under
the supervision of Mrs. Margaret Whistarmy of dressmakler, who with ona large
it for several months.
ers worked
consisted of bootbusy army
Another makers,
feather ornament workers, jewel
Blythe, who
Betty
etc.
rers,
manufactu
Queen, has twentythe
of
part
the
enacts
eieht changes of costumes.
The direction of the spectacle was
entrusted to J. Gordon Edwards, who
directed "Cleopatra" and "Salome" for
Fox. More than 100 volumes concerntreated were perused beingforethetheperiod
direction started, and experts
were sent to the Orient for technical
information relating to costumes and
properties. The directorial staff was
arransed as follows: Mr. Edwards was
in charge, with two chief lieutenants
under him, who in turn were in charge
of ten assistant directors. Fourteen
cameras caught the story. The actual
filming required seveny months, after five
months of preparator work.
"Snooky" to Be Farmer
In Next Chester Comedy
e, who has worn
Snooky, the Humanzefrom
dress suit to
all sorts of costumes
regulation Bill Hart western garb in the

Chester comedies, directed by William S.
Campbell and issued through Educational, has further variety in "Ready to
Serve," which will be the April tworeeler.
Here he is a farm hand and according
to those who have seen the picture there
are more surprises in it and more comical
animal stunts than in any of the nine
others of the series. Director Campbell
avers it represents his very best work
with Snooky.
"Movie Mad" Is Title
In a recent issue of Exhibitors Herald
we printed a cut showing a scene from a
Christie comedy "Movie Mad," which is
being distributed by Educational, and stated
this was only a temporary title and Educational Exchanges were looking for a better one. We are now advised that "Movie
Mad" is the permanent title of the comedy.

63
Makes Speed Record With
Sale of Talmadge Feature
Through a letter from a telegraph
company reporting the speed of its service, Franklyn E. Backer of Horizon Pictures, Inc.. learned that he had closed
with Savini Films, Inc., of Atlanta, Ga.,
for Norma Talmadge in the five-reel picture, "A Daughter's Strange Inheritance,"
for the entire South in exactly twelve
minutes.
Backer's wire was in answer to an
offer by Robert Savini for the states of
North and South Carolina, Tennessee,
Georgia, Alabama and Florida, and closed
the deal in what is probably record time
for negotiations by telegraph for the distance. Joseph Skirboll of Pittsburgh has
bought the Norma Talmadge feature for
Western Pennsylvania and West Virginia.
Mildred Harris Added to
Cast for DeMille Special
Cecil B. DeMille has cast Mildred Harris in an important role in his next all-star
special production. Recently he announced
that Dorothy Dalton would play the
leading feminine role. Further than this
he has made no statements regarding the
production.

One of the thrills from a Fox comedy in the making. Al St. John and assisting
players preparing for a scene before the camera starts turning.
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Paramount
Outline
Details

Booklet
of Future

Gives

HERALD

Exhibitors

Production

of Forthcoming Pictures Furnish
Material for Use by Theatre Men in

Plans
Ample

Advance Exploitation
To enable Paramount exhibitors to completed: "Peter Pan," Sir J. M. Barshow their patrons what attractions they rie's notable play; "Montmarte," a spectacular drama of the French capital;
can expect for the next year, the adver"Laurels
and will
the be
Lady,'
by Leonard
Mertising department of Famous Playersrick, which
produced
as another
Lasky Corporation has issued an illusCecil B. DeMille special; "The Great
trated booklet of sixteen pages outlining
Impersonation,"
from E. George
Phillips Melford
Oppc-nbeim,
which Director
the
company's
production
plans
for
the
will contribute to the Paramount pronext eighteen months.
Embracing the names of some of the gram.
"Experience," the film version of the
world's
famous
as wellwhoas famous stage play directed by George
the
namesmost
of the
stars authors,
and directors
Fitzmaurice
in which Richard Bartheldominate Paramount Pictures, the bookmess will play the leading role; "The
let furnishes exhibitors material which
Wanderer," from the stage production
will enable them to lalk about attractions
of the same name: "Ladies Must Live,"
which they will book for several mouths
the second Paramount picture directed
to come.
by George Loane Tucker: "Peter IbbetDescribes Future Films
son" immortalized on the stage by the
The booklet not only details the pic- artistry of the two Barry mores; "Is
tures to be published by Paramount up
Matrimonystage
a Failure,"
David Bclasco's
greatest
farce given
adequate
to September 1, but also gives an extentreatment for the screen, and "Bella
sive description of most of the big specials to be included on the Paramount
Donna." adapted from Robert Hichens'
schedule for next season. Thus, exhibgripping story.
itors by using this material in their
Specials are Scheduled
newspaper advertising, lobby displays,
I'he
list
specials on
cards, direct by mail advertising and
schedule isof revealed
by the
the Paramount
foregoing
posters, can call the attention of patrons
compilation,
is
supplemented
by further
to the fact that it is at their theatres
productions which make up the publicawhere they can find Paramount entertions', in part, for the coming year.
tainment during the months to come.
Copies of the booklet are being sent to These . include such offerings as "Back
Pay," from Fannie Hurst's story: "The
every exhibitor in the country. The
cover design, printed in green and silver, Shulamite," adapted from Edward Knoblock's drama; "Everything for Sale." an
represents a crystal gazer holding up an
enormous crystal ball in the center of original story by Hector Turnbull:
"I'neasy
•nn will beVirtue."
starred.in which Gloria Swanwhich is the caption: "Look in here and
seeNotable
your future."
"The Bride's Play." a Cosmopolitan
among the productions listed
production; "Amos Judd," the psychic
for the year commencing in September
melodrama
by the late John Ames Wilis "The End of the World." a mammoth
liams;
"The
Lifted Veil," an adaptation
masterpiece, many of the scenes of which
are laid in Shanghai. This picture will from the English playwright Henry
mark the initial appearance of Betty
Arthur Jones: "The Blue Room." from
Compson as a star under the Paramount
the story by Cosmo Hamilton: "The
banner.
Conquest of Canaan." Booth TarkingList Pictures Promised
ton's famous novel in pictures with
Thomas Meighan in the stellar role;
Among the other stupendous producThe Hill Diggers." a picture starring
tions promised are: "The Affairs of Wallace
Rcid: "-Memories," from an origAnatol," which Cecil B, DeMille has just
inal story by Edward Knobl>>ck: "Cappy
Ricks." Peter Kynes lovable character
in pictures.
"Gasoline Gus." a comedy in which
Roscoe (Fatty) Arbuckle will star; "The
Trouble
with Women."
adaptation
of
the humorous
Lucien anCary
story;
"Vendetta."
Marie
Corelli's
great
novel,
the cast for which will he a revelation:
"You Can't Fool Your Wife." an original script by Hector Turnbull for a
George Melford production; "Good for
the Soul." Margaret Deland's story to be
produced by Cecil B. DeMille: "The
Sixty-first
Second,"
Johnson's
fame-producing
novel asOwen
a splendid
production:
"Traveling
On,"
which
will star
William S. Hart in a two-fisted role,
and
"Super
Man." from another story by
Fannie Hurst.
Stars are Announced
The stars listed in the Paramount constellation for these productions include:
Elsie Ferguson, Mae Murray. Gloria
Swanson, Ethel Clayton, Dorothy Dalton. Agnes Ayres. Thomas Meighan,
Wallace Reid, William S. Hart. Roscoe
(Fatty) Arbuckle. Richard Barthelmess.
ETHEL CLAYTON
Elliott Dexter and Jack Holt. The screen
in aa Hugh
scene Ford
from production
"The Price made
of Possession,"
artists who will support these stars in
for Paramount.
Paramount productions next year in-
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clude such popular favorites as Lois Wilson, Conrad Nagel, Kathlyn Williams.
Monte Blue, Margaret Loomis, Walter
Hiers, Julia Faye, David Powell, Lila
Lee, Theodore Roberts, Ann Forest,
Theodore Kosloff. Alma Tell and Charles
Ogle.
The directors are Cecil B. and William
DeMille, William D. Taylor, Joseph
Henabery, Hugh Ford, James Cruze,
George Fitzmaurice, George Melford,
Donald Crisp, Robert Z. Leonard and
Penrhyn Stanlaws.
The list enumerated above will be supplemented by special productions, prepared by well known directors for Paramount, including among others Charles
Maigne, John Robertson, Sam Wood,
Thomas Heffron, Tom Forman, Frank
Urson, Lambert Hillyer, Frank Borzage,
Robert Capellani.
Vignola. George D. Baker and
Albert
Metro Issues Four
Dramas This Month
May Allison, Viola Dana and
Bert Lvtell Featured
in Three
Four dramatic photoplays — "Extravagance." starring May Allison; "The Little Fool," an all-star special from the
novel by Jack London; "A Message from
Mars," starring Bert Lytell; and "Puppets of Fate." presenting Viola Dana —
constitute Metro's publications for
March.
The four photoplays are the work
originally ofternational
authors
prominence.of national or inPublished on March 7
May Allison's picture was published on
March 7. It is adapted from "More
Stately Mansions" by Ben Ames Williams. The second issue, "The Little
Fool." is the screen version of Jack London's novel of a woman's indecision,
"The Little Lady of the Big House."
The play. "A Message from Mars," by
Richard Ganthoney, is one of the classics of the generation. Viola Dana's
story,
"Puppets byof Donn
Fate," Byrne.
was written for
her especially
"Extravagance" was scenarioized M
Edward rected.
Lowe,
Jr. Philip cast
E. Rosen
diThe supporting
includes
Robert Edeson. Theodor von Eltz. WilCourtwright, Lawrence Grant and
Grace liam
Pike.
"The Little Fool" will be issued on
March 14. It is a Jack London picture,
adapted from his sensational novel. It
is a C. E. Shurtleff all-star production.
The all-star cast follows: Milton Sills,
Ora Carew, Nigel Barrie, Byron Munson, Mariorie Prevost. Helen Howard
and Iva Forrester. Philip E. Rosen directed. Edward Lowe. Jr., did the
adaptation. Directed by Karger
"A Message
be published on Marchfrom
21. Mars"
Arthur will
Zellner
and
Arthur Maude did the scenario for this
Maxwell Karger production. Bert Lytell's supporting cast includes Raye
Dean. Maud Milton, Alphonz Ethier,
Gordon Ash. Leonard Mudie, Mary
Louise Beaton, Frank Currier and
George Spink.
The fourth
of Fate,"
starring
Viola issue,
Dana,"Puppets
is scheduled
for
March 28. For her supporting cast
Viola Dana has Francis McDonald,
lackie Saunders. Fred Kelsey, Thomas
Rickertts and Edward Kennedy. The
adaptation is by Ruth Ann Baldwin and
Molly Parro; direction by Dallas M.
Fitzgerald.
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Vitagraph

Casting

Productions

for

Two

at West

Special
Coast

Plant

Author Will Personally Direct "Son of Wallingford"
And David Smith Will Handle Megaphone

FRANK LEIGH
As "Silent Murphy** in a scene from *'Bob
HamptonNational
of Placer,"
Marshall Neilan's new
First
production.
Stoll Publishes Its
Tenth Film in U. S.
"Bars OfofStorv
Iron"Written
Is Adaption
Bv
Ethel Dell
"Bars of Iron," tenth in the series of
Stoll Film Corporation productions published in this country since January 1,
was issued on March 6. This picture is
an adaptation, made by F. Martin Thornton, who also directed the production
of a novel by Ethel M. Dell.
The setting of the story is in Australia
and in England, and these countries form
the background for an unusual romance.
Many new types, corresponding in a general way to those of our West, are found
in
"Bars
Iron," and
— thea bully
and bad
man, the ofsheriff,
new one,
the
"remittance
man."
the part of the
youngRoland
travelerMyles
who plays
runs
into more adventure than he has bargained for, in the Australian sheep town.
Madge White, famous on the Continent as" the "Pajama Girl," takes the leading feminine role. Besides Mr. Myles
in the supporting company are Major
Eric Lankester, Gordon Webster, Lewis
S. Ransome, Gertrude Sterrell, J. Edwards-Barber, JR.
. Tozer, William Lenders, Olga Conway, H. Hubert. R. Townsend, and Iris Lunan.
Paramount Magazine is
Cut to 500 Feet Length
Shows Only Cartoon
The Paramount office announces that,
commencing with the issue of March 6,
a radical change will be made in the
Paramount Magazine. Instead of the
1,000 feet, which now consists of three
or more tabloid subjects, the Paramount
Magazine in the future will be 500 feet
in length, the footage to be taken up
entirely with a cartoon comedy.
These comedies will introduce real
characters who will carry along the
comedy action with the cartoon figures.
They will be written and executed by
the members of the Paramount Magazine
cartoon staff, Earl Hurd. Pat Sullivan.
Frank Moser and Henrv D. Bailey.

On "Flower of the North"
The Vitagraph studio at Hollywood is
sults from "The itsMistress
Shenstone,"
and expressed
opinion ofthat
it is an
a center of activity these days. Albert
even
better
picture
than
"A
Slave of
E. Smith, president of that company,
Vanity," in which Miss Frederick has
arrived there some few weeks ago with been
scoring heavily during the last few
weeks.
By the use of this press book
the year's production plans, and has now
the distributing corporation believes any
had the satisfaction of seeing two special exhibitor
who books Miss Frederick in
productions started.
this picture, and follows out the press
George Randolph Chester has combook's suggestions, cannot help but reap
an ample return.
menced casting the principal characters
for* "The Son of Wallingford," which he
recently completed in fiction form, and
which he personally will direct for the Hopper Re-Signs to
screen.
Direct for Goldwyn
David Smith to Direct
The directorial contract which E. MaWithin the next few days preparation
son Hopper holds with Goldwyn Pictures
will be under way for "Flower of the Corporation
has been renewed for one
North,"
a
James
Oliver
Curwood
novel,
which will be made into a seven-reel
year and Hopper will continue directing
production by David Smith.
for that organization the type of comEarle Williams, who recently finished
"It Can Be Done," is well under way in linked.edy with which his name is most closely
the filming of Wyndham Martyn's "The
He directed for Goldwyn the series of
Secret of the Silver Car." This will be
a more pretentious Williams production
two-reel comedies of boy life by Booth
than usual.
"The Adventures and EmoAntonio Moreno will start another fea- Tarkington.
tions of Edgar Pomeroy."
ture
production
shortly
under
the
direction of Chester Bennett.
"Tarzan" Statement Is
Finish Camera Work
Denied by Burroughs
William Duncan and Edith Johnson,
Supplementing the denial of H. G.
co-stars in "Fighting Fate." their chapter play, have finished actual camera
Kosch, secretary of N'uma Pictures Corwork. This is said to have had the costporation. Edgar Rice Burroughs, the
liest production schedule ever attempted
author, has issued a statement declaring
with this type of picture at Vitagraph.
that "P. P Craft's statement to the effect
''Fighting Fate" has run
cost on
Footage than
the average feature. The
higher
that he has an arrangement with me
exact
the
to
visits
many
made
company
which gives him the rights to other of
locations named in the script, these rangmy stories in addition to whatever rights
Northwestern United States
ing
from
down into the heart of old Mexico.
he
owns in 'The Return of Tarzan'
These co-stars soon will start another
is untrue." Mr. Kosch's denial declared
that Craft "has no other or further interpicture of similar type. They may make
at the larger
a few personal appearancesearlier
est in 'The Return of Tarzan.' "
episodes
Coast theatres where the
of their chapter play are showing.
Semon on New Film
Joe Rvan and his Western unit, filmhave a returned
Island,
at Catalin
weeksRiders."
twoPurple
froming "The
where the twelfth episode was taken.
Larrv Semon is on "The Rent Collector." This will follow "The Hick." The
Jim Aubrev unit, under the direction ot
new
Robb'ins, is preparing to start a
Jess comedy.
Manv studio improvements, such as
added 'buildings and permanent sets,
gend by.W. S. Smith,
have been prepare
ction will be
eral manager, and construout
spring
the
through
course
:n constant
months.

Press Book Is Ready for

"Mistress of Shenstone"
Robertson-Cole has published for the
on of "The Mistress of Shensexploitati
tone," the second Pauline Frederick special production which is ready for issue,
caman unusually attractive press and
paign book in shades of blue and red.
with a Ben Day tint block in a reddish
color throughout. The latter sort of tint
is said, has never been used beblock,fore it
in connection with a motion picture
press book.
Robertson-Cole is expecting great re-

CRAUFURD KENT
Who
appears
in "The Plaything
Broadway."
the Realart production
starring ofJustine
Johnstone.
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Pickford

Film

Offersla\Dual Role
Mary Pickford's next film offering,
says Bennie Zeidman, her new production manager, will be "Little Lord Fauntleroy," the famous story by Frances
Hodgson Burnett.
"We believe," said Zeidman, "that
'Little Lord Fauntleroy' will be Miss
Pickford's best picture. Certainly greater
opportunity for the display of her genius
is offered in this vehicle than in any
story she has undertaken. For the first
time
she appeared
'Stella
Miss since
Pickford
will be inseen
in aMaris',
dual
role.
Assumes Dual Role
"In addition to playing Little Lord
Fauntieroy, she will also assume the role
of the boy's mother. No two characterizations could possibly be so vastly different
or
sharply contrasted
as these."
Anotherso circumstance
that will
make
this feature particularly interesting, Zeidman pointed out, is the fact that for the
first time in her career Miss Pickford
will be seen as a boy throughout the
entire picture. She has disguised herself in male attire in other productions,
but never before has she undertaken to
portray a boy throughout a whole play.
McConville is Scenarioist
•Bernard McConville will prepare the
script. Miss Pickford is now completing "Through the Back Door," scheduled
for April publication by United Artists.
Smith Heads Producers
Organization on Coats
William S. Smith, general manager of
Western Vitagraph. has been elected
president of the Motion Picture Producers' Association
Los Angeles.
The
other officers are:of First
vice president,
Abraham Lehr, Goldwyn; second vice
president, Joseph W. Engcl. Metro; third
vice president, Charles H. Christie, Christie; treasurer, Frank A. Garbutt, F. P.Lasky, and secretary, W. J. Reynolds.
Mr. Reynolds reports the thorough
success of the producers' new buying
corporation, which is now paying dividends. Articles of standard equipment
are purchased in sufficient quantity to
supply all studios at a distinct saving
over individual orders.
Beal is President of
Assistant Directors
Scott R. Beal has been elected president of the Assistant Directors Association, Hollywood, Calif. Allan Watt is
secretary and treasurer. William A.
Grimley, Roy H. Marshall, L. A. Howland and Dave Allen constitute the board
of governors. A recent announcement
was at error in connecting these men
with the producers association.
"Payment Guaranteed" Is
Next American Production
"Payment
is in Company
the laboratory of theGuaranteed"
American Film
in the tinting, toning and titling stages.
This soon
late "Flying
Special
will be
ready
for saleA" and
distribution
through Pathe, in accordance with the
new arrangement just entered into between S. S. Hutchinson, president of the
American Film Company, and Paul Brunet of Pathe. Margarita Fisher is the
star.
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COORDINATION VITAL
SAYS HODKINSON
(Continued from Page 58)
of them. But that was regarded as foolish then, as maybe it is foolish today
when I say we should get some belter
means of selling the pictures than we
have.
But when I devised a percentage system whereby a producer owned his own
product and had a live interest in it,
progress began from that time because
the producer had a stake, he had an incentive.
The exhibitor today has no confidence
in the people who supply him with films.
He organizes, buys all the theatres in the
town and tells you what he will give you.
It is civil war. It is, as I say now, a condition where Mr. Cohen is telling you
that Mr. Brady, the representative of the
National Association, who, because he is
a fine speech maker, is telling the exhibitors that things are alright whether
they are alright or not.
They are all right. I presume, so far
as Mr. Brady knows. He is telling them
they are all right and the exhibitor is
retorting
by saying, "We
with back
your
National Association
and dealt
you went
on your agreements; you broke your
Gentlemen, do you think that a great,
big,
dignified industry like this, which
promises."
gives us such a field for talent and brains
is going to go along standing all of this
mistreatment? It is not.
It is either going to cave in and close
up or it is going to get some hands that
will run it properly,
* *I'll* bet you.
I walked away from the biggest thing
in this business and staked my personal
fortune, every dollar of it, three years
ago, that this condition would whip itself— and it is doing it very properly and
very promptly at present.
Here's my big job today: I am trying
to help some worthy elements on either
side of this proposition to co-ordinate
and function, and if we can help the rest
to see the same thing and guide them and
shape
Therethem
is —no fine!
patent on anything that I
think. I am telling you what I found in
a book brought out in 1917 when I said,
"What shall we do with the motion picture industry?" and told of this civil war
that is happening now — between Mr.
Brady and Mr. Cohen. I was predicting
that it must lead inevitably to that.
It is very hard to want to do things
for an industry for a lot of people in that
industry and to be misunderstood. If
you gentlemen here are producers I am
not interested in getting in between you
and your market after a commission. I
am interested in getting you that 100 per
cent increase in revenue you are missing
now, and getting mine out of that. I
don't want any of your commissions.
Gentlemen, I am forcing into the exhibitor in conferences with him, individually and collectively, across this
country, these facts: It is a fine theory
that these things are all wrong, but what
are you going to do to better them? I
have a mechanism that can be used with
the exhibitor on one hand — because I
don't
put where
myself Iin have
a relationship
with a
producer
to be dishonest
with the exhibitor — and furthermore I
want to put myself in a relationship with
the exhibitors where I can be honest and
fair with the producer who deal with me.
* * *
If that doesn't solve the thing as far as
we are concerned, if that isn't the type of
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adjustment that must come into the industry, then I will say that I have wasted
thirteen years in which I have studied
this thing as carefully as any student ever
studied an engineering problem. I have
wastedandthose
my
coat
go toyear's
workandfor will
the take
fellowoff who
has
the
plan
that
will
straighten
this
thing out.
I think that right now the producercontrolled organizations arc beginning to
disintegrate. I think that within a very
short time, instead of the factory system
of production, we will have individual
units of production on their own sinking
or swimming on their merits, not carrying anything and not being carried.
All I want is an opportunity to keep on
trying to beat a system that is carrying a
lot of surplus, excess weight — whether it
is wasteful, duplicating system, or
whether it is excess capitalization, or any
of those factors. I can put that money
they are wasting in the hands of the people who have confidence enough to go
along on the basis of their individual
merit.
I haven't any rough and ready rule as
to what makes an efficient production
unit. I don't know. The director says to
me, "It is the director." Somebody else
says, "It is the producer," and somebody
else says, "Why, I am the author; I wrote
it," and somebody else says something
else.
I think, as a matter of fact, that we are
going to get good product from various
concerns under various schemes and
varying systems.
* * *
I think there are going to be men who
are competent to do the production
thing straight through and I think there
are others who arc going to need to be
supplemented. I think there are others
who must have co-ordination of various
elements. I haven't any set opinion as
to how to get good products. The method
on which I am working today is to endeavor to use such judgment as we can
in the elements that go into the products,
to give such financial help as we can, and
then to leave the rest, the profit or the
loss, of this venture, on the person with
whom we deal, whether he is a producerdirector, whether he is a director making
his own picture, or whether it is anyiother
combination. I haven't any question of
their sincerity and their ability when
they are on their own.
Perhaps I am going into details too
much in telling what I am doing, what
my
do
that.mechanism
I want to is.
stayT ondon't
this want
broad tofield
(hat I am trving to cover with you here,
describing the relationship of the producer with the exhibitor, pointing out
the danger of either the exhibitor or the
producer controlling the channels through
which each dominates the other fellow.
If the producer controls the exhibitor, it
is very bad for the reasons that I set
forth. If the exhibitor controls the situation, he has learned to look upon the
producer as his mortal enemy and he
shows no consideration for him. Every
time I see a theatre advertising "double
features
changed
on
what
returns
thosedaily,"
picturesI speculate
are bringing
the producers on their investment.
Family, L. A., Is Sold
LOS ANGELES. CAL.— The Family
theatre in West Pico street has been
sold.
Plan Burlington Theatre
BURLINGTON. IA.— Plans are in
progress for a theatre to be built by the
Orpheum Theatre circuit of Chicago.
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Eugene O'Brien and Martha Mansfield, two Selznick stars, in two scenes from a forthcoming production, "Gilded Lies."

EORGE BEBAN in his travels around the counmakes a pleasing
for the star and is a firstDIGESTo/" PICTURES
ofvehicle
fAeWE
EK
rate program feature.
try in connection with the showing of "< )ne Man
in a Million,'* his production, being distributed by
Robertson-Cole, is doing a great deal toward combating agitation, not only in his little talk before audiences
but in the picture itself.
Mr. Beban's plea is for cleaner picture> and in
support of that plea he has set a high standard in "One
Man in a Million." If applause is any criterion of his
success he should be well pleased with his trip thus
far. At the Riviera theatre. Chicago, where Mr. Beban appeared in person List week, lie was besieged
at the stage door by enthusiastic picture fans who
wanted to congratulate him after every performance.
Mr. Beban's picture and his short talk are two of the
most potent arguments against muzzling the screen
yet brought forth.

"ONE MAN IN A MILLION" (Robertson-Cole)
is one of the finest pictures of the year. It is worth v
of a showing in every theatre in the country and will
appeal to every one. George lleban and Helen Jerome
Eddy are the stars. The theme is a plea for unselfishness and kindness of heart. George lleban. |r.. a dog
pound, with a great number of dogs, together with
a pet parrot lend high spots of fun. The whole is
exceptional in every way.

"THE SUPREME PASSION" (Film Market.
Inc.) is a well produced and well mounted production
telling in simple dramatic terms a story of the love
of a young girl for a youth. It was suggested by
Moore's famous poem.
"THE WITCHING HOUR" (Paramount) is a
satisfactory and interesting picture made from Augustus Thomas' dramatic success, dealing with
thought transmission and power of the mind over
body. William D. Taylor's production is the second
time this story has been done upon the screen.
"WHAT EVERY WOMAN KNOWS'' (Paramount) is a thoroughly delightful picturization of Sir
James M. Barrie's play. William DeMille's production is a genuine treat. The characters are keenly
drawn and every member of the cast gives a splendid
performance.

"ALL DOLLED UP" (Universal) is a shop girl
romance with Gladys Walton in the stellar role. It

"SOCIETY SNOBS'' (Selznick; is the latest
Conway Tearle vehicle with that favorite star taking
the role of a waiter who woes and wins a snobbish,
society girl as a foreign nobleman. A good picture in
every way and one that should be universally liked.
"POOR DEAR MARGARET KIRBY" (Selznick) presents Elaine Hammerstein in the role of a
young matron, the wife of a financially ruined and invalided husband, w ho seeks to meet expenses by keeping a boarding house. An absorbing and thoroughly
entertaining picture.
"IT ISN'T BEING DONE THIS SEASON"
(Vitagraph) is a lavishly staged production starring
Corinne Griffith. An Oriental atmosphere in some
scenes suggests exploitation. The story of a woman's
marriage for money rather than love, and its attending tragedy. A most attractive picture and one well
presented.
"HER LORD AND MASTER" (Vitagraph) is a
distinctly excellent Alice Joyce offering and one that
presents the star at her best. It has a strong
theme in its story of the transplanting of a spoiled
and pampered American girl into the conventional
household of an English husband, with a clash of wills
its climax.
"W HAT WOMEN WILL DO" (Pathe) is a
feature of only ordinary worth, played by a special
cast that includes Anna Q. Nilsson. The old crookregeneration trend ; but with one of the best horse
races that the screen has yet reproduced. Several
other
high lights and a picture with exploitation possibilities.
"BEAU REVEL" (Paramount) offers Florence
Yidor sharing honors with Lewis Stone is a high
grade society drama of love trend. The story of a
love waster and his retribution with slight tinge of
melodrama.
A very good feature.
"DYNAMITE

ALLEN"

07ox) presents George

Walsh in a highly melodramatic story of a son's revenge for his father's suffering for a crime committed
by others. Too steadily high geared with thrills to
run smoothly or artistically. Typically Walsh screen
drama.

GEORGE
ONE
MAN

BEBAN
IN

IN

A MILLION
(ROBERTSON-COLE)
A refreshing, heart-gripping little
story, with Beban in his famous
character role of an Italian. Presents a strong argument for
cleaner and better pictures. Directed and written by the star.
The Robertson-Cole feature, "One
Man in a Million." can be recommended
without qualification to every exhibitor
everywhere. It should score a success
that will make it the talk of the country,
for it is a superb production. Stripped
of any spectacular padding, relying upon
heart throbs rather than thrills to grip
and hold, compelled to get over by sheer
artistic essentials, it is an enviable tribute
to the work of any producer to have
achieved so wonderful a result. The patron viewing it unstirred to the better
things of life will wilfully close his heart
and mind to its sweetness and inspiration.
Mr. Beban, who wrote and directed it.
appears as an Italian prince among commoners— the one man in a million —
subordinating self in the service of
others. Opportunity comes for him to
aid a penniless hobo in the Koppel restaurant wherein .he is first met on the
screen. He loses his job as a result, but.
through the influence of the befriended
man (who happens to be a crime investigator gathering evidence against
Koppel who conducts a school of training for juvenile pickpockets) he is made
city pound master, or "papa to all the
doggies,"
as stray
he expresses
He refuses
to
allow any
dogs to it.
be gassed.
He
acquires a protege in a small boy war
waif and a big dog who manages to
escape from Koppel, and his life becomes
an orbit of service and love for others
turning on his consuming love for the
child.
The sudden appearance of a Belgian
woman war refuge, searching for her little son, separated from her in the war,
leads her to the oound master's quarters.
Eventually she falls in love with the investigator, but pledges herself to marry
the Italian because of his great kindness
to the boy. Accidentally he hears her
confession of the situation to the investigator and "jilts" her.
A raid on the Kopoel quarters proves
the boy's mistaken
vestigator searches identity,
out the and
real the
son inof
the Belgian mother and wins her promise
to marry him. The Italian discovers his
real love for a younger woman, who has
long loved him. and thev find happiness
with the little waif for their own.^
Everything about the picture is refreshing. Beban has used a fertile brain
to evoke the novelties of situation and byplay. He has lost no single opportunity
for effective use. and impresses several
strokes of directorial genius when he instills into the most pathetic climaxes
some humorous gesture or title. The titles
are in themselves a treasure house of
wit. Scenes in which Beban with his

household— the waif, the dog and the
parrot — enjoy a meal together; in which
he essays to buy a trousseau for his
fiancee; in which the little boy blows
bubbles, and brief injected war scenes,
are all weighty with appeal.
The work of Beban is masterful. He
makes of the Italian a vivid and human
being, absolutely winning. Helen Jerome
Eddy as Fiorina is perfectly cast, and the
close-ups of her in the final scene wherein
Beban is made to discover her real
beauty, are exquisite bits of screen portraiture. Irene Rich is charming as the
Belgian woman, and the support of the
remainder of the cast is excellent. Little George Beban. Jr., the star's son,
plays with arresting and admirable
naturalness and cleverness in the part of
the small boy usually companioned by
the
big dof.
He isofoneappeal.
of the picture's
strongest
elements
The feature's simplicity will make it
intelligenttheand
entertaining
children
whilehighly
it absorbs
the interestto'
and reaches the heart of the adult.
SPECIAL CAST IX
BARS

OF IRON
(STOLL)
Regulation melodrama which loses
in effectiveness through theatrical
direction and obvious overacting.
Has picturesque exteriors and
some spectacular riding. Of a
type to satisfy audiences wanting
melodrama.
F. Martin Thornton, who is credited
with adapting and directing this picture.

hasn't made the most of the material at
his command. True, the material, with
its regulation melodramatic plot written
by Ethel *M. Dell, offered no wide possibilities. It is a conventional piece of
mechanical writing. But the adaptordirector, instead of working for a softening effect, emphasized the melodramatics
of the plot, with the result that his characters, all of whom are more or less
overdrawn, lose vitality, and his situations become forced and ineffective.
There is an effort to cloak the characters
with human mannerisms, but these efforts
are not entirely successful because the
delineations do not ring true.
The story is of Piers Evesham, an
Englishman, who. to escape the prison,
leaves Australia following a fight with
Samson, a giant bully, in which Samson
is killed. Returning to England he falls
in love with a governess, Alice Denys.
His father objects to the match, but relents when he is dying of injuries susa fallare from
a horse.
After'
Piers andtained inAlice
married
a man named
Dixon appears on the scene and exposes
Piers as Samson's murderer. Samson
was Alice's
separation
averted
when husband.
a doctor Aforces
Dixon tois
confess
that
he
poisoned
Samson
for revenge.
The story is brightened with some excellent riding pictures, which include a
real thrill obtained from ihe fall of Col.
Evesham from his hor>e. There are also
some picturesque pastoral backgrounds.
The cast overacts more or less, Roland
Myles and Madge White, in the leading
roles, being the most flagrant offenders.
"Bars of Iron" is out-and-out mechanical melodrama.

George Beban in a tense scene from "One Man in a Million" (Robertson-ColeV
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ELAINE HAM M ERST E IX IX
POOR
DEAR
MARGARET
KIRBY
(SELZNICK)
The screen interpretation of a Kathleen Norris story, very well done.
Star has a more mature role than
usual, and is very pretty. A
wholesome drama of love and misunderstanding. Directed by William P. S. Earle.
Elaine Hammerstcin brings to this
latest of_ her features a mone mature
characterization than she has previously
given, and one that she distinguishes with
her grace and prettiness.
It is with reluctance that her clientele
will give her over from the role of ingenue to that of matron — be the matron
ever so young — for she is so universally
admired in the parts of the character of
the young girl wife in "The Pleasure
Seekers."
She meets
is gooditsin demands
the new altorole,
however, and
gether satisfactorily.
In the story she is a society woman.
Her husband (William B. Davidson) is
ruined financially and attempts to take
his own life, believing her also against
him. With his recovery from the long
illness resulting, he is kept in ignorance
of the fact that she has converted their
home into a boarding house to support
them and pay his bills. A former sweetheart of his, Lucille Yardsley (Ellen Cassity) feeds his rancor with the suggestion that the wife is in love with a mutual
friend. Gordon Pell, who has given her
advice and aid in her troubles. The happiness of John and Margaret is threatened, but the situation is readjusted in
time to prevent this and all ends agreeably.
Scenes of the life in the boarding
house lend the relieving touches of
humor to the seriousness of the domestic
situation. There are scenes of society
events lavishly staged and attractive. The
feature should be well received everywhere.
SPECIAL CAST IX
WOMEN
WILL DO
(PATHE)
Quick-moving drama of the underworld and society. The story of
a woman's regeneration, with
Anna Q. Nilsson in the leading
role. One of the best horse races
that has come to the screen is a
feature. Edward Jose was in
charge of direction.
Here is clean-cut and quickly-moving
drama, lightened occasionally with humor
and offering several high spots of action.
Important among them is the derby episode. It brings to the screen so excellent a
horse race that the observer wants to cheer
at its finish. It should be given prominence
in advertising and in exploitating the picture. The title, also, offers a field for exploitation and carries a boxoffice punch.
Another strong point, but one that should
be handled delicatelv if stressed in advertising, is the episode of the spiritualistic
seance. It is made to discredit the faith in
the cult and care should be taken to avoid
publicity that might offend. Additional
thrills come when Anna Q. Nilsson, who
plays the leading part, that of Lily Gibbs,
jumps into New York harbor, eluding officers pursuing her gang of opium smugglers- Again, with two other young women,
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a blackmailer, plan to mulct her of a
million dollars. Unwittingly the shop
girl is brought to the place where the
shakedown is to occur. There is a rough
and tumble fight and the timely rescue
by the hero, who, as the girl knows, is
only girl
the confesses
wealthy herself
woman's
The
to bechauffeur.
a shop
girl.
But
the
end
doesn't
come
until
wealthy woman bestows upon the
the
romantic pair the million they had saved
her.
The romantic qualities, which are
stressed, hold the interest through the
five reels, even if the trend of the story
and its outcome are readily anticipated.
Gladys Walton is as likeable as ever
and is given good support by Ed Hcarn
as the chauffeur-hero; Florence Turner
as the wealthy woman and Fred Malatesta
as capably.
the tenor. Rollin Sturgon has
directed
CORINNE
ELAINE HAMMERSTE1N
In a scene from hr-r new Selznick feature, "Poor
Dear Margaret Kirby.*'
she swings from a trapeze into a cabaret
tank. The several high points are all excellently staged.
Lily Gibbs, the girl of the screen tale, is
one of an underworld gang. Tempted by
visions of luxury, she poses as the widow
of a young soldier and allows herself to be
received as such into his mother's home.
The latter's kindness awakens her conscience and inspires her repentence, eventually bringing about her confession and the
mother's
thatallowed
she knewherself
the situation all thestatement
time. She
to be
"taken in" by the gang in order to discover
the identity of the murderer for whose
crime her son was guiltlessly hung.
The plot is commonplace and its development is not especially strong. However, the
aforementioned episodes and the rest of the
acting is well enough done to recompense
for these shortcomings.
Others of the cast include Earl Metcalfe,
Allan Forrest, George Majeroni. Jane Jennings and Riley Hatch.
GLADYS WALTON IN
ALL DOLLED
UP
(UNIVERSAL)
Shop girl romance of familiar design, but containing sure-fire ingredients, makes pleasing vehicle
for the likeable Gladys Walton.
A first-rate program picture.
"All Dolled Up" can be depended upon
to please.
It isanda true
romantic
comedydrama
of tried
entertainment
values. All the qualities — action, heart
interest and romance — demanded by the
lovers of romantic fiction are embodied
in the John Colton story from which the
picture was made.
There is the shop girl, the girl from
Grogan Alley, who is pestered by the
meticulously groomed floor walker. In
her mean little room she discloses her
romantic desire for the virile young men
who pose for the clothing and collar ads.
For spving a wealthy woman from the
loss of a necklace she receives one hundred dollars. Clothes! The floor walker
follows her on the street and a youth
in a foreign-made motor car offers her
refuge. The romance has begun.
The wealthy woman, after a drab life,
is woven in a romance with a tenor. Developments bring out the fact that he is
a professional heart breaker. The tenor,
an unscrupulous tattle-tale publisher, and

GRIFFITH IN

IT ISN'T BEING
DONE
THIS SEASON
(VITAGRAPH)
A lavishly staged society feature
with a galaxy of gowns worn by
the star that should attract and
please the feminine fancy. A
story of romance and adventure
with slight melodramatic trend.
A wholly interesting and entertaining feature. George L. Sargent directed.
Pleasantly proportioned romance and adventure and well moderated melodrama
combine in this feature to offer entertainand interest that should meet the generalmentfavor.
Corinne Griffith is an attractive star. In
this feature she wears a number of fashionable gowns that should impress the feminine
patronage, and their presence is a good
point to stress in advertising. She exhibits
skill in her portraiture and the whole picture is engagingly presented.
It has to do with Marcia Ventor (Miss
Griffith) in her attempt to be guided in the
choiceing of
a husband
her love
mother's
against
marryingby for
when warnthere
arc moneyed suitors. She refuses the
youth she loves and marries a wealthy importer of rugs. ■ With him she goes to
Turkey and at his command she attempts
to use her feminine charms with Afifi Bey.
a Turk, to her husband's business advantages. .As a result, her husband attempts,
in a fury of jealousy, to stab her. She
dissuades him with the cool reminder that
"it isn't being done this season." Later he
dies. . As -the wife of the man she firs.t
loved, she . goes .again to the Orient and
meets the Bey. The situation, in part re
pea,ts for
itself,her.but it proves her husband's real
love
" Charles Wellesley and Webster Campbell
play the roles of the two husbands. John
Charles appears as the Bey.'
JIMMY AUBREY IN
THE BLIZZARD
(VITAGRAPH)
A two-reel comedy only moderately
entertaining. It has a novelty in the
use of settings piled thickly with snow
and opportunities taken for its use. Carries a slight theme that is a burlesque
of the melodramatic favorite of the distressed mother and the babe, with excitement lent with the appearance of the
child's real father when Aubrey is attempting to give the woman aid.
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ALICE JOYCE IN
LORD

EXHIBITORS

AND
MASTER
(VITAGRAPH)
The screen interpretation of a successful stage play, charmingly
effected. Alice Joyce at her prettiest and most vivacious. Strong
in theme and plot development.
Clever overshots of humor. Excellent in every way and a picture
that should prove a popular Joyce
feature. Directed by Edward Jose.
Alice Joyce strides a length ahead in
screen superiority in this feature. She is
altogether the finished artist, the lovely
woman and the engaging and vivacious
screen person: A spirit and a vivacity have
been put into the poised peculiarities of her
acting and it is a distinct addition to her
skill.
While "Cousin Kate" created a stir
among her followers that gave her popularity considerable impetus, "Her Lord and
Master"
liked even more generally
than waswill
thatbe success.
It is stronger of plot, for one thing, and
it has a relieving tinge of humor, for another. Its scenes are set in the American
West and in the homes and hostelries of
fashionable England. Its problem is a
vitally human one and the production is
wholesome, free from sex element, gunplay and melodramatic absurdities.
Indiana Stillwater, the girl impersonated
the indulged child of AmerJoyce, marries
by Miss
ican parents,
a Britisher with his
promise that he will not yield to her unreasonable demands. In the ancestral home
in England she learns the vastly different
conventions that repress her American
liveliness. The climax comes when she
defies her husband's dictations and incurs
his disappointment in so doing. Her happiness is threatened, but her common sense
and repentence tides her over the danger
places and the crisis is happily passed.
breezy "young"
as thelends
Louise erBeaudet
some of the
of Indiana,
grandmoth
freshest of the relieving touches of humor.
Holmes E. Herbert plays artistically as the
Ida Waterhusband, and Marie Shotwell.
man, Walter McEwen and Frank Sheridan
are others of the cast giving strong support.
SPECIAL CAST IX
THE SUPREME
Jj
PASSION
(ROBERT W. PRIEST)
Pleasing picture, dealing in simple
dramatic terms with the question
of love for body and soul as sugby Moore's poem. A well
mountedgestedproduction.
Following considerable discussion over
its trade paper advertising "The Supreme
Passion"
proves
be an innocuous
It is as clean
as atoChautauqua
lecture. thing.
The title is apt enough, for the story,
written by Robert McLaughlin and Charles
T. Dazey, is based on Moore's famous poem
of love's endearing young charms- In
aubringing this thought to the screen the
thors have made their chief figure a winspirither
for
loved
is
some Irish lass who
ual beauty by a young Irishman named
Burke and is coveted by a political boss for
her physical attractiveness. The girl loves
Burke, but the political boss's machinations,
involving the rain of the girl's father,
and
changes the complexion of the situation
to save her father the girl signifies her
just
willingness to sacrifice herself. But
prior to the wedding ceremony there is an
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accident and the attending doctor declares
that the girl is badly burned and disfigured
for life. The political boss declares the
wedding off. Back in Ireland again, Burke
comes for the girl, eager to marry her.
Then he shows him that she hasn't been
disfigured after all.
The story' is told in terms of charming
simplicity. The mood is poetically romantic
and though the story moves along quietly
toward an outcome that is always obvious,
the interest is pleasantly maintained.
The cast, headed by Florence Dixon,
plays adequately. The production is attractive. "The Supreme Passion" is a
pleasing picture.
THE

WITCHING
HOUR
(PARAMOUNT)
Satisfactorv and generally interesting picture made from Augustus
Thomas' highly dramatic stage
success, dealing with thought
transference and power of mind.
A Wm. D. Taylor production.
In making the second picturization of
Augustus
Thomas'
"The Witching
Hour," William D. Taylor has achieved
satisfactory, though not extraordinary,
results. His picturization is interesting,
but it has not all the gripping qualities
that made the stage play one of the most
intense and compelling of its day.
As unfolded on the screen, the story at
times becomes complex and confusing.
Rather indefinite planting of the numerous characters and an uneven continuity
seem to be responsible. But though not
as clearly told as it might be. the story
has so much impressive dramatic incident
that the interest is fairly well sustained
throughout.
The story deals with the psychic and
demonstrates what can be done with
mental power. Expression of this
thought is found in a series of complications arising from a murder committed
by a neurotic youth.
Elliott Dexter heads the cast, which
includes Winter Hall, Ruth Renick,
Robert Cain, Edward Sutherland and
Mary Alden.

71
FLORENCE VIDOR IN
BEAU
REVEL
(PARAMOUNT)
The story of a man who played a
losing game in gambling with
love. Lewis Stone and Florence
Vidor in the leading roles, both
playing excellently.
A society
drama with effective settings and
strong dramatic high spots. Slight
tinge of melodrama.
A Thomas
H. Ince production directed by
John Griffith Wray.
While the beauty and skillful artistry of
Florence Vidor are compelling adjuncts to
this Ince special production, opportunities
for the heaviest emotional work that is so
excellently put across by the entire cast, go
to and are impressively met by Lewis Stone.
As Beau Revel he gives a vivid performance, meeting with psychological finesse the
demands of the highly interesting climax.
This comes when, as the father of a lad
in love with the girl that he has been seeking to prove unworthy he realizes that he
himself is madly in love with her and has
betrayed both the young people. It is a
gripping scene when he fights both the
accusations of the two and those of his own
conscience,
and one that is forceful and
brilliantly played.
The story' is a departure from the usual.
It has ato society
do withwaster
the amours
"Beau"
Revel,
whose of
hobby
has
been playing at love with various women.
Believing Nellie Stelle, the hostess of a
smart dancing club, unworthy of his son
Richard's love, he persuades the lad that he
can. in two weeks' time, prove that. At the
close of the fortnight he finds himself in
love with Nellie and tortured by his accusing conscience. Nellie, seeking him to ask
financial aid for a brother, completes Revel's scheme and comes to his apartment at
midnight, innocently fulfilling a promise
that the father has made to have her there
at that time to prove her unwcrthiness.
Dick follows her there and the climax
comes when the three meet. The tragic

Alice Joyce and support in an amusing bit of action from her latest Vitagraph
picture, "Her Lord and Master."
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death
the lather
path toof true
love. clear?, the young people's
This is a picture possessed of a plot with
a punch strong enough to make it entertaining and interesting to the general patronage, but one demanding the education of
the discriminating taste to appreciate the
real value in the skill of the players. It
has elegant backgrounds and Miss Vidor is
charmingly gowned and beautiful.
Lloyd Hughes plays gracefully the part of
the son Richard. Kathleen Kirkham is atMrs.Lydia
Lathom,
of "Beau's"
playthings,tractive asand
Titus,oneRichard
Ryan.
Harlan Tucker, William Conklin and William Musgrave are others of the capable
cast.
GEORGE WALSH IX
DYNAMITE
ALLEN
(FOX)
Highly melodramatic and typically
Walsh.
Fights and hazards color
its action vividly.
Will please
Walsh fans but holds little interest for the discriminating patron.
Dell Henderson was the director.
"Dynamite Allen"
with
melodramatic
situationsis sothat tilled
it grows
tiresome with its added scenes and climaxes designed to thrill.
That patronage which enjoys this sort
of wild screen drama will doubtless meet
it with interest and derive entertainment
from it. It is colored to intense degree
with sordid sequences in the life of a
family named Allen. The father. Sid Allen, is sent to jail to do reparation for
the crime of another man. The son.
"Dynamite,"
played
George
Walsh,
seeks to avenge
the by
wrong
against
his
father and bring about his vindication.
He accomplishes this at the risk of stirring
include abroils
cafe and
tightinterruptions,
from which hi-["hey
rescues
the girl whose return to the community
has important bearing upon the crime
secret; an episode wherein he drives an
engine over a divided trestle, and his res-
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cue of his family from the haunt of criminals.
There are no spots of relieving humor
at any time, and the whole is somewhat
too stiff a dose of melodrama.
There are scenes in and about a coal
mine which have interesting educational
value. A little blind child put into the
cast is as definite a point of appeal as
the picture possesses.
Byron Douglas, J. Thornton Baston.
William Frederic. . Kdna Murphy. Carola
Parsons, Dorothy Allen, William Gilbert
and others are members of the cast.

club and before a fireplace in the home
of the bride. The play teaches the disgust of snobbery, for it is the snobbishness of the mother of the girl that inspires the friend to encourage the waiter
to take the name of a visiting lord and
woo the girl whom he really loves.
The part of the friend, Thurston, is
played by Huntley Gordon. Ida Darling
plays the part of the mother. George
Stewart is the snobbish young brother.

CONWAY TEARLE IN
SOCIETY
SNOBS
(SELZNICK)
The third of the Tearle starring
vehicles and a thoroughly entertaining picture. Has a strong plot
and is logical in development.
Directed by Hobart Henley.
Conway Tearle is here presented in a
role so vastly different that his followers
will more.
"sit up and take notice" and admire
the
The director is to be complimented
upon coaxing several real smiles to the
perpetually stern lips of the star, an innovation that might be repeated with no
serious results.
Tearle has the part of a waiter — a head
waiter — and he is induced to woo a society girl whom he wins for his wife.
She marries him, not knowing his real
identity, but she is told on their wedding night. She leaves him and their
marriage is annulled, but ultimately she
begs him to re-marry her.
Tearle has a charm of quiet and easy
playing that combines Strength with the
grace that is admirable in a man. He
has Martha Mansfield for the feminine
lead, an attractive .mil skillful co-star.
Scenes of the wedding party will
catch the feminine favor. There is
noticeably good posing for the lovemaking scenes in and about a country

WOMAN
KNOWS
(PARAMOUNT)
William DeMille's picturization of
Sir James M. Barrie's play is a
true delight and an artistic treat.
A star ought to be placed opposite the
name of William DeMille. At least some
form of distinction should be given him.
Recently Mr. DeMille came along with
his delightful production of "Conrad in
Quest of His Youth." And now he is
delighting us again with "What Eevry
Woman Knows," a picturization of the
stage success by Sir James M. Barrie.
Like his "Conrad," Mr. DeMille's
"What Every Woman Knows" is a
genuine treat. The picture serves to confirm the opinion that Mr. DeMille is one
of those directors who, having imagination, can penetrate beyond the confines
of purely mechanical functioning.
With commendable facility he has
brought out the delicious Barrie humor
and whimsicality in telling the story of
what every woman knows — that the man
of position achieves his success not alone
by his own efforts, as he egotistically
believes, but by the help and inspiration
of the gentle, plain woman who is his
wife.
The characterizations are keenly drawn
and sympathetically handled. Every
member of the cast gives an unusually
line performance. Lois Wilson and Conrad N'agel have the leading roles, and
with them appear Charles Ogle, Fred
Huntley,
GuyandOliver,
Hall, The
Lillian Tucker
Claire Winter
MacDowell.
continuity writer, Olga Printzlau, has
also contributed an excellent piece of
work.
LARRY SEMON IN
THE HICK
No wonder Larry Scmon spent some
weeks in bed from injuries suffered in
theThat
making
"The Hick."
is theof thought
uppermost while
viewing this two-reel comedy. It is a
knockout, pure and simple. The hairraising thrills follow one upon another
and it is all good, clean, wholesome comedy, the high grade of slapstick, but
withal in a class by itself.
Scenes are taken about a farm. There
is a cow that is milked by the pump
handle tail method. Eggs and cream
have their part to play and a silo offers
opportunity for much clever and astonishing play. Scenes shift to a city cafe
towards- the close, and they are as
ridiculously and genuinely amusing in
their way as are the farm scenes. The
whede is one of the exceptional comedies
among current issues and even excels
"The Suitor,"
Semon
series. its predecessor, in the

George Walsh in a dramatic incident
Allen," directed by Dell
Hendersonfromfor "Dynamite
Fox.

WM. DE MILLE'S PRODUCTION
WHAT
EVERY

Highway House for Dixon
DIXON. ILL.— Dixon Theatre Company hasscribedplans
completed
stock tosubfor a new
$200,000 and
theatre
be
erected on the Lincoln Highway on the
site of the opera house destroyed last
year by fire. The building will seat 1,500
people.
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"The Kid" Booking
Day and Date Into
Competing Theatres
"The
Kid,"
Charlie through
Chaplin'sAssociated
six reels
of joy, distributed
First National Pictures, Inc., is not only
breaking box office and attending records
in every part of the country, but according to reports from exhibitors and exchanges it is violating practically every
booking tradition ever established in the
trade, going in day and date into competing houses and holding up just as
strong in all of them as it could have if
booked exclusively into one.
Eighteen first-run houses in Boston
and the environments ran the comedy
for the solid week beginning February
14, and every house reports biggest receipts and the largest attendance in its
history. Five theatres in Providence.
R. I., put it in the following week and it
repeated its record of being the biggest
box office attraction and the greatest
popular patron puller ever booked by the
theatres. Milwaukee, Wis., reports the
peculiar situation of the overflow from
"The Kid" causing record-breaking business at another theatre, where the current attraction was pulling close to
capacity houses on its own appeal.
The picture makes the same appeal in
the smaller cities. The Empress theatre.
Laramie, Wyo., James F. Lynch, manager, reports on
on aThursday
three-day torun:extra
"Opened
the picture
large
house, but it was not till Saturday that
the big smash came on the box office.
Could have sold twice the number of
tickets we did if the buyers would have
consented to have somebody stand on
their agershoulders."
of the Central Elmer
theatre, Ramsey,
Fairbury,man111.,
after smashing all existing house records
on a two-day showing of "The Kid," reported: "It's a riot. Best picture from the
box office standpoint we have ever run."
Pantheon Company Takes
Studios at Port Henry
Announcement has been made of the
formation of Pantheon Pictures Corporation with offices in the Singer building.
149 Broadway, New York.
The new company has taken over the
Port Henry studios at Port Henry,
N. Y., and will begin production soon.
While the ebtablishment of only a single
producing company at Port Henry is all
that is at present contemplated, other
units will be formed to produce, both in
New York and on the Pacific Coast.
Eventually it is expected that from four
to six producing companies will be in
operation. It is planned by the corporation to produce a minimum of twenty-six
attractions annually. The president of
the new corporation is Paul Schoppell.
formerly head of Paul Schoppell & Co.,
investment brokers,
of Chicago.
' As wellfirst
vice-president,
Charles
Miller.
known director, will supervise the company's production
activities,
the
other officers
include
Dr. and
Thomas
O'Mara,
second
vice-president, and Leo
T. Gillroy,
treasurer.
A-Muse-U Theatre Co. is
Formed in Clinton, Iowa
CLINTON, I A.— Articles of incorporation of A-Muse-L"
Company,
with capital
stock of Theatre
$25,000, have
been
filed with the county recorder. A. H.
Blank is president: P. D. Allerman, vice
president; S. C. Greenbaum, secretary.
The company will buy, sell, lease, own
and operate picture shows, theatres and
vaudeville houses.
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T. Roy Barnes in a scene from "See My Lawyer," an Al Christie production, to be
distributed by Robertson-Cole.

Strong

Cast Plays in Christie's
New Robertson- Cole Production
Each day the consideration given the
interesting dramatic role in "One
selection of casts becomes one of the an
Man in a Million," the Robertson-Cole
main issues in picture production. In picture starring George Beban and in a
"See My Lawyer," the new special star- delightful comedy role in "See My Lawring T. Roy Barnes to be published by
Robertson-Cole, Al Christie, the proJean A.-ker has not appeared before
the camera for any great length of
ducer, has selected a cast of unusual
excellence. Each artist in- it has gained
time. She played with Sessue Hayaaity.reputation for cleverness and versatilkawa in "An Arabian Knight" and later
appeared in other productions.
T. Roy Barnes has been recognized as
Is Veteran Actor
one of- the leading comedians of the
J. P. Lockney is a veteran of the stage
legitimate stage. Theatregoers rememand screen. He has been before the
ber his keen humor in "Katinka," "See
camera
for six years.
You Later," "Yours Truly," "Over the
For more than thirty years Bert WoodTop," "At the Ball" and "The Passing
ruff hasyer."
been trouping all over the world.
Show." Mr. Barnes was also one of the
He began
his theatrical career playing
quartet of joy dispensers in "So Long
juvenile
leads
for David Belasco.
Lettv."
the
first
R-C
picture
directed
by
Al Christie.
Ogden Crane has been before the
camera for six years and for fifteen years
Plays Opposite Barnes
was a matinee idol on the legitimate
Grace Darmond, who plays opposite
stage having been leading man with Mrs.
Mr. Barnes, for several years appeared
Pat Campbell and other feminine stars.
on the screen in dramatic roles with
great success. She was starred in Robertson-Cole's "What Every Woman
Scenarist to Go Abroad
Wants." Her first venture into the
News
comes from the Lasky studio at
realms of comedy was in "So Long
Hollywood that Jeanie Macpherson, who
Letty" and her excellent work helped
has written nearly all of the scenarios
make the picture the wonderful success
that it is.
for Cecil
B. DeMille's will
special
tions for Paramount,
soonproducleave
Lloyd Whitlock was graduated from
California
for
an
extended
vacation
in
the University of Missouri a full fledged
civil engineer. While working in the Europe. She will visit England, France
Germany, and will see the latest
open he became acquainted with the pic- and
European stage plays and assemble
ture game. His first job two years ago
was as an extra. Today we see him in material for future DeMille productions.
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"TESTIMONY,"

A NEW

Anita Stewart Feature
"Playthings of Destiny"
To Be Issued By Mayer
"Playthings of Destiny" has been
chosen by Louis B. Mayer as the publishing title for the Anita Stewart picture which was completed some time ago
under the working title of "The Tornado."
The story is an original by Jane Muffin,
and Larry Trimble and Anthony Paul
Kelly, the celebrated playwright and
screen author, journeyed from New York
to California especially to prepare the
scenario on the scene of production. Edwin Carewe directed the picture, which
will be issued as a Louis B. Mayer First
National attraction.
The on
theme
"Playthingsof ofa girl
Destiny"
treats
the of
predicament
who
unwittingly commits bigamy in an effort
to secure the future of her unborn child.
Some years later she finds herself acting
as hostess to her first husband in her
second husband's home. Anita Stewart
is supported by a cast including Walter
Mc.Grail, Herbert Rawlinson, William V.
Mong, Richard Headrick and Grace
Morse. The photography is by Robert
B. Kurrle.
Bud Duncan on Tour in
Interest of His Series
Bud Duncan, the diminutive star of the
once famous Ham and Bud team of
Kalem days, is touring the principal
cities of the United States making personal appearances in connection with the
showing of his single-reel Bud and His
Buddies comedies being issued by Reelcraft Pictures Corporation.
Denver is the first city on his tour, and
Bud will appear in person at the Rivoli
theatre there for two weeks. He has
completed sufficient features for the
Reelcraft program to enable him to take
a six weeks' tour of the principal cities
and at the end of that time he will continue the remaining issues of the screen.
Louis Adler to Build
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEWARK, N. J., March 8.— Louis
Adler will build a $100,000 theatre at
Ferry and Jackson streets.

Schenck

Official Cast

In Talmadge Feature
M. S. Epstin, business manager
for Joseph M. Schenck, has been
cast for a role in the next John
Emerson-Anita Loos production,
"Woman's Place," in which Constance Talmadge will star. A story
about a man with a glass eye, recently told to Mr. Emerson by Mr.
Epstin, suggested a bit of action.
Now the business manager finds
himself cast as the man with the,
glass optic.
Propaganda Film Made
By Rothacker for the
Y. M. C. A. in Chicago
The Rothacker company has produced
for the Chicago Y. M. C. A. Hotel a tworeel feature depicting the experiences of
the average young man who comes to
the "big town" to carve out his career.
How the "Y" hotel can be of service
to the young men strangers is picturized
in a dramatic way.
This film will be given wide circulation
in Chicago to acquaint the Windy City
business men with results the hotel is
achieving.
It is expected that the film will be borrowed by "Y" associations in other cities
which contemplate a fund drive for the
erection of a "Y" hotel.
Gates Amusement

Co. Is

Organized in Brooklyn
BROOKLYN, N. Y.— Gates Amusement Company has been formed to
engage in the motion picture business.
It is capitalized at $10,000 and its directors are David Bloom, Hyman Kottler
and Bernard Solomon.
Seek Jerseyville Site
JERSEY VI LLE, ILL.— Rosenfeld &
Schuber, St. Louis theatre men, have
been in conference with Manager T. F.
Miller of the Gem theatre, looking over
prospects
atre here. for the erection of a new the-
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Poppy Wyndham Said to
Score in "Tidal Wave"
A Late Stoll Feature
"The Tidal Wave," the Stoll Film production of the novel of Ethel M. Dell,
was issued in this country on February
27. This is the company's ninth publication since the first of the year in its onea-week program of productions by wellknown writers.
"The Tidal Wave" was taken on the
Cornish coast, where the periodic rising
of the sea, accompanied by storms and
gales, provided the background and atmosphere essential to the working out
of the romance.
One of the surprises of the production
was the acting of Poppy Wyndham,
daughter of Lord Inchcape. She defied
her family, married a young officer she
met in a London war hospital, and then
made a modest debut in motion pictures
as a member of a mob. It was not long
before she was singled out, given a small
part, then a big one. Miss Wyndham
plays the part of Carmen Hale in "The
Tidal Wave." Among the members of
the supporting cast are Judd Green. Sydney Seaward, Annie Esmond and Pardoe
Woodman. Sinclair Hill adapted,,
directed and produced "The Tidal
Blue and Mary Thurman
Play Leads in Dw ?n Film
Wave."
Allan Dwan is said to have selected an
unusually well-balanced cast for his third
Associated Producers production. The
story originally appeared in the Saturday
Evening Post and is tentatively called
"Johnny Cucabod."
Mary Thurman and Monte Blue will
play the leading roles. Mary Thurman
has appeared in a number of Allan Dwan
productions, among them "In the Heart
of a Fool." Monte Blue played the lead
in the last Dwan production, "A Perfect
Crime." Little Mary Jane Irving has an
important
rolewhoin have
"Johnny
Cucabod."
Other players
prominent
roles
are Lizette Thorne, Les Bates, Arthur
Millette and Martha Mattox.
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About Film

Folk

By J. B.
Pete Smith left for St. Paul, Minn., on
Saturday, March 5, at which point he will
meet representatives of Great Northern
railroad, who will turn over a band of Indians to him which will be used in exploiting one of Marshall Neilan's pictures. Pete
speaks Choctaw and Old Crow fluidly and
will no doubt get along well with chief
"Kick-a-hole-in-the-Sky" while on the warpath.
* * *
Charlie Pettijohn more than held his
own at the Biltmore Bantering Banquet.
When it comes to oratorical pyrotechnics
Charlie is there.
* * *
The M. P. D. A. third annual dinnerdance will be held at the Astor hotel on
April 2. Make your reservations early and
avoid the rush.
* * *
Bert Ennis was the only old guard publicist who didn't show up at the A. M. P. A.
camp meeting at the Biltmore last Friday.
Missed the time of your young life, Bert.
* * *
Sorry to note that Arthur S. Kane
shows signs of flat tire trouble. Some

might think Arthur had a touch of gout,
but it's not. Strained tendon in the off
shoe.
* * *
Esther Lindner has a hard job looking
after the Hall-Room Beys. But suppose
she had a tribe of African cannibals to keep
track of for R. and C. Company?
* * *
Kendell Gilette has a tremendous appetite for little French cakes. The way
the pastry disappeared off the center dish
at table No. 3 at the A. M. P. A. banquet
was astonishing.
* * *
Ralph O. Proctor has been acting as
host to several English visitors for the
past week. Ralph is a born diplomat, hewever, and meets all comers with a smile,
which is as irresistible as it is sincere.
* * *
George Landy makes up well, and as a
reader of 1921 nursery
he's a beaut.
* * rhymes,
*
When it comes to a master of ceremonies, Harry Reichenbach has them all
backed off the boards. His wit is sparkling
and quick and his style is inimitable. Harry
added as much pep to the A. M. P. A. affair
as would the late and much lamented cocktail.

Is Defendent

In Copyright Litigation
The question of copyright protection of
English translations covering picture
rights is involved in a motion before the
supreme court in Brooklyn brought by
John G. Underhill, who claims the sole
rights for English translations of the
works of Jacinto Benaventc, the Spanish
novelist and playwright.
He seeks to have producers of a picture version
of "The
Passionis Flower,"
in which
Norma
Talmadge
starred,
show cause why they should not be restrained on the ground of infringement.
"The Passion Flower" is slated for early
issue through Associated First National.
1 he defendants, Joseph M. Schenck and
Richard G. Herndon, deny infringement,
claiming that the picture rights were
bought in Paris. Justice Kapper has reserved decision.
Leonce Perret in France
To Adapt
Leonce
Perret, "Koenigsmark"
the French director,
who produced "The Empire of Diamonds," recently issued by Pathe, and
whose newest picture, "A Race for Millions," will come later, has sailed for
Paris, where he will arrange for the production of his international picture,
"Koenigsmark."
The story is by Pierre Benoit, noted
French author. It was published in this
country by Dodd, Mead & Co. as "The
Secret
Spring."areWhen
arrangements
for
its
production
completed
M. Perret
will go to England to confer with the
officials of an English producing company who have asked him to make a
series of elaborate productions for them
in America. He expects to return here
early in April.
Anita Stewart's Next Is
"Playthings of Destiny"
Louis B. Mayer announces that "Playthings of Destiny" will be Anita Stewart's next vehicle to be published through
First National.
This is from the original story by Jane
Murfin
under Miss
the working
of "The
Tornado."
Stewart title
is supported
by Herbert Rawlinson, Walter McGrail,
William V. Mong, Grace Morse and
Richard Headrick, who will be remembered for his performance in "The
Woman in His House." Edward Carewe,
assisted by Wallace Fox, directed "Playthings of Destiny,"
which Paul
was adapted
the screen
by Anthony
Kelly andto
photographed by Robert Kurrle.
Fay Tincher Appearing
At Missouri Theatres

Theby on location, filming a new production for
Louis J. Gasnier and Rosemary
Robertson-Cole. Mr. Gasnier has directed many notable pictures in his day,
"Kismet" being his latest and by many considered his finest achievement.

Fay Christie
Tincher,comedies
featured issued
player through
in tworeel
Educational exchanges, has been making
personal appearances at the new million
dollar Missouri theatre, St. Louis, in connection with the showing of her comedies. After ending this engagement she
appeared in a number of other Famous
Players houses in Missouri.
Miss Tincher is on a two months'
leave of absence from the studios in order to make this personal tour, and although it is a separate enterprise, the
agreement calls for one of the Christie
comedies published by Educational to be
shown during the same performance.
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Stills
That tell a good deal of the stories thcx are
taken from, with some of Buster Keaton's
own comedy tucked a?eav down in the earner.

Togo Yamamate. as "One Eye" in "A Tale of Two
Worlds," Frank Lloyd's production, distributed
through Goldwyn.

One of the odd scenes from "Man, Woman — Marriage," directed by
Allen Holubar, which Albert A. Kaufman presents through First
National. Dorothy Phillips is the star and the scene shows her
refusing to marry the old voluptuary.

Big scene from "The Mad Marriage," in which Carmel Myers
is starred. It is a Universal feature of current issue.

This is how Buster Keaton keeps in such excellent trim.
He says he uses his heavy acquaintance's suspenders
for this exercise and then he uses him as a dumbbell,
because "he's a natural one." Buster also recommends
this for pains in the back, emaciation of the bankroll or anaemia of the wallet.
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''What
the
Pictur
e
Did
For
VERDICTS
ON FILMS
IN LANGUAGE
OF EXHIBITOR

Me"

Copyright, 1921
You are especially invited to contribute regularly to this department.
It is a co-operative service FOR THE BENEFIT OF EXHIBITORS.
TELL US WHAT THE PICTURE DID FOR YOU and read in the HERALD every week what the picture
did for the other fellow, thereby getting the only possible guide to box office values. Address "What The
Picture Did For Me." EXHIBITORS HERALD. 417 S. Dearb orn St.. Chicago.
First National
Dinty, a Marshall Xeilan production!
— This picture will please them all. Book
it. Boost it. Advance your prices and
have one satisfactory night in 1921. There
would be a franchise everywhere if they
were all like Dinty.— Charles Dahler, Abingdon theatre. Abingdon, 111. — Neighborhood patronage.
In the Heart of a Fool, with a special
cast. — This is a high class production.
Pleased 100%. Business big three days.
You can't go wrong on this. Play up
author's name. This picture will please
anywhere. — T. X. Magruder, Elite theatre, Iola, Kans.
In the Heart of a Fool, with a special
cast. — The best Allan Dwan production
we have ever shown. Didn't draw as they
don't seem to know who Allan Dwan is.
— Pfeiffer Bros.. Opera House, Kenton,
O. — General patronage.
Love, Honor and Behave, a Mack
Sennett production. — A little better than
Married Life, but too crazy. Wish he
could produce another Mickey.. Had it
booked for two days. Only played it
one.— W. W. Woltz, Star theatre, Lake
City, la. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Yellow Typhoon, with Anita Stew^art. — Acting in this is extraordinary and
star does some mighty fine work. Business average with Male and Female opposition.— New Cozy theatre, Winchester,
Ind.
The Love Expert, with Constance Talmadge. — Amusing and entertaining comedy-drama. Filled my house and pleased
everybody. Constance Talmadge and
First National are sure money getters. —
W. B. Sweezy, Dortha theatre, Manville,
Wyo. — Neighborhood patronage.
Burglar by Proxy, with Tack Pickford.
— This is a good picture, and did good
business. Star well liked here. — G. Hubler, Grand theatre, Marked Tree, Ark —
Neighborhood patronage.
Harriet and the Piper, with Anita Stewart.— This is a fine picture, and pleased
my patrons as she always does. A good
story, and a good moral. — W. W. Woltz,
Star theatre. Lake City, la. — Neighborhood patronage.
In Search of a Sinner, with Constance
Talmadge. — A usual Constance Talmadge
offering. Very clever. Went over big
with my patrons. Very satisfactory in
— New Cozy theatre, Winchesevery ter,way.
Ind.
The Yellow Typhoon, with Anita
Stewart. — Good picture for some towns,
but it was a failure for me. — Charles

Dahler, Abingdon theatre, Abingdon, 111.
— Neighborhood patronage.
Married Life, a Mack Sennett production.— A great business getter and will
please all but the crabs. We broke our
record for this year on this one. It
you're in business for the money, grab it.
— Pfeiffer Bros., Opera House, Kenton,
O. — General patronage.
Nomads of the North, with a special
cast. — The best of the Curwood pictures.
Good forest fire. Lots of animal stuff.
—la.\V. H. Mart, Strand theatre, Grinnell,

—town
Olympic
theatre, Bellaire, O. — Small
patronage.
The Woman Gives, with Norma Talmadge.— fair picture. Cut out the posing and it would be better. People get
tired of looking at anyone. — A. G. Hauge.
Happy Hour theatre, Walnut, la. — Local
patronage.
Fox

TWIN
BEDS, with Mr. and
Mrs. Carter DeHaven. — This is a
good comedy-drama.
I had the
furniture man put twin beds in his
window and it helped to draw a
good crowd two nights. A good
catchy title.— W. W. Woltz, Star
theatre, Lake City, la.
The Woman Gives, with Norma Talmadge.— Was very satisfactory offering
in as much as Norma Talmadge has the
leading role— New Cozy theatre, Winchester, Ind. — Neighborhood patronage.
Her Kingdom of Dreams, with Anita
Stewart.— Exceptionally good story, photograohy and characters.— W. W. Wales,
theatre, Seneca, S. D.— NeighYeomen borhood
patronage.
As
Mary Regan, with Anita Stewart.I —have
good as any Anita Stewart picture
ever run. This is a seven reeler and a
jack. If you don't book it you
cracker
the loser.— W. F. Baker, Boone Way
are
theatre, Mt. Vernon, Ky— General patronage.

Constance TalThe Love Expert, with
madge.—Pleased for three days. Not so
good as former pictures.— Ben L. Morris.
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Patrons
Liked Best

(Jan. I, 1920, to Jan. 1. 1921 )
1. The Love Flower.
2. Number, Please.
3. The Life of the Party.
4. The Charm School.
5. The Forbidden Thing.
6. The Testing Block.
7. Brewster's Millions.
8. 813
Let's
hear. from another exhibitor!
H. A. Albright,
American Theatre,
Butte, Mont,
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No. 17, with George Walsh. — Good
Walsh subject. Chinese settings good. —
H. Pace, Princess theatre, Traer, Iowa.
The Land of Jazz, with Eileen Percy.
— Absolutely nothing to it. Some disguested, walked out. — E. A. Baradel, Palace theatre, McGhee, Ark. — Small town
patronage.
Flames of Youth, with Shirley Mason.
— Just a fair program picture. Just
gets
by Bros.,
and that's
Business
fair.—
Pfeiffer
Operaall.
House,
Kenton,
O.
— General patronage.
Her Elephant Man, with Shirley
Mason. — Here is a good clean, wholesome play that pleased 100%. Shirley
Mason is well liked here. — Giacoma
Crystal
theatre. Tombstone, Ark.
—Bros.,
General
patronage.
Desert Love, with Tom Mix. — If you
want plenty of action and your people
like Westerns you sure want this one. —
F. D. Hall. Wonderland theatre, Madelia.
Minn. — Neighborhood patronage.
The White Lie, with Gladys Brockwell. — Why does Fox make a picture like
this and spoil your patronage? No
chance to make star of her. — A Fukuda,
Universal borhood
theatre,
patronage.Hanfcrd, Cal. — NeighHer Honor the Mayor, with Eileen
Percy. — A very ordinary program picture.— Auditorium theatre, Carleton, Neb.
— Small town patronage.
Tiger's
Cub,some
with people
Pearl but
White.
little rough for
drew— Agood
business and pleased the majority — Pfeiffer Bros.,
Opera House, Kenton, O. —
General
patronage.
Her Honor the Mayor, with Eileen
Percy. — Who wants a woman mayor?
Nothing to this story. — A. G. Hauge.
Happy Hour theatre, Walnut, la. — Local
patronage.
The Little Wanderer, with Shirley
Mason. — This one was very good as Miss
Mason's
pictures
are allGrand
good. Give
more. — G.
Hubler,
theatre.us
Marked
Tree,
Ark.
—
Neighborhood
patronage.
A Sister to Salome, with Gladys Brockwell.— My audience liked it fine. Personal y, itwas very fascinating. A picture you indon't
very
beautiful
this. forget.
— W. H. Brockwell
Heifer, Itasca
theatre, Alice. Tex. — Small town patronage.The Mountain Woman, with Pearl
White. — A fairly good picture. Somewhat overdrawn and improbable. Star
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Two scenes from "The Outside Woman," the Realart picture in which Wanda Hawley is starred.
Bartholomae's comedy, "All Night Long."
not well enough known to have many
followers here. — W. W. Woltz, Star theatre, Lake City, la. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Texan, with Tom Mix. — Story not
much, but his stunts always pull. Think
majority of small town movie fans are
for action, not for thinking. — A. Fukuda,
Universal theatre, Hanford, Cal. — Neighborhood patronage.
Flames of Youth, with Shirley Mason.
— Good. Star does not marry. This may
disappoint some. A change is good.
Scenery above average. — H. Pace, Princess theatre, Traer, la.
The
WhiteOur
—
Patrons White
did notMoll,
carewith
for Pearl
this one.
patrons
don't
care theatre,
for crook
pictures.
—
G. Hubler,
Grand
Marked
Tree,
Ark. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Orphan, with William Farnum. —
This with A Fresh Start, Educational
comedy, went over bigger first night
than any bill ran for a month. 90% of
audience
males. — Women
here don't
go
to see Farnum.
O. R. Nation,
Strand
theatre, Davis, Cal. — Small town patronage.
Tiger's Cub, with Pearl White. —
Pretty snow scenes. Star does good
acting. Little rough in places. Six reels.
—la.Harry Pace, Princess theatre, Traer,
Goldwyn
Out of the Storm, with Barbara Castleton. — PTayed this one two weeks after
The Branding Iron to almost as big a
house as the latter brought. Thanks to
Miss Barbara Castletott and Goldwyn.
Your patrons will like her. 1007o box
office value. — B. F. Sharp, Tumble In
theatre, Sinton, Tex. — Rural patronage.
Scratch My Back, with a special cast.
— A good clean pleasing comedy drama
that pleased all. — A. S. Widaman, Centennial theatre, Warsaw, Ind.
The Truth, with Madge Kennedy.—
Rather silly plot. No complaint about
acting. — W. C. Cleeton, Gem theatre,
Higbee, Mo.
Scratch My Back, with a special cast.
— A comedy success. Delighted those
who were looking for something different. Old timers thought it best ever.
Business on it good. — Ben L. Morris,

Olympic
theatre, Bellaire, O. — Small
town patronage.
The Great Accident, with Tom Moore.
— It was not a good program picture. If
this concern has any good attractions 1
have never had them. — Charles Dahler,
Abingdon theatre, Abingdon, 111.
Neighborhood patronage.
The Little Shepherd of Kingdom
Come, with Jack Pickford. — Not a knockout, but a very pleasing picture. Easy
to advertise. — Alvin S. Frank, Jewel theatre, Lafayette, Colo. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Water, Water, Everywhere, with Will
Rogers. — A good picture. My first one
of the star, but my patrons said he was
fine. — W. W. Woltz. Star theatre, Lake
City, la. — Neighborhood patronage.
Jubilo, with Will Rogers. — Rogers is
my best drawing male star. Well liked
by all. Never had a poor picture of him.
Jubilo is just fun. — Jno. I. Saunders,
Cheney theatre, Cheney, Kans. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Highest Bidder, with Madge Kennedy.— Well liked by the Kennedy fans.
Business fair. — Pfeiffcr Bros., Opera
House, Kenton, O. — General patronage.
The Blooming Angel, with Madge Kennedy.— Here is the best picture the star
ever made. I have seen a lot with her,
but this is the cream. Book it.— R. K.
Stonebrook, Wisner theatre, Eldora, la.
— Neighborhood patronage.
Jinx, with Mabel Normand. — No good,
for this plot is too silly for most people.
They call it a comedy, but nothing to it.
— Jno. I. Saunders, Cheney theatre, Cheney, Kans.— Neighborhood patronage.
The Slim Princess, with Mabel Normand.— They liked this. Something to
it and better than ordinary. — Ben L.
Morris,town
Olympic
theatre, Bellaire, O. —
Small
patronage.
Daughter Mine, with Madge Kennedy.
— Nothing to it. Star good, but poor
frail story.
chester, Ind.— New Cozy theatre, WinThe Revenge of Tarzan, with Gene
Pollar. — Story is not consistent but it is
a whale of a money getter. House record here. — la.
D. B. Baker, Circle theatre,
Ottumwa,
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Desert Gold, with E. K. Lincoln. — This
picture was a fine Western. Got a full
house and pleased all. — E. T. Craffits,
Pastime theatre, Seelyville, Ind. — Small
town patronage.
The Sagebrusher, with a special cast.
— Don't play this as a special. You will
regret it. 70% liked 1t. It is a fairly
pleasing homely, sad, non-exciting drama.
Acting and story very good, but it fails
to register as a big production. It
might stand very slight raise due to its
length. — Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho. — Small town patronage.
' The Silent Barrier, with a special cast.
— Good picture. Wonderful scenery. — C.
S. Ford. Princess theatre, Reinbeck, la.
— Neighborhood patronage.
Metro
The Saphead. with Buster Keaton. —
Very
— Raymond
Piper,
Opera good.
House,
Virginia City,
Nev.Piper's
The Off-Shore Pirate, with Viola Dana.
— A peach. Ran a Lloyd with it and had
some comedy bill. Drew well. — W. H.
Mart, Strand theatre, Grinnell, la.
The Hope, with a special cast. — Good
regular program picture. Top price 25c.
— Giacoma Bros., Crystal theatre, Tombstone, Ariz. — General patronage.
The Cheater, with May Allison. — Good
picture, but too short. — Ernest W.
Hatcher, Star theatre, Harlem, Ga. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Madame Peacock, with Nazimova. —
My patrons did not enjoy this picture.
Some stopped at the box office and said
that
was Lake,
Nazimova's
poorestBaker,
picEdwin
Lake theatre,
Mont.ture.—this
The Misfit Wife, with Alice Lake.—
Alice made good in Shore Acres and was
received by a large crowd in The Misfit
Wife. Not a one disappointed. Strictly
a 100% picture. — W. Lloyd Beebe, Opera
House, Manito, 111.— Small town patronage.The Cheater, with May Allison.— No
kicks on this. Good picture. — E. A.
Baradel,
theatre, McGhee, Ark. —
Small townPalace
patronage.
Love, Honor and Obey, with a special
cast. — A good picture to fair business for
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a stormy night. — W. W. Woltz, Star theatre, Lake City, la. — Neighborhood patronage.
Clothes, with a special cast. — This will
please the ladies immensely. — Raymond
Piper,Nev.
Piper's
Opera House, Virginia
City,
.
Lombardi, Ltd., with Bert Lytell. — Absolutely nothing to it. — W. C. Cleeton,
Ge*n theatre, Higbee, Mo.
Parlor, Bedroom and Bath, with a
special cast. — Fair and Warmer and this
are very much alike. They both are
drawing cards. Both good. — Ernest W.
Hatcher, Star theatre, Harlem, Ga.^Neighborhood patronage.
Peggy Does her Darndest, with May
Allison. — I would play this for my own
amusement even if no one else came.
Mae Allison is mighty pretty and appealing in this clever tom-girl comedy. When
she threw her dignified father over her
head by a jiu-jit-su trick it brought
down the house. It's old, but a peach.
Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon,
Idaho. — Small town patronage.
The Right of Way, with Bert Lytell
— A really big picture and in spite of unhappy ending pleased them all. — R. Ross
Riley, Wigwam theatre, Oberlin, Kans. —
Small town patronage.
The Willow Tree, with Viola Dana. —
Long live Viola Dana and Shirley Mason.
This is a good, clean picture. A change
from the ordinary. Very pleasing. Book
it and boost it. — W. Lloyd Beebe, Opera
House, Maiyto, 111. — Small town patronage.
Please Get Married, with Viola Dana.
— Good picture but too close to the line
in spots. This kind don't help the fight
against censorship. — E. A. Baradel, Palace theatre, McGhee, Ark. — Small town
patronage.
Blackmail, with Viola Dana. — Good.
Dana and clever. Good settings. Rich
homes and gardens. Censor need not cut
this. — H. Pace, Princess theatre, Traer,
la. — Neighborhood patronage.
Alias Jimmie Valentine, with Bert Lytell.— This picture went good. You
can boost it and not regret it. — Ernest
W. Hatcher, Star theatre, Harlem, Ga. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Held in Trust, with May AllisonHeard good comments on this. — Raymond Piper, Piper's Opera House, Virginia City, Nev.
The Cheater, with May Allison. — Not
as good as her previous one. Too draggy
and too much cigarette stuff. — W. W.
theatre, Lake City, la. —
Woltz, Star
Neighborhood patronage.
Nothing But Lies, with Taylor
Holmes. — Metro ought to be ashamed to
foist such rot on the exhibitor. Lay
off, it's a lemon.— O. E. Pierce, TheatorInd. — Neighborhood patium,
ronage.Portland,
Hearts Are Trumps, with a special
cast. — A good picture. — Raymond Piper,
Piper's Opera House, Virginia City, Nev.
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play this up. Very fair picture. Business
fair.— D.la.B. Baker, Circle theatre, Ottumwa,
Jack Straw, with Robert Warwick. —
This is a picture that my patrons enjoyed very highly. All came out with a
smile.
Mont. — Edwin Lake, Lake theatre, Baker,
What Every Woman Learns, with
Enid Bennett. — Good picture. This is
one that will pull them in. Pleased a
large Tuesday night crowd. Book it.
The name puts it over. — W. F. Baker,
Boone Way theatre, Mt. Vernon, Ky.—
General patronage.
The Tree of Knowledge, with Robert
Warwick. — Our patrons liked it, as they
seem to like all Paramount pictures. —
Carl Sather, Grand theatre, Annandale.
Minn. — Small town patronage.
Riddle Gawne, with William S. Hart.
— Pleased Hart's admirers. Top price
25c, war tax included. — Giacoma Bros.,
Crystal
theatre, Tombstone, Ariz. — General patronage.
My anLady's
Garter,
with special
—
Just
ordinary
program
picture.cast.
Title
rather deceiving. Kept some out for
fear of seeing something shocking. — W.
W. Woltz, Star theatre, Lake City, la. —
Small town patronage.
Held by the Enemy, with a special
cast. — Another good picture that the public does not fall for. Seemed to be afraid
it was a war picture and those who like
war pictures were disappointed. — Ben
L. Morris, Olympic theatre, Bellaire, O.
— Small town patronage.
The Sea Wolf, with a special cast. —
Pleased those who read the book, but to
many it was displeasing. Too much
fighting. Picture followed book to the
letter. — W. Lloyd Beebe, Opera House,
Manito, 111. — Small town patronage.
Let's Elope, with Marguerite Clark —
Good with a fine mixing of comedy. — J.
B. Endert, -Endert theatre, Crescent City,
Cal. — General patronage.
Why Smith Left Home, with Bryant
DRAMATIC

INCIDENT
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Washburn. — Very good. Some women
laughed so much I thought they were
hysterical. Satisfied a crowd that smiled
on the way out. — Alvin S. Frank, Jewel
theatre, Lafayette, Colo. — Neighborhood
patronage.
The Copperhead, with Lionel Barrymore. — Very fine picture but would be
better if cut to five reels. — L. M. Kuhns,
Gibson theatre, Gibson, N. M. — Mining
camp patronage.
Behold My Wife, with a special cast.
— When I saw this on my booking sheet
I said "Oh boy, here's where I make
some real money." But my bank book
is still in the red and not one compliment was handed me. Something to think
about. — Charles Dahler, Abingdon theronage.atre, Abingdon, 111. — Neighborhood patThe Grim
Game, with Houdini.
— Didn't
know
how exceptionally
good this
was
until I had a good Monday crowd to see
it. Drama W.goodH. and
Houdini's acting is
splendid.—
Heifer,
Itasca theatre,
Alice, Tex. — Small town patronage.
Crooked Straight, with Charles Ray —
They did not like it as well as other Ray
pictures. Personally I don't consider it
up to the usual Ray class.— Alvin S.
Frank, Jewel theatre, Lafayette, Colo.—
Neighborhood patronage.
Below the Surface, with a special cast.
— A big picture of sensations. Very
good, but drew poor here. — D. B. Baker,
Circle theatre. Ottumwa, la.
The Witness for the Defense, with
Elsie Ferguson. — Just an ordinary program picture — Auditorium theatre, Carleton, Nebr. — Small town patronage.
Little Miss Rebellion, with Dorothy
Gish. — Too light for adults. Disappointed
a generous audience with me. Usually
stars grow up eventually who play such
childish parts, but she uses the same bag
of tricks she began with several years
ago. — Jean Lightner, Regent theatre,
Alameda, Cal. — Neighborhood patronage.
Girls, with Marguerite Clark. — A dandy
IN METRO

FEATURE

Paramount
The Right to Love, with Mae Murray.
— Fine picture. Ran it four days. Business dropped every day. — Ben. L. Morris, Olympic theatre, Bellaire, O. — Small
town patronage.
The Restless Sex, with Marion Davies.
— Owing to censorship agitation, couldn't

One of the big scenes from "The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse," the adaptation
of Vicente Blasco Ibanez's famous book.
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— My patrons enjoyed this picture. —
Edwin Lake, Lake theatre, Baker, Mont
When We Were Twenty-One, with H.
B. Warner. — Good picture. Patrons well
pleased with this one. Star draws well.
— B. F. Sharp, Tumble In theatre, Sinton, Tex. — Rural patronage.
Man and His Woman, with Herbert
Rawlinson. — Fair. — D. B. Baker, Circle
theatre, Ottumwa, la.
•
My Husband's Other Wife, with Sylvia Bremer. — Good enough for anybody.
Admission 10 and 20c. — Ernest W.
Hatcher, Star theatre, Harlem, Ga. —
Neighborhood patronage.
The A. B. C. of Love, with a special
cast. — Good. All Pathes give entire satisfaction.— S. C. Hagan, Palm theatre,
Mound City, 111.
My Husband's Other Wife, with Sylvia
Bremer. — The crowd came to see her.
They saw her, liked her and went home
pleased. One of the best we ever ran.
Grade them up like this and the public
will demand their theatre men get Pathe
pictures. — G. L. Deady, Palace theatre.
No. Rose, N. V. — Neighborhood patronage. THE SAGE HEN, Edgar Lewis
production. — This picture ought to
be sought by every theatre man.
We never ran a better one. Not
equalled once in a hundred times.
A picture that will get under your
vest. Just wonderful. — G. L.
Deady,
N. Y. Palace theatre, North Rose,

MabelTheBallin,
featured
player
of thestage
Ballin-Hodkinson
production,
"East Lynne."
characters
of the
famous
classic live again
in this modern
screen
version. Mabel is the tearful heroine.
picture. Marguerite Clark always
pleases. Everyone enjoyed this picture.
However, some did not like the ending.
Business good. — 15 and 20c. — W. F.
Baker, Boone Way theatre, Mt. Vernon,
Ky. — General patronage.
Always Audacious, with W allace Reid.
— Just a good program picture. Nothing
else. — Charles Dahler, Abingdon theatre.
Abingdon, 111. — Neighborhood patronage.
Civilian Clothes, with Thomas Meighan. — Just an average pleasing program
picture. Not a special. Drew average
at advanced admission. — W. H. Mart,
Strand theatre, Grinnell, la.
Sadie Love, with Billie Burke. — The
salesman told me this was a lemon. However, I say Paramount has no lemons.
Had many compliments, and found this
a real good program picture. — W. F.
Baker, Boone Way theatre, Mt. Vernon,
Ky. — General patronage.
Too Much Johnson, with Bryant
Washburn. — Comedy-drama full of
action. Had many good comments on
it.— H. J. McBeth, Gem theatre, Ord.
\'el>r. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Cradle of Courage, with William
S. Hart. — A fine show, but not the
money getters that the true Western

type are. — D. B. Baker, Circle theatre,
Ottumwa, la.
The Home Town Girl, with Vivian
Martin. — This star is always at her best.
Her pictures always please. Ran this
with "Fatty" and broke house record. —
L. M. Rothweiler, Palace theatre, Bison.
Kans. — Small town patronage.
The Money Corral, with William S.
Hart. — An old one, but is a much better
picture than The Toll Gate, Sand or some
of his new ones. Money Corral got capacity and pleased. — Ben L. Morris.
Olympic theatre, Bellaire, O. — Small
town patronage.
Pathe
That Girl Mountana, with Blanche
Sweet. — This is a good one and will
please pretty nearly all. It will stand
boosting big. Most all Pathes are good.
— G. L. Deady, Palace theatre. No. Rose,
N. The
Y. — Money
Neighborhood
Changers,patronage.*^
with a special
cast.— Comments on it very good. Good
story and nice comedy along with it. —
Alvin S. Frank, Jewel theatre, Lafayette,
Colo. — Neighborhood patronage.
Lahoma, an Edgar Lewis production.

The Devil to Pay, with a special cast.
— Fair program picture. Not a good
puller.—
Ottumwa,D. la.B. Baker, Circle theatre,
Lahoma, an Edgar Lewis production.
—A first class picture. Patrons liked it.
—Ernest W. Hatcher, Star theatre, Harlem, Ga. — Neighborhood patronage.
My Husband's Other Wife, with a
special cast. — Better than a good many
specials. Boost it and you'll not regret
it. — F. Hejtmanek, Opera House, Clarkson, Neb. — Small town patronage.
Sherry, an Edgar Lewis production.
— "Another 100% picture," is patrons'
expression. — G. L. Deady, Palace theatre,
No. Rose, N. Y. — Neighborhood patronage.
The House of the Tolling Bell, a J.
Stuart Blackton production. — Good. A
little spooky. — W. Lloyd Beebe, Opera
House, Manito, 111. — Small town patronage.The 13th Chair, with Creighton Hale.
— Average crowd and seemed to please
about 80%. — O. R. Nation, Strand theatre, Davis, Calif. — Small town patronage.
Respectable by Proxy, with a special
cast. — A Blackton production. Have not
seen a sorry one yet. The Blood Barrier, another Blackton production, is just
as
good.
wrong Star
on either
of these. — You
Ernestwon't
W. goHatcher.
theronage. atre, Harlem, Ga. — Neighborhood patThe Blood Barrier, with Sylvia Bremer.— Good picture. It keeps them on
edge of their seats. — F. Hejtmanek,
Operapatronage.
House. Clarkson, Neb. — Small
town
When We Were Twenty-One, with H.
B. Warner. — A dandy picture. Will go
anywhere and please. — G. L. Deady. Palacehood
theatre,
No. Rose, N. Y. — Neighborpatronage.
The Little Cafe, with Max Linder —
No good.
Let it alone. — Ernest W.
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Hatcher, Star theatre, Harlem. Ga. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Realart
The Plaything of Broadway, with Justine Johnstone. — Fine. Perfect satisfaction.— S. C. Hagan, Palm theatre. Mound
City, III.
Her Beloved Villain, with Wanda
Hawley. — Great. Praised by everyone.
If this star keeps up this gait she will
be on top soon. Business good — Pfeiffer Bros., Opera House. Kenton, O. —
General patronage.
The Stolen Kiss, with Constance Binney. — This proved a winner to average
business. A 100% comedy-drama. — B.
F. Sharp, Tumble In theatre, Sinton.
Tex. — Rural patronage.
The Furnace, with a special cast. — A
fine attraction. Did not make a record
and everyone does not coincide with its
portrayal, but run it. Class AA.— D. B.
Baker, Circle theatre, Ottumwa, la.
Eyes of the Heart, with Mary Miles
Minter. — A mighty well selected cast and
picture carefully made which counts for
much when so many pictures are turned
out without any care or brains. — New
Cozy theatre, Winchester. Ind. — Neighborhood patronage.
THE SOUL OF YOUTH, with
a special cast. — A Realart special.
Worthy of exploitation and advanced prices. Ask the censorship
advocates to see this one. — C. T.
Metcalf, Opera House, Greenfield,
111. — Small town patronage.
Sweet Lavender, with Mary Miles
Minter. — Not as good as other Minter
pictures. However, this was a good one.
I haven't found any Realart pictures that
were not good. — H. J. McBeth, Gem theatre, Ord, Neb. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Deep Purple, with a special cast.
— Here is a well told story that is full
of good suspense. Very good cast and
carefully made. — Alvin S. Frank, Jewel
theatre, Lafayette, Colo. — Neighborhood
patronage.
She Couldn't Help It, with Bebe Daniels.— Bebe is sure coming. Watch her
step. This, as her previous two Realarts, will show anywhere and please. —
C. T. Metcalf, Opera House, Greenfield.
111. — Small town patronage.
Soldiers of Fortune, with a special cast.
— Drew slightly better than average for
same night and pleased them. — O. R.
Nation, Strand theatre, Davis, Calif. —
Small town patronage.
The Mystery of the Yellow Room,
with a special cast. — Very good picture,
but would not class it as a special. — J. J.
Kuclacek, Swan theatre, Swanton, Neb.
— Neighborhood patronage.
The Luck of the Irish, with a special
cast. — Not too well liked. The audience
could not figure out where The Luck
of the Irish came in. — Alvin S. Frank,
Jewel theatre, Lafayette, Colo. — Neighborhood patronage.
Robertson-Cole
Big Happiness, with Dustin Farnum.
While I do not consider it a super-spe-
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it's a crowd
good picture.
Farnum
pulls cial,the
in good Dustin
Westerns,
but
this is a society drama. — Alvin S. Frank.
Jewel theatre,
Lafayette. Colo. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Heart of Juanita, with Beatriz
Michelena. — Very good. Typical old
Western story. The most popular picture^ of the present time. We always
get good business on Western pictures.
— J. B. Endert, Endert theatre. Crescent
City, Calif. — General patronage.
Selznick
Pleasure Seekers, with Elaine Hanimerstein. — You can boost this one
strong. Hammerstein is getting better
every picture, and is becoming a favorite
here. — A. S. Widaman, Centennial theatre, Warsaw, Ind.
The —Figurehead,
with Eugene
—Fair.
E. A. Baradel.
Palace O'Brien.
theatre.
McGehee. Ark. — Small town patronage.
Red Foam, with a special cast. —
Barely fair, and a very poor money getter.— D. B. Baker, Circle theatre, Ottumwa, la.
Everybody's Sweetheart, with Olive
Thomas. — One of the most pleasing pictures imaginable. A good story. Good
direction and the lovely little star who
was truly everybody's sweetheart. — Mrs.
Lloyd Junkin. Queen theatre, Aspermont, Tex. — Small town patronage.
The Figurehead, with Eugene O'Brien.
— Sure a real story. It will make you
friends. — C. T. Metcalf. Opera House,
Greenfield, 111. — Small town patronage.
A Fool and His Money, with Eugene
O'Brien. — Here is a dandy. Should
please most any audience. O'Brien is
well liked by the ladies. — Jno. I. Saunders, Cheney theatre, Cheney. Kans. —
Neighborhood patronage.
The Poor Simp, with Owen Moore.
— This gave about universal satisfaction.
A fine comedy-drama.
Book it. — S. B.
TORCHY CONDUCTS

Brock.
Electric theatre.
Hage-man, 81
N.
a4. — .Neighborhood
patronage.
The Man Who Lost Himself, with
William Faversham. — A strictly highbrow picture. Select audience. The street
crowd
wouldn'tOttumwa,
come in. —la.D. B. Baker,
Circle theatre,
The Flapper, with Olive Thomas. —
Good program picture. — E. A. Baradel,
Palacepatronage.
theatre, McGehee, Ark.— Small
town
The Palace of Darkened Windows,
with a special cast. — A real feature. Sure
oieased our patrons. Will stand for
higher admissions — C. T. Metcalf, Opera
ronage.
House, Greenfield, 111. — Small town patThe Daughter Pays, with Elaine Hammerstein.— While not the best, this is
ait.—good
picture.
be afraid
book
S. B. Brock. Don't
Electric
theatre,to Hagerman. N. M. — Neighborhood patronage.
Marooned
Hearts, with Conway
Tearle. — Good crowd.
Good picture.
Good scenery. — Harry Pace, Princess
theatre, Traer, la.
Girl of the Sea, with Betty Hillburn.
This was a very poor excuse of a picture at this stage of the game. — Charles
Dahler. Abingdon theatre. Abingdon,
111. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Flapper, with Olive Thomas. — A
fine program picture. She always pleases
our people. — Jno. I. Saunders, Cheney
theatre, Cheney, Kans. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Everybody's Sweetheart, with Olive
Thomas. — 100% satisfaction. My patrons always like her pictures. — S. B.
Brock. Electric theatre. Hagerman, N.
M. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Imp, with Elsie Janis. — Keep off
this one. We are still explaining that it
is her last. — C. T. Metcalf. Opera House.
Greenfield, 111. — Small town patronage.
The Better Half, with Alice Brady. —
Patrons didn't like this and let me know
THE SOUP CHORUS

Scene from "Torchy's Night Hcod." Johnny Hines' latest Torchy comedy, published
through Educational.
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Ben. L. Morris, Olympic theatre, Bellaire, O. — Small town patronage.
Romance, with Doris Keane.— This
picture did me more damage than any
picture ever shown at this theatre. My
patrons informed me that it was an
insult to pay admission to this class of
entertainment. Why does this stuff get
by
— F. Hanifan, Lyric theatre,
Sweacensors?
City, la.
Suds, with Mary Pickford.— Fell flat
on this one. Acting and scenes true to
life, but they don't want to see Mary
ugly. — A. S. Widaman, Centennial theatre, Warsaw, Ind.
The Mark of Zorro, with Douglas
Fairbanks. — This is a good picture.
Pleased about 70%. Some said he
looked old, some didn't know him, some
said it's not the kind of picture they
expected or wanted to see him in. Make
some more like Down to Earth. — W. W.
Woltz,
Starpatronage.
theatre. Lake City, la. —
Small town
Universal
Risky Business, with Gladys Walton.
— A dandy program picture. Seemed to
please. Drew well. Gladys is a nice
little atre,
kid.—
T. N.— Neighborhood
Magrude'r, Elite
theIola, Kans.
patron-

Fixed by George, with Eddie Lyons
age.
Scene from "A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court." adapted from Mark
and Lee Moran. — This pair made one
good feature, La La Lucille. Balance of
Twain's book, and staged by Emmett J. Flynn.
pictures should have been two reelers.
business. Pleased immensely. Top — E. A. Baradel, Palace theatre, Mcit. One of the poorest Select pictures
Gchee, Ark. — Small town patronage.
prices oOc including war tax. These kinds
we ever ran. — B. F. Sharp, Tumble In
theatre. Sinton, Tex. — Rural patronage.
of plays pack our house. — Giacoma Bros.,
Pink Tights, with a special cast. — This
is extra good. One you can get the
Girl of the Sea, with Betty Hillburn.
Crystal theatre, Tombstone, Ariz. — General
patronage.
whole
family out on. Work through the
— Was afraid of this but had three days
kids, they are the success of any theatre.
good crowd. Very tine photography.
Down on the Farm, a Mack Sennett
— H. Pace, Princess theatre, Traer, la.
The fight with octopus under-sea scenes
— Big comedy as extra feavery clear. — Harry Pace, Princess the- production.
Once a Plumber, with Eddie Lyons
ture
and
it
pleased
immensely.
It
seemed
atre, Traer, la.
and Lee Moran. — This was a rather
to be the kind of stuff they wanted and
pleasing picture. Not as good as La La
we tried another one, Love, Honor and
Stoll
Lucille. — E. T. Craffits, Pastime theatre,
Behave, First National, for three days.
Seelyvillc, Ind. — Small town patronage.
I thought it a better picture, but the
Mr. Wu, with a special cast. — Picture
public did not come for it. I fizzled.—
drew good. Patrons well pleased. Stoll
Hitchin' Posts, with Frank Mayo. —
pictures are a good bet for small exhibitor as well as big houses. — H. D. Mc"WON'T YOU GIVE UP YOUR FOOLISH WAYS?'
Donald, Lyric theatre, Torrington, Wyo.
The Tavern Knight, with a special
cast. — Picture drew well in spite of the
fact it was costume. Acting fine, settings wonderful, story gripping and
holds interest. I am having fine success
with the Stoll pictures and recommend
them highly. — Brakeman & Brakeman,
Rex theatre, Cheyenne Wells, Colo.
United Artists
The Mark of Zorro, with Douglas
Fairbanks. — Book this one, men, and go
it strong. It is the fastest, biggest thing
Doug, has made to date, and we have
shown them all. Clever swordsmanship,
good riding and some fighting. A real
entertainment. — R. Ross Riley, Wigwam
theatre, Oberlin, Kans. — Small town patronage.
Down on the Farm, a Mack Sennett
production. — Run this two days with a
chautauqua in town to which the kids
had free admission. Kids left it and
came to my theatre and paid to see Down
on the Farm. Animal acting excellent.
— W. H. Heifer, Itasca theatre, Alice,
Tex. — Small town patronage.
The Mark of Zorro, with Douglas
Fairbanks. — Fairbanks does not draw as
well as formerly, but this is his best
picture and should be exploited big. —
D. B. Baker, Circle theatre, Ottumwa,
la.
Pollyanna, with Mary Pickford. — Big

Douglas Fairbanks and support in a scene from "The Nut,
United Artists production.

Fairbanks' latest
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PAULINE FREDERICK
in a scene from the Robertson-Cole production, "The Mistress af Shenstone."
Mayo's pictures
betterwasthan
averageof Universals.
This one
a story
the
South Did not draw very well, but
seemed to please. — H. J. McBeth. Gem
theatre. Ord, Neb. — Neighborhood patronage.
Two Kinds of Love, with Breezy
Eason. — A wonderful production. This
kid is great and a wonderful child actor.
Got many compliments on this. Big
business. Give us more like this.- — T.
X. Magruder, Elite theatre, Iola, Kans.
— Neighborhood patronage.
The Path She Chose, with Anne Cornwall.— Played this one with Century comedy and pleased 100%. — F. R. Meierbachtol, Elysian theatre. Elysian, Minn.
— Small town patronage.
The Peddler of Lies, with a special
cast. — A good picture. — W. C. Cleeton,
Gem theatre, Higbee, Mo.
Honor Bound, with Frank Mayo. —
Fair, except story too improbable. — E.
A. Baradel. Palace theatre, McGehee.
Ark. — Small town patronage.
The Marriage Pit, with Frank Mayo.
Fair picture. Average puller. — C. T.
Craffits, Pastime theatre, Seelyville, Ind.
— Small town patronage.
Everything, but the Truth, with Eddie
Lyons and Lee Moran. — We understand
Universal is going to put these stars
back in two reelers. It is about time
for they cannot make passable five-reel
stuff. — R. Ross Riley, Wigwam theatre,
Oberlin, Kans. — Small town patronage.
The Golden Trail, with Jane Novak. —
One of the best pictures we have played
this year. Stood up for two days. I
may bring this picture back for an extra
day. — Lawrence Watkins, Strand theatre, Petersburg, 111. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Secret Gift, with a special cast. —
A real good program picture. Star seems
to take well with my people. — John Aden.
Rialto theatre, Terril, la. — Neighborhood
patronage.
The Devil's Passkey, an Eric von Stroheim production. — Personally I liked it
very much. My audience did not care
for it. It's a big town picture. Settings
are magnificent. Acting is perfection.
Shows careful and artistic direction, but
story not the popular kind. — Alvin S.
Lafayette, Colo. —
Jewel theatre.
Frank,
Neighborhood
patronage.
Bullet Proof, with Harry Carey.—
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Good picture. Everybody likes Carey
here. — F. R. Meierbachtol. Elysian theatre. Elysian, Minn. — Small town patronage.
Sundown Slim, with Harry Carey. —
Drew much better than the picture
deserved. Would call this one of Carey's
poorest pictures. People don't like to
see a hero made of a bum as a regular
diet. — J. B. Stine, Gem theatre, Clinton,
Ind. — General patronage.
Blind Husbands, an Eric von Stroheim
Played
The and
Devil's
Passkeyproduction.
new to —record
houses
followed up with Blind Husbands. More
than average business two nights and big
counter attractions both nights. Patrons
hate von Stroheim so much they like
him. "B. H." good anywhere, anytime.
— O. R. Nation, Strand theatre, Davis.
Calif. — Small town patronage.
The Girl in the Rain, with Ann Cornwall.— Not a feature. Just a picture. Socalled "star" unknown. Made the big
mistake of playing this on Sunday
against strong competition and got just
what I deserved — poor business. — J. B.
Stine, Gem theatre, Clinton, Ind. — General patronage.
The Gilded Dream, with Carmel
Myers. — Nothing to it. Walked out on
this. — E. A. Baradel, Palace theatre, McGehee, Ark. — Small town patronage.
Pink Tights, with Gladys Walton.— A
100% picture. Pleased everybody. You
can't afford to pass this one up. Grab it.
— T. N. Magruder, Elite theatre, Iola.
Kans. — Neighborhood patronage.
Vitagraph
The Tower of Jewels, with Corinne
Griffith. — An exceptional crook play and
went over with my patrons. — New Cozy
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theatre, Winchester, Ind. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Trumpet Island, with a special cast. —
A picture that slipped in without much
boosting. Got big business. Seemed to
please everyone who saw it. Old stuff,
but it seems to be what people want. —
Ben L. Morris, Olympic theatre, Bellaire. O. — Small town upatrotiage.

The WomanSpecials
Untamed I McGovern),
with Doraldina. — Business good for a
stormy night. Good clean story. Everybody more than pleased. — F. O. Berbing,
Pastime
sient theatre,
patronage. Milwaukee, Wis— TranThe Unknown Ranger (Aywon), with
a special cast. — This picture and Dangerous Trails were two of the poorest substitutes for pictures I ever ran. Why.
the kids in this town could do better
than those players.— E. T. Craffits, Pastime theatre, Seelyville, Ind.— Small town
patronage.
Hell's Oasis (Pinnacle), with
Hart. — A big western, with plentyNealof
action. If your patrons like Westerns
this one will pull them in. — T. N. Magruder. Elite
theatre,
borhood
patronage. Iola, Kans. — NeighThe Woman Untamed (McGovern),
with Doraldina. — Had dancer with this
and could not get people in house for
three days. A big bet and pleased. —
Ben L. Morris, Olympic theatre, Bellaire, O. — Small town patronage.
The Woman Untamed (McGovern).
with Doraldina. — Picture very good and
clean. Booked for big special, and made
good. Held them out. — L. L. Grossman,
Arcadesienttheatre.
patronage. Milwaukee, Wis. — TranThe County Fair (G. Croswell Smith).

Pinehurst General Office
Pinehurst, N. C.
CAROLINA THEATRE
Feb. 13th, 1921

•

Vitagraph Branch Office,
Washington, D. C.
Gentlemen :
I cannot refrain from congratulating you on the splendid production
you have made of the famous old story of "Black Beauty,"
I have run nearly all of the big productions of all the producers that
are really worthy of the name of "big," but I have yet to run one that
met with such universal approval and commendation as did "Black
Beauty."
Vitagraph certainly has done this beautifully.
If exhibitors are wide awake for pictures that will add prestige to
their theatres as well as dollars to their pockets, they will certainly
avail themselves of this great opportunity, for "Black Beauty" will not
only draw the better class of people to the theatres, but it will satisfy
them thoroughly after they come.
It is one of a few special productions on which an exhibitor can raise
his admission price with the absolute assurance that his patrons will
consider it well worth the added price. "Black Beauty" is a credit to
the industry.
Here is a little personal story that may interest you. Among our
guests
is ahome
well known
seldom hegoes
to the worth
"movies"
when hehereis at
because banker
so few who
of them
considers
the
time
spentthein next
seeing
see others
"Black whom
Beauty."
At the
matinee
day them.
he was He
backcame
with tofour
he brought.
Over at Southern Pines, the second night, he was there with an automobile load of friends, and he told me he enjoyed it more the third
time than the first.
That's some recommendation for "Black Beauty."
Very truly yours,
(Signed) CHAS. W. PICQUET.
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USE

THIS

BLANK

Box Office Reports Tell the Whole
Story.
Join in This Co-operative Service
Report Regularly on
Pictures You Exhibit
And Read in The Herald
Every Week What Pictures
Are Doing for Other Exhibitors
Fill in this blank now and send
to Exhibitors Herald, 417 S. Dearborn St., Chicago.
Title
Star
Producer
Remarks

Title
Star
Producer
Remarks

Exhibitor
Name of Theatre
Transient or Neighborhood Patronage
City
State
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a Maurice Tourneur production. — Only
a program picture. Not worth featuring. Played at 25 and 35c. Crowd slim.
— W. F. Baker, Boone Way theatre, Mt
Vernon, Ky. — General patronage.
WAY DOWN EAST, a D. W.
Griffith special. — Slightly better
than average number of patrons.
Price $1.00 and $1.50. Regular
shows night before and following
better attended than usual. Think
WAY DOWN EAST helped my
business. My net profit on day
doubled average Sunday. — O. R.
Nation, Strand theatre, Davis, Cal.
The Forbidden Woman (Equity), with
Clara Kimball Young.— Played The Forbidden Woman to a loss of sixteen dollars and no more Young pictures for
me. Too slow and draggy. Nothing to
it.— Carl Sather, Grand theatre, Annandale, Minn. — Small town patronage.
The Soul of Raphael (Equity), with
Clara Kimball Young. — No good for this
section.
RaymondCity,Piper,
House, —Virginia
Nev. Piper's Opera
The County Fair (G. Croswell Smith),
a Maurice Tourneur production. — A false
alarm I expected a good deal of this
picture and was very much disappointed.
L. M. Kuhns, Gibson theatre, Gibson,
N. M. — Mining camp patronage.
The Man from Nowhere (Arrow), with
Jack Hoxie. — Very good five reel Western. Good heart interest. — O. K. McKisitt, Byon theatre, Racine, Wis. —
Transient patronage.
Mid-Channel (Equity), with Clara
Kimball Young. — This picture went over
good, although it failed to draw. Clara
a dead one here. — Pfeiffer Bros., Opera
House, Kenton, O. — General patronage
Galloping Devils (Canyon), with
Franklyn Farnum. — A good clean Western type of picture. Star fine. — O. K.
McKisitt, Byon theatre, Racine, Wis. —
Transient patronage.
The County Fair (G. Croswell Smith),
a Maurice Tourneur production. — We
class this as a 100% five reeler. It gives
100% satisfaction at a small raise in
price. — Raymond Piper, Piper Opera
House, Virginia City, Nev.
Mid-Channel (Equity), with Clara
Kimball Young. — This is a good- Young
picture.
RaymondCity,Piper,
House, —Virginia
Nev. Piper's Opera
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Exciting and interesting but situations
nearly all very unpleasant. Drew well
but a very poor picture to show to kids.
L. M. Kuhns, Gibson theatre, Gibson,
X. M. — Mining camp patronage.
Bride 13 (Fox), with a special cast. —
Lay off, as Bride 13 is the worst serial
I ever played. I lost money on it. Take
a tip from one who knows. — Ellen Shaffer,sient
Alvinpatronage.
theatre, Cleveland, O. — TranThe Diamond Queen (Universal), with
Eileen Sedgwick. — If you are in a small
town you are sure to lose. It is just fair
serial. Enough said. — S. C. Hagan, Palm
theatre, Mound City, 111.
Short Subjects
Topics of the Day (Pathe). — Here is
the best start you can get for a program. It starts the show off right. —
K. K. Stonebrook, Wisner theatre, Eldora, la. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Skipper's
TreasureTrolley
Gardencomedy.
(First
National),
a Toonervillc
— Mild but pleasing. Some good stunts.
— Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon,
Idaho. — Small town patronage.
School Days (Vitagraph), with Larry
Semon. — The best comedy ever shown
of the star. Book it and boost it. —
Ernest \V. Hatcher, Star theatre, Harlem, Ga. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Toonerville Fire Brigade (First
National), with a special cast. — This is
a clean comedy and my patrons like them
fine. I don't think this one is as funny
as The Skipper's Treasure Garden.— W.
W.
theatre, Lake City, la. —
SmallWoltz,
town Star
patronage.
Hot Dog (Universal), with Brownie.
— A knockout. A scream from start to
finish. Century comedies are real. — T.
N. Magruder, Elite theatre, Iola, Kans. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Rolin Comedies (Pathe). with Snub
Pollard. — Always pleases. Little colored
boy should also be mentioned as a star.
— W. H. Heifer, Itasca theatre, Alice.
Tex. — Small town patronage.
One Week (Metro), with Buster Keaton. — A good comedy, but not as funny
as some Number of new stunts. Not
a» good as I expected it to be. — W. W.
Woltz, Star theatre. Lake City, la. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Star and Century Comedies (Universal).— Can't say much for these. Some
are fair. Others too suggestive. — W. H.
Heifer. Itasca theatre. Alice, Tex. — Small
town patronage.
The Land of Opportunity (Selznick),
with a special cast. — Here is a picture
every American should see. It is only
two reels, but it is a real feature. — R. K.
Stonebrook, Wisner theatre, Eldora, la.
— Neighborhood patronage.
The Bashful Blacksmith (Arrow), with
Hank Mann. — Hank Mann is always
long on laughs. This comedy certainly
was a mirthquake. You could hear them
laufrhing blocks away. — Mrs. Lloyd JunQueen patronage.
theatre, Aspermont, Tex. —
Small kin,town

Serials
King of the Circus (Universal), with
Eddie Polo. — We are on the sixth episode and going fine. This is a gem of a
serial. Everybody is wild over Eddie.
His stunts and the circus scenes draw
splendidly. — Mrs. Lloyd Junkin, Queen
theatre, Aspermont, Tex. — Small town
patronage.
THE VANISHING DAGGER
(Universal) with Eddie Polo. — On
13th episode and amid a stream of
tent shows, carnivals and special
church services the interest is
amazing.
Kids have organized
bands in school to play "The Vanlike aItasca
mustardishing
plaster.Dagger."
— W. Draws
H. Heifer,
theatre, Alice, Texas.
^iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHirninitiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiuiiniiiiniTiMniiiiiiHniimiitnnmiuitiumiTnirrnninmiraQ
Ruth of the Rockies (Pa the), with
Ruth Roland. — That's the best on the I Communications regarding con- I
market. Playing 12th episode and they I dition of Him, service conditions, j
still keep coming. Take a tip and book I rental prices, etc., should be |
it. — Ellen Shaffer, Alvin theatre, Cleve- I mailed separately. Reports for §
land, O.— Transient patronage.
I this department must be confined ]
The Veiled Mystery (V itagraph), with
Antonio Moreno. — Good serial. — S. C. I to the actual drawing power rec- §
Hagan, Palm theatre, Mound City, 111.
1 ord of productions.
giiiminiiiiiintiniii uiuimnim 1111 rtifitiuuiimniiniinmnnmiiinnmntiiminiiiiiii
Bride 13 (Fox), with a special cast. —

THEATRE

EQUIPMENT

History

and

Development

of

Equipment
Progress
All exhibitors have at one
time or another sat in a darkened projection room, attached
to some exchange, watched a
picture run off cold. No orchestration accompanied it.
just the monotonous clicking
of the projection machine.
Decorative effect was of the
minimum, usually no attempt
whatever made in this direction. The picture was viewed
through to the finish with little or no comment. Probably
a little discussion followed and
the showing was finished.
Contrast this with the environment under which the
average theatre patron views
a picture. He is ushered into
the theatre through an attractive lobby. He is directed
to his seat through aisles
richly carpeted.
Tinted walls, profusion of
lights, costly drapes, all in harmony, put his mind in a receptive mood for what is to follow. His appetite for good
music is appeased by the
strains from a full-toned pipe
organ, a symphony orchestra,
in many cases both.
Many exhibitors have commented on the fact that when
they saw a picture in their theatres, they found it hard to believe it was the same one they
had viewed in the projection
room showing.
If you have made this comparison, if you have felt this
contrast, then you know the
meaning of equipment to the
theatre. That is why we repeat— thought put upon equipment is not wasted time.

Organs
Organ

Building Profession Has Adjusted
Popular Demand Cpon It
BY DAVID MARR
President, The Marr & Colton Company

tht
Itself to

which led to the rapid development of the
THE desire
for music
has earliest
been experienced by man
since the
days instrument.
and we find that down through the ages
We find that the greatest advance in
music has played an important part in organ building has happened in this
twentieth
century when the organ has
man's life. This is shown first in the
primitive pipes of Pan and in the Chi- come into general use for public amusenese cheng, instruments which date back
ment, large organs
installed
public auditoriums
and being
concert
halls. inAbout
to a time that is lost in the mists of antiquity, these insrtutnents being blown
this time the first instrument was inby the breath. Possibly the Chinese
stalled in the motion picture theatre and
cheng may be taken as the first instance
the ingenuity of the organ builders has
of the organ.
been called
upon well
to meet
rapid itad-is
vance and how
he isthisdoing
The earliest authentic record of the
shown
in
the
instruments
manufactured
organ is probably found in the fourth
today. We find tones resembling rechapter of Genesis, where it is recorded
markably the tones of the orchestra, such
that '"Jubal is the father of all such as
as
saxaphones, clarinets, cello and other
handles the harp and the organ." The
representations
the orchesorgan of the ancients was a simple con- numerous
tra assembled
under the ofcontrol
of a
trivance consisting in order of evolutions
of three essential parts, first, sequence of competent player. The motion picture
today is considered incomplete
pipes graduated in length and made of theatre
without its organ for use alone or for
reed, wood or bronze; second, a con- use
with
the orchestra.
trivance for compressing the wind and
In the organ of today we find that the
for supplying it to the pipes in order to
make them speak. The ends of such pipes four principal qualities of tone are as
as were required to be silent being follows: True organ or foundation tone
metal pipes of liberal scale.
stopped by the fingers, and third, a sys- given by (Concluded
on page SS)
tem of enabling the performer to store
the wind and to control the distribution
of
will.the supply separatelv to the pipes at
The primitive form was probably the
Syrinx or the pipes of Pan. These were
later combined with the bellows and the
pipes. The third part of the organ
bag
was composed of contrivances made by
artisans, boxes or chests with sliding
lids running in grooves and controlled
by levers. The pneumatic and hydraulic
organs of the ancients were practicall>
the same instrument, differing only in
the method of the wind supply. In the
earliest organs there is no doubt that
the pipes consisted of flute and reed
pioes of different lengths, as this is
clearly indicated by the early Egyptian.
Greek and Roman carvings and pottery.
The hydraulic organs probably date back
200 years B. C. and were probably the
invention of some of those early scienAlexandria.
tists of that city *of *learning,
*
It is interesting to note that the organ
was probably used largely in its earliest
day in connection with entertainments.
The hydraulic organs were played in the
theatre and in the Arena and on account
of its association with the theatre, gladatorial combats and pagan amusements of
corrupt Rome it was placed under a ban
by the early Christian church. Later the
recognition of the value of the organ in
Christian worship proved an incentive

DAVID MARR
President of the Marr and Colton Company,
makers of the ''New Era" organs.
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Top elevation of new Senate theatre, Chicago, showing location of Typhoon fans.

Senate
in
Installed
small high-powered fans operating at
high speed, as is used by other systems,
Beautiful Chicago Theatre
the Typhoon System uses fans of large
diameter, running at comparatively low
Has Complete System
speed. All the duct work is entirely done
away
with, thus securing a considerable
That Will Thoroughly
saving not only in the cost of installation, but also in the cost of operation.
Cool and Ventilate
The primary idea underlying the duct
Chicago has constructed and is now
system has always been to secure a
smooth, even distribution of air.
constructing some of the handsomest
theatres in the United States. Among
It required, in addition to a heavy outlay for the ducts themselves, a highthe best of these is the Senate thea- pressure
with a motor powerful
tre, owned and operated by Lubliner and enough to fan
counteract the resistance which
Trinz.
the ducts offered to the passage of the
One of the most important items to air. Not a little of the electric current
be considered in the equipment of the consumed by the duct system has been
due directly to this resistance. The
Senate was the cooling, heating and
Typhoon installation in the Senate theaventilation, and after careful consideratre consists of two No. 112 Typhoon
Single Sets, one No. 212 Typhoon Twin
tion of the various systems on the marSet, four No. 19 Typhoon Single Sets,
ket, it was decided to install the Typhoon
and one No. 28 Typhoon Twin Set.
System, manufactured by the Typhoon
Fan Co. of New York.
Special Air Chambers
The Typhoon engineering department
laid out a complete system that will
For heating purposes during the winter months, the two No. 112 Typhoon
thoroughly cool and ventilate the entire
Single Sets, which are located in special
house during the warm weather, while
at the same time the system provides for chambers in the attic space, draw the
the heating and ventilation during the air through 5,244 square feet of vento
winter months.
heaters and discharges this air in the
theatre through grilles located on each
Common Sense Principle
side of the stage. This equipment will
The Typhoon System is based on a blow seventeen and a half millions of
common
sense principle. Instead of cubic feet of fresh heated air per hour
Typhoons

U"

u.u
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r
r,
Side elevation of new Senate theatre, Chicago, giving a general idea of the installation
of the different Typhoon ventilating fans.
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into the theatre. To heat the theatre before
air can by
be the
recirculatedopening
through up,
the the
auditorium
No.
28 Typhoon Twin Set, located in a specially constructed chamber on the roof
of the theatre at the back of the balcony.
This No. 28 Typhoon Twin Set takes the
air from the grilles located underneath
the balcony, and the grilles located in
the ceiling in the lounging room, and
returns the air to the No. 112 Heating
Typhoons, located in the attic space on
each side of the stage. Thus, by this
recirculating, a considerable saving in
consumption of fuel is obtained.
By a simple damper arrangement, this
same No. 28 Typhoon Twin Set is made
to exhaust the air when necessary. For
the cooling and ventilation of the Senate
during the summer months, the cooling
equipment consists also of the two No.
112 Typhoon Single Sets (in summer the
heating stacks being cut down and bypassed), and in addition there is also
used the No. 212 Typhoon Twin Set,
located in the specially constructed
chamber over the stage. This equipment
takes fresh air from high above the
street and blows it into the theatre
through grilles located at the proscenium
arch, and on each side of the stage.
Blow Air Directly
Above the balcony there is also located in addition to the above equipment
in a specially constructed chamber in
the attic space, the four No. 19 Typhoon
Single Sets. These are arranged in pairs
and also blow large volumes of fresh air
directly into the theatre through circular
grilles located just over the balcony.
The air is blown out of the theaire
through the entrance doors and through
the grilles located in the ceiling in the
back of the balcony, assisted by a No:
28 Typhoon Twin Set which, during the
summer, is used for exhausting purposes.
Through the use of the entire Typhoon
Cooling System there is blown into the
Senate every hour fifty-six million cubic
feet of pure fresh air, creating a steady
refreshing breeze throughout the entire
theatre without a draft.
BUILD

LOBBY FRAME
MODEL
The new lobby frame department of
the Exhibitors Supply company is now
well under way and a number of the new
models have been finished, which will be
exhibited to the trade within a short
time.
Primarily the new department is designed to build frames to order in this
manner assuring the exhibitor that they
will harmonize absolutely with the general decorative scheme of his lobby.
Recent announcement of its plan in
this connection by the company, it is
said, has aroused considerable interest
and already, despite the fact that the
article has not been placed on the marceived.ket, inquiries for details have been reSTANLEY CO. BUYS THEATRE
The Washington theatre, Chester, Pa.,
has been taken over by the Stanley company and, it is announced, an entirely
new policy will be inaugurated in the
play
house. in Market street near the City
Located
Hall, the Washington Theatre is in the
heart of the business district. It is modern in every detail, having been built
approximately six months ago. Up to
the time of its sale to the Stanley company it has been under the management
of Ed Margolis. The amount involved
in the property transfer, including lot
and building, is estimated at $500,000.
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Can

You

Qualify

for

Screen Authorship
?
A national educational institution to train photoplavwrights by correspondence during spare
time at home has been established in Los Angeles to
meet the needs of the motion picture industry.
This institution is directed by experienced writers
sponsored by Cecil B. DeMille, Thos. H. Ince and
other prominent producers.
The field for photoplaywrights is lucrative and
applicants drawn from every walk of life respond
to the call.
Only persons naturally endowed with the gift of
creative imagination and dramatic insight, however,
can hope for success in this profession, and applicants must be selected accordingly.
All applicants, therefore, are requested to apply
bv mail to Frederick Palmer, Director of Education,
for the Palmer Home-Test Questionnaire to determine their fitness to undertake this course of
vocational training.
This fessor
questionnaire,
compiledformerly
by Pro-a
Malcolm Shaw scientifically
MacLean. A.M..
Northwestern University instructor of English composition, in collaboration with H. H. Van Loan,
noted photoplay author-producer, is the first test of
its kind ever adopted by an educational institution.
The purpose of this questionnaire is to help
applicantsinationdetermine
of creative imagpossessed by the
themdegree
and consequently
their
eligibility to enroll in this curriculum.
If successful in making this home test, the Palmer
Plan ableofto you.
Instruction
is availAddressin allPhotoplay
inquiries Writing
to
FREDERICK PALMER, Direct*- of Education
Palmer Photoplay Corp&ration
I. W. Hellman Building
Los Angeles, Cal.

We supply over 350 Theatres
with Programs and Dodgers
every weeK. If you're
playing capacity, send
some of our samples.

not
for

THE NATIONAL POSTER & PRT'G CO.
506 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.
Printers exclusively for the theatre.
hi
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MOTION-PICTURE PHOTOGRAPHY
A COMPLETE COURSE
A practicable, usable, standard treatise for
both the professional cinematographer and
those without experience. About 300 pages—
400 pages tions—by
of Newtext
1Q0 pages
of illustraYork and
Institute
of Photography.
Edited
by
Lieut.
Carl
L.
Gregory,
F. FLforP. the
S-,
Chief Instructor in cinematography
Government
Signal
Corps
School
of
Photography, at Columbia University, with special
chapters by Charles W. Hoffman, formerly
Feature-Photographer
son, Pathe, and World for
FilmThanhouser,
Companies, Ediand
by Research
Specialists,
Research
Laboratories of the Eastman Kodak Company.
T>D
I/T tC
AAMOXEY
REFUNDED
rRl^t
$O.UUnot
satisfied
with thisif
course after five days' examination.
NEW YORK INSTITUTE OF PHOTOGRAPHY Also at leading dealers.
Dept. 6—145 W. 36th St., New York. Dealer's terms on request.
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When

hot

weather

along —
comes
To most exhibitors

this

means three months of lowbusiness — and short profits.

But to the exhibitors whose
houses are cooled by
Monsoons, summer means
three months(of good business and real profits.

Our booklet ''Better Summer Business** tells you
more.
Write for your
copy— NOW.
/1PN3P17N APPLING
INC.

SyJTEtt

Room
907, 70 W. 45th St., New York
Philadelphia
Detroit
Baltimore

RealJBargains

in_Rebuilt

ProjectionJMachines, Ticket
Sellers and Converters
Each machine has been rebuilt to give long and efficient service
and is practically as good as new. To insure qui-k sales we have
made the prices extremely low. If you want high grade equipment at low prices — this is your opportunity.
2 — 1918 Motiographs, motor driven: short pedestal: outside shutter
each $250.00
2 — 1914 Motiographs. motor driven; outside
shutters: short pedestal
each $200.00
2— Powers 6-A; Motor driven
each $250.00
2 — 6-A Powers: hand driven:
each $175.00
2 — 1916 Simplex: Bell & Howell lamp houses:
each $300.00
1—
Simplex
2
L'nit
Ticket
Seller,
factory
rebuilt
1— Simplex 3 Unit Ticket Seller, factory rebuilt $I25.C0
$150.00
I— National Cash Register Ticket Selling Machine— factory rebuilt
$125.00
1— Martin Rotary 5 K. W. Converter, 220 volt.
factory rebuilt
$350.CO
Prices on all Projection Machines includes lenses,
condensers, slide carriers, etc.
Send for our large Catalog of Supplies.

rs Supply Company Inc.
Exhibito
845 South Wabuh Ave.
157 No. Illinois St
133 Second St
Chicago, Illinois Indianapolis. IncL
Milwaukee, I i
3316 Ufiddl Blvd. Produce Exchange Bldg.
St. Louis. Mo.
Minneapolis, Ming
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Providing Comfort for Fans Is an
Asset. Exhibitors Know This.
Palaces Are Going Up. Only
the Latest Equipment
Is Being Installed
New
Penn Yan, N.
pects to open his
in April or May.

Projects
Y. — H. C. Morse exnew Elm wood theatre
*
Hartford, Wis. — A n< w theatre and
office building will be erected here. It
will seat 1,925 .person*.
*
Portland, Ore. — Highway Amusement
Company is seeking a permit to build a
theatre at East Fiftieth street and Sandy
boulevard.
*
Mattoon, 111. — E, S. Moore of Dan
ville will build a new theatre in East
Broadway.
*
Lapeer, Mich. — G. F. Smith has
started construction work on his new
theatre building which will be 44 by [20
feet.
*
Newark, N. J.— The building at 60
Mulberry street is to be replaced by a
theatre. William A. Dalhoff will finance
the project.
Rhinelander, Wis. — Peter Komnan
will build a $75,000 theatre at Brown and
River streets. It will '-cat i.ooo patrons,
Liberty, N. Y. — Blake Washington
and William F. Miller expect to have
CAMERA BARGAINS
Motion Picture Cameras at cash
saving
prices.
professional
discounts
on Special
UNIVERSALIS.
Immediate
dellTary
oo minr
all ffi«d«U.
DaBrla.
DeFranne.
Patlie
and
oth.ru
■ tratedpleteTocatalogour atshowroom.
for ourdemon
comonce, free onSendrequest
BASS CAMERA COMPANY
Dept. H , 109 N. Dearborn St., Chlcaio. in.
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their new theatre on the site of the old
Monticello House completed
in June.
*
Appleton, Wis. — .Whcr Brothers of
Chicago plan the erection here of a
$750,000 theatre.
*
New York. — Samuel Friedenberg has
purchased
Burnside
Creston avenuesground
in the at
West
Bronx and
on which
a theatre to cost $350,000
will
be
erected.
*
RichmondviUe,
N.
Y. — Cobleskill
Amusement Company has organized to
build an opera house* at that place.
Remodeling
Carthage, N. Y. — John J. Dolan plans
the complete reconstruction and remodeling of his Hippodrome theatre, at a
cost of $30,000.
*
Canajoharie,
N.
Y. — Francis
will remodel the Mohawk
theatre.Barrett
*
Estherville, la. — Manager Graaf of the
Grand theatre is having the interior of
his theatre redecorated.
*
New Equipment
Cedar Rapids, la. — New Simplex protheatre. jectors have been installed in the Crystal
*
Ownership Changes
Norfolk, Neb. — Herbert Bluechel has
purchased the Auditorium and Lyric theatres from Hostettler Amusement Company.
a
Eagle Grove, la. — W. C. Stewart has
bought the Princess* theatre for $24,000.
Iowa City, la. — Punch Dttnkle has
based the Englert theatre.
a
Giring, Neb. — T I.. O'Harra and Nites
E. Olsen have purchased the Royal theatre.
*
Yoakum, Tex. — Edward Ruba has purchased the local theatre.
HISTORY

AND DEVELOPMENT OF ORGANS
(Continut-d from page 8$)

Flute tone produced from stopped
wooden pipes and other Hue pipes without stoppers modeled after the orchestral
instrument. String tone from pipes of
small scale and usually made from puretin. Reed tone, which as the name implies, is produced from reed pipes of
various shapes and materials. The tone
produced
vibrating
reed is It
sim-is
ilar to thefrom
reedsa of
an orchestra.
interesting to note that from the earliest
records the organ and the orchestra have
been closely allied and present indications point to that alliance becoming
even closer in the* future.
* *
A set or row of pipes

is generally
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CLASSIFIED
FOR SALE — One Monograph machine In
good condition. Hand drive, lenses for 65
toot throw. Cheap. Address P. O. Box
516. Whlte_Lake. 8. D.
termed a stop and groups of stops of
various tonal families are placed together. We find in the modern theatre
instrument such groups of pipes assembled under the name of Accompaniment, Orchestral, Solo Organ, etc. The
number, power and quality of these
stops vary greatly and each stop is
usually controlled by its manual. The
manuals are the keyboards which are
played by the hands, while the keyboard
lor the feet is known as the pedal. All
these keyboards are made up of black
and white keys throughout their compass and are presided over by the organist. To the organist, whom we might
term the exhibitor's musical ambassador,
belongs the responsibility of the musical
portrayal of the picture as shown on the
screen and at all times he should be encouraged in every effort he puts forth in
presenting the musical interpretation
which is so essential for the accompaniment of the picture. He plays an important part in the success of the theatre.
It is interesting for the pioneer exhibitor to glance back for a moment and
reviewtion picture
the progress
the motheatre. of
In music
the firstin days
you
will recall we had a piano alone, possibly
augmented with a singer singing the
words to the illustrated song. Then
there was a desire for a more pretentious
musical program
instrument found itsand
waytheintoautomatic
the theatre
and at this period it may be questioned
whether the art of music was benefited by
some of the terrible contrivances which
were supposed to regale the public with
sweet sounding music.
♦ * *
Then came the organ into the theatre,
the first organs being practically models
of church organs, deadly monotonous^ in
tone and not having that quality which
was necessary to produce the music
which the public demanded, but within a
short time the organ building profession
adjustedmandsitself
to the
deand we find
thatnew
the popular
instruments
were a close counterpart of the orchestra
until we now have that ideal combination,
which is tending to become the most
successful of all attempts on the part of
the motion picture exhibitor to overcome
the music
the combination of thequestion,
organ andnamely
the orchestra.
Of
course, where the expense does not allow
this ideal combination the exhibitor must
turn to either the orchestra or the organ.
If a first-class orchestra is not available,
or the expense thereof too great, then the
organ is the only solution to the. problem.
We find in the medium and smaller
sized theatres the exhibitor is turning to
the organ alone more and more as the
ideal music for his theatre, the patrons
of which demand a high class musical accompaniment tothe high quality of pictry. tures being shown throughout the coun-
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the Procession

in Los

By Harry Hammond
i
King Vidor and his beautiful wife are
now in the east.
* * *
Herbie Somborn (Mr. Gloria Swanson),
has returned from New York.
* * *
Roy Stewart has thrown aside his flannel
shirt and sombrero to support Katherine
MacDonald in a conventional boiled shirt
and dinner coat.
* * *
Priscilla Dean, Edith Roberts, Harry
Carey and their big boss of little stature.
Carl Laemmle, have signified their intention of attending the Allied Amusements of
California Ball, which is to be staged at
the Civic Auditorium, San Francisco, on
March 8. Eugene Roth, managing director
of the California theatre, San Francisco,
created much enthusiasm regarding the
project during his recent visit here.
* * *
David Butler is building a new home
in Hollywood.
* * *.
Watterson R. Rothacker has arrived in

HERALD

Angeles

Beall
1

Los Angeles. He plans a chain of worldwide film laboratories.
* * *
William A. Brady is here. The president of the National Association M. P. Industry is accompanied by Jack Connelly.
Washington representative of the organization.
* * *
Erle Kenton has resigned as a Mack
Sennett comedy director. His future plans
are unannounced.
* * *
T. W. Burke, formerly program manager of the Busch circuit of theatres at
San Diego, has been added to the Gore,
Ramish
and Lesser chain organization in a
similar capacity.
* * *
David Butler is to be again starred in
his own productions to be released under
the Irving Lesser banner, according to an
announcement by Mr. Lesser.
* * *
Frank Zimmerer, nationally known art
director, who achieved fame for his work

89
at the Criclc theatre, Indianapolis, Ind., has
been engaged as art director by the Gore,
Ramish and Lesser interests.
* * *
Blue laws are to be laughed to death if
the campaign of propaganda planned by the
Screen Writers' Guild is carried to a successful conclusion. Thompson Buchanan,
president, has appointed the following on a
committee to arrange satires in print, stage
and on the screen to combat the evil; Rob
Wagner, William DeMille, Albert Shelby,
LeVino. Rupert Hughes, Jeanie Macpherson,
and Marian Fairfax. Edward Knoblock
*. * *
Otto Bollman, president of E. P. Hunziker's Dial Film Company, has denied the
report that his organization will produce in
studios at Pasadena, Cal.
Shirley Mason

Star

Of "Lamplighter"
A film story
said to be unique as a
regulation feature photoplay narrative, is
the subject of a production known as
"The Lamplighter," that William Fox is
to issue shortly with Shirley Mason as
its star.
While "The Lamplighter" is one of the
principal actors in this moving drama, he
is not the lead, but is a beautifully drawn
character of a kindly old man, who, while
pursuing his humble occupation, is drawn
into one of the most absorbing tangles
that ever wrecked the happiness of several hapless souls, chief among these being Gertie, a little girl who is condemned
for years to drag out a joyless existence
under control of a gin-soaked hag.
Finally she is restored to her mother and
father and finds her happiness complete
with the lover of her early childhood. The
film was made from a story by Maria
Susanna Cummins and has been directed
by Howard M. Mitchell.
Nazimova's "Camille" Is
Modern Interpretation
[Of Famous Dumas Tale
It will be an ultra-modern Camille,
according to Metro, who will be seen in
Nazimova's forthcoming special Metro
production
of Alexander Dumas' immortal love story.
All of the picturesque settings for the
action of the production, especially designed by Natacha Rambova, are said to
reveal the last word in present day elegance. Gowns worn by Nazimova and
members of her company are the product
of the combined ingenuity of star and
artist. Many of the hangings and draperies used were imported from Paris by
Nazimova and some have adorned her
own home.
The cast for "Camille" includes, besides
Nazimova, Rudolph Valentino, who will
enact the part of Armand, the romantic
lover; Rex Cherryman, Arthur Hoyt,
Zeffie Tillbury, Ruth Miller and Consuelo
Flowerton. Ray Smallwood will direct.

Carmel Myers, the Universal star, whose next picture will be "The Dangerous
Moment." Miss Myers was married to Isidor Kornblum of New York over
a year ago, and has just divulged the secret.

Lubin
Reports
Allene'Ray
Feature
Making
Big Sales
Bert Lubin, who made record sales
with "Honeymoon Ranch," his first state
rights picture, has started out smashing
new records on "West of the Rio
Grande," his second Allene Ray feature,
in which Harry McLaughlin plays a costar part.
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SELECTED

FILMS,

inc

ANNOUNCE
THAT
THEY
ARE
NOW
DISTRIBUTING
THE
BRADYMA DE
P RODUC
TIONS
(V MASTERPIECE
FORMERLY RELEASED
FILM DIST.BYCO J\
and will hereafter release
weekly these new re-created
pictures with the foremost
stars of the screen, including
Clara Kimball Young
Montague Love
Eugene O'Brien
Paul Cappellani
Ethel Clayton
Alice Brady
SPECIAL
AS

PRODUCTIONS

REGULAR

ILLINOIS

Carlyle Blackwell
June Elvidge
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RELEASES

DISTRIBUTORS

OF

Holbrook

THE

SON
» TARZAN
The
Most
Successful Serial
Ever

Released

in This

Territory

E. K. Lincoln
Blinn
House Peters
Lew Cody

Selected Films, Inc.
207 So. Wabash Ave.
6th Floor
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BARBEE'S
THEATRE,
Chicago, has
this production as the biggest picture
independent
The

market

greatest

love

today.
storu,

9he

HIDDEN

Featuring

the

beautiful

DOLORES

picked
on the

ever

told

—

LIGHT
Cameo

Girl —

CASSINELLI

NOTE:— MISS CASSINELLI will appear IN PERSON
during the Barbee run and will probably have some
time left after that showing for personal appearances
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Sons

Warn

Purchase Shakespeare
Lease for $150,000
H. Schoenstadt and sons have purchased the ninety-nine year leasehold on
the building at Forty-third street and
Ellis avenue which contains the Shakespeare theatre, apartments and offices.
It is understood that the price was
approximately $150,000 subject to a first
mortgage of $60,000 and a second of
$55,000. The present lease on the theatre does not expire until May. 1922.
This will give the Schoenstadt chain
eight houses.
Selected Films Closes
For Brady-Made Series
Selected Films, Inc.. has purchased the
northern Illinois and Indiana and the
southern Wisconsin rights to the Bradymade series of twenty-two reissued features. They include pictures starring
Robert Warwick. Doris Kenyon, Ethel
Clayton, Holbrook Blinn, Emmet Corrigan, Montagu Love. E. K. Lincoln,
June Elvidge, Carlyle Blackwell, House
Peters, Lew Cody, Alice Brady, Milton
Sills, Gail Kane, Clara Kimball Young,
Eugene O'Brien,
Warner Oland.
Alec
Francis,
Robert Cummings
and Edwin
August.
Wabash

Film Exchange
Buys 20 Star Westerns
The newly organized Wabash ' Film
Exchange has just closed a deal with
the Dominant Pictures Corporation that
will enable them to publish a two-reel
Western Star Drama every week. There
are twenty subjects in the series.
The two-reelers were filmed under the
direction of Rupert Julian and include
Julian. Art Acord. Pete Morrison, Dorothy Davenport, Jack Livingston. LucilleYoung. Edythe Sterling, Lee Hill, Fritzi
Brunette and Edward Alexander among
the stars.
Premier at Band Box
Opens Record Booking
"Lone
Hand features
Wilson," which
the first
the
Lester Cuneo
are ofbeing
distributed in Illinois and Indiana by
Unity Photoplays of Chicago, is establishing an enviable booking record following its premier at the Band Box.
Lloyd Lewis, publicity director for
Unity, obtained effective cooperation
from the Chicago Herald and Examiner.
Trinz With Bushmint
Edward Trinz has resigned from
Lubliner & Trinz theatre circuit to become secretary and treasurer of the
Bushmint Company of Chicago, holders
of the Chicago district franchise of the
Synchronized Scenario Music company.

who ha.s been L.madeH. Gl'HL
Milwaukee manager
of Doll-Van Film Corporation.
Selected Films Buys
Masterpiece Exchange
Selected Films, Inc., of Chicago, of which
Milton Simon is president, has taken over
the Masterpiece Film Corporation and
added its films to the list of productions
offered exhibitors.
The deal was announced by Mr. Simon
upon his return from New York, recently.
While east, he purchased rights for his
territory to three feature productions
They will be announced at a later date.
Billy West Comedies
Are Booked by Chains
The Joan comedies, starring Billy West,
which are being distributed in this territory by the Pioneer Film Corporation of
Illinois, have been given unusual bookings.
They will be shown over the Ascher Brothers, Lubliner & Trinz and Schoenstadt
circuits and in the Central Park theatre of
Halaban & Katz.
Gollos and Gollos Have
First J. W. Production
Gollos and Gollos have purchased Illinois rights to the first feature production
offered independent exchanges* by the J. \Y.
Film Corporation. It is "Every Man's
Price," drama
starringstaged
Graceby Darling.
It is a
society
Burton King.
•

Theatres

to

Observe Fire Law
Police
Chief Fitzmorris
Declares Vigilance
Has Been Relaxed
Chief of Police Charles C. Fitzmorris,
in a letter to the fire department, declares that many Chicago theatre owners
have failed to comply with the terms of
the fire prevention laws during the past
week and warns that the danger of another theatre disaster is present.
Blames Haste of Employes
The cause of the condition is carelessness on the part of theatre employes and
their haste to leave the theatre after the
final performance, he says.
Fire Marshal Thomas O'Connor after
receiving the letter stated that immediate
steps would be taken to see that the
ordinances and state laws are strictly
enforced.
"It seems to be an almost universal
practice of ushers and guards to hurry
about closing and locking doors while
the house is still half filled," declared the
police chief. "At a certain theatre I
found only one of the four main entrances unlocked, although there were
300 people inside. At another theatre all
but two exits were barred when the
audience started to leave.
Declares People Stand
"No less alarming is the equally wide
custom of admitting people when all
seats are already filled, and permitting
absolute congestion at ends of aisles by
standing
people." that one hundred theHe estimated
atres in Chicago are lax in observing the
fire regulations.
Half Million Contracts
Closed by "Joe" Gilday
"Joe" Gilday, new district manager for
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation in
Chicago, set a speed record his first
week when he closed contracts repredollars. senting a gross business of half a million
Paramount pictures are assured for
Ascher Brothers and Lubliner & Trinz
chains; the Tivoli, Riviera and Central
Park theatres of Balaban & Katz. and
the Randolph, Orpheum and Lyric theatres of Jones. Linick & Schaefer.
Gollos Declares Big
Deal Is Now Pending
Aaron Gollos of Gollos Enterprises declares that negotiations are now nearing
conclusion which when completed will
make his exchange "one of the biggest
independent
exchanges
Mrs. Gollos and
Al Gollos inhaveChicago."
just returned from a business trip to Xcw York.
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a
==E^By Mac
Jimmy Mulhauser, publicity scribe par earnings a wee boost last week, taking a
excellence for Mack Sennett, who has been flying trip to Peoria, 111., for a several hour
marking time here for the past few weeks stop-over. To be sure he came romping
in behalf of the latest Associated Producers back with a contract and cash with.
* * *
picture^ "A Small Town Idol," in company
with
E.
M.
Asher,
Mr.
Sennett's
personal
representative, hopped the 20th Century for
H. A. R. Dutton, president of the Exhibitors Supply Company, returned March
Manhattan March 7 to start things stirring
7
after
spending several days in New York.
around little ol' New
* * Yawk.
»
We couldn't raise a murmur from the chief.
Let it be recorded and in great big bold Might mean eastern branches for this live
face on a twenty-four sheet, that George and up-and-at-'em company, — mebbe?
* * *
Beban,
filmdom's
bestmore
known
artiste and
producer,
than character
held his
Rieger, now covering the northside
own
with from
the prominent
H. torSam
the Interstate Films Exchange, tells us
Gushing,
Washington,"cit,"
D. George
C., during
they
are
clamoring for the Mary Pickford
the luncheon given by the Chicago Association of Commerce, at the Hotel LaSalle, features his exchange is offering. Apropos,
with Kddie Herz extending his trip an
March 2, giving the subject "better Pic- additional
week on the road looks like the
tures" a delightfully intelligent discus- country exhibitors are clamoring for these
sion which was appreciated immensely by subjects.
the large gathering* in* attendance.
» * »
*
Watterson R. Roth acker, president of
Milt Simon of the Selected Films ExRothackcr Film Manufacturing Company,
change, who recently arrived from his eastleft for Los Angeles, March 1, for an exern trip, slipped us the Sphinx stuff, but
tended California visit to oversee the final wc understand
he picked up a few feature
touches now being added to the big Roth- subjects for his territory which will be anacker studio which* is
completion.
* nearing
*
nounced at a later date. Can't understand
tonsil itis !
Understand that the $10 and costs that his silence. Might* be
» *
friend judge handed Clarence Phillips,
Several northside exhibitors tell us that
manager of the Gollos Enterprises, Inc.,
was for storing tillums in the Qaypool Ike Van Ronkel of the Favorite Players
Kxchange, besides offering some of the best
Hotel. have
Wonder
whatif "his
would
squawked
it hadjudgeship"
been a films obtainable, is fast establishing the
couple of cases of *"good
* * stories," eh-what ? reputation of having the handsomest sales
st|uad in the Mid-West. At the present
Sid Goldman gave the Illinois railroad time we are informed Frank Graham, a
A LITTLE FATHERLY ADVICE
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newcomer in local film circles, is covering
the northside territory.
* * *
. With Physical Director Bachrach doing
a swan dive at one end and Frank J.
Flaherty, manager of Unity, attempting a
jack-knife flop at the other end of the
Illinois Athletic Club swimming tank, the
other day, the tidal wave caused might have
flooded the
Bouldoors
Michin iftime.
the attendants hadn't
closed
"Welcome Children" Is
Announced for Early
National Distribution
The work of cutting and titling "Welcome Children," the first five-reel feature
to be made by Drascena Productions of
Los Angeles, has been completed.
The publication date will be announced
shortly by National Exchanges, Inc.,
which holds a contract with Drascena for
the exclusive distribution of that organization's pictures in the United States
and Canada.
"Welcome Children" was written and
directed by H. C. Matthews. The cast
includes Elsie Albert, Sidney Franklin,
Orpha Alba, George Sherwood, Kathrine
Griffith, John W. Early, Pearl M. Laight
and several others, including eight child
actors. National has arranged for its
second issue to be made one month following that of "Welcome Children."
"The Lost Romance" First
Knoblock Play for Screen
"The Lost Romance," which William
DeMille is producing for Paramount, is
based on the first original story that Edward Knoblock, British playwright, has
written for Paramount.
The principal roles are enacted by Jack
Holt, Conrad Nagel, Lois Wilson and
Fontaine La Rue, the first three being
the trio which scored in "Midsummer
Madness." Olga Printzlau adapted the
story and Guy Gilky is the cameraman.
Selznicks and Crosland
Return From Vacation
Myron and David Selznick, vice-president and secretary respectively of Selznick Pictures Corporation, have returned
from their vacation trip to Havana and
Palm Beach.
Alan Crosland, Selznick director, who
accompanied the brothers as their guest,
also returned and expects to start work
on
a new production within the near
future.
New Milwaukee Manager
Newman & Freuhler, owners of the
Butterfly theatre of Milwaukee, have announced the appointment of Edward
Macsary, formerly assistant to Dr. Hugo
Reisenfeld of New York, as manager of
that house.

Anna Q. Nilsson in a scene from the S. & L. George D. Baker production, "Without
Limit," which is being distributed by Metro.

Add House to Chain
Fitzpatrick & McElroy have purchased
two new houses in Goshen, Ind., as additions to their chain of theatres in the
Central West.
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Important
There is a capable, honest and
energetic press representative open to
an engagement. The necessity of securing aposition is imperative. Should the
reader know of a vacancy in this line,
kindly communicate with the
EXHIBITORS
1476 BROADWAY

new feature is
Y
EVER
heralded as better than the
last. The same enticing adjectives
advertise all first screenings. Every
Rothacker Print is abundant

HERALD
NEW YORK

in pictorial brilliance — none
better than the other - except
where the producer has made
it so. Constant excellence
distinguishes Rothacker

Prints.
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SMITH
in
HALLR00M

OPENS

BOYS

COMEDIES

Supported by Harry McCoy
VERY
SOON
At 804 SO. WABASH AVE., 3rd FLOOR
Corner 8th and Wabash Avenue

Smith has a bag of comedy tricks and a bundle
of thrills that will keep
your patrons yell ng
with joy.
Current Release

NEW
PRINTS

New

and Re-Issues

SHORT SUBJECTS AND FEATURE PRODUCTIONS

"HIGH AND DRV"
ITS A PIPPIN
All Rights Controlled by

BOYS
HALLR00M
1600 Broadway. New

COMEDIES
York City

GUIDE

to

AMERICAN FILM COMPANY
Distributed Through Pathe Exchanges
FLYING "A" SPECIALS
The Week End. six reels, with Milton Sills.
A Live-Wire Hick, six reels, with Wm. Russell.
A Light Woman, six reels, with Helen Jerome
Eddy.
The Gamesters, six reels, with Margarita Fisher.
TheElinor
Blue Field.
Moon, six reels, with Pell Trenton and
Their Mutual Child, six reels, with Margarita
Fisher and Nigel Barrie.
Sunset Jones, five reels, with Charles Clary.
ARROW FILM CORP.
The Chamber Mystery, five reels.
Circumstantial Evidence, five reels.
The Wall Street Mystery, five reels.
The Unseen Witness, five reels.
The Trail of the Cigarette, five reels.
The Bromley Case, five reels.
Woman's
ing. Man, five reels, featuring Romainc FieldLove's
Protege,fivefive
featuring
Bitter Fruit,
reels,reels,
all star
cast. Ora Carew.
The Golden Trail, five reels.
Bachelor
kins. Apartments, five reels, with Georgia HopTox, feature series, five reels.
A Man from Nowhere, five reels, with Jack Hoxie.
TheRemer.
Way Women Love, five reels, with Rubye De
Luxury, six reels, with Rubve De Remer.
The Deceiver, five reels, witn Carol Holloway.
The Tame Cat, five reels, with all star cast.
The Man Who Trifled, five reels, with all star cast.
Before the White Man Came, five reels, all Indian
cast.
ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
Distributed through Pathe Exchanges
Therar.Riddle Woman, six reels, with Geraldinr FarThe Devil, six reels, with George Arliss.
What Women Will Do, six reels.
ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS, INC.
THOMAS H. INCE PRODUCTIONS
Homespun Folks, six reels, with Lloyd Hughes.
Lying
Lips,Vidor.
six reels, with House Peters and
Florence
J. PARKER READ, JR., PRODUCTIONS
TheGlaum.
Leopard Woman, seven reels, with Louise
A worth.
Thousand to One, six reels, with Hobart BosLove, six reels, with Louise Glaum.
ALLAN DWAN PRODUCTIONS
Thewood
Forbidden
Thing,Jerome
six reels,
and Helen
Eddy. with James KirkA Perfect Crime, six reels, with Monte Blue and
Jacqueline Logan.
MAURICE TOURNEUR PRODUCTIONS
TheBedford.
Last of the Mohicans, six reels, with Barbara
MACK SENNETT PRODUCTIONS
A Small Town Idol, six reels, with Ben Turpin.
C. B. C. FILM SALES
The Victim, six reels.
Dangerous Love, five reels.
CREATION FILMS, INC.
For the Freedom of Ireland, five reels.
EQUITY PICTURES
Keep to the Right, six reels, with Edith Taliaferro.
Whispering
Devils, seven reels, with Conway
Tearle.
Midchannel, six reels, with Clara Kimball Young.
Hush, five reels, with Clara Kimball Young.
FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY
Dec. 12 — TheRoscoe
Life Arbuckle.
of the Party, five reels, with
Dec. 12 — Heliotrope,
duction. six reels, Cosmopolitan pro-
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Dec. 19 — To Please One Woman, six reels, Lois
Weber production.
Dec. 19 — An Washburn.
Amateur Devil, rive reels, with Bryant
Dec. 26 — The Testing
liam S. Hart.Block, six reels, with WilDec. 26 — Silknett.Hosiery, five reels, with Enid BenJan. 2 — Thesix Bait.
reels. Maurice Tourneur production,
Jan. 9 — ThesixJucklins,
reels. George Melford production,
Jan. 9 — The Charm
lace Reid. School, five reels, with WalJan. 16 — ThewithEducation
of Elizabeth, five reels.
Billie Burke.
Jan. 16 — The Inside of the Cup, six reels, with
Special cast.
Jan. 23 — TheDouglas
Rookie'sMacLean.
Return, five reels, with
Jan. 23 — Midsummer Madness, six reels, William
De Mille production.
Jan. 30 — Paying
Piper, five reels, George Fitzmauricethe production.
Jan. 30 — TheThos.
Frontier
of the Stars, five reels, with
Meighan.
Feb. 6 — Brewsters
Millions,
six reels. Roscoe
Arbuckle.
Feb. fl— The Ghost in the Garret, five reels, Dorothy Gish.
Feb. 13 — Forbidden Fruit, eight reels, Cecil de
Mille production.
Feb. 13 — Chickens,
Lean. five reels, with Douglas MacFeb. 20. — The Kentuckians, six re,els, Chas
mopolitan production.
Feb. 27. — The Price of Possession, five reels, with
Ethel Clayton.
Feb. 27 — What's Worth While, five reels, Lois
Weber production.
Mar. 1 — O'Malley
the Mounted, six reels,
William S.of Hart.
Mar. fi - Straight Is the Way. seven reels. Cosmopolitan production.
FIDELITY PICTURES CO.
The Married Virgin, six reels.
Frivolous Wives, six reels.
FILM MARKET, INC.
TheRichard
House Travers.
Without Children, seven reels, with
The Grand Passion, six reels.
FIRST NATIONAL
Go and Get It, seven reels, Marshall Neilan pro
duction.
TheTalmadge.
Perfect Woman, five reels, with Constance
Notorious Miss Lisle, five reels, with Katherine
McDonald.
Jack-Knife Man, five reels. King Vidor special.
Forty-five
Minutes from Broadway, six reels, with
Chas. Ray.
Good
References,
six reels, with Constance Talmadge.
In the Heart of a Fool, seven reels, Allan Dwan
special. five reels, with Katherine MacDonald.
Curtain,
Harriet
Stewart.and the Piper, six reels, with Anita
TheTalmadge.
Branded Woman, seven reels, with Norma
Themore.Master Mind, six reels, with Lionel BarryWhat Women Love, six reels, with Annette Kellerman. Valley, six reels, with Charles Ray.
Peaceful
Nomads of North, six reels, Curwood production.
Twin
Haven.Beds, five reels, Mr. and Mrs. Carter DeOld Dad, six reels, with Mildred Harris Chaplin.
Themore.Devil's Garden, six reels, with Lionel BarryDangerous
Talmadge. Business, five reels, with Constance
Love, Honor and Behave, Mack Sennett comedy.
Unseen Forces, with All-Star Cast.
Dinty,
reels, with Wesley Ban-y, a Marshall
Neilanseven
production.
Habit,
five
reels,
Mildredseven
Harris.reels.
The Truth About with
Husbands,
Nineteen and Phyllis, six reels, with Chas. Ray.
The Great Adventure, six reels, with Lionel BarNotrymore.
Guilty, six reels, with Sylvia Breamer.
MyMacDonald.
Lady's Latchkey, five reels, with Kathryn

PICTURES

The Woman
in His Home, t-ixht rr«ls, with Spemadge.cial Cast.Affair, five reels, with Constance TalMamma's
TheRay.Old Swimmin' Hole, six reels, with Charles
Passion, eight reels with Pola Negri.
Scrambled Wives, six reels, with Marguerite Clark.
Themadge.
Oath, eight reels, R. A. Walsh production.
Lessons in Love, five reels, with Constance TalScrap Iron, five reels, with Charles Ray.
FEDERATED FILM EXCHANGES
Nobody's
Girl,five
fivereels,
reels, with
with Bessie
Billie Love.
Rhodes.
Bonnie May,
The Midlanders, five reels, with Bessie Love.
Hearts and Masks, five reels, with all-star cast.
Good Bad Wife, five reels, with all-star cast.
ThestarServant
cast. in the House, five reels, with allFORWARD FILM DIST.
Youth's Desire, five reels.
FOX FILM CORPORATION
FOX SPECIALS
Thenum.White Moll, seven reels, with Pearl White.
If I Were King, seven reels, with William FarWhile New York Sleeps, seven reels, with All
Star Cast.
Blind Wives, seven reels, with All Star Cast.
A seven
Connecticut
YankeeAll Star
in King
reels, with
Cast. Arthur's Court.
Skirts, seven reels, with Special Cast.
WILLIAM FARNUM SERIES
Draif Scuttlers,
Harlan, six
The
six reels.
reels.
PEARL WHITE SERIES
The Thief,
Tiger's six
Cub,reels.
six reels.
The
The Mountain Woman, six reels.
Know Your Man. six reels.
TOM MIX SERIES
The Untamed, six reels.
The Texan, six reels.
Prairie Trails, six reels.
The Road Demon, six reels.
Hands Off, six reels.
WILLIAM RUSSELL SERIES
The Man Who Dared, five reels.
The Challenge of the Law, five reels.
The Iron Rider, five reels.
Cheater Reformed, five reels.
Bare Knuckles, five reels.
SHIRLEY MASON SERIES
Chin
five reels.
Flame Toy,
of Youth,
five reels.
Girl of My Heart, five reels.
Merely Mary Ann, five reels.
Wing Lamplighter,
Toy. five reels.
The
five reels.
GEORGE WALSH SERIES
From Now On. five reels.
The Plunge*, five reels.
Number 17, five reels.
Dynamite Allen, five reels.
20TH CENTURY BRAND
Two Moons, with B-uck Jones.
Just Pals, with Buck Jones.
The Land of Jazz, with Eileen Percy.
Partners of Fate, with Louise Lovely.
The Big Punch, with Buck Jones.
The One Man Trail, five reels, with Buck Jones.
Beware
of the Bride, five reels, with Eileen Percy.
Lovely.the
While
Devil Laughs, five reels, with Louise
TheLovely.
Little Gray Mouse, five reels, with Louise
Oliver Twist, Jr., five reels, with Harold Goodwin.
GOLDWYN PICTURES CORP.
GOLDWYN STAR PRODUCTIONS
The Truth, five reels, with Madge Kennedy.
Scratch 666,
My five
Back,reels,
five with
reels Tom
(Eminent
Officer
Moore.Authors).
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Cupid, the Cowpuncher, five reels, with Will
Rogers.
ManPickford.
Who Had Everything, five reels, with Jack
GirlKennedy.
With the Jazz Heart, five reels, with Madge
It's a Revenge
Great Life,
reels five
(Eminent
The
of five
Tarzan,
reels, Artists).
with Gene
Pollar.
Going Some, five reels, Rex Beach production.
Theproduction.
North Wind's Malice, five reels. Rex Beach
The
Penalty,
five reels,
Earthbound. seven
reeis, with
with Lon
All Chaney.
Star Cast.
Stop Thief, five reels, with Tom Moore.
Madam X, six reels, with Pauline Frederick.
The Branding Iron, seven reels. Special Cast.
His Own Law, six reels, with Hobart Bosworth.
Honest Hutch, five reels, with Will Rogers.
Milestones, six reels, with Special Cast.
What Happened to Rosa, with Mabel Normand.
The Song of the Soul, with Vivian Martin, a Messmore Kendall production.
Godless Men, seven reels.
The Great Lover, six reels.
Just Out ef College, five reels.
Roads
erick. of Destiny, five reels, with Pauline FredThe
Highestof Bidder,
Prisoners
Love. five reels.
The Concert.
Guile of Women, five reels, with Will Rogers.
Bunty Pulls the Strings, seven reels.
Hold Your Horses, five re«ls.
The Voice in the Dark, five reels.
Boys Will Be Boys, five reels, with Will Rogers.
W. W. HODKINSON CORP.
Distributed through the Path* Exchanges
ZANE GREY PICTURES, DfC.
The V. P. Trail, six reels.
BENJAMIN B. HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS
The Dwelling Place of Light, by Winston Churchill.
J. PARKER READ, JR., PRODUCTIONS
The Brute Master, with Hobart Bosworth.
Love Madness, with Louise Glaum.
DEITRICH-BECK, INC.
The Harvest Moon, six reels, with Doris Kenyon
DIAL FILM CO. PRODUCTIONS
ThesonTiger's
Butt. Coat, with Myrtle Stedman and LawLOUIS TRACY PRODUCTIONS
The Silent Barrier, six reels, with Sheldon Lewis
ROBERT BRUNTON PRODUCTIONS
No. 99. five reels, with-J. Warren Kerrigan.
The Green Flame, five reels, with J. Warren
Kerrigan.
The House of Whispers, with J. Karren Kerrigan.
NATIONAL-BILLDE RHODES PROD.
The Kentucky Colonel, with Joseph J. Dowling.
JOSEPH LEVERING PRODUCTIONS
His Temporary Wife, six reels, with Special Cast.
LRVIN V. WTLLAT PRODUCTIONS
Down Home, an All Star Cast.
INDEPENDENT FILMS
NEAL HART SERIES
Oct.
Hell's Oasis,
five reels.
Nov. IS1 —— Skyfire,
five reels.
Jan. 1 — Dar-ger Valley, five reels.
Mar. 15 — God's Gold, five reels.
SPECIAL FEATURE
Mar. 1 — Reckless Wives.
JANS PICTURES, INC.
Madonnas and Men, six reels.
Love Without Question, seven reels.
AWings
Woman's
Business,
five reels.
of Pride,
five reels.
VICTOR KREMER PRODUCTIONS
Voices, six reels, with All Star Cast.
Mad Love, five reels, with Lina Cavalieri.
BERT LUBIN
Honeymoon Ranch, five reels, State Rights Feature.
West of the Rio Grande, five reels. Allene Ray.
METRO PICTURES CORPORATION
METRO SPECIALS
Dec. 13 — Hearts
Are Trumps, six reels, with All
Star Cast.
Dec 20 — Polly
With
a Past, six reels, with All
Cast.
Dec. 27 — Cinderella's
Twin,
six reels, with Viola
Dana.
Jan. 10 — Lure of Youth, six reels, all-star cast.
Jan. 17 — Marriage
Allison. of Wm. Ashe, six reels, May
Jan. 31 — TheDana.Offshore Pirate, six reels, Viola
Feb. 7 — Passion Fruit, six reels. Doraldina.
Feb. 21 — The Greater Claim, six reels. Alice Lake.
Mar. 7. — Extravagance,
six reels, with May
Allison.
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Mar. 21 — A Message from Mars, six reels, with
Bert Lytell.
Mar. 2S — Puppets
Dana. of Fate, six reels, with Viola
NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS
Madame Peacock, seven reels, with Nazimova.
Billions, six reels, with Nazimova.
MAURICE TOURNEUR PRODUCTIONS
The Great Redeemer, six reels. All Star Cast.
S. L. PRODUCTIONS
Love.
Cast. Honor and Obey, six reels, with All Star
Feb. 28 — Without Limit, six reels, Geo. D. Baker
production.
C. E. SHURTLEFF, INC.
Mar. 14 — The Little Fool, six reels, all-star cast.
PATHE EXCHANGE, INC.
EDGAR LEWIS PRODUCTIONS
Lahoma, seven reels.
A Beggar in Purple, six reels.
The Sage Hen, five reels, with Gladys Brockwell.
J. STUART BLACKTON PRODUCTIONS
House
the Tolling
Bell, six reels, with Bruce
Gordonof and
May McAvoy.
Forbidden
Valley,
six
and May McAvoy. reels, with Bruce Gordon
JESSE D. HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS
Half
ton. a Chance, seven reels, with Mahlon HamilHerSweet.
Unwilling Husband, five reels, with Blanche
Dice of Destiny, five reels, with H. B. Warner.
That Girl Montana, five reels, with Blanche Sweet.
When
We Were Twenty-one, five reels, with H.
B. Warner.
ROBT. BRUNTON PRODUCTIONS
The Devil to Pay, six reels, with Fritzi Brunette
and Roy Stewart.
PERRET PICTURES, INC.
The Empire of Diamonds, six reels.
GEORGE B. SEITZ, INC.
Rogues and Romance, six reels, with Geo. B. Seitz
and June Caprice.
FEDERAL PHOTOPLAYS, INC.
The Killer, six reels.
ARTHUR F. BECK
The Heart Line, six reels.
PIONEER FILM CORP.
Outreauof and
the Edmund
Depths, five
Cobb.reels, with Violet MerseEmpty
Arms,
five
reels,
with Gail Kane and
Thurston HalL
Idle Hands, five reels, with Kail Kane and J.
Herbert Frank.
A Good Woman, five reels, with Gail Kane and
J. Herbert Women,
Frank. five reels, with Alma Rubens.
Thoughtless
REALART PICTURES
SPECIAL FEATURES
Deep Purple, six reels. R. A. Walsh production.
The Law of the Yukon, six reels, Chas. Miller
Theproduction.
Soul of Youth, six reels, a Taylor production.
Theduction.
Furnace, seven reels, a Wm. D. Taylor proSTAR PRODUCTIONS
Food for Scandal, five reels, with Wanda Hawley.
Eyes
of the Heart, five reels, with Mary Miles
Minter.
Herley.Beloved Villain, five reels, with Wanda HawHerHawley.
First Elopement, five reels, with Wanda
The Snob, five reels, with aWnda Hawley.
You Never Can Tell, six reels, with Bebe Daniels.
Oh Lady Lady, five reels, with Bebe Daniels.
She New
Couldn't
reels,with
with Alice
Bebe Brady.
Daniels.
The
YorkHelp
Idea,It. sixfivereels,
Blackbirds, five reels, with Justine Johnstone.
The Plaything of Broadway, five reels, with Justine
Johnstone. Different, five reels, with Constance
Something
Binney.
ROBERTSON-COLE PICTURES
The Stealers, eight reels, Cabannc
So Long Letty, six reels, ChristeL
A erick.
Slave of Vanity, five reels, with Pauline Fred813. six reels, Arsene Lubin story.
The Little Fraid Lady, six reels, with Mae Marsh.
SPECIALS
Kismet, nine reels, with Otis Skinner.
RUSSELL-GREIVER-RUSSELL
Lone Hand Wilson, five reels, with Lester Cuneo.
The Ranger and the Law, five reels, with Lester
Cuneo.
Pat
the Ranch,
five reels,
Lester
Cuneo.
Blue O'Blazes,
five reels,
with with
Lester
Cuneo.
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S. & E. ENTERPRISES
It Mason.
Might Happen to You, five reels, with Billy
Cowboy Jass, two reels, ttunt novelty.
LEWIS J. SELZNICK ENTERPRISES
ELAINE HAMMERSTEIN
STAR SERIEX
The Daughter Pays, six reels.
Pleasure Seekers, six reels .
Poor, Dear Margaret Kirby. six reels.
EUGENE O'BRIEN STAR SERIES
The Wonderful Chance, six reels.
Broadway and Home, five reels.
Worlds Apart, six reels.
OWEN
MOORE
STAR
SKRI] »
The Poor Simp, six reels.
The Chicken in the Case.
CONWAY TEARLE
STAR SERIES
Society Snobs, six reels.
Bucking the Tiger, five reels.
MARTHA
MANSFIELD
STAR SERIES
The Fourth Sin, five reels.
SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS
The Greatest Love, five reels, with Vera Gordon.
You
Can't
reels,Ralph
with Ince
All-Star
Cast.
The HighestKillLaw,Love,six six
reels,
Special.
The Road of Ambition, six reels, with Conway
Tearle.
The Sin That Was His, six reels, with William
Faversham.
Red Foam, six reels, a Ralph Ince Special.
SELECT PICTURES
TheDurning.
Seeds of Vengeance, five reels, with Bernard
JustHallor.
Outside the Door, five reels, with Edith
Man's
Playthinr.
Davidson.
Mountain
Madness,fivesixreels,
reels,withwithGrace
special
cast.
Mothers of Men, five reels, with Claire Whitney.
The Great Shadow, six reels, with Tyrone Power.
The Servant Question, five reels, with William
Collier.
D. N. SCHWAB PRODUCTIONS
Fickle Women, five reels, state right feature.
Girls Don't Gamble, five reels, state right feature
STOLL FILM CORPORATION
January — Squandered Lives.
January — The Hundredth Chance.
January
Mr. Wu.
January' —— The
Lure of Crooning Water.
UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
June 13 — Mollycoddle, six reels, with Douglas
Fairbanks.
June 27 — Suds, five reels, with Mary Pickford.
Sept. 5— The Love Flower, seven reels, D. W.
Griffith production.
Dec 4 — The Mark of Zorro. eight reels, with
Douglas
Jan.
9— TheFairbanks.
Love Light, eight reels, with Mary
Pickford.
UNIVERSAL FEATURES
Under
Faire. Northern Lights, five reels, with Virginia
Blue Streak McCoy, five reels, with Harry Carey.
In Folly's Trail, five reels, with Carmel Myers.
Beautifully Trimmed, five reels, with Carmel
White Youth, five reels, with Edith Roberts.
TwoMyers.
Kinds of Love, five reels, all star cast.
Hearts Up, five reels, with Harry Carey.
Tiger True, five reels, with Frank Mayo.
JEWEL PRODUCTIONS
The Breath of the Gods, six reels, with Tsuru Aoki.
The Devil's Pass Key, seven reels, with special
cast.
Phillips.
Once
to Every Woman, six reels, with Dorothy
Outside the Law, six reels, with Priscilla Dean.
VITAGRAPH
ALICE JOYCE SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS
The Vice of Fools, five reels.
The Prey, six reels.
Cousin Kate, five reels.
EARLE WILLIAMS PRODUCTIONS
A Master Stroke, five reels.
The Romance Promoter, five reels.
The
PurpleAdrift,
Cipher,fivefivereels.
reels.
Diamonds
CORINNE GRIFFITH PRODUCTIONS
The Broadway Bubble, five reels.
The Whisper Market, five reels.
It Isn't Being Done This Season.
ALICE CALHOUN PRODUCTIONS
Princess Jones, five reels.
ANTONIO MORENO PRODUCTIONS
Three Sevens, five reels.
VITAGRAPH SUPER-FEATURES
Dead Men Tell No Tales, seven reels (Tom Terrisa
Production), All Star Cast.
Trumpet
Island, seven reels, all-star cast (Tom
Terris Production).
Black Beauty, Jean Paige and All Star Cast.
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COMEDIES
ARROW FILM CORP.
ARROW-HANK MANN COMEDIES, every other
week, two reels.
ARROW-MURIEL
OSTRICH COMEDIES, two
reels.
SPOTLIGHT COMEDIES, one reel.
ARDATH XLNT COMEDIES, two reeU.
AYWON FILM CORP.
JOY COMEDIES.
C. B. C. FILM SALES
HALL ROOM BOYS COMEDIES, two reels.
CELEBRATED PLAYERS
CELEBRATED COMEDIES.
IIOMI \ ANT PICTI RES, l M
NEW-WED COMEDIES, one reel.
EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP.
CHESTER COMEDIES, two reels.
A Trayful of Trouble.
The One Best Pet.
You'll It.Be Surprised.
Beat
Ladies' Pets.
CHRISTIE COMEDIES, two reels.
Mr. Fatima.
Wedding
Back FromBlues.
the Front.
Dining
Room, Kitchen and Sink.
Movie Mad.
Nobody's
Wife.
Hey
Man Rube.
Versus Woman.
Scrappiiy Married.
TORCHY COMEDIES, two reels.
Torchy's
Millions.
Torchy Turns
Cupid.(Johnny
(JohnnyHines.)
Hines.)
Torchy's
Double
Triumph.
Torchy Mixes In.
Torchy's Night Hood.
MERMAID COMEDIES, two reels.
Dynamite. (Lloyd Hamilton.)
Nonsense.
Adams.)
The
Simp. ("Jimmie
(Lloyd Hamilton.)
April Fool.
High
and
Dry.
Moonshine.
Holy Smoke.
FILM SALES CO.
BILLY RUGE COMEDIES, one red.
JOLLY COMEDIES, one reel.
FILM SPECIAL COMEDIES, one reel.
FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY
PARAMOUNT-ARBUCKLE
COMEDIES, two
reels.
PARAMOUNT-DE
HAVEN
COMEDIES, two
reels.
Mar. 6 — Wedding Bells Out of Tune.
Mar. 20 — Sweetheart Days.
PARAMOUNT-MACK
SENNETT COMEDIES,
two reels.
Feb.
6
—
On
a
Summer's
Day.
Feb. 20 — The Unhappy Finish.
PARAMOUNT-BURTON HOLMES Travel Pictures, one reel.
PARAMOUNT-MAGAZINE, one reel.
FIRST NATIONAL
CHARLES CHAPLIN COMEDIES.
A Dog's Life, three reels.
AShoulder
Day's Pleasure,
reels.
Arms, twotworeels.
Sunnyside. two reels.
The Kid, six reels.
TOONERVILLE
TROLLEY COMEDIES, two
reels.
FEDERATED FILM
MONTE BANKS COMEDIES, two reels.
FOX FILM CORP.
SUNSHINE COMEDIES, two reels.
An
HoldElephant's
Me Tight.Nightmare.
His Noisy Still.
Pretty Lady.
Her
Wedding.
Pals Doggone
and Petticoats.
The Slicker.
CLYDE COOK COMEDIES, two reels.
The Huntsman.
All Wrong.
Don't
Tickle.
The Jockey.
Don't Tickle.
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GOLD \V Y N PICTURES
CAPITOL COMEDIES, two reels.
EDGAR COMEDIES, two reels.
GOLDWYN BRAY COMICS, one reel.
INDEPENDENT FILMS ASSN.
DAMFOOL TWIN COMEDIES, two reeli.
PINNACLE
Roberts. COMEDIES, two reels, with Max
METRO
NEIGHBORS, two reels, Buster Keating.
THEKeating.
HAUNTED
HOUSE, two reels, Buster
PATHE EXCHANGE, INC.
VANITY FAIR GIRLS COMEDIES, one reel.
ROLIN COMEDIES, one reel.
ROLIN TWO REELERS, two reels.
HAROLD
LLOYD COMEDIES, two reels.
Number Please.
PHOTO PRODUCTS EXPORT
FLAGG COMEDY RENEWALS, one reel.
RADIN PICTURES, INC.
JOHNNY DOOLEY COMEDIES.
REELCRAFT Pit II III <
ALICE HOWELL COMEDIES, two reels.
WILLIAM FRANEY COMEDIES, one reel.
MILBURN MORANTI COMEDIES, two reels.
NAPOLEON & SALLY COMEDIES, one reel.
GALE HENRY COMEDIES, two reels.
MATTY ROUBERT COMEDIES, two reels.
ROYAL COMEDIES, two reels.
ROBERTSON-CO 1 . 1
SUPREME COMEDIES, one reel.
RUS8ELL-GREI VEK-KUSSELL
TUSUN COMEDIES, one reel.
SPECIAL PICTURES CORP.
COMEDYART, two reels.
COMICLASSICS. two reels.
CLAYPLAY COMEDIES.
MORANTI COMEDIES.
CHESTER CONKLIN COMEDIES, two reels.
UNIVERSAL FILM 5IFG. CO.
CENTURY COMEDIES, two reels.
STAR COMEDIES, one reel.
VITAGRAPH
BIG V SPECIAL COMEDIES, two reels.
LARRY SEMON COMEDIES, two reels.
The Suitor.
The Stage Hand.
The Sportsman.
JIMThe AUBREY
Back Yard.COMEDIES, two reels.
The Decorator.
His Jonah Day.
The Mysterious Stranger.
The Nuisance.
DRAMAS
ARROW FILM CORP.
BLAZED TRAIL PRODUCTIONS,
one every
other week, two reels.
ARROW-NORTHWOOD DRAMAS, two reels.
C. B. C. FILM SALES
STAR RANCH WESTERNS, two reels.
DOMINANT PICTURES, INC.
WESTERN STAR DRAMAS, two reels.
PATHE
THE TEMPEST, two reels, Tom Santschi.
SINGLE-HANDED SAM, two reels. Edgar Jones.
PIONEER
NICK CARTER SERIES, two reels.
C. B. PRICE CO.
INDIAN
DRAMAS,
featuring Mona Darkfeather, one
reel.
REELCRAFT PICTURES
TEXAS GUINAN WESTERNS, two reels.
RUSSELL-GREI VER-RUSSELL
FRITZI
PRODUCTIONS, two
reels. RIDGEWAY
STAR
Grace DRAMAS,
Cunard and featuring
others, twoViolet
reels. Mersereau.
AL JENNINGS WESTERNS, two reels.
NEAL HART WESTERNS, two reels.
SELZNICK PICTURES
WILLIAM J. FLYNN Detective Series, two reels.
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UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. CO.
RED
reels. RIDER SERIES (Leonard Chapman), two
WESTERN
AND RAILROAD DRAMAS, two
reels.
SCENICS
EDUCATIONAL— Robert C Bruce Scenics Beautiful, one reel (every two weeks).
EDUCATIONAL—
reel (every week).Chester Outing Scenics. one
EDUCATIONAL
— Screenics, one reel (every two
weeks).
PARAMOUNT—
one reel (every Burton
week). Holmes Travel Pictures.
PARAMOUNT— Burlingham Adventure Scenics.
PARAMOUNT— Post Nature Picture!.
REELCRAFT — Reelcraft Scenics, one reel.
ROBERTSON-COLE— Martin Johnson Series, one
reel.
ROBERTSON
COLE— Adventure Scenics, one
SPECIAL
PICTURES—
Sunset Burrud Scenic
Stories.
MISCELLANEOUS
ARROW— Sport Pictorials, one reel.
C. B. C. SALES — Screen snapshots (bi-monthly).
COMMONWEALTH—
Spanuth's Original Vod-aVil Movies.
COMMONWEALTH— Spanuth's Sermonettes.
FAMOUS
PLAYERS— Paramount Magazine, on*
reel (weekly).
GOLDWYN— Goldwyn-Bray Pictographs.
GREIVER — Greiver Educationals.
KINETO— Kineto Reviews.
KINETO— Charles Urban Movie Chats.
KINETO— Urban Popular Classics.
PATH E— Topics of the Day.
PATHE— Pathe Review, one reel.
PIONEER— Luke McLuke's Film-Osophy.
RADIN— Brind's Wonders of Nature.
SELECT — Herbert Kaufman Masterpieces.
SELECT — Prizma Color Pictures.
S. & E. ENTERPRISES— Cowboy Jazz, two reels.
SERIALS
ARROW— Thunderbolt Jack (Jack Hoxie).
FOX— Bride Thirteen.
PATHE— Ruth of the Rockies (Ruth Roland).
PATHE
Warner— Phantom
Orland). Foe (Juanita Hansen and
PATHE—
Velvet
Fingers (George B. Seiu and
Marguerite Courtot).
UNIVERSAL— King of the Circus (Eddie Polo).
camp).
UNIVERSAL—
The Flaming Disk (Elmo Lincoln).
UNIVERSAL— The Dragon's Net (Marie WalDuncan).
VITAGRAPH—
The Silent Avenger (William
VITAGRAPH—
Elinor Fair). The Purple Riders (Joe Ryan and
VITAGRAPH—
Fighting Fate (William Duncan
and Edilh Johnson).
VITAGRAPH— Hidden Dangers (Joe Ryan and
Jean Paige).
VITAGRAPH—
The Veiled Mystery (Antonio
Moreno).
NEWS REELS
FOX NEWS (twice a week) at Fox exchanges.
INTERNATIONAL NEWS (Mondays and Thursdays) at Universal exchanges.
KINOGRAMS
(twice a week) at Educational exchanges.
PATHE
NEWS
(Wednesdays and Saturdays) at
Educational exchanges.
SELZNICK
changes. NEWS (twice a week) at Select exANIMATED CARTOONS
THE GUMPS (Celebrated Players). .
MUTT AND JEFF (Fox).
GASOLINE ALLEY (Russell-Greiver-Russell)
SPECIALS
EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP.
Modern Centaurs.
Valley of 10,000 Smokes.
Babe Ruth — How He Knocks His Home Runs.
Art of Diving, with Annette Kellennan.
The Race of the Age (Man o' War).

iouth

Dakota

Sunday

Local

Option

Bill

Wins
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Carl Laemmle
If

offers

THE

SMART

UNIVERSAL
SPECIAL
ATTRACTION
starrm

te plays daily to
millions yet he never
seems

to be acting"

EVA

HARRY

NOVAK.

CAREY

A ray of dramatic sunshine that will warm
every
woman's
Thechorus
picture
poor little
nobody heart.
from the
who of
putsa
a flock of high-flyers right where they belong
and makes her millionaire papa-in-law
realize that
there's EVA
a newNOVAK
force in with
the family.
Played
by dainty
a snap
and a relish as clever as its very clever
direction at the hands of Fred. Granville.
Its one of those
"52 Good Picture*

Chuckle, grin and thrill that's a HARRY
CAREY picture and here's one human as
to make you say: "He doesn't seem to be
acting
all." Which
is just toexactly
HARRYat CAREY
has come
be onewhyof
the biggest picture attractions in the counShow ' THE
and
see whytry.they
line upFREEZE
down to OUT"
the corner
when HARRY CAREY plays.
Carl Laemmle
ofFers

a Year - - and
Mo M>rp

irected by
Jack Ford
UNIVERSAL
SPECIAL ATTRACTION

Associated

Exhibitors,

Inc.

.

prese<n6s
arold
Lloyd

"NO^

V

^Produced

OR

by T/aL Tloach

Rathe?
Distributors
NEVE
R"

Harold

Lloyd
in

"Now

or

Reel

Never

for
has

And

that

reel
ever
goes

"Now or Never" is the tenth Harold
Lloyd multiple reel comedy; it is his first
three reel picture. Out of the ten there
has rwt been one that was not strictly
first class. Ten great pictures without a
"flop." Has that record been equaled or
even approached?

no

greater

been

comedy

made!

without

exception!

It is our firm belief that in this first Associated Exhibitors Harold Lloyd Comedy, exhibitors are offered a production
that they may confidently offer as second
to none that has ever been made, and immeasurably superior to all except one or
two that popular acclaim has placed

In "Now or Never" Llovd reaches even
greater heights as a comedian and Roach

among the immortals.

as a director. They have created a comedy masterpiece that will shine by any
comparison.

The

Associated Exhibitors Inc
25 West 45th Street, New York
PATHE
Distributor*

Associated

Exhibitors, Inc., is

proud to offer "Now
exhibitors.

or Never"

to

March
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"The brightest, funniest motion picture comedy
seen in a New York film house this season. From
the opening lines throughout an hour and a half
of genuinely humorous situations this United
Artists production bears the stamp of originality
and superiority. Mr. Fairbanks has not done so
many really laughable things since he began his
motion picture work."

HERALD

3

"Douglas Fairbanks, better than ever, is the rapidly moving hero in the new screen play, 'The
Nut,' and is responsible for its sweep, its amazing
diversity, its hair-breadth escapes and its bubbling
comedy.

It must be seen to be appreciated."
TV. Y. Evening Telegram.

N. Y. World.
"The Strand was crowded because every true motion picture fan knows that Mr. Fairbanks always

"Douglas Fairbanks crowded the Strand yesterday and kept the folks laughing after he had them
there."

gives a good show." N. Y. Morning Telegraph.

N. Y. Tribune.

" 'The Nut' is good and will achieve wide popularity."

"Extremely enjoyable . . . the picture is the kind
of rare dream that makes you wake up chuckling."
N. Y. Herald

N. Y. American.

"Doug is as good as ever."

" 'The Nut' is fast and furious."
;V. Y. Evening Journal.

N. Y. Daily News.

DOUGLAS

FAIRBANKS
in
If
THE

UNITED

MARY

PICKFORX)

NUT

CORPORATION
S. FAIRBANKS -D.^GRIFFTO
■ CHARLIE CHAPLIN ■ DOUGLA
HIRAM A5B.AMS, PRESIDENT
ARTISTS

EXHIBITORS
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Jesse Q. Casky

„

°f

SIR

M.

Gverij

What

Gveru woman

JAMES

knows

that, John. It's the one
joke that evert] wife
has on her husband.
Qhe one thing' she
darent let him know!'
Maude Adams' great
stage success. The
play that is a delicious
joke on the whole male
sex— but one that the
men will enjoy a,s
much as the women I
ConraiTNagel
Lois Wilson
Scenario by Olga Printzl&U
<2 Cpara mount Qidure

mille

BARRIE'S

Wo
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presents

Dg

William
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FAMOUS

man

's
PLAY

JCnotus

"

Thomas H,Ince
'resents

BEAU

REVEL
featuring

Florence
Vldor
" T N relation to my other pictures,"
says Mr. Ince, "I feel that
'Beau Revel' is in a class by

itself."
It is the real life story of a man
to whom the love of women was a
bright and joyful game — and who
failed to see the tragic consequences
of his gambles in hearts.
The novel was one of the biggest
of all the best sellers Louis Joseph
Vance ever wrote.
Cast includes LEWIS STONE
and LLOYD HUGHES
Directed by John Griffith Wray
• Scenario by Luther Reed
A Thomas H. Ince production
&

paramount

Qicture

EXHIBITORS

HERALD
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ALLAN
DWAN

presents

A

Perfect

Ji Comedy-Drama
Saturday Evening

CARL

Personally

from
Post

the

story

CLAUSEN"

directed

by Mr DWM

Crime

In a recent canvass conducted by one of the largest producerdistributor organizations, 1700 exhibitors declared their patrons
showed the strongest liking for swift-moving comedy-dramas.
All the motion picture trade journals are unanimous in their approval of"A Perfect Crime."
MOTION PICTURE NEWS: " 'A Perfect Crime' has romance, humor, pathos, and Allan Dwan keeps his story moving swiftly."
MOVING PICTURE WORLD: "Allan Dwan's newest picture* A
Perfect Crime,' is a sincere and fine production of one of the most ingenious stories of the year."
EXHIBITORS HERALD : "If entertainment was uppermost in Allan
Dwan's mind in making 'A Perfect Crime' for release through 'A. P.,'
ne has been successful. The picture is mighty good entertainment."
WID'S: " 'A Perfect Crime' is another good Dwan producrion and it
has a highly interesting philosophy in its story."
Associated
Producers
HOME OFFICES: 729 SEVENTH AVE.. NEW YORK CITY

Inc.

Wpeninq
no

With
J

From all the large cities where the first runs have taken

IE
IE

PREV
MURRAY

advantage of the splendid exploitation possibilities of "A
Small Town Idol" come the same reports as that from
the San Francisco Strand.
These reports are:

"Tremendous opening day. Monday business bigger
than we ever do on that day. Builds steadily down the
rest of the week.

Week's business establishes a record.

Associated
Producers
-HOME OFFICES: 729 SEVENTH AVE, N'Ei' YORK CITY

Inc.

8
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Southern
Enterprises, Inc
Capital Five Million Dollars
Atlanta., Georgia
February

19th

1921.

Executive Offices

Mr. Morris Kohn,
RBALART PICTURES
New York City.
Dear

Mr.

,

Kohn :Have

some

President,
CORPORATION

wanted

to

write

you

for

time to advise you of the tremendous drawing power of BKBE DANIELS*

BEBE DANIELS in this territory
is now drawing equally as well as the
Talmadge girls.
With

best

wiBhes,

I am,

Very

truly

DIRBCTOR

REALART
PICTURES CORPORATION
4-b9 FIFTH AVE. NEW YORK

OP

yours,

THEATRES.

26, 192
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SI WEL1
Creator rORI)
or
"Torchy"

The

HERALD
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SEWELL FORD'S FLORIDA HOME
Torchy" is> now building Exhibitors' Houses!

House

That

"TORCHY" is America's most widely
known screen comedy character.
More people are reading "TORCHY"
Stories today than ever before.
And -"TORCHY" has been a leading fiction character in magazines like
the Saturday Evening Post, in books

Millions

of

"TORCHY"

Built

and in newspapers for many years.
Nearly 1,500,000 families scattered
broadcast over the United States and
Canada see a "TORCHY" story whenever they pick up their home newspaper.
That means millions of readers — and

" TORCH

"THE SPICE OF THE

Y"

PROGRAM'

EDUCATIONAL FILM EXCHANGES, Inc.
E. W. HAMMONS, President

Fans

13
March

26, 1921
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HERALD

DOROTHY

MACKAILL

LEEDS

JOHNNY HINES
The "TORCHY" of the Screen

"TORCHY,"
Like
EDUCATIONAL,
is a National
Institution

These Newspapers Toledo
are Printing
Stories
NOW!
Anaconda
Standard,
Mont.
Times, Ohio "TORCHY"
Buffalo Times, N.Y.
Spokane Spokesman Review, Wash.
Washington Star, D. C.
Louisville Herald, Ky.
Wheeling News, W. Va.
Utica Saturday Globe, N.Y.
Evansville Journal-News, Ind.
Washington News, Pa.
Saginaw
News-Courier,
Mich.
Pittsburgh Gazette-Times, Pa.
Salt Lake Tribune, Utah
Springfield Union, Mass.
Minneapolis Journal, Minn.
Dayton News, Ohio
Fort Worth Star Telegram, Tex.
Vancouver Sun, Canada
Boston Post, Mass.
Edmonton Journal, Canada
Muscatine
Journal,
la.
Baltimore American," Md.
Total Paid Circulation 1,445,390

"TORCHY"
Contract
GOOD,

for

Homes

COMEDIES
the

Series

—

With Their Millions of Readers

ONE
Today

WHOLESOME

"THE SPICE OF THE

PROGRAM'

A
—

MONTH
They

Are

COMEDIES
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"Everybody's
Drascena

HERALD

Picture

Productions

presents

WELCOME

CHILDREN
Directed

by Harry CMatthews

Enacted

by a Superlative

Cast

March

26. 1921
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Sales

The

salesman

only

produce

when

Effort

in the

maximum

exhibitors

whose

age he is soliciting
consistently

field can

and

results
patron-

have

been

adequately

formed concerning the

in-

pictures

offered.

The

pages

afford
and

of

the only

economical
ing the success

in the field.

the

trade

press

direct, effective,
means

of insur-

of the salesman

HERALD
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Puts

Life

It's a cinch
will

do —

in

what

Yours

Your

the
will,

Screen!

Capitol's

Audience

too—

—

+

SPORT

"Leading a Dog's Life"
Sport Pictorial, Produced by Town and
Country Films
' 4 f FADING
A DOG'S
LIFE"
is a dogs
very interesting
series of scenes
showing
various
in various
environments with a semi-humorous angle brought to
the fore in some places.
Some of the shots secured of hunting dogs in action
will bring a thrill to any one who has ever hunted wild
game, especially birds. Other scenes show various
breeds of canines being trained. Among these are
police dogs.
Some cute puppies are shown crawling out of a clay
vase during dinner, etc. Received better applause
at the Capitol theatre than the feature being sh wn.
Some slow motion photography is used to illustrate
how the police dogs climb over a fence seven and a
half feet high— J. S. PICK ERSON.

Pictorials
The

UTMOST

in Novelty

Reels!

Another one of CELEBRATED'S
Regular Releases
THEY
GET
MORE
APPLAUSE
THAN
THE
FEATURE
Put

them

in your

theatre

and

see!

Celebrated
Players Film Corporation
Two Hundred and Seven South Wabash Ave.
Indiana and Illinois
Indiana and Illinois
CHICAGO
MEMBER

26. 1921
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All

the

All

of

All

of

HERALD

Splendors

Its

Its

of

Nature

Unrivaled

Magnificence

Beauty

and

Drawn

Out

by the
Master

Charm

of

Paint
's
NaturePo
t

Artist

PRIZMA

THE

THE

OH'S

AUDIENCES
ITS

AND

AH'S

COLOR

OF

EVERYWHERE

UNMATCHABLE

Celebrated
Illinois and Indiana

NATURAL

REEL

DELIGHTED
TESTIFY

TO

BEAUTY

Players
Film
Corporation
Two Hundred and Seven South Wabash Ave.
Illinois and Indiana
CHICAGO
MEMBER

E XHI

I! IToRS
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0. C. Dudley, Strand Amusement Co., Canton. N. C. —

« .
r
TUF
^ A HPU
1 lllL UA1 0

"Am in receipt of your credit memorandum which is the fairest
deal I have heard of. I cannot say too much for my Franchise
or the company.'' THAT'S ANOTHER REASON WHY
Hhere'll be a Franchise

Get
Redd What

It Quick
They Siiy

and

every where

Give

'Em

a

t'
Wids
Trea

"Charles Ray at his best, and even better than that, he's great.
A real picture. Everyone will want to see it. If any one doesn'l
like it, they never can he pleased. Tell your patrons if they ever
have been a lad. they'll live it over again. Don't mi-* it. ' iet it
quick and give your patrons a treat." — II 'id's.
WILL CLEAN UP
"Charles Ray certainly offers a hig surprise package in tin*
picture. A total absence of sub-titles and a wealth of incident.
Ray and Chaplin do not need tilles to cxpre-s their art. Both
are superb pantoiniinists. so that every gesture, every expression
is caught and understood. A classic. If this picture don't clean
Up for the exhibitor, then nothing will." — Motion Picture NdVS.
A REAL XOVKI.TY
"Exhibitors have a real novelty to offer in this picture it is
a screen classic and it marks an important epoch in picture making."— Exhibitors If crald.
REMARKABLE PICTURE
Ray's work gifts.
is admirable
throughout.
i* another
proof"Charles
of his pronounced
A remarkably
vivid It
visualization
of
rural life, with remarkable atmosphere." — Mnrinq Picture
World.
BIG DRAWING CARD
"Good box-office drawing power. Good laughs and touches
of pathos. Some of the funniest pieces of business we have seen
in a long time. The spirit of Riley's poem has been transferred to
the screen with a masterly hand." — Exhibitors Trade Review.
Speaking of
CHARLES

RAY

"The Old Swimmm
Hole"
Arthur S. Kane's presentation
of a Charles Ray Special
Taken from James Whitcomb Riley's Old Home Poem by
arrangement ivith the Publishers — The Bobbs-Merrili Co..
Indianapolis, Ind.
Directed

by Joseph De Grasse

Adapted to the screen by Bernard Mc
ConviUe;
Photographed
by Kumer:
(icorge Rizard;
second camera,
Ellsworth
Edited
by Harry L. Decker; technical supervisors,
Robert Bennett and Clarence De Witt. Foreign representative
DavidYork
P. Howells.
Inc..
72!> Seventh
Ave.. New
City.
A

First National
Attraction

9
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W. G. Schaefer, Vaudette Theatre, West Point. Ga.
"I consider my franchise the most caluable asset of my entire
business. If it had not been
for that. I uould hate been forced
out
WHYduring the hard times. —THAT'S AXOTHER REASOW

THE

^Therel! be a Franchise

How

Many

Well,

Girls

Just

Ask

It takes more nerve than I've
got. I leave it to you, and if you
can't do it, let

Marguerite

Clark

tear off the masks and show vour
patrons, in a comedy that will set
'em all laughing.

"Scrambled
Wives
in which a jealous wife, a
secret wife, an ex-wife, a
grass widow, a husband,
an ex-husband, and a
would-be husband are
scrambled and unscrambled by this winsome actress who
Makes
Screen

Her

Bow

with

to the

Her

Own

Company
Taken from the recent stage
success by Adelaide Mathews
and Martha M. Stanley
duced by as proADOLPH KLAUBER
Presented by
Marguerite Clark Productions. Inc.
Directed by Edward H. Griffith
Supervised by J. X. Xaulty
A First National

Attraction

OATH

ev

Wear

'em

If

False

Faces?

You

Dare!

20
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>M FIRST
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First

National

A Report From

Business

Reports

Indianapolis, Ind.

Man- Woman-Marriage played a week's advance run at the Circle theatre, Indianapolis, one of the biggest theatres of the country. It began by breaking all attendance
and box-office records on the first day. Crowds jammed the theatre and lined up
in the street outside. Throngs struggled to gain admission all day. At closing time
there were so many clamoring to get into the theatre, that an extra midnight performance was held to accommodate them.
Associated First National Pictures, Inc.
A Wire from Syracuse, N. Y.
Associated First National Pictures, Inc.
6-8 West 48th Street New York City.
"My congratulations on Man-Woman-Marriage.' It is the greatest box-office attraction, smashing to smithereens past performances of record attractions of the
Syracuse Strand. It is a woman's picture from every angle, and greatly pleased my
audiences. My congratulations to Allen Holubar, Dorothy Phillips and the officers
of the First National for putting out such a picture."
Edgar L. Weill. Manager. The Strand.
Albert A. Kaufman's
presentation of

Holubar's
Allen
Production of
the Drama Eternal
Starring

DOROTHY

PHILLIPS

Adapted by Allen Holubar from
the theme by Olga Linek Scholl
Another Milestone in Picture
Production in America

A First National

Attraction

An Echo of

"The
And Another

Big"
Reason Why

5

Productions
Hherell

he a Franchise

everywhere
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By

MARTIN

For an industry that since its inception has
been characterized by optimism, initiative and
aggressiveness this business today, in its production and distribution branches, presents a
sad spectacle. In the face of an era of great
prosperity which is unquestionably established
at the one point where the success or failure of
this industry is decided — the theatre box office —
producers and distributors have lent ears to
fanciful stories of depression and ruin.

Utterly without respect to the concrete
manifestations of good business that are at
hand, misdirected tales of menacing disaster
have been permitted to go about until we have
now reached the stage where further persistence
in such practice may result in talking an actual
depression into existence.
To satisfy those who constantly depend
upon the business of motion pictures to supply
almost daily new topics for their conversational
indulgences it appears that the industry must be
kept ;n an unceasing state of upheaval. If there
is no valid news for their round-table dissection,
then something is picked out of the thin air and
decked out as a new peril about to swoop down
upon the business. The truth is something foreign and apart from these discussions unless it
happens to appear dressed in the garb of sensation and disaster.

Hardly a hand has been raised in protest.
The sane and logical steps to effect a higher
order of economic administration that have generally been taken during recent months have
been permitted to be construed as signs of approaching disaster. Efforts to bring the cost of
production down to reasonable levels instead of
being defended as correct business procedure,
have been acknowledged as results of pressing

Remedy

J. QUIGLEY
financial considerations. The white feather has
become the emblem of many.
How much longer this ridiculous and indefensible attitude is to be persisted in now becomes a matter of grave concern. Fortunately
the sickly pessimism that has invaded certain
quarters in the producer and distributor
branches has found no asylum among the exhibitors of the country. Although distributors
of pictures in many instances have retreated in
confusion from the firing line, the exhibitor is
still courageously battling to sell his product to
the public.
iff s|? $
An army without good morale is beaten before the first gun is fired, and morale in business
is no less significant. If the current year in the
film business is to be one of prosperity those
groups which have slinked back into "positions
previously prepared" must return to the firing
line or they will be supplanted with recruits who
have the heart to carry on.
Pessimism is contagious. Thus far the exhibitor has remained uninfluenced by the murmurings of woe that have been going about.
Although in the past it has always been the exhibitor who is the first to be enjoined against
flying in panic into reduced admission prices and
cheaper pictures. In this instance the exhibitor
with perfect knowledge of the essential prosperity of the business has remained the stablizing influence.
Whether the exhibitor shall continue in this
position doubtlessly hinges upon the producer
and distributor throwing off the shroud of
pessimism and dong their part in keeping the
business a live one.
The only depression that exists is a depression of spirits.
The only remedy needed is action that is
born out of the confidence that a true understanding of the facts inspires.

EXHIBITORS

tent ion given to the new production,
meanwhile trapping occasionally an

KXMBHTOMS
in;

unwary exhibitor. While the practice may not have the same legal status

ram

as stealing another man's overcoat it
has about the same aspect in the light
of modern business
* * procedure.
* m
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The Federal Trades Commission is
performing an excellent service on
behalf of the thoroughly legitimate
concerns of the industry in scrutinizing with jjreat care the advertising
matter issued in connection with reissued pictures. Although the practice
of dusting off antiques and placing
them in competition w ith new subjects
of the same or similar theme is within
the law it certainly is devoid of any
common ethical justification.
* * *
In nearlv every instance this practice is wholly centered on the idea of
i rading on the advertising and at-
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OF SPECIAL INTEREST
Sketches of Sons of Prominent Film
Men Who Ara Following- in Dad's
Footsteps
NEWS OF THE WEEK
Film
League to Broaden
Its Distritutors'
Activities
Sweden Sending Many Camera Expedit on e into Foreign Lands
Illinois Exhibitors
Convention Is
Postponed Indefinitely
Ruth
of Topeka Plans S5C0,000 Wright
Theatre
Governor Signs Advanc; Deposit Bill
Adopted by Xansas Legislature
Local
Sunday Bill Wins in
South Option
Dakota
Catholiction onWelfare
Council States PosiFilms

28
23
24
25
25
26
27
31

After many months of intensive efforts the producer members of the National Association have evolved a
workable plan to render non-extent
the motion picture which i- objectionable in whole or in part. There need
be no misgivings over either the practicability nor the earnestness of the
undertaking. The plan is not the product of brief consideration ; in fact, it
is the result of long deliberation and
argument. Its enactment is the source
of no little gratification to this publication as we have urged for many
years such a plan in the belief that
with its uncompromising fulfillment
the agitation for censorship would
soon be at an end.
* * *
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Re -Takes
J. R. M.
Beer, with
kick while
in it,
forWhat's
all whothis?
are sick.
Move a over
I hop into bed,
*
Committees investigating the high
prices have discovered that restaurants
have been making MOO per cent. As a
Committee of one I discovered it some
time ago. Km what good does it do?
*
Now We Know
"New York claims that the majority
of its citizens are suffering from 'graphomania' or a mania for writing, including
a1 himania
tryingwe toknow
get into
—
Newsfor Now
whereprint."
all the
press agents come from.
*
Hanging Is Too Good for 'Em
they're
why don't
our
lawWhile
makers
pass about
a hill itmaking
the penalty(mi
1 year~ in jail for anyone who
tells the story of the film he saw last
night at his favorite theatre.
*
There's one director that will have an
alibi if his picture doesn't go over. Prank
Goldwyn.
Lloyd has just finished "The Alibi" for
Well, prohibition has done one thing.
We don't have to read stories about actadays. resses taking champagne baths nowWhere Is She'
Returned explorers report the presence of vampires in the interior of South
America.
I'agc Theda.

Mr. Kugene V. Brewster, publisher
of several magazines of general circulation-, isentitled to a word of congratulation upon several front cover
designs of his magazines which have

Chicagoans who want to see their
favorite Sox players will have to attend
the sessions at the Court house this summer instead of the ball park.
Fair Enough

appeared as advertising inserts in this
publication. These designs have been
of a new and distinctive tone and have

"A lot of automobile money i* coming
into
the
business."
— Wid's
cat.
And
a lotpicture
of picture
money
has gone
into autos.

been done in a highly artistic manner
and. deservedly, have attracted wide
attention.
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High Cost of Comedians
It seems our best little comedians
can't stand rough treatment except
before the camera. Bobby Vernon is
-uing a couple of gentlemen on the
coast for mussing him up. He wants
$50,000 for the act. Which is a lot of
money for one scene.
*
Steppin' department
William Keeps
S. Hart'sBillpublicity
is working overtime these days sending
out denials. First they had to deny he
v\as going to retire from the screen "for
good." And the week following the
papers announced his engagement to
lane Novak, which Bill
* promptlv denied.
No Rush
Bill Kcefe. production manager of Producers Picture Corp., says while his
director and general manager. George
Kern, was in San Quentin prison making scenes
for "The
of the
prisoners
askedUnfoldment,"
if he could one
see
the
picture
when
finished.
"Sure,"
said
Mr. Kern, "I'll bring it here and run it
off for you." "Don't hurry on my account," the prisoner said, "I'll be here
twelve years."
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Fans

Want

EXHIBITORS

Reversal

Of Decision Refusing
Permit for Theatre
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
MQNTCLAIR, X. J.. March 15.—
When fans attending a performance at
the Montclair theatre were informed by
H. H. Wellendrink, manager, that the
city commissioners had refused to grant
him a permit for the erection of a $500,000 theatre in Seymour near Blooinfield
street, .they immediately organized committees and circularized petitions asking for a reversal of the decision. By 11
o'clock that
night received.
more than 1,000 signatures had been
Governor
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Against

Bill

Making Elimination of
Some Scenes Arbitrary
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LANSING. MICH., March 15.— Any
motion picture bill that would arbitrarily
bar from the screen certain scenes is opposed by Governor Groesbeck. Such a
list of wholly arbitrary prohibitions would
in effect eliminate motion pictures in
Michigan, he declared.
The governor was quoted recently as
saying that he was opposed to censorship. When approached on the question
he explained his objections more clearly.
Massachusetts

Mayors

Against State Censor
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
BOSTON, MASS., March 15.— Censorship bills before the state legislature
are opposed strongly by exhibitors and
mayors of various cities. Mayors Sullivan of Salem,' Sullivan of Worcester,
Creamer of Lynn, Golden of Woburn,
Kav of Fall River. Ashley of New Bedford and McCarthy of Marlboro are leading the fight to keep regulation in the
hands of local governments.
Insist on Viewing Film
At Risk of Dark House
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
SPRINGFIELD, MO., March 15.—
censors in the future will inSpringfield
sist upon viewing motion pictures before
Memexhibition.
they bersareof thegiven
boardpublic
declare
this policy will
be followed even though it causes delay
or omission of one performance. Censors
also will attend the shows to learn if
their regulations are complied with. Any
violation will result in closing the theatre.
Seattle Theatre

Film

Distributors
To

Broaden

Its

Activities

Allied

Independent Exchanges Now Handling Triangle Reissue Seeks High Class Features —
May Enter Production Field
Banded together originally to handle the distribution of triangle reissues,
the Film Distributors League, Inc., in conventon in Chicago March 14, 15 and
16, outlined plans to greatly extend its activities and offer independent producers
a new national outlet for their product.
Maurice Fleckles, president of the organization, has been given authoritv
to investigate the independent production field with a view of selecting high
class features and short subjects for the exchanges. It was hinted during the
sessions that the league might enter the production field itself.
Eleven Southern States Not Represented
\\ ith the exception of eleven southern states, the eleven exchange men
attending the Chicago sessions represented all of the territory in the United
States. Several control two or more exchanges. Whether or not an effort will
be made to obtain representation in the south has not been decided.
The Film Distributors League, Inc.,
I. Van Ronkel and Maurice Fleckles,
was incorporated in New York state last Favorite Players Film Corporation, ChiNovember to take over the Triangle re- cago.
W. B. Hurlbut, Favorite Film Companv.
Detroit.
issues. It did not extend into the south
Ben Friedman, Friedman Film Company.
as S. A. Lynch Enterprises held the Tri- Minneapolis.
angle subjects in that territory.
Leo Garner, Reliance Film Exchange.
The men who have made it a success
Washington, D. C.
and are now preparing to broaden their
"Speaking generally," said W. B. Hurlcooperative activities are:
Harry Laxde, Quality Film Company, but, who acted as secretary of the meetplan Federated
to conductExchanges
our business
Pittsburgh, and Lande Distributing Cor- similarings,to"we the
and
poration, Cleveland and Cincinnati.
First
National
exchanges.
We
Have made
Herman Rifkin. Eastern Film Distrib- surprising progress at our sessions
in
uting Corporation of Boston and New
Haven.
Harry Kyler. Supreme Film Corpora- Chicago."
tion of Denver, Salt Lake City and E. W. Holt to Operate
Seattle.
Film Booking Agency
Maurice Brown. Capital Film Company,
Philadelphia.
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
William Alexander, Alexander Film
ATLANTA. GA, March 15.— E. W.
Corporation, New York.
G. N. Montgomery, Los Angeles and San Holt will operate a central booking
Francisco.
agency for picture for Florida. Georgia,
Alabama, the Carolinas. and Tennessee.
He will open headquarters in the office
of the Southern Picture News.
McAdoo Sojourning
On Western Coast
(Special ftt Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES. March 15.— William
Gibbs McAdoo is expected to arrive here
today for a two months' visit. Whether
his visit has a significance to the film
industry is not yet revealed.
"Way

Down East" on
Its Thirtieth Week
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, March 15.— "Way Down
East" entered upon its thirtieth week at
the Forty-fourth Street theatre Sunday.

Is

Bought by Universal
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
WASH., March 15.— The
SEATTLE.
Clemmer
theatre has been sold by James
Q. Clemmer to the Universal Film Company for a consideration of $50,000. William Cutts. former manager of the Liberty. Spokane, will be its manager.

Supply Firm Opens Office
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW ORLEANS, LA., March 15.—
General Theatre Supply Company, Inc.,
BienDauphine and
offices at Majeau
has openedstreets.
is president
J. H.
ville
and Wvndham Robertson is secretary.

League

Saxe

MAURICE FLECKLES
President of the Film Distributors League, Inc..
which is to broaden its activities.

Buy Queen)Theatre
(From Staff Correspondent)
MILWAUKEE, WIS.. March 15.—
Announcement is made by Saxe Amusement Company of the purchase of the
Queen theatre, Thirty-third street and
North avenue. The company is contemplating expending $40,000 in remodeling
and redecorating the theatre. The deal
was made through Oscar Brachman and
Harrison Saudek.
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photographers belonging to Swedish Biograph Company is of a purely journalistic
nature. It started this year in a Norwegian trawler with the Arctic Ocean as
the scene of operations, and lasted five
months. It was no pleasure trip. The
photographer had to sign on as one of
the crew, and as such take part in the
daily work on board. The adventures
that came his way were many and varied.
More than once his life was in peril.
Another journalistic film expedition
has started quite recently. Axel Essen is
making a trip around the world, this
also is for the account of Swedish Biograph Company. Mr. Essen is a trained
journalist. A film camera in the hand of
such a man should be an instrument of
expressing and painting everything he
meets with on his journey, all the shifting
scenes and the wonderful pictures just
as vividly as with his pen.
In connection with this survey of
Swedish film cameras beyond the seas
the expedition to Iceland and Spitsbergen in 1919 for the account of Swedish
Biograph Company should not be forgotten.
Actor
Drowned

LOS ANGELES, March 15. — Katherine MacDonald will remain under
the management of B. P. Schulberg for an additional period of two
years after the expiration of her present contract according to an announcement from Mr. Schulberg's offices. The star, who but two years ago was
practically an unknown player, will receive $600,000 as salary for the
period. The rise in popularity with the public on the part of Miss MacDonald through the productions starring her as distributed by Associated
First National Pictures, Inc.. was the deciding factor in the conclusion as
to the salary she was to receive. She will make six pictures a year.
Sweden

Boasts

Expeditions

Many

Camera

to Foreign
Lands
the wild animal life were photographed
Biograph Company Has a by the daring members of the party.
» » *
Series of Films Taken
Mr. Olsson will not be able to continue any longer in his present work.
in the Wilds of East
He is now going on a long expedition
with Prince William, a son of King
Africa Which Depicts
Gustav. The expedition will start from
Animal Life There.
Nairobi in the heart of Africa, thence
via the Victoria Nyanza Lake to the
SWEDEN boasts of an unusually large Belgian Congo, and then on the Nile,
number of film expeditions to for- which will be the means of conveying
eign countries. Scandanavian producers them to Cairo.
There is a great deal waiting for the
declare that with the possible exception
of the United States no country has fitted camera of Mr. Olsson. Big game in
out so many such expeditions.
large quantities — lions, buffalos, gorillas,
rhinoceri, are waiting to be caught by
Attention is called to the recent work
of the Swedish Biograph Company.
the eye of his camera. H% will obtain
many interesting glimpses of the daily
Pictures taken
one ofEast
the Africa
company's
expeditions
into byBritish
will lives of the blacks in the very depths of
darkest Africa, and the Kirunga volcano.
be available soon for foreign distribution.
15.000 feet high, is also destined to be
The film presents an unique series of filmed.
pictures taken in the wilds of East Africa.
Swedish film cameras will also partake
The expedition was headed by Oscar
Olsson, who had as his associates a con- in two purely scientific exploring parties, namely to Kamtschatka and China.
servator and hunters, the party numberThe former is lead by Dr. Bergman and
ing between ninety and 100 members.
Dr.
Malaise,
of whom the latter is a
It was nearly a year and a half ago
that the party left Sweden. The territory clever operator, having been trained in
chosen for the work is the South Nassai tory.
Swedish Biograph Company's LaboraReserve in the Lumbwa and South
Another filming expedition made by
Kaviroldo district. Here many scenes of
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During

Filming of Paramount
Production on Coast
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, March 15.— Morris
Cohn, an extra appearing in the filming
of George Melford's Paramount produc"The MoneyoffMaster,"
drowned
in an tion,
undertow
RedondowasBeach,
Cal.
Director Melford and James Kirkwood,
leading man, tried in vain to save his life.
Several members of the company were
in a rowboat about 200 feet from shore
when a large breaker hit the craft and
overturned it. Three of the members
swam ashore, but Cohn, Briggs Wilson
and Pat Higgins were dragged out. Life
guards brought the unconscious men to
shore,
revived. where Wilson and Higgins were
E. H. Brophy Associates
With Bennett Company
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, March 15.— Edward H.
Brophy has resigned as assistant director
at the Norma Talmadge studio to become
associated
with Whitman Bennett as a
director.
Mr. Brophy leaves the Talmadge plant
with the best wishes of Joseph Schenck
and Norma and Constance Talmadge. At
the Talmadge studio he has assisted
Directors Chet Withey, Edward Jose,
JamesbertYoung,
Herbert Brenon and AlParker.
Yeggs Get $800 But
Fail on $2,000 Job
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
WATERLOO, LA, March 15.— Robbers recently wrecked the safe of the
Plaza theatre, 428 Fourth street, west,
and escaped with $800. During the same
night yeggs attempted to rob the new
Strand theatre in Fourth street, east.
Charles McGuire. manager, said that
nearly $2,000 was in the safe of the theatre.
Brandman Becomes
Laemmle Secretary
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, March 15— David
Brandman, who served as business manager for the Polo expedition to Cuba, has
been appointed secretary to Carl Laemmle during his sojourn at Universal City.
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Topeka WomanlPlans
$500,000 Playhouse
Owner and Manager of Cozy
to Build 2,500 Seat
Theatre
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
TOPEKA, KAN., March 15.— Miss
Ruth Wright, owner of the Cozy theatre,
is to build a $500,000 playhouse here.
Financial arrangements for building the
house have been made. Miss Wright
plans a modern theatre to seat 2,500 persons. The building will be three stories
high and have space for offices.
To Have Larger Orchestra
The latest appointments in the way of
seating, lighting, rest rooms and smoking
rooms are planned. Accommodations
will be made for a larger orchestra than
now plays at the Cozy.
Miss Wright has been owner and manager of the Cozy for the last three years.
Her aggressiveness has made the house
one of the most popular here.
To Install Stage Fixtures
While it is planned to build the new
theatre primarily as a motion picture
house, stage equipment will be installed.
It will be possible for the largest road
attractions to play in the theatre.
Censor's Instructions
Based on N. Y. Reports
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
BIRMINGHAM, ALA., March 15.—
An ordinance demanding that exhibitors
file on the Thursday of each week a list
of pictures to be exhibited on the following week so that instructions can be
given for the elimination of "objectionable" theatre
scenes is planned
Wallace,
inspector.by Mrs. J. H.
Mrs. Wallace says she will base her
elimination instruction on reports from
New York.
New Theatre Opened
At East St. Louis, Mo.
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
EAST ST. LOUIS, 111., March 15.—
The New Ebers theatre, seating 2,500
people and declared to be one of the
finest playhouses in the central west,
opened
here Grand
-Thursday,
10. 111.,
The new
theatreM'arch
at Benld,
of which Louis Daniels is manager,
opened March 11. It has 800 seats, and
is modern in every particular.
Censorship Killed by
North Carolina Solons
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
RALEIGH, N. C, March 15.— Censorship has been defeated by the North
Carolina legislature.
Reformers Unsuccessful
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
S. D., March 15.— Refusal
PIERRE,
of the house to accept the emergency
clause inserted by the senate makes the
censorship measure a dead issue in South
Dakota.

Killed in North Dakota
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
RCK, N. D., March 15.— DeBISMA
feat of censorship by the senate brings
the fight in this state to a close.
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Exhibitors

State

Meeting

Postpone
Indefinitely

President Hopp and . Burford Are Called to New
York to Attend Important Session of
National Executive Body
The state convention of the Illinois Exhibitors' Alliance has been postponed indefinitely owing to the urgent call of President Joseph Hopp and
W. D. Burford to New York to attend an important meeting of the
executive committee of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America
on Saturday, March 19.
The convention had been scheduled for March 22, at the Hotel Sherman in Chicago. Another call will be issued immediately on the return
of Hopp and Burford.
number of representatives to the MinneJoseph Hopp, president, announces
that a bill regulating advance deposits
apolis conclave.
will be presented to the legislature. This
Hippie Issues Call
and other matters will be incorporated
For S. D. Convention
in thetivereport
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
committee.to be made by the legislaPIERRE, S. D., March 15.— J. E. HipHad Urged Big Attendance
pie, manager of the Bijou theatre here,
has issued a call for a state convention
Every exhibitor in the state, whether
a member of the association or not, was of exhibitors at Huron on March 22. In
asked to attend the meeting. There now
his call Mr. Hippie points that "there
is a censorship measure pending in the are
many dangers confronting our industry, and we must be organized to meet
legislature and every theatre man is
urged to co-operate in combating this them successfully."
bill.
Referring
to aMotion
suggestion
that the
president of the
Picture
Theatre
West Virginia Will
Owners of America be invited, Mr. HipAffiliate Nationally
pie declared:
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
"It exhibitors
is not my intention
to assume
the
of the state
shouldwhator
NEW YORK, March 15. — Word is ex- must do, but personally, I am opposed
pected before night at headquarters here
inviting any of the warring factions
of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of to
to
attend
this meeting other than ourVirWest
in
organization
the
America of
ginia of a unit of the national league. An
Mr. Hippie directed the recent fight
organization was scheduled for today at which
resulted in the defeat of censorBerman repCharleston, with Samuel I. of
the M. P., selves."ship. His fight involved the expenditure
resenting Svdney S. Cohen
T. O. A.
of a large sum of money and in his message to the theatre men he has asked
in several
Convening of exhibitors
that
they
remit their share of the exthe
of
because
states is expected shortly
aland
delegates
appointing
of
necessity ternates to the national convention which penses.
will be held in Minneapolis in June.
Loew Leases Two
The New York association meets at
likely
is
It
7.
and
6
5,
April
on
er
Rochest
Houses In South
taken at that
that opportunity willforbesending
large
a
(Special
to Exhibitors Herald)
plans
make
to
time
ATLANTA, GA., March 15.— Marcus
Loew Enterprises has leased the Columbia Opera House at Columbia, S. C, and
the Savannah theatre at Savannah, Ga.
Taking the Joy
These houses will be taken over April 2
and it is understood will be given over to
Out of Kissing
motion pictures and vaudeville.
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
Van Cleve Appointed
BALTIMORE, MD„ March 15.
— Hyperciitics are more than busy
General Manager of
these days in endeavoring to have
their freakish ideas of morality inCosmopolitan Films
of censorship law. corporated insome form
George B. Van Cleve, former president
of a well-known New York advertising
ion of intolerThe latest express
ance comes from the newly organagency, has been appointed general manager of Cosmopolitan Productions. He
ized Citizens' League for Better
comes to Cosmopolitan well equipped to
Motion Pictures. In .an audience
of
s
with Governor Ritchie member
supervise
thestudios
activities
at thestreet
International Film
at 127th
and
three-foot
declared athat
the society
motion
Second avenue.
kiss was the longest
Leo A. Pollock has been appointed
picture patrons should see.
manager of publicity for Cosmopolitan
Samuel Clarke, who declared that
Productions, having recently resigned as
he formerly was a censor in
chief executive
Canada, told the kiss
director
of studios.
publicityMr.torPollock
Williamwas Fox's
West
Coast
forlasts about
that a three-foot
merly
on
the
Evening
W
orld
and the New
be
should
it
that
two seconds, and
York American. Associated with him as asnear enough to the soul variety to
sistant is Morris R. Werner, formerly
satisfy any fan.
of the New York Tribune.
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Buffalo

Kansas
Salary

Agitators
"to

Ask

Make

Higher

Censorship

Of
Pictures
More
Effective"
Seek Age Limit for Children
Actress Dies
Who Attend Theatre; When
Not Accompanied by Their
Parents or Guardian ,
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
TOPEKA, KAN., March 15.—
Kansas censors want more money!
Reformers of the Smith mer state
claim that increased salaries for
members of the censorate would
improve the present situation and
give the public better pictures.
The amendments to the censorship bill
are meeting with little favor in the
house. This attitude on the part of some
of the legislators has aroused the ire of
the agitators wu-» declare that the legislature should not laugh at welfare bills,
but "should do something constructive
for the children of Kansas."
Amendment Is Proposed
I'roposal was made that an amendment be adopted prohibiting children
under 12 years of age from attending
the theatre unless accompanied by parents or authorized guardians. Arguments following brought out many
humorous retorts.
"I think the age for protection should
be
raisedof toCowley.
40," declared Representative
Murray
"From
some
the limit
pictures
I've toseenbe
and heard aboutof the
ought
70," suggested Dr. Hawley of Jewell.
These declarations brought Assistant
Attorney General Bourbon to his feet.
Fault Is With Parents
"The trouble isn't with our censor
boards," he stated. "We don't need laws
to protectOurthe trouble
children.
Thatourisn't
our
trouble.
is with
fathers
and mothers. They are not paying
enough attention to their children."
It was suggested by one of the reformers that the censor board be brought
back to the "purer atmosphere of Topeka."
Governor
BUI

Signs

Reformers

Want Chicago Plan
Censorship Adopted
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
BUFFALO, N. Y., March 15.— Buffalo
reformers have started a movement to
try to force the adoption locally of the
so-called "Chicago plan of censorship,"
modeled by T. D. Hurley of Chicago.
I. M. Mosher, president of the Buffalo Theatremen's Association, is leading
the opposition to the movement and is
planning on a campaign of education,
through the newspapers and upon the
screens of the city.
Partington & Roth
Building New House
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.. March 15.
— Partington & Roth are building what
is declared to be one of the finest theatres in the country. It will be called
the Granada. The exploitation department of the company describes the new
theatre in this way:
"It may not be the largest. Its exterior may remind one of a van and storage plant from the rear. But the inside —
oh, boy!"
Business

T OS ANGELES, March 15— Beatrice
Dominguez, noted as one of the most
beautiful Spanish-type actresses on the
American screen, died in the Clara Barton Hospital, Los Angeles, recently, following an operation for appendicitis. The
young woman was engaged in the production of "The White Horseman," a
new Universal serial. She also played in
"The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse."
Plays Capacity at Lyric
(From Staff Correspondent)
NEW YORK. March IV— Metro's
"The Four Horsemen" played to capacity at the Lyric last week, its first of an
indefinite run.

Advance

Deposit

Adopted by Kansas Legislature
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
TOPEKA, KAN., March 15. — The measure sponsored by the
exhibitors of the state to correct the supposed evils of the advance
deposit practice has been adopted by the Kansas legislature and signed
by the governor.
Since the enactment of such a law in the state of New York
exhibitor organizations in other states have taken steps to have such
a law placed upon the statute books. A measure providing for a trust
fund where advance deposits are given is pending in the Missouri
legislature.
Theatre men of the state herald the passage of this bill as one
of their greatest victories. At their convention last fall the exhibitors
instructed their legislative committee to have such a bill drafted.

Men

Pleased

With Studio Progress
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
JACKSONVILLE, FLA., March 15.—
Governors of the Jacksonville Chamber
of Commerce, following a meeting with
Murray Garsson, president of Fine Arts
Pictures, Inc., and promoter of Fine Arts
City, expressed themselves as pleased
with
the progress
"bringing
substantial
portion oftoward
the motion
picturea
industrysuredtoMr. Jacksonville."
Members as-in
Garsson of cooperation
making
Fine
Arts
City
a
production
center.
Zoning Ordinance Would
Effect Theatre Building
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW ORLEANS, LA., March 15.—
Acting City Attorney Rene Viosca is
drafting an ordinance that will prohibit
the erection of motion picture theatres
and other businesses coming under police
powers in any residential section without the consent of two-thirds of the property owners. As planned the ordinance
would not
affect businesses
lished in residential
sections.already estabProject
Not Abandoned
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
KENOSHA, WIS., March 15.— Joseph
G. Rhode announces that plans for the
erection of the new Hippodrome theatre
have not been abandoned. All specifications for the building are ready and as
soon as economic conditions revert to a
more normal state bids will be let.
Withhold
Building Permit
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
PORTLAND, ORE., March 15.— The
city counciltestations oafter
listening
the pro-in
f residents
of thetodistrict
Sandy boulevard, near East Fiftieth
street, refused to grant a permit for the
erection of a theatre there. W. A. Tibbetts was back of the theatre project.
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Los Angeles Enjoys
Laugh on Reformers
Freak Iowa Legislation Is
Inspiration for a Bit
of Real Comedy
DES senate
MOINES.agree
IA. — that
Lawyers
in the
state
as worded
the censorship measure in the legislature
require not
prosecution ofwould
exhibitors
andonly
exchange
meiij. butticipatealso
of actors
in the scene
whichwhothe parbill
would prohibit. — News dispatch appearing inHIBITORS
MarchHERALD.5 issue of EXLOS ANGELES, CAL.— The following act, known as the Tod Browning bill,
and probably the most drastic motion
picture legislation yet proposed, will
probably not be introduced in any state
legislature this or any other session.
However. Tod Browning and other
prominent film people consider it as reasonable as many of the reform measures
that blame the crime wave to motion pictures and seek to cripple the industry by
censorship and blue laws:
An act to amend the penal law in relation to hthe
criminal
production and exibition of motion
pictures:
Section I. — Manufacture of stills. Every
publicity man making a still shall be reported to the
Federal
authorities
for prosecution
under the
prohibition
amendment.
Section II. — Larceny. Every ingenue
stealing an emotional scene from a leading
woman shall be reported to the police for
sob-lift ing.
Section III. — Assault and battery. CD
Every cameraman shooting a scene shall
be arrested for assault with a deadly
camera with intent to film. (2) Shooting
with a battery of cameras shall be deemed
assault with battery.
Section IV. — Fanslaughter. Every actor
whose
workfor knocks
'em dead shall be
prosecuted
fanslaughter.
Section V.— Riotous assemblage. If
spectators gather in any theatre to kill
time, the manager of said theatre shall
read the riot act and then call out the
militia.
Would

Eliminate

Films

Barred in Other States
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
HARTFORD. CONN., March 15.—
Representative A. Storrs Campbell has
introduced in the house a measure providing that with the exception of educational and scientific reels all motion pictures shown in the state must have been
approved first by the censor boards of
Pennsylvania, Massachusetts and Maryland. Violation would draw a fine of
from $50 to S100, with a jail sentence for
the fourth conviction.
Fight Bill Permitting
Pictures in Schools
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
ATLANTA. GA., March 15. — A fight
has developed in the city council over an
ordinance specifying that a patented projection machine may be operated in
schools by any person other than a
licensed operator. Opponents of the bill
declare that it is in direct opposition to
the ordinance requiring all such machines
to be operated by a licensed operator in
a fireproof booth.
Orchestra Is Installed
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
TOLEDO. IA., March 15. — L. E.
Alexander of the Cozy theatre has arranged to have an orchestra play three
nights a week in his playhouse.
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Shows

Legislature

Question
Is

in

Granted

South

of
by

Dakota

Solons Decide Issue at Stormy
Who
The

Will

Censor

Censors?

This question has been asked by
Lucien Hubbard, well known
scenario editor.
"What colossal intellects will be
recruited from the small towns to
sit in solemn judgment on the
morals of the world?" he asks.
"The idea is sublimely ridiculous.
I suggest that the national censorship plan now being agitated
should first be given a trial in Russia, where, I understand, they like
to have the Soviets do all the
thinking."
Kansas

Changes

Convention Date
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
KANSAS CITY, MO.. March 15.— The
convention of the Kansas State Exhibitors' Association has been deferred one
week, the dates decided upon finally being March 28 and 29. The convention
will be held at the Lassen hotel. Wichita.
Kan.
City Council Opposes
Prohibition of S. R. O.
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
PORTLAND, ORE.. March 15.— An
ordinance prohibiting the standing of
persons in lobbies or foyers of theatres
and the placing of obstructions in these
sections of the houses has been defeated
by the city council. Attorney Dan Malarkey represented the exhibitors before
the council.

"What Exhibitors
are saying about

Session — Passage Said to Be
Signal Victory for Theatre
Men of State.
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
PIERRE S. D., March 15.— Every
city, town and hamlet in the state of
South Dakota is to have the right to
decide whether it will have motion
picture performances on Sunday
The musty blue laws under which
exhibitors have been prosecuted spasmodically are dead in so far as they
apply to theatres.
Wins at Stormy Session
Under the terms of a bill passed by
both houses of the state legislature, the
entire question of whether motion picture theatres are to be permitted to open
Sunday is to be decided by popular vote
at special municipal elections.
The session in which this bill was
passed was one of the stormiest in the
history of the South Dakota house.
After passing the bill, the senate
requested the house
reconsideration. This to
wasreturn
refusedit for
as the
house members felt that the senate was
seeking to trade votes on this bill in an
effort to force the house to concur in
bill.
the senate's amendments to a censorship
Is Victory for Exhibitors
The successful passage of the bill is
a signal victory for the
regarded as
exhibitors
of South Dakota. They were
aided in their fight by exhibitor leaders
from other states and by representatives
of the Minneapolis Film Board of Trade.
Will Be Lorima Manager
LORIMA. WIS.— A. L. Pitzschler of
Theresa will be manager of the motion
picture theatre to be started here.
1
I
I 1
mi

"In the future, do not ask me to renew my subscription to EXHIBITORS
HERALD. Just send it and send a statement with it. We couldn't possibly
do business without it. An exhibitor without EXHIBITORS HERALD is like a
man losing his tobacco, and if any of you use tobacco you know what I mean. —
* ¥ Adams,
9
F. Nowachek, manager, Adams theatre.
Wis.
"We read EXHIBITORS HERALD thoroughly e\ery week. We think it
is a great paper and" that it does a great deal of good. We couldn't get along
without it." — E. A. Budd, manager. Royal theatre. Fayetteville. Ark.
* * *

"I bank on the What the Picture Did for Me' department of EXHIBITORS
HERALD, as it is the real method of getting facts." — B. C. Brown, manager.
Star theatre, Viroqua, Wis.
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-V/T YRON SELZNICK, son of Lewis J.
^ Selznick, vice-president of Selznick
Corporation, is in charge of production,
choosing casts, stories, etc., and exercising complete control of production
activities. He has been a business associate of his father's for three years or
since the formation of Selznick Pictures
Corporation, of which Lewis J. is president.

P UGENE
ZUKOR,
son of Adolph
^ Zukor, is assistant treasurer Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation. Has been
connected with his father's business for
about five years. First was engaged in
various capacities, familiarizing himself
with all departments of the business.
Joined the navy. Upon returning from
service he was appointed assistant to
the president and subsequently elected
assistant treasurer.

"1

D ALPH KOHN, son of Morris Kohn,
president Realart, and brother of
Norman Kohn. Ralph Kohn has been
assistant to general counsel, Elek J.
Ludvigh, of Famous Players-Lasky Corp.
since formation of company. Was
elected assistant secretary Famous Players-Lasky Corporation. Served in the
army. Upon return assumed office
assistant secretary, which he now occupies. Is also active in legal department.

KENNETH HODKINSON, son of W.
W. Hodkinson. The youngest executive in the film business. General and
executive manager United Artists Corporation. He is 26 years old. At 18 was
shipping clerk, booker, etc., in General
Film Exchange, San Francisco, starting
at the bottom. Then became assistant
sales manager Progressive Motion Picture Company, with offices in San Francisco, Seattle, Los Angeles. When his
father was made president of Paramount, Kenneth Hodkinson was first
secretary, then assistant to the president, next office manager. When W.
W. Hodkinson left Paramount, Kenneth
Hodkinson remained and was appointed
general manager by Hiram Abrams. He
resigned nine months later and became
special traveling representative in the
West for Pathe. When United Artists
Corporation was organized Kenneth
Hodkinson became office manager, then
executive manager, and a few months
ago general manager.

p\AVID
SELZNICK,
of LewisCor-J.
^-^
Selznick,
secretary son
of Selznick
poration, and active in the sales and
distribution end of the business, with
general supervision over these phases.
He is also devoting time to studying the
production angle. He has been with his
father since the organization of Selznick
Pictures Corporation.
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pURT KREMER, son of Victor
Kremer, is general sales director
Victor Kremer Film Features, Inc., a
position he has occupied since the formation of the corporation two years
ago. Previously engaged as manager,
advance agent and press agent of traveling theatrical companies.

TT\AVID L. LOEW, son of Marcus
Loew. Is in charge of Marcus Loew
Realty Co., the real estate end of the
Loew business. Has been with his
father since 1918, when he left New
York University. Is but little beyond
majority in years. Twin brother of
Arthur.

EXHIBITORS

HERALD

ARTHUR M. LOEW, son of Marcus
Loew, assistant to David Bernstein,
treasurer Loew, Inc., therefore assistant
to the treasurer. Has been with his
father since leaving navy two years ago.
He has made a close study of the financial end of the business.

JOHN J. JONES, son of Aaron J. Jones,
of the firm of Jones, Linick &
Schaefer, theatre magnates of Chicago,
has charge of all bookings, both vaudeville and pictures, for the nine Loop
theatres of the J. L. & S. circuit. He is
but 19 years of age and is perhaps one
of the youngest executives in the country. He started in at the bottom, three
years ago, as an usher. He then went
on the road selling films for the Central
Film Company, handling "The Unpardonable Sin." Eight months ago Johnny
was made head of the booking office.

NORMAN
E. KOHN,Realart.
son of IsMorris
Kohn. president
purchasing agent of Realart. Was with
Loew's Booking office in 1915; then with
the Film Exchange, Denver, 1916, as
shipping clerk; next with Paramount, as
booker and assistant to manager; then
did road work out of Denver. In the
army in 1918. Returned in May, 1919,
and in August, 1919, became assistant
purchasing agent of Realart. In November, 1919, was made purchasing agent.

sonman-of
T S. HUTCHI
HOBAR
n, is sales
Samuel
HutchinsoNSON,
ager of American Projecting Company,
having been associated with the concern
since his return from the war two years
ago. He has
virtually
up" atin the
the
industry,
having
been 7"grown
years old
time his father became interested in the
business. He is now 24.
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Proclaims
View

Riley

Ray

Birthplace of Poet Abandons

HERALD

Day

to

Picture

All Business and School in

Honor of "Beloved Hoosier"
THEREFORE, I, as Mayor of
GREENFIELD, Ind.. birthplace of
James Whitcomb Riley, abandoned
the City of. Greenfield, hereby probusiness and school on March 7 and 8
claim and designate March 7 and
8 as Riley Movie Days, and ask
to attend the exhibition at the Why Not
that every citizen who can attend
theatre of "The Old Swimmin' Hole,"
the presentation of this picture ami
Charles Ray's First National attraction
live again his boyhood days, and to
based
upon
the same
see this great play I invite the
title. The
storyRiley's
of the poem
event of
is interesting
school children of the City of
primarily as marking a new tribute to
Greenfield to be my guests at the
the power and scope of the screen, secafternoon performance on Monday.
ondarily as pregnant with exploitation
March 7th, at 3 p. m. and the
possibilities.
school children outside of the City
First announcement of the coming
attraction was made m the form of a
of Greenfield on Tuesday, March
xth
at p. m. Meet me at the Riley
proclamation by Mayor Ora Myers. The
Monument and receive your tickets
proclamation follows:
for the play.
* * *
Given under my hand and offiWHEREAS, Charles Ray is to
cial seal this the 3rd tday of March.
present to the city of Greenfield
1921.
and Hancock County the premier
(Signed) ORA MYERS,
presentation of "The Old SwimMavor of the City of Greenfield.
min' Hole," the most famous poem
of the beloved Hoosier poet. James
Whitcomb Riley, which is to be
shown on the screen Monday and
Two classes of tickets were distributed
Tuesday, March 7 and 8 at the
by the mayor. Red ones good for adWhy Not theatre, and, that the citmission on the first day of the showing
izens of Greenfield ami this county
were given to children of Greenfield.
will receivt great benefit from this
Green ones for the second day were
picture which has been made at a
tremendous cost and will give
given to children from elsewhere in Hancock countv.
widespread publicity and notoriety
The theatre is located a short distance
to the city and county which could
not otherwise be attained. That
from the old Riley homestead and many
the minimum of 25,000,000 people
of the characters represented in his
see an ordinary play which is
poems are residents of the community.
The woman who in her youth inspired
shown throughout the wrorld, and
that to give impetus for this pic"Little Orphint Annie" was among those
present at the theatre on the first day.
ture which will help in the publicity of Greenfield, and display her
The
widow of the poet's brother also
beauties and advantages which will
attended.
be derived from the advertisement
American flags and portraits of the
of this kind and acquaint the- peoHoosier poet were used in decoration of
ple of our great nation with the
the theatre interior. Motion picture
birthplace and home of the greatcamera men from Indianapolis photoest, poet of the civilized world.
graphed Brandywine Creek, the original
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"old
swimmin' hole," an-d scenes of like
interest.
Manager White of the Why Not theatre added to the ceremonies by distributing copies of a song written by himself
entitledto "The
Old Swimmin'
submitted
and approved
by -Mr. Hole."
Riley
before his death.
Sudekum Has Option
On Several Sites at
Lebanon, Tennessee
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LEBANON, TENN.. March l.V— The
thriving city of Lebanon, Tcnn., is to
have, it plans go through, another upto-date motion picture theatre, according
to statements given out by Tony Sudekum, president of Crescent Amusement
Company of Nashville, who was in Lebon March
taking options
on sev-in
eralanon,of the
most7, favorable
locations
Lebanon for this purpose.
This, move has been looked to for several months since the absorption of the
Star theatre by the Lyric about a year
company owns and conago.The trols Crescent
achain of the largest and best motion picture and vaudeville theatres south
i>i the Mason and Dixon line.
Exhibitors

Will Test

Validity of Blue Laws
(Special to Exhibitor! Herald)
BICKNELL, IND., March 15.— Sunday motion picture shows are forbidden
here by an ordinance passed by the city
council. A similar ordinance was passed
several years ago but was repealed. An
immediate test case with a jury trial is
expected. A local newspaper is conducting avoting contest on the question
which looms as an important factor in
the approaching
vember election. May primary aivd NoPalace Theatre
LONG BEACH, CAL.—
has sold the Palace theatre
Johnson
and Wrightsman
ert v.

Sold
W. J. Fahey
to Managers
of the Lib-

Left — Assemblage of school children beneath the Riley monument at Greenfield, Ind., to receive the Mayor's free tickets for
the matinee of "The Old Swimmin' Hole," the First National film at the Why Not theatre. Right — The old swimming hole,
Brandywine Creek, Greenfield, Ind., as it is today.
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Forms

Company

Catholic

Welfare

States
Offer Cooperation

Council

Position

to Industry

in An

on
Effort

Films
to Raise

Standards— Does Not Advocate Legal
Censorship or Sunday Closing
Clearing many points of misunderstanding and directly contradicting
claims made by advocates of legal censorship, the National Catholic Welfare
Council with headquarters in Washington, D. C, has made public the nine
points in its program for "A Campaign for Better Motion Pictures."
It stands
"uncompromisingly
on the
It urges
cooperation
with exhibitors
to bring aboutforthedecency
exhibition
of screen."
clean films.
It announces

NEW YORK, March 15.— Harold Bolster is president of the newly organized Continental Films, Inc. The company is capitalized at $2,500,000. This
marks Mr. Bolster's return to the industry. He formerly was vice-president of
Goldwyn. Later he was head of Bolster
& Co., stock brokers.
Thief Attempting to
Rob Playhouse Killed
Accomplices Captured After
Revolver Battle with
Policemen
One of three burglars attempting to
rob the Hub theatre. 1744 Chicago
avenue, Chicago, earl)' Monday morning,
was killed by the police. His two accomplices were captured.
The three were caught unawares as
they were cutting a hole through the
roof of the building to get to the safe.
Three policemen answered the call of a
resident of the neighborhood.
As the policemen crawled onto the
roof of the building they called on the
men to surrender. The yeggs, however,
opened fire. The police started shooting and in the mellee that followed one
of the bandits, Hines Mielke, was killed.
Two of the bandits fled but were apprehended shortly afterwards by the
officers.
Andre Barlatier Camera
Cheif at Universal City
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES. March 15— Andre
Barlatier, well known cameraman, has
been appointed chief of photography at
the Universal studios. John Guerin remains as laboratory chief. The new superintendent isa member of the American Society of Cinematographers, whose
members are the "ace" cameramen of
Hollywood.

that it "will cooperate with the industry in all sincere efforts for its improveRegards Censorship Measure as Last Resort
''\\
ill
advocate
legalized censorship only in the event that the producers,
ment."
distributors and exhibitors fail to make good in their announced housecleaning
campaign," is the wording of the ninth point.
On the question of Sunday opening, the vancement of the screen and will cooperate with
council is emphatic. It states that it has the industry in all sincere efforts for its imno sympathy for blue law advocates and provement.
9. Will advocate legalized censorship only in
that it does not advocate the abolition of the event that the producers, distributors and exhibitors fail tocampaign.
make good in their announced
Sunday picture shows.
housecleaning
"The Catholic position does not necesThe national headquarters of the counsarily call for state or federal censorship
cil is at 1312 Massachusetts avenue.
laws, at least not until the efforts of the Washington,
D. C.
better class of motion picture producers
and exhibitors, to effect their own reforms, have been given an honest trial Fails in Effort to
and
have
proven
to beopen
inadequate."
Limit Performances
the councilbeenstates
in an
letter to
newspaper
and
magazine
ed'tors.
"We,
At Utah Playhouse
however, confidently hope and expect
that these efforts, with which we are in
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
UTAH. March 15.—
fullThesympathy,
will succeed."
nine points
in its campaign are ThePANGUITCH,
attorney general of the state has
listed as follows:
1. Stands uncompromisingly for decency on the ruled that the city council here has not
screen and on the stage.
2. Insists that motion pictures shall be decent the right to limit the number of performances at the local motion picture
ofnottheonlyweekon asSunday,
well. but on the six other days
3. Urges cooperation with local exhibitors and theatre to every other night. The council had expressed a desire to place such
local police
authorities
hibition of clean
films. in bringing about the ex- a restriction
on the theatre and the
4. Will
scrutinize
the
motion
picture
exhibiwas sought from the state official.
States. tions in Catholic parishes throughout the United opinion
The attorney general held that as the
5. icism
Willand information
maintain its for
own thebureau
of review,
crit- council has a right to license the theatre
purpose
of effecting
it
cannot so restrict it.
concerted action for motion picture betterment on
the part of Catholic organizations.
6. Has
Law" ofagitators.
7.
Does nonotsympathy
advocatewiththe "Blue
abolition
Sunday Political League
movies.
S. Will work constructively for the further adRaps Blue Laws
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
AURORA, ILL.. March 15.— The John
Universal Sends West
Ericsson Republican League of Illinois,
one of the most influential political bodies
News Reel Library of
in the state, adopted a resolution at its
Several Million Feet
recent convention here condemning the
enactment of blue laws as a peril to
(From Staff Representative)
wholesome
laws now on the statute
NEW YORK, March 15— About
books.
5,0G0,CO0 feet of exposed negative
which records pictorially all the
The cansleague,
membersdeclared
are Ameriof Swedishwhose
extraction,
that
important news events that ocit feared the prohibition amendment
curred since its weekly was started
would be most imperiled by blue law
are to be shipped by Universal this
week to Universal City for storage.
legislation.
The records are from Universale Animated Weekly, which was
French Put Two Million
started thirteen years ago in ChiFrancs in Himmel Firm
cago,quentand news
frompublications.
Universal's subseThese
(From Staff Correspondent)
records comprise, Universal beNEW YORK. March 15— Word has
lieves, the most complete film
reached here that according to an inlibrary of historical events and
quiry conducted by police in connection
intimate glimpses of personalities
with the case of Andre Himmel, said to
in existence today.
be general
manager Corporation,
of Franco- AmeriThe shipment, which will be in
can Cinematograph
it is
charge of Morris Pivar, of the Unilearned
that
Frenchmen
have deposited
versal offices, will go forward in a
1.800.000 francs in the American bank in
special car and is heavily proParis to the account of Himmel. Accordtected by insurance.
ing to police only 73.000 francs remain
on deposit.
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Educational Officials
To Visit All Branches
President Hammons Will Tour
Exchanges in Eastern
Part of U. S.
With the view pf acquainting all of the
branches with the results attained since
the opening of its exchange system, E.
W. Hammons, president of Educational
Films Corporation of America and its
distributing subsidiary, Educational Film
Exchanges, Inc., and Henry Ginsberg,
manager of domestic sales, this month
will start on a series of trips which will
take one or the other of them to every
office in this country with the exception
of the Pacific Coast.
Creates Closer Relations
Since the establishment of the exchange system Mr. Hammons has followed the policy of keeping in close touch
with the branches and advising them in
advance of all his plans and often asking
the counsel of the various local managers.
The visits of the two officials is expected
to put them in closer touch with the various offices and to result in so intimate an
understanding of every territory that better results may be obtained in the future.
These trips follow the receipt of full
reports from each office and also a compilation by the home office of the results
achieved and the improvements desired.
Mr. Hammons personally will visit the
Washington, Pittsburgh, Louisville, Cincinnati, Geveland and Detroit offices,
leaving New York on March 28.
Ginsberg Goes to Boston
In preliminary trips Mr. Ginsberg will
go to the Boston, New Haven, Buffalo.
Albany and Toronto, Canada, offices and
then start from this city on April 4 for a
"swing lanta,
around
the circle,"
AtNew Orleans,
Dallas,visiting
St. Louis,
Kansas City, Denver, Omaha, Des
Moines, Minneapolis, Milwaukee, Chicago and Indianapolis.
Mr. Hammons only recently returned
from Los Angeles, where he conferred
with all of the producing units making
pictures for Fducational and a number
of others who are anxious for Educa. tional to handle their product.

MAE MURRAY
Who
will
make
four the
big direction
features forof Associated
Exhibitors under
Robert Z.
Leonard.

$500,000

HERALD

Firm

Is

Formed
by Houdini
ALBANY, N. Y., March 15.— Among
the newly formed motion picture enterprises is the announcement of the Houdini Pictures Corporation, New York
City, to engage in the business of manufacturing, distributing and exhibiting of
motion pictures. The concern is capitalized at $500,000, and the stockholders of
the company are Bernard M. L. Ernst, M.
H. Crane and David J. Fox.
The Brownie Comedies has also filed
incorporation papers beginning business
with a capital of $60,000. They will make
and exhibit motion pictures.
The Aycie Pictures Corporation, New
York City, has been formed to manufacture motion pictures and distribute, exchange and exhibit same. Its capital is
$6,000. Triart Productions, New York
City, will engage in general motion picture business. It has a capital of $110,000.
Other concerns above the $100,000
mark are: Valkyrie Pictures Corporation, New York, capital $100,000; MacAdams Pictures, New York City, capital, $352,000, and the Patchogue Amusement Corporation, Patchogue, N. Y.,
capital $200,000.
Kalamazoo Situation
Is Settled Amicably
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
KALAMAZOO, MICH.. March 15.—
A conference has been held here between
A. J. Moeller, representing the Michigan
Motion Picture Exhibitors Association,
Manager Freeman, Chief of Police, Ben
F. Taffee and J. E. Flynn representing
the producers, relative to the enforcement of a law regulating the display of
posters and exhibition of motion pictures.
Exhibitors here feared that strict enforcement of the measure would result
in the closing of several of the theatres.
Following the conference, Mr. Moeller
announced that a settlement satisfactory
to all had been reached. Chief Taffee
announced that the law would be enforced only if the complainant were to
charge the exhibitor with the misdemeanor, specifically stating all details of
the case. A complaint then must be
signed
and
a warrant for arrest sworn
out.
Pathe's Brunet Month
Now Half Way Passed,
Said to Break Record
Loyal tributes paid in the past to Paul
Brunet of Pathe will not compare with
the results that are being rolled up by
the Pathe sales force during "Brunet
Optimism Month" which has just turned
the half way mark, is the announcement
from that company.
It was predicted at the beginning of
the contest, in which thirty-two branches
are vieing to make March the biggest
month in Pathe's annals, that all records would be surpassed. Every indication at this stage of the contest is said
to lead to the belief that many points
will be added to the percentage of
increase shown in new business and collections over the best month's record
ever established by the organization.
New business is said to have been
remarkably stimulated by the contest.
This is partly due to the conditions of
the competition, in which contracts
bearing either a play date or advance
deposit, or both, received a seventy per
cent credit, against thirty per cent for
collections.
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Four" a
Open
Will
nge "Big
in Havan
Excha
Ehrenreich to Establish First
Of Series of Branches
In Latin Countries
has been
who York
EHRENRE
MAXidentified
exthe New
withICH,
change of United Artists Corporation
since its organization, sailed for Cuba on
Saturday, March 12,
to open the first
branch office of the
"Big Four" in that
of the
part
Plans
for world.
foreign
distribution recently
announced by Hiram
Abrams set for the
immediate activities
of the company for
j fMT M
the inauguration of
i^"^MJ product
' 11 distribution
a^A'A
both in Eu-of
fifl ^fl the "Big Four"
rope and in Latin
Max Ehrenreich
and South America.
The office in Havana
that will be
opened by Mr. Ehrenreich will be the
first of a series of offices or sub-offices
that will eventually distribute the "Big
Four" product in Cuba, Porto Rico, the
Bahama Islands, Jamaica, Haiti, the
Windward and Leeward Islands, etc.
Abrams Sends Staff
of Men to Europe
The first delegation to be sent to
Europe by Hiram Abrams to look after
the distribution
the on
"BigtheFour"
product in England ofand
Continent
sailed on Saturday, March 12, for London. As previously announced, exchanges will be established immediately
in London, Birmingham, Leeds, Glasgow
and Cardiff and an exchange will be
opened in Paris. Others will follow as
quickly thereafter as is possible.
A. C. Berman, who has been sales
manager of the New York exchange,
heads the party. He will go to London
to represent Mr. Abrams and the artists.
Mr. Berman will be assisted by F.
Wynne-Jones. A third member of the
party is E. B. Shanks, who goes abroad
to assume the post as treasurer.
Mr. Abrams has under way negotiations for the engagement of one of the
foremost British film men and it is expected that the deal will be consumated
on the arrival of Mr. Berman in London.
It is Mr. Abrams' intention to have him
take charge of the exchanges.
Hold Federal Regulation
To Be Most Practicable
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
ANN ARBOR, MICH., March 15.— It
was the consensus of opinion of those
attending recently the men's forum at
the First Baptist church that federal censorship isthe only practicable method of
regulation.
Mrs. George Miller of Detroit
criticized reformers who refused to give
producers credit for making good pictures. She declared that to some people
all things
areitsimpure
and that this attitude defeats
own purpose.
Show Edgar Comedy
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, March 15.— S. L. Rothafel has withdrawn the "Cissy Fitzgerald" comedy from next week's program
at the Capitol theatre and has included in
its stead comedy.
the newest Booth Tarkington
"Edgar"
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Pennsylvania

!
JOHN S. EVANS
Elected president of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of Pennsylvania.
Chicago to Get New
$2,000,000 Theatre
Playhouse to Be Erected in
Same Neighborhood Where •
Tivoli Is Located
Chicago's South Side is to have another $2,000,000 theatre.
In the neigborhood where the new
Tivoli, the Balaban & Katz house, has
just opened is to be erected a 4,000-seat
theatre at a cost of $2,500,000. The Tivoli
is at Sixty-third and Cottage Grove while
the new playhouse will be erected at
Sixty-third between Blackstone and
Harper.
J. M. Browarsky will build the theatre.
Secrecy has been maintained as to the
owners of the building. Several of Chicago's prominent exhibitors have been
mentioned but all have denied any interest in the project.
On the ground floor of the new building will be space for fourteen stores.
Overlooking Jackson park will be 200
apartments..
Construction on the new theatre will
begin on May 1.
Winik

Obtains

Rights

To Chaplin's "The Kid"
For the British Isles
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, March 15.— Hyman
Winik, representing Western Import
Company, has signed with William Vogel
Productions, Inc., for the rights to
Charles Chaplin's First National picture,
"The Kid," for the British Isles.
It is claimed that the price paid doubtless will stand as a record for some time
to come. The picture is expected to reach
England in May. An additional supply
of prints will be furnished for distribution in Great Britain.
Plan Hannibal Building
HANNIBAL, MO.— Work will be
begun on the new Hannibal theatre to
be located at 108 South Fifth street, with
the coming of spring.

Forms

Unit

of

National
Exhibitors'
League
John S. Evans of Philadelphia Is Elected President
of Organization— Plans Made at Meeting
to Fight Unfriendly Legislation
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
HARRISBURG, PA., March 15.— Another state organization of exhibitors came into being on last Tuesday when 200 exhibitors of Pennsylvania, representing 500 theatres, met at the Penn Harris hotel here and
formed the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Pennsylvania.
Through the formation of the state organization the exhibitor forces
in Pennsylvania are brought under one head for the first time, insuring
closer cooperation in solving the problems that confront the theatre men of
the Keystone state.
John S. Evans Is Elected President
As their first president the Pennsylvania exhibitors elected John S.
Evans of Philadelphia. Other executive officers chosen are :
First Vice-President — H. E. Wilkinson, Pittsburgh.
Second Vice-President — Peter Magaro, Harrisburg.
Third Vice-President — Fred J. Herrington, Pittsburgh.
Fourth Vice-President — Marlin Matthews, New Castle.
Secretary — M. J. O'Toole, Scranton.
Assistant Secretary — R. S. Koser, Lewiston.
Treasurer — Jacob Silverman, Altoona.
Plans were laid at the meeting to fight hostile legislation and resolutions of protest against censorship and other restrictive measures were
adopted.
As a means of combating censorship Davies, Milton; Hugh Campbell, Hazleexhibitors were advised to carry the mes- ton; J. R. Rogers, Middletown; Nicholas
sage of the censorship menace direct to Power, Doylestown.
their patrons through the medium of the
Resolution: David Barist, Philadelscreen, and also to provide petition
phia, chairman; Fred Herrington, Pittsblanks to be filled cut by patrons and
burgh; A. P. Way, Dubois; J. R. Cadoret,
mailed to legislators.
Scranton; L. J. Chamberlain, Shamokin;
Wm. Hunt, Philadelphia.
Affiliate With M. P. T. O. A.
Osterstock Is Chairman
Other resolutions were: A pledge of
Business Relations: Fred Osterstock,
affiliation with the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America; commendation
Sam Fineman, Philato D. W. Griffith for his part in aiding Easton, chairman;
delphia; Harold Heiberger, Bethlehem;
C. A. Kline, Ardmore; George Spang,
Mrs. Pauline K. Dodge; congratulations
to Herbert Hoover on the success of the Lebanon; J. E. Smith, Pittsburgh; H.
Hoover Drive for the starving children Wilkinson, Pittsburgh; Dr. Mischler, Alof Central Europe; for the establishment
toona; Jos. Shevia, Lewistown.
of equitable contracts; and a resolution
Ways and Means: J. Silverman, Altoona.
chairman ; C. F. Kear, Minersville ;
condemning William A. Brady's trip.
The meeting was opened by C. Floyd Marlin Matthews, Newcastle; Mike StieHopkins, manager of the YVilmer and fel, Philadelphia; John Hayes, Philadelphia: H. J. Schad, Reading; H. E.
Vincent theatre enterprises in Harris- Wilkinson,
Pittsburgh.
burg, who introduced Mayor George
Hoverter, who in turn welcomed the
A banquet was held in the Penn-Harris
on the first day of the convendelegates. M. J. O'Toole of Scranton, ball room
tion. Arrangements were made by a comresponded to the mayor's greetings.
mittee composed of Peter Magaro, chair' Sydney Cohen Talks
man; C. Floyd Hopkins, Isaac Marcus
Sydney S. Cohen was introduced by and H. B. Sellers. Among those who
S. I. Berman of New York. Mr. Cohen
spoke were Assemblyman M. G. Reed
explained the need of exhibitor organ- Craig, of Erie; Dean Hoffman, editor of
ization to fight pending legislation.
two Harrisburg papers, the Patriot and
Other speakers were W. Stephen Bush Evening News; Felix Mendelsohn. Goldof New York, who attacked censorship; wyn exchange manager at Philadelphia;
George Spang, mayor of Lebanon and an Assemblyman Marcus, of Pittsburgh; W.
Stephen Bush, of New York; Fred J.
exhibitor:
M. J.ofO'Toole
of Scranton;
George Rapport
Philadelphia;
Fred J. Herrineton, of Pittsburgh; Mike Stiefel,
Herrington of Pittsburgh; and Peter of Philadelphia; and Sydney S. Cohen.
Magaro of Harrisburg.
Peter Magaro acted as toastmaster.
Committees Are Appointed
Many Attend Meeting
Committees were appointed at the
Present at the 'convention were:
G. T. Spang, Lebanon: O. A. Potter,
opening session as follows:
Legislation: George Aarons, Philadel- Erie; J. P. Rogers, Middletown; W. R.
Stambaugh, Turtle Creek; C. L. Koller,
chairman; Harrisburg;
M. J. O'Toole,
Scranton;
Peter phia,
Magaro,
Henry
Poke, Altoona: J. F. Osterstock. Easton; W.
Pittsburgh; C. Floyd Hopkins, Harris- Hassinger, Bryn Mawr; W. G. Monte,
burg; Eugene McAtee. Mahanoy City; Irwin; H. Goldberg, Beaver Falls; A. R.
Wray, Dubois; C. J. Brown, Evansburg;
George rison,
Spang,
Pittsburgh.Lebanon; Frank J. Har- J. Silverman, Altoona: E. F. McAtee,
Organization: Fred Herrington. Pitts- Mahanoy Citv: R. E. Davis, Milton; M.
burgh, chairman; H. P. Dawson, Beaver
O'Toole, Wilkes-Barre;
W. Littlegrove,J.
Braddock;
A. H. Hall. Quakertown;
Falls; C. O. Bairs. Portage; O. A. Potter. J.
Erie; Wm.
Ray, Newcastle; Harry Dawson, Galitzen; S. R. Filson, Harris-
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burg; H. L. Sellers, Steel ton; S. A. Aeria,
Marietta; H. Bayer, Lehightou; C. F.
Hopkins, Harrisburg.
I, Marcus, Harrisburg; C. F. Kline,
Ardmore; O. B. Feldons, Harrisburg; A.
B. Haase, Ambridge; A. B. Kreiser,
Morgantown; M. J. Wray, Newcastle;
L. R. Reiner, Reading; J. M. Sverka,
Lewi-ton ; F. I.. Spetzer, Chambcrsburg ;
L. J. Jilt/man, Williamsburg; L. Holtzman, Millersburg; Albert Adam, Shippensburg; Robert Holt, Clifton Heights;
M. Sheffel, Brighton; C. E. Dietrich,
Tunkbannock; W. A. Melliwell Montroe;
H. J. Schad, Reading; C. O. Baird.
• Portage; G. P. Morris, Scranton; R.
Norvay, Vernon; C. H. Couch, Carnegie;
W. R. Stanburg, Turtle Creek; F. E.
Devlin, Wilkesbarrc; H. P. Dawson,
Beaver Falls; W. Wheat, Jr., Sewickley;
A. B. Kreiser, Myerstown; S. Wcllingsottle, Reading.
A. J. Feely, Hazleton; S. R. Gibson,
Harrisburg; Art Luce, Scranton; M. J.
McSherrv. Gettysburg; C. Diehl. Clayburg; F. B. Hill, Carlisle: Fred Hoffman,
Wilkes-Barre ; D. C. Megley, Columbia;
J. F. Fahnstock. Muncey; M. Matthews,
Newcastle; M. McCarthey. Oil City; G.
Shirley, Columbia; D. VV. Battinniore,
Newcastle; V. E. Best. Albion: D.
Krought, Winder; A. C. Werner, Reading; M. R. Commerford. Wilkes-Rarre:
G. H. Dealing. Austin; W. M. Kissinger.
Lebanon; R. L. Thomas. Greensburg; A.
S. Koser. Lewisburg; W. A. Densmore.
Patton; C. E. Gabel. Sharon; R. Sobclson, Bangor; Mr. and Mrs. J. Courdoff.
Roverstown; C. J. Brown, Evansburg;
H. W. Heiberger. Bethlehem; F. P.
Jones.
J. S.W'ilkinsburg.
Evans. N. Powers. Columbus
Stamper. A. H. Fisher. Jr. Saul Blum.
Sam Rlatt. M. Stiefel, Marcus Raer, C.
If. Goodwin, C, Hcxter, M. Woodward,
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Goldstein, H. Baglev. David Barrist, David Segal, Jay
Emanuel, G. Michaels. R. J. Hill, A.
1 layman, all of Philadelphia.
M. Rosenberg, F. J. Herrington, I. E.
Smith, A. H. Couch, J. P. Miller. H. C.
Klein, S. Feinberg. J. Wayman, Jerome
Casper, Henry Pohe and A. S. Moore.
Pittsburgh.
Sydnev S. Cohen. S. I. Herman and
W. Stephen Rush of New York.

Pittsburgh Theatregoers Honor Thomas Meighan — Clara Kimball Young
Accorded Warm Reception in South — Reception Held for Lillian Walker
the Liberty and the Regent theatres,
O TARS who have .made personal apRowland and Clark's big East Liberty
fe"? pcarances in theatres throughout the theatres.
country of recent date have been warmly
Press and public joined in enthusiasreceived and feted by the thousands of
tic receptions for Clara Kimball Young,
theatregoers.
star, on her visit to NashIn many instances the keys to the the Equity
ville, Louisville, Tulsa and Oklahoma
cities have been virtually turned over to
City. Newspapers declared that Miss
the honoicd guests. Every courtesy has
Young broke all records for publicity
been eties
shown
by
city
officials,
civic
sociand popularity in their respective cities.
and fans.
A week prior to her arrival the press
Thomas Meighan, George Beban, Clara
heralded her coining from front-page
Kimball Young and Lillian Walker are
headlines. M a\ or-elect Holcomb of Housamong those who have been receiving
ton, Texas,
presented her with a "ship
the plaudits of the fans within the last channel"
emblem.
lew weeks.
Mayors,
governors,
military and civic
The greatest ovation was given Mr.
officials,
the
shining
lights
society —
Meighan, the Paramount star, at Pitts- evtry person of position and ofprominence
hastened to extend their courtesies to
burgh, Pa., his former home. Pittsburgh still claims the star and every time
their beautiful guest. Miss Young
that he visitsto thehonor
city "the
voiced the sentiments of her press-agent,
themselves
him. natives" outdo
Milton Crandall, when she declared that
* * *
"even Mrs. Harding, mistress of the
On March .'! he made a personal apWhite House, couldn't have been more
pearance at the Liberty theatre, Youngstown. O., for which he was paid $1,000.
wildly received."
This he gave t* charity, half to the
Kenwood Orphan Asylum and half to F. P. -L. Employe Held
the Actors' Fund of America. The
On Charge of Larceny
mayor of the city gave him the keys to
the city and a big ball was held that
(From Staff Corrtspondcnt)
evening in his honor.
NEW YORK, March 15.— Louis C
The following day he stopped over
Bruce, an employe of the Famous Playin Pittsburgh to visit his relatives and
ers-Lasky foreign department, was
friends. A private screening of his new
arrested last Thursday by Detective Mcpicture,
"The
Lasy
Road,"
was
given
for him and a party of old friends and
Cartney of the bomb squad, on a charge
newspapermen. This was followed by
of grand larceny. According to the
an elaborate dinner at the William Penn
complaint Bruce, who has been with
hotel where in addition to the leading
Players for six years, had falsitheatrical, film and newspapermen of Famous
fied his accounts to the extent of $1,.">00.
the city, he was honored by the presBefore Magistrate Douras in the Yorkville court he pleaded guilty and in
ence of John S. Herron, president of
default of bail was sent to the Tombs to
Pittsburgh's
famousstar"Council
of Nine."at await the action of the grand jury.
The Paramount
then appeared

Clara Kimball Young, the Equity Pictures star, at Houston, Texas.

Thomas Meigttan, Paramount star, being entertained by friends and newspaper men
in Pittsburgh, Pa., at the William Penn Hotel.
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to France

Crafts

Offers
In

Reform

March 15— Adolph
NEW
Zukor YORK,
sails next Tuesday on the
Aquitania to visit France and possibly
Germany in connection with Famous
Players-Lasky export business. On the
other side he will meet his son, Eugene
Zukor, who sailed several weeks ago.
He expects to return in about six weeks.
Shallenberger Returns
From West Coast after
Closing New Contracts
(From Jitafr Correspondent J
NEW YORK. March 15.— W. E. Shallenberger, president of Arrow Fiim Corporation, returned Saturday after spending seven weeks on a Coast trip. He has
announced the signing of contracts for
twenty-six features, most of them in
series of four each. A box office star will
be featured in each.
'"Headin"
feature announced is n.
The firststarring
Four
Pete Morriso
North,"
big specials are included in the twenty-six.
Mr. Shallenberger also contracted for
two series of two-reel comedies, the first
starring Eddie Barry. Harry Gribbon
and Helen Darling. Stars of the others
have not been announced. A fifteenepisode Northwestern serial with Ann
Little in the lead was also obtained for
Arrow. It was directed by Ben Wilson.
Vidors Leave for West
(From Staff Correspondent)
NEW YORK. March 15.— King and
Florence Yidor left today for the Coast,
where Yidor will do four pictures for
Associated Producers. The first will be
"The
Cottage
Yidor will
play inofoneDelight."
picture for Florence
Thomas
Tnce.

HERALD

Plan

Cooperation
for

Clean

Screen

Leaders Approve Thirteen Point Outline
N. A. M. P. I. Movement to End All
Chance of Criticism
(From Staff Correspondent)

of

NEW YORK, March 14.— Dr. Wilbur F. Crafts publicly announced
i^clay that he did not care especially for censorship, a clean screen being
his one desire. It is the thing and not the method that interests him.
The president of the International Reform Bureau made these statements at an informal meeting this afternoon at headquarters of the National
Association of the Motion Picture Industry. Attending the gathering were
producers, distributors and representatives of the Y. M. C. A.. Y. W. C. A.,
the Society for the Prevention of Crime, the Association for Better Motion
Pictures and other kindred organizations.
Cooperative Spirit Is Apparent
The purpose of the meeting was to discuss with Dr. Crafts the question
of censorship. The meeting was one of cooperative spirit, with Dr. Craft>
expressing himself as willing to cooperate with the producers and distributors in a concrete plan for keeping the screen clean and wholesome.
There was a general discussion relative dated statement, including the earnings
to licensing all pictures with a contract of the subsidiary companies, reports for
embodying the thirteen points recently the year ending December 25 net operating profits of $5, 337,129.79. After deadopted by the producers and distribuducting all charges, reserves and federal
tors. A plan of licensing theatres to
show wholesome films also was con- income and excess profits taxes this compares with $3,132,985.22 earned in 1919.
sidered. In case of abrogation the license
would be revoked.
After allowing for dividend payments
The whole discussion centered on the the preferred stock earnings are at the
rate of $21.77 on 208.402 shares of
making of pictures along the lines out- annual
lined in the thirteen points and the strict common stock outstanding in hands of
adherence to these standards.
public as compared with $15.35 a share
earned in 1919 on 99.675 outstanding at
Hess Asks Time for Industry
that time.
Gabriel Hess suggested that Dr. Crafts
and others advocating censorship and
other film reforms grant the producers Hammons Signs White
time to carry through their plans. Dr.
and Hamilton to Make
Crafts, who said that he never had
Series of Two Reelers
started a single state or local agitation
for censorship, answered that while he
(From Staff Correspondent)
did not control the reform forces he felt
that this suggestion was fair.
NEW YORK. March 15— E. VV.
O. R. Miller, secretary of the New Hammons. president of Educational
York Civic League, raised the question Films Corporation, announces the signing of Jack White and Lloyd Hamilton
of the producers having the power to
enforce the thirteen points. Hess an- for three years with twelve two-reel comswered that the National Association
edies to be made annually. They will be
represented at least 90 per cent of the published under the Mermaid banner.
Hamilton will be featured under the
producing units.
direction of White.
Discuss Attitude of Catholics
Both Hamilton and White are here,
where the next three comedies will be
William A. Brady, president of the made.
X. A. M. P. I., took exception to the
Educational also has contracted with
statement of Dr. Crafts that the Catholics wanted censorship. Dr. Crafts then Astra Film Corporation for eight two. declared that it was not the method but reel comedies featuring Jimmy Adams.
These also will be of the Mermaid brand,
the thing, namely, a "lean screen.
In this Mrs. Ella A. Gould, vice-presi- making a total of twenty of these comedies a year, an increase of eight over
dent of the Y. W. C. A., agreed, saying
that the whole idea was cooperation in last vear.
the production of pictures that would
preserve the morals of the women of the
country. It was with this understanding Apache Company Is
that the meeting adjourned. Former
Formed in Arizona
Judge Peter A. Hendrick presided.
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
Mr. Brady and Mr. Hess spoke for the
National Association. Besides those
LOS ANGELES, March 15.— Organalready mentioned. H. C. Barber, superization details of Apache Trail Productions have been announced by C. O. D.
intendent of the Society for the Prevention of Crime, spoke, saying that he Blanchfield. fiscal agent.
thought the clean screen must start with
F. W. Woodward is president: A. W.
the producers.
Snyder, and
vice-president;
H. Y. Snell.
secretarv
treasurer. Directors
include
J. Watt Hogue. B. J. Ponkey and D. L.
Meloy. all of Globe. Ariz. W. E. Tobias
Famous Players-Lasky
is the Los Angeles representative. J. B.
Earnings In Increase
Warner and Yester Pegg are the fea{From Staff Correspondent)
tured leads in the Westerns which the
company is producing in Arizona under
NEW YORK. March 15.— Famous
Players-Lasky
Corporation's consoli- the direction of A. J. Scott.
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Ait

kens

to

Establish

Of Exchanges
(From Staff Correspondent)
NEW YORK, March 15.— Harry E.
Aitkcn and Roy E. Aitkcn are the guiding spirits in American Business Corporation, which plans to develop a system of twenty-five exchanges throughout
the country to distribute motion pictures.
American Business Corporation was
incorporated under the laws of Dela-

HARRY E. AITKEN
Of American Business Corporation which will
establish exchanges over the country.
ware on November 1 of last year. The
officers are Augustus C. Hone, president;
Charles H. Peddrick, Jr., vice-president
and assistant treasurer; Roy E. Aitken,
treasurer; Jos. W. Seemes, secretary;
and J. M. Carling, assistant treasurer.
Harry E. Aitken and Roy E. Aitken are
members of the board of directors.
The corporation now is doing some
distribution through Magnet Film Exchange at 729 Seventh avenue. At the
offices of the corporation it was said that
ambitious plans are being laid out but
that it was too early to talk about them.
World

Film

Enters

State Right Market
Company Has Large Supply
of Pictures on Hand
for Publication
(From Staff Correspondent)
NEW YORK, March 15— World Film
Corporation is entering upon a campaign
of extensive activity in the state rights
market, according to a statement made
to the trade press last week by Milton
C. Work, president. This is the first
official announcement to be made of the
company's
purposes,
although plans

HERALD

System

Over
Country
were laid for the step immediately after
the corporation had sold its distributing
organization.
Has Supply of Films
The corporation has an unusual supof pictures,
Mr.' Work
During
the plylast
year viewers
lookedsays.
at over
500
subjects and from this number selected
the array it now controls. The selection
covers a variety of subjects, including
detective dramas, comedy-dramas, society drama and westerns.
"The Wakefield Case," a detective
drama produced by L. Lawrence Weber
and starring Herbert Rawlinson, supported by Florence Billings; and "Whispering
Shadows."
by Emile
Mayflower under
the produced
direction of
Chautard with Lucy Cotton as the star,
are two of the early offerings.
Will Re-edit Pictures
Reissues of World Film publications
will be offered. All of the reissues are
to be re-edited by World Editorial Corporation, headed by Harry Chandee and
William B. Laub. New advertising
mater'al is being prepared.
In addition to its state right activities,
the corporation will sell directly the foreign rights of the pictures owned.
Michigan Law Is Blow
To School Exhibitions
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
OWOSSO, MICH., March 15.— The
state fire marshal's office has notified
Chief Howell of the local fire department
that under the provision of a new law no
motion picture shows can be given in
buildings other than regularly equipped
theatres without the buildings being inspected.
Organization Creates
Voluntary Censorship
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
BATTLE CREEK, MICH., March 15.
—The child welfare department of the
Parent-Teachers' Association has established avoluntary censorship to eliminate
objectionable films and encourage interest in the good. It is said that the association has the cooperation of the local
exhibitors.
Chathurn

Concern

Appoints Manager
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, March 15.— L. M.
Gobbs has been appointed assistant general manager of T. W. Chatburn Enterprises. He will supervise exchanges in
Western cities. L. E. Kennedy has been
appointed Los Angeles exchange manager; Harry V. Oviatt for San Francisco,
and Walter Cree for Omaha.
Kyson

Speaker

at

Art Men's Meeting
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, March 15.— Charles
H.
Kyson, president
of the
Art Directors'
Association
and art
director
at the
Thomas H. Ince studios, will appear before the A. D. A. at its next bi-monthly
meeting, Friday, March 18, and speak on
"Picture Costs."
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Continue

Trip; to Visit South
N. A. M. P. I. Thanks Leader
for Effort to Promote
Unity in Industry
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, March 15.— William A.
Brady, president of the National Association of the Motion Picture Industry,
who has just completed a six weeks' trip
through the West, is to resume his tour
within a few days.
He will visit twelve more states, principal y in the South.
Given Vote of Thanks
Mr. Brady gave a preliminary report of
his trip to the producers and distributors
divisions and the membership of the
executive committee of the N. A. M. P. I.
at a meeting held in the Hotel Claridge
March 11.
After his report, a resolution was proposed by Adolph Zukor extending a vote
of thanks to Mr. Brady "for the splendid
work tionhewas has
accomplished."
unanimously
adopted.The resoluOn motion of P. L. Waters, Mr. Brady
was instructed to appoint a committee to
meet with the National Board of Review
for the purpose of discussing a practical
application of the set of standards which
has been adopted by the national association.
Those Attending Meeting
Those at the meeting and the companies represented were: Adolph Zukor
and Lee Counselman of the Famous
I'layers-Lasky Corporation; Earl J.
Hudson and
B. Johnson
Associated FirstE.National
Pictures,of Inc.;
(iabriel L. Hess of Goldwyn Pictures
Corporation; R. A. Rowland and W. E
Atkinson of Metro Pictures Corporation;
J. S. Woody of Realart Pictures Corporation; C. C. Pettijohn of the Selznick Corporation; P. L. Waters of Triangle DisCorporation; H. Goldstein
Universal tributing
Film Manufacturing
Company;of
Saul E. Rogers of Fox Film Corporation;
E. W. Hammons of Educational Film
Exchanges; ternational
Murray
Silverstone
InFilm Serviee,
Inc.; of
Albert
Grey of D. W. Griffith, Inc.; Joseph M.
Schenck of Norma Talmadge Film Company; Hiram Abrams of United Artists
Corporation;
Paul H. Cromelin
InterOcean Film Company;
Thomas G.of Wiley,
Frederick H. Elliott and Lloyd D. Willis.
Teddy

Taylor Will
Marry Ruth Wing
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, March 15.— Teddy
Taylor, "the boy publicist," and Ruth
Wing, daughter of the well known Willie
Wing, who writes dare-devil Westerns
and exciting serials, will be married this
month. Ted was former director of publicity at Metro and was later associated
City.
with Charles L. Hertzmann at Universal
Grants Playhouse Permit
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
CHARLESTON, S. C, March 15.—
City Building Inspector James Coles has
issued a permit to Albert Sottile of
Pastime Amusement Company to build
the first unit of a new theatre in George
street. The first unit will cost $100,000.
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South African

Player

Says America Leads
World in Production
(From Staff Representative)
NEW YORK, March 15.— Gwen MacDonald, the 17-year-old South African
film player, recently arrived in New York
City. Miss MacDonald, accompanied by
her mother, traveled the 7,000 miles to
learn at first hand the manner of American production of motion pictures. Before starting on a tour of the various
studios throughout the United States.
Mrs. MacDonald and her daughter were
in accord in declaring that up to the present moment, European pictures are far
behind American productions.
"I have traveled in many sections of
both the old and the new world," said
Miss MacDonald, "and I must admit that
the American cinema product by far outclasses foreign competition. As a further
proof of this assertion it is only necessary for me to say that the exhibitors
of Africa and the leading exhibitors of
Europe demand American made film and
are willing to pay for it. Whenever an
American film is shown in South Africa,
the S. R. O. sign is bound to make its
appearance."
Mastbaum Memorial
Day

in Philadelphia
Is Set for April 3
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
PHILADELPHIA, PA., March 15.—
Sunday afternoon of April 3 has been
designated by the Stanley Mastbaum Memorial committee as the date for observance of the death of the founder of the
Stanley Company.
Each year a special entertainment in
honor of the birthday of the theatrical
man is held at the Eagleville Sanatorium
near Norristown. This annual memorial
has become a feature which is looked forward to by the invalids at the sanatorium.
Members of the committee are: Lawrence D. Beggs, chairman; Al Boyd,
John McGuirk, Abe Sablosky, Lew Sablosky, Morris Boney, Charles Segal and
Abe L. Einstein, secretary.
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Represent
Patriotic

Work

Meeting

at Madison Square Garden on March 18 Is
Sponsored by American Legion and
Civic Organizations
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, March 15. — The motion picture industry is to participate in
another phase of Americanization work.
The Associated Motion Picture Advertisers has been designated to represent the industry at the Re-consecration meeting scheduled for March 18 at
Madison Square Garden.
Patriotic Organizations Sponsoring Meeting
The purpose of the meeting is the upholding of Americanism and
American ideals. Patriotic societies, both local and national, are sponsoring the
affair. Among the leaders are Col. Galbraith of the American Legion and Miss
Ann Morgan.
At the recent weekly meeting of the
A. M. P. A. acceptance of the appointment was voted. In concurring in the
purpose of the meeting the following
resolutions were adopted:
Resolutions Are Adopted
Resolved, That the A. M. P. A. declares
itself and hereby is in wholehearted accord with the high purposes of the Reconsecration meeting to be held March
18; and that we solicit the cooperation of
other elements of the industry to make
this meeting reflect the convictions of
those in the motion picture profession.
Resolved further, That the committee appointed cooperate with Mr. Hawks in
getting out slides and trailer for the furtherance of the publicity and advertising
work of the Re-consecration meeting.

Shooting

Scenes

For the A. M. P. A., President Paul
Lazarus appointed the following committee to cooperate with the organizers
of the meeting in the preparation of slides
and trailers for advertising purposes:
Victor Shapiro, chairman; Tom Wiley
and E. P. McNamee. Wells Hawks will
act as liason officer between the A. M.
P. A. and secration
the meeting.
committee for the Re-conBelmont Is Opened
(From Staff Correspondent)
NEW YORK, March 15.— The Belmont, the new Haring and Blumenthal
theatre at Tremont and Belmont avenues, the Bronx, was opened last Saturday night.

on the

Limited

Crews Sells Theatre
To Resume Art Work
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
FAYETTE, MO., March 15.— Monte
Crews has sold the Alamo theatre to the
Stroub Brothers of Slater. Mr. Crews
will return to New York to resume his
art work. ■
Mr. Crews has been one of the livewire exhibitors of Missouri. During the
engagement of a chautauqua here last
fall he threatened to obtain an injunction
prohibiting the Sunday program unless
he was permitted to operate also on
the Sabbath. The result was that Crews
was granted permission to operate on
Sunday.
Oakley Productions
Moves L. A. Offices
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, March 15.— Oakley
Super Quality Productions, Inc., has
moved its offices to 931 South Grand avenue. New officers and directors are: W.
president; C. A. Coon, viceCollard,
J.
president; Carlton Frase, secretary; B.
M. Russell, treasurer. J. W. Early has
been retained as director of productions.

Left to right: Clarence Geldart, MUs Fielder, F. R. Butler, Julia Faye, Gloria Swanson, Alec B. Francis, Milton Sills, Elinor Glyn, the author, and Sam Woods,
Paramount director, filming scenes on the rear observation platform of a railway
train, for "The Great Moment," starring Gloria Swanson.
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OF PLACER"

Left to right — Chief Two-Gun-White-Calf, Medicine Owl and Chief Eagle Calf, Carlisle graduate and interpreter of Glacier Park
Indians. They will be used in connection with the Marshall Neilan-First National production.
Five

Troupes
Exploit

Pete

Smith

States

of

New
That

Squaws, Papooses and
Bucks Are to Be Used
In Prologues
TXDIANS — five troupes of 'em — com* ing from the Blackfeet reservation at
Glacier National Park are preparing to
don their head dress and war paint for
exploitation of Marshall Neilan's forthcoming First National publication, "Bob
Hampton of Placer."
Pete Smith, publicity director for
Neilan, who has been buzzing around
Minneapolis, has just announced that arrangements have been completed with
the Great Northern railway for the nation-wide tour of more than fifty Blackfeet bucks, squaws and papooses who
will appear next month in connection
with the publication of "Bob Hampton of Placer." This stunt will feature
a detailed exploitation of the picture.
* * *
Everyone of the Indians who will tour
the country appeared i n the picture
which was staged last fall in Glacier
National park. More than 1,000 of the
Red Men were used in the climax of the
picture
whichplans
is "Custer's
Tentative
are to uselast
the fight."
Indians
for prologues in the higher class theatres
throughout the country where the picture will be shown. They also may be
used for ballyhoo purposes. Each troupe
will consist of an interpreter, five bucks,
and as many squaws and papooses as
may be desired. The picture will be published on April 18 through First National
exchanges.
This is declared to be the first time in
history that Indians will be used in
numbers to exploit a picture. Permission
from the government to allow the
Indians to leave the reservation and the
cooperation of the Great Northern rail-

Indians
Neilan

Will
Feature

road had to be obtained before plans
were completed. » * •
Other features of the campaign annouced by Smith follow:
Elaborate Indian lobby photos and
stills.
Mailing of 15,000 letters to persons who
visited Glacier National park during the
last few years. These heralds will tell
of the production and the coming of the
Indians.
Mailing of 1,000.000 two-color postcards by the railroad telling of the park
and picture.
Detailed press book for exhibitors and
suggestions for prologue, lobby stunts,
etc.
After completing plans here Smith left
for Browning, Mont., where he will meet
the Indians who will make the trip and
will obtain material for advertising and
newspaper copy. From there he will
return to California.
Commenting on the exploitation stunt.
Carleton Miles, writing in the Minneapolis Journal said :
"Motion pictures are the Indians' missionaries.
"It is a case of repentance.
"The movies took away the Indians'
by putting the Wild West shows
jobs
out of business. The braves had to go
back home instead of swaggering all
over the lot in war paint.
"It was a cruel blow to the Indian,
but he bided his time.
"His opportunity came today when he
and fifty of his brothers, squaws and
papooses were engaged to start exhibiting themselves all over the United
States." Metro
5.-L.

Picture

Will Play at Capitol
The second Sawyer and Lubin picture
which Metro is distributing, "Without
Limit," will open at the Capitol theatre,
New York, on March 20. George D.
Baker directed the feature.

Court Order Closing
Theatres on Sunday
Is Made Permanent
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
PRINCETON, IND., March 15.— Efforts of United Theatres and Amusements Company to open its motion picture shows on Sunday came to an end
when the state's case against the amusement company was dismissed by agreement. A temporary restraining order
prohibiting the company from giving motion picture shows on Sunday was made
permanent
by Judge R. C. Baltzell of
the
circuit court.
The ment
court's
companyorder
from prohibits
operating theits amuseshows
on Sunday until the statute governing
the case is repealed by the state general
assembly. The costs of the action were
paid
the aroused
defendant.much interest here.
Theby case
It was chiefly a fight between the recently organized Law and Order League
and the amusement company. At the
time of the issuance of the restraining
order counsel for the amusement compannounced an
appeal
would be*taken
to theany supreme
court
of Indiana
in event
of a permanent injunction. This plan
has now been abandoned.
L. B. Seymour

of Iowa

Leading Fight on Tax
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
GLENVVOOD, IA., March 15.— L. B.
Seymour, manager of the Rex theatre in
this city, is leading the fight in this section of the state on the WhitmoreWeaver bill, which would fasten a state
tax of one cent on each 50 cents or fraction thereof paid for admission to any
amusement.
At his own expense, he has printed an
analysis
of the
bill pointing
motion theatre
owners
that the out
law towould
compel them to pay into the state treasury practically 4 per cent of gross receipts and urging them to explain the
situation to representatives and senators
from their district. His step is bringing
results.
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ADVERTISING

Exit
ww-And
a
Comedy
'
need to know that public interest in
FILM ExEDUCATIONAL
FROM
REPORT
motion pictures was never at higher
changes, Inc., states that the demand for posters
pitch. Equipped with such knowladvertising short subjects distributed by that organiedge the real showman proceeds
zation has tripled in the past six months. That is good news
naturally to better advertising and
for theatre men, as well as for short subject manufacturers
its invariable result — better business.
and distributors and the general public.
The report indicates that the exhibitors of the nation
are intent upon eliminating the condition discussed upon this POSSIBLY THOUGH NOT
probably as an indirect result
of box office reports due at least
page slightly less than six months ago under title of "—And
in part to the presence of motion
A Comedy." General observation of newspaper and other
theatre advertising is stibstantiative of the statement.
picture players, impersonators of
As a result of this effort exhibitors will find their
stars are being used in exploitation
presentation with considerable
and
theatres more prosperous because better advertised; short
success. Douglas Fairbanks, Charles
subject producers and distributors will respond to the enChaplin, Roscoe Arbuckle and Wilcouragement given and progress toward better production
liam S. Hart are among the stars
and distribution the more rapidly because with confidence : whose pictures have been advantageously advertised by employand the general public will find theatre attendance a more
ment of imitators. In cases where
pleasant because more dependable pastime.
stars do not personally object to the
impersonation and no attempt is
G
WIN
of success — likewise proof of anPHOTOGRAPHS SHO
at misrepresentation the stunt
made
other
victory
for
exploitation.
extraordinary advertising acmay be used with gratifying results.
complishments of Seattle, Wash.,
theatre men during the recently
ANOTHER VICTORY
STILL
is recorded with receipt of the
celebrated First National Week are
OF
STAR
n," and
exceptionally interesting photoin a,-Millio
RGE ManBEBAN
GEO"One
reproduced upon another page of graph showing the manner in which
presently engaged in a personal apthis department. Paramount, Metro,
cutouts are displayed by motion
pearance tour in connection with
Hodkinson, Universal and other
picture exhibitors in Prague, Bo- the production, recently made a
vakia.
Nothing statement to an Exh.bitors Herhemia, Czechosla
companies have conducted special
weeks of similar character with like exactly like it has been done in this
ald reporter that is especially incountry, doubtless because city
teresting in this connection. Mr.
results as concerns advertising. The ordinances in the majority of Amerthat since publicastated
Beban
stimulating effect of such an enterican municipalites prevent. Yet
tion in this department of a sugprise upon theatre advertising is the idea is typically American,
gestion to the effect that exhibitors
by no means its least important
to whom his services were not
bizarre, innovational. spectacular.
recommendation.
The fact that American exploita- available should engage an impertion thus dominates Old World thesonator to enact his vaudeville sucing
thought
conand
interest
is
atre
ROREP
'"The Sign of the Rose," in
cess,
S
PH
PHOTOGRA
vincing proof of its soundness as an presentation of the picture the home
institution.
her succeeding"
anotlly
duced upon hica
office of Robertson-Cole had rethe results
page show grap
ceived exhibitor requests for imof sensational exploitation in Bospersonators and actor requests for
ES
le's
ANC
n-Co
EAR
rtso
APP
ton, Mass., where Robe
PERSONAL
"Kismet" was introduced following
of stars in connection with p;c- employment in such numbers that
a campaign of exceptionally vigor- tures in which they appear are re- he had engaged legal counsel to
ous nature. An advertising man
t said
in thistedmanact protec
of his
useact
ported with steadily increasing fre- prevenner,
by
being
awed as one might pardonably have
quency. Such reports differ almost
stion
ight.
was
sugge
The
copyr
that city's reputation for solely in name of player, theatre, made as a result of the excellent
been by ality
and reserve would
intellectu
c welpubli
Theatten
etc. ly,
city, pictu
ding
them hearti
the reception accorded vaudeville imcomesre,
not have employed spectacular
methods. The men in charge of theatre in great numbers. That
personations witnessed and without
indicates undiminished interest in knowledge of the fact that the act
the premiere realized, as too few
was copyrighted. Apologies to
do, that human beings are human,
motion pictures. Exhibitors conwhatever their veneer, and proreaders who may have been incontion of vaude
templatin
venienced thereby and to Mr.
arg interpola
foreign elements
ville and simil
ceeded accordingly. The photoBeban are made herewith.
graphs submitted are ample proof to "strengthen" their programs
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Showmanship

"H

Suggestions

EY RUBE," a new Educational comedy, offers another opportunity
for use of the 1907 model "horseless carriage" which may be found
after a search in practically any city. The stunt has been utilized numerous
times in past exploitation, always with marked success. The incongruity of the
vehicle's appearance alongside the modern automobiles upon any street is its
strong point. The exceptionally low cost of the enterprise is another argument
in behalf of its adaptation. Members of the house staff may be sent out in the
conveyance, or amateurs may procured with little difficulty.

in

the

Stills

<.<.T}ZAU REVEL," Thomas H. InceParamount production, deals mainly with society life and contains, among
others, the elaborate setting reproduced
above. It may be approximated by
exhibitors who emphasize stage presentation to good effect. A single professional dancer of ability may be employed,
the minor characters being entrusted to
amateurs.

"OCRAP IRON" is the title of the
^ forthcoming Charles Ray-First
National production from which the
above still is taken. Considerable newspaper and word-of-mouth publicity
should be obtainable by use of amateur
l,k'T'HE
HICK,"
Larry
Semon's
most
recently
published
Vitagraph
comedy,
contains the above scene. It is customary to give considerable footage or professional boxing contests staged in
| to action taking place against such backgrounds. Where censors do not accordance with existing statutes. The
| shorten the sequence a stage feature of similar nature may be used to ad- old familiar "Meets All Comers. Prize
| vantage. Where there is censorship it should prove even more effective.
of (suitable amount) to Anyone Who
| This type of presentation has been used so frequently as to have established
Stays Three Rounds" may be re-vamped
| ample precedent for the guidance of the exhibitor who applies it in the present for the occasion. Variations in plenty
I instance.
williiiMniimriiirniriTipnnniJiTiiiiinnmpiMiiirriTrriniiiittninimumuriiruTTTTrn
occur to the exploitation exhibitor.
^itmmuuwimiiMniiiiiiiiHiimnitMURiimwnniKmtmanmirininiriTBiiMiiiiuiiHiiiHiiMiitiiitiiniiitiiuiitiiiiiititiiiiiiiTiiiiiii minium miuiinmiiiiiiii i liinniiiiniiniMrimiiin miiLiriiniFiiini rTminiummm
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Ruth

Roland

Wins

Atlanta

UTH ROLAND, star of "The
"■^ Avenging Arrow," Pathe serial,
made a personal appearance in Atlanta, Ga., when the first episode was
shown at the Alpha theatre, one of the
Sig Samuels chain. Accompanying
illustrations give an impression of the
reception accorded the star.
Atlanta newsboys welcomed her
with a demonstration which stopped
traffic for half an hour, presenting
her with the bouquet seen above. Another photograph shows the effect of
her presence upon Alpha theatre attendance.
The lower illustration shows the
reception committee, from left to
right: Willard Patterson, Mgr. Criterion theatre; N. V. Darley, Mgr.
Alpha; Ruth Roland; Miss Brownie
Brownell ; J. A. McWhorter, Mgr.
Pathe exchange, and Steve Grow,
Mgr. Hodkinson exchange.
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Live

Exploitation
In

Czechoslavakia

the accompanying illustration presented as showing "unique
use of cutouts" by an American exhibitor, it would be interesting.
"Novel," "effective" and other veteran
terms in common use describe it accurately.
WERE

When it is stated that the photograph was received by C harles E.
Mover, director of advertising and
publicity for United Artists Corp.,
from Sedley I'eck, of the American
Legation at Prague, Bohemia, CzechoFirst National representation as obslavakia, added interest attaches thereto |
served in the Washington's Birthday
parade at Laredo, Texas.
from the American exhibitor-advertiser's point of view.
Indian Parades
Mr. Peek's comment regarding the !
photograph included the statement that
First National
Mary Tick ford is as well loved there
Films Doctrine
as in .the United States, though she is
known as Mary I'ickfordova, as all
The Indian whose likeness is shown
women
in that
country
herewith carried the doctrine of First
at
the end
of their
names.have an "ova"

Sandusky Ape Man
Combines Realism
And

Comic

Appeal

(ieorge Schade, proprietor of
Schade's theatre. Sandusky, C)., recently employed the remarkable character shown in the accompanying
illustration in an exploitation campaign waged for "Go And Get It."
Marshall Xeilan's First National attraction. The picture, certainly a novelty, isinteresting for many reasons.
The attraction advertised has been
exploited with exceptional industry
throughout the country. The stunts
used in its behalf constitute an array
of novelties such as are induced by
few productions. One might have
stated with reasonable confidence that
its possibilities had been exhausted
some weeks ago, that nothing essentially new would be used in its behalf.
The Schade stunt, by a wide margin
the most spectacular in point of realism combined with humorous appeal,
proves that such a statement would
have been mistaken.
The news of the innovation further
substantiates several important conclusions drawn in connection with

previous accomplishments. It proves,
for instance :
That there is always something new
under the sun in exploitation:
That any picture which is not too
old to exhibit is not too old to advertise with every means available;
That stunt exploitation is its own
guarantee of publicity, and
That a tiling worth doing is worth
doing well.
The ape man stunt had been used
before. It had never been used so
effectively.

Realistic exploitation ape man employed
for the Schade theatre, Sandusky, O.,
showing of "Go And Get It."

National pictures in the Washington's
Birthday parade at Laredo. Tex. The
figure, unique and undoubtedly imposing even in a section where Indians
are not infrequently seen, drew attention to the bannered statement.
It is not necessary to dwell upon the
probable results of the enterprise. The
benefit to Laredo exhibitors using the
First National product is apparent.
Space may be devoted more profitably to a general summing up of the
advantages of the class of advertising
represented. It is a class of which too
little is reported in the news of the
average week.
Any exhibitor is in a position to
bear the expense of such an enterprise.
It is indicative of lamentable apathy
that more exhibitors do not seize upon
similar and dissimilar opportunities
for the public display of their theatre
name. "Me like Strand pictures" obviously will serve as well the individual exhibitor. Further departure
from the original plan of action may
be made at will.
It is generally known that prestige
advertising is in many respects more
valuable than individual attraction advertising. Ithas permanency of yield
and singleness of purpose on its side,
not to mention several obvious points
of merit.
The Laredo enterprise reflects a
clear understanding of showmanship
values and an altogether commendable industry. More work of the type
is to be expected as the general science
of exploitation develops.
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Boston

HERALD

Bows

"Kismet"
To
RADITIOXALLY staid
Boston, Mass.. regarded by
many as impregnable to exploitation assault, surrendered en j
masse to the campaign waged for
the premiere of the RobertsonCole production at the Majestic
theatre.
Exploitation Arabs
mock Mohammedan

knelt in

worship at |

Boston's busiest intersection, attracting vast crowds. Arising,
they unfurled scrolls giving date
and place of showing.
Illustrations on the right show
window

displays obtained in

music, sporting goods, millinery
and record stores previously considered unapproachable.
The

campaign

constitutes a

genuine exploitation triumph.
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footlights. At the ends of the stage
a blue light is thrown upon the vases.
The A. T. above and in the center
is red and lighted with red which
works on the same dimmers as the
rest and gives a pleasant contrast.
This monogram also is changed occasionally. During Christmas week I
used a big red star.
I read this week of Hyman imtrade-mark
the form pressing
of theaStrand's
prologue.
I once hadin
our trade-mark up there at the top
in the shape of a shadow box, which
dimmed on and off with the rest of
the stuff.

Auditorium view of the American theatre, Butte, Mont., illustrating H. A. Albright's
"ain't" story, a showmanship document.

Albright's
Describes

"Airit"
"813"

H. A. Albright, manager of the
American theatre, Butte Mont., is
author of the following showmanship
story. Read it. His handling of
"813," the Robertson-Cole production,
is typical of the man. Others 'who use
the picture xvill profit by his example.
All unll enjoy the story.
BY H. A. ALBRIGHT
First let me explain that the photo
is a bit misleading in that our house
isn't a store show as it would suggest. The decided "wedge" that takes
place toward the front of the house
is responsible for this appearance.
Further excuses are required to account for the few and scattered music
stands.
The organ
"the thing"
the
Northwest,
the isorchestra
beingin
used to play the fillers. I notice, too.
that our director's stand hides a good
share of the organ console.
But what I was going to write
about was "what looks like but ain't."
The marble bannister enclosing the
orchestra pit "ain't" marble. It's
compoboard, cut out and painted to
represent onyx, and darned if it
doesn't. Neither are the Grecian
lamps Grecian. They're Woolworth,
but painted and fixed up in a manner
that would deceive the keenest Greek
that ever shined a shoe.
The potted trees and expensive
vases also "ain't." These latter I

Story
Campaign

change at will, as often as I find timeto cut out and camouflage new ones.
( )ccasionally I use an upright panel
with a nifty little scene painted thereon, with vines entwined, etc. We
have lots of fun with our stage, even
though it is only twelve inches deep
back of the plush.
I am rather proud of the lighting
effect I have worked out on the plush.
I have built reflectors around the
proscenium, between it and the plush,
throwing a green light on the green
plush ; also green thrown up from the

Front of the American theatre, Butte,
Mont., during the "813" engagement.

Now about
the the
plush
curtains.
Thistheis "813"
but oneon of
75
conspicuous places that I put this
title, within the theatre. However,
in the other 74 places I added "Wedture began.nesday," which was the day the picThe slide series used on the screen
was due explanation, and afforded
room for sales talk.
The effect was really great, the
"813" on the plush. We used this
drop to close in after different subjects and during intermission so it
was on view a good share of the time
The letters were cut from white
sign cloth, had a red outline, and gave
a pretty effect on the green velour.
Throughout my campaign I tried tn
impress the mystery angle. Insisted
on patrons attending at the scheduled
hours, which accompanied all advertising. Used the old bunk about not
seating any one while opening reels
were in progress, etc. Drummed on
the
castLupin
and also
Maurice Leblanc'^
Arsene
stories.
shape.
The picture went over in great

Aid

in Advertising

Grosset and Dunlap, book publishers,
are arranging with W. W. Hodkinson
Corporation for cooperative exploitation
of "East Lynne." The original novel
by Mrs. Henry Wood is being republished in an edition five times the usual
amount. The following announcement
appears
the hook:on the jacket and title page of
"Photoplay edition republished in conjunction with Hugo Ballin's
modernized
screen production
featuring
Edward
Earle and Mabel Ballin — a Hodkinson
The cover of the book has been
printed in four colors and numerous
release."
scenes from the picture have been used
as the illustrations. In addition to 100.000 of these jackets on "East Lynne,"
which will be used as advertising circulars, the publishers are printing a great
quantity of half-sheet cards reproducing the cover, with a selling line on the
merit of this classic and a space for the
name of the local theatre in each town
where the picture will be shown. These
placards will be displayed in the stores
having the book on sale and in the theatre lobbies during the showing of "East
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"The
As

Bait"
Basis

HERALD

Proves
of

Tempting
to Merchants
Cooperative
Window
Displays

ww'X'HE BAIT," Maurice Tourneur's Paramount proJL duction, was given the benefit of window exploitation, the story of which has many points of interest during
the showing of that attraction at the Rex theatre, Denver,
Colo., a neighborhood theatre seating 325 persons at a
performance. The four window displays obtained are
presented herewith.
Fred V. Greene, Jr., Paramount exploitation representative atthe Denver exchange, was responsible for the
scope of the advertising campaign, probably the most extensive used in the history of the theatre.
He laid the foundation for the campaign by utilizing
the method recently inaugurated for such purposes, obtaining options on the four windows considered most desirable
for the work in hand. The windows are in four stores

Men"s clothing were offered in another window, the
banner
health."reading, " 'The Bait' to catch men."
The wording was but slightly altered to suit the purpose of the merchants who offered for inspection ladies'
wear and infants' apparel.
The four windows constituted a blanket barrage of
propaganda for the picture. The person who traversed
the intersection in any direction could scarcely miss one of
the windows.
The majority of pedestrians were com-

which face upon the busiest intersection in the neighborhood of the playhouse.
The tide of the picture was used as the catchline which
induced the merchants to lend their space for the period of
display. It worked out in this manner :
In the- window which displayed sweaters, mufflers,
etc., the sign read, "This is "The Bait' which lands good

pelled to view two or more.
The repeated registering of the tide upon the consciousness can not have been without a definite effect upon
the decision of one who contemplated an evening at the
theatre.
Mass attack by window advertising is one of the tried
and demonstrated effective methods of exploitation. Where
it has been used it has almost invariably produced big
results. It is safe to assume that the 325 seats of the Rex
theatre were well filled during the exhibition of "The

Bait."
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"Lying
Lips"
Exploitation
Evokes
Original
Enterprise

31 HI 1

An especially well-lighted window display
used
for "TheN. Right
to Love" in the
Amsterdam,
Y., campaign.

Advertising Men
Broaden Field By
Title Advertising
i.
"Lying Lips," Thomas H. Ince's Associated Producers, Inc.,
production, has evoked in the brief period elapsed since publication exploitation and presentation enterprise of striking originality. The engagement photographically described above and
below, that of the New Grand Central theatre, St. Louis, Mo.,
is no exception.
The big stage of the theatre was darkened for the presentation feature, a miniature stage erected at the back and in screen
position being illuminated by footlights and borders in effective
manner.
Originality of treatment has been characteristic of every
important exhibition of the Ince production to date.

Great credit is due the exploitation representatives of the Famous
Players- Lasky organization for their
brilliant and consistent work in at
least one important line of endeavor. By use of motion picture
titles of peculiar fitness they have
materially broadened the field of
theatre advertising.
A photographic reproduction here
presented shows the window display obtained by Harry Swift, of
the Albany, N. Y., exchange, at Amsterdam. X. V., during the run of
'The Right to Love" at the Rialto
theatre of that city. The right of
every human being to enjoy the
beauty of flowers is the basis of the
window.
display, which is in a florist's
That is a typical Paramount exploitation window. And due to the
efforts of this exploitation organization practically every class of
store, factory, etc., has been added
to the advertiser's field of operations.
Adaptable titles are in most cases
essential, though there are many in"tie up"
on recordbywhen
has beenstancesmade
otherthemeans.
The broadening of the field is the
important thing. This is of value to
the entire exhibitorial body.
To the organization most active
in the indicated direction recognition for a work well done is due.
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Outside
the Law"
Attests
Merit
of Stunt
Advertising

William Slutsky, imitator of Douglas
Fairbanks, "booked solid" on the New
York "exploitation time."
Fairbanks

Double

Proves Advertising
Method Practical
William Slutsky. said to be very
like Douglas Fairbanks in general appearance and athletic ability, has been
booked almost solidly for the past two
months in New York and vicinity,
playing '"exploitation engagements'' in
connection with the showing of "The
Mark of Zorro.'' that star's United
Artists production.
Wearing the costume which Fairbanks wears in the picture, the impersonator appears at theatres playing the picture, performs stunts in
front of the theatre or upon the stage
and permits passersby and patrons to
form their own opinions as to his
identity. Due to the fact that he
wears a mask, it is reported, many
conclude that the star is making a
personal appearance.
The idea may be applied in practically any city. An advertisement
for an impersonator, incidentally,
should prove a good publicity stunt,
though in this case the mistake as
to identity is less likely to be generally
made. The additional publicity will
more than compensate for that.
A similar stunt may be employed
with imitators of other stars whose
personalities are such as to permit of
successful impersonation. Such an
enterprise conducted in connection
with a Roscoe Arbuckle vehicle was
described in a recent issueEmployment by exchanges of impersonators for such work, possibly
with standardized arrangements
whereby they can be '"booked" in connection with the motion pictures in
which the stars represented are featured, isnot an altogether impractical
suggestion.

Showmen

disposed to characterization of stunt exploitation

as "interesting but impractical and out of keeping with dignity"
will find especially interesting the theatre record of "Outside the
Law," Universal's production starring Priscilla Dean. The picture is familiar to every theatre man who reads.
The lobby display of the Rivoli theatre, Portland, Ore., reproduced above, is so spectacular as to merit the "stunt" classification.
Stunt exploitation produced the waiting line seen below during the showing at the Strand, Seattle. Wash. Note that rain
did not disperse that gathering.
"Outside the Law" serves excellently the exhibitor who
becomes convinced after a study of its theatre record that there
is merit in stunt exploitation.
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Constructed

Atlantic

City

Colonial

One of the best lobby displays seen
in Chicago was used during the Randolph theatre run of "The Kid,"
Charles Cliaplin's First National feature. Unfortunately, the theatre front
is so constructed that a photograph
showing with fidelity the excellent appearance probably could not be made.
.It any rate, none 'was obtainable.
A display of like character and possessing atleast one point of superiority
'.cas used for the attraction during its
engagement at the Colonial theatre,
.Atlantic City, N. J. Photographs in
this case are available, tliat reproduced
at the bottom of this page being very
similar to the Randolph composition.
Difference in location and drawing
territory are doubtless responsible for
the fact that the feature was shown
for only one week in Atlantic City and
for sci'cn zvecks at the Randolph.
Gigantic
Cutouts
Dominate
Colonial
Campaign

the
er toofgreat
manag
USS,
, went
STRAal
theatre
A • Coloni
expense in preparing his lobby display.
Robert Hamilton, house artist, painted
the giant cutouts which dominate the
front. The smaller illustration, showing the theatre from a distance, discloses most advantageously the effect
The lower illustration reveals the
gained.
care exercised to give the lobby proper
the "slum" atmosphere which has
been considered advisable for use in
advertising the picture. The action of
the play is thrown against such a
background for the most part, and the
paper issued with the picture stresses
this fact. It is natural that special
lobby displays should carry the same
general tone.
The practicality of this type of advertising is borne out in the third
illustration. The Colonial lobby is
said to have presented a like appearance throughout the week of the run.
Mr. Strauss did not rely altogether
upon the lobby for his advertising of
the picture. Post cards were sent
through the mail, street cars and
busses were bannered, throwaways
were
licity. used in profusion and a special
drive was made with newspaper pubIt is stated that as a result of the
exploitation instituted some 35,000
people attended the theatre during the
week of its engagement, and this despite a simultaneous showing at a
theatre not many blocks away.
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F. W. Teufel's Peoples theatre lobby decorative scheme

Portland

First

Ralph Winsor's lobby display used at the Star theatre

Celebrates

National

Week

pORTLAND. ORE., scored a "first" in point of numbers
among the cities of the Northwest during, the recently celebrated First National Anniversary Week, attractions distributed by that organization being exhibited in 26 Portland
theatres.
Much unusual advertising was done during
companying illustrations showing some of the
used. A stimulating influence upon exhibitorial
not the least important effect of this and similar

the week, aclobby displays
advertising is
events.
Another view of the Star lobby

.••'! llT
tl1IM 1>

r

Frank Lacey's characteristic Majestic theatre lobby decoration

John Stille's poster broadside in the Rivoli theatre lobby
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Stories

the

Lens

Trend

of

Activity

A
ri
X"
was

HUGE reproduction of the telegram in which the Goldwyn exchange authorized the extension of the " Madame
engagement
at the
Fulton Operathe House,
effectively used
in announcing
event. Lancaster, Pa.,

GR. STEWART, resident manager of the American and
. Iris theatres, Casper, Wye, promised the school boys
seen in the above reproduction of a photograph submitted free
admission
"So Longfor Letty,"
Robertson-Cole
production, toif the
theyshowing
wore theof banners
three days
prior to the
opening and returned them in good condition. The boys carried the title of the picture into every section of the city, their
stunt serving as the climax of a teaser campaign carried on
through the mail and in the newspapers.

WIEW of the Fulton Opera House during the "Madame X"
v engagement, showing clearly the reason for the extension
of the engagement.

ONE of the best publicity stunts recently reported drew
the mail replies seen above for Ben Serkowich, publicity
director of the Madison theatre, Peoria, 111. Mr. Serkowich
convinced the editor of the "Peoria Journal-Transcript" that
he could build up his want-ad advertising by offering tickets
to the Madison as prizes to the first three who found and
replied to a designated keyed ad. The replies received are
numbered by thousands.

RICHARD E. REDDICK, Paramount exploitation representative atSalt Lake City, Utah, arranged with the Bailey
& Sons Co., feed dealers, for a cooperative window display in
behalf of "Chickens," then in engagement at the Empress
theatre.
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THE Victor Dog was represented as saying "No Wedding
BeLs for Me" as he regarded a sign and poster advertising
Life," Music
the First
National Company
attraction,store,
in the
window of"Married
the Laredo
and Jewelry
Laredo.
Tex.
Thehumor
Victorto Dog's
well known facial expression gave a
touch of
the display.

CANYOUOPEN
IT? IS
SAFE
RGLAR PROOF

BOXreported
office broken
records byof $400
Barbee's
Loopon theatre,
are
and $459
the firstChicago,
and second
days Universal's "Outside The Law" was shown.

OFtKmtSAfl INC TIP
/s rousr'

THE night before Daniel Roche, Chicago representative of
the Paramount exploitation staff, arrived at Rock Island,
111.,
advertise and
"Burglar
Proof" and theatres,
"Held By
the Enemy"
at theto Majestic
Fort Armstrong
a burglary
was
committed which made the front page of local newspapers.
A safe was planted in the Fort Armstrong lobby, as shown
in the accompanying illustration, the banner serving for both
theatres.

STREET representation of conspicuous proportions was
conducted by the Rylander theatre of Americus, Ga., in
behalf
the National
showing of
"The Kid," Charles Chaplin's feature
length ofFirst
attraction.

AN inexpensive and easily read exploitation vehicle used by
the Strand theatre, Canton, O., in the exploitation campaign for "Dinty," Marshall Neilan's First National attraction.
Carefully
good points.thought out sign copy is not the least of the stunt's

FRANK WILSON, manager of the Blake theatre. Webb
City, Mc, offered free admissions to children bringing
animals to the theatre on the opening day of the showing of
"Down on the Farm," United Artists production. Three cows,
one horse,
one bear, one raccoon and numerous other animals
were
brought.
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Plunkett
In

and

Hyman

Advancement

THE producer who publishes an
exceptionally artistic or otherwise
precedential photoplay is lauded by
trade and laity alike. The star, if any,
and all who have contributed to the
picture's greatness come in for a share
of glory. Much is said and written
about the general advancement of the
motion picture by reason of the accomplishment.
Exhibitors figure less often in discussion of this nature. An occasional
spectacular individual triumph is
widely heralded, but the consistent,
unremitting toiler for better motion

E. L. Hyman's Stage celebration of
Washington's
Birthday
theatre, Brooklyn,
N. Y. at the Strand

HERALD
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Influence
of
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Vital

Theatre

Standard

picture theatricals gets all too little
of the praise rightfully due him. The
inconsistency of the custom becomes
strikingly apparent when it is considered that the man in the street, the
gentleman whose purchase of tickets
finances the industry in all its departments, sees and knows the exhibitor,
whereas those commonly credited with
the worth while works of the screen
are to him but names or faces.
Joseph Plunkett and Edward Hyman, managing directors of the New
York and Brooklyn Mark Strand thctres respectively, are men of the type
responsible for but not popularly
credited with a great many of the important advances which have brought
the theatre to its present high estate.
Their showmanship, their ability to
enhance by fitting presentation and
intelligently directed exploitation the
existent qualities of available motion
productions, exerts an influpicture
ence upon the theatricals of the nation
more generally beneficial than any
single production that has been or in
all probability will be published.
Illustrations presented herewith
show recent accomplishments of the
gentleman in discussion. The photographs disclose the general class and
magnitude of the work done, work
that is characteristic of the two showmen.
There are engaged in similar work
in the country some hundred or more
exhibitors whose names
are syn-

The Brooklyn Strand setting and presentation for "The Inside of the Cup," the
Paramount production.
onyms for advanced theatrical
thought. Their names in news of the
week indicate news of importance.
Their endeavors are worth reading
about. Accounts of their work are
read.
Readers apply the principles and in
many instances the concrete endeavors
discussed to their own businesses.
Thus is general progress effected.
Thus is the general estate of the motion picture theatre and the motion
picture exhibitor advanced.

PLUNKETT, managing director of the Strand theatre, New York, contributed valuable precedent in his presentation of "Black Beauty," the Vitagraph production, the above photograph showing the Strand stage with the prologue
The prologue production is another important episode in Mr. Plunkett's career of service to the American
progress. body.
in
exhibitorial

JOSEPH

March

Lobby
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Washington

Stressed

Advertising
STUNTS

J. D. Keeler. manager of the Strand Theatre,
| Canton. Ohio, devoted space measuring ten
| inches by four columns to a personal endorse|
|
|
|
|

SIDNEY LUST, proprietor of the Leader theatre.
Washington, D. C. evinces keen appreciation of advertising values in exploitation of attractions preTwo illustrations presented
sented at that playhouse.
herewith are indicative of the high standard maintained.
When "The Mark of Zorro," Douglas Fairbanks
United Artists attraction, was shown at the Leader, Mr.
Lust made up the attractive lobby display shown above,
using paper issued with the production for the purpose.
He extended his customary exploitation to embrace distribution of coupons to school children, possession of which
entitled children to admission upon payment of fifteen
cents. In all probability the price did not represent a great
reduction. But in all certainty it represented widespread
distribution of advertising. x
Below is reproduced the lobby display constructed for
"Shipwrecked Among Cannibals.'' the Universal attraction.
Though the photograph does not show it clearly, it is said
that a tripod from which was suspended a caldron containing imitations of human legs occupied central position
in the display.
The lobby receives special attention in all cases. It is
regarded as an essential factor in the selling compaign.
The displays presented herewith are representative of
the average Leader composition. They represent a good
average.

ment of "Dinty." Marshall Neilan's First National attraction. He gave the message added
strength by including in his copy the statement
that at no time in his twelve years of experience
had he assumed personal responsibility for a

| picture in that manner.
* * *
Sixteen window displays were obtained in the
| advertising campaign waged for "The Girl With
| the Jazz Heart," Goldwyn production, at the
| Calax Theatre, Asheville, N. C. Additional value
| attached to the stunt by reason of an arrangement
| whereby the holder of the winning number in a
| drawing held on the closing night of the engage1 ment was presented with whatever article in any
| of the sixteen windows was selected.
=
* # ♦
M. H. Todd, manager of the Princess Theatre,
| Cheyenne, Wyo., recently used large advertising
| space in the "Cheyenne Tribune," buying several
| hundred copies of the same edition and distribut| ing them with a red streamer across the front
| page. The newspaper gave a two-line head and
1 story in a subsequent issue to description of the
1 feat, according the story front page position.

* * ~*
|
The Rialto Theatre, holding the First National
franchise for Hamilton, Ohio, has instituted "Patrons' Pay Day" to stimulate Friday business.
The sum of $25 is put in envelopes varying in
amount from $5 to $0.01, enough envelopes being
| provided so that every patron receives one.
I
* * *
1
1
|
1

When winners in the star identity contest re-

| cently conducted by the "Chicago Herald and
1 Examiner" were announced, the name of the
In the
1 theatre each attended were included.
subsequent
| theatre display advertisements in
| issues a line was inserted stating that the prizes
1 won would be awarded to winners at those
| theatres on a given evening.
I
* * *
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Jackie Coogan, six year old star of "Peck's Bad Boy," slips Harry D. Wilson of
the Irving Lesser productions, his income tax form for the well known "once
over." Jackie, having no dependents, pays a pretty sum to Uncle Sam every
year.
Selznick

Takes Complete
Of Production

The March 17 issue of Selznick News
will mark an important change in the
handling of that news reel. With this
issue the Selznick organization will take
over every detail of the production and
distribution of the short features. Heretofore there has been some outside help
in the production of the publication.
Selznick News came into being more
than a year ago after Lewis J. Selznick
had made an exhaustive study of the news
reel situation and from the very beginning was intended to reflect some of
the individual ideas of its publisher, a
Fox Makes Artistic
Picture of Harding
Inaugural Ceremony
"The Fox News picture of the
Harding exhibitor
Inauguration,"
wroteFox,
an
Eastern
to William
"is as
artistic
production
as if
the
whole
thing a had
been specially
staged
newsoutreel."
Fox for
Newsthe got
a 4CO foot
special on the inauguration, covering the great event from every
angle. Each worthwhile moment,
from the time President-elect
Harding left his hotel to the close
of his inaugural address, provided
a scene for the reel. Artistic handpainted titles aided the impressive
effect.
The special was a finely finished
piece of work, not a hurried and
incomplete production. It reached
the theatres speedily, the laboratory having been prepared to give
it the right of way and smooth
handling; but quality was not sacrificed for the sake of speed.

Charge
of Its News

Reel

motion picture man who had had wide
experience in all other departments of
the business.
Edited by Durling
For
some
editingofofE. tinnews reel has months
been in the
the hands
V.
Durling. a member of the Selznick organization who has had ample opportunity
to get the Selznick idea. Myron and
David Selznick, whose activities in the
production and distribution of other
Selznick products, have been giving the
news reel a great deal of attention.
Under the new arrangement the production of the news reel will be entirely
in the hands of the Selznick producing
unit of which Myron Selznick has long
been the head. Plans long under way
have been worked out to give Selznick
News high class camera representation
in all of the important centers, both of
this country and in foreign lands.
Select to Distribute
At the Selznick studios in Fort Lee, a
lot of interesting work is being done
to inject into the news reel issues from
time to time sufficient novelty to make
the short feature unusually attractive to
the exhibitors throughout the country
for whom it is made. The distribution
will remain in the hands of Select Pictures Corporation who handles all other
motion picture products with which the
name of Selznick is identified.
Board of Review Rates
Ziegfeld Feature High
In the bulletin which it issues every
two weeks, the National Board of Review
classes W. K. Ziegfeld's feature. "The
Black Panther's Cub," the first picture to
be made by the Ziegfeld Cinema Corporation, as a "star" production.
This classification by the Board of Review "denotes a particularly fine picHire." Florence Reed is starred and
Emile Chautard directed.
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Lobby Display Grows
Amount of Paper Put Out on
Shorts Triples in Last
Six Months
One of the most significant developments of its recently completed survey of
exhibiting and exchange conditions
through this country and Canada is reported by Educational Film Exchanges,
Inc., to be the increased lobby and poster
display and general advertising accorded
one and two-reel comedies and short subjects generally.
Issues Paper on Shorts
Educational is issuing one and threesheets on each two-reel comedy, 11 by 14
lobby photos, press books, advertising
aids and 8 by 10s to those theatres especially desiring them. The service on
other pictures is in corresponding volume, special service being accorded on
the single reels, with the idea of aiding
the exhibitor in selecting the pictures best
suited to the remainder of the program.
This survey showed, Educational reports, that the demand for paper and
photos has been practically tripled in the
last six months. Although the policy of
the head office has been opposed to the
exchanges loading themselves up with
waste material, every exchange has
found it necessary to make substantial increases and this has been directly traceable to the fact that scores of theatres
that never before advertised the comedies and single reels now are giving
them a considerable portion of their lobby
and general billboard displays.
Have Proved Drawing Power
"There isn't the slightest doubt," says
Educational, "that this has come because these pictures have proven their
audience pulling power to the exhibitor.
We have never laid any stress on the
sale of accessories. While we have tried
to give the exhibitor every possible service we have never urged him to buy material. But the quality of the product
itself has been proven to them and now
they recognize that the comedy and the
scenic supplied by Educational is in no
sense a 'filler,' but that they will bring
hundreds to the theatre if their presence
is allowed to be known. We have eliminated the sensational from such disPlan Exploitation for
Al Christie Comedy
For the exploitation of "'See My Lawplays."
yer," the Al Christie special comedy production tohe distributed by Robertson-Cole,
and to be issued shortly, an extensive
exploitation program has been arranged. This is being embodied in the
press book which Robertson-Cole is
about to publish on this subject.
"See My Lawyer" has a cast which
includes T. Roy Barnes, Grace Darmond.
Lloyd T. Whitlock, Jean Acker, Ogden
Crane. J. P. Lockney. Tom McGuire.
Lincoln Plumer. Bert Woodruff and
Fugcnie Ford. It was a successful light
p'av on Broadway with Mr. Barnes as
star.
Buys Howell Showhouse
HOWELL. MICH.— Vernon Locey.
who has operated the Temple theatre
here for nearly three years, has purchased the building in which it is located
and is planning extensive improvements
and alterations.
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Claim Bruce Scenic
Brings Record Price
At Capitol Theatre

Goldwyn

With the booking of "Water
Trails," a Robert C. Bruce Scenic
issued by Educational at the Capitol theatre for this week at what
is said to be the highest price ever
paid for a scenic picture on Broadway, there is another chapter written in one of the worth-while developments of the motion picture
business.
It was S. L. Rothafel who
showed the first picture that Bruce
made for Educational. This was
"When
2,700 feettheinMountains
length andCall,"
was being
used
by Mr. Rothafel in connection
with his presentation of "Hypobillthewhich
awakenedof
Broadwaycrites," ato
possibilities
the motion picture. It was given
one of the musical settings that has
put Mr. Rothafel in the front
ranks of showmen.
Immediately after this Mr. Bruce
made a number of single reel pictures for Educational and every
one of these was booked by Rothafel.
"Water Trails" was taken in
Jamaica and shows the unusual
tropical scenery of that country
with its jungles, its peaceful rivers
and its water falls.

Ralph

Pathe Believes New
Serial Precedential
Ruth Roland Chapter Picture
Published by Company
On March 13
Ruth Roland's new Pathe serial, "The
AvenginglicationArrow,"
is scheduled for pubon March 13.
Pathe officials declare that everything
points to the picture being a record
breaker among serials.
To date, "Ruth of the Rockies," also
■ starring Miss Roland, has outstripped all
Pathe chapter plays, and "The Avenging
• Arrow," even before the publication date,
indicated it would surpass even "Ruth
of the Rockies." "Daredevil Jack." star' ring Jack Dempsey, vied with "Ruth of
the
popularity,
serialRockies"
queen hasfor proven
to havebutnoPathe's
equal
as a drawing card in Pathe's serial field.
"The Avenging Arrow" is an offering
unusual for an episode play. It has a
remarkable cast, composed of such wellknown and popular players as Edward
Hearn. Virginia Ainsworth, S. E. Jennings. Otto Lederer. William Steele.
Chief Big Tree, Frank Lackteen. Robert
Chandler and others.
It was produced on a lavish scale at
the Brunton studios under the direction
of William Bowman and W. S. Van Dyke.
It is said to mark a step upward in serial
productions, featuring beautiful locations
and lavish sets, all carefully chosen.
The story, adapted by Jack Cunningham from the novel, "The Honeymoon
Quest."
by Arthur Preston
Hankins.type,is
the adventuresome
and romantic
laid amid the romantic splendor of Old
California.
New Theatre for Kingston
KINGSTON. ONT.— Dominion Motion Pictures, Inc., will erect a SlOO.Oon
picture theatre here.
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Ince Who Directed "Wet Gold" Also Is Star
of Picture— Aleene Burr Has Leading
Feminine Role in Film
Arrangements have been completed wealth of unusual picture material which
went into the making of the finished film.
between Goldwyn Distributing Corpora- screening.
tion and J. E. Williamson of Submarine The film shortly will be ready for trade
Films Corporation whereby Goldwyn will
Many startlingly novel effects were
issue through its twenty-two branch obtained by the photographer, acting under the instructions of Director Ince and
offices the newest W illiamson under-sea
of Mr. Williamson, who superintended
drama, "Wet Gold."
The film is said to be a most spec- the entire production.
tacular photoplay of adventure on land,
on sea and under the water, with plenty Director and Dog Star
of thrills and strongly emotional drama.
Re-engaged by Century
Written by Williamson
Fred Fishbach, well known as a com"W et Gold" was written by Mr. Williamson, who, with his brother George,
edy director, and "Brownie." the century
completed the system oi taking motion wonder
dog, have extended their conpictures underneath the water which rests
upon the basic patents obtained by his tion. tracts with the Century Film Corporafather. Captain C Williamson of Norfolk,
Va.
Fishbach has been with the Century
"Wet Gold" is declared to rival ordi- company for more than a year and has
nary cinematography for clearness, for been particularly successful in making
variety of scenes and for human drama. pictures in which "Brownie." the clever
canine, has been featured. Fishbach
Not
of the the
action
of "Wet
takes that
placeall below
surface
of theGold"
sea, also made several of the first popular
for much of it is on the surface and a "lion" comedies. He has signed up with
good deal on the land, but the resulting Century for two more years. His most
story is "aimaginings
sea tale that
the most recent Century fun film. "The Dog Docpowerful
of a rivals
Jules Verne.
tor." is reported by Universal, distributor
of Century comedies, to be setting a new
Directed by Ince
work of popularity.
Ralph Ince was engaged by Mr. Williamson to direct and to act the leading
male role. Mr. Ince developed Mr. WilConquest of Canaan"
liamson'sbescenariooneintoof what
Goldwynboxis "The
Next Tom Meighan Feature
satisfied will
the biggest
office attractions of the year. Aleene
Thomas Geraghty, supervising director
Burr, a new screen beauty, plays the lead for Paramount Pictures at the company's
opposite Mr. Ince, while many players Eastern studio, has gone to Asheville,
well known on stage and screen appear N. C, to inspect the exteriors selected
in the cast.
for Thomas Meighan's latest picture.
The picture was photographed in and "The Conquest of Canaan," a Bootharound the waters of the Bahamas, where Tarkirgton story, and to supervise the
ten months were spent in obtaining the starting of the picture.
MILTON

DOUBLES

IN BRASS

Milton Sills, the popular hero of many picture and stage plays, improvises for
Arthur Somers Roche, the author; Ora Carew, the dainty leading lady, and
Philip
Metro Rosen,
picture. one of Metro's directors, while making "The Little Fool." a new
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To Collaborate on Big Read Film
Fred Niblo, director, and C. Gardner
for the masculine leading part in support of Miss Glaum. Donald MacDonSullivan, member of Associated Proald will be the heavy and Gertrude Claire
ducers and prominent screen writer,
will have the mother part.
have postponed all other activities to
"Ifandthistakes
picture
$300,-in
000
morecosts
thanmore
five than
months
collaborate with Louise Glaum and J.
production I will feel that the expendiParker Read, Jr., in making what Mr.
ture will not be out of proportion with
Read believes will be his greatest prothe value of the story.
duction.
For the last year Mr. Read has been
Allots 85 Per Cent
working on the story which was purchased from a well known author. The
In Eastern District
producer rewrote the story and then
placed it in the hands of a prominent
Applications
for Remainder of
playwright, who also will supervise certain details of production at Culver City.
Territory Received by
Same Combination Made "Sex"
First National
Mr. Sullivan spent several weeks in
William
Heenan, manager of the
conference with Mr. Read, Miss Glaum
and Mr. Niblo and in constructing the Philadelphia exchange of Associated
body of the story as it now is being
First National Pictures, Inc., announces
filmed. resentThe
continuity
said to rep- that 85 per cent of the franchises allotted
his finest
work to isdate.
The Glaum-Read-Sullivan-Niblo "Big to the Eastern Pennsylvania and Southern New Jersey territory have been
Four" combination is the same that created
"Sex"
which
had
such
remarkable
approved,
and that applications for the
success.
Mr. Read has announced that no limit remainder already exceed the number
of money or time will be set on this to be issued. The matter of issuing
franchises probably will not be constory.
cluded for several weeks, however,
Concerning this production Mr. Read
according to Mr. Heenan, because of the
says:
fact that in nearly every city where a
"Nottureonly
I expect
franchise has not yet been awarded there
starringdoMiss
Glaummy tonext
be picmy
more applicants and the busifinest to date, but* I hope to make it the are twoness oforselecting
the theatre will take
greatest work of my career. The story
considerable time.
is there — one of the greatest literary
The
large
number
of new members to
compositions ever made available for the First National organization
through
the screen.
the issuing of the franchises in the PhilHamilton Plays Lead
adelphia territory is indicated by the fact
that the largest individual holder of
"I purposely
have at
heldan upearlier
the date
production of this story
franchises is for but twenty-four thefor several reasons, among them the
atres, and the second largest but eight.
fact that I did not have sufficient time,
By far the largest number have gone to
while supervising the production of my
individual exhibitors that own but one,
or two theatres.
Louise Glaum and Hobart Bosworth
The Stanley Company of America is
productions, to devote myself as completely as I would have liked, to my
the largest franchise holder with ninecurrent work.
teen theatres enfranchised in Philadelphia, and five outside. Those in Phila"As you can realize from the roster
of names concerned with this producdelphia of this company that hold frantion, no effort or money has been spared
chises are the Stanley, Stanton, Market
Street, Broadway, Imperial, Globe, Great
to provide
the best motion picture material available.
Northern, Broad Street, Casino, Colonial,
"I have engaged Mahlon Hamilton,
Rialto, Allegheny, Savoy, Princess, Auditorium, Capitol, Victoria, Orient, Paschal
and Empress. The enfranchised theatres
outside of Philadelphia are the Colonial
and Virginia, Atlantic City; Garrick,
Morristown, Pa.; Rialto, West Chester,
Pa.; and Darby, Darby, Pa.
The next largest holder of franchises
is the M. E. Commerford Circuit with
the following theatres enfranchised: Regent, Strand and Park theatres in Scranton, Pa.: Majestic, Carbondale; Roman,
Pittston; Strand, Sunbury and Savoy,
Wilkes-Barre.

PETE MORRISON
Starring in two-peel Western Tattenham Production*. His first will be "The Long, Long
Trail,"
beingof released
Association
Chicago. by Independent Films

Kathleen Norris Signs to
Write Films for Goldwyn
Goldwyn announces that Kathleen
Norris, popular woman novelist, has been
signed to write original scenarios for that
firm, also to contribute her other work
for picturization.
Mrs. Norris has gone to Europe for a
short time, but immediately upon her
return will proceed to the Goldwyn
studios at Culver City, Cal., to study the
technique of motion picture writing on
the ground and probably to aid personally in the preparation of the continuity,
in the directing and photographing of
her first scenario.
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Goldwyn Asks Solons
Not to Hamper U. S.
Lead in Production
Before sailing for Europe Samuel Goldwyn, president of Goldwyn Pictures Corporation, issued
the following warning to legislators not to sacrifice the leadership
of the United States in picture
production:
"America
has gained
a world's
market
in motion
pictures
and, if
we are not careful, we will lose it
in a short time.
"The proposed legislative limitations on the motion pictures will
have a serious financial effect on
this big industry which, solely
through the aggressiveness of
American
has asestablished theproducers,
United States
the
leading nation in this new art.
"Foreign film producers are increasing their output with start"ling rapidity.
For inAmerica
to sac-of
rifice its freedom
this means
expression will therefore result in
a sacrifice of world business.
"Objectionable themes in motion
pictures are bound to be eliminated.
Salaciousness is doomed not only
because it is not artistic but because it is not profitable."
Stoll Promises

Popular

Picturereports
in "Testimony"
Preliminary
received by Ralph
Proctor, general manager of the Stoll
Film Corporation of America, indicate
that "Testimony," the George Clark Production presented by Stoll, will be one
of theviewpopular
issues
the year.
Prebookings on
the ofpicture,
according
to reports, have been heavier than on
any
of the other eleven previous publications.
"Testimony," which is an adaptation of
the novel by Alice and Claude Askew,
was published on March 13. Ivy Duke,
the English stage beauty, has the star
part of Althea May, the "butterfly
woman," who runs counter to the Puritanical, old-fashioned views and preachments of the mother of the man she loves
and marries. Mary Rorke is the mother.
The man of the play is portrayed by
David Hawthorne, a soldier of gigantic
stature, who is here making his acting
debut. Guy Newall wrote the scenario
and directed the production.
Christie Players Acquire
Two New Feminine Leads
In line with its policy of increasing
forces so as to deliver two-reel comedies
of the highest character for publication
through Educational Film Exchanges,
Inc., two nouncednew
leading
women
were Film
anthis week
by the
Christie
Company. They will make their first
appearance in a picture which has just
been started and which will have its first
showing in June.
Viora Daniel, who appeared opposite
Roscoe Arbuckle in "The Life of the
Party,"
and who
playingin
the
feminine
lead has
withjust
MaxbeenLinder
"Full of Pep," is the first of these.
Josephine Hill, the second, had the leading feminine part in "Parlor, Bedroom
and Bath," and before this appeared im
comedies and two-reel Westerns for Universal. She came to pictures from
vaudeville. Earl Rodney will be the male
featured player in this picture.
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Actress Loses in
Fox Contract Suit
High Court Denies Attorney
Burkan Right to Appeal
the Case
A unanimous decision has been handed
down by the United States supreme
court which ends the suit brought nearly
three years ago by Jewel Carmen, motion
picture actress, against Fox Film Corporation and the William Fox Vaudeville Company.
The litigation grew out of contracts
entered into between Jewel Carmen and
the two Fox concerns, by which the
actress bound her services for a number of years.
Holds Her to Contract
While this contract had several years
to run, Miss Carmen is said to have
entered into a contract with the Frank
A. Keeney Pictures Corporation, serving notice upon Fox that she held her
contract with the two Fox concerns to
be null and void by reasons of the fact
that she had not yet reached legal majority. Fox notified the actress that she
would be held to her contract and served
notice upon the Keeney corporation that
he would hold that company liable in
case they made use of her services.
Suit was brought by Miss Carmen in
the United States district court, in which
she asked a perpetual injunction restraining Fox from interfering with her contract rights and in which she also asks
damages. The finding of this lower
court was in favor of the actress and it
issued the injunction and awarded her
damages in the sum of $43,500.
Fox Makes Appeal
Fox appealed to the United States circuit court of appeals for the second
circuit. Nathan Burkan appeared for
Jewel Carmen and Saul E. Rogers for
the two Fox organizations. This court
reversed the finding of the lower court.
On February of this year, Attorney
Burkan made application to the United
States Supreme Court for leave to take
the matter up again for appeal. The
United States Supreme Court has just
handed down a unanimous -decision
denying his application to come before
that court and his right to appeal the
case.
Court Gives Fox
Right to Title
The final chapter has been written in
the suit brought by Charles E. Blaney,
theatrical producer, against Fox Film
Corporation applying for an injunction
to restrain the Fox company from using
the title "The Man Who Dared."
Fox Film Corporation recently produced and published a picture bearing
this title. Mr. Blaney applied for an
injunction prohibiting its use on the
ground that he owned a play entitled
"The Man Who Dared." Judge Hotchkiss denied the application for injunction.
Blaney appealed to the appellate division of the supreme court which affirmed
the order of Judge Hotchkiss that an
injunction be denied.
Chippewa Rex Is Sold
CHIPPEWA. WIS.— The Rex theatre has been sold for S100.000 to a theatrical syndicate by Reiner Hoch. It
is understood that the new owners are
the Rubin & Finkelstein concern of St.
Paul. The present management retains
a lease on the Rex for a year and a half.
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Dress Makes
"East Lynne"
Acceptable, Says Hugo
Ballin

Producer of Hodkinson Publication Believes
Costumes of 1861 Would Have Detracted

That

from the Interest of Story
One of the interesting features in conof
the story to
provided
the of
costume's
are
subordinated
the action
the photonection with the Hodkinson publication
Presents New Problem
play.
of Hugo Ballin's latest production, "East
Lynne," is in the modernized version of
"In 'East Lynne,' however, we had a
this classic story that -is offered to the different problem. The costumes of
screen public.
1861 were fundamentally very similar to
those of the present day and such difThe original novel by Mrs. Henry
ferences as do exist would have been so
Wood, first published in 1861, clothed
would have annoyed
that
minor
its characters in the costumes of that and distractedthey
the attention of the audiday. So has every one of the numerous
ences if they had been shown on the
dramatizations of this tale. In the Bal- screen. Basically, the story of 'East
and that
all time
is a story
Lynne'
lin-Hodkinson picture, however, the is
its —undimmed
reasonof for
the main
director-producer has modernized the popularity after all these years. For
story entirely, from the clothes worn by these two reasons, however, my producthe players to the railroad trains, autotion of 'East
aspect.Lynne' is strictly modern
in every
mobiles and other modern inventions
"There
may be
that
which are revealed in the screenings.
the thousands
whosome
havewhoreadbelieve
the book
Would Not Lose Interest
and have seen the play with the old
"I would never lose enthusiasm for the costumes may be somewhat taken back
motion picture production of any story at seeing 'East Lynne' clothed in the
which was inherently a costume story, garb of 1921. But I am sure that this
fact will
addwillrather
pleasant
innovathat is where the scenes are laid in countion which
resulta in
the audiences
tries whose natives wear clothes other being able to follow the story more
than ours of the present day, or in such closely since there will not be present
any of the distraction which would arise
a remote past that the costumes were
from the petty differences in costume
radically different from those in fashion
which have been evolved in the last
today. So, released
in 'Paganthrough
Love,' my
production
W. first
W. sixty tionyears.
film sure
producin modern Clothing
day dresstheI am
will
Hodkinson Corporation, I felt no hesitation in clothing the Chinese characters
make it all the more acceptable."
in their national costumes, and I am convinced that their appearance did not at Carey Will Star in Big
all detract from the continuous grip of
Features for Universal
the story on the beholders.
"Similarly, in the picturization of
Late
spring
probably will see Harry
stories of comparatively remote days, the
Carey. Universal's Western star, beginfact that the characters are in costumes
ning his first big Universal-Jewel producother than those we wear today need
tion, according to Harry M. Berman.
not necessarily detract from the interest
general
versal. manager of exchanges for UniThe sales manager has gone West to
confer
with Careyunit.
concerning
the star's
new producing
Carey has
three
more five-reel feature pictures to make
under his former arrangement with Universal. When the last of these is completed, his name will be taken from
Universal's weekly feature issue program,
and will appear henceforth only in big
productions. These will be classed as
Harry Carey Productions. He will have
his own producing unit, it is explained,
under an arrangement similar to that
existing between Universal and Tod
Browning and Erich von Stroheim. Kenneth McGaffey. formerly representative
for Mary Pickford, will be production
manager of the new unit.

DAVID BUTLER
To star In a scries of production* under
tfce banner of Irving Le»»er.

East Indian Story Will
Be Next Tearle Vehicle
"The Man of Stone." an East Indian
story by John Lynch and Edmund
Goulding, will be the next starring
vehicle for Conway Tearle.
Work on the production is scheduled
to start during the second week in
March at the Selznick Fort Lee studios
under the direction of Henry Kolker.
"The Man of Stone" is the fifth production in the first Conway Tearle star
series. The first four in the order of
their production are "The Road of Ambition." "Society Snobs." "The Fighter"
and "Bucking the Tiger."
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Capt. E. S. Jones arriving in Manhattan with first pictures of the inaugural ceremonies at Washington, two hours and thirty-five minutes after the notable event.
Trains

Are

Chartered

to

Carry

of Sheba"
for "Queen
Equipment
Picturesque Desert Scenes Filmed on Sand Dunes at
Oxnard,

Cal. — Print of Spectacle Is
Now in New York
Oxnard — one train of twelve cars for the
The immensity of the scale upon which
freight and animals, and a second of six
Fox Film Corporation's spectacle "Queen
cars to carry the actors. Besides this.
of Sheba" was made is revealed in the
Director J. Gordon Edwards and his
first print of the subject, w-hich arrived
staff, the principals and the cameramen
recently at the Fox New York Studios.
went
by automobile over the mountain
Among the scenes that stand out in roads.
Assisted by Al Smith
the big picture are those that detail the
Si
\
eral
aides mounted on horses and
trip of Sheba across the Arabian desert
working under the assistant director. Al
on' her first visit to the great wise man
Smith, and the tatter's aides. Y. V. Clegg
of the East, Kin;; Solomon: the subseand
also mounted,
quent crossing by Sheba and her army
ordersMikefromMigg'ins,
headquarters
to the carried
several
going to the aid of Solomon, besieged
wings of operation, as well as the five
by Adonijah in the Tower of David: and
cameramen scattered over the surroundthe return of the queen and her little
ing country.
Not the least striking of the desert
son Solomon.
to her kingdom after the child's visit
to
scenes
is thethepicturing
first
Filmed at Oxnard
trip over
desert oftoSheba's
Jerusalem.
Mounted
on
the
back
of
a
camel,
folThe preparation for the making of
these scenes was like the moving of a
lowed' by her men-at-arms, charioteers
great caravan over the desert. The sand ;md Nubian slaves on foot, she makes
dunes on which they were filmed are at camp in a grove of palm trees. Here
were pitched thirty-five Arabian tents.
Oxnard, Cal., sixty-five miles from the
William Fox West Coast studios. To
this point, according to Fox, there had Lion Film Company
to be transported BOO persons, 300 horses,
fourteen camels, thirty-one chariots and
Organized at Dallas
some 150 tents, including Arabian tents,
Lion Film Corporation of Dallas was
wardrobe and dressing room tents, and
sleeping tents for about 300 persons.
granted a charter in Texas at the capBesides these there were chuck wagons,
ital, Austin, on March 10. The officers
accompanied by a chef with a staff of
assistants: forty wardrobe boxes, beside of the corporation are L. C. Baxley. president; Harry T. Peebles, vice-president,
special wardrobe for principals: four
water wagons, eighteen motor trucks
and S. T. Bryant, secretary and treasfor the transportation of these things
urer. The company is incorporated for
from the train, a distance of five miles $50,000 and has purchased the entire
to location. Like a little city was this business and all stock of L. C. Baxley
complete equipment when spread and put Attractions. Inc., together with all productions controlled by that company
in action for the making of the picture.
For the accommodation of this moving
together with its outstanding contracts.
force Fox announces that it chartered
The corporation will open offiecs in
two trains to carry the people and the Little Rock, Arkansas, and Oklahoma
equipment between Los Angeles and City, Oklahoma, at an early date.
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Missouri Officials
Discuss Situation
Exhibitor Leaders in Wire
to "Exhibitors Herald"
Announce Success
Exhibitors Herald on March 8 received the following telegram from
Charles T. Sears, president, and Adolph
M. Eisner, secretary, of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Missouri.
"The Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of Missouri has been successful in defeating the Sunday blue law bill and
standing room bill and is securing the
passage of the deposit bill, which has
passed the senate without a dissenting
vote. This success is the result of the
hundred per cent response from the independent exhibitors throughout Mismunities.
souri especially those in the smaller com"We are wholeheartedly in our support of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America and President Sydney S.
Cohen. We strongly condemn the attempts of Brady and the National
Association of the Motion Picture Indushibitors.
try producers organization to bait ex"The Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of Missouri is in one accord with the policies, attitude and actions of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of America and
its officers. Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of Missouri expresses its absolute confidence in the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of America which less
than year pendent
ago exhibitors
was organized
the indeof United byStates,
and
we recognize that the results thus far
obtained by this organization is phenomLionel Barrymore

Will

Bill'*
GeorgePlay
B. Yan"Boomerang
Cleve, general manager
enal."
of William Randolph Hearst's film interests, announces that he has signed Lionel
Barrymore to create the title role in
"Boomerang Bill" for Cosmopolitan Productions.
"Boomerang Bill" appeared in the
Cosmopolitan Magazine and is by the
author of the "Boston Blackie" stories.
This picture will be directed by Tom
Terriss. who recently joined Cosmopolitan Productions. Work has begun on
"Boomerang
Film studios. Bill" at the International
"The Foolish Matrons"
Next Tourneur Feature
W hat makes a successful wife?
This is the question that Maurice
Tourneur will seek to answer in his
forthcoming production to be presented
through Associated Producers. The
photoplay is an elaborate picturization of
Donn Byrne's latest novel, "The Foolish
Matrons." which is being made into a
screen play under the direction of
Maurice Tourneur and Clarence L.
Brown. Hobart Bosworth will be seen in
the stellar role.
Buys Springfield Lyric
SPRINGFIELD, ILL.— The Lyric
theatre property in South Fifth street
has been soid by Nora Fitzgerald to
H. T. Loper
who now occupies
the premises. The consideration
was $73,000.

March
Day
Here
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for Better
Says

Films

Manheimer

Receives Many Inquiries on
First of J. W. Corp.
Series
Following the recent announcements
of J. W. Film Corporation anent the
launching of its first special, "Every
Man's Price," in which Grace Darling
has the leading role, there was a veritable flood of letters and telegrams from
exhibitors and exchangemen congratulating E. S. Manheimer, who is handling
the distribution of the J. W. series, on
his policy of big independent, dignified
productions for the state rights market
at this particular time.
Mr. Manheimer believes that the time
never was more propitious for the
launching of high class dramas than at
present.
"In ready
the matter
getting and
our
productions
for theof market
setting the time for release," he says, "I
have pursued a 'watchful waiting' policy.
Recites Past Conditions
"For tionsthe
months
in thepast
filmseveral
industry
have condibeen
rather chaotic, with the result that the
downward trend of prices brought to
light a number of inferior pictures that
had been lying idle in the vaults for
many months. The owners saw the opportunity to cash in on them by taking
advantage of the existing unstable condition, on the assumption that ridiculously
low prices and attractive terms would
blind the independent exchangemen as to
the inferiority of the productions offered.
was that has
the been
marketcluttered
during
the"The
pastresult
six months
with all sorts of productions and all sorts
of propositions, which put the independent exchangeman in the position to dictate his own terms.
Was Not a Stimulant
"Instead
of stimulating
business and
giving the independent
exchangeman
the
opportunity to keep his exchanges going
without any heavy outlay of actual
money, as claimed by those who were
ridding their shelves of the accumulation
of years, it reacted with the force of
dynamite and the state rights man found
himself in the unhappy position of having a lot of worthless junk in his exchange that he could not move. These
one-picture distributors simply passed
the buck on to the independent exchange
and took the chance of getting a percentage on whatever booking the state
rights man was able to put over on the
unsuspecting exhibitors.
"However,
thiswind,
procedure
not altogether an ill
for it was
cleaned
up
the market of the fly-by-night pictures
and made a clear road for the bona fide
better productions of the legitimate producers and distributors."
Universal Sends Lederman
To South American Center
George E. Kann. export manager for
the Universal Film Manufacturing Company, has engaged Dan B. Lederman,
well-known film executive and for many
years with Universal, for an important
post in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. Lederman, accompanied by his wife, has sailed
for the South American port.
willspend
be ina
RioLederman's
de Janeiro, headquarters
although he will
considerable part of his time visiting the
various Universal agencies throughout
the southern republic, it is explained.
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Cabanne

s Second

Robertson-

Cole

Special Will Be Published Shortly
Robertson-Cole announces for early and logical way in which its characters
publication the second William Christy
act.The exploitation possibilities are carefully realized in the press book on this
Cabanne special, "What's a Wife
Worth?" which is acted by an all-star picture which Robertson-Cole shortly
cast, and which was written and directed will publish.
by Mr. Cabanne, whose first production,
"The Stealers," has scored such a wide Will Rogers to Star in
success through the country.
"What's a Wife Worth?" sets before
Eamiliar "Poor Relation"
the spectator the analytical story of a
A Goldwyn Acquisition
man whose soul is torn between his love
for a small town girl, whom he marries
Goldwyn announces the acquisition of
and then deserts in the face of opposition
motion picture rights to "A Poor
on the part of his family and friends, and the
Relation," the famous old comedy-drama
his duty toward a society girl with whom
by Edward E. Kidder in which the late
Sol Smith Russell achieved his most
he is forced into a second unhappy marriage.
popular and lasting success. The play
Mr. Cabanne presents a fine cast, com- will serve as a starring vehicle for Will
posed chiefly of talented young actors. Rogers.
He has caused their every movement to
Since the death of Sol Smith Russell
be concentrated on the mam theme of "A Poor Relation" has not been seen wijh
the picture, and the building up of a big any degree of frequency upon the stage,
dramatic situation which is brought to a aside from stock engagements, where it
telling and logical close.
has always been popular, although it
"What's a Wife Worth?" is laid in the served Frank Keenan, Tim Murphy and
present, and the scene is a typical Ameri- other actors as starring vehicles in the
can city of the small size, where the cot- early years of the present century.
tages of the humble stand not far from the
Will Rogers will act Noah Vale for the
pretentious homes of the leading citizens, screen immediately upon the completion
but where social lines are as distinct as of an original photoplay by Elmer L.
they would be between Park avenue and Rice upon which photography will soon
started at the Goldwyn studios at
the East Side in New York City — giv- be
ing the same opportunity for contrast Culver City, Cal.
and for struggle.
The cast includes Ruth Renick, Casson
Ferguson, Virginia Caldwell, Alex Fran- "God's Gold" Gives Role
cis, Cora Drew, Howard Gave. Maxfield
Of Sailor to Neal Hart
Standley, Lillian Langdon and Charles
Wingate.
Allest interior
scenes of Neal
Hart's newThe most appealing part of the story
five-reel production
for Independent
of "What's a Wife Worth?" is its faith- Films Association have been "shot" and
fulness of every day life and the natural the company has left its studios in Hollywood for Balboa, Cal., where, under the
direction of Webster Cullison, the final
scenesbe offilmed.
the production. "God's Gold,"
will
Kinograms Specializes
The
story,
which is from the pen of
In Distributing Harding
Arthur Henry Gooden and adapted to the
screen
by
the
author, presents Neal Hart
Extra Outside of N. Y.
in the role of a sea captain.
Scores of telegrams of congratulations are reported by Educational
Peerless Will Represent
Film Exchanges, Inc., from the territory west of Philadelphia as the
Pioneer in W est Canada
result of its policy in handling the
Another
increase in its distributing
Kinograms news reel containing
work is recorded by the Pioneer Film
pictures of the inaugural cereCorporation through arrangements with
mony. This policy is said by Eduthe Peerless Films, Ltd.. which enterprise
cational to have resulted in pracwill present Pioneer and handle its
tically every city with the exception
product in Western Canada.
of New York and New England
The Peerless Films, Ltd., has its main
points receiving Kinograms ahead
office in Winnipeg and also operates in
of any other news weekly.
Calgary and Vancouver. Pioneer is now
Kinograms is said by Educarepresented in six offices in the Dominion
tional to have had the only pictures
of
Canada.
of the inauguration which were
shown in the principal theatres of
Washington on the evening of the
Pittsburgh Film People
ceremony. The same is said to
have been true of Philadelphia and
Send Thanks to Harding
Baltimore, while in scores of cities
A
memorial
thanking President Hardthe prints were ready for the first
ing for appointing two Pittsburghers to
shows Saturday, and in prachis cabinet. Andrew W. Mellon as Secretically every point east of the
tary of the Treasury and James J. Davis
Rockies the pictures were shown
as Secretary of Labor, and congratulatsome time on Saturday.
ing him upon his taking office, was sent to
According to Educational, KinoWashington recently by the Paramount
grams resisted the temptation to
staff in Pittsburgh.
join the usual race to be "first on
Broadway" in order to serve the
Takes Over Kansas House
greater portion of the country first.
Rather than rush the negatives to
WASHINGTON, KAN. — Manager
the regular New York plant, a speSwiercinsky. who recently purchased the
cial laboratory was engaged in
Majestic
theatre from A. R. Kimsey. has
Washington.
taken possession of it. Kimsey has removed to Hutchinson.
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in Leading

Role in Pathe-Kipling Picturization
Pathe announces that Virginia Brown
Romeo." In each of these parts she bore
Faire has been selected for the heroine
out thetune"verdict
judges. of the "Fame and Forrole of Ameera in Rudyard Kipling's
It is reported to Pathe from the Brunton Studios that all of the exterior sets
"Without Benefit of Clergy." It is an
interesting circumstance that in winning are ready, and that production of "Withthis important engagement this 17-yearout Benefit of Clergy" will begin as soon
old leading woman had to repeat the ex- as the cast is complete.
perience which first introduced her to the
picture screen two years ago — to suc- Lesser Promises Big
ceed where a numerous field of contestProduction in Which
ants necessarily must fail.
It is explained that fifteen capable
David Butler Is Star
young picture actresses upon invitation
Tinfirst
David Butler production
submitted themselves at the Brunton
which Irving Lesser will produce will be
studios to an exhaustive series of tests big in story, cast and financial output,
in competition for the prize Kipling fea- according to an announcement by Mr.
ture engagement.
Lesser.
Three Experts Chose Star
The Wallace Irwin Saturday Evening
These crucial tests were made in the
Post story. "Sophie Semenoff," has been
presence of the three principal author- adapted into screen form and work is
ities entrusted with the interpretation of well under way on the filming. In addition to a large space of the Robert BrunRudyardBrunton,
Kipling's
first Pathe
Robert
producer;
Jamespicture
Young,—
ton Hollywood studios. Lesser has leased
director, and Randolph Lewis, the Pathe a plot of land situated in the Santa
technical expert, who advised with the Monica canyon, where an entire Russian
English novelist throughout the progress
village is being erected. The expendiof the continuity.
ture lor this setting will be in excess of
At 17, Miss Faire is about the same age $40.noo. it is said. Large numbers of
and possesses the same graceful and people are called for in every scene and
slender figure which Kipling gives to the services of hundreds of extras and
Ameera. She has dark hair, also, and types have been obtained.
Helen Ferguson will enact the title
large, languorous dark eyes, with a girlishly rounded face. Her emotional gifts, role, working opposite young Butler.
well trained, although in so short a time, Others in the cast include William R.
cover a wide range, and in the tests for Walling. Frances Raymond. John CosAmeera are said to have revealed subtle pravc. Hector Desano. Garnie Crest and
shades of a nature calculated to bear ing.
Alice Wilson. Fred J. Butler is directout Kipling's ideal of the character.
Winner of Contest
Virginia Brown Faire was barely 13
Lasky's "Mystery Road"
years old when she entered the "Fame
Soon Ready in England
and Fortune" contest of 1919 conducted
With the completion of the studio
by the Brewster Publications. She was
one of 50,000. The official judges were: scenes following a lengthy location visit
Mary Pickford, Cecil DeMille, Maurice to Southern France. Paul Powell's proTourneur. Commodore J. Stuart Blackduction of "The Mystery Road" for
ton, Howard Chandler Christy, James Famous Players-Lasky
British Producers,
Montgomery Flagg, Samuel Lumiere and Ltd., is ready for the cutting room. This
is the picture which was adapted from a
Eugene V. Brewster.
Miss Faire shortly made her first en- story by Fr. Phillips Oppenheim. the
gagement with Universal, where she ap- scenario being by Mary H. O'Connor,
sent to England by Paramount
peared with Hoot Gibson in "Running awhofew was
months ago to write scenarios for
Straight." and later did fine w-ork in "Un- the London
producing organization.
der Northern Lights." After that she
Since returning from the Riviera the
scored with Will Rogers in "A Bashful company
has passed from one big studio
set to another, representing interiors
ranging
humble villas
peasants'
t^p
mostfrom
elaborate
and homes
cafes to
in
Nice and Paris. The final scenes were
made in two sets, which taxed the capacity of both the big studio floors, one reppresenting the royal suite in an exclusive and palatial hotel in the South of
France, and the other a large and resplendent Parisian cafe.

Scene
"Red Hotby Love,"
a Christie
Comedy
being from
distributed
Educational
Exchanges.

March

Itala Feature "Faith"
Is Nearing.Completion
"Faith." the six-reel film drama written
and produced by Raffeale Baccellieri of
•lie Ttala Photoplay Corporation in New
York, is rapidly nearing completion.
The scenes are laid in Italy. Paris and
New York and are said to combine much
outdoor pictorial beauty with elaborate
interiors. In the cast are the Baroness
Kattisha Orlova. the Russian refugee who
has recently been much in the limelight:
Frank Otto. Maude Hill, Margaret
Grayce, Duilio Maratzi, Madame Acerbi,
Ernest Yentrella and Rafifaelo Bongini.

JOHN W. HICKS. JR.
Recently appointed managing director of Feature
Films,
Ltd.,
Sydney, Australia,
concern
distributes
Paramount
pictures inwhich
New Zealand
and Australia.
Oakman

to be Star

In "The Half Breed"
(XI iver Morosco Announces
Cast of First Pictures
For First National
That Wheeler Oakman will have the
opportunity to make the title role of "The
Half Breed" to the screen what William
Farnum made it to the stage has been
decided upon.
Oliver Morosco has entered into contract with Irving M. Lesser in Los Angeles whereby Oakman will immediately
commence initial scenes for the new production. It is expected that the role of
"the half breed" will be the strongest yet
portrayed by Oakman and it is declared
nothing will be spared toward making the
screen version of the famous stage play
equally successful.
Oakman Is Film Veteran
Oakman. although a very young man,
has had considerable training before the
camera. In his picture career he has
played important roles in seventy-seven
productions. His latest film endeavors
have
"Outside opposite
the Law,"
he wasbeen
seenin working
his when
wife,
Priscilla
and "Peck's
Bad Jackie
Boy."
the
LesserDean,
production
which stars
Coogan. in which Oakman played the
male lead working opposite Doris May.
Made for First National
"The Half Breed" will be produced by
the Oliver Morosco Productions, it being
the first Morosco picture for Associated
First National. In the strong support
will be Ann May, Mary Anderson, Sydney DeGrey, Carl Stockdale, Juanita
Archer, H. F. DeRuiz. Stanton Heck,
Evelyn Selbie, Deta DeGraff, Harvey
Prior, Lew Harvey, George Kiowa and
a host of others equally important in
filmland. The picture will be made in
the Louis B. Mayer studios.
Will Build N. Y. Theatre
NEW YORK, N. Y. — A theatre with
a capacity of 1.700 will occupy a part of
the building to be erected at East 138th
street. Braun place, East 137th street and
Brook avenue.
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Famous Players to do pictures of their
own for Associated Exhibitors. Miss
Bergere's
storythe iscontinuity.
"Peacock Alley."
She
will also do
In addition.
Miss Bergere is adapting "Peter Ibbetson"
for Mr. Fitzmaurice's next special. Very
shortly she will begin work on her first
Ouida Bergere Production, "Sweethearts
and Wives." which she will adapt and direct. Busy? We'll say so!

1 NewYorkNotesAboutFilmFolk
By J. B.
^=
Ace Berry,
one of who
Robertson-Cole's
England
magnates,
is responsible New
for
the
grand
and
glorious
opening
of
"Kismet"
in Boston and whose magnetism drew Governor Cox and Mayer Peters to the
Majestic for the premier, had the time
of his young life at the A. M. P. A. banquet. Ace has returned to the Bunker Hill
section with only one regret, and that is
that there is no A. M. P. A. in Boston.
* * *
Another Boston ace. in the person of
S. G. for
Sladdix,
has been
knocking
'em
over
FamouswhoPlayers
around
the Back
Bay and other aristocratic sections, was
a visitor in Manhattan on Friday. Mar. 11.
* * *
Nelson' Lixgard of the Victor Kremer
publicity department has a fine line of assorted French, which he is now using for
publicity- purposes. * Atta
* * boy. "Nels."
Jos. W. Exgle, who recently returned
from California, has a novelty card which
he handed out to inquisitive reporters which
reads. "Got in this morning. About a
week. Feeling fine. California great. Business not
bad."andThat's
efficiency.
Joseph
savessobreath
tells the
whole story
in tabloid.
* * *
M. Mitchell of the Quality Film Service, Atlanta. Ga.. is certainly an optimist.
He writes to inquire about "When Dawn
Came." It really hasn't come, but there
is a rift in the clouds and a ray of sunshine is beginning" * to * break
* through.
Now get ready for a good laugh. "A
Connecticut Yankee In King Arthur's
Court"
has opened
on Broadway
and forithe
Harry
Reichexbach
is campaign
manager
"Kink."'
pictureStreet
opened
are
more Since
smiles this
on Slain
thanthere
we
have
seen
in
many
a
moon.
It's
a
mirth
tickler from start to finish. Harry ought
to pull something good with this one.
* * *
Publicity has been received from the
Bishop Film Company. Also from "The
Parish Priest" and likewise from Bob
Priest. This, together with stuff which
comes from the Church Pictures Company,
leads us to believe that the "Infant Industry, fifth largest, etc.." has a chance and
thatit old
Crafts
haveout toto step
on
half Doc.
as hard
as hewon't
started
do.
* * *
Edward Falk. advertising manager of
Typhoon Fan Company, is known as one
of the pictures' most
fans.
* * ardent
*
Hamptox de Arc St. Syre La Cvoy submitted a scenario to this office for a
reading.
didn't
on his isscript,
but
will admitWe that
his pass
moniker
a humdinger.
* * *
Charlie Burr gave the boys a luncheon
at the Astor hotel on March 11. and for
dessert he blew them to three two-reel
Torchy Comedies at the projection room.
All enjoyed it greatly.
* * *
Courtexay Foote auctioned a number of
paintings at the National Association of
Women Painters and Sculptors on March 9.
in the Architectural League room of the

Fine Arts building. The pictures were sold
for the benefit cf *the *club.
*
The Hox. Jeff Dolax announces
he will issue a picture soon which will
ture Orma Hawley. Jeff is a hustler
if he says he has Orma for New York
New Jersey he ought
« * to* know it.

that
feaand
and

Joe Lee is training a menagerie which
he will use in exploiting Guy Croswel!
Smith's next picture. The animals were
secured from the "sluffs and slimes" of the
river Nile at stupendous expense and transported on the naked backs of unmuzzled
cannibals to the coast. Barnum's circus
will soon land at the Garden and Joe will
have
to "step
"big top"
guvs.on *it" *to *out-superlative the
The very name of Pabst sounds cool
and refreshing, but when you connect it
up with the Monsoon ceding system, the
coming summer dog days should hold no
terror for the picture fan.
* * *
ColleenMoore
her first
to New York. Sheis making
had a keen
desirevisitto
see how the Automat worked so the First
National sent the chief of the Mulligan
guards out as a guide and he purchased
$3.00 worth of slugs for her and turned
her loose. She survived.
* * *
Oi-ida Bergere, in private life Mrs.
George Fitzmaurice, who has written the
last four Fitzmaurice specials, is the author of Mae Murray's and Robert Z.
Leonard's first picture, since that pair left
• IT'S GETTING

Master Films Working On
New Torchy Comedy Series
Having completed the first ten comedies contracted for by Educational Film
Exchanges, Master Films, Inc., has
started to work on the second series of
twelve Torchy comedies featuring Johnny
Hines. which will also be handled by
Educational
According to the distributing organization, its various branches have reported an immense gain in the bookings
of these two-reelers made from the
stories by Sewell Ford. "Torchy's Big
Lead." the March issue, gives Torchy the
opportunity, unwittingly, of foiling the
plot to smuggle a quantity of aigrettes
into New York. The April issue has been
titled "Crowning
and is said
afford
a series of Torchy,"
highly amusing
eventsto
which follow the office boy taking gas in
a dentist's chair.
Three New Theatres Are
Planned for Montclair
MONTCLAIR. N. J — Three new picture theatres are planned locally.
ExMayor Ernest C. Hinck will erict
a $600,000 theatre and office building on
the site of the old First Presbyterian
church. H. H. Wellenbrink. manager
and lessee of the Montclair theatre, is
having plans drawn for a $400,000
motion picture house -in Bloomfield avenue. Edward D. Ring has announced
his intention of erecting a $200,000 house
in Bellevue avenue near Lorraine.

A LITTLE

THIN ON TOP"

Scene from the Goldwyn production, "The Concert." presented with an all-star cast.

DIGES

VPICTURES

T? X 1 1 IBITORS who receive the brunt of complaints
from patrons for pictures which tend to offend will
welcome the latest move of tlie big manufacturers to keep
the screen clean. In cooperation with the National Hoard
of Review the National Association of Motion Picture
Industry will confer with a committee in an effort to
"prevent at its source tlie producton in all motion pictures
detailed presentation of questionable matter."
The National Hoard of Reviews has conducted a
nation-wide inquiry among municipal and state officers,
license commissioners and others to ascertain the effect
of certain types of films, and, based on this data a concerted movement is being made by the responsible producers to follow up the question. The use of main titles
which frequently represent an otberwise innocuous story,
will be eliminated ; the illustration of ingenuity in practical methods of breaking the law will not be incorporated
and the insidious elaboration of intimate sex relationships
so as to bring into disrepute the otherwise legitimate
presentation of sex in pbotodramas will be left out.
"THE GILDED LILY" ( Paramount) is a romance
of Broadway, with Mae Murray cast as a dancer. The
story makes an excellent vehicle for Miss Murray and
Robert Z. Leonard has directed it with fine skill, handling
the big situations in a manner that brings out the suspense
to the full.
"TESTIMONY-' (Stoll) is a long drawn out picturization of a moderately interesting domestic tale of a
young couple whose lives and happiness are almost ruined
by a Puritanical mother. Ivy Duke has the leading role.
Guy Newhall directed.
"THE LITTLE FOOL" ( Metro) is a C. E. Shurtleff production, made with a special cast of players. It
was adapted from a Jack London story and is interesting
chiefly because of its pretty backgrounds. The story is
of the familiar triangle situation. Milton Sills. Ora Carew
and Nigel Barrie are the leading players.
"THE NUT" (United Artists) is Douglas Fairbanks' latest. It is a potpourri' of nonsense, mildly interesting, presented with a capable supporting cast. Ted
Reed directed the athletic Doug, who performs the usual
acrobatic stunts.
"OUT OF THE HOUSE OF BONDAGE" (Lyceum), astory of The Exodus, offers a distinctly Biblical,
not theological, feature. Tt combines the artistic elements
of the successful picture in appealing manner and is an
uncommonly interesting and completely absorbing pic-
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ture. W ill appeal to every creed and sect and can be

employed to distinct advantage by institutions and societies. Should go good in any theatre.
" THE BLUSHING BRIDE" (Fox) offers Eileen
Percy and a lively cast in a bit of screen nonsense with
the semblance of slapstick in high grade setting. Whimsical and fanciful and will please that patronage enjoying
"The Land of Jazz."
"SEE MY LAWYER" | Robertson-Cole) is farcial
comedy drama that mingles love and business in comical
and clever fashion. Smooth and lively of action ami ingenious of plot. A picture that men will particularly like.
"THE LITTLE CLOWN" (Realart | is Mary Miles
Minter's latest screen contribution. One of the best issues
of the season for the juvenile patronage, and a picture
that will thoroughly appeal to grownups as well. Star at
her best and the employment of a real circus offers an
interesting touch. An excellent offering.
"THE BLUE MOON " (American i is a story of the
Wabash river pearl fishing industry with uncommonly
attractive scenic settings. The mystery is well sustained.
A picture out of the ordinary in a number of ways. Pell
Trenton and Elinor Field have leading roles.
"EVERY MAN'S
Grace Darling and E.
storv of politics and
action, is smooth and
tography.

PRICE" ( Burton King) presents
J. Radcliffe in attractive roles in a
love. Has entertaining and brisk
interesting. Especially good pho-

"THE CALL OF YOUTH" ( Paramount) is an
offering from the Famous Players-Lasky corps of British
players. A story of the love of December for May. and
the inevitable call of youth to its mate that prevents an
unhappy alliance. Mary jGlynne very pretty in leading
feminine role. Better than the average English-made
screen production.
"THE UNKNOWN

W il l'.'- (Universal) is a story

of crooks and a youth who would go "straight." Edith
Roberts is starred and shares honors with Casson Ferguson. A fine cast appears in support and the usual excellent photography that marks Universal features is here
present. Entertaining but short on plot material.
"BOYS WILL BE BOYS" (Goldwyn) brings Will
Rogers to the screen in a decidedly likable role. The story
is based on a "Judge Priest" yarn written by Irvin S.
Cobb. Clarence Badger directed. The characters are well
drawn and there is a genuine air of wholesomeness about
the entire production.

MARY

MILES MIXTER

IN

THE

LITTLE CLOWN
(REALART)
Clean and delightful entertainment
for the whole family. Mary Miles
Minter in one of her most appealing roles. A picture that will enchant children and captivate their
elders. A circus story to which
Thomas Heffron has brought a
maximum of excellence.

All the fascination of the "big top"
has been caught in this story of the circus, starring one of the foremost of the
ingenue screen players. Mary Miles
Minter in "The Little Clown" is one of
the best pictures of the year from the box
office viewpoint.
Its appeal to children will be tremendous and adults will hail with delight
the clean, wholesome and captivating
story that has been brought to the screen
herewith. Its situations will please even
the most blase picture patron the while
they are perfectly suitable and entrancing for the juvenile patronage.
A real circus was hired, according to
Realart, to stage this production in California, and its people, animals and clowns
supply the professional touch certain and
wholly entertaining. A monkey offers
much
corned}is the cause
one ofofthethe best
humorand situations
whenof
he removes the hat from the head of a
woman caller in the aristocratic and
snobbish Southern family into which
Miss Minter, as the little circus clown,
Pat, goes as the fiancee of Dick Beverley,
the elder son of the house. The younger
son, Roddy, who "dopes" the drinks of
the circus 'people when they come to
call upon Pat, seeking to make "Daddy
Toto," the clown, the funnier, but inspiring a situation that almost spells
disaster to the whole romance, is one
of the peaks of attraction in the cast.
Jack Mulhall in the part of Dick plays
with agreeable grace. The star is unquestionably bewitching and the part is
an ideal choice for her.
There are endless exploitation possibilities in this picture, and the exhibitor
is wisest who directs his energies in that
line towards the juvenile patronage.

The familiar theme of the proposed
marriage of May to December and the
inevitable call of youth to youth preventing it is the situation around which this
feature has been well built.
It holds an agreeable surprise for the
patron familiar with the picture made by
English players in English surroundings,
for it is more skillfully done than the
average picture of its kind, and its settings are charming. The feminine lead,
the part of Betty Overton, is carried by
a very pretty young woman, Mary
Glynne, and while the leading man,
Hubert Richman, impersonated by Jack
Hobbs, is not altogether in appearance
the hero of the dreams of the average
American girl, he plays with grace and
quiet forcefulnesj that makes him appealing. Charles Cherry takes the part
of James Agar, the elder suitor, in excellent way. Marjorie Hume is an attractive cousin and pal to the girl.
The story has to do with Agar and
Richman, who love the same girl. The
former, an elderly man of money, causes
the younger man to be sent to Africa to
get him out of his way. There the latter sickens seriously, and the climax of
his illness comes on the eve of the weddingenceof Agar
Richman'sseems toand
be Betty.
with the
girl, andpresshe
suffers a severe nervous shock from it,
coupled with an unexpected passionate
advance of the older man. This delays
the wedding, and with the return of
Richman and the realization by Agar
that
youth's
call to youth
has his
lost place
him
the fight,
he gracefully
accedes
to the younger man.
There are some beautiful exteriors and
a very competent cast of players.

EILEEN PERCY IN
THE

BLUSHING
(FOX)

BRIDE

Fanciful nonsense that will appeal
to those who liked "The Land of
Jazz." Titles and scenes are
whimsically and ridiculously comical and settings are attractive.
High class slapstick. Jules Furthman wrote and produced the feature.
If the effervescent doses of ridiculous
nonsense that have been purveyed with
Eileen Percy in the leading role by Fox
have been well received this will also be
liked. Wherever "The Land of Jazz," for
example, has pleased this will undoubtedly please.
It virtually, in the last analysis,
amounts to high grade slapstick. It concerns a party of society folk with a
chorus girl bride in a home of wealth
posing as the relative of nobility and
learning at the end that well-meaning but
misguided relatives had falsely prompted
her to do this. There is an amount of
pool-ducking, hiding under beds, inebriation, chasing and fisticuffing and all that
makes for the regular Furthman brand
of humor.
Miss Percy is attractive in her role
and with others of the cast plays well.
They include Herbert Ayres. Philo McCullough. Rose Dione and others.

BRITISH CAST IN
THE

CALL OF YOUTH
(PARAMOUNT)
A picture far better than the average English production and one
that will please universally. A
love story with a light tinge of
the melodrama apparently indispensable to the British picture.
Directed by Hugh Ford.

made
Eileen Percy,from
the the
vivacious
Fox under
star, inthea direction
scene fromof "The
Blushing Bride,
story and
Jules Furthman.
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DOUGLAS

FAIRBANKS

SPECIAL CAST IN

IN

THE NUT
(UNITED ARTISTS)
A potpourri of nonsense with but
a sprinkling of laughs. Just
mildly interesting. Supporting
cast is good. Ted Reed directed.
"The Nut" has been aptly titled. It
is a hodge-podge with much ado about
nothing more than a young man
who invents a series of unique ways to
reach Pernelius Vanderbrook, Vincent
Castor and August Delmont in order to
interest them in a sociological theory
fostered by the girl he hopes to win.
In his characterization of "The Nut"
the. star goes through Keystone comedy
paces, the usual Fairbanks acrobatics and
ausual
"boob"
romance
without
striking foils
his
successful
stride.
His comedy
this time are wax dummies which he
steals from a museum. These he offers
to the girl as being really the three
wealthy young men he has promised to
bring to her but has failed to reach.
Finally, after a whole lot of needless
comic chasing, he accidentally becomes
acquainted with young Vanderbrook,
who is working as a newspaper reporter,
and gains his good will by helping him
get a big story. Vanderbrook in rebrings "The Nut's" romance to a
happy turnconclusion.
Fairbanks gets some laughs out of his
business with the dummies, but not
enough to dole out the quota expected of
him. A melodramatic climax, involving a
raid upon a fashionable gambling den
conducted by his rival, the heavy, who
has locked the girl in a dining room, is
introduced, but it hasn't the same dash
and go that characterizes most Fairbanks pictures. A novel effect is achieved
in the raiding episode, however, by showing "The
Nut" and
girl making
escape
through
the the
furnace
pipes. their
The star has had much better roles in
much better vehicles than "The Nut."
It does not measure up to "The Mark
of Zorro." Ted Reed directed. For
some reason he has played the story
away from the camera. Marguerite
DeLaMotte looks well opposite the star
and does all that could be expected of
her in her part. William Lowcry, Gerald Pring, Morris Hughes and Barbara
LaMarr do satisfactorv work.
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THE

LITTLE FOOL
(METRO)
Pretty backgrounds but unusually
slender plot mark this C. E.
Shurtleff, Inc., production. Conventional triangle pattern makes
draggy and uninteresting picture.
Jack .London wrote the story, "The
Little this
Ladypicture
of theis based.
Big House,"
which
It doesupon
not
seem like Jack London. We have
grown accustomed to expecting — and
seeing — action in anything of Jack London's transferred to the screen. But
"The Little Fool" is an exception It
is
withoutsketch.
action — nothing
morepractically
than a character
If the characters who are well drawn
were really interesting there would be
some comfort in the picture. Instead of
being interesting they strike one as being
weak. They don't seem to know what
they want. The hero, for instance, secure in hisbetween
wife's love,
allows
novelist
to come
himself
and a his
wife.
The novelist confesses to Richard Forrest, the husband, the true state of affairs, and explains that he will leave, but
Forrest does not agree to it. He will
give up his wife, he says, if she loves the
novelist. It seems that Paula, the wife,
does love the novelist. Then Forrest
changes his mind. He rages, rants and
then shuts himself up after telling his
wife to decide between the two. He
hears the door slam, the whir of an automobile motor. The scenario writer and
director attempt to keep the audience in
suspenseful doubt as to whether the wife
will go or remain. But the subterfuge
doesn't
work.
expected,
the husband,
novelist
leaves, the
wife Asreturns
to the
confesses her shame and all ends well.
Three reels go by before the scenario
writer allows the spectator to know
definitely that all the character building,
together with the many touches, revelant
and irrevelant, are used for the purpose
of establishing a groundwork for a simple
triangle story. The remaining three reels
laboriously reach the big scene, which
isn't dramatic because it is obvious
trickery. In other words, "The Little
Fool"
is shy ondesign.
story, and what there is
is
of familiar
The one bright spot of the picture is
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to be found in the backgrounds. The
sets are attractive, while the exteriors
are picturesque and colorful.
Philip Rosen directed and Edward
Lowe, Jr., is credited with the scenario.
Milton Sills, Ora Carew and Nigel Barrie
are respectively Richard Forrest, his wife
and the novelist. Byron Munson, Marjorie Prevost, Helen Howard and Iva
Forrester make up the rest of the cast.
SPECIAL CAST IN
EVERY
MAN'S
PRICE
#(BURTON KING-J. W. FILM)
A timely story of romance and politics with Grace Darling and E. J.
Radcliffe in leading roles. Burton King has directed the production skillfully and it is smoothly
and entertainingly played.
Photography is good, particularly
the numerous close-ups of leading
The story of a man stronger than his
players.
wishes
and his victory over those who
seek to find the price for his honor comes
to the screen in this feature.
It has a timely touch in being made to
deal with the story of a district attorney's fight for the people who elected him
against the profiteering of a man of
wealth. Sending his lieutenants to
gather evidence against the person known
to be profiteering, they report to the
attorney. Bruce Steele, the character
assumed by E. J. Radcliffe, that the man
is
his prospective
father-in-law,
a Mr.
Armstrong.
Steele
stands staunch
against the efforts of the father to reach
him through his daughter and again
through his son, whom he causes to appear to forge a check in conspiracy with
the allattorney's
brother.
object
of
their efforts
refusesButto the
be bought
for any price, and in the end the tangle
unties itself with the happiest of results
for all concerned.
The exterior scenes are very pretty.
The work of the leading members of the
cast is commendable, and Miss Darling
is especially pleasing as the girl in the
case. The whole is worked smoothly
and logically to an exciting and interesting conclusion. It will give general satisfaction, as it contains good entertainment.

Douglas Fairbanks in two scenes from his latest United Artists production, "The Nut."
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IX

THE

GILDED LILY
(PARAMOUNT)
Romance of a Broadway dancer interestingly and dramatically picturized by Robert Z. Leonard
from Clara Beranger's story. Best
Mae Murray picture since "On
With the Dance."
Gilded
as a and
story,
Z. "The
Leonard
as theLily"
director
Mae Robert
Murthe star
here.ray as" The
storyis ais happy
of thecombination
sort that
presents the star to good advantage, the
directorial work is excellent, while Miss
Murray contributes a splendid performance. The result is the best Mae Murraypicture since "On With the Dance."
Gilded Lily"
to "The
a Broadway
dancer.is the
She title
lives applied
in the
land of artificiality and waits for love — a
true love that has never been offered her.
A New England youth crosses her path
and the romance begins. She falls deeply
in love with him and gives up her dancing
and her friends to prepare herself in the
performance of housewifely duties. The
youth, however, loves not the woman but
the dancer, as she discovers, and disillusioned she returns to her old life.
Then one who has always hovered in
the background comes to the fore. The
New England youth is jealous of the new
arrival and swears that none but himself shall possess the girl. With the idea
of committing murder he makes his way
to The
the dancer's
director apartment.
has handled this climax
scene with admirable skill and he has
generated an unusual amount of suspense
in the meeting of the three characters.
The youth fires at his rival, but misses.
To save the intended victim the dancer
has braved the gun fire. The realization
of the rashness of his act creeps upon
the youth and in fright he slinks away,
leaving his rival with the girl.
Throwing all care to the winds, the
dancer agrees to accompany the newcomer. He takes her to his home. Here
a healthy punch is inserted. The man
leaves the girl alone in a drawing room.
As she surveys the place her eyes rest
in surprise upon a grey-haired mother
in an easy chair. The woman is the
mother of the newcomer; she takes the
girl in her arms. And then, alone with
the girl, the man makes his plea.
There is a fine finish to the production in its every phase, and the picture
is good entertainment from every angle.
It ought to exert strong audience appeal.
Mae Murray does exceptionally well
and is given excellent support by Lowell
Sherman. Jason Robards. Charles Gerrard and Leonora Ottinger.
CLYDE COOK IN
THE

JOCKEY
(FOX)
Clyde Cook gallops home a winner in
"The Jockey"
latest FoxTo corned}-,
rected by J. G.hisBlystone.
be sure di-it
has a lot of the old hokum in it the peg
driving incident for instance but there is so
much that is original and the action is so
continuous that it holds one's attention all
the way through. Cook is a stable boy and
handy man around a track. To save the
home of his sweetheart he rides a speedy
mare unon which her father has bet his last
cent. The horse stops to eat hay thrown
to him but wins the race after a poor
start. The scenes with Battleship,
"grandmotherby ofgoat
Manglands
o' War"
nho isa
rejuvenated
furnishes
lively finish to the picture. Cook has set
a hard pace in "The Jockey."

WILL ROGERS

IVY DUKE IN
TESTIMONY
(STOLL)
Drawn-out picturization of slender
domestic story of a young couple
whose lives are almost ruined by
a mother's Puritanism. Too little material to hold the interest.
Directed by Guy Newhall.
"Testimony" falls below the Stoll
standard, chiefly because of its story.
The material from which the picture was
made is decidedly frail. Five and a half
reels are taken up to demonstrate that
Puritanism is impossible by the use of
simple hoodterms
that haven't
for so much
footage.enough
As a hardiresult
the offering is drawn out and draggy.
The story is motivated by a Puritanical mother-in-law who would marry
her son to a drab home body. But the
son marries a dreamer, and the mother,
unhappy bitionsbecause
her own
are unfulfilled,
drivesselfish
the amgirl
from her home by bickerings. The wife
seeks refuge with an uncle, but here again
she becomes unhappy, for the uncle, unaware that the girl is married, seeks to
marry her to a fortune hunter. Disshe returns being
to herabsent
husband's
home. Hercouraged,husband
seeking her. she is turned away by her
mother-in-law and goes out into the snow
storm to die. A little bird, broken by
the storm, brings the mother-in-law to
her senses, and she takes the desoairinn
girl in. Finally the son returns for the
haooy ending.
Much of the first part of the picture is
devoted to character drawing, which, because itfrequently sounds a human note,
is interesting, desnite the lack of relief
from drabness. The last two reels fall
into conventional melodrama, with the
heroine going out to die in a snow storm
that has everv aspect of having been
generated in the studio. The return of
the hero is delayed much longer than
necessarv.
The dencedirector,
Guycast,
Xewall,
givesDuke.
eviof skill. His
with Ivy
Mary Rorke and David Hawthorne as
the main figures, is adequate.

BOYS

WILL BE
(GOLDWYN)

[N
BOYS

The popular comedian in an decidedly human and lovable role.
The story is based on one of the
famous Judge Priest yarns by
Irvin S. Cobb. It is a picture of
small-town life, but one that
should appeal to metropolitan,
neighborhood and small-town audiences alike. Directed by Clarence Badger.
"Boys Will Be Boys," Will Rogers'
latest Goldwyn feature, is a picture that
should please any aggregation of spectators except those who can enjoy only
the sensational.
Rogers
as a inblacksmith's
helper
who ishasshown
been raised
th; county
poor house. He is considered more or
less half-witted by some of the towns
folk, but is adored by all the kiddies,
both black and white. He falls heir to
a fortune and announces he is going to
spend it being just a boy, for he never
has had any real boyhood when he
should have been enjoying youthful
frolics. With the youngsters as his
guests he stages many a picnic, participates in their childish games, and is
finally charged with insanity by a shylawyer who
brings appointed
in a "phoney"
niece ster
that
requests
guardian. Thehe trial
held bebefore
the kindly
old Judge Priest with all the townspeople
present shows how sane he really is. the
bogus niece turns against the shyster and
all ends well, our hero being even able
to evade a homely old maid who set her
cap for him when she heard of his
newly acquired wealth. The characters
are all well drawn, the story is entertaining, you will find laughs a-plenty,
and there is a genuine air of wholesomcness about the entire production.
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OUT

OF

THE HOUSE
OF BONDAGE
(LYCEUM FILM BUREAU)
A Biblical rather than a theological
film with every charcteristic of
the absorbing theatrical screen
offering to recommend it. A
charmingly artistic, clean-cut,
rapid-moving and vital story
founded on the Exodus. Directed
by John W. Noble.
Three reels of drama founded on the
familiar Bible story of the leading of the
Children of Israel out of the Land of
Egypt and out of the house of bondage
make of this innovation in screen material something novel and attractive.
About the story of the life of Moses
the author, Arthur L. Huston, and the
director, John W. Noble, and the assistant director. Fred W. Wheeler, have built
not only an authentic historical contribution, but one that is colorful in action and
artistry, reduced to artistic essentials and
delicately reverent. Scenes have been
faithfully drawn and placed in backgrounds that realistically reproduce the
Egyptian country. There is a decided
departure from the typically Biblical
backgrounds, costumes and titles, and
ingenious brains and clever hands have
supplied them all to a result highly attractive. The modern has been injected
into both play and titles to agreeable
effect.
The picture is one which will entertain,
absorb, teach and impress the events
with which it deals with a vividness and
reality that other mediums have heretofore failed to meet. While designed
primarily for institutions and society
pse.. it is exnectcd to market it in the
theatrical field.
The story is divided by reels into the
triple periods in the life of Moses — the
childhood with his finding in the bullrushes by the daughter of Pharoah. the
boyhood in the court of Pharoah. where
he learned from his mother the history
of is own Hebrew race, and the maturity
during which he received the ten commandments and led his people through
the Red Sea out of slavery. Miracles
and plagues, the death of Moses and
other points that lend force to the feature. ar<* suggested with a delicacy that
makes them the more convincing than
if they were luridly pictured on the
screen.
The art titles are worthy of much
praise. They are notably artistic and
suggestive of the action. A special
musical score to accompany the picture
has been prepared by Joseph Brcil. who
wrote the. musical score for "The Birth
of a Nation."
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bridegroom, Billy Noble. Billy enthusiastically and innocently issues stock
and sends thousands of circulars through
the mails. Suddenly it is discovered that
the machine is a fake. The law enters,
bent on jailing Billy for the use of the
mails to -defraud; also the trust enters,
seeking to get control of the machine.
Billy himself
is persuaded
to become
"insane"
keep
free from
the bars,
and theto
humor resulting is lively enough. The
trust gets the machine, and the apparently hopeless tangle of situations resolve themselves into a surprise ending
and one completely unexpected.
Lloyd Whitlock gives a splendid performance as Billy. T. Roy Barnes is his
able second as Robert Gardner. J. P.
Lockncy as the inventor is one of the
best of the cast, and the parts of the two
attractive young women are taken by
(iracc Desmond and Jean Acker.
The feature has entertainment value of
a high standard. It will afford many a
good laugh and will keep interest and
w'ts at high
tension isthroughout
showing.
The outcome
difficult to the
be
guessed as complications pile themselves
line upon another.
BUSTER K EATON

IN

THE GOAT
(METRO)
Some clever and original gags, mixed
up with others more or less familiar, are
presented by Buster Keatou in his latest
two-reel Metro comedy, "The Goat."
While
it isn't as
as "Hard
Luck."
it
is a mighty
goodfunny
comedy
nevertheless.
The phlegmatic pantomimist gets much
of his fun this time out of a chase. He
peers through prison bars and is photographed as a convict, the latter having
first snapped Buster's picture while the
cameraman
looking,
ing coveredwasn't
the lens
with and
his then
own havcap
when his turn came. Unaware of this,
Buster rushes to the rescue of a pretty
girl and knocks down the man in the
case. Later when he sees himself pictured on the billboards as an escaped
murderer, he thinks that he has murdered
the
girl's ;,nd
tormentor.
runs -arouse
into a
detective
when hisHeactions
suspicion the fun begins.
A lot of comedy is brought out in the
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chase. By burying the detective under a
load of stones dropped from a dump
wagon, Buster gets away and meeting the
girl once again accepts her invitation to
dine at her home. The detective is the
girl's father. He comes in and the chase
is taken up again. This time the elevator
is brought into play with amusing results.
ALL-STAR CAST IN
THE

BLUE MOON
(AMERICAN)

A story of the Wabash river country in beautiful scenic settings
and of unusual trend. Screen
adaptation of a successful book.
A mystery story with a melodramatic flavor. Directed by
George L. Cox.
The unusualness of the setting and elements depicted in this picture is its chief
value. Its charm of scenic setting is another attribute, and the whole is entertaining and interesting, although the
mystery element is not solved with any
degree of surprise.
The story is placed among the pearl
hunters of the Wabash river. The pearl
hunter, who locates with his aged mother
along its banks, finds her dead when he
returns to tell her of his discovery of a
wonderful blue pearl of great value. She
has revealed to him only the fact that the
slander of another man prompted her
husband to cast out herself and the boy,
when he was a baby ,and the remainder
of her secret is not revealed until the
climax discloses both the father and the
aggrievor. The presence of a girl lends
an element of romance. Scenes in a
cave beneath a water fall and night
scenes of pearl fishing arc highly colorful
and interesting.
The part of the pearl hunter is ably
taken by Pell Trenton. Elinor Field is
the girl "wild rose." The characters are
given no other names except descriptive
titles such as "Thc-Man-With-the-FancyVest," "The Iron-Grey Woman" and the
like. James Gordon. Herbert Standing,
Sidney Franklin, Frederick Monley,
Harry
N'orthrup
are
others
of the and
castMargaret McWade
EDITH ROBERTS
THE

UNKNOWN
• (UNIVERSAL)

IN
WIFE

A semi-crook story built around the
familiar plot of the young wife
who takes a position under an assumed name. Entertaining, but
short
on
material. Wellbalanced original
cast.

SPECIAL CAST IN
SEE MY LAWYER
(ROBERTSON-COLE)
A farcical comedy-drama built
about the uniqueness of a bogus
invention and a troublesome corporation. Highly amusing. Has
a good plot with smooth and rapid
action. An Al Christie production.
A machine designed to make artificial
rubber causes all the trouble in "See My
Lawyer."
It is exceedingly
lively in action and contains
many perplexities.
A wily inventor pawns off the fake
device upon an unsuspecting prospective

March

T. Roy Barnes and Grace Darmond in a scene
from "See Myby Lawyer,"
an At Christie feature
distributed
Robertson-Cole.

Edith Roberts, the Universal star,
shares honors in this picture with Casson Ferguson, who has become a free
lance. His
workoutshines
as "The hers
Kid,".asa the
reformed crook,
country girl who becomes a social sccretarv. The story follows more or less
familiar lines where the "Kid's" wife
changes
her name
Grant"
dur-a
ing working
hours, tois "Miss
proposed
to by
wealthy gentLman, and is confronted by
the husband when he calls upon her. If
is entertaining but most audiences will
expect tation
more
story, which expecwill notof betherealiz;d.
It starts
enoughof where
Kid,"
who out
is awell
member
a band"Theof
crooks, planning to rob a factory, falls
in love with the village belle. Helen
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W ebster, and gives up his old lite. Her
father dies. "The Kid" marries her and
they move to the city. The crooks steal
the factory's money and suspicion rests
on "The Kid." He furnishes an alibi.
Being out of work, however, he falls in
with the gang again. Meanwhile his
wife secures a position as secretary and
the wealthy lady's nephew is attracted
by
comesthereto
her the
flat,secretary's
finds she beauty.
is marriedHe and
is a scene. From this point the plot
lags and does not hold interest. The
police trail one of the crooks to "The
Kid's" flat and in a battle on the fire
escape the crook is killed. "The Kid"
and his wife find happiness in a complete
understanding.
Gladys Walton Again
Cast in Circus Story
Ever since Gladys Walton scored her
first success in the Universal production,
"Pink Tights,"
months have
ago, been
exhibitors all over eight
the country
deluged with requests from their patrons
for another circus story starring her, Universal asserts.
"The
unique has
romance
of the bigMantopsTamer,"
and the a theatre,
been
chosen for her and will be produced under the direction of Harry B. Harris.
"The Man Tamer" is the work of John
Barton Oxford. Allan Forrest, Rex Rosselli, William Welsh, Charles B. Murphy,
Parker McConnell and C. Norman Hammond will play the leading roles in support of Miss Walton, and four of the
largest lions in the Universal City Zoo
will be used in the circus and theatre
scenes.
Dwan

Works Night and
Day to Finish Picture
Allan Dwan is reported to be keeping
his company working night and day on
"Johnny Cucabod," his third Associated
Producer's
The storypublication.
concerns Tommy Dawes, a
ranch hand, who finds himself in the most
alarming and amusing situations with but
one fear in his heart — the wrath of a little girl whose doll he inadvertently
broke. He faces revolvers, bandits and
death without a quiver, but he trembles
at the cusing
thought
Rosemary'scomes
aceyes. All ofof little
the excitement
w-hen Tommy starts to cover up his
crime and buys a new doll, and is mistaken for an escaped convict. Monte
Blue, Mary Thurman and little Mary
Jane Irving have the leading parts.
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With

the Procession

in Los

By Harry Hammond

Beall

City before starting for Arizona to exploit
"Outside the Law."
* * *
Harry C. Arthur, general manager of
the Gore-Ramish-Lesser combination, is in
Bakersfield attending to the affairs of the
Grogg,
there. Bakersfield and California
theatres Pastime,
* • *
Mildred Harris has definitely signed with
Cecil B. DeMille to start work on March 21.
» * *
Walter Anthony will have his first vacation in many months when the Sennett
studios close for thirty days. Walter is
the genial publicity- director for Mr. Sennett and his beauties. Ben Turpin will go
to New York. Charlie Murray to Honolulu
and it is reported that Marie Prevost is
leaving comedy for the drama.
* * William C. DeSam l el Merwin« and
Mille will be the speakers at the next
meeting of the Western Motion Picture
Advertisers.
* * *
A theatre and office building costing
$250,000 will be erected on Western avenue
between Third and Fourth streets by Gore,
Ramish and Lesser. This will be the finest
residence district theatre in Los Angeles,
it is said. It will contain 500 loge chairs.
The theatre will occupy a site 110 feet
wide by 150 feet deep. It will be managed
by Messrs. Swope, Grant and Young of the
Hollywood Theatres Company.

Mary Miles Minter and Bebe Daniels
represented the Realart studios at the motion picture ball, which Gene Roth and his
associates staged at San Francisco on
March 5. The ball was given under the
auspices of the theatre owners of the
northern metropolis.
* * *
LeRov Authors,
Scott, one cf Samuel Goldwyn's
Eminent
tack of la grippe. is recovering from an at* * *
Carl Laemmle is happier now. His
daughter Rosabelle has arrived from New
happy.
York to keep the chief of the "Big U"
* * *
Bernie Fineman, general manager of the
Katherine McDonald studios, and Irving
Thalberc. who holds a similar position at
Universal City, have established bachelor
quarters in a luxurious bungalow in the
fashionable Wilshire district.
* * *
Harry Carey is entertaining Eugene
Manlove Rhodes, the author, at his ranch
home in San Francisquito canyon.
* * *
Eddie Laemmle, of the directorial branch
of the Laemmle family, has returned to
the studio after a short vacation.
* * *
King Vidor is receiving congratulations
on "The Sky Pilot," the Ralph Connor
story he has just completed for First
National. It was given a preview at the
Apollo theatre, Hollywood, recently to a
critical audience of film folk.
* * *
Ben*Westlanp,
coast
exploitation chief, isUniversal's
visiting atwest
Universal
"I'M SUSPICIOUS

Angeles

Theatre for Canajoharie
CANAJOHARIE, N. Y. — Francis Barrett of Dolgeville, who recently purchased the Mohawk block, is planning to
convert it into a ground theatre.
OF

MY

DIRECTOR"

Ford Weekly's Current
Issue Is History Review
With the inauguration of the new
president Fitzpatrick & McElroy announce atimely issue of the Ford feature
for March 13, in "Presidents of the
United States."
This Ford Educational Library film
shows President Harding, as well as all
the presidents who preceded him. It
gives a likeness of each president and a
glimpse into his character, and tells of
the growth of the country and the principal developments in history during each
administration, presenting a review of
the important incidents in American history from the administration of George
Washington until the present day.
Plans Danville Theatre
DANVILLE, ILL.— E. J. Boorde has
been consulting with local interests relative to the erection of a $50,000 motion
picture theatre at Main and Third
streets.

George Bunny, son of the late John Bunny, now making Capitol comedies for
Goldwyn,
nations. doesn't like the idea of acting in a lion's den, just to add to the mirth
of
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Plays

Helen Chadwick in a scene from "Dangerous Curve
Ahead," tributed
a Rupert
by Goldwyn.Hughes story soor. to be dis-

Elaine Hammerstein and support in two scenes from her latest Selznick production, "Poor

Dear

Margaret Kirby."
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"WhatVERDICTS
the
Picture
Did
For
ON FILMS
IN LANGUAGE
OF EXHIBITOR

Me"

Copyright, 1921
You are especially invited to contribute regularly to this department.
It is a co-operative service FOR THE BENEFIT OF EXHIBITORS.
TELL US WHAT THE PICTURE DID FOR YOU and read in the HERALD every week what the picture
did for the other fellow, thereby getting the only possible guide to box office values. Address "What The
Picture Did For Me," EXHIBITORS HERALD, 417 S. Dearb orn St., Chicago.
First National

heir to and put a smile on his face that
isn't mere camouflage. — Philip Rand, Rex
theatre, Salmon, Idaho. — Small town
patronage.
What Women Love, with Annette Kellerman. — A dandy good picture. Good
story, good acting by all and the best
swimming and diving stunts Miss Kellerman ever pulled off. Appreciated by all
who saw it.— H. A. Wishard, Wishard
theatre. Bloomfield, la. — Home patronage.The Perfect Woman, with Constance
Talmadge.— Another real good one of
Connie's. They all please. — Olen Reynolds, Pearl
theatre, Hymera, Ind. —
Small town
patronage.
Yes or No, with Norma Talmadge. —
This is one of Norma's best. Pleased
100 per cent. In this she takes two parts
and does it fine. — Mrs. Sufus Olson, Pastime theatre, Delavan, Wis. — General
patronage.
Two Weeks, with Constance Talmadge.
— A good picture, but not up to The Love
Expert. Our people were generally satisfied so why kick? — S. J. Goodwin, Royal
theatre. Lehi, U.
A Daughter of Two Worlds, with
Norma Talmadge. — Pleased good crowds
two days. — Yerner Hicks, Family theatre, Marion, 111.
Heart
o' The
with Patrons
Mary Pickford. — Broke
all Hills,
records.
well
pleased. — F. M. Jones, Bonita theatre.
Copperhill. Tenn. — Small town patronage.
The Splendid Hazard, with Henry B.
Walthall. — A lemon right with a has-been
star and a never-was director. — W. H.
Mart. Strand theatre. Grinnell. Ia.
Mary Regan, with Anita Stewart. —
giruriiiTiiimnniiiiiuiummiUHtiiiiisummiiiiKiiimnmninmiiimiinimmmDiniiiimiiinniiiiniuiini^i

This was our first Anita and went over
very well. Picture not great, but a good*
program offering. — Mrs. James Webb,
Cozy theatre, Union Ore. — Small town
patronage.
The Price of Innocence, with Stella
Talbot. — Dandy good program picture. —
W. W. Wales, Yeomen theatre. Seneca,
S. D. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Yellow Typhoon, with Anita Stewart.— Very good. Cannot help but please
all. — George E. Taylor, Idle Hour theatre, Dunlap, Ia. — Neighborhood patron-

Nineteen and Phyllis, with Charles
Ray. — A clever picture and it pleased
most everyone. — Raymond Gear. Mayflower theatre, Florence, Kans. — General
patronage.
The Love Expert, with Constance
Talmadge. — Rather spicy. Kept me uneasy for fear of what was coming next,
but it did very well. — A. X. Miles. Eminence theatre, Eminence, Ky.
The Perfect Woman, with Constance
Talmadge. — Starts out good, but in sixth
reel falls down completely because or
age.Her Kingdom of Dreams, with Anita
Stewart. — As usual Miss Stewart handles
improbable situations. — Giacoma Bros.,
her part just as her friends admire, but
Crystal theatre, Tombstone. Ariz. — General patronage.
the plot of this picture was badly
chopped up. It killed the picture with
Dinty, a Marshall Xeilan production. — ■
the majority. — E. A. Baradel. Palace theMighty good production that pleased
atre, McGehee, Ark. — Small town patrononly fair business. — Yerner Hicks
Family theatre, Marion, 111. — General
age.
paronage.
The Perfect Woman, with Constance
A Daughter of Two Worlds, with
Talmadge. — Good comedy. Good busiNorma Talmadge. — Excellent picture.
ness.— W. L. Uglow, Crystal theatre. BurWonderful acting by this very popular
lington. Wis. — General patronage.
star. This picture drew the best house
Fox
wre have had in some time. Book this
picture and boost it to the limit. You
The Iron Rider, with William Russell.
can't go wrong. — Smith Read, Patriot
— A very good story well acted by this
theatre. DeKalb, Tex. — Small town patronage.
star. Pleased a good house. — Smith Read.
Patriot theatre. DeKalb, Tex. — Small
Two Weeks, with Constance Talmadge.
town patronage.
— This is a good picture. Lively and
The Mountain Woman, with Pearl
comedy like she always gives us. — W. W.
White. — Pleased about 50 per cent. Fair
Woltz, Star theatre. Lake City, la. —
Small town patronage.
only. — Royal theatre. Center Point, Ind.
— Small town patronage.
Passion's Playground, with Katherine
MacDonald. — Was a great success. Did
The Mountain Woman, with Pearl
a larger gross than I have ever did with
White. — A good comedy-drama very
either Constance or Norma Talmadge.—
much on the serial order. Will please
-New Cozy theatre. Winchester, Ind.
those who like the feud type of story,
What Women Love, with Annette Kelalso the Western fans. — Harold Daspit,
lerman. — Some wonderful deep under
Atherton theatre. Kentwood, La.
water scenes and a splendid exhibition of j Ten Plays
Two Moons, with Buck Jones. — Dandy
high diving.
waterto the
fightstory,
was but
exWestern. Full of pep. — E. A. Baradei.
cellent, also. L'nder
Not much
My
Patrons
Palace theatre, McGehee, Ark. — Small
all that our patrons expected — S. J. Goodtown patronage.
Liked Best
theatre,
Lehi. L".
Thewin, Royal
Beauty
Market,
with Katherine
The than
Plunger,
Walsh.Fox
—
Better
Fromwith
NowGeorge
On. May
MacDonald. — Too much society and love | 1. The Perfect Woman.
continue to improve Walsh releases. —
stuff.' Miss
These MacDonald
kind of pictures
fall flat | 2. Tarzan of the Apes.
here.
is a beautiful
George E. Taylor. Idle Hour theatre.
Dunlap. Ia. — Neighborhood patronage.
| 3. The Mark of Zorro.
lady,
but
beauty
alone
doesn't
make
a
picture. This picture pleased those from | 4. The Heart of a Child.
The Mountain Woman, with Pearl
16 to 20. others disgusted. Some pro- | 5. The Miracle Man.
White.
—dard.Not
up taking
to Pearl
White'son stanfanity in sub-titles, which should be
You are
a chance
this
eliminated. It's bad anywhere, but es- j 6. The Love Flower.
one. Worst picture I ever saw a star
pecially so on the screen. Nothing to | 7. Yes or No.
like Pearl White in. — R. Navary. Liberty
the story. Same old stuff. Better dodge | 8. The Forbidden Woman.
theatre. Yerona, Pa. — Neighborhood patronage.
it.— J. C. Jenkins. Auditorium theatre. | 9. The Human Desire.
Neligh, Nebr. — Neighborhood patronage. | 10. Youthful Folly.
The Little Grey Mouse, with Louise
Curtain, with Katherine MacDonald.
Lovely. — Very good picture, but star did
Let's hear from another
— Many favorable comments. Will please
not show up as well as she did in Wolves
exhibitor!
the average audience. Good business. — 1
of the Night. — Harold Daspit. Atherton
Ellis Irvin,
W. L. Uglow. Crystal theatre. Burlingtheatre. Kentwood. La. — Neighborhood
ton. Wis. — General patronage.
Cozy Theatre,
The Romance of Tarzan, with Elmo
patronage.
Newkirk. Okla. |
If I Were King, with William Farnum.
Lincoln. — Many specials like this would
— A splendid picture, but some people
make a small town exhibitor forget some
of the 59 varieties of worries that he is ITmirawnmimTiiun.ffliiiraiiBrcrnm
don't seem to care for costume plays. —
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biggest Wednesday night crowd in many
weeks. Will is a sure bet in this town.
Universal satisfaction. — G. F. Rediske,
Star patronage.
theatre, Ryegate, Mont. — Small
town
The Little Shepherd of Kingdom Come,
with Jack Pickford. — This is splendid,
and will bring the people in and satisfy
them. Although it is not as well directed
as most Goldwyn pictures, it is fine, and
should not be passed up by houses playing the best. — Mrs. James Webb, Cozy
ronage. Union, Ore. — Small town pattheatre,
The Revenge of Tarzan, with Gene
Pollar. — Didn't draw like the others, and
not as good. — Olen Reynolds, Pearl theatre, Hymera, Ind. — Small town patronage.The World and Its Woman, with Geraldine Farrar. — Pleased about 75 per cent.
Farrar doesn't take well here. Will be
glad when the last picture is played. Fair
crowd. — G. F. Rediske, Star theatre, Ryegate, Mont. — Small town patronage.
Earthbound, with a special cast. — Drew
good crowds, increasing daily. Pleased. —
Ascher Bros., Palace theatre, Peoria, 111.
— Transient patronage.
A Man and His Money, with Tom
Moore. — Usual Moore picture, which satisfied. Story not so good as in former
pictures. — Merle E. Rhoda, Palace thearonage.tre, Royalton, Minn. — Small town pat-

Bebe Daniels and William Lawrence
in a picture.
scene from "Ducks and Drakes," a new
Realart
Peter Krauth, Denison theatre, Denison, the most entertaining comedy-dramas I
ever ran. The little kid made as big a
la. — Neighborhood patronage.
hit as the star. Picture pleased everySink or Swim, with George Walsh. —
one that saw it.— Harold Daspit,
Here is one real one that you will like
theatre. Kentwood, La. — Neighyourself, and they are few. — Olen Rey- Atherton borhood
patronage.
nolds. Pearl theatre, Hymera, Ind. —
Small town patronage.
From Now On, with George Walsh. —
The Land of Jazz, with Eileen I'ercy. A good seven reel picture full of thugs,
thieves,
gamblers and robbers and Walsh
—we One
the most
unusual,
queer stories
haveof ever
seen on
the screen.
Some
does plenty of good scrapping. No kicks
very clever acting, however, and will en- and a few compliments. Ran it at regutertain.— Smith Read, Patriot theatre, Delar price. — H. A. Wishard, Wishard theKalb. Tex. — Small town patronage.
atre, Bloomfield. Ia. — Home patronage.
The Speed Maniac, with Tom Mix. —
Goldwyn
Everyone pleased. Good. Some are still
talking about it. They like Tom Mix.
Guile of Women, with Will Rogers. —
Run a Sunshine comedy with this. BusiPlayed to good crowds and pleased imness good. Ten and twenty cents. —
William Thacher, Royal theatre, Salina.
mensely.— Ascher Bros.. Palace theatre,
Kans.
Peoria, 111. — Transient patronage.
Drag Harlan, with William Farnum. —
Jes' isCall
Me Jim,
with Will
—
A shame to put such a good actor as This
great.
Advertise
it bigRogers.
and tell
Farnum in such a cheap Western. As anything for it. It will stand all kinds
the leading role did not require good
of
boosting.
used people
it with
acting. Mix could have done as well. —
Haunted
Spooks,I and
said Lloyd's
it was
Harold Daspit, Atherton theatre, Kent- the best consistent all round show they
wood, La. — Neighborhood patronage.
had seen. — Mrs. James Webb, Cozy theThe Little Grey Mouse, with Louise
atre, Union, Ore. — Small town patronage.
Lovely. — Very ordinary. Not much to
The Slim Princess, with Mabel Norit. — George E. Taylor, Idle Hour theatre, mand.
— About as good as her others, but
Dunlap. Ia.
only one more of her picThe Little Grey Mouse, with Louise glad wetureshave
to play. — Olen Reynolds, Pearl
Lovely. — Good little picture with lovely theatre.
Louise. — Olen Reynolds. Pearl theatre, ronage. Hymera. Ind. — Small town patHymera, Ind. — Small town patronage.
Jubilo, with Will Rogers.— Fine picVagabond Luck, with Elinor Fair and
ture. Will please all classes of people. —
Albert Ray. — Little old. but fair program
Wilkinson & Hunter, Elite theatre. Weeppicture. Kids enjoyed the horse race. —
ing Water. Neb. — Small town patronage.
Auditorium theatre. Carleton, Nebr. —
The Branding Iron, with a special
Small town patronage.
cast. — Pleased 100 per cent. Book this
The Man Who Dared, with William
one. You will not go wrong. — R. Navary,
Russell. — All went to sleep. Long drawn
theatre, Verona, Pa. — Neighborout and tiresome. — Royal theatre. Center Liberty
hood patronage.
Point, Ind.- — Small town patronage.
Prairie Trails, with Tom Mix. — Very
Jes' Call Me Jim, with Will Rogers. —
gcod. Mix getting better. This is the Will Rogers and Raymond Hatton certainly worked fine in this picture. 100
kind of production we want. Stunts and
story great. — Harry L. Threde. Scenic per cent picture to our patrons. — Sam
OeBois, Rink theatre. Dos Palos, Cal. —
theatre, Holstein, Ia. — Neighborhood
S nail town patronage.
patronage.
Jubilo, with Will Rogers. — Drew the
Just Pals, with Buck Jones. — One of

Jes' call Me Jim, with Will Rogers. —
Here is a program picture that should
have been put out as a special. They
don't come any better than this one.
Rogers is the best interpreter of droll,
humorous character on the screen. Irene
Rich ought to be starred and I must not
forget Rogers' little boy. He is a good
little actor. — Harold Daspit, Atherton
theatre, Kentwood, La. — Neighborhood
patronage.
The Strange Boarder, with Will Rogers.— My people were a little disappointed, as they expected more comedy,
although it is good, but not so well liked
as his comedies. The kid is also fine
in this picture. — H. A. Wishard, Wishard
theatre, Bloomfield, Ia. — Home patronage.
The Gay Lord Quex, with Tom Moore.
— Not as good as Toby's Bow. About
50-50. — Olen Reynolds, Pearl theatre,
Hymera, Ind. — Small town patronage.
The Revenge of Tarzan, with Gene
Pollar. — Never had a better one aside
from one or two of the top notchers, and
this one ran them a close race, and turned
out a happy house full of patrons. Could
use more like it. — H. A. Wishard, Wishronage.
ard theatre, Bloomfield, Ia. — Home patThe Strange Boarder, with Will Rogers.— Not as good as Jubilo, but will
please generally. — Wilkinson & Hunter,
Elite theatre. Weeping Water, Neb.—
Small town patronage.
Hodkinson
The Coast of Opportunity, with J.
Warren Kerrigan. — Nothing great. Good
program offering. — Verner Hicks, Family
theatre, Marion, 111. — General patronage.
The Joyous Liar, with J. Warren Kerrigan.— While Hodkinson has good service, the Kerrigans I have had are very
ordinary program pictures. The Joyous
Liar is redeemed at the final close by a
whirlwind finish. — Mrs. James Webb,
Cozy theatre, Union, Ore. — Small town
patronage.
Cynthia - of - the - Minute, with Leah
Baird. — Didn't please our patrons. Ship
scenes not realistic. — Wilkinson & Hun-
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ter, Elite theatre, Weeping Water, Neb.
■— Small town patronage.
Metro
The Marriage of William Ashe, with
May Allison. — Very pleasing program
picture. — Charles H. Goulding, Cayuga
theatre, Auburn, N. Y. — Transient patronage.
The Misfit Wife, with Alice Lake.— She
has not made a bad one yet. Her pictures all please all. — Raymond Piper,
Piper's Opera House, Virginia City, Nev.
The Cheater, with May Allison. — Picture fell flat. Not the type of picture for
this star. 10 and 25c average audience.
Lost money. — A. N. Miles, Eminence
theatre,- Eminence, -Ky.
A Chorus
Dana.
— Miss Girl's
Viola Romance,
sure is a with
box Viola
office
attraction. No matter how dull things
get, Miss Dana will sure get them, and
she will sure send them out with those
smiles that always bring them back again
to see her. She is just spicy enough to
be delicious. Book her on the dullest
day of the week and you will soon have
it the biggest day of the week. — Ellis
Irvin, Cosy theatre, Newkirk, Okla. —
Neighborhood patronage.
A Modern Salome, with Hope Hampton.— High-class picture -with beautiful
and spectacular scenery. Star made a hit
with the ladies on account of the rich
costumes she wore. — Harold Daspit, Atherton theatre, Kentwood, La. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Cheater, with May Allison. — People who saw it say they thought it good.
It did not get any money for me, but it
was not the picture's fault. Metro pictures are usually good. — Mrs. James
Webb, Cozy theatre, Union, Ore. — Small
town patronage.
Held in Trust, with May Allison. —
Good program picture. Top price,
twenty-five cents.— Giacoma Bros., Crystal theatre, Tombstone, Ariz. — General
patronage.
The Price of Redemption, with Bert
Lytell. — A very good picture. — Mrs.
Sufus Olson, Pastime theatre, Delavan,
Wis. — General patronage.
The Mutiny of the Elsinore, with
Mitchell Lewis. — Pretty good picture. — Raymond
Piper,
Virginia City,
Nev. Piper's Opera House,
Toys of Fate, with Nazimova. — A great

Scene
fromConway
"SocietyTcarle
Snobs,"
SelznickMansfield.
picture
starring
and aMartha
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star and a wonderful picture, although
business was poor. — W. C. Clceton, Gem
theatre, Highbee, Mo.
Dangerous to Men, with Viola Dana. —
This is a good picture. Good acting and
will please. — W. W. Woltz, Star theatre,
Lake City, la. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Hope, with a special cast. — This
is
our people
likenotit.a bad
Toopicture,
much but
foreign
stuff. — didn't
Raymond Piper, Piper's Opera House, Virginia City, Nev.
The Best of Luck, with a special cast.
— A Drury Lane melodrama of remarkable power. Thrills galore, but well
acted, and one that will please them
all. — R. Ross Riley, Wigwam theatre,
Oberlin, Kans. — Small town patronage.
Love, Honor and Obey, with Alice
Lake. — Another good Lake picture. —
Raymond City,
Piper,
Virginia
Nev. Piper's Opera House,
Parlor, Bedroom and Bath, with a special cast. — All comments I have seen on
this are favorable, but I consider it no
good. Patrons did not like it and sa.i<\
so. Such pictures are what give censors
work. I played it and am sorry, so will
you be if you use it.— Mrs. James Webb.
Cozy theatre, Union, Ore. — Small town
patronage.
Old Lady 31, with Emma Dunn. — If
you have the old fashioned tunes to go
with it, it will get by. Not a picture for
young
people. Pastime
They won't
like it.
— Mrs.
Sufus Olson,
theatre,
Delavan,
Wis. — General patronage.
The Cheater, with May Allison. — An
average good picture, but not the kind
of story to show off May Allison in. — ■
Raymond City,
Piper.
Virginia
Nev.Piper's Opera House,"
Paramount
Why Change Your Wife?— a Cecil B.
DeM'ille production. — An exploiting letter
from Paramount to the small town patron pleases. It adds distinction. Such
a letter with liberal advance advertising
and speciai orchestra brought out big
crowds to see the rich costumes and the
genial trio: Meighan, Swanson and Daniels. Prices 50 and 25c. — Philip Rand,
Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho. — Small town
patronage.
The Jailbird, with Douglas MacLean.
— Good story. Well produced. Went
over all right. — Raymond Gear. Mayflower theatre, Florence, Kans. — Genera!
patronage.
The Prince Chap, with Thomas
Meighan. — Almost as good as Why
Change Your Husband? Admission 15
and 30 and they told me it was good.
— G. P. Duncan, Pastime theatre, Cowpens, S. C. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Copperhead, with Lionel Barrymore.
— -Weto very
playedordinary
this on
Lincoln's10
Birthday
business.
and 25c. Fair weather. It is discouraging to the exhibitor who wants to play
good pictures like this that they are so
poorly
— A.Ky.N. Miles, Eminence
theatre. attended.
Eminence,
Hawthorne of the U. S. A., with Wallace Rcid. — Extra good. Book it and you
can hear your patrons compliment you. —
Raymond" 111.
Schneider.
Midgetpatronage.
theatre,
Metamora,
— Neighborhood
Humoresque, with a special cast. — This
is fine, and a prestige to any house showing high-class pictures. If you want
something spectacular, you will not find
it in Humoresque. It has the story and
heart appeal. Vera Gordon is the real
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Jenkins
Replies
EXHIBITORS HERALD,
Chicago, 111.
Gentlemen :
45 MINUTES FROM BROADWAY (First National), with
Charles Ray. — Personally I was
disappointed. Prefer Ray in
straight rube stuff. Picture got
away with universal satisfaction to
two well-filled houses at 20 and 35
cents. It is no doubt a pleaser and
I would advise any exhibitor to
play it. The picture was well
directed and contained much cleancut comedy. If they like Ray, get
this one.
Boys, any time you find my comments wrong, don't be backward
about landing on me with both
feet. I've got a hide like a rhino,
and I've been wrong a lot of times.
Thanks to Bro. Sprague of Goodland, Kan., for hopping onto me in
the last issue. But, then, Goodland
is where the grasshoppers come
from. — J. C. Jenkins, Auditorium
theatre, Neligh, Neb.— A darned
sight harder to please audience
than Goodland, Kan.
star. Splendid.— Mrs. James Webb,
Cozy theatre, Union, Ore. — Small town
patronage.
Terror Island, with Houdini. — Nothing
to excite an audience with. There are
better ones and some worse. — Giacoma
Crystal
theatre, Tombstone, Ariz.
—Bros.,
General
patronage.
The Prince Chap, with Thomas
Meighan. — This is a real honest-to-goodness picture. A real knockout. Pleased
100 per cent. — S. J. Goodwin, Royal theatre, Lehi, Utah.
Why Smith Left Home, with Bryant
Washburn. — A good comedy-drama.
Plenty of action. — W. H. Gilfillan, Lotus
theatre, Red
Lake Fahs, Minn. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Grim Game, with Houdini. — Went
big. Caused much comment. — Royal
theatre, Center Point, Ind. — Small town
patronage.
In Mizzoura, with Robert Warwick. —
Drew well. My folks like melodramas.
We are tired of sex plays, so this was
enjoyable.
10 andEminence,
25c. — A. Ky.
N. Miles.
Eminence theatre.
Red Hot Dollars, with Charles Ray. —
Like Ivory soap, 99 9/10 pure, this picture pleased a goodly crowd. First Ray
picture here and had a good crowd in
spite of another show and high school
contest. — R. Ross Riley, Wigwam thearonage.tre, Oberlin, Kans. — Small town pat-i
Come Out of the Kitchen, with Marguerite Clark. — This is good and will
please. Not a heavy production, but
very good for a Sunday night. Was well
liked. — Mrs. James Webb, Cozy theatre,
Union. Ore. — Small town patronage.
Away Goes Prudence, with Billie
Burke. — Far below average of former
pictures. Story not adapted to star.
Majority
of patrons
satisfied.Royalton.
— Merle
E.
Rhoda.
Palace not
theatre,
Minn. — Small town patronage.
Behind the Door, with Hobart Bos-
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worth.
and strong
picture,
but too— Fine
brutalacting
for women
and children.
- — Wilkinson & Hunter, Elite theatre.
Weeping Water, Neb. — Small town patronage.
Huckleberry Finn, with a special cast.
— Absolutely nothing to it. Failed to
please. Just seven reels of film. Stay
off of this one. Called it a special and
they laughed at me. — G. P. Duncan, Pastime theatre, Cowpens, S. C. — Neighborhood patronage.
Wanted: A Husband, with Billie Burke.
■— A good picture. Billie Burke draws
well for me. — W. H. Giltillan, Lotus theatre, Red Lake Falls, Minn. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Valley of Giants, with Wallace
Reid. — Good picture, but not as good
as
some Atherton
of Rcid's older
— Harold
Daspit,
theatre,pictures.
Kentwood,
La.
— Neighborhood patronage.
The Sins of Rozanne, with Ethel Clayton.— Played this two days. No comments and no business. — Charles Dahler,
Abingdon theatre, Abingdon. 111. —
Neighborhood patronage.
The Egg Crate Wallop, with Charles
Ray. — Pleased all the Ray fans. A typical
Charles Ray picture. — Legion theatre.
Norwich, Kans. — Small town patronage.
Square Deal Sanderson, with William
S. Hart. — Best Hart picture to date, and
each one better and better. A fine picture. Sure to please. Good house. 15
and 20c. — W. F. Baker. Boone Way theatre, Mt. Vernon, Ky. — General patronage.
What's Your Hurry? with Wallace
Reid. — This is not up to the Reid standard, but gave general satisfaction. — S. J.
Goodwin, Royal theatre, Lehi, Utah.
Below the Surface, with Hobart Bosworth. — Failed to please. Not much to
it.— G. P. Duncan, Pastime theatre, Cowpens, S. C. — Neighborhood patronage.
The 13th Commandment, with Ethel
Clayton. — Another good bet. Don't be
afraid of it. First-class program picture,
and something the women should see. —
Raymond Schneider, Midget theatre,
Metamora, 111. — Neighborhood patronage.
Mary's Ankle, with Douglas McLean
"AH HA!

YOU'RE
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and Doris May. — Can't beat this one for
comedy-drama. — Wilkinson & Hunter,
Elite theatre. Weeping Water, Neb. —
Small town patronage.
An Old Fashioned Boy, with Charles
Ray. — Good program picture. Twentyfive cents top price. — Giacoma Bros.,
Crystal theatre. Tombstone, Ariz. — General patronage.
Jack Straw, with Robert Warwick. — A
good picture. Star did some good acting.
Personally, I don't care for him. Wish
he'd make Western pictures. He looks
out of place in evening clothes. — W. W.
Woltz. Star theatre, Lake City, la. —
Neighborhood patronage.
You're Fired, with Wallace Reid — This
plea-i Pleased
d junI like
.ill cii
Wallie'.s
pictures
do.
a large
crowd.
Wallie
is a
favorite with us. Photography good and
story very pleasing. — W. F. Baker. Boone
Way theatre, Mt. Vernon, Ky. — General
patronage.
Crooked Streets, with Ethel Clayton.
— A bang-up program picture. Lots of
action. They will like it. — W. H. Mart,
Strand theatre, Grinnell, la.
Excuse My Dust, with Wallace Reid. —
Very good. Reid always draws well for
me. Double Speed also good. Book
his pictures. His pictures will stand a
little raise in admission. — G. P. Duncan,
Pastime theatre,
Cowpens, S. C. — Neighborhood patronage.
23'/2 Hours Leave, with Douglas MacLean and Doris May. — This is the style
of comedies that our people like. Good,
clean picture. Something worth while. —
S. J. Goodwin, Royal theatre, Lehi, Utah.
Crooked Straight, with Charles Ray. —
Some of the men liked it. but did not take
well generally. Below Ray's usual standard.— J. H. Talbert, Legion theatre, Norwich, Kans. — Small town patronage.
Mary's Ankle, with Douglas MacLean
and Doris May. — Perfectly delightful.
Worst ter.snow
we'veButhad those
this winRuined storm
business.
who
braved the storm said they were well repaid.— A. X.
Eminence,
Ky. Miles, Eminence theatre,
Crooked Streets, with Ethel Clayton. —
LATE
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Pleased, but is rather thin. Holt puts up
such a poor mix with the gloves the
gallery gods were afraid he would get
the
K. O.—la.D. B. Baker, Circle theatre,
Ottumwa,
Pathe
Rogues and Romance, with a special
cast. — Fair picture. Did not please like
some. Lots of action, plenty of shooting.
A litlte rough. Not a heavy plot. — G. L.
Deady, Palace theatre, No. Rose, N. Y.
— Neighborhood patronage.
Fighting Cressey, with Blanche Sweet.
— Good comedy-drama. Star does some
very good acting and looks as good as
she did in the old days when she was a
big favorite. — Harold Daspit, Atherton
theatre, Kentwood, La. — Neighborhood
patronage.
A Virtuous Model, with Dolores Cassinelli. — Artistic picture of Parisian life.
No good for small town patronage. — F.
Hejtmanek, Opera House, Clarkson,
Neb. — Small town patronage.
The House of the Tolling Bell, a J.
Stuart
Blackton
production.
ask
for a better
picture.
This is —oneDon't
of those
100 per cent kind. — G. L. Deady, Palace
theatre, No. Rose, N. Y. — Neighborhood
patronage.
Help Wanted: Male, with Blanche
Sweet. — Good comedy-drama, but
Blanche Sweet does not get money in
this city. — Ray Y. McMinn, Capitol theatre, Superior, Wis.
The Right to Lie, with Dolores Cassinelli. — -A good picture, but not as good
aa Tarnished Reputations. The first picture in which I had this star. Star very
beautiful in this picture. — Harold Daspit,
Atherton borhood
theatre.
patronage.Kentwood, La. — NeighThe Empire of Diamonds, with a special cast. — The least desirable Pathe we
have run in a long time. Diamond fakes,
fakers and thieves don't hit many people.— G. L. Deady, Palace theatre, No.
Rose, N. Y. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Love Cheat, with June Caprice. —
No good. Don't see how this star gets
by at all. — Carl Sather, Grand theatre,
Annandale, Minn. — Small town patronage.The Unknown Love, with Dolores Cassinelli. — One of the best pictures I ever
showed on my screen and my patrons all
told me so. Boost it big, it will stand a
raise in admission. — L. A. Hasse, Mystic
theatre, Mauston, Wis.
Other Men's Shoes, an Edgar Lewis
production. — To beat this one you got
to go some, and then some. Only a few
pictures made can be compared to it.
This is 100 per cent if any of them are.
— G. L. Deady, Palace theatre, No. Rose,
N. Y. — Neighborhood patronage.
Realart
Out of the Chorus, with Alice Brady.
— Have been waiting for a picture that
would fit Alice, and this is sure it. Out
of The Fear Market, Sinners, The Dark
Lantern, The New York Idea, this is the
best. — A. B. Anderson, Pastime theatre,
Stratford, S. D. — Neighborhood patron-

Ida May McKenzie, who plays with "Snooky" and the other animals in "Beat It,"
the new Cheste-Educational comedy, is called down by the stage manager.

age.The Furnace, with a special cast. — Very
fine picture. It made a hit with my
patrons, but did not draw well. — R. Navary. Liberty
borhoodtheatre,
patronage. Verona, Pa. — NeighA Cumberland Romance, with Mary
Miles Minter. — One of the really big
pictures we have shown in this theatre.
If you100areperlooking
an all 'round,
up,
cent for
attraction,
here itjamis.
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Welcome!
Exhibitors Herald.
Chicago. 111.
Gentlemen :
One of the first things 1
do when I get my "Herald"'
is to turn to the "What The
Picture Did For Me" section, and I consider it very
helpful.
Having been benefited
from the reports of my fellow exhibitors. I feel like I.
too, should contribute to this
to help some one else.
A. L. German.
Royal Theatre.
Bonner Springs. Kans.
You cannot go wrong on this one. — Smith
Read. Patriot theatre. DeKalb, Tex. —
Small town patronage.
Her First Elopement, with Wanda
Hawley. — This one a very pleasing comedy film with plenty of pep. Wanda
Hawley is becoming very much liked
with my patrons. — Xew Cozy theatre,
Winchester, Ind.
The Law of the Yukon, with a special
cast. — Every comment favorable. Pleased
a good week night crowd. They liked it
and said so. — Alvin S. Frank. Jewel theatre, Lafayette! Colo. — Xeighborhood patronage.
The New York Idea, with Alice Brady.
—The New York Idea is a vers- poor picture. In spite of the fact that it was
advertised to open Sunday, after '.coking
at this Saturday we sent it back on the
first train. — Ray Y. McMinn, Capitol theatre, Superior, Wis.
You Never Can TelL with Bebe Daniels.— Bebe will have to have better
stories than this to make a success. It's
so childish
it's silly.
is good.
Rain
hurt
attendance.
— A. X.SheMiles.
Eminence
theatre, Eminence. Ky.
She
Couldn'tSome
Helpsaid
It, as
withgood
Bebeas Daniels.— Fine!
Ths
Snob, but did not have as good a house
by several dollars. But the picture is
good. Will
standtheatre.
boosting.
— A. B.S.Anderson. Pastime
Stratford.
D.
— Xeighborhood patronage.
Robertson-Cole
One Man in a Million, with George
Beban. — This is one picture you are
proud to have shown in your theatre.
Push it. Get the social organizations in
your town to help you put k over. Enlist the aid of the churches and schools.
I only had it booked for two days, but
expect to get a return booking on it. —
Charles E. Carey. Bushong theatre. Bushong. Kans. — Transient patronage.
Tha Notorious Mrs. Sands, with Bessie
Barriscale. — A good program picture. —
George E. Taylor. Idle Hour theatre,
Dunlap. Ia. — Xeighborhood patronage.
The Man Who Turned White, with
H. B. Warner. — Oriental picture. First
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part slow. Last part good action, and
acting. Oriental and costume plays not
popular with my audiences. My own
preference is American pictures. — Alvin
S. Frank, Jewel theatre. Lafayette, Colo.
— Xeighborhood patronage.
Mints of HelL with William Desmond.
- — A good Western picture. Book it.— W.
H. Gilfillan, Lotus theatre. Red Lake
Falls. Minn. — Xeighborhood patronage.
Modern Husbands, with Henry Walthall.— A very ordinary play. Did not
please. — George E. Taylor. Idle Hour
theatre. Dunlap. Ia. — Xeighborhood patronage.
A Sagebrush Hamlet, with William
Desmond. — Good program picture. — Alvin S. Frank. Jewel theatre. Lafayette,
Colo. — Xeighborhood patronage.
Selznick
The Road of Ambition, with Conway
Tearle. — Fair picture. Lobby displayfairly good. Receipts considerably under
average. — Ray Y. McMinn. Capitol theatre. Superior, Wis.
The Point of View, with Elaine Hammerstein. — Good program picture. — E. A.
Baradel. Palace theatre. McGehee. Ark. —
Small town patronage.
The Glorious Lady, with Olive Thomas.
— Very good. All Olive Thomas pictures are good. Our people like them.
— Carl Sather. Grand theatre. Annandale, Minn. — Small town patronage.
The Greatest Love, with Vera Gordon.
— Good picture, but paper very- poor.
Our lobby is our greatest salesman, and
•he paper won't sell the picture to the
public. Business very" poor. — Ray Y.
McMinn, Capitol theatre, Superior, Wis.
The Flapper, with Olive Thomas. —
My
patrons this
like all
I consider
oneof ofthisherstar's
best.pictures.
— S. B.
Brock. Electric theatre. Hagerman, X.
M. — Xeighborhood patronage.
Upstairs and Down, with Olive
Thomas. — Another beautiful production
from her whom we did not appreciate
until too late. — C. T. Metcalf. Opera
House,
ronage. Greenfield, Hi. — Small town pat-

lier.— Xot much to this one. — Mrs. Sufus
Olson,
General Pastime
patronage.theatre, Delavan, Wis. —
United Artists
The Mark of Zorro, with Douglas
Fairbanks. — Great picture, and my patrons stopped and told me so. Lots said
that it was the greatest picture he has
ever made. It is a big credit to your
theatre to run pictures like this. Doug,
gets away from some of his old-time stuff
here. Plenty of action as well as comedy.
Book it and boost it, and Doug, will do
the rest. — Ellis Irvin. Cosy theatre, Xewkirk, Okla. — Xeighborhood patronage.
The Mollycoddle, with Douglas Fairbanks.— Drew average crowds for two
days. Picture slow until last reel, which
has enough action for whole show.
Charged 15 and 30c. — Merle E. Rhoda,
Palacepatronage.
theatre. Royalton. Minn. — Small
town
Pollyanna, with Mary- Pickford. — Drew
a full house and pleased them all. — G. F.
Rediske. Star theatre. Ryegate, Mont. —
Small town patronage.
Down on the Farm, a Mack Sennett
production. — Leave this one alone. It
sure is a lemon. Poorest picture I ever
played.
Xot J.
as McBeth.
good as Sennett's
tworeelers. — H.
Gem theatre.
Ord. Xeb. — Xeighborhood patronage.
Down on the Farm, a Mack Sennett
production. — This is a good one. It is
a little suggestive, but people expect this
in a comedy. It will go big because it is
the first one. — R. K. Stonebrook. Wisner
theatre. ronage. Eldora, Ia. — Xeighborhood patDown on the Farm, a Mack Sennett
production. — A good slapstick comedy
and gave general satisfaction, but is not
a knockout, and \vould be better if it had
been boiled down to not more than two
reels. — S. J. Goodwin. Royal theatre,
Lehi, L'tah.

The One Way Trail, with Edythe
Sterling. — One of those actionful pictures
of the Canadian Xorthwest and the Royal
X. W. Police. Pleased 100 per cent judging from comments. — Mrs. Lloyd Junkin.
Queen patronage.
theatre. Aspermont, Tex. — Small
town
The Palace of Darkened Windows.
with a special cast. — Picture good. Paper
very bad. Had to have sign painter make
lobby display in place of posters, as it
would have been suicide to use some ot
the paper. — Ray Y. McMinn, Capitol
theatre. Superior. Wis.
Sauce for the Goose, with Constance
Talmadge. — While this is not a new picture, it is a good one and will go over
good
any smalltheatre,
town. — Marblehead.
Geo. Eberwine. in
Auditorium
Ohio. — Small town patronage.
Perfectpicture
Lover,than
with weEugene
O'Brien.
— ABetter
had expected
•from reviews, and it pleased. O'Brien is
coming for us. — C. T. Metcalf. Opera
House. Greenfield. 111. — Small town patronage.
Happiness a la Mode, with Constance
Talmadge. — Xot a bad picture and yet
nothing to rave about. — S. B. Brock.
Electric theatre. Hagerman. X. M. —
Xeighborhood patronage.
The Servant Question, with Willie Col-

GEORGE WALSH
InDell
a scene
from
Allen."Corporation.
directed by
Henderson,"Dynamite
for Fox Film
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Universal

If Only Jim, with Harry Carey. — This
is the best Carey picture I ever played.
In spite of dull business, he will fill up
the house. Patrons well pleased. You
take no chance on booking this one, and
you will not have to sneak away when
they come out. Big favorite here, and a
sure box office attraction. Every picture
gets better. Book it and boost it. Carey
will do the rest. — Ellis Irvin, Cosy theatre, Newkirk, Okla. — Neighborhood patronage.
Blue Streak McCoy, with Harry Carey.
— Best Carey picture we ever played
here. — F. J. Kozuch, Dixie theatre, Wallis, Tex. — Small town patronage.
West Is West, with Harry Carey. —
Carey not popular here. However, this
is best of his pictures we have had. — E.
A. Baradel, Palace theatre, McGehee.
Ark. — Small town patronage.
Outside the Law, with Priscilla Dean.
— Opened to largest business in the last
two months. Wonder picture. — M. Jackson Tudor theatre, Atlanta Ga. — Downtown patronage.
La La Lucile, with Eddie Lyons and
Lee Moran. — A good comedy-drama.
Good business for one day. — F. J.
Kozuch, Dixie theatre. Wallis, Tex. —
Small town patronage.
Blue Streak McCoy, with Harry Carey.
— Good of the kind. — Yerner Hicks,
Family theatre, Marion, III. — General
patronage.
Human Stuff, with Harry Carey. — It
is Carey, and that is enough to insure a
good picture. Universal makes the best
Westerns because they are real, and
Carey is the best bet. — R. Ross Riley,
Wigwam theatre, Oberlin, Kans. — Small
town patronage.
The Red Lane, with Frank Mayo. —
Star well liked. Picture good. Paper
and advertising good. Business satisfactory. Picture well liked by audience. —

Motorcycle Experts
Appear in Fox Film
The motorcycle army of fully
armored knights who appear in the
Fox Film spectacle of Mark
Twain's "Connecticut Yankee."
represents the entire membership
of the Indian Motorcycle Club of
Los Angeles.
Harry Spingler, himself an expert motorcyclist, was commissioned by Emmett J. Flynn, the
director, to round up the necessary
riders, an-d after several vain attempts to film this part of the
story with a mob of more or less
inexperienced cyclists, with machines of every make, old and new,
the Indian Club was urged to appear in the picture, as an insurance
that this part of the filming would
register
as nearly perfect as possible.
A showing of the picture
reveals that although the motorcycle knights are shown dashing along over every variety
of road at full speed, taking all
the curves and grades on high, not
one of the 200 knights was unhorsed, so to speak. They succeeded in supplying the picture
with one of its big thrills.
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Ray Y. McMinn. Capitol theatre, Superior, Wis
The Petal on the Current, with Mary
MacLaren. — A very good picture. Had
many comments on this. — W. H. Gilfillan,
Lotus theatre, Red Lake Falls, Minn. —
Neighborhood patronage.
Outcasts of Poker Flat, with Harry
Carey. — This is the best Carey picture we
have run to date. Pleased very well. —
L. M. Rothwciler, Palace theatre, Bison,
Kans. — Small town patronage.
The Red Lane, with Frank Mayo. —
This was a good picture. Drew well and
pleased my patrons. — F. J. Kozuch, Dixie
theatre, Wallis, Tex. — Small town patronage.
A Tokio Siren, with Tsuru Aoki. —
Drew well
but theatre,
didn't please.
— E. Ind.
T.
Craffits.
Pastime
Seclyville,
— Small town patronage.
The Devil's Passkey, an Eric Von
Stroheim production. — One of the best
we have had in a long time. Truly a
special. Only one objection, and that is
the photography in spots caused apparently bad focus. Pleased well — E. A.
Baradel, Palace theatre, McGehee, Ark.
— Small town patronage.
Locked Lips, with Tsuru Aoki. — This
is a good picture, but when it comes to
the box office will fall short. The star
and lobby display will kill it. Why
don't they
out thrills
the right
ol
posters?
Someputgood
in this kind
one, but
the posters don't show anything to pull
them in. Don't want any Jap pictures.
If you can get them in they will be
pleased. — William Thacher, Royal theatre, Salina, Kans.
Mad Marriage, with Carmcl Myers. — A
very good picture, but title killed it. Why
does Universal still persist in hanging on
to this sensational stuff? — Mrs. Sufus
Olson. Pastime theatre, Delavan, Wis. —
General patronage.
Vitagraph
Dead Men Tell No Tales, with a special cast. — A well made melodrama. Picture went over good. Excellent paper
and other advertising aids. Use the
teaser campaign in your newspaper and
it will register at the box office. — Ray
Y.
Wis. McMinn, Capitol theatre, Superior,
Trumpet Island, with a special cast. —
This picture has a little bit of everything
from high society to a small island. It
is sure a hummer, and one that you can
go the limit in advertising. — R. Ross
Riley, Wigwam theatre, Oberlin, Kans. —
Small town patronage.
The Birth of a Soul, with Harry T.
Morey. — They did not like this one. —
New Cozy theatre, Winchester, Ind.
God's Country and the Woman, with
William Duncan. — No business and no
picture for small town. Lay off of it. —
Sam DuBois, Rink theatre, Dos Palos.
Cal. — Small town patronage.
Specials
Mid-Channel (Equity), with Clara
Kimball Young. — A very good picture,
but failed to draw for us. — Peter Krauth,
Denison theatre, Denison, la. — Neighborhood patronage.
Up in Mary's Attic (Fine Arts), with
a special cast. — Fills the bill in every
way. Will please any audience, and get
the
money.
Don'ttheatre,
pass itSuperior,
up. — RayWis.
Y.
McMinn,
Capitol
Fickle Women (D. N. Schwab), with
David Butler. — A good, little five-act

NORMA TALMADGE
In a sc-ne from the First National production,
"The Passion Flower," adapted from the stage
success.
comedy-drama that went good here.
They liked it and went out telling me
so. — C. H. Ryan, Garfield theatre, Chicago, 1 1. — Neighborhood patronage.
Skyfire (Pinnacle), with Neal Hart. —
Good. Fine. Good story, beautiful scenery. Thisfairis Friday;
one of big
Neal's
best so You
far.
Business
Saturday.
can't go wrong on this one. Boost it.
Don't advance price. We played it at
10 and 20c. — William Thacher, Royal
theatre, Salina, Kans.
The Struggle (Canyon), with Franklyn
Farnum. — Very good feature. Pleased
our people. Beautiful settings. — Jake J
Disch. Majesticpatronage.
theatre. Cudahy, Wis'. —
Neighborhood
Miss Arizona (Arrow), Gertrude Bonahill. — Good, thrilling Western, well made
People were well pleased. — R. J. Delly,
Edwards borhood
theatre,
patronage. Chicago, III. — NeighThe Woman Untamed (McGovern)
with Doraldina.
— A itpicture
ent. Boost it and
will gothat's
overdifferfine.
Pleases all. Big business. — Joseph J.
Gross, Comet theatre, Milwaukee, Wis.
— Neighborhood patronage.
Eyes of Youth (Equity), with Clara
Kimball Young. — A good, big eight-reel
production that pleased them all. Drew
well. Good scenes and fine acting. —
H. A. Wishard. Wishard theatre, Bloomfield. Ia. — Home patronage.
The Woman of Mystery (Aywon), with
a special cast. — The best Sunday business Iever had. Wonderful production.
— Empire borhood
theatre,
patronage. Chicago, 111. — NeighSilk Husbands
and Calico Wives
(Equity), with a special cast. — Nice, even
running story of things that do happen.
Not a big picture, but a mighty good
picture that is consistent. — Raymond
Piper. Piper's Opera House, Virginia
City, Nev.
Dangerous Trails (Aywon), with Rex
Ray. — Excellent Western production.
Plenty of thrills and excitement. Can
recommend highly. — R. J. Delly, Edwards theatre, Chicago, III. — Neighborhood patronage.
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Serials
King of the Circus (Universal), with
Eddie Polo. — Just started King of the
Circus with a two-reel Hoot Gibson, and
it went over fine. First episode O. K.
Clean and fine, that parents need not
be afraid to allow their children. — Mrs.
James Webb, Cozy theatre. Union, Ore.
— Small town patronage.
The Veiled Mystery (Vitagraph ), with
Antonio Moreno. — Good serial. On the
14th episode and going good. Book it.
— ft" P. Duncan. Pastime theatre. Cowpens, S. C.
The Lost City (Warner Bros.), with
Joanna Hansen. — A wonderful drawing
serial. I have had many, but this is best
I ever had. On fourth episode and gaining. Book it; there is money in it. —
W. H. Gilfillan. Lotus theatre. Red Lake
Falls, Minn. — Xeighborhood patronage.
The Lost City (Warner Bros."), with
Juanita Hansen. — I am on the 5th episode. Already lost some customers. Too
much of animal stuff. Xot liked here. —
F. J. Kozuch. Dixie theatre. Wallis, Tex.
— Small town patronage.
The Lost City (Warner Bros.), with
Juanita Hansen. — This serial is very fine,
and no mistake will be made in booking
it. It is clean and wholesome, and no
mother would have regrets concerning
the attendance of her children. — Mrs.
James Webb, Cozy theatre. Union, Ore.
— Small town patronage.
King of the Circus (Universal), with
Eddie Polo. — A good serial, but short
reels. No wonder they make them in
IS episodes. — Olen Reynolds. Pearl theatre. Hymera. Ind. — Small town patronage.
(Pathe").episode
with George
B. Velvet
Seitz. — Fingers
Playing second
of Velvet Fingers. George B. Seitz has them
skinned a mile. This is the talk of the
town. Everybody likes it.— John L. Norman. Lyric theatre. Alexandria, Neb. —
Neighborhood patronage.
The Moon Riders (Universal), with a
special cast. — On 14th episode. Going
big. Held up fine. Pleasing all. They
come back every week. Running four
other short reel Universals with this and
it makes a good show. Universal's short
stuff is O. K. — William Thacher. Royal
theatre, Salina, Kan.
The Flaming Disk (Universal), with
Elmo Lincoln. — Best serial run to date.
Book it. Just ran 15th episode. Holding
up welL Elmo liked here. — G. P. Duncan, Pastime theatre, Cowpens, S. C. —
Neighborhood patronage.
The Phantom Foe (Pathe). with
Juanita Hansen. — This is the best allround serial we have ever played. Draws
the high brows as well as the rough
necks. Big business. — Pfeiffer Bros..
Opera House. Kenton, O. — General patronage.
Daredevil Jack (Pathe), with Jack
Dempsey. — On the 3rd episode, holding
up
good they
w'th were
attendance,
but the They
first
episode
disappointed.
all looked for a big fighting serial. The
serial is good and holding up fine. Business good. — William Thacher, Royal theatre, Salina, Kan.
/
Short Subjects
The Stage Hand (Vitagraph), with
Larry Semon. — A scream. One of
Larry's best. — George E. Taylor, Idle
Hour theatre, Dunlap, la. — Neighborhood patronage.
Number Please (Pathe), with Harold

HERALD

Lloyd. — One of Lloyd's best. He take;
well around here. — R. Navary, Liberty
theatre. Verona, Pa. — Neighborhood patronage.

USE

A Tray Full of Trouble (Educational),
with a special cast. — Great. Most wonderful monkey comedian of them all. —
Raymond
Piper,
Virginia City,
NewPiper's Opera House,
Rolin Comedies (Pathe). — Pollards are
very good. Vanity Fair comedies are
worthless. No comedy in them. Nothing
but legs. — Wilkinson & Hunter, Elite
theatre. Weeping Water, Neb. — Small
town patronage.
Sunshine Comedies (Fox). — Food for
censors is right on these comedies. The
posters we get on these comedies we
dare not put up until we dress them with
a crayon pencil, and we have to run all
of them through and censor out the bad.
— A. J. Steggall, Opera House, Fayette,
la. — Neighborhood patronage.
Neighbors (Metro), with Buster Keaton. — One of the best two-reel slapstick
comedies we have shown this year. — C.
H. Ryan. Garfield theatre. Chicago, 111. —
Transient patronage.
Sunshine Comedies (Fox). — Played 26
of these to date. Every one good, and
they seem to be getting better. — RayginiamondCity.Piper.
NewPiper's Opera House, VirLloyd Comedies (Pathe), with Harold
Lloyd. — Have run the first two series.
All fine. — Wilkinson & Hunter. Elite theatre. Weeping Water. Neb. — Small town
patronage.
You'll(Educational),
Be Surprised with
and Snooky,
An Overall
Hero
the
monkey. — It would be hard telling
whether the kiddies or the grown-ups like
these best. The monkey is wonderful
and the children and other pets in the
picture are very arfusing. — A. X. Miles,
Eminence theatre. Eminence. Ky.
JesterrunComedies,
Have
some of with
these Twede
comediesDan.and—
they are O. K. Please patrons. — B.
Keene. Orpheum theatre, Cuba, I1L —
Xeighborhood patronage.
The Sportsman (Vitagraph). with
Larry Semon.- — Xot up with his other
pictures. The stuff he pulls off in this
one he has used before. Business off
on this one for Semon.— William
Thacher, Royal theatre. Salina, Kan.
Torchy (Educational^, with Johnny
Hines. — I call this a very poor comedy.
Failed to get a laugh. — G. E. Wendel,
Opera House, Smithland, la. — Xeighborhood patronage.
Going Through the Rye (Educational),
with Bobby Vernon. — Exceptionally
good. Lots of people stayed to see it
again on the second show. — A. X. Miles,
Eminence theatre. Eminence, Ky.
Can— You
Beat It?"*
Jester), with
Twede
Dan.
Audience
laughed
throughout.
Best comedy I have run. — Lyda theatre,
Chicago, 111. — Xeighborhood patronage.
Snub Pollard Comedies (Pathe). — Find
them all good. Have run a number of
them. Good on any program. — William
Thacher, Royal theatre, Salina, Kan.
I
,.1
I Communications regarding conI dition of film, service conditions,
| rental prices, etc., should be
j mailed separately. Reports for
| this department must be confined
| to the actual drawing power rec| ord of productions.

BLANK

Box Office Reports Tell the Whole
Story.
Join in This Co-operative Service
Report Regularly on
Pictures You Exhibit
And Read in The Herald
Every Week What Pictures
Are Doing for Other Exhibitors
Fill in this blank now and send
to Exhibitors Herald, 417 S. Dearborn St., Chicago.
Title ....
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Producer
Remarks

Tide ....
Star
Producer
Remarks
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Name of Theatre
Transient
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H. E. N.=
Atlanta, Ga., March 13.
Some town, •
this! *
And some pretty fine people.
*
Up-to-date and energetic exhibitors.
Pleasant-to-meet
exchange men. Regular fellows.
*
F. M. Jones, owner of the Bonita theatre at Copperhill, Tenn., has purchased
the Star at Murphy, N. C. This house
will be renamed the Bonita and will be
remodeled and newly equipped.
*
Adolph Samuelson, president of the
South Eastern Picture Corporation, is
now in Europe negotiating for negatives
to be distributed in U. S. and Canada.
This company will open branches in
Washington, D. C. and Dallas in April.

Raver

to Offer Short

" Cabiria"
Versi
(From on
Staff of
Correspondent)
NEW YORK. March 15.— Harry Raver,
who is
brought
America
1913,
to offer"Cabiria"
a shorter toversion
of thein
picture, which is now en route from Europe. The original was in twelve reels
while the new film will be in seven parts.
No distribution arrangements have been
made.
Creator of "East Side"
Tales Writes for Screen
A new and unusual figure in American
literature is busy at the Goldwyn studios.
She is Anzia Yezierska, who recently
flashed across the literary sky with the
publication
of "Hungry
Hearts,"
collection of short
stories, which
are abeing
combined into a feature film. Miss
Yezierska is assisting in the translation
of her work to the screen. She came
from the East Side of New York — the
section which she has vividly interpreted.
"The Fat of the Land," one of the short
stories in "Hungry Hearts," was selected
by
J. O'Brien,
the anthologist,
the Edward
best piece
of imaginative
work asin
short form which 1919 produced.
Equipment is Installed
BASSETT, NEB.— Motion pictures
will again be brought to Bassett with
the installation of equipment in the local
auditorium by Mr. Sutherland of Newport.
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LETTERS
From
Readers
Communications on topics of
current interest. Writers are requested to confine themselves to
200 words. Unsigned letters will
not be considered.

SOUTH

William Oldknow, general manager of
Consolidated Film & Supply Company
and the Southern Theatre Equipment
Company of Atlanta, is at Universal
City, Los Angeles.
*
Southern States Film Company of Atlanta has acquired the Victor Krcmer
five-reel Texas Guinan features for publication in April.
*
Enterprise Distributing Corporation of
Atlanta has purchased sectional rights to
the six Franklin Farnuni western features and a special western feature, "The
Midnight Riders."

March

Films in Churches
DANVILLE. ILL., March 10.— Editor
of Exhibitors Herald: While all this
agitation is going on around the country
about closing Sunday shows and rigid
censorship laws and while all of the exhibitors are endeavoring to keep blue
laws fromlaw.being passed, I would suggest
another

C. A. MEADE
Well-known
who hasat Atlanta,
taken charge
of the PiercefilmFilmsman exchange
Ga.
Wheeler

Will Head

Production

Company

At Universal City
■ (Special to Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK. March 15.— Captain
Clifford Slater Wheeler is heading the
newly organized Wheeler Productions,
which has leased studio space at Universal City for the production of a series
of feature pictures.
Prior to his service with the French
Mission in Siberia, Captain Wheeler had
taken an active part in a number of productions. The theme of the pictures in
the making will touch upon national topics.
While in Siberia, Captain Wheeler was
in Ekatherinburg shortly after the death
of the Czar and has woven into the story
of h's
first ofpicture
a portrayal
of the brutal death
the imperial
family.
Ohio Exhibitor Gets Star
In a Personal Appearance
Breaking his rule against making personal Paramount
appearances at" star,
theatres.
Meighan.
who Thomas
arrived
recently in New York from Los Angeles,
was the principal attraction recently at
the Liberty theatre, Youngstown, O., on
the invitation of C. VV. Deiber, the manager.
Hearing that Meighan was coming
East, Deiber wired him offering $1,000
if he would appear in person at the Liberty for an evening performance.
Meighan accepted on the condition that
he would give $500 to the Youngstown
Fund.
Orphan Asylum and $500 to the Actors'
Installs Film Equioments
CEDAR RAPIDS. IA.— The Crystal
theatre has installed additional equipment at a cost of $2,500.

All persons, except regularly licensed
exhibitors, should be prohibited from
giving any hibition.
kindAny church
of a motion
picture that
exor society
plays home talent should have to put
their shows on in a regular theatre.
I note the churches protest against
Sunday shows as for instance the church
in my neighborhood, and then immediately they proceed to put pictures in their
church. Churches put on pictures and
pay no government tax, no city license,
have derscab
help, money.
buy cheap film — no wonthey make
If the exhibitor is closed on Sunday
will the church be willing to let him have
the rest of the week? No. I should say not.
They will try to give something on two
or three other nights of the week in order
to spoil the week day for him.
I think theatre people should try to get
a law main
passed
compelling
churches
rechurches.
Would like
to haveto you
take this matter up in your magazine and
pass it along to other exhibitors.
J. F. Flaherty, Jr.
Oaklawn Theatre, Danville, 111.
Chester to Eliminate
Maids and Telephones
From His Productions
No more will the dainty whitecapped maid waltz demurely into
a scene and pick up the telephone,
there to unfold the plot to the
anxious spectators through an imaginary conversation. George Randolph Chester, famous author,
who, after studying pictures for
two years, is about to personally
stage his own story, says this is
"out."
In "The Son of Wallingford,"
his latest story, which he is starting for screen production at Vitagraph's
Western nostudios,
there will
be no servants,
telephones,
and
more, no letter covering the plot.
He has tossed these mechanics of
the screen into the discard.
And further, he is not going to
take the usual advertised "500,000
feet of footage
film exposed."
says
useless
costs just He
as much
to take as necessary footage, so he
will confine himself to the latter.
Mr. Chester reduced his script to
exact screen
lengthHebefore
he selected alocation.
selected
all
locations before he even commenced casting. And he will finish casting before he takes a scene
on the stage.
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COMING/

SEMON

LARRY
IN

THE

HICK

"The Hick" is Larry Semon comedy on a
larger scale than ever before. Rapid-fire fun
that often becomes hilarious. Starts on a farm,
and the action soon leads to the jazziest of
cabarets. Maryon Aye, Larry's new leading
all oftoLarry's
queen -and
the cabaret around
lady, as fun-makers
favorite
the place
make
life interesting for him.

VITAGRAPM
ALBERT E. 5MITH PRESIDENT
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You-

Typhoons will provide sufficient fresh air to
thoroughly Cool and Ventilate your theatre
during the summer months.

Typhoons

bring

the

cool, refreshing

breezes

of

mountain and sea-shore directly into your
theatre without danger from draught.

Typhoons

completely change the entire atmosphere in your theatre at least once every
minute, or, a total of sixty times an hour.

Typhoons will attract to your theatre during
the hot summer months hundreds of people
who never before attended showsin summer.

Typhoons

will

advertising
possible

2527 Fairmount Street
DALLAS, TEXAS
255 N. 13th Street
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
64 W. Randolph Street
CHICAGO, ILL.
215 Fayetteville Street
RALEIGH, N. C.

give

you

angle,

to increase

an

one

entirely
that

business

will
25%

different
make

it

to 5<

800 S. Olive Street

WRITE FOR CATALOG "H"

LOS ANGELES, CAL.

COMPANY
FAN
TYPHOON
ERNST GLANTZBERG, President
345 WEST

39th ST., NEW

YORK,

N. Y.

1044 Camp Street
NEW ORLEANS, LA.
12 Woodward Street
CHATTANOOGA.TENN.

Care
Equipment
Progress
What report would the local
fire marshal make on your theatre today if he were to go
through it from basement to balcony to learn how you guard the
safety of your patrons?
This is a question that every
exhibitor in the country might
well ask himself.
Theatres of Chicago are facing more than the question. They
are facing the investigation, itself. The so-called legitimate
houses were visited first and
already many indications of
carelessness have been unearthed.
This has been played up prominently in the newspapers and
some facts insignificant in themselves have been magnified to an
extent that it will have certain
public influence.
Of course, setting aside the
matter of law violation, you owe
it to your patrons to provide
even possible protection. Go
over your house today. Clean
up any- rubbish there may be in
the basement. Do away with
any possible chance of spontaneous combustion.
Go over your fire escapes. See
that they are not rusted. Have
proper illuminated exit signs
which can be seen from all parts
of your theatre.
A steel or asbestos curtain is
always desirable. Hand fire extinguishers atpoints of vantage
are worth their price in the evidence they give that you fully
feel your responsibilities.
Get in touch with the equipment manufacturers. They are
fully informed on devices designed for fire protection. They
can start you in the right direction.

of
A

Abandon

the

Projection

Simple

Machine;

Formula

the Screw
Driver — Devote
Your
Efforts
Keeping Parts Oiled and Well Cleaned

to

BY J. J. DUFFY
Projection Engineer, Exhibitors Supply Company

Editor's Note— The follon-in
the first of a scries of articles to be
contributed by Mr. Duffy on care gandis analysis
of projection room equipment
The article this iveck is particularly applicable to amateur projectionists and.
zve
are rc.
cver\iche
sure the zcritcr's sound advice is concurred in by expert operators
ignorant of the mechanics of his
MUCH has been written about the be
care of the projectors and un- machine. I believe that he should familiarize himself with the integral parts of
doubtedly most of the advice given to
the projector. But I do not think he
operators in this regard has been sincere
and intended to aid them in the routine should get his education by means of a
of their daily task.
screw driver. This way is too expensmoney.
But out of this advice has risen a
ive. It means repairs and repairs mean
great many evils which have tended to
There is a much simpler way. A study
retard rather than aid in the operation
of the projector. Far too much has been of printed matter and conversations with
said about fixing this and that and ad- your supply dealer will do more toward
justments here and there.
giving you a full understanding than all
The projection machine of this day and the probing
you could possiblv do vourage is of such mechanical perfection that self.
it requires little or no attention other
Many
expert
operators make it a plan
than two set instructions. These are to completely take
down their machines
vital :
twice a year and give the parts a thorKeep
your
machine
clean
and
well
oiled.
ough bath in gasoline. This is an excellent idea if intelligently carried out.
This may sound like a simple doctrine
It places a great responsibility upon the
for the successful operation of the pro- operator. He must be fully informed
jection machine of today with its hun- concerning the general make-up of his
dreds of parts and delicate mechanism
and it is a .voeful affair if he
projector
not.
hut if this sound advice was more faith- is
* * *
fully followed there would be considerable less work in the repair shop.
There
are
a
number
of precautions to
True, the modern projector of motion
be followed if this plan is used. Each
pictures is a delicate piece of mechanism.
must be thoroughly dried before
But just as true is the fact that the part
setting up of the machine. Failure to
manufacturers of the standard machines
now in use have so coordinated this do this can result only in disaster.
Once the parts are dried and the remechanism that disorder and trouble
as embling iscompleted, it is then nechave been reduced to a minimum under
essary to completely oil the projector.
clever and intelligent guidance.
This
is
one
of the vital things and I
I might add at this point, and I have
come to this conclusion after many years emphasize it because it has been frequently overlooked — even by the exof experience with projection machines,
perts. Put the two together, think of
that the greatest evil of the projection
them
as
the
Siamese twins of successful
room is the common or garden variety
projection — Gean and Oil.
of the screw driver. I have no criticism
.1 may seem to have dwelt on this
to make of the screw driver. It is a
useful instrument. But in the hands of longer than absolutely necessary but I
am
so firmly convinced that this formula
the uninitiated, it works havoc.
will do so much to overcome projection
* * *
I have known these amateurs after trouble that, perhaps, I am a trifle enthuhaving practiced their deadly art with siastic.
Another thing while I am still on the
the screw driver, to be in much the same
subject, just one parting shot at the
position as the small boy who. after dis- screw
driver — leave it at home when yon
secting hissembling,
father's
watch, upon
had a surplus
supplyreas-of go to take up your duties in the projection room.
sprockets and screws.
In the balance of this series of articles
This is one point I want to emphaI
will
take up in detail other features of
size: about the only attention the mod- projection which you should understand
ern projection machine needs is proper
as well as a discussion of what I concleaning and oiling.
sider proper equipment for the modern
be misconHowever. I do not want toa man
should
I not think that
strued. do
projection booth.
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Left to right — New Stone Avenue theatre, Brooklyn,
N. Y.Washington,
Loew's State
theatre,
D. C.theatre, Memphis, Tenn.
VENTILATION
OF THEATRE
Most Important Feature Considered Is
the Location and Size
of Grills.
In the installation of the Typhoon
cooling system one of the most important features to be considered, in order
to get the desired results, is the size and
location of the grills, or openings into
the theatre through which the air passes
before reaching the audience. No two
theatres are constructed exactly alike,
therefore the problems of the Typhoon
engineering staff are entirely different
with regard to the grill work, on each
theatre job.
It is an easy matter, however, to overcome any difficulties which may at first
seem impossible to the theatre owner as
the Typhoon system is so constructed
that it can readily be installed in any
size theatre, old or new.
Made On Roof
Installations are usually made on the
roof, although if the construction of the
theatre does not allow this arrangement,
there are other locations such as the
attic space, or in a room above the stage,
or auditorium. There is still one more
location that has in many instances
proved very satisfactory, and this one
is on the outside wall of the theatre
near the screen.
No matter where the installation is
made, it is necessary to construct the
grill work, which also must be placed
in its proper relation with respect to the
audience.
Photographs Show Method
In the accompanying photographs will
be seen several different locations of the
grills used in connection with the Typhoon cooling system. Each of these theatres was entirely different from the
other, while at the same time each of
the Typhoon systems installed was of
a different size.
In order to meet the requirements of
the various theatres in one instance the
grill work was placed directly over the
proscenium, in another it was worked
into the general design and in still another the grill work was placed in the
ceiling in such a way as to harmonize
nicely with the rest of the interior.
SYNCHRONIZED AT COVENT
A try-out of the Synchronized Scenario izing
MusicmusicCompany's
method will
of be
harmonand the picture
made
at the Covent Garden theatre on Chicago's north side this week. The the-

atre is making a three day's showing of
First National's "The Kid" and this is
one of the first big productions to be
synchronized
by the Synchronized Scenario Music Company.
EQUIPS SOUTHERN THEATRE
ATLANTA, GA.— The Southern Theatre Equipment Company has just completed equipping the Dreka theatre of
Dc Land, Fla., a 650 seat house. Included
in the equipment is a Powers 6-B of the
improved type E equipment, a Minusa
Gold Fibre screen, transverter. The
theatre also has a complete Monsoon
ventilating system installed.
H. Pitman who will open a 750 seat
house this month, has already purchased
two Powers 6-B improved type E machines and a Minusa Gold Fibre screen.
He has also arranged for Stanley display frames and a stage set designed by
the Decorative Plant Company of Chicago.

Crandall's Knickerbocker

ADDITIONAL STOCK MODELS
Exhibitors Supply Company Adding
Many New Display Frames to
Present Lines.
In addition to the recently instituted
new feature in their lobby display frame
business of manufacturing special built
to order display frames, the Exhibitors
Supply company has ad-ded many new
stock models, to their present line. The
designs are unique and attractive enough
it is said,tectural
to scheme
harmonize
with the ofarchiand decorations
the
most pretentious lobbies.
This move, it is announced is made in
furtherance
of the and
company's
economy, service
courtesy,policy
and ofit
allows the exhibitor a wider selection
than heretofore.
To take care of the additional factory
activity made necessary by the new
plans a number of new wood working

CONSOLIDATED'S NEW HOME
Ground is being broken for the new
two-story home of the Consolidated
Film and Supply company in Savannah.
Ga. The structure will be located in
Walton street.
The new building will also house the
Southern Theatre Equipment company
and will be built at an estimated cost of
$250,000. Pathe Exchange, Inc., is said
to have leased the adjoining property for
exchange purposes and will be housed
in
a building also to be erected by Consolidated.
CAMERA BARGAINS
Motion Picture Camera at cash
saving prices.
professional
discounts
on Special
UNIVERSALS.
[fflmtdliu delivery
od all models. DaBrla.
DeFranije.strated IdourPethe
end
trjsnr
other*
for ourdemoncomplete catalog atshowroom
once, free onSendrequest.
BASS CAMERA COMPANY
Dept. H, 10S N. Dearborn St., Chicago, in.
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GUARANTEED

Mailing Lists
MOVING PICTURE THEATRES
Every State— total, 21,170 by Statea, $5.00
M
1219 Film Exchanges Per$7.80
313 manufacturers and studios 4 = 00
368 machine and supply dealers 4.00
Further Particulars:
A. F.WILLIAMS, IN W. Adiis St., Client

One of the new lobby frames being manufactured
for Exhibitors Supply Company, designed to
harmonize with any decorative scheme.
machines will be installed in the near
future.
Special attention is also being given
to the manufacture of outside display
frames that, the company claims, will
withstand all weather conditions and
changes.
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nor' plans the contsruction of a theatre
at Atlantic
avenue and the Long Island
railroad. It will cost $100,000.
Theatres

Providing Comfort for Fans Is an
Asset. Exhibitors Know This.
Palaces Are Going Up. Only
the Latest Equipment
Is Being Installed
New Projects
l^akewood, N. J.— The contract for
excavation for the new theatre to be
erected at Clifton avenue and Fourth
street has been awarded to George Youmans.
*
Sioux City, la.— A. H. Blank will
build a $1,000,000 theatre here.
Lansing, Mich.— W. S. Butterfield will
build a new theatre and hotel building
to be known as the Arcade.
Columbia, Mo. — Dr. Prunelle of Novinger has been here consulting with
business men on the proposition of
building a motion picture
theatre.
*
Stockton, Calif. — The first floor of the
new Odd Fellows building to be erected
in South Hunter street will be used as a
motion picture theatre. James Barlow
will operate it.

Dixon, 111.— N. S. Spencer & Son, Chicago architects, have completed the
plans for the new Dixon theatre.
Elgin, 111.— The new Rialto theatre
will be opened on April 4.
*
Mount Morris, N. Y. — It is reported
that a theatre will be erected on the former McMahon property.
*
Paterson, N. J.— William Brooks, Sr.,
plans to build a theatre at Main and
Passaic avenues, Clifton, this spring.
Oconomowoc, Wis. — The new theatre
going up in Milwaukee street is nearing
completion.
Lake Forest, 111. — A new theatre will
be erected at Deerpath and Forest avenues.
*
Montclair, N. J.— Edward D. Ring
manager of the Montclair theatre, will
build a new house on Bloomfield avenue.
*
Fargo, N. D. — Plans are being drawn
for the new theatre to be erected by
W. J. Hawk, owner * of the Liberty.

Erie, Pa. — Columbia Amusement Company will build a theatre on the. site of
the old Herald building.
*

Hannibal, Mo. — The house at 10s
South Fifth street is being razed preparatory to the construction of a the* H. Wellenbrink,
Montclair, N. J— atre.H.
will build a new theatre in Bellevue avenue near Lorraine at a cost of $200,000.
Remodeling

Lynbrook, N. Y. — Thomas F. O'Con-

Montclair, N. J.— The Montclair the-

MIMU/A
Gold Fibre Screens

More

81

atre, managed by H. 11. Wellenbrink, is
to be closed for remodeling.
Ontonagon, Mich. — J. J, Clark has
plans for enlarging the Rex theatre.
*
Edwardsville, 111.— The Oh-Gec theatre has been redecorated and remodeled. O. H. Giese is manager.
*
Findlay, O. — F. L. Marquet of Marysville has purchased the Victory tlieatre.
Several improvements are planned.
*
Freeport, 111. — John F, Dittman, owner
of the Strand and Majestic theatres, has
purchased the Princess. The theatre
will be rebuilt.
Ownership Changes
Chippewa Falls, Wis.— The Rex theatre has been sold to a theatrical syndicate. It is intimated that Ruben & Finkhouse.
elstein of Minneapolis purchased the
*
Shenandoah, la. — Hostettler Amusement Company of Omaha has purchased
the Empress theatre here.
Philadelphia, Pa. — Stanley Company
has acquired the Washington theatre in
Market street near the City Hall.
Peoria, 111. — Will and Harry Dittmar
have purchased the Court theatre.
Belding Mich. — Frank Joslin has
bought the Star theatre from John Parchem.
New Organs
Tucsoon, Ariz. — A new organ constructed by the Albert-Morgan Company
of Van Nuys. Calif., has been installed in
the
Opera House. Manuel Drachman
is owner.

Real

Rebuilt
Typify as ever, the best in construction and
reproduction.
The dominating factor in correct projection.
Distributors Everywhere
Samples and literature upon request
MINUSA CINE SCREEN CO.
St. Louis, U. S. A.
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Machines

Bargains

in

Projection

and

Converters

If you want high grade equipment at rock bottom prices,
note the list below. Each machine will give you practically as
long and efficient service as a new one. This is your opportunity,
so don't delay — send your order NOW.
2— 1916 Motiographs with outside shutters, with 1 10 volt,
60 cycle, A. C. motors, 2000 ft. magazines, in fine
condition
each $250.00
I— Powers 6-A Mechanism only, renickled, loop setter, in
first-class condition
200.00
1— Simplex, small magazine, old style lamp house, complete with 1 10 volt. 60 cycle motor and speed regulator 200.00
2— Powers 6-A, Machines, 2000 ft. Magazines, Fidelity
Motors, 1 10 volt, 60 cycle, completely overhauled A- 1
condition, less lenses
each 275.00
2— New Twin 120 ampere. Wotton Rexolux. 200 volt. 60
cycle, single phase
each 800.00
1— Powers 6-A Machine complete with motor
250.00
I— 35 Ampere Ft. Wayne Motor Generator set, 110
volt, 6'J cycle, 3 phase, no panel board
300.00
I-— 35 Ampere Ft. Wayne Motor Generator set, 1 10
volt, 60 cycle, 2 phase, no panel board
390.00
Hate you received our large Supply Catalog?

Inc.
Company
Exhibitors Supply
Chicago
Produce Minneapolii
Exchange Bldg.
St. LouisBlvd.
Milwaukee
3316
Lindell
133 Second St.
843 South Wabash Ave.
157 Indianapolis
No. Illinois St.

S2
Herman

E X H I B r TO
Jans

Tours

Large Film Centers
Visit Exchanges Which
Are Handling His
Features
Herman F. Jans, president of Jans
Pictures, Inc., and of Jans Film Service,
Inc., left for an extended journey on Saturday, March 12. His itinerary will
carry him to the principal film centers
of the United States. Mrs. Jans and
their daughter will accompany him, Mr.
Jans intending to make the trip partly
one of pleasure.
Desires to Meet Film Men
The president of Jans Pictures will
visit the various exchanges handling his
special "Madonnas and Men," and his
features, "Love Without Question,"
Woman's Business," and "Wings of
Pride,"banner
all productions
made issued
underfrom
the
Jans
and now being
every film center of the entire world.
Mr. Jans is very interested in the success of these productions and desires to
meet the various executives of the
exchanges handling them in order that
he may establish a close personal relationship which will fit him to correctly
judge the contracts submitted to him.
First Stop is Chicago
Mr. Jans' first stop will be Chicago
and from that point he will touch Minneapolis, Seattle, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Dallas, New Orleans, Atlanta, Baltimore and Washington. . While at Los
Angeles he will spend some time in looking into a number of propositions which
have been made him by certain Coast
producing companies for the purchase of
their entire output.. Mr. Jans will be
absent from New York about eight
weeks.
Will

Plan Dowagiac Theatre
DOWAGIAC, MICH.— Work is expected to start soon on the new theatre
which A. L. Larkin and associates will
build this summer. Th; house will seat
1,200 patrons.
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Priscilla Dean 's New
Universal- Jewel Film
Titled president
"Reputation"
Carl Laemmle,
of Universal
Film Manufacturing Company, announces that Priscilla Dean's new Universal-Jewel picture is to be called
"Reputation." It is .from a story by
Edwina Levin, and originally was called
"False Colors." Miss Dean has a dual
role in the production.
In the production of "Reputation,"
Stuart Paton, the director, inaugurated a
novel method for handling his cast. The
story is comprehensive in theme and divides itself into several sequences. Paton
selected his players by sequence, thus
permitting slight alterations of the plot
as the picture developed.
Among the well-known screen players
used by Paton in the early parts of the
picture were Harry Van Meter, Rex Roselli. May Giraci and Harry Carter. In
later sequences he used other characters,
including such well known players as
Niles Welsh, who is leading man for
Miss Dean, William Welsh, Spottiswood
Aitken, James McLaughlin, Al Garcia,
Kathleen Myers, Joey McCrcery. Alice
H. Smith, Francois Dumas and Joe Ray.
Takes Over the Palace
MARSHALL TEX— Jack Rodder
of the Old Mill theatre of Dallas has
assumed the management of the Palace
theatre. He succeeds R. H. Clemmons
who has become traveling representative
of the Southern Enterprise Amusement
Company with headquarters at Dallas
and territory over the state of Texas.
Will Build in Missouri
KANSAS CITY, MO.— Star Amusement and Investment Company will erect
a $123,000 theatre, to be named the National, at 312-314 East Twelfth street,
this summer. The company is controlled
by C. O. Fields, president, and J. T. Wilson, secretary-treasurer.
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Publish

Production

"Ghosts of Yesterday" Will
Be Re- Issued to Trade
This Month
Lewis J. Selznick, president of Selznick
Corporation, announces for republication
the latter part of March another Norma
Talmadge picture, "Ghosts of Yesterday," based upon the Rupert Hughes
play,
"Two H.Women."
It was Schenck,
directed
by Charles
Miller for Joseph
who distributed it through the Selznick
organization.
Not many months ago Norma Talmadge's "Panthea" was re-issued by Mr.
Selznick. The immediate success which
it scored may be responsible for the republication of "Ghosts of Yesterday" at
this particular
it is said. everywhere,
"Panthea"
was
welcomed time,
by exhibitors
Selznick declares.
"Two Women," written as a stage play
by Rupert Hughes, was ideally adapted
for the screen under the attractive title
of "Ghosts of Yesterday." The resulting
photoplay is said by Selznick to be one
of the best in which Miss Talmadge ever
has appeared. From the players chosen
to support Miss Talmadge in the offering have been developed a number of
stars whose names are these days frequently written in electric lights, as in
the name of Miss Talmadge herself.
It is believed that "Ghosts of Yesterday" will score as strongly as has "Panthea." It is being sent out with new
titles, new prints and new advertising
accessories throughout.
Anna

0- Nilsson Joins

Cast star
of combination
"Lotus Eaters"
The two
of John
Barrymorc and Director Marshal Neilan,
now busy on "The Lotus Eaters," has acquired a third stellar name by the engagement of Anna Q. N'ilsson to play opposite Mr. Barrymore.
Misstion is Nilsson's
not only presence
regarded inas this
the producclimax
of her own career, but also an additional
assurance of the merit for this picture.

Two scenes from the latest Torchy comedy, "Torchy's
Lead," featuring Johnny Hines, to be distributed through Educa
tionalBigExchanges.
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Changes
Twin

City

Talk

-By F. W. B.MINNEAPOLIS, MINX.. March 15.
■— A forcible advertising stunt to swell
the box office receipts during the curcent
at the
Blue
Mouseshowing
theatreof is"Parentage"
two 24-sheet
cut-outs
mounted on a truck which is driven daily
through the loop district. The cut-out
shows a woman clinging to her baby
while in the background the word "Parentage" looms up effectively.

Made

Bradley

HERALD

in

"F-R"

Placed

Advertising
Halsey

in
and

Staff

Charge
Publicity

Hall, Former Newspaper Man From Minneapolis,
Joins Finkelstein & Ruben Exploitation Forces
in St. Paul Under Ferris Management
(From Staff Correspondent)
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.. March 15. — Several changes in the advertising staff
o: Finkelstein & Ruben have just been made.
Of special interest is the appointment of Charles J. Bradley to the directorship
or both advertising and publicity in the Twin Cities.
George Beban will appear in person
Prior to the resignation of J. L. Johnwith the showing of "One Man in a Milston as advertising manager Bradley had
Rustic
Theatre
to
Be
charge of the publicity only.
lion" atApril
the State
theatre :•during
the
week of
3, according
Manager
Hall Joins Company
Preston of the State.
Erected by Tingdales
Announcement is made of the appoint(From Staff Correspondent)
ment of Halsey Hall, for the last two
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.,
Give the management of the New
years bune
a editorial
memberstaff,
of asthe a Minneapolis
member of Trithe
March 15. — A motion picture theGrand theatre credit for a neat bit of
atre constructed entirely from
publicity
force
in
St.
Paul.
He
will
work
enterprise last week. Here's what they
peeled tamarack logs, said to be the
under the direction of Ben Ferris.
did: Lenore Ulric appeared in "The
only one of its kind in the United
As headhadof made
the "F-R"
publicity
staff
Son-Daughter,"
at
the
Metropolitan
States,
will
be
one
of
the
features
Bradley
a worthy
showing.
theatre so the New Grand management
at Lake Minnewawa, a Minnesota
Many effective stunts for the exploitation
taking advantage of her personal appearsummer resort, this summer, acance here showed Miss Ulric in "Roses
of the ceivedcompany's
programs were conby him.
cording to Tingdale Bros., Minneand
arrangements
apolis real estate dealers. The inwere Thorns."
made for Incidentally
her to appear
in person
Started
as
Cub
Reporter
terior will be in keeping with the
at the motion picture house too.
Twelve years ago Bradley started out
general rustic appearance. Benches,
as a cub reporter on the Minneapolis
somewhat like those used in ancient
Journal. Since then he has held the city
European
churches,
will
be
used
Carlton Miles, dramatic critic and moeditorship of the Journal, and until he
instead of chairs.
tion picture editor of the Minneapolis
joined
the "F-R" forces he was managSunday Journal, returned recently from
ing editor of the Minneapolis Daily Sews.
He is an expert in the publicity field.
looking 'em over in New York. He is
now writing Sunday features on the latAnotherstaffaddition
the company's
est wrinkles in motion pictures snd the 400 Instructors to
publicity
is Harryto Newman,
former
legitimate stage.
police
reporter on the Minneapolis Journal.
View "Black Beauty"
Northwest theatre managers are co- Playhouse Manager Also Will
operating with the Chinese relief comShallenberger Guest
Placard Cafes to Exploit
mittee in their efforts to raise funds for
the poverty stricken people of China.
This Production
At Minneapolis Dinner
The Finkelstein & Ruben theatres have
( From Staff Correspondent)
(From Staff Correspondent)
offered to aid in any way the committee
MINN . March 15 —
may suggest.
MINNEAPOLIS. MINN.. March 15. Dr.MINNEAPOLIS.
* * *
W. E. Shallenberger. president of
— Four hundred Minneapolis school Arrow Film Corporation, and P. G.
Frank C. Faude, formerly Sunday edi- teachers will be guests at a private Smith, director of publicity for Marshall
tor of the Minneapolis Tribune, is now
Neilan. were guests at a dinner here redramatic critic and motion picture edi- screening of "Black Beauty," Yitagraph's
cently. Among those present were Theotor. He succeeds Wilbur Judd who re- production, before the picture opens an
dore
general
manager Charles
of Finkel-J.
signed to go to France where he will do indefinite run at the Minneapolis picture
stein &Hayes,
Ruben
Enterprises:
short story writing.
house on March 20. according to John Bradley, publicity director; Carleton
Miles, dramatic critic Minneapolis Journal.
H. Prescott. manager of the theatre, who
and J. F. Cubherly. local First National
is planning several exploitation stunts.
manager.
Manager Prescott believes that the 400
Plan Referendum
school teachers will advertise the picture
effectively among the school children
Brett A. P. Manager
after seeing the picture. B. B. Jackson,
On Sunday
Shows
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
superintendent of public schools, is en(S fecial to Exhibitors Herald)
MINNEAPOLIS. MINN.. March 15 —
thusiastic about the invitation extended
the teachers.
F. B. Warren, general manager of AssoRED WOOD FALLS. MINN.
ciated Producers. Inc.. announces the apMarch 15. — A referendum to decide
Another
feature
of
Prescott's
"Black
pointment of Julius F. Brett as Minnewhether to permit the showing of moBeauty"
exploitation
will
be
neat
little
apolis resident manager for the A. P.
tion pictures here on Sunday is proposed placards which will be placed on every organization.
Mr. Brett was at one time
as a result of Sunday feature programs
table in Minneapolis cafes and restau- Minneapolis manager
of United Artists,
rants. The card will bear a picture of
given in a church. The theatre manmanager for Robertson -Cole in Omaha
agers declare that the showing of pic- "Black Beauty" and will read: "'Black and
at one time with George Kleine.
tures at the church brought about a de- Beauty' says: 'My. they have good things
mand that the theatres be kept open on to eat here.' " The name of the theatre
Sunday. If the proposed referendum is will be omitted.
Buys Royal in Giring
Manager Prescott recently succeeded
held, the subject probably will be presented in such a manner as either to ex- Charles Perry as manager of the Lyric
GIRING.
The Royalby• theatre
clude Sunday pictures from both theatre theatre. Perry has gone to Canada
building has NEB.
been — purchased
T. L.
and church or to permit them to be where he will join the Famous Players O'Harry and Niles E. Olsen from D. G.
Arm bus.
forces.
shown at both.
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WE
HAVE
FOR A MARCH RELEASE

IT!"

MERSEREAU
and EDMOND
IN THE MERRY SIX-REEL SPECIAL

COBB

"FINDERS-KEEPERS"
TOM

CARRIGAN,

MAE

GASTON

and COLIN CHASE as "NICK,"
IN THE NATIONALLY FAMOUS

"PATSY"

and "CHICK"

15 TWO REEL SPECIALS
"NICK
CARTER
THESE
STORIES
HAVE
^^Tfc"
BEEN
READ
BY
y^f

SERIES"
theatres showing the
PICTURES WILL PLAY TO

MILLIONS!

MILLIONS!

They called him the
"Barbarian" because the
only Gcd he knew
was the God of heaven.

"THE BARBARIAN"
will awaken
sympathetic response
in every man, woman
and child in the land.

The speH of the north woods grew upon them
and they suddenly
awoke to the realization
that
"Barbarian"
was athe
Man.

"ONE OF THE
MOST NOTABLE
FILMS OF THE

A PIONEER
SUPER -SPECIAL
RELEASED
IN APRIL

YEAR."
— Monroe Lathrop,
Los Angeles Express

NOW

BOOKING!

MONROE SALISBURY AND JANE NOVAK IN "THE BARBARIAN
810 South
Wabash
Avenue

. PIONEER
FILM
^
CORPORATION
OF ILLINOIS
CLYDE E. ELLIOTT, President
ILLINOIS
INDIANA
WISCONSIN

*

Tele phones
Harrison
8157-8158

CHICAGO

Chicago Exhibitors
Favor Girl Ushers
Declare They Can Be Relied
Upon to Avert Panic in
Case of Fire
Agitation in council circles to prohibit
the employment of girl ushers in theatres
has met opposition from the exhibitors.
In voicing their opposition to such restrictions the theatre men have cited instances in which loss of life has been
averted through the presence of mind of
women employes.
It was pointed out also that the whole
matter is one of individuality and not sex.
Theatre men declare that they have
found that girls between 18 and 22 years
of age are more susceptible to discipline
than young men of the same age.
J. C. McDonnell, chief of the fire prevention bureau, has urged upon the council building committee that every theatre
be required
"panic
which
cannot tobehave
locked
from proof"
within. doors
A subcommittee of the council building
committee is now making a survey of the
theatres.

TRADE

Julius Trinz, Popular
Manager, Dies Here
Julius
Trinz,
one of
most
popular managers,
diedChicago's
on Monday,
March 7, of pneumonia. Mr. Trinz was
a nephew of Joseph Trinz of Lubliner
and Trinz, and was well liked for his
sunny disposition and good nature. He
was tor several years manager of the
Columbia theatre in Milwaukee, and
prior to his death was manager of the
Crawford theatre in Chicago.
Malloy Re-elected
The Motion Picture Operators union
re-elected Thomas Malloy as business
manager last week.
An

Old Timer

Peter J. Schaefer of Jones, Linick &
Schaefer stated that the girls employed
in their nine loop theatres are well drilled
and competent to conduct themselves
properly in case of fire.
Gollos

Enterprises

Buys

"Deliverance"
For Its Territory
Gollos Enterprises has purchased the
northern
to "Deliverance,"
the much Illinois
talked rights
of production
starring
Helen Keller from the George Kleine
1
System.
Negotiations
have been opened for the
leasing of a stage theatre in which to
give the picture its Chicago premier.
Aaron Gollos, president of the Gollos Enterprises, states that it will be exploited
on large scale.
Helen Keller, the star, is one of the
best known women in the world. In the
supporting cast are Roy Stewart, Betty
Schade, Edith Lyle, Elmo Lincoln and
Edythe Chapman.
Hector Fuller Leaves
Hector Fuller, who has been handling
the
publicitytheatre,
for "Way
Down East"
the Woods
has returned
to Newat
York. Mr. Fuller is well known in Chicago and has quite a reputation as a
newspaper man and war correspondent.
Pat Campbell of Kansas City succeeded
Mr. Fuller.
Harry Reichenbach, having conducted
a two weeks' campaign for "Outside the
Law," the Universal feature, playing
Barbee's theatre, on Monroe street, has
returned to New York to put on an advertising campaign for the Fox special,
"A Yankee in King Arthur's Court."

TKE VAN RONKEL of the Favorite
-1- Players Company is one exchargeman
who knows an exhibitor's problems, having been an exhibitor for a number of
years back in the old days when the
question of obtaining good pictures was
a real problem.
In 1906, Mr. Van Ronkel ran three
theatres on Halsted street and made
money in all of them. He later became
the proprietor of an independent exchange and served as exchange manager
for General, Bluebird-Universal and Goldwyn in the order named. He recently
formed the Favorite Players Film Company with Maurice Fleckles. another
whose experience in the film field dates
back to the early days of the industry.
The new independent exchange is one of
the busiest in the Central West.

EVENTS

Jones, Linick and
Schaefer Buy

Star

Madison Street Playhouse
Is Added to Holdings
of Big Chain
The Star Theatre building, on Madison
street near Clark, has been purchased by
Jones, Linick & Schaefer for a purchase
price of $40,000 with a ground lease of
one hundred and three years. They will
take possession May first.
There are several leases in the building
which extend beyond that date and which
Jones, Linick & Schaefer will permit to
continue under their ownership. E. F.
Keebler & Company represented the
purchasers and W. D. Kerfoot represented the Todd estate from whoni the
purchase was made. The legal matters
were handled by Ryan, Condon & Livingston.
Tenth Theatre in Loop
The building contains the Star theatre which will be added to the rapidly
growing chain of Jones, Linick & Schaefer motion picture theatres, which now
includes the Orpheum, Bijou, Dream,
Randolph. Lyric. Rose, Alcazar and Boston, and two vaudeville houses, namely,
the McYickers and the Rialto.
The Star theatre seats a little over
three hundred and, upon its addition to
the new chain of "Jayeles" theatres, it
will undergo the same reformation that
has been accorded to the three newest
children across the street.
Have Knack of Improving
Jones, Linick & Schaefer seem to have
a knack of rejuvenating and reforming
little playhouses. When they took over
the Rose, Alcazar and Boston they immediately turned loose a small army of
painters, decorators and carpenters upon
these three new theatres and it must be
said, to their credit, that the reformation has been most complete. They have
been transformed into the coziest kind
of cinema playhouses.
Joseph Otto Hinze
Charlotte Organist
Joseph Otto Hinze. formerly of Chicago and Madison. Wis., is now organist at the Imperial theatre at Charlotte,
N. C, one of the prettiest of the Lynch
theatres. He plays an organ of the
Hope-Jones type.
Gets Freeport Princess
FREEPORT. ILL.— John F. Dittman,
owner of the Strand and Majestic theatres, has acquired the Princess, purchasing itfrom Edward Bauch. He will
remodel it. The work is expected to be
completed by autumn.
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diana, also I. K. Parness, this live trio
should crowd the home office with contracts
plenteous.
* * *
Talkin' about the silver sheet as a lure.
They tell us that Ed Tarbell, manager of
the local Vitagraph exchange, has become
so enthused with his company's big superproduction "Black Beauty" that Ed is keeping all the various riding academies about
here busy trying to corral one of those
black equine single footers, to permit the
popular mid-West manager an opportunity
to display his equestrian prowess about
Chicago's saddle paths.

By Mac^=
( >ne of our very best scribes had occasion
Leave it to that suljtle genius of the pen,
park his motor equipage, a HarleyRali'h Kettering to make 'em sit up and to
Davidson, along side the curb of a certain
take note. Didya all see that mob gathered
vbout the entrance of the Rialto theatre well known pharmacy on the Southside the
st week during the run of Charles Chap- other night and received the jolt of his
in
and that
palaceas ultra
on cub career. Inside he found "Pop" Plough,
vis,"The
knownKid"in motor
circles
a Rolls"Alfic" Hamburger and "Bob" Levy en°? After a curious public got through
gaged in serious conference. The "youngster" spiked a real murmur and tells us
'g Pete Schaefer's recent motor ac..on, you should have seen them pack ol' Chi may soon welcome the debut of
"Bill" Rudolph is in our midst with a
.nto the Rialto and make that Rolls in- this interesting trio in control of another
print of the Sawyer and Labia picture
big
circuit
within
our
City
limits.
vestment of $15,000 a mere "bag o'shells"
"Without hotel.
Limit." He is stopping at the
* * »
* Sherman
to Pete's checking * account.
* *
It seems rather rough that Warren G.
I. Maynard Schwartz, manager of the Harding, the new tenant at the Capitol, in
The impatient filmman who broke into
local Educational Film exchange, was kept arranging his "golf" cabinet overlooked
all fussed up for a couple of hours chap- the peer of 'em all, the undefeated
Sam SchafTer's fire-proof projection room
film champ, Tommy Greenwood of the last Thursday morning, to get a can of film
eroning the imimitablc Lloyd "Ham" Hamlocal Hodkinson exchange. Cheep up Tom, reposing therein, got more than he barilton and his genial director Jack White
old
dcah. the President has to deal out the
gained for. The hasp of the door flew off
around town between trains the other day.
ambassadorial
assignments very shortly with such force it floored him and gave
They were enroute for the East from studio
him
a
beautiful
black eye.
land.
tells and
us itwith
was Jack
his first
stay and we'll freshen *him* up* a bit.
in Chi "Ham"
in a decade
breezing
Paul De Outo, former Yitagraphcr, is
through
otherhands
year full.
or two we'll say
Maynard every
had his
At a luncheon given at the Edgewater
now covering the south side of Chicago for
* ♦ *
Beach Hotel, in honor of Miss Lillian
the
F'ducational
exchange
and
reports
a
Walker, recently, a guest expressed a
Dr. W. E. Shai i.enbekger, president of record demand for all the subjects he is desire
to dance with the film star, stating
Owing to miserable telephonic
the Arrow Film Corporation spent a few offering.
he
would donate a bottle of wine for every
service
we
have
been
unable
to
glean
any
days in our midst during the week of
recent reports on big Jim Salter, another dance. Ralph Kettering arranged matters
March T whiling away his brief stop-over
so that Miss Walker gave him the first
exchange.
with his host of Chicago friends, leaving go-get-it of this live
» * *
eight dances. The guest made good his
for New York March 12 enroute from the
Pacific coast.
of the bargain and a good time was
Akt I.owY, of the Illinois-Indiana ex- part
* * *
had by all.
change, announces the recent purchase of
"Skining Skinner" a five-real comedy feaLeeus Herz
o'f the
Interstate
tells
his latest
picture
featuringexchange
Francis
ture with vaudeville's toplincr, Johnny
Ford and Grace Cunard in the "Woman of Dooley starring and a five-reel romantic
drama,
"Love's Plaything" featuring Wil- Jackie Coogan's Father
Mystery" willGumbincr
play thecircuit
L. and
the
Schoenstadt,
and T.,
several
liam Cavanaugh and Cora Collins for imSigns With Fox Features
mediate release. With Ted Braun and
of the Ascher theatres being set in for an
Jack
Coogan, Sr., father of Jackie
initial showing on March 15.
Phil Banovitz covering Illinois and InCoogan of "The Kid" and "Peck's Bad
Boy" den fame,
and who,
untilactor,
Jackie's
sudrise to fame,
was an
has gone
A REAL IRON MILL USED FOR "COURAGE'
back to the grease paint.
Coogan is working in a special comedy for William Fox and will be seen
with Al St. John.

Hostettler Manager Buys
Two Theatres in Norfolk
NORFOLK. NEB— Herbert Bluechel
has purchased the Auditorium and Lyric
theatres from Hostettler Amusement
Company. Bluechel was formerly manager of the houses for the Hostcttlers.
D. D. Rothacker

East

Douglas
spending New
several weeksD.inRothacker
the east.is Making
York city his headquarters, he is making
a number of trips on business for the
Rothacker industrial division.
Francis Buys Crystal
PORTLAND. IND.— William Francis,
formerly here.
of Greensburg, has purchased the
Crvstal

Sidney Franklin spent a whole Sunday at the Baker Iron Works, Los Angeles,
recently, getting scenes for his Associated First National Pictures, Inc. Left
to right — W. V. Durant, superintendent of the iron works; Naomi Childers,
feminine lead; C. T. Cochran, manager, iron works; Sidney Franklin, director;
Fred Leahy, assistant director.

FULL LINE OF NEW AND USED
THEATRE EQUIPMENT
Machines of all makes— generators— rectifierstheatre chairs— asbestos booths— etc.
S. E. SCHAFFER & CO.
207 So. Wabash Ave.
CHICAGO, ILL.
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"WHEN" Cholly Van Rox proposed t<>
me, Tie was too rattled to say a word."
"Then how did you know he was proposing?" "Oh. rnv dear, his money did all
the talking."— BOSTON TRANSCRIPT.

LOVERS in the hall-way;
Papa on the stair :
Bull-dog on the front porch —
Music in the air.
—CORS'ELL WIDOW.
I'
*
PERCY — "How would you — aw — like to
own — aw — a little puppy, Miss Dowley?"
"This is so sudden.
Percy!" NEWS.
—DETROIT
*
TON" Y — ( mischievously) — "I promise
you I shall never kiss you !"
Toinette — (with surprise) — '*Dc you
ALWAYS keep your promises?"
Tony — (with mock dignity^ — "Well, I
keep within the —RUTGERS
law."
XEILSOX.
*
"WHAT progress are you making
toward matrimony, Edith?"
"Well Uncle.
I'm on my FOOLSCAP.
fifth lap."
MINNESOTA
*
"I'VE been reared in the lap of luxury,"
said the millionaire's daughter." "Try
mine for a change." suggested the imAMERICAN.pecunious voung man. — BALTIMORE
MAY — "Have you ever talked this way
to anv other girl?" Rav — "Xo. love: I'm
at
my best tonight." — PEW. PUNCH
BOWL.

The

World's

"WELL, of all the nerve," she said,
slapping his face when he kissed her.
"Well, then." he pouted, "if that's the way
vou feel about it get off rav lap." — IOWA
FRIVOL.
All About Optimists
AX optimist is a man who expects to
raise vegetables like those pictured in the
seed catalogues.— NEW* YORK SUN.
AX optimist is a fellow who will go out
riding in his auto without taking along an
extra tire. — TOLEDO WEEKLY BLADE.
Ail-American Optimist
PRIVATE Individual who tactfully
obeys the commands of General Public :
is hand in hand with Colonel Co-operation :
keeps in step with Major Operations ; is
conversant with Captain OTndustry : is
able to face Lieutenant Limelight : shuns
Sergeant Shortsightedness ; never approaches Corporal Punishment : is Buddy
to each Buck Private in the American
Army of workers; is indeed Commanderin-chief of his own earthly happiness ; and
above all is an Optimist. — RUTGERS
NEILSON.
*
AX optimist is a "Johnny" who promises
to buy a chorus girl a motor car and expects her to pick out a Ford — VAUDEVILLE NEWS.
*
HE must be an optimist who can continue to sing "Home Sweet Home" after

87
the rent has been raised six times. —
BOSTON SHOE AND LEATHER REPORTER.
*
AX optimist is a man who will buy hair
restorer from
a baldheaded barber. —
RUTGERS
NEILSON.
AN optimist can always see the bright
side of the other fellow's misfortune. —
RICHMOND (VA.) NEWS-LEADER.
*
AX optimist is a man who can make
lemonade out of the lemons that are handed
him.— PORTLAND (ME.) EXPRESS.
Treasurer of Paramount
Visits Western Studios
Interested visitors at the Lasky studio
on the coast recently were Mr. and Mrs.
EIek J. Ludvigh of Xew York, the
former being the recently elected treasurer of Famous Players-Lasky Corporation.
Ludvigh has been secretary of the organization since its formation, as well as
chief counsel, but had never previously
visited the studio. Escorted by Jesse L.
Lasky. first vice-president; General Manager Charles Eyton and Studio Manager
Fred Kley, the visitors inspected the big
studio and enjoyed watching the companies at work.
Church to Show Films
SHAWXEE. KAX. — A motion picture machine will be a part of the equipment of the local Methodist Episcopal
church, now in the building.
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Service
Chicago

Film
Inspectors
NO NOVICES
NEED APPLY
// you have had practical experience as
a film inspector in a reliable exchange,
you may be able to qualify with us. We
are in need of several inspectors with
these qualifications. Just because you
know how to patch film does not mean
that you can satisfy us. If you think
that you can inspect films so that when
they reach the exhibitor they are clean
and properly patched without any chance
of them breaking with ordinary usage,
you are the one we are looking Jor.
APPLY
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EXCHANGE
804 S. Wabash Ave.
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AMERICAN FILM COMPANY
Distributed Through Pathe Exchanges
FLYING "A" SPECIALS
The Week End. six reels, with Milton Sills.
A Live-Wire Hick, six reels, with Wm. Russell.
A Eddy
Light Woman, six reels, with Helen Jerome
The Gamesters, six reels, with Margarita Fisher.
TheElinor
Blue Field.
Moon, six reels, with Pell Trenton and
Their Mutual Child, six reels, with Margarita
Fisher and Nigel Barrie.
Sunset Jones, five reels, with Charles Clary.
ARROW FILM CORP.
The Chamber Mystery, five reels.
Circumstantial Evidence, five reels.
The Wall Street Mystery, five reels.
The Unseen Witness, five reels.
The Trail of the Cigarette, five reels.
The Bromley Case, five reels.
Woman's
ing. Man, five reels, featuring Romaine FieldLove's Fruit,
Protege,fivefive
featuring
Bitter
reels,reels,
all star
cast. Ora Carew.
The Golden Trail, five reels.
Bachelor
kins. Apartments, five reels, with Georgia HopTex, feature series, five reels.
A Man from Nowhere, five reels, with Jack Hoxie.
TheRemer.
Way Women Love, five reels, with Rubye De
Luxury, six reels, with Rubye De Remer.
The Deceiver, five reels, with Carol Holloway.
The Tame Cat, five reels, with all star cast.
The Man Who Trifled, five reels, with all star cast.
Before the White Man Came, five reels, all Indian
cast.
ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
Distributed through Pathe Exchanges
Therar.Riddle Woman, six reels, with Geraldine FarThe Devil, six reels, with George Arliss.
What Women Will Do, six reels.

Jan. 0 — The Charm
lace Reid. School, five reels, with WalJan. 16 — ThewithEducation
of Elizabeth, five reels,
Billie Burke.
Jan. 16 — The Inside of the Cup, six reels, with
Special cast.
Jan. 23 — TheDouglas
Rookie's
Return, five reels, with
MacLean.
Jan. 23 — Midsummer
Madness,
De Mille production. six reels, William
Jan. 30 — Paying
Piper, five reels, George Fitzmauricethe production.
Jan. 30 — TheThos.
Frontier
of the Stars, five reels, with
Meighan.
Feb. 6 — Brewsters
Millions,
six reels, Roscoe
Arbuckle.
Feb. 6 — The Ghost
in
the
Garret,
five reels. Dorothy Gish.
Feb. 13 — Forbidden Fruit, eight reels, Cecil de
Mille production.
Feb. 13 — Chickens,
Lean. five reels, with Douglas MacFeb. 20. — The Kentuckians, six reels, Chas
mopolitan production.
Feb. 27. — TheEthelPriceClayton.
of Possession, five reels, with
Feb. 27. — WTiat's
While, five reels, Lois
Weber Worth
production.
Mar. 6. — Straight Is the Way, seven reels. Cosmopolitan production.
Mar. 13— TheFordCallBritish
of Youth,
four reels, Hugh
production.
Mar. 13 — TheMeighan.
Easy Road, five reels, with Thomas
Mar. 20 — O'Mallev
Wm. S. ofHart.Mounted, six reels, with
Mar. 20 Beau
Revel, six reels, Incc-Vance production.
Mar. 27 — TheMurray.
Gilded Lily, six reels, with Mae
Mar. 27 — The
Idol Dalton.
of North, six reels, with
Dorothy

ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS, INC.
THOMAS H. INCE PRODUCTIONS
Homespun Folks, six reels, with Lloyd Hughes.
Lying Lips, six reels, with House Peters and
Florence Vidor.
J. PARKER READ, JR.. PRODUCTIONS
TheGlaum.
Leopard Woman, seven reels, with Louise
A worth.
Thousand to One, six reels, with Hobart BosLove, six reels, with Louise Glaum.
ALLAN DWAN PRODUCTIONS
The Forbidden Thing, six reels, with James Kirkwood and Helen Jerome Eddy.
A Perfect Crime, six reels, with Monte Blue and
Jacqueline Logan.
MAURICE TOURNEUR PRODUCTIONS
TheBedford.
Last of the Mohicans, six reels, with Barbara

FILM MARKET, INC.
TheRichard
HouseTravers.
Without Children, seven reels, with
The Grand Passion, six reels.

MACK SENNETT PRODUCTIONS
A Small Town Idol, six reels, with Ben Turpin.
C. B. C. FILM SALES
The Victim, six reels.
Dangerous Love, five reels.
CREATION FILMS, INC.
For the Freedom of Ireland, five reels.
EQUITY PICTURES
Keep to the Right, six reels, with Edith Taliaferro.
Whispering
Devils, seven reels, with Conway
Tearle.
Midchannel, six reels, with Clara Kimball Young.
Hush, five reels, with Clara Kimball Young.
FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY
Jan. 2 — Thesix Bait,
reels. Maurice Tourneur production,
Jan. 9 — ThesixJucklins,
reels. George Melford production,

FIDELITY PICTURES
The Married Virgin, six reels.
Frivolous Wives, six reels.

CO.

FIRST NATIONAL
Goduction.
and Get It, seven reels, Marshall Neilan proTheTalmadge.
Perfect Woman, five reels, with Constance
Notorious Miss Lisle, five reels, with Katherine
McDonald.
Jack-Knife Man, five reels. King Vidor special.
Forty-five
Minutes from Broadway, six reels, with
Chas. Ray.
Good
madge.References, six reels, with Constance TalIn the Heart of a Fool, seven reels, Allan Dwan
special. five reels, with Katherine MacDonald.
Curtain,
Harriet and the Piper, six reels, with Anita
Stewart.
TheTalmadge.
Branded Woman, seven reels, with Norma
Themore.Master Mind, six reels, with Lionel BarryWhat Women Love, six reels, with Annette Kellerman.
Peaceful Valley, six reels, with Charles Ray.
Nomads of North, six reels, Curwood production.
Twin
Haven.Beds, five reels, Mr. and Mrs. Carter DeOld Dad, six reels, with Mildred Harris Chaplin.
Themore.Devil's Garden, six reels, with Lionel BarryDangerous
Talmadge. Business, five reels, with Constance
Love, Honor and Behave, Mack Sennett comedy.
Unseen seven
Forces,reels,
withwithAll-Star
Dinty,
WesleyCast.Barry, a Marshall
Neilan production.
Habit, five reels, with Mildred Harris.
The Truth About Husbands, seven reels.
Nineteen and Phyllis, six reels, with Chas. Ray.
The Great Adventure, six reels, with Lionel BarNotrymore.
Guilty, six reels, with Sylvia Breamer.
MyMacDonald.
Lady's Latchkey, five reels, with Kathryn

The Woman
cial Cast. in His House, eight reels, with Spemadge.
Mamma's
Affair, five reels, with Constance TalRay.
The Old Swimmin' Hole, six reels, with Charles
Passion, eight reels with Pola Negri.
Scrambled Wives, six reels, with Marguerite Clark.
Themadge.
Oath, eight reels, R. A. Walsh production.
Lessons in Love, five reels, with Constance TalScrap Iron, five reels, with Charles Ray.
FEDERATED FILM EXCHANGES
Nobody's
Girl,five
fivereels,
reels, with
with Bessie
Billie Love.
Rhodes.
Bonnie May,
The Midlanders, five reels, with Bessie Love.
Hearts and Masks, five reels, with all-star cast.
Good Bad Wife, five reels, with all-star cast.
cast. in the House, five reels, with allThestarServant
FORWARD FILM DIST.
Youth's Desire, five reels.
FOX FILM CORPORATION
FOX SPECIALS
Thenum.White Moll, seven reels, with Pearl White.
If I Were King, seven reels, with William FarWhile
New York Sleeps, seven reels, with All
Star Cast.
Blind Wives, seven reels, with All Star Cast.
A seven
Connecticut
Yankee
in King
reels, with
All Star
Cast. Arthur's Court,
Skirts, seven reels, with Special Cast.
WILLIAM FARNUM SERIES
Drag Harlan, six reels.
The Scuttlers, six reels.
PEARL WHITE SERIES
The
Tiger's
six reels.
The Thief, sixCub,reels.
The Mountain Woman, six reels.
Know Your Man, six reels.
TOM MIX SERIES
The Untamed, six reels.
The Texan, six reels.
Prairie Trails, six reels.
The Koad Demon, six reels.
Hands Off, six reels.
WILLIAM RUSSELL SERIES
The Man Who Dared, five reels.
The Challenge of the Law, five reels.
The Iron Rider, five reels.
Cheater Reformed, five reels.
Bare Knuckles, five reels.
SHIRLEY MASON SERIES
Chin
Toy,
five reels.
Flame of Youth,
five reels.
Girl of My Heart, five feels.
Merely Mary Ann, five reels.
Wing Toy. five reels.
The Lamplighter, five reels.
GEORGE WALSH SERIES
From Now On. five reels.
The Plunger, five reels.
Number 17, five reels.
Dynamite Allen, five reels.
30TH CENTURY BRAND
Two Moons, with Buck Jones.
Just
Pals, with
BuckwithJones.
The Land
of Jazz,
Eileen Percy.
Partners of Fate, with Louise Lovely.
The
Big
Punch,
with
Buck
Jones.with Buck Jones.
The One Man Trail, five reels,
Beware the
of the Bride, five reels, with" Eileen Percy.
While
Lovely. Devil Laughs, five reels, with Louise
TheLovely.
Little Gray Mouse, five reels, with Louise
Oliver Twist, Jr., five reels, with Harold Goodwin.
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GOLDWYN PICTURES CORP.
GOLDWYN STAR PRODUCTIONS
It's
a
Great Life,
reels five
(Eminent
ThePollar.
Revenge
of five
Tarzan,
reels, Artists).
with Gene
Going Some, five reels, Rex Beach production.
Theproduction.
North Wind's Malice, five reels, Rex Beach
The Penalty, five reels, with Lon Chaney.
Earthbound, seven reels, with All Star Cast.
Stop Thief, five reels, with Tom Moore.
Madam X, six reels, with Pauline Frederick.
The Branding Iron, seven reels, Special Cast.
His Own Law, six reels, with Hobart Bosworth.
Honest Hutch, five reels, with Will Rogers.
Milestones, six reels, with Special Cast.
What Happened to Rosa, with Mabel Normand.
The Song of the Soul, with Vivian Martin, a Messmore Kendall production.
Godless Men, seven reels.
The Great Lover, six reels.
Just Out of College, five reels.
Roads
erick. of Destiny, five reels, with Pauline FredThe Highest Bidder, five reels.
Prisoners of Love.
The Concert.
Guile of Women, five reels, with Will Rogers.
Bunty Pulls the Strings, seven reels.
Hold Your Horses, five reels.
The Voice in the Dark, five reels.
Boys Will Be Boys, five reels, with Will Rogers.
W. W. HODKINSON CORP.
Distributed through the Pathe Exchanges
/am: grey pictures, inc.
The U. P. Trail, six reels.
BENJAMIN B. HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS
The Dwelling Place of Light, by Winston Churchill.
J. PARKER READ, JR., PRODUCTIONS
The Brute Master, with Hobart Bosworth.
Love Madness, with Louise Glaum.
DEITRICH-BECK, INC.
The Harvest Moon, six reels, with Doris Kenyon.
DIAL FILM CO. PRODUCTIONS
ThesonTiger's
Butt. Coat, with Myrtle Stedman and LawLOUIS TRACY PRODUCTIONS
The Silent Barrier, six reels, with Sheldon Lewis.
ROBERT BRUNTON PRODUCTIONS
No. 99, five reels, with J. Warren Kerrigan.
The Green Flame, five reels, with J. Warren
Kerrigan.
The House of Whispers, with J. Karren Kerrigan.
NATIONAL-BILLIE RHODES PROD.
The Kentucky Colonel, with Joseph J. Dowling.
JOSEPH LEVERING PRODUCTIONS
His Temporary Wife, six reels, with Special Cast.
IRVIN V. WILLAT PRODUCTIONS
Down Home, an All Star Cast.
INDEPENDENT FILMS
NEAL HART SERIES
Nov. 15 — Skyfire, five reels.
Jan. 1 — Danger Valley, five reels.
Mar. 15 — God's Gold, five reels.
SPECIAL FEATURE
Mar. 1 — Reckless Wives.
JANS PICTURES, INC.
Madonnas and Men, six reels.
Love Without Question, seven reels.
AWings
Woman's
Business,
five reels.
of Pride,
five reels.
VICTOR KREMER PRODUCTIONS
Voices, six reels, with All Star Cast.
Mad Love, five reels, with Lina Cavalieri.
BERT LUBIN
Honeymoon Ranch, five reels, State Rights Feature.
West of the Rio Grande, five reels, Allene Ray.
METRO PICTURES CORPORATION
METRO SPECIALS
Jan. 10 — Lure of Youth, six reels, all-star cast.
Jan. 17 — Marriage
Allison. of Win. Ashe, six reels, May
Jan. 31— The Dana.Offshore Pirate, six reels, Viola
Feb. 7 — Passion Fruit, six reels, Doraldina.
Feb. 21 — The Greater Claim, six reels, Alice Lake.
Mar. 7 — Extravagance,
six reels, with May
Allison.
Mar. 21 — A Bert
Message
from
Mars, six reels, with
Lytell.
Mar. 28 — Puppets
of
Fate,
six reels, with Viola
Dana.
NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS
Madame Peacock, seven reels, with Nazimova.
Billions, six reels, with Nazimova.
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MAURICE TOURNEUR PRODUCTIONS
The Great Redeemer, six reels, All Star Cast.
S. L. PRODUCTIONS
Love,
Cast. Honor and Obey, six reels, with All Star
Feb. 28 — Without Limit, six reels, Geo. D. Baker
C.production.
E. SHURTLEFF, INC.
Mar. 14 — The Little Fool, six reels, all-star cast.
PATHE EXCHANGE, INC.
EDGAR LEWIS PRODUCTIONS
Lahoma, seven reels.
A Beggar in Purple, six reels.
The Sage Hen, five reels, with Gladys Brockwell.
J. STUART BLACKTON PRODUCTIONS
House
the Tolling
Bell, six reels, with Bruce
Gordonof and
May McAvoy.
Forbidden
Valley,
six
and May McAvoy. reels, with Bruce Gordon
JESSE D. HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS
Half
ton. a Chance, seven reels, with Mahlon HamilHerSweet.
Unwilling Husband, five reels, with Blanche
Dice of Destiny, five reels, with H. B. Warner.
That Girl Montana, five reels, with Blanche Sweet.
When
We Were Twenty-one, five reels, with H.
B. Warner.
ROBT. BRUNTON PRODUCTIONS
The Devil to Pay, six reels, with Fritzi Brunette
and Roy Stewart.
PERRET PICTURES, INC.
The Empire of Diamonds, six reels.
GEORGE B. SEITZ, INC.
Rogues and Romance, six reels, with Geo. B. Seitz
and June Caprice.
FEDERAL PHOTOPLAYS, INC.
The Killer, six reels.
ARTHUR F. BECK
The Heart Line, six reels.
PIONEER FILM CORP.
Outreauof and
the Edmund
Depths, five
Cobb.reels, with Violet MerseEmpty
Arms,
five
reels, with Gail Kane and
Thurston Hall.
Idle
Hands,
five
reels,
with Kail Kane and J.
Herbert Frank.
A Good Woman, five reels, with Gail Kane and
J. Herbert Women,
Frank. five reels, with Alma Rubens.
Thoughtless
REALART PICTURES
SPECIAL FEATURES
Deep Purple, six reels, R. A. Walsh production.
The Law of the Yukon, six reels, Chas. Miller
Theproduction.
Soul of Youth, six reels, a Taylor production.
Theduction.
Furnace, seven reels, a Wm. D. Taylor proSTAR PRODUCTIONS
Food for Scandal, five reels, with Wanda Hawley.
Eyes
of the Heart, five reels, with Mary Miles
ley.
Minter.
Her Beloved Villain, five reels, with Wanda HawHerHawley.
First Elopement, five reels, with Wanda
The Snob, five reels, with aWnda Hawley.
You Never Can Tell, six reels, with Bebe Daniels.
Oh Lady Lady, five reels, with Bebe Daniels.
She New
Couldn't
reels,with
with Alice
Bebe Brady.
Daniels.
The
YorkHelp
Idea,It,sixfivereels,
Blackbirds, five reels, with Justine Johnstone.
The Plaything of Broadway, five reels, with Justine
Johnstone.
Something
Binney. Different, five reels, with Constance
TheMinter.
Little Clown, five reels, with Mary Miles
ROBERTSON-COLE PICTURES
The Stealers, eight reels, Cabanne.
So Long Letty, six reels, Christel.
A erick.
Slave of Vanity, five reels, with Pauline Fred813, six reels, Arsene Lubin story.
The Little Fraid Lady, six reels, with Mae Marsh.
The First Born, six reels, with Sessile Hayakawa.
Seven
Linder.Years Bad Luck, five reels, with Max
One Man in a Million, six reels, with George
Beban.
SPECIALS
Kismet, nine reels, with Otis Skinner.
RUSSELL-GREIVER-RUSSELL
Lone Hand Wilson, five reels, with Lester Cuneo.
The Ranger and the Law, five reels, with Lester
Cuneo.
Pat
the Ranch,
five reels,
Lester
Cuneo.
Blue O'Blazes,
five reels,
with with
Lester
Cuneo.
SALIENT FILMS, INC.
The Sh.-nlow. six reels, with Muriel Ostriche.

S. & E. ENTERPRISES
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It Mason.
Might Happen to You, five reels, with Billy
Cowboy Jass, two reels, stunt novelty.
LEWIS J. SELZNICK ENTERPRISES
ELAINE H AMMEHSTEI N STAR SERIES
The
Daughter
Pays,sixsixreels
reels..
Pleasure
Seekers,
Poor, Dear Margaret Kirby. six reels.
EUGENE O'llRIEN STAH SIHIIs
The Wonderful Chance, six reels.
Broadway and Home, five reels.
Worlds Apart, six reels.
OWEN
MOORE
STAR SERIES
The Poor Simp, six reels.
The Chicken in the Case.
CONWAY TEARLE
STAR SERIES
Society Snobs, six reels.
Bucking the Tiger, five reels.
MARTHA
MANSFIELD
STAR SERII I
The Fourth Sin, five reels.
SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS
The Greatest Love, five reels, with Vera Gordon.
You
Can't
reels,Ralph
with Ince
All-Star
Cast
The HighestKillLaw,Love,six six
reels,
Special.
The Road of Ambition, six reels, with Conway
Tearle.
TheFaversliam.
Sin That Was His, six reels, with William
Red Foam, six reels, a Ralph Ince Special.
SELECT PICTURES
TheDurning.
Seeds of Vengeance, five reels, with Bernard
JustHallor.
Outside the Door, five reels, with Edith
Man's
Plaything,
Mountain
Madness,fivesixreels,
reels,withwithGrace
specialDavidson.
cast.
Mothers of Men, five reels, with Claire Whitney.
The Great Shadow, six reels, with Tyrone Power.
The Servant Question, five reels, with William
Collier.
D. N. SCHWAB PRODUCTIONS
Fickle Women, five reels, state right feature.
Girls Don't Gamble, five reels, state right feature.
STOLL FILM CORPORATION
January — Squandered Lives.
January — The Hundredth Chance.
January
Mr. Wu.
January —— The
Lure of Crooning Water.
UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
June
13 — Mollycoddle, six reels, with Douglas
Fairbanks.
June 27 — Suds, five reels, with Mary Pickford.
Sept. 5— The Love Flower, seven reels, D. W.
Griffith
Dec.
4 — Theproduction.
Mark of Zorro. eight reels, with
Douglas
Fairbanks.
Jan.Pickford.
9 — The Love Light, eight reels, with Mary
Mar. 13 — Thebanks.
Nut, six reels, with Douglas FairUNIVERSAL FEATURES
Under
Faire. Northern Lights, five reels, with Virginia
Blue Streak McCoy, five reels, with Harry Carey.
In Folly's Trail, five reels, with Carmel Myers.
Beautifully Trimmed, five reels, with Carmel
Myers.Youth, five reels, with Edith Roberts.
White
Two
Kinds of Love, five reels, all star cast.
Hearts Up, five reels, with Harry Carey.
Tiger True, five reels, with Frank Mayo.
JEWEL PRODUCTIONS
The Breath of the Gods, six reels, with Tsuru Aoki.
The Devil's Pass Key, seven reels, with special
cast.
Phillips.
., _ Dorothy
Once
to Every Woman, six reels, with
Outside the Law, six reels, with Priscilla Dean.
VITAGRAPH
ALICE JOYCE SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS
The Vice of Fools, five reels.
The Prey, six reels.
Cousin Kate, five reels.
EAKLE WILLIAMS PRODUCTIONS
A Master Stroke, five reels.
The Romance Promoter, five reels.
The PurpleAdrift,
Cipher,fivefivereels.
reels.
Diamonds
CORINNE GRIFFITH PRODUCTIONS
The Broadway Bubble, five reels.
The Whisper Market, five reels.
It Isn't Being Done This Season.
ALICE CALHOUN PRODUCTIONS
Princess Jones, five reels.
ANTONIO MORENO PRODUCTIONS
Three Sevens, five reels.
SUPER-FEATURES
Dead VITAGRAPH
Men Tell No Tales,
seven reels (Tom Terrisa
Production), All Star Cast.
Trumpet
Island, seven reels, all-star cast (To«
Terria Production).
Black Beauty, Jean Paige and All Star Cast.
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EXHIBITORS

SHORT

SUBJECTS

COMEDIES
A It ft O W FILM CORP.
ARROW-HANK
week, two reels MANN COMEDIES, every olhei
ARRO
reels W-M URIEL OSTRICH COMEDIES, two
SPOTLIGHT COMEDIES, one reel.
ARDATH XLNT COMEDIES, two reels.
AY WON FILM CORP.
JOY COMEDIES.
C. B. C, Fll.ll BALES
HALL ROOM BOYS COMEDIES, two reels
C RLBBRATED I'l.A Y E n s
CELEBRATED COMEDIES.
DOMTK VM PICT1 BBS, im
NEW-WED COMEDIES, one reel.
1.1)1 CATIONAI. FILM COR P.
CHESTER COMEDIES, iwo reels.
ATheTrayful
of Trouble
One Best
Pet.
You'll
Beat It.Be Surprised
Ladies' Pets.
CHRISTIE COMEDIES two reels.
Mr. Fatima.
Wedding Blues.
Back From tbe Front.
Dining
Room, Kitchen and Sink.
Movie Mad.
Nobody's
Hey Rube. Wife.
Man Versus Woman.
Scrappily Married.
TORCHY COMEDIES, two reels.
Torchy's
Millions.
Torchy Turns
Cupid. (Johnny
(JohnnyHines.)
Hines )
Torchy's
Double
Triumph.
Torchy Mixes In.
Torchy's Night Hood.
MERMAID COMEDIES, two reels.
Dynamite. (Lloyd Hamilton.)
Nonsense. (Jimmie Adams.)
The Simp. (Lloyd Hamilton.)
April Fool.
High and Dry.
Moonshine.
Holy Smoke.
FILM SALES CO.
BILLY RUGE COMEDIES, one reel.
JOLLY COMEDIES, one reel.
FILM SPECIAL COMEDIES, one reel.
FAMOUS PLAY Kits- LA SKY
PARAMOUNT-ARBUCKLE
COMEDIES, two
reels.
PARAMOUNT-DE
HAVEN
COMEDIES two
reels
Mar. 6— Wedding Bells Out of Tune.
Mar. 20 — Sweetheart Days.
PARAMOUNT-MACK
SENNETT COMEDIES,
two reels.
Feb. 6 — On a Summer's Dav.
Feb. 20— The Unhappy Finish.
PARAMOUNT-BURTON HOLMES Travel Pic
tures, one reel.
PARAMOUNT MAGAZINE, one reeL
FIRST NATIONAL
CHARLES CHAPLIN COMEDI1 S
A Dog's Life, three reels.
AShoulder
Day's Pleasure,
reels.
Arms, twotworeels.
Sunnyside. two reels.
The Kid, six reels.
TOONERVILLE
TROLLEY COMEDIES, two
reels.
FEDERATED FILM
MONTE BANKS COMEDIES, two reels.
FOX FILM CORP.
SUNSHINE COMEDIES, two reels.
An
Hold Elephant's
Me Tight.Nightmare.
His Noisy Still.
Tretty Lady.
Her and
Doggone
Wedding.
Pals
Petticoats.
The Slicker.
CLYDE COOK COMEDIES, two reels
The Huntsman.
All Wrong.
Dnn'tJockey.
Tickle.
The
Don't Tickle.
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COLDWVN PICTURE*
CAPITOL COMEDIES, two reels.
EDGAR COMEDIES, two reels.
GOI.DWYN BRAY COMICS, one reel.
■If DEPENDENT FILMS ass\
DAMFOOL TWIN COMEDIES, two reel*.
PINNACLE
COMEDIES, two reels, with Max
Roberts.
METRO
NEIGHBORS, two reels, Buster Keating.
THEKeating.
HAUNTED
HOUSE, Iwo reels. Buster
PATHE EXCHANGE. INC.
VANITY FAIR GIRLS COMEDIES, one reel
ROLIN COMEDIES, one reel.
ROLIN TWO REELERS, two reels.
HAROLD LLOYD COMEDIES, two reels.
Number Please.
PHOTO PRODI < i s BXPOBT
FLAGG COMEDY RENEWALS, one reel
It \l>l\ I'M It 1 1 1 v |M .
JOHNNY DOOLEY COMEDIES.
H EE LCR A FT PICT I RBI
ALICE HOWELL COMEDIES, two reels.
WILLIAM FRANEY COMEDIES one reel
MII.BURN MORA NT I COMEDIES, two reel«.
NAPOLEON & SALLY COMEDIES, one reel
GALE HENRY COMEDIES, two reels
MATTY ROUBFRT COMEDIES, two reels
ROYAL COMEDIES, two reels.
ROBERTSOJV-I in i
SUPREME COM EDI ES. one reel
itl BSBLL-CREn BB-B1 ssii.i.
TUSUN COMEDIES, one reel.
SPECIAL Pit l l HI * < our.
I OMEDYART. two reels.
< OMICLASSICS. two reels.
< LAYPLAY COMEDIES.
MORANTI COMEDIES.
CHESTER CONKLIN COMEDIES, two reels
IMVEIISAI. FILM BBC. ( O.
CENTURY COMEDIES, two reels.
STAR COMEDIES, one reel.
BIG V SPECIAL VITAtiRAI'll
COMEDIES, two reels.
LARRY
SEMON COMEDIES, two reels.
The Suitor.
The Stage Hand.
The Sportsman.
JIMThe AUBREY
Back Yard.COMEDIES, two reels.
The Decorator.
His Jonah Day.
The
Mysterious Stranger.
The Nuisance.
DRAMAS
ARROW FILM CORP.
BLAZED TRAIL PRODUCTIONS,
one every
other week, two reels.
ARROW NORTHWOOD DRAMAS, two reels.
C. B. C. FILM SALES
STAR RANCH WESTERNS, two reels
DOMINANT I'M 11 BBS, IM
WESTERN STAR DRAMAS, two reels.
PATHE
THE TEMPEST, two reels, Tom Santschi
SINGLE-HANDED SAM. two reels. Edgar Jones.
PIOXEER
NICK CARTER SERIES, two reels
C. B. PRICE CO.
INDIAN
DRAMAS.
featuring Mona Dark
feather, one reel.
REELCRAFT PICTURES
TEXAS GUINAN WESTERNS, two reels.
RUSSELL-GREIVER-RCSSELL
FRITZI
PRODUCTIONS. two
reels. RIDGEWAY
STAR DRAMAS, featuring Violet Mersereau.
Grace Cunard and others, two reels
AL JENNINGS WESTERNS, two reels.
NEAL HART WESTERNS, two reels.
SELZMCK PICTURES
WILLIAM J. FLYNN Detective Series, two reels.
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I KIVBBSAL FILM MFC. CO.
reel*.RIDER SERIES (Leonard Chapman), two
RED
WESTERN
AND RAILROAD DRAMAS, two
reels.
SCENICS
EDUCATIONAL— Robert C. Bruce Scenics Beau
liful, one reel (every Iwo weeks).
EDUCATIONAL—
reel (every week).Chester Outing Scenics, one
weeks).
EDUCATIONAL
— Screenics, one reel (every two
PARAMOUNT
—
one reel (every Burton
week). Holmes Travel Pictures
PARAMOUNT— Burlingham Adventure Scenics
PARAMOUNT— Post Nature Pictures.
UEELCRAFT— Reelcraft Scenics, one reel.
ROBERTSON
COLE— Martin Johnson Series, one
reel.
reel.
ROBERTSON
COLE— Adventure
Scenics. one
SPECIAL
Stories. PICTURES— Sunset Burrud Scenic
MISCELLANEOUS
ARROW— Sport Pictorials, one reel.
C. B. C. SALES — Screen snapshots (bi monthly).
( OM
WEALTH — Spanuth's Original Vod •■
Vil MON
Movies.
COMMONWEALTH— Spanuth's Sermonetles.
I'AMOUS
PLAYERS— Paramount Magazine, on*
reel (weekly).
COLDWVN — Coldwyn-Rray Pictographs.
GREIVER— Greiver Educationals.
KINETO— Kineto Reviews.
K I NETO— Charles Urban Movie Chats
KINETO — Urban Popular Classics.
PATHE— Topics of the Day.
PATHE— Pathe Review, one reel.
PIONEER— Luke McLuke's Film Osophy
RADIN— Brind's Wonders of Nature.
SELECT — Herbert Kaufman Masterpieces.
SELECT — I'rizma Color Pictures.
S & E. ENTERPRISES— Cowboy Jazi. two reels
SERIALS
ARROW— Thunderbolt Jack (Jack Hoxie).
FOX— Bride Thirteen.
PATHE — Ruth of the Rockies (Ruth Roland).
PATHE
Warner— Phantom
Orland). Foe (Juanita Hansen and
PATHE
— Velvet
Fingers (George B. Seiu and
Marguerite
Courtot).
UNIVERSAL — King of the Circus (Eddie Polo)
camp).
UNIVERSAL—
The Flaming Disk (Elmo Lincoln).
UNIVERSAL — The Dragon's Net (Marie WalVITAGRAPH—
The Silent Avenger (William
Duncan).
VITAGRAPH—
Elinor Fair). The Purple Riders (Joe Ryan and
VITAGRAPH—
Fighting Fate (William Duncan
and Edith Johnson).
VITAGRAPH— Hidden Dangers (Joe Ryan and
Jean Paige).
VITAGRAPH—
The Veiled Mystery (Antonio
Moreno).
NEWS REELS
FOX NEWS (twice a week) at Fox exchanges.
INTERNATIONAL NEWS (Mondays and Thurs
days) at Universal exchanges.
KINOGRAMS
(twice a week) at Educational exchanges.
PATHE NEWS (Wednesdays and Saturdays) at
Educational exchanges.
SELZNICK
changes. NEWS (twice a week) at Select exANIMATED CARTOONS
THE GUMPS (Celebrated Players).
MUTT AND JEFF (Fox).
GASOLINE ALLEY (Russell-Greiver-Russell)
SPECIALS
EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP.
Modern Centaurs.
Valley of 10.000 Smokes.
Babe Ruth — How He Knocks His Home Runs.
Art of Diving, with Anrette Kellennan.
The Race of the Age (Man o' War).
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Different

SPORT stuff. "Cy" Williams producing. Bob Bradbury directing. Pathe release. Bob's bovs in
cast. Bill and Bob. Twins. One
reelers. Shows the boys trapping
wild animals. Great stuff. Ideal
for youngsters. Great material.
With which to bring Pop and Mom
into your house. Bringing the
youngsters along. Fine for family
entertainment. Will do more to
offset censorship than one thousand
speeches by Bill Brady. And 63
lectures by Sydney Cohen. Kind of
stuff much needed. Clean. Unusual. Interesting. Let's have more.
Lots more.
Dannenberg in Wid's
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